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04/01/20 12:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther gas station 76 5200 172nd St NE Arlington They are selling a large supply of KN95 masks at a 

limit of 2 per person. I work in healthcare and our 
office has run out of masks. They are also not 
following recommended sanitation guidelines.

medicalassistant@shifahealth.orgAmanda 425-350-8769

05/08/20 5:24 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license 711 802 6th avenue Bremerton Not following social distancing and selling liquor to 
minors and cigarettes not carding ID

Robert Parker

03/31/20 3:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 711 Corner of 4th plain and main streetBancouver Very dirty....not disinfecting  down 
surfaces...surfaces sticky many homeless people 
contracting inside

Newjennifer2015@yahoo.comJennifer bednarek 3606072633

05/05/20 11:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction 1962 4700 42nd Ave SW Seattle I am an ARNP essential worker that comes into my 
office at Jefferson Square 4700 42nd AVE SW, 
Seattle 98116. The manager of the building 
maintenance sent out an email in March stating that 
one of the Janitors tested positive for COVID. They 
took some measures. But now in the last 3 weeks 
there have been maintence men walking around the 
building without PPE, no masks, no gloves and 
working on the building inside. Today, one tried to 
get on the elevator with me and got 1ft in front of me 
without any PPE. Another day last week there was 
one of them working right outside my office with no 
mask and I asked about it and said it wasn't okay 
with me and he said they aren't provided masks or 
PPE. It is my understanding that workers on the 
building need to follow protective guidelines and they 
aren't.  Here is the manager of KIMCO reality for the 
building; Matthew Barker phone 425-466-0846 email 
MBarker@kimcoreality.com. I have emailed him to 
let him know my concern twice and ask what they 
are doing for precautions and no response.

jacqueline@nwpwc.org Jacqueline Marcell-Koledin 2062347886 Matthew Barker Manager of KIMCO BUILDING MAINTENANCE WORKERS

03/30/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Crisis Line Call Center 1991 521 Stadium Place South Seattle 10 or more people sit in the same room in a call 
center for long periods of time.

04/30/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction (Unknown) 600 NW 77th St Seattle This is a residential construction site. There is no 
hand washing station. There’s no on site posting 
about covid or social distancing. Employer is not 
providing ppe. Social distancing is not being 
maintained. (This employer previously restarted work 
at this construction site before the state authorized a 
return to work, demonstrating a repeated disregard 
for the governor’s orders and a lack of concern for 
the safety and welfare of his employees.)

beccaprosser@gmail.com Rebecca Prosser 206-920-7360

05/08/20 6:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license 100 Pound Clam 1001 Fairview Ave N Seattle Several people gathered around and sitting within 
close proximity just drinking alcoholic beverages. 
Essentially it looks like an open outdoor bar. No one 
is obeying social distancing, no one is wearing a 
mask. Majority of people are just drinking.

ginevra.morrissey@gmail.comGinevra Morrissey 13037750368

04/08/20 5:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license 101 Brewery at Twana Roadhouse 294793 US Hwy 101 Quilcene There is always several cars parked out front of the 
bar/restaurant with no people waiting for pick up. too 
many people inside at once. They think because 
small town no one will know. But it is on a hwy so 
has the potential to spread any illness to travelers 
along hwy 101

Local dont want to be known

04/02/20 6:42 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 5 Guys 19620 Hwy 99, Lynnwood They have and outdoor section, and I saw people 
sitting there and dining there (in groups)

05/11/20 3:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business 7 eleven 6735 NE 42nd St Vancouver Employees not enforcing social distancing 
requirements when customers don't abide by the 
requirements.

ggretsch7@gmail.com Gina Gretsch 3609935117

04/08/20 10:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Edna The building is far too small to follow social 
distancing regulations, there are often gatherings of 
multiple employees in close proximity, and the 
management is not allowing for the necessary time 
between shifts for the custodial staff to come in and 
properly disenfect.  Most employees are also not 
even attempting to follow social distancing and are 
not even attempting to follow measures.

cjmays13@gmail.com 3219781581

04/10/20 4:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7-11 1st and cherry Seattle 98104 People in front of store and inside store not following 
social distancing requirements, large groups of about 
20 at night after 10 pm, spitting
Police already called multiple times 
Social distancing requirement stickers only 
implemented yesterday April 9th
Business, specifically the owner needs to take some 
responsibility and take a proactive stand - owner's 
name is Danny
Suggestions: there should only be about 8 people at 
a time within store, close at 10 possibly
Employees do have access to PPE but do not always 
wear the PPE
They do not have face guards at the cashier's 
stations

carolyncac8282@gmail.com (206) 218-2082 - please leave a detailed voicemail if I don't pick up

04/01/20 3:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Convenience store. Allowed but NOT covid-19 safe!7-11 5600 E Fourth Plain Vancouver, WA 98661 Small space, narrow aisles, crowded and impossible 
for people to be 6 feet from each other and 
especially unsafe for employees. No plexiglass at 
register.  Allowing too many in store at once.  Very 
seriously concerned for workers, neighborhood.

Lisawalkerblodgett@outlook.comLisa Blodgett 503-960-2903

04/26/20 7:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 627 1st Avenue Seattle Lots of people NO distancing. It’s like trying to 
distance yourself from ants at a picnic. Why is this 
place allowed to stay open

04/19/20 9:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 20250 Sherman Way winnetka Is dirty and not being kept clean and the store front 
attracts large groups

04/07/20 11:00 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 5600 E Fourthplain BLVD Vancouver No plexi glass between cashier and customers, 
wayyy too many people being allowed in at once, so 
people can not follow social distancing. The store is 
not large enough to have more than a couple people 
inside at once.

paigemonahan7@gmail.com Paige

03/31/20 5:02 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 627 1st Ave Seattle Does not limit entry. Entryway blocked by people 
standing in it. Does not wipe surfaces with 
disinfectant. Encourages gatherings. 
This place is just down the street from Century Link 
Field Event Center.

retail.madden@gmail.com

05/16/20 3:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business 76 gas station 29629 se, or 224 Eagle creek oregon I watched there employees serve food not only 
without wearing any mask on multiple occasions but 
also not wearing gloves smoking then coming in and 
handling food handling just very concerned and then 
after watching three employees and an acting 
manager not wearing a mask I was highly concerned 
today’s date is 5/16/2020

Bigbadaburr@gmail.com Michael Burr 9717039610

05/01/20 3:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber ? 20051A 1st Ave NE Poulsbo Illegal barbershop operating out of a garage at 
20051A 1st Ave NE, Poulsbo, WA 98370

Lavender.jenn@gmail.com Jennifer Mueller 3609796119 N/A

04/30/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction ?? Southwest corner of NW 67th St and 28th Ave. NWSEattle A worker -older white guy is only wearing his mask 
halfway, it covers his mouth but not his nose.

abagdon27@gmail.com anne 2067845816

04/30/20 11:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Manufacturing CompanyA & G Machine 1231 37th St NW Auburn There have been multiple positive cases, and there 
is concern that they are not being reporting to pubic 
health agencies.

adali@kingcounty.gov Adna Ali 206-263-9694

04/03/20 8:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace A & G Machine inc 1231 37th ave Auburn I am a current employee with A&G and there are 5 
buildings with in the company. We all work in close 
quarters of the buildings, keeping a distance is very 
hard for our company. We have recently this week 
had 2 positive cases of the virus in our company. No 
awareness was made to any of us until we started 
asking questions to the managers. I as well as many 
others are concerned for our health as the only thing 
that our company has been doing is wiping areas 
down with bleach water. I myself have been in 
contact with the 2 employees who tested positive, 
and I am concerned about bringing it home to my 
family, my husband who has asthma and my 2 
young kids. Nothing is being done to protect us 
employees if we choose to stay home. They are 
denying our unemployment if we apply. I do not feel 
this is fair or safe for us to continue working here 
without something more being done.

Kailene_denee05@yahoo.comKailene Salazar 775-622-2948



05/08/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction a construction company 9040 18th ave SW Seattle Construction has resumed at the address noted 
above.  They are building 14 townhomes. The use of 
PPE is minimal at best from the construction crew.  
As others are staying at home and not allowed to go 
back to work, this would be very frustrating to see 
that rules are not being followed. If these 
construction crew members end of getting covid, 
then I suspect all the other businesses will be 
penalized as a result.   How can the use of PPE be 
monitored at these sites?  As an essential 
healthcare workers, it is very frustrating to see this 
disregard for the governors orders.

lainey127@hotmail.com Elaine Henriksen 2063346804.0000 unk

05/08/20 9:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction a construction company and seattle city employees17th and Henderson Seattle There is an apt/condo construction that has resumed 
near the intersection of 17th and Henderson.  There 
are city of Seattle employees at the construction 
site/construction crew that are not using PPE.  My 
understanding is that this is a requirement.  This is 
not setting a good example to the community and 
they are not in compliance with the governors 
orders. I see the many disregard for the various 
construction crews every day as I walk my dog and 
view the construction from my home. thank you for 
following up.

lainey127@hotmail.com Elaine Henriksen 206-334-6804 unk

05/17/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business A Greener Today 655 W Poplar St Walla Walla This cannabis shop serves a large number of the 
local medical marijuana patients. Today, none of the 
staff had masks, and the gloves they wore were all 
contaminated after touching money, unclean 
surfaces, and their own faces. The staff became 
exceedingly hostile when reminded of the 
demographic they serve. A shop acting as a medical 
resource for patients should have no right to 
endanger their lives because they "don't want to" 
wear a mask- The easiest and most effective way to 
combat the virus

05/12/20 5:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber A kut above 105 so. Main colville Karen Wisner doing nails/hair at her house. She's 
the owner of a kut above hair salon.

04/01/20 9:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace A&G Machine 1231 37th Street SW Auburn They have 3 employees that tested positive in two 
day and everyone is still working next to each other 
and I’m afraid it’s going to spreed. Please do not 
share my Email address

sarah.mills.love69@gmail.comAnonymous

03/30/20 5:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace A&G Machining 1231 37th st nw Auburn More than 5 people within 6 feet working together, 
manager meetings about cvoid 19 with no 
transparency. Confirmed sick employee yet no one 
was notified or actions taken for sterilization, 
venders not notified of possible exposure.

Valdezjobs@live.com Andrew 2534417404

05/08/20 3:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license A-1 Hop Shop 10406 Greenwood Ave N Seattle No signage posted about the virus, social distancing 
or hand washing. No sneeze guard or partition at 
checkout, employees are not wearing masks, no 
hand sanitizer provided for customers or bathroom to 
wash hands. They are allowing the use of reusable 
bags and there is not tape or any kind of signs or 
markers on the floor to remind people what six feet 
looks like. I felt incredibly unsafe in this 
establishment and am also worried that the 
employees are not being properly protected or 
educated about covid-19 and the 
importance/necessity for social distancing and more 
often than usual sanitizing countertops and beer 
cooler handles. This is a bar and mini mart/specialty 
beer shop and there is usually just one employee 
behind the counter which doesn’t allow for the cooler 
handles etc to be cleaned frequently enough, too 
many customers at a time. It appears most every 
other essential business selling Grocery/food/drink 
etc is utilizing tape on the floor/signs and a partition 
between customers and essential workers.

04/08/20 2:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Aacres 8815 S Tacoma Way Lakewood Staff is still working, even when the client has been 
confirmed positive COVID-19 results. They have 
staff coming to the home where the client was tested 
positive instead of getting them to quarantine in 
there own homes, away from people that can also 
get infected.

04/27/20 4:53 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rent to own Aarons 106 15th St. SE Puyallup They came to my door for payment. I was not home 
at the time. They are calling my phone for a payment 
about twice a day.

moanam44@msn.com Cheryl Rohr 253-341-3136

05/07/20 12:13 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Furniture and appliance Sales and LeaseAaron’s 2825 E. 4th plain Blvd Vancouver Employees not following 6 feet distancing 
Employees not cleaning facility or have proper 
ventilation.
Corporate office is making employees enter homes 
to pick up and return merchandise.

05/12/20 12:18 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other TOWING COMPANY ABC TOWING 10315 EAST MARGINAL WAY STUKWILLA employees in and out of the office area not keeping 
social distancing. Company has gloves and masks 
but not being used by most.

04/16/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction ABcom 13029 NE 126th Place Kirkland Business is not directing office employees to work 
from home.

norrisc761@hotmail.com

03/30/20 6:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction ABcom 13029 NE 126th Place Kirkland All office employees could be working from home. 
Nevertheless, employees are not encouraged to do 
so by either local branch management or Human 
Resources located in Minnesota. Employees have 
been told that telecommuting is not an option.

03/31/20 7:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Staging, home furnishings Aboda 6525 240th St SE Woodinville Aboda has failed to implement social distancing for 
certain groups of their employees, even after it was 
brought to managements attention and changes 
were requested. Aboda is also conducting some non-
essential business that is putting their employees at 
risk. Aboda has also not provided workers at risk 
with protective gear or adequate sanitation supplies.

For example, Aboda provides corporate housing, 
which is essential. But workers are being sent into 
occupied units to swap up perfectly functional 
furnishings due to "style" requests. These safety 
concerns and non essential work concerns have 
been brought to management and failed to address 
these issues, denying any liability or risk to 
employees health. Employees are still being required 
to go into occupied unit and apartment complexes 
with positive COVID19 cases. Aboda is also picking 
up furniture from staged homes listed for sale, which 
could wait until after the restrictions are lifted.

Anonymous - to prevent retaliationAnonymous - to prevent retaliation425-449-3197

04/17/20 6:55 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Absci 101 e 6th st, suite 350 Vancouver Management is not taking the 6 ft of separation 
seriously. Many people are onsite when they only 
need to be present for meetings especially upper 
management. There was just a happy hour with 
about 15 people in the office at most 4 feet apart 
handing drinks to each other

Sean McClain

04/07/20 6:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher University of Washington Oak HallSeattle Social distancing? What’s that? Not happening at 
this jobsite. Bring it up to Foreman and Supervisors 
and have been told to quit over reacting. People 
spitting, coughing and sneezing and no disinfecting 
whatsoever.

04/01/20 3:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Oak Hall University of WashingtonSeattle No training/awareness offered. No sanitizer in 
construction areas. Lack of PPE use (gloves, 
masks). Many people working within 6 feet.

04/01/20 4:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Const. UW oak hall/Denny field Seattle If one person on this jobsite gets infected, the whole 
jobsite will get infected. Workers close to each other 
all day. No one is using sanitizer or washing hands 
or wiping down work areas. Scary!

04/13/20 3:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction Stevens Way university of WashingtonSeattle Social distancing while working is all but impossible 
with all the people on the jobsite. Look at any time 
and you will see people right next to each other with 
no masks or PPE. This project should not be 
operating as it continues to not be prepared to keep 
all of the workers safe from virus. Half ass effort by 
most people leaves everyone vulnerable.

04/08/20 5:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction University of Washington Stevens WaySeattle Workers continue to work in close proximity with no 
masks. Multiple workers in small rooms and 
hallways with no way to achieve 6 feet of distance. 
No enforcement of social distancing. Not prepared to 
enforce policies put in place. Dangerous.



04/07/20 11:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher construction Oak Hall Stevens way UW Seattle No social or physical distancing at all. Little to no use 
of PPE (gloves, glasses, masks). this jobsite is not 
prepared to keep employees safe from Coronavirus. 
Something needs to change on this job quickly, it is 
disgusting the lack of attention and leadership 
shown to protect the workers.

04/06/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction Stevens Way/Oak Hall University of WashingtonSeattle More people on site means more people 6 feet or 
closer. Huddled around blue prints and walking in 
groups of 2-5 people. Minimal PPE and masks used. 
Normal PPE like gloves and glasses are not being 
used let alone extra precautions for Coronavirus. 
Blatant disregard for the well-being of others.

04/06/20 10:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction UW oak hall, Stevens way Seattle People within 6 feet of each other all the time, no 
masks or protection being used. Absher is not 
prepared to keep workers safe. Lack of cleaning, 
lack of glove use and lack of disenfecting.

04/03/20 6:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction Oak Hall University of WashingtonSeattle Lack of real effort to follow new guidelines. Some 
workers are intentionally not following the rules 
regarding gloves, distancing, disinfecting putting 
others at risk. Absher is not enforcing their policies. 
Come out and see, it’s disgusting.

04/02/20 4:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction Oak Hall University of WashingtonSeattle People with coughs and sneezing continue to work 
with no regard for others. Close contact throughout 
the jobsite. Multiple people working in small rooms 
and spaces with no PPE or sanitizers.

04/02/20 2:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction Oak Hall University of WashingtonSeattle Come visit and see for yourself. This is appalling. 
Contractors and workers not taking this seriously. 
Forced to work or denied benefits. Disgusting!

yelmkram@hotmail.com Mark 3602502137

04/01/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Construction University of Washington North Campus HousingSeattle Workers next to each other all day. No distancing 
and no enforcement. Only hand sanitizer inside the 
Honey Buckets nowhere in work areas.

05/13/20 9:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business absolute relaxation 1800 cooper pt rd olympia no masks, no precautions, treating non urgent

03/31/20 4:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Accounting firm Accounting & tax pro Inc 12505 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue the accounting firm is open and requires employees 
to work, there is at least 3 person working at one 
office which is not practicing social distancing.

catherine.zhen@hotmail.com Catherine 2066641306

04/02/20 1:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Brokerage Accurate insurance 909 w Garland ave Spokane Allowing people in, keeping not essential employees 
on staff

Mary

05/07/20 11:28 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Ace Hardware 400 Cooper point road SW Olympia No employees wearing masks. Employees 
approaching customers well within two feet. No 
visible hand or surface sanitizers of any kind being 
used or offered for customer use.

Deena.cady@comcast.net Deena Cady 360 259-1205

05/05/20 2:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Ace Hardware 906 S Monroe st Spokane There is no enforcement or even encouragement for 
social distancing while in store or in line at register. 
Also, employees constantly walking within one foot 
of customers and not wearing masks. Isles are 
narrow and people are literally brushing against 
other people to pass in isles.

Dbarnard81@live.com David 2086515121

04/27/20 2:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware ACE Hardware 207 W Stevens Ave Sultan Employee was coughing and looked sick. Was not 
following social distancing from customers.

04/20/20 4:08 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Ace Hardware 4416 s regal Spokane Tons of people inside store over the weekend.  No 
one was at the door to limit how many people enter, 
there was not enough room at registers for proper 
social distancing even though the floor was marked.

cmunro18@yahoo.com Cheryl Closson 9515051161 cmunro18@yahoo.com

04/18/20 5:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware garden store Ace Hardware 1330 N Argonne rd Spokane valley No social distancing inside store
Very crowded
Won’t answer phone for so called curb side service

Spinonedad@gmail.com Ken safranek 509-869-5911

04/24/20 8:03 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Ace Hardware - Mukilteo 12680 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo The staff were not making any attempts at social 
distancing, many face-to-face conversations, with 
each other and customers. I spoke with the 
manager, Chantelle Burris, and asked about this. 
She said they had masks for everyone, but it was 
their choice to use them. Even she wasn’t using a 
mask, said it bothered her face. I said, isn’t it an 
order for essential workplaces? She said no, it was 
free will.

baker1mich@frontier.com Mike Baker 425-742-7853 telleburris@hotmail.com

04/30/20 6:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Ace Hardware Store 12680 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo No social distancing, no masks, people close 
together. Numerous people have experienced this. 
Store says they can not make employees wear 
masks or social distance. No plex glass to protect 
check out.

Suebd07@gmail.com Susan Dann telleburris@hotmail.com

04/25/20 6:50 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Ace Hardware Ace hardware store 2012 S 12th st Tacoma Was there this week,  no social distancing, no 
masks, no cleaning by staff. Staff weren’t even 
wearing masks.

sallyboudreau@me.com Sally Boudreau 2533040333

04/07/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Achten's Roofing 410 112th St S Tacoma multiple workers in one vehicle at the Shell Station 
on Pacific Ave in Tacoma -

05/18/20 2:03 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto dealership Acura of Seattle 301 Baker Boulevard Tukwila Stopping by this dealership to look at cars and 
possibly test drive, noticing majority of employees 
without face masks or protective wear, and a 
showroom full of people not following social 
distancing guidelines in the least. There is no barrier 
at desks between employees  and clients. I don’t 
believe this is safe for either employees or clients. I 
was approached by an employee (without mask) and 
when noticing the above, decided to leave without 
further action as I was very uncomfortable.

05/18/20 11:37 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive Acura of Seattle 301 Baker Boulevard Seattle Ignoring phase 1 regulations. Telling employees to 
lie to officials if they come for an inspection. Selling 
cars without an appointment.

05/14/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Adesa auto suction Adesa of seattle 621 37th st nw Auburn They have carpoolers and carpoolers only wearing 
face masks and gloves. There lot crew security 
officers and intake personnel are not wearing gloves 
or masks. they are essentially touching the same 
stuff that the carpoolers are there in and out of 
vehicles they are also touching the same stuff that 
we as carpoolers would touch I eat being the 
steering wheel the door handles the gear shifters the 
trackers and none of them are wearing face masks 
and gloves via it's required for the transporters to 
wear gloves as well. they threatened to have the 
cops called on myself for not complying but yet they 
are in noncompliances well and also the manager 
Aubrey Kelly told me that if I called the health 
department on them that I would never pull cars in 
Auburn again so he also threatened to take a job 
away from me for them not complying un me asking 
questions about why their security guards lot crew 
and intake do not have to wear mask and gloves as 
well. he also never answered any of my questions 
was very defiant and very standoffish towards me 
and told me that I needed to comply and that he 
would not answer any of my questions and then 
proceeded to hang up on me. The is truck guy was 
also not in gloves and mask and he touches jump 
boxes that lot Dre, security officials and car pullers 
touch.

Tinkerbe1l_23@yahoo.com Ashley Fields 208-818-2267

04/29/20 8:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Advanced Spinal Care 10305 196th St Ct E Graham Chiropractor's office.  No one is masked.  Not 
limiting patients to one at a time in the office.  No 
hand sanitizer available.

LPBishop00@gmail.com Lisa P Bishop 2068170719 Craig Lapenski

03/31/20 11:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Motorcycle dealership Adventure motorsports 320 N Luis ST Monroe Not following social distancing (allowing customers 
in the show room, not following 6 foot rule)
Showroom/ retail sales stays open
No essential staff on premises (sales staff, parts to 
public, financing)

bleinweber71@gmail.com Brad Leinweber 4258909518

04/29/20 5:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Aegis construction site 1000 block lake Washington blvdKirkland Workers not distancing and not using  masks 
consistent for weeks

Newname98033@yahoo.comSteve

04/08/20 11:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther 62+ adult apartment 
community

Affinity at Puyallup 3909 5th Street SE Puyallup Has one on one appointments, allows move-ins with 
no plan for disinfecting after.  Does not screen 
visitors, vendors, or move-ins.  Has told employees 
to share office space without disinfecting.  Has no 
has no tracking for disinfecting.  Just moved 
furniture from lobby on 4/6/2020.  Just advised 
4/6/20 ok for employee to wear mask and gloves, 
was not allowed previous.

bshaffer520@gmail.com Bonnie Shaffer 253-778-9462



05/11/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing Affordable Custom Cabinets 5421 N Corrigan Rd Otis Orchard Workers have been back at work since beginning of 
May without social distancing in departments, as all 
staff is back in the building and working. This is not 
essentail manufacturing, it's custom cabinets for 
homes and they are not completing existing work, 
they are business as usual, requesting employees 
work overtime to meet deadlines. They  have 
coerced all employees, who are union represented to 
return to work or lose their unemployment. Initially 
union said it's non essential manufacturing and 
employees weren't to go back until PHASE 2, now 
the union is telling employees to return asap or lose 
unemployment benefits?? How does a business just 
get to become essential?  I work for an essential 
company and have had to adhere to temp checks, 
sign ins, and given essential paperwork. ACC has a 
manager taking temps and saying if you register high 
to go outside in the cold until it comes down. 
Manager Dean also jokes about having been around 
someone that became COVID positive back in 
January out drinking at a bar. The owner, Will, has 
told his employees the governor's office contacted 
them and said they are essential now, but now that 
employees are reporting to work no such paperwork 
exists. And they refused to give essential paperwork 
for employees to keep in their car to prove it, should 
need be. If they are supposed to be open, fine, but 
as an essential employee who is obligated to follow 
the rules of going to work and possibly exposing 
myself, why are the people who are required to stay 
home not having to comply? Why should we 
essential people have to? This is not right, and 

Will

04/17/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Agave Taqueria 2520 Commercial Ave Anacortes One of the dishwashers was exposed to covid-19 
and none of the employees were informed. They 
claim the dishwasher and her daughter are in good 
health even though the daughter claimed she can’t 
“breath”.

04/17/20 2:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business AGAVE Taqueria 2520 Commercial Avenue Anacortes The morning dishwasher was in contact with her 
daughter who was exposed to COVID-19 by a friend 
at work. Dishwasher continues to work, all waiters 
have decided to quit and go into quarantine 
immediately. Owner of the business is denying the 
employee’s exposure to COVID-19 violating CDC 
laws by not informing the workers. Employees were 
notified of COVID-19 exposure by the dishwashers 
relative.

gyanez1300@mysvc.skagit.eduGiselle Yanez 3606431514

04/14/20 9:16 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior residential building Alaska House Apartments 4545 42nd Ave SW Seattle The maintenance staff isn't wearing a mask while 
working. Yesterday he sneezed very hard and didn't 
cover his sneeze. He is chatting with several 
residents (who have masks on) for long periods of 
time. Our building has 130+ people who are at high 
or extreme risk.

seattle.subee@gmail.com Brenda Luke 2062653175 Alaskahousemgr@pinnacleliving.com

05/04/20 6:46 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Truck camper Manufacturing Alaskan Campers 801 BE kerron st Winlock  98596 They are stating their essential because they do 
repairs but they hardly do any repairs it's just 
building truck campers they have full staff again not 
following protocols no masks no sanitation's and not 
safe distancing saying he does not care about the 
order he's not about small government and he's 
going to make them work no matter what they 
shouldn't be open till phase two

Crystalbarton1@gmail.com Crystal Barton 3606239248 Alaskan@alaskancamper.com

05/08/20 5:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Albertsons 370 sw sedgwick road Port orchard Not following social distancing workers being 
careless
not wearing gloves with food as well.

Robert Parker

04/06/20 5:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Albertsons 705 Trosper Road Tumwater There is no process in order to count how many 
people are in or out of the store. There is well over 
50 people at all times. And no one is social 
distancing. I was in there from 11:00 AM to 12:00 
PM doing essential shopping. It was outrageous and 
scary. There was five check stands open with five 
people (some with whole families) in line JUST in 
the front of the store. Please protect these grocery 
workers!!

Ericcnast@gmail.com Eric 3604856248

04/04/20 11:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Albertsons Grocery Port Orchard, WA 370 SW Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard On Thursday, 2 April 2020 approx. 7:30 PM,  several 
Albertsons employees,  were blatantly not following 
the physical distancing guidelines.  Some were 
walking right up to you, 1-2 ft to ask if can help find 
something when you did not need or ask for help 
when my wife and I (both over 60) were going out of 
our way to stay away from everyone. The self check 
out Albertsons attendant, suddenly came from 
behind without notice and stuck his face right in front 
of ours (closer than 1 ft within our breathing zone)  
to check the screen on our self checkout machine, I 
yelled at him, but he proceeded to do it 2 more 
times.  No discipline was being followed, or no 
supervisor directions/training was being provided to 
these checkout clerks.

usn-rt-406@wavecable.com Daniel Looney 360-876-0313

04/06/20 5:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex Alder Creek Apartments And 
Townhomes

11716 NE 49th Street Vancouver Exceeding the 2 persons recommendation on 
property.  Not allowing proper social distancing and 
that puts workers at risk of exposure and risks 
spread. Proclamation 20-25 says only 2 people 
should be on site at one time. This property is 
basically fully staffed.

timeislove1990@gmail.com Jeffrey M Fisk 3603699236

05/05/20 8:53 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV Park Alderwood RV Express 14007 N Newport Hwy Mead Have not complied with many orders by the 
governor. Including not following corporate rules to 
follow stay home stay healthy order. Opened 
playgrounds for children today and allowing 
gathering at playground and on equipment

04/04/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Alfys 2317 broadway Everett wa I went in to get pizza and the lobby is still open they 
gave people sitting in the lobby waiting for their 
pizza. They have no markings on the ground and 
they are not enforcing the 6 foot guideline. I have 
family who work there and their bosses will not give 
them cleaning supplies or help them enforce the 
guidelines set by the state

keenan.j.roehm@gmail.com Keenan Roehm 4259230352

04/11/20 12:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mobile dog groomer All breed mobile dog groomers 2215 189th Pl SW,  Lynnwood, Washington 98036 -Lynnwood wa I saw them taking dogs in and out of van at my 
neighbors talking to people and exchanging dog 
leashes

03/30/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business all Cash N Carry Stores 1760 4th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134seattle They have no social distancing at all. People are 
everywhere and they are not limiting number of 
people in the stores. This is for all Cash and Carry 
stores.

04/08/20 7:45 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotels All Hotels All Hotels Spokane Washington I work for a hotel in Spokane Washington and after 
the press conference, we have seen a surge in 
reservations with people thinking that the curve is 
slowing, they can now travel again. All of the 
reservations are for just traveling, not for essential 
business. I have a friend that works for the 
Residence Inn in Pullman and saw the same thing 
overnight. This is going to make an impact in 
transferring the virus in a bad way. You need to 
remove hotels from essential businesses as people 
are still traveling all the time and will spread the 
disease. As a worker, I beg you to do this. I know 
this will hurt me financially but it is for the better of 
the state. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

05/12/20 5:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction All Terrain Roofing 7517 North 5 Mile Road Spokane This company not only remained open during stay at 
home orders and were speaking to customers at 
there homes with no social distancing or facial 
coverings. In addition no social distancing is taking 
place with employees. Its disturbing and needs to be 
addressed.

05/07/20 1:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction All Weather Roofing 301 LONG AVE KELSO Roofing construction workers are working within 6 
feet of each other without any PPE. Currently 
working on a home on Woodfield Loop SE in 
Olympia.

John S. Wililams

04/06/20 8:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Allan electric 918 W. Canal Drive, Kennewick, WA 99336Kennewick Full staff performing non essential tasks

05/02/20 12:36 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Alley Cat boutique 123 west first st Port Angeles Shop owner is posting on boutiques Facebook that 
they plan to be fully opened on May 5 disregarding 
the governors order for curbside pick up only. That 
people may come in and browse in Try on items. 
Which is a huge public safety

iamdarren77@hotmail.com Darren 3604777882

04/08/20 10:48 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther "New and pre-owned 
vehicle Inspection 
management Co"

Alliance Inspection Management 330 Golden400  Shore STE Long Beach, CA We are a car dealership that is closed for vehicle 
sales and do not have staff in place to accommodate 
this businesses request.  And, we are following 
social distancing and do not think we should let them 
in to our building...letting them touch desks, keys, 
papers, etc

brack05@msn.com Jacqueline Brackett 206-819-3101

05/06/20 8:34 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apartments Allied Residential - Mitchell point 1001 S 336st Federal Way Resident management isn't doing any sanitation at 
all at this location. Residents are also feeling that the 
place is getting run down and

Doris Anderson 206-291-3928 mitchellplace@alliedresidential.com



05/14/20 4:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Security - Boeing Allied Universal 3003 West Casino Road Everett Employees are working in confined spaces, not 
allowing for a more than 6 ft rule. Workers at the 
“gates” are in proximity of 4-5 ft of one another or 
Boeing employees.

Gary Martini/gary.martini@boeing.com

04/05/20 5:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Custom cardboard boxes 
and packaging design

Allpak Container 1100 SW 27th st Renton Owners are not practicing social distancing, the 
wearing of masks, and have on multiple occasions 
strongly “encouraged“ employees to come to work 
even if experiencing symptoms infection.

tracyelizabethreed@icloud Tracy Reed 3607128083

04/05/20 5:30 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Custom cardboard boxes 
and packaging design

Allpak Container 1100 SW 27th st Renton Owners are not practicing social distancing, the 
wearing of masks, and have on multiple occasions 
strongly “encouraged“ employees to come to work 
even if experiencing symptoms infection.

tracyelizabethreed@icloud Tracy Reed 3607128083

04/06/20 8:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call Center Alorica 9317 E Sinto Spokane Valley Several employees are at home quarantined. Several 
are living or exposed to COVID 19. Alorica is not 
telling employees that people in building have been 
exposed. They are not following any guide lines with 
social distancing or cleaning. Many at risk 
employees are still working to keep job and need 
income. Upper management has no system in place 
for workers on site. Upper management not 
disclosing that fellow employees are at home being 
quarantined. At risk employees should be notified. 
Head sets are shared no one has their own head set 
or desk. Bathroom are not kept clean and flushed do 
not flush properly. Desk are not cleaned daily. Desk 
next each other no social distancing. I hope this is 
report in .. I will lose my job. Alorica is more 
concerned about losing the client business vs their 
employees health.The building is a Petri dish.

Long term at risk employee

04/04/20 3:27 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call center Alorica 9317 E Sinto Ave, Spokane Valley, WA 99206Spokane valley Business not properly cleaning, continuing to share 
office supplies, headsets, desks. Not placing people 
6 feet apart, cleaning office equipment. We were told 
we would be sent to work from home, many bought 
computer equipment, we have not been sent home 
to work.

Kellie.Kismet2@gmail.com Kellie kismet 5092161790

04/21/20 9:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Connivence store Am/pm 3601 center street Tacoma They have bot supplied their workers with anything 
to protect them, no screens, worker seemed 
extremely concerned with safety

04/23/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Amazon distribution center Amazon 2201 140th Ave E suite 800 Summer Not consistent with rules, warehouse workers are 
constantly too close to each other,  not wearing 
proper masks. Too many people are gathered in 
warehouse. Cocos 19 was brought into the 
warehouse April 12. Today (4/22) is the first day 
they have cleaned the warehouse.

shelbydenny616@gmail.com Shelby Denny 2068569931

04/14/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehousing behind closed 
doors

Amazon Center Street Dupont I complained this morning but today two people were 
fired for complaining about Amazon's practices. I 
cannot lose my job over this, so I beg you to retract 
my complaint from earlier today!!  I did not know 
Amazon had a firing policy for reporting 
concerns...there we go. PLEASE do not reference 
any report from this site, if anything follow up from 
what the two that were fired said, or in general just 
making sure by hiring so many they are respecting 
their employees, but not anything from this site or 
from me. I am very nervous now of retribution by my 
employer.  They have eased off on the people 
walking around, PLEASE DO NOT REFERENCE 
ANY COMPLAINT!!  I beg you, please, be so 
careful!!  How then can we report anything if we get 
fired over it???  Thank you, and please, be cautious 
for me!!

04/14/20 5:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehousing behind closed 
doors

Amazon Center Drive Dupont Why does Amzn get to hire an entire crew and more 
ppl than at peak just to watch and crowd me? They 
have people just walking around in the way of us 
working (so they can prove they protected me, not at 
all!!), and continue to hire when Costco/Wlmrt limit 
customers to protect workers. PLEASE BE 
CONFIDENTIAL WITH THIS!!!! Ask how they store 
food and fertilizers while you're at it, its all just $$$ to 
them. BE CURIOUS NOT INVESTIGATING A 
REPORT BY ME! And they are allowed to sell 
everything with no competition, they sell anything -- 
not just essentials, not fair. They give back nothing 
to society. I AM AFRAID for my job, please be 
careful!!!

04/01/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Amazon 18323 Andover Park West Seattle This is a warehouse that is putting together food 
delivery packages that are being delivered 
throughout the entire Seattle area.  Over a hundred 
and fifty people in one small building no hand 
sanitizer available nor wipes.  Absolutely no 
practicing 6-foot distance.  Talk to management 
several times and they said they don't have time to 
implement the procedures.  It takes one person 
infected it will create havoc thousand because it is a 
grocery delivery business.

Boxcheck250@gmail.com Tony 2066981461

03/31/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Online retailer Amazon 410 Terry Ave. North, Seattle, WA, 98109-5210Seattle Amazon is failing to protect its workers (and 
therefore its customers and everyone else) in many 
ways, including failing to provide paid sick leave so 
that sick or compromised workers are more likely to 
come to work, putting work stations and workers to 
close together, failing to provide protections such as 
hand sanitizer, goggles, masks, and gloves, and 
punishing workers who express concerns and/or 
have underlying health conditions: 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/amazon-workers-
scared-unprotected-
coronavirus_n_5e7cb052c5b6256a7a25c5f9

sam.mckagan@gmail.com Sarah McKagan 2063354325

03/30/20 8:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther AMAZON AMAZON SWA1 Everett Many issues -- security guard and workers too close 
to Flex workers; Self-check-in too close to Line. Little 
to no enforcement of 6ft consistent separation; 15 
people awaiting routes -- line into parking lot -- no 
way to stay in line safely. Ramp to bring and return 
packages -- people overlap (go up and down at same 
time) with no distance -- sometimes backs up with 
line of people.

abearmon@gmail.com Amy Bearmon 206-963-4863

05/03/20 7:47 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other warehouse amazon BfI4 21005 64th ave s kent Social distancing is not being followed. After I 
watched a member of the safety team violate social 
distance requirements coming within inches of 
myself and dozens of other coworkers multiple times 
during a shift, she told me she doesn't have to follow 
social distancing, . Managers also frequently violate 
social distance requirements.

gorham105@aol.com Jeremy gorham 2532982457

03/30/20 7:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fulfilment Center Amazon BFI4 21005 64th Ave S Kent Many workers in places, including management 
teams not allowing for social distancing. No cleaning 
after posative cases of employees.

04/25/20 6:51 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Amazon DSE7 2201 140th Ave E Suite 800 Sumner It is physically impossible to keep 6 feet away from 
others inside of the warehouse. Masks are not 
available at the door, we must walk nearly 100 feet 
before receiving them. We are not provided nearly 
enough cleaning supplies for the vans we are 
required to drive. The warehouse is not sanitized 
more than any every other day although it only takes 
an hour. The warehouse manager, Tom Powers, 
refused to let me obtain a mask to cover my face 
before holding a conversation with me for several 
minutes. I do not feel the warehouse workers or 
delivery drivers safety are a priority.

Julielisella@gmail.com Julia Lisella 4072236532

05/06/20 12:34 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fulfillment Warehouse Amazon Fulfillment Center BFI3 2700 Center Dr, DuPont, WA 98327DuPont This warehouse is currently experiencing a large 
COVID19 outbreak and the employees are being told 
to stay quiet about it. If an employee reports the 
problem to the health department, they will be fired. 
This warehouse is allowing and requiring employees 
to gather in large numbers in their 
breakroom/lunchroom, without masks or protective 
gear and zero social distancing is happening during 
breaks and lunch.



03/31/20 1:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Amazon Go Gorcery 610 E Pike Street Seattle I went to the Amazon Go Grocery at approximately 
9:15 am on Sunday 3/29 in an attempt to avoid 
crowds since I am a senior.  The store was not busy 
with shoppers but the staff were clearly not 
observing social distancing.  Three young staff 
adults were clustered around the freezer and when I 
attempted to pass them, one backed into me, turned 
around and breathed an apology into my face.  I am 
disturbed at the total lack of apparent training for 
staff regarding social distancing and disrespect 
shown toward me.  I don't care about an apology but 
I do care about my health.  This needs to be brought 
to the attention of management.  When I did mention 
this to another staff member as I was exiting the 
store, I got another apology but no attempt to correct 
the situation. If I do become ill after being extremely 
careful with my contacts, I will update you further.  
Thank you.

betsy.bosch@outlook.com Betsy Bosch 3607313715

04/02/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Amazon UFF 13100 Aurora Ave North Seattle Various violations to numerous to list, lack of 
concern for public or employee safety

05/19/20 4:56 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other care taking ambitions of bwashington 402 neel st kennewick this company has been wrongfully suspending staff 
for two week periods, there has been  several people 
suspended one lady was suspended for going 
camping with her family, another was suspended 
because her husband had to go to Spokane over 
night ,another lady was just suspended because her 
husband took there son and grand babies out on 
boat fishing for sons birthday while she sat at home 
so they suspended her , but they have also allowed 
management to go out of town camping  not to 
mention the main boss lives in zillah Washington 
and has to travel from out of town to come to the 
office ,several of these people are the only source of 
income for there house holds, the company is using 
jay inslees  order for there reasoning this company 
has been neglecting clients and covering up for staff 
for years

04/21/20 8:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Amboy Market 39812 NE 216th Ave Amboy Cash register is less than 6 feet from the door. 
Market is too crowded an cant do social distancing. 
Need more space for people to line up and pay

05/01/20 3:29 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other accounting Ambrosia QSR 400 E Mill Plain Suite 401 Vancouver Not keeping employees 6 ft apart. No face masks.  
Not Social Distancing. Putting employee's at risk.

03/31/20 2:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord AMC 13314 SE 19th st Vancouver Office space is not big enough and doesn’t have 
proper ventilation for employees to follow social 
distancing requirements. Also employees who may 
have been exposed are still working due to not 
having enough pro to cover time out and company 
only providing 40 hours of pro which would be 
docked as -40 hours of pro if you don’t have enough 
pro accrued. In this case colleagues who may have 
been exposed are still coming to work because the 
don’t want the 40 hours to count against them when 
this public health crisis is over ( I.e - 40 hours of pro 
once crisis is over).

Vincentturley@newoutlookonlifeshades.comVincent Turley

05/07/20 11:37 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction American classic homes 2740 Ne 54th st Seattle They have a wash station installed in garage without 
water ran too it.  Then the sink next to port a potty 
has no water in it just for show.

05/05/20 11:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction american classic homes 24208 se 30th st sammamish Too many people on site with out supervisoin

03/30/20 10:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction American Classic Homes 2740 NE 54th St. Seattle First, it appears that the workers are not observing 6 
feet social distancing. Also, I'm not sure if this 
construction is deemed essential business. 
Apologies if I'm submitting this in error, but I figured 
it's best to err on the side of caution.

dave.s.marshall@gmail.com David Marshall 6175718738

03/30/20 4:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord American Homes 4 Rent 20510 5th Ave Ct E Spanaway This is a vacant house, which has been vacant since 
December 2019. The construction crew that is fixing 
up the house in preparation for renting it out are still 
working. Several employees were painting, cleaning 
the gutters and standing very closely next to each 
other. They work on this house with a crew of 5-6 on 
a daily basis standing closely together both inside 
and outside. Some construction is essential but this 
specific house does not seem essential as it has 
been vacant since December 2019.

04/01/20 8:34 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cleaning business American Maid 7648 Prine drive SW Olympia Working in close contact with others including 
customers in homes with 6 or more people in a 
confined area

04/02/20 7:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business American National 1590 Adamson parkway Morrow Putting employees at risk by going into several large 
crowds of ppl with no safety measurements

victormeadows@yahoo.com Victor meadows 7066012734

04/29/20 9:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction American property management 1617 E. Main Apt#C105 puyallup we live in Rivertrail apartments in puyallup. 
Wednesday 22 April, we had a fire at our apartment. 
The same day as the fire many men with no gloves 
or masks were in and out of our apartment with 
equipment, making repairs. April 23, they also were 
in and out in numbers but they had masks this time. 
They offered to move us out because of the damage 
but then said they couldn't.

summerlin.brittanyn@gmail.combrittany summerlin 2535039995

04/22/20 5:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Radiator repair shop American Radiator 204 N Oregon ave Pasco We had an employee meeting on Monday where one 
employee asked if they could make the customers 
stand at the red tape when talking to our inside sales 
employees and the owner got upset and told 
employee to take better care of themselves and dont 
worry bout whats happening in the store and that he 
informed the inside sales guys that its up to them if 
they want to tell the customer to stand 6 feet away or 
not. Later the boss would come out in the shop and 
just stand real close to us for no reason and we 
already said something and dont want to lose our 
jobs over it but we all have families we go home too. 
All employees are in contact with eachother all day. 
The customers need to be 6 feet away!!! The boss 
needs to respect us enough to not act like this. He 
says its no different than the flu, more people die 
from the flu, that media is blowing this out of 
proportion, average age of people infected is 80 
years old and we shouldnt worry

04/01/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction American Rock 2090 Robertson dr Richland There is employees in this business with suspected 
COVID-19 and they are running business as normal 
putting all employees and families at risk.

04/02/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction American Rock Products 2090 Robertson dr. Richland there have been 2 confirmed cases of covid 19 one 
of which the infected person worked in the Richland 
office and in close proximity to several of the 
company delivery drivers.there are now 2 other 
employees that are sick in the same office..no 
confirmation of a positive test result

05/16/20 12:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction American Scaffold 130 Tweed Lane Bremerton Employees are not adhering to the guidelines of 
phase 1, or phase 2, of the Governors reopening 
process.

jrmonroe1979@gmail.com 3606491522

05/11/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business American Seafood 2025 1st Ave Ste 900 Seattle Concerned parent of child that is employed with this 
company that works on fishing boats. Company not 
following quarantine, social distancing, employees 
not being provided PPE. Company gave child nose 
swab and blood test, results back tomorrow morning, 
but she has heard that it takes 48 hrs for results. 
Also heard employees coming to the area were 
quarantined for 14 days in a hotel but were having 
parties in the hotel.

04/17/20 10:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Metals American Wheel Specialist 1010 E Bruneau Ave Kennewick Multiple workers have been around family that has 
been infected with coronavirus. Most workers have 
family that worked at Tyson where multiple cases 
were found. Owners don't follow the rules. Some 
employees have symptoms but are told to work. 
When ask about it they are threatened to get fired.



04/17/20 8:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Americold Imperial Sanford I just started working her two days ago I  noticed 
mostly everyone in HR had on a face mask like 
myself but not all. Then when I got inside on my 2nd 
day I am in front if a lemonade stand with pix glass 
and a lady behind it using a infrared thermometer to 
check if you have a temp. But she is not checking 
everyone that walks in just some people in my 
opinion. No one was there taking temps the day 
before or the week before I did my Orientation. Then 
later on that evening for 2nd shift No one is there 
taking temps I found that very alarming. On my way 
in the warehouse where i was assigned NO ONE IS 
WEARING A FACE MASK!! And NO ONE IS 
TAKING SOCIAL DISTANCE SERIOUSLY. I 
decided to quit due to this I feel very uncomfortable 
at this facility and I dont want to chance anything 
coming on me and me spreading it to my family I 
have little children and I know I wouldn't feel right 
without saying anything.

Tcedez1215@gmail.com Traci 9109772677

03/30/20 9:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord AMLI (SLU) 1260 Republican st Seattle I'm A maintenance guy for AMLI and need my job 
but they are having us go into units doing work 
orders. Now they did stop non-emergency work 
orders but have asked us to enter units for 
emergency even if someone is sick. They asked us 
to call resident and ask if they are sick and then ask 
them to go in a different room while we do the 
emergence repair. I don't want loose my job but feel 
very uncomfortable doing this. AMLI is a good 
company but feel they throwing the maintenance 
team out to the wolves while all of management 
types there emails from home.

04/08/20 9:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Residential/Commercial 
property

Amli Arc 1800 Boren Ave, Seattle Seattle Amli Arc is a residential/commercial property. I'm 
concerned about the lack of enforcement of social 
distancing in the residential portion of the property. 
Specifically, in the main lobby there are concierge 
whom I consider non-essential as they are not 
trained service techs or emergency responders. 
They should not remain in the open lobby exposed to 
100s of visitors, residents and vendors(mail men, 
food delivers, etc.).

itsmybestyet@gmail.com Corrinne Hipps 4255779037

04/21/20 9:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Convenience Store ampm 3601 center st Tacoma Not supplying any ppe, worker seemed concered for 
her own safety. No sanitizer, shields, masks,  
gloves, etc

03/30/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse AMZL 1101 SW 16th St  98057 Renton Business is not enforcing social distancing and 
allowing sick employees to come into work, putting 
others at risk.

05/01/20 3:52 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Law Firm Anderson Law 5861 W. Clearwater Ave. Kennewick Employees have been displaying symptoms and 2 
have been in contact with a confirmed COVID-19 
patient. The owner will not allow his employees to 
stay home. He pressures them to come to work and 
tells they can not claim unemployment.

04/01/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Andi at Salon Belladame 3311 W Clearwater Suite D110Kennewick Andi (hair stylist) cutting hair

04/01/20 1:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Andrew's pizza Stevenson 310 SW second street Stevenson My place of employment. When the stay at home 
order came around the owner laughed at me when I 
asked if there was extra hand sanitizer for customers 
also. Then told me not to wear so many gloves cuz 
they are expensive money is gross and I cant wash 
gloves. Making pizzas is difficult because you are 
standing side by side. My health and childs health 
and especially my grandmothers health (child care 
provider) is important. Nothing is sanitized as often 
as it should be.

courtney.palmer9181@gmail.comCourtney 5096376888

04/01/20 6:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Renovation business AO Services 711 Powell ave sw Renton Not protecting employees. Scheduling workers to 
work in environment upgrading vacancies together in 
one unit. Has not provided any safety gear. No 
gloves, no masks..Told employees they cannot use 
their PTO and they will no longer be accruing PTO 
while working now. The guys work at different 
apartment complexes daily upgrading vacancies. 
They do not work at the business office.

bkhoux363@yahoo.com Brenda Houx 253.534.5993

05/14/20 6:37 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other appliance retailer Appliance Distributors 14639 Tukwila Internationsl Blvd.Tukwila Was made fun of for wearing mask (I am 70 yrs old) 
Then customer came to my desk & leaned into my 
face placing hands on desk  making fun of me for 
wearing mask  - employer got angry with me for 
leaving desk & walking away I stated it was very 
disrespectful - I was sent home - Employer thinks 
this is a hoax & refuses to comply with any safety 
measures, constantly making remarks about the 
governor

devere.patricia@yahoo.com patricia devere Timothy O'Brien Jr.

04/07/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Appliance Delivery Appliance Recycling Outlet 10105 Airport Way Snohomish They are forcing their delivery personal to go into 
people's houses if the people "don't feel sick" and 
charging an extra $25 on top of their normal fee for 
delivery. They also aren't enforcing their employees 
wear PPE

04/01/20 9:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Laundry service Aramark 7810 S 228th St Kent Not providing workers masks and essentials to stay 
safe. Not practicing social distancing at plant.

04/09/20 8:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wholesale Distribution ARB/ Air Locker Inc 4810 D St NW #103 Auburn They are not essential but they say they are. 
However, they initially refused to let employees work 
from home even though we are capable. Eventually 
they gave in. But now they are telling the few people 
they did allow to work from home that we must come 
back on Monday April 13th because in an email they 
sent out they stated they want things to return to 
normal and that our business is suffering and they 
must return to our full operations. They have not 
been following any of the governors orders since this 
whole thing started and I’m tired of them believing 
they are above the law and the rules the governor 
made.

vcaudle@gmail.com Valerie Caudle 206-304-3852

04/05/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Arby's 1251 Rush rd. Napavine wa 98532 Essential workers seem to think they are immune 
from covid-19.Inside Arby's there is no distancing 
and no face masks in a close work area. Drive 
through only has nothing to do with interior infection 
of each other.People come to work from days 
off,God knows where they have been and they mill 
around,inside Arby's.Bosses are not concerned.Can 
I leave out of fear and get unemployment,if I can't be 
safe ??

highbacksaddle@gmail.com Dale Hansen 3609037124

04/23/20 12:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hot tub dealership Arctic Spas 11700 NE 60th Way #3d, VancouverVancouver This company has been delivering hot tubs since the 
03.25.2020. Employee's ride together in the same 
truck without masks, they cannot reasonably move a 
hot tub without being closer than 6'.

mark@thebestspadelivery.comMark Dickey (503) 481-2198 Blue Falls Manufacturing (Canada)/?

04/11/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Ardagh Group 5801 Marginal Way Seattle Usiness continuing to operate and send out food 
related packaging with no steps to protect e ployees.  
Fa ily member employed at plant reports number of 
employees ill with virus has increased to 10 in 
slightly over one week.

04/07/20 3:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Glass plant Ardagh Group 5801 E Marginal Way S Seattle There have been 7 confirmed cases of covid19 at 
this plant and it’s running business as usual; stating 
none of them are related to one another.

04/04/20 6:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing plant Ardagh Group 5801 E Marginal Way S, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle Multiple employees have contracted the virus and 
been in contact with co workers. Plant continues to 
operate despite growing numbers of infections 
among employees, with limited mitigations in place 
to prevent expsore spread or temporarily close to 
keep employees safe. Not practicing work from 
home either.

Prefer to remain anonymous for specific reasons

04/01/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bottling Factory Ardagh Group 5801 East Marginal Way Seattle I'm concerned with the company a family member of 
mine works for, Ardagh Group, located on East 
Marginal Way in Seattle. They have had no 
procedures in place regarding  COVID-19 and he's 
just been notified an employee he's been in close 
contact with all of last week has tested positive. 
Although the company has known this particular 
employee has not been feeling well and is sick, they 
required him to come in and work. To me, this is not 
following CDC guidelines and they do not implement 
social distancing. They continue to keep the shop 
open with employees present, even as they are deep 
cleaning. I'm not even sure they are deemed an 
essential business.



04/01/20 1:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Glass bottle production ARDAGH GROUP INC 5801 E MARGINAL WAY S. SEATTLE ARDAGH GROUP IS NOT PRACTICING SOCIAL 
DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS OR ENFORCING 
THEM.. OUR WORK STATIONS ARE BIT BEING 
SANITIZED AND OUR SANTIZER DISPENSERS 
ARE NOT BEING REPLENISHED. THE PLANT 
MANAGER SENT OUT A MEMO ON TUESDAY 
3/31/2020
THAT AN EMPLOYEE HAS TESTED POSITIVE 
FOR COVID-19

seantaecarroll93@gmail.com SEANTAE CARROLL 253-470-2293

04/23/20 2:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Arlington Chiropractic 16714 smokey point blvd arlington Business is not practicing safe social distancing - 
employees not being provided mask or an PPE from 
customers . I Walked up and saw this and turned 
around this is disgusting

04/27/20 9:21 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food bank Arlington Food Bank Arlington airport arlington Staff and volunteers are not wearing masks or 
gloves.  Please look at their facebook page.

05/09/20 10:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Collection Agency Armada Corp 93 Eastmont Ave. Wenatchee Known case of coronavirus has been confirmed at 
business, and the owner refuses to close to allow 
employees self-quarantine, as they have all had 
some level of exposure to employee confirmed with 
case.

04/26/20 3:51 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Feed and Supply Store Arnold True Value Hardware Ranch & 
Home

615 S Main St, Ellensburg, WA 98926 No workers were wearing PPE, nor were customers Kayla Gallentine 3609916660

04/17/20 5:08 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Social distancing. Cleaning Arrow Lumber 28280 wa 410 east Buckley With Home Depot instituting a maximum amount of 
people in and out people are going to Arrow lumber 
parking lot is full unable to keep social distancing 
because of the amount of people in there I see 
people shaking hands standing next to each other 
I’ve been in twice and I will not go in again. It is safer 
to stand in a one hour line at Home Depot then it is 
to go in there.
I’m told that they’ve had employees that have been 
out sick that have come back without testing I’m told 
that employees are getting hazard paid for the work 
that they’re doing yet there is no social distancing 
being put into place nor sanitation

Vstar253@yahoo.com Ryan Roddick 2534555760

04/06/20 4:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther apartment building Art Space lofts 2917 Hoyt ave everett This is a tenant of Artspace Lofts . A privately owned 
tax credit property with 40 units, half or more 
occupied by older and immune compromised people.  
 Our managers Heidi and Liam from Coast 
management refuse to clean the common areas of 
the building.  I have been here for three years and 
have documentation and pictures of everything.  
Now, we have a notice on the door saying the 
building is exposed.  Still no cleaning.  They will lie 
and say that they wipe down the elevator daily.  I 
have pictures that show otherwise.  Even so, 
shouldn't  the halls and stairwells be leaned. The 
dust and dirt on the stairs is an inch thick in places.  
Please help me, This is s life and death situation for 
many tenants.  Also, we are not allowed to go to the 
outside rooftop, the safest place to be, and the Gov 
said gardening is ok.  We have even volunteered to 
have no more than three to five people there at once 
and it is the size of the building.

Please Help!!

merrie.kroll@aol.com Merrie Kroll

04/28/20 7:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Art’s Trucking Corner of 19th & CharlestownSeattle Workers on construction site standing around  it 6 
feet apart with no PPE .Also started loud work 
before 7am.

kbeauvoir@hotmail.com Kara Beauvoir 2063275629

04/03/20 12:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex Staff Asbury Park Apartments 12828 126th Way NE Kirkland Maintenance staff work together across the complex 
without any gloves or protective gear while entering 
apartments. The complex told us in an email they will 
have gear when entering all apartments and will 
maintain social distancing. They ride in the same 
vehicle and are not six feet apart. They also walk up 
to residents outside and do not keep the 6-foot 
distance. We wait until after they leave for the day 
before leaving our apartment because they will NOT 
follow the social distancing rules.

Furious Renter

05/06/20 2:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction ASHLEY REMODELING & CONSTRUCTION INC5916 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle Violations - no masks, social distancing, no wash 
stations.

04/29/20 7:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Ashworth Homes 1424 24th Ave Seattle I have witnessed a blatant disregard of social 
distancing on more than one occasion at this 
location, in addition to work being done before 
construction was allowed under the new rules put in 
place for construction projects. This includes masks 
not being worn and workers idly standing inches 
from one another, and work being done within a foot 
or two of one another.

05/14/20 2:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Asian Family Market     (206) 367-1229 13200 Aurora Ave N Seattle, WA  98133 Not necessarily non-compliance but the caller 
observed an individual who he believed should not 
be on the job site.  An anonymous caller to an 
information call center line reported that he believed 
an employee there to be ill. He stated that a cashier 
was coughing and sweating at their checkout station. 
He left the store immediately and called us.

04/02/20 2:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Associated materials inc 3120 Freemen RD E Fife Holding meetings with large groups without proper 
distance. Common areas still available for 
employees to gather, lunch room, break rooms. Not 
providing any ppe for employees concerned about 
covid. Employees who dont feel safe can be fired if 
they choose to follow the stay home stay safe order.

Emily Rose 3609087167

04/01/20 8:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Associated Materials Inc. 2801 78th Ave East Fife, WA 98424 We are a business that employs over 100 people. I 
see continuously people grouped together because 
that is part of the job. The six foot rule is not being 
followed. Plant Manager even gathered over 30 
people into the break room for a meeting.

chadpickel16@gmail.com Chad Pickel 2532909506

04/29/20 2:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fuel Transportation Associated Petroleum Products 2320 Milwaukee Way Tacoma Co-worker tested positive for COVID19, but 
company is not following social distancing 
requirements nor cleaning procedures after being 
notified of the employee having symptoms of 
COVID19

04/12/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Management of A 
Homeowners Association

Association Management Services 
NW

7710 NE Vancouver Mall Dr Ste CVancouver We live in a housing development called Sixth Street 
Station in Battle Ground. Our Landscapers continue 
to come every Tuesday to do routine maintenance of 
mowing yards. They do not do any pruning of trees, 
bushes, or flowers; just lawn mowing. They are 
touching gate latches, entering people's yards. I 
contacted the management service and they told me 
that the stay at home order does not apply to 
Landscapers doing routine lawn mowing and they 
will continue to have Landscapers now our yards 
every Tuesday.

eric6580@comcast.net Shelley 360-931-6240

05/15/20 7:22 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Decor At home 301 37th ave sw puyallup I went to pick up my order tonite and the 2 young 
girls there were friendly, but they didn't have masks 
or adhere to social distancing. I thought masks were 
a requiremnt as every.other curbside ive done has 
had masks.



04/03/20 10:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther AT&T (communications) AT&T AT&T 4626 25th Ave NE, Seattle, 98105Seattle I see this more than frequently:   4-5 employees, sit 
one foot from each other, gathered around a small 
circular table about 2 ft by 2ft., socializing and 
playing on their phones.    (Pictures  available)   The 
supervisor and young employees (20-30 yr. olds) are 
seemingly oblivious to the pandemic, operating their 
store with no regard for distance or aerosal factors 
where droplets can remain 3 hours in the air.  

There are some employees – and some customers – 
who have an immune deficiency. The action of a 
majority of AT&T store employees make the 
immunity-vulnerable employee's situation twice as 
serious, because they are close to coworkers in a 
fairly enclosed situation all day long and have no 
immune system to fight off the virus. 

It is clear, to stop contagion, that  ALL WORKERS 
MUST WEAR MASKS,  ESPECIALLY  AT RISK 
EMPLOYEES.  It is DIFFICULT for the young to 
understand this pandemic.  Many don't even comply 
with  STAY HOME order .  They could go home and 
socialize at a private party, again bringing virus to 
employees.  . For everyone's protection Enforcement 
must take place.   We MUST PROTECT AT RISK  
EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS.  THEY MUST 
WEAR MASKS.

Also, the employees at AT&T stores are young.  
Distancing is not being followed at all, and is 
probably not happening nationwide with the young 
employees. .  ALERT needs be sent to ALL AT&T 

panther1.smith@gmail.com David Hon 2069139603

04/15/20 8:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business ATI physical therapy 4220 Hoyt Ave Everett I went in yesterday wearing my mask and the 
receptionist was not wearing a mask neither were 
the majority of the workers only saw two people 
wearing a mask other than myself in a room where 
there was about 10 of us and everyone is very close 
to each other doing their stretches and activities and 
there weren’t any windows that I could see that were 
open everyone should be required to wear a mask at 
all times. Please don’t use my name.

Wildebettie@gmail.com Bettie Wilde 360-378-8880

04/06/20 10:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business ATI Physical Therapy 1300 Madison Street Seattle Teams of a physical therapist& client are not more 
than 3 feet apart, if that. There has been as many as 
25 people in the room at once over the last few 
weeks.

03/31/20 7:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moving Company Atlantic Relocation Systems 2121 S 80th St, Tacoma Hello, I care for my 74 old Grandmother and my 
husband job was careless last week by sending my 
husband to a home where a women test positive for 
the virus and she told my husband that she came 
from Italy. Please Help it seems his job don't for 
there employee health. My husband is going in and 
out people homes I'm scared. HELP MY WHOLE 
FAMILY NEED TO GET TESTED. HELP

candyday2626@gmail.com Daydream 2532397793

05/11/20 1:39 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flight Training School ATP FLIGHT SCHOOL 12916 100th Street Southwest Suite C70-4, Everett, WA 98204Everett Flight Instructors and School are notifying students 
we are able to operate under the Governor's 
Essential our function qualifies as authorized under 
Phase I.  But when in a plane flying shoulder to 
shoulder, they are not complying to the social 
distancing and sanitation referenced in Proclamation 
20-25 or any subsequent proclamation. Can you 
clarify if our flight school is able to open for 
business, and if the flying portion for flight 
instructions meets this social distancing 
requirements?

idkk2020@hotmail.com

03/30/20 5:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto dealership Audi Bellevue 1533 120th ave ne Bellevue Making people work in offices where they are less 
than 6’ apart. Consistent interaction between both 
public and employees less than 6’. Service advisors 
less than 6’ apart from public and each other.

05/08/20 11:11 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Resident Management August Wilson Place 204 111th Ave NE Bellevue Resident manager isn't performing the proper 
sanitation cleaning on the public locations in this 
apartment complex such as elevators and 
laundromat. The apartments complex already has a 
confirm case of COVID and would like this 
management to do better on sanitizing the public 
area.

Carl

04/17/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Augusta lawn care 5309 Guide Meridian Ste 3 Bellingham A crew was seen in a lawn service truck not social 
distancing near 26th and Knox in Bellingham

Clssarah@broadstripe.net Elizabeth Brown 3603199263

05/08/20 8:52 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fishing guide Austin's Northwest Adventures 76 N Iowa Ave East Wenatchee, WA 98802 Guide boat on Moses Lake with 3 customers in 
close quarters

elliotdavidson@hotmail.com Elliot Davidson 4253463321.0000

03/30/20 8:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Coffee stand Aut-to-mocha 536 s mission st Wenatchee Employees are not six feet away from customers or 
co-workers and too close to create a safe distance. 
Unsafe number of people going through drive 
through.

04/02/20 9:29 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto glass Auto glass clinic and mobile radio 20101 front street Poulsbo Me and my crew are worried about our safety here at 
work. There has been no safety put in place for is  
we have sick customers in our office hanging out. 
We have no ppe for our protection when going to 
customers houses. Driving there vehicles. Theres no 
safety protocol whatsoever for us or customers to 
follow. The business isnt following any safety 
guidelines for our safety or our customers.

bevantyler79@gmail.com Tyler bevan 3605515718

05/09/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto licensing Auto licensing plus 328 n sullivan rd Spokane valley There was 15-20 people standing out front in line to 
go in. None were observing social distancing. There 
does not appear to be any plan in place to deal with 
large numbers of people waiting for service.

shawnlutz509@gmail.com shawn lutz 5098686749

04/19/20 12:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Autonation 11910 NE 8th St Bellevue Mercedes and porsche Bellevue dealers seem to 
have far too many employees in their showroom. 
Lots of activity selling cars to multiple people at 
once. Saw several people in one car in showroom. 
Aren't these supposed to be closed or limited?

04/06/20 3:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Autoparts Autozone 7807 sudley road Manassas There was 10 or more people waiting in a line plus 
the staff. Not acknowledging the gravity of the 
situation.

05/12/20 11:15 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursing Home Avalon Federal Way Care Center 135 S 336th St Federal way 98003Federal Way They are admitting covid cases and not isolating 
them

05/07/20 12:51 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Avalon Health and Rehabilitation 2004 N 22nd Ave Pasco, WA The center was cut in half for COVID positive on one 
side and the negative on another. The staff has 
gotten patients sick with COVID now they have had 
to as RN's from other states to come to the facility 
and help because the staff is getting the patients 
sick. Now the negative side has become infested 
with COVID. The staff walks in COVID positive 
rooms and then in negative rooms not changing 
PPE. The facility is ill prepared and they don't care 
about keeping patients safe, please help us. The 
whole facility has almost been infected and the staff 
is still being negligent as well as the higher 
management.

04/09/20 5:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Covid19 Avalon health Care Avalon health Care 1310 NW deane street Pullman The suspected violation is not showing above 
although I like to report my concern due to an Avalon 
healthcare driver today April 9th 2020 at 2:03 p.m. 
who was taking an elder client to Dismores iga in 
Pullman Washington. The driver appeared to be sick 
red in the face coughing blowing his nose on a white 
cloth handkerchief. The driver and the elder 
passenger were both wearing black masks although 
when the passenger got out of the gray van to go 
into dissmore's the driver took off his mask to blow 
his nose was also noticed coughing a few times and 
seemed like he may be running a fever he also had 
red cheeks and ears. This driver was wearing a long 
sleeve maroon shirt and had hick black hair and 
black mustache. I did not witness the driver not once 
sanitize his hands after blowing his nose or coughing 
into his hand. To me this is a big concern beings this 
is the healthcare field and the driver was was in no 
way shape or form taking the proper precautions and 
this older gentleman he had given a ride to could be 
exposed along with everybody else at Avalon health 
Care. My concerns in regards to the covid-19

brandidaniels101@gmail.comBrandi Yates 509-237-5458



04/04/20 11:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Avenue Dental Care 100 19th ave Everett, WA Lack of Covid-19 pre screening. We are not taking 
temperature or asking prescreen questions. We do 
not have N95 masks and are seeing a lot of new 
patients in pain. I feel uneasy about going to work 
and am told if we refuse work we could be in 
jeopardy of unemployment stand by benefits.  Please 
keep me anonymous.

1julieborg@gmail.com Julie Borg 425-268-4948

04/06/20 10:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment complex Avia Apartments 11540 Greenwood Ave N seattle Landlord allowing construction on empty unit and 
new renters to look at the building. Workers are not 
wearing proper protective gear(no masks).

amandaj.schneider@yahoo.comAmanda Schneider 6507407727

04/26/20 11:00 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aviation heavy maintenance Aviation technical services 3121 109th st sw Everett Social distancing requirements have been out in 
place but are not being enforced, some employees 
have been given masks but very few people are 
utilizing them. The only common surfaces being 
cleaned are door knobs. The overall feel is business 
as usual with very little effort being put into 
preventing the spread of covid-19. I do not feel safe 
at work. I have voiced my concerns to my supervisor.

chuck.a.fagan@gmail.com Charles A Fagan 4254437006

05/15/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Axis custom home builds 19208 22nd Avenue se Bothell I observed the workers not following guidelines when 
it comes to wearing masks and working closer then 
6ft apart.

04/03/20 6:45 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mini mart ay jalisisco 108 factory ave n Renton Last Sunday at 3pm tries to stop by.  At least 30 
customers were in the store...many were full families 
with small children.  It was packed like sardines and 
the line to pay was not spaced oit whatsoever.  
People had trays of bread open held in front of faces 
of all.  There was another simular line for the 
butcher...very tight line...not spaced out at all.  The 
customer area of this store is very small like 40 
switch ft.  To remain 6 ft apart they need to limit 
customers and no children or families.

Rebehinman@gmail.com Rebekah 2532738576

05/09/20 12:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home-based service businessB and L Mowing LLC 6135 86th Ave SE Olympia Following up on previous complaint. I've documented 
in video safety violations, lack of social distancing, 
no masks, no gloves again today.

wrstanek@comcast.net William Stanek 360-870-0199

04/11/20 9:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ba Mien Seafood Market 6951 MLK Blvd Seattle, 98118 This store has made zero effort to control the 
amount of shoppers allowed onto the premises. It 
has nobody watching anything, including tight, 
overcrowded check out lines. They have no line 
control at the front door or check out. Very 
disappointed as Every other store we have been too 
is making a terrific effort to be safe

peter_verbrugge@yahoo.competer verbrugge 2063999565

05/11/20 12:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hookah lounge Babylon Hookah House 306 WASHINGTON AVE S UNIT 306-308Kent Busy doors, people hanging in the parking lot, loud 
music, they are open and not following social 
distancing guidelines. Needs to be closed now!

Hamzah Jadoua

05/15/20 6:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Baker Produce Inc 1400 Knight Hill Road Zillah At this warehouse 2 people now possibly 3 people 
have the coronavirus at this place of business and 
the company refuses to sanitize everything correctly 
or to shut down to do a deep clean of its equipment 
and buildings. Worker's are starting to feel like the 
employer's aren't taking the health of their 
employees serious. It's becoming quite concerning.

05/03/20 11:40 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Balcom and Moe Inc 707 W 1st Street Pasco I live in front of Balcom and Moe processing plant.  
On several occasions as workers are entering the 
building there are long lines of people waiting 
outside.  Balcom and Moe does not enforce 6 feet 
apart between workers.  I am concerned that there is 
no signage outside the building entrance requiring 
social distancing as i continue to see groups of 
people huddled together.  There are several portable 
bathrooms outside the entrance as well.  The sight 
of several bathrooms at the entrance of the 
warehouse is a bit disturbing and unusual to see and 
brings up more questions and concerns.  Most of the 
workers who work there speak Spanish.  I am 
concerned that there is not enough signage in their 
language for the workers to protect themselves.  
Please investigate and follow up with this matter, 
and protect essential workers.

alidaavila@yahoo.com Alida Avila 509-361-4903

03/30/20 11:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mailing service with retail Ballard sip & ship 1752 nw market st Seattle This mail service also has lots of details items such 
as toys, cards, candles, etc that people are touching 
all day long. They need to remove these non 
essential items from their sales floor and focus on 
shipping & receiving.

04/09/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Bang's Gardening Service Not Provided Seattle Landscaping business is doing landscaping work 
without using proper PPE and social distancing while 
approaching neighborhood citizens about business. 
Caller wishes to stay anonymous, however, is open 
for follow up regarding her issues with the company

rempfer_332@yahoo.com Jean Jones 2064659573

05/18/20 5:19 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank bank of America 5201 laurel cyn blvd Valley village At 3 to 4pm there are over 50 people gathered in 
they're office not safe distancing and everyone 
breathing on each other

concerned customer

04/12/20 10:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Bargin Giant 2103 E Empire Spokane They are not doing any social distance with 
customers or staff.  Lines of people to get meat from 
the butcher. Packed up one after another. Workers 
in butcher area packed behind the counter. Nothing 
provided to clean carts. Zero precautions

05/13/20 6:48 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other plant nursery Bark & Garden 4004 Harrison Ave NW Olympia I reported this company as a non essential business 
in April. 

I also complained about the fact that they were NOT 
using the protocols set by WA state for being open 
during the COVID-19 Pandemic!!!!!!

One of my family members walked through the 
establishment and:

1) NO Social distancing between customers being 
enforced
2) NO marks on the floors for keeping distance 
between customers or the staff at the cash registers
3) The staff was NOT keeping social distance from 
the customers
4) The bathrooms were open to the public
5) NO staff ensuring the carts were being sterilized 
for the public use
6) NO masks being worn

THE PROBLEM I HAVE IS THAT ALL OF THE 
ABOVE WAS NOT CARING FOR THE WELL 
BEING OF THE PUBLIC OR THE STAFF.  A 
BLATANT DISREGARD FOR THE FACT THAT 
THIS COUNTY IS IN A PANDEMIC SITUATION.  

MY PRIVATE NUMBER WAS RELEASED BY 
YOUR OFFICE TO THIS BUSINESS.  THIS IS A 
MAJOR BREACH OF MY PRIVACY, THEY HAVE 
CALLED SEVERAL TIMES AND I AM NOW BEING 
HARASSED BY THEM TO COME INTO THEIR 

jaggrover@yahoo.com

04/24/20 7:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery - Landscaping Bark & Garden Center Harrison Ave Olympia Staff not wearing gloves, masks, handling supplies 
then handing back to customer, zero precautions at 
cashier's station, interacts very closely with 
customers, long lines of customers close together 
just zero safety precautions.  Shocking disregard of 
ANY precautionary items whatsoever.

04/08/20 7:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Garden Supply Store Bark & Garden Center 4004 Harrison Avenue NW Olympia As an employee, I can attest to a complete lack of 
concern about the virus on the part of the owners - 
cashiers are explicitly forbidden from wearing gloves, 
there are no masks on any employees, and, apart 
from tape on the floor everyone ignores, there is no 
visible change to the store at all.  Curbside pick-up is 
barely mentioned.

eshannahan@gmail.com William Porter 3607069343

05/05/20 1:27 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plant nursery Bark and Garden 4004 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Large crowds of people, lack of social distancing, 
most employees at registers/watering have masks 
but are not wearing them or don’t have them at all.

Ericpwilcox@gmail.com Eric

04/30/20 3:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nurse Bark and Garden 4004 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Social distancing not being met at this nursery, and 
also they have a fan that releases water vapors into 
the air which can easily become contaminated 
(and/or) pass the virus from one person to another 
as this lands on people all the time and it is not safe

no email, but phone number 360-352-2955

04/26/20 11:49 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther plant nursery bark and garden 4004 harison ave olympia the place was packed with people buying flowers, no 
distancing, not sure how this is essential.

confidential please



05/07/20 8:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery (plants) Bark and Garden Center 4004 Harrison NW Olympia I and two of my friends have had individual 
experiences with this nursery where they have not 
provided safety for employees and customers. Two 
unmasked employees passed within inches of my 
friend and one actually touched her, even though 
she had gloves and a mask on. Another friend had 
an unmasked  employee tell him "this is a f*******g 
joke". I witnessed unmasked employees having long 
and close face-to-face conversations with unmasked 
customers, and they were not monitoring how many 
people were entering the crowded facility or 
sanitizing carts.

Cedarb2@comcast.net Cedar Bouta 360-754-1948

04/13/20 12:48 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment building Barkley Ridge 27830 Pacific HWY. Federal Way, WA 98003Federal Way, WA 98003 Management assistant and maintenance are still 
working in close contact with resident and office is 
still open six days a week Also maintenance is 
working with sister property next-door which a 
resident has a virus

Also maintenance is working with sister property next-door which a resident has a virus julietteapugh@gmail.comManagement assistant and maintenance are still working in close contact with resident and office is still open six days a week2063274568

05/18/20 8:24 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealership Barnes Enterprises Main Street East Brookfield No facemasks / No cleaning were operating without 
shutting down.

Tara Reynords Ronald Barnes

04/27/20 11:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Barnhart Crane 7624 s 228th ST Kent too many people coming and going in the office.  
truck drivers and visitors not social distancing nor 
taking precautionary measures. office staff working 
and required to come into the office to work.

04/23/20 3:58 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Bartell Drugs 5625 22nd Ave NW Seattle Yesterday I went to this store. 1)they are not 
monitoring/limiting the number of customers they 
allow into the store at one time. 2)There isn't a setup 
such that customers clearly know where to stand in 
line; the line snakes around in a close-up, awkward 
way.Some clerks are not wearing masks.

erheimer@gmail.com Eileen Heimer 2062903266

04/17/20 4:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Bartells 1407 Broadway Seattle I apologize as this is not a stay at home violation, 
however I want to bring this to your attention. 
Bartells is selling KN95 masks which are now 
allowed by the FDA for use in the US. These should 
be used in hospitals and other healthcare facilities 
and not sold to the general public. Thank you!

ksimeon@uw.edu Kate C Simeon

04/21/20 2:36 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Batteries Plus Bulbs 14917 NE 20th St Bellevue Employees in close proximity with each other & with 
customers, and not enforcing distancing between 
customers. 2 of 3 employees not wearing masks. 
Employees having transactional close hand-to-hand 
contact with customers (passing merchandise, 
payment exchange) without using hand sanitizer in 
between contacts.

04/23/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rv Sales Baydo's RV 296 Interstate Ave Chehalis The lot is completely open and business  does not 
clean RVs after customer walk through, multiple 
people in office, no sanitary measures, sales lobby 
full of people, not sanitary conditions. No cleaning  
no masks people sitting  in service  office. People 
shopping  in parts store.

Corey Baydo

03/31/20 7:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Bear creek landscaping 903 NE Redmond Fall City RdRedmond Multiple people in a truck performing routine 
landscape maintenance not allowed. Not following 
social distancing.

Boydruckhaber@comcast.netBoyd 2067190628

04/08/20 6:26 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dog grooming Beastie Boutique 13023 ne Hwy 99 unit 8 Vancouver They have a dog grooming salon in the back of there 
store. This is not essential since all other dog 
grooming shops are closed. They are small and 
people coming in and out. Not following the rules.

Mamabush@live.com Shawn 3609013032

04/08/20 5:27 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dog Grooming Beastie Boutique 13023 NE highway 99 unit 8 Vancouver They have a tiny grooming patrol located in the back 
of the store and are still grooming dogs.

dandybush_3@yahoo.com Danielle Bush 3609532588

05/11/20 7:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Beau Legs Fish & Chips 8765 Tallon Ln. NE Lacey I went to pick up an order and the inside of the 
restaurant was so full of people you couldn't move 
around.  Staff was interacting with customers face to 
face.  There was a large group of people and no 
social distancing at all.

05/16/20 1:21 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Greenhouse Beaver Bark 607 Aaron Drive Richland While visiting today May 16, we observed not a 
single employee donning face coverings and despite 
many signs to "enforce social distancing" not even 
the employees were maintaining space, consistently 
coming within 2 feet of us. On top of that most of the 
customers were also within that distance. It is a 
large and popular business.

04/17/20 4:38 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Laundromat Belfair Laundromat 24193 NE St. Rt. 3 Belfair, Wa. 98528 Hardly ever any mgt. on premise, no distancing 
recommend, no wiping of equip or baskets, no paper 
towels or soap in the bathroom. This how it has been 
with my two visits in 2 weeks. Terrible.

bobkirk@frontier.com Robert Kirk 206-498-9499, or 360-275-6187

04/16/20 5:43 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Laundromat Belfair Laundromat 24173 NE State Route 3 Belfair No disinfecting or cleaning of the facility is being 
done; no personnel present to supervise patrons or 
be of assistance as needed; no sanitation aids 
provided, i.e. wipes, disinfect sprays, hand sanitizer, 
masks, etc.

bobkirk@frontier.com Bob Kirk 2064989499

04/01/20 9:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Bellevue Healthcare 223 west 1st avenue kennewick BHC's official policy regarding employees with direct 
contact to high risk patients is that they may return 
to work 24 hours after experiencing COVID19 
symptoms. CDC requires 72 hours symptom free 
after 7 day isolation: 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-
are-sick/steps-when-sick.html.

tyepriest182@hotmail.com tye 5095510542

04/04/20 4:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food facility Bellingham Cold Storage 2825 roeder ave Bellingham Received a report from management that an 
adjacent building had a positive corona case. One 
entrance for all employees of the facility that isn’t 
being cleaned. No safeguards are in place for the 
workers that are essential.

Christopherjefferson1981@gmail.comChris Jefferson

04/02/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bakery machine warehouse Belshaw bro inc 814 44TH St NW Ste 103 Auburn Coworker had Covid19 symptoms, employees were 
exposed and not sent home

Sylvia.naidu.sn@gmail.com Sylvia Naidu 2063553338

03/31/20 2:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Beneficial 142 s wynne st Colville Beneficial home health care is putting the public, 
their employees and their patients at great risk. 
Beneficial serves, primarily, elderly patients with 
acute, chronic medical conditions. Beneficial is 
failing to provide their employees with adequate 
personal protective equipment. Employees are 
forced to work in unsanitary homes where patients 
lack the resources for necessary disinfectants and 
cleaning supplies. Individual employees are 
frequently required to assist many patients in 
numerous, individual homes across several rural 
counties. The risk of employees contracting and 
spreading covid-19 around the most vulnerable and 
the local community is high. Without proper PPE, 
this business should be required by the state of 
Washington to cease operations.

Akbushunt@ail.com John 5207053977

04/01/20 1:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Bentley Construction 10709 NE Coxley Dr. Vancouver Bentley is managing the renovation of a Taco Bell at 
MLK and Lombard in Portland. I called the owner of 
the company to tell him workers are not complying 
with social distancing requirements. He said, "I don't 
know what to tell you. We have a job to do. We have 
a contract to fulfill." He was very defensive and 
NASTY. I started to tell him that his response was 
very different than another construction company I'd 
just talked to. He interrupted me, said "Have a nice 
day," and hung up on me.

janeforeman@comcast.net Jane Foreman 5034429925

04/02/20 8:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Best Western Grapevine 1849 Quail Ln. Sunnyside A gentleman tested positive who stayed for 10 days. 
Nobody wants to clean due to possible of being 
infected. I work as a cleaning lady and they have 
done nothing to sanitize or properly clean.

04/21/20 11:14 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Best Western Plus Edmonds 30 W Dayton St Edmonds The hotel is not practicing safe operations during this 
outbreak. Workers are not wearing masks. Front 
desk does not have safety partitions or even 
indicators for safe distances. As a guest I do not feel 
safe.

05/09/20 9:10 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Indoor music venue Bethel Ethiopian 2441 125th NE Seattle They have had a full parking lot three days in the 
past week. Thumping loud rock music inside!

05/12/20 3:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Betteridge and McNaughton MD 3733 S Thompson Ave Tacoma Doctors, nurses, office staff, patients not wearing 
masks, gloves, eye protection. No one is staying 6’ 
apart. Doctors and nurses not wearing any PPE 
including exam gloves and masks

04/06/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wiring harnesses BIC Inc 10401 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls There is no cleaning, no precautions, no distancing. 
Along with them wanting me to bring my 7 year old 
to work everyday in the middle of it all and just work 
like normal.

dannial_a@hotmail.com Dannial Aschenbrenner 4255087598

04/08/20 4:40 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sporting goods store Big 5 11010 Harbor Hill Dr Unit A Gig Harbor I do not know why they are considered essential, 
they sell sporting goods. My 19 year old son works 
here and they are not practicing any social 
distancing measures with customers. Business as 
usual. Not using masks or gloves. Only using hand 
sanitizer which does not kill viruses.

melbachand@hotmail.com Melanie Bachand 2539886532

04/06/20 10:47 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Big Foot Java 10506 Sales Rd S, Tacoma Went there today to get a coffee and they had 3 
workers inside. The space is very small and no way 
for each worker to maintain 6 feet distance.

jennboyd615@gmail.com Jenn Boyd 2536783013



05/05/20 11:52 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other “Nonprofit” Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 440 5th Ave N. Seattle The Gates Foundation was open and there was a 
large group of people inside. No social distancing 
whatsoever. This foundation is also not properly 
socially distanced from the governor.

05/08/20 3:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other CAR DEALERSHIP bill pierre 11577 Lake City Way NE Seattle Too many employees in building with not enough 
social distancing and safety measures.

05/17/20 2:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bio Laque Nails 13650 Burbank Blvd, Van Nuys, CA 91401Van Nuys The owner of Bio Laque Nails Meline Poghosyan is 
doing customers nails at her own house or going to 
the customers house and doing their nails and 
working money, but she is violating the rules of the 
stay at home order and that her business is non 
essential. The owner has her work phone number on 
a iPhone where she receives calls and text 
messages. When she gets a customer she uses text 
message and then deletes the messages to not get 
caught  and face fees that she will need to pay 
because she does not have any other source of 
income so she is doing a customers nails from her 
house or the customers house every single day.

05/04/20 8:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Black Hills Heating and Cooling 801 Israel rd sw j205 Tumwater Total lack of PPE, not down to a skeleton crew, 
having office employees congregate and conduct 
face to face meetings, no social distancing, large 
gatherings of employees in small rooms and 
cubicles, documented proof that they are knowingly 
sending employees into infected homes under 
quarantine ontop of NO PPE. With holding 
apprentice hours as retaliation when saying you are 
scared for your families life who is at very high risk. 
Acting like they know nothing about safety guidelines 
or PPE protocals. Having employees who could very 
easily answer phones and do office work from home 
come into office without PPE to do unessential work. 
Having employees go into homes to perform 
"cosmetic construction" such as changing out light 
fixtures and ceiling fans, running circuits for kitchen 
appliances and vacuuming out duct lines that have 
zero need of cleaning just to create an income for 
black hills heating and cooling. I have a document 
highlighting all of this and even states the customer 
is in quarantine from an outbreak at the customers 
job. We are scared for our lives and being "laid off" 
for a year when speaking out. I am afraid this will 
affect my families income and security. Please call 
me at your earliest convenience.

Dt23frank@gmail Tyler Dale Frank 5098229419 Mike Kirchmeier

04/09/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction BLACKFIRE PROTECTION, INC. 1014 SW 19TH ST FORT LAUDERDALE i HAVE SEEN SEVERAL EMPLOYEES WEARING 
THE COMPANY SHIRTS DRIVING THE TRUCK 
AND THEY ARE NOT SOCIAL DISTANCING OR 
WEARING MASK OR GLOVES. THE MOST 
RECENT THERE WAS 2 MALE WORKERS AT A 
STATION IN MIAMI AND COUGHING, SNEEZING.

04/27/20 8:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Blacklotus llc 803 Dwight Street port orchard Going in to people's homes to turn on irrigation Mosi1070@live.com johnatham 3607693615

04/27/20 8:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Blacklotus llc 803 Dwight Street port orchard Not keeping social distance there are always 2 to 4 
people in one truck. Not screening to see people 
temps continuing to hire new staff without screening 
or checking for covid 19 do not have the proper on 
site protection and notices.

mosi1070slive.com john 3607693615

04/27/20 8:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Blacklotus llc 803 Dwight Street port orchard Not keeping social distance there are always 2 to 4 
people in one truck. Not screening to see people 
temps continuing to hire new staff without screening 
or checking for covid 19 do not have the proper on 
site protection and notices.

mosi1070slive.com john 3607693615

04/03/20 5:31 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tax businesss Block Advisers 10303 NE Fourth Plain Blvd. Vancouver the business is still letting people in eventhough they 
lock the door. No social distance for tax preparers or 
tax customers. They are not working from home.

dkristensen7574@gmail.com CONFIDENTIAL................. David Kristensen360-936-1615

04/07/20 8:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Bloodworks Northwest 1414 S 324th St # B101 Federal Way My daughter works for this company as a 
phlebotomist and is being told by Dr Simonson that it 
is "low risk for covid 19 " therefore they can not use 
face masks under their protective shields which does 
not cover the workers mouth, one girl came in with a 
mask and was not allowed to work, they are going to 
start drawing blood on "Recovered"  Covid 19  
patients that doesnt seem low risk considering 
people are testing negative then positive again in 
China.

gatusirais@gmail.com Alicia Mireles Lara +12064898339

04/22/20 10:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Packing shed Blue Bird 10135 peshastin Mill rd Peshastin As a trucker I have witnessed employees not 
wearing masks there are 100 plus people working at 
a time. Employees come back from lunch and 
breaks in which they hang out in large groups and 
are not required to wash their hands when returning 
to facility. They "sanitize"/and "record it" every hour, 
which is complete BS cause I have been there when 
employees forget and mark it down as if they did 
cleaned the area.  Bottom line these employees 
need to wearing masks it's not fair to jepordize their 
health especially when you have soo many people 
working there and a lot from wenatchee that go there 
to work. These people have families they go home to 
as well as us truckers that stop there to deliver food 
to stores. It's not fair or humane to not give a hoot 
about their health. Please check in and keep this 
pandemic under control so we can open up our 
country soon and not overwhelm our hralthcaee 
system.

04/11/20 5:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Packing fruit warehouse Blue bird Main st. Peshastin More than 100 employees, not wearing masks. 
What is the point of all their cleaning and families 
staying at hone if people are showing up to work ill, 
no masks, gloves only for packers and sorters. 
Everyone touches everything material wise. I feel 
employees should be wearing Gloves and masks. It 
is a concern because if one person test positive for 
COVID 19 you are going to have a whole town 
potentially infected plus their families. Please help 
them! And our community.

04/01/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Blue bird inc 1470 Walla Walla ave Wenatchee Blue bird has taken away our human right to heat up 
our food during lunch time. Due to this pandemic we 
are not allowed to use any of the microwaves at all.

04/03/20 7:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Blue Origin 21218 76th Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent Face to face contact on a daily bases with several 
employees.

04/02/20 12:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Blue Origin 21218 76th Ave S Kent Blue Origin continues with New Shepard launch 
development, having employees working physically 
near each other (<2m), including for coerced 
upcoming travel to Texas. This is unsafe and 
completely nonessential.

05/18/20 6:42 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction BMC 5210 E Lake Sammamish Issaquah No hand sanitizer, no disinfecting wipes, nobody is 
social distancing, no masks, nothing.

05/14/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction BMC 3200 35th Ave  NE Everett Masks and social distancing not enforced. Managers 
and supervisory don’t wear masks and they don’t 
stay 6 foot apart. Lots of workers and too close 
together. No mask when dealing with customers.

04/14/20 6:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction BNB builders 15045 tukwila international boulevardTukwila A lot of people on cite that dont really care about 
social distancing and dont follow protocols for social 
distancing on cite. If someone were to catch covid 
19 there is a high chance a large number of people 
on cite would get infected

05/10/20 5:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business BobaLust Cafe 1701 Dock ST Tacoma Tons of people in there every day, no social 
distancing requirements set up for guest service.

sghester77@hotmail.com Sarah Hester 2535922495 sghester77@hotmail.com

05/07/20 9:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Everett Boeing Boeing 3003 w casino rd Everett Factory workers are not wearing face mask or 
following proper social distancing and management 
or the 751 labor union is not enforcing it. 40-32 
Building FBJ

Peawalk@hotmail.com Daryl peasley 425-238-6172 Boeing Everett 40-32

04/30/20 6:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther aero space Boeing 8998 Tyndall Rd NE Moses Lake Boeing is still allowing groups of people to gather 
and not enforcing the 6 foot rule.  Large groups of 
people are still gathering for social reason or Boeing 
is having meetings where people are forced to be in 
large groups.

rayvonp@gmail.com Patrick 760-969-9464

04/22/20 11:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett The start times are not staggered properly. All of the 
777 program gets off at one time. All of 747/767 get 
off at a different time. There are thousands of people 
on those two programs. Look at the Boeing freeway. 
At 11:30pm all of 777 gets off, one giant mass of 
people all leaving at once! 18 minutes later ALL of 
747/767 gets off. 12 minutes later 787 will get off, all 
of them at once. Hundreds to thousands of people 
all off at one time.



04/22/20 2:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Boeing 9801 27th Ave W Everett No PPE provided and social distancing of 6 ft is not 
enforced at all.

04/15/20 7:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential Business Boeing 737 Logan Ave N Renton in violation of DOSH Directive 1.7 Boeing is not 
providing respirators to employees that cannot 
maintain six feet separation due to the nature of their 
work

mebreo@gmail.com Eli 2065794576

04/11/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is bringing employers back no masks no 
gloves, no proper cleaning materials, no hand 
sanitizer, we can’t work properly and do 6 feet social 
distancing

Ricky Boeing employee Ricky 0000000000

04/04/20 10:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Military industrial complex Boeing 737 Logan Renton I am concerned that Boeing plans to reopen all 
Puget Sound plants on Wednesday bringing 70,000 
workers together with no realistic plan for PPE and 
social distancing.  This goes against all medical and 
CDC guidance.  Not all parts of the Boeing 
workforce should be considered essential right now.  
They closed due to a large number of C-19 positives 
and are not equipped to handle an increase in 
outbreaks.  Please look into how Boeing can 
decrease risk for the sake of employees and our 
whole community.

lisajlove@comcast.net Lisa Love 206-723-9734

04/03/20 7:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Boeing 3003 Casino Rd, Everett Boeing Commercial Airplanes will reopen April 8. 
35,000+ employees will report to Everett on the 
same day. No way to keep social distancing in the 
factories and shop floor.

05/16/20 8:45 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Boeing Commerial Aircraft Co.Boeing Commercial Aircraft Co. Renton Plant Renton In final assembly  (4-82 building) dayshift, I have 
observed that employees, and management alike, 
are not social distancing a minimum of 6 feet from 
each other. And, management is not enforcing it.

Robplatford@ymail.com Rob 2062183691 Boeing Commercial aircraft Co.

04/08/20 3:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retierment home Bonaventure of Lacey 4528 Intelco Loop SE Lacey caregivers are sharing cigarettes with the patients.  
caregivers are not doing social distancing. my 
mothers caregiver was very sick and coughing. This 
is a very dangerous place with my mother being high 
risk. Please help

04/09/20 10:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Store Bonney Lake Lowes 19911 S. Prairie Rd. E. Bonney Lake Family member works at this location.  The last 
report given was that this Lowe's had 4,000 people 
entering this facility in one day, three days ago.  
Families are gathering and wondering the store, and 
it appears just for something to do.  Non--essential 
items are being purchased and sold, without any 
strict guidance from management.  My family 
member is constantly putting herself and family at 
risk for unnecessary reasons.  Like other 
businesses, this facility has no waiting lines for safe 
amounts of patrons, in order to adequately have 
social distancing.  Large families are wondering, 
some even without purchasing. My family is putting 
themselves at risk only so others can deal with their 
boredom.

lauraappraiser@comcast.net Laura Auckland 206.387.5843

04/01/20 2:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cell phone company Boost Mobile 106 Bridge Port way Lake wood Worker is continuing to work sick and coughed on 
my son and I. She also was not practicing social 
distancing. Manager is not taking my calls. I am in 
fear of my health as I have Medical conditions that 
make me more susceptible to illness.

Danielle Kirby 253-753-5382

04/24/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Boretec 1 32211 180th Ave SE Auburn, WA  98092 United StateAuburn More than 3 people in work trucks, jobs in most 
cases require employees to be within 2-3 feet of one 
another, unsanitary working conditions.

04/24/20 1:32 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Drilling company Boretec Inc 18018 s spangle creek road Auburn There are 3 plus people per trucks, can’t be 6ft apart 
due to the work that is required, can’t use bathrooms 
due to no stores allowing public use. No bathrooms 
are provided. The concern is being exposed to too 
many people and not enough distance.

04/20/20 2:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Borton & Sons 2550 S Borton Rd Yakima As a social worker, I work primarily with pregnant 
women who are coming in for their prenatal care 
appointments. Either they or their loved ones are 
sharing that distancing recommendations are not 
being followed. They cannot stop working because it 
is their only means of survival. Please reach out to 
this company and ensure employers are taking care 
of their employees. This particular warehouse has 
had employees test positive for COVID-19.  Thank 
you for your time.

ofelian@yvfwc.org Ofelia Nuño 509-575-1235 ext. 3381

05/13/20 6:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other apple packaging Borton and sons Borton rd Yakima does not respect the social distance between 
workers and they do not provide us with masks

05/15/20 5:48 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fruit Warehosue Borton Fruit 2550 Borton Road Yakima Good evening, as a social worker I have submitted a 
couple of concerns in the past weeks regarding the 
lack of safety employers are not enforcing in order to 
protect the health of our essential agriculture 
employees in this valley. I work primarily supporting 
perinatal patients and it concerns me to hear their 
anxiety and fear for themselves and their spouses. It 
was reported to me that an employee tested positive 
this week and distancing is not being enforced. 
These are essential workers, please help them. 
Thank you.

ofie9093@hotmail.com Ofelia Nuño 509-575-1234

03/31/20 9:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Warehouse Borton Fruit Borrón Fruit on Ahtanum RoadYakima There is a concern that someone on their B-Crew 
tested positive for Covid-19. The only thing they are 
doing is shutting down operations for one day to 
disinfect the warehouse and expect workers back on 
Friday, 04/03/2020. Is a warehouse truly essential at 
this time when fruit and apples can be cold stored??

N/A

05/13/20 7:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Boulder creek 176th & 74 Av E Fredrickson Went through there yesterday.well over 40-50 men 
working. majority of them were not wearing mask or 
gloves. Crews of 4-6 men were working really close 
to each other. Absolutely none of them seemed to 
really care for the residents safety. Also some crews 
were starting new houses which I didn't think was 
"Essential" right now until phase 2.The list goes on 
and on. See it for yourself. If you drive through there 
I bet you will find at least 10+ violations. I really hate 
to be that person but I have friends and family who 
live really close to there and I dont want them to be 
at risk even more than they already are. What they 
are doing is selfish and dangerous.

05/14/20 12:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Bouree Chiropractic, Laser, and Massage12841 NE 85th St. Kirkland Office is open and is not following social distancing. 
Massage therapist, front office, and care provider do 
not wear masks and encourage patients not to wear 
masks. No table paper on exam tables. Interacting 
with patients without wearing masks and within 1-2 
feet of their faces.

David Bouree

04/01/20 1:16 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bowie salon & spa 1507 Belmont Ave Capitol Hill March 17th I received a haircut/coloring there—they 
were taking in a few people at a time even though 
posing as though they were closed with covered 
windows. Maybe it was so early in the orders of 
social distancing and perhaps they made changes 
from there but it seemed odd to be brought in 
secretly and I felt distracted by being worried I was 
exposing others or myself. I thought they would have 
cancelled my appointment but when they siding I 
showed up and felt uncomfortable telling them at the 
time that I wanted to cancel because I did not want 
to be fined for cancelling the day of my appointment. 
I wish they had just canceled it. I worried so much 
that I no longer really enjoyed my haircut. I feel bad 
because I know they need business but I also want 
people to be safe and to limit the spread of the virus

tess.lang@gmail.com Tess Lang 206-419-2843

05/08/20 3:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Brainspace Provail 1548 ne 175th st Shoreline A resident at this assisted living facility went to the 
hospital 8 days ago. That means she could have 
been in contact with coronavirus and not know it. 
She came back to our facility before the 14 day 
quarantine time and has been moving about the 
facility. I have tried to contact my upper management 
and tc of the facility with no help and they actually 
got mad I was asking questions!! I am so worried 
about the other 10 residents and the staff there.

Emmamanly@gmail.com Emma 3608424169

03/30/20 4:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Brand Safway 1071 Andover park west Tukwila A family member works for this company at the 
Seattle convention center site. He says they still 
have to be close to each other and only get one 
mask a day. I don’t believe this is safe or a TRUE 
essential business project right now.

Karissachamblin@gmail.com Karissa



04/05/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction BrandSafway 1071 Andover Park W Tukwila Someone at this building has been around confirmed 
Coronavirus case & still going into the office every 
day.
I want to keep this anonymous & my name out of it.
My husband works here. the managers & CEO don't 
want to proceed with shutting down or require 14 
day quarantine or social distancing....

NA Not Important

05/15/20 4:10 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Welding Branham Corp 207 Eiler Ave Louisville Employees that have covid-19 and nobody high up is 
taking the proper protocol and sending people home 
or quarantining. They aren’t having any option or 
say. They are having to work under bad conditions 
and still forced to come in when somebody tested 
positive for coronavirus

04/06/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Brashear Electric, Inc. 1601 Columbia Park Trail suite 204Richland Office staff is working in close quarters when some 
can work from home.  One employee went home 
sick, with COVID-like symptoms, for a couple days, 
and was back to work after just a couple days.

04/03/20 8:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Brass Kraken 18779 Front Street NE #7407Poulsbo Their managers are meeting in their facilities and 
having dinner together and serving each other 
alcohol. Their excuse is they are meeting together 
because they work together anyway. If they are this 
careless on their practices after hours, who’s to say 
they don’t put that effort forth during business hours. 
I have photo proof if necessary.

sherylusman@gmail.com Sheryl Usman 3607310881

04/01/20 5:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Braun NW 150 Northstar Rd Chehalis No hand sanitizer despite signs that were removed 
saying to use it, 100 or more floor employees 
working the same shift with people working shoulder 
to shoulder in some departments, lunch break at the 
same time with the lunchroom still open.

kgirl241@gmail.com Chris Carper 360-520-2225

05/11/20 1:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction BRAVO CONSTRUCTION 3710 208TH PL SW LYNNWOOD WA 98036/ mailing adress:PO BOX 39 LYNNWOOD WA 98046Lynnwood I would like to address that Bravo Construction is 
operating without enforcing social distancing 
between workers, and is not providing face mask to 
their workers. On May 11th, Bravo Construction 
perform a job at a restaurant called “Don Lucho,” 
that is located at 7917 Roosevelt Way NE. The 
owner posted a video of Facebook of the Bravo 
Construction workers not wearing a mask and were 
not adhering to social distancing requirement by the 
state while working.

programascultural @gmail.comSusan 20658323567 JOSE CARLOS BRAVO

04/19/20 12:02 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Bredfields True Value 102 Cowlitz St W Castle Rock, WA 98611 Not wearing mask or gloves, not disinfecting card 
machine, employees huddled together with each 
other and customers in a small area. When I 
mentioned that they need to follow social distancing 
to stay open, the clerk said that’s not going to 
happen here.

terrikay420@gmail.com Theresa Pringle 360-751-7275

03/31/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Brennan heating and air 4601 s 134th pl Seattle This company has sent all of the office people home 
to work because it’s not safe but all of the installers 
meet up at the shop in the morning and have contact 
with all of each other one of the installers recently 
did a job at a home where the owners tested positive 
for COVID-19 and the company has not done 
anything about it that installer is having contact with 
the rest of the installers which all get sent out to 
other homes they definitely have about 20 people at 
the shop every morning

04/27/20 4:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Brewed Awakening 9024 Railroad Ave SE Snoqualmie An update to a prior complaint filed.  The owner has 
been attending parties on weekdays and posting 
them to her Facebook page.  As she brings supplies 
to the coffee shop, this is very dangerous behavior 
and risks her customers.  Several of her customers 
have complained yet she continues to gather at 
parties.  Videos and pictures available upon request.  
I would hate for her to pass it on to a customer.

Justanicegirl682@yahoo.comDee Wilson Marguerite Kelley

05/12/20 2:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Brewed awakenings coffee 1010 NE 78th St Vancouver There were 3 workers in a small space, no masks, 
handling credit cards and cash and attaching the 
covers for coffee cups, it wasn't clear if they are 
sanitizing their hands before handling the coffee cup 
covers which people drink from.

05/17/20 1:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Brewery City Pizza Tumwater/Lacey 5150 Capitol Blvd. SE Olympia WA 98501 We ordered a pizza on Saturday, May 15th for take 
out. When we pulled into the parking lot, we noticed 
many people going in and out of the restaurant with 
no masks on. We waited a few minutes for it to clear 
out and when my husband went inside, he noticed 
that the employees were not social distancing and 
NONE of the employees were wearing masks or 
gloves in the kitchen or at the register. He came 
back to the car without our pizzas and we called the 
manager who confirmed no employees were wearing 
any PPE in the restaurant. We immediately left the 
restaurant. We called Lacey Brewery City pizza and 
they said employees were not wearing masks when 
cooking but were wearing gloves. So over the phone, 
both restaurants voluntarily admitted they were not 
wearing protective gear to protect their customers. 
This is not okay!

brewerycity.com

04/27/20 7:15 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet store Bridges pets & gifts 2929 Bickford ave Snohomish as 98290 To many people in store at once. Aisles are not wide 
enough for 6ft. Cashiers has no protection.

Capriin78@gmail.com Caprii 4255129079

05/04/20 8:14 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pet Food and Supply Store Bridges Pets, Gifts and Water 2929 Bickford Avenue Snohomish This business has never closed or implemented 
COVID-19 safety practices with regard to social 
distancing or wearing face masks. They have always 
remained open and do not require employees or 
patrons to wear masks. They have have very narrow 
aisle ways in the store and have not rearranged a 
thing to accommodate social distancing. The only 
thing they have done is place blue markers on the 
floor to identify 6' distance and they have masks 
available for their employees. They claim it is not up 
to them to enforce social distancing or to make 
employees or patrons wear masks.  I was in their 
parking lot for almost an hour on Sunday May 3 
trying to do a curbside pickup. The store was very 
busy and I did not see a single person entering the 
store wearing a mask.  I also observed at least 2 
employees exit the store who were not wearing 
masks.  This store has been ignoring Washington 
State Covid-19 guidelines from the start and at this 
time it is not following Phase 1 guidelines.  Please 
check into this!

dbo2005@comcast.net Rebecca Olson 360-863-6017

03/31/20 12:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Brookdale Allenmore Retirement 3615  s 23rd st. tacoma This Nursing facility isn't assisting it's employees 
with safety prevention that other retirement homes' 
are being required to provide. They ARE NOT 
providing safety/prevention to their residents nor 
their staff! They are banning their staff from wearing 
safety masks and gloves. They aren't providing 
sanitary provisions such as hand-washing and hand 
sanitizing paraphernalia. Considering that nursing 
homes are the epicenter's of this deadly COVID-19 
virus, Brookdale Allenmore in Tacoma is putting 
MANY lives at stake. Thank you.

harpat3536@gmail.com Tina O.

04/06/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Certified Public Accountant Brown and Delaney, P.S. 30 E Indiana Spokane I work here and would like to remain anonymous. 
We have our doors closed to the public but we still 
have groups of people going in there at a time. Our 
office is small and some people are working from 
home but I have been forced as an Office Manager 
to still go in and work thankfully with no one there 
but there are a handful of people who are still going 
including my boss. Saturday I went in and there was 
my boss, another accountant and me. I was the only 
one wearing a mask and hiding in my office until 
everyone else left. I am concerned about one if we 
are an essential business and two because they are 
not following the social distancing rules.

ashleywest007@icloud.com Ashley West 7608984783

04/01/20 4:11 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Brown and Haley 110 East 26th St. Tacoma 1. They make candy. That is not essential food.
2. They cannot keep social distancing due to how 
they make candy.

jacksondarryle@aol.com D. Jackson 2533076680



04/01/20 12:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Brown and Haley 110 e 26th street Tacoma This company has not complied with social 
distancing. There are many elderly employees 
working 8+ hours in close proximity with others. The 
rairly even have enough gloves for everyone. 
Management is not enforcing  social distancing or 
helping to have a safe environment.  They have are 
scaring staff to come to work by saying we are on 
the "essential business list" and if we dont show up 
they will not be qualified for unemployment benefits. 
They continue to shown a serious lack of regard for 
the health and safety of their employees.

04/17/20 2:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate Office Bruce Team Real Estate, Century 21 17432 WA-9 SE #104 Snohomish Meeting with groups of people not following state 
guidelines

04/06/20 10:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Brumfield construction 2003 Westport rd Aberdeen This company is not following social distancing or or 
complying with safe work practices. They also have 
multiple employees that have contracted covid-19 
virus. They have not informed employees of the 
contamination. And have not taken any safe steps 
into disinfecting their trucks or equipment. 
Employees are scared to state their concerns 
without fear of insubordination. Employees are 
worried about the spreading of covid-19 within the 
work place.  They may also be non-essential at this 
time. Thank you

Tony

05/15/20 11:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Bucket truck C70107K 3607 Antsen St SW Tumwater 5 Huddled together including 3 minors within a foot 
of each other with no face masks. Minors are 
operating wood chipper, chain saw, bucket truck to 
cut trees; minors have no protection, encroaching on 
neighboring property. Homeowner at 3607 Antsen 
said she's not paying them or paying cash under the 
table so she thinks it's OK. No permit visible. Photos 
available.

3607 Antsen St SW

04/13/20 5:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture Store Buddy’s Home Furnishings 3704 172nd St Ne Arlington They are going door to door knocking if you are late 
on your furniture payment. 
They even offered to let me use their personal cell 
phone. That is NOT social distancing. I told him I 
was NOT touching his phone and to stand away 
from me.
I have a 73 year old mother that lives with me and 
has lung issues. If she would have answered the 
door that could have been bad. 
I don’t see how going door to door like the mafia 
collecting payments is an essential business 
practice. There are phones.

Ravencorvus@hotmail.com Raven Corvus 351-666-0631

04/25/20 12:33 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture store Buddy’s home furniture store 5329 Evergreen Way Everett The employees are repeatedly at our door daily 
within inches of us without masks gloves or any 
personal protective equipment without any regard for 
safety precautions or others safety the man literally 
coughed all over the door and continued to knock

Collegegirl10@gmail.com Julie 4253441977 manager358@buddyrents.com

04/25/20 12:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture store Buddy’s home furniture store 5329 Evergreen Way Everett The employees are repeatedly at our door within 
inches of us without masks, gloves, or any PPE 
without any regard for personal safety or others 
safety. Our mom is high risk with severe asthma, 
immunodeficiency, and lots of cases of pneumonia

Halogirl9980@yahoo.com Aiden 4252381064 manager358@buddyrents.com

04/25/20 12:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture store Buddy’s home furniture store 5329 Evergreen Way Everett The sales associates are repeatedly at our door 
within 3ft of us without masks, gloves, or any PPE 
without any regard for personal safety or others 
safety.

Daiseylove101@gmail.com Ashlynne 4256310523 manager358@buddyrents.com

04/25/20 12:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture store Buddy’s home furniture store 5329 Evergreen Way Everett The sales associates are repeatedly at our door 
within 3ft of us without masks, gloves, or any PPE 
without any regard for personal safety or others 
safety we have 2 high risk persons in our home, one 
of them being a immunocompromised 3 year old boy

cmaudlin91@gmail.com Chelsea 4257602425 manager358@buddyrents.com

05/05/20 7:33 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Recreational Marijuana Buds Garage 3015 Everett ave Everett Supposed to be online orders only. 50-75 sq ft retail 
space with 4 workers (not wearing masks) letting in 
at least 5 customers (everyone who walked up while 
I was there) into small area with recycled air, not 
wearing masks! ATMS in the front/ID guy make it 
impossible to exit while remaining socially distant. 
Not only are they allowing people in to pick up 
orders, but also helping people shop for other things 
while inside building!!

Emily.Rule23@Gmail.com Emily Rule 2062259942

04/03/20 5:24 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Buffalo Wild Wings 7704 NE 5th Ave. Vancouver on April 2, I am a Door Dash driver. There were 25 
plus people waiting for to go orders, with no social 
distance as there were only 9 chairs set up for this. 
A lady with 3 young children came in to pick up an 
order and were with 2 feet of drivers waiting for food 
orders to go. Other people were coming inside and 
using the restroom. very dangerous especially y with 
young children.

dkristensen7574@gmail.com David Kristensen (experienced Door Dash Driver)360-936-1615

03/31/20 1:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Buffalo wild wings 1614 black lake blvd sw Olympia On 3/30 at 9pm we witnessed 60+ people gathered 
INSIDE buffalo wild wings all waiting for to go 
orders.  We then went back to our car and waited for 
the crowd to leave before entering again to try and 
get our order. It was crowded.

liz_yates@msn.com Elizabeth Yates 3607906196

05/15/20 6:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Bungalow at Jaunita Bay 9714 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland Serving beers and canned wine to female customer 
sitting on the patio

04/09/20 9:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Burger Master 18626 Bothell-Everett Hwy Bothell The servers are not wearing masks and they're 
leaning into cars and taking orders. We saw them go 
from car to car getting way too close to everyone. 
We had to ask her to step back and then roll up all 
the windows.

poodlekitty@gmail.com Susan Crane 2063003021

05/02/20 3:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Burgermaster Lake Washington Blvd Kirkland Several employees were in a very small area to pick 
up food together - nobody had masks or gloves - 
nobody was 6 feet apart.  They don’t accept Apple 
Pay so we had to pay with a cc, no gloves.  There 
was a homeless woman in front of us talking to the 
staff in front of us and touching the staff

Mindycordova717@gmail.comMindy Cordova 425.802.5146

04/14/20 7:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Burgermaster 10606 NE Northup Way Bellevue Large gatherings of people not following quarantine 
or social distancing at location. Business does not 
seem to do anything about crowds each night. 
Observed a tailgate party on 4/14 in their lot. Also 
not sure of the safety to eat in your car next to 30+ 
other cars? They do not require takeout only like 
most places.

03/30/20 8:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Burgermaster 18626 Bothell Everett HighwayBothell More than 15 people in a small space

05/01/20 11:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Trailer park Burlington RV Park 275 E Whitmarsh Rd Burlington There is a maintenance man who lives in park 
reporting to work every day often drunk, harassing 
tenants and always violating the 6ft social distancing 
rule. Makes rounds dozens of times per day and 
visits with many of the tenants in their homes or 
their cars instead of observing distancing practices. 
He is putting the hundreds of residents living here in 
danger.

shadeauxanne@gmail.com Kimberly Hughes 3602151793

04/23/20 4:24 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sirens went off last nigtht 
signaling something a 
couple of times

by the hospital South 17th a couple blocks north of L streetTacoma The officer is putting on his sirens and signaling 
something. I heard Daniel saying something about 
the streets are Mary's now and the police office put 
his sirens on to get my attention as well as to signal 
that something is going on.

Irene7117@yahoo.com anonymous 2532274891 irene7117@yahoo.com

05/17/20 10:45 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Mini mart C street Mini Mart & Discount Tobacco 901 S C St Port Angeles 5/13 2 unmasked employees working behind counter 
and stocking shelves passed next to each other and 
working within 3 ft of each other. Unmasked 
Customers were within 2 ft of them, no plastic or any 
barrier between them.  Tellers did not sanitize hands 
between customers, touching money, debit cards,  
packaging stuff and handing receipts to customers.

05/04/20 10:09 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cabinets plus 4630 e sprague Spokane Some employees and their boss not wearing masks 
and discouraging people from wearing masks. Not 
social distancing and continuing to shake people's 
hands.

04/29/20 7:37 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinets and Countertop SalesCabinets Plus 2626 E Sprague Ave, Spokane I am concerned for the safety of the employees. 
There are no preventive measures taken to help 
reduce the spread or to keep anyone that walks into 
that building safe

ConcernedCcitize@gmail comLisa Smith 5091234567

05/07/20 10:10 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cabinets Plus LLC 4630 E Sprague Ave, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane Valley No social distancing observed

05/04/20 4:22 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cabinet and Counter Top SalesCabinets Plus LLC 4630 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Help me. This company thinks the coronavirus is a 
conspiracy and made up. I get ridiculed daily for 
wearing a mask. I've asked multiple times to the 
owners if they are doing anything to mitigate the 
spread of the disease. They are not. Help me

Kyle Fletcher 5099907760

05/04/20 10:37 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cabinets Plus LLC 4630 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley We are not following ANY restrictions. I feel for my 
safety. I know for a fact we are not doing anything to 
slow the spread. This company would rather laugh at 
me wearing a mask



05/01/20 5:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cabinets Plus LLC 4630 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley I'm not sure if the business is essential but either 
way there is no regulation put in place to help reduce 
the spread of the coronavirus

04/29/20 5:34 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinet and Counter Top SalesCabinets Plus LLC 12112 E Alki Ave Spokane Valley Not sure if a cabinet and countertop showroom/sales 
room is essential business. No temperature checks 
for at home visits. No gloves or masks or ppe. No 
social distancing practices

05/06/20 1:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cable Com 1017 Iowa St Bellingham These workers are not wearing any sort of protection 
or observing social distancing. They have been in the 
alley between Commercial and Prospect St near 
Flora St for the past few days.

jship77@hotmail.com James Shipley 8017030536

03/30/20 2:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing CAF Outdoor Cleaning 23175 224th Pl SE Maple Valley 2 employees have gone home sick with COVID 
symptoms but management is refusing to tell their 
employees about this health news (putting their staff 
at risk) and is not allow their entire workforce to work 
from home because they do not trust their workforce 
to work a full 8 hours remote. Almost all of the 
workforce job roles can be done from home.

05/12/20 1:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Elite 1905 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Not wearing a mask, no gloves and handing coffee 
out to people. People can die from this consequence 
due to coronavirus.

05/18/20 11:57 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Elite’ 1905 Sedgwick rd Port orchard No social distance between workers, still no face 
masks or gloves web handling people’s drinks, no 
plexiglass, touching cash and card without gloves, 
no hand sanitizer. People can die and you need to 
stop this!

04/08/20 2:19 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cafe Lavoure 210 5 th ave s Edmonds Outside tables and chairs attracting groups of people 
outside the coffe house. Less than 6 ft spacing. 8-
12:00 largest grouping.

Barryjhn08@gmail.com Barry 2062678091

03/31/20 1:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufactures baked goods Cafe Valley 3701 S Adams Marion This company any has hundreds of employees and 
confirmed cases of the COVID 19.  At what point do 
you close that facility for the safety of the county?  If 
they continue to be in that environment that virus will 
be deadly here.

Beachbum2355@yahoo.com Kelly 3176776378

04/30/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Cal cars 10828 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights Infected person on the premises not reported nor 
isolated risking other employees. Employees 
threatened with termination if they stay home. More 
than allowable number of employees and customers 
in the building.  Owner threatening employees

George Lawrence

04/23/20 1:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Cal Cars 10828 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights More than allowable number of employees in the 
building none of which were using appropriate PPE, 
more than allowable number of customers allowed at 
a time.  Owners were overheard threatening staff 
with termination if they used the stay at home order 
as an excuse not to work.

George Lawrence

04/21/20 12:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Cal Cars 10828 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights, Wa more than allowed number employees and patrons 
in the building

03/30/20 7:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse California Multimodal LLC 4179 70th Ave E Fife Employer covering up a confirmed covid 19 case and 
leaving others exposed without letting employees 
know who have been in contact with employee

Astinrowland@gmail.com Astin Rowland 3609721441

04/02/20 7:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto Calliber Collision 12302 NE Fourth Plain Vancouver An employee is claiming his wife has tested positive 
for the virus, the to business is still allowing him to 
work onsite.

03/30/20 8:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Calportland Seattle Seattle This business is still servicing commercial 
construction. Covering it only for the fact that they 
have some government contracts. Social distancing 
is not something that can be done on job sites. 
Workers are not provided the protective gear 
essential to be on these jobs that require close 
quarter work. I wish to remain anonymous.

04/13/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Campbell and co 2828 w Irving Tri cities Company came to my home and had 3 techs in my 
home at once + the 4 people that live with me. There 
was no way to social distance and they thought it 
was ok?! Rather than to stagger my annual 
maintenance appointments. I don’t know how this is 
acceptable. One employee wasn’t wearing gloves 
either as promised.

05/19/20 8:17 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Candance Academy Preschool 3910 Yelm Hwy SE Olympia Staff face coverings are optional and different age 
group children share the same spaces. Frequent 
disinfecting is questionable.

lacey@cadence-academy.com

04/21/20 4:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana store Cannabis Country Store 1910 west main st Battle Ground They have all the “proper” signs and taped off 
distances so it looks fine, but they are not following 
them at all. When i was there they were ringing 
several people up at one register at the same time, 
bringing customers up to the register Before the 
prior customer was done. While making my 
purchase they had 2 other people up at the counter, 
inches away from me. They Completely ignored  and 
did not implement their required  safety measures.

03/31/20 9:16 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Canyon Chiropractic and Massage Therapy4303 W. 27th Avenue, Ste. 3 Kennewick This business is a hands on clinic. I asked what they 
are doing to prevent spreading the virus. They are 
not wearing any PPE and are still preforming 
massage in poorly ventilated rooms for hours and 
longer. Chiropractic and Massage should not be 
listed as essential business. Also the Chiropractor, 
Brandon Campbell, is married to a Nurse practitioner 
that works everyday so they are even higher risk of 
coming in contact and spreading the virus. He needs 
to be shut down.

cherisonline@yahoo.com Cheri Stewart 509-396-8909

03/31/20 8:45 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Canyon Chiropractic and Massage Therapy4303 W. 27th Avenue, Ste. 3 Kennewick Chiropractic and massage therapy are hands on 
practice. This does not follow the social distancing 
order. They are not wearing any PPE when working 
on patients. They need to be taken off the essential 
business list.

Reddodge5.9@gmail.com Dave 509-940-7511

05/01/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Canyon Creek Cabinent Company 16726 tye st se Monroe There are groups of people hanging out talking to 
each other in restrooms, out side during break not 
putting the 6ft distancing in order. No one enforces 
the 6ft rule. People are coming in from break and 
they are not washing their hands. I also witness 
people using the restroom and not washing their 
hands. All of tools are also not being disinfected 
after each use being shared between people.

04/23/20 9:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Capitol city Honda 2370 carriage loop sw Olympia As a worker here I am scared to come to work. They 
have so many people coming in for non essential 
things. The owners are more concerned with 
opening business and making money than the health 
of workers. We have not been provided masks and 
are asked to hop in customer cars and take them 
back to our service drive. I know it is important to 
have emergency vehicles taken care of but people 
use it as an excuse to get out at the expense of our 
health and safety.

04/05/20 8:19 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Careage of Whidbey 311 3rd st NE Coupeville Numerous employees have coronavirus but 
employer is threatening to fire people and have fired 
people who are testing positive and have had to 
leave work.

ktaylor112@woh.rr.com Johnny Arnett 9374187226

04/05/20 8:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Careage of Whidbey 311 3rd st NE Coupeville A family member works here. Tested positive for 
covid 19. Employer Ashley keeps telling her she will 
be fired if she doesn't come to work while sick.

ktaylor112@woh.rr.com Karen Taylor 9374187226

04/13/20 12:11 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Horse stables Carleton Farms Stables 830 Sunnyside Blvd SE Lake Stevens The local authorities were called to respond to large 
gatherings of people who were neglecting to follow 
any biosecurity measures.  Some time after, all the 
posted signs regarding the advised biosecurity 
measures were torn down and now they're are 
frequently many people constantly contaminating a 
the work place of essential works, because they are 
bored and want to come ride their horse.  Despite 
this being a non essential recreational activities... If 
they feel the need to come to the barn and see their 
horse... They need to respect the appropriate 
biosecurity measures and not be recklessly going 
through and contaminating communal areas.

Concerned Veterinarian

04/29/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Carlisle Interconnect Technologies 7911 South 188th St. Suite 100Kent, WA 98032 On 4/29 Morning, Employer Allow Employee still sick 
and still test positive With Corvid-19 return to work 
without been cleared with any medical agencies.  
Employee stated She still positive and returning to 
work from fear of loosing her job.  This Employer 
exposing my family member and all the employees at 
the Kent facilities to a dangerous situation.  Please 
help us stop the transmission of the Virus at work 
and into the community.

Mega8blu@gmail.com Sonny 2063489835 Unknown

04/06/20 3:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther manufacturer Carlisle Interconnect Technologies 7911 s 188th st #100, Kent, WA 98032Kent An employee tested positive for Corona virus and 
they are not sanitizing or taking serious that one of 
there employees was positive and was in contact 
with others in the facility.

kenzie12ellis8@gmail.com Mackenzie Ellis 2064889943



04/10/20 11:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Factory Carlisle interconnect technology 7911 S 188th Street #100 Kent With at least 2 employees are already infected with 
Covid-19, but the company still decided to open their 
door for business.  The health and safety of their 
employees is not their top priority.  As employees are 
woking very closely to one another so there are 
many workers fear the measures arrived too late to 
avert a major outbreak, and many had decided to 
stay home without pay, either out of fear of infecting 
vulnerable family members or concerns for their own 
safety. 
Carlisle should have acted sooner and thinks it’s 
now too late to safely operate the business without 
shutting it down and testing everyone before 
reopening. They have notified everyone with the 2nd 
cases and they should have closed the building for 
deep cleaning.

Tramn20@gmail.com Tram Nguyen 2067355109

05/14/20 7:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car production carmax 25560 madison ave murrieta I have seen people coming out that are 6 ft and 
without mask. An employee told me that inside 
people are not following the 6ft social distance. He 
fears for his family. He is scared that since people 
are not following the social distancing rule and are 
not wearing a mask , many people will get infected.

04/08/20 5:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Carniceria Mexico 3549 W Thomas Rd Phoenix Restaurant is not don’t the 6ft away per person. 
Restaurant is very full of people.

Ubario2019@yahoo.com Alexis Ubario 6026881483

05/08/20 7:12 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery Carpinito Brothers 1148 Central Ave N Kent I went this morning at about 10 am and there were 
literally hundreds of people there. There was social 
distancing at the cash register, but nowhere else. It 
was EXTREMELY crowded to the point that you 
couldn't get your cart through an isle.

smlemily@gmail.com Emily N 2539732647

04/17/20 2:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Carpinito Brothers 1148 Central Ave N. Kent Store was packed.  No social distancing and no 
protective gear or wipes or sanitizer anywhere

04/15/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape company and 
frsh vegtables

Carpinito Brothers 1148 Central Ave N Kent I just went there at 2pm on Wednesday April 15, 
2020 and there were a couple hundred people 
gathering inside with about 30% wearing masks and 
the rest just spreading the virus. It is quite windy 
inside so there is no way 6 feel of space will help 
anyone keep safe. The employees were the worst for 
not wearing protective gear. It should be safe to go 
and buy vegetables but not at Carpinito Brothers. 
Please make them be safe for us older and disabled 
folks who need vegetables.

nonegiven@privacy.com Fake name and Phone 8081234567 Local number is (253)854-5692

04/08/20 2:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery Carpinitos 1148 Central Ave. North Kent, Wa No limit to number of customers at any one time.  
The parking lot is jammed full.  People are pushing 
carts and on top of each other.   I found a parking 
stall..saw what was happening and turned around 
and left.     I was actually shocked compared to how 
hard other businesses are trying to protect their 
employees and their customers.   I saw no social 
distancing signs..but got out as fast as I could.  
Worst I've seen.

auntiemfk@gmail.com Mary Kleinsasser 206-854-5373

04/02/20 6:31 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Carquest & Advance Auto Parts 14819 N Lombard St Portland The Carquest Auto Parts warehouse is still 
considered essential because they supply car parts 
to stores and that is essential to transportation 
(although the warehouse really isn’t essential, we 
stock parts to shelves that gather dust).  They are 
not following social distancing and very often have 
3+ people within 1 foot of each other or less.

Leslie.hancock93@hotmail.comLeslie 5034109659

04/04/20 11:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Carriage Square 25626 102nd Pl SE Kent Employees at this establishment never complied to 
social distance guidelines and post it on Facebook. 
They are also soliciting and accepting donations and 
are not a non profit business.

04/04/20 11:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Carriage Square Bar 25626 102nd Pl SE, Kent Bartenders violating social distancing guidelines with 
customers and posting it on Facebook. Business is 
not a non profit and is soliciting and accepting 
donations from customers.

05/10/20 1:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership carson cars 13806 hwy 99 Lynnwood Car dealerships were supposed to be closed from 
the beginning. This car dealership has been open 
the whole time that they have not supposed to have 
been. They are not social distancing they are not 
wearing masks they are not wearing gloves they are 
not avoiding groups of people Gathering. they are in 
enclosed Vehicles doing test drives with people 
without masks. They had a barbecue for themselves 
and potential car buyers/clients

03/30/20 5:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Carter Subaru 17225 Aurora Ave N Shoreline Employees are seated within 6 feet of each other 
and customers are gathering in the waiting room 
within the 6 foot distancing guidance without 
employee intervention to ensure social distancing is 
met.

04/05/20 9:48 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Casa Ricardos 107 Lake St #200 Kirkland On both Thursday and Saturday (April 2 and 4) I saw 
them doing happy hour on the sidewalk and people 
much closer than 6 feet. Also they're causing the 
sidewalk to be more crowded than necessary and 
makes it hard to stay 6 feet away while walking past 
(we crossed the street to go around them).

vlnaew@gmail.com Ashley Windle 4108044735

04/27/20 4:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cascade Clinic Walk In and Primary 
Care, LLC

1420 Roosevelt Ave, STE 4 Mount Vernon I work here. Six foot distancing is optional at best. 
The office structure makes it nearly impossible to 
keep distance. Masks are optional (and not worn by 
staff) except for providers when they are with a 
patient. Cleaning/sanitizing is sporadic. We do not 
treat "sick" patients, but I feel there is a gross lack of 
respect for the virus and the governor's order. 
Employees and visitors are not screened when 
arriving, only patients.

04/23/20 9:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cascade Construction 3819 100th St SW Suite 7 Lakewood Company could easily work from home but boss 
doesn’t trust us to. Select employees are allowed to 
work from home while others must be in office close 
to each other. Boss is sick and coughs regularly. 
Meetings are held with no regard to social 
distancing. We are all scared of getting sick and also 
losing our jobs.

Theywouldfiremeifyoutold@gmail.comEmployee Anonymous Ron Adams

04/07/20 7:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cascade Construction 3819 100th St SW Lakewood Large gatherings of people and lots of people 
working close to each other. I work across the street 
and see them everyday and I worry that they are 
having construction meetings and workers are 
spreading it.

RksThomias@yahoo.com Sally Thomias

04/26/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction cascade glass company 151 nickerson st seattle I work for Cascade Glass and have been on 
unemployment. I was told that we are an essential 
business and that I have to return to work.  If I do 
not comply they will take it as I quit and will report 
me to unemployment. I am at high risk with being 
asthmatic. I know for a fact that they can't guarantee 
that we would be able to stay 6 feet apart during 
installation.  We have not been supplied with any of 
the PPE (Masks, gloves, etc) and we have not had a 
safety meeting/instructions on how to follow any of 
the CDC or LNI safety guidelines for reopening.  I 
am concerned with the wellbeing for myself as well 
as my family and I am unsure what my rights are 
and how to protect myself during this time.

primitivejourney1918@gmail.comAnthony Laigo 2062457077

04/02/20 11:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cascade Paving 236 Dusty Dr Kelso Group of 4 or 5 workers all in very close contact with 
each other, neighbors, their customer, and are using 
neighbor's property to conduct their business without 
permission. Their truck and trailer is parked on my 
front lawn and another piece of their equipment is 
also on our front lawn.

boggslouann@gmail.com LouAnn Boggs 3607511746

04/28/20 11:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Campground Cascade peaks campground 11519 US highway 12 Randal I wasn’t sure if this would be allowed to be open 
during this time a lot of people have been camping 
here recently I was not sure if it was safe.

Cascadepeaks@lewiscounty.com

04/07/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cascade Regional Blood Services 220 S. I ST Tacoma I work here and we are being told we are not aloud 
to wear a mask even if we provide one for ourselves. 
We come into contact with donors who will be less 
than 6 feet from us. They have provided shields, 
however will not allow us to cover with a mask which 
adds added protection to our faces

JoanKyle@rocketmail.com Joan Kyle 19258085272

04/07/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cascade regional blood services 220 south I street Tacoma They refuse to let us wear masks as a company 
policy. We are required to be in close proximity in our 
history rooms as well as our busses. At our mobile 
locations when we are drawing blood from our 
patients which is a violation of CDC guidelines for 
healthcare workers all they have provided us is a 
splatter shield to protect us .We may also recently be 
required to draw from COVID-19 contagious patients  
 for plasma without a mask per company memo.

corinnagerlits2001@gmail.comCorinna Gerlits (253) 985-7258



03/30/20 10:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pawn shop Cash America 23201 Pacific highway south Kent I am an employee of cash America and I have 
witnessed blatant disregard for the order put in place 
by governor Jay inslee and am in danger of losing 
my job because I opted to stay home when I got sick. 
I am now being threatened with losing my job based 
on having these concerns! Please help me as I am 
strictly living paycheck to paycheck.  I feel strongly 
that I will become homeless without help with a 
disability!!!

Hbell4585@gmail.com Areasha Williams 3169920048/3169922225

04/03/20 8:42 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Institution Cash America Pawn 7016 NE Bothell Way Kenmore The store and many other stores, by the head of the 
company, are being informed to assist customers in 
there retail needs. Letting them shop and touch 
items, allowing upset customers to brows to make 
sure we do not loss vital customer lines. Employees 
encouraged to not turn customers away if there is no 
one in the small store, forcing employees to let the 
customer brows and assist them within the 6ft limit 
to not cause any kind of alarm to the customer. 

We are also forced to handle all personal items 
coming into the store to make loans or buy off the 
customer. The company has stopped accepting 
doctors notes from employees with underlining 
conditions and HR has informed these people that 
they must work as if there was nothing going on. 
That if we did not feel safe, we should stay home 
under our own choice, this includes no pay if you 
decide to stay at home. They only provide us with 
gloves and a spray bottle to disinfect areas people 
have touched.

loganhensley16@gmail.com Logan Q Hensley 5204686017

05/01/20 2:11 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cash depot Cash depot 1756 Columbia rd nw Washington They are not following social distancing and they are 
allowing more than 10 people including personal to 
be inside, and own of the business does not want to 
put signs saying that max inside the store is 10 
people

Leonela

04/08/20 12:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Castillo Supermarket 10426 16th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146seattle 98146 One worker at the meat shop is currently at Highline 
Hospital using an oxygen mask - tested positive for 
COVID 19. There is another co-worker who worked 
in close quarter with the person mentioned above, 
who is showing signs of having the virus but 
continues to work WITHOUT USING A MASK OR 
GLOVES. She is very worried that this is a vector of 
transmission to all who work and shop in the store.

Rosario Rodriguez 206-235-7740

04/09/20 6:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Castillos Supermarket 10426 16th Ave SW Seattle A couple employees have been tested positive to 
COVID19 and they have not closed the facilities or 
have said anything to the public at all

Isabelquijano@gmail.com Maria Quijano (206) 372-9555

04/08/20 6:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Castillos Supermarket 10426 16th Ave SW Seattle One employee has tested positive for Covid-19 and 
other workers are experiencing similar symptoms 
and owner is doing nothing about it letting his sick 
workers work.

Monserrat.tinoco34@gmail.comMontserrat Tinoco (206)578-9612

04/08/20 1:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Castillos supermarkets 10426 16th Ave SW Seattle, WA  98146 United StatesSeattle One employee has tested positive for covid 19 five 
other employees have been experiencing similar 
symptoms and store owner will not close , continues 
to have his employees working and forces them to 
work with out sick pay due to this virus, owner said 
he sent people to clean the store but there is no 
signs of cleaning or sanitizing this is not ok owner is 
putting employees and customers in risk.

jasonmontesg@icloud.com Jason Montes 2068532421

05/12/20 11:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other veterinarian clinic Cat Clinic At Canyon Park 22833 Bothell/Everett Hwy #159Bothell There were no restrictions in place as to allowing 
clients in the very small rooms. No social distancing 
was practiced and no masks were worn by staff. I 
saw no evidence that pens, clipboards, etc were 
being sanitized.

04/06/20 11:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Catholic Community Services 1011 10th Ave SE Tumwater Business is asking for agents to follow certain 
guidelines, but not providing proper PPE's to protect 
agents while not following the guidelines put in place 
by the Governor.

05/01/20 9:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Catholic church Catholic diocese of Spokane 525 E mission ave Spokane Employees are not following social distancing. Mass 
is still be celebrated at cathedral of our lady of 
Lourdes with more than 10 people every Sunday at 9.

03/30/20 3:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther catholic church Catholic Diocese of yakima pastoral office5301 Tieton Dr  Suite A Yakima The Bishop of Yakima has not allowed his staff  off 
his pastoral office to work from home even though 
they have the capability to work remotely. This is 
especially concerning since the Bishop has come in 
close contact several times with a priest who has 
tested positive for corona virus and is currently in 
quarantine in Yakima. His staff is being forced to go 
to work and interact with the bishop who is visiting 
the priest who tested positive.

westernsteel0@gmail.com wish to remain annoymous

05/15/20 4:13 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other COMMUNITY RESOUCE SERVICECCAP 101 E. Market St. Aberdeen Violations concerning high risk employee being 
forced back to work against Dr’s orders (with note) 
to not return @ this time due to history of health 
issues) re: Qualifiers to list of high risk health 
conditions on Cares Act, as well as other violations 
that go against  the 20-46 Governors proclamation. 
Large work force with no PPE’s being required to be 
worn by fellow co-workers and not being provided by 
the company. Employer lack of concern with health 
and safety of high risk employee’s Civil rights and 
severity of this pandemic/slow open process. Please 
advise, see contact info below.

vinny53074@gmail.com Vince T. Smith 1-360-545-5682 Craigd@coastalcap.org, Lucym@coastalcap.org

04/01/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction CDK Construction 26231 NE 165th St. Duvall CDK is working on a project at the Woodlake 
Condominiums on Mercer Island.  I'm not sure that 
they are an essential business or that the work they 
are doing is essential.  I go for a morning walk daily 
and have observed on many occasions that their 
crew is not following social distancing rules, 
particularly when 2-3 workers are together on small 
balconies.  I don't know if their employees are doing 
work inside the condos or what their contact might 
be with the residents.  I also wonder if Sani-Cans 
provide them with adequate facilities for hand-
washing. Thank you.

03/30/20 8:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Verizon Cellular Sales 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver I went to purchase a phone and the store 
representatives were sitting together and passing 
customer phones back and fourth without gloves.

05/06/20 9:44 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Snohomish Co-op Cenex 168 Lincoln ave Snohomish, Employees are not wearing masks and there is no 
shield between customers and cashiers (less than 2' 
away). Aisles are small and not marked with 
directional arrows. Customers coming in with whole 
families with no protective equipment. Employees 
refusing to wear masks even when asked (saying 
they'd rather catch the virus and "get immunity".  
PLEASE HELP

rebecca@lshinc.biz Rebecca Potter 2064063051

05/18/20 1:19 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Census Census 1000 everett mall way suite 401Everett I'm an administrative clerk at the census they're not 
making us wear masks they gave him to us but 
they're not enforcing it they're not making us stay six 
feet away from each other and the six people were 
sick with covid-19 they won't tell us who it was and I 
think one of the girls is still working there they called 
us back to work on the 14th and I don't want to work 
I'm scared since the 14th Everett 3 days and what I 
witnessed I refuse to go back to work I don't want to 
get sick please help

karamann71@gmail.com Kara Mann 4259316217

05/15/20 2:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Century Link Century Link Gravelly Lake Road, Lakewood, WALakewood 2 Century Link workers parked along side Gravelly 
Lake standing shoulder to shoulder with no mask or 
PPE.  Tried calling Century Link & LNI first.  
Seriously annoys me that as a construction worker 
we have to be in full compliance or get shut down, 
but they are flauntingly in violation.

melaniejeanbaldwin@gmail.comMelanie 2539068233

04/22/20 8:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential business, but not 
being safe

Centurylink Not sure Fife I work at Mission Foods in Fife, WA. Today we had 
an employee from Centurylink show up to check our 
equipment, because having issues with 
internet/phones. All visitors must check in with 
security and when asked the Covid visitor questions 
the technician stated that he had had a fever off an 
on the last few days. The guard called and our plant 
manager told them we can not let anyone in the 
plant with a fever. Yes they are essential, but how 
many businesses and people did they come in 
contact with???

lissa925@msn.com Melissa 2533984183

04/16/20 9:04 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum production 
warehouse

Certainteed Address: 5931 E Marginal Way SouthSeattle Workers in close proximity.  Public equipment in 
close proximity to work spaces.  Employees being 
forced to work in the office despite their job being 
doable remotely.

maverikbishop@gmail.com Maverik Bishop 620-388-3548



04/17/20 9:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum production 
warehouse

Certainteed/Saint Gobain 5931 E Marginal Way S, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle The company is forcing some workers to work in the 
building, even if the job can be done remotely. Social 
distancing is also not being followed  People are 
close together, equipment for general use is near 
peoples desks, and people are not wearing PPE 
even though it's provided to them.

fotv91@gmail.com Francis Valdez +16028107574 fotv91@gmail.com

04/17/20 9:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum Production 
Warehouse

Certainteed/Saint Gobain 5931 E Marginal Way S Seattle The company is forcing some workers to work in the 
building, even if the job can be done remotely. Social 
distancing is also not being followed  People are 
close together, equipment for general use is near 
peoples desks, and people are not wearing PPE 
even though it's provided to them.

Aubreymariecohen@gmail.comAubrey Marie Cohen 6026192413

04/16/20 9:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum production 
warehouse

Certainteed/saint gobain 5931 E marginal way s Seattle The company is forcing some workers to work in the 
building, even if the job can be done remotely. Social 
distancing is also not being followed  People are 
close together, equipment for general use is near 
peoples desks, and people are not wearing PPE 
even though it's provided to them. People are also 
being encouraged to keep the same PPE throughout 
the day.

Sandria86@gmail.com Timothy Walker

04/16/20 9:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum Production 
Warehouse

Certainteed/Saint Gobain 5931 E Marginal Way S Seattle The company is forcing some workers to work in the 
building, even if the job can be done remotely. Social 
distancing is also not being followed  People are 
close together, equipment for general use is near 
peoples desks, and people are not wearing PPE 
even though it's provided to them.

abonzel@gmail.com Brandon Zempel 602-692-2205

04/16/20 9:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gypsum production 
warehouse

Certainteed/St. Gobain 5931 E Marginal Way S Seattle The company is forcing some workers to work in the 
building, even if the job can be done remotely. Social 
distancing is also not being followed  People are 
close together, equipment for general use is near 
peoples desks, and people are not wearing PPE 
even though it's provided to them.

Jrr2768@hotmail.com Judith Roberts 602-748-8668

05/15/20 9:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cerveza Factory 11 N Parkway Ave  #103 Battle Ground People are sitting inside of the business at the 
tables. I’m assuming they might be waiting for 
takeout but this is against social distancing 
guidelines, from my understanding.

04/04/20 1:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call center Charter communications 521 NE 136th Avenue Vancouver Business is not allowing employees to work remotely 
unless they have been employed for a certain 
number of months, and is continuing interviews and 
training sessions for new employees. New hire 
groups are historically around 15-30 people. 
Business is non-essential to state operations and 
risking the lives of our community members.

04/01/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call center Charter communications 2897 Union Rd Cheektowaga I work for the spectrum cable call center and have 
informed them of my underlying respiratory heath 
issues as well as my daughters and they will not 
allow me to work from home which they have the 
capability to do so as

rhianna.barnett86@gmail.comRhianna Barnett 7168602686

04/03/20 2:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Staffing Agency Chartwell Staffing Solutions 15127 Main St E #102 Sumner Individual working in the business has been tested 
and confirmed positive for Covid 19. Continues to 
work with and around people is a confined space 
and traveling around the area for work. With full 
knowledge of their employer.

04/13/20 12:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Chateau Valley Center 4450 Davis Ave S Renton Assisted living asked a caregiver who is positive with 
covid 19 to come in and work because they need 
people to work. This is an issue because they are 
elderly and easily catc sickness and spread it.  Also 
they have patients who are sick and walking around 
the building. This is  very dangerous situation, they 
refuse to follow the law.

anthony.carrivick-rowe@outlook.comAnthony Rowe can I stay anonymous 2063802822

04/14/20 8:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apple packing shed Chelan Fruit 5 Howser Rd Chrlan Wa They have 5 people that have covic-19.  That's 
what's known.  That doesn't say that there isn't 
more. They are still running.  What is known.  They 
shut down for one day only. The next day after that 
one day. They brought all there workers back in. I 
fear that they are not being safe. Protecting there 
workers and for most, the public

05/13/20 2:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other manufacturing Chemgrout 805 East 31st Street Lagrange Park Positive Covid-19 case and not abiding by social 
distancing and masks

03/30/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Chemi-con 9053 Graham street Moses lake Some workers have immediate family that are 
infected with the Virus and are still going to work and 
risking the spread of the virus to Co-workers

03/30/20 3:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Chemi-Con Materials 9053 Graham road Moses lake Few employee ‘s household memeber is sick and 
employee is still at work. How is this helping the 
spread of covid if they are still at work. I’m still 
working and concerned.

Angie garay Angie Garay 5099894633

04/14/20 11:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Counseling, consultation Chett Hill, LLC 2722 Colby Ave  Suite 720 Everett Mr. Hill has a very small office space (less than 10' x 
10' room). He is seeing clients in-person for 
consultation/counseling. He is neither adhering to 
social distancing nor is he wearing a face mask or 
requiring that clients wear facial coverings.

annboise@gmail.com Ann Haelan 509-339-3618 Chett.hill@comcast.net

04/15/20 9:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station Cheveron Extra Mile 10715 se 240th st Kent This gas station is paying no attention how many 
customers inside the store. Its in a ruff part of kent, 
full of homeless, drug adicts. Workers in the 
morning, day shifts sit on there on cell phones, pay 
no attention to store activity. Its never been a clean 
store. Serve hot dogs, hot foods, fountain drinks. 
That counter is filthy, not maintained. Now with the 
coronavirus can they still serve food that any 
customer can serve themselves ??????? Someone 
should check this store ASAP

05/05/20 9:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Chi Franciscan Rehabilitation hospital 815 S vassault ST Tacoma Hello, my coworker told me yesterday that her 
daughter worked with someone multiple times last 
week and that person has now tested positive for 
covid. My work did not send this coworker home to 
self quarantine. Instead said it was fine and let her 
continue work and go into patient rooms as normal. 
They also have our clinical team going hospital to 
hospital to try and get referrals sent to us. One 
worker is currently being tested for covid after she 
was going into hospitals to get referrals.

04/02/20 8:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agriculture Chiawana Orchards 3107 River Rd, Yakima, WA 98902Yakima My co- worker has been feeling ill and my boss did 
not send him home. He continued to go to work like 
that and we all use the same restrooms and we all 
take breaks in the same area. My boss and whoever 
is in charge are not taking any precautions about this 
Covid-19 virus. We all work very hard and we 
deserve to be respected at work just like any other 
person. We all have families to take care of and I 
would like for someone to talk to my boss and or 
owners about this.

04/03/20 1:13 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Title and Escrow Chicago Title 4100 194th St SW Suite 230 Lynnwood Staffing at risk. Operating within office with 
employee’s/clients..putting all at risk. These 
employees can work remotely to assist in lowering 
the curve.

Dj@northwestcarrier.com Hardeep Heer 4253153709

04/06/20 7:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther childcare Child's Time 21323 Mountain Hwy E Spanaway Impossible to keep several kids under the age of 5 at 
least six feet apart unless you stick them in 
playpens, highchairs, and cribs all day! However, I 
don't want my child treated that way but it's 
impossible for the workers to maintain social 
distancing. And, I don't think every parent dropping 
their child off there is an essential worker who 
doesn't have other child care options.

04/15/20 12:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Childcare Child's Time, Inc. 21323 Mountain Hwy East Spanaway I went into the building to drop my child off at their 
usual classroom, just like we did before COVID-19. 
No one asked any health questions about my child or 
took their temperature. Then, I walked through the 
building and out the door. I thought there was 
supposed to be a control point. 
When I went to pick my child up, they were in 
another room with a variety of kids because they 
combine them at the end of the day. I thought this 
was against the DOH guidance.



04/19/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Chipotle 22704 SE Fourth St Unit 210 Sammamish I am a worker here working overtime. There are 3-6 
workers in the store and on a regular basis 10-15 
customers are in the store at a time, some only a 
foot from each other huddled around the online 
stand. One of my managers, Jacob, allowed two 
customers to eat in the store. I am a cashier and 
have consistently inquired about having a sneeze 
guard at the cash desk and putting the card swiper 
on the other side so customers can swipe card 
themselves. Both of these requests are consistently 
shut down by the owner. I am a foot and a half away 
from customers I am helping and I do not feel safe. 
The majority of our orders are online so I do not feel 
there is a need for us to still have in-person 
customers, especially when we come so close to 
them. The customers all stand right in front of the 
online order stand, and it is my job to put the orders 
out. There is no customer regulation.

tayahanson22@gmail.com Megan 4256232810

04/06/20 3:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Chipotle 13780 NE 175th St Unit 104 Woodinville, WA  98072 United StatesI reported to my boss and corporate chipotle that I 
had corona virus and worked Monday and Tuesday. 
He told me I am lying and told my co workers that I 
was lying and that they were not exposed when they 
were. He is now telling my co workers I am fired 
when he has not told me this. They have been 
exposed.

sam.marvin8@yahoo.com Sam Marvin 4253011975

04/02/20 3:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Chipotle 1415 w Broadway Seattle Noon time I spoke to two employees who told me 
drivers and customers were “doing their best” for 
social distancing it was clearly not 6 feet there were 
about 20 people in the chipotle around noon time on 
April 2, standing way closer than six feet

Gseattle23@hotmail.com Gary 206-310-1706

04/15/20 5:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chop it Up 615 112th st Everett Barber is cutting hair despite stay at home order. jmtgeorge@gmail.com Jay 4253091369

04/03/20 2:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Chuck Olson Chevrolet 17037 Aurora Avenue N Shoreline, WA multiple people are being together not practicing 
distancing.

04/03/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Chuck Olson Chevrolet/Kia 17037 Aurora Avenue N Shoreline, WA multiple people are being together not practicing 
distancing.

04/24/20 12:31 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Chuck's Produce and Street Market 13215 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver This is my 2nd complaint and recommendations to 
DOH and WA State to tighten up precautions.

One of the cashiers/clerks coughed a mucousy 
cough right in my face two weeks ago and seemed 
to think it was funny. It was very upsetting. Their 
checkstands do not provide enough protection with 
the plexi glass. 

Although Chuck's website states they follow disinfect 
and social distancing protocols, they don't.

I have been in the store 6 times in the last 2 weeks. 
Employees don't wear masks, do not disinfect at 
each transaction, and do not follow social distancing 
with each other.

When I expressed my concerns to the store 
manager, he called me a liar and said I could go 
shop somewhere else.
They are a family run business and apparently don't 
feel the need to comply with health regulations. 

Their attitude is that employees haven't become sick 
and don't seem to know that they could be 
contagious with the virus, spreading it to hundreds of 
customers every day they are open.

In reviewing the recent FDA Covid Best Practices for 
essential food/grocery establishments, WA State is 
lagging way behind.

klindenmscrc@gmail.com Kimberly Linden 415-963-2819

03/31/20 2:45 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Chuck's Produce and Street Market 2302 NE 117th Street Vancouver No distancing in checkout lines, deli counter still 
open, lots of people clustered talking, not shopping

leggrebecca@gmail.com Rebecca Legg 360-624-3379

05/08/20 12:12 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Religious Institution Churchome 2700 1st Ave, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle Mass gathering of individuals without regard to social 
distancing guidelines 12 days ago:  
https://i.redd.it/vvp3tr2wx0v41.jpg

05/07/20 6:39 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other apartmtment complex Cielo 800 Seneca Street seattle Business is only allowing one person at a time to 
take elevator for social distancing. However, this 
causes residents to congregate outside the elevators 
waiting for the next car. It seems a short elevator 
ride is safer than people waiting in a group.

04/17/20 8:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cleaning company Cintas 918 N 5th Ave Yakima Cintas is aware that my nephew has been exposed 
to the virus. He lives with his sister who is confirmed 
to have Covid-19 and the company is requiring him 
to continue to go to work and expose others to the 
virus

JessieGonzlz73@gmail.com Jessica Gonzalez 5094063636

05/16/20 8:44 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV Park Circle H RV Park 1107 S 18th St Yakima There is no sanitation or social distance practices. 
The front desk clerk does not have a mask or gloves 
on. There is no sanitation of a key pad that is 
required to get into the restroom/laundry mat area. 
There are no lines marked asking people to stay 6ft 
away. They are booking new customers and allowing 
them to mingle with others at the RV park.

misty@archibalds.net

04/11/20 6:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther gas station/convenience 
store

circle k 4805 road 68 pasco the gas pumps tells you if you buy a car wash the 
ticket with the code will be printed at the 
pump,however when you do purchase it you are told 
that you must go inside this very crowded store to 
retrieve the ticket.they are deceiving people.

ronsantis@yahoo.com ron santisteban 5092050016

04/02/20 1:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business City Hall Saloon 35317 314th Way SE Enumclaw Multiple people who have visited this establishment 
recently have the diagnosed with the coronavirus. 
They continue to serve....whatever they want. Check 
it out. The owner left establishment within the last 
couple of weeks and wrecked a vehicle again and 
got a DUI. This place needs to be shut down for so 
many reasons!! I have also been told there is no 
toliet paper at this establishment and food and 
alcohol are being served??

Kelleysinc@aol.com Kelley 3608328887

04/18/20 12:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license City Hall Saloon and Eatery 35317 314th Way SE enumclaw Drove by about 30 bikers gathered at tables that bar 
put out in parking lot. I know of 2 people that 
frequent this bar that contacted cov19

aareef01@yahoo.com Lee Ola Campbell 2532616163

04/24/20 6:39 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Fife City of Fife - Public Works 5411 23rd street east Fife Today, 4/24/20, at approximately 1130 a.m. I was 
driving on Valley Road and observed a white pick-up 
with a canopy on it. I noted that this was a public 
works vehicle for the city of Fife, and noted two 
white males seated in the front  seat, definitely not 
the implemented social distancing our Governor 
proclaimed weeks ago. What concerns me about 
this even further is: the combined closely nestled 
cities of Fife/Milton/Edgewood currently have 69 
active Covid-19 cases, and 7 deaths stemming from 
Covid-19. Please follow-up on their social distancing 
gaffes.

05/09/20 3:30 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Camping along packwood City of Packwood Packwood Packwood Everyone is camping in huge groups in pack wood 
and alder lake is completely packed even with it 
being tarped off

Unknown

04/24/20 5:12 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Public work city City of pasco 525 north 3rd ave Pasco Your bringing new people on that need training 
which requires close contact.  It’s putting people in 
danger. They should wait to hire new people until it 
is safe to do so

05/06/20 9:35 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other City of Pullman - Council MemberCity of Pullman 325 SE Paradise St Pullman Pullman City Councilman Al Sorensen wants local 
businesses to reopen as soon as possible and is 
suggesting that people should avoid being testing for 
coronavirus to speed up that process. 
Video/Recording https://pullmanradio.com/pullman-
city-councilman-al-sorensen-suggests-people-avoid-
coronavirus-testing-to-increase-chance-of-reopening-
business-
asap/?fbclid=IwAR0dTlsOsE5GvB0ohj5cKrE1Q76ab
_j5kzAY-LKnxfCZm9WHtd58dGs-ji4

impalatc@hotmail.com Joel Jones 509-432-3515

03/31/20 11:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Renton (parks workers)City of Renton Maple Valley Hwy / Ron Regis / CarcoRenton Renton city employees riding in trucks together... 
walking shoulder to should at park. 
city employees pulled over off of hwy169 joking 
around face-to-face having coffee together.

dbrabo1432@msn.com dave brabo 2538614284

05/12/20 10:21 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other City of Sunnyside city of sunnyside 818 Edison Ave. sunnyside I seen them multiple times in city trucks with 2 
people  and not wearing mask or using gloves(they 
do not live in the same household). The city of 
Sunnyside is going forward with a food truck in the 
park which people will gather and hang out. Most of 
our town is not following guidelines set in place by 
the CDC and are number's are rising and its very 
concerning that no-one is taking this virus seriously.

mcasey@sunnyside-wa.gov



04/05/20 2:47 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Farmers Market City of Vancouver Esther Street Vancouver The city of Vancouver manager announced today 
they are opening the Farmers Market. This market is 
on a street with vendors on both sides. It is open air 
like Pike Market and packed on weekends normaly. 
There is no way to social distance. This will cause 
hundreds more cases of COVID and does not follow 
your standard. Please stop this from happening. 
People are outraged and scared! The article is in 
The Columbian newspaper today. I cannot express 
enough how dangerous this action is.

d.hinesley@comcast.net Debra Hinesley

05/06/20 5:35 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Contract paralegal services Claims management 310 29th St Ne, Ste 100-101 Puyallup No social distancing or PPE use in place by 
employees. No enforcement by owners or 
management.

04/08/20 8:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Clark construction 17900 international Blvd Seatac Workers are not distancing, no masks are being 
worn, I have pictures of people in groups with no 
PPE.. were expected to work in crowded locations. 
Multiple people have tested positive on this project. 
Is the money here worth more than someone’s life?

Mikeclee2@gmail.com Mike lee 2532091913

03/30/20 8:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Court Clark County Clerks Office 1200 Franklin St Vancouver Not following social distancing until last week, 
holding large meetings, being open to the public, not 
readily providing protective gear, having the ability to 
work from home but will not allowing to

04/23/20 4:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther JAIL CLARK COUNTY Clark County Jail 707 W 13th St Vancouver WA 98660Vancouver There are numerous signed complaints by inmates 
stating they are not following the guidelines by 
bringing in people off the street and putting them into 
a cell with other inmates. no testing , no temperature 
taking, absolutley nothing. These inmates have gone 
over 10 without any soap to wash their hands and 
stop the spread of germs. Many have been 
reprimanded for this and have had to deal with 
discilinary actions by the staff, Please investigate. I 
have 30 pages. I called the jail and spoke to their 
spokesperson. Laura. She was dishonest when I 
asked about how many to a cell. She said one. I said 
I have just gotten off the phone and that is not true 
there are 2 and even 3 men in a cell. Tort claims are 
filed and grievances are not reviewed by the 
staff/sherriffs. They gave the inmates towels cut and 
folded in half and have had the same dirty towel for 
over a week now without sanitizing any. They have 
had one suicide recently, where an inmate took his 
life jumping head first onto a table on the floor below, 
passing from his injuries.

tkbraden@gmail.com Teresa 3605604703

03/30/20 6:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Clarks restaurant 731 us 101 Cosmopolis wa They definitely don’t stay six feet away from each 
other. They are all over each other.

04/08/20 3:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Golf course Classic Golf Course 4908 208th st e Spanaway this appears to be the second time that fish place 
has tried to sneak by the system. As a citizen of 
Washington I also am concerned with my health 
because of a heart condition and being at higher 
risk. Therefore it concerns me seeing such a large 
amount of people at this facility. Not too sure if it's a 
complete violation but it's definitely concerning. This 
owner also has allowed people to play at Oakbrook 
Golf Course in Lakewood. I just asked that it be 
investigated to be sure it's within the guidelines

04/02/20 12:42 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Clausens landscape maintenance 7225 188th st se Snohomish People hang out at the property closer than 6 feet 
and socialize in the morning at the shop.

05/15/20 8:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other marijuana Clear Choice 3128 42nd St. NE Tacoma This co. requires 2 interactions for car service. One 
to take your money and one to return with change 
and product. Not only do employees not wear masks 
within 6' but they refused to when asked after the 
1st interaction.

maegwin123@gmail.com Kathy Porter 253-952-6212

04/20/20 9:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Dispensary Clear Choice Tacoma 8001 S Hosmer St Tacoma Full staff in small building, sending out 
advertisements to draw in crowds of people to store.

04/13/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Clearview Nursery & Stone 16918 WA-9 Snohomish Employees are not following 6ft rule with customers 
or each other, no masks, no gloves, running as if 
there is no guidelines.

demonzagg@gmail.com Anonymous 4257603639

04/02/20 1:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Clinton DQ 6330 Storkson Dr Clinton Employees are not following social distance
standards and have been seen in large gathering 
with other employees.

Sasernova99@outlook.com Susan Demtry N/A

05/08/20 10:57 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garden store Clover Creek Nursery 6712 106th St. Ct. E Puyallup There was no attempts to practice physical 
distancing, or even wearing masks. People were 
crowding. Even the owners seem oblivious to the 
fact that we are in a pandemic and their (in)actions 
as business owners are irresponsible.  I voiced my 
concerns and she just said “sorry” like it was my 
problem.

04/23/20 9:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School District Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr SW Lakewood The central district office is still open but the 
administration is demanding that all central office 
employees return to the office full time starting on 
Monday (4/27), which is a full week before the 
governor's order is up. If they are allowed to do this 
everyone in our office will be in close contact and I 
feel like they are not taking the threat of infection 
seriously at all.

04/06/20 3:43 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mobile home park Coach country corral 1921 208th St. E. spanaway This place is not enforcing or encouraging safe 
practices. Children are playing together as if nothing 
is wrong from a multitude of homes. I know this 
because they are knocking on my own door to ask if 
my son can play which is of course no. This is 
especially dangerous because we have a very high 
number of elderly and immunocompromised people, 
yet nothing from management. This isn't people 
sticking with people they live it, it's mixing and within 
6ft. I've made my concerns known to no avail. I 
called the Health depth who referred me to non 
emergency sheriff who took my report who asked 
me to make this formal complaint. I'm very worried 
they don't respect this quarantine

sassy85girl@gmail.com Naomi Harrison 2532871933

04/17/20 10:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Coast Aluminum 18805 80th Pl S Kent Several employees have expressed concern over 
their safety due to another employee that is hacking 
up phlegm and constantly spitting all over the floor of 
the warehouse that many people are working in. The 
supervisors have asked this employee to refrain from 
this behavior, after several employee complaints, 
however the company hasn’t fired this individual 
even though this behavior still continues. People at 
this company feel very concerned for their safety. If 
you have the authority to tell this company that they 
must fire this individual, please do so! Feel free to 
contact me if you have any questions. Thank you!

mirihayman@gmail.com Miri Hayman 928-310-5955

04/24/20 6:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Coast Construction 19223 68th dr ne Arlington No soap with hand wash station. Not accessible. 
Portable bathrooms do not have hand sanitizer. 6’ 
rule not being followed.

Jim R&L Trucking

04/28/20 6:11 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Title company Coast title and escrow 522 w Wishkah st Aberdeen To many employees in a Small space Orders@coastitle.com

04/23/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Title and Escrow Companu Coast Title and Escrow 522 W Wishkah St Aberdeen The Manager is demanding that the 20+ employees 
all return to work full time starting on Monday. There 
is not adequate room for social distancing and many 
are concerned due to the current pandemic.

Orders@coasttitle.com

04/08/20 9:02 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Coastal Care 21914 Pacific Way Ocean Park Owner drove with her family on a 2400 mile RT 
spring break trip to Lake Havasu City. She is also a 
local ER nurse. Home not taking social distancing 
order serious in any way. Vulnerable people are at 
great risk if appropriate management isn't provided. 
Please help!

Neonkeli@gmail.com Keli Vasquez 3607832065

04/02/20 1:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Adult Family Home Coastal Care Adult Family Home 21914 Pacific Way Ocean Park Has had visitors at the home. Had a visitor stay the 
weekend and was in the home the residents are in. 
Allowed a residents daughter to visit.

04/16/20 11:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cold Stone Creamery 13333 Meridian E, Suite G Puyallup Owner not providing proper protection for 
employees, like face masks and clear sign on door to 
have customers order and wait outside. The owner is 
stating serving ice cream is essential. At times there 
has been more than 10 people in the store with no 
room to be 6 feet apart.

lross1949@yahoo.com Linda Ross 2532022431

04/16/20 6:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Columbia distributing 20301 59th Pl S Kent Employees are Covid 19 positive exposing people or 
store that they deliver to every day . My friend works 
there they were expose company told them to keep it 
on a low

Svilaikham@gmail.com Sammy 2069725595

04/22/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Property management/ 
landlord

Columbia Modern Living 2023 24th Avenue South Seattle My 2nd complaint. Please view the videos posted by 
Carl Haglund, business owner, on the company 
channel. Face covering is not ever mentioned, and 
he suggests 4 foot distancing is sufficient.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGfGJFiZXzZP
NoWBL6ohX7Q

djinntea@gmail.com Djinn Tea 3606270656 columbiamodernliving2@gmail.com



04/25/20 7:51 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pesticide Columbia Pest Control Not known, I didnt take a Vancouver I had a salesman come knock on my door trying to 
sell me on pest control.  I even have a NO 
SOLICITORS sign at my door.  The person had no 
gloves, no mask, nothing for protection.  And there is 
a lot of senior people in my neighborhood.

05/08/20 3:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Columbia Physical Therapy 343 Wellsian Way Richland Social distancing is not being practiced. None of 
office workers wear masks. There's only disinfectant 
at office front counter and restroom. Exam rooms do 
not have disinfectant. Patients are not consistently 
asked to wash hands upon entering business. No 
plexiglass shielding in place. Therapists do not wear 
masks and have to break 6-foot social distancing to 
implement equipment for treatment of patient. I have 
witnessed as little as 3 feet between therapists and 
patients. I have also witnessed therapists talking 
directly into the face of patients while breaking social 
distancing, and vice versa.

richland@columbiapt.net

04/21/20 10:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior Housing Columbia Place 4628 S Holly St Seattle Elevators are not managed to have residents be 6 
feet apart. In the building and outside the building, 
residents are walking too close to each other, and 
with seating outside, residents are within 6 feet. 
Residents are not wearing masks. Residents are 
seniors and are at high risk.

hughesrebecca777@gmail.comRebecca Hughes 425-361-6653

05/02/20 7:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fruit packaging Warehouse Columbia Reach Pack 3107 River Rd Yakima Hello, I'd like to report this business due to their lack 
of safety measures.To my knowledge there's been 
20 plus employees that have tested positive for covid-
19. It wasn't until 5 days ago that they put up plastic 
walls between employees but it's not helping much 
since they're still working right next to each other. It 
is not a safe working environment during these 
times. I'd appreciate if y'all can investigate this 
business and help the workers feel and stay 
safe.Thank you

daisyxgonzalez@gmail.com Diana 5094060250

05/12/20 10:32 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Columbia Ridge Senior Living 2300 W 9th Street Washougal My concern is that my 88 year old mother is being 
allowed to leave with my brother to visit his house 
during a supposed lockdown of her assisted living 
facility. I’m not sure how this is allowed. This seems 
very dangerous for the entire facility.

andybeck1970@gmail.com Andy Beck 3606084460

05/05/20 11:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Columbia River Mental Health Services 6926 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver Mandatory in-person meetings for groups larger than 
5 and without adequate space for social distancing.

04/13/20 5:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Columbia Valley Fruit Atahtum Rd Yakima They kept the warehouse runing while having people 
positive for the Corona viruses and now that more 
people tested positive they now stopped. My wife 
should have been laid off 1 week ago when the first 
person was infected at that warehouse but they kept 
it running untill more people tested positive.

gabriel.rabadan07@gmail.comGabriel 5094247256

04/20/20 10:05 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Condominium building Comcast 12645 Stone Avenue North Seattle A person hired by Comcast entered the Parkview 
Plaza condos and placed door hanger notices on 
every unit disregarding the clearly posted restrictions 
against non-residents entering the building per the 
guidelines set forth by the Department of Health.

rockhushka@gmail.com Rock Hushka 253-232-5891

04/10/20 8:47 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Comcast Comcast Bremerton Bremerton Comcast parking in front of my home and workers 
not
wearing masks......and coughing and using front 
parking
strip (for their sputum).  Etc.  Also not being careful 
re:
my water receptacle placed on my property.  
Removing
small rocks that I had placed around the area for
protection of my water main.  PS. I just had 
emergency
dental surgery........I do not need people around who
do not practice hygiene and masking at this time.

oneivyjaz@gmail.com Charlotte Johnson 3604791568

04/24/20 6:49 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Comfort Inn and Suites 195 E. Penny Lane Wenatchee Tuesday, 4/20 the restaurant hosted a manager’s 
cocktail hour that was open to guests. There was no 
sign limiting the number of people. Staff did not wear 
masks during check in. The pool was open and there 
were groups of adults sitting together and children 
running around. My husband moved to a different 
Comfort Suites the next night in Moses Lake and 
they followed all social distancing requirements.

Kwherlock@gmail.com Karen Wherlock 4252211941

05/02/20 2:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hotel Comfort suites 4714 NE 94th Vancouver Hotel pool has been open

05/15/20 12:35 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hotel Comfort Suites Hotel 195 E Penny Rd Wenatchee Did not observe one employee wearing a mask or 
even gloves. They are serving food, but didn't see 
anyone disinfecting. Pool/hot tub and fitness center 
are open with no signs posted or anyone enforcing 
social distancing! I walked out and went to another 
hotel in town who is following the rules and not being 
part of the problem! The owner NEEDS to be held 
responsible!

05/18/20 3:29 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other School Commercial Driver School 6800 Martin Way E Olympia They are not observing social distancing measures, 
are not checking temperatures or other symptoms of 
people coming in, are allowing people to invade 
personal space, are not sending sick people home, 
not observing sanitization and other 
hygiene/preventative measures

info@cdstruckschool.com

04/10/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Integrated Health Services 3033 Ingram St Hoquiam Social distancing is an issue in our office.  Three 
staff in an office, closer than six feet apart.  Staffing 
rotations to cut down on number of staff in office, 
but staff are still required to see patient’s face to 
face and patients are coming into the office for 
Telemed appointments.  Patient's sitting in 5-food 
wide hallway, near front door, as staff and another 
patient's come and go.  Several staff sit closer than 
2 to 3 feet apart.   I am Immune compromised with 
Asthma and have a Doctor’s note to work from home 
for protection.  Management state the policy is I 
cannot work from home, when they I perform 95% 
of job from home, so I must take PTO which is 
unjustified when I can shelter in place and work.

jcottaj@gmail.com Jeff Cotta 9712258899

04/08/20 6:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Integrated Health Services 1700 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia Our employer is not enforcing the Governor’s 6ft 
social distancing order. There are staff not wearing 
masks or gloves driving around with each other. 
Yesterday one staff took a client to Walmart to walk 
around the store because they wanted to get out of 
the house. No PPE when a foot away from client 
driving around and going to Walmart. One coworker 
sent out an email regarding PPE needs and was 
dismissed. will you please have someone come 
interview all the staff. We are all scared and do not 
feel safe. All the other behavioral health agencies 
around and working from home doing telehealth.

04/07/20 4:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community integrated health services 1707 Cooks Hill Rd Centralia Staff members are walking around with our masks 
and with out being 6 feet apart from one another. 
The clinical supervisor Patricia Atkinson is walking 
around the office with out a mask on. Staff members 
are taking clients in their cars to go shopping not 
wearing a mask at all.Clients are coming into the 
office without offering them a mask.

03/30/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community integrated health services 1707 cooks hill rd Centralia Services are being provided to mental health clients 
in homes and in office despite all services are able to 
be provided from home. 9 other mental health 
agencies in surrounding counties are all working 
from home and not having any face to face services. 
Employees also still do not have protective wear or 
supplies available  in the office. As of last week 
employees were granted to work part time from 
home/ part time in office, which is concerning since 
it raises the question why couldn’t employees work 
full time from home and still provide services to their 
clients. We are told we are essential workers and we 
need to provide services to clients in person if they 
request it.

Amberlykrist@yahoo.com Amberly Krist 3607016200



05/11/20 7:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Companion Care Inc 18680 142nd Ave NE Woodinville I am currently being forced to work in office or be 
fired, no telework allow. The owner and 2 other are 
not following social distancing nor wearing a face 
masks. They frequent assisted livings and elderly 
homes, because of that Im concurred about work 
place safety with the lack of social distancing. Also 
employees in office are not performing essential 
work!

Cassandra72886@hotmail.comCassie Kwan 4254204864 Merri Klein Merri@compaioncareofwa.com

04/29/20 7:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Compass Construction Sw Alaska st and Fauntleroy AveSeattle This construction site opened back up on Monday 
and I have been working from home. Every day this 
week i have observed multiple workers taking their 
mask off on site, taking their gloves off to check their 
phones and then not washing their hands. They 
have all the systems set up and in place but they are 
basically providing lip service and not following 
health regulations. they are also not keeping 6 feet 
apart when they are working. I have contacted the 
foreman for the site in regards to this and got no 
response from them. I have pictures for proof but 
cant see where to attach them to this report.

jamesbroetz@gmail.com James Broetz

04/03/20 12:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Homeless shelter Compass Housing Alluance 715 Spring st Seattle Homeless shelter no mask or gloves worn by 
employees or residents. They go in and out front 
door and hang outside no supervision. Do not call 
me my husband works their he doesn’t want any 
retaliation against him I’m forwarding this info to you.

47baxley@gmail.com Ms Baxley (253)287-0097

04/10/20 3:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive Healthcare 505 s 4th ave Yakima Anonymous report by employee:
This is the last mental health organization in Central 
& Eastern wa that's been conducting in-person 
meetings & not until this week have they put in place 
procedures for this, the procedures are only for 
SOME of the facilities run by the organization, there 
are limited procedures in place for all other facilities 
of theirs. 
They are only requiring temperatures to be taken of 
some staff, this includes those having in-person 
contact with clients/community members. 
 Staff bringing concerns about health/safety are 
being told "if you don't like how it done here, leave, 
cause theres several people who want your job. 
Good luck finding one in this market".

04/10/20 3:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive Healthcare 505 s 4th ave Yakima Anonymous report by employee:
Staff (ACS) is required to meet clients in person, in a 
room that with 2 people in it does not allow for social 
distancing & has poor ventilation. When staff voice 
concerns it is disregarded & we are told to put a 
mask on.

04/02/20 4:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive Healthcare 402 S 4th Ave Yakima They are not informing employees that coworkers 
have tested positive for Covid 19 and additionally not 
offering telecommute for everyone possible.

04/15/20 10:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive life recorces 610 s yakmia Ave. Tacoma We are not following social distancing are feeding 
area is packed only the line are we 6ft away and the 
company is planning a huge b.b.q with games and 
keroke I don't see how this is in compliance.

packersfan98406@gmail.comJamie Scholer 12532093643

04/10/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive Medical Center & Spa 11656 98th Ave NE Kirkland No protective measures such as gloves or masks for 
staff or patients
No screening by front desk for potential COVIN-19 
symptoms or exposure
Up to 8 people in waiting area at one time less than 
6 feet apart

lmfoulk@gmail.com Louise Foulk

04/16/20 5:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Concord Health and Rehabilitation 963 Ocean Ave. Lakewood My mother is in this facility and there have been 
three positive cases. They have called us and told 
us. We asked, “Why testing has not been done, the 
reply was, “that they cannot test everyone”. This is a 
hot spot.

dawnbrown446@gmail.com Dawn Brown 8483032460

04/10/20 1:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Confluence Health 820 N Miller St Wenatchee My manager repeatedly has told us this outbreak is 
overhyped and is having our non medical staff come 
in to sit at our desks even when there is no work to 
be done and there is no reason for us to not work 
from home. We have not been offered PPE and we 
are currently a non essential function as surgery 
schedulers (surgeries are only being performed in 
emergent situations, so there is no need for us to be 
on campus. We are also starting training of a new 
hire which seems highly unnecessary at this time

nadinelemons@gmail.com Nadine Lemons 5092405370

04/20/20 7:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Constantine 17006 wax road Covington Confirmed case onsite. No actions taken. Not 
possible to keep social distancing with amount of 
people on site.

04/24/20 5:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Construction Project Corner of NW 65th and 14th Avenue NWSeattle Project started after quarantine went into affect and 
has continued almost daily since. Both demolition 
(completed) and framers (now) without PPE and no 
distancing of workers. I've watched this go on every 
day! The framers working now, every day 
congregate on the sidewalk in clusters or hang out 
together in their cars with the doors open...without 
any PPE!  Why did this project not stop in March? 
Why are these workers not in PPE? Why are they 
not following proper distancing? It's an entire corner 
of a block across from the high school. School may 
not be in session now, but plenty of residents use 
their property for walking and spending time with 
their pets. I live next to this construction. I don't want 
these workers risking their lives, or putting the lives 
of others in jeopardy because they are not following 
ANY guidelines regarding the Corona Virus.

hiccup@redstringstudio.com

03/30/20 5:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther flooring store contract furnishing Mart 500 s brandon st SEATTLE their employees are not permitted to follow social 
distances  protocol, and in daggering themselves 
and others

na na na

04/15/20 8:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Contractor at multi family apartment 1600 East Marine View Dr Everett Possibly non-essential business also.  Large 
apartment complex under construction where 
contractors and day laborers are not wearing masks 
or protective PPEs but within 6 feet of each other.

chrisman333@hotmail.com DJ Chrisman NA NA

04/02/20 9:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther salvage auto auction Copart 16701 51st Ave NE Arlington An employee went on vacation on 3/27 and will be 
returning to work on 4/6 after travelling cross country 
and violating multiple states stay at home orders. 
Her return to work after this vacation stands to put at 
least 7 other employees at increased risk. 
Additionally, Copart maintains that they are essential 
in an effort to help keep roadways clear, but the 
majority of vehicles being picked up are not vehicles 
that are at tow yards or blocking road ways; they are 
vehicles that are being donated or are junk car 
purchases. I am an employee and would like to 
remain anonymous in an effort to protect myself 
from retaliation.

anniemencavage@gmail.comAndra Kelly 425-299-6452

04/06/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cordant Health Solutions 3716 Pacific Ave Ste C Tacoma groups of people sitting in lobby, not wiping down the 
chairs and sanitizing

05/08/20 11:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Core & Main 10013 Martin Luther King Jr WaySeattle Core and Main as a company in two different 
Branches is a huge company knowingly in two 
locations Seattle (10013 Martin Luther King Jr Way, 
Seattle) and Puyallup( 602 Valley Ave NE, Puyallup 
are keeping workers on site that can and should be 
working remotely. Even after one location was 
closed for infection in Puyallup. The company is not 
following the applicable remote work for those it 
applies for heavy infection area.

04/01/20 12:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Cornell and Associates- Jefferson 
Court Apartments

10301 Greenwood Ave N Seattle Building is holding non-emergency annual fire alarm 
inspection which requires the property manager and 
alarm tech to enter every single unit within a day. 
They've asked us to be ready to open our doors 
immediately. If even a single person in our building 
has covid, this will spread it to all other units, as 
apartments of sick people will be highly 
contaminated.

sewellnesteruk@gmail.com Rachel Lavender 2066974123

04/01/20 3:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cornerstone Chiropractic 2003 132nd st se unit e Everett People come to chit chat with the chiropractor and 
hangout longer than their treatment time, ie...there 
was 4 people plus the chiropractor in the hall and in 
his treatment hangout discussing how "the virus is a 
lie". The chiropractor is scheduling people to fill the 
schedule not because it's medically necessary, ie.. 
scheduling people whom haven't been in in 6+ 
months.



04/29/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cornerstone Homes 8143 71st ST NE Marysville No one wearing PPE, tons of people on the job site 
in the same houses. This is a new construction site. 
The super had multiple contractors (from different 
companies that do different trades) in the houses 
demanding the jobs be done despite highly unsafe 
work conditions. My company is the only one 
wearing PPE. This goes for all of their job sites in 
marysville. (Probably everywhere but those are the 
sites we've been at today.)

shannonlschulz@gmail.com Shannon 3606725190

05/05/20 1:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cornerstone Homes - Ridgeview Park 82nd Drive NE and 71st Street NEmarysville No one wearing masks

05/09/20 8:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cornerstone Homes, Parkview Ridge 71st st ne and 82nd dr ne Marysville No masks and no sign in sheet or anyone monitoring 
the job site

05/06/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Cornerstone Homes- Talon Ridge 80th Drive SE, off of 81st Ave SELake Stevens No masks and tons of people not social distancing

04/13/20 3:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Corrective Chiropractic care 719 Sleater Kinney RD SE Suite 130Lacey Dr. Not limiting interaction with patients seeing more 
than emergencies and saying how coronivirus is 
stupid . they are not limiting open hours because Dr. 
Feels this is stupid. They should only be allowed 
open 2 days a week for us serious people

05/13/20 2:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Corwin Ford 1225 N Autoplex Way Pasco Went to check out a new car, only saw one person 
had a mask. None wore gloves.. No registration. No 
sanitation. We had previously been to McCurly 
Subaru and they were awesome following all 
procedures and explaining them. Corwin made us 
very uncomfortable when they did not follow the 
same procedures. It was quite disappointing.

05/16/20 1:37 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Property management company- managed by Columbia HospitalityCosmopolitian Condominiums 819 Virginia Street Seattle This notice was emailed to all residents at 
Cosmopolitian Condominiums.  To dispose of our 
refuse we must wait in line and have our bags 
inspected by the property management company.  It 
is a humiliating process and we must wait like cattle 
during a pandemic to have our rubbish inspected for 
contraband items so they can fine us as outlined 
below.  I do not believe this is in keeping with 
acceptable social distancing not to mention limiting 
our access to dispose of trash.  Our trash must sit in 
our homes until the limited inspection hours.  Please 
see email to Cosmopolitian residents below:

The Cosmopolitan
819 Virginia Street
Seattle, Washington 98101
Trash rooms are closed
Cosmopolitan community,

 

The trash rooms on each floor are closed, effective 
immediately. This extreme step became necessary 
when someone among us threw away a container 
with gasoline on Friday evening (many of you 
noticed the smell in your hallways). Disposing of 
flammable materials (like gasoline) in the trash chute 
is a serious safety hazard.

 

Right now

Prefer to remain anonymous as you can see by the email the building managers can be punitive.Concerned owner at Cosmopolitian Condominiums Managed by Columbia Hospitality email: Acunningham@columbiahospitality.com

04/02/20 8:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther auto parts store cost less 300 oak street kelso customeers and employees are not obeying marks in 
store, employees have no gloves, customers are 
being allowed to loiter in store and wander for long 
periods of time without buying anything while other 
people are outside waiting to be let in to make 
legitamate purchases

03/31/20 9:29 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Flooring store Cost less carpet 1925 Fowler st Richland Not following proper protocols Dustinmetzker@gmail.com Dustin metzker 5096287881

04/26/20 9:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wholesale retailer Cost8 18109 33rd Ave W Lynwood Not limiting the amount of people in the store and 
has stopped with the lines outside.

03/30/20 5:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Costco Costco - Tumwater Tumwater Tumwater They are doing a good job up front, but customers 
are  clueless, I saw a customer open a package of 
apples, test each one for firmness, then put them 
back and get another package and do the same. Too 
many customers in the store.

John Smith

04/15/20 7:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery/retail Costco Kirkland 8629 120th Ave NE Kirkland No longer limiting how many people are in the store 
or distancing check stand workers. Was there today, 
April 15, and it was packed and people were in very 
close proximity to each other.

04/17/20 10:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Costco Wholesale 1201 39th Ave Sw Puyallup They are letting too many people into the building. 
The lines at the registers were all the way back to 
the flowers, 8-10 people in line at each register.

05/09/20 1:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Couldn't see the name on the truck. had trees on itBoulder creek development on 74th av e off 176thSouth hill/fredrickson Saw a small crew of men all within 6 feet of each 
other with no masks on. not practicing proper social 
distancing and if im not mistaken new construction 
is not supposed to start until phase two. seems kind 
of unfair

N/A N/A N/A

05/02/20 5:20 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Variety Store Coulee Wall Variety Store 414 Midway Ave Grand Coulee No restrictions on capacity or designation of 6ft rule. 
The employees do not wear masks!!!!

Becky_Thatcher@yahoo.com Becky Thatcher 609-576-1584

05/12/20 8:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Counseling Center at PRO Medical 4455 148th Ave NE Bellevue staff and clients not wearing masks, staff and clients 
not following social distancing guidelines of 6ft, not 
cleaning/disinfecting between clients, counselors 
and psychiatrist seeing clients in person even with 
telehealth available, one counselor flew to California 
for vacation and met clients in person when she got 
back, one counselor is encouraging clients to go to 
Target who are anxious about being home 
(agoraphobic)

05/10/20 2:50 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware/home and garden Country Farm and Garden 6 W Washington Avenue Yakima When I went in today to get some plants, I observed 
that none of the employees were wearing PPE of 
any type, and no one was counting customers at the 
door, or doing any type of regulation for customer 
traffic. There were easily over 50 people in the store 
(at around 12:50), not counting the customers 
outside in the greenhouse area, and at the front of 
the entrance. People, including employees, were not 
observing the 6ft social distancing rule and I was 
packed into a line with a bunch of other people, less 
than a foot apart. Although they have red tape on the 
floor for customers to stand apart from one another 
at the register, no one is regulating this, at all, 
anywhere in that store. Employees and customers 
alike stood less than a foot away from me 
throughout my entire visit, even with me trying to 
avoid them all by going to another aisle, etc. This 
presents a huge risk to the people of Yakima. If this 
store is to remain open to the public as an “essential 
store,” they need to be following the rules to keep us 
all safe. Needless to say, I will not be shopping there 
again.

03/30/20 6:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cousins 12861 NE 85th Kirkland People waiting inside for takeout sitting at the same 
tables.

Maryann@rlnorthwest.com Maryann schuler 2067131800

03/31/20 12:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government agency Cowlitz County, Washington 207 4th avenue N, #305 Kelso 1)  Employees are forced to take annual earned 
leave or Leave W/O Pay (LWOP) when County 
office is closed. If LWOP is chosen, the County 
wants Employee to pay back employer premium  
portion of Health Care  unless the EE agrees to be 
furloughed.  This is further punishing Employee for 
following public health orders and flies in the face of 
the purpose of Gov. directives by charging EE 
additional medical insurance payments

2) Juvenile Detention facility still is holding hands on 
training in a small storage room for PPE  usage 
violating the 6 ft distancing recommendations.

aaronc@council2.com Aaron Cole 360-742-0485

04/11/20 7:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction CPI plumbing 520 harman way Bellingham This is a home operated business. They were having 
a party in their driveway with people that were clearly 
not family members. 
It looked like a portion of their motorcycle club was 
there. One of the residents of this house is some 
form of caregiver in a hospital or nursing home



05/10/20 8:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Craft Retail Craft Warehouse 13503-A SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Employees are being told by management and 
corporate to answer the phone to take phone orders 
for curbside, and by order of management, to inform 
the customer the store is actually open for public 
shopping, against the Phase in approach from Gov 
Inslee. This store has been open for public shopping 
against Phase 2 or reopen and against Phase 1 
since April 15. They are not doing curbside only, and 
allowing customers to shop. The employees are 
expected and required to wear masks, yet they do 
not.

Williams

04/08/20 12:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control Crazy frog pest control LL 4023 W Clearwater Ave unit 4Kennewick I work for crazy frog pest control and have 
underlying health issues with my heart.
Every morning crazy frog requires it’s employees to 
sit in a room that is 20’x20’ in a group of about 10-15 
As well as making people ride in a truck together 
everyday for 8 hours at a time
They do not provide alternatives 
They have had 3 people sick and return to work with 
outa doctors clearance or approval 
I am concerned about my health and safety everyday  
 I show up to work as the corporate manager has not 
enforced any social distancing guidelines to keep 
there employees safe
They also go door to door and touch door knobs of 
Ofer people’s homes and come in close contact with 
elderly people even tho the government Health 
officials have deemed them other risk

Tayler Howard 5093788349

04/30/20 8:45 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Creative Countertops 22285 Stottlemeyer Road NE POULSBO They opened their showroom and are meeting with 
customers and several sets at a time.  They have not 
been authorized to open under the current orders.

Donald Production@creativecounters.com

05/05/20 1:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Creative Stoneworks Inc. 6050 Guide Meridian Bellingham Workers aren’t 6 feet apart when installing or driving 
from job sites. Working in close proximity to 
customers and other workers who also aren’t 
wearing protective gear. Too many people at job 
sites as well.

Info@creativestoneworksnw.com

04/04/20 10:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Crisis Connections 2901 3rd Ave Seattle I work here as an essential worker but they aren't 
doing any social distancing. it is terrifying. I need this 
job to feed my kids but I am scared I am risking my 
life. They act like the virus doesn't exist in this office. 
I want to be anonymous as I don't want to lose my 
job. Please show up at their office.

Anonymous Anonymous 4255017345

04/04/20 10:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Crisis Connections 9725  3rd Ave NE Seattle Observation: I know of at least 10 phone worker 
people who have gotten sick over the last three 
weeks, and there are more that I do not know about. 
People are consistently calling off sick reporting flu 
like symptoms. Concern: perhaps disinfecting is not 
getting done, or social distancing is not getting done. 
Concern: These essential workers are getting sick 
from phone work with the workplace in common. 
Observation: emails asking for substitutes because 
they have fallen ill continue to come in frequently as 
new people get sick, and more, and more get sick.

Anonymous please Anonymous please Anonymous please

05/04/20 4:35 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Independent senior living Cristwood Park 350 N. 190th Shoreline Contractors, movers, potential buyers and possible 
future residents are allowed to enter the building. 
Family members are not. The population is 65-100+. 
Is this legal and safe?

04/20/20 4:08 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control Croach - pest control see comments, below see comments, below On 4/20, two workers (driving a truck with the 
Croach company's pest-control phone number on it) 
entered both of the dwelling-units A & B at 5307 S. 
Alder Street in Tacoma.  This house (and the two 
next to it, 5313 and 5311) are rented by the state for 
assisted-living housing.  Neither the pest-control 
workers, nor many of the state-paid assistants (who 
are constantly coming-and-going) have been 
wearing masks or keeping proper social distance.  I 
fear for the people being "assisted" in these state-
paid residences since the assistants do not seem to 
be taking spread of the virus very seriously at all, 
casually gathering together to socialize and standing 
closely outside to smoke.  Could the state please 
check on the residents at these three houses, and 
coach the assistants on appropriate safety measures 
during this virus pandemic, please?  Thank you!

05/09/20 9:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2212 5th ave Seattle Open and operating when they are to be closed, not 
wearing Ppe or following social distancing practices.

05/09/20 9:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2212 5th ave Seattle Open and operating when they are to be closed, not 
wearing Ppe or following social distancing practices.

05/09/20 9:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2212 5th ave Seattle Open and operating when they are to be closed, not 
wearing Ppe or following social distancing practices.

03/31/20 8:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Soda can manufacturer Crown Cork & Seal 1202 Fones Rd Se Olympia Company has non-essential high risk employees 
working. When employees bring up concern for their 
health they are told they cannot file for 
unemployment will lose their job if they do not come 
to work. Or they have to use all of their vacation time.

leslen85@gmail.com Leslen Acevedo 5098340334

04/01/20 11:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Residential apartments Crown Pointe Apartments/UDR 3788 NE 4th Street Renton 4/1/2020, I was taking my garbage out to the 
dumpster and walking my dog when I saw a group 
on children running up and down the parking lot 
playing soccer . There were 2 maintenance workers 
standing at their cart  by the dumpster  who saw the 
children running through the parking lot from 
buildings F-H. kicking their soccer ball  I walked over 
to  the maintenance workers and pointed the 4 
children out to them. I asked the workers are they 
going to tell the children to go home. One of the 
worker's stated to me that he was not getting 
involved and that I needed to call Jesse (Property 
manager). to handle the kids.  The 2 maintenance 
workers got into their cart and left. I then called and 
left a vm for Jesse and then went to his office and 
knocked on the leasing office door. No one 
answered.  The police were then called.

concern is 4 children ages 6-10 running around in 
the parking lot  not complying with the stay at home 
order and social distancing. In addition, 2 
maintenance personnel refused to get involved. In 
addition, the 10 year old boy walked towards me and 
I told him to not come any closer. He ignored my 
request and started walking closer to me. I then 
walked the other way in  another direction in fear of 
my safety. I am 62 years old with multiple sclerosis 
and a low immune system.

dfried9608@gmail.com Deborah Fried 206-698-2763

05/15/20 9:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fruit Warehouse Crunch Pak 300 sunset hwy cashmere several employees have tested positive and rest of 
employees afraid they may be more people with 
virus. Employer refusing to provide information.

05/03/20 8:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cunios 16510, WA-9 suite 101 Snohomish This is a small restaurant and the kitchen is 
completely visible from the entrance.  Not one of the 
workers or food preparers we’re wearing a mask or 
gloves. They were working right next to each other 
as well.  People were sitting inside waiting for food 
and others were eating at tables on the sidewalk 
right near the entrance.

04/14/20 8:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction CWallA 12815 NE 178th St Woodinville They are having groups of three to ten people work 
in closer than six foot proximity to perform cleaning 
and moving of stock in their warehouse without PPE 
(gloves and masks).  Restroom had cold water and 
no soap so you couldn’t wash your hands.  Appear to 
being doing non essential tasks as all employees are 
at the branch together not taking materials to job 
sites since most construction sites are closed in 
accordance with stay at home order.

Mpndrgrs@gmail.com Michael Pendergrass 206 963-5429



04/13/20 4:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction CWallA 12815 NE 178th St Woodinville Employees are regularly gathering in groups without 
PPE or 6' social distancing. Employees must share 
equipment but regular disinfecting is not occurring 
and no wipes or other disinfecting supplies are 
provided to employees. Employees must help 
customers with will call orders and have to pass 
paperwork and pens back and forth, risking 
transmission. Office workers are doing their work 
within 6' of one another. No PPE (gloves, masks, 
disinfecting supplies) are provided to employees. 
Employees are asked to come to work to complete 
non-essential tasks such as moving office 
equipment and cleaning warehouse space. There is 
no guidance posted to employees to cover their 
mouths when coughing or sneezing or to wash their 
hands frequently.

05/18/20 8:27 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business CWH Conluence health 1215 S. Miller St. Wenatchee Just a note, This issue is in regard to PPE 
use/misuse. This is not an option on your drop down. 
We are being asked to clean our N95 mask each 
day with the UV cleaning system, which I believe is 
inappropriate. We are also to change them our every 
6 days( if dirty)  We work every 2-3 days some more 
than that. They are being stored In paper bags that 
are stored together in a bin. We were getting a new 
bag after each patient room. Now If you are in the 
covid section with a shield and wiping it down in-
between we can just keep wearing the same set up, 
CAPRs have been used in these areas too, shield 
cleaned in between patient rooms but not taken off. 
There is a film in the new ones that are latex, which I 
have allergies to.

bearelisa@yahoo.com Lisa Beare 5096698742

05/05/20 11:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction D R Horton Rainer Ridge Puyallup Every time I drive past the construction sites no one 
is wearing mask, There are at least more than seven 
people per house there are no supervisors on site 
ever the construction workers pretty much do 
whatever they feel like they are not following PPE 
WISHA OSHA guidelines I live in this neighborhood 
and go to school for construction and that is how I 
know about the PPE wisha OSHA guidelines they 
are building a second story to put windows in with 
ladders they have tied together!! they are not hooked 
to harnesses they are on top of roofs not tied down 
with harnesses they are not following any protocols 
whatsoever and there are never Ever supervisors 
around and when I drive by I have not seen one 
wash station in any of the houses that are being built 
this is been going on since the shut down Started 
they have built an entire neighborhood and have 
been building even with the lock down going on in 
violating every single thing that Governor Inslee has 
put in a place they do not care if they are violating 
terms they do as they please they are all about 
making sure they sell the house and make money 
instead of listen to the governor , and L & I 
guidelines. I am a pre- apprentice students I am not 
going to risk Construction getting shut down again 
because A home-building company is more 
interested in making money than following guidelines 
L & I definitely needs to come check on the site 
Rainier Ridge there’s people outside that don’t even 
belong on site eating there are so many violations it’s 
unbelievable

s.cohen2727@gmail.com Shelby Cohen 4255773099 D R Horton Home Builders

03/31/20 5:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Da Vinci's Classic Subs 1480 Electric Ave Bellingham This is a sandwhich shop, a convenience store and a 
gas station. There is not space in the kitchen to 
allow 6 feet of distance between employees. We 
have to go between scanning items that customers 
touch, straight to handling food and back. We are 
considered essential in three different ways. Right 
now I am considering whether or not I am going to 
quit my job today. I feel as if I cannot morally bring 
myself to keep working under these conditions. 
Please make them choose whether they are a 
sandwhich shop or a gas station. I am afraid for my 
name to be used, because the people who own this 
place are well known in the community, they own a 
local grocery chain. If you state my name while 
investigating I may become ostracized in my 
community. Please, if you can, keep my name 
private.

ARathburn4326@student.whatcom.eduAddison 3603837796

03/30/20 9:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Dana’s Heating & Cooling 2181 Chico Way NW Bremerton I don’t appreciate being in contact with the workers 
after a job is finished when they collect their 
payment. I avoid them as much as possible when 
they are in my home. I understand that this is a 
concern and I worry that my parents who live with 
me can potentially become ill due to the contact with 
the workers.

04/28/20 7:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Dar Cloud LLC 801 1st Ave North Seattle Construction workers work within six feet of each 
other all day from about 7am to 7pm. The workers 
hug, touch, and play with each other on breaks. 
Excessive noise from goofing around at work with 
extremely loud music. No guidance or order in a 
residential neighborhood with people trying to live 
peacefully.

3035913288 Darcloudllc@gmail.com / Brittani Ard

05/12/20 6:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Food processing plant Darigold 400 alexander road Sunnyside Darigold was aware of a worker that had come in 
contact with a coworker and their family that had 
tested positive for covid-19. The company allowed 
that worker into the plant to work part of their shift 
before sending them home. Management has social 
distancing guidelines but does not follow those 
guidelines which includes wearing masks and 
staying a safe distance apart. An example is safety 
manager touching people and not wearing a mask 
when close to others.

05/18/20 3:18 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dave's Bar and Grill 12124 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Owner called SRHD suggesting that they are 
planning on opening since the sheriff stated that 
they will not be enforcing restaurant closures. They 
plan to open for dine-in services within the week.

awiley@srhd.org Alyson Wiley 509-324-1559

05/06/20 4:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business David’s pizza 803 w Mallon Spokane Several people in business eating and meeting in 
close proximity 
Staff forced to wait on customers

Mark Starr

04/03/20 8:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Davita dialysis 7701 N Division St Spokane We spend 5 hours in chairs 2-4 feet apart. They do 
not clean essential areas used by all persons include 
scale doorbell door nobs etc

nancydilback@gmail.com Nancy Dilback 206-355-5583

04/17/20 5:01 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther IT contractor Day Wireless Company 2415 200th St Seatac Forcing employee with health risk to come into work 
that can be working remotely with treat of termination
elderly and pregnant women - immune compromised 
and high risk
disobaying the 6 feet rule and not using PPE and 
sharing office 
contact phone: 206-878-3750

Anonymous 213-509-8708 support@daywireless.com

04/18/20 10:12 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther motel/hotel Days Inn 13050 48th Ave S Seattle WA Caller is from California and has not been able to 
return home due to her elderly mother being exposed 
to virus. She has been staying at this motel and will 
be checking out due to the activity that takes place 
every night. There are drugs and prostitution going 
on and the manager/security know about it and are 
not doing anything. The prostitutes show up and 
knock on her door looking for certain people that 
have requested them. There is a construction 
company that has been staying there for sometime 
and are calling the prostitutes. The pimps are 
fighting with the girls all night and police were called 
and one gal arrested. People are not wearing masks, 
rooms are not being disinfected and never mind the 
social distancing, it's a party every night.  Caller 
eventually found anther hotel/motel nearby to be 
close to her mother but is really concerned about the 
well being of guests or travels that are in need of a 
safe place to stay.  She believes the management is 
getting a kickback from the illegal drugs and 
prostitution that is going on.



04/11/20 5:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Deer creek geocery 5881 SR 3 Shelton This store does a robust business with gas , hot 
case , and grocery. The only entrance requires 
customers entering the store to immediately clash 
with those waiting in line. As people stand at the 
register to order food, lotto games, cigarettes...there 
is a cluster of people stuffed in all together. I 
suggested to the owner that this didn’t meet social 
distancing guidelines and the owner said he just 
wants to make as much money as he can. No, he 
won’t make the necessary changes to keep public 
safe

Sherihale@msn.com Sheri hale 3606161316

05/01/20 9:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Defiance boats llc 7510 bree drive bremerton Masks, social distancing and no proper hand 
washing stations.

Sara 2534410858 Palmer

04/30/20 6:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing of recreational fishing boatsDefiance Boats LLC. 7510 Bree Dr. Bremerton Business re-opened April 29th 2020 without 
cleaning or using any covid safety requirements.
I observed,
No signs posted about covid safety 
Not social distancing 

A employee complained that nothing was cleaned, 
and the bathrooms a unsanitary. Masks not being 
worn at all times. Threats of being fired  if they 
choose to go home or stay home for their own safety.

Stuffslatt@gmail.com Stacy Elmer 2536499090

05/14/20 4:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Deja Vu Inc. 16111 SE McGillivray blvd suite FVancouver Went to the store to drop items off and noticed the 
6ft rule was not applied and face coverings were not 
used by the owner or staff. I feel this company is 
placing lives at risk.

04/07/20 8:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Delancey's 1514 70th Ave NW Seattle No observed sanitation efforts between customer 
transactions. Not keeping social distancing. Too 
many workers in a small space. Not wearing gloves. 
Close contact/touching friends, customers with no 
observable hand washing or sanitizer afterwards. 
Dropped pizza box on floor, picked up and used. No 
signage indicating one person at a time inside small 
space. No observable process for walk ups.

1greenfinch@gmail.com Chris Brittain 2066433355

05/10/20 7:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Dennis Company Ace Hardware 145 5th st Raymond Too many customers in store, not enough room to 
maneuver around people, people respecting the 6ft 
social distance. Employees not wearing masks. They 
have up signs but no one enforces the social 
distancing.

05/06/20 2:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction DEP Homes 2524 South Jackson Street Seattle Lots of construction workers have returned -- only 
some are wearing masks and operating at too high 
of a capacity to practice social distancing.

blyssalexandria@gmail.com Blyss 5092799864 (206) 322-1241

04/03/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape maintenance Dependable Yard Care 3033 Lynn St Bellingham I saw their truck out servicing accounts with two 
people in the truck

clssarah@broadstripe.net Elizabeth Brown

04/17/20 2:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Estelle Apartments DESC Housing 3501 Rainier Ave S Seattle The Estelle Apartments has 91 residents bottle 
necked into 1 less than 6 x 6 elevator. It is if DESC, 
and now the city and county, wish to exterminate the 
old, the infirm, and the mentally disabled. Open the 
stair ways!

bigshadetree@gmail.com Tim 206.424.0867

04/17/20 2:16 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Estelle Apartments DESCHousing 3501 Rainier Ave S Seattle The Estelle Apartments has 91 residents bottle 
necked into 1 less than 6 x 6 elevator. It is if DESC, 
and now the city and county, wish to exterminate the 
old, the infirm, and the mentally disabled. Open the 
stair ways!

bigshadetree@gmail.com Tim 206.424.0867

05/14/20 6:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Boat and other vehicle dealershipDesert Valley Powersports 325 Merlot Drive Prosser People and children getting in boats in front parking 
area without distancing or masks.

03/30/20 10:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Harley dealership Destination 2302 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma There are20+ employees and 20+ customers at any 
give time. They are adding more staff on for 
Sundays as they are busier days which means more 
employees and customers under one roof checking 
out merchandise, test riding bikes, and providing 
services. Please help.

l.cutitta4@gmail.com A concerned Tacoma citizen

04/01/20 8:41 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Devlin Chiropractic Offices 860 Cole St Enumclaw This chiropractor is still seeing and treating 
customers. This chiropractor is having hands on 
treatment and is not abiding by social distancing. He 
is risking others and needs to close his doors until 
this is over.!

clevelandkaren@yahoo.com Karen Cleveland 253-332-3874

04/06/20 12:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Dick Hannah Dealerships corporate 
office

10808 NE Coxley dr Vancouver Not allowing people who can work from home to do 
so. People in cubicles next to each other, not 6 feet 
apart.

04/14/20 5:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dick's 500 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Employees at the front counter did not have gloves 
or masks and were not practicing social distancing. 
The manager said it was difficult to do that in a 
restaurant

N/A Carla Phillipy 443-386-9338 N/A

04/17/20 12:57 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dick's Drive In 500 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle They have the floor taped, but are not allowing their 
employees to wear masks.

thebriddellgroup@gmail.com Kate Briddell 443-986-0139

03/31/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dick's Drive-In Capitol Hill 115 Broadway E, Seattle, WA 98102Seattle Employees are not social distancing and not wearing 
gloves

04/01/20 2:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dick’s Drive Ins 12325 30th NE Seattle I am a loyal customer of Dick’s Drive Ins. They are 
making attempts to comply with social distancing, 
but at the order window there is no way to avoid 
being face to face within 1 or 2 feet of order takers, 
perfect for virus transmission via droplets. This is 
different from a drive through window or no contact 
delivery. For the safety of employees and the public, 
they should close.

kathwright@earthlink.net Katherine Wright 206 437-6365

04/06/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Diedrich Expresso 3119 Commercial Avenue Anacortes Employees are not wearing masks or gloves while 
serving the public in their drive thru coffee stand.

Creed922@gmail.com Cari Reed

05/11/20 6:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dim Sum King 617 S Jackson St. Seattle I went there yesterday 5/10 and so many people 
inside. Restaurant didn't force social distancing 
guideline and didn't provide any guidance like floor 
tapes and didn't care at all about how people were 
packed up inside.

04/02/20 2:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Din Tai Fung 2621 N.E. 46 th street Seattle There are more then +10 employees 
Large gatherings of customers
No mask
No gloves  
Firing of employees if they chose to follow the 
government quarantine proclamation

billierose530@gmail.com Chanel Malvar 2067080476

03/31/20 8:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call Center - Marketing & AdvertistingDirect Fairways 7200 NE 41st Street, Suite 203Vancouver Claiming to be "Media" work, but Direct Fairways is 
just a marketing & advertising Call Center. They 
have not been following the six feet apart distancing.  
Supervisors are called out to share a headset with 
an employee when on phone calls to customers - 
serveral times per hour. Also, new employees were 
trained while sitting only 12 inches from each other.  
The company made up their own cleaning wipes 
using only alcohol and no bleach.  Also, swapping of 
seats is a constant between supervisors and 
employees while handing over their headsets, which 
are also shared between them.  Desks are filthy and 
are not being disinfected between old and new 
employees, and the turnover is very high. Gathering 
of employees touching each other is a daily thing.

Anonymous

04/07/20 2:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto Tire Store Discount Tire: Northgate Seattle store 810 NE Northgate Way Seattle Staff congregate and work in proximity closer than 6 
feet. Staff approach customers without observing 6 
foot rule.

05/08/20 10:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other car dealership Dishman Dodgr 7700 East Sprague Avenue Spokane Valley I am a salesman at a local car dealership. we just 
had a company zoom meeting which informed the 
sales staff that we were all to be back at work on 
May 11th. according to Governor Inslee's 
requirements and guidelines concerning automobile 
sales, paragraph "A" states that sales people and 
managers are to be working from home? however, 
when a customer agrees to a purchase online one 
manager and a salesperson can go to the dealership 
to finish up paperwork that could not be 
electronically signed. As a sales staff we are 
concerned that we are not all supposed to be at the 
dealership showroom working.

jerryh@dishmandodge.com

05/12/20 7:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Divcon 12601 E Pinecroft Way, Spokane Valley, WA 99216Spokane No safety PPE

04/23/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction do not know 9014 25th Ave NE Seattle There is construction taking place at this residence. 
Workers are not following social distancing nor are 
they wearing any PPE. There is another site about 1 
or 2 blocks away from there that has clear, defined 
criteria for construction; when they will be starting up 
and what Social Distancing and PPE they will have 
on site. That was excellent. The work going on at the 
above address (9014 25th Ave NE) had nothing 
identifying what they are doing to comply. We just 
want the workers to be safe.

pbkaser@msn.com Pam Kaser (neighbor) 206-399-8323



05/10/20 11:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dogtown Company 518 S Thor Spokane This business is grooming dogs by the dozen. More 
than ten people in the store all day long in and out. 
The owner also has his glass/vape store open for all 
which is next door to dog grooming store. No masks 
or gloves used at all.

Yaker69er@yahoo.com Josh Yake 5093162557

04/22/20 9:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Packaging Dolco Packaging 1121 S Columbia St Wenatchee, WA This company is not showing any discrepancy for 
employees who are at high risk and still going to 
work. No social distancing is met and they are taking 
no precautions as far as sanitizing, taking employees 
temp before work, and or sending people who are ill 
home.  I know we are considered essential and I 
respect that. But my safety and the safety for my co 
workers is important as well. We are mothers, wife's 
and daughters. Please reach out to this company 
and take action.

05/01/20 8:42 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Dollar General Store 21665 Shawneetown Road Thompsonville No one is wearing masks. They have over 20 people 
gathered at the store front and there is no 6 ft apart. 
I am scared for my family. We do our part. We 
support you and your laws. Please help us stay safe.

05/01/20 8:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Dollar General Store 16423 Pittsburg road Pittsburg No one is wearing masks. They have over 20 people 
gathered at the store front and there is no 6 ft apart. 
I am scared for my family. We do our part. We 
support you and your laws. Please help us stay safe.

04/24/20 9:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Merchandise store Dollar Store 121121 E Sprague Spokane Valley Workers walk right up to you if you ask a question. 
No social distancing when checking out.

Bowersjeri1@gmail.com Jeri Bowers 5094137758

04/01/20 8:29 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dominios Pizza 1903 3rd Ave Yakima Client stats business is not following Governors 
social distancing and proper hygiene practices. 
Employees are not wearing gloves and counters 
aren't being wiped. Several customers were in the 
lobby at one time. Customers are not  being asked to 
wait outside  to wait for take out orders.

Kent Harper 702-286-6440

04/10/20 11:45 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business domino pizza 20030 Ballinger Way NE Shoreline Domino's pizza is a company that has been allowed 
to stay open, despite that the staff-kitchen workers, 
drivers and cleaners are in a small open  area, non 
following  social distancing, a friend who works there 
told me.  He also takes pizza and delivers it to well 
over 100 locations, where people can touch the bag 
he puts it on, and then he is supposed to bring the 
bag back and reuse-(they are claiming they disinfect, 
but it is doubtable as he doesn't see his occurring) 
and what driver would spend time disinfecting if he is 
being pushed to get out there.  He delivers to 
assisted living homes as well as all over the area.  I 
don't believe pizza delivery is essential.  if anything, 
people who are in need of food delivery to their home 
should not be getting it from a place that is not able 
to realistically social disance.  I urge you to consider 
shutting down this company and ohers like this, i am 
a sole proprietor and I am taking a major hit on my 
business and have to try and get loans to help me 
survive.  Dominos is essentially able to spread covid-
19 in a massive way that as a community and 
country we are working against.  Please do 
something to ensure everyone's safety.  I have 
worked in 6 hospitals and the  Seatle Cancer Care 
Alliance.  This is about shutting down the entire 
pizza delivery system in companies that have 
employees that are in kitchens that are small.  why 
not do it for 3 weeks at least.  I'm very concerned

donna.flynn@comcast.net Donna Flynn 2063512689

04/18/20 7:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Domino's Pizza 11510 e sprague ave Spokane My general manager is sick and my supervisor told 
her she can sleep and get rest in the office, and if it 
got busy then she needed to go on the floor to help. 
The business is not enforcing social distancing 
between employees and customers and customer to 
customers in the lobby. Regular cleaning is not being 
enforced on high contact surfaces. Employer is 
requiring face masks but we only get one disposable 
mask to use indefinitely. Management and 
employees not wearing the required face masks 
properly as we had no training on how to use. There 
was no training in how to perform proper social 
distancing with carry out customers.

nikkodavis33@yahoo.com Nikko bowers 5092169767 Timrevard@aol.com

04/04/20 3:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Domino's Pizza 3512 NE 3rd Ave Camas Employees in kitchen right next to each other, other 
employees in other areas right next to each other, 
sharing utensils and not sanitizing between 
employees use swap.  Using phones and touch 
screens right after each other without sanitizing 
between. I was picking up an order yesterday 4/3/20, 
and about 15 employees were there having a 
meeting, all standing next to each other.

04/03/20 6:48 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business dominoes 4025 A Street SE Suite 103 auburn There website clearly states contact less delivery. 
When he arrived he was in my face asking for a 
signature. I don't mind washing my hands. The 
website shouldn't lie to the customer to make them 
feel safe.

chadschierer@gmail.com chad schierer 2532287639

05/04/20 8:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dominos 10501 Creek st se Yelm Current employee has had contact multiple times 
with someone positive for covid 19. Domino's did not 
require her to self quarintine and allowed her to 
continue to serve and make food for the public after 
she admitted to this.

knittel5150@yahoo.com Ryan knittel 2532057859 Yelmdominos@live.com

04/07/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dominos 11416 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Our managers would not let us wear masks, have 
the drivers practice an ineffective contactless 
delivery method which includes putting and empty 
box in a bag, setting it on the customers porch, 
stepping away and then retrieving the bag after to 
save them money, which defeats the purpose of the 
contactless method, and are punishing or 
threatening to punish high risk employees or others 
who do not wish to work, including a coworker whos 
roomate is showing all signs of coronavirus and is 
awaiting testing.

Beowman@gmail.com Austin Husseini 2538809196

05/02/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dominos Pizza 10501 Creek St SE Yelm Co-worker came back to work after 2 days without 
being tested for Corona Virus when her boyfriend 
she hangs out with everyday tested positive. 
Management knows and did nothing.

dogswithclogs@gmail.com Taylor R Fields 2533121761

04/22/20 6:35 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dominos Pizza 20631 Bothell Everett Hwy Ste J,Bothell Employee who hands over the take out is not 
wearing gloves nor face mask. They do advertise as 
"Contactless" but you have to wait with others 
outside on the street and the business isn't doing 
much about it. But them not protecting the food 
being delivered is the bad part.

04/01/20 9:11 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dominos pizza 11416 Canyon Road E suite FPuyallup Staff being in confined spaces too close together. 
Not following sanitizing recommendations. Putting 
employees at risk. There is no supplied sanitizer, 
gloves and employees are told they cannot wear 
masks.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

05/16/20 10:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business don juan's mexican restaurant close to sussex ave in tenino tenino, wa Yesterday large groups of people(and smaller 
groups) were sitting out on the patio eating. No one 
was social distancing or wearing masks. The 
business allowed this.

unknown

04/24/20 1:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Donnells 813 main st Vancouver Allowing customers to sit and drink alcoholic 
beverages while waiting for their to go food orders

Talvi.vanderveer2013@gmail.comTalvi Vanderveer 3608396160

03/31/20 1:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Door Dash - - Door dash customers are continuously not keeping 6 
feet away and doing no-contact deliveries. Door dash 
also has not provided us with gloves or sanitizer as 
an affected area like they said. Most customers say 
leave it outside and then come out up to your car 
before you have a chance. If I was to say something 
about it, I will probably get a bad review and get 
deactivated.

04/02/20 10:01 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Door to door delivery Dos Bloomingriech ??? Yakima Ave Delivering flowers door to door delivery

03/31/20 6:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double Barrel BBQ 108 W Moore St Sedro Woolley On March 27th I entered the business to pick up my 
to go order and immediately was aware that the 
social distance guidelines did not apply in this 
establishment.  More glaring was the fact that three 
patrons and all were being served alcohol in close 
proximity at the very small bar.  One of the persons 
sitting at the bar already  received his "to go" order 
and yet remained at bar. My to go order was 
mistakenly handed to one of the persons at the and 
the person sitting next to him was coughing.  Public 
health and safety does not appear to be taking 
seriously.

sheldonschuyler@yahoo.com sheldon schuyler 3609828218



05/13/20 9:08 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other butcher shop double d meats 5602 232nd st s.w. suite 104 montlake terrace employees not wearing masks, not wiping down 
counters or c c machines, not wearing gloves, asked 
manager why and she said oh well. overcrowded 
store with no limits

woodfx@live.com matt tullio

04/29/20 2:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double D Meats West Plaza, 5602 232nd St SW #104, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043Mountlake Terrace - large number of people inside at any given time 
- employees do not wear masks
- my family member (an employee) was told to come 
to work even if sick
- clients crowd around the meat counter and are 
within contact range

04/17/20 3:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double D Meats 5602 232nd St NW, #104 Mountlake Terrace On April 17,2020,  I entered this butcher and it was 
full of customers. Not much room to wait to order. 
There were 10+ employees (no PPE) behind the 
counter. No safety precautions were enforced. Not 
many customers were wearing PPE or distancing 
from each other.

Superlooplf@hotmail.com Lupe Flores

05/16/20 5:37 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sales of meat Double DD Meats 5602 232nd pl w Mountlake Terrace Extremely crowded, shoulder to shoulder in aisles, 
no social distancing. Limiting customers, but still 
over crowded not everyone wearing PPE/masks.

04/18/20 8:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double DD Meats 5602 232nd ST SW Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 I picked up steaks yesterday afternoon and was 
shocked by what I saw. I counted at least 17 
employees all working shoulder to shoulder, not 
keeping any distance between them, without wearing 
masks. No limits to the people allowed in. We all 
were just standing in line, business as usual. No 6ft 
spacing lines marked, and no one limiting entry.  It’s 
the most people in one place at one time I have seen 
since this began. I felt uncomfortable. It was like 
they didn’t care. I felt in danger and will not go back.

heehawksfan@yahoo.com Chris Holmer 206-852-1339 doubleddmeats.com

04/10/20 3:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pawn shop Double Eagle pawn 315 n francis st Spokane I work for the company but was offered to be laid off 
because I have family I live with with health issues 
and was given the choice to be laid off or continue 
working. I chose to be laid off until the pandemic is 
under control and it is safe for my family and I to 
return to work without it being potentially hazardous. 
Double Eagle has informed me i will not receive 
unemployment benefits as well as they are forcing 
me to come back to work when the governor hasn't 
deemed it safe to return to work. This has put me in 
a position of 1. I have to quit my job for the safety of 
my family or 2. I have to put myself on the front line 
and risk my family and my health and well being for 
this company. I feel this is definitely not ok nor is it 
safe for people and employees. Also they have 
continued to run the gun shop and the retail side of 
the business which is not considered essential.

moewerf8866@gmail.com morgan werfelman 5098681126

03/30/20 3:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Dove Property Management 15609 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Scheduling entry for interior inspections for the 
purposes of a real estate transaction during stay 
home mandate.

chefcarosi@gmail.com Sebastian Carosi 9712825005

04/04/20 3:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Doyle's Public House 208 St Helens Ave Tacoma Bar hosting food trucks on Saturdays. People are 
congregating and eating food on outside tables of 
Doyles. While they are not inside the business, there 
is no enforcement of social distancing and groups of 
15 or so are standing around together.

05/16/20 9:47 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business DQ Grill and Chill 7530 212th St SW Edmonds Everyone working were right next to each other with 
no gloves or masks touching everyone's food and 
drinks.  Food was all over the counters. It's was dirty 
and no one was washing their hands.  They were all 
touching each other as well. Some employees were 
coughing like preparing food.

Staceynellis2@gmail.com Stacey 2064021431

05/10/20 5:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Dr. Nancy Becker Ear Nose And Throat 1427 Jefferson Ave #101 enumclaw Not practicing social distancing, doing allergy testing 
in very close quarters of the patients, inside facility 
smelling like Pinesol, and doesn't like like their staff 
is wearing proper gear like gowns or goggles. I am 
not sure about the cloth masks being safe enough.

04/11/20 3:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Draft Choice 32201 Kent Black Diamond Rd SE UNITAAubrin Employees are drinking on the job,  serving take out 
but letting customer eating in the parking lot while 
drinking alcohol.   No social distancing being 
enforced.  You can drive by and the parking lot is 
full.   Employees are drinking with the customers 
while on duty.

04/02/20 5:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Draft choice 32201 Kent black diamond road se unit 5Auburn Still serving alcohol in bar and restaurant to patrons 
picking up food.

I’d like to stay anonymous

04/17/20 5:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Draft Choice Bar and Grill 32201 Kent Black Diamond Rd SEAuburn Bar with people drinking inside. A lot of people inside 
and are close together.

04/10/20 10:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Draft Choice Sports Bar and Grill 32201 Kent Black Diamond Rd SEAuburn Serving alcohol in non to go cups to employees and 
not following covid 19 regulations

Jenysparrs@gmail.com Jennifer Sparrs

04/01/20 4:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Chicken processing plant Draper Valley Farms 1000 Jason Lane Mount Vernon, WA Processing line has 7-8 workers shoulder to 
shoulder.

Skagit County Public Health received same 
complaint week of 3/23 and phoned plant to discuss 
social distancing.  They stated steps they had taken 
but reported sill working to distance one line.  This 
complaint received subsequent to that.

Anonymous complaint received by Skagit County Public Health 3.31.2020

04/04/20 4:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business DreamClinic workplace at Harborview 
Hospital

916 NE 65th Street Seattle Performing massage on hospital staff without PPE

04/23/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction DRK DEVELOPMENT 6TH AND ALDER ST TACOMA I don't know if this construction site is essential or 
not. (sixthandalderapts.com)  They are not building 
anything essential, and there have been people at 
this site every day.  Today as I drove by there were 
at least 10 people working on one street corner, two 
were wearing masks.  One was the supervisor and 
he was wearing his mask below his chin.  I have 
photos available.

dessajarmon@gmail.com Dessa

03/31/20 1:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dunkin Donuts 2109 broadhallow Rd Deer Park Someone working for this establishment has posted 
on Facebook about several employees being 
confirmed to have the COVID19 virus and the 
establishment has not closed down to clean as per 
the 72 hour sanitation the government has as the 
current standard. I went in for a drink a day after the 
post and witnessed a sneezing coughing man 
working in the back next to the food and drinks. I’ve 
spoken to an employee from this establishment and 
they are being persuaded to come to work with 
bonus’s as to forget about the fact they are not 
dealing with the virus in the professional manner 
they should.

concreteproductionsjl@gmail.comJessica Lewis 6317047208

05/18/20 7:10 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dunkin Donuts Baskin-Robbins 5602 Gulfport BLVD S GULFPORT 4 employees- none of them wearing masks. Two 
had masks pulled below their chin. Only one wearing 
gloves and not changing them. No sanitizing 
between customers. Witnessed this May 17th. Was 
inside for 25 minutes and never observed associates 
following covid prevention guidelines. I was there 
trying to get a refund for a cake and I also work in 
healthcare. I was wearing a mask and I formed them 
they were not following guidelines. The response 
was so customers could understand what they were 
saying. Noticed all drive through and most inside 
customers wearing masks but none of the 
employees.

aschell.rn@gmail.com ANGELA SCHELL 7274082136

04/10/20 3:47 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Dunn lumber 3801 Latona ave N Seattle Sales people unable to space appropriately far on 
sales counter, lack of intervention from management 
during customer intrusions on personal space. 
Customer traffic unmanaged, resulting in frequent 
violations

03/31/20 9:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Bro's Coffee 496 Keene Road Richland Very concerned with this drive through coffee stand. 
The baristas are not wearing gloves or masks and 
she handled my coffee and debt card. I didn't see 
her wash her hands before or after serving me. The 
line behind me was all the way around the corner.

cherisonline@yahoo.com Cheri Stewart 509-396-8909

03/31/20 9:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Bro's Coffee 496 Keene Road Richland Very over crowded. Nobody following the social 
distancing. Not wearing any PPE while handling 
coffee or any payment exchange. This is a dive 
through coffee stand.

Reddodge5.9@gmail.com Dave (509) 940-7511

04/01/20 10:27 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch bros All of them Vancouver Workers within inches of each other. Also going up 
to vicar windows within 2 feet of customers outside 
of building to take orders.  When I asked for a coffee 
to be remade because they tried to hand me one 
with an unwrappedstraw, the worker then leaned into 
another's workers ear to talk to him,

Laurie 3604508542



04/22/20 11:51 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Coffee shop Dutch Bros Coffee 6229 Lake Grove St SW Lakewood I went to get coffee, they wouldn’t accept cash as 
the girl working said they don’t accept cash due to 
covid-19 and it’s less contamination. They prepared 
my drink with no gloves, not wearing a mask and all 
3 workers were elbow to elbow and not six feet 
apart, yet they won’t accept my cash. This is not fair 
and it breaks the rules of social distancing.

Shaybryan1987@gmail..com Shay 2539884057

04/03/20 4:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Brothers Clearwater ave Kennewick The employees at all dutch brothers locations cannot 
do social distancing at all in any of their drive 
through shops. They have at least 3 to 4 employees 
working at the same time all day long.

Pennymac73@hotmail.com Penny Mckenzie 5094385099

04/03/20 10:47 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Brothers Marvin and Martin Way Lacey Several employees work in very close proximity 
without gloves or madks and even drive throughs are 
only a couple feet away. This is also true of many 
fast food places.

04/02/20 7:54 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Drive thru coffee and drink 
shop

Dutch Brothers 6520 W Nob Hill Yakima, Washington By there own admission Dutch Brothers cannot 
maintain social distancing in their small buildings.  
Also, at least three workers have now been infected.  
One in OR and two in Boise.  My grandchildren work 
at this place and I fear for their health during this 
crisis.  They need to be forced to shut down!!!!!

Cathylourouse@gmail.com Cathy Rouse 5099523102

04/01/20 2:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch brothers coffee Lacey Lacey Workers of 4+ all working, hurdles over each other. 
No gloves was used from workers preparing drink 
orders. The small shack itself is no more than 6ft of 
moving space and having 4 people in there is not 
safe for anyone.

03/31/20 4:33 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Brothers coffee 6520 w Nob Hill Blvd Yakima Observation of , cashiers standing next to car 
windows to take orders and other cashier , sitting 
with feet on the window or pass through , repeatedly.

04/04/20 10:36 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch bro’s 8624 Steilacoom blvd Lakewood Touching straws that are put into drinks with bare 
hands, workers work in very small proximity to 
eachother all day, like the many other small coffee 
stands around WA. Also the workers stand 
extremely close to each car to gain order.

Andrea

04/01/20 11:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction E-130 kiewit/ Hoffman 1400 dean street Seattle The general contractor is not following safety 
protocols, no masks, gloves, or social distancing 
being followed, no hand wash stations for amount of 
workers on project. A crew was workers were 
quarantined on Monday and there has been no job-
site cleaning or other protocols have been taken or 
followed

notnathan101@hotmail.com Anonymous

04/07/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Environmental equipment 
rental company

E-Tank 940 Holman Ave Monroe Social distancing isn't being followed and not giving 
the proper disinfectant to properly sanitize

tyl3rhin3lin3@gmail.com Tyler Hineline 5138509361

04/03/20 12:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Eagle Harbor Health 931 Hildebrand Ln NE Suite 101Bainbridge Island This office, owner, and employees were directly 
exposed to COVID19 on March 18th and March 
23rd by a client.  Public Health instructed us to 
quarantine until after April 6th.  As of this writing, the 
owner of this business is still present at the office 
with the “Open” sign on.  Employees are no longer 
present but if the owner is still seeing clients he is 
potentially exposing the community to the virus up 
until April 7th.  As an employee who was exposed, I 
have been ill and quarantined.  I would prefer that 
the owner, my boss, NOT know I am filing this 
complaint.  I do not want him penalized, just 
informed immediately that he also must quarantine 
to protect our clients and community.  I have tried to 
convince them and failed.  Thank you.

Sarabrazeau@gmail.com Sara Lorig 5098331046

05/01/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Eagle Industrial Painting, LLC North Whidbey, Oak Harbor, WA 92877Oak Harbor Company is in violation of the Stay home,Stay 
healthy proclamation 20-25 Item # 28 of the Covid-
19 Job Site Requirements as well as not 
temperature screening, no training, etc About 90% 
of the employees are from out of state that is not 
contiguous to Washington. This is a huge deal if 
construction companies are not going to follow basic 
rules they should not be working. I couldn't find a 
office address so I put down where they are working 
at "WSDOT Deception Pass bridge project"  They 
have a lay down area in the anacortes area near 
Shell refinery on tx rd 

This company is putting my fellow citizens at risk in 
the oak harbor / anacortes area an frankly all of 
Washingtonian. 

I'm sure if you contact the WSDOT office they may 
give you more info as to project manager full name 
or project superintendent.  

This contractor in my opinion should stop 
immediately! 

I would like to be left anonymous. Please

juanpal8886@gmail.com Juan Palomo Jr. 9564298525 Moreinfo@eipaint

04/07/20 2:22 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Eagles nest apartments 920 Madison Avenue n Bainbridge island There is a shared laundry on site and anyone can go 
in at anytime and when I asked if it was cleaned 
regularly, I was dismissed and told I need to act as if 
it’s the worst case scenario at all times and no 
amount of cleaning could help - there are no signs 
posted about Covid or any email to residents. This 
shared facility puts all residents at risk to do laundry.

Rebeccabcd@yahoo.com Rebecca 9177573853

05/08/20 9:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Sales Eastlake Auto Brokers 13105 NE 124th ST. Kirkland Made an appointment to go and buy a car because I 
am and essential worker. However when I got there 
it was a packed show room, no one wearing gloves 
or masks. Absolutely no social distancing and when I 
asked about that they just laughed. I ended up not 
buying from them.

03/30/20 5:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Eastlink 360 2855 152nd Ave Redmond, WA 98052 Workers not following 6' rule all trades are within 1' 
of each other construction needs to shut down as 
people coughing around each other as well, honey 
buckets shared not desinfected every day and 
missing soap or sanitizer.

Dzseattle@hotmail.com Damir 2062889019

04/18/20 10:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Motorcycle Dealer Eastside Harley-Davidson 2350 136th Pl NE Bellevue Staff and customers are not keeping their distance 
and are trying on clothes, gloves and helmets. No 
hand sanitizer, gloves or masks available to staff. No 
plan for staff or customers to maintain social 
distancing. No restrictions on number of people in 
space.
Owner says he’s “going to open full bore on May 5th 
no matter what the governor says.”
Coffee being served from public coffee urn with no 
cleaning supplies present.

jwieand@comcast.net Jeff Wieand 2063340811

05/18/20 1:54 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Eating Recovery Center/Insight Behavioral Health901 Boren Ave, Suite 1800 Seattle This business includes a partial hospitalization 
program for people with mood and anxiety disorders. 
Currently there is an in-person cohort of patients 
that is over 15 people. These patients are put in one 
room together and, due to the size of the space, 6 
feet of social distancing is not an option. Patients 
and staff are wearing masks but many do not wear 
them correctly. During lunches, patients are not 
social distancing AND not wearing masks. The 
organization has not done it's due diligence to hire 
more providers to split groups into more reasonable 
sizes, despite employee feedback that it was 
required by the state and putting employees and 
patients in danger.

04/06/20 11:53 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior Apartments Ebenezer Apartments 19225 4th Ave NE Poulsbo Senior apartments. Social distancing not being 
followed, no rules for elevator or laundry room 
posted. Have tried to talk with management, but they 
don't take it seriously. Maintenance worker in/out of 
apartments with no gloves or mask and they get too 
close to residents.

Judith 3605986465

05/10/20 5:40 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Movers Eco Movers 1200 W Nickerson St Seattle Movers came to my home yesterday to help a 
roommate move. Despite requesting them to 
maintain 6-foot distance, this was repeatedly 
violated. Only 1 person used gloves and face masks 
and I was forced to be within .5 feet of the movers.

03/30/20 3:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moving Company Eco Movers 1200 W Nickerson St Seattle I noticed several moving guys loading furniture and 
boxes into my new neighbors' home. They weren't 
wearing gloves or masks. The movers were sharing 
drinks and not keeping a distance from each other or 
the residents.



04/25/20 1:33 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Economy inn 810 highway 90 Bay st. Louis Mississippi Economy inn is evicting people ,there not supposed 
to, I was evicted yesterday and have no place to go 
couldn't pay my rent because there's no work 
because of the covid-19 virus. Shelter in place 
orderrequired landlords and hotel owners not to 
serve eviction notices until the order is lifted.

j.mathews7700@gmail.com David Hughes 2283642226

04/01/20 3:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control Company Ecoshield 607 Industry Dr Tukwila Not wearing proper ppe.

03/30/20 5:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control Ecoshield 607 industry dr Tukwila They are servicing interiors of homes without masks. NA Anonymous NA

05/11/20 7:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Eden Home Health 316 E Mcleod Rd Bellingham Office staff at Eden has not been following social 
distancing rules. They are not requiring daily temps, 
many office staff admit they do not have a 
thermometer.
The office is planning an in office Baby shower on 
May 20th for a staff member. They have invited over 
30 ppl many of which are patient care staff. They are 
hosting this in a small space with no social 
distancing.
Office staff has been observed having potlucks with 
no safety precautions. Everyone from executive 
director to reception partake. 
It is concerning that leaders of a health care 
business have no regard for social distancing, 
especially when many jobs can be done remotely but 
are not as ppl prefer going to work.

jbrown3@eden-health.com

05/11/20 12:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Eden Home Health 316 E. McLeod Rd #101 Bellingham The office staff do not follow social distancing 
business having potlucks, sharing offices, mingling 
in offices all while not wearing masks. There is over 
10ppl in the office participating in these activities. 
Many staff can work from home but they do not 
because “the do not want to stay home”. Office staff 
is in contact with many patient care clinicians but 
office has no regard for infection control.

Jbrown3@eden-health.com

04/09/20 12:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Eden Home Health Care 316 E. McLeod Road #101 Bellingham My understanding is that the cadre of Home Health 
Workers who are employed by Eden Home Health 
Care have not received any training or support 
regarding safety for themselves and safety for their 
home-bound, elderly clients at this time of Covid-19.  
The only PPE they have received is one mask.  I am 
concerned for the well-being of both the vulnerable 
elders and the workers who are serving them. My 
understanding is that the owners of the agency are 
stating they are taking precautions, but - in fact - are 
failing to do so.

pamelafuller@pogozone.net Pamela Fuller 3609206843

05/06/20 2:55 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pest control Edge 19321 36th Ave W Lynwood Their door salesmen (2) rang my doorbell, stood less 
than 6 feet away without a mask, offering services 
for pest control.  Was extremely unsafe while I held 
my toddler, putting me and my family at risk. We 
follow the rules strictly and this is beyond 
unacceptable and feels like it erased our hard work 
keeping us safe.

Natalierlockett@gmail.com Natalie Lockett (425)346-1814

05/07/20 7:36 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Door to Door Sales Edge Servicing 3702 W Valley Highway N Auburn This organization has now come to my door twice 
trying to sell me extermination services.  As I 
watched the sales guy he was going door to door 
with no mask or anything, trying to sell people 
services while we have stay at home orders.  This is 
very unsafe and unnecessary.

jasondchandler@outlook.comJason Chandler 16513356469

04/16/20 9:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business El Buho 9640 A 16th Ave SW, Seattle There were 5 people (and a dog) sitting and drinking 
at the bar.

05/13/20 6:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business El camion 9250 45th Ave SW Seattle Food truck workers not wearing masks or gloves.  
Handling phones and not washing hands.

05/15/20 6:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business El Sarape 4043 Martin Way E Olympia I ordered to go food this evening (5-15-2020) at 
5:30pm. When i arrived to pick up the food. Two 
female employees were closer than 4 feet apart, 
without masks or gloves. One female employee then 
greeted another customer at approximately 3 feet 
apart without masks, or gloves. All of the cooks that 
could be seen were not wearing masks or gloves 
and closer than 3 feet apart.

I would like to give my name but you'll release it to mean people who have already been threatening others who have reported businesses.

05/05/20 10:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace Electroimpact 4413 Chennault Beach Rd Mukilteo Even though a lot of our work can be done from 
home everyone is being forced to go to work. This 
started on Monday of this week. The work 
environment is an open floor plan and I feel with 
technology a lot of people can work from home 
without issue. I personally am in a risk category and 
have been told if I work from home I must use 
vacation or sick time as otherwise I will not be paid. 
The owner Peter Zieve has called and bullied people 
and people are going to work in fear. I manage a lot 
of these people and feel Peter cares more about the 
company than his employees. He has also said 
anyone who believes the virus is real is immature 
(me) or a hoax. My wife is currently in hospital with a 
temperature getting tested and it is scary and feel I 
need to report his behavior. I'm in my 50's and 
recently had some stents inserted. My cardiologist 
recommends I work from home and I have to deal 
with someone who says I'm immature. We will have 
to lay off people because of the downturn and a lot 
of people fear they will be let go because they 
wanted to work from home. Peter says he only 
wants people who believe in freedom and I believe 
its a code word for not believing the virus is real.

laurence@electroimpact.com Laurence Durack 425-238-3276 PeterZ@electroimpact.com

05/04/20 7:54 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Equipment supplier to aerospace industryElectroimpact 4303 chennault beach road Mukilteo Electroimpact is requiring all employees to come to 
work, when most can easily work from home.  Up 
until yesterday about half were working from home.  
Further the president is actively inciting employees 
to protest the stay at home order and is retaliating 
against employees who express any dissent.

sierrahotel71@gmail.com Scott Hogan 4253452427 scotth@electroimpact.com

04/05/20 2:08 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Electroimpact 4408 Chennault Beach Road Mukilteo President Peter Zieve says that his preferences 
overrule the Governor’s and that we all should be 
coming in and threatening that we will not be paid to 
work from home, even if our work allows it.

Flock.madeline@gmail.com Madeline Flock 4253155341

05/05/20 9:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing Electroimpact Inc 4413 Chennault Beach Rd Mukilteo Owner has prohibited working from home starting 
May 4, after previously allowing remote work for 
those who were able to and had work available. 
Dummy safety measures have been drawn up, but 
neither the owner or other personnel are following 
them. Telework is not being offered to high risk 
employees when asked, retaliation for requesting 
work from home is rampant, and the owner is 
violating ADA requests to work from home. He is 
literally using the Proclamation to prohibit work from 
home, and has self-declared that Electroimpact is an 
essential business in order to enforce no work from 
home.

Peter Zieve

05/17/20 4:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber elements, massage envy, spavia, hand and stoneballard, greenlake, queen AnneSeattle I've called several of my normal spas and they said  
they wont be making us or the masseuse wear 
masks durring massages, and are opening june 1 or 
sooner. this is scary please make it clear the 
provider and customer must wear masks or there 
will be outbreaks from this. I want a safe massage if 
the customer before me doesn't wear a mask it will 
potentially spread virus if they are an asymptomatic 
carrier I would love a massage but safety is more 
important.  Why is massage even in phase 2? its 
impossible to socially distance. they should be 
required to wear masks both my masseuse and 
myself!!

05/17/20 4:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber elements, massage envy, spavia, hand and stoneballard, greenlake, queen AnneSeattle I've called several of my normal spas and they said  
they wont be making us or the masseuse wear 
masks durring massages, and are opening june 1 or 
sooner. this is scary please make it clear the 
provider and customer must wear masks or there 
will be outbreaks from this. I want a safe massage if 
the customer b4 me doesn't wear a mask it will 
potentially spread virus if they are an asymptomatic 
carrier

05/08/20 6:03 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Wash Elephant car Wash 31458 Pacific highway South Federal way Washington Worker did not have a mask over her nose and face 
only her mouth. She then proceeded to stick her arm 
that was unloved inside my car and just scoffed and 
said I sanitized my hands.

04/21/20 7:49 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Elephant Car Wash Elephant Car wash 31458 Pacific Hwy South 253.941.0436 If all the other car washes are closed then why is 
elephant car wash get to operate and stay open ?

04/29/20 8:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Private campground Elk ridge Campground 13880 WA-410 Naches wa Large gathering wedding I think Info@elkridgecampground.com



05/17/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Elk Ridge Custom Homes 703 N V Street Washougal Children of employees being taking to work on job 
sites, being on job sites or sitting in vehicles when 
employee is working. Children riding in same 
vehicles as owner and other employees that does 
not have family relations or are wearing any type of 
mask.

04/03/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior/disabled apartment 
complex

Elma Gardens Apartments 309 E. Martin St., No  64 Elma, WA 98541 Maintenance man told resident he had been exposed 
to COVID-19 but continued to work until his wife told 
another resident 48 hours ago he wasn't feeling well. 
Received vague notice from company yesterday re: 
"an individual...tested positive or presumed positive 
... was present on the premises" (premisis).

rhoda1946@yahoo.com Tommi Halvorsen Gatlin (360) 500-3690

04/03/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior/disabled apartment 
complex

Elma Gardens Apartments/Guardian 
Management LLC

309 E. Martin St./760 SW 9th Ave., Suite 2200, Portland, OR 97228Elma, WA 98541 Maintenance man told resident he had been exposed 
to COVID-19 but continued to work until his wife told 
another resident 48 hours ago he wasn't feeling well. 
Received vague notice from company yesterday re: 
"an individual...tested positive or presumed positive 
... was present on the premises" (premisis).

rhoda1946@yahoo.com Tommi Halvorsen Gatlin (360) 500-3690

04/15/20 10:23 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Elmers Bar & Grill 15027 Ambaum Blvd SW, Burien, WA 98166 People are getting sick from going to Elmer's.  Caller 
wanted to remain anonymous, worried about 
business being a biker bar and difficult owner.  
Caller suspected people with active cases either 
working there or going there or both.

caller wanted to remain anonymous

04/01/20 2:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Emerick 13100–13498 NE 52nd St Vancouver Workers visibly not practicing social distancing 
procedure.

04/27/20 5:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Emerik Construction Company 7855 Southwest Mohawk StreetTualatin, Oregon (job site is Washington)Job site is in Vancouver, WA, on 136th Street & are 
building an administration building for Evergreen 
School District. Concern: not maintaining social 
distancing, no masks or gloves, COVID not taken 
seriously or enforced. John Stursa in charge of 
COVID.

staciecole52@yahoo.com Stacie Cole 3607134728 davidh@emerik.com

04/10/20 4:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Enumclaw Health and Rehabilitation 
Center

3128 Hunter Ct Enumclaw Not observing social distancing is not the problem. 
This is a nursing home in town where someone I'm 
close to works. She is a CNA and contracted 
COVID19 at work. She is recovered and back to 
work. Infection control is poor. Gowns and masks 
are being reused. COVID positive pt in same room 
as COVID negative pt. There are many available 
rooms but management doubles up everybody. Staff 
made to sign a statement that they would not talk to 
press. Very poor infection control. Staff afraid of 
retaliation if anybody complains

05/16/20 6:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Epic Ford 5200 Evergreen Way Everett Sales pavilion employees not wearing masks. It is 
one open room.

04/15/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DESC Housing Estelle Apartments 3501 Rainier Ave S Seattle Only one elevator for 91 residents. No 6 ft. of 
separation! Stairwells can be opened but 
management refuses. Facemasks provided for staff 
but none for residents. We must pack together for 
meals.

bigshadetree@gmail.com Tim McCracken 206.42409

04/02/20 7:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture Store Ethan Allen 1018 116th ave NE Bellevue This business still has limited staff working in the 
office every day additionally they are still going to 
clients homes and soliciting clients to make home 
calls. They are encouraging their employees to do 
the same. They laid off 90% of their staff and made 
it clear to the remaining staff there they MUST follow 
orders or they will be terminated.

lizmcpartland@gmail.com Elizabeth McPartland 9095571721

04/01/20 7:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Eugenia center 121 NW chehalis ave p.o box 1371Chehalis Not following social distancing the building makes it 
not possible

04/18/20 12:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Retail Euphorium 420 27623 Covington way SE Ste 1Covington There are more than 20 people congregating within 
the small space and not following 6ft social 
distancing. As well as letting customers touch the 
product before purchasing.

victoria12.cox34@gmail.com Victoria Cox 2064540197

04/17/20 10:57 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit company Evans fruit co 200 Cowiche City Rd, Cowiche, WA 98923Cowiche As a packer worker at an apple based warehouse my 
father was exposed to covid19. He was one of seven 
at this specific site who has contracted this virus. My 
father expressed that some workers in this facility 
worked from one arms length and some times 
working right in front of someone which again would  
only be at an arms length. Social distancing in this 
work place is not enforced nor cared for.

annvelaz98902@gmail.com Anna 5093997357

04/03/20 1:29 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Evans Fruit co. 61 Hatton Road Tieton Wa, 98947 We are all worry about working under this conditions 
and hoping that our Gobernar can help us during 
this hard times & heard the voice of the people 
claiming.

05/01/20 8:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Dealership Service Evergreen Ford 1500 18th Ave NW Issaquah Allowing customer to stay in their waiting room for 
extended periods of time. No cleaning of this area, 
supported.  Allowing customer to go back into the 
service are where there vehicle is being worked on.

05/14/20 9:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Mortgage Broker Evergreen Home Loans 225 108th Ave NE, Suite N-200Bellevue Loan officer assistant Kara Poysky who works for 
this company is inviting other employees to her 
home to work, Monday-Friday, 9-5, every week and 
not following social distancing guidelines. There are 
many older individuals in the community who are in 
the at risk category for COVID. I have previously 
reported this to Evergreen Home Loans directly and 
it stopped but it's happening again and I am 
concerned the rules to keep everyone safe are not 
being taken seriously.

05/14/20 1:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Evergreen steel 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not following social distance on site in field, not 
wearing face covering in field or office. Not enforcing 
protocols strictly to ensure safe work place.

05/11/20 5:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Evergreen Steel 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not following social distancing. Not wearing masks 
during work. Gathering in parking lot without above 
practices before and after going to work. Break in 
confined space in close proximity.

05/05/20 1:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Evergreen steel 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not obeying social distance. Not wearing face 
covering / masks.

04/27/20 9:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Evergreen steel 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Workers performing tasks within 6 feet. Not wearing 
face coverings in field.

04/24/20 9:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Evergreen Washelli funeral services 11111 N. Aurora Ave seattle services of 30-40 people
not enough ppe for workers 
families not disclosing covid-positive and engaging 
with workers, equipment, facilities with no PPE 
workers feel unsafe and unable to speak up for fear 
of company seeking retribution 

Workers feel as though the company is ignoring 
statewide orders to profit and continue buisness as 
usual. workers have felt pressured to not speak out 
and continue as usual. the company as a whole sent 
4 masks to the shoreline location for 50+workers 
and staff. Workers have felt as though families of 
covid positive patients have not disclosed info, had 
much larger gatherings than allowed, and no taken 
basic PPE measures while attending services

Kflavin12@hotmail.com Kevin Flavin 3035133485

03/31/20 8:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Machine Shop Exact Aerospace 3104 C st NE #200 Auburn This business is not following social distancing. Has 
about 30 employees working at one time. Now one is 
out sick and being tested for covid 19

twoeven4@gmail.com lynn 2539268514

04/01/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Excel Landscaping 710 Rimpau Ave. #108 Corona Workers are riding in trucks 4 at a time for long 
distances. Not wearing PPE’s and not working at 
least 6 feet apart. Is Landscaping really essential 
during a global pandemic?

Gomezdj1955@yahoo.com Jose Gomez 6615477531

04/23/20 3:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Excel Pacific 6110 Pacific ave se LACEY Workers not wearing  masks . The Honey Buckets 
not clean . Workers are working close together. 
Workers are eating lunch together . Working 
together in units . No hand sensation in building.  
Coughing  and not wearing  gloves . I am worried 
about getting sick .. I know people that have died 
from covid and worked in The industry  .please 
help..Me

realmelisamendiny@gmail.comMelisa

03/31/20 7:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Exotic Metals Forming 6102 226th St Kent The company is promoting social distancing without 
any real enforcement, everyone pretends like it 
doesn't matter. Multiple Positive COVID19 tests in 
building 6102 and company has not done very much 
to help the virus spread. Shut down to "clean for 3 
days" but appears nothing has been really done. 
Very large amount of people per building forced to 
work closely (within 6ft of eachother all day long)

04/21/20 5:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Express Stop 3535 E Irvington Rd Tucson No plexiglass to protect customers or employees.
Reports of employees not being supplied gloves or 
proper procedures and equipment for this important 
time! No compensation for the efforts.

Stacy Glimore



04/03/20 8:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Security Exsecutive security services 1801 16th ave SW Seattle My job is requiring employees to stand on a brow of 
a ship   in close contact of people  that are right in 
front of you not 6ft away there is not 6ft distance. I 
was not given the proper face protection   such as a 
face mask.

Faith.ruelas351@gmail.com Faith 2537095527

04/02/20 8:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Extrusion Technology 2411 104th st s Lakewood My company is doing absolutely nothing to provide 
us with a safe sanitary workplace. Garbage piled up 
in restroom and common areas for WEEKS at a 
time. Took pics this morning. No hand sanitizer, slip 
and trip hazards everywhere. Sadly it feels SOLELY 
profit driven with zero concerns for our wealth fare. I 
NEED my current employment so please keep my 
name out of it if possible

Aaron.gallaway@yahoo.com Aaron Gallaway 2534593665

05/07/20 7:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Exxel Pacific 225 Roy Seattle Buisness miscaliberating thermometers to show 
much lower temps than actual. Mine has shown 94 
one day, 96 the highest

04/02/20 8:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business EZ Access 700 Milwaukee Ave N Algona There are over 65 employees working in an office 
space that has no ventilation or windows.  They do 
not have sanitizing products available unless 
employees can provide their own.  Many of them 
could be doing their jobs from home but the 
company is not allowing them to do so.  Whether 
they are essential or not is questionable.  They 
provide access items like ramps, etc to people and 
businesses.  Employees are afraid they will lose their 
jobs if they report the business.  They have asked to 
telework but the employer won't allow it.

lindayokes@gmail.com Linda Yokes 2533071913

05/16/20 12:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ezells 23rd &, E Jefferson St Seattle What a mess! No guidance for lining up. Packed 
inside. Not safe for customers and not safe for 
workers.

04/24/20 10:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ezells Chicken 1645 140th Ave NE Bellevue Workers were not wearing masks or gloves and not 
social distancing at all.

cmckissick77@hotmail.com Carrie 425-435-4220

05/08/20 5:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield development The Village at Totem Lake Kirkland I find a huge conflict in interest in the head Foreman 
general contractor Jerry taking temperatures at the 
job site and waving everyone in before the 
thermometer even beat plus he's not even wearing a 
face mask

05/07/20 6:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12560 120th ave ne Kirkland The head GC, Jerry, was checking temperatures of 
every single person without wearing a mask only a 
face shield. Which was covered in saliva and he was 
leaning in out windows of every car. I told him he 
should be wearing a face mask he said he does not 
have to. I've never been so uncomfortable on the 
jobsite as this morning.

05/05/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12560 120th ave ne Kirkland The general contractor in charge Jerry refuses to 
wear a mask and only a face shield which I saw her 
again today dripping spittle off the front of it. 
Elevators crammed full of people. People still 
carpooling a group of four and a small pickup truck I 
know do not live together for example.

05/05/20 4:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12560 120th ave NE Kirkland No temperature checks being performed on site. 
Some people are choosing to not wear a mask and 
not obey the 6ft rule. Brought this to my Forman's 
attention too which his response was “don’t dwell on 
it”. Don’t feel safe on site as they are not folllowing 
the governors orders.

05/05/20 3:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield development 12560 120th ave ne Kirkland This is a very disorderly jobsite. No temperature 
scans are being performed.  Social distancing 
requirements are not being met or actively enforced. 
Handrails in stairwells have never been cleaned.  
The bathrooms are horrific and are not being 
cleaned any more frequently than before the virus 
outbreak. When i reported a mask violation to my 
supervisor, I was told to go back to work. No action 
was taken. There is also a heavy abundance of black 
mold on site.

Troy1arbanasin@outlook.comTroy Arbanasin 206-779-6045

05/05/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12601 120th Ave NE Kirkland Mask not worn properly or at all, the same with 
gloves and hardhats, especially on the roof.

05/05/20 5:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12601 120th Ave NE kirkland If this place isn't fixed soon it will be viral.

05/05/20 5:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairfield Development 12601 120th Ave NE kirkland Facemasks, gloves are not being worn unless L&I 
shows up for the day, as soon as they leave they 
take off gloves and masks.

04/29/20 6:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Fairfield Development 12601 120th Ave NE kirkland People arent wearing PPE

04/02/20 7:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Debt collection agency Fairway collections 1616 s gold st suite 5 Centralia Over 10 workers in a room not maintaining 6 feet of 
distance. Required to sit side by side at some 
cubicles.

05/02/20 10:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fairway Independent mortgage corporation225 e 84th Tacoma Wa 98445 Construction / framers not following coronavirus 
guidelines

Anthony Giles 2068175908

04/23/20 1:35 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Christian religious group Faith Harvest Helpers 12643 Case Rd SW Olympia Many cars come to the property. People do not stay 
six feet away from each other. They do not ever 
wear masks.Their website encourages people to 
come worship there on Thursday mornings. 

https://ywamfhhwa.org/connect/current-events/

There are non-family members there off and on.

jenlyneviola@gmail.com Jennifer Lyne 360.402.3687

04/04/20 3:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Falafel Food Truck Idylwood Park Redmond This truck parks across the street from my back yard 
and people congregate on both sides of street 
waiting for food or deciding on what to order. This 
appears to happen on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Why do they need to park within a few feet of my 
back yard when the large parking lot is almost 
completely empty?

roth16@frontier.com Pete Rothermel

04/21/20 1:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Falafel Shalom Food Truck West Lake Samamish ParkwayRedmond This truck is parked 10 feet from my house and at 
least 2 people in my family are running high 
temperatures. Several of my neighbors are also sick 
but I am not certain that their tests have come back 
positive yet. I can't think of a worse place for a 
business to serve food to the public other than 
maybe my kitchen.  This truck does not enforce 
social distancing and draws a crowd from the park.

ROTH16@FRONTIER.COM Pete Rothermel ROTH16@FRONTIER.COM

04/10/20 10:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Falck Ambulance 5102 20th St. E.  98424 Fife They have ambulance workers, EMT's, Medics, etc. 
who have come down sick with coughs and fever, 
they stay home for 2 or 3 days and then come back 
still sick.  They are infecting each other and 
potentially their patients.  Supervisors don't care. 
425-248-4100

jansboxx@mail.com Jan Tucker 253-230-6859

04/04/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Falcon Ridge Assisted Living ( may be 
listed now as Olympic View -- name 
change?)

21202 International Blvd. SeaTac Assisted Living refusing to let residents go out for 
essential purposes on threat of 14 day "quarantine."  
Citizens being held inside and on premises ONLY, 
regardless of status.  Citizens can go out to the 
store, last I checked; are we not citizens?  NOTE:  
NOT a facility listed by Governors 20-06 thru 20-etc.  
 Please advise.  Also drop down list above needs an 
"other" selection or misleading for things such as 
this.

darkmoon98037@gmail.com David Lewis (253) 653-9678

04/02/20 10:00 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home floral delivery Farmers daughters Flowers ??? Selah Delivering flowers door to door delivery

05/01/20 4:36 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Delivery Shipping Business FedEx 651 Alaska St, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle FedEx delivery driver (Truck 405798) was  observed 
delivering a package to my home address 
(Addressed to Sarah Grumbley (my spouse) at 
13216 3rd Ave NW, Seattle WA 98177; 
approximately 3:40pm on 05/01/2020) without 
wearing any  PPE, driver was running with package, 
dropped it on porch for pickup and ran off to vehicle 
405798. Without PPE there is no social distancing 
for packages touched by multiple people.

william.t.terrance@gmail.comWilliam Terrance (480) 626-3212

05/01/20 2:14 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other package delivery Fedex 651 S. Alaska St. Seattle I had Fedex delivery people come to my door today 
with pckgs. for signature without masks or anything 
else to protect me from covid.  I called the ship 
center and complained--and they essentially 
shrugged.  At no time was I told that this was against 
policy. In order to get my packages I have to subject 
myself to exposure by signing within 1-2 feet of the 
delivery person. Today, that actually involved a 
conversation, as well.  All I ask is that Fedex tell its 
employees to wear masks (and gloves would be 
nice) in delivering packages to homes and 
businesses in order to not spread the virus.  Pls 
think about what widespread damage they could do.

sstewart286@gmail.com Susan E Stewart 2069356710

04/04/20 11:47 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping carrier FedEx Ground 18795 NE 73rd St, Redmond Redmond FedEx Ground continues to require signatures for 
deliveries while UPS and USPS have waived this 
requirement to ensure delivers do not require 
touching displays and interacting with delivery drivers

keith@kemp.it Keith Kemp 4256514111



05/10/20 4:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Ferndale Haggen 1815 Main St. Ferndale There were so many customers in the store on 
Mother's Day, May 10, 2020, that it was impossible 
to maintain distance.  The sign that said the store 
was limiting the amount of customers was gone that 
day as well.  I personally counted over 50 people just 
across the front of the check stands waiting to be or 
being checked out. AND, most of them were not 
wearing masks.  This behavior puts the employees 
at extreme risk.

03/31/20 2:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Credit union Fibre federal credit union 800 triangle center Longview Employees being forced to work shoulder to 
shoulder for members using drive through. One 
employee has severe respiratory issues being told to 
“figure it out” by the manager about social 
distancing. The company is well aware of the 
employees respiratory issues as they are current on 
their FMLA paperwork.

Bowtie78chev@msn.com Brian Maupin 360-430-3639

04/27/20 1:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fiesta Foods Of Yakima 1008 E Nob Hill Blvd Yakima I am a regular customer at this business and I heard 
a cashier talking to another employee that a 
coworker has the corona virus and they were 
concerned that other employees would get infected. 
And the store is not taking action on it. The store 
also has large crowds and not respecting the 6 feet 
distance.

05/16/20 10:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Chiropractic Finesse Chiropractic 5401 Corporate Center Loop SE Suite RLacey Chiropractor and staff not wearing masks to prevent 
spread of virus.

Dr. Kunikiyo

04/06/20 11:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto repair Firestone 2800 Harrison Olympia You don't give the option for being unsanitary.  I 
went to Firestone today and they are doing ZERO 
sanitation to keep customers safe. The entire place 
is filthy especially the bathroom, visible dirt 
everywhere and I walked out with goopy eyes and a 
cough after one hour oil change.  Not sanitizing pens 
or surfaces or anything.  Please contact them and 
tell them the sanitation requirements during a deadly 
pandemic

tamiholly@yahoo.com Tami 3605842270

04/02/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business First Aid Only 11101 NE 37th Circle Vancouver Production line shoulder to shoulder

04/07/20 10:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Escrow and Title First American Title 11400 SE 8th St Suite 250, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue Some office staff was told they could not work from 
home. Because of this, two workers have contracted 
COVID-19. Only after a positive diagnosis did they 
shut down the office but only for two weeks. My 
wife, who is an employee is now in quarantine in our 
home. She is now working remotely (apparently it is 
possible after all) but told that she must return 
immediately after the 14 day quarantine is over. 
They have no plans to test those who were infected 
to make sure they are now negative. They still must 
take checks directly from the public with no 
protection. And there has been no enforcement in 
the office to ensure proper social distancing. If 
workers are allowed to return, it is only a matter of 
time that others will be infected as well. My wife 
must now decide if she should lose her job or risk 
her health and return to the office so she can 
process what has mostly been refinances. How is 
this essential? And why is working from home not 
mandatory when it is clear that they capable of 
allowing workers to doing so.

walker7734@gmail.com Brian Walker 2064021370

05/12/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction First choice electrical Not sure Seattle Workers out with no PPE probably no permits either.   
  Not following phase 1 requirements
Phone number on side of truck +12069794137

04/15/20 4:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apple Orchard First Fruits Farms 1111 Fishhook Park Road Prescott, WA 99348 Buissness was not following social distancing of 6ft. 
Employees did not wear face masks or any other 
protection gear. Managers do no educate workers 
for rights and health regulations

17eperez123@gmail.com Info@firstfruits.com

04/10/20 10:27 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Investment / Financial 
Services

Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Drive Camas Essential employees who have been given work 
computers to work at home are not allowed to work 
from home until the company deems necessary. 
Even employees who can 100% successfully 
complete their job from home.

courtney.thompson253@gmail.comCourtney Thompson 253-985-0867

04/01/20 11:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food Truck Fisher Scones/ Conifer food Woodinville Woodinville I feel that the workers are too close in side the food 
truck.  Not enough room for social distancing 
requirements.  I'm concerned.

spiro.lewis@gmail.com Spiro Lewis 253-256-5222

04/07/20 10:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Five Guys Burgers and Fries 9502 North Newport Hwy Spokane I am posting this violation form my daughter who 
works at this location.  She worked last Saturday, 
April 4th.  She heard that there were more than 10 
customers in the store on the previous day.  
Management would not let her wear a cloth mask 
even though she was working the cash register with 
no shield in place.  There is no tape on the floor 
seperating customers from staff.  Customers go 
right up to the cash register to pay.  My daughter is 
concerned for her safety since there were customers 
in the store coughing with no distancing 
requirements.  Some wore masks and some did not.  
She is concerned about bringing it home to us as her 
parents who are 60 and 49 years old.

scottph59@yahoo.com Scott Harvey 509-939-9393

04/28/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction FlagStone Construction LLC 1819 Williams Ave Sumner, WA 98390 Four employees are working in a close proximity to 
each other with no PPE.  Employees are actually 
physically touching each other and making no 
attempt to distance.  In addition, they are cutting 
concrete with no respirators or safety glasses.  This 
is an OSHA violation without COVID-19.

(253) 973-7283

05/13/20 8:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Flamin' Joes 7015 N Division St Spokane "Regular " with dog allowed to sit at bar, consume 
food and served alcohol. Saw this happen each time 
I went for take out. The "regular" who's dog was 
actually walking on the bartop, was not waiting to 
pick up his food to go, but was hanging out. Had 
been there for a while and even though I had to wait 
for a long time for my food he was being served 
alcohol and was still there when I left.  I recognize 
him because I am also a regular at this location. 
Never mind that the dog does not really qualify as a 
service animal. He is not supposed to be sitting 
there, drinking with the cook, sitting shoulder to 
shoulder with him.

04/15/20 10:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther truck parts sales and 
delivery

fleetpride 1301 main st auburn washington our new temporary driver does not follow the social 
distancing rules at all times. I also believe I may 
have been exposed to a possible case of the virus at 
one of my delivery stops.

boogfishesus2@yahoo.com Bruce mclane 2534758522

04/27/20 2:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Floors and More INC DBA Marvl 
Homes

1448 Bonnie Ln camano island Continued to work at building new home site all 
during stay at home order. Today at least 6 guys 
working in close proximity without any social 
distancing or protective equipment. No signage or 
precautions taken to comply or protect community. 
Total disregard and irresponsible.

cchri86@wgu.edu Christina 4259530583

04/09/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping FLORES landscaping 509-531-6173 Kennewick Kennewick There are 3 trucks with alotbof employees. I work for 
landscaping company but not working for my 
employer is following guidelines. He has lost work 
due to these companies breaking the law. If they are 
allowed to break the law then while others that are 
following it lose work. That would mean you all are 
also breaking it by allowing it.

richardknoggin11@gmail.comRichard knoggin 509-254-5011

04/13/20 6:36 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther flower and plant store Flower World 9322 196th St SE Snohomish My moms neighbor went to Flower World last 
weekend to buy personal flowers for her garden. She 
stated the store was "max full" of people, shoulder to 
shoulder which is < 6 feet apart so she decided to 
leave. I am not sure how Flower World is considered 
an essential business but regardless, they are not 
adhering to the social distancing aspect of the 
orders.  Per their website, they state they are 
considered essential. Thank you, Elaine

lainey127@hotmail.com Elaine Henriksen 2063346804 http://www.flowerworldusa.com/

04/11/20 11:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery Flower World 9322 196th Maltby I am concerned as I went to Flower World to pick up 
3 bags of compost and vines, there was only 10% of 
the customers practicing social distancing, almost 
none of the staff wore protective masks, some wore 
gloves.  It was almost a parallel universe, as if they 
hadn’t heard about the quarantine.  I expected to see 
a 90% compliance from customers/employees.  The 
employees were shocking as it was not implemented 
on a management level, leaving the employees 
exposed.  Very concerning!

pamm.amorim@gmail.com Pamela Meehan 206-488-2933

04/10/20 8:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food and Agriculture Sector Flower World 9322 196th St SE Snohomish No 6 ft distance requirement, too many people 
allowed into small areas at a time, no spacing 
requirement at checkout stand, employees not 
required to wear face masks or face shield.

04/10/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery Garden Center Flower World 9322 196th St SE Snohomish Workers are not protected by masks or gloves and 
not practicing 6 ft rule when helping customers. Very 
few customers using masks.

Jillmshriver@gmail.com Jill Shriver 4257705459



04/05/20 5:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plant nursery Flower world 9322  196th st se Snohomish Washington No employees monitoring how many people were 
coming into the nursery to shop. Lots of people, 
some wearing masks. More people not wearing 
masks. Groups of  3-5 people standing around 
visiting. Very hard to practice social distancing 
because of the number of people that were allowed 
in the flower nursery all at the same time. Way too 
many people out enjoying the morning during a time 
when we are to be limiting our contact with others 
and many people had no clue or respect for social 
distancing. This business never enforced how many 
people were allowed to be in there store. Easter is 
next weekend and there will be many many more 
going to buy flowers. I hope someone can speak to 
them about safer practices for the upcoming holiday.  
 This lack of responsibility for social distancing on 
there property is dangerous.

05/01/20 3:21 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gardening Flower World USA 9322 196th St SE Snohomish There is no curb-side service available. Customers 
are forced to search and elect to observe 6' spacing. 
While it is a large facility, the business is not offering 
safe options and is not following the curbside retail 
option.

04/10/20 8:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Footprint Wine Tap 1222 E Madison St, Suite C Seattle This business posted on Instagram a session where 
the owner was right next to their employee drinking 
while open in their store.

03/31/20 9:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Forest estates 784 Forest Ave. S Seattle I saw what looked like an employee blow his nose 
and then wipe it on some door knobs and hand rails.

Jsmith63@gmail.com Jerry Smith 5644182025

04/08/20 6:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Veterinary Clinic Forever Pet Dental 615 SE Chkalov Dr Vancouver Clinic has repeatedly allowed clients with known 
infection of COVID-19 to interact with staff and have 
their pets treated inside the the building. Pets are 
fomites for COVID-19. There are 
immunocompromised staff and at risk family 
members. Please help.

benjaminrt22@gmail.com Benjamin Tu 4253285165

04/15/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Forma Construction 303 SW 308th St Federal Way I have pictures of workers mustering on the roof. I 
also have pictures of the workers walking around 
together and not respecting the 6 foot rule. The main 
problem is that this school is being built within 
communities where the children live that will be 
attending this school.

brian@local7insulators.org Brian Manthey 2064021845

04/15/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Forma Construction 625 S 314th St Federal Way Mirror Lake Elementary is surrounded by 
communities in Federal Way. I have witnessed them 
carpooling and at there stretch and flex I have 
picture of them gathering in groups of 15 plus. I 
have also observed on this project that they are not 
using social distancing in the building themselves.

brian@local7insulators.org Brian Manthey 2064021845

04/28/20 2:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Foster Farm Foster Farm chicken 1817 13th ave s kelso So there is a case that was confirmed they called 
that person in who tested positive and have this 
person working around raw meats

03/31/20 5:13 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Chicken processing plant Foster Farms 1817 S 13th ave Kelso Shoulder to shoulder while working. No masks to 
use. Lunch room is not being monitored for amount 
of people.

dremmatatum1@gmail.com Dremma Tatum -3605623398

04/07/20 3:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Four Our Families (Domino's 
Franchise)

11416 Canyon Rd E Ste F, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup Everyone inside the store is well within the 6ft 
requirement of one another. I work there and 
someone I'm in close contact with is awaiting results 
for Coronavirus. I didn't go to work today in case I'm 
also infected, and management was upset that I 
didn't properly cover my shift, not upset that I could 
be carrying and spreading the virus without my 
knowledge. I'm trying to do the right thing and stay 
home but they do not care.

ndwiggins23@gmail.com Nicolas Wiggins 2533209954

05/12/20 12:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Fowler construction & more Garfield st Kennewick I have pictures. This jobsite has NO hand 
sanitizer...only blue room for employees (theres 
hundreds) urine all over blue rooms. Shut site down 
immediately. Not to mention building a new school is 
NOT essential!!

04/15/20 2:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Franciscan Hospice House 2901 Bridgeport Way West University Place WA The facility is accepting new patients when staff was 
told they would not. The director is allowing visitation 
with providing appropriate PPE. Patients have tested 
positive and had respiratory symptoms. There are no 
hot water hand washing stations for visitors. Caller is 
concerned that virus will spread, not just with staff 
but also visitors. The facility is not following the 
social gathering and hygiene protocols.

253-531-7000

04/13/20 1:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Franz bakery outlet 947 3rd ave Longview Employees not able to be 6ft apart. Registers are 
side by side. Maybe 3-4 ft apart , if that  No masks 
can be worn as I heard the manager saying it’s 
stupid and they better not make us wear them. So I 
assume the employees will feel shamed. Small store 
too many people inside. People cannot distance 
themselves inside unless maybe 2-4 people allowed 
at a time.

04/28/20 4:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 801 Auburn Way N Auburn Customer is reporting that 9 employees at the Fred 
Meyer have tested positive for COVID-19 and would 
like someone to investigate.

69jawieder69@gmail.com Julie Wieder 253-398-4017

04/28/20 10:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery store Fred Meyer 18805 state route 2 monroe I am employee of fred meyer and me and several 
other employees are being sent home `we can not 
wear face masks for many reasons ie. allergies, 
hygiene, rape assault , drowning survivor, 
claustrophobic etc. Wearing a face mask is not a 
one size fits all solution. I am asking that face shield 
be required as an aultintive to face masks and 
company pay for them for people who do not fit 
under the one size fits all. This is a serious matter I 
understand but to put a rape victim through this 
trauma again is sick and uncalled for. Face shields 
are easy for companies to acquire in bulk but will not 
do so until gov suggest it. PLEASE HELP YOUR 
FELLOW AMERICAN. thank you

Kellicupps@gmail.com Kelli Cupps 253-495-4977

04/27/20 12:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 100 Nw 85Th St Seattle Not really any safety precautions are being taken at 
this store. Plexiglass should be installed for cashiers.

04/19/20 11:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 801 auburn way north Auburn Lines for customers extend down aisles, no way to 
shop down them and maintain distance. Did not shut 
down for cleaning after confirmed case of cashier 
4/16.

rsnope@hotmail.com Randy Snope 2532048328

04/18/20 4:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 14300 1st ave s Burien As an employee we have gotten memos saying we 
can only open 5 register and we are constantly 
opening all 10. We are suppose to assign a manager 
to over see social distancing and we are not 
enforcing it. We have a manager Nick standberg 
who does not take into consideration the safety and 
health of his employees. Cashiers refuse to open 
register that do not follow social distancing and he 
has threatened to write us up or send us home. We 
do no limit the amount of customers in our store. 
Nick has admited that we only have a system in 
place for show that it we won't even limit customers.

yazmine.felix@gmail.com Yazmine

04/08/20 9:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway Dr Bellingham Fred Meyer has made the announcement that they 
will be limiting customers to 50% of the international 
building code capacity. This means one customer for 
every 120 square feet. Lakeway Fred Meyer’s 
square footage is so high that the number of 
customers allowed in at a time will be around 1,200. 
They hardly ever hit this number under normal 
circumstances. This is their way of “limiting” 
customers without actually limiting. This is still too 
many people shopping in a store at once. Please 
force them to limit customers to 100, or even 200 at 
a time. I am concerned for the employees and 
customers.

emma.hutchison11@gmail.comEmma Hutchison 206-437-9501

04/06/20 11:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 555 Trosper Road SW Tumwater Young employees approx. five and under 18 were 
huddled together texting while leaning on shopping 
carts. They were touching shoulders. When asked 
about the distancing for the virus by another male 
customer, they said they were working and shrugged 
their shoulders and coughed making fun of the virus. 
The man left. They do have an employee on leave 
for COVID. Coworkers aren't wearing gloves; any 
gloves there were seen three weeks ago were food 
service gloves; there is horrific crowding in store, no 
control, and employees look scared/exhausted. This 
note is shared by other witnesses, different days, 
this store needs to wake up-up to 20 people I know 
have stopped shopping there. WalMart leads by 
example right next door.

Anonymous out of fear of retribution



04/06/20 1:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food store Fred Meyer 365 Renton Center Way SouthRenton Wa 98057 As of Friday April the  3rd the cashiers did not have 
any safety screens put up at their cash registers.  
Everyone in the store is coming face to face with the 
cashier, so the 6 ft rule is not going to be able to 
work if people catch the Virus from the cashier 
because the cashier  has no protection from the 
customers and the customers have no protection 
from the cashier. Thank you for checking into this. 
hopefully they will get these screens up very soon.

gailpalazzo1@hotmail.com Gail Palazzo 206-772-4191 I have a land phone, you may leave a message ,if I am not home.

04/05/20 7:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery and retail Fred Meyer 16600 SE McGillivray Blvd Vancouver Went shopping and live with an employee. There is 
no monitoring of how many people are in the store 
and there are no provisions for social distancing 
while entering, shopping or checking out. The store 
looks like business as usual on the inside. Some 
checkstands have a plexiglass wall and others don’t. 
Little to no use of gloves or masks by employees. 
Easily over the limitation on large gatherings.

04/04/20 2:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 16600 SE McGillivray Blvd Vancouver Fred Meyer is not complying with social distancing 
standards. They are letting crowds of 100+ 
customers in the store at once with customers being 
well under 6ft apart. They aren't supplying PPE 
equipment for the employees and are threatening 
termination if they aren't comfortable enough to work 
under the conditions. The argument presented is 
that the store is large enough to accommodate more 
people than other stores, but when everyone needs 
meat, produce, and sanitary products, people form 
large groups in those departments.

saraemarlo@comcast.net Sara Marlo 3606008437

04/04/20 9:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 801 Auburn Way North Auburn A friend from my 55+ community works in the deli at 
Fred Meyer.  She was told yesterday that one of the 
other employees has coronavirus.  The store is 
wiping down everything in the area but they are not 
sending the employees who came in contact with 
that employee home.  Wiping down the area is after 
the fact, everyone has now been exposed in that 
department and who knows what other departments.  
 This friend has been helping me because I am high 
risk and not leaving my house.  I am potentially 
exposed now also.

eas1823@comcast.net Liz Swearingen 425-269-7583

04/04/20 8:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 100 NW 85th St, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle None of the employees are wearing masks or even 
face coverings.

bo@bofrank.com Bo Frank 206-235-5455

04/03/20 9:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer Bakerview Rd and Lakeway DriveBellingham Both the Bakerview and Lakeway locations of 
Fredmeyer in Bellingham are operating in absolute 
chaos. Social distancing is not being followed, there 
are many more customers then normal and 
everyone is crowded together because management 
has not set up any rules for the store. Employees 
are sharing that colleagues have been going home 
sick with covid-19 symptoms and management is 
not following proper sanitation policies. These two 
stores need to regulate customers and ensure all 
social distancing and sanitation procedures are 
being followed. These two stores are extremely 
dangerous with reports of sick employees, zero 
social distancing and sanitation procedures not being 
implemented. Someone needs to shut these stores 
down and implement proper sanitation and set up of 
social distancing guidelines before more employees 
and guests report getting sick after visiting either 
location.  Locals are discussing starting a petition to 
boycott the stores in hopes of getting someone's 
attention who will enforce proper guidelines during 
covid-19. I have never in my life seen such mayhem 
and total disregard for the safety of others.

A.hanson823@gmail.com Ashley Hanson 3602559066

04/03/20 8:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway drive Bellingham The store is constantly packed, can't get more than 2 
feet away from anyone. A friend who works there 
says the manager and them talked about the 
crowding and he seems completely unconcerned 
about the health of the employees or customers. 
Mentioned confirmed covid  employees who were 
working on the meat department while sick, 
spreading it to others in the break room.

isothien@gmail.com

04/03/20 9:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Meyer 920 S Burlington Blvd Burlington Confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the meat 
department. Unsure if proper protocol is being 
followed to self-quarantine potentially infected co-
workers within the department.

kbwarner22@gmail.com Katie Warner 206-200-2279

04/01/20 6:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fred Meyer Fred Meyer 413 rainier Ave s Renton Ave 98057 My mom works here. They’ve started their 60+ 
shopping time but allow everyone. They haven’t 
adjusted their time like others stores such as 
Costco, Trader Joe’s. They still have yet to install 
sneeze guards. My mom says it’s sooo busy and 
mainly because no one has implemented any social 
distancing policies. They don’t even try to have the 
customers 6ft apart. I fear for my moms safety. She 
turns 60 in May and works 5 days a week in the 
environment. If stores like Costco, Trader Joe’s that 
are big can implement. So can they. This is not 
acceptable.

Ychesak@gmail.com Yvonne chesak

04/01/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 101 Wellsian Way Richland This form is not adequate to report the observation I 
have. The grocery store above is not providing hand 
sanitizer to their employees, so they are touching 
plastic bags, boxes, food touched by dozens of 
people with bare hands.  Also, I observed (heard) a 
sick person shopping this morning - very loud, 
persistent cough. Why is nobody in charge of 
shooing these people out of the store or delivering 
their groceries for free? Who is making sure that 
sick people don't shop? More needs to be done!! 
And don't give me BS about the governor didn't 
address this specifically - the CDC sure did!

bjhickman0@gmail.com Barbara Hickman 5094304067

04/01/20 7:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Groc/dept store Fred Meyer 1225 W Bakerview Rd Bellingham was in Fred Meyer Bakerview Sunday around 12:00-
1:00 p.m., it seemed as if few controls were in place. 
The store was full of people, very few were taking for 
cautions againstC19. There were also 2 Fred Meyer 
employees about 1ft from each other reviewing 
some paperwork, setting a bad example.
I am very loyal to this store, but afraid they are falling 
down on the job. Managers should review footage 
from that time period. 
Feel free to call me for more information.

carolrichards@live.com Carol Richards 3606762539

03/31/20 11:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Meyer 25250 Pacific Highway S. Kent I went to get groceries today at the Fred Meyer near 
me, which I have been to many times.  I have stayed 
at home since before official quarantine but went 
today for groceries since I had to go pick up a 
prescription anyway.  

I was shocked.  6 foot distancing was not enforced.   
I saw groups of people standing together or near 
each other in aisles.  Including 3 employees.  I am 
not referring to families, I am talking about people 
who were not caring about being near each other.  
The atmosphere was scary.  I became so 
uncomfortable with what I was seeing and dismayed 
at the lack of safety that I did not finish getting my 
shopping items and went to check out.  While the 
store had put in signs on the floor where to stand to 
stay apart in line, I think I was the only one doing it.  
Nothing was said to enforce this.  It almost seemed 
like people were there getting ready to party.  I am 
not prone to anxiety but I felt like I was scared for my 
life.  

In contrast, Trader Joe’s in Kent was doing an 
excellent job.  That is where I finished getting my 
items since I was too scared to at Fred Meyer.

Polemicist2mail.com Elizabeth Vernon 8655482096

03/31/20 3:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer Off highway 410 Bonney Lake New employee orientation being conducted with 6-7 
people total that continued through multiple 
departments huddled together in a group. Saw at 
most 3-4 feet in between each other when walking. 
Also produce employee continued to stand right 
behind customers even when we tried to move away.



03/31/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 17404 Meridian E Puyallup They are not limiimg the flow of people. 
They are not cleaning thoroughly or often enough.
They are not doing anything to protect their 
employees.

03/31/20 9:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 14300 1st Ave S Burien We went to buy groceries late on Saturday evening. 
We observed one employee of Fred Meyer who was 
coughing and looked like he might be sick but was 
still working. There were also several employees 
who were standing close together, not observing 
social distancing, gathered around the produce aisle.

206-612-3322

03/31/20 9:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 700 Sleater Kinney RD SE Lacey There are no safety precautions being made to keep 
employees safe. No plexiglass. No limit of 
customers. There’s already two confirmed cases. 
Employees are scared to go to work.

a.elliott.315@gmail.com Ashley Elliott 3607892842

03/30/20 10:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 1225 W Bakerview RD Bellingham Store making no effort to promote social distancing, 
both customers and employees not even trying.  No 
crowd reduction measures applied.

Shonkjm79@gmail.com Julie Shonkwiler 3602962981

03/30/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Bellingham Lakeway store bellingham Tracey MP, South Hill

I could not disagree more. I wrote a google review 
about the FM on Lakeway late last week. It was 
stunning to see how many employees (who I so 
respect for their service, btw) not adhering to any 
social distancing practices. While shopping, I had to 
dodge at least 3 of them. Then the woman (who was 
older in her 60's maybe?) working in the self-
checkout lane, came up behind me within inches 
and went to push a button on my checkout screen. I 
asked her to please step back 6 ft. She became 
angry and said: "I have great immunity." I was 
wearing a mask and gloves. I said, "it's not about 
your immunity." She laughed at me. When I walked 
out I saw a manager. Two employees where 
standing next to him talking within in a foot of each 
other. I stood 6 ft away and reported the incident. 
Another employee came up behind me (within 1 ft.) 
and I asked him to please step back 6 ft. It was 
stunning. I told the manager that I would not be 
shopping here again for the reminder of the 
outbreak. I suggested they do more training of their 
employees. Seriously, I thought the folks shopping 
were practicing more SD than the employees. Very 
different experience at Haggens in FH. Sort of 
stunning. I only hope B'ham folks regardless of their 
social interactions, can PLEASE take all the steps 
possible to protect themselves and others in the 
community. :(

pysc0001@umn.edu Tracey Pyscher 651-983-3294

03/30/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 2500 Columbia House Blvd Vancouver Customers in baggers space . Checkers not helping 
clerks bag to get people moved through the line 
safely

proproperties1@comcast.net Tom Miller 360696-9269

03/30/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 700 Sleater Kinney Rd SE Lacey Shopped yesterday and workers did not clean carts 
before I entered, and also did not observe the 6' 
distance rule and they kept coming into close contact 
by me, not control of how many came into the store!  
Also a sick child that was coughing was allowed to 
stay in the building as both parents shopped.  And I 
am told a worker there reported to their parent that 
another emoloyee contracted the virus, but they are 
not requiring the other workers that have been 
around them to quarantine.

04/07/20 9:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer  Safeway Hwy 410 Bonney lake Grocery stores are allowing way too many people in 
the building at once, making it impossible to follow 
the distancing guidelines putting associates and 
customer in danger.

Veeds25@yahoo.com Davida 2538860172

04/02/20 7:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer - Lakeway 800 lakeway drive Bellingham Meat department employees are posting pictures of 
them standing next to each other. Smiling,hugging, 
"not really working today"

05/01/20 12:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Distribution Center Puyallup, WA Puyallup I have a friend that works at the distribution center - 
there for sure employees who are sick. This is a 
warehouse where FOOD IS PRESENT. Going to 
stores in the South Sound. They still have people 
going to work and more are getting sick. This needs 
to stop. Knowing this, I refuse to shop at any Fred 
Meyers. I would like to remain anonymous for the 
safety of the employee.

N/A

04/27/20 12:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Distribution Center 349 Valley Ave NW, Puyallup, WA 98371Puyallup The social distancing order is not being followed. 
People are working in close proximity and touching. 
The order is not being followed at all. I have 
symptoms of covid-19 and have to produce a Doctor 
note to stay home.

04/13/20 8:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Fisher's Landing 16600 SE Mcgillivray Blvd Vancouver The store is not limiting the number of people like 
costco. The store  has all sections open not just 
food. Many workers do not have protective gear. 
Workers are congregating in small groups talking etc 
without distancing or gear. Customers are moving 
about randomly-it's all up to you to avoid people-
there are too many people in the store. One worker 
told me they were supposed to get PPE but have not 
yet.. There is no easy way for workers to clean their 
hands. The worker said "I have to bring my own 
sanitizer." It seems random and chaotic. I'm not 
trying to cause trouble-great store, great people and 
essential-I want them to change their practice to 
protect the workers and the customers.

wehrman@hawaii.edu Stephen Wehrman RRT 8083582207

04/05/20 11:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther groceryb store Fred Meyer in Burien 14300 1st Ave S. Burien self check out areas are crowded and there is no 
way to be 6 feet apart from other customer also 
every single register was open and lines are not 6 
feet apart, when every other register was open the 
other day we felt safer

disgruntled_white_giant@yahoo.comThomas Goslin 2067087462

04/08/20 11:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Issaquah 6100 E lake Sammamish Issaquah not wearing masks and not staying 6 feet away. 
Store is super crowded and customers are not 
maintaining a distance of 6 feet form employees. 
employees are being reprimanded for wearing 
masks. 

the community is openly referring to it as the wild 
wild west.

michellejsundquist@gmail.comMichelle Sundquist 2066785556

03/31/20 4:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer's 915 Nw 45Th St seattle Allowing large numbers of people into the store 
without restriction. Employees had not been trained 
on current requirements and were encouraging 
customers to stand close together (I tried to stand in 
line 6 ft behind the person in front of me, and the 
cashier repeatedly and forcefully tried to make me 
stand right behind them and get within one foot of 
them).

04/21/20 9:45 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fred Meyer Fred Meyer/Kroger 14300 1st Ave S Burien, wa Fred Meyer isn't following the social distancing rule. 
They have checkstands open right next to each other 
(instead of every other checkstand like it should be) 
when the store is busy. Which means employees 
have customers standing right behind them. Even 
after they received a call saying they couldn't do that.

vicky.rivas19@gmail.com Victoria Garcia +12068327673 vicky.rivas19@gmail.com

04/16/20 7:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery/ Retail Fred Meyers Sleater Kinney Lacey 98503 On 4/15/2020, there were no staff wearing a cloth 
mask to protect each other or customers. This 
includes checkers, stockers and staff doing various 
tasks around the store. 98503 is one of the hotbed 
zones in Thurston County. How do we stop the 
spread and reopen if businesses do not protect staff 
and customers  ?

shrarlene@comcast.net Sharon Rinehart 360-539-7806

04/03/20 1:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyers 25250 pacific Hwy s Kent wa My son went in for a training shift... they are not 
practicing social no distancing. They are not 
monitoring the amount of people in the store. There 
is a fingerprint time clock and no cleaning or hand 
sanitizer near by. Very few employees seemed to be 
wearing gloves or masks.

Heidideandrade@gmail.com Heidi DeAndrade 206-280-4147

04/04/20 9:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Meyers Redmond NE 76th Street. Redmond Fred Meyers is doing almost nothing to manage the 
flow of people within the store.  Fundamentally doing 
business as usual.  Why are they not limiting store 
capacity to better ensure social distancing.  They 
have also seemed not to train their check out staff 
how to stay 6 feet away from customers to protect 
both workers and customers.  Ridiculous!

Lynlyschambers@yahoo.com Lynly Schambers

04/06/20 2:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery atore fred meyers.     wamart Bethel road port orchard they have social distancing but employees out on 
floor not wearing masks.   I was told is voluntary.  
need masks as can infect shoppers

kanngre@yahoo.com kathleen greene 360-865-0041

03/30/20 3:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Fred Meyet 800 Lakeway Drive Bellingham They dont enforce 6ft apart while inside. They dont 
limit the amount of customers within the store. They 
aren't really limiting anything and its putting the 
employees at risk



04/14/20 9:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home center, Grocery, 
garden, housewares, etc...

Fred Myers 9925 State Ave. marysville I was forced to work last night and early this morning 
while doing inventory with countless other 
employees and customers for this business.  Fred 
Meyers is not following any rules as per person 
count in the building and they say they don't want to 
anger the customers.  Help us.

sherryl0926@gmail.com Steve Randl

04/17/20 11:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Appliance Repair Fred's Appliance 383 S Columbia Center Blvd Kennewick Fred's appliance came into my home to repair a 
refrigerator. The repair man took zero pre-cautions 
for social distancing. He did not wear a mask, have 
gloves and did not seem to care about keeping 
physical distance either.

tara.divers@gmail.com Tara Divers 509-303-0404

04/30/20 9:48 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fred  meyer Fredmeyer 920 S Burlington Blvd, Burlington I m requesting when state open for public it will be 
so crowded, even when state shut down its still got a 
lot people in there.  I think it will bring covid 19 back 
if alot people come to store, so as a employee I 
request please tell Kroger to get limited people at 
store for safety. thanks

jazzyr2010@live.com Jaswant kaur 360.672.2078

05/12/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Laboratory Fremont Analytical 3600 Fremont Avenue N Seattle Workplace is failing to provide a safe working 
environment for its employees by not implementing 
social distancing. Attempts made to implement social 
distancing measure impede work and are therefore 
soon forgotten about. Attempts to adjust the working 
schedule of employees have disproportionately 
affected some employees while allowing those in a 
higher pay class to remain safe from health threats.

04/17/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fresh Fruit Farms 1111 Fish Hook Park Rd Prescott Wa, 99348 A supervisor was positive on the CovId-19 and they 
did not shut down to sanitizer, now a employee who 
also has been positive on the test is working. I was 
informed by a friend who afraid for her and her 
family's health, They are not taking any extra 
sanitizing steps or checking temps prior to shifts.

alex-solis@live.com Alejandro Solis 5093861637

05/02/20 2:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Friday Harbor Marketplace 515 Market Street Friday Harbor 1) It is impossible to maintain the 6 foot social 
distancing when the store is full. 2) They are not 
requiring that customers wear masks. 3) I have 
heard that many people from off island (non-
residents) are travelling to the island, and shopping 
at the store which makes this even more of a public 
health concern.

kenc@rockisland.com Ken Crawbuck 3603782660

05/09/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive sales Frontier Ford 12610 Thompson rd Anacortes People everywhere.. Business and customers not 
following social distancing requirements.

04/07/20 5:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive sales Frontier Ford 12610 Thompson Rd Anacortes Selling automobiles outside of clarification of 
Governess proclamation. More than 1 customer and 
or employee in building and customers are non-
essential.

03/31/20 10:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Frye Apts 223 Yesker Way Seattle Building is locked down allowing no guests for tenant 
but teams of construction workers are allowed 
everyday all day to continue construction thereby 
endangering many at risk tenants.

Kaprice77@gmail.com Kristin Price 2066592695

04/16/20 8:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Medical device ultrasound 
machine

Fujifilm Sonosite 22011 30th Dr SE Bothell Employees still sitting close on a 1 meters diameter 
dinning table during break and lunch. Many 
workbenches of manufacturing plant set up next to 
each others less than 6 feets. Office workers still 
practise person meeting daily. No cleaning in ESD 
areas for weeks as company not allow.

Sean Leaver

03/30/20 6:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Fujifilm Sonosite 22011 30th Dr SE Bothell Workplace that not follow social distances practise. 
Worker's desks and benches set up side by side and 
standing next to each others. Many returned medical 
equipments, electronic parts from hospitals around 
the world included China, Korea, UK, America have 
not been disinfected.

05/06/20 11:57 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Full Circle fullcircle.com Seattle Door to door marketer came by 5/5/2020; not sure if 
this is allowed.  Was not wearing a mask and he 
was no more than six feet away, perhaps slightly 
less.

DANLISKA@YAHOO.COM Dan Liska customerservice@fullcircle.com

04/24/20 6:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther HVAC G and G Heating and Air Conditioning 8140 Old Hwy 99 SE Olympia Tried to shake our hand, not wearing mask or 
gloves, standing right on top of us (less than a foot 
away), was at other homes before coming to ours 
presumably not wearing gloves at those places 
either, standing close to people, and shaking their 
hands as well. Definitely not practicing any social 
distancing or taking any health safety precautions for 
their customers.

04/10/20 11:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction G K Knutson Inc 2232 Pacific St Bellingham Allowing an employee who has a family member 
(wife) with COVID-19 to continue to work, potentially 
exposing other employees, violating 14 day 
requirement to stay home after exposure to infected 
person.

04/07/20 12:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gym G Standard 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma During this current situation, and the need for social 
distancing, all gym's and work out facilities should be 
closed. You 
folks might want to check in to a gym on 36th and 
Cedar street, called G Standard. There are people 
going in and out of the facility all day long.

bigdog.tac@net-venture.com Don

05/01/20 3:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction GARCO Cora Street  (site work for new school)ELLENSBURG I take daily walks in our neighborhood.  The 
Ellensburg School District has hired said company to 
do preliminary site work for school construction.  
Early this afternoon returning to my home I was 
passing the work site.  Three male construction 
workers were in very close proximity.  Two men were 
almost shoulder to shoulder talking to another 
worker who was seated in a pickup.  None wre 
waring a mask and one of the men spit on the street.  
 We live in a residential neighborhood with many 
people of all ages. My wife and I are both 70 and not 
in the best of health.  Many people have been 
walking more and more due to the pandemic to get 
some exercise and fresh air.  The modeling by the 
construction  company workers of poor social 
distancing/spitting.... and the threat it poses is not 
acceptable as far as this tax payer and responsible 
citizen is concerned.

lrbates3@fairpoint.net Lee R Bates 5099252343

03/30/20 4:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Garco 911 w. 25th ave. Spokane This school in middle of residential area. No social 
distancing has taken place.  S hook should not be 
essential it's not yet needed

Anonymous Anonymous 509-869 1014

05/13/20 8:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plant Nursery GardenSphere 3310 N. Proctor Tacoma May 13 between 2pm and 3pm. Business had no 
social distancing, no employee wearing masks nor 
gloves. No glass between register and guest.
Nobody enforcing distancing.

aifdone@gmail.com Antoinette Frates www.gardensphere.biz

04/24/20 4:54 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sound system installation Garrett Intrgrated System’s 15805 NE 32nd St Vancouver Not essential work... installed an outdoor sound 
system

kempermcm@gmail.com Kemper McMaster 360-831-7293

05/09/20 6:18 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery Gartenmeister 16015 81st Ave Ct E, Puyallup, WA 98375Puyallup I did not see the workers wearing masks, or any 
protection made to protect customer's at the 
checkout counter, I had to ask a customer to step 
back , when I was in the aisle looking at plants

littleblueyes02@hotmail.com Patricia Roudabush 12532225867

03/31/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Gary Truedeau 3734 Burke Ave N Seattle Spoke to a neighbor who is concerned about 
reporting neighbor Gary Trudeau and home 
demolition and new construction that has been 
ongoing for the last couple weeks.  Workers actively 
working constrution every day.

03/30/20 4:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plasma Center GCAM Plasma 3521 W Court St Suite C Pasco I was in there earlier last week and they are not 
using proper PPE, they are allowing people to be 
right next to each other constantly not following the 
6ft rule. They have donors coughing as well as sick 
employees that should be staying home. This is 
absolutely not okay, they are putting people at risk by 
not following the orders they need. The manager 
seems really aware of everything and just brush it 
off. The employees could be at a very high risk of 
getting it and passing it on since they're working 
sick, touching others without gloves and allowing a 
full lobby when they shouldn't. They have been 
taking homeless people and they are at very high 
risk since they are out in the streets. Its just a 
terrible place to go they need to close it down until 
this pandemic gets better for the safety of donors as 
well as employees.

04/02/20 8:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation Gcr Tires & service 402 Lund rd Auburn My company hasn’t put into effect any social 
distancing or cleaning practices. No sanitizer or 
anything. We have a possible positive covid 
employee, they had people come clean but still have 
made no changes. There is no employee protection. 
Most of our business is non essential as most of our 
customers are closed. We also have the ability to 
dispatch from home but they will not

2533320751



04/04/20 12:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Gene pankey motors 7201 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Car dealerships were told to have one employee help 
a customer for the duration of the sale. This 
dealership is still having sales people and managers 
with each customer.

05/16/20 11:03 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other HVAC Wholesaler Gensco Inc 4402 20th Street E Tacoma There are many employees here who work in small 
cubicles. There are also many employees who can 
work from home full time but they are being forced 
back into the office. The cubicles are less then 6ft 
apart, though masks are provided .

03/30/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther License Georgetown license Carson ave Georgetown 20 people in like and not filling scocial distance msurreal1@mac.com Mark 2065955541

05/01/20 12:46 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Wall board gypsum Georgia pacific LL 13546 port of Tacoma Tacoma We have 4 cases of positive corona virus but the 
company is not taking any action to adress the issues

Confidential

05/07/20 8:14 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gym Gilday Sport Conditioning 7588 Delaware Lane Vancouver My son just informed me that he went to COry's gym 
yesterday to train with a group of kids (he is 13), 
where they played football without masks, there was 
physical contact, and no precautions taken to 
prevent potential spread. They are also not supposed 
to be open yes.

stephen.clayton007@gmail.comStephen Clayton 5854398786 CORY@GILDAYSPORT.COM

04/22/20 3:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto Dealership/Service 
Center

Gillis Auto Center Inc 180 W Hulbert Rd Shelton Gillis Auto Center has not provided measures for 
social distancing nor have they provided any PPE 
(masks, hand sanitizer, etc.) or guidance to the staff 
or customers.  They are open for business as usual 
in the service department and the sales showroom.  
Customers are coming and going throughout the day 
without appointment or necessity.  All employees are 
working full time even though they are not all 
essential and there is not enough work to keep them 
busy.  They had laid some employees off and they 
were drawing unemployment benefits; all were 
required to return to work on 4/21 and told to close 
their unemployment claims.  They were told that 
Gillis had been approved a government loan for 
payroll relief and in order to get the money everyone 
would have to come to work.  Many of the 
employees, including my spouse, are in high risk age 
groups and should not be performing non-essential 
duties that require them to do things like touch 
customer car keys and drive customers cars.  
Employees at the service counter are taking keys, 
credit cards, payments, etc. without sanitizing 
anything or washing hands between customers.  
Social distancing is non-existent.  These employees 
need PPE and guidance on COVID-19, 
handwashing, etc.  Many of the customers are 
senior citizens bringing their vehicles in for routine 
maintenance like oil changes.  Random customers 
arrive throughout the day to look at cars for 
purchase, again no handwashing, sanitizing, etc.  
Employees are fearful to report because they believe 
there will be retribution and they will be terminated.

kfcrabtree@hotmail.com Kelley Crabtree 3604908543 Don Gillis

03/30/20 5:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Flight school Glacier Aviation 7645 Old Hwy 99 Tumwater Multiple violations occurring:
-Non essential schooling
-Social distancing inabilities in helicopters/small 
aircraft and in classroom area 
-10+ people in classroom/lobby area

Marisha.kasjan@gmail.com Marisha 2537227925

04/27/20 3:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Gold Creek Community Church 6525 Maltby Rd Woodinville Two construction workers on small boom lift, 
working shoulder to shoulder, without masks on.

05/02/20 11:05 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Massage parlor Golden day spa 14626 Hwy 99 unit 104 Lynnwood Massage parlor is open for business Alison 425-773-5904

05/01/20 5:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Goods Local Brews 2620 Northwest Ave. Bellingham This business has a lot of seating outside that is not 
blocked off. There are multiple people (about 7) 
sitting at the tables outside consuming beverages 
and eating food.

03/31/20 12:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gordon's Select Market 220 W. Simpson Ave McCleary Owner of Gordon's is not complying with the CDC 
rules with health standards for Employees. 
Will not purchase Hand sanitizer,  gloves , or any 
products. That would provide safety for the 
employees and customers.  Was ask to provide a 
plastic shield between customers and employees.  
Said to employees that he would close down store 
before providing any protection for his employees. 
Has he family walking around the store while having 
the flu. All employees are scared and trying to get 
some kind of protection.  Can you please address 
before it gets worse. It will take person with virus and 
town will be shut down.

Jeremyg@capair.com Jeremy Garland 360-878-6225

05/07/20 11:51 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sewer & Drain (repair) Goto-Rooter Seattle Branch (no street address listed)Seattle, WA Robert Fields (206) 549-8598 Empl.#416
He came to my door and was bearing down w/o 
mask or gloves, said Covid-19 was a hoax. Began 
talking about a series of conspiracy theories. 
Refused to keep proper distance.
I'm 75 and at risk, under stay-at-home order as per 
WA State.

artforms@nventure.com Elaine Bessette 253 471-1555 unknown

04/06/20 11:17 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte 430 Elliot Ave W Seattle Essential business not following social distancing 
requirement

adali@kingcounty.gov Adna Ali 206-263-9694

04/05/20 8:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte 540 Elliott Ave W Seattle I am a customer at Gourmet Latte in Seattle and I 
have witnessed that every morning there are 2 
baristas working together. They are not wearing 
gloves and they are not 6 feet away from one 
another whatsoever. I’ve seen this happen every 
single day this week. Please take a look and help 
them improve!

Jimsiri@comcast.net Jim Siridakis 2536517929

04/18/20 2:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Grafton Family Chiropractic 615 SE Chkalov Dr # 7, Vancouver, WA No social distancing in the waiting room. Staff and 
Dr. Grafton not wearing masks and scoffed until I 
explained I am in a high risk group at which time 
they literally dug out some masks. No social 
distancing among staff who were hanging out 
together in a small office with no PPE. No signs or 
directions to help clients social distance during the 
visit.

loudebz@msn.com Louise M Debreczeny 3609106752

05/04/20 10:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Graham 707 Terry Seattle I walked by and saw a lot of construction workers 
standing around next to eachother without masks 
and not following social distancing

05/13/20 8:50 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Graham Ace Hardware 9807 224th Street East #118 Graham, Wa 98338 Store is not enforcing social distancing requirements 
and is too small for the number of people they are 
allowing in at one time. People lining up 1 foot apart 
and brushing past customers within inches. I 
mentioned my concern at check out and the cashier 
said they just weren't worried about covid 19. I had a 
mask on and was told I would be protected. Not sure 
that is true.

Neal Hansch   /grahamace@aceretailer.com <grahamace@aceretailer.com>;

05/13/20 10:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Gram construction 15565 Aurora Ave N Shoreline, WA  98133Shoreline The construction company is not enforcing or 
monitoring the job site to ensure other trades are 
working safely and following state guide lines and 
not reporting Workers that have been diagnosed was 
Covid 19. Not enough hand sanitizer, directional 
stairs not being followed, masked not being worn on 
job site ,sanacan/hunnybuckets don’t get regularly 
cleaned. Complaints made to gram employees have 
gone un checked and unmonitored. Please help

05/14/20 2:47 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Condominium complex Granada 5025 California Ave. sw Seattle I have just found out that the manager from my 
condominium management company, who has their 
offices directly next to our residence. No signs were 
posted. Period. A simple someone has tested 
positive be careful, would have nice. Nothing. Don’t 
know what else they are hiding.

Jimbren1011@gmail.com Brenda Sherwood ( home owner Granada 305 )2064540202 It seems they keep changing it.

04/04/20 2:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Grand Pacific Apartments 7015 South D Street Tacoma, WA Construction workers not practicing safe distancing 
guidelines.

Dbpadr@gmail.com Debbie Barr 253-720-2703

05/19/20 8:16 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Grand rapids foam technologies 1700 Alpine Ave nw Grand rapids They have 7 positive cases of covid and are still 
operating as normal exposing other employees

ckropp6982@gmail.com Christina Visnaw 6162282080

04/04/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther KOA Grandy Creek 1000 Trails 7370 Russell Rd Concrete Staff are working  in close  contact which I can 
video. This has been approved by the manager. Kim 
one of the employees approached me to talk about a 
golf ball.  I let her know she has no need to aproach 
me about a golf ball during this time. I was then 
contacted  by her management  ( amanda) and 
(Elaine) who told my wife to shut up and they are 
going to terminate  my membership  and kick me out 
of our rv site which has been paid for until November 
1st 2020.

Norcar303@gmail.com Norwood Carroll 9703067534

04/29/20 2:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther KOA RV PARK Grandy Creek KOA Holiday 7370 Russell Rd, Concrete, WA 98237Concrete Since the order was given the all employee at this 
location have continued visiting  each other. Sitting 
next to each other in golf cart.  I take photos and 
send them to KOA but nothing is done save for  the 
management terminating my membership and trying 
to remove me. Also,There was a press release 
saying that the staff have covid19,

norcar303@gmail.com Norwood 9703067534 memberservices@equitylifestyle.com



05/18/20 2:47 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County Government Entity Grant County 35 C ST NW Ephrata Grant County is not following the Social Distance 
guidelines with their Public Works Road Crews. 
They are sharing equipment without cleaning it, they 
are not working 6' apart. they are not wearing any 
PPE and risking transmission. They have multiple 
people working from all over the county.

05/18/20 2:39 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Grants Market 18 W 4th St, Tonasket, WA 98855 This small town grocery (only 1 of 2 in town) 
practices NO health precautions: No gloves, no 
social distancing, no masks or shields,. I asked why 
no masks or any precautions and the check out lady 
said it was too hard.

04/02/20 5:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gravity Coffee 15941 meridian East Puyallup They have multiple girls working in a stand that is 
only 10 ft wide. They see 350+ customers a day. 
That’s 350 interactions with potential carries of the 
virus. Gloves are rarely worn, money is handled, and 
then drinks are touched. Coffee isn’t essential 
99.9% of America has a coffee maker at home.

05/11/20 7:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Great Nw homes 176th and 74th Av E Boulder creekSouth hill Drove through workers were all within six feet of 
each other,not wearing any masks or PPE, no 
proper hand washing stations only signs slapped on 
porta potty’s. I would definitely look into it. Kids and 
elderly are present in the development and not its 
not safe or right for these men to defy the 
proclamation.

N/A N/A N/A N/A

05/18/20 7:26 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Great NW Homes LLC 174th e & 74th Av E Fredrickson Men not wearing mask or gloves, all closer than six 
feet. Definitely not being safe or taking the Social 
distancing seriously

04/01/20 5:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Great Rivers Behavioral Health 57 W Main St Chehalis They are forcing therapists to continue doing face to 
face sessions. They have threatened termination if 
we do not comply. There has been no rule put in 
place to keep 6 feet spacing. They are refusing to 
provide any PPE. High risk population continue to 
come into the center with their belongings which 
puts everyone at risk. This is very concerning and I 
feel they are keeping us employees hostage. Please 
help.

04/15/20 3:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Great Rivers Behavorial Health 
Organization

57 W Main street Chehalis I am home in self quarantine with upper respiratory 
infection and awaiting results from my COVID-19 
test. My agency allowed me to work from home on 
Tuesdays ONLY when and not allowing me to work 
from home even though I have a doctors note. There 
are other individuals who work for the organization 
that is allowed to work from home due to lack of 
child care, has a compromised immune system or 
family members who have a compromised immune 
system that ARE being approved to work from home. 
I am now fighting to not get depressed but I feel like 
I’m losing the fight. I cry daily. I’ve been diagnosed 
with Anxiety and Panic Attack disorder and I’m 
struggling. I am in need of the governors help. Does 
he not care about me and what I’m going through 
with an agency that is violating his proclamation. 
Please, please, please help me.

6199470011

04/10/20 10:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Great Rivers Behavorial Health 
Organization

57 W Main Street Chehalis There is a staff member who is a transplant patient 
that his doctor told him that he needs to work from 
home. The agency okayed him. Another coworker 
has a son with a compromised system and the son’s 
doctor wrote a note to the agency stating that she 
needs to work from home due to her son’s 
compromised immune system. She emailed HR 
asking them why her counterpart was approved to 
work from home because of his doctors not and why 
her doctors note was not accepted. About 30 mins 
later the agency contacted the male coworker and 
told him that he he has to come to work use his PTO 
and that he can no longer work from home. This is 
unacceptable and evil! This breaks my heart to the 
core. Please, help us. Please!

Cassiagrandin07@gmail.com Cassia Grandin 6199470011

03/31/20 10:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Great Western Restoration 13891 Lazy Creek Lane Oregon City, OR Oregon company that also works in WA State has 
workers visiting homes throughout the 
Portland/Vancouver metro area. Workers travel in 
pairs. NO PPE. Concerns presented to employer, 
who responded "that's bullshit" and asks each 
employee to decide for himself to work or not.

spring.thunder111@gmail.comRhonda Johnson 503-764-8485

04/21/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape Supply Great Western Supply 9418 Old highway 99 Olympia Not following distancing requirement. Kids (must be 
high school age) are running out to car windows and 
getting really close.

05/06/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Green city 1062 e Harrison Seattle Not wearing proper protective equipment. No gloves 
masks not stay 6ft apart.... this is very concerning.

04/02/20 6:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Green earth / corion landscaping 6135 Portal Way, Ferndale, WA 98248Ferndale I have a friend that works for this company he 
shared with me that they have up to 4 men in a 
truck. Not safe I've also heard that one of their 
employees was sick and had concerns about being 
that close.

Katyselbe@gmail.com Katy Sanderson 3603256657

03/31/20 11:53 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Contractor Green State Trucking 5005 pacific highway and unit 18Fife Drivers disrespecting safety of road speed limits and 
passing public transport at high speeds. There are 
no beds for accidents in hospitals.

Anon@anon.com Anonymous 4255551234

04/15/20 8:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape Greening America 19428 State Rt 9 SE Snohomish I observed a single cab truck with 3 employees 
driving/riding together, which isn't following the 
social distancing guidelines.

04/07/20 9:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lawncare Greenscape 7412 W 49th Ave Spokane I was being required to sit directly next to the office 
manager to train. I raised a huge concern over this 
and was advised by the owner of the company that 
he believes that everyone is overreacting and that he 
hopes he himself gets the virus “just so he can get it 
over with”. Multiple individuals are occupying the 
same vehicles without any PPE. There is absolutely 
no observance of social distancing in office or 
anywhere else in the company. I asked for 6’ and a 
mask.  It was suggested I get a used mask from my 
wife thats she’s worn while in her medical office she 
works in if I needed a mask.  I was advised 
Greenscape didn’t have any masks of any kind.  I 
was sent home as a result and employment was 
terminated this morning, 24 hours after raising this 
concern.

cspencer1976@icloud.com Chad Spencer 5099935992

04/28/20 10:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Greenstone Homes 1421 N Meadowwood Ln #200Liberty Lake No face masks, no gloves, no protective eyewear, 
not social distancing. Workers on new home 
construction site in Eagle Ridge subdivision of 
Spokane WA

Lajohnson258@aol.com LA Johnson 5099819196

05/08/20 12:38 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail/Transportation Gregg's Bellevue Cycles 105 Bellevue Way NE Bellevue Customers are not being asked to maintain social 
distancing; management is not limiting the number 
of customers in the shop at any given time, 
management is not making it possible for staff to 
distance from one another or customers; 
management is not providing necessary PPE for 
staff.

05/12/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other retail Gregg's Cycle 7007 Woodlawn Ave NE Seattle Requiring employees to work without social distance 
rules

04/29/20 12:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Property Management Greystar 800 5th Ave 40000 Seattle They are talking about opening up our rooftops in all 
of Greystar apartments. We do not have the 
resources to ensure the space is sufficiently 
sanitary. Our rooftop is small and can not hold many 
people at once 6 ft apart. We have no way of 
controlling that environment.

05/13/20 6:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Collection Agency Grimm Collections 1677 South 2nd Ave SW Tumwater Office is crowded, no one is social distancing, no 
one wears mask, office has not been cleaned even 
though people are coughing all over the place and 
sick. Management does not care about our health.

David Grimm

05/13/20 6:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Collections Agency Grimm Collections 1677 2nd Ave SW Tumwater I drive by this business daily to my work and when 
the lockdown started the parking lot was empty 
except a few cars not the usual overflow. This last 
week I’ve noticed more and more cars there. Now 
this week the parking lot seems to be back to being 
full of cars and noticed employees gathering outside 
the employee entrance door Not Wearing masks and 
not social distancing. Curious if this is really an 
essential business and if employees are not wearing 
masks and distancing outside what are they not 
doing inside. Also it’s a small building and I question 
how well protected all those employees are in a 
small space.

05/08/20 7:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Personal training facility Grindhouse athletics 3906-b s 12th street Tacoma 12 people observed in close quarters working out in 
a very small facility. Impossible to practice social 
distancing.

Neighborhood watch



05/18/20 1:00 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other glass company grizzly glass 16011 e trent ave spokane we had to use this business for rv glass their voice 
message said they do work with the covid guidelines. 
they do not wear gloves they do not wear masks they 
do not use disinfectants. they do not social distance 
they entered my rv several times touching and not 
wiping. i have breathing problems. prodicall is 
prodicall.

05/13/20 11:59 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Grocery Outlet 4423 South Meridian Ste 723 Puyallup None of the employees are wearing masks or 
gloves. One employee became indignant when I 
asked him to maintain a proper social distance. This 
person named Wendell came very close while 
talking to a co-worker and was reaching over my 
head to take something off of the store shelf. This 
occurred on 5-13-2020.  The store offers no 
precautionary measures for customers like sanitized 
carts, hand wipes, etc. These may not be required by 
the health dept, I don't know, but the lack of anything 
like this reflects the general attitude of the store 
managers. 
I observed that social distancing requirements are 
being ignored by some employees at this store.

Brad Gill (360) 458-0017 Mathew & Sonja Noski

04/30/20 10:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Grocery Outlet 710 SE Everett Mall Way Everett Grocery store employees have PPE, but appear not 
to have been trained in how to use it correctly nor is 
there a supervisor present enforcing its usage.  
Multiple store employees were stocking shelves and 
cashiering with masks over mouths but not noses, 
masks on chins only, or touching their noses and 
faces with gloved hands and then touching food.  
They were not staying 6 feet away from customers.   
There was no sanitizer at the door.  Carts  were not 
being cleaned between customers.  No staff were 
supervising customers to ensure proper social 
distancing.  More than half the customers were not 
wearing masks.

jessmajohnson@yahoo.com Jessica Johnson

04/27/20 12:30 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Grocery outlet 5209 evergreen way Everett This grocery store is not providing necessary 
precautions to sanitize equipment for customers. 
This store does not sanitize carts. They also do not 
have sanitize wipes or spray bottle and napkins for 
customers. I went into the store with my one year-
old daughter and I needed a napkin for a cart so I 
can sanitize it before my daughter is put in the cart. 
The owner did not provide me that when I asked her 
to. She told me if I didn’t like it I could leave the 
store. This is a huge concern for peoples health the 
people in there we’re not socially distance there is no 
markings like other stores.

Tolesl24@gmail.com La Qwana Toles 2068875594

04/15/20 2:48 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Grocery Outlet 1177 N. Stratford Rd Moses Lake Owners and one check out clerk not wearing face 
covering.  The clerk got angry when asked why she 
wasn't wearing one and then loudly told every one 
within hearing distance that she thought the whole 
issue to be a govt hoax.  Said to listen to a certain 
radio station.   Owners don't wear face coverings 
either.

nlparr@nwi.net Nancy Parr 509-750-4193

04/08/20 11:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business grocery outlet 8221 Martin Way E Lacey Employees are not required to clean after customers 
and have no barrier to prevent them from coming 
into very close contact with customers. Displays 
make it impossible to get around customers. The 
man who stocks Tim's cascade chip's was coughing 
badly in QFC in Lacey weeks ago, same employee is 
coughing on chips in this grocery out let today, just 
this morning, and then not social distancing.

governmentoversight@outlook.comAdam Stillman 3607640819

04/04/20 4:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Grocery Outlet Lake city way and 125th shopping centerLake City Store is crowded at my visit at 3:45 pm today in spite 
of signage.  My neighbor reported the same to me 
earlier at 3:10 pm.  I could not keep proper distance 
today so left quickly without buying anything.

vackerkitti@gmail.com Susan Delgado 2066016088

04/02/20 11:12 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Grocery Outlet 910 South 9th Street Walla Walla Observed crowded Isles, with food to be stocked. 
People crowded around, not observing social 
distancing. When I called & asked what they are in 
regards to social distancing, they said nothing. 
Absolutely nothing is being done, besides employees 
wearing gloves. The manager came to our register 
and he wasn't wearing gloves. This is a very small 
store that was cramped & crowded. Saw people 
"socializing" in the diary area. This is very dangerous  
 & they need to implement guidelines.

bethj97801@yahoo.com Beth 5098768800

04/17/20 5:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Grocery Outlet Bargain Market 1045 W Washington St Sequim This store has closed all access to public restrooms. 
There is no sanitation offered. No sanitizing of carts 
or equipment. Forced a 10 year old to pee on the 
side of their building. Said they would rather him pee 
in the aisle than use the restroom. No masks, 
gloves, protective dividers, restrictions on customers. 
Manager "does not care as long as it's corporate" 
tape on floor at check out, not monitored/ignored.

xxcheshkittyxx@aol.com Erica Newsted 3608101540

04/28/20 1:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Everett Landscaping 
Company

GroundWorks 3331 Broadway Everett Unsure if  this is an essential business. If it is and is 
being allowed to operate, they are not following 
social distancing. Workers are gathering together in 
large trucks, and not using masks are any sort of 
protective gear. Employees are being put at risk 
consistently.

FredSafstrom@housinghope.org

04/02/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther I-502 Grow op farms 2611 n woodruff rd Spokane valley Business has 600 people with not enough room to 
seperate all people, people are getting threated with 
there job about missing work when having 
symptoms.

05/11/20 7:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Gutter and Roof Solutions 20 37th St NE Suite A, Auburn, WA 98002Auburn Apparently this business is "essential" some how. 
Regardless, the employees are stuck in small offices 
forced to work next to each other with outsiders 
coming in and out daily without masks. The call 
center employees space is extremely small and 
house 3-4 reps at a time and the other offices are 
just as small and have up to 2 people working. The 
owner walks around everywhere with no mask as 
well.

05/15/20 9:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Gyro 2 Go 16855 Redmond Way Redmond Gyro 2 Go employees are not practicing physical 
distancing, and none of the employees are wearing 
face masks.

05/14/20 2:34 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing H-E Parts International 6400 Coson Avenue S Seattle People are congregating inside and outside the 
building.

jmcoffey@h-eparts.com

04/01/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Haakon 1633 W First St Cheney too many people in too little off a space many 
gatherings

04/27/20 5:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Habit Burger 17025 Southcenter Pkwy Tukwila Lobby is full of customers who order online are 
allowed inside the dinning area to sit and wait. Also 
allowing in lobby ordering. Large gathering of people 
including whole families. This trip there were 11 
people all standing around the counters, drink 
fountains, giving orders at the register and paying for 
meals. Business as usual with little to no social 
distancing seen.

jerrymcalister@gmail.com Jerry McAlister 2065959388

04/02/20 7:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Haggen Woodinville Woodinville Absolutely no rules in place for distance employees 
standing around socializing close to one another 
laughing all over produce employees not wearing 
gloves store packed with no distance

04/03/20 12:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Haggen Pharmacy 1815 Main St Ferndale The staff at the Ferndale Haggen Pharmacy is not 
sanitizing or making any effort to protect each other 
or their customers. Instead, the cashier is laughing 
at customers wearing gloves and laughing at 
customers who are asking for assistance when 
signing for prescriptions. When the violations were 
brought to her attention, she laughed. She touched 
other customers belongings as well as the signature 
machine, without gloves or sanitizing before the next 
customer. There was also a staff member that 
walked into the back area from the store, and did not 
sanitize, but instead started moving things around.

Nunzia.creek@yahoo.com Nunzia Brown 2534950854

04/10/20 11:16 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Haggens 1313 Cooper Point Rd SW Olympia They are not limiting the amount of people that can 
come in their store, there is nobody monitoring the 
traffic. In the deli section I saw 8 employees all in a 
small area none with face masks. I saw two 
employees in the cheese section smelling the raw 
cheese again with no face mask. I saw two groups 
of three employees standing within two feet of each 
other talking with no face mask in the veggie section.

Mattmurray4@gmail.com Matt Murray 360_259-6315

04/01/20 11:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Haggens 2601 E Division Mount Vernon Son who is an employee reported that there are no 
masks worn and people working side by side in the 
store (he works in the prepared food department).

amybeek@gmail.com Amy Beek 5103961566



05/19/20 7:27 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Haggens Grocery Store SEHOME VILLAGE Bellingham Only one 3ntrance is available at this time side 
entrance closed.  The main entrance is blocked with 
a large round container and no room for 
distancing..reoorted to msnager many times should 
be removed for easier access. Nothing done.

Aferoe5337@aol.com Lela Arlene Feroe 13603038015

04/10/20 12:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocer Haggen’s 1313 Cooper Pt Rd SW Olympia I saw only one employee at Haggen’s who wore 
gloves and a mask.  The other employees worked I. 
Produce, deli, bakery, stocking shelves, the meat 
department and the cashiers.  
    The public was primarily compliant but the 
employees handle food directly, including things not 
packaged. And masks and gloves are as much for 
their protection as for that of customers. 
    Please investigate. Thank you.

Jljohnson830w@yahoo.com Janis Johnson 425-275-2068

05/08/20 4:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair Salon 11433 Rainier ave S. Seattle Not sure of the salons name but owner is rendering 
hair service. Has been doing hair service since the 
stay at home order.

05/14/20 5:12 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Christmas Tree Growers Hallcrest 794 Nevil Road. Winlock We are opening too many businesses too soon. But, 
I see many people not wearing masks, and not 
practicing social distancing.  I see in the flu season 
that people will think that it will help the virus,and 
should be advised that it will not help contacting the 
virus.

fonniehall@rainierconnect.comFlorence N Hall 3607853440 fonniehall@rainierconnect.com

04/03/20 9:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hamilton Peter western bridge, Burien 
Washington

116th and military rd s Burien They work side by side in very close quarters. No 
running water to wash up. Small lunch trailer is not 
being cleaned as is where all the guys on the job eat 
and take breaks at the same times. Hygiene is poor 
and honey buckets are not being disinfected daily. 
Not taking precautions to protect family/coworkers 
from the virus.

Whitneywaits@hotmail.com Whitney 2534863476

05/15/20 12:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Marijuana store Hangar 420 9929 airport way unit 1 Snohomish Numerous people coming in and out. Over 10 people 
inside. No masks. No spacing. No social distancing 
at all.

04/19/20 7:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Happy Family AFH 18239 Linden Ave N Shoreline Facility allowed visitor Wendy ,inside the home. 
Shay Bockmann,  a client is concerned for his 
health. Their visitor arrived with no mask or gloves 
and stayed for a half hour possibly contaminating the 
home, Sunday April 19th approx 6:30 pm

N/A Anonymous N/A

05/15/20 9:04 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Child care Happy house 503 SE 6th street College place Employees are not citizens
Family members have been in contact with Covid 19.

04/02/20 8:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Happy Lemon 17105 Southcenter Pkey Tukwila "Dine in" closed (like 6 tables) but customers still 
stand in line to order inside store and wait in groups 
for their order to be ready. 20-30 people inside at 
times a very small area.

robbpcas@gmail.com Robert Allyn 2063757901

04/21/20 11:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther pot shop happy trees pot shop 1 st street cle elum no signage  about social distancing  no limit to 
customers in shop,
no masks  people not following social distancing in 
shop

04/19/20 11:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tools Harbor Freight Sunset Mall Bellingham They ARE trying to follow guidelines but have NO 
HELP enforcing guidelines. Too MANY people in 
store and most are stating they ate bored or have 
“cabin fever”. Lines are long and consistent. Angry 
customers. Please provide local monitoring or signs 
to remind people. Harbor Freight IS TRYING but not 
getting Monitoring or other support to ENFORCE 
POLICIES.

mother5590@live.com Barbie Jimenez 3606306690

04/06/20 11:17 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business hardcore gym 4402 n division spokane they are parking their cars everywhere except the 
parking lot. 24 hours a day.
they are open to up to 10 cars at a time -up to 4 
people per car

speppers58@gmail.com steven peppers 5093895034

03/31/20 11:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Hardel Builders center 2321 Harrison Ave Olympia They are open and not following any of what the 
Governor has stated. The attitude was we will stay 
open and it is my business I can do what I want.

05/18/20 10:52 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other hardware store Hardware Sales James St. Bellingham Many employees no masks. Employees not 
respecting social distancing. Aisles too narrow 
without one way system. No encouragement for 
public to wear masks. Employees seem not trained 
about infection control when questioned. Manager 
told me"if people aren't comfortable coming here, 
they don't have to come".

mchiavario7@gmail.com Michael chiavario 360-820-2315 info@hardwaresales.net

04/24/20 11:57 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Family Hardware Store Hardware Sales 2034 James St. Bellingham In addition to running the retail store (not an 
essential). It is full bore open. parking lot full street 
parking for entire block full (70-80 cars). 16 staff 
outside with no masks. Not all staff wear masks or 
gloves. Way to small a store to maintain 6' 
distances. Full staff working (already exceeds 50 
people in one place. Parent taking kids in without 
masks

(360) 398-3191

04/20/20 7:48 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hardware store hardware sales James st Bellingham they have no rules for people social distancing gdforgolf@gmail.com Rick Ran 3605105393 Ty

04/14/20 6:46 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Hardware sales 2034 James st. Bellingham Business is not following social distancing 
guidelines. Not limiting amount of customers in the 
store. Too many employees to have adequate social 
distance between employees and 
customers.General disconcerting for well-being of 
employees/patrons.

Locofishtocos@gmail.com Chris Martin 3603060059 Ty McClellan

04/10/20 6:53 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Hardware Sales James street Bellingham Crowded narrow aisles.  Not enough staff, but staff 
is threatened with termination it they don't show up.  
Employee's are scared!  I was scared when I was 
there.  Owner is opening with full hours and staff on 
April 20th, not
May 4th as directed by the Govener!  Please look 
into this!!!

g_denise2006@yahoo.com Denise Glisson 3603259867

04/02/20 4:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail store Hardware sales 2034 Bellingham Not informing social distancing and putting all the 
employees at risk.

04/24/20 1:54 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Hardware Sales inc 2034 James st Bellingham Not limiting customers in the store. Not limiting 
hours. Cashiers not 6 ft away. Has 4 doors open 
instead of 1. Has over 150 employees working on 
the floor during hours 645am-6pm. Employees 
lunchroom not 6 ft away. Not sanitizing after each 
customer

Lisa Williams

04/22/20 7:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Hardware Sales Inc 2034 James st Bellingham They have over 100 employees working. Not 
counting customers in the store. Cashiers not 
spaced 6 ft away. Lunchroom seating not 6 ft away. 
Not able to sanitize all items in the store. Selling non 
essential items ie: bird seed, paint markers, keys, 
clothing, brooms, garden gloves

Martin short 3339854 Ty McClellan

04/13/20 9:45 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Convenience Store Harper 76 4110 S Fosseen Rd Spokane When customers approach counter, there is an 
inadequate barrier between cashier & customer,  not 
enough space between the cash registers - therefore 
customers & employees are at risk.

04/03/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Harris Company 3436 Airport Dr. Bellingham They have two injured employees in a small room 
doing computer work that could be done at home on 
the computer. The one employee's partner is a nurse 
working in the infected area. This could make it 
dangerous for the other employees. No masks are 
being worn.

pheifers@netzero.net Rhonda Pheifer 360-384-4628

03/31/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Harris company 3436 airport dr Bellingham Injured workers who are being forced to come into 
work in order to be paid, when work is done on 
computer and can be completed at home.

Alisa.riddick@hotmail.com Alisa Pheifer 3603199338

03/31/20 3:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Harrison Medical center expansion worksite1780 NW Myhre Rd Silverdale Not following social distancing of 6ft. Sick supervisor 
reporting to work without testing after just 5 days. No 
PPE including latex gloves or masks. 
No cleaning or sanitizing of spaces.

Na Anonymous construction workerNa

05/08/20 12:31 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Tractor Supply Hartill’s Mountain Saw & Tractor 101 W Robert Ave Chewelah I was an employee here for a couple days. No social 
distancing, no safety precaution whatsoever, public 
telephone and public bathroom that were never 
cleaned. No hand sanitizer, no soap for 
handwashing. More than 10 people in a close group 
at one time without any precautions. The sheriff and 
cops would even come into the store and say 
personally that Coronavirus is a hoax and you have 
nothing to worry about.

Hornig.andrew@gmail.com Andrew 541-241-0986

04/03/20 10:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther glass Hartung Glass 17830 west Valley highway Tukwila only required 3 ft distance. confirmed Covid-19 case 
in employee. hundreds of employees exposed due to 
not meeting minimum distance. many exposed 
employees not told of exposure. company continuing 
to operate and deliver materials from contaminated 
area without taking any measures.

m.haffner@bacs-llc.net Monika Haffner 425-358-7920

03/30/20 6:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Glass Manufacturing Hartung Glass 17830 W Valley Hwy Tukwila Reported by 10+ employees, no social distancing 
measures being taken for production staff. Only 
office staff are being protected "from floor workers". 
Employees still packed in to crowded offices for 
meetings. Hours are being cut due to customer 
closures and employees are being forced to give up 
their sick pay to continue to be "paid full time" during 
this period whether they want or not. No gloves, 
distancing, or sanitizing measures are being taken. 
This business has deemed themselves essential, but 
they are not.

Wish to remain anonymous_Please investigate before people get sick



04/04/20 8:03 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Hartung Glass Industry 3351 East Valley Hwy Renton We had a positive test confirmed this last week. We 
are still threatened to show up to work. If we do not 
show up we will have to us TPO and no 80hr 
stimulus the company has set aside. Everyone is 
concerned we will have a second case soon.

03/31/20 7:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Hartung Glass Industry 5531 East Valley Hwy Renton I work for Hartung industry. We just received an 
email from our company stating we are essential and 
will continue to stay open. With business slowing 
down we will be lowering work hours and will be 
compensating hours with sick or vacation. Our 
question is why are we not allowed to use 
unemployment as a standby for return employee. I 
have over 40 yrs 33 of which is with Hartung Ind. 
and have never used unemployment benefits. Daily 
we are losing employees because they are sick of 
some sort.

03/30/20 5:29 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Hartung Glass industry 3351 East Valley Hwy Renton This company doing business as an essential 
Business.

22moxie@gmail.com Wynn Bushong 4253518566

04/15/20 8:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther car dealership Haselwood Cheverolet Buick GMC 501 W Hills Blvd Bremerton The appointment coordinators upstairs in the 
building are in a cramped office not able to follow 
social distance protocol. One worker has been 
confirmed of having covid-19 and two others are 
suspected of having it. There is also two at risk 
pregnant females in the office.

ktypok@hotmail.com Ciara 3605360322

04/28/20 7:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Haselwood Chevrolet Buick GMC 501 W Hills Blvd Bremerton BDC (call center) is unable to maintain 6 feet apart 
and is deemed essential when Haselwood can and 
has functioned without. The BDC should be able to 
collect unemployment and stay home as they are 
non-essential.

03/31/20 9:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Have a Heart 22624 Meridian Ave S Suite BBothell Over 25 people inside the shop 16' * 23'. I work here 
& we constantly have a line out the door from 4-
9pm. People no more than 1' apart.

teddy2tokes@gmail.com Ted 2533070855

04/15/20 1:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis dispensary Have a Heart / a cannabis storey 
(recent name change)

300 85th Ave Nw Seattle The space is small and there is no room for staff to 
adhere to social distancing guidelines. Theres often 
more than 15 people packed into this store that's 
maybe 50ft by 30ft. Not checking employees for 
temp or if feeling sick. Not requiring face masks for 
customers or staff. Refuses to limit service hours it 
make it mobile only.

alieseparker@gmail.com Aliese Parker 2065187617

04/29/20 6:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Electrician HB electric solutions 14712 meridian e - unit f Puallup The electrician Arrived on a construction job site - 
without a mask, gloves, and failed to wash his hands 
before entry into a house previous flooring  subs had 
followed the protocol of washing and sanitizing prior 
to working. When the electrician was called out on 
job site contamination... and his failure to comply 
with the Washington State requirements , he said 
they did not apply to him- He had to also be 
reminded about maintaining a 10 feet distance and 
he also had contaminated the other workers tools 
and again had to be reprimanded. His response and 
demeanor was aggressive and combative to the 
Washington state directives.

Manvsfloors@gmail.com Lance Edwards 1-360-936-9987 N/A

03/30/20 4:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction HD Fowler 7520 Evelyne Ln NE, Lacey, WA 98516Lacey The on-site staff are forced to work in close proximity 
and have direct contact with customers. Most of the 
customers are from non-essential businesses.

03/31/20 1:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Health source of South Tacoma  James Frandanisa DC6923 Lakewood Dr W Ste B 3Tacoma My chiropractor was sick and still having us come in 
for appointments. He was congested, runny nose, 
and a small cough. He’s wearing a mask, but 
shouldn’t he be home until his symptoms disappear?

05/08/20 2:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other pet bedding manufacturer healthy pet 6960 Salashan Pkwy ferndale I went back to work after being on a leave and was 
told by our HR person that their policy was to wear 
masks in the plant at all times. On my first day back 
I observed employees not wearing masks at all, 
wearing mask improperly, no sanitation or cleaning 
at all and no social distancing. I have photos of 
employees not social distancing and being face to 
face with no masks. The facility is shared by all 
employees as well as the bathrooms and not once 
have they been sanitized/cleaned properly since 
being back to work. I let my supervisor know how 
unsafe I felt and he assured me things would be 
taken care of. Two days later the same things are 
going on with the lack of proper social distancing and 
cleaning according to CDC guidelines.

03/30/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logistics Heartland Express 11707 21st Ave Ct S Tacoma, WA 98444 I do not believe this company has created an 
environment where its employees are able to social 
distance. I do not believe this company is following 
the Governor's requirements for an essential 
business. Employees are still forced to sit within 3 
feet of each other. I would prefer to remain 
anonymous with regards to this complaint

josiah.hartom@gmail.com Josiah 2532196080

04/28/20 12:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive repair and sales 
dealership

Heartland Toyota at West Hills Auto 
Complex

901 West Hills Blvd Bremerton Groups of up to 20 waiting in lobby/waiting room, 
often for hours while car being fixed, often eating 
lunch or other meals.

Ricky Wyler

05/12/20 12:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Helen Eberle Lozier Not sure Yakima Stylist offering free haircuts on social media to 
business owners.

Helen Eberle Lozier

05/08/20 12:08 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Helms Hardware 475 North Wenas Road Selah I work at another State agency and received a 
voicemail requesting someone check in on this 
business as they are not using masks, gloves or 
social distancing. no name or call back number given.

04/13/20 10:15 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Helms hardware 475 N Wenas Rd Selah Over the past weekend I’ve traveled to helms to 
purchase cleaning materials and the store was very 
over crowded and there were no measures taking 
place that allowed only a certain amount of shoppers 
in at a time. There was no hand sanitizer for public 
use there was nothing to disinfect carts and no 
social distance measures were made clear. 
Business was operating as usual and I feel like this 
is creating a very big issue that needs to be 
addressed immediately

04/30/20 12:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Helms hardware true value 475 n Wenas rd Selah When I was in the store there were too many people 
and no employee wearing masks or gloves. I 
overheard another customer telling someone his 
wife was covid-19 positive and he was shopping all 
over the store. The lines are very long and on the 
weekends there are so many people in the store I 
could imagine the virus has already been introduced 
to this establishment. They are operating at too high 
a capacity of people

04/29/20 4:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Helms true value 475 n Wenas Rd selah Selah This business is not using any of the social 
distancing. There is from anywhere from 100 to 150 
people in there at all times. On top of each other. 
Even some of the younger coworkers look scared. 
They are just taking a vantage of Home Depot and 
Lowe’s

05/08/20 3:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other true value hardware helms true value hardware 475 n wenas rd selah staff does no separation no masks 0 protection at 
least 60 to 70 people milling together no sanitizer I 
mean 0 protection

03/30/20 2:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hensel-Phelps SeaTac Airport North TerminalSeaTac Job site is not essential to daily activities. Lots of 
people and workers very close in office, in the field, 
and bus shuttle out of airport. Workers are being told 
the job will never shut down even if there are 
sicknesses.

03/30/20 10:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hermanson 1221 2nd ave n Kent Workers sharing face shields, no products around to 
clean shared tools, workers not allowed to bring our 
own tools, close contact, 6ft rule is ignored or hard 
to enforce, no have sanitizer, especially by man door

Sj2020.3@yahoo.com John Smith 2064437609

04/10/20 10:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare/Child care center Herzog Family Center 2711 S Grand Blvd, Spokane, WA 99203Spokane Facility appears to be operating as normal. Group of 
children chaperoned by employees from the 
business observed walking single file through 
neighborhood, not following social distancing order.

runnjd216@gmail.com Nathan Damiano

04/25/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping violations HH Landscaping 6300 NW Concrete Blvd Silverdale, WA 98383 Landscaping company are working without masks, 
despite two protests to the company.

Also using AIR power blowers ,'Science' magazine 
reports VIRUS travels on POLLUTANTS

HH SHOULD HAVE MASKS & STOP POWER 
BLOWING

afitt@pacbell.net Alan Fitterman 4154659493 (360) 698-2581



04/03/20 11:13 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Residential movers Hi-Line Moving Services 4500 North Star Blvd Great Falls I work for a temp agency in Spokane and when 
asked while they placed an order if social distancing 
guidelines would be followed, the driver said no and 
they would not be making an effort to do so. We 
refused the order but he will be putting temps from 
another agency at risk at 863 E Hartson 99202 
Monday morning at 9am. I would like to remain 
anonymous and not have them informed they were 
reported by a temp agency to keep from being fired.

04/01/20 4:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Higher Leaf 3079 156th Ave SE Bellevue No social distancing requirements are practiced and 
more the 10 people were waiting to be helped inside 
the building. Even though they advised people to 
order online and pick up only, the employees aren't 
enforcing the guidelines. I was told only one person 
was aloud inside the building, they were clearly not 
following this.

04/10/20 5:40 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Orchard, fruit grower Highland Partnership, (lmost likely) 2606 Foster Creek Ave Bridgeport At 5pm, April 10, there was a bus load of orchard 
workers at the Bridgeport Quik-e-Mart (address 
above).  Inside the store, the bus occupants made 
no attempt at, nor seemed to have any awareness of 
the social distancing guidelines.  The store's two 
employees made no attempt to impose such order.  
As the occupants of the bus departed the store and 
returned to the bus, they made no attempt, nor 
seemed to have any awareness of social distancing.  
The bus was an old school bus with about 12 rows 
of seats.  There were at least 17 people on the bus, 
some sitting 2 per seat.  There were more bus 
occupants still in the store yet to complete their 
purchases and return to the bus which would 
decrease the already limited distance between 
themselves.  This situation is not at all uncommon in 
this area among the local orchard businesses.  The 
license number of the bus is BGX5485.  I do not 
know for certain, but the orchard company 
employing the worker is most likely Highland 
Partnership.  This is a completely unacceptable 
situation.

danathome@homenetnw.net Dan 509-449-0016

04/04/20 10:57 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Highline hospital emergency room Sylvester road Burien There you have it... Highline hospital ER charge 
nurse proudly displaying doughnuts and snacks right 
smack in the middle of emergency room where they 
claim despite having only two negative pressure 
rooms without ante rooms for safety; “ if we close 
the doors to the ED its practically all negative 
pressure” forget Covid and protecting themselves or 
others but doughnuts from right above urology cart? 
Its disgusting ! Unsanitary, unsafe and down right 
careless! Contact me for picture, i was unable to 
attach - picture was taken today and depicts whole 
crew hovering over boxes of doughnuts in dirty pt 
care area...please keep me confidential

Simplylt@msn.com David Anderson 2537227943

05/14/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Hiline homes 306 S. 4th St . Satsop Im concerned that they are not Preforming the guild 
lines set form by the governor in Washington They 
sent me a a Phase 1 restart covid-19 requirements . 
Although there are some similarities there is less 
than what the government put out , also they added 
a few of their own. i was verbally inform by the 
project manager every one entering the job site 
would have to fill out a log.Not being done . Which I 
sent out to all contacts provided by the Project 
Manager. I was informed via email Via email one of 
their trade partners had the virus symptoms and am 
concerned Besides other issues Hilinehomes is not 
taking the safety of their customers in the manner it 
should be set forth by the Governor

Hiliehomes.com

05/18/20 10:54 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Hilinehomes 306 S.4th street Satsop I Questioned Hiline homes last week on 
documentation to be provided to me on my concerns 
of the Requirements being followed after she in 
formed me one of the workers at my site  has the 
symptoms of covid 19. I went to the job site last 
week over 3 days later and hiline had removed the 
documentation from the sight  I wanted to see if the 
requirements had been fulfilled.  Thursday project 
manager Channty Sooner informed me that the job 
would restart on Monday May 18th . I was down 
there Friday May 15th where I and others witnessed 
Multiple Trade contractors working on the site at the 
same time. Ones of the contractors Channty Sooner 
sent to work on my house  was Witnessed by myself 
and others had NO PPE on including Mask, Eye 
Protection and gloves while working in the home at 
the same time as another construction  companies. I 
have documentation as well as witnesses to these 
accounts .Channaty Sooner appears to have no 
Respect for the Safety Guild-lines set forth by the 
Governors Office and the  Safety and health care  of 
anyone associated with this project including my wife 
and child. If any information is need on this matter 
you can contact me on the information provided 
below

Jnersten@aol.com John Nersten 360-471-8288 Hilinehomes.com

04/27/20 12:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hindman Construction 834 Briar Road Bellingham Phase 1 construction project compliant, yet they 
have not met the 30-point requirements in Phase 1 
memo.  Observed no eyewear, face coverings, 
gloves, handwashing station or COVID signage on 
April 27th @ 8:30am.  Appx 6 people on site.

john@hindmanconstruction.com

04/25/20 1:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Market Hmart 31217 Pacific Hwy S, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal way There are 20 confirmed cases at the market. I 
believe it is spreading through the entire hmart 
locations. I need someone to respond to this and 
make a change.

03/30/20 3:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Multi-Family Apartment ComplexHNN Associates 942 Discovery Circle NE Issaquah As a resident, I have noticed and understand that 
maintenance technicians and cleaning professionals 
fall under the essential category which is why I see 
them working. However, I have noticed the office 
staff (leasing professional and managers) are still 
working and have spoken to them which they have 
said they are working limited hours and trying to 
maintain social distancing. Their office space is 
narrow and I have noticed that it is hard for them to 
maintain social distancing as they pass one another. 
In addition, we are still required to do our compliance 
paperwork since we live at an apartment complex 
that has tax credit units. They have asked us to 
come in to make appointments to fill out the 
recertification but we would not be in compliance of 
the 6' social distancing since we would be sitting at 
their desk. I know they could work from home as I 
have spoken to leasing and management and they 
have laptops. This just poses a concern and risk of 
health and I'm sure they can work from home. I think 
they should work from home if they have the means 
to do it so they aren't posing a risk to each other as 
well as us as residents of this complex.

04/11/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hoffman construction Mucklesoot casino Auburn wa April 11 2020 Saturday two construction workers in 
a boom lift. They were working on top of each other. 
Contruction workers cannot work 6 feet apart. Also if 
the governor is going to let one constuction company 
work like Key Arena all contruction workers should 
be able to work. I stay home to be safe and they 
should to. Thanks

03/31/20 12:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hoffman construction 600 Stewart street Seattle Sound Transit job N 140 in Seattle U district. An 
employee tested positive of COVID19 on the jobsite. 
They tell us to work 6 feet apart, which is impossible 
doing what we do. Nobody enforces the 6 feet rule. 
They tell us to leave if we don’t feel safe, but 
everyone is too afraid of not having a job to come 
back to because they say there are plenty of people 
that can take our place. Hoffman construction is not 
taking this virus seriously. The safety officer 
insinuates we are over reacting and we will be fine.



04/04/20 6:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hoffman Construction Co. 16045 25th Ave NE, Shoreline, WA 98155Shoreline Kellogg middle school:
Large groups still gather and the exposure to Covid-
19 is still present on site.   Multiple confirmed  Covid-
19 cases of workers on site and several more on 
quarantine.  Quarantined workers returning before 
14 day period.  And a lack of concern for workers 
health and safety has been made abundantly clear in 
regards to Hoffman construction and the school 
district. They simply do not care about workers 
health.    The job should be shut down.

Anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 245-245-2456

04/01/20 10:44 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hoffman Construction Company 600 Stewart St #1000 Seattle Both Shoreline Middle School (Einstein and Kellogg 
Middle Schools) projects have been deemed 
essential, however, the school district/general 
contractor can not provide formal documentation to 
my crews, vendors or subcontractors confirming 
this. I now have a significant number of employees 
that can't work on these jobs as they all have been 
exposed and are quarantined due to being forced to 
work on an "essential job" over the last week. 
Schools are out and were using temporary trailers 
during construction before this situation, so not sure 
how these projects are deemed essential at this 
time. They are just exposing 100's more to this 
deadly virus (not to mention their families). It is 
nearly impossible to keep construction workers more 
than 6' apart.

seemosrun@gmail.com Kris 7082201476

05/01/20 7:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Holmberg Mechanical 15400 SE 30th Place Suite 100 and 200Bellevue Small office with project managers and drafters/ 
detailers, with people not able to be 6' apart and 
much more than ten people. Cubicals and owner 
intends to allow more in on Monday. 2 floors at least 
30 per floor.  All work is able to be done from home 
with out issue. No reason to risk the chance of 
catching covid when all parts of the job is able to be 
done at a home office.

Mtraully@yahoo.com 3604645893 Jeff@holmbergco.com

05/08/20 6:43 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Church Holy Cross Cathoilic Church 6915 State Route 92 Lake Stevens Fr. Jay DeFolco 360-691-AMEN
I have been made aware that as early as the week 
after Easter Fr Jay has been making house calls to 
parishioners and personally inviting them to come to 
his church to receive communion even though the 
Archdiocese and the Pope himself have spoken out 
against gathering as set forth by Governor Inslee's 
Stay At Home order.  His actions likened to bullying 
of elderly (over the ages of 90) who believe if a priest 
asks you to do it, you MUST!  have been 
experienced and relayed to me by concerned family 
members who took the time to call and speak with 
this priest begging him to recant his invitation to 
those who are of extreme high risk of covid19 
resulting in him personally contacting his elderly 
parishioners and tattling on their concerned family 
members (those who have been working tirelessly to 
keep them safe) thus creating a rift that has now 
kept these elderly at risk people from accepting help 
from their family putting them even more at risk.  
Jokes from this churches social media tell of a non-
belief that this pandemic should be taken seriously at 
all and a phone call to the church asking about 
covid19 protocol confirmed that maybe possibly the 
priest might wash his hands between offering holy 
communion (they were not at all convincing) but he 
most definitely would not wear a mask even though 
he is in hand to face contact with them.  I am weary 
to report as I feel it will cause an even larger rift in 
this family but I am more concerned with the health 
of those he is bullying, the elderly community they 
live in, and all additional parishioners he is bullying 

rikittylous@gmail.com Stacy Hensley 206/721-9663 Father Jay DeFolco

04/01/20 2:16 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare Home daycare 4824 Bonnie rd Kettering Continuing daycare and Not permitted among the list Bob.ewing@aol.com Bob Ewing 9376200861

04/17/20 12:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot - Yakima 2115 S 1st Ave Yakima On 4/16 I was waiting in a marked location for 
customer service, with 6 ft distancing.  A store 
employee stopped and stood within 2-3 feet of me 
and continued a loud conversation with another 
employee about 15 feet beyond me.  She was 
essentially talking through me to the person beyond.  
I knew this is a problem and asked her to distance 
and said I need to talk to her about safety.  She spun 
and stormed away.  I followed at a safe distance and 
asked her to stop.  She didn't stop until another 
employee interfered to stop her.  Her rude response 
was that it was 'best to just walk away from me'.  
When I reached the counter, I asked for a manager 
to relay this, and was told the woman doing this 
(Alesha) was in fact the manager on duty.  
The store appears to have measures in place, but 
this manager must be except somehow, or ignorant.  
I did not appreciate the threat to my safety, her total 
disregard of policy, and rude indifference about the 
situation when confronted.  Home Depot needs their 
managers to take customer and associate health 
seriously.

carlneuman@Q.com Carl Neuman 5094269046 not known - manager is name Eric...

04/02/20 6:57 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot / lowes All locations Everett Home Depot and Lowe’s are packed daily.  There is 
no social distance. What is the point of extending to 
May 4 th if corporate America does not follow 
guidelines!!!!

Arifkanji@comcast.net Arif Kanji 425-345-7860

05/06/20 12:27 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Home Depot Chehalis #4740 1701 SW Louisiana Ave. Chehalis I just visited Home Depot today (My first outing since 
March) to pickup a mail order and taking advantage 
of their "Curb side pickup". While I was waiting in my 
Truck to get my package brought out I noticed none 
of the Home Depot employees are wearing masks! 
Isn't this part of the social distancing measures? 
They had a line setup to enter the store and stay 6' 
apart, but the Home Depot employee who greeted 
customers and allowing only a few people at a time 
to enter, had no Mask or protection of any kind and 
was right there next to customers! Not sure if this is 
at all an infraction since the rules seem to change 
almost daily and most folks are confused as to what 
is the proper protection to take for needed visits to 
retail stores. I am doing the right thing and staying 
home, if I venture out (Today was the first day) I 
have my face mask, hand wipes and gloves.

fortune_kooky@hotmail.com David Fortune 360-951-9434

04/20/20 10:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Home Depot in West Seattle 7345 Delridge Way SW Seattle This Home Depot location isn't enforcing social 
distancing rule. All employees and clients are 
crowding in the store with no regards to the safe 
distance between each other. Employees are also 
not wearing mask or gloves.

Mike Haggard 206-938-1408 Customer_Care@homedepot.com

05/14/20 9:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Homegrown Organics 2401 e spring st Seattle On Thursday, may 7th, the employer failed to 
provide eye protection, a handwashing station, or a 
daily log of interacting with customers.  The 
employer, John Coghlan, also was not wearing a 
mask and repeatedly approached employees, 
violating our personal space.

johnccoghlan@gmail.com

05/14/20 9:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Homegrown Organics 2401 e spring st Seattle On Thursday, May 7th, 2 employees were asked to 
perform a task that required being in close contact. 
We were asked to construct a playhouse, and it 
required to work within 2 feet of each other. 
Furthermore, The employer also failed to provide eye 
protection, a handwashing station, or a daily log of 
interacting with customers.  The employer, John 
Coghlan, also was not wearing a mask and 
repeatedly approached employees, violating our 
personal space.

johnccoghlan@gmail.com

04/30/20 9:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hometown  Exterior Designs LLC 11803 NE 177th Ave. Vancouver, WA 98662 We are very concerned about Hometown Exterior 
Designs performing constrcttion on our Condos 
without masks or practicing social distancing with 
each other and residents. They are replacing 
windows and doors and are actually in our homes 
without ppe. This raises serious concerns as there 
are high risk and elderly residents. Some workers do 
not speak English and we cannot communicate with 
them

stussy3@comcast.net Stacey Chriss

04/10/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hometown Electric 405 N Park St Aberdeen They are working on my neighbor's house, who has 
3 households constantly coming and going, all of 
which work in the Correctional Facility.  The 
electeicians have been there for over 4 hours with 
absolutley no PPE on.  Being familiar with the wiring 
in that house, I also suspect that the work being 
done is non essential.



04/30/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Hometown Exterior Designs LLC 11803 ME 117th Ave Vancouver Company started new construction siding work on 
our condos.  The workers on site and not wearing 
PPE and are having contact with residents and their 
personal property.  There are residents that are 
elderly and/or at risk medically.  Checked with local 
county and there is not a permit on file for work on 
the building.

Jenndodge@gmail.com Jennifer Ferguson 5033149708

05/17/20 10:27 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Quilting Supply Honey Bee Quilting 713 A 9th Street Benton City Customers and staff not wearing masks, not 
practicing social distancing inside store and crowded 
store at times. Unlikely they are essential as well.

05/14/20 6:32 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Porta-Potty Honey Bucket 504th Avenue South. Parling lot behind the Dough ZOne buidlingSeattle, Washington Two worker not wearing masks while cleaning out 
portages-potty. Repeatedly witnessed them 
interacting with each other with in 1foot of each 
other. Did not have masks on when they left the cab 
of the truck. This is not okay. Essential businesses 
should be giving their employees protective gear and 
ensure they comply and wear it.

http://honeybucket.com

05/14/20 9:18 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Convenience Store/ Gas StationHood Canal Outfitters 24171 US-101 Hoodsport, WA I stopped there to get gas and the restrooms are 
blocked off and they have porterhouses outside to 
use. Inside of the porterhouse they have no place for 
people to wash their hands. They said their local  
health department told them they could not have a 
hand washing station when I asked if they had any 
hand sanitizer they said no it was only for 
employees. They are spraying people with chemicals 
in the face when people complain about there being 
no place to wash your hands after using the 
bathroom.

04/04/20 4:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Hoodsport Grocery 24151 N US Highway 101 Hoodsport Store has been over crowded on several occasions 
and shoppers ignore social distancing. Employees 
are not safe.

04/28/20 8:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cleaning Hospital Central Services Association 1600 M Street NW Auburn There are some employees that had symptoms and 
have come back after 3 weeks and the management 
is telling us not to report this. Now i am having 
symptoms. My company is not practicing social 
distancing. And i am concerned

N/A

04/28/20 12:46 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detox Hotel California by the Sea 11502 ne 139Th Pl and 13839 115th Ave NEKirkland Spoke with this company multiple times about them 
continuing to bring in people and housing them 
together for their business.  During the Govenors 
stay at home order they continue to bring in new 
clients which violates the Governors stay at home 
orders as well as the social distancing order.

walt42a@hotmail.com Walter Fasch 2063436489

04/21/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction House builder 7333 23 ave ne Seattle They are still working on the house not staying 6ft 
apart. All construction is supposed to be closed

05/18/20 3:45 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Howells chiropractic 2726 Griffin ave suite A Enumclaw Patients in waiting room not 6 feet apart. Employees 
are not wearing any protective gear.  Patients are not 
wearing masks. Seeing patients that are not 
emergency or urgenies. IE routine care

05/14/20 2:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business HPMC Occupational Medical Services 1979 Snyder Richland The medical facility named refused to wear face 
coverings when asked to and they were going to be 
within a foot of someone’s face. The medical 
provider stated she did not have to as she was not 
sick. This puts others at risk and not following 
Governor Inslee’s orders and CDC guidelines

Rice321@frontier.com David Rice 509-551-8527

05/14/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not following social distance on site in field, not 
wearing face covering in field or office. Not enforcing 
protocols strictly to ensure safe work place.

05/11/20 5:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not following social distancing. Not wearing masks 
during work. Not strictly enforcing policies to allow 
work.

04/27/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Workers performing tasks within 6 feet. Not wearing 
face coverings in field.

04/07/20 1:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Multiple people in elevators, 10+ in break area 
shipping containers. Is that construction project 
really essential?

05/12/20 2:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Hula boy grill 11820 ne fourth plain blvd ste gVancouver I was working there for one week mid April it is very 
busy very so a lot of times there would be 8 people 
bunched together around the grill area I felt very 
unsafe even with my mask on...the kitchen itself is 
small and on each shift there are 8-10 worker on 
duty...a lot of cross contamination people handling 
food with no gloves and not washing their hands....I 
always get stomach ache every time I eat something 
there which I stopped my second day

Herb pacheco

05/04/20 3:10 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cabinet manufacturer Huntwood Industries 23800 E. Appleway ave Liberty Lake When trying to do your job people keep coming up 
and tapping you on the shoulder or getting in your 
face to talk to you and nobody will do anything about 
it. you tell people to stay 6ft away they laugh and get 
closer. You tell supervisors and they do nothing.

03/31/20 10:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production Hydro 2001 Kotobuki Way Vancouver People have been sick recently with a fever, 
shortness of breath and other symptoms and are not 
staying home for quarantine.

03/31/20 8:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production Hydro 2001 Kotobuki Way Vancouver No cleaning supplies to clean work machinery 
touched by workers. Workers that are pulling 
aluminum out of press have to be closer than 6 feet 
to other people to perform their job. No monitoring in 
place to follow any guidelines.

stratocaster65@yahoo.com

03/31/20 6:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production manufacturing Hydro 2001 Kotobuki Way Vancouver No cleaning or disinfectant supplies to clean control 
panels that are being touched by employees. No 
cleaning crew. Nothing is being sanitized.

05/11/20 9:11 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other utility repair Hydromax USA 19th Ave NW and NW 70th Street, Seattle WA 98117Seattle utility workers not wearing masks while hanging out 
together (closer than 6') at truck and while working.

05/15/20 6:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Hytech Roofing 1220 N Forrest St Bellingham, WA Saw 4 to 6 workers working where there was no 
covid safety protocols in place..

stanley31972@yahoo.com Stan (360) 734-8158 Lee

05/07/20 8:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction I think Crafted by Design, contractor is Paul3 consecutive properties next to 2035 NW 63rdSeattle (Ballard) for the full lot and the 2 half lots next to 2035 NW 
63rd St the workers are NOT wearing PPE (except 
for 2)  at all nor are they social distancing.  This has 
been going on from the beginning.  I want this 
Covid19 to back off, please follow up

searchjob670@gmail.com De

03/30/20 3:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business I would rather not say I would rather not say Olympia I work in the corporate office of my company. We 
don’t house any seniors here, we only have 
marketing, accounting, IT, HR, and head executives 
at this site. I personally work in HR, as an assistant 
that doesn’t perform essential functions of the 
company very often and can perform the majority of 
my responsibility from home. Although my company 
has the ability to allow me to work from home, they 
refuse to do so. I don’t want to take legal action, but I 
would like to know if they are not following the stay 
home, stay safe order?  I would honestly just like to 
speak to someone that can give me an answer 
without contacting my company. I need this job but I 
also want to protect myself and know my rights as 
an employee under this order.

Schonemanbrynna@yahoo.comBrynna Schoneman 2532267816

04/02/20 6:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction I-5 Highway expansion construction 
workers.

I-5 from Northgate to Lake Forest ParkSeattle They are not following Social distancing. I drive from 
Capital Hill to Everett for work Monday through 
Friday and observe the construction workers 
standing right by each other talking in groups up to 3.

Lauri.coleman@yahoo.com Lauri 425-418-0244

05/10/20 8:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business I-can 13010 NE 20th St Bellevue, WA 98005 Out of the outpatient community, I-can is the only 
clinic that has remained open to the public.  While 
they have a COVID response on their web-page 
https://i-can.center/covid-19-response/, it has 
become clear through many parent reports that I-
Can is not following safe social distancing (which is 
very difficult in our profession and why we moved to 
telepractice).  In addition to not following social 
distancing protocols, they are also not implement the 
use of masks or other protective gear to ensure the 
safety of their clients, families, or employees.  They 
have already had one reported case (an employee), 
yet have continued as "business as usual."



05/10/20 8:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business I-Can Bellevue North 5150 Village Park Dr SE Bellevue, WA 98006 In our healthcare community, we take COVID 
seriously and have all moved to teletherapy for our 
clients.  However, come to find out, I-Can not only 
remained open, they are not following social 
distancing protocols or the use of standard PP when 
interacting with parent's or children.  While they post 
COVID protocols, parent's have reported different 
experiences, including consistent breaching of 6 ft. 
distancing and use of PP.  They have already had 
one employee test positive in their South branch, but 
resumed with Business as Usual.  This not only has 
the potential to spread to many families and staff, 
but also into the community.

04/28/20 10:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car auction IAA 15801 110th ave e Puyallup No soap in restrooms and large groups gather 
outside doorway

Arom@gmail.com Alex Ranerez 2538482245

04/12/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Ice Flow dba. Nichols Brothers Boat 
Builders

5400 Cameron RD. Freeland Falsifying and manipulating The truth about 
unemployment benefits for their employees.
Not adequately following shelter in place and social 
distancing guidelines.
Telling employees that the company will not support 
anyone that is choosing to self Quarantine and will 
deny unemployment to those individuals.
A supervisor in the company alluded to making a list 
of people who adhere to the shelter in place order 
and chose to stay home from work, that Will contain 
all the names of employees that participated in the 
Governor’s order and when the chance comes those 
employees will be fired or laid off.

Jasoncramer71@gmail.com Jason 3606321394

03/31/20 5:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tree farm Ifa nurseries 135 Nisqually Cut Off Rd SE, Olympia, WA 98513Olympia We have many employees that are working shoulder 
to shoulder on a assembley line. I don't think 
growing seedings that will be ready to harvest in 20-
30 years counts as essential. And we have a 
crowded lunch room where people sit next to each 
other.

Quinton.vickaryous@gmail.comQuinton Vickaryous 3609617393

05/05/20 1:18 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business IGA Quincy Market Quincy Quincy There are bench areas outside the market and 
people are free to sit down and enjoy thier lunches. I 
see truck drivers, contract workers, people on their 
motorcycles gathered in groups. Also the store may 
have signs of social distancing but it allows so many 
people inside their store without any control.

ernestosanchez127@gmail.comErnesto Sanchez 5093983434

03/30/20 4:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Veterinary Dental Equipment iM3 12414 NE 95th Street Vancouver 6 feet distancing not being followed well, especially 
in tight hallways, shipping area and by my desk. We 
were told today an employee is being COVID tested 
due to symptoms and results won’t be back for 48 
hours by management. We also have a few people 
out sick. We receive packages from all over North 
America, mostly dental equipment in need of repair 
that is filthy. Also I feel this is not very essential. We 
sell, repair and have some technical support for 
dental equipment. (We are talking about “cleaning 
dog and cats teeth, not life or death of an animal 
except in extremely rare case) Tech support could be 
done from home, but they are not willing. Sales 
people have been traveling various places around 
the country, some of which have dry coughs. I’m 
extremely worried I’ll bring it home to my baby 
daughter. Management does not hear our concerns 
and is more worried about making money over our 
families health and well being. Please keep 
confidential.

jeffreyrodkey@yahoo.com Jeffrey Rodkey 3609313445

04/01/20 6:19 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Immaculate Conception Catholic 
Church

400 N 15th Mount Vernon Church posted on Facebook (Skagit Valley Catholic 
Churches) they would be open for prayer on 
Thursday for certain hours and encouraged people 
to stop by, while out for essential business. Knowing 
this community (Skagit) social distancing is already a 
huge struggle. This will draw a crowd.

lnelsonbounds@gmail.com Loni Nelson-Bounds 3608426610

03/30/20 5:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logging crews and sawmills In General all state of WA Have guidelines gone out to logging crews as far as 
several riding together in the crew bus to the woods, 
and saw mills disinfecting all surfaces daily, it 
someone has symptoms are they tested and paid to 
stay home for 14 days? In rural communities across 
the state what are the guidelines?

05/03/20 10:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business InBios International 307 Westlake Ave N #300, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Groups of 3+ are required to work in a tiny 
unventilated room shoulder to shoulder. This work 
occurs for hours at a time. I have repeatedly brought 
this to the attention of management and HR and 
have been dismissed. We work with Covid + sera. I 
have documentation of this process (emails, photos). 
There are many other social distancing concerns as 
well that I have documentation on throughout the 
company, but I will keep my message here brief.

turnbaugh.tim@gmail.com Tim Turnbaugh 9495735659 Syamal and Estela Raychaudhuri

04/21/20 10:05 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Independent Herbalife 710 21st St SE Auburn This is a private business selling Herbalife shakes 
out of their garage.  They are also selling face 
masks. A client came into the garage, tried on all the 
face masks while coughing.  This client has was 
admitted to the hospital and tested positive for Covid-
19.  No precautions were taken by the home 
business owner.

Heylika@outlook.com Brian Kiehn 206-853-5056

04/06/20 3:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Indigo 125 orleans st Bellingham wa Comes around kids conversing for long amounts of 
time doing landscaping groundskeeping.

mshomerun@yahoo.com Collin Crawford 3609201324

04/20/20 9:09 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther senior home apartment-
affordable senior

Indigo Real Estate - Reserve at Seatac 19707 International Blvd, Seatac senior living and management not sanitizing the 
building, elevators, bathroom, downstairs, floor, hall 
way, railing, carpet, very dirty, no hand sanitizer in 
the building. Reserve at SeaTac phone:206-230-
9874

Lia Gooding-Hunter 206-742-1431

03/31/20 4:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto dealership Infiniti of Tacoma at Fife 4902 Pacific HWY E Fife, wa They are open like normal selling cars, and have 
people in there show rooms.

denmanpittman@gmail.com Lee Pittman 2064849746

05/13/20 1:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse & Transportation Inland Empire Distribution Systems, Inc 3808 N Sullivan Rd, Bldg 12 Spokane Valley CEO will not allow employees to use or display hand 
sanitizer in working spaces, with call-ins does not 
require Covid questionnaire, holds people to policy 
for sickness absence which forces people to fear 
losing their job. The employer is unwilling to allow us 
employees to protect ourselves in our work place.

jim.ewers@ieds.net

05/12/20 12:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Insight Behavioral Health 901 Boren Ave Ste. 1800 Seattle Insight Behavioral Health is continuing to operate 
with more than 20 patients and staff gathered in 
small rooms with less than one foot distance 
between people. Staff are not being issued Personal 
Protective Equipment and continue to be required to 
come into work under threat of losing our jobs. 
Similar mental health programs in the area have 
been made fully virtual for the safety and health of 
pts and staff.

03/31/20 2:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mental Health Therapy Insight Behavioral Health 901 Boren Ave Ste 1800 Seattle This business is pressuring sick workers to come to 
work. They have the ability to switch to virtual 
counseling but are continuing to have in-person 
group therapy in small, crowded rooms where no 
one can be six feet apart and there are not enough 
chairs for everyone. They continue to admit new 
clients. Clients are being served buffet-style meals, 
rooms are not being cleaned, and even 
immunocompromised and older clients are expected 
to come in or face losing the service.

05/06/20 5:21 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pest Control Insight Pest Solutions 2615 W Casino Road, Unit 1FEverett This company is doing door to door sales in 
Marysville WA.  I don't feel door to door sales is safe 
if we are still on a stay at home order.

therainjer@gmail.com Jeremy Draper 4258797160

05/05/20 3:46 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pest Control Insight Pest Solutions 1112 S 344th St # 305, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal Way A representative came to my door to sell me 
unrequested pest services, stood too close, was not 
wearing gloves, had mask around neck but wasn't 
wearing it over his face, would not leave when asked.

sckarlstrom@gmail.com Solvie Karlstrom 206-949-4803

04/29/20 10:52 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control Insight Pest Solutions 1112 S 344th St # 305 Federal Way This company is doing door to door sales, and in my 
case, without mask, gloves and social distancing. 
Elderly neighbors, high risk neighbors, all folks who 
are abiding by the stay at home order.

mcgratts@gmail.com Ryan Mitchell 2064652983

04/14/20 2:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control Insight pest solutions 2850 82nd Ave CT e Edgewood Door to door soliciting.   I cannot believe they are 
growing their business like this.

Meljoyrn@gmail.com Melissa Buchholz 2533447652 Brad

04/25/20 12:20 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control Insights Pest Solutions https://insightpest.com https://insightpest.com Two-days in a row (Friday and Saturday) a 
representative from Insights Pest has come to our 
door to sell services. The representative is not 
wearing PPE correctly and touching their face. They 
have gone door to door in our neighborhood two-
days in a row putting me and my neighbors at risk.



03/30/20 7:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Law Firm Integrative Family Law 901 5th Ave, Suite 2800 Seattle, WA 98164 Sharon Friedrich, partner in the firm, arbitrarily 
determined several months ago that she would only 
communicate with me via US Mail (I am pro se and 
she represents my ex).  

I have firm deadlines to file and serve papers by, and 
she is often not in the office and her arbitrary 
decision regarding email communication is impacting 
my ability to protect my disabled daughter and it 
forces me to violate the Stay at Home Order and go 
on a daily basis to the Post Office or UPS Store 
needlessly.

alli.grant@outlook.com Allison Grant 4252133112

05/11/20 4:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW poulsbo Again not sure why this business is not being looked 
into seriously through LNI- no phasing is being done 
on the construction end, people aren't following 
social distancing, AGAIN someone do something.  
These forms seem to do nothing as this has been 
reported since March. How about audit and look @ 
their financials during this time frame? IT's bad, DO 
SOMETHING-

04/13/20 5:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo Again I saw 20+ people, multiple cars working at the 
building and on various job sites .. this is a repeated 
issue and the owner does not care or have regard 
for safety.

04/10/20 5:44 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dance Studio International Ballet Academy 507 6th St South Kirkland This business is inviting students to take dance 
classes without following social distancing and non-
essential business protocol.

bluepuffberry@gmail.com Kristi Thompson 5038410029

04/02/20 3:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Physical therapy IRG Smokey point Marysville Many patients in at one time , including patients with 
there kids. No social distancing at all, no guidelines 
elope I’m and out . Therapists still working on 
patients with no regards to what’s going on. Gloves 
,masks etc. Reveptionist at front desk with multiple 
coworkers.

04/28/20 11:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Irwin’s bakery and cafe 2123 N 40th St Seattle Customers gathering and using seating areas 
outdoors as a dining area. Allowing people to gather 
to closely and not disinfecting the areas between 
customers.

shayla010478@yahoo.com Shayla Montoya 2538339203 Irwinsbakeryseattle.com

04/13/20 12:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recovery house for 
mothers with babies

Isabella House 2308 W 3rd Ave Spokane Client with child is allowed to walk outside of room 
while being exposed to COVID-19 virus before the 
14 days of quarantine are to be finished. Supervisors 
are not practicing the social distancing and 
quarantine requirements.

04/15/20 8:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Island Details Landscaping 12990 Phelps Rd NE Bainbridge Island, Observed one of their vehicles driving to a job site 
with three people in the truck cab.

willy@willyshop.com Willy Doyle 2063310478 willy@willyshop.com

04/27/20 10:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Island Electric Corner of Salmon and SteelheadGreenbank 3 Electric trucks at new construction no masks, no 
social distancing, no cleaning products all talking 
with the owner at close distance  Monday April 27 
2020.

shellmckee59@gmail.com Shelley McKee 4252464350

04/27/20 10:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Island Electric & Sign 32650 SR20, B-102 #101 Oak Harbor 3 trucks and numerous workers showed up at a new 
home construction site on the corner of Salmon St & 
Steelhead on Whidbey Island this morning (4/27/20) 
with no regard whatsoever for social distancing nor 
Covid-19 protections. I would be willing to bet, tho I 
did not go on site for safety concerns, that they are 
not following any of the other requirements of the 'go 
back to work' order.

capthammer2003@yahoo.comVharles Hammer 206.590.2058 electricnsign@gmail.com

05/15/20 7:37 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gas Station Island Market 3403 Steamboat Island Road NorthwestOlympia This gas station market is open and operating 
without following any social distancing, 
handwashing, sanitizing or cleaning 
recommendations. Large gatherings of people in the 
store with zero masks worn by employees who are 
regularly making pizza without gloves or masks.

Erin Thomas Lee

04/28/20 4:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis store Issaquah cannabis co 230 NE Juniper st #201 Issaquah No distance, employees not wearing PPE of any 
kind, no shield at counter, no one keeping numbers 
of people at establishment down for SD. I was 
insisted to take my mask off to verify age by  front 
desk by a person not 2 feet away with no mask or 
gloves or hand jell. When asked to remove my mask 
I said “I wish you guys were wearing masks” He 
laughed in my face.

tomholtlmp@gmail.com Thomas Holt (425)985-1822

04/06/20 11:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Power Equipment Shop J & I Power Equipment 3729 Pacific Avenue Olympia Employees and public are not being protected not 
following social distance

05/13/20 6:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction J Jensen Enterprises LLC 154 Valley Street Seattle These contractors have been working in our 
apartment building and refuse to wear masks. They 
congregate around my doorway and I am forced 
within 3 ft of their unmasked face and when I asked 
them to wear a mask because of my immuno 
supression they do not seem to care.

studioalethea@gmail.com Nathan Schilz 6125788126 Unknown

04/04/20 4:56 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank J.P. Morgan Chase Bank 3710 South Meridian St. Puyallup On Friday, April 3, 2020 at 3:42 pm, Chase Bank on 
33710 S. Meridian Street in Puyallup had closed 
their drive through, requiring customers (me),  to 
come inside.  Although they have blue tape on the 
floor suggesting social distancing, the tellers are all 
shoulder to shoulder, not wearing masks, not 
wearing gloves, and the lobby is full of people with 
no masks, no gloves and speaking face to face.  
One customer was standing in the entry door, talking 
on a cell phone while looking outside.  No bank 
employee was attempting to direct foot traffic or 
enforce social distancing.  This is alarming and 
extremely unsafe for the public!

al@alwheelerlaw.com Albert L. Wheeler (253) 478-0839

04/28/20 10:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Jack In The Box 1135 N mission Rd Los Angeles I am a long time customer and the girls here are the 
sweetest and hard working and everyone is to 
scared to confront the boss on how poor she streets 
the kitchen and now the covid 19 rules. She is now 
opening the dining room and public restroom to the 
public a lot of homeless go in that restroom there’s 
been multiple drug over doses. They are worried and 
in fear for their lives.  She is also letting her workers 
serve customers WITH NO FACE MASKS jusy 
because people are leaving and getting upset no 
mask no service. When this all started she didn’t let 
them wear masks because is scared people away 
she also dosnt keep the AC on in the kitchen and the 
condiments are always dry and the cheese is always 
melted and it’s always hot. These girls became close 
to me so now they tell me what goes on and this is 
the most I’ve known about the kitchen and horrible 
hygiene she lets go around her name is Deysi 
Aguilar this has to STOP. The girls are afraid she 
will cut hours and act mean towards them so please 
keep the send private (me) for the sake of them 
because she knows I am an everyday customer but 
not anymore!

babylouie143@gmail.com lily 3232721831

05/07/20 6:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Jack Meoffs 1030 railroad st Bellingham People gathering in woman’s shop, very crowded 
place.

Www. WCJ.com The rat 360-241-9393 Not known

05/03/20 10:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jack's Country Store 26006 Vernon Ave Ocean Park Unmasked employees standing in aisle visiting with 
unmasked customer < 6ft apart. Overheard "I don't 
need anything I just come here to walk the aisles 
and visit." No limit on # of customers. Narrow aisles 
make maintaining distance impossible. All 
employees are unmasked including the ones walking 
around store, employees not maintaining distancing. 
Checkers unmasked with no hand sanitation 
between customers. No provision for cleaning carts 
by cutomer. No employee cleaning carts or baskets.

Sophieandreg@gmail.com Lori Peard 5095515427

05/11/20 9:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Jackalope 107 Vista Way Kennewick Posting photos of co-owner with customers not 6 
feet apart, photos of staff not 6 feet apart, staff 
members riding in same vehicle for company 
business. Also encouraging customers to violate the 
rules set forth by the governor to hang out and pose 
for photos in the establishment

05/14/20 10:50 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gas station Jackson 3740 Pacific Ave Tacoma Not encouraging or enforcing social distancing. 
When trying to ask for people/customers to comply, 
employees don't care. No signage. I even had a man 
try and trip me over the situation. And then got told 
to leave because I requested 6 feet of space.

koda.tominus@gmail.com dakota tominus 2537545789

04/09/20 6:43 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Factory Jackson WWS 6209 N. U S. HWY 25E Gray, KY More than 100 people are still working in close 
quarters. Two shifts are operating. Touching same 
machinery day in and day out  No safety guidelines 
have been implemented.

Cannot



04/01/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production and ManufacturingJames Hardie 18200 50th Ave East Tacoma While the company states that they are an 'essential' 
business and promised all employees that they 
would operate under all CDC recommended 
guidelines, they are not implementing social 
distancing requirements or other  hygiene protocols. 
They are contributing to the potential spread of 
COVID-19 without any concern to their employees 
and their families. The daily function of their 
operations requires employees to be in direct contact 
with others and making it virtually impossible for 
them to be 6ft apart. In addition, they are requiring 
employees to come in for unnecessary shifts and 
managers are mocking and shaming those that call 
out for COVID-19 symptoms.

03/30/20 7:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production/Manufacturing James Hardie Building 18200 50th Ave Ct. E Tacoma Social distancing not taking seriously along with a lot 
matters dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic.

03/30/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Siding Company James Hardie Siding 18200 50th Ave. Court East Tacoma Impossible for co workers to do 6ft distance merlycarpasok@yahoo.com Merly 2532791365

03/30/20 6:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Siding Company James Hardie Siding 1326 S.Tacoma Ave. Suite #202Tacoma I've heard workers are not able  to practice 6ft 
distancing due to the fact that it is impossible

bprantalla@gmail.com Merly 253-279-1365

04/28/20 6:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dog Training Jax Dog Drop Riverdog I’ve been working with my mom to look into the the company that sent you that letter and it seems they only deal with boarding and daycare, not trainingRenton April 12th, Dog daycare and boarding was allowed 
resume practice. Jax reopened april 15th without 
having proper PPE for their staff (i was told to 
provide it for myself) while they come in direct 
contact with every client while handing them their 
dogs. They also are providing all of these services 
for NON essential workers. On May 4th they plan to 
reopen their training department, which is a 
nonessential business.

jordyn.l.jensen@gmail.com Jordyn 5153060176

04/11/20 2:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transport Services JB Hunt Transport Services Inc 604 142nd Ave E Sumner Delivery drivers not protected with CDC 
recommended face coverings, posing risk to workers 
and public.

debralynnhaydel@gmail.com Debra Haydel 206-953-8426

03/31/20 9:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Jefferson Healthcare 834 Sheridan Street Port Townsend I have worked from home in the past and I request to 
work from home during this Covid19 epidemic.  I 
was turned down and because I work in the lab.  I do 
computer billing and have been able to do much of 
my work from home but my current Director doesn't 
like that and tell me NO
She said " you don't work for CI"  (CI is Clinical 
Information).  I am also forced into a meeting with 
this same director who has been out with a serious 
respiratory illness recently

gooselady55@msn.com Susan Shaw 360-774-0975

04/25/20 2:10 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Jemco 603 5th Pl S Kirkland Lack of implementation of practices to limit person to 
person contact. Large in person meetings. Crowding 
into small spaces and concentration of staff despite 
available alternatives.

04/25/20 9:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace manufacturer Jemco Components and Fabrication 603 5th Place S Kirkland No precautions are being taken to protect 
employees' health and safety. No social distancing, 
no PPE required and very little available upon 
request. Companywide/full department meetings are 
still held in close quarters. No leave or protections 
available for at risk individuals.

meadesmn@gmail.com Marin Meades 2066592465

05/04/20 9:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Realtor Jessica and Nate Liederbach Remax Damaging a home near you. Olympia Despite being instructed to wear a mask and gloves 
and limit people to 1, the realtor wore no mask 
brought in 2 and vandalized property on the driveway 
and damaged drainage in a area they were told not 
to drive. As I live in the residence my safety has 
been threatened.

wyrdboats@gmail.com Mr. Shacklett 360 529-7848 www.sellingolympiahomes.com

04/19/20 9:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Motorcycle dealership Jet City Harley Davidson 3715 E Valley Road Renton Not sure if they are essential or not but groups of 
people standing around in large groups. Staff are not 
social distancing from customers.

04/20/20 8:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Motorcycle Dealership Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E. Valley Rd. Renton The dealership is essential, But only because they 
service Renton Police Department Motorcycles. This 
means that they Service department is the only part 
that is essential.

But all other aspects of the dealership is open for 
business just as if there was no CORONACIRUS 
PANDEMIC!

cl@wecorp.us Mark Wakley 2532435597

04/10/20 9:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Jiffy lube 14409 Ne fourth plain blvd Vancouver Employees here at not following CDC guidelines and 
are not doing social distancing

03/31/20 7:29 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Oilchange quicklube Jiffy lube 3601 broadway Everett wa No enough space in facilities to practice proper 
distance.

Gr8scrplr@gmail.com Ken 2068533570

05/07/20 7:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jimmy John's 439 S Rainier Ave Renton I am an employee at this location. We have had two 
people test positive for coronavirus. My boss didn't 
tell us for over a week after people have been 
positive that we were in close contact with. They 
don't sanitize high-traffic areas. They don't wash 
their hands properly. They don't wear masks or 
gloves normally, only gloves for food products. My 
boss also told me it shouldn't matter if I get covid-19, 
because by his words "we've probably already been 
exposed to COVID-19 anyways so who cares?" They 
had me fill out a "symptom sheet" 2 weeks ago, and 
I told them I didn't know my temperature and had us 
"just put yes or feeling fine for all symptoms". All 
people who have tested positive are delivery drivers 
too, and havent worn masks or gloves on deliveries. 
My workplace is part of the problem, potentially 
spreading COVID-19 among employees and 
customers without stopping to sanitize, train, or take 
any regard to our safety and health.

Erik.s.nudson@gmail.com Erik S Nudson 719-432-5686

05/08/20 9:18 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jimmy Johns 10061 Kitsap Mall Blvd NW Silverdale None of the employees are wearing masks while 
making and serving sandwiches. They are not 
complying with keeping 6ft apart either. This is the 
second trip I’ve made there in 2 weeks and both 
times no masks and half of them had no gloves.

05/08/20 4:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jimmy Johns 439 Rainier Ave S Renton It has been confirmed that there have been two 
Covid-19 cases amongst the employees at this 
Jimmy John's location and the manager has not 
taken proper measures to protect his employees or 
customers.

euphoriacaraang@gmail.com Euphoria Caraang 2138082526

05/17/20 6:30 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jimmy John’s 13780 NE 175TH St STE. 106Woodinville None of the employees were wearing masks, 
washing hands often, cleaning areas where people 
touch a lot, or following any Covid19 safety 
guidelines and the customers were lined up less 
than 6 ft. apart. It seems like they aren’t doing 
anything differently to protect themselves or the 
customers, except for not letting people dine in.

leslygomez1@yahoo.com Lesly Gomez 2068196179

04/14/20 8:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Jimmy Pepper 10121 Evergreen Way Everett Sat in parking lot and waited for my order. Observed 
employee going in and out to deliver food, employee 
never washed hands between, no gloves either. In 
the time I waited door was not sanitized with a few 
people touching it.

04/13/20 4:57 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft store Jo Ann Fabrics and Craft's 1125 East Sunset Drive Bellingham Business is not practicing social distancing outside 
of their business. They have lines out the doors. 
Most employees are not following CDC guidelines by 
not wearing a mask. No elastic is ever available or 
bias tape to make masks which is the main product 
to make a mask.

Concerned Citizen

04/03/20 7:06 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft store Jo-Ann  fabric 13410 meridian east Puyallup Why is a craft store open? No social distancing. 
Dirty store.

Mrchips1954@hotmail.com Brad

04/05/20 11:33 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fabric store Jo-Ann fabric 1809 Howard Rd Auburn On Monday March 30th my manager called and said 
a co-worker had tested positive for covid-19. She 
said we would be closed for a week, so I filed for 
unemployment. The next day, I got a email saying I 
can’t file. I called my work to get some info, and the 
job was back open. Manager said “we did a 5 hour 
deep cleaning, and there no evidence that it had 
spread to anyone else yet, so until then, we can be 
open.” 

I believe this isn’t safe because it could have spread 
and we just don’t see that anyone is having 
symptoms. It’s very unsafe and just risking our lives 
to help Joann continue to make money.

lagidp@icloud.com Lagi Palaita 2068998647

04/05/20 3:29 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Jo-Ann fabrics 17501 Southcenter parkway Tukwila Non successful social distancing.  Over 50 people in 
the building at one time.

04/21/20 11:02 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther nursery Jobs Nursery 4072 Columbia River Rd pasco wa employees were not wearing masks or taking other 
precautions, including no social distance when 
helping or at cash register. No evidence of wipes for 
public use.

lynneharrison@charter.net lynne harrison 5099292835 lynneharrison@charter.net

05/04/20 6:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Office work for plumbing John's Plumbing and Pumps 4715 lacey blvd Lacey Office is still open Marissa Aaron Steven



05/12/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plumbing company John's Plumbing and pumps inc. 4715 Lacey Blvd se lacey Business owner is requiring a high risk employee to 
come to work even though she is able to work from 
home at anytime and has been since the shutdown 
but the owner is threatening the employee with 
termination even though they have a autoimmune 
condition. She is a dispatcher for the company and 
has been doing her job successfully from until the 
owner stated they were tired of paying them to work 
from home.

05/09/20 9:17 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Greenhouse/party resale storeJohn's produce M37 White cloud People packed in with no ability to social distance

04/01/20 4:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Johnson Controls 2600 West Point Drive Lithia Springs Majority of the administration is working from 
because this warehouse is very closed in. They are 
not providing gloves or face mask and we are not 
6feet apart. An entire department was sent home 
last week because everyone was coughing and 
sneezing. This company a multi-billion dollars 
company that can afford to protect their workers but 
fail too. There are people that have families they take 
care of and is trying to hold on to employment but 
they aren’t safe. We have a cleaning crew but it’s 
allergy season and the fluids are all in the air. We 
are making essential items people need but this 
warehouse caters to businesses. When will the 
people of the USA take care if it’s people?

Jashlynwoodard@gmail.com Jashlyn Woodard 4046717150

03/30/20 11:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther HVAC, electrical engineer Johnson Controls 22745 29th dr se unit 100 Bothell This business is requiring employees to continue to 
leave home for work even if they are at high risk, 
such as being over 60. Employees are continuing to 
work at locations that have closed to the public, such 
as the Seattle Courthouse. Employees have not 
been given any sort of sanitation products or masks 
when going to various locations to work. Although 
HVAC related business are deemed essential by the 
order, how is continuing business at a closed 
courthouse essential?

04/05/20 10:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store Johnson's Home and Garden 26625 Maple Valley Black Diamond Rd SEMaple Valley Store is VERY full and customers are not following 
social distancing and cashiers do not have protective 
Plexiglas surround for protection. It seems that the 
employees are not protected from the virus.

deana0831@gmail.com Deana Cook 2538804615

05/11/20 3:59 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Joint Base Lewis McCord JBLM JBLM On social media you have a police office from 
Sacramento, California names Eric bragging he is 
Covid 19 positive but still flew up to Washington 
from Sacramento to see his grandaughter on base. 
He is bragging on social media how he is getting 
away with spreading the disease on JBLM

04/30/20 10:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Jose's famous salsa 126 e Washington st Sequim I'm not sure exactly how to define the violation so I'll 
explain. Restaurant was open and serving food on 
sidewalk to patrons seated at tables provided by the 
restaurant.2 small tables next to each other.No 
distance.Food served at tables,patrons eating at 
tables. Employees serving seated patrons.Business 
was encouraged and invited.No social distancing,no 
masks,clearly violating states orders.

ptangeles2013@gmail.com Pamela 360-809-8287

05/13/20 6:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction JTM Construction 320 108th Ave NE Bellevue Social distancing not being observed, especially on 
18th floor mechanical/electrical rooms. Insufficient 
hand washing stations and insufficient toilet facilities.

04/26/20 8:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther aluminum rolling mill Kaiser Aluminum 15000 E Euclid Ave. Spokane Valley come into work, doesn't look like my work area has 
been cleaned all week.  We have suspected people 
coming into contact with corona virus victims and 
Kaiser is not bringing in a company to sanitize our 
work areas (mainly in the lab).  No one is overseeing 
if sanitization is happening anywhere, by Sunday 
nite, the garbage cans are so full, they overflow, our 
refrigerator has been without a light inside for 
weeks, very unsanitary situation, management sits 
at home and tells production to get to work or else so 
the top CEOs can pad their pockets while Boieng our 
major customer shuts down because they actually 
care about their employees

04/07/20 2:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Kaiser Permanente 700 Lilly road Olympia Employees not 6 feet apart in some offices, not 6 ft 
back when checking in patients.

Meforyou630@gmail.com B

03/30/20 6:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Kaiser Permanente 700 Lilly Road NE Olympia KP is making it extreme difficult for anyone who 
does not normally work from home or who does not 
have a high risk disease to do so even if you do not 
need to be physically in the building to do your job.  
You have to fill out a request that then goes to HR 
and your manager.  Your manager is then 
encouraged to go over the guidelines and make you 
feel safer at work by say, you can wear a masks, you 
can close your door.   You may be asked for medical 
proof of a condition that falls into their protocol. Staff 
who can perform, and there are many administrative 
and business staff that can, perform their main 
duties at home should be allowed to and not 
endangered.   Not all staff at an essential business 
are physically needed on site.  This is short sighted 
and embarrassing of a healthcare company.  Staff 
doing direct patient and managing staff doing direct 
patient care are allowed to go anywhere in the 
building where people who don't generally come in 
contact with patients are.  Masks are not available 
for staff not going direct patient care.

05/02/20 10:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Landscaping Kaleidoscope 16037 Aurora Avenue North, Shoreline, WA, 98133Seattle The following is a concern about the company that is 
putting workers at risk by not following social 
distancing protocols. The company maintains that 
two employees travel together in work trucks (not 
maintaining 6 feet distance in the truck) addressed 
to job sites. 
It is clearly stated in the Phase 1 Construction 
Restart that "Any existing construction projects 
complying with the points below may resume only
those work activities that do not require workers to 
be closer than six-feet together.
If a work activity requires workers to be closer than 
six-feet, it is not considered lowrisk and is not 
authorized."
Employers should not be asked to drive to worksites 
together in company trucks as this clearly is against 
the 6 feet social distancing rule. There has not been 
a protocol by the company implemented that allows 
workers to drive to sites in their own cars or on their 
own in order to maintain this distance. 

It is also stated in the governers page that "To the 
extent practical allow only one trade/subcontractor at 
a time on a jobsite and maintain 6-foot
separation social distancing for each member of that 
trade. If more than one trade/subcontractor
must be on the job to complete the job then at a 
minimum all trades and subcontractors must
maintain social distancing policies in accordance 
with this guidance."

It is written multiple times that these guidelines must 

kkarterjed@gmail.com

04/28/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Katerra Construction LLC 11725 NE 118 th St  98034. Kirkland Not following social distancing requirements, no 
masks, non-adequate wash stations.

04/02/20 11:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction KC Equipment LLC Seattle WA People riding in vehicles together! Violating social 
distance order.. no washing stations. No sanitizers. 
Standing and talking in groups less than a ft from 
each other.  Leaky equipment leaving oil on 
roadways. How is this company essential?

Sean

03/31/20 4:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dealership Kendall Ford of Marysville 15900 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville I had work done on my car and I noticed they are 
NOT 6 feet apart, they talk in groups, don’t seem 
sanitary at all. I’m very worried

04/02/20 2:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther INFECTD EMPLOYEES Kennewick Walmart 2720 S Quillan St Kennewick Pharmacy technician diagnosed with Covid 19.   
Those who had contact are not being tested or 
quarentined or notified.

04/17/20 9:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plant nursery Kent East Hill Nursery 11644 se 240 th Street Kent No physical barrier for outdoor cashier,  employees 
not wearing masks and standing and talking close 
together with each other and with customers

coolschoolmom@comcast.netDiane Manso 425-466-3414



04/11/20 1:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery/Garden Center Kent East Hill Nursery 11644 SE 240th St, Kent, WA 98031Kent My concern is this nursery has not taken major 
steps to limit the crowds coming to the nursery at 
once. There have been crowds of people coming to 
the nursery, filling up the parking lot. With the 
amount there at the same time there is no way social 
distancing can be maintained.

04/15/20 3:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Kenworth Truck Co 1601 N 8th St Renton, WA 98057 6 Feet separation plan seems unrealistic.  Locker 
access would not allow.
Meetings held on 3/24 held in closed restricted 
space do not build confidence in company ability to 
enforce this requirement.  Would suggest 
recommending company to remain closed for 
duration of the order (5/4).

04/01/20 11:26 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Childcare Kiddie Academy 601 Valley St Seattle, WA 98109 Providing childcare for non-essential workers, too 
many children to maintain social distancing. This is 
confidential but someone I know who works there 
does not feel comfortable going to work but can’t 
afford to lose their job. They also said that Kiddie 
Academy plans to stay open “until they are shut 
down.”

mwlauder2@gmail.com Matthew Lauder 2062183547

04/16/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Killer burger food truck 400 mother Joseph place Vancouver 3 employees working in the food truck in close 
contact with each other

04/07/20 11:41 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare KinderCare 4504 6th Ave SE Lacey The director of KinderCare Lacey is calling non 
essential families to bring back their kids as of today, 
4/7/20. She is doing this to remain open and fill up 
the classrooms.  Bringing all of these kids that are 
able to stay home is not only putting the staff more 
at risk, but the young children as well.

05/04/20 7:06 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other News media KING 5 1501 1st Ave S Seattle During this whole coronavirus lockdown the news 
media get to proceed in a business-as-usual format.  
True, some of the regulars are airing from home 
(weather, traffic, editorials) but the main anchors still 
get haircuts and makeup.  Why hasn’t anything 
happened to them, yet all hair salons and 
barbershops remained closed?

Rsore72@hotmail.com Rich Sorensen 2537977149

03/31/20 2:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government King County District Court 516 3rd Avenue Seattle KCDC is not following social distancing and 
telecommute procedures. They are making 
employees come in for processing checks and 
payments, issuing refunds, dealing with payment 
plans....all can be done from home except 
processing checks (the actual deposit). They have 
the ability to telecommute using their home 
computers, but do ot allow employees to do so.

03/30/20 5:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation King County Metro 201 S Jackson St Seattle Metro has not instituted any requirements for social 
distancing. In fact, they have directed their drivers: “ 
Please do not deny service to any customers even if 
6ft of spacing cant be maintained.” I have proof of 
this message sent to all drivers.

Furthermore, approximately 90% of the current 
ridership are not essential workers. How will use of 
this essential service be enforced?

scottranney@hotmail.com Scott Ranney 4254221123

03/30/20 5:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government King County Metro 12100 E Marginal Way S Tukwila Last week our boss Darrin Bassin had a retirement 
party and 25 people went and we just found out one 
of them has the virus in their family and has also 
been sick and when we talked to Darrin he got mad. 
He also had a safety meeting and brought donuts.  
they get mad when we try and stay 6 ft apart.  please 
keep anonymous or I will get fired

04/23/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther King county Metro and 
Seattle Street car

King county Metro and Seattle Street 
car

201 s Jackson Seattle Still not taking temperatures of employees and 
supervision or sanitizing frequently enough.

cavinvern@yahoo.com Vern Cavin 2532618949

05/12/20 11:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation King County Water Taxi 12030 104th Ln SW Vashon Masking of riders not enforced or promoted. social 
distancing inside the boat not enforced or promoted.

marklanstadt@gmail.com Mark

05/07/20 2:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Kings Row 1st St Selah They are setting up tables outside to encourage 
people to eat at their restaurant. The stay our home 
order clearly says no consumption on premise

04/18/20 5:55 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mail and print Kingston mail and print 8202 be state hwy. 104. Ste. 102Kingston Zero social distancing, zero sales clerk staying a 
distance. Dirty store. Zero compliance. I was 
shocked.

Msdwrk@gmail.com Marsha dohrendorf 3606206895

04/12/20 10:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Kinza Teriyaki Japanese Restaurant 6820 Kimball Drive A-1 Gig Harbor Recently we were at this place to pick up a take out. 
There was no effort for proper spacing. After I 
entered solely I was the only one in, then within 5 
minutes there were 10 inside too close and some 
talking. 
They need to allow only one customer at a time; and 
spacing marked on ground and sign posted with 
rules: one customer inside at a time and to call 
outside to see if food is ready.
   The restaurant Il Lucano Italiano does it correctly 
and should be a Pierce County Model in doing it 
correctly.

ean2805@hotmail.com Eugene Norville 4258305831

05/04/20 7:09 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other News media KIRO 7 news 2807 3rd Ave Seattle During this whole coronavirus lockdown the news 
media get to proceed in a business-as-usual format.  
True, some of the regulars are airing from home 
(weather, traffic, editorials) but the main anchors still 
get haircuts and makeup.  Why hasn’t anything 
happened to them, yet all hair salons and 
barbershops remained closed?

Rsore72@hotmail.com Rich Sorensen 2537977149

05/15/20 6:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apartments Kitsap Housing Resources (Rhododendron Apartments)235 High School Road NW Bainbridge Island Neither the manager nor the maintenance man wear 
masks, even when walking side by side (less than 6') 
about the grounds. Normally this only endangers 
themselves. However, they are planning to inspect 
all the units soon. This entails at least two people 
entering and walking through each and every 
resident's apartment. Many people living at the 
Rhododendron - and, for that matter, at other 
Housing Kitsap properties - are elderly and/or have 
health conditions. Inspecting the apartment puts 
residents' safety at risk and should not be done while 
COVID-19 is a threat.

Rhododendron Apartments, on Bainbridge Island, is 
one of several Housing Kitsap properties.  The main 
office's address is:

Housing Kitsap
2244 NW Bucklin Hill Road
Silverdale, WA
HousingKitsap@HousingKitsap.org

Rhododendron Apartments  Rhododendron@housingkitsap.org

05/06/20 1:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Kitsap Road Dept / C&R Tractor and Landscape3929 Pleasant Hill Rd Kelso Kitsap road dept has restarted work on Ridgetop with 
C&R Tractor an Landscape the contractor. Only a 
few County employees were wearing masks and 
none of the contractor personnel.

karlthecoug@gmail.com Karl Jensen 3606494673

05/05/20 1:32 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County and city bus service Kitsap transit 60 Washington  ave unit 200 Bremerton Routed buses over loaded no one on bus is if  apart 
people talking carrying on with no face mask no one 
including kitsap transit drivers and upper 
management  are not  fallowing the mandated guide 
lines and are not making passengers  fallow I either 
this has been going on for weeks and is getting 
worse

firehouseglass8@msn.com Brian Robinson 3602860422

04/16/20 1:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction KLB Construction LLC 3405 121st St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98087Lynnwood May also be performing non essential work in 
Auburn and Everett

info@klbconstruction.com



05/06/20 4:12 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Law Enforcement Klickitat County Sheriff's Office 205 S Columbus Goldendale On May 5th, our local Sheriff released this 
statement: 

Governor Inslee’s orders pertaining to public 
gatherings or businesses operating in violation of his 
orders in my opinion is a violation of our citizens 
Constitutional Rights under the 1st Amendment, 2nd 
Amendment, and other Amendments of the US 
Constitution and Washington State Constitution.

Not allowing citizens to attend church or firearm 
dealers to conduct business is a violation of the 1st 
Amendment and the 2nd Amendment but the 
Governor has no problem allowing Marijuana shops 
to stay open for business. 

Bob Songer
Sheriff
Klickitat County, Washington

As Sheriff I will uphold our citizens Constitutional 
Rights and Liberties and will NOT ENFORCE 
Governor Inslee’s COVID-19 Proclamation Orders 
on public gatherings and non-essential businesses. 

No crisis should ever violate a citizen’s liberty or God 
Given Rights under our US Constitution or 
Washington State Constitution.

bobs@klickitatcounty.org

05/04/20 7:11 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other News Media KOMO 4 140 4th Ave N Seattle During this whole coronavirus lockdown the news 
media get to proceed in a business-as-usual format.  
True, some of the regulars are airing from home 
(weather, traffic, editorials) but the main anchors still 
get haircuts and makeup.  Why hasn’t anything 
happened to them, yet all hair salons and 
barbershops remained closed?

Rsore72@hotmail.com Rich Sorensen 2537977149

04/24/20 5:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Kona ice 360 887 6242 phone Vancouver Got photos of ice cream truck with about 9 kids and 
adults standing and not following guidelines. 
Not only that got video of the local police all driving 
by 6 of them with lights on and nothing was said 
about the guidelines. 
What a joke this is.....

Jmglassworks@gmail.com Jason Mcghee 3609807815

04/01/20 8:45 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Krispy Kreme 4302 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Many people you see working at one window. Lisawelling34@gmail.com Lisa (253)924-7756

04/02/20 7:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business KROGER - QFC 10116 ne 8th st Bellevue Someone was tested positive for covid-19 and last 
worked was 3/26. QFC management and the Kroger 
corporation are taking the bare minimum steps to 
sanitize. THEY ARE HIRING TEENAGERS TO 
COME IN AND WIPE A FEW THINGS DOWN FOR 
LESS THAN AN HOUR A DAY. They are 
REFUSING to hire professionals to clean. They are 
PENALIZING those who do not want to come to 
work. NOW THERE ARE MULTIPLE PEOPLE 
SHOWING SYMPTOMS THAT ARE STARTING TO 
CALL OUT.

Please, I implore you to help me. I do not want to get 
sick and die and I do not want to get others sick! We 
have hundreds of customers every day. Please 
please help.

Twndesam@gmail.com Employee

05/13/20 9:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business kudick chiropractic 1800 cooper pt rd olympia no masks, no precautions

04/30/20 9:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Retailer Kush 21 17730 Ambaum Blvd S, 98148Seattle it seems the owners are taking no measure to limit 
the number of customers they have in the store at 
once, as well, they are following no social distancing 
measures.

05/12/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Woodland School district KWRL TRANSPORTATIONKWRL 989 frazier lane Woodland office staff not respecting social distancing from 
management on down even working shoulder to 
shoulder at times. business as usual there.

Michael Green (superintendant)

04/22/20 4:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shop L&L products 160 mclean Drive Romeo Michigan Not following what the governor  is telling everyone 
not 6 feet apart when running a machine we are so 
close to each other

Jay.krawczyk@llproducts.com

04/22/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shop L&L products 160 mclean Drive Romeo They are putting people in danger  due to its on 
essential they make new parts and the machines 
they are running are not 6 feet apart ,not even 2 feet 
apart ,they make parts for brand new vehicles

Jay.krawvzyk@llproducts.com

04/02/20 9:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business La Huerta 405 E Smith St, Kent, WA 98030 1.3 miKent Store is always full with people and some cooked 
items everyone has assets to it. Not disinfecting 
anything at all. Cashiers are cutting some veggies 
while charging customers for groceries...

An Employee

05/10/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business La Mexicana Super Market 421 S Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee 5-10-20 at 1pm
Employees not wearing masks. Not one employee 
was observed wearing masks. No social distancing. 
No control of how many people are in the store at 
one time.

Blancaptc@hotmail.com Blanca Zendejas 509-741-0068

04/03/20 7:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business La Rustica 4100 Beach Drive SW Seattle La Rustica serving to go food, inside the restaurant 
was packed at 7 on Friday April 3. We ordered pick 
up, when I saw the take out situation I wished we 
hadn't placed an order. There were people clustered 
both in front and inside restaurant, employees and 
cooks lack proper distancing protection, person filling 
orders so stressed out he started screaming at me 
'im stressed out, back off," pointing to chairs lined 
up, he completely freaked out. So many people were 
inside this tiny restaurant, staff unorganized and 
obviously stressed out and upset. We wanted to 
support our neighborhood business, but I was so 
worried that I didn't want to take out food from a 
place that was unsanitary, no social distancing of 
cooks and customers, screaming staff. This is a 
small business, but I ethically feel a need to report 
La Rustica. I threw all my clothes in hamper, took 
shower, and scrubbed everything from my purse, 
wallet and phone as soon as I got home. This is a 
nice restaurant, but after witnessing the environment 
and having upset employee screaming, its clear that 
they need to change their takeout practices to keep 
COVID from spreading. I'm worried about being 
inside the restaurant, exposed to so many people in 
this tiny place.

raytina517@gmail.com Tina Ray 2064782744

04/07/20 4:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business LabCorp 1020 Anderson drive Aberdeen,wa Three employees on site none wore masks today as 
I had my blood drawn for virtual Dr. Appt. Five  
patients in the lab at the same time. All patients wore 
their own masks but social distancing was not 
possible with Eight people in the room.4-7-2020

gagejulie@comcast.net Julie Gage 13605934673

04/21/20 9:51 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Staffing Company Labor Max Staffing 3417 Broadway Suite C Everett The owner refuses to close office to the public. I've 
had 2 confirmed covid cases in flaggers I've 
dispatched to clients and one of them passed it to a 
host employer, getting them sick. And he wants 
these same people to keep working and coming to 
the office and continue spreading it by sending them 
out still and exposing us to their illness. I've told the 
corporate owner too, and they just keep pushing us 
to do more and don't care about our safety or the 
order.

keeleybieber00@gmail.com Keeley Bieber 3602026483 robert.butler@labormaxstaffing.com

04/01/20 3:53 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare Center Lacey Kindercare 4504 6th ave se Lacey The company is allowing staff members to travel out 
of state and then return to work without any type of 
quarantine.  Also children with fevers and vomiting 
remain in a classroom with peers and staff.

J_sinni@yahoo.com

04/01/20 10:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child Development Center Lacey kindercare 4504 6th Ave SE Lacey At the lacey kindercare there are staff traveling one 
employee traveled to Los Angales, CA and was told 
she is only need to be quarintined for 72 hours and 
one employee is going to visit her family that has a 
grand mother that tested positive for COVID-19 and 
have been exposed but was told she can travel and 
she will have to be quarintined for 14 days. I just 
want to make sure the information I am trying to give 
them correct information and I am under the 
impression that it is 14 day quarintine for traveling or 
being exposed please help us keep the children and 
staff safe they are essential to our day life and would 
not want to see anyone sick or have them affect 
their compromised family members

Miss.ramirez06@gmail.com Rose Ramirez 8583737148



05/15/20 2:13 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Laundry Mat Lacey Laundry 7239 Martin Way E Lacey Many people were not following the social distancing 
rules on 5/14 and the staff member refused to do 
anything about it when it was reported. (The staff 
member was sitting directly across from two people 
violating the rule.)  Customers are supposed to leave 
the room if they are not actively doing laundry. This 
was not enforced.

04/09/20 5:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ladybug Coffee 1132 South Albro Place Seattle This business does not have running water.  As a 
result, this business is posing a health concern to 
the public due to their inability to provide the 
necessary food service requirements to limit the 
spread of COVID-19.  Employees are not able to 
wash their hands onsite, do not wear gloves, do not 
wear masks, etc.

mosier.ac@gmail.com A Mosier 513-850-4074

04/26/20 4:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Lake City Pub 9106 Veterans Dr SW, Lakewood, WA 98498Lakewood Looks like 15 people all hanging out at the bar not 
fallowing orders

04/10/20 7:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Lakebay Marina 15 Lorenz Rd Lakebay No social distancing ! Selling and drinking alcohol 
outside on unincorporated deck , dining inside and 
gathering of people in groups!

04/09/20 8:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Lakebay Marina 15 Lorenz Rd. Lakebay Large gatherings of people daily and not following 
social distance protocols inside the restaurant and 
out. 

It’s interesting you guys let a man with multiple 
felonies open a restaurant back up during a state 
wide stay home order. Highly irresponsible. 

THIS WILL BE SENT TO MEDIA.
04/08/20 10:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lakeside Industries 5218 Chelan Lane SE Lacey I witnessed one worker cough and sneeze not 

washing hands and touching communal tools, touch 
equipment that others are also sharing.  There is no 
place to wash hands and nothing is being wiped or 
disinfected.

Dawlspringer@gmail.com Andrea 3603509407

04/17/20 1:53 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther harware lakewood hardware 9020 lakewood drive lakewood about 70 people crammed in the store elbow to 
elbow did not even care people coughing were not 
even asked to leave or to distance themselves

jeffrey

04/01/20 5:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lakewood hardware Lakewood blvd Lakewood They are price gauging and aren't practicing social 
distance guidelines

a.knapp1717@gmail.com Amy 2533920964

04/13/20 7:59 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther retail hardware garden lakewood hardware and paint 9020 lakewood drive 98498 Lakewood no real action being taken

04/16/20 10:41 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lakewood Lowes 5115 100th st sw Lakewood Trying to get through aisles is difficult, especially 
near the registers.  Numerous times i was bumps 
into by others.  Too many people in the store.

Jason.Sexton33@gmail.com Jason Sexton 2534593202

04/25/20 8:24 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food production Lamb Weston 2013 Saint St. Richland I work at a food production facility. My day shift was 
canceled today, 4/25, as they found another 
employee with covid. As of now, they want to be up 
and running at 4pm this same day. I thought they 
needed to wait for approval to re-open? You may 
contact me, I just wish to remain anonymous.

Nitrojunkie79@hotmail.com Quinton 5095547037

03/31/20 2:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Potato manufacturing Lambweston 1203 basin st Warden On 3/15 employees voiced concerns about 
employees who left the country, those attending 
church services in mattawa and employees who 
were sick. On 03/30 the employees who tested 
positive in warden Lambweston factory had worked 
up until one was hospitalized. Employees were 
subjected to exposure to include the productions. 
No, sanitation is in place until next week. Several 
individuals on each shift had close encounters with 
those who tested positive, even after they told the 
employer they had left the country they were not 
quarantine. Employees were told to show up to work 
until fever or symptoms appeared and went against 
GCH recommendations to quarantine. Please 
contact all cooperation to verify and request the 
clean up schedule and speak to all employees who 
walked out of work on 03/30. Please mandate 
testing to the sick individuals who are currently 
working.

208-938-1047

04/02/20 12:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Title and Escrow Land Title and Escrow 111 E. George Hopper Road Burlington, WA About a dozen office workers are working together 
only several feet apart from each other in an open 
room.  Management has been approached by 
concerned workers, but the only change offered by 
management is a posted notice that client 
appointments are now required. Conditions do not 
comply with governmental social distancing 
recommendations between workers or between 
workers and clients, so workers feel threatened by 
the work environment.  Workers feel that about half 
of them could likely perform their work from their 
homes now, work shifts could separate those who 
need to come to the premises to do their work.  
Management needs to be more accepting of 
changes to make the workplace safer.

(anonymous concerned citizen)

04/29/20 8:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Landcare 1905 104th St E Tacoma Observed crews riding several people in each truck 
without masks.  Still appear to be operating business 
as usual. None of the construction social distancing 
protocol seems to be observed.

04/01/20 8:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Landmark Care Center 710 N 39th Ave Yakima On march 28th 2020 one of our residents in our 
facility was tested for covid19 however before that 
he was sharing the room with another resident after 
being tested the roommate was moved to another 
private room. The resident being tested was placed 
on isolation and droplet precaution but with the door 
opened and the roommate was not isolated because 
according to the DNS and the administrator that 
resident was allowed to wonder the halls without any 
restrictions and into the dining rooms just because 
he was not showing any signs and symptoms 
however we are aware that signs and symptoms will 
not be shown up to 14 days of contracting the virus 
placing all the staff and other residents at risk of 
being exposed to the virus. Aside from that we were 
not given the proper PPE for this kind of disease 
outbreak, having to use garbage bags for our feet 
and no goggles or faceshild to cover our face and 
even our no touch automatic handsitizer dispensers 
that were placed outside every residents room were 
switched to the old traditional pumping hand 
sanitizers in an effort to save money. On Sunday 
afternoon March 29th one of our coworkers (NAC) 
was called in to work knowing she is pregnant. That 
NAC then asked if there was a possible case of the 
virus and our scheduler (Roni) said no and said that 
the resident was being swabbed for pneumonia, 
although she was well aware of someone being 
tested for covid19 (and we have proof that she did 
know).

Otorres91@hotmail.com Oliver 5097593674

04/01/20 4:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate Landmark Real Estate 1835 Barkley Blvd #101 Bellingham My land lord company is selling my unit. I have a 
daughter with a compromised immune system and 
they have set up a showing of my unit this Friday the 
3rd and refuse to take no for an answer after I cried 
begging them not to come they will be anyways. 
Please help me

Stephaniedelgado709@gmail.comStephanie Delgado 3603193100

04/15/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Landscaping Mobile Lacey Doing door to door solicitation for services. Jesked@asme.org Dana Jeske 5097608626 Gasparjaun206@gmail.com

04/06/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Landscaping Service 24624 SE Old Black Nugget RoadIssaquah Landscaping company hired by neighbor at reported 
address above is not being considerate of social 
distancing requirements and there are members who 
are experiencing underlying health issues living near 
by. Please have them stop.

Brandi H. 425-466-8348

05/15/20 9:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Laredo’s 555 Aloha St Seattle There are 15-20 patrons in the bar after service 
hours

Bretneywhite@gmail.com Bret White 2064629322

05/06/20 6:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Laredo’s 555 aloha st Seattle 50 people outside driving on cinco de Mayo 
All close contact

04/22/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealer Larry h Miller casa jeep 9733 coors Blvd nw Albuquerque Sales people outside with customers when they are 
to be closed to public

Concerned@gmail.com None 5058978400

04/30/20 5:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto Sales Larson Automotive Group 7815 S Tacoma Way Tacoma The owner is forcing non essential employees to 
return to work or else they are all the way fired. 
Selling cars to non essential people.

05/12/20 12:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashed by Tasha Not sure Yskima Hair salon open and owner has posted on social 
media that she is open and taking clients for haircuts 
and lashes.

Tasha Lin Groenig  (509) 388-1435

05/12/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashed by Tasha Not sure Yskima Hair salon open and owner has posted on social 
media that she is open and taking clients for haircuts 
and lashes.

Tasha (509) 388-1435

04/01/20 2:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Late on your way Viking way Poulsbo 2-3 staff members in tiny shack, serving coffee to 
customers 3 or 4 ft away

Gregpodesta@gmail.com Gregg podesta 3607100863



05/15/20 11:06 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business later years adult family home 8557 covina loop road bremerton The owner Tammy Young is allowing people to visit 
inside the home giving tours of the home people in 
and out all the time we have 6 residents and 3 
employees and she is allowing family members to 
visit she is putting all of us at risk she is not flowing 
the 14 day quarantie rule she is putting everyone in 
that adult family home at risk

04/06/20 9:32 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cider mill and farm Lattins country mill and farm 9402 rich rd se olympia Tenino wa Went to the store for curbside pickup so its says.but 
the supplies were limited so went into the store to 
make a purchase and there were more then 40 
people in line so i walked out and left they werent 
practicing the 6 foot rule at all horrible bussiness and 
manging check out there facebook page and see all 
the bad reviews alot of people are disappointed in 
this place and during this pandemic.

Anonymous Anonymous 360-489-7820

03/30/20 7:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recruiting Technical Workforce SolutionLaunch Technical Workforce Solution 604 Oakesdale Avenue Renton My spouse is a contractor for Launch and is working 
as an Assembly Line Trimmer at Sekisui Aerospace 
Inc., Auburn, WA - 1502 20th Street NW. The FTE 
were released with pay 1 week ago, however 
contracted employees were given an option to stay 
and be paid by Launch or lose their jobs.  My 
husband and I cannot afford to work, so he stayed, 
however working on the assembly is rather difficult 
to maintain social distances.  Many of the people are 
concerned and would like for someone to look into 
the situation.

simrho@msn.com Simeon 2063801794

03/30/20 7:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Leaps Forward 14012 163RD PL SE Renton we can't maintain a 6 foot distance because we have 
to work closely with our clients. but we are not given 
anything to protect ourselves either like masks or 
gloves or hand sanitizer. When we told our employer 
we were not comfortable working we were told it was 
our choice to work or not but we would not be paid if 
we didn't. Other companies in the area are giving 
their CBTs PPE because we have to work close to 
our clients. Can you require my employer to provide 
PPE so I feel safe working too?

05/06/20 7:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lease Crutcher Lewis 1830 Broadway Seattle Contractor's saftey team is not enforcing the safety 
rules outlined by the Governor's Phase 1 
construction restart. Sub-contractor employees are 
seen walking around the job site with masks, but 
they are not covering their noses or mouths. Social 
distancing is only really enforced in the line for the 
jobsite entrance in the morning.

Brad 2537093651

03/31/20 5:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lease Crutcher lewis 3906–3958 15th Ave NE Seattle There has been more than one confirmed case of 
people with the Covid virus on our job /Lease 
Crutcher Lewis is covering it up and trying to keep 
the job running all of us workers need some help We 
are all nervous to lose our jobs because if we take a 
layoff the company will replace us they have told us 
that please get back to me

Jaysonnumsen@hotmail.comJayson Numsen 2532559192

03/31/20 10:04 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lease Crutcher lewis 15th Ave NE Seattle There has been three separate cases where people 
have either had the virus or even around people with 
The virus they are putting us all at risk we are all 
afraid for her health and well-being

Jayson numsen Jayson numsen 2532559192

04/16/20 9:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Legacy Fruit 109 N Wenas Rd. Selah This company has employees working knowing they 
had one infected Covid -19 and yet two separate 
cases have been issued. Employers are made to 
stay working or laid off with no guarantee of 
employment or unemployment. My mother is a 
worker there. Ask for me to get some help.

silvaramirez509@gmail.com Ruby Silva 5099010475

05/08/20 8:24 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse Legacy Fruit Packers 12 Hoffer Road Wapato Workers are saying that the employer is not 
following sanitation protocols and there are at least 
20 workers that have tested positive for COVID-19.  
Employees have confronted management about this 
and management is refusing to follow protocols.

05/11/20 7:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lennar SE 209 st Maple hills Covington Observing workers walking to trailer..no 
distancing..no masks. 715 am.

Lennar Maple hills

04/17/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lennar Northwest 18120 and 18202 Bellflower Rdbothell This company seems to be pushing their project as 
far as they can under this Quarantine period. Today 
there are painters plumbers, interior framing, siding, 
ect. We have observed all workers one to two feet 
apart at times and talking to delivery drivers and 
fellow workers at their vans and trucks, none of 
them wearing masks or gloves. They are there every 
day for 10 to 12 hrs. while we across the street are 
following stay at home guideline.

cbash.wa@netzero.net Darrell Bash        ex lifetime carpenter 4257787824 cdbash@hotmail.com

05/01/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Essential Les Schwab 2002 S 1st St Yakima They are not reporting to the state that they have 
multiple employees that have tested positive, and 
have ordered those employees not to tell anyone. 
They also have ordered other employees to come in 
to work though they have had direct contact with the 
sick employees.

Linda Hall 5098302122

04/16/20 11:26 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive tire sales / install Les Schwab 6330 NE Bothell Way Kenmore Employees stand within 3 feet of customers.  Inside 
customer area, use side of desk that provides 4 foot 
clearance to window wall.  Employees walk past 
customers in 4 foot space to access their side of 
counter.  There is other access to backside of 
counter but is longer walk. Outside stand next to 
customers to discuss vehicle issues.  Uncertain if 
vehicle interior was disinfected when work 
completed. Dashboard was dusty upon pickup. 
Behaviors indicate lack of understanding of how 
virus spreads.  They are good mechanics and 
provide vital service that we have used before.  
Please help them understand the consequences so 
they can continue serving the public and stay healthy 
themselves.

heyrocky@comcast.net Mike 425-806-0703

04/16/20 11:44 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Les Schwab Tire Les Schwab Tire Kent Kangly Covington Store employees talking face to face with customers. 
Employees standing together with no type of face 
mask. Customers  standing at counter next to each 
other’s. Manager doesn’t pay attention to what is 
going on and he contributes to employees and 
customers bad decision of not  staying 6 feet apart

Nessconst@comcast.net Wayne 206-735-0412

05/11/20 5:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Tires Les Schwab Tire Center 204 W Moore St Sedo Woolley Employees are not wearing masks or gloves, not 
standing 6 feet away from each other, and not 
asking customers to do that either.

05/01/20 6:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other TIRE center LesSchwab 2002  S 1st Street Yakima 2 employees have been diagnosed with the virus. 
Store closed yesterday but reopened today. Cleaning 
was  done but all the people who worked with Patty 
Hall are told to report to work. I thought they were to 
be quarantined if in contact with someone with the 
virus for 14 days.

57debdale@gmail.com Debra Dale 5099616024 Unknown

04/07/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Levi's minit mart 125 n 4 the street Deer park There is an employee there that is not following the 
rules. And they are letting a Walmart employee that 
is supposed to be in isolation in the store to hang 
out. After he has been exposed to the virus. I 
brought it to the boss's attention and nothing is being 
done.

Rnfamily6@msn.com 509-499-3786

03/31/20 11:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther New car showroom Lexus of Seattle 20300 Highway 99 • Lynnwood, WA 98036Lynnwood Construction work

05/15/20 10:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealership Lexus of Tacoma at Fife 1708 40th Avenue Ct E Fife Phase 1 rules say car dealerships must be 
appointment based only, and only have staff there 
when needed. Well the dealership is full staffed 
everyday, accepting everyone who walks in and on 
most days are packed with people.

On top of that when the quarantine order went out 
the dealership failed to follow and is still not following

flee@lexusoftacoma.com

05/04/20 2:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Commercial Fishing LFS Marine 851 Coho Way Bellingham I went into this business today and saw that they 
were not following social distancing (there was more 
than 50 people in the business), employees were not 
wearing masks or gloves, and were also conducting 
non-essential business.

Anonymous

03/31/20 7:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real estate Lgi homes 676 Sigrist Dr E Enumclaw They are still in the office more than 2 people. 
Proceeding like normal with no precautions.

04/01/20 3:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Life care center of Richland 44 Goethals Dr Richland Persons are loitering and talking to residents at open 
windows of facility not wearing any PPE. The 
residence has confirmed positive COVID-19 cases

frankenstew@yahoo.com Jodi Young 509-930-1218



04/04/20 3:46 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Life Care of Gig Harbor   -    
Cottesmore Skilled Nursing Facility

2909 14th Avenue NW Gig Harbor Topic: ABUSE AND NEGLECT
After strict orders from the Governor of Washington 
state, Cottesmore of Life Care was still holding 
morning meetings of 15-17 people in one 
conference room until March 23 or 24th.  I am 
reporting this as a group of us  (employees) at Life 
Care of Gig Harbor. This facility is posing harm to 
the vulnerable population and all departments of this 
facility, especially our nursing staff. I fear for my 
loved one's safety/our family's safety.  I will provide 
evidence this type of behavior is still taking place 
even after Washington State and the United States 
Citizens were told to practice safe distancing unless 
we are providing direct patient care. I provide direct 
patient care but that management is demonstrating 
ignorance. According to the predictions, this 
behavior will cause serious illness and in our case, 
death.  If I don't show up to work, I will get fired.  
Please help protect our patients and our families.

04/29/20 7:51 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Homeless Shelter Lighthouse Mission 2020 Cornwall Ave Bellingham The mission moved into Bellingham High School so 
there would be more room for social distancing. 
Unfortunately no one is actually enforcing social 
distancing. Large groups of people are allowed to 
gather together all day and night without any 
consequences. It appears it is 100 plus people on 
any given day. I am a concerned Whatcom County 
resident. I believe we ALL need to do our part.

sharons990@comcast.net Sharon Smith 360 296-6211

04/24/20 8:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther lighthouse park lighthouse park 609 Front Street mukilteo 04/24/2020 me and my fiance entered the  park to 
consume our lunch together because we have been 
at home staying safe since Governor Inslee signed 
the stay at home order act.upon arriving we were 
starred at with glares as we walked across the round 
about to enter the park.There was two caucasian 
males at standing against the post waiting and 
watching.As soon as me and my fiance entered the 
park,we were immediately approached by the older 
caucasian male and was instructed we could not 
enjoy our lunch there and he would be more than 
glad to recommend another park.Immediately we left 
to avoid all altercations and to prevent ourselves 
from getting sick from the covid-19 because the man 
didnt have a mask on.On the city of mukilteo website 
it states that the lighthouse park can have firepits 
and to bring your own food.i believe that me and my 
fiance was asked to leave because we are of color 
and the older male felt threatned by our 
presence.We arrived minding our own business and 
was asked to leave because we had food to eat.We 
hve been inside the house for  very long time and 
would really appreciate as to when we go outside for 
fresh air that we are not greeted by people who 
wasnt wearing ppe and decided to invade our social 
distancing bubble because he felt as if we dont 
belong.im digusted with the measures these locals 
took to try take away our romantic afternoon.please 
insure all park employees that its 2020 and its not 
against the law for coppered colored individuals to 
enjoy recreational enviroments with non coppered 
colored individuals.

yoddiejohnson@gmail.com Yaminah Oddie-Johnson 2065033850

05/14/20 4:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business lincare 101 n 5th ave yakima returned nebulizer i have lung disease no masks no 
gloves no sanitizer worker sneezed didn't even cover 
mouth i confronted she got nasty this is an oxygen 
and breathing appliances need to be checked out

05/08/20 3:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County Commissioner Lincoln County Commissioners 405 Logan St Davenport Not following social distancing for their meetings. 
Still holding public meetings without social distancing.

04/08/20 8:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Towing Company Lincoln Towing 3919 Pasadena PL NE SEATTLE My car was towed to Lincoln Towing at 3919 
Pasadena PL NE. The clerk who works there (I 
picked up on 04/08/2020 at 7:21 PM) was outside 
smoking within 25 feet of the door, blocking the door 
to get in. This is illegal. Also, another car pulled up 
and she was smoking with two people who did not 
appear to work there. They were hugging and taking 
no precautions during this COVID-19 pandemic. As I 
walked up, they made a joke about how they were 
not practicing social distancing and the clerk 
laughed. I hesitated and the clerk told me to go in, 
but I would have to walk right by her (within 6 feet). 
Then I told them I have asthma and am at risk and 
cannot breathe cigarette smoke. They were rude to 
me but stepped back, allowing me to pass. Then the 
clerk slammed the open door before I could go in, 
necessitating me touching the door handle. She 
proceeded to be very rude to me during the 
transaction, and I had to touch the same pen she 
touched to sign the receipt. When I tried to use my 
sleeve to push the button on the credit card 
machine, she rolled her eyes and also snapped at 
me. I am livid that there seemed to be no measures 
in place for us to be protected during this global 
pandemic, and more livid that the clerk is not only 
not practicing social distancing, but LAUGHED about 
it. Her actions put my health at greater risk.

rimakaboul@msn.com Rima Kaboul 206-437-1256

05/18/20 11:56 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Little Caesar's Pizza 2301 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima Employees not using basic hygiene practices. 
Cashiers are touching money and then touching 
food and packaging without washing hands or 
putting on gloves, therefore contaminating the food 
and packaging. Also, even though it is not 
mandatory, they should be wearing masks, no one in 
this place is and they are talking and when they are 
talking, I can feel spit hitting me. This is not okay, 
this is how the virus spreads.

04/15/20 8:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Little Caesar’s 828 East 72nd st Tacoma The workers have no way of being 6 feet away from 
customers at this location. They even have a drive 
thru window that you are so close in proximity to the 
employee their face is in your car window. The carry 
out/take out is awful, as the customers have no way 
of staying 6 ft away while ordering/ waiting for the 
order. Either from the employee nor other customers

Luciousromangrey@gmail.comDu 2539937015 Sjr2 foods

04/07/20 9:30 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Little Ceasars 2430 Yew St BELLINGHAM I ordered pizza today using their contactless 
ordering.  When I arrived to pick up my pizza there 
were 7 customers in an area that can only support 3 
if social distancing is veing done.  They had 
customers right at the counter and were only about 2 
feet from thsm. They also had both registers open 
and they are not 6 feet apart. None of the employees 
were wearing gloves or masks.

Kerri.burnside@gmail.com Kerri L Burnside 3606122277

03/30/20 3:16 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Little Ceasers 221-g NE 104th Ave Vancouver Small waiting/ordering area with a crowded condition 
inside. No employee limiting number of people in the 
order/ waiting area or establishing distance between 
customers. Friday 03/27/2020 late afternoon. Many 
vehicles in parking area fighting for spot. People 
were dropping off people to add to the overcrowding. 
Ther should have been an employee helping control 
the crowding into such a small area. They sent a 
person to hold a sign on the corner out to work while 
this was happening. They could have used that 
employee to monitor distancing, but did not, putting 
profit above the safety of people.

skennon1@gmail.com Elijah Kennon 360-887-7958

05/16/20 3:51 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Little Cesars Pizza 1205 E Debbie Lane Mansfield While here I noticed not a single employee was 
wearing gloves or a face mask. Their “social 
distancing” marks weren’t even but maybe 3-4 feet 
apart, despite CDC guidelines requiring 6 feet. I 
watched the employees touch walls, counters and 
everything in between: and go directly to handling 
food without washing their hands. And what was 
most disgusting was the fact nearly all of them had 
flour on their rear ends. When you wear black pants, 
WHITE POWDER shows easily. It’s distrusting you 
know these gentlemen were wiping their hands on 
their butts and then going back to handling food. 
There was a point where over 10 people were in the 
store at once.

Shaneradick@yahoo.com Shane Radick 6826668136



04/17/20 10:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Living Well Chiropractic 1412 East Yelm Avenue Suite C101Yelm, WA 98597 They have 3 massage therapists currently working 
as employees and are not supplying masks for them 
or their clients to use.

A worker there says that cloth masks and proper 
training in their use is employee's responsibility.

I think this is potentially an OSHA violation - 
requiring folks to work in close contact with no 
protection is criminal.

rhonda23456@yahoo.com Rhonda Henry 2067805871 (360) 458-7533

04/30/20 11:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther nonprofit Living Well Kent 515 W Harrison St Kent not following safety precaution in small office. people 
stand next to each other and they dont care are 
putting people at risk

shamso@livingwellkent.org

04/24/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Local Union 7 The International 
Association of Heat and Frost 
Insulators and Allied Workers

14675 Interurban Ave S Tukwila Workers crowding together, no masks, no gloves.

05/16/20 8:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cannabis dispensary Locals Canna House 9616 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Sign clearly states no more than ten people, there 
were at least twenty in there. Sign clearly states stay 
back from the counter, patrons were sighted leaning 
on it and non of the employees were enforcing these 
procedures.

03/30/20 7:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Insurance London Aviation Underwriters 33405 6th Ave South Federal Way Refuses to allow employees to work from home, 
even though being in the office is unnecessary. 
Holds staff meetings without observing 6-foot 
separation.

03/30/20 7:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Labor Union Longshoreman’s Union Marginal Way Seattle Last Sunday there over 100 cars parked outside the 
Longshoreman’s Union Hall.

bobstevens@penncovewine.comBob Stevens 2063214456

05/16/20 7:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Looking Glass Chiropractic 20307 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo Chiropractor/Owner posted a video to Facebook that 
shows her treating multiple patients in same 
treatment room simultaneously with no PPE,, 
moving between patients without sanitizing, 
promoting contact in defiance of governor's order 
along with giving medical advice outside scope of 
practice. Specializes in prenatal/pediatric care of 
high-risk population.

Crystal Folta, DC /  lookingglasschiro@gmail.com

05/03/20 5:27 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Latino Stores in Mt. Vernon Los Amigos,Los Paisanos. 1627 Freeway Dr, Mt Vernon, WA 98273Mt. Vernon Large gathering of people
Doesnt following social distance
Butcher  didn't  wear mask and they are in closed 
contact with meat.
Any of the cashiers wearing mask or gloves 
All this happened between April 1 and 15th. I was at 
home  no working since governor give order in 
March..after that I got Covid and I visited 2 stores 
Los compadres and los paisanos 1806 Riverside Dr 
# D, Mt Vernon, WA 98273...and Joans..At 
Joans...workers has no masks and no gloves 
neither...really is not acceptable, PLEASE regulated 
these stores!!   !I am positive for COVID after visited 
these stores!!!

rhugha88@gmail.com Mrs. Jimenez 3602023781

04/11/20 5:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mexican Grocery’s Store Los Guerreros 10515 Tacoma Way Lakewood, WA I went to buy some groceries on Saturday 11th. The 
store allowed all people to come in. We were a lot in 
an small place. I don’t want my Mexican community 
to get sick. The store were following other safety 
requirements but not the above violation.

chiocedillo5@yahoo.com Rocio 3604915318

04/26/20 7:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Los Guerreros - Authentic Butcher 
Shop & Taqueria

8407 Evergreen Way Everett, WA 98204Everett Here's the message I wrote to them...you can gather 
my concerns from it. "Knowing that your store is 
essential you should take every precaution available 
to make your customers/staff stay HEALTHY and 
SAFE. I was at your store yesterday and felt 
completely unsafe. You have crowds of people 
coming in your store without your staff keeping an 
eye making sure there's enough room for the current 
social distancing measures. Your checkout lines also 
need serious attention. You have crowds of people 
lining up without any measures. Your payment 
kiosks are lacking attention too. I saw zero 
disaffecting spray bottles, you have NO ONE 
cleaning common areas after use. If you want to 
continue to make this a SAFE/HEALTHY place for 
people to purchase their essentials, you seriously 
have to do a better job. Control the flow of people in 
the store, control your checkout lines, disinfect 
common areas. Please! This is for everyone's 
safety. I tried calling to tell you about my reaction, 
but your staff member did not seem to care. You as 
the owner should take a moment and listen to my 
story. I'm simply trying to do my part by letting you 
know. I want to help keep us all HEALTHY and 
SAFE and hope that you will reconsider your current 
measures and feel the same way. Best of luck my 
friend!"

edgarddo23@gmail.com Edgar 4259499634

04/22/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Low Income Housing Institute  and 
The Frye

223 Yesler Way Seattle Hello, my elderly relative lives in a subsidized low 
income apartment building that has been undergoing 
renovations for several months. Management has 
been shuffling tenants to different apartments 
throughout the building every other month while 
doing construction on units. They do not clean these 
units well and have construction workers and other 
staff attempting to hell residents move their 
belongings in order to speed up renovations. They 
are currently pressuring my mother to move again to 
another unit TODAY and have even shut her hot 
water off a few times because of the renovations so 
there have been times she has not had hot water to 
wash. Today she still does not have hot water in her 
kitchen. She is not able to practice social distancing 
when they keep meeting with her about making her 
move. She has moved several times already. I'm 
afraid for her health because she is aging and has 
multiple chronic health issues that put her at risk of 
getting sick and LIHI keeps putting her at risk for 
exposure to the virus. Please help.

charhyseb@gmail.com Charhys Bailey 253-254-6442

04/26/20 10:27 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DYI  Essential  store Lowe' s 3511 5th St. SE Puyallup People  walking into  store to shop  without additional 
supervision  from store management   (Exception, a 
few signs posted regarding covid-19,but ignored by 
customers).

Very long lines at  checkout counters, social 
distancing seems not to be a concern.
Of course, many people in this area (Puyallup) do 
not wear mask a matter of  choice.

Large gathering of customers in the store on 
Saturday.
 .

glorialarry1948@gmail.com Gloria Larry 2532564097 Unknown

04/23/20 9:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home and Garden Store Lowe's 3100 196th S.W. Lynnwood My 68 year old mother had a new refridgerator 
delivered to her house from Lowe's.  The two 
delivery drivers had no protective gear when 
delivering and installing the refridgerator.  They were 
in and out of my mother's home multiple times 
touching items and never used any hand sanitizer or 
washed their hands.  They had no mask, gloves or 
protective foot covers either.  I ended up giving them 
two extra masks I had from work to try to protect my 
mother at least a little.

rowdy3693@gmail.com Erin Rivera 206-930-6259

04/17/20 8:59 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's Home ' 2221 NW Myhre Rd Silverdale No social distancing, no masks, a lot of people. They 
aren't controlling the amount of people in the store at 
once.

04/30/20 1:33 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail sales Lowe's home improvement 1050 E Sunset Dr Bellingham It has been concerning to me that our local Lowe's 
has never put in place any system to limit the 
number of customers in store at one time.  They 
have increased sales of 80% or more from same 
time last year selling non essentials daily.  The past 
two weekends in particular the lines have been 50 or 
more long at the checkout while people browsed the 
aisles the lines were in to purchase non essentials or 
just be out of their homes due to boredom.

BIGTYPRODUCTIONS@GMAIL.COMTY VISSER 5599030554

04/17/20 8:58 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's Home Improvement 5600 WA-303 Bremerton No social distancing, no masks, a lot of people.

04/18/20 8:30 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's: Home Improvement 2700 Rainier Ave S Seattle This business is not following safe social disstancing 
measures after a positive reported case of covid-19 
April 17th.
-space of employee not closed off for sanitation
-employee breakroom not sanitized
-employees not told a coworker was positive during 
dates to see if they could have come in contact with 
individual (while keeping them anonymous per hippa)
-store operations have resumed as normal with no 
deep sterilization. The store is an open layout.



04/20/20 12:19 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther haedware store Lowells 101 andover park e tukwila They are not counting people as they are entering in 
the store the lines are wrapped around the store no 
6ft rule is being followed.

John.unkle@gmail.com John Unkle 206-919-9602

04/27/20 1:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowes 807 S Nevada Dr Longview District and regional leaders were in the store and 
were demanding that we pull more people in the 
store to boost our already bloated sales.

04/19/20 7:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowes 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview Store is not limiting the number of customers in the 
store at any given point. Store employees try to 
implement social distancing however customers will 
not follow it. They have become belligerent and 
aggressive towards staff because of these safety 
guidelines.

04/13/20 11:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowes 3511 5th St E Puyallup Unregulated amount of people in building. Over 200 - 
 400 people. Not cleaning with correct products. 
Customers and associates are not placed 6 feet apart

04/12/20 9:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowes Tjerne place Monroe   I work at Monroe Lowes and I like to invite you to 
our store and see what is going on. Because we are 
staying open, people of this town are completely 
breaking the stay at home order, by coming to this 
store returning their stuff, don't keep minimum 
distance as they should, and put our employees at 
big risk every single day. This is not a grocery store, 
and buying plants and doing returns should be 
eliminated at this time. we don't wear masks, 
because we don't have them, that's why I am very 
concern about our health. I would like you to do 
something about it.

Dknight@monroewa.gov Deborah Knight 360-913-0875

04/12/20 7:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail - home improvement Lowes 2850 Ocean Beach Highway Longview There wasn’t a limit on people on the store. It was 
evident wasn’t doing anything to ensure social 
distancing.

wiseb214@gmail.com Brittany Wise 5038471328

04/11/20 8:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement store Lowes 3300 169th pl ne Arlington No attempts/policy in place for social distancing. 
They are encouraging people to come in to buy 
nonessential items.

speterson6210@gmail.com Sarah Amende 3604211612

04/10/20 1:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowes 150 sw Sedgwick rd Port orchard Large amounts of people not distancing. Known 
infected covid people bringing contaminated returns. 
Just started limiting customers but gave up due to 
long lines. 280 plus cars in the parking lot. 
Employees concerned about well being.

Roysyrovy@live.com Roy Syrovy 2533597392

04/10/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware stores Lowes 12525 Aurora Ave North Seattle I went by lowes this afternoon, the parking lot is very 
full, there is a lot of activity.  I've been there before 
Covid and a parking lot that full means social 
distancing cannot happen

mackenzie@oydseattle.org Heather Graham 4252609167

04/08/20 10:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowes 11413 NE 76th St Vancouver The store was completely packed with people last 
weekend. They have distancing markers by registers 
but you can't possibly move throughout the store 
without violating the order over and over again. Way 
too many people in the store.

Allison.rollin@gmail.com Allison Rollin 360.831.7460

04/07/20 5:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowes 2850 ocean beach hwy Longview The store is not limiting customers in the building.

04/06/20 12:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowes 11413 Northeast 76th St Vancouver, WA To many people in store at a time>>>No social 
distance ......

rskwly@msn.com Sally Yearout 3606007774

04/05/20 11:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowes 24050 Pacific Hwy S Kent Wa 98032Kent Social distance rules are not followed,breakrooms 
are always crowded and meetings held regularly in a 
crowded small space.Employees are forced to come 
to work since they are scared of management when 
they report to work.

04/04/20 10:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement store Lowes 11413 NE 76th St, WA Vancouver Due to the spring black friday sale, extremely large 
groups of people were in the store shopping. It was 
impossible to maintain proper social distancing 
because of the crowds. This frustrates me because I 
am a critical care RN and understand the true 
severity of this disease. Although Lowes states they 
are taking measures to practice social distancing, 
they are not truly taking action when the store is 
overcrowded. People are not listening and 
employees don't enforce it. A reminder on a speaker 
overhead does not truly enforce anything.

cgenereaux1@gmail.com Candice Genereaux 3609778830

04/03/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Big Box Hardware/ DIY Lowes 4520 N Road 68 Pasco There are far too many people in the store to keep a 
safe distance.  Families just walking around 
browsing  the aisles. The store has set up barricade 
type distancing, but people are ignoring it.

Spring.salyers@yahoo.com Spring Salyers 2525715252

04/02/20 1:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DIY and construction 
supplies

Lowes 2916 n Maple Rd Spokane No social distancing enforcement. No customer 
traffic control policy. Usage of hazardous 
disinfectant is making employees ill.

ritalschoen@gmail.com Rita Schoen 5098444817

04/02/20 11:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowes 1400 e youeanza Moses Lake This Lowe's does not seem to be observing current 
guidelines. Lots of people. No social distancing. 
People shopping for random things such as mulch 
and flowers.

04/02/20 7:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowes 2505 pacific ave everett wa 98201 Lowes is still operating nonessential functions such 
as (kitchen remodeling estimates, paint desk and 
garden center)  and not inforcing social distancing. 
Customers are coming in for nonessential items with 
no regard to employee safety. Employees are still 
required to participate in meetings of more than 10 
people. There is no protocol to check employees for 
symptoms before reporting to work or ppe for the 
majority of staff during shift.

04/02/20 1:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowes 12525 Aurora Ave N Seattle Lowe's will be holding their spring "black Friday" 
event this weekend which will be bringing in 
thousands of people over the next consecutive 
weekends for entirely non essential errands. Proper 
Social distancing will be impossible.

tomas.aliaga1985@gmail.comTomas Aliaga 4254200729

03/31/20 6:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowes 5204 E Sprague Ave Spokane, WA 99212 The lowes is not enforcing in anyway social 
distancing, nor limits on number of customers in the 
store. Also they have had a positive corona case and 
have several employees out for home quarantine 
due to contact and are not informing employees and 
have insufficient cleaning materials and poor 
cleaning store wide.

03/31/20 3:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowes 3511 5th Street SE Puyallup I work there and would like to remain anonymous. 
Very concerned about the amount of people who are 
in the store especially on weekends. No one Keeping 
track of how many customers are in the store and 
there is no way the social distancing practices are 
being upheld at the customer service desk or at the 
paint desk.

Corklisa@msn.com Lisa 2534452680

03/31/20 12:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowes 3511 5th st se Puyallup This Lowe’s is like walking into a festival.  No one is 
separated at all.  The paint desk is surrounded by ppl 
shoulder to shoulder.  And the amount of ppl in the 
store is not being controlled in any fashion. 
I have loved ones that work here and nothing is 
being done to ensure their health and well being.   
Instead they are being handed information by 
delighted superiors about how much their profits 
have increased.  
This is despicable and a blatant disregard for human 
lives welfare in the name of profit.

Skindjya@gmail.com Cynthia 2535792363

03/31/20 11:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lowe’s Lowes Puyallup Puyallup My kids work at this location, one which has asthma. 
The place is packed daily and no one is inforcing the 
distance. It’s a mad house in there

Kevincapman@gmail.com Kevin Capman 2535792363

03/31/20 11:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store LOWES 19393 Tjerne Pl SR Monroe Massive crowds of people.  Employees at risk.  Non 
essential items being advertised on sale and sold in 
massive amounts.  Employees not provided with 
appropriate PPE.  Busiest ive ever seen this location.  
 All stores company wide experiencing the same 
thing.

03/31/20 10:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store Lowes 3511 fifth ST SE Puyallup They are letting in a lot of people to the store at once 
and letting groupings to form in lines and not 
enforcing the 6ft apart. They marked for it but aren’t 
enforcing it.

03/31/20 8:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail - Home Improvement Lowes 3100 196th S.W. Lynnwood 1) No store personnel at entrance  to control number 
of customers in store, 2) social distancing often not 
being followed by customers or store employees, 3) 
customers w kids "hanging out" browsing non-
essentials, 4) store promoting Black Friday sale in 
garden dept! ...appears store manager is very 
relaxed on safety and is putting 
employees/customers  at risk and focus/priority  is 
on store high volume/sales. I feel safe at my local 
Costco , not so at this Lowes store !!

03/31/20 8:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowes 2700 Rainier Ave Seattle Zero social distancing.  Over occupancy rate that is 
called for during this time.  Not following sanitation 
guidelines.  Customers are swarming the place. 
Parking lot is completely full daily.  Selling non 
essential goods.

kswansonjacobs@yahoo.comKimberly Swanson 206-669-8049



03/31/20 7:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowes 3511 5th st se Puyallup They have markings of social distancing but they are 
not followed or enforced. The clusters of people at 
any given time are definitely not within the 
guidelines.  The store is busier than ever.

Stacy 5038588616

03/31/20 6:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowes 6606 North Division Street Spokane Hundreds of customers were in the building this last 
Saturday.  I could not believe how many people they 
were letting in.  No one was monitoring the 
occupancy.  They just need to be reminded how 
important it is that we ALL follow the guidelines.

julieanne.schuler@gmail.comJulie Schuler 5098795854

03/31/20 5:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowes 35425 enchanted parkway Federal way No social distancing. Talked to employees and they 
shrugged. More then 50 people in the store.  I have 
pictures as i was disgusted. People are not there for 
essential items. They are there because they can be.

Sophiej76@yahoo.com Jenny Reed 253-380-9083

03/30/20 5:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowes 24050 Pacific HWY S Kent Wa 98032Kent Employees with Coronavirus symptoms that are 
forced to work.

04/13/20 9:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowes home improvement 3300 169th Place North East Arlington I'm a Lowes employee that literally cannot do my job 
safely. With the amount of people we are allowing 
inside, social distancing is an impossible task. I 
cannot walk anywhere to do my job with out having 
to break the 6ft rule all day long. Putting my self and 
in turn my family at risk

Cdillon35@gmail.com Clayton Dillon 3605020205

04/10/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail home improvement Lowes home improvement 19911 S Prairie rd e Bonney Lake The store is not limiting the amount of people 
coming into the store. Customers and employees are 
in close proximity to each other. Lines at cash 
registers go half way down the building. It is busier 
then it is during summer time and I have worked 
there for 3 years. Employees don't feel safe or that 
the store is doing enough to protect them. The store 
limited people for 30 minutes yesterday then did a 
free for all. I know the local home depot is limiting 
people so it is causing more people to come to lowes 
that is letting everyone in cause the money is good. 
Feel free to email if you need anything.

corey98051@hotmail.com Corey Meehan

04/10/20 4:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lowe’s store Lowes home improvement 35425 Enchanted Pkwy S, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal way I visited Lowe’s on 3/09/2020, they had two registers 
open near each other in self checkout. When 
checking out, I was shoulder to shoulder with 
another guest. When I checked out, I mentioned that 
this made it hard to social distance, the employees 
said “yeah, I know” and laughed. They made no 
adjustments or sought to help with barriers. I was 
rushed along

hoffmal0804@gmail.com Ashley hoffman 2534448502

04/01/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowes Home Improvement 4520 N Rd 68 Pasco More than 1 person per cart, family's coming in with 
small children, lines at all registers, purchasing non-
essential items.

keckgoodenough@yahoo.comAshlyn 5098595601

03/31/20 6:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lowes Home Improvement Lowes Home improvement 2700 S RAINIER AVE Seattle Lowes has not been following any of the precaution 
guidelines to prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
People are not keeping their distance, Lowe’s has 
not done anything to accommodate for their 
employees during this pandemic considering the fact 
that we have a lot of at risk employees such as 
elderly people. We have been told by our store 
manager that he does not care about our livelihoods 
as long as we can still make it to work. Lowes has 
already had an employee test positive for COVID-19 
and still won’t do anything to protect us. Please do 
something.

Tahaylaglover44@gmail.com Tahayla Glover 2064898575

04/01/20 9:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware and home improvement productsLowes Home Improvement Store 2701 Orchard St Tacoma I have a relative who works at Lowes. The company 
is not keeping their employees safe from exposure.  
If they are staying open they need to institute better 
protective protocols for their employees from the 
public.  So many people are still not getting it.

Valleton2@comcast.net Kathy Valleton 2536044419

04/09/20 9:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowes Pasco WA 4520 Road 68 Pasco The store feels unsafe, too many customers in the 
aisle. Aisle not wide enough for social distancing. 
Lines are extremely long where people are not 3-6 ft 
away from each other. Associates do clean and 
sanitize, but the amount of customers buying 
inessential items is extreme.

04/30/20 6:06 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview Lowe’s is STILL not enforcing social distancing 
requirements. It is regularly overrun with customers 
shopping for non-essential items, who do not wear 
masks, stay 6ft apart, or follow any other safety 
guidelines. It has now become mandatory for all 
employees to wear masks...but not customers. 
ANYONE who feels the need to be in public, 
especially for ridiculous items such as paint or mulch 
should be wearing masks! This should NOT be 
optional because for all employees of essential 
businesses and even others DO NOT HAVE A 
CHOICE about whether or not they work. Are they 
expendable? Is that the takeaway from this 
pandemic? Because it would seem so in many 
sectors of the working world and Lowe’s is on that 
front line of abuse and disregard. Online and 
curbside pick up need to be enforced and ALL 
customers who go inside MUST be required to wear 
masks and stay 6ft from each other and employees. 
This is not rocket science. I cannot fathom why we 
are THREE months into this and STILL these basic 
safety precautions are not being practiced or if need 
be ENFORCED. Somebody out there...PLEASE get 
on Lowe’s and every business about how vital it is 
for both employees and CUSTOMERS to wear 
masks. If they don’t want to wear a mask, they don’t 
need whatever non-essential item they were 
shopping for and should be TOLD to leave.

04/30/20 2:24 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview This business has now made it mandatory for 
associates to wear masks. Yet the customers do not 
have to. All this while not enforcing social distancing 
with the customers.

04/30/20 1:30 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 1050 east sunset dr Bellingham Not limiting number of people entering the store. Not 
enforcing social distancing protocols. People are just 
in there buying lawn furniture etc with their whole 
family and endangering contractors that actually 
need to conduct essential business purchasing.

Meagankiene@live.com Meagan kiene 3609275314

04/28/20 9:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 2850 ocean beach highway Longview customers not following social distancing guidelines. 
While shopping they are constantly getting to close 
to other customers and staff. With no one in the 
store making sure it doesn’t happen. Also.. Maybe 
10% are wearing rag masks and only half of them 
are wearing them properly.

04/26/20 9:14 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 2850 ocean beach hwy Longview Customers are not practicing social distancing and 
become  belligerent when they are asked to follow 
them.

04/21/20 7:45 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware/garden store Lowe’s 1000 Garden Ave N Renton Went to store for curbside pick up and observed 
large groups of people going in and out of store. No 
restrictions on number of people entering. No PPE 
for employees.

04/17/20 8:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 3300 169th place Arlington They are not counting people going into the store. 
The store is so packed it’s impossible to social 
distance. I see a lot of families and non essential 
purchases.

04/17/20 2:28 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 1050 e sunset Bellingham 1:30pm 4/17/2020
Parking lot overflow into neighboring businesses. 
The garden center alone had over 75 people in that 
area alone. No one can comfortably walk around and 
practice social distancing. Lowe’s is not limiting the 
number of shoppers in the building.

Gordielockwood@aol.com Gordie L.

04/16/20 11:58 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowe’s 2850 ocean beach highway Longview Again this store had numerous people packed in it 
with customer ignoring social distancing. It was bad 
enough that they would ignore this around other 
customers but around the employees that are putting 
their lives at risk for such a greedy company that 
doesn’t even provide proper PPE.

04/14/20 5:40 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 5115 100th st sw Lakewood I understand hardware stores serve an important 
function but I drove by Lowe’s today and saw the 
parking lot absolutely full with no queue outside to 
control the crowd. It was very frustrating to see that 
many people gathered while I can’t have my kid in 
school.

Mosley1983@hotmail.com Alex Mosley

04/14/20 12:12 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe’s 5115 100th Street SW Lake Lakewood Packed with customers, not limiting occupancy, not 
practicing social distancing



04/11/20 6:02 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction LOWE’S 4230 Martin Way E, Olympia I went to buy some salt for my well on Saturday 11th 
around 4 pm.The store allowed all people to come in. 
We were a lot! Please do something. I don’t want 
Olympia being the next place where people will die.

chiocedillo5@yahoo.com Rocio 3604915318

04/05/20 1:08 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe’s Martin way Olympia Lowe’s operating normal business day. Home Depot 
monitoring number in store spraying carts after use 
etc. Lowe’s not practicing good guidelines just have 
marks on floor for distancing not monitoring. Home 
Depot is by far and away making the effort to stay 
safe, Lowe’s and other retailers should follow their 
example

Foxtrail2414@live.com Mary Na

04/01/20 11:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe’s 2800 w 120th st Hawthorne, Ca Employer not providing masks to employees and not 
supervising social distancing more strictly and 
efficient.

lrios121971@yahoo.com Luis Rios 424-297-6912

04/20/20 11:42 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowe’s Home improvement 811 Harrison Ave Port Orchard Lowe’s located in Port Orchard, is not following 
guidelines.  The store is constantly busy with more 
than 150 in their business.  The store is also not 
providing any type of PPE for employees as they 
promised. They are all about making money and 
risking customers and employees life. Associates 
are fearful as customers cough and sneeze and 
invade their space.  Please help them.

Nlily418@gmail.com Hanna 360-519-9194

04/20/20 11:41 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowe’s Home improvement 811 Harrison Ave Port Orchard Lowe’s located in Port Orchard, is not following 
guidelines.  The store is constantly busy with more 
than 150 in their business.  The store is also not 
providing any type of PPE for employees as they 
promised. They are all about making money and 
risking customers and employees life. Associates 
are fearful as customers cough and sneeze and 
invade their space.  Please help them.

Nlily418@gmail.com Hanna 360-519-9194

04/18/20 9:48 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Store Lowe’s Home Improvement 6606 N Division Spokane Social distancing not being enforced, lines miles 
long, isles clogged up with groups of people because 
there is no room to shop due to to many people in 
the store at one time,NEED TO LIMIT 
CUSTOMERS IN STORE AT ONE TIME THEY 
ARE NOT DOING THIS!!!!!! Over heard customer 
count in store at one time was over 300 this was a 
week ago.

Chumly8280@hotmail.com Holli 5092701630

04/11/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe’s Home Improvement 1232 A St NE Auburn WA This location is not limiting the amount of people in 
the store. They are not providing their employees 
with PPE.

tbirdfan190@att.net Sheldon Joseph 2537535108

04/09/20 8:49 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe’s Home Improvement 1050 E Sunset Drive Bellingham This business is not regulating the amount of 
customers in the store and is putting employees at 
risk for unnecessary exposure. There is an extreme 
amount of
customers coming in daily and which are not 
wearing face coverings and are not standing 6 ft 
apart when asked to. The management is not 
supporting the safety of the
employees.

Elizabethsriley@gmail.com Elizabeth Bernard 9258121085

04/07/20 4:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe’s Home Improvement 2850 Ocean Breach Highway Longview They have signs that are recommending social 
distancing but no one to enforce it. Seems PPE 
sanitizers are not meeting CDC guidelines.

03/30/20 9:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Store Lowe’s Home Improvement 2221 Myhre Rd Silverdale Customers too close, chatting, wandering for no 
reason. Lines way too long to stand apart. Non 
essential shoppers.

04/07/20 7:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis dispensary Lucid 7924 River rd E Puyallup My boyfriend is currently employed here and he is 
concerned with the fact that theyre not following 
social distancing guidelines, they do not sanitize very 
well, and they are also not allowing their employees 
to willing wear masks or gloves to work to prevent 
them from contracting the virus or giving it to others. 
They see over 400 people a day and i do not think its 
okay to not allow your employees to wear gloves or 
masks if they feel they have a high ability of 
contacting it at work, and then also not enforcing 
social distancing guidelines. Im reporting this for him 
because he wouldnt have done it himself- but i have 
a message sent from the owner that says theyre not 
authorized to wear gloves and masks at their own 
discretion.

Keely1061@icloud.com Keely Ennis 253-678-3775

04/17/20 1:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Lucid Cannabis/Timberline 
Development INC

7924 River Road E Puyallup was an employer for lucid cannabis during this 
pandemic. Our owner requested we did not wear 
mask due to health department recommendation at 
the time. Once the health department advised it was 
best to wear mask our owner advised we could wear 
face mask on shift. During this time I had already 
been spit on my face not on purpose during 
conversation with customers. I advised my 
leadership but nothing was done. On April 15th I 
came to work and was advised we could not wear 
our own mask for safety because it was not the lucid 
brand masks our owner was going to bring to the 
store. I was confused on how one mask differs from 
the other because it didn’t have the lucid brand 
name on it? My health should have came first not 
the company logo on a mask. Also a fellow employer 
who is also no longer with the company sent the 
owner a message advising he was scared because 
he had a new baby on the way and at risk people 
who he lived with. He advised her he did not want to 
get fired but was best to stay at home. He had a 
genuine concern and needed help from our owner 
who is also our hr department. She did not respond 
to him and showed lack of care of his health and 
well being. This company has shown a lack of care 
for its employees health and has put its own logo 
literally first before its employees during this time

Adamblee25388@gmail.com Adam 253-273-3178 N/A

05/07/20 6:57 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gardening/Landscaping Luong’s Landscaping 11713 NE 5th St Vancouver Two of the owner’s workers were performing their 
services on a home. I witnessed both of them while 
on the job getting into the same vehicle, which was 
surely not six feet apart. Construction workers are 
having to take different vehicles yet these people 
continually break the rules because they think they 
are above them.

3607029166.0000

04/06/20 10:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lydig 1476 Rock Island Dam Rd Malaga, WA  98850Malaga Not caring about our lives or if we get COVID 19. 
Because of a contract with the PUD. Neither wants 
to be responsible for the project falling behind! Also 
not enforcing the proper PPE. In addition trades 
from different locations throughout the state and out 
of state Seattle, Spokane, Idaho and Tri-Cities all 
work on this project then go home for the weekend 
then back! The project is new construction about a 
half a mile away from the actual dam.

05/04/20 5:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lydig Construction 3180 139th Ave SE, Ste 110 Bellevue, WA Workers within 3 feet of each other. Some workers 
standing/working immediately adjacent, on the 
ground and on the same crane.
Location: Western Washington University, Highland 
Drive, Bellingham, WA 98225

mail@lydig.com



03/30/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Lynden Manor 905 Aaron Dr. Lynden The options above did not fit our concerns with this 
situation regarding safety, etc., so we selected the 
option above? In a sense, that seemed to fit with 
lack of safety protocols regarding the residents at 
Lynden Manor. 

Our daughter is an HCA at Lynden Manor and lives 
with us. A resident was tested positive last week and 
many of the employees quit. Our daughter has not 
because of concern for her residents. Since that 
incident, our family has had to self quarantine for 14 
days and me having to take 2 weeks off of work. 

We are supportive of our daughter and sad for 
Lynden Manor and have been following all 
precautions at home, but our daughter's work 
environment concerns us greatly not only for 
ourselves, but for all workers and residents at the 
Manor.

They have been doing a good job of quarantining the 
residents, but the medical supplies are limited. Our 
daughter and all other employees have been wearing 
the same N95 masks since last Monday and while 
the director of nursing has more in her office, but 
none have been given to the caregivers aside from 
the first one. We are especially concerned because 
we've seen others wearing full hazmat suits in other 
countries and on the news,  and our daughter and 
the other employees have had to work with the 
infected patient, now patients, with the same N95 
masks they were first issued over a week ago. An 

jbgeezer@gmail.com James Griffith (360) 220-6572

05/18/20 6:44 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Lynnwood Dental Excellence 4202 198th st SW Ste 3 Lynnwood This dental office is having multiple patients wait in 
the lobby together and not requiring masks for 
employees or patients.

04/25/20 6:08 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Lynnwood Mediterranean food 
grocery and deli.

4510 168th Street Southwest Lynnwood WashingtonLynnwood Washington This is a small store, it's not Fred Meyer or Safeway. 
I wanted to go in there because I've never been in 
there before and there was 15 cars in the parking lot 
the people in front of me walked in and they couldn't 
move anywhere because it was so crowded. We're 
all doing our best these people need to do better.

chris.lloydcdl@outlook.com Chris 206-999-9595

05/13/20 5:46 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Police arrest Lynnwood Police Department 19321 44th Ave W Lynnwood Witnessed an arrest near 200th and 56th, officers 
not wearing masks.

05/12/20 12:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction M Industries LLC 2310 5th Ave N Lewiston Working on 13th St, Clarkston WA and not following 
construction protocol for masks, running water, etc
ID contractor and no contractors license

05/01/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction M&M Ventures 1421 2nd Avenue North Seattle The landlord of this property (1421 2nd Avenue 
North) has hired contractors to perform construction 
work. The contractors are not using PPE and no 
compliance plan has been posted.

aldrichpch@gmail.com Peter Aldrich 6125986451 mscarff@mandmventures.net

04/29/20 4:11 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Union hiring hall M.E.B.A. 5210 12th St. East Fife, Washington Complete disregard of social distancing. No notice 
posted. Woman staff coughing and wheezing. 
W.S.F. union members talking within 3 feet of each 
other. Watching a single TV was maybe 16 people. 
Several others milling about talking. 
Much talk of this being a Coronavirus HOAX.

Jduncan7693@gmail.com Jeff Duncan 206.762.0803 Www.mebaunion.org

04/01/20 4:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction M2 Industrial Inc 180 Hanson Rd Ellensburg Forcing workers to work in close quarters

04/04/20 7:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station\ mini mart Mac Mart 1400 W 4th Ave Kennewick My brother went to the Max Mart convenience store 
on the corner of 4th and Olympia in Kennewick, Wa  
While paying for his stuff some guy comes up to the 
counter shoulder to shoulder with my brother and 
puts a case of beer on the counter. My brother 
asked the guy to please back  up a little do to social 
distancing. The man said he didnt have to. Then the 
employee behind the counter said he doesnt have to 
move back. The employee told the guy he did not 
have to move back 6 feet. My brother told the 
employee that he will never come there again and 
the employee said sarcastically good bye. 
Please do something in regards to this. If it 
happened while my brother was in the store now 
many other people does this employee not care 
about and because of things like this Covid_19 will 
never go away and we can get back to normal.

Tammynobel@comcast.net Tammy

05/12/20 4:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Collection agency sending people to my door to serveMacho & Johannesburg LLC 2800 156th Avenue SE , SUITE 10Bellevue Company sent a individual to my home to serve 
documents. My dog slipped by and I had to step out 
and made contact with this individual.i have no  idea 
who he is or where he has been.but I do know he 
has been at other homes because he had a stack of 
documents for other folks. So this man is going from 
house to house spreading who knows what.

Guscasados@comcast.net Casados 4257509654

05/06/20 2:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Madison Park Bakery 4214 E Madison St Seattle The employer has followed no precautions with 
respect to social distancing, such as a physical 
barrier or curbside delivery, and they're unwilling to 
enact those changes. Also, they aren't providing 
PPE - anything worn onsite has to be brought in by 
the employees. I'm at risk because of this.

elena.v.miles@gmail.com Elena Miles 4252434296

05/15/20 11:52 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Logistics Maersk 12801 Excelsior Dr. Santa Fe springs My company is not following the 6 feet apart/ less 
than 10 people guidelines. Also, they are various 
positive cases in our facility and they have not done 
anything about it and are still demanding us to work. 
They also hiding the confirmed cases from 
employees

Bill.perratt@maersk.com

05/07/20 2:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Magic Pizza 1st St Selah They are setting up tables outside to encourage 
people to eat at their restaurant. The stay our home 
order clearly says no consumption on premise

05/07/20 12:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive Magic Toyota 21300 Hwy 99 Edmonds Not following guidelines

04/07/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Magic Toyota 21300 Highway 99 Edmonds Forcing many sales staff to report to work. Too many 
people (customers and staff) in building. Unsafe 
conditions for employees and customers. Mandatory 
in person meetings. Please help.

04/03/20 6:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car sales Magic Toyota 21000 highway 99 Edmonds 2 times there. Was at least 10-14 people in 
showroom

04/13/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Magnolia Ridge 2510 W Bertona St Seattle Construction of condos going on, Field manager not 
on site. Still conducting construction and refab 
without following social distancing guidelines. Seems 
Non-Essential.

03/30/20 4:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Maharaja 4542 California Ave. SW Seattle My husband went to pick up dinner for us on 
Saturday night. He said the lobby of the restaurant 
was full of young drivers who were not following 
social distancing while waiting for orders. He went to 
wait in his car. The restaurant told him they had over 
100 orders and they couldn't find his order. He was 
very concerned about the number of drivers handing 
out in such close proximity while waiting for their 
orders.

erinmcbride05@gmail.com Erin McBride (206) 755-5000

05/17/20 7:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Marijuana business Main St. Marijuana both locations Vancouver went to downtown store, no employees other than id 
checker was wearing a mask. employees were not 
distancing from each other or the public. placed 
online order to avoid going inside, curbside delivery 
girl was not wearing a mask. when i asked why no 
one has face covering they respond "no one says we 
have to." tried there other store and it was the same 
lack of distancing.

Catherine Pearson info@mainstmj.com

05/05/20 7:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cannabis store Main street Marijuana Se 162nd ave Vancouver They are making people remove masks. Employees 
asking are not wearing them and not staying 6 feet 
away.

luvmnm2222@gmail.com Lori A Rose 3608106192

05/06/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Major Wire 7110 26th St E Fife Someone got the virus and everyone is still 
supposed to continue to work without the proper 
protection or testing being done.

04/27/20 3:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Makwil Construction/Jason Mulligan PO Box 618 Spokane Valley Never shut down job at 3403 S Conklin Greenacres, 
WA. Now that existing construction is allowed, they 
are not following ANY guidelines. No posted 
restrictions, no hand washing station, large groups 
on site with no social distancing or masks.

03/31/20 6:45 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther retail paint store Mallory Paint Store 17823 131st ave ne Woodinville business has it's doors open for business to anyone 
w/o employees practicing any kind of protection; no 
gloves, masks, etc. Customers are not being 
instructed as to social distancing, business has not 
created any policy limiting the number of people in a 
confined space

cdp557@yahoo.com Steven Conrad 253-961-2841



04/08/20 7:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lumber mill Manke lumber Co inc 13702 Stewart rd s Sumner Employer did not report a possible exposure to other 
employees, instead my boss selected a handful of 
people who weren’t as close to the infected 
employee, found out a week later

John Doe

03/31/20 12:05 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Manorcare 5601 s orchard st Tacoma Residents eating in the dining room.

04/02/20 9:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate services Many different offices Many different ones Many Real estate practitioners are NOT concerned about 
their own health, their clients health, or that of the 
community.  I know you have received many 
complaints thus far because those of us that are 
professional and DO care have all complained.  The 
MLS does not care - they say it is not their job to be 
a policy policeman.  WAR does not care - they have 
told everyone that calls to voice concern their only 
mission was to get the industry included as one 
allowed to work and to continue to get more and 
more pieces of it approved. County health 
departments have said it is not their role to enforce.  
Individual office owners don't care because they are 
doing emails and vidoes telling agents to not sit at 
home and to go get business because too many 
people re being "paranoid" so there is "more left for 
those without the concern or fear".  I am repulsed 
and cannot believe the Governor is falling for the lies 
and false promises being made by the lobbyists. 
Evidently he has NO IDEA how many people every 
single agent touches in a day. There are STILL open 
houses, now photographers can enter homes (and 
no, they are not going with just the agent - it is 
another party time), stagers can place and remove 
furniture (great, let's move germs from house to 
house), showings are a joke (entire families are 
going and their children are running rampant in the 
immediate neighborhood on equipment meant for 
THAT community), etc etc etc.   Yesterday the 
Thurston County Health Officer published a letter 
that was circulated saying the epidemic is REAL and 
STAY HOME.....yet your office continues to lengthen 

Being written on behalf of a group

04/02/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Assisted Living facility Maplewood Gardens 1100 N Superior Spokane Maplewood Gardens Assisted Living facility 
continues to serve elderly residents meals in the 
dining room. One resident states she has 8 people at 
her table. One staff says they don’t want to panic 
residents and there are no confirmed cases in the 
building and visitors are having temperature taken 
upon arrival.

timarengh1@msn.com Maren Engh (509)953-7497

04/28/20 8:40 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marathon gas station Marathon Lexington St. Versailles There is not 6 foot between the check out and the 
front door. They serve hot foods.. sell gas.. there not 
wearing PPE ... you can not go into this Marathon 
and not have a 6 foot distance. You might have 2 
foot between customers.  One way in and one way 
out using the same door. Please help.. this is not 
good!

merrelllucy9@gmail.com Lucy 859-312-9902

04/09/20 9:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tax consultants Marcies tax Service 190901 s Plymouth rd Plymouth No gloves or masks people in and stay in for long 
period of time all day long all ages

05/14/20 11:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Domestic Cleaning Maria house cleaning 2111 SHATTUCK PL. S. Renton Working for non- essential people, cleaning their 
homes, and causing gatherings larger than 
permitted. Domestic cleaning doesn’t start till phase 
two.

https://mariahousecleaning.com/about.html

05/05/20 4:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mariachi Alegre 19947 Old Hwy 99 SW Rochester, Wa 98579Rochester Employees aren’t wearing proper PPE, Cooks aren’t 
wearing gloves either (reports from employee there.) 
Not following 6ft apart guildlines.

taylorbaltazar@yahoo.com Taylor 360-763-8816

05/08/20 5:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Marijuana dispensary Marley 420 recreational marijuana 16204 SE 272nd ST Covington Employees are not wearing masks. A lot of people in 
a small confined space. People are not standing 6 
feet apart at all! Needs to be addressed ASAP

04/02/20 10:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Dispensary Mary Jane 13513 NE 126th Pl C Kirkland No gloves, masks, hand sanitizer, no boundaries or 
social distancing practices at all

abby.ketchum17@gmail.com Abby Ketchum 2069799014

05/10/20 1:07 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive Mary's a wreck 13303 highway 99 Everett Over 30 people bidding on cars in close proximity.

04/05/20 1:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mashiko 4725 California Ave SW Seattle Went to pick up a takeout order, workers not 
wearing masks working less than 6ft apart.

03/31/20 1:24 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Massage Therapist Unknown Arlington I have concerns over Massage Therapist and 
Physical Therapist being considered Essential 
Medical Services.  It is impossible for especially 
Massage Therapist being able to follow the rules on 
every aspects of the Govenor's proclamation. 
They do not have protection from this virus as they 
are a hands on therapy without protection coverage 
which is needed to protect them and others from 
spreading this virus.

I know of locations where social distancing 
requirements are not met, because it is impossible.  
These workers are putting their lifes and their 
families at risk and have to stay open as they are 
deemed essential. even if they have no clients. They  
are not eligible for any  help under the CARE act due 
to being determined to be essential.

Please remove them as essential and in so doing 
protecting any from the spread of this virus.

ssauk@aol.com Sharon Stewart 360-853-7312

05/17/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Massage therapy King county Greenlake I am a customer of high end massage spas and 
several have said they will open june 1st and I won't 
have to wear a mask while getting massages! this is 
dangerous please make rules for spas that all 
customers must wear masks if u don't you are 
putting clients and masseuse at risk to spread

04/24/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mastec 151 Stewart rd pacific Impossible to social distance in this type of 
construction. Allowing workers to work while sick, or 
return to work after having symptoms of covid. This 
company is doing new build fiber absolutely no 
maintenance.

04/21/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction MasTec 151 Stewart Road Pacific Several employees have been sick. One 
construction manager is currently sick and awaiting 
COVID test results. He is currently working. Has 
meetings with city inspectors, meeting crews on site, 
etc. Current construction is putting empty conduit in 
the ground or running non-active fiber optics.

04/21/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mastec 151 Stewart Rd SW Pacific Last week (04/13/20-04/17/20) Robert was sick, he 
went to the doctor and was told he had mild covid 
symptoms and was being treated as if he had covid. 
He was suppose to get a test but never did and he is 
back at work this week, 04/20/20 forward. He is 
exposing everyone in the office and he doesn't know 
if he had covid or not. He is still sick.

03/31/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Master WholeSale 520 S Front St Seattle May be considered essential, but not practicing 
social distancing in their cramped warehouse. Also 
forcing employees to stay at work and not giving 
them an option for unemployment, with intention to 
return to work after the crisis is over.

04/22/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Mobile tool trucks Matco tools Mobile Bremerton I see many other of my coworkers on these trucks at 
one time. It is impossible to social distance on a 
truck similar to a ups truck. These trucks see many 
shops per day and have the potential to bring the 
virus to my shop. I feel they should be doing more to 
keep people safe.

Anonymous

04/20/20 11:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Matt's Famous Chili Dogs 6615 E Marginal Way S, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle There are several people that are being allowed to sit 
well within 6 feet of each other in the restaurant's 
outdoor enclosure and benches. Moreover, the 
restaurant is so small that indoors it is nearly 
impossible to maintain social distancing while waiting 
to order or while waiting for your food.

lexx587@gmail.com Kyle Levy 4253012034

05/09/20 8:32 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Mattress delivery Mattress firm 10434 Cedar Lake Drive SoutheastOlympia Two delivery drivers sent in the same vehicle without 
any ppe. I was told they would be equiped with 
booties, masks and gloves for in house set up. They 
said they weren't sent with any and hadn't used 
them. I asked them to leave the mattresses in the 
plastic to decrease my exposure.

swtsugga3@gmail.com Rachel Deming 3608781892 swtsugga3@gmail.com

04/02/20 1:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mayer’s Custom Meats 12903 NE 72nd Ave Vancouver, WA We did a Phone order from the parking lot and 
watched dozens of people walk in and out of this tiny 
little business with no regards for social distancing it 
at all.

Surherlandhaze@gmail.com Trent Harris 360-751-6119



05/14/20 7:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mayuri Indian Cuisine 2115 Bel-Red Rd Redmond Restaurant is not following social distancing while 
providing take outs. The restaurant wants customers 
to pay, touch and sign the billing computer tablet 
screen. This can be a cause for COVID-19 spread. 
Also, none of the restaurant employees where seen 
wearing a face mask - This observed around 6 PM 
PST on 5/14. I didn’t want to pick an argument at the 
site, thus,  I called the restaurant back to inform the 
manager once I reached home after picking up my 
food, but the manager was not on site. I spoke to 
one of their associates and expressed my concern. I 
wanted to report this incident to the city, however, 
would like my identity protected for personal 
reasons. Thanks.

05/13/20 11:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction MC construction 5020 Main Street Tacoma WA 98407 1. I Reminded worker from another trade to please 
wear mask (didn’t even have one to put on).
2. Same worker entered unit that I was working in 
now had mask but was only around neck not on face.
3. I Took picture, sent picture and message to my 
foreman to notify general contractor.
4. Contractor visits unit to warn worker of violation.
5. Contractor leaves unit, workers mask comes back 
off.
6. Workers boss enters unit, mask around neck not 
on face. 
7. I notify my foreman once again of further violation.
8. Contractor pays another visit to unit, no 
enforcement.
9. I leave unit until other trade is finished then I 
reenter to finish task.
10. I enter unit where my foreman was working and 
find our own apprentice with mask around neck not 
on face. 
11. I visit general contractor office to notify that I’m 
leaving site due to covid19 safety violation only to 
witness to workers in office working less than 2’ 
apart neither with masks.

04/07/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction MC Construction 5005 Main Street Tacoma It is across the street from 5005 Main Street in the 
new building being built in the Point Ruston area. 
There is construction continuing during normal 
business hours and they are not following distancing 
guidelines. It is easily viewable from my apartment 
building, or walking by. Men and women working 
closely in groups. Also you will see workers walking 
around on the sidewalks around the building in 
groups of 3 or 4 before and after work and at lunch. 
They are not wearing masks or even gloves. Unsure 
if the business is essential or not.

alirhi@hotmail.com Alicia 2532277003

05/01/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction MC Construction Mike Cohen Ruston Point Rainier bldg4970 Main St Tacoma construction workers don't wear facial masks while 
don"t comply with 6 feet social 
distancing!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

04/29/20 8:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction MC Construction Point Ruston Mike Cohen Rainier building4971 Main Street Tacoma Since 5 am today about 60 construction workers 
clustered on this job site not wearing facial masks at 
all, working in close contact, touching and sharing 
same tools and devices! Anybody cares?

Mike Cohen

04/01/20 5:20 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mc donalds 2600 SW Barton st Seattle the employees are not wearing gloves or washing 
there hands one young lady rubbed her not and 
scratch her hair  and tried to hand me my bad of 
food I refused it that's very dangerous !! you can 
send an inspector thru the drive thru and you'll see 
only one person wearings gloves at the first window

nybrownb@yahoo.com benjamin brown 2533768312

03/31/20 8:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mc Donald’s Covington 17431- S 272nd St Covington I am very concerned that the workers at McDonald’s 
that are  working the drive-thu and are not able to do 
the social distancing. As people are pulling up to the 
window they’re leaning out giving out food ,handing 
out money condiments  etc. People coming through 
these drive-thu appear to be sick. I feel this needs to 
be addressed 
Mc Donald’s as all fast food drive thru’s are not 
Essential. Is it really essential for someone to get 
their big Mac. Doesn’t this just cause more people to 
go out and buy  fast food. When people should be 
buying food from the grocery store preparing their 
food at home and staying home not going out driving 
around. My daughter works  this drive thru and is 
scared every day. She is a single parent to a 6 year 
old child who is also being exposed because she is 
everyday. 
His daycare and school have closed down and 
getting help to watch him now is hard. I can not help 
Because of the exposure and my underlying health 
problems. This needs to be addressed she is not 
only putting herself at risk but also her child for 
14.00 an hour really. Why so people can run around 
to drive thru ‘s that should be on the stay at home 
order. Everyone needs to do their part 
Fast food restaurants are not essential business.
I urge the Governor to re-look at this issue and close 
these businesses to 
We don’t want to be another New York. 
She should not have to be calling me crying she has 
to go to work but afraid she or her child could end up 
dead over people wanting a burger and fries 

roxygem2009@yahoo.com Maria Roberts 206-229-5753

04/26/20 4:22 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Mcclendens 440 Rainer Ave S Renton Too many people in the store, no social distancing 
and employees not cleaning areas between 
customers

penny.pedersen@gmail.com Penny HybertzRau 2067695841

04/01/20 3:51 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business McCracken Chiropractic and 
Wellness Center

284 Central Way Kirkland Dana (male) is allowing individuals to come to the 
office and gym equipment to workout while saying is 
it "essential to their rehabilitation." It is not 
uncommon for there to be 4-8 people in the same 
shared space at one time rarely are any of them 6ft 
apart. People gather and chit-chat before and after 
their chiropractic cares. Not only is social distancing 
not enforced, proper sanitation is not conducted. He 
is using a wet microfiber cloth and occasionally Lysol.

acrow@amycrowpsyd.org Amy J Crow 5095953766

05/14/20 7:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business McCracken Chiropractic and Wellness Center - Dana McCracken284 Central Way Kirkland For the last two weeks there have been numerous 
people (between 6-11) in a small shared space. 
Some working out, one being treated by Dana 
(chiropractic) and one doing physical therapy. There 
have also been individuals who are not employees 
spending the day there. One even had a dog and 
was sitting behind the counter. Social distancing is 
not enforced and providers are not wearing masks.

05/15/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business McCracken Chiropractic and Wellness Center-Dana McCracken284 Central Way Kirkland I am a practitioner in this clinic and have lost clients 
due to the owner, Dana McCracken allowing people 
to come in and workout as well as "hang out" after 
their appointments. The receptionists sister and her 
dog was in the office all day twice this week. There 
are times 2 or 3 people are working out (which Dana 
is saying is "rehab), Dana is seeing a patient, the 
physical therapist is seeing a patient and there are 
people in the waiting room. This is a minimum of 
about 8 people not including receptions and another 
provider in the same small space. Social distancing 
is not reinforced. PPE is not worn or provided and 
the office is not being properly cleaned. Dana has 
gotten aggressive with me when I tried to talk to him 
about this a number of times. He refuses to make 
changes and feels this is "just a stupid virus that 
people are freaking out about."  Please help us 
protect out patients and adhere to our governor's 
proclamation.

acrow@amycrowpsyd.org Amy Crow 2532207617

05/17/20 3:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business McCraken Chiropractic 284 Central Way, Kirkland, WA 98033Kirkland WA No personal protective equipment is being used by 
staff and chiropractor (ie facemasks). There are 
clients in the office doing some form of workout not 
related to the chiropractic services allowed to be 
offered. Clients are not being given clear instructions 
to follow social distancing while in the office waiting 
for services. And many additional clients and non-
clients (friends stopping in to say hi) are present in 
the small office making it difficult for someone with 
social distancing intentions to find enough space to 
be out of the way.



05/08/20 10:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car sales McCurley Honda 1775 Fowler St Richland Business is not following the edict set forth in the 
proclamation. They are conducting business as 
normal having all their employees come into work 
and exposing everyone. They need to work on 
appointment only like everyone else.

04/27/20 8:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonald's 4436 n division spokane 2 employees at this location tested positive for covid 
19 on Friday April 24th. Shift and general manager 
have decided not to tell other employees that they 
have been exposed. The 2 employees that are 
positive live together and one works the grill and the 
other works handling payment and orders through 
the drive through. A shift manager was told by upper 
management not to tell anyone not even the other 
employees at this location.

cindycrago6@gmail.com cindy crago 5095909598

03/31/20 9:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonald's 2110 E 4th Plain Blvd Vancouver They are not using safety gear. No masks, no 
gloves. I have witnessed this more then one 
occasion. I have talked with manager who claims 
gloves is not essential even people who are handling 
your food through the druve-thru are not wearing 
protection. These businesses need to take this more 
serious and wear gloves.

elizabeth.sinor1991@gmail.comElizabeth 3607688679

05/15/20 5:15 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business McDonalds 735 Mount Si Boulevard North Bend Their staff is not wearing masks or gloves as they 
serve you from the drive thru!

guy@bellingham.com Guy 5099569045

05/15/20 4:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business McDonalds 1706 E Front St. Port Angeles I am an employee that as of 2 weeks ago had 
employees limited on shifts due to only drive-thru 
allowed. Now they have so many employees 
crowded in very small spots because the owner 
states he dont want to pay unemployment. But is not 
keeping social distancing to keep us safe. Also not 
requiring gloves or allowing masks. Up to 6 people 
working in a drive thru area that you constantly 
bump into kitchen is the same.

04/17/20 9:38 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonalds 10715 se 174 th Street Renton Employees are mingling together, closer than 6 feet 
without masks.

coolschoolmom@comcast.netDiane Manso 425-466-3414

04/16/20 10:02 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonalds 272nd st Covington, Wa Too many people coming in and not 6 ft apart. 
McDonald’s just got a shield in front of the cash 
register but people are not standing behind the 
guard. People coming in all day long, very busy. How 
can we get rid of this virus with this kind of behavior 
still happening, close them down or allow drive 
through only. And credit cards only!

Tmgoering59@yahoo.com Tamara Goering 2533910993

04/15/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonalds 222 5th Ave N Seattle An employee working at this restaurant has COVID-
19.

Anonymous

04/14/20 2:12 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business mcdonalds 2580 sw barton st seattle none of the employees are wearing gloves I 
complained there mostly only asians working and mc 
donald's management claims  they didn't understand 
someone needs to seriously drop in on them and 
shut them down hundreds of people go there daily 
and it could cause a serious outbreak because there 
not doing something simply like protecting 
themselves on customers>

vinnybrown76@yahoo.com jim brown 2062453920 206-937-5535

03/31/20 8:50 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonalds 17431 S, SE 272nd St Covington my young neighbor works there. Customers are 
walking in and ordering, not just pick up and not 
adhering to distancing. She works the drive-thru 
window and families are constantly coming thru who 
are not on their way to work. There is far less than a 
six foot distance and she is afraid to lose her job but 
does not feel safe anymore. She is so upset every 
night when we talk on the phone.

gammawcheri@gmail.com Cheri Eaton 9312061491

03/30/20 3:11 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business McDonalds Portland and 112th Tacoma This location has a drive through, but they insist on 
leaving their lobby open for customers to come 
inside, which is completely unnecessary and putting 
staff and other customers at risk.  Customers are 
not following the 6 foot rule, leaning on the counter 
and setting personal belongings on the counter.  I 
don't think having the lobby open is an essential 
function of this business, as drive thru is a sufficient 
way for people to get their fast food.

success98404@comcast.net Bonnie 253.227.9861

04/05/20 12:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDonald’s 520 Sleater Kinney rd se Olympia Drive through employees not wearing any PPE. No 
gloves or masks and touching your hand while giving 
change

carmiclesh@comcast.net Carla Lougheed 3607898151

04/29/20 9:19 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McDougall & Sons 305 Olds Station Rd Wenatchee McDougall is a packing shed, and I am submitting 
this on behalf of a relative who works their and is 
afraid of the lack of social distancing.The workers 
are crammed packed in the warehouse, no social 
distancing , they are not provided with masks, and 
hand sanitizer. Two people have tested positive for 
covid -19 and the workers are scared and have 
expressed their concerns and are still forced to come 
into work in those conditions.

gonzac5@uw.edu Crystal Gonzalez 5098819882

04/07/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation services McGee Air Sercie 580 Naches Ave SW,  #100 Renton Letter dated April 4 of employee positive diagnosis of 
Covid19 and last day worked March 28. Indicates 
they are not closing down and according to workers 
have NOT sanitized the work areas after this 
diagnosis. They require staff to come to work unless 
have symptoms. This is a growing hazard and 
exposure of over 150 employees is inevitable. Staff 
at risk with medical documentation are at risk of 
being fired.

Anonymous Emoloyees

04/15/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Paper manufacturing McKinley Paper Co. 1815 Marine Dr. Port Angeles An employee tested positive for the covid-19 virus 
but the company is covering it up by stating the 
employee has gone on vacation when actually he's 
been quarantined.

05/08/20 7:52 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Mclandon 449 Rainier Ave South Renton To many people and employees not wearing masks, 
to many clients inside in the store to maintain safe 
distance

carlosrojaspdx@yahoo.com Carlos Rojas 5037569218.0000

04/30/20 8:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store McLendon Hardware 1015 N Pearl St Tacoma 2nd time for pick up service as a 75 year old very at 
risk person. No mask on workers that huffed and 
puffed while loading first time compost into back of 
vehicle and second time two bags of rocks. The 
breath cloud of the huffing and puffing is so 
dangerous for me. Called about employees wearing 
a mask and was told it was not required. No mask 
when loading puts me at risk and not going back 
ever!

jogsal@comcast.net Sally Johnson 2535769940 12538884000

04/02/20 11:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hardware & garden McLendon Hardware 10210 16th Ave SW Seattle I have not seen any control of customer ##'s in store- 
 no way to stay 6' apart, or any way to distance them 
from each other & cashiers. No efforts to protect 
employees; & minimal, ineffective, screening of 
health status.

ath589@msn.com Anne Hansen 206-369-9992

05/09/20 9:18 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Mclendon's hardware 440 Rainier ave s Renton Both entrances to store are open with no one 
counting customers, store is too crowded to possibly 
maintain social distancing, especially garden.

04/18/20 9:19 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther special comittment center McNeil Island Detention Center PO Box 88600 Steilacoom The staff and workers (that are transported to the 
island everyday) are not required to wear masks. 
When preparing meals in the kitchen, the workers 
do not wear masks and there is no way to allow for 
social distancing. There is a resident that is making 
masks, but the masks are not being allowed to be 
distributed to the residents to be worn by those who 
desire to have at least some protection. In the last 
few days there was a worker that went to work and 
was tested positive for the virus. This person was 
sent home, but there has been no information given 
to the residents as to the identity of this person. It is 
alarming because it is not known how long this 
person might have been going to work without 
symptoms but was being a carrier and spreading the 
virus. There has not been any notification to the 
residents to find out who may have had contact with 
that person or any concerns for quarantine 
measures to prevent the virus from spreading 
through the whole campus. The residents have been 
expressing their concerns, but it seems to fall on 
deaf ears. Families are gravely concerned about the 
lack of concern from the officials that run the facility. 
Even if the masks are not 100% protection, 
something is better than nothing.

bdflint@mail.com BF 719-646-1547



04/10/20 2:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business McPherson Fruit and Vegetable 
Market

4500 15th Ave S Seattle Shopped 4/8 at McPhersons. Owner was present. 
Whiteboard sign said '10 Shoppers Maximum' but 
many more than 10 people shopping. Noone 
monitoring census.Cashier had mask around her 
neck. Aisles too narrow to move about at 6 feet. 
Because register/ counter space is small, customer 
needs to stand close distance from cashier, as 
customer adds bags of produce to counter as 
cashier weighs and bags and makes room on the 
counter for additional bags of produce. So if 
customer buys a lot of produce, customer must 
stand across from cashier, in close proximity for 
extended period of time.
Solutions: 1) Close 1/2 of parking lot and widen 
fruit/vegie area 2) Always have worker counting 
customers with waiting area with 6 foot markers 3) 
Take down the long shelf by cashier and replace 
with short counters so cashier can reach cart and 
customer can move away or customer only buy 10 
items that can all fit on counter...or some other idea?
I love McPhersons. Have lived nearby and shopped 
there for 25 years, serves underserved community, 
but it feels dangerous there now.

donnajshaman@gmail.com Donna Shaman 2067870403

04/08/20 5:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Medallion Industries, Inc. 1213 E James Ct Seattle Not sure if they are considered an essential 
business but definitely not practicing social 
distancing. Standing in small groups, working side by 
side (~1 or 2 ft). If not an essential business (or 
even if they are), they appear to be laying a pathway 
to the front door, not working on the foundation or 
structure.

max.c.bley@gmail.com Joshua Max Cargal-Bley 2064550550

04/07/20 8:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Medical Specialties UWMC 3rd floor 1959 PacificSeattle Mgmt holding in-person huddles daily with large 
group of staff. No social distancing. No signs in 
break room asking people to respect social 
distancing. Mgmt does not take this seriously. I don’t 
feel safe at work. I feel I will be targeted if I bring this 
up. Someone left work today due to dry cough and 
revealed a household member has tested positive. A 
patient tested positive and staff who were exposed 
kept working with patients and did not wear masks. 
It’s like an alternate reality.

05/07/20 1:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Menchies 2902 164th st sw bldg b lynnwood wa 98087Lynnwood my friend works at Menchies on 164th at the North 
point plaza . she informed me that her manager as 
been tested positive for Covid 19. she was in contact 
with my friend and another co worker. the business 
has not done anything and is not actively informing 
co workers or customers.

4259671378.0000 place phone # 425 742 9872

05/16/20 7:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mercadito del valle 6019 Parker Rd E, Sumner, WA 98390Sumner No social distancing. No masks or gloves are used.

03/31/20 2:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mercado latino 5910 ne fourth plain blv #A Vancouver To many people inside this place and the workers 
dont care to let people know looks like they just want 
the business

Yucateco_rojas26@yahoo.comCarlos rojas

04/20/20 12:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive sales Mercedes Benz of Bellevue 11850 Bel Red Rd. Bellevue TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
The Washington State Coronavirus states - “on-site 
visits to the dealership are by appointment only and 
must be scheduled remotely; only 1 dealership 
employee may be present in the dealership building 
(showroom or office) at any one time, and that 
employee may only be present during the duration of 
the sale”.  But this dealership has multiple 
employees working and visible in the 
building/showroom floor.  There has been serveral 
occasions where there has been more than one 
customer in the showroom as well.  This is 
jeopardizing the safety of everyone (customers and 
employees) as the stay at home clause is still in 
effect, so this company shouldn’t be allowed to break 
the rules.  This issue needs to be addressed ASAP 
because there is a lot of fraudulent activity going on 
at this place when it comes to complying with the 
essential business order.  This coronavirus is not a 
game, people are really dying from this and we as a 
nation can’t afford for businesses to  take advantage 
of the situation by not properly following the rules set 
forth.  Thank you for taking time out to review this 
complaint and I hope that it gets addressed 
immediately. 

Sincerely, 
Considered Customer

05/11/20 6:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Mercedes of bellevue 11850 Bel-Red Rd A Bellevue They’re not taking appointments and have a full staff 
working. People can show up at anytime

04/29/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership/service center Mercedes of Lynnwood 17800 Highway 99 Lynnwood No one in the service department was wearing 
masks and/or gloves. Several employees entered my 
car without taking any precautions. Loaner car had 
not been wiped down at all; visible dust and finger 
prints. No social distancing.

dawsoncrew@comcast.net Debra Dawson

04/21/20 8:36 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation and 
distribution

Mercer Distribution and Transport 4179 70th Ave E Fife They have an employee that contracted the virus.. 
which was 4/10/2020. They only shut down the 
office for one day on 4/17/2020. There is another 
employee that sits by the other employee who is 
infected. People do not feel safe

04/05/20 12:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mercury's Coffee 13110 NE 177th Pl. #323 Woodinville Mercury's Coffee Sent out an email advertising 
encouraging people to go out and take a "Sunday 
Drive" this feels the opposite of the intent of Stay 
Home Stay Healthy.  Text of email below.
"SOMETIMES YOU JUST NEED TO GET OUT 
AND DRIVE.

Can you hear that?
That, my friends, is the sound of Mercury moving. 
The temperature is getting warmer, and the leaves 
are beginning to sprout.  It’s a great time to go for a 
Sunday Drive.

Taking an unhurried trip out on the road and getting 
away for a few hours, can help you relax, reconnect, 
and recharge.

We can all gain a little by remembering the 
importance of injecting a little randomness into our 
lives. You don’t have to be going somewhere to be 
going everywhere. 

We can all practice Social Distancing while bringing 
back the Sunday Drive."

anablezoo@gmail.com Janis Anable 4257802619

04/28/20 9:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Meridian Center Electric 11109 66th Ave E Puyallup This business had employees in today to end them 
back to work, held a meeting with 40+ people in a 
small conference room for over an hour with no 
masks gloves etc. then sent employees out with 1 
paper mask and 1 pair of disposable gloves to a 
construction site that has no hand washing stations 
and sent multiple people together in a van.

04/23/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther House Cleaning Merry maids 430 91st Ave NE #13 Lake Stevens You have to ride in a car with your team mate not 
being 6 ft apart none of our products have 
disinfecting.

03/31/20 8:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Met Market 2420 N Proctor Street Tacoma People are allowed to congregate especially in the 
coffee shop area, shoppers are not being required to 
maintain social distancing. I spoke with the manager, 
health department, and TPD and have been given 
the runaround. It is especially bad in the afternoon.

253-651-6379

03/31/20 8:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Phone sales retail Metro by T-Mobile 121 Samish Way Bellingham the employees are going outside to flyer and pull us 
in off the street to get sales!!! They are violating so 
much!!! SHUT THEM DOWN!!!!

Kushtika@yahoo.com Jarin 3602206312

04/01/20 1:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Metropolitan Market 100 Mercer St. Seattle I work here. The store is not limiting the amount of 
people shopping at a time. We are experiencing 
record sales and the store is as busy as ever. 
Thousands of people are in the store all day in close 
proximity. We also do not have any protective gear.

Anonymous

04/26/20 9:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Metropolitan market magnolia 3830 34th ave w Seattle There are large groups of people gathered in the 
store at one time. There are next to no signage in the 
store asking people to follow the 6 foot rule. The 
employees have been expressing concerns to 
customers and it seems that their managers aren’t 
keeping them safe. This is outrageous and needs to 
be dealt with. People are at risk.



03/30/20 6:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Supermarket Metropolitan Market Sand Point 5250 40th Ave NE Seattle When I visited this supermarket on Saturday, March 
28, at about 1:30 PM,  it was very crowded and the 
staff were not making any effort to alleviate the 
situation. It was almost impossible to stay 6 ft away 
from anyone. Fortunately, I wore rubber gloves and 
a mask, but I felt very uneasy because, being 77 
years old,  I'm in the high-risk category. What I 
found disturbing is that everyone in the store, 
customer and staff, was behaving as if there no 
pandemic. The only action the staff took was to ban 
the use of personal grocery bags. The management 
should have instituted restrictions on how many 
customers to allow in the store at any given time. 
Trader Joe's does this, why can't Metropolitan 
Market?

apbruckner@comcast.net Adam Bruckner 206-719-1574

04/24/20 10:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Metropolitan Market Tacoma 2420 N Proctor St Tacoma WA 98406Tacoma I am an employee at this grocery store and have 
noticed numerous days where the store limit (80 
customer’s employees not included) is exceeded by 
at least double, perhaps triple. I have observed them 
counting and keeping the limit at 80 people 
approximately very few times, less than 10, but when 
done the counting has not even been consistent 
throughout the day. After expressing my concerns of 
too many people in the store at one time the 
feedback I got was “everyone is working on a 
voluntary basis, if you feel uncomfortable then don’t 
come to work”. This is following the store director’s 
commitment to closely monitor and count the 
number of customers in the store. The 80 person 
limit is in addition to the employees in the building 
which is approximately 50-60 additional persons in 
the building. I strongly feel that we consistently have 
double the person limit and our management team 
continues to dismiss employee concerns about the 
limit. Many of my fellow co-workers have expressed 
discomfort and frustration with managers and the 
store director team when groups/masses of people 
continue to flow in the store every hour of the day 
without any kind of count/monitoring. We continue to 
feel dismissed over and over by our store director 
team and are reaching out to the health department 
as essential employees, please enforce the 
customer limit at the Met Market!!!!

macfithian@gmail.com MacKayla Fithian 9702222867 kheinzinger@metropolitan-market.com

05/05/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Metropolitan market uptown #157 100 Mercer St Seattle I work at Metropolitan Market in lower Queen Anne. 
Our store is violating the governor’s social distancing 
guidelines. The store is not requiring employees to 
wear masks at all. They are also not limiting the 
amount of shoppers. Because of this social 
distancing has gone out the door.

Tourdefist@gmail.com Todd Michael Johnson 8157130226 Metropolitan Market

05/13/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mi Casa Tienda 723 W 3rd Avenue Moses Lake I went to this store on Saturday, May 2, 2020.  Not 
one employee at the bakery counter, meat counter, 
or the cashiers were wearing masks.  The store was 
filled and there were zero procedures to maintain 
social distancing at the counters and at check out.

05/09/20 2:29 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mi Rancho Meat Market 3092 Northwest Ave Bellingham There were at least 20 people in small quarters, not 
including staff, no social distancing in line, everyone 
standing 1 foot away from each other. No attempt to 
minimize social contact or any direction from staff. 
No limit to people who could enter.

05/17/20 4:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mickie’s 4532 Evergreen Way Everett Not using masks for any workers. They have a 
person come out to the vehicle (while I’m in line) to 
give the drinks, so within 2 feet of me. I move to pay 
at window and  was told “they’ve been ordered”. 
Basically, I said take personal responsibility then. 
This is the third time in a Snohomish County drive 
thru that gave the same excuses.

angela.carol.henry@gmail.comAngela Henry 2064468302 Mickies-restaurant.com

03/31/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Computer repair Micro-Lynx 6820 Kimball Drive Nw A5 Gig Harbor, Wa Sent sick employee to our essential business 
(Evergreen animal hospital) for a non emergency 
service

Kristen 253-851-9195

03/31/20 9:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Medical pump manufacturer Micropump 1400 NE 136th Ave Vancouver Management assures people are 6' apart in 
lunchroom and hallways, but is.making them sit 
approximately 2-3 feet apart in production area. 
Tools and equipment are passed from person to 
person.

Concerned husband

03/31/20 7:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production Studio Microsoft Production Studios 4400 148th Ave NE Redmond MPS is allowing 50 plus employees to operate for 
possibly non-essential projects.

03/31/20 8:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production Microsoft Production Studios 4400 148th AVE N.E. Redmond Productions are not following social-distancing, no 
officer has been assigned to oversee this plan, no 
emails have been sent out stating who that is or 
would be, large productions have been held and are 
still taking place with no explanation of the need for 
said production, there has been people from out of 
state involved in these productions that are no longer 
in the state. The last production had over 60 people 
in this building with 15-20 in one room 1-3 feet 
apart. All other Microsoft buildings are basically 
empty besides B127

Kurt.DelBene@microsoft.comMicrosoft Employee 425-538-6215

03/31/20 3:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mid Mountain Contractors Inc 3075 112th Avenue NE, Suite 210Bellevue After several complaints from several different 
workers all with similar concerns about their safety 
and health. We made multiple attempts to get Mid 
Mountain to address the workers safety concerns 
and allow the workers to be put on standby and 
collect unemployement.
Mid Mountain was telling their employees that they 
wouldn’t allow them to collect unemployment the 
work is “essential” and needs to be done. They told 
them they would write them down as a fire or quit 
and not allow them to collect their benefits

ecoffelt@opcmialocal528.org Eric Coffelt 206-818-0515

05/14/20 1:01 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Building Supply hardware Midway Building Supply 3 Creamery Road Republic WA Previous in out door separation removed no social 
distancing measures in place no masks or distancing 
occurring - not able keep stay away from high 
number of other customers who were also not 
wearing masks

03/31/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther gardening service Miguel's Landscaping 1524 N 42nd PL Mount Vernon, WA 98273 In my opinion, this company is non-essential and 
should not be working.  I saw them doing yardwork 
around Applebee's in Mill Creek.  It was a 3 man 
crew.  When they were finished all 3 climbed into the 
company truck and drove away.

ldn1995@aol.com Lisa Sturtz 206-326-0238

05/12/20 11:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive dealership Milam/Puyallup Mazda and Truck Country608 River Rd and 615 N. meridianPuyallup No partitions. Several sales people in the showroom 
up to 5 people .

04/03/20 4:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Milgard windows Milgard 965 54th ave e Fife This is my wife’s job where they have had 3 cases of 
covid 19 and they’re still not closing down or doing 
the proper cleaning for the facility

spsporter@gmail.com Shan Porter 2533148152

03/31/20 8:58 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Milgard manufacturing 1010 54th Ave E, Fife, WA 98424fife This employer is refusing to shut down after reported 
cases of their employees testing positive for covid19 
they are putting all employees at risk by doing so

fveloz59@gmail.com Francisco veloz 12539547042

03/31/20 8:06 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther manufacturing Milgard manufacturing 1010 54th Ave E, Fife, WA 98424Tacoma An employee tested positive for covid-19 but did not 
make that information publicly announced to other 
employees

anon

04/03/20 4:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther window manufacturing Milgard Windows 965 54th Avenue East Fife We have had a few positive cases and they are not 
providing sanitary products. Any one who was in 
direct contact is told to go home for 72hrs and report 
back to work for your daily shift.

chelssbelle@gmail.com Chelsea

03/31/20 1:02 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Window manufacturer Milgard windows 54th ave Fife We have a confirmed case and they have not 
informed us

04/21/20 8:12 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Mill Creek Retirement Community 14905 Bothell Everett Hwy Mill Creek I work at the facility, and have noticed many family 
members coming in to the facility, some not wearing 
face masks. Upon inquisition to my managers, I was 
told that there is nothing that we could do to enforce 
wearing face masks for visitors. I am worried for the 
health of residents and staff. Residents have also 
been seen with no masks, and not six feet apart. 
Staff has kindly told the residents to social distance 
and to go back to their rooms, however, residents 
are not following directions throughout the past 
weeks. More and more residents have been walking 
around, sitting next to each other, and it is 
concerning. I feel the company has lacked in 
protecting residents and staff.

rachelbloch12@gmail.com Rachel Bloch 2062934954



04/06/20 8:57 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther News flyer- unsolicited, non 
subscribed

Mill Creek View 16212 Bothell Everett Hwy Ste FMill creek Wa 98012 Deliver the Mill Creek view- Witnessed going door to 
door placing the Mill creek View news flyer on the 
door handles of each home. They where using 
children to place the flyers on each door handle. The 
concern is cross contamination of homes. The flyers 
appeared to be in a large bag which the carrier 
pulled the flyers from, No hand PPE was visible, the 
flyers were then handed off to the children to place 
on the door handles. No Hand hygiene was 
witnessed between homes or delivery.

mripoblocki@comcast.net Fawn Poblocki 2534863238

04/04/20 1:29 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Newspaper Mill Creek View 16212 Bothell-everett Highway, Suite F-313, Mill Creek WA 98012Mill Creek I previously submitted the wrong business 
information. This submission has the correct info, 
sorry about that.

This is a newspaper business that is delivering fliers 
(unsolicited) to homeowners door handles. This is an 
unnecessary and irresponsible method of delivery 
that has upset many of my neighbors out of concern 
of cross contamination of door handles. If one family 
is infected they could be spreading it to others in the 
neighborhood.

Heres online link

https://www.millcreekviewonline.com/Mill-Creek-
View-04012020-e-Edition/1/

malorn@live.com David Bennett 4257656851

04/04/20 1:11 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Delivery of flyers to door 
handles of homes

Mill Creek View I dont know, website is: http://newsofmillcreek.com/Mill Creek They have people putting flyers on door handles of 
homes, which is potentially spreading disease to 
every door they touch, or gaining contamination if 
one of the door handles they touch is an infected 
family.

Nobody needs these stupid fliers right now. Non-
essential and not observing social distancing. I think 
this newspaper qualifies as essential due to being 
media newspaper, but the way they are distributing 
is putting people (and themselves) at unnecessary 
risk.

malorn@live.com David Bennett 4257656851

05/06/20 7:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealership Millennium Auto Sales 6918 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick I do not feel safe working at Millennium Auto Sales 
as they are not working under the guidance placed 
forth by the department of health in WA. Under 
Phase 1, a car dealership has guidelines and they 
are not being followed here. It is business as usual. I 
have been required to work for the last six weeks 
and I am not able to social distance. This is in 
violation of the Governors orders.

Concerned employee GM@millenniumauto.biz

04/22/20 11:48 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Residential Property 
Management

Miller Laine Property Management 8903 Hipkins Rd Lakewood Company showing home with multiple people going 
in and out of the home at the same time. Not 
following social distancing requirements.

jaylamonique253@gmail.comJayla Williams

04/08/20 11:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child care facility not 
regulated by peirce county 
department of health

Milticultural family child hope center 2021 S 19th st Tacoma Child care center that is failing to implement social 
distancing, forcing sick employees to work and 
failing to communicate that any employees have 
been sick after they're made to work together all day. 
Facility owner is fighting against employee efforts of 
sanitation and social distancing. 
The place is an outbreak waiting to happen, if it has 
not happened already. I am completing this for a 
friend that is fearful of retaliation by the facility owner.

kylewchapman@gmail.com KYLE CHAPMAN 9162120663

03/31/20 10:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station/convenience storeMinit shop 3803 ocean Beach hwy Longview Not abiding with social distancing or limiting 
customer count

04/26/20 11:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mioposto Mt.Baker Neighborhood Seattle Not following 6ft rule not set up right so customers 
come in to order, don't adhere to 6ft rule and at the 
same time customers picking up food come in and 
stand in the non 6ft spaced line  Door is not propped 
open.  Business needs to set up a better system and 
enforce a six foot distance for customers.

04/04/20 2:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mioposto 2601 76th Ave SE Mercer Island part time, minimum wage, non benefited, non 
essential employees are being told to report to work 
to facilitate take out orders in too close proximity of 
customers and without any Ppe, or be terminated 
and ineligible for unemployment for being terminated 
for turning down employment. And this email was 
sent out this morning,  just days after a text 
expounding on how busy the patio was and how cars 
were just lined up the street for taking out and 
everyone was milking about and in close contact.

jmcota78@gmail.com Jennifer Cota 2068502472

04/03/20 1:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Mirabella 116 Fairview Ave N Seattle This organization is not providing safety gear to their 
staff, has threatened the employees with retaliation, 
is not taking necessary precautions, and has not 
reported 2 positive COVID cases.

05/16/20 12:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mis Antojitos Mexican Restuarant 607 SE Everertt Mall Way #6BEverett People are going in all at once inside the restaurant 
waiting for the food sitting down touching tables, 
chairs and eating their snacks while they wait. Also, 
people are touching the salsa bottles without the 
salsa bottles being disinfected afterwards by the 
employees. No social distancing is met. More than 
15 people are inside all at once without masks, 
touching everything, and its not safe.

04/07/20 2:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business MISSION FOODS 6611 VALLEY AVE E FIFE someone else reported this last week where they 
had 4 cases they are now up to 5 cases in just over 
a week a family member works here but is in fear of 
being terminated as they have made it clear to all of 
them that they are to tell NO ONE what is happening 
within this facility i am concerned for myself and my 
family and afraid if I put my name that my this 
person  will be terminated or sued or retaliated 
against as they have told him already and made it 
quite clear to all of them they will remain open that 
they are bigger than the government and that they 
will have the national guard fill the areas where 
needed

skeeters55@yahoo.com carmen parker 253-457-0199

04/02/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business MISSION FOODS 6611 VALLEY AVE E FIFE this business has 4 cases of the COVID they are 
threatening there employees that they have signed a 
non disclosure statement and cant tell anyone what 
is happening there.  they have been working there 
employee with no days off and said they will not give 
them any days off they are telling them they cannot 
choose not to work and if they do they will get in 
trobule   I am concerned I live with my son inlaw and 
daughter and 3 grandchildren

INSULATION4LESS@AOL.COMcheri parker 253-426-7212

04/11/20 6:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Used car dealership Mission Motors 9922 Sr 532 Stanwood Groups of 5-7 employees on the sales floor. 
Dealership not following guidelines of 1 person in the 
dealership at a time. Also, not following guidelines 
regarding selling cars that need repair, etc. Selling 
cars to anyone who wants one.

05/10/20 9:55 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Church Mission Tabernacle Holiness Church 446 Mission Rd Harpers Ferry Having church services without using masks or 
social distancing practices. Numerous people 
attending have family members with compromised 
health conditions and also work in the community.

05/15/20 5:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cannabis MLM Distributing 7560 Yakima Valley Highway Zillah I work here and they are not following social 
distancing, or making sure all staff are wearing 
masks all the time in offices or in our production 
area. I'm not sure what to do.

stickybudz509@gmail.com Anonymous stickybudz509@gmail.com

05/19/20 6:44 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Moby Dick 788 Point Brown Ave NE Ocean Shores None of the employees are wearing gloves or face 
masks and  employees are coming out of the 
restaurant to give orders to customers waiting 
outside, definitely not practicing social distancing 
rules.   Employees are smoking in small groups 
outside the front door as well

04/25/20 8:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Moda Capelli 522 Capitol way S Olympia Owner Julia Ward is doing hair and working on 
clients out of her home.

04/03/20 3:03 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinet Maker Modern Custom Woodworking 1225 Ruddell Rd SE Unit G Lacey This business is not essential, violating orders by 
continuing to operate, have employees come in 
against quarantine and installing cabinets, not 
essential and unfair to other business forced to close.

Anonymous

05/01/20 8:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other DoD Fire and security Monaco enterprises 14820 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley There aren’t any social distance measures in place. 
Employees have to ask for social distance on their 
own. This includes making social distance signs.

NA NA NA



03/31/20 7:04 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hourse riding school Mone Farms and Training Center 24222 131 St Ave SE Snohomish I encountered the owner of Mone Farms and 
Training Center( Danielle Miller} leading a horse ride 
on 119th Ave SE in the Paradise Lake area.  There 
were 4 horses and 6 riders one of the riders was 
riding double with the owner of the center. We was 
not part of the family and was sitting right in front of 
the other rider making contact with the person, they 
not following the social distancing and they are not 
an essential business when I told them that they 
should not be riding they told me to mind my own 
business,  The road they were on is a private road to 
hide that they are still doing horse back tours.

bnakashimo@gmail.com Ben Nakashimo 4253511924

05/01/20 3:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Monroe Washington, Fryelands Ice Cream TruckFryelands Area Monroe I asked the ice cream driver/owner why he wasn’t 
wearing a mask. He stated he doesn’t have to, it’s 
his constitutional right! I told him he’s waiting on 
people and children .. he didn’t care. He got very 
volatile with me!

dmeier17@yahoo.com Denise Meier 360-794-9610

04/01/20 2:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential employer Monson Fruit Warehouse 252 N. Rushmore RD. Selah As social worker at Lincoln Avenue Medical Dental 
Center where I only see OB patients, I am 
concerned listening to husbands and their expectant 
wives disclosing distancing not being practice in fruit 
warehouses. These jobs are their livelihood and 
essential to our community and they are frightened. 
Please do something about this! I was told one fruit 
warehouse, Borton, was closed down yesterday 
because an employee tested positive for COVID-19.

ofelian@yvfwc.org Ofelia Nuño 509-575-1234 ext. 3381

05/18/20 11:22 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apartment leasing office Monterra in Mill Creek 13401 dumas road Mill creek They have opened their offices and are offering in 
person tours prior to entering phase 2 and having 
permission to do so.

Monterra@sares-regis.com

04/17/20 6:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Montezuma's Mexican restaurant 56th and Tyler Street Tacoma We go there by there quite often and each time it 
gets busier and busier people walking into the 
restaurant and not coming out with to-go orders

sassyashell59@hotmail.com Linda Luquette 2535394567

05/15/20 7:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Security Moon Security 505 west Clark st Pasco Workers are testing positive for covid-19 and the 
business is not taking proper action to care for staff.

04/03/20 9:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car restoration MORK’S auto revival 500 metcalf F5w Burlington Endangering employees

05/11/20 12:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Golf Course Mount Si Golf Course 9010 Boalch Ave SE Snoqualmie, WA 98065 This course is ignoring social distancing guidelines 
as well as allowing 4somes instead of the 
reccomended 2somes.  As the operator of a course 
who is strictly following the rules, we do not think 
this is fair to other operators and more importantly 
we share the same customer base, so they are 
putting my staff and customers at risk

info@mtsigolf.com

04/03/20 9:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreation center Mountlake Terrace Recreation Pavilion 5303 228th ST SW Mountlake Terrace Day care is still open but for some reason the 
lifeguards have to work but they do not sanitize and 
clean essential surfaces multiple times a day, do not 
follow social distancing 6 feet rule, and yesterday a 
worker got a call that he tested positive for the virus 
and nobody did anything to clean or worry about the 
facility that is now infected.

04/02/20 8:13 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moving companies Moving companies Washington state Everett I just find it funny that moving companies can be 
considered an essential business. The crews ride 
together in truck cabs and go in different houses 
every single day. How is that safe when you can’t 
follow social distancing?

05/18/20 4:13 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Caring for Disabled Adults Mr. 6637 Armar Road Marysville The caregivers for the disabled sit next to the clients 
outside. are not wearing any gloves or masks, and 
smoke next to the clients.

rorymyers@msn.com Rory Gale Myers 4257374851

04/04/20 9:17 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Banks Mrs. 9963 M.2 N.E. Moses Lake Chase and US banks have their lobbies open. Even 
the employee said she felt in danger and was 
wearing a simple gauze mask. All credit unions here 
have closed their lobbies.

chappylwml@yahoo.com Linda Curran 5097935557

04/02/20 12:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther fruit packing company mt adams fruit/underwood fruit and 
warehouse

6550 highway 14 bingen people are working closer than 3 feet to one another.

04/01/20 2:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit packing factory Mt. Adams Fruit 6550 WA-14 Bingen An employee reported that this company hired 
approximately 30 high school students after school 
closed. The factory floor has been crowded (no 
social distancing) and staff are eating together in 
close quarters during lunch. The employer is not 
taking employee concerns seriously. The employee I 
spoke to had to quit her job because of her family's 
health conditions, and her fear of contracting COVID-
19 and passing it to her family members. She is now 
not eligible for unemployment and is without any 
income.

05/16/20 9:49 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Muchas Gracias 1411 Washington St Vancouver Not a single person in the restaurant was wearing a 
mask or gloves or used any kind of hand sanitizer. 
No contactless payment options. And I watched 
them moving past each other in close proximity.

03/31/20 3:18 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mail Box and Mail Delivery Multi Services Corp 7101 MLK Jr Way S Suite #116Seattle Just ask for make sure is I can drive from Renton to 
Seattle office of my owned business 
because people need to pick up their mail from their 
mail box and they need to pick up their over night 
documents, please let me know if I am allow to drive 
to office/

jle201399@yahoo.com Jennifer 2067190421

04/10/20 5:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business multi-care 315 MLK JR. Way Tacoma A nurse has tested positive, her co-workers are not 
allowed to know who it is despite having worked  in 
settings that require close contact. I think that Multi-
care should tell the staff who it was then have the 
people that were in close contact with her at the very 
least tested.

wzofgoz@yahoo.com gail 2532289139

03/31/20 7:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Access Center 1628 South Windsor Spokane Population at work site has increased since March, 
call center workers required to sit less then 6 feet a 
part. No accomadations for social distancing have 
been met or increased availability to work from 
home. Daily sanitization has only increased in break 
room not personal work area. Not mandatory to stay 
home if sick and no themometor at work either.

03/31/20 1:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare access center east 1628s.windor dr east Spokane Wa 99224 I was told by my daughter that there's 25 plus people 
in the building. I am concerned because I'm taking 
care of my granddaughter. I am one of the high-risk I 
guess I'm 70 years old and I do have some kind of 
lung problems and she has nobody else to watch my 
granddaughter so it's me. I hope this doesn't make 
her lose her job but I told her I'd write up a complaint

fishingking50@hotmail.com Chuck bercier 5098696641

03/31/20 1:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Access Center East 1628 S Windsor Dr Spokane Multicare has not made any changes due to the 
coronavirus. We are still seating right next to each 
other, there are people grouped up in the dining 
room, they are sending around a form halfway 
through the day asking if we have any symptoms?!?! 
This should be done before we even walk into the 
building !! Lastly they are still doing orientation 
where people are seating even closer than us on the 
floor !? I just think here we are telling our patients to 
be safe and social distancing but they are doing 
absolutely nothing to protect their employees !!

cristenbercier07@gmail.com Cristen Bercier (509) 362-0262

04/12/20 12:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Tacoma General/Mary 
Bridge

315 ML King Wy So Tacoma The federal and state guidance has been to wear 
face covers. Shouldn’t a hospital do more to ensure 
the safety of patients and staff by requiring face 
covers for visitors? I’m an employee there. I wish to 
remain anonymous

brenz3@msn.com William Renz 2539486419

04/28/20 5:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Multiple 1111 3rd Seattle I am working HARD to create and follow the new 
Phase 1 plan for my company to be able to resume 
work and on our first day at 1111 3rd in downtown 
Seattle, my supervisor reported that he was the only 
person on the whole site wearing a mask, when the 
elevator opened 7 men stepped out - no masks, one 
tiny bottle of purell was set out, no posters, no sign 
in logs, NOTHING! How am I supposed to keep my 
employees safe on these job sites when no one else 
is complying?

accounting@superiorofficeinstall.comBeverly Corey 206-423-5450

05/06/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Real Estate Multiple agencies N/A Seattle As an agent in Seattle there are multiple reports of 
other agents ignoring the governors requirements to 
show properties. They are helping people as before. 
Not ensuring that these people need to buy or sale. 
Allowing people see homes as a way to get out of 
the house. Allowing multiple buyers to view at the 
same time. Not keeping 6’ minimum and not wearing 
face masks.

04/24/20 3:18 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cleaning service Mumz Cleaning 36 Vermont Avenue Port Monmouth This business operates from their home. All cleaning 
employees, if this is essential, are crammed into one 
car to go clean. All of them got out of the car with no 
masks or gloves on and went into and out of owner’s 
garage.



04/02/20 8:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate My office and one other Bellevue and Kirkland Bellevue and Kirkland I was going to be quiet but with the extension of the 
order today I have to speak out. My office had a tour 
today - agents rode together and met at the 
office....that is so wrong. One of my listings was 
shown and I parked down the street to see what 
transpired and an agent from another company 
drove up with herself and 6 people in the car - a 
couple, 2 children, and perhaps parents?  THEY ALL 
WENT IN MY LISTING.  I called my Broker and was 
told they are of the opinion the limitations are 
extreme and without merit and to worry more about 
selling houses than that. I was shocked but not 
surprised.  The last two weeks many of the agents I 
know have blown off the restrictions from the very 
beginning like they mean nothing - one commented 
there are too many of us to have it policed so why 
worry. New home sites are wide open. Do they not 
care about the exposure they are subjection the 
public to?  And now stagers and photographers can 
go in homes - what happens when furniture is 
removed from a house and put in another one, then 
you find out the first one has someone diagnosed 
with the virus? I appreciate you trying to help us but 
the industry is not worthy of the trust. Others are 
way more so - like dentists and optometrists for 
regular checkups. We need the income like 
everyone else but should not compromise the public 
exponentially to do so. Even though it would effect 
me I think the exception needs to be withdrawn - and 
so does my seller for that matter. WAR and the MLS 
keep sending out reminders of the rules but 
obviously they are not followed.

03/30/20 6:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Na Na Spokane Please close drive-thru coffee shops. The employees 
are working closer than 3ft between them and closer 
than three feet between them and costumers. They 
are touching money, debit cards and handing iPads 
through the window for costumers to touch. 
Employees are being forced to work despite being 
scared. The wholesale companies are out of hand 
sanitizer so many of these stands are operating with 
no hand sanitizer and not sanitizing between 
touching personal belongings to money of costumers.

Krwiltshire519@gmail.com Kaylee Wiltshire 5093851895

04/17/20 7:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DayCare Nancy's Noah's Ark 14928 38th Drive SE Mill Creek The owner Nancy was told of a parent who tested 
positive and has been coming to the school with their 
children. The Covid patient has been there every 
day. No notification was made to parents and kids 
have been exposed. They are also taking in children 
that are not children of First Responders / front line 
people and have them all in one room 25 kids plus.

would rather not say

04/05/20 9:20 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto parts Napa auto parts 875 Tennant Way Longview Multiple people in the building at one time, 
employees not asking customers to stand 6ft back, 
employees not using hand sanitizer or sanitizing 
counters after customers

katelandwaterman@hotmail.comKateland 5034100793

04/06/20 9:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Narrows Glen assisted living 8201 6th Ave Tacoma Employees in kitchen are not able to follow safe 
distancing, a servers mom tested positive and the 
server was there until Friday 4/3/20. Residents are

ost Emma 253-678-2075

03/30/20 7:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Debt Collection National Credit Services 2525 220th st Bothell All desk/cubicle is not 6 feet apart, about less than 2 
feet. We are unable to collect on a debt, therefore 
we are just sitting there waiting for people to call in. 
The only thing provided is hand sanitizer and some 
Lysol wipes.

04/02/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business National frozen foods 188 Sturdevant road Chehalis I am concerned when I am at work due to the lack of 
social distancing.  The company posted a sign with 
five things to do to stay safe.  One of them says totry 
and  stay at least THREE feet apart. I understand 
the guidelines to be at six feet. There are between 
60 to 90 people there. It is loud and many people 
stan right next to each other talking. Also there are 
now 3 shifts and one side of the plant runs 24 hrs 
straight without a deep sanitizing cleaning. I feel it is 
not a safe work environment due to the amount of 
employees and the lack of social distancing.

03/30/20 4:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business National Frozen Foods 436 NW State Ave Chehalis I have family here.  Limited English speaking.  They 
are being told they have to use their sick/vacation 
leave if they get sick.  They are also not following 
social distancing requirements.  Speaking on behalf 
of my parents who don’t speak English, they are 
standing shoulder to shoulder with co-workers.

Osantana0104@gmail.com Omar Santana 3605002207

04/10/20 11:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther plastic fabrication National Products RAM MOUNTS 8410 Dallas Avenue South Seattle ACTIVE cases of Covid-19 employees on site and 
NO INTENSIVE CLEANING after positive Covid test 
results. IMPOSSIBLE to practice safe distancing.

whistle blower anonymous none

04/03/20 12:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Natural Factors 14224 167th Ave. SE Monroe, WA Two employees have tested positive for the virus 
three weeks ago, but employees are still coming to 
work.  Another employee went to the hospital with a 
fever a couple of days ago (diagnosis unknown). 
Employees are still coming to work. This business is 
not essential enough to disregard the safety of its 
employees.

vernsgirl815@gmail.com Sheri Moon 425-387-5893

04/08/20 4:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther navos Navos Mental Health and Wellness 
Center

1210 SW 136th St Burien We have been working with known case of covid-19 
and the facility isn't give us proper PPE .Half of our 
patients have been tested positive for covid-19. Half 
of our staff have getting sick.

04/01/20 1:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Caterpillar Dealer NC Machinery and Harnish Group 
(Corporate office)

17025 and 17035 West Valley HighwayTukwila These Businesses are not letting people work from 
home that qualify by the CDC as Highly Susceptible. 
No proper sanitization, and employees who have 
tested POSITIVE came into corporate office. NOT 
FOLLOWING REGULATIONS, People are going to 
end up sick. everyone at corporate, already exposed 
and not isolating .

jonathonn05@gmail.com Casandra Newman 4259702965

04/09/20 11:29 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Equipment sales NC Maxhinery 17035 W Valley Hwy Tukwila Business will not allow for telecommuting when the 
jobs can be performed. Employees have tested 
positive for the virus. Employer is requiring any 
employee to use their vacation or sick days when 
they were sent home for quirentene due to co 
workers testing positive, when they were denied 
telecommuting.

Tybyrd@live.com

04/01/20 7:25 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction NC power systems 17900 W Valley Hwy Tukwila Although this business is in the category of 
essential.  Employees that can easily work from 
home and work remotely are not allowed to. The 
owner is saying he doesn't believe in a work from 
home policy even for ppl who are easily able to 
continue their work remotely.  Meetings are still 
continuing in small rooms as usual and ppl who are 
scared to come in are told to take their PTO, 
whatever they have.  There are no options to work 
remotely for ppl who can easily do so.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/03/20 9:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Neeser (General Contractor) 400 S 43rd St Renton Construction at Valley Medical hospital in Renton. 
Several trades working with no social distancing, 
Near Covid-19 testings. More than 50 people inside 
facility (new building).

03/31/20 2:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Neighbor Teenager gathering Neigbor License Plate: B76935L Snoqualmie Neighbor teenage boy picked up by other friends 
(non-essential gathering). Can not have teenage 
kids gathering with other family/friends

05/04/20 8:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Netvision 2611 Edith CT SW Olympia 3 construction workers head to head, working on 
underground wiring, No face masks in use.

julielarsonmiller@gmail.com Julia Miller 3607544379

04/27/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction New business being contructed Off River ridge lane Kalama I took a picture. This construction site is not 
following social distancing. And they continued 
building throughout the time construction was halted. 
I was surprised to hear it was reinstated because I 
didn't know it was closed down to begin with 
because they were busy the whole time.

pnwjoy@gmail.com Joy Wooldridge 3602613093

04/15/20 8:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business New Day Dental Care 1201 SE Tech Center Dr #150Vancouver The receptionist, dentist and assistant did not have 
masks on, and were just chatting in very close 
proximity to each other.  I handed my intake form 
back to receptionist.  She did not have gloves on, 
and did not sanitize her hands after taking my form.  
I told the staff I was unhappy about their lack of 
COVID-19 protection.  The assistant laughed at me.  
I immediately left.

I fear for their patients, even if the staff does not 
care.

kennewday@area206.com Kenneth Waletzki 541-241-2291

05/15/20 3:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business New horizons dental 6916 ne fourth plain blvd Vancouver Business is not allowing employees to bring their 
own n95 masks because they dont want to scare 
customers



05/15/20 3:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Newport Academy 3804 Hastings Avenue W. Port Townsend There have been two confirmed cases of 
coronavirus infection among the staff of this in-
patient drug and alcohol rehab center, according to a 
staff member. The employees and residents have no 
PPE, no social distancing, and little in the way of 
other sanitary measures. I am a neighbor of this 
facility, and I am very concerned about the spread of 
the virus to other community members.

help@newportacademy.com

04/01/20 4:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Newport Academy 3804 Hastings Ave W Port Townsend Cooks not provided PPE or hazard pay when 
requested. Cooks are expected to cook food and 
wash used dishes without protection. Care 
coordinators share the same mask throughout a full  
shift. Hazard pay only given to some employees, not 
others. Employees testing positive for Covid 19 have 
returned to work sooner than advised by CDC

taschiastenger@gmail.com Taschia 3603015319

04/30/20 6:04 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Newport Academy also known as Residence 1212029 113th Ave NE Kirkland This facility is residential and planning on squiring 16 
new clients on Monday. They are not following social 
distancing policies and putting the public at risk.

Newport Academy

04/17/20 10:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mortgage Lender NewRez LLC 1100 Virgina Drive # 125 Fort Washington This mortgage lender is forcing real estate appraiser 
to inspect property and enter homes ignoring safe 
distancing protocols though the borrower and 
appraiser have agreed to do an exterior only 
inspection with assistance from borrower providing 
interior photos. Borrower was fine with original terms 
of inspection but this lender is forcing appraiser to go 
back to home and enter. Lender should not be 
deciding what is safe for appraiser/borrower. 
Appraiser should set the level of safety.

Wagner Lesley 2068525489

04/22/20 8:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Robotics and Industrial 
Engineering

Newton Research Labs 441 SW 41st Street Renton A Family member who develops software for Newton 
no longer allowed to work remote. Newton is not 
requiring nor providing PPE or social distancing for 
employees.

lwenberg9@gmail.com Lynne 360-333-7438

04/27/20 9:28 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boat yard Nicholas brothers 5400 Cameron Rd Freeland Next week the company plans to bring all there 
employees back to regular shifts right now they have 
teams set up 3 days on 3 days off, there is no way in 
the spaces they need to work in can they maintain 
social distancing. I am concerned that there will be 
other health violations going on.

05/04/20 11:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Insurance Nicholson and associates 1802 black lake Blvd SW ste 301Olympia Social Distancing isn’t Followed with workers who 
decided to work in office, “at home” workers are 
being forced into the office again, people with health 
problems are in the offce

drake@nichinsure.c

05/04/20 2:38 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Insurance Agency Nicholson And Associates 1802 Black Lake Blvd SW Olympia Business owner, Drake Nicholson  has forced all 
telecommuting agents back into the office despite 
the extended stay at home order and protests of his 
workers. They are NOT enforcing social distancing 
between employees and we are not comfortable in 
the office. Employees are free to walk into each 
others offices and share workspace, specifically the 
Receptionist desk.

3605616169 drake@nichinsure.com

04/29/20 5:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hardware feed store nine mile feed and hardware 12516 n nine mile rd nine mile falls no social distancing, employee not wearing masks, 
not limiting customers,  no protective plastic shield 
between casher and customers

deborasherwood@yahoo.comdebora sherwood 5092762149 rick

05/13/20 11:37 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Custom wooden home furnishingsNK Woodworking and Design 6327 Marginal Way SW Seattle this business is not providing enough space for 
workers to be safe; 
 workers are too close together and working on 
shared equipment;
not enough safety equipment (masks and 
gloves)available to workers;;
sanitation procedures not being done;
Workers are allowed to work when sick;
ventilation is not adequate;
this should not be considered essential business: 
making high end custom furnishings for upscale 
homes, such as wooden bathtubs and furniture
The workers have been told they have to work .

liricia@hotmail.com Patricia Davis

04/21/20 4:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Homeless Shelter Noah's Ark Homeless Shelter 117 E 2nd st Wapato Two people have been confirmed cases of covid-19 
an the business is still open for business

05/11/20 12:33 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Wine Distributor Noble Wines 9860 40TH AVE S SEATTLE This is a a company that sells wine. The warehouse 
has multiple employees working next to each other, 
no mask, no gloves. Several times it has been 
brought to the attention of management but the do 
not enforce mask wearing, 6 feet, or gloves.

05/18/20 9:47 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Nolan's Roofing 6321 Northwest Rd Ferndale Workers are not given the proper cleaning and social 
distancing training. They were given a a packet only 
for the "crew leaders" where they stated they would 
be the ones in charge for if the the crew needed any 
cleaning supplies and sanitizing supplies. This 
packet was given to them in English, and all workers 
are Spanish speakers. They have only received 1 
thing of cleaning wipes to share amongst them all. If 
someone could check into this to make sure these 
workers are being trained correctly by the owner and 
given the supplies they need. The owner also doesn't 
provide water for his employees, the employees 
always have to go out and buy their own.

Roger

03/31/20 8:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Paper Mill Norpac 3001 Industrial Way Longview In the shipping warehouse truck drivers from all over 
the country are still being allowed to come into the 
employees break room to check in, touching chairs, 
doorknobs, not having to keep and distance between 
themselves and employees putting themselves and 
the people that work there at risk. No changes have 
been put into effect in the shipping warehouse to 
protect the people coming in there or the people that 
work there.

Samarelish@hotmail.com Samantha Herold 3607490450

04/10/20 3:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Northern Fish Company 2201 Ruston Way Tacoma I visited this very small store today and it was very 
crowded,  There was no possible way to keep six 
feet from another person.  I was the only person 
wearing a mask.  No effort was made to limit the 
number of people in the store.  Prepared food was 
being seved.

daptmorse@msn.com David Morse 2532825363

05/13/20 8:18 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apartment community office Northgate Apartments 11060 2nd Ave NE Seattle The office says it’s closed but is unlocked and 
regularly receives unmasked visitors to load money 
on laundry cards, negotiate/talk with staff, pay via 
paper checks

04/14/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION

NORTHGATE PLAZA 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION

7500 ROOSEVELT WAY NE Seattle WA Association is sending email (below) claiming people 
and workers of unknown health condition, health 
history, and history of compliance with OSHA, WA L 
and I, WA DOH, and others regulations and 
guidance are to enter our private living spaces and/or 
break the external window seals of our private living 
space to do non-emergency work and tasks.

This is multiple violations of Governor Inslee's Covid 
19 Proclamations. Puts residents at serious and 
innumerable risks of Loss of Life and/or short or 
long term health issues whereas if the proposed 
actions in the email enclosed are not done they may 
have no risks at all. Violates residents rights to 
comply with  Governor Inslee's Covid 19 
Proclamation 20-25 STAY HOME – STAY 
HEALTHY. 

The allowable actions proposed in the enclosed 
email also violate residents Washington States 
constitutional rights such as but not limited to “No 
person shall be disturbed in his private affairs, or his 
home invaded, without authority of law.”  as well as 
US Constitutional rights.

Barbara Hartley <donotreply@appfolio.com>
Fri 4/10/2020 12:12 PM
**NOTICE FROM YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

To all Northgate Plaza owners and residents,

paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net Paul Sorvik 2064454204 NPO Corp registered with WA SOS



04/15/20 9:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Owners Association 
and their Agent as listed by 
Washington Secretary of 
State

NORTHGATE PLAZA 
HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION and 
their agent Real Property Associates

7500 ROOSEVELT WAY NE Seattle Northgate Plaza Address: 9416 1st Ave NE which is 
an 80 unit 4 story building with an estimated 100 
residents (referenced as "residents" in this 
complaint).

THE E-MAIL (referenced as "email" in this 
complaint):
+++++++ start of the email +++++++
Barbara Hartley <donotreply@appfolio.com>
Fri 4/10/2020 12:12 PM
**NOTICE FROM YOUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

To all Northgate Plaza owners and residents,

Due to concerns regarding the current pandemic, 
PBE workers have temporarily refrained from 
entering units. However, work cannot continue 
without having access into units. If work stops, we 
will have serious safety and financial risks that 
cannot be currently calculated for the Association. 
We know we are all understandably a little anxious 
right now, but PBE workers are taking the following 
steps to further ensure the safety of both workers 
and residents:

1. All sick employees are to stay home from work. If 
a sick employee shows up with a fever, they will be 
sent home. Same applies to subcontractors.

2. All power tools will be wiped down at the end of 
the day during the tool inventory procedure with a 
10% bleach 90% water solution. Suggest mixing in a 

paul.sorvik@orbiscloud.com Paul E. Sorvik 6464612161 206-577-0587 F/206-523-0315

04/02/20 11:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Northshore paving 208th st Woodinville Confined office layout, with too many people working 
in close quarters, most office work could( and should 
be ) done remotely, 
Still paving jobs, multiple workers not washing 
hands, and visiting with HR staff. 
( someone I'm close to works here and I'm 
concerned for my health)

Please@investigate.com Anon Anonomouse please

03/30/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Northwest Administrators 2323 Eastlake Ave E Seattle This company is giving a lot of lip service about 
cleaning high impact areas and adding more 
sanitizing stations for two weeks. Yet it does not 
appear that additional cleaning is happening. When 
questioned HR does not respond. The largest part of 
this work force is union employees. Work from home 
has been talked about, even promised. Yet it has 
only been given to non union employees. While they 
have moved some people around, social distancing 
is not possible.

ssonnichsen1956@gmail.comShirley Sonnichsen 4252208223

03/30/20 5:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pension and insurance. I am on the pension sideNorthwest Administrators 2323 eastlake ave e Seattle Not following basic social distancing for pension 
dept. met with, “well some people have stayed home, 
so you are fine” not answering Union phone 
calls/correspondence to help officiate changes. Run 
arounds in work from home options. A case positive 
by a doctor, however was not able to get official test. 
More people being sent home with symptoms and 
not telling all staff. No regular cleaning.

Aespley@hotmail.com Andrea espley 2066181102

03/30/20 4:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Office job: pension accountingNorthwest Administrators 2323 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Manages insurance claims (essential) and pension 
accounts (non-essential). Positive COVID-19 case 
there 2 weeks ago and workers are still not allowed 
to work from home and are still working within 6 feet 
of one another

wolfey316@gmail.com Christopher Wolfe 4252485400

03/31/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Northwest Administrators, Inc 2323 Eastlake Ave E Seattle I am in the Federal Way location and have been 
approved to work from home on 3/26, however 
shortly after I received a company wide email stating 
that there is no timeline as to when those approved 
to work from home can start.  We are an essential 
business with the exception of those who practically 
can work remotely.  They have halted the move of 
employees to go upstairs to accommodate social 
distancing since 3/23. They have halted people from 
working remotely since last week.  Today I witnessed 
a group gathering in a large conference room 
meeting.  This company continues to push back their 
promises while
Breaking the rules outlined by the governor.  Please 
make them accountable.

unamkim@gmail.com Una Kim 206-306-6840

03/30/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manages insurance claims and pension accountsNorthwest Administrators, Inc. 2323 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Positive COVID-19 case there with others who had 
symptoms about 2 weeks ago (both Seattle and 
Mountlake Terrace offices). Not all personnel are 
working from home (just those in higher salary 
positions) the rest are working in conditions that are 
not meeting social distancing requirements, 
cleanliness of building is not being met for 
disinfecting.

randiandhercamera@gmail.comRandi Stumpp 425-221-9085

03/31/20 5:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Northwest center 22247 76th ave s Kent They do not follow social distant guidelines. They are 
putting too many people in one room to perform their 
duties. They have people crammed together and 
working too close to each other. Manger Evelyn just 
want the job done and she does not care how it gets 
done.

03/30/20 4:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Northwest clinical research center 1951 152nd pl ne suite 200 Bellevue Holds staff meetings several times a day with 40 
staff members in a conference room. Is not following 
6 feet apart for staff members anywhere in the 
building. Has non essential employees working.

04/02/20 12:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wood products Northwest hardwoods 120 industrial way Longview Supervisor coming to work sick

05/08/20 5:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other motorcycle dealer Northwest Harley-Davidson 8000 Freedom Lane NE Lacey, Washington Large gathering of motorcycle gang members in 
parking lot and wandering in and out of the business 
on May 8, 2020

04/11/20 2:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real estate Northwest home team realty 111 tumwater Blvd Tumwater Large gatherings, doors are open to the public, 
online videos on Facebook showing they are working 
from the office. Customers have been going in and 
out of the office.

Anonymous@yahoo.com Anonymous 360-529-0992

05/12/20 8:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Northwest Kidney Centers in Port Angeles809 Georgiana St. Port Angeles Patients are treated in small facility, not 6 feet apart. 
Encouraging patients who have tested positive for 
COVID-19 to come in for dialysis, when other 
options such as home dialysis or going to the 
hospital are available. Not requiring face masks on 
staff or patients. Did not inform patients who might 
have been exposed when treating a patient who had 
tested positive.

04/08/20 12:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape maintenance Northwest Landscape Services 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville WA 98072 Saw a landscape maintenance truck parked at 
Sehome Haggen in Bellingham with two crew sitting 
in the truck

clssarah@broadstripe.net Elizabeth Brown 360-319-9263

04/02/20 5:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping Northwest landscape services 7120 185th Ave NE, Suite 150Redmond Why are Landscape companies out every week this 
time of year and this isn’t only company putting a lot 
of people at risk when they can’t stay 6 feet  apart 
when you have 2 or  3 people in a cab going to get 
people killed  sad sad enforcement I would expect 
better enforcement

Jefff1972@yahoo.com Jeff fieck 425-244-6090

05/11/20 7:33 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Agricultural Northwest Seed and Pet 7302 N Division Spokane Called and spoke with a manager named Mona.  
She said masks and social distancing are not 
mandatory, so they do not supply masks to their 
employees  or require their use, though employees 
can use their own, if they choose to do so.

04/09/20 12:52 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping company Norvanco International, Inc 4301 W Valley Hwy E  #100 Sumner Warehouse is not practicing social distance at all, 
workers are within 1-2 feet of each other, no 
protection for face or hands. 20-50 workers at a time 
in the same area. It is a shipping company, however 
the items they ship are not essential items according 
to the governor's essential list. Workers have also 
been terminated for calling in sick.

leitholdfamily5@gmail.com Sarah Leithold 3606405665

04/02/20 1:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agriculture Not known 235415-235417 State Road 397Kennewick 60+ farm workers congratulated in one area. Not 
observing proper social distancing order.

Skuzzyspot@comcast.net Kenneth Saunders 5035778963

05/02/20 9:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Not sure but the license plate on 1 truck is c8z037p3925 shelby rd lynnwood They are not processing social distancing they don't 
have a sink to wash hands and no masks numerous 
people not six feet apart will ask them to stop doing 
that and they have refused

Tamara 2064128976



05/04/20 7:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Not sure- have been told different names - Mike NW LLC; more recently Mid CityHouse being built at NW corner of 28th Ave NW and NW 77thSeattle No Covid plan posted. No evidence of hand sanitizer 
(may be in porta-potty. Some workers keeping 
distance and wearing masks. Today I saw 5 workers 
crowded together visiting over the hood of a car, 
heads together. No masks. No social distancing. 
Completely violating the terms under which 
construction is allowed to start up under Phase 1.  
This happened outside our house. The construction 
site is across the street from us. We are 68 and self 
isolating. I have been working from home since 
March 7th.  What good does this do if people are not 
adhering to the conditions that have been set?

LizTennant@aol.com Liz Tennant 206-782-5004

04/25/20 2:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Windshield glass repair Novus glass Chehalis Chehalis Someone from this company came to repair my car 
at my home. When he was done fixing my car he 
knocked on my door. I came out and without warning 
or explaining why he came right up in my face and 
kept talking about 18 inches from my face. I was so 
shocked because I told him I was following distance 
rules that I couldn't react in time to keep him away till 
too late. I surely didn't expect someone professional 
to do that! I was so upset I haven't slept much for 
days. My husband and I are high risk and dont leave 
home except for weekly mail pick up. The man was 
polite  and did work well but sure should have been 
more careful. I really dont want him to get in trouble 
but have been so stressed worrying that I thought 
someone should warn the company of workers 
violations. He is probably doing that to others.

teresaespen@gmail.com Teresa Espen 3602693886

05/16/20 10:05 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto repair NTB/ Mavis 186 S. Weber Rd Bolingbrook Employees not wearing mask, and in groups talking

04/27/20 12:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther BANK Numerica Bank 4909 E Sprague Ave Spokane Caller says the lobby of the bank is still open to the 
public. There were multiple people in close contact 
with each other in the lobby & there was also a non-
service dog in the lobby. No one in the bank was 
wearing gloves, masks & also they are NOT 
sanitizing the lobby!!

carol.horrocks@yahoo.com GC211 for a caller Carol Horrocks -509534.6618

05/05/20 2:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Nuxoll Builders Inc. 2506 6th Ave Clarkston No new construction is allowed until June? This is 
not a new construction site! They were shut down 
once because they were building for over a week 
and a half during the first stay-at-home order. Today 
they are continuing to build with no social distancing 
and lots of concrete trucks coming and going. No 
safety measures in place.

thezonezx14@gmail.com David Walk 2087915557

04/03/20 12:47 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Or Reilly’s autoparts store O Reilly’s 1512 E Nobhill Blvd Yakima My Son Works there,, they have 2 cases of Corona 
Virus and make Health workers continue working., 
already report this to the District manager in Seattle 
and still not doing anything about it.. I am an 
essential worker And need to continue working... My 
Son call the district manager to tell him that he was 
taking time off.. He doesn’t complain much because 
I doesn’t want to loose his Job... District manager 
and Store Manager are aware of this situation and 
also store manager has also Coronavirus., I tried to 
contact health department but all lines are crashed ., 
what we can do??

kirbyxtreme@yahoo.com Blanca 509-9610867

05/15/20 5:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Parts Store O'Reilly Auto Parts 501 W Main St Kelso Not following social distancing, not wearing face 
masks, being rude to customers who mention 
concerns. Surfaces are disgusting, nothing is 
disinfected, smears and smudges of spit and other 
fluids all over everything in the store and on the 
handles, etc. This is going to spread fast here

04/16/20 9:35 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto parts shop O'Reilly Auto Parts 18021 Auora Ave N Shoreline Auto shop not following social distance rule. 3 
employees crowding around the counter near the 
customer and management isn't enforcing the 
distancing.

Cam Peterson 206-533-9007

04/21/20 2:32 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Parts O'REILYS 1107 Johnson Road Centralia Large amount of ppl in store, 7 staff members just 
hanging out rt next to each other, stood outside at 
door and ask how many ppl in store looked like there 
were a couple of dozen asked how this was working. 
(Ace had an employee letting 1 in when 1 went out, 
use of 1 door, all in masks, made face covers at 
register, etc. Nothing here.  Said they got permission 
from the Governor to do whatever the hell they 
wanted.  We are a small town and a mile away was 
a 2nd store same thing, called what I thought was 
Corp. according to the internet and it was a regular 
O'Rileys store in Fife and he claimed the Gov said 
they could do whatever they wanted.  3 stores.  I just 
needed a couple of fuses, back gate and windshield 
wipers not working on car and I'm hdcp with 2 torn 
rotator cuffs torn biceps, orobator sndbduprinators, 
torn acl taking care of a hdcp 84 yr old and need a 
car that runs.  My new battery from Walmarts Auto 
Dept was dead and I was told they had to close so I 
could not even replace and they are following the 
masks and rules.  Why can O'Reilys be open and 
not Walmart who has ppl that can work on cars and 
help when ppl are hdcp.   As usual WA State picks 
and chooses who laws / rules do and don't apply to 
yet my single mom friend can't have her biz open in 
which wearing masks and safety is not a problem or 
having more than 10 ppl in her biz at 1 time is an 
issue.

Amber.Ferrano@gmail.com Amber Ferrano 3603887595

04/16/20 4:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther auto parts store O'Rilies Auto Parts 7003 265 st nw Stanwood No plastic shield at counter - clerk with a bad caugh kcp774@wavecable.com Paul Petersen 360-629-2771

05/06/20 4:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other o'sullivan sportsman resort o'sullivan sportsman resort 6897 WA-262, Othello, WA 99344Othello Allowing a few individuals to camp and golfing bar is 
also open. 15 to 20 RV with no social distancing.

04/10/20 6:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther golf course Oak brook Golf course 8102 Zircon Dr SW, Lakewood, WA 98498 I saw the golf course owner/manage Mike Moore 
signing poeple up for a 1 month membership so thay 
could go and play golf at oakbrook golf club outside 
the proshop as poeple showed up to play golf. also 
saw him selling merchandice from the prosop to 
customers that paid with credit card.. I belive all you 
need to do is spend 1 hour watching to operation 
where well over 100 golfers are playing golf

04/07/20 8:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Freight Oak Harbor Freight 1339 West Valley Hwy N Auburn This business is allowing some employees to work 
from home, but not others in the same department 
with the same equipment, job functions, etc. These 
employees have the ability to work from home, yet 
only certain employees (family members of/and 
owners in particular) are being allowed to work 
remotely from the safety of their homes.  These 
employees are corporate, accounting, etc., NOT 
drivers or dispatch - again with the tools and means 
to work remotely, yet not allowed to do so.

nevalmartin@comcast.net Neva Martin 253-740-6240

04/02/20 9:10 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Oakbrook golf and country 
club

Oakbrook golf and country club 8102 Zircon Dr. SW Lakewood Golfers congregating in large groups; golfers 
participating in golf activity.

katherineknudson@earthlink.netKatherine Knudson 2532224961

05/07/20 7:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other golf course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr. SW Lakewood, Wa 98498 This golf club has remained open since the initial 
stay at home order.  Now they are (still) allowing 4-
somes.  Two on the tee box at a time,  all play the 
hole together, then all four on the greens at the 
same time.

04/04/20 11:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license obelisco 19501 144th St Woodinville, WA Saturday, April 4th we have noticed many people out 
and about in Woodinville's warehouse district. 
Obelisco and Eye of the needle have not been 
following social distancing. Gatherings of people and 
crowds close to each other.

04/17/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food production Oberto 7060 Oberto Drive Keny Managers lie to us. We work too close together and 
now people are getting sick

04/09/20 9:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Oberto 7060 Oberto Drive Kent Crammed in small production space with not enough 
room for 6 ft distance. Mgmt making excuses to why 
they won’t keep us safe.

04/08/20 8:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food manufacturing Oberto 7060 Oberto Drive Kent Not following social distancing on the plant floor or 
during shift changes/lunches. Management is aware 
and don’t care because production has to get done. 
Way too many people crammed in small spaces at 
both of our facility locations.

03/30/20 5:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food manufacturer Oberto Snacks 7060 Oberto Drive Kent Not practicing social distancing

04/22/20 5:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Oberto's 7060 South 238th Street Kent Management has reported 4 confirmed COVID-19 
cases. Those infected employees directly handle 
food, specifically processing of meat products. 
Management has not closed for business or has 
required its staff to be tested.



03/31/20 12:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ocean beauty seafood 600 Powell Ave sw Renton Employee tested positive for covid 19 they didn't shut 
down and sanitize the whole building they didn't 
notify employees till Monday March 30th employee 
was out all last week

madavis949@gmail.com Melissa 4255519894

05/18/20 12:43 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Odessa golf course 13080 WA 28 Odessa Workers not wearing masks. No hand hygiene for 
customers

03/30/20 2:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license off camber brewing 6506 114th ave ct e puyallup operating a "brewery" out of a garage. not enforcing 
social distancing. offering more than just curbside 
pick up for beer. groups congregating inside the 
garage at bar

michelle_stanzel@yahoo.commichelle 2536912252

04/08/20 9:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Office Supplies, shipping, 
techical services, printing

Office Depot 502 Sleater - Kinney Rd NE Lacey They've got previously infected, untested staff 
members working and waiting on the public, making 
OD-Lacey a vector of continuing infections. Also, 
there has been no provision of testing for infected 
workers, no paid sick leave, no offer of workers' 
comp, no offer of treatment, and OBTW, most of 
these people do not have any medical insurance 
worthy of the name. If you can't fix this, I move on to 
KING-5 Investigates and Chris Ingalls.

ferfecksake06@gmail.com Norb Bovus 509-953-8465

03/31/20 12:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tire store Ok Tire 1706 W Broadway Moses Lake Not wiping down counters and no signage for safe 
distance

04/22/20 11:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation Old Dominion Freight line 600 S 96th St Seattle Essential transportation business not following social 
distancing within the office. Employees gathers next 
to drivers while management are not policing the 
social distance rule.
Contact number 206-764-5120

04/03/20 7:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Oldcastle Building Envelope 1611 SE Commerce ave Battle Ground Employer has combined all three shifts into one 
swing shift, not staggered shifts. Twice the 
employees and less physical distance among 
employees. Disregard for recommend the use of 
social distancing strategies. 
Workers using other workers’ computers and other 
work tools and equipment.

04/03/20 8:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Oly Tumwater Dental 3926 Cleveland ave se Tumwater I have been been told to report to work from you 
office manager that we are required to be there per 
the stimulus package given to our corporate office. 
We have 16.5 employees and all told we have to be 
at the office to work on any possible emergency 
patients who may or may not be coming in. If all staff 
don’t show up we are told we have to take a leave of 
absence. The whole office isn’t essential to be 
present. The only essential employee that should be 
in the office is the Dentist!  Please help us for the 
health of our families!! B

Danielleleemayo@hotmail.comDanielle 3604807682

04/07/20 11:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Olympia Multi Specialty Clinic 406 Black Hills Ln SW Olympia Receptionists sit about a foot from one another and 
the clinic is offering elective medical procedures.

05/13/20 11:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Olympia Orthopedic Associates 3901 Capital Mall Dr Sw Olympia Does not have enough Sanicloth wipes to wipe down 
chairs and patient exam rooms. Will not supply 
sneeze guard plexiglass to the reception area. 
Doctors and other staff are not wearing their masks 
at all times while in the building, yet they make it 
mandatory for the patients. They have many 
employees crammed together where there is no 
social distancing. Running low on PPE and still 
ramping up clinics to full time.

04/13/20 7:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Olympian Precast 19150 NE Union Hill Rd Redmond Employer not allowing anybody to work from home, 
even though remote systems are already in place. 
Some office workers desks are closer than 6' apart, 
and in other areas of the shop, employees are 
consistently gathered in large groups (many 
individuals not wearing masks) not following the 6' 
distancing policies.

Gregab1987@gmail.com Greg Alder 2063840499

04/09/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Olympian Precast 19150 NE Union Hill Rd Redmond Taking daily temperatures but allowing ppl to stay if 
they scan feverish (100+). Saying the tool is broken. 
Large meetings in small spaces. No masks.

04/01/20 8:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Olympian Precast, Inc 19150 NE union hill road Redmond Workers are very close with no protective gear. Staff 
told to pick between their sick family or their jobs. 
Staff with WFH ability are forbidden to do so or 
threatened with their job.

04/28/20 7:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction On Grade Excavating 19th Ave SW & SW Charlestown StSeattle No PPE and not following social distancing guidelines kbeauvoir@hotmail.com Kara Beauvoir 2063275629

04/19/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction On Site Health and Safety 520 Sixth st Rodeo CA We support “essential” construction by doing first aid 
response. But right now we provide other services 
that are not essential like drug screens and first aid 
training classes. The company is not providing 
proper PPE and is putting the employees at risk.

brian90261@pacbell.net Brian Carver 7145019734

04/12/20 4:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial services Oppenheimer & Co. Inc. 500 108th ave NE suite 2100 Bellevue This business has the ability to have all employees 
work from home but is forcing them to come into the 
office to work and they are within close proximity to 
each other. Some of the employees are taking public 
transport (metro bus). It is high risk and they are 
allowing the upper level staff (financial advisors and 
management) to work from home when forcing 
lower level employees (assistants) to come into the 
office to work. Both locations (Seattle and Bellevue) 
are still having employees come into the office and 
there was a confirmed case in the Seattle location 
building.

concernedcitizen98732@gmail.com

05/05/20 1:55 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Property Management CompanyOptimus Property Solutions 5711 Vista Drive Ferndale Trying to force me to let people view the house I’m 
renting. My son and I have no way to leave the 
premises and I don’t want to run the risk of us 
getting sick. I am paid until June 30 on rent, but will 
be leaving before end of May. I have asked them to 
wait to do in person viewings until we are gone.  
They are bullying me and I have the right to protect 
my son.

akfroggie83@gmail.com Jennifer Hibnes 9076876177

04/22/20 5:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Orca Bay Seafoods 1010 S 146th St Burien 98168 More that 120 employees at once not practicing 
social distancing, 5 positive covid 19 cases in the 
last week.

Anonymous, I don't want to lose my job

04/06/20 8:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My niece works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

mariaochoaaa111@gmail.comLogio Perez



04/06/20 8:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My granddaughter works there currently: I worry for 
their health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

mariaochoaaa111@gmail.comLuz Ochoa

04/06/20 8:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My daughter works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

mariaochoaaa111@gmail.comGreg Ochoa

04/06/20 8:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My landlords daughter works there currently: I worry 
for their health safety since the business owner will 
not proved them with gloves, or the essential items 
to handle money and daily transactions with 
customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

avalosroberto2020@gmail.comSimon De Los Santos

04/06/20 8:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My friends daughter works there currently: I worry 
for their health safety since the business owner will 
not proved them with gloves, or the essential items 
to handle money and daily transactions with 
customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

rudy3238@gmail.com Jonathan Hernandez

04/06/20 8:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My sister works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

rudy3238@gmail.com Jesus Velaz



04/06/20 8:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My sister works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

rudy3238@gmail.com Kevin Velazquez

04/06/20 8:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My friends daughter works there currently: I worry 
for their health safety since the business owner will 
not proved them with gloves, or the essential items 
to handle money and daily transactions with 
customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

joehunter376@gmail.com Maria Hernandez

04/06/20 8:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My cousin works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

rudy3238@gmail.com Kathie Bailey

04/06/20 8:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My sister works there currently: I worry for her 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved her with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

jedikar@yahoo.com Jedika Rougk

04/06/20 8:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside My daughter works there currently: I worry for their 
health safety since the business owner will not 
proved them with gloves, or the essential items to 
handle money and daily transactions with customers.

I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick.

rudy3238@gmail.com Rudolf Bravo

04/06/20 7:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick. Thank you.

avalosroberto2020@gmail.comRob Avalos



04/06/20 7:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick. Thank you.

joehunter376@gmail.com Joe Vasquez

04/06/20 7:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Order Express Inc. 348 S. 6th Street Sunnyside I know this is possibly considered an "essential 
business" to be open, but my concerns are of the 
employees and customer interactions at the location. 
There is no sign asking for customers to stand 6ft 
apart, customers are crammed into a very small area 
as you walk in, the business does not provide clean 
or sanitized pens,  same pen is used over and over 
again. The employee there does not have sanitizing 
items when asked to clean the counter or handling 
of the money. The company does not provide there 
employees with gloves, masks, or hand sanitizer for 
them to protect them selves, but still expect them to 
work with out protection. This business handles 
money and other services for many customers on a 
daily basis. They are not following recommendations 
as needed and the business does not care for its 
employees or customers. Please review this 
business concern and help these employee and 
customers from getting possible sick. Thank you.

jedikar@yahoo.com Maria Ochoa

04/12/20 11:33 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto part store Orielly's 215 whiteshell suite c15 Orting To many customers and employees

03/31/20 12:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Origins Redmond 16390 Cleveland Street Redmond The business is not limiting the number of 
customers, no markers are in place for social 
distancing, no signage on door about symptoms and 
entering premises, no gloves when checking IDs, no 
hand sanitizer. I was in the shop with more than 7 
customers all in an area looking at product with 
sales staff. Customers tend to come in in groups 
and they allow it which is counterintuitive to social 
distancing.

Dorar_victor@yahoo.com Dora Victor 206-293-7751

05/14/20 11:53 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Origins West Seattle 4800 40th Ave SW Seattle No masks or gloves on employees nor required for 
patrons. No hand sanitizer. No required social 
distance. Online order and curbside pick up offered, 
but online orders not filled requiring people to wait, 
no monitoring of waiting crowd. No spaces in queue.

04/03/20 12:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Osborne construction 17801 international blvd Seatac No hand wash stations, no hand sanitizer stations. 
There was an electrician who contracted covid-19 
and Osborne has done nothing to supplement its 
workers.

adecoy.jits@gmail.com AD

04/03/20 4:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Oshio teriyaki 31509 3rd ave #20 black diamond very dirty, no social distancing, no sanitizing, 
complete disregard of gov inslee's proclamation

05/14/20 12:49 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing Out of the Box Manufacturing 1600 SW 43rd St #200 Renton This business is believed to not be following 
requirements for distancing with fully scheduled 
floors and improper mask usage increasing risk to 
workers.

05/07/20 1:07 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Outdoor Emporium 1701 4th Ave S Seattle Retail business has remained open, not limiting 
number of customers inside store at a time, and not 
following guidelines on distancing or face masks.

05/03/20 1:02 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Outdoor/Sporting goods Outdoor emporium 1701 4th ave S #1514 Seattle Most of the employees were not wearing masks.
Most employees were not social distancing.

Chrispitzen@gmail.com Chris pitzen 2069304789

04/16/20 1:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction P&P excavation 2912 vallette Bellingham Social Distancing isn't happening. No masks. 
Handshakes happening between workers and 
homeowner and home owner friends who stop by. 
And between the 2 neighbors. Sewer line 
replacement is essential, no problem with that. Not 
sure if the continued work that is happening now 
is"essential"? Like a back yard retaining wall that 
could likely wait until regular business? But, mostly 
worried about social distancing. Maybe essential 
workers don't have to be socially distant? And, the 
dump trucks driving on the street, drive very fast- 
considering there's no sidewalk for me to walk my 
dogs on.

Whycantheyworkandicant@stayhome.comJust someone walking by every day with my 2 dogs

04/08/20 3:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paar Development 7001 Roosevelt way NE Seattle Construction workers, who I believe should not even 
be working in the first place, are right next to one 
another, and not even making the slightest attempt 
at social distancing.

Sloot.randall@gmail.com Randall Sloot 509-432-4814

04/01/20 12:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Parts distribution center Paccar Parts 405 Houser Way North Renton Employees who are sick, are told to return to work 
after not having a fever for 24hrs. Information 
regarding anyone with flu-like symptoms is kept a 
secret. Employees have to come into close contact 
with external vendors. Employees are asked to work 
overtime on weekends to ship non-essential parts.

04/02/20 4:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Guns and ammo Pacific Armament Company 7207 52nd St NE Marysville 10 or more people in the business. They are less 
than 6ft apart.

wiseguide@comcast.net Russell Wise 4255087222

05/18/20 5:41 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Pacific Asian Market 25644 104th Ave SE, Kent, WA 98030Kent Grocery store is overcrowded, practically impossible 
to keep 6 ft of distancing when we are inside the 
store. They are not limiting the amount of customers 
going in, so it is over crowded and everyone stands 
very close together. Does not enforce customer use 
of floor markers or distancing.

05/08/20 2:18 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other supply company Pacific Breeze 2328 Gibson Road Everett, WA. There is no distancing policy what so ever at this 
company. For management it is business as usual. 
They do not care. please put a stop to this as soon 
as possible. Time is of the essence. Thank you.

04/13/20 10:13 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Custodial Air Freshener refill Pacific Breeze Inc P.O. Box 1663 Woodinville This morning I observed the rep from Pacific Breeze 
enter my building to change out air freshener. He 
wore no mask or gloves. Went to all floors of my low 
income building, touching elevator buttons, doors 
etc... he will now move on to other Capitol Hill 
Housing and SHA buildings on his route around 
Seattle. 
This is exactly how disease is spread among a 
vulnerable population. 
Air Freshener is not essential. It provides no service 
in regards to the health of a building other than to 
add another layer of odors.
I live at 1206 E Jefferson and do know that Pacific 
Breeze has active contracts to service all CHH and 
SHA buildings. Please help us stay safe. Thank you.

seattlecarol@gmail.com Carol Wessberg 206-650-5822 https://www.pacificbreezeusa.com/contact-us/



04/15/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pacific Building Envelope, Inc. (a.k.a. 
"PBE" in this complaint) and its 
subcontractors

17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek WA 98012 Northgate Plaza Address: 9416 1st Ave NE which is 
an 80 unit 4 story building with an estimated 100 
residents (referenced as "residents" in this 
complaint).

THE NOTICE (referenced as "notice" in this 
complaint):
+++++++ start of the NOTICE +++++++
Gyp sheathing replacement
Monday 04/13/20 thru Friday 04/17/20 8:00am to 
4:00pm We will continue removing and replacing the 
exterior gyp sheathing on the south, and west 
elevation walls.
We will need to temporarily remove your windows to 
do this work. The windows must be removed when 
the new gyp sheathing is installed. The windowsill 
and apron will also be removed at this time.
Reminder please remove any items hanging from 
exterior walls.
If you have any questions regarding the above 
scheduled work, please contact Superintendent, 
Ashley Hogan.
Ashley Hogan, Jobsite Superintendent
425.268.2362 / ashley@pacificbuildingenvelope.com
+++++++ end of the NOTICE +++++++

Violations in this complaint:
Violations of Governor Inslee's Covid 19 
Proclamations putting residents and workers at 
serious and known and unknown and innumerable 
risks of Loss of Life and/or short and long term and 
permanent health issues and conditions whereas if 

sorvik@live.com Paul Sorvik 6464612161 ashley@pacificbuildingenvelope.com

04/15/20 9:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pacific Building Envelope, Inc. (a.k.a. 
"PBE" in this complaint) and 
subcontractors

17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek WA 98012 PBE Work Site Address: 9416 1st Ave NE which is 
an 80 unit 4 story building with an estimated 100 
residents (referenced as "residents" in this 
complaint).

THE NOTICE (referenced as "notice" in this 
complaint):
Heading of Notice: Electrical rough in for outlet at 
baseboard heater
Body of Notice: Starting Wednesday 04/15/20 thru 
Friday 04/17/20 8:00am to 4:00pm, we will need 
access to your unit, electrical panel, and living room. 
Electrician will be roughing in the outlet at the 
baseboard heater under your window (if applicable) 
The connection at the outlet will be completed after 
the new fireplace is installed. Your outlet will be 
disconnected until then. This work will start on the 
4th floor then move to the 3rd floor and so on.

Violations in this complaint:
Multiple violations of Governor Inslee's Covid 19 
Proclamations putting residents and workers at 
serious and innumerable risks of Loss of Life and/or 
short and long term and permanent health issues 
and conditions whereas if the actions in notice are 
not done residents would have no risks at all. This 
also violates workers and residents legal duties and 
rights to comply with  Governor Inslee's Covid 19 
Proclamation 20-25 STAY HOME – STAY 
HEALTHY and other Covid 19 Proclamations. 

The actions proposed in the notice above also violate 

paul.sorvik@live.com Paul E. Sorvik 6464612161 ashley@pacificbuildingenvelope.com

04/09/20 8:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pacific Building Envelope, Inc. (a.k.a. 
PBE)

17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek WA 98012 Construction workers were and are scheduled to 
remove and replace outer windows of the units and 
may not be sufficiently protected from anyone who 
may be quarantined with and/or recovering from the 
virus and/or asymptomatic inside the windows they 
are removing and replacing (per their own 
documents dated 2020-03-31 where the worker's 
masks are only for protection from fiberglass).  

I am also concerned that residents that are sheltered 
in place without the virus may be exposed to the 
virus (with or without their own suitable masks) 
when their exterior windows are removed (as 
residents have been notified will be done in the past 
and this or next week) while any other unit's exterior 
windows are removed at the same time where 
anyone inside the other unit(s) may be quarantined 
with and/or asymptomatic and/or recovering from the 
virus inside; likewise I am concerned that all 
residents that are scheduled to have their exterior 
windows removed are at risk from workers or 
residents who may be asymptomatic with virus.

Although residents have been asked to report and 
have reported virus infections as far as I know 
residents have not been informed of virus infections 
of any of the workers so this is not an equitable 
exchange of information between residents and PBE 
and residents would not know at this time if they 
may have been exposed to the virus by PBE 
employees and/or sub-contractors and/or their 
deliveries.   Although information may become 

paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net Paul Sorvik 2064454204

04/15/20 2:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinet Company Pacific Crest Industries - Bellmont 
Cabinet CO

13610 52nd st e Sumner Company attempted to roll out social distancing and 
has already broken down in process. No one is 
observing safe distances.

Phishinghook22@gmail.com Anonymous

05/01/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Pacific landscape management 8805 206th st se Snohomish I voiced my concerns about how returning to work 
would look for the company I worked for, myself, and 
my family on Monday afternoon to my direct 
supervisor. I live with my grandmother and 2 other at 
risk family members. We are all deeply concerned 
about returning to work as a family and are still 
following the govenors stay at home order. When I 
voiced my opinion I was told "10-4 more to come"   I 
recieved no information whatsoever regarding what 
returning to work would look like until wednesday 
evening I received an email, worded as if I had not 
communicated my concerns about returning to work, 
stating that i would be terminated as of thursday 
evening at 5pm. 
I pleaded with them to please not put me in a 
position to choose between the health and safety or 
my family, or losing my job, I have worked for the 
company for almost 5-6 years. I have little 
confidence that they will be able to comply with the 
guidelines neccesary to re-open construction in 
washington state, but are forcing their employees to 
come in. I also believe they have had people working 
throughout the entire shutdown. They did not offer 
any work from home situation, nor a temporary 
replacement for my position. They went straight for 
my termination, saying that they needed to move on. 
They have now terminated me as of yesterday. I 
would like to know if this is just cause to fire me. 
Thank you.   If you would like any other information 
please give me a call.

Skylersfussell@gmail.com Skyler fussell 4253879859

05/07/20 12:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Pacific Ridges Homes Castlewood 17921 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell More than one trade in the house and not wearing 
full PPE.

05/06/20 10:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Pacifica Senior Living Lynnwood 18625 60th Ave W, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynnwood I’m concerned that a family member who is 
employed here has recently tested positive for Covid-
19. Initially she was allowed to take time off for 14 
days to quarantine. Now I’m told from other family 
members that her employer is short staffed and 
begged her to come back to work on their Covid-19 
positive unit where she is in direct contact with 
elderly residents.

Aecolango@gmail.com Aimee Ecolango 425-273-6574

04/15/20 4:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Paper Mill Packaging Corporation of America 31831 W Highway 12 Wallula It’s impossible to perform our day to day task without 
staying 6 feet away from personnel. There are 3 
confirmed cases here at the mill. Specifically the W2 
department. We can’t call in sick until we start to 
have symptoms. By this time we could have 
contacted the virus and unknowingly taking it home 
to our families. Which has happened to one person 
already. We need to be shutdown. it  is impossible to 
perform our task while keeping a safe 6ft distance. 
Please. Thanks.

MarkKowlzan@packagingcorp.com



04/03/20 2:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Packaging Resources 4680 Campus Place Mukilteo too many people physically reporting to work instead 
of remote
still holding in person staff meetings

03/31/20 11:37 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Pagliacci Pizza 4449 California Ave SW Seattle I called in an order to and went to pick it up and 
noticed at least 8 people in the service / kitchen area 
apparently not practicing social distancing as I 
understand them as they worked to make pizza and 
such.

04/28/20 8:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse paint supply Paint Sundries Solutions 930 7th ave Kirkland Allowing numerous outsiders in building without 
having gloves or mask. 100-150 people per week 
touching and within 6 feet of the workers NO social 
distancing what so ever, all workers during work/ 
breaks all within 6 feet.

04/14/20 10:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paint Sundries Solutions 930 7th AVE Kirkland Allowing customers to walk in freely, not following 
cdc protocol, no PPE  pretty ridiculous

04/10/20 9:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paint Sundries Solutions 930 7th Ave Kirkland Working within 6 feet of another, not practicing 
temperature requirements. Letting at will people to 
come in without checking them

04/08/20 6:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paint sundries solutions 930 7th ave Kirkland Re-using thermal thermometers after others have 
touched them. Not checking temps or cleaning 
facility on a daily basis. No protocol

04/07/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse paint supply Paint sundries solutions 930 7th ave Kirkland Went 3 weeks without PPE  just now becoming 
important
Not practicing social distancing with other 
employees/customers 
Took temperature once non after/ just started 
cleaning warehouse tools but not everyday

04/01/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse paint Paint Sundries Solutions 930 7th ave kirkland no PPE
no info

05/06/20 10:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Palazzo Properties 3009 Powerhouse Rd Yakima WA 98902 (Powerhouse Villahs)Yakima Developer is building 10 or so duplexes. Daily there 
are multiple trades with no face masks, eye, or hand 
protection. no soap or sanitizer, no posted covid 19 
safety requirements. Developer has been working 
through the entire shut down as well. This is a safety 
concern to the entire community and is setting a 
poor standard for the workforce.

steven.dann@yahoo.com steven dann 2539704942 Bill Frodsham

04/01/20 5:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Firearms sales Palmer Ordnance Holly Rd Seabeck (unincorporated Kitsap County)Small shop packed with a dozen customers with long 
stays (including waiting for background checks), 3 
staff mingling. No way to keep 6' distance. No blue 
tape or other indicators  Supposedly operating by 
appointment but there were many walk-ins. Stuffy: I 
doubt this small  shop building is rated for this 
occupancy even if we weren't supposed to be social 
distancing. Should be *max* 3 customers inside at 
once IMO.

05/11/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Palouse County Assisted Living 503 S Hilltop Ln Fairfield Assisted living facility that not once followed the 
states regulations in regards to Gov. Inslee’s 
request. Masks were hoarded by nurse on staff, 
Rhonda Veile. Safety and concern have not been on 
their mind since the stay at home order. The 
residents have continued to eat in their dining room 
with +40 residents and staff for feeding, three times 
a day while bumping elbows at tables. This facility 
has drawn the attention of state and has still made 
been able to operate. Shut this place down.

04/14/20 4:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Panhandlers Panhandlers Various Various Panhandlers across the state are not observing 
social distancing as they are generally within 3 feet 
of the sponsor as money is exchanged. This hand-to-
hand transfer (executed anonymously and 
repeatedly) poses a serious threat of untraceable 
mass COVID-19 distribution.

supertoneus@yahoo.com Casey J Heinrich 3602104766

04/04/20 6:35 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa murphys 11012 canyon road Puyallup Sign says 3 customers in store and there was 7 
employees and 8 customers in there when I went in 
to get my son out no one was 6ft away from each 
including the 4 employees they had within a foot of 
each I used to manage pizza restaurants and you 
only need one or two pizza makers when coming 
pizza and they have 4 and they don't even cook the 
food

Jessicatice84@Hotmail.com Jessica Weller 2068502097

04/09/20 8:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 10917 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver When I arrived to Papa Murphys it was very busy 
and all works had no masks and were almost on top 
of each other working. I never once saw any 
employees sanitize after all the people walked in and 
out and waited for there food. I would say about 10 
people were in and out in the time I was there and 
pin pad was never whipped down or the doors.

04/09/20 8:13 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 2154 SW 336th St Federal Way, WA  98023 United StatesFederal Way Ordered a pizza from Papa Murphys via phone, went 
to pick up the pizza and they had 4 people in a row 
making pizza plus the cashier. Not 6 feet apart, no 
face mask. Plus 4 people waiting to pick up their 
pizzas. I left and did not pick up my pizza. This is not 
a safe area for ones health!

Paul Hauglum (206) 452-9215

04/02/20 7:12 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 10917 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver There has been a set 6 feet apart rule, but still isn’t 
being followed. Store manager isn’t enforcing the 
new rule and still allows sick people to come to work. 
Customers and workers don’t have a 6 foot spacing 
or even 2-3 feet. Not enough room in the store to 
preform social distancing with the amount of people 
working and walking in to store.

03/31/20 5:28 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 9122 E Sprague Spokane Valley They should be bringing the pizzas to people’s cars. 
The place is packed on a Tuesday. Nobody is staying 
6 feet from each other. This is endangering 
employees and those getting take out. The space is 
so small, they should not allow more than five people 
in at a time.

Andrea.Pogue3@icloud.com Andrea

03/30/20 9:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 945 Washington Way Longview Not providing a curb-side option. Customers are 
required to walk into the store to purchase their food.

tknox@gmail.com Anonymous Smith

03/30/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s 13720 Pacific Avenue Parkland My family works there confirmed covid employee 
restaurant still operating without notifying customers 
not providing masks for other employees, sick 
employee is not working now but was and another 
possible infected employee, need to notify customers 
who have recently purchased food there and protect 
their employees

m4151212@yahoo.com Rochelle

04/16/20 2:22 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Papa Murphy’s take n bake pizza 205 S First St Selah Owners opened up lobby to public after only two 
days of doing call-in/online only. Marked spaces are 
not enforced, up to 8 people (including children) 
waiting in small lobby, workers are not given any 
PPE.

Jowe685@gmail.com Jeramiah Owens 5099522795

04/06/20 11:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Forklift Rentals, etc. Pape Material Handling 909 S 18th St Yakima Forklift tire technician being made to go out to 
warehouses and over-expose themselves to 
hundreds of people per day all to find "forklift tires 
needing to be done" so that the store can meet their 
numbers on tire sales

ladysolo.xo@gmail.com AJ

05/18/20 8:43 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Paras Homes 603 Havanna Spoklane This is a continuing, daily issue that has been 
reported multiple time yet nothing changes. Workers 
at Paras Homes construction sites are not following 
safety guidelines established by the governor. The 
workers at two new home construction sites at 
Basalt Ridge and Rollingwood (there is one on each 
side of the street) are not following distancing 
requirements; they are not wearing masks; and they 
are not wearing gloves.

05/13/20 2:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Paras Homes 603 North Havana Street Spokane Workers without protective equipment, masks or 
otherwise. Construction site is located at Basalt 
Ridge & Rollingwood in Eagle Ridge subdivision of 
Spokane, Washington.



04/29/20 3:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paras Homes 603 N Havana St Spokane This is now the fourth notification of concern and 
observation regarding construction workers who are 
not following safety procedures. Workers, after being 
observed daily, are not wearing face masks while 
working on the site located in the Eagle Ridge 
subdivision of Spokane, WA. In addition, they are 
not social distancing as required. These are not 
situations where workers were unable to maintain 
six-foot distancing requirements on a specific task. 
They were standing around on the site and not 
distancing. The purpose of this notification is to 
make certain the governor's office knows that within 
the construction industry, an industry that was 
allowed early reopening, there are contractors who 
are not enforcing the safety rules. Within less than a 
1/4 mile of each other, Paras Homes and two other 
construction companies were in violation of the 
orders regarding distancing and protective 
equipment. If they are in violation at the outset, 
where will this lead in terms of violations, health 
risks and a burden to the health care system and 
other services. This is going unchecked and it is 
detrimental to public health.

lajohnson258@aol.com LA Johnson 5099819196 information@parashomes.com

04/28/20 10:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Paras Homes 603 N Havanna St Spokane No face masks, no gloves, no protective eyewear, 
not social distancing. Workers on new home 
construction site in Eagle Ridge subdivision of 
Spokane WA. Second notice about this builder.

Lajohnson258@aol.com LA Johnson 5099819196 Information@parashomes.com

05/11/20 12:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Paras Homes (or their subcontractors) 603 N Havana St Spokane Site: Basalt Ridge Dr & Rollingwood Dr/Eagle Ridge. 
No masks, gloves, distancing. Residential 
construction, being framed. 3 workers on site 
5/11/20 not wearing masks and 1-2' of each other. 
Not performing a duty that required more than one 
person. Same thing at site at 7000 block of Tangle 
Heights Dr. No masks, gloves or distancing.

04/01/20 4:10 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Park Manor Rehabilitation Center 1710 Plaza way Walla Walla Washington 99362 4/1/20 3:00p.m.
I was glad and relieved to see all doors were locked.
# separate staff all not wearing their P.P.E. 
1) One came to window after being observed leaving 
eldrly patient alone on the exercise bike. I observe no 
one within 10 feet of patient. Patient looked like he 
about to fall off. Observe employee finally coming to 
window. No P.P.E. on.
2) Employee answered door with out P.P.E. on. Left 
female patient she wastouching on elbow and left 
her standing BY herself and back was turned tom 
client.Very unsafe as patient looked VERY unsteady 
on there feet.
3) Window right of back entrance. Observed 
employee opening window with out P.P.E. on. 
Touched window to open to ask what I wanted.
In all 3 cases P.P.E.( Personal Protection Equipment 
was not being wore. No mask or gloves.

pagehl.360@gmail.com Lauren A.Page 5095293245

05/13/20 1:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other private postal service Park Postal 4111 E Madison St #2 Seattle Counter employees were not wearing any mask or 
face covering while serving customers at a counter 
within about 3 ft of the customers. There were no 
shields or other types of protections between the 
counter staff and the customers.

elisabethsohlberg@gmail.comElisabeth Sohlberg 206-919-3913

04/23/20 1:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Parker Helac 225 Battersby ave Enumclaw A weekend shift worker tested positive. Only two of 
the weekend shift workers were quarantined, and 
then everyone else onto days shift exposing all day 
employees. Within the week someone from the 
weekend shift said that they might be positive, and 
the company it has been 6 days since this happened 
and they have not informed the employees of the 
days shift if they were also exposed. They have only 
quarantined a couple people from the day shift and 
the plant is still running as business as usual.

helac@helac,com

04/03/20 10:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Convenience store service 
station

Parkland shell 5012. E.  B. St. Tacoma Graveyard clerk name of Leann sick showing 
symptoms of Coronavirus. Coughing. Feeling very 
weak. Loss of taste. She contacted her doctor, her 
doctor said she should take two weeks off but her 
owners will not allow her to take time off

pattyandwes@nventure.com Wesley Stewart 2533700970

04/09/20 2:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware/essential supplies Parkrose Hardware 8002 me 6th Ave Vancouver -They are letting too many people in the building at 
once.
-not enough ppe or cleaning supplies (home made 
everything) not cleaning as frequently as should be. 
-use of a small breakroom
-NOT informing us that a co-workers wife (who 
works @kaiser has been tested)
Opening before our posted store hours to get as 
many sales for the day and exposing us to more 
customers. And over working us with a significantly 
smaller staff

jnhammett1@gmail.com Jessica Hammett 5032671584

04/05/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet supply store Parrot Perch LLC 1503 NE 78th st Suite#5 Vancouver Owner Mike Getty and manager Lisa Kyser allow 
large groups into store. They come into close contact 
with customers (within 2 feet) and do not enforce 
ANY type of social distancing between multiple 
individuals or families that come into the store, nor 
do they ask customers to stand 6 feet from the front 
counter. Neither have supplied staff with ANY type 
of PPE or cleaners/sanitizers to clean store with - 
staff is being made to purchase what they can find 
and pay out of their own pocket without 
reimbursment. Neither Mike or Lisa clean surfaces 
that are touched by 20+ people a day including food 
bins, counters, door handles, telephones, computer 
equipment, or items handled by customers 
consistently. Both dismiss the severity of this 
pandemic. Mike Getty believes its a hoax, that its 
nothing to worry about and quote on quote "will not 
let it kill him because he has other things to do". Lisa 
Kyser has been coughing throughout the day into 
her hands and handles the majority of cash, card, 
check transactions as well as bagging items and 
handing to customers. PLEASE shut us down for 
communities safety, and staffs safety.

Marissaoverbaugh@yahoo.comMarissa Overbaugh - Staff member at Parrot Perch LLC3609890854

04/03/20 3:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse, food 
processing

Pasco Processing 5816 Industrial Way Pasco Over crowded not following/complying with governor 
rules to keep employees safe. A couple positive 
CONFIRMED COVID cases and yet no shut down.

04/10/20 6:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Process Server Patenaude and Felic A.P.C. 19401 40 Avenue West Suite 280Lynnwood Wa 98036 A process server for this lawyer who is a debt 
collector came to my apartment yesterday on April 
9th 2020 without my consent and knocked on my 
door. He violated the no visitors policy which was 
clearly labeled on front of my apartment lobby and 
got on a secured floor illegally. He pounded so loudly 
Iike it was the an emergency. I asked who it was and 
I thought he said maintenance so I open the door. I 
tbought there was a life threatening emergency! He 
then put these papers in my hands and left. He did 
not have a mask. Another tenant mistakingly let him 
on elevator and onto my floor from the elevator. So 
now I have to worry about getting the coronavirus 
because a debt collector is sending people out. This 
summons was dated on August 2019 King County 
District Court which is Closed at this time. Also 
Western Avenue Senior Housing where I live have 
this on camera and you can verify this event with 
Kim Barreto my manager. Her number is 206 774 
5283 I made her aware of the whole thing and she 
checked on camera. I live in LIHTC building Pike 
Place Market PDA. which is housing for seniors and 
disabled people.. They have a strict no visitor policy 
to protect everyone and PDA staff wear masks . I am 
a venerable senior 62 years old with ashma. Please 
respond to this.

mskristine@ live.com Kristine R Adams 6194382105

04/18/20 7:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Restoration Paul Davis 11010 NE 37th Cir #110, 98682Vancouver Riding in vans. No masks. Big gathering of people 
every Monday. Not social distancing. I don't feel safe 
working at this job.

04/30/20 2:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pavilion Construction NW LLC 631 Queen Anne Ave N seattle Social distancing violations, no masks, or safety 
glasses.

05/18/20 7:27 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pawn shop Pawn 2 11812 e sprague Spokane Valley They are doing non essential business. Not following 
social distancing practices.



04/01/20 11:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction PCA 31827 US-12 Wallula,Washington 99363 Many people from many places in country working in 
crowded area on long shifts of 12 hours

boop3943@msn.com Marilyn Larson 5095397938

04/01/20 8:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing PCA 31827 hwy. 12 Wallula Company has very large number of employees 
working not complying with social distancing and 
various people from others states are gathered there 
as well.

casey_642@msn.com Trisha McGrady 5099471007

03/31/20 11:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther paper mill PCA 31827 us 12 wallula My husband's employer.... not providing any type of 
masks/ sanitizing stations/ hand washing stations 
etc. Workers working in confined spaces numerous 
ones coughing they also bused in people from out of 
state and are forcing everybody to work the next 2 
weeks straight under those conditions.

FallenAngel.AP75@gmail.comAngela Pauley 8082600955

04/01/20 12:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Paper Mill PCA 31827 US-12, Wallula, WA 
99363

31827 US-12 Wallula, WA 99363 Employee has reported to supervisor that there is an 
infected family member at home, supervisor advised 
that he had to report to work.  This is a violations 
against social distancing, as well a heath hazard to 
the other employees. They have lots of people 
working there from all over the county. The 
employees are working 12-16 Hour days.

jbuck7977@gmail.com Jodi Buckles 509-832-1325

03/30/20 2:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery store PCC 11435 Avondale road ne Redmond, wa the check out people ane the staff are running up to 
customers and not practicing distancing, they do not 
provide wipes for carts.. there stockers are breathing 
over vegtables annd they are standing really really 
close to each other.. nothinng is being practiced here.

kathymarymcdevitt@gmail.comkathy mcdevitt 3104259566

04/02/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace manufacturing Pcc Accra manufacturing 17703 15th ave se Bothell The employees are not safe, there has been 
confirmed covid-19 cases there, and yet they wont 
close to clean the huge shop, won't let their 
employee who fear for their lives or family leave and 
collect unemployment therefore making them 
choose between health or paying their bills... this 
company doesnt care about their employees only 
about making money.

Heidistreats@yahoo.com Heidi bush 4252311187

04/08/20 11:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business PCC community market 2749 California Ave SW Seattle Employee escorting elderly without mask on and 
management was unwilling to intervene.

Chris Porter 206-251-8627

03/30/20 8:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business pcc community markets burien burien social distancing not followed for deli workers in 
kitchen

hazard pay of double the current hourly wage

-paid leave for all workers who stay home or self-
quarantine 

-free coronavirus testing for all employees

jd89@gmail.com john doe

04/02/20 4:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business PCC Structurals 4708 NE 109th street Vancouver The Doctor put his arm around my 81 year old 
mother to pose for a photograph. The receptionist 
behind the counter at the office hugged my mother 
before she left. This is unprofessional as well as 
clearly violating the CDC guidelines.

katherine.may@pccstructurals.comKatherine May 3163127698

04/27/20 9:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction PCI 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Workers performing tasks within 6 feet. Not wearing 
face coverings in field.

04/02/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Optical Pearle vision 4051 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma This is not a essential business operating with no 
social distancing.  At least one sick employee 
continuing to work coughing in customers face.

Nosunjonb@gmail.com Sean samuel

04/13/20 12:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Luxery Electric Bike Shop Pedego 8296 160th Ave NE Redmond Pedego Bikes is continuing to do business in it's 
unmarked workshop in unit 118 of the urbane 
apartments.  While doing so the employees are not 
wearing masks or social distancing.  They're also 
blocking entrances and exits for residents, making it 
impossible to go to the grocery store or perform 
other essential activities while also social distancing.

Cassie.L.Lesh@gmail.com Cassie Lesh 206-954-3386

04/01/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Penhall 1101 E Marginal Way S Tukwila They are having meeting where the social distancing 
guidelines are not being followed. They are doing 
work that is non-essential contracting that promotes 
the spread of the virus to workers then onto their 
family.

Merestrick@gmail.com Meredith Strickler 9258990134

03/30/20 6:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Peninsula Community Health Services 400 Warren Ave STE 200 Bremerton Our medical clinic is essential however the support 
staff such as administration, medical records, billing 
could be done from home but they refuse to set it 
up. Social distancing does not exist in the 
administrative offices , desks are no more than 2-3 
feet apart. We are told we are exempt from the pmla, 
providers I understand but the admin support is not. 
They are being told that even if they were exposed 
but not showing symptoms should come to work.

anonymous

05/13/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other convenience store Penny Saver 2140 E. Sims Way Port Townsend No employees were wearing masks or staying 6 ft. 
apart.  Only 2 customers wearing masks

rafferty@olypen.com Kim Rafferty 3605312330

05/13/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Peoples retirement community 1720 E 67th St Tacoma Director Sinderella Brown allowed a resident to roam 
around facility when she was supposed to be 
quarantined and said resident has tested positive. 
Denial for proper PPE. And reporting DNS Tina for 
giving incorrect information about the spread of 
covid19. Also denied me for a test but selected 
random employees and allowed them to continue to 
work instead of quarantining them.

wilderjane95@gmail.com Sarah Wilder 2537851723

04/24/20 10:29 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Peoples Retirement Community 1720 E 67th St Tacoma My grandfather lives at an AFH that now has COVID 
positive staff and residents. One caregiver I often 
speak to at the AFH, Isaac, he also works at Peoples 
Retirement Community.  I also have friends with 
parents at Peoples Retirement Community and they 
don’t seem to be aware that a full time CNA there 
has tested positive earlier this week. Please check 
on them to help stop this virus spreading and save 
lives! I wish to remain anonymous.

04/13/20 9:07 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business People’s Retirement Home 1720 E 67th Street TACOMA 1- in memory care, they are doing nothing to even try 
social distancing. 
2- staff won’t wear masks, and on the independent 
side no one it telling the patients to go back to their 
apartments or stay 6ft away. Just because this place 
is old and disgusting, shouldn’t mean they don’t look 
after the patients. 
3- they let some visitors in, because they like them 
like the man whose mom lives next to nurse station.

I don’t want to be contacted. My mom just died there.Andy

04/08/20 1:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther car repair Performance Motors 21116 67th Ave W Lynnwood Social distancing requirements are not being 
followed. Minimal sanitation being performed. 
Recently sick customers saying they have Covid-19 
have been allowed in the building and workers have 
gotten in their vehicles without being told by 
management to take precautions. Non-essential 
business still occurring.

ckersey@gmail.com Charlene Farmer 206-795-5416

04/05/20 10:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sealant and stain 
manufacturer

Perma-Chink Systems 17635 NE 67th Ct Redmond Last Friday I had an employee tell me surprisingly 
that the whole office was infected with the Covid 19 
virus!!!!! And he thinks he has it!!!This he said 'm 
infected and the whole office is infected!!! I'm 
scared to death!! I tele conferenced with my UW 
physicians when I got home and after reviewing 
recent blood work and a large amount of questions, 
they felt I did not have the virus.Help!! I do not want 
to go back in that workplace!!!

aaronbabc@protonmail.com Aaron Brashears 4254830688

04/08/20 9:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Personal Growth 390 e cedar street Sequim Place and bathrooms are tiny. No gloves, masks. 
Not taking temperature before entry like hospital. 
Causing travel from other cities in person because 
probation has stopped, but rehab places have 
burden to monitor 2yr or less probation that needs 
gov pardon or suspension for otherwise legal 
activities and track germs home. Employee has pink 
eye. Workers and clients are risked due to state.  
Not possible to keep required distance.

04/07/20 2:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet Store Petco 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco The customers coming in to this establishment 
aren’t completely following the social distance 
requirements or procedures.

03/31/20 1:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Petstore Petco 2617 196th St SW #141, Lynnwood, WA 98036Lynnwood Petco should close every one I am in is a safety 
hazard

03/31/20 8:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet Store Petco 12040 NE 85th St Kirkland, WA Customers coming in/out of store placing workers at 
risk. This store could offer online/service at door 
without allowing customers in/out of store. They also 
ran out of sanitizing products. Staff in Redmond 
store were ill but company did not inform other staff 
of potential exposure. Please maintain anonymity.

debracarr@providence.org Debra Carr 425-985-5233

04/13/20 6:14 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 975 Nw Gilman Blvd Suite E Issaquah Grooming is supposed to be closed! Shame on 
Petco. Local groomers are closed and they should 
be too

04/22/20 10:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Petroleum solutions 14833 Bulverde rd San Antonio t They hate having there workers travel out of town 
and bringing them back home . Staying in boys 
camps with multiple people

ashleytrotter031292@gmail.comAshley Trotter 2102878974 Petroleum solutions



04/07/20 9:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther pet supply Petsense- Chehalis 1405 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis Yes this is an essential business. But they are not 
providing any protection for their employees. They 
have customers bringing their children in to hang out 
because they are one of the few business open and 
many leave without buying anything after roaming 
around the store. They are not limiting numbers of 
people in the store or enforcing social distancing. 
They could offer curbside service like other local 
feed stores but instead are forcing their workers to 
be in close contact with the public all day long. This 
is dangerous for all of us.

semarkholt@gmail.com Sona Markholt 360-985-7822

05/06/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business phat panda 2611 N Woodruff Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99206city of spokane valley the comppany i work for has remained open as an 
essential buisness. but i beleave has been violating 
many social distancing, employee health and saftey 
rules. the kitchen we work in is built inside of 
another building and they are having issues with 
water building up in  the ceiling above us. there is a 
maximum occupancy sign they have instaled 
showing no more than 14 workers in the room at a 
time. i have a few pictures of the room being filled 
shoulder to shoulder with workers and some pics of 
the water damage happening to the ceiling above us. 
they do not allow us to have cell phones or take 
pictures. so if it gets out that i did, they will fire me. 
id be happy to share the images with an official body 
who could potential improve these working 
conditions or force the company into compliance. 
thank you.

plzaxap1zza@gmail.com benjamin morris 2064763406

05/18/20 12:11 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Philidelphia Macaroni Company Spokane3405 E. Bismark Ct. Spokane 3 employees of this business have tested positive for 
COVID in the past two weeks. Two of them tested 
positive 5/18/2020. They have not alerted their 
employees or made any accommodations to allow 
staff to get tested or clean the factory.

04/07/20 1:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Security Company Phoenix Protective Corp 1305 8th St NE, Auburn, WA 98002Auburn PPC in store security guard at QFC - located at 
9999 Holman Rd NW, Seattle, WA 98117 at 
11:30AM on 04/07/2020 -  was not practicing any 
level of social distancing. Guard was located within 4 
feet of entry way as well as passing customers. 
Guard was not wearing any PPE (mask, gloves, face 
shield).

william.t.terrance@gmail.comWilliam Terrance (480) 626-3212

04/19/20 6:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Piccolo Pizza 21718 E Mission Liberty Lake Evening of April 18th.   Restaurant offering take out 
for this restaurant and the neighboring restaurant 
through this business.  Several people standing 
picking up to go orders and there was a table with 
ladies drinking wine.

05/02/20 7:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto recycling center Pick n Pull 6323 172nd St NE Arlington Tommy Cruiz the manager of this establishment is 
telling customers they do not have to social distance. 
There are also large groups of people gathering 
inside building I am a consistent customer of this 
establishment and feel in fear for my health. I am 
scared to put my contact information in fear of 
retaliation. Please deal with this issue as I am 
concerned with the employees at this location.

05/04/20 8:59 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Pierce County 274th Street East and 86th Avenue EastGraham I just came up 274th Street East and 86th Avenue 
East, in Graham, WA (about 7:30 a.m., Monday May 
4, 2020).  There were at least a half dozen vehicles 
and equipment, with at least one marked Pierce 
County.  One person, a flagger, had on a mask.  All 
the others were in close groups and wore no 
protection.  They were working shoulder to shoulder 
and talking in groups.  Our family is practicing social 
distancing, sanitizing,  wearing masks and wearing 
gloves.  How much good does it do for us to follow 
the regulations when County employees are not!  My 
husband works in construction, he has sanitizer in 
his machine, in his truck and in his lunch box.  He 
wears a mask, gloves and a visor PLUS he practices 
social distancing!  Why is Pierce County not 
enforcing the rules for their construction employees.

chjajesa@msn.com Sandra Hemminger (253) 579-3661

05/14/20 5:05 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County Jail Pierce County Sheriff’s Department - Corrections Bureau910 Tacoma Ave S Tacoma Allowing inmates to be within social distancing limits. 
Not properly sanitizing or cleaning objects and 
surfaces between cycles of inmates. Aren’t 
sanitizing cuffs between uses. Etc. Etc.

05/12/20 9:04 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Public Transportation Pierce Transit 3701 96th St. SW Lakewood I was on the #1 bus last week and the driver allowed 
so many people on the bus that we were shoulder to 
shoulder and standing. He just kept letting people on 
the bus.

05/02/20 1:02 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Public Transit Pierce Transit 3701 96th St SW Lakewood They have blocked off every other seat but that only 
puts a distance of 2-2 1/2 feet between the 
passengers. If that’s all the distance they are going 
to have between passengers then they ought to at 
least require masks be worn by passengers.

04/02/20 11:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Pike Market - pervasive issue Market Avenue Seattle There’s no signage reminding people to distance, no 
markings to help spread out people waiting in line, 
workers are within arms length of customers without 
protection, no touch less payment options, no hand 
washing or hand sanitizer nearby, not seeing 
businesses cleaning in light of this pandemic, not 
seeing enforcement when people violate.

Mindy.boehr@gmail.com Mindy Boehr

03/31/20 8:12 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plastic injection molding servicePilleraimmco 3925 Grant St Washougal wa First our product manager said they talked to the 
governor March 19th to keep open. Isn't there a 
process to keep open not by a phone call. I don't 
believe our products are essential that would fall into 
the quidelines. There are more not following the 6 ft 
rule then the few that are.

hrdrknrllrs@yahoo.com Colleen Petersen 503-702-9104

05/13/20 1:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Pine Grove Junction 16267 highway 21 North Republic Blatantly not following the guide lines put in place for 
reopening. They aren't using paper menus, or telling 
anyone to wear a mask, or offering ways to sanitize.

05/11/20 7:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Pine Grove Junction 16267 highway 21 North Republic Still serving a group in the dining room every 
morning more than 5 at a time. Owner Randy 
Cooper refuses to follow the order even though he 
has already been warned.

05/18/20 10:03 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Campground Pine Near RV and Campground 316 Castle Rd Winthrop WA Campground in Winthrop Wa is full and has tourists 
and not just essential workers.

04/25/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pioneer Frye Bldg/Yesler Seattle The construction crew working at the Frye building 
on Yesler are disregarding safety for those they work 
with and the general public by not adhering to PPE 
requirements and general safety. I had passed one 
of the workers who was coughing and not covering 
their face. Being that the Frye renovation project is 
publicly funded, there should be no question to 
whether the need to adhere to public safety by using 
PPE etc.

05/08/20 9:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Pioneer Market 100 E State St Sedro-Woolley Most Employees are to wearing masks, Customers 
are not being reminded to distance themselves, 
Customers are going behind the counter to bag their 
own groceries, employees stocking have a mask but 
it is not on their face but under their chin...

04/29/20 10:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pioneer masonry restoration 5210 14th ave NW Seattle Forman and other employee coughing, phase 1 
guide lines haven't been met or followed at all 
through out the company. I've talked to other 
employees and this is consistent on all pioneer's job 
sites.

04/28/20 7:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pioneer masonry restoration 5210 14th ave. NW Seattle 2nd day site is open and none of the reopening 
standards are met.

04/27/20 6:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pioneer masonry restoration 5210 14th ave NW Seattle Job site not following proper restart saftey 
procedures, as provide new site procedures, Proper 
PPE, and temperature checks with other new start 
of day procedures.

04/01/20 11:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Piroshky Piroshky 1908 Pike Pl Seattle This bakery mandated their workers to wear masks 
(N95!) at work and I called and informed them that 
healthcare workers need this more than them and 
the owner hung up on me. Also, they are currently 
trying to make their business more "essential-like" by 
selling stale bread. The bakery is so small that it is 
IMPOSSIBLE for their workers to follow social 
distancing requirements. This bakery has been 
known to treat its employees and only cares about 
profit. Please go to their website and social media, 
they were still hyping it up and telling people to come 
in and get piroshkies.



05/11/20 6:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Pizza Casa 12924 Pacific Ave SW Lakewood Not one employee, cooks and servers, had masks or 
gloves on and not one person walking in to pick up 
food except myself had a mask on. Also none were 
social distancing inside.

Concerned customer

04/01/20 8:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Place One Inc. 5107 Lacey Blvd. SE Lacey, WA 98503 One of the office employees has Covid-19 and the 
office is still being ran as normal with no distancing, 
and not all the employees were even told. This is 
also the office where other employees have to go to 
get their paychecks and may unknowingly be 
exposed.

Whatsyasaid@yahoo.com Trina Folley 360-458-1434

03/31/20 10:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business PlaceOne, inc 5107 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey The office is staying open bring in all administration 
staff after they have had one staff member of there 
team test positive. Although they are not letting 
people into the building they are still having staff 
come to the office and get paperwork. I feel like I am 
putting myself and my client at risk. I don't think they 
are taking adequate precautions to keep there 
administration staff safe or the staff and clients.

Knj201265@gmail.com Kristen 3608242273

04/26/20 1:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware, Retail, Espresso 
Bar

Plain Hardware 18636 Beaver Valley Rd Leavenworth I WORK HERE AND CAN VERIFY THIS INFO
*no plexiglass
*employees are not taking sanitizing seriously
*not limiting number of customers in store
*not keeping people 6 ft apart 

Owner is acting as if it’s business as usual. It’s 
busier than this time last year and he’s too happy 
about it to change.  Won’t listen to me when I try to 
talk to him. 

Please keep me anonymous

rainedanielle007@gmail.com Raine Evans 5597602030 plainhardware@gmail.com

04/12/20 12:14 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware, Retail and Food 
Service

Plain Hardware 18636 Beaver Valley Rd Leavenworth Business is not limiting number of customers in 
store, no plexiglass protecting staff at the registers, 
no one is enforcing social distancing rules.

5597602030

04/12/20 11:00 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther One stop shop Plain Hardware 18636 Beaver Valley Rd Leavenworth Way too many customers in that store to be remotely 
safe distancing. Most customers are not from the 
local area and are staying in vacation homes away 
from their place of residence.

tenakakhan187@gmail.com Cody Clark 3609291829

04/12/20 10:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware, gift, and coffee 
shop

Plain hardware Plain Washington Plain Employees are working together in very close 
proximity in the food/coffee/cashier area. Four 
people behind the counter standing around laughing 
and talking and had masks on but not over their face 
they were pushed down off their face onto their 
necks???  If they have the virus they will spread to 
all the people coming in there. They should be 
wearing masks. Especially since they are serving 
food and drinks. 
 
People in the store standing around chatting. Owner 
and staff coming up and chatting with people.... Go 
away I need to get my stuff and leave. No sense of 
urgency... Just like a normal day. Staff all talking 
about busy it was that day. Saying it was like a 
normal summer day! 
People shopping for gifts in the gift area and not 
being quick about.( non essential) 
No limit to number of people in the store. I went in to 
get something and was totally surprised by what I 
saw.
No sanitizer for public use (I know that's not a 
violation... But it just shows that they don't care).

Gina davenport

04/11/20 7:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Plain Hardware 18636 Beaver Valley Rd Leavenworth Store was relatively busy with 15 or more people 
inside at once. The store size is small so people 
were cramming in and out and standing in line.

04/11/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Plain Hardware 18636 Beaver Valley Rd Leavenworth Not limiting the amount of people in the small store.  
Owner said business was like an August day it was 
so busy.  He said it is impossible to limit the number 
of people in the store. People were leisurely 
shopping in the gift and clothing section, adults and 
kids touching everything. Too many people waiting 
around to order or get coffee drinks.  Employees 
looked very stressed.   Two of my adult kids work 
there and they are scared.

deb.evans770@gmail.com Deb Evans 559-676-8195

04/14/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape Plantscapes 1127 Poplar Place South Seattle I've notice this landscape company sending multiple 
employees in their trucks, which is not following the 
social distancing guidelines provided by the state.  
I've seen this on several occasions over the last few 
weeks.  Today I saw 3 employees riding in a single 
cab pick-up truck.

nathan_copeland@me.com Nathan Copeland 314-623-1237

04/04/20 11:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home cleaning and 
concierge

Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen Ave, Enumclaw No face masks, people home with families while 
cleaning. No social distancing. Working in homes 
with sick people

Kathydoerflinger@hmail.com Kathy Doerflinger 253-753-9093

04/13/20 4:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Plaza market 203 center st e Eatonville I went for me essential grocery needs today 4/13/20 
at the plaza market grocery! Upon arrival none of the 
workers wearing gloves or masks! What was the 
most disturbing is a young grocery worker in produce 
with an extreme dry cough while he was stocking 
produce! He was definitely not well enough to be 
working under any circumstances!!! No mask! No 
cover his coughs... several customers complained 
and we were all condemned like we were rudely 
attacking one of their workers! Nonetheless go and 
take a look for yourself... im sure youll be shocked 
by the non-distancing and lack of ppe in this local 
small town grocery! Also the overcrowded store 
needs to regulate its business with fewer ppl 
entering at one time

Acmonroe.acm@gmail.com Austin 253-330-3970

05/07/20 2:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Please contact City of Snoqualmie for Business Name34719 SE Curtis Dr Snoqualmie 1) unmasked construction workers on site though 
must be masked at all times
2) mulitple workers worked unmasked at the same 
time
3) Unmasked workers within 6 feet of other workers
4) unmasked construction worker trespassed onto 
my property after using porta-potty
5) unmasked and ungloved worker handling food for 
group

davisovich@hotmail.com Chris Davis 425-830-5755

05/07/20 9:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Plush Pippin 21331 S 88th Place Kent Positive cases are getting big and yet we still 
working. Also not following social distances 
especially on the production line ( 6ft separation ).  
They are keeping us on the dark and we really don’t 
feel safe working especially on what happening right 
now. They all risking their peoples lives working in 
the production line.

Ismael.Valadez@WestonFoods.com

04/21/20 5:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bakery Plush pippin( weston foods) 2331 88th pl Kent One temporary worker came positive,  another 
permanent worker wife is positive who has been 
working there.
They shut down for 1 day and opening the facility 
without testing anybody. Could be a mass outbreak .

Brandon.bell@westonfood.com

04/02/20 8:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moving Company PMC Moving LLC 2100 196th St SW Ste 110 Lynnwood I used this company just a few days ago and noticed 
that they do not practice any social distancing. I saw 
three of them crammed together in the truck. When 
they approached my place they got within two feet of 
me and my family I had to ask them to back up! 
They are not wearing gloves or masks. They moved 
all my belongings like this and I had to wipe them all 
down after they left! I was actually even surprised 
they were open because many other moving 
companies are closed. But since they were I figured 
they were following the guidelines, but they are not! 
Please either close them down or ask them to 
comply!!

05/04/20 10:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cannabis Production & PackagingPodworks, Corp. 19705 60th Ave. NE Arlington Company failed to observe social distancing 
guidlines.
Company encouraged employees to work overtime 
without addressing disease transmission mitigation.
Company allowed employees who were exhibiting 
symptoms to remain at work because they wanted to 
maximize sales.
Employees required to share cloth towels in 
bathroom to save money.

joninkauai@hotmail.com Jonathan Smith (425)319-4114 Tom Werth



04/22/20 5:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Polar Bear Exterior Solutions 4416 Russell Road Suite A Mukilteo This company was tearing down and replacing a 
room right next door to my home on Monday 4/20 
and Tues 4/21 in a NON-Emergency capacity  - the 
address being 2421 SW Myrtle Street, Seattle  
98106.  To make matters more unsafe the multi 
person crew of approximately 8-10 individuals were 
NOT practicing any form of Social Distancing, were 
wearing NO mask, had metal materials blocking a 
portion of my driveway and were walking all over my 
driveway with no protection.  I am a Health Care 
professional doing Home Health during the 
pandemic and am working with primarily a frail and 
elderly population.  I can afford taking no chances 
right now in infecting my patients.  I contacted the 
company directly by phone Tuesday afternoon and 
spoke to someone named Teddy.  He was 
professional and sympathetic  BUT instead of 
immediately addressing the issue chose to call my 
neighbor to inform her of my complaint which has 
now caused an issue between us.  Please help

thanos2162@aol.com Jay Michael Van Bockel 2066797740 polarbearnw.com

05/01/20 8:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Poppoff Inc. 2455 Beaudry Rd Yakima They are working in groups of 8+ and are not 
following the social distancing guidelines. If they 
can’t limit their crew and do it safely, it shouldn’t be 
allowed. They are posting pictures of them working 
in these groups on their Facebook page.

Matt Poppoff

03/31/20 6:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Population health  u of w 3958 15 th ave ne Seattle Exposed person came to work. Swept under the rug. Batmex22 @gmail.com Tony BIGHAM 4254222293

04/30/20 9:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto dealership Port orchard ford 1215 Bay St, Port Orchard, WA 98366Port orchard On the day I visited this business there were 
approximately 13 people inside the building and 
another 6 or so outside looking at cars. No gloves, 
no masks, no sanitizing of hands and definitely no 
one was disinfecting doors, bathrooms or vehicles. 
There is no way all the people there were essential 
workers purchasing cars. No one seemed to care 
about anyone's health or the Governor's words. They 
should be audited. Make sure all sales were 
essential workers

04/07/20 10:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Paper Mill Port Townsend Paper Corparation 100 Mill Rd Port Townsend I am not sure how the manufacturing of Kraft pulp is 
an essential business. The community has been 
reporting that employees fo the mill are not able to 
distance properly. Also there is no regular cleaning. 
There are also reports that no masks are avaliable . I 
am reporting as I have heard it, employees are 
concern about retaliation if they report themselves.

PharmgirlLLC@gmail.com Stacy Olson 360-344-4323

03/31/20 10:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Porthole 893 Point Brown Ave NW Ocean Shores Multiple employees and regular customers doing 
non-essential cleaning and repair work. At times 10 
people seen not using social distancing.

04/29/20 12:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Portland Sheet Metal 4th Plain & 162nd Avenue Vancouver WA 3 people ridding together in one vehicle to get lunch. 
Construction may be open, but Social distancing is 
still required.

03/31/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Potelco 14103 Stewart Rd Sumner This company is considered essential but they are 
not taking any measures to protect their lineman.  
First, it should be emergency response only, and 
they are doing business as usual.  (including new 
business)  They have not been supplied ANY 
protective equipment, no hand sanitizer, no 
sterilization wipes, etc.  The only thing they were 
given was one hand washing staton at the show up 
(they do not conduct work from the show up, so they 
cannot wash hands before eating or after performing 
work)  In the bosses own words, he said this is what 
we are providing you guys with..I wouldn't use it, but 
its for you.  They have also held meetings to discuss 
changes where all the guys stood in a room 
together, shoulder to shoulder.  They are unable to 
work 6 feet apart, which i understand for emergency 
work only, but why are they being put t risk for non 
essential work?  My husband and I have been 
practicing social distancing since the before the stay 
at home order.  But him working for Potelco is 
putting him and all of us at risk, not to mention all 
the lineman.  I don't understand why Potelco refuses 
to comply, as we have talked to many other line 
companies and they are following the essential work 
only orders.

jjlooneybin@comcast.net Jamie Looney 425-314-1762

04/11/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Potts Painting 11410 NE 124th st Kirkland On Friday 4/10/2020 I saw a man come out of a 
large truck with a Potts Painting sign. He was in the 
neighborhood giving an estimate to a house across 
the street. He than knocked on mine/everyone’s door 
to let them know about a free estimate.

Rygerbear@gmail.com Ryan Gerald 4255514352

05/09/20 12:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV Sales Poulsbo rv 510 Eleanor Mount Vernon People every...not following social distancing 
requirements.

04/14/20 1:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther They make paint and seals PPG AeroSpace (Production 
Department)

14126 NE 190th St, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville, WA There was been confirmed cases of Covid-19 and 
they did not let us know. I had to find out through 
other co workers. The Production Department is still 
working and I'm scared of going to work because 
they are taking no measures for our safety.

04/06/20 10:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Precision Electric Group Inc. 15323 NE 90th ST Redmond Not practicing social distancing effectively on 
jobsites. No proper PPE masks provided. Sanitation 
equipment/stations not provided. Certain job-sites 
are open that are not related to public 
works/essential buildings. New construction still 
active.

04/01/20 6:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Durable Medical Equipment Preferred Homecare 4601 E Hilton Ave Suite 100 Phoenix 3 people have tested positive. (Company sent a 
mass email) The company still has a full call center

04/23/20 10:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Premier Roofing LLC 12655 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034kirkland There are people on this site with coronavirus, 
please shut this down, I dont want to get it and give it 
to my family, I am begging you please make them 
shut it down. I am afraid of my familys well being.

04/29/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Premier Scaffold Inc 320 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Social distancing violations.  Workers not wearing 
masks, or safety glasses.

05/04/20 9:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Preserve at Illahee Springs (Summit Properties)McWilliams Rd Bremerton Observed April 29, 2:15 pm  Three workers gathered 
around a van not 6’ apart, not wearing masks and 
eye protection.  April 30: Three workers not 6’apart, 
no eye protection, two were wearing face coverings, 
the third had his mask around his neck.

krisberganpta@gmail.com Kristine Bergan

04/29/20 9:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Packing Price Cold Storage & Packing Co., INC 370 Breaum Rd Yakima Not providing employees with hand sanitizer and not 
cleaning working areas. My daughter works here ans 
called me upset that they are not providing them with 
hand sanitizer and not having them clean the and 
sanitize the work areas. She also reported of at least 
2 co-workers testing positive in the last week that 
had been at work

penn4u29@yahoo.com Pennie inquiry@priceapples.com

05/05/20 11:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction PriCortech 204 30th Ave East Seattle Workers working on neighbors sewer. No masks, no 
distance.  Three crammed in truck cab as they drove 
away.

kdttoo@gmail.com Kathi Titus 2064277694 Info@PRICortech.com

04/08/20 8:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Parking garage Prime Parking at Seattle Cancer Care 
Alliance

1354 Aloha Street Seattle We were notified by staff at the parking garage on 
April 7, 2020 that starting next week parking will be 
done by VALET.  There were approximately 20 
employees in the garage standing closer than 6 feet 
together (something we have never seen, usually 
only one employee at the pay booth) VALET parking 
would not only be detrimental to the employees but 
to cancer patients whereby these employees will be 
in and out of multiple vehicles spreading germs from 
one car to another.

dms036@comcast.net DANIELLE M STAFFORD 2538634623

04/01/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction project name is Infinithy shore club 1250 Alki Ave SW Seattle At 7:00 in the morning everyday, the construction 
team is meeting together without leaving distance 
between individuals.  There are usually around 8-10 
people involved.

marlenefuson@comcast.net Marlene Fuson 2069385327

04/24/20 9:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Proletariat Pizza 9622A 16th AVE SW Seattle Anonymous employee complaint stating that on 
Friday last week, their main lobby had 15 people 
waiting for take-out orders. Feels unsafe about 
current work environment, especially since she is 
the only one wearing a mask while serving 
customers. Has spoken to manager on previous 
occasions, but would get a frustrated response.



04/06/20 3:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Testing Center Prometric 6021 12th St E #103 Fife Prometric is a testing site not observing federal and 
state requirements to Shelter in Place or keep 
distance of 6 feet or more until May 4th.  Testing 
requires individuals to sit in a room for several hours 
with 10 or more people.  No refunds or reschedule 
options for those who are high risk.  They plan to 
reopen in WA on 4/15.  There are no options for 
testing from home.

04/08/20 12:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Providence 333 S 120th Pl suite 100 tukwila, wa Workers being asked to work within 2 feet of one 
another and eating lunch together in lunch rooms.

tmpcanuck@hotmail.com tracey m parker 2069371492

03/30/20 10:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Providence Health Services 24001 E Mission Ave Liberty Lake Employees are aloud to work from home but 
leadership is made to come into the office. Also 
mandatory meetings in small room
And no social distancing aloud

Current afraid employee

04/10/20 11:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business providence regional medical center 1321 Colby ave Everett Rooms with 2 patients are being used when entire 
floors are shut down making double occupancy 
unnecessary. In addition they are less than 4 feet 
apart. If the minimum safe distance is 6 feet why 
would a hospital place patients so close to each 
other when there are clearly safer options? I highly 
doubt 100% of the patient population has been 
tested so it would still put patients at risk. Staff is 
being low censused making personnel the unlikely 
reason.

04/18/20 1:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Providence St. Peter Hospital 413 Lilly Road NE Olympia The doctors, nurses and other staff are throwing The 
dcom seats dealing with patients with COVID-19 and 
other illnesses in the trash chute straight into the 
trash chute and throwing them in the trash cans in 
the general population areas.

05/08/20 5:09 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grant county PUD PUD Crescent bar rd Quincy Witnessed two grant county PUD employees on a 
golf cart repeatedly not following the guidelines 
established by the WA government. These two 
employees are not related and riding in the same 
golf cart in the crescent bar area and not wearing a 
mask.Pictures are available.This is not allowed as 
they are not related. Further the wearing of a mask 
does not make it as acceptable as they are not for 
the same family.

Aaron

05/06/20 7:57 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Puget Heating 1612 127th Ave NE Lake Stevens No masks

05/01/20 7:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Puget Heating Co. 1612 127 Ave NE Lake Stevens Not following proper Covid-19 guidelines.

04/02/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recycling Puget sound recycling 222 107th st s Tacoma Operators not keeping 6 feet distance as well as not 
asking people to keep there 6 feet distance when 
they are not keeping space. It is also a recycling 
center that I am unsure if essential.

04/03/20 10:31 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Pullman Washington Hotels Pullman Pullman Since Governor Inslee's extension to the shelter in 
place order to May 4th, there has been a 10% 
increase in reservations made at Pullman hotels. I 
work for one of these hotels and need to stay 
anonymous as my company would come after me if 
they knew. You really need to remove hotels as 
essential businesses as people are still continually 
traveling through for non-essential business every 
day and will continue to spread the virus. Please 
remove hotels from the essential list. I know this will 
put financial hardship on myself and I am willing to 
deal with that for the better of all Washington 
residents. Hotels could be taken over by medical 
staff to utilize for isolation rooms and not for public 
use.

gocougs1285@gmail.com Jay Anonymous 5093320000

05/16/20 3:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Pure Bliss 1424 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Providing outside service at door but staff did not 
wear masks. Also, multiple times they were not 6" 
apart.

bobanddebrainskagit@hotmail.comBob Hicks 3604414670

03/31/20 8:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Childcare Puyallup Learning Center 9903 1068th E Puyallup Today our center told all employees that we are to 
allow parents who are not working to drop off their 
children because it's good for the parents mental 
health and therefore they called it essential. This 
encourages parents to leave home and puts the 
general public at risk.

03/31/20 4:56 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Childcare Puyallup Learning Center 9903 168th Street E Puyallup Instead of ratios reducing, they are increasing due to 
current lack in staff. There is absolutely no way to 
keep the appropriate distance rule with 17 preschool 
children in a classroom with 2 teachers. 

And in several situations- although both parents are 
home, they are still bringing their children to our 
childcare instead of following the stay at home 
orders. 
Teachers are very stressed and scared and are 
being put in unsafe situations.

Not comfortable Employee at Puyallup Learning CenterNot comfortable

03/31/20 7:32 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child Care Puyallup Learning Center 9903 168th Street E Puyallup We have parents dropping off admitting they are 
NOT essential workers but don’t want to stay home 
with their children, we are not practicing the 10 
person limit, usually have 15-17 people in a 
classroom, we are not enforcing the stay at home 
policy.

Haydenraebrown2011@gmail.comMeliaBaker 2532790146

05/14/20 2:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealer in a Retail Strip MallPuyallup Trucks & RV Sales 15317 Meridian E Puyallup Car dealer in our strip mall complex already 
questionable if zoned for auto sales, repair & 
detailing.  As they are nuisance to other tenants and 
customers that lack parking etc. Before & after 
phase 2 they haven’t used masks gloves when 
there, have large amounts of people in & out of a 
small office. Mechanic, employees, detailer, family, 
and customers

Stanley Stevens - aka Chocolate

05/04/20 7:13 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other News media Q13 Fox news 1813 Westlake ave N Seattle During this whole coronavirus lockdown the news 
media get to proceed in a business-as-usual format.  
True, some of the regulars are airing from home 
(weather, traffic, editorials) but the main anchors still 
get haircuts and makeup.  Why hasn’t anything 
happened to them, yet all hair salons and 
barbershops remained closed?

Rsore72@hotmail.com Rich Sorensen 2537977149

04/05/20 10:55 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Qdoba Mexican Eats 10306 156th St E Suite 108 Puyallup The line servers are only 3-4 feet away from 
customers that take the customers orders, along 
with there being at least 20 people in the building a 
lot of the time. I noticed the servers seemed to be 
very on edge and even mentioned they were hoping 
to have protection from the incoming guests. I’ve 
went in two separate times and there were lots of 
people in the building that were in line and also 
waiting to the side. The employees mentioned that 
there were too many people in the building but there 
were no further actions taken.

Christopher Hughes 2085532923

03/31/20 5:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Qdoba Mexican Grill 16314 Bothell-Everett Highway, suite 103Mill Creek Having customers stand in a group while waiting and 
paying for their food and will not ask them to abide 
by social distancing 6 foot rule. I even asked the 
customer behind me to remain a 6 foot distance and 
he laughed and did not comply, while the employees 
did nothing to help or advise anyone to remain an 
appropriate distance apart. Also there are 6 people 
working within inches of each other and not 
following the 6 foot rule.

04/21/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC 22803 44th Ave W Mountlake Terrace An employee lives with multiple people who have 
tested positive for COVID however this employee is 
allowed to come to work and interact with customers 
daily.

04/08/20 10:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC 11100 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Not enforcing 6 feet rule in the grocery store - over 
crowding the store during peak hours (not limiting 
the amount of people in store), not safe for senior 
citizens - Confirm 2 employees with Covid 19 and 
not sanitizing the work area

Reporting anonymously Reporting anonymously Reporting anonymously

04/02/20 11:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery QFC 417 Broadway E Seattle I am an employee at this store. Our manager has 
instructed us to not do anything other than "coach" 
customers on social distancing. Our store has lines 
of self-checkout stations, and we used to close every 
other one to allow the allotted 6ft. We are no longer 
allowed to do this, which forces employees and 
customers into unsafe conditions.

teghanrharris@outlook.com Teghan Harris 4257727435

04/01/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store QFC 1009 Monroe Ave Enumclaw I was shopping at the Enumclaw, WA QFC today 
04/01/2020 between approx. 10:30am and 11:00am 
and I observed a female employee wearing a red 
vest working the U-Scan area was having several 
coughing fits. She was not wearing a mask. She was 
also having close contact with other employees at 
times and around customers. This is extremely 
concerning not to mention that according to the 
media this store has an employee test positive for 
COVID19.



04/02/20 6:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store QFC - Bella Botega 8867 161st Ave NE Redmond There are so many things - There is NO social 
distancing, the staff are NOT protected at all. There 
is no deep cleaning happening. There are quite a 
few staff going off sick. Others are told that they 
cannot call in sick, even if they are at risk

angie.hughes1@gmail.com Angela Hughes 2064988137

03/31/20 9:34 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC Capitol Hill 15th 416 15th Ave E Seattle, WA 98112Seattle Grocery store not following social distancing 
requirements by forcing people to walk within a foot 
of a security guard to enter the store. Security guard 
stays in one place and refuses to move to allow 
people to enter safely.

madeleinem47@gmail.com

04/27/20 6:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery QFC Lake Hills 1510 145th PL SE Bellevue QFC is required to sanitize all their shopping carts 
so to make this easier, they have limited access to 
the store to 1 door (even the side Starbucks door is 
locked). Everyone is entering and exiting through the 
door, it is near the busy u scan activity, plus where 
grocery pick up is. It unnecessarily concentrates 
employees and customers for a silly reason. 
Everyone complains about this, but our voice is not 
being heard.
I prefer to be an anonymous since they already think 
I am annoying complaining about this.

tokidinh@hotmail.com Gwen 2085710209

04/11/20 6:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC on Broadway, Capital Hill 417 Broadway E. Seattle The QFC store in Capitol Hill managed by Jillian  
Boone, as of Friday morning April 10, 2020, all of 
the self-checkout stands appeared to be open and 
customers were crowding within six feet of one 
another.

The line of shoppers waiting for machines appeared 
adequately spaced because of the floor stickers. But 
a QFC employee directing shoppers to the units told 
one woman to use a machine directly next to two 
other shoppers already positioned side by side as 
they bagged groceries — even with several available 
machines nearby.

The employee then watched as the three shoppers 
stood side by side, less than six feet apart from one 
another, while completing their purchases. At one 
point, the employee, who wasn’t wearing a facial 
covering, was asked for help by one of the 
customers and stood less than two feet away while 
answering questions.

Store manager also posted posted a memo to 
staffers last week telling them social distancing “will 
not always work & chided staffers last week for 
attempting to close some of the “u-scan” machines 
to create more space between customers. 
The store continues to operate at full volume.

moodyha@hotmail.com Heather Emlund 2069203060

05/13/20 10:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store QFC Store 826 15600 NE 8th St Bellevue, Wa 98008 Meat worker at public counter not wearing mask or 
practicing social distancing. putting my health at 70 
yo and the customer's health at risk.

maryethomas@hotmail.com Mary E Thomas 206-755-4753

03/30/20 5:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Quality Inn 134 River Road Sequim Allowing guests in pool, guests able to get self serve 
breakfast and dine in breakfast/meeting room. 
Advertising self serve soup.  Advertising on FB 
encouraging people to visit Olympic Peninsula.

Concerned citizen in area.

04/30/20 6:20 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hotel quality inn and suites 2327 N Madson liberty lake The housekeepers are not wearing any protective 
gear inclufing gloves and or maskes. They arent 
keeping to the 6 ft rule. They are also serving food 
that is sitting out and guests are not keeping to the 
distancing rules. my sister is a nurse and was 
stayong there and when we checked her in it was 
aparent that nothing was properly cleaned.

jeannietowe904@gmail.com Jeannie Towe 2086515781 unknown

05/18/20 1:42 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Queen Anne Chiropractic Center 1905 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle, WA 98109 The owner who is a chiropractor, and his staff are 
not wearing masks. Dr. Darrel Gibson told me he 
wont wear them unless he's mandated too because 
there's enough he's read that says it doesn't help. I 
was masked as was another patient. I felt very 
unsafe, as he and I are both elders.

05/18/20 10:56 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transformative esthetics Queen Anne Medical and Transformative Aesthetics200 W Mercer St Seattle We started work again today and do not have proper 
face masks and will be spending 1 to 2 hours with 
each patient in a small treatment room to remove 
hair.

04/13/20 6:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther electronic business Quickship 14241 ne woodinville duvall rd suite 300woodinville Their has been 1 person that has been tested and 
return back to work at the beginning of March (in 
management}, the company wasn't closed down, 
now as of Friday  April,3,2020, another person was 
sent home with a fever and the same person return 
back to work on April 13,2020. Nothing has been 
said regarding that their has been something taken 
place to help protect others from getting sick from 
the corvid 19. Nobody is saying anything . This is a 
very deadly virus and Management, isn't letting us as 
the employees aware of the sickness that is at hand. 
The only thing that they are now trying to say more is 
distance but it's too late due to 2  people has been 
sick, theirfore nobody knows who have it or not. The 
company needs to be shut down and be honest with 
their employees, instead of being silent. Families  
lives are now at risk due to the silent.

04/15/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apple Fruit Warehouse Quincy Fresh Fruits 509-787-7100 914 No Industrial Parkway Quincy WA 98948 Spanish speaking caller. The warehouse had an 
employee that tested positive and the company has 
not taken the appropriate action to protect the rest of 
the employee and did not do the disenfecting the 
warehouse. The company has not notified other 
employees so that they can take precautions. Caller 
is concerned that HR is not helping them with their 
concerns.

04/20/20 9:33 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Party rental R&R Party Rentals 30200 SE 79th St. Unit 130 Issaquah Wa Placed employee on unemployment but now 
requires him to report to work today april 20Th 2020.

Knkc4@comcast.net Nancy Bryson 4258948912 Troy Roper

04/09/20 7:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Railworks Corporation RAILWORKS TRACK SYSTEMS, INC. 11201 W. 21st Avenue Airway Heights, Washington 99001 United StatesAirway Heights Employees required to work in office setting includes 
sick employees without PPE and social distancing 
not being practiced.

04/01/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Rainier Asphalt & Concrete PO Box 1549 North Bend I'm watching a crew at 15th AVE NE & 50th working 
and practicing ZERO social distancing. Including the 
SPD traffic police that are on-site. This work seems 
completely unnecessary and they're setting a 
dangerous example by being so close to each other

rrearthfriendly@gmail.com Ryan Robinson

04/24/20 8:49 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Telecommunications Rainier Connect 104 Washington Ave N Eatonville An email was sent to our customer care 
representatives 04/22/2020 stating they hired 5 new 
temps telling the customer care reps they are aware 
of the 6 foot rule but please let them sit closer as it 
will be hard for them to see the computer screen or 
hear phone calls if they sit 6 feet away. We have 
people here who have parents and children with 
weakened immune systems. We should not be 
expected to sit closer during a time like this.

brook.giles93@gmail.com Brook Giles 2533803429 Bryan Haynes

03/31/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Flight school Rainier Flight Services 800 W Perimeter Rd Ste A Renton Rainier Flight Services remains open which is ok to 
provide aviation services, but keeps providing flight 
instructions in small airplanes which makes social 
distancing impossible.

05/10/20 9:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fabrication Rainier Industries LTD 18375 Olympic AVE S Tukwila We have now had two people test positive for 
COVID-19 and are being treated for it. Yet we 
remain open and being made to come into work, it is 
very unsafe for me and my family and everyone else 
who has to be working there

Aridrek96@gmail.com Employee of Rainier industriesN/A None listed

04/24/20 12:36 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fabrication Rainier Industries, Ltd 18375 Olympic Ave S Tukwila Employees not practicing safe distancing and not 
wearing masks or gloves. Not sanitizing surfaces 
properly or at all

Concerned Employee

03/30/20 6:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Rainier Springs hospital 2805 NE 129th street Vancouver Several non-essential employees being forced to 
work in tight quarters when they could work from 
home, not sanitizing equipment between use of 
patients, not properly screening for COVID-19 
before shifts. Management using hostile work 
environment tactics like threatening firing for sick 
employees who try to call in.

Anonymous

04/20/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Rainier Valley Partners 1002 N J Street Tacoma They demolished the apartment above me on 4/16 
that was rentable. I have the beginning symptoms of 
COVID. I do not know how I will recuperate in my 
home when construction is happening above me.

serenasamar@gmail.com Serena Samar 2066415969



04/30/20 10:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealer Rairdon Subaru 3025 Auburn way n auburn Inslee said car service dept can be open with 
“minimal staff to perform service” but they’re fully 
staffed and at regular working hours. No one is 
supplied with masks or disinfectant and non 
essential employees are working such as porters 
and cleaners

05/01/20 9:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto dealership Rairdon Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn way North Auburn Technicians are forced to work without masks or 
disinfectant, in and out of customer vehicles all day, 
at regular hours(6am-8pm). Other technicians are 
not able to make ends meat. Fully staffed, no 
caution. Lot porters and detailers are forced to work 
their non essential jobs. No masks while cleaning 
customer vehicles.

04/01/20 4:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Rairdon Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn way N. Auburn The store is not taking proper precautions to ensure 
the safety of customers, not sanitizing and taking 
neccessary steps to clean, and is willingly putting 
employees in high risk conditions.

scrubmania894@gmail.com Justin

05/08/20 5:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Dealership Rairdons Kirkland Dodge Chrysler Jeep 12828 NE 124th St Kirtland This dealership was selling cars during the srray at 
home requirements. 
And now, after going in with a friend for a service. 
The other customers were not following social 
distancing. As well, service advisors and other staff 
did not have mask on their faces properly.  And, 
several customers and staff were sitting together in 
vehicles without any mask. It's disturbing

Paul 425-736-2787

04/10/20 2:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther factory Ram Mounts 8410 Dallas Avenue South Seattle The owner of this factory, Jeff Carnevali, Ram 
Mounts has refused to close his factory and has 
managed to get rated as an "essential" business to 
continue production of the plastic cell phone/laptop 
mounts made there because the company supplies a 
very small percentage to law enforcement agencies. 
He reduced the number of employees by 2/3 but the 
1/3 remaining have now been informed that as of 
Wednesday, April 9th, 2020 two employees at the 
Seattle Warehouse have tested positive for Covid-19 
yet ZERO deep-cleaning and ZERO decrease in 
productivity has occurred. Employees have been told 
they are to now work 4 (10 hour) shifts on M-Th 
instead of the standard 5 (8 hour) shifts. These 
employees are being held hostage to this employer 
because they are dependent on an income and 
health insurance yet are being forced to work in a 
dangerous environment with active Covid-19 
employees infected. The men and women are 
dedicated, blue collar workers and they are scared. 
Ram Mounts, is referred to by OSHA as a 
HABITUAL OFFENDER, whose warehouses have 
repeated safety violations and they say even the 
maximum penalty for safety violations does not 
change the unsafe conditions in the warehouses. It's 
cheaper for them to pay fines than create safe work 
environments. In the past employees have been 
maimed and even died from onsite injuries.

anonymous anonymous anonymous

04/09/20 4:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plastic Fabrication Factory RAM MOUNTS National Products 8410 Dallas Ave Seattle, WA 98106 As of Wednesday, April 9th, 2020 two employees at 
the Seattle Warehouse have tested positive for 
Covid-19 yet ZERO deep-cleaning and ZERO 
decrease in productivity has occurred. Social 
distancing NOT BEING FOLLOWED.

Annoymous

04/10/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Owners Association Real Property Associates 7500 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle, WA 98115 I have pasted an email from the homeowners 
association below which states that construction 
workers and their sub-contractors are allowed to 
enter our residential units at any time for any reason 
they deem suitable regardless of whether or not we 
are in quarantine and/or recovering from virus and/or 
that anyone sheltered in place a.k.a "Stay Home-
Stay Healthy" from the virus do NOT have the right 
to protect their own, others, and their families health 
and can NOT refuse to let unknown non-essential 
and non-emergency personnel into their private living 
units -their own homes?  All because as they state 
below "...we will have serious safety and financial 
risks that cannot be currently calculated for the 
Association...." Please note the wording they use 
below "...we will have.." is not and emergency 
condition at this time but a future condition.  

Please contact me for more information and all the 
other related complaints.

I also request to get the current status of this 
complaint and the decisions on resolution of this and 
all other related complaints I have filed.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
From: Barbara Hartley <donotreply@appfolio.com>
Sent: Friday, April 10, 2020 12:12 PM
To: Paul Sorvik <paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net>
Subject: Northgate Plaza - Construction and Unit 
Entry Update
 

paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net Paul Sorvik 2064454204

04/28/20 4:52 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station Rebel store 7349 Old Pacific Hwy s Kalama Seen  the workers  not making costumers adhere to 
the social distancing and themselves

04/03/20 9:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Waste Management 
Services

Recology Cleanscapes 7303 8th Ave South Seattle Workers are riding in cabs of trucks together. Light 
duty workers in office together, if there is no light 
duty work, they are forced to ride with other drivers 
with no protective gear.   Items that are not in proper 
containers are still expected to be picked up by 
workers.  Company is not doing its part to protect the 
essential workers.

Want to remain anonymous.  Please call me. 2063218459

05/13/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Red door 3401 Evanston Ave N, Seattle People doing renovation work inside without masks 
and in close quarters

04/06/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Red Leaf Organic Coffee 3202 Ocean Beach Highway Longview The employees aren’t allowed to use homemade 
protection equipment and their is no attempts to 
shield customers from employees (like plexiglass) 
because the owner states “it would make the 
customers uncomfortable”. The employees are not 
able to keep 6ft apart and the owner will not 
rearrange the work environment. They are wiping 
surfaces down but besides that the employees and 
their customers are at a huge risk. I obviously want 
this to be Anonymous or my friend who works there 
and is to scared to say anything WILL GET FIRED.

kespurling@gmail.com Krystle 3603554789

03/31/20 12:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Red Lion Inn and Suites Kent Seattle 25100 74th Ave S Kent Pool and hot tub still open to guests without any 
sanitation performed between uses. No hand 
sanitizer available to guests in common areas. 6ft 
rule not in observation during check-in process. Poor 
guest room ventilation with odors and dust 
suggesting lack of disinfecting services. Found used 
condom in bed between fitted sheet and mattress 
pad as well as a used hypodermic needle on floor. 
Subpar cleaning standards obvious.

04/01/20 12:34 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business RED WAGON 2315 N Pearl st Suite A16 Tacoma I ordered food went to the restraunt to pick it up 
there were at least 15 people in side. I walked out 
and called them to pay with my credit card to keep 
social distancing and was told I had to pay inside I 
couldn't pay over the phone.Way to many people. 
There were so many people they were only a couple 
of feet apart. Not safe at all. Vary small insde.I left 
immediately without my food.

cacgolfs@comcast.net CRAIG CUSHING 253 678-7172

05/14/20 8:39 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pest Control Redi National 4453 Aurora Ave N Seattle The employees gather in the parking lot all morning, 
no masks, no PPE, not protective gear, and no 
social distancing. They are parking all over the 
sidewalks, and having at least 20-30 people standing 
in groups outside of the office.

05/18/20 3:19 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Redmond Roots Chiropractic 15965 NE 85th St #202 Redmond No masks worn by workers, No social distancing at 
all, No gloves work by chiropractor. This place is 
acting as if nothing is happening. All he has is a 
small bottle of homemade sanitizer. He will talk in 
your face without a mask very closely. He also has 
no sign of enforcement on social distancing 
guidelines.

03/31/20 4:20 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther 3pl company Regal logistics 6500 26th street e Fife Large numbers of people in groups of upward of 50 
people and shipping none essentials with labels 
saying grocery on items that are not grocery just so it 
can ship..

Jdm1atm2@gmail.com Damon 2539850204



03/30/20 8:03 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Regal logistics 6500 26th ave e. Fife I witnessed them putting on stickers that said 
grocery on toys and board games. They have more 
than the amount of people in the same area.

04/26/20 2:35 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther warehouse Regalo International 2980 Center Dr #150 Dupont Business is not essential, to be clear, but in addition 
to previous reports of not following social distancing, 
masks (surgical nor n95) are no longer being 
provided. Management takes zero consideration of 
social distancing as well.

05/13/20 6:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Rehab Without Walls Outpatient 20818 44th Ave W Suite 270 Lynnwood Confirmed cases of Covid in the office building and 
the staff continue to work in the office and openly 
discuss the uselessness of social distancing.

05/16/20 6:12 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Outdoor recreation retail REI store 11 222 Yale Ave N Seattle I am writing to connect with you about the Seattle 
REI's safety procedures in response to Covid-19. 
Per the most recent covid safety announcement 
from Eric, date May 13th, it specifically outlines 
REI's company wide PPE expectations. I am writing 
to express concern not only for myself but for my 
coworkers who don't have the courage to speak up.
 
https://www.rei.com/blog/rei-news/eric-artz-
reopening-our-stores-2  
 
https://www.rei.com/newsroom/article/may-2020-
health-and-safety-fact-sheet  
 
"Asking everyone who enters an REI facility to use 
personal protective equipment (PPE)  
·       Employees are required to wear face coverings 
while in REI locations – this includes stores, 
distribution centers and any location being staffed by 
employees deemed “essential personnel.”
·       Certain jobs will require employees to use 
gloves, but we are making gloves available to all staff 
who choose to use them.
·       We are also asking all customers to wear face 
coverings while at REI stores, and are providing 
disposable face coverings for anyone who doesn’t 
have them. This is a request, not a requirement 
(except where local mandate requires them), but 
we’re asking our community to take this simple 
action to keep our employees and their fellow 
customers safe, and to help stop the spread. 
·       We are also making gloves available to all 

amy.mariewalenga@gmail.comAmy Walenga 3605818323

05/05/20 11:06 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Furniture Rent a center 10725 SE Carr Rd, Renton, WA 98055Renton People from this company attempted to make entry 
into my home without permission.

04/01/20 1:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rent a center Rent a center 600 meridian ave Puyallup They are harassing for payments going around 
knocking on doors trying to pick up furniture during a 
crisis like this rent can’t be paid landlords are not 
evicting but they can repo this is insane. In a time 
people need help they are hurting more than helping.

CCraven24@gmail.com Cordney Craven 2536784290

05/04/20 10:25 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Rentals Rent-a-Center 10725 SE Carr RD Renton Store is being told to conduct collections visits to late 
people’s homes. They are calling them wellness 
visits; but if a customer cannot pay employees are 
being told to pick it up.  Also employees are told if 
they don’t like it they can voluntarily resign and draw 
unemployment; but there position will be filled.

04/30/20 5:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rental furnishings Rent-A-Center 1590 S Burlington Blvd Burlington My husband is a full time employee at this location. 
His co-worker has tested positive for COVID-19. My 
husband's boss is not closing the store, sanitizing 
the store or vehicles, and/or allowing any employees 
into a paid quarantine for 14 days.

brittany_81507@yahoo.com Brittany Ferara 3608996248

03/30/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car retail Renton CDJR 585 Rainier Ave South Renton Still more then 10 people in building more then 10 
employees

Jeff1Apu@gmail.com Jeffrey Apuknic 2536578976

04/27/20 12:03 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Renton Highlands ACE 
HARDWARE

Renton Highlands ACE HARDWARE 375 Union Ave SE Renton Renton (WA) Highlands ACE HARDWARE STAFF 
REFUSES to WEAR FACEMASKS! Nor do they 
practice 6 foot rule! They blatantly spray all their 
customers with their COVID-19 laden SALIVA! 
Renton Highlands ACE is a Public Nuisance and a 
DANGEROUS PLACE!

mrgaijinsan@comcast.net Steven W Dalos 4257936076 hardware4640@hmstores.com

05/04/20 2:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Sales Renton Kia 200 SW Grady Way Renton I stopped by the dealership Saturday but was not 
allowed to enter the showroom without an 
appointment. I was confused because more then 
half a dozen employees were working in sales and 
multiple customers were at the dealership. Why was 
there so many people and why was I discriminated 
against.

05/04/20 2:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Sales Renton Kia 200 SW Grady Way Renton I stopped by the dealership Saturday but was not 
allowed to enter the showroom without an 
appointment. I was confused because more then 
half a dozen employees were working in sales and 
multiple customers were at the dealership. Why was 
there so many people and why was I discriminated 
against.

05/05/20 5:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other car dealership Renton Toyota 150 SW 7th St Renton I had to get something at Toyota of Renton today.  
The staff was NOT social distancing at all - standing 
close together, not wearing masks, etc.  I had to pick 
something up at the service desk and it was hard to 
even get out of my car because so many employees 
were standing together CLOSE.  I didn't want to get 
within 6 feet of people and they seemed totally 
clueless.

anna@mccartneyfamily.com Anna McCartney 2063834345

04/21/20 5:24 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Printing Reshling Press RPI 3325 S 116th st #118 Tukwila Workers are not social distancing and the person 
conducting temperature screening is found inside 
the building after workers have already entered and 
began work

Kaitdwilli@gmail.com

05/15/20 8:19 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other College facilities dept Residence and Dining Facilities -- Maintenance2700 Evergreen Parkway NWOlympia, WA 98505 Questionable (non essential) construction/repairs 
being performed by unqualified student workers in 
the absence of any COVID-19 return to work plan. 
Social distancing requirements and PPE guidelines 
are being largely ignored.

04/10/20 12:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Residence Inn Pullman Pullman Guests are not adhering to the social distancing 
requirements. I am a guest on essential business 
but there are other guests here just for getaways  
with family and friends and not adhering to the social 
distance by gathering in groups in the hotel.

04/09/20 4:14 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Residence Inn Convention Center 1815 terry Ave Seattle The report has been confirmed that their "FITNESS 
CENTER" has been REOPENED. They have 
workers from the Shipyard that are using their 
fitness center and we are concerned for their safety 
and if the guest will relocate we do not want to 
spread the COVID to other hotels.

dpenny@innventures.com Donna Lacruz 206-624-6000

04/24/20 6:23 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Resident in apartment Resident 3853 22nd Ave SW  Apt B Seattle This resident has had and continues to have multiple 
people at his residence every day at all hours.  No 
masks no 6 foot distance. Some of us have talked to 
him about it. The landlord has talked to him. I have 
called the police multiple times. They say to contact 
you. I contacted you by phone and I was told the 
police need to handle it. I told the police what you 
said and they said it was your responsibility. There 
are 7 units in the complex with 12 tenants. Almost 
half are 60 or older. A few have underlying health 
conditions. We use a common laundry.  We are 
scared and nobody will help us. Please help us. This 
needs to stay confidential out of fear of retaliation.

maleksa04@yahoo.com Stephanie Malek 206-755-4973

04/06/20 12:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction residential contruction 2308 NW 67th St Seattle Our neighbors are continuing a construction project 
with a 3 person work crew that is not staying 6 feet 
apart. The workers also use a shared driveway and 
come onto our adjoining property, so we cannot 
access our S & W yard while they are present.

tuesdaymira@gmail.com Miranda Marti 2064195784

05/12/20 7:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Retina Laser Eye Center 317 N Delaware St Kennewick, WA Between procedures about 10 patients were seated 
side-by-side in a long hallway.  Chairs were right 
next to each other (not spaced 6" apart).  About half 
of patients were not masked.

04/25/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Revive Day Spay 27th Street Mercer Island Clients seen going into to have their lashes done . Lexi Manickam

04/29/20 5:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Revolution 10th & North Broadway Everett Not using face masks watched several workers with 
in inches of each other. 

Crew gathering close to each other.

NewYorkandPennsylvania@gmail.comVince Perry 4259032863

03/31/20 2:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ricardos 4065 factoria se Bellevue Cashier was standing 3ft from me, tried to hand me 
a pen without gloves to sign receipt. Had to enter 
through door that was dirty and was not cleaned 
after use.

noreply@gmail.com Doug N/a

03/31/20 6:57 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscaping maintenance and constructionRich landscaping 27901 Redmond Fall City HighwayRedmond Routine Landscaping Maintenance not allowed. 
Multiple people in the truck. Approximately 100 
employees

Boydruckhaber@comcast.netBoyd 2067190628



03/31/20 11:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mailroom - Corporate Office BuildingRicoh@Amazon 2121 7th Ave 98121 Seattle Building staff remains on site. Often facilities such 
as the mailroom are fully staffed. This is true for all 
Amazon buildings and Includes janitors, security, 
and reception. Social distancing guildlines are not 
possible to follow in many buildings. PPE is not 
available.

abhen@wolf.net A. B. Henchek 2062062066

05/06/20 6:16 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Camping Riffe Lake Campgrounds 241 Osborne Rd. Mossyrock, WA 98564 They have been allowing camping to the public, not 
just people living under the residential policies, over 
nights.

05/05/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail auto parts.. Riley's Auto Parts.. 168th and hwy 99 Lynnwood No masks,gloves,handsanitizer?(didn't see 
any)..social distancing is about 1' from the front of 
the 2' wide counter.... nothing on customers or 
employees...all protection options didn't seem to 
exist at all

04/20/20 4:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ristorante Picolinos 6415 32nd Ave NW Seattle A cook is suspected to test positive with CoVid. 
Restaurant still fully operational. Should extra steps 
be taken to ensure that none of the other staff 
contracted the virus

04/17/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ristorante Picolinos 6415 N.W. 32nd Ave SEATTLE Employee might be comfirmed infected from kitchen 
staff

Decline Tom Bailiff

05/09/20 10:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Rite Aid 1609 E Main Street Freeland Rite Aid does not (and has not at any point during 
this pandemic) limit the number of customers in the 
store and given its size and number of customers at 
once, is unable to enforce any type of social 
distancing. 15 people in line this morning. This 
business is dangerous and has flouted the rules 
from the beginning.

manny.ziegler@gmail.com Manuela Ziegler 310-500-7934

04/16/20 7:12 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pharmacy Rite Aid 220 36th Street Bellingham Employees are not practicing social distancing AND 
none of the employees in the store were wearing 
masks or gloves because Rite Aid policy is that 
employees can decide for themselves if they want to 
wear masks and gave them each only 1 disposable 
mask--which lasts just one day. It's reprehensible 
that this store would not protect its employees and 
customers.

cathyholmes@yahoo.com Cathy Holmes 360.927.0846

04/06/20 12:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Rite Aid 1609 E Main St STE B Freeland . The pharmacy is not in compliance with state 
regulations nor in compliance with the so-called 
safety precautions Rite Aid corporate is stating they 
have issued to sanitize the stores.We have a wide 
older population in Island County on Whidbey Island. 
I have picked up my medication 3 times in the past 
month. I have never seen them sanitize the pay 
screens, nor the counter, none of the staff wears a 
mask, they do not practice social distancing with the 
customers. I politely asked is they had sanitizer for 
the pen or screen last time and their response was," 
if you don't like it you can bring your own pen". 
Today I had a different employee when I picked up 
my medication. I wore gloves and a mask, as our 
Governor is asking of us, none of the employees in 
the Freeland store are wearing a mask. The 
customers step up to the counter..maybe 2 feet 
away from the employee. I asked if they cleaned the 
screens between customers (as the grocery is doing 
next door, and all other stores I have dared to 
venture into when essential business is needed)  
...The response was, "We are waiting for our 
plexiglass screens so people can stop telling us how 
bad we are. " I said I was not trying to offend, just 
asking them to be aware and take precautions..they 
are a pharmacy and the stores are not being 
cleaned. 
This is unacceptable behavior and they are putting 
the community at risk.

Michelelussier@gmail.com Michele Lussier 2067139046

04/01/20 10:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Rite Aid 909 East Yelm AVE Yelm If pharmacies without proper social distancing space 
available between employees what should we do? 
Most pharmacies do not have space to abide by 
social distancing requirments while being properly 
staffed.

Pharmacists have access to PPE for inoculations 
only, technicians and cashiers have no access to 
these. Public areas are not being cleaned properly 
due to lack of staff. Customers are actively ignoring 
social distance requirements with no repercussions 
or response from either management or law 
enforcement. A solution to alleviate this would be to 
enforce the limit of people allowed in the store at a 
time, including employees. Medication can be 
delivered through mail or drive through, and does not 
require face to face contact. 

As a health care provider we do not have access to a 
quarantine list, and cannot verify if a person is in 
violation of a quarantine order. We should have 
access to information regarding people under 
quarantine and the ability to report them if they are in 
violation.

 Thank You.

gilanderin.darisse@gmail.com 3604135464

04/22/20 9:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pharmacy Rite Aid Pharmacy 12811 Meridian E Puyallup I am an employee at this location and was leaving 
work around 4pm. I heard a customer coughing 
through the entire store and watch her cough all over 
the merchandise for about 15 minutes. I walked past 
the line of people to clock out and the lady screamed 
to me “you need to wash your hands I have tested 
positive for covid-19 as she continued to cough all 
over everything. I told my boss to tell her to leave 
and he didn’t. I don’t feel safe to go back to work. 
HR informed me they will not be disinfecting the 
store and that it’s minimal exposure and I have 
nothing to worry about because I wasn’t standing 
directly next to her for over 10 minutes. I believe this 
store isn’t following cleaning protocol and customers 
and my coworkers are at risk. I’m worried that I have 
been exposed to covid-19 and will be contacting my 
health provider about what to do further as I do have 
a fever over 100.3 now.

kellybrennan17@gmail.com Kelly Brennan 6094377120

04/02/20 4:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business rite aid pharmacy 601 S Grady Way Renton pharmacist insist on helping 2 customers at the 
same time when they're registers are less than 2ft 
apart. 
(Even when the 2nd customer insisted that they 
speak with her around the corner so that there'd be 
distance between he and I, the pharmacist insist that 
2nd customer needed to sign using the creditcard 
pad so 2nd customer had to stand next to me.)

mrsfionap@gmail.com fiona parker 2062890455

04/28/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Rite-Aid 7500-A, 196th St SW Lynnwood Caller stated she went into the Rite-Aid store to pick 
up her prescription and the man behind the 
pharmacy counter who works there was wearing a 
face mask but he was coughing (a dry cough) for 10 
minutes straight while she was in the store. She 
called the store to report this & the man who was 
coughing answered the phone & told her he has 
seasonal allergies. Caller believes the man should 
be tested for COVID-19 as he is working in the 
healthcare field and could be infecting the people 
he's coming into contact with. The man reported to 
her that he has not been tested for COVID.

Greater Columbia 211 worker for an anonymous caller

04/06/20 11:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Riva 1998 Newport Way NW Issaquah Possibly not essential, and they're not protecting 
themselves

Anonymous

04/18/20 5:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware River Ridge  Hardware Do it Best 2803 W. Garland Ave. Spokane Social distancing not being observed. Literally wall to 
wall customers every day. Definitely NO ESSENTIAL 
SHOPPING! Plainly state they are there because 
they are bored. Endangering the health of 
employees, their families, and the customers.

Larry

04/05/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Local hardware Store River Ridge Hardware do it better 2803 west Garland Spokane Ppl were almost back to back in line.  Only maybe a 
40 by 40 business and more than 30 ppl in there at 
least.  I left.

Local resident

04/02/20 10:41 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Riverside nursing and rehab 1305 Alexander st Centralia Holding staffing meeting and management meetings 
and not following social distancing between staff 
members when it isn't direct care needs to residents 
what so ever.....non essential workers still working in 
the building that are not medical personnel (HR, 
housekeeping, business office, activities, ect)

xthacarter@gmail.com Anonymous 3605082311



04/16/20 7:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Road maintenance crew S. 200th st and Memorial DriveDes Moines Road construction crew: None of the ground level 
construction workers were wearing masks and most 
of them were standing next to each other shoulder to 
shoulder. There was 1 ports can which means they 
cannot wash their hands. There were at least 20 
people on site.

erin.algiere@gmail.com Erin Algiere Segarra 3036425482

03/31/20 6:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Roadmaster inc 6110 ne 127th ave Vancouver No paper towels in bathroom, not staying 6ft apart.

04/01/20 6:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Roasters 22 W Carmichael Dr Kennewick Baristas work up to 4 people on bar, meaning they’re 
within a foot of each other pretty much at all times.

04/17/20 4:02 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Legal office Robinson & Koke 911 Dupont Bellingham Employees are not at least 6 ft apart. Jody 5094139017

04/09/20 10:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agriculture Roche Fruit 601 N 1st Ave, Yakima, Social distancing is not being practices, face masks 
are not being provided to workers, concerns are not 
being heard about potential exposures while at work

04/07/20 11:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit warehouse Roche fruit 601 n 1st ave Yakima Health department personnel visited warehouse on 
4/2/2020. Roche fruit management had knowledge 
of the upcoming inspection and implemented social 
distancing guidelines and slowed work pace to make 
it appear as if this has been their routine. As soon as 
inspectors were gone social distancing guidelines 
were terminated. Many employees have quit 
because of working conditions leaving the 
warehouse understaffed. Employees are back to 
working shoulder to shoulder face to face, work has 
been ramped up to an outrageous pace because of 
the understaffing. Employees have been fired if they 
complain/voice concerns. A surprise visit or an 
interview with line worker employees is exactly what 
needs to be conducted to find/see the truth of what 
is happening here!

Meno1er@gmail.com Manuel 5099100382

05/07/20 8:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Rocky Point Market 2000 N. Pacific Kelso The owners are not following social distance 
guidelines.  I witness the women and her husband in 
customers faces as well as the employees faces. I 
tried to explain it to them and the man owner says 
"covid19  is fake".

03/30/20 9:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Ron Tonkin Mazda/toyota 750 se 122nd. Avenue Portland. Salespeople being tested positive but continuing to 
keep others working after being in direct contact with 
those affected with corona virus

04/18/20 11:16 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Flower nursery Roots Nursery and landscape 6710 Tieton dr Yakima Over 30+ people packed into a room to check out  
not 6 feet apart. I tried to encourage the staff to 
comply but they said ‘nobody will listen anyways’

Amanda@hyattff.com Amanda Eglin 5093073464

05/14/20 2:22 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Wholesale Nursery Rosso Gardens 12525 E. Marginal Way S. Tukwila, WA 98168 while shopping, and wearing a mask, people working 
and shopping there are not social distancing and 
most people weren't wearing masks.

rossogardens@gmail.com

03/30/20 2:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Newspapers ROTARY OFFSET PRESS 6600 S 231st street Kent Never cleaning, L&I nightmare covered up, 
 uncovered coughing everywhere, no soap or hand 
sanitizer available, sick still working!

tinkertonkz@yahoo.com Tracy Hawk 3602412271

04/03/20 1:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Round Table Pizza 1145 E Sunset Dr #135 Bellingham 2 employees have experienced Covid19 symptoms 
and continued to work, one was tested positive for 
Covid19, the other is self quarantined. All of the staff 
have been compromised. I hate to report, because 
many individuals are my friends and family, but it is 
wrong the owners continue to do business when 
their employees with Covid19 are touching food that 
goes to customers.

Neva.bjorklund@gmail.com Neva Bjorkund 360-224-9076

05/13/20 4:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business roundtable pizza olympic gig harbor workers in store no wearing gloves or masks pdover55@hotmail.com Penelope L Dover 2536916577

04/03/20 12:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Roy Robinson Subaru 6001 33rd Ave NE Marysville I understand that car dealerships may be an 
essential business, but Roy Robinson Subaru has 
several employees working in close proximity to 
customers. They are not wearing masks or gloves, 
and they do not have plastic panes to protect 
themselves. I witnessed several elderly customers 
present, and having their cars serviced. I am 
concerned for the employees and the customers.

anonymous

04/21/20 7:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Printing Co. RPI Reshling Press 3325 S 116th St Tukwila Bringing on 100 plus workers in small space workers 
all together cannot practice social distancing, 
workers on the floor working not getting 
temperatures taken until already working. Not 
cleaning facility during shifts. They are in peak 
season making and shipping Year books and they 
say they are essential.

bellandcup8@gmail.com Robert Lockhart 253.394.1910 Ted Reshling

04/30/20 9:42 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther aerospace RTC Aerospace 7215 45th St Ct E Fife CEO giving employee an employee an OK to travel 
to California for personal reasons. CEO has no 
business telling an Tina that it was ok to violate 
Washington state stay at home order and then 
letting her come back to work to possibly expose the 
rest of the company to a potential deadly risk.

03/31/20 5:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Ruff construction inc 2411 S 248TH St Kent, WA 98032Kent Not weraing  proper face mask and ni o follow social 
distance also I dont think this jobsite has to be open 
because is a multi family  complex

Jose 4256167316

04/02/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Potato packing shed Russet king 112 E Evanhall rd Warden Employees in close proximity, having non essential 
employees working when their job functions can be 
done from home.  Employee meeting still held with 
lots of people in small office.

03/31/20 5:35 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Ruth Haven Senior Care 15843 SE 256th St Covington Senior facility has NO PLAN in place and NO PPE 
equipment at all to protect workers and residents 
when someone starts showing symptoms of COVID. 
The management has not provided anything to the 
staff and the residents for safety with regard to the 
COVID. The owners/managers have not shown up 
to the facility since the outbreak. Only CNA's 
manage the facility without any guidance and  proper 
protective equipment. They need proper PPE 
immediately!!!

jeannastuart71@gmail.com Jeanna Stuart 253-632-6629

04/24/20 11:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Ruthhaven Senior Care Home 15843 SE 256th St. Covington This place is a disaster waiting to happen, they need 
someone to intervene IMMEDIATELY... 
The state came out 2 times now in the last month. 
Things are not any better, if not worse. They are not 
keeping residents separate, feeding together, not 
using disposable utensils etc., washing all clothes 
together. **One worker, Julia, works at 2 other 
facilities with COVID ++ people. Employees still are 
not given mask to wear at all!! They were told to 
watch a PDF of PPE BUT have never been provided 
with or seen and gowns/googles, masks at all. They 
still have no idea what the protocol is when someone 
gets sick or who to report it to, workers are afraid 
they'll be told to keep it hush, hush and not tell. They 
DO NOT have enough proper sized gloves to last 
one week. The owners/ managers are never present. 
The one time Patrick just happen to be there 
showing the cook (his brother) where the kitchen 
was is when the state came out the first time. Please 
help before someone gets sick and dies!!

jeannastuart71@gmail.com Jeanna Stuart 253-632-6629 Melissa Pearson & Patrick

04/28/20 8:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther RV Dealership RV Country 2101 E Division St Mount Vernon Cleaning guidelines are not being followed to protect 
staff or customers. Proper supplies are not being 
offered. Nor are proper distancing accomadations 
made possible for staff.

kturner707@gmail.com Kodey Turner 8087850977

04/21/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Ryan companies 110 110th Ave NE, Suite 100 Bellevue This construction company is working on Trinity 
Church in Ballard and is not practicing proper social 
distancing. The workers are not wearing masks or 
gloves and are not 6 feet apart. They have been 
asked repeatedly by me and other neighbors and 
have not changed their behavior at all.

hello@jojotastic.com joanna hawley seattle@ryancompanies.com



05/08/20 4:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Saar's Market Place Foods 13322 Pacific Avenue South Tacoma, WA  98444 Back on March 14, 2020 at approximately 5:45 am, I 
went to the Saar's Market Place Foods, to purchase 
some groceries.  When I went to the cashier for 
checkout, I tried to keep my social distancing of 6 
feet.  The Cashier did not seem to care about my 
social distancing.  She tried to walk toward me when 
she brought to me a can of soup broth which I 
forgot.  I told her I appreciate it for going to get this 
for me.  She was walking toward me with can of 
soup.  I abruptly said, to say back.  Then she went 
back to the cash register and wanted me to come up 
to her to pay.  I said I wanted to set my money on 
the conveyor belt.  She acted like what I was doing 
was nonsensical.  When I said that I thought she 
was being rude and I would complain to the 
manager, she started accusing me of being rude to 
her and then asking me if I was rude to other 
customers which I emphatically denied.  The 
conversation started to become escalated and 
heated.  After telling this Stacy I was going to 
complain to the manager, she said she would do 
likewise with me.  Stacy informed me that I could not 
come back into to the store.  When I came home 
and later on that morning I called and spoke to the 
manager, Ron Bond.  Mr. Bond told me that Stacy 
was really shook up and whatever she says will 
stand.  I told him all I was trying to do is exercise my 
social distancing and he did not seem to care.   I 
explained to him like I did with Stacy that I have an 
elderly mother at home living with me who has a 
compromised immune system and it is essential that 
I protect her.  Both Mr. Bond and Stacy did not seem 

rlh5723156@gmail.com Robert Hayes (253) 536-5693

03/31/20 9:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Saars Market Place 134th and Pacific Ave Tacoma This store stays open 24/7 and has no markings on 
the ground as to where people stand. No 6 foot rule.

Leath 2537540064

04/30/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery store Saars Super Saver 13322 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Manager involved: Ron
Employees not wearing gloves. No social distancing. 
No monitoring of the door & number of people of 
inside the store. 
While waiting in line to buy items, customers are 
crowding each other. Staff members were notified 
and chose not to say or do something. Brought this 
to manager's attention, and he shrugged his 
shoulders & said well she (lady behind in line) is 
already in line putting her stuff on belt. This is 
unacceptable. When I told them I was going to call 
the Governor, the staff said "do it". They dont care!

253-632-7428 Ramona Lagrone

03/31/20 3:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Saar’s Market Place Avenue 13322 Pacific Avenue South Tacoma On 03/14/2020, I walked into the grocery store to 
buy groceries.  As I came to the grocery store check 
out clerk, I insist on my right of 6 ft. social 
distancing. The clerk’s name is Stacy. She ridiculed 
me and repeated that I was being rude. Stacy said I 
was banded from ever coming back into the store. 
Later that day, I called the store manager, Ron 
Bond. He said what Stacy said will stand. I called the 
corporate office. I left a detail message. I never 
received a response from corporate.

rlh5723156@gmail.com Robert Hayes 2535365693

05/16/20 2:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Saboteur Bakery 110 E 11th St Bremerton Neither of the employees wear masks. Neither of the 
employees wear gloves. The place is TINY and they 
are within inches of us as we pay and as they hand 
us the bags, plus they contaminate the food and 
packaging.

04/04/20 10:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 707 S 56th St Tacoma They have told their employees that people on staff 
have tested positive for Coronavirus, and are still 
working at the location

drolfson@ymail.com Duncan Eugene Rolfson 2534689154

04/02/20 12:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 4128 Rucker ave Everett I work at this Safeway and was told that a woman in 
the pharmacy was tested positive for corona 
virus.and now the China cook is out for 3 weeks and 
were being told it’s pneumonia, but I don’t believe it, 
and now the head pharmacist hasn’t been seen for a 
week and I thought that if someone has corona virus 
cdc or someone is supposed to come in and 
disinfect,and that hasn’t been done. I have copd and 
asthma and I’m scared for my life.can you please 
investigate this matter.

04/04/20 11:42 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway  store # 1173 1243 Marvin Rd. NE Olympia, WA 98516 4/13/2020. time: 5:41 pm. Many people walking 
through both entrances touching each other they 
were so close. No one abiding by social distancing at 
check out registers or in lines. Employee's not 
wearing gloves or masks and touching their faces at 
customer service. No Employees by registers or 
around monitoring actions of customers. No sanitizer 
at clerk check outs and no protection between 
customer, customers overcrowding customer ahead 
in check out.

rhonda_emf@hotmail.com Rhonda Vermeer 360-628-6213

03/31/20 10:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway #1680 2890 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Was shopping and grocery clerk was coughing while 
ringing up groceries. Not wearing a mask. Reported 
employee to manager and manager just brushed 
complainant off.

Christine 3604344353

04/30/20 2:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway - Enumclaw 152 Roosevelt Ave E Enumclaw One way line markers are removed, and the only 
distancing signs are at the registers, deli, and 
Starbucks. No staff members at closed sections 
monitoring customer group size. No wipes provided, 
however a rag an spray bottle used to wipe your cart. 
Masks for employees are not being worn properly. 
Bakery department: no masks being worn, and 
gloves are not being worn by all employees, one staff 
member was using phone and then didn't change his 
gloves at all. This is a department phone. Mask was 
removed temporarily by staff member and staff 
member didn't change gloves or wash hands. 
Another employee at Starbucks didn't wear mask. 
Parking lot is not being enforced for no grouping or 
social distancing. Enumclaw has a small population 
and with this being 1 of 2 grocery stores in the area, 
we need to call to re-enforce the social distancing 
guidelines.

John 253-576-1056

05/03/20 11:06 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway Grocery 4831 Point Fosdick Dr NW Gig Harbor I was at Safeway yesterday at noon. I was wearing a 
mask and clean gloves as Governor's verbal request 
during his  last TV message. I was shocked only 1/2  
of people had any nose and mouth covering. I 
mentioned to Customer Service and she said they 
are not allowed to ask customers to wear 
nose/mouth covering. No signs posted at store. I 
called Safeway headquarters and mentioned 
situation in our state. They said they were unaware 
of the problem here. Really! I asked this be sent to 
the top.
Costco does not allow customers without Masks to 
enter on Monday. Safeway should apply this rule 
also for public safety. I am age 72. Thanks

ean2805@hotmail.com Eugene Norville 4258305831

04/04/20 8:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Stores Safeway, QFC, Fred Meyer's Pinehurst and Lake City neighborhoodsSeattle Safeway, QFC and Fred Meyer in the Seattle, 
pinehurst and Lake City neighborhoods are allowing 
more than the restricted number of customers in at a 
time.

05/06/20 12:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Golf course Sahalee Country Club 21200 NE Sahalee Country Club Dr.Samammish The groups of 2 golfers would wait for the group 
ahead and make a group of 4, unrelated and not 
living together. I live on the course and saw it all day 
the first day it opened!

05/07/20 5:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Golf Club Salish Cliffs Golf Club 91 WA-108 Shelton The course is allowing people to play as foursomes, 
not from the same household. When I expressed  
my concerns that maintaining 6ft of distance would 
be difficult I was told there was nothing they could do 
because that was their allowance since the opening. 
I was told that I would not be able to get a refund 
and essentially could only play at my own risk. This 
wasn't even listed on their website at the time of 
booking or in the confirmation email I received (I 
could have at least been prepared with a mask and 
gloves).

Dr.Amanda.Wills@gmail.comAmanda Wills 727.0000 golfshop@salishcliffs.com

05/06/20 11:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Golf course Salish Cliffs Golf Club 91 W State Rte 108 Shelton They are forcing golfers to be put into a 4 some & 
not practice social distancing

mizvosh13@gmail.com Misty Voshall



05/19/20 12:33 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail hair store Sally beauty 7822 wise ave. dundalk The worker have not received  Hazard pay since 
being back work. The doors are open to the public 
but web site say close crub side only. The 
employees have not received unemployment 
benefits yet. This company is not trying to pay the 
worker for loss of wages .There giving hours to keep  
 Corona relief funds  Instead using it for the 
employees.

03/30/20 7:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Distribution Salmon Terminals 4510 Frontage RD NW Auburn My mother has contacted me complaining multiple 
times about how most employees just think the 
distancing is a joke and how she is working in very 
close contact with other employees. She has Copd 
and she is scared. She can't afford to quit either. 
Please help!

Abwilley1@gmail.com Adam 2067991500

05/11/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon on maguire 1575 Maguire rd Ocoee Against my better judgement I went to get my hair 
trimmed today.as I entered the establishment I 
noticed many people were gathered there were no 
paper towels or cleaners in the restroom no 
disinfectant between people using the same cover 
sheets to cut each other's hair and mask not being 
worn

04/24/20 3:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business San Fermo 5341 Ballard Ave NW Seattle open selling alcohol and food , Cook comes out of 
restaurant, no gloves on, shakes hands with 3 
people, full body hugs a woman and then walks back 
in restaurant  Not following distancing requirements 
and jeopardizing peoples safety Mentioned it to them 
and was told don't tell me what to do

gotselp@yahoo.com Kelvin Kleinman 206-890-7105

05/11/20 9:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealer Sandburg Volvo 17025 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Not following social distancing. No one had masks 
on and I couldn't find any hand sanitizer in the 
showroom

04/11/20 3:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Santo Coffee Co 1325 NE 65th St Seattle Not enforcing social distancing requirements. people 
are still drinking coffee in the store and mingling with 
other people waiting for coffee. I saw (on social 
media) a friend interact with other strangers and 
their dog in the store on Saturday April 11.

Proof: https://imgur.com/a/YWDPxph

04/05/20 1:25 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture, appliance & 
garden

Sav-Mart 1729 N. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee, WA  98801 This is a furniture, appliance and garden center.  
Yesterday I saw approximately 40 people out in the 
garden center, non which were 6 to 10 feet apart.  I 
don't understand why this business is open when 
there are major hardware appliance stores in the 
area.

wellsx5@gmai Janet Wells 5092647603

04/02/20 6:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Meat Packing Facility Schenk Packing Co Inc 1321 S 6th St Mount Vernon A boss and his son at the facility have been tested 
positive for COVID-19. The business said everyone 
should go back to work as usual and will not give out 
any virus tests. Even though those two people who 
tested positive have come into very close contact 
with everyone at the facility. Keep in mind the 
conditions of this place are freezing because they 
have to keep the meat frozen so I’m sure they could 
pass on the virus to food AND everyone there. Most 
of the employees working there are illegal and I feel 
as if the major bosses are trying to take advantage of 
their illegal employees because they don’t know any 
better. Please help out in some way, it would be 
horrible to see irresponsible bosses risk other 
people’s health!

Mikeoxxy@gmail.com Michael Hathers 360-849-8731

05/14/20 11:48 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Schurmans Hardware Sixth and Sycamore streets Clarkston This store is doing absolutely NOTHING to 
safeguard employees or customers against CoVid 
19. No asking for distancing. No protection for 
cashier. No employees wearing masks. They stand 
too close to customers.

05/18/20 10:43 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Scoreboard 205 N Sullivan Rd #9509 Spokane There are people sitting at the bar not, sitting 6 feet 
apart, more than 5 per table and they have been 
serving food and drinks in the bar since last week.

04/17/20 12:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Scott McClendons Ace True Value Mile hill Dr. Port Orchard ,Wa Way to many people in the store.Parking lot is 
full.People are squished in. lanes.Lowes has made 
people wait in line to enter so everyone is coming to 
Ace.Just way to many people and staff looks tired 
and overworked.

Deronfarrell2019@gmail.comDeron Farrell 3606604299 Scott McClendons

04/09/20 11:22 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Scott McLendon's Ace Hardware NE 51 Highway 300 Ste E Belfaid Selling of nonessential items being sold.  Social 
distancing not being followed.  Amount of people in 
the store at once is way more than  allowed.  
Employees lunch hour is now 30 minutes.  Business 
as usual . Working 9 hour days with a 30 minute 
lunch.  No hazard pay. Yes they have posted the 
rules, wearing gloves and a shield at register.  All of 
this is good but isn't enough when guide lines are all 
broken.  I'm an employee and I would like to keep my 
name confidential.

lorimickster@gmail.com Lori Mick 3608091311

05/05/20 10:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Sculpted Homes 3346 Allen Ln Peshastin, wa This company is building a new home near me, they 
have not followed any of the rules of Covid-19 since 
they started.  Now they are not wearing protective 
gear or social distancing.  The job address is 21504 
Palomino rd Leavenworth, Wa 98826
There phone number is 509-670-9989

oxxxnrossi@yahoo.com Rick Berry 2065105132 sculptedhomes@gmail.com

04/28/20 8:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sea Mar Community Health Center 8915 14th Ave S Seattle My wife is pregnant and works at Sea Mar CHC. 
She has a medical letter that says "... please allow 
them reasonable accommodation, such as working 
from home, because they have risk factors that puts 
them more at risk of developing significant illness 
related to COVID-19. This accommodation should 
begin immediately... in accordance with Washington 
State Stay-At-Home order..."

However employer has ignored the health 
recommendation. In particular:
- the response has been slow, my wife has been 
even told that the decision has to run through the 
CEO (wtf?!) this is not aligned with the 
"immediately" part of the medical letter.
- my wife has been asked to either work from the 
office or ask for PTO
- my wife has been told that she cannot work 
remotely because of particular limitations of the 
organization. Particular limitations of Sea Mar should 
not be used to determine whether a medical 
recommendation should be followed or not
- my wife is not asking to not work, but to work from 
home
- we are aware of other pregnant women who is still 
going to the office, and also other similar cases. 
Systematically the organization is not facilitating 
accommodations for people at risk.

racrux@gmail.com Rafa Diaz 7035897617

04/22/20 2:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sea Mar Community Health Centers 8915 14th Avenue South Seattle This is related to Proclimation 20-46. 

My organization is telling all management staff they 
must work in office though there are resources 
available to telecommute. The services provided are 
able to be done telephonically as other organizations 
are doing so. Non management staff are being 
allowed to telecommute as well.

Jenlunaconsulting@gmail.comJennifer Luna 9163653303

04/24/20 3:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Adult teatment center Sea Mar Tacoma Adult Inpatient 
Treatment Center

1415 Center st Tacoma They do not let there high risk patients wear mask or 
gloves. There is people climbing in and out of 
windows. they have not been screening people 
before entering the building and there is no hand 
soap in the restrooms or sinks.

03/30/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sea-Alaska Industrial Electric Inc. 415 Maple Ave Snohomish Construction on converting the use of a commercial 
building.  

Several Subcontractors vans and employees 
standing too close and talking and too close on roof. 
Using same ladder etc...  Not doing their part.

willis4x@comcast.net Joe Willis 3607221849

05/09/20 10:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Substance Abuse Treatment Center that makes it’s clients volunteer at The Recycling Plant 40hrs a weekSeadrunar Recycling and Seadrunar Treatment10344 14th Ave S and  28 S Brandon StSeattle At treatment center there’s no social distancing. Eat 
in a dining hall sitting right next to each other. 
Forced to go volunteer picking recycling from a 
sorting belt w/no masks, not 6 ft apart. Cafeteria 
open and food service prep etc is not sanitary, again 
have to sit right next to each other. Scared to report 
bc no one to report to or access to resources while 
in this place.

03/31/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Steel Seaport Steel 3660 E Marginal Way S Seattle Sanitary stations unavailable, no social distancing, 
unrealistic requirements to work when showing 
symptoms  wants proof of virus



03/31/20 11:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Steel Company Seaport Steel 3660 E Marginal Way South Seattle Not following the 6 feet social distancing.  No 
cleaning supplies or sanitation stations.  Employees 
being told to work even if a spouse is showing 
symptoms.

04/03/20 11:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex Season on the park 1017 SE 12th Ave, Battle Ground, WA 98604Battle Ground Apartment Complex doing mandatory entry to all 
apartments from today till the 4/20/20 for 
renovations that arnt necessary. Putting every tenant 
and construction worker going in and out at risk. I 
am a tenant here and do not want to risk my life or 
the ones i care about because this company doesnt 
feel its necessary to follow the guidelines to keep us 
all safe.

Michael.corey.ruiz@gmail.comCorey Ruiz 5036609900

04/14/20 11:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Children's Hospital Clinic 900 Stevens Dr #204 Richland Not social distancing staff, not allowing non-
essential staff to work from home or take PTO/no 
pay/non work, seeing non urgent patients.

04/23/20 10:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Seattle Department of Transportation - 
 contractors

N 40th St: Stone way to Latona AveSeattle No workers wearing masks, many gathering in 
groups shoulder to shoulder, no social distancing 
maintained

Kelsey.fortey @gmail.com Kelsey DeMaioribus

04/27/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail/eCommerce Seattle Goodwill 1400 S Lane St, Seattle, WA 98144Seattle I am a lister in the eCommerce dept. Some of us 
have been asked to return to work before May 4. 
Proper distancing was NOT practiced before the 
shutdown. There is no air circulation, it's very dirty, 
we work closely together, and we handle other 
people's cast-offs. Many of us have to take the bus 
to get to work (myself incl.) I feel unsafe. It is non 
essential work.

turtlesultan@yahoo.com Katherine Sultan 2063240449

04/06/20 8:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Indian Health Board 611 12th Ave S Seattle The organization is a clinic and testing site. It is a 
multifaceted organization that has many other 
departments that do not consist of health care 
providers. We have demonstrated we can 
successfully complete our task doing work from 
home. Employer claims we are unproductive and 
has recalled the until organization back to work when 
we were working from home. The organization is 
over 200 people and we are not able to practice 
social distancing let alone 6 feet apart. When 
employees have brought the considers to employer 
the employer has laid out our choices as: do what is 
being asked of the org or resign.

rtarrach@gmail.com Rayna Tarrach 2063274686

04/06/20 8:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Health, Community 
services, tribal epidemiology 
center

Seattle Indian Health Board 611 12th ave S Seattle Non-essential Youth services employees are being 
told by CEO they cannot work remotely based on 
misinformed understanding role's productivity and 
remote capability, and that their roles will change 
according to what suits the CEO's needs. Verbatim, 
"Job descriptions are irrelevant during pandemic. If I 
want you to wash down counters, you need to do it." 
Non-essential employees have been forced out of 
their jobs or to have reduced pay because they will 
only remotely. CEO is pressuring young case 
managers to work for other organizations without 
proper coverings and high risk workers with doctor's 
notes are being denied remote work as well.

shanoa.pinkham@gmail.com Shanoa Pinkham 206-778-6787

04/06/20 7:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Indian Health Board 611 12th Ave S Seattle Non-essential Youth Services employees are being 
told by the CEO they cannot work remotely based on 
misinformed understanding of role's productivity and 
remote capabiliy, and that their roles will change 
according to what suits the CEO's needs. Verbatim, 
"Job descriptions are irrelevent during pandemic. If I 
want you to wash down counters, you need to do it." 
Non-essential employees have been forced out of 
their jobs or to have reduced pay because they will 
only work remotely.CEO is pressuring young case 
managers to work for other organizations without 
proper coverings and high risk workers with doctor's 
notes are being denied remote work, as well.

lizarinny@yahoo.com Lisa 206-310-8115

03/30/20 7:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Indian health board 611 12th ave. S Seattle Half of the clinic does not physically work with 
patients. HR, admin, and researchers all are working 
in small spaces. Only a small group in our research 
dept is allowed to rotate working from home. 
Leadership has kept secret that one known 
employee contracted the virus. We have all been 
exposed to this employee yet we still have to go to 
work. Most of us can work from home or at least 
rotate.

03/31/20 5:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther seattle park & rec seattle park & rec 4420 south Genesee 98118 seattle I work for Seattle City Parks. Social distancing is not 
practiced inside our dispatch. Employees are still 
riding two to a truck to do their routes and our 
building is not cleaned by a janitorial team that most 
city operations have. We are asked to step out of our 
role as laborers for parks and clean our building. 
PPE is not being used while inside the building. I 
have distanced myself and asked for my own truck 
to do my job but there are too many incidences 
where workers are mingling and not being mindful. 
I'm asking to have dispatch to be given outdoors and 
that we rotate employees so there are less people 
here. We are listed as an essential job...and I want 
to perform my job in a safer environment.

mtsorman@gmail.com Mary 206-795-2480

03/31/20 11:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Municipal Department Seattle Parks and Recreation SE District Headquarters, S Genesee St.Seattle Grounds crew employees are not being informed 
about safety requirements and the risk of contracting 
Coronavirus. They are riding in trucks together, 
collecting garbage, and not using PPE. At district 
headquarters, social distancing is not being observed 
and basic sanitation measures are not followed. I 
wrote to the deputy superintendent about this but he 
did not reply. I am a former employee and have 
talked with many of my ex-coworkers about the 
situation. An employee in another district, Perry 
Wright, has died after contracting the virus.

jim.demetre@gmail.com Jim Demetre +12068514051

05/09/20 4:06 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Puppy Training facility Seattle Puppyworks 1417 10th Ave Seattle Starting 5/6 Puppyworks restarted group training 
classes. These include at least 15 people and 6 
puppies in one small 600 sq ft studio. It is impossible 
to social distance with this many people in a small 
area.

Daylon@seattlepuppyworks.com

04/25/20 2:11 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Newspaper Seattle Times 1000 Denny Way Seattle, WA 98109Seattle There are too many faux journalists congregating in 
their offices, plotting their next round of fake news 
meant to scare us hardworking citizens and 
taxpayers into submission. They are also drinking 
alcohol and smoking weed in an unsafe manner, by 
passing around bongs and glasses that they are 
sharing. This is dangerous to public health and 
journalism.

Kshama Sawant

04/25/20 2:11 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Newspaper Seattle Times 1000 Denny Way Seattle, WA 98109Seattle There are too many faux journalists congregating in 
their offices, plotting their next round of fake news 
meant to scare us hardworking citizens and 
taxpayers into submission. They are also drinking 
alcohol and smoking weed in an unsafe manner, by 
passing around bongs and glasses that they are 
sharing. This is dangerous to public health and 
journalism.

Kshama Sawant

03/31/20 8:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Newspaper Distribution Seattle Times 21229 72nd Ave S Kent Employees are not practicing social distancing and 
staying at minimum of 6 feet apart. There are no 
gloves or masks that are available for all workers.

jennilee.bennett@gmail.com Jennilee Bennett 2068773398

05/05/20 11:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Seaview Buick GMC 17909 highway 99 Lynnwood I visited this dealership as I saw they were open for 
sales 5/5  posted on there big light up sign as I drove 
by.. Once I pulled in I was greeted by a salesperson 
not wearing a mask..I was shocked..then upon 
entering the showroom after the salesperson told me 
to come in there were several employees at least 6 
standing around without masks but some wearing 
gloves and at least 3 diff customers not wearing 
masks appearing to be trying to buy a vehicle.They 
had no signs regarding social distance or any 
appearance of ppe..it was like business as usual..I 
asked about a van , they showed it to me ..I did not 
want to test drive it as it appeared very 
unsanitary..and I left as I did not feel safe or know 
whether it was ok to purchase a vehicle. There video 
sign says they are "Clean" I think not



04/28/20 2:18 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boat repair Seaview West Boatyard 6701 Seaview Ave NW Seattle I live next to this boatyard and have reported their 
lack of compliance with 6 foot rule several weeks 
ago.   On the day after there was a requirement to 
use face masks, most had on facemasks for a day 
or so.   Now they are either gone or worn over their 
throat area--there are several exceptions to this as 
occasionally one worker is seen with appropriate 
mask.   Social distancing appears to be nonexistent 
and there appears to be no attempt to change this.    
And why this is deemed an essential business is 
unclear--I see only individuals sailboats or yachts 
coming in for repair or maintenance.

janloeken@comcast.net Janiese Loeken (I'm a retired MD and have family member with covid so        this matters to me)2066343592

03/30/20 9:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boys and Girls Club Sedro Woolet Boys and Girls Club Unknown Sedro Wooley offering child care--how will social isolation be 
enforced?

bedrock1@wavecable.com Delius Raymond 360-466-4925

04/03/20 3:29 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essentially all businesses, 
but particularly essential 
food

See above County & perhaps State WideSee above Based on a sample of 2 (N = 2), including one major 
grocery store and one major chain tire shop, neither 
business, according to the manager, had direction 
from the county or state about how to comply with 
the Governor's proclamation for C-19 protections.

The grocery store installed a clear plastic barrier at 
the scanning check out location but the older person 
doing the bagging had nothing, and the manager 
said they did this on their own. No signage at the 
time (1.5 weeks ago when I was last in).

The tire shop did the usual: plastic over the steering 
wheel and seat cushions; however, I would question 
the door handles, keys, etc., if they had protection. 
This could be done better (with proper Health 
Department oversight, and should be done a lot 
better.

Sent an email to the local Kitsap County 
Commissioner but only got a short answer without 
addressing any improvements or change in the way 
the County does their health inspection and 
oversight business. 

The Kitsap County web site 
https://kitsappublichealth.org/CommunityHealth/Coro
naVirus.php is operational for providing statistical 
information but three months into this the County, 
led by the State, should be doing a whole lot more 
(in my opinion). 

heron1@comcast.net John Nantz, (BSCE, MSCE, PE)+1(360) 779-3494

05/10/20 7:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace warehouse sekisui aerospace 1502 20th st s auburn There are more than 50 people per department and 
there's 4 departments. Everyone has to stay close in 
the trim shop and some what the same with 
assembly.

05/10/20 8:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace warehouse sekisui aerospace / AIM Aerospace Inc. 1502 20th st nw auburn 12 cases of covid 19 in our company between 
sumner, Renton, and auburn. The auburn and 
sumner have had the most cases. people are not 6 
feet apart, and not practing social distancing. There's 
more than 20 people per department and there's 4 
departments.

05/10/20 7:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace warehouse sekisui aerospace / AIM Aerospace Inc. 1502 20th st NW auburn Everybody way closer than 3 feet apart. 30-50 
people per department. 4 departments.

04/07/20 8:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Selkirk Neurology 610 S. Sherman St #201 Spokane Given disposable n95 mask 3/30, using same mask 
daily. Was scolded for offering stable patients older 
than 70 years old to reschedule visit.

abessent1@gmail.com Anna Bessent 7143491208

04/07/20 8:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Selkirk Neurology 610 S Sherman St Spokane Work space is less than 6 ft apart without masks or 
enforcement of using masks

meriyanichole@gmail.com Meriya Vigil 3604894319

05/14/20 1:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Sellen 227 Westlake Ave N Seattle On the Amazon Block 18 build site the following has 
been observed this week (May 11-14).
There are about 90 workers from different trades on 
the site.  Social distancing practices are not being 
practiced or enforced.  
Sellen is telling workers who bring their own N95 
rated masks that they have. to place duct tape over 
the air hole.  They will not give a reason for this 
"rule" they require.  
The masks provided from the Union (Carpenters) do 
not fit a grown man's face.  They are made of fabric 
and are way too small.  They are sized for children.
Employees who have raised concerns over the 
violations have been told if they walk off the job they 
will not be eligible for unemployment.

05/16/20 8:51 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Selling and delivering furnitureSelmers Home Furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen Signs are on door that they are following the covid 
19 steps.... but they are not. They are delivering with 
no sanitation following or social distancing. They 
allow people in the store. They refuse to follow the 
rules.

Concerned customer

05/16/20 8:50 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Selling and delivering furnitureSelmers Home Furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen Signs are on door that they are following the covid 
19 steps.... but they are not. They are delivering with 
no sanitation following or social distancing. They 
allow people in the store. They refuse to follow the 
rules.

04/16/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lawn Care Senske 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane They have as many as 20 employees in their shop at 
a time, which doesn’t allow proper social distancing.

04/10/20 8:35 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hand sanitizer serenity bath by khaley WA-18, Maple Valley, WA 98038, United States Hobart, Washington 98038hobart, washington 98038 taking children out in public, selling hand sanitizer 
that is not effective and doesn't meet cdc guidelines, 
not following stay at home order

04/24/20 9:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Service Corporation International 1929 Allen Parkway Houston This company owns Evergreen Washelli Funeral 
Home & Cemetery located in shoreline. Workers 
have complained of inadequate or non-existent PPE. 
the company has told pregnant mothers to find a 
way to come to work and not stay home. They have 
told their employees not to speak to the media or 
speak out about practices at the funeral homes. 
families have not been forth coming about being 
covid-positive and have engaged in interaction with 
funeral stuff without ppe or social distancing norms. 
workers feel trapped and threatened. services have 
reached near 40-50 people against government 
orders. Please Help

Kflavin12@hotmail.com kevin flavin 3035133485

03/31/20 12:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fire, water, cleaning mitigation companyServpro of Central Seattle, Seattle Northeast, Kent and Federal Way (Allied Restoration LLC.)8320 S 208th St, H101 Kent Currently performing cleaning for positive covid19 
commercial job sites. Crew is not following proper 
sanitation protocol. Lack of hand washing, open 
mouth coughing, lack of social distancing. The office 
staff feels at risk as well as has concerns for other 
residential homes crew is entering.

Rashellezinger@aol.com Rashelle Zinger 253-561-5100

04/07/20 9:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Setina Manufacturing 2926 Yelm Hwy SE Olympia Handshaking, uncovered coughing observed. Not 
keeping 6 foot distance. No face or hand covering 
observed. Basically zero change in personal 
behaviors. A health inspector should visit, not a 
sheriff. There maybe bias if a law enforcement 
officer conducts inquiry, for this company 
manufactures law enforcement vehicle 
fittings/accessories.

Considered local citizen

04/14/20 7:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Seven eleven 627 1st Avenue Seattle It’s a mess. God Seattle get it together!  A shock!  
Can’t you get the people somewhere to stay inside. 
You need to get the door to the store clear!  You 
can’t walk in the store without going nose to nose 
with six people.

03/31/20 4:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate Several companies Lots of them King and Pierce county I am a realtor and three of my family members are in 
one capacity or another. The last 3 day has been 
disgusting to see all the agents breaking the rules - 
there is a vacant house next to me and 37 people 
were in it today! This weekend agents and builders 
had open houses.  I saw more cars in office parking 
lots than drug stores while driving around. This is 
NOT helping the spread of the virus and is a horrible 
reflection on the profession.  It will not stop unless 
Gov Inslee sys we have to stop business period. The 
agents are like 2 year olds and are embarrassing. 
Several of my neighbors are angry we are even 
allowed to work when they cannot.  PLEASE SHUT 
THE INDUSTRY DOWN except the sole function of 
closing existing sales. New business is NOT 
essential and is exposing too many people.  It was 
kind of him to try but the agents and office brokers 
are laughing and moving on like the old days - 
money is the root of all this, but we are struggling 
like everyone else and do NOT deserve a break. 
Thank you for listening and taking action.



05/08/20 9:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Shack Shake 2115 Westlake Ave Seattle Somebody has come down covid-19 at my work 
place and they still didn’t shutdown I don’t feel safe 
at work . they are not caring about the employees 
safety

05/13/20 4:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Senior Assisted Living Shag Senior Living Crossroads, Bellevue1390 158th Pl NE Bellevue 98008 Senior living facility has a Covid case, and they are 
not practicing cleaning procedures on weekends.

Anonymous

04/10/20 6:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Shake Shack 2115 Westlake Ave Seattle Shake Shack constantly has 15 to 20 people 
congregating outside waiting for pickups. Have photo 
also.

jkois0316@gmail.com John Kois 2532615485

04/09/20 12:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Share 2306 NE Andresen rd Vancouver This is a homeless service. They hire homeless 
workers to clean streets. I am also a service provider 
for another agency. My client is reporting COVId 19 
symptoms for 2 weeks now. They refused him 
anymore sick time and won’t lay people off. They are 
requiring he (formally homeless) come into work 
with other sick people. He says all the homelsss are 
sick together coughing and sneezing not covering 
faces. This will spread to all homelsss populations if 
Share doesn’t start taking this serious. There have 
been other issues in the past with how they treat 
their formally homeless workers by this can impact 
populations in Portland as well (only a brisk walk for 
our vulnerable homeless populations

Anon 3608367142

05/04/20 11:59 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Property Management Sharp Property Management 970 14th Ave Longview They have the ability to let us pay rent online, but 
they refuse to let us to do this. I tried asking them to 
let me pay online, so I wouldn’t need to go to the 
bank, handle cash and go to them, which could 
cause me to potentially get infected. I called the day 
before my daughter’s emergency surgery, asking to 
pay online. They refused.

mcnew.crystal@yahoo.com Crystal McNew 3607035845

05/07/20 8:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Shell Gas Station and food mart 6200 Corson Ave S Seattle no way to social distance!  Other customers were 
standing right behind me in line and when I asked 
them to stand back 6 feet, they refused and the 
owners did not do anything!

aaron@rideyourbike.com Aaron C. Goss 2069389795.0000

05/16/20 9:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sheri's Sweet Shop 207 Riverside Ave. Winthrop, WA Take out food, but people are eating in courtyard 
outside, but not social distancing.

customerservice@sherissweetshoppe.com

04/10/20 11:23 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sherwin Williams 1217 south grand ave Pullman Business is doing many deliveries to other 
custruction sites that should not be operating.  As 
well as not following social distancing guidelines in 
their interactions with customers at the store.

Anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 509-555-5555

04/28/20 8:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sherwin Williams floor coverings 4210 B St NW h Auburn This business is violating social distancing , not only 
are the office staff working on tight space (not 6feet 
apart) also not providing mask for their employees . 
Also the sub contractors going out on jobs aren’t 
practicing social distancing and doing non essential 
jobs .

Fred

04/17/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex Sherwood Gardens 2901 Auburn Way S Auburn In Auburn, still KING COUNTY. Apt Complex is still 
doing lawn maintenance again (which lasts for over 
an hour with no regard to social distancing, wearing 
PPE, etc.) with NO social distancing, just blowing air 
and germs onto all areas. Seen some of the workers 
SPITTING on the ground while leaf blowing the 
entire area! The complex has some employees and 
residents that are having gatherings and cookouts of 
about 10 people, playing music, grilling, etc. Also 
painting and light construction that is not essential 
for upkeep is still taking place on a regular basis with 
no distancing, no ppe.

04/02/20 10:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Shop N' Cart 108 S Montesano St Westport They do have the signs and tape on the floor, but the 
building is too crowded at times for the size of the 
store. They are not limiting the amount of people 
who are going into the store, making it impossible to 
stay 6ft apart. It has been brought to the owners' 
attention, but they are not complying.

survivor47_05@yahoo.com Teresa Mullert 360-880-5400

04/17/20 7:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Supermarket Shoprite 437 rt. 46 Rockaway I only put not following social distancing 
requirements because what I’m reporting wasn’t an 
option. As of last night, employees of Shoprite 
inRockaway including cashiers were not wearing a 
mask or any facial covering. This was the overnight 
shift. I contacted them the last time i went there to 
make a complaint, but it continued so I’m contacting 
you.

Nickmancini1@gmail.com Nick 201-259-9340

04/14/20 4:54 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther camp ground Shore Acres Resort on loon lake 41987 Shore Acres Rd  loon lake , WA 99148loon lake they are taking reservation for people to come 
camping this weekend, starting  April 15 2020 and 
on they have stated that they are under NO 
restrictions because they are privet property, and are 
encouraging people to come stay at their 
campground and cabins.  to come play at their 
playground, and beaches, walking trails as well as 
use their boat launches. they have said the don't feel 
its necessary to close down the campsite. they are 
claiming they are essential because they have long 
term RV's and fall under hotel guidelines.

i rather stay anonymous admin@shoreacresresort.com

05/09/20 7:30 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pet Store Sierra Fish & Pets 601 S Grady Way Suite M Renton None of the employees or customers are wearing 
PPE/masks.  Also, people inside store are not 
observing social distancing guidelines.

seamikey@hotmail.com Michael J Merry 4254968290 https://sierrafishandpets.com/contact-us

05/09/20 11:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturer cans silgan containers 45 E 3RD AVE Toppenish 509-865-4125
Not notifying their workers that there were confirmed 
covid case until week after when more cases 
confirmed that jumped to 7 confirm cases in 12 
hours with staff of 40.  They didn't shut down to 
clean until week after first case. Allowed workers to 
work sick. Not protecting their employees health the 
best theycould. Focusing overtime. Hiding 
information and putting

awalters@silgancontainers.com

04/13/20 5:00 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tutoring center Singapore math club 15015 Main Street. Suite #117Bellevue This employer is continuing to require her employees 
come to work in person spread out between two 
sites. Employees have not been given the option to 
work from home. They are afraid of losing their jobs 
and are not sure who can help them pressure their 
employer to allow them to work from home.

04/17/20 10:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sisters of Providence, Mt. St. Vincent 4831 35th Ave SW Seattle Employees found out that there were many more 
cases via the West Seattle Blog -- they are not being 
told of the risks being presented by the organization; 
there have been regular gatherings of residents 
without considerations for social distancing or PPE 
use; the staff was told to not wear masks days after 
finding out that there were cases on campus, 
guidelines are being ignored after complaints from 
staff to management. 
As a nursing home facility -- both Mt St Vincent and 
Sister of Providence are not protecting their staff or 
residents effectively, efficiently, or even reasonably.

04/10/20 11:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Skagit Hand Therapy 111 N 17th St. Mount Vernon The owner and operator is choosing to perform non-
essential hand therapy, as well as encouraging 
providers to work when feeling ill. It has come to my 
attention as a healthcare provider that the owner 
knowingly asked an employee to come in and work, 
when this individual tested POSITIVE for COVID 19. 
The employer also informed this employee to NOT 
contact any of the patients that she had interacted 
with that date because it would negatively influence 
the business. There have been multiple negligent 
actions that the owner Donna Klein has performed, 
simply for the sake of losing business and revenue.

Anonymous

03/31/20 6:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Skagit Hospital 1415 E. Kincaid St. Mount Vernon Punishing an employee (Kathleen Bechtol) who has 
worked from home in the past by making her work at 
the hospital. She used to work from home.

Anonymous

05/05/20 11:06 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other garden shop skagit valley gardens 18923 peter johnson rd conway not following social distancing or ppe

03/31/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Skanska 737 Logan Ave Renton There are only 2 hand washing stations onsite for a 
20 man crew, forcing workers to crowd together. 
Also employees are using the same honeybuckets 
throughout the day

03/31/20 7:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Skanska 737 Logan Ave N Renton The project is for Boeing  and called Apron R. It is 
out of sight between Boeing and Lake Washington. 
Looks like 30 people still working. The work requires 
employees to interact directly with each other 
throughout the day. No pathogen PPE is being 
provided.

X X X



05/18/20 12:03 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other skating rink skate mania 5461 SE Maricamp Rd Ocala, FL  34480 an observation i pick up is ,  I have seen people 
takeoff there mask, and they do not clean up 
anything it’s always dirty no one‘s practicing social 
distancing it’s also crowded with 100 or 200 people 
and there’s been pass reports of minors doing sexual 
acts inside the building , lice , and other things my 
concern is everyone’s going inside there without a 
mask ,they’re not checking temperatures and there’s 
no reason this place should be open.

lucky89ninja@gmail.com

03/31/20 9:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Skaug Brothers Glass 424 S Burress Ave Moses Lake Forcing employees to fit in four in a truck to drive to 
a job site two hours away. Not able to following 
social distancing requirements hauling glass or being 
in the field on a lift. The boss telling employees "if 
they do not want to work in Quincy and feel unsafe 
(a city with a large outbreak) then he better not see 
them out on the weekends or at walmart." Disgusting 
business owner.

03/31/20 7:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Skyline Communications 12002 Beverly Park Road Everett I have spoken to former coworkers about they have 
been doing during the Stay at Home order today. 
One had recently gotten let go due to working from 
home. A second friend let me know that he was 
being required to work in the office with more than 
10 people working in the same area. His work can 
be done entirely from home. The owner is requiring 
staff to work in the office without the option to work 
from home.

daniel_scarsorie@projectgarage.coDaniel Scarsorie 425-457-0110

04/09/20 2:18 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Horse stable Skyreach Equestrian 22828 156th Ave SE Keny Horseback riding is a recreational activity, not 
essential for all owners/clients. The training and care 
staff are essential, but that's so the owners can stay 
home.  This place is following zero biosecurity 
measures, making it a higher risk vector 
environment for essential staff, veterinarians, 
farriers.

Ardelle.a.rivera@gmail.com Ardelle 4253247302

04/03/20 4:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Skyway / Nutter 321 C St Washougal Wa Construction of an Irongate storage business. Not as 
many men working, but those that are seem to be 
face to face on the roof. Others are working inside 
buildings.
I would think a storage unit wouldn't exactly be 
essential.

evelynbari@yahoo.com Evelyn

04/20/20 6:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Slayden 4401 N Aubrey L White Pkwy, Spokane, WA 99205spokane People in same lifts with out face masks... 
   This is unsafe for our community.

Amy Lee

04/22/20 6:52 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Slick Rock Tanning and Spa Sullivan road Spokane valley These salons stayed open after the rest of us closed 
March 16. They're still doing live videos of 
employees together not practicing any type of social 
distancing.

Tsteenburgen@yahoo.com Traci Steenburgen 5099512010

04/05/20 5:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Smart & final 4980 stockdale Bakersfield I'm a customer  and family  member  of a current 
worker here and this store as other smart &final  
stores  the employees are not wearing  masks or 
gloves they are allowed to let large groups people  in 
store and they make employees clean the restroom  
that people   use and possibly infected  also they are 
told to pick up the gloves in the parking lot that 
people  are dropping  in parking  lot  my family  
member  who works here is a high risk employee  
with asthma  they are told to work or lose your job  
this is bullying  and unsafe practice  and there doing  
this all for minimum wage  its ridiculous

Gomezmona092@gmail.com Mona Reyes 6618056289

04/12/20 8:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Smart Food Service 10611 NE 53rd Street Vancouver My wife works for this company and from what she's 
been telling me I'm VERY concerned. People are 
NOT taking it seriously. There is very little ppe being 
worn. NO cutting back on amount of people being 
alowed in the store. And 6 foot social distancing is 
NOT being practiced or enforced. This has been the 
situation since the pandemic started. ANY 
investigation into this or any help would be 
GREATLY appreciated...Thank you

o019seahawks750o@yahoo.comErik Tanksley 3607213517

05/14/20 11:39 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plants store Smart gardens Argonne Spokane No one working there does anything. They don't 
clean, no gloves or masks no distancing even tho 
they have signs.
Been there 3 times now nothings changed. Gas 
station is safer then there is.

05/07/20 1:53 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Smart Gardens Nursery Argonne Spokane No one working there is doing anything with social 
distancing, not wearing any protection and not 
enforcing it at all. They have no PPE even available 
for the people working at the front counter. The lady 
was trying to put on gloves that were too small and 
there was zero clean up happening. This is about the 
Nursery store....not the landscape dept.

05/15/20 11:15 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Monitoring Company Smart Start 7520 n Market st Spokane I'm a repair shop and was told by Smart Start to use 
the customer's breathalyzer machine to start the 
vehicle so I can repair it. They would not disable the 
device, advised me to learn how to use it. I'm a 
licensed essential business repairing vehicles.

four2onelow@gmail.com Jeffrey Bordner 5099912151

04/05/20 12:58 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Service station maintenance SME Solutions LLC 10107 South Tacoma Way #A2Lakewood, Wa I work at this company and while they are an 
essential business they are making employees do 
work that is non essential. This is putting the 
employees and everyone around them at risk for no 
other reason but profit, all the while management 
and office personnel are safe at home. We should 
be doing emergency calls  keeping site running not 
worrying about one fueling point out of 8 or doing a 
upgrade that can wait until this is over. We should 
not be business as usual! This is very irresponsible.

gnat_hacker@yahoo.com Concerned employee not to be named

04/03/20 1:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Small engine shop Smittys ope 2010 fruitvale blvd Yakima There is no guideline of any kind for employee or 
custumers

Rruthereyet@aol.com Retta hale 5099857716

05/09/20 1:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Woodshop? Snaptex northwest 1143 nw 52nd st Seattle No masks or gloves.  Working close together to put 
stuff in vehicles in driveway. Not even essential?

05/14/20 10:36 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Professional court-ordered supervisionSno-King Visitation 12303 Cyrus Way Suite 107 Mukilteo Business is violating stay home order because they 
are merging 3 households at the same time. Not 
practicing social distancing.

marissa.r.moxley@gmail.com VIA 211 Marissa Shachmurove -206229.0021 https://www.sno-kingvisitation.com/

05/14/20 1:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse/factory Snow & Son's Produce Co 521 Wellner Rd, Outlook, WA 98938outlook This business has many people working together. 
They are not doing social distancing. Please help 
and fix this. Plus not all the employees want to listen 
and wear masks.

04/24/20 3:04 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse/Factory Snow & Son's Produce Co 521 Wellner Rd, Outlook, WA 98938Outlook This warehouse is not caring for the people. They 
are checking the temperature 2-3 hours later, when 
we are already working. They are letting a lot of 
people be together without masks, they are not being 
strict with the cleaning, PLEASE HELP!!!

julissaanguiano2018@gmail.comJulissa Anguiano (509) 305-5010

04/02/20 2:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Sod house bakery 2114 NE 65th ST Seattle I work here and I know with absolute certainty that I 
am not safe. I can’t keep customers to stay 6 feet 
away from me nor has my employer tried to make 
this possible even with growing concerns. I’m in a 
tight space with my coworkers who I cannot stay 
away 6 ft from. I also feel that baked goods and 
coffee are NOT ESSENTIAL. you can make these 
items at home. Breathing and talking can spread the 
virus and we all breath on the food all day long.

Tinybettyyy@gmail.com Prefer not to answer 2069492057

04/06/20 10:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Geotechnical engineer Soil & Water Technologies INC 517 W 23rd St Vancouver This company is located at the personal residence of 
the owner.  He currently has employees showing up 
to this residence. The employees are constantly in 
and out of the residence, and drive to other 
locations.  They do not drive separately, either; they 
are driving together in vehicles without any face 
masks or gloves, and most of the time, the owner of 
this business is having employees simply work on 
his own yard, which is very close to other neighbors.  
They do not practice social distancing whatsoever, 
and I'm not entirely sure if this business is even 
essential. (They merely do consult work with private 
homeowners and some contractors.)

sopjos89@gmail.com Mark 3607715998

03/31/20 8:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Solie Funeral home 3301 Colby ave Everett Staff was meeting with a family and 11 of us in 
person and there was no room inside to stay 6 feet 
apart.  The older manager Caucasian male was 
coughing and looking sick.  
Don't want them to get in trouble, just want them to 
follow rules.

Anonymous customer 4250000000

05/01/20 5:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Funeral home Solies Funeral Home 3301 Colby ave Everett My boyfriend works at Solie's and he is concerned 
about his exposure.  The manager Jon Gordon has 
been coming in to work even though he says he is 
sick.  My boyfriend said Jon has been coughing and 
going home early but is still coming in to work.  We 
are worried that Jon hasn't been tested.

Valerie



04/01/20 11:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Solstice Senior Living 8264 West Granddge Blvd. Kennewick There are 4 individuals sick with Corona V, 1 is self-
quarentined  on site, as her husband had it. Plus 1 
sea related to coronavirus. Anyway staff that has 
been "exposed" to this situation are being talked to 
about their exposure, but being told that they can still 
come to work??? This doesn't seem right.

Jjohn47@hotmail.com N/A-Anonymous N/A

05/15/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Songbird Holdings LLC 13915 NE 29th Avenue Vancouver Construction workers are not wearing masks and 
are not social distancing.  I have photos and videos 
of them in direct violation of this order.

04/01/20 2:24 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Sonic Drive In 13609 Meridian E Puyallup No one had gloves on and they touched money and 
then food without washing hands or switching gloves 
between.

03/30/20 6:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Call Center "Video Relay" Sorenson Communications 673 Woodland Square Loop Lacey Sorenson has yet to permit all interpreters to work 
from home although they have had the capability 
since last year. The interpreters are forced to come 
into the building to work in cubicals that less than 3 
feet apart with no limits on how many are in the 
office. They have to team and sit next to each other 
or walk by each station multiple times a day. There is 
only one entrance and bathroom and there is no one 
designated to clean or sanitize the office. It is packed 
with interpreters doing video relay service which 
means it could be anywhere between 16-40 people 
all working in close proximity to each other. Only 4 
interpreters have been able to get equipment to work 
from home while the rest are begging corporate to 
be able to do so also. This is a very dangerous 
environment because of how close everyone is 
sitting and how much exposure they have with each 
other. The director is in Salt Lake City at 
Headquarters and it is very apparent that they have 
taken a hands off approach to following the law.

04/03/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Sound Ford in Renton 101 SW Grady Way Renton We walked on the lot. There were people sitting in 
the main area for selling vehicles. Saw handshake 
exchange. They were using some kind of spray but 
no appointment was needed to be made. Not 
following the rules of other car lots.

mistieevans@yahoo.com Mistie Piper 2067148194

05/13/20 2:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Sound Integrated Health 3640 S. Cedar st suite M Tacoma I am an employee there, this place new that 
someone was exposed and was positive for the 
corona and instead of informing us we all worked 
with the employee. We have no ppe equipment, nor 
a plastic shield to protect us when I’m contact with 
patients. I’m a very high risk pregnancy and I was 
told to return to work right after testing which is not 
safe for employees nor patients. I’m really concern 
with how this place is ran during this pandemic for 
the safety of the employees and patients along with 
their families.

Diaz.samantha68@yahoo.comSamantha Plummer (253)882-9483

05/11/20 6:55 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sound transit Sound transit All over Seattle Your sound transit employees are not wearing 
masks. There is no social distancing on light rail or 
the sounder

You

03/30/20 3:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sound Transit n/a Seattle Sound Transit continues its field jobs. The 
construction workers are unable to follow the social 
distancing requirements, working in close proximity 
and sharing tools. DOT has closed; ST should also 
have to close.

04/04/20 1:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sound transit OMFE M200 1899 120TH NE BELLVUE They shut down the joint site next door because of 
the virus and many of the workers have been 
jumping from one job to the other . Many of the 
workers who have gone back and forth have been 
told to self quarantine. But they have been in contact 
with the m200 many many times. They shut down 
that site but not m200. 
Instead of keeping us 6ft apart ,HANSELL PHELPS 
has made us sign a paper every day saying we 
choose not to stay 6ft apart. We dont have a choice 
not to. If we choose to self quarantine , we are told 
we won't be able to come back to that jobsite. You 
won't be fired but they will fill your position.  If there 
is no other job going you will have to go on the out of 
work list. How is a maintenance yard that isn't even 
open yet essential?

04/30/20 6:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sound West Group 320 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Construction has ramped up again on this private 
development.   Construction workers are 
congregating on the street, way closer than 6 feet, 
not wearing masks.  They congregate on the street 
up the block, standing in the way of the exits to 
private residences, sitting on their stoops and 
windowsills.  Workers did not move when residents 
attempted to leave the building

lbodine@gmail.com Laura Minter 6464601240

04/18/20 12:13 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment community South Hill by Vintage Apartments 14108 Meridian E Puyallup I would like to make a complaint that I’ve observed at 
South Hill by Vintage apartments in Puyallup 
Washington. This property is letting people in of 
more than the allotted amount at a time To fill out 
applications and tax credit paperwork they are 
congregating in a small room and no one is wearing 
masks and gloves and Is not being sanitized before 
and after people are coming and going. This is very 
disturbing to me with the pandemic that is going on 
right now. Also this action is being done inside the 
office of South Hill by vintage by a sister community 
that is pre-leasing apartments from there community 
Business center.
Thank you

kathydewitt235@gmail.com Kathy Dewitt 253-508-8224

04/10/20 9:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business South Seattle Veterinary Hospital 11033 1st Avenue South Seattle facial mask and gloves are not being distributed to 
employees. Forced to work in non-social 6 feet 
distance. Too many clients in exam rooms or the 
lobby. No limiting traffic. 
Positive COVID-19 client's dog was seen yesterday 
in the parking lot. Owner is sic k and no staying 
home to protect the staff.

kendra14_26@yahoo.com Kendra 2536179324

05/09/20 5:44 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other hardware store Southend Hardware 18707 Pacific Ave S Spanaway, WA 98387 I went in there yesterday for hardware items and 
was shocked to see that this business had taken 
absolutely no steps to comply with social distancing 
requirements.

There was no spacing marks on the floor for 
customers. There were no sneeze guards for the 
employees.

Not a single employee or customer that I could see 
were wearing a mask. The parking lot was packed.

I left immediately upon seeing this.

Something needs to be done!

04/15/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape Southern By Design 5316 173rd Pl SW Lynnwood I observed a truck with 3 employees driving/riding 
together, which isn't following the social distancing 
guidelines.

05/01/20 9:55 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Spa-Go LLC 678 Industry Dr Tukwila Providing delivery and moving services that are not 
essential and violating the social distancing 
requirements by having multiple people riding in one 
truck.

jordyn.johanson@hotmail.comJordyn Avery 3604703820

03/31/20 4:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Spanky Burger & Brew 601 S Pine St Tacoma This businesses is operating a take-out service in 
name only. When I placed an order from this 
restaurant recently, upon entering to pick up my 
food, I was dismayed to find 10-15 patrons sitting 
around at tables inside waiting for pick-up orders, 
many of whom had been served beers in open 
containers and were no more than a couple feet 
apart. While the restaurant has obstensibly 
cancelled dine-in service, customers are sitting 
crowded together drinking or waiting for their food 
orders for up to 30 minutes. The staff did not seem 
to have taken any extra hygenic or safety 
precautions nor made any attempts to remind 
customers to practice recommended social 
distancing.

dylantreleven@gmail.com Dylan Treleven 2532222872

05/18/20 12:36 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garage door company Specialty Door Service 23102 55th Ave west Mountlake Terrace Technicians are performing non essential jobs and 
office staff is forced to work in office without proper 
social distancing procedures when everyone could 
be working remotely.

Bob Forbes

05/15/20 10:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Specialty Door Service 23102 55th Ave w Mountlake terrace Not following social distancing in field or office. 
Employees with health conditions forced to work in 
field and office regardless of availability to 
telecommute.

05/01/20 7:48 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Door repair Specialty door service 23102 55th Ave w Mountlake terrace Having office staff and technicians work closely 
together



04/21/20 7:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Specialty Eyecare Centre 1920 116th Ave NE Bellevue Opthalmologist office had patient on 4/17/2020 who 
then tested positive for COVID19 later the same day. 
They are now sending letters, not calls, to clients 
from the same day and no exposed employees are 
being required to quarantine.

3854290666

03/30/20 6:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Telecommunications Spectrum 521 ne 136th Avenue Vancouver WaVancouver Call center , Not spacing 6 ft apt Thompson

04/06/20 8:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Spokane Emergency 
Management

Spokane Emergency Management 1616 N Rebecca Spokane Spokane Emergency Management is not following 
social distancing requirements. 20 plus people in a 
room, not spacing out and congregating around, 
again not following social distancing. They have 
been given the option to wear a mask and given the 
masks to wear as well, and they have chosen to not 
wear them.

04/07/20 10:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Galvanizing plant Spokane galvanizing 2727 S Garfield Rd, Airway Heights, WA 99001Airway heights No work standing around always within arms reach 
of each other or shoulder to shoulder lunch room 
always within a couple feet we galviniz steel our yard 
is empty we are being forced to be here please look 
into this I and many other employees feel at risk

04/06/20 4:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Spokane Treatment Solutions 723 E Liberty Ave #1 Spokane We have been approved for telehealth, and we are 
still doing in person SUD assessments. We are still 
doing individual sessions, and facilitating groups up 
to 10 people including the facilitator in person, where 
there is not enough room to create social distancing. 
There is not 6 feet of distance between us and the 
clients, and we are not being offered any PPE. At 
one point they were actually telling us we could not 
use the PPE inthe facility. The intakes have actually 
doubled since the pandemic started.The State Opiod 
Treatment Authority has been contacted, and even 
they said there is no reason to continue to facilitate 
in person groups, or intakes if it can be avoided. The 
lobby has been crowded at various times throughout 
the day, with well over 25 clients waiting to dose. 
They have taken little action to create social 
distancing. If we have inquired about taking a leave 
because we have immediate family members who 
have compromised preexisting health issues, they 
have insinuated that we may not have a job when we 
come back. Please feel free to contact me.

danielmarte11481@yahoo.comDaniel D Marte 5092703749

04/06/20 4:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Spokane Treatment Solutions 4305 e Trent ave Spokane Wa 99212Spokane I am a counselor and I am not given the opportunity 
to practice social distancing. I am having to do 
counseling and intakes in a small office with no 
ventilation.

Michellevillanueva2010@gmail.comMichelle Villanueva 5094700452

05/14/20 3:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Spokane veterans home 222 e fifth ave Spokane Violating hipaa and asking employees to email covid 
test results to HR, infectious control is being handled 
by the scheduled/payroll and we have an infectious 
control nurse. Having positive employees work as 
long as they don’t have a fever. Firing people for 
sticking up for themselves. 2 people got fired already.

05/05/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Spokane veterans home 222 w 5th ave Spokane washington I would like to report this nursing home facility for not 
following the guidelines by the spokane health 
department or the CDC. This facility has not properly 
quarantined residents, healthy residents in electric 
wheel chairs are allowed to go in and out of the 
facility to smoke cigerettes, to get to there outside 
destination they must go through the quarantined 
area.  They are putting residents at risk by not 
providing a safe path for them to go outside. The 2nd 
floor RCM has been seen going to patients rooms on 
the 1st floor where there are many positive cases to 
be found, without proper gowns and mask. She then 
goes to the 2nd floor without proper sanitization of 
her hands and clothing. I fear she is helping with the 
spread of this virus. Staff is not kept up to date on 
PPE or guidelines, this is the responsibility of the 
infection control Hardish Kendrich. The director of 
nursing is nowhere to be seen ever. It is her 
responsibility to oversee the nursing staff as a 
whole. She puts this responsibility on nurses and 
Francis Bean who is not qualified for this 
responsibility. I fear for the remaining residents and 
staff of this home being infected further. Proper 
cleaning by professionals not the healthcare workers 
is required in order to stop the spread of infection in 
this facility. This facility also has a staffing agency 
who goes to other facilities helping to spread this 
among the rest of the community. Please this facility 
has endangered many lives by not following proper 
procedure. They do know how to comply as I have 
witness them do it when an outside source such as 
the health department or state, come into the facility 

aprilbaum7.ab@gmail.com April york 2087040525

04/01/20 2:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Sportsman Warehouse 11505 NE 4th plain blvd vancouver There seems to be no safety measures in place for 
customers or employees besides a few panels at the 
cashier stands. Numerous people are gathering at 
the back firearm/hunting counters. They have tape 
on the ground but do not enforce anyone to stay 6 
feet apart. They also have customers stand within a 
foot of the employee helping them and/or when we 
are purchasing items.

05/18/20 6:28 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Sportsman's warehouse 120 31st Ave SE Ste G Puyallup I went for drive up pickup today, and no one is 
masked or with ANY PPE. They're fully open for 
shopping and toting that they have "never closed" 
despite all other like stores closing. Their employees 
had no clue how to social distance and store was 
packed.

mirandazach@outlook.com Miranda Rose Zacharias 2535921560

05/14/20 1:34 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other sporting goods sportsmans warehouse 1405 S 348th ST federal way No masks on any employees. One  of the employees 
told me they are short staffed due to employees 
calling in sick. If businesses are open masks need to 
be required.

lopan@sktnetbb.com 2062004706

03/31/20 1:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Spring creek apartments 194 e. Kellogg rd. Bellingham Employees are still working on site at this business 
and are in close approximation to each other as well 
as others.    Worried about the vulnerability of 
employees and residents on site.

05/15/20 2:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction SPU / Hydromax 700 5th Ave. Seattle This is the second incident of these guys working in 
front of our homes and not wearing masks. This 
time the masks are down on their chins. Apparently 
the complaint I made 2 weeks ago about one of 
these guys turning to speak to me two feet away and 
talking without a mask had no effect. Aare we just 
reporting for BS sake?

no no no

05/02/20 4:33 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sewer & Drain Inspection SPU Sewer & Drain 700 5 Av Seattle I opened my door to find a guy standing 2 feet away. 
He turned and spoke to me WITHOUT A MASK and 
DIDNT MOVE BACK to obey the 6 feet rule.

ldinballard@gmail.com Lorna None City of Seattle

04/21/20 9:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business St. Elizabeth Hospital 1455 Battersby Ave Enumclaw I currently work at the hospital and they are not 
taking the 6Ft distance serious in the Patient Access 
Dept. An employee tested positive with Covid and 
was in close contact with co workers and the 
manager And Director did not have employees self 
isolate unless they have symptoms. Employees were 
in very near contact with positive person. Also, they 
have not installed the sneeze  guards for protection. 
Employees fear they have had the exposure and not 
allowed to self isolate.

Renee Yanchura COO

05/11/20 9:00 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Thrift store St. Vincent DePaul 3284 RICKEY ROAD BREMERTON The work areas are not allowing employees to stay 
6ft. Apart. This is not an essential business. They 
don't have enough face masks for workers. Workers 
are washing disposable face masks.

Gudluckcharm1111@gmail.com

03/30/20 7:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Stacy and Witbeck, Kiewit, Hoffman, a joint venture15711 Aurora Ave North Shoreline There has been numerous times I have driven past 
the construction site in the past week and seen 3 to 
4 workers within 6ft of each other.  Also, have seen 
4 workers inside one 4-door pickup going to and 
from the site.

bnhspeedwagen@gmail.com Brandon Humphrey 2064466483



04/30/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agricultural Stadelman Fruit 200 W Northstone Parkway Zillah, Washington 98953Zillah Hi,
One of my relatives works for Stadelman Fruit and 
today (04/30/20) between 12:00pm-1:00pm over 
100 employees from their different orchards are 
going to be gathering at their Buena/Zillah location 
for a mandatory meeting. At one of their orchard 
locations someone tested positive for the virus. It is 
extremely critical to follow the governors order and 
it’s something that they must need to be called out 
for because this meeting could have definitely been 
held in smaller groups. So, they are an essential 
business not following the order and they are holding 
extremely large meetings and making it mandatory. 

Meeting location: 131 Bella Terra Rd, Zillah, WA 
98953

05/11/20 8:28 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other fruit warehouse stadelmans Fruit 111 Meade Drive Zillah this morning, large groups of workers outside the 
main office getting paid, standing well within six feet 
of each other, no protective masks.

509-949-3525

05/01/20 2:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Stadium Thriftway 618 N 1st street Tacoma They are not limiting the amount of people in 
restrooms.

04/21/20 7:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Stadium Thriftway 618 N 1st St Tacoma Too many people inside store.  Aisles are too narrow 
and there is no social distancing enforcement 
whatsoever.  No limit on customers.  No employees 
at the door to count or limit.  The U-Scans are two 
feet apart at best.  It’s a very dangerous atmosphere.

05/03/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag barber and styling snohomish 1401 ave d Snohomish Please review guildlines with owner and have him 
not be open unless he can obey
Thank you

04/19/20 12:53 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Stans Merry Mart 733 south wenatchee ave Wenatchee I drove by stans and every single parking spot in the 
parking lot was full. I actually ate lunch on the road 
in my car because I needed to stop and eat. Every 
time one person pulled out another pulled in. There 
were also several large families going in together. I 
saw nobody wearing a mask

dpearl84@icloud.com Devin Gerst 5096995344

03/30/20 2:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Star Market 1433 s 56th St Tacoma There is nothing one can sensibly see as being 
deemed essential at this storefront - yet it remains 
open without any regard to public safety and 
awareness. No safety/warning/covid-19 signage in 
sight. Obvious to customers no attempt to sanitize.  
No ‘no-contact’ protocol. Asked for cleanup and 
informed of coronavirus. No care shown by 
operators to take action.

Bunnypatajo@gmail.com Bunny

03/30/20 11:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Starbuck 2401 Utah Ave S 8th Floor, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle Starbucks is not assisting employee with providing 
essential such as medical mask and gloves to 
preventing infecting with COVID-19. Also if an 
employee want to be able to bring their own medical 
mask due to Starbucks not providing medical mask, 
they are denied under the reason of the medical 
mask going against dress code.

misslatina99@gmail.com Violeta Mamani (206)592-8295

04/08/20 12:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Starbucks 5221 15th ave NW Seattle Employees are unable to maintain safe distance. 
Saw limited masks and employees close enough to 
touch each other. Coffee is a convenience not an 
essential need!

Ashleengrant@gmail.com Ashlee Grant 2069349557

05/10/20 10:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apartment business Office Stazione 25 2615 25th Ave S. Seattle I have witnessed three or more people in the office 
not wearing masks on many occasions. People who 
work in the office have come up to me and not 
stayed 6-10 feet away.

04/28/20 11:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction stephen crane, contractor 4611 NE 178TH ST 98155 lake forest park painters onsite on 4/28 with no masks, no gloves, no 
glasses. reported concern to city's construction 
permit enforcer who said he can't do anything. spoke 
with painters and they refused to comply. stephen 
crane has already been called by LFP once today 
over this issue. non-compliance is blatant and 
repeated.

kathy@outonalimbseattle.comkathy holzer 2069383779

05/15/20 1:44 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing Sterling international 3808 N Sullivan rd building 16Spokane valley People are not following the 6ft rule, always going 
around touching people, wearing no mask, not 
washing hands after restroom, coughing or sneezing.

05/12/20 11:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Stetson Heights 6200 Glenwood Rd SW Port Orchard Active construction site and no one on site is 
wearing required PPE

05/06/20 12:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership STEVE HAHN 1730 south first street Yakima A top manager came in two or three days ago very 
I'll. He tested positive for the coronavirus. A 
mechanic whose wife has coronavirus is also still 
working there nonprexautions are being taken. They 
have called all their workers back to work and now 
all employees have been exposed. They are making 
the employees stay and work and do not provide 
masks for their safety.  All they are doing is exposing 
more people to this virus

5094901847

05/08/20 11:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automotive Steve Hahns 1730 south 1st street Yakima Someone that works at Steve Hahns was tested for 
Coronavirus and the test came back positive. The 
shop was not closed for sanitation. Another person 
had symptoms and had to be tested.

05/08/20 1:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Steve Hahns auto 1730 south 1st street Yakima Worker came to work for 3 days while feeling sick 
and was tested for Coronavirus. The test came back 
positive and the shop did not close down to sanitize. 
Another worker came up sick and got tested for 
coronavirus. The shop still has not closed for 
sanitation. The workers of the Steve hahns feel 
unsafe continuing to work.

04/07/20 10:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Steve private contractor 6324 34th ave sw Seattle The construction workers are not practicing social 
distancing and they are not working on a 
government housing project. They are building town 
homes for a private contractor

Rose.graham@hotmail.com Rose graham 2063699925

04/02/20 9:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Stewart's meats 17821 WA-507 Yelm My son's girlfriend works here and said they are not 
taking precautions at all.. they're having workers just 
wash their gloves instead of changing their gloves. 
They are not required to wear gloves or masks while 
working with the meat. Workers are not washing 
their hands. The amount of people in the lobby 
allowed does not allow 6ft.. nor in the back for the 
workers.. it's very concerning to my son's girlfriend 
and me.. She said they don't care about what's going 
on at all.. It's not ok

aimers77@gmail.com Amanda 3605847422

05/19/20 9:20 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Stewarts Meat Market 17821 State Route 507 Yelm My partner has been at Stewarts to purchase meat.  
The first time, two weeks ago, you got a number, sat 
in your car for your turn and their employees wore 
masks.  Yesterday, 5/18/20, none of the employees 
wore masks, they were not limiting how many people 
were in the store or keeping them 6' apart - even the 
clerk kept trying to stand close to him. It also makes 
me wonder if the person packing the meat in the 
back is wearing ppe?

05/14/20 7:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Stewart’s meats 17821 star route 507 SE Yelm NO ONE wearing face covering or social distancing. 
I was wearing a mask but the girl that was going to 
take my order walked right up to me. I asked “so no 
one is wearing a mask?”  She replied “nope.”

04/27/20 7:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Stirling Properties LLC 16 Valley Street Seattle The construction workers do not follow social 
distancing guidelines. They make sure they work 
very closely together on the site as I have observed 
from my window. Secondly it is highly unfair that 
construction in a residential neighborhood is allowed 
to begin at 7 AM until 7 PM during a time when 
people cannot leave their homes. How are they 
allowed to disturb the neighborhood that is trying to 
study and work for a construction project that isn’t 
even for low income individuals? This construction 
site is only for profit, for wealthy Amazon employees, 
it’s on their advertisement . The government needs 
to protect the community and ensure we have quiet 
safe neighborhoods.

Djohn@gmail.com 3035913288 Gary and Rowena Ard’s project: rowenaard@gmail.com

05/19/20 7:44 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business STONE DENTISTRY 5663 E Circle Drive Suite 600Cicero This dentist office is not following the proper 
protocols. They are seeing all patients instead of only 
emergency. No mask are being worn. Patients are 
not 6 feet apart.

05/07/20 5:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction stoney ridge construction 265 Clearfield Rd New Providence their are more than 4 in a house and there not 
warring face mask on housed there are building for 
S&A homes

04/30/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Street construction on 108th Ave NE 108th Ave NE Kirkland The construction workers on 108th Ave ne Kirkland 
near Metropolitan Market are not wearing face 
masks and are within 6 feet of each other.

Rrsteijn@gmail.com Rachelle



05/12/20 10:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business SUBLIME GARDENS 8705 Marsh Rd SNOHOMISH All employees of Sublime Gardens working at the 
Snohomish Farmers Market were not wearing 
masks and also handling food without gloves. I 
personally was there and witnessed it.

info@sublimegardendesign.com

05/09/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Sultan Red Apple 297827 US-2 Sultan I went shopping today at the Sultan Red Apple and 
unlike other groceries I’ve been to recently there 
were zero social distancing measures in place here. 
No one had masks, not even the employees. 
Everyone is standing in clusters and tight lines, and 
one of the cashiers mocked me for wearing a mask 
when I stood in line (no one else in pretty much the 
whole store had any kind of mask on). She said to 
me, “you look ridiculous. Paranoid much?”

05/08/20 10:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Summerwood Park HOA in Puyallup WaSummerwood Park HOA / J and M property management17404 Meridian E Ste F puyallup WA summerwood park HOA keeps having food tucks at 
the community park and and everyone is hanging 
out in large groups by the food trucks.

stacy@jandmmanagement.com

04/17/20 4:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Summit View Koi 17107 82nd Ave E Puyallup, WA  98375 1. Owner and owner's pet flout social distancing and 
on public road get face to face with children and two 
older women. Owner's dog scratches one of the 
women. Owner emits droplets by speaking and 
yelling at these people on public street.

2. Owner may be discriminating these Asian 
Americans by screaming at them while they are on 
public street that they are not to walk onto the street 
in front of this business. The street is an easement 
but the road to this business.

Annonymous svkoi@live.com

05/13/20 2:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sun break cafe 22 a street #5303 Auburn 11. Any condiments typically left on the table 
(ketchup, soy sauce, etc.) must be single-use or 
sanitized after each use.

05/13/20 10:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sun Break Cafe 22 A Street SW Auburn Sun Break Cafe is violating Phase one and Phase 
two (which has not even been approved by the 
governor yet) of L&I Safety Regulations. They are in 
violation where Employees and customers are at risk 
in the County, King County, where the 
virus is most prominent!
Employeess are not required to have temperatures 
taken upon arrival, there is not a supervisor making 
sure that all sanitation requirements are met. 
Employees cannot stay 6 feet apart when interacting 
with the cash register and paying customers, there 
are no shields set up for protection that you see at 
other establishments. The establishment has not 
been deep cleaned and sanitized to ensure that 
there are not prior existing Covid19 germs. This is a 
cafe where the main customer age is "high risk" 
elderly customers and since closure has not been 
sanitized. 
They are violating L&I Covid 19 requirements, 
employee safety and customer safety is at risk.
Violations include:
 Establish a housekeeping schedule that includes 
frequent cleaning and sanitizing with a 
particular emphasis on commonly touched surfaces.
 Screen employees for signs/symptoms of COVID-
19 at start of shift. Make sure sick employees 
stay home or immediately go home if they feel or 
appear sick. Cordon off any areas where an 
employee with probable or confirmed COVID-19 
illness worked, touched surfaces, etc. until the 
area and equipment is cleaned and sanitized. 

Anonymous

05/15/20 4:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sun willows golf course 2535 N 20th ave Pasco Large gatherings of people.  Restaurant and pro 
shop not following social distancing rules.  Serving 
good and beverage with kore than 2 people all close 
together.  Food and beverage not protected properly.  
 Gold carts not wiped down or anything at all.  
Manager improperly wearing and directing 
employees and customers about ppe and 
washington laws.

JCJohnson24@aol.com Jay Johnson 2286717058 Mike Schoner is manager

03/30/20 9:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Juice packing Sun-Rype 1s railroad ave Selah Not following the social distancing I feel like people 
are too close to each other. I don’t even know if this 
is an essential business

05/17/20 1:58 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Sunbirds Kresky Centralia Visit on 5/16 at 4:00 No mask customers or 
employees, no floor marking for social distancing, no 
sneeze guards, no signs for social distancing,  
overcrowded, no crowd control or limit # customers, 
no attempt whatsoever to reduce the risk.   We know 
owner likes to do his own thing without government 
oversight or regulations.

Jerry

05/11/20 1:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware & gardening Sunbirds South Pearl Chehalis There were crowds of customers all allowed in at 
once, no face masks worn, & no social distancing.

04/14/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sundstrom General Contractor SW Brandon and 26th Ave SW PlaygroundSeattle I don't think it is essential for 4 men to be installing a 
new playground that no one can use.  Furthermore, 
while walking my dog, I observed them all within 1 to 
2 feet of each other for extended periods while 
working, and all without PPE.  How is this helping to 
flatten the curve?  Hard to watch this while the rest 
of the neighborhood is zigzagging back and forth 
across the street to avoid being in close contact 
while walking our dogs or taking kids on a walk.

k13black@icloud.com Katherine Black 206-954-6863

05/12/20 12:30 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Jail Sunnyside jail or police Department 401 Homer St Sunnyside,WA 98944 Hello my name is Anna Munoz my husband is 
incarcerated in the Sunnyside jail. His name is 
Reynaldo Munoz he is on a federal hold but a couple 
of weeks ago he had told me that the guards had not 
been using any kind of protection when coming in 
contact with the inmates and not only that but they 
are not cleaning or giving anything to the inmates to 
disinfect there areas and that is know that inmates 
are coming in and out of the jails without been 
quarantine first . one other thing the inmate that 
would prepare the food is the one that came out 
positive for the  Coronavirus and he never used 
protection when handing out the food to the inmates 
they also had someone around other inmates that 
had been sick for days and had not took him out for 
testing you can investigate more by looking into the 
request he had made from medical assistant. This 
matter could of been preventive from the beginning if 
the proper measurements had been used from the 
guards to protect themselves . At this point I would 
like to know what will be the next step to stop the the 
spread between the inmates I would really 
appreciate it if you could get back to me and let me 
know What will be happening because they violated 
the protocols

munozfamily80@gmail.com Anna Munoz 5095378479 aescalera@sunnyside-wa.gov

04/04/20 3:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mental health care 
coordinator (NOT a service 
provider)

Sunrise Services 10407 Airport Rd Everett An employee has recently tested positive.  Staff is 
still required to leave their homes and work in the 
office daily although everyone has laptops and 
cellphones in order to contact clients.  (Clients are 
normally served at their homes or at locations away 
from the office.)  Employees are in contact with each 
other within the office.

04/03/20 6:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sunrise services 10407 Airport Rd Everett Confirmed covid case in office, more than 10 people 
in office, employer still requiring employees come to 
office when work can be done remotely.

Person Anonymous 4252498355

03/31/20 7:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sunrise Services 10407 Airport Road Everett My daughter works as a care coordinator there, and 
although she and others are fully equipped to 
perform their duties at home (even prior to the 
pandemic), they are required to leave their homes 
and report to the office daily at this time. Personnel 
at other locations within WA are working from home, 
but management has not communicated any 
guidelines for employees at this location whatsoever.

debbie.a.loeffler@gmail.com Deb Loeffler 8088955234

04/29/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Sunset Chevrolet 910 Traffic Ave Sumner Employees are not following social distance protocol. 
Looking into the shop area,  the employees desk are 
too close together, they are not 6 feet apart.  Also 
looking into shop,  there are numerous technicians 
under the same vehicle not 6 feet apart.  The 
"waiting" area they had me sit while I was getting my 
car oil changed performed had too many people in 
that area so it was hard to stay the proper distance.



04/22/20 11:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive Dealership Sunset Chevrolet 910 traffic ave Sumner Making the employees work in close proximity to 
each other and threatening there jobs if they don't. 
Making the employees sign a document saying the 
company is not responsible if the employee gets sick 
from coronavirus from being at work.

04/13/20 6:22 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail auto parts Sunset Napa Auto Parts 875 tennant way LONGVIEW We have no social distancing in our store there is no 
safety from employees and customers we are still 
having mad amounts of people coming in at once 
with long lines at times. It’s very concerning to me 
and other employees who work here we well like our 
well being isn’t even being thought about in these 
unsettling and unknowing times.

Cassidy22simonson@gmail.comCassidy simonson 3603538353 Barry Hess

04/06/20 5:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto parts Sunset Napa Auto Parts 875 Tennant way Longview To many people coming into the store at once not 
enough employee protection from customers there is 
no social distancing the store has been really busy at 
times There will be lines of people in the store. The 
public are coming in and browsing touching the 
product and not buying anything.

Cassidy22simonson@gmail.comCassidy simonson 3703538353

04/10/20 9:10 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transfer Station/Waste 
Management

Sunshine Disposal 2405 N University Rd Spokane Valley an average of 300-400 people, mostly non essential 
and residential on site in a day with 10-20 in area at 
a time. Contact is made between the transfer of 
hand held materials and cards from cashier to 
customer, no PPE on workers or customers. 
Handling of money and materials and large 
gatherings of people who are non essential.

04/01/20 12:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Sunsteel llc 2099 Sheller Rd Sunnyside Their is no ordinance.
No sanitation stations.
Everyone eats at lunch time in the same room.
Who's disinfecting? Employees would but have 
nothing to disinfect with.
All clock in using hand print machine nothing to wipe 
down.
a lot of workers not staying six feet apart, not even 3.
people calling in sick just being advised to stay home.
Theirs a lot of seasoned employees its scary that 
theirs no measures taking place.

mserna0513@gmail.com Mari 5096197768

03/31/20 11:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Super 1 foods 710 s.9th street wallawalla 3/31/2020
Has 6 feet tape distancing on floor however 
employee such as Maria were seen by me standing 
around without face masks, gloves and were talking 
to 3 other employees  2 feet next to each other. I 
observed Maria the3 previous week laughing with 
another customer and making comments about how 
people are over paranoid about this virus. There 
actions and how they belittled  the customer  was 
shameful. Maria was not wearing  face mask or 
gloves. None of the employees were including the 
managers who helped the women have her grocery 
check because Maria didn't like the comment 
customer said to her. She proceeded to raise her 
voice and complain to the women she needed watch 
her mouth.

pagehl.360@gmail.com Lauren A.Page 5095293245

04/13/20 10:32 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Super WalMart 34520 16th Ave S Federal Way WalMart employees not enforcing 6 feet rule while 
checking out customers. employees with food 
deliveries to the cars are not wearing masks or 
gloves. The managers are not helping enforcing the 
rule.

Jo Kaye 206-719-5982

04/02/20 6:26 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Powder coater Superior powder coating 62 street Arlington wa People there saying they have Covid19 yet nothing 
being done about it

05/14/20 5:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sushi Joa 2717 78th Ave SE Mercer Island One of their chef is tested positive. My ex works at 
same sushi counter. My son spends 4days a week 
with my ex. Now my ex had severe headache and 
chill and no appetite on Tuesday, He said sounds 
like COVID. He said he will self quarantine but is 
working on May 14 because he says he needs 
money. He prepares raw fish to innocent people. 
This is putting more and more people in risk. I asked 
him he needs to get tested but he has no insurance 
and only cares about making money. This is totally 
not right.  Having one employee tested positive 
already and now another possible positive employee, 
it's gotta to be stopped spreading.

shoayatobi@gmail.com Mika Takei 4252416415

05/05/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sushi Joa 2717 78th Ave SE Mercer Island My son't father works at this restaurant and I was 
told that one of the employee just tested positive 
COVID19 and the restaurant is still open for take-
out. They need to shut down immediately and 
sanitize which they are not following the rule.

fuji3194@hotmail.com Mika Takei 4252416415 (206) 230-4120

03/30/20 10:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Swagath Indian Grocery Store 5023, 18001 NE 76th St #103, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond I went last Sunday (12pm).  I could believe people 
rushing to get the items and not caring about others. 
Also the store management didn't enforced any 
guidelines. There were marks and those are all just 
for sake. Please visit the store by Saturday or 
Sunday 12-1 and see the actual.
They should have allowed only few people inside and 
by queues

05/16/20 11:01 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other General store Swains 1st street Port angeles 5/16 at 10 AM  the cashier was not wearing a mask 
and he required a multi use pen not cleaned it before 
me or after I sign for credit card. When I asked if he 
had something to clean my hands he waved to 
outside the store.

05/16/20 4:27 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other general store Swains General Store 602 1st Street Port Angeles I think this is considered essential business but I 
was in the store on the afternoon of May 12, 2020 & 
noticed that no employees were wearing masks. 
Also there was no hand sanitizer available that I saw 
& no employees disinfecting the cart handles. They 
did have tape on the floor at the check out areas & I 
did see a checker wipe down the counter he was 
working @. There were plexiglass screens @ the 
check out counters but the checker had to move 
beyond the screen without a mask to hand me my 
purchases. Also in the paint department there were 
2 employees working next to each other & with out 
masks. I did not see any signs that would encourage 
customers to wear mask & the store has a good 
selection of PPE. I think there are easy corrections 
there that should be addressed. Thank you for being 
there for us & stay safe.

04/04/20 5:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bark and other wood 
products

Swanson Bark and wood products 240 Tennent Way Longview Our son works for them and has a fever and cough 
and they are doing mandatory overtime and are 
trying to force him to go to work. It is my 
understanding that if one has fever and cough they 
are to see dr and try to get testing if they work for an 
Essential company. Forcing an ill person to work is 
counter productive to the social distancing. This is 
also his days off they are trying to force him.

Angiemaemcdougall@gmail.comAngie McDougall 3606235653

04/13/20 8:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Swedish Hospital 1st Hill Campus 747 Broadway Seattle Wa Some one tested positive for the Coved-19 Virus and 
Social Distancing is not being followed. Some 
workers are hugging one another, others are 
sneezing and coughing and not covering and not 
wearing masks !!

Jpupay2@yahoo.com JP 206-653-6367

04/29/20 6:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Swedish Medical Group - Heart and Vascular clinic550 17th Ave Suite 680 Seattle All staff are being required to be on site starting 
5/4/2020 despite 6 weeks of successful remote 
rotation work which demonstrates increased 
productivity, staff satisfaction and safety, and viable 
clinical operations. We are not primary care, we are 
a specialty clinic and patients can continue to have 
virtual visits since there was a 90 day extension 
given by CMS. We are large clinic but in very close 
proximity to one another and therefore unable to stay 
6 feet apart. Management is telling all staff that 
social distancing guidelines are "null and void" since 
are staff are required to wear masks. The concern is 
that masks are not 100% fool proof and safety proof, 
and there is a real concern that we could run out of 
PPE. Many of our essential supplies are on 
BACKORDER and therefore we are not only not 
safely able to clean our clinic as frequently as we 
would like, but there is real safety concern that ALL 
WILL BE EXPOSED when we run out of masks.

judy.ramos@swedish.org, amy.duggan@swedish.org, donna.jensen@swedish.org



04/08/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana farm, Agriculture Sweetwater Farms 10211 S Spotted Rd Cheney, WA  99004Cheney In two business days (Tuesday April 7th and 
Wednesday April 8th) there were two workers sent 
home, one on Tuesday (boyfriend tested positive) 
and one on Wednesday ( daughter tested positive) 
due to members of their household being tested 
positive. No cleaning measures were taken and 
business has continued as usual with no closure to 
disinfect the premises on either occasion. Orders 
handled by exposed workers were still sent out as 
usual even though there was possibility of cross 
contamination.

madisoncordero57@gmail.comMadison 3606335668

04/04/20 7:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Swells chicken 1645 140th ave ne Bellevue People packed in like sardines . No social 
distancing! Business as usual.

Djnseattle@gmail.com Dennis jockumsen 4258304190

04/21/20 9:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plumbing Business Swift Plumbing and Heating 26061 United Rd NE Kingston, WA The business owner is threatening employees saying 
that they will lose their jobs if they do not continue to 
show up even though they are not following and of 
the guidelines. Some of the employees have tested 
positive/contracted COVID and Ty Swift has said to 
keep it a secret so customers won't find out and 
cancel their appointments.

Ty@swiftplumb.com

05/18/20 5:26 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction T & t electric 4190 look rd Ellensburg Electrician was sub contracted by cleaan image also 
of ellensburg to restore power to my private home, 
walks into my garage without my knowledge without 
required Mask or gloves on, no PPE at all, was told 
to put on by clean image and refused so they called 
me from garage to tell me and I came out  of my 
home and said sir I need you to put on mask and 
gloves he also wasnt following social distancing I 
had to back away as he got within a ft of me he was 
flippant and I insisted he do so. It was emailed 
agreed uping prior to job that all would do so, He 
finally y got a masks and gloves from the clean iange 
company and finished the job, he was flippant about 
it to them as well.  I have asthma and my son has 
cerebral palsy so we are high risks. Clena iange 
asked me to report this violation and I would've done 
so without them saying to. Businesses need to 
comply for all our sales or be shut down. I'm now 
gonna have to watch for symptoms because of the 
irresponsible way this was handled

cubsfan4ever724@gmail.comCrystal barrett 15098591605 tandtelectric@fairpoint.net

05/01/20 9:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Tabert Homes 383 Rainbow Dr Sedro-Woolley Construction on a home that has started prior to 
March 23rd, is not following 6ft social distancing 
protocol. I am concerned this company is putting 
their contractors at risk and people of my 
community. None of the crew working on site has 
PPE. My family and I are working hard to stay at 
home and follow the Governor's proclamation. I do 
not want to see our hard work or others sacrifices 
diminished because Tabert Homes doesn't take 
COVID-19 seriously. Thank you for your time. 
Respectfully, Justin R Wright

wrightjr82@gmail.com Justin Wright 360-989-6727

04/09/20 7:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco Bell 5918 15th ave nw Seattle There have been no safety precautions taken to 
protect employees. They are not promoting social 
distancing as a practice. There is 2 confirmed cases 
of covid 19 at this location, yet individuals that have 
came in contact with those confirmed individuals, 
were still working as of last night 4/8/20.

vllantz@gmail.com Vanessa Lantz 4253449014

04/08/20 3:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco Bell 7210 west broad street Richmond Sick people working, store manager wont let them 
go home unless they go to hostpital. Confirmed virus 
at taco bell down the street with people working that 
are now at this taco bell.

Austinwyatt19@icloud.com Austin Morgan 8046645529

04/02/20 1:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco bell 322 Washington Ave S,  WA 98032Kent Employee tasted positived covid 19 and not letting 
other employees know, scare that they will not 
counting working.

03/31/20 8:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco Time 15802 meridian e. Puyallup They had sick employees and instead of shutting 
down they brought in an employee to help out and 
they will sending the borrowed 
employee back to there home location

04/04/20 9:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco Time Northwest 4373 Meridian Street Bellingham Two employees have had symptoms of coronavirus 
and no employees were informed and no change 
has been made to keep employees safe. Also no one 
is practicing social distancing.

aidenfranich5@gmail.com Aiden 3609661791

04/29/20 1:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Tacoma Boys 5602 6th Ave Tacoma Grocery store has no social distancing in place.  
Workers are not wearing masks, no apparent 
cleaning, customers are not asked to stay 6 feet 
apart. Crowded deli area has people right next to 
each other. Unsafe conditions for workers and 
customers.

04/30/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tacoma Boys grocery, Puyallup location901 39th Ave SW Puyallup I have connection to two staff members who work 
here. Management informed staff that two of their co-
workers had tested positive for Covid, but took no 
further action. Staff was told that the owners would 
be "meeting about the issue" two days later. 
This location has not monitored how many 
customers enter at a time or how closely they are to 
each other. 
They never closed to sanitize after the exposure. 
They have told concerned customers that exposed 
employees were told to quarantine for 14 days, 
which is not true, as far as I'm aware. My 
connections were directly exposed and  they were 
expected to report to work as usual.
Staff is also still not being required to wear masks.

emyabe@gmail.com Emilie Yabe 2532189430

04/19/20 8:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tacoma Boys LLC 5602 6th Ave Tacoma People using gathering in meat dept, lines to the 
back of the store to check out, right where people 
walk in. It's easy overcrowded!!! No signage making 
where people should stand

charla16@gmail.com Charla Ojala 2532210973

04/30/20 7:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Tacoma convention center hotel 1538 commerce st Tacoma Gathering of people in groups within 6 feet 
throughout the job during the day. Delivery drivers 
and workers without mask periodically

05/18/20 10:47 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Tacoma Dodge 4101 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Employees entering without temperature being 
taken, not wearing masks and not social distancing.

03/30/20 7:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Tacoma Public Utilities 3628 S 35th St Tacoma No running water as of 6pm EST 3/30/2020 @ 801 
MLK Jr. Way. No notification to landlord or 
residents. Checked all doors in building inside and 
out for PSA flyers or any indication of outage. 
Relying on landlord for info from the city.

jas_d_cooke@yahoo.com Jason C

04/01/20 2:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Tapani 5197 NW Lower River Rd Vancouver Many Contruction workers in a small bldg.  Social 
distancing becomes impossible late morning when 
everyone has shown up for work.  Social distancing 
is not being enforced.  Workers are returning to work 
after being sick, and absolutely no one has been 
screened.  Many off site visitors are allowed in, and 
also not screened.

05/16/20 10:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Taqueria el Huarache 9448 Silverdale Way NW Silverdale I went to get a pick-up order, there were at least 20 
people waiting inside, everyone was standing 
shoulder to shoulder, crammed into the entry way 
and waiting area.  There were also at least 15 more 
people waiting outside. None of the employees were 
enforcing social distancing and most of the 
customers and all of the employees were not 
wearing masks.

juliemshaver@gmail.com Julie 3605354424

04/25/20 3:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taqueria el Rinconcito 25914 Pacific Hwy S #5514, KENT This restaurant is not following social distancing  
also it is not proving gloves or face mask to 
employees that have direct contact with customers 
via window Drive-through..Saturday April 25 1pm

misslatina99@gmail.com Violeta Mamani 2065928295 Jesus Bdoya Regional Manager 253-740-3747

03/30/20 10:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taqueria El Rinconsito 15101 Ambaum Blvd SW, Burien, WA 98166Burien The cook at this restaurant came out Positive as well 
as his roommate. A friend works there and the 
owners are not doing anything about the workers 
working there. A cook came out Positive and no one 
is doing anything and the workers are not saying 
anything because they dont want to get into 
problems. The employees feel like something needs 
to be done but the supervisor just told them to keep 
working and if they feel sick they can go home.

Anonymous

03/30/20 9:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taqueria El Rinconsito 15101 Ambaum Blvd SW, Burien, WA 98166Seattle Business management didn’t adequately inform 
employees that co-worker had tested positive for 
COVID-19 and didn’t explain how to protect rest of 
staff. Also the owner instructed staff to allow take 
out order customers to wait inside the restaurant 
(employee Lupita referred by Mayor Jimmy Matta)

Mividaseattle@gmail.com Hugo Garcia 206- 819-3931



05/06/20 2:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Tattoo and piercing shop Tattoo and piercing shop 5566 timiquana rd Jacksonville Saul owners 2015 Chevy Corvette parked outside 
business with door open and signs on meaning they 
were open not following COVID 19 rules Working on 
tattoos and or piercings is not practicing social 
distancing

Terri kristof 9049945718 Beavers911@gmail.com

04/27/20 7:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Tatum Lawn Care p.o.box 155 Moses Lake He is having 2 employees in a vehicle at a time. 
Does not provide disinfectants for jobsites. And is 
forcing employees back to work who have underlying 
health conditions

dezzyb77@gmail.com desiree langley 5093617918

03/30/20 3:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taylor Farm 8030 S 228th St, Kent I want to stay anonymous on this issue. I work at 
Taylor farm in Kent, WA, and the company does not 
maintain a 6ft or 4ft rule between employees while 
working, the condition is really bad they don't even 
check for fever or ask any other symptoms before 
starting off-shifts. If we complain to our manager 
regarding social distancing or screening employees 
they shut us down or ask us to leave the job. They 
have already laid off around 25 people. Please take 
some action against Taylor Farm so that safe 
condition is maintained while working at Taylor farm.

haley.beavers0810@gmail.comHaley Beavers

04/01/20 6:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taylor Farms 8030 S 228th St Kent Hi, I have already emailed you regarding the violation 
but it looks like the company is still not following 
social distancing rule. I work at Taylor farm 
warehouse and all people here work very close to 
each other. I have seen young people who are sick 
or coughing to work and they put all the old people 
working in line at risk of getting coronavirus. The 
company does not measure temperature or provide 
protective equipment to workers. My real worry is 
working very close to each other, which increases 
over the chance  of getting a virus if one of us has it. 
Please take some action against the company. 
Thanks

haley.beavers0810@gmail.comHaley Beavers

04/23/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther fishery Taylor Shell Fish 130 SE Lynch Rd Shelton Having people ride in vehicles together. Riding on 
boats while harvesting together. No PPE. No social 
distancing.

04/01/20 10:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Telecare Thurston 3436 Mary Elder Rd. NE Olympia Not providing a safe environment for it's staff or 
clients.
Clients are not adequately screened prior to 
admission.
No personal protective
equipment is available for staff.
Appropriate social distancing is not practiced by staff 
or clients. This directive is consistently ignored, even 
when to do so would not be difficult.
The units are consistently understaffed affecting 
employees ability to not only perform their usual 
duties, but making it virtually impossible for them to 
address the additional duties necessary to keep the 
unit sanitized and to prevent the spread of infection.

Susanb0328@gmail.com Susan Mcgee 360-999-2491

05/18/20 1:07 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Delivery Logistics for Home DepotTemco Logistics 300 South Front Street Seattle I just found out today, 5/18/2020, that one of the 
Drivers/Helpers  (there are 50) has just tested 
POSITIVE for COVID-19. This driver comes into the 
office where I work, has sat next to me even though 
I have asked him to stay six feet away.  He does 
NOT wear a mask or gloves. 

There are 16 Home Depot office/logistic operations 
people that work in close quarters in the office and 
they are NOT practicing social distancing/safe 
working measures.

I sit in an office space where they sit back-to-back 
and next to each other. Desks are NOT 6ft apart, 
there are small partitions between desks, but they 
are not full cubicles. People gather around desks, in 
the break rooms in groups (again no masks, no 
gloves) and gather in the office in groups of 3, 4, 5, 
people standing or sitting and talking all in close 
proximity.

There are masks and gloves available, however, 
employees and management (with two exceptions) 
are not using them. They have never closed during 
the Stay Home Stay Safe order as they said they are 
an essential business.  
 
I am an (ex-Navy Corpsman-medic) and I wear a 
mask and gloves everyday and myself and only one 
other person do this. Out of 16 people, only two (2) 
are abiding by social distancing and safe workplace 
practices.

wlthompson72@yahoo.com Walter Thompson 425-589-9970

03/31/20 4:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Deliver Home Appliances Temco Logistics 300 s front st Seattle All employees don’t have mask, gloves & or hand 
sanitizer. We deal with on average 14 different 
people's homes each day. Sometimes entering 
homes were us & the ones living at the home add to 
more then 5 people in the house. We’re in the 
homes anywhere from 5mins to an hour installing 
home appliances. I understand that fridges & oven 
are essential but I don’t see why we are going out for 
other items. For example going to a home to replace 
a washer & dryer when the old ones work fine thats 
not essential in my opinion, its not important enough 
to risk are safety. Especially when we aren’t 
prepared to enter homes protecting are self’s or the 
ones that live in the home.

armaniherrin@gmail.com Armani Herrin 2064681464

04/09/20 2:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Package Delivery Temex Logistics 6611 Associated Blvd Everett Someone was diagnosed with COVID-19 in the 
company, and the boss 1) didn’t tell any of the 
employees that the person had been diagnosed and 
2) didn’t make the people who came in contact with 
them be under quarantine for the 2 weeks. 
Over 50 people were in contact with the person who 
was diagnosed and continued to work because our 
boss/HR failed to do their job and let employees 
know and send them under quarantine. 
Now there’s multiple people in the warehouse who 
have it and still, nobody is staying home, therefore 
spreading the virus even further.

04/20/20 10:55 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landlord/property 
management

Tenera Villa 6322 North 26th st. Tacoma Not cleaning, not social distancing. Landlord not 
responding to complaints.

2532190275

04/07/20 1:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Accounting Teraza Group LLC 608 South 1st Street, Suite 209Mount Vernon Teraza Group has remained open, with multiple 
people working, visitors, paperwork is exchanged & 
children which play in the common area touching 
everything. Teraza sign on front door "We are here" 
for deliveries with & to call them. None (employees, 
visitors, children) are wearing protective face, PPE, 
no concern of spreading Covid-19.

Few2Dogs@yahoo.com Felicia Walls 3607703019



05/18/20 2:17 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Teriyaki & Pho 24024 Bothell Everett Hwy Suite 600Bothell Yesterday I stopped at the Teriyaki & Pho 
Restaurant in Bothell to order a take out dinner. 
When I arrived there were two individuals sitting at a 
table with three large plates of food on the table that 
they were sharing. I thought they were customers. 
When I went up to the counter to order my dinner, 
one of the individuals got up from the table and 
came up to the counter to take my order. Not once 
did she use cleansing solution on her hands before 
taking my order. She did not even wear a mask. She 
took my order and placed it in an opening for the 
cooks. After she took my order she went back to the 
table and continued eating. I could see that the 
cooks were neither wearing face masks or gloves 
during the preparation of the dinner. They set my 
dinner above the counter. The server then got back 
up and went up the counter and opened my dinner 
box to put sauce in and then closed the box and put 
it into a plastic bag and brought it to me. I brought it 
home put it unto a glass plate and microwaved it for 
a minute and then put it into plastic storage 
containers an put them into the refrigerator. I had a 
small portion of the dish last night but then I also put 
it into the microwave for an additional two minutes. I 
know that I might have been overly cautious, but I 
did not want to take and chances. Today after 
thinking about it more, I just did not want to take any 
additional chances and put the remaining portion in 
the garbage. I am sorry to convey this situation and 
was unsure who to report it to , but I just feel that 
this process was totally unsafe food preparation. The 
name of the restaurant is: Teriyaki & Pho 24024 

jmrounds@outlook.com Ronald Rounds Phone: 425-408-0045

04/06/20 4:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent We see regularly (daily) see landscaping personnel 
sitting 2 to a truck and working with less than 6 feet 
of space between them. They serve the Tehaleh 
neighborhood outside of Bonney Lake, under 
contract with the Homeowners Associaion, The 
Management Trust.  We have reached out to the 
Management Trust to report these violations, and 
they will not acknowledge the practice nor make any 
sort of inquiry to the contractor.

laustinfound@gmail.com Austin J Jennings 2533768927

05/15/20 3:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Thai Bistro 18336 Aurora Ave N #116 Seattle, WA 98133 An anonymous caller to information line stated that 
she knows employees here have tested positive for 
covid19. She said the restaurant should not still be 
open. She did not want to give any other details. Not 
certain if there is any way to check records if a 
positive test is related to this business - and/or if 
they are following procedures for monitoring when 
employees can return.

05/17/20 11:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Thai Hut 4116 Harborview Dr, Gig Harbor No social distancing, no gloves or masks by 
employees, no plexiglass, customers NOT wearing 
gloves or masks as well. Small restaurant with big 
problems about this. Credit cards handled with no 
gloves or masks, touching to go containers and rice. 
Please help.

05/15/20 2:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Thai Hut 4116 Harborview Dr Gig Harbor No Social Distancing, employees not wearing gloves 
or face masks, no plexiglass or sneezing or 
coughing, handling people's credit cards with no 
gloves and then touching takeout orders. People can 
die from coronavirus if this continues further. Please 
help!

04/04/20 10:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The Amaris Group 5250 Guide Meridian BELLINGHAM Many people around business within car dealership

04/21/20 7:01 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Used car dealer The Autohaus 1601 Iowa Street Bellingham Test driving cars and selling to all customers

04/27/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The bathroom company 1439 Kaiser Rd SW WA 98512Olympia No handwashing station. No temperature check. No 
signature on the covid safety sheet from the 
owners/covid 19 supervisors. Meeting without any 
ppe in the morning. Yelling at people and cursing at 
them if they inquire about safety related topics. 
Covid 19 supervisors not present at all while work is 
being performed. No covid 19 plan in place or talked 
about at all. I can go on but I will not be working 
there for the time being since my health and the 
communities is not being taken into consideration at 
all

theadamleigh@gmail.com Adam 3604857563

04/14/20 2:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Battery shop The battery man 1512 15th st n Bessemer They do not follow the 6ft distancing an alot of 
people at one time  the operator does not care is wat 
I suspect

Nissanmax30@gmail.com Anthony 2054755951

04/20/20 8:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturering The Boeing Company 3003 casino rd everett Employees sharing vehicles getting to their jobs 
which includes janitorial and the floor care crew. We 
use small Colorado or golf carts. I had to share a 
vehicle today 4-20-19 to get to my job

pigg27@hotmail.com stacie morgan 4257734930

04/03/20 12:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing The Boeing company 3003 W Casino Rd Everett, WA 98203 United StatesEverett I and hundreds of more employees that are loaned 
out from various Boeing facilities to the Everette 
Boeing facility, have to gather in a small pod to clock 
in, to microwave our food, and at the end of the day 
we all line up inches apart because there is only one 
clock in/out station for the lot of us. Also, many of us 
who are loaned out rely on the transportation service 
Boeing has guaranteed to provide us which is no 
longer a service due to covid-19. Hardship is created 
for many of whom don’t drive or have unreliable 
transportation and is left to figure out how to make 
100+ mile round trip.

Stoeung88@gmail.com Sarath Toeung

04/09/20 7:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The coffee bean Clearbrook dr Lacey Hello, I am concerned for the public's safety as this 
establishment had 4 workers in a very small building. 
No gloves no masks. And alot of older folks visiting 
and chit chatting

04/02/20 8:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther News paper company The columbian news paper. 701 w 8th st Vancouver We have no 6ft space between us, we still work 
close with in coming truck drivers. Who knows if the 
papers coming in dont have the virus on them. The 
front office still has tons of people sitting close 
together.  I would not like my name mentioned as I'm 
a employee . But do not feel like they are doing 
what's right and still having us be working.

Jessebrinlibradee@yahoo.comJesse jones 3609772447

03/31/20 2:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The Deli at Safeway 6701 E Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver On a recent visit there seemed to be a lot of people 
scheduled and they were not even able to stay the 6’ 
apart despite their clear trying to do so.

05/16/20 10:50 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Food Store The Dollar 13233 Aurora Ave N, Seattle, WA 98133 Note: race/sex and other information for 
identification purposes only.

I entered the "Dollar Tree" food store in mid morning 
Friday May 15th wearing a mask and eyeware as a 
safety precaution for the coronavirus. A customer in 
the store walked toward me (black male) me as I 
entered an aisle to shop and I had to back out of the 
isle (narrow one) without a mask. I indicated that I 
wanted to practice safe distancing and he got angry 
mumbling something back then as I went into the 
aisle he seemed to be thinking about reentering the 
aisle. I repeated that I wanted to maintain a safe 
distance and he then said something else in an 
angry tone. He then walked away. 
Then a store clerk/counterperson (black female) not 
wearing a mask came up to me in an unfriendly tone 
and asked me if "I was alright". I asked why she 
wasn't wearing a mask and she kicked me out of the 
store. 
As I was leaving the manager of the store (a white 
male) came out of his office in a huff glaring at me. I 
left the store and was maybe 50 feet away from the 
front door going to unlock my bike and this manager 
claiming he was the  woman counter persons boss 
and she standing at the door calling me names told 
me to "get down the road". 
I told him not to get any closer and asked why he 
was pursuing me out of the store as he approached 
me. He as well didn't have a mask on restating that 
he was "her boss" More hostile words were spoken 
and I reminded them that they could be spreading 

baxter1_98105@yahoo.com Bernie Denney 2062269401 Phone:  206-676-4078

04/21/20 11:44 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hair Accessory / Retail / 
Fashion

The Finest Accessories / France Luxe 
/ L. Erickson

349 E. 3rd St North Bend NON ESSENTIAL business is open and not 
following distancing guidelines. Owner has received 
bail out for not being open but is fully open with staff 
shipping orders worldwide. Forcing workers to come 
to work or be fired.

Anonymous customercare@franceluxe.com

04/12/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retirement community The Garden Club 13350 SE 26th Street Bellevue The Garden Club assistant manager has been 
exposed to someone with Coronavirus symptoms.  
She has moved in to the Garden Club, a senior living 
facility, because her husband is under quarantine.

JAMESCARROLL55@MSN.COMJames Carroll 2535204777



04/28/20 7:43 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business The Gardens on Universtiy 414 S University Rd Spokane Valley I am a paramedic and I was called to a skilled 
nursing facility. I would like to report that they are not 
following the governors guidelines when it comes to 
health facilities. When we arrived there was no there 
to great us or to check our temperatures. We were 
able to just walk in off the street. We stood at the 
patients room for over 10 minutes before we had to 
go and locate a staff member to help us. They are 
not taking precautions. We took the the patient's 
temperature and they did indeed have a fever. The 
rest of the patients were just walking around and not 
being quarantined to their rooms. This is alarming 
and something needs to be done about this 
immediately to stop the spread of COVID

N/A

04/25/20 9:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail The General Store 2424 N DIvision St Spokane The management at the General store do not have 
guidelines in place for observing social distancing 
and are do not keep count or limit the  amount 
ofcustomers coming in and out of the store. They 
are also not providint employees witth appropriate 
PPE such as gloves or Hand Sanitizer.

05/18/20 10:57 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction The Glass Nook 409 Welsian Way Richland Non of the employees wearing Protective Coverings. 
No set up social distancing measures. Sick 
Employees still working.

Cody and Shelli Clapper

05/11/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction The Glass Nook 409 Wellsian Way Richland Installers not wearing protective equipment or 
practicing social distancing and smell of alcohol and 
marijuana. Went into their shop and there is no 
distancing between other customers and employees 
not using protective procedureds. The same workers 
were out the next day. Please Help!

Cody Clapper

05/19/20 9:28 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction The Glass Nook 409 Welsian Way Richland I went in and the Older gentleman bragged about 
how he was sick and they let him come back to 
work. Then he proceeded to help us without a mask 
and cough multiple times.

05/11/20 9:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business the goose community grocier 14485 WA-525, Langley employees not maintaining social distancing. (I was 
literally bumped into by an employee who was 
impatient to get past me. No mask, no apology).

04/26/20 3:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana dispensary The Green Shelf 400 S Main St Ellensburg,Wa 98926 No workers/employees were wearing PPE and no 
enforcement of Social Distancing inside the shop

Kayla Gallentine 3609916660

05/11/20 12:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Landscaping & Lawn Care Services for Commercial & Residential PropertiesThe Grounds Guys of Spokane 12411 E Empire Ave Spokane Valley Two individuals from the company at a residence on 
Basalt Ridge in Spokane without any protective 
equipment (mask or gloves) talking face to face. 
Improper distancing (2-2.5' apart) Logoed company 
vehicle was present. Appeared to be owner Scott 
Bodeau and a woman.

04/17/20 2:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Supply/Retail The Home Depot 420 Telegraph Rd Bellingham No employees were wearing masks at all and were 
well within 6ft of customers. This happened on 
several occasions while I was on the premises. They 
are not following distancing guidelines or general 
safety guidelines that other businesses are.

inod777@yahoo.com Ian Dort 941-780-0461

04/09/20 5:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail THE HOME DEPOT Fircrest Tacoma Large gathering no social distancing on isale not 
sanitizing high touch surfaces

04/09/20 3:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement 
warehouse

The home depot 7345 delridge way sw Seattle No masks, ppe, no distance in lines, not reinforcing 
number of people in the building, intentionally 
claiming under occupancy

Johnhegle@gmail.com John 2066055057

04/08/20 11:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The Home Depot 8601 Andresen RD Vancouver While they say they are only letting 100 customers in 
at a time, their version of the 100 customers is 
whoever is in a group not the individual making it so 
there is more than 100 customers in the store at any 
given time. Also the line outside of their door is 
super long and their is no social distancing at all. 
While I was observing I was talking to some cashiers 
and they were telling me how while they have 
cleaner to use they do not have the time to clean in 
between customers as there is a steady stream of 
customers and no break to sanitize.

c_feeken@yahoo.com Christina Gentilini 3606448946

04/02/20 5:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail The Home Depot Kent 104th ave. And W.Seattle Delridge wayKent and West Seattle Not regulating amount of people more than 100 
people in store. Not social distancing no 6ft markers 
at checkouts or in aisle

meghanhall@gmail.com Meghan Hall 2533415554

04/01/20 5:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther retail store the home depot 1220 S Renaissance Blvd. NE 87107Albuquerque we were givin paid sick time hours for the use of our 
health concerns and our management team is 
harassing myself and others for using that sick time. 
as well as making threats of termination due to 
attendance. i work as a freight associate, we are 
being forced to work in groups or more the 10 people  
 possibly more then 30 people in the building, and 
people are spiting on the ground leaving tissues on 
the desk and not keeping the store clean

alomahaitewa17@gmail.com Alicia Lomahaitewa 5057218094

04/01/20 8:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The home depot 7050 tacoma mall Blvd tacoma the Home Depot on Tacoma mall Blvd and the 
location on center street are not limiting the amount 
of customers in the store they are packed and there 
is no social distancing being done in the store except 
for the cashier not other customers or other staff

Josh 2533357776

03/31/20 9:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware/Home improvement StoreThe Home Depot 2855 Duportail Street Richland Very overcrowded, could barely get through the aisle 
without someone bumping into you. People are 
acting like this is a vacation, overheard people 
talking about getting together to bar-b-q and go to 
other social events. They need capacity control in 
these stores.

cherisonline@yahoo.com Cheri Stewart 509-396-8909

03/31/20 8:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement retailer The Home Depot 2855 Duportail Street Richland Over crowded, not following social distancing, people 
bumping into me, not staying 6' away from me in any 
department that I went to.

Reddodge5.9@gmail.com Dave 509-940-7511

03/31/20 5:44 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The Home Depot 3600 Lind Ave SW Suite 150 Renton I am a service provider for home depot out of the 
bothell home depot all the way to bellingham and 
island county. They're expecting us to go into 
peoples home and install windows when there is 
nothing wrong with there windows . windows aren't 
broke or a essential need . just changing window like 
for like. I am being threatened my job cause I'm 
trying to reschedule people and they say I have to 
install even though one my crew can be 
compromised he has health issues. This isn't right to 
threatened me when there is a crisis.

Jjw2377@comcast.net Jeremy 4254713888

03/31/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store The Home Depot 303 35th ave se Puyallup No social distance letting 100 people in at a time and 
they all come to the registers at the same time 
buying flowers, grass seed, paint etc, many are 
family's with baby's and pregnant woman all 
touching the self check scanners

Onlysking25@gmail.com Sandra king 253-258-9287

05/04/20 11:31 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Residential The Julie 1922 9th Ave Seattle Resident taken last Thursday by ambulance with 
105 temp suspected Covid19 is mgmt responsible to 
notify Dept of Health and other residents for contract 
tracing. Many seniors with health issues

terimcgrath@ yahoo.com Teri 2065366406

03/31/20 10:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The Korte Company 9600 McCall Road JBLM, 98439 I am a business representative for Sheet Metal 
Workers Local 66 filing on behalf of a member. The 
member reports an unclean  job site, foreman 
meeting of about 20 people in a trailer, and 
inadequate sanitation

kevint@smw66.org Kevin Thomas 253-219-1644

04/04/20 1:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business The oaks at timberline 400 e 33rd street Vancouver Staff working in very close proximity to each other 
when unnecessary. Gathering for all staff meetings 
of 20+ people in one room.

05/18/20 9:55 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business The Porch 608 N Main St Ellensburg I'm a university professor - one of my students 
reports being forced to work with no PPE or social 
distancing, and aren't being provided and means to 
disinfect work areas.

05/08/20 1:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license The Rock Bar And Grill 13921 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley There has been multiple cars at The Rock Bar and 
people sitting outside on their patio drinking and 
eating. They even have let people inside. The bar 
manager posts on Facebook that she is working 
everyday. They were granted the loan to receive help 
and hired new employees when half of their staff is 
not working there that had been working for The 
Rock before covid. They are not following social 
distancing by any means by letting people hang out 
there drinking and it is very concerning.

04/04/20 6:11 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The Rock Wood Fires Pizza 34817 Enchanted Pkwy S Federal Way Crowded lobby with no guidance for distancing and 
no option to stand outside.  Curbside delivery is 
offered but not actually being served.

louhobby@gmail.com Louis Stevenson 5415177397

05/13/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction The roofers for the house being built next door3925 shelby rd Lynnwood Yesterday and today the roofers are back with no 
masks no sink unsanitary conditions .
Work are you going to do something? I have 
reported several violations with several different 
contractors over there.  I know at least 1 neighbor,  if 
not more have as well??

tam-newman@hotmail.com Ms. Newman 2064128976 unsure



05/04/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Repair The Shop Of Arlington Tire Pros 315 N W Ave Arlington Employees forced to work with Doctor note excusing 
them due to immune compromised, disabled in the 
home. Boss stated that the employee must return to 
work and it was not his problem that the child was 
sick

happyhabit74@gmail.com Michelle Mason 425-268-3874

04/06/20 11:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The Slip 80 Kirkland Ave Kirkland Approximately 10 people were in the enclosed 
outdoor area drinking from paper cups.  It appeared 
they were serving beer (or some alcoholic bev) to the 
customers waiting for their food order. I have a photo 
if you would like to see it.

Shawnahickey12@yahoo.comShawna Hickey 206-850-5514

05/02/20 2:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag Barbershop 1401 ave D Snohomish He’s in violation of the law. Open when should not 
be. No social distancing. Shoulder to shoulder...20? 
30? People in line

Geoff78rpm@gmail.com Geoffrey smith 424-737-0721

04/28/20 3:30 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther accountant The Teraaza Group LLC 608 S 1st Street, Suite 209 Mount Vernon 2nd reporting Children are back in the office, running 
around the common area of our secured building.

Felicia.Walls@souderslaw.comFelicia Walls 360-770-3019

04/27/20 11:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive the tire clinic 12 west 1st street Deer park No make being worn by employees. No social 
distancing between workers and customers.

Scott

04/14/20 2:58 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Not complying with the 6 
foot order

The tire store & service 955 w 3rd ave Moses Lake Gathering in close spaces

05/04/20 3:08 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other UPS Store The UPS store 11152 Westheimer Houston Employee not wearing a mask and not standing 
behind sneeze guard.  One helper in the corner has 
no physical room to allow social distancing of the 
customer

cmcghie41@msn.com Charmaine McGhie 832-689-2402

04/08/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther a UPS Store The UPS Store 305 SE Chkalov Dr Ste 111 Vancouver, WA 98683 Absolute not in compliance at all.  No distancing, 
hand or facial protection for employee or customers. 
UPS handles large number of packages and they are 
doing noting to comply.  What County has several 
UPS Store and you need to check all of them.  THIS 
IS VERY IMPORTANT.  PLEASE LOOK IN TO 
THIS.

renglefield@comcast.net Richard Englefield 3602257114

03/30/20 9:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Shipping Store The UPS Store #2612 / Kazangiancs Inc6715 NE 63 St Suite 103 Vancouver No social distancing or sanitation measures in place, 
No disinfectant available Employee provided box of 
gloves, hand santizer and cleaner after owner 
ignored employees request for those items . 
Employer did however  provide 2 disposible  fask 
mask for  4 person crew. I can provide text 
messages that prove employees did on several 
occasions request social distancing be implemented 
also photographic proof that after the Stay home 
Stay Safe order was issued owner would not comply

Angelashepard.batterton@gmail.comAngela Davis 3602415676

04/03/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping and Mail Store 
(UPS)

The UPS Store Thrasher's Corner 2020 Maltby Rd #7 Bothell They are not restricting the number of customers in 
the store. Customers were all standing in line within 
inches of one another not following social distancing 
requirements. There are no markers on the floor to 
guide customers so they are just coming in 
regardless of how many are inside.

Gwengabriel@msn.com Gwen Gabriel 2066508525

04/16/20 2:43 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment complex The vue 11733 ne 131st pl Kirkland The employees are not provided with the protective 
gear when they’re doing maintenance in the leasing 
office is still open and it was reported that one of the 
employees tested positive for the virus

05/07/20 7:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business The White Swan Public House 1001 Fairview Ave N Seattle I am writing this complaint due to the business 
operation of White Swan Public House violates the 
dine in and social distancing protocol placed by the 
government.  They allow people gathering outside of  
their patio without practicing social distancing.  In 
addition,  they allow their costumers to enjoy and eat 
their food in their patio dining area without putting 
any regulation nor limitation. They are allowing 
people exposure without even wearing protective 
equipment. This is very concerning, and I hope you 
will take an action towards this.

05/05/20 9:01 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Thermatech Northwest 10312 sales road south Lakewood Employees not wearing masks and not practicing 
social distancing. Non essential business is 
operating and has been operating since businesses 
have been shut down by the governor of Washington 
state. Employees were not notified when coworkers 
tested positive for covid-19.

05/01/20 11:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction They removed contractors sign completelyJust North of Yelm in Henderson Avenue On hendersonOlympia Construction on apartment complex and at least five 
different gatherings of more than seven people with 
no social distancing, no Masks no gloves, and this 
has gone on for over a week. I wish I can upload the 
pictures to show the disgusting activity of this 
construction site

03/31/20 12:40 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther rv park thousand trails 26702 ben howard rd monroe people are coming and going as if it where a holiday 
watching people check in and out through out the 
time ive been here and as of the 8th of march will be 
booting people out due to reservations. continually 
seeing this brings concern of the spread of the virus 
already been a confirmed case in there park in bow 
wa. so knowing there is no where for the full timers 
to go means there heading to the streets i know as 
of the 8th ill get the boot from here also. i know there 
is alot of disabled or retired even disabled vets or just 
vets all have concerns and its causing even more 
stress and anxiety knowing there going to be stuck 
out on the rd. which raises there chance of coming 
in contact or spreading the virus.

shwnfish@gmail.com shawn 4253193258

04/04/20 10:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rv park Thousand Trails - Mount Vernon 5409 Darrk Ln, Bow, WA 98232Bow I rent an rv site paid in advance until 10/31/2020.  
The manager knows full well that her employees are 
gathering and working together closely.  I told them 
about  doing their jobs and socia l distance  and not 
speeding. I then get a call threatening to cancel my 
lease and revoke my membership. When I ask for 
her boss she wouldn't comply.    They are doing 
what ever they want and now because they don't like 
someone telling them something they don't like will 
abuse  their power.

Carroln@gmail.com Amanda Carroll

04/25/20 6:17 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Thr Boeing Company Everett  40-47 Everett I left work Friday after half day. I warned my 
Manager many times. They don't have the tools to 
ensure compliance. 
Many co workers are not using masks. A Manager 
was talk on his phone with hus mask off and even 
after I told another manager he was allowed to 
continue. People using stairs or sitting in cubicles 
not using masks. Mechanics taking masks off while 
talking to eachother, or eating together or while on 
break. Too much risk! Almost ZERO manager on 
floor presence ensuring compliance. 

I fear for m yh safety. Boeing's laxatidasical 
approach could kill people. 
You need boots on the ground watching, or it's not 
safe !!!

jeromyshotline@gmail.com JEROMY R. ALLEN 4257776330

03/31/20 7:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate Three or four different ones More than one King County Good evening. I am a real estate agent and have 
been for over 20 years. My wife and I were driving to 
and from the store and doctor the last few days and I 
have been appalled at the utter disregard by people 
in my industry of the rules we are supposed to be 
following.  There were open houses this weekend at 
new construction sites and at individual properties.  
The selling agent of a listing of mine set an 
appointment today to do a walkthrough and brought 
the buyer's entire family with her. They were all in 
the house at once and my client called furious to see 
that on his cameras. Also today I showed a woman 
(just her) a home, and the seller was there. He told 
me the agent said he could stay because "being 
there really did not matter and he could not be forced 
to leave" so I left with my client (very embarrassed) 
without seeing the home. I confronted the agent 
from the walk through a few moments ago and she 
was flippant and snarked "the buyers had a right to 
inspect the home", and then laughingly asked if I 
was going to turn her in. That is my true desire but 
she would know who did it and I would suffer the 
impact of other agents once she told them I was the 
one that made an issue. We are supposed to be 
professionals but evidently we are not. While I 
appreciate the latitude Gov. Inslee gave us in limited 
actions the industry has proven it is not deserving. 
As our children have grown they have earned 
privileges based on integrity, performance, etc. but 
have lost them just as fast for violating those criteria. 
Even though it would bear on me as well, I believe 
we should be removed as an essential business.  



04/29/20 7:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Property Management & ConstructionThrive (Property Manger) & GenCap (Construction)1310 Minor Ave Seattle The property manager for Union Park Apartments 
(zip, 98101) has notified residents of replacing the 
windows in each unit, a project that began Fall 2019. 
The windows for the building are “window walls,” and 
compose ~90% of the exterior walls in each unit. 
The only room this project would not effect is the 
bathroom, as the units are an open-space design. 

The project would leave residents without stable 
exterior shelter for three weeks, totaling a minimum 
of 42 hours when construction crew are inside the 
resident’s unit. The majority of units are studio and 1-
bedroom (~600 sqft), making it difficult to social 
distance while crews are present. The property 
manager has also implied that residents leave their 
home while work is conducted, stating if they aren’t 
able to leave painting will be postponed. 

There is also concern of the use/disposal of PPE. 
Workers will use a mask, gloves, and booties 
changing between units. Currently, masks used on-
site range from fabric to surgical to n95s with some 
not wearing masks at all. There is no mention of 
eye/clothing protection nor if protection is given to 
residents, many of whom work in the hospitals on 
First Hill. There is also no indication of how the crew 
will safely dispose of materials between units as the 
crew would exit apartments into communal spaces 
(i.e. hallway, elevator, stairway) to reach their office. 

The property manager has also notified tenants that 
this is an essential project as they are addressing 

slakerja@msu.edu Janine Slaker 419-340-4760 AHernan@thrivecommunities.com  (Onsite manager)

04/08/20 3:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther County office Thurston County Sheriff's Office 2000 Lakeridge Dr SW Building 3Olympia Management is working too close to staff and not 
maintaining the 6 feet social distancing order. 
Management are not taking this pandemic serious. 
Also, non-essential employees whose job is capable 
to be completed from home are being forced to 
come into the office.

belliott350@gmail.com Brittany

05/18/20 10:02 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tierra Caliente 1503 SW 29th St Oklahoma City When we arrived to the restaurant on a Sunday 
morning around 11:30 we saw they had some tables 
closed (because of social distancing with closed 
signs), but as the day progressed and more people 
arrived, the owner named Luis Sandoval started 
sitting more and more people on those closed tables 
until at some point all of the tables were being used 
therefore ignoring completely social distancing and 
putting all of us the costumers and his workers at 
risks.

05/14/20 5:02 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Postal service TimeKeepers 1706 front street Lynden No social distancing or protective plexi-glass over 
register. Also no limits on how many people are in 
the store

Info@timekeepersshipping.com

04/13/20 9:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Light manufacturing Timken Housed Units 5345 La Bounty Dr Ferndale WA Staff have no place to eat lunch or take breaks that 
is socially distant, workstations are not far enough 
apart. No masks or gloves supplied. Are working on 
non-essential contracts while open for ostensibly 
"essential" ones for food manufacturing.

05/07/20 1:56 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Tree removal Tippy top tree service 740 Taylor st Port Townsend No masks worn, not keeping distance, removing 
large trees, nothing posted about policies, no 
signage, etc...

04/03/20 4:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tipsy Cow 16325 Cleveland St Redmond On April 2, 2020, I went to pick-up take-out from 
Tipsy Cow -- a family favorite.  Unfortunately three 
other individuals (eventually four) were in their 
waiting area where I had to provide my name/ask for 
my order.  6 feet distance was not possible and 6 
feet spacing was not outlined for patrons.  As I left, 
another man was coming in...holding the door for me 
and passing right next to me.  I hope regulations can 
be enforced.

stephAMSimons@me.com Stephanie Simons 425-256-0512

04/18/20 6:13 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther The hole tri - city Tir city 1210n Lacey St Spokane So i had to go down to kennewick Washington i have 
a rental there i get there and it's like know one 
staying home there people everywhere it's like the 
hole town is out running. and as i was coming home 
i couldn't believe the people from Oregon on the road

Salter854@gmail.com. Douglas Salter 5095998293 Salter854@gmail.com

05/15/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Dealership Titus Will Chevrolet 2425 Carriage Loop SW Olympia Requiring employees (inc. high risk) to report to work 
as usual conditions, no precautions such as 
staggered shifts, etc.  High risk employees refusing 
for safety reasons are told they will be fired.

04/02/20 8:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther dealership/service Titus will Toyota and Ford 3506 S Sprague Ave Tacoma The service department is having multiple people 
work on vehicles in tight conditions that do not follow 
the guidelines. The sales is also allowing multiple 
people on the showroom.

iwillcapyou21@gmail.com Jeff

04/11/20 8:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Tjj's organics 1005 industrial way Longview No social distancing or ppe required by the owner. 
Employees posted pictures on facebook partying 
with groups of friends.    Osha violations.

Jagerbomber22@gmail.com Blake Westfall 5033690188

05/07/20 5:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business TLC COFFEE ROASTERS 3362 Kingstown Road Kingstown He’s not putting the markings for 6 feet.  Allowing 
large numbers in at once. Servers stepping away 
making iced coffee where customers are gathering 
in large groups. No protection between cashier and 
customer.  He is operating as he did prior to COVID 
adhering to only masks with some customers not 
wearing them.

pmaggs@gmail.com Patty 401-486-1305 Dave

05/15/20 7:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse Toll 7501 Windstead Drive Louisville I have been told by a reliable source that a employee 
has tested positive. They are keeping it a secret from 
employees. They just started temp checks but it was 
a bit to late. They havent closed to clean or sanitize. 
They just ask if you can wipe something down but at 
times you cant find anything to sanitize with.

05/11/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Toll Brothers Cascade Canyon development off of SE Tanner RoadNorth Bend With many construction workers on site, very few 
are wearing masks at all, or are wearing their masks 
pulled down off of their nose and mouth. This is a 
neighborhood with elderly people and children, we 
are doing our best, and it is horrifying that workers 
are coming from out of area and not taking the 
minimum precaution.

04/06/20 5:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tom Thumb 1920 S Lake Stevens Rd Lake Stevens There’s absolutely no social distancing going on at 
this store. No enforcement of how many customers 
allowed in. Tape on floor is not being followed or 
enforced by this small convenience/grocery store.   
The size of the interior makes it challenging to stay 6 
feet apart. No one is doing so inside. It’s incredibly 
concerning how close and on top of one another 
they are inside. Because of food and gas services 
and little other nearby convenience stores the 
volume of foot traffic in and out is hugely 
concerning. Lines & those shopping inside without 
social distancing including workers!  Lake Stevens in 
general is late to accept the governors ruling. This is 
a prime example.

jillianlemay@hotmail.com Jillian Bryant 2067693307

04/22/20 4:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Tool Gauge and Machine Works 4315 S Adams St Tacoma This business is not respecting social distancing of 
six feet, not wearing face masks, and is not wiping 
down surfaces.

alexis.deselms@gmail.com Alexis DeSelms 206-947-2695 Lisa Lackermayer/LLackermayer@toolgauge.net

04/29/20 10:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Top Notch Concrete 20th Ave NW Seattle I am not sure of the actual location of the business, 
but the concrete workers on 20th ave NW & 7th right 
now are working in the street, but not following 
requirements. They are not wearing masks and are 
not maintaining 6ft apart.

kerri.lazur@gmail.com Kerri

05/04/20 11:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Top Pot Donuts 1206 Madison St Seattle No social distancing, employees not wearing, 
required to wear, or provided masks; glove use not 
mandatory, no barriers or protection between 
employees, customers, donuts. Unsafe practices 
throughout.

Anonymous

04/07/20 5:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pawnshop Topkick jewelry and loan 13104 pacific ave south Spanaway While loans are essential to a portion of the public. 
There’s no social distancing, no safety equipment for 
employees provided and since it’s open for loans, 
sales and browsing continue.

firelilliluv@yahoo.com Hollie Vallieu +1 (253) 961-8591

04/07/20 11:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther The veterinary clinic Toppenish Wapato Veterinary 21 branch rd Toppenish wa 98948Toppenish No PPE for employees no mask and large group of 
people sitting in waiting area. No coronavirus 
warning signs and Mr.Jones wife has the 
coronavirus he is telling the  Customers won't pay 
the employee or let them use theirs  PTO

04/06/20 8:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Topside Roofing 161 E Horton Rd Bellingham This company is fully operating not adhering to 
social distancing and is considered a non essential 
business. This morning there were 3 guys crammed 
in a box van that does not even have 3 seat belts 
getting fuel at a gas station. This needs to stop. We 
are ready to get over this Covid-19 issue.

timraske@hotmail.com Tim Raske 3609273709

04/02/20 4:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Torkelson construction Breezy. Way Selah Lots of poeple still working building houses in my 
neighborhood. Torlelson construction

Anonimous



04/04/20 10:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Total Wine & More 525 NE Northgate Way #5 Seattle Observed employees handling merchandise without 
using PPE, specifically an employee stocking  12-
packs of soda with no mask or gloves. The employee 
needed to be asked to allow space for customers to 
pick up goods.

tauaru@gmail.com William Terrance 4806263212

04/17/20 2:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Alcohol supplier TOTAL WINE AND MORE Capital Mall, 625 Black Lake Blvd SW UNIT 405Olympia I went here on April 16th in the evening around 6PM-
7PM. Staff not enforcing social distancing. People 
bringing entire families in including children (are 
children even allowed into this place? it's a liquor 
store). Woman with husband and sniffling child 
standing in narrow space chatting with cashier 
refused to move blocking aisle and letting her visibly 
ill child run up to customers, people in lines were not 
following six feet guidelines on floor and staff did not 
enforce. Employee came within a foot of me to ask if 
I needed help not wearing facemasks. Crowded 
store with no guidelines for aisles, signs stated limits 
to crowds but were clearly not enforced. Only saw 
one employee with a face mask. Tasting area 
appeared open. When I called to request curbside 
pickup staff rudely refused, stating my specific 
request of item was not available for curbside pickup 
due to "corporate policy." (only certain bulk items 
available for curbside)

Anonymous U/K

03/30/20 11:24 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet food Totally pawsone 463 N market Boulevard Chehalis Customers in and out like it is a normal day. No 
social distancing in store.

04/15/20 9:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Totem Lake Physical Therapy 12910 Totem Lake Boulevard NEKirkland Not using proper PPE for workers. They are at risk. Anonymous Anonymous N/a

05/11/20 9:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Town and Country Paving PO Box 813 Graham On Saturday, May 9th, it was observed at Tapco 
Credit Union, on 19th across from TCC.  Parking lot 
paving was taking place.  Workers were too close 
together. Stopped and talked to them. Drove by 
again (as this is close to where I live) and 3 people 
were riding on a very small machine with 1 foot of 
each. Stopped and talked to them again about social 
distancing and the guidance for Phase 1

253-988-9873

04/18/20 12:04 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Laundry Mat Town Laundry 1107 TX-34 Kaufman, TX Tables for folding clothes are not clean and restroom 
has no soap or paper towels or any other way to dry 
hands.

dixievalentine@outlook.com 9722857919

03/31/20 2:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Janitorial Township Building services Inc 111 Israel Rd SE Tumwater The boss has us, 8 grown adult workers, meet in our 
small supply room instead of the large open cafeteria 
located literaly located NEXT to the room in 
question.  

When concern over spacial distancing as decreed by 
our governor is brought to group attention,  the 
response was to ridicule and belittle the concern and 
the person who brought it up and isolate them from 
the group. Which the group 7 adults STILL  carry on 
regardless of dangerous condition of the supply 
room.. 

The solution is that the one individual expressing 
concern, now goes straight to his area, recieves 
supplies from manager. Yet the manager by 
proximity to workers could contract virus-pass it on 
to the seperated individual. Unsafe. 
In addition the key card to access the floor is placed 
on the drinking fountain in a public lobby unattended 
for a period by the manager. No guarantee someone 
won't take it or intentionally misplace it. In short a 
security risk to the individual worker AND the 
building. Its NOT a safe compromise at all. 

It has been brought to the attention of the manager 
that certain things are not being done like soap 
despensers being refilled. Again as decreed by the 
governor: handwashing=essential.
 Not issued any PPE beyond gloves.

05/01/20 4:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car sales Toyota of Lake City 13355 Lake City Way NE Seattle There appear to be multiple people working here 
without practicing adequate social distancing and 
without appropriate PPE.

05/01/20 3:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership Toyota of Lake City 13355 Lake City Way NE Seattle, Wa More than 1 dealership personnel is in the 
showroom, no PPE being worn, soliciting sales 
beyond total loss replacements or lease returns

Maria Smith

04/02/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Toyota Dealership Toyota of Lake City 13355 Lake City Way NE Seattle Two violations - service dept is open and they are 
not non-essential. Also they are in no way practicing 
social distancing, not staying away from coworkers 
or customers, and not providing a way for customers 
to comply with social distancing. Also they are not 
being sanitary, not washing their hands, handling 
customers personal items and not disinfecting these 
items afterward, not providing sanitizer when asked. 
Spit at me when I pointed these things out & called 
me crazy.

Lakecityresident@gmail.com Lake City Resident 2065555655

03/30/20 5:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Tractor Supply Co. 8420 S 228th ST Kent Heavier-set male cashier sick two weeks ago I 
observed sneezing and coughing and made sure to 
wash my hands because I needed my dog food but 
two days later I had flu like symptoms similar to 
covid-19. Fatigue, fever, runny nose, constantly 
coughing. I stayed home for two weeks and when I 
drove out of my apartments I have to pass by the 
Tractor Supply Co Store, and I see a different 
worker, a female with a blonde pony tail step outside 
to cough for a while inside her elbow. When I called 
the manager he said he hadn’t sent anyone home. 
Just think businesses who are open during this time 
should also be strictly making sick employees go 
home. I hope this is the right place because to me 
sick people staying home is definitely part of social 
distancing, If not a staple.

Nichole

04/19/20 6:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther distribution warehouse Trader Joe's 3707 Hogum Bay Rd NE Lacey Many people work multiple shifts at this warehouse, 
nobody is wearing any type of protective mask and 
there is no social distancing practice. If just one 
person working at that warehouse gets COVID-19 
every employee there is at risk. This is certainly an 
essential business, but it seems there should be 
some sort of precautions taken.

04/03/20 2:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Trader Joes 12520 Totem Lake Blvd #116Kirkland There is an employee standing at the exit door 
making it impossible to go through this exit without 
being within 1 to 2 feet of this employee. As I waited 
in line to get in, I observed this and saw several 
people trying to distance from him but it was 
impossible because you had to go through the door 
and he was standing right there. For an extended 
length of time another employee stood in the exit 
door and the only way to exit was within inches of 
this person. I along with everyone else had to use 
this exit. I walked as far as I could away as I exited 
but it is only a standard door with the employee on 
one side so I estimate that I was 1-2 feet away. After 
I left, I called and spoke with the manager to bring it 
to his attention. I sincerely thought he would 
appreciate it and make a change. Instead he went on 
and on about how there were limiting how many 
could shop at a time and doing the best they could. 
He was not at all interested in changing the set up at 
the door. The employee stands on a mat which it 
placed there so it is clearly a violation of distancing. I 
only want us all to do what we can to stop the 
spread. I wish I could upload a couple pictures I took 
to better explain the situation. Please help to change 
this set up so there is less chance of spreading the 
virus. Thank you

rita.fure@gmail.com Rita Fure 425-765-7549

03/30/20 4:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Trader Joes Seattle WA. Seattle WA. Their employees do not wear mask and are subject 
to infection and spreading the virus to customers 
and their families!

RT.Schroyer

04/08/20 12:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse for Food, etc Trader Joe’s Warehouse 3707 Hogum Bay Rd NE Lacey A friend shared that there is no social distancing in 
the warehouse. He unloads and loads trucks. He 
said the workers are close to each other and no 
masks.

04/08/20 9:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Tradesmen 1122 SE 22nd St Battle Ground The job sites have large number on sites ( 
electricians, Plummer’s, carpenters ect) They work 
right next a large hospital , the port a potties are not 
clean



05/18/20 7:24 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Dealership Trailer Depot of Woodland 1489 Dike Access Rd Woodland They had no mask gloves glass divider at desk. They 
stand to close to customers. They had a big 
salesman guy I saw him shake someone’s hand.

04/01/20 6:25 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther RV Park Trailer Inns RV Park Of Yajuna 1610 N 1St St Yakima This is not an essential business, However, my 
husband is staying there for work and when he went 
to pay the rent the person working was sick and 
didn't have a sign nor did they say anything until he 
ask is she had a cold & she said "I hope that's all it 
is"  There wasn't a sign or an option to drop it off 
someplace else

jcbebudge@frontier.com Cassandra Budge 503-791-2981

03/30/20 10:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Trans-Ocean Products 350 W Orchard Bellingham Workers too close. Must speak loudly in factory 
floor. Lunch room too small to do social distancing. 
Hallways too narrow for number of people. No n95 
masks available. Management not doing health 
checks. Management not communicating about sick 
workers.

04/17/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Transblue 5408 176th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynwood Someone from this comany came to our house 
today without any prior authorization/contacting us 
ahead of time & tried to work on our roof. Workers 
were not wearing masks & they attempted to talk to 
us at our front door without following social 
distancing measures. We spoke to Erik via phone 
afterwards & he claimed he 'forgot the stay at home 
order.' I am at high risk per my physician if 
contracting Covid-19. I feel this business. whom was 
trying to go on our roof about a bent gutter, (which I 
do not see how that is essential) endangered myself 
and my family due to their non use of social 
distancing guidelines. I further do not understand 
why this business is open & doing these types of 
jobs at this time. Thank you.

jacqortt@gmail.com Jacqueline Kay Ortoleva 4252601523 Erik Deitz, DeitzE@transblue.org

03/31/20 8:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Transocean Orchard Dr. Bellingham 200-300 employees working should to shoulder. Griffinmary817@ gmail.com Mary Griffin 3605896252

04/19/20 12:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel/motel Travelodge 8512 Aurora Ave N Seattle A empoyee or manager by the of Kevin Tham is 
scaring a lot of the guest here. First he’s not a 
wearing a mask which i dont understand if your an 
employee. To make matters worst hes coughing 
everywhere. I complain to him about him not wearing 
a mask, especially when i noticed him coughing he 
threw a fit threating to kick me out. Well needless to 
say i packed and left anyway. Im concern about the 
rest of the guest thats still there and how hes 
endangering them. Some of the guest are quite old 
and have no clue whats going on around them.

hfgilea@gmail.com Herman Fessehai 2065568312

04/07/20 3:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Travis Iron Works 3808 N Sullivan Spokane Valley This plant is NOT following social distancing, making 
zero efforts to clean or disinfect throughout each 
shift. The employees use a fingerprint time clock that 
is never wiped down. Employees are working 2 feet 
from each other. No staggered shifts even when 
requested. No masks, no hand sanitizer. Not closed 
off to deliveries. No precautionary measures are 
being taken whatsoever, putting the health and lives 
of the plant workers and their families, some of 
which have medical issues putting them in the high 
risk category, in jeopardy. No dust masks.

04/07/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther foundry travis pattern 1314 e hawthorne spokane restrooms use  common sinks with 4 to 6 people 
around them, urinals right next to each other, lockers 
right next to each other, some cramped work area's 
people talking to each other with in 2 feet of each 
other to be able to hear due to noise levels.

spokanedawg@yahoo.com john

03/31/20 4:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Travis pattern 1413 e hawthorne Spokane There isn't a way to have proper social distancing in 
this environment. To much ambient noise/close work 
stations.

03/31/20 12:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Foundry Travis Patterns 1413 e Hawthorne rd Spokane Not following social distance. Provided no gloves, no 
mask, no hand sanitizer.  Large amount of 
individuals gathered into small space.

martin_trav1993@hotmail.comTravis 5097247899

04/24/20 10:38 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex Tressa Apartments 14200 Linden Ave N Seattle Two office workers diagnosed with Covid are home, 
remaining assumed exposed workers reportedly not 
practicing social distancing or other precautions. 
Office is open to residents by appointment.

Cheryl, Public Health Covid 19 Call Center206-477-3993

05/18/20 5:31 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Tri city fence works 139 reata rd Richland Employees 2 or more worker per truck nobody 
wearing masks no water and soap to wash hands at 
job site workers not staying 6 feet apart.

Tim smith

05/18/20 5:30 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Tri city fence works 139 reata rd Richland Employees 2 or more worker per truck nobody 
wearing masks no water and soap to wash hands at 
job site workers not staying 6 feet apart.

Tim smith

04/29/20 1:28 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther pest control tri guard 234 sw 43rd st suite c renton 98057 door to door rep not wearing facial covering, ignored 
no solicitng posting

douglasminor@comcast.net douglas k minor 2539051696

04/16/20 2:46 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control Tri Guard 234 SW 43rd St Renton, Washington At approximately 2:22 pm on April 15, a young male 
approached my home and rang my doorbell.  I was 
immediately alerted by my RING doorbell camera.  
He wore a black sweatshirt with the name Tri Gurard 
on the left side of the shirt.  After waiting a few 
minutes for him to notice my no solicitation sign and 
go away I finally went to the door and opened it.  The 
you man did not identify himself and immediately 
started to point to my neighbors house and told me 
he was treating my neighbors with pesticide 
treatments.  At that point I cut him off because I was 
uncomfortable that he was standing very close to me 
with no masks or gloves on and asked him if he 
noticed my no solicitation sign.  He said nothing. I 
then told him I wasn't interested and he left. 
I'm appalled that any company would be soliciting 
door to to door during a pandemic.  Especially 
without protective masks or gloves.  I had to sanitize 
my doorbell after left. I hope that you will discourage 
this kind of conduct moving forward.  Also I'm quite 
sure door to door solicitation is not allowed in my 
neighborhood. 
thank you

turnerpain@yahoo.com Tracy Pain

04/16/20 3:49 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control Solicitation Tri Guard Pest Control 234 SW 43rd St, Building 2 MCRenton, WA This company is going door to door to solicit new 
business, not keeping their distance, and saying they 
are spraying anti-viral to prevent covid-19.  They are 
clearly a pest control company.  They have come to 
my door twice and both times got way too close to 
me.  We are seeing posts frequently over the past 
week on the Neighborhood app that they are all over 
our community.  They also do not have a permit with 
the City of Washougal for solicitation.

janice.daloia@gmail.com Janice D'Aloia 503-880-0888 www.triguardpestcontrol.com

05/19/20 2:07 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Tri-city fence works 139 e reata rd Richland 05/18/20 tim and 2 workers at Home Depot Richland 
picking up cement 2 workers one truck not keeping 6 
foot distance not wearing masks. If we are going to 
get through this pandemic we all have to do our 
part!!!

Connie Davis Tim smith

05/18/20 8:21 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Tri-City Fence Works 139 Reata Rd Kennewick On May 18th, I observed two workers from Tri-City 
Fence Works building a fence at 1805 Ironwood 
Ave. in West Richland. Neither of the guys working 
had on masks, gloves, or glasses and I also didn't 
see any type of portable hand washing station.

05/11/20 7:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other utility upgrade retrofitter Tribus Service and PSE 7820 210th st SW Kent Social distancing policy not taken seriously, prior 
even to reentry into field.  Employee congregation 
goes unchecked at hub.    Employees concerns 
opinions not taken or welcomed regarding job 
functions needing ajustment.  Close quarters in 
warehouse, and training areas.  Ineffective 
measures being taken within main hub to combat 
dangers, relative to un-changable jobs conditions.  
Such as nature of Tribus contract with PSE relying 
on interface with the public.  This has not not been 
reduced, door to door duties remain in effect prior to 
installation of non essential utility upgrades, 
worsened by absence plan for sanitization install of 
meter modules and contact with personal property.  
Currently more emphasis on catch up of contractual 
obligations then the inherent dangers and obstacles 
of covid.  Pace rather caution being promoted.  
Inappropriate focus on dissagreement with politics of 
the crisis in the office, rather than the seriousness of 
the pandemic.  Insufficient plan for bathroom access 
in the field, given the limited access to public parks 
and other places frequented for restrooms.   This 
has sparked, standing comments by employees, 
stressing necessity to eliminate in the field, legally or 
not.



04/06/20 7:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business TriCities Community Health 515 W. Court St. Pasco I know that nurses in the Early Steps program are 
not allowed to work from home, even though their 
job can be done over the phone.  Their clients go 
into their offices and sit there talking, at less than 6 
feet.  Please let those nurses work from home, 
knowing that HIPAA laws  will not be enforced at this 
time, and that the actual information recorded by the 
nurses are nothing more than child and mom 
wellbeing questions/answers.

varma.ken@gmail.com Ken Varma 5038057861

03/30/20 9:45 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping and receiving but it is of non-essential itemsTricon Logistics 2511 70th Ave E Suite D Fife My understanding is shipping and receiving is 
considered essential according to definition however 
the actual items this business deals with are not 
food hygiene products or medical. They are items 
like dog kennels and blow up party equipment. The 
supervisor came back from China last month sick. 
There are three sick people there and no one is 
following the 6-ft rule. There is no sanitizer or 
Kleenex or masks or anything with the sick people 
there. No way for anyone to protect themselves and 
the sick people are not staying home. Someone ran 
out on the job last week because none of the rules 
are being followed.

yolandaheppard@gmail.com Yolanda Heppard 2532272697

05/15/20 6:50 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pest conteol Triguard ? Renton A door to door salesman came and knocked on my 
door without a mask and was kind of aggressive 
when I said no

cinderide@comcast.net Amy Patton 206-200-6797

04/15/20 6:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control Triguard 234 SW 43rd St, Suite C Renton Two salesmen came to our door and the doors of a 
number of our neighbors tonight trying to sell their 
services. They knocked, waited for someone to 
answer, then tried to continue selling even after my 
husband told them we were not interested. Neither 
salesman was wearing gloves or a face mask. Our 
neighborhood is The Bridges in Auburn across from 
Auburn Mountainview High School. I posted on our 
neighborhood Facebook page in a effort to keep 
others from this kind of unnecessary exposure.

bethanykate1980@gmail.comBethany Luck-Hutson 5097685825

04/15/20 11:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest Control TriGuard 234 sw 43rd st suite c Renton Wa 98057Vancouver Our entire neighborhood was visited by two young 
men from TriGuard pest control, based out of 
Renton, WA but confirmed to have offices  in 
Vancouver, and service camas and Washougal. 
They went door to door without any PPE, violated no 
soliciting, and definitely violated the 6 ft social 
distancing recommendation.

Sunset Ridge Neighborhood Washougal

04/14/20 7:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pest control TriGuard Pest Control 234 sw 43rd st suite c Renton Sales person was going door to door in Maple Valley 
trying to sell services for pest control and 
sanitization, went past no soliciting sign as well

Jessica.werner@gmail.com Jessica Werner 26-387-3773

04/21/20 7:55 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Trinity Church Seattle 6512 23rd Ave NW Seattle The church has construction work going on and the 
workers are not social distancing properly. The 
workers have masks around their necks, but are not 
using them. The job site leader is complaining about 
wearing protection. and they are not wearing gloves 
and then touching their faces.

Sean.mcbride636@gmail.comSean community@trinitychurchseattle.org

04/20/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Trinity Church Seattle 6512 23rd Ave NW Seattle I live 2 houses down from the church and the 
construction that is going on isn't abiding by the 
social distance requirements or sanitation 
procedures (masks) my neighbore and I have 
approached the church and had a positive response 
but we still witness the lack of social distancing and 
sanitary procedures. Being so close to our home and 
my neighbore having a severe lung condition, this is 
very worrisome to us.

Kendra

04/20/20 9:07 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Trinity Church Seattle 6512 23rd Ave NW Seattle I have complained repeatedly about the construction 
workers on site at the church not practicing social 
distancing or wearing proper protection. I was 
promised that the contractor and subcontractor 
would take appropriate measures and precautions 
and they have not. This is entirely unacceptable and 
puts our neighborhood and community at risk. I 
would expect better from a church.

j.m.hawley@gmail.com Joanna Hawley david@trinitychurchseattle.org

04/17/20 5:38 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Packing Warehouse Trout Blue Chelan 100 WA-150 Chelan Trout Blue Chelan is not allowing employees to wear 
masks in the restrooms or dining área. Groups are 
released to use the restroom and dining area at the 
same time. The employer is not making any 
modifications in the kitchen área. The microwaves 
and refrigerators are all side by side and this allows 
clusters of people.

reyesesp@gmail.com Reyes Espinosa Please email

05/07/20 12:59 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction True value 7707 SE 27th st Mercer Island No employees or management were wearing masks 
or gloves. They serve 100s of people each day

04/02/20 8:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Electronics Manufacturer TSI Goldie Road Oak Harbor Not cleaning and disinfecting. Making people work 
close together without masks. People working while 
sick. I don’t understand why they are considered 
essential.

04/21/20 2:58 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery Tsugawa Nursery 410 E Scott Ave Woodland People are using it as something to do. The parking 
lot is full and there were a lot of people milling 
around not keeping any distance let alone 6 ft. I 
would like to go back to work and things like this 
delay it further

Brksnbubbles@gmail.com Billie Sennert 3606905554

05/18/20 7:07 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery and Retail Store Tumwater Fred Meyer Store 555 Trosper Road SW Tumwater Businesses across the state have implemented 
precautionary measures to protect employees and 
customers. Tumwater Fred Meyer (store number 
659) is doing the bare minimum. Social distancing is 
non-existent, customers feel free to violate the 6ft 
rule and management at the store is not doing 
anything about it. There is no tracking of the number 
of customers in the store, little sanitation practices, 
and minimal usage of masks for customers and 
employees. The workers of Fred Meyer 659 do not 
feel safe going to work. Kroger company is not 
protecting its workers while making record profits. 
This is unjust and dangerous. Again, the employees 
at this store do not feel safe at work.

kiratumwater@yahoo.com Kira Valandra 360-970-0489 N/A

04/06/20 11:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction tumwater home depot 1101 kingswood drive sw Tumwater wa 98512 No face masks provided to employees.  social 
distancing is not being followed and is not being 
stressed or encouraged by supervisors.  
Management semms to be ignoring cdc. guidelines 
and sccoffing at employee concerns.  meetings with 
large groups are still being  held in small quarters.  
all violations are done during all shifts including 
overnight. management is not doing enough to make 
sure emplyees are safe. to make matters worse they 
are hiring temps that dont care anything about 
employee safety. is this business even essential or 
are they just in it for the money?  do not want any 
retaliation toward employees.

sewsweet451@gmail.com debbie 3607854250

04/29/20 9:50 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Women's domestic violence shelterTurning Pointe 210 Pacific ct Shelton Look at their Facebook page for the shelter and 
staff. No distancing. No masks

05/15/20 4:55 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Accounting Firm TWH Group of Companies 59 Juliana Street Carletonville Not following the requirements to be open to public 
or towards the safety of workers

do not have

03/31/20 7:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Food Processing Plant Twin City Foods 501 W 4th Ave, Ellensburg, WA 98926Ellensburg Two workers at Twin City Foods have a child whose 
teacher tested positive for COVID-19. The two 
workers are still showing up to work, putting 
everyone else at risk. The company is not telling 
them to stay home and self-quarantine. It is not 
providing information— verbal or in writing— to the 
workers on measures they are taking to ensure 
everyone's safety, either.
Upon reaching out to the Kittitas County Public 
Health Agency, Candy Blackford said they do not 
consider there was "contact" between the teacher 
and the parents, which seems incredibly 
irresponsible and negligent.

05/12/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Twin City Foods, Inc 501 W 4th Ellensburg Worker positions on shakers on 2 separate 
packaging lines working shoulder to shoulder without 
masks all day.  There are 3 to 4 people standing 
within a 5 foot span. I contacted our Teamster union 
rep on 4/3, but this situation continued until 5/7 
when the plant closed due to a positive Covid-19 
case. We also finally got a few masks on the day it 
closed, but there were not enough. Too little too late.



04/15/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Twin Perks / Bikini Barista Expresso 
Bar

4915 East Fourth Plain BoulevardVancouver Two employees are serving coffee and/or related 
beverages out of the drive-thru window of a small 
wooden box/shack.  The employees are not six feet 
apart from each other and/or customers, and they 
are not wearing mask or gloves.  Other drive-thru 
businesses are following the social distancing rules, 
but the size of the coffee shack makes it physically 
impossible to follow the governor's orders.  It is a 
busy location with many customers who are offered 
no protection against the coronavirus.  Though 
considered to be an essential business, the coffee 
bar does not appear to have altered the way it does 
business in response to the pandemic.  Please help 
our community stay healthy.  Thank you.

adelevictoriacoomes@gmail.comAdele Coomes 3604493548

04/04/20 3:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Country club twins lakes country and golf club 3583 SW 320th St Federal Way Continued golfing and gatherings observed at the 
country club and golf area.

Tidesofman@yahoo.com Alo R

04/13/20 8:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tyson Foods Tyson 13983 Wallula Drd Rd Pasco Lots of Employees not following sanitary procedures 
and some have Covid-19 and are still working the 
plant has not gotten shut down to clean it.

Lexuus19@gmail.com Alexia Vazquez 5092218560

04/03/20 7:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Do not want to risk bringing food or meat in this case 
back to my home if it may contains the Corona 
Virus. Heard about some workers that tested positive 
and place still has not shut down.

Adriana

04/03/20 3:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson 13983 Dodd rd Wallula They have 3 cases of covid19 and they aren’t 
proving their employees with PPE and they aren’t 
notifying the workers about these cases they are 
putting a lot of people at risk working with the meats 
they are distributing.

04/03/20 12:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula, WA 99363 Both my Parents work at Tyson and are working less 
than 3ft apart from eachother. They have seen their 
co-workers puking and coughing constantly. They 
recently found out one someone tested positive for 
the coronavirus, yet are being forced to work. This 
place needs to be shut down.

Messi.08@Live.com Erika Martinez 5095727329

04/02/20 9:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson  Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula, WA 99363 There has been multiple confirmed covid 19 cases 
reported and nothing at this facility has changed. No 
social distancing is practiced at all. No PPE is used.

04/07/20 7:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Food Wallula Wallula NUMEROUS employees are testing positive for 
Covid and NOTHING has been done to clean or 
prevent the outbreak. Masks were just handed out 
today. hundreds of employees are out sick. Needs to 
be shut down and sanitized. Its spreading like wild 
fire there.

04/03/20 11:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson food 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula WA Many have tested positive in this facility and still 
distributing products and having people work without 
shutting down

04/12/20 4:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Food Fresh meats 13983 Dodd Rd. Wallula They were told to take people’s temperatures and 
they are not. People are working who were tested 
positive for the virus. They are not providing gloves, 
masks and they are not sanitizing and disinfecting

Msmith821@live.com Miranda 5094122074

04/04/20 1:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson food- meat services 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula, WA A handful of employees have tested positive for 
COVID-19 in this work places. This is very 
concerning because these employees are dealing 
with food that gets send out to many grocery stores 
such as Walmart and Safeway. This location has not 
taken the correct measures to keep everyone safe. 
Employees are still working close to one another and 
it could be that many people have the virus with no 
symptoms. How are we suppose to control the 
spread this way. Something needs to be done soon.

Gaspar.maggie10@gmail.comMargarita 5095158844

04/12/20 9:25 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther food processing Tyson Fresh Meats, Inc. - Wallula 13983 Dodd Road Wallula My friend who works at this Tyson plant is 
concerned that the company is not taking 
appropriate actions to protect the workers, but is also 
fearful of losing their job from retaliation if they 
report anything. All of the workers are still working 
side by side and sharing a break room. Many of the 
workers do not speak English and my friend 
suspects that as a result, they do not understand the 
severity of the situation. My friend told me the 
workers were only provided with masks two day ago. 
At least one supervisor is home sick and workers are 
scared to go to work, so many are just not showing 
up.

aliceorrell@gmail.com Alice Orrell 5093756035

04/02/20 10:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Many employees are getting sick and being 
threatened their jobs in they call in sick or don’t show 
up. SHUT THIS PLACE DOWN!!!!! No one wants to 
buy contaminated meat anyways!

kiera.sanchez15@gmail.com Kiera Sanchez 5098517188

04/08/20 4:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cellular Company U.S. Cellular 1644 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis Employees not allowed to apply guidelines from the 
Governor's proclamation without fear of loosing their 
jobs.  They have been told they will be fired if they 
don't come in even if they are sick or a co-worker is.

05/13/20 9:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction UFP Washington LLC 12027 Three Lakes Rd Snohomish This business is not following social distancing 
guidelines.  And are working right next
To each other .They are only giving employees 1 
hospital grade mask to each employee and are not 
allowed another one. If an employee looses one or 
drops one “ Should of been more careful” and not
Given a new one.

04/06/20 9:46 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moving and Storage Uhaul 2600 N Andreason Vancouver Trucks coming in and going out are not being 
cleaned properly, door handles not being cleaned. 
trucks and trailers coming in and going out of state 
are being cleaned as normal, which is hardly at all. 
barley any surfaces are being cleaned. Employees 
are entering trucks just after use, without gloves, 
dispatching trucks without gloves or masks. Not 
washing rented or rental equipment, handling 
blankets and redistributing them without being 
washed. bathrooms not being cleaned regularly, all 
manual operated doors, never cleaned.

annonymous@nomail.com Annonymous 3605555555

04/01/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business UNFI Centralia Distribution Center 4002 Galvin Rd Centralia People are sick working in their warehouse with 105 
degree fevers. Working days before finally being 
sent home. Confirmed case with a supervisor 
working in the main office.

05/12/20 5:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction unimark 701 5th ave seattle jobsite not maintaining distancing guidelines and 
majority of workers are not wearing masks, including 
general contractor.

04/24/20 10:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Union Market 2101 E Union St Seattle BOTH of the owners who operate here were 
diagnosed with covid as well as the family members 
they reside with. The female owner, In Kyung 
Sunwoo, was hospitalized and her husband, Chang 
Kyu Sunwoo, continued operations despite his 
sickness. They should have closed, but instead have 
continued to be open. They do not have other 
employees to constantly run the store and one or the 
other of them is always there. This is very wrong and 
endangering public health. They should be forced to 
close until they are covid free and the store is 
cleared of covid. I prefer to keep my info anonymous 
unless contacted later and more info is needed.

Ksplashbaby@gmail.com

04/03/20 4:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping service United Parcel Service 1016 N Bradley Rd Spokane Valley Facilities are not being properly cleaned despite 
company statement, and social distancing measures 
are not being enforced or even discussed. They are 
only supplying wipes to the drivers, and nothing for 
the warehouse workers, who work in close confines 
of each other and frequently cross paths, and also 
handle three to four times the amount of packages 
than the driver. We are at risk of being exposed 
unnecessarily, and spreading the virus to a 
significant portion of the community. The pre-load 
shift (4:30am-8:45am) is being put under 
unnecessary risk, and social distancing has not been 
mentioned to us by management, and is not being 
enforced. I would like to remain anonymous so as 
not to be at risk of losing my job.
Thank you for your hard work during these trying 
times!

03/30/20 2:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping and logistics United parcel service 550 Andover park west Tukwilla We have asked the company many times to give us 
6ft and have been denied on more than one 
occasion. They continuously push volume out 
without any regard to our safety. Trucks are very 
close together causing many ppl to be within 6ft. 
They're also forcing multiple ppl to unload the same 
semi truck violating the 6ft.

Very concerned employee



05/16/20 7:05 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Parcel/Package distribution/delivery services, shipping and receivingUnited Parcel Service-Boeing Field 7300 Perimeter Road S. Seattle, WA 98108 The UPS-BFI center does not comply or enforce 
social distancing guidelines and employees are not 
provided personal protective equipment, they are not 
provided masks or gloves and they are not social 
distancing.

04/17/20 10:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther 5 people has tested for 
coronavirus

United parcel services 6400 7 states San Antonio They are not providing us wit masks or gloves or 
protecting us at all. They don’t have hand sanitizers  
when we all have to log in and out of the same 
computer. We started with 2 testing positive and are 
now up to 5. Every other essential business have 
taking these measures to protect their people but not 
us

Gizmoinc07@yahoo.com I would rather stay anonymous to avoid getting fired2109510724

03/31/20 5:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse United Parcel Shipping Warehouse 0376 WATOM HUB 9847 T Tacoma This location loads for united parcel service and at 
any given time 3 to 4 workers are in a 48 foot semi 
loading and sorting packages and not wearing 
protective gear at all.

Basketsofcandles@aol.com C. Marie 253-312-8669

03/31/20 10:41 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation, hazardous, maintenanceUnited Pumping Service 14000 E. Valley Blvd. City of  Industry Fellow Employees have been infected by the virus 
and was not informed until yesterday evening 
through other trucker employees. They were sent a 
private email, and for my Manager has tested 
positive and still was not informed. I was told to take 
voluntary time off can be given but was forced to 
work today or will be fired. I am concern for the 
people's health in my company and family.

bryan.sabrina0721@gmail.comBryan Madrigal 6263240461

03/31/20 5:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Loading and reloading facility Unites Parcel Service 5001 20th St E Fife Workers (3-4 at a time) are loading and unloading 
48 foot containers, while not wearing any protective 
gear aka mask and gloves,

Queendom1969@gmail.com M. Stettin 2533121531

05/07/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction unknown Pine Tree Elementary School Pine Tree Elementary School  27825 118th Ave SE, Kent, WA 98030Kent Workers replacing sidewalk were not masked or 
following social distancing guidelines. Workers were 
on both sides of street and did not move to allow 
pedestrians to pass. We were forced to walk in the 
middle of the street in order to go by. (Worker on our 
side of the street had his back to us, no mask, on his 
phone)

05/07/20 11:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Unknown 6538 20th Ave NW Seattle Address is my home; address of site unknown. 
Garbage disposal occurring making excessive noise 
while neighborhood residents can’t leave. Workers 
not wearing masks; possible additional violations. 
SPD refused to respond.

Heidigarcia@outlook.com Heidi Garcia 206-605-1777

05/06/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Unknown 5439 California Ave SW Seattle In the past week, we have frequently walked by the 
new construction on this site. On several occasions 
we have observed non-compliances with the "Phase 
1 Construction Restart COVID-19 Job Site 
Requirements": #s 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 15, 16 and 17.

05/06/20 12:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction unknown 505 Cedar Ave S Renton Observing 3 workers performing residential 
construction in driveway with no PPE and very close 
together.  Please

rayshie@yahoo.com 4259190269

05/01/20 10:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction unknown 3007 NW 56th St Seattle Building extension on rooftop patio started 
construction April 30th.  Not maintaining social 
distance. Does not believe construction is within 
code.

Kevin Tessmer 2068495270

04/30/20 1:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 2520 29th Ave W Seattle Residential project that is ongoing, and company has 
not been using PPE equipment nor having 
employees following social distancing guidelines. 
Company does not have any logos or signage 
describing their name, and there are typically 7-15 
people working on the small site at once. Neighbors 
are very susceptible to the virus and there are 
concerns the company does not care. The address 
above is the address of the caller, while the project 
site is nearby.

04/29/20 10:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 8515 23rd Ave NE Seattle Half a dozen workers on the construction site are not 
wearing masks, not following social distancing 
requirements.

mlsbennett@gmail.com Matthew Bennett 2066058660

04/29/20 9:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction unknown 8515 23rd Ave. NE Seattle This is a residential construction site and the 
workers are not wearing masks

dwilliams619@msn.com David Williams 2068520062

04/28/20 1:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown Various sites Seattle I live in the greenwood neighbor of Seattle.  The 
construction sites for residential homes have 
workers not following guidelines.  How can they stay 
a safe distance and still work without wearing a 
mask?  They are sitting in their trucks together 
talking and eating lunch.  Maybe I don’t understand 
social distancing but these are the same people I will 
be meeting at the grocery store. I would like to be 
safe.  On the radio this morning someone reported 
driving around Ballard and seeing workers without 
masks or just hanging them around their neck.  It is 
a privilege to go back to work.  I think masks should 
be mandatory.

04/28/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 132nd and 35th ave se Everrett No masks, working very close,  no hand washing 
stations. Women bringing food and hanging out.
This is right next to the road...showing eveyone that 
the rules don't need to be followed.

04/28/20 12:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 5941 California Ave SW Seattle, 98136 Apartment building formerly known as Cumberland 
house. Now DBA Monterey (sign out front still says 
Cumberland). Construction workers in the building 
are not practicing social distancing nor using PPE.  
Property Management Company is Peak Living 
Services.

richard@richardsowa.com Richard Sowa (206)696-2023

04/27/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 2819 Firwood #118 Mount Vernon, WA 98273 Contractor started Construction work today in a 
townhome complex with no compliance to Governors 
addendum to allow construction work to commence

04/16/20 9:06 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Self employed person who 
leaves daily

Unknown 2806 linden ln Puyallup This person leaves everyday for just a few minutes 
multiple times a day ! They never come back with 
groceries and constantly comes back with different 
people to do their hair ! Not cool considering 
everyone else is participating in the social distancing 
!

04/10/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 15808 Bear Creek Parkway Redmond Not sure if this type of construction is even 
considered to be essential at this time (new 
residential multi-unit construction project by Fairfield 
Residential), but the number of workers on-site 
appears to be increasing on a daily basis, and social 
distancing guidelines are visibly not being adhered to.

christopheryoumans@gmail.comChris Youmans 5125161237

04/09/20 7:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown 413 Maple Ave Snohomish Remodeling of building for a business that is not yet 
open.  Shut down for 4 days and workers are back 
today.  This is not essential construction.  They are 
remodeling the building for a new business. The 
workers do not practice social distancing and gather 
for lunch only 25 feet from my front door.  They do 
not wear masks and do not stay at least 6 feet from 
each other on breaks.  This is not ok and the stay at 
home order is still in place.  I know my neighbor 
reported on this and was told the contractor said 
they were securing the building.  That is NOT true.  
They are remodeling!

JacksB01@aol.com Jackie 425 750-3230

04/04/20 1:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Unknown - school contracted company 6400 Macarthur Blvd Vancouver Five workers apparently on lunch gathering in the 
back of a truck. Defintely not 6' apart. I have a photo. 
Their contractor needs to enforce this with all crews 
apparently.

03/31/20 7:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lawn care Unknown no logo on work trucks maybe unlicensed business17504 158th pl se Monroe Workers still coming getting into work trucks 
together and leaving for day

Jerryjewett@comcast.net Mary jewett 425-422-7219

05/05/20 2:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Unsure 15th ave NE near 160th Ave NEShoreline There are construction crews working on the road as 
well as the North City water facility on a daily basis 
(have seen them out there the past week). They are 
not wearing masks, and many times they are closer 
than 6ft to each other. they are not following the 
phase 1 guidelines

05/11/20 5:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction unsure (the roofers) 3925 shelby rd Lynnwood There's no running water so they cannot wash their 
hands they're not wearing masks they're not social 
distancing they refused to stop working with 
numerous neighbors asking them to do so please 
until they are practicing these things. They also have 
what it looks to be underage boys up on the roof 
without safety harnesses

Ms.Newman 2064128976 License plate Ajj6409 black sports car as well as white van

04/06/20 12:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logistics UPS 550 ANDOVER PARK W TUKWILA I have been informed by a friend working at the UPS 
hub in Tukwila, WA. at 550 Andover Pk W that the 
following conditions exist:
1. No hand sanitizers available or issued to 
employees in the office, warehouse or to delivery 
drivers
2. No masks or face-coverings available or issued to 
employees in the office, warehouse or to delivery 
drivers
3. Social Distancing not being practiced, observed or 
encourage.
4. Additionally, management has apparently provided 
the employees with Clorox as a hand and 
environment sanitizer as opposed to human-safe 
products for sanitation.

kswissjos@hotmail.com Jeff Sutton 206-369-0806



03/31/20 10:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping UPS 5101 12th St E Tacoma I work security for UPS in Tacoma. My concern is 
I’ve been told by multiple UPS employees of a few 
confirmed cases in this Tacoma building yet no body 
is doing anything about it. There has been no deep 
cleaning or any cleaning really. The cleaning staff is 
here once a day for a few hours and that’s it. Seems 
insane to me.

Mike.bechtel12@gmail.com Mike 2532080509

03/31/20 9:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logistics UPS 254 Roy Rd Pacific Management is not following or enforcing the 6ft 
rule. When people are reminded some think it’s a 
joke and others say they will do it and don’t. We 
work inside the building and are the preload shift. 
When the drivers arrive they don’t follow it either.

Inkscott9@gmail.com Ink Montgomery 253-559-7456

03/31/20 5:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse UPS 1201 C street NE Auburn Nobody follows social distancing nor does security 
when we get check in/out. Security isn’t wearing 
gloves when checking our bags, and I.Ds. We all 
shear the same equipment and still nobody wearing 
gloves while using these equipment . you don’t every 
see janitorial disinfecting anything nor the workers. 
we see a lot of truck drivers throughout the day all it 
takes is one person to get sick. I love the people the 
people that I work with I’m just scared of the virus 
spreading inside the warehouse when nobody is 
taking this seriously

Overall the company inside UPS is truly  
nonessential 
Arris- ships cable boxes 
Select comfort- mattresses
Deer stags- shoes
Nintendo- gaming
JMO- hair products 
Traeger- Bbq grills 
This UPS shouldn’t be open

I’m scared to give out my information of the fear of what might happenI’m scared to give out my information of the fear of what might happenI’m scared to give out my information of the fear of what might happen

03/30/20 2:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipping UPS 550 Andover Park W Tukwila Our UPS warehouse management isn't following the 
6 foot social distancing rule, nor are they enforcing 
it. They seem like they want to run like it's just a 
normal day. Everyone in our warehouse is risking 
their life by getting exposed to the coronavirus. We 
want our 6 feet. Our union has already spoken to 
UPS multiple times about the matter. I'm writing to 
you today in hopes that you can help us. Thank you.

05/03/20 6:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Delivery Ups  Comanche building 2401 Comanche Rd NE, Albuquerque, NM 87107Albuquerque Known cases of covid 19 from employees captinlilnugget@icloud.com Claire Barkley 5059102225

05/18/20 7:34 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Ups store Ups store 336 36th st Bellingham Tiny store. One cashier was wearing a mask and the 
other was not on Saturday. No way to have social 
distance from the unmasked cashiet

05/12/20 7:12 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Shipping/ Mail Center - UPS StoreUPS Store 7829 Center Blvd SE, Snoqualmie, WA 98065Snoqualmie 1. No enforcement of limits regarding people inside 
the store at a time
2. Employees do not wear any face coverings 
whatsoever and aren't encouraged to do so
3. Only recently was blue social distancing tape 
placed on the floor however it is literally just a couple 
inches from the counter as opposed to the 
recommend spacing...one employee hinted that this 
was done as a joke and that the business isn't taking 
this seriously. 
4. Essentially no visual safety measures in place 
anywhere aside from the mis-marked blue tape on 
the carpet

04/15/20 8:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther UPS Package/Amazon drop 
off store

UPS store 31811 Pacific Hwy S, Unit B Federal Way While I was in this store today picking up a package 
the Manager was hacking and coughing and NOT 
KEEPING HER MASK ON.She is doing this in front 
of her customers at the counter and not even 6 ft 
away.   I had a mask on but came home and 
removed everything and showered.  But now I realize 
she could be coughing all over the packages being 
delivered to her store.  This is also an Amazon drop 
off an pick up location.  I called my local non 
emergency PD and they just forwarded me to a 
couple other phone numbers.   The Federal Way PD 
is across the street and they need to send someone 
over there.  If this business needs to stay open, thats 
fine but that woman NEEDS TO STAY HOME.   She 
is spreading this virus all over our packages.

gilmoregirl49@hotmail.com Deanna Gilmore 206-409-2344

03/31/20 3:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Package delivery / supply chain managementUPS Store 1700 7th Ave Ste 116 Seattle, WA 98101 Tiny store. Can’t accommodate more than 1-2 
customers at a time without violating social 
distancing requirements. Still allowing multiple 
customers in shop at once. Should limit capacity and 
mark floor to indicate 6 ft distance between 
customers.

05/14/20 2:51 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Delivery UPS, United Parcel Service 18001 NE Union Hill Rd. Redmond Manager Jim Hummel is forcing Delivery Drivers to 
work while ill with Dr.s Notes, under threat of 
suspension or termination.

Anonymous out of fear of losing employment

05/08/20 11:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Urgent care 9430 Van mall drive Vancouver Urgent care by Van Mall , waiting room chairs not 
6'or marked for social distance, no masks on any 
staff except PA in patient room.  Half of the Patients 
came in masked.

03/31/20 5:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tech company US Digital 1400 NE 136th Ave, Vancouver, WA 98684Vancouver Three people have been suspected of having Corona 
virus and others sick and they aren't cleaning 
properly. I saw hospitality walk in the bathroom and 
just empty the garbage. It took them 30 seconds. 
We should have a professional cleaning team 
scrubbing everything. Over 200 employees work 
there and are not social distancing at work or home. 
Our company has a large Slavic population which 
are most related and have stated the still have large 
church gatherings outside of work and still do 
whatever they want. Many people are afraid of 
catching something from people who aren't social 
distancing. I believe we found a loop hole to stay 
open to be "essential" because ONE of our 
customers is essential. Workers are scared and not 
offered any time off.

05/15/20 8:10 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Logistics and Delivery US Postal Service 4801 W. Van Giesen St. West Richland Have no other place to send concerns.  Co-worker's 
mother tested positive (they live together).  That co-
worker was only sent home for 7 days, now back at 
work.  Not possible to observe social distancing 
within work space, and face covering not a 
requirement.

gigi015@yahoo.com

04/03/20 12:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Delivery services USPS and other delivery services United States United States What regulations have been placed on USPS, UPS, 
Fedex etc. Delivery drivers and other people involved 
in the delivery process should be wearing masks and 
gloves. I bleach wipe all my mail but I got a package 
today with what looked like blood on the plastic bag.

cccx2006@gmail.com Cathy Cox 3606893138

05/15/20 11:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Postal Office USPS South Hill 13516 Meridiab E Puyallup There are more than 10 people in the lobby at a 
time, no employees are at the door to keep count of 
customers going in or out, no employees are 
wearing masks, 6 feet distance is not being followed.

04/15/20 9:14 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther University of Washington 
Seattle

UW Housing Terry Hall, 1035 NE Campus PkwySeattle The current Director of Residential Life at UW 
Seattle has documented in emails that “Stay Home, 
Stay Safe” is not an Order/Mandate, that he believes 
that “...it is only a directive” and that compliance is 
voluntary and not “required”.  Therefore his actions 
and those of UW Housing staff either ignore or 
openly state that they have no responsibility to do 
anything about resident students who violate the 
mandate even when repeated violations have been 
reported over the past 3 weeks and 2 days.  In this 
example, a student continues to go in and out of her 
assigned residence, often staying overnight in 
someone else's UW residence which should be 
“...solely including those people who are part of a 
single household or residential living unit.”  That puts 
my compliant daughter who lives with her in her 
assigned apartment, and anyone else she comes in 
contact with at risk.  Please straighten out UW 
Housing ASAP.  Documents available upon request.

adoptnet@whidbey.net Lynn A. Smith 360-341-2308 hfsinfo@uw.edu

04/04/20 2:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Uwajimaya Market 600 5th Ave S Seattle Too many customers crowded together less than 1 
foot apart at longer periods of time and crowding 
aisles without any warnings via intercom system to 
require social distancing at all times. This occurred 
today around 1 PM.

bryanklwork@outlook.com Bryan Levinson 2064760280



04/14/20 5:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business UWMC Plaza Cafe management 1959 NE Pacific st. Ste SW - 110Seattle  •On March 23, 2020, The UW Plaza Cafeteria 
management announced that one of our coworker 
was confirmed positive COVID-19. Prior to 
discovery, the individual (a cashier) worked for 5 
days last week displaying some symptoms. In spite 
of what happened, the management made a 
decision to continue work, and did not do any of the 
protocol set by the regulators. there's also around 
400 employees and customers that frequent the 
place to buy, sit, and eat.
 •4/24/2020 – Some workers were given an email 

copy of the situation. They were told of what 
happened about the infected worker, but they’re also 
told that business as usual like nothing happened.
 •4/24/2020 – I emailed the management that it was 

a wrong decision to continue operation and not 
follow the government regulators protocol. 
 •4/25/2020 – I emailed management – that I called 

the CDC, and WSHD recommending closing the 
place for quarantine (14 days), investigate the 
transmission, and deep clean the area where the ill 
person was. I was ignored.
 •4/26/2020 - I emailed them again, giving them 

resources on COVID-19.
 •4/26/2020 - First Union rep Kristen(seiu925) letter 

to the management questioning the response taken 
to confirmed positive COVID-19 worker. We were 
ignored.
 •4/29/2020 – Luis Rios a cook at the cafeteria (a 

coworker of the first victim of COVID-19) found out 
that he too was positive COVID-19. Despite of this 
second discovery the management was discreet and 

juanchito1818@yahoo.com Johnny Ignacio 2069417027 juanchito1818@yahoo.com

04/19/20 7:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Oil change business Valentine instant oil change 25 Columbia point dr richland Not observing 6 foot rule, entering my 6 feet, 
opening car door inside my 6 feet.

no no no

04/01/20 9:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Valley Cities Behavioral Health - Recovery Place Kent505 Washington Ave South Kent I have concerns with my current employer, we're a  
24 hour locked down involuntary impatient facility but 
during this pandemic, they are not providing 
appropriate PPE and or following the guidelines of 
social distancing ( compacted meetings ). The 
agency is still fully functioning like there's currently 
not a pandemic, or that it doesn't pose health and 
safety risk for employees and or patients in this 
environment. There's no adherence to sanitation 
guidelines or protocols. When any employee 
addresses their concerns of adherence to protocols, 
management becomes very defensive " We're a 
hospital, there's nothing we could do about that ". 
This is very concerning seeing as though we serve a 
vulnerable population and it's obvious this agency 
isn't seeing the implications that could transpire with 
not taking serious precautions.

03/30/20 5:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Valley harvest 28855 Military Rd S Federal way Check stands are too close to each other
Not following the 6 feet rule
Too crowded for its size.

svjb26@gmail.com Jesus valle 2069928327

05/14/20 3:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store Valley Harvest International Market 28855 Military Rd S Federal Way No enforcement of social distancing at all in store or 
in cashier checkout lines. Cashiers even 
encouraging shoppers to scoot forward to make 
checkout line more compact to fit more people and 
move lines faster. There is a section where tape on 
floor is encouraging shoppers to stand side by side

04/09/20 8:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Valley Imaging 314 S 11TH ST Yakima They're forcing their receptionists to use and reuse 
paper masks instead of washable cloth ones. The 
Imaging Director Jack Durbin doesn't care for his 
subordinates or the welfare of the community.

05/01/20 8:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery Valley Nursery Bond Rd and hwy 305 Poulsbo Staff not wearibg masks are approaching customers 
to within 12 inches to speak and inventory contents 
of shopping carts. Customers interacting closely, 
many with no masks. Approaching driver window 
within 1 to 2 ft distance to talk w driver to fill 
orders....again w no mask.

jeanetteberry01@gmail.com Jeanette Berry 360.271.8197

04/16/20 8:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Valley Pipe 169801 W County Rd 12 Prosser 4 employees behind counter, 6 customers on other 
side of counter, no social distancing, no masks worn 
by any

steveelerding@hotmail.com Steven C Elerding 509-840-9241

04/28/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government office Valley Vehicle Licensing 27331 172nd Ave SE Covington large gatherings of people.  Teaching people not to 
comply with the rules.  Its ok because they have a 
sign up?

04/27/20 12:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Licensing office Valley Vehicle Licensing 27331 172nd Ace SE Covington Large number of people lined up daily, blocking 
doorways and ADA access.  Licensing does not care 
says they can't do anything about it.

vvlicensing.17 <vvlicensing.17@gmail.com>

04/27/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Department of Licensing-
Government office

Valley Vehicle Licensing 27331 SE 172nd Ave #116 Covington Licensing has people lined up in front of adjoining 
businesses blocking doorways and ADA access.  No 
precautions taken for other merchants in the 
building.  Licensing department states it is not their 
responsibility to police people they have coming to 
their business.  They do not care that they are 
affecting others.

05/08/20 4:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automobiles Sales Vancouver Auto Group 6801 NE 40th Street Vancouver They have brought back all there sales people to 
work in the dealership and are taking and selling 
cars to customers with out appointments.

05/10/20 9:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automobile sales Vancouver Auto Group or Vancouver Ford6801 NE 40th Street Vancouver Failing to follow Gov. Inslee guidelines for reopening 
a business.

05/18/20 7:29 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bike shop Vancouver Cyclery 10108 NE Hwy 99 Vancouver No employees wearing masks, no barriers between 
employees and customers, more than 10 people in 
store at a time

05/17/20 6:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Vancouver Pediatric Dentistry 300 SE 120th Avenue  #100 Vancouver No one else wanted to "tell" on them. Good 
reputation with clients. BUT. My concern is them 
NOT following proper protocol for COVID-19. The 
time consuming requirements, distancing, extra 
sanitation, masks, etc.  "The extra stuff they are 
supposed to be doing" Especially with MIS-C rearing 
it's head so to speak and that their patients are 
children.  Please work with them to keep everyone 
safer. Thank You

04/07/20 3:32 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retirement Community Vancouver Pointe Senior Village 4555 N.E. 66th Avenue Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver I believe the housekeeping staff at this community is 
non essential. It is an independent living community, 
and they provide lite housekeeping to the residents. I 
feel we are putting them and ourselves at risk, and 
needed to know if that department should be here or 
not.

adrianna_hensley@yahoo.comAdrianna Hensley

05/15/20 9:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Varsity Pizza 32619 Mountain Hwy. E. Eatonville Witnessed at least 6 workers all working less than 6 
ft from one another and not one was wearing a mask 
and I only saw 2 employees with gloves on. 
Restaurant had 0 protocol in place to keep patrons 
sepatated; patrons were coming in and out of a very 
small cashier spot with no distancing. I will not be a 
patron there from now on after seeing that. 
Absolutely no attempt and no regard to adhere to 
any of the restaurant requirements.

05/04/20 9:54 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Specialized aerospace painting operation and post-paint assembly and kittingVaupell 11323 Commando Rd W Everett, WA 98204 Failure to provide and require the use of PPE inside 
the plant.

04/28/20 1:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Veterinary Hospital VCA- Marysville 1072 Cedar Ave Marysville My sister works in this clinic and is to scared to 
come forward because of retaliation. A doctor that 
works at the clinic has been sick for over a few 
weeks with a cough. His name is Dr. McWilliams. 
My sister has brought up her concerns to upper 
management and nothing has been done. Today I 
received a call from my sister saying now Dr 
McWilliams is home with a fever and won’t be back 
till Thursday. I have a child with an airway defect and 
something like Covid-19 would be devastating for 
her. Please help. My sister is being given no option 
to not work as they declined to furlough her, that she 
needed to come to work.

03/30/20 5:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Verathon 20001 North Parkway Bothell There is no proper PPE and supervisors will not let 
us do social distancing at least 6 ft apart. Not 
everyone wears gloves and we are dealing with 
important medical equipment that gets shipped out 
to help the covid 19 pandemic. I go to work daily and 
fear for my life and others. I do not want to lose my 
job can you please keep my name confidential in this 
matter.

Melvindickerson0623@gmail.comMelvin 425-382-1303



04/17/20 8:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther phone outlet Verizon Authorized Dealer 6410 W Nob Hill Yakima The three employees were clustered around their 
counter, not wearing any face coverings.  It did not 
appear that they had even done any cleaning.  I 
asked them about their lack of masks, etc., they 
acted unconcerned.  I am especially concerned 
because of their contact with customers and their 
phones.  When I mentioned having other issues one 
employee said he did too.   At least this is on record.  
I don't want it to come back on me, they have my 
phone number.

lona002@msn.com A. Kidd

05/04/20 2:48 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other cellular phone retail Verizon Cekkukar Plus 106 Keene Road Richland staff face to face with clients, across counter, 
distance not more than 1 meter, no shields or fave 
masks.

hameshk@gmail.com Harlen Hames (509) 391-5281

05/04/20 2:49 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other cellular phone retail Verizon Cellular Plus 20 Merlot Dr Prosser staff face to face with clients, across counter, 
distance not more than 1 meter, no shields or fave 
masks.

hameshk@gmail.com Harlen Hames (509) 391-5281

04/07/20 9:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Organic topsoil yard dump 
trucks

Verns organic topsoil Bond rd Poulsbo wa Poulsbo Non essential coming into the yard owner not 
following rules in and out of different trucks. Office 
staff being subject to owners that are not following 
social distancing. Or costumers with owners and 
drivers not following 6ft distance. Loading customers 
with non essential sources.

04/01/20 1:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Vigor Industrial 1801 16th ave SW Seattle There is an employee exposed to another COVID-19 
positive employee. The managers and 
superintendents knowingly moved the exposed 
employee to another project location. This put even 
more people at risk for exposure, and could spread 
the virus even further. 

They refuse to quarantine exposed employees, quote 
“to keep them working.”

tswanny7@gmail.com Tiffany Swan 5039270021

04/02/20 12:35 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior Apartment Village Green Apartments 3888 MADRONA DR SE PORT ORCHARD WA 98366 Anonymous resident is saying that their apartment 
manager is letting caregivers come in and out of the 
senior living apartment even with the Stay Home, 
Stay Healthy mandate.  One of the caregivers said 
that she is not feeling good but she has to come to 
work.  Also, they are not wearing PPE or mask when 
interacting with residents.  Residents are concerned 
since they are mostly seniors and has medical 
conditions that are cautious about with the Covid-19.  
 Per google the management number is  (360) 871-
4883.  Thank you.

04/22/20 3:18 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Management 
Company

Vintage Apartments - FPI 
Management Company

149 S 140th St Burien Resident informed us that management company 
and vendors are not taking the adequate steps to 
practice social distancing and overall good health 
and hygiene suggestions. Vendors in community are 
also not following social distancing guidelines.

vintage.burien@fpimanagement.com

04/22/20 9:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther +55 Community (Staff & 
Workers & Visitors)

Vintage at Burien 149 S. 140th Street Burien Staff Manager's, Cleaning Staff, Visitors and Others 
coming into community for rental applications are 
NOT wearing masks or gloves. (Except for 
Maintenance Man)  No one can social distance in 
Manager's Office or Elevator or passing these folks 
in the hall.  

As a +55 Community we are HIGH RISK, and are on 
lock down.  

The Staff continues to put our lives at risk by not 
following simple Social Distancing & wearing masks 
and gloves to protect us. Additionally, Staff does 
nothing to prevent workers or visitors from exposing 
us. 

 I've asked them to correct this several times over 
the past 6 weeks.  They remain non-compliant.

absfile@aol.com Alexis Benkowski 206-243-8996 vintage.burien@fpimgt.com

04/06/20 4:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Vinyard Pard of Covington 17006 SE Wax Road covington On April 6th about 10:30 am drove by the 
construction site and along the road there was 
multiple groups of about 6 person each none of 
them were 6 feet apart, none wearing masks, they 
were actimng like business as normal.

ErikLisa4@gmail.com Erik 206-409-9882

04/28/20 3:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate Virgil Adams Real Estate 806 State Ave NE Olympia, WA 98506 This realtor showed a property adjacent to mine.  
The showing location was at 15 Darien Ln; Pacific 
Beach, WA 98571.  5 people were on site, not 
following social distancing guidelines; further, they 
entered my property on several occasions, triggering 
security cameras.  I contacted the showing agent 
(Tammy Adams) regarding this violation; she denied 
the violation until I provided security footage proving 
the violation.  Given that interaction, she clearly has 
no intention of following the social distancing 
guidelines for real estate transactions.  If I can 
sustain over $16,000 in losses from MY businesses 
to support public health, this realtor can an least take 
personal responsibility for following the public health 
guidelines established to allow her business to 
survive.

rpfinn79@rdcomputer.com Ryan P Finn 4153102648 realtortammyadams@gmail.com

04/07/20 11:29 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gym Vision Fitness and Health 111 Tumwater Blvd NE Tumwater The Gym put up mats so you can't see in the 
windows and customers are still in their working out 
on a daily basis.

williamskimber12@gmail.comKim 360-556-4484

05/07/20 12:02 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Visiting Angels 12020 113th Ave NE Building C Studio 180Kirkland Small office office space does not allow for 6' 
distancing between workers. Masks inconsistent if 
worn at all. Temperatures not checked at start of 
shift.

Info@eastsideangels.com

04/06/20 3:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Vitalant 210 W Cataldo Spokane This is a blood donation center that has had an 
employee test positive for COVID-19 at one of their 
donation sites. The employee was instructed not to 
tell anyone. The employees are in fear of losing their 
jobs for saying anything about this. They are also in 
fear of the many donors that have possibly been 
exposed.

05/15/20 2:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Vitality Chiropractic Center 410 Bellevue Way SE Suite #202Bellevue Business is not following social distancing 
precautions. Some employees and clients not 
wearing masks. Sanitation methods not in 
compliance. Dirty linens not in closed containers and 
disposed of properly. Employees threatened to 
comply with poor working conditions or they will be 
fired. Employer not giving employees enough time to 
properly sanitize. Clients being seen for issues that 
are not medically necessary.

05/12/20 10:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Vitality Chiropractic Center 410 Bellevue Way SE Bellevue I have noticed a few employees not wearing masks, 
and not wiping down surfaces, which I've noticed 
happening at other businesses, usually in a short 
period of time that I'm there. Being at this business 
sometimes requires us to wait until our therapist or 
chiropractor is available, so there is time for 
observation.

05/10/20 10:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Vivi Pizzeria 14505 148th Avenue NortheastWoodinville I do food delivery and this place I've been to multiple 
times and they have not instituted any social 
distancing measures. The place is busy and no one 
is wearing masks or any kind of protective gear. This 
is the ONLY place I have visited that does not have 
any signage or markings on the ground where its 
safe to stand. Good examples are Red Robin 
(Redmond & Woodinville), Kanishka's (Redmond), 
and countless others. And the problem is magnified 
because they are disorganized and many people are 
waiting around for their order and they are serving 
beer to some of those who are waiting.

04/29/20 1:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Dealership Service Dept Volvo of Tacoma 1602 40th Ave Court East Fife Took my vehicle in for service yesterday, advisor not 
wearing mask, distance was less than six feet - no 
precautions other than clean pen to sign paperwork

timkuzma@me.com Tim Kuzma 206-280-5500 info@volvocarstacoma.com

04/03/20 10:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rifle Range and Gun Shop Wade's Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd, Bellevue, WA 98005 3 to 40 cars allegedly in parking lot, with people 
socializing in the parking lot.  This message went out 
on a Bellevue Next Door neighborhood site...a lot of 
people were outraged......then d site just today.  
Then someone blocked the message and took it 
down..  Could someone check this out please?  If 
this is true, it's places and people like this that are 
keeping us all locked up because of the spread of 
the virus here in King County.

would rather remain anonymous for obvious reasonsWould rather remain anonymous for obvious reasonsn/a

04/02/20 6:44 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gun shop Wades guns 13570 bel red road Bellevue At any given time there are 20-30  cars and more 
customers inside !!! I live near and have observed 
this for days.

Kevin.peters@me.com Patrick Peters 206-790-9303

04/04/20 7:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther microchip manufacturer Wafertech 5509 NW Parker street Camas Refusal to allow administrative employees to work 
remotely when it is possible. Requiring employees to 
report to work on site when not necessary.

salenanoell@outlook.com Salena Noell 5039985134

03/31/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther microchip manufacturer wafertech 5509 NW Parker street Camas allowed to perform usual administrative telework for 
one week then told must come into the office or take 
vacation pay

salenanoell@outlook.com Salena Noell 5039985134



03/31/20 1:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Wake up espresso 2061 Brockdale rd Shelton The owners are threatening girls to work even 
though they don’t want to bring covid into their 
homes. The distance from the windows and baristas 
are not 6ft. There is no way for them to be operating 
and be 6ft away from serving customers! It’s not 
possible. They need to shut down, they aren’t 
practicing social distancing or taking it seriously for 
the girls health. The baristas are only 1-4ft away 
from customers at the windows.

04/03/20 6:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther No Wal-Mart No Poulsbo Please please help , customers are not going by 
guide lines , it’s a gathering place , families and kids 
running around , baby’s !! I can’t believe,,, they are 
rude and cussing cause we don’t have enough help ,    
   The associate that are there , we are wore out , 
missing out loves ones but these customers are 
bring all families, like a gathering,,,, help please

No No

04/02/20 7:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wal-Mart (Renton) Wal-Mart (Renton) 743 Rainier Avenue S Renton Wal-Mart has an unmasked employee at the exit 
who is coming very close to each person to check 
their receipt. He refused to simply look at my receipt 
as I held it up. He is touching each person’s receipt. 
My items were only $21 in total. I complained and he 
just said “trust me, I’m good”.

bonnecarla@gmail.com Carla Bonne 2064122202

04/09/20 12:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Distribution Wal-Mart Distribution 546 Woodall Rd Grandview Our work place is not following the social distancing 
guidelines on the work floor. They are following them 
in the lunch room. But other then that there is 
various times we are stuck in a close proximity that 
is not 6 feet apart. I would say 2-3 feet apart. We 
have a lot of work so they bring in 10-15 extra 
workers for Overtime which just congest our area 
more. There is no sanitizer in our area or in the 
restrooms close to our work area. Door handles in 
the restroom are not being cleaned. We had two 
positive cases of covid 19 in our work confirmed and 
they should be more aware of the situation.

04/05/20 11:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Wal-Mart Supercenter (Bonney Lake, 
WA)

19205 WA-410 E Bonney Lake Employees not observing social distancing 
requirements. Employees approached/moved 
through my six-foot radius multiple times while I 
shopped for groceries, despite my taking care to give 
them appropriate room to maneuver around me.

04/04/20 2:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pharmacy Walgreen's 11509 Canyon Rd E, Puyallup Walgreens had a pharamist pass away yesterday 
from COVID-19 (was floating between multiple 
Walgreens pharmacies) has no protection for staff 
(plexiglass, mask, gloves). Store should be closed 
and only using the drive thru. Not following the social 
distancing

Nanette Rice 360-265-4206

04/20/20 7:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens 7901 Gov. Ritchie Hywy Glen Burnie Workers have to reuse face masks and are forced to 
serve all who enter regardless of whether or not they 
have masks.

04/03/20 3:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pharmacy Walgreens 2939 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview Person came into the Walgreens in question and 
noticed that they were not practicing social 
distancing and using of appropriate PPE's such as 
gloves and masks.

04/02/20 7:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens 3323 3rd Camas They are not protecting their employees. There are 
no shields at cash registers.  The employees have 
no ppe there are lots of people in there since it is a 
pharmacy and store.

Jkaym86@yahoo.com Janice macarthur 360-335-5563

04/05/20 8:52 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens Co. 34008 Hoyt Rd SW Federal Way Poor response to confirmed covid-19 cases, such as 
not quarantining employees who have been in 
contact with members of management who were 
confirmed positive for covid-19.

sarasrslee@gmail.com Sara Lee 2533533462

04/03/20 6:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens, Bartells, Rite-Aid, CVS ALL Locations Bellevue, Issaquah, Redmond... Many of their locations are not properly equipped 
with staff to enforce social distancing. There are no 
restrictions on how many people can enter the store - 
 which allows employee and customers to be 
crowded with sick people picking up medicine from 
the pharmacy. 

They are also still taking passport photos and 
allowing people to just come in for photo and printed 
gift items- which is non-essential. 

Another big concern is that store employees are not 
allowed to ask clearly sick people including homeless 
ones that just hangout in the bathrooms or clinic 
waiting areas to leave.

04/12/20 9:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Drugstore walgrens 1350 Garrett St Enumclaw, WA  98022 United StatesEnumclaw no Signage, no wipes for baskets, employees not 
observing distancing, employees being rude and 
dismissive when asked to distance, customers in 
close contact while shopping, no attempt whatsoever 
to follow guidelines, no masks or gloves being 
employed by employees or customers.

04/04/20 9:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automobile service Walker Subaru 519 SW 12th Renton No wipes, no disinfectant, no social distancing, no 
employees wearing masks. I don’t think they did 
anything to wipe vehicle or steering wheel when 
vehicle was returned. The ay had me sign iPad with 
my finger and did not wipe it or give me anything to 
disinfect my hands. Employees grouped closely 
together behind counters and in hallway to restroom. 
Zero effort to keep customers or employees safe.

N.Mattheisen@comcast.net Nina  Thornsburg. I prefer my name not be used2068175460

04/02/20 9:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plant nursery Walla walla nursery 4176 Stateline rd WALLA WALLA Social distancing is not being followed. Areas are not 
being cleaned/sanitized. People with potential 
symptoms are being allowed to work.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/24/20 8:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business WallMart 743 Rainier Ave S Renton Wallmart is packed with people. There was no crowd 
control. Noone was disinfecting any carts. The self 
check out area had a long life and a lot of people.  
None of the employees and attendants were wearing 
masks or gloves.  Noone is following social 
distancing requirements.  Its impossible for people 
that are high risk to be in the store and not be 
exposed.

Pamela Buchanan 206-250-6740 743 Rainier Ave S

04/04/20 2:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Wallmart, Fredmeyer, QFC, 164th Lynnwood The parking lot is more packed then Christmas and 
everyone is inside the business! No one is checking 
people at the doors. Everyone’s just crammed in the 
isles not able to keep 6 feet from each other. My son 
is an essential worker and I’m so scared for him and 
the other workers!!!

This is like this at all the grocery stores on 164th not 
just wallmart!

katrina@sperryfamily.net Katrina 4253146002

04/03/20 12:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Paper Mill Wallula Pulp and Paper 31827 US-12 Wallula The mill failed to report to us (contract employees) 
that one of their employees had tested positive for 
COVID-19 and when they did tell my employer we 
had already been on-site working for 3 full days thus 
potentially being exposed at that point. To my 
knowledge not all contractors were notified about 
this.

mjg2688@gmail.com Matthew Glass 5038107980

04/24/20 2:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 19205 State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Walmart employees have tested positive for 
COVID19. 

They did not shut down to disinfect. They say they 
close at night to clean however they are not 
cleaning.  They are simply stocking more products. 
There has never been a full shut down for 
disinfecting. 

I know this as I work the overnight shift.
04/23/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther retail walmart 108 N. Apple Blossom Dr. Chealn There are old school buses full of migrate orchard 

workers coming to the Chelan Walmart on a daily 
basis. None of them are complying with the 6 six 
distance, no face masks or gloves. This is a time 
bomb waiting to explode. People are going to 
become sick and die. It will spread fast. At one of the 
Chelan County fruit packing plant had 36 out of 71 
workers tested positive. They are still open. How 
does that make any sense.

randyanddebbi@livetwoplay.comRandy 4254785864

04/17/20 12:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 19205 State Route 410 E Bonney Lake The Walmart Staff and employees are not enforcing 
the social distancing regulations. 

People are walking back and forth up and down 
aisles even though they have arrows as to which 
way to shop. Spreading more of the virus. 

Employees have tested positive for COVID19 and 
they haven’t shut down to disinfect the store

04/17/20 3:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 19205 State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have tested positive for COVID19 and 
they haven’t shut down to disinfect the store



04/16/20 4:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business WALMART 743 Rainier Ave S Renton I went to Walmart in Renton on 4/15/2020 we 
arriving they did not have staff counting how many 
people were entering the store. Social distancing 
was not being practiced by customers nor was staff 
enforcing. approxiamlty 80 percent of customers did 
not have face mask and about 30 percent of 
Walmart staff did not have face mask. How Walmart 
adhere to the social distancing guidelines mandated 
by the governor if they are not implementing social 
distance ( 6 feet distance) within their business and 
requiring all staff and customer to wear face mask 
prior to entering the store. The lack of compliance 
impose a continue public health risk to all. I asked a 
worker who was wearing a mask about the 
requirement for all staff and customers to wear 
mask he said he did not know the policy and was 
just coming to work as instructed.

seiu925agregorydavis@gmail.comAlisha Gregory-Davis 2533597157

04/15/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 19205 State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Bonney Lake Walmart has had employees who have 
tested positive for COVID19.  Since being notified 
that they have employees who are positive, they 
have not shut down and disinfected their store.  

Bonney Lake Walmart did not let the public know.
Bonney Lake Walmart does not follow social 
distancing practices
Bonney Lake Walmart allows large groups of 
families to enter the store together
Bonney Lake Walmart allows shoppers to go up and 
down the aisles in any direction
Bonney Lake Walmart does not have anyone wiping 
down the grocery carts
Bonney Lake Walmart is filthy as their employees 
are overworked with their online grocery pick up and 
they do not have anyone cleaning and wiping down 
the handles of the refrigerated doors.

Bonney Lake Walmart has employees sneezing and 
only allowed to go home if they have a temperature.

Please investigate Bonney Lake Walmart. We will be 
reporting to the media and making sure that those 
who are supposed to follow up are held responsible.

04/12/20 3:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Walmart 19205 State Route 410 Bonney Lake Employee has tested positive for COVID19 and may 
have infected customers as they don’t social 
distance in the store

04/12/20 3:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Walmart 19205 State Route 410 Bonney Lake Employee has tested positive for COVID19 and may 
have infected other employees

04/11/20 11:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Several Walmart employees are sick with coronavirus

04/11/20 11:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Walmart employees have tested positive for 
coronavirus

04/11/20 11:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Walmart employees are not using social distancing 
and are working while sick

04/11/20 11:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees are very sick and still working

04/11/20 11:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have COronavirus and still going to work

04/11/20 11:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have COVID19 
Not social distancing.

04/11/20 11:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have reported testing positive for 
COVID19 

Not using Gloves

Spreading coronavirus. Not social distancing.
04/11/20 11:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have reported testing positive for 

COVID19 

Not using PPE

Spreading coronavirus. Not social distancing.
04/11/20 11:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 19205 state Route 410 E Bonney Lake Employees have reported testing positive for 

COVID19
04/11/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Store Walmart Walmart smokey point Arlington There is a huge difference between going to 

Walmart then Safeway in Smokey point. In safeway 
there are many measures in place to protect 
employees & shoppers + people actually practice 
social distancing. Last night after work I decided to 
go to Walmart instead. Out in the parking lot a loud 
speaker states because of social distancing and 
safety there are limiting the # of people in the store 
etc. ...they have the entrance roped off with caution 
tape like they are BUT ITS A LIE....there was no 
employees at the entrance the parking lot was full, I 
wore a face mask and gloves & was armed with my 
sanitizer spray & purse size hand sanitizer gel. I 
entered and there were hardly any carts left. I 
grabbed a cart and continue into the store. It was 
packed, no one practicing social distancing at all not 
even the employees. I saw a woman with a newborn 
baby in a sling, no protection at all in a very crowded 
aisle. I just needed a few things so I quickly got what 
I came for and headed to the register. Again no 
social distancing in line either. A guy came up close 
behind me in line ...too close. I started fake coughing 
and it did not phase him. The cashier had no 
plexiglass no gloves or mask. I couldn't wait to get 
out of there. I will not be shopping at this Walmart 
ever again. Even after this over, disgraceful and sad.

jennsamazing73@gmail.com Jennifer Martin 4253500503

04/09/20 1:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Walmart Queensgate Kennewick One of the employees at this Walmart has tested 
positive from COVID-19 and the store is still open 
and they're not disinfecting or informing the public.

04/08/20 9:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Walmart Walmart Washington St Sequim I work at this location and they are constantly 
opening consecutive Check out   lanes which 
requires employees to stand close to employees 
without any protective barrier... all they need to do is 
close every other register, but if anyone is waiting in 
line they open all the registers

jaynsequim@gmail.com Jason Anderson 3604616683

04/07/20 4:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart Dyke Access Road Woodland Walmart store in Woodland Washington number 
3742 has a confirmed case of coronavirus of one of 
its employees that was hired a week ago...￼

They are supposed to be limiting the number of 
customers that going to the store and there is 
nobody counting or enforcing this.

I know someone who ￼works there many many 
hours and they are not going to close the store to 
clean it or to make sure that all sanitizing procedures 
have been taken.

They told this employee they could have two weeks 
off but it would be not paid and they cannot afford to 
miss work for two weeks because she’s raising her 
children alone.￼￼￼ Walmart store in Woodland 
Washington number 3742 has a confirmed case of 
coronavirus of one of its employees that was hired a 
week ago...￼

They are supposed to be limiting the number of 
customers that going to the store and there is 
nobody counting or enforcing this.

I know someone who ￼works there many many 
hours and they are not going to close the store to 
clean it or to make sure that all sanitizing procedures 
have been taken.

They told this employee they could have two weeks 
off but it would be not paid and they cannot afford to 

04/07/20 4:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery store Walmart 1486 dike access rd woodland washington 98674woodland washington I am contacting on behalf of my sister in law who 
works at the Walmart in woodland Washington. she 
stated that they had an employee who tested positive 
for COVID 19 and the this Walmart store refuses to 
close the store for cleaning and is not discarding 
infected items that this employee may have touched

herbertstout3@sunbeltrentals.comherb stout 360-991-7372



04/06/20 8:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery Walmart 1965 S Union Ave, Tacoma, WA 98405tacoam 5 people tested pos for covid 19 and the store 
manager threaten them to not talk about it so they 
wont lose money.

hollisde26@gmail.com Deshaun Hollis 2533559604

04/05/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail store Walmart 1965 S Union Ave, Tacoma, WA 98405Tacoma Employees have been tested positive for covid-19 
and still functioning

03/31/20 7:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Department Store WalMart 3497 Bethel Rd SE Port Orchard Not following social distancing / Customers & 
Employees alike / Closed an entrance to the store so 
more people are using one entrance (on grocery 
side) / Families as big as 5-6 people are all shopping 
together  / Should be policy that one person per a 
shopping cart, not whole families

03/31/20 1:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 4820 N Rd 68 Pasco, WA Workers are not following social distancing 
guidelines. The store is incredibly crowded. 
Customers are not standing at 6 ft distances in lines.

Janhvi.Rana@gmail.com Janhvi Rana 5093747815

03/30/20 10:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Walmart 34520 16th Ave South Federal Way They are penalizing their employees for going home 
sick after working for awhile. And doing the same if 
an employee calls out sick. They shouldn't do that. 
Especially during this pandemic. They are not 
adhering to the stay home law. Walmart shouldn't 
even be open right now.

dezydooner@yahoo.com Desiree Smith 2532899734

03/30/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Walmart 1221 S Hayford Rd Airway Heights There are/were no sanitation measures in place 
when we were there at 5pm on Monday, March 
30th.  We elected not to use a cart/basket due to 
this.  Employees were not respecting the 6ft rule in 
any way.  We had to move into isles to stay away 
from employees not paying attention to where they 
were walking and had no regard to customers 
around them.  There were employees everywhere in 
isles with large amount of freight/card board boxes 
that we were not able to stay clear of.  It was my 
understanding this was supposed to happen after 
hours?? NO SANITIZER ANYWHERE for 
customers to wipe down carts at the front door.  We 
used express check out and the employee that had 
to enter his override for our order due to security 
devices on our product did not pay any mind to 
hovering over us.  Again, we had to move back.

sonyaweimer01@gmail.com Sonya Weimer 360-556-2122

03/30/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Multi-dept store Walmart 5025 E Sprague Spokane I can understand the grocery being open but 
clothing? Toys etc?  Other clothing only stores 
cannot be open, toy stores ( only toys) cannot be 
open. They could tape off these areas and refuse 
sale of these items. I had to go to the pharmacy 
there. It was SO crowded and nobody would respect 
the 6 feet. Not even employees.

Thepamir@outlook.com Angela 5097956173

03/30/20 5:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery/Shopping Center Walmart 743 Rainier Ave S Renton On 3/29/2020 I went the Renton Walmart to get 
some essentials and noticed how incredibly busy it 
was. So busy in fact that parking was difficult. 
Walmart staff is not enforcing social distancing 
anywhere on the property as people were gathered 
outside and inside the store it was packed. Also, they 
are not maintaining wipes to clean carts or providing 
additional stations throughout the store. What few 
we could find were empty and not maintained. I will 
not be going back to that location.

jamescarrillo@gmail.com James Carrillo 2067944203

03/30/20 4:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart 1201 SW 13th Ave Battle Ground Employees not doing Social Distancing. No signs 
that talk about Social Distancing, No sanitizing 
stations for carts or for customers hands,

andrewsdarling49@gmail.comAndrew Darling 5036214740

04/09/20 11:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart distribution center 546 Woodall Rd Grandview Washington they don’t respect the social distancing in the work 
area and the don’t have hand sanitizer in the 
restroom and they have confirmed cases and 
haven’t disinfected the work area

04/09/20 11:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Distribution center walmart walmart distribution center 546 Woodall rd Grandview wa Too many people congregate in one location social 
distance is only applied in break rooms employees 
have tested positive and people have felt intimidated 
when the try to leave

04/09/20 11:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart Distribution Center 546 Woodall Rd Grandview In the work area social distancing in not being 
followed, during morning start-ups they gather 
everyone together, no hand sanitizer in restrooms.

04/01/20 9:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business WalMart Neighborhood Market 5110 Yelm Hwy SE Lacey Children allowed to sneeze, wipe faces and handle 
produce. No workers wearing protective masks, 
gloves, etc while handling produce and stocking 
other good items. People closer than 6 ft apart.

amberhighland9@gmail.com Amber

03/31/20 10:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Walmart Port Orchard 3497 Bethel Rd SE Port Orchard I took my father in law to Walmart on 3/20 at 7:05 
am during senior hours to grocery shop.  There were 
no sanitizing cart wipes or Purcell by the shopping 
carts and no employee with sanitizer at the door, 
Additionally the store was letting in none seniors for 
shopping.  We brought our own Clorox wipes just in 
case so we were able to wipe down our cart.  
When we were checking out a young man (late 20’s 
early 30’s) came up to the checker next to my father 
in law who is 85 and has COPD and asked if he 
could pay for an item, the checker did not tell him to 
keep his distance!

Douglas.donna24@gmail.domDonna Douglas 907-632-8264

04/07/20 4:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther GROCERY STORE WALMART STORE # 3742 1486 Dike Access Rd Woodland Not limiting number of customers that are going into 
the store, there is nobody counting or enforcing the 
rules.  Employee tested positive for COVID19, the 
store is not closing to clean it or to make sure that all 
sanitizing procedures have been taken. Employee 
that tested positive was told they could have 2 weeks 
off unpaid, employee is single parent unable to 
afford that much time off work.

04/02/20 10:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Super store Walmart Store #2865 2301 W Wellesley Ave Spokane Employees clustered together behind the customer 
service counter and gathering elsewhere. Although 
they have sneeze guards at some of the registers, 
they don't have any at customer service. Customers 
are shopping in groups and clusters. There are 
employees and customers clearly exhibiting signs of 
illness, cough, sweating (possible signs of fever) etc. 
that are not being asked to leave.

janedoe@janedoe.bus Jane Doe 5555555555

04/17/20 11:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Walmart Walmart Supercenter 16502 Meridian E Puyallup I went around 2pm on 4/16/2020 and both doors 
were accessible. Many people were shopping, it 
seemed like more than 200 people wandering the 
store. It was very uncomfortable and it did not 
appear the social distancing requirements were 
enforced by the business, the only area that 
presented anything on social distancing was the 
cash register asking to stay 6ft apart but people were 
weaving around the people waiting in line to get thru 
that's how busy it was.

GenevaVmooney@gmail.comGeneva Mooney 252-722-4276 Unknown

04/06/20 4:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery Walmart Supercenter 762 Outlet Collection Way Auburn Some registers do not have room for 6 feet social 
distancing, especially the ones called belts in the 
middle of the front end of the store.  Cashiers are 
assigned to work there with little to no choice.  I think 
they should not use those registers  as long a social 
distancing restrictions are in effect.

aklinnae@gmail.com 2537782212

03/30/20 10:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Walmart Supercenter 2801 Duportail St Richland, WA 99352 Store is not limiting number of customers. Not 
limiting size of customer groups. Not enforcing nor 
enabling any social distancing requirements. 
Business as usual.

tyerb@hotmail.com Tye Blackburn +1 (509) 539-5604

04/04/20 11:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shopping Center WalMart Supercenter #2403 310 31st Ave Se Puyallup Over crowded, all entrances and exits were blocked 
and customers were forced to enter in one narrow 
entrance and leave out one narrow exit. Door staff 
were not regulating the number of customers nor 
striving to encourage proper distancing between 
customers. Customer service staff were also not 
maintaining distancing between themselves or 
customers, not wearing any sort of protective 
material such as masks or gloves, and check out 
staff were not maintaining ANY distancing methods 
or using hand sanitizer in between customers.

mytaela@yahoo.com Renae Pryor 2537373274

03/31/20 8:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery/Mega store WalMart Superstore 2801 Duportail Street Richland Very over crowded. Nobody following the social 
distancing. I was constantly being bumped into, this 
place needs capacity control.

Reddodge5.9@gmail.com Dave (509) 940-7511

04/15/20 11:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Walmart West Valley Non hill Yakima They are scheduling way too many people. And they 
all work in little work areas online grocery as one of 
them.



04/08/20 6:44 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Walnut Grove Church 6004 NE 72nd Ave Vancouver I believe the church is still using the facility and/or 
there are teenagers using the parking lot to meetup. 
I’m in quarantine in the townhomes behind on 58th. 
I’m here everyday, there are people in large groups 
of 4-8 give or take day and/or time. I’m very sick and 
am unable to even leave the house without fear of 
catching this deadly virus. I tried calling the hotline 
for reporting abuse on Inslees orders. To no avail.

Please, I know they are not following the directives in 
place. Thank you.

kwag2013@hotmail.com Kate 3609076442

04/29/20 4:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Walsh Construction Company 1723 Belmont Ave, 98122 Seattle I live next to this construction site and on a daily 
basis I have seen builders standing within 6 feet of 
each other without any face protection.

opprokop@yahoo.com

04/09/20 9:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Beef production Washing beef 201 elmwood rd 98948 Toppenish 2 deaths at least 8 ppl sent home with symptoms 1 
confirmed  case. That employee when he notified 
managers they offered him a $2 raise to continue 
working. He accepted. No masked are being 
provided. Since first case/death happened they have 
not closed for sanitation. Business as usual and 
infected workers packaging meats the whole county 
and more use and eat.

04/03/20 2:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Washington beef 201 elm wood rd Toppenish Not fallowing rules Ralph26266@gmail.com Raul 5099475659

04/01/20 12:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Washington Beef 201 Elmwood Rd Toppenish It was reported to me by the USDA inspector that 
works at Tyson said that at Washington Beef there is 
two confirmed tested positive employee and one has 
passed away. They are still running and have not 
shut down the plant to quarantine and clean. They 
are putting their employees in danger

candi.lee@americold.com Candi Lee 509.547.1747

03/30/20 4:42 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington beef Washington beef in toppenish Toppenish washington beef Toppenisb Their ia people infected in this Building and they are 
not doing anything for poeple health they are still 
open they even tell people they will pay a little bit 
more so they can keep going to work i think thats not 
right

Andrea 5091234567

03/30/20 9:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Washington Cedar and Supply 1400 west main st Auburn 2 people in truck are no more then 3 feet apart. 
There is no 6 feet markers from contact with 
workers.

04/02/20 4:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Washington convention center 911 pine street Seattle Workers in staging lot and ground covers not Ppe 
and also not 6ft apart and just standing around and 
talking 4:34pm

dustinisneat@gmail.com Dustin Curtis 2064190823

04/15/20 10:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Washington Iron works 3144 NE Halyard Lane Oak harbor Social distancing is not enforced at work, multiple 
coworkers have gotten sick with flu like symptoms. I 
am also worried for my coworkers that have asthma 
and other health issues

04/25/20 11:53 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Law firm Washington Law Center 15 Oregon Ave Tacoma They have not been maintaining social distancing. 
They are not allowing all employees to telecommute. 
They are clearly more concerned with their bottom 
line than they are their employees health and well-
being. They’ve told staff that files should be perfect 
or they’ll be fired. They have employees with asthma 
and other underlying health conditions. They have 
employees who have small children with genetic 
conditions, heart conditions and compromised 
immune systems. Yet they are still expecting staff to 
show up Monday through Friday from 8-5 and 
they’re having people just bring their kids to the 
office rather than stay home with them. They’ve 
been guilt tripping anyone who’s spoke up against 
management. They’re basically making employees 
choose between their health and keeping their jobs. 
Why would a law office be deemed so essential? 
Hundreds of other firms are telecommuting. Why is 
this office the exception? They’re also trying to find 
out if employees have reported them to the state.  
I’m afraid to tell you who I am because of retaliation. 
This is wrong and the state needs to step in. 
Immediately.

Ashton@washingtonlawcenter.com; Spencer@washingtonlawcenter.com

04/08/20 12:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther potato factroy Washington Potato Company 1900 W 1st St warden They have a bucket of water at the door telling 
employees to wash there hand in it when arriving to 
work. And they have a confirmed case of covid-19. 
They waited 5-8 days to inform the employees about 
the positive covid-19.

04/06/20 12:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Washington State Convention Center 
Addition / Clark Construction

520 Pike Street Seattle I live across the street from the new state convention 
center addition and every single day there are groups 
of construction workers standing closer than six feet 
together. I even yelled for them to stop and they 
ignored me.

strombj3@gmail.com Joshua Sstromberg 2062298165

04/02/20 2:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Department Store Washington State Department of 
Health

1601 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis HELP! Lewis County residents are using shopping at 
Walmart as a family outing, shopping and browsing 
for non-essential items because there is nothing else 
to do here. Parking lot is full, store is full, no social 
distancing. PLEASE INTERVENE. My husband and 
I are high-risk individuals. This is putting our health 
and the health of the community at risk.

sigrid.reinert@doh.wa.gov Sigrid Reinert 3602695333

04/07/20 6:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Electrical Inspection Washington State Department of 
Labor & Industries Electrical Program

P.O. Box 44460 Olympia I don't know how else to get through to you people.  
The broad blanket which L&I is using to protect their 
employees under the Governor's Stay Home 
Declaration is endangering the lives and well-being 
of WA citizens like myself.  You have inspectors 
sitting on their ass doing nothing because of how 
they have chosen to implement the directive rather 
than taking the time to make decisions on a case by 
case basis.  I had a permit pulled for work hours 
before the declaration was signed.  The work was 
completed and now sits waiting for an inspection.  
Months of planning to move my home and small 
business have already been implemented - including 
moving everything to the site as the owners of the 
previous property are selling the home.  I have no 
power to live and work, no money to temporarily 
relocate because of a hole in the relief fund 
distribution, and seemingly no way to resolve this 
issue quickly because of the bureaucracy involved.  
The inspection requires no human contact.  Just a 
simple visit to a rural site so I can get the local utility 
to connect me to the grid.  A process that is usually 
done in a few days I am now being told may not 
happen until May - and will be subject to a severe 
backlog caused, in part, by the Department's 
decision to do nothing rather than take the time to do 
what is outside their normal process.  This appears 
to violate 20-25 by putting the citizens of WA at risk 
of losing livelihoods, homes, and possibly lives (I am 
a recent transplant patient who is immune 
compromised) through a failure of the State to do its 
job.

rareearthdesigns@gmail.com Karl Feret 4253580725

04/04/20 10:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Washington State Paving LLC 4601 11th Ave NW Seattle The address reported is where there were 
construction workers paving a parking lot. I observed 
4 workers, none were wearing PPE  and two of the 
workers were right next to each other directing a 
third worker. There were definite violations of social 
distancing requirements.

william.t.terrance@gmail.comWilliam Terrance (480) 626-3212

04/24/20 9:43 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther cemetery Washington state veterans cemetery 21702 W. Espanola Rd Medical Lake I'm a employee for the cemetery and I have major 
concerns about the events that just took place at our 
facility.  Just now we received the remains (casket) 
of a veteran that has passed from the covid virus.  I 
wasn't notified of this until this morning.  Not only 
that the agency that I work for (WDVA) allow some 
of the family members that have tested positive for 
the virus use our facility and potentially infect our 
facility and staff members. I have so much more to 
say and would like to remain anonymous due to the 
fact that I feel like I'll be punished or terminated for 
concerning my opinion. I feel like this is a very 
serious issue and should be handled immediately to 
help protect my family, the staff here and myself.. 
Thank you

trevdawg23@gmail.com anonymous 509-218-5533 n/a

03/31/20 8:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Waste Management Waste Control 1150 3rd Ave Longview A coworker of mine Spit in my face and pushed me 
around.

markdoss64@gmail.com Mark Doss 360-560-5434

03/30/20 6:20 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Waste Management Waste Control 1150 3rd Ave Longview Business is open to the public, not practicing social 
distancing and has a large number of civilians 
concentrating in a small area.

05/15/20 2:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cable/internet service WAVE 9300 271st street NW Stanwood Technician came to house not wearing mask, never 
informed home owner he was “out of masks” and 
the person in home was a vulnerable adult.  Took no 
responsibility for action/inaction.  Also customer has 
to listen to update on action taken by company to 
keep customers safe which says specifically a mask 
provided to technicians.

Bspagnolo@hotmail.com Bethel spagnolo 206-368-7687



03/31/20 8:38 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction WCCI Green valley rd Auburn I must remain anonymous! I am an employee of this 
company and have been for many years. We are 
performing jobs that are city funded, but being 
essential right now is questionable.  They are for 
whatever reason, overstaffing these jobs by 3× the 
amount of employees as normal. Not all tasks 
required of us provide the social distances 
guidelines. These practices are being mostly ignored 
altogether. There are no handwashing facilities 
provided, no sanitizer given out. There are 50 of us 
gathered every morning at the yard, then about 2 
groups of 25 head off in different directions. A 
jobsite where they would normally staff with 6 or 7 
guys are being staffed with 20 or more causing large 
groups to gather. Multiple different people using the 
same tools with no way or time to disinfect, multiple 
people driving the same work trucks around. I just 
dont understand how some of these jobs are so 
critical they have to be done right now. They are 
essential to our infrastructure yes, but need to be 
done right now? Another huge problem is the ones 
who take it seriously seem to get complacent, while 
there's also the ones who think this is all a joke, and 
we are overreacting. Putting us at greater risk. One 
of the jobs is 100 ave and 10th st. in Bellevue. This 
job has been way over crowded. I have witnessed a 
city employee ignoring the social distances and not 
enforce it on the jobsite.  None of us feel enough is 
being done to protect us, we are all worried for our 
families. Basically every other construction projects 
have stopped. However this company is going full 
steam, ignoring guidelines and putting us all at risk. 

Hac101706@gmail.com Anaymous

05/05/20 8:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bus Transportation WeDriveU 2615 W Casino, Ste B-1 Everett Not enforcing social distancing, 9+ passengers in 20 
seat bus.
Not enforcing mask requirements.
Not maintaining employee medical benefits.
Threatening work place retaliation or loss of position.
Requiring employees to work who are compromised 
and in imminent danger

cm79814477@yahoo.com Clark Meadows 4255036858 jason.c@wedriveu.com

04/01/20 11:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Welfare and Pension Administration Services7525 SE 24th Street, Suite 200Mercer Island, WA 98040 90% of the office jobs can be done from home, but 
they aren't sending all of their employees home. I 
know employees have submitted concern about 
living with high risk people, or someone themselves 
being high risk, and they still haven't sent those 
employees home or to work from home. There are 
people in the administration department that they 
offered "limited schedules" to, but the employee 
HAD to agree to it. These effected employees are 
working in the morning and required to use their own 
PTO for the rest of the day. Also, I know that one 
employee is living with someone who was exposed 
to COVID-19. While that employee is quarantining, 
the company hasn't let the employees know that 
work in close proximity that this person has had any 
exposure.

04/01/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential, non-complying Wellons 2525 West Firestone Lane Vancouver Shop workers congregating at lunch time waiting for 
taco truck, less than 6 feet distance
Personnel capable of working remotely not being 
permitted to work remotely - mandatory attendance 
at office unless sick
No communication regarding who is responsible for 
maintaining compliance with social distancing 
requirements - appears to be on an honor system 
and is often not followed

04/03/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank Wells Fargo bank 13717 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Bank has several tellers and bankers working in one 
small building along with several customers inside at 
a time. When I was there, there were over 10 
customers at banker desks and over 20 customers 
in the teller line all closer than 6 feet to one another. 
Bank employees even mentioned about being 
worried because of the close contact they have with 
hundreds of customers each day and they are not 
wiping down stations or sanitizing after customer 
interaction. There were several elderly customers 
and even customers coughing and sneezing and not 
standing 6 feet away from one another. This is a 
huge public health hazard especially considering the 
amount of people that come in and could potentially 
be impacted if just one person is contagious.

04/05/20 8:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School district office Wenatchee School District 235 Sunset Avenue Wenatchee The school district office has a lot of employees still 
showing up to work everyday, and they  are working 
in close proximity to each other. I see them walking 
alongside each other on the sidewalks, and at times 
groups of more than 10 people can be seen entering 
the building together. There are quite a few cars in 
the parking lots on certain days and times, between 
8:00 AM- 4:00 PM. Order violations like this are 
NOT going to help us flatten the curve!  School is 
not in session, and I am 100% certain that most of 
these people could and should be working on their 
projects from home!

05/17/20 9:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealership West hills toyota 901 west hills blvd Bremerton Sales person, Sirina, had a mask but would only 
cover her mouth with it or wear it around her neck. 
She said she couldn’t breathe with it on. Pens and 
paperwork were passed back and forth with no 
sanitary precautions taken.  Water bottles were 
carried and handed to customer by their neck.  She 
does not appear to be trained in social distancing or 
does not care.

04/07/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cardboard box manufacturer West rock/Kapstone. 5901 E. Marginal Way s Seattle I recently picked up a load of boxes at this location 
and when I went to the office to get my paperwork 
there were four guys in a small office all less than 2-
3 feet apart working . That is not safe nor helping the 
prevention of the virus and it’s putting us truck 
drivers in harms way when we have to get loads 
from this location

zmorby13@gmail.com Zachary Morby 3602240743

05/05/20 12:07 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction West Seattle Tool lending library 4408 Delridge Way SW West Seattle No one who works at tool library wears a mask; none 
of the people who come to check out tools seems to 
either, as far as I've seen. There are no marks on 
the ground for standing six feet apart -- it all looks 
very business as usual. I live upstairs and have to 
time my trash take-out or leaving from north side of 
the building to coincide with times they are not open. 
Other residents have also complained. I've emailed 
them, received no reply from them.

sefsumma@gmail.com Pam Summa 2062475207 library@wstools.org

05/18/20 3:25 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business West Valley Big Foot Java 3618 W Valley Hwy Auburn On 5/09/2020, we went through drive through at Big 
Foot Java West Valley Hwy location. Upon 
approaching the ordering window I asked the 
employee for hand sanitizer after she handed me the 
credit card machine to sign for my purchase. The 
employee told m that they dont have hand sanitizers. 
I was concerned because I did not see anyone 
wearing face masks or gloves or washing their 
hands before preparing my order. I asked the person 
helping us what type of precautionary safety 
measures they were taking to avoid exposure and 
potential spread of germs and the employee 
informed me that they were washing their hands 
before preparing new order, sanitizing the credit card 
machine that they hand out to customers. With that 
said, the employee who assisted us and "all" other 
staff who were working at the stand did not practice 
any of these safety precautions as we sat there and 
observed everyone taking and preparing orders. Not 
once were the ipads handed to customers sanitized 
and not once did we see any employee wash their 
hands. We parked at the gas station next to the 
ordering booth and observed customers come and 
go, using the ipad and handing them to the 
employees and no one sanitzed them after the 
customers touched them. No employee washed their 
hands either and no one wore any gloves while 
preparing orders. This is a huge violation and safety 
risk for  any customers going through the drive 
through at West Valley Big Foot Java. We were 
blatantly lied to and exposed to who knows what 
from touching the ipad and handling the drinks that 

shirlene.swamy@yahoo.com Shirlene Swamy 2067347334 hailey@bigfootjava.com

04/18/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dispensary Western Bud 1401 Iowa St Bellingham Five employees were fired for complaining that they 
weren’t receiving adequate health/safety treatment 
from the owners.



04/18/20 10:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Western Bud 1401 Iowa Street Bellingham Social distancing isn’t being followed and five 
employees were fired immediately for questioning 
sanitary conditions and when they’d get more gloves.

04/16/20 11:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreational Dispensary Western Bud 1401 Iowa St Bellingham Employees are not wearing masks or gloves. 
Customers are lined up by the dozens without being 
6ft apart. Employees are not 6ft apart.

04/16/20 11:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Retailer Western Bud Cannabis Co 1401 iowa st Bellingham Buisness has not provided employees with gloves, or 
masks. The hand sanitizer is in limited supply. 
Employer has made social distancing protocol for 
customer safety but not for employee. Employees 
work behind the counter touching the same product, 
surfaces, and in lesd than 6 feet proximity to one 
another. Employer has fired 4 employees for staying 
home. Written guarantee was given that nobody 
would be fired for staying home.

Ee@wadot.com

04/18/20 11:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Western Bud Cannabis Company 1401 Iowa St Bellingham They are not following social distancing rules. They 
are also not providing gloves or masks for staff.

Seaweed1599@gmail.com Sara DeHollander 5099291882 ee@wadot.com

04/09/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Western Material 317 S Fifth Ave Pasco Even after multiple warning from L&I they continue 
to ignore the governs warnings of maintaining and 
following social distancing guidelines. Also continue 
to force multiple people to ride in the semi cabin 
even up to 3 people per truck easily breaking social 
distancing guidelines

04/17/20 6:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Western Materials 317 S Fifth Ave PASCO Continued disregard for social distancing guidelines 
even to the point of forcing a “safety meeting” with 
more than 20 people in a 20 foot space and continue 
to force 2-3 people into a single semi which is in 
complete violation of social distancing guidelines!

Lgoar@westernmaterials.com

04/11/20 1:01 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Western State Hospital 9601 Steilacoom Blvd Lakewood People are not following protocols

04/08/20 10:57 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Western State Hospital 9601 Steilacoom Blvd Lakewood After recently learning that I had had close contact 
with an individual who had tested positive for COVID-
19, I was instructed to complete testing with my 
employer (Western State Hospital). I was initially 
instructed that testing would be conducted in a "drive 
through manner.

However, upon arriving to the hospital I noted that 
there was no one outside and that there was a sign 
on the door indicating that testing would take place 
in the health building (a small house on campus). 
Upon entering the building, I observed approximately 
15-20 employees congregating in the entry way 
awaiting testing. Only a few staff were wearing 
masks while awaiting testing. Eventually I was asked 
to join an infectious disease specialist in an office 
where I was sat down along with another nurse and 
other staff being tested. There was not appropriate 
social distancing in this room, or in the waiting area 
among staff who are all being tested for suspected 
contact. Neither nurse conducting testing was 
wearing gloves, and I observed one to not use hand 
sanitizer in between taking staff tests. The Infectious 
disease specialist then handed me a cotton swab 
with ungloved hands and instructed me on how to 
insert it in each of my nostrils. She then collected 
the swab and told me she was unsure when I would 
receive the results but that I could return to work. As 
I left the building, I observed the entry way of the 
building becoming increasingly crowded, not allowing 
for appropriate social distancing. I have a number of 
concerns expanding beyond social distancing rules 

sstory.psyd@gmail.com Samantha Story 509-264-8210

03/31/20 2:15 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther State hospital Western state hospital 9601 Steilacoom BLVD SW Lakewood Patients CANNOT keep 6 ft. Distance between them 
and are often required to be in common areas all 
together.  Happening on likely all wards.  My adult 
daughter has a LRA granted and home to go to 
where she can safely quarantine.  Hospital not 
working on discharges due to virus.  Not safe 
environment.  If they are letting inmates out of jails  
and releasing prisoners they should consider 
releases from state hospitals.  Exposed staff have 
come to her ward she heard with no PPE even used.

Sunfawn@gmail.com Diana Callison 360-632-9517

04/08/20 12:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Western State Hospital and Office of 
Forensic Mental Health Services

9601 Steilacoom Blvd. SW Lakewood Due to COVID-19 exposure at work, I was required 
to be tested. The testing procedure involved a large 
group of potentially exposed employees in a tight 
hallway, with no consideration given to social 
distancing and no PPE was provided. The nurse 
conducting the test was not wearing PPE and had 
me swab my own nose.

lausmi8@gmail.com Lauren Smith 253-569-4859

05/09/20 12:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Multi Family Condo Westfjord Condo 617 W MERCER PL APT 202SEATTLE this is a multifamily residence. One of the tenants 
has decided to list their unit and the HOA has no 
problem if they follow the strict guidelines published 
by Wash State. 
The real estate agent and clients are not following 
the guidelines at all.
They are showing up at all times without an 
appointment, no face masks or gloves, no cleaning 
is being done upon departure and they are bringing  
in up to three people into a tiny hallway shared by my 
unit. This makes the situation extremely unsafe.  
What are our rights? can we shut down the listing 
until things are safe as they are ignoring the rules?

relaxjim@outlook.com Jim meyer 2067196974 relaxjim@outlook.com

04/06/20 9:50 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Multi Family Condo Westfjord Condo 617 WEST MERCER PLACE #202SEATTLE Westfjord Condos, a unit owner is demanding to put 
their unit up for sale immediately. the is a 
multifamiliy  building and we share a hallway and 
doorway area with the unit. we do not feel safe have 
people going in and out of the building. The current 
Real Estate laws are being followed but the laws 
don't seem to take in multi family, just single familiy. 
I cannot return to my condo because of this 
situation. Can you lease change the guidelines and 
it's not safe. several people are being put into harms 
way.  we need to delay the for sale action.   Thank 
you   Jim

jmeyer@lightinggroup.com JAMES MEYER 2067196974

04/15/20 2:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pulp and paper Westrock Longview 300 fiber way Longview The company has put in place a 10 minute rule for 
working within 6 feet. They will not provide ppe for 
this, and are not protecting employees from direct 
exposure to a known hazard as is the law. A 
proposal was offered as a remedy for this and the 
company has refused to address the issue. This is 
an immediate danger

Theboehler@gmail.com Nick boehler 5033082050

04/27/20 9:59 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Westside Building Supply 8353 Guide Meridian Lynden Employees not respecting distancing between each 
other and customers.

04/09/20 9:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sales of Motorcycles Westside Motor Sports 4201 S. Grove Rd. Spokane Not following social distancing. Allowing too many 
people in the building at one time.  Employees with 
previous medical conditions still being required to 
work.

03/31/20 2:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child Care Supervision Whatcom County YMCA 1256 N State St Bellingham The YMCA of Whatcom county's Before/After school 
care division is not maintaining proper social 
distancing. They are currently continue to encourage 
their staff to show up to the office despite only doing 
"document reviews" in anticipation of when the stay-
at-home order is lifted. I repeat, they are ACTIVELY 
working on providing the service that makes them 
essential. My wife has taken proactive measures to 
distance herself but feels negative vibes from 
supervisors about her decision as well as we worry 
about her coworkers' health.

larson.jar@gmail.com Jared Larson 7404072504

05/15/20 12:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Whidbey Health 77 North Main Street Coupeville Not socially distancing/not wearing face masks in the 
ER. Having to request that hospital staff use a mask 
when they approach. I was told use of masks by 
personnel is optional. This is particularly concerning 
because, for cognitively challenged individuals, such 
as my Mom who was the patient at the ER, she 
would not realize that she should request the staff to 
put on their masks, and generally non-patients are 
not allowed in to the ER. Therefore, there is a health 
safety issue for these patients at Whidbey Health 
with their current policy (that masks are optional for 
staff), as stated to me by one of their RN's (Andrew).

hgpwhidbey@gmail.com Heidi Packer 4258701595

05/15/20 9:09 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Whitman county Whitman County 400 N. Main Street Colfax Whitman County applied for phase 2 opening 
despite not being eligible due to a recent positive 
case. This disregards the health of county residents. 
Phase 2 for Whitman County needs to be revoked to 
safeguard its residents.



04/18/20 12:14 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas stations and home 
improvement store

Whittys gas stations/ Builders Main st Colville Owners do nothing about keeping people 6 feet 
away, people hanging out in big groups, not limiting 
how many people are in their gas stations and the 
home improvement store they own also. Literally 
people packed in like sardines

Amychamberlin5@gmail.com Amy Chamberlin 509-680-5166

04/11/20 2:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Whole Foods 2210 Westlake Ave Seattle I work at this store. I can attest to the fact that many 
employees are not even trying to practice social 
distancing on the sales floor but mostly in the back 
of the house. Due to the layout I understand it is very 
difficult and sometimes impossible but too many are 
not even making the effort (maybe because they are 
younger & feel they’ll survive it while not considering 
the larger ramifications of their actions. Much of the 
tape on our floors are not even 6 feet apart. I also 
want to report we have a new employee in the 
produce department (I believe from the E. Coast) 
who is homelessness. His name is Michael and he 
sleeps on a Metro bus all night or sleeps on the 
street with a homeless friend he’s met. He doesn’t 
practice social distancing, doesn’t wash his hands 
regularly, and comes in with bad odor. Leadership is 
aware of his situation but I don’t know how they are 
handling it. The store leader lets him store his 
belongings at the store overnight. We on the 
produce team are deeply concerned about his and 
our and the public’s safety.

myra_cycledog@yahoo.com Myra Powell 206-696-8992

03/30/20 4:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Whole Foods Address: 2210 Westlake Ave, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle Store is not enforcing social distancing between 
team members. Many use public transit for long 
distances.Buyers sit 2-3 ft. Away from each other in 
the back office for hours.Same for employee 
trainings done on computers. Employees are not 
washing hands or changing gloves..I see it every 
shift I work. This is a time bomb.Store leader is 
now(3/30/20) allowing 100 customers in the store 
(not counting the many employees).

myra_cycledog@yahoo.com Myra Powell 206-696-6882

05/09/20 4:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Who’s on First 907 1st street Snohomish People inside hanging around the bar. People seated 
at tables outsides. On motorcycles. Drinking.

Dylanthomasriley@gmail.comDylan 425-496-0148

05/11/20 8:50 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Farm supply store Wilco 1901A, NE 162nd Ave, Vancouver, WA 98684Vancouver Too many people in store. People in store without 
masks purposefully intimidating and getting too close 
to people who are wearing masks.

https://www.wilco.coop/about-us/contact/

04/23/20 12:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Farm Store Wilco 815 W Main St Battle Ground Went into the Wilco the other day, and although they 
had the tape on the floor to stay 6ft apart, they were 
NOT monitoring the amount of people coming in the 
store, or the amount of people per family. It is a 
small store and there were close to 100 people in 
there. People were bumping onto each other in the 
isles...hardly anyone was wear any PPE. I was in 
line and there was a mom, dad AND their 2 teenage 
sons in line ahead of me...Why are 4 people from a 
family let in??? I watched those teenage boys pick 
up and put back at least 30 items while in line...no 
gloves, wipes, masks nothing....this store is ignoring 
the social distancing orders and need to be dealt 
with.

tishb57@hotmail.com Tish Losure 314-369-9023

04/08/20 11:20 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Farm supply Wilco 815 Main St Battle Ground Business should be providing curbside pickup to 
allow for proper distancing for employees and 
customers.

srhgrnt@msn.com Sarah Grant

04/08/20 10:51 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Farm supply and garden 
center

Wilco Farm Store 815 W Main St. Battle Ground Not limiting volume of people in store, so there is not 
enough room to practice social distancing. The store 
was completely packed with people last weekend.

Allison.rollin@gmail.com Allison Rollin 360.831.7460

05/16/20 6:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Dealership/RV DealershipWilder Auto Center/ RV Center 1536 e front st Port Angeles Have seen groups of people walking around with 
salesmen looking at trailers, going into multiple 
trailers, not practicing social distancing, and not 
wearing masks/gloves.  Is it not in the guidelines that 
people only visit dealerships when they are ready to 
buy, have already discussed the unit they wish to 
purchase and already went through financing on the 
phone, and are not supposed to be just "window-
shopping"?  It currently looks the same as it did prior 
to any COVID-19 restrictions.

05/14/20 5:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV/Auto Dealership Wilder RV/Toyota/Honda/Dodge 1536 E. Front st. Port Angeles Drove past the day after Inslee made his 
proclamation on Covid19 & put the “Phases” in 
place. Saw RV Dealership open, with several groups 
of customers & what looked like salesman together, 
with no mask or gloves on. Have also heard from a 
third party that the dealership is not following social 
distancing protocol for employees, Not taking 
temperatures of employees before each shift, only 
following protocol when a customer is on the lot. As 
well as allowing groups of customers on the lot to go 
through Trailers without the intent to purchase. 
Employees seem to be at risk. This type activity is 
gonna affect us all & lengthen this whole thing.

04/27/20 5:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Florist Williams Flower and Gift 6th ave Tacoma I was called into work.. no social distancing. I was 
the only one wearing a mask. This business is 
allowed to be considered essential because they say 
they deliver groceries but they don’t. The only thing I 
have seen delivered is flowers. The delivery drivers 
aren’t  washing their hands when they come in. 
There is no hand sanitizer and no gloves.  We have 
to share one computer. I have been told that they are 
bringing in more floral designers and there will be 
countless amount of drivers for the week of Mother’s 
Day coming and going. I’m probably not going to be 
able to work, because I’m afraid to. Also, the owner 
has multiple businesses that are doing the same.

Miznola@gmail.com Nola 253-777-9130 Will Gross

04/02/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Wilson Concrete 12557 SE Green Valley RoadAuburn The owners of Wilson held a mandatory meeting for 
all 50 workers yesterday morning. The employees 
were told that they have to keep everyone working in 
order to qualify for federal assistance. Meaning they 
can’t have anyone filing for unemployment. In order 
to achieve this, Wilson is crowding job sites with 4, 5 
or even 10 times as many staff as they would pre-
Covid. They’re putting their employees and the 
community at risk. When employees raised 
concerns they were told if anyone wanted to file 
unemployment, they (the employee) would need to 
have legal representation. There’s still no hand 
sanitizer or hand washing facilities at any of the job 
sites and it is impossible to complete many of the 
tasks required of the employees and also adhere to 
social distancing. Not only are they not practicing 
social distancing but they are flooding job sites with 
people, creating crowding.

azdognanny@gmail.com Jessica Thurston but I wish to be anonymous6023803906

03/31/20 8:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Wilson Concrete/Talbot/Active Constructionjobsite is 100th ave and 10th StBellevue I'm not sure the jobs being worked on by WCCI are 
essential. This job is supposedly essential, but no 
social distancing requirements are being followed. 
Wilson Concrete is sending three to four times the 
number of employees normally working on a job site. 
Is there a financial incentive for them to do this? It 
doesn't make sense to crowd the job site right now. 
It's impossible to follow social distancing, there is no 
hand washing facility or sanitizer on this site or any 
of their sites. There are many people using the same 
portable toilet, which has no hand sanitizer. 
Employees are spitting on this job site, which seems 
like something we would want to curtail right now. 
The foreman of this project, a Talbot employee, 
doesn't agree with the social distancing and 
sanitizing protocol. He said that this virus isn't 
dangerous and that the government is overreacting, 
putting all of the employees and contractors at this 
site in danger. He was also at work, sick, on Friday.

azdognanny@gmail.com jessica thurston 6023803906

05/09/20 4:23 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Weed and feed store Wilson Feed Mill, Inc. 7604 Canal Rd. Valley View No plexiglass at cash register 
No face masks on employees. 
No distancing requirements.

Mike20284@ yahoo.com Michael Hoag 216-701-0245

03/31/20 10:41 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Accounting Wilson Tax & Accounting 9057 Greenwood Ave N Seattle Operating as normal with no respect for your laws or 
anyone else safety. Completely unacceptable 
disregard of authority even though it's killing people.

Kyle@alpinehut.com Kyle Fisher



03/30/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Accounting office Wilson Tax & Accounting 9057 Greenwood Ave N #C206Seattle 6 employees all working in a small office about 1 foot 
apart. Still letting clients come in and have face to 
face meetings in a very small conference room. 
Purposefully making it hard to work from home and 
don't want to allow it.

sblurton1016@gmail.com Susan crane 2063003021

03/31/20 10:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Small office Wilson Tax and Accounting 9057 Greenwood Ave N c206Seattle They have a very small office, still have their 
employees working closely with each other.  They 
also are having clients come in and out of the office.  
They meet with clients in a very small conference 
room.

brod4697@gmail.com Brenda Rodriguez 206.892.5679

04/02/20 7:08 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther tax office wilson taxes 9057 greenwood ave seattle I walk by this office everyday more than once with 
my dog and they are in there. There's like ten people 
inside a small office space. Some of them look 
elderly and one of them is coughing. I thought I 
should tell someone because i feel it's my civic duty. 
There's people going in and out all day and that 
doesn't seem like self isolation to me.

kimbrent@gmail.com Kimberly Brenton 2067834526

03/31/20 10:24 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther A gym/workout room WINCLUB 4801 N.Market Spokane I notice members of this group still working in the 
gym and posting pics and videos that they're not 
following the order and if people need shakes and 
proteins powder to respond and message them

Jo jo

05/07/20 11:32 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Winco Edmonds on Highway 99 21900 Highway 99 Edmonds Butcher and deli employees not wearing masks 
working with raw food. Manager told customer 
masks are not required and that mgt asked 
employees to remain home if ill.**I am completing 
this form on behalf of Linda C as she doesn't have a 
computer-Robin Blake on KC Covid Line

robin.blake@kingcounty.gov Linda 206-383-4651

04/23/20 10:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business WinCo Foods 9518 176th St E, Puyallup, WA 98375Puyallup WinCo Foods does not provide a plexiglass barrier 
between customers while bagging their own 
groceries. Customers are essentially forced to stand 
2 feet apart while bagging their groceries and thus, 
not able to keep appropriate social distance. The 
store also does not provide wipes for carts at all 
times.

05/04/20 11:12 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Condo Homeowners Assoc. Windsor House Condominium Homeowners Association401 100th Ave NE Bellevue UPS drivers and contractors are in the building's 
common areas and are not wearing masks and 
social distancing. Assoc. board refuses to ask them 
to comply.

djkotker@earthlink.net David Kotker 425-641-4130 WINHOUSE@CiraMail.com

05/04/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Landscaping Windwood Landscape 6318 Woodlyn Rd. Ferndale, WA Workers on break, sitting within 3 feet of each other, 
not wearing masks or other PPE.
Landscaping not "essential" anyway.
Location: City of Bellingham property, 231 Highland 
Drive, Bellingham, WA 98225

info@windwoodent.com

04/21/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape maintenance Windwood Services 6318 Woodlyn Rd Ferndale Landscape maintenance truck seen on 4/20/20 with 
two crew members in truck at 21st and Bill 
Macdonald parkway Bellingham

clssarah@broadstripe.net Elizabeth Brown 360-319-9263 Duwayne Palmblad

04/21/20 11:47 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fireplace/gas stoves Wing Stoves and More 1221 N Freya Way Spokane Employees are required to continue delivering non 
essential items and service non emergency issues. 
Not obeying the 6ft guideline within the office.

04/09/20 6:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Wingstop 6605 Burden Blvd F Pasco To whom it may concern, I placed an order to go at 
wingstop in Pasco and when I got there I noticed 
more than 4+ inside the restaurant waiting and 
sitting inside the lobby for their order

Roseoh34@gmail.com Rosana 5093313397

04/06/20 6:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas/Service station Winlock Shell 642-WA 505 Winlock No precautions are being taken. No Disinfecting, no 
gloves or masks, absolutely no social distancing. 
Employees are not protected at all, customers are 
within 1 foot of employees. No 6 ft markers on the 
floor to ensure distancing. Pump handles, screens, 
pin pads are not being disinfected. Door handles, 
ATM, counters ect are not being disinfected. No 
protocols are being enforced. Owners don’t believe 
this is “as bad as it sounds.” 
This is my second report made. On Friday April 3rd, 
I arrived at work at 9:00 AM and the Bleach bucket 
still wasn’t changed from the day before. This 
happens frequently. Owners aren’t washing hands, 
food is being handled without gloves. I’m Touching 
the same Tongs the owners are to get food from the 
deli case, and they are NOT washing their hands! 
Customers are crowded together at both registers 
(registers are 3 feet apart) leaning over the counter 
in my work area, NOT 6 feet from each other or 6 
feet from me.

candycebryant@gmail.com Candyce Bryant 360-947-6824

04/04/20 6:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas Station Winlock Shell 642 WA-505 Winlock No precautions are being taken. No Disinfecting, no 
gloves or masks, absolutely no social distancing. 
Employees are not protected at all, customers are 
within 1 foot of employees and each other. No 6 ft 
markers on the floor to ensure distancing. Pump 
handles, screens, pin pads are not being disinfected. 
Door handles, ATM, counters ect are not being 
disinfected. No protocols are being enforced. 
Owners don’t believe this is “as bad as it sounds.”

candycebryant@gmail.com Candyce Bryant 3609476824

05/11/20 3:55 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV Park, beach park, boat rentalWinona Beach Park 33022 Winona Beach Road Valley, WA Large group gatherings, playground open (no sign of 
sanitation- or warnings), boat rentals- boats were not 
wiped down/cleaned between uses. 'Public' 
restrooms open- did not see anyone cleaning or 
doing maintenance. All RV sites were full and many 
were very close- groups consisted of  adults and 
children- No protective masks to be seen.

Billy Johns

05/09/20 7:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Woodinville Cut Shop 12801 NE 175th ST Woodinville I have to drive past this place daily as this is on a 
major road to get home (I'm essential). With the 
weather being warm today and more people out, this 
restaurant is serving grilled foods in their parking lot, 
however, none of them are wearing a mask, and 
when customers are ordering food there isnt proper 
social distancing at 6 feet happening or encouraged. 
They've also just advertised on their Facebook to 
"bring your mom" tomorrow to get a burger, which 
seems like really bad advice unless someone's mom 
has been quarantining within the same household. I 
don't feel they care about the situation at all. It's like 
they're having a giant parking lot party everyday.

03/31/20 10:26 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child Care Woodland Hall Preschool 516 NW 56th St Seattle Staff and students are not staying 6 feet apart. This 
child care business is non-essential, because all the 
parents using our services at this moment are not 
working in jobs that are considered essential during 
this pandemic (no medical providers, grocery store 
workers, etc.)

timmieflock@gmail.com Timmie Flock 2532448234

04/11/20 6:34 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Woodspring suites 7045 180th Ave Ne Redmond They are not following social distancing requirement 
as they have not taken any rooms off the market to 
keep capacity of the building down, also they are 
allowing residents to check in just so they can get 
out of the house because they are bored, I feel those 
risks the employees health as there are no 
protections for the employees that are being 
provided by the company, as they are trying to push 
sales with no concern about the stay home order or 
safety

pandanation77@gmail.com Brandon 8057504044

04/29/20 3:41 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation World Fuels 2320 Milwaukee Way Tacoma Employee has contacted CV-19. We were not 
notified within a reasonable amount of time. 
Company did not take precautions. Sent us letters 
that are totally invalid and lies. Several of us are at 
risk due to the lack of leadership. What do we do 
now that several of us have been exposed. Please 
help. 90 drivers and only one bathroom that is not 
cleaned on a daily basis.

04/03/20 11:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare WorldKids School 800 S. Michigan Street Seattle There is a confirmed case of Coronavirus in this 
school, but it is still open. There is no social 
distancing followed. Even though this is considered 
as an essential business, that is really not 
responsible for the kids and teachers in the 
community. The class size is bigger than 10 kids. 
Highly suggest that this business should be forced to 
close and do some deep cleaning in the building.

04/03/20 1:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Air cargo facility Worldwide Flight Services 2427 S 161st st Seatac Company is not following social distancing 
requirements. Nor are the providing employees with 
essential PPE.

kelsjacobsen@gmail.com Kelsey Jacobsen 2534594190

04/08/20 4:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse WPX 3200 E Trent Ave Ste 1E Spokane There was a person who tested positive for a severe 
upper respiratory infection who worked there and 
there was no precautions taken by the company.

Anonymous123@gmail.com Anonymous (509) 534-2290



03/31/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Printing company Wright Business Graphics /Ennis Corp 7015 South 212th street Kent Not only are they a non-essential business that is 
forcing their employees to work every day they now 
have a employee who is sick and is being tested.  
They haven’t informed the other employees who 
work in close proximity to the worker and they 
haven’t done any cleaning or disinfecting of the 
shop!  They don’t even have hand sanitizers 
available.  Workers with children, health conditions 
and those over the age of 60 are being forced to 
work with no regards to their safety.

05/16/20 3:00 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Store Xfinity store 7809 NE Vancouver Plaza Dr Suite 135Vancouver Being in the Xfinity store in Vancouver was a very 
scary experience. It looked like they have precations 
but nothing was being enforced. When making my 
payment I had multiple people getting very close to 
me, including a customer that was obviously sick, 
sniffing and sneezing. Looking around, there were a 
mix of employees really close together socializing, 
and employees bringing other customers in to help 
walking right in front of me, I didn't have a clear 
space to move away. I asked an employee why they 
didn't take this more seriously and he just shrugged.

04/03/20 7:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture Delivery XPO Last MIle / Crate and Barrel 6640 20th St E Suite #100 Fife Employees and Supervisors are bullying employees 
trying to comply with social distancing. Supervisors 
threatening employee's employment that are 
concerned about being around employees not 
complying with Governor's orders. No precautions 
are being taken.

04/02/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logistics XPO Logistics 3520 142nd Ave E Sumner Those who can work from home are denied the 
ability. Drivers must procure own PPE and go into 
customer homes to install appliances. Office 
personnel are not informed when fellow office 
members must self-quarentine despite working in 
close proximity to each other. Hub delivers furniture, 
mattresses, oversized amazon deliveries, and 
appliances.

anymouseconcerns@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:17 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Y.M.C.A. 340 s.Park WALLA WALLA Y.M.C.A. was order closed 3/17/20.The employees 
never wore masks, gloves. However Providence out 
patient rehabilitation center remain open 4 days after 
the order to close was given. Lauren Page was 
contact to come in for a visit after the Y.M.C.A. was 
closed. However before that the staff and employees 
in this department NEVER wore mask,gloves and 
never4 wiped down table or excersise bike until after 
I used them. The exercise bike is in the main part of 
the Y.M.C.A.
I feel the bike should have been wiped before I got 
on.

pagehl.360@gmail.com Lauren A.Page 5095293245

05/11/20 10:38 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Work  release Yakima County work release 2009.s. 64th ave Yakima Inmates are under quarantine and the staff 
isent.inmates have jobs to get to and can't
.

05/06/20 5:56 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Yeager's Sporting Goods 3101 Northwest Ave. Bellingham Controversially, Yeager's Sporting Goods considers 
itself essential based on the Department of 
Homeland Security's recommendation that gun 
stores be deemed essential, and is open for 
business.  They are failing to enforce social 
distancing guidelines and other precautions.  There 
are Plexiglas guards set up to protect the cashiers, 
but no markings on the floor, no specific plans in 
place for crowd control, and few employees are 
wearing PPE.

I prefer to remain anonymous, but will provide a 
phone number.  Please call after 4pm.

anonymity preferred anonymity preferred 2082626167 Kristin Uhrig

05/12/20 12:03 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gardening and nursery Yellow Rose Landscaping & Nursery 600 Merlot Drive Prosser No employee is wearing masks, no social distancing 
or masks worn by patrons, no sanitation stations set 
up and people are sitting on swings and no one is 
wiping them down. Packed full of people all day long.

05/05/20 12:18 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery Yellow Rose Nursery 600 Merlot Dr. Prosser Especially on the weekends this place is packed with 
people, all close quarters with almost no one wearing 
masks.

04/10/20 12:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Yelm Nails Spa 510 W Yelm Ave, Yelm, WA 98597yelm open for service

04/11/20 3:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Yokes Fresh Market 14202 n market st mead Full parking lot, no lines outside to get into store, 
customers stopping and talking to others in door 
way, no employees discouraging the activities.

namoper@comcast.net Angela Lee 5092179319

04/05/20 4:11 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther just a convenience store Young's Market highway 20 Concrete I was in there a few weeks ago and was concerned 
about the behavior at the cash register - too many 
people gathered there. But now, I try to buy as locally 
as I can so went in there yesterday with gloves and 
mask on for my nasty tobacco habit, but there is no 
social distancing being even encouraged there. I felt 
very ostracized for telling the customer behind me, 6 
feet please. I don't want to get them in trouble, just 
think they should be educated to take it seriously.

wingbeats@yahoo.com Janet Clark 360.202.0030

04/11/20 10:34 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Laundromat Z Laundromat 5212 NE St Johns Rd Suite AVancouver Restroom has a hand towel to try hands - paper 
towel dispenser is empty. Customers are allowed to 
stay in business which doesn't allow much social 
distancing.

annie443dav@gmail.com Annie Dav

04/09/20 10:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Legal Zachor & Thomas, Inc., P.S. 23607 Hwy 99 Edmonds People are constantly in close proximity to one 
another, gathering in small spaces of numerous 
people including for no benefit except socializing, in-
person meeting where 6-feet of space was not 
respected, etc.

04/02/20 7:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Zacks deli 23518 70th ave e Graham Price gouging people not staying within 6 feet of 
each other more than 10 people in The 
Establishment at one time management does not 
keep out anybody while you're buying products or 
does not tell anybody to stand back from you

Captkillaho1991@gmail.com David 2534331721

05/08/20 7:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Ziemek Dental Lab 2310 Mottman Rd Sw Tumwater Over 20 people in the building and no one wearing 
mask or gloves

04/24/20 6:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Zips 12218 North Market Street Mead Restaurant not observing 6 foot distancing when 
taking order, not using hand sanitizer/washing after 
credit card use, no gloves.  Customer reported 
concerns to manager. Manager denied what 
customer had seen.

ssruby712@yahoo.com Sarah Ruby 5093851517

05/15/20 1:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Zips Drive-In 12421 W Sunset Highway Airway Heights None of the employees are wearing masks and say 
"we aren't required to" when asked why not. They 
say they have no contact with customers yet the 
drive-thru employee leaned all the way out the 
window, coming within 1-2 inches of each driver's 
face when handing them food and/or change/credit 
cards.

04/08/20 11:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther zirkle fruit company zirkle 352 Harrison Rd selah There is someone who tested positive and didn't let 
anyone know. And we didn't have proper ppe.

05/05/20 1:03 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fruit Warehouse Zirkle Fruit 352 Harrison Rd. Selah, WA Not maintaining social distancing. People are 
coughing and no one is wearing a mask.

04/15/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther agriculture Zirkle fruit Co. 352 Harrison Rd, Selah, WA 98942selah Workers aren't keeping a distance between each 
other. Their boss is telling them to hurry up that the 
distance doesnt matter because they need to finish 
their job.

05/06/20 10:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Ziva Construction 917 D Ave. Snohomish Workers are not wearing PPE, no wash stations, no 
hardhats or masks.  Gathering of people closer than 
6 feet.  Telling subcontractors that they do not have 
to follow guidelines.

Concerned contractor

05/15/20 2:20 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Ziva Enterprises, Inc. 1402 Lake Tapps Parkway S.E. Ste #104-111Auburn At Snohomish jobsite for McDonalds, Ziva is not 
complying with return to work guidelines set out for 
Construction. Not wearing PPE, masks, eyewear, 
not social distancing, no cleaning of anything on site,  
 false information in emails stating have been 
approved by Governor to work even through shut 
down, when asked for written document unable to 
provide, they continued functioning on site and 
attempting to force subs to work.   Job site  - 917 
Ave. D. Snohomish WA    ( McDonalds site)

Todd Johnson /  zivabuilderstodd@gmail.com

05/04/20 11:52 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufactory make airplane part we do the walls honeycombZodiac safran Arlington Arlington wash I work in print shop and we are not 6 feet apart while 
working  there is 3 people who is a a table and we 
make honey comb but we can't be 6 feet apart . 
Please stop them before tomorrow night I start work 
they think we can work they might be working right 
now please stop them

I don't want them to know I said anything please

05/09/20 5:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Z’s Buerger Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo Patrons going in to pick up food, many people at 
once sitting at bar, refused to take out  again, lots of 
folks congregating inside.

TRUE 05/18/20 4:51 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Test 1313 Mockingbird Lane Olympia, WA Test Test@test.com Test 555-555-1234



TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM DOH Healthcare / Public Health We provide education and 
treament for children on the 
autism spectrum in their 
personal home.

Mosaic Learning Systems 1915 W5th St, Port Angeles, WA 98363 I am an ABA provider with a small business. I am 
not able to pay my employees as we are not able to 
bill for our services. The insurance company who 
normally pays for our face-to-face services is not 
currently covering telehealth. I am concerned I may 
cause harm to these families or my employees by 
having this interaction several hours a day, multiple 
days a week. My employees and parents are in a 
high risk group.

mlsbc46@gmail.com Sandra Macleod 801-574-4150

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Doctors office Multicare family practice   14408 E Sprague AveSpokane Valley, WA  99216United States I am pregnant, high risk pregnancy in general, I am a 
medical assistant and dealing with patients who are 
healthy and ill. My supervisor thinks I am safe but I 
am concerned that they are not taking this more 
seriously. I am needing to know if I should be 
working from home, I talked to my supervisor and all 
the emails we have received doesn’t specify what 
pregnant women should do. They asked me if I had 
a computer that I could use for home and I do and 
nothing else has been decided.

Baileybriscoe09@icloud.com Bailey Babington 5093681065

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Testing, Research Nexelis 645 Elliot Ave W, Seattle WA, 98119 My company has decided to stay open and hasn’t 
really given us a specific reason why. They say that 
we are an essential business, but haven’t given us a 
specific bullet point that our business falls under. 
Our Canadian location supports vaccine 
development including covid-19, but our Seattle site 
does no vaccine development whatsoever and none 
of the testing we do at the Seattle site supports covid-
19 research. We are not a hospital lab and none of 
the work we do in the Seattle location pertains to 
covid-19. We only support clinical trials (not 
pertaining to covid-19) I’m concerned for my and my 
fellow coworkers’ safety. Should we still be open?

jattarinv@gmail.com Jattarin Vernon 3602714995

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Recreational weed employee Recreational marijuana N/A, Everett Proposal to shut down marijuana stores except 
medical. More people will get sick and probably die 
buying weed than if they gave it up for 2 weeks. I’m 
on the budtender side and it’s an enormous amount 
of people 50 and up and people who don’t know how 
to stay home whether they’re sick or bored. I went 
home sick today but can’t get tested due to limited 
supply and onset of symptoms. It is NOT essential 
right now. Please save lives and CLOSE IT DOWN!!!

Jaimebcormier@gmail.com Jaime C 4252207696

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Clinic setting Rockwood Endocrinology 400 E 5th Ave Spokane, WA 99202N As far as the shut down goes our employees arent 
being screened when coming into the building. All 
but the MA's are being protected, managers are able 
to go and work from home to reduce their risk of 
getting sick. I'm not sure why we cant be able to do 
the same without repercussions or without using our 
sick time or PTO that we have to save for other trips 
later in the year

ssporter@multicare.org Sophie Porter 5099952610

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health 1949 Self  12534 15th Avenue NE#13 So I am self-employed and visit my elderly clients in 
their homes whether that is at home or in an 
eldercare facility like assisted living or a memory 
care unit in a retirement facility, etc.

My client of the past 3 years died in December, and I 
then had hip surgery and was ready to begin looking 
for work again in February but have not been able to 
find a new client since the coronavirus came on.  
Theoretically I think I fall into the category of a 
healthcare worker who visits the vulnerable, but no 
one is hiring it appears, and also I am 70 years of 
age myself.  I am very healthy and able to go to work 
but I also think no one wants a 70 year old caregiver 
for their family members and I think Governor Inslee 
would say I need to stay at home.  So I am stuck.

So despite the fact that it seems I qualify as an 
essential worker, I cannot find work due to the 
coronavirus and my age, so would I be eligible for 
the small business relief that is being put in place for 
me as a person in the "gig economy?"  I looked up 
the small business page and could not find 
anywhere to apply as an independent contractor or 
gig worker.

Thanks and I appreciate this webform greatly, 
Washington State rocks!

normarosie@hotmail.com Norma Wigutoff 12068548840

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Other 1956 1956  2801 Bickford AveSte 103, PMB 160 I have vacant housing that people are needing to 
rent. They need a home and I have a mortgage to 
pay. I need to be able to rent my rental properties.

brumball@live.com Brenda Rumball 4252440400

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Other Aftermarket off road 
accessories

4 wheel parts  205 RIGNEY RD APT D3D3 We were told that we are essential because we are 
considered automotive. Is that true

corey.camden@gmail.com Corey camden 12536861571

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health dryer vent cleaning dryer vent cleaning N/A is dryer vent cleaning an essential business?

a company wants to clean every dryer vent in our 
apartment complex during the stay at home order.

i believe this is extremely unwise.

dh594@anime.net Daniel Hollis 425-753-9727

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Healthcare / Public Health Full time Nanny Nanny 2307 Eastmont way west Neither of my bosses work in essential fields. How 
do I justify going to work?

priyaalahan@gmail.com Priya Alahan 8086344130

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Parenting plan Parenting plan 807 sapp road Sedro woolley 98284 Are parents allowed to meet for child exchanges due 
to a parenting plan?

Alyciacma@yahoo.com Alycia 4253870546

TRUE 03/26/20 4:00 AM Healthcare / Public Health HVAC Manufacturer Haakon Industries 1633 W 1st Street, Cheney, WA, 99004 I dont think this business is essential to the 
public/community i.e. we dont make medical 
supplies or food. Should we be open right now?

garrett.arthur901@gmail.comGarrett Arthur 5092703911

TRUE 03/26/20 10:01 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other 1966 1966 PO Box 22022 I have been cleaning the common areas of 
condominium buildings.  I am very uncomfortable 
cleaning and especially being in elevators as it might 
be likely that the virus can hang in the air for an 
hour.  If I go from one building to the next --I could 
become a super spreader

lisalightner3000@gmail.com Lisa Lightner 2063993262

TRUE 03/26/20 10:01 AM Financial Services 2019 2019 Belltown Court, 2414 1st Avenue, Seattle Hello,
Would you please clarify if vacation rentals get to 
keep running units out of condominium buildings 
among many high-risk neighbors?  I live in a 250-
unit condo building and my neighbors include cancer 
patients, people in their 80s, and even a holocaust 
survivor.  We have a shared elevator, lobby, and 
hallway with investor-owned residential units.  Many 
people need to leave their units to get to doctor 
appointments. 

These out-of-state investors are still operating short-
term rentals, including housekeeping and everything 
that comes with it.  Some of these units are 
specifically advertised for Covid isolation and 
precaution.  Again, they in the same hallway as 
seniors who will die if they get this virus.   Stay 
home, stay safe ?    This is no different than offering 
covid isolation units in a senior living facility. 

 Please clarify your policy about vacation rentals, 
because my neighbors' lives are at risk.  I'm 50 with 
a spinal cord injury, and I'm at risk too, and I'm 
running errands and sorting packages to do 
everything I can to keep my neighbors safe.   But I 
am defenseless against the investors who run short 
term rentals here.  

The condo lawyer says that only the government can 
stop it, so please clarify your policy short term 
rentals and specify whether they get to kill my 
neighbors or not.    

kathycookkc@gmail.com Kathy Cook 5089043262

TRUE 03/26/20 10:01 AM Healthcare / Public Health Head custodian Kent school district 12033 SE 256 street kent WA 98030 Even though all schools are closed were being to we 
still have to work because were essential but we 
can't find it in Enslees list.

Douglas.reed@kent.k12.wa.usDouglas 253-249-8159

TRUE 03/26/20 2:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Senior living Brookdale senior living renton,wa 26631 114th Ave SE I have a question  about Governor inslee news  
break, my wife is 63 years old  and works  as a 
housekeeper  at an assisted living  facility.  I thought 
he said if your over 60  you could stay home if dont 
fill comfortable  working. Would she be  able to get 
some state assistance.  Thankyou . Please let me no.

davidmedcalf6049@gmail.comDavid  medcalf 2064844867



TRUE 03/26/20 2:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Unemployed Certified 
Medical assistant

Unemployed Certified medical 
assistant

Seatac Gov Inslee, just so you know,,, I may not be a 
medical provider or an RN, I am a Certified medical 
assistant waiting for my credential to come through 
Olympia BUT because you have overlooked the fact 
that I am both the MD and RN’s right hand man. I’m 
the one who draws the blood when the phlebotomist 
is taking a much needed break, I’m the one who 
takes the patients vitals, I’m the one who reports to 
the RN and MD as well as a great deal of other 
functions so Please don’t overlook me. I’ve been 
doing this for well over 20 years and I am just as 
important 
as the others as WE are a team. It was with great 
disappointment to have been told by Jessica in the 
Olympia office of Credentialing this morning that I 
don’t matter because the Gov of this great state 
stated that because I’m not an MD or RN my cred 
should be put on the back burner. It is very upsetting 
to see the need in my beloved field and you sir have 
tied my hands!!!

deniseashton61@yahoo.com Denise Phillips 360-718-0679

TRUE 03/26/20 2:00 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other 1978 1978 11734 Black Forest Ln SE IRS has extended the deadline, yet H&R Block is 
keeping us open as essential business.

christieannh@msn.com Christie Hiller 13609901048

TRUE 03/26/20 2:00 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Healthcare / Public Health I am a nanny for two 
families in a nanny share. I 
care for both of their babies 
at their alternating 
residences.

Nanny 3820 Whitman Ave N Seattle WA 98103 One of my four employers in the nanny share has 
requested his employer to write him a letter 
indicating he is of "essential status," so they could 
continue to get childcare. 

He works from home most of the time, but as his 
letter indicates, he needs to travel to the office from 
time to time. I do not want to be taken advantage of, 
or have to choose between risking my health and 
paying my bills. I would prefer to mind the 
government's order and have this fall under my 
guaranteed hours. 

He is the VP and researcher of a non-profit research 
institution, I would agree that the work he does is 
very important, but I am skeptical about whether it 
qualifies to our nanny share, I have the following 
questions:

1. Do both parents need to be qualified as essential 
to receive an essential nanny? The mother is also 
home now.

2. How does this apply to our nanny share with the 
other family?

 I would like to minimize contact as much as possible 
for the duration of the shelter-in-place, at least until 
we have more information about how many cases 
are out there, so we don't overwhelm our healthcare 
system. 

hello.trischa@gmail.com Trischa Schramm 2064999439

TRUE 03/26/20 4:17 PM Healthcare / Public Health Drug rehabilitation; mental 
health

Rather not say Bellevue My work is technically a “behavioral health” clinic, 
but we mainly provide court ordered chemical 
dependency evaluations for DUIs, and court is not 
open. We moved rehab groups to telemedicine, but 
my boss is still allowing people to come in for 
evaluations. I have direct contact with 20+ people a 
day. I don’t see these as essential being that the 
court isn’t open to order them. I don’t feel it’s right to 
be forced to continually be exposed for something 
that isn’t necessary at the moment. Just looking for 
some clarification.

drewmariedaily@gmail.com Drew Daily 3852720782

TRUE 03/26/20 4:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other course Horse shoe lake  course  1250 sw clubhouse ctPort Orchard WA 98367 This business is still open and ers are playing today, 
Thursday, March 26, 2020

lowellkt@msn.com Karen Lowell 3604432576 proshop@hlgolf.com.

TRUE 03/26/20 5:26 PM Healthcare / Public Health Plumbing Overlake  Hospital Edition   1035 116th Ave NEBellevue, WA  98004United States I am a plumber at the Bellevue Overlake Hospital 
expansion. Apparently this job is considered 
essential and I am forced to work or I do not qualify 
for unemployment. I am scared to work but feel as if 
I don’t have a choice. There are 100-150 people on 
the site and over half of them are not practicing 
social distancing. I have witnessed fist bumps, high 
five and people within the 6’ distance. We were told 
that they were going to do temperature checks to all 
employees in the morning to enter the site but they 
keep saying that the thermometer don’t work 
because it is to cold outside, so they just ask 
everybody if they have any symptoms and give you a 
sticker to enter the site! They told me it was a honor 
system. One morning I walked on the site and they 
gave me a sticker without asking me if I had and 
symptoms. I don’t feel like they are taking this 
seriously and would like help but I don’t know what 
to do!

arthurgirton@yahoo.com Arthur Girton 425-677-4414

TRUE 03/26/20 7:20 PM Healthcare / Public Health Commercial Property 
Management

The Rants Group  724 Columbia St. #140 Olympia, Wa. I’m a maintenance technician. I do plumbing, 
electrical and clean up homeless trash, needles and 
at times human-waste. A lot of the buildings have 
state worker and they aren’t 6’ apart working. I’m 64 
years of age and my wife has COPD and asthma 
also a Heart condition. Should I be having these 
kinds of exposure? All of the property managers are 
working from home.

ed@rants-group.com Ed Byers 360 561-7575

TRUE 03/26/20 9:16 PM Other Drive thru coffee stand Monte Cristo Espresso 8416 Hwy 92 Granite Falls, wa I would like clarification if my job is entitled 
“essential”. We are a drive thru coffee shop, and are 
in contact with people constantly, at most times we 
are within 6 feet of the customer. Some people are 
ensuing that a coffee stand lies under essential. I 
personally do not believe it should be essential.

morganloberg10@gmail.com Morgan 4259992985

TRUE 03/27/20 8:08 AM Other Drive through coffee stand Smokey point espresso Arlington wa 98223 I am an employee of this business and we remain 
open. I do not believe we are essential! We see 
250+ people per day and they are NOT 6 feet away. 
We are also handing dirty money, debit/credit cards. 
There are many drive thru espresso stands open 
during this time and it needs to be addressed!

Cassafrass87@gmail.com Cassi klesick 4258795548

TRUE 03/27/20 8:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Healthcare / Public Health Tara Cornehl LMP Tara Cornehl LMP 24818 27th Avenue Northeast I feel we should not be working. We cannot be 6 feet 
away we are in a small room w no air flow barely for 
60 to 90 min w people. We are touching people and 
their are many surfaces in room that could ve 
touched even wiping everything down between 
clients doesn't feel safe . we are not essential during 
this pandemic. It's just risky for us our families and 
vulnerable clients. We deserve to be able to collect 
unemployment during this crisis.

t_cornehl@yahoo.com Tara 4257372000

TRUE 03/27/20 11:15 AM Healthcare / Public Health County level of American 
Dental Association

Clark County Dental Society 8615 NE Hazel Dell Avenue, Vancouver, WA 98665 Please review the document published this week by 
The American Dental Association, "What Constitutes 
a Dental Emergency" (see link below) and comment 
on agreement or any disagreement so WA dentists 
can serve our patients and be compliant.
 
https://success.ada.org/~/media/CPS/Files/Open%20
Files/ADA_COVID19_Dental_Emergency_DDS.pdf 

I am the President of the Clark Dental Society and I 
am very active helping with legislation in WA and 
rule making with DOH dental commission DQAC.  
Thanks!

keithcollinsdmd@gmail.com Keith Collins, DMD 3605218480

TRUE 03/27/20 1:17 PM Other Community self storage 
facility

About Space Self Storage and South Hill Self-Storage  3715 E. 55th  and  3115 E. 57thSpokane, WA 99223 The owners of the business are located in Las 
Vegas and continue to tell us here that we are 
essential and need to stay open because other self 
storage places in Spokane are choosing to stay 
open.  We are being exposed to the public 
unnecessarily and putting our own families at risk.

tina.owen@comcast.net Tina Owen 5099794892



TRUE 03/27/20 2:04 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Healthcare / Public Health Geotechnical Engineering HWA GeoSciences Inc  21312 30th Dr SE Ste 110Bothell WA 98021 Hello,
 
I’m sorry if this is the wrong group to talk to - I have 
been searching high and low and can’t find any 
Covid-specific contact information so I thought I 
would check with L&I, and they sent me your way. I 
am an inspector at a private construction site in 
Everett that has been refusing to shut down per the 
edict from the governor. Reasoning given so far is:
 I work for the president, not the governor; the 
president wants us to work
We aren’t in downtown Seattle so it’s fine
Other sites haven’t shut down so why should we?
The edict says that security can be on site to protect 
equipment; my workers are performing security so 
they might as well work while they protect the 
machines. 
Private property infrastructure is still essential

I don’t want to hurt these people’s job prospects, but 
I am hearing grumbling from the laborers who say 
that they don’t want to break the law but their boss 
says if they refuse to work then they won’t be eligible 
for unemployment benefits. At least one worker has 
contacted his union rep but I don’t know what 
happened. Last week someone on site tested 
positive and they never even did a deep clean of the 
site office trailer where the victim worked, and 
people have been going in to work in there. Is there 
anything I should be doing about this? I just needed 
to at least try. Thank you for your time, and please 
be safe. 

bsalazar@hwageo.com Bret Salazar 2067943803

TRUE 03/27/20 3:50 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Healthcare / Public Health Education K-12 Franklin Pierce School District  315 129th StTacoma, WA COVID-19 request
Background: My employer (Franklin Pierce School 
District) considers my position as essential. I work in 
the IT department. We have 14 employees in the 
department.

Situation: I have spent all my personnel and vacation 
time since the announcement of 'Stay Home, Stay 
Healthy' My son has a lung condition which would 
make him a high risk case if exposed to COVID-19. I 
have talked with my supervisor and they are not 
budging on my request to stay home, even when I 
offer to do it without pay. I have over 100 hours of 
sick time available and they will not allow me to use 
that either.

Request: Is there any way I can plea for an 
exception to the essential personnel identification.

Opinion: Stay Home, Stay Healthy is meant to stop 
the risk to spread the infection. There should be no 
reason why an entire support department is needed 
to fulfill the required support for essential personnel. 
14 people to support a near non existent staff and 
student population is not needed. At maximum, 3 
people would be able to accomplish the task. I know 
if I go back to work, my tasks would include 
maintenance on equipment that the essential 
personnel are not using, so again, it really is 
unnecessary.

seastrum@gmail.com Seth Seastrum 7155871912

TRUE 03/27/20 6:20 PM Community-Based Government Operations and Essential Functionspaint contractor 1973  3722 E Congress Ave.spokane WA 99223 my business has agreements with cystomer who 
Have backed outdo to the covid 19 outbreak. we do 
not know.how we Can stay in business if.we 
can'twork.

emmawang731218@gmail.comHaichun Wang 5092279816

TRUE 03/27/20 7:02 PM Healthcare / Public Health Donation pickup bin 
services bin

Nwcenter 4622 n rebecca street spokane How is donation pickup at bins essential? We are 
still open servicing bins and cleaning up trash which 
they considered (essential)

Tutisereptor@gmail.com Ron Salisbury 2068024620

TRUE 03/28/20 7:29 AM Community-Based Government Operations and Essential FunctionsDog day care/boarding 12-31-2017 17913 State Route 20, Box 430 I am an essential service provider, but am having a 
difficult time working because my doggy day 
care/boarding provider was forced to close.  CA 
added that category to the list as essential - why 
hasn't Washington?  Pet care is essential for those 
of us who need to work to keep things going and 
provide services defined as essential.

micki@mhazencpa.com Micki A Hazen 4254184331

TRUE 03/28/20 9:55 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Healthcare / Public Health public school k12 North kitsap school district 16288 Pearson Rd Ne with all schools closed are the Maintenance 
,grounds & custodial departments required to work . 
are we essential personnel
the food service is dispensing brown bag lunches.
there is one building with a daycare but they are not 
a part of the district they are a renter .and only in 
one building

rob98370@gmail.com Robert Hurley 3606490321

TRUE 03/28/20 9:59 AM Healthcare / Public Health School District custodial 
workers

Kalama School District 548 China Garden Rd, Kalama, WA 98625 I'm part of a 5 person custodial crew for the school 
district. We are a small school running a meal 
program and child care as well as some distance 
learning. Most staff is on a week on week off 
rotation. Mine and my crew's question is how many 
of us are supposed to be there. If we are supporting 
these programs and these programs only, it doesn't 
seem necessary to have all of us there during the 
day and seems to go against the Governor's orders 
to have us there working on non essential projects, 
things that would normally be done in down time or 
reserved for summer months like stripping and 
waxing floors, weeding around campus, painting, 
etc. We're concerned for our health and our families. 
The rest of the staff have limited time on campus but 
not us. Thank you for the response, we're seeking 
clarification.

loki110482@yahoo.com Jason Jordan 3604317738

TRUE 03/28/20 9:59 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tree pruning and removal Arborwell Bothell, wa My boss is guilting us to come to work. I don't 
believe our job is considered essential

Chris428williams@gmail.comChris 2537378486

TRUE 03/28/20 2:49 PM Healthcare / Public Health i am a provider for adult 
family home

living comfort home care llc 24940 16th ave s des moines wa 98198 I need help gown and mask to take care my client checkole92@gmail.com sultanu checkole 7024779776

TRUE 03/28/20 2:58 PM Other 1990 1990  11716 NE 49th StreetP2 Arnt emergencies only essential? timeislove1990@gmail.com Jeff Fisk 3603699236

TRUE 03/29/20 8:41 PM Healthcare / Public Health Commercial Construction 
Company

Braseth Construction  3835 West Marginal SWSeattle, WA 98106 My company has lost all future projects due to 
COVID 19, I would like to help support our current 
situation in anyway possible.  If you feel my 
company can be of assistance please reach out.  
We have some of the brightest minds in the 
construction industry.  
Sincerely, Milo Braseth

milo@brasethconstruction.comMilo Braseth 2067795456

TRUE 03/30/20 12:25 AM Healthcare / Public Health Residential house cleaning Self employed 53 N Water St. Port Hadlock, 98339 I have suspended all residential house cleaning 
services, to protect my clients. Many are elderly and 
immune compromised.  Is this the appropriate 
action?

dionne.jelene@gmail.com Dionne Waltz 3603010532

TRUE 03/30/20 9:00 AM Healthcare / Public Health Mental Health Counseling Clees Therapy 118 Mocliff Rd. I use telehealth for seeing my clients at my solo 
office in downtown Ephrata; nobody else enters my 
office.  Across the hall from me is a driving school, 
Cruisers Driving Academy, a driving school that 
serves high school students. They are still open, and 
students often congregate in the hallway.  I am 
concerned about my safety as I come and go from 
the office.  The offices in the building share a 
common outside entrance.  I do not see the driving 
school covered as an essential business in the 
transportation sector, and it seems to me that they 
are in violation of the governor's shutdown order.  If 
they are in violation, whom do I contact for 
enforcement?  Our city government seems quite lax, 
and the county sheriff's office claims to know 
nothing about the regulations.

david@cleestherapy.com Clees 2062856956

TRUE 03/30/20 12:32 PM Healthcare / Public Health House Cleaning Nikko House Cleaning LLC  19508 141st St E Bonney Lake WA 98391 If not included in essential business, I want to know 
why to explain to my customers.

NIKKOAK3@GMAIL.COM Akemi Kokubun 4253652183



TRUE 03/30/20 1:21 PM Healthcare / Public Health Whatcom County Health 
Dept.

Whatcom County Health Dept. 1500 N. State St. In Whatcom County, we are getting many requests 
for clarification about whether driving for pleasure is 
allowable under the Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order. 
Today, the DOH Call Center told me that they don't 
think it's advisable but probably not an enforceable 
violation. During a March 26 press conference, 
Governor Inslee said, ""You can leave your house for 
a walk, you can go for a drive, you can do things 
essential to your livelihood for these essential 
industries. We do want you to limit those activities in 
ways that make common sense, however." Could 
the Governor please provide clarity about pleasure 
driving during this order, especially as it seems likely 
to be extended. Thanks, 

Allison Williams
Community Health Specialist
Pronouns: she/her/hers

Whatcom County Health Department
509 Girard Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
Direct: (360) 778-6145 | Cell: (360) 319-2064
awilliam@co.whatcom.wa.us
www.whatcomcounty.us/health
www.facebook.com/WhatcomCountyHealth
         
My incoming and outgoing email communication is 
subject to public disclosure laws.

awilliam@co.whatcom.wa.us Allison Williams 360-778-6145

TRUE 03/30/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 42nd Ave SE Bothell Crew is installing the siding, since three days, on 
house on 42nd Ave SE. in a new development being 
built (Rockdale).

TRUE 03/30/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mainvue 19318 135th St SE Monroe There is still residential construction going on within 
the neighborhood. There are people not following the 
social distance guideline and deliveries of 
construction stuff coming in and out of the 
neighborhood.

baxterc2@gmail.com Cody Baxter 3607391759

TRUE 03/30/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other collection agency SB&C ltd 1520 E college way mount vernon business is still making some employees come in 
and work phones and collections. this is non 
essential, and not fair to employees

White Mary

TRUE 03/30/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Paradise Restaurant 7250 Rainier Ave S Seattle Parking lot full at 11pm with visitors congregating in 
larger groups both inside and outside.

mattmillsphoto@gmail.com Matt 206-999-5244

TRUE 03/30/20 2:13 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Aluma Systems 28201 WA-410 East Buckley Business is not essential and is open. 360-761-4454

TRUE 03/30/20 2:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pet groomer Mutts & Cuts 3242 Auburn Way S Auburn Owner, Tomi Fernandez, is still continuing to operate 
and keeping lights low to try and hide the fact that 
she is still open

angelitta@serenitypoodles.comAngelitta Baker muttsncuts@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther retail, crafts Joann Fabrics and Crafts - every 
location

5824 196th St SW Lynnwood They are absolutely NOT essential and should be 
ordered to close every location. The so-called mask 
kits they are making are of poor quality and will not 
be usable by healthcare workers. Joann continues to 
insist they are essential and put their workers at risk.
Note - I do not work there, I am a concerned citizen 
who is actually a regular shopper at Joann. They are 
not essential.

dutton_allison@yahoo.com Allison Dutton customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sky view hair salon 4251 meridian street Bellingham We passed the salon and there were clients in 
chairs and the stylists were working on them, the 
open sign was off but the lights were on and the 
door was unlocked.

I did record the incident on my phone

Laurajpalka@gmail.com Laura Palka 3603998377

TRUE 03/30/20 2:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Hardcore Gym 4402 N Division St spokane They are telling their clients to park in the back to 
use the gym and are charging people double for day 
passes because they are the only gym open.

admin@hardcoregymspokane.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Staging company Spade and Archer Design 2501 Harbor Ave SW Seattle Promoting continuous staging of homes during 
shutdown on Instagram, Facebook, and through 
email.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Storage Iron Gate Storage 7920 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Offices are open and business is being conducted 
as per usual. This is a non essential business and 
could go to telephone only.

Livinthedream555@yahoo.comStacy 360-909-5153

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Test Test Camp Murray Camp Murray Test from CIG12 cig12@mil.wa.gov Anonymouse 360-902-6539

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course West Wood. 
Yakima

West Wood 6408 Tieton Dr Yakima The golf course has been packed all weekend with 
golfers and the driving range as well

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Brown Bear Car wash 3523 Broadway Everett Brown Bear carwash plans to open all their locations 
on Wednesday 4/1 believing that washing cars is 
somehow essential vehicle maintenance

lilbabushka@hotmail.com Jennifer Benson 4258290623 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Insurance Brokerage Trigg Insurance Agency 17425 Vashon Hwy SW Vashon Business has the ability to work from home 
(software: Hawksoft). Business does not process 
payments internally, with very few exceptions, and 
Quickbooks is used. Bookkeeper is also owner. Not 
an insurance carrier - only brokerage. "It's just the 
flu".

amieelynn@gmail.com Amiee Yelinek 2069721411 STACIE@TRIGGINSURANCE.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 2:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Brown & Haley 110 E 26th st Tacoma Candy factory 
Non essential 
Health concerns as social distancing is highly 
unavoidable in work atmosphere

Simmonsm1987253@gmail.comAlisia 2532241777

TRUE 03/30/20 2:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Culligan Water CO 2517 Crites St SW Olympia Culligan is sending their service Techs for routine 
maintance of water systems.   Nothing is wrong with 
these systems.  They are sending the Techs to King 
county in the heart of the Covid -19 outbreak.  These 
shouldn't considered emergencies. 

They are sending the techs in without facemask only 
gloves.  
These techs are being forced to do this and are 
being threatened to be fired if they don't do what the 
are told.  

The home office is in Spokane 25 E 3rd ave, 
Spokane WA 99202 509-464-6464

missmetwo67@gmail.com Michele Ferranti 360-485-2683

TRUE 03/30/20 2:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard Waste Contractor Freedom Junk Removal Unknown ; Was in and out of our duplex housing doing yard 
waste hauling and not keeping safe distance from 
my family. I asked the work crew how they are doing 
this work if the landfills are closed and they stated 
they were taking all of the garbage to Kittitas 
Transfer Station, which seems like another violation 
in itself since he's taking garbage to a different 
county to dump.

hmeyers1989@gmail.com Harold Meyers 5098308985

TRUE 03/30/20 2:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 910 s Burlington blvd Burlington Not sure why Big 5 is framed essential.  There is 
nothing they carry that is essential why we are trying 
to keep people home

tmkeane01@gmail.com Todd

TRUE 03/30/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Storage facilities Iron Gate Storage 7920 Ne 117th Ave Vancouver These storage facilities are staying open and are non 
essential. Their offices are letting multiple people in 
at a time. It is dangerous and reckless.

barrelbunny2@yahoo.com Casey 3609217927

TRUE 03/30/20 2:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New Car dealership and RV 
sales

Mccord toyota and RV 10455 NE 53rd St, Vancouver, WAvancouver I understand the service dept being open for car 
repairs, but I don't think staffing new car sales or the 
RV department sales department is considered 
essential.  Dick Hannah in Vancouver is also  open. 

I don't think car dealership is considered essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Café Louvre 210 5th Ave S Edmonds, WA 98020 I had reported to me from a reliable person that the 
cafe was only doing take-out, however, people were 
allowed inside to order and were then congregating 
at small tables in their courtyard closer than 3 ft 
proximity. Appreciate contact to confirm.

heinsight@earthlink.net Lora M Hein 4256739018

TRUE 03/30/20 2:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Jlo salon JLO SALON 3.4 (10) Stylist 
in Lakewood, WashingtonOpen

9716 S Tacoma Way ste a, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood They are covering the windows but I’ve been driving 
by the last two weeks and they have refused to close

rachealma91@gmail.com Racheal Andrus 5627458381

TRUE 03/30/20 2:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Dick's sporting goods 4502 S Steele St Tacoma Still open for pickup. Haven't seen that this is an 
option for retail.

jacobrosere@gmail.com Jacob 12532870577

TRUE 03/30/20 2:21 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Public Golf Course Westwood Golf Couorse 6408 Tieton Drive Yakima This golf course has been operating everyday since 
Gov. Inslee made his stay-at-home order and non-
essential businesses must close by 5pm on March 
25th while every other course in town has closed, 
Westwood still operates daily and has no intention of 
closing. This is a clear violation and is unfortunate 
the owner is this greedy he is putting our community 
at risk.



TRUE 03/30/20 2:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog selling Store Puppyland 13103 Meridian E. #104 Puyallup This non-essential store is trying to stay open and 
even advertising for residents to come to their store 
to purchase a dog.  This store sells puppies only.  
They are trying to circumvent the order by bringing in 
a few bags of food.  If you look at their 
advertisements for the last year, there is no mention 
of "pet supplies".  They only sell puppies.  
Purchasing a puppy is NON-essential.  This store 
should not be open, potentially risking the health and 
safety of citizens who go in and handle the dogs and 
interact with staff.  They are not offering curb side 
pick up because they do not sell essentials.  They 
should not be able to lie to the public or authorities.  
There are pictures on their Google review that show 
the inside of their store.  There are no essential 
supplies.

lorid@worldls.com Lori Dale 253-740-3170 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber linda's hair design 131 North 2nd Ave SW tumwater I've witnessed clients going in and coming out with 
hair cuts multiple times when dropping my kiddos off 
at daycare.

ajhawkins2@aol.com amanda 3604909532

TRUE 03/30/20 2:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Storage Iron Gate Storage 7920 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Running business as usual. Not essential. No social 
distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automobile Sales Lithia Chrysler, Dodge,Jeep,Ram 10701 North Newport HighwaySpokane I work for a local automobile dealership. Our service 
department remains open but our sales department 
is closed. The business in assumed violation is lithia 
Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Their sales department 
is open and sells people and managers are at work 
demo driving cars with potential customers and 
selling automobiles. it is my understanding that the 
sales portion of dealerships are to be closed and 
deemed non-essential.

norristony1966@gmail.com Gerald Norris 5097241917

TRUE 03/30/20 2:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Storage facility Public Storage 700 Fairview ave Seattle Large business with NUMEROUS customers visiting 
property at any given time during open 
hours.nonessential business with wide access to all 
their buildings by any customers. No limit on number 
of visitors this business has no essential function to 
be open during covid it’s ridiculous to have to report 
them!

Whyaskwhy@mail.com Anonymous 000-000-0000

TRUE 03/30/20 2:23 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business 40th avenue espresso 40th ave Yakima Public contact...employees not able to maintain 6 rt 
from each other or customers

TRUE 03/30/20 2:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Joann fabrics 17501 southcenter pkway Tukwila No social distancing, no cleaning supplies, putting 
customers and employees at risk,

Leaf_adams@yahoo.com Connie Leaf 2063903045

TRUE 03/30/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Business Improvement 
District

Metropolitan Improvement District 423 Stewart st Seattle They have ambassadors walking around the streets 
and sweeping sidewalks for Business owners 
because they don't like the way it looks outside. Most 
of the employees are living in shelters also so they 
are at risk of spreading COVID to vulnerable 
populations.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther massage CROWN SPA 10522 LAKE CITY WAY #C 202Seattle I AM AN ADJACENT BUSINESS AND CROWN 
SPA CONTINUES TO HAVE A STEADYSTREAM 
OF PATRONS.

JEFF@THRIVELIFEYOGA.COMJEFF ERICKSON 2067347305

TRUE 03/30/20 2:25 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Trucking of building materials Optimus transport 9329 hart rd se Olympia This company hauls building materials as in 
Sheetrock and lumber. But since construction is 
closed down they should be also

Garybraae@gmail.com Gary 360-250-3102

TRUE 03/30/20 2:25 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Temple Spokane WA Temple 13710 E. 40th Ave Spokane Valley The temple is still having gatherings of people daily. 
It’s very rude that they feel they can do that.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton More than 20 cars parked in rear of Gym and Open 
sign turned off. They've been letting people come in 
the back door for the past week.

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Anytime fitness 7104 265th st nw Stanwood Anytime fitness is still open. People are parking their 
cars near other businesses in the parking lot and 
then walking over to anytime fitness and working out 
.

anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther insurance brokerage Trigg Insurance 14425 Westside Hwy SW Vashon Workers are reportedly able to work remotely but 
owners are allowing them to come in to office 
(insurance brokerage, not essential, payments and  
service can be done through other channels .  Doors 
are open for business. Owners recently travelled to 
and from another state and are not observing 
sanitation procedures and at least one of them has 
been sick.

vashonparadise@gmailcom Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Plants, paint, home repair 
hardware store.

Olson 7120 49th st e Fife Not only are there hundreds of customers at a time 
in the store There are also 40 to 50 employees in the 
store at one time please please close down the big 
box stores we don't need them open. They have 
babies that are in there. People who are really close 
to each other in the aisles

quiltsavvy@gmail.com Nadine 14253092983

TRUE 03/30/20 2:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Chain offering an eclectic 
mix of household items, 
beauty products, food & 
more at discount prices.

Dollar Store 9000 Rainier Ave S, Seattle very concerned for this business being open.   
Especially with the first of the month with food 
stamps and assistance     crowded parking lot and 
store

imaginetheworldmedia@gmail.commargaret 12069921534

TRUE 03/30/20 2:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Look at Craigslist. You'll 
see a whole bunch of 
activities that are 
questionable

Craigslist.com everywhere Everywhere Look at craigslist. I was shocked to see people 
having garage sales and want ads for private and 
commercial businesses selling stuff. You should try 
and get Craigslist to shut down sales and non-
essential servioces

mattrinearson@gmail.com Matthew Rinearson 2068504834

TRUE 03/30/20 2:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Stores Bens Loan, Pintos Guns Renton Wa Selling guns and ammunition, if this is an essential 
business fine, but I wonder

TRUE 03/30/20 2:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dental Sunrise Dental 5006 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SEIssaquah This dentist is still performing elective surgeries and 
using up PPE equipment.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Shop Bean Bags Coffee Shop 420 W Main St Elma If we want the spread of COVID 19 to stop, we need 
to stop taking the unnecessary chances of potential 
spreading germs. By having coffee shops open, it 
gives people an out to say they need to get out of the 
house to get coffee. Its not essential during this 
time, coffee can be made at home. We are in this 
together, so lets make it happen.

kortney_bailey@live.com Kortney 13604706863

TRUE 03/30/20 2:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Shop Bean Bags Coffee Shop 420 W Main St Elma If we want the spread of COVID 19 to stop, we need 
to stop taking the unnecessary chances of potential 
spreading germs. By having coffee shops open, it 
gives people an out to say they need to get out of the 
house to get coffee. Its not essential during this 
time, coffee can be made at home. We are in this 
together, so lets make it happen.

kortney_bailey@live.com Kortney 13604706863

TRUE 03/30/20 2:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business LEGENDARY DOUGHNUTS SEVERAL OF THEM-- COVINGTON, LAKE TAPPS, TACOMA, ISSAQUAH, FEDERAL WAYIt is a donut shop.  Are donuts essential  at this 
time?  I understand fast food joints because some 
people do not know how to cook, but donuts are not 
a necessity.

cheryl@petesmilkdelivery.comCheryl 206-817-4150

TRUE 03/30/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Rich Landscaping 27901 Redmond Fall City HighwayRedmond Non essential business is open. Folks performing 
landscaping work in South Lake Union at 8 am on 
March 30, 2020. After calling the company at 425-
222-9544, they indicated that they consider 
landscaping work to be an essential business for the 
State and plan to remain open.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy manufacturer Brown and Haley Corporate HQ and 
factory

3500 20th St E Fife Brown and Haley is a non-essential company. They 
manufacture candy. On their website, the retail 
outlet store Is open Mon-Fri. Also many of their 
corporate employees can work remotely from home. 
Has Pierson Clair bought enough politicians to keep 
his doors open? Also is the factory still operating?

Pattikakes1@comcast.net Patti Kostelecky 253-531-5096 sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealer Paulsons Motorcycle 4402 6th Ave SE Lacey, WA 98503 This dealership is advertising on Facebook that they 
are still open for selling motorcycles. Today 3/30/20 
they posted on Facebook a picture of two 
motorcycles with children on them that they had just 
sold and a father with his new motorcycle they had 
just sold. Motorcycle sales for children going into a 
shop is not essential and 99% of shop have stopped 
the sale of bikes.  Please stop them!

davephillips15@gmail.com David Phillips 4255837385

TRUE 03/30/20 2:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealer Paulsons Motorcycle 4402 6th Ave SE Lacey, WA 98503 This dealership is advertising on Facebook that they 
are still open for selling motorcycles. Today 3/30/20 
they posted on Facebook a picture of two 
motorcycles with children on them that they had just 
sold and a father with his new motorcycle they had 
just sold. Motorcycle sales for children going into a 
shop is not essential and 99% of shop have stopped 
the sale of bikes.  Please stop them!

davephillips15@gmail.com David Phillips 4255837385



TRUE 03/30/20 2:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sunni's pizza 17751 15th Ave NE Shoreline I went to get my take out order and there were 10 
people in the restaurant.  One person at the register 
was finishing up and left, another lady was socially 
distancing and standing at the other end of the 
restaurant. They had all of their tables down and by 
doing this were inviting folks to stay. There were 4 
tables of people sitting waiting for their order.  3 
tables had beers that they had been served while 
they wait! Tables had one person at each, but one 
had 2 people,maybe they came together.  The few 
other businesses I have been to have upturned their 
tables and chairs to discourage sitting waiting. It was 
clear it was get your order and get out!

williamslynh@gmail.com Heather Williams 425-870-3198

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing luxury 
mirrors

Electric mirror 6101 Associated Blvd #101 Everett Make luxury mirrors and employees have been told 
we have to remain open

Idintwanttogetfiredforthis@gmail.comPaul 4251110000 425-776-4946 enforcement letter 4/29/20

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Mattress manufacturing Tempur-Sealy 2626 Willamette dr ne Lacey Is mattress essential? consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wendys 1022 E Wishkah St Aberdeen This restaurant is still serving dine in. kortney_bailey@live.com Kortney 13604706863

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Infinity hair and salon 500 w 1st ave suite a Kennewick I went by the other day and the nail lady was there 
working with another client. Hair salons were closed 
down 2 weeks ago. This salon is always breaking the 
rules and laws.

Coderedfm@gmail.com Adriana

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashes by Tess - (Tess Braa)  - AKA 
Lashes on the Loose

108 N Main St, Ste 3 Ellensburg This business is announcing through friends and 
family on Facebook that they will come to your home 
for lash extension fills. 

This business is putting all of us at risk by face to 
face extended contact with consumers.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Fabric store Joann Fabrics 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington Business is staying open under the pretense that 
they are selling the supplies to make medical masks. 
They do not have the supplies anymore and are just 
using that as a reason to get people in the store. 
They do not have the necessary supplies to clean 
their stores as well

Spippins23@gmail.com Shannon customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther retail craft store Joann Fabrics 2286 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Joann Fabrics, self proclaimed "essential" status 
because they are providing PPE is a stretch of the 
guidelines, they provide 40 kits each day at each 
store and run out in the first 10 minutes they open 
each day. The "kits" are nothing more than a 12"x9" 
piece of fabric, that provides little to no protection. 
Store personal are not wiping down or cleaning 
surfaces. Their open status is encouraging casual 
shopping. There is no reason they cannot go to a 
order online curb side pickup. Other states have shut 
down Joanns, Washington should too.

decline customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other sporting goods Washington State Department of 
Health

1505 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis Big 5 is still open. I don't see sporting goods stores 
on the governor's list of essential businesses.

sigrid.reinert@doh.wa.gov Sigrid Reinert 1-360-269-5333

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Consign Furniture Post Falls, ID 21605 E Country Vista Dr. Liberty lake Drove by everyday for past two weeks, open sign 
remains on during regular business hours. They run 
3 trucks to pick up and deliver furniture out of and 
into peoples homes. I talked to an employee who 
said a coworker was coughing and sneezing 
everywhere,  so he went home for the day but his 
employment was threaten if he didn’t return back to 
work as scheduled. under the table payment is being 
implemented as to not be suspicious with the 
governor’s proclamation.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Startbucks in Safeway 26916 Maple Valley Hwy Maple Valley Safeway has kept their Starbucks open???  This is 
not essential and puts workers at risk and well as 
encourages people to go out for their daily coffee, 
thus exposing others unnecessarily.

jennifer.grant@live.com Jennifer Grant 2533447460

TRUE 03/30/20 2:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Harris Rebar 4421 192nd st e Tacoma 20+ warehouse

TRUE 03/30/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Patriot Roofing 1623 Stone Dr NW Gig Harbor The company is having sales consultants go out into 
the community and continue to sell roofing to 
customers. They are going into people's residents to 
try and generate more business. Roofing sales is not 
essential. In addition, they have crews larger than 10 
going and roofing homes, claiming every roof falls 
under "spoilage", regardless of the condition of the 
roof. The company is currently operating as normal.

kriskernan@hotmail.com Kristina Hafey 3603497309

TRUE 03/30/20 2:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Rv dealership Rv country 5111 20th st Fife Non essential. Groups of sales and customers Jmcleod@rvcountry.com John

TRUE 03/30/20 2:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store selling 
commercially bred puppies

Puppyland 13103 Meridian E #104 Puyallup This non-essential store is staying open and even 
advertising for residents to come to their store to 
purchase a dog. This store sells puppies only. Their 
blatant disregard for the safety of their employees as 
well as the health of their customers is a blatant 
disregard for the safety of their employees and the 
general public.  They are trying to circumvent the 
order by bringing in a few bags of food. If you look at 
their advertisements for the last year, there is no 
mention of "pet supplies". They only sell puppies. 
Purchasing a puppy is NON-essential. This store 
should not be allowed to remain/reopen during this 
pandemic. The potential risk to the publics  that 
handle the dogs and interact with staff is dangerous, 
irresponsible, and unnecessary.  They are not 
offering curb side pick up because they do not sell 
essentials. They should not be able to lie to the 
public or authorities.

melissablake411@gmail.com melissa blake 2532128820 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Envelope factory Cenveo 6520 S 190th St # 100 Kent Envelopes are not worth someone’s life!

TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Milgard 965 54th ave e Fife They are telling us that we are essential business 
someone on Friday has came down with the virus 
now we are all concerned, but management doesnt 
seem to concern. Please help.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Appliance Repair Fred’s Appliance 2601 N Monroe ST Spokane All Fred’s appliance sales departments are open. 
Their service department is open with 15 people 
working in the office, doors are open for walk in 
customers and still running service calls for non 
emergency situations. The techs and office staff are 
at risk everyday. I have decided to stay home as the 
stay home order requested because they refuse to 
let me work from home without pay and They said 
they will be hiring someone for my position.

Chunter1973@hotmail.com Cheryl Hunter 5095998725

TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Art Morrison Enterprises INC 5216 7th St E, Fife This business manufactures chassis for automotive 
hobbyist/collectors. Majority of products sold are for 
vehicles that are not used as primary transportation, 
but as a collector car. This business remaining open 
is requiring their employees to risk exposure to 
COVID 19 by going into their work shop located in 
Fife, WA. While there are some products the 
company provides that are considered essential, 
these items are not their primary output. In addition, 
if the company were to temporarily close as a non-
essential business, all products referred to prior 
would be readily available at smaller, more local 
chains that have less ambiguity about fitting the 
essential business category.

samsaccountemail@gmail.comSamantha Schaefer 2533107350 info@artmorrison.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Arborist company Seattle Tree Care 319 Nickerson St Seattle, WA  98109 United StatesSeattle I live on the hill where the employees park their cars 
(3rd ave N) during the day, and they continue to 
work through this order. I’m concerned because they 
have large amount of employee’s traveling around 
the city.

info@seattletreecare.org

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Warehouse stores Costco 4th Ave south Seattle Thousands of people have crowded together outside 
the Costco stores Unbelievably crowded like a 
Woodstock concert scene

Marykat @ymail.com Mary 2063250551

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods store Work sports & outdoors 840 Roosevelt ave Enumclaw Does not meet governors guidelines.
Selling ammunition, no essential goods.
Not following 6 foot rule.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Classic Car Restoration/Lift 
Sales

Top Secret Customs and Restoration 5915 192nd St NE Arlington This business does not provide daily maintenance 
for automobiles, it restores classic cars for wealthy 
people. The owner refused to comply with orders to 
keep employees and customers 6 feet apart, and 
does not regularly sanitize touchable surfaces. Many 
of the employees still there are of an age that puts at 
risk for COVID-19, furthermore OSHA and L&I 
requires his employees to have masks and 
respirators while doing body work and painting, and 
those supplies are now in large demand for hospitals 
instead and he does not enforce the use of them in 
his business. We have photographic evidence of 
elderly customers, employees, and the owner not 
practicing social distancing or the use of proper PPE.

mdnyquist@gmail.com Michael 2065539350 info@topsecretcustoms.com



TRUE 03/30/20 2:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Meat processing plant Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Road Wallula There has been 4 employees with love ones test 
Positive for Covid-19. These are kids of parents 
working there and close family. Tyson has not yet 
closed down to clean everything nor are they 
sending workers over 60 with high risk being allowed 
to send home. It’s scary because they have so many 
workers and with a few sick it’s a matter of time 
before it spreads. They are always picky about 
people being sent home threaten them they will lose 
there job if they decide to stay home. I understand 
they would lose money but workers there are so 
important

Coderedfm@Gmail.com Adriana

TRUE 03/30/20 2:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog Grooming All Access Doggy Daycare 18823 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Grooming dogs, providing care for dogs kailin.c.taylor@gmail.com Kailin Taylor 253-341-6093 info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther BAKERY SLUYS BAKERY 18942 FRONT STREET POULSBO MANY PEOPLE INSIDE THE SMALL BAKERY - 
AND REALLY DONT FEEL LIKE A DONUT OR 
DANISH IS WORTH LIFE

PRETZELROD2017@GMAIL.COMROD 3609321078

TRUE 03/30/20 2:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Gogo Smoke & Vape 14751 N Kelsey St #102 Monroe Smoke shop open while all others had to close, not 
fair. Tobacco was not deemed essential.

amirraiseattle1@gmail.com Amir Rai 206-354-2221

TRUE 03/30/20 2:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Fully Charged Fitness 117 E Naches Ave Selah They say they are closed on their websites but I have 
heard from people that go there that they come 
through the back entrance. That they schedule 
people exclusively so that there's not a lot of 
members at the same time and cause suspicion. 
They are telling the members not to say anything.

octavionogales@ymail.com fcfitness18@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Hotel Campbell’s 104 w woodin ave Chelan They are open and shouldn’t be got mad when I 
cancelled my reservation

TRUE 03/30/20 2:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliance delievery to non 
essiental homes

Albert Lee Appliances All over Washington Fife Is appliance delivery really essiental. There are 
deliveries being made multiple in a day going in 
multiple homes

Treseahutt007@gmail.com Tres 2537540255

TRUE 03/30/20 2:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Grocery Merchandiser Fresh Source 640 N. Tustin Ave, Suite #100Santa Ana Employees of this company do not work directly for 
retail grocery businesses and do not perform 
inventory management or distribution. Employees 
are visiting multiple grocery stores daily to perform 
merchandising services such as facing shelves that 
can be covered by grocery store employees.

mikefrancisco_2000@hotmail.comMichael Francisco 4252812535

TRUE 03/30/20 2:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Self Storage Public Storage 6720 24th Street West University Place Office is open to rentals. Not an essential business. 
Workers at all of Public Storage locations are 
working. Gate hours should remain open for 
customers using their codes, but employees should 
not be working in the non-sterile environment. It is 
impossible the clean the whole property after 
customers have been there. Workers are taking 
reservations for rentals at a time when no one 
should be renting units.

Sissytea34@yahoo.com Theresa 813-778-4154

TRUE 03/30/20 2:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Sound Transit T100 Hilltop Link Extension Project - multiple locations throughout TacomaTacoma This is a new street car project, NOT an essential 
job. Sound Transit has kept people working on this 
project instead of allowing them to stay home, 
leaving dozens of construction workers and their 
families at risk as well as risking the health of the 
community they're working in. Many construction 
workers can't do their jobs without coming within 6-
feet of one another. They share tools, share 
vehicles, and use portable toilets which are confined 
spaces without good air flow - they have no option 
on this as long as Sound Transit is allowed to keep 
the project going. Why are Sound Transit's jobs not 
closed like WSDOT jobs?

emjohn99@gmail.com Emma John 5099531499

TRUE 03/30/20 2:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog and cat Grooming salon Lux pet salon and daycare 8011 20th St SE Unit 105B Everett, WA  98258 United StatesEverett On Friday 27th of March,  I, as a concerned citizen 
entered the Grooming company called LUX. I was 
wearing an N95 mask and inquired if they were still 
grooming dogs and cats and taking client appts. I 
had my video running and the girl on the desk who 
said she was a receptionist did in fact  state they are 
open and taking client appts  as usual.

Blueyes_38@msn.com Kayla 4252315700 info@paradisepetlodge.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Towing company Lincoln Towing Seattle 12220 aurora ave N. seattle holding public onsite auctions including on 3/28

TRUE 03/30/20 2:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home improvement store Lowe’s 19393 tjerne Monroe Lowe’s is letting everyone in regardless of the order. 
People are buying paint lawnmowers and nothing is 
off limits to the customer. It’s a health violation to 
both employees and customers.please enforce 
essential item shopping only.

james@mntforest.com Laura James 3607949611

TRUE 03/30/20 2:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun and ammunition sales Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood, WA March 29, around 3 pm, dozen men waiting at door.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Meadow Springs Country Club 700 Country Club Road Richland I live on the 5th hole of the Meadow Springs Country 
Club golf course.  There are large amounts of people 
coming to golf daily.  They are coming into my yard, 
touching my dog, and definitely not practicing social 
distancing.  Large groups of people are congregating 
at the tee box.  Not only that but the country club 
maintenance staff is working.

elizabethporter1980@gmail.comElizabeth Porter 5095784733

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufactured home sales J&m homes 1351 pacific ave Woodland Has full sales staff on site saw sales people showing 
homes last Friday still operating as of Monday

Zieglerhomes1@gmail.com Kurt Ziegler 3606072460 woodland@jandmhomes.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail At Home 301 37th Ave SE Puyallup This store still has workers in it, not sure decor is 
essential. They should not be there.

gkarena12@gmail.com Gina Karena

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM AG Eviction Landlord Woodmark Apartments 2426 s 96th st k142 Tacoma My hours have been drastically reduced until further 
notice. I have been denied unemployment and when 
I reached out to my apartment manager she told me 
if I do not pay in full by the 24th day they will be 
sending my file to an attorney to evict me as soon as 
the stay at home order is lifted. I am never late on 
rent and am able to make a partial payment but with 
being cut $800 a month right now things are tight. 
They said I have not been fully laid off so they dont 
have to help me. Is this correct?

allysabonse@gmail.com Allysa Bonse 2533307079

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer Hexcel 15062 Steele rd Burlington Many confirmed cases of employees in the 
warehouse and they are not taking measures to 
clean or protect employees, also as a spouse to an 
employee I can confirm they are a non essential 
business.

jxarcy@hotmail.com J 9076178880

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufactured home sales J&m homes 1351 pacific ave Woodland Has full sales staff on site saw sales people showing 
homes last Friday still operating as of Monday

Zieglerhomes1@gmail.com Kurt Ziegler 3606072460 woodland@jandmhomes.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 7813 208th Ave E Bonney Lake They continue to pour foundations and drop framing 
lumber to continue building. Trim carpenters, carpet 
installers, framers, painters, siders all on site 
working. Zero social distancing. Builder reps on site 
as well. Direct order from corporate. No regard for 
families or community.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cannabis Farm selling 
home made hand sanitizer

Winter Farms 10211 S Spotted Rd Bldg C&DCheney Selling homemade sanitizer at gas station parking 
lots and out of their I502 Farm

TRUE 03/30/20 2:49 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Washington National Guard 
Recruiting Office

Washington National Guard 
Recruiting Office

10228 156th St E Puyallup Amidst this global pandemic, where our Governor 
has ordered a shelter in place rule, we are still 
required to man the store front and prospect for 
potential candidates to recruit into the National 
Guard. While this mission is important, it is not 
worth the risk of having people come into our office 
that we have no idea where they’re from or who they 
have been in contact with, and we bring the virus 
home to our families. The occupants of this office 
have people/ family members who are considered 
high risk and during this state of emergency we 
should not have to subject ourselves to the potential 
risk of exposure to COVID-19. Lastly,  the Governor 
is the National Guards boss. We should set the 
example and help show the need and importance of 
staying home and only going out if necessary.

Anonymous Anonymous 2533075345

TRUE 03/30/20 2:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Manufacturing Janicki Industries 1476 Moore Street Sedro-Woolley People working close together, multiple people 
working on one part, there is no tables in the break 
room people to eat at so they have to eat their meals 
in their cars but make everyone be right next to each 
other on the assembly line. Please clarify the 
essential work cause they are not manufacturing 
health care, Ppe or anything in that nature. By this 
company not implimenting stay home stay safe it is 
putting themselves as well as their families at risk.

Coorslightgirl_2010@yahoo.comJennifer 3603256970

TRUE 03/30/20 2:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Truck Vault 315 township street Sedro woolley This company is putting families at risk for the 
manufacturing of non essential truck vaults. 
Wearhouse workers with families still have to go to 
the warehouse daily and continue to build these non 
essential items. Some families with health problems, 
with no other options.



TRUE 03/30/20 2:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Truck Vault 315 township street Sedro woolley This company is putting families at risk for the 
manufacturing of non essential truck vaults. 
Wearhouse workers with families still have to go to 
the warehouse daily and continue to build these non 
essential items. Some families with health problems, 
with no other options.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:51 PM AG Eviction Landlord MS PROPERTIES OF WA LLC PO BOX 98944 Sunnyside I would first like to say I have lived at my residence 
for three and a half years. I signed a year lease upon 
renting, meaning I know longer have a lease. On 
March 25th I received a letter from MS Properties 
stating my son was not on my lease (that I don’t 
have) I was at risk of loosing my housing and all 
vehicles belonging to my son will be towed on 
4/20/2020. After talking with the manager she stated 
there was to be no more than two adults in a one 
bedroom and the owner was enforcing it. With that 
being said ALL but a few apt’s are definitely housing 
more than 2 adults in each apt. I made the 
statement of my knowledge of such to the manager 
she said “I know “. My son has been no problem 
here and I’m unsure of why. I’ve certainly tried to 
find housing since I received this letter but with the 
order in place it’s very difficult to do without a meet 
and greet. 
I’m worried beyond belief that we will be displaced 
and my son will loose his vehicles due to this threat.
Please help me understand what I’m supposed to do.

Prowd2luvppoh@gmail.com Tammy Rouse 509-579-6381

TRUE 03/30/20 2:51 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Boeing Everett Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is still working corona virus cases are rising 
to 73 at Everett Boeing factory, Boeing airplane 
manufacturing isn’t essential

TRUE 03/30/20 2:51 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Boeing Everett Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is still working corona virus cases are rising 
to 73 at Everett Boeing factory, Boeing airplane 
manufacturing isn’t essential

TRUE 03/30/20 2:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft stores Joanns Hwy 101 Port Angeles Costumers are in danger group, don't follow 
distancing set by law and store. Better business 
practice, closed to public but curb pick up.

zgames50@yahoo.com Zach smith 3604605831 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:52 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Boeing Everett Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is still working corona virus cases are rising 
to 73 at Everett Boeing factory, Boeing airplane 
manufacturing isn’t essential large crowds working 
spreading virus

TRUE 03/30/20 2:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business The Long Branch 230006 E Sr 397 Kennewick They put out a FB post that they were serving dinner 
on their back patio. They are invited people to come 
to the restaurant, stay, and dine.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Local government City of Richland 625 Swift Blvd Richland The City has not allowed staff the opportunity to 
work from home. City Manager has directed all staff 
to report as normal. Special exemption has only 
been provided for high risk employees (pregnant, 
60+, immune compromised). Has not made any 
effort to allow work from home, or to limit those 
reporting to essential functions only. Linemen forced 
to ride in shared truck with lack of social distancing 
provided. Still performing normal landscaping 
activities, holding meetings with 20+ people (6ft 
separation provided, but still large group

TRUE 03/30/20 2:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Brown Bear 16709 Hwy 99 Lynnwood My family member is being asked to work beginning 
Wednesday, April 1st at Brown Bear Car Wash, 
under the Automotive maintenance category of 
essential businesses. While I understand that car 
repair is required, car washing should not be. It is a 
matter of health and safety that this be prevented.

63subscriptions@gmail.com Deborah Fischer 2069990506 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Location for cellphones, tablets, and TVPrime Communications LLC 19191 state route 2 suite 105Monroe We have gotten a response from Washington State 
Government that this store is non essential. The 
business has been unsafe by not safe guarding 
customers amd employees from getting sick. A rep 
was sick with symptoms similar to COVID-19 and 
the reps working at the store had worked with that 
rep a few days prior and the store was still opened. 
The business should have closed until the employee 
got tested due to the 14 incubation period. This store 
serves a high amount of elderly clients which puts 
them at danger.

Niklaushiggins@hotmail.com Niklaus Higgins 4259222825

TRUE 03/30/20 2:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Military National Guard 10228 156th st e Puyallup The national guard recruiters are being told they 
must keep the offices open and keep recruiting. We 
have even been told there are infected people 
purposefully coughing and touching the door handles 
on our storefronts in order to get us sick. We are 
being ordered to keep the doors locked because they 
have gotten tips that people are threatening our 
LIVES. Even so, we are being told we much "man 
the storefronts", as if recruiting is really more 
important than the safety of us, our families, and this 
community. One of the first national guard members 
to get COVID was a recruiter in Lacey. And still, we 
are being told we must recruit as if nothing is 
different. Recruiting is not "essential" by any means 
at all, we are only helping to spread the virus, and it 
needs to stop.

noelbfftiara@yahoo.com Noel Draper 2533203694

TRUE 03/30/20 2:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown bear 14248 bel-red road Redmond Was told would be closed for two weeks and would 
be financially compensated instead they closed for a 
week and are now trying to re-open

tbaby20sick@yahoo.com Thomas Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license The Cove 402 164th Ave Lynnwood Owner is still letting people drink at this place. They 
are leaving hammered.  Sometimes there are over 
15 people inside that are drinking

No email Annonymous No phone

TRUE 03/30/20 2:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 12221 120th Ave NE Kirkland Friday, March 27. Nothing was being done to limit 
the number of people allowed in the store at one 
time. The store was packed, it was impossible to 
walk down an aisle without running into severap 
people. There were too many people in the store to 
self distance.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe's 150 SW Sedgewick Rd Port orchard Too many people in the store without measures in 
place to protect staff. Allowing/encouraging 
customers to buy non essential items. Not taking 
sick employees seriously

samantha.laree.morrow@gmail.comSamantha 3604407194

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronic store Best Buy Tacoma Tacoma Not an essential business, why risk spreading 
disease

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronic store Best Buy Tacoma Tacoma Not an essential business, why risk spreading 
disease

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Chiropractic and massage Rody Chiropractic and massage 10614 Canyon Rd E Puyallup They are a physical businesses allowing people in 
even if they have been in contact with people 
potentially infected with covid19. Which makes me 
feel that they are spreading the virus and not caring 
about the consequences. Most of there clients are 
elderly.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mercurys 14001 NE 183rd Street The BeaumontWOODINVILLE the people pouring the coffee at mercury's inn 
woodinville inside hagers grocery store are breathing 
over people's coffee when they pour it, they aren't 
wearing gloves, and they think it's all a joke. I told 
the manager but nothing was done

kathymarymcdevitt@gmail.comkathy mcdevitt 3104259566

TRUE 03/30/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Pacific Ridge Homes - DR Horton 184th Street SW Lynnwood New home construction is continuing during the stay 
home order.  I heard Governor Inslee say non-
government construction should stop during this 
time.  I am living in one of their new houses that 
closed two months ago; I would appreciate my 
contact information remain confidential.

jennifer.a.albrecht@gmail.comJenny Albrecht 9714010685

TRUE 03/30/20 2:56 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Automotive Detailing Facility A Cut Above Auto Detailing and Rhino 
Lining of Walla Walla

505 S 9th Ave Walla Walla Business is servicing vehicles non essential detailing 
and spray in bed liners on pickup trucks. Business 
claims to know how to sanitize vehicles but 
realistically that is not possible and could be causing 
false information and risking cross contamination 
between all customers and their vehicles.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Car Wash Enterprises 3977 LEARY WAY NW SEATTLE Car Wash Attendants Should Not Be On The 
Frontline
It’s. Non Essential Service
Brown Bear Car Wash
DBA: Car Wash Enterprises, INC. 
plans to reopen on Wednesday April 1ST 2020
Disregarding the Governor’s Shut Down

Restlesslightning@gmail.comJason Hoffman 5097973000

TRUE 03/30/20 2:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Dr. Nancy Becker Ear Nose And Throat 1427 Jefferson Ave #101 Enumclaw Not wearing proper masks, gloves, or eye wear. Not 
keeping 6 feet distance between staff and patients, 
witnessed not disinfecting things with proper sprays 
or wipes. Doing non essential practices (Allergy 
shots and Allergy tests) not proper distance between 
patients and staff. Not doing pre-screening 
procedure of patients before being seen. Not 
checking our temperature, or asking us questions 
regarding if we had been out of the country or flown 
in last 14 days before even being seen.



TRUE 03/30/20 2:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction American Stone 17603 NE Union Road Ridgefield Business selling rock is still open. No essential 
function.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther makes bathtubs Aquatic Bathware 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm How is this an essential business ? I am worried 
about a family member working there whose wife 
and son have asthma.

auntjill48@gmail.com Jill Feuerhelm 5415134988

TRUE 03/30/20 2:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Lithia CDJRF of Spokane 10701 N Newport Highway Spokane New and used sales is open for business. Actively 
calling to solicit business and continuing to show 
cars, go on test drives, evaluate trade ins and 
finance vehicles.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Roofing Supply Distribution STONEWAY Roofing 1305 Marine Drive BREMERTON Sanitation poor, no soap, hand towels in restrooms 
Employees not wearing PPE
Employees that could work from home working in 
office/no PPE
Delivery trucks driving county to county not being 
sanitized inside.
Customers allowed to come in and out of office and 
warehouse/no PPE and no social distancing 
practices.
Office Performing regular deliveries and will calls.  
Making statements “we can’t tell our customers no!”

Susanfam@icloud.com Mike Susan 2534323130

TRUE 03/30/20 2:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Cafe Ladro 7011 California Ave SW Seattel Coffee shop is open for business, although it does 
limit severely the number of customers it will let in at 
any time.

Dorellebrennan@Yahoo.com John Brennan 206-244-9727

TRUE 03/30/20 2:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming aussie pet mobile 10850 179th Ct NE Redmond I have a dog grooming salon and have been closed 
for two weeks.  But aussie pet mobiel are still driving 
around and taking new clients. Clients from little 
shop such as mine. I only have a phonenumber not 
an address number 206 295 2734. i called this 
morning and i saw them parked/ working in my 
street today.

jcgbreed@hotmail.com judith breed 4259855552 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 3:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Prefabrication of foam 
insulated building materials

Premier Building Systems S.I.P.S. 18504 Canyon Road E. Puyallup Employees being told this is an essential business, 
and employer has lawyer letters saying so, that they 
are required to work regardless of risk to their or 
their family's health because they have contracts to 
fill and that any time off must be paid from sick or 
vacation pay and as long as business is open they 
can not file unemployment. Lack of adequate 
sanitation, 50 or more people in close contact. My 
family member works there I have health issues 
putting me at risk unless he leaves or loses his job 
making Styrofoam walls.

meansll@msn.com Louis Means 206-436-4093 /253-219-3870

TRUE 03/30/20 3:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Thanh Thanh Cafe 6033 Martin Luther King Jr Way S, Seattle, WA 98118Seattle They are open with the dining area still open. This 
place is extremely crowded and full of people that 
smoke which means the risk for covid 19 there is 
very high.

bmpham3258@gmail.com Bao Pham 2062678261

TRUE 03/30/20 3:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog wash and grooming All Access Doggy Daycare 18823 South Pacific Spanaway Even though they sell dog food they are still 
providing dog grooming

Krandles@me.com Kerri 2532796367 info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther sporting goods store Worksports & Outdoor 840 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw LG gatherings of people, no distancing, selling 
mainly ammo, inadequate owner regulations of 
employees contact with customers, no store meeting 
with employees, No time to clean counters and 
equipment because of lines in sporting goods dept. 
RISKY!!

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Sporting Goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 5725 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Big 5 Sporting Goods is a non-essential business 
trying to desperately operate during this lockdown. 
All they do is sell sporting equipment (sports all 
closed down) clothes, shoes and camping 
equipment (camping, also shut down in Washington 
State). People are being put at risk for no reason. If 
you could please review and get back to me and 
explain how they are essential or take the necessary 
steps to close down this business then  that would 
be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

legalremedy@icloud.com Garrett 509-475-6583

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery Store Winco 327 134TH PL SW EVERETT arrived at Winco  around 8 am sat 3/28..  They are 
not limiting the number of people entering the store 
at once. There were way too many in the store and 
when I said something to the cashier about it. He 
said there was nothing they could do and I know that 
is not true..

ssnclrk62@gmail.com Susan 5129636547

TRUE 03/30/20 3:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store safeway SafeWay 9620 28th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98126Seattle Workers and customers are closer and are about 2-
3 feet away from each other instead of 6 feet they 
are not caring and are not listening to the social 
distancing guidelines.

brandenherrera28@gmail.comAlex 207-735-2251

TRUE 03/30/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Fairfield 120th ave ne Kirkland Far too many construction workers on a new 
construction site that's tagged as "closed" on the 
front gate. Workers are accessing the jobsite 
through the back entrance off of Totem Lake Way, 
right in front of The Totem Lake Hotel.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Brown Bear Car Wash 6301 wa-303 Bremerton I was told they are reopening on Wednesday as they 
are an essential auto facility  I know that some of 
their sites are out of gloves and sanitation sprays. 
They take tickets that clients have been seen putting 
in their mouths from the machine to the wash. I have 
family that works at one of the Seattle locations and 
they are concerned with the ability to keep social 
distance, PPE provided and safety of the employees.

Karla@rbenson.net Karla Benson 415-503-9144

TRUE 03/30/20 3:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Buds garage 3015 Everett Ave Everett The layout of the store does not allow for social 
distancing, staff are not properly sanitizing after each 
transaction, the store has moved to online orders 
which causes large crowds outside the store waiting 
to go inside. Staff doesn’t have proper supplies to 
continue 100+ Sales a day.

Melinasilva333@gmail.com Melina Silva 4253820402

TRUE 03/30/20 3:05 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course West Wood Golf Course 6408 Tieton Dr Yakima Is a golf course really essential? Doesn’t seem right 
there open.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Nick's Italian Cuisine 2285 140th AVE NE BELLEVUE Allowing customers to come in and sit at the bar for 
normal service. Serving drinks and serving food at 
the bar.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Rosaline Hampton 665 17th Ave West Kirkland Unlicensed home business (that is not licensed with 
the City of Kirkland or registered with SOS) is 
working out of home performing hair color 
treatments, hair cuts, hair styling, blow outs, etc.
Address at SOS is listed as:  188 106TH AVE NE, 
SUITE #400, BELLEVUE, WA, 98004-5902.  
Rosaline Hampton moved out of this location in 
2018.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Household moving company Dan the Piano Man 1708 N Vista Rd. Spokane Household moving company moving seniors and 
exposing them. Social distancing not being adhered 
to with movers who are in trucks, in close proximity 
to each other.

meckhart@me.com Monika Eckhart 5096889741

TRUE 03/30/20 3:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther latte stand gourmet latte 3830  north broadway ave. everett I am very concerned that this latte stand remains 
open after several employees became sick. i am 
concerned for their safety as they are serving people 
that are getting tested for covid-19 in the parking lot 
next door. I want the owner to shut it down, i  do not 
think a cup of coffee is essiential at this particular 
location or any other. I also know the owner is not 
providing essiential PPE for employees.The owner 
needs to SHUT IT DOWN NOW! Please investigate, 
lives depend on it.

gmlrvanc@msn.com Guy Vance 425-334-4594

TRUE 03/30/20 3:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Sporting goods Big 5 1916 S 320th St Federal Way Send people walking in and out of the store shopping 
when they don’t need to be open

blu-id-lady@hotmail.com Donna Lawrence 206-491-0013

TRUE 03/30/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther RV sales and service RV COUNTRY 310 Chamberlain rd Buckley No need to be open not essential causing risk on our 
community and to workers. If Boeing is shut this 
should have been shut weeks ago.

trishah55@yahoo.com Mrs. Craig 3603145665

TRUE 03/30/20 3:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Valet service at St. Joseph 
hospital

ABM 1717 S. J St Tacoma Many workers there have other jobs and are put in 
the position of getting in someone’s vehicle who may 
be infected. This is endangering far too many 
people. 
 Multicare Hospitals stopped their service a few 
weeks ago.

djay71@live.com Debbie Prefer not to send

TRUE 03/30/20 3:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Parr cabinets 3500A 20th St E Fife Non essential business still operating and allowing 
customers in the show room.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo shop Luxurious 741 the parkway Richland, WA Operating non essential business under state 
quarantine.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber MV NAILS 27004 Maple Valley Black Diamond Rd SEMaple Valley Multiple nail salons still open at Four Corners in 
Maple Valley.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:10 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Westwood west Golf Course 6408 Tieton Dr Yakima People are still utilizing this golf course and its 
extremely busy at times. It is not an essential 
business its leisure

Sssshoward1@gmail.com Shasta Howard

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business West Seattle farmers market California Junction West SeattleSeattle Despite the West Seattle Farmers market being 
close, multiple vendors gathered on Sunday without 
a permit and sold goods. Social distancing was not 
followed.

Ninaraebingham@gmail.com Nina Bingham

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Academy Athletics 2700 Elliott Avenue Suite 102Seattle I live across the street from this gym and noticed 
there were people inside working out. There is no 
"We are closed" message on their website and the 
schedule looks current: 
https://academyathletics.sites.zenplanner.com/calend
ar.cfm

kimberlyreason@gmail.com Kimberly Reason info@academyathletics.net



TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Cement delivery Quikrete 1420 port of Tacoma rd Tacoma Truck driver delivering non-essential cement to 
home improvement stores after the governor shut 
down all construction, residential and commercial! 
We don’t deliver to any hospital construction or low 
income housing! We don’t deliver any food or 
medical supplies! Just cement! I don’t feel we are 
essential to the covid-19 fight! We are being “ 
potentially exposed “ to covid to deliver non essential 
cement! Also plant workers coming in sick, not 
staying 6 feet apart! Very little disinfectant control!

Robertdeblois19@gmail.com Robert deblois 2535760862

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo shop Dark zero 2500 w Kennewick ave suite CKennewick , WA Operating non essential business under state 
quarantine.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Builders Center/Lumber 
Yard

Hardel Builders Center 2321 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Social distancing protocol not established, non 
essential sales are ongoing

Trudeautribe@hotmail.com Angela 3606890595

TRUE 03/30/20 3:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Shopping The Boot Barn 1214 marvin rd ne lacey They had a lot of people shopping on Saturday custserv@bootbarn.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:12 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Grocery Brokerage Fresh Source Washington Division 16478 Beach Blvd, # 391 Westminster CA Employees of this company do not work directly for 
retail grocery businesses and do not perform 
inventory management or distribution. Employees 
are visiting multiple grocery stores daily to perform 
merchandising services such as facing shelves. 
They are helping spread the virus by visiting several 
stores a day and facing products. They do not bring 
products to the store. They are risking their health 
and the health of their families to make merchandise 
displays look nice.

Heatherfrancisco@outlook.comHeather Francisco 425-281-2536

TRUE 03/30/20 3:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Amy Walton Photography Kirkland wa Kirkland This photographer is still going outside and shooting 
porch sessions.

AmyWaltonPhotography@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy manufacturer Brown and Haley 110 East 26th Street Tacoma Non essential business still operating both the 
factory at 110 East 26th Street Tacoma and the 
distribution center at 3500 20th Street East in Fife.

sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Brown Bear Car Was Ent. 15248 Bel Red Road Redmond This business plans to re open on Wednesday April 
1st despite Governors orders. This is not a essential 
business as its enticing people to come out their 
houses to come get a car wash. This exposes the 
workers and customers that may come in direct 
contact with covid-19.

Shadyblaze4@gmail.com Sid Touche

TRUE 03/30/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Foundry D&L Foundry 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake I’m concerned that my place of work is non essential 
but we’re still operating plus no body is practing 
social distancing nothing is even getting sanitized or 
disinfected I’m just concerned and I’m afraid to take 
time off work because I don’t want to lose my job.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Automotive and recreational 
vehicle service

Genesis rv 6220 s tacoma way Tacoma We've been open everyday since order. One person 
even went to er with symptoms last week and is still 
out. Non essential business to full extent.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Industry Hexcel 15062 Steele Rd, Burlington, WA 98233Burlington I work for this company (Hexcel) and have for many 
years. They are not capable of keeping workers 6 
feet from each other. It is literally impossible to do 
so. A lot of job functions require a team environment 
and "two man integrity." They are not capable of 
keeping bathrooms properly sanitized as well. We 
have one janitor on one shift to clean 3 shifts of over 
300 employees. There is no way to sanitize parts or 
tools after you use them. We have a contact 
approved/non contact material list of what can and 
cannot touch the parts. Especially, if someone 
coughs or wipes their nose then touches it. People 
are not staying 6 ft away from each other as it isn't 
possible 100% of the time. We make parts for 
Boeing and other companies. If Boeing isn't 
essential enough to stay open. We shouldn't either. 
The companies greed isn't worth our lives and 
risking our loved ones lives. A lot of employees are 
fearful and feel like we are being forced to be put in 
danger. There is nothing we can do. We show up to 
work and risk our lives and our loved ones lives or go 
homeless. This company is not essential. The 
aerospace industry is at a halt and we had lay offs 
due to a decline of business BEFORE this virus hit. 
Many people think this virus is a joke and are not 
following social distancing or caring to sanitize 
anything. While the other half of us are scared for 
our lives. *I will be using a fake name under the 
contact information portion. I fear retaliation if they 
find out who I am. I do not know if this report is 
confidential. You should state that in the form fillout. 
I ask if this is not confidential to redact my contact 

John 360-672-8032

TRUE 03/30/20 3:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16709 Hwy 99 Lynnwood, WA A car wash should not be considered an essential 
business. Being open forces people to work there 
and those people are exposed to everyone using the 
service then can transport the virus to others. This 
should not be allowed.

susanhopkin64@yahoo.com Susan Hopkins 2069154129 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Chick fil a 16400 NE Mill plain blvd Vancouver Employees are coming to vehicles in the drive thru to 
take orders and are not distancing themselves.

jenniferfennerl@gmail.com Jenni Fennerl 5417884981

TRUE 03/30/20 3:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Hexcel 15062 Steele RD Burlington Hexcel makes parts for Boeing. Boeing has closed 
down for the safety of their workers and the 
community. Hexcel has no reason to be open and is 
less “essential” than Boeing and is still open. People 
are not 6 feet away from each other. This company 
is putting a lot of workers and workers family 
members at risk by being open when they don’t need 
to be. Workers are showing up to work in fear of 
losing their job but scared of their own health and 
safety and exposing their loved ones. Many workers 
are immunocompromised and a lot of workers family 
members they live with are in extreme danger over 
this. Hexcel should follow in Boeing’s footsteps and 
close their doors. This is very unfair and unsafe for 
many workers when they aren’t essential. Most of 
the workers share the same bathroom. And share 
lots of space and items and there is only one janitor 
for the whole facility. It shouldn’t take a “confirmed 
covid” in an employee or a death for Hexcel to close 
its doors. If Boeing can close then so should Hexcel. 
Too many lives are at risk. Please look into this and 
help us stay safe. I can also provide an email 
showing Hexcel telling their employees they can into 
take off 2 weeks and they can use their vacation and 
sick time but threatens if you use all your sick time 
now and get sick later, you’ll be in trouble. Only 
giving their employees 2 weeks doesn’t do anything 
if they just have to go back and expose themselves 
because Hexcel doesn’t want to close its doors over 
greed and money and not wanting to pay for 
unemployment. This business is putting many 
people in danger. Hexcel staying open to make 

asia_n_love@hotmail.com Asia Love 3608404014

TRUE 03/30/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman construction 19343 3rd Ave NW, Shoreline Construction project is been running as essential 
when it is not.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Blacklotus 803 Dwight Street Port orchard I dont think personal lawn care is essential business. 
Also not following social distanceing rules

TRUE 03/30/20 3:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vapor City & Smoke 13105 Meridian E Puyallup Non essential business is open

TRUE 03/30/20 3:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop speed the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop spreading the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Sporting goods store Dick’s Sporting Goods 328 NE Northgate Way Seattle They are still requiring staff to come in to work, and 
they are also working with customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop spreading the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop spreading the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop spreading the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should furlough all its employees to 
stop spreading the liberalism

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist The Flower Pot 1254 mt St. Helens way Castle Rock Still performing deliveries and open to customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare Kiddie Academy 601 Valley St Seattle This daycare is providing care for the kids of non-
essential workers who at this time work from home 
or who do not work at all.

ivamartinovic@gmail.com Iva Matkovic 2063315613

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness Center West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey Blvd Se Lacey The windows have been covered with paper, people 
with fitness gear are coming and going via a side 
door which says "ring bell for service". This was 
observed 3/27/3/28, and today 3/30.

shawnpm@comcast.net Shawn Morse 360-280-8705 WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com



TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public Utility District Douglas County Public Utility District 1151 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee ALL employees are to be at work and we’re told they 
were essential. Although there are some that no 
doubt are, many are not and many that are essential 
can do their work from home. They all funnel in the 
building at the same time and use a keypad to enter. 
They are to take walking breaks all at the same time 
twice a day. Lunch at the same time and of course 
the end of the day closure all again funnel through 
the door. The two surrounding PUD’s (including 
Chelan across the river)  have made a point to allow 
their employees to work from home and also 
encourage it.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage parlors Orental massage 7839 Martin way e #108 Lacey Business open

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public Utility District Douglas County Public Utility District 1151 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee ALL employees are to be at work and we’re told they 
were essential. Although there are some that no 
doubt are, many are not and many that are essential 
can do their work from home. They all funnel in the 
building at the same time and use a keypad to enter. 
They are to take walking breaks all at the same time 
twice a day. Lunch at the same time and of course 
the end of the day closure all again funnel through 
the door. The two surrounding PUD’s (including 
Chelan across the river)  have made a point to allow 
their employees to work from home and also 
encourage it.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Frans chocolate 5900 airport way s Seattle The chocolates factory That is located behind the 
front store is still open with chocolate workers still 
working.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Idiots Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Waterscape Apartments Juanita Village 11801 97th Ln NE Kirkand WA, 98034 The complex is still allowing for outside tours 
appointment based.  We don't know if those coming 
and going could be a carrier or COVID-19.  Its nerve 
recking for resident and employees.  Being an 
employee, I don't feel safe still administering tours 
for prospective residents.

harden06@me.com DJ Harden

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Family hair cuts 1022 w no hill Yakima You call and she’s still open only with appointment. I 
would like to keep anonymous

Alvaradobl83@yahoo.com Brenda Alvarado

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Idiots Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Idiots Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Idiots Wa state government 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia The government should close forever and stop 
raping the citizens of the state

Fuckinslee@duckbag.com Big Boy 4255517789

TRUE 03/30/20 3:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Wainwright Intermediate School 130 Alameda Avenue Fircrest, WA Soccer field and outdoor basketball courts not 
secured.  People playing basketball and other shared 
surface sports/activities.  City of Fircrest informed 
me they do not enforce the Governor's Proclamation.

gregriccio@yahoo.com Greg Rich 253-370-2339

TRUE 03/30/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non-Profit community 
Organization

THE BRIDGE COMMUNITY HOPE 
CENTER

4815 Alderson Rd, Blaine, WA 98230Blaine Conducting religious services and meetings. joelhelle@hotmail.com joel helle 3609617993 info@thebridgehope.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma It is a small structural and ornamental iron company 
that sends out 12  workers carpooled in pickup 
trucks many of which cross county lines. There are 
also 12-15 shop fabricators and 10 office 
employees. None of the work seems to meet 
essential work requirements

racenut08@gmail.com Chad Wulff 253-549-9496 sales@globalmwe.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online jewelry company Blue Nile Couldn’t find physical address from websiteSeattle Warehouse workers @ www.bluenile.com (online 
jewelry store) still go to work 5 days a week.

How could a jewelry store be an essential business?  
The owner is putting our society at risk

pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Car Wash Enterprises 15248 Bel-Red Road Redmond Brown Bear Car Wash plans to reopen its business 
this Wednesday, April 1st 2020. This business is 
NOT an essential business and it makes zero sense 
why this company would put their employees and 
customers at risk, during a nationwide STAY AT 
HOME order. Please look into this matter. Thank You

newdaydupre@gmail.com Larry 2062499104

TRUE 03/30/20 3:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Collectibles Funko 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett This business has a large quantity of workers that 
cannot function without being closer than 6 feet

TRUE 03/30/20 3:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Coffee stand Union Express 4th st Marysville Small coffee stand with two girls working in close 
proximity (less than 6ft) one said she was the 
manager and they were deemed "essential " and 
were not subject to any of the mandates

Mike

TRUE 03/30/20 3:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Otter Bar and Burger 2379 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Went this restaurant to pick up take-out dinner on 
3/27 and there were multiple drinking at the bar 
(approximately 6-7 patrons - not counting employees)

kellyrenem@hotmail.com Kelly

TRUE 03/30/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail The Foxhole 15022 union ave sw tillicum This business is NON essential, is operating in 
defiance of the proclamation and is putting the public 
at risk along with several other non essential 
businesses on the same street

lohring808@gmail.com Lohring Taylor 2532782509 mail@thefoxhole.org

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joanns craft and fabric stores Southcenter Tukwila I was all excited they were offering curbside pickup. I 
pre ordered when I got there they didn’t answer 
phone so I went in. They have a sign for 6 feet 
distance but allowing customers to mill about. How is 
a craft store essential to be open for people to walk 
around !  ?  Same with Lowe’s in Kent they are 
selling more than essentials and their curbside isn’t 
curbside I went in and they had two markings on 
floor and had bottle necked entrance so people have 
to pass really close to you.

Sarahb54@hotmail.com Sarah 2069921158 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store Value Village 708 W Boone Spokane Still taking donations. If employees don’t want to 
work to avoid getting Covid-19, they threaten to fire 
them.

1049@savers.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther USPO Twin Lakes Auburn Post Office 1815 SW Campus Dr Federal Way Mail carriers work close together in a small space to 
sort mail each morning. Please help supervisor to 
devise ways to use shifts or other methods to keep 
our carriers healthy. PLEASE do not let supervisor 
know who reported this or other information that 
could harm my carrier's relationship with supervisor.

mjnelson@zipcon.net Muriel Nelson 2538382374

TRUE 03/30/20 3:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Art of the Smiles 1706 S 320th Suite E Federal way Witnessed eight people sitting side by side in the 
waiting room. Dentist performing non emergency 
dental work.

Zacharyanderson14@gmail.comZachary Anderson 253-257-5742

TRUE 03/30/20 3:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pazzos Pizza 2307 Eastlake Ave E Seattle There were 2 regulars there drinking at the bar when 
I went to pick up takeout.

kellyrenem@hotmail.com Kelly

TRUE 03/30/20 3:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car sales Toyota of Kirkland 13210 NE 124th St Kirkland Their sales department is officially closed but a sales 
manager and a few sales people are still working 
and engaged in sales negotiation with the prospect 
who are waiting for their cars in service.

Anewman@toyotaofkirkland.comAndrew Newman 425-814-9696

TRUE 03/30/20 3:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Engineering Cypress Semiconductor Corp 2700 162nd ST SW Lynnwood On site lab work occurring that is not essential. toc@cypress.com Private 4257874400

TRUE 03/30/20 3:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Champagne Beauty Boutique 50 NE straub HL Belfair Erin says she’s “remodeling” during shut down but 
she is still seeing clients

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store not 
complying with social 
distancing standards

Walmart West Yakima 6600 W Nob Hill Blvd. Yakima I have a loved on working at Walmart on the front 
lines - exposed to everyone who comes in there. 
Families of 5+ people are coming in, kids touching 
toys, no 6 foot distance is kept. Meanwhile Yakima's 
cases rise. It's not fair my loved one has no 
protective mask and Walmart does nothing to protect 
these "essential employees" who wish to, but cannot 
stay home to stay safe and expose their at risk 
relatives in return. Please demand masks at the very 
least for these employees risking everything for their 
minimum wage paycheck. PS, keep up the good 
fight for WA!

boulderlife2012@gmail.com Jenna 3038883394

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction KORSMO construction 1940 East D street Tacoma Already had one of contractors on job get covid still 
operating.  No proper washing stations.  This is for a 
school in Lakewood they are building

Staying anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The Last Drop 8016 15th Avenue NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle They are still serving pints of beer and allowing 
people to sit at the bar!

9073460974

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma The gym continues to let a small amount (I believe 5 
or less) of members to use their facility. They have 
posted on their official Instagram and Facebook 
accounts to "allow no more than three cars to park 
outside the gym" (March 21st, 2020). As of 
yesterday, an old co-worker of mine was still posting 
videos of himself working out at the gym 
(presumably that day) on Facebook.

zpapa21@gmail.com Zach 253-380-6182 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton 11241 Slater Ave NE #200 Kirkland Home building is clearly non essential. DR Horton is 
still acting as though its business as usual. Why are 
they any different?

John Doe John Doe johndoe@yahoo.com



TRUE 03/30/20 3:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan way Everett This distribution center for Funko ships pop! Toys 
and is still open and requiring employees to work as 
of today 3/30/20.

krisngeo@comcast.net George Clark 4253877486 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Auto Mechanic Simmons Automotive Repair 6481 Aldrich Rd Bellingham Business is operating as usual. I asked owner and 
he told me he wasn't going to close. Belligerent 
about government can't tell him what to do.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther glass pipe seller pipe r us 7914 martin way e. #10 olympia The store's main item glass pipes for smoking. signman7004@hotmail.com james lee 2533637800

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Sporting goods store Big 5 sporting goods 171 valley center pl. Sequim Corporate claims items such as tents and water 
shoes are essential.  Manager says no one is buying 
essentials just stuff. They have made a list of bought 
items. 4-5 employees have quit due to this. Items 
can be bought at real essential businesses open 
here in the area if needed. Items bought lately can 
be gone without or found at coastal or walmart here. 
Managers have emplored corporate to close due to 
people using it as an excuse to get out and shop.

corin6904@gmail.com Corin tucker 3604407283

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Metal Buying Scrap Yard Sutter Metals 109 Carpenter Rd Lacey I worked for them until Thrusday when the order was 
official. I was told come to work or it is Job 
Abandonment. The owner Chad Sutter is basically 
doing the same to all the other employees and 
bullying them into staying. Sending tow truck drivers 
all over the state to pick up cars to crush and scrap. 
Also buying metals first hand from people who are 
supposed to be on a stay at home order. He is just 
trying to be greedy in a time of uncertainty and its 
wrong...

Atkins.aj86@gmail.com AJ Atkins 3605059613

TRUE 03/30/20 3:32 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tribal Smoke Shop Baby Zacks - Tribal 7403 Pacific hwy Milton I work here. They have refused to close the lobby, 
we serve many elderly and they dont follow the six 
foot rule. Many of them don't even know what is 
going on. I believe the drive thru coffee needs to be 
shut down, many people are only coming thru 
ordering their "essential" italian sodas. The 
management is very unresponsive, doesn't think this 
is a big deal. We are all working overtime, we have 
never been busier. We are exhausted and terrified.

dejacks81@gmail.com DeAnn Ivanushka 2534410372

TRUE 03/30/20 3:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School District / Delivering 
School Lunches

Grandview School District 647 Wine Country Road Grandview Last week on 3/25/20 there was an employee who 
was not feeling well. Had a headache,  cough  runny 
nose & diarrhea. The remainder of her shift was 
covered & she was sent home. We found out 
through her bus aides that she was actually sick 
since Monday 3/23/20. On 3/27/20 employees were 
told by the Supervisor that this person no longer 
feels sick & will return to work on 3/30/20. Several 
employees spoke up & asked for her to go to the Dr 
to at least get a Dr Note or get tested. The 
supervisor notified the staff that he can not ask her 
to go to the Dr. He did talk to Administration which 
also told him the same thing. Employees do not feel 
comfortable with her being allowed to come back to 
work just like that, with no test or Dr. Note. Yet in 
other areas of the district they have posted papers 
saying of you feel sick, stay home, which is also 
what the Governor has released. So why are other 
employees put at risk to have this driver back? All 
routes were covered when she was gone so it's not 
like we were short of drivers.

Anonymous Anonymous 509-882-8599

TRUE 03/30/20 3:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Hot rod shop Wicked fabrication 1302 west Main Street #36 Auburn Working with doors closed during hours of operation 
and non essential

TRUE 03/30/20 3:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Liv a latte 9571 Silverdale way Silverdale Not even using gloves

TRUE 03/30/20 3:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Currie Construction 13823 228th St NE, Arlington Tyson still has all his workers working even though 
he knows this is not essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business M and t coffee Chico way Bremerton Not even using gloves

TRUE 03/30/20 3:34 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther small store that sells and 
repairs lamps

Harold's Lighting 1912 N. 45th St. Seattle I received an email from them a few days ago that 
they're open and come on in for your lamp repairs. I 
was appalled.

dkilsh@wolfenet.com Diana Kilsheimer

TRUE 03/30/20 3:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Lewis County Coffee Company 1349 NW State Ave Chehalis A manager disclosed she was symptomatic and 
continued serving others/working as usual, I’m a 
customer and was particularly concerned because of 
the elderly population that visits their three locations.

Anon

TRUE 03/30/20 3:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16709 Hwy 99 Lynnwood It is my  understanding that Brown Bear Car washes 
are ordering their employees back to work April 1st, 
under the category of AUTOMOBILE, 
MAINTENENCE as essential.  Car washes IMO are 
non-essential services, not needed for any type of 
repair or maintenance for a vehicle, other than 
purely for appearance sake.  If they are to return to 
work, please make Brown Bear agree that all car 
washes must practice safe social distancing and 
provide proper precautions and safety equipment for 
all employees, as well as no money/coupons or 
anything of that nature can exchange hands in any 
location, as I have previously observed. Just 
because they are outside a car, does not mean their 
safety is not at risk.  Thank you for your time : )

kawall@gmail.com Karly Waller

TRUE 03/30/20 3:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Zips 3213 s 38th st Tacoma I went in there and they had tons of people in the 
stores not practicing social distancing and I also 
heard them tell one of their employees they could 
not wear a mask for their own protection. You need 
to be paying attention to this company and make 
them follow the rules. I heard a girl telling one of the 
budtenders her coworker tested positive for covid19. 
And here this girl was in public not caring..
.. wowwwwww

Shonnarandle@gmail.com Shawna 2538883265

TRUE 03/30/20 3:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Organizational items The Container Store 700 Bellevue Way NE Bellevue I think this company is using a loophole to reopen, 
they sell containers which is not essential and they 
are putting their employees at risk

marcellamarieegan@gmail.comMarcella 206-334-1102 taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:37 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State of Washington Fish and wildlife department Entire state Entire state Employees told to show up for work or they will be 
fired

TRUE 03/30/20 3:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business DIY TEA LAB 6973 Coal Creek Parkway SENewcastle Business has partnered with flower vendor from Pike 
Place Market and is advertising flower sales, 
encouraging local residents to come to the DIY TEA 
location (plus 10 additional "essential businesses" 
throughout King County) to purchase flowers for 
cash. No licenses have been obtained for the sale of 
flowers. Businesses advertising on Facebook 
community groups ie "Newcastle Neighborhood."

Mkschmitz101@gmail.com Mackenzie 2067994193

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle City of Seattle / Seattle Public Library 5614 22nd Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle City of Seattle is allowing drug addicts to gather in 
large groups in dense urban residential 
neighborhood. There are around 20 drug addicts on 
57th St on the sidewalk. These people are blocking 
the sidewalk and endangering the community health 
who are trying to going to QFC or Bartell's next 
block. Please save lives.

gorkemgezici@hotmail.com Gorkem 2066736996

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther RV Dealership Poulsbo RV 510 Eleanor ln Mt. Vernon RV dealerships are not automotive. This dealership 
does no work on the automotive part, your sent to an 
Automobile dealership for that. No licensed plumbers 
or electricians so they are non essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Twisted lime 3916 148 st se Mill creek There were 8 to 10 people coming out the door with 
no carry out and it’s a bar I believe they are serving 
regulars achol

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM AG Eviction Landlord Ad-West Realty Service 545 Rainier Blvd. N. Suite 9 Issaquah Daughter lives in Section 8 housing in Omak, Wa.  
She is laid off due to Coronavirus.  A week ago she 
found letter on her apartment door dated March 24th 
reminding her rent is due on 1st and late on 2nd.  
She said she signed the contract when she moved in 
a long time ago that stipulates late on 5th.  Letter 
does not threaten eviction but definately seems to 
pressure tenants to pay rent by telling tenants 
company has bills to pay as well.  These notices 
never posted before Coronavirus.  I have a picture of 
the letter posted on all the apartment doors.  It was 
sent to me by daughter.  Seems odd the timing as 
the same time of Coronavirus.  No mention in letter 
of Governors moritorium on evictions for 30 days.  
Seems to be undue pressure on tenants to pay who 
may not be able to.  I understand it's not eviction 
notice but seems to try and apply undue pressure on 
tenants.

kdnewport@live.com Kevin Newport 509-322-3019



TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Howard S. Wright 415 1st Ave Seattle Workers being sent out on Job Walks and jobs that 
are non-essential at Amazon and Kaiser 
Permanente locations.  They are putting workers and 
their families at risk. They are also forcing sick 
employees to work and are cancelling vacations of 
other workers to do this non-essential work.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Broadmoor Golf Course 2340 Broadmoor Dr E Seattle Greens crews have been told to report to work, 
business as usual. Working, changing, eating 
together etc. How is this "essential"? All public 
courses are closed.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business All Frozen Yogurt Shops Any Street Any CIty Why are frozen yogurt shops allowed to be open?  
Customers must self-serve at each yogurt machine 
and the yogurt machines (handles) are touched by 
multiple customers.  The topping area is also open 
and exposed.   This is definitely not pre-packaged 
take-out as the proclamation intended.  Customers 
also congregate by the machines.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther furniture store Rent a center 3600 Clearwater ave ste f Kennewick they are still having their employees let customers 
into their store from 10am to 7pm, except two days a 
week they are closed,as well as having their 
employees picking up furniture from people homes, 
they are not providing any protection for their 
employees when they go out to pick up said 
furniture, no hand sanitizer, soaps face masks, or 
protection against touching surfaces that have been 
in people homes. Instead of closing they have sent 
out a voluntary letter of job abandonment that if 
people choose to sign they are voluntarily quitting 
and does not guarantee their position back when this 
is over.

jannculverhouse@gmail.com Jennifer Culverhouse 5095548963

TRUE 03/30/20 3:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RJ PEABODY INC PO Box 565 PORT ORCHARD, WA 98366 RJ Peabody continues to perform non essential 
construction on a residential construction project 
located on 81 NE Burt Court in Belfair Washington. 
Construction work was being done on Friday 3/27 
and Monday 3/30. RJ Peabody phone #360-895-
3235

TRUE 03/30/20 3:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Agency Governor's Office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia I keep seeing a bunch of public sector employees 
participate in press conferences while violating social 
distancing guidelines. Moreover, it is morally wrong 
these people break the rules while collecting a salary 
paid for by people forced to be home. Every single 
public sector employee should be home without pay 
if this will be forced on the private sector.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor of the Stare of WashingtonState of Washington Capitol Grounds Olympia The Governor is issuing illegal proclamations and 
ordering the detention and arrest of law abiding 
citizens. He also asking citizens to spy on and report 
on each other for violations he deems detrimental.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16709 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm not sure a car wash business falls under the 
essential work category related to Automotive 
Maintenance.

susankj412@gmail.com Susan Jacobs 206-321-3418 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte 14327 Issaquah-Hobart Rd. SEIssaquah Drove by this coffee stand this weekend and not only 
were there two employees working in the stand, but 
there was 4 kids hanging around at the window 
chatting with the workers.  The physical stand is 
probably less then 6 feet wide.  I don't understand 
why stand alone small hut coffee stands are allowed 
to remain open.  There are so many close points of 
contact between workers and customers, there is no 
way to be completely sanitary and protected.  Just 
seems like drive up Covi -19 pick up and delivery.

Denise.Harris@comcast.net Denise Harris 4252555552

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Person Cindy Druschba 10931 E Lake Joy Drive NE Carnation Cindy is my mother and I am worried about her and 
the people she is seeing. My parents live together 
and are both high risk. She is trying to help but only 
doing more damage by visiting low income senior 
housing facilities. She is bringing them supplies and 
creating mobile food banks. It is great work but she 
is getting way to many people together and not 
keeping distance. She drives to multiple locations 
and is not using gloves. She is going inside peoples 
living space and driving them around. At this time 
she under estimates what is happening around the 
world and I want her to understand how serious this 
is. I don't want anyone getting sick with my mother to 
blame. She is putting herself, my dad and hundreds 
of older citizens at risk. She typically visits the senior 
housing facilities on Thursdays and Sunday. Please 
keep this tip anonymous.

edruschba@gmail.com Emily Scott 2067554196

TRUE 03/30/20 3:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Manufactures gun parts for 
AR-15's etc

Zev Technologies 3507 Northpark Drive Centralia Manufacturing gun parts is non-essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping rich landscaping 27901 redmond fall city road redmond I'm concerned that they have their employees 
working. seeing multiple employees getting out of 
vehicles violating social distancing.  for just one 
example!!!

anitagrooms@comcast.net anita grooms 2068177174

TRUE 03/30/20 3:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Foundry Travis pattern and foundry 1413 e Hawthorne ave Spokane 300 + employees not doing social distancing, we all 
stand at time clock close together barley any hand 
sanitizer, bathrooms and time clock and employee 
lunch room not being cleaned very good

Hoodjeaun5@gmail.com Jeaun 5095587107

TRUE 03/30/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Custom chassis fabrication. Art Morrison Enterprises 5216 7th st e Fife Working full crew with closed doors info@artmorrison.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte, Inc. Multiple Multiple This is a coffee stand business with 21 locations in 
western washington (Snohomish and king counties). 
They are forcing their baristas to still work in pairs, 
even though the buildings are very small, therefore 
the 6 foot rule cannot be met. Additionally, they are 
not providing employees with good sanitation 
products, and some locations did not have any 
lysol/clorox/bleach for a period of time, therefore 
there was no way to sanitize the building.

Marie.harris98@comcast.net Justin Pettersen 4254579973

TRUE 03/30/20 3:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other arts and crafts stores Joann Fabric and Crafts Stores 15600 NE 8th Street, Suite H1Bellevue This business is still open and is delivering fabric & 
craft supplies to customers in their cars in the 
parking lot.

terri.tanino@gmail.com Terri Tanino 4252212133 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales Vancouver Toyota 10455 ne 53rd st Vancouver I was in for service and was told that they are open 
for sales. I watched at least 3 new car sales 
transactions occur.

Susan

TRUE 03/30/20 3:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail craft store Joann 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Joann is calling themselves an essential business 
because they sell fabric for people to make masks. 
They have online ordering and curbside pickup 
available that people can use instead.  Most people 
are just shopping for craft items.

amkeverline@yahoo.com Ann Keverline 832-390-9315 customer.service@joann@com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Sunrise dental 5006 E. Lake sammamish play SeIssaquah, wa 98029 They see regular patients all week even sunday.
They suppose to see emergency patients.

Jocelyn 2065913550

TRUE 03/30/20 3:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Valet Drivers ABM 1450 5th st. se Puyallup I have health concerns for the valet drivers who work 
for the doctors offices and hospitals. They could be 
passing germs from car to car. Every seat, steering 
wheel, door handle, and key chain they touch. Could 
be passing the Covid-19, as well as other pathogens. 
ABM has said they will continue to work. The 
workers do not have proper protection from these 
pathogens. They already sometimes have to go 
home to shower, because they sat in a car seat that 
was soaked in urine. They have hand sanitizer for 
protection. They are not provided protection for thier 
clothes. They are not provided protective masks. 
Bare minimum, I feel they should have plastic 
coverings for each steering wheel and seat they 
touch. Also, they need gloves to protect them when 
they touch keychains and door handles. Good 
Samaritan Medical Office Building 1450 5th st. SE 
Puyallup.

graveyard2146@gmail.com Dan Graves 2539614647

TRUE 03/30/20 3:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Jitterbugs 9400 Old Hwy 99 North Rd Burlington Barista Jessica was visibly sick last week & working 
without gloves. Not following proper sanitization 
methods.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:46 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-functioning business who fails at everythingGov Inslee and Bob Ferguson 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Neither of these individuals are doing anything to be 
either proactive nor beneficial for the citizens of 
Washington State. Both of you are failing at your job 
and need to step away as violators of your oaths of 
office.

happygilmore@gmail.com Happy Gilmore 555-212-1234

TRUE 03/30/20 3:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store All American Armory 14969 W. Bow Hill Rd. Bow On Sunday 3/29/20 sign on building said closed. 
Went to post office that's next door on Monday 
3/30/20, store front Says open and 
  their web sight says open till 6 p.m........Must be 
open!

sradeleff@hotmail.com Steve 360-766-4039

TRUE 03/30/20 3:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym The Factory Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton Although the open sign is turned off, anyone with a 
card can gain entrance. The doors are only locked to 
the general public and not members

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com 4/29/20



TRUE 03/30/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Costco 301 5th Street Clarkston Active construction going in within the store with 
social distancing not taking place within the 
construction site. The store is fully functioning, but 
still actively pursuing a remodel on the business that 
is not essential.

lewey204@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Elevate Fit Life 10608 NE 2nd St Bellevue Owners are frequenting the gym’s location daily and 
not adhering to 6 foot rule

TRUE 03/30/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store All American Armory 14969 W. Bow Hill Rd. Bow On Sunday 3/29/20 sign on building said closed. 
Went to post office that's next door on Monday 
3/30/20, store front Says open and 
  their web sight says open till 6 p.m........Must be 
open!

sradeleff@hotmail.com Steve Radeleff 360-766-4039

TRUE 03/30/20 3:50 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Contractor Skookum Contract Services 4525 Auto Center Way, Bremerton, WA 98312Bremerton I work on the floor crew position at the Puget Sound 
Naval Shipyard in Bremerton, WA. My duties include 
stripping and waxing Tile in common areas as well 
as offices along with cleaning carpeted areas. I DO 
NOT sanitize common areas such as tables desks 
door handles sinks toilets etc. Is this essential? 
Secondly I am not working in a medical building not 
am I being provided PPE. In addition to this social 
distancing guidelines are not being followed by the 
company. They are enacted officially but in practice 
they are not being enforced.

zhumm1995@gmail.com Zakeri Humm 360-277-8221

TRUE 03/30/20 3:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther ALL TARGET STORES Target 13950 NE 170th Pl #100 Woodinville This store isn’t regulating the amount of people in 
the store, customers not abiding with social 
distancing, store has NO stock of essential items. ie. 
toilet paper, paper towel, sanitizer, sanitizing wipes, 
etc.
Grocery department is 1/16 the size of Fred Meyer 
and it’s empty.
Employees are NOT protected. They’re using non-
antibacterial to clean because they don’t have 
sanitizer. There isn’t ANY for employees.  Per the 
CEO, there’s no dedicated cleaner to clean the store.
It’s grossly unsafe and negligent.
Customers aren’t abiding by ANY rules even when 
asked.

It’s not safe for employees and it’s a nonessential 
business.

Vmth7142008@gmail.com V Riggins

TRUE 03/30/20 3:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Viper vapor/hempberry 3202 ocean beach hwy suite 130Longview This owner has 2 of her locations open and is is 
opening the other 2 by this weekend. Its non 
essential and is bullying employees on working even 
thou they have stated they dont feel comfortable 
going against the govoners orders.

Missymoe21@gmail.com Monica 3604517807

TRUE 03/30/20 3:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Many food businesses Any Street Any City How are coffee shops, doughnut shops, etc. that are 
conducting business as usual, with the exception of 
not allowing dine-in allowed to remain operating?  If 
the intent to include restaurants was to have 
customers order ahead and have takeout food ready 
for pickup, that makes sense.  Many are still 
interacting with customers over the counter and 
allowing lines to build.  Allowing customers to still 
enter and touch displays, counters etc., exchange $, 
etc. is just making this shut down last longer.  Not 
EVERY food business is essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Doggy daycare and training A Dogs best friend 316 SE Hearthwood Blvd Vancouver, WA. 98684 This doggy daycare is providing "spa" and training 
services and is not following social distancing rules.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Precision industrial contractors llc 1555 Down River Dr Woodland Social distancing rules not being followed at all. 
Those that can work from home in office 
environments not allowed. Non essential 
Construction is still ongoing and has been stated 
that it will remain ongoing no matter what. Bringing 
in outside workers without being tested and or 
showing signs of virus into the state.

Martincp2008@yahoo.com Chris martin

TRUE 03/30/20 3:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Classy Chassis Car Wash 
and Lube Center

Classy Chassis GIG HARBOR AND 
LAKEWOOD

6750 Kimball Dr Gig Harbor My husband works here, they force him to come in 
during covid concerns without hazard pay. And he is 
continually exposed to clients and employees

Viviangmusic@gmail.com Vivian 3606208686 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Sullys Lounge 1625 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle People inside drinking

TRUE 03/30/20 3:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vipervapor/hempberry 404 oak st Kelso This owner has 2 of her locations open and is 
opening the other 2 by this weekend. Its non 
essential and is bullying employees on working even 
thou they have stated they dont feel comfortable 
going against the govoners orders. She has 
locations in vancover, aberdeen , kelso, and 
longview.

missymoe21@gmail.com Monica 3604517807

TRUE 03/30/20 3:56 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther RV Dealer Blue Dog RV 3808 N Sullivan 29A Spokane Valley They are still operating and only plan on closing if 
they get caught.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail florist Garside Florist 6610 E Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Florists are NOT included in the essential 
businesses under Proclamation 20-25 issued by 
Gov. Inslee on March 23, 2020. Garside Florist is 
still conducting business as of 03/30/20 a full 5 days 
after the non-essential business order was put into 
effect.

skamania721@gmail.com Ty McKay 3606906475

TRUE 03/30/20 3:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16709 Highway 99 Lynnwood They are re-opening Wednesday when they are not 
supposed to due to how many touch points of 
contact with customers they have.

kristinebrager@gmail.com Kristine 2533244518 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Building Envelope, Inc. (a.k.a. PBE)17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek WA 98012 PBE is still working a private planned (not an 
emergency) 10 month project at 9416 1st Ave NE in 
Seattle WA 98115.  We are under quarantine & just 
rcvd notice they want to enter our unit to do  pre-
planned months ago rewiring in our unit.  PBE is just 
continuing on with all the plans of their project as if 
there is no-one under quarantine and no rules 
against continuing non-emergency plans.   9416 1st 
Ave NE is an 80 unit 4 story condominium.

paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net Paul Sorvik 2064454204

TRUE 03/30/20 3:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Lyn-Tron 6001 S. Thomas Mallon Red Spokane They closed last week because of 2 possible 
employees who were being tested.  They are in 
operation as of today but they have not received one 
of the test results.  I fear for my spouse who works 
there and that he might be exposed and then bring it 
home and we have kids.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Copper Top Taphouse 5453 Ridgeline Drive #110 Kennewick We went in recently to fill growlers and there were 2 
gentlemen sitting at the bar on barstools drinking out 
of glasses. This is right when you walk in near the 
cash register. Therefore there were 5 of us within 
close proximity. They were shoulder to shoulder (not 
6 feet apart). Also, my understanding is they 
shouldn't be allowed to stay and sit drinking. We love 
the owner (he wasn't there) and maybe the 
employee doesn't understand or isn't enforcing.

Rarteaga@charter.net Rana Arteaga 509-591-8816

TRUE 03/30/20 4:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Used car sales Northtown auto liquidators 3817 n division Spokane Saw groups of people on the lot and in the office that 
were not employees.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A&J Custom Cabinets 2300-B, E 1st St Vancouver Not closing down

TRUE 03/30/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Groomer Mutts & Cuts 3242 Auburn Way South Auburn They are not owned by Muckelshoot.  Should be 
closed like the rest of them....They are a non 
essential business and if not then all groomers 
should be allowed to be open.....Leashes, collars, 
sweaters, etc can all carry the virus...Not 
safe...............................

dktz01@yahoo.com Dee Kurtz 253-326-0117 muttsncuts@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16709 Highway 99 Lynnwood They are opening on Wednesday April 1st there are 
to many points of contacts with people.

henryerin59@comcast.net Kathy Soden 2532267306 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear Car Wash 621 Rainer Ave S Renton Brown Bear is asking all employees to return to work 
Wednesday 4/1. The employees require direct 
contact with customers and customers require 
contact with touch screens. There is no 
conscionable way car washes are essential.

Ryan@rbenson.net Ryan Benson 4255039232 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store Value village 12205 e sprague ave Spokane valley They still take in donations which puts them at risk 
directly

Rick_mervin@yahoo.com Nicholas Bliesner 5096080688 1049@savers.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toys/Novelty Funco 6305 36th Ave W Everett The owner will not close the non essential business 
and just reported a positive worker with Covid 19.

ttennison@gmail.com Tami 2066077156

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Oldcastle Building Envelope 4200 Industry drive SE suite cFife Also, social distancing not possible on fabrication line

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seattle some conformed COVID 19 cases in the SPS 
building locate in Seattle was confirmed, but did not 
notice to employees. and insist employee come to 
work.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tacos Chukis 832 Dexter Ave N Seattle, WA  98109 United StatesSeattle Still doing carry out and also having a mass of 
people inside the restaurant.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther car dealership C Speck Motors 61 E Allen Rd Sunnyside My son in law works for this dealership and they are 
still open and selling cars! Katy Speck, the owner, 
told him that they'll stay open until they get caught. 
She is trying to not get caught by not having the 
"open" sign on but if someone comes through the 
door they will try to sell a car.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear 800 s Grady Renton Car washes aren’t essential! Club@BrownBear.com



TRUE 03/30/20 4:07 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Agency City of Gig Harbor 3510 Grandview Street Gig Harbor The City of Gig Harbor refuses to identify any City 
functions as non-essential and continues to make 
many non-essential employees come to work. They 
have denied numerous requests to work from home.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other COSTCO/WALMART/TAR
GET/SUPERMARKETS

COSTCO/WALMART/TARGET/SUPERMARKETSALL ALL These businesses should be required to initiate 
curbside service ONLY, and immediately.  It is 
widely understood that Europe's devastation has 
been largely due to grocery shopping: "social 
distancing" is NOT ENOUGH.  This weekend the 
parking lots   
were packed.  This is going to have catastrophic 
results, with Italy as the example.  Please set the 
example for the US and initiate radical action to 
eliminate the root cause of contagion:  large 
congregations of people!  

Allowing these mega corporations to operate "as 
usual" is outrageously irresponsible and can easily 
be corrected but you must act NOW.   The focus on 
small businesses violating the proclamation and the 
weirdly huge focus on threatening and arresting 
individual offenders etc seems woefully misguided:  
the focus MUST be on the mega-stores and 
mandates that ensure they initiate safety measures 
like curbside service.  PLEASE ACT TODAY.  Thank 
you.

raspberryrose@protonmail.comRose n/a

TRUE 03/30/20 4:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vipervapor/henp berry 2729 Simpson ave Aberdeen This business owner has 2 open stores in longview 
and Kelso. She has a store in vancover that shes 
saying they are opening. She has made an employee 
of the Aberdeen location feel bullied on him having 
to open the store this next weekend. He stated to the 
business owner he didnt feel comfortable going 
against the govoners order and she said well you 
need to open and then the employee said again he 
didnt feel comfortable going against state and 
government orders she said what are you refusing 
work. He said no he doesnt feel comfortable going 
against govoners orders.

Missymoe21@gmail.com Monica 3604517807

TRUE 03/30/20 4:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Powersports Business Owens Cycle 1707 North 1st Street Yakima I believe the service department is allowed to be 
open but they are still selling units to non service 
customers that come into the store while only the 
service department is supposed to be open.

anonymous anonymous anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 4:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Healthcare / Public Health Selling of plants and 
landscape options

Bark & Garden Center  4004 Harrison AveOlympia  WA 98502 BUSINESS VIOLATING ESSENTIAL BUSINESS 
LAW

Bark & Garden has been packed with customers.  
Since we have a STAY AT HOME ORDER, people 
do not care and are shopping for projects to do, such 
as work in your yard.  This company in absolutely 
NO WAY IS ESSENTIAL. It has been running 
normal business as usual. Someone in my family 
while wearing medical gloves/mask decided to walk 
through the store to see what is going on, they were 
appalled to see:
NO SOCIAL DISTANCING
NO DISTANCING LINES BACK FROM THE 
REGISTERS
BATHROOMS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
NO GLOVES -except gardening
NO CUSTOMER HAND SANITIZER
NO PRECAUTIONARY RULES IN EFFECT AT ALL
LOADING CUSTOMERS PURCHASES WITHIN 
INCHES OF THE CUSTOMERS

With our COVID-19 pandemic crisis this is 
unacceptable.  The utter disregard for the safety of 
the public as well as their employees is ludicrous. 
They need to be shut down as well as any other 
NON-ESSENTIAL BUSINESS.

jaggrover@yahoo.com julie g 360-528-0577 barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Public House 124 124 E Main St Walla Walla Business promoted on their Facebook page to sell 
new years eve party tickets in person at their bar this 
weekend. Encouraging non essential travel. They 
have all year to sell tickets yet refuse to postpone the 
sale. Elected officials refuse to help. Stay at home is 
deadly serious. Business should not be promoting 
unneeded travel to their bar.

dwsorensen@outlook.com David Sorensen 3604028076

TRUE 03/30/20 4:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joann fabrics 700 ocean Beach hwy Longview Is still open to customers as of today 03/30/20 kitty.scratch.you@gmail.com Nicole Cooper 3604314446 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Joann Fabric 13410 Meridian East Puyallup The store is not providing employees 6 foot social 
distancing. The store  has not been cleaned. No 
disinfectant wipe down carts,counters, Boxes with 
dust left in isles. Dirty floors.

Mrsteacup21@gmail.com Gina

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Miracle Ear 10121 Evergreen Way Ste 24Everett My elderly friend in Everett got a call from Miracle 
Ear about scheduling an appointment. Why is this 
business is still open when only "essential 
businesses" are supposed to be open? 
This retail business is putting the highest risk age 
group (and their employees) at even higher risk for 
something that is not necessary. Please address this 
for the safety of Washington seniors. Thank you.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail clothing Nordstrom 200 Bellevue square Bellevue I  walk nearby and see many employees in the store, 
no social distancing,  no masks

threegermans@yahoo.com Cynthia 15093931261.0000 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Personal Residence 18432 126th st se Snohomish These people keep having multiple people in and out 
of their home they are in the street and making fires 
in the yard, moving furniture. The couple is over 60 
and should not be having so many people in their 
home. We are also concerned about so many people 
from outside of our neighborhood coming in and out. 
There were three different vehicles there today. They 
keep going in groups to another house also in the 
neighborhood where there are small children. These 
children are running around.

rjpfalzgraf@gmail.com Jessica Pfalzgraf 3603489503

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Bigfoot Java 3608 88th st ne Marysville This business only made the "essential guideline " 
because they started to sell gallons of milk and 
loaves of bread after this epidemic started it was 
never something they did prior and they have up to 3 
baristas at a time in a tiny building physically 
impossible to follow social distance guidelines all 
while dealing with public no gloves no masks no new 
safety measures

TRUE 03/30/20 4:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming and hotel Clip n clean 1210 s proctor Tacoma Still grooming dogs with people in close proximity ClipNCleanPetSalon@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CB Ventures P.O. Box 25557, Eugene This company is out of OR but has two employees in 
Spokane still working. They are working on 
apartments. Nothing that needs to be done.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Eastlake Zoo Tavern 2301 Eastlake Ave Seattle Tavern was open Sunday after, with patrons sitting 
and drinking at bar

TRUE 03/30/20 4:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nursery, garden Wells Medina nursery 24th Medina Business is open, is non essential threegermans@yahoo.com Cynthia 15093931261

TRUE 03/30/20 4:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco and vape Gogo smoke & vape 16809 hwy 99 Lynnwood I saw that a non essential business is open and I 
know people going there

Becky239@gmail.com Rebecca 2068417426

TRUE 03/30/20 4:12 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Central valley school district University high school 12420 E. 32nd Spokane valley , WA  99216 Custodians and other people are being made to 
come in and work when everyone else is staying 
home and getting paid they are going against the 
order of stay home stay healthy they also said "they 
are not the one's paying your paycheck!" They told 
me I have to come to work they told me to go against 
the order

Muffinjames1966@gmail.comBrett Johnson 5092265314

TRUE 03/30/20 4:12 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Inslee Washington Governor 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Olympia The most non-essential individual in the 
state/country.

sellerspb@hotmail.com Philip Sellers 360-929-3831

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Crisis Line Call Center Volunteers Of america western WA 2801 Lombard AVE Everett Groups of around 10 people sit in the same room 
taking calls for long periods of time.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym G Standard 3602 S Cedar Street Tacoma They're allowing members to go in as long as they 
are sneaky about it. Posting to their Instagram 
account as well says only 3 cars at a time Tacoma 
Police Department is watching.

luvsglitz888@yahoo.com Chris Cantu 2532737432

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Ornamental Tree Nursery Daniels Nursery 2198 Highway 25 South Kettle Falls I submitted Essential Business Inquiry "Clarification" 
on your website on 3/27/2020 @ 10:23am and 
received "20-25 Response" from you on 3/30/2020 
@ 11:21am that your determination was that this 
does not qualify as an essential business.  I have 
spoken to the owner of Daniels Nursery numerous 
times and he has said that he will not close his 
business.  Employees at this business as well as 
truck drivers (delivering these trees to other states) 
and customers are working, and obviously possibly 
spreading the virus as well as unnecessarily being 
exposed themselves.  Please help.

adamscabin2002@gmail.comCarolyn Adams (office manager of Daniels Nursery)(509) 738-2723 sales@danielsnursery.com...



TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Office of the Governor Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave. SW Olympia Freedoms guaranteed by the US Constitution which 
prohibit governments from limiting free association 
with others.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Acmoate 2118 a st se Auburn We are a full service parking lot maintenance 
including asphalt seal coat stripping pressure 
washing concrete work and sweeping and he has 
the sweeping division still sweeping parking lots

TRUE 03/30/20 4:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dealership Infiniti of Lynnwood 17305 Highway 99 Lynnwood They still sell cars and dealerships are not essential Jimmy

TRUE 03/30/20 4:14 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Drive-in Theater Skyline Drive-In 208 SE Brewer Rd Shelton, WA They're closed, so not a complaint, but wasn't sure 
how else to get a hold of you!   Please consider an 
exemption for Drive-In Theaters.  Seems like a great 
alternative for entertainment for people to be able to 
get out with minimal social contact.

jl98584@netscape.net Jeanette Lewis 425-280-4588

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy company Funco 2802 Wetmore Ave. Everett, WA 98201 I don’t understand why toy company is open. Laurellefraser@yahoo.com Laurelle Fraser 4254205613 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's 2002 132nd St SE Mill Creek Not taking employee temperatures or monitoring 
health for potential sickness. Not preventing random 
shopping for Non-essential products. Lowe's 
continuing to push sales over safety. Not enforcing 
social distancing.  Applies to all Lowe's in 
Snohomish County.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Wake Up Call 9 locations in Spokane Spokane Besides the “serving dine-in” option, this business is 
in violation of all the options in the drop down menu 
above.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown bear car wash 16709 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I fail to see where a car wash is considered an 
essential business. Depending on how many people 
are going through they are passing germs, one to 
the next. If we are serious about stopping COVID-
19, this is the type of thing that has to be shut down!

Amy.l.blossom@gmail.com Amy Blossom 360-348-2925. Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:16 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Texas human and health service 500 E Mann Rd B4, Laredo, TX 78041Laredo Laredo Air Force Base special session may be called 
by the governor of Texas or the United States Air 
Force legislature Bill of rights of the United States 
Constitution and enforce by the government. 

Webb County political corruption of the national 
economy that is not under direct government control 
of the Air Force  and in violation of public trust who 
engages to make laws by their arbitrariness  
Tuberculosis,
Hepatitis,HIV/Aids, Corona virus 
(Pouring of body fluids) Lack of restraint in the use 
of authority, autocracy , persuasion ,and consultation 
with Laredo Air Force installation commander Jose 
M.Buruato

Notes : Counter claims activities advocating over 
throw of the government in the office  of judge Tano 
Tijerina by deferent legislations, legislature’s , 
Legislators in the Base .

Joseburuato.jb@gmail.com Jose M Buruato 9564891759

TRUE 03/30/20 4:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Sporting good store Big 5 5700 110th st sw #600 Lakewood I am misunderstanding how big 5 in Lakewood is 
essential and other things such as the following. I 
was in there a day or so before shutdown applied 
and I over heard a employee speaking to a customer 
how he had to be quarantined for 14 days because 
he was sick and that's concerning I was a bit upset 
because if he was quarantined for that time why 
wasn't the store shut down and at least clean. 
Second point is they have tape and signs for 6ft 
distance and by no means abide by that. Also they 
have no protection for the employees they are face 
to face with customers remind you there's a urgent 
care next door so I'm sure they are bringing in who 
knows what. I believe that's a serious issue and 
putting everyone at risk.

Davison.samuel@aol.com Samuel 2532735395

TRUE 03/30/20 4:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kelli pike 118 e highland ave Mount Vernon She moved from her salon to her house and has  
operated all through
Customers daily

TRUE 03/30/20 4:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mission Glass 7845 Center Street Tumwater Physical distancing not happening. Inadequate PPE, 
lack of hand washing, sick employees working

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 20 Oz Tea 1823 Eastlake Ave E #160 Seattle On March 24th 20 Oz Tea hosted a free boba tea 
promotion. The promotion event attracted many 
customers and long lines were formed out the door. 
The shop is small and the customer were lined up 
standing close to each other. I was not at the event 
but I have screenshots from the store's instagram 
story as proof.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon The country pet shoppe 11132 ne 2nd st Kingston Dog grooming is non essential. I have confirmed this 
by calling the governors office, emailing the 
governors office (I have written confirmation), by 
reading several articles, etc. Owner is persistent that 
groomers are essential and has not ceased 
operations to the grooming salon within her pet 
store. I understand pet food/supplies are essential 
and are to remain open, but grooming is NOT and I 
believe she is in direct violation of the governors stay 
at home order for non essential workers by having 
the groomers continue their work.

countrypetshoppe@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther State department Washington State Department of Health111 Israel Road SE Tumwater The Health Systems Quality Assurance Division is 
still requiring employees to report to work that are 
not on the Governor’s list of “essential” functions. 
This is particularly concerning because this is the 
Department  working alongside the Governor to 
address COVID. They assisted in making this 
recommendation and are not complying. The Union 
has attempted to resolve this and are getting 
nowhere. Please help us.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Yadon Construction Specialties 202  N Napa St Spokane Still open and operating as normal and making their 
employees work

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Bellingham Marine Industries 1323 Lincoln St Bellingham Business forbid employees from working from home, 
the message we receive is “come in or quit.” 
Business terminated cleaning services and asked 
employees to start cleaning our shared surfaces, 
didn’t provide appropriate cleaning equipment. 
Business not enforcing social distancing policies.

3603921426

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cat boarding and grooming Purrfect cat boarding /alex the cat 
groomer

1511 ne 156th st Shoreline Cat boarding and grooming is absolutely non 
essential. Cats groom themselves! Our business 
was forced to be closed, it is uncompetitive for them 
to remain open

purrfectcatboarding@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Builders Firstsource 4213 S 47th Ave Richland Construction is not essential especially since they 
build trusses for non emergency reasons.

Joamarodriguez21@yahoo.comJoana Rodriguez 5099474366

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Studio 3 229 Queen Anne ave N Seattle Studio 3 is open at 5:30am blaring loud music, and 
throwing weights around that rattle the entire 
building. They are supposed to be closed.

richellegarland@yahoo.com Richelle Garland 2063724252

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Family Law Firm DeFoe Pickett 830 N. Columbia Center Blvd Kennewick Employees are showing up to work on a daily basis.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett This company has been building 27 new homes for 
almost 2 years now. As if that hadn’t been a 
nightmare in itself. Now we are stuck at home all day 
& they are out there with nail guns & pounding away 
25 feet from where we live. I thought construction 
was suppose to be suspended.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Gym Vision Fitness and Health 111 Tumwater Blvd SE A209 Tumwater Witnessed people going on and out of the gym.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business 85 degree bakery 18700 33rd ave lynnwood Driving by and saw at least 10 people inside the 
bakery waiting in line without any distancing

TRUE 03/30/20 4:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gifts art flowers Tulip town 15002 Bradshaw road Mount. Vernon Saturday March 28 open for business on side of 
road with t shirts art and flowers for sale

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord John Kronig (homeowner/landlord) 11303 14th Ave SW Seattle Owner rents rooms.  Multiple people coming and 
going at all hours.  Sometimes dozens of people per 
day.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taste of India 5517 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle My husband and I went to pick up food from Taste of 
India in Roosevelt, and we are very concerned. 
There were lines and a crowd of people inside the 
restaurant waiting to pick up food. We tried to wait in 
a line away from others but had to go inside to wait 
for the food. It was extremely crowded and there 
were absolutely no social distancing guidelines being 
followed. We were very very concerned about this. 
There was no manager or anyone available on site 
either to speak to. We ended up leaving but 
obviously this is super concerning. Hoping you could 
follow up on this?

Thanks so much for your hard work!

dgrewal@live.ca Deepinder Grewal 4255038500

TRUE 03/30/20 4:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Junk Yard U-Pull-It 14 E Washington Ave Yakima Non-essential business that isn’t taking proper 
precautions to ensure safety of employees or 
customers



TRUE 03/30/20 4:21 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman N140 Seattle Sound transit N140 which does not open till October 
of 2021 is till open and work is being done.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Active Construction 700 W Bay St, Olympia, WA 98501Olympia Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Outdoor activities, bicycle 
and gear rentals

Wheel Fun Rentals-Point Ruston 5005 Main St., Tacoma WA 98407-3168Tacoma Gathering of large amount of people at front door of 
business. Business is still open as of 3/30/20.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Lefty's 8317 27th ST West University Place 12 or more people in line and sitting at pic nick 
tables eating close together

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sterling Breen 887 WA-507, Centralia, WA 98531Centralia Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Office of the Governor of Washington State416 14th Ave SW , Olympia, WA 98504 Governor Inslee continues to provide absent and 
incompetent leadership.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Aerospace manufacturing Damar Aerosystens 14767 172nd Dr. Se Monroe Alot of employees in a enclosed area jdsegers@juno.com Jeff segers 4252447371

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Mosque Islamic Center of Whatcom County 1244 Nevada St. Bellingham Every Friday at 1:30pm is large group of more than 
20 people in the mosque.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Answering Service Pass Word Inc 1303 West 1st Ave Spokane We are an answering service and we DO answer for 
health professionals and their offices. So my 
concern isn’t whether or not we should be open, my 
concern is that we all have the ability to work from 
home and our employer will ONLY allow those who 
have kids that work from home and yet the owner of 
the company works from home but as i mentioned 
nobody else is allowed to work from home even 
through the state wide shutdown. I do not feel 
comfortable going into the office but my boss IS 
mentally abusive and I fear retaliation if I call and say 
I’m not coming into the office due to safety of my 
work place. People have been coming to work sick 
and one is being tested for the virus. PLEASE HELP.

rachaelrydholm28@gmail.comRachael Rydholm 509-342-1746

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential Home 
Improvement Store

Lowe's 4230 Martin Way Olympia, WA Lowe's is not limiting the amount of customers in the 
stores and they are continuously packed. No way to 
get customers to follow social distancing when that 
many people are in the store in the aisles. They will 
not work well with customers to provide curbside 
pick up.

aluminum.foil@hotmail.com Michelle 9124099765

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Johnson Brothers 510 Custer Way SE, Tumwater, WA 98501Tumwater Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:24 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Leisure travel rentals Air BnB  and others as well 720 Olive Way Seattle I wanted to see if your dept. was aware of all the 
short term rental activity currently going on in 
Washington State.

Up here in Ashford, the gateway community to Mt 
Rainier National Park, there are many, many Air 
B&B types of rentals. Possibly up to two hundred or 
so individual short term rental units. Even though 
Gov Inslee has put strict orders in place most of the 
rentals are still up and running. Some are actually 
encouraging the visit. 

Unbelievable! 

The following are just a couple. 

www.rainierlodging.com/  

www.cabinsatrainier.com/covid-19 

There is also this big one located in the Pacific 
Northwest offering rentals all over Washington and 
many other states as well.

www.vacasa.com/usa/Washington/  

This is allowing people to unnecessarily travel here 
from outside the area and possibly bring the 
beginning or more of the virus into our communities. 
Saturday the weekend before last, a National Park 
Service employee told me there was a younger 
couple from California visiting the Paradise area. 

butler.contracting@gmail.comBrendan 3605692020

TRUE 03/30/20 4:24 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther toy manufacture funko 2802 Wetmore Ave evrerett toys are not essential putting all employees at risk steve

TRUE 03/30/20 4:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pence Construction 911 W 7th Street Vancouver Construction work on-going at this site, workers in 
too close of proximity.

damo461@ecy.wa.gov David Mora 3605845264

TRUE 03/30/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Alicia Erickson http://www.aliciamaephoto.com/Mill Creek Ali Mae Photography (Alicia Mae) is doing family 
portrait sessions. 
Information on a GoFund me she setup here: 
https://www.gofundme.com/f/front-steps-project-
snohomish

montanaemily@gmail.com E. Martin n/a alicia@aliciamaephoto.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Stone Group of Companies/SCAFCO Corporation2800 E Main Ave Spokane Non-essential personnel still reporting to work; 
production of materials for non-essential job sites 
continues; remote work options possible but not 
offered to all applicable employees, and employees 
are discouraged from working from home.

sb.hendron@hotmail.com Sarah Hendron 5098428435

TRUE 03/30/20 4:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Viva 2620 N Proctor Tacoma People dining in store

TRUE 03/30/20 4:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yard waste reclamation Pacific Top soils 8321 219th St SE Woodinville Pacific Topsoils is across HWY 522 from my home. 
They take yard waste, trees, stumps and other yard 
waste for composting. They have a stump grinder 
that is extremely loud and vibrates my home.  The 
bulldozers and excavators  all have back up beepers 
and trucks  drop huge loads on the ground that 
shake my house. Not to mention the awful smell. 
This place runs 24/7 normally.  I get it. It is a 
business and I know they are busy.Now that we are 
in lock down they are still running. I have been home 
since March 17 2020. And they haven't slowed 
down. I have Type 2 Diabetes and Chronic Heart 
failure I have been full on shelter in place.So I am 
doing the right thing.  I just don't see what is 
essential about there business right now. Thank you.

bcinthehouse012@yahoo.comBrandon Chandler 2069923160 sales@pacifictopsoils.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Cannabis Nirvana 24713 E . Wellsley Ave. Otis Orchards I see lots of vehicles Always there. People going in 
and out. ... no one waiting  in cars for employees to 
bring out products.  This to me , is a highly  
susceptible area.

Nedockter62@gmail.com Nancy

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Non-essential business The Office of The Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The governor is playing favorites with who can be  
out and who can't. He also isn't doing anything to 
help hurting families. He must be shut down.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail Joann Fabrics 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Crafts are not an essential business pthimmig@yahoo.com Patsy Thimmig customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Total Grounds Management 8912 Waller Rd E, Tacoma, WA 98446Tacoma Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Bigfoot Java 3318 88th ST NE Marysville It is impossible for us Baristas to be 6ft from each 
other while at work. There is sometimes up to 4 of 
us in a tiny stand, always bumping into each other 
and breathing each other's air. It's impossible not to. 
I don't know why Bigfoot thinks this is ok. We do not 
feel safe. They have done nothing extra to protect us 
during this time. And said if we didn't feel 
comfortable working, we could come back in 2 
weeks but same schedule was NOT guaranteed. 
Some of us have work years to get the hours/days 
we have. It's incredibly not fair. I have proof in a 
letter they gave us. Thank you

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Appliance sales Albert Lee Appliance 4259 8th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Employees that are working business essential jobs 
that can be done from home are required to be in the 
warehouse where greater exposure to the virus 
happens rather than from home.

Not@email.com Old employee 2067062532

TRUE 03/30/20 4:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Peek-A-Brew Espresso 2425 Rudkin Road Union Gap They have an employee who is showing all of the 
signs for COVID-19. She is currently working on 
being tested. Becuase of the limited space, all of the 
staff have possibly been exposed. However the 
owner is only keeping the sick employee off work 
until next firday and everyone else is expected to 
work, even though they were all exposed. the owner 
has also told employees to stop telling customers 
why their barista is not working (Due to COVID-19 
Symptoms) Social distancing is not happening here 
due to them having to hang out the window and the 
owner being in the shop sometimes, or another 
employee doing her inventory.

Amkimmel@gmail.com April



TRUE 03/30/20 4:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Dutch Bros Martin Way E Lacey It is unfair to highlight just Dutch Bros. Govenor 
Inslee and his expert team needs to grapple with the 
fact that drive up baristas are causing thousands of 
additional transactions, hand to hand touching, etc. 
for no essential reason. The idea that jobs and 
homes can't stock their own coffee is preposterous. 
As a non-coffee drinker I assure you it isnt' required 
to work or live, and as places pay their workers 
hazard pay to make an espresso someone owes the 
public an answer on why two people at every corner 
of this state have to stand and hand out coffee 
during a stay at home order...

kyleodz@gmail.com Kyle Odell 425.330.1868

TRUE 03/30/20 4:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Vapor City & Smoke 2 16802 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Non essential business open and putting employees 
and customers at risk for COVID-19. Vapor City & 
Smoke in Puyallup is also still open and selling while 
mandatory Stay Home, Stay Healthy order is in 
effect.

Jennifer.Madison@gmail.comJennifer Madison 253-926-1376

TRUE 03/30/20 4:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah Bar Empire Hookah Lounge 10843 1st Ave S Seattle Empire Hookah Lounge is still open although it is not 
an essential business. They are making their 
customers park across the street and not letting 
them in the parking lot so they look like they're 
closed. Then, letting them in the back door and 
having them make all payments through Cashapp, 
so there is no paper trail.

halimaidris22@hotmail.com Halima Idris

TRUE 03/30/20 4:28 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor's Office Washington State Government capitol Drive Olympia useless people milling about taking everything they 
can get!

Taxed2much@foobar.com Joe Sixpack 1-800-273-8255

TRUE 03/30/20 4:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wilder 3203 Cooper Point Rd NW, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store Joanne Fabrics Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee, WA The local Joanne Fabrics was open yesterday and 
there we lots of shoppers in the store.   I observed 
this from the street when I drove by.  Is this store 
considered "essential"?

sellwithsandy@comcast.net Sandra customer.service@joann@com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:30 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Transportation Sound Transit Search Results 401 S Jackson StSeattle Unacceptable social distancing seems to regular 
occur on Sound Transit buses and trains. This 
business must be shut down to prevent the 
spreading of COVID-19.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Northwest Pumps 5711 Lacey Blvd SE #305, Lacey, WA 98503Lacey Purchasing materials for non-essential construction. 
Not observing social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd SW Unit 106 Tumwater There are two nail technicians still holding private 
nail appointments. They are posting on FaceBook to 
message them for appointments so I did and it 
confirmed they are still taking appointments with 
Thomas and Kathy.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington state dept of 
Agriculture and Redlion 
hotel

Wash department of Agriculture OlympiaOlympia wa Olympia Olympia dept of Agriculture in Olympia is holding 
testing 2 days a weeks Tuesday and Thursday for 
pest licensing. Last week 25 people plus workers in 
each class in same room. Classes are being held at 
Redlion inn hotel in Olympia wa

Reneespemcer19@yahoo.comRenee Spencer 3608611973

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Joann 2725 Harrison Ave NW Olympia The store has remained open in spite of the no non-
essential order. No measures are being taken to 
ensure maximum occupancy isn't exceeded. Store 
has remained open to the public, with minimal 
measures taken to reduce transmission of the virus.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah Lounge King's Hookah Lounge 814 S Lane St Seattle, WA 98104 King's Hookah Lounge is still open although it is not 
an essential business. They are making their 
customers park across the street and not letting 
them in the parking lot so they look like they're 
closed. Then, letting them in the back door and 
having them make all payments through Cashapp, 
so there is no paper trail.

halimaidris22@hotmail.com Halima Idris

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Austin Chase Coffee 9621 Mickelberry Rd #110 Silverdale I drive by this business everyday and see the open 
signs and people dining in for coffee and food as 
usual

TRUE 03/30/20 4:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Puyallup Pizza Time 316 e pioneer ave Puyallup Zero effort has been made to protect employees 
and/or customers aside from offering the option of 
no contact delivery IF the cust. requests. Zero 
precautions/guidelines have been taken. 
Inconsistent hand washing and/or use of gloves. 
High traffic areas, most surfaces, door handles, 
pizza bags, etc are not sanitized. Only minimal 
regular closing shift cleaning routine. No hand 
sanitizer, wipes, gloves, etc. supplied either in carry 
out area or for drivers. Employees forced to be in 
close physical proximity. multiple drivers are forced 
to wait in small overcrowded stock room for next 
delivery. drivers forced to allow customers to use 
their personal cell for payment (sign, etc) during 
delivery. Employees berated for showing any 
concern and have been told not too discuss 
coronavirus and those who express concern have 
lost hours and shifts. If not feeling well either 
overlooked or if told to stay home, then told regular 
hours/shifts can’t be promised upon return. The list 
goes on.

Kboo9498@gmail.com Scared to talk employee 2535330560

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Prenatal Universe 4301 S Pine St #30-05 Tacoma Hello I am the owner of Inside View 3D/4D 
Ultrasound LLC in Thurston County.  I did my due 
diligence and clarified with my county and the 
Governor's office if I was able to remain open as an 
essential business, and was emailed a response 
from the Governor's office that I had to close.  This 
business is a competitor with the exact same 
business model and is blatantly advertising that she 
is open and accepting appointments.

erin@insideviewultrasound.comErin Blair -Owner Inside View Ultrasound Thurston County8143970604

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dance studio Salsa con todo 211 n 36th st Seattle People are still at the studio teaching classes! Anonymous@gmail.com Concerned citizen salsatodo@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Empire Hookah Lounge 10843 1st Ave S Seattle, WA 98168 Empire Hookah Lounge is still open although it is not 
an essential business. They are making their 
customers park across the street and not letting 
them in the parking lot so they look like they're 
closed. Then, letting them in the back door and 
having them make all payments through Cashapp, 
so there is no paper trail.

Sofiyaidris@gmail.com Sofiya 2063729747

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Production Hexcel 15062 Steele Rd. Burlington Business is claiming essential status on a defense 
contract they have. 90% of the work performed is for 
commercial airlines (Collins, Airbus) and every 
employee is told to come in as essential even though 
a very small portion work on the "essential" part of 
the business.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Cascade window Na Spokane They are open and not protecting employee and one 
employ got positive test back

TRUE 03/30/20 4:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/fitness club GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym has continued to stay open and even 
encourage people to come work out there and 
remaining accessible 24 hours a day and even 
encouraged people to park down the road so as not 
to draw attention to the fact that it is open. More 
people have been going there and more than ten 
people are in there at a time.

KLG_33@yahoo.com Katie 15093854414 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rv Blue Dog Rv 3808 N Sullivan rd Spokane Valley Company still has people working at corporate 
headquarters the upper management has ability to 
do both from work site and from home

TRUE 03/30/20 4:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Jay Inslees office Office of the Governor 416 Sid Snyder  Ave SW Olympia Jay inslee and Bob Ferguson remain open. John q citizen

TRUE 03/30/20 4:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Gravity Coffee 7406 Custer rd w Lakewood, wa Coffee stands are not listed on the essential 
businesses list and I’m worried for the employees 
and people who are sick and are not self 
quarantining.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Big 5 Sporting Goods 1101 NW Leary Way Seattle Non-essential business is still open and have not 
observed any precautions taking place for the safety 
of the customers or employees.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State Capital Governor's mansion Capitol Blvd S Olympia The governor is a lying piece of garbage and he is 
non-essential. Stop ruining the economy and turning 
into an autocrat. Respect the Constitution!!!!

getalife@gmail.com Concerned Citizen 360-725-9861

TRUE 03/30/20 4:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Milgard 2935 70th Ave E, Fife, WA 98424Fife Large number of employees working in close 
proximity and non essential business remaining 
open. Are windows considered essential?

ksxbzb67@gmail.com Kristine Gray 2533326856

TRUE 03/30/20 4:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware/gun store Carson hardware store Carson hotsprings rd Carson People linned up on counter not practicing self 
distancing and propper protection. Also alot of the 
employees to. Owner not taking it seriously.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Other Hotel Residence Inn South Lake Union 800 Fairview Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109seattle Their kitchen is still operating and they are serving 
hot food buffet options to in-house guests daily.

Haneen Aboudi

TRUE 03/30/20 4:35 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Infants-6th Grade 
school

North Wall Schools 9408 N Wall St. Spokane, WA 99218 They want to reopen the early education program 
starting May 4th.

sally.wihera@gmail.com Aynonymous +17206265741

TRUE 03/30/20 4:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mosque Masjid Al-Rahman 8819 Renton Ave S Seattle, WA 98118 Although the mosque has closed it's doors, it is 
sneaking people in through their back door, in order 
for them to perform their prayers.

akkam@occseattle.org

TRUE 03/30/20 4:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther vape shop Xhale 5610 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SE, Ste AIssaquah, WA 98029 They do not sell anything on the essentials list 
including dietary supplements.  Sanitary conditions 
to keep customers and workers safe are not being 
maintained.

forfolk@gmail.com Joan Folk 360-474-4682



TRUE 03/30/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coffee stand Bigfoot Java 3608 88th st ne Marysville Forcing employees to work in small spaces with 
constant risk of customers spreading Covid-19 to 
employees and their families. With fear of losing 
their shift and/or job. If inslee thinks coffee is an 
“essential business” he must not care about our 
elders or children. Shut it down.

Shanisedeelundy@yahoo.comShanise Lundy

TRUE 03/30/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape supplier Pacific Topsoils, Inc 805 80th ST SW Everett Unsure how homeowner product deliveries are 
considered essential, but since the owner believes 
so all employees are working. There is NO cleaning 
being done, and no one there to enforce 6’ rule. This 
company is running, business as usual with total 
disregard to all employees health And safety

TRUE 03/30/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat dealership Nixons marine 3025 Travel Plaza Way, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco, wa Non essential buisness

TRUE 03/30/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat dealership Nixons marine 3025 Travel Plaza Way, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco, wa Non essential buisness

TRUE 03/30/20 4:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Car Processing facilitie Auto warehousing company 2810 Marshall ave suit #b Tacoma Washington Business is staying open while having many 40, 50, 
and 60 year olds that are being forced to work. 
Management continues to make excuses on why the 
business is staying open. In addition to staying open 
management continues to not supply sufficient 
cleaning supplies to wipe down high trafficked and 
touched areas.

ahern093@gmail.com Alex

TRUE 03/30/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fort Lewis Commissary 5275 N 14th Street Joint Base Lewis-McChord The store is not minimizing employee to customer 
interaction for their employees that have pre existing 
medical condition. Cashiers who have to interact 
with potentially 100s of customers daily in close 
proximity without the ability to social distance. Some 
suggested to only open every other register  (THEY 
HAVE 19 REGISTERS PLUS 10 SELF CHECKOUT 
REGISTER) to implement the social distancing but 
unfortunately the manager/director said it's 
impossible. They are putting everybody on risk for 
not implementing the social distancing.

sdecena19@gmail.com Shirley Decena

TRUE 03/30/20 4:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Gone to the dogs 9925 214th st E. Bonney lake We are NOT on the “essential “ list and most if not 
all other grooming salons  have been closed. They 
think they are above the law, and can be adding to 
this pandemic. 
They should be closed like all of the other grooming 
salons in the state- they are staying open but not 
letting people in the lobby. Dogs are a luxury. When 
this is all over and everyone is safe and healthy the 
dogs can continue to get their baths and haircuts. If 
there is health concerns due to grooming they can 
still get all those services at the vet. And people are  
perfectly capable Of doing their own grooming at 
home until this pandemic is over and everyone is 
safe and healthy.

jordanfrench1022@gmail.comFrench 253-348-7649 info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming salon Gone To The Dogs 9925 214th ave e Bonney Lake This business has posted on facebook they will 
remain open, despite dog grooming being non 
essential.

Dogs@gmail.com Would prefer to keep my name to myself in fear of retaliation206-880-3347 info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Mineral Springs Park 1500 N 105th St Seattle I live next to this park less than 500 ft away. There 
are groups of people(mostly young men) playing 
Frisbee Golf daily.  When I asked a group to 
consider social distancing I was met with expletives. 
Im not a crazy old lady complaining about nothing. 
Im a millennial who thinks people not social 
distancing themselves are total douche bags.Please 
close the park somehow.

Mackenzieelizabethstuart@gmail.comMackenzie Stuart 2069736200

TRUE 03/30/20 4:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Vick's Burger Shack 31724 US 2 Sultan I need to stay confidential for my safety!
They need to lock their portable toilet and remove 
their outdoor nonworking hand sink! Huge petri dish 
for coronavirus!

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Health Care 1102 S I St Tacoma I work in the Electronic Health Records/IT dept. One 
of my duties is to teach new employees our system. 
We house in just our main training room anywhere 
from 1 to 12 employees at a time. I was very ill the 
last week of Feb with "URI and Bronchitis" (I was not 
tested for COVID) and was off work for 7 days. 
Upon my return (which would have been before the 
14 day waiting period if I did contract COVID) they 
were still holding multiple trainings even after 
schools were closed. New employees were not 6 ft 
away from each other or the trainer. They just today 
stopped all training. They implemented a mandatory 
"Screening" prior to going to your dept at the clinics 
where they have COVID clinics set up intermixed 
with the patients, which entails taking your temp, 
asking if you have tested positive for COVID or are 
living with anyone tested positive for COVID. They 
are not notating employee names who they are 
"screening", there is no way for anyone to know who 
has been "screened" and who hasn't. I feel these 
practices disregards the order for distancing and 
puts myself and others at risk. We all know you can 
be positive with no symptoms or a carrier with no 
symptoms, their "screening" is ridiculous and further 
putting more people at risk. Last week they moved 
staff that were in contact with patients down to our 
building (which we are more secluded from the 
patients) to work from here, this has put my dept at 
further risk. There is a provider, pediatrician, that is 
appointed to send out COVID updates, changes, 
guidelines, change in workflows, etc. None if these 
are in relation to my dept and the precautions our 

krisgoes2work@gmail.com Kristin Bogart 2533303438

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Joann store 2725 Harrison Ave NW #500 Olympia Wa Craft store operating as an "essential" business 
under the impression of their customers using their 
products for at home businesses and customers 
volunteering to masks. Levels of business are higher 
than they have been in the past couple weeks 
because customers want to craft. Employees are 
risking their health interacting with customers on a 
daily basic with doing basic cleaning every couple of 
hours.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Joann store 2725 Harrison Ave NW #500 Olympia Wa Craft store operating as an "essential" business 
under the impression of their customers using their 
products for at home businesses and customers 
volunteering to masks. Levels of business are higher 
than they have been in the past couple weeks 
because customers want to craft. Employees are 
risking their health interacting with customers on a 
daily basic with doing basic cleaning every couple of 
hours.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Smoothie bar Jamba Juice 1413 s 348th Federal way Smoothies are a luxury not a necessity. There are 
more than 10-15 ppl in there at a time. And 
customers do not respect the taped off areas. And 
the owner doesn’t want to pay unemployment for his 
associates was advised by assistant manager

Emcfarland1979@gmail.com Elisha 2533350279

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Joann store 2725 Harrison Ave NW #500 Olympia Wa Craft store operating as an "essential" business 
under the impression of their customers using their 
products for at home businesses and customers 
volunteering to masks. Levels of business are higher 
than they have been in the past couple weeks 
because customers want to craft. Employees are 
risking their health interacting with customers on a 
daily basic with doing basic cleaning every couple of 
hours.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Hy's Mini Mart 1219 W Lincoln Ave Yakima Very dirty, unsanitary store. Saw employees 
coughing on counter without covering cough. When 
the store has a line of customers they are litterly 
right next to each other so much for social distancing.

Sam

TRUE 03/30/20 4:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car dealership carstars 8500 old hwy 99 se Olympia They are trying to sell vehicles to people Prador83@hotmail.com Kelly prador 3604899327

TRUE 03/30/20 4:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store Joann's 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Too many non essential businesses are open in 
Federal Way. Traffic seems heavy.

regina444j@gmail.com Regina Johnson 5205076176 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:43 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other vacation rentals Air BnB VRBO MT. Baker Vacation RentalsMt. Baker HWY Maple Falls and Gkacier People from infected urban centers coming to Mt. 
Baker area to get away. They are possibly infecting 
small local stores forcing locals to stay away. They 
are crowding in cars, whole families entering small 
businesses and over-crowding trails and recreation 
areas. They need to stay home and not increase the 
population here.

marcykober@gmail.com Marcy Kober 3602982098

TRUE 03/30/20 4:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor Kawaii massage 4362 15th Ave S Seattle AS 98108 I see this so called massage parlor remaining open 
during the mandatory closure order. It is none 
essential and I am not even 100 % sure it's a 
legitimate massage business.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Burien Smoke Shop 12822 Ambaum Blvd. SW Burien This store is still open. They do not sell food and are 
not a convenience store, they only sell cigarettes, 
pipes, bongs and vaping supplies. They are not 
implementing any social distancing measures while 
remaining open.

svenard@capitolhillhousing.orgStephanie Venard 2068772716



TRUE 03/30/20 4:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana Uncle Ike's Pot Shop 2310 E Union St. Seattle, WA Constant foot and vehicle traffic since the order was 
announced. This is a non-essential business

sf.denmark@gmail.com D

TRUE 03/30/20 4:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Distribution Funko llc 1202 shuksan way Everett This place just received a positive test result for 
covid19 and some others are awaiting results. 
Anyone whom works in the warehouse portion has 
been asked to continue coming to work as usual or 
stay home without being able to collect temporary 
unemployment. They are shut down for 48 hrs now 
since there has been a confirmed result, but will 
reopen after 48 hrs.

Ashleyfauver19@yahoo.com Ashley Fauver 4252681477

TRUE 03/30/20 4:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Cafe Lourve 210 5th ave s Edmonds People congregating at tables outside at cafe Louvre. nalaonthebeach@gmail.com Mary 5096875800

TRUE 03/30/20 4:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer game/practice Cascade High School - soccer field 801 E Casino Rd Everett, WA  98203 United StatesEverett By the soccer field at this high school, I see a fairly 
large group of people playing soccer. They all appear 
to be young men 18 to 25 years of age. The time 
right now is 4 PM on March 30.

aml1788@yahoo.com Anthony Lucero 4253308950

TRUE 03/30/20 4:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State Government The office of the Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia While forcing businesses to shutdown this office 
remains open even though it is not only "not 
essential" at this time but has actually been proven 
to be detrimental to the residents of Washington 
state. The Governor should be telecommuting when 
necessary as an example to those who are expected 
to follow the quarantine. Also, would be nice to get 
our $30 tabs as we duly voted in.

Donitajosmith@yahoo.com Donita Engfer 5094289975

TRUE 03/30/20 4:47 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business veterans adminstation drug and alcohol recovery unit1601 E fourth plain bl Vancouver First I would like to question weather it is essential  
that people enter in patient ( residential )  drug and 
ETOH recovery at this time, the Seattle branch had 
to be closed. This in NOT a homeless shelter. 
Secondly , this is unnecessarily exposing both staff 
and patients. They continue to admit new patients, 
with a 3 DAY quarantine before releasing them into 
the general population where they are housed 2 to 4 
in a room and social distancing is not practiced . I 
worked for the VA for many years and they are often 
very slow to change rules because of the 
bureaucracy. Please look into this before there is an 
outbreak!

Janicemhook@gmail.com Janice Hook 3602819744

TRUE 03/30/20 4:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tattle tail spying The governor is overstepping 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia This is nasty crap the Nazis pulled on Jews. 
Convince people to do what you want. Don’t wake 
people to inform on their neighbors. This is sick and 
disgusting.

Pissed off Washingtonian

TRUE 03/30/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cargo Aircraft and Courier 
Operation

Fedex Express 2450 S 161st St Seattle WA, 98158 Airport Location with 100+ employees per shift. 
Management not enforcing social distancing. Tiny 
break rooms packed with 20-30 workers at once. 
Group meetings carried out with shoulder to 
shoulder personnel. While thankful for income, 
unnecessary risks.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:48 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Governer’s office State Governor Capitol building Olympia This is very reminiscent of what Hitler had people do 
to fellow citizens!! Very anti American to have 
neighbors turning in neighbors! More dangerous 
than the virus!

TRUE 03/30/20 4:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Butlers ampm 20 east valley mall blvd Union gap We were told we cannot use bleach to clean 
because the manager is alergic to bleach so how do 
go to work safely while i cannot kill the virus if 
present in my workspace. We have sanitizer to use 
but was told it does nothing for this virus. Also we 
have no masks only gloves no plastic sheilds like 
ever other store in yakima. People still bringing in 
babies and small children no signs up for social 
distancing like everyone else has. Im scared to go to 
work at this point.

audraross1976@gmail.com Audra 4807657221

TRUE 03/30/20 4:48 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Gym Columbia City Fitness 2609 S Jackson St Seattle This Gym was open for multiple days when a stay at 
home order was placed. They had large gatherings 
of people even though many other gyms in seattle 
closed. They potentially could have had people with 
covid coming in and i heard there were as many as 
30-40 people in at a time

Joshuaseanperez@yahoo.comJosh 2012732181

TRUE 03/30/20 4:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bed Lining A Cut Above Auto Detailing and Rhino Liner of Walla Walla505 S. 9th Ave Walla Walla Business is performing truck bed lining services, and 
automotive cleaning services that do not meet the 
CDC guidelines for disinfecting or sanitizing.

airbusual@gmail.com Slade 7205488592

TRUE 03/30/20 4:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Joann fabric and crafts 17501 southcenter parkway Tukwila The business is operating as normal even though 
they could provide drive up service only. In 7 minutes 
of waiting for my drive up order to be brought to my 
car, I witnessed 30+ people enter the store.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther RV dealership Airstream Adventures 27222 Covington Way SE. Covington Continues to remain open for business despite Gov. 
Inslee's mandated orders.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Worthless governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504Olympia Violating the 1st, 2nd, and 8th amendments. He is 
basically turning washigton into a prison and wasting 
taxpayer dollars.

Johndoe@gmail.com John Doe

TRUE 03/30/20 4:51 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Oil Change Jiffy Lube 4102 Pacific Ave SE Lacey Business is open and running, rather than closing 
during this time.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Chiropractor Ryno Chiropractic 9212 E Montgomery Ave STE 203Spokane Valley On 03/16/20 I received a solicitation from this 
business that advised sick customers to come in 
because getting an adjustment would improve 
immune function.

michael.small@hotmail.com Michael Small 5094991637

TRUE 03/30/20 4:52 PM AG Eviction Landlord Northbay Villa Llc 1111 N L st Tacoma I was served a 60 day termination of tenancy without 
reasoning on March 19, 2020.

benwamber@gmail.com Amber Harris 2532879738

TRUE 03/30/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Detailing A Cut Above 505 S 9th Ave #3901 Walla Walla ,WA Automotive detailing and bed liner spraying is non 
essential in these times. Customer's risk having 
cross contamination by having their vehicles worked 
on by staff then returned to them after working on 
other vehicles. The bussiness has chosen to stay 
open during this pandemic and are risking the 
spread of covid19 performing non essential work

JoshParker24@gmail.com Josh Parker 5095401510

TRUE 03/30/20 4:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window manufacturer Milgard Windows and Doors 965 54th Ave e Fife Warranty work on windows and doors in private 
residence is still being done. Work is cosmetic and 
non-structural. Not needed for safety or essential 
operation.

Tjebert@hotmail.com Tiffany Ebert 8086832518

TRUE 03/30/20 4:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership bmw seattle 1002 airport way S Seattle This non-essential business is blatantly violating the 
governors order by remaining open for car sales 
under the premise that only the service department 
is over. You can walk in the door and do business 
just like any normal day.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:54 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Political Washington State Capital 416 sid snyder ave Olympia Your politics are worthless...please close down for 
this period...we will all be better off

Rick

TRUE 03/30/20 4:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Devil Dog Installations 918 S Horton Ste 903 Seattle Advertisement and banner installation company. 
Jobs at the airport and community transit stations 
are deemed essential because they are government 
" jobs ". I believe they are hotspots that don't always 
allow for social distancing. I don't believe this work 
*Sticker/banner installation* is essential even though 
it is at government run facilities.   PLEASE ADVISE.

Lmwo1gg@gmail.com Anonymous please

TRUE 03/30/20 4:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Wilco grooming salon 815 w main St Battle ground Regular salons are closed down. Even Petco and  
PetSmart closed it's doors. There's no excuse for 
Wilco salons to say following bleach protocol is 
enough to Merritt staying open. Wilco also doesn't 
offer masks for the employees. So we have no real 
protection. We're sharing pens, paperwork, and dog 
equipment. We cannot keep 6 ft while checking in 
and out clients. Minimum there are 20 to 30 people 
coming in for grooming a day, and they're coming in 
twice. That's Not including nail trims. There's 
another 5-10 people. No amount of bleaching is 
going to stop the amount of new people walking into 
that salon throughout the day. 
I hope that this gets pushed through and the salons 
of Wilco will close the doors. We aren't apart of food 
sales so it changes nothing out on the main floor. 
I also wish to remain anonymous, although I know 
you guys don't disclose personal information.

savannahscribner@yahoo.comSavannah 3609368182 donnie.acree@wilco.coop

TRUE 03/30/20 4:54 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipyard PSNS 1400 Farragut ave Bremerton Forced to come in, with no ppe, with know outbreaks 
of covid-19. Still having meetings. Forcing 
employees to work together in tight confines. 
Removing any comments about these conditions.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Rock it salon 22627 Bothell Everett Hwy D-EBothell Owner is now operating hair salon out of her 
residence in Snohomish.

Anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 4445557836

TRUE 03/30/20 4:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governors Mansion State of Communist Washington 1234 Failed Presidential Candidate StOlympia You’re useless. No one has to listen to your lying 
mouth.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Al's Welding & Steel Fabrication, Inc. 222 Downie Rd Chehalis, WA 98532.Chehalis This is not a business needed in the control of the 
virus nor is any of the contracts issued to them nor 
is necessary for essentials to support daily life

Annon admin@alswelding.us



TRUE 03/30/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn fabric and crafts 2886 Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale I went in to get a free mask kit to make and they 
were out. I went to buy materials to make them and 
they were out of needed supplies and an employee 
said they’ve been out for a while. Several employees 
sneezing and coughing. Large amounts of people in 
the store not buying essential items (Easter and  
yarn is not essential). Because they are open, people 
are coming in...

customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:57 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Wash Grooming Big Daddy’s Doggie Daycare & Wash 3704 9th Street SW Puyallup First, the dog wash (grooming) is being used and is 
non essential. Second, spacing does not allow for 
proper social distancing measures to be followed.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:58 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 1530 Black Lake BLVD Olympia Petco is keeping all of their grooming salons open, 
though it has been deemed a non-essential service 
by the state. They are not respecting social 
distancing within the salons, as clients and the 
groomers interact/touch, as do the groomers with 
other groomers. Providing dog food is essential, but 
pet grooming is not.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware/ fasteners Vancouver Bolt and Supply 805 w 11st Vancouver The employer has zero room for 6 foot distance, the 
warehouses aisles have enough room for one 
person ,
there is absolutely no way you can avoid a co-
worker. The are about 20 employees at this location 
and we all the same restrooms as do the customers. 
The drivers are still going out for deliveries with out 
protection and coming back to home base with out 
any worries picking up the virus.
Please address this issue ASAP! 

I have taken time off away from work since March 
18th 2020 and have not returned do to safety issues.

giobrooks63@gmail.com Jim Brooks 2062284321

TRUE 03/30/20 4:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Northwest Restaurants Inc. 18815 139th ave NE Suite C Woodinville The corporate office for this fast food chain is still 
operating, even though there is no reason they 
should not be working from home. They are 
instructing sick and exposed employees to still come 
into work.

allysonurick@gmail.com Allyson Urick 4252864696

TRUE 03/30/20 4:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe's 2700 Rainier Ave S. Seattle Lowes has been packed daily.  They are not 
providing sanitizer to employees.  The are not 
cleaning per the guidelines.  They are enforcing any 
social distancing guidelines.  There is no limit on 
how many people enter the building at the same 
time.  And they are selling non-essential products.  
They are putting their employees and customers at 
risk.

ksjacobs556@yahoo.com Karen Jacobs 2068615664

TRUE 03/30/20 4:59 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Grounds Maintenance - 
Gardening

University of Washington - Facilities - 
Grounds Maintenance - Gardening

4002 E Stevens Way NE Seattle The gardeners at UW are required to spend at least 
3 days of the 14-day stay at home order at work on 
campus. The stay at home order started mid-day 
Thursday, March 26th for some, Friday the 27th for 
others and they must return on April 8th; this isn't 14 
days. The staff of gardeners mow, spread mulch, 
weed, and plant. They are labeled 'essential' by the 
university for snow removal which is only 1-3 days a 
year and is not relevant in March/April. But they are 
using this classification to make workers come in 
and when delaying action before the stay at home 
order.  This delay meant workers had to use 
personal sick time to distance themselves if they felt 
at risk.

Concerned Employee of UW

TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Soap store Ms. 320 Otsego Street SW Ocean Shores They sell gourmet soap, shoes, clothes, sunglasses, 
snacks and miscellaneous tourist type items.  They 
are not a health or grocery food outlet.  When I 
talked to the local police they said they were told by 
SoapWorks that they are also selling groceries.

JoDee.lackey@yahoo.com JoDee Lackey 15039975070

TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming All Access Doggy Daycare and more 18823 pacific Avenue s Spanaway I am concerned that this buisness is still grooming 
their dogs

sm.merrill21@hotmail.com Sarah Merrill info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Glass company Speedy glass 12623 Meridian East Puyallup the workers at this business are still having mobile 
jobs, going to peoples homes being inside of their 
cars. The company has not taken any extraordinary 
measures to keep employees safe.

Tiffaniamber23.ta@gmail.comTiffani allbee 2533415431

TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Logistics Expeditors International 13515 48th street east Sumner Too many people in facility. Warehouse does not 
deal in essential items and is putting workers at risk. 
Employees being required to risk exposure by 
sanitizing areas that have been touched by truck 
drivers, and dozens of employees. Large meetings 
being held daily. Hours between 9 to 530

TRUE 03/30/20 5:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Collectibles Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett I'm noticing people going into and leaving this 
particular fulfillment center and it looks like a pretty 
reasonable size of people.

Anon Anon Anon contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming All Access Doggy Daycare and more 18823 pacific Avenue s Spanaway I am concerned that this buisness is still grooming 
their dogs and not following the non essential policy.

Peeweeparramore@gmail.comDelbert Parramore info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:03 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction University of WA  - Lease Crutcher 
Lewis

3900 15th ave S Seattle I am a worker on this project and this new 
construction building is not essential. All workers 
who will occupy this building are currently working in 
other buildings. They are using the “Health Care” as 
their loop hole but this building is not essential to the 
commerce of WA. Some how all UW Jobs are 
“Essential” people are being forced to work or quit 
with no unemployment. Social distancing is not 
possible even though they claim to be doing it. I’ve 
got pictures.

Billmummey919@gmail.com William Mummey 360-490-5072

TRUE 03/30/20 5:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Lifestyle chiropractor and massage 134 Keene rd Richland Having massage therapist work in a unsafe 
environment

TRUE 03/30/20 5:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardwares Lowe’s 3511 5th St Se Puyallup My neighbor was in the store the other day to look 
for essentials toilet paper, hand soap(which they 
were out of and told her they have been out for a 
long time and don’t plan on getting any in) and 
people were all around standing and talking real 
close and shopping for paint and non essentials. She 
said that numerous employees were complaining 
that the store upper management hasn’t been  
providing cleaning essentials for them as well as 
social distancing and upper management is just 
happy about more sales dollar signs and nit the 
employees. These stores shouldn’t be considered 
essential at all especially if they aren’t following CDC 
and government rules. People are dieing!

TRUE 03/30/20 5:03 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Local government Clark County Sheriff's Office 707 W 13th St Vancouver Clark County Sheriff's Office is not allowing 
employees to telecommute. They deem all 
employees as essential workers and are prohibiting 
any telecommuting, even for office staff who could 
work remotely. They have the infrastructure and 
equipment to make telework feasible, but they won't 
allow it. They are endangering the workers who are 
required to be onsite by not reducing the number of 
staff coming to the building.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Waxing/washing/detailing of 
pleasure boats/yachts

Marine Detail Specialists 925 Fisherman St La Conner, WA 98257 https://www.marinedetailspecialists.com/

Owner and crew are still working on boats.  No boat 
they work in is involved in movement of passengers 
or cargo.  They are all privately owned pleasure 
yachts.  Owner said he "didn't agree with the stop 
working order approach, so was going to keep 
working."

TRUE 03/30/20 5:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Claiming to be essential.   Selling craft products, 
models, etc.  High-risk population present working 
and entering. I spoke to the store manager and 
claims they are essential.

eric.evans@kitsappublichealth.orgEric Evans 360-728-2225 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Carpet and duct cleaning Zerorez 13110 E Indiana Ave a Spokane valley Company is still operating as usual sending multiple 
employees into multiple business and families 
homes. Carpet and duct cleaning is not an essential 
business.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther screw products screw products inc 9401 bujacich rd bld 1b Gig harbor business is non essential and has employees 
working close together while sick. 3 employees 
showed symptoms and were not sent home and 
business not sanitized.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Tit club Busty bazookas 4637 west 7th Tacoma Gov. Inslee getting a lap dance from a black tyranny Donttreadonme.com Concerned citizen 509-867-5309



TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aerospace Hexcel 15062 Steele Road Burlington I work at Hexcel and I don’t feel as though we should 
be considered “essential”. We do not keep a six foot 
rule, we don’t properly sanitize, and we only  have 
one janitor who doesn’t always come in. I feel as 
though Hexcel is staying open to not pay 
unemployment. Every single co worker I have talked 
to is angry that we are all having to put not only 
ourselves but our children and loved ones at risk 
when we should be shut down like Boeing is. A lot of 
us feel in danger and unsafe but feel as though we 
are forced to go to work or we will lose are jobs and 
go homeless. We have lots of older workers here 
and we have many coworkers whose family 
members are in danger by being exposed. When 
Hexcel can’t keep employees six feet away or have 
proper sanitation, they need to shut down. We all 
though once Boeing shut down, we would as well. 
Instead, we are all very worried and scared for our 
safety over company greed. With Hexcel staying 
open, those who need to isolate because at risk 
don’t qualify for unemployment which is so very 
unacceptable to do to employees who work so hard 
for this company to not be treated better.

Norma.kincaid@hotmail.com Norma 3606725658

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Idiots die Up yours OlympiA Governor encouraging people to be kids and 
assholes

No Longer a Governor Supporter

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Maggie Bluffs 2601 W Marina Pl Seattle The restaurant has about ten tables outside where 
they are allowing their guests to sit and eat the take 
away food they get from Maggie Bluffs. A person 
who appeared to be the weekend manager lied to me 
and told me that the tables belonged to the marina. 
When I pressed him on the truth of this he admitted 
that they did own the tables and would talk to the 
manager on Monday. These tables should be 
removed.

Teamkalu@gmail.com Sue

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Buses King county metro 500 Fourth Ave Seattle Buses driving around with more then 10 people on 
them.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Joanna Fabrics Buckling Hill Road Silverdale Believe the business is open even though it does not 
meet the definition of an essential business

Tiffanyolympic@comcast.net Tiffany Washington 3605360051 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fabric and craft supply store JoAnns Fabrics many locations Shoreline and Lynwood They are endangering employees and unsuspecting 
people in those stores. I can drive up and get an 
order, which I did but watched many people coming 
out with purchases. Then I realized -hey there is 
nothing in these stores you could say is essential . 
Decor, fabrics, yarn, framing, water color supplies, 
beading and paper craft supplies-NON of that is 
essential !!! Maybe for mental health but any 
business could say that. Shame on me for buying 
from them and  shame on them for thinking they are 
essential and appearing to tell people it's safe to 
come shop and worse telling their workers they have 
to keep stores open. If Boeing is closed shouldn't a 
fabric store be closed. Wondering if Michaels is 
open ? Another craft supply store.

jujuwalters@gmail.com Julie Walters 206-714-7551

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Crisis Pregnancy Center Image Point mobile medical services 411 S 12th Ave Yakima Pretends to be a medical clinic but is not a legally 
licenced one.

jason.riel@gmail.com Jason Riel 5099300170

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Golden nails Port angeles Port angeles Heard customers were still going in lysterjanee@gmail.com Janee bates 3609125844

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Desert Oasis RV Park 600 Yakima Ave Moses Lake I live in Desert Oasis RV Park. Owner is Mitch 
Molitor manager Jose Zambrano, Office employees 
Carol Sandlie and Terry Hillary (that must of 
checked these two rv's into park) they have allowed 
two rv's to move into the park #4 and #5. Not 
knowing where these came from. Town or State. 
This is unexpectable behavior and needs to be 
stopped NOW. If you will look at your Mobile Home 
Resolution Program (MHRP) I've had to file several 
complaints about the illegal business practices by 
Mitch M. and his staff. An Ian Anderson (MHRP) 
and Mrs. Williams with Northwest Justice Project 
have had to help. I've contacted local Grant County 
Health Dept.(GCHD) in the past for violations by Ty 
Howard (emp of DORVP) and Mitch M. with no help 
from the GCHD or Moses Lake Police. I ask that 
someone outside of Grant Co. investigate this 
serious violation of the states Stay at Home order. 
Before Grant County becomes New York in weeks. 
Thanks for your time Thomas H.

thomhanley@hotmail.com Thomas Hanley 5093613500

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sluys bakery 18924 front street Poulsbo They are allowing people inside, this weekend it was 
packed.

olgal22@msn.com Maggi 3606336448

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM Healthcare / Public Health Non-essential being forced 
to go against CDC 
recommendations

PACE Demotology  Tacoma,WA Lakewood,WA This dermatologist private practice is running their 
offices against CDC social distancing rules, re-using 
masks and equipment for sterile procedures, 
performing unnecessary procedures to cushion the 
pockets of themself while taking away 10% of each 
employee pay including their PAs and NPs.Yet 
having higher expectations and requiring more work 
with the extra things the doctors are requiring. All 
employees are afraid of the risk they come in contact 
with up to 30 patients a day. Not including their co-
workers who are forced to co-mingle in very small 
cooridors. Then taking the chances of spreading this 
to their loved ones at home.  They should be under 
investigation for insurance fraud with the amount of 
unnecessary biopsys and procedures. Taking 
complete advantage of their elder patients, and 
putting them at risk to come in for foolish follow ups. 
This office is cramming patient, (with family 
member, most the time) Doctor and 1 maybe 2 
medical assistance into one small exam room at very 
least. I am a family member of an employee, I am 
upset the doctors are taking advantage of their own 
patients, insurance companies and employees. In 
hopes to keep their small business afloat. Meanwhile 
going against ALL requirements from CDC and state 
govenor strong suggestions. Please look into this. 
The doctors faught the health department to stay 
essential for the WRONG reasons. Pinning their 
expertise strictly on cancer, which is NOT the case 
at all. Even if skin cancer is deternined,which it has 
been detected in weeks, it's not life or death at this 
exact moment. I appreciate your time, I would also 

qtjeepinmom@gmail.com Ang Stahl 2067182619

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM Healthcare / Public Health golf course Beacon Rock Golf Course 102 Grenia Rd In the pursuit of better PUBLIC HEALTH you need to 
allow golf courses to operate. Social distancing is the 
nature of our business. Participants are 100 YARDS 
apart!
ALL OF THE GOLF COURSES IN OR ARE OPEN. 
Why would you deny Washingtonians their right to 
outdoor physical exercise in the supervised activity 
where people do not come in contact with others.

mark@beaconrockgolf.com Mark Mayfield 5094275730

TRUE 03/30/20 5:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other tatoo parlon Tatoo Technique 334 n. callow ave bremerton During this required shutdown of non essential 
business they seem to be open.

mikeinbremerton@live.com R. Thomas 360710-5848

TRUE 03/30/20 5:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn 31523 Pacific Hwy S,  Federal Way, WA 98003-5405Federal Way The parking lot was jam packed today with 
customers!  I can't imagine a craft store is an 
essential business.  They don't offer groceries of any 
kind.

wellsjj@comcast.net Jamie Wells 2538418898 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:08 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Prostitute Your mom 42069 go fuck yourself road Seattle Your mom was "servicing" a large number of 
customers in violation of Our Dear Leader's orders.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Great American Diner 4752 California Ave SW Seattle, WA 98116 Allowing regular customers to sit in a private dining 
room and operating as a bar and restaurant. 
Gatherings of 10 or more regularly.

madi5sen@gmail.com Madisen Crawford 9073171534

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JoAnns Fabric 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Silverdale Store open kristiew@wavecable.com Kristie Wojtuniak 3607313136 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Toy Warehouse Regal Logistics 6500 26th St. E. Fife 80% of this warehouse is non essential.  Shipping of 
toys and clothing.  But large groups of people 
working together and not following social distancing 
at all.  People coming in to work sick

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog groomer All access doggy daycare and more 18823 Pacific Avenue S Spqnaway This place continues to groom dogs and is not 
following ordered mandate regarding covid-19. It is a 
non essential business that remains open and 
grooming.

tanya_merrill123@yahoo.comTanya Merrill 2535922204 info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Pacific Integrated Handling 10215 Portland Ave E Ste A Tacoma This business is refusing to let the office employees 
work from home, even though they are set up to do 
so, endangering their health. In addition the 
warehouse employees are not social distancing 
themselves

Cj.olsen@pacificintegrated.comCJ 2535355888

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Sound transit Sound Transit 401 S Jackson St Seattle, Wa Sound transit is continuing to run despite drivers 
testing positive for covid 19 and one has died from it. 
If the drivers are getting sick so are the passengers 
that are crowded in the back of buses. 
#shutdownsoundtransit



TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Shipyard Platypus Marine Inc 102 N. Cedar St. Port Angeles, WA 98363 Though we do have a DOD Contract. We are NOT 
currently working on any Contracts deems 
“Essential”. Aside from that, those who have 
expressed their concern about contracting COVID-
19 have been threatened with loosing their jobs if 
time is taken off.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Moving co.pany A&E relocations Williamette Lacey Employees being sent into private occupied homes 
and businesses packing homes, moving furniture, 
employees working closely.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Sky Valley Dental 1221 W Main St Monroe Orthodontic staff is still operating full time

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Christos On Alki 2508 Alki Ave SW Seattle Customers are served drinks and food and sit inside 
the restaurant for up to two hours. Typically between 
4:30pm and 6:30pm. Evidence on social media and 
through my relatives.

camillemcdorman@gmail.comCamille McDorman 6084439568

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vaping Store I vape & glass #C, 2522 S 38th St Tacoma There were four to five cars at this location.  Unless 
Vaping is an essential product, they are in violation 
of the Stay Home

bobr@mac.com Bob Ramsdall 253-312-6807

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retai kitchen store Culinary Apple Gift Shop 109 E Woodin Ave Chelan, WA 98816 non-essential business remains open mpbauer@msn.com Michael B 2069107747 info@culinaryapple.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license 1986 3011 E Augusta Ave Spokane Since ordered to close the bar has been open with 
several customers in and out all day and night until 
2am daily. When asked if they were serving take out 
they advised pf know they were having cleaning 
parties...after 4 days of 10-12 hours a day I said that 
place has got to be spotless to which they replied 
back they take breaks and drink.... I have texts, 
photo and video footage of customers entering the 
back which the owner parks out front. The parking 
lot at times will have 6-7 cars while other patrons 
arrive on foot.

trcdjm@comcast.net Danielle Church 5099935226

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop City smoke 11064 lake city way ne Seattle They should be closed

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Edmonds beach parkd Edmonds parks Beach road Edmonds People ignoring CLOSED signs, walking past. No 
one enforcing

RNpat105@yahoo.com Patricia 8456743114

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Auto body & collision Ace auto body & collision 7728 river road e Puyallup There open not essential?? Saberfritz2@gmail.com Teresa gregory 2536537195 henry@aceautobodyandcollision.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Olympic Discovery Trail Rail road Bridge Park2151 W Hendrickson Road Sequim When all National Parks and National Forest Trails 
are completely closed to any visitors as per 
governors orders. People congregate and walk along 
trail and park in violation of public gatherings putting 
all at risk.

cptadlock46@yahoo.com Christopher Tadlock 3604771730

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Eastside Hookah Lounge 11516 124th Ave NE Kirkland This hookah lounge which stays open until 2:00 am 
has as many as 8-10 cars in the parking lot.  They 
are not practicing social distancing and they have 
been open every night this week.

dorothyhstudio@gmail.com Dorothy 425-246-2850

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric/craft store Joann Fabrics 15236 Aurora Ave N, Shoreline Joann Fabrics isn't essential, open today STEFANIEKWILSON@YAHOO.COMStefanie Wilson 2068329285 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Vlasa 7116 Pioneer Way Gig Harbor On Saturday I witnessed a woman driving a black 
Mercedes go into the Salon Vlasa. The owner of the 
company was inside. About 2 hours later the woman 
came out with a fresh haircut and makeup.  She was 
carrying a Salon Vlasa bag which appeared she also 
made a purchase.  She was primping herself in the 
driver's mirror as she was leaving.  The woman was 
in her 50's.  The open sign was not on, but she 
clearly looked all made up and a new hairstyle.  I 
have an autoimmune disease and find this very 
disturbing. I am a tenant on the upper floor and 
share the same airflow through forced air.  This was 
appauling.

heidileecole@gmail.com Heidi westgate 2532630137

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Western Materials 317 S fifth ave Pasco Have been deemed non-essential but continue to put 
employees in harms way

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other hobby store hobby lobby, Joann's in Federal Way Pacific highway Federal Way Federal Way not complying with the order dbullock617@gmail.com Darwin Bullock 2066838588 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Lawn mowing and yard maintenance serviceClear Lawn Maintenance Services, LLC 1810 East College Way Unit #118Mount Vernon My neighbor was the first COVID-19 death in Skagit 
county.Today I took photos of Clear Lawn Service 
mowing and maintaining yards in my gated, 
retirement community. Two trucks, two trailers full of 
tools and mowers. And several workers doing lawn 
care as usual. I am a senior & very high risk due to 
health. This concerns me deeply. Photos available if 
needed. This a non essential business at this time.

Patranato1@gmail.com Doreen Patranato 425-343-6144

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM AG Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Invitation Homes 15900 SE east gate Way suite 150Bellevue They scheduled a walk through the house on 
3/31/20 after having renewed the lease and if any 
damages, they might try to evict. My boyfriend 
currently lives in one of their homes and I had to 
leave (currently homeless) despite already changing 
my address to that home.

alysiarosback@yahoo.com Alysia 3604905026

TRUE 03/30/20 5:12 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private education center 
still giving classes to 
students in person

Solomon Education Center 8021 230th Street Southwest Edmonds When I was in the neighborhood I still see teachers 
coming in and out the building and there seems to 
students are stilling coming to school and parents 
are coming to visit their children on the weekends.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco Shop...not a Pot 
Shop

Hotbox Smoke Shop 2100 N Northgate Way Seattle They are not an essential business. People can by 
smokes at the grocery store or gas station.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tobacco products Lil brown smoke shack Goodman road Union gap Drive through is open. Its having such high volume 
of traffic that are cars wrapped around the lot, onto 
the main Goodman road, now posing a driving 
hazard. Tobacco is not essential. Local stores 
receive product from other suppliers, there is no 
need for this many people to be gathering (even in 
car) for tobacco right now.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Dr Ibolit 221A BE 104TH AVE VANCOUVER Practice is allowing massage. Allowing patients to 
bring 5 children to appointments.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other WDFW Fish hatchery Speelyai Hatchery 11001  Lewis River Road Ariel, wa All hatchery staff are being asked to report to duty 
despite being able to achieve essential functions with 
a smaller crew.  On days where a full crew is not 
needed, some employees should remain at home to 
reduce risk.

lukemiller32@yahoo.com Luke Miller 360-244-0354

TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Machine shop Young corp 3231 Utah ave Seattle This company  should not be working
They are not essential 
Young corporations is there name
I am very afraid that people will die from working 
there.
There address is 
3231 Utah ave Seattle wa 
206 624  1071 is there phone number

Barrettholly69@gmail.com Ed Rodregez 2065396363 sales@youngcorp.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric/hobby goods Joanne Fabric 2725 Harrison Ave Nw #500 Olympia Non-essential business open Jcarpent14@hotmail.com Jeff carpenter 3607916803 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Trees of Life 5748 Steamboat Island Rd NWOlympia Lots of people coming in and out of this property and 
not following stay at home rules or social distancing 
rules. Concerned about these young people not 
taking this seriously.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Excavator Rental Services 754 SE Union St 98607 Camas Openly admitted that they're a non-essential 
business to its workers, but still choose to remain 
open until they are told to stop by law enforcement 
or other government agencies.

thatwonderingartist@gmail.comCheyanna

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Ya-Pei Chang DDS 229 Avenue D Snohomish, WA 98290 This dentist continues to see patients for non-
essential dental appointments, such as dental 
cleanings and routine fillings.  She is not limiting her 
essential business to emergency dental visits only, 
as was ordered by the Governor's proclamation from 
March 19 (20-05).  She allows patients to sit in close 
proximity to one another in the wait room and does 
not routinely disinfect or clean the area.

everutherforddds@hotmail.comEve Rutherford 4254441741

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Retail Cabelas 1600 Gateway Blvd NE Lacey I believe that Cabelas is a non-essential business 
that should not be opened period.  They do not carry 
anything that is essential to anyone’s needs.  Also, 
Cabelas is owned by Bass Pro Shop who shut down 
their flagship store which is apart of the corporate 
offices complex in Springfield, MO.  I feel that if that 
store was closed then why would that not be the 
case in WA based on the mandatory stay at home 
order given by Gov. Inslee.

twhite6502@icloud.com Tina Carter-White 360-522-0799

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft store JoAnn Fabrics 2725 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Not sure if they fall under your essential business. 
Possibly there is something I don’t know.

sdl95982@comcast.net Sonja Lundgren 3607099471

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther airport security TSA Seatac TSA personnel 17801 International Blvd, Seattle, WA 98158Seattle I was at seatac airport last Wed March 26, 2020 and 
witnessed 20+ TSA personnel all talking closely 
together - not 6' apart while "on the job". They were 
loitering outside after the security area -- chatting 
about. ISSUE #1: they were not 6' apart.  ISSUE #2: 
there were so many of them making travelers unable 
to pass them at 6' apart.  So I walked thru the seats 
at the gates to avoid them.  Why? Since I heard a 
TSA agent had tested positive. And now on the news 
another TSA agent has tested positive. PLEASE 
CALL SEATAC MANAGEMENT - REQUIRE TSA 
AGENTS TO BE 6' APART. Thank you. (I wasn't 
sure who to tell, just heard about this website on 
King5)

vanderwalls@comcast.net L. Vanderwall



TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Improve classes Magenta theatre 1108 main street Vancouver They are holding improve classes from March 29th 
until May. Improve classes are not needed in anyway 
shape or form. I'd send you the link but no place to 
post a photo.

director@magentatheater.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown 1066 Andis Rd Burlington Illegal barber shop actively running out of a garage 
with many clients at once

Chloeglunt@gmail.com Chloe Sloan 2069290733

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana dispensary Local Roots 23221 Edmonds Way A Edmonds This business is open with many customers not 
keeping 6 ft distance and really should not be open, 
it’s not essential.

Kristin.ott.mom@gmail.com Kristin 2065514847

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM AG Eviction Landlord Metropolitan Management 4111 E Madison St #490 Seattle Landlord left notices on doors stating we must still 
pay on time and told many tenants that they will 
issue late fees beginning on the 7th and will have 
papers served even during the moratorium on late 
fees/evictions.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Retail tea and gift store Treasures and Tea 102 5th Ave. South Edmonds WaEdmonds wa They are open to the public during a time when all 
other essential businesses are closed. Health hazard

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft and fabric store Jo-ann 31601 Pacific Hwy So Federal Way I was at Jo-ann’s picking up an online order and they 
were letting people come in and shop. I even asked 
“are you letting people shop?” and was told yes!

connieb54@comcast.net Connie Gereaux 206-551-1625 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garage Door Manufacturing Northwestdoor LLC 19000 Canyon Road East Puyallup WA 98375 Non-essential business

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garage Door Manufacturing Northwestdoor LLC 19000 Canyon Road East Puyallup WA 98375 Non-essential business

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other tatoo parlon Tatoo Technique 334 n. callow ave bremerton I screwed up. they are not open mikeinbremerton@live.com R. Thomas 360710-5848

TRUE 03/30/20 5:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Country Cafe Hwy 14 Lyle I see patrons eating there every day.   Klickitat 
county has 8 confirmed cases.

denz@gorge.ws Donna 509-365-9527

TRUE 03/30/20 5:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness gym Pilates bodies in motion 7326 27th  ave W suite B University place Classes and private lessons being held

TRUE 03/30/20 5:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness gym Pilates bodies in motion 7326 27th  ave W suite B University place Classes and private lessons being held

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car detailer Fatz car detail 7915 27th St West University Place I am concerned about a business that remains open 
and doesn’t seem essential to me. The business is 
FATZ car detail business in university place 
In addition to staying open they have signage stating 
they are state approved to eliminate germs using 
ozone treatment which is not EPA approved as 
viricidal
Sent from my iPhone

siridakist@gmail.com Tina 2532679083

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cedar Creek Corrections 
Center

Department of corrections 12200 Bordeaux rd Littlerock My husband is incarcerated there and the guards are 
going directly from a quarantined unit into his unit no 
ppe there is over 100 men in small units

adamsbs1016@gmail.com Bobbie Adams 13607515925

03/30/20 5:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft Store Michaels 9755 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland Michael’s has employees inside the store that are 
processing online orders for curbside delivery.  
Didn’t think that crafting is an essential function.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Drive Camas I work on a floor of 100+ people, we ride elevators 
up to our floor with 3-4 people in one elevator, not 
even a foot apart from each other in order to get up 
to our floor. Although we are technically considered 
essential, we still have people from our event 
planning department (NON essential) coming in 
from 6am to 4pm even though they were initially told 
to work from 6-noon, then later told to work from 
home. Their managers just let them come in their 
full scheduled time if they want to.  I do not feel safe, 
I feel completely exposed. All of our essential 
departments have the means to work from home, 
but I am still being told to come in a sit close to over 
100 other people. Please help me. 

Fisher investments is in violation of the following:
-business function performed that is non-essential
-essential businesses not following social distancing 
requirements
-large gatherings of people

Ceridwen.walsh@gmail.com Ceridwen Walsh 3609803132

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Coffee stand Lily's espresso 3310 Auburn Way N Auburn Why is a coffee stand with little traffic being opened. 
These baristas are being forced to work with a 
chance of exposure when the over company is 
barely making money. This stand needs to be shut 
down

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Duty Free Americas 20 12th St, Blaine Business is not essential

TRUE 03/30/20 5:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership West Hills Honda of Bremerton 520 W Hills Blvd Bremerton First this is not an essential business. Secondly if 
you want to call it essential, there is no way they are 
adhering to social distancing with customers.

Prefer to be anonymous 253.533.2980

TRUE 03/30/20 5:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor of the State of Washington PO Box 40002 Olympia Governor continues to be out in public, around 
others.  His office is entirely non essential.

No@no.com No 18001111111

TRUE 03/30/20 5:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transit agency Ctran 2425 NE 65 th ave Vancouver Too many drivers in small break room areas at 
transit centers and at main office.

captainkj89@msn.com Kevin Nettles 5034902777

TRUE 03/30/20 5:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann fabrics 1125 e sunset dr suite 125 BELLINGHAM They’re open and allowing curbside pick up. Craft 
supplies and fabrics are not an essential item

Jensen911@comcast.net Samantha Jensen 3603842985 customer.service@joann@com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Taste of China 8720 NE Centerpointe Dr Suite 101Vancouver While picking up to go order, observed 4 tables with 
people eating meal. Nothing changed from normal.

Richardsd1956@gmail.com Dorothy Richards 3609030491

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Miles Stone 5025 Woodbine DR SW Olympia observed no social distancing NA NA NA

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toy warehouse Funko,LLC 1202 shuskan way Everett One confirmed covid-19 case within the company 
being hidden

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Walmart 1600 E Chestnut Ave Yakima Walmart is not doing what they can to limit people 
into their stores.  I am an employee and the 6 foot 
social distancing is a joke. Families of 5 are coming 
into the store shopping for things like curtains. 
Please limit the amount of people in Walmart at one 
time and please limit to only 2 shoppers per 
household. I see the same families in the store 
everyday just shopping because they are bored.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther GEO group Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J st Tacoma Social distancing is not an option for people in this 
privately run prison. I recommend the release of all 
detained immigrants and the shutdownn of this 
facility.

cordovajavier95@gmail.com Javier Cordova

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Happy Lemon & Bubble Tea & Coffee 1171 NW Sammamish Road suite 109Issaquah this bubble tea place is still open.  Not sure if this 
restaurant is considered essential. They had about 4 
workers and there about 8 people inside the store at 
one point.

guiag888@yahoo.com Guia G Consul 4256148661

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther GEO group Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J st Tacoma Social distancing is not an option for people in this 
privately run prison. I recommend the release of all 
detained immigrants and the shutdownn of this 
facility.

cordovajavier95@gmail.com Javier Cordova

TRUE 03/30/20 5:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Fishing in large groups Federated tribes The Dalles Dam Dallesport There is fishing going on below the Dalles dam by 
the native Americans.  Too many to be standing that 
close.   They live in our community too.  They are 
putting us at risk.

denz@gorge.ws Donna 509-365-9527

TRUE 03/30/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklyn 14410 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue construction site on 169th Place NE and NE 122nd 
St. in Redmond (on education/english hill) continues 
with residential house building even after the stay at 
home order clarification to include residential 
construction

mtgauthier@hotmail.com Tracey Gauthier 14257709009

TRUE 03/30/20 5:20 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer Genie/Terex 47020 see 144 st North Bend This location is the only fully open Genie facility in 
the state. It is the only one making money. No proper 
cleaning or social distances are observed. Especially 
by the Safety Manager. We are only open because 
this facility is the only profitable one left for Genie

John

TRUE 03/30/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Company Brightview Landscape Services 21909 76th Drive SE Woodinville Landscape crew showed up to the Country Trace 
Condos in Kirkland on 26th of March to sweep, 
gather leaves, mow grass etc. We informed 
Brightview that these services didn't seem essential. 
They said they were exempt. Read the Govenor's 
proclamation and could not find an exempt category 
for these services.

j.allen425@hotmail.com Jeffrey Wangsao 2065316199

TRUE 03/30/20 5:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Comic Book Store Amazing heroes Toys, comics and collectibles12832 N.E. 85th St Kirkland A post from their Facebook page states....
I will be at the store today for a few hours.  If anyone 
would like to make an appointment to drop off 
comics for pressing, bring items in to trade/sell or 
make a purchase please let me know.

Frankwendy4ever@yahoo.comFrank Luntsford 253-249-6604

TRUE 03/30/20 5:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 3704 172nd St NE Suite F, Gateway Shopping CenterArlington JOANN continues to operate. It is not an essential 
business and they are not following social distancing 
requirements.

customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Absolute comfort technology 106 w. Mead ave Yakima Still operating non essentially and pretending like 
nothing has happened

TRUE 03/30/20 5:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western Materials 317 S 5th Ave, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco Not following 6 feet distance requirements, working 
construction on residential homes thats non 
essentail. Unsafe conditions with large gatherings of 
people. 47 employee's at one branch with customer 
contact frequently.

Concerned employee



TRUE 03/30/20 5:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Nexelis 645 Elliott Ave W Ste 300 Seattle Nexelis is a contract research organization that does 
testing for other companies. They do not perform 
any research related to COVID-19 and only the site 
in Laval, QC, Canada performs work relating to any 
vaccines.

norman-trevor@hotmail.com Trevor Cronrath 5097211112

TRUE 03/30/20 5:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Electronic recycling 3R technology 5501 1st Ave S Seattle Seen work truck out on pick ups at public storages 
moving boxes in and out. Driver did not have 
protective gear on.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Shiplap Coffee Twister Donuts 112 E Yelm Ave.    Yelm, WA  98597Yelm, WA As recent as this past weekend (3/28 & 3/30) they 
were packed with dine-in customers.  A lot of people 
in Yelm are complaining via local social media sites.  
Today they just started offering 'to go' coffee and 
donuts. (There is NO drive thru and there were at 
least customers in the shop this morning.)  Twister's 
donuts are made/sourced in Lacey (then transferred 
via private vehicles, to the Yelm and Centralia 
stores). Twister's just moved into Shiplap today 
(3/30/20), advertising/promoting "business as usual".

camille.hatcher53@gmail.comCamille Hatcher 2069309340

TRUE 03/30/20 5:23 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bus system in 
pierce,king,snohomish,islan
d county

Public transit Pierce,king,island, etc Seattle This is ridiculous that buses are operating.  They 
either empty or packed.  They are floating germ 
factories.  There is no where to maintain a safe 
social distance on packed buses.  Shame on you for 
trying to be politically correct.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana shop Phat Panda 206 N. Dameron Spokane Valley Not attempting at all to practice any kind of social 
distancing. Also really no apparent reason for this 
business to be open. As they are absolutely no 
essential need to the community.

fourhossmen@gmail.com Ben Farmer 5094349887

TRUE 03/30/20 5:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Family Child Care Home Cattran Nubia M - Everett WA Family Child Care HomeSHARON DRIVE, EVERETT WA 98204Everett This owner, whether she runs an essential business or not for our healthcare workers is still not following stay at home/social distancing guidelines for the protection of our children of our healthcare workers by still inviting people over that do not live or work there for socializing/visiting and to eat dinner.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:24 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other FULFILLMENT 
WAREHOUSE - NON-
ESSENTIAL ITEMS

Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Fulfillment of toys/collectables is non-essential and 
putting hundreds of employees at risk. The 
warehouse has approx 300 employees and functions 
7 days/week

contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Brown Bear Car Wash 16048 Aurora Ave N Shoreline Owners are calling staff in to reopen Wednesday 
4/1. This business is lot essential and employees are 
forced to have contact with customers and each 
other.

Ginger.castleberry@gmail.comG. Castleberry 4253455961 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th ave w Edmonds Have seen multiple crews and trucks out and about 
still working around Edmonds over last week.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmond’s Landscaping 810 9th Ave N Edmonds Landscaping company was servicing my neighbors 
lawn by mowing and gardening

13antz@gmail.com Anthony Hart

TRUE 03/30/20 5:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western materials 317 s 5th ave Pasco Not 6 feet away in trucks still delivering roofing 
materials to construction sites.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other tatoo parlon smtties 322 n. callow ave bremerton They are open giving tattoo's during the corona virus mikeinbremerton@live.com R. Thomas 360710-5848

TRUE 03/30/20 5:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Masonry Center 715 E Sprague Ave #20 Spokane They are open and are non essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collections Agency Sentry Credit 2503 Howard Ave Everett Collection agency with over 100 staff still open Chelseana85@gmail.com Chelsea Ducray 9703145330

TRUE 03/30/20 5:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Chiropractic  clinic Rv country 10614 canyon rd e Puyallup Should be closed. No social distancing. Unsafe and 
virus spread certain.

drtrzay@gmail.com John

TRUE 03/30/20 5:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Alternative counseling 17002 Pacific ave s Spanaway Business is still doing in person evaluations for non 
essential non medical services (domestic violence) 
and they are not staying 6 feet apart with customers 
coming in even when people say they have been sick

Prefer not to answer Client Prefer not to answer

TRUE 03/30/20 5:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Local Roots Hair Salon 1120 Seeman Street Darrington Business continues to open on the down low during 
the week.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig harbor Petco has continued having us come in and groom 
dogs even though all of the private shops have had 
to close in our county. They have said that since the 
grooming salon is connected to a pet store the rule 
does not apply to them for grooming and have been 
encouraging people to come in to get their pets 
groomed despite the stay at home order.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 5:31 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Ridepath Club Aptarments 515 spauge Ave Spokane Land lord isn't making people that don't live here stay 
out an their is slot of drug active in the building 
letting people move in kids playing in messiney 
needles in hallways not keeping place clean making 
us go outside to smoke

mvosahlomadsen@gmail.comMichelle vosahlo 5092801789

TRUE 03/30/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Impress salon 1423 Plaza Way #B Walla walla As another hairstylists I was upset that Jan Corn , 
owner of ImpressSalon , was doing hair ! If I can't 
work , she shouldn't be able to.

robpaulsalon@me.com Robbie Paul 4138247699

TRUE 03/30/20 5:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Craft Store Joann Fabrics 2725 Harrison Ave NW Ste 500Olympia Non essential business open during stay home order customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Marlin Windows E. Broadway Spokane Is it non-essential?

TRUE 03/30/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Lot - sales 507motorsports 33419 WA-507 Roy After receiving notice to close all sales after 507 was 
deemed non essential, Jason Cruz refused to close 
sales and is continuing to keep the lot open, with up 
to 10-15 customers at a time. - would prefer to 
remain anonymous.

Jaymeallowatt@yahoo.com Jayme Allowatt 3609518979

TRUE 03/30/20 5:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JoAnn fabric and crafts 2217 NW 57th St Seattle Retail craft and fabric store claiming to be essential. Briannehawes@gmail.com Brianne Hawes customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Constitutional Violation Office of the Governor of Washington StateCapital Olympia Our State Government is the most NON-essential 
"business" there is.  Inslee is a POS and is openly 
violating the Federal and State Constitutions.

FuckYou@FuckYou.com Fuck You 206-555-1212

TRUE 03/30/20 5:34 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Ridepath Club Aptarments 515 spauge Ave Spokane Land lord isn't making people that don't live here stay 
out an their is slot of drug active in the building 
letting people move in kids playing in messiney 
needles in hallways not keeping place clean making 
us go outside to smoke

mvosahlomadsen@gmail.comMichelle vosahlo 5092801789

TRUE 03/30/20 5:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Metagenics 9770 44th Ave # 100 Gig Harbor This business is not enforcing social distancing, only 
staggering breaks. Employees are forced to work 
close to each other while on production lines. 
Employer claims they are essential, they are a 
vitamin manufacturer. It is not a pharmaceutical 
business.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy’s Barbershop 10121 Evergreen Way Unit 11Everett He is refusing to close both of his locations. Owners 
full name is Sean Gandy.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Manufacturing Aero Precision 2320 commerce st Tacoma We hold several employees in buildings. No PPE or 
hand sanitizer available

TRUE 03/30/20 5:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Western Materials 317 S 5th Ave Pasco Forcing employees to work in unsafe work 
conditions and refusal to work results in termination

TRUE 03/30/20 5:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Westwood west 6408 Tieton Yakima Golfers everywhere this past weekend

TRUE 03/30/20 5:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber KT Nails 685 Hemlock Othello This a nail salon. They still have their neon 
manicure/pedicure  flashing and customers are 
going in and out.

Brilliantbipolar@gmail.com Bridget 5097506686

TRUE 03/30/20 5:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther 2nd Hand Thrift Store The Menagerie 407 W Stanley Granite Falls This 2nd Hans thrift store has remained open during 
the stay at home order and is not an essential 
business. There are always people hanging outside, 
not following the social distancing rule of 6feet. This 
business is the only non-essential business in the 
City of Granite Falls that is blatantly ignoring the 
Governors orders in Granite Falls.

apgprez@gmail.com Nancie Browning 425-249-1389

TRUE 03/30/20 5:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Smokey Point Tattoo 3131 Smokey point drive Arlington Billy Dee, owner of the sop above posted on Sunday 
March 22nd an announcement to his personal 
Facebook page that he had moved equipment home 
to his living room and was soliciting new tattoo 
business to be performed in his living room.

rachelrina1974@gmail.com Rachel Lawing 425-275-3040

TRUE 03/30/20 5:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mirror company who makes 
luxury mirrors

electric mirror 6101 associated Blvd Everett I work there, was told we are open due to the R&D 
deptartment working on a new mirror that kills 
bacteria. When I spoke with R&D they said it’s not 
even more then an idea at this point. We make 
mirrors for hotels and homes. We have boxes and 
boxes of masks that are replaced daily which could 
be used somewhere else no contact info as I’m 
worried I could be fired.

Sorry_owner_is_insane@comcast.netJordan 8881234567 sales@electricmirror.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:38 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Justin Weis 2743 SW Jabirin Way Port Orchard Hosted a chicken pox party joepitner@hotmail.com Joe Pitner 360-509-3405

TRUE 03/30/20 5:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric craft store Joanns 2886 bucklin hill road Silverdale Putting customers and employees at risk being open 
.  They are NON ESSENTIAL

customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Western Materials 317 S 5th ave Pasco Forcing employees to work in a unsafe environment. 
And if employees refuse to work they are dismissed.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Dakind Shop 309 Kennewick Ave Kennewick Business is open. This does not appear to be an 
essential business. They do not sell alcohol or 
marijuana, just pipes and rolling papers and tobacco.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Make Bath tubs Aquatic 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE, Yelm, WA 98597Yelm Close working areas impossible to social distance. 
Company also requiring over time during this 
shutdown. Using supplies that should be sent to 
hospitals for ppe. They have no orders for hospital 
bath tubs.



TRUE 03/30/20 5:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Board house MSI Manufacturing 1023 N Kellogg St. Kennewick We are a circuit board company. We do not build 
medical equipment or items that will help with this 
virus. We are doing business at usual. We do not 
have emergency orders coming in. There are people 
there that feel we are not essential. The owner 
highlighted a few words in the essential paper so it 
would fit us. They are not following safe measures. 
There are older people there that have underlying 
health issue's. I don't want to lose my job but some 
of us do not feel safe. I don't want my name given 
out that I wrote in. We feel that the owner may 
dance around the  reason we are open. We just 
want to have this business looked into. Please call 
me first before taking action. You can check out the 
web site at MSI  manufacturing in Kennewick WA 
first if you like. 
Thank you
Sue

suzkn123@yahoo.com Suzanne Knisley 5096198491

TRUE 03/30/20 5:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun club Securite gun club 11910 woodinville drive Woodinville Not sure how they can be open/ deemed essential?? info@securitegunclub.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Background checks Employment screening services 627 E Sprague suite 100 Spokane Employees are in a small confined space. No social distancingAlwaysawarrior2004@gmail.comDon Weiler 5098280305

TRUE 03/30/20 5:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Petersen Brothers Inc 2008 east valley hwy east sumner wa 98404 all work that might be considered essential has been 
shut down (WSDOT road projects not emergency 
work) allowing walk customers to enter the office to 
purchase used posts and  topsoil for for personal 
home improvements while on a 2 week stay at home 
vacation they are also delivery topsoil and other 
items to include some interstate deliveriers

TRUE 03/30/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton Rainier Ridge 1i7th st e Puyallup Continued residential housing construction

TRUE 03/30/20 5:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabrics 1125 E Sunset Dr #125 Bellingham Store could still operate while closed to public, but 
remains open

customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolfys 12807 W 14th Ave Airway Heights They are open and serving inside. They have even 
extended their hours. They have a sign outside 
saying F Corona.

Shanna99001@comcast.net Shanna Hayes 5099992857

TRUE 03/30/20 5:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma This company does not follow the recommended 
safety procedures for COVID-19. Proper social 
distancing is not taking place. It is not being taken 
seriously. I believe that this company is non-
essential considering they are an ornamental and 
light structural fabrication shop. I am concerned for 
the safety of the employees and those they come 
into contact with. Thank you.

Elliott 2065190662

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Employees are being being told to come in without 
explanation as to how or why, given the governor's 
orders.  Fired for not showing. 
 Standby not being offered.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch bros, roasters, starbucks, all coffee shops,all fast foodTo many to list Statewide All fast food and coffee shops are hand to hand that 
displays no distancing requirments for workers and 
customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license El Chupacabra Alki 2620 Alki Ave SW Seattle The bar is serving food and alcohol and open for 
dine-in. It has lots of people there.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction R&D 13109 41st Ave NE, Marysville, WA 98271Marysville Still working and not doing social distancing out on 
job site or in office

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Gary Sinclair 123 Unkown Port Orchard Underground church on Sundays joepitner@hotmail.com Joe Pitner 360-509-4987

TRUE 03/30/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Importation of Chemicals Anderson and Steinssen Inc 1201 Monster Rd, SW Renton My company has cut my hours and says that if i do 
not work from home with a Skype camera focused 
on me for the entire time then I must come into the 
office to work or not get paid. They have now issued 
me with a warning letter. What can i do? it would be 
better if they let me go then I could get 
unemployment benefits but i cannot resign?

stephen.carruthers@gmail.comStephen Carruthers 4252467348 info@andersonandsteinssen.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Containers The Container Store 2437 Southcenter Mall Tukwila This store sells containers ... not essential things AT 
ALL. The mall it is located in is also completely shut 
down but they are open to try and make a dollar, 
risking their employees health and encouraging 
people to go and shop for fun (this is ALL fun, not 
needed stuff right now in a crisis).

megancamilleriggs@gmail.comMegan Riggs 425-761-4967 taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:46 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Everett Community College Everett Community College - Cashiers Department2000 Tower Street Everett The school is shut down; no students or faculty 
allowed on campus except the cashiers?! They have 
to be on site for 40hr/week when they could be 
performing their job effectively at home or shortened 
time on campus. This is not equitable for these 
employees. It puts their families, community and 
themselves at risk for a non-essential reason to 
leave their homes.

ray_ray1515@yahoo.com Rachel

TRUE 03/30/20 5:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other fabric store JOANN Fabrics 7601 Evergreen Way Everett walk in public traffic buying stuff for hobbies jwk8660@gmail.com John customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklin subcontractor 216th Pl SE & Main St Sammamish While I understand that work to prevent spoliation is 
allowed to continue, I would suspect that framing of 
a house is not in that category.  The house is 
partially framed, he continue to run a saw and 
continue framing the house.

christie.malchow@gmail.com Christie Malchow 4253016667

TRUE 03/30/20 5:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Shiplap Coffee house Yelm Ave Yelm They are walkin only and coffee shops are on the 
governor study of nono's unless there is a drive 
tjrough. They also had a fb page announcing they're 
open!

Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 5:50 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other corrections WA Dept Corrections 1313 North 13 Ave Walla Walla Chain Busses. The Department of corrections is 
moving hundreds of inmates a week between 
correctional institutions. Spreading Covid-19 along 
with Influenza A & B.

ganliker@gmail.com Greg Anliker 15092000464

TRUE 03/30/20 5:52 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Funeral home Bob's Funeral parlor and fun zone 123 Main St Seattle Fuck you you facist pigs.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Wilco Farm Store 4330 Wheaton Way Bremerton The grooming department is still working even 
though they admitted one employee is sick. 
Grooming is non essential and drawing people out of 
their homes twice for drop off and pick up.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121 ACCOUNTINGDEPT@WILCO.COOP

TRUE 03/30/20 5:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Other Oasis Massage Spa 21905 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines Business still operating and accepting customers Willhansen1957@gmail.com Will Hansen 206-349-1657

TRUE 03/30/20 5:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Milgard window and doors 965 54th ave e Fife I was nominated to do this on behalf of the 
employees of milgard, there was a confirmed 
employee who has tested positive for the virus on 
friday they told us not to worry because they say he 
didnt start feeling the symptoms until the afternoon 
right before he went home really comforting not 
really. yet they let the sales and upper management 
work from home which shows how much they care 
about us production workers milgard employees are 
scared please help. Thank you

dannycrohr@yahoo.com Danny Rohr 8 years of service with the company3609720991

TRUE 03/30/20 5:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Valley Acupuncture Center -Kent 755 Alvord AVE N, Kent This guy claims to be able to cure COVID-19 with 
acupuncture. And is asking known sick people to 
come to his business for treatment.. There was a 
longer ad on FB. But he pulled it down. I have 
screen shots if you guys need them.

mneilsen2084@gmail.com Melissa Neilsen 360-932-1095

TRUE 03/30/20 5:53 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Milgard window and doors 965 54th ave e Fife I was nominated to do this on behalf of the 
employees of milgard, there was a confirmed 
employee who has tested positive for the virus on 
friday they told us not to worry because they say he 
didnt start feeling the symptoms until the afternoon 
right before he went home really comforting not 
really. yet they let the sales and upper management 
work from home which shows how much they care 
about us production workers milgard employees are 
scared please help. Thank you

dannycrohr@yahoo.com Danny Rohr 8 years of service with the company3609720991

TRUE 03/30/20 5:53 PM AG Eviction Landlord Cascade greens llc PO Box 73536 Puyallup, wa 98373 Evicting My family for foreclosure and lot rent, told 
me to just leave.
His name is Karl Jacobson And Attorney Tony 
Branson of Puyallup wa.  we aren't working cause 
stay at home order.

awaabi@outlook.com Mark Arellano 425-458-8828

TRUE 03/30/20 5:53 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Barney Barney 549 Played Anytown, Washington Barney and his posse are all "playing make believe" 
in the sand!

TRUE 03/30/20 5:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The coffee bean Clearbrook dr Lacey 2 baristas working not 6 feet apart. Customers 
walking up close to barista not 6 feet away. No 
gloves, no hand sanitizer.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fabrication and Welding ST Fabrication 13322 142nd Ave E Orting The company is not adhering to the six feet 
separation guidelines laid out by the government. 
Some components of the job require fabricated 
material to be worked on by multiple people within 
the process.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Online retail outlet for 
Hobby Tools, Toys, 
Camping Equipment, Gold 
Panning Gear, Sporting 
Goods Gear Repair, 
Hunting and Pocket Knives, 
and more!

Deals only 1645 Jills ct.#103 Bellungham shipping  toys and gadgets Is that  essential?

TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Renton My daughter works for this store. Angel Ford is her 
boss and Angel said she doesn't care about the 
orders to close and wants the grooming dept open.  
She told my daughter that she wants her to work.

lorigabretti@hotmail.com Lori Gabretti 2536775105 request@fairwoodpetcenter.com



TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog boarding and grooming Shaggy shack pet resort 3508 224th St E Spanaway They are keeping grooming open despite grooming 
being said as non-essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toy Sales Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett They have positive coronavirus cases. They ship 
toys. They are NOT essential. No changes have 
been made to protect employees. They are 
jeopardizing the health of ALL Washingtonians.

E 360-814-4137

TRUE 03/30/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction OSW Equipment & Repair inc. 20812 Broadway ave Snohomish I'm concern for my own health, I have asthma. I 
work at OSW and I've seen very little of the 6ft rule 
being taken seriously. The managers have 
announced that they are cramming 40 plus people 
into our shop of estimate of 150 workers. They are 
all going to be in the same area for me and my 
workers in our department. They are doing this all in 
one week. I feel like my job is not essential,  we build 
brand new dumpbodies and flatbed trailers.

5092078482

TRUE 03/30/20 5:56 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 4208 Wheaton Way Bremerton Petco currently is accepting dogs for grooming when 
it was deemed non essential using the loophole of 
selling food. It draws people out of their homes twice 
for dropping off and picking up.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 5:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Ladybug Espresso 8902 14th Ave S Seattle Coffee stand still serving

TRUE 03/30/20 5:57 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Greenlake Greenlake N Seattle Seattle Seems pretty crowded to me. I've walked up there a 
couple of times last week and I just turned around 
and went home. Not very good examples of social 
distancing. Everyone is on that path. Seems dumb.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:58 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Global Machine Works 19130 59th DR NE Arlington Using DoD as an excuse to put employees at risk. jaw21226@gmail.com Jennifer Woodward

TRUE 03/30/20 5:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Showcase 8015 broadway Everett Coffee stand still serving

TRUE 03/30/20 5:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business New York Cupcakes Crossroads Mall (rossroads: 15600 N.E. 8th Street 0-14 – Bellevue, Washington 98008)Bellevue I have been there a couple of times, and the owner 
lets large groups of people every time. She lets them 
linger there , they are tasting the cupcakes, and 
while they have no place to sit, there are allowed to 
consume cupcakes and talk for long periods under 
guise of trying things out.
Very dangerous, in my opinion, in the large 
crossroads mall, where there are a cluster of 
restaurants and a QFC nearby where things can 
spread very easily.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 5:59 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School district Moses lake school district Pioneer street Moses lake Washington 98837Moses lake The school district still has custodians, security, and 
maintenance going. The more people that are 
leaving the house unnecessarily the more of a 
chance for spreading this pandemic. Is mowing the 
lawn necessary right now?

TRUE 03/30/20 6:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Engineering Services Cascade Engineering Services 6640 185th Ave NE Redmond Metrology lab doesn't provide critical service to 
essential businesses. Onsite service still provided. 
Items not decontaminated upon receipt from 
customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Georgia pacific 1240 Alexander Ave Fife No 6 foot distance or under the allotted amount of 
people in one area

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Community correction 
division Sec2 tricities

Department of corrections 500 n morain #1100 Kennewick Governor secretary and Governor said these people 
work from home. Why is everyone else but this 
section doing this?

Grif42@yahio.com Barb Hall 5095454897

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Politician Jay Inslee 123 Unconstitutional St Olympia, WA Governor violates citizens right to life, liberty, and 
pursuit of happiness.  Needs to be shutdown ASAP! 
What you're doing is against the constitution of the 
United states, shut down immediately.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM AG Eviction Other Private RV resort KM Resorts P0 Box Greenacres We are members of KM resorts and have been 
staying here for the last 30 days.  They ordered us to 
pre pay 300.00 a week or get out. We asked if we 
could work with them and pay half since the pool 
and hot tub are shut down they said no. They said 
we could upgrade our plan but we can't afford it. We 
are full time RVers and told them BLM is closed RPI 
and state campgrounds are closed. They won't work 
with us at all. We are located at KM resorts 
Ponderosa Falls Chenney Wa. Leaving here will put 
our health at risk . We are not trying to stay for free . 
They won't work with anyone .

myhuskyrules@yahoo.com Dayna Wright 5037500675

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Costco 4125 Arctic ave Bellingham Employees are not distancing and management 
does not care to take the directive seriously in 
enforcing it. Areas sick as the office and break room 
are packed with employees at times shoulder to 
shoulder. The line to get into the warehouse is not 
distanced and the special hours for elderly people 
are so popular that the most vulnerable people are 
showing up on great numbers and not observing 
distancing guidelines.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mission Glass 7845 Center St Tumwater No distancing, said they would supply sanitizer for 
crews to wipe surfaces, have not. Said they would 
supply masks for close work, have not.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Northstar Medical Specialists 1345 King Steet Bellingham This sleep lab is still running non essential sleep 
studies including PAP titrations. PAP titrations can 
aerosolize the virus if someone is carrying it. 
Performing non urgent sleep studies, including PAP 
titrations, is reckless.

aleciagraham81@gmail.com Alecia

TRUE 03/30/20 6:03 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other hot air factory jay inslee governors mansion seattle Governor Jay Inslees mouth is spewing hot air in 
excess of legal limits

TRUE 03/30/20 6:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used Car Dealer Bayside Auto Sales 9813 Evergreen Way Everett From a distance the lot appears to be closed but 
they are setting appointments and selling cars.

I would rather not say

TRUE 03/30/20 6:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Stone Way Cafe 3510 Stone Way N Seattle Stone Way Cafe has (due to its deserved popularity!) had upwards of 12 people confined in a small space waiting to pick up orders, many of whom were waiting for a long time. I don’t believe they intend to violate the order but need to be reminded they can’t let others congregate there to wait. Thanks!

TRUE 03/30/20 6:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Ceccanti 4116 broke dale rd. E. Tacoma My husband is still working on a  job site that is not 
following protocol and I don’t believe it’s essential 
and if it is it should not be. The crew does not need 
to be exposed at this time. Please look into this 
matter. They are working in greenlake off 40th St. 
please keep my name Anonymous it’s very important 
because my husband can get fired. My husband 
does not know I’m reporting this so please keep my 
name out of it.

Cocoontobutterfly1717@gmail.comTina Buschke 3607103640

TRUE 03/30/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business HomeDepot 10417 5th Ave SW Seattle As a worker of HomeDepot essential bussiness, I 
see myself and coworkers and customers will be 
dangerous by transmit virus spreading in our 
workplaces, because HomeDepot doesnt care about 
their employee at all only the money. 
As people has order to stay at home, but they can go 
go out for some essential bussiness, that why 
HomeDepot will be the place for them to hang out 
with families, kids and pets. Customers even just go 
for around not even buy essential products. 

HomeDepot has not limit the number of gathering in 
store, everyday we have around 50-100 or even 150 
people at same time, and no one followed guidance 
of social distancing at all. WE ARE CLOSE 
TOGETHER IN STORE.

IT REALLY RISKING OUR COMMUNITY LIVES.

PLEASE HELP US TO TALK WITH GOV. ABOUT 
THIS SITUATION .

colusatv@yahoo.com Huynh 2066969997

TRUE 03/30/20 6:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Gone To The Dogs 9925 214th Ave E, Suite E Bonney Lake This business is currently running with their open 
sign off to discreetly run business as usual. I am 
afraid with how many people they service a day that 
this out break will continue to sky rocket in our 
community.

info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:07 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Storage facility ABC mini storage Hwy2 Airway heights The lady that runs it laughed and said they wouldn’t 
close.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Dunn Lumber 9300 Aurora Ave N Seattle Dunn lumber has continued with non essential 
construction on the lot next to their main building. 
There is construction happening there from 8-5 
everyday and large groups of construction workers 
congregating around the site. Please note that the 
construction is going on directly behind their main 
building. Construction on a lumber yard does not 
meet the governor's standard for essential 
construction.

wmwilliford@gmail.com Wendi

TRUE 03/30/20 6:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden Malbaks 13625 NE 175th St Woodinville Not an essential Kbeauch@comcast.net Patrick 4252057347 onlinecustomerservice@molbaks.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ideal salon 1304 Olympic View Dr, Edmonds They are open and should not be

TRUE 03/30/20 6:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Comfort Dental Camas 2004 SE 192nd Ave Vancouver They are seeing non emergent patients and running 
as though there are no concerns regarding social 
distancing.

Marilee Thompson

TRUE 03/30/20 6:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Lowes carpet installation everett store everett Many flooring contractors coming in and out of the 
parking lots and stores to preform residential flooring 
work from the Pro Service Dept. Carpet vans and 
trucks being loaded as if business as usual.

Joji Dressler



TRUE 03/30/20 6:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Contour Countertops 1530 Center Street Tacoma Employees are forced to work  even though the 
governor issued non essential businesses to close.  
Employees have worked every weekday since order 
was given. 
You can not maintain social distancing when 
carrying and installing countertops.  They install new 
construction and residences. The business refuses 
to close.

Mmryser@gmail.com Michelle Ryser 206-549-2214

TRUE 03/30/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington State Governor Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Please stay at home, you are not essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Ron's mini mart Washington&19 ave Kennewick Non essential, to small, not enough social distance bobp9877729@gmail.com Bob parsons 5099877729

TRUE 03/30/20 6:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Life style chiropractic and massage 134 Keene rd Richland Massage therapist working, do not change top 
blankets disinfectant bottles have tea tree oil they do 
NOT wear mask or gowns chiropractors do not clean 
between patients one chiro doesn’t even put paper 
down they don’t ask if people are symptomatic they 
just have a sign on door, chairs were not spaced 
out.... I know this because I’m choosing to 
quarantine and I work there. Please keep that 
anonymous. Massage therapist should not be 
working. No one will die if they aren’t massage 
however if massaging happens people can die

TRUE 03/30/20 6:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Groomers Gone to the Dogs 9925 214th Ave E Bonney Lake I keep seeing many people coming and going out of 
this business with their open sign off to avoid 
suspicion. They have posted on Facebook that they 
will continue working as usual until forced to shut 
down. I fear that this will continue to contribute to the 
spread of CoVid-19 in our area. Please help with this.

info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Vlasa 7116 pioneer way Gig harbor Still open during a shelter in place

TRUE 03/30/20 6:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther The Govenor of the state of WashingtonWashington state government Seatle and all major cities All major cities The government being completely non essential to 
the workings of a modern society. Needs to be shut 
down completely and the systems turned over to 
someone competent. Please do so at your earliest 
convinicence

joecrouse@gmail.com Joe crouse 4435284723

TRUE 03/30/20 6:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store QFC 27008 92nd Ave NW STANWOOD They have more than the allowed number of people 
in the building at one time.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Book of Nines 665 17th Ave W Kirkland This "home business" (that is not licensed with the 
City of Kirkland or registered with SOS) is working 
out of home performing hair color treatments, hair 
cuts, hair styling, blow outs, etc. There are small 
children in the house and her husband is a 
government employee with Seattle City Light. 

Address at SOS is listed as:  188 106TH AVE NE, 
SUITE #400, BELLEVUE, WA, 98004-5902.  
Rosaline Hampton moved out of this location in 
2018.

alexandra.taylor@ymail.com Alex Taylor 2063696939

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cowden Gravel and Ready Mix 3463 Cedarville Rd Bellingham Continued activity observed at the Axton Rd quarry 
site.  Numerous dump trucks going in and out of the 
quarry.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Azars 2501 N Monroe St, Spokane When I went to pick up takeout, the restaurant 
appeared to be serving dine in customers. The 
owner was discussing coronavirus with the 
customers, calling it a hoax by the Chinese royal 
family (really)  to raise the price of gold since they 
have a lot of it. I saw him serving food to the 
customers and them eating it at their tables.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther State Government Jay Inslee Somewhere in WA Seattle I am tired of hearing about social distancing and not 
sharing spaces while daily Jay Inslee and his pals 
get together for this daily briefing. They are using the 
same podium and microphone and sharing space. It 
also seems that there are reporters in the room. To 
me this would make more sense for each person to 
do this from home like we all are. It is not essential 
for any of them to be in the same room.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowe's 19911 S Prairie Rd E Bonney Lake There are hundreds of people here everyday, 
especially the weekends. People out buying flowers, 
mulch, and paint. None of these items are essential. 
People are putting the employees at risk just 
because they are bored. This is not okay, they need 
to let only a certain number of customers in the store 
at one time, and limit purchases to essential items 
such as plumbing or electrical purchases.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School district White River School District Buckley, WA 98321 Planning auto parade with teachers, parents and 
students. This is going to be a large gathering of 
100’s of people. My concern is how do you enforce 
social distancing amongst so many. This is planned 
for Friday, March 3.

jtaylor@gmail.com Jay Taylor

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffy's Breakfast Burgers & Brew 12807 W 14th Ave Airway Heights Large Bamner on front of building stating: "f@!k 
coronavirus. Open 8 to 9". Parking lot full of patrons 
dining in. Many elderly.

r.pence94@gmail.com Rebecca (509)347-6027

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco Grooming Salon 21700 Market Pl NW Poulsbo If barber shop and hair salons for people are closed, 
so should pet grooming. Pets can carry the virus on 
their fur and then pass it to a groomer.

ilikejimmyj@gmail.com Allen 9033364926 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther WA Governor's office and associated offices, departments, entities, etcWA Governor's office and associated offices, departments, entities, etc416 14th Ave SW Olympia Non-essential business, attempting to perform 
functions not essential, and in fact detrimental, to 
the citizens of WA state.

nope@gmail.com Citizen Kane (360) 902-4111

TRUE 03/30/20 6:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global metal works 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Have to drive across county lines with three or more 
people crambed in a truck to do non essential work 
and when we tell them we want to stay home they 
threatening us with layoff after crisis is over

Nope Bill 2532937934 sales@globalmwe.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Sluys Bakery 18924 Front Street Poulsbo It’s a donut shop.  Governor Inslee said donut shops 
should be closed

TRUE 03/30/20 6:15 PM Healthcare / Public Health Clean, Sanitize, Re-coat 
gymnasium Floors

D-S Hardwood Corporation  4706 247th St Ct EGraham, WA   98338 How do I talk to someone to explain details or appeal 
that we are not essential.  I have had numerous 
schools contacting me and requesting our services 
during the shutdown in order to do the cleaning and 
re-coating their floors so they are clean when 
students return.  We are maintaining all the 
suggestions for social distancing and cleaning.   My 
son and his wife only - no employees, no school 
personnel present.  The districts are trying to get 
things cleaned so I would like to appeal or explain to 
someone what we really do.

dsharddwoodcorp@gmail.comRoger Mortensen 541-490-3195

TRUE 03/30/20 6:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Daycare Rainbow children's academy 2281 116th Ave NE Bellevue Rainbow Children's Academy (who is only offering 
daycare to PreK programs) is still open in order to 
receive 100% tuition from all kids. From what we 
know the parents of the kids who are still going to 
the daycare now are not essential workers. We are 
very concerned about the health of the kids and 
teachers.

RCA-Parents@outlook.com Students' parents tao@rcacademy.us

TRUE 03/30/20 6:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Residents Tamaron ranch apartments 14500 admiralty way Lynnwood There are currently 10 plus kids outside playing 
together. All from different homes. Happening 
almost every day.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Sales 112th street cannabis 5809 112th st E Puyallup They had no regulations in place to keep people 
distanced form each other, and they did not regulate 
the amount of people entering and leaving the place 
of business. Offered no way for people to clean 
themselves or others in the store. Employees had no 
protections from contact with the public, at all.

governmentoversight@outlook.comAdam Stillman 3607640819

TRUE 03/30/20 6:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Sage construction West golf course dr Chelan Multiple construction company's are continuing  to 
work here in the valley. Frustrating for us who are 
following the guidelines.

Clintonwoodworking@gmail.comJohn clinton 5096795442

TRUE 03/30/20 6:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Grocery Outlet 980 S. Main St. Colville As I was shopping yesterday, I noticed employees 
working and talking to each other just inches away 
from one another, not abiding by the 6 foot rule. I 
also observed an employee talking with a customer, 
just inches away, the conversation included how 
bored they are and that they should hang out at each 
others homes, breaching sheltered in place 
proclamation. I am not sharing this to get anyone 
into trouble, I just understand the importance of 
following the guidelines for the safety and health of 
of our community. It would be very hard on this 
community if Grocery Outlet had to close due to 
infected employees. It is my hope that a reminder of 
compliance helps them to understand the 
importance of the situation.

patti.boyd@rocketmail.com Patti Boyd

TRUE 03/30/20 6:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Wsdot Sr202 Sammamish Wsdot working fish culverts forcing utilities and 
construction vendors to be put  at risk on projects 
that could be deferred

Dontwanttoget@introuble.comAnonymous



TRUE 03/30/20 6:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Tacoma Eyelash Extentions 3021 6th ave Tacoma This has been open every week since the social 
distance order, and seeing people for up close 
services. Lash services, esthetic services, haircut 
services, and possibly tattooing services. You can 
still book appointments online for the upcoming 
weeks.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Home Depot/Lowes Everywhere Everywhere It seems like most of what is being purchased is non 
essential 
Limit stores to essential items only

Brannonsteven@gmail.com Steve Brannon 4258703221

TRUE 03/30/20 6:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard 3602 s cedar st Tacoma Gyms are supposed to be closed iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther autodealership Camp Chevrolet 101 E montgomery Spokane This dealership is continuing to sell cars and interact 
with the public despite the ban on this particular 
activity

TRUE 03/30/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Carson hardware Hot spring rd Carson Putting people in harms way not practicing social 
distancing and proper safe  Procedures and 
employess to

TRUE 03/30/20 6:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Spangle Saloon 145 n main st spangle Owner is not adhering to order. They are serving 
both food and and alcohol in the restaurant/bar to 
patrons.
Owner over served liquor to a group of people Friday 
night, and upon leaving the bar one of these 
individuals, Shane, was fatally killed on hwy 195 by a 
semi because he was intoxicated.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other auto dealership Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat of Spokane10701 N Newport Hwy Spokane This dealership is continuing to sell cars and interact 
with the public despite the ban on this particular 
activity

TRUE 03/30/20 6:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Sluys Bakery 18924 Front Street Poulsbo We have grocery stores and can get our breads and 
donuts there.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Kitsap Mobile Grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd Seabeck Business is still taking appointments and operating 
even though pet groomers have been deemed non-
essential.

https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile 5/4

TRUE 03/30/20 6:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Sluys Bakery 18924 Front Street Poulsbo Concerned for our senior citizens in the small town 
of Poulsbo

TRUE 03/30/20 6:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is openFuneral home Constitution Bar 1776 glory lane Seattle Go fuck yourself A@a.com Paul Revere

TRUE 03/30/20 6:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Furniture warehouse 
receiving and shipping

Winsome Trading Inc 16111 Woodinville-Redmond Road NEWoodinville Endangering the health of its employees and their 
family members (at home), especially the ones living 
with senior citizens. Also ships out lots of boxed 
order which is not sure if its contaminated or not 
from asymptomatic sick workers.

Michael Gomez

TRUE 03/30/20 6:26 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipyard Puget Sound Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance Facility1400 Farragut Ave Bremerton Hundreds of PSNS shipyard workers exit the 
shipyard in a crowd at the end of their shift and enter 
the Bremerton downtown area. They walk en mass 
down the sidewalk within a foot or two of each other 
with no social distancing.

Anonymous - concerned about repercussionsBremerton resident

TRUE 03/30/20 6:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Miracle Ear 18500 33rd Ave W.  D2 Lynnwood Walked by this location and it is still open.  My a 
dentist office had to close, not sure why this 
business is still open.  Saw several older people 
walking in the door.

Jimwright77@gmail.com Jim Wright 425-478-2700

TRUE 03/30/20 6:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license LongBranch 230006 e sr 397 Kennewick Inviting people to come for food and drinks via 
Facebook to their patio area

TRUE 03/30/20 6:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Youth Club Arlington Boys & Girls Club 18513 59th Ave NE Arlington The children are hugging, sitting on laps and 
definitely not respecting the 6’ rule. There is only one 
employee watching about 20 children. Even though 
they posted a live video on FaceBook they sent all 
the kids outside to record.

https://arlingtontutor.com/contacts/Lisa Engle 4255959437

TRUE 03/30/20 6:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Food Safety Meter Group 2365 ne hopkins court PULLMAN Non essential business operating. Over 100 
employees.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:32 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Public Schools Woodland Public Schools 800 2nd Street Woodland Woodland School District schools have been 
performing non-essential business throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, not following recommend 
protocols and placing the community at higher risk 
by inviting groups of people to gather at the high 
school.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openHealth-related business The Drunken Clam 3345 se 67th St. Renton People all over the place! Please save us from 
ourselves!

Jimmy john

TRUE 03/30/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther storeage units canyon rd self storeage   253-539-
3000

5303 144th st e tacoma    wash    98446 we are all over 65 but told we need to work!!!!!!!!!! 
no gloves- no hand soap  or hand sand. we have to 
handle money all day long. their is no need to be 
open right now .. we have a mail box that payments 
can be left in if needed.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business The Drunken Clam 3345 se 67th St. Renton People all over the place! Please save us from 
ourselves!

Jimmy john

TRUE 03/30/20 6:36 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Smoke shop Galaxy smokes - TRIBAL 500 River Dr Coulee dam The owners refuse to close, putting their employees 
at risk. I would like this to remain anonymous.

francie_lee0404@hotmail.comFrances Albertson 5096314724

TRUE 03/30/20 6:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffy's Highway 2 Airway Heights Last week they had a sign that said "F%@$ 
Coronavirus We're Open!" Now it says "Covid-19: 0, 
Wolffy's:1. Open 8-8."

Karib574@aol.com Katharine Hanson 5094965665

TRUE 03/30/20 6:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail NW Hot Springs Spas 507 Fisher ln Burlington Hot tub sales, service and retail chemical sales does 
not seem essential.

sales@nwhotspring.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Dollar Tree 19709 Highway 99 Lynnwood Multiple residents inside the store at one time. Not 
practicing 6ft rule and coughing and sneezing on 
items exchanged between people.

xtnaglanzer@gmail.com Christina Glanzer 4259210948

TRUE 03/30/20 6:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Tug ‘N’ Rub Massage and Day Spa 53769 Olympia Way NW Olympia At first I thought it was an essential business but 
halfway through my massage, they introduced their 
trademark Tug ‘N’ Rub. There’s no place for this in a 
social distancing world.

LimpysHumpPalace@gmail.comHugh Jass 2069793146

TRUE 03/30/20 6:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther A business in my neighborhoodOffices of Otto Heinrich Frank Prinsengracht 263 Amsterdam Doing my part as a responsible American citizen, 
gloves in hand, I braved the elements and potential 
contamination by temporarily leaving self-quarantine 
to procure the necessary rations my family needed 
to survive a singular week.  On my way to my local 
grocery store, which is dutifully following all the 
guidelines designed to flatten the curb and keep us 
safe, put in place by our wise governor Inslee, I 
noticed the Heinrich offices still had their lights on 
and were apparently still in operation.  It is with a 
deep sorrow and heavy heart that I feel it is my duty 
to report them to the authorities for failing to do their 
part to protect the greater good by closing down 
shop in this time of great uncertainty.

If I may, I'd like to state my opinion regarding how 
our great state is combating the coronavirus of 
China.  I think we are not doing enough.  It is my 
humble American's opinion, that there should be 
stricter regulation of non-patriotic businesses.  As a 
general rule, I feel that any business that does not 
meet the strictest of American values, should not be 
allowed to operate until it is demonstratively "safe" 
for whites of such as ourselves to live freely without 
threat from minorities and other "non-civilized" races.

Thank you for your time.
Also, while it may not be relevant to this pandemic, I 
hear the Frank's are Jewish.

P.S.  Hail America!

nazi-Sympathizer@mailinator.comPatriotic American John Smith509-115-8383

TRUE 03/30/20 6:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Cedar fencing mill Alta Forest Products 810 NW Alta Way Chehalis 80+ employees coming in contact on a daily basis. I 
feel this is irresponsible due too the fact fencing is 
not essential while construction is on standby until 
the pandemic is at a safe level.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Washington State University Corner of Main Street and Post StreetSpokane Went to Red Robins for pick-up service on 03-27-
2020, had ordered online. Went inside - there were 
15-20 people crowded into a ~12 x 18 ft space. 
People were standing within 2-3 feet of each other. 
Manager yelled at me when I moved off to the side 
to avoid other people. Person at cash stood within 2 
ft of everyone who came in, and continued to do so 
after I advised her not to. Very ill-prepared, very 
unsafe, and ill-mannered staff.

phil.lazarus@wsu.edu Philip Lazarus, PhD, Chair, Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, College of Pharmacy, WSU509-358-7947

TRUE 03/30/20 6:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Printing company rpi 3325 s 116th street suite 161Tukwila Printing company is not essential

TRUE 03/30/20 6:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Huge, crowded lines with 
no distancing at Costco 
Issaquah.

Costco Issaquah 1801 10th Ave Issaquah Three friends have told me *today* about going to 
Costco and either being in or seeing (and deciding 
not to join) big, crowded lines outside the store. No 
social distancing. One friend's husband stood in line, 
but everyone was crowding and he finally left without 
going into the store.

Costco could do something like hand out numbers to 
cars entering the parking lot, put up a big reader 
board, and post numbers ready to enter the door. 
This is low-tech. People could be told to wait in their 
cars until their number is up.

duke.pat@gmail.com Pat Duke 42539215288

TRUE 03/30/20 6:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Get it Done Hard Construction 43 s 4th st Edmonds There is people endangering lives by living their 
lives! Please stop these violators of your majesty's 
orders!

Harry Crotch



TRUE 03/30/20 6:41 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Salon Petco 1205 W. Washington St Sequim, WA Grooming salon is still in operation and booking 
appointments, even after Governor Insee’s remarks 
stating that grooming salons we included in the first 
closures versus California in a press conference  on 
March 15th.

Jmmahall@gmail.com Jessica Hall 4792853680 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 6:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license The Firehouse 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg They are helping spread the virus. Little to no 
precautions taken!

TRUE 03/30/20 6:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business First hill surgery center 1101 Madison Seattle Elective surgery center do semi emergency 
surgeries A large number of staff reporting to work 
with nothing to do but clean and work on continuing 
education 
A lot of personal protective equipment being used 
and large number of people in a small building space

patricer77@gmail.com Joan 3603407396

TRUE 03/30/20 6:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Oberto Sausage Company 101 SW 41st Street Kent/Renton/Seattle Non essential business open

TRUE 03/30/20 6:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Worthless social distancing Jay inslee 69 your maammmma ln Seattle I see this non essential person daily ruining lives Ryzanreischman@gmail.com Ryan reischman 3609153052

TRUE 03/30/20 6:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Naval shipyards Puget sound naval shipyard 3100 E. Rasor Rd. W. Belfair So many military personnel and shipyard personnel 
working closely together, if social distancing is going 
to help, you need to start everywhere, extend the 
time of naval ships leaving docks, if it helps, it'll be 
worth it.

Shaneanderson65@gmail.comShane Anderson 3606492166

TRUE 03/30/20 6:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Classical cuts too 115 cherry at. Seattle Hair salon does not seem essential and not able to 
maintain social distancing.

Orcafour@msn.com Ona Treciokas 2067784719

TRUE 03/30/20 6:43 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pre k school primrose school of west bellevue 1150 114th Ave SE Bellevue Schools were to be shut down but they never shut 
down saying they were now a day care even though 
the word school is in their name.

ryanrchand1225@gmail.com Ryan Chand 2062719708

TRUE 03/30/20 6:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog boarding All Access Doggy Daycare 18823 Pacific Ave S Spanaway They are still doing grooming despite orders. info@allaccessdoggydaycareandmore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Drip Tea 1416 10th Ave Seattle Saw customers hanging out and not practicing social 
distancing. Also saw employees vaping within the 
shop.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscapes Not Available Edmonds Lawn care on Talbot Road, Edmonds and other 
locations.  Photos available.

Gentmorrow@comcast.net Stan Gent 2065108166

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Anderson 18231 110th Ave NE Bothell construction site open, non essential industry, less 
than 100ft from residential neighborhood. Anderson 
company at the Cascadia college.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Dennys 1232 main st Redmond This out of line business, not loyal to the crown and 
ibjecting to your authority is risking lives and spitting 
in the face of science by serving food to people. Get 
them!

Ben Dover

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distributor of wood 
Products for home building

International Wood Products 8277 Center Street SE Tumwater Please don't share my name.  I don't think IWP is an 
essential business- especially when Gov Inslee 
clarified that construction isn't essential they are still 
open.

annette@iwpllc.com Annette Burgin 3606284814

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Pazzos on Eastlake 2307 Eastlake Ave E, Seattle Picked up food and a bunch of folks were just sitting 
and drinking at the bar. Many of these folks also 
hang out at the Zoo Bar on Eastlake two doors 
down. Concerned they are not following the social 
distancing rules.

Anonymous Anonymous Wish not to disclose

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other IDIOT Washington State Governor 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia Inslee just needs to distance himself from the people 
of WA.

voteinsleeout@wagovernor.govWashintonion 3609028880

TRUE 03/30/20 6:45 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Dennys 1232 main st Redmond This out of line business, not loyal to the crown and 
ibjecting to your authority is risking lives and spitting 
in the face of science by serving food to people. Get 
them!

Ben Dover

TRUE 03/30/20 6:46 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther United States post office Westwood village post office 2721 sw Trenton st Seattle A mail carrier tested positive for covid-19. Mail 
carriers are still delivering in that station. None of the 
workers at the station went into a 14 day self 
Quarantine so they could possibly be affecting a lot 
more people. Everyone in the station should be in a 
14 day self quarantine Because they touch the mail 
and don’t even know if they are positive themselves.

Stylesmal26@yahoo.com Jamal Guy 2066938837

TRUE 03/30/20 6:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther No Specific Business NA NA NA While I believe in social distancing during this 
Coronavirus pandemic, I think it is disgraceful to 
encourage citizens to turn in businesses that they 
MAY consider not complying with the Governors 
proclamation. Reminds me of NAZI Germany in the 
1930's.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store JOANN Fabrics 13410 Meridian East Ste A Puyallup JOANN stores are staying open, despite being non-
essential. The only measures that have been taken 
thus far are limiting store hours.

alinaschleining@gmail.com Alina Schleining 2537323167 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Ya-Pei Chang DDS 229 Avenue D Snohomish, WA 98290 This dentist has continued to see patients for non-
essential dentist appointments. She is not limiting 
her practice to emergency dental visits only (as was 
directed by the Governors proclamation from March 
19th. In addition she allows patients to sit in the 
small waiting room together and does not disinfect 
the area.

Ronbelleza75@gmail.com Ronald Belleza 2067182324

TRUE 03/30/20 6:50 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Insulation, exterminator Crawl Space Cleaning Pros 109 S 25th St Tacoma Not a construction exterminator.  Only do residential 
and are still doing insulation business.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mission Glass 7845 Center Street SW Tumwater Scared because they don’t care about any of it. 
Working way to close to people.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Top Options 10220 N Nevada, Suite 125 Spokane Booth renter working at night in the salon out the 
back door.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Long branch bar and grill 230006 E SR 397 Kennewick They had their back patio open to the public and 
allowed dine in and drinks. They are planning on 
doing it again tomorrow. They have it posted on their 
Facebook page. 
https://www.facebook.com/805398462876390/posts/
2874028039346745/

https://www.facebook.com/805398462876390/posts/
2873765899372959/

TRUE 03/30/20 6:53 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Agency Governor Jay Inslee Governor Jay Inslee Olympia The Governor keeps having meetings with groups of 
people, and yet We The People aren't even allowed 
to see our friends. The governor says to get fresh air 
but then closes beaches, state parks.  He says it's 
okay to go for a drive, but then chastizes We The 
People for doing so.  He is trying to PUNISH the 
people of Washington for his ineptitude, for his failed 
Presidential run. Just stop already!

TRUE 03/30/20 6:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lydig construction Bouten construction 627 E Sprage Ave Spokane There are to many people gathering in one location 
This is new construction that can be halted it needs 
to STOP

axelsworkbench@msn.com Travis 509-934-6264

TRUE 03/30/20 6:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salons Petco 201 E College Wy Mount Vernon This is actually just a general complaint that 
grooming salons are open at this time. Hair and nail 
salons and barbers are specifically shut down, but 
dog hair is essential? Like 70% of grooming clientele 
is over 60; these people shouldn't be leaving their 
houses at all. The state should specifically shut 
down grooming salons.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 6:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Insurance Sales/Car Sales Geico Dan Cantillina Insurance 4201 N Division St Spokane I’ve emailed about this before. (and received a 
response from your office stating the business is 
NOT essential) They’re putting licenses at risk and 
still selling insurance.

cewoods85@gmail.com Christopher Woods 5098676095.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 6:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Collectable toys Funko 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett Their warehouse employees are required to work. A 
positive case has been confirmed and they are just 
closing for 2 days to clean. How long until the rest of 
the low wage workers are infected? They sell toys! 
It’s not worth the risk!

Toomsytoe@gmail.com Kelly 206-251-6424 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joann Fabric and Crafts 5824 196th St SW Lynnwood Exposing employees and customers needlessly. Jhornecker@comcast.net Joyce Hornecker 425-672-0449 customer.service@joann.com. / edward.weinstein@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley manufacturing housing 1717 s 4th st Sunnyside They have over 100 people working right next to 
each other they were considered a non essential 
business but the owner says he doesn’t care and 
won’t listen to the governor because he doesn’t like 
him and that he has lawyers ready to go we were 
also told if we stopped showing up for the 2 weeks 
stay at home we would be fired

Felipe Manjarez

TRUE 03/30/20 6:55 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction All Construction Business 9876 Bellevue Our economy cannot sustain this prolonged 
shutdown.  Educate people about the disease - it’s 
prevented by washing hands and not touching your 
face.  While social distancing is a factor, it’s not the 
main factor.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:55 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Large gatherings of people 
at hovander park at boat 
launch

N/A 5299 Nielsen Ave, Ferndale, WA 98248Ferndale 30+ cars today at handover park, at the state boat 
launch. We cant launch boats and fish, but people 
can crowed at boat launch? Hovander park needs to 
be shutdown.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 6:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Platinum Rose Tattoo 2302 N Argonne Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane valley Artist at this facebook has been tattooing the w hole 
time we have been forced to be closed.

https://www.facebook.com/david.birge.12

anonymous@hotmail anonymous 5095555555

TRUE 03/30/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufactured home sales Home Boys 15906 e sprague ave Spokane Valley They are conducting business as usual. Customers 
coming in and out along with employees not 
practicing social distancing

Melissasmith21@gmail.com Melissa Smith 5095909598

TRUE 03/30/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home depot 8601 NE Andresen Rd Vancouver They are not complying with sanitation standards,  
including regular disinfection. They also are not 
keeping accurate count of amount of customers in 
their stores. Including, opening the garden doors 
without a counter person.



TRUE 03/30/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cedar sawmill Alta Forest Prosucts 318 WA-7 Morton Everyone is still reporting to work and working right 
next to each other.  People are sick and not going 
home and are being allowed to come back to work 
without any kind of testing done.  The lunch room is 
packed with people, no way to socially distance.  
There has been no type of cleaning throughout the 
mill itself.  This is going to be an explosion of covid-
19 in our small community and could have a 
devistating impact on our small hospital.  Also this 
particular mill causes asthma/breathing issues and 
over half the employees carry an inhaler in their 
pocket.  With covid-19 being a respiratory virus this 
puts Alta FP employees particularly at high risk!

TRUE 03/30/20 6:57 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Correctional Facility Olympic Corrections Center 11235 HOH Mainline Rd Forks They are not providing the essential needs to ensure 
proper sanitation and safety for the inmates, still 
accepting transfers, possible covid positive inmate 
brought to isolation his room mate is still in the room 
with main population after exposure no precautions 
for extra sanitation no hand sanitizer available no 
wipes or spray for common areas, phones, 
microwave inmates with compromised immune 
system aren’t allowed to wear face masks.

m4151212@yahoo.com Rochelle

TRUE 03/30/20 6:58 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washington State GovernmentGovenor Inslee and AG Bob Ferguson 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia I understand and agree with asking the public to 
adhere to the guidance about gatherings and social 
distancing. BUT TELLING PEOPLE TO REPORT 
ON THEIR NEIGHBORS AND LOCAL 
BUSINESSES IS WHAT HITLER AN THE NAZIS 
DID IN GERMANY IN WWII. YOU DO NOT HAVE 
THE RIGHT. ITS WORSE THAN MARSHAL LAW. 
YOU HAVE GONE TO FAR. YOU ARE VIOLATING 
OUR FREEDOM AND CIVIL RIGHTS. THIS MUST 
STOP.

damienlindauer@live.com Damien Lindauer 206-679-3871

TRUE 03/30/20 6:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Gate making company Builders Fence Company 10010 Portland Ave E, Tacoma, WA 98445Tacoma Been informed by a worker at the company that 
company is stating they provide “security to essential 
business and government operations or maintaining 
the safety of essential operation of residents.” This is 
untrue as the make ornamental gates for private 
estates. They also are not enforcing customers to 
stay within their cars and/or 6 ft distancing of 
customers/workers.

ecklund.1095@hotmail.com Katie Ecklund (253)592-7171

TRUE 03/30/20 6:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Machine Shop RTC 7215 45th Street Ct E Fife Not providing a safe, healthy work environment. Not 
sanitary. Letting sick employees to work. Unsafe, 
unhealthy!

Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 6:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cornerstone Homes Development at their building sightBellwood Ridge, Homesite # 23, 61st Dr NEMarysville Contractors working at new development 
construction sight and also receiving deliveries.

neighbor

TRUE 03/30/20 7:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Garage Door Manufacturer/ 
Distributor

NorthWest Door 19000 Canyon RD E Puyallup Northwest Door LLC is running a " secret low profile" 
work crew & not following Governor Inslee's order to 
stay home. There is  office and warehouse workers. 
This work in non essential, especially when it is not 
taking safety precautions for the workers.

darline.lucero@pse.com Darline C. Lucero 253-381-1203

TRUE 03/30/20 7:01 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther College Olympic College 1600 Chester Ave Bremerton Employees outside of what the governor’s orders are 
still working putting many at risk. Employee 
coughing on others and the mailroom on campus 
open among other areas.

Anonymous1@yahoo.com Anonymous 360-475-7000

TRUE 03/30/20 7:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other All Parks across Yakima Parks All across Yakima Yakima I have seen numerous families gathering at parks to 
have their children interact with other children and 
there is no way that there is social distancing being 
practiced. Stay home means stay home!

TRUE 03/30/20 7:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Envelope manufacturer Cenveo 6520 South 190th Street Kent Product is making envelopes.  Which is non 
essential during this crisis.

angelina.correia@cenveo.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor's Office 416 Sid Snyder Ave. NW Olympia Office is performing operations in violation of the law 
and is a public health threat to millions

Impeachjay@yahoo.com Concerned citizen 206-425-6489

TRUE 03/30/20 7:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Standard Paint & Flooring 1480 Tapteal Dr Richland Still open

TRUE 03/30/20 7:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Loyal heights Community 
Center

Loyal heights play field 22nd Ave NW and 75th NW Seattle Sunny afternoon, way too many families at Loyal 
Heights play field.

Annesiemsart@gmail.com Anne Siems 2062508912

TRUE 03/30/20 7:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke / hookah shop The City Smoke Shop 6301 Rainier Ave S Seattle WA 98118 I do not find smoke and tobacco shops in a search of 
the proclamation text, but the smoke shop was open 
today, March 30.

fmason@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse toy 
manufacturer

Funko 1202 shuskan way Everett Claim that since they supply essential stores like 
Walmart they are part of supply chain so are 
essential.  They make toys.  
Also claim their containers are in front of medical 
supply containers at port so warehouse must work or 
people will die. 
Known cases. Are closing for 2 days now for 
cleaning then reopen.

Carrielango@hotmail.com Carrie Lango 4253464169 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Jay Inslee State of Washington 110 Legislative Building Olympia My concern is that you are nauseating bastids, 
ratting each other out. Nazi brownshirts.

adam.vant@yahoo.com Adam Vant 360-902-4111

TRUE 03/30/20 7:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other MASSUSE The spa travelers 26 e main ste 3 Walla Walla The spa travelers are still open, sending text 
messages they have openings and are taking 
appointments

Smorlan@gmail.com Shane Morlan 5098558271

TRUE 03/30/20 7:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolfys Lawson off of Highway 2 Airway Heights I am appalled at the sign out side Wolfys that says 
"F@ck corona19 open 8m to 8pm" Multiple people 
going in and out all day. We are doing our part to 
stay safe why can't they!!!

michellelortz7@gmail.com Michelle Lortz 509-496-3550

TRUE 03/30/20 7:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trading card store M.O.B. Games 303 91st Ave STE E504 Lake stevens Store was open 3/30 mobgamesonline@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:05 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Auto repair Joes auto repair 204 N main omak not following the stay at home order ((( deals with 
over 20 coustmers a day.

debroskyj@msn.com john debrosky 509-826-1008

TRUE 03/30/20 7:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car audio installation Mobile music Cornwall ave Bellingham wa No sanitation or social distancing in place. No 
reason to be open.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:07 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Taxpayer Freedom in the USA 203 Darland Ave Moxee This is the United States 🇺🇸 land of freedom. 
Government that is unresponsive at a time of need 
like yours is tyranny

moxeemarty@yahoo.com Marty Sable 5096543270

TRUE 03/30/20 7:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreation Marijuana Danks Wonder Emporium : 7207 212th St SW, Edmonds, WA 98026edmonds Inadequate sanitation practice. (limited hand 
sanitizer, limited availability of hand washing for 
employees)
No sick leave given to workers -STILL require DR.'s 
note or "cover OWN shift."
Workers not given hazard pay instead given 
additional "10% off coupon" for pot in store

godlessliberal@gmail.com Arynn McKenzie 2066020930

TRUE 03/30/20 7:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jewelry 
Manufacturing/Online 
Jeweler

Blue Nile, Inc 5907 4th Ave S Seattle Blue Nile is an online jewelry shop and their 
production is still open to produce jewelry for their 
online business.  I don’t think it’s part of the 
Essential business.  Please review and advise.  
Please keep this confidential because my relative 
works there.

Raymunddelrosario@comcast.netLimuy Del Rosario 206-890-5648 pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Triangle Pub 9454 Delridge Way SW Seattle Business hours have changed. However bar 
operating as usual. Packed with people who have 
been drinking all day. Same goes for other bars on 
the block of 16th Ave

TRUE 03/30/20 7:07 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Collection Yakima Adjustment Service 309 W Lincoln Yakima Business is threatening legal actions knowing people 
are out of work. They had a random guy sever me 
legal papers it was an unnecessary exposure. He 
should be at home to help stop the spread. I am a 
nurse and if people don't listen this will only get 
worse. This was necessary and definitely not the 
appropriate time. This business should be closed!

TRUE 03/30/20 7:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Joann fabric 31523 Pacific hwy s. Federway As an employee of this location I have witnessed 
first hand that employees have been told not to wear 
mask or gloves because it could scare the 
customers. No extra cleaning supplies have been 
provided. Joanns is providing customers with free 
scraps of fabric to make mask just so they can be 
considered a medical supply store and bring more 
people in the store. It's a loophole they are trying to 
create to stay open.  Please help us get this store to 
close for the health and safety of the employees and 
customers.  Thank you.

Kadiericksen@gmail.com Kadi Ericksen 2533203643

TRUE 03/30/20 7:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public lands and trails City of Redmond Watershed Preserve Parking lot off Novelty Hill Road +  lot off 133rd NERedmond WA The Redmond Watershed Preserve is open. 
Including parking lots. I live in the neighborhood and 
drove by to check parking lots out of curiosity (due to 
visible King Co. trail system use near my house). It 
is overflowing with users on trails where social 
distancing would be impossible under the best of 
circumstances. Similar irresponsibility observed on 
the nearby Tolt Pipeline Trail as well. Super 
irresponsible masses of people not distancing.

joel@hiddenlands.com Joel Spiegel 425-941-6604

TRUE 03/30/20 7:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chehalis barber and co 371 NW pacific ave Chehalis They are doing business still even though asked to 
close

TRUE 03/30/20 7:11 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other office unsure 416 14th Ave SW Olympia multiple people going and coming; no visible signs of 
cleaning of entry point to prevent transmission

phenryliberty@gmail.com Patgrick Henry

TRUE 03/30/20 7:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toy maker warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Toy maker claiming to be essential and is forcing 
100+ employees to disobey governor's order and risk 
their and communities health or lose their jobs. 
Confirmed case, closing to clean 48 hours then back 
to full operations.

Wlango77@gmail.com William Lango 2063494169



TRUE 03/30/20 7:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toys Funko 1202 shuksan way Everett Multiple employees have tested positive and Funko 
has refused to tell employees. Brian Mariotti has 
attempted to hide this from employees. Employees 
should know that people they've worked with have 
been sick.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Safeway Sammamish 630 228th Ave NE Sammamish WA 98074 Shoppers are not respecting the 6 foot separation. 
All aisles should be one way traffic. I got into a 
physical altercation with a person after I asked them 
not to pass by me in the aisle. I ended up backing 
down the aisle and leaving the store without 
purchasing anything. Date: 3/30/2020

ttapping@gmail.com Tim Tapping 2065269208

TRUE 03/30/20 7:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Supermarket Qfc 2746 NE 45th St, Seattle I have seen up to 400 plus people in the store at a 
time.  The company is not limiting the amount of 
people in the store. 2  door open all the time people 
are just walking in as group.

hot_thing_32351@yahoo.comNA 206000000

TRUE 03/30/20 7:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Air Design Heating & Air Conditioning 1807 E Frances Ave Spokane This company is working at a site in Smokey Point, 
WA contracted by Inland doing new construction on 
an assisted living facility. No running water, no hand 
sanitizer or face masks on site and some men are 
urinating in cups and plastic bottles and leaving 
around the site. I have pictures.

vnessagirl79@gmail.com Vanessa 2533247328

TRUE 03/30/20 7:15 PM No Agency Eviction Other Government offices Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder AVE SW Olympia Non-essential business stonekathy76@gmail.com Kathleen Stone

TRUE 03/30/20 7:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffy’s 12807 W 14th Avenue Airway Heights Not only is this restaurant continuing to serve diners 
indoors as functioning as usual, but they have made 
a huge sign that says “F&$@ Coronavirus! We’re 
staying open!” and have it on full display for all to 
see.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business MOJI  1299 156 TH AVE NE #150 Bellevue I believe this place is a restaurant managing 
company. I deliver to them and I see employees in 
the office daily or most days of the week who are 
office clerks, not restaurant workers.

swatson812@yahoo.com Sarah W

TRUE 03/30/20 7:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Automotive repair shop Meineke Car Care Center 433 N Meridian Puyallup Office is dirty, many customers in and out with no 
cleaning process performed. Employees not able to 
maintain 6 foot distance rule.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Metropolitan market 301 228th Ave NE Sammamish WA Shoppers are not respecting the 6 foot separation. 
All aisles should be one way traffic. I asked a person 
to back up out of the aisle so I could exit without 
coming closer that 6 feet. He told me I was "over 
reacting" Date: 3/28/2020

ttapping@gmail.com Tim Tapping 2065269208

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Bijou Beverages 1925 W 4th Ave Spokane A tiny cramped bar still serving people inside.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Blessings hair salon 4802 a Yakima ave Tacoma Owner/operator is seeing clients in their homes or 
her own home, since her shop cannot be open at 
this time. This is a violation of social distancing as 
well as non essential business!!

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other King county parks King county parks 201 S Jackson Street Seattle King county parks has their park specialists working. 
The parks and facilities are closed. The parks 
specialist continue to work in close proximity to one 
another.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Elementary School Cedar Wood Elementary 3414 168th St SE, Bothell, WA 98012Bothell Groups of teenagers gather here daily and play 
basketball together. On the weekend, I counted 14 
teenagers on one side of the court in very close 
proximity.  There are others here who maintain 
distance, but the teenagers playing basketball show 
no regard. It seems that closing all the parks in this 
area is useless with this school playground being an 
apparent loophole. The school district is aware of 
large groups gathering here. The contact would be 
greatly reduced by simply closing the gate after 
employees left in the afternoon . Turning off the 
lights on the court would prevent fence-jumpers after 
hours.

hotdogandasoda@yahoo.comRob

TRUE 03/30/20 7:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vaping lounge South Sound Vapor Lounge 200 Division Street NE Olympia Drove past this business and saw the flashing 
“open” sign on Saturday, March 28.

Laurie_idgie@comcast.net Laurie Peterson 360-481-1609

TRUE 03/30/20 7:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Supervised visitation 
services

Family Focus Institute 303 E 16th Street, Suite 204 Vancouver This business says it is classified as essential 
service. They require their employees to transport 
children in their vehicles anywhere from 20-45 
minutes each way to supervised visitation in homes. 
The supervisor is in multiple families homes each 
day. The supervisor must also be closer than 6-10 ft 
distance to ensure safety and document all verbal 
interactions.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other personal office Jenny Durkan 600 4th Ave floor 7 Seattle multiple people coming and going phenryliberty@gmail.com Patrick Hnery

TRUE 03/30/20 7:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor 400 Main St. Olympia He is Non essential to the functioning of the State. 
He is more dangerous than the Kung Flu.
This person is creating a useless carbon footprint. 
He violates the State's and Federal Constitution.
He should move to Venezuela, since he likes that 
form of government so much. 
You want me to Rat on American's ? I'll do that 
when you declare martial law. And you better have a 
damn good reason, like if Commies were threatening 
America, Oh Wait. you already are doing that. 
A Flu bug does not reason enough. 
Bugger off, jay

weissrick@hotmail.com Richard Weiss 5093661022

TRUE 03/30/20 7:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Whole Foods 17991 NE Redmond Way Redmond WA Shoppers are not respecting the 6 foot separation. 
All aisles should be one way traffic.  A person 
pushed their way within 1 foot of me to grab  the 
same vegetable without waiting for me finish. When 
I spoke up, they ignored me. People aren't taking 
this seriously! Date: 3/29/2020

ttapping@gmail.com Tim Tapping 2065269208

TRUE 03/30/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Barrett's Gym 1674 State Route Highway 105Grayland Barrett Bolen has publicly stated on social media 
he's not adhering to the guidelines. He is keeping his 
gym open and people come and go all day.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Arrow Lumber Hwy 410 Buckley Shares food, not practicing social distancing.  
Showroom full of people.  Suck people coming back 
to work in a day or two.

Dvan@gmail.com Dave VanEtten 253-767-7889

TRUE 03/30/20 7:22 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Politician Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a fucking tyrant who performs no 
legitimate or essential function for maintaining the 
well-being of the state of Washington. He should be 
immediately be barred from practicing his vile trade.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Walmart 172nd St. ARLINGTON Entire families are coming in and wondering the 
entire store. Using it as a way to get out of the 
house. Cant it be controlled by shutting down parts 
of the store to stop that? They are putting the 
employees at risk when they have to be there. Let 
alone the risk they are putting their family in by being 
out and about unnecessarily. I'm sure the same 
thing is happening at Target and Costco as well.

Kharrop16@hotmail.com Karrie Harrop 9518700806

TRUE 03/30/20 7:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training Facility Ahimsa Dog Training 925 NW 49th Street, Suite C Seattle, WA 98107 I used to work at Ahimsa, and I am aware that they 
are open for Puppy Day Camp, which is a puppy 
training program.  Clients drop off their puppies and 
then pick them up.  Ahimsa has postponed it's other 
classes, but the Puppy Day Camp continues to 
operate, with at least three employees working.  One 
of my former co-workers works there, and she told 
me she is afraid she will lose her job if she refuses 
to work at the Puppy Day Camp.  Employees have 
contact with owners dropping off their puppies 
(usually 8 puppies each day).  Ahimsa Dog Training 
is not a veterinary business and it is not a boarding 
business; it is only a dog training business. Here is 
their website so you can see that they are 
proclaiming that they are still open: 
https://ahimsadogtraining.com/

meganlyden@msn.com Megan Lyden 14256031548 info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Lamps & Lamp Shades 
Wholesale & Manufacturers

Arlec America 994 Industry Dr Tukwila They are still open regular hours, seems like they 
never close. Always open I see people coming in and 
out there place all the time.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Longevity Health Center 1212 North Washington, Suite 206Spokane Acupuncturists are still seeing more than just critical 
care patients, potentially a hundred a week, way 
more than should be allowed during stay at home 
order. Received a phone call asking for me to come 
in as a non-critical care patient. This is not why they 
are still open.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Thrift Shop/Clothing 
Boutique

The Menagerie Bella’s Boutique 407 W. Stanley St. Granite Falls Non-essential business remaining open with no 
modified hours or other precautions. Used 
unsanitary items for sale. Not enough space in store 
to maintain the 6ft rule.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther HARDWARE STORE BROOKDALE LUMBER 3602 PACIFIC AVE S TACOMA, WA 98444-4744 Checkout counter not configured to maintain 
sufficient social distance for employees and 
customers.



TRUE 03/30/20 7:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber NailPro 3202 S 23rd St. #4. Tacoma A family member went their to get her nails done. 
The owner told her that she needed to make her 
money.  When you call they will tell customers to 
come through back door and closing blinds so that 
no one can tell they are open. This is putting people 
lives at risk.

Adamslanette@aol.com Cathy Adans 253-241-3524

TRUE 03/30/20 7:28 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Valley Real Life 1831 S Barker Rd #9762 Spokane Valley This church, as well as many others, in Spokane 
Valley are planning on dive-in Easter Services with 
attendances in the thousands. Are these legal?

sarahreinhart79@gmail.com Sarah Reinhart 509-295-7030

TRUE 03/30/20 7:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric, yarn, hobby store Joann fabric Crossroads mall Bellevue Inadequately cleaned...counters not shipping carts 
are cleaned

gobjgo@hughes.net 14252603428

TRUE 03/30/20 7:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governmant attorney general 400 Main St. Olympia He is Non essential to the functioning of the State. 
He is more dangerous than the Kung Flu.
This person is creating a useless carbon footprint. 
He violates the State's and Federal Constitution.
He should move to Venezuela, since he likes that 
form of government so much. 
You want me to Rat on American's ? I'll do that 
when you declare martial law. And you better have a 
damn good reason, like if Commies were threatening 
America, Oh Wait. you already are doing that. 
A Flu bug is not reason enough. 
Bugger off, bob

weissrick@hotmail.com Richard Weiss 509-366-1022

TRUE 03/30/20 7:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Rv dealership Camping world of spokane 19651 E cataldo Liberty lake Rv sales not essential. Making employee being 
within 6 feet of co workers and customers. Large 
gathering of people

TRUE 03/30/20 7:30 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governor’s office Capital Grounds Olympia Abuse of power, communist agendas, and overall 
fucking stupidity

TRUE 03/30/20 7:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto body supply Wesco autobody supply 4015 Rucker ave Everett Store is open for curbside service to give paint to 
auto body shops. Non essential

Wenpen@hotmail.com Shelly marks 4253303934

TRUE 03/30/20 7:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lacey Glass Inc 1210 homann dr se lacey This stay at home order is a joke. It seems that 
anyone with a pet project that has anything to do 
with public works is able to get an exception. We are 
trying to be safe and have given our employees the 
week off with pay. We are getting calls and Emails 
saying "our jobsite is open, get back to work". Some 
GC's are adding respirators and masks to their 
safety requirements when the hard to get gear would 
be much better off in the hands of medical staff and 
first responders that really need it. Let us stay home 
and stay safe and put this behind us instead of 
dragging it out and needlessly putting our trade 
workers at risk. Get your act together please and do 
what is right!

phil@laceyglass.com Phil Zeutenhorst 3605076971

TRUE 03/30/20 7:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Central Washington Asphalt 13184 Wheeler Road Moses Lake Road construction and asphalt manufacturing is 
continuing on non-WSDOT jobs. Several employees 
have come down with symptoms of COVID-19.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center Factory Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center blvd Bremerton Gym continues to remain open during this 
mandatory shut down for the safety of people's 
health. They have blacked out windows, moved 
rental vehicles out front from the back so gym 
members can park where they aren't seen.

3608014618 info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Scumbag Governors office 666 scumbag street Olympia Inslee acting like Hitler Getbent@aol.com Concerned citizen

TRUE 03/30/20 7:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Redmond Ridge Chiropractic 23525 NE Novelty Hill Rd, Suite A-109Redmond Doctor and staff members are not wearing face 
masks or gloves around patients. No social 
distancing at the business... Close contact 
communication. Could be a violation of Governor 
Inslee's crucial order.

I'd like to remain anonymous. Thank you.Anonymous Same as above

TRUE 03/30/20 7:33 PM No Action Eviction Restaurant or food service business Apna Bazar 2245 148th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98007Bellevue The Indian groceries and fresh produce store does 
not allow people in their store unless they are 
wearing face masks.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Slow Boat Tavern 5701 Rainier Ave S Seattle Through word of mouth, I’ve heard that Slow Boat 
Tavern is still operating as a speakeasy with info 
about the location posted under their private 
Instagram account, @sb_liferaft.

Anonymous tip

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government speaker of the house 400 Main St. Olympia She is Non essential to the functioning of the State. 
She is more dangerous than the Kung Flu.
This person is creating a useless carbon footprint. 
She violates the State's and Federal Constitution.
She should move to Venezuela, since she likes that 
form of government so much. 
You want me to Rat on American's ? I'll do that 
when you declare martial law. And you better have a 
damn good reason, like if Commies were threatening 
America, Oh Wait. you already are doing that. 
A Flu bug is not reason enough. 
Bugger off, laurie

weissrick@hotmail.com Richard Weiss 5093661022

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bird Seed/Gift Store Wild Birds Unlimited 15155 NE 24th St Redmond Although you can't go into the store, they are open 
and put the birdseed in your car for you.  Their 
website makes it clear that they are open with a 
special "virus schedule): 
https://redmond.wbu.com/?utm_source=google&utm
_medium=local&utm_campaign=localmaps&utm_con
tent=95

meganlyden@msn.com Megan Lyden 14256031548

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart Freeway drive Mt Vernon They are allowing to many people in the store 
making it impossible to create a social distance 
surrounding subjecting their employees and 
customers to the spread of the virus and not properly 
wiping down the store and carts

cameronlk@live.com Lisa 3609828596

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Western Materials 1202 S 1st st Yakima Wa The employees are too close to customers. I don’t 
even know if this business is an essential

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School St. Joseph Parish School 220 Mountain Park Blvd. SW Issaquah Parents are asked to retrieve e-learning materials in 
person. Repeated requests for digital delivery of 
these materials have been made to no avail.

revotsrj@gmail.com James Stover 4255860148

TRUE 03/30/20 7:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Oberto's 1715 Rainier Ave S Seattle it's novelty food why is it open

TRUE 03/30/20 7:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Alternative “Medicine” Restore Hyper Wellness & 
Cryotherapy

400 Central Way Suite 125 Kirkland Not only are they open but they are peddling 
pseudoscience prevention methods like their 
“iCorona IV Drip”. They claim to be essential to their 
clients who rely on them but they have been open for 
less than a month and is non-essential unless a 
person is addicted to placebos. There are multiple 
Restore Wellness locations in King County and it is 
my opinion that they should all be closed. They also 
employ RNs who could be helping actual patients.

laurelblack8@gmail.com Laurel 4257864085

TRUE 03/30/20 7:36 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jay Inslee 416 14th ave sw Olympia The construction of none essential government 
projects are still going on.  Projects like Key arena,  
NHL Northgate,  and some schools.  These are 
obviously none essential because they are all closed.  
 So why is the constitution on them essential?

Bungerkevin@gmail.com Kevin

TRUE 03/30/20 7:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Marijuana Dispensary The Firehouse 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg No concern about social distancing or sanitation.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business sophia health institute 17924 140th Ave NE Woodinville I head from a confirmed COVID-19 symptomatic 
that he was being allowed into the facility (enclosed 
room within the facility). I also have not seen any 
employees with gloves or a mask on at any point of 
the workday.

shayne.wilkins-haigh@bastyr.eduShayne Wilkins-Haigh (**please keep me anonymous**)2069308339

TRUE 03/30/20 7:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Political Governor's Office State Capitol Olympia, WA The governor owes WA taxpayers over $4M for 
support of his failed presidential campaign.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Tim's Complete Landscape 
Management

15458 SE 272nd St Kent Company is not an essential business and are 
making the employees work without PPE.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Rapid Ready Mix 900 E. Steuben St Bingen Not maintaining social distance
Performing non essential work

TRUE 03/30/20 7:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery/Supermarket Safeway 4732 Brooklyn Ave. NE Seattle, WA 98105 Not limiting # of customers, making distancing 
requirements impossible to follow.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Dispensary The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Not following Governor’s orders.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Towers Family Chiropractic 23515 NE Novelty Hill Rd, Suite B-225Redmond I am concerned that the doctor + staff members are 
not following the Governor's guidelines with wearing 
protective gear such as face masks and gloves in a 
healthcare environment. Lots of patients in this 
Redmond ridge center....... Close contact.

Unknown Anonymous please, thank you.Unknown



TRUE 03/30/20 7:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Din Tai Fung 700 bellevue way ne #280 Bellevue I don't want to cause this restaurant to close but they 
need to enforce the distancing guidelines better or 
change the way they are handing food to drivers.

 I picked up food for a customer at this restaurant 
last Friday during the dinner rush. I witnessed 
around 20 to 30 drivers in a cramped area waiting 
for the food to be picked up. The orders I waited for 
ended up taking about an hour and a half. 

They should instead have the drivers check in by 
phone and phone the driver when the order is ready 
for pickup. It is a conflict of contract for me to cause 
a restaurant to close so I'd like to remain 
anonymous. Please have someone go to the 
restaurant around 6pm to have a look at the setup. I 
wanted to stay outside to wait but was forced to stay 
inside to listen for my customers names being called 
out. 

You might also want to take a look at Can Am pizza 
as they had a similar issue. 2125 Bel-Red Rd, 
Redmond, WA 98052

It would be a great idea to have someone run food 
out to the drivers rather than having us meet them in 
a potential large gathering of drivers. It would give a 
few more jobs and keep things safer imo.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Jesse Engineering Co 1840 Marine View DR Tacoma There is a confirmed case of covid-19 with a 
coworker. The information was never passed along 
to any employees working in the company or within 
the 6ft radius of the employee. None if his work 
stations were sanitized. All employees have been at 
work as regularly scheduled. Employee told 
supervisor of his positive results.

lotekbmx779@gmail.com Jordan Thaden 2533458517

TRUE 03/30/20 7:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Unknown Unknown 9355 NE 120th Pl Kirkland WA 98034Kirkland Lots of traffic (including minivans) and rotations of 
people coming and going throughout the day in the 
house across the road from us. We think there 
might be a business running but not sure.

DEREKANDMICHELLE@OUTLOOK.COMMichelle Moyles 4257655270

TRUE 03/30/20 7:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Home Depot 1540 Marvin Road NE Lacey The parking lot at Home Depot was full, and the 
store was not metering occupance or complying with 
social distancing parameters.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Judkins Skate Park park 2100 S Judkins St Seattle, WA 98144 Dozens of people congregating. Please police the 
parks and trails or deputize us for proper social 
distancing.

governorinslee@meinnovations.comMike Eddy 4258692453

TRUE 03/30/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail The Container Store 700 Bellevue Way NE Bellevue They are open. If overpriced storage bins are a 
necessity, then I'm done. Carryout from restaurants, 
weed, and housewares can't ALL be essential or I'd 
be dead.

Sea1989ajw@gmail.com Andrew Wilson 2067089515 taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Dispensary The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Violating social distancing requirements.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:45 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail GameStop 10408 us-2 Airway heights GameStop lobby is closed but you can purchase 
merchandise via the website, pay for it online, then 
pick it up at the GameStop door. They aren’t allowing 
customers into the store but they have lights on and 
look open from 11:30-8:30, keeping customers 
going to the door and attempting to enter the store.

Bzbgrooming@hotmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction ACI Coatings 11406 E Montgomery Dr. Spokane States buisness is closed but forcing employees to 
work and ignore social distances

amelia.mcrae@hotmail.com Amelia Hoy 5095990407

TRUE 03/30/20 7:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Valley septic service Valley septic service Autanum rd Union gap An empoyee came back from hawaii and did not 
quarantine himself properly.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia This is America not Nazi Germany. This is how you 
waste taxpayers money? Shame on you. Good 
riddance come November.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car audio shop Mobile music 1801 Cornwall ave Bellingham While the owner claims the business is essential 
because they service interlock/breathalyzers, he is 
actively trying to sell stereos and other car audio 
equipment and making his sales and installation 
people work to support this. He even is posting 
videos on his Facebook advertising subwoofers and 
speakers.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:48 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Everett Community College 
- a STATE run entity

Everett Community College 2000 Tower Street Everett School is shut down, no students or staff are allowed 
on campus w/o permission. Yet cashiers have to be 
on site 40 hrs.a week doing jobs that could be done 
in a shorter time frame or from home. This is not 
equitable! These employees are made to put 
themselves, their families and the community at 
further risk for non 
essential reasons. State should practice what it 
preaches.

lawjill21@gmail.com Jill Law 2069485190

TRUE 03/30/20 7:48 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Tyrant Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia No one needs a tyrant especially in these 
Unprecedented times. I hope you will close down 
these Violators soon!

TRUE 03/30/20 7:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult Boutique Private Lives 6300 NE 117th Ave # B3 Vancouver, WA 98662 Open sign while driving by between 2pm & 7pm; 
also listed as open on facebook page

natsaccounts@mac.com Natalie 9713449886 privatelives01@gmail.com (duplicate)

TRUE 03/30/20 7:49 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other The Governor himself Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia The governor is using any excuse to hold press 
conferences where social distancing guidelines are 
not being followed. He is telling Washingtonians that 
we should get outside and then proceeds to close all 
the state parks, playgrounds and fishing locations, 
and then tells us it's okay to go for a drive but then 
chastises our entire state for doing so because we 
might stop and get a donut. What?! There have 
been so many contradictions that my head is 
spinning. The elderly and the at-risk should choose 
to self-quarantine if they are feeling unsafe. There is 
no reason to have the entire state shut down, 
businesses lost, the economy tanked and lives 
ruined because of a virus. People want to get back to 
work, and the governor should support that. He is 
condemning Americans for living their lives and then 
choosing to be a massive hypocrite on top of it. Just 
stop.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Karate Studio SBG 2120 west sims way Port Townsend Large classes of children are being taught classes. healrmn@planeteria.net Jason Serinus 3603442964

TRUE 03/30/20 7:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Cove Restaurant and Lounge 402 164th St SW #106 Lynnwood I went to pick up food to go and they had multiple 
patrons sitting at the bar talking as if nothing was 
going on. They all seemed to know the owner or 
bartender. They were eating food and drinking 
drinks. I left immediately without my food.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rent/lease to own retailer Aarons ? Yakima, Spokane,  Tri-cities, Tacoma, Puyallup, Vancouver, Longview,  CentraliaNothing essential about this business. Protect their 
families.

Concerned anonymous individual AHSC@aarons.com 5/4

TRUE 03/30/20 7:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Xhale Vapor And Smoke 5610 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SE Unit aIssaquah It’s a smoke and vape store with no safety 
precautions for its employees

TRUE 03/30/20 7:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Baker Modern Homes 4319 35th Ave W Seattle Residential home builder expecting subcontractors to 
work on non-essential work.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke and Vape shop Smoke city for less 1057A George Washington wayRichland Not an essential business, no Covid-19 protocols in 
place.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car audio Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall Avenue Bellingham Washington There are 3 parts to mobile music car audio sales 
car audio installation and interlock devices. Both car 
audio parts should not be open, yet are.

scamdman8@gmail.com Cameron 360-305-6463

TRUE 03/30/20 7:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Nys Enterprises 12322 Highway 99 126 Everett Parking lot paving and striping company.  Very little if 
any emergency services.  Full office, crew and yard 
workers working.  Employees worried about 
retaliation but also their health.  THIS IS 
ANONYMOUS

TRUE 03/30/20 7:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Blue sage 5617 Summitview Ave Yakima They were even on the news telling everyone they 
are still open

TRUE 03/30/20 7:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther nonesential Governors office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia enough said

TRUE 03/30/20 7:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Shake shack 2115 Westlake ave Seattle Not adhering to social distancing and standing 6 feet 
apart. Lines to order to go remain long and packed in 
the restaurant.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:59 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Farmers market Coupeville Farmers Market 788 NW Alexander St Coupeville Vendors are on social media inviting people to come 
to Coupeville this Saturday April 4th to attend their 
farmers market.  Carriage of would be in Coupeville 
has over 40 cases of covin 19 in the small town. 
People are discussing traveling from other cities to 
take a nice drive over to would be island for this 
farmer's market so they can purchase vendors 
goods none of which are essential and goes against 
the governor's stay-at-home order as well as the 
mandate to minimize gatherings to no more than 10 
people.  This is not essential personnel. this is not 
essential goods or essential business and it should 
be canceled.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor's office State of Washington 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Inskeep should be tarred and feathered Nunya Bidness



TRUE 03/30/20 8:00 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other State Agency Dept of Corrections 7345 Linderson Way SW Tumwater you scold the general public about not following your 
orders.  You should look with in your own area.  
DOC Secretary,  Assistant Secretary and EOU Chief 
requiring training that involves touching and being in 
large groups not getting info from Subject Matter 
Experts on why we do not need to do this.  Putting in 
standards for the prison workers to follow but 
forgetting the field officers.  These three need to be 
removed.  Unless you like your own people not 
following your orders.   They will deny it as they are 
good at placing blame and not accepting that they 
are wrong.  Just ask the front line workers.   But who 
cares about that.  Get ready for the law suits to 
follow for dummy down training and/or getting staff 
exposed on purpose.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Suede Salon 412 S. 48th Ave Yakima The owner Betty King posted all over facebook that 
she will continue to take clients. I would love to go 
back to work, but if people don't stay home we will 
continue to have the virus

TRUE 03/30/20 8:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Retail Cabela's 9810 Quil Ceda BLVD Tulalip This business does not seem to meet the any of the 
essential business requirements, however they are 
still operating allowing customers order items and 
pick the orders up as well as allowing customers in 
the store through the back doors.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway drive Bellingham Not giving the tools or instructions to social distance. 
Too crowded and not limiting people in store.

breezybreee@gmail.com Bre 3604839102

TRUE 03/30/20 8:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Dojo 3 900 S Grady Way Renton Fitness instructors gathering and inviting others to 
join in dance fitness

TRUE 03/30/20 8:03 PM AG Eviction Landlord Lake stickney mobile home park contact sandy kumn13020 17th ave w Evertt I have been given a 20 vacate notice because I got 
my son a emotional support dog that is registered 
and I gave her the registration letter she says she 
doesnt care she even went as far as yelling at my 
son isnt their an order that u cant evict or give notice 
not to mention an emotional support animal cant be 
kicked out. I have no where else to go and I own my 
trailor please help

andreabecky1110@gmail.comAndrea roberts 4252492977

TRUE 03/30/20 8:03 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Attorney Generals office State of Washington 7141 Clearwater dr SW Olympia Ferguson needs to decorate a lamppost. He's 
wasting taxpayer money.

John Locke

TRUE 03/30/20 8:06 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialFuneral home Governor office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504 large gathering of non essential personel

TRUE 03/30/20 8:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Paradise restaurant 7250 Rainier Ave Sc Seattle This is a restaurant where many East African men 
congregate. There are 18 cars in the parking lot 
tonight, 8pm, 30 March. All parking stalls are filled , 
so they simply parked up the middle. Perhaps they 
need the shelter in place mandate translated?

Jennifer68rice@gmail.com Jennifer Rice 2067255525

TRUE 03/30/20 8:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway Dr, Bellingham, WA, 98229Bellingham Fred Meyer has not implemented a customer limit of 
50 people at a time, like many other grocery chains 
have. It is irresponsible to allow hundreds of people 
in at a time, which is often the case as this is one of 
the busiest Fred Meyer stores. It does not allow for 
customers and employees to keep a 6 foot distance 
from one another. Please urge the Lakeway Fred 
Meyer to enforce a customer limit to allow for safe 
social distancing practices.

emma.hutchison11@gmail.comEmma Hutchison 206-437-9501

TRUE 03/30/20 8:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boeing Boeing Company 3100 casino road Everett They are open for non Essential work- nothing that 
is immediate or required. Bribing employees with 1 
hour of vacation for every hour worked - plus getting 
the shut down wage. We all want the same 
treatment but they gave it some and then said they 
had too many volunteers - Boeing is an issue of the 
spread and killing loved ones !

TRUE 03/30/20 8:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boeing Boeing Company 3100 casino road Everett They are open for non Essential work- nothing that 
is immediate or required. Bribing employees with 1 
hour of vacation for every hour worked - plus getting 
the shut down wage. We all want the same 
treatment but they gave it some and then said they 
had too many volunteers - Boeing is an issue of the 
spread and killing loved ones !

TRUE 03/30/20 8:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Northwest Steel Fab 2205 e Crawford st Deer park Working in a gray area saying jobs are essential 
when they aren’t and they aren’t working on most of 
the jobs they claim to Be essential. Business has so 
many employees it makes social distancing difficult

TRUE 03/30/20 8:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Belmont 518 E Pine Seattle Website claims they are social distancing, cleaning 
surfaces and disinfecting upholstered furniture.  
They offer on the website to “offer respite” during the 
pandemic.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Parr Lumber 7610 47th Ave NE Marysville All last week they were still loading and sending off 
building supplies.  Fork Lifts moving inventory, 
employee parking pretty full. Perhaps they are 
working with the state?

TRUE 03/30/20 8:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Engineers JUB Engineers 2810 West Clearwater Kennewick Not critical and still open.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:12 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public school. Foss High School 2112 S. Tyler St. Tacoma, WA There seems to be a woman's sports team practicing 
in the Foss HIgh School gym.

gregriccio@yahoo.com Greg Rich 253-370-2339

TRUE 03/30/20 8:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Home depot 980 w central Dr Moses lake Home depot is not following guidelines. The number 
of customers/associates was well over 100 people 
this weekend and not being monitored.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Brunos 430 91st Ave NE, Lake Stevens, WA 98258Lake stevens I have heard, but not witnessed myself. That they 
are allowing a handful of patrons to hang out at the 
bar. I want to remain anonymous.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington State 
Government

Government Construction Projects 123 Hypocrisy St. Everytown If you say the private sector can't build, you shouldn't 
either. Why do we continue to set rules for the 
private sector that government doesn't have to 
comply with? If some construction should stop to 
help slow the spread all construction (except 
emergency) should stop.

chris.corry@leg.wa.gov Chris Corry 509-607-0730

TRUE 03/30/20 8:18 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other COASTIES  COMING TO EASTERN WASHINGTONCOASTIES ARROGANT 45 W SEATTLE Lock down king county you idiot. Before they infect 
all of Eastern Washington

Joe Blow

TRUE 03/30/20 8:19 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther adult bookstore American Liberty 3710 100TH ST SW STE B lakewood number of people going in and out and milling outside

TRUE 03/30/20 8:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sky Bridge Therapies 9307 Bridgeport Way SW Lakewood Sky Bridge Therapies is violating social distancing 
requirements. Parents are the parking at the parking 
lot, or they drive to the front door where children are 
some parents enter the clinic for services. Parents 
and therapists are much closer than 6 feet indoors 
or outdoors during the "talk downs" (maybe one-foot 
distance). In addition, following the therapy sessions, 
therapists bring kids outside the building violating 
safety for children. Sky Bridge Therapies doesn't 
check kids' temperature when the child enters the 
clinic, and allow sick kids to come in (even though 
they sent an email for sick kids to stay home). 
Therapists in the facility aren't equipped with masks 
or gloves, and use HOMEMADE hand sanitizer as 
"protection". While schools are closed, Sky Bridge 
Therapies continues to spread the virus. Sky Bridge 
Therapies doesn't allow their therapists to take an 
"unpaid two-week quarantine leave" even if 
employees report a fragile immune system, but 
forces them to take a full unpaid month off or 
continue working.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 8:24 PM AG Eviction Landlord Public storage 3524 stoll Rd se Olympia We've been locked out of my storage unit and given 
a letter stating that i have 3 days to empty and 
vacate our unit by close of business said 3rd day. 
Rent/paid but we need to have a truck to access the 
unit.

mmc253360@gmail.com Mason Cosentino +13604027545

TRUE 03/30/20 8:24 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Recovery Cafe 2022 Boren Ave, Seattle, WA 98121seattle WA It is a drop-in center and people are hanging around 
downtown Seattle that are drug addicts Myron 
Anthony mainer DOC #772605 a kidnapper has 
been seen there please shut it down permanently.

jordan.rinehart@settlecolleges.eduJordan Rinehart 2539613110

TRUE 03/30/20 8:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Jun spa 20308 77th Ave Ne suite h Arlington This is a “massage” business that is actually known 
for providing happy endings. They Are still open daily 
and I have time stamped
Photos to prove it.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Cordata Community Food Coop 315 Westerly Road Bellingham WA Way too many people in the store at one time. No 
control for how many people they allow in the store 
at once, making social distancing nearly impossible

ablois@me.com Andrea Blois 3604668449



TRUE 03/30/20 8:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Olympic Dermatology and Laser Clinic 424 Lilly Road NE Olympia They sent me a letter a few days ago and made it 
sound like they are offering services that are non-
essential. 

Exerp from the email:
Olympic Dermatology continues to offer a broad 
array of state-of-the-art services.  If you or your 
loved ones need any of them, trust that we will triage 
and treat you in an appropriate manner. Please refer 
to our Web site for a full listing of what we can offer 
you.

Deeskk@hotmail.com Kristy Dees 360-701-6001

TRUE 03/30/20 8:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther RV Repair Wescraft RV Repair 3402 12th St. E. Fife They refuse to close even though non essential. 
Approx 20 employees inside.

stacy.harmon@comcast.net Stacy 2533819125 rv@wescraft.repair

TRUE 03/30/20 8:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop MLT Tobacco Outlet 21919 66th Ave W. Mountlake Terrace This is a smoke shop. Clearly not an Essentials 
business.  It irks me that they think they can just 
ignore the fact that people are dying.

Skymartin57@gmail.com Martin 206.953.3553

TRUE 03/30/20 8:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther fear monger Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Talking without a brain. Encountering people while 
aiding pedophiles.  Wasting tax dollars.  Telling lies 
about President Trump.

Tammyjo7860@gmail.com Tammy 5095502660

TRUE 03/30/20 8:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cam’s Rentals 1630 E Smith Road Bellingham Their social media posts indicate their equipment is 
still available to rent and someone on another page 
recommended them after using their equipment 
today.

laura.s.landrum@gmail.com Laura 7137034466

TRUE 03/30/20 8:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Institute Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr Camas The firm has 2000 people and a very open layout. 
They staggered shifts so only 1/2 people are in the 
office at a time, but I’m still close to others when I go 
in. I also have the capability of working from home 
and they’re not allowing it. 2 of our employees have 
tested positive, and yet we’re still open. Please tell 
them to have everyone who can work from home 
work all hours from home, so those who don’t have 
the capability can practice safe distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Spy Network Stalin’s Spy Network 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Yah, it looks like a a non-essential government 
official, a wanna-be presidential candidate is trying to 
revisit Stalin-Era tactics of having citizens nark on 
their neighbors.  Please check in to this and arrest 
the guy with the green tie.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:35 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential government officeWashington state capitol building 416 sid snyder ave Olympia The governor is violating the concerns and interests 
of 75-90% of the population of his state also 
violating the 1st amendment by not allowing people 
to gather and worship in a church and violating 2nd 
amendment rights saying gunshops are non essential

TRUE 03/30/20 8:35 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sex trafficking massage 
parlor/reflexologist

Jun Spa 20308 77th Ave Ste H Arlington Given the nature of the business, there is no doubt 
that they are not following social distancing 
standards. This establishment definitely does not 
preform an actual massage therapy. They are non 
essential and should be closed. The other local sex 
trafficking massage parlors all have closed signs 
posted, but are allowing clients to enter through the 
rear entrance.

paigesmomie@yahoo.com Audrey Bussanmas

TRUE 03/30/20 8:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cafe Elite 1902 65th Ave W Fircrest Two baristas working at one time; not standing or 
working 6 ft apart. Not following proper sanitation 
rules. The espresso drive-thru stand does not have 
the capability to be washing hands in between cars, 
because it is fast paced. Baristas don't appear to be 
changing gloves in between cars, and complained 
about not having enough gloves, not having hand 
sanitizer, and most likely do not have the chance to 
properly sanitize clipboard touched by each 
customer, and then handed back to the barista; in 
between transactions with each car. I'm not sure that 
any drive thru espresso stands are essential during 
this time, and are most likely encouraging the spread 
of COVID-19.

jaxongreer2@gmail.com Jaxon 253-432-9104

TRUE 03/30/20 8:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Sideshow Bob Ferguson Attorney General 800 5th Ave #2000 Seattle Wasting tax dollars by suing President Trump.  
Obstructing what voters want and voted for.  Being a 
terrorist of Washington citizens

Tammyjo7860@gmail.com Tammy 5095502660

TRUE 03/30/20 8:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Muray Franklyn Homes 1457 Elk Run Pl SE North Bend Home construction continues at site. City worker told 
me in confidence that they felt pressured by builder 
to let work continue. Multiple homes under 
construction, large numbers of workers at site daily.

dave.tracy@comcast.net David Tracy 206-799-9933

TRUE 03/30/20 8:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Jay inslees asshole State Marysville This business is wide open all day taking dicks in 
and out, this ain’t right

Hughjanus69@yahoo.com Hugh Janus 4206969420

TRUE 03/30/20 8:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 123 e indiana ave Spokane I observed people not observing the social distancing 
as prescribed by the Governor.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Winery compliance services 173 Middle Waitsburg Rd Walla walla Not following social distancing

TRUE 03/30/20 8:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Bobalust 12950 SE Kent-Kangley Rd Kent Though it is a beverage service that may be take and 
go, often you will see very large gatherings in and 
outside store, groups of 7-15 people throughout the 
day in a very small space.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Roasters Coffee 300 N Ely St, Kennewick Kennewick Absolutely impossible to impose social distancing 
requirements, also coffee is nonessential. If you 
wish to actually minimize the spread of the virus 
coffee shops should not remain open.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific topsoils 805 80th st sw Everett Dump truck drivers are delivering dirt to home 
owners,

TRUE 03/30/20 8:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Desert valley eye care 8503 w Clearwater Ave Kennewick They have remained open providing eye exams to 
people even though they were told they needed to 
close. Every other eye clinic I’ve heard of in town 
has closed except them.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:42 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Milton middle school construction 2001 milton way Milton Not following 6 foot separation guide lines.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cafe Elite 1902 65th Ave w Fircrest Baristas are not keeping social distance. They don’t 
appear as if they can sanitize the clipboards in 
between every car, or change/wash their 
gloves/hands. They are inhibiting the spread of 
COVID-19.

AlexMendes65@gmail.com Alex Mendes

TRUE 03/30/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Elective ultrasound 3D Mother Nurture Ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW Unit D Puyallup Seeing a lot of people go in and out of this place. 
Doctors don’t consider this has a medical
Clinic. Large family are coming in to find out sec of 
baby with ultrasound. Definitely not considered 
medical. Owner isn’t a doctor or licensed (medically).

TRUE 03/30/20 8:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffy’s Breakfast Burgers and Brew 12807 W 14th Ave Airway Heights Continuing to serve dine-in individuals

TRUE 03/30/20 8:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Boat Manufacturing Wooldridge Boats 1303 S 96th street Seattle This company is operating by justifying boats on 
order for an Air Force base rental program two boats 
to a remote dealer for transportation and called in a 
repair boat for a city fire dept. little to no work is 
being done on these boats and we just found out a 
co worker who has been working has had or has the 
virus and we still remain open.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Cafe Elite 4401 S 19th St Tacoma Reporting this business after going through 2 of their 
stands, some of the baristas were not practicing 
social distancing and having too many girls working 
at a time in a little stand. After going through last few 
times some of the girls who work there have told me 
that they dont have masks, hand sanitizer, or 
sanitizing wipes. They handed off a clipboard for me 
to sign, and I am worried that this clipboard that is 
being touched by every customer and the baristas is 
not even being sanitized.

Brittanyroberts1975@gmail.comBrittany 360-986-4423

TRUE 03/30/20 8:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Embroidery, screen print,  
digital fusion

(509) 279-2034 3808 N Sullivan SPOKANE VALLEY Owner states he has a letter that he can stay open 
because he embroiders Chas clinic uniforms. That is 
not essential and today a customer came in and 
cough on me (by accident I think; he didn’t 
apologize). We do not do anything to help with covid 
cause we can’t afford to help. We are staying open 
for full business not just embroidering of chas 
uniforms. The owner has made comments to me; 
whoever left or takes Lay-off won’t be coming back. I 
need this job; $18/hr. But I can’t risk getting ill 
having kids... I need help please have him close the 
doors for 2-3 weeks. I’m scared and begging. Please 
don’t share my name with him; that I reported.

Beeler0801@yahoo.com Kitten Beeler 5092948745

TRUE 03/30/20 8:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is openLandlord Governors office 416 Sid Snyder Ave Olympia Over reach and incompetence



TRUE 03/30/20 8:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction The Truss Company Inc 15599 Ashten Rd Burlington Hello,

I would like to bring to your attention a business that 
is more concerned with continuing to make money 
than the health and safety of employees.

The business is Truss Co. 
(http://www.thetrussco.com/), specifically the 
Burlington, WA Location.

They currently have 80+ employees working side-by-
side.

They have not provided any hand sanitizer to 
employees, and have empty soap dispensers in all 
the bathrooms. They are literally providing no way for 
any employee to wash their hands. They have taken 
no measures to distance any employees from each 
other, and have threatened to fire anyone who does 
not show up to work even if they feel sick.

Please bring light to these issues so these 
employees do not get sick!

jeff_hanes@fastmail.com Jeff Hanes

TRUE 03/30/20 8:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Fitness equipment Fitness outlet 19220 alderwood mall PKWY Lynnwood Store is open for business

TRUE 03/30/20 8:50 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Resort Coeur d alene resort 115 a 2nd st Coeur d alene Nothing disinfected. People close proximity even with 
limited people and the work being done is non 
essential and isnt voluntary. People are still staying 
and able to visit

TRUE 03/30/20 8:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther The Governor's office Li'l Jay-Jay Inslee's Fascism Factory, Inc.416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia This business is not only completely non-essential, 
it's actually detrimental to the health and welfare of 
the general public.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:51 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Seller for construction 
material

Jaaco Corporation 18080 NE 68th ST STE C-130Redmond Non-essential business is still open despite sign on 
door stating it is closed.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:51 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course/ country club Bear creek country club 13737 202nd Ave NE Woodinville Golf course is open and people can be openly seen 
playing golf.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Jun spa 20308 77th ave ne h Arlington Definitely not a legit massage place

TRUE 03/30/20 8:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric Store JoAnn Fabrics 17501 Southcenter Pkwy, Tukwila Why is this store running promotions encouraging 
customers to come in, in person?  Or any 
promotions?  It should be mail-order only or maybe 
curbside.  Fabric masks are one thing but this is not 
the same.  If we're going to get through this, 
companies needs to stop pretending to care about 
health and pretending to be compliant when all they 
really care about $$.    

Example:
---
30% OFF YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE
ONLINE ONLY FOR IN-STORE PICK-UP ORDERS
---

gctaylor11@gmail.com Gary 4254455664 customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana grower/distributor Onyx Agronomics 111 Sargison Loop Shelton Employer has explicitly said they do not care about 
Governors directive or social distance requirements. 
They are requiring employees to attend frequent 
staff meeting of 40+ people crammed in a small 
conference room. Air shower with 3 people at a time 
in a total space that 4 ft wide. No hand sanitizer 
available for staff. No hand washing in common 
work areas.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:55 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Washington State Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Office is not performing an essential function. TendYourOwnBusiness@gov.wa.govConcerned Citizen 800-GET-LIFE

TRUE 03/30/20 8:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit warehouse Columbia Reach Packing 3107 River Road Yakima Fruit packers are back to back,really close to each 
other. Face to face about 2 to 3 feet away at most.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gaming store MOB games 303 91st Ave NE Ste E504 Lake Stevens Reopened after shut down order claiming to be a 
essential business. Shop sells gaming supplies. Is 
trying to be safe limited people in the store, but 
rushing safety of others by encouraging people to to 
come out to shop for non-essential items or things 
that could be shipped.

mobgamesonline@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Longevity Health Center 1212 N. Washington, Unit 206Spokane Not following social distancing within the office, 
homemade disinfecting solution made with vodka, 
Trying to drum up business instead of treating 
essential patients only, price gouging supplements.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global Metal Works 1144 Thorne rd Tacoma, WA I am a health care provider at risk and I happen to 
have a relative working at this company that does 
not need to be at risk. Please shut them down to 
protect their families. I believe the owner may not be 
fully aware that their business is Non-Essential. 
Please inform them!!

rebecca61005@yahoo.com Rebecca 12536830641 sales@globalmwe.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Warehouse Allan Bros 31 Allan Road Naches Fruit packers are back to back. Too close to each 
other about 2 to 3 feet apart at most

TRUE 03/30/20 8:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car stereo installation Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall Bellingham They do interlock systems BUT the lobby is open, 
customers are still able to get radios installed. The 
entire store is open. They do NOT have PPE or 
cleaning supplies for their employees. They should 
JUST have the interlock portion open.

Lulu.talmage@gmail.con Lulu Talmage 4254997632

TRUE 03/30/20 8:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey Blvd SE lacey They covered the windows with paper but you can sit 
in the parking lot and watch people in work out gear 
going in and coming out at all hours. They are still 
open even though gyms are supposed to be closed.

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Westwood Golf Course Tieton Dr Yakima Open Golf Course

TRUE 03/30/20 8:59 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Just Right Cleaning and Construction - JRCC6446 Road 3 Northeast Moses Lake Preforming non-essential work inside people's homes

TRUE 03/30/20 8:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Exterior Car Wash Brown Bear Carwash 18764 WA-305 Poulsbo Got word that they are reopening on April 1st, as an 
employee I’m concerned the safety of the workers 
and customers, despite low contact, there are still 
interactions and touchscreens.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pizza oven manufacturer Wood stone corporation 1801 W Bakerview rd Bellingham Making pizza ovens is not essential. There are other 
ways to make a pizza.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther lawn care Senske Services 2909 River Rd Yakima Non essential business is operating and not 
following social distancing guidelines.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petco Petco 45th St Seattle Pet store is non essential.  Can order online Richsipes@comcast.net Richard Sipes 3605660262

TRUE 03/30/20 9:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Pot Shops Pot Shops Washington State Every city Drugs are non-essential. Marijuana sales are not 
part of the medical field, but rather in business to 
fund idiot Democrats.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hannah’s Hair Salon 1304 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview Walk-in hair and nail appointments offered while 
shut down order is in place.

tknox@gmail.com Anonymous Smith

TRUE 03/30/20 9:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufactured home sales officeFuture Homes Bremerton 4021 WA-16 Bremerton Small business of around 6, in which 2 employees 
are currently staying home due to COVID 19 like 
symptoms. The owners are forcing the rest of the 
employees to come into the office. This is NOT a 
construction company, nor are they a distributor. All 
the work they do can be done from home. I would 
like to remain anonymous.

evalenzuela14@georgefox.eduEmanuella Valenzuela 2539853077

TRUE 03/30/20 9:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Spa 615 S Mission St Wenatchee They keep the “open” sign turned off but will take 
walk ins and schedule appointments for all types or 
beauty services. Called to schedule an appointment 
and was told they could see me this week as they 
had other appointments scheduled.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:08 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail crafts and fabric store Joann fabric & crafts 2217 nw 57th st Ballard Wa. 98107  store #1711Seattle I am working with all employees in this non essential 
store that sells crafts, fabric, sewing machines etc... 
Why are they still open? Nothing essential here. Just 
greed. They are part of the problem not the solution 
helping to spread the disease to employees and 
customers, putting the dollar before lives. Very 
disgusting shameful greed disguising themselves as 
essential by supposedly giving free mask kits that 
are probably contaminated when packaged or selling 
the so called materials to make them which both are 
not approved by medical community, FDA, EPA, 
etc.... not to mention store is and was never sanitary, 
just look at the break room, microwave sink etc... 
filthy dirty probably Corona all over plus other viruses 
bacteria. Need to close it now!

mrman@gmail.com Marcelo Ponte 206 293-4275 customer.serice@joann.com



TRUE 03/30/20 9:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Funko Toy supply 
warehouse

Funko store warehouse 1202 Shushkan way Everett wa 98203 The company did not shut down on Thursday and 
we all came to work, the company are shipping toys 
and said we would not be compensated if we get 
sick from the virus instead they would bring Nurses 
to check our temperature. Many are worried about 
the toy store being open and they recently had one 
person positive at this place and are letting people 
stay home for two days and then go back on 
Thursday to work. So they are not shutting down 
both morning shift and night shift.

AMhalter15@yahoo.com Alicia Estrada 360-672-8873 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Tequerja El Antojo 3801 E McKinley Tacoma Drove by from getting groceries and saw people 
walking in. Turned around to get a look and saw an 
“Open” Neon light on.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other No gloves, masks, or social 
distancing of staff and bus 
stops

Bethel School District 192nd Canyon Rd. Spanaway Mandatory that bus drivers drop food off to kids at 
bus stops, instead if 10 designated schools. Crowds 
if 15-20 children are close together, waiting for food. 
No one at the stops have gloves or masks. Cooks, 
assistants, and people loading the sped buses, have 
no gloves or masks; no social distancing. I don't feel 
safe.

Unanamous

TRUE 03/30/20 9:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Joann Fabrics and crafts Joann Fabrics and crafts 2823 NE Sunset Blvd Renton Endangering lives by staying open. normaefrias@gmail.com Norma customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:09 PM AG Eviction Landlord Stonehedge Village 14610 93rd Blvd NE Bothell https://www.essexapartmenthomes.com/covid19-
updates
If you can't prove financial impact you're evicted.

jmperriello@gmail.com Josephine Perriello 4256528808

TRUE 03/30/20 9:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Pacific Highway Chiropractic 13030 Military Rd S #106 Tukwila It does not provide any proper protective attire to 
employees.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Fullhouse biulders llc. 10918 creviston Dr Nw Gig harbor wa 98329 Does not comply with the governor's law. Glen martinez 2064991769

TRUE 03/30/20 9:10 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Pacific Highway Chiropractic 13030 Military Rd S #106 Tukwila It does not provide any proper protective attire to 
employees.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:10 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther The Shops at the Bravern Bravern 11111 NE 8th St Bellevue Bravern is still ticketing employee cars (as of 
yesterday).  I work at Bravern and had left my car 
behind before the shelter in place order.  I returned 
to retrieve my car and it had been ticketed issued 
yesterday 3/29.  This is insensitive and clearly non-
essential.

chris@chrispaape.com Chris Paape 206-390-4440

TRUE 03/30/20 9:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Cordie’s Barber Shop 1626 172nd ST NE Marysville The woman who owns this shop is calling her 
regulars in for haircuts. She was calling them to 
come 30 minutes apart and working in the dark to 
avoid being caught.

jenandholly121215@gmail.comHolly Burns 425-760-2623

TRUE 03/30/20 9:15 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord All AMLI PROPERTIES 535 Pontius ave Seattle I see the maintenance guys going to multiple units 
where people are home. Im sure there for work 
orders but feel if its not an emergence maybe they 
should stop. My guess is all AMLI properties are 
running this way. Also I see people in the office. Are 
they allowed to keep renting apt.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Warehouse Autozone 3733 N. Capitol Ave. Pasco Meetings in morning are gathered together in more 
than 50 workers without providing social distancing. 
Sanitizer is not located at every desk or computer 
station. Returns Department is handling items from 
California and Seattle without proper PPE that is 
gloves and masks.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Espresso Stop 727 Meridian Ave E Edgewood This is not an Essential business. I am concerned 
for the Community due to employees not washing 
hands in between customers. Also not being in 
compliance with the law. This is very negligent on 
the owners part.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Title & Escrow CW Title & Escrow 1002 39th Ave SW Puyallup This company (all locations) is not enforcing social 
distancing rules. Multiple times a day clients are 
coming in to sign documents when they could be 
signing out of office with traveling notaries that we 
provide. I am concerned for my health as an 
employee who comes in direct contact with all 
outsiders who come into the office. We have MANY 
ways to keep our foot traffic down from outside, but 
corporate is not enforcing these protocols.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Criminal who is currently the attorney generalBob Ferguson 123 passive-aggressive beta maleSeattle Bob Ferguson is non-essential. It is not essential 
that Bob Ferguson goes to work destroying the 
business of nice little old lady who bakes cakes.

God@gmail.cim God 778777888

TRUE 03/30/20 9:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Scooper's 101 Pacific Ave Long Beach They are still functioning as an ice-cream shop. 
Everyone knows that the market portion barely does 
any business. It is a tourist attraction and is also 
giving people an excuse to leave home (kids wanting 
to go get icecream and hang out). I have seen 
people outside hanging out licking their cones. We 
have 2 actual supermarkets and 3 gas 
station/markes in town. Scooper's is for icecream 
and everyone knows it, no one goes there to buy 
groceries.

amandaheintzelman@yahoo.comAmanda 13602443909

TRUE 03/30/20 9:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business IRG Pacific Handworks 1515 116th Ave NE #107 Bellevue, WA As someone who is considered elderly and at risk, I 
have major concerns regarding this business, which 
is a hand therapy clinic. They are certainly not 
following social distancing guidelines with therapists 
inches away from one another and patients just a 
foot or two from therapists who are massaging them 
without gloves. There have been several patients 
who have been exposed to corona virus through 
work or families and continue to show up, the front 
office coordinator has been out with a fever and 
shortness of breath and an intern is now sick as 
well. Still, the business stays open. These risks just 
don’t seem worth it for hand therapy services. I 
understand the governor deemed therapy essential, 
but I wish he had made that specific to settings such 
as home health, hospitals, or nursing facilities where 
it is most needed.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:20 PM Law Enforcement Eviction Landlord Housing Hope 2820 164th St NE Marysville This place has been allowing people to use and sell 
drug's here for the whole time it's been open since 
December 2017. No dealer ever respects a stay at 
home restriction. I watch it happen daily and nightly. 
The office keeps its workers safe but could care less 
about the tenants. These residents don't follow the 
restrictions either. Gathering at the play field. No 
resident stays home. They don't care about anyone 
else. Please don't use my name. I have already been 
threatened here.

clm195758@yahoo.com Cynthia 2065539607

TRUE 03/30/20 9:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Safe store NW Safe 830 Cole st Enumclaw Non-essential business is open. Smiletilltheend@yahoo.com Martin sales@nwsafe.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Insurance agency ABC insurance 12510 E Sprague ave 6 Spokane valley To whom it may concern,

     I would like to make an anonymous report that, 
ABC Insurance is open during the mandatory 
shutdown  of non-essential  businesses. The owner 
and his wife have traveled out of the country within 
the last month on a Cruise. The owner, Jodee 
Piersol has a bad cough. It just boils down to him not 
taking the coronavirus serious. He has not allowed 
his employees to work from home. They still work in 
the office. As a concerned citizen in Spokane Valley, 
I fear he is possibly spreading this virus. He has 
traveled to Yakima and surrounding areas in his RV 
as well. It appears he feels he does not have to 
follow the guidelines set forth. His office address is

ABC Insurance

12510 E Sprague Ave # 6, Spokane, WA 99216

Thank you

Travisnye14@yahoo.com Travis 5095706433

TRUE 03/30/20 9:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Jay Inslee Dictator Washington State Governor mansion Olympia Jay Inslee took an oath to defend the Constitution.  
He has broken that oath and must resign.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:26 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Toystore Two Monkeys Toystore 510 Custer Way Olympia They are offering delivery and curbside pick up of 
toys.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Charter construction 1525 Taylor Ave N Seattle The construction for Taylor condo is for building 
remediation. This project has been discussed for 
over one and a half year and started 3weeks ago. 
There is nothing hurry and essential about it. Waiting 
for 2months until everything calms down doesn't 
seem like a trouble for the building safety. For a 
crowd condo with 52 homes, it's very hard to keep 
social distance through this. Workers are walking 
outside the windows all day, and gathered on the 
parking lot and patio. I'm very concerned about the 
neighborhood and tenants safety.



TRUE 03/30/20 9:27 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther elevator interiors Vertical Dimensions, LLC 1115 Andover Park W, Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila Workers should stay at home.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:27 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Selling of Illegal Drugs Drug House 6712 201st Ct E Spanaway This house has been observed by other 
neighborhood residence , with the intent to sell and 
distribute illegal drugs.

JP

TRUE 03/30/20 9:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Jesse Engineering Co. 1840 Marine View Dr Tacoma Employees were not notified that one employee was 
diagnosed with COVID-19. Business remains open

aaront.rice1@gmail.com Aaron Rice 5035216408

TRUE 03/30/20 9:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Viper-Vapor/Hempberry 3202 Ocean Beach Hwy suite 130, Longview, WA 98632Longview Non-essential business running like usual, with two 
employees working in small shop area.

prettybeautifulmomma@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:32 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington State GovernmentWashington State Governor's office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olympia I've witnessed on Television Broadcast Government 
Officials dictating authoritarian rules  while in groups 
larger than 10 people.

honeylieg@gmail.com Honeylieg V Wiltse 2067148431

TRUE 03/30/20 9:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Christos on Alki 2508 Alki Ave SW Seattle Continue to serve alcohol to be consumed on 
premises.

Currygibson@gmail.com Curry Gibson 6084443931

TRUE 03/30/20 9:36 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Sound Transit not known Bellevue Sound Transit is forcing construction companies to 
continue working on the new transit station in 
Bellevue. This transit station is not expected ti be 
open until the year 2023 so is not essential at this 
time. Because there is a contract with time frames 
they are requiring contractors to continue working 
and not adhering to the CDC recommendations to 
protect employees. The safety of the workers should 
be considered more important then their time line.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Thruline Coffee 136 Park Ln Kirkland Had patrons outside filling their tables and at least 
one person inside on a laptop.

admin1@mdatacorp.com Dave Middleton 4255769860

TRUE 03/30/20 9:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Thruline Coffee 136 Park Ln Kirkland Had patrons outside filling their tables and at least 
one person inside on a laptop.

admin1@mdatacorp.com Dave Middleton 4255769860

TRUE 03/30/20 9:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd SW #106 Tumwater I saw on Facebook that nail creations in tumwater is 
still accepting appointments for their salon. It is 
unclear if the person who posted the screenshot 
followed through or if anyone has actually been 
successful at going to the salon to get their nails 
done. However in times like this I think the salon 
should have a visit.

Csichic04@yahoo.com Kimi Huston 6148431866

TRUE 03/30/20 9:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Drive Unit 130 Tukwila WA I am a concerned citizen. I have placed a contract 
with them. They contacted me to schedule roof 
installation and I refused since it would violate the 
nonessential business order. They are falsely 
claiming they do emergency home repairs. They do 
not according to the site foreman I spoke with.  They 
only install brand new roofs on homes. They do not 
do any roof repairs.

monte1964@yahoo.com Erik Montgomery 2069414383

TRUE 03/30/20 9:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Shiplap Coffee Shop 112 E Yelm Yelm This is a coffeeshop. Doors are open. People inside 
&out, daily about 30+ people crowded around within 
and in front of shop. Now they moved a burgertruck 
in, so more people coming congregating daily. It is 
very concerning. They are even advertising

sylviafain@yahoo.com Sylvia Fain 3608781054

TRUE 03/30/20 9:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Office Office of the Governor of Washington StateCapitol Grounds Olympia The ineffective Governor of the State of Washington 
and his ineffective staff are continuing to pretend 
that they actually know what they are doing, but are 
proving to be non-essential in these harrowing times.

wuhanlyfe@havok.org Jerry Wuhan 800-444-7885

TRUE 03/30/20 9:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon Golden Nails 3610 Grandview St Unit A Gig Harbor Nail salon is still open for business. I sent an email 
to the police chief of Gig Harbor on 3/19/20, I didn’t 
receive a response.

Wesnlor@comcast.net Laurie kennedy

TRUE 03/30/20 9:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coding Bootcamp. Coding Dojo 1715 114th Ave SE #100 Bellevue People spend up to 15 hours a day in that building, 
close to each other. There are students at all times 
within the building, each going home and to 
restaurants daily. Could someone please check it 
out? The option is to keep people that feel sick away 
from the school by offering online program, but it is 
not required. This is risky as Covid can still spread, 
they seem to be waiting for everyone to get sick in 
order to shut the school down. Worried about my 
safety here.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Discovery Park 3801 Discovery Park BLVD Seattle Parking lots are closed however this has not stopped 
the hoards of people parking in the surrounding area 
and going to the park.  The park need to be closed.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cell phone retail store Wireless ETC 119 E High St Centralia This is one of 8 store locations throughout Lewis, 
Thurston, and Cowlets counties that are remaining 
open. These store do NOT in any way keep the cell 
networks working. They are strictly retail only. All 
there locations draw large groups of people who wait 
inside the stores and this is a major risk during this 
time. They also still take cash payments increasing 
the chance of infecting not only there employees but 
other customer who come in long after others have 
left. They need to be shut down untill further notice 
once this epidemic is under control then people can 
go back into the shops untill then customers can pay 
there bill online.

travis@wirelessstoreetc.net

TRUE 03/30/20 9:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscape Tim's Complete Landscape 
Management

15458 SE 272nd St Kent The employees are two people to the cab of the 
truck that doesn’t allow proper distance nor is cab 
ventilation/sanitation sufficient    Granted, the 
interaction with the public is minor, but is cutting 
lawns worth the risk to the employees?

a26601@msn.com Frank Miller 360 367-9234

TRUE 03/30/20 9:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway Dr Bellingham Too many people in the store at one time!  
Impossible to follow the social distancing 
requirements.

erik@littlefilms.net Erik Hutchison 206-595-9806

TRUE 03/30/20 9:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Coffee Stand- NOT A 
FOOD BUSINESS

Espresso Stop 727 Meridian Ave Edgewood Coffee stands are NON ESSENTIAL. They do not 
prepare any food that is made by them. All they do is 
have pastries. They are in constant contact with 
people and touching money, machines, coffee 
maker, milk, fridge door handles, straws, cups. 
There is no way this is sanitary and they don’t know 
what customers have coming through. Baristas are 
SCARED. Shut them down. They have multiple 
locations.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:48 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Will know 1234 Commerce Longview I have a concern about those citizen's that reside in 
apartment buildings, especially those tenants that 
must walk through an interior hallway. When there is 
a mix of age groups, it is difficult to get the younger 
people to understand the risk to the elderly. 

The issue, and the point of my email, is the other 
tenants. I have heard a constant chattering and 
hoots of verbal noise coming from the neighbors 
apartment. My older son informed me that there is a 
constant flow of multiple people going in and out. 
There is no social-distancing for the other tenants. 
We must all walk through the common areas.

I have contacted the owner/property management 
and I felt they were just shrugging off any 
responsibility. I suggested, “Can we please have a 
limit of visitors to the building. No gatherings of more 
than one or two people. [As suggested by the health 
and medical professionals] There are four current 
tenants that would be considered at risk and 
vulnerable.”  

The response was; “During this difficult time, we are 
hoping all tenants will follow the order that has been 
issued. It would be common sense that everyone 
needs to follow this however, we can’t stop people 
from having people over. Hopefully they will follow 
the social distancing.” 
This is their method of handling the situation. As far 
as I know, nothing has been conveyed to any of the 
tenants.

jumerchant@Hotmail.com Julie Merchant 360-501-4146

TRUE 03/30/20 9:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shops Brick house vapors 10411 NE fourth plain blvd Vancouver A lot of vape shops are still open and they’re non 
essential businesses.  This one is advertising new 
vape they have just 10hrs ago. Vape shops are no 
different than a bar. If someone needs nicotine 
they’re are convenient stores.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Smoke widow 11416 canyon rd e Puyallup No grocery. Tobacco store.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Garden nursery Watson’s Greenhouse and Nursery 6211 Pioneer Way E Puyallup This a non essential business that was open to the 
public as of 3/29/2020

TRUE 03/30/20 9:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other WSDOT WSDOT Hwy 9 Bothell No social distancing. 3+trucks outside my house 2 
people per truck. Standing in a group. It’s cool, I’ll 
never hear back from you guys anyway.

Gardsarae@gmail.com S gard 44253149088

TRUE 03/30/20 9:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Smoke supply 8904 south tacoma way Lakewood No grocery. Tobacco store.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana dispensary Green2go 214307 e sr 397 Kennewick Up to 20 people in the store at once and employees 
making people remove their masks and exposing 
then to infection!

gardunosarah2@gmail.com Sara

TRUE 03/30/20 9:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Lydig construction 222 s evergreen rd Spokane valley There are 40+ individuals working together daily Dee 5098420817



TRUE 03/30/20 9:53 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Office Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr SW Lakewood Clover Park School District is making its district 
employees work, even though they are not directly 
supporting distance learning, meals or childcare. 
Also, even though they have a sign on the door 
saying the building is closed, they are still making 
staff open the door to anyone who comes to the door.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop 4 smokers 4017 A st SE Auburn No grocery. Tobacco store.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Washington State Government Statewide Olympia Fascist statists are violating the US Constitution.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Cigar land 3902 A st SE Auburn No grocery. Tobacco store.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:57 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governing Body State of Washington PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia Government operinging in contempt of the People, 
Governor operating outside of the scope of his 
authority, and issuing orders in violation of the 
Conatitution of Washington State and the Country.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:58 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor Olympia Olympia Stay home, leave us alone.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hayden homes Airway heights Spoka e Continuing to build houses while its non essential

TRUE 03/30/20 9:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vape on the beach 12623 meridian e Puyallup Selling E juice or CBD oils during shelter in place

TRUE 03/30/20 10:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Mecca Cafe 526 queen anne ave n seattle saw customers eating in this establishment a few 
days ago.  door was open, i was able to walk in.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:01 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Parking Enforcement IMPARK 12360 Lake City Way NE, Seattle, WA 98125Seattle Hi,
My name is Min Hwang and I am a resident in 
Seattle WA. I found a parking notice attached to my 
car this morning. The car was not blocking the 
street, nor was it parked in a business space. I 
wonder if this kind of enforcement is considered as a 
necessary business, allowed by the government. 
Please let me know. The address above is where I 
got the ticket.
Thank you in advance.

hwminjae@gmail.com Min Hwang 9199870878

TRUE 03/30/20 10:01 PM AG Eviction Other Storage Public Storage 7106 20TH AVE SE LACEY on March 24th public storage left a notice in the 
form a letter on my storage informing us that we 
would be evicted and needed to be out no later than 
the 27th of this month. We are completely paid up in 
our bills with public storage. we have no late 
payments.  the reason given for the eviction was that 
management was told  that we had accessed our 
unit during late-night hours. This is a spurious and 
false claim 
especially with consideration to the fact we 
purchased a 24-hour access unit. there's no violation 
of a rule  "being there late at night" when in our 
contract we've agreed it's paid in full monthly as a 24-
hour access unit. This is absolutely ridiculous note 
left on our storage door is completely informal and 
has ridiculous terms that aren't even outlined in the 
notice.  This notice of eviction gives us three days to 
be out on the street with everything we own. 
moreover I wasn't even notified until I came to pick 
up some of my things that the manager chose to add 
a note on the account that stated an added caveat -
we could not pick up any of our belongings without 
first purchasing a moving van  elsewhere. 
Management wouldn't even let us access the 
storage for clean clothes or vital records I need for 
my completing my application to work for IP as a 
state caregiver. We haven't had access to any of our 
belongings since March 24th.

LTHOMAS360@YAHOO.COMLauren Thomas 3602928296

TRUE 03/30/20 10:02 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Jay Inslees Office PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Jay Inslee is the most nonessential employee in the 
state...

Notgoingtohappen@gmail.comNope 5093282467

TRUE 03/30/20 10:08 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor jackass Inslee Governor Asshole 500 main Olympic Governor Inslee is an incompetent jackass and 
ignorant and should be arrested for failing to provide 
actual leadership for there citizens of Washington 
state

Dm

TRUE 03/30/20 10:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Yakima County Jail Yakima County Jail 111 N Front Street Yakima Yakima County continues to contract with other 
agencies to house inmates, increasing the 
population of the county jail.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JoAnn Fabric 1125 E Sunset Dr #125 Bellingham Although they shortened their hours by 2 each day, 
this store is continuing to operate as if nothing 
happened. When I asked them about it they said 
they are providing masks for healthcare workers, but 
they are giving out mask kits for masks that 
healthcare facilities cannot use.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Vinyl Manufacturing King Extrusions Limited 6525 Hardeson Rd Everett They make vinyl for windows. The plant is still open 
even after two reported cases of possible Covid19. 
My father works there and is over 60.

maria.d@aandbebridalshop.comMaria Ellis 2535698966

TRUE 03/30/20 10:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Boeing Seattle Plant-Delivery Seattle I do not think that Boeing’s non-military sections 
count as “essential,” and yet I have family that works 
there who have been informed they are still expected 
to work, to maintain the planes in storage. They are 
on rotating shifts, and not working a normal 40 hour 
week, but still being expected to go in. We have 
been staying home, as instructed, for more than a 
week, and how when they have to report to work on 
Wednesday, we will be potentially getting exposed. I 
don’t believe this was Gov Inslee’s intention

TRUE 03/30/20 10:13 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bank Columbia State Bank 1301 A st Tacoma Branch lobbies are all still open. All other banks are 
operating through the drive through only and are 
limiting client traffic by making appointments.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Mixed use Retail Fed ex Office Multiple locations Pierce county Iam writing on behalf of dozens of concerned 
employees of Fed ex office. Fed ex office is a retail 
store owned and operated by fed ex. We have public 
use copy machines, fax machines etc.. There are 
dozens of people coming in to fed ex office locations 
to use the printing services putting all of our health 
at risk. We can not find anywhere where printing is 
an essintial service. People are congregating at fed 
ex offices because the libraries are closed and they 
are continuing to come in for non essential stuff.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car dealership Car Dealership 585 Rainier Ave S Renton one of their employees tested positive and they did 
not follow the protocol they did not send the rest of 
the employees home for 14 days to disinfect the 
place and now other employees have become sick 
and all the customers that come in to conduct 
business were exposed

tnj1831@hotmail.com Theresa

TRUE 03/30/20 10:19 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Jail Yakima county department of corrections111 n front street Yakima Jail continues to bring contract inmates from various 
parts of the state into Yakima county for profit.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Television Station Tegna Inc. (King-TV and KONG-TV) 1501 1st Ave. S. Seattle Fake news is not essential, nor is their shitty 
programming.

danielsan@miyagodokarate.comDaniel Larusso 4084368003

TRUE 03/30/20 10:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Fabric & craft store Joann 1125 E Sunset Dr Bellingham Around 30 customers in store at one time, no wipes 
for carts available.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Warehouse FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett There are people whit the virus ,and they don't want 
to close,I don't want to lose my job that's why I still 
work...

aggaleas@gmail.com Ana Galeas 5719928882

TRUE 03/30/20 10:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Construction of new 
operation and maintenance 
center

Sound transit Bellevue Bellevue This business is not essential at this time. Because 
this jobsite is still operating, my husband is forced to 
go to work and put our family at twice the risk to 
contract and spread covid 19. I am a nurse and have 
the obligation to work. Having my husband and other 
workers together is going against the stay at home 
order. My husband witnesses workers not being able 
to practice social distancing. This is making matters 
worse.

alinamoss27@gmail.com Alina 206-947-7583

TRUE 03/30/20 10:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Jun Spa 20308 77th ave ne Arlington ARLINGTON residents are all of the common 
knowledge that this is an illegal front for sexual 
services, regardless if they are or not- they are a 
physically intimate business that does not accept 
insurance or serve a healthcare/other essential 
function.

GypsyT1923@gmail.com Turtle Maynard 4255838340

TRUE 03/30/20 10:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Acupuncture wellness center 18870 8th Ave NE #108, Poulsbo, WA 98370Poulsbo I work at this acupuncture clinic 
I’m worried about our lack of safe work environment, 
seeing patient in our lobby and my persona safety for 
covid 19 while working in the clinic

N/a I’m an employee at the clinic and I fear retaliatory actionsN/a

TRUE 03/30/20 10:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bank Columbia State Bank 3500 Portland Rd Newberg This entire bank is keeping their lobbies open to the 
public. I witnessed multiple people waiting in line 
closure than 6ft and the tellers struggling to keep up. 
I imagine they aren't able to keep it disinfected with 
the volume of cash and people coming in. Every 
other Bank has switched to drive thru only and 
Columbia bank hasnt.



TRUE 03/30/20 10:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction home depot 1405 maiden ln wenatchee Hundreds of customers in the store.  We are paying 
thousands for government and private workers to 
stay home with paid leave.  They are all at home 
depot getting unnecessary items to fix their homes 
up.  Serious social distancing and concerns.  These 
stores need limits or they should be closed.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Biking and hiking trails Paradise lake Paradise lake rd Woodinville This area is closed with a gate at parking area I 
counted 25 cars on street people were just going 
around gate to get to trail system

Clarkedhc@gmail.com Dutton clarke 2067193434

TRUE 03/30/20 10:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco dog grooming petco 200 Triangle Shopping Center Suite 230, Longview, WA 98632Longview Pet grooming is still open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 10:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail store Staples 6296 Magnolia Ave Riverside I am a current worker at this location, we claim to be 
cleaning periodical when we are not, we say we 
abide by the 6 foot distance but we are not (as 
employees we are being forced to work inches away 
from each other as well as our customer interactions 
which are not more than 6 feet apart), we have a 
large flow of customers maximizing more than 25 
people at a time.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Papas 120 E Main st Monroe I know that they have had the bar open to select 
people and have the windows boarded up.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Process server Unknown Unknown Shelton 7:30 in the morning there was a person banging on 
the door and ring the doorbell yesterday on a Sunday 
they had a fake looking badge thing authorized 
personnel and had papers in their hands and we're 
trying to serve papers from a collection agency I 
refuse to answer the door I would not accept the 
papers

TRUE 03/30/20 10:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Sporting goods Big 5 7501 n division st Spokane We are open.  Even after they have taken measures 
to close down the stores in California and Nevada 
and New Mexico. Our state is in a worse state and 
we need to be quarantining ourselves as much as 
possible. Our corporate is claiming that we sell 
essential items such as tents and other camping 
gear. We have not sold any of this since this has 
situation has occurred. We have only sold shoes and 
guns and ammo, all of which are nonessential. I 
believe that by staying open, we are putting our 
employees in Washington state at risk of the 
coronavirus unnecessarily and I ask that we can 
take measures to help ensure the safety of our 
employees.

akinnasj@gmail.com Annika Sjolund 5097954625

TRUE 03/30/20 10:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Store Dollar Tree 3017 W Kennewick Avenue Kennewick On 3/28/20 I went into the dollar tree, on this day I 
observed a huge line from the front of the store to 
the back of the store with people not conducting 
social distancing.  This store is very small.  I was 
very concerned about the cashier and her exposure 
to everyone in the store.  This store is conducting 
business as usual, with regard to the number of 
people in the store.  on a normal business day it is 
always very crowded with huge waiting lines.  Dollar 
tree needs to limit the amount of people it allows thru 
their doors.  Also this store had very poor signing of 
social distancing, very concerned for all who shop 
there.

alidaavila@yahoo.com Ali 5093614903

TRUE 03/30/20 10:44 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other TRIBAL Smoke 
shop/corner store

Baby Zack’s Smoke Shop - TRIBAL 7403 Pacific Hwy E, Milton, WA 98354Milton No gloves, no hand sanitizer, no easy access to a 
sink, no social distancing practices, physical contact 
between customers and employees

hemmingerkasaundra@gmail.comKasaundra 253-208-3275

TRUE 03/30/20 10:44 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other TRIBAL Smoke shop/ 
corner store

Baby Zack’s smoke shop - TRIBAL 7403 Pacific Hwy E, Milton, WA 98354milton People are not 6 feet away, an employee said no 
gloves were worn, no easy access to a sink and no 
hand sanitizer.

bernardhemminger@gmail.comBrianna 2533808038

TRUE 03/30/20 10:45 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other TRIBAL Smoke shop / 
corner store

Baby Zack’s Smoke Shop - TRIBAL 7403 Pacific Hwy E Milton Walk in store is open and there is no glass covering 
the cashiers to protect them.

Rickimwebb@gmail.com Ricki Webb 2533700963

TRUE 03/30/20 10:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Brown Bear 10913 Bridgeport Way SW Lakewood My son works at Brown Bear.  He started being work 
closed on Wed. the 25th.  On the 29th at 8am he 
was called back to work on Wed, April 1-no April 
Fools either.  My husband and I are medically 
compromised and are scared he will be exposed and 
bring it home.  Help!!

K.bohn@comcast.net Karla Bohn 2535843911 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/30/20 10:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Selling dogs Puppyland 13103 Meridian E Ste. 104 Puyallup Selling dogs from puppy mills is NOT essential.  
They've never sold food and have brought in a few 
bags in an attempt to be essential.  This is WRONG!

Debbie Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

TRUE 03/30/20 10:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Home Depot West Seattle Seattle The store was packed Saturday and Sunday, people 
tripping all over each other getting flowers, shrubs, 
New BBQ'S, lawnmowers, paint. Non-Essential 
business practice that's spreading the virus.

Bill W

TRUE 03/30/20 10:50 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware store Home Depot West Seattle Seattle The store was packed Saturday and Sunday, people 
tripping all over each other getting flowers, shrubs, 
New BBQ'S, lawnmowers, paint. Non-Essential 
business practice that's spreading the virus.

Bob S.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware store Home Depot Tukwila Seattle The store was packed Saturday and Sunday, people 
tripping all over each other getting flowers, shrubs, 
New BBQ'S, lawnmowers, paint. Non-Essential 
business practice that's spreading the virus.

People were literally falling over each other.. if this 
business has essential product's, maybe they need 
to limit what they can sell.....

Buying a BBQ right now doesn't seem "essential"

Smandirect2006@hotmail.comBob S.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Venue that threw and 
underground event

Unknown its next to rudy's barbershop 5416 Ne 2nd Ct Seattle I read an event that has been thrown last weekend. 
Which seems to be a underground event that 
mostbkikely served alcohol illegally and broke inslee 
stay at home order. The person who seem to have 
thrown the event is name Justin Savage. I have 
screenshot of the event.

richardhkang@gmail.com Richard Kang 4254573658

TRUE 03/30/20 10:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lumber Yard Builder’s First Source 20810 Meridian E Graham I’m an employee that works in the yard. The 
company has not made any changes to the 
interaction between customers and yard workers. It 
is extremely difficult to perform my job as a loader 
while also meeting social distancing requirements. I 
have approached my boss, Barney Palmer, about it 
several times, and still nothing has been done. 
Thank you for your time.

Jst232@nau.edu Josh Thompson 2533893465

TRUE 03/30/20 10:57 PM AG Eviction Landlord The Commons apartment 33356 1st Ln S Federal Way Sending out letters to work around the governor's 
wish to have citizens compliant. Sending information 
to contact non profit to help pay rent

sosgrg@gmail.com Very concerned citizen 2067887134

TRUE 03/30/20 10:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aluminum Boat Builder Wooldridge Boats 1303 S 96th St Seattle They are still working on non-essential boats.

They're staying open based on one fire department 
boat in for repair but nobody has been working on it. 
The rest of the boats are for recreation. There are 
boats for Eilson Airforce Base but that's for a boat 
rentals.



TRUE 03/30/20 10:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Lawn services TruGreen 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup PHILLIP GRIFFIN of TruGreen claims that treating 
soil is an essential business. TruGreen also refuses 
to give employees PPE when employees have asked 
for it.  TruGreen has sick employees coming to work 
and requesting employees who they know are sick to 
come in to work even after they are tested for 
Coronavirus and before being tested knowing they 
were exposed to person claiming to have tested 
positive for the virus. To many other concerns to list 
here. HR of TruGreen has been made aware of 
these issues and still nothing is being done to 
address them.It was suggested weeks ago before 
the lockdown that all outside reps go inside as inside 
sales reps remotely from home  because this rep 
was denied PPE(PPE that I was told they had the 
whole time I was denied it)and this was denied 
several times in writing and this employee was even 
told that that cannot happen unless you’ve worked 
for them for a year but I have personally spoken to 
the employee of theirs in New Jersey who claims 
that he’s done just that. I was told that they don’t 
have to follow the lock down because it is an 
essential business to provide lawn services such as 
seat It was suggested weeks ago before the 
lockdown that all outside reps go inside as inside 
sales reps remotely from home and this was denied 
several times in writing and this employee was even 
told that that cannot happen unless you’ve worked 
for them for a year but I have personally spoken to 
the employee of theirs in New Jersey who claims 
that he’s done just that. I was told that they don’t 
have to follow the lockdown because it is an 

patnation1@icloud.com Francina Sanchez-Reddick 206-886-1678

TRUE 03/30/20 11:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric store Joanne Fabrics 29th Spokane Is Joanne Fabrics an essential business that should 
remain open to the public? Offering curb side pick 
up or reducing hours does not deem them essential.

Masonsteeves@gmail.com Colleen customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 03/30/20 11:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Non-essential business still open and running with 
no concern to distancing between workers.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 11:05 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Retail Dicks Sporting Goods 20 Bellis fair prkwy Bellingham We are not open to the public but we are still open 
and have to go to work just to sit there.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online jewelry store Blue Nile www.bluenile.com Seattle Employees at fulfillment centers are requested to go 
work

Jewelry stores aren’t listed as essential business on 
the essential business webpage

barnieidk@gmail.com pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 03/30/20 11:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther E-cigarette Vapor Lounge 2918 S Regal St Spokane E-cigarette still open as of 3/30/20 and is non-
essential business

TRUE 03/30/20 11:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Insurance Agency Insurance West 11602 101st Ave E Puyallup I am aware that this business is still holding normal 
business hours and requiring workers to work in the 
office, and is not following recommendations to allow 
employees to work remotely when possible.  Almost 
all of their business is conducted over the phone and 
could be handled remotely.  Furthermore, the 
business is seeing clients in person which I believe 
is putting workers and clients at risk of spreading the 
virus.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:07 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Abortion providers Planned Parenthood 14730 NE 8th St. Bellevue you want me to tattle on legitimate business trying to 
stay alive during this time while we're still allowing 
pot shops and baby killing factories to remain open?

jeff@patrickhome.com Jeff Patrick 425-442-7355

TRUE 03/30/20 11:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Slow the roll Hold on Don't punish small business Everywhere wa I suggest only giving warning.  No further action. 
Situation is hard enough on small business.  We will 
recover but don't need punishment.  Panic and 
depression will set in.  Resentment will follow.  
Review all situations and encourage compliance.

Timbuchmann@hotmail.com Tim buchmann 509.362.7111

TRUE 03/30/20 11:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor's Office/State Attorney GeneralWashington State Government 123 Mein Fuher Blvd Olympia, WA Governor office  & this Governor are definitely not 
essential, as well as all WA state government at this 
time.  The corruption of this office should be 
investigated.
State AG once again sabotages I-976 against the 
will of the people, not only non essential but corrupt, 
FBI should investigate.

Ferguson&InsleeSUCK@yahoo.comJohn Doe 555-555-5555

TRUE 03/30/20 11:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Wood recycling Recovery 1 incorporated 1630 east 18th street Tacoma Non essential busy open and social gathering. There 
working less than 2 feet apart.

petemannimg65@yahoo.com Pete Manning (253)226-5649

TRUE 03/30/20 11:13 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other WA Government Governor's office 416 14th Ave Olympia Large group on TV (dictating extremist totalitarian 
rules for the people violates both Constitutions) 
which violates this particular order!

Witchwindy@aol.com Windy

TRUE 03/30/20 11:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Plywood mill they make 
panels

Mt Baker Products 2929 Roeder Ave BELLINGHAM Place is not sanitary and people are not 6ft apart

TRUE 03/30/20 11:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 911 n Stratford rd Moses lake I am aware that the store is essential to pets and 
their food, but if the other grooming salons in 
Washington need to close, Petco should not have a 
pass because they reside inside of one.

Caninekarmamobile@gmail.comKim 5093984208 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 03/30/20 11:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby store Jo Ann Fabrics 15600 NE 8th st ste H1 - Crossroads MallBellevue Large number of people showed up near close 
yesterday for art supplies. Yarn, material and while 
some are using it to make masks for hospitals - she 
should not let people in the store but order online.

Pam_hazel@hotmail.com Pam Hazel 425-922-8642 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Co-Working Buildings WeWork All over the greater Seattle areaSeattle, Bellevue, and more WeWork is keeping its buildings open throughout 
the entire state, exposing not only the employees on-
site (community teams at the front desk, sales 
mandates to continue running in-person tours, 
cleaning staff, and WeWork tenants) but also their 
families at home and Ang strangers they come into 
contact with while running errands deemed 
essential. They need to close all of their buildings to 
protect employees being forced to show up to work 
by corporate, their families who are following shelter 
in placer orders, and the general public. They are in 
no way helping slow the curve, and are in fact doing 
the opposite, putting thousands at risk.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:19 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther The governors office State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Observed a blatant violation of the bill of rights and 
tyrannical behavior.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:20 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Agency Office of the Governor Office of the Governor PO Box 40002Olympia, WA 98504-0002 As the Governor's primary function is to provide 
leadership to the State of Washington and he has 
failed to do so during this time of crisis, logic dictates 
he and his office is not performing any essential 
function and should be shut down.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:21 PM No Agency Eviction Other Washington State Government 1600 Pennsylvania Ave NW Washington The nine most terrifying words in the English 
language are: “I’m from the government, and I’m 
here to help.”

Ronald Reagan

TRUE 03/30/20 11:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Juice store South Sound Vape 1401 Marvin Rd NE #107 Lacey Saw this store was still open.  Not sure how it is an 
essential business?

alh121079@yahoo.com A

TRUE 03/30/20 11:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor State of WA 1984 Brave New World ave Olympia Overstepping

TRUE 03/30/20 11:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Larsens Bakery 8000 24th Ave. N.W Seattle People in the store are not staying more than 6' 
apart.  People are in all day.

jlpcrawford1946@yahoo.com Josh 2065404899

TRUE 03/30/20 11:24 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Automotive processors Auto warehousing company 3309 NW Gateway Ave. Vancouver There is a large amount of people in a small break 
room that are not practicing social distancing. They 
are also using shuttle Van's to transport 10+ people 
in one van.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber G NAILS & SPA 5500 Olympic Dr Gig Harbor, WA I saw a few people in business performing nails 
work. I confront but the owner said just fixing

TRUE 03/30/20 11:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Classic car restoration Top Secret Customs 18935 59th Ave NE Arlington Non essential business working that requires the 
use off PPE (respirators, face masks, gloves etc).

TRUE 03/30/20 11:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Mollie Michelle boutique salon 12121 Northup Way Unit 214Bellevue They are opening to sell hair products. Posting about 
it on Facebook

TRUE 03/30/20 11:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Multiple people lacking intellect seen working within 
building following Lord Inslee's proclamation.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mercado Latino 5910 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Unit AVancouver I went to buy some food and tha lady we with out 
gloves and every it’s close and the cash register lady 
was without gloves  touching the e money and they 
don’t have enough distance

Mckenzie.12lopez@gmail.comElizabeth 3608367675

TRUE 03/30/20 11:51 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber PetSmart 1203 north landing way Renton We closed the salon almost a week ago but they are 
planing to reopen on the 6th of April and to my 
knowledge grooming is a non essential business I’m 
just concerned with all the contact we have so close 
to people in a small room

Blancaliberto90@gmail.com Blanca 2068591320

TRUE 03/30/20 11:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Colvos Construction 205 Lake Washington BoulevardKirkland There have been workers at the construction site 
each day since the order was issued as if there was 
no order issued. It is not an essential business, 
unless I am mistaken.

joanlouise@outlook.com Joan Lindell Olsen

TRUE 03/30/20 11:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Hookah lounge Private club Dreams Hookah Lounge 1901 Rainier Ave S Unit A Seattle Due to covied 19 state wide closure on businesses 
such as Restaurants, bars, recitations facilities. 
Back on on 03/16/2020.
 This place stayed open until 03/29/2020. Collecting 
cash sales only. Over 50+ People on weekends!! 
SPD captain was informed about this activity as well.

amaralalimi@gmail.com Amar Alalimi 206-915-6933



TRUE 03/30/20 11:59 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Seattle City Parking 
Enforcement

Seattle City 600 4th Ave, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle On several of the last few days, I have noticed a 
employees of Seattle City (likely Seattle Department 
of Transportation) walking through the neighborhood 
(specifically Hamlin St and Franklin St in Seattle) 
writing parking tickets for cars that have been parked 
more than 2 hours in normal parking zones (not 
emergency or restricted parking). Not only does this 
seem unnecessary, but having folks going around 
touching people's cars does not seem prudent given 
the situation.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft and fabric store JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 2725 Harrison Ave NW # 500Olympia People are still shopping here. Not social distancing. 
Non essential.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:06 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Weasel State Capital Olympia The governor is doing press conferences daily 
instead of being in his home.

edtissot@yahoo.com Edward Bridges 5093964140

TRUE 03/31/20 12:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Powersport sales 
motorcycle /atv

Allsport Powersports 19505 E Broadway ave Liberty Lake sales dep still open with a large group of customers

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 AM AG Eviction Landlord 5 Star Property Management 10025 Lakewood Dr Sw suite FLakewood They are enforcing rent to be paid on the 1st of the 
month. They are stating they are going to start 14 
pay or vacate proceedings which will lead to 
evictions. They said that paying rent has not been 
waived  by the government and will still be due by 
the 1st. They stated that they have a mortgage to 
pay as well. They sent us a email a week before the 
1st when we as tenants thought we were protected 
as well under the Governors orders.

Waemt2017@gmail.com Miley 971-316-6333

TRUE 03/31/20 12:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vapor City & Smoke 13105 Meridian E Puyallup Non-essential business is open selling vape products

TRUE 03/31/20 12:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Luxury nails and spa 3rd street Marysville People getting their nails done..not observing 6 ft 
rule 
A profit over people's lives? Really.
It's a non essential service and should not be open 
for regular business.

Desireesmythe@gmail.com Desiree Smythe 3603229415

TRUE 03/31/20 12:21 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School in Snohomish 
County

Arlington School District 315 N French Ave Arlington My father (who has asthma, is over the age of 60, 
and cannot take paid time off work or unpaid leave 
due to financial burden) is currently being told he 
has to continue to work as a janitor even though the 
schools are closed. Everyone comes in early to be 
tested for a fever by a school nurse (who does not 
wear appropriate protective gear). Then, they spend 
all day doing their custodial tasks. Keeping the 
school open in this way may continue the possibility 
of a spread of the virus within the school.

Ashley

TRUE 03/31/20 12:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Taco Bell, Burger King, McDonald’s, 
Carl’s junior, Arby’s

All Renton, Seattle It is unacceptable to have these franchise's open 
that can and will spread the virus faster than a small 
independent restaurant.  The state government 
needs to be smarter than this.

corey.cote85@yahoo.com Corey Cote 20647105757

TRUE 03/31/20 12:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Call center for plastic 
surgery consultations

Sono Bello 11410 NE 122nd Way #100 Kirkland This is a call center with a couple hundred 
employees, non essential job function, performing 
business as usual.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction GD NASSCO Bremerton Bremerton Sub contractors are not supplied adequate sanitizing 
solutions. Our breakrooms are full, shoulder to 
shoulder most days and unkept. People are allowed 
to work while sick. People who live with high risk 
spouses and/or house mates are having to attend 
work without consideration or any other option. 
There are known cases of the disease in the 
shipyard already and some of us feel forced to 
maintain safety of our loved ones at home or risk 
losing our jobs. They simply dont care and they are 
not adhering to any social distancing standards 
whatsoever. I am speaking of sub contractors, not 
PSNS. PSNS has implemented new rules to 
accommodate their employees and if we are 
considered essential I believe we should have the 
same rights, and regulations should be better 
enforced. I am trying to remain anonymous because 
I cannot during this time lose my job. I have 
requested time off through the agency I work for, 
and they could not grant me leave but they did tell 
me to keep calling into work. I live with a woman 
who is considered high risk.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 12:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business The Center - A Place of Hope 547 Dayton St Edmonds This partial hospital psychiatric treatment center is 
still taking new patients twice per week from all over 
the country, including people over age 65. They live 
in group housing. They participate in group sessions 
where social distancing is not followed. Staff 
members have been forced to continue to work and 
congregate for meetings, which causes them to 
incur undue risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Smokable Plus 409 S Main St #5 Ellensburg They were open and are non essential Brendan.j.killeen@gmail.com Brendan 5098990595

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 1210 marvin rd Lacey Petco has allowed their grooming salon to remain 
open

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto lamps Kaper II 2212 1/2 Parrott way Kelso The social distancing amongst employees is not 
being practiced. Employees are within arms reach.

Suarez18abigail@gmail.com Abi 3608425956

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 300 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee How In the world is a fabric store something that 
could be considered “essential” to this time?

tsmithscfd7@comcast.net Troy Smith 4252322916 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Cannabis 
Dispensary

The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Business doesn’t seem concerned about covid-19. 
No limit of people in building at a time and no social 
distancing precautions taken.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:45 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma 98409 The gym owner, Gabe Moen is signing up members 
and profiting from other gyms that have closed. He 
has large numbers of people who train (some sick) 
and tells them to park down the street because the 
TPD has already talked to him. He isn't taking this 
seriously and was kicked out of his last location 
because he had rats.

Jason Shipley 253-752-6998

TRUE 03/31/20 12:45 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Homeless camp Mitigation camp 303 Franklin ave Olympia Consistent groups of people gathered on sidewalks 
throughout the day and night

Smithshawnne@gmail.com Shawnne Smith 3603460757

TRUE 03/31/20 12:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential oil/craft making 
soap company

Bramble Berry 2138 Homboldt st Bellingham Not understanding how or why a craft making 
company that has multiple workers all in the same 
room without social distancing is still open when it’s 
making craft making products to sell. How is that 
essential? Seems like a loop hole that puts many 
people’s lives at risk for crafts.

e_hales@msn.com Elizabeth Fitzpatrick 4252089107

TRUE 03/31/20 12:49 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Emerald queen casino Fife Fife Construction on the emerald Queen casino is going 
full tilt. This is a non essential business as it is still 
under construction and employees hundreds of 
workers

tontotheman@gmail.com Bill 12532178268

TRUE 03/31/20 12:49 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store PETCO 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey Grooming salon is open and it is not considered 
essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther All Communications stores Comcast stores Washington Comcast locationsMultiple Reps testing positive for COVID-19 due customer 
contact with equipment swap and helping with kiosk. 
Customer social distance not enough with cleaning. 
Please close stores, phone and online options are 
available.

Mnopqr1234@gmail.com No Name 206-123-4567

TRUE 03/31/20 1:03 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Transportation Sound Transit Seattle Seattle People riding busses and trains when they are 
supposed to stay home. Spreading the virus being in 
close with others

TRUE 03/31/20 1:12 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Willow Lake Condo Assoc 2300 River Rd Unit # 46 YAKIMA DURING QUARANTINE CONDO BOARD HELD 
MONTHLY BOARD MEETING AND DENIED LAW 
ABIDING HOME OWNERS OPPORTUNITY TO 
PARTICIPATE. CONDO BOARD ALSO HELD 
PARTY FOR DEPARTING CONDO MANAGERS. 
CONDO HOME OWNERS (WILLIAM T & SANDY 
HAYS UNIT #27) HAVE HELD BIG PARTIES WITH 
MANY PEOPLE AND NO SOCIAL DISTANCING  
DURING QUARANTINE.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fiberglass window 
manufacturing

Milgard Windows & doors 2935 70th Ave E Tacoma, WA Employees required to report to work to produce 
fiberglass windows and doors. More than 35+ people 
in the warehouse during the day and 20+ on 
graveyard shift. No one feels safe and are worried 
about our risk of exposure.

Jenifferwalker@gmail.com Jennae 2532408245

TRUE 03/31/20 1:16 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet services- dog grooming Petco 809 NE 45th st Seattle Petco will not shut down their grooming salons Courtney 2069819672

TRUE 03/31/20 1:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Empire hookah lounge 10843 1st Ave S Seattle, WA  98168 United StatesBurien Empire hookah lounge has remained open despite 
the governor calling for the closing of this type of 
establishment. They are letting patrons in from the 
back door and instructing people not park in there 
parking lot to make it seem like there closed. Large 
gatherings, no social distancing is being practiced.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Kings Hookah lounge 814 S Lane St Seattle, WA  98104 United StatesSeattle Non essential bussiness that is open. Front door is 
locked but cars are parked in the lot and people are 
inside all the lights are off and music is off. Can 
smell the hookah from outside. Still letting certain 
customers in usually loyal customers.



TRUE 03/31/20 1:42 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther PERSONAL INJURY LAW OFFICEMCMENAMIN AND MCMENAMIN 709 S. PEABODY PORT ANGELES The owner  Pat Mcmenamin is working at the office 
on a daily basis and is forcing his employees to 
continue coming and going into the office .

pjeldness@gmail.com Peter Carl Jeldness (360)460-9705

TRUE 03/31/20 1:45 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence N/A 4718 N. Altamont Spokane Patrick Gardner is bringing multiple people to the 
household of owners who are elderly and vulnerable 
to the virus.

KChelseaBrown@gmail.com Kimberly Brown 206-492-4860

TRUE 03/31/20 1:46 AM AG Eviction Landlord Mike and Marlene Heath, and Son Ron Heath.2 madd mt rd okanogan My daughter Cynthia Archer being forced out of her 
home of 20 years with two  young children by the 
new owner of her place.They have given her a week 
to leave. She lives at 6 Madd Mtn rd Okanogan WA. 
the people forcing  her out is Mike and Marlene 
Heath at 2234 d Cameron lake rd, Okanogan WA

marcher374@hughes.net monty Archer 5094221094

TRUE 03/31/20 1:48 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Household Gardner 1405 Shawn 18th St Renton Patrick Gardner is bring random strangers to the 
household. We are Elderly high risk owners and 
have been exposed to over half a dozen strangers he 
has let in.

shaunegardnersr@gmail.comJerrold gardner 5098668771

TRUE 03/31/20 1:50 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Household Gardner 4718 n Altamont st Spokane Patrick Gardner is bring random strangers to the 
household. We are Elderly high risk owners and 
have been exposed to over half a dozen strangers he 
has let in.

shaunegardnersr@gmail.comJerrold gardner 5098668771

TRUE 03/31/20 1:52 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual having HOUSE 
PARTIES on our adjoining 
fence line

Next door neighbor 29361 38th Pl S Auburn I am an 81 YO veteran.  This neighbor lives 20 feet 
from us, and has parties every weekend, 2-3 nights 
a week. We are close enough to be exposed when 
they gather and play near the our kitchen and 
bathroom.  Cars coming and going. WE can't have 
FAMILY over, why can SHE risk our helath having 
friends and children?

kellibee61@gmail.com Tony Axelson 2064452811

TRUE 03/31/20 1:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's 2700 Rainier Ave S Seattle Lowe's in Rainier (and I assume the others in 
Washington) are allowed well over the designated 
amount of people in the building. Additionally, almost 
none of the customers are 6 feet away from each 
other most of the time, nor does the size of the 
aisles really allow it. Selling (and advertising) non-
essentials such as mulch, paint, blinds. While an 
essential business, could serve the same function by 
curbside pickup.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:26 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business 1957 409 Bremerton Blvd. West Bremerton 75 homeless people allowed to come and go 24/7 kimmusselman83@gmail.comSadie 6148174527

TRUE 03/31/20 2:28 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business The Bridge 1923 3rd Ave. Seattle 75 homeless people allowed to come and go 24/7 kimmusselman83@gmail.comSadie 6148174527

TRUE 03/31/20 2:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Home Depot 2855 Duportail street Richland The amount of customers coming in have tripled and 
no one is shopping for essentials. I work for Home 
Depot and I am very concerned for myself, and 
others. I is about impossible to social distance.

Corey5515@gmail.com Corey thompson 5094051584

TRUE 03/31/20 2:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pawn Shop Cash America 12025 highway 99 Everett These pawn shops are open and selling 
merchandise and jewelry that is non essential.  They 
are not monitoring the number of people and it is 
impossible to stay 6ft apart with the store layout. The 
employees are working within a foot of each other 
and customer without gloves or masks.  Customers 
coming and going touching the door handle and 
merchandise without any sanitation provided.  It is 
business as usual with a few blue tape marks on he 
floor and suggested 6ft sign.

shawnie077@aol.com Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 2:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Westmark construction 6102 N 9th st #400 Tacoma Wa Mandating employees to work or they lose their job. 
Forcing employees to make direct contact in staff 
meetings and with other businesses. Not following 
any rules or protocols, providing protection and 
blatantly disregarding the Governors orders.

Yachtsmith360@gmail.com Tyler Smith 3605913050

TRUE 03/31/20 3:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Gamestop 5210 N rd 68 Pasco The business has been open past gov inslee shelter 
in place doing buy online pick up at door orders and 
credit card transactions through the door  while the 
employees wear gloves its not just this location 
either its all gamestop locations state wide many 
employees are afraid to even go in but they cant 
afford to stay home and not sure what to do  I'd like 
to remain anonymous but someone should really 
help them out are they violating the non-essential 
business shut down

WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 3:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture, rent to own. Aarons 3611 e sprague ave Spokane Buying new electronics and furniture isnt really an 
essential at this ti.e

Pblaume@gmail.com Peter blaume 5092708143 AHSC@aarons.com

TRUE 03/31/20 3:40 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor While I agree pet food and medicine is essential, 
grooming is not. PetSmart shut their grooming down 
until Petco didn’t and now they’re both open. 
Groomery is too small to allow for social distancing.

cathrynwaldrop@gmail.com Cathryn Waldrop 3607102164 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 3:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction OSW Equipment and Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish To many employees to keep the social distancing! 
Bringing in more from a business that is closing for 2 
weeks. Sick people coming to work.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Peninsula Property Management 1010 Sylvan Way Bremerton They are set to have George's Electric (ph: 360-895-
9482) come into my apartment because "Georges 
Electric will be replacing electrical panels for all 
residents residing in units 13-18 between 8am-4pm 
April 1st"  This is not critical or essential at this time. 
March 27th is when I was first made aware of this 
action. I declined by email to have the service 
performed because of the pandemic.  No response 
came until today when a note was taped to my door 
saying I now have to call George's Electric myself to 
cancel the work.  I'm worried that they will perform 
the work without my permission and enter my 
apartment after I asked them not to.

dipietrouno@comcast.net Bruno E. DiPietro 360-930-8645

TRUE 03/31/20 4:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Haggarty Holdings LLC 413 Maple Ave Snohomish Commercial type warehouse construction renovation 
is active and in process on non essential business 
with many construction workers on site, in close 
contact ..sitting in their vehicles together for lunch 
time..walking around the commercial/ residential mix 
area ..have not stopped since the proclamation was 
put in place and is very active not doing their part to 
stop the spread.or at least the construction company 
they have hired ..  I live across the street and they 
hang out right around my home. I want to remain 
anonymous as I don't want any kind of retaliation. I 
don't know the owners I'm just reporting what I see 
and don't appreciate as its near me and I'm high risk 
staying home like others in the neighborhood

Carolebrown122@yahoo.comCarole Brown 4252864596

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way I would not think that a pet supply location would be 
an essential business they also continue to have dog 
training courses where 6 foot social distancing 
cannot be performed in the estimated 10x10 
classroom. As well as dog grooming. Not essential

Tmitchell853@gmail.com Tara Mitchell 2537203410 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 4:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Aurora rents 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline Non essential business open and putting community 
at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Rental Aurora rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both 
there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Rental Aurora rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both 
there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:18 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Aurora rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn 
and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close 
physical contact with each other. Thus putting many 
people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can 
upkeep there property really essential and worth 
risking lives over?

TRUE 03/31/20 4:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Aurora rents 8800 Aurora ave n Seattle I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn 
and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close 
physical contact with each other. Thus putting many 
people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can 
upkeep there property really essential and worth 
risking lives over?

TRUE 03/31/20 4:25 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Aurora rents 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This store doesnt think that they should be closed 
and that are justified in putting people at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pramila Jayapal 
congressional office

Office of Pramila Jayapal 1904 3rd Ave., Suite 510 Seattle Her staff and her have been doing useless activities 
that havent helped the outbreak her office isnt 
considered essential.     Please, they are spreading 
stupidity, apathy and nonsense during this time of 
crisis.  You must seclude her to her home and not 
allow her to travel at all.

pete.puff.er@gmail.com Peter Phepher 202-225-3106



TRUE 03/31/20 4:31 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yacht maintenance business S3maritime 2360 West Commodore Way suite 200Seattle Have witnessed technicians going to privately owned 
yachts to perform service work. These boats are not 
essential to the functioning of the city, and there is 
no reason these technicians should be endangered 
like this..

TRUE 03/31/20 4:40 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Food industry Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Road. Wallula I would also like to report large gatherings of people 
as well. They are not doing ANYTHING that is 
asked. I am worried for employees over the age of 
60 working. I have already reported them to the 
Health District and all they did was call them and 
asked and of course they believed them. And still 
didnt change anything. I am just extremely worried 
about everybody working there. There are a whole 
bunch of people at one table. Everyone goes to 
lunch at the same time. They are not taking this 
crisis very seriously or they just dont care about the 
workers there. If they arent following the rules they 
should be shut down. Till this whole crisis thing is 
over. They were already told once.

Madisonanzora@outlook.comMadison Anzora 509-521-8020

TRUE 03/31/20 4:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Cabinet Maker Markay Cabinets 24950 Stottlemeyer Rd NE Poulsbo 98370 A cabinet maker is essential? Markay is currently 
working in Cabinets for a complex in California. They 
also don't impose or enforce any social distancing 
requirements.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:53 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower nursery Sunny rest nursery 9004 key peninsula hw nw Lakebay wa They keep advertising online about being open, 
stating they are essential due to their veggie starts. 
But they’re for the most part a flower nursery

Nursedani@live.com Danielle 2533030171

TRUE 03/31/20 4:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Torklift international 1901 Fryar Ave Sumner Don’t believe they are essential

TRUE 03/31/20 4:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement HOME DEPOT 2008 Magwood DR Charleston Not limited number of people in stores at 1 time

TRUE 03/31/20 5:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Photo Chemical Machining Northwest Etch 2601 South Hood Street Tacoma This business is conducting meetings in a small 
room with a lot of people. They have no protocols in 
place for safety of the workers. That includes 
cleaning, social distancing, or even clear policies that 
are in alignment with Federal and Local guidelines. 
This is part of a general flouting of safety rules that 
makes the place extraordinarily dangerous even 
under the best of times, but particularly dangerous to 
Tacoma now.  I've heard about this from various 
workers, all too afraid to talk about it and maybe face 
retribution. Frankly, I'm afraid to list my name 
because if they can trace this complaint back there 
will be problems for those they suspect.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Printing Wright business graphics 7015 south 212th street Kent Performing non essential business

TRUE 03/31/20 5:09 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transit King county metro 201 S Jackson St, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle I work for metro and they are allowing as many 
people on a bus as they can fit to cut service. 
Sometimes it's standing room only and the public it's 
arm to arm.

Sarah.e.biela@gmail.com Sarah Olsen

TRUE 03/31/20 5:10 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Wsdot 310 maple park ave Olympia Wsdot contract aDd and award is making me go to 
work to bid a job for Washington state.  They should 
just suspend theses bids until I can safely travel to 
work.  All my material suppliers and subcontract also 
have to travel to work, thus defying the governors 
order.  What BS.

BobbyJones@gmail.com. Robert  Jones 425-551-3100

TRUE 03/31/20 5:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Fitness equipment Precor home fitness 14725 ne 20th st Bellevue All their chain is fully staffed. Lynnwood, Bellevue,  
tacoma, Tukwila. Just has the open sign off. They 
are taking sales over the phone. You can also pick 
up your order from their store or go to the store and 
knock on their door. They are still making delivery to 
homes.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:11 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Absher Construction @ Parrington 
Hall UW

4015 George Washington Ln Seattle Absher Construction putting construction workers, 
their families and the public in general at risk. Not 
able to maintain social distances. No cleaning of site.

(anonymous please)

TRUE 03/31/20 5:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Spa Oasis Massage Spa 21905 Marine View Dr S Des Moines This is a Spa!  They should have been closed a 
couple weeks ago I believe.  I walk my dog by this 
place and see dudes come and go.

travis@soundbodycare.com Travis Jackson

TRUE 03/31/20 5:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowe's 4230 Martin Way E Olympia Hundreds of customers shopping for new paint, 
fixtures, carpet, cabinets and other home projects 
tasks while off work.   Very few needing any 
necessary or emergency purchase.
  As an employee this concerns my exposure to 
Corona.
  PLUS NEED TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS  Thank 
You

TRUE 03/31/20 5:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Himalayan Pet Supply 4480 chenault beach rd. Mukilteo We make dog treats out of cheese...not bulk food or 
anything that is needed to feed your pet. We are 
working on production lines less than 3 feet apart. 
The only thing we are given is one face mask. It that 
mask gets wet or any damage its useless. I 
personally am on a line next to a worker who lives in 
a house with a confirmed case. When i brought this 
up i was told he had been cleared to work...we also 
had at least 4 confirmed cases.

Evanrandallj@gmail.com Evan Ranall 4255998049

TRUE 03/31/20 5:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction HomeDepot Bellevue Bellevue Parking lot PACKED 

Non essential business/ no social distancing

psr2006@msn.com Pamela Roberson 4253012688

TRUE 03/31/20 5:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Government City of Arlington 18204 59th Avenue NE Arlington The city of Arlington is allowing non essential 
construction to continue and are providing 
inspections.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Printing Wright Business Graphics 7015 south 212th street Kent No essential work in the shop

TRUE 03/31/20 5:32 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction EQC Casino 29th st. Tacoma No social dissent going on.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business She brews Coffee.llc cook rd sedro woolly skagit is blowing up with the VIRUS...And even 
Starbucks is closed but the owner of this shop is not 
taking this SERIOUSLY

shays_shrooms yahoo.com shay connor 1-360-830-3919

TRUE 03/31/20 5:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global Metal Works and Erectors Inc. 1144 Thorne Road Tacoma, WA 98421 This company insists on staying open and forcing its 
employees to go to work even though they are non-
essential.  They require their employees to drive to 
the work site in a crowded vehicle (4 men per truck) 
without protective gear, and when this practice was 
questioned, the employee questioning it was 
punished by being required to drive their own 
personal vehicle to the work site without being paid 
travel time (all other employees are being paid for 
travel time) or being reimbursed for gas/mileage.

debrakutterer@hotmail.com Debra Wulff 7574040148

TRUE 03/31/20 5:42 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other WA  DOC Prisons All WA State Prisons 7345 Linderson Way SW Tumwater, WA 98501-6504 The DOC has a policy that "Non-Essential" staff will 
be put on paid Administrative Leave during 
conditions that make it dangerous for them to report 
to work.  Despite that, DOC has not told "Non-
Essential" staff to stay home.  In addition, in the 
prison, social distancing has been ordered to take 
place, but staff have not been paying any attention to 
social distancing between employees.  Most if not all 
social distancing measures are being implemented 
with the incarcerated, but the people most likely to 
be contagious are the staff, and little to no social 
distancing measures seem to be instituted between 
them in their offices.

guitar46phil@yahoo.com Harold Phillip Archibald, Classification Counselor425-220-0444

TRUE 03/31/20 5:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Lydig 4th and Evergreen Spokane Valley general contractors for construction sites that are 
trying to claim they’re essential construction jobs, 
mine included. (Almost everyone on the job site don’t 
believe it fits the criteria of essential construction job 
site). We are working on a new construction site it’s 
a assisted living complex. It’s been going for about 4-
5 months and still has about 4-5 months left I 
believe. It’s called Orchard Crest in Spokane Valley. 
They already have a huge complex built next door 
that’s been around for years. They’re building more 
unit on this job I’m referring to. Lydig is the general 
Contractor and said their attorneys have deemed it 
as a essential job. I believe this job is more 
concerned about the money being made and a dead 
line than what is expecting people to do. 
Unfortunately workers can’t walk away because we 
won’t qualify for benefits. I think a lot of construction 
jobs might be doing the same thing. High majority of 
the work force is construction in Washington. So if 
you want to curve this epidemic you going to have to 
look into this and other construction jobs. Thank you.

Boutboutit@hotmail.com John Doe

TRUE 03/31/20 5:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Billy the Barber 1186 Coma Street Seattle Billy is working!  He should be home slacking Mitch@snitch.com Mitch the Snitch

TRUE 03/31/20 6:02 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Zips cannabis 2214 4th ave South Seattle. Large gathering of people to include employees and 
customers. Especially this last friday, I observed 50 
people packed into a small retail zone purchasing 
cannabis.

rujitsu623@gmail.com Rudy Gonzales 6262286063



TRUE 03/31/20 6:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealership sales 
department

Archibald's 816 N 28th Ave Pasco A look at the dealer's website will show that they are 
ignoring our stay home order. They indicate that 
delivery and test drives of vehicles are still 
encouraged. Employees are still being made to work. 
As the largest retailer of used vehicles in WA state 
serving multiple cities and counties, this is a problem.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:14 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Pet Groomer Aussie Pet Mobile Not Available Edmonds Owner refuses to ground vehicles and groomers 
because she doesn’t want to close her business. 
Groomers threatened with dismissal if they comply 
with stay at home order.

Anonymous ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 6:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Walmart Walmart 4010 172nd St NE Arlington Walmart is not limiting how many people they let in 
the store at any one time. crowded isles and check 
out lines. management said they cant do anything 
about it when I asked why. sad that they take profits 
over safety of the public.

thedlund28@gmail.com Anthony Hedlund 4258706522

TRUE 03/31/20 6:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffys burger and brew 12807 Airway Heights, wa 99001 Open 8-8
Sign out front says Fuck Coronavirus, we are open 8-
8.
Their attitude is part of the problem!!
They need to be shut down!!!!
Offended by their sign too!

thomasart83@hotmail.com Mary Thomas 360-662-6996

TRUE 03/31/20 6:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Needlepoint/craft store The Needlepointer 22811 100th ave w Edmonds This business continues to operate with no regard to 
social distancing and no checks to ensure proper 
cleaning. There were 7 employees there yesterday 
including an 80 and 77 year old. There were also 3 
children "working" because of lack of childcare. We 
have to use the same phones, be in close proximity, 
etc. The owner is operating on anger and when I 
asked to work fully from home (I do marketing), she 
got angry and asked me to "strongly reconsider". 
Taking that as a threat to my job, I've been forced to 
work. I hope this is anonymous as I'm scared of 
reprocussions.

Jewelsdanelle@gmail.com Julie Shelton 4252382246

TRUE 03/31/20 6:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Burgeners woodworking 4809 fruit valley rd Vancouver Non essential business open performing 
nonessential functions very unsafely. No social 
distanc, no sanitary, no clean and no safe.
Owner told employees this in real.

R.fulton@unfi.com Ray Fulton -3607232565

TRUE 03/31/20 6:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Yakima Elks Country club and golf 
course

318 golf course loop Selah The lawn maintenance crew is still being required to 
report to work. I have cancer and my husband works 
there and I am so afraid he will bring the virus home  
to me but we fear him losing his job if he doesnt go.

Rmcl2316@gmail.com Regina

TRUE 03/31/20 6:27 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor's Office Office of the Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The Governor's Office in Washington is pretty clearly 
a counterproductive and non-essential enterprise.  It 
should be closed for the duration of the Covid-19 
Epidemic.

john@cuyle.com John Cuyle 4254354324

TRUE 03/31/20 6:31 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skanska civil I-5 in Mountlake terrace/LynnwoodMountlake terrace Construction is still going on with a large workforce 
on the light rail project that is not to be completed for 
nearly four years

hidrive101@yahoo.com 3603482698

TRUE 03/31/20 6:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business The Wing Dome 7818 Greenwood Ave North Seattle Last night 3/30 about 8:30-8:45pm I noticed at least 
5-6 people congregating closely in wing dome.  They 
had several TVs on and were near the bar.

Annika.dragovich@gmail.comAnnika Dragovich 2069535340

TRUE 03/31/20 6:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland Group, Affinity Apartments 3499 169 st ne Arlington We are working at a new construction apartment 
complex.  There are more than 50 employees on site 
at any given time. There is no sanitation on site, no 
way to clean or sanitize your hands. No way to clean 
or sanitize materials or work spaces. Several units 
even have plastic bottles full of urune. This we feel is 
an unsafe work environment for all of us. Several 
workers have been reported with positive test 
results, yet we are still fully functioning. Prime and 
sub Contractor's do not provide any forms of PPE.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Custom wood shop Burgeners wood working 4809 fruit valley rd Vancouver This business is non essential and owner doesn't 
believe covid19 is real... No social distancing in 
place. No out of ordinary cleaning or sanitation. 
Owner feels we're essential even tho several of us 
say no...

Heavymetaldad@yahoo.com Pat McClintock

TRUE 03/31/20 6:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership autoNation 10,000 E. Sprague Ave. Spokane Valley this is absolutely a non-essential business that is 
remaining open strictly for profit and putting all of its 
employees at serious health risks.

lana.beth.lindsey@gmail.com Lana Conroy 509-230-5251

TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Burgeners woodqorking 4809 Vancouver Almost positive were non essential. Owner is under 
belief that virus isn't real. No sanitation in place. 
Certainly no social distance.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Burgeners woodqorking 4809 Vancouver Almost positive were non essential. Owner is under 
belief that virus isn't real. No sanitation in place. 
Certainly no social distance.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Snohomish County park Meadowdale Beach Park 156th & 60th Ave W Edmonds With the park gates closed people are parking 
illegally causing many problems for the 
neighborhood.  On a typical sunny day there will be 
300-500 people using the small trail to get to the 
beach. There is no social distancing and people are 
not staying in their own neighborhood if they are 
driving to the park.

mikermurray@gmail.com Mike Murray 206-245-5605

TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Burgeners woodqorking 4809 fruit valley rd Vancouver Almost positive were non essential. Owner is under 
belief that virus isn't real. No sanitation in place. 
Certainly no social distance.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Woodworking Burgeners woodworking 4809 fruit valley rd Vancouver Almost positive were non essential. Owner is under 
belief that virus isn't real. No sanitation in place. 
Certainly no social distance.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Alpha Iron 5823 south 6th way Ridgefield Workers are still going to work jimb@aisteel.us

TRUE 03/31/20 6:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction As you Wish Electric 825 s Stacy st Seattle Unsure if they should be open and installing car 
charger circuits

Shadrin25@gmail.com Shadrin Martin 2536326202

TRUE 03/31/20 6:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Unlisted Edmonds Got clarification from governor Inslee that we are 
non essential yet my boss is still having us go work, 
risking exposing ourselves and others. I would like 
for this to remain anonymous.

abalkan723@gmail.com Ashley Balkan 8059157994 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 6:46 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther USPS Lobby All of them USPS Every city All of them Post office lobby needs to be shut down. People 
keep coming in during lock down to mail non 
essential packages that could wait until the lock 
down is over. I am sure 99% of them are not mailing 
any food or meds ( medical drugs are illegal to mail) 
so all the time standing in line and wondering 
through the post office could have waited the 2 
weeks to limit exposure.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 6:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf course 1980 6903 west acre court Yakima I am concerned that people are out golfing and 
congregating in all the golf courses in Yakima.  Why 
is this ok when fishing is closed down?  I do not feel 
this is essential and everyday that I expose myself 
doing health care for vulnerable clients at work I 
have to drive by and watch all these people at the 
golf course ignoring the stay at home order.  I am 
noticing that there are people driving all over yakima 
after my shifts.  All these people can not be getting 
off of work can they? I am just concerned at the 
large amount of people ignoring this order and this 
virus while so many of us are putting ourselves at 
risk everyday due to work.  Thank you for your time.

heatherlynd7@gmail.com Heather Burgin

TRUE 03/31/20 6:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Olympia Multi speciality Clinic 406-A Black Hills Lane SW Olympia Business remains open that is non-essential.  
Management bullying workers into coming into work 
despite covid-19 concerns and guidelines. Business 
is in direct violation of order to stay at home. Clinic is 
an ambulatory care facility that is non-essential. 
Clinic is putting patients and staff at risk by 
remaining open.

resmith1184@gmail.com Anonymous 6037593081

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State Government Washington State Governor's Office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia The Governor of the State of Washington has kept 
his office open even though it is clearly not listed on 
the essential business list. Further, the office keeps 
issuing rules and requirements that have zero 
chance of helping Washingtonians get passed the 
current restrictions.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government City of Seattle - Seattle Municipal Tomorrow700 5th Avenue Seattle The building is open to the public. Please close the 
building to the public.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 7050 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Large Gatherings of people staff desperately trying 
to maintain distance management not counting 
customers. More than 100 people in building.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia There are hundreds of unnessisary government 
offices that remain open. I don't need to renew my 
tabs? The EPA should be working at minimal levels 
as most businesses is closed. The same could be 
said for the politicians as this state is just being run 
by executive orders of the almighty Jay Inslee.

Alex.trebec@gmail.com A concerned citizen 3605543341

TRUE 03/31/20 7:01 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Municipal City of Richland 2700 dupertail Richland Our leaders refuse to limit our amount of exposure. 
After pleading with them numerous times they flat 
deny any reduction or management of workers on 
duty at normal working hours. Could you please 
pressure them to realize this isn’t a time for business 
as usual.

Douglasstuddard@gmail.com Doug studdard 509-303-0083



TRUE 03/31/20 7:03 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Key Arena 305 Harrison St Seattle Construction crews are working on the new stadium. 
I don't think a stadium for a hockey team is critical. 
What is more important, a hockey team or actual 
houses for real people? I would rather see houses 
finished than the Key.

Alex.johnson@yahoo.com Alex Johnson 2534759122

TRUE 03/31/20 7:03 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Oasis Massage Marine view drive Des Moines The front door has been cracked open and the open 
sigh is on ALL the time

TRUE 03/31/20 7:04 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Pine Tree Elementary 27825 118th Ave SE Kent This is a new construction addition. It is questionable 
if it is considered essential. 10 plus workers on site 
daily.

Anonymous 3607898941

TRUE 03/31/20 7:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House Cleaning Rain City Maids 220 6th st Kirkland Lots of people going into multiple homes a day. Stellafries11@gmail.com Stella 425-890-6520 hello@raincitymaids.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 7:05 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther municipal city of richland 2700 duportail richland Our management, city manager Cindy Rents is 
having all the city employees perform mundane work 
that is not needed. We have no problem responding 
to emergenceys as we are first responders to power 
outages and are more than willing to keep the power 
on, having said that she has a ,business as usual, 
attitude. We can not maintain our distance while 
performing routine tasks. Thank you.

robertarmer8121@gmail.com Robert Armer 509=539-8121

TRUE 03/31/20 7:05 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Horse stable Legacy Hunter & Jumpers 19802 NE 148th St Woodinville Still operating

TRUE 03/31/20 7:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Municipality City of Richland 2700 Duportail st Richland I'd like to report that the City Manager for the City of 
Richland is forcing their Utility departments to do 
non essential construction so that a Contractor does 
not put fines upon the city for work stoppage. We 
have been forced to gather in meeting of 20-30 
people every other day. We have begged and 
pleaded for a plan of action for over 2 1/2 weeks. 
The union has been involved and has gotten no 
where. It took 2 weeks before the City of Richland 
would even supply wipes to sanitize the work trucks 
that we are forced to ride 2 to a truck.

jbabler@hotmail.com Justin Babler 5095313115

TRUE 03/31/20 7:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lydig Construction 222 Evergreen Road Spokane Valley There are more then 50 People working on this Job 
Site. It is impossible to follow the Social Distancing 
Guide Lines. This project does not meet the 
“Essential” Qualification as set forth by the Governor.

Dontrip@comcast.net Don Tripplet 509-879-6445

TRUE 03/31/20 7:07 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Toy company Funko 2802 wetmore Everett They are operating like they are essential. contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor’s office Governor Inslee Governors Mansion Olympia SHUT IT DOWN!!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:08 AM AG Eviction Landlord Marvin Mayberry General Delivery Monroe Govenor Inslee PLEASE allow those of us living in 
our rv's to temporally live in them as our residence 
on private property such as a family member or 
friends home since the Washington State 
campgrounds are closed. Also, my family is in 
desperate need of help! My landlord shut off our 
utilities to our rv & garage 9 days ago to try to force 
my family of 5 to leave. The power box is inside the 
home. So we cannot turn the power back on. We 
have never even been late on our bills. I have called 
the sheriff & they called back on the phone to tell 
me, they cannot force my landlord/father in-law to 
turn the power on.Then on Thursday, March 26, 
2020 we received a 3- day vacate order from 
Attorney Rob Trickler, Everett, WA.   His roommate 
also called king county code enforcement on us for 
temporarily staying in our rv while campgrounds & 
DNR camp grounds are closed.Code enforcement 
came out yesterday & said NO you cannot occupy 
your rv on private property. We are also on 2 1/2 
acres. I am requesting the Governor allow people to 
stay in our rv as our residence during this time to 
self isolate for the covid-19 pandemic. If not this 
could leave our family & many other full time rv'rs 
homeless with no where to go! Private rv parks & 
campgrounds are full or not taking in any new rv's 
due to the Governos order. Also, if we are sent out 
on the street we are told by 211 you have to move 
every 2hrs. That is not self isolating & it's also 
breaking the stay at home order. Unfortunately all 5 
of us have colds & are not feeling well either. We 
just want to be able to self isolate in our rv which has 

aimeslee@yahoo.com Aimey Mayberry 4253128322

TRUE 03/31/20 7:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Consumer goods Funko llc 1202 Shuksan Way Everett They are still operating defying the governor's order contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Krazan and Associates Finn Hill Poulsbo, WA Iron workers, truck drivers, concrete pump trucks, 
workers at the concrete plant, inspectors are at risk 
using sani-cans on a Government job site.  Is a 
missle magazine REALLY essential? A sani-can is 
an enclosed space that could further spread Corona 
and places these workers at high risk.  The Guard at 
the gate didn't even want to touch the health 
screening paper sent out to jobsite workers.
Are we going to bomb this virus? Why is this 
considered essential? Please do not use my name.  I 
fear retaliation because it is a small company.

Slnokes925@gmail.com Susan 360-509-3504

TRUE 03/31/20 7:12 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City government City of Richland “ energy services “ 2700 Duportail Richland Entirely to much exposure to city residents and 
public for non-essential everyday work. Other 
neighboring utilities have split up and isolated they’re 
essential employees to minimize exposure not here 
we’ve been told “ business as usual” my life is no 
different than it was a month ago. Other than hand 
sanitizer and Clorox wipes it’s the same this is 
ridiculous

TRUE 03/31/20 7:16 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Los Gavilanes 209 E Casino Road Everett My driver observed approximately 15 to 20 patrons 
inside the restaurant. the front of the restaurants 
windows are covered. The people appear to be 
entering through store that is next to the restaurant. 
Did not witness any food on tables, but my driver did 
not have a clear view. from his vantage point. This 
was around 12:30PM yesterday.

dhart@mountainmist.com Donald Hart 2532099926

TRUE 03/31/20 7:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business I Luv Teriyaki 6500 4th Ave S Seattle I noticed a full parking lot yesterday with no 
customers waiting outside for their orders. There 
were people sitting in the booths by the window.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo Shop Scare the Bear Tattoo studio 3400 Harbor Ave SW Seattle On Mike Torres Facebook he openly says that he is 
still tattooing and doesn't care about the order.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Organized Crime Edmonds Police Department 250 5th Ave N Edmonds They continue to extort money from the working man 
during this stay at home order

TRUE 03/31/20 7:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Studio Trend Hair Design 75 NW Dogwood Street Issaquah The owner has covered all the windows and is 
continuing to do business throughout the day.  
People are coming all day long exposing others that 
live in the building.  She clearly is violating the order.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:26 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther GET REAL, QUIT BEING FAKE.GOVERNOR JAY INSLEE 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia GET YOUR PRIORITIES IN CHECK, SHUTTING 
DOWN EVERYTHING IS ABSOLUTE BS, OPE IT 
BACK UP, RESTRICT SENIORS OR IMMUNE 
COMPROMISED PEOPLE FROM LEAVING AND 
IF THEY DEICED NOT TO FOLLOW THE 
ORDERS T THERE ISSUE, THIS NEEDS TO 
RUNS ITS COARSE AND SPREAD LIKE A FLU, 
GET PEOPLE IMMUNE TO IT,
DO THE RIGHT THING INSLEE.

OPENUSUO@ HURRYUP.COMJAKE WITH STATEFARM 821-330-8004

TRUE 03/31/20 7:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toys Funko LLC 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett Funko is non essential as it is a toy company that 
doesnt provide medical, government or basic needs 
to the public or society in general. They enforce 
social distancing but that makes the job impossible 
to do as it is needed to communicate and work 
together efficiently or else we get in trouble for not 
getting enough work done. They do not even offer 
hazard pay to stay and the higher ups dont 
communicate well enough as there was a confirmed 
case on the 12th of March and they just now 
announced it as of March 30th in order to stay 
operating and to avoid confrontation and questions.

Concerned Funko Employee



TRUE 03/31/20 7:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ralphs Palomar st Chula vista To whom it may concern I am a senior with an 
immuno compromised condition I arose at 6 o'clock 
to go to your store as I was sure it would be a safe 
environment Unfortunately this was not the case. I 
had to move 7 times away from your employees  
who were not observing social distance although 
clearly the loud speaker was intoning :please stay 6' 
away from other people."
 Your employees had neither gloves nor protective 
masks on
They were stocking shelves. They were walking 
around drinking coffee and at least 4 of them walked 
within 2' of me .
    I was very distressed by the lack of any protocol 
I spoke with the manager at the end of my 
experience ;told her I had spent $200 ; and asked 
her why the store was not observing protocols for its 
public. 
Her response was that it is not "CDC required."
    That is irrelevant .
You owe your public a safer environment  not to 
mention your employees .
  ....I'm very disappointed in the lack of health and 
safety protocols implemented by your store.

bbreneman33@yahoo.com Beverly 6195224220

TRUE 03/31/20 7:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction American Rock Products 11919 Harris road Pasco, Wa. 99301 Lots of fully loaded gravel and dirt loads on the 
hiways and local roads, seems very unneeded. 
Normal housing was supposed to be stopped.

mrfuelie@yahoo.com Dennis Harrington 509-366-5557 wade.blagg@americanrockproducts.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:29 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range and social club The Holmes Harbor Rod and Gun 
Club

3334 Brooks Hill Road Langley We can hear the gun range indicating people are still 
shooting. They are appropriately changing to take 
out restaurant by my concern is to still allow people 
into the range.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:32 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction BBQ electric 17404 meridian email suite f Puyallup  was 98375 Still doing non esensul work 360-918-6639

TRUE 03/31/20 7:33 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Northwest Rock 55 W wynoochee rd Montesano, Son in law is a sgt at the Aberdeen police dept. 
threatening his employees . I’m reporting because 
one of his employees had been scared because of 
health issues.

Shasenwinkle@gmail.com Sharilynn hasenwinkle 3608886526

TRUE 03/31/20 7:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Aussie Pet Mobile (206) 295-2734 Edmonds I have an immuno compromised child who is on 
chemo. My roommate has been forced to continue to 
work despite providing proof that grooming is not 
essential. It is mobile grooming so lots of exposure. 
Her employment is at risk if she opts not to work.

orcaprincess8@msn.com ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 7:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Home Depot 2628 Hoyt Avenue Everett Allowing up to 150 customers in the store at a time. 
Employees aren't counted, although there are about 
53 employees in the store at any given time. 
Customers & employees are not complying with 
social distancing. Most customers are coming in for 
non-essential needs. Please enforce the stay home 
order and regulate businesses.

s6nculve@gmail.com Timothy 4252996024

TRUE 03/31/20 7:35 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Childcare University Family YMCA 5003 12th Ave NE Seattle This childcare provider seems to be providing 
childcare for "children of essential employees and 
people who must work" based on what they told me. 
My understanding is that childcare is to be provided 
to essential employees only, so if they are providing 
childcare to persons who work in non-essential 
roles, that would be a violation. I'm a healthcare 
provider who sends my child to this childcare and I'm 
concerned that other children there may be there for 
the convenience of people continuing to work by 
choice in non-essential roles.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther All Pot Dispensaries Marijuana Statewide Statewide Why are recreational marijuana dispensaries still 
operating? Hiw c as n you close normal businesses 
and not those? How do you expect to control the 
virus when you can't even act like adults and make 
tough decisions? Grow up Inslee!

c323consultingllc@gmail.comJohn Q Public 5094348064

TRUE 03/31/20 7:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cornerstone general contractors 7400 272nd St NW Stanwood 50+ people are within one building. Tradesmen are 
working closely together not practicing social 
distancing. Only one hand washing station and no 
hand sanitizer in any honey buckets. Trademens are 
showing up sick afraid to lose their jobs. 
Cornerstone would find any loophole to stay open

Apartridge21@gmail.com Jeff Partridge 4252937426

TRUE 03/31/20 7:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Specialized Landscaping Inc 10524 A St. South Tacoma up to 10 employees are in the office daily. Possibly 
more. They also have several employees that have 
shown symptoms but reposted back saying they 
tested negative with in 28 hours of being sick. No 
clearing has been done inside.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Walsh construction company II 9999 fs rd 38 Deming Walsh construction management and city inspectors 
not following social distancing. Also walsh 
construction management trying to coerce workers 
to violate restrictions. One employee has been laid 
off who was vocal about the issue. There have been 
heated arguments between workers and managers.  
Also makeshift handwash stations that seem 
unsanitary.

Roesselg@gmail.com Greg roessel 3603038844

TRUE 03/31/20 7:40 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Access Center 1628 South Windsor Spokane Population at work site has increased since March, 
call center workers required to sit less then 6 feet a 
part. No accomadations for social distancing have 
been met or increased availability to work from 
home. Daily sanitization has only increased in break 
room not personal work area. Not mandatory to stay 
home if sick and no themometor at work either.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Walsh construction company II 9999 fs rd 38 Deming The jobsite is the nooksack middle fork dam project. 
Walsh construction management and city inspectors 
not following social distancing. Also walsh 
construction management trying to coerce workers 
to violate restrictions. One employee has been laid 
off who was vocal about the issue. There have been 
heated arguments between workers and managers.  
Also makeshift handwash stations that seem 
unsanitary.

Roesselg@gmail.com Greg roessel 3603038844

TRUE 03/31/20 7:42 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Homeless Bums Shithole of Seattle 700 5th AVe Seattle All the bums in Seattle are congregating going about 
their business as usual.  FUCK YOU JAY.  You're 
an ineffectual petty dictator that doesn't have enough 
brains to run a lemonade stand.

xrcris@gmail.com Cris Horbelt 2063830404

TRUE 03/31/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 industry Dr Tukwila The business is advertising through the Dori Monson 
show that they are an essential business and with a 
few precautions they can get your reroofing projects 
done during your time at home. While the rest of us  
Roofing company's took the Governors proclamation 
seriously and temporarily closed our doors  and now 
Valentine Roofing is trying to use this as a business 
advantage. The RCAW should of handled this with 
him but since they haven't I decided to send it to you.
Thank you

thomasnettlebeck@aol.com Tom Nettlebeck 253-509-4210

TRUE 03/31/20 7:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Bathtubs Aquatics 901 northern  rd se Yelm People are working to close. They have over 90 
employees working in close discussion they is no 
way we can keep are 6 feet

TRUE 03/31/20 7:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used car lot Artistic Auto Group LLC 911 W Columbia Drive Kennewick Saw the owner showing customers cars and 
conducting business as usual.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther News paper Wenatchee World 14 N. Mission St. Wenatchee The Wenatchee World ran an article last night 
encouraging residents to start cruising Wenatchee 
Ave. like in the old days. This is not good reporting 
and encourages people to get out in their cars and 
drive nonessential while also opening the possibility 
for congregation. Directly against the governors 
social distancing rules. This is irresistible to say the 
least. It’s titled “cruising against corona”

Cokewen@msn.com Don Meza 599-630-6016

TRUE 03/31/20 7:47 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto parts All auto parts stores Everywhere All Auto parts store should close to many people want to 
get parts to work on crap while home. Its not safe.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction The Truss Company Inc. 15599 Ashton Rd. Burlington They have no hand sanitizer and are not practicing 
safe distance plus many others..NON ESSENTIAL

jhnefx@gmail.com John F. 509-675-0698

TRUE 03/31/20 7:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy maker Funko 6305 36th Ave W Everett My friend works at the Funko warehouse and they 
are still having workers come in and work in the 
warehouse.  I do not believe this is an essential 
business for the safety their workers, families and all 
residents of Washington please shut them down.  
Do not let a greedy business put profit over lives.

walterrung@yahoo.com Walter Rung 4252310958 contact@funco.com



TRUE 03/31/20 7:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther marijuana edibles 
manufacturers

Verdelux Chocolates 924 Kentucky St Bellingham I am a worker at this facility and I believe that they 
are not doing enough to keep us safe. No extra 
safety protocols have been put in place and social 
distancing is not being enforced. I am concerned for 
my health and the health & safety of others.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction The Truss Company Inc. 15599 Ashton Rd. Burlington They have no hand sanitizer and are not practicing 
safe distance plus many others..NON ESSENTIAL

jhnefx@gmail.com John F. 509-675-0698

TRUE 03/31/20 7:51 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Observed a blatant violation of the bill of rights and 
tyrannical, unconstitutional behavior.

bella.rood@yahoo.com Bella Taylor 2538613575

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CDK construction services 1639 Harbor Avenue SouthwestWest seattle I've driven by and noticed workers painting and doing 
siding. I'm sure that it's not essential work and I'm 
concerned for the community if they keep it up.

Emily Lam

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Parking Lot Patroller Republic Parking Northwest 711 Madison St Seattle Republic Parking Northwest is still issuing tickets 
and having patrollers harass customers in parking lot 
at 711 Madison St.  The patroller did not maintain 
social distance of >6feet from me, and issued a $88 
ticket for being less than 25 minutes late to move 
vehicle from a nearly-vacant overnight lot. It is hard 
to Stay Home & Stay Safe if you are worried about 
getting a $88 ticket from a non-essential parking 
enforcer at the lot you park in every night.

ryanlassiter@icloud.com Ryan Lassiter 3344307850

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 14 Degrees 13421 Admiralty Way Lynnwood Continuing construction on non essential homes.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:53 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Potelco 14103 Stewart rd se Summer Potelco was originally essential with electric 
construction, but they have stopped all lineman. 
They are keeping office staff to file and do non 
essential work.

Drew

TRUE 03/31/20 7:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco Shop Global Smoke Shop 206 E casino road suit# 6 Everett Non essential Business is still open and not 
practicing social distances and I’m scared my 
significant other can bring home sickness to family

Tre.james318@gmail.com Rayzne McCartha 425.312.5517

TRUE 03/31/20 7:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail business Rich’s for the Home 6626 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma They sell hot tubs and patio furniture and remain 
open. They claim connecting with the family is 
essential.  They have 5 locations in the Puget Sound 
and not following they stay at home order.  
www.richhomes.com

jemery.johnson@richshome.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 7:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toys Funko 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett They have more the 200 people in the building and 
has has a case of covid 19. But remains open selling 
toys

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Seattle Seattle - Waterfront, Key Arena, othersSeattle Seattle and other Cities are abusing their exemption 
by keeping non-essential projects going and without 
approved COVID19 HSPs. Even when on-the-job 
infections are documented. These projects also put 
the public and the COVID19 response at risk.

Whistle Blower - I am a PM on one of these jobs

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipyard Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 1400 Faragut Ave Bremerton PSNS has had a positive COVID-19 test come back, 
and is now refusing to include the public in its 
information for when more positive tests come back. 
In addition to this, they employ 15,000+ workers 
from the area, and are not allowing them to keep any 
amount of distance between them on the boats, in 
their shops, or outside. I understand that their 
business is considered essential, but they are putting 
their employees and their families at risk every single 
day by forcing them to come in even when they live 
with a high-risk individual.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Home depot 1145 west Washington Sequim Selling product non essential during this time. 
People are flocking to the store. Buying flooring, 
fencing, flowers, plants. Not food related. Buying 
paint. These stores should be for open for 
emergency only. These stores such are showing 
record numbers right now.

Absolutesolutions2020@gmail.comGary Ristick 3604609454

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Vape/Smoke Shop Olympus Smoke Shop 15131 NE 24th St Redmond, WA 98052 No hot water for proper hand washing

TRUE 03/31/20 7:57 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Goverment King County Underneath Harborview HospitalSeattle This virus will continue to  run wild until you break up 
these homeless camps and send these people into 
shelters.  Allowing them to congregate will cause the 
virus to continue to fester and spread.  Everything 
we citizens have sacrificed will be for nothing as long 
as these camps remain.  Time to make those tough 
decisions and remove these camps NOW!  Anything 
less is a crime.

ljarosik@yahoo.com Lance Jarosik

TRUE 03/31/20 7:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Skagit Golf and Country Club 16701 Country Club Drive Burlington Golfers are gathering on course.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E. Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Staying open regardless of Governor orders, putting 
him and his employees in harm's way unnecessarily.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dump truck parts store an 
repair

Kenny’s truck parts 17066 Beaton rd Se Monroe No one is practicing safe distances and they are a 
dump truck an heavy truck repair facility

Johncoot@yahoo.com John Scott 4253457679

TRUE 03/31/20 7:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Business Funko 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett They have been open saying they are an essential 
business, when they only sell toys and more non 
essential items. Using loophole to stay open.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific ridge homes Intersection of 35th and 228th st se canyon park area.Bothell wa Today is March 31. This is a housing development 
there are framers Siders and others still working on 
this plat. Pacific Ridge is one of the bigger builders 
why are they have people working when I am a 
contractor and sitting home?

Drrock1988@aol.com Don lekness 2062555536

TRUE 03/31/20 8:00 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City government City of Richland 2700 duporotail Richland Not following government guidelines for covid 19 
performing every day task

Jjhatman@yahoo.com Jeff Hatman 3609896810

TRUE 03/31/20 8:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 18805 Hwy 2 Monroe NO SOCIAL DISTANCE MEASURES. NONE. 
STORE WAS PACKED ON THE WEEKEND. 
WORKERS AND SHOPPERS ARE AFRAID. 
OTHER FRED MEYER STORES HAVE 
MEASURES. WHY NOT THIS STORE. PLEASE 
HELP US!

Heidi@amazingautowoman.comHeidi Webster 206-909-2476

TRUE 03/31/20 8:02 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other school / church St. Anne School 101 W Lee St. Seattle Hello! This weekend, St. Anne's playground and 
basketball court were OPEN and many people were 
using the facilities for exercise and congregating. 
Thank you for checking this out.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:03 AM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther not complying cell phone george 3030 RIVER RD TACOMA its a small area with dozens of homeless people. 
They were seen interacting with 15 people in a 12 ft 
area no masks people coughing.lots of people going 
in and out very scary it a bad hotspot.Please stop it 
nobody listening to rules.  FEEL THE VIRUS WILL 
SPREAD AS THE OWNER LETS PEOPLE IN AND 
OUT AND HE IS VERY OLD NOT NO 
PROTECTION EITHER.I THINK PEOPLE LIVE 
THERE ITS REAL BAD

Nicolelpowell37@outlook.comrosotta kraus 2532786812

TRUE 03/31/20 8:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 1835 w Broadway Ave Moses Lake Business is ignoring warnings to close

TRUE 03/31/20 8:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plastics Kaso Plastics 5720 NE 121st Ave Vancouver No social distancing policy posted or followed.  All 
office routines are normal and no respect for 
employees requesting social distance

Rice-think@gmail.com SR 3606107423

TRUE 03/31/20 8:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Cornerstone general contractors 11805 North Creek Parkway S., #115Bothell Their workers and subcontractors are not following 
“social distancing” on the the Stanwood High School 
project in Stanwood.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business All of them that do take out Washington Washington There are more people in the take restaurants then 
there are in my jobsite why do they get to stay open? 
They are more at risk for continuing to spread the 
virus because they come in contact with more 
people.

huntfish247365@yahoo.com Jeremiah Fisher 5093899927

TRUE 03/31/20 8:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Car dealerships Various / All of them State Wide State Wide Car dealerships do not need to be open for the 
purpose of selling cars.  Not only dealerships, but 
used car dealers as well (and especially used car 
dealers because they don't sell parts on site).  I do 
understand that parts may be needed for car repair.  
That part can be open.  And they can answer phone 
calls and send someone on site if a car purchase is 
necessary, or make an appointment.  But just 
straight up being open for walk up sales shouldn't be 
happening.

mnjtwo@gmail.com Julie Clark 425-231-4226

TRUE 03/31/20 8:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Ywca construction 405 broadway Tacoma Across the road from the ywca in Tacoma, the new ywca is under construction. However, employees there are more than 10 employees out and about and they’re not following the 6ft social distancing. I understand that they are essential, however they’re next to my home and I’m worried about the area and my health. Thank you.Elaine.rapach@gmail.com Elaine

TRUE 03/31/20 8:07 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way, Bremerton, WA 98310Bremertin The grooming portion of the store is still open. Bubbasmommy808@gmail.comRene LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 8:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 1830 s first st Yakima Ignoring order to close by Governor

TRUE 03/31/20 8:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Emerald City Gym 10110 Evergreen Way Everett I go to this gym and drove by after work and there 
were cars out front so I went and knocked on the 
door.  There were about 15 people in there and I 
asked if they were open again, they responded with 
"We are only open for special clients".

TRUE 03/31/20 8:09 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Preschool Woodland Hall Preschool / Green 
Lake Preschool

516 NW 56th st Seattle This is a preschool serving non-essential workers. 
For the month of April the center has INCREASED 
the hours that they are open from 8-4 to 8-5.

jennifermort@gmail.com Jennifer Morton 206 225-4777

TRUE 03/31/20 8:10 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction D.r. Horton 3309 108th Ave ne Lake Stevens The builder is operating like normal and ignoring the 
shelter in place

skylerswords@live.com Lisa Swords 4252391197



TRUE 03/31/20 8:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business VCA Lynnwood Veterinary 4426 168th St SW Lynnwood The veterinary clinic I work at is still performing 
surgical procedures that are not essential like spays 
and neuters and are telling staff that if we get in 
trouble with the state they will “have our backs”

Whatsupkaylax@gmail.com Kayla 9204719899

TRUE 03/31/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Codel Entry Systems 1510 St Paul Ave Tacoma I am very curious if my workplace is essential under 
our stay at home order? I work in a door 
manufacturing warehouse. We make prehung 
Exterior doors. Ive got a list of nearly 30 of our 
customers that have closed, yet we remain open. 
Some Employees have chosen to self-quarentine, 
and now I'm hearing word of how to fire these 
employees upon their return from quarantine.

hopper.ian@outlook.com Ian Hopper 12533067311

TRUE 03/31/20 8:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Boat/Ship building Nichols Brothers Boat Builders 5400 Cameron Rd Freeland The company is continuing business under false 
pretenses. The CEO claims they are essential due to 
Navy contracts.  This is not true. They have no navy 
contracts.  He is continuing to force workers to show 
up for private contracts.  This is putting are 
community in danger. They are concealing the fact 
that some workers have been exposed to the virus.  
The CEO is only keeping the operations going for 
personal interests. I am very concerned, as I am 
high risk. Please stop them. Also, please keep my 
name confidential.

Clj621@gmail.com Colleen Johnson 4252230377

TRUE 03/31/20 8:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Joann Fabrics 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way, WA Inside of store is open and offering to sew in store, 
curbside and online deliveries.  People going 
shopping for no reason, employees, being worked 
beyond capacity and not enough employees working 
for the demand.  A craft store should not be 
considered essential.

brisendine4@hotmail.com Soraya Brisendine 206-914-9085 customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City Government City of Richland 2700 Duportail Richland I’m a journeyman lineman at the city of Richland. 
Acknowledging that I am an essential worker, I pride 
myself on keeping the lights on and maintaining the 
infrastructure of our local power grid. However I feel 
that I am at risk of exposure , when I’m required to 
continue doing non essential work at various 
worksites throughout the city, like everyday 
construction, residential and commercial. The city 
has failed to implement any social distancing 
guidelines. No shift changes to minimize exposure, 
we’re still sharing trucks, tools, and no different 
entrances or exits at the workplace. As all the local 
utilities, and throughout the state have gone to an 
alternate schedules to minimize exposure, we are 
told by our management that it is business as usual. 
I write this letter with concern not fear. Thank you 
and God Bless our beautiful state!

Diamon509@hotmail.com David Montelongo 5094301358

TRUE 03/31/20 8:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington State GovernmentOffice of Governor Washington Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor Inslee is violating the 1st and 5th 
Amendments of the US Constitution with his current 
orders.  Gov. Inslee has also shown us that being 
absent from his job during his Presidential Campaign 
he is not essential to the State of Washington and 
should be furloughed for not being essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Packaging Corporation of America 31827 US-12 Wallula There are 400 contractors working there this week.  
No way they can work 6 feet apart.

tmattis36@yahoo.com Tina Mattis 3609216982

TRUE 03/31/20 8:16 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther University University of Washington School of LawWilliam H. Gates Hall Seattle School leadership has taken very loose definition of 
essential not consistent with order. Many faculty and 
staff regularly coming to building and performing 
work that could be done remotely.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:16 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Preschool Woodland Hall Preschool 516 NW 56th St Seattle The director, Anne, has been practicing social 
distancing since the 4/13 order but is not enforcing 
social distancing for the students or staff. It is nearly 
impossible to make 2 to 4 yro do so.

tabrizic@gmail.com Cameron Tabrizi 5125605242

TRUE 03/31/20 8:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store QFC Bellevue village 10116 NE 8th St Bellevue The store was very crowded with 50 + shoppers the 
30 minutes I was in the store 3/29. It was impossible 
to stay 6 feet away from any one. When I tried, 
people would come up right behind me or go right in 
front of me. Their self check out was crowded and 3 
feet next to the next shopper. The store needs to 
monitor the number of shoppers entering during 
busy times.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:17 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Illegal non profit? Handupproject Non profit Unknown Everett Check herald on 30th front page. No gloves no 
distancing limited masks..all in violation of govs rules.

Haru Media 4253461255

TRUE 03/31/20 8:17 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Illegal non profit? Handupproject Non profit Unknown Everett Check herald on 30th front page. No gloves no 
distancing limited masks..all in violation of govs rules.

Haru Media 4253461155

TRUE 03/31/20 8:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Habit Burger 11196 Pacific Crest Pl #E100Silverdale When I went to the restaurant for a pickup order at 
approx. 8:50pm on Sunday 3.29.2020, I witnessed 2 
young adults hanging out inside the restaurant 
standing within 2 feet of each other. They were 
loitering inside the building the entire time I picked 
up my order and stayed even after I left.

bafosmark@gmail.com Bryan Fosmark 425-530-7552

TRUE 03/31/20 8:19 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Summit Family Eye Care 6201 Summitview Ave Suite 101Yakima Still doing routine I exams, excepting new patients, 
doing glasses repairs. These things are nonessential 
they are routine as listed. These things are 
nonessential they are routine when all other eye 
clinics and dental offices are closed due to routine 
only taking emergency

J.sal23@yahoo.com Jennifer Salinas 509-910-3573

TRUE 03/31/20 8:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Mckinstry 504 E Sprague Ave Spokane People are working close together and they are 
coming in contact with others daily and going back to 
their families.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:21 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Everett City of Everett Public Works Department3200 Cedar Street Everett I have worked for the city for 30+ years, I currently 
work in public works as clerical staff. I administer the 
clerical portion of the backflow program, and I rarely 
fill in at the switchboard. The public works 
department is requiring clerical/ switchboard staff  to 
work. The switchboard answers non-emergency 
calls and there are numerous ways they could have 
workers retrieve these calls from voicemail from 
home, or have dispatch answers these calls, or have 
it/telecom forward phones to home numbers. My 
lead does not feel safe working in the building since 
his wife has a weakened immune system, so starting 
today he is working from home. I have been working 
from home for 1 week, I am able to do my backflow 
work, but yesterday i got an email telling me to report 
to work.  I live with my 80 year old parents, who have 
underlying health issues and compromised immune 
systems. I have told them I feel it's deadly for me to 
come into work, I have not received a response. But 
the other switchboard staff have been working and 
still are working at the pw center. The majority of our 
dept and the city has been working from home for 
weeks. Now, my lead is basically saying his wife's 
life is more important than my 80 year old parents! 
please help me

bbess@everettwa.gov Barbara Bess 425-344-8622

TRUE 03/31/20 8:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Sporting goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 31956 SR 20 Oak harbor Non-essential business being open not selling 
essential items. Employees are at risk to catch virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:21 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Every Pot Shop in the State. Again, EVERY POT SHOP IN THE STATEEvery Street Coirner USA ALL How is POT an Essential Service and Construction 
to build homes is not? How is this site going to curb 
anything when you, the alleged leaders of this state, 
dont follow the rules yourselves nor do you honor the 
vote of the people?

burton_swanson@hotmail.comBurt Swanson

TRUE 03/31/20 8:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Distribution center for 
books and magazines

Benjamin News Group 2701 N Van Marter Rd Spokane Valley My concern is people coming in and out of the 
business, no cleaning supplies. Found a loop hole 
saying that we distribute entertainment for people 
and because the books go to grocery stores that they 
are essential. Drivers from different companies 
coming into warehouse. The business in Ohio shut 
down.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther cannabis cultivation (non-
retail)

Onyx Agronomics 111 sargison Loop Shelton Employees working closely together continually 
throughout day, and attending mandatory meetings 
with no social distancing enforced. Owners making 
lite of virus. Employees being terminated when 
disclosing concern about safety and social 
distancing guidelines not being taken seriously.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 03/31/20 8:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Insight Behavioral Health 901 Boren Ave Suite 1800 Seattle Continued to accept new patients last week despite 
not having adequate physical space for social 
distancing. Requiring staff to share small offices.



TRUE 03/31/20 8:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Edmonds plumbing 1106  16th Ave #8 Seattle Property mama cement company is still sending 
contractors to work on switch over the apartments. 
No one lives in 95% of the building and no essential 
work is being done.

akjohnson2@outlook.com Anthony Johnson 2177417383

TRUE 03/31/20 8:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Banks Lake Brew & Bistro 9701 US-2 Coulee City This is my second time of notifying the Health 
District about Banks Lake Brew. This business has 
continued to allow customers to order their coffee 
and food to go but sit in the dining area and 
consume their food and or beverages. Particularly in 
the early mornings, 7:00 - 8:00 AM.  Just today, 
there were the same group of people in the dining 
area as usual. PLEASE THIS NEEDS TO STOP!

5099771096

TRUE 03/31/20 8:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Vigor 1801 16th Ave sw Seattle The shipyard has gotten itself listed at “essential” but 
we have had multiple positive tests, including 
WSDOT employees inside the yard. 

The work we do is impossible to do while distancing. 
Please help us.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Drive, unit 130 Tukwila This company advertises themselves as an essential 
business but they are not. Roofing. I know this 
because I know others in the exact industry who 
received orders stating they are non-essential.

Sam@upsiid.com Sam Thomassen 360-485-6395

TRUE 03/31/20 8:26 AM AG Eviction Landlord Bremerton Housing Authority 600 Park Avenue Bremerton Kurt Wiest and Sarah Van Cleve with Bremerton 
Housing are threatening people that we must pay 
rents by the 5th.

snsunderland74@yahoo.com Stephanie Sunderland 3606279715

TRUE 03/31/20 8:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis retail Kush Klub Shoreline 17721 25th Ave NE Shoreline No action is being taken to keep any distance 
between employees and customers. No limits on 
how many customers can enter the store at one 
time. Store hours have extended to accommodate 
other stores reducing hours.

rsemonroe@gmail.com Rose Monroe 2062357492

TRUE 03/31/20 8:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction City of Richland 2700 Duportail Richland City insists on operating at "Business as usual".  
Employees are not being given any protective 
measures to keep them safe.  It is a matter of time 
before the essential workforce gets sick, then they 
will not be able to do their jobs, and the citizens will 
pay the price due to the lack of the City's decisions.  
Employees have offered multiple options to limit 
exposure, but the city will not listen.

zachary.cobb@gmail.com Zach Cobb 2533806132

TRUE 03/31/20 8:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Forklift sales and repair and 
rentals

Mid Columbia Forklift inc 1007 n 16 ave Yakima We are all required to be at work when some of us 
can work remotely. Which I have done and a full 
home office. I e continue to hand paperwork to one 
another. People are coughing and sneezing. I am not 
comfortable with the close proximity and sanitation. 
Shared restrooms also

Its.cari@yahoo.com Cari wick 5099610937

TRUE 03/31/20 8:29 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other private citizen with constant traffic to and from houseSean Leonard 8909 226th st ct e graham constant traffic in and out of house he is supposed 
to live there alone and currently there are 3 cars of 
guests at his house with constant traffic in and out at 
all hours of the day and night it has been like this the 
whole time that the stay in place order has been in 
effect

TRUE 03/31/20 8:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Brews Bros Coffee Bars 10413 n Newport hwy Spokane This is a small drive thru coffee stand. During the 
morning there are always two girls working, 
sometimes only inches from one another. During the 
weekend morning hours there are three workers also 
inches from one another. Other employees who are 
not working will walk in and make their coffee putting 
4-5 bodies in a very small space. Also, noticed that 
the iPads which customers touch every single time 
are not being cleaned between uses.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sorelli's Pizza 22402 44th Ave W Mountlake Terrace Several customers were waiting in the restaurant 
while they waited for their pizza orders to be ready. 
Customers were served alcoholic beverages to drink 
while they waited.

traynor3@gmail.com Traynor Hansen 2063130679

TRUE 03/31/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Nordstrom 4th Avenue flagship store Seattle Employees not self isolating Starbright101701@aol.com Virginia Gomez 4252937533.0000 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Boat yard North River  Boat Yard 1 Van Houten Street Upper Nyack Crews working closely to gather, Collins Paul 9178090042

TRUE 03/31/20 8:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor's office Olympia Olympia I find it absolutely disgusting that Gov Inslee is 
rewarding and encouraging people to "report" on 
each other.   This is a serious situation, but why is it 
that democrats constantly stoke hate and not 
kindness.  For example POT houses are deemed 
essential but churches are not?  That is so stupid.  If 
you can have people go to a grocery store there is no 
reason why churches cannot put chairs farther apart 
and hold service.  Spiritual health is just as important 
as physical.  But of course, you democrats just hate 
church people.   I am so tired of this constant hate, 
hate, hate.  You should be highlighting people who 
are stepping up and doing the right thing - helping 
others.  Like the group invisible hands in New York.  
Here in this state, if anyone even dares to help 
others - look out - the Gov's got a form so you can 
tattle on them and get them arrested.  This is out of 
control.

loriwynd@hotmail.com Lori

TRUE 03/31/20 8:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther test sally's salon main street Olympia this is a test.  disregard.  thanks!

TRUE 03/31/20 8:34 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington State 
Department of Corrections

Washington Corrections Center 2321 W Dayton Airport Rd Shelton I believe it is a direct violation of the Stay Home 
Proclamation to continue to move incarcerated 
individuals from county jails to the prisons, as well as 
between prison facilities. Our facility has gone to the 
length of serving our population all of their meals in 
their cells, yet we continue to bring buses of 
hundreds of people in to our institution every week. 
They continue to run recreation time and gym time 
as usual as well. There is an order for non emergent 
dental procedures to cease in the communities 
through May 18th, yet we have our dental 
department fully staffed, no restrictions have been 
imposed on the amount of patients they see, and 
they continue run initial, unsolicited, dental xrays and 
exams. We have a very high risk population of 
elderly and immune compromised individuals, and 
we employ a huge number of people who are 
essential and out in our communities still. I feel as if 
The Department of Corrections has been largely 
ignored throughout this pandemic and some 
restriction, direction and acknowledgement by our 
Washington State Leadership would be appreciated.

jdlapraim@doc1.wa.gov Jessica La Praim 360-280-8239

TRUE 03/31/20 8:35 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Big C industries Washington Way Longview This business bus non essential and telling workers 
there will be no jobs if she shuts down so they need 
to come if they want a job

Rhonda Cross 360-261-7210

TRUE 03/31/20 8:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business PILCHUCK DRIVE IN RESTAURANT 205 Maple Ave SNOHOMISH CUSTOMERS SITTING AND EATING AT 
SEVERAL OF THEIR DINE IN TABLES

kimheaton07@gmail.com KIM HEATON 6164053303

TRUE 03/31/20 8:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Meyers 1225 W Bakerview Rd Bellingham My husband visited the store 3/28/20 and reported 
they have no procedures in place to limit the number 
of people entering the store or to enforce social 
distancing requirements once in the store. I have 
since read on Nextdoor.com numerous other 
comments echoing same concerns about this Fred 
Meyer location.

weinc4206@gmail.com Wende Cadwalader 360-610-7461

TRUE 03/31/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ?? 18615 meridian E Puyallup Non essential work on houses being built in the new 
lipoma firs development. Has been non stop since 
the order has been put in place

TRUE 03/31/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Capital High School Construction 2707 Conger Avce Olympia At about 7:50 this morning, I observed construction 
equipment operating at Capital High School. I'm not 
sure if they are deemed essential or not.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Company MiniNail 1414 S Concord St Seattle I've seen cars coming and going throughout the day 
and I know this business is non essential, they do 
vapes

TRUE 03/31/20 8:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturer of Mattresses Temperpedic Sealy / Tempur-Sealy 2626 Willamette Dr NE Lacey Keeping the doors open - if workers want to comply 
with the law then they have to use leave or no pay - 
the company is not following the guidelines for social 
distancing either - I have friends whom have family 
members that are high risk and are choosing no 
income over the company taking the risk with their 
families lives

anangel4u2@hotmail.com Elizabeth 360 790-4386 consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:38 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Dispensary The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Not adhering to social distancing requirements.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rent to own furniture Buddy's home furnishings 34815 Pac Hwy S Federal way People are coming in just to shop or look around. 
Not for essential needs just new furniture , which is 
violating the Stay home order

Mossey76page@gmail.com Page Mossey 2539998470 Buddy@buddyrents.com 4/29/20

TRUE 03/31/20 8:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Yard Service Bill's Yard Servvice 13612 55th  Ave Ct E Puyallup This is a non-essential business. They continue 
working as normal.  This is putting employees in 
danger of possibly becoming infected with COVID19



TRUE 03/31/20 8:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Brown Bear Carwash 15248 Bel-Red Road Redmond Brown Bear has informed all of its employees that its 
outside counsel has determined that it is an 
Automotive Repair and Maintenance business 
according to NAICS Chapter 8111, and that 
therefore it is included in the the exclusions to Gov. 
Inslee's Proclamation 20-25 (Appendix: "Automotive 
... maintenance facilities")  Brown Bear has told 
employees that starting Wed. Apr. 1, it will resume 
carwashing "8AM–6PM Monday through Saturday 
and 9AM–6PM Sundays."

Memo to employees: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/hnqjwggvjbcrleu/Memo%
20to%20Brown%20Bear%20Staff%202020-03-
30.jpg?dl=0

carl.gieringer@gmail.com Carl Gieringer 6177559365 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabric and Crafts 15600 Ne 8Th Street Ste H1 Bellevue Business still open customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Drive Tukwila It is my understanding that roofing repairs and or 
leak stops would be considered essential, while new 
roofs would not. This company does not provide 
repair services, yet their crews are still working.

pat_finnigan@comcast.net Patrick

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction AO Services 640 Perry ln Tempe This company is responsible for renovations not 
involved with any type of structural integrity or 
emergency services or low income housing

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction AO Services 640 Perry ln Tempe This company is responsible for renovations not 
involved with any type of structural integrity or 
emergency services or low income housing

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Holt services inc 10621 Todd Rd. E Edgewood This is my husband’s work. They are drillers, non 
essential. I am pregnant with two kids at home and 
they refuse to close. They forced him to take a leave 
of absence to stay home to protect his family. There 
are far too many “essential” businesses still open to 
make a difference

Dawnalisa526@gmail.com Dawn 2533064925

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Holt services inc 10621 Todd Rd. E Edgewood This is my husband’s work. They are drillers, non 
essential. I am pregnant with two kids at home and 
they refuse to close. They forced him to take a leave 
of absence to stay home to protect his family. There 
are far too many “essential” businesses still open to 
make a difference

Dawnalisa526@gmail.com Dawn 2533064925

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Grateful Bread 15602 Main Street NE Duvall People are going in the business purchasing items in 
the bakery in the small space. There is not curbside 
delivery. They are a non essential business.

Derek@screaminreels.com Derek Anderson 206 849-2574

TRUE 03/31/20 8:44 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Auto body shop Dick hannah 4th plain blvd Vancouver Dick hanna body shop donrfrisbie@yahoo.com Don Frisbie 3608316266

TRUE 03/31/20 8:45 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Office of the Governor, Washington State416 14th Ave SW Olympia The governor's messaging re: the stay-at-home 
order is entirely too vague and inconsistent. 
Essential business designation makes no sense and 
is depriving Washington's citizens of income and 
equates to the state choosing winners and losers in 
difficult times. How do you expect to generate tax 
revenue from liquor sales when breweries and 
distilleries are deemed "non-essential?" How do you 
expect to generate tax revenue from home sales 
when residential construction is deemed "non-
essential?" The fact that this complaint form exists to 
encourage neighbors to spy on each other is 
appalling and Orwellian. Maybe you can continue to 
follow China's lead and implement a Comrade Score 
social credit to imprison violators next. I voted for Jay 
Inslee last time and was excited he was running for 
President, but he surely won't get my vote next time.

amsmolin@gmail.com Alex Smolin 2066785236

TRUE 03/31/20 8:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric/craft store Joanne Fabrics 510 E College Way Mount Vernon I don't see how a fabric/craft store is essential under 
these circumstances - it was packed there over the 
weekend.  Lots of people in the store.

jefftrishheath@msn.com Trish Heath 3607081689 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Repair your own car Self serve garage 6239 S ADAMS ST TACOMA This business is still open even know the governor 
said that nonessential businesses she close is a 
place you to work on your own car it is not repair car 
for other people so it's not essential and he does not 
clean his tools after people use them and the CDC 
said that metal and plastic covid 19  can last up to 2 
days on so he can be easily spreading this disease 
around.

Jm@gmail.com Josh

TRUE 03/31/20 8:47 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gentleman's club Heavy set honeys 2367 west 3rd st Auburn Theres heavy set girls dancing on people's faces. 
Spreading the china flu like wildfire!

Pat McCrotch

TRUE 03/31/20 8:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Walter Rhee, OD 35100 Enchanted Pkwy S Federal Way Optometrist office open for routine care and not 
essential office visits only.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 8:48 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Ft lewis congregation christian church of american samoa9821 Ainsworth Ave S Tacoma, WA 98444Tacoma They will be having church service this 
Sunday(4/5/2020) at 11A.M. All church members 
are encouraged to come. Breaking social distancing 
rules and shelter in place rules also.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City City of Everett 2930 Wetmore Ave Everett I'm the Economic Development Director for the City 
of Everett. Everett developed a notice to encourage 
and protect the Essential Businesses and their 
employees/owners that are keeping us all in food 
and medicine, etc. Please contact me if you'd like a 
copy; it is a positive message for government 
agencies to make at this time.

deernissee@everettwa.gov Dan Eernissee 206-356-2021

TRUE 03/31/20 8:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Canela Sugar Body Studio 1240 1/2 Commerce Ave Longview Facial hair and body waxing/sugaring is non 
essential and does not provide any amount of social 
distancing.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 8:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business QFC 2902 228th Ave SE Sammamish I shop both Pine Lake and the Klahanie stores.  
Especially in the produce department QFC is doing 
nothing to limit the number of people in the 
department at all.  There is no way to avoid other 
customers and the poor workers seem to be invisible 
to many customers.  They have to be out stocking 
product and customers literally lean across them to 
get something.  They should be able to create a 
boundary and only let a few customers in at a time 
or make customers pre order and have an employee 
pick it.  Also heard there have been workers test 
positive both at Pine Lake and the new Kirkland 
store and they never shut down.

Jody King

TRUE 03/31/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skanska Dick scobee elementary Auburn ,WA My husband puts siding on a building while using a 
boom lift. Distancing requirements aren't being met. 
As well as sharing restrooms where nobody is 
sanitizing surfaces after every use. This is a new 
construction school that will not be open for the 
foreseeable future. It also doesnt provide relief for 
people and citizens that are affected by this crisis. All 
it does is put people at risk while ensuring this 
company gets paid.

Jenniferbenson23@gmail.comJennifer West 12532508335

TRUE 03/31/20 8:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Crafts and frabrics JoAnns Francis St. Spokane I took a pictures of very many cars in the parking lot 
of this store. This store is not essential. It provides 
no life or death products. I saw 3 people hanging out 
in a small group in the parking lot socializing.  This 
store is putting people's lives at risk by being open 
for hobby items.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bonney Lake Optical 9801 204th Ave E Bonney LakeBonney Lake Optometrist office open for routine care and not 
essential office visits only.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 8:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction West corp Bellevue Bellevue A lot people under construction and paint is not 
working.
But this company still working.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Sales Bud Clary Auburn 2925 Auburn Way N, Auburn, WA 98002Auburn Sales department open. edwindevi@looklarson.com Edwin Devi 253-209-2773

TRUE 03/31/20 8:54 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Transfer station (dump) Central transfer and recycling 6902 NE 28TH AVE VANCOUVER Large gatherings and is not essential for public 
dumping

Vhouse44@gmail.com Samantha 3608393493

TRUE 03/31/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft store Joann Fabricand crafts 11505 Ne Fourth Plain Blvd Ste 86Vancouver We do not have the proper cleaning supplies and staff to keep up with all the people coming in to the store

TRUE 03/31/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government State EOC Camp Murray Camp Murray Test Submission cig12@mil.wa.gov CIG12 3609026539

TRUE 03/31/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All around fence co at brookdale lumber yard13602 pacific Ave s Tacoma My boyfriend works for all around fence company 
and he has been doing residential jobs and has to 
ride in a work truck with his coworker.

brandicottrell@yahoo.com Brandi 2533595158

TRUE 03/31/20 9:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Button Chiropractic 2414  NM  Myhre Rd # 120 Silverdale Non urgent business routine adjustments being done

TRUE 03/31/20 9:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Button Chiropractic 2414  NM  Myhre Rd # 120 Silverdale Non urgent business routine adjustments being done

TRUE 03/31/20 9:00 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Storage unit facility Uhaul storage of East Spokane 14505 E Sprague Ace Spokane Valley Uhaul store is still open and functioning

TRUE 03/31/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Paint stores Mallory Paint store 1106 N 80th St Seattle This chain of stores claim they are a hardware store 
but they only sell paint, one of their team members 
cames for with the Virus, his name is Jim, however 
the manager Kevin took no action

TRUE 03/31/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Burgermaster 2030 Freeway Dr. Mount Vernon Employees working to close to each other jimnott7@yahoo.com Jim Nott 4253776577



TRUE 03/31/20 9:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed 
Building

Northend Truck Equipment & OSW 14919 40th Ave NE Marysville Northend Truck has already been open and 
employees are reporting for work. They are not 
working on any essential work at this time, and come 
the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and 
equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT 
ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have 
all the guys from both businesses working from that 
location do non-essential work. This will be 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 80-100 
employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and 
flatbeds... that are not essential at this time. They 
may use some BS excuse about having a state 
contract... they are not working on any state work at 
this time and the letter they gave employees says 
they are critical manufacturing. My husband was 
building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... 
ya know, the wild animals that feed themselves. 
Please do something about this. We have been 
staying away from our children and grandchildren at 
home to respect social distancing and yet we may 
still get sick because of company greed. My health is 
not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I 
not make it, but this could cause further 
unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

tooattentive@aol.com Lisa Owens 206-280-9176 sales@northendtruck.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana grow facility Mama J’s 1445 industrial way Longview Employees have been out sick, no precautions taken 
by the owner or managers to implement safe social 
distancing. Very dirty facility never cleaned, no 
masks provided. Zero social distancing rules. Many 
employees packed into one closed room sitting 
elbow to elbow all while sick and coughing. 
Absolutely disgusting.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:03 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther H and E Block Income tax H and E Block Income Tax 419 E Main ST Auburn This Business is open. Tax season has been 
extended until July.

sscam11@comcast.net Judy Sinn 2533294678

TRUE 03/31/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Welding/fabricating Evans metal Fab. Inc Swan island Portland Open when though there are sick employees. Told 
they have to go to work or lose their job

TRUE 03/31/20 9:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Crafts JoAnn Fabrics and crafts 1125  E Sunset Bellingham They don’t have sanitation,  they allowed more than 
30 people in the store

TRUE 03/31/20 9:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Village at Totem Lake 12560 120th Ave NE Kirkland I working on the siding of the building and they are 
forcing us to come back in because they said they 
found loop holes. We said no, and they have now 
brought in another siding company until we put more 
guys there. There is no emergency other than their 
schedule. The siding is not the water proofing there 
is no water proofing that is needed to maintain the 
structure over the next two weeks.

lindseyolsen900@gmail.com Lindsey Olsen 206-432-5601

TRUE 03/31/20 9:07 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed 
Building

OSW & Northend Truck 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Northend Truck has already been open and 
employees are reporting for work. They are not 
working on any essential work at this time, and come 
the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and 
equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT 
ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have 
all the guys from both businesses working from that 
location do non-essential work. This will be 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 80-100 
employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and 
flatbeds... that are not essential at this time. They 
may use some BS excuse about having a state 
contract... they are not working on any state work at 
this time and the letter they gave employees says 
they are critical manufacturing. My husband was 
building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... 
ya know, the wild animals that feed themselves. 
Please do something about this. We have been 
staying away from our children and grandchildren at 
home to respect social distancing and yet we may 
still get sick because of company greed. My health is 
not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I 
not make it, but this could cause further 
unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

tooattentive@aol.com Lisa Owens 206-280-9176

TRUE 03/31/20 9:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is openLandlord Country View Estates 200802 east game farm road Kennewick Employees are putting residents and themselves in 
danger of catching and spreading the virus , 
employees are going door to door leaving door 
hangers touching each door knob and going to the 
next , there are several hundred children in the park 
that are being put at risk of infection of virus

TRUE 03/31/20 9:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Elite Coffee Co State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Coffee is not an essential business, it is a luxury. 
These girls should not have to be working and 
seeing customers to risk not being able to see or be 
with their families. The more businesses open, the 
more this virus will spread. SHUT THEM DOWN

TRUE 03/31/20 9:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Deception Pass State Park Deception Pass State Park Whidbey Island Oak Harbor The parking lots are jammed over the weekend and 
people are walking across the bridge passing one 
another on a 3ft sidewalk.  Everyone touches the 
railings and guide wires.  CLOSE THE PARKING 
LOTS!!! Put up signs directing people to drive 
through the park but do not get out of the car.

Sheba7000@hotmail.com Erica Schumacher 3606759176

TRUE 03/31/20 9:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave Sw Suite 302 Puyallup Property Management is non-essential. Workers are 
still working in close quarters with coworkers

TRUE 03/31/20 9:10 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Columbia reach pack 201 river road Yakima Not respecting social distancing, and not caring 
about employees.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:10 AM No Action Eviction Other making anonymous complaints to the governmentawful 1 a This is awful, just awful, encouraging citizens to 
make anonymous complaints to the government

sandyjsames@comcast.net Sandy

TRUE 03/31/20 9:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sunny Farms 261461 US 101 Sequim Bulk food with out proper sanitary supplies. 
Reusable scoops that are not sanitized and open to 
the food. A serving station of free coffee. To many 
people in a small space. Huge amount of elderly 
shop here and only 10 at a time should be aloud in 
the store.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Current Solutions NW 2401 Manor Way S Lynwwod Lots of people working on job site

TRUE 03/31/20 9:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Super Centers/ Grocery 
Stores

Target 18305 Alderwood Mall Pkwy Lynnwood I am concerned with patrons not following guidelines 
with Governors orders and Management not 
enforcing guidelines. Management expects cashiers 
to manage patrons and yet still do their own jobs. 
Management not controlling crowds. Young people 
and young adults congregating in stores. Parents 
bringing children who are sick. No plexiglass 
between cashier and patron. Patrons coming in just 
because they are bored at home. Buying clothes, 
furniture, home improvement. Cashiers are expected 
to make sure patrons keep their distance yet 
management helping to make sure guidelines are 
followed.

I am a family member of someone who works there. 
She cannot say anything or report anything due to 
non disclosure agreement when hired.

phoebe.donyes@gmail.com Phoebe Donyes 253-332-5093

TRUE 03/31/20 9:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Custom Fabrication Trivan Truck Body 1385 W Smith Rd, Ferndale, WA 98248Ferndale Trivan is ignoring the 6 foot rule in many parts of 
their shop specifically in their red cross area. They 
are not able to comply with the 6 foot rule due to 
small working spaces and they may not be an 
essential business. Many individuals that work there 
have immunocompromised family that they go home 
to. Im urging you to look into this. 
thank you.

Nash Jeremy juniormynash@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:14 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Columbia Reach pack 3107 River Rd, Yakima Not respecting social distance

TRUE 03/31/20 9:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other retail Fred Meyer 13000 Lake City Way NE Seattle The store had markers on the floor so people 
standing in line to check out had to stand 6 feet 
apart, but the store was PACKED with people. 
Grocery stores need to limit the amount of people 
allowed in at one time to avoid crowding.

annashaffer@hotmail.com Anna Shaffer 2064064490



TRUE 03/31/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and crafts Joann 5824 196Th Street Sw Lynnwood Many Joann stores are still open despite being a non 
essential retailer. Corporate management deems 
themselves an essential business because they 
supposedly sell supplies to make gowns and masks 
for healthcare workers. However the supplies they 
sell are simple cotton fabric and elastic, which are 
not the standard for making Personal Protective 
Equipment. The store in Lynnwood is especially busy 
because people want to feel like they are helping our 
front-line workers. This puts both employees and 
customers at risk because they are not staying home.

cgeejobs@aol.com Colleen Gee 425-743-7900 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Donald Stolz owner/ trucks have no 
name on them

0 Angle Lane SW Lakewood The construction crew is clearing out all the trees on 
said property since Friday. They start every morning 
at 8, and go till 4pm.

tbmessymb@aol.com Tina Messmer 253-330-2515

TRUE 03/31/20 9:17 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Office Sharing WeWork 500 Yale Ave N Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors 
remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO 
members at their locations are essential.

malloryktaylor@gmail.com Mallory Taylor 2067348970

TRUE 03/31/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Surveying Terrane Land Survey 10801 Main Street, Suite 102Bellevue, WA 98004 Performing a survey on a property.  No work has 
begun on the property so there is nothing essential 
going on.  Property was just sold in the last week or 
two.

mahjongster@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:17 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Jay inslees mom Is a whore Slutsville Jay inslees needs out of office Yourmomshouse@yahoo.comYour mom 4206969420

TRUE 03/31/20 9:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marshbank construction 3304 old Hartford road Lake Stevens They are doing side walk grading and side sewers on 
new systems that have not been put into service yet. 
Multiple crews of 8-10 are on the sites working 
within 3 feet of each other at all times. Spoke with 
on site inspector and this is the information I 
received. He himself stated it was none essential 
work.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:20 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Child Care Center/Preschool Woodland Hall Preschool 516 NW 56th Street Seattlee This preschool can not follow social distancing 
requirements, they have extended their hours, and 
are working for non-essential families. Their children 
are not in need of food and their families are all 
working from home.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:21 AM AG Eviction Landlord N/a 867 Cheshire Lane Seattle My landlord is threatening me and my neighbors with 
eviction and said he will be changing the locks next 
week if I can't pay my rent.

Abdul88@gmail.com Abdul Amrak 5646691488

TRUE 03/31/20 9:24 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Appliance & furniture store Sav Mart 1729 n Wenatchee ave Wenatchee Furniture sales should not be open The172flyr@yahoo.com Steve inscore 2536402611 savmart@aol.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Billing Specialty medical management 6221 wilshire blvd Los angeles No masks  no gloves, no protective gear Blzsofie17@gmail.com Saifie

TRUE 03/31/20 9:25 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Govenors office State capitol Olympia Washington This moron insleaze is signing bills  introducing 
legislation and creating misinformation about why 
our state was unprepared for this chinese virus - 
defunding healthcare to fund pet projects not 
approved by the voters like the climate hoax - he 
needs to be thrown out of office immediately and 
replaced with a conservative

George.adair@ymail.com George adair

TRUE 03/31/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3809 30th Ave W Seattle The governor's stay-at-home order has been in place 
for a week, and specifically residential construction 
is banned. Yet, construction continues non-stop for 
yet another day here (it is 3/31) at 3809 30th Ave W, 
SEattle/Magnolia/98199, despite neighbors telling 
Loni Morina of Morina Homes and his crews that 
they are to stay home; given copy of governor's 
orders, and information on the 
commercial/residential ban. They just ignore our 
efforts to educate them and continue working. We 
have photos, license plates, etc. (Note: Neighbors 
have designated me to be the contact person for 
this, submitting the complaint.)

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter (206) 948-4226

TRUE 03/31/20 9:25 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Division of Child Support 830 N broadway Everett Offices are still open when what they are doing is 
not essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Solar manufacturer Salfib 800 Cornwall ave Bellingham Lunch room gathering's smoke break gathering's. 
And they are not taking employees temperature 
before entering . They are not practicing social 
distancing. I don't see how this company is essential .

zzn2323@gmail.com Carol dekubber 3603055487

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vaughn Bay Construction, Inc. 1911 65th Ave W Tacoma Construction project for residential units at 1155 SE 
BYPASS DRIVE in Pullman, WA remains 
uninterrupted with large construction crews regularly 
working throughout the day.

jordan.zager.j@gmail.com Jordan Zager 7757903463

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee house Cafe Louvure 210  5th South Edmonds Repeated groups of people using establishment 
outside chairs and tables to drink there coffee.

malaonthebeach@gmail.com Mary 5096875800

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Big Bend Golf and Country Club 899 NW Cole St. Wilbur WA Many people golfing on 3/28/2020 that were not 
following social distancing guidelines. Golf non-
essential business.

stephensvickie@gmail.com Vickie Stephens 5093049660

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bisato 84 Yesler Way Seattle Staff is in the restaurant and working. Not observing 
social distancing requirements.

hannahtorpedobranding@gmx.usHannah Gordon 2068521219

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Bickford espresso 1800 Bickford ave Snohomish Non essential business open 14 hours a day.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Oil Change Jiffy Lube 13021 e sprague spokane valley wa non essential, abide by the law

TRUE 03/31/20 9:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Ahrens Valley Eye Works 121 E Main Street Monroe The owner is on the board for business leadership in 
Monroe, staying open is not a good leadership 
example! His eye clinic is for eye glass shopping and 
routine eye exams. Like non essential surgeries 
being postponed this should be too.  There is no 
reason for them to be open right now.

April Bartlett 2063347478

TRUE 03/31/20 9:30 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pasco School District Pasco Pasco The Pasco School District has basically told its 
construction contractors who are building two new 
schools to remain on the job even though they are 
unable to maintain social distancing requirements.  
The construction sites are crowded with many 
construction workers overlapping each other.  They 
are unable to perform their work without being in 
direct contact with other employees.  The school 
district has more or less said if the contractors don’t 
stay on the job they will find someone who will.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 9:30 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Juanita Beach Park in Kirkland City of Kirkland Park Kirkland, WA Three were many, many people at the park the 
parking lot was full and people were clearly not 
staying 6 feet apart.

Annonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 9:31 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther city spokane - parks city spokane - parks city hall spokane cleaning leaves not required

TRUE 03/31/20 9:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Debt collectors Yakima adjustment services inc 301 west Lincoln ave Yakima Debt collection still open. More then 10 people in 
office. Owner refuses to close.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Dr. Ibolit 221-A 104th st Vancouver Children running up and down the halls. Massage 
therapist working with no gloves or masks on 
wellness patients. Patients that are not in pain being 
seen. Everyone is working close together. I feel like 
essential offices were told to stay open with no 
specific guidelines or help to prevent exposure. How 
can touching someone be safe during this time. If 
vets are closed and dentist. then so should every 
other medical doc that isn't working in a hospital. 
This would free up doctors to actually volunteer to 
help those in need. Keeping patients out of the E.R. 
with a non coronavirus complaint is BS when you 
staff 20 employees that may all be in the ER with 
there familys soon if they become sick. Do 
something more tell us essential works  that gloves 
are mandatory or masks or implement a no touch 
policy. 6ft apart only stops a sneeze or a cough. We 
all are physically touching everyone that enters the 
office. Tell me how is this stopping exposure and the 
spread of a deadly virus?

TRUE 03/31/20 9:32 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cannabis grow Onyx agronomics 111 sargison loop Shelton Washington Employees fired for covid-19 concerns

TRUE 03/31/20 9:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Tony's Big Cheese Pizza 2204 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima They set up picnic tables outside of the front door 
and I have seen as many as 20 people all sitting 
together.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Funko Distribution Center 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko warehouse is still operating despite being a 
toy warehouse; they are insisting they are essential 
and putting employees at risk.

maxineportiasryder@gmail.com contact@funko.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction MC Construction 5219 N. Shirley St. Ruston We the workers at the Silver Cloud Hotel project in 
Point Ruston are wondering how it is we are 
essential. 
MC Construction has made it clear violating their 
return to work order will have serious ramifications.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fast signs Fast signs 32610 pacific Hwy s Federal way Store open Na media.relations@fastsigns.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vape shop One Love 2204 W Nob Hill Blvd E Yakima this is a vape shop that is still open, selling to 
customers.  from my understanding no where is a 
vape shop listed as essential business

TRUE 03/31/20 9:34 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 811 ??? wa state 811 not resticting non emerg. calls

TRUE 03/31/20 9:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car detail shop Jim’s detail 32610 pacific Hwy s Federal way Store open Na jimsdetail@aol.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vehicle restoration Peace Vans 2443 6th avenue Seattle Seattle They are a non-essential business continuing to do 
business and putting the community at risk.

alan@sandersremodel.com Alan Sanders 206 799-6580 service@peacevans.com



TRUE 03/31/20 9:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Gyro House 3609 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima They are serving food and allowing customers to 
group together at tables outside the front door.  This 
is not considered To Go

TRUE 03/31/20 9:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Willow &branch 9222 valley way Spokane People getting hair done

TRUE 03/31/20 9:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Janet Smith Unknown she is doing it in garageGraham She is still performing nail services in her salon 
garage. I have pictures and proof that has been 
posted on Facebook

Unicornsurgtech@gmail.com Tina Arnold

TRUE 03/31/20 9:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rug cleaning store Fuzzy wuzzy rug cleaning company 2534 n pearl st Tacoma Non essential business open Na info@fuzzywuzzyrug.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:38 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Skate Park Cashmere Skate Park 301 Riverside Dr Cashmere Lots of kids gathering at the skate park all day every 
day and not doing social distancing. Mostly teens 
and young adults.

vjd570@gmail.com Moira Plotz 509-699-1786

TRUE 03/31/20 9:38 AM AG Eviction Landlord Northbrook Place Apartments 3615 Bennett Dr Bellingham WA 98225 Management posted notes on Tennant's doors 
telling them to pay their rent for month of April

kmeaton61@gmail.com Kevin Eaton 360-543-3335

TRUE 03/31/20 9:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware Scott McLendon's Ace Hardware 51 NE State  Route 300 Belfair  Washington Items being sold that aren't essential 
People are just shopping just to get out of their 
home. Toys,puzzles, bird food,potting 
soil,paint,keys,flowers,brooms and light fixtures are 
just a few of the items being sold. The distance 
between employees and costumers aren't being 
followed. Everyone is able to come into the store. 
Management isnt enforcing the essential rule. There 
are multiple people in the store not counting 
employees. Business as usual for the store.  Hours 
are shortened by a couple of hours.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog genetics lab Paw Print Genetics 220 E. Rowan, Suite 220 Spokane Lab does NOT support vet clinics or hospital; their 
customer is dog breeders...not respecting social 
distancing of employees, threatening to fire 
employees so they can't collect unemployment, 
using PPE and lab reagents that could be used for 
medics and human COVID-19 lab testing

AskUs@pawprintgenetics.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other High performance audio 
hardware and software

Symetrix Inc 6408 216th St SW Mountlake Terrace This business is non-essential, and there have been 
more than a dozen observed employees. Who needs 
high performance audio in a pandemic?

marketing@symetrix.co

TRUE 03/31/20 9:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Quarry appears to be open 
and trucks carrying gravel

Kitsap Quarry 818 Archie Ave. W. Bremerton Many trucks still going up and down Kitsap Lake Rd 
NW. How many people are milling around the 
quarry?

trolldoll63@gmail.com Lisa Malkowski mauren.wa@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet gate and child gate 
warehouse

regalo international / carlson pet 
products

2980 center drive suite 150 dupont this business does not appear to fall under any of 
the essential business criteria laid out by the 
governer, but is continuing to operate.  they do not 
sell any paper goods, healthcare items, nor food 
items. items ship from the warehouse to big box 
stores, but the warehouse uses third party shipping 
companies, they do not have their own 
transportation nor support any transportation line 
through storage.

service@regalo-baby.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Leisure concepts 5342 n Florida street Spokane Nearly 30 people still working. service@regalo-baby.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronics repair service CPR Silverdale 10600 silverdale way NW Silverdale They are open and I think they should not be. Anon Anon Anon cprcellphonerepair@cellphonerepairfranchise.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Paint Store Mallory Paint Store 17823 131st Ave NE Woodinville Business has its doors open and no social distancing 
is practiced. Employees do not wear gloves, masks, 
or any other safety equipment. Customers are not 
practicing social distancing and location does not 
limit amount of people in a confined space.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction currie construction 138223 arlington,wa dump truck in Monroe hauling the back roads.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Pizza hut 100 w wishkah st Aberdeen Not paying employees hazard pay Natbadass@gmail.com 3606820568

TRUE 03/31/20 9:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail Daso 15600 NE 8th St, Bellevue Bellevue This is a "Dollar" type retail store.  No food sold 
except some japanese crackers and ramen. Mostly 
trinkets, stationery,makeup, etc. Clearly not 
essential. It's on the east side of Crossroads Mall. It 
remains open with customers inside.   I'me very 
upset that they are disrespecting their obligations.

juliaoverstreet@yahoo.com Julia Overstreet 425-223-5173 support@daiso-usa.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Paint Store Mallory Paint Store 3225 Alderwood Mall Blvd Lynnwood Business has its doors open and no social distancing 
is practiced. Employees do not wear gloves, masks, 
or any other safety equipment. Customers are not 
practicing social distancing and location does not 
limit amount of people in a confined space.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Spa supplies Spa depot 8910 Select Court Southeast, Olympia, WA 98501Olympia I do not think that a business is selling pool supplies 
should be open in a time like this. I and other people 
who work there do not think we should be open.

millsmichael2003@gmail.comMichael mills 3607014913 help@spadepot.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Howard S Wright 1800 NW myhre road Silverdale Open construction that is non-essential and social 
distancing requirements cannot be followed 
throughout the day

TRUE 03/31/20 9:47 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Valley Real Life 1831 S Barker Rd #9762 Spokane Valley PLEASE disregard the submission I sent yesterday. I 
was working on incorrect information. I though I was 
making an inquiry NOT a report. If this information 
became public, it could effect my job.  Please 
contact me if you have any questions

Sarahreinhart79@gmail.com Sarah Reinhart

TRUE 03/31/20 9:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Religious office Catholic Diocese of Spokane 525 E Mission Spokane This non-essential office remains open with staff 
onsite, as well as non-urgent remodeling 
construction work ongoing.

support@dioceseofspokane.org

TRUE 03/31/20 9:48 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Valley Real Life 1831 S Barker Rd #9762 Spokane Valley PLEASE disregard the submission I sent yesterday. I 
was working on incorrect information. I though I was 
making an inquiry NOT a report. If this information 
became public, it could effect my job.  Please 
contact me if you have any questions

Sarahreinhart79@gmail.com Sarah Reinhart

TRUE 03/31/20 9:49 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Fidalgo coffee in building lobby 7315 212th St Sw Edmonds Inside building 1st floor lobby coffee shop still open 
and serving coffee. People have to wait for drinks 
and food.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Petersen Brothers 2008 E Valley Hwy E Sumner Owner feels company is essential for installing 
guardrail. No jobs can happen now so the guardrail 
installers are off (Union employees). Shop, yard and 
office staff have to work like nothing is happening. 
Customers can come in and we all have to deal with 
them and deliver, load products for them. Employees 
walking around like nothing is going on. All are afraid 
to say anything for fear of getting fired

Anonymous due to statement says this site is considered public2538332544

TRUE 03/31/20 9:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Wine and spirits store Total Wine and More Port 106 Interbay Center, 1550 W Armory WaySeattle Total wine is a wine and spirits store that by stocking 
bottled water and snack foods has convinced 
authorities that it is an essential business whereas at 
least 90% of its business remains the sale of alcohol 
which is an non essential item and is also available 
at grocery stores further negating the need for them 
to be doing business and placing its employees 
unnecessarily at risk.

facerba@gmail.com Benjamin Faver 12063134508

TRUE 03/31/20 9:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mirror and fan manufacturer GTR Technologies 1420 Lumsden Rd Port Orchard Employees were informed that one of the employees 
(Cooper Branham) tested positive for COVID-19. 
They were all instructed to report as normal to work 
today, no self quarantine.

info@gtr-inc.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aurora Rents 17560 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This place continues to stay open and rent 
equipment to independent contractors. Both of which 
are non essential at this time and can potentially 
spread the covid-19 virus throughout the community. 
They have 3 locations in the north Seattle area that 
continue to stay open. Ignoring the governor and 
putting our community at risk. They say they can 
remain open because they service chainsaws 
occasionally for the fire department?

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Yakima county sherriff Yakima county sheriff office 1822 S. 1st st Yakima The sherriff has stated multiple times on social 
media that him and his officers will not be enforcing 
the stay home stay healthy order, which has resulted 
in people still flocking to stores to bulk buy, and 
groups of people gathering kids for play at parks, etc.

amandasanchez2508@yahoo.comAmanda 5094062955

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction City of Mountlake Terrace 6204 215th St SW Mountlake Terrace Neighboring public works departments rotating their 
employees on for one week then off paid for 2. City 
of Mountlake is fully operational with a few crews of 
2 people per vehicle.

backpacker322@gmail.com Unknow 3609275882

TRUE 03/31/20 9:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Excercise equipment 
manufacturer

Vibragenix 3100 George Washington way, suite 100Richland This company still has employees working to 
produce non essential equipment, completely 
disregarding the order of the governor to stop 
operations.

caroline@vibragenix.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coworking space manager Novel Coworking 600 1st Ave Seattle In what seems to be an attempt to justify charging 
rent to tenants, they are forcing their employees to 
be on-site to stay "open"

info@novelcoworking.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther small equipment rental and 
sales

D&D Equipment Rental and Sales 1402 Basin St NW Ephrata He stated that he's been in close contact with a 
confirmed case of covid-19 and I don't believe that 
small equipment rental is an essential business for 
the continued functioning of society.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Home inspection training NARIES 51 Dayton Building #203 Edmonds He’s hosting daily classes. There’s a group of people 
meeting in a tiny room every day.

tcjohnson74@gmail.com Christa 4252058034



TRUE 03/31/20 9:54 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CIty of Kenmore Juanita Drive Kenmore The Cit of Kenmore sidewalk project which has been 
ongoing, continues to operate with construction 
workers during the stay-at-home timeperiod.   
Sidewalk projects are not critical/essential/necessary 
at this time.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Construction Main Street, Rainier Building Tacoma Working on condominiums. blankakarasek@gmail.com Blanka Karasek 425-221-0679

TRUE 03/31/20 9:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Keller Supply Co 1428 15th St NW Auburn Hello, 

I was redirected to you by the Auburn police 
department after attempting to report a potential 
business violation as directed in today's KIRO 7 
broadcast.  I am writing as a concerned family 
member of a Showroom employee at Keller Supply, 
a local plumbing wholesaler with multiple locations in 
King County, as well as other locations throughout 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and 
N.California.  Locations in King County include 
Seattle, Auburn, Kent, Renton, and possibly others.  
The company is still operating with the majority of 
their hourly employees coming into work, despite the 
new edicts on what is considered "essential".  I 
submitted a request for clarification specifically on 
the Showroom sector of this business (link 
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b8
48f95774d610c9708) and received the following 
response today, 3/30/20.

"After reviewing your request, we have determined 
that your showroom function does not qualify as 
essential at this time. Please know that we take this 
decision very seriously. Nonetheless, we believe that 
the best way to control the spread of COVID-19 is to 
temporarily limit interaction as much as possible. 
This is not an indictment on the importance of your 
business, nor is it permanent.

Please also know that you may continue to perform 

coronaessentialinquiry@gmail.comDoe None alan.parish@kellersupplyco.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 9:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Keller Supply Co 1428 15th St NW Auburn Hello, 

I was redirected to you by the Auburn police 
department after attempting to report a potential 
business violation as directed in today's KIRO 7 
broadcast.  I am writing as a concerned family 
member of a Showroom employee at Keller Supply, 
a local plumbing wholesaler with multiple locations in 
King County, as well as other locations throughout 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and 
N.California.  Locations in King County include 
Seattle, Auburn, Kent, Renton, and possibly others.  
The company is still operating with the majority of 
their hourly employees coming into work, despite the 
new edicts on what is considered "essential".  I 
submitted a request for clarification specifically on 
the Showroom sector of this business (link 
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/d4c155fa930f4b8
48f95774d610c9708) and received the following 
response today, 3/30/20.

"After reviewing your request, we have determined 
that your showroom function does not qualify as 
essential at this time. Please know that we take this 
decision very seriously. Nonetheless, we believe that 
the best way to control the spread of COVID-19 is to 
temporarily limit interaction as much as possible. 
This is not an indictment on the importance of your 
business, nor is it permanent.

Please also know that you may continue to perform 

coronaessentialinquiry@gmail.comDoe None alan.parish@kellersupplyco.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 9:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washington State Capitol BuildingWashington State Capitol Building 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW olympia too much non essential business anon@anon.com anon 3606666687

TRUE 03/31/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter construction Warren ave Seattle This business has been working on building a city of 
seattle office of housing affordable housing 
apartment project continueously.  Several trades are 
active on site including plumbing and delivers of 
materials.  Currently, Knight Transportation is 
delivering. This is not a necessary supply chain 
business.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:57 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther govermentment Washtington State State Capital building Olympia, WA Please, please, please!   Communicate the covid-19 
requirements to everyone.  People are not getting 
the message.  Use the Amber alert system using cell 
phones to get the information to everyone!!!

kirkdevine61@gmail.com Kirk Devine 14257360981

TRUE 03/31/20 9:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gym is still open and advising members on how to 
avoid detection by parking in different locations while 
using the gym facilities. Instagram has the owner 
posting members working out while open along with 
guidelines about how to avoid having the local police 
department recognize they are open. Instagram 
profile: gstandardgym Owner: Gabe Moen

(909) 206-2808 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash,gas station Brown Bear 22121 Se 56th st Issaquah Brown Bear car Wash and gas station are opening 
without being able to
social distanceit's very disturbing to have these 
people so close to the customers

ntthemama@gmail.com Kristy Estes 4253121470

TRUE 03/31/20 9:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction DR. HORTON multiple sites acrpss greater seattle areaBothell Dr. Horton is forcing their real estate agents to be 
onsite at sales offices: your business hours are from 
10-6 PM, lock the doors, close the blinds. In case a 
"walkthrough" comes in schedule an instant 
appointment. 

They are performing non-essential real-estate broker 
operations onsite.
Following violations:

- work onsite
- not respect max. people present
- non existent wipe down/cleaning procedures

Happens at most of their active sales offices with 
few exceptions:
https://www.drhorton.com/washington/greater-seattle

Employee asked to staff the sales office

TRUE 03/31/20 10:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Howard S. Wright Construction, Harrison Hospital1800 NW Myhre Rd. Silverdale I visited the site 3/30/2020. I observed very little 
social distancing, including 2 laborers taping down a 
piece of Masonite board to the floor with both 
laborers faces no more than 18 inches apart and not 
wearing masks. I was the only person on the site 
wearing a mask that I saw.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:00 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Department store Nordstrom 500 Pine St Seattle I don't believe that employees are able to distance 
themselves at all times. The store is trying to run 
their online services which I can't seem to see the 
"ESSENTIAL" in that. I'm very concerned that the 
employees are at great risk. The employees that are 
required to work are salary. If they don't work they 
don't get paid. I think the structure of this is wrong. 
Nordstrom doesn't supply anything essential that I 
have ever seen in my shopping experience.

scmartos54@gmail.com adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:00 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Games M.O.B. Man Overboard Games 303 91st Ave NE Lake Stevens Per their facebook page they are open and allowing 
2 people in at a time because they state they fall 
under the essential business guidelines.  They are a 
game store that sells tabletop games, figurines, 
trading card games, and candy/soda.  It seems like 
they may be stating that they are essential and can 
stay open when they are in fact not.

lawrence.holm@gmail.com Larry Holm 2062271586 mobgamesonline@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape maintemance Na 1011 lake washington blvd neKirkland Lawn maintenance crew at this reaidence Rpkaiser@gmail.com Randy 4254952205.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 10:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Gone to the dogs 9925 214th ave e Bonney lake Still open despite being listed as non essential. info@gonetothedogsinc.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 10:03 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Donations Store Value Village 16815 Redmond Way Ne Redmond Multiple people daily dropping off donations of used / 
personal items into donation bins and make shift box 
on pallets. The owner says they are closed but do 
not state to Stop Donating.- And many people / 
homeless will go through collecting some of those 
donations.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 10:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Cutters Barbershop 118 4TH AVE E Olympia I received an e-mail from Stephanie, owner of this 
business, advertising that she is opening her home 
to anyone wanting a haircut at her house.  This is 
not practicing social distancing and this is not an 
essential service.

jtnygren@gmail.com John Nygren 253-754-1654

TRUE 03/31/20 10:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other educational support etg marcraft 2445 robertson drive richland their meeting everyday, business as usual both the 
owners are older and high risk

info@marcraft.com



TRUE 03/31/20 10:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Compass construction llc 280 Washington ave Bremerton Bosses have told workers they are not essential but 
want employees to continue to work. There is not 
enough room for employees to have social distance 
and the work they are doing is not essential

TRUE 03/31/20 10:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Competitor Landscape 24832 florence rd Stanwood This landscaping company is mowing the lawn in our 
foothills  neighborhood. They are not doing social 
distancing and are coughing, sneezing, wiping there 
noses and spitting. They are doing non-essential 
jobs very close to my home. At least 4 men.

auntieducky4011@gmail.comAmanda Hopper 4256268118

TRUE 03/31/20 10:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric/Craft Store Joann Fabrics and Crafts 2890 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open and making employees come in to 
work. Store isn't doing much business, but is not 
implementing social distancing.

Brenda (360) 710-1586 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:09 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Several Several Vicinity of 112th and Pacific Ave.Parkland, WA Yesterday, my friend told me there are several non 
essential businesses open in the Parkland, WA area. 
This is frightening to me. I am a senior widow. I am 
staying home. My roommate has caregivers. That's 
scary in itself. They are so needed but it still 
frightening. Please have an officer go by the area 
and check it out. Thank you.

Linmarie22146@gmail.com Linda Forthman 12534721747

TRUE 03/31/20 10:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Kitchen Spokane, Kobra Ltd. 
Commercial Kitchens.site

221 West First Ave,  Third FloorSpokane, WA A female worker takes showers in the women's 
bathroom, leaving wet wash cloths and wet towels.  
The shower area is only cleaned maybe a couple of 
times a year.   I am a WSDOT employee and I feel 
this creates a breeding ground for numerous 
bacteria growth including the COVID-19.

pritchr@wsdot.wa.gov Robin Pritchard 509-598-1187 personal cell kitchenSpokane@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:10 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thurston County Thurston County Community Planning and Economic Development2000 Lakeridge Drive SW Olympia I have heard that Thurston County is issuing permits 
for and conducting “virtual” inspections on residential 
and non-essential commercial construction activity.  
Is this a violation of the governor’s stay at home 
order?  It seems to me that if they are not violating 
the order directly by issuing such permits, they are at 
the very least aiding and abetting those intent on 
doing so.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Arts and Crafts Store Michaels 1441 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis Non essential business still open and forcing 
employees to work in close quarters

TRUE 03/31/20 10:10 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Millstead & Co 754 N 34th St Seattle People are working from the coffee shop

TRUE 03/31/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym FM Sports 9100 151st Ave NE Redmond Customers coming and going all hours of the day, 
sometimes groups of people (teams?)
Please inspect.

alpinehutjohn@gmail.com John Robison 425-443-3943 FMSportsBaseball@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business The Factory Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton Closed signs posted and owners saying they're 
closed, but patrons still going in through the back 
door all throughout the day to exercise. Have 
received multiple complaints about this business and 
they're being dishonest about operating.

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:12 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther school district puyallup school district 302 2nd St SE puyallup 27 adults at Mt. View Elem March 30
sick kids let into daycare
10.5-13.5 staff for 2-5 kids in daycare
21 staff and 5 daycare kids on March 31- one kid 
w/respiratory symptoms

kmott@pseofwa.org Kris Mott 2538767437

TRUE 03/31/20 10:14 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Childcare Woodland Hall Preschool 516 NW 56th St, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Childcare services that is remaining open while most 
schools and childcare are closed.  Also not 
practicing social distancing as it is almost impossible 
with children

andy.evans7@gmail.com Andrew Evans 4255913689

TRUE 03/31/20 10:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat 
of Spokane

10701 N Newport Hwy Spokane They are still conducting sales online, there aren't 
supposed to be conducting sales at all even if they 
say its online. People are still going in to test drive 
cars.

gregjamesgang@yahoo.com Greg James

TRUE 03/31/20 10:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Miners 2415 S 1st St YAKIMA This restaurant is alowing customers to sit and eat 
outside on tables and have installed 2 portapotties 
for these "dine in" customers. I saw several people 
use the portables with no sanitation and more than 
10 people eating

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Triton court 19921 68th Ave w Lynnwood Just found that this large construction site has now 
been updated to an essential business. Why are you 
putting more people at risk of exposure by allowing 
this non essential construction site reopen?

Joe 425-760-0271 info@edcc.edu

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Squirrel tree 15251 US-2, Leavenworth, WA 98826Leavenworth Serving food  and offering outside dining & karaoke 
gatherings

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walmart Pharmacy 2720 S Quillan Kennewick The pharmacy manager has hidden his symptoms 
for a week and continued to work until yesterday ( 
3/30), knowing he could be exposing hundreds. A 
second pharmacist was tested 3/26 and was allowed 
to return to work with out receiving results yet. As of 
3/31 this pharmacist's spouse's results returned as 
positive.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RTS Door & Millwork 5910 234th Street Se Woodinville General manager Joe is staying open knowing he 
isn't an essential business. He stated fuck the 
Governor's business shut down, let them try and 
shut me down. RTS has a Small crew of 15 
employees manufacturing interior door and millwork 
pkg's for residential building contractors for new 
construction only. Also they have  delivery drivers 
delivering these materials to non essential job sites 
interacting with other trade partners. Couple of 
employees have already shown signs of illness but 
are still working. Need to shut it down before others 
are in danger.

chillaxmaster1@gmail.com Chris Hill 2067931220

TRUE 03/31/20 10:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco Shop International Cigar and Tobacco 1522 3rd Avenue Seatte Tobacco store is open and primarily selling tobacco 
products.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:19 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other aerospace company 1981 23715 SE 226TH ST MAPLE VALLEY Governor Inslee~  Boeing has called its employees back starting April 6th in the facilities department.  This is thousands of people.  How is this ok?  How is this helping flatten our curve???  Following China's curve, it is proven we have not hit our COVID peak for another two weeks.   Are we just waiting to spread it again?  There will be no flattening of curve, instead spread it across thousands of Boeing employees and families like mine  Please, I beg you to put a stop to this and demand companies enforce work from home until April 30th per the Presidents social distancing rule.  Many employees fear the pressure of not returning right now will cost them their jobs.  We should not risk our health, our hospitals and health providers for employees that can continue to work from home.margaretgrazier@hotmail.comMargaret 2069924869

TRUE 03/31/20 10:20 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 59ner diner 9208, 15361 US-2, Leavenworth, WA 98826Leavenworth Providing outside dining

TRUE 03/31/20 10:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Distribution Expeditors 13515 48th street east Sumner Warehouse using staffing agency to ship non 
essential items. Vacuum cleaners and clothing. 
Common areas like break room are not closed off or 
social distance enforced

TRUE 03/31/20 10:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Point Ruston housing construction 5301 N 52nd St Ruston construction site spans several buildings. it has been 
brought to my attention that construction workers 
have returned to these sites on march 31st to 
continue work on these buildings after being deemed 
"non-essential" last week. Has this job site received 
special permission from the governors office to 
resume work as usual? These high-end multi-family 
dwellings under construction do no fall under any 
category of "essential"

genericericlocal76@gmail.comJohn Doe 253-381-5876

TRUE 03/31/20 10:21 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pet grooming salon Dalmatian station 260 b pittman rd Fairfield I know this place to be a grooming shop and have 
heard dogs barking and dryers(?).

TRUE 03/31/20 10:22 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace Boeing Everett COMPOSITE WING CENTEREverett Boeing is reopening their factories and requiring 
managers  and hourly workers back to work between 
4/6-8. 
This is a massive danger to our community region-
wide. Locking down the state and not Boeing is 
counterproductive

Jessicargamble@hotmail.comJessica Gamble 4258707796.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 10:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Coldstone ice cream Crossroads Mall Bellevue Ice cream! Nanci3636@yahoo.com Nanci Anderson

TRUE 03/31/20 10:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Bobs Sporting Goods, 1111 Hudson Longview No hunting or fishing. Why is this place open? No 
more essential than any other retailer.

J MattS@bobsmerch.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Charity Thrift Store Abraham's House of Charity 312 N Callow Ave Bremerton Thrift store is still open and operating. Amber Rorex 3602861956

TRUE 03/31/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collectible Warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan Way 98203 Everett Funko has closed their headquarters, but has kept 
their warehouses open when they non-essential. 
They have reported a positive COVID-19 case and 
are only closing for 48 hours to "deep clean" their 
warehouses, but are scheduled to continue 
production after the 48 hours are up.

bcedarland@gmail.com Becca 2535143898 contact@funko.com

03/31/20 10:25 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Columbia Modern Living 5500 Rainier Ave S. Seattle Landlord is attempting to enter house in which 
bedrooms are rented separately to clean, inspect, 
and re-rent vacated rooms, despite a current tenant 
being immunocompromised and having respiratory 
issues.

djinntea@gmail.com Jennifer Tillman 13606270656

TRUE 03/31/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Crown Castle 1505 Westlake Ave N & 700 Dexter Ave NSeattle A person wearing a Crown Castle vest was working 
next to the construction site at 700 Dexter Ave N on 
3/31/2020.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Engineering Firm Hargis Engineering 1201 3rd Ave Suite 600, Seattle, WA 98101Seattle Website confirms still open with varied hours

03/31/20 10:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Pet Supply Store Petco 21700 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Ignoring state wide stay at home rule. Grooming 
salons are still open taking appointments. Private 
salons have closed but Petco remains open. 
Employees are uncomfortable. Salons are non 
essential and very risky.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pre cast septic tanks Sound placement services Llc 4562 westside highway Castle rock These guys build concrete septic tanks. I’ve seen 
workers clustered together. There are trucks hauling 
septic tanks to Olympia and back.  This business is 
non essential putting there employees at risk. I 
believed it’s based on greed. There are tanks stored 
all over the yard. If there is no construction going 
why are they operating?



TRUE 03/31/20 10:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Morning Star Espresso 9522 WA-302 gig harbor still operating Anonymous morningstar302@outlook.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Coffee Machines and Beans Seattle Coffee Gear 6825 216th St SW Lynnwood Not only have they been trying to increase the 
number of employees in their warehouse, they have 
no set procedures in place for sanitizing orders 
coming in or going out.  People who could work from 
home are not.  They are operating as essential under 
shipping food directly to customers.  The only food 
they ship is Coffee.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Wolfy's 12807 W 14th Airway Heights They have a banner hanging outside that says 
"F@#k corona virus!  We're open.  8am - 8pm."

Christopher.Zilar@gmail.com Christopher Zilar 5098691376

TRUE 03/31/20 10:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Coffee roastery Tony's Coffee 2033 Division St BELLINGHAM Social diatancing of 3 feet being practiced, not the 
reccomended 6 feet.

alager4014@gmail.com Andy Lager 6082191535

TRUE 03/31/20 10:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Sportsmen’s Warehouse 321 Three Rivers Mall Kelso What is essential about a sporting goods store when 
all sporting activities shut down? Website says 
allowing up to 50 in at a time.

J 235-storemanager@sportsmans.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Kent East Chiropractic 25022 104th Ave SE, Ste E Kent The chiropractic clinic I work at has remained open 
with adjusted hours. As far as I have understood, 
chiropractic care is non-essential. My boss will not 
close down and only provides gloves and hand 
sanitizer. Employees are regularly in contact with 
patients of all ages. One of our patients was in 
contact with Covid-19 and was quarantined, and 
more than one of our employees has been exposed 
to the virus. We are still expected to work and I am 
concerned that not only are we non-essential, but 
our exposure should have been grounds to close - 
however our boss maintains his political and 
personal beliefs and I feel that he is not taking Covid-
19 seriously. I am concerned for not only my health, 
but my coworkers and patients that are in the office.

katherinealice147@icloud.comKatherine 2532859276

TRUE 03/31/20 10:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State government Governor 123 Capitol way Olympia  Stop violating our constitutional rights! Follow Presidents Trump's "guidance" guidelines. GET US BACK TO WORK! Inslee YOU ARE FIRED!

TRUE 03/31/20 10:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Food distribution UNFI 7909 S Union Ridge Pkwy Ridgefield Following issues observed:
-Lunchrooms still open and social distancing not 
being enforced
-Management bringing in food to be shared by staff-
sharing utensils to dish up, grabbing sandwiches off 
same plates, etc.
-Staff being forced to gather closely around time 
clock to clock in and out daily-no cleaning or 
distancing being enforced.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther manuacturer Accor Technology 3310 5th st se East Wenatchee not  enough distance between employee fliegele@aol.com Eric Fliegel 5092643488

TRUE 03/31/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Saw mill Sierra Pacific ind 100 n front street Shelton The company made us sign a paper saying to stay 6 
feet apart when practical

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther landscaping Plantscape 1018 9TH AVE Seattle Virgina Mason hospital is employing Plantscape 
company to do landscaping, which is non-essential

robert.owlman@gmail.com Robert English 2064208934

TRUE 03/31/20 10:32 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Washington state government Olympia Seattle Olympia  It has came to my knowledge that the governor of Washington is not following the stay home act he admitted on live tv that he has been fromOlympia to Seattle and is constantly gathering in groups of people this is uncalled for and if i continue to see this I will expect they be handled in a timely manner

TRUE 03/31/20 10:33 AM AG Eviction Landlord Executive estates 14020 12th Ave NE Seattle, WA  98125 United StatesSeattle Multiple people have been evicted in the last two 
weeks

ahighertouch@gmail.com Anthony delgado 2066016089

TRUE 03/31/20 10:33 AM AG Eviction Landlord Executive estates 14020 12th Ave NE Seattle, WA  98125 United StatesSeattle Multiple people have been evicted in the last two 
weeks

ahighertouch@gmail.com Anthony delgado 2066016089

TRUE 03/31/20 10:33 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Drug dealers Vagrants 4th ave downtown Olympia Groups have been observed all over downtown 
huddled together and needles left all over the ground.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Place of Worship South Hills Church 3700 W. 27th Ave. Kennewick I've seen a lot of activity there over the last 24 hours. 
I don't believe this is an essential service.

info@southhillschurch.org

TRUE 03/31/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Moving company PMC- Professional Moving Company 
LLC

2100 196th St SW Ste 110 Lynnwood Business has remained open even though they are 
non-essential. The workers do not practice social 
distancing, don't wear gloves or masks and have 
worked in a covid-19 positive community (nursing 
home in Seattle) putting everyone they come in 
contact with at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Moving Companies All Moving Companies In Washington 19931 72nd ave s Kent There are several large to small moving companies 
in WA, with hundreds of workers scared for their 
safety as well as their families. A few have closed 
temporarily, some have not. Alot of us have 
questions regarding "essential" business. We have 
not seen our industry spoke of throughout all of this. 
We are in one of the most dangerous industries right 
now during this epidemic. We all want to know is this 
essential, and IF so, how? Still daily we have crews 
of 4 or more people going into peoples homes to 
relocate them. We are to pack all the belongings, 
touching every single item in peoples homes, to 
them transport outside of the state. We have shown 
up to homes where people are in quarantine due to 
being sick, i have had a few that were positive for the 
virus, yet we are still made to deliver their goods into 
their new home. We are in front line of transmitting 
and transporting this virus inside and outside state 
lines, and 100's of us are wondering why?? The 
nation is on a lock down, how are you allowing 
people to still relocate at this time, and why are the 
moving companies doors still open? I am sure there 
is or will be more than just my email regarding this 
issue. Relocating  residences at this time is putting 
hundreds of us at risk, and we are all scared to 
death, yet made to come to work and provide this 
service. I really hope you all can look into this for all 
of us and make the right decision. We are getting 
sick one by one due to being forced to ignore the 
social distancing rules in place.

Sara Paul

TRUE 03/31/20 10:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower Shop Shelby’s Floral 5211 W Clearwater Ave, Suite AKennewick They have their doors closed to walk-ins but are still 
taking phone and web orders for delivery. Flowers 
are non-essential!

service@shelbysfloral.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:35 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Clark Seatac Seatac Construction on the new international terminal. Two 
workers tested positive blast Thursday and they’re 
keeping the site open without closing for two weeks 
to quarantine all the other employees. New terminal 
not even open or being used= non essential.

Jkbarnes82@comcast.net Jessica Adamski 206-786-2350

TRUE 03/31/20 10:35 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Washington State Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Please close the Governor's office before the staffers get sick.  Mr. Inslee is not adding anything constructive to the issue whatsoever, in fact he is a colossal failure on every issue, please stop!

TRUE 03/31/20 10:37 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Latte on Your Way 19440 Viking Way Poulsbo All three Latte on Your Way locations asking 
employees to work without social distancing as 
shops are not large enough.

3607102239

TRUE 03/31/20 10:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower Shop Lucky Flowers 6827 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick They are still taking phone and website orders for 
delivery! Flowers are non-essential!

hello@myluckyflowers.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:38 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Horseshoe Lake Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct Port Orchard Club house of golf course is operating. No social 
distancing and the establishment is always crowded.

3604432576 horseshoelake@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Money Man Pawn 31509 3RD AVE, STE 100 Black Diamond Clandestinely operating. moneymanpawn@comcast.net

TRUE 03/31/20 10:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Tony Lind Paving 23048 172nd Ave SE Kent This company is still having their employees work. 
These employees have family members with health 
conditions.

TLP@TonyLindPaving.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fishing rods and blanks North fork composites 1395 down river drive suite d Woodland Workers build fishing rods, non essential. They are 
being forced to work without gloves, masks and 
some employees are coughing and sick. But 
employees are required to come to work, possibly 
infecting others.

www.northforkcomposites.comAnonymous 3602252211

TRUE 03/31/20 10:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Coffee Stand Hook Line Esspresso Anderson Ave Granite Falls Coffee stands are not essential. The line on both 
sides of the stand extends into our street and 
driveways. Ten to 20 cars at a time!  If one person 
gives it to the barista, are they giving it to everyone 
else??

creativestacey@yahoo.com Stacey Morris 4253144267

TRUE 03/31/20 10:42 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washington State GovernmentState Of Washington Government 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia If you guys are working, everyone should be working. Nothing the state of Washington employees do is any more essential than construction, farming, and hospitality services, to name a few. Stop your over reach and the perpetuation of all the unfounded fear.



TRUE 03/31/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Ridge Homes 17921 Bothell Everett Hwy, Bothell Pacific Ridge has a NEW housing development on 
our street and laborers and subcontractors are still 
working. Laborers were there over the weekend and 
last week. This Monday Puget Heating was there 
and today a truss company was there working. They 
need to stop to keep us all safe. It is one of the non-
essential construction businesses still working and 
they are NOT building low-income housing. We are 
located on 42nd AVE SE in Bothell. Our cross street 
is 212 St SE. We are not sure which Pacific Ridge 
branch is doing this project as there are many 
branches, but we believe the branch acquiring the 
property was
John Bischoff
Land Acquisition Manager
Pacific Ridge Homes 
Direct: (206) 909-0761
Fax: (425) 438-8944
Thank you for looking into this matter. WE all just 
need to be safe and following the mandates issued 
by our Governor. If they have legitimate business 
being on this site, we sincerely apologize for taking 
up your time.

gocrawford@hotmail.com Gary or Jan Crawford 206-465-1585

TRUE 03/31/20 10:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Kent Jewelry and Loan 624 W Meeker St. Kent Clandestinely still operating, sales and more. Kjloan@aol.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property sales company   
Residential and commercial 
business

Valley quality homes 900 South ely Kennewick Sales Employees are still required to report to work 
daily  exposing each other. The company doors are 
open to the public 9am till 6pm daily Sun 12pm-6pm

danielle.hood@ymail com Concerns citizen 5094601591 yakima@valleyqualityhomes.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:44 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington State Ferries 
Terminal Dept  (Colman 
Dock)

WSF 2901 3rd Ave Seattle A Employee (Ticket Seller of WSF - Colman Dock) 
died due to the coronavirus. She was a wonderful 
person and will be missed.  Employees that have 
worked with this individual, during the time that she 
was contagious, have not been put into a mandatory 
14 day quarantine.  The Colman Dock has not been 
properly disinfected other then the hand held 
disinfectant that are less then 60% Alcohol.  WSF 
employees are classified as essential employees, 
who are required to go to work, and deserve the 
same consideration that we give to our first 
responders when they are exposed to Covid-19.  My 
feels on the safety of containing this virus is that we 
are all in this together and that we should be diligent 
in protecting each other. I do not believe the WSF is 
taking this issue seriously.

myers29800@gmail.com Renee Myers 3606380115

TRUE 03/31/20 10:44 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound transit New construction not maintenanceSeattle A train will not run in these till 2022 so how is that 
essential?

hoghunter72936@yahoo.comBrian George 4793221055

TRUE 03/31/20 10:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Electric Mirror 6101 Associated Blvd Unit 101Everett Non-essential products being manufactured, 
specifically luxury vanities and mirrors primarily for 
commercial and residential applications.

sales@electricmirror.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:45 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other fish hatchery Washougal fish Hatchery Washougal River Road Washougal Is this an essential job, clipping fish to release to the 
rivers and streams.  Close quarters, not able to 
sanitize work spaces, they are stainless steel, can 
only clean with water, limited ventilation, people 
traveling from all over county. small trailers for 
individuals. sems this could create a hazardous 
environment due to virus. This is most likely appling 
to all hatcheries, they are closed to visitors.

way2bzy2@yahoo.com Linda 360-837-3439

TRUE 03/31/20 10:46 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther private parking enforcement Impark Suite 2, 646 5th Street Bremerton Placing/touching parking tickets on cars. This is not 
an essential business and possibly spreading the 
virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:46 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Supply and Grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way Bremerton Petco selling dog food and performing dog grooming. 
Tried calling them and they're scheduling dog 
grooming appointments.

Laurie Rahl 3603408121

TRUE 03/31/20 10:46 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther post office! US POST OFFICE 421 NE John Storm Ave La Center Went in to get my mail. Workers at front desk with 
no mask, no gloves, taking peoples money just like 
usual! 3 in line, no distancing, no one asked them too

csipos@tds.net Caryn Sipos 3609045512

TRUE 03/31/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction C.A. Reid Construction Co. 3407 W. Highland Blvd. , WI 53208Milwaukee This company is currently building a high end 
waterfront home on Orcas Island with what appears 
to be a full crew.  I went over to the site this morning 
and asked to speak with the supervisor, as my 
understanding is that residential construction has 
largely stopped.  I was told that they are allowed to 
continue with the construction as necessary in order 
to close in the building.  Given the size of the house 
and the apparent quality of construction, I would 
guess this might take a few months.  When I asked 
the supervisor why residential construction had 
largely stopped in Seattle and elsewhere in the state 
I was advised that I was trespassing and that I 
shouldn't come back.  I spoke with San Juan County 
Planning, but was told by Lisa Schreiber that the 
county is not responsible for enforcing the 
governor's directive.

kirknyland@gmail.com Kirk Nyland 2066187442

TRUE 03/31/20 10:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openConstruction Swedish Hospital Boren and Cherry Seattle This construction site has not shut down nor are 
they following distancing guidelines. This is not 
essential construction.

vanessabowker@comcast.netVanessa 2062936459

TRUE 03/31/20 10:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Equestrian Center Blue Heron Equestrian Center 3680 NE Wagon Wheel Ln Poulsbo Center has a trainer that is currently coming to the 
site and giving riding lessons to children.

2062019849 blueheronfarmllc@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Access Center East 1628 S Windsor Dr Spokane WA  99224 Working too closely together and bringing in new 
hires to work closely with current staff with no 
precautions. Desks are not 6 feet apart.

Jwbossio@ msn.com Denise bossio 509-868-2188

TRUE 03/31/20 10:49 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bus Sound Transit 590 route Tacoma I need to ride the 590 bus to get to my job at a 
hospital. The bus frequency and size have been 
reduced and now passengers have to sit side by side 
touching each other, violating distance requirements. 
You should not force essential employees to pack 
buses to get to their job.

briankutz@outlook.com Brian Kutz 443-985-1762

TRUE 03/31/20 10:49 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Childcare facility Kiddie Academy of Queen Anne 601 valley street Seattle I am a pre kindergarten teacher at this school. The 
kids being dropped off all have parents who are 
working from home. My director admitted it herself to 
me in private that almost all of the children here are 
from amazon, Facebook,  Microsoft- all companies 
that are working from home. The children that get 
dropped off here are not essential. Parents have 
admitted to me that they do not take the virus 
seriously. This childcare facility is extremely 
expensive these parents have the financial means to 
hire nannies, babysitters or private tutors. These 
parents are privileged and should be taking greater 
lengths to prevent transmitting the virus. My 
classroom currently has a gathering of 9 or 10. All of 
the students that have showed up have parents who 
are at home! One of them is currently on maternity 
leave and has both parents at home, and yet she still 
drops her five year old off at daycare during a time 
when and if staying home is possible it should be 
done! These parents are all working from home and 
then bringing their kids to our building. This facility 
houses privileged kids. Some of the parents have 
admitted to being sick and having cold like 
symptoms but still bringing there child here. One 
parent emailed us to say she was keeping her child 
home for 14 days because mom was exhibiting 
symptoms, but in fact they only kept the child from 
home for five days. These same parents are 
privileged enough to be working from home, they 
should be keeping their kids at home too. Childcare 
should only be for essential kids. Like I said, my 
director even admitted to me that they service 

Clairemclaughlin93@hotmail.comClaire Mclaughlin 2065799417

TRUE 03/31/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction SAGE HOME NORTHWEST LLC 2436 NW 64TH ST Seattle Continued residential construction on this property 
with multiple contractors on site

TRUE 03/31/20 10:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government office Office of the Governor 416 Sid Snyder Avenue.  PO Box 40002Olympia Completely non-essential government drone keeps showing up in public around othersNo@no.com No 1-800-328-7448

TRUE 03/31/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Lansing Building Products 18421 Bothell Everett Hwy, #170Bothell Corporate in Virginia closed this branch on 
3/26/2020 saying we are non essential until this stay 
at home is over. They are opening part time for 
customers. I thought this wasn’t supposed to be 
happening?

TRUE 03/31/20 10:52 AM AG Eviction Landlord Smoking Exodus 1382 SE Lund Avenue PORT ORCHARD. I would also call this non-essential activity.  My rent 
is due tomorrow.. and the landlord is driving all the 
way from Everett - to come and collect the rent.  I 
have pages of text message threats if I don't pay 
today!

cjdemarko@gmail.com Christopher Johanson 3606898259

TRUE 03/31/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Big C Industries 3339 Washington way Longview Workers are told to come to work

TRUE 03/31/20 10:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Precision Countertops 20866 89th Ave S Kent Wa 98031Kent This company is considered a non essential 
business but has employees still reporting to work.

info@precisioncountertops.com



TRUE 03/31/20 10:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Boat construction and repair Platypus Marine 102 N Cedar st Port Angeles Company is currently repairing fishing boats.  Has 
two old rusty navy barges to work on next, that have 
obviously been sitting out in the weather for years.  
Don't see how this is a critical business.  Managers 
are joking about using a "loophole" in the law, to 
keep operating.  My relative is afraid of getting the 
virus and carrying it  to his new baby.  He's also 
afraid of getting fired if he chooses to stay home, or 
files any formal complaints.  The company is also 
not practicing social distancing, nor disinfecting all 
the surfaces that employees touch multiple times per 
day.  The local health department agrees that they 
should not be open and was going to send an 
enforcement officer there.  We never received any 
feedback.

mcathyprice@hotmail.com Cathy Price 3604618913

TRUE 03/31/20 10:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Xoespresso 9506 19th ave SE Everett They do not serve food only coffee drinks and there 
is no menu to show what consumables they serve

TRUE 03/31/20 10:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Xoespresso 9506 19th ave SE Everett They do not serve food only coffee drinks and there 
is no menu to show what consumables they serve

TRUE 03/31/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bike Shop Bicycle Butler 6520 N Ash Street Spokane This bike shop is open and operating although it is 
not an essential business.

spokes@bicyclebutler.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Distribution Sunbelt Furniture Xpress 3031 Valley Avenue NortheastPuyallup Non-essential business open with influx of truckers 
and office staff and dock workers.

mandatyler@hotmail.com Amanda Tyler 2533984161 shipsunbelt@sbfx.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Sportsman Warehouse 1405 S 348th St Federal Way Selling guns and other products they shouldn’t be. 210-storemanager@sportsmans.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther marijuana dispensary Mr. Bill's Mercantile 29393 WA-410 Unit D Buckley This business does not practice reasonable limiting 
of customers in the building at one time and there 
appears to be no precautions regarding distancing 
between customers and staff. Although the staff 
wear gloves and attempt to be following good 
hygiene, they have no way to limit their distancing 
due to the size and configuration of the merchandise 
portion of the store. The majority of customers 
consistently do not follow and/or do not understand 
the current safety guidelines while in the store and 
continually loiter outside the building. This is only the 
merchandise part of the store and not the 
dispensary. The owner of the store appears to be 
disregarding the state guidelines regarding the 
Coronavirus.

JordanSanders1986@yahoo.comConcerned customer 360-739-5211

TRUE 03/31/20 11:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber silverlake barber shop. 11419 19th ave. se. everett wa. 98208everett wa. owner is soliciting } Will  Travel } haircuts to 
customers homes. 
 1425 337 1300     tito owner and solicitor

TRUE 03/31/20 11:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other rental of furniture BUDDY's 3664 Pacific ave se olympia Rental of furniture.. People are coming and going all 
day and in groups of 5 or more.
Why are they open ?

graniterock111@yahoo.com tony ward 3604589070 Buddy@buddyrents.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Tecate 2610 W Northwest Blvd Spokane, WA  99205 United StatesSpokane Dine in with at least 15 persons merriammr77@gmail.com Michelle Merriam Merriammr77@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other heat register manufacturing Shoemaker Manufacturing Company 618 E 1st St Cle Elum We are not an HVAC company. We simply 
manufacture heat registers (vents) and with 
construction down, we really have no reason to be 
open. Without job sites and construction going there 
is no point in manufacturing vents. Vents are the last 
thing to be installed. Our company is saying we are 
essential, but we aren’t.

John sm@shoemakermfg.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online jewelry retailer Blue Nile 5907 4th Ave S Seattle My employer is staying open and has asked people 
to come in on a volunteer basis. I believe they are 
non-essential

pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agricultural warehouse Johnson Food 336 Bline Ave Sunnyside A coworker of ours was confirmed with the 
Coronavirus case on Friday 3/27/20.  The 
warehouse is still working with employees.  The 
company claims they sanitized but only Saturday & 
Sunday cleaning done. The coworker is a Mechanic.

Anonymous anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Polygon Homes Juanita Drive by Fire Station 25Kirkland Construction is non-essential per Gov psisyphean@gmail.com Janet 425-825-0263

TRUE 03/31/20 11:08 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government office Office of the Governor PO BOX 40002 Olympia Even with the order of stay home and stay healthy, 
this business continues to operate and fill our ears 
and mind with bs.

Bill@gmail.com Bill 3609024111

TRUE 03/31/20 11:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique store Aurora Antique Pavillion 24111 Hwy 99 Edmonds They are advertising daily about items for sale in the 
store highlighting various vendors every day. Inviting 
customers into a non essential business  seems like 
a violation to me.

edsheppard3@gmail.com Ed Sheppard 206-972-2183 antiquepavilion@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana retailer III King Companyt Marijuana 12925 Martin Luther King Jr Way S,Seattle, WA 98178 Employees and patrons ignoring all requirements / 
large amount of people gathering in parking lot

dbrabo1432@msn.com dave brabo 2538614284

TRUE 03/31/20 11:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real estate management 
company

New standard equities/atlas 
apartments

1800 Sidney ave Port orchard They are having employees and leasing agents work 
around tenants as well as enter units there is a 
massive lack of social distancing in the offices and 
they advice employees to lock the office but to still 
answer the door to talk to residents what the. Puts 
them within a couple of feet from residents. They 
have no regard for their employees safety.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:12 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Family law “parenting plan” 
child in 2 households, 1 
household out of 
compliance.

NA NA Bremerton Judges have their hands tied due to lack of 
clarification. Family law visitation orders are to 
remain. However, some households are not in 
compliance. Some households have vulnerable, 
immune compromised household members and a 
child going to 2 households put immune 
compromised family members at great risk. These 
types of clarifications need to be made for judges to 
make the best decision in certain cases to keep 
people healthy while still maintaining a relationship 
with the other parent, via Skype, FaceTime, video 
chat, phone calls. Otherwise, households in 
compliance are at a high risk to exposure.

katiekuzkin@gmail.com Katie Kuzkin 5092129137

TRUE 03/31/20 11:12 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bus line / bus stops King County Metro Martin Luther King Jr Way S, Seattle, WA 98178 All bus-stops on MLK in the mornings are full of 
people... walking onto buses  shoulder to shoulder... 
sitting / standing on buses 2-3' apart. EVERYDAY

dbrabo1432@msn.com dave brabo 2538614284

TRUE 03/31/20 11:15 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Kroger (QFC) 801 N 45th Street Seattle The store is small and they're not monitoring the 
number of people shopping at one time and many 
shoppers are not respecting the 6-foot distance rule. 
It's very unsafe.

banwellkab@gmail.com Katherine Banwell 206.384.2196

TRUE 03/31/20 11:15 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Planned Parenthood - Kent 10056 SE 240th #A Kent, WA 98031 Walked in and everyone is 2' feet apart.. no masks, 
gloves, restroom filthy

dbrabo1432@msn.com shalea cairney 2538614284

TRUE 03/31/20 11:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business WALMART 2720 S Quillan St Kennewick Pharmacy worker tested positive for covid 19. Store 
has not sanitized or shut down pharmacy

TRUE 03/31/20 11:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Fowler Construction 1900 Beaudry Rd Yakima If this project is essential why do we have people 
working on top of each other not stay proper 
distance stated by the CDC?

biolly@hotmail.com shawn mollenhour 5039148213

TRUE 03/31/20 11:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Fizzie Mulligans 331 W Hastings Rd, Spokane, WA 99218Mead Still have work going on it was only 5 ppl now they've 
hired more others n the social distancing is being 
broke

lilmama360798@gmail.com S johnson 5096658098

TRUE 03/31/20 11:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Stand Lady Bug Espresso 5400 East Marginal Way SouthSeattle All they serve  is coffee not sure why they need to be 
open. They are not an essential food service 
business.

Greg@marinefluid.com Greg

TRUE 03/31/20 11:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business C G Public House Clearwater Ave Kennewick Friend said she ate there in a booth. Sign said to 
come around back for pick up. Told her they should 
be reported then she didn’t want to continue talking. 
Hope I didn’t misunderstand.

rivermeadow@msn.com Marilyn Hodgson 509-539-0329

TRUE 03/31/20 11:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Sportsmans Warehouse 6603 W Canal Dr. Kennewick This facility is open & appears to be non-essential Jjohn47@hotmail.com N/A-Anonymous N/A 207-storemanager@sportsmans.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:21 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco factory Little Skookum creek tobacco factory 1043 WA108 Shelton Business advertised as being shut down due to coronavirus outbreak until further notice but is making workers come in to fill Back orders.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:22 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Smoke & Beer 15220 SE 272nd St Kent They only sell beer and cigarettes. Tonycb66@yahoo.com Anthony kim 8083428990

TRUE 03/31/20 11:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Ed and moes pawn shop and guitar 
bar

419 W Entiat Ave suite c Kennewick Open for business Plumbtimothy@gmail.com Timothy plumb 509-222-8730 edandmoes@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Boat Tae Seaview West Boat Yard 7001 Seaview Ave NW Seattle The Sunset West Condos adjacent to the boatyard is 
in self quarantine and we think the work in the boat 
yard in Non-essential.  The Port of Seattle is not 
enforcing this violation.

tch6536@aol.com Terry 206-954-8781

TRUE 03/31/20 11:24 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Parenting plan-household 
out of compliance

Na Na Belfair Parenting plans-Some households are not in 
compliance. Some households have immune 
compromised household members and a child going 
to 2 households put immune compromised family 
members at great risk. These types of clarifications 
need to be made for judges.

Paul.katiedidllc.wa@gmail.comPaul 360-731-5529

TRUE 03/31/20 11:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cedar River Clinics 263 Rainier Ave S. Suite 200 Renton, WA 98057 Office restroom dirty and employees joking abuot 
social disctancing nad cleaning door handles. gross

jmbtson@hotmail.com jill thompson 206-359-0245

TRUE 03/31/20 11:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other craft store JoAnn Fabrics 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way They say they're "essential" because they sell fabric 
for masks, but 99% of customers are in for 
recreation supplies. I've seen dozens of elderly 
people shopping there. Let them sell mask fabric, 
but exposing the elderly for crafting supplies?

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:27 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Jay Inslee 111 Anywhere Lane Olympia Worthless governor ruining the livelihoods of his citizens.Whitehouse Donald Trumo 8675309

TRUE 03/31/20 11:27 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car wash Wash Me Mobile Detailing 12601 NE 107th Way Vancouver The owner has been going to customers house’s to 
wash their cars, and having vehicles come to his 
house to wash them.



TRUE 03/31/20 11:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Someone's house Justin Savage 475 N 36th St. Unit B (apparently it's right below Rudy's between 36th and 35th st)Seattle A screenshot was shared in mutual friends that this 
guy is throwing illegal parties in his house with a 
cash bar and charging cover. He threw a party last 
weekend and is planning on having another one.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton 2nd lot north of 7th Street, 137th AvenueVancouver The construction of a new home continues. There 
are 6 or 7 people framing a new home.  This is not 
covering up a roughly framed house to protect it 
from the weather, this is new framing. There are at 
least 4 people doing interior construction on another 
new home  directly behind my neighbor, address 608 
NE 138th Avenue

johnsargent@comcast.net John Sargent 3609218956

TRUE 03/31/20 11:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Atilanos 725 W 3rd Spokane Went to pick up order inside lobby and multiple 
customers were dining at tables inside.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Manufacturer SEKISUI Aerospace 1502 20th Street NW Auburn Company is paying employees who volunteer to 
work during shutdown double-time to violate order -- 
so that company can take advantage of the situation 
to get caught up where it is behind.  Nothing 
essential according to the law occurs at this facility.

sales@sekisuiaerospace.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Cascade Healthcare Services 101 Nickerson St, Ste 200 Seattle They are running classes in enclosed rooms with 10 
people.

blacksardine+jm@gmail.com Jeff

TRUE 03/31/20 11:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann fabrics 2823 ne sunset Renton To many people in the store and there just acting like 
normal. Why is a small fabric store open when 
nothing but elderly people and high risk shoppers 
come in still!

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:33 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym JB Fitness 509 main street Sultan Continuous online signups for daily/hourly gym use.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer of fair trade 
organic shampoo, hand 
soaps, deodorant, etc

Alaffia 8109 River Dr SE Olympia, WA 98501 Employees are still being made to work and social 
distancing is not being fully observed.  Alaffia is 
endangering its employees and their families by 
continuing to operate.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Shoemaker Manufacturing 618 E 1st St. Cle Elum Business doesn't seem to be essential yet they 
continue to make their workers come to work putting 
them, and their families, at risk.

sm@shoemakermfg.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Novelty pop culture 
collectibles

Funkopop warehouse 1 and 2 6305 36th Ave W Everett They're forcing employees to show up to work when 
the business is non essential and forcing them to 
use their pto's instead of completely shutting down. I 
found out yesterday that they closed for deep 
cleaning, which concerns me that one of their 
employees showed up to work infected.

m.dao1982@gmail.com Michelle Dao contact@funko.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Local Roots Salon 1120 Seeman Street Darrington 3 vehicles at salon
3:30 pm, 3/30/20
Silver small Honda 
Silver-gray van/suv
Compact white car
Lights on in salon

TRUE 03/31/20 11:35 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop cigar4u 1901 S 72nd St #30B tacoma this is tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:37 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington state democratic politiciansJay Inslee, Bob ferguson 416 14th Ave SW olympia Jay Inslee is a non essential employee and bob ferguson as well.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther vape shop vape mania 5013 S 56th St F tacoma this is vape store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:37 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clark county courthouse Clark county courthouse 1200 franklin street Bancouver Sadly, this is a government building not listening to 
your orders. They have NOT been implementing 
social distancing, Not having proper ppe equipment 
Available and they have been using judicial clerks to 
mandatorily to do non essential work like filing and 
nonessential work.  It is completely against the 
governors orders and should be addressed 
immediately. Thank you and stay safe

Lhill1979@aol.com Linda Hill 360-798-7658

TRUE 03/31/20 11:37 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clark county courthouse Clark county courthouse 1200 franklin street Vancouver Sadly, this is a government building not listening to 
your orders. They have NOT been implementing 
social distancing, Not having proper ppe equipment 
Available and they have been using judicial clerks to 
mandatorily to do non essential work like filing and 
nonessential work.  It is completely against the 
governors orders and should be addressed 
immediately. Thank you and stay safe

Lhill1979@aol.com Linda Hill 360-798-7658

TRUE 03/31/20 11:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop smoke supply 8904 S Tacoma Way #6 lakewood this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:41 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Federal Way School District? 33330 8th ave s Federal Way My husband is contracted on this construction site 
right now. Sharing tools, honey buckets, and work 
space with multiple tradesmen from multiple 
companies all under the general contractor. I don't 
have the specific name of the general contractor, but 
I believe this is not essential work. They are working 
on multiple schools in the district. Workers are 
traveling from outside smaller communities, with the 
potential of bringing the virus home to their families. 
It is not right.

cassiekrisher21@gmail.com Cassie 3608782695

TRUE 03/31/20 11:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop cigar 4u 1901 S 72nd St #30B tacoma this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Klahanie Chiropractic 4556 Klahanie Dr SE, Issaquah They have advertised to all past and present 
customers that they are now open for business as it 
"allows more care to go to others with more severe 
illnesses and eases the overall burden on the 
system".

kathygoleafs@comcast.net Kathy Salb 4253513119

TRUE 03/31/20 11:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cannon construction University University Place spreading corona virus pricedrightpainting@gmail.comDennis 2539880022

TRUE 03/31/20 11:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop smoke widow 11416 Canyon Rd E puyallup this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Red robin Everett mall way Everett No distancing from employees. All standing next to 
each other. You can see from outside

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction chervonall pasco shools new constructionpasco no social distancing , construction is supposed to be 
shut down, no sanitary way to wash hands,

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle City of Seattle City Hall Seattle Downtown Seattle is overwhelmed with homeless 
and intransigents.  I walked to the market so I could 
support the local farmers/vendors.  There were 
hundreds of people staggering around coughing and 
hacking all over the streets.  It is disgusting and 
unsafe.   Citizens cannot order pick up food or go to 
the grocery story unless we get these sick people off 
the streets.  I personally witnessed one citizen being 
intentionally coughed on.  The Seattle of Seattle is 
putting all of us at risk by not cleaning up the streets.  
 And what is up with all the trash and litter?

todd@tlclawco.com Todd DeVallance 2067288000

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fear Mongering Government Gov. Inslee and Associates Anywhere Anywhere McCarthyism suspected. We are not Nazi Germany. We are post Cold War and overcame the recklessness of blind hate when McCarthy was shown the door.Freedom respecting American

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway Distribution Center 3520 Pacific Ave S Auburn Management and HR were completely unprepared 
and did not take this seriously. Not enforcing social 
distancing policies, not providing work from home 
options for those that can, etc. Do some digging and 
you'll find more problems.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:45 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other smoke shop Chief Cottonmouth 1111 River Rd puyallup this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:46 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Casino Emerald Queen Casino 2024 E 29th St, Tacoma, WA 98404Tacoma Security and maintenance must show up for work. 
Non essential business...both new and old location

Daniel Hayward

TRUE 03/31/20 11:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A Street S Tacoma A Gym that is open. They close the blinds and cover 
the windows up so it looks like there is no one there. 
But really there is. The parking a lot always has a lot 
of cars in it.

bdearinger@ymail.com Brandon info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other golf course 9.40005E+11 PO Box 1154 Port Hadlock, On March 30, 2020 I had observed lots of cars in 
the parking lot, and groups of people standing 
shoulder to shoulder socializing. in addition, the 
fairways had groups of people golfing, and walking 
shoulder to shoulder. The putting green also had 
several people on it, and nobody was practicing 
social distancing. The golf course says closed on it's 
web site, but based on the amount of people playing 
golf, and the number of cars in the parking lot, it did 
not appear to be closed closed. furthermore,the 
majority of them appeared to be in the 60+ age 
group. I feel like people not listening to the stay at 
home order by our governor Jay Inslee are being 
selfish to others in so many different ways.

evesgizmo@ao.com Misty D. Krieg 15098607946



TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Restoration/fabrication Top secret customs and restoration 18935 59th Ave NE ARLINGTON My name is Casey larsen and I am contacting you 
about business I work for in Arlington Washington 
named Top Secret Customs and Restorations that 
has refused to abide by the governor's request of 
shelter in place and social distancing. The owner 
Pete Harret is operating this company under the 
false pretense as an automotive repair shop. We are 
a restoration/ fabrication company that specializes in 
ground up restoration on classic vehicles, boats, 
large equipment, airplane's, tugs and many more. 
Our shop is not allowed by law to work on late model 
vehicles 1980 or newer because we are not a repair 
facility.  With all of this we had a meeting earlier last 
week to explain to our owner that we are not in the 
essential business but in the end refused to accept 
that and allowed us to go home with no pay and risk 
of no job when coming back. He also has refused to 
not allow outside visitation. We have photo 
documentation of him walking around potential 
clients in the shop after the governor had requested 
all businesses cease and desist of that. After my 
General Manager expressed his concern to our 
owner allowing outside visitors to tour around the 
shop my GM was let go. He has shown his lack of 
empathy for his employees and total disregard for 
the state and laws. For my fellow coworkers that are 
still there I fear they may be wrongfully exposed to 
coved-19 because the lack of regard to the law and 
humanity by our owner.

Caseylarsen1@gmail.com Casey 3605479702 info@topsecretcustoms.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop 4 smokers 4017 A St SE auburn this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile 2265 SE 56th ST Issaquah They are taking new appointments and taking 
appointments from grooming shops that are 
following the rules and are being closed.

baekdahl@comcast.net Didde Baekdahl 4254426263 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Hope Human Services 6120 N Mayfair St Spokane Front office staff and Lead staff gathering in 
numbers larger than 5+ people and not following 6 
feet apart rule.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/Fitness Hardcore Gym 4402 N Division Spokane The owner of said establishment is still operating 
and having individuals come to the facility.

admin@hardcoregymspokane.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business value vet 511 memorial Blvd Murfreesboro. Tennessee A veterinarian in clinic tested positive after showing 
symptoms. Company intended to hide the fact from 
people that worked with the veterinarian and even 
schedule those exposed to work with other 
individuals without telling the exposed individuals 
they had been in contact with a symptomatic 
diagnosed person. When challenged the practice 
manager saw no issue in exposing individual or 
scheduling them to work after being in contact with 
the symptomatic person.

6159200752

TRUE 03/31/20 11:48 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop cigar land 3902 A St SE auburn this is a tobacco store without any groceries.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sultan bakery Hwy 2 Sultan Multiple customer entering and leaving the 
establishment also observed people dining in.

joeyhellion@yahoo.com Joe Hellickson 2065541180

TRUE 03/31/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber silverlake barber shop 11419 19th ave SE. Everett WA.  98208Everett Tino, the owner, has been soliciting  his barber 
service as a COME TO YOUR HOME BARBER 
SERVICE,  in violation of Stay At Home Order.  
Tino's cell number is 1425 297 3104  and shop 
number is 1425 337 1300. He is a high risk for 
transmission with this behavior and he and his 
traveling employees need to be stopped

TRUE 03/31/20 11:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Tacoma LNG 1001 Alexander Ave E Tacoma Non functioning LNG plant with large gatherings of 
construction workers and multiple people who have 
come in contact with cases and are showing 
symptoms

TRUE 03/31/20 11:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 7345 Delridge Way SW Seattle Doesnt limit the amount of people can enter or leave 
causing chaos

John

TRUE 03/31/20 11:51 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Sporting Goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 7501 N Division St, Spokane, WA 99208Spokane Big 5 remains open when they do not sell essential 
goods.

Claysomes@gmail.com Clay Somes 509-954-5509

TRUE 03/31/20 11:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Building supplies and 
gardening

Western materials inc 5704 Nelpar drive #8006 East Wenatchee I’m reporting one that this is a non essential 
business, and two the employees are face to face 
with customers and not provided the proper 
protection. I feel this is unsafe for both employees 
and customers of the community.

joannatruckey@icloud.com Anonymous 5096999144

TRUE 03/31/20 11:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Group home Applebrooke 12407 e Nora ave Spokane Valley I recently discovered that a coworker in my area was 
quarantined for COVID 19 symptoms. I was not 
notified in any way that I was exposed. I was told 
that this person was on vacation.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Washington State Governers Office 100 Capital Way Olympia I see Insley on TV he is obviously the least essential person in  the whole state.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:53 AM Other Agency Eviction Other City City of Seattle 600 4th Ave Seattle The city of Seattle's response to the COVID-19 virus 
regarding the homeless population has been 
lackluster and unacceptable

0625987@gmail.com Brian Gillock-Hobbs 12088604735

TRUE 03/31/20 11:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Factory Warehouse Leisure Concepts 5342 N Florida St Spokane Non essential business continuing to work. They 
manufacture hot tub accessories, hot tub covers, 
drink trays, and stairs. They have 30+ employees 
still working.

Info@LeisureConcepts.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plant Nursery Flower World 9322 196th St SE Snohomish, WA 98296 I understand they are a agricultural company. 
Employees should be working to keep plants alive, 
but it is not an essential business to be open to the 
public to come in and  buy plants at this time. 
Employees can keep these plant alive in the safety 
of closed doors and then their products will be 
available for sale once it is safe to do so.

425-971-3133 info@flowerworldusa.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Drive up coffee Dutch Brothers 99th and haseldal Ave. Vancouver multiple people in 8 by 10 bldg. high fiving and not 
practicing the 6 ft apart. After not practicing social 
distancing handing disposable cup, to many 
customers in an hour

hlpeb666@hotmail.com Honey Bermel 503-481-4663

TRUE 03/31/20 11:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vape shops Dotcom vapes 6700 NE 162nd Ave #415 Vancouver Company is a vape shop and is still running as an 
“essential” business with vitamin supplements from 
a third party pyramid site as of date of the stay at 
home order. They are exposing customers and 
employees by staying open.  Two locations are open.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:55 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KMS HOMES ( building new apartments on 13th St. East Wenatche)   (509)881-8885PO Box 224 Orondo Reported to East Wenatchee Police Dept. and was 
told they are NOT Enforcing Governor Orders?

fox939@msn.com Michael Fox (509)387-3004

TRUE 03/31/20 11:55 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther King county parks dept. King county parks dept. King county County wide The county parks are closed but the county park 
employees are still required to be at work putting 
them and their families at risk of contracting the 
virus.

Fgt0875@gmail.com Fred Tordillos 2536318682

TRUE 03/31/20 11:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Eyelash services Belle Ame Beauty 27500 102 nd ave NW Stanwood Her clients on Facebook are saying she is open and 
taking lash extensions clients

Hottiehair@hotmail.com Christine 3604206939

TRUE 03/31/20 11:56 AM AG Eviction Landlord Jay Yi 18620 40th Ave W Lynnwood Not able to move to new location due to business 
closure due to COVID-19 emergency proclamation. 
Current landlord is requiring me to pay 30 days 
rather than 2 weeks prorated.

dclem1980@gmail.com Clementine Diane Coleman (425)876-7051

TRUE 03/31/20 11:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Washington governor Capitol building Olympia The governor is an obvious fascist and deemed non essential by people who love freedom.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Access Center East 1628 s Windsor Airway heights No social distancing. No option to work from home, 
and we’re a call center. 50+ people are here. No 
extra cleaning protocol(just in the break room) . No 
screening employees for symptoms. No mandatory 
sending ppl home if they are sick.

rhianna.t.pool@gmail.com Rhianna Pool 5616603638

TRUE 03/31/20 11:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Angel's Hair Salon 12211 E. Broadway Ave. Spokane Valley This is the 3rd week the Salon is seeing clients after 
the governor has issued the stay at home rule. 
Spokane Regional Health District has been informed 
and called them 2 weeks ago. She put paper on the 
main door with a "closed sign". She meets people at 
the door and lets them in, then shuts it. We have 
been taking pictures and a video of her doing this. 
As of 11:55 on 3/31 a client just came in her door!! 
A complaint was also faxed to DOH on 3/27. Most 
people going in appear to be in the high risk age 
group!

TRUE 03/31/20 12:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor of Washington state Fuck you Olympia Gov is a non essential person ruining the lives of thousands of people and their familiesNo No No

TRUE 03/31/20 12:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot Tubs and Fire Places Country Homes Power Spokane Valley 5323 E Sprague Ave Spokane I don't believe this business is essential according to 
the stay at home order but their "open" sign was lite 
up in their window.

hannahwilli13@gmail.com Hannah Williams

TRUE 03/31/20 12:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home and garden City Peoples 5440 Sand Point Way NE Seattle I don't think this is essential business. Over the last 
few days I have seen a steady stream of individuals 
including 60 plus year olds going in and out. I am 
just concerned that people at this business and 
business next to it are not taking it seriously. 
Gatherings infront of stores.

unusfortis@gmail.com Mike O 2069667421 mercantile@citypeoples.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Ridge 20906 42nd Ave SE Bothell House construction is proceeding timschwartz101@gmail.com Tim Schwartz 3032040790



TRUE 03/31/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gun Manufacturer Aero Precision 2320 Commerce St Tacoma An employee of Aero Precision believes that Aero 
Precision is not abiding by the governors social 
distancing requirements. They are not following 
proper guidelines when people are sick/have been 
sick and if employees have been in contact with 
people who have tested positive for COVID-19. They 
are telling employees to stay home for 7 days and 
not 14 days after being sick, and are making the 
employees work 12 hour days and sometimes for 5-
6 days a week.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other company fogtite 4819 west marginal way sw seattle they are working out there. Lots of cars lots of 
people. heavy equipment. Lots of cars parked along 
puget way sw in their parking lot on puget way sw.

harstad sean seanharstad@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC 6212 N Road 68 Apt 7C Pasco Owner working with employees and when I told him 
he should not be working he seemed to not take it 
seriously. Did not maintain 6 feet from individuals.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dogtown Company Grooming 518 S Thor Spokane This grooming business is operating when it should 
not be.

Craigyake@live.com Richard Yake 5092184162 sales@dogtownco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Wa state government Govenor 121 main st Olimpia We have a moron impersonating the Govenor.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther window manufacturers Milgard Manufacturing 965 54th Ave E Fife They are still having employees attend work there 
with no protection.  One employee had said that if 
you cough or get sick they will send you hind for two 
weeks without pay.
and he is terrified working there.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:04 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail clothing Nordstrom 100 Bellevue square Bellevue People inside the store not social distancing or 
wearing masks or gloves. I am observing this daily.  
This is how the virus spreads, and why are so many 
employees working?

threegermans@yahoo.com Cynthia 15093931261.0000 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC 1805 N. 21st Avenue Apt. D Pasco Owner working with employees and when I told him 
he should not be working he seemed to not take it 
seriously. Did not maintain 6 feet from individuals.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:05 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Students of the University 
of Washington

Benjerman Heinz Ashlyn Mason 1005 91 East. Tacoma I need to report these two because I’m living with 
them and they are constantly taking daily trips to the 
shopping centers and other consumer hotspot.

Mheinz253@gmail.com Michael heinz 2536667426

TRUE 03/31/20 12:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Total energy management 2521 Stevens drive Richland Everything I have read says we are non-essential 
although the owners say we are.. but not clear  on 
how or why we are essential..won’t even talk to us 
about the situation at hand!

Adewitt@teminc.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Printing Minuteman press kennewick 110 n cascade st Kennewick All employees required to come into do non essential 
work. Not providing PPE,

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Proliance Surgery 751 NE  Blakely Dr. Issaquah Surgery center is performing elective surgeries
Doctors coding elective surgeries incorrectly as 
emergent.   Social distancing not practices.  Admin. 
Employees not allowed to work from home. Two 
positive cases this week

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Proliance Highlands Surgery Center 510 8th Ave NE #100 Issaquah Several employees who wish to remain anonymous 
have reported that unnecessary and non-emergent 
surgeries are being performed daily. One nurse with 
over 30 years of experience believes the majority of 
the surgeries could wait and health outcomes would 
not worsen due to delaying the procedure. 

Additionally, other staff report they are not being 
enabled to work from home, even if duties could be 
performed at home. People are working in close 
proximity to one another in cubicles.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other oil & gas Ershigs 742 Marine Drive Bellingham There are about 30/40 cars & trucks parked VERY 
closely together in a gravel parking lot.  All 
employees leave and come in to this parking lot at 
the same time.  You can google maps this to see 
what I'm talking about.  When I called them to voice 
concern and asked if all these people were in 
separate offices and/or practicing social distancing 
she said she couldn't answer any more questions.  
Even IF they are an essential business, the way they 
are coming and going needs to be FIXED.  That 
situation looks like a perfect place for a 
neighborhood outbreak.  Can someone PLEASE 
discuss this with them!?   Thank you.

concerned citizen

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Cafe louvure 210 5th ave s Edmonds People in numbers outside cafe louvure sitting at 
tables

barryjhn08@gmail. Com Barry 2062678091

TRUE 03/31/20 12:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Autonation Chevrolet 8500 E sprague ave. Spokane valley I am a lot attendant here and the company (higher 
ups) issued finally an essential job list. On that list it 
does mention my potition since i am a Sales lot 
attendant i should not be working and as well as the 
other lot attendant. Possable RPR coordinators 
potition as well.

batrower1@hotmail.com Bryan 5098287627

TRUE 03/31/20 12:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Bruner Orthodontics 17130 Avondale Way #109 Redmond This business performs Orthodontic services which 
by the nature of what it is, provides cosmetic 
resources, that are not medically necessary. It puts 
its dental personnel in a very dangerous situation 
where, even when wearing protective masks, are in 
danger of a patient coughing into their face. As a 
practitioner works on a patient, it is impossible to 
practice safe distancing.

carriefunk@msn.com Carrie Funk 425-829-2897

TRUE 03/31/20 12:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Enfort 6151 128th ne Kirkland Construction of house well underway

TRUE 03/31/20 12:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Miles sand and gravel and Miles Resources400 valley Avenue. N.E. Puyallup wa. Telling employees with underlying health problems 
that they have to go to work and the having them just 
stockpile their plants

TRUE 03/31/20 12:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Belle Ame Beauty 27500 102nd Ave NW Suite#2Stanwood Belle Ame Beauty inside of Eastside salon is taking 
clients for lash extensions and microblading. Owner 
is Casey Belle, she rents a room inside. She’s had 
clients posting her info on Facebook and I got 
confirmation when she claimed she can work 
because she’s a medical esthetician.

Cherise.garcia1017@yahoo.comCherise 4252630860

TRUE 03/31/20 12:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Acupuncture Spirit Path  Acupuncture 1120 18 St Anacortes WA 98221 They are taking appointments daily.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Elysian Brewing 5510 Airport Way Seattle Facility expansion continues even though it is not 
essential to the production of our products for 
grocery. Contractors will be arriving on site this 
weekend to install new equipment not essential to 
the day to day output of packaged product.

anonymous anonymous anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 12:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel Holiday Inn Express 131 128th st sw Everett Hotel is open for business putting employees at high 
risk because the only business they are catering to is 
drug addicts and prostitution. 80 percent of rooms 
being booked are thru online discounts to cater to 
the low level unhealthy client. Housekeeping staff is 
cleaning room with drug paraphanalia on a daily. 
Heavy foot traffic thru each room that is a drug 
room. The company is using dust masks and Clorox 
wipes as there form of safety and sanitization. Front 
desk, breakfast and housekeeping staff are less than 
6 ft away from guests.

Unknown Anonymous staff do to fear of being fired.0000000000

TRUE 03/31/20 12:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction ThyssenKrupp 9711 E Knox Ave #1, Spokane Valley, WA 99206Spokane Valley The men/women have to work shoulder to shoulder 
with each other in order to properly install hoist way 
machinery and mechanical components. This 
company is sending employees from Washington to 
Idaho where they have not yet closed construction. It 
is very counter productive to slow the spread  if men 
are crossing borders form town to town to comply 
with public safety orders. I would like to see the 
states work together to keep our workers and 
families safe.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Howard s wright borren and Virginia Seattle 30 workers close together anonymous.com anonymous 5555555555

TRUE 03/31/20 12:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Miles Resources 400 Valley Ave. N.E. PUYALLUP WA. People with health concerns are being told they 
MUST go to work then only stockpile materials in 
their other plants or delivery to housing projects

TRUE 03/31/20 12:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business spin cafe na  bayshore dr oak harbor they are drawing homeless in groups to a city park 
where people are out walking (allowed) and causing 
a potential health risk to citizens.  they may not even 
have permits but are clearly NOT social distancing

steve@sr-insurance.net steve email

TRUE 03/31/20 12:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Haytarp and pond liner mfg Inland tarp & liner 4172 n. Frontage rd e. Moses lake Making pre orders. Impossible to always stay away 
6' from others at all times. The company does not 
disinfect surfaces or equipment.  Management 
insists on meeting in a room where you are not able 
to stay 6' away from each other. Groups in 
production gathering up to 20.  There is already a 
surplus of tarps. Manager coming in when they 
could work from home. Makes hay tarp and pond 
liners.



TRUE 03/31/20 12:19 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Joann fabrics 1981 13111 126th ave e Puyallup There is a large gathering of customers outside and they are nowhere close to 6nfeet apart.  No social distancing and lots.of elderly in line.mcapenos41@hotmail.com Mike

TRUE 03/31/20 12:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Large groups walking and runningChambers Bay Grandview University Place The city of University Place is allowing large groups 
to access Chambers Bay walking areas and parks. 
At 9 am Tuesday morning there were over 70 cars 
lining Grandview and I counted over 112 people 
walking with zero distance

TRUE 03/31/20 12:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other spa jun spa 20308 77th ave NE H arlington open sign on. Massages chrisandgregheyman@gmail.comchris 3604206939.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 12:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other spa jun spa 20308 77th ave NE H arlington open sign on. Massages chrisandgregheyman@gmail.comchris 3604206939.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 12:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Tax prep H & R Block 171 S Market Chehalis I also run a tax prep office and am self employed. I 
wanted to check on others so I called and was told I 
could drop off my paperwork. With a very bit of 
pushing I was told I could wait in lobby and talk to 
whoever I needed to. I do see the exception however 
they nor I qualify for this. Almost all of their 
employees are over 60. I’m sure if Chehalis is open 
so are the others in our State.

Rochellelstanley@msn.com Rochelle Stanley 253-355-0207

TRUE 03/31/20 12:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Game store Zulu's Board Game Cafe 10234 Main St Bothell This is a non-essential business that is still open and 
serving the public.

zulusgames@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Aluma Systems Concrete 
Construction LLC

28201 State Route 410 E Buckley The Company is not managing social distancing. If 
Aluma Systems is in fact is essential not all work 
being performed is essential work.

Jpep3@live.com James Pepperdine 360 376-9023

TRUE 03/31/20 12:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Wallwalla County heath department 314 W.Main street WALLA WALLA Lauren Page called the heath department about 2 
weeks ago to report free lunch program violation of 
over filling bags and volunteers not wear masks and 
gloves. I called heath department to report violation 
and they put me to voise recording.
I went to the heath department to report the 
violaction and they themselfs did not have on 
masks,gloves . 5 employees in less 6 feet space. 
The3 last worker came in and she had a coffee cup 
from a local drive through. I was given the number 
for the supervisor and reported the lunch violation.

pagehl.360@gmail.com Lauren A.Page 5095293245

TRUE 03/31/20 12:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vaporflavors 2016 S. 320th St. Suite J FEDERAL Way I received a call at the King County Coronavirus Call 
Center complaining about this business being open 
but is non essential.  It doesn't sell marijuana 
products, just e-cigarettes.

susanable@comcast.net Susan  Ableidinger 253-508-0242

TRUE 03/31/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Ray's Drive Inn Main st Dayton People staying inside over an hour at tables

TRUE 03/31/20 12:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Furniture Store Consign Furniture 21605 e country Vista Dr Liberty lake This business is non-essential, yet it’s doors are still 
open to the public. Not only that but they are having 
furniture delivery drivers go into peoples homes on a 
daily basis violating social distancing. They are not 
concerned with the health of the public, nor their 
employees and must be forced to close!

bluecarguy45@gmail.com Concerned Human

TRUE 03/31/20 12:28 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Street sweeper City of Lacey 420 College St Lacey There was a street sweeper on Ruddle Road March 
30, 2020 at approximately 8am. There was also a 
worker mowing grass at Rainier Vista Park, around 
same time.

mydaneri@msn.com Julie Rohr (360) 481-4218

TRUE 03/31/20 12:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Quincy Hardware & Lumber (QHL) 23 E St SE Quincy No signs. No distancing guidelines. Other than some 
employees in masks, you wouldn't know anything is 
wrong. Packed store, and owned by a hospital 
commissioner. Very frustrating!

TRUE 03/31/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Current Solutions NW LLC 2401 Manor Way South Everett Working on new construction that is not essential.  
Large number of workers on construction jobsite for 
a  multi unit residential building

TRUE 03/31/20 12:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Politicians State of Washington Olympia, WA Olympia, WA Why is our governor so concerned with signing so many bills into law right now??? Shouldn't he be focused on a health crisis? Why are you guys ordering private contractors to close but keeping government construction open? Enough is enough.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Lawn treatment service 
company

TruGreen 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup 3/31/2020
To the Attorney General of the State of Washington 
Mr. Rob Mc Kenna,
I am a current  outside sales employee of TruGreen 
located at 402 Valley Ave NW in Puyallup 
Washington.  I knock on residents doors and solicit 
them to purchase lawn,tree,and bush treatments 
from TruGreen. I notified TruGreen about the 
Governors decree that was put in order to address 
the coronavirus pandemic. As you know due to the 
nature of this pandemic Governor Jay Inslee issued 
this  emergency decree to stop the spread of the 
virus and to stop all unnecessary exposures to the 
coronavirus. Governor Jay Inslee issued a decree 
stating that ALL non essential businesses close for 
14 days. On the day Governor Jay Inslee ordered 
this decree I informed TruGreen HR and Staff about 
this decree and how lawn services are not listed on 
the Governors emergency decree as an essential 
business. TruGreen Branch Manager Phillip Griffin 
of the Puyallup TruGreen location told me that 
TruGreen is an essential business so they will 
continue to provide lawn services such as seeding, 
aeration, and lime treatments...this is a blatant 
disregard to the health ,wellbeing and safety of the 
public and to our elected officials in the state of 
Washington. Today they are still open and 
operational. In fact upon notifying HR of TruGreen 
and Phillip Griffin at the Puyallup Branch about 
TruGreen breaking the law and not following the 
emergency decree Governor Jay Inslee put in this 
was TruGreen’s response-

patnation1@icloud.com Francina Sanchez-Reddick 206-886-1678

TRUE 03/31/20 12:31 PM AG Eviction Landlord Heritage mobile home park 291 granat rd. port orchard Landlord manager has harassed and placed an 
eviction notice twice under the stay at home order 
the latest on the 31 of March 2020

dec0717@gmail.com David Clarkson 9417593428

TRUE 03/31/20 12:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Art by nature Marysville Marysville Spread the virus J0sem4r1el@gmail.com Jose 4252401872

TRUE 03/31/20 12:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Acupuncture wellness center 18870 8th Ave NE #108 Poulsbo, WA 98370 United StatesPoulsbo Me Doane is giving videos ams testimonials
Of his Chinese Herbs that can cure covid 19 

He saying he can fix and cure covid 19 with his 
herbs and his clinic

Concerned employee and patient was my mother

TRUE 03/31/20 12:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Kiwanis park 6002 Fairlawn Rd SW Lakewood People keep visiting the park' playground and 
skatepark

Pcc253@gmail.com Polo 2066698054

TRUE 03/31/20 12:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public skate park Sunset Park https://www.google.com/search?q=sunsey+park&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-8&hl=en-us&client=safari#Auburn Kids and adults 30 plus hangout like a playground Pilarhunter@ymail.com Pilar hunter 2062552093

TRUE 03/31/20 12:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license GND Liquor 2027 Broadway, Suite B Everett Liquor store remaining open as per usual. Not sure 
that a liquor store is an 'essential' service/business.

jmariebower@gmail.com Jordan Bower 360-322-4333

TRUE 03/31/20 12:34 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dump truck fleet Taylor transport 7416 NE 101st St Vancouver Owners/ employees staying home while dump truck 
drivers are required to work although company is 
non essential of just hauling sand, gravel, etc from 
construction sights and not deemed essential as Gov 
Islee clarified on 03/25/20. 
Company putting workers at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Crafted Design Build 2108 E James St Seattle Ongoing construction work at 2108 E James St. meg.giske@gmail.com Meg Rice 2532795451

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER 1120 west rose street WALLA WALLA 3/13/2020
Was not given a mask in either dental or medical. 
Dental had one but made it a game to get it. The 
mask were kept hidden. Receptionist touched 2 of 
masked with ungloved hand.Tachney ( Dr) wore 
perfume as well as nurse. This is a repeated habit 
for doctor.
Was made to sign form for payment however I had 
already check in. I had to recheck in and because I 
forgot my purse hadth habve receptionist read it out 
loud. I was made to repeat twice in both areas of 
clinic my medical and they still would not give me a 
mask. I did get one from dental but not after a had to 
fight to get it. In pharmacy was video taped by 
homeless guy who videotape the staff as well and 
my reaction which was screaming,crying and 
running away as this guy followed me. Only one staff 
opened a door and let me hide. Pharmacy called 
police as well as I filed a police report. The next 
week I saw 2 of the nurses walking together less the 
2 inches apart. Given they were outside I could 
understand no mask but were 2 inch apart.

pagehl.360@gmail.com https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/09349a1c56844b539fea1c2cabd16d56Page5095293245

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Gravity Coffee 33510 Pacific Highway S Federal Way Drove by to get a coffee- sign says they will close 
sliding door while preparing your  coffee- which they 
did not- also had a customer inside the small 
business area

jmb7852@yahoo.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Feed store with groom shop Wilco farm store 4330 wheaton way Bremerton Grooming dogs is non essential. Wilco's groom shop 
is still open.

accountingdept@wilco.coop / cc@wilco.coop

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Thai bistro 18336 Aurora Ave N # 116 Shoreline Saw yesterday night that they are open to feeding 
groups not just carry outs

Anonymous 2063805187



TRUE 03/31/20 12:36 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cashier department for 
closed school

Everett Community College 2000 Tower St. Everett Continued hours being worked in office when all 
other departments, and cashier's offices in 
neighboring Community Colleges, have developed 
and implemented working at home procedures.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:37 PM AG Eviction Landlord Landlord 416 1/2 n 36th st Seattle Landlord forced my neighbors to surrender keys and 
kicked him out he doesn't speak good English so 
they took advantage of that

justinlundberg5@gmail.com Justin lundberg 2064749031

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 15600 NE 8th St.  Ste H 1 Bellevue Non-essential business open, signage suggesting 
social distancing but few other precautions taken - 
store is filthy.
How are craft supplies and home decor essential at 
this time?

harojs@hotmail.com Elizabeth Haro customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dicks drive in 21910 hwy 99 Edmonds Although they have lines of tape set up to keep 
people apart in line, once up at the window, they will 
still ask folks to step to the side to wait for food, 
which makes their efforts pointless. They then have 
you stay at the counter, between two windows, and 
pass your food in front of other people to hand it to 
you. Nobody was paying attention to the line, either, 
nobody abided by the taped lines, there were groups 
of folks ordering together instead of one person. We 
visited Sunday because it seemed slow and wanted 
to try to support local businesses, but don’t feel safe 
doing it again.

Myers.tina515@hmail.com Tina Myers 425-238-9522

TRUE 03/31/20 12:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Office of the Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Inslee and Ferguson are non essential and continue to leave quarantine.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:42 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City government City of richland 2700 duportail Richland washington The city fire chief just told us this is a over-reaction, 
caused mostly by the media. This is only the flu, 
everyone will be fine. This person is making 
decisions for all city employees to co tiniest working. 
We are essential and we understand that, but they 
have people performing non-essential work. Their 
solution is to stagger start times, keeping same 
exposure hours available not minimizing the 
exposure at al

Marlowski33@gmail.com Rob marlow 5096374374

TRUE 03/31/20 12:42 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washinton State Capital Governor Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave Olympia Reporting a non essential person operating in Washinton State. This person needs their pen taken away.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Sounders 1234 seattle Seattle Sounders were on tv yesterday practicing and they 
were very close.  That’s wrong if restaurants have to 
be closed for close contact.

Schwartznick@hotmail.com Nick Schwartz 2533763860

TRUE 03/31/20 12:47 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialFuneral home Attorney General 7141 Cleanwater Dr SW Olympia, WA 98501 I'd like to report Bob Ferguson  is not doing his duty in enforcing our vote to reduce car tabs to $30. If he has time to take complaints from this website, He has time to get the job done. If not he can social distance himself from his office and put Brett Rogers in instead.19mile@gmail.com Mike Karchesy 3602084000

TRUE 03/31/20 12:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Plastics manufacturer Sonoco Plastics 2801 River Road Yakima Employees are not being required to work using 
social distancing standards and no procedures have 
been set in place to ensure that standards are being 
met. Minimal education or instruction have been 
given to employees about social distancing or what 
that means.  Business is continuing as usual except 
for a few slight, insignificant changes.  Work 
surfaces and shared equipment are not regularly 
being sanitized.  Employees are being prevented 
from taking their breaks/lunches in their vehicles to 
avoid interacting with others or the germs they have 
left behind while eating in the shared breakroom 
(Approximately 125-150 people per 24 hours).  The 
product that is currently being produced is NOT 
"essential" as there is an entire warehouse of 
product stockpiled.  While minimal steps are being 
taken at the local level, the safety of their employees 
and their families are clearly not at the forefront of 
their efforts.

Lisafauver@gmail.com Lisa Fauver 5099692133

TRUE 03/31/20 12:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 12525 Aurora Ave N Seattle Someone I know works at Lowe’s and said there 
isn’t a limit to the amount of people in the store at 
one time.

ash.hirst1@gmail.com Ashley Hirst

TRUE 03/31/20 12:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Proliance Surgeons: Highlands Surgery Center510 8th Ave NE Suite 100 Issaquah Continuing to do elected and non emergency cases

TRUE 03/31/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction 47 degree North Custom Homes Oasis and 54th West Richland Framing crew out framing with the stay at home 
order in place and all residental construction ordered 
to stay home

mkwconstruction2017@gmail.comMatthew Webster 15095548502

TRUE 03/31/20 12:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail The Vape shop 4520 Lacey Blvd SE unit 1 Lacey Non essential store open for business when like 
stores have closed.

Noroll13@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Pet Grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Issaquah highlands Issaquah This company is continuing to send employees out 
to peoples home to groom dogs. Its putting many 
people at risk everyday by doing so.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 12:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Sportsman’s Warehouse 1020 N Stratford Rd Ste D Moses Lake Sportsman’s Warehouse is not an essential 
business. The parking lot has been full and is likely 
adding to the amount of people continuing to be 
ignorant of the Stay Home, Stay Healthy order.

reighankohl@gmail.com Reighan 5098550701 207-storemanager@sportsmans.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail South sound Vapor Lounge 200 Division St NW Olympia Non essential store open for business when like 
stores have closed.

Noroll13@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail South sound Vapor Lounge  2 1401 Marvin Rd NE Unit 107 Lacey Non essential store open for business when like 
stores have closed.

Noroll13@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 12:56 PM AG Eviction Landlord Public storage 3524 Stoll road Olympia Public storage left a notification March 24th evicting 
me from my storage unit. I'm fully paid in my bill. 
They've added a lock to stop me from getting to my 
possessions based on a complaint that I'd accssded 
my unit during after business hours. My unit has 24 
hour access. That said, I'm a healthcare worker. I've 
run out of clean scrubs and all my backups are in 
that storage I can't access. They've conditionally said 
the only way I can access my posessions is if I show 
up with a moving truck to empty the unit. I don't get 
paid til the 1st and they've said if I dont clear the unit 
by today I can't get anything I own back.

LThomas36oly@gmail.com Lauren Thomas 3602928196

TRUE 03/31/20 12:56 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Power Ops City of Richland 2700 Duportail St. Richland Essential workers doing non essential work. Not 
following social distancing. Claiming this is just the 
flu and claims the west side is over reacting.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:56 PM AG Eviction Landlord Year 3970w.lk samm.pkwy ne Redmond I am a tenant at the apartments I am reporting and 
the manager Dennis fylnn is going door to door 
having people sign paperwork and  serving evictions 
for late rent when our county is in a crisis put a real 
strain on somebody who has asthma and who's not 
supposed to be outdoors and has a compromised 
immune system

cocolove318@gmail.com Coco 2068805445

TRUE 03/31/20 12:57 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Westwood golf Course 6408 Tieton Drive Yakinay Golf course continues to be open when other 
courses  have closed. Allowing more than 1 person 
in golf cart. Parking lot is full. Is this really an 
essential business

TRUE 03/31/20 12:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Nursery Greenhouse 
wholesale Grower

Skagit Horticulture 14113 River Bend Rd Mount Vernon This company is a grower of plants for ornamental 
horticulture. They have two locations in Mount 
Vernon with over 250 seasonal workers. Theses 
workers often work in very close proximity to each 
other. They are actively hiring seasonal workers to 
add to the problem. They claim they are “agricultural 
“ because a small portion of their business in Martin 
grows hops. This is their defense. No worker 
protection. Perfect environment for spreading the 
virus!!Please do something!

jasne@comcast.net Madeline DeLia 360-630-7275

TRUE 03/31/20 1:00 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther WA State Governor Office /AG Office.State Capitol Building Capital Way Tacoma Conducted / conducting non essential busses with more than 10 people in a room or area.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther building supplies Home Depot 6810 S 180th St Tukwila I made an order for pick up. I was required to enter 
the store and go to the counter for the pickup. After 
getting my item I tried to exit at the door right beside 
me and was told that it was against their rules and 
not allowed.  I needed to walk across the entire 
store, walk past a very busy check stand and past a 
man who was coughing in order to leave.  This is not 
right. We should be able to enter and exit at the door 
next to pick up. We are old with diabetes and need to 
stay safe even if we needed to replace our fire alarm.

debfortravel@gmail.com Debbie Russ 2069069222

TRUE 03/31/20 1:01 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business State capitol 123 main st Olympia Performing work this voter finds unnecessary AND appalling

TRUE 03/31/20 1:01 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Westwood Golf Course 6408 Tieton Drive Yakima should not be open. jeremy@bortonfruit.com Jeremy leavitt 509-679-6934

TRUE 03/31/20 1:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car sales 509 time dba Renton Chrysler dodge 
jeep ram

Rainier ave Renton I know from Employees that they are still selling 
cars, back dating  contracts.

S01937G@GMAIL.COM Shawn Waller 206-227-1425

TRUE 03/31/20 1:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other People I know. NA NA Vancouver WA Two things.

ONE: Coffee shops ARENT essential. 
TWO: People that I know personally are all still 
throwing parties and get togethers and not enforcing 
the 6ft rule. I am wanting to go back to work 
whenever this is over and I can’t when people aren’t 
following the rules like I am. I’ve been inside my 
house for 2 weeks NOT working. I also feel as if we 
should do what NY is doing. These people who are 
throwing parties don’t care and aren't taking this 
pandemic seriously!!!!!! I believe there should be a 
fat fine, AND jail time. Maybe these people will care 
then.

wmarcellese@yahoo.com Marcellese Weber 3607840280.0000



TRUE 03/31/20 1:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinetry shop Trobella cabinetry 3201 nw lower river rd Vancouver Im an employee here and everyone acts like this 
virus is funny and nothing to be worried about and 
they have no respect for the social distance. Also im 
not even sure that we are considered essential my 
boss is just acting like he doesn't know. Im just really 
concered for my health and dont want to get sick.

radley.blankenship4@gmail.comRadley 3608698582

TRUE 03/31/20 1:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Massage Palm 9702 S Tacoma way Suit# 104Lakewood Doors of this business wide open! Website states 
they are opened today  https://massage-
palm.business.site/

TRUE 03/31/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know Near the intersection of 15th Ave NE and 56th StSeattle The construction field is behind the Palermo 
Apartment

TRUE 03/31/20 1:04 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Sunshine Gallagher 927 Reiten Road Kent I would like to report an individual who not taking this 
seriously. My previous landlord traveled from the Bay 
Area of CA, through OR yesterday and is trying to 
gather mutiple people to help her clean. She has no 
concern about spreading the virus. I wish to remain 
anonymous, I'm just concerned about her infecting 
essential workers and perpetuating the pandemic out 
of the disregard for the safety of others.

arienskyes@gmail.com Erin Quick 2067887725

TRUE 03/31/20 1:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Audi of Bellevue 1533 120th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98005Bellevue Audi of Bellevue has been committed to staying 
open despite this pandemic. A car dealership 
shouldn't be an essential business. People should 
not be gathering at a dealership just to buy a car.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:05 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fire Department Of 
Richland

Fire Department Of Richland 1000 George Washington WayRichland I am a concerned citizen for the Tri-City Here is what 
Richland Fire dept chief Tom Huntington has been 
communicating to Richland area agencies. “This is 
nothing to freak out about it is the flu, only the flu. 
The west side totally over-reacted and didn’t handle 
the proper way, but we will.”

teejay_20@hotmail.com T.J. Marlow 206-963-6192

TRUE 03/31/20 1:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline, WA 98133Shoreline The petco by my house is still open which is fine but 
the salon is still open and that is not essential 
business. The check in desk is right by the front door 
also making it impossible to social distance if 
someone is taking their dog in

Janedoe77564@gmail.com Jane doe 2065461234 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 1:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA-9 Mount Vernon Seeing many cars in parking lot and several groups 
of people on the course, as recently as yesterday 
3/29/2020. A golf course isn’t an essential business.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 2617 196th St SW #141, Lynnwood, WA 98036Lynnwood The petco by my house is still open which is fine but 
the salon is still open and that is not essential 
business.

Janedoe77564@gmail.com Jane doe 2065461234

TRUE 03/31/20 1:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Pizza Klatch 312 4th Ave E Olympia Business is open and crowded. Not distancing. dflores@gmail.com Dianna Flores 360-482-4393

TRUE 03/31/20 1:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther They make molding for 
house

Alexandra molding 101 grant way, moxee, wa 98936Moxee wa Business don’t have gloves or sanitize or mask for 
employees One of the employees wife tested 
positive for the virus Husband  is still working there’s 
more than 30 30 employees working together in 
same building. I believe The company is not 
following protocol. Also the company is trying to hide 
it from the employees so they will know what’s going 
on!

Evapinon81@gmail.com Eva 509-945-8800

TRUE 03/31/20 1:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Hansen Family dental 6615 W Argent Rd Pasco Dr is till doing all work, has full staff, no social 
distancing in office, very busy office.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:11 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord Harbor View Manor 919 Fawcett Ave #515 Tacoma The staff at Harbor View Manor, a low income 
independent Senior housing apartment have 
followed all orders regarding social distancing, 
however the residents, my neighbors continue to 
gather in the common areas/dining area that are still 
open for use, to craft, drink coffee from a common 
pot, look through mail, eat food brought from home 
and socialize with caregivers. More needs to be done 
to modify the behavior of those residents who think 
they are immune to and/or not contagious with 
COVID=19. One of my neighbors said to me" I don't 
care because I'm dying anyways."

terriatkinsonv@yahoo.com terri c atkinson 253=988-2556

TRUE 03/31/20 1:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business ideal dentistry 1408 N Louisiana St # 101, kennewick Dr is till doing all work, has full staff, no social 
distancing in office, very busy office. Doing many 
procedures that have nothing to do with pain or 
emergency

TRUE 03/31/20 1:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Costco 8505A W. GAGE BLVD KENNEWICK, WA 99336 I visited Costco this am in hopes of finding Rubbing 
Alcohol & was disappointed to find that Costco was 
doing NOTHING to suggest there should be any 
social distancing.  Just prior, I had been to Target, a 
few blocks away.  Signs posted on the front door  to 
keep 6' or more away.  Large Red dots were on the 
floor identifying social distance while waiting in line 
for the self-check register.  A clerk cleaned each 
checkout prior to entering.  All I saw Costco doing 
was spraying down the cart handles outside.  I went 
into the store & found it impossible to distance 
myself to get bak out.  I went out the entrance I 
came.  Kennewick may not have any reports of the 
virus, but planes, cars & people r being transported 
in & out of this sweet city.  I flew on an airplane w 7 
passengers yesterday.  2 from Australia, 3 
missionaries from out of the country and several 
others obviously returning home.  This virus will 
spread & Costco, a company enjoy, really needs to 
take a few steps in the right direction to ensure the 
safety of their patrons, employees & residence. I 
took a photo of the mass of people waiting in lines 
for checkout and sent to friends.  They provided this 
link.  there was absolutely NO distancing!

Bergmannshannon@gmail.comShannon Bergmann 801.598.2877

TRUE 03/31/20 1:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business lifetime dental 2469 Queensgate Dr richland Dr is till doing all work, has full staff, no social 
distancing in office, very busy office. Doing many 
procedures that have nothing to do with pain or 
emergency

TRUE 03/31/20 1:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Mosque Al-Huda Masjid Mosqe 25650 101st Ave SE Kent This mosque continues to hold services daily and on 
the weekends - The construction of their new 
building also seems to continue during the Stay-
Home-Stay-Healthy proclamation

TRUE 03/31/20 1:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business mid Columbia dental 2620 S Williams Pl #120 kennewick Dr is till doing all work, has full staff, no social 
distancing in office, very busy office. Doing many 
procedures that have nothing to do with pain or 
emergency

TRUE 03/31/20 1:13 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Salon Petco 1210 Marvin Rd NE, Lacey, WA 98516Lacey Dog grooming isn’t essential. ALL private salons are 
closed right now except for the Lacey Petco one.

frank.kaminski@gmail.com Frank Kaminski 2063566008

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Garage sale Home 10018 Ne 202 st Bothell Estate sale today, seems non essential! cyclemoore1@hotmail.com Brad Moore 2062550014

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Housekeeping business MJs housekeeping Pierce county 253-926-1012 Fife Owner still telling clients and housekeepers that they 
are in business and not impacted by the govt 
shutdown, putting people at risk.

Anonymous please

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Community Center SULLIVAN CENTER AT TUKWILA VILLAGE14350 Tukwila International Blvd.Tukwila On Sunday 30 people were doing a worship in the 
space

kathleen.l.smith14@gmail.comKathleen Smith 4258309822

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig 222 Evergreen Spokane Valley Groups of  10 or More. Social Distancing cannot be 
accomplished. Non-Essential

G_florendo@hotmail.com Gabe florendo 2085972455

TRUE 03/31/20 1:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Automobile sales McCord's Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver They have kept the sales department open.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Price Ford Lincoln 3311 E Hwy 101 Port angeles, Wa 98362 They are secretively still making car sales when only 
the service and parts department are permitted to be 
open.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Delivery Service White Glove Delivery Service 150 East Keyhole Court Grapeview Delivery men didn't follow social distance guidelines 
or safe practices. For instance, I offered gloves, but 
they wouldn't put them on.

greenphip77@yahoo.com Charles Green (808)927-5117

TRUE 03/31/20 1:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Self - Storage facilities West Coast Self Storage 4012 148th St SE Mill Creek They are stating we are an essential business but us 
being open does not help the public or first 
responders.

carmen.laclaire@gmail.com Carmen L 4253505244

TRUE 03/31/20 1:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other West Seattle track and 
stadium

West Seattle Track and Stadium 35th ave SW West Seattle West Seattle Stadium adult holding track practice 
with 10+ young adults.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Northwest foot and ankle clinic 10821 19th ave se suite 201 Everett Dr is still seeing patient on a non emergency basis. 
He does not understand that you may only be seeing 
patients with emergencies at this time.

Katie_laroche@msn.com Katie 4257370302

TRUE 03/31/20 1:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Mid sound food inc. 14320 92nd ave nw Wauna Burger King is an essential business but it's so busy 
even with stay at home order. People are going out 
just to get Burger King when they should be home. 
You cant tell me everyone is on there way home 
from work at 12 pm and theres 10 in the drive thru 
lane. I feel its spreading it more.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Jo-Ann fabrics and crafts 104th ave se Kent This is a non essential business putting us at risk Kappie2u@yahoo.com Kappie 206-228-6084 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop PNW 307 ferry street Wenatchee It’s a smoke shop, they also sell to minors, minors 
park their cars behind the shop all the time. And it’s 
a non essential business. Also they gather outside at 
night avoid social distancing rules too

abc1234@mail.com Jordan 5091234567

TRUE 03/31/20 1:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-Essential Business Governor Jay Inslee's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Non-essential performance of fascist duties during COVID19 pandemic.



TRUE 03/31/20 1:24 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motel Motel 6 106 N Minor Rd Kelso Allowing locals to register who have a local 
residence and many of these guest then use their 
rooms as a party place often with illegal drug use.

kmalchert@gmail.com Kaye Malchert 3602186333

TRUE 03/31/20 1:32 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other WA state fish and wildlife Tagging unit 1111 washington street se Olympia the tagging unit is being asked to continue operating 
tagging trailers. These trailers do not allow social 
distancing. They also do not have proper PPE gear. 
They then are hiring temp workers to come in and be 
trained. Staff is not comfortable with working let 
alone training. They are not essential! WDFW is 
saying they are hatchery staff. They are not! Kelly 
Cunningham has said people are over reacting and 
you need to keep working.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fabric Store JoAnn Fabric and Craft Store 1809 Howard Rd Auburn My sister works at this particular store. A coworker of hers was working at the store 3/22 and was not feeling well. She was sent home early from work the next day (3/23). She tested positive for the virus four days ago. My sister was in close contact with this girl and they are telling her she must work tomorrow. With the recommendations of quarantining for14 days after contact with anyone who has the virus, she shouldn’t be returning to work until Monday (4/6)cthornsley7@gmail.com Catherine Thornsley 9288146637

TRUE 03/31/20 1:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington state goverment JayInslee Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth

TRUE 03/31/20 1:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun shop All American Armory 14969 W Bow Hill Rd. Bow Not sure if gun shops are deemed "essential" per 
Governor's proclamation. This gun shop continues 
"business as usual", and is open right now.

flora@pioneernet.net Kveta Morgan 360-202-2548

TRUE 03/31/20 1:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther E-Commerce Zulily 2601 Elliott Ave #200 Seattle Photo Studio still open that does not follow social 
distancing and shelter in place guidelines where 
people have to be in close contact with each other. 
This is for an e-commerce website that sells 
clothing, home goods, etc. They are offering people 
to stay home, but employees have to use limited 
PTO if they do not want to come in to work.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Foundry D and L Foundry 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake This business is not able to give employees proper 
social distancing or sanitation. Also they are not 
making anything essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Martin brower 1409 Puyallup st Summer We had somebody who tested positive for covid 19 
and they did not inform the Employees.

Gsuher18@gmail.com Garrett Suher 2539700005

TRUE 03/31/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Therapy Elements Massage 1200 NE 65th St Seattle, WA   98115Seattle I think you need to clarify if Massage Therapy is 
considered an Essential business and explicitly 
define whether this business (and all massage 
therapy businesses) are essential or not.  Given the 
close contact that occurs during a massage, and the 
fact that massage therapists are not medical 
professions, it seems this business creates an 
unnecessary risk to the pubic and should be 
classified as Non-Essential. 

On Elements website they list the following 
"We plan to reopen to the community on April 9."
 
https://elementsmassage.com/green-lake

cveach@gmail.com Colin 206.295.3292

TRUE 03/31/20 1:36 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Olympic Management Company 3622 57TH LANE SE OLYMPIA They are continuing to prep apartments bringing out 
carpet cleaners, painters, etc. This is not essential, 
and they are not maintaining social distancing. I live 
directly below an empty apartment that has been 
being worked on for the last several days.

thecontractorsgroup@gmail.comDiane Dennis 7606466303

TRUE 03/31/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Proliance Orthopaedics & Sports 
Medicine

510 8th Ave NE Ste 200 Issaquah This is a surgical center that performs non-essential 
services - like tonsillectomy and ear plugs. They are 
still operating and are telling their employees that if 
they do not report to work, they will deny their 
unemployment. They had 2 employees test positive 
yesterday and are telling everyone else they still 
need to come in. The employees that tested positive 
are people that prep every single surgery case and 
have contact with all employees and all surgical 
cases. They refuse to shut their doors because they 
say they cannot afford to pay their salaries or their 
employees as they have not saved any money for 
things like this.

davisnatecandy@yahoo.com Candy Davis 4252085829

TRUE 03/31/20 1:37 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Quil ceda creek apartment 12115 state ave Mary's I live in quil ceda creek apt in marysville wa all of the  
outside play areas still open and about 20 kids at 
once all day playing on them I'm very concerned 
about that and the fact that my apt has not blocked 
them off

Sarah 2069606299

TRUE 03/31/20 1:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Finance H&R Block 493 N Wilbur Ave Walla Walla They are open and accepting customers to walk in 
an prepare tax returns.

jfondahn@gmail.com Joe Fondahn 509-540-4576

TRUE 03/31/20 1:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home furnishing Buddy’s home furnishing 3664 pacific ave se unit 354 Olympia Sending text messages to customers claiming they 
are staying open and welcoming people to store! 
Why have I complied to this order not going to work 
and keeping my family safe when many others are 
ignoring the order and living normal daily lives 
prolonging this pandemic! When will the governor 
start to crack down and enforce this so it can’t be 
contained

Beardedfitnessreview@hotmail.comChandler 3605158612 Buddy@buddyrents.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 1:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Snohomish county Snohomish county Everett Construction at Snoco courthouse in Everett is far 
from essential or urgent! Why are workers forced to 
continue this unnecessary work at this time?

drotter.dr@gmail.com Devon Rotter 360-881-0451

TRUE 03/31/20 1:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog groomer Petco (Mount Vernon, WA) 201 E College Way Suite B Mt Vernon, WA 98273 The groomers at Petco are "in business". I got a 
reminder about a dog grooming appointment and 
cancelled the appointment (for tomorrow, April 1).

katelwilliams2458@gmail.comKate Williams 360-840-2700

TRUE 03/31/20 1:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Finance H&R Block Walla Walla 9th Street 636 S. 9th Street Walla Walla They are accepting tax documents and letting people 
wait inside while they prepare their tax returns.

jfondahn@gmail.com Joe Fondahn 509-540-4576

TRUE 03/31/20 1:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Trap house Crack n shack 911 cripnblood rd Stankonia Choke urself

TRUE 03/31/20 1:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Uptown Dental 3519 56th ST SW Gig Harbor Documentation sent out soliciting patients to be seen 
for non-emergent procedures (I have a copy).  
Telling patients that something is an emergency 
when it is not.

kim.rioux1@gmail.cm Kim Rioux 206-883-4508

TRUE 03/31/20 1:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealer bayside auto sales 9815 evergreen way everett dealer has been open for car sales every day trsanderson72@gmail.com TR 4252487149

TRUE 03/31/20 1:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd Tumwater Business appears closed but is using Instagram 
messaging to secretly make appts

Sidney Ray

TRUE 03/31/20 1:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government. State Capital 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW, Olympia, Washington 98504Olympia Governor Jay Inslee is a non essential employee that keeps showing up for business.WeThePeople

TRUE 03/31/20 1:44 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon 1530 Black Lake Blvd SW Suite DOlympia The dog grooming salon at petco is still open. Theres 
no way to properly conduct social distancing. Dog 
grooming is not essential. If a pets health is so bad 
that they’ll die without being groomed they should 
probably be seen and groomed by a veterinarian. 
Petco is putting its workers and the general public at 
risk for the sake of profits. People need to stay 
home, not go out to get their dog groomed.

Littlelisha83@yahoo.com Alisha

TRUE 03/31/20 1:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home furniture Buddy's Home Furniture 134 Rainier Avenue,  Renton, WaRenton They sent text messages saying they are open.  
They are not essential. People can pay online.

Mrsshelleywheeler@gmail.comShelley Wheeler 2539548604 Buddy@buddyrents.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Builders supply 22013 W Bostian Rd Woodinville They have mechanics working in the shop in Sultan 
29429 SR 2 Monroe Wa 98272.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Wenatchee Golf and Country Club 1600 Country Club Drive East wenatchee Board of Directors and Management allowing golf to 
occur even after the Washington State Golf Alliance 
received guidance from Gov Inslee last week stating 
Golf is not allowed.   They’ve been golfing since this 
past weekend.  They’ve also been serving drinks to 
members outside but not to-go, allowing them to 
gather outside.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming Burlington Dog Works 145 Cascade Place Burlington Still conducting business as usual, not connected to 
a veterinary hospital or clinic.

Ann.Pryich@davita.com 360-707-2404 barakkennels@netzero.com 4/29/20

TRUE 03/31/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Rainier sight and sound 12623 e meridian suite b1a Puyallup Optical shop is open Dede1980@gmail.com Dede penske 2535356400

TRUE 03/31/20 1:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy/collectors item 
manufacturer and distributer

Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett The Funko distribution center/warehouse 1 in 
Everett is still in operation despite being a non-
essential service.
Employees report that co-workers have been 
confirmed as Covid-19 positive, but the company is 
still requiring employees to go in.

sierraogasawara@gmail.com Sierra Ogasawara 4252939883 contact@funko.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:52 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInslee

TRUE 03/31/20 1:53 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInsleeJoecoolest1968@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:53 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInsleeJoecoolest1968@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:54 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInsleeJoecoolest1968@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:54 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInsleeJoecoolest1968@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaper Rich 27901 NE Redmond Fall City RdRedmond Landscapers out doing yard maintenance in Kirkland 
at 905 and 925 Lake St South, Tuesday March 31 
all morning and afternoon.

alec@alecsaunders.ca Alec Saunders 2065961310

TRUE 03/31/20 1:55 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther FITNESS ANYTIME FITNESS 515 HARRISON AVE CENTRALIA THEY HAVE PEOPLE WORKING OUT INSIDE JOHN HENDRICKSEN DDS 360.748.7428

TRUE 03/31/20 1:58 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor  JayInslee Washington state government Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia JayInslee big mouth he lies needs to be removed from office Impeach Govenor JayInsleeJoecoolest1968@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business COSTCO 1801 10th AVE NW issaquah Went to Costco in Issaquah today 3/31 at 11:00 
a.m.because I heard they were limiting to only 50 
people in warehouse at a time so I thought it would 
be safe. Parking lot was almost full and there were 
following no restrictions on how many people were in 
warehouse. There were hundreds of people in there 
and it was packed. Social distancing was not even 
possible. I'm concerned this is contributing to the 
spread of COVID.

wellsralph@comcast.net Nancy Wells 14254440307

TRUE 03/31/20 1:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online stroe Malicious women co. 920 1st Street Snohomish I can see people are sneaking in the building to 
work. Atleast ten are in there at one time

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous info@maliciouswomenco.com



TRUE 03/31/20 2:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Store Lowe's Wenatchee 1200 Walla Walla Street Wenatchee Concerns from citizen regarding the local Home 
Depot and Lowe's stores that there are so many 
people in the stores that you would think it was 
Christmastime. The people who are there have no 
emergency business, putting themselves and the 
employees at risk. An employee who wished to 
remain anonymous called to report it to the city. I 
have reported it to the police chief. Not sure what 
else I can do.

tstanger@wenatcheewa.gov Tammy Stanger 509-888-6204

TRUE 03/31/20 2:05 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Attorney General Turd Ferguson 1125 Washington St SE Olympia Turd Ferguson is out providing cover for his political 
party (refusing to charge them when they break the 
law) and attacking businesses that he doesn't like 
(such as gun and ammo stores).  He is driving up 
and down I-5 daily against the order of jerk ass Jay.

cexec@kingcounty.gov Dow Constantine 206-263-9600

TRUE 03/31/20 2:07 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther TV Show Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood 1234 Main Street Anytown Snitches get stitches. - Fred Rogers

TRUE 03/31/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Barnett Painting 1908 Greenview Lane Lynden Barnett painting is doing construction work & paint 
prep on the outside of the 1908 Greenview Lane 
property. None of which is essential. It is just to start 
a repaint of an existing home. Every other 
construction is shut down so that should be to. It is 
not essential in any way. Owner of Paint Company is 
Ron Barnett

TRUE 03/31/20 2:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare access center east 1628 S Windsor Spokane Not distanced properly. No masks or gloves available Le Anna Greene 599-216-7596

TRUE 03/31/20 2:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Non-Essential Transportation Enterprise Rent-a-Car 1303 S. 1st Ave Yakima Employees are always riding in cars together and not keeping 6 feet away from each other... not even attempting to. anonymous Anonymous 0000000000

TRUE 03/31/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Sales Department-Dealer MCCORDS VANCOUVER TOYOTA 10455 NE 53rd st. Vancouver Sales side of Dealer is currently open, management 
is asking sales personnel to come in and sell.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Country club Bellingham Country Club Meridian St Bellingham Observe people golfing Anonynous Anonynous

TRUE 03/31/20 2:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer Aero precision (firearm manufacturer) 2320 commerce st Tacoma They claim they are essential, if they have a military 
contract that must be fulfilled, only reason this 
business would be essential.

Mr. Buttafuco 253-387-7887

TRUE 03/31/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pearl Eyecare Center 2505 S 38th street Suite A108Tacoma This practice is still seeing patients on an elective 
level providing Routine Eye Exams for glasses and 
contact lenses

TRUE 03/31/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction McKinstry Industries 601 E Riverside Spokane Non-essential new construction is being performed, 
telling workers “we’re gonna keep working until 
someone physically comes out and shuts us down”.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pearl Eyecare Center 2505 South 38th St Suite A-108Tacoma The doctors here are seeing patients for routine eye 
exams for elective eyeglasses and contact lenses. 
They are still selling glasses and letting everyone try 
them on, putting patients and staff at risk. The office 
is too small to be able to enforce proper social 
distancing practices with how many patients were 
scheduled at a time.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:16 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School District Bethell School district Bethell wa Bethell while delivering food to bus stops in the Bethel 
School District that volunteers and servers are not 
practicing safe distancing or using PPE and that 
students and parents are congregating to receive 
bagged lunches in big groups.

Bonnie 253-266-9062

TRUE 03/31/20 2:16 PM AG Eviction Landlord The Timbers Apartments (TMG property management)608 NE 86th Street Vancouver Hello,

A few months ago I renewed my lease for the 3rd 
year.  I have complained to the property 
management company about people smoking, noise, 
etc.  Several days after a noise complaint where I 
verbalized the right to peaceful enjoyment, I received 
a termination of tenancy on my door giving me until 
4/30 to relocate.  I am concerned about moving with 
COVID - both finding an affordable mover as well as 
it being very difficult to actually find a place with no 
one doing showings and cancelling appointments.  
There is also the economic problem of a significant 
decrease in income and needing first, last, etc.  I 
asked them what their expectations are about this 
deadline, and they plan to enforce it.  Can they since 
the termination was given before all of this started?  
I didn't think they could terminate after a lease was 
signed. (They are saying they never received it.)  It 
has all felt like retaliation, I will move - it is just not 
possible under the circumstances.

Thank You!

aikennedyarnp@gmail.com Avery Kennedy 3606949459

TRUE 03/31/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscape bark Pacific Top Soils 805 80th st sw Everett, WA 98203 At this point Pacific Top Soils is ONLY doing a few 
residential jobs but is refusing to close even after a 
driver got sick and the blower trucks were shut down.
  The drivers and workers were laid off but 
apparently the expense of unemployment claims was 
too much for Sandy Foreman the owner. All people 
are being called back to be squeezed together in the 
truck repair shop and "kept busy doing something".
  Social distancing is not being practiced at all nor 
are office people being allowed to work from home 
without punitive consequences.
  People are being forced to quit to protect 
themselves. There are many vulnerable people that 
are scared of dying and scared of losing everything if 
they can't access benefits.  PLEASE HELP!

nonlocalyokel@gmail.com Irene Baker 425-760-4502

TRUE 03/31/20 2:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plastic toy importer & 
distributer

Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko has had at least 2 people test positive for 
Covid-19. Yet they closed 2 days 3/31-4/1 and plan 
to reopen 4/2 & require the worker to come in or be 
fired. How in the world are plastic toys essential to 
anyone during this pandemic? Complete disregard to 
the employee's health.

kmetrocks@gmail.com Bill Kmet 425-870-7556 contact@funko.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Boeing 737 Logan Ave n Renton Boeing and skanska have apron R construction 
project going during stay at home order when job 
does not affect manufacture or delivery of any 
airplanes military or otherwise

TRUE 03/31/20 2:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Miles Sand and Gravel 400 Valley Ave. N.E. Puyallup Gatherings of people. Forcing people to work during 
a state wide lockdown. No concern for saftey and 
health of workers. Not working all workers but not 
allowing or helping with collecting unemployment 
during this pandemic. Overall blatant disregard of 
state wide shut down and lack of care for employees 
health and saftey. Shaming those who request to 
stop working during the lockdown to stay safe for 
themselves and their family.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Audiology/hearing aid office Thompson  Audiology 1111 N 35th Ave Yakima Elderly patients that are at risk of infection are the 
primary customers.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Skate park Shoreline skate park 10the Ave NE and 155th st Shoreline Tape around park is down in some spots. People 
ignoring closure and are not practicing self isolation. 
Happening every day now.

Falaah.jones@gmail.com Falaah Jones 206-914-2838

TRUE 03/31/20 2:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business brown-haily almond roca factory 3500 20th street east..ste c fife brown-haily is a CANDY factory..because they 
supply grocery stores they think they are 
essential...but it is candy. the managers are working 
from home but require their workers to work onsite

springstunnancy@gmail.com n.sprinstun 5096306787 leave message sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Bank Columbia Bank 15104 East Main Sumner Lobby is open and not taking proper precautions. All 
branches are open in the lobby from mon-friday

William Penn, MD 360-458-7761

TRUE 03/31/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Meat delivery/solicitation Locklier's Meat 7638 Emerald Dr SW Lakewood Came knocking on our door trying to sell meat. 
Solicitation. Not wearing face mask or gloves. Is 
going door-to-door. Not essential services. Company 
is out of Lakewood. We live in Lacey. Way outside 
his quarantine area. Not following social distancing, 
or the Stay at home order.

PiscesDreams81@yahoo.comHeather Wulf 360.451.7747

TRUE 03/31/20 2:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Quik Massage 22606 Marine View Drive SouthDes Moines I've seen multiple people getting out of cars and 
entering this business.  There neon open sign in the 
window is on

jef.cochran@gmail.com Jef Cochran 2065780562

TRUE 03/31/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store that sells live 
puppies from puppy mills 
transported from Iowa

PuppyLand 13103 Meridian Ave Puyallup WA This is a pet store that sells puppy mill puppies to the 
general public.  Of course, this is not essential, but 
they have gone out and bought some bags of food to 
try and qualify as an essential business for pet food.  
They have never sold this type of item in the past.  I 
believe they are trying to lure the public into coming 
to their store and then selling them a puppy.  This is 
a violation of the direct order of the governor.  They 
are also doing the same thing in Olympia at a store 
they call PuppyWorld.  Please shut them down.

johnmarilynwilfong@aol.com Marilyn Wilfong 2537327375 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 2:23 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residence Andrea and Brad Axel 3012 47th Ave SW Seattle Having non essential repair work done on their home 
on the fence between our homes

Renee.kurdzos@gmail.com Renee Kurdzos 2064090837

TRUE 03/31/20 2:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Quan Yin Acupuncture 115 4th Ave S Edmonds Open to customers during covid lockdown



TRUE 03/31/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Municipality City of Richland 625 Swift Boulevard Richland Our crews for City essential services such as water 
maintenance and power operations remain directed 
to ‘continue business as usual’ in regard to co-
transporting with 2 or more individuals per vehicle.

breanna.sanders@hotmail.comBreanna Sanders 5093788170

TRUE 03/31/20 2:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Manufacturer Funko Inc. 6305 36th Ave W Everett If Funko Inc.  mainly manufactures toys, wouldn't 
they be considered a NON essential business right 
now? A family member of mine works for their 
warehouse and has told me they are still told to 
come to work 2 days a week. They are putting others 
at risk for remaining open as a non essential 
business.

cacawa.mj@gmail.com Jane Hoya contact@funko.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR. HORTON - The Ponds, Mill Creek 1621 Seattle Hill Road, BOTHELL, WA 98012Bothell Onsite agents are staffing the office between 10 and 
6 PM, independent of having appointments or not. 
They are forced and required to be in-office.  The 
Ponds, Mill Creek, a new DR. Horton community. 
Agents have been instructed to lock their door, shut 
the blinds, keep lights off and "claim" they have an 
appointment if they get caught.

not-disclosed

TRUE 03/31/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Rainbow federal inc. 4623 118th pl se Everett This company is throwing 10 to 20 people per job 
who are in physical contact as well as sharing tools 
and are at times closer than 6 feet away from one 
another. Showing no regard for their employees 
health and safty.

david.coleman021382@gmail.comDavid coleman 12069317375

TRUE 03/31/20 2:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government offices Government offices Main st Seattle Passing unneeded regulations and killing small businessesBob@bobsbigboys.com Bob

TRUE 03/31/20 2:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lovely nails 1220 ocean beach hwy LONGVIEW They are operating on clients during this shut down

TRUE 03/31/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Municipality City of Richland 625 Swift Boulevard Richland Our crews for City essential services such as water 
maintenance and power operations remain directed 
to ‘continue business as usual’ in regard to co-
transporting with 2 or more individuals per vehicle.

breanna.sanders@hotmail.comBreanna Sanders 5093788170

TRUE 03/31/20 2:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber De'Nights of Course 4540 42nd Ave. S.W. Seattle Woman performing salon hair services in her home. 
https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/bts/d/seattle-braiding-
and-weaving/7097899473.html

Hannah.stoneburner@gmail.comHannah s 3606336609

TRUE 03/31/20 2:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JO ANNE FABRICS 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS vicunus1965@gmail.com David M. deSousa 4253775319 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Bruner Orthodontics 17130 Avondale Way #109 Redmond Doctors are requiring staff to report to the office and 
see patients for non essential procedures. Examples: 
braces on or off, adjustments, and checkups.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:31 PM AG Eviction Landlord 1955 12740 30th Ave NE Seattle Property is evicting residents in spite of order.  It is 
also conducting non essential repairs or construction.

vackerkitti@gmail.com Susan Johanson 2066016088

TRUE 03/31/20 2:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Coffee stands Every single one of them Everywhere Every city Coffee stands and/or shops are not essential, the 
fact that they are still open shows that the powers 
that be in this state are just blowing hot air about the 
significance of this virus. SHUT THEM DOWN!

Coffeeisnotessential.com Will Smith

TRUE 03/31/20 2:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Barnett’s paint 1908 Greenview Lane Lynden Painting and non essential construction work being 
done for look is not essential and should not be done.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:34 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Fowler Middle School#4, 9507 Burns RoadPasco Non-essential public works construction on a school 
that serves NO current essential function (not 
distance learning/meals/shelter). 100+ people on 
one site. No running water for hand washing. Visibly 
sick employees that feel obligated to be there. Social 
distances not maintained at all times. No PPE 
provided. Shift is 7am-3pm.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other airlines alaska, etc other sea tac it is impossible for people to stay 6 feet from each 
other on a plane.  High percentage of flying is non 
essential, especially with technology. I know people 
flying weekly  just to socialize with friends in other 
states.  Then bring it all back home.  Non essential 
airline travel needs to be cracked down on.

3606319103

TRUE 03/31/20 2:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Armadillo Painting LLC 5427 118th Ave S.E. Bellevue We hope you are well and staying safe and healthy 
during this difficult time. We are committed to 
keeping our business operating at minimal during 
this time and our office is currently open

TRUE 03/31/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig construction 222 evergreen rd Spokane valley Groups of ten or more.
Social distancing can not be met
Non essential project

TRUE 03/31/20 2:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST - This is Ale'

TRUE 03/31/20 2:42 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Pierce County Planning and Public Works2401 s 35th st Tacoma Sending employees into several different work 
locations to perform non-essential work like signing 
plats, getting envelopes and paper to mail notices for 
land use applications, and other non-essential work.

Tiffany 2533296861

TRUE 03/31/20 2:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther CIVIL ! Aircraft 
Manufacturer

The Boeing Company Everett, WA Everett Boeing is still working in Everett!! There are 
customer test flights, customer walks, inspections, 
the paint hangar is working 12 hour shifts - all this 
ON CIVIL AIRCRAFT!!!! NO, the Boeing 777, 787, 
UPS 767 , they all have nothing to do with 
defense!!! Boeing gives nothing about any order and 
what are the politicians doing? Nothing! Because 
Boeing has so much Power about the politicians! 
People at Boeing will die, spread the Virus! Thank 
you, all involved, to let Boeing do whatever they want.

gorotate747@gmail.com can not say my name

TRUE 03/31/20 2:47 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Richland City of Richland 2700 Dupertail Richland They are saying this is only the flu. 2 guys to a truck. 
Business as usual.

Bzmom48@gmail.com Heather Hatman 3609072255

TRUE 03/31/20 2:48 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Location is a Union meeting hall.ILWU Local 4 1205 Ingalls St, Vancouver, WA 98660Vancouver They continue to meet after the stay at home order 
has been in play. 03/30/2020 they met twice. Lots of 
people. Too many.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming Bow wow moblie Moblie business Olyipma Their was a mobile dog groomer in my neighborhood 
today, my neighbor said they been using them during 
this shut down

Wahl187@yahoo.com Josh Info@bowwowgroom.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Concrete Craft 3508 234th Avenue Sammamish, WA 98075Sammamish The said contractor employees entered through my 
elderly neighbor's house to perform non-essential 
landscaping service on 3/31/2020.  The next-door 
neighbor (not us) to these elderly couples have 
already tested positive for coronavirus.

tinazoey@gmail.com O'Connell 14253811819

TRUE 03/31/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashes by Gimnorenza Renton, WA Renton @glambygim is her Instagram is offering home lash 
extension services!

TRUE 03/31/20 2:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business SignifyHealth 4055 Valley View Lane, Suite 400, Dallas, TXVancouver Physicians/NP are going into home of Medicare-age 
people for non necessary ambulatory home 
assessment.  I work for them and sent them WA 
and CDC info.  Especially since many providers from 
Seattle area travel down to other counties. We are 
only able to do tele visits for Humana clients.  
Ethically, I do not do home visits, but do call every 
person.

drcmbt@hotmail.com Carena Thompson, DO 5633408349

TRUE 03/31/20 2:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Water Softner Business King Soft Water Co 1425 E Houston Ave Spokane I do not know if this business falls under essential or 
not, however I am concerned about some things 
happening:
The owner and managers have employees going 
without screening to residential homes for 
installations. They have bbq's each business day for 
employees because theres not enough work. They 
have one employee clean bathrooms and workers 
personal truck/work trucks because there isn't 
enough work. There are a few employees whom if 
this business is essential who might be but there are 
some they should let go because of underlying 
health issues but they are not given that option. They 
have two employees who are still going into 
retirement homes one being the VA Home yesterday 
3/30 where someone there was just tested positive 
for Covid19. there is more if you would like to talk. 
And If I can remain anonymous from the company 
as there would be retaliation.

hdenney1987@gmail.com Heather 509-828-7320

TRUE 03/31/20 2:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Recreational Sunds on Hood Canal / Sund Rock Marine PreserveN26476 US 101 (13.50 mi) Hoodsport, Washington 98548Hoodsport Attracting visitors from outside the community. A 
gateway retired community!

TRUE 03/31/20 2:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Belle and beauty 27500 102nd Ave nw #2 Stanwood Esthetician is performing services to clients such as 
eyelash extensions. This service requires the 
esthetician to be only inches away from clients face 
for at least an hour at a time.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Groceries Stores Winco Foods 9900 19th Ave SE Everett WA, 98208 I understand that food is essential. But 500 people in 
the parking lot and store over crowdy and no one is 
six feet apart,  people coughing. no sanitary wipes,no 
one with gloves on. I did not see this Establishment 
concerned about the public at all.  Grocery Outlet in 
Marysville WA is another placed that should be 
watch. Costco is the only company that is taking 
thing serious. They only allowed certain number of 
people in the Store. Thank You,

gwenever.cannon@century21.comGwenever Cannon 425-876-0066



TRUE 03/31/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know 16932 Redmond Woodinville rd neWoodinville Construction going on for a church inside a building 
with numerous workers. Unit is lower level in back of 
building.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Concrete Craft 3508 234th Avenue Sammamish, WA 98075Sammamish The said contractor employees entered through my 
elderly neighbor's house to perform non-essential 
landscaping service on 3/31/2020.  The next-door 
neighbor (not us) to these elderly couples have 
already tested positive for coronavirus. 
Neighborhood street address is 214th Place SE
Snohomish, WA 98296

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 2:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car Dealership McCords Toyota (Vancouver Toyota) 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Mc-Cords Toyota continues to operate and not allow 
its employees (ones with administrative duties) to 
work from home. It continues to sell cars at the 
location

TRUE 03/31/20 2:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway deli 6701 mill plain Vancouver There were to many employees at work to keep 
there distance.4 -5 at one time is all the space there 
given

TRUE 03/31/20 2:56 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Athletic Field West Seattle Track 35th Ave SW Seattle Large groups of young people running organized 
track activities

TRUE 03/31/20 2:57 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Offices Pierce County Planning and Public Works2401 South 35th street Tacoma Managers are sending employees to do NON-
ESSENTIAL WORK on a regular basis. This work 
includes scanning documents and site plants, 
printing and mailing letters and land use notices, 
signing final plats, and other non-essential work.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Van Gogh Coffeehouse 8210 35th Ave NE Seattle I pass by this coffeehouse every morning at 11 am, 
and every morning I see people sitting together in 
the chairs they've left out front. They should bring 
those chairs inside so they can prevent groups from 
sitting together. Stacking them clearly isn't enough of 
a deterrent.

na Anon na

TRUE 03/31/20 2:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber TN Cuts 20538 108th ave se Kent this business is still open and operating it is located 
by the sally's beauty store at 20532 108th ave se I 
can't find it listed but I sat and watched them for 
about 15 min with their open sign on and a lady and 
child standing outside

TRUE 03/31/20 2:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership McCord's Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Sales department is still open and running. I believe 
dealership sales was considered non-essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop Xhale tobacco 127 N 85th St, Seattle Non-essential business is open.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Nail creations 704 Trosper rd se #106 Tumwater They are doing nails and posting on Instagram that 
they will find a way to work you in during the shut 
down

Jsimpson464@gmail.com Janine 3602920616

TRUE 03/31/20 3:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Pet co Hwy 20 Oak harbor Dog Grooming still grooming on at this business 
witnessed today while driveing by and called to make 
an appt and was told my dog could be groomed 
tomorrow

Mary.e.love143@gmail.com Mary 3607284241 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 3:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor On 3/31/2020 I witnessed the local Petco Grooming 
salon open and actively grooming dogs at their Oak 
Harbor location. I understand the store itself is 
considered essential, but the grooming salon is to be 
closed per Governor Inslee’s stay home order.

alexoath@gmail.com Alexandra Buschschulte 4054316213

TRUE 03/31/20 3:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car audio Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall Ave Bellingham The owner of Mobile Music insists that this business 
stays open, on the notion that it is essential for 
interlocks to be maintained and installed. While this 
may be true, the owner still remains to have the 
lobby of the establishment to be open to all 
customers. Where they can browse and shop for 
luxury car items and or equipment, such as stereos, 
sound systems, satellite radio, video screens  and 
custom fabrication for their vehicles. Not only does 
the owner still allow the lobby to be open, the owner 
is also accepting and scheduling work for his 
employees. Having them install these non-essential 
items, as stated previously.

SkylarBuechel@gmail.com Skylar Buechel 3603253112

TRUE 03/31/20 3:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Joanns Fabrics 17501 Southcenter pkwy Tukwila They do not comply with social distancing standards 
and do not clean or sanitizer as stated on their 
website. They are not essential and have tons of 
customers for all sorts of unnecessary crafts daily, 
people coughing everywhere and not complying at 
all. This business being open encourages people to 
go shop unnecessarily!!

TRUE 03/31/20 3:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Retail Home Depot 18333 120th Ave NE Bothell I believe Home Depot is a non-essential business as 
of now. The number of people are not limited and I 
do not think social distancing is followed.

av.kochu@gmail.com Elizabath

TRUE 03/31/20 3:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Recreation - golf course Othello Golf Course 2269 Mockingbird Ln Othello The Othello golf course has never closed, despite 
Governor Inslee’s proclamation. It remains open for 
business. Golf is NOT an essential business. Tens 
of golfers crowd together on the course and greens 
daily, clustering together, often 2 or even 3 to a cart 
(some carts enclosed). They laugh , drink, shout, 
and smoke in groups. The course is surrounded by 
houses, and they come right up to the edge of 
residential yards where kids might be playing or 
families could be outside.
COVID 19 is spreading in adams county. I believe it 
is because people here don’t take it seriously. The 
blatant refusal of the course to close is an example 
of this. Golfers crowd the course 7 days a week.  
Golf is NOT an essential business.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Courthouse Clark County Courthouse 1200 Franklin Street Vancouver I have worked at the Clark County as judicial 
proceedings specialist Clerk in Superior Court, as 
Governor Inslee stated in his Stay Home Order I am 
aware that the Courthouse system is considered 
Essential. While at work we are still currently dealing 
with the public who have been seen visibly sick 
coming to the front desk as well as having them in 
the Courtrooms. I do not feel safe at my job right 
now, I feel the threat is very high to be exposed by 
an infected person. In the past weeks the Judge’s 
have cut down the amount of Court hearings to only 
two to three dockets/hearings a day, which would 
mean only two to three Clerks would be required. 
We could appear by video or telephonically just like 
all of the other parties involved such as the attorneys 
and even the defendant are already appearing 
telephonically and/or by video. Every Court hearing is 
taped both by video and audio recording, Why is 
everyone being protected but the Clerks and the 
Judge. Since most of the Clerks are not in Court 
anymore which is our main job duty, it doesn’t seem 
right that we are all still required to be in the office 
comparing the old paper files to the electronic files 
and then recycle the paper files.  Which we could 
again do from home. We are also answering the 
phone to the public, which could be done at home. If 
we already have access to the database that we use 
at work why would it matter if we used the databases 
to work from home?   What we are doing now is 
100% non-essential job duties to me. If they are 
considered essential then we could be doing all of 
this remotely. I feel my safety is being compromised 

Mandy.hill28@yahoo.com Mandy Hill 3609071943

TRUE 03/31/20 3:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Team moving cones to get 
to the field to practice

Kentridge High School Kent Kent Last weekend the cones were removed to let in cars 
and students to practice on the field.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Wilco, Petco, Petsmart, Savy Dog, Soiled to spoiledvarious kelos There are so many pet grooming businesses opened 
that are considered non essential. i realize that the 
big compnay names have essential business within 
there doors, the grooming portion is not.
I have closed in compliance,, but I am the only pet 
grooming in the county that has. If the big stores pet 
grooming can remain open then the brick and mortar 
shops should be allowed to as well.
My shop is very easily able to comply with social 
distancing, yet I am not able to make money. I 
opened my business on March 3,2020 and here we 
are. Please close them all or let us be open.
Please contact the local news to let people know that 
Pet grooming businesses need to be closed.

beamaa2018@gmail.com Danielle Miller 3607492530 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet groomer Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor Staying open in-spite of being nonessential and 
poaching clients from local small businesses

Djsimma@gmail.com Sarah Bils 8569060399

TRUE 03/31/20 3:09 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor Still operating pet grooming which is considered a 
non-essential business in Washington state per 
governor Inslee

Inspiredbyhounds@yahoo.comJessica Stover 3605408908



TRUE 03/31/20 3:11 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other goverment contractor 
handford

Mission support allience Handford nuclear site Richland MSA hired temporary janitors and have had the 
about 25 people just sitting in class room waiting on 
others instead of sending us home.   I have sat 4 
hours not being taught but have to sit in room with 
people coughing till 10 hours is up.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:12 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer field Soccer field Alameda Avenue Fircrest Lots of kids playing soccer together. Gwensparks80@comcast.netGwen sparks 5107832296

TRUE 03/31/20 3:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 31179 wa-20 Oak harbor Pet grooming is NON essential, they are still 
grooming because the store is open but just because 
they are selling food doesn’t mean that part can be 
open!!!

Laura@poshpuppies.net Laura Thompson 206-553-9892

TRUE 03/31/20 3:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wood Mill. Manufacturing 
and distribution

Alexandria Moulding 101 Grant Way Moxee Company is not following orders, on 3-31-2020 
news about an employees wife was exposed to cov-
19. Management tried to hide the news, but the 
individual volunteered and told us the truth. We tried 
to get answers but were shut down and continued 
working. Management got hostile when asking about 
the situation and the plan of action. Basically we 
were told "you are scared go home for 2 weeks 
without pay." There is a lot of fear and uncertainty. 
The company is continuing as normal. No cleaning 
of the areas happened.

erikagarza1731@gmail.com Erika Garza 5097591834

TRUE 03/31/20 3:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee stand Java Garden 1215 W Valley Hwy N Auburn This is not a restaurant and the visitors are less than 
6 feet away regularly

TRUE 03/31/20 3:15 PM AG Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Olyhomes 6063A illinois LN SE Lacey Landlord Susan Casallo terminated the lease my my 
husband and i, who are dual military, also required 
us to hire a home and carpet cleaning company, 
which we couldnt do due to COVID-19. Susan is 
refusing my deposit back after i cleaned the home to 
the best of my ability and i moved out which left me 
family and i essentially homeless due to the COVID-
19 DOD Travel Ban through May 11.

joannehauber@gmail.com JoAnne Handyside 8329863449

TRUE 03/31/20 3:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop American Cash Pawn 2341 Auburn way s Auburn They are open everyday as normal customers 
coming and going on a regular

Sheilasmith64@juno.com Sheila Jackson 253-347-3976 publicrelations@firstcash.com

TRUE 03/31/20 3:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Chehade Landscaping 21492 Big Valley Rd NE Poulsbo Not practicing social distancing as they are packed in 
a truck all together and working in very close 
proximity together.

jeanaeholland@gmail.com Jeanae Holland 206-605-7402

TRUE 03/31/20 3:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lightning fixture retail sales American  Lighting 295 E main st Auburn Non essential  business NOBUDDEEISHERE@GMAIL.COMJohn ardissonne 253 840-8085 info@american-lighting.net

TRUE 03/31/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction DaVita 32275 32nd Ave S Federal Way There’s a const. project in Federal Way that is a 
corporate office for a company. It is a healthcare 
company but the company is able to work from 
home and they have an office that they are able to 
work out of when things go back to normal and no 
health care work will be at the office.

Greg

TRUE 03/31/20 3:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming PetCo 31179 Sr 20 Oak Harbor, Wa  98277 Still grooming Dogs which is non-essential Pm77comcast.net Marianne Hatfield 1 360 331-4504

TRUE 03/31/20 3:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Hurliman heating and air Conditioning 515 S Dishman Mica rd Spokane valley Non-essential, residential new construction HVAC 
work is continuing. Not practicing social distancing 
by having employees in close contact while driving to 
job sites. Requires employees to come to work.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:21 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther United States Post Office Wenatchee Post Office 3075 Ohme Garden Road Wenatchee, WA  98801 I work in a post office/mail processing plant with 40-
50 or more employees at one time. We are in close 
quarters and are not able to keep 6 feet apart at all 
times.  In addition, many of my co-workers do not 
take the social distancing guidelines seriously and 
management is not enforcing them.  Some of the 
managers are also not following social distancing 
guidelines.  There are employees coming to work 
who are coughing and sneezing.  The ventilation in 
the building is not good and we have long work days 
and heavy mail and package volumes which is 
physically very tiring and breaks down our general 
health.  Could any of this be corrected?  Ideas:  less 
people in the building at once, managers instructing 
employees to stay separate or sending them home if 
they are coughing or sneezing, curtailing "junk mail" 
and non-essential mail during this pandemic, 
rearranging our cases so we are not working right 
next to each other, …?  I do not feel safe doing my 
job now and but need to keep working.  I'm not sure 
how to handle this.  I have spoken to a union rep but 
that did not seem helpful.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:22 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 911 North Stratford Rd Moses Lake Still grooming yet small private groomers are closed Tajr6@yahoo.com Tracy Williams 5097608585

TRUE 03/31/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Harbour Pointe Chevron 12701 Mukilteo Speeday Lynnwood They are a gas station that has an employee run 
carwash open. This carwash seems to be very busy 
and I am concerned this will only further spread the 
virus with the amount of human interaction. To me 
this is a clear violation of the governors order.

jdowdle@msn.com / dmdowdle@hotmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 3:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse general Labor Regal logistics 6501 26th St E, Fife, WA 98424Fife One of my concerns is the way they are "cleaning" is 
disgusting and disturbing , they have a few people 
come in to "sanitize" these people are literally using 
1 rag and a bottle of bleach to clean the dock doors, 
chains, desks,forklifts ,harnesses with 1 rag , they 
are literally spreading more germs and dirt is 
disgusting it smells like old rag water its disturbing. I 
dont feel safe at my job , also there has been rumors 
that's someone is being tested for corona virus,  and 
no one is aware. We were told that we were safe 
and that no one has tested positive for this virus I am 
very worried for my health I will continue to go to 
work because I have no choice but I really hope this 
company gets looked at.

abigailmancia@yahoo.com Abigail Mancia 2533317303

TRUE 03/31/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential business but not 
following social distancing

BAI Environmental 752 Loomis Trail Rd. Lynden They are forcing employees to work in confined 
places and ride in vans with multiple people for long 
distances.

slwood2308@gmail.com Anonymous 360-319-3908

TRUE 03/31/20 3:29 PM AG Eviction Landlord Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave. SW Puyallup Owner is telling employees they are to post Pay or 
Vacate notices

TRUE 03/31/20 3:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Residential Residential homes 178th PL SW block LYNNWOOD wa178th pl sw Lynnwood I've looked everywhere on how to report violators of 
stay at home order. City of lynwood referred me to 
here. We have 10-20 children at this time gathering 
together on 178th pl sw block. They go in and out of 
each others homes. The parents are not complying 
with stay at home order. It's gotten worse not better. 
Some of the parents work for boeing, Amazon, 
grocery stores, etc. 
I know the kids are board, but their parents are 
violating the order by allowing that many kids to 
commingle.  They are in total disregard of trump and 
jay inslee stay at home,  social distancing order.

snyderbrooke2014@yahoo.comBrooke snyder 425-478-4235

TRUE 03/31/20 3:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Sunni's 15th NE near 175th Ave Shoreline This is a small restaurant that many people 
congregate together

Ima Hogg@pigfarrm.com Ima Hogg 425-425-425

TRUE 03/31/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Jakes D Corp 12826 72 Ave NE Kirkland The construction crew continues to work on this 4 
house Subdivison. They park their vehicles in the 
vacant garage at 12826 72 Ave NE  Kirkland WA 
98034. I approached them about working and the 
told me to f*&k off. There are about ten people 
working here.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer of residential doorsCodel Entry Systems 1510 St Paul Avenue Tacoma Current employee, reporting no safety measures 
being taken whatsoever in non-essential business.

daniel.markiewicz92@gmail.comDaniel Markiewicz 6034700285

TRUE 03/31/20 3:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Fred Meyer. (FM) West Bakerview Bellingham FM has senior hours 7-8am M-Th.  Last Thurs, I 
went grocery shopping. (I'm 70 yrs old)  I was there 
before it was open.  With an electric cart, I went to 
the back where eggs, cheese and other dairy 
products are.  That area was SO PACKED with 
shoppers, not more than 1-2 ft from each other. 
There seemed to be no control of how many 
shoppers went in. There was NO WAY I was going 
to try to get my eggs, etc.  Each day, the #s of 
positive COVID-19 keep going up in Whatcom 
county, because people STILL aren't applying Social 
Distancing. I don't wish to get FM in trouble, 
because I enjoy shopping there. But it needs some 
conrtol on number of people at a time in any 1 area.

sgunn108@gmail.com Subhadhra Gunn 360-393-3701

TRUE 03/31/20 3:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vape E-Juice 12075 124th Ave NE Kirkland Non essential

TRUE 03/31/20 3:37 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor's Office State of Washington Capitol Grounds Olympia Dictator Inslee has been seen trying to perform "unessential tasks" such as crying, whining, moaning and attempting his best to get the citizens of the state of washington to bow down to his supreme leadership.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklin subcontractors 154  216th Pl SE Sammamish Yesterday there was one gentleman here working, 
today there are three. They are most certainly not 
working 6 feet apart, and they do not appear to be 
performing essential business relative to spoil 
Leeshan of supplies at this house considering they 
are framing it. License plates of the vehicles working 
on the property are both WA plates; C7632M and 
C14344T

Christie.malchow@gmail.comChristie Malchow 425-301-6667



TRUE 03/31/20 3:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business 2 Hands Studio 4141 6th Ave Suite A Tacoma Wa Business is not practicing social distancing and has 
ignored the order and still is seeing message 
patients.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other massage/ lash services Island Massage 27500 102nd Ave NW #2 Stanwood I know lashes are being done inside this business. 
The service provider claiming she is overseen by a 
dr. therefore does not need to comply. No Dr there 
and even if there was lashes are not essential 
business

chrisandgregheyman@gmail.comchris 3604206939

TRUE 03/31/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Comic Book STore MOB Games 303 91st ave NE E504 Lake Stevens This is a comic book store that has posted on their 
facebook page that they are going to remain open 
because "we believe our store provides essential 
products for hte preservation of mental health".  
They also mention that they will allow only one 
person or small group to be allowed in the store at a 
time.

mobgamesonline@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Haakon industries 1633 W 1st St Cheney I don’t know if this is essential it’s industrial 
manufacturing of hvac units for future building

TRUE 03/31/20 3:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Target Target Marysville WA 16818 Twin Lakes A e Marysville Target has no minimum on how many people come 
into the store.  They are not complying to social 
distancing. 
Unlike Costco, who only lets a certain number of 
people in their store 
Target is not a safe store.

grandnana574@gmail.com Nancy Lindenmayer

TRUE 03/31/20 3:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Safeway 2725 NE Sunset Blvd Renton An employee was working while sick, with a pretty 
bad cough. He was working as the cashier. He was 
wearing gloves but I made sure to call the manager 
and disinfect my grocery items and bag. The bagger 
also was not wearing any gloves.  Very concerning 
for my health and others.

Annikakzb@gmail.com Annika ZumBrunnen 4255919808

TRUE 03/31/20 3:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction MARPAC Construction (Prime Contractor) and numerous subcontractorsIntersection 19th Avenue and South G Street (construction project)Tacoma Multiple workers on site without appropriate Corona 
PPE, and not maintaining social distancing for 
extended periods of time (several minutes), including 
close huddling evaluating information on an iPhone 
(probably job-related inspection photos or emails, but 
either no masks, masks not being worn during close 
proximity review). Not even certain if this 
construction project qualifies as 'essential business'.

dedmondson@meteorcomm.comDerek Edmondson 206-618-6577

TRUE 03/31/20 3:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor Petco's grooming department is a non-essential part 
of the company that is putting customers and 
employees at risk by staying open while other private 
businesses in the same field have had to close.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 3:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Discovery Behavioral Solutions 8019 NE 13th Ave #9604 Vancouver They are calling employees and asking them if they 
would like to return to work, informing them that they 
will not be required to maintain 6 feet of distance 
between themselves and their clients. 
It is not possible for this agency, a provider of ABA 
services, to treat many of their clients while 
maintaining 6 feet of distance. I am worried that by 
re-opening, they will risk spreading the virus.

Larry 3609017508

TRUE 03/31/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Construction Point Ruston Tacoma Construction on the new Rainier Building at Point 
Ruston is still ongoing with more than 20-30 people 
working a day

TRUE 03/31/20 3:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy company Brown and Haley 110 E 26th St, Tacoma A letter was circulated at work from the Business 
Response Team with the Washington State 
Emergency Op Center. It stated that our function 
does not qualify as essential yet management and 
ownership refuses to halt production.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hayden Homes 509-972-6663 Yakima Wa Hayden homes in Yakima is continuing building 
homes as usual with varied crews on site working 
close together. These are homes $300,000-
$500,000. They are following no guidelines for 
health. The nob hill water district here is also 
continuing installing water supplies and lines to 
Haydens new homes that are empty but for sale.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Regal logistics/ sunrise staffing 6500 26th st e Fife There is 6 warehouse in this company 1 of them is 
essential none of the rest are and everyone is 
working way to close to each other and they are 
having workers clean everything with the same rag.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Optical Retail (eyeglass and 
contact lens sales)

National Vision operating as Vista 
Optical

5280 Pendleton Ave Bldg 5280JB Lewis- McChord Company requiring staff to work in spite of stay at 
home order.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Window tint shop All season  window tint 13722 aurora ave N. Seattle  Washington Still open for business

TRUE 03/31/20 3:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Twisted Lime Pub 3916 148th St SE #200 Mill Creek Looks to me like large groups of people are entering 
and I saw several people seated in the restaurant.

jennzelmer@gmail.com Jenna Zelmer 425-870-0469

TRUE 03/31/20 3:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Tri-City Orthopaedics 6703 W Rio Grande Ave Kennewick Non-essential clinic visits and procedures are being 
done at the risk of employee exposure and health.  
PPE has not been made available to all concerned 
employees or patients.  Teleworking options not 
made available to all staff, only select departments.  
Obvious lack of management planning, direction, 
communication, or equitable handling of staff 
exposed to COVID.  Overall, clear lack of upper 
leadership within the company.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rent to own Aaron's Every company store Every WA store Aarons is not essential. To do this business there is 
no way to protect employees or customers. Corp 
employees required to stay at home and field 
employees have to risk themselves and families. All 
to secure $. Still in direct contact with employees 
and customer. Touching used product. Handing off 
paper. Pen, merchandise. It's not safe!

Fear repercussions if given Concerned Employee Fear repercussions if givenFear repercussions if given AHSC@aarons.com

TRUE 03/31/20 3:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garbage company waste connections 9411 ne 94th st Vancouver two workers in a cab of a truck

TRUE 03/31/20 3:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Peninsula Behavioral Health 118 E 8th Street Port Angeles Employees who can work digitally are being 
pressured to come in to work.

smmcnear@gmail.com Michelle McNear 2072996143

TRUE 03/31/20 4:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other shipping warehouse for toys 
& figurines

Funko 1202 shuskan way everett wa 98203Everett Business ships & receives toy figurines. Employees 
shouldn't have to choose between a check or the 
health of themselves & their loved ones. Especially a 
non essential business that ships toys!

mark 425-219-8849 contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Dr Gina Wind Therapy 187 Parfit way Bainbrige Island This therapy office is still open for visits as of March 
31 which is not vital to flattening the curve.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Canyon Creek Family And implant 
dentistry

4809 132nd St Se A105 Everett Performing routine clean nonessential treatment Canyoncreeksmile@gmail.comAlice La 4255850805

TRUE 03/31/20 4:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St ste B (Back of building)Tacoma This particular gym has not only continued to 
operate in defiance, they are also intentionally hiding 
the fact by parking around the surrounding building 
and on Cedar street to hide their numbers.
Dozens of people are seen going in and out of this 
business on a daily business.
The owner has even posted on their Facebook page 
not to have more than 2 cars in front of their 
building, as "TPD is watching".
This could easily be a spreading point for Covid-19.
At least one other complaint has been made to 
Tacoma PD.  A police car showed, saw no cars, and 
left.
Thank you for your time.

aseity@live.com iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dispensary The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Not taking any precautions during this pandemic.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Costco East Sprague Avenue Spokane Not enforcing social distancing. Shoppers standing 
and moving very close together. No employees 
monitoring safe physical boundaries throughout 
store. No sanitation of carts or hands observed. 
Store was as busy as ever.

wlmssb@yahoo.com Wendy 5094758852

TRUE 03/31/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store Joann Fabrics 1840 W Francis Ave Spokane Non essential business open and operating against 
order.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah Lounge Empire Hookah Lounge 10843 1st Ave S Seattle This type of business should of been closed on 
03/16/2020 but they kept operating until 03/30. Still 
operating until now just for VIP customers!!

alalimiamar @gmail.com Amar Alalimi 206-915-6933

TRUE 03/31/20 4:06 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Child care Goddard School Bothell 11810 North Creek Pkwy N #100Bothell Contrary to the guidance of the state the child care 
continues to offer spaces to children of non essential 
workers.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah Lounge Empire Hookah Lounge 10843 1st Ave S Seattle This type of business should of been closed on 
03/16/2020 but they kept operating until 03/30. Still 
operating until now just for VIP customers!!

alalimiamar @gmail.com Amar Alalimi 206-915-6933

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto dealer Bayside auto 9815 Evergreen way Everett They are doing test drives. Half blocking their 
driveway to appear closed, but when you pull in they 
come out and wave.

Dmbfanx2@gmail.com Kurt 4257608758

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric crafts store Joann's 2886 Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale This business is exposing older people who are at 
risk. They are not an essential business. This is just 
another place encouraging people to leave the house 
when they should stay home.

3607108712 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store Joanns 2866 Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Spreading of COVID-19 customer.service@joann.com



TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store Joann 2886 buklin hill rd Silverdale Staying open and spreading the COVID-19 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mallory Paint Company 19817 US 2 Monroe Open construction site. Non essential construction. 
Employees not practicing social distancing or any 
other CDC recommended precautions.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace manufacturing Sekisui Aerospace 1502 Pike St NE Auburn Tues March 24,2020 the company made an 
announcement that it was going to shut down per 
Gov Inslee’s statewide message broadcasted March 
23 2020 at 5:30pm. In the same announcement the 
company then asked the employees if there were 
any volunteers to come in for overtime pay during 
this shutdown. Several people raised their hands to 
come in. This just seems wrong because we 
wouldn’t be having a company shutdown if it was 
safe to come in and continue working in close 
proximity to each other and handling the same 
products and tools. It also allows introduction of the 
virus to be present and spread when people continue 
to come in even if the building has been 
cleaned.Someone did say, however, that it may be 
justified through a loophole in that they do make 
military parts but it’s only about 2 parts every other 
month or so I think.

kdhazard@gmail.com Kim Dickson 2539701699

TRUE 03/31/20 4:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House maids American maid 7648 prime dr SW Tumwater Employees are going into peoples homes cleaning 
but this is spreading germs at the same time. I feel 
this is not safe with the coronavirus going around. 
This is NOT an essential business.

Caleb.roney@outlook.com Caleb 3604514662 americanmaid@comcast.net

TRUE 03/31/20 4:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Paint Store Mallory Paint Store 3225 Alderwood Mall Blvd. Unit BLynnwood Business not practicing social distancing and not 
encouraging customer to practice social distancing. 
Company is giving away toilet paper as an incentive 
to buy. Employees are at risk for the virus and 
passing it to their clients.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:12 PM Construction Mental Health Counseling 
(online only)

Clees Therapy 118 Mocliff Rd. Earlier this week I sent an inquiry about the Cruisers 
Driving Academy in Ephrata, and they closed within 
a couple days.  At least one of their 5 other locations 
remains open, in Moses Lake; this I saw today as 
business took my wife (and me as her passenger) to 
their vicinity.  They also have branches in 
Ellensburg, Ritzville, Othello, and Royal City.  I wish 
them no ill will, as they have been friendly neighbors 
in my office building, BUT being a good neighbor 
means more than looking out for one's bottom line, 
ESPECIALLY in a pandemic.  I hope they get a 
strong message from your office, as they appear to 
be displaying willful disregard of the shutdown order.  
 They are not an essential business, AND they 
displayed a sign on their Ephrata office door saying 
they were closed by order of the governor --- when I 
last checked, Moses Lake and the other cities 
mentioned are all still in the State of Washington.

david@cleestherapy.com Clees 2062856956

TRUE 03/31/20 4:14 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skyline communications 12002 Beverly park rd Everett I was laid off due to having to come to work at an 
office that is not going on a stay at home.  I could 
complete my job 100% of the time while at home 
however was required to come in. 4 out of 50 people 
in the business are essential so the owners deemed 
the entire business essential so they don’t loose as 
much money.

Ctracy1385@hotmail.com Chris Tracy 4254469798

TRUE 03/31/20 4:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Paint Store Mallory Paint Store 12 SE Everett Mall Way Everett Business not practicing social distancing and not 
encouraging customer to practice social distancing. 
Company is giving away toilet paper as an incentive 
to buy. Employees are at risk for the virus and 
passing it to their clients.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:16 PM AG Eviction Landlord Doug Jones 712 S Young Pl Kennewick Still requiring our payment next month. Will not 
make any allowances even though he does not have 
a loan on the house we live in to pay. This is a seller 
financed deal. I have a screen print of the text 
message conversation. He will foreclose on us. 
Owns many rentals.

klrothfork@gmail.com Kassie Morris 5095512605

TRUE 03/31/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Paver manufacturing Carlson Paving Products 18425 50th ave Tacoma Not essential, not following social distancing, hiding 
possible infections.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Elysian brewing 5510 airport way s Seattle Beer isnt essential to the well being of people, they 
work in close proximity to each other.

Shondamm68@gmail.com Shonda mcgee 9287509736

TRUE 03/31/20 4:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther cannibus Olympia Weed Company 93rd Ave Olympia, WA 98512 Gov Inslee said he was closing down cannibas 
stores. This business is still open and doing 
business on a daily basis.

lovetoridedrill@hotmail.com Karla Valentine 360-388-0753

TRUE 03/31/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann fabric 2725 Harrison Ave Olympia How is a fabric store considered essential?? customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Spangle saloon Main st Spangle Wa People sotting at bar consuming alcohol Andy 638-8762

TRUE 03/31/20 4:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Non Essential Government OfficeGovernor's Office 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Governor Inslee is not essential. He is ruining our 
state with his disregard for RCW 43.06.220 Sec 2, 
Para iii. He has violated the law that outlines his 
power during proclamation of emergency.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ERIK MUELLER CONTRACTING INC 565 B UTSALADY RD CAMANO ISLAND There are sub-contractors swarming all over this 
project located at 1243 Olsen Road, Stanwood, WA 
98282. This is a custom house that is near finished. 
There is no risk of property damage just risk to the 
workers that keep showing up working and arriving 
side by side in vehicles. The local Sheriff will not 
respond and said to use website to file a concern for 
their safety as well as the safety of the medical 
workers that will need to care for these people 
disregard the Governors proclamation to Stay at 
Home. Erik Mueller's phone number 425-754-2768. 
This referral System.

bobbie.sayer@lni.wa.gov Bobbie Jo Sayer 3609026862

TRUE 03/31/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett New home construction continues every day. 12hrs 
a day. While we are all stuck in our houses we are 
listening to this new construction building 3 story 
homes right up against our back fence. Non stop nail 
guns all day long. I thought all construction was on 
hold. I pay to live here & this is ruining my quality of 
life.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:26 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Yakima Valley Community College W Nob Hill Blvd & S 16th AveYakima At least 10 construction workers still operating on 
the new construction project on the south side of 
Nob hill BLVD and west side of S 16th Ave. No 
social social distancing either

thaxtonsbuzzcut@gmail.com Stephen Thaxton 509.930.5404

TRUE 03/31/20 4:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Nordstrom Quality Center 1000 Andover Park East Tukwila At the Nordstrom Quality Center we take a look at  
returns that have already been processed through 
our stores or fulfillment centers. We are looking for 
damages to determine if we can sell the items at 
Nordstrom Rack. None of our Rack stores are even 
open. We are not an essential business and 
employees are worried about their well being. We 
were not even provided an essential business pass 
for driving even though we have asked.

aubs02@msn.com Anonymous 2066182539 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com 5/4

TRUE 03/31/20 4:27 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mastec and city of Orting, Pierce county public worksBuckley and Orting,WA Buckley Mastec installing 5g cable lines as a contractor for 
Verizon.How is this essential?Could it not wait 30 
days?60 days?90 days? Construction workers doing 
construction on new public safety building for the city 
of Orting,Wa.Pierce county street sweepers 
essential?
  In this time of national emergency couldn't these 
tasks be deferred 30,60 90 days?When so many are 
asked to make sacrifices during this pandemic the 
actual sacrifices do not occur equally!
  The longer these so called "essential" activities are 
allowed to continue the longer this shutdown will 
drag on.Eventually there will be a tipping point where 
the people who have been making the sacrifices say 
ENOUGH! We are not all in this together.

jerkrismaris@comcast.net Jerry A MARIS 2532692858

TRUE 03/31/20 4:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Self - Storage Facilites West Coast Self Storage 16429 20th ave W Lynnwood My girlfriend works for this location and she says 
she has came up with multiple ways to either work 
from home part of the day or even entirely they 
refuse to consider and are staying open with regular 
business hours.

carmen.laclaire@gmail.com Arturo 4253505244



TRUE 03/31/20 4:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther United States Post Office United States Post Office 2700 Caples Ave. Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver, WA On Monday March 27th, 2020 I observed no 
employees in retail area enforcing quantity of people 
in small retail area.  I saw many customers ignoring 
tape marks on the floor used for 6 foot social 
distancing and no employees enforcing that rule.  
People were just packed in behind each other and 
some were leaning up against the counter instead of 
6 feet back.  I was also very concerned that there 
were no shields at the counter to protect customers 
or staff.  I casually asked an employee why they did 
not have shields and why they were not enforcing 
social distancing and was told "The counters were 
not built for shields and we all just have to deal with 
it".   I was very afraid and am very relieved that I 
have no reasons for returning soon.  It was the worst 
violation of the stay at home order that I have seen 
since it was put into effect.

mb679958@gmail.com Matthew Brown (360)233-5438

TRUE 03/31/20 4:31 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 200 triangle Shopping Center suite 230Longview Dog Grooming is open. Tamlp4@outlook.com Tammy LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 4:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bumble b cuts Bellevue city Bellevue https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/spa/d/bellevue-
mobile-hair-dresser/7096698291.html

This business is going into people house and cutting 
hair.

2533530696

TRUE 03/31/20 4:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee, as non-value add, is non-essential 
for Washington state, yet he is frequently violating 
his own order to stay at home.

paul@biolab.com Paul Snitcher 2085982259

TRUE 03/31/20 4:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Porter’s Barbershop 614 w garland Spokane I walked by this weekend and observed someone 
working and cutting hair, even though there was a 
sign on the door stating they were closed for 2 
weeks. They have window screens so it’s hard to 
see in, I imagine that’s why they thought it would be 
okay.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Wilco Farm Store 200 S Kelso Dr Kelso Dog grooming 
I understand that they can remain open as a farm 
store but don’t understand when dog groomers have 
to close

accountingdept@wilco.coop / cc@wilco.coop

TRUE 03/31/20 4:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther golf course Westwood west 6408 Tieton Dr Yakima This is a recreational business

TRUE 03/31/20 4:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop University Smoke Shop 4519 The Ave, Seattle, WA 98105Seattle This smoke shop is still open which is non-essential 
in this situation and I have seen customers are going 
there

TRUE 03/31/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Viking homes 2nd ave Airway heights I thought 8 + people building a new house was non-
essential.

sweedles39@yahoo.com Lisa

TRUE 03/31/20 4:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City Park and Boat Ramp Atlantic City Boat Ramp 9000 Seward Park Ave S Seattle Visitors of the Atlantic City Boat Ramp are in the 
parking lot and beach area all hours of the day and 
night.  They gather in close proximity and drink 
alcohol, smoke marijuana, play loud bass, and yell 
regularly, many times with children present.  The 
residents of Parkshore Villa (condos next to the boat 
ramp) plea to have this boat launch immediately 
closed at all times during this time of social 
distancing.

acorn71@gmail.com Aaron Collins 2067350682

TRUE 03/31/20 4:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft and fabric retail Joanns 2886 nw bucklin hill rd Silverdale I don't believe this is an essential business to be 
open. Not sure about other locations.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Bloodworks Northwest 1220 Eastside Street Olympia -Employees not wearing masks and moving from 
donor to donor in extremely close range exhaling the 
same air that had just inhaled from another donor to 
the next donor they came in contact with
-Chairs donors sitting in not sanitized after they 
finished their donation process
-Garbage on the floor
-Tables donors sit at covered in crumbs and saliva 
and not sanitizer between each donor

3606880984

TRUE 03/31/20 4:42 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther College Evergreen State College 2700 Evergreen Parkway NW, Olympia 98505Olympia Any student registered for the Spring quarter may 
check out a Chromebook, including ILC students 
and interns. 
 
Bring your Evergreen ID or another legal form of 
photo identification to the Evergreen Library in 
Olympia during one of the following windows:
 
·         Wednesday, April 1, 2 – 7 pm
·         Thursday, April 2, 8 am – 7 pm
·         Friday, April 3, 8 am – 7 pm
·         Saturday, April 4, 8 am – 7 pm
 
NOTE:  STUDENTS ON CAMPUS ARE NOT 
ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEES!!  300 are expected.  
PLEASE STOP THIS FROM HAPPENING.

J. Smith 3608676000

TRUE 03/31/20 4:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Kanzaman llc 307 ferry st Wenatchee Business is open still operating

TRUE 03/31/20 4:44 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Airplane manufacturing Boeing East Marginal Way Tukwila Managers are asking non essential employees to 
work on site to clean kitchens and other areas during 
the current shutdown. Employees are able to work 
from home. This is adding to the already 30+ people 
on site.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other collection agency SB&C ltd. 1520 e college way mount vernon company is still open and having their employees 
work in the office.

jessica

TRUE 03/31/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other collection agency SB&C ltd. 1520 e college way mount vernon company is still open and having their employees 
work in the office.

jessica

TRUE 03/31/20 4:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Tobacco products and vapor Kanzaman llc 283 us hwy 2 Leavenworth Business is open still operating

TRUE 03/31/20 4:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Upholstery Mac’s Upholstry 5015 15th Ave NW Seattle Reporting they’re still open as of 4pm today. Saw 
five ppl milling around outside

smithclaudette@gmail.com Claudette Smith 2066501360 info@mactops.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:47 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Correction Facility South Correction Faciliy 20817 17th S Demoines wa 98198 Caller is a home visitor that has a family she works 
with that received the information from inmate. 
There is no hygiene protocol followed.

Jeannie Hicks/211 360-708-8783

TRUE 03/31/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Howard S Wright 1260 Mercer Street Seattle Construction company is preforming a remodel in a 
closed Amazon building. Remodel seems to be a 
non-essential job function.

gpramirez@gmail.com G Ramirez 2068500539

TRUE 03/31/20 4:48 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Conservancy Group 
promoting public trail use

Cowiche Canyon Conservancy 302 N 3rd St, # 201 Yakima They are promoting their trail on Cowiche Canyon 
Rd on the  internet and in the local paper for public 
use during the Stay at Home Declaration.  There 
were over 30 cars in the parking lot on the average 
and 100’s of people on the trail all weekend. I have 
videos and photos.

puravida01954@hotmail.com Bruce Bosley 5099526088

TRUE 03/31/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther boat builder Rozema boat works 11130 bayview edison rd mount vernon many employees in a small area mitziabo05@gmail.com Denis Caron 3602027440

TRUE 03/31/20 4:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Has liquor license but not to open for 30 datsNorth I street golden grain buildibgLind wa Several people bring in beer to drink got liquor 
license but not open for 30 liquor board said no one 
to be in building for 30 thus was before v state rules 
for distancing even a city of Lind employee drinking 
there,

TRUE 03/31/20 4:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden nursery Garden sphere 33rd & Proctor 98407 Tacoma Zero social distancing store full of people eez3@icloud.com Eric Zielke 619-550-8027

TRUE 03/31/20 4:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 123 E. Indiana Spokane Aborting babies is non-essential, yet Planned 
Parenthood continues to operate while churches are 
shut down and millions are put out of work! Planned 
Parenthood is endangering the lives of the 
community by remaining open and continuing to do 
abortions!

johndoe@youarehypocrites.comJohn Doe 1-800-hypocrites

TRUE 03/31/20 4:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dr. Ya-pei Chang DDS 229 AVENUE D Snohomish This dentist is still seeing all patients elective or 
emergency on a regular schedule and not taking any 
precautions for anyone’s safety.

Lonianne@gmail.com Loni 4254221723

TRUE 03/31/20 4:55 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walla Walla Public Schools 364 S. Park Street Walla Walla The district is continuing with construction and 
claims in the local newspaper that they are allowed 
to do this.

Bernard.bangie@gmail.com Bernard Dillon

TRUE 03/31/20 4:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Preschools Woodland hall/Green lake preschools 516 NW 56th St Seattle The preschools are servicing non essential workers 
children.

eric.bernardiglass@gmail.comEric Bernardi 6303022895

TRUE 03/31/20 4:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowe's 1050 E sunset dr Bellingham They are allowing 100+ people to be in the store at 
one. The managers are not allowing workers to 
enforce social distancing guidelines of at least 6 feet. 
The managers are not enforcing or controlling how 
many people are allowed to be in at a time and how 
far apart people are.

sierratvh@gmail.com Sierra Vaughan-Harris 12523646225

TRUE 03/31/20 4:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Myrtle Edwards Park 3130 Alaskan Way Seattle 98121Seattle 100s of people in the park (of all ages), especially in 
the evening walking, sitting and biking very close to 
each other. The paths are not wide enough to 
support 6ft social distancing. Recommend limiting 
the number of people in the part at any given point of 
time.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hampton Lash Lounge 337 Strander Blvd Tukwila It appears this business is open since I have driven 
by several times and lights are on inside as though 
they are operating. On their Instagram page they are 
selling products and offering free home delivery and 
pickup to customers which is a violation. 
https://www.instagram.com/hamptonlashlounge/?hl=
en



TRUE 03/31/20 5:00 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jay inslee and Bob Ferguson Washington State government 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia     Reporting Governor Inslee and AG Ferguson. They are not only "Non-Essential," but they are knowingly violating the law AND Our 1st Amendment Rights. RCW 42.06.220, Sec 2, Para iii specifically protects our right to assemble peacefully during Governor Proclamation of Emergency.  We will not comply

TRUE 03/31/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Campbell and Company 2828 W Iriving street Pasco This business has been continuing unnecessary 
maintenance appointments, and not sticking to 
strictly emergency plumbing or electrical issues. 
Employees are unable to practice social distancing 
while at job sites since so many employees are on 
site. In addition, workers have entered and worked in 
homes that are on doctor-ordered quarantine and 
continue to work, entering several homes a day as 
well as going into nursing/retirement homes and 
continuing to work

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 5:01 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of federal way Steel lake perk Federal way steel lake park Federal way Steel lake park open ' skate park open play field  
open

TRUE 03/31/20 5:01 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Decor At Home 301 37th ave se Puyallup They are having people work

TRUE 03/31/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Jamestown Smokey-Point Blvd Arlington Clearly was some sort of large gathering happening 
on Sunday afternoon.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RJ Peobody 81 NE Burt Court Belfair Still constructing house. When tried to contact, 
business owner yelled and hung up.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:03 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Oragnized lacrosse practice NA Chamber Elementary School, 9101 56th St WUniversity Place There was an organized team practice at Chambers 
Elementary school at approx 3:30 PM on March 31.  
Probably 6-7 players and two coaches.

bh_rohrs@hotmail.com Bart Rohrs 253-564-4492

TRUE 03/31/20 5:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ba Mien Seafood Market 6951 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle This grocery store had large crowds of about 35 
shoppers packed in a 4 feet be 15 feet space waiting 
at the cash registers to check out or going through 
the store's isles, especially on weekends. Had no 
limit on the number of people entering the store.

nguyen.kayly@gmail.com KaylyN 2062251457

TRUE 03/31/20 5:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Milgard Windows and Doors 2935 70th Ave E Fife Business does not fall in criteria for current 
manufacturing that is essential. They are not 
following proper protocol and are not sanitizing 
anything because they do not have proper materials 
to sanitize.  Putting employees at risk. They have 
many N95 masks that can be used for hospitals and 
are running out of PPE equipment such as gloves 
which are essential for the workplace.

kgon1992@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee stand She brews Cook rd Sedro woolley Not enough space betweenyou.  Also doesn't clean 
tablet after toyching

Shipman0161@gmail.com 3608403209

TRUE 03/31/20 5:07 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government State capitol 416 sid Snyder ave, sw Olympia Führer Inslee and his underlings have mistakingly believed that they can dictate the lives and liberty of Washington citizens and this is most definitely unessential. If needed, I'll supply the goat they can copulate with. They can then keep the goat.solas5rc@gmail.com Ryan +14175924842

TRUE 03/31/20 5:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Magic Mops 9410 Widgeon Ct SE Olympia They are nonessential and have a possible outbreak 
with one of their workers having COVID 19  I am 
wondering if maid service is essential

TRUE 03/31/20 5:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Autoparts Spauldings 10708 E Knox Spokane Employee has COVID symptoms and are still 
requiring people who were in contact with him and 
his equipment to come to work

TRUE 03/31/20 5:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Elected official committing TreasonWa State Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave Olympia Violating the Wa State and US Constitutions 
Losing to the people about what really is going on ! 
Committing Treason on Multiple fronts

Scottbannistercct62@gmail.comScott Bannister

TRUE 03/31/20 5:11 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Aegis Living Bellevue 148 102nd SE Bellevue On 3/29/2020 about 4pm, I walked by the facility & 
12-15 people were outside standing side by side 
(inches from each other, watching someone film and 
complete what appeared to be the ice bucket 
challenge. It appeared that this was staff. This is a 
senior living facility! I was baffled...

parrishr3@gmail.com Rachel Alder 615.330.9282

TRUE 03/31/20 5:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail The Container Store 700 Bellevue Way NE Suite 120Bellevue This business mostly sells shelving and storage 
boxes, etc. They have opened claiming that they fall 
under the category of businesses serving people 
who work from home, like Office Depot or Staples. 
They sell a couple of office chairs, and maybe a 
desk - these are not central to their revenue since 
reopening - their customers since reopening have 
been buying closet systems. Even if their opening 
meets the letter of the executive order, it certainly 
doesn't meet the spirit of what Governor Inslee 
intended. Their opening is forcing their employees to 
either put themselves in danger to serve non-
essential functions.

taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:12 PM Healthcare / Public Health Personal close contact 
helping patients at pharmacy

Rite Aid employee Pharmacy Assistant Rite Aid Pharmacy at 11700 Mukilteo Speedway, Mukilteo WA 98275I found that I was in close contact with patients,  and 
as I will be 65 years old in July and my husband has 
COPD, I do not want to be a carrier of Covid-19 or 
get the disease and not be able to tend to my 
husband.  I stayed home although not sick and fear 
that I may have been or will be fired by Rite Aid.  
Please advise at private e-mail above

wwgrace@aol.com WENDY GRACE 4253493226

TRUE 03/31/20 5:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Facility being modified for CHI on 
Kitsap Way

Same strip mall parking lot area as 4195 Kitsap Way (building under construction)Bremerton The construction site is active & lots of people are 
working.

ibdjeepgirl@gmail.com Olivia Quinn 3607289595

TRUE 03/31/20 5:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber blonde and gold salon 1422 queen anne ave north seattle the owner nina is doing hair at people homes. im 
also made aware she is asking employees to do her 
personal services. this puts her employees at risk.

anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 5:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Elected official Attorney 
General Bob Ferguson

Attorney Generals office 416 14th ave Olympia Violating the Wa State and US Constitution 
committing Treason and Lying to the People of Wa

Scottbannistercct72@gmail.comScott Bannister

TRUE 03/31/20 5:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile retail/sales Bill Pierre Ford Lake City 12531 30th Ave NE Seattle The Ford dept. has salesmen still coming in which 
forces all other departments, which have been trying 
to close non-essential functionings, to remain fully 
operational as if there were no 
pandemic/Proclamation 20-25. There are a lot of 
people working who are listed as non-essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Private Unknown Oak Harbor Hairdressers performing house calls.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 13719 se mill plain blvd Vancouver wa Opening checkstands up to relief lines during busy 
hours forcing employees and customers to be  within 
2 feet of each other. After employees voiced 
concerns they continued to operate out of the 
current 6 feet rule.

Paddlediver@gmail.com Amy shreves 360-909-2805

TRUE 03/31/20 5:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Fred Meyer All of them Every city Fred Meyer is not practicing the social distance 
guidelines or large gathering guidelines. They are 
allowing more than the allowed amount of people in 
and I have noticed that especially in apparel people 
just come in and shop because they are bored and 
have nothing to do. Then you have people all 
grouped together just browsing the clothes, the 
home goods, and every other non essential 
department.

Sking@bonneville.com Steven King 2068830191

TRUE 03/31/20 5:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Auto service Bill Pierre Ford Sales Service and 
Parts

12531 30th ave NE Seattle Sales, parts, car wash, and auto repair departments 
of Bill Pierre all fall under nonessential and all 
remain open. Owner of business will not close or let 
employees stay home.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Auto sales/parts/services Bill Pierre Ford Sales 12531 30th Ave NE 98125 Seattle Sales department staying open which is non-
essential, forcing all other departments to also stay 
open when it is unsafe to do so, and also to avoid 
paying into unemployment.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Northwest Foot & Ankle Specialist 10821 19th Ave se Everett Seeing patients for routine care. Not necessary Missystoner1@yahoo.com Melinda 425-438-1169

TRUE 03/31/20 5:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamish Anderson 6313 77th Ave SE Mercer Island They are building a house. Under the Governor's 
mandate they are not allowed to do residential 
construction during this time.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Marketing Research and Mystery Shopping CompanyObserva 2821 NW Market St Suite A Seattle Observa is a retail auditing business that hires 
mystery shoppers to conduct audits of the marketing 
and product merchandising displays within grocery 
stores, convenience stores, and Walmarts. The 
Observa company is based in Seattle but hires 
Washington residents from across the state through 
its smartphone app (called Observa). Despite the 
stay at home proclamation, Observa is continuing to 
hire mystery shoppers and store auditors from 
throughout the state of Washington. The company is 
continuing to send its workers into grocery stores 
and Walmarts to audit in-store marketing and 
merchandising displays. Observa is not an essential 
business and assessing the marketing materials 
used within stores is not an essential activity. Also, 
sending Observa mystery shoppers into Washington 
stores for marketing audit purposes  increases the 
number of people inside the stores at a critical time 
when many stores are limiting who can access them 
and when.

support@observanow.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet Smart PetSmart 1203 N Landing Way, Renton, WA 98057Renton One male employee coughing a lot but not wearing 
mask. He was still handling customers order. I 
noticed that on 3/30/20. Skinny talk guy.  I afraid he 
might spread the virus.

Chngglr@yahoo.com KC 360-481-5566

TRUE 03/31/20 5:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Shepherd Family Chiropractic 1500 Westlake Ave N, Ste 118 Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Chiropractor soliciting new business and fraudulently 
claiming chiropractics can prevent or treat Covid19.

cheri@cornell.net Cheri Cornell 2062764350



TRUE 03/31/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership BMW Northwest 4011 20th St. East Fife My son works for BMW Northwest in their detail 
shop. I do not believe this is an essential business 
according to the guidelines set forth in our "Stay 
home, stay safe" guidelines. 
His job functions only consist of cleaning and 
detailing cars. How is this essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 5:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah lounge Seattle Hookah lounge 4701 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle This type of business should of closed on 
03/16/2020 based on the Gov. inslee clouser on 
bars, restaurants, recreation facilities etc... the kept 
operating until today. They also sent text messages 
to customers on 03/16/2020 regarding changing in 
their operating hours from 1:00pm- 7:00pm instead 
of 2:00pm- 2:00am

Smartmindme@gmail.com Bilquis Sofan 206-915-7090

TRUE 03/31/20 5:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Commie Washington governor's office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olypmia They are clearly violating the bill of rights protected 
in the US constitution along with many laws in the 
Washington State constitution. They are not 
essential and should be shut down.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:38 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle City Park Interbay Athletic Complex 3027 17th Ave W Seattle The city of Seattle is not doing enough to secure the 
Soccer field. They have put up field closed signs and 
some tape bit groups of teens and adults are 
breaking in and using it. The city police refuse to 
respond. The city parks dept. And police should do 
mlm or to keep people off the field.

danielclaytonwilliams@gmail.comDan Williams 2066792478

TRUE 03/31/20 5:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Timberline physical therapy 920 NE 112th ave suite 103 Vancouver, WA 98684 The physical therapy is still open, still seeing multiple 
people a day at the same time and having them wait 
in the lobby together through out the entire day while 
an employee that works there is currently out and 
just got tested for covid-19. There is also multiple 
people that work there and aren’t staying the correct 
amount of feet away from one another

TRUE 03/31/20 5:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Wood Furniture Warehouse Winsome Wood 16111 Woodinville Redmond Road N.E.Woodinville 98072 Importing of goods from affected areas and handling 
of employees of maybe contaminated products and 
delivering these items to unsuspected customers.

Gabriel Johnson

TRUE 03/31/20 5:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nonprofit human services Korean Women’s Association 123 96th Street East Tacoma While KWA does perform essential business, they 
are forcing office staff who could safely work from 
home to come into work in person despite exposure 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Physical therapy Hi desert physical Rehabilitation 5930 adobe road Twentynine Palms Not cleaning properly and way too many people at 
one time

TRUE 03/31/20 5:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage therapy Healing Tree 3225 California Ave SW Seattle This business is currently emailing their client list 
about last minute massage openings tomorrow.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Petersenbrothers INC 2008 East Valley Hwy E Sumner This is a business that installs guardrail and sells dirt 
and railroad ties. All guard rail installers are not 
working because WSDOT has suspended all 
operations. They are collecting unemployment. 
There is no guardrail work currently.for this 
company. However the owner will not close down as 
he feels the business is essential.  The remaining 
yard , shop and office personnel are forced to 
continue to work and it appears that social distancing 
guidelines are also not being followed. The only 
function that this business is doing now is selling top 
soil and railroad ties to the public. It that an essential 
business that must remain open?.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business The Factory Fitness Center 4940 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton The gym is still open. The front parking lot is being 
used as overflow Enterprise rental car parking and 
the front windows are blacked out. But if you drive 
around to the back of the building, members are 
parking and going in through a propped door in the 
back. It's most likely during their staffed hours, 
M,T,Th,Fr 5 - 10 am and M-F 3-8 pm. I just drove 
through around 5:15 pm today and saw at least a 
dozen cars and people walking in wearing workout 
clothes. I am a member (but not for long!) and 
cannot believe it!!

Anonymous Member info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store, which is 
essential, but please read 
the rest of this

Metropolitan Market 100 Mercer St, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Business not at fault as much as customers, 
however Metropolitan Market hasn't limited the 
amount of customers inside the store as other stores 
have.  Customers clearly not taking situation 
seriously, browse wines for 20 minutes for example 
or coming in for one or two items. Areas of store too 
narrow to provide social distancing space. Majority of 
customers stand within 1 or 2 feet of employees 
even when there is space available. Something 
needs to be done to make them take this seriously 
and make the workplace safer. There are ways the 
store could create more space or have more signs. 
MM is doing many things right but not all they could 
do, still a dangerous situation.

dmsameshima@avvanta.comDavid 206-954-2947

TRUE 03/31/20 5:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther longshore longshore in tacoma/ pacific maritime ass.1306 alexander ave east. tacoma large amount of people gathering in one room, for a  
port job, not responding to the social distancing. our 
coworker coming to work sick.

ddarling544@gmail.com debbie darling 253 370-8126

TRUE 03/31/20 5:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business SEATTLE INDOOR SWAP MEET 14802 Tukwila International BlvdTukwila over the last several days there has been many cars 
in the parking lot this does not seem like it is an 
essential business.

tomasomd@gmail.com Mary Tomaso 2062435985

TRUE 03/31/20 5:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Dahlia Skin Boutique 6611 Kitsap Way Bremerton, 98312 Leslie Stevens is the owner operator of Dahlia Skin 
Boutique and is forcing her employees to accept 
appointments with the public (clients) for non-
essential services (manicures and pedicures) even 
though said employees have expressed reluctance to 
do so.

53ftpz85@gmail.com Holly Campbell 6572354860

TRUE 03/31/20 5:50 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Campground Unknown 2300 N 92nd Street Seattle Someone appears to be operating a campground 
next to the freeway at the 92nd Street overpass.  
This is clearly a dangerous and non-essential 
operation.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:50 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other There are several different  
businesses located in the 
building

Douglas Building 13707 41st Ave S Tukwila The building located at 14816 Tukwila International 
Blvd has many cars parked behind the building and 
on the side of the building.

tomasomd@gmail.com Mary Tomaso 2062435985

TRUE 03/31/20 5:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Burton Coffee Stand, Burton, Vashon Island, King County, Washington23919 (King County restaurant inspection reports listing) or 23925 (from operation's website) Vashon Highway SWVashon Island, Washington 98070Re: 23919 (King County restaurant inspection 
reports listing) or 23925 (from operation's website) 
Vashon Highway SW

I don't know if what I describe should be checked 
into is still going on, as it was approximately 2 weeks 
ago, before the order to not leave our homes unless 
necessary.  I have hardly left my home since then to 
see the current situation but with all that is going on 
with folks and businesses not observing social 
distancing, more people being infected and dying, I 
feel I must report this.  As I say, two weeks ago I 
happened to drive by this location.  This is an 
espresso stand but unlike most, it has seating, or did 
at that time and for years prior.   You can see the 
seating in photos at their Facebook page by just 
googling Burton Coffee Stand.   There were many 
people seated there, which doesn't seem right under 
these circumstances.  Further, I believe 
establishments like this, with seating provided are 
supposed to have plumbed restrooms with 
handwashing facilities for patrons.  I don't believe 
they have anything but a porta potty for employees.  
No handwashing facilities for those congregating 
patrons.  Doesn't seem right! Seems like an 
invitation for more spread of the COVID 19 virus.  
Please check into this?

Please acknowledge receipt if you could and let me 
know the outcome of any investigation you make into 
this.

LuhVerite@yahoo.com Luh Verite

TRUE 03/31/20 5:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential Green Cleaning Angela’s Cleaning PO Box 65113 Seattle WA 98115Seattle My employer is not providing people with safety gear 
(ppe) and continuing to send employees into private 
residences with chemical free green cleaning 
products (that will not kill any bacteria or viruses).  
She suggested bleaching doorknobs and 
lightswitches, which was the only “sanitizing” training 
that she is misrepresenting to clients.  Two 
employees including myself have gotten sick since 
the shut down.  I sent her a copy of the official 
goverment response email I recieved after enquiring 
if our business is essential.

jrdnhnr@gmail.com Jordan Honour 5592125767 angcleaning@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Dr Suite 130 Tukwila Business is advertising on Dory Monson radio show 
as well as website that they are considered essential 
business for standard roofing projects, NOT 
emergency repair only.

philip.cady@gmail.com Philip Cady (425) 870-2930



TRUE 03/31/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Truck accessories manufacturingWickumweld 2100a Kotobuki way Vancouver Wickumweld is a truck accessories manufacturing 
business which entails producing products such as 
tool boxes and cab guards for personal use pick up 
trucks. The business is not providing any sort of 
products for government or other essential 
businesses and is not needed to stay open in order 
for them to continue to operate effectively. They are 
providing products that would be considered non 
essential to the current COVID situation. As well 
they did not come out with any sort of social 
distancing policy or guidelines for employees or 
ownership to follow. Allowing vendors to walk up to 
employees and continuing to give tours to customers 
that are as well not complying with social distancing 
procedures.

Profit234512@gmail.com John Doe

TRUE 03/31/20 5:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution Center Funko, LLC 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko's Distrubution centers have remained open. 
Funko manufactures and distributes collectibles and 
toys, not any essential medical supplies, food, or 
essential infrastructure.

Bond.archangel@gmail.com contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail & Spa 12102 NE 85th St, Kirkland, WA 98033Kirkland they are secretly having clients park in the back or 
down the street and sneaking them into the salon 
and giving them services.

425-362-9876 Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 5:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sawmill Sierra Pacific Industries 421 S 4th Street Shelton Not providing PPE / Not following social distancing 
guidelines / Not providing sanitation

TRUE 03/31/20 5:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym The factory fitness center 4940 auto center blvd Bremerton They have continued to stay open to members with 
key cards. They are telling members to park in the 
back so they don’t seem to be open.

Leslieguzman.11@gmail.comLeslie 3605354115 info@factoryfitnesscenter.com 4/29/20 dup

TRUE 03/31/20 5:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Salesof pools, spas, 
supplies, water testing

The Pool Guy Plus 2815 E Main Ave Puyallup Company not providing cleaning supplies for staff to 
sanitize store efficiently. Not complying with state 
order in danger in staff and public

Dj_64debbie@yahoo.com Debbie Douglas 253-651-6212

TRUE 03/31/20 5:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Store/grocery/deli Moclips country store 4785 WA-109, Moclips, WA 98562Moclips Employees not washing hands or sanitizing during 
shifts especially at night. No social distancing at all 
implemented for customers and employees.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:58 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail? Retail Store 13707 41st Ave S Seattle Many cars are parked in the parking lots with lots of 
people

tomasomd@gmail.com Mary Tomaso 2062435985

TRUE 03/31/20 6:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Bills yard service 13612 55 Ave CT e Puyallup The owner is forcing his employees to work despite 
being in a group of employees and going yard to yard 
is not good to prevent spread if infected, as 
customers will often come out to talk to employees

shyboy00316@gmail.com Chris 2533005982

TRUE 03/31/20 6:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Suite B Tacoma This gym is continuing to operate will being 
considered none essential. There is a steady stream 
or people working out all hours of the day. The gym 
owner Gabriel Moen has posted on the Gyms 
Facebook page that he doesn’t want more then three 
cars parking in the lot at a time as Tacoma PD is 
patrolling the area. The owner has instructed his 
members to park on the street on Michaels Plaza as 
to not look suspicious.

jamiemfrans@gmail.com Jamie Frans (253) 548- 6441 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft Store Joann Fabrics 2625 Harrison AVE NW Set 500Olympia We picked up a curbside pickup order. I watched the 
employee put his order sheet in his mouth, take it 
out and crumple it up with his bare hand and 
continue to handle the orders. He also was angry 
when I told him I couldn't be less than 6 feet from 
him. 
I'm very concerned about the lack of care and social 
distancing being used by the employees at this store

disa.andrea@gmail.com Andrea Fain 3608784330

TRUE 03/31/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joanne’s Fabric Sunset Square Bellingham When asked if and why open, the response was “ 
because we sell elastic which can be used to make 
masks.  I have a copy of a letter that says we can be 
open”.  But they are completely out of elastic - and in 
any case it could be ordered online.

Cj259@comcast.net C J 360-201-3304 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther truck accessories Wickum Weld 2100a Kotobuki way vancouver they are NOT essential and have all employees 
working in unsafe environments that can cause 
COVID

TRUE 03/31/20 6:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming petco, petsmart, wilco 3408 hunt st nw gig harbor I am in Gig Harbor. I, along with the other groomers 
who have our own shops, would like to know why 
petco, petsmart and wilco are still allowing their 
groomers to work. all the small business owners 
have closed. We are not essential. We are ok with 
that as we would like to do our part the "flatten the 
curve". But why are corporate groomers still allowed 
to work...they are a seperate dept from the rest of 
the store. and the less people out and about the 
sooner we will flatten the curve. 
please explain...

riosie@yahoo.com Josie Lowry 7604533807 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Duct Manufacturing Accuduct Manufacturing 316 Ellingson Rd Enumclaw My husband is still going into work. terah@foothillsmidwife.com Terah 206-227-2211 info@accuduct.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:07 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther County Grant Count Fairgrounds 3953 Airway Dr NE Moses Lake county commissioners are allowing department 
heads to find work for employees to do.  Even 
though work is non essential, so they don’t have to 
cover employee with COVID-19 leave.  Putting office 
staff in danger.  Department head told them they can 
go home, but it will be grounded upon if they do by 
him and the commissioners.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscape maintenance Bills yard service 13612 55th Ave CT e Puyallup Owner remaining open despite employees 
repeatedly voicing concern over becoming infected 
due to being in close contact with customers multiple 
times daily.  Owner makes them work because he 
doesn't wish to have to give them all paid time off all 
at once if no one is working. Says will fire employees 
who refuse to work.

shyboy00316@gmail.com Chris 2533316194

TRUE 03/31/20 6:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cigar Store Cigar Zone 19641 SR 410 E Bonney Lake Anyone with at least 1 working brain cell would know 
that a tobacco products store is not essential.

hedunlap@aol.com Harvey E Dunlap 2537091954

TRUE 03/31/20 6:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Bureaucracy State Governor Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue Olympia In direct violation of stay at home order and social 
distancing. Does not qualify as an essential business.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rope Manufacturing Samson 2090 Thornton St Ferndale They’ve had two confirmed positive test results and 
only closed for three days. They are not following 
proper cleaning requirements and are putting their 
employees and their families at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Recreational Westside Bicycle 3418 Harbor Ave SW Seattle, WA  98126 United StatesSeattle They have been open on every sunny day, and have 
a very close-quarters shop that people frequent.

J 503-312-2522

TRUE 03/31/20 6:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rj Peabody  Inc 81 NE Burt Court Belfair Construction being done at address above.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK construction services inc. 1600 E yesler way Seattle All they are doing is new siding and windows

TRUE 03/31/20 6:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dealership Lithia CDJRF of Spokane 10701 N Newport Hwy Spokane selling vehicles

TRUE 03/31/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Bureaucracy Attorney General Bob Ferguson 416 Sid Snyder Avenue Olympia In direct violation of stay at home order and social 
distancing. Subject is completely non-essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile dog grooming Aussie Pet Mobile petgroomingtacoma.com Tacoma Posting photos of dogs and cats groomed today, this 
week and last week
https://www.facebook.com/AussiePetMobileSouthSo
und/

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 6:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Middle School Valley View Middle School Snohomish WABroadway Road Snohomish Tuesday night 3/31/2020 a large gathering (6-12) 
young men playing basketball.

Lmoholt@yahoo.com Lisa Moholt 3602948313

TRUE 03/31/20 6:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo parlor tophat tattoo 10828 myers way s seattle they are continuing to tattoo even with the governors 
orders, in secrecy specifically Zack Taylor 
@zacktaylortattoos as well as the owner of the 
business also  ,proof through Facebook and 
Instagram & feeds/posts from clients
evidence of tattooing would be also in waste bins.
they are in fact still tattooing and in direct opposition 
to the orders

amber.a.rogers@hotmail.comAmber rogers 2534746604

TRUE 03/31/20 6:18 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Einstein middle school  (Hoffman 
Construction job site)

19343 3rd Ave. N.W. Shoreline, WA 98177Shoreline it is impossible to social distances yourself in the 
construction industry. You often cannot complete 
work alone and need a partner. Workers are often 
standing next to each other to complete work.

Sjcook_5917@yahoo.com Sarah 2063806334

TRUE 03/31/20 6:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Korean Women's Association 123 East 96th Street Tacoma KWA is requiring employees to come in to work, 
even though remote working options are available 
and there would be no impact to productivity or ability 
to meet program requirements.  Some  of the offices 
of this organization is violating social distancing 
requirements by continuing to have employees sit 
right next to each other, less than 6 feet apart.  This 
mandate is coming down directly from the CEO, over 
the concerns and objections of managers and 
employees.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bellaeme beauty 27500 102nd ave nw ste 2 Stanwood Casey bell is still open and operating. She is an 
esthetician and somehow she thinks she is 
essential. She offers lash extensions.

Courtney6038@live.com Courtney Pitts 4255016709



TRUE 03/31/20 6:23 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Taylor street dock City of Bellingham parks department Taylor street dock to boulevard parkBellingham People congregate in dock pier.  People cannot pass 
one another in dock and keep 6 foot social 
dinstancing.  You can keep park open but close the 
dock pier.  People use dock pier when they do not 
need to and are not able to maintain 6 foot social 
distance on dock pier. They can still maintain 
distance in park.  Sunny days brings too many to 
dock pier regardless of covid.

Brandib@thechrysalisinn.comBrandi Bessire 3602238036

TRUE 03/31/20 6:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction LCM Cabinets 17404 147th St SE Unit J Monroe The owner does not think he is under jurisdiction to 
close.  He currently has 3 people working daily and 
is planning on requiring everyone else to come back 
by the end of the week without doing anything to 
require social distancing/cleaning

TRUE 03/31/20 6:25 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parking lot gathering Mt Baker Rowing and Sailing Center 3800 Lake Washington Blvd SSeattle Large gathering of people in parking lot

TRUE 03/31/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Parlor Rainbow Massage 900 Meridian Ave E UNIT 4 Milton Business was open 3/31/2020

TRUE 03/31/20 6:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dental office and dental 
hygiene services

Dr Gordon Keyes DDS 751 SE Barrington Dr Oak Harbor They are open and operating as normal while other 
dental offices are only seeing dental emergencies.

Anonymous please 360-320-1530

TRUE 03/31/20 6:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other school Sumner High School 1707 Main St, Sumner, WA 98390Sumner not a large gathering of people
around three people using the track and field 
(Sunset Stadium)
not sure if they were related (same household)
i assume the school properly is closed to recreational 
activity
during 4pm hour 31st of March
at one point, i think they were playing soccer

TRUE 03/31/20 6:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Herrenknecht Tunnelling 1613 132nd Ave East suite 200Sumner Small shop in the city of sumner that manufactures 
cutter heads for tunneling equipment still operating 
as normal. Business leaders challenged by staff 
regarding essential business definition and leaders 
chose to purchase more hand sanitizers instead of 
modifying statement of work or allowing those that 
can to work from home. Social distancing is also not 
being practiced at this business.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther smoke shop cigar4u 1901 S 72nd St #30B tacoma I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop smoke widow 11416 Canyon Rd E puyallup I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Window/Door 
Manufacturing

Cascade Windows 10507 East Montgomery AvenueSpokane This business has remained open since the the 
closure of all non-essential businesses were to be 
closed weeks ago. The owner of this business has 
allowed the front office employees to work from 
home but has mandated it’s 24 hour warehouse staff 
to continue to come into work. They informed the 
workers if they do not come into work they will not 
get unemployment benefits. There are over 20 
workers together in one area on each shift. This is 
extremely risky to health and the spread of COVID.  
Please help these innocent, hard-working members 
of Spokane.

Smithgc2015@gmail.com Claire Smith 509-608-9494

TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco Animal Supplies Store Inc 911 N Stratford Rd Moses Lake Although Petco store side is an essential business, 
the dog grooming salon is still open.. As a dog 
groomer myself i know that we are not considered 
essential as people can bathe and brush and 
maintain their dogs at home. In this business you 
come into contact with ALOT of people. I was also 
told they know this and are reading off a script if 
anyone calls regarding this, this another corporate 
loophole and it is not right to small business owners 
who are obeying the law and doing their best to 
prevent the spread of COVID19.

gabiessocialmedia@gmail.comGabrielle 5099897102 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop smoke widow 11416 Canyon Rd E puyallup I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&D home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave unit 31 Vancouver All employees are not with in distance at shop or at 
construction homes.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop smoke supply 8904 S Tacoma Way lakewood I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop 4 smokers 4017 A St SE B103 auburn I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke shop cigar land 3902 A St SE auburn I don't see how smoke shop is essential?

TRUE 03/31/20 6:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Korean Women's Association 31635 23rd Avenue South Federal Way KWA's CEO is requiring employees who can work 
remotely to come in to the office, even though that 
would violate social distancing rules.  No clients are 
being served out of the offices, and the offices are 
being closed to the public.  Clients are being served 
through phone and online secure access to systems, 
which can be done by working remotely from home.
 So the employees are being put in harm's way with 
no benefit to the public.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store, Starbucks Qfc 7500 196tb St SW Lynnwood A customer came in today to say that he was in our 
establishment, but he was exposed to the virus. He 
was tested yesterday, but won’t receive results until 
tomorrow. So if we dont see him for a
Few weeks we know He got the virus. That doesn’t 
make my staff safe or the business we work in.

tamara.johnson33@gmail.comTamara Johnson 4254787817

TRUE 03/31/20 6:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage therapy Nirvana Asian Massage 4500 pacific hwy E suite A Fife Since the government give an order to close any non 
essential business, most businesses followed the 
order. However, Nirvana Asian massage owner is 
careless. The massage parlors is still open! The 
owner she doesn’t  know how bad if she working on 
customer who had been infected by covid-19. She 
could get infected! Then when she give a massage 
to somebody else they will get infected, after the 
customer will bring the coronavirus to their friends 
even family! Then anyone walking out of the 
business will be a carrier of covid-19, especially the 
therapist can’t keep social distance of 6ft to give a 
massage.  The owner still keep the business open is 
not taking responsibility of all citizens, the owner 
needs to follow the order from government, she not 
being responsible to all the people living in the world! 
Right now a lot of people getting infected already, 
washington will be like NY, if nobody followed the 
order by  Government！she need go to the jail!

TRUE 03/31/20 6:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Massage therapy Nirvana Asian Massage 4500 pacific hwy E suite A Fife Since the government give an order to close any non 
essential business, most businesses followed the 
order. However, Nirvana Asian massage owner is 
careless. The massage parlors is still open! The 
owner she doesn’t  know how bad if she working on 
customer who had been infected by covid-19. She 
could get infected! Then when she give a massage 
to somebody else they will get infected, after the 
customer will bring the coronavirus to their friends 
even family! Then anyone walking out of the 
business will be a carrier of covid-19, especially the 
therapist can’t keep social distance of 6ft to give a 
massage.  The owner still keep the business open is 
not taking responsibility of all citizens, the owner 
needs to follow the order from government, she not 
being responsible to all the people living in the world! 
Right now a lot of people getting infected already, 
washington will be like NY, if nobody followed the 
order by  Government！she need go to the jail!

TRUE 03/31/20 6:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamish Anderson 10829 NE 68th St #201 Kirkland This business is building homes and when asked to 
stop working due to stay at home, they state that 
they will continue working and will not stop.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Daycare Citydog club 809 Olive Way Seattle Business is not categorized as essential and 
continues to remain open amidst the Stay Home 
Stay Healthy order.

wiggle@citydogclub.com



TRUE 03/31/20 6:45 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Official Governor Of Washington State 416 14th Ave SW Olympia We the people of Washington State, have observed 
Governor Jay Inslee as un-essential Governor and 
abusing his power for political gain by violating our 
constitutional rights and ensuing panic across the 
state. Thus single handily destroying numerous 
business, local and small-owner business that have 
built a community relationship with the citizens of the 
state whom are now currently unemployed by Jay 
Inslee. During Jay Inslee's Covid-19 Proclamation, 
our 1st amendment is being violated by prohibiting 
the right to exercise freedom of religion, the freedom 
of speech at council meetings or to peacefully 
assemble. Our 2nd amendment is currently being 
violated, by the closure of firearm stores and shops, 
that supplies the well regulated Militia that is outlined 
in our Constitution that Jay Inslee chooses to ignore. 
Along with violating the hunters that live in this state 
who hunt and fish to provide food on their table like 
my family. The 4th amendment is grossly in violation 
and Jay Inslee has caused the largest panic to 
remaining open billion dollar business' to supply 
documents stating that their employees are 
"essential workers" and need to carry in their vehicle 
at all times due to Jay Inslee's Proclamation. To 
quote the 4th " the right of the people to be secure in 
their persons, houses, papers and effects against 
unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be 
violated and no Warrants shall issue, but upon 
probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation. 
Jay Inslee must be looking at his mentor Adolf Hilter 
for tips on handling the citizens, this is the same 
things Hilter did to the Jews. The 14th amendment 

Ashley Marchesano-Ricker 360-528-1730

TRUE 03/31/20 6:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail fabric and craft store Joann Fabrics and Crafts 31523 Pacific Why S Federal Way Fabric supplies and crafting is not an essential 
service. They are open and not limiting the number 
of people in the store. Fabric and supplies can be 
ordered and picked up curbside. Actually shopping in 
the store is not essential.

lauradenison@comcast.net Laura Denison 206-715-1695 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther School Monroe school district 200 E Fremont st Monroe monroe school district is forcing custodial staff to 
work.  2   Individuals have tested positive at two 
locations these custodians are required to clean 
currently.  Other schools are not doing this.

Reneeacree@msn.com Renee Acree 3603487158

TRUE 03/31/20 6:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Parr Lumber 4111 E Francis Ave Spokane Construction is considered non-essential and yet this 
lumberyard is still open

TRUE 03/31/20 6:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft stores Joanns Everett Wa They are not essential they keep saying they are but 
didn’t have any documentation to prove it and said 
they were trying to see if they could get a permit to 
be essential as of March 31.  All employees have 
complained. The reasoning for being central was a 
maskmaking which the local hospital reportedly did 
not want.   Have had employees tested for Covid at 
Everett and Auburn.  I do see a lawyer that is dealing 
with Covid Specifically when Employers  is putting 
employees in harms way due to a virus.  We already 
had a local dad die at my kids school also an 
employee at my husbands work Verizon.  The 
employees have already talked to Joanns that if they 
really wanted to contribute and give mask kits the 
stores did not need to be open to do this they 
could’ve been handed out on curbside for a specific 
time .

Sunshinetaxi13@gmail.com Alex 2062518495 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Owner jason Fenton stated this is just a social media 
hoax, he wont make any changes, and will lie 
through his teeth to stay open until the national 
guard shuts him down personally. Threatened 
employees jobs saying "if you dont come to work 
there wont be a company for you to come back to"

Supergsuperkeep@gmail.comJohn doe asl.fenton@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:49 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Canyon Creek Cabinet Company 16726 Tye St SE, Monroe Monroe This is a non-essential business and it's my 
understanding that the factory is still open, which I 
believe might be a violation of the governor's order.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City utility City of Richland 2700 Duportail Richland My husband is a Journeyman Lineman for the City. I 
understand he is essential but he’s doing non-
essential work. They are still required to ride in work 
trucks together and its impossible for them to 
practice social distancing and still do their jobs. I am 
very concerned that because he can’t social distance 
he is going to get Covid-19 and bring it home to 
myself (who is high-risk) and his children. We have 
tried for 2+ weeks to advise the city of things they 
can do to keep their workers safe but they refuse to 
implement any of your orders. To quote his 
supervisors “ we will continue with bussniess as 
usual“. Nothing about this usual I understand that 
but things need to be worked differently. I know 
nothing is perfect but isolated crews would be much 
safer with crews separate from each other.

dawne11a@hotmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:50 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Karshner Elementary 1328 8th Ave NW Puyallup The principal of Karshner elementary has told 
upwards of 40 staff members to come in to work last 
week, and once again this week. Both meetings 
have occurred after the stay at home order and after 
the district defined select essential personnel.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Wander Brewery 1807 dean ave Bellingham Business remains open. Does not serve food or 
other essential service. Employees must remain 
working at non essential work during pandemic

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Adult bookstore Freedom or liberty book store 3710 100th st sw Lakewood I would not deem this as an essential business

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Washington State Governor Governor's Mansion Olympia Governor needs to stay home and be quiet Nada No thanks Nope

TRUE 03/31/20 6:53 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther garbage transfer stations open to publicking co solid waste 35315 w valley hwy s Algona The general public is using this "shelter in place" for 
spring cleaning. It is not essential for the public to 
clean their yards and homes and haul their junk to 
the transfer station. These transfer stations should 
only be open for commercial business. As a grocery 
worker that must travel to work I see long lines of 
vehicles waiting to dump. Why are the employee's 
being exposed.

dscdl5@msn.com Shan Adkin 2532054230

TRUE 03/31/20 6:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Snohomish county Court Snohomish county Court 20520 68th Ave W Lynnwood Performing UAs and breathalyzers for pre trial 
release citizens.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym G Standard 3602 s cedar st Tacoma Open gym. Allows 24h access. Telling people to hide 
their cars so that they dont get caught.

cyn.gordon1@gmail.com Cynthia Gordon 2537090900 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby Store, Arts and 
Crafts

JoAnn Fabrics 7601 Evergreen Way Everett They sell fabric and other cloth items that can not be 
cleaned between customers coughing and touching 
them. Which can contribute to the spread of Covid in 
the community.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing and FabricationAD Systems/Brio 2201 100th St SW Everett Concern: Despite not being an essential business, 
employees are being forced to report to work. Sick 
employees are sent home for only 3 days and told to 
come back.  For example, an employee who was in 
contact with a Covid-19 exposed family member was 
only given 3 days to be at home then demanded to 
return. Many employees are worried about not being 
able to remain safe and being able to quarantine at 
home.

ellebell385@gmail.com (707) 563-7092

TRUE 03/31/20 6:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cabinets plus 4630 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley They are still open for business even though they 
are a non essential company. Employee stated they 
will stay open no matter what happens. I feel they 
are putting people at risk for profit

jemacarlton@gmail.com Jessie 2537977279

TRUE 03/31/20 6:58 PM AG Eviction Landlord Miller lane 100 2nd Ave S Ste 200, Edmonds Hello my name delfina Medellin 
my cellphone  is 2535799857 I  Lived in my home 
for 9 years and my landlord  passed away  this last 
year  . Now the trustee sold home and now miller 
lane  is having  be moved out during  this cornovirse.  
 There is no work currently  for me and my children  
. Alot of places  are extremely  expensive  .  And not 
being reasonable  . I'm also being charged  tons of 
late charges    I had told them Iv paid my rent on 15 
each month for last 9 years.  But they are not being  
helpful

Msmedellin253@outlook.comDelfina medellin 2535799857

TRUE 03/31/20 7:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business House of Doughnuts 9638 gravelly Lake Drive lakewood Wa 98499Lakewood wa They are still allowing people into their shop. They 
have a drive through option. But they are still letting 
people come inside.

Littleredrecipes.com C 2539880016

TRUE 03/31/20 7:01 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public buses King county metro 201 S. Jackson St Seattle To many people in an enclosed space. Non 
essentials are using the bus to go back and forth 
and putting others in danger of spreading corona. 
Metro needs to shut down

TRUE 03/31/20 7:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Pete’s Market 58 E Lynn St Seattle Not following social distancing, allowing too many 
customers inside at once. The are good people, but 
even so, should be following proper protocols.



TRUE 03/31/20 7:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Builders First Source 20815 67th Ave NE Arlington Employees here are building trusses and are well 
within the six feet limit. Also, this company is taking 
advantage of the exceptions. They're not delivering 
to any "low income" housing and there is no reason 
why the residential constructions they are delivering 
can't wait. Most of the sites they're running to are 
closed. This company specifically told it's employees 
that their lawyers found a "loophole" to the rules and 
are therefore in compliance. You'll find that most of 
these building supply companies are doing exactly 
the same thing. My husband finally told them he 
refused to deliver to a commercial site and they told 
him, "fine, go home for two weeks and you qualify 
for nothing." He did and I praise him for it. I hope 
that more of the drivers follow him. This company is 
going to get people killed. They don't care about their 
employees, their customers, or the community.

rgrant11371@gmail.com Rachel 425-903-1567

TRUE 03/31/20 7:05 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Capital 416 snyder Avenue sw Olympia Governor Jay Inslee is not essential to Washington 
state!

Notmygovernor@gmail.com Jay Inslee

TRUE 03/31/20 7:07 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 911 N Stratford Rd suite C Moses Lake Dog grooming salons have been deemed non-
essential. While I understand that Petco is an 
essential business as they sell pet food, they are still 
operating their grooming salon inside the store. I am 
close with some of the ladies that work at this store 
& have been told that they are told to follow a script 
when asked about the salon being open. I feel this is 
wrong & really kind of sketchy.

mindilou@gmail.com Mindi LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 7:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 189 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham Dog grooming salon is still taking appointments licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther AG Bob Ferguson Weasel lane nw liar ave Olympia Bob Ferguson is not essential to Washington state 
and should be shut down immediately!

Worthless @gmail.com Jay Inslee

TRUE 03/31/20 7:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Police department Lynnwood Police Department 164th and Hwy99 Lynnwood Today I witnessed about a dozen police officers 
standing around, laughing and enjoying the sun ... all 
of them in close proximity to each other.  If they don't 
practice Social Distancing, how can they expect 
everyone else to?   
Whether they were working, practicing, or relaxing is 
irrelevant.  They have no business standing close to 
each other and bumping into each other and 
shacking each other's hands.
We expect them to set an example and they were 
blatantly ignoring the Governor's Covid-19 directions.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:09 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Knowledge Result Colacurcio Brothers Construction Company7600 272nd St NW Stannwood Non essential construction on a new alternative 
school when the district already has an existing one 
putting workers in risk there is dozens of workers

Bwgdc@hotmail.com Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 7:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Twin's Smoke Shop 24817 Pacific Hwy S Kent This is a smoke shop that does not have any 
groceries or medicine.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Seatac Smoke Shop 19045 International Blvd Seatac, WA 98188 It is a smoke shop that does not hold any groceries 
or medicine. Should not be open.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Walmart Guide Meridian Bellingham, Washington I just went to Walmart today, they aren't practicing 
social distancing. It's business as usual for them. 
The customers and employees weren't at all 
concerned about social distancing either. Some of 
their employees were passing me by, with less than 
a foot between us. I made a comment to one of their 
employees about social distancing, and she gave me 
an attitude. Walmart isn't taking the pandemic 
seriously, if they did, then they would be more 
responsible like Trader Joe's. I'm 63 with asthma, 
and I only went there for a few essentials. I'm just a 
concerned citizen.

5257karenh@gmail.com Karen Hamilton 3604411713

TRUE 03/31/20 7:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Board house MSI Manufacturing 1023 N Kellogg St Kennewick I wrote in before but there have been new updates. 
At this place of business people are quitting because 
he won't close. There are people crying at work 
because they are afraid. Yesterday they allowed a 
girl who took a trip to Mexico come back work. She 
did not wear gloves or a mask. When people voiced 
their concerns the HR lady went and got them a 
mask. Again this business is not working on 
anything that will help with the virus. People are not 
wearing gloves and they are not wiping or washing 
their hands  please check out this company for the 
employees safety.

suzkn123@yahoo.com Suzanne Knisley 5096198491

TRUE 03/31/20 7:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop E Z Smoke & More 26022 Pacific Hwy S Kent, WA 98032 Should not be open because does not have any 
essential substances.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:14 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther residential home Illegal drug house 6711 201st  St Ct E Spanaway selling illegal drugs from residential 24/7. People 
coming and going at all hours of the day and night

law abiding concerned citizen

TRUE 03/31/20 7:15 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Salon Wilco and Petco Gig Harbor Gig Harbor The pet store is using a loop hole to keep grooming 
open which is non essential because they know that 
all the small business had to close

ElizaPWolfe@gmail.com Eliza Wolfe 2533349903

TRUE 03/31/20 7:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Veterinarian office Lakeland hills veterinary hospital 18215 9th st. E. Ste. 106 Lake Tapps Very small confined rooms. Not controlling how 
many people are in there at one time. Absolutely NO 
visible sterilizing wipes, sprays, not even hand 
sanitizer available at desk or patient rooms. Not even 
a scent of sanitation in the room from between last 
patient to new patients.

Angelpalm18@aol.com Elycia 253-315-1229

TRUE 03/31/20 7:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabrics 5824 196th St SW Lynnwood Non essential buisness staying open increasing the 
risk of spread of Covid19 to the public. Large chain 
with multiple stores in Washington.

jeff.janes@aol.com Jeff Janes 206-251-8495 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Office supplies Staples 3011 196th st Lynnwood Lack of staff, not enough proper safety measures 
being followed and none of the "essential" supplies 
are, or will be in stock. Opening for additional hours 
outside of recommended guidelines

lainey_elise@live.com Lainey 3609696525

TRUE 03/31/20 7:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Green river saloon 18221 e appleway Spokane valley Drinking establishment allowing customers inside to 
drink I. House

TRUE 03/31/20 7:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Pc Jacksom plumbing co 3908 corporation circle Charlotte North Carolina Company and others like it are working as normal, 
on new construction jobs , that have nothing to do 
with the fight against covid 19!  Putting people and 
their family in danger!!

Bob

TRUE 03/31/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Kory’s muttley crew 1751 Goldie Rd. Building 2-3 Oak Harbor, Wa  98277 grooming Dogs which is non-essential Pm77comcast.net Marianne Hatfield 1 360 331-4504 korismuttleycrew@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 2700 Rainier Ave. S Seattle Lowe’s  has been listed as an essential business yet 
there are massive amounts of people doing home 
improvements. People in the stores for non essential 
items 7 days a week with no professional cleaning 
being done in the store. Shopping carts are wiped 
down at close of business but not at all through out 
the day. “Cart runs” are done by the workers 
throughout the day and never are the carts being 
wiped down before they enter the store. Workers are 
covering several different departments due to call 
outs but are asked to wipe down their departments w 
a diluted cleaning solution- this is not being enforced 
nor is it possible to wipe down two or three 
departments while you are working. Social 
distancing is not occurring near the cashier registers 
due to the lack of employees at the registers. Break 
rooms are still filled with more than 10 people. 
Bathrooms are not being cleaned during the day. No 
professional cleaning has occurred since the virus 
broke out. No safety screen at the paint desk where 
people spend over 10-20 selecting their colors and 
consistently leaning over the counter and touching 
paint counters. No sneeze guards up in the paint 
area as of March 31. No masks are available for the 
workers yet Lowe’s sold them for weeks. Requesting 
Lowe’s use more aggressive approach to cleaning 
throughout the day and stress to the public that this 
isn’t the time to do home improvement tasks with 
daily visits to the store for non essential items. 
These stores are packed- lines wrapped around just 
for gardening and paint. This stay at home order is 
not being taken seriously.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction CMMS 9086 S March Point Rd Anacortes CMMS is a non-essential business operating 
regardless of Governor Inslee’s proclamation and 
forcing their staff to go to work every day as normal. 
With more than ten employees, I’m concerned they 
are not following social distancing guidelines either

allicarpenter99@gmail.com Allison Carpenter 4255189779

TRUE 03/31/20 7:34 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther MetronBus Metro 201 S. Jackson St Seattle 15 People (look homeless) riding on a Metro Bus in 
downtown Seattle.  
     You want to fine people, start with Metro and all 
the homeless people.  Come up with a solution you 
idiots, otherwise we come out of this Stay at home 
and get infected by these people you don’t care about

Stephenwscottmi@gmail.comSteve Scott



TRUE 03/31/20 7:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor Summer Palace Massage Meridian South Hill Not sure a rub and a tug are essential. They have a 
open sign and appear to be doiing business.

K. Aponte

TRUE 03/31/20 7:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Plastic forming Sonoco plastics 2801 river rd Yakima We have family that work in this building. There 
have been no recommended precautions taken at 
their work site. No cleaning. Two staff members are 
out sick with COVID 19 and the rest of the building 
was exposed to them. The building director was told 
to close temporarily, but instead issued his own 
memo stating they are in fact essential, and will be 
staying open. Staff members are told to show this 
memo to the police as an excuse to not be abiding 
the stay at home order. We are concerned for the 
health and safety of our family.

Jrgkw002@hotmail.com R Berg 509-580-1245

TRUE 03/31/20 7:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco, Petsmart, WIlco 3408 Hunt St NW Gig Harbor I submitted a form that was supposed to be "from" 
Howllywood Boarding and Grooming but I just 
realized in submitting this that I put Howllywood in 
the business name. I was not reporting Howllywood. 
I am reporting on Petco, PetSmart and Wilco and 
the injustice that their grooming departments are 
allowed to be grooming under the pretense that they 
are open because they sell pet food. If this is the 
case then yes they should be selling food. But why is 
my grooming business deemed non essential and 
they get handed my revenue and my clients on a 
silver platter while I am forced to be closed. 
Receiving no income and laying off groomers. It is 
absolutely them taking advantage of a loophole. 
They know it and you know it. You cannot threaten 
to take my business license away then turn around 
and allow this obscene display of disregard for 
directives to go unseen. I am calling on you to have 
a rule across the board. Either groomers are 
essential and continue working or ALL grooming. 
Including corporate are non essential. They aren't 
above the rules.

howllywood@hotmail.com Hector Dominguez 253-303-2128 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Custom vehicle parts Art Morrison Enterprises 5301 8th St Fife Nonessential business. Company builds custom 
Chassis & suspensions for car enthusiasts & hobby 
car collectors. This is not an auto body or auto repair 
facility. They take orders for custom work ONLY. 
Company is not following the essential business only 
& staff has been told to report to work.

info@artmorrison.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming and pet 
boarding

Kori’s Muttley Crew 1751 Northeast Goldie St Oak Harbor They are open and grooming pets for clients during 
this time. Pet groomers are not included in the 
essential worker list.

reyna_f_h@yahoo.com Reyna Hull-Walton 360-320-8006 korismuttleycrew@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Doggy daycare Koris mutley crew Crosby rd Oak harbor wa This business is taking daycare dogs an drelivery 
service an also grooming now added after sll the 
grooming shops closed in town.

Mary.e.love143@gmail.com Mimi Edwards 3607284241

TRUE 03/31/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gs eyelash extensions 8114 112th Street Ct E Puyallup The lash artist Emilie who works at Gentle spirit had 
texted me and said that she will be taking clients at 
her house and not to say anything to anyone.

Kellynira123122@gmail.com Nancy

TRUE 03/31/20 7:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A C Moate Industries Inc 2118 A Street SE Auburn They run sweeper trucks through parking lots at 
night. Everyone else in the company is laid off 
except the sweeper drivers.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction OSW Equipment & Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish The owners and management have had many 
people come forward as sick (even with 
temperatures higher than 100 degrees), they are 
sent home but told to return the next day. Not taking 
the action needed to prevent illnesses from 
spreading. Employees do not feel that the company 
as a whole is essential. If employees need to stay 
home for children out of school or because they are 
sick, they are not receiving sick pay and are being 
told their jobs are at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Dt Nails and Spa 3204 Ocean Beach Hwy, Longview, WA 98632Longview, WA 98632 Around 1-2 PM on Sunday March 29,   This 
business was observed to be open for business.   
Their website listed hours of operation for most days 
of the week.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Western / Redmond heavy haul 24300 Pacific hwy s Kent Hauling construction equipment

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon Nail Paradise 10408 W. Sunset Hwy., Airway Heights I'm just concerned that they are still open as of 
yesterday, March 30, 2020.  I was in town to get 
some groceries at Walmart when I witnessed this.  
I'm concerned about spreading the virus through 
close contact while doing nails, or pedicures, 
eyebrow waxing, etc.

jdjimt@gmail.com Deanna Tarbert 509-722-3085

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Stephanie Bankuti 118 4th Ave E Olympia Sending out emails that she is disregarding the 
shelter in place orders and is scheduling 
appointments in her home.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation Community Transit 7100 Hardeson Rd Everett Busses are consistently overcrowded since fares 
were suspended. Cant maintain social distance. 
95% homeless riding, not essential workers! Drivers 
at risk! 1 already died! Shut them down! Not 
providing PPE's

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 7:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco grooming salon 12040 ne 85th st Kirkland Grooming is nonessential and Petco is keeping 
multiple salons open.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 7:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Edmonds community college new 
addition

20020 68th Ave W, Lynnwood, WA 98036Lynnwood I would classify this as a non essential construction 
site, during this covid-19 stay home order.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco grooming salon Petco grooming salon 22621 Bothell Everett highwayBothell Multiple petco grooming salons are kept open even 
though grooming in nonessential

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 7:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dow excavating and landscape materials707 1st street Cheney Lot of customers in and lots of delivering.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Gordon Keyes,DDS 751 SE Barrington Dr Oak Harbor open to the public half days, mornings only for 
Dental "emergencies" but he is including a lot of 
unnecessary procedures not within the guidelines of 
emergency category. Has also been reported to be 
doing routine dental cleanings. It is strongly felt he is 
putting his staff and patients at risk.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 7:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco grooming salon 474 228th Avenue ne Sammamish Multiple Petco salons are open even though 
grooming is nonessential.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 8:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CDK Construction 26231 NE 165th St Duvall Non essential projects going on through townhomes,  
 condos etc through out the seattle area.

Employees are told to keep working unless they 
want to quit or use all their vacation or sick leave.   
People have been told to keep working till they get 
shut down.    They can't use the social distance 
restrictions.      Help their employees please we are 
worried and concerned about this health and safety

TRUE 03/31/20 8:02 PM Other Agency Eviction Other NoneYo Bidness 123 main st seattle Mind your own fucking business, Inslee. You're pathetic.haha@haha.com hahahahahahaha 3605551212

TRUE 03/31/20 8:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Campus cafe 850 maple st Medical Lake allowing people to dine in and sit and relax and lots 
of deliverin

allowing people to dine in and sit and relax
TRUE 03/31/20 8:03 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Hush studio 1418 s sixth ave Tacoma This place is opened where musicians can practice 

in the confines of their own rooms. Bands are still 
getting together regularly.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:06 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Main Office Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr Lakewood This school district has not allowed the main office 
non-essential staff to stay home. They are making 
non-essential departments & departments that can 
work from home, continue to come into the office. 
People do not feel comfortable but are afraid to 
question administrators. Teachers & school staff are 
home but main office secretaries & support staff are 
not.
It is understood that there are some positions that 
are essential, but those are not the positions being 
referenced. All neighboring school district offices are 
closed. Please ask Clover Park to do the same.



TRUE 03/31/20 8:08 PM AG Eviction Landlord Safe Harbor Property Management 4013 S Puget Sound Ave Tacoma, WA My landlord sent a very inconsiderate letter to all the 
tenants stating that rent is still due at the normal 
time even with regards to the huge financial crisis 
we are in and people losing jobs. The letter (which I 
can send) was very inconsiderate. Today she text 
me saying that I overpaid on my rent which I did not 
know and I asked for a refund considering what is 
going on I don't have extra money to shell out right 
now and she said that she doesn't have the authority 
to issue a refund. The letter gave little to no 
consideration for the financial difficulties going on in 
the world and I feel offended that they felt that this 
was okay to send given what's going on. There was 
nothing about trying to work with us, waiving late 
fees, nothing and then her text to me today the day 
my rent cleared but I can't get it back just this one 
time no exception can be made? It's crazy! I'll be 
more than happy to send the letter. She didn't 
threaten eviction but there was nothing in there 
stating they would work with tenants at this time. 
She won't even allow me to get the overpayment 
back.

keysharaecooper@gmail.comKeysha-Rae Cooper 253-363-7867

TRUE 03/31/20 8:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Nys Enterprises 12322 Highway 99 #126 Everett 25 workers Running full crews and office.  Putting 
many at risk.  Owner decided they were essential.
Office number 4253552474

TRUE 03/31/20 8:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Hamilton cafe & store 541 maple st Hamilton Cafe continues to serve patrons in store and sit 
down meals

TRUE 03/31/20 8:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Kush Klub Shoreline 17547 15th Ave NE, Shoreline, WA 98155Shoreline Store was packed and no distancing was enforced. 
Customers were touching packaging before 
purchase.

deanemcgahan@gmail.com Deane McGahan

TRUE 03/31/20 8:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business University of washington Hospital Plaza Caferteria1959 NE Pacific st. #110 Seattle WA 98195 On March 23, 2020, The UW Plaza Cafeteria 
management announced that one of our coworker 
was confirmed positive COVID-19. Prior to 
discovery, the individual worked for 5 days last week 
displaying some symptoms. In spite of what 
happened, the management made a decision to 
continue work like nothing happened. None of the 
protocols recommended by the regulators were done.

juanchito1818@yahoo.com Johnny Ignacio (206)941-7027

TRUE 03/31/20 8:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis store Kush Klub Shoreline 17547 15th Ave NE Shoreline No distancing enforced

TRUE 03/31/20 8:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther supermarkets Market 32 supermarket route 9 latham, ny People shopping in grocery stores are not following 
the guidelines for 6 feet apart...or large amts of 
people at one time in the stores...People over 60 are 
walking around with no protection...no gloves or 
masks and acting like theres nothing going on in the 
world...as well as the workers,,,no gloves and being 
close to people

limoman218@gmail.com Tony

TRUE 03/31/20 8:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat 
of Spokane

10701 N Newport Hwy Spokane Unfortunately this company has decided to remain 
open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the 
virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vehicle sales Lithia Chrysler DOdge Jeep Ram Fiat 
of Spokane

10701 N Newport Hwy Spokane Unfortunately this company has decided to remain 
open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the 
virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction MC Construction 5219 N. Shirley St Ruston MC Construction continues to work at Pt. Ruston 
jobs site after the "Stay Home" order. All trades are 
continuing to work and construction stretches from 
Grand Ave all the way through Main St. These 
projects do not fall under essential as they are new 
construction for a hotel and condos. This property 
houses 100's of residents that are at risk of 
unnecessary exposure to COVID-19.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Homedepot 1145 west Washington street Sequim Employees of more than 8 loading items such as 
bathroom vanities, baseboard to customers truck 
without practicing social distancing. Please help my 
community these are not essential needs.  Please 
help!!!

TRUE 03/31/20 8:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ocean Spa 3417 Broadway Ste A Everett Massage parlor open

TRUE 03/31/20 8:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business UWMC Medical Specialties Clinic 3rd floor UWMC hospital1959 NE Pacific Stree Kirkland Dr. Paul Pottinger tells staff at Medical Specialties 
that because they sign in that they do not have 
symptoms, it is safe to disregard social distancing 
measures mandated by state. Break room that is 
about 12 x 12 had 8 people eating/warming food at 
once this afternoon. Groups of people talk together 
with 1-2 feet between them. Staff get together over 
the weekend. Concerns of asymptomatic spread are 
not addressed. Management does not promote 
distance between staff and says "we can't do our job 
if we have to be 6 feet apart." Staff exposed to pt 
who tested positive for COVID-19 were 
subsequently rooming pts and not wearing masks 4 
days after exposure and before tests came back. 
Some staff members are very anxious about working 
and do not know what to do. Please help.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bellaeme beauty 27500 102nd ave nw ste 2 Stanwood Casey bell is still open and doing lashes when it is 
not essential

Anfwpurple@yahoo.com Angelina Welch 4253276055

TRUE 03/31/20 8:38 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Overnight rental Easy Street Investments 10285 Ski Hill Drive Leavenworth 7 cars in driveway of an overnight rental

TRUE 03/31/20 8:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Ice cream social 6th ave Tacoma It's an ice cream place that should not be deemed 
essential, they are not wearing gloves

a.knapp1717@gmail.com Amy 2533920964

TRUE 03/31/20 8:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JoAnn Fabrics & Crafts 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Too many people in this store at a time not 
maintaining social distance. All these services can 
be offered online, and this store does not need to be 
open.

gretchenlydia@gmail.com Lydia 2069991546 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Howard S Wright 415 1st AVE N Seattle This company is still sending their workers to non 
essential jobs putting them at risk and violating the 
essential workers only.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:46 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Westminster Chapel 13646 NE 24th St, Bellevue, WA 98005Bellevue FWIW, today at about 2pm, the Westminster 
Chapel, a church on 24th st. NE in Bellevue, decided 
it would hold some sort of a service, against the 
explicit instructions from the governor and other 
State officials, 

There were at least 200 cars in the parking lot and 
god knows how many people congregating inside.

Bellevue PD was called and notified.

jj.colbert@aol.com JJ Colbert 4254420454

TRUE 03/31/20 8:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business 212 Health and Fitness 2558 76th Ave SE Mercer Island Health club with close contact, high likelihood of 
transmission.

jason@212health.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:51 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Many Ferndale businesses Many Ferndale Businesses Main Street Ferndale City seems like business as usual except for restaurants.  People everywhere.inblingham@msn.com Justin Brost (360)739-8261

TRUE 03/31/20 8:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Salesmen Automotive Solutions NW 2306 S Hayford Rd Blg A Airway Heights This business is making their workers go to work 
everyday and this business is not essential. They fix 
and sell cars through the auction. The auction has 
closed their auction days recently so there is really 
no reason to keep their employees working during 
this. They do not fix the publics cars and do not sell 
to the public.

Starzz99006@gmail.com I want to stay anonymous I want to stay anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 8:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Safeway 7300 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle There is no enforcement of 6 ft distancing among 
customers. Non-checkout employees are frequently 
in close quarters with customers and one another, 
and are not provided PPE. Sanitation of mid-store 
surfaces (handles, doors, shelves, etc) is rare or 
nonexistent. Severe lack of hand washing 
stations/sanitizer for all employees. Sick employees 
staying at work.

devinnmack@gmail.com Devin Mack 2069201034

TRUE 03/31/20 8:55 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City Park Yakima Parks and Recreation 2301 Fruitvale Blvd Yakima There has been anywhere between 10-40 folks on 
the pickle ball courts at Franklin Park for several 
days in a row. Could the gates be locked?

felicitya82@yahoo.com Felicity Pittman 509 594-2666

TRUE 03/31/20 8:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma They've made a "We're only doing this because 
we're forced to" attempt in "separating" the workers, 
but only during breaks. With it being an indoor 
marijuana farm they cannot adhere to the social 
distancing guidelines correctly at all times. Some 
workers fear for their and their families' health.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Creekside business park 1600 s 36th ave Yakima There’s is multiple landscapers working

TRUE 03/31/20 9:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Not providing people with adequate protective gear, 
not observing effective social distancing, deporting 
people seeking asylum during a global pandemic, 
various other health & human rights concerns



TRUE 03/31/20 9:08 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Target 2941 Queensgate Drive Richland Very overcrowded, could barely get through the aisle 
without someone bumping into you. People are 
acting like this is a vacation, overheard people 
talking about getting together to bar-b-q and go to 
other social events. They need capacity control in 
these stores.

cherisonline@yahoo.com Cheri Y Stewart 509-396-8909

TRUE 03/31/20 9:13 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School District Nespelem School 229 School House Loop Rd. Nespelem Nespelem School District is requiring staff to work 7 
hour days with 15 other employees and a 
construction crew all doing these 7 hours together . 
They are requiring us to come to work even if a 
doctors note is provided. The employees were told if 
we do not come into work we will receive leave 
without pay and the district will find someone to fill 
our position. Therefore we will lose our job. We have 
several employees with high risk family members or 
are high risk themselves, and the district is not 
working with us at all. Our union has been in contact 
with them and the district isn’t making an effort to 
comply.

justusdewinkler@gmail.com Justus DeWinkler 509-429-7084

TRUE 03/31/20 9:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Political Office Washington State Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia The Governor is not only breaking RCW 42.06.220, 
Sec 2, Para iii (specifically protects our right to 
assemble peacefully assemble) but also Our 
constitutional 1st Amendment Rights with this 
Governor Proclamation of Emergency.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:15 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther High School Emerald Ridge High School 12405 184th St E Puyallup There are several administrators and office staff 
members at Emerald Ridge High School and I 
believe other schools within the Puyallup School 
District that are being ordered to report to work at 
their schools despite the Governor's proclamation. 
While a few of these workers are involved in first 
responder daycare activity, many of these people are 
not engaged in this activity and do not qualify as 
essential workers.

wacharlb@gmail.com Charles Beall (253) 230-2102

TRUE 03/31/20 9:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nails Club 6761 N Milburn Fresno Nails salon open, very busy shop.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Recreational Cannabis Bud Hut 26207 Maple Valley Black Diamond Rd SE suite cMaple Valley BUD HUT MAPLE VALLEY CANNABIS 
DISPENSARY Is not an essential business.   I live 
across the street and saw a line out the door over 15 
people deep on Sunday.

NoPot@gmail.com Maple Valley Resident 425-432-5555

TRUE 03/31/20 9:20 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Jay Inslee's Office PO Box 40002 Olympia Hey Little Hitler, You are going down the wrong path with this tattle tale website.  It seems to me that you are pretty non-essential.  Time to retire.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail-craft JoAnn fabrics 1125 E Sunset Dr #125 Bellingham This craft store is still open to customers, although 
they argue that they're supplying mask making 
supplies, they're retail, and are not essential

Breweren@gmail.com Erin Brewer 2532170528 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Washington state 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olympia Governor inslee is not essential in any way shape or 
form. Bob Ferguson is not essential in any way 
shape or form.

ultimatetrailduster@gmail.comStan E Dyer 4253280612

TRUE 03/31/20 9:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Psychiatry Northwest 2250 N 107th St Seattle Front desk employees sit about 1 ft from each other. 
Office is not wiping down surfaces thru out the day 
and patients are still coming into office without being 
COVID19  screened.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Psychiatry Northwest 2150 North 107th Street Ste 400Seattle 2 Front desk ladies sitting side by side checking 
people in not cleaning the front desk as people come 
and go. Lunch room still open for all to eat and 
gather in.  Employees that could work from home 
not being allowed to under new Practice Manager 
who thinks the virus is "Not that bad"

TRUE 03/31/20 9:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction JC Richards Construction/Hollander 
Investments at Holiday Inn

812 South Hill Park Drive puyallup,wa construction crew on site, not honoring social 
distancing and lack of  PPE. Also, children on job 
site, unsupervised and no PPE.    Is this considered 
essential business??

imat6548@mail.com Tami Czichas 2532234643

TRUE 03/31/20 9:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other State Park Larrabee State Park 245 Chuckanut Dr, Bellingham, WA 98229Bellingham Today I was on essential business in Whatcom 
County (I am a journalist and reporting on 
assignment). I decided to drive the scenic route back 
to Seattle along Chuckanut Drive and was 
disappointed to see at least a dozen cars occupying 
roadside parking along Chuckanut Drive with hikers 
coming in and out of Larrabee State Park trails. I am 
aware that Whatcom County parks remain open - 
including Chuckanut Mountain - but I saw hikers 
coming in and out specifically of the Larrabee State 
Park trail network at approximately 2 pm. I 
encourage further enforcement along Chuckanut 
Drive.

gregory.scruggs@gmail.com Gregory Scruggs 4109254101

TRUE 03/31/20 9:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Communist dictatorship Washington St governor's office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Try reading the bill of rights, and tell me how many 
rights you are violating with this order.
"I will defend the Constitution of the United States 
against all enemies, foreign and demestic". That 
includes you Shits.

We the people American veteran 867-5309

03/31/20 9:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft store Hobby Lobby 3130 South 23rd St Tacoma Employees seen in building working.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Teacher Jenny Escobar, teacher at St. Joseph -marquette school in Yakima, wa202 N 4th St, Yakima, WA 98901Yakima Jenny Escobar is a teacher in Yakima and is 
traveling to Walla Walla wa next week and is 
planning on holding a prayer group gathering here in 
Walla Walla. She is not following the guidelines the 
governor set in place to stay at home, not travel and 
she is not maintaining social distance . Her phone 
number is 509-575-5557. She is also on Facebook 
and Instagram.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Washington governor 1234 fake street Seattle Governor Inslee is open to eating my dick. This is 
problematic

John@me.com Inslee czar 930-573-8499

TRUE 03/31/20 9:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Washington governor Pikes fake street Seattle governor deciding politics is the last job they wanted 
to fail at

John@me.com Inslee czar 930-573-8499

TRUE 03/31/20 9:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Rental Buddys home Furniture 11007 Bridgeport way s Lakewood They're openning back up for 4 days when people 
get paid to collect payments or to sale deliver and 
pick up furniture. All stores in the state. They sent 
messages to customers theynwould be open one the 
1st till the end of the week

yeags723@gmail.com 4253209555 Buddy@buddyrents.com duplicate

TRUE 03/31/20 9:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Vivi salon 15704 mill creek blvd. #11 Mill creek Open signs off. But workers are inside and still 
cutting hair. Some of the workers are coughing.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openLandlord Nine 120 20th Seattle Ya

TRUE 03/31/20 9:44 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DOE Hanford Contractor Washington River Protection Solutions 2425 Stevens Center Pl Richland Meetings of 50 to 100 employees, shoulder to 
shoulder with coughing, management openly 
discounting severity of COVID.  Employees afraid to 
return home.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Individual Jay Inslee Governor's Mansion Olympia Jay Inslee is not following his own proclamation, and 
is refusing to stay home. He's violating his own order.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:49 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Center of Faith 25715  102nd PL SE  #104 Kent The leader of the church has still be holding church 
services and bible study with 10 people. It could 
possibly be more. The pastor stated in Facebook in a 
video that they had 10 people in the building for the 
service and recommended the people to attend 
Tuesday night bible study.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:50 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Individual Robert Ferguson Attorney General's Office Olympia Individual is disobeying the Governor's order to stay 
home, and putting others at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Truck Accesory Wickum Weld 2100-A Kotobuki Way Vancouver Not following any set policy or guidelines about 
social distancing, it's a truck accessory company, 
truck boxes for tool storage and beds made for 
personal use, no government or emergency vehicle 
use.  Feels like the owner is trying to pump out as 
much product as possible before he gets caught and 
has to close for being non essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:52 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Snohomish county road maintenance Base of operations- cathcart facilityUn incorporated Snohomish county - Jordan RoadCounty work crew of aprox 10 vehicles and 15 
employees grading gravel shoulders, aprox one mile, 
both sides of road.
About as un essential in these times as I can 
imagine.

ANON ANON (except for ISP, obviously)ANON

TRUE 03/31/20 9:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction MC Construction Main Street Point Ruston Ranier buildingTacoma Non-essential construction of luxury condominiums  
on waterfront next to a brand new nursing home

Blankakarasek@gmail.com Blanka 4252210679

TRUE 03/31/20 10:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Jitterz Expresso 700 Yakima Valley Hwy Sunnyside, Wa Is open and they aren’t using wrapped up straws, 
touching money and debit cards while not sanitizing 
hands after touching money and then putting your 
straw into your drink

Jrleon509509@gmail.com Jr 5094350000

TRUE 03/31/20 10:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Yelm physical therapy 412 w yelm ave Yelm I had my physical therapy appointment and felt so 
uncomfortable being there because no one is 6 ft 
apart at any time and there were at least 15-20  
people in the gym. I will be canceling my upcoming 
appointments through April-possibly longer. No one 
uses PPE. Girls upfront were disinfecting a lot but 
there should not be so many people in one small 
business. Thank-you for your time. Please make 
them limit the amount of people or just shut them 
down for the time being. Not worth the risk of 
infecting so many people and putting their own staff 
at risk.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 10:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley manufacturing housing 1717 S fourth st Sunnyside They are building residential homes ! And their are 
more than 150 workers working in one building



TRUE 03/31/20 10:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Autozone sick manager and 
working

Autozone 1210 SW Scotton Way Battle Ground Manager of the store has been sick, coughing 
constantly for days with a fever. Went to urgent care 
twice and couldn't get seen yet continues to come 
into work every day. This has been going on for over 
a week.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Church Greater Destiny church 324 N J St Tacoma The leader of the church did a Facebook live stream 
in the church building. There were 3 of more people 
in the building. In the livestream the leader of the 
church also had someone he was interviewing. They 
were not practicing social distancing and ignored the 
stay at home policy.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Hookah bar/bar Stands hookah 14645 Tukwila International BlvdTukwila The place is full of people hanging out inside and out ptown909@yahoo.com Autumn smith 2067672556

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Blessed Temple 1620 S Adam St Tacoma The pastor of the church was in the building 
conducting a Facebook live stream for Wednesday 
night bible study. There were three people in the 
hurdling during the time of the livestream. There 
were pictures posted on the Facebook page which 
show the number of people in the building. Also 
there was a Sunday service that was done on 
Facebook live, the pastor clearly ignores the stay 
home ban to complete the live stream.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 76 91st Ave NE 719 lake stevens while gas stations are essential, the owners of this 
gas station are not supplying their employees with 
proper disinfectants. very little hand sanitizer or 
counter wipes. and they have not shut down the self 
serve yoghurt or drink fountains, and instead are 
forcing the employees to leave their registers to 
accompany customers to serve them

TRUE 03/31/20 10:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sick workers continue to 
work at gas station

Chevron, 9508 WA-162, Puyallup, WA 98372Chevron, 9508 WA-162, Puyallup, WA 98372Chevron, 9508 WA-162, Puyallup, WA 98372Two workers continue to work stock shelves & 
cashier while showing obvious signs of being 
sick...in fact the one worker told me she's sick and I 
said oh my, to which she said what it's just a cold 
everyone gets colds......I said well you all should be 
wearing masks.....

chrissykosel@gmail.com Chrissy Kosel 2533353458

TRUE 03/31/20 10:26 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Production Home pride 15100 industrial rd Bristol  va I don't see how we are essential. I don't feel safe. 
Nobody is ever 6 feet away and some people there 
are sick and still working. I would rather keep my 
name from them since I don't wanna lose my job. 
Thanks

bradnshay87@gmail.com Welch 4233418289

TRUE 03/31/20 10:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Retailer Jo-Anne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Jo-Anne's across the state are still open to the 
public. These stores are non essential, falling under 
the same category as Michael's and Hobby Lobby 
both of which have closed their stores. There are 
little guidelines enforcing social distancing or 
employee safety in the locations  These stores are 
able to, and should be, only offering online or 
curbside shopping services.

awilkins26@gmail.com Andrew Wilkins 2539704417 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ????? 5733 37th Ave S Seattle Construction work going on Neighbor

TRUE 03/31/20 10:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Funko 1202 shuksan way Everett Would like to confirm if Funko is considered an 
essential business at this time and if so will we be 
given documents or IDs showing we are essential 
workforce

benweishaar123@gmail.com contact@funco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership sales 
department

Lithia  but many dealers in Spokane 
are still open

Newport Hwy (Hwy 2) Spokane This dealership is still open though pretending to be 
closed. Sales people are selling cars and customers 
are not keeping distance away from others. Other 
dealers are open in Spokane too.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Growler Guys 8500 Lake City Way NE Seattle, WA 98115 Non-essential, a tavern serving food indoors, open 
when website hours claim closure, playing music 
loudly after 10pm, attracting persons at risk of 
COVID-19 transmission in small indoor serving area. 
Currently using loudspeaker that can be heard one 
block away (10;39pm Tuesday 3/21/20.

mrwood@u.washington.edu M.R.Wood 2067904841

TRUE 03/31/20 10:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toy company Funko 2802 Wetmore Avenue Everett Funko has closed its retail locations, but its 
warehouses remain open. In a letter to employees 
they referred to themselves as an "essential 
business." Sick people are working in the 
warehouses. People with at-risk conditions must use 
PTO to stay home. My son, who works there, has 
asthma.

katherine@katherinegracebond.comKatherine Bond 4256791929

TRUE 03/31/20 10:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Bayside Auto Sales 9815 Evergreen Way Everett, WA  98204 United StatesEverett Multiple large gatherings Jimbrowner2018@gmail.com Jim Browner

TRUE 03/31/20 10:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Tyrants R Us Olympia Spawn of Hell Continually wasting our time and causing the 
destruction of economy. Please leave us alone you 
worthless vermin.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Brewery Elysian Brewing Company 5410 Airport Way S Seattle The brewery itself is still operational in Georgetown. 
Uncertain if the taproom is open.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store JoAnn 31523 Pacific Hwy Federal Way Too many customers not enough distancing.
Unable to clean enough

karink63@gmail.com Karin Keller 253-820-7634

TRUE 03/31/20 10:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Routed city county bus 
service

Kitsap transit 60 Washington ave unit 200 bremerton washington 98337Bremerton Since the bus service has halted paying for rides it 
has brought groves of homeless people who show 
up 12 to 16 people that get on buses and just ride 
around not fallowing space requirements it's turned 
into social hour non stop talking and people bacsicly 
seating allmost,on each other these are people who 
have not,showered for  months filthy clothing just 
totally un kept this as and is daily issue going on non 
stop I have abseved this in port orchard bus #8 bus 
#9 bus #4 port orchard routes also leaving buses a 
total mess have brought this to the attention but 
does not seem to stop but get worse at this point like 
to see buses shut down tell buses are cleaned and 
people start fallowing the mandatory distance or 
agine shut it down their are versions on buses can 
be pulled and will ask the governor to act on this 
before lives are lost

Firehouseglass8@msn.com Brian robinson 360-286-0422

TRUE 03/31/20 10:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Supply chain logistics warehouseTigers global logistics 4801 E 8th st suite A Fife Drivers coming in out not required to sanitize or 
wash hands.table with 1 pen for all drivers to share 
and not being cleaned. im at work love you have a 
good day. Stations not being cleaned shared 
computers not being cleaned nobody making sure 
everyone is keeping 6foot social distance between 
enployees.say they are cleaning g but no plan no 
cleaning supplies given to ea dept a letter sent out 
but no cleaning follow through.employees are scared 
to say anything.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Jo Ann Fabrics 15600 NE 8TH ST, Bellevue How is a craft store essential? Ekmcarthur@gmail.com Eric customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo shop Crazy ink 116 n 1st Yakima Piercer is piercing with no mask and they are 
tattooing in back behind curtains

Janewayy@yahoo.com Diane 509-312-2420

TRUE 03/31/20 11:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Sunrise Staffing / Regal Logistics 6501 26th ST E Fife I Heard of two cases with corona viruses and they 
lied to us and said that their wasnt when we know 
for sure their was they sanitized the whole office laid 
off the guy who had it an they continued to let ppl 
work in there after that matter They are putting 
grocery stickers on toys an I’m sure it’s to say we 
have an essential job. It’s not sanitized properly the 
ppl they have cleaning don’t clean properly they use 
an reuse the the same towel or napkin they use on 
almost every thing to computer or trash bins they 
sanitize it’s very unsafely an poorly  an I’m very 
concerned because I live with people I wouldn’t 
wanna get infected. So please look into this matter 
I’m scared for my life. Their was another one of 
another guy they tested an was positive that I know 
of that got laid off an who knows how many more I 
haven’t heard of so pls take action an please leave 
us with pay because it’s not our fault they don’t do 
things right there.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Packing Business Zirkle Fruit 352 Harrison Rd Selah Workers work next to each other sorting packing 
fruit, no 6 feet distance is kept between workers 
employees in warehouse have been diagnosed with 
Covid

TRUE 03/31/20 11:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Retail Work N More 17800 W Valley Hwy Tukwila Not only are they still open. They are not following 
sanitation or social distancing requirements.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tabacco House of smoke 10300 SE Mill Plain Blvd, Vancouver, WA 98664Vancouver Besides they sell to minors. Open even though they 
are not essential

TRUE 03/31/20 11:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business The Lucks Company LLC 3003 South Pine Street Tacoma The Lucks company is a food decorating company. 
At a time where people are not able to have 
gatherings and celebrations, how can this company 
be an essential business and continue to operate? It 
is not a restaurant that serves food, it is a company 
that make sugar decoration toppings for cakes and 
desserts.

sixiengmay@comcast.net Phouang Hamilton



TRUE 03/31/20 11:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screenprinting Clothing Brist Mfg. 4208 Meridian St. STE 102 Bellingham This non-essential business is still operating, 
warehouse production of screen printed clothing, hat 
decoration, and shipping and receiving are still 
occurring. 

The Stay Home-Stay healthy proclamation is not 
being taken seriously.

brendan@bristmfg.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Residential Cleaning 
Services

Boppity Boo Cleaning service 1183 elm street Lynden This is a residential cleaning business. They are not 
taking precautions when they go to peoples houses 
and just spread their germes from one house to the 
other. The cleaner looked sick and still is cleaning 
people’s homes.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Moulding manufacturing Alexandria Moulding 101 Grant Way Moxee Not social distancing. Sanitizing is not being done. 
Sanitizing items are sitting out for workers to use if 
they want to.

Stevenson.shanna@yahoo.comShanna Stevenson

TRUE 04/01/20 12:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business HK Dim Sum and Rain Cafe Aurora and 130th -->  Asian Family Market  Seattle MallSeattle The chinese restaurants in the Asian Family Market  
Seattle Mall are open and doing business.

marklee531@yahoo.com mark lee

TRUE 04/01/20 12:18 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Sports Field Woodinville Sports Field 13103 NE 175th St Woodinville, WA 98072 There was a full on Soccer game going on with 
players in uniforms not adhering to social distancing.

Marbrwn@gmail.com Marlon Brown 3134857925

TRUE 04/01/20 12:34 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf courses Ellensburg Golf Thorp hwy Ellensburg wa 98926 The golf course is closed, yet it is packed with free 
loading golfers. The owners aren’t able to generate 
revenue but golfers are still out there playing.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:36 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cat Boarding & Grooming Purrfect Cat Boarding 1511 NE 166th St Shoreline Busy facility remains open for business 7 days a 
week. Boards up too 100 cats, plus onsite groomer. 
Business located in residential area.

purrfectcatboarding@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther recreational cannabis 
grower

7 Point Holdings LLC 37 Enterprise Ln Elma, WA 98541 Social distancing not followed. Work in hallways with 
no air circulation. Passing too close. Shift changes 
forced together. Hand sanitizer seldom used. Break 
room space limited. No masks worn while working. 
None supplied. Facility wide sanitation concerns. 
“Not that serious” staff attitude.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Home Depot 18333 120th Ave NE Bothell Allowing too many people in the store at one time 
making it almost impossible to keep a safe distance.

425 205-3094

TRUE 04/01/20 1:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Washington  asphalt Wheeler rd Moses lake wa This company has been dispaching trucks for over 2 
weeks with no PPI for drivers

Rmckornett@hotmail.com Rose 509-760-8398

TRUE 04/01/20 1:56 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openLandlord Redmond Square Apartments 7977 170th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond A person collects thrash daily violating social 
distancing rules occupying elevators for many hours 
and blocking hallways that doesn't allow to maintain 
social distancing. The landlord forces thrash 
collection in such a fashion endangers people living 
in the apartment complex and there're many senior 
residents. The landlord doesn't care about this and 
ignores any requests to open the thrash room for 
access during the coronavirus outbreak. Please save 
us! Don't allow us to die from coronavirus. It's very 
scary now and the landlord doesn't care. I can't even 
mention my name as the landlord very clearly 
communicated that there will be retaliation if I dare to 
report this.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:07 AM AG Eviction Landlord The Grove 1560 Brandi Way Pullman The apartment complex is located at Washington 
State University in Pullman. The landlord is refusing 
to allow current tenants (majority of them are college 
students) to terminate their lease without penalty 
and expecting them to pay rent while they are back 
in their hometown, not living in their apartment unit.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:56 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Groomer Petco ( located inside essential pet 
store)

26209 104th SE 98030 Kent Non essential services taking advantage of Sharing 
a building with essential business

A small business owner licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 3:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther cabinet making/carpentry Huntwood 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake Although this company has allowed employees an 
optional 2 weeks off, they still have over 100 people 
working on cabinet making every day since the 
governor's order. They say they are closed, but many 
employees are clearly still at work. I know this 
because my  husband works there, and has worked 
every day since the order was given. He was given a 
paper to carry with him that states he is working for 
an essential business, and he is being told to 
continue coming to work every day to help build 
cabinets. I do NOT believe this business qualifies as 
essential under the governor's order. I fear for the 
safety of all concerned and our families who are also 
being put at risk every time our loved one goes to 
work and comes home from long hours working 
among many other employees. I don't understand 
how a company can claim that they are "closed" 
when they still have so many people working in the 
same building! I cannot give my contact information 
due to fear of reprisal toward my husband, but I ask 
you to please look into this company and make them 
shut down before someone gets sick and it is too 
late. Thank you very much!

TRUE 04/01/20 3:38 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Crowne Point Apartment 3788 NE 4th St Renton The apartment complex has a outdoor children’s 
playground with slides, etc.  Many of the children 
have been seen at the playground playing on the 
slides, etc.  Management Jesse Serna was noticed 
numerous times of this situation and it was 
recommended that he inform the residents and to 
close the playground which he has ignored.  In 
addition, there are many of the children riding bikes 
and scooters throughout the parking lot.  There is a 
sign in front of the building that is not being 
enforced.  When I take my dog outside to go to the 
bathroom the kids will ride their bike right by me 
without me knowing. I am 62 years old and have 
MS. I do not feel safe here and I am concerned for 
the children and residents who live here when 
management is ignoring the sad odor the residents.

Dfried9608@gmail.com Debbie Fried

TRUE 04/01/20 3:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer Carlson paving 18425 50th Ave E, Tacoma, WA 98446Fredrickson Not following social distancing rule at all
No need to be open

John doe 5555555555

TRUE 04/01/20 3:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Twine making Everson Cordage Works 7180 Everson Goshen Rd Everson My 64 year old mom works here. They don't have 
any sanitizing features. The manager makes fun of 
anyone wearing masks. They have been telling all 
the workers they gave to be there and that covid is 
blot a big deal. Not essential

brandykjones@gmail.com Brandy 3604411196

TRUE 04/01/20 4:24 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Pot and smoke shops ALL Pot and Smoke shops Seattle and Washington stateSeattle Covid 19 attacks the lungs. All pot and smoke shops 
must be closed immediately, or able to sell ONLY 
medical marijuana. I am a health care provider and 
can’t even find an optical store that will order me 
new glasses. Optical stores (like Costco and small 
businesses) should remain open. Pot and smoke 
shops need to be closed immediately for the danger 
to the smokers lungs. Getting high is not essential. 
smokers coughs that can spread the virus is exactly 
what we are trying to stop. A smokers cough can 
infect 100s of people in a day. Why have these 
people out buying more lung carcinogenic products 
when we have places like optical shops closed ( 
definitely essential). Pot and smoke shops are not 
essential and must be closed immediately

kalynn13@gmail.com Kathryn Perkinson 3615753376



TRUE 04/01/20 4:39 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dump Truck & Flat Bed 
Building

OSW & Northend Truck 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Northend Truck has already been open and 
employees are reporting for work. They are not 
working on any essential work at this time, and come 
the end of this week, they will be requiring their 
employees to pack and move toolboxes and 
equipment to their sister business OSW in 
Clearview/Snohomish. MOVING is NOT 
ESSENTIAL. I am terrified. They plan to then have 
all the guys from both businesses working from that 
location do non-essential work. This will be 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 80-100 
employees under on roof... building dumptrucks and 
flatbeds... that are not essential at this time. They 
may use some BS excuse about having a state 
contract... they are not working on any state work at 
this time and the letter they gave employees says 
they are critical manufacturing. My husband was 
building a flatbed last week to haul hay to the elk... 
ya know, the wild animals that feed themselves. 
Please do something about this. We have been 
staying away from our children and grandchildren at 
home to respect social distancing and yet we may 
still get sick because of company greed. My health is 
not the best and if I contract the virus, not only may I 
not make it, but this could cause further 
unnecessary strain on our healthcare system.

tooattentive@aol.com Lisa Owens 206-280-9176 service@oswequipment.com

TRUE 04/01/20 4:44 AM AG Eviction Landlord Tall Cedars Mobile Home Park/Commonwealth401 37th st se Auburn Was evicted on the 18th of March for non payment 
of rent being unemployed. I lived in a mobile 
home(owned) had to sell. Didn’t have a place to go. 
Have 3 young’s kids in school and now living in a 
basement(mom) infested with ants and cannot 
afford to live anywhere else. In a small room with 3 
kids 3,9 and 15 wife and myself. Sugar ants 
everywhere in bed while sleepin I ur clothes as well. 
What can I do?

mikeclough75@gmail.com Christopher Michael Clough 253-204-8339

TRUE 04/01/20 4:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hydaway Barber Shop 204 S Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Business allowing customers to come in to perform 
haircuts.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:00 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Emerald queen casino Tacoma Tacoma Not really essential, not cleaning properly Someone

TRUE 04/01/20 5:02 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Jay inslee This gov needs to shut down now Clovis high street Spokane This government is not shutting everything down for 14 days rather have it with dying people for 5 months.Chris.yes@yahoo.com Chris 559-546-7655

TRUE 04/01/20 5:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee shop Dutch Bros 4th plain blvd Vancouver I would like to know why this business is still open 
serving people everyday hundreds of people 
throughout the day I work in construction I work by 
myself I see nobody at all throughout the day but I'm 
not allowed to work

7mitchapalooza1976@gmail.comMitchell T Williams 3608435977

TRUE 04/01/20 5:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction T BARGER DIRTWORKS 14218 Stewart Rd SE, Sumner, WA 98390Sumner Non-essential business still open. Worker are being 
told to provide own covid-19 PPE at thier own cost. 
Workers who can't afford PPE are expected to work 
anyhow. Workers are not protected from distance 
rules. Workers are not provided proper hand 
washing or sanitizer.

L_amber_143@yahoo.com A 2536779643

TRUE 04/01/20 5:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Juanitas high school 10601 NE 132nd st Kirkland They are around 40 /60 workers, same area

TRUE 04/01/20 5:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Alternative pipe & tobacco 
shop

Smokin’ Js 6307 NE 117th Avenue suite bVancouver I currently am employed with This business. As far 
as I know, the business is Open with no “social 
distancing” restrictions in place for employees who 
wish to work.

Shanda.krzy10@gmail.com Shanda Krzyszton 3603568004

TRUE 04/01/20 5:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Company Symetrix Inc 6408 216th SW Mountlake Terrace Violation of social distancing with more than 10 
people coming to work putting them at high risk of 
getting infected.

3606323915

TRUE 04/01/20 5:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CDK Construction 26231 NE 165th Duvall My husband is an employee of this company, they 
are putting him and the rest of employees in harms 
way trying to say what they do is essential. IT IS 
NOT!!! He  cant quit and he is scared to go to work. 
Would like to remain anonymous. Please help!!

TRUE 04/01/20 6:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Groomer Zelda's Pet Grooming LLC 360 S Grand Ave Pullman This is a non essential business that is operating in 
Idaho while the WA stay at home order was active. I 
am not sure this was 100% legal, but they started 
operating out of an essential business (a vet clinic) 
but performing essentially non essential business 
and encouraging more traffic to a previously low 
contact and low traffic area.

jodiebrotherton@hotmail.com Jodie Brotherton 5094321323 Zeldaspetgrooming@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Compass constucton 280 Washington ave Bremerton There not stay 6 feet apart Jeff 3609905291

TRUE 04/01/20 6:37 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other none none none none  Is this the government/society we have become?Is this the type of government/society we want to be?johnandbarb44@hotmail.com Barb Lynn 3603911270

TRUE 04/01/20 6:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection agency Genesis Credit Management 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett Trying to pass as a financial institution but they only 
do collections.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:45 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft JoAnn Craft store 1951 East Joppa Rd Baltimore Customers at this location are heard shouting at the 
employees during curbside pickups. The customers 
are lined up outside the business and prying the 
doors open and going inside of the business. It 
seems to be an extremely dangerous situation.

Marvel_girl_@hotmail.com Geri Hall 4106272008

TRUE 04/01/20 6:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction POINT RUSTON LLC 5004 MAIN STREET TACOMA I have read the letter that was sent to the Governor's 
Office from Point Ruston LLC. concerning the 
Superfund site. It states that some of the "physical 
cap that creates impermeability to the in-ground 
slag" is not finished.., This is true for only for a very 
small percentage of the property. In my view it 
should not include the properties where the "cap" is 
completed. It doesn't make sense to have 100+ 
workers in a constructed apartment building 
interacting with each other just so the general 
contractor can try to keep his schedule, threatening 
subcontractors with legal action if they don't keep 
working.. the "physical cap that creates 
impermeability to the in-ground slag" building 
foundation, walls, sidewalks and landscaping is 
already completed in these areas. The workers in 
these buildings are worth more that a greedy 
landlords pocketbook.. don't you think? Please make 
the finishing of a mostly constructed apartment 
building or Hotel non essential.. If Point Ruston 
wants to continue to work on the "Cap", (which their 
not) they can keep those workers to do so.. thanks

lelandhitchcock@gmail.com Leland Hitchcock 2533773991

TRUE 04/01/20 6:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturer mutual materials 10627 WA-27 spokane Workers being forced to work 3 and 4 at a time on a 
4ft wide rail car stacking bricks. Literally bumping 
shoulders. Have pucs and videos

treehuggincow@yahoo.com gabriel enriquex 5098218199

TRUE 04/01/20 6:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Crafted Beauty 510 West Riverside Ave, Suite 100Spokane The business is closed but the owner keeps going in 
to ship  products out, not staying at home.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Pacific lifestyle home 11815 ne 99th st suite 100 Vancouver Still operating all business aspects threatening to 
sue if they don’t finish homes

TRUE 04/01/20 7:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gym Workout Warehouse 11712 e Montgomery Spokane Valley If this is an essential business. Why do they keep 
hiding their cars behind the building now

TRUE 04/01/20 7:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Sierra construction Near 20529 24th Ave S Seatac Far more people on jobsite then the 50 person 
maximum, and a blatant disregard for the 6ft 
minimum distance among sub-contractors

TRUE 04/01/20 7:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia This non essential Gov. has been all over TV locally and nationally violating his own rules to stay in.  The less we see of him the better.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Gym/Fitness Center Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Business is pretending to be closed and allowing 
members to continue to train as usual as long as 
they enter through the back of the building. This 
does nothing to protect our community and needs to 
be shut down immediately. They are blatantly 
disregarding the law. Please take action.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gym/Fitness Center Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Business is pretending to be closed and allowing members to continue to train as usual as long as they enter through the back of the building. This does nothing to protect our community and needs to be shut down immediately. They are blatantly disregarding the law. Please take action.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gym/Fitness Center Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Business is pretending to be closed and allowing members to continue to train as usual as long as they enter through the back of the building. This does nothing to protect our community and needs to be shut down immediately. They are blatantly disregarding the law. Please take action.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:13 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gym/Fitness Center Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Business is pretending to be closed and allowing members to continue to train as usual as long as they enter through the back of the building. This does nothing to protect our community and needs to be shut down immediately. They are blatantly disregarding the law. Please take action.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Hawaiian Time 4th plain Vancouver WA During dinner rushes there are several folks inside 
the restaurant waiting for their food that at times 
takes several hours.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business The Vintage Baker 12102 130th St E Puyallup This is a home baker that is continuing to sell non-
essential baked goods from her home.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Steelworks Richards Pipe and Steel 144 Roy Road Sw Pacific They are still open and the owner told employees not 
to draw attention to the business and to park in the 
yard behind the shop.

kcarot123@gmail.com Kaylee N Carothers 2532483295

TRUE 04/01/20 7:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Cannabis Cannabis and glass 25101 e appleway Liberty lake Non essential business open 
Tradesman out of work 
Church’s closed
Contractors shut down 
But cannabis shops open ! 
Horrible mgt by state

Gregwardconstruction@gmail.comGreg Ward 2087555555

TRUE 04/01/20 7:34 AM AG Eviction Landlord Bob Moffatt 2312 e lake ave e Seattle Evicting people in this time of no eviction



TRUE 04/01/20 7:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rhine Demolition 1124 112TH ST Tacoma Rhine Demolition is calling in locate requests for the 
1000 block of 4th Ave S that states 
demolition/sidewalk repair.  I would think this work 
could wait until the "shelter in place" ban is lifted.  
These non-emergency utility locate requests are 
putting trained Seattle City Light Locators in the path 
of the virus unnecessarily.  Our Locators are trained 
electrical cable splicers and lineworkers.  They may 
be called upon to help maintain and supply power for 
Seattle if the virus strikes our workforce.  If the 
Governor could cut utility locate requests during this 
time to emergencies only, per RCW 19.122, it would 
help all the abuse of the shelter in place order, thus 
protecting SCL electrical workers.

dawn.nelson@seattle.gov Dawn Nelson, SCL Network Supervisor206.730.1059

TRUE 04/01/20 7:35 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco Petco avenue Seattle, Lynnwood, Everett Why are Petco Grooming services still open, when 
many small grooming pet businesses have closed?

anonymous Look into it LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 7:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe's 1050 East Sunset Drive Bellingham It is so busy on weekends that the customers or 
employees cannot safely socially distance 
themselves. They are not limiting the amount of 
people in the store.

A cashier at Lowe's.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Store Allen's Furniture 1721 Cole St Enumclaw A furniture store is still open and sending delivery 
staff in to people's homes.

jonopland@allensfurniture.net

TRUE 04/01/20 7:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco distributor Yakima Distributing 521 n 2nd ave Yakima Drivers going across state and county lines to deliver 
tobacco products no food.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:42 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther The snake Inslee Worthless Turd Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, Inslee should "shelter in place"..in Walla Walla

TRUE 04/01/20 7:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Drive Tukwila WA They are advertising as an essential business, 
However, they are performing work on non essential 
projects.

allenm@nwroof.com Allen Merrill 2538590903

TRUE 04/01/20 7:47 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City City of Kirkland 123 Fifth Avenue Kirkland, WA 98033 The Kirkland website states, “NOTICE: All City 
facilities are closed to the public.”  Yet all 14 of their 
park maintenance workers are required to work full 
shifts in the parks.  It is dangerous for the workers 
and sends the wrong message to citizens, in the City 
that was the epicenter of the disease.

marygleysteen@gmail.com Mary Gleysteen 3602973894

TRUE 04/01/20 7:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Juice bottling plant Refresco 1164 Dell avenue Walla walla More than 10 people and I cannot get my co-workers 
to stay more than 2 feet away from me

TRUE 04/01/20 7:53 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know they're Mexican workets 1700 blk of Belmont ave Seattle 98122 Construction on a residential apt everyday after the 
Governor's order

Judy

TRUE 04/01/20 7:54 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other park Ballard Commons 3721 NE 165 St. Lake Forest Park People are violating your order, Gov. Inslee.  You 
should enforce it here. Rumors of hepatitus A.

ron_lfp@mac.com Ron Hebron 2063688612

TRUE 04/01/20 7:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:57 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:57 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:57 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming shop Petco grooming 1370 holiday lane Fairfield They are still accepting new appointments. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Shipping sport cards Comc "Check out my cards" Check Out My Llc, Redmond, WA 98052, United StatesRedmond This company is not essential and are having us 
drive to work daily.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:02 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma This for-profit business is detaining people in close 
quarters, often indefinitely and without cause. For 
the good public health and to respect the dignity of 
those currently detained, it must be closed 
immediately and detainees released.

Jacobjaffe@gmail.com Jacob Jaffe 8184221113

TRUE 04/01/20 8:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair works 1417 east lincoln ave Sunnyside They are still open with large number of people 
coming and going

TRUE 04/01/20 8:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Banks Lake Brew and Bistro 9701 Hwy 2 Coulee City A new day and still business as usual at Banks Lake 
Brew in Coulee City. People are gathering inside for 
coffee and breakfast. Same people inside dining, 
same cars, same poor decision making by all. This 
owner only leases the building, gas station is owned 
by Cenex/conoco and she does not take pymt for 
fuel. I do not understand how she gets away with it?

TRUE 04/01/20 8:10 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Bellingham Public School 1306 Dupont Street Bellingham Then technology department of Bellingham public 
schools is being assigned to travel to various schools 
to do work that is normally done during the summer. 
Supervisor said that after the laptops are delivered 
for students to learn from home we will be moving 
into summer work since we have the time. Summer 
work can be done in the summer as it has always 
been done. At this point the district management is 
finding jobs for hourly workers without proper PPE 
endangering all the workers and their families.

Gormanimal2000@yahoo.comGreg Gorman 360-303-9376

TRUE 04/01/20 8:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Desert valley eye care 8503 w Clearwater ave Kennewick Still open and operating normal non essential 
services

TRUE 04/01/20 8:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station Shell 4580 fauntleroy way sw Seattle 3 people were hanging out inside just chatting away 
in front of the counter also in front of the clerk. They 
were not moving and still just chatting away and the 
clerk tried to call me over to complete my purchase. I 
said no and reminded him that we were supposed to 
be 6 feet from each other. This gas station is so tiny 
that you could safely fit 3 customers in and adhere 
to the 6 foot spacing.

rachaelhenry4@gmail.com Rachael 13602651440

TRUE 04/01/20 8:12 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Smokeshack Little Brown Smokeshack - TRIBAL 3201 Goodman Rd Yakima Continues open selling nonessential tobacco with 
long lines of cars being "flagged" by layperson into 
parking lot blocking traffic of those wanting to 
actually getting to their homes.

Kimorr289@gmail.com Kim Orr 5099453144

TRUE 04/01/20 8:15 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Peloton 233 Bellevue Square Bellevue Peloton delivery or repair vehicles still  visiting 
homes and providing service.

chadschierer@gmail.com Chad Schierer 2532287639

TRUE 04/01/20 8:18 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transit Agency Whatcom Transportation Authority 4111 Bakerview Spur bellingham Taped off seats to attempt to encourage social 
distancing then sent emails attempting to demand 
drivers allow people to remove tape and sit wherever 
they want. Buses are getting people with up to 23 
people on them even with the tape up. These actions 
are putting drivers and riders at risk, and does the 
opposite of what CDC, Governors Office, and all 
Doctors say you should do to prevent getting Covid 
19.

jaysin2012@gmail.com jason turner 360-685-3850

TRUE 04/01/20 8:21 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Call Center Conduit Global 5420 Millstream Rd Mcleansville NC Conduit is not practicing social distancing in training 
rooms or call taking when we could be working from 
home.  They are unnecessarily putting us at higher 
risks for COVID19.  They have more than 70 
employees in one common room as well as not 
clearly communicating with employees the next 
steps during this pandemic.

cmgilles97@gmail.com Leesha Gillespie 2527141221

TRUE 04/01/20 8:23 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Casino Emerald Queen Casino 2024 E 29th St Tacoma The Emerald Queen Casino in Tacoma is requiring 
non-essential managers (bar managers) to work in 
violation of the governor's stay at home order. They 
are risking the lives of people in the community that 
do not work for them as well as their employees 
lives. Please stop them immediately!

TRUE 04/01/20 8:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot 5395 175th Pl SE Bellevue Too many people in the store
Not following social distancing
Employees not protected

wskrn@comcast.net Wendy Krauss 4254443732

TRUE 04/01/20 8:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Elysium 6770 48th Ave SW Seattle The crew from Elysium is back at work on the home 
being built at 6770 48th Ave SW.   If construction 
companies are allowed to work on private homes, 
please let me know.

Llhamilton333@gmail.com Laurie Hamilton 918-257-2488

TRUE 04/01/20 8:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Ambulance manufacturer Braun northwest 150 Northstar rd Chehalis I don’t believe an ambulance is a medical device.  
The workers have to work in close proximity (4 or 5 
people inside a small ambulance).  The business is 
taking no action to mitigate the spread of infection.



TRUE 04/01/20 8:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Institution iQ Credit Union 1313 main street Vancouver As a loyal employee of iQ credit Union, I was really 
hoping that COVID-19 would be taken more 
seriously. Up until this week, our call center was 
staffed with 30+ people really not able to social 
distance. Today I found out one of my coworkers I 
have been working with all last week has all 
symptoms of COVID but is unable to be tested. She 
is out for 2 weeks. iQ’s response “this isn’t the first 
time someone has had the symptoms and not been 
tested” yet they are having us all work as normal... 
this is why it’s spreading. I am uncomfortable at 
work.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Jansen Rucker and Pacific Everett workers not staying 6ft away on construction site 
and more than 10 people

traveling.pta09@gmail.com brooke

TRUE 04/01/20 8:30 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Church FaithLife Church NW 316 W. Young Street Elma https://www.facebook.com/faithlifenw/videos/637524
270144438/
I am the Mayor of Elma and we have requested that 
this church stops in person services, but as you can 
see from this video they are not willing to do so. I 
have a written response from this church that they 
have no pans of stopping this reckless behavior.

mayor@cityofelma.com Jim Sorensen 360-470-0385

TRUE 04/01/20 8:33 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pipe Fabrication GEM Fabrication 875 SW 7th Renton Parent company (Core & Main) was deemed 
essential, but the pipe fab division (GEM Fab) 
supplies sprinkler pipe to new construction sites, of 
which have closed down with respect to the 
Governor's proclamation. Cor & Main has mandated 
their employees at Gem Fabrication continue to 
work, though the work they provide is clearly non-
essential.  Should an unlikely emergency arise, it 
would only take one employee, on call, to address 
the issue.  There is no need for an entire company 
(office and shop personnel) to be onsite, 
contaminating one another!

the-davies@hotmail.com Shirley Davies no phone

TRUE 04/01/20 8:33 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Homless Shelter Share House 1115 W 13th St Vancouver Large groups of people congregating in, on, and 
around the building. It is a constant stream of people 
at all hours, no distancing, and now campers are 
setting up tents on the sidewalk. They are loitering 
all over the area, drinking alcohol, smoking weed, 
defecating, urinating, screaming, and one man had a 
gun out the other day.

joevnewsome@gmail.com Joseph Newsome 5035226389

TRUE 04/01/20 8:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Accor technologies 3310 5th St. S.E E Wenatchee They are not on the official list of essential business 
yet they continue to operate. They issued a letter to 
employees declaring that they are essential. 
Employees continue to work believing that the letter 
is legally binding  I have a copy of this letter

juanitadehart@gmail.com Juanita Dehart 5098608031

TRUE 04/01/20 8:36 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Washington State 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Government is not only continuing to provide non 
essential services, but government workers who 
aren't even working, are still getting paid. 

How do you reconcile these payments when the rest 
of us who pay your salaries, aren't allowed to work 
ourselves?

Were you always a wannabe tyrant, or did the graft, 
rewards, and temptations that come along with 
power, gradually devour your authoritarian soul?

jgalt@gmail.com John Galt

TRUE 04/01/20 8:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealership AutoNation Chevrolet 8500 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Corporate is making sales managers stay staffed, 
and managers have forced sales porters to come in 
to work to do non essential work such as moving 
vehicles to organize the lot. 

The following may just be conjecture: 

To get away with this, they changed the sales 
porters to “service porters” without giving us any 
service work, nor do they have any intention of doing 
so. We have yet to do any work a service porter 
would do, because we already have a service porter 
staffed and working.

5099515664

TRUE 04/01/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DHL Inc General Contracting 1502 5th Ave N Seattle Loud construction before 8am. aronkeleta@gmail.com Aron Keleta 2063838986

TRUE 04/01/20 8:43 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Marijuana dispensary Nirvana 4950 Arena Rd, Richland,  WA  99352Richland ,  WA For two consecutive weeks large gathering of 15 
people or more making a line outside the dispensary 
waiting to go inside where it is even more crowded.  
Costumers are not following the 6ft apart rule 
recommended and are instead socializing, chatting 
and shaking hands while waiting to go inside the 
establishment. I called the city five times with no 
answer yet. I have pictures to provide upon request.

carrgustav15@yagoo.com Gustavo C

TRUE 04/01/20 8:45 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Improvement store Home Depot 1405 Maiden Lane Wenatchee I am a sales associate there (and a retired medical 
professional). The VAST majority of customers are 
shopping for VERY NON-ESSENTIAL items. 
(potting soil, flowers, remodeling items...too many to 
list). They are frequently coming in as family groups, 
often with children (touchings things randomly) and 
even some with infants! Plenty of elderly also. 
Please HELP!

rather remain anonymous! rather remain anonymous! If you can guarantee that, I will give you my contact info.rather remain anonymous!

TRUE 04/01/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Richmond America Homes 16th St E Lake Stevens Under the Governor’s orders, residential housing 
should not be continued, however it has not ceased 
in a new construction zone in Lake Stevens. New 
roads/residences between 79th and 83rd at 17th St. 
SE, 80th Ave SE, and 16th St E (Fairview Terrace) 
have ongoing construction, are not social distancing, 
and only have one port-o-potty for multiple 
employees.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction of new townhouses on Fauntleroy Way SW5030 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle Address is approximate. Construction site is the east 
side of Fauntleroy Way SW between SW Hudson St 
and SW Dawson St. Construction ceased for a few 
days but multiples workers are there today and 
construction of these townhouses has resumed.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Insurance broker Accurate Insurance 909 w Garland ave Spokane Several employees onsite. Meeting outside with 
clients. Bill's can be paid to companies direct. Why 
are they open

kea@accurateins.com

TRUE 04/01/20 8:49 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Homeless camps gathering 
in large group. They are not 
practicing social distancing.

N/A City Park on Lake City Seattle My concern is why aren’t the laws applied to them? 
The homeless camps in public affect us also. Last 
week as I drove past the camp they have their tents 
set up and sitting right next to one another visiting. 
They don’t seem concerned about the how their 
behavior affects others.I didn’t think camping was 
allowed in the city.

pamethner@yahoo.com Patty Methner 206-371-3125

TRUE 04/01/20 8:49 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Truck camper with utility 
trailer Ontario, Canada 
plates

Truck camper Blaine marine park and all over the city of blaineBlaine, WA These people from Canada are driving all over Blaine 
and drinking coffee around various spots. Is not 
tourism again the rules?

TRUE 04/01/20 8:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Therapeutic Health Services 1116 Summit Ave Seattle Patient positive for COVID-19. Staff and clients not 
informed.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bear Creek Tree Service - Raymond Kastelitz (425) 483-2536/ (206) 914-185121637 NE 144TH PL Woodinville Business is still operating as of 4/1/20 with non 
essential services which are NOT hazardous 
conditions. The company has been working for the 
last 2 weeks and the business is not essential. 
Clients are still hiring NON ESSENTIAL companies 
to work - Please do something about this company 
as they are aware of the regulations and the owner 
of this company has many other complaints with L&I 
and paying his workers under the table with cash, 
not providing them with proper W2's/ payroll, and 
lying to IRS, reporting less income to avoid paying 
king county taxes. Thank you! 

Homeowner's name is Phil Salmon 
Address: 21637 NE 144TH PL Woodinville, WA 
98077

TRUE 04/01/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Condominium construction on Pt 
Ruston

Ruston Way Tacoma Construction activities continue on the 
condominiums at the western end of Ruston Way in 
the Pt Ruston development.



TRUE 04/01/20 8:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Office supplies Office Depot 201a East College Way Mount Vernon It is my understanding that Office Depot is 
considered an essential business because it has 
cleaning supplies, supports people working/school 
from home, and supplies necessary items to 
hospitals and other vital businesses.
Most Office Depots are out of cleaning supplies and 
have been  for weeks.
The vital businesses that Office Depot supports do 
not come into the store to purchase things. They 
purchase online and have it delivered. A hospital is 
not going to come in and pick up a pallet of paper, 
they have it delivered.
Office Depot does not let people know that we are 
out of the essential supplies  they're looking for. 
Instead they encourage people to come in and 
browse. Sit in the many office chairs they have on 
display. Try out the upwards of twenty laptops that 
are on display. People can line up to use the self-
serve copy machines, use the computers that are 
available to the customers to check their email, Sit in 
the chairs in the front lobby. The list goes on and on.
Office Depot has other options. They have a the 
ability to order online and have it picked up at the 
curb within an hour. Items can be shipped to your 
door within 48 hours.
As an employee I do not feel safe.
I cannot sanitize things after one customer touches 
it before another one does. 
I have no way to help keep my community safe in 
this environment.

Please consider that Office Depot does not need to 

3605402981

TRUE 04/01/20 9:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Cascade Windows 10507 e Montgomery ave Spokane Valley There are sick people working here now. They will 
not call in sick because they know they will be fired if 
they do. This business is not on the essential list.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:01 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Daycare YMCA Child Care- Harbor Heights Elementary4002 36th Street NW Gig Harbor The before school and after school program at my 
child's school is opening up care again effective 
immediately. School has not been reopened and the 
stay at home order and social distancing has not be 
lifted.  There are going to be multiple parents coming 
in and out and a group of children all possibly 
infection each other. The virus can be present for 
days before any symptoms are shown. This is just 
far too risky. They daycare should not be open if they 
school is still closed due to the risk of spread. This is 
highly concerning to our small community.

Keishagroves119@gmail.comKeisha Groves 7757503902

TRUE 04/01/20 9:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV repair Wescraft RV 3402 12th ST E Fife The owner refuses to close because “there are 
opportunities in this crisis”. My husband works there 
and says social distancing isn’t happening in the 
shop. There are 20 people working in the shop 
alone. The owner is over 70 and many other 
employees are 55 +.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 9:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Astria Sunnyside Hospital 1016 Tacoma Ave Sunnyside Hospital is continuing to do non-essential, non-
emergent surgeries.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:02 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business New York Teriyaki 2518 Main St Union Gap This restaurant raised their prices by 50% and 
turned meals into separate items. Ex: A 
cheeseburger meal was $12 with fries now they are 
$13 with burger only and $9 charge for fries.

gnaglejr2012@gmail.com George 5099109871

TRUE 04/01/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett New Home construction continues. 10-12 hrs a day. 
While we are all stuck inside. They start 7-8a.m. 
pounding away. 25 feet from my back door. I can’t 
even here. my TV. This is ridiculous. Please shut 
them down.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Point Ruston Hotel and Condo construction5301 N 52nd St Ruston It looks like construction is back on with these future 
high-end housing complexes. It doesnt seem to 
coincide with the governors orders as "essential"
im concerned for the health and safety of all the 
workers and that this may be unlawful.

eric_moisio_saves@yahoo.comeric 253-381-5876

TRUE 04/01/20 9:07 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Transportation Pierce Transit  Lobby 3701 96th St. S.W. Lakewood, Washington   98499 1.  Individual workers for Pierce Transit are out of 
compliance with the Ban on  social gathering order 
submitted on 3/30/2020. Individuals are gathering in 
the Lobby area before going out on  work 
assignments socializing (talking) to each other, not 
allowing appropriate distance between each other.   
2.    Additionally people who are using public 
transportation are not in compliance with the ban on 
social gatherings.  Allowing enough  space between 
each person boarding the bus is ignored.    Not sure 
if violators are  using  every bus route.

glorialarry1948@gmail.com Gloria Larry 2532564097

TRUE 04/01/20 9:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Lakeside Milam Recovery Center Everett location9930 Evergreen Way Everett This facility is holding group meetings and cannot 
ensure social distancing of 6 ft in a group setting. 
Many clients are ordered to go and considered 
mandatory.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:07 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other CITY PARK CARKEEK PARK SEATTLE WA SEATTLE PEOPLE HANGING OUT,,,USING STAIRS WITH 
HAND HAND  RAILS THAT ARE NOT SANITIZED

DAVID

TRUE 04/01/20 9:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landscape material supplier Pacific Topsoils inc 805 80th St SW Everett Company is operating with zero regard to 
employees. No new measures to help with social 
distances, no cleaning or disinfecting being done to 
protect employees or general public. Employees 
having to bring bleach, Disinfecting wipes, hand 
sanitizer, etc. from home in order to self protect.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:07 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law Firm Bates & Ely 18530 156th AVE NE, Suite 200Woodinville Still allowing clients to come in and meet with 
attorneys.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Advanced Health Theraputic Massage 59 E Queen Ave Suite 111 Spokane Hi my company delivers linens to many massage 
therapist and clinics and all of them have been shut 
down for last 2 week or more. I have one customer 
that has not shut down and she seems to think she 
doesn’t have to. The name of the account is 
Advanced Health Therapeutic Massage. Address is 
59E Queen Ave Suite 111. Her name is Sheila 
(Beck?) and her phone number is (509) 326-4122 or 
(509) 951-4052. I need my name and company to 
remain anonymous

jasonb@blueribbonlien.com Jason Brown (509) 994-0793

TRUE 04/01/20 9:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other GYM Any Time Fitness 6533 132nd Ave NE Kirkland Everytime I drive by there are people inside, on 
Friday there was even a DOG inside all working out.

cloubell@aol.com c bell anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Crafts and Fabrics JOANNEs 5824 196th St SW Lynnwood Business is open with normal shoppers shopping. 
The business does curb side pickup, but they also 
are open to the public inside. Because of the older 
demographics that shop at stores like Joannes, I am 
concerned about Coronavirus spreading to them.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Domus Homes, llc 3088 SW Avalon Way Seattle WA 98136 more the 10 people working on the job site whit out 
any protection for COVID-19

lgatillo@mail.com luis 4259997571

TRUE 04/01/20 9:12 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Higher Education University of Washington/UWBG/Center for Urban Horticulture Natural Area3501 NE 41st St Seattle Non-compliance with Stay-Home proclamation for 
park-like trail use for the UW Urban Horticulture 
Natural Area. (1) Bikers and joggers move closely 
between pedestrians on narrower trail near Lake 
Washington and (2) high volume of pedestrians 
walking both directions on this trail during good 
weather; are not respecting six-foot distancing.  
Suggest one-way-only pedestrian traffic on trails 
other than main trail and NO bikers or joggers on 
any of narrower trails. Bikers between campus and 
neighborhood could be redirected to street by golf 
driving range and UW parking lot. Third alternative: 
close these trails during Stay Home proclamation. 
On 3/31/2020 I emailed the director of UWBG, 
fhoyt@uw.edu, about this concern.

patandmilt@comcast.net Pat Dougherty 206-525-4374



TRUE 04/01/20 9:13 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Spokane County Court 
System

Spokane County Court System 1116 W Broadway Ave Spokane Because my husband works for this organization I'd 
like to remain anonymous, but it's clear that the 
Spokane County Court System is not taking the 
threat to public health seriously. People are "allowed" 
to work from home, but even when that's been 
approved they are being asked to rotate in in a 
haphazard manner, which defeats the whole 
purpose of "Stay Home, Stay Healthy." Supervisors 
are worried that workers are working at home, which 
is not a good reason to come in and risk health. 
Some people volunteered to go in, plenty to ensure 
essential function, asking others to come in even 
though they've been approved to telecommute 
seems risky and not needed. Our household is trying 
very hard to social distance and to stay healthy and 
I'm concerned that a workplace that should be 
setting an example will undo all our hard work.

cara.strickland@gmail.com Cara Strickland 509-990-5892

TRUE 04/01/20 9:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Anarchy smoke shop 17648 1st ave s Burien Nonessential business still open not practicing social 
distancing

TRUE 04/01/20 9:15 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Valley Medical Center Renton Renton My wife works here as a nurse. They’re not allowed 
to wear their n95 protective masks unless they’re 
dealing with a Covid19 patient. It’s impossible to 
keep their 6’ of distance from patients and staff. All 
the doctors and nurses who work there thin they 
should be required to wear their protective gear from 
the time they enter to the time they leave and I 
certainly agree, as would any sane person. One 
doctor who recently voiced his concerns was fired! 
Please investigate and have this ridiculous rule 
overturned immediately for the safety of our 
healthcare workers! What happens when they all get 
sick?

Michael 8082226069

TRUE 04/01/20 9:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Target 1401 2nd ave Seattle Workers not keeping distance.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Crafted Design Build 2108 E JAMES St Seattle Ongoing construction, many people at the 
construction site, non-essential work

ariceups@gmail.com Andrew 3039810118

TRUE 04/01/20 9:18 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Stillaguamish Athletic Club 4417 172nd St. NE Arlington WA  98223 This health club has physically been closed since 
March 17, but is continuing to process dues for 
member services while the business is shut down.   
Is is important to note this business does not provide 
"essential services".   On the club's website, a 
message has been posted that says billing has been 
processed for club members' dues for the month of 
April.  If a non-essential business is continuing to 
"process dues", and is attempting to function as if 
the business is still "open" and "operational", then 
the Stillaguamish Athletic Club appears to be in 
possible violation of the government shut down 
orders.    Please investigate.   Thank you.  (A 
concerned citizen.)

galen_davis81@hotmail.com Susan Davis 360-403-9768

TRUE 04/01/20 9:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Aspen Dental Eastlake Sammamish parkwayIssaquah Many cars here every day in the parking lot, when 
dental offices are supposed to be only seeing 
emergency patients.

jltrekdahl@gmail.com Janet Rekdahl 4254438656

TRUE 04/01/20 9:23 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco Grooming Salon 911 N Stratford Rd Suite C Moses Lake I understand Petco is essential during the closure 
due to them carrying pet food and cat litter but they 
also are keeping their other areas of business open 
like grooming which is not essential. All other local 
groomers have been closed since the order was 
issued, so a large corporation shouldn't have an 
exception.

jennikittelson@gmail.com Jennifer Kittelson 3609219124 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other jewelry making WJD Custom Design Fine Jewelry 2208 NW Market St Seattle My neighbor goes to work everyday at 8:30 with his 
laptop bag in tow. He returns in the afternoon just 
like normal. He comes in and touches door handles, 
railings, the common mailbox and exposes 8 other 
homeowners in our condo building to potential risk. 
The rest of us aren't working with the exception of a 
healthcare worker and don't appreciate him going 
out and about his business as normal. No gloves, 
doesn't wipe down door handles or hand railings and 
now we are hearing this could be airborne. Wacek 
Domaradzki 425-346-0410  335 3rd Ave S #302 
Edmonds WA 98020

carol@junglov.com Carol Junglov 425-772-3329 wjdjewelry@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Murray Franklin Construction 7814 131st Ave NE Kirkland Construction is continuing on a new residential 
house. Several workers are on site.

elbecker@gmail.com Erin Becker 425-503-7003

TRUE 04/01/20 9:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana Shop Top Shelf 19705 60th Ave NE Arlington Non-essential business is still open and not 
practicing social distancing.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Texas road house 835 n Columbia center Blvd Kennewick There is more then 10 employees and all working 
close together. They are open from 11am to 830pm 
in the mornings it is not so bad but in the afternoon 
there is more then allowed during this time, I have 
order take out and when they are greeting cars they 
are closer to the car then they should be.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cutting Edge Contracting 14407 ne 13th ave ste 112 Vancouver No-essential business open

TRUE 04/01/20 9:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade windows 10507 Montgomery Spokane valley Not an essential business it is open they are sick 
people here no cleaning and no social distancing at 
all

TRUE 04/01/20 9:33 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Education Kennewick school district Kennewick Kennewick The district is now allowing parents of sick kids to 
come pick up free lunches. If a child is sick in the 
home then the entire family should be quarantined. If 
the child has Covid -19 then the parent will as well. 
They’re also having crowds of kids and not following 
the 6ft rule especially during the bus delivery. The 
exposure potential is absolutely ridiculous!

TRUE 04/01/20 9:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon 904 904 NE 2nd Ave Camas This salon is in my neighborhood and it has their 
curtains down and their sign says CLOSED but 
when you walk by you can see people inside with 
lights know doing and getting their hair done.

lolalasco@gmail.com Lori Lasco 3605211662

TRUE 04/01/20 9:34 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Our Beginning 123 me 36th st Seattle Children of non essential and work from home 
workers crowding daycare. Staff encouraged to 
come in when not feeling well.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential green cleaning Angela’s Green Cleaning PO Box 65113 Seattle WA 98155Seattle Residential Cleaners with eco-friendly products that 
do not disinfect.  Submitted a request for essential 
status clarification, gov’t email response classified as 
non-essential.  Owner refuses to stop operating, 
emailed company “if she reports us “we will get a 
written notice but no penalty or fine” and plans to 
continue operating without providing protective gear 
or safety/sanitation training.  Having a maid in clean 
a private residence reusing cleaning materials when 
clients are quarantined feels dangerous for the 
cleaners & the clients.  Owner Angela Scott refuses 
to hear any further concerns and is requiring those 
not working to sign a leave of absence form.

jrdnhnr@gmail.com Jordan Honour 5592125767 angcleaning@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:36 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Whitman County public 
works

Whitman County public works 311 north main COLFAX Not adhering to the social distancing rules making 
people work in closed quarters. Not preforming 
emergency repairs just day to day functions as 
normal

C_doneen@yahoo.com Cory doneen 5095920576

TRUE 04/01/20 9:38 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Office Office Of The Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Inslee needs to stay home. And quit quoting poets. Seriously. He's making us look bad.governor@governor.ca.gov Gavin Newsom 916-445-2841

TRUE 04/01/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy manufacturer Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everette There's a KUOW story about how this toy distributor 
is staying open. Employees that don't want to go to 
work have to use sick or vacation time. Toys seem 
hardly essential.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RJ Peabody Inc 91 NE Burt Ct Belfair Contractors working on a new construction home. nathaniel.shirley.i@gmail.comNate Shirley 13604340174

TRUE 04/01/20 9:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other LMT Andrea Villa LMT 131 Main St Waitsburg This massage therapist is advertising online that she 
is taking on her full schedule of clients for massage. 
This is a non-essential business and she is putting 
people at risk.

annelisemichelle87@gmail.comAnnelise Page 5093860269

TRUE 04/01/20 9:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Dreamclinic Massage 916 NE 65th St. Seattle I am on the leadership team for Dreamclinic, and 
have been told we are opening up on 4/6. Massage 
is not essential, and is more for health maintenance. 
It is impossible to maintain social distancing in this 
field. LMT’s cannot perform massage with the 
required PPE that is necessary (and should go 
hospitals instead). Majority of our therapists think it 
is unethical to continue operations at this time. I 
agree, and implore Governor Inslee to formally 
mandate massage therapy as non-essential.

samanthaf@dreamclinic.com Samantha Ferry 609-477-4400



TRUE 04/01/20 9:47 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Toy distributor Funko 1202 shuksan way Everett Funko still has both their distribution centers open in 
everett. Small orders are still being processed and 
shipped per normal which is not essential work. 
Freight orders for collectible toys are still being 
fulfilled and shipped and that is not essential work 
either. None of the employees have the "essential 
worker" permission slip that essential workers are 
supposed to have. They said that they have one 
confirmed case of covid-19 from someone who 
worked at one of the Everett distribution locations. 
This person that tested positive so they had to have 
been sick at some point to get tested. So before they 
knew they had it they couldve been unknowingly 
sreading it around the warehouse before testeling 
and being a confirmed case.  Plus, the work done at 
Funko is no where near essential. Toys are not a 
necessity. Sure, funko is apart of the supply chain 
for essential stores like walmart and target and 
others but their products are toys. Nothing essential 
is coming out of their work. This is a hazard for all 
employees that have to come in and work because 
they dont really have a choice cuz they have Bill's to 
pay and they are forced to use pto until they run out. 
And then what? 
Keeping funko operational has put them all at high 
risk and doing nonessential work..

Nasr.c8844@gmail.com Conor nasr 4252498844 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Winery Compliance Services 173 Middle Waitsburg Rd Walla Walla This business is not adhering to the 6 foot social 
distancing regulation and is not actively cleaning or 
sanitizing spaces for workers. Sanitizer or cleaning 
supplies are also not openly available to workers.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car dealership Bill Pierre Ford 11525 Lake City Way NE Seattle This dealership is open to the public right now, with 
numerous employees working.

Miaghumphries@gmail.com Mia

TRUE 04/01/20 9:52 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governors office Gov Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olympia Governor Inslee and Attorney General Bob Ferguson 
are abusing  their power as elected officials, 
dereliction of duty and corruption of the constitution.  
Therefore the people of the state of Washington see 
them as being non-essential and should not be 
getting a paycheck.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet store PetSmart 316 NE 78th st Vancouver Limited PPE, no protection at the register, no 
designated cleaner to disinfect, is allowing 
customers to buy hamsters and fish (not essential)

isabel.f.prince@gmail.com Isabel 9135682323

TRUE 04/01/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Cascade Windows 10507 E. Montgomery Ave Spokane Valley This business is making my child come into work 
with large groups of coworkers in confined spaces. I 
am worried for the safety of myself because I am a 
high risk due to my age and health history. Also the 
safety of the workers afraid to lose their job. I do not 
know why they are continuing to stay open and 
operate. Many families are being put at risk. I do not 
understand why making windows is essential?! Their 
office in Utah is CLOSED because they are NOT an 
essential business. My son was told if he is “worried” 
about COVID that he did not need to show up, 
however, they will not get their unemployment pay 
and possible loss of job. They have closed their 
business office down and sent the receptionists 
home but have mandated warehouse workers to 
continue to work. PLEASE HELP!

Calcarjac@gmail.com Robin Brown 5099998134

TRUE 04/01/20 9:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business moono mui 12212 182nd Avenue E Bonney Lake illegal business operating out of residence.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabric 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale I am very angry. I ordered something I needed. I 
figured it would be fine to go get curb side pick-up. 
We got to the store, called to let them know we were 
there. They would not bring it out, we had to go in 
the store and wait in line. When we questioned it, 
they were not nice about it. Said they didn’t know 
they had to bring it out. Excuse me, but the stores 
are NOT supposed to be letting anyone in the stores.

gmason96@outlook.com Geri Mason 3606922270 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:55 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Swinerton Emrald Queen Casion Tacoma Workers still going in and out . Window washers and 
contrition on a casino is not essential. They are 
parking and coughing around my house and children 
and elderly mother as we are quarantined to our 
property. If you allow them to continue working keep 
them from parking in my neighborhood as we do not 
want cross contamination for their lack of caring.

Vandehey54@gmail.com Amanda 263-267-4727

TRUE 04/01/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific ridge homes- Jamison estates 35th and 228th se Bothell April 1st residential Housing new construction still 
working. 10 vehicles on site painters framers siders. 
Jamison estates. This needs to be stopped. It’s been 
a week now since order was given.

Drrock1988@aol.com Don Lekness 2062555536

TRUE 04/01/20 9:57 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Sound Transit & other public works xxx Seattle I think letting white collar workers stay home while 
requiring blue collar construction workers to work on 
public jobs is CLASSIST.  New construction of any 
kind is not essential. Besides we are low on 
tradesmen as it is. And many of them are older. If 
we lose some your projects will not get done on time 
anyway.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Canteen 11410 Beverly park rd Everett 98204 Too many employees no distancing. Non essential Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 10:01 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction Mortenson 32275 202nd Ave e Federal way Crews are required to gather every morning at 7am around 50 people. I am so feel that this is a non essential project! Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 10:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huntwood Appleway Liberty Lake Huntwood is asking employees to work, even with 
the stay at home order and is mandating all 
employees return on April 8th.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:05 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound Transit & Contractors T-100 Tacoma Tacoma It appears Sound Transit directors are using their 
"essential" business status to further personal 
agendas. Keeping transit running is one thing, 
threats to contractors for not continuing is on thew 
new construction is quite another.  This is non 
essential work. It can be delayed for safety of 
personnel yet that is not being practiced by those in 
an office not subjected to the danger.

aucdcarolnow@aol.com Carol Holeman 406-309-1127

TRUE 04/01/20 10:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring Retail Cost Less Carpet 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Spokane Department has already informed this 
business they are non essential. This company has 
several locations through washington

manager@costlesscarpet.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 10:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear 18764 WA-305 Poulsbo Business told its employees it was able to “get 
around” the order to close and people will be 
expected to be at work. Car washes are non 
essential and put our employees at risk. Don’t allow 
them to reopen!

Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Renton Renton This company is still sending employees out into the 
public to groom pets. She is putting so many lives st 
risk. Both staff and client. While all other grooming 
shops are closed she refuses. Please stop her.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 10:11 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Washington State 
Department of Corrections

Community Corrections Division (CCD) 7345 Linderson Way SW Tumwater I am a full-time permanent employee of the 
Washington State Department of Corrections (WA-
DOC) in the Community Corrections Division (CCD). 
My work location is the East side of the state. 
I am reporting that WA-DOC is inequitably treating 
CCD staff differently on the East side of the state 
than they are on the West side. West-side staff are 
being actively encourage to tele-work on a full-time 
basis, while the East side staff, under a different 
Regional Administrator (RA Kristine Skipworth), are 
only being authorized to tele-work 2 days per week. 
The other 3 days per week, East side CCD staff are 
required to return to their usual office work station. 
Presently, all offender contact standards have been 
dramatically changed to phone-contact, in a large 
majority of the cases, while a very small minority of 
cases require a CCD officer to make a visual contact 
in the community (from a distance). Thus, most staff 
sit in a field office making telephone calls to 
offenders in close proximity to each other. There is 
no rational logic for staff to be required to make 
telephone calls to clients in a shared office 
environment does not follow Gov. Inslee’s order. WA-
DOC’s failure to comply with Gov. Inslee’s mandate 
may likely continue to encourage the spread of 
COVID-19 amongst WA-DOC staff.
In response to Gov. Inslee’s mandate, CCD has 
implemented an Office COVID-19 screening 
protocol whereby staff must screen before entering a 
field office; however, as of Monday, March 30, many 
east side field office staff have failed the screening 
protocol and were sent home with symptoms that 

509-330-1010



TRUE 04/01/20 10:13 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 1400 Farragut Ave Bremerton Please help us non-military residents! Kitsap Sun 
articles - https://bit.ly/2UCOzlz  and  
https://bit.ly/39Buqk3

amberforhan@gmail.com Amber Forhan 219-916-2527

TRUE 04/01/20 10:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Lighting Retail Cresent Lighting 11232 120th Ave NE Kirkland Many people in show room not adhering to social 
distancing. No disinfecting in accordance with CDC 
guidelines.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:15 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Manufacturer Boeing N 6th St, Renton Boeing is ordering all 70,000 Puget sound 
employees to report to work

macallansmc@gmail.com Laura Baldwin 2538205029.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 10:15 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Amazon and CBRE 1918 8th Ave Seattle Property management CBRE located at 1918 8th 
Ave has NOT closed their gym facility and allowing 
people to work out with our restrictions. The janitorial 
team is being taken away from essential areas to 
clean this space and most employees are in the at 
risk demographic. This needs to also be closed 
during this as other gym facilities are.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Lighting Retailer Cresent Lighting 3214 20th ST E. Fife Many people in showroom not adhering to social 
distancing. Not sanitizing in accordance with CDC 
guidelines.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:19 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openConstruction Windsor Plywood North 1649 E Lyons ave Spokane Store has remained open to the public making sales 
of non-essential items to people ordered to stay 
home.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Graphic Design Mystery Made 2727 California Ave SW Seattle This location has two businesses operating from 
inside the building. One is an apparel store which 
faces the street. The second business is graphic 
design in the back of their store. The owner of 
Mystery Made is still coming to work every day. He is 
moving things in and out of the back entrance. He's 
parking next to us. He uses our dumpsters. We have 
high risk tenants in our building. Please make him 
stay away from here and work from his own home.

INFO@SUSANRODERICK.COMSUSAN RODERICK 2069627131

TRUE 04/01/20 10:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Uptown Animal Hospital 3316 56th St. Ste 104 Gig Harbor Veterinarians in the hospital are continuing general 
practice appts such as nail trims, anal gland 
expression, vaccinations, and non-essential surgical 
procedures such as spay/neuter.  Admin has asked 
staff to reuse single use gloves after they have been 
contaminated.  Admin posted a supposed letter from 
FDA saying it is ok to reuse contaminated gloves if 
they are soaked in chlorhexidine. No such document 
exists with that specific information, only how to 
prolong use of gloves in a shortage. Chlorhexidine 
compromises integrity of gloves potentially causing 
exposure of staff/animals to bacteria and viruses.  It 
is a WISHA violation of safe PPE. Also not following 
their own protocol in regards to active covid-19 
persons bringing pets in for vaccinations, potentially 
exposing employees, some of which are 
immunocompromised themselves.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo & Piercing Crazy Ink 116 S 1st St, Yakima, WA 98901yakima Tattooing & piercing clients. With low lighting so as 
not to call attention

TRUE 04/01/20 10:26 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church University Presbyterian Church 4540 15th Ave NE Seattle With the exception that churches may live stream 
the leader at University Presbyterian Church have 
interpreted that as permission to conduct live stream 
business in person rather than in a way that protects 
the team involved by prerecording individually and 
posting as live on Sunday.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:28 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store/Indoor Shooting 
Range

Hole in the wall 7509 W Deschutes Ave Kennewick It is an indoor range and gun store. I heard several 
employees talking about how they all had people at 
home with compromised immune systems, and that 
one of them has a pregnant wife and two kids at 
home.  While I was there, a small group came in that 
said they had people from Oregon and a friend from 
California, asking if it was ok to just ‘look around’ if 
groups of people are violating the stay ar home order 
to just come ‘look around’ where else have they 
been? This is not only a gun shop/indoor range, but 
a destination location of this Tri-State area with 
Idaho, Oregon and Washington. This business 
remaining open in the current capacity is a danger 
not only to the employees there, but anyone from 
any community could be turning that shop, and in 
turn their homes into a hot zone

scott@tricityguns.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:28 AM AG Eviction Landlord Eagle Point Apartment 1090 W Betz Rd Cheney I called to ask what the options were for my son and 
his roommate who have both been laid off due to the 
coronavirus and won’t receive any unemployment for 
three weeks. I was told they are not doing anything 
but waiting late charges and they will go ahead and 
pre-notice with evictions today if the payment is not 
made in full. They stated the date that the 
moratorium will be lifted the balance will be due in 
full if not they will start a 15 day evection.  I asked if 
there was any way they could go ahead and 
terminate their lease early. They said no. I asked if 
they could move to a smaller apartment since they 
had some available at a lesser amount. They said 
no. Then the young lady told me that my son should 
just go ahead and pay that in full or he will be kicked 
out shortly. Then she try to get the apartment 
number their names so that she could pre-noticed 
them I went ahead and hung up.

79charger@gmail.con Sarah Smith 5092164401

TRUE 04/01/20 10:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther golf club Leavenworth Golf Club 9101 Icicle Road Leavenworth Explained above

TRUE 04/01/20 10:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Charity Store (for profit) Value Village 525 E College Way Mount Vernon Risk to public health. Listed as charity but is a for 
profit business

linda@snowandsnow.us Linda Snow 1049@savers.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Luxury recreational 
camping club

Lake Connor Park 14320 28th St NE Lake Stevens I believe a luxury camping ground is a non essential 
business. The office staff can work from home, but 
is not. They have onsite caretakers for this type of 
situation, and they’re not utilizing them. For those 
who are obeying the stay at home order, and 
working from home are being aggressed upon by the 
manager.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:32 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Dancing Bare 3710-B 100th St. SW Lakewood, WA 98499 Drove by this creepy porn shack on 3/31 6:30 pm - 
parking lot was full and open sign lit up.  Gross!  
This couldn’t possibly be “essential”.

monicawootan@hotmail.com Monica Le Jeune 2539881632

TRUE 04/01/20 10:32 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther King County Metro Van pool King County Metro Transit Division 201 South Jackson Street Seattle King County metro is forcing us to drive our van-pool 
Van in for an OIL change when all the drivers of the 
van are working form home, per our company.  They 
claim the service is not optional and claim exception.   
  Yet we haven't driven the van for the 20 + days and 
won't drive it April as well, AKA company has us 
working from home.  Van is parked.   An oil change 
can wait.   Also we have take a loaner van out for 3-
4 days.  so we are potential infecting multiple vans 
via the drivers and or mechanic.   I think an oil 
change on a van that isn't being driven is way below 
the bar of exception.

imjustdave@hotmail.com David Ashley 2532502949

TRUE 04/01/20 10:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Wood working Alexandria Moulding 101 Grant Way Moxee By keeping this business open and running as usual, 
the company is putting hundreds of families at risk. 
The company is lying about being an “essential” 
work place that has to be open during this pandemic. 
They are NOT an essential work place. The 
company works with wood. They need to stop 
harassing and intimidating employees to show up to 
work in this time that everyone needs to stay at 
home and healthy.

blaanngut15@gmail.com Balanza 509-594-9374 webcontacts@alexmo.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Manny Mora Unknown SeaTac He is cutting hair from home. He advertised it on his 
facebook. His phone number is 
(619)488-7501



TRUE 04/01/20 10:35 AM AG Eviction Landlord NRB 15413 First Avenue Ct S Tacoma Hi, My name is Tiffany Gebert and I’m reaching out 
to you for help! I currently reside in Pierce County! I 
rent from NRB property management in Tacoma, 
that without notice after 5 years of residing in the 
same home left me a lease termination letter taped 
to the door yesterday March 30th with a 30 day 
move out notice! All my bills are current and I have 
only been late on rent twice in the past 5 years. I 
have 3 small children and I’m currently a full-time 
student/Lyft driver. This was a complete shock since 
we were contacted in January to resign our lease 
and we followed all guidelines and returned it by 
February 25th. The management said that they are 
allowed to terminate our lease even during shit 
down. Which has left me in a panic. I have 
contacted several places and they aren’t allowing 
showings and then on top of that trying to find 
movers and funds to do so during this shut down is 
impossible. I beg you to please guide me with a next 
course of action. All the management company said 
was “Oh well you’ll figure it out!”

Npashnt@gmail.com Tiffany Gebert 253-533-8286

TRUE 04/01/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dentist Office Unify 1095 SE Bishop Blvd Pullman They have not cut back to just essential workers, 
they still have dental assistance and scrub techs and 
are doing dental work that is not an emergency. 
They also are not following the order about children.

deannholly@gmail.com Deann Holly 5098662637

TRUE 04/01/20 10:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other JoAnn’s Fabrics JoAnn’s Unsure Kent I was not able to order on line, called the store for 
alternative to in store shopping, if any.
Was told to “come into the store, everyone else is”.
I thought maybe I could, just order,  give credit card 
over the phone or exact cash at curb side p/u.  But 
was not too hopeful.

fouthreindeer@yahoo.com Pat Moss 2066124707 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cedar Fence Board Mill Alta Forest Products 318 WA-7 Morton Not sure if this is even an essential business since it 
is fence boards but they are violating the 6ft space 
rule by forcing the workers to not only work but 
requiring mandatory overtime in close quarters but 
threatening to close the break room if they do not sit 
6 ft apart. Also telling asthmatics that they can stay 
home or deal with it. If someone feels ill, they are 
told to stay home then face retribution when they 
return, and one employee was sent home because 
of the possibility of a positive test. This company is 
out of control just to make a buck.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:37 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction University of Washington 3980 15th ave N.E. Seattle We have a confirmed case of Covid

TRUE 04/01/20 10:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business G Standard Gym 3602 S Cedar Tacoma business as usual, posting on facebook to hide the 
number of people by parking cars in other places

iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction University of Washington 3980 15th ave N.E. Seattle We have a confirmed case of Covid with no shut 
down

TRUE 04/01/20 10:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction University of Washington/ Lease Crutcher Lewis3980 15th ave N.E. Seattle We have a confirmed case of Covid with no shut 
down

TRUE 04/01/20 10:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Therapy Andrea Villa LMT 31 Main Street Waitsburg Unfortunately, this massage therapist has posted on 
her Facebook page that she is accepting clients/ 
massages on April 1st and 3rd. She has also stated 
that during the time of mandated quarantine, she is 
still keeping her appointments. This behavior has put 
several members of the community at risk and 
continues to do so. She has openly stated on her 
Facebook page, that her services are essential and 
she will continue to take clients during this time.

elizabeth.magill79@gmail.comElizabeth Magill 5092123927

TRUE 04/01/20 10:43 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Killing babies at Planned ParenthoodPlanned Parenthood 10056 SE 240th #A #A Kent, WA 98031 Killing babies is Non Essential and the ANTITHESIS 
of saving lives. 
While hospital workers are risking their lives to 
SAVE lives, Planned Parenthood is taking lives at a 
rate of THOUSANDS per day, far exceeding the 
corona virus deaths. 
Please close PP and SAVE LIVES.
 This is TRUE LIFE SUPPORT.

barb.ruth@comcast.net Barbara 4255720310

TRUE 04/01/20 10:44 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Killing babies at Planned ParenthoodPlanned Parenthood 10056 SE 240th #A #A Kent, WA 98031 Killing babies is Non Essential and the ANTITHESIS 
of saving lives. 
While hospital workers are risking their lives to 
SAVE lives, Planned Parenthood is taking lives at a 
rate of THOUSANDS per day, far exceeding the 
corona virus deaths. 
Please close PP and SAVE LIVES.
 This is TRUE LIFE SUPPORT.

barb.ruth@comcast.net Barbara 4255720310

TRUE 04/01/20 10:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Olympus Vapor and Smoke 15131 NE 24th St Redmond The owner told his employees to keep coming to 
work every day, but just don't turn on the "OPEN" 
sign. I am told he said "If I get a fine, I'll just pay it, 
but I want to stay open." The owner pays some of 
the employees in cash, so he might try to say that he 
doesn't have any "employees" (i.e. anyone on official 
payroll) working during this time, but I know he has 
had at least one guy there every day and have heard 
that there are customers coming in daily.

Travis.Ottele@gmail.com Travis Ottele 3602965083

TRUE 04/01/20 10:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Auto Sales Bill Pierre Ford, Ford of Kirkland, 
Vancouver Ford, Jim Fugate Ford

11525 lake city way ne seattle sales reported by Bill Pierre on March 31st. 6 new 
vehicles, Ford Of Kirkland 3, Jim Fugate 3,
Vancouver Ford 4

jandm98003@hotmail.com Jeff 2532187700

TRUE 04/01/20 10:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Anytime Fitness Stanwood 7104 265th St NW Stanwood There is a sign stating it’s closed for new members 
on the door. However it is still open to members. 
There have been people working out in there every 
day, the gym is filthy and unstaffed so cleaning is 
obviously not happening. Their Facebook page 
states only members are allowed to workout right 
now when it should be completely closed to 
everybody.

Aemar316@gmail.com Amy 3609262081 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym G standard 3602 s cedar St Tacoma Gym members showing social media post showing 
cars parked

N/a@gmail.com N/# 1234567890 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other None Autobaun car wash 3828 west Clearwater ave Kennewick They are cornering market on the financial aspect of 
this industry while others are all closed

Susansgotmail@yahoo.com Susan 5095822528 info@autobahncarwash.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Jewelry retail and other retail Alvin Goldfarb/ Nordstrom 305 Bellevue Way Bellevue, WA  98004 United StatesBellevue On their website they are working by appointment. 
This is not compliant and jewelry purchasing is not 
essential especially when other local retailers have 
really closed for business. Nordstrom is doing curb 
side pick up and that is encouraging people to leave 
their homes for non essential items while the rest of 
us will suffer longer because of this. People are 
supposed to stay home unless necessary and 
picking up your new clothes or purchasing jewelry is 
not essential. Things like this are impacting the 
safety of our community and the rest of the 
businesses are suffering to do the right thing

Brianagartin@yahoo.com Briana Gartin 206-251-3287

TRUE 04/01/20 10:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other pets petsmart issaquah Issaquah Many people in store-workers not wearing gloves.  
people handle many things when they shop.  this 
seems foolish and dangerous when it is possible to 
just do curb side service

Becky Miller 425-235-8332

TRUE 04/01/20 10:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Collection agency Armada Corporation 1035 w Broadway ave Moses lake This is a collection agency. This is NOT A NON 
ESSENTIAL BUSINESS!!! 1 WORKER HAS BEEN 
ALLOWED TO ATTEND WORK FOR 2 WEEKS 
WITH FLU LIKE SYMPTOMS. ANOTHER 
WORKER HAS HAD DIRECT CONTACT WITH AN 
INFECTED SPOUSE AND CAME IN TO THE 
BUSINESS TO LET KNOW INSTEAD OF 
CALLING!!!!! PLEASE SHUT THIS PLACE 
DOWN!!!! THIS PLACE HAS ABOUT 11 
WORKERS AND 11 WHOLE FAMILIES ARE NOW 
AT RISK!!!!!!!!!! VERY IRRESPONSOBLE!!!!!

TRUE 04/01/20 10:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Donut Shop Sluys Bakery 18924 Front Street Poulsbo Governor Inslee said Donut Shops were NON-
Essential and should clsoe along with Hair Salons, 
etc.

just take care of it Concerned Citizen in Poulsbodont call me, call the bakery and close it down

TRUE 04/01/20 10:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Aaging Better In home Care 1014 N Pines Rd Spokane All employees are required to work in office with 
outside care giving employees coming and going 
without any regard for social distancing.   No PPE 
supplied to office staff and very little supplied to 
Home care workers.

Imazagsfan@yahoo.com Tami Walsdorf 509-953-1759

TRUE 04/01/20 10:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business RET Physical Therapy 11711 NE 12th St. Bellevue Not contacting or informing patients or employees 
when they have been exposed to a COVID positive 
person on the job. Per company policy you cannot 
share your test results with anyone. No notifications 
have been sent to those affected. Clinics are not 
closing to clean and employees are not told to stay 
home or test.

Anonymous for fear of retaliation



TRUE 04/01/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hayden homes 3524 w pirates ct pillar rock Airway Heights  and Cheney Wa Hayden homes is ordering supplies from out of town 
because who they work through is shut down.  They 
refuse to stop construction.  When a family that 
cannot even finish their private home for a place to 
live. Hayden homes is not taking safety of workers 
into account.  They have been told numerous times 
that the company is shut down and they are still 
going.

badgerlakehouse@yahoo.comJeannie salle 5094961730

TRUE 04/01/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Baley 8005 SE 28th St Mercer Island Baley Construction is remodeling the old Safeway 
store in Factoria Mall. I drove by yesterday (March 
31, 2020) and spoke with employees who do not 
understand why the jobsite isn't shut down. They are 
in the demolition phase and are looking at bringing in 
fans to help clear the air. This doesn't make any 
sense!!

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscapers Roy Street Apartments 110 Roy Street Seattle Landscapers are not on the list of essential business 
and yet our building mgr has them coming regularly 
scheduled.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boyer Mountain pool 4960 Mission Creek Cashmere Installing pool crew members are not six feet apart. I 
do not believe they have a building permit the project 
is a 300,000.00 dollar make over

TRUE 04/01/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other retail Amazon 6th ave Seattle Why is Amazon allowed to drive all over town 
delivering non-essential products? These drivers and 
warehouse workers which number in the thousands 
are likely carriers of the virus and put public health in 
jeopardy. Several warehouse workers have already 
come down with the virus.

hmharrymorgan@gmail.com Harry Morgan NA

TRUE 04/01/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail boutique Allure Boutique 407 ne 4th avenue Camas This Boutiques is open for deliveries, but delivering 
earrings and blouses are not in any way essential.

Blaesings@msn.com Jason Blaesing 3608524471 info@allure-boutique.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cutting Edge Contracting 14407 ne 13th ave ste 112 Vancouver 10+ people Monday morning  between 7 to 8

Non essential business open
TRUE 04/01/20 11:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 

open
Other Automotive Dealer BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle is ignoring Jay Inslee's mandate about 

auto dealers. Their doors are open to new clients, 
they are selling cars for non-essential business and 
completely ignoring all laws.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:00 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Washington State 
Department of Corrections

Community Corrections Division 7345 Linderson Way SW Tumwater The community corrections division (CCD) of the 
WA State DOC is divided into 7 sections.  Sections 1 
and 2 are NOT complying with the Governor's 
directive, nor are they complying with the State 
Human Resources COVID-19 telework policy 
memorandum.  Community Corrections employees 
in sections 1 and 2 are only allowed telework up to 2 
days per week, including those proven by medical 
professionals to be immunocompromised.  CCD 
community corrections employees in sections 3 
through 7 are working from home everyday except 
for one day per week, and immunocompromised are 
teleworking 5 days per week.  Offenders supervised 
in the community are reporting to the CCD fields 
offices regularly.  The CCD field office at 500 N. 
Morain St. #1100 in Kennewick, WA has between 5 
to 20 supervised offenders reporting each day.  10 to 
15 employees report to work at the location each 
day.  Those identified as immunocompromised by 
medical professional have been advised by Human 
Resources they would need to be designated as 
"disabled" per DOC policy 840.100 "Disability 
Accommodation and Separation" in order to telework 
more than 2 days per week.  On filed unit at the 
above location only has two staff left that have not 
been required to leave due to illness.  I am extremely 
concerned.

Justus3mae@icloud.com Concerned

TRUE 04/01/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AHO CONSTRUCTION 1 INC 10300 NE 102ND AVE VANCOUVER Residential home under construction with framers 
still active ignoring the stay home order.

MARK

TRUE 04/01/20 11:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Closets/Storage Goods The Container Store 2437 southcenter mall Tukwila Business does not have essential goods and 
subjecting employees and customers to the virus 
and their health.

taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming salon Petco animal supplies (grooming 
department)

809 NE 45th St. Seattle grooming is still open. Petco says it is deemed 
essential. still taking full schedules of clients, no 
safety precautions and my coworkers make me 
uncomfortable to work around as none take the 
pandemic seriously. employee bathroom still open 
for public use, homeless people, etc. 
i was denied unemployment and cannot get thrkugh 
via phone to unemployment office due to high 
volume of calls. Petco is getting by keeping 
grooming open because the main store sells pet food 
yet grooming salon is a separate entrance and 
separate service and does not sell food. i am scared 
for my safety dealing with lots of customers and 
having to use public pens, phones,  computer 
keypad, etc. when no one else disinfects or tskes 
precautions.

sickbunnyhopper@gmail.comMichele Lehrman 2065512683 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Snohomish County Courthouse You know what street... Everett The 24 hour construction crews doing the renovation 
at the Snohomish County Courthouse is essential 
how? With the homeless overflow housing and 
covid19 patients at the Angel of the Winds Arena.  A 
lot of people at risk that don't need to be!
What kind of government example is this?  This 
'essential work' order comes from Snohomish 
County Courthouse not the contractors working 
there, but the courthouse is closed to the judges and 
attorneys; just not the people painting or laying 
carpet because they are 'essential'!!!

TRUE 04/01/20 11:08 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA Management Blue Mountain Community Management17933 NE Evergreen Pkwy #200, Beaverton, OR 97006Beaverton HOA compliance officer driving though communities.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Radio installers Auto Glass Clinic and Radio 20201 Front St NE Poulsbo Close contact of employees working on cars that we 
don’t know are being contaminated.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Rentina consultants of seattle 3226 Nassau St, Everett A lot of older ppl go there.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming salon Mudpuppies Grooming 16186 SE 82nd Dr clackamas Dog grooming is considered a non essentially 
business
This business is still open, cannot properly operate 
while maintaining social distancing and doesn't 
follow proper cleaning methods

TRUE 04/01/20 11:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Seacon LLC 9001 192nd Ave E Bonney alake Multiple contract companies on site, no adherence to 
social distancing. Porta potties do not have hand 
sanitizer.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:14 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks Gennesee Park Playfields 4316 S Genesee St, Seattle, WA 98118 There are ALWAYS people on the playfields, usually 
practicing soccer but other sports as well.  North of 
Genessee isn't really much of an issue, but the 
playfields south of Genessee seem to be.  It's not 
huge groups, but consistently quite a few people. If 
you just closed the parking lot, it would probably help.

barbh@frii.com Barbara Hayes 4257615742

TRUE 04/01/20 11:15 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Landlord Lowman building 107 cherry street Seattle Homeless people in Pioneer Square are 
congregating in my residential doorway. You can’t 
walk out the front door with any safety. I want to 
walk across the street for supplies but I can’t get as 
far as the sidewalk.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:17 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fabric store Joanns crafts fabric 2823 ne sunset blvd renton Why are all there stores open. Whats essential 
about crafts??? They are closed in other states. 
Businesses need to close, help wa get rid of virus 
spreading.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Pearl Street Massage 602 N Pearl St, Tacoma, WA 98406Tacoma Drove past, there A-Frame signs are out and light at 
door is on, open for business.

deskset2@me.com Gilbert Quante 2532975125

TRUE 04/01/20 11:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Kush Mart 6309 Evergreen Way suite c Everett I was at this store doing a delivery and it was chaos 
thier was 20 customers and at least 15 employees in 
this very small store the farthest people were apart 
was about 2 feet. Please do somthing about this i did 
not feel safe being thier for a delivery



TRUE 04/01/20 11:19 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound Transit RIDE THE WAVE 401 S Jackson St Seattle Sound Transit projects continue to be moving 
forward.  

Why are we putting our Sound Transit Tunnel 
Workers in harms way? 

Workers are being told to work 6 feet apart and use 
thier own tools. 

Workers are also being told THEY ARE BEING 
VIDEO RECORDED to capture any violations.  So if 
anyone is to get sick at work and take legal action 
they have them on Video violating the order to 
WORK.  

What have we turned into here in Washington State.  
 We are telling people to "stay at home" yet 
husbands, father's, brothers and grandfathers are 
being asked to work. 

Please keep our Sound Transit Workers safe.  

Are we a Modern Day Concentration Camp here?

fox40suzanne@gmail.com Suzanne DePoe 2066587947

TRUE 04/01/20 11:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming salin Petco Grooming Salon 809 northeast 45th st Seattle The Petco grooming salon is separate from the main 
part of the store that sells dog food and other pet 
supplies. this is not considered an essential 
business and needs to be shut down, management 
is stating that they are essential and they are not. 
The waiting area is tiny and they are allowing 
multiple people to stand in the same space which 
cannot allow social distancing while waiting for dogs 
to be groomed. The whole area is only about 6‘ x 4‘ 
and multiple people and dogs are in the same space 
at one time. this is only adding to our ongoing 
problem with COVID-19 and needs to be stopped 
immediately!

jenni@lowcountrybunny.com Jenni Bearden 8438520277 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 11:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dog treat manufacturer Himalayan dog chew 4480 Chennault Beach Rd, Mukilteo, WA 98275Mukilteo Not strictly enforcing social distancing requirements. 
Employees only wear mask while working, on breaks 
they are taken off and don't follow the 6ft rule.

colecarson15@gmail.com Cole Carson 5098638126

TRUE 04/01/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Perlo Construction 11450 SW Amu Street Tualatin, OR Perlo Construction is working on a project in the city 
of Kent, WA. The project is "Pill-Pack" for Amazon. 
The president of Perlo construction sent out an 
email to all subcontractors stating that they expect all 
subcontractors to be working onsite as they have a 
contract to fulfill. This project is putting peoples 
health at risk.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Craft Store Joann Fabric 1809 Howard Rd Auburn All Joann Fabric stores throughout the state 
continue to operate. The company is claiming that 
they are offering kits or material for people to sew 
masks but the truth is that most of the stores are out 
of the kits and most of their sales are for non-
essential items. They're also not practicing safe 
social distancing guidelines, not properly cleaning 
the stores. Their putting their employees and 
customers at risk, putting profit before people. They 
have a web site that customers can order things 
from. There is no reason for the physical stores to 
remain open. Michigan's Attorney General Dana 
Nessel ruled they are not an essential business and 
ordered them to close their stores. I urge Governor 
Inslee to do the same.

StephenCox@Live.com Steve Cox 4255310328 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:28 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seattle Department of 6934 Bellevue Ct. E Seattle Hi, I live next door to a Seattle Department of 
Construction and Inspections project (Project 
#3022687) at 6934 Bellevue Ct E, Seattle, WA, 
98102. In the past two days, a construction crew has 
used a wrecking crane to destroy two houses at 
early morning hours to build a new dwelling 
apartment unit building. 

This is especially frustrating as these two houses 
were/are surrounded by apartment buildings with 
people mandated to work from home under the 
Washington state shelter-in-place order. 
Construction companies are not an essential 
business, and it is especially difficult to get work 
finished at home with all of this loud construction 
background noise. I was woken up this morning 
around 7 am. 

The local police are not taking noise complaints and 
the Seattle Department of Construction and 
Inspections phone line says it's "closed." How is this 
construction taking place?

jack.rushall@gmail.com Jack Rushall 7608157288

TRUE 04/01/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PARR Lumber 2105 N. Commercial Ave. Pasco Saw their trucks out today delivering lumber 
packages to new construction builders that are 
STILL building

TRUE 04/01/20 11:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other fruit washouse matson fruit company shipping 465 s park drive selah Employees not following social distancing. there are 
groups of people using the handwashing sink in a 
small room together and no one is trying to enforce 
social distancing. I was there picking up a load and 
was asked to wash my hands before i checked in, 
but there was a large group of people rushing 
through the handwashing area. It felt like they were 
not taking this seriously at all. Then when I got to the 
check in window the office staff was sitting close 
together.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Renton Spa Massage 1717 ne 44th Renton Massage therapists not listed, occupational and 
physical therapist only.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas Station Circle K 10171-10173 US 12 Naches Employee/cashier working at the gas station advised 
he tested positive for Covid 19 and was coughing 
while checking at the counter. He had a mask but 
was not wearing it on his face and he said it was not 
a big deal because everyone will get infected sooner 
or later. I understand the gas station is an essential 
business, but seems unreasonable to have someone 
positive for Covid 19 actually working at it and 
exposing everyone there.

kortneystevie@gmail.com Kortney 5096548125

TRUE 04/01/20 11:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank IQ Credit Union 2 South 56th Place Suite 104 Ridgefield This branch has a suspected case of the Virus but 
they weren't able to get a test. The employee is at 
home but everyone else that was exposed are 
required to keep coming to work. 
Although this business is an essential, it isnt 
following guidelines to keep employees safe from 
exposure and aren't letting the employees take the 
time off even with sick pay.

mystical.momma@gmail.comJulie A Krieger 3607733782

TRUE 04/01/20 11:34 AM AG Eviction Landlord North Beach Medical Equipment 899 Point Brown Ave NW Ocean Shores So Rich Lindquist is the operator of North Beach 
Medical Equipment a 401 c3 NON PROFIT 
BUSINESS and his landlord is requiring him to pay 
the rent this month. Which is DUE TODAY. The 
landlord says it must be paid. Here is just a little 
portion of what Rich has put on his facebook page 
for North Beach Medical Equipment. --- "North 
Beach Medical Equipment's landlords are insisting 
that we pay our $1,200 monthly rent, which is 
understandable, but very hard to do, AS WE HAVE 
CLOSED the store so that we wouldn't risk the lives 
of the people that we serve, and without people 
coming in, we have no income. We have helped 
more than 10,000 people, let's make sure that we 
are around to help even more." RICH LINDQUIST is 
an amazing man who has helped MANY people NOT 
just in Ocean Shores but around the State. Rich can 
be reached at (360) 289-FREE

bdearinger@ymail.com Brandon 3602099210

TRUE 04/01/20 11:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Linda's hair design 131 North 2nd Ave SW Tumwater The owner has her signs all off and closed but is still 
taking in customers. I have seen this first hand ever 
since the salons were suppose to close.

SABRINAPULEO1988@HOTMAIL.COMSabrina 3609721289

TRUE 04/01/20 11:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail shop SALTWATER VINTAGE FRONT STREET  ?? POULSBO, WASH THEY ARE A LARGE VINTAGE STORE.. DOESN'T 
WANT TO CLOSE.. they have an espresso 
machine, so decided they were essential..!!  
encouraging people to shop is not what this is about. 
sickening..

kathryn@petitandolson.com kathryn Petit 2066051155 saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 11:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Road Crews Benton County Public Works Prosser 620 Market Street Prosser 2 teamsters have tested positive for COVID19 and 
been sent home. Public Works management has 
failed to sanitize the lunch room and other general 
areas where the other teamsters work, Also haven't 
sanitized the trucks.  Requests for cleaning have 
been denied. All exposed workers are required to 
continue to come to work potentially exposing others.

rjrmollero@gmail.com N/A N/A



TRUE 04/01/20 11:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other toy manufacturer Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Their 2nd warehouse is also opened, 6305 36th ave 
w, and their employees are not social distancing. 
There's photos to prove it.

ani.taulton@gmail.com Annie King 4257803753 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric / craft store Joann Fabric store 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Protective supplies not provided for employees.  Not 
social distancing when delivering to drive up 
customers.  This store has not had a cleaning 
service in over a month since the last crew quite.  
Unsafe for employees and customers.

janetballagh@gmail.com Janet Ballagh 4257439789 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Therapy Andrea Villa LMT 355 W. 6th St. Waitsburg On her Instagram story she stated that she is 
cleaning between every client and is thankful to be 
open.

stefaniegarcia0714@gmail.comStefanie Garcia 5093860545

TRUE 04/01/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Powersports Dealership Allsport 19505 E Broadway Ave Liberty Lake Offering sales of major units by appointment.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Olympus Vapor Smoke 
Shop

Olympus Vapor Smoke Shop 15131 NE 24th St, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Continuing to operate despite being non-essential. 
Store also lacks proper hygiene and safety 
precautions, including hot water available for 
employees to wash hands.

alexv812@gmail.com Alex Ottele 4254452700

TRUE 04/01/20 11:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Building Supply Lowe's 1200 Walla Walla Ave Wenatchee Business is allowing 2k-3k customers a day. Has 
social distancing signs, but still allowing older 
customers to come walk to walk raceway since the 
mall is closed to walkers and is promoting non 
essential supplies (paint/ new kitchen remodels).

TRUE 04/01/20 11:45 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garden Center, primarily 
ornamental plants, no 
livestock

Bark and Garden Center 4004 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Business is non-essential per the descriptions given 
under ‘agriculture’. Business primarily sells 
ornamental plants, no livestock, and some edible 
starts. Business is not enforcing social distancing at 
register area, cashiers do not have the space to 
remain 6 ft from customers when customers use 
payment system. Signage is inadequate.

barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 1987 817 E Jackson Ave Spokane I have had multiple friends tell me panda express all 
over town are still allowing people to.dine in. I have a 
friend who works there and says no change was 
made and posted about regular sit down business.

vee0687@gmail.com Amanda Duran 5098088672

TRUE 04/01/20 11:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Residential flooring 
company

Blair & son floor company 6017 144th st e Puyallup My boyfriend is being required to work starting 
Monday before the 14 day stay gone stay healthy is 
over. Johnny the owner is not following social 
distancing guidelines either and has the employees 
working in the homes of people.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business G-Standard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma, WashingtonTacoma I have seen people using this gym in Instagram as 
well as the business owner stating to not park more 
that 3 cars in the lot and just park on the street to 
not alert the police. 

Instagram:  
https://instagram.com/gstandardgym?igshid=12y0j4o
7cenu3

Jazmineamcginnis@gmail.comJazmine 4802469655 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:49 AM No Action Eviction Restaurant or food service business Fuck you gov Inslee Fuck off road Fuck off king You all are a bunch of narcs rats etc. gov boot lickers. You softly Fuck 3873628828

TRUE 04/01/20 11:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber US Nails 2700 NE Andresen Rd Unit A4Vancouver Their neon signs say open, their parking lot is full 
and I visibly saw people inside the establishment.

vancouverisboring@yahoo.comWilliam Smith 3609210309

TRUE 04/01/20 11:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique store SaltWater Vintsge Front street Poulsbo, WA I could send you a photo!  They have a fake grocery 
store sign out front.  They think this is ok

Kpetit206@gmail.com Scott 206-605-1155 saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:52 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bakery Nouveau 137 15th Ave E Seattle There are many people inside ordering and being 
served.

Matt

TRUE 04/01/20 11:56 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Radio Station Radio exitos 118 Vista Way Kennewick This radio station is Advertising a huge event on May 
3 for the Cinco de Mayo celebration it includes live 
music/ bands and activities for people, to be held at 
Columbia park in Kennewick.

r_driguez08@yahoo.com Maria

TRUE 04/01/20 11:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction UELLC Lake stevens Lake Srevens I saw 2 people in one UELLC van on their way to 
work. They only paint and are violating more than 
one order. Social distancing, non essential painting, 
and are going into others homes.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Capello 23505 E Appleway ave suite 105Liberty lake Got a phone call from my hairdresser saying she is 
taking clients at her establishment and is saying this 
is BS and she will not comply. I am elderly and can 
not afford to get sick. I am concerned going to this 
establishment when it does open as they are 
exposing themselves.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:58 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther University of Washington 
Seattle

UW Housing Terry Hall, 1035 NE Campus PkwySeattle, WA 98105 UW Seattle is Non Compliant
Housing Students at Covid -19 Risk 

When on-line only classes started at UW, the parent 
of a student living in a 12 month student housing 
apartment became concerned about CDC social 
distancing and disinfecting guidelines.  The parent 
asked if perhaps UW was notifying students to stay 
put until notice of  mandate compliant appointments 
for moving in/out could be arranged...in this 
particular case one roommate had traveled to Asia.  
The parent learned there was no social distancing 
protocol for students leaving, returning or moving 
their belongings, but there was a goal to relocate 
remaining students so that each could have access 
to a private bathroom, however no protocol exists for 
maintaining CDC guidelines for that either.  There 
wasn't even cleaning protocol midst all these 
changes and activity; student's weren't even 
provided disinfecting materials (unavailable in local 
stores) though expected to disinfect shared toilet 
handles and doorknobs themselves !

At the crux of this dilemma is the word “home”, the 
state mandates continuously emphasize “families”, 
residence relationships of choice, but UW does not 
seem to understand that their students are not 
residents of choice, though it labels a resident a 
“home”, but strangers that are organized and 
assigned by UW Housing.  Therefore it is UW's 
responsibility to organize the protocol for student 
safety during legally mandated “Stay Home – Stay 

adoptnet@whidbey.net Lynn Smith 360-341-2308

TRUE 04/01/20 12:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Red Cross Blood Drive 819 Vandercook Way Longview Arrived for appt 3/31 4:30pm - door not propped 
open, had to use doorknob. Check in table less than 
6ft from entry door. No hand sanitizer. No temp 
check at arrival. Staff took my ID without gloves. 
Donors waiting room chairs less than 6ft from each 
other. Not all staff wearing gloves or masks. No 
gloves while taking BP's. Donor questionnaire 
stations and donor tables not 6ft from each other. No 
social distancing signage - donors not observing 
social distancing. I DID NOT DONATE - PLEASE 
MAKE THEM COMPLY. We need healthy donors 
right now. I reported to Red Cross Blood phone 
number on 3/31 at 4:45pm.

a.rosewood.2016@gmail.comAmber Rosewood 360-200-9636

TRUE 04/01/20 12:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther public auto auction auto auction 1116 south mountain rd joppa y the auction is open for cars ?? y not social 
distancing ppl are crazy not staying at home .

bebo 6672169572

TRUE 04/01/20 12:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco Grooming 201 E College Way Mount Vernon Even though stores carrying pet food have been 
deemed essential, pet grooming has been deemed 
non-essential. Other "big box" stores in the area that 
offer both services have closed down their grooming 
departments, Petco needs to respect our citizens 
health and safety and do the same

herahounds@gmail.com Emily Miller 918-914-3664 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Auto dealership McCords Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd Street Vancouver Employees are not given any reassurances of 
returning to work should they take time off.  They 
were given the “option” of taking time off noting the 
first ones to do so would be the first ones to be let 
go.  Of course it was not written, only verbal ?  No 
unemployment available to those who work

sbausserman@charter.net Susan Baumgart 541-944-8276

TRUE 04/01/20 12:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns Hole in the walls 7509 w Deschutes ave Kennewick I recently went in with a friend to buy ammo, and I 
was honestly shocked this place was still open! 
There were a ton of people in the lobby and people 
inside the range as well. None of the employees had 
Ppe on and all they had up were the state required 
signs, but nothing but wipes for customers. One of 
the employees had a relative come in to bring lunch, 
and he was using a walker! What other health 
issues does he have that make him vulnerable? This 
is for everyone going there, some people were just 
standing and talking while touching everything, then 
leaving, if they went to that store, what other places 
did they go to and what germs did they bring there?

Julia scott@tricityguns.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Franks place 32945 hiway 20 Oak harbor Not safe

TRUE 04/01/20 12:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Circle M Construction 2125 N. Pines Rd Spokane Valley Company is hauling gravel and delivering to 
homeowners.



TRUE 04/01/20 12:12 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Burbank It was reported to me by the USDA inspector that 
works at the Tyson location in Burbank that there is 
one confirmed tested positive employee.  They are 
still running and have not shut down the plant to 
quarantine and clean. they are putting their 
employees and our employees at Americold in 
Danger.

candi.lee@americold.com Candi Lee 509.547.1747

TRUE 04/01/20 12:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Mrs. Mobile grooming 1010 169th Ave SE Snohomish Danielle Dennis is sneaking around in her car 
picking up pets grooming them at her house in the 
mobile vans. If you call there to make an 
appointment to get your pet groomed she will offered 
come and get your pet because she doesn't want to 
get caught driving around in her vans which are 
obviously 4 mobile grooming.

mrsmobilepetgrooming@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Bark Central LLC 205 118th St S Tacoma They are posting on their FB page that they are still 
grooming.

lynborcherding@gmail.com Lynette Borcherding 253-538-0814 Barkcentralstaff@gmail.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 12:17 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Petco 21700 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Grooming salon is still open even though dog 
grooming is non essential. I have called several 
other Petco grooming salons and they are closed.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping King County King County King County This needs to stop!  Government landscaping and 
other government activities need to be curbed back 
during this pandemic also.  NOT JUST THE 
PRIVATE SECTOR!

TRUE 04/01/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction East side General Contractors 16022 Reserve Dr SE North nBend The home construction is occurring just across the 
street the address listed above. Long gravel driveway 
with pink/orange tape in tree at entrance.

Gospey@comcast.net K williams

TRUE 04/01/20 12:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton home builders 2493 Burlwood street NE Lacey Labor workers still hammering and continuing to 
build residential houses. Just drive through any of 
the new construction areas and you can see non-
resident vehicles are still in front of “in-progress 
houses” with workers laboring inside as of 4/1/2020

TRUE 04/01/20 12:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jewelry Blue Nile, Inc 411 1st Ave S Seattle This companies shipping warehouse in George 
Town is still operating and has employees are 
shipping jewelry.

ozharsky@gmail.com Oleg Zharsk 2062284395 pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Store Lowe’s 1717 Freeway Drive Mount Vernon This store is not limiting customers in the store and 
is having little to no regard for social distancing. 
They are constantly busy with customers who are 
not there for essential purposes. This store is still 
driving promotions for nonessential items and 
basically putting profit ahead of community safety.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Dr. Philip Keirney Cosmetic Surgery 
Tacoma

105 27th Ave SE Puyallup Cosmetic Surgery office still open.  Seeing patients 
for cosmetic consultations.

momy4@comcast.net KATHY 2532496979

TRUE 04/01/20 12:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - fabric, craft Joann Fabrics Many Manu Also not following social distancing guidelines. customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:31 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bangor Subbase TRF Bangor Finback Circle Silverdale, WA The Code 430 office as well as others house large 
numbers of employees with no means of properly 
social distancing. They are also not allowing 
employees who can work from home to do so.

4milbrots@gmail.com Carrie Milbrot 3606897880

TRUE 04/01/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction West coast self storage 3252 Harbor Ave SW Seattle Construction of self storage facilities still open and 
operating during shutdown.

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Olympic Trucking Gamble Bay Rd Kingston This company is operating at the same site as Scott 
Kelley Logging

Lovingthenorthwest@gmail.comJennifer 360-271-3135

TRUE 04/01/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax services Jackson Hewitt Hwy 2 Airway Heights Employee and 2 customers in a semi enclosed 
space inside a Walmart doing business. People in 
very close contact

Dennylori@aol.com Denise Rains 5089811399

TRUE 04/01/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Window manufacturer Cascade Windows 10507 E Montgomery Ave Spokane Valley Not on the list of essential businesses but 
management says we are. But none of the 
guidelines are being followed here. No cleaning 
distancing working remote. If anything is reported to 
HR, management and HR will work to terminate 
employee ASAP.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Dave Sneesby Construction 1000 St Route 150 Unit 32 Manson, WA Trim around a window at a coffee stand is not 
essential

TRUE 04/01/20 12:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course Dakota Creek Golf Course 3258 Haynie Road Blaine The pro-shop is closed, but you can put money in a 
box and go out and golf.  There were quite a few 
people golfing last Saturday.

sueshine@comcast.net Sue Shine 360-303-4900

TRUE 04/01/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vancouver School District Felida Elementary 2700 NW 119th St., Vancouver, WA 98685With the recent increase of covid19 case among 
construction workers and in Clark County (a high per 
capita rate), "essential public works" projects need to 
be reevaluated. 
Currently, there are a number of School projects 
being worked on by multiple contractors that are not 
practicing WHO recommend guidelines and are 
risking spread to their families, and placing our 
health system and workers at risk. 
We need a call for all School projects to be placed 
on temp hold until we have passed the Apex of the 
cases (approx 5 weeks), not much time forfeited in 
exchange for lives saved.

oregonmoyers@gmail.com Trish - on behalf of a Coalition of concerned businesses, neighbors and citizens5037046754

TRUE 04/01/20 12:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Vancouver School District 4801 idaho St vancouver, WA 98660 With the recent increase of covid19 case among 
construction workers and in Clark County (a high per 
capita rate), "essential public works" projects need to 
be reevaluated. 
Currently, there are a number of School projects 
being worked on by multiple contractors that are not 
practicing WHO recommend guidelines and are 
risking spread to their families, and placing our 
health system and workers at risk. 
We need a call for all School projects to be placed 
on temp hold until we have passed the Apex of the 
cases (approx 5 weeks), not much time forfeited in 
exchange for lives saved.

oregonmoyers@gmail.com Trish - on behalf of a Coalition of concerned businesses, neighbors and citizens5037046754

TRUE 04/01/20 12:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Bellevue off-lease 
dog park

Robinswood Off-Leash Dog Corral 2432 148th Ave SE Bellevue When driving by the park at 6 pm on 3/31, I 
observed several people there with their dogs. It was 
my understanding that all parks were to be closed. 
While myself a dog owner, I do not feel these people 
are doing a service to themselves or the community 
by meeting there. With us fast approaching the peak 
of the virus in our area, I would really like to see this 
park closed until it is safer for all.

dcmower@comcast.net Denise Mower 425 213-3245

TRUE 04/01/20 12:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther House Cleaners Maid Pro 2047 152nd Ave NE Redmond Maid Pro is still doing in home cleaning, which I do 
not believe is essential services and makes 
unnecessary contacts.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Holmes Harbor Golf Club 5023 Harbor Hills Rd Freeland Golf course operating and seeing groups in carts 
and milling around on course and near clubhouse. 
No proper sanitizing being conducted. Owner is 
flagrantly advertising discounted rates. Large senior 
population here on Whidbey Island and he is 
endangering all.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car sales BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW is still open with multiple people working out of 
the office performing sales. They are claiming that 
there are multiple showrooms to justify having 
multiple sales people on staff when they typically 
would identify as having 1 showroom during pre-
corona times.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sun Hair Salon 939 N 182nd St Shoreline Today, April 1, 2020. Sign on door: OPEN. Salon 
appears to be open for business/customers.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Governors office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Multiple violations. Mostly of the Constitution. Nottoday@freedom Joe America 360-555-1212

TRUE 04/01/20 12:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Flooring store Cost Less Carpet 115 n Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Open to the public, staff still working after Sheriff’s 
office and health department said the store is Non-
essential.

manager@costlesscarpet.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 12:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Flooring store Cost Less Carpet 115 n Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Open to the public, staff still working after Sheriff’s 
office and health department said the store is Non-
essential.

manager@costlesscarpet.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 12:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood The golf course is built around and within a 
residential area.  Having the course open puts all the 
residents of the neighborhood at risk.

mcfaddja@uw.edu Jonathan McFadden 2535796422

TRUE 04/01/20 12:47 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private School Westside School 10404 34th Ave SW Seattle 98146 People going in and out of Westside during the day 
for the last 10 days(March 23 to April 1) of the 
shutdown. these people are from outside our 
community and present a greater danger then 
necessary. They have been open for business (not 
classes) except Saturday and Sunday.

ddanfoe@centurylink.net Dan Dafoe 2062779607

TRUE 04/01/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Coast to coast turf 8345 steilacoom rd se Lacey Business is operating against the governors order

TRUE 04/01/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Private Contractor 2356 Viewmont Way West Seattle Several members of a residential construction crew 
are on the job site at this residence today working.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Cabinet Maker Markay Cabinets 24950 Stottlemeyer Rd NE Poulsbo My husband is being required to work in an unclean 
environment with scumbags that wipe their sneeze 
on their hands and then operate equipment and 
there are ZERO measures being taken to maintain 
distancing or cleanliness.

Also, these people are making Cabinets for out of 
state apartment complexes or something. How in the 
world is that essential? They dont care about the 
directive OR their employees and I'm afraid for my 
family.

I don't want them to retaliate. They're scum and they would



TRUE 04/01/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Department of Natural Resources and 
Parks

201 S Jackson Street, KSC-NR-0700Seattle Workers from this department have been observed 
working in public and not observing social 
distancing. This is non-essential work. If I cannot 
pay to have a landscape come to take care of my 
yard, why are government employees allowed to do 
so?

TRUE 04/01/20 12:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Pro nail spa and waxing 914 e mission Spokane They apear to be open for business.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bangkok Thai 1325 S Grand Blvd, Spokane, WA 99202Spokane Recently saw this restaurant allowing people to dine 
in, thus occurred after the stay at home order and 
after the restrictions on dining in at restaurants.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe's of Rainier 2700 Rainier Ave S Seattle I would like to express the extreme concern for this 
Lowe's doing not doing their part by following the 
social distancing and large crowd requirements. The 
store is not monitoring how many people are coming 
in at any one time. At 6 pm yesterday, they had 1400 
transactions, which probably means more than 1400 
people. The store manager asked to put blue tape 
down to mark the 6 ft at check out and was told by 
corporate, absolutely not! My request would be to 
section off non-essential purchases (bar-b-ques, 
potting soil/flowers, lawn mowers) until such time as 
it is safe to permit and monitor the number of people 
coming in. We are all at home are trying to stay 
healthy but the atmosphere at this store is doing a 
disservice to its employees as well as the community.

dcmower@comcast.net Denise 425 213-3245

TRUE 04/01/20 12:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store not 
complying with social 
distancing standards

Walmart West Valley 6600 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima Dear Mr. Inslee - Please issue a one person per 
family order for all grocery stores, and especially 
Walmart. There are multigenerational groups from 
toddlers, babies to parents, older siblings and 
grandparents coming to shop and not enough 
employees being called in. Teens coming in to buy a 
bag of chips and walk around. Exposing the staff 
who are helpless to the onslaught of aerosolized 
germs. Management won't provide masks or gloves. 
My sister is at risk and works there and she lives 
with my parents who are both elderly and at risk as 
well. She has to choose from her paycheck to 
protecting my entire family. It's not right - more 
safety precautions are needed for ESSENTIAL 
grocery and store workers who don't have the luxury 
of staying home like I do. Thank you - I really am 
grateful you are our governor.

boulderlife2012@gmail.com Jenna 3038883394

TRUE 04/01/20 12:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City boat ramp at Rainier 
Beach

Atlantic City Boat ramp Intersection of Seward Park Ave and Henderson streetSeattle People routinely park here close together and meet 
in groups, bar b w, drinking and drug use in groups. 
Especially bad in sunny weather.

lesliebelle@comcast.net Leslie 2063277505

TRUE 04/01/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MURRAY FRANKLIN 122 216th PL SE Sammamish Ongoing construction of spec. housing. This housing 
is not for healthcare workers and is not to ensure 
that the job site is being made safe. It is non-
essential work being performed and has not ceased 
for a single day since the Governor's Order.

dampmch@gmail.com A. McHargue 4254459605

TRUE 04/01/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Currant solution nw llc 2401 Manor Way South Everett I drove by job site and I saw many vehicles on site 
with workers walking in and out of site. When I 
asked why they are working they said their boss said 
they can.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon Star nails 1900 sedgewick suite 130 Port Orchard Operating non essential business trouthunter99@yahoo.com Kelly Rodgers 3609084260

TRUE 04/01/20 1:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Privately run detention 
center

GEO Group 1623 East J Street Tacoma GEO is a non-essential business operating the 
Northwest Detention Center. It needs to be shut 
down because unnecessarily detaining immigrants is 
a threat to the well being of those detained and to 
the residents of our state.

Kelsen.caldwell@gmail.com Kelsen Caldwell 206-794-7974

TRUE 04/01/20 1:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Needlepoint shop The Needlepointer 22811 100th Ave W Edmonds Business posting live facebook sessions showing 
multiple employees displaying products for sale.  
Employees still working even though retail store is 
closed.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 189 East Bakerview Rd Bellingham Grooming salon still open despite the order that 
salons are non essential.  The petstore is allowed to 
be open but not grooming

nwdpuppy@gmail.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 1:04 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nimitz USS Nimitz CVN 68 USS Nimitz CVN 68 FPO They are NOT practicing social distancing and 
packing them in those berthings like sardines.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Lawn Care Three Men and a Mower 1215 Silver Lake Rd Oak Harbor, WA Non essential, still conducting business and 
employees not maintaining social distance. All in the 
same vehicle with no PPE

TRUE 04/01/20 1:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store Joann Fabric 1809 Howard Rd Auburn Joanns has continued to stay open despite Inslee's 
stay home, stay healthy order. I personally know 
someone who works there and is at risk as well as 
her husband, but they are refusing to close. They 
are also not practicing social distancing or any kind 
of proper sanitation.

Samiam_98@msn.com Sammy Cox 4252230348 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Sells tobacco products only Smoke time plus 222 washington ave Kent wa I have SEEN this place open every day reg hours hussykittykitty@gmail.com Dee Lee 2064740133

TRUE 04/01/20 1:08 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping King County Department of Natural 
Resources

516 Third Ave Seattle County workers weeding/possibly planting on Burke 
Gillman Trail.

mjlirhus@gmail.com margaret Lirhus 2063640733

TRUE 04/01/20 1:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Yacht Building Company Christensen shipyards LLC 301 SE Columbia wa #41c Vancouver wa My work is currently keeping us open and saying 
that we are an essential buisness when we are not. 
We build 30 million$ yachts. That is not essential, 
we are working off of JT Marines Docks so they are 
saying we fall under their guidelines but that is false. 
They have 20 employees working on a enclosed 
yacht not adhering to safety guidelines and every 
employee who works there had their health 
insurance canceled in December. Close quarters, 
not enough sanitizing, with no health insurance. 
Every other yacht company in washington is closed. 
Please let me stay anonymous

Steven360hansen@gmail.comSteven Hansen 3605184579

TRUE 04/01/20 1:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturer Brown and Haley 3500 20th Street East Ste C Fife I know they are technically exempt because they are 
a food producer, but it seems disingenuous and 
dangerous to their employees to continue to produce 
non-essential food (candy).

gregnordlund@gmail.com Greg Nordlund 3603492493

TRUE 04/01/20 1:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Achieve Center Pediatric Therapy 2323 West Broadway Avenue, Suite 3Moses Lake Is it considered "essential" for speech language 
pathologists to go back to work in a pediatric clinic to 
work with children and their families for non-health 
related therapy (articulation and language) with no 
PPE and no social distancing?

patty.givens@achievecenter.netPatty Givens 916-541-7340

TRUE 04/01/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Rhine demolition 1124 112th St E Tacoma, WA 98445Tacoma This business is not essential to stay open there 
putting workers and their families at risk as well as 
the community

Moraigns@gmail.com Concerned community members714-472-3700

TRUE 04/01/20 1:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Main st gyros 301 2nd ave ext s Seattle wa 98104Seattle We been trying to stay in business we been trying to 
get some help

Hamza7316@yahoo.com Hamza albadan 2068900189

TRUE 04/01/20 1:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sound Medical 2811 S 12th Street Tacoma Multiple employees smoking together less than 1 
feet about and less than 6 feet of other residential 
houses!

mccarthy.deb@gmail.com Deborah McCarthy 206-849-6625

TRUE 04/01/20 1:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage NiNi Spa (May go by a new name) 148 Rogers Street NW, Suite 2Olympia There is an open sign in the front window, there has 
been traffic coming and going from the location.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon TLC 24121 WA-3 Belfair Dog grooming is a non essential business. Sign is 
on and employees are grooming dogs.

angeldemurte13@yahoo.com Toni Hoover-Mendenhall 3608011182

TRUE 04/01/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pressure washing Whidbey roof and gutter cleaning 3283 brooks hill road Langley I reported earlier that this business was still 
operating. it was a mistake. The business truck was 
out but not working. So sorry for the inconvenience 
in this time of despair.

amandacoyote456@gmail.comAmanda shelley 3609694516

TRUE 04/01/20 1:22 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other PETCO gROOMING 
SALON

PETCO 201 E College Way Mount Vernon Petco is an essential business for pets supplies but 
there grooming salon's are still open when they can 
lock there doors with out interfering with daily 
business as all pet salons in Skagit county is 
following the Governor's word in the non-essential 
list that I have read they should not be open. Thank 
You Tiffany Amy

justforpets22@gmail.com Tiffany Amy 8016780645 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Better Properties Washington/Gig 
Harbor

3123 56th St Gig Harbor Construction has continued at properties owned at 
the end of Burt Ct in the Lynch Cove Belfair, WA 
neighborhood despite Governor's orders.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther SEATTLE central college Seattle Central College 1701 broadway Seattle I know a student at Seattle Central, they are making 
them physically come in for the lab work starting on 
April 13. They are saying they are following CDC 
rules and that there are no known cases at the 
college.  this is ridiculous and needs to stop

kficarra@gmail.com Kathryn Ficarra 2067943974

TRUE 04/01/20 1:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop PNW glass and Vape 10924 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo They are a Vape shop and they added a shelf with a 
few basic items like ramen and wipes and are saying 
they sell essential products. Total scam

bigkevseattle@gmail.com Kevin Eld 4257541243



TRUE 04/01/20 1:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Kitsap Foot and Ankle Clinic 1950 Pottery Avenue, Suite 120Port Orchard Precautions in office for Coronavirus, office is very 
small,with social distancing in place you could get 3 
to 4 patients in their waiting room. With everything 
that is going on you would think a dr office would 
adhear to the guidelines set by the CDC. Patients in 
waiting room are coughing with no masks on. 
Employees have masks, maybe scheduling patients 
with more time between each appointment instead of 
back to back appointments. Don't feel Dr is taking 
this seriously and is just thinking about his personal 
income.I know more patients more money. But that 
is just greed on the Dr's part.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther landscaping test test test test

TRUE 04/01/20 1:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Spot Smoke Shop 526 1st Ave N Seattle Has been closed for weeks. Today I guess they 
decided they were essential and opened up ship.

concernedneighbor@mailinator.comConcerned Neighbor

TRUE 04/01/20 1:30 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Camas/Clark and Sons 
Excavating

616 NE 4th Avenue Camas The city of Camas, WA is just now breaking ground 
on a non-essential infrastructure project in defiance 
of the Governor's Construction Guidance Order 
released just the other day. Local city officials are 
well aware of the Order and have specifically 
released a press release yesterday to attempt to 
frame the work as essential. In 18+ months of prior 
preliminary actions to try to get this project approved, 
the city has never once expressed urgency beyond 
this being an improvement project. The city know 
claims that should this work not proceed, that our 
intersection will "soon reach failure". This 
intersection allows access for the major roadway 
through our town, should construction block that 
route, thousands will be left unable to evacuate 
during an escalation of current conditions or other 
emergency. Thank you for your swift attention on 
this as we are concerned for the health and safety of 
the workers that will be pressured into doing this 
work in defiance of both the governor's stay home, 
stay healthy proclamation and the Construction 
Guidance Proclamation.

pw5431.city@gmail.com Phil and Madeline Williams 3608184402

TRUE 04/01/20 1:31 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Silver Reef Casino 4786 Haxton Way Ferndale Valarie Koch Poast was summoned to the Casino 
and complied on March 26, 2019

Hollybennett2019@gmail.comHolly Bennett 360-303-1550

TRUE 04/01/20 1:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training School Ahimsa Dog Training 925 NW 49th St Seattle Dog Training is classified as non-essential business 
and the business is open. Groups of people with 
dogs going in and out of business not practicing 
social distancing.

info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training School Ahimsa Dog Training 925 NW 49th St Seattle Dog Training is classified as non-essential business 
and the business is open. Groups of people with 
dogs going in and out of business not practicing 
social distancing.

info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training School Ahimsa Dog Training 925 NW 49th St Seattle Dog Training is classified as non-essential business 
and the business is open. Groups of people with 
dogs going in and out of business not practicing 
social distancing.

info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:35 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Silver Reef Casino 4786 Haxton Way Ferndale Valarie Koch Poast was summoned to the Casino 
and complied on March 26, 2019

Hollybennett2019@gmail.comHolly Bennett 360-303-1550

TRUE 04/01/20 1:36 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School district Moses lake school district 1620 S Pioneer way Moses Lake The Moses lake school district is not following the 
guidelines when it comes to the stay home stay safe 
order. They are doing home visits for the students 
that do not have internet access when they should 
be sheltered in their own homes and not going to 
others. One teacher in the district has tested positive 
for COVID-19 not knowing who else they have 
spread it too. The best thing to do is stay home, not 
make our teachers go to students houses where 
they are at risk of getting/spreading the virus.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Optimal Health Spine and Wellness 17651 1st Ave S #101, Normandy Park, WA 98148Normandy Park I would like to forward you an email I just received 
advertising Chiropractic and massage services. I've 
never heard of them before and not sure how I got 
on their list but this is a mass advertising email blast.

CJohnCannon@gmail.com C JOHN CANNON 425-301-9298

TRUE 04/01/20 1:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training School Ahimsa Dog Training 925 NW 49th St Seattle Dog Training is classified as non-essential business 
and the business is open. Groups of people with 
dogs going in and out of business not practicing 
social distancing.

info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther State Politicians State of Washington 123 Easy Street Olympia WA Why is government construction still allowed to go 
on but private construction is not?

TRUE 04/01/20 1:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Kitsap Mobile Grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd NW Seabeck Two vans still operating...grooming dogs and cats https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile

TRUE 04/01/20 1:44 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma They are not practicing essential social isolation and 
sanitation practices and are putting detainees at risk.

drmatthewsusa@gmail.com David R Matthews 2062720580

TRUE 04/01/20 1:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joanas fabric 2170 Barranca Pkwy, Irvine, CA 92606Irvine The store is still open and operating with out safe 
precautions for the customers. By not taking the 
proper precautions they are putting them self and 
there customers at risk

Morgancyril35@yahoo.com 9498384529 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming TLC pet salon 24121 WA-3 Belfair Pet grooming salon taking appointments and 
grooming dogs and cats

TRUE 04/01/20 1:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Walmart 2301 Freeway Drive Mt Vernon Walmart in Mt. Vernon is doing nothing to ensure 
that social distancing is happening within the store. 
They are also not doing anything to limit the amount 
of people in the store. I'm sure this is not the only 
Walmart not following these guidelines.

christinerm82@gmail.com Christine Magnuson 3602240119

04/01/20 1:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Baskin Robbins 9844 Sierra Ave suite C Fontana I went in and it’s been packed and people were 
coughing too

TRUE 04/01/20 1:49 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Camas / Clark and Sons 
Excavating

616 NE 4th Ave Camas The city of Camas, WA is just now breaking ground 
on a non-essential large infrastructure project in 
defiance of the Governor's Construction Guidance 
Order released just the other day. Local city officials 
are well aware of the Governor's Order and have 
specifically released a press release yesterday to 
attempt to frame the work as essential in defiance of 
it. In 18+ months of prior preliminary actions to try to 
get this project approved, the city has never once 
expressed urgency beyond this being an 
"improvement project". The city now claims that 
should this work not proceed, that our intersection 
will "soon reach failure" having never said that 
before yesterday. This intersection allows access for 
the major roadway through our town, should 
construction block that route, thousands will be left 
unable to evacuate efficiently during an escalation of 
current conditions or other emergency. Thank you 
for your swift attention on this as we are especially 
concerned for the health and safety of the workers 
that will be pressured into doing this work in defiance 
of both the governor's "stay home, stay healthy" 
proclamation and the "Construction Guidance" 
Proclamation. Thank you.

DSTRABEL@GMAIL.COM Douglas Strabel 3609773771

TRUE 04/01/20 1:50 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord 8 Hundred West 800 Alta St SW Olympia Carrying out non-essential maintenance (carpet 
replacement) on a rental unit.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:50 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store with grooming Petco 21700 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Grooming has been considered non-essential yet 
they continue to take dogs for grooming.

Tashalia33@gmail.com Tasha Smith LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 1:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business. They are not practicing social distancing 
and are putting everyone detained inside at risk.

pennytalk544@gmail.com Paige 3607464370

TRUE 04/01/20 1:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Metropolitan Market 100 Mercer St. Seattle They allow too many people in the store at one time, 
which would violate social distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training Center Ahimsa dog training 925 NW 49th St Seattle Dog training session with group gatherings. Non 
essential business operating regular hours putting 
others at risk!

Carl 2064197993 info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store Lowe’s 2002 132nd St SE Mill Creek The number of shoppers allowed in the store does 
not always allow for appropriate social distancing. 
Residents are flocking to the store for gardening 
supplies which are non essential and causing an 
even more unsafe environment for employees and 
shoppers alike due to the uncontrolled number of 
people in the store at any given time.

Mhfountainhead@gmail.com Mary Wilson 2066504241



TRUE 04/01/20 1:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cigarette/Tobacco Store Smoke Train 20373 Viking Ave NW #A     (5050 State Hwy 303, Bremerton)Poulsbo This business was called into Poulsbo PD for being 
open when it should be closed. The store sells 
tobacco, vape products, glass smoking devices, and 
knives. They just brought in a small fridge to sell 
soda and candy bars. They are passing themselves 
off as a convenience store when they are not. They 
have been asked by the city to close and now want 
to reopen as they received an email from this site 
stating they are essential. They did this under food 
and agriculture. The city prosecutor said they are not 
essential.  Their contact is 
jjwholesale300@gmail.com

vnau@cityofpoulsbo.com Sgt. Valerie Nau 360-265-7735

TRUE 04/01/20 1:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business CHI Franciscan 1145 Broadway Plaza Tacoma Some non-clinical staff (accounting, executive 
assistants etc.) that have the ability to work remotely 
are denied permission to work remotely or practice 
social distancing. Measures taken include 
temperature checks before shifts start, but given 
how this can spread when one is asymptomatic, this 
is providing a false sense of security. This risks 
exposing staff unnecessarily. A volunteer coordinator 
was allowed to work even though she was not 
feeling well because her temperature was still under 
100. She later tested positive for the virus.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:00 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound Tacoma WA Pierce county They are still going out to groom at peoples homes 
and posting pictures on a Facebook.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Skagit Golf &Country Club 16701 Country Club Drive Burlington Crowded parking lot . Many people there , 
nonessential business

katybug62@hotmail.com Katy Miller 360-757-2737

TRUE 04/01/20 2:01 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NWDC 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC does not practice social distancing. NWDC 
continues to operate and by doing so endangers the 
health of all it touches. NWDC needs to release 
detainees immediately to reduce the spread of 
COVID.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:05 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 TacomaTacoma "Business" is not following proper social distancing 
and other health protocols. Business is also non-
essential

vesj2015@mymail.pomona.edu

TRUE 04/01/20 2:07 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Immigration Detention 
Center

Northwest Detention Center 1623 J Street Tacoma The NWDC does not have the capacity to adequately 
social distance. They are not following the guidelines 
set forth by the governors stay at home proclamation.

idutton@pugetsound.edu Ilana Dutton 3129091537

TRUE 04/01/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Normal Landscape 
maintenance

Earthworks Landscape Service 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo This company is out mowing and performing normal 
maintenance again today after being informed that 
they are not an essential business.
They have a Pacific WA location that is also working 
normal landscape maintenance. Our company shut 
down after the notice came out, we put our 
employee and the publics health more important 
than breaking the law.

ronp@greeneffectinc.com Ron 253-405-7720

TRUE 04/01/20 2:11 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Army store at Vancouver, 
Washington

Vancouver Barracks PX 754 Vancouver Barracks, # 754, Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver, employees are being told the army says we must be 
open. we do not have the army here anymore.  it is 
small store none of the workers are military, they sell 
liquor and cigarrettes. I don't think it is necessary for 
this store to stay open with employees that are over 
the age of 65 with medical issues.

Lissette.Perez@kp.org olga Perez 3602416607

TRUE 04/01/20 2:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing and accessories Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Vida chiropractor 606 120th Ave NE #100, Bellevue, WA 98005, United StatesBellevue Social distancing is impossible for practitioners in 
this business (they are performing hands-on 
therapy) and 1 practitioner (so far) has tested 
positive while working. Employees are being forced 
to work by employer despite health dangers

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Moonlight Tile & Stone 4932 Contractors Dr B East Wenatchee They are conducting business as usual and not 
adhering to the mandate.

elliesalberts@gmail.com Ellie Alberts 5097409150

TRUE 04/01/20 2:16 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Non Profit Social services Southern California Health & 
Rehabilitation Program

3741 Stocker St #207, Los Angeles, CA 90008Los Angeles Over 10 people in a meeting this week. Social 
workers over 60 workering very close to other 
coworkers because of open concept shared desks. 
Transporting homeless clients in personal car.

Eviewatts2@gmail.com Evita 2098098935

TRUE 04/01/20 2:17 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Car Wash Auto Spa Etc. 2040 N. Hwy 67 Florissant I have friends who work here who feel completely 
unsafe but also feel forced to work being offered no 
PTO. They have them back inside detailing cars, 
some of which are ambulances that transported 
COVID-19 positive patients.

ymmijnow@gmail.com James Lindemann 3142586191

TRUE 04/01/20 2:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Club Ellensburg Golf and Country Club 3231 Thorp Hwy S Ellensburg I have been told the parking lot is full and there are a 
large number of golfers.  I don't believe the club 
house is open.  But maintaining distance will be 
tough.

suzihoadley@gmail.com Suzi 2062957409

TRUE 04/01/20 2:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Trident Healthcare/Avamere 
Transitional @Pugget Sound

630 S Pearl St, Tacoma Tacoma Trident Healthcare is knowingly sending employees 
into nursing home facilities to draw blood where 
confirmed cases of Covid 19 cases are and risking 
infection of other residents and employees due to 
lack of PPE/Proper quarantining of infected patients.
Avamere as of 3/31/2020 has two residents with 
confirmed cases of covid 19. They are not 
quarantining the infected patients,  informing 
vendors upon arrival, they are not posting proper 
signage, or having appropriate PPE available for 
employee's onsite giving care.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/01/20 2:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Realestate jOHN L. SCOTT REAL ESTATE 2930 Newmarket Street, Bellingham, WA, 98226Belingham Had at least 6 people at once to view a home. That 
has a family that lives on site and two family 
members are elderly with underlying health issues.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy store Funko Warehouse 2802 Wetmore ave Everett This business is non-essential and shouldn’t be in 
operation

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail Joanns fabrics 17501 South center parkway Tukwila Why is a craft store open. I work as a nurse and a 
patient was just brought in. She is 95 years old and 
should not be out the house but was at the fabric 
store.

Jasmine Tucker 206-229-8945 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann fabric 510 e college way Mount Vernon Saying they can stay open because they are 
donating masks yet they are out of mask

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmonds landscaping 5th Ave nw Shoreline I've seen two Edmonds landscaping trucks operating 
in this neighborhood today.  They are clearly out, 
mowing lawns and doing landscape work with more 
than one person in each truck, each time.

Jason 4252312986

TRUE 04/01/20 2:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Kenzies Koffee 1264 Bridge St Clarkston Lack of distancing between employees

Non compliant Distancing between the employee 
and the customer. 

Employees must lean out the window to hear the 
customer orders with very little distance between 
them and the customer.

No latex gloves and ge same person handling the 
money as serving the drinks and scooping ice

No masks

This is a significant health concern to the employees 
and customers regarding the spread of Covid19

Anonymous Anonymous 00000000

TRUE 04/01/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Engine rebuilds S & J engines 817 N Lincoln St Spokane My husband and I have been sick for about two 
weeks he doesn’t have a fever anymore however I 
still do my husband asked his boss does he want 
him to come in and he said yes another employee 
had a roommate that had a fever and the boss said 
stay home. I was tested for covid as I have the 
symptoms and i got sick from the boss not following 
guidelines initially if people were sick he wanted 
them at work which is why I have been so sick is 
because my husband brought it home accidentally 
the boss doesn’t even follow social distancing 
guidelines

Auberryboo@gmail.com Brittney 5092944440

TRUE 04/01/20 2:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Groomer TLC Pet Salon 24121 WA-3 Belfair I called business after one of my clients reported that 
they were open.  They have 3 employees working 
with multiple dogs being groomed.  Owner/manager 
was not on site. Employee stated that the mason 
county commissioner said that they could be open 
because pet grooming fell under a "gray area".

paulyspawspa@gmail.com 3608651440

TRUE 04/01/20 2:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey All of Petco's grooming salons are open, their 
"essential" paperwork makes untrue claims. Rumor 
has it that PetSmart will reopen grooming salons this 
week as well. **Please keep me anonymous, my 
husband is the manager of the Petco salon and we 
really don't want him to get fired.**

ellynbot@gmail.com Ellyn Nguyen 206-669-8777



TRUE 04/01/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer field Tyee Playfields Tyee high school and soccer fieldsSeatac I have seen soccer practices here daily - 15-20 
persons

britz.beth@gmail.com Britz Beth 206-713-2118

TRUE 04/01/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset Hill Park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of people outside enjoying the sunshine in the 
grassy area that isn’t fenced off

TRUE 04/01/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Crafted Design Build 2108 E JAMES ST Seattle Residential construction. Multiple workers, no social 
distancing, unresponsive to questions about why 
work is continuing

meg.giske@gmail.com MEGAN RICE 2532795451

TRUE 04/01/20 2:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Zee vape and Hookah 1869 Erringer Rd Simi Valley Store refuses to close despite Ventura county health 
stating they should be closed. Multiple people 
walking in together no social distancing

D.gennovario@live.com Danielle Gennovario 8053043487

TRUE 04/01/20 2:32 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC does not practice social distancing or provide 
adequate protection for the people being held their or 
the employees.

rkdbalderston@gmail.com Rachel K Balderston 2069482548

TRUE 04/01/20 2:32 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma Detainees at NWDC are unable to maintain 6 feet 
apart and are at extreme risk of COVID spreading 
throughout the prison, resulting in a tragic and 
avoidable loss of human life.  Shut down NWDC.

amandasaur22@gmail.com Amanda Miller 9162006812

TRUE 04/01/20 2:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Sound & Fog 4735 40th Ave Sw Seattle I walked by this morning and people in waiting for 
coffee and two women were congregating inside, not 
at social distance. I live across the street and this 
business has not closed. I have seen ppl getting 
coffee every morning for the 14 days - people walk 
their dogs, tie dog on pole, get their coffee. Today I 
walked by and saw people inside. The space inside 
is small.

melanieproulxphotography@yahoo.comMelanie 4016446848

TRUE 04/01/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Devos excavating 16734 wales street monroe they do not practice social distancing, have seen 
them numerous times with young children around 
their worksites

TRUE 04/01/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula People still working side by side on production line 
and reports of positive cases there and still working 
like nothing happened

TRUE 04/01/20 2:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Factory fitness 4940 Auto Center Blvd, Bremerton, WA 98312Bremerton They are operating in-spite of the order to shut 
downs gyms. They have a crowded 24hr gym with a 
full parking lot most of the day

Ryan.turgano@gmail.com Ryan turgano 3605095372 info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 04/01/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Junk business Danny s 9158 wa-525 Clinton None legal business. Open to public  very dirt guy 
that runs it. Has no cleaning supplies  has building 
open to public   No distancing. Nothing

TRUE 04/01/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential housecleaning MJ's Housekeeping 4624 16th Street East Fife Staff are being sent to individual residences to 
perform cleaning and were told that their work is 
considered essential by the owner and that they had 
to come to work or be fired. No protective equipment 
is being  provided or even recommended.   Business 
owner has also bragged to some workers that she 
has filed for her own unemployment.   Business 
phone number is 253-926-1012

Boyerolywa@gmail.com Julie Boyer 360 352-2418

TRUE 04/01/20 2:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Blue cow Highway 20 Anacortes Car wash essential? bennett9906@msn.com Bennett 5155568736 larry@bluecowcarwash.com

TRUE 04/01/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond American Homes 41st DR SE Bothell New Home Construction is going on in the 
community 'Pinedale Estates" in Bothell
Not sure if this is permitted under current condition.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ?? Gardner street Friday Harbor Have worked every day since order was placed 
including weekend. Too many workers, too close

TRUE 04/01/20 2:42 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business South bay dental and orthodontic 14011 van ness ave Gardena Many dental offices are still operating in southern 
California  and many employees are force to clock in 
and form treatments, other then just palliative 
treatment. We are the most a high risk, being in face 
to face contact. Owners are not following CDC 
guidelines furthermore will not comply with safer at 
home order. One complaint for thousand of dental 
occupations in los angels. Please us, whom dentists 
are risking  our health.

Atsinrocpalms@yahoo.com Michelle 7148756344

TRUE 04/01/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig Construction 314 N. 9st. Mount Vernon Several Construction workers at this site. I watched 
2 guys talking to each other not more than 3 feet 
apart

mike_dean@aol.com mike dean 3606076644

TRUE 04/01/20 2:42 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business South bay dental and orthodontic 14011 van ness ave Gardena Many dental offices are still operating in southern 
California  and many employees are force to clock in 
and form treatments, other then just palliative 
treatment. We are the most a high risk, being in face 
to face contact. Owners are not following CDC 
guidelines furthermore will not comply with safer at 
home order. One complaint for thousand of dental 
occupations in los angels. Please us, whom dentists 
are risking  our health.

Atsinrocpalms@yahoo.com Michelle 7148756344

TRUE 04/01/20 2:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Salama Restaurant and Cafe 13820 Tukwila International Blvd, Tukwila, WA 98168tukwila this restaurant is operating business as usual with 
dine-in and gatherings of large crowds.

peterseatac@gmail.com peter 2064981919

TRUE 04/01/20 2:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Tri-Cities Vein & Vascular Institute 761 Williams BLVD Richland They are open for business as usual, preforming 
nonessential procedures on older patients.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:47 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Road crew dept. Cowlitz county 207 4th Ave N # 305, Kelso, WA 98626Kelso Cowlitz County public works is requiring tje road 
crew to stay working despite the fact that they are 
business as usual for most day-to-day operations 
such as mowing, brushing hauling rock, etc. There 
are times when they are essential, for example 
slides, trees in the roadway, flagging for accidents, 
however that is only 5% of their work and usually 
occurs during off hours. They have no issue coming 
in for those emergencies. But their day-to-day work 
is not essential at this time, and is risking their lives 
and the lives of their families.

syldav541@gmail.com Sylvia Davis 13605751007

TRUE 04/01/20 2:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car wash Wash Me Mobile Detailing 12601 NE 107th Way Vancouver The owner is washing customers cars at his house, 
and washing customers cars at the customers 
houses.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cornerstone chiropractic 2003 132nd st se Everett Chiropractic office with no space between chairs. 
Full waiting area 6 or more people. Chiropractor is 
not wearing gloves or masks. Not cleaning bed 
between clients. Seeing non essential cash pay 
clients for adjustments and massage.

Restoretouch@Gmail.com Maria Green

TRUE 04/01/20 2:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license The Bake Shop 19705 S Griffin Rd. Prosser People sick work there as well as sick people go in 
and out. Marijuana is not essential and if so their is a 
medical marijuana shop less then 5 miles away from 
this shop that doesn't have a medical marijuana 
license they are a retail store.

5098310598

TRUE 04/01/20 2:55 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest detention center NWDC Tacoma Detention of people seeking asylum  is not essential

TRUE 04/01/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dollar General Pine Street Oakville Construction of the building/business continues

TRUE 04/01/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales portion McCords Toyota in Vancouver 
Washington

10455 NE 53rd St, Vancouver, WA 98662 Last Firday (March 27) someone I knew went to 
Vancouver to purchase a new car (just because they 
wanted a new car) and no dealership local was open 
for car sales on site so they went to Vancouver .  It 
is my understanding they sold several cars that day. 
All other dealerships were closed for sales on site,

TRUE 04/01/20 3:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Topsoil manufacturer Pacific Topsoils Inc 805 80th St SW Everett All construction has haulted. 95% of all transactions 
and deliveries are for homeowners. Allows 
employees to work while sick, not enforcing social 
distancing, no disinfectant to clean, gloves not 
available

TRUE 04/01/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cutting Edge Contracting 14407 ne 13th ave ste 112 Vancouver 10+ people Monday morning  between 7 to 8

Non essential business open

Owner phone number (509)842-4500  (503)680-4414

TRUE 04/01/20 3:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Local government City of yakima 129. N 2nd st. Yakima Wa 98902Yakima Non essential departments are still operating. dr.jgoeken@gmail.com Jason Goeken 509-571-4073

TRUE 04/01/20 3:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Absher lewis hall job site 4182 w Stevens way Ne Seattle Also people working in groups no taking socias 
distance 
Contractor is not taking care of workers, please do 
something.

Luispariente4@gmail.com Luis pariente

TRUE 04/01/20 3:05 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tukwila School District Tukwila School District 4640 S 144th St, Tukwila Tukwila Tukwila School District has a COVID-19 case in its 
main district office. Proper communication is NOT 
being provided to their custodial staff. Their office 
staff now work from home, because THEY KNEW of 
this COVID-19 case, but custodians were not 
informed. Some custodial staff have been off since 
day one of COVID-19 (not due to age or health 
reasons) while other custodians continue to work 
due to this lack of communication from the district 
and management! Please help! My father is a 
custodian there and we are worried about his health 
and our family's health.  Everyone's health should be 
a priority, not just the office staff and a few select 
custodians. The Tukwila School District needs to 
communicate better with its custodial staff about 
COVID-19, pay its custodians while they are at 
home due to COVID-19 and ensure ALL custodians 
are at home, not just a select few.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:06 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flight instruction and 
aircraft rental

McCormick Air Center 3210 W Washington Ave Yakima This flight school is continuing flight instruction and 
aircraft rental, knowing that all other flight schools in 
the state are closed because of the governor’s 
mandate to non essential business.  They are 
knowingly ignoring the mandate. 

I would prefer to keep this report anonymous

Morrisp51@me.com Chris Morris 509 845-7904



TRUE 04/01/20 3:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Custom wood working Burgeners woodworking 4809 nw fruit valley rd Vancouver Non essential custom woodworking, caseworks and 
millworks. And no social distance practices. No 
regulated sanitation. Owner is requiring employees 
to show up if not get fired, apparently.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet Grooming 1751 NE Goldie Street Oak harbor Still performing pet grooming services which a listed 
as non essential pet Washington state

Inspiredbyhounds@yahoo.comJessica Stover 3605408908.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 3:12 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Renton Municipal Airport Renton Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter Road Renton, WA 98057 Call sign of Violating aircraft N121W donna.polehn@gmail.com Donna Polehn 2067950001

TRUE 04/01/20 3:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Landscape Services Premiere Lawn Service Inc 13300 Bothell Everett Hwy #303-667Mill Creek Employees are not keeping social distance. Three 
employees sitting closely together chatting and 
eating lunch on the lawn. I only saw 1 truck 
indicating the 3 employees traveled together in one 
vehicle. (Depending on who you ask... lawn service 
may or may not be "essential"). I wish to remain 
anonymous.

wilson.marykate@me.com Marykate Wilson 425-367-3030

TRUE 04/01/20 3:18 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private ICE detention facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma There is no need to detain people for immigration 
hearings, so NWDC's services are non-essential.

hfink2@uw.edu Peter Fink 5037525170

TRUE 04/01/20 3:19 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Camas 616 NW 4th Avenue Camas In a rush to spend state grant money (taxpayer 
funds) the City of Camas is proceeding with 
construction it has suddenly deemed essential in 
order to technically comply with the Governor’s no 
construction order. The City is suddenly claiming the 
project is essential because it “will soon reach 
failure” which is absurd. While traffic had increased 
at this intersection there isn’t any intellectually 
honest citizen who drives through this intersection 
(as I do several times a day) who would look the 
Governor in the eye and tell him it was true. The City 
is flipping the bird to the citizens of the City, the 
State and the Governor himself in playing these 
games. As an aside, traffic circles are designed for 
car traffic, not pedestrians. This intersection is at a 
recreational area with some of the heaviest 
pedestrian traffic in the City. This traffic circle will 
endanger pedestrians and many citizens are terrified 
that someone will be killed as a result. Surely, 
taxpayer grant money isn’t intended to endanger the 
good citizens of Washington. So please have the 
Governor issue a cease and desist to the City of 
Camas for the traffic circle at Lake & Everett. You 
might have him take a look at the grant money for 
this project too. Very hard to believe he’s support it. 
Thanks for your time!

kdenoya@yahoo.com Karen DeNoya 3608333366

TRUE 04/01/20 3:22 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walla Walla Public Schools 364 S. Park Walla Walla The construction workers are being forced to work 
on a project just so the district can be on-time. It not 
only threatens the workers, but all the people they 
come into contact with. This should be shut down. It 
is not essential to educating the students. Please 
take care of these workers and force the school 
district to suspend construction. It's not worth the 
lives of the workers.

Robert Dillon

TRUE 04/01/20 3:23 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Street Gathering n/a - individuals gathering Corner of SW Kenyon and 24th Ave SWWest Seattle There are 20+ people gathered outside on the street 
corner behind the Lighthouse Apartment Complex.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe's 6606 North division strret Spokane On 3/31 2020 I noticed cashiers and other store 
staff gathering closely with customers no PPE was 
observed and no one enforcing customers to be  
socially distanced either.

danigreco2018@gmail.com Danielle 3608801668

TRUE 04/01/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe's 6606 N Division Sookane They are not limiting amount of people, no ppe being 
used that could be seen, no social distancing was 
being followed, groups of people waiting at checkout 
and paint, it is not safe to have that store open.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Kandle Park 26th Street Tacoma I have walked the perimeter of this park 3 days in a 
row.. They do not have the playground taped off and 
only have small signs that say temporary closed on 
the sidewalk. Many parents are still allowing their 
kids on the playground and definitely not doing social 
distancing. On another note there are at  least 6 - 8 
adolescents playing basketball with on lookers. My 
suggestion is yellow tape all playgrounds and 
remove all the basketball hoops from all 
playgrounds. Thank you.

sebrebner@gmail.com Susan Brebner 2533765882

TRUE 04/01/20 3:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shops Xhale Vapor N Smoke 50 148th Ave SE Bellevue Sales counter, supplements (kratom), and smoking 
supplies available to asymptomatic age group (under 
30) with little regard for social distancing precautions.

mglieben@gmail.com Mark Liebendorfer 425-351-9281

TRUE 04/01/20 3:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Door to door sales Unknown 42nd Ave S and S Hudson StreetSeattle Group doing door-to-door sales in Rainier Valley 
neighborhood

TRUE 04/01/20 3:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shops Xhale Vapor N Smoke 5610 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SE, Ste A,Issaquah Sales counter, supplements (kratom), and smoking 
supplies handled casually and available to 
asymptomatic age group (under 30) with little regard 
for social distancing precautions.

mglieben@gmail.com Mark Liebendorfer 425-351-9281

TRUE 04/01/20 3:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Audiology: Hearing tests, 
hearing aids and services

Harbor Audiology and Hearing 
Services, Inc.

1901 So. 72nd St. Suite. A14 Tacoma Due to nature of this business it is not possible to 
practice social distancing. Hearing  testing, video 
otoscopy, hearing aid fittings and  programming, ear 
impressions and teaching clients how to put the aids 
in and out requires 60-90 minutes for an 
appointment. Providers are less than an arms length 
away, sometimes inches and are serving the most 
vulnerable population with the median age being 65+ 
years old. This company has multiple locations with 
extended hours that include weekends at their 
Tacoma and Gig Harbor locations. I have worked in 
this field for more than 12 years and currently work 
for HearUSA. Our offices in Washington and 
Oregon and in 32 other states have all been closed 
since Friday, March 27th at 5:00 PM.

gregoire.rochelle@gmail.com Rochelle R. Gregoire 253-298-0967 or 243-359-5055

TRUE 04/01/20 3:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric and craft store Joann Fabric 1809 Howard Rd Auburn Business is open during shut down. Confirmed covid 
19 case being ignored.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business 7_11 810 e. Yakima ave Yakima The atm line was across the store people were face 
to face alot of people no social distancing what so 
ever had to ask them to move from in front of door 
so I could get out I was very nervous

kylesmommy420@gmail.comTina harvey 15097590530

TRUE 04/01/20 3:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Abortion mill. Planned parenthood 11516 SE Mill plain Vancouver Baby killing.
STOP IT!

Eightinhishands@msn.com Carney Layne

TRUE 04/01/20 3:33 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Ccenter Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma Detainees and detention center employees are both 
put at increased risk of infection by the NDC's 
continued operation.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:35 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Medina Park 7789 NE 12th St Medina The parking lot at the dog park is packed. I have pics 
but nowhere to send them or post them here. All 
parks are closed. Why do Medina residents get an 
exception? Especially as it’s been a hotspot of 
outbreak.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo Parlor Blue Geisha 4204 SW Oregon Street Seattle I do not believe tattoo parlors are essential 
businesses according to to RCW 42.56. There have 
been people going in and out of this building.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:37 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther small airports port angeles airport, sequim valley 
airport

1402 Airport Road Port Angeles, WA Both airports in Clallam county . WA have numerous 
private planes in flight overhead that are not 
essential to health or safety. Neither airport says 
they can control the private plane pilots who fly for 
recreation, but they cannot close the airport. This 
has increased since coronavirus.

eileengieser@gmail.com Eileen Frances Gieser 3604529106

TRUE 04/01/20 3:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Natural Body Works 13912 NE 20th ave ste 105 Vancouver This place of business does massage, waxing and 
facials

TRUE 04/01/20 3:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Factory Fitness Cemter Auto center Blvd Bremerton This gym is operating at full strength putting our 
communities health at risk!

Mikecgiannini23@gmail.com Mike Giannini 2064929548 info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 04/01/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tony’s market 1688 Grant Rd East Wenatchee I am concerned because it is a tiny convenient store 
that also serves hot food. The store had over 20 
people in it today and everyone was crowded 
together in line not even half a foot apart. Their 
registers are broken so they’re doing everything on 
paper creating crowded lines . I was the only one 
wearing mask and gloves

ashdawn8506@gmail.com Ashley 2068562723

TRUE 04/01/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage parlor Oasis Massage 21905 Marine View Drive Des Moines,  WA. 9819I Open for business  during this lock down time Mmofoss@msn.com Mike Foss 2064197928

TRUE 04/01/20 3:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Natural Body Works 13912 NE 20th ave Ste 105 Vancouver Does facials, reiki, waxing and massage.  Still 
operating

TRUE 04/01/20 3:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther ICE detention facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is neither an essential business nor is it 
following social distancing protocols. It must be shut 
down immediately.

Mira.r.klein@gmail.com Mira Klein 2063277605

TRUE 04/01/20 3:42 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther ICE detention facility North Western Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is not an essential business and is not 
following prescribed social distance policy. This 
poses a threat to detainees and to the larger 
community.

orubin01@gmail.com Orin Rubin 312-656-6933

TRUE 04/01/20 3:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rv Blue Dog Rv of Washington 1700 51st Avenue e Fife Still processing sales (by appt only) for recreational 
vehicles



TRUE 04/01/20 3:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CPC landscape 4120 Harrison ave Olympia Non essential landscape buisness is open and 
running aswell as not following social distancing rule 
making workers work instead of staying home 
staying healthy

Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 3:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Lifeystyle Homes 11815 NE 99th St Suite 1200Vancouver I'm concerned after overhearing a couple 
conversations that my BF is having with other co-
workers.  Ive over-heard numerous times of non 
essential work they're being directed to do (like hang 
lighting in spec homes) Im very concerned about 
their health,  knowing they have children and 
underlying conditions that put them and their family 
at risk.  I understand that you need to secure your 
investment but when is enough...enough?   Does 
OSHA need to step in? I feel like their lives are 
unduly at risk everyday.  What do you suggest?  I'd 
apreciate to be anonymous but Im just scared.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:46 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther small airports Sequim Valley Airport, Port Angeles, 
WA Airport

468 Dorothy Hunt Ln , Sequim, WA 98382 Both airports in Clallam county, WA have numerous 
private planes in flight overhead that are not 
essential to health or safety. Neither airport says 
they can control the private plane pilots who fly for 
recreation, but they reply that they cannot close the 
airport. Only "essential " planes should be flying. 
These pilots should obey the stay at home order. 
Flights have increased since the coronavirus.

eileengieser@gmail.com Eileen Frances Gieser 3604529106

TRUE 04/01/20 3:51 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government contractor Mission support alliance P.O. Box 650 msin L4-13 Richland MSA hired 24 temporary janitors, for work on 
Hanford site no social distancing being maintained 
and no need to have hired this extra staff while most 
workers are not on sites.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:52 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsLandlord KWI, LLC 306 N Spokane St Suite I Post Falls Please clarify how to deal with voluntary Residential 
Lease contract release? I am a college student. Due 
to COVID-19, finishing school and the loss of my job 
I went home to Montana before the Stay Home-Stay 
Healthy proclamation. WA, ID and MT have now 
implemented essential travel only with the end date 
looking like April 30. My lease expires April 30 and 
KWI pressured me to either give notice or sign 
month to month contract. (multiple calls daily and 
emails)Due to lack of employment, I chose to give 
notice and stay in MT. KWI is requiring I come back 
to Spokane to clean and vacate the apartment no 
later than April 30th. I would go next weekend if 
travel restrictions were lifted. I have already lost my 
income and cannot afford to pay additional rental 
due to the travel ban. As is, I have asked them to 
use my deposit towards last month's rent and they 
have refused. I feel they are not complying or 
making concessions due to COVID-19 social 
distancing and travel restrictions. What is the 
process on this? Can I petition to get a travel 
allowance for the move from Spokane to Montana?

bdconquer@msn.com Danielle Conquergood 406-202-2608

TRUE 04/01/20 3:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Office Spokane County Superior Court 
Clerks Office

1116 W Broadway Ave Spokane I was doing business in the office today and noticed 
there are several areas that staff are forced to 
overlap and as a general rule are always less than 2-
3' apart. The staff are working very closely together 
and are not taking any precautions. There are 2 
hand sanitizers in the office. Not once did I witness 
an employee wiping the public use counters. All 
other departments in the building have closed. Why 
are these employees at risk and putting the 
community at risk? I have been a runner for a law 
office for years. Many of the staff in the clerks office 
are older and at risk. I heard two employees talking 
about a third employee who tested positive over the 
weekend- I was in last week several times. Why is 
this being handle so poorly? I asked to speak with a 
manager, but she has been out for over a month not 
related to the pandemic??

AprylVonn@gmail.com Apryl Von

TRUE 04/01/20 3:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant detention facility Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma Tacoma People are being detained in a facility with a covid 
outbreak. They are not even charged with breaking 
any criminal law. The detention center is 
nonessential and needs to shut down.

marjoriecarlson@gmail.com Marjorie T Carlson 4124759876

TRUE 04/01/20 3:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery stores Fred Meyer, QFC, Safeway various locations Seattle These major grocery store chains are violating the 
Governor's proclamation by not taking the necessary 
steps to manage the number of people in stores; 
physically distanced lines are to get in are not being 
created, etc. This obviously puts public health at risk

amee714@gmail.com Amee

TRUE 04/01/20 3:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther home improvement store Lowe's Aurora Ave N Seattle Store management is not limiting the number of 
patrons in the store at a given time. Employees do 
not have safe work environment as pyscial 
distancing protocls are not in place

amee714@gmail.com Amee

TRUE 04/01/20 4:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Burton Coffee Stand 23925 vashon highway sw 98070Burton many people gather at this out door coffee stand and 
frequently do not observe social distancing

TRUE 04/01/20 4:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This business was identified as non-essential under 
the growth management act. People inside are 
congregated in close quarters. The facilities are not 
hygenic. Medical care is not adequate. This business 
is a death trap and needs to be closed.

tsv02001@gmail.com Teresa Valdez Klein (206)-229-9335

TRUE 04/01/20 4:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Maggie Bluffs 2601 W Marina PL Seattle Has patio furniture out that is encouraging people to 
gather and eat "take out" food. Every time I have 
passed by in the last week two or more patrons of 
this business are enjoying their "to go" meals

mgissing@gmail.com Megan Gissing 312-925-7445

TRUE 04/01/20 4:03 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther ICE detention center North west Detention Centee 1623 E J. St, Tacoma Mass amounts of people who are not able to practice 
social distancing or proper hygiene are kept in place 
during this crisis.

Adrian.m.baris@gmail.com Adrian Baris 4802080584

TRUE 04/01/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction viking construction Viking development airway heights people are at work the gov shut down construction edukester34@hotmail.com eric 5095905607

TRUE 04/01/20 4:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Community College South Seattle College 6000  16th  Ave. SW Seattle Seattle closed PUBLIC playgrounds, basketball, 
tennis courts, pools, etc. South Seattle College 
management is ENCOURAGING and allows 
hundreds of neighborhood people to come daily in 
mass on campus to use the college as PUBLIC 
recreation and cheat the stay at home order..

freecoyote1@gmail.com Tony Rael 2069990048

TRUE 04/01/20 4:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther embassy managemnt co embassy managment 5709 west sunset hwy spokane should practice better social distancing edukester34@hotmail.com eric 5095905607

TRUE 04/01/20 4:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tobacco store Smoke Plus 721 NE Midway Blvd Oak Harbor Tobacco is sold in gas stations. This is unnecessary.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St, Tacoma 98421 Tacoma NWDC is non-essential and putting people (both 
those detained and those working) at risk by 
continuing to operate during this pandemic.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Denny Middle School 2601 SW. Kenyon St. Seattle People playing basketball. kennedyp5@comcast.net Patrick Kennedy 2066641677

TRUE 04/01/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe’s 6606 n division Spokane Employees gathering, messy dirty break room, too 
many people allowed in store. No social distancing.

Jscholtz76@gmail.com Jamie 5208914534

TRUE 04/01/20 4:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Street preaching with 
bullhorn

n/a 4th & Pine Seattle WA There's a guy on a bullhorn who's been going at it for 
HOURS already preaching. This should not be an 
"essential" activity. The police need to be arresting 
these folks (you can hear him for several blocks.)

eli@ugreenways.org Eli Goldberg 2063131914

TRUE 04/01/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Endodontics Everett Endodontcs 3229 Hoyt Ave . Suite B Everett She is operating a business 3 days a week, and 
treating patients that are non emergent..  not 
providing proper PPE to assistants

TRUE 04/01/20 4:18 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Prison Northwest Detention Center 1263 E J st Tacoma The people inside are not able to follow required 
social distance or health recommendations. It will 
become a death camp.

chelseanicharris@gmail.com Chelsea Harris 7856086031

TRUE 04/01/20 4:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other city park MAGNUSON PARK 7101 62ND AVE NE SEATTLE PEOPLE PLAYING SOCCER,AND OTHER 
SPORTING EVENTS.THEY ARE STILL USING 
THE DOG PARK.WHICH EMPLOYERS OF DOG 
WALKING COMPANIES ARE STILL USING.

scottmcadams14@yahoo.comSCOTT MCADAMS 2065570643

TRUE 04/01/20 4:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive HeathCare 1520 Kelly Place walla walla 4/1/20
Went to retrieve friend and the first thing I noticed is 
there is no air flow. 
In the lobby 5 clients in line with an addional 6 sitting 
waiting not six feet spaced. The clients in line were 
not 6 feet apart and there was no lines on floor to 
show where to stand. The poor receptionist(2) look 
VERY fatigued and they were not wearing any 
P.P.E. ( Personal Protection Equipment).
The place had a perfumy smell and was VERY stale. 
I keep thinking..are they all dead?
I never found my friend and I just got out of the 
building. No purell and just disgusting.The poor 
clients who have to now be reduced to now worry 
about the staff making them sick. It was so sad and 
depressing in this building.

pagehl.360@gmail.com Lauren Page 5095293245



TRUE 04/01/20 4:20 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service businessTEST TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST TEST

TRUE 04/01/20 4:21 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther ICE Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1622 E. J. St. Tacoma ICE is not taking proper measures to protect 
detainees at NWDC. Please, please address this life 
OR death matter.

Diane.paul@broadstripe.net Diane Paul 931-510-3018

TRUE 04/01/20 4:23 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lash U 580 N Hwy 67 #9, Florissant Lash studio is open

TRUE 04/01/20 4:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Skateboard park Skateboard park E marginal wy s and hanford stSeattle Always six or more kids skateboarding.  They sit in 
tight knit groups watching friends do tricks. Ive 
asked why they dont space out and they ignore me.  
This should be shut down.  It is located directly 
underneath the elevated road that leads to west 
seattle bridge at cross street e marg wy s and s 
hanford

Keithemry@hotmail.com Keith emry 2066177835

TRUE 04/01/20 4:26 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery stores grocery stores hwy 410 bonney lake There are still grocers in operation which allow 
however many customers in at a time that choose to 
shop. By not regulating the shopper quantity, and not 
sanitizing carts they are actively allowing close 
contact and spread of this virus in an area where 
there have been 9 (on paper) confirmed cases.

wont give my name up concerned citizen 206-123-4567

TRUE 04/01/20 4:28 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Party in spartment Apartment 6533 208th Street SW, Apt. G121Lynnwood A birthday party with more than 12 people took place 
on the evening of March 31, 2020 in apartment 
G121. The apartment is small and the party went on 
for several hours and people were congregating 
inside and outside the apartment.

mawindawoo@gmail.com Melinda A. Birch 4259210117.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 4:28 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NWDC 1623 E J. St Tacoma NWDC is a nonessential business forcing people to 
congregate in large groups and unable to provide 
social distancing practices

Samkrehel@gmail.com Sam Krehel 6783729622

TRUE 04/01/20 4:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric Store Hobby Lobby 2323 172nd st NE Marysville Store is open and not following CDC guidelines

TRUE 04/01/20 4:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood Every observed group were well-within the 6 foot 
limit while at the tee, not to mention in the parking 
lots and clubhouse.

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/01/20 4:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Point Ruston Ruston Way Ruston builders work close together

TRUE 04/01/20 4:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Berry farm Rader Farms 1270 Badger Road Lynden People working together in small groups and having 
COVID19 symptoms when I assume this is a non 
essential business...

shelbyhein@gmail.com Shelby R Hein 5097410898

TRUE 04/01/20 4:35 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center has not taken 
appropriate actions to along with Governor Inslees 
order in response to the COVID19 pandemic. It is a 
high risk for people detained, those who work there, 
and connected social networks by allowing COVID to 
spread thru close proximity. Please do something for 
the public health of the Tacoma community and 
Washington State.

omidbagherig@gmail.com Omid Bagheri Garakani 5033819790

TRUE 04/01/20 4:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage Able Bodied Center of Therapeutics 5620 NE Gher Rd Vancouver Seems to be doing massages daily Johnnyboy@gmail.com John

TRUE 04/01/20 4:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Plywood supplier Mt Baker Products 2929 Roeder Ave Bellingham This business does not fit into the essential business 
list provided by the governor. Further, the company 
has taken no serious measures to keep social 
distancing or maintain a clean workspace as 
required. Please take a look!

Ssekhon88@gmail.com Sharan Sekhon 3604401187

TRUE 04/01/20 4:38 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Childcare NA NA Everett I ask that you clarify for the childcare providers in the 
state a more specific understanding of their 
exception as "essential".  Per your order "Workers 
supporting public and private childcare 
establishments … or child care for the children of 
essential workers across all sectors and for uniquely 
vulnerable children" are considered essential, which 
makes perfect sense. However, your order does not 
distinguish that these establishments are permitted 
to stay open, or are deemed essential, to provide 
care to ONLY the children of essential workers. 
Thus, may childcare facilities are staying open, and 
perhaps care for some essential workers children, 
but are advertising as still being open for all the 
students enrolled. I understand their financial motive 
to still keep as many kids enrolled as possible 
however it is important that daycares only serve as 
childcare for essential workers. If non-essential 
workers continue to send their children today care, 
they are putting their kids and our communities at 
risk. 
Parents are having to decide to keep their children 
out of daycare (and a large number of non-essential 
workers are still sending their children to daycare for 
ease or convenience) but since this is not coming 
from the state or daycares themselves those parents 
choosing to follow your order to stay home and keep 
their children home are stuck paying full tuition at 
these facilities. Sensible parents will, of course, keep 
their children home but in the meantime are being 
forced to pay for tuition to ensure they kids do not 
lose their spot at a daycare. During this time of 

kendra.m.short@gmail.com Kendra Nelson 4253878742.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 4:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Violation of Human Rights 
and Decency

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St Tacoma The detaining of any person, and especially our 
beloveds and neighbors, is a violation of human 
rights and basic decency, not an essential business. 
The additional urgent and overwhelming mortal risk 
posed by the current pandemic to those unjustly 
detained within this vile facility is outrageous. ICE 
cannot manage social distancing within it's facilities 
and is in obvious violation of orders.

Snakemirrorcollective@gmail.comTivien Theollyn 3608199164

TRUE 04/01/20 4:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Yelm Physical Therapy 417 w Yelm ave Yelm Making patients come in when it’s not medically 
necessary.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toys Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett There's been a report of a temp worker testing 
positive at this fulfillment center. The fulfillment 
center has been shut down for two days because of 
this but will be opened as of tomorrow

N/A N/A N/A

TRUE 04/01/20 4:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Brow Bar 509 Olive Way, Suite 819 Seattle My friend got her brows done 4/1 No@no.no No 2531234567

TRUE 04/01/20 4:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabric 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale The only thing they are doing differently is closing at 
7 p.m. rather than 9 p.m.

fluentfeedback@gmail.com PamAlonia McCrary 360-479-2661 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 4:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashdout! N/a Tacoma Posting on fb that she is accepting clients for lashing 
services https://www.facebook.com/therealt.lachelle

Heartcave@icloud.com Bethany 4255336757

TRUE 04/01/20 4:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business PlaceOne 5107 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey An employee working in the office has tested 
positive for Covid19 and the office continues to 
function as normal. None of the employees that 
came into contact with the sick employee are self 
quarantined. They still have the potential to be 
spreading it unknowingly to everyone they come into 
contact with.

Folley.taelor@yahoo.com Taelor Folley 2532549912

TRUE 04/01/20 4:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car sales agency Bud Clary Automobile Agency Pioneer Avenue Moses Lake Bud Clary has 2 agencies in Moses Lake WA. They 
boldly advertise they are open for business.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Unnecessary 
“administrative holding 
facility” aka human cages

Geo Group 1623 EJ St Tacoma Geo Group is unnecessarily housing large groups of 
people in tight quarters, consistently withholding 
adequate medical care, and violating human rights. 
Unnecessary business violating state mandate. The 
people inside want to be released to help protect 
themselves and their families.

Phi.kendall@gmail.com Philip Kendall 360-528-9163

TRUE 04/01/20 4:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St Tacoma 98421 The Northwest Detention Center has been a public 
health and humanitarian disaster long before the 
COVID-19 epidemic. Spoiled and inadequate food, 
lack of access to health care, overcrowding, 
disrespectful treatment. With COVID-19 spreading 
in Washington State, immigrants detained there are 
in mortal danger. They need to be released to their 
families immediately. Please act now to save lives.

jbluespruce@gmail.com June BlueSpruce 206-579-1203

TRUE 04/01/20 4:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco International Cigars 1522 3 Ave Seattle Tobbacco shop that only serves soda and tobacco is 
open still causing many people to.congregate.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:54 PM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank Chase bank 100 se 192nd ave Vancouver 6 employees in the branch. Customers at desks and 
in teller line. The lobby is open even though it should 
be drive thru only.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 900 S Ely st. Kennewick Won't close

TRUE 04/01/20 4:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St Tacoma The NWDC is a non-essential business and is 
jeopardizing the lives of hundreds of detainees. I 
implore the state to:

Order the corporation GEO to release people 
detained at non essential business NWDC to return 
to their homes, as well as all employees.
Halt any new transfers into or deportations out of 
NWDC during the pandemic
Require GEO to provide an immediate response to 
specific questions about conditions at NWDC.



TRUE 04/01/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other ZUMBA Zumba with Fanny 29100 Pacific Hwy S. Ste 7 Federal Way 04.01.2020 Zumba with Fanny, is opened i recorded 
it today 04.01.2020. The parking place was full of 
her clients. My office is currently closed but I go in to 
print, and get files as needed. I am the owner of 
Farmers Insurance- Vasquez Agency. I can provide 
video if needed. This needs to stop, please help.

hopevasquez3535@gmail.comHope Vasquez 206-673-1004 fannyhn58fh@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 4:58 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Incarceration/Detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E. J St. Tacoma Detainees continue to be in close proximity without 
enough access to cleaning supplies and other things 
needed to keep them safe. Not enough testing to 
know who is sick and who is not. In addition, 
detainees are meeting with lawyers in semi-public 
conditions which is also not practicing client 
confidentiality OR distancing.

dresaysea@gmail.com Dre Say 9252021725

TRUE 04/01/20 4:58 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private prison NWDC 1623 E J. St. Tacoma Risking lives of New Americans who should be 
released so the prison can close and follow WA 
DOH and CDC health guidelines.

jenniferestroff@hotmail.com Jennifer Estroff 5098592012

TRUE 04/01/20 4:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Craft Company JoAnn's 2725 Harrison Avenue Olympia JoAnn's is letting customers shop in the store rather 
than doing a buy online, pick up at store.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 1717 S 4th St Sunnyside We're still open,  disregarding the Governor's order

TRUE 04/01/20 5:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Pearl Eyecare 2505 South 38th street Suite A-108Tacoma Dr. Noble is still seeing patients for non essential 
appointments for their routine eye exams to get 
glasses prescriptions.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop International cigars 1522 3rd Avenue Seattle This business is open against regulations and is 
causing many to violate the social distancing 
guidelines.

kent.loux@seattle.gov Officer Kent Loux 2065125568

TRUE 04/01/20 5:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Summitview Family Eye Care 6201 Summitview Ave Suite 101Yakima This doctor is doing routine I exams daily when that 
is nonessential. So many businesses staying open 
but a doctor whose wife is a nurse at the hospital 
should definitely know better and Lord knows what 
she’s bringing home. We are never going to get rid 
of this if people don’t stop doing what they’re not 
supposed to be doing

Rose8796@aol.com Rose Dovel 5099690370

TRUE 04/01/20 5:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Immigration detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma This is a vulnerable population that is not currently 
receiving proper medical care. A Covid 19 epidemic 
through the center would cost too many lives 
needlessly.

elwing4@live.com Toni Gates 2534262405

TRUE 04/01/20 5:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store Joann fabrics 31523 Pacific Hwy S, Federal Way, WA 98003Federal Way They are staying open under the pretense that they 
sell mask supplies. They have already run out of 
materials to make masks and putting our community 
in danger by staying open. They should be closed 
like all the non-essential businesses. It is not fair for 
them to be open.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 5:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hair Hairypothair 308 4th ave S Seattle Seattle Posting tons of videos on IG he’s doing hair and 
working

425-359-8166

TRUE 04/01/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Liquor store Mid columbia wine and spirits 731 n columbia center blvd Kennewick This retail store is open without concern of groups of 
people.

Zhad29@hotmail.com Lloyd johnson 5095725460

TRUE 04/01/20 5:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Integrated Health Services 1707 Cooks Hill Road Chehalis I am an administrative assistant that sit at the front 
desk and am not provided CDC, OSHA, FDA 
approved PPE. The clinicians are demanded to see 
clients in the rural community of high risked 
populations w/o CDC, OSHA, FDA approved PPE. 
Their is a staff member that went home with COVID-
19 symptoms and the staff is not to talk about that 
with other co workers. The office is NOT licensed to 
see clients in the office and have been told to 
document services as though they are in the 
community.

Cassiagrandin07@gmail.com Cassia Grandin 6199470011

TRUE 04/01/20 5:11 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture delivery Aarons Wishkah Aberdeen Still making furniture deliveries

TRUE 04/01/20 5:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet groomer Petco grooming salon Wheaton Way Bremerton The store is essential, but the grooming salon is not LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 5:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Noah Salon 5522 Roosevelt ave NE Seattle Believe this salon is still operating despite the 
Governors edict. I did not receive any cancellation 
from them though I went ahead and cancelled 
myself. When I checked their website, they 
appeared to still be making appointments. I hope this 
report is confidential.

R Landes 2067699889

TRUE 04/01/20 5:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Thunderbird Tavern 7515 15th Ave NW Seattle Serving alcohol to customers who may or may not 
be or have ordered food to go. Most did not get food 
and leave. People were served 1-5drinks while 
seated at the bar. Most were not there for food, they 
were there to drink.

N/A N/a N/A

TRUE 04/01/20 5:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Deception Pass Bridge Deception Pass Bridge SR20 Oak Harbor Large gatherings of people on Deception Pass 
Bridge, even though the state parks are closed.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Maax 2150 division st Bellingham Surfaces are not being cleaned and people are 
walking within 6 feet of eachother

TRUE 04/01/20 5:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park Lincoln Park 8011 Fauntleroy Way SW, Seattle, WA 98136Seattle There's a lot of people at Lincoln Park. Walking 
along the beach, on the walking path, riding bikes, 
hanging out. Way too many, not all social distancing. 
Looks like a normal day at the park. WTF?

Sparkwood21@outlook.com Jeff

TRUE 04/01/20 5:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing - Mattresses Tempur-Sealy 2626 Willamette Drive NE Olympia 98516 Corporate is forcing the plant to remain open, 
employees are concerned.

consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 04/01/20 5:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home supply Home depot Hwy 99 Federal way Home depot in federal way enchanted village is now 
allowing 200 people in at a time. Employess are 
concerned and feel unsafe.

Blondecheese1@yahoo.com T williams 2533881233

TRUE 04/01/20 5:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther vapor store callow vapor 324 n. callow ave bremerton I do not see how a vapor store is a essential 
business that can stay open during this pandemic. 
Well they have been open every day since the 
governor has issued a stay at home for non essential 
business.

mikeinbremerton@live.com R. Thomas

TRUE 04/01/20 5:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Ringers pub 22803 44th B3 Mountlake terrace Serving alcohol

TRUE 04/01/20 5:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Kitsap Mobile Grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd NW Seabeck I called Kitsap Mobile Grooming after a tip from one 
of my clients that were operational.......they are open 
and scheduling clients as of today (4.1.20)

paulyspawspa@gmail.com TIffanie Miner 360-865-1440 https://kitsapmobilegrooming.com/mobile

TRUE 04/01/20 5:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult sex club Hollywood Boutique 12706 lake City way Seattle People meeting to have initment rrlations robertkiriluk@gmail.com Robert Kiriluk 4252192108 jimsicilia@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 5:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Borrachos 211 N Division Spokane Rick Clark did live at 5 from the bar at Borrachos on 
Tuesday March 31. It was live on facebook.

deb.child64@gmail.com Debora Dalke 5095581689

TRUE 04/01/20 5:47 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J. St Tacoma Large gathering of people who should be home with 
their families

TRUE 04/01/20 5:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Plant Nursery Rosedale Gardens 7311 Rosedale St. Gig Harbor How can a nursery that sells a few vegetable starts 
be considered an essential business? They are also 
unable to stay 6 ft away from each other in their 
small store and when cashing out customers! Our 
son is an employee and lives with us and as we are 
over 65, we are 
VERY concerned!

christinalfrutiger@comcast.netChristina Frutiger 253-851-8747

TRUE 04/01/20 5:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Windows and doors 
manufacturing

Milgard window and doors 1010 54th Ave E Fife Employees working closer than 6 feet of one 
another. Employees not washing their hands. An 
employee was recently diagnosed with the 
caronavorous and they are only wiping things down 
with pine sol. Making and building windows and 
doors has nithing to do with anything medical 
related. Due to the close working environment and 
the lack of seriousness of the situation I feel as 
though milgard isnt safe enough to be operating at 
the moment.

Rhutchinson1528@gmail.comRenee Hutchinson 4253991336

TRUE 04/01/20 5:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture rental store Aarons furniture 4217 Wheaton Way Ste L Bremerton A furniture store is not on the list of essential 
businesses, and this one is still open.

84mdkmdk@gmail.com anonymous n/a AHSC@aarons.com

TRUE 04/01/20 5:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Draft Punk Seattle 7702 Greenwood Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle Observed patrons consuming alcohol in glasses on 
premises while not distancing on 4/1/2020

TRUE 04/01/20 5:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Grooming South 
Sound

petgroomingtacoma.com Tacoma This business is still operational and boasting as of 
today on their facebook page that they are grooming 
cats.  They do not have an address on their page 
just a website and phone number (253) 292-0331

paulyspawspa@gmail.com TIffanie Miner 360-865-1440 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 5:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Flight school McCormick Air Center 3210 W Washington Ave Yakmia This company is still allowing customers to rent 
aircraft for recreational use and is allowing flight 
instructors to continue to operate as normal. There 
also is no program for Covid 19 prevention 
established in the facility.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Annie's Cut 9414 State Ave I Marysville This shop is not following the stay Home -Stay 
Healthy proclamation.

suemgaul@gmail.com Sue Gaul

TRUE 04/01/20 5:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Groomers are observed working too closely together. 
Physically impossible to stay more than 6 feet apart. 
An all around hazard to all workers and customers 
that take their dogs there

Kyussgreen@gmail.com Sean 4253448406

TRUE 04/01/20 5:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Internment GEO Group 1623 E J ST Tacoma GEO Group is remaining open. Furthermore it is not 
practicing social distancing and putting hundreds of 
lives at risk for exposure to Covid-19. Please remove 
it's operating privileges in WA State

rypalumbo@gmail.com Rosa Palumbo 15098815305



TRUE 04/01/20 5:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction MC Construction Consultants 5219 N. Shirley St. #100  Ruston, WA 98407Ruston The Ruston Point is a HUGE construction 
development & has been progressing for many 
years. There are still HUNDREDS of active workers 
on every site from many different companies. There 
is ZERO protocol being followed with regards to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This is NON ESSENTIAL 
CONSTRUCTION SITE. Luxury condos, 
apartments, retail, etc. All completed shopping areas 
are closed other than a couple of restaurants 
accepting take out orders. MC Construction needs to 
shut this entire site down!!!

johnsonlinx@gmail.com Terry Johnson 360-999-3059

TRUE 04/01/20 5:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Golf course Horseshoe lake golf course 1250 sw clubhouse ct Port orchard Golfers playing during non essential order is infect. stuts7268@comcast.net Matt Stutsman 2535493137 horseshoelake@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:01 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Landfill Republic services 500 Roosevelt Grade Rd Roosevelt They are having us eat close at a table together 25 
of us at a time no further than a foot apart I don’t 
feel safe

TRUE 04/01/20 6:04 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Parks Greenwood Park, Sunset Hill Park 8905 Fremont Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103 AAND 7531 34th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle People are using picnic areas, not social distancing 
and gathering in groups of 10+ using park 
equipment and generally not following guidelines. 
There are at least 20+ people at Sunset Hill Park as 
of 4/1 5pm

TRUE 04/01/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Building Envelope Inc 17120 9th Ave SE  (BUSINESS ADDRESS, SITE ADDRESS in Concern section)Mill Creek CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS ARE 
ENTERING MY HOME AGAINST MY WISHES.

Pacific Building Envelope Inc, contractor for repair to 
Northgate Plaza Condominiums at 9416 1st Ave NE 
in Seattle, is continuing work which includes having 
workers ENTERING PRIVATE CONDO UNITS of 
individual condos with residents who are obeying 
stay at home orders present and no where else to 
go.  

Northgate Plaza Condominiums has over 80 units, 
some as small as 750 sq ft with a diverse population 
including SENIOR citizens.  Pacific Building 
Envelope Inc claims entry of their workers and sub-
contractors is essential for safety reasons and is an 
emergency.  This involves up to 3 workers or more 
at a time entering units without protective gear to 
protect residents who have been self-isolating.  

My main concern is that as I am trying to maintain 
social distancing and not acquire COVID-19, I AM 
BEING FORCED TO ALLOW ENTRY OF 
WORKERS WHO MAY BE ASYMPTOMATIC INTO 
MY HOME AND CONTAMINATE MY HOME WITH 
COVID-19 WHICH MAY LIVE ON SOME 
SURFACES FOR DAYS.  

I DO NOT want to have strangers enter my home 
during this public health crisis.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Integrated Health Services 1707 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia I am an employee at CIHS. We moved to Cooks 
road on 2/28/2020. We knew for about 2 months 
prior that we were moving. The day after we moved 
in it was discovered nobody applied for licensing at 
the new location. The agency has never provided 
any form of PPE to its employees until this week. 
However, what they have provided the staff is not 
sufficient. The staff have been directed to see clients 
in the building which is not licensed and see clients 
in their homes and in the community.  We have not 
been provided gloves, masks, cleaning supplies for 
our vehicles....this week they gave us one trial size 
sanitizer, no gloves for when we are in peoples 
homes or community, and a hand made mask that is 
not sufficient. They have janitorial only comes once 
a week even though we have clients in our office, 
adults, kids and houseless individuals. They just 
allowed us to start working two days a week at home 
even though our work can be conducted via 
telehealth like many and most other mental health 
agencies. We are not allowed to talk or send emails 
about safety concerns. We have had a couple 
people out quarantined...one is about to return to 
work and the other is waiting on her results...the one 
waiting on her results has been in peoples homes 
and around the office, coughing and sick. We need 
someone to step in and advocate. Again, we should 
not be working in an unlicensed building.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:06 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Integrated Health Services 1707 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia I am an employee at CIHS. We moved to Cooks 
road on 2/28/2020. We knew for about 2 months 
prior that we were moving. The day after we moved 
in it was discovered nobody applied for licensing at 
the new location. The agency has never provided 
any form of PPE to its employees until this week. 
However, what they have provided the staff is not 
sufficient. The staff have been directed to see clients 
in the building which is not licensed and see clients 
in their homes and in the community.  We have not 
been provided gloves, masks, cleaning supplies for 
our vehicles....this week they gave us one trial size 
sanitizer, no gloves for when we are in peoples 
homes or community, and a hand made mask that is 
not sufficient. They have janitorial only comes once 
a week even though we have clients in our office, 
adults, kids and houseless individuals. They just 
allowed us to start working two days a week at home 
even though our work can be conducted via 
telehealth like many and most other mental health 
agencies. We are not allowed to talk or send emails 
about safety concerns. We have had a couple 
people out quarantined...one is about to return to 
work and the other is waiting on her results...the one 
waiting on her results has been in peoples homes 
and around the office, coughing and sick. We need 
someone to step in and advocate. Again, we should 
not be working in an unlicensed building.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:07 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Reporting guy on street with 
megaphone

None 1500 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122Seattle There is a guy with a megaphone getting up in 
people's faces. He makes sure to get close to people 
and is so loud that it hurts people's ears. He seems 
to enjoy provoking people. It is dangerous to get up 
close to people right now. This is really an 
inappropriate time to be acting this way.

This is normally extremely annoying behavior, but it 
is outright dangerous behavior during a pandemic. 

He is out front of the Shell station on the 
Broadway/like intersection in capital Hill, Seattle.

masonstricklin@gmail.com Mason 8054412408

TRUE 04/01/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture, Stoves, Spas Rich’s for the Home 5881 WA-303 Bremerton Business is non essential.  Sells patio furniture, 
spas, and stoves.

jemery.johnson@richshome.com duplicate

TRUE 04/01/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center (Prison) Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma It is unbelievable that a facility such as this would 
remain open during this time when they are no way 
deemed essential. Countries around the world are 
housing the homeless and issuing citizenship 
documents to immigrants. Free them all, yesterday. 
This is a stain on the conscience of our state.

adair.kimball@gmail.com Adam A Kimball 360-322-7334

TRUE 04/01/20 6:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Whole in the wall pizza 2835 25th St. Clarkston I have been by several times this week (while doing 
essential work) and have seen people in the 
restaurant and drinking. They are not just there 
getting to go food.

embeggs@hotmail.com Erin 15095529414

TRUE 04/01/20 6:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Pet store Lucky dog outfitters 3104 judson st Gig harbor This store is open everyday during regular business 
hours to the general public. No 6 foot rule even 
inforced.

No thanks Yah no. Nope

TRUE 04/01/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Linda’s Hair Salon 131 N 2nd Ave SW Tumwater She has clients since the date of closure. She now 
closes her blinds and if you call she will say she’s 
not taking appointments. She’s closed on mondays 
but tues thru fri she is cutting hair. We’ve witnessed 
her cutting a lady’s hair and a gentleman’s hair. We 
are essential and work next door. Seen her the last 2 
weeks.

cradletocrayons.ja@gmail.comCradle to Crayons 3603520852

TRUE 04/01/20 6:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Bleachers 6810 84th St NE Marysville Table service for alcohol "while food is to-go". A Snitch



TRUE 04/01/20 6:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Korsmo 405 broadway Tacoma 30 or more people on site. Under six feet distance 
from other workers. Inappropriate PPE.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tulip Town Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Rd Mount Vernon Owner still has stand open to sell tulips & 
merchandise and is encouraging people to drive out 
to buy their tulips and merchandise daily noon-4 PM.  
 Owner is driving all over Puget Sound (Bellevue, 
Bellingham, etc.) bringing tulips to 1st responders 
and hospitals and posting pictures of his antics on 
social media.  We are supposed to stay home!  Yet 
he is driving everywhere giving out tulips and trying 
to drum up business.  He needs to STOP!!!

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dairy Queen 3250 Duportail St Richland Not even close to 6 feet apart!

TRUE 04/01/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Factory Wear tek 8021 w sunset hwy Spokane This company is still running. They are making their 
workers show up even if they are sick.

Jessicamaier323422@gmail.comJess 5098691012

TRUE 04/01/20 6:22 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Beauty warehouse Ulta Distribution 4786 Mountain Creek ParkwayDallas They are over crowding the work place with over 100 
or more people coming in at 6am and leaving at 4pm 
people are hand to hand leaving and coming from 
this establishment. We are constantly in contact with 
each other against our control.

Knight.shereka@yahoo.com Shereka 6016182023

TRUE 04/01/20 6:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential Green Cleaning Angela’s Green Cleaning LLC PO Box 65113 Seattle The cleaners use Biokleen and diluted vinegar to 
clean homes in the Seattle area. The cleaners do not 
have any protection aside from basic disposable 
latex gloves. The website was updated 4/1 to 
suggest that the cleaners use a bleach solution, but 
that is not in their cleaning kit.

angcleaning@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tulip Town Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Road Mount Vernon This business continues to sell roadside and is 
bringing people from all around Washington state to 
Skagit County. This business is also bringing tulips 
to nursing homes and is not social distancing.

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Machine shop Precise manufacturing 5600 ne 121st ave Vancouver Do not believe work being conducted is essential. 
There are also other businesses open in the area 
that are non-essential.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Aging and Adult Care of Central 
Washington

1336 S Pioneer St Moses Lake I would like to report this situation anonymously.This 
agency is contracted by DSHS and employees can 
work from home. The office has 20+ employees and 
social distancing was not strictly practiced by each 
one. I have health issues and not comfortable with 
the situation. So I intend to work from home to 
reduce the risk of contamination and to reduce the 
number of people going in/out of the office. But I 
was disapproved by my supervisor because I am not 
60 yrs old and had only worked for a year. I was told 
to come to work and wear a mask. I feel 
discriminated by my age and I was complied to risk 
myself and everyone.  If our essential job has the 
option to work from home, why wont they allow it for 
the safety of everyone? I would like to hear from 
you. Thank you

jojierivera@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/01/20 6:36 PM AG Non-essential business is openOther Education Rowan University 201 Mullica Hill Road Glassboro Rowan University has sent emails to students who 
live in properties managed by Nexus Properties, 
https://www.nexusglassboro.com telling them they 
have to move out by April 5th.  My son has asthma 
and is being pressured to move out.

Darren@Amatos.org Darren Amato 9085282911

TRUE 04/01/20 6:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Large organization which 
provides child care but is 
continuing to demand 
nonessential employees 
report to work on site.

Boys and girls club snohomish county 8223 Broadway, Suite 100 Everett, WA 98203Everett One of my close friends works for BGC as a director 
of giving (fundraising). Per her CEO her work is 
essential and must be completed on site from 8am-
6pm even though it could be done entirely from 
home.

Syoung@lwsd.org Samantha Young 2066183573

TRUE 04/01/20 6:42 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Green Lake Park East Green Lake Drive North, Seattle, WashingtonSeattle People are still walking/running around the trail 
gathering in numbers, and clearly NOT social 
distancing. Hardly anyone is staying 6 feet apart and 
there’s a lot of people going there daily that I can see 
from up the street looking out my window. Please 
close the park or find a way to enforce the rule!

TRUE 04/01/20 6:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Flight school Galvin Flying 7001 Perimeter Rd S Seattle The flight school is continuing operation and should 
be a non-essential business. Instructors and 
students sit aside by side in small aircraft and these 
aircraft are used by multiple different people 
throughout the day.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:44 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Housing Northwest Detention Center 7001 old Redmond rd Redmond Large gathering of people in close spaces, people 
aren't using masks or follow ing social distancing, 
non-essential business still open

jmital@ucdavis.edu Jenny Mital 7148785792

TRUE 04/01/20 6:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Community Health Care 
(administration)

1148 broadway suite 100 Tacoma It is not essential for us to be physically there 
working, they will not allow us to work from home. 
There are more than 100 that work in this building, 
CHC is doing the bare minimum and not following 
strict protocols. There are at risk people. All of us 
and our jobs have the capability to be done remotely. 
CHC exec's refuse to allow it. We are not essential 
to the business, we are not front line medical

Goodwinkerry8@gmail.con Kerry goodwin 3603596622

TRUE 04/01/20 6:53 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula 2 people have tested positive for coronavirus. Social 
distancing is not done, people are working right next 
to each other. People that had close contact with 
infected individuals are being denied to self 
quarantine. As upper management says the job is 
essential and work must continue regardless. A lot 
of people are being sent home due to the fact that 
we can't self quarantine and then a lot of workers 
have symtoms  and we work so close to each other. 
They did start checking temps today. Social 
distancing is still a merger issue.

celialanda2@icloud.com Celia 5093014312

TRUE 04/01/20 6:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Korean Women's Association 123 East 96th Street Tacoma I am at at high risk for tuberculosis and lung 
infection.  I have had to go to the hospital many 
times.  Because of this, I requested to work 
remotely.  I work on a program that allows me to do 
all my work by phone and computer.  But the CEO 
has made a decision that people like me need to 
either come in or be laid off.  Even though I can 
continue to do all the work that is required, and KWA 
will still make the same amount of money it used to 
make from my work.  Other employees at KWA in 
similar situation has been laid off already when they 
requested to work remotely.  I am scared, not just for 
myself but other employees.  I think they are scared 
too.  I don't know what to do or where to turn.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Vape o rama 14915 Union ave sw Lakewood Open at 1030

TRUE 04/01/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dairy Queen 15414 S Meridian UNIT D/E Puyallup We visited this restaurant on March 27th at 
approximately 9:30PM. From the drive through 
window, We counted 11 employees in line of sight, 
these employees were working practically on top of 
each other less than 6 inches apart at most times. In 
addition they did not have adequate PPE on to 
protect themselves from each other and the public in 
the drive through.

cpkelling@yahoo.com Paige Kelling 2532689337

TRUE 04/01/20 6:57 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Local government City of Cheney 609 2nd Street Cheney, WA 99004Cheney, WA City staff member reported to me on 3/31/2020 that 
the city administrator declared all employees as 
essential and is ignoring the stay at home mandate.

lissa.kramer@gmail.com Lissa Kramer 2183414241

TRUE 04/01/20 7:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store JoAnn Fabric 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Jo Ann fabrics is opening and allowing customers to 
shop in store.  I don't see how this craft store is 
essential.  Other craft stores in the area are closed 
following your orders.

quiltlady72@comcast.net Dawn Jones 425-345-0642 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 7:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car sales Port Orchard Bruce Titus Ford 1215 Bay St Port Orchard Port orchard Ford is illegally selling vehicles, then 
forcing their employees to drive the customers in the 
illegally sold vehicles, then telling them to lie to law 
enforcement if they are pulled over

yarbmeganj@gmail.com Megan 3605368166.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 7:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Safeway 7601 Evergreen Way Everett WA 98203 This store is serving entire FAMILIES and other non 
essential groups and not INSISTING that all people 
stay at least 6 feet apart! Entire families dont need to 
enter store only one person from family needs to. 
Mom or dad can stay in Car child endangerment is 
ensuing.

allupinc@gmail.com JOHN H ONEILL JR 2064453108

TRUE 04/01/20 7:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Cloud Nine Massage 312 S Balsam St St A Moses Lake Business open that does not need to be.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Weld\Fab shop Art Morrison 5301 8th st. E. Fife Non essential buisness!! They build after market 
chassis and suspension parts for hot rods. No need 
for them to be open during this stay home order.

info@artmorrison.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/01/20 7:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Reports of people still going to the gym iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 7:06 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s. seattle not update the info related the virus in the JSCEE 
building. insist make EE come to work

TRUE 04/01/20 7:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Tim's complete landscaping 
management

15458 SE 272 St. Kent Crew showed up at my house. Used no PPE or 
social distancing. Not an essential business.



TRUE 04/01/20 7:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Investment property 
managers, property owners

Gedora 101 W Sentry Dr Shelton One of the business owners, Anita Fox, stated on 
social media on March 31st, 2020 that their 
businesses were deemed essential and they've kept 
all of their employees working.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JOANN Fabric and Craft Store 2725 HARRISON AVE NW STE 500Olympia saw many cars in parking lot and someone going 
into the store

brandy38@live.com Brandy Jones 3602928356 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 7:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store Jo Ann Fabrics 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Absolutely no way that a craft store is essential. 
They should be investigated and made to close.  
With them open this encourages people to make 
unnecessary outings rather than stay home save 
lives.  I''m a crafter and I find that Jo Anns is 
blatantly defying the Governor's order to close.

kinseygirl15@gmail.com Patricia Humphrey 425-345-1819 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/01/20 7:17 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public works/road 
department

Asotin County Public Works 135 2nd st Asotin Hello, I have noticed that asotin County public works 
is working right now when all public works and state 
transportation is only running one person if not 
closed. I think asotin County is being irresponsible 
with potentially spreading the virus and working 
within close quarters when they could be on call 
especially since construction is closed.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:22 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Adult video store Elmo's Adult Video.and Bookstore 3922 100th St SW Lakewood Business open , non essential
On 4/1/20 @ 6:00 pm

tammey123@yahoo.com Tammey Thompson 2534311548

TRUE 04/01/20 7:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business west coast dental 4149ntweedy blvd south gate dentist owners forcing employees to work, not only 
emergencies patients.also not following the stay at 
home order. CDC stated dental procedures can wait, 
and all employees are in high risk.

marisolquevedo@yahoo.com Marisol 3232040915

TRUE 04/01/20 7:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Crystal Nails & Spa 35425 21st Ave SW Federal Way Seems to me that all nail and spa shops should be 
closed because there is human contact involved in 
the services.

steveho_ms@comcast.net Steve Holt 2536533564

TRUE 04/01/20 7:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Thomson Elementary 303 159th St E Tacoma I see over 10 cars daily at that school. It was my 
understanding that all schools are closed why are 
people in large numbers still going there?

Local resident

TRUE 04/01/20 7:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Capitol building Washington state capitol 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia Jay Inslee is at the Capitol, he is a nonessential 
employee

Concernedcitizen@gmail.comConcerned citizen 3609024111

TRUE 04/01/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Splash N dash 1423 East College Way Mount Vernon More than 30 people present using car wash 
facilities, drive up vacuum, car wash equipment,  
close contact to each other. Very busy 
establishment.  Witnessed on 4/1/2020

Citizen Concerned NA crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/01/20 7:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction City of lacey Mullen rd Lacey Construction crew on mullen rd working Concernedcitizen@gmail.comConcerned citizen 360-902-4111

TRUE 04/01/20 7:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Local park. Specifically a 
skate park

Bakerview Park 3101 E Fir Street Mount Vernon I have a teenage son who has gone to the skatepark 
and reported to me that social distancing is not being 
observed and I have also observed many teenagers 
hanging out at the skatepark at Bakerview Park. 
They do not practice social distancing what so ever. I 
am concerned that the park is allowing too many 
young people to congregate outside, many of which 
are touching and hugging and sharing cigarettes and 
not taking social distancing seriously. This seems to 
happen more on sunny days because they cannot 
skate in the rain.

Corinnaanne@gmail.com Corinna 3609418227

TRUE 04/01/20 7:33 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Gift Shop Ocean Shores Soapworks 710 Point Brown Ave NW Ocean Shores All other gift shops in our city are closed.  Why is 
this one being allowed to be open?

TRUE 04/01/20 7:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business 23 Fit 10620 NE 8th, Suite 110 Bellevue This operation is conducting physical training 
classes in the dark.

lauerdale@gmail.com Dale Lauer 2062950857

TRUE 04/01/20 7:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Neighborhood gathering 
event

Paul Wade "Students of Bellevue 
High School"

9707 NE 14th St Clyde Hill Received another flyer in my mailbox for yet another 
post-"Stay home stay healthy" neighborhood street 
meet. Last meet was March 22, this time they are 
asking people to gather and wave at each other 
(even though it says 6 feet apart) on April 5th 2pm at 
97th Ave NE and NE 14th St in front of their home. 
Says "Corona won't bring us down" and organized by 
"Paul Wade and Students of Bellevue High School"

inrush2@gmail.com Anonymous submission

TRUE 04/01/20 7:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace/warehouse Hexcel 15062 Steele rd Burlington Employees are not staying sanitize, don’t stay 6 feet 
apart, and can’t follow all safety rules. All employees 
are being put at risk when they don’t need to be. 
Many our scared for themselves and loved ones 
being made to work and not be able to follow all 
safety guidelines. No one has the option to stay 
home more than 2 weeks for the sake of themselves 
who are at risk and autoimmune and those who 
have family that are at major risks. Hexcel has lots of 
employees with diabetes, asthma, heart disease, but 
can’t get work off because Hexcel won’t let them. 
This is serious. These are lives that are risking life or 
death to go to  work that should be on quarantine. 
Hexcel makes parts for Boeing yet Boeing is closed. 
For safety and the matter of life or death for many, 
Hexcel needs to let all employees have the 
opportunity to not put themselves and families in 
danger.

Shaded_nothing@yahoo.com Monica 3606823039

TRUE 04/01/20 7:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Abbot Construction 12th and Proctor construction siteTacoma This is a mental health facility that currently has no 
patients and is not opening for a few months. 
Commercial construction job. Old superintendent 
became very ill. Abbot went quiet after his test 
results were due. They plan to start work again April 
6, deeming themselves essential.

Do NOT disclose my name

TRUE 04/01/20 7:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Installation & 
Maintenance

Rich Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Road NERedmond Crew observed in Trucks cabs sitting less than 6' 
apart, Installing Flowers, mowing residential lawns, 
raking gardens, weeding

kalleenkate@gmail.com Kalleen Zimmerman 2067959146

TRUE 04/01/20 7:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction MC construction 5040 main st Ruston I'm not sure how all these jobs sites are still open. 
Can someone please tell me why an apartment & 
hotel construction site is essential

TRUE 04/01/20 7:46 PM AG Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gas Station Harrison Super Mart 609 Harrison Ave Centralia Hoarding hand sanitizer and gouging on price of it.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business orange gental dentist 1330 n glassell orange In General, a lot of dental offices are open for 
treatment more then palliative, not complying with 
protocol,and fail to comply with the stay at home,  
every day forced to work. please take necessary 
actions to all dental practices because Im not alone.

Mromero@gmail.com Mary 7144569879

TRUE 04/01/20 7:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther big box home improvement Home Depot/Lowes near 39th St E Puyallup Last Saturday, both of these stores were 
overcrowded and not using the line system to limit 
shoppers. As I left the HD near closing time, they 
had started using to use a line. Seems like they have 
not established lines as a routine, but perhaps use 
number of sales or intuition to institute. I felt unsafe 
there as it was hard to avoid others.

nkdahl66@hotmail.com Nancy

TRUE 04/01/20 8:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Private prison Northwest Detention Center run by 
GEO Corp.

1623 E. J Street Tacoma Release all detained individuals. This envyis a death 
sentence for them and they have done nothing 
wrong! Release them on humanitarian release. 
Otherwise there is blood on your hands.

miaroozen@hotmail.com Mia Roozen 2064320511

TRUE 04/01/20 8:03 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The NWDC, or Tacoma Northwest Detention 
Center, is legally a nonessential facility based on a 
bill signed by Governor Inslee, and yet it is still in 
operation. On top of that, there are far more than 50 
people gathered there in one place, between the 
staff and the people being held in detention. It is a 
huge hazard, with many people sharing bathrooms 
and other living spaces, being brought in from other 
places, being deported without being properly tested, 
and coming to and from daily for work. It makes no 
sense that this business is still in operation at this 
time and sets a horrible precedent for other 
businesses in the state of WA during this time.

rosepytte@gmail.com Rose Pytte 8024313325

TRUE 04/01/20 8:05 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other IDIOT WA GOVERNOR Washington State Governor 1 Cap Grounds Way Olympia He did it again, I saw it on TV even.  this place 
continues to hold large gatherings while asking the 
rest of WA not to.

voteinsleeout@wagovernor FED UP WITH INSLEE 3609024111

TRUE 04/01/20 8:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Speedi Car Wash 207 125th St S Tacoma About 4 pm on April 1st 2020, I observed the car 
wash full of customers. This is a self serve car wash 
with no attendant on hand with regular hours. The 
concern is the lack of sanitation of equipment 
available for use, multiple customers in a row. This 
has the possibility of being. highly contagious area of 
gathering for the public.

Adam.vosler@icloud.com Adam Vosler 2533813549 info@pscarwash.org / speedicarwash@comcast.net

TRUE 04/01/20 8:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center GEO Group 1623 E J. St Tacoma Detaining immigrants is not an essential business; 
indeed it is in itself a public health crisis in which 
detainees' lives are even more endangered now than 
they usually are in detention.

catherinel.parker@gmail.com Catherine Parker 2065389629

TRUE 04/01/20 8:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rv Park Alderwood Rv Park 14007 N Newport Hwy Mead Employees work near each other in the office. 
Guests still can use all facilities, (Bathrooms, 
Laundry) not enough equipment for proper PPE or 
cleaning. Guest still allowed into the park.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Auto sales Cadillac and Chevrolet of Bellevue 600 116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue They are forcing employees to come in for auto 
sales.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Bear Creek Landscaping 903 NE Redmond Falls City RDRedmond They had 5 crews in my neighborhood working all 
day keeping my baby awake.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Smoke city for less 3600 w Clearwater ave Kennewick Staying open during shutdown



TRUE 04/01/20 8:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hairy pot hair 308 4th ave S Seattle Accepting clients. Posting on Instagram

TRUE 04/01/20 8:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Cadillac and Chevrolet of Bellevue 600 116th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue They are forcing employees to come in for auto 
sales.  Also, it should be noted they are making 
finance people contract prior to the shutdown and 
predating the contracts.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:34 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cleaning business American Maid 7648 Prine drive SW Olympia Working in close contact with others including 
customers in homes with 6 or more people in a 
confined area

TRUE 04/01/20 8:34 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residents  not business Residents not business her name is 
bonita Kilgore

820 yesler way apt #805 Seattle wa 98104 I saw bonita Kilgore yesterday.  talking on the phone 
with janice Ellis how I know bonita said hi Janice. 
Bonita mentioned to janice that they should get 
people they dont like and see how they can get them 
sick and get the coronavirus virus. Those 2 are no 
good people bonita is  a races janice has a mental 
problems. Those 2 saying to certain people that let 
me cough on your face to get the coronavirus virus 
and die janice ellis lives at 221 10th ave south apt# 
311 Seattle Wa 98104 those 2 are dangerous 
people please do something about them

Private person Private person Private person

TRUE 04/01/20 8:40 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Tacoma NW Detention 
Center

Tacoma NW Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 This non-essential business is open AND NOT 
PRACTICING SOCIAL DISTANCING. Detained 
people cannot choose social distancing. The only 
public health solution is to release them as soon as 
possible-- ideally RIGHT NOW but next most ideally 
TOMORROW. Additionally, there are elderly and 
immunocompromised folks in the general population. 
They are at extremely high risk from covid19 
compared to other detainees and must be released 
immediately.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther RV Park Alderwood RV 14007 N Newport Hwy Mead Front offices and public spaces staying open. Park 
allowing new guests to enter for overnight or 
extended stays. Employees and guests gathering in 
close proximity, and employees not taking proper 
precautions during essential services. For example, 
not wearing PPE or maintaining safe distances for 
payments, mail, or maintenance services. And not 
allowing guests an option to conduct services in a 
safe way

TRUE 04/01/20 8:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma People do not need to be locked up who are not 
criminals

TRUE 04/01/20 8:45 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Municipal Utility Sammamish Plateau Water 1510 228th Ave SE Sammamish Non-essential employees that are not part of the 
essential operation working within office and 
congregation of employees at times. No 
management enforcement of social distancing policy

TRUE 04/01/20 8:45 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Updated* This message is for manager/upper 
management not regular workers. Regular workers 
can decide to not go in with no consequence. Upper 
management is being told they will be fired if they 
don't show up. 2 people have tested positive for 
coronavirus. Social distancing is not done, people 
are working right next to each other. People that had 
close contact with infected individuals are being 
denied to self quarantine. As upper management 
says the job is essential and work must continue 
regardless. A lot of people are being sent home due 
to the fact that we can't self quarantine and then a 
lot of workers have symtoms  and we work so close 
to each other. They did start checking temps today. 
Social distancing is still a big issue.

celialanda2@icloud.com Celia 5093014312

TRUE 04/01/20 8:46 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Social club Herbalife 13618  van Nuys blvd Pacoima Large gathering of people for socializing and exercise

TRUE 04/01/20 8:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bright Now Dental Vancouver 3250 SE 164th Avenue  Suite 102Vancouver, WA 98683 Yes, they are open for "emergency cases" but our 
friend there (a hygenist) is still working (but doesn't 
want to).  Really... cleaning teeth is "essential"?

takeyourpick@yahoo.com Joe Concerned 360-234-5678

TRUE 04/01/20 8:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mead School District/Garco 
Construction

3525 E Hastings Rd, Mead WASpokane Construction workers are expected to continue 
duties with no social distancing guidelines in place. 
No sanitary facilities have been implemented to allow 
for proper sanitization. Work continues as usual, 
forgoing the WA State Governor guidelines.

cavanaugh@gonzaga.edu Addison Cavanaugh 4069453787

TRUE 04/01/20 8:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Jasmine Kitchen 11613 124th Ave NE # F Kirkland During a doordash delivery pick up from this location 
on 4/1/2020 at around 6:30pm, I noticed a couple 
sitting down with provided food from the Restuarant. 
I do not know what their connection to the 
Restuarant was, but it was a concern. I did notice 
security cameras on site.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 8:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Builders first source 4213 S 47th Ave West Richland They have over 25 employees working in close 
conditions using one toilet and urinal also they clock 
in and clock out using the same tablets 

Two employees left due to house contaminated with 
covid-19 and returned next day to work 

There in no safety job practice in place 

Also employees have been inform if you want food 
on the table show up for work or stay home and lose 
your job

TRUE 04/01/20 9:00 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Banking Becu 12770 Gateway Dr s Tukwila I am concerned that the banking lobby is still open 
and guidelines for spacing for customer facing roles 
is not being adhered to

TRUE 04/01/20 9:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog training Ahimsa dog training 925 NW 49th st Seattle Open for business with people and dogs coming in 
and out!

tiffanyju@gmail.com Tiffany ju 7707186082 info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Smoke City 9322 271st St NW Stanwood Business is non-essential.  Sells cigarettes, cigars, 
vape supplies, and bongs.

marna@wavecable.com Marna

TRUE 04/01/20 9:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gubnor gimpslee Sideshow bob Capitol Olympia General incompetence, grandstanding on stupidity, 
threatening and scaring people rather than restoring 
calm, general discrimination and profiling. 
Retardation in public and other misdemeanors and 
felonies. Rights aren’t arbitrary.

Wakeupdingdongs@freedomreigns.comAmerican 800 5555555 tyrants

TRUE 04/01/20 9:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gubnor gimpslee Sideshow bob Capitol Olympia General incompetence, grandstanding on stupidity, 
threatening and scaring people rather than restoring 
calm, general discrimination and profiling. 
Retardation in public and other misdemeanors and 
felonies. Rights aren’t arbitrary.

Wakeupdingdongs@freedomreigns.comAmerican 800 5555555 tyrants

TRUE 04/01/20 9:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Boat Repair North Harbor Diesel 720 30th St Ste A Anacortes, WA 98221 This boat repair shop remains open, including the 
company store, and it is not an essential marine 
repair business as it works primarily on yachts and 
not vessels used to tranport of cargo or passengers. 
They are also not requiring social distancing for 
employees.

Anon

TRUE 04/01/20 9:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Felix Crossfit 2211 5th Ave Seattle Felix Crossfit continues to teach personal training 
classes to clients.

IZZY@CROSSFITFELIX.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 9:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Landmark Nursing and Rehab 710 N 39th Ave Yakima On march 28th 2020, one of our residents in our 
facility was tested for covid19. However before that 
he was sharing the room with another resident. After 
being tested the roommate was moved to another 
private room. The resident being tested was placed 
on isolation and on droplet precautions but with the 
door opened and the roommate was not isolated 
because according to the DNS and the administrator 
that resident was allowed to wander the halls without 
any restrictions and into the dining rooms just 
because he was not showing any signs and 
symptoms. However we are aware that signs and 
symptoms will not be shown up to 14 days of 
contracting the virus placing all the staff and other 
residents at risk of being exposed to the virus. Aside 
from that we were not given the proper PPE for this 
kind of disease outbreak, having to use garbage 
bags for our feet and no goggles or faceshild to 
cover our face and even our no touch automatic 
handsitizer dispensers that were placed outside 
every residents room were switched to the old 
traditional pumping hand sanitizers in an effort to 
save money. On Sunday afternoon March 29th one 
of our coworkers (NAC) was called in to work 
knowing she is pregnant. That NAC then asked if 
there was a possible case of the virus and our 
scheduler (Roni) said no and said that the resident 
was being swabbed for pneumonia, although she 
was well aware of someone being tested for covid19 
(and we have proof that she did know)

luis.sanchez.2015@gmail.comLuis Sanchez 5098239371



TRUE 04/01/20 9:49 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Welding NorthEnd truck equipment 14919 40th Ave NE Marysville Still forcing employees to work. Also requiring 
employees to work and move equipment to a new 
shop.

orkemom@gmail.com Jennifer Bennett 3604217165 sales@northendtruck.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness facility Gatandard gym 3602 s cedar st Tacoma Still open for customers, no distancing rules 
implemented, no one to regulate number of 
customers, no one there to clean up after.

iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 9:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Drive Camas Employees are exposed to up to 500 people per day 
that come in the office every day. They have the 
ability and even provided equipment to work from 
home, but still won't let the employees work from 
home. So they have the ability to work remotely; but 
they are saying the employees can't because of 
"efficiency." They're saying they don't think it is any 
safer to be at home than it is to be at work - around 
up to 500 other people. They've even have a 
confirmed COVID19 employee who was at work. 
They should have to allow them to work from home.

amber.boehm@gmail.com Amber Boehm 3605204222

TRUE 04/01/20 9:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Saltwater Vintage 18825 NE Anderson Parkway #105Poulsbo Door is wide open with giant “open” sign. They serve 
espresso, but customers are invited into the retail 
space to shop around.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com 5/4

TRUE 04/01/20 9:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vintage resale Saltwater Vintage 18955 Anderson Parkway Poulsbo This shop recently opened, I feel for them open ing 
at that time, however, they are using their coffee bar 
and truffle sales to stay open yo the public. All while 
advertising their retail side and keeping doors wide 
open with open sign and other merchandise to lure 
customers.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Sultan Hokahbar lounge 23651 104th Ave SE Kent Still open and larg group gathering Chemistfaaz70@gmail.com Faaz 2062259527

TRUE 04/01/20 10:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Costco 2219 S 37th St, Tacoma The person checking receipts at the door got right up 
in my face, not even wearing a mask - and then as I 
walked away, he wiped his nose with his bare hand! 
I emailed Costco about this and they did not reply.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State of Washington Jay Inslee Capitol Olympia I want my $30 tabs Concerned citizen 360-902-4111

TRUE 04/01/20 10:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Construction, ( Mike Cohen) Main Street , Point Ruston, Rainier buildingTacoma About 30 construction workers working daily on 
building luxury condominiums on waterfront in 
Tacoma next to a nursing home.  City of Tacoma 
said they will not do anything about it.  Tacoma 
police said to report here

Blanka 4252210679

TRUE 04/01/20 10:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail tobacco shop HOT BOX SMOKE SHOP EVERETT 13220 Hwy 99 unit a Everett A store manager at EVERETT hot box was sick 2 
weeks ago and was told by nurses to self 
quarantine. Since home she has not been able to 
collect unememployment through hot box cause hot 
box remains open. disrrgaurding closure. And putting 
more staff at risk of contracting and spreading virus. 
And expect the manager to come back to work this 
weekend. You must shut down hot box smoke 
shops. Bellevue. Northgate. And EVERETT

davidjordan206@yahoo.com David J. Burt 2063319825

TRUE 04/01/20 10:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Teens at Park in Bellevue Wilburton Hill Park soccer field 12400 main street Bellevue More than 10 teens playing soccer on the wilburton 
soccer field.more than one occasion.

darci@outlook.com Darci Moreau 4252812200

TRUE 04/01/20 10:32 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other N/A Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Not following social distancing and this is a non-
essential business.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail tobacco shop HOT BOX SMOKE SHOP EVERETT 13220 Hwy 99 unit a Everett A store manager at EVERETT hot box was sick 2 
weeks ago and was told by nurses to self 
quarantine. Since home she has not been able to 
collect unememployment through hot box cause hot 
box remains open. disrrgaurding closure. And putting 
more staff at risk of contracting and spreading virus. 
And expect the manager to come back to work this 
weekend. You must shut down hot box smoke 
shops. Bellevue. Northgate. And EVERETT

2063319825

TRUE 04/01/20 10:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail tobacco shop HOT BOX SMOKE SHOP EVERETT 13220 Hwy 99 unit a Everett hot box remains open. disrrgaurding closure. And 
putting more staff at risk of contracting and 
spreading virus. And expect the manager to come 
back to work this weekend. You must shut down hot 
box smoke shops. Bellevue. Northgate. And 
EVERETT

TRUE 04/01/20 10:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vet Animal Surgical 1111 shoreline I am concerned that many veterinary hospitals 
especially surgical clinics are still performing what 
would be considered electives in human medicine, in 
their animal patients. A clinic in Shoreline has 
supplies that might be better used for our human 
hospitals rather than their profit margin I feel it 
important to serve the community and for all of us to 
be in this together. Yes ER surgery and acute life  or 
death is one thing, a repair on a knee infury is 
another.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3809 30th Ave W Seattle Continued crews working at this residential house 
under construction -- haven't stop one day despite 
Governor Inslee's order, despite telling workers they 
are in violation, and despite personally giving 
Governor Inslee's order plus several articles saying 
residential construction is NOT permitted. Photos, 
videos, license plates -- and still they continue 
traveling here and working on house.  One said you 
are NOT going to enforce anything, so why should 
they care???   Today is April 1, 2020 and they have 
never stopped.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter 206-948-4226

TRUE 04/01/20 10:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3809 30th Ave W Seattle Continued crews working at this residential house 
under construction -- haven't stop one day despite 
Governor Inslee's order, despite telling workers they 
are in violation, and despite personally giving 
Governor Inslee's order plus several articles saying 
residential construction is NOT permitted. Photos, 
videos, license plates -- and still they continue 
traveling here and working on house.  One said you 
are NOT going to enforce anything, so why should 
they care???   Today is April 1, 2020 and they have 
never stopped.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter 206-948-4226

TRUE 04/01/20 11:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Packaging company? Washington Packaging Supply 3635 Thorndyke Ave W seattle I dont know if this is an essential business, but at 
4pm today there were at least 7 vehicles parked at 
this company. I took a photo on my way back from 
qfc

808.208.6177 info@washingtonpackaging.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Production Clopay building products Market st Troy People have the virus in the building and clopay says 
eather come to work or be fired

melissacamden32@gmail.comGene j williamson 9373011725

TRUE 04/01/20 11:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet daycare Sound Animals 3439 16th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119seattle Saw a dog enter a car around 4pm today from the 
building. I dont know the legality of pet daycare. Im 
not sure if Metro Dog is open as well,

808.208.6177

TRUE 04/01/20 11:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Aerospace manufacturing Aerospace defense, inc 17837 59th ave ne bldg 11 Arlington This is a non-essential business. Furthermore, one 
or two employees have the symptoms but haven’t 
been tested yet, are still going to work and most of 
the employees are high risk.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Unknown unknown 3615 15th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98119seattle I dont know what this business is, but multiple cars 
were parked in the lot, and there is no good reason a 
nearby resident would ever park there, and no 
reason why business cant be done at home i can 
think of

808.208.6177

TRUE 04/01/20 11:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Still selling vehicles Rairdons Honda of Marysville 15714 Smokey point blvd Marysville This dealership is very sneaky they are still selling 
cars by appointment only which they announced on 
their Facebook. 
I also have a pic if u want it.
Also the shop has no hot water and most of the 
techs do not practice good sanitizing measured like 
washing thier hands and wiping down surfaces. 

They have a Janitor the comes nightly but only 
cleans the sales portion of the dealership and front 
customer service area. The techs required to take 
care of the shop.

I do have pictures of thier Facebook page as well as 
thier dirty men’s room in the shop.

amerella2617@hotmail.com Amy McCluskey 4256149214

TRUE 04/01/20 11:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Safeway Sunset Bellingham The amount of people is not limited for the people 
within store which causes A LOT of people to be in 
the same space at the same time. Aisles to be 
overcrowded. Lines to be excessively long. Fred 
meyer on Bakerview is also this way.

marinayerkes@gmail.com Marina Emerson 3605100289

TRUE 04/01/20 11:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens Despite hair salons and barbers being closed, Petco 
has declared it will keep its salons open. The only 
reason this dog grooming salon is closed is because 
the groomers are keeping themselves home under 
the shelter in place guidelines.

davis_summer12@hotmail.com LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM



TRUE 04/01/20 11:51 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lincoln Military Housing 
Renovation

Lincoln Military Housing 5128 Pendleton Ave JBLM Lincoln Military Housing has continued and 
continues renovating homes in my community. 
Multiple homes are being renovated including a 
duplex home across the street from house. Each day 
20 trucks and a large number of workers gather to 
work on the houses across from my home. Making it 
difficult to avoid contact when leaving my home to go 
for a walk. These homes are vacant and has no 
urgent need of being renovated during this 
unprecedented time. The crew is not practicing 
social distancing and continue business as usual 
working together in close proximity.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cafe espresso 416 midway Grand Coulee Baristas high giving, “fist bumping” and other social 
contact unnecessarily with patrons. Not having 
gloves or masks either.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Espresso 416 Midway Ave Grand Coulee They are allowing all workers cramped in a small 
space and the teenage workers are handing coffee 
out without a mask with one foot. They will all get 
sick.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Brighton Supported Living 5300 Macarthur Blvd.  Suite 20qVancouver My daughter works for the buisness named above 
providing in home care. She just called me very 
concerned about the safety of their operating 
practices. One of her patients tested positive for 
covid last week and was placed in hospital. My 
daughter was sent home with a fever. The patient is 
now in hospice care and my daughter has been sent 
back to work without testing or proper ppe. I am 
making this contact myself to protect her from any 
possible retaliation at work. She and her coworkers 
have been provided with a single mask each and 
have been told to reuse the same masks on every 
shift. I am sufficiently literate and well informed 
regarding best practices to know that this is 
unacceptable for this kind of buisness, potentially 
putting the safety of both staff and clients at severe 
risk. I hope that swift action can be taken to prevent 
further harm and hold those responsible to account, 
while at the same time safeguarding my daughter 
from any negative consequences of having informed 
me. If I do not hear back from this office in the 
affirmative within 24 hours I will go up the chain of 
command there until satisfactor action is taken. 
Thank you for your hard work in these difficult times.

Lorenzobizbio@gmail.com Larry Buzbee 9162076340

TRUE 04/02/20 12:19 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Natural Body Works 13912 NE 20th Ave, Suite 105, Vancouver, WA 98686Vancouver They are massage and facial and are open CHRISTIERYAN1981@GMAIL.COMChristie Ryan +1 03606099167

TRUE 04/02/20 12:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Yakima neighborhood health 12 s 8th street Yakima Not 6 feet away in reception and pharmacy

TRUE 04/02/20 1:09 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Taco bell 322 Washington Ave S,  WA 98032Kent Employee tasted positived covid 19 and not letting 
other employees know, scare that they will not 
counting working.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:29 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco Dog Grooming 809 NE 45th St Seattle Dog grooming is not an essential service at this 
time! Yet Petco is still keeping their grooming salon 
open. The workers are not provided with proper 
protective gear, and conditions are disgusting. 
Nothing is available to sanitize surfaces and other 
items. Groomers are expected to answer the same 
telephone that the manager has been spitting into 
without any means of cleaning it!

The reception area is tiny, approximately 4 x 6‘. 
Petco claims that they are reducing the number of 
customers allowed in the grooming area, but they 
are not. they often have as many as five or six dogs 
coming in at the same time each with one or two 
owners. All expected to cram into that tiny space, 
which makes social distancing impossible.

The waiver form which must be signed is handed 
over, no gloves, who knows what is on that surface. 
The same pen is passed around from person to 
person to sign.

The employee restrooms are open to the public and 
homeless people are allowed to use it, leaving feces 
and used hypodermic needles all over.

These conditions are appalling, and would be 
concerning even if we weren’t in the middle of a 
pandemic but are horrific at this time.

Jaye@lowcountrybunny.com Jaye 8433453409 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 1:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Sterino Farms 5218 52nd St E, Puyallup Groups of people in close proximity mainly at food 
truck.

Leoh1992@gmail.com Leo 9512307547

TRUE 04/02/20 1:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license 1986 3011 E AUGUSTA AVE SPOKANE Bar is still functioning as normal. Several vehicles 
park in the back  and patrons arrive on foot. Knock 
on the back window to get let in. Bartender is behind 
the bar serving alcohol and there is over 10-15 
people in the bar. Most arrive after 5pm and dont 
leave until after 10pm. Photo and videos available as 
well as text from the bar stating their inside drinking. 
Jukebox is playing and the shades are pulled. Owner 
parks his Hummer out front. This needs to stop! 
They have been doing this every day since ordered 
to close their doors.

trcdjm@comcast.net Danielle Church 5099935226

TRUE 04/02/20 4:04 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Tempur Sealy 2626 Willamette Drive NE Lacey Company trying to exploit loopholes to remain in 
operation, though no essential function is being 
provided. Vulnerable employees.

consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 04/02/20 4:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Scoops 311 Beverly Rd Pittsburgh They are allowing large lines (greater than 10) to 
gather ordering food inside the very small 
establishment. I called for takeout and the said “we 
have to many in store we can’t do takeout orders” I 
went there to wait and order, and it never dropped 
below 10 people within one foot distance of each 
other, for over an hour then I left.

Anon Anon Anon

TRUE 04/02/20 4:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowe’s 3300 169th pl ne Arlington This store Is incredibly busy with people no one 
follows social distancing . They are busier then ever. 
On a Saturday it is like herding cattle down the aisle. 
They need to start enforcing a limit to how many 
people may enter . Or shut down non essential 
departments like garden and paint . This is 
dangerous to the employees and the community of 
people who are not listening to the state wide stay at 
home order we are inviting them in with sales and 
promotions, allowing them to touch everything and 
only sanitizing when the employees have a minute. 
It’s wrong and Lowe’s will not change they are 
making way to big of a profit off everything else 
being closed .

lindseyevangelista77@gmail.comLindsey Toth 9096993558

TRUE 04/02/20 5:49 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Marina Port of Bremerton 120 Washington Beach ave Bremerton The port at where I have a boat is being removed 
from its slip and put into a daily rate due to live 
aboard violations. The people on the boat are at risk 
from the virus And I work with at-risk children. If I 
don't move the boat from where it's at I'll be charged 
$27 a day in the new slip.

Mrsuperchicken@gmail.com John McDonald 3604478391

TRUE 04/02/20 6:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Boyd's plumbing inc 2744 Pacific Avenue se Olympia Workers performing non essential work at office and 
not following proper social distancing orders, putting 
people at risk including there own staff.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Janitorial, Cleaning AA Window and Gutter Cleaning 8826 122nd Ave NE Kirkland Owner Brett V. openly states "*Washington State's 
Stay Home order allows for maintenance of 
residences. We are still available to service your 
home*" on their Yelp site 
https://www.yelp.com/biz/aa-window-and-gutter-
cleaning-kirkland

undisclosed anonymous tip undisclosed

TRUE 04/02/20 6:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Tri-City Orthopaedic 6703 W Rio Grande Ave, Suite BKennewick They are accepting new patients for non-essential 
and non-emergency related reasons.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sea Mar Community Health Centers 1040 S Henderson St Seattle Most office no 6ft between employees, CEO over 65 
and entire Admin staff still coming to work as usual 
in the Care Center with no SD. HR, Accounting, 
Payroll building never sanitized and ALL employees 
expected to report.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:19 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Gig Harbor City of Gig Harbor 3510 Grandview Street Gig Harbor All employees have been deemed essential and has 
been taking on average 2 weeks to be approved for 
teleworking. All employees are not essential and is in 
direct violation  of the governor's order. For example, 
I am a secretary at said establishment and per the 
latest policy released by the city I am deemed an " 
emergency responder" and exempt from all federal 
mandates, which is completely ridiculous.

pookakelpie1@hotmail.com Maree' George 2533180765



TRUE 04/02/20 6:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Prestige care and Rehabilitation center 308 W Emma St. Yakima My grandma died yesterday morning from the 
corona virus. The staff are stating that the facility is 
isolated when I called day before I was directed to 
call upon arrival and someone would assist me to 
her window for safe protocol, when I arrived a 
different nurse answered the phone offered to let me 
in I refused, confused, asked to see her through her 
window as instructed. My mother was allowed in and 
out, she was provided masks gowns etc but I am 
concerned about the care of residents and public. 
The are allowing corona patients to have visitors in 
close contact. My grandma went in due to a broken 
hip and rehab and died there. She was supposed be 
on hospice while I was at the window a nurse 
brought her food when she was clearly in her final 
stages of life from what I can see from the window 
and heard that she told my mother she had to 
because it was the law. This all indicates that they 
are operating under guidelines only to stay under 
radar instead of correct procedures. There are big 
red flags here at this facility.

Bbsingrey@gmail.com Brittany Singrey 509-307-3373

TRUE 04/02/20 6:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Elixir 10427 W Aero Rd Spokane I have continued to witness multiple ( usually 4) 
Spokane county sheriff's sitting inside this 
establishment for coffee! Not only should they not be 
"dining" in, due to the size of the building I find it 
would be impossible that 4 people plus employees 
can be properly socially distanced. These people are 
supposed to be role models and lead by example. 
What does that say to the public when the police 
won't follow the rules!

curtiskinne@gmail.com Curtis Kinne 5099955322

TRUE 04/02/20 6:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - crafts and craft 
materials

Hobby Lobby, Michaels and Joann 
Fabrics

Silverdale Silverdale Hobby Lobby, Michaels, and Joann Fabrics sell 
items that are completely discretionary during this 
time, with the exception that some of the items they 
sell can be used to help cover the shortage of certain 
PPE gear. These stores have online retail capability, 
so people can obtain items without having to 
physically go to the store. By remaining open, these 
stores encourage the kind of shopping we want to 
avoid right now. At a minimum these stores should 
be required to constrain shoppers to curbside 
pickup, as so many other stores are doing.

klabertram@icloud.com Karen Bertram 2062579061 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ????? 5739 37th Ave S Seattle, 5739 37th Ave S
Seattle, WA  98118
United States

Lots of people working
TRUE 04/02/20 6:47 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction J Zwiercan Painting Inc 5784 Gallopo Rd North Port,  FL  34291-4748North port. Fl My boss did not provide us any security mask and 

gloves to be safety from covid 19.we dont have any 
Security

floridsky@gmail.com Arthur Latypov 9417867363

TRUE 04/02/20 6:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car Auction House ADESA SEATTLE 621 37th st NW Auburn This is a non essential business that is currently 
open and by doing this putting their workers at risk.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cannabis store The Green Door Seattle 828 Rainier Ave S Seattle Many people are there

TRUE 04/02/20 7:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Watts Specialties Inc 2323 E Pioneer # A Puyallup They state that they build cnc pipe cutting machines 
on their website

Pyrocamo115@gmail.com John doe 425-247-0185 dcarr@watts-specialties.com

TRUE 04/02/20 7:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping - lawn mowing 
and yard maintenance

Blacklotus landscaping 803 Dwight St Port Orchard Mowing lawns, weeding out planting beds at 1717 E 
16th street Bremerton, WA 98310

mmcclain@centurytel.net Misty McClain 360.271.7643

TRUE 04/02/20 7:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hayden homes 7800 Whimbrell Pasco Building non essential homes, several crews. Rpettyrussel@yahoo.com Russel petty 5099873542

TRUE 04/02/20 7:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping - lawn mowing 
and yard maintenance

Blacklotus landscaping 803 Dwight St Port Orchard Mowing lawns, weeding out planting beds at 1717 E 
16th street Bremerton, WA 98310

mmcclain@centurytel.net Misty McClain 360.271.7643

TRUE 04/02/20 7:30 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Venture Church 14616 35th Ave SE Mill Creek They are having different people not on church staff 
come in for video filming content, including 
children/teens. They are able to do much more from 
home and not include people who aren't on staff but 
are choosing to unnecessarily endanger others.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PGH Excavatng, Inc. 1891 Garrett Street Enumclaw Two days ago, PGH began demolition of a home 
located at 1408 21st Avenue, Seattle 98122.  They 
now appear to be beginning construction of new 
town homes on the site.  From my read of the 
Governor's Order, this work is considered non-
essential and should not be done at this time.  All 
other construction projects in my area are hold in 
compliance with the Governor's Order.

liz@liondogmusic.com Elizabeth Ruskin 206-322-1601

TRUE 04/02/20 7:38 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Winco 9900 19th Ave SE, Everett, WA 98208Evverett It is easy to stay 6 feet apart in the check out line, 
BUT they let as many people as they can bag the 
groceries themselves without any control of 
separation.  You could be 20" apart from the other 
guy bagging their groceries, AND facing each other!!
They need to change that to let only one person bag 
at a time.

jkrust@hotmail.com Jeff Rust

TRUE 04/02/20 7:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Aspen Dental 2402 s 1st Street Union Gap They told us as workers, that we would only see 
emergency patients due to the pandemic. My 
boss/owner of the business is a new owner and he’s 
been changing our schedule every day and pushing 
out emergency patients so we can do daily 
cleanings. I don’t mind doing them, but during a 
pandemic you should be home, I have two kids and 
I’m risking my life cleaning their teeth cause they 
don’t care about social distancing. My boss is just 
money hungry, he’s new and he bought the 
company during the pandemic. If I get sick I’m suing 
and I’m making sure everyone knows about this. 
Cause this isn’t right.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:45 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&M CONTRACTORS, LLC 3635 WOODLAND PARK AVE N, UNIT 516Seattle David Brown with this company called in a utility 
locate request, 20123587, through the WA 811 call 
center.  This work is to occur at 15th Ave NE and 
NE 155th St for:
REPLACE CURBS/GUTTERS/ADA & GRIND AND 
OVERLAY.  Seattle City Light utility locators are 
trained electrical cable splicers and linemen.  These 
non essential locates during shelter in place, places 
our critical employees at unnecessary risk.  Our 
Locators will be pulled back to field crews to provide 
and repair power for the City of Seattle if/when our 
field crews start testing positive.  WA 811, call 
before you dig, continues to process non-essential 
locate requests putting our employees at risk.  I 
would like to report this company please.

dawn.nelson@seattle.gov Dawn Nelson, SCL Network Supervisor206.730.1059

TRUE 04/02/20 7:48 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Municipality City of Spokane - Building Dept 808 W Spokane Falls Blvd Spokane Allowing renovation work to continue at all hotel 
projects in city. Doesnt seem very safe. Resources 
should be redirected to help the real cause.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:52 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business XO espresso Coffee Company 18600 US-2 Monroe Does not have a menu and does not serve food. 
Only serves drinks. Not essential and does not follow 
the 6 foot social distancing. Also not using gloves 
while making drinks or handling money.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Salon and Spa Collective 5145 Carillon Point Kirkland This is the corporate office for Gene Juarez salons. 
It has been occupied by management most days 
since the order was into effect.

9074144581

TRUE 04/02/20 7:52 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is making sick employees come to work 
no matter the situation. Very concerning since they 
go into homes with owners there and not to mention 
the health of other employees.  This company needs 
to stop doing what there doing.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is making sick employees come to work 
no matter the situation. Very concerning since they 
go into homes with owners there and not to mention 
the health of other employees.  This company needs 
to stop doing what there doing.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is doing business that does not seem 
essential to the public and is a hazard to the 
employees.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:59 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver "Non essential business" is open and letting sick 
employees come into work, very concerning for other 
employees that go into other houses and do work 
around other trades.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House cleaning Susan’s green cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle Multiple crews going house to house cleaning, 
potentially infecting every house.

info@susansgreencleaning.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copper basin construction 2621 s. Havana spokane Now they are stocking and installing 5 roofs next 
door on houses that are secure. No reason for them 
to still be here. They continue to work every day.  
Every Saturday and Sunday too

andre@smartfinishes.com andre miesch 5092164080

TRUE 04/02/20 8:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lux & Prim Nail Studio 910 SE everett mall way suite 105Everett She is still operating under the radar. Charging 
people who missed appointments during the ban.



TRUE 04/02/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Tri-City Orthopedic 6703 W Rio Grand Ave, Suite BKennewick This clinic in non-essential and is remaining open. 
Orthopedic medicine is elective medicine and is non-
essential. They are remaining open and forcing 
employees to come to work, even though they've 
already had one patient test positive for the 
coronavirus and another patient who is waiting for 
testing results.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Game Stop (gaming) Game Stop 1631 Del Prado Blvd S, Cape Coral I don't know why this store is still open and is clrearly 
not an essential business. Children are at risk not to 
mention the employees. Needs to be closed.

kittygio28@gmail.com Kitty Gio 847-812-1612 WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 8:07 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:09 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31 Vancouver Company is having sick employees show up no 
matter the cause, there are also sending those 
employees out into the field with no protection and 
having them work with other trades in the same 
building.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Joann's Fabric and Craft 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Not confirming to social distancing. States they are 
able to stay open due to providing fabric to make 
masks, yet hospitals are refusing to accept these 
masks.

revoircm@plu.edu Chelsea Revoir 2532282207 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Banks Lake Brew and Bistro 9701 Hwy 2 Coulee City Again today, this business continues to allow people 
to gather for coffee hour and or breakfast. Yes, they 
order to go or take out but consume coffee and or 
food inside the business. There is a drive through 
window, why is she letting people gather inside. At 
the very least the dining area should be taped off. 
Please check this out! People's health in our small 
community is at stake.

darilyn63@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:22 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett If the president finally ordered a national 30 day stay 
at home order, like the Surgeon General said he did, 
why is Boeing planning on returning to work next 
Wednesday (April 8th)? All the contractors working 
on construction there are notifying workers they plan 
on going back then too. Boeing is the largest 
employer in the region and they can't do social 
distancing there. We haven't even hit our peak yet 
and them opening will drive us over the top. This is 
insane. As a healthcare worker I am asking you 
PLEASE keep Boeing home for a few more weeks.

paulaskomski@gmail.com Paula Skomski 4252200595.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Oppressor Capitol Olympia Jay inslee  is not essential Concerned Citizen.com Concerned Citizen 3609024111

TRUE 04/02/20 8:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Golf Wing Point Country Club 811 Cherry Ave Bainbridge Island The Greenskeepers of Wing Point have been forced 
to work through the Coronavirus with the 
superintendent not believing it is true. They have not 
been following social distancing and are working 
through the virus despite being a non essential 
buisness

Chance (206)369-8240

TRUE 04/02/20 8:29 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PACE 11255 Kirkland Way #300 Kirkland Currently at an all company meeting and several 
staff are at the office to work and present at the 
meeting

TRUE 04/02/20 8:36 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other City of Burbank Parking Enforcement 275 East Olive Avenue Burbank Burbank Parking enforcement is not following social 
distancing guidelines while the city's office refuses to 
provide parking permits to residents. The parking 
enforcement is non-essential during this time while 
businesses are shutdown and residents are forced 
to stay inside. Instead, enforcement is potentially 
spreading Covid-19 while over zealously taking 
advantage of residents by issuing false citations for 
parked vehicles.

Ettedgui@me.com David Adam Ettedgui 213-422-4216

TRUE 04/02/20 8:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC construction Point Ruston Tacoma I love here at point Ruston and there are three 
current construction projects that are on going. One 
is market rate condos 1 million and up. Another is 
market rate apartments. Lastly, is a future 5 star 
hotel. Between these three projects there is well over 
100 non essential workers. This community is home 
to a 55+ community and hundreds of others that 
could be exposed by there actions.

Billy 206-552-3284

TRUE 04/02/20 8:42 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Corliss Resources Lake Tapps Hewy Sumner I called our mayors office yesterday to report this 
business. They advised me to file a complaint here. I 
witnessed this morning that Corliss has still not shut 
done his businesses. I have pictures from April 1-2 
of trucks coming and going from their plant. The 
gate has been open for weeks. He continues to 
break the law and has no regard for rules. I also 
drove up to the plant and several workers were still 
working. I cannot upload pictures here but feel free 
to contact me and I will send over pictures.

Knful@aol.com Kenneth Fulford 206309-5851

TRUE 04/02/20 8:46 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Childcare Most of them 1234 Lynnwood Most of these daycares have no essential worker 
bring their children, parents are bringing their kids 
just so they don't have to have them home which 
puts the children and teachers at high risks.
 Teachers are worried about their saftey.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pressure washing All about Service 12310 Hwy 99 Everett I see them driving around. info@allaboutservice.services

TRUE 04/02/20 8:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gym G standard 3602 s cedar st Tacoma The owner of this gym is still letting people in. He is 
calling his members and saying if you pay extra, you 
can work out. On their IG page, he keeps telling 
people to park elsewhere so cops don’t see.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 8:52 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther County Government Wilkes County DSS 304 College Street Wilkesboro This is a county government operation and has been 
deemed to be "essential," however I specifically work 
in the Adult Medicaid department. We have been 
instructed by DHB (NC Division of Health Benefits) 
not to take any further action with cases at this time. 
With that being said, it is a waste of time, money, 
and resources and furthermore it's causing over 
100+ employees to risk our safety to come to work 
while none of our normal duties can even be 
completed as it is currently "a state of emergency" 
and these clients will continue receiving benefits 
whether we're here or not. FNS and Family & 
Children Medicaid have been instructed similarly as 
well although I can't speak to all of that as I'm not in 
that department. Also, other surrounding DSS 
agencies have closed in this time. We currently have 
active cases of COVID-19 in our county and have 
already had 1 death this week.  Please instruct our 
local officials to take better care of their employees 
by either implementing some sort of "work from 
home," shift-work, or closing entirely to ensure that 
we are not at risk for either catching or carrying 
COVID-19 to our loved ones. Thank you for your 
time and consideration.

macigoulds@gmail.com Maci Goulds



TRUE 04/02/20 8:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Walking Service Sniff Seattle Dog Walkers 819 N. 49th St Suite 215 Seattle They are forcing every customer to take two walks a 
week or they will drop us as a customer, and they 
have not provided any clarification they have 
received from the original order stating that they are 
in fact essential.

davisdsu@gmail.com Drew Davis 3605280489 schedule@pugetpets.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Auto Detroit Axle 8 mile Detroit Workers still reporting to work,  working with 
shipments from China. Workers asked to park in 
back.

Deanna.brown7080@yahoo.comDeanna Brown 3137361459

TRUE 04/02/20 8:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Construction Everett Everett A lot people is working in her own car not a company 
car.
This most people still working in the construction.
They are not with the order mandatory.
In my opinion need security in the entry  on the 
freeway for each one.
Also some people are working with not legal permit 
and business license.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Iron Worker/Fabrication 
Shop

Aluminum and Bronze Fabricators 231 D St. NW Auburn The business in question does have contracts with 
places that would be considered essential but all the 
job sites are shut down due to Covid19. I'm not sure 
if that takes away our essential status. We are also 
not being given the Essential Worker paper slips. 
Lack of info from the employer is questionable and 
they get upset when you bring it up.

Lindallacy@yahoo.com J info@abfabricators.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Vibrations 4219 Sixth Ave SE Lacey I work near by and notice everyday but Sunday it’s 
open.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Internet.telecommunications Frontier Unknown Unknown Frontier communications is having technicians going 
into homes for non essential needs, for example 
speeding up internet (during these times even a 
higher speed, it will still be slow due to all the people 
working from home). They are not providing masks 
and putting technicians and customers at risk by 
having techs go into homes when not necessary.  
There are situations that would be necessary like no 
phone working, etc...but putting people at risk for 
internet speed is not ok.  The company gave all 
technicians a bar of soap and jug of water to keep 
safe

TRUE 04/02/20 9:04 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Bellingham Unsure Bellingham The city workers are spraying water all over the road Fuck you Inslee

TRUE 04/02/20 9:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Craft Store JoAnn Fabric 1840 W Francis Ave Spokane They remain open despite NOT being an essential 
business and are putting employees, customers at 
risk.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:10 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel/Cabins Betsey's Cabins 137 Big Creek Rd Ashford WA She is advertising on Facebook and her cabins are 
fully booked in April.

psallite@gmail.com Linda Parrish 2532419533

TRUE 04/02/20 9:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup Car wash open during this time of stay home stay 
healthy doing exterior washes. Owners have no 
regard for orders or employees

corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mauer construction 2011 west maxwell Spokane Not following social distancing requirements

TRUE 04/02/20 9:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther manufacturing Innovative Composite Engineering Main Street White Salmon It's not safe here.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:14 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Northend truck equipment 14919 40th Ave ne Marysville Last week the owner was building a flatbed to haul 
hay to feed the elk. The elk feed themselves they are 
wild animals! As of Friday is essential work Consist 
of packing up the shop to move to their sister 
company so instead of 40 people working with Daley 
he will be working with 80 people daily. There is 
nothing essential about what they are doing except 
exposing us all potentially. Please help!

sales@northendtruck.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Colvos Construction 711 Court C Tacoma This is a construction company that is performing 
commercial construction with well over 10 
employees at 205 Lake St. S., Kirkland, WA. They 
have been operating all week violating the governors 
direct order. All other commercial and residential 
construction in the city of Kirkland has ceased with 
the exception of this company performing 
nonessential work. Please shut down immediately 
and adhere to penalties.

jasoncoughlin@me.com Jason Coughlin 2067306368

TRUE 04/02/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail JoAnn Fabric 1840 W Francis Ave Spokane My friend’s mom is still reporting to work, and the 
business does not seem essential right now.

Nikki.hessner@outlook.com Nicole Hessner 5092179162 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:17 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aluminum & Bronze Fabricators 231 D st. N.W. AUBURN These owners are telling their employees they don't 
need Essential Worker Paperwork because they 
spoke to "someone" and their worker's don't need it. 
This ownership group is providing false information 
to law enforcement stating jobs they are working on 
are Essential, but all field jobsite are closed. You 
walk in the doors and employees are being made to 
build retail store staircases and doors for Expedia 
and Hermes. Nothing to do with anything close to 
Essential. This ownership group is knowingly and 
willingly exposing thier workers to health risks with a 
complete lack of concern for their wellbeing.

Fusionfabrication.llc@gmail.comCharles Martin 253-249-3208

TRUE 04/02/20 9:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Non-retail cannabis 
cultivation. Wholesaler

Onyx Agronomics 111 sargison loop Shelton Non retail cannabis grow is keeping routines 
unchanged, staff working elbow to elbow. 
Employees told to play it down. Misinformation about 
how corona spreads. Told employees it spreads 
mainly through surfaces. Processing department 
packed in together, it's on camera. Employees being 
fired for expressing concern about the business not 
taking it seriously.  This business is not looking after 
the safety of their employees or the community. 
Multiple people from multiple counties work in this 
building.

phillipswebber@gmail.com Jon Webber 3604027198

TRUE 04/02/20 9:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Pueblo Dental and Braces 1345 S Pueblo Blvd Pueblo dental office seeing patients without regard for 
patients and staff being exposed to co-vid19

TRUE 04/02/20 9:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra Const. Gen. Contrater 507 E. Riverside  ( aprox ) Spokane To many people in one building. Not able to stick to 
guidelines.

thomascassis@comcast.net Tom Cassi 509-703-8641

TRUE 04/02/20 9:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JO-ANN STORES, LLC. 5555 DARROW RD. HUDSON, OH Joann stores is still open and operational. This is a 
direct violation of Jay Inslees Stay-At-Home order 
and it is putting customers and employees at risk. 
Joann stores should not be operational and their 
employees need to be at home.

catcrogers320@yahoo.com Caitlin Rogers 5098185415 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:22 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction Ledcor 15446 Bel-Red Rd, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Construction project next to this address is open and 
large amounts of people are working on it.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business loves travel stop 1276 rush rd napavine I'm a new employee and they r not implementing 6 ft rulenelsenephillips@yahoo.com nelsene phillips 3606284403

TRUE 04/02/20 9:26 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business loves travel stop 1276 rush rd napavine I'm a new employee and they r not implementing 6 ft 
rule

nelsenephillips@yahoo.com nelsene phillips 3606284403

TRUE 04/02/20 9:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business El Padrino Panadería 530 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Self-service area for baked goods is enclosed 
allowing customers to continue sharing tongs, 
interact with other customers and exposure to all 
single-serve items.

capbengus@outlook.com Ismael Sixto-Sanchez 5093939352

TRUE 04/02/20 9:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business La cabaña carnicería 1501 west Pasco I walked in there yesterday to purchase food. But 
had to walk out the moment I saw about 20 people in 
a tight closed room where you have to sneak 
through by walking sideways. Children were in there 
with their parents as well. They need to limit the 
people one at a time.

ragenj2825@yahoo.com Norberto Jaimes 5098239282

TRUE 04/02/20 9:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JoAnns fabrics 1840 W Francis Ave Spokane I believe that this is a non-essential business and 
that they are breaking the stay at home order

beciswift@yahoo.com becky 5092309809 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Ankle and foot specialist of puget 
sound

2728 e. Main st Puyallup All week they have been open along with the dentist 
at 2903 E. Main .... I obey the orders but these 
business are above the law ?

TRUE 04/02/20 9:31 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other DSHS DDA Cherry St Seattle Public records request staff is being forced to work 
and come into the office to do so.

shpalko@hotmail.com Sharon Palko 3602590214.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Mckinstry 601 e  Riverside ave Spokane They’ve told us in meetings that we are not essential 
but are gonna work until they get shut down. We 
aren’t essential to them we’re sacrificial. This is a 
large job with many people coming and going.

Bxeberly509@gmail.com Bradley eberly 5092798172

TRUE 04/02/20 9:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business South Sound Behavioral Hospital 605 Woodland Square Loop Lacey 1.Not adhering to social distancing in meetings, 
consultations, groups, patient consultations.
2.Limited PPE for staff and patients. 
3 Unable to open windows so ventilation is 
questionable 
4 patients share rooms and bathrooms which can 
only be cleaned intermittently throughout the day
5 Some patients through no fault of their own cannot 
recognize and adhere to handwashing rules
6 common areas are too small to be able to respect 
6 ft rule
7 hand sanitizer on wall units are not filled with 
alcohol based sanitizer. 
8 handwashing stations difficult to use 
9 facility is continuing to admit patients daily with 
only screening questions and temperature.
10 staff continue to work while sick (unknown 
whether or not they have Covid-19)

For my own protection I wish to remain anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Crafted Design Build 2108 E JAMES ST Seattle Ongoing residential construction and landscaping meg.giske@gmail.com Meg Rice 2532795451



TRUE 04/02/20 9:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Dealership Audi Seattle 4701 11th Ave NE Seattle  Audi Seattle (and University Volkswagen and 
University Audi Lynnwood) is actively soliciting 
clients to come out for non-essential repairs. Email 
discounts, staff told to mine for business using 
previously declined work lists. They’re doing 
everything they can to increase business above 
essential work. 

katelynstephens@gmail.com Kate Stephens 9726895502

TRUE 04/02/20 9:38 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Stoneway Roofing Supply 19020 HWY 99, Lynnwood WA Fore the last 4 days they have been delivering 
roofing supply's to an address next to where I live 
and there is construction going on there

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com 4253099253

TRUE 04/02/20 9:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Stoneway Roofing Supply 19020 HWY 99, Lynnwood WA Fore the last 4 days they have been delivering 
roofing supply's to an address next to where I live 
and there is construction going on there

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com 4253099253

TRUE 04/02/20 9:39 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Grace Church 1232 SW Dash Point Road Federal Way Behind the church are basketball nets and the 
afternoon of April 1st people will playing basketball.  
On April 2nd, the Church had a Yard Maintenance 
team doing normal work (not essential repair work) 
like blowing the pavement.

erwin247@yahoo.com Charles Erwin 2069547088

TRUE 04/02/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabrics Joanns 1840 w. Francis ave Spokane This store is non essential Shu_shin@hotmai.com Tiana Byrd 5099908206 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Aussie pet mobile Unknown Bellevue Groomers and clients are unnecessarily risking 
exposure. For dogs to get baths...

Anonymous ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Real Homes 1833 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee This construction company is still working on the 
development in Malaga of multiple new homes even 
though this is not considered an essential service 
during this quarantine.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:47 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Everett Housing Authority Everett Housing 3107 colby Ave, Everett that are allowing construction at a property that they 
own next door to 10809 16th ave se  Everett WA, 
roofing cottages fore the last 4 days tearing roofs off 
and putting new ones on they just started 4 days ago 
they have 5 buildings to do

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com Mathew Brunelle 4253099253

TRUE 04/02/20 9:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview While the management at this store is actively 
promoting social distancing between its employees 
they are not doing so with the customers that enter 
the building. They are not limiting the amount of 
people allowed in the building ether.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther dealership Airstream Adventures 27222 Covington Way SE Covington All vehicle dealerships have shut down... so why is 
this one still open ? RV's are not essential !

TRUE 04/02/20 9:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Bai Tong Thai - Tukwila 16876 Southcenter Parkway Tukwila My husband picked up our to-go order on Monday, 
May 30th at appx 6:15pm.  Everyone was crammed 
together in one area waiting for their food.  There 
was not 6' between everyone nor did they have any 
system set up to do so.  He wasn't impressed and 
we don't plan to do business with them ever again.

laurap@underkittysupervision.comLaura Pervier 206-244-9224

TRUE 04/02/20 9:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Office Parking Garage IPM Seattle 800 1st Ave Seattle The parking garage is continuing to charge for 
parking spaces when the building is essentially not 
being used.  Basically taking advantage of small 
businesses who are cancelling leases, but being 
charged the 30 day advance notices.

marc@55zero.com 55zero Management 206.661.2810

TRUE 04/02/20 10:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Gov Unknown Olympia Inslee taking advantage of the pandemic and making 
unconstitutional laws without a vote of the people. 
Forcing people to tattle on others just trying to 
support their families. Inslee you sir are non 
essential!

Mickeymouse.com Kick Rocks Inslee you scum! 55555551234

TRUE 04/02/20 10:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Lowe's Home Improvement 2700 Rainier Ave S Seattle Business is allowing the purchase of non essential 
items and is not limiting the amount of people within 
the building. Store was overcrowded.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:03 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 3540 Factoria Boulevard SE Bellevue The grooming salon part of the store is still open and 
grooming pets. If anything comes about this I would 
like my name not to be used as I do work for the 
company and don’t want to jeopardize my job.

Kasigiles@gmail.com Kasi Giles 4256916393

TRUE 04/02/20 10:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Small manufacturing 
company

OSW Equipment and Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish The company repairs large trucks.  The company is 
not enforcing or practicing COVID19 safety 
measures. The workers are being told they need to 
report to work despite any personal concerns.

mstmiller1223@gmail.com Tammy Miller 2065017259

TRUE 04/02/20 10:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Kid clothing & toy 
consignment

Once Upon a Child 11505 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver They are still open. Only sell children’s consignment 
clothing and toys.

ashtino4@hotmail.com Ashley D'Agostino 3609752680 ouac-corporate-operations@ouac.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Spokane Digestive Center 105 W 8th Ave Suite #6010 Spokane Medical facility is scheduling colonoscopy's and 
routine patient visits. Employees did not practice 
social distancing with, with no masks or gloves.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Royal Construction Group LLC 1602 MARKHAM AVE NE Tacoma Construction workers doing framing work on a 
duplex being built behind 1902 12th Ave, in Milton. 
When asked by another neighbor why they were 
working, they stated they were essential because 
they are in construction.

greengables@rocketmail.comJacki Strader 206-501-6630

TRUE 04/02/20 10:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Pet Grooming 
Owner Ana Allison

Aussie Pet Mobile All around King County Bellevue, Seattle, Edmonds, Renton, Mercer Island, North Bend,Ana Allison the franchise owner keeps her staff and 
other at risk with non essential grooming. People 
can wait 4, 8, 12 weeks to have a pet groomed. If 
something is severe, they can take the pet to a 
veterinarian for grooming. Please stop this business.  
 Thank you

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 10:07 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Super store Walmart Supercenter #2549 9212 N Colton St Spokane Employees clustered together behind the customer 
service counter and gathering elsewhere. Although 
they have sneeze guards at some of the registers, 
they don't have any at customer service. Customers 
are shopping in groups and clusters. There are 
employees and customers clearly exhibiting signs of 
illness, cough, sweating (possible signs of fever) etc. 
that are not being asked to leave.

janedoe@janedoe.bus Jane Doe 5555555555

TRUE 04/02/20 10:07 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Klickitat County Public Works 100 Block of S. Columbus Goldendale The County and its contractors are set to proceed 
with the new construction of a brand new annex 
building on monday the 6th. if you wont allow private 
contractors to build the government ones should 
have to wait as well

TRUE 04/02/20 10:08 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Super store Walmart Supercenter #5883 5025 E Sprague Ave Spokane Employees clustered together behind the customer 
service counter and gathering elsewhere. Although 
they have sneeze guards at some of the registers, 
they don't have any at customer service. Customers 
are shopping in groups and clusters. There are 
employees and customers clearly exhibiting signs of 
illness, cough, sweating (possible signs of fever) etc. 
that are not being asked to leave.

janedoe@janedoe.bus Jane Doe 5555555555

TRUE 04/02/20 10:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Gym/fitness studio Performance Ranch 5701 Carmel Ave NE, Suite CAlbuquerque There is a lot of customer traffic going in and out of 
the gym.  They have a sign on the door asking 
people to wait in their car, wash their hands, and 
take their temperature.  But, I think they are still in 
violation, since they are a non-essential business 
and there may be more than 5 people in there at one 
time.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:15 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther city organization The City of Kennewick 210 W 6th Ave Kennewick My husband works here so I appreciate discretion. 
The City Manager, Marie Mosely and the Director of 
IT, Christina Palmer, are not allowing employees to 
telecommute although they can. An employee's wife 
was exposed to a positive COVID-19 patient and 
now has to self-isolate. His manager had to argue 
for him to telecommute instead of being expected to 
use his vacation time. They are also holding 
meetings and not complying with the 6-ft distance 
rules. An employee who is immunocompromised 
and on dialysis was only allowed to telecommute 
after submitted a letter from his doctor stating he is 
high risk. This is the IT dept and they have ability to 
telecommute. Thanks for your attention.

jenreed35@yahoo.com Jennifer Reed 5092057054

TRUE 04/02/20 10:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Sales Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett They have positive coronavirus cases. They ship 
toys. They are still NOT essential. Gov. Inslee has 
said that Toy companies are not essential. Turn off 
their utilities if they don't comply with Gov. Inslee's 
State Wide order!

E 360-814-4137 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko is a business that sells collectible figurines 
and they refuse to close down operation even though 
someone got the coronavirus and its a warehouse 
full of over 50 people.

joe3903deane@gmail.com Joseph Deane 4259537559 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AA Asphalting 14720 Puyallup st Sumner AA Asphalting restores the roads and makes the 
road look good after work has been done by gas and 
power. This is not essential to make a road look 
“good” right now. Before they go out to do their work, 
there is a temp patch in the road that can last for 
years that the gas and power companies have 
installed. AA simply restores the road to make the 
road look nice, they do NOT do emergency jobs. 
Therefore, they are risking the lives of their 
employees and their employees families by staying 
open. The work they do can always wait. It is not a 
priority at this time.



TRUE 04/02/20 10:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Seattle Veterinary Specialists BluePearl 11814 115th Ave NE BLDG JKirkland This is a speciality veterinary hospital with an 
emergency department.
Of course for emergent and essential cases the 
hospital must stay open. But in the case of specialty 
departments with non emergent and non essential 
patients (of which there are many) they are still 
seeing. The management team is pushing all staff to 
maintain their normal schedules. They are wasting 
PPE and endangering clients and staff by not 
moving to a skeleton crew.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Aussie pet mobile Not listed Tacoma Grooming dogs and cats, exposing workers and 
customers unnecessarily.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 10:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kattys beauty salon 8034 orangewood ave Stanton Alot of people inside beauty salon , nonessential 
place open everyday

Kborquez40@gmail.com Karla b 9287150921

TRUE 04/02/20 10:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Jaclyn Navarre Esthetics 10302 111th Ave ne Kirkland People are still coming in and out of the house daily 
for appointments.

Jells827@yahoo.com Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 10:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing - boat 
building

Nichols Brothers Boat Builders 5400 Cameron Road Freeland No social distancing measures in place during the 
work day.  Not sure this is an essential business.

arcane@whidbey.com Jeff Holtby 360.321.7203

TRUE 04/02/20 10:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness business Anytime fitness 7104 265th st nw Stanwood wa People are entering this business during all hours 
and working out using the equipment and not 
heeding he closed signs. We hear them dropping 
weights at all hours of the night. This business 
needs to deactivate the doors from being allowed to 
open to people please!

Tenawisle@icloud.com Tena Entwisle 4253148005 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 401 NE 137th Avenue Vancouver Housing construction in progress at DR Horton 
project at NE 4th Street and NE 137th Avenue, 
Vancouver WA  98684

montre2ecs@aol.com Ross Montgomery 360-892-1968

TRUE 04/02/20 10:30 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Redmond Parks and 
Recreation / Lydig Construction

3180 139th Ave SE #110, Bellevue, WA 98005Redmond I am concerned about my brother working in 
construction. He is working at a community center in 
Redmond that has been closed for over a year. He’s 
been working there for about six months. He does 
not feel his job is essential and does not Want to put  
 him and his family at risk. I don’t think his job is 
essential right now per what is explained in the stay 
at home order and essential businesses.

Taylor.carrie79@gmail.com Carrie Taylor 425-346-0895

TRUE 04/02/20 10:32 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr SW Lakewood Staff at district office are required to come to work 
every day; very few are essential and those that are 
essential could do the essential work by coming to 
work once a week.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:34 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Non essential business - holding onto people for not 
having the privilege of being born in the US. 
Overcrowding makes it impossible to social distance.

Bytecarter@gmail.com Carter Anderson N/a

TRUE 04/02/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Plantscapes 1127 Poplar Place S., Seattle WA 98144Seattle Non essential cosmetic landscaping, large groups adeedon28@gmail.com Amber McLaughlin 2066516688

TRUE 04/02/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vintage furniture and 
goods, also hosts a 
coffee/chocolate bar

Saltwater Vintage 18825 Anderson Parkway Poulsbo They are advertising all of their products on their 
social media accounts, as well as mentioning they 
are open for coffee and chocolate service.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Dog Rescue Welfare for Animals Guild (WAG) 751 McComb Road Sequim Direct violation of "Stay at Home" order. Volunteers 
still working.  No sanitization.  No social distancing.  
People from all over Washington adopting out 
animals.  Ranch Manager and President bringing 
dogs in from all over the State and taking dogs to 
Seattle WA.  Hiring King County employee to move 
to Sequim.

I am a current volunteer with WAG witnessing direct violation of Stay at Home order.  Wish to remain anonymous360-460-3182

TRUE 04/02/20 10:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric, crafts Joann’s Fabrics 15236 aurora ave Shoreline Entire chain of stores is open claiming they sell 
fabric so people can make masks. Stores are full of 
people not following social distancing and risking 
employees health

funpupps@gmail.com Barb felts 2068520305 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:45 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governors office Governors office You know You know You and your office are violating the Constitution of 
the United States.

Ehst@broadstripe.net The silent majority no longer

TRUE 04/02/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All star Fencing Unknown Spokane These people get a fence built but me and my Wife 
have to wait for our house to be finished??

Mvg2317@gmail.com Mike Van Guilder 5092700877

TRUE 04/02/20 10:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screen Printing Brist Mfg 4208 Meridian St. STE 102 Bellingham Business is deeming itself "essential" and inviting 
employees back into the workplace. This is counter-
productive to everyone's health just to make hats for 
other non-essential businesses.

Dont want to get in trouble if they eventually offer me back a job when this is overbrendan@bristmfg.com 5/4

TRUE 04/02/20 10:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center Factory fitness 4940 Auto center Blvd. Bremerton They have taken Extreme measures to stay open- 
they have covered the windows with black paper, 
has cars parked out front from a car rental agency 
but are using the gated parking area in the back for 
people to park and a entrance through the back 
door. The people that use the facility have their own 
card which acts as a key, so there isn’t employee’s 
working inside. I doubt anyone will open the door. If 
someone concealed themselves I’m sure they would 
see the traffic going in and out. 
I do not want to leave my information because I don’t 
want any kind of retaliation to come my way.

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:52 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Orting School District City of Orting 110 Train St. SE Orting The Orting Citizens Blotter reported the following:  
"As teachers and staff at Orting Schools, we really 
miss our students.  So tomorrow, Friday April 3, we 
will be coming to your neighborhood in an informal 
parade!  
Our general flight plan is as follows:
10:35- Carbon River/Rivers Edge
10:50- Village Green
11:05 Whitehawk
11:20 North Side of Downtown
11:30 South Side of Downtown/Callistoga/Meadows
11:50 Hidden Lakes/ Deer Run
12:10 Buttes
12:35 Patterson
1:00 Prairie Ridge
Come out onto your sidewalks and lawns and 
driveways and wave hello!  Just be sure to keep 
social distancing! Hope to see you".  This seems to 
be a violation of banning unnecessary public 
gatherings.

laceykathy@comcast.net Kathy Evans 360-923-2527

TRUE 04/02/20 10:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Glass accessories for 
smoking

Mary Jane's House of Glass 1708 E st Washougal Open yesterday which was April 1, 2020 drdonaldjparker Dr Donald Parker 3606075767 info@mjhog.com 5/1 duplicate

TRUE 04/02/20 10:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Virginia's Pet Salon 18609 76th Ave West  Suite ELynnwood She is open for business when others in the same 
business are following the "stay at home" rule.  This 
is a non-essential business according to the city and 
the state.

vlangeberg@outlook.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sophia Lash Bar  operates by Sophia 
Malonzo

Unknown Port orchard advertising still working on her Instagram account: 
quote “hi ladies I’m still doing lashes at this time as 
long as you’re healthy and not showing any 
symptoms when I see you. Stay safe and Wash your 
hands”

Also I ran this name and this person does not have a 
business license or esthetician license to even be 
doing this kind of work.

Linsmomm@aol.com Jennifer  whittaker. , Licensed esthetician not working360-621-8098

TRUE 04/02/20 10:57 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Marijuana novelty glass 
store

Mary Jane’s House of Glass 1708 E Street Washougal They have signage that they are open 9am-9pm and 
their open sign is on.  How is a marijuana glass store 
essential?  They have been open all along despite 
the Governor’s stay at home law.

kris.hammond@icloud.com Kristine Hammond 3609800839 info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ace services WA LLC 2103 perch ave Moses Lake I work at Lowe’s and this business shows up every 
single day to buy supplies to perform nonessential 
work. I work in the dept where they shop and see 
what they are buying so I know when they are 
building a deck, it’s not essential. Almost all the 
traffic coming through Lowe’s is NOT essential. 
Lowe’s is privileged to be open yet they are taking 
advantage of the situation and causing more harm 
than help. By far. Please help, so many construction 
companies are still operating when they shouldn’t be 
allowed to operate because Lowe’s is encouraging it. 
Some Lowe’s stores had posters say saying “stuck 
at home? How about a new color?” Lowes 
attempting to sell more paint. Also, we shouldn’t be 
running promotions to encourage traffic! How much 
are profits worth more than people? I don’t feel like 
an essential worker, I feel like an expendable worker. 
This is not right.

minsell@gmail.com Matthew Insell 561-699-8839

TRUE 04/02/20 11:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther gym Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th Street Bellevue Continues to operate.  Holding training classes of 
10+ people, stating they are physical therapy.  
Witnessed 12 athletes training with weights, sharing 
towels, equipment.  Not physical therapy.  Many 
Seahawks are there training.  PLEASE SHUT THIS 
BUSINESS DOWN.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joanns 2217 NW 57th St Seattle Business is still open, they are operating curbside 
pickup. Employees still have to have contact with the 
public.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Parr lumber 4111 e Francis ave Spokane This is a non essential business that is gathering too 
many people and not following parodical of sanitation.

Lindseyraemal@gmail.com Lindsey Maloney 5095702276



TRUE 04/02/20 11:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other UPS UPS algona-Pacific building 244 Roy road sw Pacific Business is not implementing social Distancing 
people are gathering in large groups.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:07 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vapo shop XHale vapor and smoke 50 148th Ave SE Bellevue, WA  98007 United StatesBellevue Doing business gracevh@hotmail.com Grace Van Houten 4252136393

TRUE 04/02/20 11:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Rope Manufacturing Samson 2090 Thornton St Ferndale Multiple confirmed covid cases. Staggering breaks 
but remaining open.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Spa Pure Escape Medical Day Spa 13106 SE 204TH ST SUITE 202KENT The owner is allowing her esthetician and massage 
therapists to work and encouraging them to work as 
much as possible. She is also talking about asking 
her nail person to come in and offer to do nails and 
make money while their nail salon is shut down.

corinnpilbro@yahoo.com Corinn

TRUE 04/02/20 11:19 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther transit pullman transit 775 NW Guy St., Pullman, WA 99163pullman ,washington not limiting number of riders---    social distance is 
not happening
riders go from WSU campus to Walmart- if covid 
spreads  in pullman 
this will be a primary way

TRUE 04/02/20 11:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Hillbilly hotties 15315 SR-99 Lynnwood There is no food being served nor a menu showing 
that they serve food. They only serve coffee not food.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:22 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma With the recent passing of HB 2640, I know NWDC 
is a non-essential business that violates zoning 
regulations and poses a chronic public health 
nuisance. 

zialaboff@gmail.com Zia Laboff 2066593699

TRUE 04/02/20 11:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle sales Allsport Polaris 19505 E Broadway Ave Liberty Lake Selling motorcycle without social distancing Harrison6714@msn.com R Harrison 5092173098

TRUE 04/02/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hayden Homes LLC 14614 E Sanson Ave Spokane Valley There are many small residential contractors that are 
obeying the law at a substantial loss to their income.  
Large companies like Hayden Homes think they 
don't have to obey the law and are out working on 
homes like nothing is going on.  They are not just 
finishing homes, they are starting new ones.   We all 
want this to end so we can get back to work.  
Spokane County is full of contractors out working on 
non-essential projects.  Let's crack down on these 
selfish businesses so that it is fair for all contractors 
please.

rdriggin@live.com Donna Riggin 5093896100

TRUE 04/02/20 11:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse riding lessons Brindle Ridge Farms 3000 NW 299th St Ridgefield Conducting business as if nothing is happening with 
COVID-19 & children are close together. Many cars 
in the parking lot & large groups of people.

GC211 Caller wishes to remain anonymous1-(360) 931.1867

TRUE 04/02/20 11:24 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank Chase 100 SE 192nd Ave Vancouver Large number of persons inside the building and no 
enforcement of social distance of 6ft

TRUE 04/02/20 11:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other meat processor Tyson Fresh Foods 13983dodd rd wallula people have been tested at this location and a lot of 
people are attending being sick I understand theyre 
essential place but they need to be disinfecting with 
all this people being sick and people have been 
tested positive and they're still running without being 
disinfected my husband is currently home sick from 
pneumonia and he will be home for approximately 3 
weeks and I wouldn't want him to go back to work 
and get sick again. because they're not disinfecting 
properly from what's going on

TRUE 04/02/20 11:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Killa Bites 510 Pioneer Street Ridgefield Many health violations. Sanitizing is not being 
performed. Employees are told to only wash their 
hands for 10 seconds. Business has ants. Super 
unhealthy business practices. Employees are not 
practicing social distancing. Mop heads are being 
washed in food prep sink.

GC211 Caller wishes to remain anonymous1-(360) 931.1867

TRUE 04/02/20 11:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther massage Spa Lin asian massage 5218 S Tacoma way Tacoma Massage is very contagious in close contact and 
every customer lies at the same table. Every 
massage shop is closed, only she is open all the 
time.

2234612677@qq.com Lily

TRUE 04/02/20 11:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Paper Mill Packaging Corporation of America 31831 W Highway 12 Wallula There has been a confirmed case of an employee 
testing positive for the virus. Employees have been 
given false information about this situation. The 
employee did have symptoms while at work but it 
has been reported to all other employees that this 
individual was home when they first contracted 
symptoms. Work is to be continued as normal. 
Currently there is extra work being performed that is 
causing 20-30 plus people to work in close proximity 
of each other which is a health violation. They claim 
we are essential but at the same time continue to 
look the other way when it comes to health and 
safety of its employees.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Royal Construction Group LLC 6716 E Side Dr NE Tacoma I submitted a complaint about this company earlier 
this morning. I was able to find the phone number 
for the owner and called him.  He agreed to shut 
down the work and his crew left the job site within an 
hour after my call.  I wish to withdraw my complaint.

greengables@rocketmail.comjacki strader 206-501-6630

TRUE 04/02/20 11:30 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Florist The flower pot 1254 mt St. Helens way Castle rock Still allowing customers in her store and sending 
deliveries

TRUE 04/02/20 11:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber The painted nail too 151 S Oak st Colville They are a none essential business that sees many 
clients a day. If one of them were to get infected it 
could infect up to 30 people a day.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Parr Lumber 6400 E 18th St Vancouver Why is this business still open, sending employees 
out for deliveries, returns, e.t.c.?

bsmith013004@gmail.com Brooke 13605181165

TRUE 04/02/20 11:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Terry Family Clinic 4340 Pacific Hwy Bellingham Customers are coming and going from this location. Katy

TRUE 04/02/20 11:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bird seed store Wild Birds unlimited 19677 State rt  2 Monroe customers are going into store. katy

TRUE 04/02/20 11:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Erupted vapor 2700 NE Andresen RD A7 Vancouver This business has been open every day since the 
order for non essential businesses to close was 
started.  They have people in their store daily.

Jjpoe21@gmail.com Jennifer poe 360-688-3455

TRUE 04/02/20 11:38 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Government Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The services of NWDC are not essential at any time, 
and certainly not during a pandemic. They need to 
be shutdown.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:39 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 3540 Factoria Blvd SE C Bellevue Grooming salon still open and taking clients. elissa.camarata@gmail.com Elissa Camarata 2067872019 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 11:41 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction belfor property restoration 2024 3rd avenue seattle Beflor is doing construction work inside 2024 3rd 
Ave in downtown Seattle, WA  in violation of the 
governor's order.

anonymous@anonymous.comanonymous 206-436-8668

TRUE 04/02/20 11:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Dog groomer that is still open for business AP@DOWNTOWNDOGLOUNGE.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 11:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vapor store Callow Vapor 324 N Callow Bremerton They are operating out of the store when they should 
be closed. They are doing curbside pickup. One of 
them is drinking alcohol inside the store during 
business hours.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Academy of Canine Behavior 4705 240th St SE, Bothell, WA 98021Bothell Dog groomer that is still open for business info@aocb.com

TRUE 04/02/20 11:44 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car wash Wash Me Mobile Detailing 12601 NE 107th Way Vancouver Owner is washing customers cars at his house and 
going to customers houses to wash their cars

TRUE 04/02/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo I have seen this business operate as normal, not 
following the social distancing requirements, 
continuing to work on roofs and it is very 
uncomfortable for our community.  I walk my dog 
regularly and have seen Integrity LLC continue 
working on houses.  Friends of mine have also 
complained about work that is being done.  Please 
look into, I prefer to stay anonymous. I am trying to 
be a good samaritan and make sure our community 
stays safe.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:47 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Leavenworth Golf Club Icicle Road Leavenworth A lot of activity at the club house, maintenance 
facilities and out on the course, including golfing, 
every day.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma People are in tight quarters, denied sanitation 
necessary

Wzieve@gmail.com Wendy Zieve 2062932393

TRUE 04/02/20 11:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Karen’s Family Haircuts 1351 E 38th St Tacoma Business is still operating,  there is a sign in the 
window saying closure but they are still accepting 
customers. This business has never followed the 
rules, and never will.  It’s very frustrating that my 
friends and family have been forced out of work. 
Only to have people come and go all day long,  
multiple people at a time.  This business should have 
its license revoked permanently and be forced to 
return the garage space back to a garage.

ganthonypatten@gmail.com Gary Patten 2533473697

TRUE 04/02/20 11:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Isabells Coffee 308 Lopez Road Lopez Island I don’t see how a coffee shop is an essential 
business.

Rather@notsay.com Rather not say 3605551212



TRUE 04/02/20 11:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware, appliances, and 
constrution materials

Home Depot 21750 Market Pl NW Poulsbo The store was as crowded as on a summer Saturday 
afternoon. Packed. Non-employees were 
demonstrating air conditioners.  Kids, infants were in 
shopping carts as parents strolled around. There 
was no social distancing whatsoever in any part of 
the store.  There were long lines at checkout, and 
people were right up close to one another. It's not 
about essential supplies; it's more about recreation. 
The store's a germ factory. If you really want it to be 
about essentials only, have people call ahead, pay by 
card, and have boxes put into their cars at the curb.  
Don't let anyone except employees enter the store.

lcl@mit.edu Lisa Lewis 206-842-6924

TRUE 04/02/20 11:57 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other UW Arboretum UW Arboretum Madison and Lake WA Blvd Seattle I wanted to report that I was in the UW Arboretum 
on April 1 from 4:30-5:30 and saw people using the 
soccer fields to play a soccer game (located at 
Madison Ave and Lake Wa Blvd).  This was a group 
of 15 college aged students, in addition to a group of 
5 elementary aged children who had a soccer 
practice happening with their coach.

I am requesting that, at a minimum, the nets be 
removed since this is now an ‘attractive nuisance’ 
and a community health hazard.

podavis@aol.com Polly Davis 206-992-5175

TRUE 04/02/20 11:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership BMW of seattle 1002 airport way s Seattle I’ve observed groups of sales people/employees 
congregated inside the dealership.

Megschmitt@icloud.com Meg 8457810960

TRUE 04/02/20 12:00 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mine Safety and Health 
Administration

MSHA Kent, Washington Federal Government Inspectors are being deployed all over Washington 
State.  The inspector I was confronted with lives in 
Seattle.  When I asked why he was violating the 
"Stay at Home Order", he responded that "Federal 
trumps State" and they did not have to abide by this.  
It became obvious to me that MSHA, who is 
supposed to protect employees, has no concern for 
our protection or well being.  It is all about money 
attributed to their fines.

cdtewalt@frontier.com Charles Tewalt 360-708-7242

TRUE 04/02/20 12:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lincoln Park Lincoln Park 8011 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle Bikers on Lincoln Park trails are NOT respecting 6 
foot social distancing or 5 mph speed limits, 
potentially shedding virus on pedestrians.  I have had 
a number of  interactions in the last 2 days with 
bikers who would not maintain adequate social 
distancing when requested, and was threatened and 
ridiculed today when I tried to distance myself from a 
fast biker.   They have bike lanes to ride in  - keep 
the  trails safe for pedestrians.  Please consider 
more signs or ban them entirely in Lincoln Park for 
the sake of walkers and those of us over 60 who are 
trying our hardest to stay healthy!!  Thank you for all 
you do to help keep us as safe as possible.

mjbukovic@aol.com Mary Jo Bukovic 360-259-1622

TRUE 04/02/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real Estate NW MLS 11430 NE 120th St Kirkland NW MLS is sending out misinformation deeming 
that home staging is essential. Below is the 
information they sent in a recent news letter on 4/1:

"Can stagers stage homes and remove furniture 
from a listing during the Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
Order? (Revised April 1, 2020)

Yes.  Information concerning real estate services 
indicates that staging a home and removing staging 
items is now permitted.  Like all other in-person 
activities, staging activities must be by appointment, 
a total of no more than two people may be at 
property at any one time, and those two people must 
adhere to strict social distancing guidelines 
established by the CDC.  Sellers should vacate the 
property prior to any staging activities."

atwildesign@gmail.com Taylor Atkinson 206.636.9697

TRUE 04/02/20 12:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Paper Tiger Coffee Roasters 703 Grand Blvd Vancouver They’re allowing folks to come in and out without 
appointments, and proper distance is impossible to 
maintain because of the size of the shop.

Gummybear4567@gmail.comKelly Kleidon

TRUE 04/02/20 12:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Paper Tiger Coffee Roasters 703 Grand Blvd Vancouver They’re allowing folks to come in and out without 
appointments, and proper distance is impossible to 
maintain because of the size of the shop.

Gummybear4567@gmail.comKelly Kleidon

TRUE 04/02/20 12:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Supplier Joann Fabrics and Crafts 1840 W Francis Ave Spokane Joann's is not an essential business. This company 
is putting employees at risk of both catching and 
spreading COVID - 19 by staying open.

ctkohler@gmail.com Chase Kohler 5099530653 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 12:16 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is a non-essential business that does 
not practice social distancing. Having people in close 
quarters, with guards that come and go from the 
site, is a health concern and affects ouu public 
safety.

cfkotarski@gmail.com Casimir Kotarski

TRUE 04/02/20 12:18 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Blue Origin 21218 76th Ave S Des Moines I'm worried about repercussion so I will not be 
leaving my name. 15 people meetings are being held 
everyday, fairly open. People my be forced to travel 
to Texas or risk their job for a "tourist" vehicle 
launch. While leaders deny this that's not the 
sentiment being given down. Desk situations do not 
follow social distancing for employees still here. 
Feels like a lack of concern for employees working 
on parts that are questionable as "essential".

TRUE 04/02/20 12:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other USS JIMMY CARTER USN Bremerton Bremerton Commanding Officer of Jimmy Carter is having non 
essential people come to work when they don’t 
NEED to. He is upset that the shipyard timeline is 
falling behind and is punishing sailors for it. 
The NAVY has ordered commanding officers to not 
do a physical fitness assessment this cycle to allow 
social distancing but he’s ordering us to do it 
anyways. 
His actions are dangerous to our community and our 
state.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:21 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stevens county public works 185 E Hawthorne Ave Colville WA State workers are at home during quarantine but 
local county workers have to work when they 
shouldn’t be working. Office workers, engineers, and 
non active construction workers should not be 
working in a office. The leadership is literally sitting 
with their hands under their butts waiting for staff to 
get infected. Which in turn I am a wife of a worker 
that is 100% disabled veteran with autoimmune 
issues that will die if I get covid-19. This is negligent 
leadership. The persons acting as director is buddy 
buddy with the commissioner staff that is corrupt 
and under scrutiny and investigation. Please help.

Agentdaisy@gmail.com Kimberly Perrigo 4252810354

TRUE 04/02/20 12:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Joann's fabric and crafts stores 2725 Harrison Ave NW # 500, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia Joanne's, Michael's and hobby lobby are NOT 
ESSENTIAL businesses and should be closed 
immediately!  They sell crafting supplies!

yuyo54@gmail.com Jackie 4065969990

TRUE 04/02/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cloise & Mike Construction, Inc. 4158 State HWY 16 W Bremerton They had about 6 trucks and a dozen employees 
doing a roof replacement in our neighborhood 
yesterday and still going on today. Non of the 
workers were observing social distancing and it was 
a non essential roof replacement as our houses are 
only 15 years old and in good shape.

annoyed&worried C

TRUE 04/02/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Haider Construction 5607 244th St SW #5448 Mountlake Terrace van is outside neighbors home and they are doing 
general contracting- remodeling a bathroom- home 
has several working bathrooms and upgrading front 
door.

laciecox23@gmail.com Lacie Cox 4257897420

TRUE 04/02/20 12:23 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction a whole bunch of schools casinos and 
drive through restaurants

23444 30th ave s algona All these contractors are open everywhere doing 
construction. We need a clear announcement of 
what is ok.

charlie@southgate.com charlie harrington 2532632389

TRUE 04/02/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business 1958 3919 S. Edmunds St. Seattle Full Circle is an organic grocery / farm delivery 
service. I am fine with that, but for the past week 
they have been sending people door to door in 
Columbia City (Seattle) soliciting new subscriptions. 
This does not seem to fall under social distancing or 
essential services. They came to my door a few days 
ago, and just now someone posted on the CC FB 
page that they just showed up at their door.

jeannemorel@me.com Jeanne Morel 2066018019

TRUE 04/02/20 12:30 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma The NWDC is not an essential business, and it is not 
observing social distancing practices.

Sialper870@gmail.com Sarah Alper 4136874237

TRUE 04/02/20 12:30 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Potelco Inc 14103 Stewart Road Summer Company installing telephone poles. communityspoke@gmail.com Cono Homes



TRUE 04/02/20 12:32 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stevens County Public Works 185 E Hawthorne Ave Colville Why is it that state workers are on call during 
quarantine orders getting paid to be home, but my 
local county officials in Stevens County are not 
cooperating with the directive. My husband works as 
an engineer in the county for Public Works. The 
office has not been quarantined. He could be doing 
his job at home. No, instead he is out working and 
every day brings chances of the covid-19 virus 
home; where I, a 100% disabled veteran with 
multiple autoimmune issues, will die from it. I really 
don’t think he should be forced to work during this 
quarantine. The Director of public works spends lots 
of this time talking in offices and on phones, does 
lots of talking just questioning what’s what all while 
waiting for somebody there to get sick with it.

Agentdaisy@gmail.com Kimberly Perrigo 4252810354

TRUE 04/02/20 12:32 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Lakeside Construction P.O. Box 525 Issaquah Hello Governor Inslee I work for lakeside 
construction the address is just P.O. box in issaquah 
but the business is run out of the owner's, Clark 
Stahl's, home in Arizona. I am writing you because I 
have a concern regarding your stay home order and 
my companies non compliance as non essential 
business. We are being offered/allowed to stay at 
home without pay contrary to your plan of response 
to the pandemic. I am illegally being deprived my 
right to unemployment insurance and the state and 
nation require responsible response from you. 
Beyond this without response it may become 
necessary to involve the media.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real Estate NW MLS 11430 NE 120th St Kirkland NW MLS is putting out mis-information that home 
staging is now considered essential business.  As 
such, many staging companies are getting pressured 
by agents to stage their homes.  Here is the verbiage 
they put out on April 1st, 2020:

Can stagers stage homes and remove furniture from 
a listing during the Stay Home, Stay Healthy Order? 
(Revised April 1, 2020)

Yes.  Information concerning real estate services 
indicates that staging a home and removing staging 
items is now permitted.  Like all other in-person 
activities, staging activities must be by appointment, 
a total of no more than two people may be at 
property at any one time, and those two people must 
adhere to strict social distancing guidelines 
established by the CDC.  Sellers should vacate the 
property prior to any staging activities.

denise.crump@hotmail.com Denise Crump 4252803801

TRUE 04/02/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther yard maintenance Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W, Edmonds, WA 98026Edmonds I thought landscaping was stopped as of March 31? 
This business is operating?

grimmer.de@gmail.com David Grimmer 319-212-1528

TRUE 04/02/20 12:35 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photo Studio Nordstrom Photo Studio 790 S Michigan St Seattle Non essential workers are entering building to do 
non essential type of work.

adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 04/02/20 12:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Home improvement Tile For Less 5414 East Sprague Avenue Spokane valley 99212Spokane valley Owner is allowing customers to enter the store and 
walk around to look while not following guide lines of 
6 feet social distancing. This putting others in danger 
including employees.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Bill’s Yard Service 13612 55th ave ct e Puyallup They are continuing to do landscaping even though 
landscaping was deemed non essential

TRUE 04/02/20 12:38 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supy Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Steven's, Wa Grooming continues to be open in all stores putting 
employees at risk for a non essential service

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 12:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dr Jack Winters 2102 N. Pearl Tacoma General Dental office still operating regularly, not 
just emergencies.  Still seeing Hygiene patients for 
regular cleanings and general dentistry.  This 
information came from one of the employed 
hygienists at this office.

brian@drkerrdental.com Dr Brian Kerr 253 606-4668

TRUE 04/02/20 12:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Pulse heart 1901 s cedar st Tacoma Was told no meed to wear a mask to Dr appt unless 
you are truely scared. No one was practicing social 
distancing.  When asked if the room was sterile so 
my dad could take his mask off,  Nurse chuckled 
and said we don't do that.  Did not clean equipment 
before or after use .Just put back on the wall. Some 
employees wore masks, some didn't.  Small cubicles 
(came up just to their chest were right next to each 
other down the hall way,no one wearing masks, no 
additional barriers between cubicles,  Dr and dr asst 
not wearing mask in room. We were all within 3ft of 
each other.

Circleoflovedoula@yahoo.com 2536910990

TRUE 04/02/20 12:41 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Merchandiser Anderson Merchandisers aka Retail 
Execution West LLC

5601 Granite Parkway Suite 1400Plano TX We go in and out of Wal-Mart's putting out signage 
and movie promotions. If it was just a local store visit 
would be one thing but visiting multiple communities 
in a day driving hundreds of miles in a week. 
Createing a recipe for disaster.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Kassies Korner, Big Foot coffee 187th and meridian Puyallup I have sat at the corner in my car watching people 
buying coffee.  No one is wearing masks or gloves.  
Clipboards nor pens being sanitized between 
customers.  Friends getting out of vehicles and 
chatting with each other.

Myfanwe123@yahoo.com Georg Hawkes 253-468-9096

TRUE 04/02/20 12:44 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Arlington public schools 315 N. French St Arlington Employees doing gardening, not needed work, at 
Public schools that are closed.. Coming and going 
multiply.. non emergent work. Driving around the 
community with supplies for gardening at a time of 
year that gardening is not essential to any public 
school personnel.
StayAtHome requirements should be for ALL, to 
keep the public safe from spreading the virus, in 
ways that could be avoided.
Kids use the playgrounds, at their own risk. The risk 
of exposure to an infected public service employer, 
should not be increased to by non essential staff. In 
public School vehicles, coming and going, to do 
gardening.

Concerned citizen who lives across from a public school

TRUE 04/02/20 12:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Craft supply store JoAnn Fabric and Crafts 2801 E. 29th Ave Spokane No distancing being practiced, associates are 
opening registers right next to each other (despite 
being marked as closed for distancing purposes). 
The store is packed. Tons of people browsing, kids 
running around.

greenleafhilary@gmail.com Hilary Greenleaf 3102105814

TRUE 04/02/20 12:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Red Rooster 519 S 1st St selah still having customers in the bar on a daily basis

TRUE 04/02/20 12:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer team Soccer team Genesee Playfields Seattle Group of nine soccer teens playing together and 
refusing to refrain despite being asked to. Soccer 
continued unabated and likely continuing

Kquinn574@hotmail.com KQ 3122139866

TRUE 04/02/20 12:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business sang yum dmd dentist 8301 161st ave ne suite 301 redmond he is still open

TRUE 04/02/20 12:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store grooming salon Petco 129 Mall Way, Marysville Marysville The grooming part of the store in multiple locations 
across Washington is still open and running. Some 
salons has had the groomers walk out and take 
leave of absence but they are expected to be back 
next week. Petsmart has shut down its salon along 
with lots of other privately owned pet grooming 
salons in the area. Lots of unnecessary travel is 
happening due to this with lots of workers lives being 
put at risk.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govOther Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction belfor property restoration 
(construction)

2024 3rd avenue (working inside building)seattle Beflor is doing construction work inside 2024 3rd 
Ave in downtown Seattle, WA  in violation of the 
governor's order. Beflor's number is: 206-436-8668 
also belfor.com

artistress@gmail.com anonymous 206-436-8668

TRUE 04/02/20 12:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other REAL ESTATE AND 
MORTGAGE

Windermere Professional Partners 
(Heather Redal)

2209 N Pearl St #200 Tacoma Heather Reda showed the units that we live in that 
are for sale, stating that she’d change her gloves, 
shoe covers, and face masks in between each unit. 
She barely had the decency to put gloves on when 
she came to our unit and never gave enough space, 
and there were more than 2 people inside including 
an HVAC Tech. My fiancé works in healthcare and 
because of her ignorance she might have just 
spread Covid-19 through every unit and infected us.

Pettey12@gmail.com 541-805-0923

TRUE 04/02/20 12:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Recreation depertment City of Bonney Lake's Recreation 
department

15206 Daffodil ST CT E Sumner The recreation department is having a mandatory in-
person meeting of Before and after care program 
directors 4/3/2020. All work for the program can 
reasonably be done from home.

peace.love365@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/02/20 12:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Foot and Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 bishop rd sw #7 Tumwater They are seeing non-essential patients and 
preforming non-essential services to patients in all 
locations



TRUE 04/02/20 12:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Olympia Multi Specialty Clinic 406-A Black Hills Ln SW Olympia My Dad is 73 and has heart disease, high blood 
pressure and diabetes. His doctor at this clinic has 
said he needs to come in for an appointment today 
to discuss the findings of his heart monitor. My Dad 
requested a telemedicine appointment and was told 
he HAD to come in person. This is not an essential 
appointment and is potentially going to expose him to 
the virus. The clinic website says appointments are 
all being done via telemedicine but that is clearly not 
the case. The clinic is misleading the public and 
violating the emergency proclamation. The Doctor's 
name is Dr. Botanru.

brackenbury@comcast.net Amy Brackenbury 360-239-1013

TRUE 04/02/20 12:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo Shop Lady Luck Tattoo 8611 E Sprague Ave #2921, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane Valley Business was open for business. This is not an 
essential business in this time of concern. Tattoos 
can wait for when this virus is over with.

Crownfats@gmail.com Christopher Rownfats 5094993499

TRUE 04/02/20 12:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon inside 
Petco

Petco 3540 Factoria Blvd SE C Bellevue Grooming inside Factoria Petco is a separate staff 
and not essential for store functions, yet is being 
required to stay open per leadership.

n.hopkinstlk@gmail.com Nicole Hopkins 17652127551 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 12:56 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other tulips Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Rd Mt Vernon Open daily noon-4 and Saturday 11-5.  They are 
asking people to drive over to the tulip fields, see the 
fields, buy their merchandise and tulips.  People 
from various areas in Puget Sound are driving there 
(Renton, Bellevue, Tacoma, Seattle, ect) to see 
flowers, buy tulips and festival merchandise.  This is 
NOT essential.  Please shut them down!!!

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/02/20 1:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Dollar tree 906 E Yelm ave, Yelm I went to the store after being stuck in house for over 
2 months to get tp. When I walked in I observe 1 
cashier sick no mask or gloves and heard another 
employee coughing and stuff .the cashier did not 
wipe down after each customer .or follow the rules 
only one followed is distance .but store is dirty and 
employees sick.i left as I have a compromised 
system even thou I wore a mask and gloves .very un 
healthy .

Dmhope1962@yahoo.com Diana hope 253-304-9537

TRUE 04/02/20 1:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other distribution center funko 1202 shuksan way evrett The distribution center has been open and they 
refuse to close. The supervisor had a meeting 
regarding the employees testing positive for Covid-
19 refused to close, they only released employees 
early that day. They had warned employees to be 
quiet. They want employees to go back to work at 
the distribution center, the are not wanting to pay  
employees or work from home. The only option is to 
use PTO hours.

norayamilethmoreno2005@gmail.comNora Yamileth 425-397-1854 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 1:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other They make custom beds for 
trucks/vans

OSW Equipment Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Non essential w/ 40-80 employees! Last week they 
built a flatbed trailer for elk hay. Employer won’t 
close for the safety of employees and their families

service@oswequipment.com 5/4

TRUE 04/02/20 1:05 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 This facility performs zero essential or life-sustaining 
functions. It's continued operations violate social 
distancing requirements and human rights. No 
person is protected by its existence, especially at this 
time.

rebecca.villarreal@gmail.com Rebecca Villarreal

TRUE 04/02/20 1:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park - Tourist attraction Mrs. 567 Ocean View Dr Oak Harbor OMG, please post a state trooper out here.  I live 
near deception pass, on Whidbey Island.  And, 
although there are signs posted that the bridge is 
"closed" there are still TON'S of people every day out 
there enjoying the view.  If you have ever been on 
that bridge, it is impossible with 50+ people to stand 
six feet apart.  There is also no way to go around 
people without stepping into the hwy.  PLEASE 
ISSUE A MORE STERN SHELTER ORDER ..... Or, 
get us the national guard to patrol.

mollywaterbury@gmail.com Molly Waterbury 5309214432

TRUE 04/02/20 1:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Pelage Medi Spa 111 front st Issaquah This is the email I just received. 

Pelage is open for "Essential Treatments and  
Services 
by Appointment only.  
Friday April 3rd- Wednesday April 8th- Friday April 
10th 
Please visit our website or email us at Pelage 
@live.com to make your appointment.
Pelage is following the CDC Covid-19 Guidelines
You can expect the following
You: 1 client in the building at a time.
Your Temperature is taken upon arrival with a 
forehead thermometer. 
You will be asked to use hand sanitizer near the 
door. 

US: Staff will be checked for temperature
Masks and gloves changed after each client. 
surfaces and doors cleaned in between each client.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping All You Need Landscaping unknown Lacey I have seen this business continuing to mow 
residential lawns with crews of 2 0r 3 men on more 
than one occasion. There is no reason they should 
be driving around in trucks together and mowing 
lawns. They are not wearing masks.

davekristen@comcast.net K. Davis

TRUE 04/02/20 1:11 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 Forcing people to be in close quarters, not getting 
proper medical treatment

3locke13@gmail.com Amanda Locke

TRUE 04/02/20 1:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Myers 800 Lakeway Dr Bellingham Store not limiting amount of guess at the same 
time.At times more than 250 people at the same 
locations at the same time.Employee not distancing 
from each other and customers. Because of the 
amount of people in the store at the same time it 
Make social distancing almost impossible

Thomasn73@gmail.com Thomas 2067690255

TRUE 04/02/20 1:12 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is not practicing 
social distancing and is not an essential business. 
During this unprecedented health crisis we need the 
governor to issue humanitarian visas allowing 
immigrants, refugees, and asylum-seekers to leave 
the detention center, reunite those detained with 
their families, and stop all deportation proceedings. 
This is within the governor's jurisdiction and failure 
to act puts the people detained at Northwest 
Detention Center at great risk of contracting the 
virus from those who work there. Detention is cruel 
and unusual punishment at any time but especially 
so in the midst of a global pandemic.

E. Myers

TRUE 04/02/20 1:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joanne fabric 13410 Meridian E ave Puyallup A line of people outside their store every day Rodeosclassof2001@yahoo.comJessica 2533437311 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 1:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Milstead & Co. 754 N 34th Seattle, 98103 April 1, about 8-9 am. Several customers crowded 
together in front of cashier. We're not related as I 
watched newcomers com in and join. No one 
attempted social dist. and cashiers gave no 
directons. Handed coffee cups directly to customers.

ohlynn@comcast.net Lynn Girardeau 206-940-2417

TRUE 04/02/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Chick-FilA?? Across Costco and 
Multicare Building

410 Bonney Lake A LOT of people on this construction site. This 
business is not even open. It’s a brand new 
construction. All these people need to stay home.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco Grooming 3540 Factoria Blvd SE Suite CBellevue Petco has continued to offer dog grooming services 
which are not essential

shenghar@gmail.com John  (425) 224-5879 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 1:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/2/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Potbelly's Issaquah 755 NW Gilman Blvd Suite O Issaquah No markings for suggested social distancing and 
staff is not wearing protective equipment such as 
masks or barriers from customers.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:24 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Styletto 511 N Wilbur Ave. Walla walla Have seen the owner doing hair in the salon multiple 
times!

TRUE 04/02/20 1:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Instagram is @winkbyvee Online website Auburn I know that the cosmetology services are suppose to 
be closed and this lady named Viviana if I’m correct 
is still doing lashes and eyebrows which is strictly 
against the social distances measures. This can be 
very deadly to many people

chivas69883@gmail.com Andres Ortiz 2532323697



TRUE 04/02/20 1:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Olympia Multi-specialty Clinic 406-A Black Hills Ln SW Olympia My father is a patient of Dr Batanru and he is 73 
with diabetes and heart disease. He has an 
appointment today to review the results of his halter 
monitor and asked if he could do a telehealth 
appointment because he is high risk for coronavirus. 
The doctor said he wants him to come in and I think 
this is irresponsible. This is not an essential 
appointment for him to do in person and they should 
be held accountable.

sprib312@gmail.com Michelle Strand 3606288660

TRUE 04/02/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Discount Fence 2236 Pacific Street Bellingham Building residential yard fence with a 4-5 man crew 
all closely working together touching lumber etc 
Date 4/2/2020 roughly 12:00 PM
Alabama Hill - have pictures with company trucks 
and workers in action.

Shemplersd@yahoo.com Susan Hempler 619-723-2370

TRUE 04/02/20 1:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Sound Transit Light Rail Construction of Stations Northgate, University District and RooseveltSeattle There is no reason to put the workers of these 
projects at risk. If the current phases completed 
tomorrow there would be no increase in 
transportation availability. These aren't going to open 
for 6 months to 2 years. Why risk getting people sick 
working to finish them?

TRUE 04/02/20 1:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Okies thriftway 1820 Bay Ave Ocean park I have never seen this store so full, everyone is 
packed in there and there's no distance between 
most people.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government SEOC Camp Murray Camp Murray Test from SEOC cig12@mil.wa.gov cig12 3609026539

TRUE 04/02/20 1:38 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther King County Vanpool King County Vanpool 201 S Jackson St Seattle Hi,

First of all I would like to thanks King county and WA 
governor office officials for their efforts in preventing 
spread of COID-19 virus. Thanks for working for 
safety of King county residents life.

I would like to bring concerns and complaint about 
King County Vanpool program who is repeatedly 
asking vanpool drivers to take vanpool to service. 
Concerns are:
1. Why they are putting riders life in danger despite 
officials orders to work from home? Why getting 
vanpool service is under essential services?
2. Why they are causing unnecessary stress and 
anxiety to drivers?
3. Can vanpool guarantee safety and health of 
drivers by asking them to go out of house and use 
loaner vanpool?

Please direct King county vanpool 
associates(assuming they are woking from home) to 
expose residents to  unnecessary risks amid COVID-
19 situation and contribute to safety of residents.

PS: If required, I can fwd email exchange with King 
County Vanpool representatives.

Thanks,
Kamal

gupta.kamal@gmail.com Kamal Gupta 5514041360

TRUE 04/02/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Rich Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond This landscaping business is currently violating the 
stay at home order. They are doing landscaping at 
my apartment complex Trillium Apartments.

scotticeberg@yahoo.com Scott Iceberg 425-280-9103

TRUE 04/02/20 1:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto industry Auto Warehousing Company 3309 NW Gateway Ave. Vancouver An employee was positively diagnosed with COVID-
19 and proper measures have not been taken to 
quarantine those who worked in close proximity to 
this person. Also, this company preps new vehicles 
for the auto sales industry. How is that more 
essential than other business that is being halted?

cdbessire@icloud.com Charles Bessire  (please keep private) 3605813878

TRUE 04/02/20 1:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Truck wash Superior wash 3260 B St Auburn Continue operation after lock down Ehramj691@gmail.com Jake Ehram 253-202-3684 support@superiorwash.com

TRUE 04/02/20 1:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Toy Distribution Center Funko 1202 Shucksan Way Everett The Funko distribution center continues to be open. 
Last week there was a case of COVID 19 and they 
only closed for a few days to clean. All they do is 
ship toys. There is no essential materials or 
equipment.

ziphenia@hotmail.com Cherrie Houser 571-341-0686 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Northwest Door LLC 19000 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Multiple employees still working at company, not 
following social distancing, not an essential business

Mendhyjo@gmail.com Mendhy Johansen 2536788864.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 1:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law office Pacific Northwest Family Law 216 S Palouse St walla walla Their parking lot is completely full every day with 
new customers coming and going.  They have not 
closed and are not taking quarantine seriously by 
continuing to operate as normal.

NA D.C. (509) 252-0614 info@pnwfamilylaw.com 5/4

TRUE 04/02/20 1:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Magills restaraunt 3214 rd 68 Pasco wa I witnessed as I was.picking up my.to.go.order 5-6 
other customers sitting at bar waiting for their orders 
as well in the attached bar stools.(1foot apart) 
consuming alcoholic beverages NOT IN TO.GO 
CONTAINERS ..CASUALLY.HANGING.OUT ....I 
MENTIONED wasn't this against the law and werent 
we supposed to be trying to contain this and was 
smirked at....I went on their fb page and seen 
another customer had made a Review AGAIN 
ABOUT SAME.THING...IM.ASsumiNG WHOLE 
CUSTOmERS ARE WAITING FOREVER FOR 
THEIR MEALS the business is allowing drinks and 
who knows what else to be consumed.on site ....

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BMW bellevue 11959 Northrup Way Bellevue Construction with many construction workers on 
both the old and new site.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:01 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park/ Trails Trails 96th Ave NE and Bothell WayBothell I am a health care provider and for the past week 
now I’ve been driving past this parking lot where ppl 
have been parking to go on trails or walk around 
other neighborhoods. This to me is not social 
distancing or staying at home. Too many ppl are still 
out on the roads for this order to be followed. This 
parking lot has been full pretty much every day this 
week. I’m not sure if it is part of the Bothell public 
parks or not but it sure is getting a lot of action.

Newyorker88.jm@gmail.com Jennifer McDonald 2065798590

TRUE 04/02/20 2:03 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Heather wood apartments 7300 ne van mall drive Vancouver Heather wood apartments is not respecting the 
layoffs and moratoriums on evictions. I have emails 
from landlord declaring she needs my work to write 
everything on letterhead instead of my valid check 
stubs and additional nonsense for it to be valid.

J.walls.students@gmail.com Jewel walls 3608696727

TRUE 04/02/20 2:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction O'Brien Construction/Baker Produce 1505 E. Foster Wells Rd. Pasco STILL not following social distancing requirements 
and is very loose on the "new" requirements that 
was implemented, even after being warned by 
authorities.  O'Brien Construction is not taking this 
order seriously.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:09 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat processing Agri Beef 201 elm wood rd Toppenish People have been diagnosed with Covid and if you 
need to take leave they are not allowing you to do so. 
You are told you will lose your job. Social distancing 
is almost impossible at this site. They need to 
temporarily close.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 2:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rental Property Peterson Properties -Cheri Peterson 
et al

915 Capitol Way South Olympia They are doing move-in and conducting unnecesary 
business and the worker/owner are NOT using 
social distancing protocol. Tenants have observed 
them talking to each other and not using 6 feet or 
even 2 feet. They are doing this DAILY and not 
taking this seriously. They are placing tenants at risk

TRUE 04/02/20 2:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Buzzin 3121 Broadway, Everett, WA 98201Everett I thought we'd offices are supposed to be closed I 
seen this  open twice a week last few days

caseylafond84@gmail.com Caseylafond 4255248755



TRUE 04/02/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK Construction Services, Inc. 26231 NE 165th St Duvall CDK Construction crews continue working and 
performing non-essential construction services (as 
defined in the Governor's relevant Stay-Home-Stay 
Healthy Order) at the Woodlake Condominiums on 
Mercer Island. 

CDK Construction has continued the non-essential 
construction work since the Governor's Order took 
effect for businesses on March 25.

This was previously reported via this website on 
March 31. It is now April 2.

The Woodlake Condominium's location spans the 
3200-3300 blocks of 80th Ave. S.E. on Mercer 
Island, WA.

There is no emergency at the complex. CDK 
Construction's work falls outside the relevant Order's 
exempted essential businesses work. The 
construction relates to exterior siding and decks. 
Crew continues working non-essential functions in 
and around the complex. The exposure includes 
entering resident units under reasoning that crew do 
not have fevers or otherwise display symptoms. 

Appropriately ceasing operations as required by the 
applicable Order protects these workers, residents, 
and the community.

Concerned Woodlake Resident

TRUE 04/02/20 2:11 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Buzzin 3121 Broadway, Everett, WA 98201Everett I thought we'd offices are supposed to be closed I 
seen this  open twice a week last few days

caseylafond84@gmail.com Caseylafond 4255248755

TRUE 04/02/20 2:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and crafts Joann 2725 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Customers are going into the store to shop. I 
witnessed at least 20 cars in the parking lot and saw 
at least 1/2 dozen people walking in during just a 5 
minute period. A very busy place for a non-essential 
store that is open during our lock down.

Jo.nilsenbadami@gmail.com Joanna Badami 9493280946 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 2:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Adair homes 819 Lacey St. SE Lacey Adair homes is finishing construction of a home and 
doing landscaping for a new home built on the back 
lot behind 819 Lacey St.Se

dpgradoville@gmail.com Dennis Gradoville 3604561394

TRUE 04/02/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Electronics Best Buy 625 Black Lake Blvd SW Suite 200Olympia The business says it is closed to customers entering 
the store but that they could still get their orders 
through curbside pick up. I thought all non-essential 
businesses were suppose to be closed even for pick 
up services??? Maybe I’ve misinterpreted the 
Governor’s law??

jo.nilsenbadami@gmail.com Joanna Badami 9493280946.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 2:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Anchored Aesthetics LLC 1950 Pottery Ave Suite 190 Port Orchard Business is seeing multiple people in her home for 
waxing services. Invited me over for coffee with her 
friends and said she was doing people's eyebrows.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Very small uce cream shop, 
allowing close- proximity 
gathings inside and outside 
shop in confined area 
infront of shop

CC's  ICE CREAMERY 15525 MAIN STREET NE DUVALL Business operates in small space mmidiately off 
pedestrjan sidewalk flanked by  street. Business 
allowing customers to gather immediately outside 
take out window and entrance in sitting area on side 
walk , creating tight gatherings among customers 
and passing pedestrians.  There is little to no space 
for passing pedestrians to create a safe distance 
from lingering customers who lime to gather and sit  
there to consume product. Observing groups of 
customers entering store  which is a very small 
confined space . Concerned about other pedestrians 
who need same space within sidewalk to pass safely

Haleyrichards73@gmail.com Haley Richards

TRUE 04/02/20 2:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aircraft manufacturer Boeing 737 Logan Ave Renton Boeing is starting up in Renton even though they 
have no customers to buy their airplanes. There is 
nothing “essential” about this business. Do the right 
thing and shut them down. They have a large 
population of infected people that work there.

alkijustin@gmail.com Justin

TRUE 04/02/20 2:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aircraft manufacturer Boeing 737 Logan Ave Renton Boeing is starting up in Renton even though they 
have no customers to buy their airplanes. There is 
nothing “essential” about this business. Do the right 
thing and shut them down. They have a large 
population of infected people that work there.

alkijustin@gmail.com Justin

TRUE 04/02/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave. West Edmonds Landscape maintenance truck seen working in 
neighborhood

gordonwall09@comcast.net Gordon Wall 425-773-0472

TRUE 04/02/20 2:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Burgermaster 10606 Northup Way Bellevue The employees aren't distancing, they're almost 
shoulder to shoulder preparing and serving food.

bluakiss@hotmail.com Lisa Aller-Larson 360-568-3980

TRUE 04/02/20 2:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dump truck production Osw 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Osw has 160 employees and on Monday they are 
bringing in 50 more employees they have done no 
sanitation or taken any step to inform the workers 
what is happening all the higher-ups have issolated 
them self and all the workers are left to fend for 
them selves on the floor everybody here is scared 
and would like to not come to work but with osw 
refusing to let people take a volentaryly lay off every 
body is forced to come due to needing a pay check 
since they cannot collect unemployment. I'm also not 
sure if osw is essential they told us we are but they 
never gave us the note saying we were and I'm not 
sure how making dump trucks would be essential in 
the time.

sydney.graves@gmail.com Sydney Graves 4253248644

TRUE 04/02/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Education Mead High School 302 W Hastings Rd Spokane While running at the track, my husband and 
daughter saw the football players practicing on the 
football field, while being in close contact and not 
exercising physical distancing. This occurred on 
4.2.2020 around 1pm. There was a teacher there on 
the field with the students. Thank you.

maria.midkiff@gmail.com Maria Midkiff 5099916532

TRUE 04/02/20 2:31 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NorthWest Detention Center (NWDC) 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma Incarcerating people whose only crime is not being 
documented is NOT essential, NOT hygenic, and 
NOT safe for anyone. They are not social distancing, 
they are not treating people humanely, and are NOT 
NEEDED. Shut it down.

maro.rose@gmail.com Maro Sevastopoulos 971-322-5341

TRUE 04/02/20 2:32 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Selah Downtown 
Association

Selah Downtown association Selah Selah Despite stay at home recommendation the Selah 
Downtown association is posting frequently to their 
Facebook page encouraging citizens to come 
wander around downtown selah and hunt for Easter 
eggs in the windows of businesses.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Milgard 1010 54th ave E Fife, Wa The manufacturer is producing non-essential luxury 
products, failing to observe distancing regulations, 
and inadequately mitigating the spread of the virus 
among their workforce.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:37 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 NWDC does not and cannot maintain social 
distancing. They are a health risk to the state. Shut 
them down now and let people out.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Avenue Hair Salon 1602 SW Dash Point Road Federal Way The owners are working and doing business, they 
closed blinds but lots of traffic.  Non essential 
business in operation lately and as of 4/2/2020

Worker in strip mall

TRUE 04/02/20 2:38 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Muslim Mosques Islamic Center of Tukwila 14101 Tukwila International Blvd, Tukwila, WA 98168Tukwila I respect the Islam Religion. They are holding 
prayers in mass gathering which is a threat of 
Corona to their family and to all

TRUE 04/02/20 2:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Target Target 2800 Sw Barton Street Seattle Employees gathering and standing right next to each 
other. Employees not 6 feet apart. Where employees 
were standing blocked exit from checkout area. No 
counts of the number of people in store. 
Merchandise in main aisles prevented ease of social 
distancing

Wenzl.ga@gmail.com Gretchen Wenzl 4252686057

TRUE 04/02/20 2:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business VCA North Division AMC 8714 N Division St Spokane Performing elective procedures and routine 
vaccinations against AVMA and WSVMA guidance.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma At this time we need to be releasing people from 
detention to stop the spread of covid. People are 
locked up and not allowed to social distance, this has 
to stop immediately.

joannalynnschuman@gmail.comJona Schuman

TRUE 04/02/20 2:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowe’s 2505 pacific ave Everett There’s is a large number of people gathering in the 
store. Everyone is out and about with little kids and 
not following social distancing. Most of the 
purchases are non essential

Mark

TRUE 04/02/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ? 1415 2nd Seattle The TARGET downtown is continuing their remodel.  
There were at least 10 construction workers there 
today performing non-essential tasks.  I didn't get a 
look behind the plastic.  This was just around the 
store.

edward.r.ingram@gmail.com Ed Ingram 206.371.9035

TRUE 04/02/20 2:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Ringers 22803 44th Ave W, Mountlake Terrace, Ringers is still serving alcohol while people wait for 
their food.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower sales and new Tulip 
Safaris

Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Road Mount Vernon will now dole out online ticketing, in-car tours of their 
field and gardens, plus curbside pickup for flowers 
encouraging people from all over the state to visit

connie@babytoboomer.com Connie Ott 4257572678 tulips@tuliptown.com



TRUE 04/02/20 2:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto dealer BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle This dealership is masquerading all transactions as 
"essential" they have cooked up a document for 
customers to sign that state the transaction was 
essential, they are running their business as usual. 
They are tons of employees in the building and have 
come up with information for employees if visited by 
authorities.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ron's Food Mart 1821 S Washington St Kennewick No sanitary conditions during deli-service. No social 
distancing within store. No gloves while handling 
food.

Concerned citizen 509-366-0092

TRUE 04/02/20 3:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Milguard Windows and Doors 
distribution plant

1010 54th Ave E Fife Milguard employs hundreds of people and is 
remaining open despite not being an essential 
business. There is no ability there for employees to 
properly distance themselves from one another to 
remain safe. Just yesterday an employee there 
tested positive yet they remain open still.

kelleo@hoodcanal.net Kelle 3604900902

TRUE 04/02/20 3:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard When coming out of Fred Meyer in port orchard this 
salon was open and doing a ladies nails. Today April 
2 at 2:40. I only saw 1 customer with short 
light/foiled hair.

Allaboutwa@yahoo.com Liz graham 3609901301

TRUE 04/02/20 3:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This detention center holds non-criminal people 
whose health is at risk due to the Covid-19 
pandemic. They should be released.

Eshigaki@gmail.com Erin Shigaki 646-481-5687

TRUE 04/02/20 3:13 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Bus transportation King county metro 5th ave Seattle What is going to be done people gathering at transit 
centers . People riding buses for no reason . Social 
gatherings on buses . No six feet apart. I thought a 
emergency shut down was to go to work , grocery 
stores, gas stations. People still gathering at city 
parks. Today they put cones on one park into the 
parking lot. People getting on buses are not going to 
work

Comcast Angie Anderson 206-941-1298

TRUE 04/02/20 3:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Retail Krew’s Vapor 1718 N Hamilton Spokane I observed a customer walking up to the business 
and purchasing product

TRUE 04/02/20 3:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Political Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Seattle Inslee is violating the rights of the people, creating a 
illegal stay at home orders, shutting down private 
business, creating a Nazi like “show me your papers 
or get arrested or ticketed” law....according to the 
constitution and founders ILEGAL LAWS ARE NOT 
REQUIRED TO BE FOLLOWED!
He needs to be removed for violating his oath of 
office to uphold and defend the constitution.
He forgets he works for us and we do NOT work for 
him and are NOT ruled by him!

DoNOTtreadonme@myconstiution.comNone of your business 1234getinsleeoutthedoor

TRUE 04/02/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Milgard WIndows and Doors 965 54th Ave E Tacoma Two employees in separate buildings have now 
fallen ill - first time no action taken at all and 
coworkers were expected at their next shift, second 
time 2 employees out of MANY from that shift sent 
home to quarantine. "Extensive cleaning" the 
company assures is taking place is actually a single 
janitor working between 5 warehouses, wiping 
surfaces down with PineSol even after employees 
were confirmed sick with COVID-19.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is a non-essential business that is not 
following social distancing orders, and therefore 
putting all of those detained at extreme risk for 
COVID-19.

isabelbaughn@gmail.com Isabel Baughn (816) 838-4843

TRUE 04/02/20 3:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Soobway Sammiches 401 Sammamich Sammich Way SESammamich Violation of the Fuhrer's orders to close and ruin 
their non-essential, food and housing providing 
operation!

TRUE 04/02/20 3:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Piroshky Piroshky Bakery 1908 Pike Pl Seattle There were large group gatherings at this bakery 
today.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Cap'n Geech's Shrimp Shack 401 Alaska Way Seattle They got my order wrong, and I'm pretty sure they're 
not supposed to be open anyway. But mainly they 
got my order wrong.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business hookah lounge oakwood street cuyahoga falls went by no cars at 3pm went by 6pm 10 cars in front 
tinted windows cant see in

matthewsjohn315@gmail.comjohn  matthews 330-571-2441

TRUE 04/02/20 3:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming PetSmart 1969 Marketplace Dr Burlington I work at PetSmart and while PetSmart salons have 
been closed for two weeks, we've been called to 
reopen on Monday morning. Is dog grooming an 
essential service? It seems like it shouldn't be and 
inviting us back to work puts us and thousands of 
clients in danger.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/02/20 3:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Private prison that has put 
people into concentration 
camps #NeverAgain

Northwest Detention Center aka 
Northwest ICE Processing Center

1623 E J St Tacoma You are condemning people to die in inhumane 
conditions.  As governor, act now and release those 
in this concentration camp.

doreenmcg@gmail.com Doreen McGrath 206-276-9088

TRUE 04/02/20 3:37 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Highway Longviee Too many people gathering.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mobile dog groomer Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound (253) 292-0331 no address publishedTacoma area Multiple sightings of their vans out and about. owner 
Ingra Lankford says on Facebook she is operating. 
Her employees are posting pictures of their grooms 
daily on their Facebook page.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl (360) 340-8121 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Vida Integrated Health 606 120th Ave NE #100, Bellevue, WA 98005Bellevue 2 Employees have tested positive in this location.  
Massage therapists which have been forced to 
continue to perform massage by ownership.  Other 
employees have tested positive at other clinic 
locations.  Patients continue to be exposed to these 
employees

anonymous anonymous 619-888-7126

TRUE 04/02/20 3:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview No restriction on number of customers allowed in 
store at any one time.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:41 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 2850 Ocean beach Longview Large gathering of people in store

TRUE 04/02/20 3:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other hardware store Lowe's ocean beach highway longview Too many people.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Copper basin construction 2621 s. Havana street Spokane Construction company continues to work everyday 
and through weekends after L&I inspectors were 
here last Thursday and Friday. I live next door.  
Today stocked roofing on 5 homes for install 
tommorrow, painters are working in and out etc.  All 
trades!

andre@smartfinishes.com andre miesch 5092164080

TRUE 04/02/20 3:44 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma This gym is still open during the pandemic. Not sure 
why owner Gabe Moen is still allowed to operate 
when all other gyms are closed. He seems he is 
above the law. Will he be held accountable when 
one of his members gets sick and spreads it to their 
families? It is just a matter of time as we of his 
members are sick. He does not operate a clean 
establishment. All he is concerned with is keeping 
his doors and signing up new members. Please look 
into this. Thank you and be safe out there.

tanimotom8@gmail.com Mari Tanimoto

TRUE 04/02/20 3:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Teriyako wok 2232 Colby Ave, Everett Ive seen 4 to 8 people go inside order and sit and 
wait for there food im a reaident thats observed this 
since we have had the stay at home order there not 
dinning in but waitting for food to be made there not 
following the 6 feet rules

TRUE 04/02/20 3:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veterinary Avenue Veterinary 5039 Pacific Avenue Tacoma Services provides are non-essential.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business MSM Deli 2220 S 6th Ave Tacoma This business has WAY too many people showing 
up.  Currently their parking lot is more than half full, 
and there is no way that there is room for everyone 
to socially distance inside.   The cars remain for a 
very long time, implying that people are eating inside.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Spangle Saloon 145 N. Main Street Spangle Still serving public inside the bar.  Over serving 
customers alcohol.

Mmbozarth@gmail.com Melissa Bozarth 509-325-4628

TRUE 04/02/20 3:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction D and D Interiors 3315 NE 112th, unit 31 Vancouver Business’ employees continue to show up for work 
and leave together in vans, not social distancing; not 
essential kitchen and bath remodeling.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other CRAFT HOBBY FABRRUC 
STIRE

JOANN FABRICS 4104 TACOMA MALL BLVD TACOMA This store has remained open despite all 
orders/mandates by Governor Inslee for all no 
essential business to “stay at home.” I live directly 
across the street and see more than 10 people daily 
going in and out.  I would like a response back that 
action was taken.

misslinda33@gmail.com Linda

TRUE 04/02/20 3:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other CRAFT HOBBY FABRRUC 
STIRE

JOANN FABRICS 4104 TACOMA MALL BLVD TACOMA This store has remained open despite all 
orders/mandates by Governor Inslee for all no 
essential business to “stay at home.” I live directly 
across the street and see more than 10 people daily 
going in and out.  I would like a response back that 
action was taken.

misslinda33@gmail.com Linda

TRUE 04/02/20 3:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Pagliacci pizza 3015 E Madison St. Seattle Employees are in close contact with each other; both 
in the kitchen, at the counter and in delivery bagging 
areas. 1 employee has developed Covid-19 
symptoms. Waiting for test results but employer has 
not informed other employees or taken any 
measures to quarantine those who worked closely 
with him.



TRUE 04/02/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola real estate vi llc 107 aloha street Seattle This is the 3rd instance of violation since governor 
notice to residential private construction to stop. Yet 
again construction has continued on this private 4 
condo non essential project..and they appear to try to 
be sneaky by parking their work van at the end of the 
driveway near the garage and saw me and jogged 
away. I work as a healthcare provider during this. To 
say I'm upset about them coming here at least 3 
times since Inslee said no private residential projects 
is an understatement.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901

TRUE 04/02/20 3:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights play field 2101 NW 77th Seattle Many people gathering at this play field and all much 
closer than 6'

TRUE 04/02/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cornerstone 7400 272nd st NW stanwood Stanwood Worker on site tested positive for corona and they 
continue work and were working on a school that 
isn’t essential

TRUE 04/02/20 4:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cornerstone 7400 272nd St NW Stanwood Positive covid19 test on jobsite. March 23rd 
employee showed up to work sick. Jobsite never 
shut down for cleaning

TRUE 04/02/20 4:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther WA State Attorney General Bob "the Turd" Ferguson 1125 Washington St SE Olympia Bob "the Turd" Ferguson's extreme partisan politics 
is a violation of the WA Constitution and is making it 
harder on the state.  He's only willing to enforce laws 
when it comes to his political rivals and turns a blind 
eye to all democrats.

Sane.Washingtonians@msn.comSane Washingtonians 360-753-6200

TRUE 04/02/20 4:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Lynden Liquor 610 Front St Lynden I called Lynden Liquor to ask if they were doing 
curbside pickup. The employee on the phone said 
not really, but they could. He made it seem like it 
was weird for me to be asking if they did that, 
because he then told me that they "really only have 
like 4-5 people in the store at a time."  (Like, as if I 
shouldn't be worried about coming in). Then he told 
me that he needed to attend to customers who were 
in the store. I don't understand how shopping for 
liquor in-store and being around other customers in 
such a small space as theirs is a good idea for the 
community; liquor is not an essential item like food. 
Other liquor stores and bars have closed their doors 
to fulfill orders only through curbside and delivery. I 
can't understand why they have their doors open to 
the public.

macleany@gmail.com Amanda 512-974-8252

TRUE 04/02/20 4:01 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Fire Hall Benson Road Point Roberts The Fire Chief in Point Roberts was in Cabo Mexico 
one and a half weeks ago, which I find absolutely 
unacceptable.  He is around another fire Dept. 
assistant whose wife is the NP at the tiny and basic 
medical clinic that we have that is only open a few 
days a week.  We aleady have minimal health care.  
I am very disturbed by this information and he was 
seen out and about after returning from his trip. As 
you should know that the 28 students that returned 
from TX from Cabo also around the same time 
tested positive for COVID-19. I am very upset that 
this would be happening at all.  Also, I am not happy 
with the fact that there are dual citizens driving back 
and forth over the border.  I heard a younger person 
that I do know of, has been partying in Vancouver 
and coming back here.  This is also unacceptable.  I 
would like to remain anonymous regarding this 
complaint. Thirdly, there are people riding around in 
front of my house over and over and over again at 
Seabright.  This is airborne. I don't want people 
riding around in front of my house potentially 
exposing me and my child.  I have been at home for 
2 months already worried about this.

HL 7739364820

TRUE 04/02/20 4:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D&D home interiors 3315 NE 12th ave unit 31 VANCOUVER I’m writing and reporting that this company is NOT 
FOLLOWING THE guidelines to social distancing. 
They go into peoples home and who knows if they 
have the virus or not. They can’t work without being 
6 feet apart that’s impossible. The owners have 
proven that they don’t care about their employees 
and will work them non stop. This virus isn’t a joke 
this is a serious thing. I get they install countertops 
but it’s not emergency it’s not dying need. The 
homeowners can wait. I don’t understand why they 
still have to work. It’s against orders and needs to be 
shut down. Please don’t speak my name as I write 
this..

Backstagebeauty00@gmail.comKatarina Boone 5038904940

TRUE 04/02/20 4:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 31,Vancouver Company is making sick workers come in. They can 
not work 6ft apart according to state mandate. And 
doing home upgrades is not essential to anyone.

zhamill92@gmail.com Zack Hamill 3609363037

TRUE 04/02/20 4:05 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther King County Metro - Bus 
System

King County Metro 2160 N 163rd Street Shoreline, WA  98133 The Metro North Base is not making employees 
distance themselves from one another.  In fact, 
some members of management have said they don't 
believe the COVID-19 crisis is real.  If an employee 
would rather wait outside until his shift starts, he will 
get in trouble for that.  Employees who are waiting 
for shifts are forced to sit in a small room with 10-15 
other guys, only a foot or two apart.  Since the buses 
are "essential", I know that employees have to be 
there.  But, Metro isn't enforcing the social 
distancing order or even basic hygiene among 
employees.  And it was just announced today that an 
employee tested positive for COVID-19.

angela_ansell@yahoo.com Angela Ansell 206.747.9873

TRUE 04/02/20 4:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail business Rent a center 301 E Wallace Kneeland Blvd Unit 226Shelton I have an account with this business. I have told 
them that I cannot pay at this time but will ASAP. 
They keep coming to my house. I believe that 
violates me wanting to keep social distance for my 
family’s safety. 
They are a retail business performing nonessential 
activity.

angelafrazier21@gmail.com Angela Frazier 3605616847

TRUE 04/02/20 4:09 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat building Munson boats 15806 Preston st Burlington Still in operation and making employees work non 
essential jobs.

TRUE 04/02/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Store Petsmart 130 SE 192nd Ave Vancouver Grooming salon is scheduled to reopen monday for 
customers to bring dogs in for baths.  Dog training is 
expected to continue private classes and many other 
Petsmart locations still have group classes ongoing.  
Store is conducting many non-essential services 
such as grooming, training, and selling new pets 
(fish, hamsters, reptiles).  After reviewing the 
exemption list, I do not see that these functions are 
deemed essential.

mrm8@pdx.edu J. Jefferson BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 4:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other country wear Country Square 4053 Auburn Way N Auburn drove by yesterday and they have cars in front, the 
open sign is on and i saw people in there. suffice it 
to say, i don't think cowboy hats are essential at the 
moment.

lucasdanrabel@gmail.com Lucas Rabel 2532170349

TRUE 04/02/20 4:15 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual  drug house Drug house 15202 116th  street  east Puyallup Neighbors sell drugs and there is car and foot traffic 
all times of day and night

nobody John ardissonne 253 840-8085

TRUE 04/02/20 4:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention center North West Detention Censer 1623 E J Street Tacoma This facility is not following social distancing 
guidelines.

leahcipolla@gmail.com Leah Cipolla 7327730194

TRUE 04/02/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming/daycare Downtown Dog lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle Non essential business working and allowing 
customers inside.

slu@downtowndoglounge.com 5/1

TRUE 04/02/20 4:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2. Tacoma, WA, 98421 This detention center is not an essential business. 
People's health is endangered because this facility is 
not practicing safe social distancing or other safety 
measures. Please shut them down and release all 
detainees!

nczeller@gmail.com Nicole Zeller

TRUE 04/02/20 4:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther marijuana dispenser Nature's Gifts 755 W Washington St C Sequim They're allowing too many people into a space that 
doesn't allow for adequate social distancing.

TRUE 04/02/20 4:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Murray Franklyn NE 120th ST REDMOND The builder continues to do residential construction 
in violation of state law since two weeks. 
Construction workers and labor is engaged in 
construction on a daily basis.

Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 4:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Joann fabrics 25810 104th Ave SE Kent, WA 98030 Open with many customers and no one obeying 
distancing regulations in aisle or at cash registers

TRUE 04/02/20 4:30 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Renton Municipal Airport - 
CALL SIGN N51386

Renton Municipal Airport - CALL 
SIGN N51386

616 West Perimeter Road Renton, WA 98057 Apr 2, 2020, 4:24 pm
0.39 mi / 600 ft
Callsign N51386

donna.polehn@gmail.com Donna Polehn 2067950001

TRUE 04/02/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St Tacoma This gym is still running and large groups of 
members are coming to work out. Facility doesn't 
clean normally and def is not cleaning during this 
pandemic. This gym is a huge health hazard and has 
members that still come in and workout while sick.

Brittany Stewart iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 4:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Crafts and fabric JoAnn’s 700 Ocean Beach Highway Ste. 100Longview Not sanitizing , employees and managers not 
adhering to social distancing and allowing customers 
to violate as well.

TRUE 04/02/20 4:38 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Brothel Jay Inslee's Fagtopia 416 14th Ave SW Olympia This ugly homo keeps letting hordes of strange men 
ejaculate inside him



TRUE 04/02/20 4:39 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governor Capitol Olympia Jay Inslee is non essential Concernedcitizen@ Gmail.comConcerned citizen 3609024111

TRUE 04/02/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valvoline 20302 98th St NE Bonney Lake Building an oil change place in NOT essential!

TRUE 04/02/20 4:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Sideshow Bob's bar and brothel Olympia drive Seattle Sideshow Bob's bar and brothel is scamming money 
fro the good people of Washington. A big lawsuit is 
coming to keep sideshow busy until November when 
we replace him. Thanks for helping with this matter.

#wethepeoplearepissed

TRUE 04/02/20 4:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Lins Chinese cuisine dine in 601 pioneer Ave e Moses lake They have not closed, they are still letting people go 
in an sit to eat. Or linger while picking up food. They 
are not a drive thru restaurant. You have to expose 
yourself an others just to go in an get your food more 
so than going thru a drive thru like mcds.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 4:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Firedragon Acupuncture 9431 Coppertop Loop Suite 206Bainbridge Acupuncturist is seeing patients with non essential 
health issues

nick.completemarine@gmail.comNick Taylor 2069138750

TRUE 04/02/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Seacon Construction Management 
425-837-9720

2100 Harbor Ave Sw Seattle Saw many construction workers working at this site 
none were socially distanced, wearing protection or 
keeping others from being exposed. Eating and 
hanging out in groups in public area as well.

seanabarker@gmail.com Seana Barker 2064983442

TRUE 04/02/20 4:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 617 NE 138th Pl Vancouver Framing crews working at more than 2 lots Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 4:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery/apparel/home fred meyer 9925 state ave marysville there is no limit on how many people or how long 
they can stay in store, if you go in between 11- 8 
some grocery aisles have at least 10 people making 
it impossible to social distance, the clothing and 
home area is full of people hanging out shopping as 
if no crisis is going on and employees are frustrated 
that ther e seems to be no rules on how to deal with 
this.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 2505 Pacific Ave Everett Not following social distancing 
More than 50 people in the building 
Purchases are not essential
Not enough employees working to enforce safety

Rowenna

TRUE 04/02/20 5:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Koch Enterprises 1240 Alexander Fife Workers are worried for their own safety and health 
by continuing to work even though business is not 
essential. Manufacturing company builds walls for 
homes and cardboard boxes. Some employees are 
getting sick and have already been sent home. 
2nd location/main office: 33 Peach Tree Atlanta, GA

TRUE 04/02/20 5:10 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Holding Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma Not testing those in detention, healthy food and 
immune support, access to address their health 
needs.

adrianne.sebastian@gmail.comAdrianne Sebastian

TRUE 04/02/20 5:10 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Recycling center Puget sound recycling 222 107th at s Tacoma I do not believe that the recycling center is an 
essential business. There is no clear sanitizing 
process on site to keep them healthy either.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet services PETCO 1530 Black Lake Blvd SW Suite D, 98502Olympia All pet is are still providing pet grooming services 
that are not essential in Washington.

Southk3@icloud.com Kadi 5099391354 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/02/20 5:12 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Politician Jay inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, US 98501-1347Olympia He is at it again, non essential person, performing 
non essential duties.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/02/20 5:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D.R. Horton/ Pacific Ridge at Belmont 
Court

2805 148th St SW, Belmont CourtLynnwood Despite a report to the County health department, 
this National real estate development corporation is 
acting in violation of the Governor's order. Their 
employees at this site continue to perform non-
essential construction work to build new homes. 
They have worked nearly two weeks after Governor 
Inslee's order to shelter in place and one week after 
the further clarification issued by the Governor that 
construction, particularly private construction 
involving exactly such work, is currently prohibited. 
Workers do not maintain appropriate distance and 
they are not securing the site or working on essential 
aspects. The workers are forced to interact closely 
and are finishing interiors of new homes, in express 
violation of the Governor's order.

Concerned Citizen who Wishes to Remain Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 5:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft and hobby store Joann Fabric Federal way near 320th Federal way Doesn’t seem essential for crafts. Manderclause@live.com Amanda 253-269-8011 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home decor, gift shop Josephine’s Mercantile 701 Bay St. Port Orchard, WA Non essential decor and gift shop still operating and 
advertising item delivery and customer pick up, 
bringing people into our downtown core.

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/02/20 5:16 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther National Guard recruiting 
office

National Guard recruiting office 10228 156th ST E Puyallup This office is still open. By being open it is 
encouraging people to not only not follow the stay at 
home order but also not follow social distancing.

Lindsey

TRUE 04/02/20 5:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd Sw #106 Tumwater Nail Salon open, treating clients. They have now put 
up paper on windows to hide activities from public 
view.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:17 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement Home depot Poulsbo Piulsbi They appear to be selling lawn mowers and string 
trimmers. I as a small business are not allowed to 
sell such products to the general homeowner 
because it is not an essential need.

J.t.eckert@hotmail.com John eckert 206-842-3411

TRUE 04/02/20 5:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Beer brewing tank 
fabrication

Marks Design and Metalworks 2601 W 26th Ave Vancouver Business remains open requiring employees to 
report to work despite virus safety concerns for non 
essential function that risks themselves and their 
families

tneac911@gmail.com Tonya Campbell 3609848774 sales@marksdmw.com

TRUE 04/02/20 5:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Clark Chiropractor 9100 Silverdale Way Silverdale If they are really essential (which they should not 
be), they are also not following social distancing. 
There were 3 people in a small waiting room.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Nys Enterprises 12322 Highway 99 #126 Everett Business of 25 or so is going on as usual including 
people over 60. Employees are frightened of 
retaliation if not showing up to work  even when not 
feeling well. 
425-355-2474 is their number

Report must stay completely anonymous
TRUE 04/02/20 5:30 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Skate Park/ Community 

Park
Crown Hill Park 9089 Holman Rd NW Seattle Large groups of kids and young adults skating and 

hanging out in close proximity.
murphy112@hotmail.com colin murphy 2068833060

TRUE 04/02/20 5:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Electronics manufacturer AudioControl 22410 70th Ave W Mountlake Terrace Only makes fancy audio projects for rich 
homeowners, doesn't do any of the functions it 
thinks it can pretend it does to stay open. Impossible 
for workers to remain six feet apart at all times with 
the walkways they must constantly pass each other 
in

TRUE 04/02/20 5:32 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governor of washington The capitol Olympia Jay Inslee is nonessential and Tell him I want my 
$30 tabs

Concernedcitizen@gmail.comConcerned citizen 3609024111

TRUE 04/02/20 5:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Bellingham Farmers Market 1100 Railroad Ave, Bellingham, WA 98225Bellingham They are reopening the Farmer's Market April 11: 

https://www.whatcomtalk.com/2020/04/02/a-
modified-bellingham-farmers-market-reopens-on-
april-11/

TRUE 04/02/20 5:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Greater Lakes Mental Healthcare 9330 59th Ave SW Lakewood This location has at least one instance of 3-4 
employees forced to work in a tiny, closed room at 
open workspaces less than 6 feet apart from one 
another all day. Concerns about this have been 
voiced to management for weeks with no changes 
made. 

Many are still being forced to do their work in the 
facility despite their jobs being 100% phone and 
computer-based. The company refuses to make 
remote work accommodations for certain lower level 
positions even with a doctor’s note. They could 
provide laptops or software for employees to work 
from home but are choosing not to, needlessly 
endangering many employees and their families.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:34 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Washington State Convention Center 9th Ave Seattle We can't build homes for people but we can have 
workers on site building a convention center? This 
doesn't make sense.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Point Ruston 5005 Main Street Tacoma Construction at Point Ruston continues on the 
Rainer Condos and the Main Street Apartments. 
Construction of residential is deemed non essential

buydos@verizon.net D Buydos 2532010316

TRUE 04/02/20 5:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mt. Baker Construction 15th St, between Garden St and Olive StBellingham At this point, I would consider the completion of this 
home improvement project to be essential (re-
roofing). It is unnerving to see the workers in such 
close proximity (2’-3’) and not wearing protective 
masks. Please don’t tell the home owner who is 
reporting this! We have been friends for many years; 
I just want to see the workers practicing social 
distancing and wearing facial covering for the sake 
of society, them and their families.

Adarumford@gmail.com Ada 206-849-4450



TRUE 04/02/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes (and his contractors) 3809 30th Ave W Seattle Construction on this residential house continues 
uninterrupted, with even MORE crews there today. 
Repeated requests to stop; repeated violations sent 
to governor's office. We (the neighbors) can so 
clearly see them working; today they covered ALL 
windows with plastic bags and/or plywood inside 
house so they can't be viewed. But they are there, 
standing together closely taking breaks on the upper 
deck for all to see. Now instead of parking in the 
front they park in the alley behind the house.  A 
neighbor commented that "anarchy reigns" in the 
construction industry -- they KNOW they will not be 
fined -- just a warning  if caught -- and they doubt 
you'll take their licenses away. Why can't you add 
teeth to this "Stay-at-Home" order? We have medical 
people (doctors, nurses) on our street going to work 
to save COVID-19 compromised lives, and come 
home to these workers flaunting and defying your 
order. And yes, we have talked to them, given them 
the governor's order, and provided news stories that 
"residential construction is BANNED." There are 
twice as many workers today as there was a few 
days ago; they do not CARE. We have photos, 
videos, and license plates.  Please enforce/add teeth 
to this order so we can all stay safe and go back to 
work, someday.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter (206) 948-4226

TRUE 04/02/20 5:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Collections agency SB&C 1520 College Way Mount Vernon While they say they are closed, they are requiring 
employees to come into the office to work—including 
high-risk ppl.

nicola.fawcett@gmail.com Nicola Grenzner 3607703755

TRUE 04/02/20 5:46 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Facility maintenance City of Seattle 2203 Airport Way Seattle The maintenance manager is insisting on a business 
as usual approach stating that all of our activities are 
essential. These activities include things like touch 
up painting and replacing the filter in a fridge in a fire 
station. The manager (John Sheldon) in spite of 
concerns raised by employees continues to send us 
on work assignments that could clearly wait for 
weeks. We are being asked to go into fire stations, 
police precincts and public health facilities.

gordon.friang@seattle.gov Gordon Friang 206-510-4744

TRUE 04/02/20 5:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot 4602 Center Street Tacoma, WA 98409 Employee of this location - Our store is currently 
allowing 100 people in the store at a time. This 
makes it impossible to follow social distancing 
guidelines of 6ft and clearly doesn't follow the large 
gathering rules.

melissa.mcnann@hotmail.comMorgan McNann n/a

TRUE 04/02/20 5:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklin and Toll Brothers 16th Street NE and 244th AvenueSammamish There are 50+ construction workers building homes, 
sharing tools and equipment and loitering around.  
This is why this stuff gets extended.  It's in 
unincorporated king county

patrickhusting@hotmail.com Patrick Husting 4258308599

TRUE 04/02/20 5:47 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Immigration Detention 
Facility

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is not an essential business! NWDC is not 
practicing social distancing!

peopleofearth@gmail.com Devin Rydel Kelly 206-406-7815

TRUE 04/02/20 5:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State Washington State 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The DOH website fails to state that contact with a 
person testing positive for COVID-19 applies to 14 
days prior to contact.  As a result--many people are 
working when they were exposed to an infected 
person prior to the person being notified that they 
tested positive.

gk_milner@outlook.com Glen Milner 206-365-7865

TRUE 04/02/20 5:52 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Management Services Geo Group 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 Employees and clientele are within 6' of one another 
in non-essential activities in non-compliance with the 
Governor's Proclamation and recommendations of 
the Worldwide Health Organization.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mom & Pop's 805 w broadway ave moses lake people inside and outside walking around not using 
social distance, the whole main street is full of 
people. the whole town looks like a regular work day.

shmexy75@yahoo.com anita surita 5097604210

TRUE 04/02/20 5:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens 2400 S JACKSON ST. Seattle Walgreens at 23rd and Jackson is allowing people 
(non-customers) to gather/loiter outside of the 
entrance to the store (usually 3 or more people).  
There is no way to enter or exit the building without 
maintaining recommended social distancing.

michael.krier@gmail.com Michael 2064958033

TRUE 04/02/20 6:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Apollo sheet metal. 6205 w okanogan Kennewick Sending people who work out in the field (hermiston) 
having to work in tight quarters , no disinfecting 
measures..and out house usage then going home to 
kids ,.where is the quarantine  practices.

Makaleasugar@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Eastside Chiropractic 11801 NE 166th St Ste D Bothell Still seeing patients, this is non-essential under the 
state's definitions provided by the Governor's office - 
please investigate

TRUE 04/02/20 6:04 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CHI Franciscan St.Joseph, FAC, 
FESC, Harrison Medical Center, St. 
Clare, St. Elizabeth (every facility)

2420 S. State Street, 1717 S J Street, 1139 BroadwayTacoma CHI Franciscan is mandating Human Resources, 
ancillary staff, support staff and others to report to 
work. This work can be performed in the home 
setting/telework, as the functions of these roles are 
not essential to COVID-19. Per CDC guidelines 
mask are being used for all staff coming into the 
hospital & these aren’t clinical employees! This is 
wasting valuable supplies for essential health care 
staff- when there’s a national shortage of masks! 
Staff in roles that aren’t direct patient care or support 
are mandated to report daily. The FAC is the 
business office and they are mandated to report daily 
too. An employee at FAC has tested positive & this 
has subjected hundreds of people & their families to 
COVID 19- unnecessarily when their work could be 
done in respect of the stay at home mandate! This 
violation is going to continue to expose citizens 
because of the day to day travel & needs for gas etc. 
The daily travel for roles that are non-essential staff 
is increasing portals of transmission. Human 
Resources functions through telephone & email 
support to leaders, they don’t  provide ANY direct 
patient support. Nor does business staff, education, 
or a myriad of other roles. Why are these 
Washingtonians in non-essential roles being 
mandated under a clause because they work for a 
hospital?

TRUE 04/02/20 6:06 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other IDIOT WA GOVERNOR Washington State Governor 1 Cap Grounds Way Olympia He did it again, I saw it on TV even.  this place 
continues to hold large gatherings while asking the 
rest of WA not to.   Wish I was home when this 
happens so I would be able to report him quickly.  
Maybe tomorrow he will do this again and I will be 
able to notify you right away.

Time for Insee to get out of officeNot my Governor 3609024111

TRUE 04/02/20 6:06 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber PetSmart Grooming Salon 4919 s regal st Spokane Hi. Our grooming salon has been shut down since 
the order. However, I am being told to come in April 
6th to start grooming again. The pet store is 
essential but Grooming dogs is not. These dogs 
could be around sick owners. I would like to remain 
anonymous. Thank you.

midgiewheeler@gmail.com Amanda 4025965110 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 6:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Coffee shop Green bean java 17519 Canyon Rd E Puyallup I am a customer and was told by one of the 
employees that not only is the owner aware this was 
not an essential business and was staying open due 
to money purposes but a new hire at the stand 
tested positive for covid19 no less than a week ago 
and they are still operating as normal.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Store Buddy’s Home Furnishing 15003 Meridian E Puyallup Not only do they remain open but going door to door 
collecting payments. In my case came for a $25 3 
days late. They demanding $80 payment or to come 
in my house a take the beds back. No attempted 
phone call

Paulbean2015@outlook.com Paul 5034402682 Buddy@buddyrents.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This is a humanitarian crisis. Please release all 
detainees so they can practice social distancing in 
their homes while awaiting their hearings.

t3transcription@gmail.com Holly Rydel Kelly

TRUE 04/02/20 6:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Concord Construction 1831 East Edison Sunnyside This construction site had over 40 workers on site 
today. It is impossible to follow covid19 safety 
requirements. I would like an answer before 
someone on this site gets sick! How is a school that 
isn’t being used considered essential! This school 
functioned without this project and can continue to 
function without this new construction, it will be 
inconvenient but not essential!

Haughton.dan@i loud.com Dan Haughton (509)728-6882

TRUE 04/02/20 6:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store JoAnn fabric and craft Meridian st Puyallup Allowing in multiple people at a time and allowing 
long lines to form outside the store to allow them in 
at some point.

Toneygc@gmail.com C Toney 2538482288 customer.service@joann@com



TRUE 04/02/20 6:15 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther King County Metro Vanpool 
Van maintenance

King County Metro Vanpool Van 
maintenance

King County Metro Rideshare Operations KSC-TR-0812 201 South Jackson Street Seattle WA 98104Issaquah Hi,

We are 5 people who use King County Metro 
Vanpool. Currently staying at home as per guidelines 
and van is not operating for a few weeks now (we 
are making sure the battery is charged).

Now, King county officials are mandating that we 
drop the van for periodic maintenance and warning 
us of consequences if we don't comply.

We are worried about going to unsafe places, risking 
personal and community health. Also wondering if 
periodic maintenance is an essential thing to do at 
this difficult time.

We request your advice on this as early as possible.

Thanks,
Naveen

naveennairs@gmail.com Naveen Nair 4255985151

TRUE 04/02/20 6:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Bros 6520 W Nob Hill Blvd. Yakima Multiple employees inside the store at one time, not 
able to follow adequate social distancing.

darenmckinney@msn.com Daren McKinney 208-859-1200

TRUE 04/02/20 6:16 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank Bank of America bank 32011 pacific highway soith Federal way My mother in law works for b of a and works in a 
banking center that is not following social distancing 
guidlines

Daclotype@daniel-Carrillo.comDaniel carrillo 425–766-7810

TRUE 04/02/20 6:17 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other party at house 1961 12502 16TH AVE SE EVERETT There is a large party of about 15 people going on .  I 
live close to these people and dont want to leave my 
name and contact info

TRUE 04/02/20 6:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cascade millwork and supply Inc. 6534 20th St E Fife Employees have been texted by the owner Dave 
ferderer that the business will open April 8th and 
everyone is to come back to work, it has been 
implied by word of mouth that they'll be fired if they 
do not. The business closed down for a week and a 
half, the owner has stated "we didnt even need to 
shut down for covid 19, we only shut down because 
our suppliers and builders shut down." Cascade 
millwork supplies custom doors and trim to 
residential/commercial contruction 
companies/contractors. It is classified as a 
construction company and is not essential.

Ccullivan@mail.greenriver.eduJon smith 4253063913

TRUE 04/02/20 6:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Massage Envy 20124 Ballinger Way NE Suite A-02Shoreline They may be open and gave a non-medically 
necessary massage.

None Prefer to remain anonymous None

TRUE 04/02/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business The Center - A Place of Hope 547 Dayton St Edmonds This partial hospital psych facility is still taking new 
patients from all over the world and including 
vulnerable populations. The nature of their group 
therapy practices has not been modified in any way 
to accommodate social distancing. There are at least 
50 people in this building every day and none of 
them have been given PPE.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Trinal manor construction 107 w 11th ave Ellensburg Construction business still operating crew of 15 plus 
are working together not maintaining social 
distancing, this should be shut down, it’s a senior 
living housing snd is putting us all at risk

TRUE 04/02/20 6:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Trinal manor construction 107 w 11th ave Ellensburg Construction business still operating crew of 15 plus 
are working together not maintaining social 
distancing, this should be shut down, it’s a senior 
living housing snd is putting us all at risk

TRUE 04/02/20 6:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Massage & Integrated Pain Solutions 6204 NE Hwy 99 Ste C Vancouver Massage office that is opening up that’s not an 
essential business.

rgould29@gmail.com Robin Gould 360-713-3041

TRUE 04/02/20 6:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo shop Lady Luck Tattoo 8611 E Sprague Ave #2921 Spokane Valley Place is open with multiple people within close 
proximity.

sstenhouse0406@gmail.com Sara

TRUE 04/02/20 6:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric store Joann Fabric 1840 W Francis Ave, spokane This is a fabric/craft sstore winterschild111@live.com sara 5094340145

TRUE 04/02/20 6:29 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cram school Solomon Education Center 8021 230th Street Southwest Edmonds I still see kids coming to the school and. Parents are 
still coming to visit their children instead of staying 
home.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Oly Tumwater Dental 3926 cleavland Ave SE tumwater I am a dental hygienist and my office is a small 
dental corporate practice and they are stating to 
continue working I have to physically come into work 
and me to come in even though we what we are 
doing would be non-essential work.  I understand 
dental offices need to be open for emergencies 
however we are a 16 (therefore we would also be 
breaking the gathering over 10 guideline directed by 
the president to slow the spread) full time employee 
practice and have been told we either work our 
slated hours or take a leave of absence without 
unemployement and give up our medical benefits.  I 
am required to give an answer to the ultimatum 
tomorrow please help!  The ADA specifically states 
dental hygiene is non essential.  I have been 
responsible and do not want to be around anyone at 
this time however my family is dependent on my 
medical.  I feel very trapped and that the corporate 
office is working unethically to be able to obtain a 
stimulus package taylored to this corporate bail out.  
This is the reason we are required to be there.  This 
is the information I was given by my office manager.  
I am required to be there Monday.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Gym G standard 3602 S Cedar St, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma This is a 24hour gym still operating but telling 
members to not park in front of the business to avoid 
being shut down the Instagram page 
@gstandardgym gives instructions about not 
drawing attention to them operating

TRUE 04/02/20 6:32 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Oak Harbor Chamber of 
Commerce

Oak Harbor Chamber of Commerce SR 20 Oak Harbor Saturday April 4 the chamber in oak harbor is having 
a large gathering of people to see the Easter bunny. 
12 to 4 pm

TRUE 04/02/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Workers are visibly sick and say boss will not let 
them stay home. From what I gathered they drive all 
over the Puget sound with no sanitation

asl.fenton@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Workers are visibly sick and say boss will not let 
them stay home. From what I gathered they drive all 
over the Puget sound with no sanitation

asl.fenton@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Workers are visibly sick and say boss will not let 
them stay home. From what I gathered they drive all 
over the Puget sound with no sanitation

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Workers are visibly sick and say boss will not let 
them stay home. From what I gathered they drive all 
over the Puget sound with no sanitation

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Workers are visibly sick and say boss will not let 
them stay home. From what I gathered they drive all 
over the Puget sound with no sanitation

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Assisted Residential Services 111 E magnesium st Spokane Not providing proper PPE for workers. Allowing high 
risk employees (pregnant, asthmatic) to be working 
face to face with clients without proper use/offerings 
of PPE and employees facing punishment/different 
treatment if you are under quarantine as advised my 
a medical professional.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape company Whirlwind Clean and Green 6801 216th sw Mountlake Terrace 98043 Landscapers still working, people working coughing 
and using same time clock, no PPE for us

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco Grooming 189 e bakerview bellingham Petco has refused to close down their grooming 
department. They need to shut this down for the 
safety of the community. Dog grooming at this time 
is not essential.

kayli-anne@hotmail.com Kayli 13605827432 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CDK Construction 3200 Eightieth Avenue SE, Mercer Island, WA 98040 Many construction workers touching doorknobs and 
other things and walking up and down narrow 
stairwells. Dangerous to the workers and the 
residence and the community. None of the work 
being done is an emergency or necessary.

Concerned Individual

TRUE 04/02/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Inslee’s Communist Manifesto Capitol Olympia I observe He needs to free our state to live their 
lives.   Before he starts a civil war.  We are not his 
subjects.  He needs to repent of his sins and seek 
the Lord. Then he may get some wisdom on how to 
proceed.

Mateo

TRUE 04/02/20 6:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Gym/Fitness center GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Business is open 24/7, has placed signs outside 
saying it is closed because of COVID, but that's a 
decoy. People are showing up to work out all hours 
of the day and night.  Also has Facebook posts 
instructing members to park on the street so as not 
to look conspicuously open.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther A botox/skincare company Crafted Beauty 510 W Riverside Ave Suite 100Spokane Shipping out dozens of online orders from the clinic 
and having her employees still come to work.  They 
are posting on social media and employees are still 
working on filling online orders inside the clinic. 
Shipping skincare products isn't essential right now 
and they are putting their staff at risk. 
@thebeautynurse on Instagram

Anonymous



TRUE 04/02/20 6:38 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction King County department of natural 
resources

516 Third Avenue Seattle Landscaping near trailhead. Meward23@gmail.com Mike Ward 425-223-2516

TRUE 04/02/20 6:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington state 
government

Jay inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Large gatherings of highly paid officials that care 
less about small business and lining there pockets. 
Why doesn’t all the employees that work for the 
state donate their pay to help cover unemployment 
costs. What benefit is it for the essential businesses 
to stay open.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Advantage Contractors 2801 Bickford Ave Suite 103 PMB 182Snohomish Workers are operating out of owner's home at 9712 
7th PL SE, Lake Stevens. Coming and going every 
day, no social distancing taking place. At least 4 cars 
come and go every day, in and out of owner's 
personal residence.

kandicek83@hotmail.com Kandice 3606243816

TRUE 04/02/20 6:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dog food supplier Petco 45th Ave U district Seattle dog grooming business operating raybigs1@gmail.com Ray Bigelow Ray LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 6:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business All Veterinary Services 17845 GArden Way Woodinville I understand that veterinary clinics throughout the 
state are considered "essential" businesses, 
however when human healthcare providers are been 
ordered to cancel all "elective" medical care for 
humans, we should mandate the same for veterinary 
clinics.  I have pets of my own and understand that 
for emergency care it makes sense; however routine 
care and even elective surgeries such as 
spay/neutral should be ruled as non-essential in 
order to conserve the dwindling medical supplies that 
are necessary to help treat critical need Covid 19 
patients and all the healthcare providers that are 
involved in their care.

homeprojects.mail@gmail.comclaudia 206.683.4420

TRUE 04/02/20 6:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Smart Food Warehouse 1155 NW Ballard Way Seattle There was another shopper infringing on our 6ft 
space. I noted we'd be done momentarily and asked 
him to respect the 6' rule and he refused, saying he 
didn't have to. I complained to the staff and they said 
they couldn't do anything.

sandbar987@yahoo.com Kathleen Johnson 2063514813

TRUE 04/02/20 6:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther National park North cascades national park 7820 ranger station road Marblemount Non essential employees are required to work Cheryl. Greenheart@ gmail.comCheryl 3603331998

TRUE 04/02/20 6:43 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Handyman/painter/realistate Unknown 1924 163rd St E Tacoma My neighbor has been trying to get his house on the 
market and continues to have multiple people over 
for different jobs such as: painting, small repairs, 
and realistate agents. I worry he will start showing 
soon with multiple others. So far I have seen 6 
different people come and go, one in particular is 
here every day and sometimes bring a friend. I don't 
think this handyman even has a business license.

arnettangel@gmail.com Angilena 12535920865

TRUE 04/02/20 6:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Oasis Tea Zone 519 6th Ave S seattle Bubble tea beverage shop allowing customers stay 
inside to drink beverages, and customers are not 
following social distancing rule. Witnessed several 
young crowds not leaving the premise and drinking 
beverages and not following social distancing rules.

youngjinc@hotmail.com young chun 2064348367

TRUE 04/02/20 6:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther agriculture Columbia Valley Fruits 1720 W Ahtanum Rd, Union Gap, WA 98903Union Gap Management is not doing anything in regards to 
helping protect its workers. People are scared to 
speak out in fear of losing jobs. There is no Social 
distancing happening.

Freddy Osorio 5093795002

TRUE 04/02/20 6:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Builders first source 1331 208th st east Spanaway Transportation of lumber has been removed from list 
and multiple people have been called in to work for 
deliveries for days now. Today I had to work and I 
delivered starter packages for BB homes and POE 
construction both of which were illegal. We should 
only be delivering to keep job site from spoiling not 
starting new ones. Also they are operating under the 
guise of being hardware home improvement store 
but the store front is closed to customers. As I drove 
around at work I saw countless construction sites 
operating which was illegal because those sites were 
past the point of spoiling.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lumber yard and mill Sierra Pacific Industries 100 N Front St Shelton I've observed this first hand. I work at the mill. It has 
tons of employees and those employees walk super 
close and work close with one another. It's near 
impossible in some situations to keep a distance. 
With the rise of cause in Mason County that's a big 
concern for some of us.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:52 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Salon Petco 189 E Bakerview Rd. Bellingham The grooming salon in Petco is still open. Employees 
cannot maintain a 6 foot distance with each other let 
alone when customers come in. Human salons are 
closed and so should dog salons. All other grooming 
salons across the state are closed, even PetSmart.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 6:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Watson's  Nursery 2618 13th AVE NW PUYALLUP At approximately 430 pm on 04/01/1020 I observed  
business open with approximately  10 cars in the 
customer  parking lot.

lingking1@msn.com Robert Preble 5417603052

TRUE 04/02/20 6:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Watson's  Nursery 2618 13th AVE NW PUYALLUP At approximately 430 pm on 04/01/1020 I observed  
business open with approximately  10 cars in the 
customer  parking lot.

lingking1@msn.com Robert Preble 5417603052

TRUE 04/02/20 6:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Watson's  Nursery 2618 13th AVE NW PUYALLUP At approximately 430 pm on 04/01/1020 I observed  
business open with approximately  10 cars in the 
customer  parking lot.

lingking1@msn.com Robert Preble 5417603052

TRUE 04/02/20 6:57 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School district Clover park school district 10903 Gravelly Lake Drive SWLakewood Gov Inslee notes that essential business is 
supporting distance learning, meals and childcare, 
however, CPSD, is making district staff who do not 
support these essential functions continue to come 
in to work.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Smile Direct Club 5101 25th Ave NE Seattle Dentists were given the order to not see anything but 
emergencies due to lack of PPE. The next day, SDC 
was bragging about not being a "dentist" but was still 
open as a "healthcare provider" and was wearing 
PPE against the governors order.

foggneal@me.com Michelle Neal 2062503503

TRUE 04/02/20 7:03 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Raymond Grocery & Deli 529 Duryea st Raymond my business gating down for after COVID19, all 
most 40%. we need halp.

joongi060461@gmail.com Joongi Kim 2535834343

TRUE 04/02/20 7:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Porno shop ? 100th street Lakewood They still have open sign on and I see cars out front skmosley@gmail.com Sharon 2535092727

TRUE 04/02/20 7:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Lumber yard ProBuild 1st Street Shelton Lots of people there during the day garyrhansen@comcast.net Gary Hansen 13604637417

TRUE 04/02/20 7:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tire shop Interstate tire So 10th and anbaum Burien ,wa Way too many people in shop sam_calderon@hotmail.com Sam calderon 2069629847

TRUE 04/02/20 7:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Massawa Eritrean and Ethiopian 
Restaurant & Bar

4411 S Mead St, Seattle, WA 98118Seattle People gather here every night and there are a lot of 
Uber drivers. They drink and party every night.

Causecj@gmail.com Cory

TRUE 04/02/20 7:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Lowe's 150 sw Sedgwick rd Port Orchard This store is not limiting the flow or amount of traffic 
into the building. They only actively disinfect 
common areas once per day.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 7:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Millar construction 8013 St. John’s rd Vancouver Not being safe, no Poe, no one is making sure that 
the workers have proper space

TRUE 04/02/20 7:12 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Homeless Shelter 1977 3630 s avaition place Port Angeles The people are told to leave very early in the 
morning. They ride around all day on transit buses 
and due to the maximum amount of riders being 
reached, essential workers can't get to work.

Bob_deniro1999@yahoo.comJeffrey A Kingsley 3604604821

TRUE 04/02/20 7:14 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 31179 WA 20 Oak Harbor A friend had their dog groomed there today, 
4/2/2020. She also posted a photo and tagged the 
business on FB.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 7:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Misc store Kmart 1550 S Burlington Blvd Burlington This store is closing bankruptcy and has been 
packed with people not even close to social 
distancing. The same is happening at Walmart in 
Mount Vernon. People are crowding the stores and 
are not distancing at all. Skagit county is not 
listening!!!!!

Toddlog34@comcast.net Todd 3608405074

TRUE 04/02/20 7:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther politician Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave Olympia Wasting tax dollars, talking without a brain

TRUE 04/02/20 7:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Gig harbor parks Gig harbor parks and parking City of gig harbor Gig harbor I drove through gig harbor today and noticed that 
there parks gates and parking lot gates are not 
locked and were packed. I was also told that a park 
located in gig harbor had about 300 people  in it 
within the last week. This park also had a gate that 
was not locked.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther attorney Bob Ferguson 800 5th Ave #2000 Seattle Attorneys are non-essential

TRUE 04/02/20 7:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Maker of sidecars, non 
essential transportation, toys

DMC Sidecars LLC 15616 Carbonado South Prairie RoadBuckley Business is open as usual. No health or safety 
protections for workers. No social distancing 
protocols in place or enforced. Unlawful spray 
painting and srpay fiberglassing done onsite.

info@dmcsidecars.com Donovan Giese 3608254610

TRUE 04/02/20 7:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Pioneer Pacific Pioneer Puyallup This business continues to stay open and their 
employees continue to work every day. I know this 
because my spouse is being expected to continue 
working even with the governor saying to close if 
non-essential

TRUE 04/02/20 7:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon Petsmart 31st Ave SE Puyallup Petsmart will be opening back up dog and cat 
grooming salons for business starting April 6. This is 
a non essential service and by opening back up will 
bring people out for such service.

Angelgrl0206@comcast.net Melissa BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 7:26 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other tennis courts Seattle Park and Rec 4339 NE 42nd St Seattle Tennis courts are not chained closed and therefore 
the courts remain open full of people playing tennis.



TRUE 04/02/20 7:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair by Maegan Hanby Louise St. W University Place Cosmetologist continues to provide services out of 
her home and in a closed salon, despite warnings 
from neighbors

TRUE 04/02/20 7:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Dr Ste 130 Tukwila Contractor is performing full roof replacements 
putting employees and homeowners all at major risk. 
Multiple projects. Emergency repairs are the only 
thing that I believe are allowed. Not complete re-
roofs. Their actions certainly create an unfair 
advantage in the industry. Their website says one 
thing while they blatantly do another. Very unsafe 
and un-American.

divemastermac@comcast.netScott 206-271-3120

TRUE 04/02/20 7:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft/ Hobby JOANNS 13410 meridian E Puyallup I believe you can get whatever ESSENTIAL supplies 
needed at target/Walmart/Home Depot

Spread needs to be limited. 
This is a serious matter

TRUE 04/02/20 7:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petsmart grooming services Petsmart 120 31st ave sw Puyallup I am a groomer for petsmart on 120 31st ave sw in 
Puyallup Washington. Petsmart is planning to open 
up the grooming salon for services as of April 6th. All 
over the United States putting so many people at 
risk! If givin the option every  person in town will be 
in there getting their dogs groomed sick or not simply 
cause it is something to do. This will be putting more 
people at risk. Please shut this down to stop the 
spread!

Mrsadams101416@gmail.comBri

TRUE 04/02/20 7:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petsmart grooming services Petsmart 120 31ave sw Puyallup I am a groomer for petsmart on 120 31st ave sw in 
Puyallup Washington. Petsmart is planning to open 
up the grooming salon for services as of April 6th. All 
over the United States putting so many people at 
risk! If givin the option every  person in town will be 
in there getting their dogs groomed sick or not simply 
cause it is something to do. This will be putting more 
people at risk. Please shut this down to stop the 
spread

Neudmais@hotmail.com Nichole 2532737697

TRUE 04/02/20 7:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Fountain Chriopractic 2041 E Sims Way Port Townsend Seeing Clients in office not essentially

TRUE 04/02/20 7:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cascade Park Kaiser Permanente 12607 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver The work environment I am provided doesn’t allow 
staff to follow the federal guidelines on social 
distancing. The clinic is not meeting basic 
expectations of protecting its employees.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Spokane County Const. Project n 12322 Pitsburg Spokane There is a const. site in N. Spokane county that 
continues to operate.  On numerous occasions, I 
have seen individuals working together within 6' of 
each other.  This is typical for the const. trade.  We 
had all of our const. jobs shut down last week an this 
site continue to operate.  This site is not essential.  
parcel # 36092.9023

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 7:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Candy, owner Sheri Lentz Home address Spokane Valley Her nail clients are still having their nails done at her 
in residence salon.

noelanirn@gmail.com Sheryl Green 509-344-9265

TRUE 04/02/20 7:41 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governors office Governor PO BOX 40002 Olympia Mr Inslee is not an integral part of society. And is 
deemed non essential

Perry

TRUE 04/02/20 7:44 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E. J St. Tacoma I am concerned about the Northwest Detention 
Center (NWDC). Even after Governor Inslee 
declared that this facility is a non-essential business, 
the NWDC is still  maintaining large groups of 
people in close quarters, where they also lack 
access to proper medical care. it is not possible for 
detainees to maintain social distancing in an 
overcrowded detention facility that should not even 
be open right now. Let our people go!

alora.mcgavin@gmail.com Alora Mcgavin 2089210585

TRUE 04/02/20 7:49 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Beef processing plant Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Had a worker that was confirmed had corona virus, 
did not notify other workers , or notify health 
department, knew about the person that was 
confirmed for 2 weeks before notifying workers , 
denied notifying health department because claimed 
that the daily cleaning that was done is good enough 
to for disinfection

TRUE 04/02/20 7:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nails US 906 SE 164th Ave.  #200 Vancouver Nonessential business open geomert.q.com@gmail.com George Thomas 3607841777

TRUE 04/02/20 7:52 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other School Riverside High School 501 Oravetz Road Auburn, WA  98092 Groups of teenagers continue to hop the fence and 
play games.  They should stay home and someone 
needs to address the violations

TRUE 04/02/20 7:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Lakeview Golf & Country Club 19547 Golf Club Way Soap Lake Social Distancing on Golf Course

TRUE 04/02/20 7:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fresh Flours 9410 Delridge Way SW Seattle Still serving coffee and pastries as usual. No limit to 
number of people inside and they are preparing the 
coffee as you wait in the lobby. Doesn’t seem to be 
take-out if you have to wait for coffee and things to 
be warmed in the building. It’s very non-essential to 
have coffee in these times.

Guinealover21@hotmail.com Sierra

TRUE 04/02/20 8:02 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio/interlock service 
center

Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall ave Bellingham Sales/install of car audio being performed, under 
guise of interlock service
LOOPHOLE BEING EXPLOITED

Scamdman8@gmail.com Cameron 360-305-6463

TRUE 04/02/20 8:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Cabinetry Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd st E Sumner Not enough PPE equipment, not possible to follow 
social distancing guidelines. We only make cabinets 
( not essential)

customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape and smoke shop Global smoke shop 206 E casino road #6 Everett Vape juice and smokes have not been deemed 
essential.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel elroy 206-354-2221

TRUE 04/02/20 8:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton 284 ST NW Standwood Non essential employees working on building homes Tnt@msn.com Anonymous 4252451234

TRUE 04/02/20 8:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart 15727 E Broadway Ave Spokane Valley The people loading groceries into cars have been 
coming right up to multiple car windows to ask for 
your name to check you in. They also were leaning 
into cars to show them things on their check in 
device. Not keeping 6ft away.

HannahBasler.22@gmail.comHannah Basler 5098507218

TRUE 04/02/20 8:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyers 800 Lakeway dr Bellingham No social distancing enforced by store. Employees 
and store goes are not respecting social distancing. 
Crossed area and no limit if 10 people gathered of 
less. More than 200 people in the store at the same 
time.

Castaneda.lucia@gmail.com Luciac castaneda 3605261381

TRUE 04/02/20 8:14 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home owners association Blue mountain community 
management

14205 SE 36th st, she 100 Bellevue, WA, 98006 Driving around neighborhoods sending people 
violation notices for weeds in their yard. It’s 
appalling. I am an essential employee working 11 
hour days to keep up with being short staffed due to 
quarantines and do not appreciate this business 
scoping my yard and the rest of the neighborhood. 
It’s appalling.

Sunnysafrica@msn.com Michelle Wesseloo 360-600-0912

TRUE 04/02/20 8:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinets Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd st E Sumner This is cabinets! Not worth lives to produce cabinets. They dont have enough gloves, masks, cleaning supplies. Its impossible to follow 6ft rules at all times. Not all employees take this seriously too. Not ok!!

TRUE 04/02/20 8:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Baileys Corner 7695 cultus bay road Clinton Large groups, drinking beer

TRUE 04/02/20 8:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grower of Tulips Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Rd Mt Vernon Tulip Town is closed BUT they opened a road side 
business to sell merchandise and tulips.  Open daily 
noon-4 & Saturday 11-5.  They are asking people to 
drive over to the tulip fields, see the fields, buy their 
merchandise and tulips.  People from Puget Sound 
are driving there to see flowers, buy tulips and 
festival merchandise.  This is NOT essential.  Please 
shut them down!!!  (2) videos posted today.  2nd 
one was posted 2 hours after Governor decision to 
shut the state down until 5/4/20.  
https://www.facebook.com/tuliptown/

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other flooring warehouse T&A supply 5211 s Washington st tacoma this company is trying to find a loophole to stay open 
by saying that they "supply to hospitals" but all they 
supply is flooring to other business and not directly 
to hospitals. this company has 100's of employees 
throughout Washington that are still being told to go 
to work.

joshferry94@yahoo.com Joshua 2532217335 webhelp@tasupply.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/02/20 8:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Vape NW 10924 mukilteo speedway Mukilteo Not sure if they qualify as essential

TRUE 04/02/20 8:19 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther IRS office Jackson Federal Building 915 2nd Ave Seattle My roommate works at the IRS in a position that has 
not been deemed essential. His office is asking 
employees to come in tomorrow, April 3, to receive 
training for telework. My roommate, like many on his 
staff, is at an increased risk for COVID-19. He is 
part of the vulnerable population.

Joseph 5038770131

TRUE 04/02/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Ballard CrossFit 15 the Ave Ballard People working out and congregating less that’s 3 
feet from one another

aaron@ballardcrossfit.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/02/20 8:23 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Skate Park Arbor Heights Skate Park 11525 SE 240th St, Kent There are constantly large groups of people 
gathering at this skate park.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther massage Lilli's Marvelous Massage 
206.783.3270

10015 Lake City Way NE Seattle 98125 Across from a liquor store and appears to advertise 
services at site nearby (maybe in the ActivSpace 
building?)

joan.rudd@comcast.net joan rudd 2065269057

TRUE 04/02/20 8:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Amazon.com,inc. Po box 80683 Seattle Keeping warehouse personnel at risk and sectioning 
office personnel off.

BarbaraE@microsoft.net Barbara 325-455-3217

TRUE 04/02/20 8:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Moda Capelli 522 Capital way S Olympia Julia Ward has continued to conduct business from 
her house and the salon. She has moved her salon 
business to her house and is not following the stay 
home/stay safe order.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage and Spa Renton Spa 1717 ne 44th street E Tenton Multiple people in and out
Not essential
All massage places and spas are closed

Cribbagequeen2002@yahoo.comMs wilson 2064378582



TRUE 04/02/20 8:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Energize Chiropractic and Wellness 13325 100th. Ave. D. Kirkland I am a patient at this Chiropractor office. They take 
temperatures first but today they took one of their 
employees temp. And they had a temp. Of 101.4 
and didn't send them home. They told him to stay. 
Which means he helped patients while spreading his 
virus around. This is a blatant disregard for best 
practices during this Pandemic. Horrible. There were 
children in office today. Today's date is April 2, 2020. 
They were just trying to look good in front of 
patients. This person worked the rest of the day. I 
was apalled

jujulh1966@gmail.com Judy 4252487029

TRUE 04/02/20 8:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Contos PIzza and Pasta 521 WA 9 Lake Stevens I love this business and love that they are trying! But, 
my husband went to pick up an order and was 
shocked....they have a narrow entry way, and waiting 
seats along it.  People were waiting inside next to 
each other and you had to walk right by every one of 
them to get your food. It was a tight little area with no 
way to social distance, even if you wanted to try. You 
had to walk by all the people waiting for orders. Plus 
their employees had no way to keep social distance 
from customers, so were exposed to each customer 
at the check out. And from those waiting nearest the 
register. They were not having dine-in, which was 
good. But there was no social distancing happening 
at all, and no option for it; so you had to risk it going 
by all those waiting, down the narrow entry hall to 
pick up your food. Perhaps people needed to wait 
outside, have a table and greeter at the door and 
then pass the order on to be delivered at the door 
and paid for there too.

tmanymoods@comcast.net Erin & Trey Moody 425-239-8818

TRUE 04/02/20 8:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco  Grooming Salon 809 NE 45th St. Seattle I have been informed their grooming Salon is open. I 
don't find this to be an essential buisness and feel 
this creates an unneeded risk to the community.

Kevinhanson138@gmail.com Kevin Hanson 2062516261

TRUE 04/02/20 8:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Day care MightyKidz 315 1st Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Day care open info@mightykidz.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor inslee Olympia Olympia Governor inslee is non-essential.  Don’t start getting 
us to report one another - your gross abuse of power 
is maddening.  Use education and people will find 
ways to aid in this fight.  Your attempt at controlling 
things outside your realm is unconstitutional.  Mr. 
Inslee should be deemed non-essential and stop 
drawing a paycheck from constituents while he has 
them shut down.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:42 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann's fabric All locations Spokane valley' South Hill. Five mileSaid on door only allowing 50 people in the store at 
on time.  Most people not making masks

Jodie@scottclark.us Jodie Pugsley 5092203896 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vapor shop Sky Vapor 4610 evergreen way #7 Everett Vapor shop open. Some are closed but these guys 
are not essential. Needs to be a check on 
businesses that shouldn’t be open.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 8:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Aerospace Sekisui Aerospace 1502 20th st nw Auburn This place is making non essential airplane parts 
and not following the 6 foot apart rule.

Jeremy

TRUE 04/02/20 8:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape and Smoke shop Hotbox smoke shop 2100 N northgate way Seattle Vapor shop and smoke shop have been deemed non 
essential unless they sell groceries.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 8:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Apollo mechanical 222 S. Evergreen rd. Spokane valley I have seen on several different occasions most  of 
these workers gathering around in large groups 
within 1ft from each other hanging out giving high 
fives Laughing and acting like the social distancing 
doesn’t even exist. I sent pictures of how close they 
are to one another in my comments to the governors 
office. Inside the building is the same thing several 
workers within 1 to 2 feet away Congregating. No 
masks are provided and I know of one worker that 
was sent home sick having symptoms and they 
didn’t shut down. They are not practicing social 
distancing at all.

Melissajdorn1975@gmail.comMelissa Dorn (509)998-0987

TRUE 04/02/20 8:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Pelage Medi Spa 111 Front Street North Issaquah Instagram post by business saying they were open 
for “essential” services such as hair removal; laser 
or waxing, and other services. The post even went 
as far as to say as they were following laws by only 
having one client at a time.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Salon Ish 107 W Stewart Ste B Puyallup The stylists are still in the salon not practicing social 
distance and having clients come pick up products 
and whatnot. It’s on social media

Madmaxey04@comcast.net Juan

TRUE 04/02/20 8:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business LabCorp 9631 N Nevada Spokane Going to have blood my drawn at Labcorp, though 
it’s not essential that I have routine blood work to do. 
There’s really no way to keep 6 ft away from having 
a draw done. 
Then having to be in a waiting room with people not 
social distancing is a nightmare. They don’t need to 
be open, any business that’s medical related that 
isn’t a STAT situation should stay closed, we need to 
stop spreading this virus.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Formerly golf course Former Wayne Golf Course Bothell Way Bothell There were HUNDREDS of people out there today 
as I was driving back from work. I saw groups of 5 or 
more very close in proximity to other groups. I’m a 
nurse and wonder why my fellow citizens don’t 
understand the risks they are taking with their lives 
and the lives of others. No personal distancing apart 
from the cyclists but even they had to ride closely to 
others. Can the Bothell police monitor this area 
please?

sammiecooks@yahoo.com Sharon  Cooks 2063215298

TRUE 04/02/20 8:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business New York Cupcakes Crossroads Mall Bellevue In store sales

TRUE 04/02/20 9:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Columbia Hospitality 2200 Alaskan way #200 Seattle While they are not charging people to golf, people 
are golfing (they have free push carts out for people) 
and these groups are not social distancing.   In the 
spirit of the order this business is allowing (almost 
encouraging) people to gather and golf.  All because 
they say they dont gave gates to close, but they do 
have a skeleton crew working for maintenance and 
those workers are turning a blind eye, especially to 
people who have memberships (which means they 
already paid, ie having business).  This is happening 
at several of their golf courses.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:01 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public Sector State employees Big White Building DowntownOlympia Quite sure the already bloated state payroll is still 
intact and public employees (and their pensions) are 
not in danger. 
small business owners should not be at the mercy of 
the governor. Many businesses will never reopen.
 Let the people decide and adapt

Jean.kleser@comcast.net Jean 3608342287

TRUE 04/02/20 9:05 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government King county 264th Redmond King county was chipping away brush along road way

TRUE 04/02/20 9:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric crafts store Joann's fabric 57th Ave Ballard Wa. #1711 Seattle Not essential to life at all. Can we all eat drink fabric 
crafts to survive? No. They need a cease and desist 
order from attorney general like other states are 
doing. They won't close till many get infected and 
die. Employees customers are at high risk.

Marcelo ponte 2062934275 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Robin Marie Photography No street address listed Duvall This photographer is advertising on Facebook and is 
offering porch portrait photography sessions. She 
will go to peoples houses and take pictures of them. 
Name on facebook is Robin Woelz Phone number is 
listed as 206 321 0185. 
Website is listed as robinmariephotography.com

robinmariephoto@hotmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/02/20 9:12 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Unknown 2100 sheridan rd Bremerton Every night there is a gathering in this church where 
they play loud music.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business San Francisco bakery Corner of San Francisco and BethelOlympia Wa I drive by this bakery daily, its in my neighborhood 
and people are still going in there all day long.
This business is NOT essential and putting the 
community in danger of covid 19 germ sharing by 
being open!

Deb5665@gmail.com Debbie Arnold 3605848303

TRUE 04/02/20 9:15 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supplies/Grooming Petco 6520 w 95th st Oak lawn il 60453 They are Grooming dogs while all the otger small 
business groomers must shut down. Not fair to the 
other grooming shops

Mick8159@gmail.com Michael F Snee 7088906026 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 9:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist Das Blumenreich yakima ave. (Home studio) Yakima Florist is non essential,  yet this business is 
delivering and offering Floral pick up service. Retail 
locations of florists must be closed.  They are 
advertising on their facebook page for this.

DasBlumenreich@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Massage -  NOT MEDICAL Andrea Villa LMT 131 N Main Waitsburg Message therapist not respecting social distancing.  
Claims to be medical- but is really spa service.

Bridgethouse@rocketmail.comBridget House 5093860937

TRUE 04/02/20 9:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Legacy Salmon Creek Medical Center 2211 NE 139th Street VANCOUVER Several of is sharing an office within the hospital and 
desks are 1 foot apart and not allowed to work from 
home.

Jonesjrn82@gmail.com Jamie Jones 3604492148



TRUE 04/02/20 9:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business BioSports Physical Therapy 18 N Worthen Street Wenatchee I’m not sure why BioSports Physical Therapy is still 
open and seeing patients. They have not limited the 
number of therapists at any given time and are 
certainly not following social distancing protocol. The 
biggest PT clinic in the valley has cancelled all 
patients until May 12 and is seeing some patients via 
telehealth. Why isn’t BioSports doing telehealth 
visits? These times are tough but we need to put our 
community first and limit interactions. What a great 
option to have telehealth appointments available.

Claire.dahlstrom@gmail.com Claire Dahlstrom 5099985678

TRUE 04/02/20 9:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business BioSports Physical Therapy 18 N Worthen Street Wenatchee I’m not sure why BioSports Physical Therapy is still 
open and seeing patients. They have not limited the 
number of therapists at any given time and are 
certainly not following social distancing protocol. The 
biggest PT clinic in the valley has cancelled all 
patients until May 12 and is seeing some patients via 
telehealth. Why isn’t BioSports doing telehealth 
visits? These times are tough but we need to put our 
community first and limit interactions. What a great 
option to have telehealth appointments available.

Claire.dahlstrom@gmail.com Claire Dahlstrom 5099985678

TRUE 04/02/20 9:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business BioSports Physical Therapy 18 N Worthen Street Wenatchee I’m not sure why BioSports Physical Therapy is still 
open and seeing patients. They have not limited the 
number of therapists at any given time and are 
certainly not following social distancing protocol. The 
biggest PT clinic in the valley has cancelled all 
patients until May 12 and is seeing some patients via 
telehealth. Why isn’t BioSports doing telehealth 
visits? These times are tough but we need to put our 
community first and limit interactions. What a great 
option to have telehealth appointments available.

Claire.dahlstrom@gmail.com Claire Dahlstrom 5099985678

TRUE 04/02/20 9:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business G Standard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma The gym is still open and instructing members to 
park on the street to avoid police attention.

Abetts213@gmail.com Anonymous 253-360-0204 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Gillespie Dentistry 13200 SE McGillivray Blvd Vancouver A close friend was seen at this office today for 
cosmetic dental reasons. No emergency at all. They 
broke the rule to get her in before her insurance 
runs out. She is going again next week for another 
non emergent appointment

TRUE 04/02/20 9:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Paint store Mallory Paint Store/Benjamin Moore 512 W Indiana Ave. Spokane I would hope that a paint store is not considered 
essential!

TRUE 04/02/20 9:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Boomers classic rock bar and grill 18219 E Appleway Ave Spokane valley Boomers is a bar and grill that is still allowing people 
to eat and drink in there restaurant. It is very small 
inside and would be very hard to do any sort of social 
distancing. On top of that they already have bad 
reviews for health standards. They need to follow the 
rules

measuretheglobe@gmail.comDean

TRUE 04/02/20 9:49 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd, Wallula, WA 99363Wallula The factory has employees with multiple positive 
covid-19 results & have not informed other 
employees or are taking steps to ensure safety for 
the rest of their employees & remain open. They 
have posted signs saying “$500 bonus” to those who 
don’t miss work until end of May.

Naye6324@gmail.com Nallely 5095286147

TRUE 04/02/20 9:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Seattle parking enforcement Seattle parking enforcement 610 5th ave Seattle Parking enforcement is still active Bretltvrdy@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other New and used bargain store Bargain Boutique 103 E main St. Goldendale They report they have essential oils so the city let 
them stay open, There is a Pharmacy across the 
street that serves the community with the same 
essential oils. I dont feel this business is essential to 
the community.

reedsgirl1975@yahoo.com Tanya Williams 509-250-2177 goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR. HORTON 1621 Seattle Hill Road Bothell Real estate agents are locking themselves up all day 
in their sales office, without having any appointment. 
Their cars are parked near their sales office. They 
falsely pretend to be closed. 
DR Horton requires them to work onsite at all times. 
Employees are worried about "losing their job" if they 
don't follow corporate orders

anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 9:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction AGR 816 S Kenyon St. Seattle Still crushing gypsum.  Construction is on hold so 
they should not be operating.

info@gypsumusa.com

TRUE 04/02/20 9:57 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck off, and take this down Stop wasting tax money on snitches 123 Fuck Off Pl Olympia I’d like the state to politely and completely fuck off, 
and stop using taxpayer money to chase asinine shit 
down.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Rat Supply Rat R Us 416 14th Ave SW Olympia, WA 98504 Encouraging rat like behavior. Shame on you! bend@yahoo.com Ben Dover

TRUE 04/02/20 9:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Other Landscape Company distinctive Landscape LLC 16620 NE 72nd Ave, vancouver They are working with 3 people in a truck.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop and smoke and 
beer

Zakks smoke and beverage 2902 164th st sw G4 Lynnwood Selling vape juice cigs and beer. Non essential 
business with extended hours during coronavirus.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke and vapor store Zakks smoke shop 22803 44th Ave W Ste e-2 Mountlake Terrace Non essential store open selling vape juice and 
cigarettes.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 206-354-2221

TRUE 04/02/20 10:02 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Slaughter house Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Positive corona virus cases j.campo27008@gmail.com Jose Campos 5093808164

TRUE 04/02/20 10:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Zakks smoke and beverages 7424 evergreen way Everett Non essential business open. Selling vape juice and 
cigars should not be essential. Everyone else closed 
but this guy.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other TARGET 1963 258 SE Whitney st Camas Target is not limiting the amount of people coming in 
and they are letting people shop through out the 
whole store instead of roping off non-essential areas 
of the store. Exposing other guests and workers 
continually.

grbc123@hotmail.com Gena R Boone-Curtis 3605187687

TRUE 04/02/20 10:04 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd. Wallula Many people are sick with COVID-19 related 
symptoms. Some are said to already be confirmed 
cases.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke and vape Zakks smoke and vape 15009 bothell way ne Lake forest park Vapor and smoke store open. Not an essential 
business. Needs to be regulated.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 206-354-2221

TRUE 04/02/20 10:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vapor store and smoke Sugar on Magnolia 111 E magnolia st Bellingham Vape juice and cigarettes are not essential. This 
business is open and having a sale during these 
awful times.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Choice tobacco 603 Broadway East Seattle Non essential. Saw it was open today. 3-4 people 
walking out not practicing social distancing.

Sylviaketcham@gmail.com Sylvia Ketcham 2069026744

TRUE 04/02/20 10:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Lacey Fire Department 8407 Steilacoom Road SE Olympia Surprised to see a fire truck with medical employees 
at a residential home on Hensley Street NE, allowing 
this family, their kids and several friends to climb 
around the truck, playing on it, being in close contact 
with each other and the fire fighters.   Seems to be 
irresponsible given the shelter in place (Stay home / 
Stay Healthy), plus it seems like a poor use of tax 
payer funds

TRUE 04/02/20 10:09 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat Packaging Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Many employees are being diagnosed with Corona 
Virus as well as not following rules of 6 feet apart.

alfredo.solis@aol.com Alfredo Solis 5094301803

TRUE 04/02/20 10:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym The Factory 4940 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton This is a gym.  The parking lot was full on 
Wednesday afternoon.  I saw people going in 
through the back in workout attire.

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Joann’s fabric 13410 meridian e , suite A Puyallup They continue to be open. From what I have 
witnessed they are not cleaning any surface 
including shopping carts in this store.  Placing the 
public and employees at risk.

splcasters@msn.com Carol Saulen 2529069836

TRUE 04/02/20 10:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke and vape Gogo smoke & vape 12720 4th ave W Everett Vapor store open. Non essential to provide vape 
juice when it’s available at most grocery stores/ gas 
stations.

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store JoAnn's Fabrics 7900 Block of NE HWY 99 Vancouver They were open to the public on Tue 3/31/20 mskharma@gmail.com Mary L Liddle 3609368278 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke and vape Gogo smoke & vape 12720 4th ave W Everett Vape juice is non essential Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St SE Suite 300 Sumner Make custom kitchen cabinets, Every order is pre 
paid.  Have over 300 employees and risking their 
lives for profit only.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop My vape shop 3188 NE sunset blvd Renton Vape shop is non essential Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Arcadia, Inc. 7830 S 196th ST Kent I'm not sure they are considered essential as 
manufacturers. Also, their office and workshop are 
not set up for social distancing requirements, 
currently.

Caitlin 425-444-1598

TRUE 04/02/20 10:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public transit Skagit Transit 600 county shop lane Burlington reducing the number of buses so more people riding 
on fewer buses. Free rides causing homeless, drug 
addicts, unemployed to joy ride. The buses are net 
being cleaned well. Persons testing positive allowed 
to ride, no masks required, putting the public at high 
risk.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape store Vapor city and smoke 13105 meridian E #103 Puyallup Vapor store selling juice is open Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape and smoke Gogo Smoke & vape 16809 hwy 99 Lynnwood Vape shop opens but is non essential. Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Daniel Elroy 253-855-4039

TRUE 04/02/20 10:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Sealy Mattress 2626 Willamette Dr NE Lacey This business manufactures mattresses and is still 
operating. Employees have complained to corporate 
that they do not feel safe going to work every day, as 
they have families at home that they are putting at 
risk by being around large number of people at work.

lilmagoo2006@yahoo.com Angie consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:34 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula Workers work less than 6 feet apart, a covid 19 has 
been confirmed and they still continue to keep the 
plant open.

Itati melendez



TRUE 04/02/20 10:35 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Olympic Corrections Center Olympic Corrections Center 11235 Hoh Mainline FOrks ON Tier C in the Olympic Correctional Facility they 
are cramming 5 or more inmates into a 6ft cell and 
not following social distancing guidelines.  These 
prisoners are literally sitting in petri dishes.  My 20yr 
old son is one of the inmates being housed on the C-
tier unit.  Please send him home on an ankle 
monitor.  It is the most humane thing to do during 
this scary and deadly outbreak.  I beg you to let 
some of them out so the social distancing can be 
followed.

dmendoza2007@comcast.netDeborah Mendoza 3609361101

TRUE 04/02/20 10:36 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat slaughter Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula 4 cases of covi19

TRUE 04/02/20 10:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods Dodd rd Wallula This company has had several people positive for 
corona virus including alot more illegal situations that 
happen. HR Department along with management is 
keeping from their employees and bragging them 
with a $500 bonus if they do not call in. Most of us 
have to pay bills and have no help elsewhere to 
where we feel we have no choice. Please take the 
time to look into this company. Imagine how much 
product is going out to the public. So many 
employees are afraid to say anything due to being 
laid off or not re having pay the to bills not waiting. 
Please take rime to look into this.

Kerrgloria@live.com Gloria 5095378436

TRUE 04/02/20 10:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pizzeria 22 4213 SW College St Seattle Customers dining inside sharing a table with plates 
of food, line at register with people in close contact.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 13410 meridian East Puyallup Joann Fabric is a non essential.  They are putting 
employees and community at risk.

Missgina64@hotmail.com Gina Laffoon customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:51 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Freedom Baptist Church 421 W E St Shelton They are still gathering for services and taking 
children there. They are meeting other families from 
different households.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Glassblowing Hilltop Artists 602 N Sprague Ave Tacoma Multiple people inside hot shop (glass blowing studio 
located at Jason Lee Middle School). Up to four 
people at a time present inside on Thursday April 
2nd for a few hours between around 10am-2pm, and 
also multiple people present on April 1st.

info@hilltopartists.org

TRUE 04/02/20 11:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred meyer 1225 W bakerview rd Bellingham They are not restricting the number of shoppers or 
following appropriate social distancing requirements. 
They’ve got at least one positive COVID-19 case and 
they can’t shut down because they are essential. It’s 
not right.

Emily0016---@hotmail.com Emily

TRUE 04/02/20 11:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Lounging Barber 1123 34th Ave Seattle Owner Paul Gray is totally ignoring closing the Non-
essential order. They’re people gathering in a group 
at this location.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym - Club 24 Columbia Center Blvd Strip MallKennewick The facility let’s members use key cards  to enter 
but, I understood that Gym memberships were not to 
be used for this time?  When I’m trying to preach 
this to teenagers trying to keep in shape for 
scholarships and military what do you do?

Sayitwithword@yahoo.com Amie 509539-6063 union@club24fit.com

TRUE 04/02/20 11:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Warehouse Funko Distribution Center Funko Distribution Center, 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett Funko Distribution Center is currently open, this 
distribution center has already have 2 cases of 
COVID where 2 employees tested positive. The CEO 
is keeping business open as usual. This business 
has already had employees come forward about how 
the CEO refuses to shut down.

Strine.tommy@yahoo.com Thomas

TRUE 04/02/20 11:14 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd, Wallula Washington positive coronavirus cases involving multiple 
employees, & not property informing or sanitizing 
equipment, giving notice/supplies to employees for 
protection”

daniel.aguilar21@hotmail.comDaniel

TRUE 04/02/20 11:17 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Private home Private home 1202 E 64th st Tacoma Non stop traffic in and out of this house. Minimum of 
15 non residents visiting a day. I think there maybe 
running business out of home or selling drugs.  
Illegal auto garage on street and property, minimum 
of 3 cars worked on per day. Residents of home 
have been suffering respiratory illness for days and 
spitting outside. They should not have visitors with 
lockdown and also being ill.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Callow Vapor 324 N Callow Ave Bremerton Callow Vapor is still performing curbside service as a 
non-essential business. The owner, Tyler Stipp, is 
frequently noticeably intoxicated while working.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:38 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Die Empty Crossfit 3180 W. Clearwater suite R Kennewick I observed a group of individuals gathered in parking 
lot (in workout attire) and watched them go into the 
gym. A while later I walked by and noted the doors 
were locked to public but a large group individuals 
were inside working out/lifting weights and definitely 
not maintaining social distance.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction 1Up floors 3800 150th ave ct E Summer Flooring contractor continues to operate on 
residential construction in spite of ban

TRUE 04/02/20 11:43 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Washington Army National 
Guard Recruiting Office

Washington Army National Guard 
Recruiting Office

10228 156th St E Puyallup I am writing to inquire as a concerned citizen as to 
why the Washington Army National Guard 
Recruiting office is still open and operating under 
normal business hours. Their boss, the Governor, 
has issued a shelter in place rule, and yet reaching 
out to our high school students and other members 
of the community is deemed "essential"? They 
should be staying at home and helping stop the 
spread of Covid-19, not working normal hours trying 
to recruit. That is by no means essential.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Seattle Indian Health Board 411 12th ave s Seattle Conducting non-essential programming for senior 
citizens 55 of age and older. Social distancing 
guidelines not being met. Still conducting in person 
classes, lunch and  encouraging the elderly 
population to leave their homes to spend their day at 
the program 9am to 3pm Mon - Fri

Barnhartjoe@hotmail.com Anonymous 2064460088

TRUE 04/02/20 11:45 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Beef Production Plant Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula People testing positive with COVID-19 are working 
here and the company isn’t taking the right 
precautions for the safety of their works and their 
families.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:56 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Visitation center Pierce county center for supervised 
visitation

621 Pacific ave #301 Tacoma Children visiting their other parent cant keep a 6 foot 
distance. They are kids and don't understand. There 
are multiple families cycled threw the rooms for their 
visits. We are supposed to not socialize wirth 
members that we doubt physically live with currently 
its scary to mix the germs between blended families, 
especially if you don't know the cleanliness of the 
other parent. The knowledge of this virus is still 
evolving. Visitations should halt with stay at hine 
orders please.

Reesetaa@gmail.com Trisha Anderson 253-886-7261

TRUE 04/03/20 12:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby Store Joann Fabric and Crafts 13410 Meridian East Ste A Puyallup Joann’s open and putting their employees and 
elderly customers at risk. The majority of people who 
work and shop are this store are well over 65. They 
claim to be helping to make masks but they don’t tell 
customers that they are out of the supplies. 
Customers are not using the 6 foot apart rule.

bellak813@hotmail.com Katie L customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 12:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Robin Marie Photography 12738 O’dell Road NE Duvall She is advertising quarantine photo sessions all over 
the local Facebook pages. It’s really unfair for certain 
businesses to sneak through the cracks. And wrists 
extending the lock down even further for the entire 
community.

KRISTELG@ME.COM Kristel Goodwin 4254668450 robinmariephoto@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 12:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred Meyers-Lakeway 900 Lakeway Bellingham On Saturday March 28, 2020 my mom stopped by 
Lakeway Fred Meyer and she was shocked at the 
amount of people not only shopping but being 
allowed into the store. She said it was impossible to 
maintain 6 ft distance from others. She cry 
complained to a manager pleading him to do 
something! Nobody in Bellingham seems to be 
taking the situation seriously! Other stores are 
limiting the number of people, Fred Meyer is not. I 
believe this violates the governors orders. Fred 
Meyer owes it to their employees to help keep them 
safe! It’s extra upsetting because it feels like those 
of us who HAVE been taking it seriously, not going 
out (except once a week for essentials) are going to 
end up stuck at home for nothing while others freely 
spread it?! Or we will end up stuck at home for 
much much longer? Just because one store didn’t 
take the mandatory precautions of limiting shoppers 
AND because people didn't care about following the 
governors orders.

mrs.lucia.cantu@gmail.com Lucia Cantu



TRUE 04/03/20 12:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ba Mien Supermarket 6951 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle Ba mien Supermarket is popular in vietnamese/asian 
community. I noticed that the market did not limiting 
number of customer allowed into the store. It was 
difficult to do social distancing since the store was 
small and busy. As a resident, i am very concerned. 
With a large number of customers in the store at 
one time would potentially high risk for the virus to 
spread. I urge to have this store evaluate for the 
safety of the community. Thank You

thaong8@yahoo.com Thao 2066010160

TRUE 04/03/20 12:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Management Services Geo Group 1623 E J St Tacoma Company continues to operate despite non-essential 
nature

malaqueer@gmail.com James No.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:07 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 4328 Sunnyside Ave N Seattle Inadequate social distancing and health measures. 
Inmates can be released since they are not 
criminals, only immigrants.

k8lillyk8lilly@gmail.com Kate Lilly

TRUE 04/03/20 1:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Eagles Lanes 307 1/2 W Chestnut Ave Yakima Seen on the app LOCAL that this business has open 
bowling this Friday from 2:35pm to midnight. Special 
pricing for 55+ years old and 12 and under. I believe 
they sell food and alcohol.

5092577939

TRUE 04/03/20 1:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Robin Marie Photography 12738 O’dell Road NE Duvall She is advertising “quarantine photo sessions” all 
over the local Facebook pages. It’s really unfair for 
certain businesses to sneak through the cracks. And 
risk extending the lock down even further for the 
entire community.

KRISTELG@ME.COM Kristel Goodwin 4254668450 robinmariephoto@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 1:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse ANC 3995 70TH AVE E FIFE No effort to even try and keep people 6ft away. 
Temperatures not bring taken before shift.

Prototype519@gmail.com Craig Godfrey 2532164174

TRUE 04/03/20 1:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other sign installation Signs Plus 766 Marine Dr Bellingham Business remains open. Employees visit multiple 
outside locations daily.

sales@signsplusnw.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/03/20 1:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business First fruit 1111 fishook park rd Prescott Not following rules of social distancing plus people 
not showing up to work doe to corona virus 
symptoms and yet not one word has being mentioned

TRUE 04/03/20 2:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Zips 317 S 72 nd st Tacoma So many workers behind counter  at lease 16-20 at 
night no social distancing. Customer in front of me  
came in coughing runny nose, the girl behind 
counter asked if she knew they had online ordering? 
Lady said she didn’t care. They should really do curb 
side pick up, way to risky for the  amount of the 
public that attend regularly.

Hauflet@gmail.com Tina Haufle 2532226330

TRUE 04/03/20 3:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Black Diamond Bakery 32805 Railroad Avenue Black Diamond a restaurant/bakery serving up Covid Lillielyman@gmail.com Lillie  Lyman 4259069764

TRUE 04/03/20 5:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Boomers classic rock bar and grill 18219 E Appleway Ave Spokane valley They are serving food and alcohol in their building

TRUE 04/03/20 5:26 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing in Everett Washington, one of the most non-
essential businesses, plans to start production up 
again on April 7th. With thousands of people working 
in close proximity, which is a direct violation to the 
state and county orders/proclamation of staying 
home except for essential activities or essential 
business services. This is very dangerous as it 
can/will/has spread the virus quickly throughout the 
factory, with 1 confirmed death and dozens of 
positive cases, and in turn these people will spread it 
throughout the communities.

Jerryn206@gmail.com Jerryn

TRUE 04/03/20 5:26 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing in Everett Washington, one of the most non-
essential businesses, plans to start production up 
again on April 7th. With thousands of people working 
in close proximity, which is a direct violation to the 
state and county orders/proclamation of staying 
home except for essential activities or essential 
business services. This is very dangerous as it 
can/will/has spread the virus quickly throughout the 
factory, with 1 confirmed death and dozens of 
positive cases, and in turn these people will spread it 
throughout the communities.

Jerryn206@gmail.com Jerryn

TRUE 04/03/20 5:49 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson fresh meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Their have been reporting a of employees going 
home due to having the virus, they haven’t been 
saying it’s rumors or possible symptoms of virus they 
just have been saying they have been sending 
people home who have the virus I am concerned for 
my family members who work here please help!

TRUE 04/03/20 6:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business The oasis Bar 123 Front ave sw Castle Rock They are working on there business and not 
following the social distancing

TRUE 04/03/20 6:26 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace Boeing 2400 Perimeter Road Auburn I work for Boeing as part of the HR department 
where at this point in time, my work can be done 
virtually.  I do not work on the planes, I support the 
managers and employees with general navigation of 
our internal systems. All assistance needed can be 
done via calling our call center and filing a ticket, IM, 
email or phone. I do NOT feel safe going onsite 
where we have had covid cases and that are rising 
daily. I have escalated my concerns to my manager 
and above and they don't care. I am afraid of 
retaliation and don't have enough time to take time 
off or go on a leave of absence. I am begging and 
pleading with the governor to force the Governor to 
force Boeing to continue with suspended operations 
OR let the office personnel work from home until we 
are in somewhat of a clearing.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Residentail Glass Winlock float glass Cardinal 545 w avery rd Winlock Producing glass for residentail and socail distancing 
is hard when packing glass with co worker and dont 
understand how making glass for peoples homes 
when there is no one working on peoples houses is 
essential.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Magnan Consulting Services Inc 12423 151st Ave E Puyallup Still forcing employees to work within 6 feet of each 
other.

concernedcitizen@gmail.com Concerned Citizen Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 6:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Lighthouse 3502 K Ave Anacortes Dining still happening with 3-4 residents at a table. 
Activities still occurring. Received residents back that 
have come from other facilities that have covid 
present.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:42 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Transportation Redwood express 4 Sperry RD Fairfield NJ Driving, delivering  and picking up loads of 
appliances in and out of the state of NJ mostly to 
NYC where pandemic is most highest and very 
infectious.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:45 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business EGYHOP Washington street , no physical addressOlympia Egyhop is a daily harm reduction, syringe distribution  
 in a  public space on Washington St downtown 
Olympia generally between 4th and 5th St .
Starting @ 630pm until 830pm. They park their 
vehicle and people who struggle with addiction and 
homelessness come to get substance abuse 
supplies.  We already have a County Exchange 
downtown Olympia who I am sure is following social 
distancing . 
I will be driving through downtown Olympia this 
evening I will update a violation by Monday if this 
continues to gather people for extended amount of 
time.

loveolympia@comcast.net LindaAnn 3602863592

TRUE 04/03/20 6:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 627 1st Avenue Seattle There are always people gathered tightly right by the 
doorway. There are a dozen people standing right by 
the door right now. I can’t even get in the door for all 
the people just standing there.

I live in the neighborhood and i need milk

TRUE 04/03/20 6:56 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther College Bates Technical College 1101 S yakima Tacoma Many non essential personnel are working daily at 
the college, even though the doors are closed. IT, 
Finance, Student Services, Registration, Payroll are 
all in the building daily working a regular shift. I 
understand essential people like Security and 
Maintenance working but all these other people 
should be working from home. No one has been 
tested at the college but the president keeps posting 
no one has the virus. I think its a unsafe 
environment and only essential people should be on 
campus.

employee and i prefer not to say 2533769147

TRUE 04/03/20 7:04 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Boeing 737 Logan Ave N Renton renton plant is planning on starting work on 4/8 there 
will be more reported cases and more deaths 
because of this. please shut us down. We're not 
even producing airplanes we're just there to clean.

mebreo@gmail.com Eli Ebreo 206-579-4576

TRUE 04/03/20 7:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Airline Alaska Airlines 20833 international Blvd Seatac I have a laptop and am able to fulfill my duties at 
home but I am being required to come in to 
accounting where my desk is not 6 feet from others 
and there is more than 10 people in the room. This 
is an extremely unnecessary risk to ask people to 
come in to work when we can work from home.

CLARA.FLETCHER@GMAIL.COMClara Fletcher 4258296392.0000



TRUE 04/03/20 7:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Concentra Urgent Care 3850 S. Meridian Suite 10 Puyallup 98373 Concentra is asking patients with a cough not to 
come but not taking temps. Physical Therapy is 
mandated by the corporation without caution of 
social distancing and/or masks for both patients and 
staff who have tested positive. Staff are being 
mandated to provide therapy without social 
distancing on folks positive for COVID-19.

judyh@hcc.net Judy Holman 360-661-3241

TRUE 04/03/20 7:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamish Anderson Custom Homes Inc 1761 Rainier Ave Seattle I work at a lumber yard and observe this contractor 
coming in everyday to get lumber for non essential 
work

Pgrubb206@gmail.com Patrick Grubb

TRUE 04/03/20 7:16 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cosmetics supplies Making Cosmetics, Inc. 10800 231st Way NE Redmond This company supplies consumers with ingredients 
for making various cosmetics. Their website says 
that they're still operating with a skeleton crew and 
filling orders. This is not only unnecessary, but puts 
their staff at risk.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Manufacturer Funko Pop! 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett 100s of employees work for the factory and some of 
tested positive. Theres no need for a toy 
manufacturer to be essential.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/03/20 7:21 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Metropolitan park Key pen parks 10405 St. Rt. 302 Gig Harbor 39 acre park remains open to the public while 1000 
plus acre national forest in the area remains closed.

Gd2gotdy@yahoo.com Karmen Moen 360-440-5959

TRUE 04/03/20 7:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Matvey foundatiins Tacoma/Olympia/everett Tacoma Commercial says they are open to business and can 
do repairs while social distancing outside.

tucksenfam@yahoo.com Stephanie Tucksen 5804805209

TRUE 04/03/20 7:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Safeway 2201 E Madison St Seattle Could be safer. Self checkout too crowded. Perhaps 
every other machine could be closed, though then 
need plan for line up. Customers move between both 
sides of machine so can be even under 3 feet, plus 
workers need to clear machines and nowhere to 
move six feet or even three feet away if busy.

Jennifer Thompson

TRUE 04/03/20 7:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State of Washington Governor Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olympia Why is government section 8 housing allowed to 
work but private open air construction sites are shut 
down? I see plenty of public works vehicles riding 3 
or 4 deep, not social distancing.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:34 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governmental Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 98504-0002Olympia Jay Inslee is passing laws without hesitation when 
we the people can not assemble under fear of law. 
He is also being seen on television not following 
social distancing or, is that just what we peasants 
are supposed to follow?

TRUE 04/03/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Copper basin Havana and 27th Spokane Knowingly staying open even though non essential. Preson@yahoo.com Sara jones N/A

TRUE 04/03/20 7:38 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Pasco School District Pasco Pasco The Pasco School District is continuing construction 
on a new school and the workers are not able to 
maintain social distancing.   They also don’t have 
any way to wash their hands or clean anything on 
the job site. There are about 50 people working 
there.  This complaint has to stay anonymous.  The 
School District has already threatened the 
contractors.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 7:40 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace BlueOrigin 21218 76th Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent https://www.theverge.com/2020/4/2/21198272/blue-
origin-coronavirus-leaked-audio-test-launch-workers-
jeff-bezos

Management reported as intimidating employees into 
travelling to Texas for nonessential R&D activities 
that will not bear fruit for months if not years.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming PetSmart 9950 N Newport Hwy, Spokane, WA 99218Spokane Yesterday, we were informed that PetSmart will be 
reopening their grooming salons on Monday, April 
6th. They claimed that they have permission from 
officials in each state to open, but have no proof to 
show us that it's true. Please shut them down!

laura.cook1993@outlook.comLaura Cook 5099951101 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/03/20 7:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Five Star Granite 19223 144th Ave NE Woodinville stone fabrication shop in full operation.  No social 
distancing.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:57 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther golf course University Park Golf Club 7671 The Park Blvd University Park (Bradenton) Golf is NOT an essential business per the governor's 
order.   University Park is NOT practicing social 
distancing.   The owner's of this golf course have 
decided they do not want to incur a financial loss so 
they are defying the governor's order.

ancientdiver@verizon.net Will Wright 9413215001

TRUE 04/03/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Acro Homes 1913 15th Avenue South Seattle I reported this yesterday and they're still building non-
essential residential construction today so I figured I 
would try one more time.  All other nearby residential 
construction is stopped.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mega church Christian Faith 340th st Federal Way This church is run like a business and it was the only 
option so this is why I chose what I did. I received an 
ad in mail where they invite the community to their 
Good Friday and Easter services scheduled to take 
place at both of their campuses (Federal Way and 
Mill Creek).

4allofus@netscape.com April 2535613702

04/03/20 8:03 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Retail HOBBY LOBBY 2323 172nd st NE Marysville Yet this place should be.closed its not

TRUE 04/03/20 8:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond american homes - white 
river meadows

648 south Knowels street Buckley New construction of homes is continuing.  Social 
distancing not followed by workers. This is not safe 
for our community.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/03/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cutting Edge Contracting 14407 NE 13TH Ave Ste  112Vancouver Still operating 10+ people Monday morning  between 
7 to 8

Non essential business open

(509)842-4500  (503)680-4414

TRUE 04/03/20 8:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Making Cosmetics Inc 10800 231st Way NE Redmond I’m concerned about this employer exposing its 
employees and their families to unreasonable risk of 
Covid 19 exposure.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer Workhorse Headquarters 100 Commerce Dr Loveland Police officers have already come to tell them they 
need to close, due to being nonessential. Some 
workers are concerned of their safety & health due 
to being nonessential.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:18 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Gamestop 1118 Supermall Way Ste 103Auburn Gamestop is planning to open back up on the 7th 
this month, before the initial Stay Home order was 
slated to end. Even with Inslee's extension, they still 
plan on opening that day. I am an employee there 
that's genuinely concerned. We've had sick 
employees already, no PPE, the store hasn't been 
cleaned. We're not essential but we're being told to 
treat this as business as usual.

WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 8:18 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 West Casino Rd Everett Boeing is planning on reopening on 4/8.  Not 
because the danger is gone or structural change has 
been implemented to protect employees, but 
because they're economically necessary.  Making 
commercial planes should not take precedent over 
lives.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:18 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 West Casino Rd Everett Boeing is planning on reopening on 4/8.  Not 
because the danger is gone or structural change has 
been implemented to protect employees, but 
because they're economically necessary.  Making 
commercial planes should not take precedent over 
lives.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail costume rental A Masquerade Costume 16759 redmond way redmond WA Taking appointments in person anonymous anonymous anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 8:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Mason General Hospital - Rehabilitation Services901 Mountain View Dr Shelton The Rehab Services office continues to be open to 
all patients, including those for which visits are 
routine/ongoing rather than preventing Health 
decline. Social distancing requirements are not able 
to be met in this setting. Staff and patients are being 
put at risk by their continued opening.

mikailakelly14@gmail.com Mikaila Kelly 3605353253

TRUE 04/03/20 8:23 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym West Coast Fitness Lacey 5823 Lacey Blvd. Lacey I have been trying to reach them to cancel my 
membership. In trying to locate contact information, I 
came across the owners (Nic) Instagram account. I 
took screenshots in case he deletes the post. But he 
posted this video of him working out with other 
people in the gym. Definitely not social distancing. 
He claims on the post that they’re “working.”  But 
they’re definitely not. And they shouldn’t be if 
business is closed. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-
LdFyHJLvN/?igshid=13qnkfbavutmf

Norbergfam6@gmail.com Sybil Norberg 2538202563

TRUE 04/03/20 8:25 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Not essential enforcement Office of Jay Inslee Po box 40002 Olympia Gov. Inslee is causing the loss of life via depression, 
suicide,  abuse. He is stealing 1st, 4th, and 5th 
amendment rights in the name of "protection" while 
harming others. As liberty and the ability to provide 
for oneself is essential, Governor Inslee is obviously 
non-essential

TRUE 04/03/20 8:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Ballard Cross Fit 6419 15th Ave NW Seattle Ballard Cross Fit is still holding classes. I see 
multiple people going into the gym early in the 
morning to work out. (I live across the street and 
since my gym is closed I've taken to running by 
myself and run by there.) They've been open this 
whole time.

whereismyshoe@gmail.com Michelle aaron@ballardcrossfit.com

TRUE 04/03/20 8:34 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco grooming Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor I am a local groomer forced to close but Petco is still 
grooming....  MY CLIENTS

Pawtasticpackleader@gmail.comJennifer Norris-Roddy 3609148322 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklyn 14410 Bel Red Road Bellevue They are still working construction on the Ridge at 
Tannerwood site in North Bend.  They have been 
working every day this week.

Pgo88@msn.com Patricia Swerland 2067350098

TRUE 04/03/20 8:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat repair Yachtfish Marine 53 sw Bay St Port Orchard Business is open with over 10 employees. They are 
repairing people boats. Not essential.

portorchard@yachtfishmarine.com



TRUE 04/03/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cutting Edge Contracting 14407 NE 13TH Ave Ste 112 Vancouver, WA Refuse to close. Never followed the governor"s order (509)842-4500  (503)680-4414

TRUE 04/03/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Toscana Apartment Homes 6979 Birdseye Ave NE Lacey The stay at home order is in place, but construction 
is still taking place with workers showing up to the 
construction site at the property management 
address listed this week.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Hardcore Gym 4402 N. Division Spokane They have papered the windows and Eva who is the 
owner is there every morning during the week 
around 7am in a black Jeep with her clients and a 
select few that she allows to train there.  She parks 
on the side of the gym away from the road. I know 
them so please keep me anonymous!

johdoe@gmail.com John Doe 5555555555

TRUE 04/03/20 8:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction O'Brien Construction 1505 E. Foster Wells Rd. Pasco Since this job is considered essential, they feel that 
social distancing does not apply to them.  The job 
site is extremely unsafe at times, especially safety 
meetings.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Johnny's Barbershop 10101 Greenwood Ave N, Seattle, WA 98133seattle They are still operational.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Bank Chase Bank 20350 Little Valley rd NE Poulsbo When visiting the bank by appointment there were 
about 13 to 15 people working in the small branch. 
They said it was all employees. And one other 
customer. There was not the ability for social 
distancing

TRUE 04/03/20 8:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sage Home Northwest LLC 2436 NW 64th St seattle Construction on this town home project has 
continued daily

cj_davies@msn.com Jane Davies 206-228-4964

TRUE 04/03/20 8:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Evontae Means 1201 E Helena Dr  Apt 11201Ellensburg Evontae is still cutting hair and taking clients at his 
home. I am concerned for the health and safety of 
the community and people living in my apartment 
complex.

https://square.site/book/Q45DMBNP3ZDXE/tae-tae-
the-barber-ellensburg-wa

https://instagram.com/taetaethebarber_cw?igshid=zx
vq3rqxmepm

https://instagram.com/taetaethebarber?igshid=1c7a5
6c2dn8hn

Uwjaime@gmail.com Jaime Gutierrez 5094260162

TRUE 04/03/20 9:00 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse (collectables) Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko is still shipping product to Amazon, target and 
Wal-Mart among others and still shipping directly to 
customers. Collectable figurines are not essential.

contact@funko.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Electrical, plumbing, carpentry, etc. 4628 S 144th St Tukwila Multiple trades violating social distancing. Schools 
shut down, yet site remains active. Not possible to 
keep CDC's recommendations for 6 feet distance. 
Job trailers too small for recommended person to 
person space.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Conner Homes, Meadowleaf 
development

233rd PL SE Sammamish New housing construction has continued. This was 
not to make it safe as they have added an additional 
story, roof, internal wiring and tile, deck, etc. Multiple 
homes have you continue to have crews working on 
them. No social distancing.

Billthom@microsoft.com Bill Thompson 4257034034

TRUE 04/03/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Electrical, plumbing, carpentry, hvac, 
etc.

600 Andover Park West Tukwila Multiple trades violating social distancing. Site 
remains active. Not possible to keep CDC's 
recommendations for 6 feet distance. Job too small 
for recommended person to person space.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dollar tree Dollar tree 780 Ocean Beach Hwy STE D, Longview, WA 98632Longview The manager evicted a man after he asked another 
shopper to stay 6 feet from him. The other individual 
refused to move from the person. The man who 
asked to have his 6 feet of social distancing claimed 
to be a heath care worker with immune system 
difficulties.

aidan252525@gmail.com aidan cairns 3604428166

TRUE 04/03/20 9:06 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Electrical, plumbing, carpentry, hvac, 
etc.

Firestation #62 Tukwila Multiple trades violating social distancing. Site 
remains active. Not possible to keep CDC's 
recommendations for 6 feet distance. Job trailers too 
small for recommended person to person space. Job 
will not be completed for multiple months. Should be 
deemed non essential.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:07 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sales Rainbow of Gastonia 1595 E Garrison Blvd # K Gastonia This business is still trying to do in home 
demonstrations of a vacuum and telling costumers 
it's ok that they come in because they have a 
product called fresh air that killer germ that are air 
born.

Audiomusicsurfer4@gmail.comGena Smith 8282922392

TRUE 04/03/20 9:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business West Coast Fitness Lacey 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey Several posts on Instagram with user and multiple 
staff working out together, not following social 
distancing guidelines. Posts from other 
employees/friends of the gym working out there have 
also been observed.

mmeadanna@outlook.com Megan 7169306227

TRUE 04/03/20 9:09 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sales Rainbow of Lenoir 565 Harper Ave Lenoir This business is still trying to do in home 
demonstrations of a vacuum and telling costumers 
it's ok that they come in because they have a 
product called fresh air that killer germ that are air 
born.

Audiomusicsurfer4@gmail.comGena Smith 8282922392

TRUE 04/03/20 9:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Sage Medical 12600 SE 38th St Unit #130 Bellevue Health clinic is still seeing patients for non-essential  
medical appointments and elective, non-urgent 
procedures, in addition to staffing employees who 
are responsible for sample collection for frivolous 
and exploratory laboratory testing

Out of fear of retaliation, I’m unable to provide my name

TRUE 04/03/20 9:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Disregarding Gov Inslee's Order N/A William

TRUE 04/03/20 9:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Disregarding Gov Inslee's Order N/A William

TRUE 04/03/20 9:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Disregarding Gov Inslee's Order N/A William

TRUE 04/03/20 9:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Disregarding Gov Inslee's Order N/A William

TRUE 04/03/20 9:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber True Colors 12016 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Running salon out of the back door and back alley 
parking as well

TRUE 04/03/20 9:12 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School University place school district / 
Chambers Primary school

9101 56th st w University place The school is hosting la crosse team practices daily, 
with an excess of 10+ players and coaches on the 
field. They are also allowing anyone onto the field 
and bot enforcing the no playground, so people are 
being allowed to use the facilities at will. The 
superintendent explained that it is the tax payers who 
fund it, therefore they can use it and refuses to shut 
down the facilities.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Golf course Golf Club at Echo Falls - Columbia 
Hospitality

20414 121st Ave SE Snohomish Golf Club members are free to use the golf course 
without any guidelines.  Because they have paid a 
fee it is considered conducting business.  
Furthermore, it violates the spirit of the law which is 
"stay at home". If we close our parks why is a private 
golf course open for members?  
They are not social distancing while on the greens 
and paths.  Some have even been in golf carts 
together.

patporter50@gmail.com Patricia Porter 2062329475

TRUE 04/03/20 9:16 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Pioneer School District 50 E Spencer Lake Rd Shelton, WA Starting Monday, March 30, I've seen a Pioneer 
School District bus dropping off a single student in 
the Shorecrest Community of Shelton, WA, Mason 
County.  It is my understanding that all schools are 
closed so why is this school district operating?

lmantei@outlook.com Lois Mantei

TRUE 04/03/20 9:16 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Boeing P. O. Box 3707, Mailcode 6X5-17Seattle I usually work in Auburn, I am being told I return to 
work next wed, with the 737 grounded I have been 
doing tool organization, and cleaning projects

Junk530-misc@yahoo.com Dusty Baldwin

TRUE 04/03/20 9:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Massage therapy natural Body Works 13912 NE18th st 105 Vancouver Email sent to me by company that does massage 
and facials: 
NBW is operational, we are qualified as essential 
business as alternative healthcare providers as we 
do focus on treatment and rehabilitation services. 
We qualify with DOH, and State guidelines and take 
our jobs very seriously with sanitation practices and 
cleanliness as a top priority. For those who are able 
to come in, or wish to come in, we only ask that you 
continue to follow the rules we have always had in 
place. Stay home if you have been sick, or around 
sick people. Only come in if you are sure you are 
healthy. With the quarantine, many of you have now 
been home for 2-3weeks and I believe if you have 
not become sick in that time frame, you are doing 
great! We look forward to seeing you!

TRUE 04/03/20 9:21 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Community College Everett Community College 2000 Tower St Everett My husband is afraid to report so I will on his behalf: 
The Cashier’s office hasn’t been fully cleaned since 
the outbreak started and they barely configured the 
office to implement social distancing. They make the 
part-time employees (who have little to no paid time 
off) do full shifts on campus instead of working 
remotely.

mrod1723@icloud.com Michelle Rodriguez 5627142849

TRUE 04/03/20 9:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy's Barber Shop 10121 Evergreen Way #11 Everett Business remains open despite stay at home order glineberry@everettwa.gov Greg Lineberry 4252578557



TRUE 04/03/20 9:23 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pierce Transit bus 
transportation

Pierce Transit Pacific Ave. Tacoma Pierce County area I was out with my senior mom doing essential travel 
in a car. I saw a number of times while traveling to 
doctor and others that Pierce Transit buses were not 
following the 6 ft guide lines. People were siting in 
seats right behind the person in front of them 
multiple times I saw this on different buses and 
different routes that I crossed. None of the 
passengers were wearing masks.

csbpigeons@hotmail.com Carole Sue Braaten 253-380-1247

TRUE 04/03/20 9:24 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Manito Golf & Country Club 5303 South Hatch Road Spokane All golf courses in the area were told by the 
governor’s office that they must remain closed and 
they all are except Manito. Manito is still allowing 
their members to play their course and I have seen 
on multiple occasions when driving by groups not 
social distancing.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:25 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center GEO Group/Northwest Detention 
Center

1623 E J St Tacoma The GEO Group/Northwest Detention Center is 
warehousing hundreds of people in close quarter 
with inadequate access to healthcare. It continues to 
take people into detention and transfer people to the 
Northwest Detention Center from other parts of the 
country, putting all of the people and staff there at 
high risk of illness and death from COVID-19. It also 
continues to deport people, putting other countries 
with less developed healthcare systems at risk of 
more coronavirus cases. It is a travesty that this is 
occurring under our watch. As an American citizen I 
am ashamed by our approach to refugees and 
immigrants in our country. Having volunteered at the 
Northwest Detention Center I have met people there 
and heard very difficult stories from women seeking 
asylum and women who have lived in the U.S. since 
they were toddlers but are now at risk of deportation 
to a country they have never known. Warehousing 
hundreds of people in a single room so there is no 
possibility of adequate sanitization and social 
distancing, and doing this to people who contribute 
to our country is unnecessary and immoral.

kjones9@alumni.stanford.eduKendall Jones 2066048002

TRUE 04/03/20 9:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy's Barber Shop 16825 48th Ave. West Lynnwood Business remains open despite stay at home order glineberry@everettwa.gov Greg Lineberry 4257546527

TRUE 04/03/20 9:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Krew’s Vape Shop 1718 N Hamilton Street Spokane Observed this business open with customers going 
inside the business.  Open sign was on as well.

mike@hijinxelixir.com Mike Thompson 5098798435

TRUE 04/03/20 9:29 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Police Department Federal Way Police 33325 8th ave Federal way The Federal Way Police Department are handing out 
violations for older cars that are parked in front of 
houses/on the side of their houses, and making 
residents leave quarantine to have them removed or 
they will be fined. Residents are having to leave their 
homes to go to vehicle licensing locations and/or 
contacting junk yard removal services during this 
time, further spreading the disease.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet makers Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St E Sumner They are making high risk people work. They are 
NOT following distancing or cleaning practicals. 
They closed for a week than when Gov, Inslee 
extended the stay at home order they informed all 
employees (other than the office staff) they had to 
return to work Monday!

TRUE 04/03/20 9:33 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd rd, Wallula WA 99363Wallula Workers are testing positive for the corona virus and 
it keeps spreading to more and more people at that 
location.. they need to shut down

Jay

TRUE 04/03/20 9:34 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cosmetic ingredients Making cosmetics, inc. 10800 231st  way ne Redmond Manufacturing of cosmetics is not an essential

TRUE 04/03/20 9:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Staci Hobson Salon 1738 NE 7th St East Wenatchee, This home salon is open daily. Staci Hobson takes 
cash or takes payments through Venmo. You can 
see the Client payments on Venmo @Staci-Hobson. 
She asks for cash and has her Clients mask the 
Venmo payment description as other things. Some 
say "wink-wink" or "cut" or have the nail emoji. She 
also pays NO taxes on her income and hides almost 
all of it using the cash system and brags about it.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Red robin 1305 Everett mall way Everett People working are right next to each other. No 
distancing

TRUE 04/03/20 9:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Drug treatment Price co 921 central ave n Kent I see them over there gathered together I think they 
living there some of em look sick and there’s always 
cars coming and going signs say closed though

Jamesgardner579@gmail.comJames gardner

TRUE 04/03/20 9:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Vision Fitness 111 Tumwater Blvd SE #A209Tumwater Have left gym open 24/7 for members without staff 
present to clean or sanitize. Have confirmed with 
members that they will not be turning off key card 
access for 24/hour use. Frequently more than 15 
inside the gym at a time not distancing

Visionfitnesstumwater@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Huntwood cabinets 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake They were closed and are now open with workers 
returning to work!

TRUE 04/03/20 9:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Huntwood cabinets 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake They were closed and are now open with workers 
returning to work!

TRUE 04/03/20 9:48 AM No Action Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Fuck you U are an asshat road Suck a bag of dicks Eat shit

TRUE 04/03/20 9:52 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store JoAnn Fabrics 5824 196th St SW Lynnwood Witnessed many people parking and actively 
entering, and exiting, the store. Shopping. If 
everyone is going to be up in arms about Hobby 
Lobby, what makes JoAnn Fabrics any different

TRUE 04/03/20 9:53 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School district North thurston school district Unknown Lacey Why is the lawn crew grounds keepers working 
that’s not essential or an emergency what so ever 
That does not help with daycare or food services.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett WA Boeing just sent out a memo forcing people back to 
work on April 7th. This MUST be addressed!!! There 
is no social distancing, insufficient cleaning and at 
least one person has DIED while many other have 
been infected. PLEASE stop this!! People will be 
faced with termination if they refuse to endanger 
themselves. If we want to stop the spread of the 
virus, Boeing need to stand down and suffer 
alongside ALL the rest of the non-essential 
businesses.

imokyouremoreok@gmail.comPatrice 2068185168.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 9:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett WA Boeing just sent out a memo forcing people back to 
work on April 7th. This MUST be addressed!!! There 
is no social distancing, insufficient cleaning and at 
least one person has DIED while many other have 
been infected. PLEASE stop this!! People will be 
faced with termination if they refuse to endanger 
themselves. If we want to stop the spread of the 
virus, Boeing need to stand down and suffer 
alongside ALL the rest of the non-essential 
businesses.

imokyouremoreok@gmail.comPatrice 2068185168.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 9:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Multicare Regional Cancer Center 4545 Point Fosdick Dr NW Gig Harbor My co-worker just tested positive for coronavirus.  I 
work in a cancer center and am in close contact with 
patients, as is the co-worker who tested positive.  I 
was informed on 4/2 at 4:00pm of this finding.  I was 
told her test came back on 4/1 positive.  She worked 
in close quarters (front desk) up to 3/27.  She didn't 
come to work on 3/31.  I was told we were at no risk 
as she was not symptomatic. Her husband was 
home sick with  a fever the week prior and she 
stated she was concerned, but was told to come to 
work.  Now she has tested positive and the other co-
workers in the small front office are being told to 
come to work as normal, unless we are displaying 
symptoms.  We were told we are at no risk, even 
though we work closely together.  I am concerned 
that our policy is outdated and we are potentially 
exposing people at high risk, being we work directly 
with patients with cancer.  I was told to come to work 
as normal, being at no risk by my manager, but 
when contacting the doh was told to self quarantine.  
I'm confused about what I should be doing right now, 
and would like clarification.  When I told my 
coworker to call your #, my manager told me, I 
shouldn't have done that.  However this is a site we 
are telling patients to refer to, which is one that we 
ourselves seem to not be following. I am looking for 
clarification, please advise.

mcblake92@hotmail.com Carey Blake 360-821-9098

TRUE 04/03/20 9:55 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Jay buttwipe Inslee Snake Lane Olympia Fuck you Inslee. You are NOT essential. Fuckyouinslee@fuckyouinslee.comWe the People



TRUE 04/03/20 9:56 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other The pet grooming service 
inside the Petco

Petco- Lynnwood 2617 196th St SW #141 Lynnwood The employees are scared of losing their job if they 
report. In this form you ask for info from the reporter, 
without insight as to what you intend to do with this 
personal info, including phone numbers. 

 Petco in Lynnwood has chosen to keep Non-
essential grooming function open in Lynnwood to 
customers wanting to groom their pets. They have 
even have an online appointment signup you can 
use on line to set up grooming appointments as of 
4/3/2020 @9:54AM

The employees ARE in close quarters without any 
PPE and are terrified of getting sick. Employees are 
also terrified of backlash from the big company 
Lawyers who are working on this issue. Meanwhile, 
business as usual at Petco Grooming Booths
I am Reporting this for a few employees who is 
scared of losing their job as a result from reporting. 
Please make available anonymous reporting.

p j 4252452883 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 9:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business north sound hellerwork 12702 35th ave se everett They weren't even using ppe til this week.All of the 
employees are only licensed massage therapists

TRUE 04/03/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Angel's Touch Hair Salon 12211 E Broadway Spokane Valley They have been seeing clients this whole time-not 
once have they closed and most of their clients are 
older

TRUE 04/03/20 9:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabric and Craft store 2850 Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Streams people entering store 4/2/20.  Yes 
employee making masks/can be done w/o 
customers.  Can deliver crafts as Michaels is on-line.

Carol Sigg 360-692-7980

TRUE 04/03/20 10:00 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocerie store Haggens Sehome Village 210 36th Street Bellingham This store is small inside.  They have people coming 
in without ability to keep 6ft. social distancing in 
practice.  People have not the ability to stay safe 
distance from eachother when it is busy.  People 
come in anyway and crowd eachother without 
caring.  Their is no restrictions upon entering & just 
tape on the ground in the lines.  People are not even 
respecting that, it is happening now and all four 
times I have been their to shop for disabled people , 
to pick up at the drive up I was charged $10.00 for 
the pick up for a Senior.  In the store I watched a 
Senior correct a young person to back up and look at 
the tape.  Yesterday at 5 the parking lot was very 
full.  With people coming and going in two's & alone.  
Not being 6ft. from eachother, I had to choose to go 
to Rite Aide next door for the item.  Rite Aide is not 
overcrowded.  Twice I chose not to go in Haggen's.  
it is not safe in their.

barbkathi@aol.com Kathi

TRUE 04/03/20 10:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther retail cah and caryy floor 
covering store

The Floor trader 6227 N division Street Spokane, WA Due to lack of enforcement on this business, your 
office is effectively telling other like businesses that 
they ARE ESSENTIAL.  Thank you for confirming 
this.  We will resume operations

TRUE 04/03/20 10:12 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Inslee Governor Inslee Deepest Place Inhell Washington states governor that is violating the 
constitution and stripping away the rights of the 
people he swore to protect. You aren’t helping. You 
are making things worse. People are depressed and 
killing themselves because they can’t work or 
provide for their families. You have turned into a 
dictator and It’s only a matter of time till the people 
revolt. And the blood will be on you

TRUE 04/03/20 10:12 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Rockefeller wildlife refuge Louisiana Department of Wildlife and 
Fisheries

5476 Grand Chenier Hwy Grand Chenier, LA 70643 People in multitudes are gathering at damns for 
recreational fishing and crabbing.  While my own 
family utilizes this refuge for fishing and crabbing it 
is only done from our boat at a safe distance from 
anyone else that may be infected.

Tallie.theriot123@gmail.com Tallie Theriot 3378494798

TRUE 04/03/20 10:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowe's home improvement 2850 ocean beach hwy Longview I work at Lowe's and we have taken steps for social 
distancing but we have not limited how many people 
come into the building. We are making record sales 
and people come in just to look around. People won't 
stay away unless we limit our numbers or go to 
Internet only

TRUE 04/03/20 10:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is openFuneral home Washington State 123 Main Street Olympia There is a non essential public employee named Jay 
Inslee who is obviously not needed at this time. He 
performs no essential service and contributes to 
global warming, food insecurity, and poverty in our 
state. Please ensure that he stays home and shuts 
his pie hole!

InsleeForDogCatcher2020@wa.govJohn Q. Public 1800-InsleeMustGo

TRUE 04/03/20 10:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Target 665 Sleater Kinney Rd  SE Lacey Business is requiring us to work in a confined space 
to do online orders. They are not allowing social 
distancing and requiring us to work closer than 6 
feet to be able to make money.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:24 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other City Mafia City of Ferndale Ferndale WA Ferndale Not following Inslee’s memorandum from March 
25th that clearly states residential construction may 
continue to insure structural integrity and prevent 
spoiling of materials.

WA state citizens

TRUE 04/03/20 10:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Gogo smoke & vape 14751 N Kelsey st Monroe Vape shop is still open and is a non essential 
business

Elroydaniel7@gmail.com Marcus Esmay 253-886-4039

TRUE 04/03/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Moonlight Tile & Stone 4932 Contractors Dr B East Wenatchee non essential business is open aaron.alberts@yahoo.com Aaron E Alberts 5094293520

TRUE 04/03/20 10:27 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Moonlight Tile & Stone 4932 Contractors Dr B East Wenatchee non essential business is open aaron.alberts@yahoo.com Aaron E Alberts 5094293520

TRUE 04/03/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Doll manufacturing Funko 2802 wetmore ave Everett While the store is closed, the factory workers are still 
there making plastic dolls. This is not essential in 
any way.

No, I’ll get fired. Anonomous No, I’ll get fired. contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/03/20 10:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey Gym is still allowing people inside with workout bags 
so it can be assumed that they are still open. Which 
is not complying with social distancing or the stay at 
home order.

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 10:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Foot and Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop Rd SW #7 Tumwater Doing non-essential surgeries in their surgery center.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hand and Stone Massage and Facial 
Spa

3904 Bridgeport Way West University Place I work for this location and they are telling us that we 
are reopening on April 8th so we are all scheduled 
and ready to work.  They stay at home order has 
been extended to May 4th, so I don't believe we are 
essential.

akdr@me.com Amanda Rever

TRUE 04/03/20 10:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric store JoAnn Fabrics 510 E. College Way Mt. Vernon I'm very concerned about a business that's still open 
and not practicing proper procedures. JoAnne 
Fabrics on College way, in Mt. Vernon is still open to 
the public. I just called to confirm that. Only thing 
they have changed is their hours. I went in to pick up 
material they were handing out to make masks. I 
was in shock when I walked in. At the cutting table, a 
customer (no gloves) handed the employee a plastic 
bolt of ribbon telling her she needed X amount of 
yards. The employee took the spool of ribbon - no 
gloves and proceeded to cut it. When I asked about 
the masks kits, they weren't made yet but all the 
materials were laying on the counter. The employee 
took the spool of thread, the ribbon and the material, 
all with bare hands, and stuffed them al the way 
inside a baggie - again no gloves. I picked up the 
baggie with my gloved hands, took it home and 
sanitized the baggie, microwaved the fabric and let 
the spool of thread sit out for 3 days before I started 
making masks. There were two employees behind 
the counter standing about 2 feet apart. Up front, at 
the register, there was a cashier handling money 
and handling the customers goods - all with no 
gloves. There was talk a couple weeks ago that 
these masks were going to be handed out outside, 
via curbside pickup. This is not the case with this 
store. I'm not only angered but very concerned 
because this is how the virus is spread.

betorachel@yahoo.com Rachel Beto (360)421-5945 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 10:39 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Chipotle 1102 n Columbia center blvd cKennewick The place is packed with people. No ones standing 
apart all the employees are packed together. We 
don’t know if anyone is sick but the way they are 
operating they will all have it if someone gets 
infected. I think they need to be a non essential. 
They have people sitting in the lobby waiting on food. 
I counted at least 30 people in there yesterday. 
Please do something about this company.



TRUE 04/03/20 10:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Mirabella 116 Fairview Ave N Seattle I work at retirement community, with a skilled 
nursing facility, with at least one confirmed case. I 
am scared for the well being of the residents and the 
staff. Concerns include poor hand-washing, open 
disregard for social distancing from management, 
staff on quarantine repeatedly socializing with staff 
still working, staff being intimidated by upper 
management, and many other concerns. For fear of 
retaliation I would like to remain anonymous, but can 
be emailed below.

anonconfidential2020@gmail.comanonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 10:48 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Adventure of Faith 4705 Jackson Ave. SE Port Orchard Church is planning and not cancelling an Easter 
service in which they are inviting congregation to 
gather despite stay at home order.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett In a management meeting, it was stated that 
customers are delaying delivery of planes by as 
much as 6 months, yet they are calling everyone 
back on the 8th, during a stay home order, when we 
can't even deliver any planes and won't have work to 
do. This will put every employee in jeopardy of 
contracting COVID19.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett In a management meeting, it was stated that 
customers are delaying delivery of planes by as 
much as 6 months, yet they are calling everyone 
back on the 8th, during a stay home order, when we 
can't even deliver any planes and won't have work to 
do. This will put every employee in jeopardy of 
contracting COVID19.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Lounging Barber 1123 34th Avenue Seattle I live in Madrona, and this family community is very 
concern that Mr. Gray the owner of this 
establishment continues to keep he’s doors opened 
at a time when protecting citizens health is vital. This 
is URGENT, we just want to keep the community of 
Madrona safe. This is a very frightening time. Your 
help with this violation will be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you.
Owner: Paul Gray, Lounging Barber, 1123 34th 
Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122
We’ve noticed activity, still taking appointments and 
walk-in.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:55 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle I understand that daycare and boarding are deemed 
essential but they are also grooming which has been 
deemed non essential. They are even advertising it 
on their Facebook page

slu@downtowndoglounge.com

TRUE 04/03/20 10:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber ShoMays Hair Salon 11116 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Observed clients going into hair salon for services. Jlvmcpherson@gmail.com Jennifer McPherson 4256521221

TRUE 04/03/20 11:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Produce Stand Snow Goose Produce Market 15170 Fir Island Rd. Mount Vernon, Wa 98273 Most of what they sell is flowers and bulbs and some 
homemade goods (some food). Not sure they are 
essential business. We drove past this stand on 
Wednesday (4/1) and there were more than 10 cars 
here and 10-15 people in their stand (several within 
the 6' guideline).

ron.pratt@outlook.com Ron Pratt 425-530-0959

TRUE 04/03/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sierra Construction Commpany 7530 150th street SW Lakewood, WA Construction workers in sharing man-lifts working 
close together, this is a construction site they are 
building a tilt-up warehouse. I do not believe that this 
is an essential job site?

campbellrick@comcast.net Ricky  Campbell 206-681-8406

TRUE 04/03/20 11:03 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business RiverWest Assisted Living 900 N Western AVE Wenatchee Yesterday as I was pulling into Walmart in my 
personal vehicle, Prestige was loading up seniors 
that they had brought to Walmart. This seems very 
risky for the senior living in AL.

director@riverwestretirement.orgMary Eisele 5094317077.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sage Homes 214 17th Ave E Seattle Sage Homes has continued to work on their 
townhouse project under construction at this 
address for several days.Today they are putting up 
siding.

They have a similar project next to us at 124 17th 
Ave E where they were working last week taping 
sheetrock, but the workers left when we asked them 
why they were working. They did not seem to know 
about the rules. They have not returned. Thank you 
for following up on this.

crawfordclan1@comcast.net Gordon Crawford 206-324-4184

TRUE 04/03/20 11:07 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Whatcom County Whatcom County 311 Grand Ave. #108 Bellingham Not observing 6ft requirements, not allowing 
personnel to telework when available, not allowing 
flexibility in work schedule to avoid human contact 
when feasible. HR Department and other 
departmental administrative personnel are required 
to work in buildings. Holding meetings and briefings 
inside buildings without allowing 6ft space 
requirements. County Health Dept. not allowed to 
telework even though feasible. Called Labor and 
Industry to be told they cannot do anything about it

3095313777

TRUE 04/03/20 11:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel Chain PINEAPPLE HOSPITALITY Various 155 108th Ave NE, Suite 500, Bellevue, WA 98004Received an email, below is some of the information:

OUR DOORS ARE OPEN!
We know the phrase of the day is "Stay Home", but 
what if you can't do that? What if you must travel for 
work or you pulled a double shift? What if cabin 
fever is setting in and you just need to change up the 
WFH vibe?

We want you to know Staypineapple Hotels are open.

ultrajhk@gmail.com James Klarich 5099697738

TRUE 04/03/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Fade to perfection 4th ave and 20th Pasco On Instagram they posted taking at home haircuts 
and to contact them.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Scrap Metal Recycler Mayflower Metals, Inc. 1515 S Keys Rd. Yakima Ever since March 23 (Gov. Jay Inslee's address 
containing the "stay home , stay healthy" order), 
Mayflower Metals, a NON-ESSENTIAL Business, 
has continued to be open. This business, and its 2nd 
location, is open right now as of this report, April 3, 
2020. They are putting hundreds at risk due to heavy 
unclean human traffic. Find out yourself when they 
are contacted.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government workers Wa State Main St Olympia Useless govt workers. And Inslee (governor lisp). Bill.babinowitz@gmail.com Bill 206-218-2643

TRUE 04/03/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church St basil’s 8700 Brecksville Rd Brecksville They’re allowing people to gather for confessions

TRUE 04/03/20 11:09 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Community Radius SLU 400 Boren Ave N Seattle Residents are having gatherings of people in the 
building.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Private Campground Lake Connor Park 14320 28th St NE Lake Stevens The Attorney General office suggested I file the 
complaint here. 

This private campground is deemed essential on The 
Governor's website but the Lake Connor 
management won't let members come and camp or 
stay at their vacation trailers. We have purchased 
the lots our trailers sit on and we pay quarterly dues. 
The by-laws state we are allowed to camp 6 months 
out of 12 calendar months per year. They are only 
allowing us 2 hours per week to "check" on our 
trailers and giving us some song and dance that the 
by laws have the right to "adopt rules for the health 
and safety". This seems wrong and they are ripping 
off their members. We are not around anyone 
whatsoever at our own private camp lot. It is 
completely safe. They are using a situation to price 
gouge their own members. Please review this and 
help.

The drop down above didn't really apply. Not sure 
what else to pick - sorry.

ldm6864@yahoo.com LADAWN MITCHELL 425-330-8834

TRUE 04/03/20 11:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber A Nu Yu salon & spa 1321 w Northwest blvd Spokane Business is made to look closed however I 
witnessed multiple people coming and going.  The 
people leaving he business obviously just had their 
hair done

Scottb0826@gmail.com Scott 5095708839

TRUE 04/03/20 11:12 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Blinn Fitness 11419 19th Ave SE #A-105 Everett people working out in the gym. Also all posted on 
social media.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:13 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods Walula Walula There are positive cases and people with symptoms 
are still working making others sick

TRUE 04/03/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Daniel’s Real Estate 2401 Utah Avenue South Seattle Contractors working on condominium units for sale. 
Showing condominium units to perspective buyers 
for sale by developer (Daniel’s Real Estate).

TRUE 04/03/20 11:15 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Parks Department City of Kirkland City of Kirkland Kirkland The parks workers at the City of Kirkland are still 
operating when they are not on the list of essential 
services.  I don't think mowing lawns in parks is 
essential.  These people's lives are more important!

TRUE 04/03/20 11:15 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture retail Amazon P.O.  box 81226 Seattle Local furniture stores aren’t allowed to be open or 
deliver then why should amazon be able to sell non 
essential items.  You are making so they are growing 
even stronger compared to local small businesses.

Hartjed4@yahoo.com Jed



TRUE 04/03/20 11:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business All Massage Therapy, Physical 
Therapy, acupunture, etc.

Bellingham Bellingham My concern is that massage, Physical therapy, and 
other alternative treatments are listed as "essential." 
There is no way to practice social distancing in these 
professions, and they are rarely "essential." These 
practitioners are touching their clients with bare 
hands and not wearing masks. Please reconsider 
whether this work should be taking place now, it is a 
place where Covid-19 is definitely being spread, 
whether people realize it or not.

bradrolfing@gmail.com Brad Jones 360-255-1557

TRUE 04/03/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Our lady of mount Carmel 6928 Detroit Ave Cleveland They have open confession hours letting people 
come together to confess. I don’t get why no one 
can listen!

TRUE 04/03/20 11:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 1225 West Bakerview Rd Bellingham Fred Meyer in Bellingham, WA 2 stores. There are 
NO safety precautions in place. Stores are packed. It 
looks like a regular day.

april_go_give@yahoo.com April Solomon 360-927-1877

TRUE 04/03/20 11:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon PetSmart 1969 Marketplace Dr Burlington I understand that PetSmart's retail and vet services 
may be essential. But if I can't even get a haircut 
somewhere, I find it hard to swallow their contention 
that DOG GROOMING is essential. The grooming 
salon has been closed since March 21, but now they 
are planning to reopen on April 6. I'm concerned for 
the safety of my groomer and do not think this is 
appropriate. Please advise

girlywig@hotmail.com Cheryl Wiggins 360.856.1899

TRUE 04/03/20 11:21 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco grooming Petco 5190 borgen Blvd ste 201 Gig harbor All grooming shops in gig harbor have closed, except 
for petco grooming! This is 100%unfair. None of the 
small private are shops will survive this crisis if they 
stay open! Grooming is non essential, we all agree. 
Pet owners can bath and brush their own dogs for 
the time being! Their grooming is a separate dept 
from the retail part of the store. They NEED to close 
now!!!

Riosie@yahoo.com Josie Lowry 7604533807 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 11:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Karens Family Haircuts 1351 E 38th St Tacoma Karen's Family Haircuts continues to operate during 
the COVID-19 closure.  there is a sign on the door 
that says its closed, but all you must do is knock and 
they will let you in and service you.  today a patron 
spoke with one of the residents outside and later 
someone else let them in the business entrance.  it’s 
one thing if they were operating out of lack of 
knowledge, but this is a complete disregard for our 
community.  additionally, this business operates 
illegally year-round having multiple clients at one 
time in a residential community. our home was built 
here first, there’s a few years later, in NO WAY 
would we have ever bought or currently want to live 
next to a business that operates illegally especially 
during these times.

SMH and very disappointed in the City of Tacoma for 
failing to control this business and license since they 
remodeled their garage and put in a in-home hair 
salon with multiple chairs in operation at one time.

Very Frustrated Citizen

ganthonypatten@gmail.com Gary Patten 253-347-3697

TRUE 04/03/20 11:25 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Post office United States Post Office 2700 caples ave Vancouver In the mornings when everybody is in the office 
preparing their routes to go to the street they have 
safety talks and instead of everybody staying apart 
like at the other office where everybody is staying in 
their cases and they're reading the safety talk over 
the loudspeaker, instead the postmaster is having 
everybody gather together in a tight group, there's 
more than 50 people there, they mention to stay 6 
feet apart but it's liberally mentioned and definitely 
not inforced. my friend is very scared and no matter 
how many times she has talked to the union 
president and the Union president has talked to the 
postmaster nobody seems to be listening.

prd2birish_@hotmail.com jato alworth 3607738249

TRUE 04/03/20 11:28 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Agency Office of the Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia State's most non essential employee is still working 
under his own order.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton and other contractors on 
site

208th ave Bonney Lake Bonney Lake Numerous contractors working on roofing and siding 
of homes.No running water and  a port a potty to use 
restroom.These workers are right beyond my fence 
coughing and sneezing VERY UNSANITARY

davidelle@comcast.net Lynn Nichols 2068508160

TRUE 04/03/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real estate Northwest Multiple Listing Service 11430 NE 120th Street Kirkland The NWMLS has told their broker members in a 
letter all real estate transactions can continue 
whereas the governors order says pending contracts 
may close and and sales where hardship exists can 
occur. The NWMLS is taking advantage of the vague 
language in the order to pursue all deals including 
scheduling viewings in multi family dwellings, 
bringing photographers, videographers, contractors, 
inspectors, appraisers etc into buildings where 
vulnerable persons live but are not selling their own 
home. Now that it is widely understood covid is 
airborne, social distancing is not enough and masks 
should be used, the order  must differentiate 
between single family home and multi family, and 
“hardship” needs to be clarified. Surely a developer 
themselves is not a hardship case

TRUE 04/03/20 11:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central Washington asphalt 16004 field road Benton city WA This company is conducting non essential business 
and not maintaining social distance rules in 
Washington state. There may be confusion due to 
this company being based out of OR.

meghanlstalder@gmail.com Meghan Stalder 5095939741

TRUE 04/03/20 11:33 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Distruct Orting school district 121 whitesell st NE Orting The orting school district teachers put on a self 
proclaimed parade through the towns neighborhoods 
today from 10:30 AM to 1300

Alexander.rogers9799@gmail.comAlexander Rogers 2063198031

TRUE 04/03/20 11:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Eagle Harbor Health (chiropractor) 931 Hildebrand Lane Bainbridge Island They are seeing clients, breaking social distancing 
(you can't do chiro from six feet away) and not using 
proper PPE. Some using home made and/or poorly 
fitting masks. VERY concerned that community is at 
risk.

rhonda23456@yahoo.com Henry 2067805871.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Closet By Design 7533 W Bostian Rd building-c-1woodinville This business is not essential. They build and install 
residential cabinets.  All the other business like them 
are currently complying the the Governors order and 
this is not fair if they are allowed to remain open

cfpurchasing@msn.com Will 425-244-9563

TRUE 04/03/20 11:38 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Police Department Orting Police Department 401 Washington Avenue Orting The police department in the city of orting provided 
an escort for the aformentioned "parade" the 
teachers put on.

Alexander.rogers9799@gmail.comAlexander Rogers 2063198031

TRUE 04/03/20 11:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joanns Fabrics 17501 Southcenter Pkwy Tukwila Should not be open. Thewaxrose@yahoo.com Amber Knowlton 3604902600

TRUE 04/03/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction closet by design 1857 S 216th St des moines This business is not essential. They build and install 
residential cabinets.  All the other business like them 
are currently complying the the Governors order and 
this is not fair if they are allowed to remain open.  
OPEN UP RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION TO 
EVERYBODY SO EVERYONE IS ON THE SAME 
PLAYING FIELD!!!!!!!!

cfpurchasing@MSN.COM will 425-244-9563

TRUE 04/03/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Howard S Wright 1001 NE 10th st Bellevue Our company is opening back up monday after being 
deemed non essential to build towers for amazon 
which is not essential. They tried handing out non 
official paperwork to crews and police have already 
said they aren't valid. This job needs to be shutdown.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Crafted design build 2108 E JAMES St Seattle Ongoing construction and landscaping meg.giske@gmail.com Meg Rice 2532795451

TRUE 04/03/20 11:43 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School district Lake washington school district 16250 NE 74th St Redmond Principals are holding meetings of 20+ people at 
several schools throughout district.

Jacobnugent@gmail.com Jacob 2064127546

TRUE 04/03/20 11:44 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks on Judkins in Seattle Judkins St. Seattle Basketball courts 
and skate parks

2100 S Judkins St Seattle Almost everyday on my way home from work at 
Issaquah Jail, I see a large group of kids/teens at the 
skatepark and at the basketball courts on Judkins St 
in Seattle. I live in the Central District and have seen 
gatherings here way too often. These kids apparently 
think they don't need to take the order seriously. A 
fence or something similar needs to be put up 
around these places.

ashleyajageman@gmail.com A Jageman 9252395418

TRUE 04/03/20 11:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business EmpRes: North Cascades Health and 
Rehab

4680 Cordata Parkway Bellingham Not allowing non-essential personnel to work from 
home: non care givers, office staff, etc.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business EmpRes: Alderwood Park Health and 
Rehab

2726 Alderwood Ave. Bellingham Does not permit non-essential staff to work at home: 
i.e. office staff.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Excavator sales Harnish Group 17035 W Valley Highway Tukwila There are several employees working in Accounting, 
purchasing, HR, benefits and they don’t need to be. 
People are here coughing and have runny noses.



TRUE 04/03/20 11:53 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor My local Petco is continuing to operate grooming. All 
of the local private salons have closed, if they sell 
pet food or not, to prevent the spread of covid & to 
comply with the stay home order. I own/operate a 
grooming salon and it is unconscionable to me that a 
big corp is getting away with continuing to operate 
grooming. My clients will get desparate and have no 
choice but to go there, just adding one more burden 
to the already nearly unbearable burden closing for 6 
weeks will be. Please shut them down! We all need 
to comply to get control of this virus!!

vortams@gmail.com Tami Vornbrock 2535145141 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 11:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Public Entity Port of Seattle, Seaport Maintenance 25 South Horton Seattle Seaport Maintenance has begun cycling 
working/non-working employees on a weekly basis. 
Not all workers are cycling. This brings previous stay 
home employees back into the workplace (re-
exposing them) and puts already working employees 
at additional risk with new exposures.

jang596@hotmail.com Jan Goodwin 425-241-4619

TRUE 04/03/20 11:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Sea Mar CHC 8800 14 Ave. South Seattle IT staff in this building are 100% capable of doing all 
work from home and are being limited on who is 
allowed to work from home and are switching 1 
week on/1 week off.  Those who are high risk have 
been forced to take PTO during their "on" week - if 
others do not want to come into the office due to 
their concerns they also must take PTO or stay 
home without pay.  We have done our own diligence 
in separating ourselves in the office but we have 
about 15 people in the building together at once with 
1 restroom, all of these staff members are capable 
of working from home.  The reasoning we have been 
given for this is to "maintain a presence in the office" 
however, there is no reason to, we support all of our 
users remotely as it is.  This building is also a 
pharmacy building where sick patients use the same 
entrances as IT staff.  

I find this pretty reckless and all opinions on the 
matter have been ignored, so I am writing this to you 
now in hopes that there may be a change in their 
course of action. 

Thank you.

Anonymous Staff Member

TRUE 04/03/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BDR Commercial LLC 4689 MLK Jr. Way S, Seattle Seattle Machines continue to run constantly everyday. 
Construction continues without regard to the 
Governer's Stay Home order.

joeldejong@me.com Joel DeJong 206.910.6543

TRUE 04/03/20 11:57 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Alternative  Pipe and 
Tobacco

Smokin js 6307 NE 117 th Avenue suite bVancouver “Workers supporting cannabis retail and dietary 
supplement retail.”

This business is staying open based on the essential 
business description above. Everything in The store 
can be purchased at another “essential business” 
that is open legitimately.

Mamafox104@yahoo.com Bella stocker 3603588007

TRUE 04/03/20 11:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Hallets chocolate 1419 E Holyoke Spokane Not essential

TRUE 04/03/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond American Homes Builder 648 South Knowles St Buckley Construction of a non-essential building during these 
times of mandatory stay at home measures. This is 
very concerning that they are still building, they are 
still requiring staff to expose themselves and their 
families.

Neighbor

TRUE 04/03/20 12:07 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Social Gathering Location: Vinland Lutheran Church 
parking lot (gathering not organized by 
VLC)

2750 NW Finn Hill Rd Poulsbo There's about 12 cars and numerous people 
gathering for what looks like a tailgating party in the 
Vinland Lutheran parking lot (the left side lot). I don't 
think it's run by the church, they know better. It looks 
like the people are taking advantage of the private 
area and are NOT practicing social distancing. 
Friday Apr 3, around 11am-past noon approximately.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction MCLundgren Construction 118 N 50th Ave. Yakima You have groups of 6 or more at times taking breaks 
and lunches together near residential homes. As I 
looked outside multiple workers not using gloves or 
washing hands. They are putting residents near the 
site at risk.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other General retail Joann's 13410 Meridian E., Suite A Puyallup Joann's, Michael's & Hobby Lobby are not essential.  
If they are considered essential, then so should quilt 
shops as we provide higher grade of fabric for the 
making of masks.

thequiltingfairy.wa@gmail.comSue Gallagher 253-845-0462

TRUE 04/03/20 12:10 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas Station / Minit Mart Felida Minit Mart 12604 NE 36th Ave Vancouver This minit mart is allowing groups of people to hang 
out and visit. They stay at the establishment for .5 - 
3 hours. They do not mandate social distancing.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Suntides Golf Course 231 pentz Road Yakima Multiple people golfing daily! Business appears to 
have slightly slowed traffic but never stopped 
conducting business. Numerous people arriving and 
leaving throughout the day on a daily basis.

bcharlet@hotmail.com Burt 5099614456

TRUE 04/03/20 12:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana dispensary Locals Culture House 9616 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley People are queuing in line shoulder to shoulder with 
lines as long as 20-30 individuals

Michael.small@hotmail.com Michael A Small 5094991637

TRUE 04/03/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Violating governor's order

TRUE 04/03/20 12:15 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Violating governor's order

TRUE 04/03/20 12:15 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Violating governor's order

TRUE 04/03/20 12:15 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave Greenacres Violating governor's order

04/03/20 12:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation U Haul 5110 Frontage Rd Auburn The repair shop isn’t giving guidance on social 
distancing and not providing adequate cleaning 
supplies for shared tools. Shop foreman reported to 
work with 102 F fever today.

Talisha 8705511561

TRUE 04/03/20 12:26 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Liquor store - that does not 
sell full service food

Total Wine 699 120th Ave NE unit b Bellevue Total Wine is endangering the community in the 
following ways
- Remaining open for non-essential business (Total 
Wine does not provide food service or food meant 
for meals
- Perpetuating race-based discrimination on 
customers of Asian and Asian-American ethnicity. (I 
can provide a link to NextDoor post from a neighbor 
who was alienated and treated differently due to their 
race at this business)

Aleesha.Alston@gmail.com Aleesha Alston 2537205050

TRUE 04/03/20 12:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Dispensary The Fire House 1714 S. Canyon Rd. Ellensburg Not following social distancing requirements.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsFuneral home Solies funeral home 3301 colby ave everett we had to sign paperwork and were not provided the 
appropriate 6ft accommodations at all times.

na upset customer na

TRUE 04/03/20 12:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Eagle Habor Health 931 Hildebrand Lane, Ste 101Bainbridge Island I believe that this chiropractor is remaining open 
after having direct exposure to a confirmed positive 
COVID-19 case on 3/23/2020.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:37 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Muckleshoot Casino 2402 Auburn Way S Auburn Non-essential construction being performed on 
casino expansion project putting several different 
construction trades at risk.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Glass and vape Smoke Train 20373 Viking Ave NW #A, Poulsbo Store is open. Seems like it is non essential kcwsequoia@gmail.com Kristian Watson 3609304995

TRUE 04/03/20 12:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Battery store All Battery Sales and Service 727 134th St SW Everett Workers are not practicing social distancing

TRUE 04/03/20 12:42 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Commercial Aircraft 
Assembly

Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett They have people in working, they plan to restart on 
April 8. They are non essential and employees want 
to stop the spread of the virus.

Triple7tooler@gmail.com J.P. 4258688679.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 12:44 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Garco Construction & Mead School 
District 354

3525 E Hastings Rd Mead, WA  99201 Garco Construction and Mead School District 354 
are insisting that construction continue on the 
Creekside Elementary School at 3525 E Hastings, 
Mead, WA 99201, under the Washington State 
ruling that this job falls under "Public Infrastructure".  
However, they have not instilled any safety protocals 
or provided any safety equipment or disinfectants for 
any of the workers.  Most of the workers on this 
sight are in the age group that are highly susceptible 
to becoming extremely ill from COVID-19.  These 
workers are desperately concerned about 
contracting this virus and taking it home to their 
families. Many have spouses working from home, 
this is a moot point when they are forced to continue 
to work outside the home.  Many also have young 
infants who are very susceptible to this virus. If they 
were to become infected it could be devistating. If 
both parents get sick and or hospitalized, who will 
take care of the infant, healthy or sick? And the 
spread goes on and on...

This construction job is the only one that I am 
personally aware of the deficiencies for safety of its 
workers and the very real concerns these the 
workers have.  However, this same situation is 
country wide. Is any piece of "Public Infrastructure" 
during this pandemic, so important that ANY leader 
across this county, is really willing to be responsible 
for the demise of ANYONE they have unnecessarily 
forced to continue to be exposed to in this pandemic.  
 They cannot ignore the fact that they will ultimately 
be responsible.

onnortonpond@itstriangle.comCarol Floren 406-262-5127

TRUE 04/03/20 12:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Glass Industry Cardinal CG 700 Pat Kennedy Way sw Tumwater WA These workers are required to work in close 
proximity to each other placing them and their 
families at risk.



TRUE 04/03/20 12:46 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank Banner Bank 1301 Memorial Highway Mount Vernon They are not following the order to only conduct 
business through the drive through. Customers are 
still coming in to the main lobby as usual and are not 
following the 6 foot distancing rule, this is because 
the manager has decided to not lock the front door 
as ordered.

K.blair304@gmail.com 2068325264.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Davita 32275 32nd Ave s Federal way Non-essential new construction being performed 
putting several construction trades at risk. 6-foot 
safety distance not being met.

chelsea.a.johnson@hotmail.comChelsea Sisson 253.709.2490

TRUE 04/03/20 12:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Saw mill Sierra Pacific 100 n front st Shelton As the numbers in mason county rise this greedy 
company is telling employees even though they were 
reccomend to treat any symptoms of covid 19 like 
they have if are telling there employees:" oh if you 
been to or talked to dr after that 72 hours come back 
to work

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 12:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoke and vape shop sugar on magnolia 111 E Magnolia St, bellingham A smoke and vape shop exclusively which does NOT 
sell food or ANY essential items.  As dictated by the 
guidance bulliten Tobacco Sellers are deemed 
essential IF they sell food and they do NOT.  they 
don't even sell cigarettes which aren't essential 
either.  Only a filthy store selling vapes and pipes 
and other items conducive to virus spreading.

scrimptionkratom@gmail.comjason nation 360-466-8807

TRUE 04/03/20 12:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction C.C. Edwards 31805 124th st. SE Sultan Workers continuing to build houses. No one is tied 
off working on roofs.

Chipisburgess@gmail.com Chip 2062475543

TRUE 04/03/20 12:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Residential House cleaning 
/maid service

Merry Maids 3702 West Valley hwy North #308Auburn They are sending employees, often times in pairs to 
upto 4 residential houses a day.

JASONKETNER@MSN.COMJason Ketner 2532023075

TRUE 04/03/20 12:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther auto maintenance and repair Bill Pierre Ford 14021 28th Ave NE Seattle Saying they are essential because they do recalls on 
a few City of Seattle vehicles, (Fords) but they are 
open with a full staff, and not having their repair staff 
keep social distancing, use gloves, or masks.  Only 
2-3 recalls done per week.  Please don't tell them my 
name.

littlesister7@comcast.net Peggy Daschbach-Martin 2063641144

TRUE 04/03/20 12:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest abatement services 9822 32nd Ave S, Lakewood Non essential employees being required to report for 
duty. On site groups of 12 plus, not allowing for 
proper social distancing

weiler417@gmail.com Kyle +13609417599

TRUE 04/03/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belfor Property Restoration 3826 Woodland Park Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle There is construction going on right now on my 
apartment complex that is not essential. My 
apartment is located on 2828 NE 3rd St Renton, WA 
98056 and is managed by Renton Housing 
Authority. I and my fellow tenants are very 
concerned because this is construction that is not 
necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation, and 
essential operation of the residences. The 
construction does not seem essential to make this 
place habitable. We are very concerned because 
many vulnerable people live here. We would like a 
government authority to tell these construction 
workers to go home because we do not feel safe.

Beatrice L Clark (206) 412-2386

TRUE 04/03/20 12:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store Joann 13410 Meridian E Ste A Puyallup People are lining up outside to go in.   I called the 
store to confirm- they ARE open.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 12:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Saw mill Sierra Pacific 100 n front street Shelton This company is aware of people not being able to 
tested in this county unless your high risk or damn 
near dead this company has no regard to it's people 
as much as they put on a front to care all about 
wood for them there are about 350 employees at 
thos mill this could cost alot of infected people in this 
county.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 12:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business State garden 240 second St Chelsea Over 300 employees and several employees are 
being tested positive for covid 19

TRUE 04/03/20 12:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Hope Lutheran School 4456 42nd Ave SW Seattle Office and campus remains open to public. Services 
are nonessential.

anonymous@anon.com Anonymous 2065551212

TRUE 04/03/20 12:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Good Store Sportco 4602 20th St E, Fife, WA 98424 There is no disinfectant measures taken at this store.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Good Store Sportco 4602 20th St E, Fife, WA 98424 There is no disinfectant measures taken at this store.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:58 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belfor Property Restoration 3826 Woodland Park Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle There is construction going on right now on my 
apartment complex that is not essential. My 
apartment is located on 2828 NE 3rd St Renton, WA 
98056 and is managed by Renton Housing 
Authority. I and my fellow tenants are very 
concerned because this is construction that is not 
necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation, and 
essential operation of the residences. The 
construction does not seem essential to make this 
place habitable. We are very concerned because 
many vulnerable people live here. We would like a 
government authority to tell these construction 
workers to go home because we do not feel safe.

Beatrice L Clark (206) 412-2386

TRUE 04/03/20 1:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma NWDC violates the order because it is both a 
nonessential business and has larger groups of 
people in cells unable to take care of theirselves 
through social distancing and good hygiene. NWDC 
is risking all of our lives.

konikkita@gmail.com Nikkita Oliver 2068508802

TRUE 04/03/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig Construction 11001 E. Montgomery Spokane The site has been "shut down" for this week. They 
plan to open the site  Mon.04/06/2020. ISEC Inc. 
(my employer) has asked employees to return at that 
time. I do not believe this site is considered essential.

Kelly Taylor 509-270-2937

TRUE 04/03/20 1:04 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula Confirmed COVID 19 cases, production is still 
running without any precautions. Workers work side 
by side.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Collectible toy distribution 
warehouse

Funko Pop 1202 Shuksan Way Everett this business is still open

TRUE 04/03/20 1:05 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction Iupat District Council 5 6818 S Ferdinand St Tacoma This is a non essential building of a storage facility. 
When i went by there, there was 5 men standing 
under an awning, almost shoulder to shoulder. 
These comstruction workers co tinue to put their 
families and our communities at unnecessary risk. 
Why are we letting this continue?

Cynthia@iupatdc5.org Cynthia 2067947312

TRUE 04/03/20 1:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy’s barbershop 10011 south Evergreen way Everett Open sign is off but yet still open for business.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:07 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church OurChurch253 5000 67th Ave W University Place Having meeting with people during the week- not 
staying home.
Meeting for church on Saturdays and 3 times.om 
Sunday but having people in their cars and going car 
to car but some are getting out and gathering on the 
roof.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther multiple businesses -7-11, 
TJ Maxx

TJ Maxx 14051 Ne 175th Street, Woodinville, WA 98072 Ivy says she only has a land line and asked this 
writer to complete and submit this form.   Please 
contact her

Ivy Nunez 425-844-4024

TRUE 04/03/20 1:09 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma NWDC violates the governor’s “Stay Home, Stay 
Healthy” order because it is both a nonessential 
business & has large groups of people in cells 
unable to take care of themselves through social 
distancing & good hygiene.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:09 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governor Capitol Olympia Jay Inslee is nonessential Concernedcitizen@gmail.comConcerned citizen 3609024111

TRUE 04/03/20 1:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ben's Expresso 21121 Hwy 410 E Bonney Lake The very small area of this coffee shop is putting the 
employees and the public in jeopardy. There are 2 
workers in there at any time and you have to go in to 
get and make your order. Which means you are 
practically face-to-face with them.



TRUE 04/03/20 1:11 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Garco Construction & Mead School 
District 354

3525 E Hastings Rd Mead, WA  99201 Garco Construction and Mead School District 354 
are insisting that construction continue on the 
Creekside Elementary School at 3525 E Hastings, 
Mead, WA 99201, under the Washington State 
ruling that this job falls under "Public Infrastructure".  
However, they have not instilled any safety protocals 
or provided any safety equipment or disinfectants for 
any of the workers.  Most of the workers on this 
sight are in the age group that are highly susceptible 
to becoming extremely ill from COVID-19.  These 
workers are desperately concerned about 
contracting this virus and taking it home to their 
families. Many have spouses working from home, 
this is a moot point when they are forced to continue 
to work outside the home.  Many also have young 
infants who are very susceptible to this virus. If they 
were to become infected it could be devistating. If 
both parents get sick and or hospitalized, who will 
take care of the infant, healthy or sick? And the 
spread goes on and on...

This construction job is the only one that I am 
personally aware of the deficiencies for safety of its 
workers and the very real concerns these the 
workers have.  However, this same situation is 
country wide. Is any piece of "Public Infrastructure" 
during this pandemic, so important that ANY leader 
across this county, is really willing to be responsible 
for the demise of ANYONE they have unnecessarily 
forced to continue to be exposed to in this pandemic.  
 They cannot ignore the fact that they will ultimately 
be responsible.

onnortonpond@itstriangle.comCarol Floren 406-262-5127

TRUE 04/03/20 1:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail TRrichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/3/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Road Tacoma I am sending this anonymously because I personally 
have already been demoted and fear being punished 
further or even terminated. GMWE is a non-
essential business still operating and also not 
obeying the social distance of 6ft in the office and 
fabrication shop. GMWE also has employees 
traveling in company vehicles together in groups of 2-
4. Owner and field supervisor are threatening 
termination and/or demotions for not showing up to 
work. They are lying to all the workers and saying 
they are an essential business but can not provide 
proof because they clearly are not an essential 
construction company. They do work in the 
residential and commercial structural/ornamental 
steel fabrication and installation industry but are 
currently not working on or for any essential needs 
projects.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non essential, toy 
manufacturer

FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Large warehouse, with large quantity of workers, 
non essential still in operation.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/03/20 1:16 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center NW Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma It is a non essential business and has large groups 
of people in cells that are unable to practice safe 
social distancing and hygiene measures. Release 
the detainees at once and close the facility down.

emilythousand@gmail.com Emily Thousand 6086302231

TRUE 04/03/20 1:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowe's 5204 E. Sprague Ave Spokane Lowe's is open to selling nonessentials material's  
and families are shopping in 4 or 5 at a time. Ive 
observed customers items to be nonessentials most 
customers ive observed.  Also the janitor was 
diagnosed with COVID19 at this location.  My son 
works here as a seasonal employee and he has 
observed the permenant employee werw given 
protective gear while seasonal employees work 
without.

rebeccaburroughs62@gmail.comRebecca Burroughs 5098087935

TRUE 04/03/20 1:18 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention 
Center/Deportation Facility

Tacoma Northwest Dention 
Center/ICE Deportation Facility

1623 E J Street Tacoma The detention center has large numbers of people in 
close proximity with few medical resources. There 
are also transfers of people happening. Neither of 
these things is in line with the Governors order to 
minimize travel and gathering.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:21 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther For profit jail Northwest detention center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma This for profit jail is not essential it houses people 
who have not been accused of any crime. Plus it is 
not following any cdc practices putting everyone’s 
health at risk. It must be shut down.

Sposnock@gmail.com Sophia 9179417777

TRUE 04/03/20 1:22 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private prison NW Detention Center 610 Puyallup Ave Tacoma This for profit prison is violating the human rights of 
its prisoners and the governor's proclamation by 
continuing to operate.  They are a non-essential 
business and they are not providing adequate space 
or healthcare to the people they have incarcerated.  
Shut them down and free the people held captive in 
their facility!

klangsea@gmail.com Kari Langsea

TRUE 04/03/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR horton construction Ne 23rd St / ne four seasons lnVancouver They do not fall under the descriptions in any of the 
essential business lists from the city of Vancouver or 
Homeland security and the employees have not 
been distancing either.

Lilsara1122@yahoo.com Sara 3863161551

TRUE 04/03/20 1:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Belinda J. Meyers, LMP 6722 West Kennewick Avenue  Suite BKennewick Bragging on FB (ABMP massage group) that she's 
working as usual, on her own, breaking social 
distancing (can't do massage by standing six feet 
away), not using proper PPE, wondering if normal 
sanitation and a mask is "enough". 

It's not enough. No one should be doing massage 
right now. No one.

rhonda23456@yahoo.com Rhonda Henry 2067805871

04/03/20 1:37 PM L&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare TruGreen 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup 4/3/2020
Atten Rob Mc Kenna and Governor Jay Inslee,
I am submitting this form again because I am a 
single mother and TruGreen (a non essential 
business) is pressuring me to break the law and 
violate Governor Jay Inslee’s emergency decree 
order to stay at home to stop the spread of 
Coronavirus. Trugreen has been continuously 
violating the law they are not an essential business 
and are not on the Governors list of approved 
essential companies/businesses. TruGreen has 
other employees in my capacity that now work from 
home .TruGreen declines to permit me to do as 
other TruGreen employees are doing nation wide 
and work from home making sales calls from home 
yet TruGreen keeps telling me that by April 6th 2020 
I had better come in to the Puyallup branch located 
at 402 Valley AVE NW in Puyallup,WA 98371 and 
drive a company vehicle and perform residential 
lawn service duties like aeration,spraying lime 
treatments,and seeding the lawns to which I have 
zero certification nor training for ...( I am an outside 
sales representative) otherwise they will place me on 
an unpaid leave. TruGreen has been made aware of 
the Government’s laws, including Jay Inslee’s 
emergency decree . TruGreen is a non essential 
business. Please help me.
      Respectfully,
Francina Sanchez-Reddick

patnation1@icloud.com Francina Sanchez-Reddick 206-886-1678

TRUE 04/03/20 1:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fitness Orange theory 637 Division Ave Tacoma The business is currently performing construction.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other atv / motorcycle sales 
service

Allsport Polaris 19505 E Broadway Liberty Lake  Wa Allsport has a full sales staff of 7 still selling atvs like 
normal despite other dealers are closed due to stay 
home order and this store is profiting at other 
dealerships expense.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:40 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openHealth-related business EAT Training 1221 Columbia Park Trail Richland, WA I follow this business on Instagram and they keep 
posting pictures of holding outdoor workouts at a 
local high school track.  While I guess it could be 
possible to social distance doing these activities, the 
videos show otherwise and they are asking parents 
of young athletes to leave their homes to take their 
children to these workouts.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:40 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Flower Seller Unknown 17906 Ash Way Lynnwood A flower seller operating out of the gas station 
parking lot is still open for business.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center NW Detention Center Northwest Detention Center Tacoma Detainees are at extremely high risk of contracting 
Covid 19 and are not being tested or provided 
protection.

Parker.carmetrus@gmail.comCarmetrus Parker 2532245894

TRUE 04/03/20 1:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Clothing Zumiez 1402 Everett Mall Way Everett Having employees enter a closed mall in order to fill 
online orders.

help@zumiez.com



TRUE 04/03/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Bellmont Cabinet Co 13610 52nd ST E Sumner This company initially closed down due to updated 
guidelines. They have asked everyone to return to 
work 4/6. This company makes custom cabinetry not 
essential to construction.

bobbilynn.breland@yahoo.comBM 2536700089

TRUE 04/03/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Discount Fence 2236 Pacific St Bellingham Non-essential function - several crews in residential 
neighborhoods installing fencing without following 
social distance protocols - close proximity to each 
other as well as homeowners

3lockbox64@gmail.com TODD LEE 3609619561

TRUE 04/03/20 1:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Team Nelson 20102 broadway ave Snohomish Many construction workers working within tight 
quarters. R. Miller is also on site. This is a tilt up 
currently in the foundation stage.

Chipisburgess@gmail.com Chip 2062475543

TRUE 04/03/20 1:47 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Olympia Lacey Islamic Center 7945 Pacific Ave Lacey Masjid is still open for friday prayers despite one 
person in qurantee with his family for the virus

Family member

TRUE 04/03/20 1:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Proliance Highlands Surgery Center 510 8th Ave NE #100 Issaquah Performing numerous elective surgeries. Reporting 
surgeries that are truly elective as urgent.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy retailer Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Why are they still open? And have been the entire 
time the governor has ordered a shutdown

Dsigh79@gmail.com Dwayne 4258707955 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/03/20 1:50 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC Edmonds 22828  100 ave w Edmonds Baggers  at checkout not wearing PPE. This is the 
front line. Theses poor employees are not being 
properly protected.This is definitely a hot spot for 
transmitting covid19, just unbelievable they can't 
supply the baggers at least respirators. They shield 
the checkers with plastic barrier,why not the 
baggers!!

barryjhn08@gmail.com Barry 206-267-8091

TRUE 04/03/20 1:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business hamilton cafe and market 541 maple st Hamilton i have observed many customers dining in and 
eating in this estblishment even tho it is not allowed 
and they are aware of that

apete50@gmail.com ashley

TRUE 04/03/20 1:56 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business hamilton cafe and market 541 maple st Hamilton i have  witnessed many customers still  eating inside 
this estblishment even with Governor Inslee request 
not to. They are putting people in danger

Toreholm@yahoo .com Tore

TRUE 04/03/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business hamilton cafe and market 541 maple st Hamilton This establishment is still allowing dine in for 
customers and are putting our community in danger, 
they have been told not to do it but still continue

fjboots@gmail.com Frank

TRUE 04/03/20 1:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Clean and sober living Forever changed 3732 s D st Tacoma The owner of forever change has had several new 
family’s move into a small house that makes it 
impossible for us to protect ourselves and our 
children during this time , the house is four 
bedrooms and she has 17 woman and children living 
under one roof .  Most recently she is moving a 
family of five into one bedroom.

Shawna.breanne.stewart@gmail.comShawna Stewart 2532093128

TRUE 04/03/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license El asadero 1107 s 3rd st Yakima I have seen them serving dine in and serving alcohol 
as if it were business as usual. Large groups last 
night they were about 30 people inside drinking and 
partying like there’s no virus. Did not believe it at first 
until I saw it first hand. Definitely needs to be fined 
or shut down. Lots of drug activity aswell. Very 
disappointing.

Jessalverez12@gmail.com Jessica 5099614442

TRUE 04/03/20 2:04 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther residential home Neighborhood drug dispensing facility 6711 201st St Ct E Spanaway Home owner has continuously sell and distribute 
illegal drugs from residence. Has been observed and 
recorded on home surveillance camera and system, 
customers coming and going at all hours of the day 
and night.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther a counseling office The Center a place of hope 547 Dayton Street Edmonds This business continues to operate for face-to-face 
therapy / counseling in small closed offices. This 
function could easily be done via video call but the 
business refuses to consider this option. The clients 
are not critically ill, but are instead seeking treatment 
for things such as "spiritual burnout"

TRUE 04/03/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Nys enterprises 12322 highway 99 126 Everett Please look into this business having people gather 
constantly in jobs and the office.  Owner claims 
essential but all similar businessesbare shut down.  
Employees fear losing jobs

Concerned spouse 2065073046

TRUE 04/03/20 2:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex AJ Apartments 4505 42nd Ave SW Seattle This is an apartment where many of us residents 
have asked numerous times to close the rooftop. 
The rooftop, to our knowledge, is still open and can 
present a public health issue with residents going up 
there in groups. I'm not sure if there have been, but 
while the building amenities have closed, this rooftop 
is open. Several of us are concerned about the 
safety of this and of our own rental safety by talking 
with the managers.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other craft storee Joanne fabrics 31523 federal way the parking lot was full and people waiting to get into 
the parking lot. I dont  feel a craft store is essential

gaynellackley@comcast.net gaynell m ackley 2537401801

TRUE 04/03/20 2:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agriculture warehouse 
packing and distributing

Evans Fruit 200 Cowiche City Rd Cowiche The company is not following CDC and OSHA 
guidelines to protect essential workers. Hand 
washing, social distancing

Adrianag531@gmail.com Adriana Gonzalez 5099690042

TRUE 04/03/20 2:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store Lowe's 2850 Ocean Beach Highway Longview Store not limiting people and not following social 
distancing, parking lot is full and store is understaffed

TRUE 04/03/20 2:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center NW Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma NWDC violates the governor’s “Stay Home, Stay 
Healthy” order because it is both a nonessential 
business & has large groups of people in cells 
unable to take care of theirselves through social 
distancing & good hygiene. NWDC is risking all of 
our lives.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther home owners association 
management

VIS Group Inc 8617 Martin Way East Lacey as of April 1, the VIS group is still sending cars 
around neighborhoods to check for violations for 
citation. Since the work to fix violations would be 
nonessential for other businesses, this seem 
inappropriate.

psalm13910@yahoo.com jennessa randall (808)271-9356

TRUE 04/03/20 2:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license El asadero 1107 S 3rd st Yakima wa Contacting regarding the owner doing dine in and 
serving drinks . Was told they will keep doing this 
until caught. Only allowed to dine in and have drinks 
if you have a lot of money. Was told they are 
charging $50 per person to allow dine in.  Not rite at 
all place should be shut down.

GarzaAylex@yahoo.com Alex Garza 5099042314

TRUE 04/03/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BDR Holdings 11100 Main St #201 Bellevue BDR Holdings is carrying out a construction project 
at the corner of Martin Luther King Jr Wy S and 
Alaska Way S.  This project is not essential and is 
putting workers and neighbors at risk.

cgilman@maztec.org Celeste Gilman 2062147345

TRUE 04/03/20 2:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet and nursery store Kaija's Pet & Nursery Store 623 NW State Ave Chehalis Parking lot very full, store consistently open with 
business as usual. Noticed daily.

anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 2:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bulb Farm (Tulips right now) Holland America Bulb Farm 1110 S Pekin Road Woodland Allowing people to visit and these visitors are posting 
pics online prompting families to go and visit to get 
‘out of the house’. We need to stay home right now. 
Not encourage FAMILIES to go out. Tulips are 
beautiful but not essential.

shawk125@yahoo.com Patti Baird 360 600-9947

TRUE 04/03/20 2:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment community Dobler management company 3012 S 47th St Unit 2 Tacoma, WA  98409 United StatesTacoma Non essential employees working and not following 
social distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Door manufacturer Codes Entry Systems 1510 St. Paul Ave Tacoma This company is working as if there is no epidemic 
going on!  They do not have any PPE for anyone.  
Approximately 130 employees

mwickoren@icloud.com Michael Wickoren 253-227-4741

TRUE 04/03/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Commercial Airline 
Manufacturing

Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett Most workers including myself will be required to go 
back on the 8th. BCA (Boeing Commercial Airlines) 
That includes the KC. It’s an airborne virus.

stringslinger73@gmail.com Travis Hale 4253274879.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 2:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail - boutique sewing & 
vacuum store

Sew Creative 1139 Princeton Ave N, Ste A Wenatchee Store is claiming to be necessary for face masks for 
local community but not giving away or selling kits to 
be made for donation to local medical community.  
Only selling kits for personal use masks. Also not 
following social distancing or current sanitary 
guidelines.  Teaching sewing lessons still, promoting 
people to come in store for product sales etc.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:22 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Youth detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma They should not be open, as they are risking the 
lives of people by potentially exposing them to the 
coronavirus

Otieno Terry

TRUE 04/03/20 2:23 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Transportation for Edmonds 
School Dist. #15

Edmonds School Distr #15 
Transportation department

20601 52nd Ave W Lynnwood Transportation Director Benjamin Mount has ordered 
ALL of his mechanics to show up everyday (while 
there is NO school) to work a full shift. Total hours 
of operation is 17.5 per day with 2 full shifts. The 
only time these men and women should be showing 
up is for the 4 hours they are there for support when 
the drivers come in to deliver food to families. But 
Ben wants them there all day. The morning foreman 
violated the rules for social distancing by 
contaminating the afternoon shift. Most of the people 
working there are above 60 years old or has asthma 
or COPD but has been told by Ben that if they do not 
show up they will not get paid (even though the 
ENTIRE district is off and getting paid.) He also told 
them they do not have the option to stay home, their 
presence is mandatory. However the rest of 
Edmonds School dist is practicing the governor's 
proclamation, why can't the mechanics who by the 
way have very little work to do without the buses 
running.

Anjela3670@yahoo.com Anjela 4252997264



TRUE 04/03/20 2:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license El asadero 1107 s 3rd st Yakima wa This place is letting Payton’s drink and dine in , last 
night they stayed open till 2 . More than 30 people 
last night playing pool drinking eating . Was told I 
could not enter without paying $50 fee as as it was a 
hush hush event.

Jaysmom1@gmail.com Rebecca rodriguez

TRUE 04/03/20 2:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Signs and decals AA Designs traveling work van Seattle Their work van is parked outside my apartment 
complex and are performing non essential work at 
the building.

Tyler1991@hotmail.com Tyler Linthicum

TRUE 04/03/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther investment Fisher investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Drive Camus Friend is being told he has to go into work into FULL 
office, business says they will not shut down till 
personally ordered to. Employees have been given 
computers to WFH with but are not allowed to use 
them till forced to WFH.

tashbmg@outlook.com Natasha Gay 2063268631

TRUE 04/03/20 2:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco 474 228th Ave Ne Sammamish I would like to anonymously report a Petco grooming 
salon that is remaining open during the stay at home 
order. Petco stores are considered essential 
business at this time, however the grooming salon is 
not and should not be considered an essential 
service. My concern is that our lobby for check in 
area is not large enough to allow for social 
distancing. We are lacking the PPE in order protect 
ourselves. Half of the stores in our district (king 
county) have closed their salons for the next 2 
weeks as well as several other private salons. 
Petsmart has closed it's salons nationwide. I do not 
believe Petco is following the orders and guidelines 
required by the state.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Coffee Louvre 210 5th Ave S Edmonds There were a group senior citizens utilizing chairs 
and tables in their court yard next to the side walk to 
hang out eat no masks or other protections and 
knew that they shouldn’t be doing this.

cpdavis1003@gmail.com Christian Davis NA

TRUE 04/03/20 2:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot & Lowes 11549 nisqually park loop Olympia Atleast 200 people in both lowes and home depot, 
should be limiting the number of people in the stores 
at one time. Also not adhering to social distancing

Jlunsford41@yahoo.com James Lunsford 3605845343

TRUE 04/03/20 2:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Pandora's Box 5300 W Clearwater Ave suite bKennewick No inplentstion of social distancing or sanitary 
measures

TRUE 04/03/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat processor Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd. Wallula Individuals that work at this industry have been 
tested positive for COVID-19. There has been no 
action taken such as shutting down for cleaning or 
social distancing among workers.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other us post office us post office, lynnwood branch 68th & 208th lynnwood went to drop off mail and get postage, needed to see 
clerk and saw 15 or so people in line all within no 
more than 1 foot of separation

bobbiandraz@comcast.net Dan Brossard

TRUE 04/03/20 2:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Phone Guys 4544 University Way NE Seattle WA 98105 ☎ +12063766519I was surprised to see this cellphone store being 
open, they sell unlocked phones only, n I don't think 
its an essential business.
I saw people walking in and out.
This is there address and phone number
THE PHONE GUYS
4544 University Way NE, Seattle WA 98105
☎ +12063766519

rita98188wa@gmail.com Rita Williams 4255219198

TRUE 04/03/20 2:37 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Bellevue 450-110th Ave NE Bellevue Grinding and repaving NE 24th.

Really lovely my fire, life, safety group gets sent 
home  and the Folk in Government at Seattle 
Eastside (Bellevue) run around repaving non critical 
infrastructure.  
WTF over...

TRUE 04/03/20 2:40 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther tree trimmers Wright Tree Service PO Box 355 Graham, WA Tree trimming for Tacoma City Light - but not urgent 
trimming or clean up from a problem. They also don't 
understand social distancing.  This is normal, 
trimming done that can be completed in the summer.

lindyt@drizzle.com Linda Taylor 253.922.5725

TRUE 04/03/20 2:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Migrant detention NWDC 1623 E J st Tacoma This facility is risking lives and conducting torture 
against people fleeing atrocities.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:43 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Sobriety and Safe House n/a 11502 NE 139th Pl Kirkland Gathering of people that may not be following health 
and social gathering requirements.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Elephant carwash 16223 meridian e Puyallup My wife's company elephant carwash is trying to 
stay open without permission from the state, they 
are threatening people's jobs if they dont come in 
and work. Me and my wife have a kid with down 
syndrome and a new born that could catch covid 19 
very easily and her company doesn't care about 
anything other than making a dollar.

Dvogel914@yahoo.com Darren Vogel 2535923542 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/03/20 2:46 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther government agency ICE Tacoma Tacoma Detaining innocent immigrants in close quarters in 
for-profit prisons is  a violation of the ban on non-
essential businesses. These people are no threat to 
anyone and should be released before they all die of 
COVID-19

shelf30@gmail.com Susan Helf 2063702995

TRUE 04/03/20 2:48 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat processing plant Tyson foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula Has confirmed that there are at least 3 workers that 
tested positive for Coronavirus , plus sent others 
home that were in close contact of the workers that 
were tested positive , they are failing to report the 
virus @ the job site to local health department

TRUE 04/03/20 2:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boeing Boeing 7755 East Marginal Way SouthSeattle My friend, Steve Beatty, who is a model maker fo 
Boeing Seattle was contacted today and told that he 
will need to resume work and begin coming in on 
April 8th, despite his work being non-essential and 
despite him being in the vulnerable demographic for 
the Covid19 virus. His work is non essential and can 
not be done from home. He is over 60 years old and 
the work requires him in to work with many others in 
an open atmosphere. Many of the Boeing employees 
have already become infected when they did not 
close before and include one employee dying. 
Please advice and investigate.

Karene.barker@gmail.com Karen Lee (206) 470-9162

TRUE 04/03/20 2:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma NWDC is a nonessential business and has large 
groups of people in cells unable to take care of 
theirselves through social distancing and good 
hygiene.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kush Klub Recreational Cannabis 17547 15th Ave NE Shoreline They are expanding hours, putting on sales, and 
have failed to take necessary precautions for the 
safety of their employees and customers. They have 
explicitly expressed to their employees intentions to 
exploit this pandemic in order to gain new customers.

Dshill97@gmail.com Dylan Moriarty 2065509103

TRUE 04/03/20 3:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/ workout ATHLETIC TRAINING INSTITUTE 12021 NORTHUP WAY #102BELLEVUE ,WA Gym is open with customers every day / doors 
closed lot full of cars

J17392004@yahoo.com John hebert 4254420205

TRUE 04/03/20 3:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Morning Rehab Espresso 912 N Miller St Wenatchee There is very heavy traffic in this part of town. Their 
grand opening was the 30th of March and I’m 
wondering how they could possibly think that this is 
okay.

Rebecca_dan4th@msn.com Rebecca Freese 5093986794

TRUE 04/03/20 3:05 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Garbage hauling Waste Management Seattle/Spokane Seattle/Spokane Garbage hauling, non essential Kirk Poldervart 509-398-0330

TRUE 04/03/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hamilton construction 116th military rd s Burien Employees can't socially distance, no running water 
to wash up, small enclosed lunch trailer. Not 
essential work

TRUE 04/03/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Pink elephant car wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Business is forcing employees to go into work and is 
opening back up for business tomorrow. They have 
put on their social media pages that they are closed 
but it is a lie.

Amanda.e.grandfield@gmail.comAmanda Grandfield corporate@elephantcarwash.com 5/1

TRUE 04/03/20 3:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church Our lady of mount carmel 6928 Detroit Ave Cleveland Cleveland They are holding in person confessions on their 
patio. Also, they are passing out medical grade face 
masks to those who come there

TRUE 04/03/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Classy Chasis 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup Employees working and people going through car 
wash.  Is this essential? I don't think so!!

amyrd29@gmail.com Amy R Davidson 2532081594 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/03/20 3:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey This business is still holding workouts with groups of 
people. They are posting it on social media as well 
bragging about it.

Jhaydn0302@gmail.com Qayi Steplight 3604808540

TRUE 04/03/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet Maker Bellmont Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E, #300 Sumner Bellmont Cabinet Company claimed in a message to 
employees that they are essential because 
customers need to install new cabinets in their 
homes.

brelandsteven5@gmail.com Stephen Breland 2532878269

TRUE 04/03/20 3:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Mason General Rehab Services 901 Mountain View drive Shelton The therapy clinic is keeping operations going, with 
the manager, Cheryl Woods, requesting adult and 
pediatric evaluations to be scheduled and telling 
therapists not to cancel appointments. She is telling 
upper management to keep the clinic open and that 
the clinic is following protocol. It is impossible to 
complete outpatient therapy and follow protocol. She 
is requesting reduced hours, bringing in more people 
per hour.

tawnie2015@gmail.com Tawnie Hatcher 360-470-2944



TRUE 04/03/20 3:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 164th st sw and Alderwood parkwayLynwood The Fred Meyer on 164th st and Alderwood way is 
not monitoring the amount of people allowed in the 
store resulting in a failure to keep a safe social 
distance. The parking lot was full and parking 
scarce. The employees expressed to us concerns 
that they and the customers where not being 
considered in this time of need. It’s disappointing 
and infuriating to see Fred Meyer allow the store to 
run so haphazardly. I hope that this is addressed and 
corrective measures taken to ensure the safety of 
our community in this time.

Keil.p.boone@gmail.com Keil Boone 8502262938

TRUE 04/03/20 3:19 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Infected employees continue working

TRUE 04/03/20 3:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 16223 meridian E Puyallup Employer is requiring all employee go back to work 
and open tomorrow 4/4/2020, with no masks, gloves 
or disinfectant provided to keep employees and their 
family safe.  A car wash is not an essential 
establishment that needs to be open during this time 
of quarantine.  We demand a cease and desist order 
be served to the business owners until Washington 
State closure mandates are lifted.

Tarna.cymbala@gmail.com Tarna 5413505548

TRUE 04/03/20 3:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Bellevue LASIK 1135 116th Ave NE #450, Bellevue, WA 98004 They had their laser equipment moved from the 
hospital where the doctor couldn't use it to their 
offices where they plan(ned) to continue apts.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:24 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair by Rachel 612 Shiloh ln Sedro Woolley Rachel has been visiting her grandparents who are 
in their 80's and are at higher risk due to health 
problems. She also takes her child with her and is 
pregnant.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tourist merchandise, flower 
sales

Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Rd Mount Vernon They have their road side merchandise stand open 
with a video on Facebook encouraging visitors and 
tourists to come. I'm a local and do not need to be 
further endangered by their desire to make money

Cgonzalez137@hotmail.com Cassandra Gonzalez 3604219771 tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/03/20 3:26 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett Boeing intends to reopen their Everett plant on April 
8, in violation of Governor Inslee's extended stay 
home order. Commercial airplane manufacturing is 
not essential during this public health crisis. Thank 
you.

peggyn2@yahoo.com Peggy Nielsen

TRUE 04/03/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 11241 SLater AVE NE, STE 200Kirkland Having trades deliver/install goods and performing 
services on homes that are not sold/closing.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:27 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallulla Wa More than a few people tested positive, plant has not 
shut down to clean or disinfect. Spread is going to 
happen bad in this warehouse.

Eliazavala92@gmail.com Elia Zavala 5093807052

TRUE 04/03/20 3:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Ridge Homes 17921 Bothell Everett HWY Bothell Having trades deliver/install goods and performing 
services on homes that are not sold/closing.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:29 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center GEO Group Northwest Detention 
Center

1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The safety and health of all people in Tacoma are 
threatened by an outbreak of COVID-19 at the 
Northwest Detention Center. Keeping immigrants 
and migrants incarcerated in close unsanitary 
conditions is not only asking for a humanitarian 
crisis at the NWDC but puts all of us in this 
community at risk because workers must leave the 
NWDC and come home to our communities.

katiemgiseburt@gmail.com Katherine Giseburt 4256916769

TRUE 04/03/20 3:36 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods Wallula, Washington Wallula People are infected having stood beside one another 
possibly infecting others. Social distancing is not in 
place not even the 6 ft rule.

Allanessa11@gmail.com Vanessa 5095516360

TRUE 04/03/20 3:37 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Welfare of Washington 
State

Govenor of Washington Olympia Olympia Jay Inslee has taken my right away as a citizen of 
the United States to conduct my business in order to 
be a responsible individual that works to sustain our 
living and pay the taxes that give him a paycheck. I 
now have NO income but I am quite sure he is still 
receiving his full wages, if he cares so much why not 
give up his income like the rest of us are being 
FORCED to do, against our will, which, by the way is 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL!!!

Kerriscakes63@gmail.com Kerri Schrindel 5099455561

TRUE 04/03/20 3:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Farmer's Market Vancouver Farmer's Market Esther Short Park Vancouver Today, Vancouver's city manager decided to open 
the farmer's market. While some food items are 
sold, it's mostly not food items. And I think this is a 
VERY BAD IDEA. Please review.

mouthy.one@gmail.com Tami Brewster-Barnes 360-980-3276

TRUE 04/03/20 3:39 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson foods Dodd rd Wallulla wa employees that have tested positive to covid and still 
running without cleaning and or setting strict rules 
for safety.

Ezavala@psd1.org Julia tene 5093807052

TRUE 04/03/20 3:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Road, Suite 130Port Orchard The nail salon is not only open but had customers 
inside getting their nails done today.

lhasalane@gmail.com Erika Schaefer 3607319731

TRUE 04/03/20 3:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Jimmy Peppers 10121 Evergreen way Everett In line to receive food to go. Person before me blows 
nose and then touched the screen to pay. Surface 
not cleaned. Worker then handed a customer a cup 
for self service pop machine.  Company takes not 
anything seriously.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other NW Detention Center/ICE 
Deportation Facility

NW Detention Center/ICE Deportation 
Facility

1623 E J Street Tacoma NWDC violates the governor’s “Stay Home, Stay 
Healthy” order because it is both a nonessential 
business & has large groups of people in cells 
unable to take care of theirselves through social 
distancing & good hygiene. NWDC is risking all of 
our lives.

stembridgelaura@gmail.com Laura

TRUE 04/03/20 3:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Road Port Orchard Nails are being done and signage is out to solicit 
customers

eric@spintelligentlabs.com Eric Thompson 2066616683

TRUE 04/03/20 3:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Pulled into parking lot that is shared with Fred 
Meyer, walked by the windows and noticed that there 
was a gal sitting getting her nails done. Open sign 
was on. Took picture of the outside with sign on. My 
husband was able to catch a picture with the client 
and nail tech on his phone.

Rushgirl26@hotmail.com Tina Rush 360-565-6144

TRUE 04/03/20 3:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Ste 130Port Orchard A friend of mine had to go out to get her 
prescriptions at Fred Meyer, which is next door to 
this nail salon. Their open sign was lit up and when 
she walked by she saw people inside getting their 
nails done. During the stay at home order! 4/2/20

mwills@liberty.edu Megan Wills

TRUE 04/03/20 4:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Fitness Facility Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave. Bellingham Gym looks closed from the outside but they are 
allowing people to come in through the back 
entrance. This is a danger to our community and 
needs to be resolved ASAP!

TRUE 04/03/20 4:03 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NW Detention Center 1263 East J Street Tacoma The detention center has large groups of people, 
which doubly violates the Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
order. Let those people go home!

bekthebest.yeah@gmail.com Rebekah Gilley 2062250344

TRUE 04/03/20 4:03 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Big store Wal-mart Hwy 101 Sequim Please. I'm being serious. Both Port Angeles and 
Sequim Wal-marts are PACKED and no one is using 
distance to stay safe. I can't afford to shop 
elsewhere. It is a suicide mission for me. On 
immune-suppressor for Arthritis. Please come help 
them learn the right way. Employees looked stressed 
completely out!

jenn.ruggles@yahoo.com Jennifer Risinger 3604610888

TRUE 04/03/20 4:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor Recreational Gear esstac 8809 271st St NW Stanwood Non-essential business still operating. Social 
Distancing and PPE guidelines not being followed.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma Gstandard Gym is fully operational and has not 
listened to the Governor's order to shut down on 
3/16/2020. The owner is signing up new members 
each day due to other gyms closing. This is a health 
hazzard and needs to be investigated. Thank you.

Hayesl19@gmail.com Lori J Haynes iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Karate Martial Arts American Martial Arts 5000 NE Fourth Plain Blvd B106Vancouver April 3rd approx 3:20pm Overheard karate instructor 
(white male appox 40-50 years old), who was 
dressed in blue karate gi, speaking to another man 
outside (directly in front of establishment). The other 
man was inquiring if they were still open.  Instructor 
said they just have one person come in at a time for 
one-on-one sessions. And the state can’t expect 
businesses to completely shut down, because a lot 
of businesses would never make it.

Later at 3:55pm a group of 3 (2 adults; 1 child) all 
dressed in karate gear entered established without 
needing to knock or have a key to enter, even 
though sign on door said “CLOSED” (have video).

Timing867@gmail.com Hannah Israel 5105023003

TRUE 04/03/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting Amsberry's Painting 500 E Main St Monroe Employees are painting and working in and around 
the office.



TRUE 04/03/20 4:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Roadside Business - Tulips Tulip Town 15002 Bradshaw Rd Mt Vernon Per the owner of Tulip Town, he is exempted from 
the Govenor Proclamation to close the state.  He 
states on his social media & website that he can be 
open (7) days a week selling tulip festival 
merchandise and tulips. 
https://www.facebook.com/tuliptown/  He also states 
he is exempted from staying home and can drive all 
over the Puget Sound delivering flowers to Hospitals, 
Nursing Homes, and First Responders.  He 
continues to video tape his business and his 
deliveries. How is he exempted?  Is he immune?

tulips@tuliptown.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 NW 67th St Seattle Construction workers are still working ripped06@gmail.com Rhonda Kirby (206) 890-9633

TRUE 04/03/20 4:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Wander Brewery 1807 Dean Ave Bellingham Business remains open putting staff and clients in 
dangerous situation

TRUE 04/03/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco All stores in Washington StateRichland Petco is keeping all their grooming salons open 
rather than closing them.

puppyhut@aol.com Carol McClain 5094402568 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:17 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Private party La Dawna Stinebaugh 706 S Columbus No.3 Goldendale This person refuses to obey the stay at home order. 
Is bragging on social media that her family will not 
comply and she doesn't care if she spreads the 
virus. She works at the local grocery store, on East 
Broadway,  inside their hot deli.  She is having face 
to face contact with people all day while not wearing 
a mask. Also she is taking her child on play dates to 
random homes. She claims it is for daycare,  but this 
is untrue. Her boyfriend,  the child's father, is also 
illegally working for a company called Parsons 
Construction who is still working his employees. La 
Dawna has drawn a lot of attention to herself by 
becoming very rude and belligerent when people 
confront her about her behavior, and says that 
people are being doomsday preppers who need to 
leave her alone.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash The elephant car wash 715 39th ave sw Puyallup They are opening the vacuums back up tomorrow. 
Wich have been rightfully closed do to close 
proximity,  and contamination issues.  They want to 
disinfect pay stations every hour, but provide zero 
disinfectant and do not have an employee on site at 
all hours. They require  the employees  to wear face 
mask at all times but provide zero face masks. They 
require  employees to change gloves often, but 
provide a limited amount of gloves. No sink on site. 
Extremely high amount of customers per day.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Glass shop for marijuana Mary Jane's House of Glass 1156 commerce ave Longview This business is primarily for puchasing smoking 
devices for marijuana. They sell some CBD and 
Kratom for herion users but that is not their primary 
business model. Their primary business model is 
glass utensils for smoking marijuana. They are doing 
promoting 420 sales to get people in the door. All of 
their locations are open throughout the state of 
Washington. There are many people shopping at 
these stores at any given time. This is unacceptable 
and non essential.

marlowemcconnell@yahoo.comMarlowe McConnell 3606098465 info@mjhog.com 5/1/

TRUE 04/03/20 4:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Porters Barbershop 614 w garland Spokane Walked by and observed someone getting a haircut.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Northwestern Hospital 1550 N 115th S Seattle Staff is not being properly cared for and are not 
being provided PPE equipment. They are struggling 
and not feeling cared for.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby \ Craft Joann 1125 E Sunset Dr, Ste 125 Bellingham Hobby Lobby is forced to close!  So, why is Joann 
still open?  Same type of business.

baird101@hotmail.com James Baird 360-920-6000 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery, pharmacy, 
clothing and other services

Fred Meyer 4615 196th St SW Lynnwood, WA 98036 My alternate week grocery shopping is limited to 
PCC. Today I had to visit DMV. They had 6' marks. 
But to get there I had to weave through a crowded 
Fred Meyer store with NO indication of distancing, 
past a young man coughing openly while wandering 
through clothing at the entry. NOT safe! No signs.

heinsight@earthlink.net Lora Hein 425-673-9018

TRUE 04/03/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane manufacturing Boeing Multiple locations Everett Non essential business tall_people@frontier.com Doris Jeffries 4253502140.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane manufacturing Boeing Multiple locations Everett Non essential business tall_people@frontier.com Doris Jeffries 4253502140.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 4:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby Store Joanne Fabric Harrison Ave Olympia Just drove by today and the parking lot was full of 
cars.

bellalinda@comcast.net Linda ABELL 3604809348

TRUE 04/03/20 4:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby Store Joanne Fabric Harrison Ave Olympia Just drove by today and the parking lot was full of 
cars.

bellalinda@comcast.net Linda ABELL 3604809348

TRUE 04/03/20 4:29 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 13th Ave SW and S Holden StreetSeattle They're closing off half of the street in a major 
throughfare due to the West Seattle bridge closure, 
and blocking traffic for no reason.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond American Homes 648 South Knowles St. Buckley This company should not be working!

TRUE 04/03/20 4:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond American Homes 648 South Knowles St Buckley Home construction shut down per Governor, 
however construction continues to be going on at 
this location

TRUE 04/03/20 4:33 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Religious Calvary Community Church 2655 38th Avenue Longview During weekly services, which are being conducted 
online, not only are persons leaving home to create 
services, but groups are gathering to record music 
for services. These services are posted on their 
Facebook page.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Pot High 5 Cannabis 6511 ne 137th st ste c Vancouver Marijuana is not essential. Line is extremely log. 
Backs up traffic. 

SOCIAL DISTANCING!!
TRUE 04/03/20 4:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Snohomish Golf course 7805 147th Ave SE Snohomish Course is closed but employees are still working, per 

their own Facebook page. Golf courses are non 
essential and employees are being forced to violate 
the stay at home order.

Derek.m.vanderpool@gmail.comDerek Vanderpool 3606316839

TRUE 04/03/20 4:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 borgen CD suite 201 Gig harbor Petco grooming is still open and encouraging people 
to come in for grooms, baths and walk in services 
like nail trims. It is impossible for both the salon AND 
the pet store side to maintain a 6 foot distance from 
customers, especially so in the grooming salon. 
Grooming has multiple people in the salon at a time 
and we have to interact directly with clients as we 
take their dogs and check them in/out. Management 
has said that since we are attached to a pet store the 
rule of dog grooming being non essential does not 
apply to us.

Alecka1992@gmail.com Alecka 3604409047 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 4:47 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public restrooms Point Ruston Ruston Way by Main St Tacoma The two port a potties are not locked on the corner of 
the path leading from Ruston way to in front of Point 
Ruston. (By the Point Ruston Boat) I have seen 
numerous people go in and out. I believe it 
encourages people to stay down here and the 
waterfront is already packed enough. I live here and 
it’s hard just walking my dog on a sunny day. 
Thank you.

nikkistansberry@gmail.com Nikki Stansberry

TRUE 04/03/20 4:48 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Absher Construction 1001 Shaw Rd Puyallup Opening Sound Transit jobsites under Sound Transit 
orders.

TRUE 04/03/20 4:49 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Motivation speaker We are royalty University Place University Place William Winfield (401) 332-3617: social media 
postings on IG of large crowd gatherings and 
touching. 
https://instagram.com/willisblessed?igshid=1wtpjfqfxt
ezy

TRUE 04/03/20 4:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center GEO Group Northwest Detention 
Center

1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The safety and health of all people in Tacoma are 
threatened by an outbreak of COVID-19 at the 
Northwest Detention Center. Keeping immigrants 
and migrants incarcerated in close unsanitary 
conditions is not only asking for a humanitarian 
crisis at the NWDC but puts all of us in this 
community at risk because workers must leave the 
NWDC and come home to our communities.

katiemgiseburt@gmail.com Katherine Giseburt 4256916769

TRUE 04/03/20 4:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Speciality JoAnn Fabrics in Ballard 2217 NW 57th St, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Cars in the parking lot all day long and people 
entering and leaving the store.  A fabrics store is 
essential????

rwielbruda@yahoo.com Rick Wielbruda 3173138767

TRUE 04/03/20 4:58 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Jewelry Retail - Fabrication 
and sales

Blue Nile 5907 4th Ave. South Seattle Blue Nile fulfillment center with 60+ individuals 
performing non-essential business (jewelry 
fabrication and sales).

pr@bluenile.com

TRUE 04/03/20 5:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton NE 23rd St & four seasons laneVancouver The construction company DR Horton is still building 
townhomes that they are selling, M-F 7am to 6pm



TRUE 04/03/20 5:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Joanne fabrics Joanne Fabrics 1840 W Francis Ave, Spokane, WA 99205Spokane I went in to joanne fabrics today to get whatever 
string I could to make masks for my community. 
While there customers as well as employees 
continually violated my space then shamed me for 
speaking up.

Apparently Im not allowed to say something because 
them Im rude. A customer walked right into my 
space in a confined area of the store and when I 
protested she became rude and told me its my fault 
for not having a mask on. Excuse me, she did not 
maintain distance, this is not my fault. We dont have 
masks now do we?

Then the staff proceeded to to tell me to be quiet or 
leave. So this is all my fault?

I take care of an 82 year old man who has cancer 
and COPD. If I bring this home because nobody in 
spokane is keeping their distance then someone is 
going to pay.

This is not just in joanne, it was the same in 
safeway, walmart, lowes and home depot. I could 
not even shop because the places are full and I did 
go into lowes and people were not keeping distance.

david.y.potter@weekend-mechanic.comDavid Potter 5096662381 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 5:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Ellensburg golf and country club 3231 thorp highway south Ellensburg Even though the golf course is closed, the owner is 
still letting members and non members come and 
play. There are tons of college students going there, 
as well as tons of local members. It’s completely 
unsafe.

ferielmalti@hotmail.com Feriel Malti 5124842990

TRUE 04/03/20 5:09 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Not at Home n/a 2018 168th Ave NE Bellevue Non-tenants of a home are congregating at this 
address. They are visiting friends and trying to 
access neighbor devices from this home, and 
disregarding the stay-at-home order.

brmagni@microsoft.com Brett Magni

TRUE 04/03/20 5:11 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Everyone None general information 1234 everywhere Olympia Why in the world are there so many people out 
running around. I am considered essential.  I have to 
go to work, safety be damned.  Lacey streets are like 
a normal Friday evening, WTH?  I'm confused why 
there is no enforcement. I guess it's just a long  paid 
vacation for some folks on the tax payers dime.

Couponqueen5968@gmail.comAnita Ferguson 4255232747

TRUE 04/03/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Kin On Health Care center 4416 S Brandon St Seattle This health care center allows sick employees to  
keep on working

happyecho2014@gmail.com Echo 2063835352

TRUE 04/03/20 5:15 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School district Mount Adams School Distrct 578 Signal Peak Road White Swan This district is making all classified employees return 
to work on April 13th, 2020. Regardless of the fact 
that there will be no children or teachers there, as 
well as ignoring the governor’s order which was 
extended to May 4th, 2020. Seems to be a blatant 
disregard for employees safety.

mjlefthand@yahoo.com Marsha Lefthand (509)-930-9737

TRUE 04/03/20 5:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther WA State Governor Governor Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is not Essential to the success of 
WA State's economy or society. He needs to be shut 
down. WA's economy is not safe with him continuing 
business as usual.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Pullman Hotel Pullman Pullman I work the front desk for a hotel here in Pullman. We 
have 24 rooms in tonight, I had 17 check ins so far 
tonight and every single one of the check ins told me 
they are here as a little vacation to be out of their 
homes and social with people. The majority of them 
are from the western side of the state with others 
from Oregon and Idaho. You need to shut down 
hotels, a few of the guests were coughing which 
means they are probably bringing more of the virus 
to this side of the state. As long as hotels are open, 
people will continue to travel and spread this horrible 
virus.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop All American Armory 14969 W Bow Hill Rd Bow They have continued to operate despite the fact that 
they do not perform any business that is classified 
as Essential, according to Governor Inslee's 
proclamation.

revelliousinc@gmail.com C Revell 3602206051

TRUE 04/03/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Wishkah Nails 1125 E. Wishkah St. Aberdeen Non Essential Business lrfoss1970@live.com Lance Foss 13605919265

TRUE 04/03/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership 1993 8500 E sprague ave. Spokane valley Chevrolet is still selling cars.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:29 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Calvary Community Church 2655 38th Ave Longview Pastor Eugene Curry is encouraging the worship 
band and choir to come into the church to record 
music as well as having "social hour". While they are 
staying under 10 people, this is a non essential 
gathering and they are not maintaining a 6 foot 
distance. Their Facebook page has recent videos 
including these gatherings.

krbrown92@gmail.com Katie

TRUE 04/03/20 5:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Lakeside Milam Recovery Centers 1000 SW 7th Renton All outpatient facilities are still offering non-essential 
services such as court monitoring, ASAM level 1, in 
person assessments, ADIS classes, etc. They are 
only advising cleaning high touch areas and some 
offices are not adhering to the 6foot spacing in group 
therapy and office interactions.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 5:32 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business with large groups of people unable to take 
care of themselves.

anita.yandle@gmail.com Anita Yandle 425-864-0822

TRUE 04/03/20 5:33 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Avalon Rock Meadow 19905 Bothell-Everett Hey Bothell Maintenance staff still working on non-emergency 
projects. Should be on call for emergencies only.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:35 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Orting School District Orting School District 121 Whitesell street NE Orting On the morning of 04/03/2020 the orting school 
district held an unauthorized “parade” of teachers 
driving around the city of orting honking horns “for 
the kids”. Another is planned for April 8th. Mayor 
Penner is aware and the city did nothing to stop the 
parade.

invisiblevisions@gmail.com Janes Ryan 3606892905

TRUE 04/03/20 5:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana Distributor Cannabis Coast 193161 US-101 Forks, WA 6-7 cars outside business regularly. The store is very 
small space with a narrow stairwell leading into it. 
Essential Business? Seems irresponsible when our 
actual local pharmacy is distributing necessary drugs 
outside, not in tight spaces.

archibald662@hotmail.com Cheryl Archibald 360-640-4080

TRUE 04/03/20 5:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Retail Michaels 1567 South Burlington BoulevardBurlington Business is still open and not following social 
distancing guidelines with employees.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Murray Franklin Monarch Ridge - the corner of the new community by Quadrant HomesSammamish Murray Franklin is using the fact that their 
construction lot is very deep into Monarch Ridge 
community in Sammamish to continue construction 
work as if there is no governor's order. There are 
cranes, cars and many workers that continue to 
perform construction work full steam ahead.

a@a.com Anonymous 123-123-123

TRUE 04/03/20 5:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Metropolitan Market 5250 40th Ave NE Seattle Store was absolutely packed at 4 pm with no social 
distancing, large groups, no sneeze guards

TRUE 04/03/20 5:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Pet Store Bridges Pets and Gifts 2929 Bickford Ave Snohomish Entire families (yes, multiple families, with numerous 
children) were crowded into the fish department just 
looking and shopping for pet fish. No 
distancing/limiting of number of clients. While 
purchasing food and supplies is essential, taking 
your kids to look at fish as if visiting a zoo or 
aquarium is not appropriate, and scared me to death. 
I own a veterinary hospital and the lengths we are 
going to limit human to human contact has been 
difficult and inconvenient, but we are doing what we 
need to do to keep everyone safe. This pet store has 
a few lines taped on the ground for spacing 
customers, but they are basically ignored.

DrReneigh@lakestevensanimalhospital.comDr Renee Gray (425)376-8620

TRUE 04/03/20 5:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales Autonation Range Rover 1310 W 3rd Ave #3 Spokane, WA 99201 This dealership did business with someone  on the 
west side of the state and is expecting their Dealer 
Trade drivers to deliver a  vehicle to Oak Harbor 
Washington (April 3rd, 2020).  This is after a 
Memorandum  from the CEO of AutoNation was 
delivered via email stating they were placed on 
unpaid leave beginning April 2nd, 2020.

annmccabe812@gmail.com Ann McCabe 509-998-4566

TRUE 04/03/20 5:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential Griffis North Creek 20225 Bothell Everett Highway, Apt 1517Bothell Apartment is having a social gathering well over the 
current number of people who live there.

iamhopper99@gmail.com Derek Hopper 9254871749

TRUE 04/03/20 5:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Fruit Warehouse Monson Fruit 252 N Rushmore Rd Selah Our immigrants who work the fields and 
warehouses, especially women who are expecting 
are essential but also deserve to be treated with 
dignity and respect.  As a social worker, I am still 
hearing employers not distancing these high risk 
population from potential asymptomatic co-workers.  
Please do surprise visits! Please do something 
positive on behalf of our hard working immigrants.

ofelian@yvfwc.org Ofelia Nuño 509-575-1234

TRUE 04/03/20 5:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Seattle Fish Company 5422 Fauntleroy Way SouthwestSeattle They’re serving to-go food, but also serving beer to 
people waiting. Some of the people are clearly just 
hanging out drinking, and they sit where it’s 
impossible to practice distancing while waiting to 
order food.

ray.shea@gmail.com Ray Shea 5049394116



TRUE 04/03/20 5:49 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Mt Adams School District Mt Adams School District PO Box 184 WHITE SWAN Superindent Curt is issuing the Classified workers to 
report back to work in school district on April 13th. 
More then 10 employees will be in buildings and the 
welfare of Stay Home Stay Safe is not being 
followed.

evelynwilson2012@gmail.comEvelyn Eyle Wilson 5099309516

TRUE 04/03/20 5:50 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential Griffis North Creek 20225 Bothell Everett Highway, Apt 1517Bothell Apartment is having a social gathering well over the 
current number of people who live there.

iamhopper99@gmail.com Derek Hopper 9254871749

TRUE 04/03/20 5:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther NWDC NWDC 1623 E J St Tacoma I am a Board Certified Emergency Nurse. This is 
inhumane what you are doing by keeping this open. 
Blood is on your hands.

TRUE 04/03/20 5:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton Construction 3624 85th Ave NE Marysville Construction workers continue to build houses.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hi Tek Nails 3405 172nd St NE #6 Arlington Observed person walking into business Snowgodesssupreme@aol.comKaren 4258764080

TRUE 04/03/20 6:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kelli pike hair 118 e highland ave Mount vernon Operating throughout the order and up until today, 
Friday April 4

TRUE 04/03/20 6:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Ass fault 2267 stupid law makers Personal Construction should be an essential 
business if government construction is. Quit being 
hypocrites.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowe's 150 SW Sedgwick Road Port Orchard There were over 25 people in a small customer 
service area, disregarding the tape on the floor to 
stay back, and management did not intervene. 
People bring their kids in shopping for non essential 
purchases.

jeffr7775@gmail.com Jeff Rupright 3602285415

TRUE 04/03/20 6:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store Aaron's 510 e nobhill blvd Yakima They have alot of people coming in and out. They 
are not taking precautions.

a-lopez1@outlook.com Amanda 5097310984 AHSC@aarons.com

TRUE 04/03/20 6:12 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd rd Wallula There are operation lines where people are within 1 
foot of each other I recently heard from an inside 
source that someone has tested positive for covid-19

Robotohero@gmail.com Robert Herrera 5094303365

TRUE 04/03/20 6:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Politician Welfare of Washington state Where ever jay inslee is Somewhere in worthless shit hole western waI’d like to report jay inslee for corruption and treason 
at The highest level. Thousands of good people in 
Washington are out of work and unable to make 
ends meet when they should Be at work making 
money to pay bills etc. But jay inslee our fearless so 
called leader who doesn’t know his ass from his 
elbow in my opinion deems them non essential. All 
in the meanwhile he gets to sit behind his desk and 
closed doors and hide like a coward he is and still 
line his pockets with the tax payers money. I bet his 
power is still on and his water is still running ?. Our 
constitutional rights are being violated. Oh but you 
can bet your ass that if another stupid wild game 
bridge that doesn’t and never will work needs built 
over a interstate or the orcas need saved or some 
shit our tax payers dollars will be called upon and 
taken from us for these pointless projects. I think jay 
inslee should be going with out a paycheck right now 
as well if he “cares so much” about the people of 
Washington 😂😂😂 because he is definitely not 
essential. The only thing he is essential for is 
stealing money and being a piece of shit. But please 
jay inslee keep hiding over there in Western 
Washington Because that’s all your good for is 
hiding.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter Construction 980 South Harney St Seattle Hello,
Charter Construction is performing non-essential 
construction work on 1525 and 1601 Taylor Ave N 
(98109). They are making esthetical renovations to 
the apartment building. This is not due to emergency 
repairs or to ensure the structural integrity of the 
building, it's purely optional work. Also, the workers 
perform their work in tight spaces that put 
themselves and the residents within a few feet of 
each other. This makes social distancing virtually 
impossible. Many residents have asked them to 
pospone the renovations to align to the Governor's 
orders but they have denied doing so. I am unable to 
leave my contact information for fear of retaliation.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Politician Welfare of Washington state Where ever jay inslee is Somewhere in worthless shit hole western waI’d like to report jay inslee for corruption and treason 
at The highest level. Thousands of good people in 
Washington are out of work and unable to make 
ends meet when they should Be at work making 
money to pay bills etc. But jay inslee our fearless so 
called leader who doesn’t know his ass from his 
elbow in my opinion deems them non essential. All 
in the meanwhile he gets to sit behind his desk and 
closed doors and hide like a coward he is and still 
line his pockets with the tax payers money. I bet his 
power is still on and his water is still running ?. Our 
constitutional rights are being violated. Oh but you 
can bet your ass that if another stupid wild game 
bridge that doesn’t and never will work needs built 
over a interstate or the orcas need saved or some 
shit our tax payers dollars will be called upon and 
taken from us for these pointless projects. I think jay 
inslee should be going with out a paycheck right now 
as well if he “cares so much” about the people of 
Washington 😂😂😂 because he is definitely not 
essential. The only thing he is essential for is 
stealing money and being a piece of shit. But please 
jay inslee keep hiding over there in Western 
Washington Because that’s all your good for is 
hiding.

Don’t worry about it A true American 🖕🏿

TRUE 04/03/20 6:23 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Workers are very close together less than 6 ft apart 
ordered by governor Jay Inslee. More than 5 
employees tested positive for covid-19. Conditions 
could potentially affect neighboring towns where this 
product is distributed and continue to spread of covid-
19.

d.rangel17@hotmail.com Denise 5094389870

TRUE 04/03/20 6:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Pandora fitness 1918 8th Ave Suite #150 Seattle The gym continues to operate and hold morning 
classes during the mandatory closure.

Travisbbg@yahoo.com Travis Granado 2108707784 info@pandorafitness.com

TRUE 04/03/20 6:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Retail Have a Heart Skyway 12833 Martin Luther King Jr Way S, Seattle, WA 98178Seattle Have a Heart Skyway, which is currently being re-
branded under the name "A Cannabis Store....y?" is 
not following social distancing requirements for it's 
customers and employees. They have four registers 
that handle hundreds of guests per day and force 
customers and employees to be right next 
(approximately 1-2 ft.) to each other.  They are also 
out of cleaning supplies and are not sanitizing 
frequented surfaces between transactions.

nowhereman801@gmail.com Enrique O'Neill 4358492796

TRUE 04/03/20 6:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Careage of Whitbey 311 3rd st NE, Coupeville, WA 98239Coupeville I am a housekeeper and I was told, after my 
workplace covid19 test came back positive, that I 
could choose to continue work until i became 
symptomatic. I chose to stay home, and i was 
contacted less than a week later by my boss, who 
told me that I only needed to be 72 hours symptom 
free when I mentioned the 14 day quarantine. She 
specified I did not to quarantine 2 weeks.

Miller.reanna.contact@gmail.comReanna Miller 3606727283

TRUE 04/03/20 6:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Petrovitsky Park Petrovitsky Park 18049 168th Way SE Renton People are entering Petrovitsky park from 168th 
Way SE within the Pertrovitsky neighborhood. There 
are multiple gatherings like soccer trainings during 
the day and teenagers gathering at night.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Septic Evergreen sanitation 2910 Old Hartford Rd Lake stevens Supposedly this company has employee(s) that 
we’re positive and are continuing to stay open 
although the employees were probably exposed 
which is then exposing the customers as well.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other entire town of shelton Safeway, Fred Myer and Walmart in 
the City of Shelton

All streets Shelton There has been no slow down on people out and 
about. Safeway, Fred Myer and Walmart are  
ridiculously busy. More now then before stay at 
home order went into effect. 
Im scared for virus spread in Shelton

Prefer not to say

TRUE 04/03/20 6:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Huntwood cabinets 23800 E Appleway ave Liberty lake, wa. 99019 Called people back to work.

TRUE 04/03/20 6:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreational marijuana 
store

Zips Cannabis 2215 4th Avenue South Seattle No one is following the 6 foot rule. Customers are 
back to back at the counters. They have too many 
retail clerks instead of making 6 foot areas between 
customers. Couple of employees look like they are ill.

Hugh Jass

TRUE 04/03/20 6:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 NE Sedgwick Rd, Ste 130Port Orchard Nail salon still booking appointments, will be open for 
business as usual Saturday 4/4/20 from 9am-7pm

Alexandra.tiemeyer@gmail.comAlexandra Tiemeyer 3606205056

TRUE 04/03/20 6:55 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther COVID 19 non-essential 
work required.

Toppenish School District 306 Bolin Drive Toppenish The school district is requiring custodial and other 
classified staff to perform non-essential work such 
as sweeping and cleaning floors and other normal 
everyday cleaning, repair and maintenance work.



TRUE 04/03/20 6:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mission Glass 7845 Center St. Tumwater Not supplying PPE they said would be provided to 
field employees. They say we can’t work working 6 
feet without a mask, no masks provided and they 
expect close proximity work to proceed. HELP US!! 
We are not safe but required to show up or they say 
they will deny our benefits. PLEASE HELP US.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Buckleys Queen Anne 232 1st Ave W Seattle Went inside on Friday evening and several patrons 
were at the bar area inside sitting or standing (at 
least 7 or 8 people). They were definitely not six feet 
apart and were drinking and socializing with 
glassware provided by restaurant. I would like to 
remain anonymous since I live very close to 
Buckelys and I do enjoy going there often but 
concerned about them following social distancing.

ashleymaemcphail@gmail.comAshley McPhail 8139559677

TRUE 04/03/20 7:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma As a nurse, this is unacceptable for this gym to still 
be open. Gabe Moen is signing up large amounts of 
new members (for cash) and telling members to 
park on the street to avoid detection from police. 
Please look into this...some of his members are still 
working out while sick.

Jake.hayneswilson.21@gmail.comEsther Christy iamthegstandard@gmail.com 04/23/20

TRUE 04/03/20 7:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Imran's Market 11501 Highway 99, 98204, WashingtonEverett I was at the store few hours ago and the small space 
was filled with too many people. Most of the store 
guests refuse to follow any rules, had to sternly tell a 
person standing close to me to checkout. no 
employees were seen wiping surfaces, or 
disinfecting carts or shelves. Only cashiers are safe 
as they are standing behind a glass barrier but 
people standing for checkout are very vulnerable.  
Stores like these are causing the Snohomish county 
numbers to go up. I went to Costco and then Fred 
Meyer and the steps those companies are taking is 
unmatched and small shops like these are not 
following any rules whatsoever and need to be shut 
down if social distancing is not being practiced.

vini.gprabhu@gmail.com Vinita P

TRUE 04/03/20 7:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Concrete cutting and 
breaking

Pro Cut Concrete Cutting and 
Breaking

509 East First Ave Kennewick, WA Two days ago a concrete truck was driving around 
town, and employees were working in the office.  If 
it's essential I'm sorry to bother you.  I just want to 
be safe

A concerned citizen

TRUE 04/03/20 7:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Pot store Marijuana Shop 903 Engh Road - omak Non essential a concerned citizen

TRUE 04/03/20 7:12 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 Casino Rd, Everett Boeing Commercial Airplanes will reopen April 8. 
35,000+ employees will report to Everett on the 
same day.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Port Orchard On Friday evening around 5 pm as I was going 
grocery shopping, I witnessed the manager, Mary 
doing a client’s nails at the salon table.  She was at 
the first station on the right as you go in, with her 
light on.  I do believe that there were other people in 
there as well, but  I can confidently say that I 
observed Mary doing nails. She has done my a few 
times, so I know exactly who she is.  I hate to report 
this, but understand that it’s important to share. I 
know that times are hard right now for everyone, but 
it appeared that she had her shop open for business 
as usual.

dearingfam@outlook.com Kristen Dearing 2535141718

TRUE 04/03/20 7:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bellmont Cabinet CO 13610 52nd st e Sumner Family member who works for Bellmont is being 
forced to go back to work even after they have been 
declared a non-essential work place. They told all 
employees that they must report to work Monday 
morning because they are going to open no matter 
what.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Club Tam O’Shanter Golf and Country Club 1313 183rd Ave NE Bellevue Neighbors gathering, drinking, and playing golf every 
day. They are leaving as they were on vacation. 
Parties continue almost every day on 17609 13th 
Ave NE Bellevue. Can send you photos. 
Unacceptable.

ealifano@hotmail.com Edgar 8312547180

TRUE 04/03/20 7:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther prison north west detention center 1623 e j st tacoma Non-essential business that does not practice social 
distancing or safety health precautions

TRUE 04/03/20 7:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma NWDC is not an essential business and also does 
not practice social distancing.

h.e.nyberg@gmail.com el nyberg

TRUE 04/03/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Huntwood Custom Cabinets 23800 E. Appleway Ave Liberty Lake A number of vehicles at establishment.
Construction was deemed non essential. Worried 
there's still people there and that is a concern for 
disease spread.

Driftnyx90@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 7:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Appliance Edward & bode 1611 s Burlington blvd Burlington How is an appliance store essential business when 
home construction is not

Justin info@dewaardandbode.com 4/23/20

TRUE 04/03/20 7:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Appliance Edward & bode 1611 s Burlington blvd Burlington How is an appliance store essential business when 
home construction is not

Justin

TRUE 04/03/20 7:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther School Garfield High School 400 23rd Ave Seattle People are openly jumping the chained fence to 
access the closed track behind the school.

amanda_duke@hotmail.com Amanda Duke sjpritchett@seattleschools.org 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 7:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Rosaline Hampton Salon 665 17th Ave West Kirkland. WA 98033 I witnessed clients going into Hampton's 
UNLICENSED HOME SALON in the city of Kirkland 
on March 27, 2 020. First client drove a white Prius 
# BFP3363. Second client black Mercedes 
BQF0002. This was days AFTER the shelter in 
place was in effect. Please stop her. Kirkland was  
the epicenter of COVID-19 and 175 people have 
died because people like Hampton are not following 
Gov Inslee's shelter in place and spreading the virus. 
I have videos and images to corroborate-client 
coming outside in salon robe and color product in 
her hair to turn off car lights after first entering the 
house in street wear.

shawntaylor1@comcast.net Shawn Taylor 2064233226

TRUE 04/03/20 7:33 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other NA NA NA Snohomish I’m headed to a buddy’s house to take sauna. There 
will be lots of people there. Thought you’d like to 
know I’m flagrantly violating the quarantine deal.

clayton stewart

TRUE 04/03/20 7:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther house cleaning/vacancy 
cleaning

Luli Cleaning www.lulicleaning.com 4500 Harbour Pointe Seattle Wondering if house cleaning/vacancies cleaning are 
allow

gerardoalcala44@gmail.com GERARDO ALCALA 2065514681 lulicleaningservice@gmail.com 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 7:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther government King County 500 Fourth Avenye Seattle Hundreds of employees whose jobs are always 
nonessential and probably shouldn't exist are at work 
and they are forcing unemployed private workers to 
pay taxes to pay their salaries.  There is no justice in 
this.  No one outside of police/sheriff, and waste 
disposal is essential.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Bai tong 14804 NE 24th St, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond No spacing between customers . At all. Everyone all 
over the place.

lucyclairebu@hotmail.com Lucy Butler 4254447356

TRUE 04/03/20 7:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann Fabric 2801 E 29th Spokane The parking lot was full and they were open 5098426878

TRUE 04/03/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection agency Yakima Adjustment 309 W Lincoln ave Yakima Business should be closed!

TRUE 04/03/20 7:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Conifer health solutions inside 
Franciscan administration center

1149 market street Tacoma Not following Social distance and not sending people 
home that have the ability to do their job remotely 
from home

TRUE 04/03/20 7:53 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Empire Today Seattle Everett The company is still having salesman visit homes 
and having installers go to homes. Exposing both the 
salespeople and installers as well as the people 
staying home. They are having them carry a letter 
stating they are essential business because they 
have a warehouse. How is new floors essential? 
They DO NOT do emergency repairs or clean up 
flooding. New floors are something that can wait 
until after the stay at home order.

I want to remain anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 7:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Cowlitz redimix Ocean beach hwy Cathlamet Delivering concrete Howards05@comcast.net Thomas Howard 3603538929

TRUE 04/03/20 7:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog shop Rexes Broadway Seattle They provide non essential services Karen Krol 9783050135 no action taken/no email and no contact info

TRUE 04/03/20 8:02 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other House Na 1821 burley drive Milpitas Having party and drinking with friends inside the 
house

Sjmluvgg@gmail.com Heaven 5103580867.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 8:03 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Child care Treasure Land Daycare 3523 E McKinley Ave Tacoma This daycare is staying open and is not providing 
work for just essential workers. Any person who 
pays, whether they work or not, can drop off their 
child just so the daycare can continue to collect 
money.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Salon Pacific Ave Tacoma Friday between 5:15 - 5:45 there were 3 nail salons 
were open between 7025 Pacific and 512.

brendaklaus@hotmail.com Brenda Klaus 5073825971

TRUE 04/03/20 8:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Aerospace interior trim Pexco Aerospace 2405 s 3rd ave Yakima They closed last Friday and announced opening on 
the 13th.  If essential what did they close, if 
nonessential, why didn’t they close earlier and why 
reopening on the 13th

Madscientist337@ymail.com Stephen davis 5038982461 law enforcement letter sent 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 8:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Bridge Press Wine Cellars 39 West Pacific Avenue Spokane Still holding their Friday Night Parties and advertising 
them on facebook and their website

smoliason@comcast.net Stuart Oliason 2062830922

TRUE 04/03/20 8:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Holiday Inn Express 812 South Hill Park Drive Puyallup Hotel is closed and Construction still in effect not 
allowing social distancing

anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 8:07 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd, Wallula, WA 99363Wallula I was told by a relative they have two positive test of 
Covid-19. They are still in large groups and not 
wearing protective gear. They were also being 
threatened with losing their job, and not being 
notified of the positive tests

09garza14@gmail.com Linda 5095792763

TRUE 04/03/20 8:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car sales McCord Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver, WA  98662 United StatesVancouver They shut their sales down and reopened.



TRUE 04/03/20 8:09 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Transportation Alaska Airlines 17801 International Blvd Seattle Alaska airlines is asking management employees 
(e.g. people who work in offices that do not interact 
with customers) to go to work daily while it is 
possible to perform the same job remotely. 
Employees are expected to show up in office even 
though there are positive cases happening on the 
floor they work on.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Ash Way Pet Supply 2902 164th ST SW D-2 Lynnwood Advertising and continuing to groom pets under the 
guise that they are a pet store so they are allowed to.

juliesterling13@gmail.com Julie 425-870-9100 info@ashwaypetsupply.com

TRUE 04/03/20 8:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation Alaska airlines 17801 international Blvd Seattle Alaska airlines has asked back office employees to 
show up to work everyday while the job itself can be 
done remotely (aka WFH). When employees asks to 
see if it’s possible to work from home, VPs and 
Managing Directors said employees are not allowed 
to work from home even though they do not interact 
with customers.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Source Springs Health 6722 200th Street SW Lynnwood, WA I'm concerned that this naturopath is still practicing 
non-essential therapies using in-person visits during 
a time when all health professionals have been 
asked to pare down their practices to just the 
essential, urgent and emergent ones.  Dentists have 
closed offices and limited themselves to 
emergencies, primary care doctors and specialists 
are all transitioning to telemedicine platforms, but 
Amanda Luu, ND still insists on seeing patients in 
person for non-essential treatments.  This is a 
violation of Governor Inslee's proclamation to avoid 
all non-essential activities and presents an 
unnecessary risk to public health in the midst of a 
growing pandemic.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Anytime Fitness 7104 265th St. NW Ste 130 Stanwood Members going in and out of gym, working out. no action taken/no email and no contact info

TRUE 04/03/20 8:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard They were open today with the open sign on and 
someone inside getting their nails done!!!
Someone posted the picture in the Port Orchard 
Facebook group. I called their number someone 
answered, I asked if I could come in and was told 
yes.

amesdunn@outlook.com Amy

TRUE 04/03/20 8:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other spa Precious medical spa 1728 W Marine View Dr Everett I know they are performing services such as waxing 
which is not an essential business.I spoke with 
someone who was just their receiving services. It 
states on their website they are open and taking 
people one at a time! Puts us all at risk!

chrisandgregheyman@gmail.comchris 3604206939

TRUE 04/03/20 8:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other spa Precious medical spa 1728 W Marine View Dr Everett I know they are performing services such as waxing 
which is not an essential business.I spoke with 
someone who was just their receiving services. It 
states on their website they are open and taking 
people one at a time! Puts us all at risk!

chrisandgregheyman@gmail.comchris 3604206939

TRUE 04/03/20 8:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturer American railworks 13127 beverly park rd Lynnwood They make commercial railings. This is essential? Adamczyk@comcast.net Joe Adamczyk quote@railworks.net

TRUE 04/03/20 8:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma This business is non essential because it forces 
people to stay locked up in small cells and there is 
no possibility of maintaining social distance laws 
enforced by our state. People who are housed there 
are at extreme risk of infection and their rights are 
being violated.

Tararize@gmail.com Tara Fisher 206 370-2179

TRUE 04/03/20 8:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Marijuana shop Satori Marijuana Pullman 1330 SE Bishop Blvd Pullman 6:30 pm on a Friday  evening with 7 cars out front 
and gathering of people inside visible with the front 
door opening.  This is no different than a bar or 
restaurant open with people congregating.  This is a 
joke.  Marijuana shop essential?  A business 
practicing poor isolation protocol with current 
restrictions.

sherdon.lani@gmail.com Sherdon Cordova 5095951430

TRUE 04/03/20 9:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Taxes and Insurance Monroe Financial 146 n Blakeley St Monroe They are receiving customers inside the offices 
when they shouldn't.

chuybarajas11@gmail.com Jesus Barajas Galicia 4254269426 monroefinancial@msn.com 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 9:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Galore Lash Extensions 112 W 9th St Los Angeles Still taking clients and promoting on social media 
account

arodr514@gmail.com Daniela 6269052099

TRUE 04/03/20 9:12 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Cielo Hair & Skin Salon 466 N. Coast Highway Encinitas A few stylists are taking appointments inside the 
salon for several clients.

cagcolo@yahoo.com Lauren

TRUE 04/03/20 9:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Professional Services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr Camas Employees have the ability to work from home 
without disruption to business (they have laptops 
and other necessary equipment), but management 
still requires them to be in the office.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor The dog grooming is still open. All small business 
dog grooming is closed yet this one is not.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 9:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Miracle Ear 910 Summitview Ave ate 4A Yakima They sent out a direct mailed encouraging people to 
come in the week of April 13 to try out hearing aids. 
Not a urgent essential health care need.  They state 
it the flyer they are COVID compliant.   The elderly 
need hearing aids and I’m afraid this will take them 
out of their safe homes and put them at risk.  This is 
a service that can wait until COVID is less of a threat.

slfarmer@charter.net Susan Farmer 5093887900

TRUE 04/03/20 9:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Retail Joann fabrics 13410 meridian East 98373 Puyallup The 25 limit people in the building is causing people 
to wait outside in lines, and are not staying 6 feet 
apart. Customers are also not staying 6 feet apart 
from employees.

Engwand@gmail.com Kristie 2532307883 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther NW Detention Center NW Detention Center/ICE Deportation 
Facility

1623 E J Street Tacoma Detainees cannot practice social distancing. 
Detention of fathers, mothers, and children is non 
essential

TRUE 04/03/20 9:26 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Concentration Camp Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC violates the "Stay Home, Stay Healthy" order 
because it is both a non-essential business and has 
large groups of people in cells unable to social 
distance or take care of themselves with basic 
hygiene. It is a threat to us all.

masudshah89@gmail.com Masud Shah 2064680326

TRUE 04/03/20 9:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Dog grooming department is still open, although the 
training is closed. There is no reason why a dog 
groomer should have to rush their health when there 
are alternatives available to the pet owners, i.e giving 
their dog a bath themselves

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 9:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Business consultant Advisicon 5411 NE 107th Ave #200, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Workers in busy offices Contact@Advisicon.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:34 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Tacoma northwest detention center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detainees are not being given adequate sanitation or 
a way to practice proper social distancing

TRUE 04/03/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Best Cuts 31849 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Haircut place that is taking 5-7 clients everyday. 
Hasn’t even closed a single day since the stay at 
home order has been issued.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Unknown One house south of 2121 Blarney Place SEBellevue Construction on a single family home is continuing t.lukens@comcast.net Terry Lukens 4257851026 Law Enforcement Letter

TRUE 04/03/20 9:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milgard 965 54th Ave E. Puyallup Milgard provides only high end windows and doors to 
new construction. In addition, they are not following 
any of the rules to keep employees safe.  Employees 
cannot stay 6 feet away. Sanitizing is not being 
done. People are on the floor sick because they don't 
want to be fired.

esmarshall39@yahoo.com Beth Siltman 2532544877

TRUE 04/03/20 9:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Golden nails 3610 grandview street gig harbor nail salon still open clients going in and out chrispattin@comcast.net christine a pattin 2532272414

TRUE 04/03/20 9:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Facilities Department University of Washington 4515 25th Ave NE Seattle 1. Not following social distancing guidelines.
2. Large groups of people on school campus 
3. Non essential staff being forced to work in order 
to be paid.

nikisharichardson@gmail.comNikisha Richardson 2062579604

TRUE 04/03/20 9:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Non essential business is open. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 9:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Army surplus store The Foxhole 15022 Union Ave SW Lakewood Has been opened every single day since Quarantine 
began.

mail@thefoxhole.com 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 9:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Garage door manufacturing Northwest door 19000 Canyon Rd E Puyallup This business continues to force 20+ of it's staff to 
come in to work.

vagrantlest@gmail.com Matt Smith 2064304871 info@northwestdoor.com 4/24/20

TRUE 04/03/20 9:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma Gabe Moen owner of Gstandard Gym has not shut 
down his gym. All the other gyms have closed their 
doors to aid in social distancing. He has no respect 
for the law and is proud of his business practices. It 
is selfish and just foolish to not take the virus 
seriously. Some of his gym members have fevers 
and are still working out. Prayers that they are not 
infected and infected members of our community. 
Please look into his business.

Kayla Behrens iamthegstandard@gmail.com (duplicate 4/24)

TRUE 04/03/20 10:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Burlesque brew 5303 W Metaline Ave, Kennewick These girls are pretty much naked and serving 
coffee without any gloves or any protective gear, with 
lots of exposure to people.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther manufacturing Trail Tech Manufacturing 1600 SE 19th Ave Battle Ground Concerned that they are not an essential business. 
They closed for a week and are now back open 
claiming they are essential to the infrastructure.

sales@apexproductgroup.com 4/24

TRUE 04/03/20 10:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Abatement Services 9822 32nd Ave S Lakewood Requiring nonessential employees perform job 
duties on site, without proper social distancing 
measures.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sports club Skookum Archers Club and Range 11209 Shaw Rd E Puyallup They have closed clubhouse operations but are 
allowing people to come use their outdoor facilities.

Taylormcjm@gmail.com skookumarchers@gmail.com 4/24



TRUE 04/03/20 10:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nail 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Port orchard This nail salon is open and taking customers for 
manicures and pedicures.

Langer.cassandra360@gmail.comCassandra Langer 3607284940

TRUE 04/03/20 10:35 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Boeing Aerospace Boeing Everett factory Everett First of all , that is a violation of governor’s order to 
stay home thru 05/04/2020, secondly Boeing Everett 
with thousands of employees, it is high risk of 
spreading the covid19 while everyone else trying to 
slow/contain it.Myself , I don’t feel comfortable come 
back to work on 04/08/2020, myself and I am sure a 
lot of other employees  of Boeing would follow 
governor’s order but without government 
interference to help us , we have no choice but to 
come back to work 04/08/2020 or we will loose our 
job.I would like to remain anonymous, thank you.

N/A TL 206-455-6943

TRUE 04/03/20 10:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Copy shop Top Notch 12354 15th ave NE Seattle Not essential people copies and using computers No action taken-No email for both

TRUE 04/03/20 10:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, Ste 130Port Orchard Non-essential business operating with multiple 
customers inside not following protocols for social 
distancing.

blondiegrl1983@yahoo.com Colleen Kerr

TRUE 04/03/20 10:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor's Office Olympia Olympia Signing non essential bills while others are not 
supposed to be working or gathering

American Patriot

TRUE 04/03/20 10:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car audio installation Audio lab 1104 State Ave Marysville This business remains open for business after 
directive put in place.

kiersa78@gmail.com Kiersa Howard 4255122799 audio.lab@live.com 4/24

TRUE 04/03/20 10:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther I saw them dancing with 
redneck hippies they were 
playing the and i thought it 
would be a good time to call 
the Gustapo to get them 
brought in for gulag 
treatment

Inslees dog squad 666 Inslee-Adolf rd Bellingham I saw them dancing with redneck hippies they were 
playing the and i thought it would be a good time to 
call the Gustapo to get them brought in for gulag 
treatment

Barne@gmail.com Benedict Arnold 360-666-6666

TRUE 04/03/20 11:12 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Funeral home Booze 69 756th st Seattle Oh

TRUE 04/03/20 11:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog training PetSmart 6807 W Canal Dr Kennewick Dog training is still being offered in the store and is 
not an essential service. When staff was asked they 
confirmed they are still offering dog training 
services.The store stopped offering grooming but still 
is offering dog training.

info@speakdogtricities.com Krystal Ellingson 509-531-1130 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 11:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Training Petco 4012 W 27th Ave Kennewick Dog training is still being offered in the store and is 
not an essential service. When staff was asked they 
confirmed they are still offering dog training 
services.The store stopped offering grooming but still 
is offering dog training.

info@speakdogtricities.com Krystal Ellingson 509-531-1130 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 11:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Furniture Buddy’s Home Furniture 3704 172nd St NE Suite G, Arlington, WA 98223 This is a furniture store, Not a essential business 
during a pandemic of a deadly virus.  People 
touching and breathing on furniture, then other 
people doing the same. This is not a safe 
environment for people.  i witnessed a couple going 
in to buy a couch.

Rosehillpaints@yahoo.com Peggy Steen 3605479874 buddy@buddyrents.com 4/24

TRUE 04/03/20 11:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery Safeway/Fred Meyer 38th St. , 72nd St., 19th St., 67th, BridgeportTacoma I’m a merchandiser, still going in grocery stores? 
(Select media LLC) the company thinks it’s 
essential? Magazines & mags Books. 
These stores I go in are crazy busy!! Something 
needs to be said about the gatherings in grocery 
stores.its impossible to do my job. I feel my life is in 
danger everyday. Is my company essential?  
They are not allowing us to use our sick pay hours to 
stay home. I have a good amount of hours. I have to 
be ill to use it. Is that legal? I want to abide by stay at 
home rules but I’m not able, I have to work.

julia_bock@live.com Julia Bock 253-722-4927

TRUE 04/03/20 11:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails In fred myer strip mall Port Orchard Someone posted this in Port Orchard rants on 
Facebook. Also of people are saying to mind our 
own business but I want people to be safe. I didnt 
see it open myself but the other people did and there 
is a picture showing it.

evee912@hotmail.com Yvonne Martin

TRUE 04/03/20 11:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Spokane public schools Spokane public schoolz 200 n bernard Spokane Large groups of people are working in school 
building. People going in and out all day long. School 
district will not let workers stay home

Twoyardsup@yahoo.com Dan milne 5099394389

TRUE 04/03/20 11:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Spokane public schools Spokane public schoolz 200 n bernard Spokane Large groups of people are working in school 
building. People going in and out all day long. School 
district will not let workers stay home

Twoyardsup@yahoo.com Dan milne 5099394389

TRUE 04/03/20 11:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car sales Bruce Titus Port Orchard Ford 1215 Bay Street Port Orchard They had a salesman in doing deals when it was not 
necessary. Then they were asking their lot 
attendants to take customers home for the sales 
side of business not service. Their manager told one 
of their attendants to lie if he was pulled over.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Joann fabric 1020 stratford rd suite b Moses lake This company has the ability to operate with online 
purchases and curb pick up they should not be 
allowing people inside the building. I understand 
people want to make masks but again online 
purchases work for that.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Crossfit Felix 2211 5th Ave Seattle We happened to look through the pulled blinds 
covering the windows and to our surprise we saw a 
number of people working out in the gym!!!!

nymaxylove@gmail.com Shirley Sing 206-475-9294 team@crossfitfelix.com 4/24

TRUE 04/03/20 11:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Non essential Corsicana Mattress Company 222 State Route 505 Winlock Non-essential. Keep saying maybe will make hospital 
mattress. NO!!! So much greedy. There is no care 
for workers. Please check this company is Horrible!!. 
Manager is bad man. Only make bed for stores 
make money. We are scared to die for 
CoronaVIRUS. Please.

No E. Robl. Sanchez No service@corsicanamattress.com 4/24

TRUE 04/04/20 12:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Furniture Allen's Furniture 1721 Cole St Enumclaw Delivering a couch in not essential. jonopland@allensfurniture.net

TRUE 04/04/20 12:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Apartment office Washington park apartments 11020 se kent Kangley rd Kent Business still offered to do showings of apartment. 
All employees still in office

None@none.com Sunny 2532530001 no action-no emails

TRUE 04/04/20 12:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Organization/Retail The Container Store 700 Bellevue Way NE, Suite 120Bellevue The Container Store in both Bellevue and Tukwila 
are claiming to be  an essential business and staying 
open. They sell small amount office supplies as well 
as a a small amount of cleaning tools but 99%  of 
what they sell is not essential during this time.  I 
have heard that they have reclassified themselves as 
a 'home improvement' store in order to get around 
the mandate.

no action-no emails

TRUE 04/04/20 12:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog Groomer Mt Si Pet Salon 430 Main Ave S North Bend not only a non essential service but pet can not be 
handed off coming or going with safe distancing

tschomber@comcast.net Teresa law enforcement letter 4/24

TRUE 04/04/20 12:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Stat Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard, WA 98366 Been open, still open. No PPE of any kind. vignatijames83@gmail.com James Vignati 3605173048

TRUE 04/04/20 12:17 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jay Inslee Governor State Capitol Olympia Non essential employee

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Maid service Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen ave Enumclaw non-essential business is open not supplying 
sufficient PPE for workers and going from house to 
house using the same cleaning equipment and not 
practicing proper social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 12:29 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential home cleaning Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen Ave Enumclaw I'm working for a cleaning company we still have 
work but she is making us clean in houses with 
multiple people including kids and elderly violating 
the social distancing rule while also making us clean 
for non essential clients I feel unsafe working but 
cannot claim benefits until she shits down but admits 
she is staying open for the benefits.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:29 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential home cleaning Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen Ave Enumclaw I'm working for a cleaning company we still have 
work but she is making us clean in houses with 
multiple people including kids and elderly violating 
the social distancing rule while also making us clean 
for non essential clients I feel unsafe working but 
cannot claim benefits until she shits down but admits 
she is staying open for the benefits.



TRUE 04/04/20 12:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Towing company Texas parking authority 8035 E R L Thornton Frwy Dallas Family  car was towed from my apartment complex 
and I didn’t have a parking sticker on it and the office 
was not open and I was not driving because of the 
stay home order it was towed sometime between 
9pm and 1am 4/3-and-4/4/2020. I tried calling but no 
answer I also emailed the company

Mochacompton69@gmail.comShelia Compton and Ebony Loudd682-559-6609 Out of state letter to complainant

TRUE 04/04/20 1:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sex Shop/Brothel Eastside Arcade 863 Valley Mall Pkwy, East Wenatchee This business has not only been fully operational, 
but has not set limits to the customers coming 
inside. They let people do their "business" right 
there, and even encourage it. Disgusting. A business 
like this is dirty usually, but them allowing it to 
continue during this is astonishing.

no action-no emails

TRUE 04/04/20 1:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing plans to reopen their factories and bring floor 
workers back on April 8th, despite being mostly non-
essential and having tens of thousands of 
employees. This goes against Gov. Inslee's extended 
shelter in place and should not be allowed at this 
time.

TRUE 04/04/20 1:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Furniture Rent A center 10725 SE Carr Rd, Renton, WA 98055Renton, WA Nonessential business is open with employees 
working in close proximity to each other, customers 
allowed in

no action-no emails (425) 228-8989

TRUE 04/04/20 2:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Kin On Health Care Center 4416 S Brandon St Seattle The president of this facility sets up orders  that all 
sick employees need to keep on working as they are 
lack of working employees; Otherwise  he would 
fired those employees who asked for sick leave! 
They also disobey the social distancing requirement 
in their working environment.

christine1191980@foxmail.comRina 4252097472

TRUE 04/04/20 2:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Sneakers Pub 1318 N 4th AVE Pasco Known gathering of people inside the bar. Not sure if 
it is advertised as “open” but people are still going to 
this establishment and not maintaining social 
distancing or stay at home orders. Last known 
gathering was last night, 4/3/2020.

TRUE 04/04/20 2:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Csr lot Bills aouto and truck sales 3547 sw military dr San Antonio Violated the order a suspension for 3 weeks of 
businesses Lowrance mortgages repossessions

frankherrera19030@gmail.comFrank Herrera 2105406574

TRUE 04/04/20 4:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd st E Sumner There is approx 325 people that work here!! It's not possible to follow guidelines at all times, especially with 2 shop restrooms, limited PPE and half of the employees not taking this serious. We are "essential" because we supply cabinets to Lowes???? Shut it down!!!

TRUE 04/04/20 4:56 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Nordstrom 500 Pine St Seattle Their logistics team is still operating even though it is 
not essential work.

adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 04/04/20 5:25 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 7/11 627 1st Avenue Seattle There are 12 people milling AT the doorway and it’s 
impossible to enter without being panhandled at 
fingertip-range. Do something please. I’m running 
out of food and can’t get anywhere else.

Scared and hungry

TRUE 04/04/20 5:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Private Home 1829 Richards Rd. Bellevue Private property -- abandoned by landlord for months 
-- started having non-contract workers (one van, two 
sedans) arriving at the property on 4/3 for 
renovation/construction work. Attempts to contact 
and message the landlord to get clarification as to 
why workers were suddenly there have un-returned. 
Seek guidance and help. Thanks

jcanthony@hotmail.com John Cassaro 3103079619 law enforcement letter

TRUE 04/04/20 5:49 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government State of Washington 123 everything dr Olympia Massive spread of communism

TRUE 04/04/20 6:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aviation Boeing 7500 E. Marginal Way S. Seattle Boeing, a non-essential business, is forcing its 
employees under threat of termination to report to 
work on Monday, April 7. This is a direct violation of 
Governer Inslee’s Stay-at-home order and puts 
hundreds of workers at risk as 25+ Boeing 
employees have already tested positive and at least 
one has died.

vanessew97@yahoo.com Vanessa Whitley 6784090055.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 6:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aviation Boeing 7500 E. Marginal Way S. Seattle Boeing, a non-essential business, is forcing its 
employees under threat of termination to report to 
work on Monday, April 7. This is a direct violation of 
Governer Inslee’s Stay-at-home order and puts 
hundreds of workers at risk as 25+ Boeing 
employees have already tested positive and at least 
one has died.

vanessew97@yahoo.com Vanessa Whitley 6784090055.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 6:14 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pet Groomer PetCo Grooming 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey The grooming section is not essential and should not 
be open.

licensigregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:19 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St SE Suite 300 Sumner I just got thru a little over a week of social distancing 
and stay at home. Now because my job is 
considered essential again I must go back to work 
with 200 other people and try to keep my distance.  
We make custom Kitchen cabinets.  Pre paid.  Most 
for new construction that is on hold.  What has 
changed that we shut down and now are re-opening 
right after the stay at home order was extended?

wrestlingref43@gmail.com customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Craft store JoAnn fabrics 7601 Evergreen Way Everett Large amount of people shopping at a non essential 
buisness.  People coughing on the fabric which is 
never cleaned and can contribute to spread of virus. 
Other states had to force JoAnns to shutdown.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Creekside Pet Care Center 8820 Davis Blvd Keller Staff members not staying 6 feet away, sharing food 
with each other. Some people report that they have 
Covid19 leave work and are out for only a few days 
then come back. with no action taken from anyone 
since they were stating they had it but now back at 
work. They continue to allow non-essential 
treatments like nail trims, elective surgeries, and 
vaccines.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/04/20 6:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Canvas Hair Studio 2301 Yorktown St 201 b Houston Dear Canvas Hair Studio Clients, 

Due to the extension of the Stay At Home Safe 
order, we will be closed through April 30, 2020. ALL 
appointments during this time will be canceled .

During this time frame our stylist will be offering 
Mobile Services for you. If you are interested please 
send us an email at 
Canvashairstudiohouston@gmail.com or you can 
call the salon phone number and leave a message 
and we will get in touch with you!

Praying that you and your families stay safe during 
this time. We miss you all and look forward to seeing 
you in May!

Sincerely, 

Canvas Hair Studio

8326474370

TRUE 04/04/20 7:06 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma NWDC is a non-essential business that violates 
zoning regulations and poses a chronic health 
nuisance.

oscaritoahk@gmail.com Oscar A. Kiehn-Hernandez 2067735981

TRUE 04/04/20 7:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store Joann's Fabrics 11505 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver, WA All Joann's in Vancouver are doing a brisk business. 
They are a fabric and craft store. Nothing essential 
about them. They say they have face mask kits but 
don't. When I asked about it at the stores they say 
they are too busy to put anything to together.

dianaanded@gmail.com Diana Shaw 360-904-1976 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 7:27 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Boeing Everett Everett Boeing is reporting going back to work and putting 
other company s on the spot to have to produce parts

TRUE 04/04/20 7:30 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This building has multiple of people in close 
proximity, under unsanitary conditions.

TRUE 04/04/20 7:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive graphics California Tint 2600 Randall way #100 Silverdale Business is open performing and is non essential. mycaliforniatint@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 7:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Strength & Conditioning 3624 96th St SW Lakewood We’re seeing gym goers there during the week in the 
mornings through mid day.

808-989-6217

TRUE 04/04/20 7:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Eco Tour Company San Juan Safaris 1 Front Street Friday Harbor Kayak eco tour company, according to an Instagram 
post they are doing business this weekend

capthobbes@orcaprotection.orgCapt. Hobbes Buchanan 360-298-0012 fun@sanjuansafaris.com

TRUE 04/04/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Bad Boyz Gc 14245 F Ambaum BLVD SW Burien Working on new luxury apartments at 321 Bellevue 
Ave in Seattle

TRUE 04/04/20 7:55 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Seattle City Power 700 5th Ave #3200 Seattle Shut off power for neighborhood to hook up new 
luxury apartments at 321 Bellevue Ave in Seattle. 
Not essential!

TRUE 04/04/20 7:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist My Garden Overfloweth 33512 W Wa-14 Paterson Business is still operating even though they are not 
essential.

mygardenoverfloweth@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 7:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction State of Washington Olympia Olympia Government construction projects are NOT more 
important than the private sector, especially those 
projects that are not housing, such as Key Arena. 

Also, pot shops and grow operations are not 
essential just to get people stoned, you just want the 
tax revenue.

American



TRUE 04/04/20 8:00 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden nursery Squeak Mountain Greenhouses 7600 Renton-Issaquah Road SEIssaquah So many friends are going to this business to make 
sure their yards are nice for the summer. It’s 
claiming to be “curbside”, as if it’s essential like food, 
but really it’s just encouraging gardeners to travel 
through issaquah and choose their plants.  Friends 
have actually met in the parking lot and chatted 
about their purchases.

Pam.winakill@outlook.com Pam Winskill 425-392-1025 Acknowledgement letter

TRUE 04/04/20 8:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Big foot java Highway 99 Everett People working with colds and serving coffee

TRUE 04/04/20 8:05 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction COMCAST 1145 E. Sunset Drive Bellingham City of Blaine Public Works Crew and COMCAST 
contractor marking property at 1209 and 1217 
Hughes Ave for installation of new service

Amyernlund@gmail.com Amy Ernlund 9287137367

TRUE 04/04/20 8:10 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Preschool Jesus Loves Me Preschool 1632 George Washington WayRichland The director is opening the doors and having the 
staff come in and work on Monday from 9:00-11:00.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dollar tree Dollar tree 250 SW 152nd St. Burien Manger on duty is not following the social distance 
protocol put in place by Governor Inslee; putting 
employee and customers at risk: not allowing 
employee to self sanitize, wear mask or gloves.

Kevin morales 2062804312

TRUE 04/04/20 8:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Wholesale DiI 18125 Andover  park west Tukwila Company is still requiring employees to come to 
work.  This company is not essential as they import 
scarves and accessories from China

Deborahknapp64@gmail.comDeborah knapp 2067553246 no Phone number or email.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Point S Car Wash 510 W. Main St Battle Ground My SOn works at the car wash and his Employer 
called him this morning telling him to come into work 
and advised the car wash will remain open as he 
found a "Loop Hole" in the system and will be open 
for business.

wolfetiffanya@yahoo.com Tiffany Wolfe 360-839-3337 360-687-5131 Acknoledgment Letter

TRUE 04/04/20 8:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fishing rod parts Batson Enterprises 130 Harrison Rd suite 130 Sequim People in the warehouses shipping orders and 
receiving shipments.

batson@batsonenterprises.com

TRUE 04/04/20 8:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness/Crossfit Center Waypoint Crossfit 14610 Purdy Dr NW Gig Harbor, WA 98332 They are still holding in person classes, as well as 
not observing social distancing.  Considering the 
science says aerosolized droplets can remain 
suspended in air for up to 2 hours, and 
asymptomatic spread is a reality, having exercise 
classes is irresponsible.

rremde@ududigital.com Robin Remde waypointfitco@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 8:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pawn shop Cash America 12117 Meridian E Puyallup Concerned that I am being exposed to COVID-19 
every time I have left my home to enter the business 
to renew items on pawn in order not to lose them. 
Also, there are no hardship programs for people that 
are losing their income due to COVID-19.

360-438-1888

TRUE 04/04/20 8:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Wellness Center 2415 Evergreen Park Drive Suite C-4Olympia Wa 98502 I am a massage Therapist for 27 yrs in an office with 
8 others practicing massage, reflexology and skin 
care.  The American Massage Therapy Association 
and American Bodyworkers Massage Professionals  
have both recommended we stop practicing .   The 
line seems fuzzy and some are still practicing.. WE 
have a shared waiting room very small with no way 
to social distance..  I am asking for this practice to 
be shut down. Massage therapy is NOT essential.  
Please help us keep ourselves and our clients, 
families safe during this time. We will all need a 
good massage when its over.

connie.patnode.63@gmail.comConnie Patnode 3607040584

TRUE 04/04/20 8:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Against the grain barber shop 1560 16th st s St Petersburg More then 10 gathered

TRUE 04/04/20 8:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other WHS distribution for non 
food / non medical

Funko warehouse 6305 36th ave w everett why is the toy manufacture warehouse still open? 
toys are non essential? they do not make food or 
medical equipment they make toys.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/04/20 8:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Ben's Loans 2nd and Main Renton This pawn shop is open as usual and seems to have 
a lot of customers coming and going. Customers are 
not abiding by the "Stay At Home" order issued and 
business is not essential

CunninghamRL@Yahoo.com Rodoney Cunningham 206.658.3620 425-255-3638 Ackno letter sent

TRUE 04/04/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness equipment sales Tiger joes 8919 Kingsridge drive Dayton This is not essential. I have lost my job over 
nonessential so why isn’t this being taken care of.

None Amanda Thomas 9372784431 937-439-3900

TRUE 04/04/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness equipment sales 
and servicing

Thorns fitness service 1090 Dubois Road Carlisle This is not essential. I have lost my job over 
nonessential so why isn’t this being taken care of.

None Amanda Thomas None

TRUE 04/04/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby store Hobby Lobby 13902 E Indiana Ave. Spokane Valley Too many people out shopping and not enforcing 
social distancing. They are endangering the 
community and are a non essential hobby store.

Lspedalexander@aol.com Lisa 5092909471 509-926-5840

TRUE 04/04/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Everett Housing Authority Everett Housing 3107 colby Ave, Everett why is it that Everett housing, a dept. of H.U.D is 
defying the Governor's stay home proclamation ??? 
by having contractors do work on there housing,  
roofing at 10808 and 10807 and 10806 and 10805 
and 10804  and  10803, these places have roofs on 
them already  but they feel there's need to reroof 
them right now tare them off now put new ones on 
because were, H.U.D  they have contractors here 
that have no names on there trucks so only Everett 
housing knows who they are so I can't report them 
but H.U.D manages them or Everett Housing does 
the buildings are filled with senior citizen's  you need 
to get on this now and put a stop to it before some 
gets sick hear and its to late, and all we get is sorry 
then

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com Mathew Brunelle 4253099253

TRUE 04/04/20 9:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Safeway 10223 Gravelly lake Dr sw Lakewood Lisa King is an employee there, and alerted me to 
the fact that employees and managers yesterday 
positive for Coronavirus but are still working and 
interacting with customers.

drolfson@ymail.com Duncan Eugene Rolfson 2534689154

TRUE 04/04/20 9:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther smoking products GaneshVapes 3920 6th Ave NW, Ste B Seattle, WA 98107 At Fedex on 4/3/20, I witnessed multiple delivery 
trucks pulling up to the retail doors dropping off large 
boxes for shipment. The label says the shipper is 
GaneshVapes and the receiving party on one box is 
Cannabis & Glass in Spokane. While one might 
argue that medically prescribed cannabis is just that - 
 medical - its another thing to be 
manufacturing/distributing/and retailing vaping 
equipment. The extensive drop off exposed Fedex 
consumers while forced to wait in the lobby.

annecoxon@hotmail.com Anne 425-252-6592

TRUE 04/04/20 9:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Window tinting America’s Window Tinting and 
Graphics

915 1st St Yakima Car window tinting family member got an 
appointment to get his cara window tinted. Told my 
family to wait till this is over to prevent getting the 
virus. Business open.

hernandez057@icloud.com Edwin Hernandez 4256476451 509-945-6462 ackno letter

TRUE 04/04/20 9:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring store Cost Less  Carpet 115 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley I called the health department and this store is 
classified and non essential.  As a former employee 
they don't classify as home improvement by 
definition. This store focuses on new home 
construction and walk in retail.  I never seen a low 
income/ HUD account while there..... if they didn't 
adjust my hours to avoid paying overtime I wouldn't 
report them

manager@costlesscarpet.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog groomer Tiffany to dog groomer 916 E. Casino Rd. Everett Knows she is supposed to be closed. But is sending 
messages on facebook offering services.

bugtonka2@gmail.com Michelle Nelson 4252326843 tiggertidwell@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 1203 se everett mall way Everett Grooming salon is still open. Not able to practice 6 ft 
social distancing. Especially when lifting dogs over 
30 lbs..constant contact with dogs that clients have 
in home. Walk ins on a constant basis.

Strictlybusiness66@gmail.comAmanda Horton 2067392347 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Archery Range Skookum Archers 11209 Shaw Road E Puyallup Multiple people at an non essential Archery range. Skookumarchers@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther box store hardware 1952 2325 SE VAN SKIVER RD PORT ORCHARD My coworkers are still there working in fear of losing 
their jobs...... People are coming in to shop buying 
blinds, cabinets, potting soil, flowers just walking 
around just looking.. saying this is a good time to get 
projects done around the house.. NO it' time to 
STAY HOME  close the store to everyone unless it's 
a essential trip!!!!!!!!! My coworkers want to be at 
home to be safe..  Lowes only cares about the 
bottom line... This weekend is Lowes SPRING 
BLACK FRIDAY sales.. This is a joke.. They have 
only closed ONE store only after a death.. It will take 
a death to close another store.. We need a sheriff 
out side the store turing peaple around that just want 
to get out of their house. Please don't use my name 
or I WILL be fired

johndoverjr52@gmail.com john P dover 2536916566



TRUE 04/04/20 9:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Toy manufacturing Funko 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett The warehouses remain open for Funko. A 
employee tested positive for COVID and whole 
cleaning has occures many were exposed. There are 
gathering of people with no social distancing put into 
practice. The buisness of not essential and 
employees are still expected to work. They justify 
remaining open by using logistics as a excuse. The 
employee that tested positive worked in parcels. No 
employees are being moved to parcels to work and 
being exposed. Toys aren’t a necessary item at this 
time. They have a moral obligation to protect their 
employees and when the positive case was 
confirmed no official announcement was released 
that only happened via word of mouth.

Mblarago@syr.edu

TRUE 04/04/20 9:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Penny Nicholls Salon 16719 Redmond Way #140 Redmond I can see her with a client as of right now, April 4th 
at 9:46 am.  She's been in her salon every day since 
the order for essential business was announced.

mandyschwarzinger@gmail.comAmanda Schwarzinger 425.765.4824

TRUE 04/04/20 9:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawnshops Smokey point jewelry and pawn 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington That virus is spread on second hand items with the 
number of people going in and out of shops like 
these and of all age groups. They don’t inforce the 6 
ft rule and social distientsing. Places like these 
promotes the spread of the virus...

Techwizzerd@gmail.com Carl 4255510184 360-658-1173 ackno letter

TRUE 04/04/20 9:52 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Raines Residence Raines Residence 19423 143rd PL SE Renton WA 98058Renton On 4-2-20 at 2:28 PM I have video from our security 
cameras that show 5 teenagers (one is Priscilla 
Raines DOB 02-02-03) they were walking up our 
street hanging on each other and pushing each 
other while our neighbor who is over 90 yrs old was 
getting his mail. I have video of all of them last night 
at 11:20PM walking up the street wrapped in 
blankets heading to 19423 143rd PL SE Renton 
98058. These are teenagers (minors) and they are 
endangering everyone on this road and their parents 
should be held responsible for them violating the 
social distance order and for hanging out when they 
are supposed to stay inside unless what they are 
doing is essential.

michelledarnall@hotmail.com Michelle Rae Darnall 2062450893

TRUE 04/04/20 9:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Muddy paws 7207 evergreen way Everett They have clients coming in with there pets to be 
groomed and we watch people cough and sneeze 
and then hang out and chat

keyscrystal@gmail.com crystal keys 425-583-0021 muddypawsdoggrooming@yahoo.com 4/27/20

TRUE 04/04/20 9:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Cavalon Aesthetics The Doctors Clinic 2011 NW Myhr, suite 202 Silverdale, we 98383 This is a medical office with aesthetics/cosmetic 
treatments. I am the LPN, Medical Aesthecian. The 
treatments I do are: various lasers, hair removal, 
tattoo removal, skin rejuvenation along with facial 
type treatments where I'm approx 5-10 inches above 
a person for 30 -40 min, I do wear a mask and 
gloves, but can feel the person's breathing on me.  
I'm being told that I have to see people that want to 
come in & since this is a medical office it's ok, even 
if it's cosmetic. Now I feel like my job is in jeopardy if 
I don't  comply,  or they wiil bring in younger person 
who will do it. I just need clarification , I also 
feel/know my job will be in jeopardy for reporting my 
concerns. If a person needs treatmet for some type 
of medical defect absolutely I'll do it.

smills5512@hotmail.com Sylvia Mills cell: 360-535-4138  home:360:698:7545

TRUE 04/04/20 10:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Brookdale Nine Mile 5329 W Rifle Club Ct, Spokane, WA 99208Spokane Employee of nursing home - coworker tested 
positive for COVID-19 but no official announcement. 
Found out by directly asking supervisor and told to 
come to work anyway. Facility isn't taking 
precautions and this coworker was in and out of 
patient rooms and serving food. Have health 
problems and want to be tested and confirmed 
negative before returning to work but being told that 
he'll be fired if he does that.

Kristopher Taber 5095996415

TRUE 04/04/20 10:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Chukar Cherries 320 Wine Country Road Prosser Chukar Cherries is a specialty food (gift-type) 
business and is having its workers go back on April 
6, 2020. This doesn’t seem like an essential 
business, especially since most of the places who 
sell their items are closed (gift shops).

Customerservice@chukar.com 4/27/20

TRUE 04/04/20 10:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Oak table Cafe Silverdale 3290 NW Mount vintage way Silverdale They're letting all the customers go inside the 
restaurant to sit and wait for the orders to be made

Allenado50fox@hotmail.com Allen Olesen 206-280-2036

TRUE 04/04/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 E Sprague Ave greenacres ignores warnings

TRUE 04/04/20 10:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Zacks Deli Market 23518 70th Ave E, Graham, WA 98338Graham They are call up 2 customers up to the counter at 
the same time.  Too many customers in store at the 
same time standing close together.

kimmieg928@gmail.com Kimberly George 2532793746

TRUE 04/04/20 10:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Collectible Toys Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Funko has large groups of people gathering in small 
areas. Also, 2 employees have tested positive and 
shifts are now being integrated with employees who 
have been exposed to said employees.

TRUE 04/04/20 10:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Wakeup Call 1621 W Northwest Blvd Spokane They are having employees take orders outside and 
go up to peoples cars within 6 feet

TRUE 04/04/20 10:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other glenndover golf course glenndover golf course 148th glisan portland all kinds of people too close and sharing and 
touching many things not sanitized from the last 
person

rongould63@gmail.com ron gould 5032008474 Portland, OR

TRUE 04/04/20 10:21 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail parts Texas truck parts 2105 wayside dr Houston Customers inside crowds...the salesmen not 
wearing protective gear...

TRUE 04/04/20 10:22 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government Tacoma City Hall 747 Market St Tacoma Large number of people walking, biking, hanging out 
on Ruston Way, NOT social distancing. The City of 
Tacoma is not enforcing the State Mandate.

sthansen00@gmail.com Stephen Hansen

TRUE 04/04/20 10:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist KD’s Country Floral 409 Wine Country Rd Prosser Still operating 509-786-0048

TRUE 04/04/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist Karen’s Floral 802 W Wine Country Rd Grandview Still operating 509-882-1026

TRUE 04/04/20 10:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Farmer's Market University District Farmers Market 50th and University Way NE Seattle Farm vendors in parking lot are not enforcing social 
distancing. Noticed a group of people hanging out in 
front of vendors.  Better spacing of vendors might  
help or pre-order, curbside drop off only. Some 
vendors seemed to be doing a good job, who were 
located on University Way.

cpr@ruggeiro.com Cynthia Ruggeiro 2065795734

TRUE 04/04/20 10:26 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retailers Discount truck parts 10901 wallisville rd Houston Unclean..more than ten body in close range

TRUE 04/04/20 10:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Chukar Cherries 320 Wine Country Rd Prosser Gourmet food is in no way essential and this is 
unnecessarily putting workers at risk.

Customerservice@chukar.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 10:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist Shelby’s Floral 5211 W Clearwater Ave Suite AKennewick Still operating 509-735-9558

TRUE 04/04/20 10:26 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Management service Geo Group 1623 E J St Tacoma There is no social distancing protocol while guards 
are coming to and from, putting everyone’s lives at 
risk. Shut it down.

chiarapasciuto@gmail.com chiara pasciuto

TRUE 04/04/20 10:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Double Barrel BBQ 108 West Moore St Sedro Woolley There have been reports that the owner is letting 
people sit at the bar and drink beer while they are 
waiting for their food "to go". The parking lot has 
been seen very full for a 'to go ' only service. My 
daughter works there but is staying at home due to 
the virus. She does not feel safe coming to work 
because of his violations.

trsan1171@hotmail.com Traci Sanford 360-540-3309

TRUE 04/04/20 10:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Spa Carpe Diem Massage Studio 9 Saint Helens Ave Tacoma On 4/3/20 I was informed by the owner (Christy 
Barns) son Devin,  that she was performing 
massages that day. This business does not provide 
medical massage treatments but rather is of a day 
spa business model.
This behavior is a direct violation of the proclamation 
set forth by the Governor. It puts people at 
unnecessary risk. It also looks bad for the massage 
therapy industry in general.

Bruce@nwtherapeuticmassage.comBruce Corns 2535645828

TRUE 04/04/20 10:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Wholesale florist Denver wholesale florist 7327 S 228th St Kent They are jeopardizing the health of many older 
individuals who feel like they are forced to work by 
delivering to many groceries stores.

253-854-5800

TRUE 04/04/20 10:32 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Dispensary Ganja Goddess 3207 1st Ave S Seattle I went into this business yesterday and not only were 
the staff and customers not practicing ANY of the 
safe distance guidelines, but the clerk who helped 
me seems to implicate that COVID19 was a  "hoax" 
and should be ignored.

TRUE 04/04/20 10:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Pawn Fathers 18810 Meridian Ave E #101 Puyallup Non essential business open and allowing multiple 
customers inside.

Terihouser@aol.com Teri Houser 2533142785 253-375-7184 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Groomer Door to door dog grooming 2310 Parkwood Blvd Puyallup, WA 98374 Owner is a mobile dog groomer picking up dogs and 
grooming them. Other pet grooming facilities such 
as those at Petco, vet clinics, local groomers, etc all 
cannot operate at this time and have had to lay off 
staff.

corp@daisyspetgrooming.comJoshua melanson +12539061734 d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com

TRUE 04/04/20 10:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pinnacle Skin Dermatology 8245 N Holly Rd suite 101 Grand Blanc Mi Spa side is still open and on the medical side there is 
mostly treatment of acne. The nurses are in a small 
room with a patient right in there face along with half 
of the patients family!  No temps not enough masks!  
 Not enough hand sanitizer!



TRUE 04/04/20 10:45 AM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson fresh meats 13983 Dodd rd Wallula With as many people employed here and only one 
processing shift, I feel the company should split into 
2-3 shifts to keep everyone from being literally right 
next to eachother , hand out masks, and I’m hoping 
with more people testing positive correct measures 
will be taken to prevent further spreading of it

Pmcfadden26@gmail.con Patricia mcfadden 509-964-1531

TRUE 04/04/20 10:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Pickles Playland 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland They are actively posting photos  and posts on their 
facebook that they are still grooming and still taking 
appointments.

ldsjazzy@yahoo.com Laura Speer 2069489273 425-298-4530 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 10:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Belltown Strength and Conditioning 2607 Western Ave SEATTLE A fitness class us being conducted with about 4-5 
people. Witnessed at 1045 on 4/4.

Kenneth.plecha@gmail.com Kenneth Plecha 4192909814 info@belltownstrength.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 10:50 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane manufacturing Boeing 3003 w casino Rd Everett Boeing reopening on April 8th is dangerous to the 
health of washingtonians.  Please seriously 
reconsider allowing this to happen.  Stay at home 
should mean stay at home.

amyirle1@gmail.com Amy Irle 3602041101.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 10:50 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane manufacturing Boeing 3003 w casino Rd Everett Boeing reopening on April 8th is dangerous to the 
health of washingtonians.  Please seriously 
reconsider allowing this to happen.  Stay at home 
should mean stay at home.

amyirle1@gmail.com Amy Irle 3602041101.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 10:57 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Public Transportation King County Metro 201 S. Jackson Street Seattle As an essential employee I am taking the bus 
regularly throughout the coronavirus pandemic. 
During my travels I have experienced that some 
buses are becoming overcrowded due to service 
reductions. The lack of buses is making it so that 
there aren’t many if any seats available to social 
distance. I’ve filed complaints with Metro and Sound 
Transit several times to no avail. This is a serious 
issue that needs to be addressed. I decided to 
contact you after discovering Metro plans additions 
service reductions starting on April 6th. I have 
documented and will continue to secure evidence 
that King County Metro is not following the 
governors order on social distancing.

aaronbradleyroberts@gmail.comAaron Roberts 2064588868

TRUE 04/04/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber In Home Nail Salon 1556 Olympic ave bremerton Moved her place of work into her home, allowing 
groups to come in and out to get nails done.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:04 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Puyallup and 
Downtown Business

Various Pioneer Road and Meridian Puyallup My husband is on his way to meet a Costco 
Corporate employee that needs a new headset to 
continue taking support calls; he said downtown 
Puyallup is full of people gathering at the park, taking 
walks. Downtown area is popular during spring; why 
aren't local police telling people to clear out? 
Weather is getting nice...this will get worse as the 
days continue

slunamoor@outlook.com Sandra LM 2066785561

TRUE 04/04/20 11:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veterinarian office Forpaws animal hospital 1396 South main st North Canton Doing nail trims vaccines expressing anal glands and 
doing surgery

TRUE 04/04/20 11:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Knockout barber shop 5318 W Market St Greensboro, Nc 27409 Knock out barbershop currently located 5318 W 
Market St
Unit A Greensboro, NC  27409 is currently operating 
from 6am-4pm weekend violating the non essentials 
business open order with large gathering of people , 
up to 30 waiting to get a haircut

Anonymous

TRUE 04/04/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon Star Nail 5591 Bethel Rd SE Port Orchard They should not be opened for business.  Non 
essential observed business opened last 2 days.  
Friday and Saturday 4th and 5th of April

kathysilverman17@gmail.comKathy Silverman +13605093183

TRUE 04/04/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Oly Tumwater Dental Care 3926 Cleveland Ave SE # 201Tumwater This office is asking all employees to work their 
average hours over the last 6 months each week in 
office. Its non-essential employees and non-
essential work. This is a dental office that can see 
true dental emergencies if needed. I think asking us 
all to be in an office together puts us all at risk and is 
un-safe. If patients have an emergency they can find 
the doctors cell number on the voicemail when they 
call the office and contact the doctor directly. There 
is no reason for front office workers, and hygienists 
to be in the dental office at this time. There only  
needs to be one dental assistant with the doctor as 
well. Why would we risk our health?

Anonymous

TRUE 04/04/20 11:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther All the pot stores There are hundreds, if not thousands 
in the state

Every street corner All This is non-essential.  Close them down. 56rwjjr@gmail.com Ron Jablonski

TRUE 04/04/20 11:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile pet grooming AUssie Pet Mobile All over king country Burien Business refuses to close. Says they are essential 
ever after being told they are not. Putting thousands 
at risk every week.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 11:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Carriage Square Bar and Grill 25626 102nd Pl SE, Kent, Washington 98030Kent They are posting their violations on Facebook and 
are also not a non profit organization who is 
accepting donations.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Century Nail and Spa 5591 Bethel Rd SE Port Orchard I have observed this business being opened.  When 
should of been closed.

kathysilverman17@gmail.comKathy Silverman +13605093183

TRUE 04/04/20 11:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique Shop The Briar Patch Antiques 160 Stonyridge Castle Rock They are still open for business and also scheduling 
appointments for sales

360-353-3539

TRUE 04/04/20 11:22 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Door-to-Door Dog Grooming 2310 Parkwood Blvd Puyallup Rather than grooming at the pets homes, they are 
now picking up dogs and grooming them at this 
location.

grayfloyd21@gmail.com Andrea Melanson 2539064026 d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com

TRUE 04/04/20 11:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201, Gig Harbor, WA 98332Gig Harbor Pet grooming leads to a lot of non-essential 
interaction between the public and workers.

DudleyIan97@yahoo.com Ian Dudley 2064963020

TRUE 04/04/20 11:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store Relax the back 1048 116th Ave NE Bellevue furniture purchases are not essential 425-688-0248

TRUE 04/04/20 11:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Riverview Animal Hospital 3200 SE 164th Ave Ste 210 Vancouver Continuing to operate without any additional 
precautions.  Not following sanitation 
recommendations outlined by CDC, OSHA, WHO.  
Refusing to clean in between clients.  Employees 
eating at front desk wearing the same gloves they’ve 
been wearing all day.  Refusal to limit appointments 
or adhere to curbside pickup/drop offs to limit 
exposure from clients to employees.  Refusal to 
enforce a 6ft distance between people.  Refusal to 
limit surgeries to essential or emergent, still 
proceeding with all regularly scheduled days and 
continuing to schedule as so.  They sent an email 
out to clientele base saying they were going to limit 
appointments and clients in the building but this has 
not been done.  Staff also blatantly brag about 
ignoring social distancing mandates themselves 
outside of work hours.

jacquerk@yahoo.com Jacquelyn Knowles 3606247922

TRUE 04/04/20 11:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis 7609 CUSTER ROAD W Lakewood Several of their locations are open, washing cars. 
After the local car wash owners asked for 
clarification on car washes being open - and were 
told not essential.

liberty@shurkleencarwash.comLiberty Hetzler 360.349.1100 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/04/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley quality homes 17123 e sprague Ave Spokane valley ignoring order

TRUE 04/04/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Masters 2040 Marketplace Dr. Burlington They have their open sign on and are open for 
business.  We are seeing cases continuously rise in 
our county.

nicolecochran85@yahoo.comNicole Cochran 360-320-7574

TRUE 04/04/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley quality homes 17123 e sprague Ave greenacres still open

TRUE 04/04/20 11:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Chiropractic Fernie Chiropractic Clinic 2431 Bethel Rd SE, Port Orchard, WA 98366Port Orchard The owner himself is continuing to practice and told 
me he would stay open and ignore the order.

Sarah

TRUE 04/04/20 11:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Door-to-door dog grooming 2310 parkwood Blvd Puyallyp Instead of doing at home grooms she is picking up 
pets and taking them to a different location to do 
paid grooming

d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com

TRUE 04/04/20 11:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Door-to-Door Dog Grooming 2310 Parkwood Blvd Puyallup Mobile pet groomer, that is now picking up dogs 
from their homes, and taking to them their own 
location to groom them.

tkitzinger253@gmail.com Natasha Kitzinger 2532660239 d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com

TRUE 04/04/20 11:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Lake Stevens Athletic Club 1904 125th Ave NE, Lake Stevens, WA 98258Lake Stevens I would I like to report that I heard Lake Stevens 
Athletic Club is letting some individuals into their 
location to work out. Non family members and 
owners are inviting people in to work out. 
Someone(Not Named) is going there today 4/4/20 
that is not related to any owners, and invited 
someone from my household. We’re following the 
“Stay at Home” order, Obviously. I can’t believe this 
business would still put people at jeopardy. They say 
that they are not breaking the law because they 
“Aren’t charging anyone”. However they aren’t doing 
their part to Flatten the curve. Please take this into 
consideration.

425-334-5722

TRUE 04/04/20 11:37 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tire Stores Les Schwab Tire Spokane Spokane Tire store doing rotations and changing winter tires 
due to people being bored at home/ not having 
anything better to do.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:37 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other David Douglas park David Douglas park 7800 NE 12TH St VANCOUVER Children playing at David Douglas park. It is 
supposed to be closed. Kids playing at a closed park.

ladyhawke3412@yahoo.com Joan Griffith 360-624-4065

TRUE 04/04/20 11:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Star nail salon 1900 Sedgwick Rd Port orchard wa Serving costumers/ operations violation Talica33@gmail.com Talica 360871-3769

TRUE 04/04/20 11:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other POND SUPPLY STORE KOI GARDENS INC 6903 E WEILE AVE SPOKANE WA 99217 This business opened their doors to the public on  
3/31/20.  They run the business out of their home, 
and in buildings by the home.  They have a inside 
store where they are allowing people to come and go 
to buy fish and pond accessories and have their 
family and other small children there.  This is not an 
essential business.  We have asked them to shut 
down, but they refused.

mmalex2020@aol.com MARY ALEXANDER 509-218-6621 koigardensinc@gmail.com 4/28/20



TRUE 04/04/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Great Cut Salon 3186 NE Sunset Blvd Renton, WA This hair salon has been open since the beginning of 
the Stay at Home order. This business's services 
primarily works within close proximity with customers.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet groomer Puppy Village 33130 Pacific Ave S #3 Federal Way Store is open for business puppyvillageinc@gmail.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 11:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair Cuts/Cortes De Pero 3231 2nd Ave Snohomish, WA He is advertising his services on Facebook. Says he 
will still cut your hair. The address is not available, I 
just wrote one in, he just gives his number of: 805-
406-1270

Clubzshannon@yahoo.com shannon 425-350-4800

TRUE 04/04/20 11:59 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma It is a human rights violation!

TRUE 04/04/20 12:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bike store Arlington Velo Soorts 401 N Olympic Ave Arlington Still open Clubzshannon@yahoo.com shannon 425-350-4800 360-629-6415 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Cleaning DualClean Services 136 W 4th St Port Angeles This is business I has been running ever since the 
stay at home order has been in place.  I believe that 
any business that is non essential and is operating is 
domestic terrorist!

TRUE 04/04/20 12:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym and t-shirt shop JKTD Fitness 224 West 4th Tonaket To small for any kind of safe distancing austin@nvinet.com April Austin 509-429-4512 509-486-2726 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home and outdoor furniture Rich’s for the home 5881 state highway 303 ne Bremerton From passing store and online it is posted that this 
store is open to sell furniture, hot tubs, and grills.

Kelseygk93@gmail.com Kelsey kulbeth 3606212651 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

TRUE 04/04/20 12:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood Are public or private golf courses supposed to be 
closed to golfers?  Regularly observe lots of groups 
of from 4 to 7 teeing off & playing  together. 
Manager states closure doesn't apply to members & 
they are allowed to play.

bj48fulmer@gmail.com B Fulmer 2064594549

TRUE 04/04/20 12:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturer of cabinets Huntwood Custom Cabinets 21900 E Country Vista Liberty Lake Company is reopening Monday, April 6. wtdilts@live.com William Dilts 5412552910 509-924-5858 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:09 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other AEROSPACE Boeing 31108 third avenue #411 Black Diamond WE NEED MEDICAL DEVICES NOT MORE 
AIRPLANES

cbuck@q.com cRAIG bUCK 3608861797.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 12:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Flawless cuts 1212 S 11th ave #1224 Tacoma Business cutting hair by appointment inside the shop 
but not officially open

mark.adam.ritter@gmail.com Mark Ritter 2063952525

TRUE 04/04/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Buying and selling group on 
Facebook for Moms

West Seattle Moms Buy/sell/trade Multiple Seattle This is a very popular, active Facebook group 
business that has people and goods traveling all over 
west seattle and burien selling and exchanging 
goods and money. It’s very concerning at the rate it 
could be spreading germs

TRUE 04/04/20 12:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming /Kennels Ruff Cuts 29807 S. Oak st Kennewick A non essential business open are all Dog Groomers 
allowed to be open if so can this be known through 
media

June100@charter.net Connie 5097838397 509-727-0218 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:19 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Management Services Geo Group 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA The Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business operating under hazardous health 
conditions and putting many at risk. Surfaces are not 
being sanitized enough and people live packed 
together in tight spaces. The detention is not 
practicing social distancing and is not an essential 
business to be operating right now.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns/Ammunition All American Armory 14969 W Bow Rd. Burlington I called the store and the owner said he could stay 
open because U S Department of Commerce said 
so.  That sheriff said it is ok.  That he sells to law 
enforcement so he was deemed essential in n the 
stay home order.  True?

susanabosques@yahoo.com Susan Woods 509-630-5194

TRUE 04/04/20 12:23 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Voice of Hope 8105 Washington Blvd Lakewood People who are organizing the service they're all 
elderly and in reality it should only be one person 
plus one person filming in no more

TRUE 04/04/20 12:24 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home depot and lowes Spokane wa Spokane Massive crowds at these stores! Still doing in home 
delivers!

Koryo0832@gmail.com Cory ginger 2086609099

TRUE 04/04/20 12:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Swedee's 5 Star Espresso 27099 Miller Bay Rd NE Kingston This business is serving customers in a dine-in style 
as there's seating available and customers tend to 
linger outside of this business afterwards. I have 
seen the employees there wipe countertops then go 
straight to wiping squeeze bottles of syrup, which is 
frightening as there's no telling who has been in the 
store and what they've touched. 

This place does currently do delivery, but I do not 
believe this is the primary means of providing service 
to their customers.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:27 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Absher 5701 Kersey way SE Auburn This is a new elementary school being constructed 
in Auburn. They have told us they are considered 
“essential” but nowhere on the list the star put out 
does it include new construction projects. This 
building is in finishing stages and workers are not 
maintaining social distancing.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valentines roofing 5112 88th st sw Mukilteo Large group of roofers started work yesterday on 
replacing a roof that was able to wait till after 
quarantine. The people who live there are elderly and 
are being put at risk by people working around their 
home. There were no holes or leaks in the roof 
before they started work

TRUE 04/04/20 12:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Shine on Tanning Salon 224th and meridian suite #104Gramham It's a tanning salon. As I was waiting for my husband 
in my car at Ace Hardware I watched 2 different cars 
pull up and go inside and them head to the back 
where the tanning is

Tobecassig253@hotmail.comCassandra 2532178561 360-893-3749 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joanns Fabric 300 Valley Mall parkway East Wenatchee This is a fabric store and while people are very 
worried about getting items to be able to make make 
they don’t need to be going to the store they can 
order online. Hobby lobby was asked to close they 
should have to be closed they are non essential. I’m 
upset please help

mpedersen2612@charter.net Melanie Pedersen 509-668-7489 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 12:30 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Sports field Stadium high school stadium 111 ne st Tacoma This stadium is to be closed but groups are training 
here and working out .

TRUE 04/04/20 12:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gold and jewelry buyer Gold Rush 425 E. Washington Street, #3Sequim A gold and jewelry buyer, dealing with shady 
customers is not essential financial.

rawilly@hotmail.com Rick Williams 3607751380 360-461-9794 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? 2917 Cottonwood ave Bellingham Ongoing construction/remodeling at a residence. 
Clearly performed by a contractor (white sprinter 
van) and not the homeowner.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mayuri 20617 Bothell-Everett high wayBothell People are dinning in in the fast food there

TRUE 04/04/20 12:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Wireless store A&A Wireless 521  NE 165th St SHORELINE, WA Open daily

TRUE 04/04/20 12:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Business is open and there are patrons in the 
establishment getting their nails done! I work at a 
local hospital putting my life at risk and this idiots are 
not listening!!

jcttgrant@yahoo.com Cathie Grant 3602719977

TRUE 04/04/20 12:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabrics 2725 Harrison Ave. NW Suite 500Olympia Limited hours but still open to the public. No reason 
for a craft store to be open

wajacobs@live.com Carol Jacobson 360-477-6897 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A and g brothers Badger mountain road  new chinook subdivisionEast wenatchee   Fancher heights A and g brothers are working right now and 
evenings! The new subdivision on baker mountain 
road ! Not fare! We aren’t allowed to work! We are 
home for a reason

rschwink1@frontier.com Rachel

TRUE 04/04/20 1:01 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hotel Baymont inn & suites 2016 N Argonne Rd Spokane Valley washington renting to non essential business workers local 
renting rooms hookers and drug users completely 
neglected no desk employee on site General areas 
dirty no one cleaning reg. party central 1 
housekeeper on site alone not a safe or pleasant 
environment to be in if guest or employee to be in. 
The clean room smoke detectors was covered in 
room that guest checked in to bio hazard laundry 
and rags not washed for 2 weeks stairs dirty back 
door not shutting properly hand rail loose zip ties 
holding in place guest laundry dirty.

katie2469street@gmail.com Katherine Streeter 12085189769

TRUE 04/04/20 1:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog groomer Downtown Dog Lounge 942 Elliott Ave W Seattle A friend works here, which is how I know 100% that 
they are open. She does not want to work, but will 
lose her job if she refuses. Their Instagram shows 
that they are still open.

Concerned citizen AP@DOWNTOWNDOGLOUNGE.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 1:11 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Sound transit OMFE M200 1899 120TH NE BELLVUE They shut down the joint site next door because of 
the virus and many of the workers have been 
jumping from one job to the other . Many of the 
workers who have gone back and forth have been 
told to self quarantine. But they have been in contact 
with the m200 many many times. They shut down 
that site but not m200. 
Instead of keeping us 6ft apart ,HANSELL PHELPS 
has made us sign a paper every day saying we 
choose not to stay 6ft apart. We dont have a choice 
not to. If we choose to self quarantine , we are told 
we won't be able to come back to that jobsite. You 
won't be fired but they will fill your position.  If there 
is no other job going you will have to go on the out of 
work list. How is a maintenance yard that isn't even 
open yet essential?



TRUE 04/04/20 1:11 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound transit OMFE M200 1899 120TH NE BELLVUE They shut down the joint site next door because of 
the virus and many of the workers have been 
jumping from one job to the other . Many of the 
workers who have gone back and forth have been 
told to self quarantine. But they have been in contact 
with the m200 many many times. They shut down 
that site but not m200. 
Instead of keeping us 6ft apart ,HANSELL PHELPS 
has made us sign a paper every day saying we 
choose not to stay 6ft apart. We dont have a choice 
not to. If we choose to self quarantine , we are told 
we won't be able to come back to that jobsite. You 
won't be fired but they will fill your position.  If there 
is no other job going you will have to go on the out of 
work list. How is a maintenance yard that isn't even 
open yet essential?

TRUE 04/04/20 1:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming in petco and 
petsmart

Petsmart 5700 100th sw Lakewood Petsmart Grooming is not essential per my request 
to open my personal grooming shop as essential and 
was denied by you.They are a separate department. 
They are in direct violation per what you responded 
to me when I applied to open .If one shop can be 
open all should be open. They are totally separate 
department. I called and asked them and they said 
they can groom it was denied directly by my request 
to be considered essential

pricelesspups@yahoo.com Stefanie Bailey 2533278667 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Beautiful Nails and Skin Care 17325 140th Ave NE Woodinville WA 98072Woodinville They never close their business. The OPEN sigh is 
off but still accepting customers. I have witness 
customer came in and had their service.

Phamduyquan@gmail.com Loan Nguyen 4259513347

TRUE 04/04/20 1:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Market Place at Pleasant Beach 4738 Lynwood Center Road Bainbridge Island They are open for take out ;  but doors are open so 
people go inside  for coffee and/or takeout.  People 
then congregate outside  where people use to 
typically congregate —-distancing not observed..

marilyntula@me.com Marilyn McLauchlan 2068420339

TRUE 04/04/20 1:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petsmart and Petco both are open for 
grooming

10210 59th ave Lakewood Grooming area in petco and Petsmart are open! I 
applied for essential essential classification for my 
grooming shop Tacoma Dog and Cat grooming and 
was denied and was told dog grooming is not 
essential. They are a sword are department in the 
store. You cannot have grooming shops closed for 
some and open for others. That is discrimination. 
Their grooming shop areas should be closed like the 
rest of our grooming shops. You sent a clear letter 
that grooming and dog walking are not essential. I’ve 
called both Petsmart and petco and they say they 
can be open. This need to be taken crate of! If one 
groomer can’t work no groomers should be working

pricelesspups@yahoo.com Stefanie Bailey 2533278667 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 1:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/4/20

TRUE 04/04/20 1:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Motorcycle accessories Shelton dirt riders 900 Olympic hwy s Shelton wa 98584 Allow dirt bike to gather and ride possibly spreading 
covid 19 from other county's

Rodlarue1965@gmail.com Rod LaRue 3604631932 360-545-5995 Law enforcement letter

TRUE 04/04/20 1:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Imrovwment Lowe's 11413 Northeast 76th Street Vancouver Stores are open from 6 am to 7 pm M-Sa and 7 am 
to 7 pm Sundays. The store is short-staffed, with 
multiple shifts; some employees lack (or do not use) 
gloves and/or masks. Employees also complain that 
many customers come in because they're "bored" 
and buy nonessential items. I have a family member 
who works at Lowe's who has told me that 
employees would like to store to be open for just one 
shift, 9 to 5, with an hour for cleaning after closing, 
so they could be more fully staffed and spend less 
time exposed.

ddipiazza16@yahoo.com Debra Di Piazza 3607719164

TRUE 04/04/20 1:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self Storage West Coast Self Storage 501 SE 164th Ave. Vancouver A manager at a self storage facility is not required to 
conduct business. Business is not allowing 
employees to work from home or appt only basis. 
Many customers are unaware of pandemic and not 
adhereing to guidelines set out by business causing 
a risky scenerio for other customers and employees. 
In one week, have had about 5-8 customers in office 
who do not believe anything is happening and not 
keepong distance between themselves and other 
customers and/or employees.

Murhammer90@gmail.com Brittany M. 3602134929 WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 1:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood ave Bellingham I think the gyms still secretly open. I’ve walked 
behind the building and there’s been 5-10 cars 
parked there and people coming going in/out in 
workout clothes. They covered the windows on the 
front.

jakechambers2@gmail.com Jacob Chambers 2405151869 360-460-5109 law enforcement letter 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 1:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Cigar land of lake Stevens 303 91st ave ne Lake Stevens Owner purchased food to sell to stay open.

TRUE 04/04/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nonprofit Korean Women's Association 123 East 96th St Tacoma KWA buildings are still open and their workers are 
still meeting face to face and they are not standing 6 
ft apart. I walked in to receive help but i will not come 
again. They are not wearing masks and gloves. 
KWA are still meeting their clients face to face as 
long as they complete a "pre-visit" covid checklist 
prior to visit but I don't think every case worker or 
client knows the symptoms or how to safely prevent 
spreading the virus. I don't think they understand 
social distancing or if they know what that means. I 
see groups of people going into their buildings. They 
are not following the stay at home order.

Jane

TRUE 04/04/20 1:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Selah Creek Dental 202 W. Naches Ave Selah This is a dental office that continues to work every 
day performing non essential duties such as crowns, 
fillings, cleanings and other things that will not 
become problems/emergencies  within 60-90 days.

Brittany

TRUE 04/04/20 1:41 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 e j st Tacoma Social distancing is not occurring here.

TRUE 04/04/20 1:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other golf course oakbrook country club 8102 zircon dr sw Lakewood hundreds of people playing golf paulwright1076@gmail.com paul wright 2537782724 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/04/20 1:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Nektar 7710 NE 5th ave Vancouver Patrons (in groups) are sitting down in the restaurant donlee98@yahoo.com Don Lee 3604747366.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 1:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center NWDC 1623 E J St. Tacoma Large gatherings of people without social distancing 
measures, limited use of PPE, people being 
transferred across detention facilities, detainees 
being forced to work, detention centers are not 
essential businesses and yet they remain in 
operation.

meganxfitz@gmail.com Megan Fitzgerald

TRUE 04/04/20 1:46 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Public park Benefit Park in Beacon Hill 
(Basketball court)

7912 Beacon Avenue South Seattle People are going in large groups to play basketball. laurasoracco@gmail.com Laura 2063534748

TRUE 04/04/20 1:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Bonney Lake Optical 9801 204th Ave E Bonney Lake Optometry clinic open for non-essential business, 
such as routine eye glass exams.

anonymous

TRUE 04/04/20 1:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric/ crafts store JoAnns Fabric store Pacific Avenue federal way, wa Putting public in danger unless needed for 
community masks.

mlarsonassoc@msn.com Maureen Larson 2539228464 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 1:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma Non-essential business is staying open and not 
practicing distancing rules.

drhuff@mail.sfsu.edu Dana Huffstutler

TRUE 04/04/20 1:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private detention center run 
by GEO

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E. J Street Tacoma Governor Inslee has declared NWDC is not an 
essential business. The Attorney General agrees. 
Why is GEO Corporation exempted from the 
Governor's mandate? The people inside are not 
protected. Furthermore, they are not even criminals- 
this is a human rights violation as well.. If Inslee is 
as progressive as he appears, his laws should not be 
exempted for a profiteering corporation that 
disproportionately impacts immigrants, which does 
impact everyone.

miaroozen@hotmail.com Mia Roozen 2064320511

TRUE 04/04/20 1:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Suite 2 Tacoma They are still holding people, which is WILD. NO 
ONE can be following social distancing in the 
NWDC, and health is severely compromise for those 
being held in a cell because it weakens immune 
systems. RELEASE EVERYONE.

mcohara20@gmail.com Meghan O'Hara 2034144559

TRUE 04/04/20 1:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Television retailers Video Only 2218 South 41st Street Tacoma Open during stay at home order. kritchey68@hotmail.com Kimberly Ritchey 3604035092 contact@videoonly.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other tobacco River rock Unknown Arlington Not using gloves and handing credit card machine to 
people via drive through

Doug@douglevydesigns.com Doug 3109871881

TRUE 04/04/20 1:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pool supply store Aquafix Pool and Spa 1133 14th Ave Longview Store is open Aquafix@comcast.net

TRUE 04/04/20 1:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft retailer JoAnn 13410 Meridian E suite A Puyallup I am a former employee and I have heard complaints 
from current employees whom I have daily contact 
with. There are not enough employees working to 
keep up with the demand of in-store customers and 
pick-up orders to comply with the regular cleaning 
that is required. Fabrics and crafts should be 
considered non-essential as other stores like 
Walmart sell these items as well as grocery and 
household supplies.

Melissa.stephenson@rocketmail.comMelissa Stephenson 253-228-0265



TRUE 04/04/20 2:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Road Port Orchard Star Nail salon is still open and taking clients. My 
friend and I called to see if this was true and the gal 
said they were open. We were not really trying to get 
nails done, we just wanted information before we 
reported them. When asked what they were doing to 
prevent the spread of the virus, the gal got mad and 
asked what we were talking about and if we wanted 
nails done or not.

rihafe@msn.com Fawn

TRUE 04/04/20 2:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco 1210 marvin rd ne Lacey Keeping the grooming salon section open is 
encouraging people to break the stay at home order 
for non essential grooming

TRUE 04/04/20 2:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Stores LLC 13410 Meridian E Puyallup They are claiming that because they sell fabric which 
can be made into masks that they are essential. I 
feel like this is a stretch at best. They are putting 
their employees and customers at risk by staying 
open to the public during this time.

Nytebugg@aol.com Joanna Phinney 253-268-8850 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 2:07 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey It is one of the only grooming salons open. Not given 
proper masks to help prevent spred. Tape on the 
floor for social distance but it is in no way enforced. 
People bringing in kids treating it like a zoo. 
Grooming is in no way essential though we are told it 
is if a dog is matted or has extre long nails. If the dog 
is in that bad of condition it would have been sent to 
a vet anyways.

ravenbergren@yahoo.com Raven Bergren 253-988-2512 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma I am a gym owner and I am concerned and upset 
that GSTANDARD GYM is still allowed to operate. 
Owner Gabe Moen is signing up a record number of 
new members and said that he will not close his gym 
since it is a locked facility. Please look into this as he 
does not run a clean establishment. Thank you.

David Morley iamthegstandard@gmail.com (duplicate 4/28/20 letter sent)

TRUE 04/04/20 2:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Cleaning Mrs Clean 8201 164 Ave Redmond Business Still running going from House to house 425-881-8411

TRUE 04/04/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 15600 Ne 8Th Street Ste H1 Bellevue It's my understanding that Joann Fabrics stores are 
remaining open. I fail to see how they're considered 
an essential business. Also, they have been giving 
away mask-making kits, but a friend told me that the 
kits are only for 5 masks each, the kits themselves 
were incomplete/missing materials, and a manager 
said that the kits were just a way to lure customers 
into the store. Shameful.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 2:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Plant Nursery Bark and Garden Inc 4004 Harrison Ave NW, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia No social distancing signs or tape on floor. 
No limit of people in store or parking lot. 
Parking lot has been full almost everyday this week 
(3/29/2020-4/4/2020) 
Company still has a full staff of employees.
Company is still making house calls and dong crew 
landscaping work.
Employees practicing non safe disinfecting (only 
water) and social distance rules. 
Nowhere are there signs about COVID 19- upblic 
restroom still open to all customers.
Employees are loading plants and dirt into peopls 
cars without proper PPE or no PPE at all, no social 
distancing ANYWHERE.

emmgrover@icloud.com Emma Grover 3605287707

TRUE 04/04/20 2:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Retail/Bike shop Northwest Bicycle 26907 Maple Valley Black Diamond Road SEMaple Valley This business is open with a lot of customers in and 
out. I work at the coffee shop and it’s busy all the 
time

sales@northwestbicycle.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 2:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Milkvue Doughnuts 4901 Pt Fosdick Dr Gig Harbor Apparently the doughnut shop is open with a steady 
stream of people in line. I thought doughnut shops 
were non-essential

TRUE 04/04/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Adult Book/Video Store Hollywood Boutique 12706 Lake City Way NE, Seattle Drove by on Friday, saw store open, customers 
going in, lights all on. Hardly seems like an essential 
service.

seamar116@hotmail.com Mike Burns 206-363-0056

TRUE 04/04/20 2:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car parts store costless 300 oak st kelso waited outside ten mins. to be let in, watched people 
before me go in and linger during that time and leave 
with things such as air fresheners, chrome engine 
stuff, floor matts, and watched people playing with a 
fog light display but not buying anything, lots of stuff 
being sold that is not essential

TRUE 04/04/20 2:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Swimming pool supply store Pool World 5701 E Sprague Spokane 2 other locations: 9111 N Division & 13524 E 
Sprague. Unnecessary and unessential.

509-534-4833

TRUE 04/04/20 2:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Immigration 
Detention Center

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma Under HB 2640 the Northwest Detention Center 
should NOT be open. Photo documentation and 
witness accounts also share that ICE agents are not 
practicing social distancing, and that detained people 
are so crowded that they cannot practice social 
distancing. Sanitation is being restricted or rationed. 
Vulnerable populations are not being provided with 
any extra care to prevent spread.

As a resident of WA in an area of high COVID-19 
spread, and seeing tragic accounts of COVID-19 
deaths in the local community...I am horrified at this 
private business' practices during the COVID-19 
pandemic. NWDC represents a threat to the lives to 
everyone inside AND outside its walls right now. 

As governor we NEED you to look into shutting down 
the NWDC and put pressure on the ICE Field 
Officer to release people held there, and shut down 
the facility as a significant public health threat to 
Tacoma and other WA residents. Please do the right 
thing and prevent the spread of COVID-19!

thao.terrafractal@gmail.com thao tran 5038750659

TRUE 04/04/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola real estate vi llc 107 aloha street Seattle Same workers have returned again to the non 
essential private residential construction site today. 
We have a shared driveway they are using and are 
both non essential per govenor and NOT donning 
face covering. As a healthcare provider who reports 
to work all week during this health crisis, I'm 
concerned and upset that 10 days after the order 
from Inslee directed at non essential private 
construction, the crew next door is blatantly 
disregarding the order almost daily and it is not 
addressed.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901

TRUE 04/04/20 2:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Kitchen Gadget store — 
selling FUDGE!

Culinary Apple 109 E Woodin Ave Chelan This is a kitchen gadget store that’s staying open to 
SELL FUDGE!

blueberrykari@gmail.com Kari Sorensen 5098608409 info@culinaryapple.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 2:25 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Franchise auto dealer AutoNation East Sprague Spokane Valley I am doing my best with my store but believe that 
this corporation is business as usual. We should all 
be able to sell cars. or not

none@none.com local owner

TRUE 04/04/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park (10 tennis courts) City of Seattle Lower Woodland 
Tennis Courts

1000 N 50th St Seattle These courts are played on every day - all in use on 
the weekends with some people waiting to play.  It 
makes sense to exempt tennis as it’s 2-4 people per 
Court, but you need to make up your mind. Take it 
off the list or enforce it. All you have to do is add a 
lock or tie it closed with yellow  caution tape and add 
a sign.

zkid777@aol.com Don

TRUE 04/04/20 2:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 6315 Eastern ave Baltimore The required distancing is not maintained or 
enforced by any of the customers or employees. 
There are also roo many customers in the store. 
There were over 100 people in the store at the time I 
went in. There's is  limitations on how many people 
can enter the building at one time

adrianmanu79@gmail.com Adrian M Manu 4105228734

TRUE 04/04/20 2:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Franz Bakery Outlet 947 3rd ave Longview This buisiness is extremely small inside. There is no 
social distancing going on. The registers are no 
more than 4’ apart. If there are more than 5 people 
in line that means the line would be 30’ long and 
there isn’t space for this. No one is enforcing these 
rules at this location. Very bad situation.

TRUE 04/04/20 2:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Recreation - Golf Echo Falls Golf Course - Columbia 
Hospitality

20414 121st Ave SE #3987 Snohomish This business has been open since the stay home 
order, today they are open with ~50 people on the 
premises

TRUE 04/04/20 2:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf coarse Overlook golf coarse Highway 9 Big lake There were tons of people at the golf coarse in 
groups. Parking lot was full. This is a non essential 
business.

TRUE 04/04/20 2:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther dry  cleaner Best Campus Cleaners 1907 SW Campus Drive federal way, wa This seems very unsafe to handle dirty clothes from 
the community. I hope the entire strip is reviewed 
and SBA loan documents distributed to family run  
small busineses.

mlarsonassoc@msn.com Maureen Larson 2539228464 253-874-4366 law enforcement letter sent 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 2:45 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fire Department Garfield County Fire District 1 789 Main Street Pomeroy Conducting interviews for a non-priority position. 
Brought interview candidates in from areas where 
the COVID-19 is prevalent and potentially 
introducing it to the first responders for a community 
whose main population is predominantly elderly. Also 
not maintaining the requirements for social distancing

jendixon8@gmail.com Jen Dixon 509-843-6134



TRUE 04/04/20 2:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Office of the State 
Attorneys General, and 
Governor of the State of 
Washington

Office of the State Attorneys General, 
and Governor of the State of 
Washington

Sid Snyder Rd Olympia Not classifying gun shops as essential during 
lockdown 2020

constituent@washington.gov CONSTITUENT

TRUE 04/04/20 2:48 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther State Park Open Birch Bay State Park Birch Bay Washington Birch Bay Why is the park in Birch Bay open? It has gates that 
can be locked, why are they being left open?

rjshanabarger@yahoo.com Robert Shanabarger 4259715128

TRUE 04/04/20 2:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pet grooming Door-to door dog grooming 2310 parkwood blvd puyallup Not in compliance Gina 2536513275 d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 2:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gabe Moen is keeping his fitness center open for 
business when there is an order in place for all 
nonessential businesses to close. He thinks he is 
above the law. Telling people to park on the streets  
and not in the parking lot to avoid detection. He 
knows he should be closed and has been warned by 
police. This is a outrageous when all other gyms 
have closed. Please advise.

Grey Wyman 2537526998 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 2:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Florist Phinney Ridge Community Center Phinney Ridge, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle The Phinney Ridge Community Center is having 
people in their community sell flowers out of their 
garages to help small business florists that cannot 
work.  They Phinney Ridge Community Center 
posted publicly on Facebook that they sold flowers 
out of their garage to 90 different people in the 
community (Phinney Ridge) to help out a local small 
business owner.  I don't believe the person has their 
own shop and may not even have a legal business 
license.  She sells flower arrangements that you 
would typically see at a public market (not a 
professional florist).  The post also asked if other 
people were interested in providing this service to 
contact them and they can help them with the 
process of basically selling black market flowers or 
whatever else a small business wants to sell, but 
cannot.

laurajohnson8653226@yahoo.comLaura Johnson 2064170324 pna@phinneycenter.org 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 3:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Ringers Pub 22803 44th Ave W, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043Mountlake Terrace Many people going in and sitting down, should not 
be open.

John 4254853638

TRUE 04/04/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive Dealership BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle has decided to remain open and to 
continue selling cars even though we are deemed 
non-essential. We have a sign on our door that 
states that we are a spill-over facility for our service 
department, but really we are selling cars to anyone 
who wants them.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Casy osburn 458 east sequim bay rd Sequim Heavy construction dirt work being done on vacant 
land and non-essential

TRUE 04/04/20 3:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 1145 W Washington St Sequim You should see the parking lot. It is actually 
unnerving to see it like it has been. I was doing a 
curb side order pickup from the store next to it and 
watched as 4 people stood around loading a VANITY 
(would not think this is essential) and continued to 
visit no 6' at all and no care of doing so. The vehicle 
next to them also amongst them adding another 2 to 
3 people not following social distancing and making 
a small group right in front of the entrance of the 
store filled with customers and workers. We are a 
retirement community and would guess the full 
parking lot from shoppers at Home Depot will not be 
a good thing for our community. This needs to stop 
and is scary for our community. Since when is it 
essential to build a deck or go shopping for paint? I 
see a faucet or hot water tank but a parking lot full of 
shoppers is not right to us that are scared for our 
lives of this virus. This should not be happening. 
Samething at Walmart. Why is this being allowed? 
Please do sowmthing ASAP. Thank you Concerned 
and Scared citizens that want to survive this. There 
are way to many people out and about here in 
clallam county. Please help us...

TRUE 04/04/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Boat marine shop Reeds Marine 225 Wapato Way Manson Fully open for business blueberrykari@gmail.com Kari Sorensen 5098608409 mailbox@reedsmarine.org 4/28/20

TRUE 04/04/20 3:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Why is Gov Anuslee traveling around the state to 
warehouses etc? How much does that cost 
taxpayers? Why don't the rules apply to him?

aburr@hotmail.com Aaron Burr 2068675309

TRUE 04/04/20 3:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Perfect Ten Nails and Spa 3004-6 Northwest Ave. Bellingham My roommate got her nails done here today. 
Apparently she was made to come in the back and 
the blinds are drawn to appear closed but they 
aren’t. Upset she would go but can’t stop her. 
Shouldn’t have the option in the first place. Definitely 
not essential and definitely in close contact with 
others.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double D Meats 5602 232nd St SW Ste 104 98043Mountlake Terrace Not limiting patrons from entering store nor 
practicing social distancing nor sanitizing premise 
during business hours. They serve/sell raw meats 
and cold foods.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business All American coffee Martin way ne Olympia There stand is open still allamericanarmoryus@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 3:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Discovery Park parking lot, 
north

None Discovery Park Parking lot, northSeattle Sign permitting parking was removed. People 
parking and filling the lot. Please help.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:33 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Circle M  landscape and delivery 2125 N Pines Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99206Spokane valley Non essential business still delivering to public

TRUE 04/04/20 3:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 4615 196th St Sw, Ste 175, Lynnwood, WA 98036 Spoke with manager "Dave" today. He told me 
they're doing "All that is possible." I disagree. It is 
impossible to maintain 6 feet distance while moving 
through the store. Dave, "we follow guidelines from 
CDC and Corporate HQ." Nothing about state regs. 
Too many too close, + non-essentials.

heinsight@earthlink.net Lora Hein 4256739018

TRUE 04/04/20 3:38 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Zillah 117 1st Ave zillah How is building a parking lot considered essential 
work?' When I had to shut down my construction 
site that builds residential home?

Julian Esquivel 509-945-5228

TRUE 04/04/20 3:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Kayak point county park 995 14916 56th Ave NW Stanwood Over 100people currenly at park..went through 
gates. Holding wedding.  Park ranger drove through 
did not stop...

dgulle@hotmail.com Dee

TRUE 04/04/20 4:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Lake Padden Golf Course 4882 Samish Way Bellingham People were playing golf. Course should not be 
open. If golf course is closed there needs to be 
security to keep people out.

linda@snowandsnow.us Linda Snow

TRUE 04/04/20 4:05 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Dog park Dogpaw off leash dog parks NE 172nd Ave Vancouver In excess of 100 people gathering at the dog park, 
small groups formed conversing through out the park

TRUE 04/04/20 4:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Ringers pub and grill 22803 44th Ave W, Mountlake Terrace Many people going into this bar and being served 
food and drinks

Valerie 4252864047

TRUE 04/04/20 4:15 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City government park 
department

Kirkland Park Department Kirkland, WA Kirkland Should reduce to only essential functions and cut 
staff back. They now have one and likely now more 
active COVID-19 cases. They need help 
understanding cleaning, social distancing, having 
remote staff meetings, covering faces, etc. Many 
other city parks have cut back to only essential work.

dnashmcferon@gmail.com Diane Nash 206.365.0643

TRUE 04/04/20 4:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA - 9 Mount Vernon The clubhouse is closed but they are letting people 
play golf - people put money in a box to play.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:16 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther University Whatcom Community College Kellogg Road Bellingham Washington Watcom community college has violated the 
nonessential rule twice I have witnessed I live right 
across the street and have observed today April 4 
the gardener is riding around the campus on his 
riding lawnmower cutting the lawn doing the 
gardening started at 10:30 and finished about 1230 I 
did take several pictures to document this is the 
second time that the university has violated the 
nonessential working regulations it’s not fair because 
I live right across the street at Cordata Village we to 
have a gardener that we are telling to stay home and 
hear right across the street

Susanlkolan@gmail.com Susan Kolan 360-920-6727

TRUE 04/04/20 4:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard They are open and doing business with a client. larysajacob@gmail.com Larysa Jacob

TRUE 04/04/20 4:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Wapato lake park 72nd st 6446 south oakes street Tacoma About 70 cars and lots of people there a.knapp1717@gmail.com Amy 2533920964

TRUE 04/04/20 4:21 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boeing Everett 
Assemby/Production

Boeing 9801 27th Ave W, Everett Manufactering teams for 737 and 787 are slated to 
go back to work on Wednesday - to build new 
aircraft (non-military) with no ability to practice social 
distancing.  Considering the number of 737 and 787 
parked and stationary by all airlines, this is a 
massive and unnecessary risk.  They cannot protect 
the employees and there is no NEED for this at this 
time.  They are building planes to park them and 
more infections will result!

brianmaran@gmail.com Brian Maran 662.312.7032

TRUE 04/04/20 4:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Issaquah Highlands 
Bark Park

City of Issaquah 2223 NE MARION LANE Issaquah So our bark park in the Issaquah Highlands was 
closed when the "stay home, stay healthy" order was 
announced. There were signs and caution tape. It 
appears someone took 2 of the 3 signs and today 
several people are once again using and gathering at 
this park. Although this afternoon, they seem to be 
social distancing ok, I believe this park should still be 
closed.  Before it was closed, after the initial social 
distancing order was given, there were more than a 
dozen people gathering here and not complying.

maiamanning@live.com Maia Manning 14252239008



TRUE 04/04/20 4:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard The business has been open since yesterday 
4/3/2020 and has been working on clients.

crystalcooper1206@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/04/20 4:34 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther For profit immigrant 
detention center

GEO ICE Northwest Detention Center 1623 E. J Street Tacoma This is a private facility the Governor and AG have 
recognized as private. Most of its detainees are 
civilly detained. The detainees are at high risk for 
coronavirus, as GEO is notorious for poor health 
care and is not providing distancing, sanitizer, and 
other precautions.

Lambiegroup@gmail.com Maxwell Lewis 2068834798

TRUE 04/04/20 4:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard They are still open and servicing customers. Facial 
waxing and fake nails are not essential. We 
witnessed this today on 04/04/08 at 4:30pm. This is 
my daughter's birthday that we canceled her party 
for due to the quarantine. We ALL need to comply to 
make this work.

Cheyalayna@gmail.com Tina 3603286464

TRUE 04/04/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Lynden, Whatcom 
County

Not Applicable 123 Not Applicable Lynden Not large gatherings per se, just more strangers 
passing closely.  Why are we told to stay at home?  
No reduction in car traffic.  No reduction in walkers, 
bikers, joggers.  People make zero attempts to social 
distance.  Wear a face covering as authorities 
recommend?  People, especially younger folks, have 
no regard if you do.  Left feeling like a fool for 
following the rules we have seen so carefully 
broadcast in public news sources for the last month.  
Five have died in the local elder care home.  No one 
seems to care about others.  Same way in the 
grocery stores.  No enforcement.  Voluntary 
compliance?  Only a minority will comply voluntarily 
because people are basically selfish.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course Manito Country Club 5303 S Hatch Rd, Spokane, WA 99223Spokane Drove past Manito Country Club and they are 
allowing their Members to play golf on their course. 
I'm a member of another country club in the area 
and they are following the Governor's orders and 
staying closed currently but why does Manito CC 
think they should be allowed to break the order?

TRUE 04/04/20 4:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Real Estate LGI Homes in Enumclaw 1064 Riley Dr E Enumclaw In the model homes on 4/4/20 there were 5 potential 
buyers in the model as well as 4 persons that 
worked for LGI, not following social distancing 
guidelines or limited the number of people in a home 
for real estate purposes to 2. Builder rep said "oh it's 
fine, you live together, you can all come in."

TRUE 04/04/20 4:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Group of people on corner Na 32nd and morgan  West SeattleSeattle Hey group of people standing shoulder to shoulder 
on the street corner. Clearly not observing social 
distancing. None of them wearing face masks. A 
group of 10 to 12 plus a couple children

Zacharybanks@gmail.com Zac Banks

TRUE 04/04/20 4:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther retail gifts Cicely's Gift Shop 112 W Pennsylvania Ave Roslyn 4/5/20 neon "Open" sign lighted, sandwich board 
"Open" sign set  up on sidewalk, door open, cars 
parked at business; very small store so social-
distancing not likely.

17amie52@gmail.com peggy cooke 505-501-2189 cicelysroslyn@yahoo.com 5/1

TRUE 04/04/20 4:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Groomers are still performing dog grooming. They 
have no protective gear or sanitizer available. 
Grooming needs to be non-essential for the safety of 
the workers.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 4:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon Petco 28316 85th ave s Kent Dog grooming is not essential. All salons are closed. 
Petco pet stores are essential. Not the grooming 
salons in the store.

Roselledesiree@gmail.com Desiree Roselle 2069635886 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 4:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics & Crafts 2725 Harrison Avenue NW #500Olympia Non-essential craft store is open and active. a.n.k@live.com Alisha Knighton customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric crafts sewing Joann's fabric 57th Ave  #1711 Ballard seattle Why isn't this damn store not shut down yet. Send 
them a crazy and desist you cowards. Not a 
nessesity of life to have fabric etc.... During this 
pandemic. Helping the spread of coronavirus that's 
all there doing to employees and customers. Need to 
shut them down now. Governers orders are a joke if 
you don't. Half baked state. Be like Nevada, New 
York, other states forcing them to close by attorney 
general's ceast and desist.

Hannah customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cigars Spokane Cigar 3609 N Division St Spokane That’s it. They remain open. Jherm02@hotmail.com John herman 4254176251

TRUE 04/04/20 4:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Redtop Tavern 1020 Darrington ST Darrington 12 people drinking in Beer Garden with owners 
onsite on 4/4/2020

osospringers@gmail.com Buffie Demuth 4258705760

TRUE 04/04/20 5:00 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal Heights playfield 2101 NW 77th St Seattle Lots of groups of people on the field

TRUE 04/04/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Red top tavern 1020 darrington street Darrington Serving alcohol, 15 to 20 people on premises .not 
distancing. These are customers , regulars and the 
owners.

TRUE 04/04/20 5:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther auto dealer McCord's Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St. Vancouver They appear to be open for regular business.  
People in the showroom and cars out on test drives.

twwhitmore21@gmail.com Travis Whitmore 3606009601

TRUE 04/04/20 5:16 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City owned boat launch and 
park

Atlantic City Boat Launch 8694 ISLAND DR S, SEATTLE This boat launch is being used as a congregation 
area for outdoor gatherings and cookouts. The city 
has not closed it for the purposes banned in the 
governors proclamation. It should be closed for all 
activities except essential allowed activities.

t.stipe@comcast.net TERRENCE STIPE 2062341319

TRUE 04/04/20 5:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Mt. Adams Fish and Game 
Association

975 NE Park Avenue White Salmon This business is open when all other nonessential 
businesses are closed, and all other recreation is 
closed. People are in all day, and the shooting is 
interfering with neighbors who are working from 
home. It's really difficult to have a conference call 
with constant gunfire in the background.

biyi.williams@gmail.com Becky Williams- but please keep this anonymous!5092811101.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 5:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Mt. Adams Fish and Game 
Association

975 NE Park Avenue White Salmon This business is open when all other nonessential 
businesses are closed, and all other recreation is 
closed. People are in all day, and the shooting is 
interfering with neighbors who are working from 
home. It's really difficult to have a conference call 
with constant gunfire in the background.

biyi.williams@gmail.com Becky Williams- but please keep this anonymous!5092811101.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 5:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Farmstrong Brewery 110 Stewart Rd. Mount Vernon Too many people outside the lot Mary Ann 3606101474

TRUE 04/04/20 5:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store JoAnn fabrics 7601 evergreen way Everett Are craft stores essential?  I am sure they are not 
needed.

Outdoorswithdug@gmail.comSteve Waisanen 4253446488 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 5:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store QFC Westwood village Seattle Not limiting customers. Employees and customers  
not practicing social distancing.

Marytenslow@gmail.com Mary enslow 2062659924

TRUE 04/04/20 5:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy hair salon 10318 Aurora Ave N Seattle, Wa 98133 They are taking customers and work in the back of 
the shop, open sign was never turned on

Mychaelhuy96@yahoo.com Vee Huynh 206-354-9298

TRUE 04/04/20 5:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home owners association Trestle 2100 124tg Ave NE STE 110 Bellevue Trestle HOA continues to threaten fines on upkeep 
of yards that require going out into the public to 
purchase supplies (such as moss needing to be 
removed); HOA is out in the community taking 
pictures of our yards when we're all supposed to be 
staying home.

dawnell@live.com Dawnell Tokarchuk

TRUE 04/04/20 5:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Day spa Little Red Spa 3200 Airport Way S Seattle This business has no legitimate purpose to be open. bnschuman@gmail.com Brianna S

TRUE 04/04/20 5:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Multiple employees and customers at a time, not 
even trying to place customers apart from eachother. 
Well within 6 feet.

TRUE 04/04/20 5:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ice cream vending truck Legend Ice Cream Unknown Unknown This ice cream truck has been coming into the 
manufactured home community where I live on a 
daily basis. I'm concerned they could be spreading 
the visrus. Might possibly be Legends Ice Cream.

woodbill74@gmail.com Bill

TRUE 04/04/20 5:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Horse Cart Small Animal Hospital 9111 346th Street S Roy Performing elective surgery ie: spays and neuters

TRUE 04/04/20 5:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Starr Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd #130, Port Orchard, WA 98366Port orchard They are open and visibly working on customers. 
People have pictures of this happening

TRUE 04/04/20 6:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Salvation army 9501 greenwood ave n Seattle This church has living program requirements for 
charis place apartments and they are still having 
church meetings at 10a.m. on sundays and bible 
study every monday at 6 p.m. I am scared for my 
health and the well being of others.

Njt2534898@gmail.com Nicholas tschop 206-697-7071

TRUE 04/04/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Atlantic City Boat Ramp Atlantic City Boat Ramp 9000 Seward Park Ave S Seattle The Atlantic City Boat Ramp continues to be a 
hotbed of visitors day and night violating the stay at 
home directive.  Any given day or evening, you will 
find groups of people congregating, sometimes with 
children,  and drinking alcohol. Some have lived in 
their cars in the boat ramp for over a year.

acorn71@gmail.com Aaron Collins 206-735-0682

TRUE 04/04/20 6:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA management company Trestle Community Management 2100 124th Ave NE STE 110 Bellevue Coming to the neighborhood, taking photos of 
homes, Sending out violations that say we only have 
14 days to rectify situations or we will be fined $150. 
This puts our community at risk if we have to go to 
the store in the middle of a pandemic to buy moss 
out or other supplies. They are trying to profit off of 
people during this hard time.

Ashley.cole2015@outlook.comAshley Puetz 360-873-1774

TRUE 04/04/20 6:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business King’s Fish and Chips 1044 Bethel Ave Port Orchard Seen two families go into King’s Fish and Chips and 
not return outside for over the 10 minutes I was in 
lot.

Beckmmathis@gmail.com Becki Mathis 3604405022



TRUE 04/04/20 6:13 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other park Foulweather Bluff Nature Preserve 3515 NE Twin Spits Rd Hansville I don't know the proper place to report this so I am 
using this form. There are large numbers of cars and 
people gathering at this preserve to hike and go to 
the beach at the end of the trail. I biked by today and 
saw at least 25 cars on the side of the road by the 
trailhead.

niktionary@gmail.com Nichole Montross 8056121323

TRUE 04/04/20 6:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown What is this Nazi Germamy or a Communist country 
turning in your neighbors SHAME ON YOU GOV. 
INSLEE

Danninac1985@gmail.com Jim McLaighlin 2539069241

TRUE 04/04/20 6:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Alpine fitness 1140 east north bend way North bend This business is still open during the stay at home 
order and people are still using it. They only allow 7 
people in at a time but it is still not supposed to be 
open.

derwin@alpinefitnessgym.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:19 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Atlantic City Boat Ramp Atlantic City Boat Ramp 9000 Seward Park Ave S Seattle There are many people in the Boat Ramp that hang 
out every day. They party at all hours and have 
people living in cars. I have witnessed many people 
urinating in the bushes and not washing their hands. 
There are a number of old people who live in our 
building who are vulnerable to infection.

nanda_sedrez@hotmail.com Fernanda Collins 650-922-1847

TRUE 04/04/20 6:21 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Greggs cycle 7007 Woodlawn Place Seattle Too many people in the store, test riding of bicycles 
and not probably sanitized in between.

TRUE 04/04/20 6:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Parks Sports Courts 
(tennis & basketball) 
multiple locations in 
Southend

Seattle Parks Department 2521 Lake Park Drive S. Seattle I was under the impression that Seattle Parks 
playgrounds and sports courts are closed. The 
playgrounds are yellow taped off, but the sports 
courts are not. I know it would be hard to tape off 
basketball, but can’t the enclosed tennis courts be 
locked or yellow taped shut. Sooooo many people 
using courts today (crowded).

Kira.Lise.Richards@gmail.comKira 206-380-1434

TRUE 04/04/20 6:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage parlor angel massage 13507 meridian E Puyallup Still conducting non essential massages. fmgonzalez92@yahoo.com Alfredo Gonzalez 6618866531

TRUE 04/04/20 6:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 13410 meridian East Puyallup The store recived 10 kits to make masks which sold 
out in 15 minutes. The store manager said if a 
customer calls and ask if we have mask kits,to tell 
them we do, so the come and buy something else. 
80% of the customers are 65 and over. Social 
distancing is not happening. Disinfectant is not either.

Darlene kruse customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic West Olympia 1540 cooper point rd sw unit 420Olympia Called to freeze membership but told me they will be 
opening next week because they are essential, not 
really sure how they are pulling that one

lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Dacoda Homes Walker and 15th Ave S (Beacon Hill)Seattle Dacoda Homes is working to finish a construction 
project on 15th and Walker and have been doing so 
for weeks. They have been out cutting concrete and 
just today, there are workers inside the building 
doing work (today 4//4 at 5pm). There is also SO 
MUCH CAR traffic on 15th Ave S--it's like the 
Governor didn't issue an order at all. It's 
disappointing. I don't think another grouping of 
townhomes --though housing is an issue in Seattle--
is "essential." https://www.dacodacustomhomes.com/

freckles74@gmail.com Migee Han 206-769-7217

TRUE 04/04/20 6:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Utopia Nails & Spa inc 1719 Artesia blvd Gardena I have seen people being serviced for nails and they 
continue to do nails without regards to to the public 
pandemic.

Dcandy0007@gmail.com Irene Rivas 3103089555

TRUE 04/04/20 6:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store -why isn't 
that an option?

Both of the Safeway stores on Rainier 3820 rainier and 9262 rainier Seattle This is a really limited form. Please Add grocery 
stores and convenience stores. The situation at both 
of the Safeway locations is out of hand. Store 
management is not enforcing any of the protocols 
with their staff, and they are overwhelmed by the 
consumers. This isn't on the checkers, it is on 
management- they aren't taking this seriously and 
when i asked for a manager at the Rainier location, 
employees just shrugged. They aren't being provided 
with adequate safety measures, and employees are 
terrified.

nope.. I will not share my name no thanks.

TRUE 04/04/20 6:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Why is this gym (fitness center) open and large 
groups of people are inside this locked facility 
working out. Not practicing social distancing and 
several of them are sick and have fevers. Gabe 
Moen is signing up new members daily and profiting 
during this global pandemic. This is 
unacceptable...why is this establishment above the 
rules.

GBennett_@gmail.com Gary Bennett iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car wash Mega Wash Care wash 17316 E Sprague Spokane Valley Wa The other car washes in valley are closed - why is 
this one open?  People who are supposed to be at 
home are lined up at car wash today.

info@megawashexpress.com

TRUE 04/04/20 6:53 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Deception Pass Bridge and 
Park

Deception Bridge and Park Deception Bridge and Parks Oak Harbor / Anacortes Visitors / or Tourist, groups of families walking 
around with no no mask Deception Bridge and 
Surrounding parks, lacking sense of alarming 
Pandemic Corona Virus

odderded@gmail.com Ode Macapinlac 3609292330

TRUE 04/04/20 6:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Wal-mart 8924 Quil Ceda Blvd Marysville Wa 98271 No enforcement of social distancing, to many people 
in the store .

Cmcr2003@msn.com Andrew Estes 4253214941

TRUE 04/04/20 7:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco Monroe Smoke & Vape Shop 118 S Lewis St Monroe Nonessential business open to customers. Alexdreamz@yahoo.com 4255898661

TRUE 04/04/20 7:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Crucible Brewing 909 SE Everett Mall Way Unit D440Everett Brewery serving beer to be consumed on site.

TRUE 04/04/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other RV Park Alderwood RV Park 14007 N Newport HWY Mead More new arrivals coming in daily. Families allowed 
into facility from all over the country, exposing 
current residence to possible infection and spread of 
disease. Nothing is being done to protect residence 
in close quarters

TRUE 04/04/20 7:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Summit Physical Therapy 3801 5th St SE suite 220 Puyallup wa Allowing to many to people to enter within feet of 
each other

AND
One instance: working on my arm in a chair/table  
and a second persons arm in anothe chair/table 
within a couple ft of each other
Working on us at the same time, with their hand all 
over us as needed and their mouth within a 2 ft of us 
then touching all equipment as well and during it all, 
not wearing gloves or mask and not washing their 
hands when they go from one person to the other 

Another instance
Watching others move from one piece of equipment 
to the other without any wipe down of equipment or 
having patients wear gloves and mask either. 

There seems to be no concern except the note on 
front door to use hand sanitizer and not use they're 
phone again.
Yet 3 of the 4 times I was there.
NO HAND SANTIZER ON check in desk available.

codymonasue@gmail.com Ramona Cody 4802088200

TRUE 04/04/20 7:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Warehouse FUNKO 6305036th Ave W Everett This company makes collectible toys. AN 
EMPLOYEE OF FUNKO HAS REPORTED THAT 
AT AT As of April 2, AT LEAST 2 PEOPLE IN THE 
WAREHOUSE HAVE TESTED POSITIVE TO 
CORONA VIRUS.  THESE WAREHOUSE 
WORKERS PACK BOXES ON STEEL TABLES. 
Some of these employees are from temp agencies.  
There at least 150 employees in this factory.The 
company has not been transparent in this situation 
to employees.  Doesn't seem that making toys is 
essential.!

TRUE 04/04/20 7:38 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington Department of 
Fish and Wildlife

Washington Department of Fish and 
Wildlife

Natural Resources Building 111 Washington St. SEOlympia WDFW has a Contractor number 2014743 fishing 
off the Snyder boat launch in Richland WA. The 
WDFW has issued a directive no fishing until May 
4th 2020. Contractor stated purpose was to catch 
walleye kill and track where they are so WDFW can 
eradicate the Walleye.

wallitedb@gmail.com Ted Beach 509-366-3631

TRUE 04/04/20 7:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Recreation play fields and 
tennis courts

Scriber Lake High School / Former 
Woodway High Scool

23200 100th Ave W Edmonds 4/4/2020 3 pm: Violation of Gov. stay at home order 
participating in recreational & social gatherings.  (4) 
tennis courts full with some waiting. Usually empty. 
City of Shoreline padlocked their courts so players 
probably coming here, 1 mile north to city of 
Edmonds. Happening multiple occasions, 49 
degrees today, will get worse as weather warms. 
Some people returning to parking lot, appears to 
have finished playing soccer. Also a few groups of 6-
8 young adults walking, not social distancing. At 
least 30 cars in parking lot. People here not taking 
the order seriously. This area is somewhat secluded, 
should be closed or patrolled.  Likely happening at 
other courts & playfields in Edmonds as well. Have 
some pics too.

Chelsea99england@gmail.comJim England 425-771-7961



TRUE 04/04/20 7:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Farm Full circle farm 31904 ne 8th Carnation Door to door sales. Although the solicitor kept 
distance, I felt now is not the time for door to door 
sales of their services.

Ryanmorganwilliams@gmail.comRyan Williams 4254661052

TRUE 04/04/20 7:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Peluquería Latina 1112 E Nob Hill Blvd suite 101Yakima The business is this operating, didn’t not comply to 
the governors Inslee mandatory closure of non 
essential business due to Covid-19. This business is 
having direct contact with people and is not following 
health department regulations.

Viridianaceja@yahoo.com Viridiana Zuniga 5099859498

TRUE 04/04/20 7:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor office Washington state government 911 asshole lane Olympia Tell Inslee to keep is ass at home, he is a crook Jayinslee@wash.gov Jay inslee Fucking my family

TRUE 04/04/20 8:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bouten Construction 1060 Jadwin Ave Ste 300 Richland Non essential project in Walla Walla and not 
practicing social distancing and supplying hand wash 
stations

TRUE 04/04/20 8:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license El Compadre 220 S Wapato Ave Wapato On Saturday April 4th around 7:30pm I saw a 
couple.people walk in the side door of this bar and 
have noticed that people park across the street and 
walk into the bar on multiple occasions.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:07 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bouten Construction 1060 Jadwin Ave Ste 300 Richland Shuts down their office because they are supposedly 
non-essential, but requiring subcontractors to work 
in the field on projects not related to pandemic so not 
essential.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther junk removal 1-880-GOT JUNK unknown Federal Way On April 2 a truck and driver from this company 
came to pick up items in my Federal Way 
neighborhood.  I called them to ask why they were 
operating, and the person I spoke to said it was 
important to help people who were cleaning and 
sorting while staying home. I pointed out this was 
against Washington State instructions and they said 
they were just trying to help.

albaphile@gmail.com Leslie Walt

TRUE 04/04/20 8:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Store Nordstrom 100 Bellevue Square Bellevue Nordstrom called employees to work in order to fulfill 
inventory and online retail orders. They called my 
mom knowing that she has a pre existing condition 
and is in high risk category. She was given hours 
and told that because her unemployment claim will 
be denied due to the work opportunity she’s give .

Ms_kys@yahoo.com Krystal Blair 2068059504.0000 adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 04/04/20 8:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane Manufacturing Boeing 737 Logan ave n Renton Boeing is going to send all of the employees back to 
work Wednesday April 8, 2020.  Our job is not 
essential and don’t know why they are sending 
workers back to work.  Furthermore they have no 
cleaning supplies or protective equipment for there 
employees to use at work.  They expect people to 
bring cleaning supplies from home. It’s not feasible 
to have people work 6ft apart in a manufacturing  
plant when everyone works in close quarters of each 
other.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane Manufacturing Boeing 737 Logan ave n Renton Boeing is going to send all of the employees back to 
work Wednesday April 8, 2020.  Our job is not 
essential and don’t know why they are sending 
workers back to work.  Furthermore they have no 
cleaning supplies or protective equipment for there 
employees to use at work.  They expect people to 
bring cleaning supplies from home. It’s not feasible 
to have people work 6ft apart in a manufacturing  
plant when everyone works in close quarters of each 
other.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Pandora's Box 5300 W Clearwater Ave. Suite BKennewick Pipe shops not on list of essential services

TRUE 04/04/20 8:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber unknown unknown Shelton A teller at Trader Joe’s in Olympia told me that 
there’s a “beauty salon that is still open” in Shelton, 
where he lives.

Sam 5038105940

TRUE 04/04/20 8:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo parlor Blue line ink 256 e third street Kettle falls tattoo parlor operating

TRUE 04/04/20 8:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique shop Abraham's House Charity 312 N Callow Ave Bremerton An antique shop, whether it be for profit or not, is not 
essential. The person working there has been 
throwing sales to bring people in when it should be 
closed.

amandakitchen93@gmail.comAmanda ABRAHAMSHOUSE@ICLOUD.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 8:51 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Neighborhood party Greenwood neighborhood Nw 83rd between 1st ave and greenwood aveSeattle On 83rd st between 1st ave and greenwood ave 
there is a large number of people partying and 
playing music together in the street.

Kolenaa@gmail.com Kolena Allen

TRUE 04/04/20 9:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric, craft store Joann Faric & Craft store 13410 Meridian E Puyallup Team members at risk. No cleaning being done and 
not allowed to wear masks or gloves.

Danarick@comcast.net Dana Donogh 253-677-5928 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Hobby Store Joann Fabric & Crafts 13410 Meridian E Suite A Puyallup They're not sanitizing or cleaning any surfaces or 
carts. Customers are not observing social 
distancing. Many customers and employees are 
elderly and at an even higher risk. Employees are 
not being allowed to wear any protective equipment.

orendasaulen@aol.com Orenda Saulen 2533310463

TRUE 04/04/20 9:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction J.L. Storedahl and Sons, Attn: Bo 
Storedahl, 360-636-2420

2233 Talley Way Kelso, WA 98626 The operator of Yacolt Mountain (Mountain Top) and 
Livingston gravel quarries in Clark Co. has continued 
to remain open, at what appears to be full speed, 
since the announcement of ‘Stay in Place’. 
Communications have been circulating between the 
operator, residents of the quarry areas, county 
councilors, newspaper articles, and code 
enforcement for a week now. It is unclear how the 
DNR is interpreting the Governor's orders as well as 
far as what is defined as essential services. Please 
investigate since it looks like the final decision is with 
the state.

To give you an example of what we are up against 
here is the latest email by the operator. We are told 
this went to the Clark County Councilors and Code 
Enforcement as well and would be on file:

"To that - I’ll simply ask you to put yourself in my 
customers’ shoes. I have every obligation to stay 
open to service them. The majority of my customers 
perform essential projects throughout our State, 
wether or not Inslee acknowledges it. You’re seeing 
unprecedented actions by an individual not paying 
any mind to the
consequences. Read his order carefully. Protecting 
the unions, pissing on the private sector. Talk about 
burning the candle at both ends. Cutting off the  
income produced by the private sector generating tax 
revenue, then  simultaneously offering that (now) 
lack of tax revenue as compensation for
staying at home? To make matters worse, guys like 

Name and contact information withheld - for personal safety

TRUE 04/04/20 9:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joann 13410 meridian East PuyallupPuyallup Too many people, not enough space between 
workers or customers, no preventative cleaning 
happening

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dave Largent homes E Moyie ln Spokane Valley Multiple construction workers continue to work on 
homes

TRUE 04/04/20 9:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dog Grooming Erika Strange  971-801-3030 Mobile Dog Groomer Vancouver This person is still operating as a mobil dog groomer 
in Clark County and her business is being promoted 
on the NextDoor app.  

Personally, I believe that dog grooming is an 
essential business.  However, the governor has 
stated that it isn't, and so all dog grooming 
businesses should be closed in order to comply.

Caryn.alomar@gmail.com Caryn Alomar 3606089008

TRUE 04/04/20 9:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dog Grooming Beethoven's Lounge  971-207-8635 Mobile Dog Grooming Vancouver, wa This person is still operating as a mobile dog 
groomer in Clark County and her business is being 
promoted on Facebook as still being in operation.  

Personally, I believe that dog grooming is an 
essential business.  However, the governor has 
stated that it isn't, and so all dog grooming 
businesses should be closed in order to comply.

caryn.alomar@gmail.com Hello -I was wondering what the wholesale prices were for your collars.Thanks,Caryn3606089008

TRUE 04/04/20 9:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license The rec room 6502 208th St Sw Lynnwood Poker nights and drinking parties late night and 
weekends

Gary.botkin08@gmail.com Gary Botkin

TRUE 04/04/20 9:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther yardsales various various various various yard sales



TRUE 04/04/20 9:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric/craft store Joann fabrics 13410 Meridian East Puyallup There is never enough people working to properly 
clean or sanitize. We are not aloud to wear masks or 
gloves. It’s not safe for our elderly customers or 
employees. We keep running out of supplies but we 
can’t tell customers that. I don’t want our customers 
to think they can get what they need to protect 
themselves but we don’t and they are risking their 
health coming into our store. I’m on a personal 
leave, I’m staying home for my grandma that I live 
with. She had a heart transplant and is a breast 
cancer survivor. I’m not willing to risk getting my 
grandma sick who is at a So as most of you know I 
work at Joann Fabrics. This is not an essential store 
during this pandemic, though our company is 
insisting we are. There is never enough people 
working to properly clean or sanitize. We are not 
aloud to wear masks or gloves. It’s not safe for our 
elderly customers or employees. We keep running 
out of supplies but we can’t tell customers that. I 
don’t want our customers to think they can get what 
they need to protect themselves but we don’t and 
they are risking their health coming into our store. 
I’m on a personal leave, I’m staying home for my 
grandma that I live with. She had a heart transplant 
and is a breast cancer survivor. I’m not willing to risk 
getting my grandma sick who is at a very high risk 
because of corporate greed.

Tmaune64@gmail.com Terrie Stephens 5416196633 customer.cervice@joann.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park services Metro Parks of Tacoma 19th street Tacoma Tacoma I understand that the parks are open, but people 
have ripped down signs about social distancing in 
our parks and are not respecting it. Should metro 
parks not be enforcing that large gatherings in their 
parks not be happening? The water front in Tacoma 
has been packed with people. Most of this space 
controlled by metro parks, people are gathering at 
point defiance, even with gates locked by parking by 
the nursing home and walking in, in large groups. 
The neighborhood parks have tons of people playing 
basketball and kids playing on the toys. The weather 
is only going to get nicer and I am very concerned 
about these beha iors.

TRUE 04/04/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bremerton Hair Unknown Bremerton Instagram handles bremertonhair, _fairygodmudda, 
xmudda  Appears to be the same person starring 
back doing hair and nails April 4th, 2020. Direct 
message for appointment. I took screenshots of 
offer.

Hairdiva4ever@yahoo.com Terri Schumacher 3602653531

TRUE 04/04/20 9:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Marijuana store Clear choice cannabis 8001 s hosmer Tacoma This business has multiple people inside store at the 
same time. People are not 6 feet away from each 
other

Trumpsuckspeenus253 Mike Downs 2537775433

TRUE 04/04/20 9:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Frisko Freeze 1201 Division Ave Tacoma While the line to order was distanced, there were 
huge groups of people eating outside and hanging 
out.

sheppard.stephanie@gmail.comStephanie Sheppard 3604904762

TRUE 04/04/20 9:54 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Big gathering by kirkland 
waterfront people drinking

None Kirkland waterfront Kirkland People are gathering in 2 or 3 cars and having drinks 
on top of cars

TRUE 04/04/20 10:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Exotic nails and spa 1703 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Nail salon open for business lanyagale@yahoo.com Lanya

TRUE 04/04/20 10:30 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Basketball field Basketball court at Othello park Othello Park Seattle On weekends, there’s always a basketball game 
going on with at least 10 kids gathered.

dunnana007@gmail.com Ana Alfonso 2067798972

TRUE 04/04/20 10:42 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther College Seattle Central College 1701 Broadway Seattle Seattle Central College is planning on opening in a 
limited fashion during the Governor's Stay Home-
Stay Healthy proclamation. They will be allowing 
students to enter campus in order to register and 
use computers. This is encouraging individuals to 
leave their homes and exposes emergency essential 
personnel who are working there.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 04/04/20 10:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC 9999 Holman Rd NW, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle Employees were allowing customers to use self-
check out with no precautions taken between 
customers to ensure proper social distance. 
Employees were observed joking about social 
distance

tauaru@gmail.com William Terrance 4806263212

TRUE 04/04/20 11:11 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 9311 192nd Ave e Bonney lake The grooming salon is open and is not an essential 
function. Also, the salon appears quite crowded and 
they do not seem able to practice social distancing 
since the tables are so close and there are so many 
people.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/04/20 11:28 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula As a current employee, the company does not 
implement any social distancing measures. 
Employees are less then 6ft in proximity and working 
in front of meat without the correct protective 
equipment. During lunch, there are hundreds of 
employees at a given time in the cafeteria closer 
than 6 ft. They simply have not made any changes 
and I am extremely concerned for my health/safety.

5098313247

TRUE 04/04/20 11:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Spa and massage Legend Spa 18002 B 180th St Bothell Stopped to see if I could get take out from Bothell 
Pho which is next door to this business on 4/28/20.  
Restaurant was closed but the massage/spa next 
door was open with 5 cars parked in front

ramona40@frontier.com Ramona 4257768569

TRUE 04/05/20 12:07 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Shipping Amazon 6605 W Monee manhattan Rd.Monee There is well over 200 people working in this 
distribution center a day. The date is April 5th 2020, 
with quarantine laws in place there is still this many 
people working together. 2 People have already 
tested positive for COVID-19 and they are not 
shutting down. I’m afraid my loved one is going to 
get contaminated, his advisor came to work knowing 
that her family tested positive for COVID-19.. she 
felt sick and had to leave!

Ariana Gonzalez 7087707849

TRUE 04/05/20 12:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license kings bar n grill 3015 E MISSION Spokane i witnessed at least 9 people inside "closed" business 
black curtains covered the front windows but i heard 
the sound of pool balls being broke apart on a pool 
table. i look inside break in curtains m saw 3 people 
around the 2nd pool table from front window 2 
people playing on tbe 1st table from window 3 people 
by the mens bathroom (close to dart boards) 1 
person behind the bar and one person sitting at the 
bar......i did not try to enter as i assumed it was a 
private opening/party. i just dont think its fair for a 
small business owner to entertain their friends and 
risk people who are more at risk of death of they 
contract the virus. im bored too id love to socialize 
like everyone else but i choose NOT to put my 
neighbors n their famlies both older family members 
like myself. my mom is 68 n has stage 4 colon 
cancer.....those ppl having a great time n dont know 
if they have been exposed or not r risking my 
mothers life n my health just to not comply n have a 
good time drinking n partying it up. the owner should 
b ashamed of himself he looks to our neighborhood 
for business to support him n his family yet he 
choose to risk his neighborhood n the ppl who live 
here not just open business hours. its infuriating to 
say the least. i hope they get caught red handed n r 
made to feel irresponsible i know i intend on making 
sure that this neighborhood knows that nothing to 
help contribute to the health pandemic we r under 
was being done like making masks for ppl or hand 
sanitizer things to help prevent n BETTER our 
neighborhood we proudly call home. he obviously 
cares more for the acceptance of their" friends" 

aab0214@gmail.com Angelina 5099020275

TRUE 04/05/20 12:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 e sprague Spokane Valley breaking the law

TRUE 04/05/20 12:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley quality homes 17123 e sprague Ave Spokane valley ignoring order to close

TRUE 04/05/20 2:28 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is nonessential, not following social 
distancing, deporting people globally which could 
lead to global spread of COVID-19

TRUE 04/05/20 5:58 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other No Income Housing Lincoln Place, managed by Share 1351 W Lincoln Ave Vancouver Tons of people in and out all day and night. Large 
groups of people in and around the the business 
gathering to socialize, do drugs, and drink. There is 
no social distancing, people are starting to camp on 
the sidewalk in front of my house, and the crime has 
drastically increased. It is almost to the point where I 
no longer feel safe in my own home.

joevnewsome@gmail.com Joseph Newsome 5035226389

TRUE 04/05/20 6:47 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Swagath Indian Grocery Store 5023, 18001 NE 76th Street, #103Redmond Swagath has not been practicing social distancing.  
Store is small and when I visited yesterday people 
bumped into me all the time. There are long lines in 
the store without people keeping required 6 feet 
distance. Also there is price gouging on many items 
sold in store such as brown rice.



TRUE 04/05/20 7:14 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther United States Post Office United States Post Office 524 N Main Street Arlington Co worker came back to work after being in contact 
with someone that tested positive COVID 19 and not 
isolating for 14 days. Work place knows that this 
person has beed exposed and still let them come 
back to work.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:21 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Kelso operations City of Kelso 400 Allen street Kelso Two person in front seat of single cab truck, same 
individuals in very close proximity at Wilco farm store 
Truck number 25-521 picture documentation

Jcissell@wildblue.net James cissell 360-431-4200

TRUE 04/05/20 7:55 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bargain Hunt E 21510 mission Liberty Lake Huntwood is also open Djay6@ aol.com Laurie Worden 5099911416

TRUE 04/05/20 8:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business The Children’s Eye Doctors 17130 Avondale Way, Suite 111 Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Open and doing regular eye appointments, not just 
emergency appts. Patients touching glasses frames 
doing regular frame selections. Eye doctors seeing 
multiple patients per day (very close contact) with no 
masks. No deep cleaning.

Shawnljensen@gmail.com Wish ToRemain Anonymous 2064275721

TRUE 04/05/20 8:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business The Children’s Eye Doctors 17130 Avondale Way, Suite 111 Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Open and doing regular eye appointments, not just 
emergency appts. Patients touching glasses frames 
doing regular frame selections. Eye doctors seeing 
multiple patients per day (very close contact) with no 
masks. No deep cleaning.

Shawnljensen@gmail.com Wish ToRemain Anonymous 2064275721

TRUE 04/05/20 8:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Rich’s for the home 6626 tacoma mall blvd Tacoma They are advertising on tv that they are open. 
Encouraging people to come into their retail stores

Dk1383@hotmail.com Darren 206-384-6734 jemery.johnson@richshome.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco store Top smoke 1365 bay st Port orchard Open every day

TRUE 04/05/20 8:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business grain shed 1026 e newark ave #2346 spokane Business has many employees closely working, 
several people in resteraunt ordering and picking up 
food and not wearing gloves or masks making or 
serving food.

TRUE 04/05/20 8:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other crafts store joann fabric 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd silverdale Joann fabric is a craft store that does not serve any 
essential services. Their clientele are comprised of a 
large portion of elderly citizens who are at risk of 
becoming sick and possibly dying. There are other 
stores available for sewing products that are 
considered essential like walmart.

blackhaze08@gmail.com Jonathan Burns 3605160955 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:54 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Supervised visitation service Family Focus Institute 303 E 16th St suite 204 Vancouver Supervisors continue to conduct business in multiple 
families homes, multiple times per day, transporting 
children/ families in their vehicles. Not wearing 
masks nor following social distancing- not ensuring 
families they supervise follow social distancing and 
allowing others into the visits who live in different 
homes.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Tools sales Wilmar Corp. 20413 59th place s. Kent Spread of Coronavirus

TRUE 04/05/20 9:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo Nathan Smith Tattooer / Tac Town 
Tattoo

8232 pacific ave Tacoma “Nathan Smith Tattooer” made a post on Facebook 
yesterday, April 4th at 11:13am, “WHOS TRYNA 
GET TATTOOED TODAY? $60 names. 4 hrs $300. 
2 hrs $150.” I have screen shots of the post and him 
responding confirming his availability. I wish to 
remain anonymous. I can provide the screen shots if 
necessary.

goodsamgood1@gmail.com Good Sam

TRUE 04/05/20 9:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Julias jungle 12619 e sprague ave Spokane valley They've still been taking grooming appointments mountainempirevet@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing West Casino Rd Everett Boeing is not in the Essential Business list, we have 
over 100 cases confirmed at Boeing in Washington, 
almost half of those in Everett. I work at Boeing and 
when they were claiming, before the original stay at 
home order, that they were supplying us with ppe 
and cleaning supplies that was a lie

TRUE 04/05/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Boeing West Casino Rd Everett Boeing is not in the Essential Business list, we have 
over 100 cases confirmed at Boeing in Washington, 
almost half of those in Everett. I work at Boeing and 
when they were claiming, before the original stay at 
home order, that they were supplying us with ppe 
and cleaning supplies that was a lie

TRUE 04/05/20 9:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Pizza hut 5344 pacific avenue Tacoma Lobby is constantly full of customers not social 
distancing & neither are the workers.  Not sanitizing

TRUE 04/05/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming The Groomery 510 Dekalb St. Port Orchard They were open taking dogs in for baths info@DoggieZen.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Bruester's 545 W John St Matthews Lines of people outside, not social distancing. No 
way to properly manage.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:54 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Service Clubs/Associations Auto enthusiast clubs ? ? Not a business name, but there may be some get 
together car club activities across Puget Sound for a 
"drive" with as many as ~100 car enthusiasts even 
though they remain in the car. May be well-intended 
and some people need this to boost their morale, but 
if an accident occurs you have police, ambulances, 
fire trucks, tow trucks, exposing necessary risks of 
just having a drive. All is needed is to wait a month 
or two. Suggest the governor to revise the Stay-at-
home order  ASAP with this clarifying language.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Med spa Restore 400 Central Way Suite 125 Kirkland Taking advantage of the fact that they have a 
medical professional on site for beauty and fitness 
procedures. Performing non essential services

TRUE 04/05/20 10:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business 122 West Brewing 2416 Meridian Street Bellingham Allowing groups of people to “hang out” at the bar 
and drink while they order food and wait for takeout 
or growler fills.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store JoAnne’s 2725 Harrison Ave NW Ste 500Olympia Craft store essential? Frankokarmen@comcast.net Karmen Franko 3607911831 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 10:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Dispensary Dank's Wonder Emporium 7207 212th St SW Edmonds Dank's Wonder Emporium seems to be living in a 
world where COVID-19 doesn't exist. There are 0  
signs about covid19 guidelines, no safety features in 
the store, the social distancing requirement of 6 feet 
is not enforced at all (I don't even think this franchise 
knows the guidelines), employees are handling 
peoples' money with no sanitizer, and it looks like 
they're just wholly unprepared for anything, even my 
own order. Please please

X Anonymous X

TRUE 04/05/20 10:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Landed Gentry homes & Communities 504 E. Fairhaven Burlington Still building new homes, not following social 
distancing.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:15 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church River of Lif Ministry 757 E.108th  St. Los Angeles Large group of people.... Social events in both the 
church and kitchen wkly.

mzviw@netzero.com Sandra Renfro 5624559591

TRUE 04/05/20 10:16 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church River of Life Ministry 757 E.108th  St. Los Angeles Large group of people.... Social events in both the 
church and kitchen wkly.

mzviw@netzero.com Sandra Renfro 5624559591

TRUE 04/05/20 10:16 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Church River of Life Ministry 757 E.108th  St. Los Angeles Large group of people.... Social events in both the 
church and kitchen wkly.

mzviw@netzero.com Sandra Renfro 5624559501

TRUE 04/05/20 10:32 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detention is non essential. Failure to close this 
business is a blatent disregard for human rights.

osnell@uw.edu Olivia Snell 6309303617

TRUE 04/05/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 Nw 67th St Seattle Townhouse construction site still full of contractors 
on and off all day, endangering the neighborhood.

Julie23269@icloud.com J Payne 206.859.3805

TRUE 04/05/20 10:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Insurance Brokerage Firm Taylor-Thomason Insurance 3401 S 19th St Tacoma This insurance brokerage firm is still conducting 
normal operations, at a risk to their employees and 
family. I understand that insurance falls under the 
umbrella of financial services, however, the major 
insurance companies (State Farm, All State, etc) are 
all working remotely, and they are direct providers. 
As a brokerage firm, this company has the ability to 
work remotely, with minimal to no impact to 
operations. The business owner is still conducting 
face to face meetings with clients, and clients are 
still walking in off the street. No social distancing is 
being practiced, and I am worried about the health 
and safety of their employees and families. Two of 
the employees have recently been sick enough to 
test for Covid-19, yet operations continue as normal.

stackgt86@icloud.com Edward Stack 3607639793

TRUE 04/05/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 Nw 67th St Seattle Contractors all over construction site...again today.  
In the off chance anyone contacted them, they are 
ignoring the advisement.

ripped06@gmail.com R Kirby 2068909633

TRUE 04/05/20 10:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cigarette Shop The Stogie Shop- Tribal 847 omak drive Omak They are still open and people who do not live on the 
reservation are going there for cigarettes.  They are 
not an essential service.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:53 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seattle not inform employee how many people get infect the 
COVID 19 in the John Stanford Center. and insist to 
make employee come in on site.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Blonde and gold salon 1422 Queen Anne Ave n Seattle The owner of the space, Nina, asked her staff to do 
her personal beauty services. She’s putting her staff 
in an uncomfortable position to say no to the boss. 
She is going against what you are telling everyone to 
do. her staff is scared.

Anonymous



TRUE 04/05/20 10:56 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Golden Gardens Beach 
Park

Golden Gardens Beach Park 8498 Seaview Pl. NW Seattle, WA 98117 Not sure where / how to report this. Drove by Golden 
Gardens yesterday (I live in the area) and was 
absolutely stunned by the thongs of people there - 
jogging, cycling, walking, beach party-like 
gatherings, etc... I thought parks was closed.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Owners Association The Management Trust 6704 Tacoma Mall Blvd., Suite 111Tacoma We are a residential community of around 200 
homes. Late Fri 4/2 most residents received HOA 
violation notices from the Property Management 
group to resolve violations in 14 days or be fined. 
These violations included things like house painting, 
roof moss removal and gutter cleaning, etc. This was 
on the heels of observing the Property Manager and 
one of our residential board members walking the 
neighborhood together without proper distancing and 
gathering all their violations the day before. This had 
resulted in some inappropriate actions by someone 
in the neighborhood to leave something terrible on 
the board member's doorstep as has angered many 
of the residents. It's very concerning and was 
unnecessary to expect residents to resolve such 
issues while in quarantine.

P_nair1@msn.com Sharon Nair 2067787561

TRUE 04/05/20 11:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Amy Walton Photography Kirkland/Redmond Seattle This photographer has been performing photography 
sessions since the stay at home order went I to 
effect. She is also advertising them on her business 
page and personal page, as well as her business 
Instagram. 

Facebook: Amy Walton Photography, personal Amy 
Martino

AmyWaltonPhotography@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/05/20 11:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington Governor Government 1776 Freedom Drive Olympia Removing our freedoms will involve consequences 
for you Mr Inslee
See you at the next election!

concernedcitizen64@yahoo.comanonymous 509-555-5555

TRUE 04/05/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Currie construction 13823 228th st ne Arlington I know people who are still currently working for this 
company everyday and this is not emergent in 
anyway Tyson the owner has them working and has 
given them things to say just Incase police show up 
and ask questions

TRUE 04/05/20 11:20 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Church of Christ 15915 179th Ave SE Monroe 2nd week in a row with over 10 cars gathered. Tried 
calling the church both weeks. Called non-emergent, 
and they were uninterested, told us to come to this 
web page.

raydan55051@gmail.com Dan

TRUE 04/05/20 11:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd, Everett, WA 98204Everett Boeing to reopen on third shift April 7th.

TRUE 04/05/20 11:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd, Everett, WA 98204Everett Boeing to reopen on third shift April 7th.

TRUE 04/05/20 11:29 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Ash Way Pet Supply 2902 164th St SW Duite D2 Lynnwood As of 4/2 business indicated in a Facebook post that 
they were still offering pet grooming through at least 
4/11.

mstie24@gmail.com Shane Somerville 2063557102 info@ashwaypetsupply.com

TRUE 04/05/20 11:30 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Mount Adams School District 209 551 Signal Peak Rd White Swan Requires classified employees to report for work 
during Governors state wide stay at home order

Clreed2858@gmail.com Creed 5899854628

TRUE 04/05/20 11:32 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other 12 tents set in Ballard Park Tent City in Ballard Ballard Avenue  Park area Seattle 50 or more people gathering very close to one 
another in a tent city encampment (@ 12 tents) not 
keeping 6 ft social distancing.   Cases of Hepatitus 
"A " confirmed at Tent City already along with Covid-
19.  This group is a health hazard to society and to 
police and First Responders . Please arrest these 
violators & put them in jail.  Follow up on your own 
law, please.  Why can the criminal homeless violate 
your own law?  Please offer them jail time or 
mandatory rehab. The double standard has got to 
stop now.  We good citizens of Seattle are sick of 
the criminal homeless who are being allowed to 
violate all health & legal requirements.

margot888@comcast.net M. M Nims 206-525-6281

TRUE 04/05/20 11:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber NW Hand Foot and Nail Therapy 3211 W Lynn St Seattle This nail parlor is open and operating. She is directly 
emailing her clients and telling them that they can 
come for their scheduled appointments that she is 
cleaning in between each client and allowing 20 
minutes between each client at this time and still 
fully operational.

courean@hotmail.com Courean Napolitano 2067946540

TRUE 04/05/20 11:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd #130 Port Orchard Still open to public and doing people's nails

https://www.facebook.com/groups/PortOrchardRants/
permalink/3364194570262768/

piperfinn81@gmail.com Jenn

TRUE 04/05/20 11:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 Sedgwick Road SE, Suite 130Port Orchard I’ve seen several social media posts on local pages 
reporting that this business has remained open, 
despite knowing about the order, endangering public 
health.

TRUE 04/05/20 11:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard This nail salon remains open and serving customers. 
They were told by others to stop and were told to go 
away.

Wagnerc29@gmail.com Charyl Wagner 3605094307

TRUE 04/05/20 11:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Owner is still open and seeing clients as usual.  She 
has her open sign lit up and people inside getting 
their nails done.  Please shut her down so this 
lockdown has a chance to end!

missymooocreations@gmail.comMichelle Guynn 3607103402

TRUE 04/05/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Port Orchard Still open and doing nails

TRUE 04/05/20 11:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Indian Health Board 611 12th Avenue South Seattle The health board consists of essential and non-
essential workers. The Board is requiring all staff to 
return to work on Monday, 4/6, despite having many 
employees already telecommuting or working from 
home. The Board has held meetings to hear 
employee concerns and have forced many 
employees to be exposed to COVID-19 without 
proper PPE and precautions. Many employees, 
including myself, have worked from home for several 
weeks and the Board has revoked that status. I am a 
Youth Outreach Worker at the Health Board and 
have no contact with our demographic at the 
moment following social distancing protocol. The 
facility is also not setup to allow employees to keep 
up to standards of social distancing.

devers84@gmail.com Thomas Devers 760-481-8162

TRUE 04/05/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star NAILS 1900 Se Sedgewick road Port Orchard I’ve seen people going in and out getting their nails 
done.

rangerette_cj@yahoo.com Cynthia Ashby

TRUE 04/05/20 11:55 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther public works City of Lynden Public Works 300 4th Street Lynden WA City of Lynden Public Works is in operating in office.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East wenatchee Petco Grooming is still open, when all other 
groomers are closed.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 12:19 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hot tub store Blue Lagoon 225 S Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Petco Grooming is still open, when all other 
groomers are closed.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Highmark Espresso 17308 St. Route 9 SE Snohomish Two baristas working at the same time touching 
each other constantly.

heather.waldow@gmail.com Heather Waldow 425-754-7186

TRUE 04/05/20 12:23 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture rental Blue Lagoon 225 S Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee This store is still open

TRUE 04/05/20 12:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails 1900 se Sedgwick rd Port orchard I went to Fred Meyer on Wednesday and noticed the 
nail salon star nails is still open servicing people

Lsbailey18@gmail.com Louise bailey 4253878091

TRUE 04/05/20 12:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business 1973 3901 Campbellton Rd SW atlanta Tbye people out side wairing to donate plasma wete 
not kerping a safe distance  waiting to go in to 
donate plasma they were all on each other business 
as usual. It was quite disgusting no mask or 
anything about to donate YUCKY. YUK

dymondbe2004@yahoo.com LATOYA N BREWER 4043968318

TRUE 04/05/20 12:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Ballard Sunday Farmers Market 5400 Block Ballard Ave. NW Seattle Sun. April 5th - Market is supposedly shut down but 
vendors are lining streets on both sides of Ballard 
Ave. and people are gathering on Ballard Ave. in 
groups. I wrote an email to the Farmers Market last 
week when the same thing happened to ask them to 
contact their vendors and ask them not to show up 
illegally. I live here on Ballard Ave and do not 
appreciate vendors with no permits showing up 
attracting groups of people all day outside of my 
premises.

kasstudio@yahoo.com W. Kaseguma 206-297-1397

TRUE 04/05/20 12:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1894 SE Sedgwick RD; STE 105Port Orchard Multiple pictures on facebook community pages of 
business remaining open.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:33 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business El Farolito 2737 W. Pico Blvd LOS ANGELES They are openining every night and serving alcohol.  
My sister is subleasing restaurant, so I want my 
name confidential.

leticiardrgz@msn.com Leticia Rodriguez 6266655305

TRUE 04/05/20 12:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Mt Adams School District, #209 621 Signal Peak Rd White Swah The superintendent of MASD is requiring employees 
to return to clean classrooms, an unessential 
function, while students are not in attendance.  
Many of these employees are in higher risk groups 
for COVID-19.

michael.wandler@gmail.com Michael Wandler (509) 961-6455

TRUE 04/05/20 12:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apt 302 Apartment complex 2640 NW 56th St. #302 Seattle Repeated social gathering of 5-8 people (party).
They are putting the community at risk, with non 
stop drunken partying while the Governors 
Proclamation is in effect. These renters have a 
complete disregard for others during this pandemic.
I believe their names on the rented unit are Dylan 
Owensby and Kevin Berry.

Neighbor



TRUE 04/05/20 12:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Mission Glass 7845 Center St. Tumwater Company not prepared to properly deal with this 
situation. Lack of PPE, work within 6ft continues 
with no masks provided.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:50 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Absher Construction UW Oak Hall/Denny Field Seattle Wa Lack of sanitizer in work areas, trades not 6 feet 
apart at all times. Lack of to little effort by trades to 
clean and sanitize. Coughing and sneezing can be 
heard continuously.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Asian foot massage Sunshine Foot Massage 8718 S Tacoma Way Lakewood Several foot massage businesses are all open in the 
Lakewood and Tacoma area.  Too many to 
individually name

upmanwa@yahoo.com Tim wilson 2532215724

TRUE 04/05/20 1:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Lynden Door 2077 W Main S Lynden Lynden Door is informing employees that they are an 
essential business under the guidelines of the 
governor's order and are citing "essential 
construction work" as their premise. They gave 
employees 2 weeks paid time off from March 27th-
April 12th and are having all employees return back 
to work on April 13th to resume normal production. 
Lynden door is a manufacturer of residential doors 
and is not deemed "essential" under the governor's 
order.

Jacquee.Sovereign@gmail.comJacquee Sovereign 360-420-0218

TRUE 04/05/20 1:16 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School district My Adams school district 621 signal peak rd White swan We have a member of this employment who has  
been infected with the carona virus and ppl near the 
town has died from it and there expecting all 
classified staff to come to work april13 th to work 
when one of these employees have the virus and we 
won’t even be doing our assigned job it’s not a good 
idea to have us exposed at this time anything you 
can do to keep all employees safe would be in the 
best interest in everyone and their families thank you.

Richardwalker5334@gmail.comRichard walker 5093171053

TRUE 04/05/20 1:17 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District My Adams school District 551 signal peak rd White Swan This virus is spreading within our community. A 
business owner and community member passed on 
Friday. There are also two more know cases in our 
small community.  
Superintendent has ordered us back to work on the 
13 th   I do not feel it is safe.

helenhaggerty@yahoo.com helen haggerty 509-834-1403

TRUE 04/05/20 1:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School District employee Mount Adam's School District 551 Signal Peak Road White Swan Worried for my health.  We are being requested to 
report to work on April 13th.

dhoagland@masd209.org Danette Hoagland 5098348195

TRUE 04/05/20 1:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School District employee Mount Adam's School District 551 Signal Peak Road White Swan Worried for my health.  We are being requested to 
report to work on April 13th.

dhoagland@masd209.org Danette Hoagland 5098348195

TRUE 04/05/20 1:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo artist operating at 
home

Nathan Smith Tattooer Don’t know address, but phone listed is (253)344-3149Tacoma I’m hoping this is the right way to report this 
violation. This person is advertising tattoo services 
on his Facebook page, despite the statewide closure 
of tattoo parlors.

laurenstevens206@gmail.comLauren stevens 4088069947

TRUE 04/05/20 1:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Po. box 4239 Pasco They are hiding something one person is positive 
and they haven't tell us. We don't have 
masks🙏🙏🙏

Olgavilla14@gmail.com Olga 5094926872

TRUE 04/05/20 1:25 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Non profit ministry Ordinary to Extraordinary Homless 
Ministry

There is none Blaine They still physically touch homeless people and 
won't listen to the rules

mbergh22@gmail.com Matt 3608200777

TRUE 04/05/20 1:35 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Varity store Varity store Midway Grand Coulee My opinion is that our local knick knack store doesn't 
need to be open, spreading the problem. the few 
products that they care that the other stores don't, 
can be ordered online, lick a shirt or socks. No 
safety measures taking, people in and out all day.

TRUE 04/05/20 1:40 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace Boeing 8415 Paine Field Blvd Mukiteo WA 98275 Boeing employees are set to be back to work April 
7th disregarding the governors extended stay at 
home order. There is no way they can build a plane 
and stay 6 feet apart. So it’s OK for them to return to 
work and not help flatten the curve and potentially 
exposing their families when they return home?

TRUE 04/05/20 1:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Amy Walton photography Kirkland wa Kirkland wa This person continues to work as a photographer 
endangering the people around her

Mrskruse03@gmail.com Alex AmyWaltonPhotography@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/05/20 2:07 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Govenors office 416 14th Ave sw Olympia I strongly demand that the governor and many 
useless beaucracts receive no compensation during 
this stay at home order, sharing the burden of people 
who’s business has been shut down and thus not 
being able to afford basic essentials. 
Governor should serve and protect under the 
sovereign law of God love.  Repent.

TRUE 04/05/20 2:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photographer Darian Kaia Photography unknown unknown This person shot a wedding inWA on 4/4/20 and 
shared photographs to her instagram account on 
4/5/.20. Not only is this a blatant disregard of the 
Stay at Home order but it will also encourage her 
5.5K followers to think this is ok.

akjones1979@gmail.com Anna Hayes 3602868858

TRUE 04/05/20 2:14 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Essential Businesses All Businesses All of Washington All of Washington State Enough is enough. I know it has somewhat slowed 
here in Seattle but I have family on the east side of 
Washington and it just continues to increase in 
cases. I think it is time for you to close the borders 
and close down even essential businesses outside of 
Grocery Stores and Hospitals for at least two weeks. 
We need to be drastic to get rid of this. I also think 
extending the regular shelter in place through May is 
a good idea as well.

TRUE 04/05/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Warehouse for Boeing 
airplane parts

Pioneer Human Services Fife PDC 2105 70th ave Fife We have had multiple temporary workers that have 
told our management that they have came into 
contact which people there are confirmed to have a 
covid-19 they're not enforcing social distancing as of 
Monday they require us who are face masks at all 
times we are to provide them for ourselves or we 
have to wear a paper towel with two rubber bands 
tape to it they've had to send to Temporary workers 
homesick along with a couple of regular employees

TRUE 04/05/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse for Boeing Pioneer Human Services Fife PDC 2105 70th ave Fife They're staying open forcing people to come to work 
stand around because there is no work even for 
them along with having had multiple temporary 
workers that have told our management that they 
have came into contact which people there are 
confirmed to have a covid-19 they're not enforcing 
social distancing as of Monday they require us who 
are face masks at all times we are to provide them 
for ourselves or we have to wear a paper towel with 
two rubber bands tape to it they've had to send to 
Temporary workers homesick along with a couple of 
regular employees

TRUE 04/05/20 2:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petsmart 1626 w poplar Walla walla They are trying to make us open the salon with 
VERY impossible and impractical measures for 
distancing! Please help! Grooming is NOT essential!

Caitlinbruse@gmail.com Caitlin Bruse 5415194555 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/05/20 2:43 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Powercom 22122 20th Ave se Bothell Mother of 5 !!!  They have workers at the airport   
that have no cleaning , no social distancing ,  they 
have 100s of people in and out of there , no way 
costruction workers should be around that ... thjnk of 
if it was your family working at the airport pulling 
cable ? Is it that essential  ...no no way .its 
distrusting and not sanitary

Bcormier677@gmail.com Jenni 2069663654

TRUE 04/05/20 2:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset Hill Park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of people at this park

TRUE 04/05/20 2:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seward Park/Lake WA 
Seattle

Seattle parks 5902 Lake WA Blvd Seattle Many people are driving to the Seward Park, and 
Lake WA parks area

r.thomas.ott@comcast.net Thomas Ott

TRUE 04/05/20 2:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Workout gym The factory fitness center 4940 auto center blvd Bremerton Still open and full info@factoryfitnesscenter.com 4/29/20 dup

TRUE 04/05/20 2:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Meridian Valley Country Club 24830 136th SE Kent Golf course full of golfers Mark Greg@MeridianValleyCC.com

TRUE 04/05/20 3:01 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other call center Client Services Solutions, LLC 2010 Wilbert Ave St. Louis This business is a small call center which have 
around 60 employees we call customers to 
reinstated their memberships for AAA. Some of the 
agents are continually coughing, snizzing and flu 
systems.

connie@gmail.com connie 3142012473

TRUE 04/05/20 3:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse for Boeing Pioneer Human Services Fife PDC 2105 70th ave east Fife Forcing us to stay open when there's no work and 
are Boeing counterparts are either closed down or 
trying to work from home we have almost no orders 
going out almost no deliveries coming in you're the 
entire staff was forced to come in and work with 
temporary laborers that I've been exposed to 
Coronavirus in multiple different ways and places 
requiring us to wear face masks and if we cannot 
provide them we are forced to where napkins which 
rubber bands tape to them



TRUE 04/05/20 3:07 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Faith Community Unity of South Sound 710 South Anderson Street Tacoma This church continues to gather musicians, minister, 
volunteers, techs to record live services in their 
space. I think they think if there are no congregants 
there's no violation. Please support the churches 
that are sacrificing the trappings of church by 
streaming from home. Tell them to stop.  Here is the 
recording from today 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4yvXJyKvGQ, 
and here is last week 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAt8bmHr3tw. 
They rent that space once a week for the service, so 
they're only "open" on Sunday morning. But every 
Sunday they plan to gather key people and get 
together to record the service. 
office@unityofsouthsound.org (253) 301-0385

TRUE 04/05/20 3:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Seattle cigar and tobacco 414 Broadway E Seattle Still open with regular business hours

TRUE 04/05/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail gifts Cicely's Gift Shop 112 w Pennsylvania Ave Roslyn Roslyn attracts tourists, but we don't want outsiders 
coming in now. Cicely's open again today, Sunday 
4/5/20, neon "Open" sign lighted in window, "Open" 
sandwich board sign out on sidewalk,  shop door 
open, cars parked at this business. The owner is not 
complying with the Governor's order for non-
essential businesses to stay closed.

17amie52@gmail.com Peggy Cooke 505-501-2189 cicelysroslyn@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/05/20 3:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma This gym is still operating and not practicing social 
distancing. Large gatherings of people working out 
and some of them have fevers. The owner Gabe 
Moen is reckless and does not care about public 
safety when he can make a profit.

Hawknest24@yahoo.com Dan Weitzel iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 3:27 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Daycare Giggling guests too 4120 s Cheney Spokane roadSpokane The daycare has had confirmed cases of children 
and parents having the virus and entering the 
building, owner chose not to inform employees or 
parents until recently. Putting a lot of people at risk 
unnecessarily.

TRUE 04/05/20 3:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 13410 Meridian E Puyallup They have deemed themselves essential by handing 
out (very few) kits for making masks.
After the mask kits are gone they remain open for 
general business, albeit shorter hours

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 3:32 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Trail Centennial Trail 520 Pearl St Snohomish We live between 1st and 2nd street in Snohomish 
along the centennial trail. We observe large groups 
of people within close proximity to one another 
consistently throughout the day, the trail is not wide 
enough for people to utilize it and practice social 
distancing, the trail also sits closely against 
residential homes whose front and back door closely 
border the trail

kendramaetucker@gmail.comKendra Olson 4254221867

TRUE 04/05/20 3:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store Joann Fabric Store 17501 southcenter parkway tukwila The store was open and was filled with customers. customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 3:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Wig World Beauty Supply 5402 North Fwy Houston Selling products that are non- essential

TRUE 04/05/20 3:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail LOWE'S 1400 e yonezawa blvd Moses lake Business not limiting the amount of people in the 
store. Customer traffic is very high. There's really no 
way for social distancing. They have all entrances 
and exits open

TRUE 04/05/20 3:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Political candidate Committee to Elect Brett Rogers PO Box 258 Lake Stevens I am a candidate for public office and I traveled from 
Lake Stevens to Vancouver, WA to make a 
campaign appearance and to personally purchase 
firearm ammunition.

brettrogersforag@outlook.comBrett Rogers 425-903-3235

TRUE 04/05/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Planet Chiroptactor 15524 Main Street suite 103 Mill creek Business open serving public when non-essential. Private@gmail.com Private 206-555-1212

TRUE 04/05/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreational Cannabis 
Retailer

Seattle Tonics 12059 Aurora Ave N Seattle This is my employer. I was sent home for refusing to 
serve customers in such a manner that they would 
be shoulder to shoulder. They have been serving 4-5 
customers at a 12 foot long counter for weeks. The 
managers have told us NOT to santizie surfaces or 
the order sheets and pens that customers use. They 
simply put "sanitized" labels out as a lie. Several of 
my coworkers are exhibiting flu like symptoms and 
are not allowed time off.

Anonymous 4255770266

TRUE 04/05/20 3:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Overlake Hospital Medical Center 1035 116th Ave NE Bellevue As a long time professional in the field of 
virology/infectious disease, I observed UNSAFE 
work conditions requiring IMMEDIATE attention. 
This is occurring at the emergency department 
triage/registration desk on the main campus of 
Overlake Hospital Medical Center. I was very 
concerned, asked a few questions. It was extremely 
clear the registration employees are afraid to report 
their unsafe work conditions due to fear of retaliation 
by their employer. I know the hospital is not following 
current CDC guidelines, OSHA and Public Health 
Department policy amidst Covid 19. The empoyees 
that are registering patients are not appropriately 
protected. Patients are simply being asked to put on 
a standard mask if they feel they have respiratory 
virus symptoms. That is always standard protocol 
during any respiratory virus season or for that matter 
anytime of the year. No additional measures are 
being taken to protect those employees registering 
the patients. Definitely not anything even like we are 
seeing to protect grocery store clerks. The patients 
can lean over the registration desk and come within 
very close proximity of those registering them. 
Certainly at least within 2 ft. Definitely nothing like 6 
ft. I am highly aware of current CDC guidelines for 
this EXACT situation at all hospital emergency 
departments. I am not actively employed. I was 
widowed, lost my mother and busy caring for my 
young daughter. However, I am actively certified by 
the American Society of Clinical Pathology and have 
17 years of experience as a Medical Laboratory 
Scientist working exclusively in Infectious Disease 

shannonlake22@outlook.comShannon Hamilton 2062265380

TRUE 04/05/20 3:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Law Enforcement State Parks Rangers, State Patrol, 
Grays Harbor Sheriff's Office, Ocean 
Shores Police

666 East Chance a La Mer NEOcean Shores I called State Parks & Recreation Commission last 
Friday.  I asked if the beaches were closed.  I was 
told yes.  Yet, law enforcement continues to allow 
pedestrians to use the beach when nothing in any of 
the Parks, DNR, DFW, or Com of Public Lands 
exempts that use in their orders.  These tourist then 
tell others that the Coast is Clear and they are 
arriving still.  It is time for LE to uphold the orders 
made.  Otherwise, in this Age of Entitlement, we will 
have more people arriving.  They come to their 
second home or camping lots too, just because they 
think they can.  The Stay at Home order is worthless 
unless it is clearly stated to stay off the beach and at 
your primary home. Resources, especially medical 
resources, are limited.  Time to issue tickets and 
have it on the news.  As the experts say, first metro 
areas and then rural.  Well, we now have 6 cases 
where only a week ago we had one.

rjpeck@coastaccess.com Randolph J Peck 3602893368

TRUE 04/05/20 4:00 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Hog on the hill 3431 Branch ave Temple hill, Md 20748 They are not practicing social distancing. Too many 
people are congregating in area.

TRUE 04/05/20 4:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Distribution/warehouse Aero Precision 2320 Commerce St Tacoma I work in Aero space in their outbound warehouse, 
they force us to re use the same latex gloves and 
take them home with us, nobody is following six feet 
social distancing, and they are putting us all in 
danger.

TRUE 04/05/20 4:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Sweet Necessities 1215 Griffin Enumclaw Small ice cream and dessert restaurant. Sit down 
tables are out doors are open social distancing is not 
being observed. There’s no reason why a cookie and 
ice cream store should be open now. It’s right on 
Main Street all the other restaurants have closed

Rtw98371@yahoo.com Randy Weller 253-455-5768

TRUE 04/05/20 4:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog daycare and grooming Citydog Club 809 Olive Way Seattle Both Seattle locations (downtown and Ballard) are 
open.

wiggle@citydogclub.com

TRUE 04/05/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse Aero Precision 2320 Commerce St Tacoma, WA 98402Tacoma My brother is an employee there. They are standing 
shoulder to shoulder practically due to the 
warehouse being so small and forcing workers to 
reuse disposable gloves. They are also forcing 
employees to work overtime. They are a gun 
warehouse, this is not essential! Please do 
something before people start dying there.

jasjas2133@gmail.com Jasper

TRUE 04/05/20 4:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Abbey carpet (Moore interiors) 201 s broadway Aberdeen They have been working at 1017 fairway terrace 
Aberdeen wa with a contractor as well, not following 
the Governors orders. For the past three days and 
we have pictures to prove It. The owner of the home 
is Dave Timmons

ChrisYeager1968@gmail.comTerry Yeager 3605322528

TRUE 04/05/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Frost donuts 14924 41st Ave se Mill creek Business is allowing customers to eat at outside 
tables.

jennzelmer@gmail.com Jenna zelmer 4258700469

TRUE 04/05/20 4:16 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private golf course Tacoma Country Club 13204 Country Club Drive SWLakewood Noticed people playing golf at Tacoma CC from the 
highway. Thought all golf courses were closed, 
private and public, during this time.



TRUE 04/05/20 4:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Flower World 15600 Blk. on Broadway Rd Maltby Exposure.  What dont they get about stayhome? Danfitzwestwa@gmail.com Daniel Fitzgerald 4257911302

TRUE 04/05/20 4:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma Gstandard gym is still open while all other gyms are 
CLOSED! This is frustrating to us and needs to be 
checked out. Poor management by owner Gabe 
Moen. He thinks he is above the law and is 
movitated by money only. Please look into this creep.

Ian Hopkins 253-209-1075 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 4:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Clothing Retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/5/20

TRUE 04/05/20 4:25 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Southwest county park 7804 Olympic View Dr Edmonds Saw about 8 teenagers get out of their cars and go 
into the park. Recommend closing off the parking lot 
in front of the trail because every time I drive by the 
entire lot is packed with cars. Trails are too narrow to 
keep 6 feet apart.

lauranelson07@comcast.net Laura Nelson

TRUE 04/05/20 4:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle storage + bar Backfire Moto 7701 Aurora Ave N Seattle Multiple guys hanging around outside drinking beer, 
not an essential business as they are motorcycle 
storage.

backfiremoto@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 4:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Faith Audrey Beauty 3710 168th St NE Suite B104Arlington Lash extensions on someone who is not immediate 
family and in studio during stay at home quarantine. 
The girl who got them done uploaded a video on 
tiktok. 
https://vm.tiktok.com/tXuPtH/ she has two different 
salons. This was either done at arlington or Everett.

laurencruger@me.com Lauren Cruger 4257605437

TRUE 04/05/20 4:31 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Boys and Girls Club Skate 
Park

1952 629 Avenue J Snohomish Not large particularly, but 6+ teens using the park 
and congregating not practicing social distance and 
hanging out.  They aren't "up to no good" but the 
video was on Nextdoor and folks are worried.

kholderman3@gmail.com Kelly Holderman 3609703255

TRUE 04/05/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Porn shop Hollywood boutique 12706 Lake City Way Ne Seattle They are still open jimsicilia@gmail.com 5/4

TRUE 04/05/20 4:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Solan Nina's Nails 350 Duvall ave NE Renton text to inform me she would be open most mornings 
by appt...

TRUE 04/05/20 4:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Faith Audrey Beauty 3710 168th St NE Suite B104Arlington On April 5th 2020 @ 3pm a Client/Friend of Faith 
Audrey Beauty posted a video on the social media 
app “TikTok” of her receiving a close contact eyelash 
extension service during the government mandated 
closure of all none essential businesses, The video 
can be seen here: https://vm.tiktok.com/tXuPtH/

panderson5673@icloud.com Paitton Anderson 3606182337

TRUE 04/05/20 4:36 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park / Playground Park/Playground in Columbia City 
(Oregon Street & 37th Ave. South)

Oregon Street & 37th Ave. SouthSeattle There were ten young men actively engaged in a 
basketball game at this park in Columbia City this 
afternoon.  They were in very close contact with 
each while playing basketball.  I took photos.  This 
should not be!!

gandkfloyd@msn.com Gary Floyd 253-740-0661

TRUE 04/05/20 4:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park - Clark County Luke Jensen Park 78th Street Vancouver Large group of children’s soccer players and 
coaches (at least 20ppl) seen practicing on the field 
on consecutive days.

EH Nonoto 6147435188

TRUE 04/05/20 4:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 3820 Rainier Ave S Seattle No sanitation available for carts or baskets, over 
100+ ppl, employees not wearing any gloves/masks, 
ooen coughs & sneezes. WAY TOO MANY 
PEOPLE IN THE STORE.

blynn1598@gmail.com Brandy Putz 3023811573

TRUE 04/05/20 4:44 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Merchandising RETAIL MARKETING SOLUTIONS 
INC

2301 ARMSTRONG ST #113LIVERMORE Company conducts resets in local grocery stores. 
Currently resetting for marketing to me is not 
considered essential. Work is conducted at night 
where numerous product in a given section is touch 
possibly numerous times in order to reset area. 
Employees not provided with PPE. 

**Company's primary location is in California but 
operates in numerous states**

alexmalidore@gmail.com Alexandra Malidore 3604211683

TRUE 04/05/20 4:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Faith Audrey Beauty 3710 168th St NE Suite B104Arlington On April 5th 2020 a client of faith audrey beauty 
posted a video of her receiving a service from 
business owner faith mackintosh during the non 
essential business closure, to my understanding, it is 
against the law for her to be performing close 
contact services during a government mandated 
shut down

Huntterlingle26@gmail.com Huntter 3606182022

TRUE 04/05/20 4:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Larry's Smokehouse Salmon Truck 11811 38th Ave NE Marysville They are advertising people to come sit at their 
picnic tables which are NOT cleaned.  They are on 
local community pages encouraging people to come 
sit at the tables and eat together. I have a 
screenshot if you'd like to see it.

kihjose@comcast.net Kerri Stapay 4254229771

TRUE 04/05/20 4:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other home improvement lowe's 2701 s orchard st. tacoma They had a Spring Sale on Friday and a huge group 
of people gathered there and did not adhere to social 
distancing

TRUE 04/05/20 4:50 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other city parks City of Seattle parks Discovery Park Seattle There are hundreds of people coming to this park at 
any time. It is impossible to keep the proper 
distance.  There a at least 50-75 cars parked illegally 
at any given time.  They are blocking streets so cars 
cannot pass.  People are completely ignoring the no 
parking saw horses in the parking areas.  This park 
needs to be closed!  I work at a hospital and know 
that our bleakest time is coming soon, this gathering 
of hundreds of people must stop.

meghantpt@gmail.com Meghan 2063351308

TRUE 04/05/20 5:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Animal grooming salon Petsmart 9589 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale They left a message stating they are reopening 
tomorrow, April 6th.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/05/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreational Marijuana retail Mary Janes Moses lake Moses lake Rick the owner stated he will not enforce 6 feet 
distance between customers unless Jay Inslee came 
and made him.  Moses Lake is a small community 
with a lot of pot smokers who are going to spread the 
virus to us all who still have to go into a grocery store 
or pharmacy just because the owner won’t abide by 
the social distancing order.

TRUE 04/05/20 5:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 1225 west Bakerview Rd Bellingham My girlfriend and I went grocery shopping into the 
Fred Meyer. The store was extremely crowded. 
People everywhere were not maintaining 6 feet 
distancing. There were at least 2 to 3 hundred 
people within the store. This could easily pose a high 
risk of the spread of Covid 19. I was very 
disappointed in the lack of health concern 
demonstrated in this store.

Andrew.Branco@aol.com Andrew Branco 3609616174

TRUE 04/05/20 5:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Safeway 3820 Rainier avenue south Seattle My girlfriend and I witnessed : Absolutely zero 
protection for almost all staff members. Zero social 
distancing. Zero sanitizing options. We were there 
yesterday, well over 100 people in the store!

Cmcguire4047@gmail.com Chad Mcguire 2067559550

TRUE 04/05/20 5:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business msm deli 2220 S 6th Ave Tacoma This business has TONS of people outside for a 
small delivery window, and everyone is packed 
VERY close together.  None of the customers are 
wearing masks or even trying to stand far from 
eachother.  PLEASE SHUT THIS BUSINESS DOWN

marcroft.darby@gmail.com Darby Marcroft 2533306644

TRUE 04/05/20 5:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric store Joann Fabrics 751 N. Columbia Center Blvd.Kennewick I work for a sewing machine store/fabric store and 
we are closed, but the same kind of store, Joann 
Fabrics, is open.  Hobby Lobby has been told to 
close too. So why is Joanns open?

missannies1742@gmail.com Kathy Rogers 509-438-9384 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 5:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred meyer 915 NW 45th St Seattle It is a disaster in this store. Crowded, no control, 
people (including employees) crammed way too 
close together. They need to implement some 
controls if they are to stay open

TRUE 04/05/20 5:31 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Luke Jenson Sports Park Luke Jenson Sports Park 4000 NE 78th St. Vancouver Multiple soccer practices were taken place at Luke 
Jenson Sports park on Sunday April 5th, 2020 in the 
evening. Over 30 people were playing soccer 
together, as well as sitting on the benches watching 
the practice/game.

Ash59121@aol.com Ashley Hunting 3602139333

TRUE 04/05/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle is still selling cars everyday. I know 
someone that works there and I’m concerned for 
their safety.

nedimyer.andrew@gmail.comAndrew Nedimyer 4072474657

TRUE 04/05/20 5:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Center place Market Deli 266 East Broadway Goldendale Inside deli is open. Face to face contact with 
customers.  Handing food over the counter.

TRUE 04/05/20 5:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Center place Market Bakery 622 East Broadway Goldendale Inside bakery is open. Face to face contact with 
customers.  Handing food over the counter.

TRUE 04/05/20 5:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Aussie pet mobile Unknown Seattle Operating a non essential business ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 5:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Holcomb's Sentry Market Deli 320 S Columbus Goldendale Inside deli is open. Face to face contact with 
customers.  Handing food over the counter.

TRUE 04/05/20 5:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Aussie pet mobile Unknown Seattle I cant get my hair or nails done, but my poodle can?  
What part of non-essential dont they get?

Jodi.hayes65@gmail.com Jodi hayes 2962556688 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 5:49 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Complex Chamber Crest 3301 college street southeast Lacey Many children and parents gathered in courtyards 
and parking lots (more than 10)

TRUE 04/05/20 5:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Second hand store Bargain Boutique 103 E Main Street Goldendale Owner says she can be open because she sells a 
few mini bottles of essential oils. In reality this is a 
second hand consignment store selling specialty 
clothes and purses for rodeo. They also sell toys. 
Truly is a non essential business.

goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com



TRUE 04/05/20 5:52 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Entire community Entire community 100 east main Goldendale Very few people in the community are taking it 
seriously and no one truly is respecting the 
governor's orders. Something needs to be addressed 
with this because people on social media platforms 
are bragging that they won't comply

TRUE 04/05/20 5:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Instacart ? ? Instacart still requires that we show ID for alcohol 
purchases. This requires the door to be opened and 
face to face interaction. This seems totally wrong 
right now.

clairej@fastmail.fm Claire Jackson 2064377435

TRUE 04/05/20 5:56 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 5228 20t Seattle This residence has been hosting parties with tons of 
people and loud music/obnoxious screaming every 
few nights for the past week. Please, for the love of 
God, tell them to stop. I'm trying to do work and 
social distancing.

vivian@wiesepoint.com V. Wiese 4259226373

TRUE 04/05/20 6:05 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DoD Contractor Kay and Associates Nas Whidbey Island Nas Whidbey Island No CDC, State, or OSHA guidelines enforced. result-
one COVID + employee on ventilator.  quarantine 
guidelines not enacted per close contact definition, 
only partial quarantine by shifts, regardless of close 
contact.  positive employee was often in 200 square 
foot room with 30 employees during shift change 
during incubation period.   Previous to employee on 
ventilator Supervisors said don't believe the hype by 
the news.

Brad Kay 847-255-8444

TRUE 04/05/20 6:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop City Smoke shop 417 Central ave S Kent Non essential business that does not carry food. ranpritchahil31@hotmail.com Ranprit Chahil 2065359629

TRUE 04/05/20 6:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 5220 20th Ave NE Seattle This residence has been hosting parties with tons of 
people and loud music/obnoxious screaming every 
few nights for the past week. Please, for the love of 
God, tell them to stop. I'm trying to do work and 
social distancing.

vivian@wiesepoint.com V. Wiese 4259226373

TRUE 04/05/20 6:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Smoke Time Plus 222 Washington ave S Kent Non essential business is open that does not  carry 
food.

ranpritchahil31@hotmail.com Ranprit Chahil 2065359629

TRUE 04/05/20 6:10 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Politics Jay Inslee Inc. 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia He asks his people to not gather yet he does it 
everyday, GO BUST HIS ASS!
I cannot wait till Nov. when we can complete the 1st 
In and Out in WA, Inslee and Outlslee that is.

outwithinslee@wagovernor.novDoes it matter? 3609024111

TRUE 04/05/20 6:11 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Fremont district Roaming Fremont 35th and Fremont Seattle Driving to get groceries I was very surprised to see 
so many unmasked groups of individuals 
congregating along 35th North, onto Leary Way and 
along Fremont Avenue. Would a vehicle with 
loudspeakers get their attention?

mwlamp@gmail.com Melinda Walsh Lamp 2066329980

TRUE 04/05/20 6:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Royal Life 14525 N Newport Highway Mead This location along with their detox at 524 E Francis 
for larger than 10 gatherings along with not following 
6 foot distancing rule. We are put in small rooms 
with 10+ other people multiple times a day.

TRUE 04/05/20 6:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Barcode Repair Barcode Resourcing 1308 Meador Ave C6 Bellingham Business is non-essential and is still open. Social 
distancing measurements are not required. 
Employees are put at risk for no reason.

TRUE 04/05/20 6:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma Gstandard Gym in Tacoma is still open for business 
and not taking seriously the Governor's orders 
seriously. We drove by today and there were several 
cars in the parking lot.

Steve Feller 253-752-6439 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 6:24 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft fabric sewing store Joanns 57th st #1711 Seattle Is a craft store essential? Hell no! Can't eat drink the 
stuff. No health medicine either. Gas for the car? 
No. Bank no. Why is this greedy evil store open? 
Shameful greedy not caring who they infect, as long 
as $$$$$$$$$ is made. I bet the CEO PRESIDENT 
OF THIS COMPANY IS ISOLATED SOMEWHERE 
WITH HIS LOVED ONES. HE'S A SCUMBAG 
CORRUPT CROOK FROM WALGREENS. SHUT 
IT DOWN COMPLETELY!!!!!!!

customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 6:25 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Alton r daniels baseball 
fields

Alton R Daniels baseball fields 13th St Anacortes Several peoples gathered. Not 6 ft apart. Playing 
baseball. Visting closely in parking lot.

Rickettsaudrey@gmail.com A4 3615104457

TRUE 04/05/20 6:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ba Bar 550 12th Ave Seattle No social distancing requirement for this waiting to 
pickup orders. Customers are NOT observing social 
distancing orders and the restaurant workers state 
they can’t do anything about it. At a minimum, this 
restaurant can provide markers on the sidewalk to 
enforce social distancing. I’m currently waiting in line 
outside with at least 20 other guests. People shrug 
when I ask them to step away from me.

theengs2015@outlook.com

TRUE 04/05/20 6:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics and crafts Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma / various Just wondering what is essential about a crafts store 
and why if it is essential they other craft stores can't 
be open. ie: Michaels and Hobby Lobby were forced 
to close . All three store offer important material for 
home schooling as well has mask making materials. 
Joanne has the monopoly which forces many people 
to the same store.

plynnbrown@yahoo.com Patty Brown 253-9062234 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 6:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nonprofit Ordinary to extraordinary 940 Cedar Street Blaine This organization is a homeless ministry ran out of 
their home. They are going to the homeless in 
downtown bellingham and not keeping a 6ft social 
distance and actually physically touching them to 
pray for them.

TRUE 04/05/20 6:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hayden Homes Nen Drive Moses Lake Sod is being laid, cabinets, appliances being installed 
& trim work continues on projects on Nen Drive

tinamac123@gmail.com Tinamarie Hephzibah 425-268-8668

TRUE 04/05/20 6:47 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Not a business, but a hobby-
related gatheitng

Woodinville cruise for birthdays Woodinville sports fields Woodinville Meeting 4/4 from 12p - 2p. Info was post on the 
neighborhood app NextDoor.

Jon.talbott@gmail.com Jon 2063537184

TRUE 04/05/20 6:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rental company Premier property management 1401 SE 163rd Ave Vancouver Rental company is trying to circumvent governor’s 
moratorium on eviction. Threatened that if we do not 
move, we are liable for the entire month’s rent.

Sarahnelson2014@gmail.comSarah Nelson

TRUE 04/05/20 6:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Cigarland 821 valley ave e Sumner Smokeshops are not essential i believe. Its not just 
this store but bonney lake and sumner smokes 
shops. I know some stores sell liquor which is 
essential but not all.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Castle Sandwich Shop 32 Cowlitz St W Castle Rock According to a post on the Facebook page of this 
business, they were open today. In the photo there 
are at least 16 people.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther 24 hour gym 24 Hour Gym 707 Tyler St Port Townsend There are people walking in and out of this gym all 
hours of the day and night. It is a very small space 
where social distancing can't be achieved. It is 
member based so they have a key pad entry for 
members to access 24 hours a day. They have a 
note on the door stating "they want us to not be 
healthy so we get sick". The cases in Jefferson 
County are on the rise and this reckless behavior 
shouldn't be tolerated

Tammyramsay2016@yahoo.comTammy Bicknell 3605375794

TRUE 04/05/20 7:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Directional Sign Services 
for showing open houses

Piedmont Directional Signs 14241 NE Woodinville Drive Woodinville People out on weekends placing directional signs 
and a frames advertising open houses and 
apartments for rent in Woodinville Redmond and 
Unincorporated King County  
http://www.piedmontdirectionalsigns.com/

Richard.jones8112@yahoo.comRichard Jones 425-407-0399

TRUE 04/05/20 7:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther 24 hour fitness 24 hour gym 707 Tyler st Port Townsend Not social distancing billiemeyers43@yahoo.com Billie Meyers 3608219483

TRUE 04/05/20 7:54 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Christian Faith Center 33645 20th ave south Federal Way Non essential church still has staff members coming 
in throughout the week that are not practicing social 
distancing. They are even having a staff meeting 
Monday (4/6) at 10:00 am where more than 20 
people will be in one room.

THERESAF@CHRISTIANFAITHCENTER.ORG

TRUE 04/05/20 8:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet smart All salons/ 192nd in particularVancouver PetSmart closed it's salon doors at the beginning of 
the outbreak, but are now trying to reopen even after 
the state shut down was extended to may 4th

savannahscribner@yahoo.comsavannah Scribner 3609368182 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:07 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Christian Faith Center 33645 20th Ave S Federal Way A friend of mine on staff at the church has been 
forced to continue to come into the office to perform 
non essential duties. And is scheduled to come in for 
a weekly staff meeting tomorrow, April 6th, along 
with everyone else who works there.

TRUE 04/05/20 8:11 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Christian Faith Center 33645 20th Ave S Federal Way, WA  98003 United StatesSeattle My mentor is em play Christian Faith Center and is 
being forced to come to work during this time that 
we are all supposed to be sheltered in place. He is 
being forced to attends a weekly staff meeting 
tomorrow April 6th along with his other coworkers. 
Very worried for their safety and week being. This is 
not at all safe!



TRUE 04/05/20 8:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Pet store Herbin Harvest 11230 69th Street, NE Lake stevens Not practicing social distancing with customers or 
among their staff. It's a small enclosed place and 
many people, whole families going in to shop, 
crowding. No masks or gloves worn by staff, which 
would be fine if they did social distancing.

Checkers all next to each other and people coming 
up in front to check out. Clearly less than even 3 
feet. No Shields for the workers. Back room where 
they have all the fish is very small. Staff not 
practicing social distancing, nor asking customers do 
not crowd.

Endangering Snohomish county and perpetuating 
the spread.

Please. I implore you to have some one inspect them 
or shut them down for violating.

The owners should be working with their employees 
and the public to keep everyone protected.

jerzyjoan@gmail.com Joan Hartzell 4253354989

TRUE 04/05/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business 24 hour Gym 707 Tyler St Port Townsend It’s a small community with a majority of the 
population being the most vulnerable.

Tanyameyers@hotmail.com Tanya Meyers 3608212514

TRUE 04/05/20 8:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Magnuson Park 7751 63rd Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Same group of cars consistently tailgating in a circle 
in the middle of the Magnuson Gym parking lot.

freylekhcompany@gmail.comJustin 3212005155

TRUE 04/05/20 8:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apparel Zome designs 3808 n Sullivan rd Spokane Valley Non essential business is open info@zomedesign.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store Joann Fabrics 300 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee Are Fabric\ Craft Stores Really Essential?   Doesn’t 
seem like it . Lots of people there with Hobby Lobby 
now closed. But maybe they are- not sure

annembrangwin@gmail.com Anne Brangwin 509-670-4706 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Swedish Medical Center Issaquah 
Campus

751 NE Blakely Dr Issaquah Hospital is requiring all nurses to wear 
used/unsanitized surgical masks—I’m aware 
supplies are low, however, the hospital had 
previously assured all staff they would be sanitizing 
these masks between uses, and as they’re unable to 
keep up with demand, they are requiring nurses 
wear soiled, unsanitary masks that have been 
previously worn by other nurses on prior shifts while 
simultaneously banning the use of personally-
procured n95 and surgical masks. This policy is 
extremely dangerous and can easily cause rapid and 
rampant spread of Coronavirus and other dangerous 
pathogens among frontline healthcare workers. 
Please ask nightshift nurses (not nurse-managers or 
charge nurses, as they tend to lie to protect their 
departments) who have worked shift on Sunday, 
April 5 DIRECTLY for confirmation. Thank you.

TRUE 04/05/20 8:55 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Store PetSmart 1403 E Washington Ave, Union Gap, WA 98903Yakima The grooming salon is opening. Which not only is 
non essential but also putting the employees and 
customers more at risk.

Ariel_n_schultz@yahoo.com Ariel 5099104633 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/05/20 8:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other County parks Clark county parks 11900 ne 103rd st Vancouver As you know All State parks closed but people are 
gathering in large numbers at Clark county parks 
such as Lewisville, Molton, Lucia falls and daybreak 
park which for some reason were not closed.

elementgolf@gmail.com Caleb Morgan 3603340287

TRUE 04/05/20 8:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Seattle Indian Health Board 611 12th Ave s Seattle Homelessness case managers have 5 people in 
20x10 office space

sfiander1@gmail.com Sam 5099413602

TRUE 04/05/20 9:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other municipal park Seward Park 5900 Lake Washington Blvd SouthSeattle This past week, I've ridden past Seward Park on my 
bike and have noticed that cars are packed in the 
parking lot and that the park crowded and full of 
people. Please close this park!!!

TRUE 04/05/20 9:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Unsure of the name 21004 108th Ave SE, Kent, WA 98031Kent I don't recall seeing a name of the business. The 
smoke shop next to the teriyaki restaurant is open. 
Smoke shops should not be open nor are they 
essential.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kent Eye Clinic 19400 108th Ave SE, Ste 202Kent While it makes sense for docs to see patient for eye 
emergencies, eyewear sales associates are still 
required to come in to sell frames and lenses to 
customers.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Pet Smart , Petco , Paws in the Park 17833 1st ave s Normandy park Concerned why these stores can have a grooming 
salon open . The rest of they industry had to close .
My salon actually does all the rescue work and vet 
assistance still I have to close . My practices of 
social distancing were way more thorough as well

Thepaintedpoochgrooming@gnail.comLauren Hoodenpyle 3109037202 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Paradise Valley 
Conservation Area - 
Trailhead

1964 10119 231 pl SE WOODINVILLE In spite of the Paradise Conservation Trail head 
being closed, it is routinely packed. Both this 
weekend and last there has been around 26 or more 
vehicles there with people clearly gathered in groups. 
As well all of the parking is occurring on Paradise 
Lake Road, and creating hazards

allcadcs@gmail.com Jeffrey D Lupp 2063000407

TRUE 04/05/20 9:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann fabrics Tacoma mall blvd Tacoma Why is this an essential business.....people are 
lining up at these stores.  I don’t see craft stores on 
the list.

7dogmama@gmail.com Michelle 12535764180 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 1997 4436 w 154th st Lawndale The owner says he dont give a fuck he will stay open 
to the public you can see people go in and dine in. 
Also he has a pregnant woman in the drive threw 
and doesnt consider her with the covid 19 which can 
affect pregnant women.

Mr.benitez1147@gmail.com Jose benitez 3109855581

TRUE 04/05/20 9:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openHealth-related business 24 hour gym 707 Tyler st Port Townsend Non essential business still open.  Shut it down jcaddey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym 24 Hour Gym 707 Tyler Street Port Townsend Non-essential business is open ninaprichards@aol.com Ronald N Richards 3604571787

TRUE 04/05/20 9:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym weightlifting GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gym remains open to all members who have the 
required entry code for door.  It even shows on their 
Instagram and Facebook page.  
https://www.instagram.com/gstandardgym/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/pg/GStandardGym/posts/
?ref=page_internal

n/a Anonymous User n/a iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 9:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Open and actively servicing during order. Prsteimel@gmail.com P Steimel

TRUE 04/05/20 9:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Yelm Physical therapy 417 w Yelm ave Yelm Making patients and employees still work normal 
hours.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma This gym is fully operational and the owner Gabe 
Moen is signing up new members daily. This is 
reckless behavior as we should be following the 
Govenor's orders to stay at home. This is a 
nonessential business. Please look into this.

James Kenvik 360- 512-6698 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/05/20 10:07 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco I’m 189 E. Bakerview rd Bellingham Concerned that Petco is continuing to offer grooming 
services while every other small business groomer 
has been forced to close.

sammcgrady5@gmail.com Sam McGrady 3603066293 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 10:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petco pet grooming Petco State ave Marysville Pet grooming is considered non essential yet Petco 
is still operating their grooming salon when I have 
had to close mine due to Covid 19

Joyport@icloud.com Joy porter 4255300213

TRUE 04/05/20 10:29 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Petsmart 120 31st ave se Puyallup I am a groomer for petsmart on 120 31st ave sw in 
Puyallup Washington. Petsmart is planning to open 
up the grooming salon for services as of April 6th. All 
over the United States putting so many people at 
risk! If givin the option every  person in town will be 
in there getting their dogs groomed sick or not simply 
cause it is something to do. This will be putting more 
people at risk. Please shut this down to stop the 
spread

Mrsadams101416@gmail.comBri BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 10:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petco 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco I understand that Petco itself should stay open due 
to people needing animal food/supplies for their pets 
but I don’t believe the grooming salon part should be 
open as part of the store of every private salon in the 
tri-cities is required to close down as part of the “stay 
home, stay healthy” claim.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/05/20 10:34 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Unlicensed bicycle chop 
shop

Likely Criminal Enterprise 2217 Grant St Bellingham There's a lot of activity in the back of 2217 Grant st, 
where 3 - 4 individuals come and go, apparently 
running a business that strips bicycles.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Not sure but operating at home 
advertise on Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98Person advertising and performing haircut in their 
garage.  Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98

https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98https://www.facebook.com/mui.to.98

TRUE 04/05/20 10:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cost Less Carpet 1925 fowler street richland this company supplies to builders and installers and 
the general public for construction purposes. since 
construction is prohibited, they are either supplying 
builders when they shouldn't be or they are allowing 
a place for the public to shop for non essential 
needs. when my husband and I went to the store 
next door to cost less carpet for essential needs, we 
saw the cost less carpet parking lot was full and 
there is no reason for the public to be shopping or 
gathering there

manager@costlesscarpet.com



TRUE 04/05/20 10:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Glass shop Mary Jane's House of Glass 212 Ne 164th Ave #19 Vancouver The owner's of this establishment continue to keep 
most their locations open. They are a head shop. 
They do not sanitize or keep the social distance 
ordered. After the order to close, they started 
supplying small snack items to say they are a 
convenience store.

TRUE 04/05/20 11:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Peter Phuc Nguyen King county Unknown This person is cutting hair at clients’ homes.  He is 
also broadcasting it in the Vietnamese in Seattle 
Facebook group.  I have pictures to prove it.

Lindsey_bt@yahoo.com Lindsey Ngo 425-772-0458

TRUE 04/05/20 11:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way Bremerton All grooming is deemed non essential yet Petco 
grooming is still open. All private groomers have shut 
down while their grooming remains open.

TRUE 04/05/20 11:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business The Weedery Popluar WallaWalla This business on this last Friday at 2:30 pm hAD 11 
CARS IN PARKING LOT , PLUS 30 + PEOPLE in 
the store, which made impossible for social 
distancing . I fear with people coming out of this 
place a lot of them High are not concerned about 
others. Why are they not delivering  this product to 
homes, like most pharmacies? This is not wise at 
this time.

leona.maccarone@gmail.comLeona Standage 5095204190

TRUE 04/05/20 11:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Garden Nursery Christianson's Nursery 15906 Best Road Mt. Vernon, Wa Scads of people on the weekend shopping for non-
essentials.
No regard to safe distancing, especially in check-out.

soames880@gmail.com Denuta Dardane

TRUE 04/05/20 11:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Construction /Rainier building 4907 Main St Tacoma not related to government function or addressing 
unsafe conditions or emergency repairs, doesn't help 
to protect public health or security, only protects 
builder's revenue who has a misleading reputation 
and violated state securities law and was found liable 
for damages, didn't pay property taxes in order to 
profit, no secure entry into condos, workers arrive in 
a van, sharing unsanitary porta potty, no running 
water, creating airborne space

TRUE 04/05/20 11:35 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unnecessary Public Sector 
Employees

Washington State Attorney General 1125 Washington St SE Olympia During a time that government has put so many 
private sector companies out of business, it's 
disgusting to see the AG use taxpayer dollars to 
threaten companies who are attempting to make a 
living. 

https://www.seattlepi.com/coronavirus/article/washing
ton-ag-ferguson-to-sue-price-gougers-15169343.php

TRUE 04/05/20 11:35 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unnecessary Public Sector 
Employees

Washington State Attorney General 1125 Washington St SE Olympia During a time that government has put so many 
private sector companies out of business, it's 
disgusting to see the AG use taxpayer dollars to 
threaten companies who are attempting to make a 
living. 

https://www.seattlepi.com/coronavirus/article/washing
ton-ag-ferguson-to-sue-price-gougers-15169343.php

TRUE 04/05/20 11:36 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unnecessary Public Sector 
Employees

Washington State Attorney General 1125 Washington St SE Olympia During a time that government has put so many 
private sector companies out of business, it's 
disgusting to see the AG use taxpayer dollars to 
threaten companies who are attempting to make a 
living. 

https://www.seattlepi.com/coronavirus/article/washing
ton-ag-ferguson-to-sue-price-gougers-15169343.php

TRUE 04/05/20 11:36 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unnecessary Public Sector 
Employees

Washington State Attorney General 1125 Washington St SE Olympia During a time that government has put so many 
private sector companies out of business, it's 
disgusting to see the AG use taxpayer dollars to 
threaten companies who are attempting to make a 
living. 

https://www.seattlepi.com/coronavirus/article/washing
ton-ag-ferguson-to-sue-price-gougers-15169343.php

TRUE 04/05/20 11:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming/Pet Store Petsmart 1403 E Washington Ave Union Gap On April 6th, the Union Gap, WA (area code 98903) 
PetSmart grooming salon is expected to open after 
closing down for only two weeks. This is putting 
employees at risk, as the salon is a very small and 
unsanitary space, and is considered unessential 
under Governor Inslee’s order, thus violating the 
proclamation. Pet grooming in and of itself is NON 
ESSENTIAL during a pandemic.

korihaubrich9@gmail.com Kori Haubrich 5098402260 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther CAR WASH PINK ELEPHANT 16223 Meridian E PUYALLUP Is a car wash considered essential? AJBURSLEY@GMAIL.COM AMANDA BURSLEY 2533121307 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kam’z Nailz Crenshaw Torrance Not wearing mask and going to different residences 
doing manicure pedicures etc

TRUE 04/06/20 1:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail The Container Store 700 Bellevue Way Suite 120 Bellevue Was inside the Bellevue Plaza Saturday (04/06/20), 
picking up food Togo a couple doors down. This 
store was open with about two dozen shoppers 
inside. Since when is biting containers essential?!

manchumb9@gmail.com Amanda Chamba 4252863404 taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 04/06/20 2:24 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 196th in Lynnwood Lynnwood Why are they open for grooming and both my 
businesses closed?

kt11858@gmail.com Kristi Mann 2066126558 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 3:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park South Hill Community Park 13102 86th Ave E Puyallup Every time I drive by this park their are at least 20 
cars in the parking lot! This park has a huge field 
and trail. Their are always large groups of people 
here, something needs to be done. This park does 
not have gates so nothing is being done to enforce 
people from being there.

Khayes1293@msn.com Kayla Hayes

TRUE 04/06/20 4:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vape only store Walla walla smoke shop 491 N Wilbur Ave, Walla Walla, WA 99362 Large gathering , they do not sell any food or drinks . 
Non essential business . Putting people life on risk

Bimalbath@gmail.com Bimal 5093225777

TRUE 04/06/20 4:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Eugenia Center 121 nw chehalis Ave Chehalis I'm required by Department of Corrections to attend 
Intensive Outpatient Treatment. However we are 
required to attend in person 3 group sessions that 
are 3 hours each with a counselor and 8-10+ 
students in the room with absolutely no social 
distancing. Everyone conducting themselves as 
though this pandemic is not taking place. I feel 
forced to attend or risk violating my terms and 
conditions of my treatment plan.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 4:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Interior Woodworking Specialists 15337 NE 92nd St Redmond This business isn’t not closing because of the 
vendors are still open for them to receive supplies 
from.

info@interiorwoodworking.com

TRUE 04/06/20 5:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Airline Alaska airlines 20833 International Blvd Seatac I am able to work from home and can complete all 
my duties from home but I am required to come into 
work where my desk is not 6 feet from others. 25% 
of people with covid-19 don’t show symptoms. 
Alaska is not taking this seriously and making me 
come in despite my objections. People are dying and 
I don’t want to be one of them.

CLARA.FLETCHER@GMAIL.COMClara Fletcher 4258296392.0000

TRUE 04/06/20 6:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Classy MUA 16520 North Road Bothell The business owner, Andrea Sabando, posted on 
Facebook that she is still performing makeup 
application for gatherings.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:20 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Target 13950 ne 178th pl unit 100 Woodinville Entire store was packed with people buying non 
essential items. Asked how many people they are 
letting in and was told 240. Had to weave through 
people, all isles

Jeffdorman67@gmail.com Jeff 5098595725

TRUE 04/06/20 6:24 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Smokeshop Riverside Smoke Shop - TRIBAL 7324 RIVER RD E PUYALLUP Large crowds inside and in Parking lot. Mgmt says 
they are Native they dont follow state laws.

terrikaducksworth@gmail.comTerrika Quiett 2533589384

TRUE 04/06/20 6:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Home staging for real estate 126 Home Staging 350 laurel wood ave Santa clara Many home staging companies are continuing to 
work, while other companies that are complying are 
loosing business to them.

Germanwolfgang@aol.com Wolfgang Dykow 408-768-1187



TRUE 04/06/20 6:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis farm Rochester Farms 10011 173rd Ave SW, Rochester, WA 98579Rochester I’m afraid to be fired for filing this. So I will remain 
anonymous. Rochester farms is not following any 
one the set guidelines put in place by the governor. 
No social distancing at all has been put in place. The 
higher ups do t believe this virus will effect them. We 
are being told to reuse gloves and masks for days at 
a time. We were told the Business is not obligated to 
follow these rules as it’s a choice. They show no 
concern with keeping employees safe. Everyone is 
still packed together. 10 people all sit within 4 feet of 
each other every day. No cleaning routine has been 
placed. It’s just like walking into a normal day of 
work. Myself and other employees are afraid for our 
health. But also scared to say anything in fear of 
getting fired. We were also told if we are that afraid 
to leave but there is no job waiting for use when it’s 
all over. So we are forced to stay working or be fired. 
You can look at the camera footage the Liquor and 
Cannabis board has. It goes back 30 days. The 
higher ups just laugh at the pandemic. Please help. 
My name and number are anonymous but that email 
is my email. Just not a email the farm has they have 
a different email for me in there system

SuperSaiyan1601@Gmail.comAnonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 7:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Whiffletree hill golf course 15730 Homer Rd. Concord mi 49237 I didn't think much about it at first. Golfer's walking 
on the course, but when I saw numerous carts 
out....I knew they were open for business. The 
patrons are parking at the owners house next door to 
the golf course.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:15 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business David Isenberg 150 park ave n Renton Neighbor reported she had several fillings completed 
at this dentist last week.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:21 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Gig Harbor City of Gig Harbor 3510 Grandview St Gig Harbor The Mayor of Gig Harbor has posted several 
Facebook “live” videos on the City of Gig Harbor 
Facebook page in which he openly flaunts violation 
of the Governors order.  During his bi-weekly 
Facebook live posts, he speaks about gatherings at 
his home, describes trips to various retail stores 
around our city.  Shouldn’t a city official be following 
the Governors orders and encouraging his citizens to 
do the same?

TRUE 04/06/20 7:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Home Depot State wide State wide I am a door installer for Home Depot and they are 
pressuring my employer to continue installing doors 
in WA state. I would agree these are essential in 
emergencies but we are continuing to install old 
ladies closet doors and other non essential doors 
under the umbrella of it being essential. I feel this is 
a risk. Please keep my name confidential.

putridgnome@yahoo.com Aaron Kadinger 480-263-2407

TRUE 04/06/20 7:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Pet Smart All locations that have groomers-Spokane Pet Smart is trying to work around the directive so 
that they can continue to operate the dog grooming 
portions of their business.  This is on their website: 
Coronavirus Update: Your health & safety is our 
priority
Grooming Salons have re-opened in some states 
while implementing additional cleaning & social 
distancing measures. Please check your local store 
for new hours of operation: click here to check store 
hours >. At this time, we are NOT accepting walk-ins 
and only one pet parent is allowed in the lobby at a 
time. We also offer Salon Curbside Dropoff & Pickup

ltdandme@msn.com Michelle Allen BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 7:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Globe bar and kitchen 204 N division st Spokane Having dine in and selling alcohol at open bar.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Yokes Grocery 4905 Road 68 Pasco This grocery store has an eating area that is still 
open. People are meeting for lunch/coffee. The store 
is not enforcing social distancing ANYWHERE in the 
store..not even at the registers. They are not limiting 
the number of people who enter the store.

cbampton2@gmail.com Cindy 5095218964

TRUE 04/06/20 7:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana Apartment 6979 Birdseye Ave NE Lacey Construction at this residential apartments is still 
going on  every day at 7 am and a lot of workers 
come to work

TRUE 04/06/20 7:33 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 2801 e 29th ave Spokane Although they offer curbside and pickup, the store is 
completely crowded at all times and no one is 
practicing social distancing in the store. They have 
online ordering and curbside pickup; why are they 
allowed to open their stores to the public?

Lawar333@gmail.com Larissa Warren 5099191343 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Airline Alaska Airlines 20833 International Blvd SeaTac, Wa My daughter works in the accounting department of 
Alaska Airlines. After successfully working from 
home during a 2 week travel quarantine, she is now 
required to go to her office and work. Her employer 
prefers her to come in and work. They don’t have 
enough computers for everyone to work from home 
so everyone in the office need to come in. Desks are 
closer than 6 feet. She sits within 6 feet of 3 
people.Hand sanitizer is the only change. She is set 
up with the IT Dept and able to do her job from 
home, they just don’t want her to. This is not what 
the Governor is recommending.

Fletcher.kc@gmail.com KC Fletcher 4258296379.0000

TRUE 04/06/20 7:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection Agency Yakima adjustment service 309 w Lincoln Ave Yakima drove by they were open wondering if they are 
essential business.

n.trev1030@gmail.com Trevor Nuñez

TRUE 04/06/20 7:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric/craft store Joannes fabric 1809 Howard road Auburn I see that Joannes fabric in auburn is opened daily 
from 12 pm to 5pm.They are going out of business 
and refuse to close until they have liquidated 
everything..The line of people is unreal..of no 
masks..i didnt go in this store..this was posted from 
a friend on facebook..i do have have pictures of the 
store still opened and the lune of people..as of 
sunday april 5th..12 pm

denisewarmack17@gmail.comDenise 253-592-9431 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/06/20 7:40 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Federal government 
(temporary employees)

U.S. Census Bureau 4735 E Marginal Way Seattle Managers are being forced to go in to sit and do 
work that could be accomplished at home. All 
employees are telework-ready. At most, only one 
person needs to be in the office to receive deliveries; 
the rest should be sheltering in place because there 
is no logical reason for them to go in. This violation 
is being replicated at 4 offices—Seattle, Everett, 
Tacoma, and Olympia—due to one manager’s 
egocentricity and no other reason. Employees are 
being told “if they do not want to come in, they are 
welcome to NOT work here.” The offending 
manager’s name is Leland Dart who sits in our 
Everett office. Both the Seattle and Everett offices 
were closed for the last two weeks for cleaning due 
to multiple positive coronavirus tests, and today 
employees are being sent back to those offices for 
no reason. All of our employees are temporary, and 
many of them are older retirees; so their lives are 
senselessly being put at risk. We’re being told 
managers can be directed to go in because they are 
“essential personnel,” but they can do all of their 
work from home.

Rachel.d.gillerlain@2020census.govRachel Gillerlain 7576357442

TRUE 04/06/20 7:40 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church First Baptist Church 202 McDaniel St Monroe The church appears to be having their maintenance 
staff working still. How is that possible if churches 
aren’t considered essential ? Is it essential for them 
to be put pressure watching and painting ? Those 
men need to be sent home.

Freetv4me@gmail.com Concerned anonymous  citizen 7706788302

TRUE 04/06/20 7:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Airline Alaska Airlines 20833 International Blvd SeaTac Finance department is requiring employees who are 
able to fully complete their jobs remotely to come 
into the office 2 days a week. While Alaska’s work 
may be essential, the employees’ physical presence 
in this department is not. Additionally, no measures 
have been put into place to ensure 6ft distance 
between workers in the office space.

efletcher01@gmail.com Emily Schuldt 425-445-6371

TRUE 04/06/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific landscape inc 2718 N.E. Burton Rd. Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver See them driving allover Vancouver.  And continuing 
to operate non essentially.  Someone needs to 
regulate these construction company's in Clark 
county.  They are running business as usual during 
a crisis and are not taking seriously. Do something 
about it Washington.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Harkin dental 13314 E. Nora Ave. Spokane Valley, WA  99216 Numerous patients that are non-emergent are being 
treated

TRUE 04/06/20 7:47 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other rv dealer campingworld 1535 Walton Dr Burlington 6 sales people on the showroom floor..Plus 
Customers..

TRUE 04/06/20 7:49 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Video resale store Al's music, videos and games 30817 Pacific hwy s  ste B Federal way They are doing curb side pick up.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Dos Amigos 12119 E. Trent Ave. Spokane Valley, WA  99206 Open for business with inside seating only

TRUE 04/06/20 7:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Rich Landscaping 801 Dexter Avenue North Seattle Non essential landscaping work from Rich 
Landscaping at True North apartment building on 
April 6, 2020.



TRUE 04/06/20 7:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Recreational Vehicle Sales Camping World Pasco 9420 Sandifur Parkway Pasco I can see how their service department could be 
essential but multiple RV sales people standing 
around on a Saturday waiting for a sale.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:52 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church The Church of Joy 3938 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles The workers are mandated to gather during business 
hours.  The gathering is well over the regulatory 
number and threat of being fired if not compliant.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:02 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Non-profit Spokane Humane Society 6607 N Havana Street Spokane Not following social distancing requirements and 
allowing large gatherings of the public in close 
proximity.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Mary Janes House of Glass 477 S. 28th Street Washougal Employees are terrified to work together in their jobs 
which we can all do remotely but the owners will not 
allow.

Dianne@mjhog.com Dianne Hazlet 360-954-5361 info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/06/20 8:07 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco ALL OF THEM ALL LOCATIONS This corporation continues to operate nonessential 
services and has a complete monopoly on grooming 
services. The management states their lawyers got 
them an exemption for the medical necessity of 
grooming. Their groomers are not veterinarians and 
barely have 6 weeks of training. This is outrageous 
and the thousands of groomers put out if business 
should be treated fairly. Please correct this injustice 
and shut petco grooming salons down!

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:12 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Smart Grooming Facility Pet Smart 7603 N.E. Vancouver Plaza Dr.Vancouver Grooming animals is not essential right now, Pet 
Smart is putting their employees at risk!!

BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:14 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco statewide all cities As a groomer, I am doing my part by staying closed 
so we can flatten the curve.  but how can we be 
mandated to close.  Yet Petcos are alllowed to 
continue grooming.

groomsbykat@gmail.com Kat Worley 5093039631 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Aussie Pet Grooming Mobile Tacoma On their website they said they are essential and 
we’ve spotted them working actively daily in Kirkland. 
Not okay.

Rachel ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:18 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Maple hills/Lennar 
neighborhood

Homeowner 20524 SE 256TH Street Covington Why are Neighborhood parks in Maple hill/Covington 
still open.
Management company and Lennar keep finger 
pointing about who is responsible.  Large 
gatherings..families include park.. basketball 
court.no signs. Notices..about Covid 19.

aoakua49@gmail.com Sharon Manner 14252899091

TRUE 04/06/20 8:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential cleaning 
company

Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98125Seattle While other residential cleaning companies  are 
deemed non- essential, this company has not 
stopped servicing homes, putting their team's and 
clients at risk.

alli.van.davidson@gmail.com Alli Davidson 2065549940 info@susansgreencleaning.com

TRUE 04/06/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3908 30th Ave W Seattle Non-stop work, 7 days a week, at this address. 
Neighbors have given workers governor's orders that 
their residential house construction is not allowed. 
Continue to ignore; initially workers parked on street, 
then in alley, and now workers are dropped off to 
make it appear no one is in house. All windows have 
been papered over to avoid detection, but neighbors 
easily hear construction noise, sawing, drilling, etc. 
They are the weak link in coronavirus "stay-at-home" 
orders when you have no system to monitor, warn, 
or fine them. They don't care.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter 206-948-4226

TRUE 04/06/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McKinstry 5005 3rd Avenue South Seattle ALL Work performed at Muckleshoot casino is non 
essential, the casino has sent home ALL employees 
and the contractor sent home all office staff but feel 
it is okay to keep 10 employees working on this site 
for an event center that has no need to be opened 
anytime soon.

jimwerre@comcast.net James werre 2062277957

TRUE 04/06/20 8:40 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco N Sullivan RD Spokane valley wa I have been informed when I requested an inclusion 
for my pet boarding and grooming shop that my 
boarding can be open but grooming cannot be 
performed as it’s been deemed non essential. Petco 
is still operating their grooming shop and just 
because they are a national chain they should have 
to follow the same guidelines as all of us small 
businesses.

Cdgels@msn.com Dawn Geiser 509-230-5611 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential cleaning 
company

Seattle Green cleaner llc Seattle Green Cleaner 4435 35th Ave SW, # 113 Seattle, WA 98126seattle Residential cleanings are deemed non-essential but 
this company has not stopped servicing them. 
Putting their teams and clients at risk. Only janitorial 
cleanings are deemed essential.

alli.van.davidson@gmail.com Alli Davidson 2065549940 info@seattlegreencleaner.com

TRUE 04/06/20 8:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther warehouse Wesco Distribution, Inc. 951 MONSTER RD SW RENTON . mrsteele28@comcast.net michael 2533475748

TRUE 04/06/20 8:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 3717 S Meridian Puyallup, WA 98373, United StatesBusiness is taking pet grooming appointments. 
According to MIL WA Essential Businesses: "Thank 
you for your inquiry. Activities related to animals are 
essential whenever necessary to preserve the health 
and welfare of our pets and service animals. These 
include veterinarians and pet supply stores. 
However, we believe that the best way to control the 
spread of COVID-19 is to temporarily limit interaction 
as much as possible. Therefore, services like pet 
grooming and dog walking are not essential."

corp@daisyspetgrooming.comJoshua Melanson 253-906-1734 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:44 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petsmart 10309 156th Street East Puyallup, WA 98374 Business is taking pet grooming appointments. 
According to MIL WA Essential Businesses: "Thank 
you for your inquiry. Activities related to animals are 
essential whenever necessary to preserve the health 
and welfare of our pets and service animals. These 
include veterinarians and pet supply stores. 
However, we believe that the best way to control the 
spread of COVID-19 is to temporarily limit interaction 
as much as possible. Therefore, services like pet 
grooming and dog walking are not essential."

corp@daisyspetgrooming.comJoshua Melanson 253-906-1734 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Health Care Agency Professional Medical Services 112 Westfield Street West Springfield Internal Staff, Scheduler, Billing Manager, Director 
of Operations are not essential and can work from 
home. The external staff PCA's, HHA's, CNA"S are 
essential but they are out in the field.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Trobella cabinetry 3201 nw lower river rd Vancouver Washington Non essential business still open and operational 
with full staff and no precautions being taken

radley.blankenship4@gmail.comRadley Blankenship 3608698582

TRUE 04/06/20 8:46 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound 4314 Sunset Dr W University Place, WA 98466 Business is taking pet grooming appointments. 
According to MIL WA Essential Businesses: "Thank 
you for your inquiry. Activities related to animals are 
essential whenever necessary to preserve the health 
and welfare of our pets and service animals. These 
include veterinarians and pet supply stores. 
However, we believe that the best way to control the 
spread of COVID-19 is to temporarily limit interaction 
as much as possible. Therefore, services like pet 
grooming and dog walking are not essential."

corp@daisyspetgrooming.comJoshua Melanson 253-906-1734 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 8:47 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther College Perry Technical Institute 2011 W Washington Ave, Yakima, WA 98903Yakima I recieved word that the college will be reopening on 
April 13th for my department to allow students to 
come complete labs. Their plan is have eight 
students per classroom at a time to maximize social 
distancing (even though the CDC has warned that 6 
feet isn't enough). This still means around 50-60 
students will be in the building at a time. This doesn't 
sound like "stay home stay safe". Some classmates 
are worried about unknowingly infecting their 
vulnerable family members and may have to couch-
surf with friends if this becomes a reality.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:50 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto mechanic Landa 16203 north 1207 pr nw heck rdProsser Loud car testing/running on machine

TRUE 04/06/20 8:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC 164th ave mill creek I work as a respiratory therapist and I want to help 
stop this . They should not be allowing more than 10 
people at a time people can lineup outside when a 
few people leave more can go in they are not doing 
this this is why you're having a problem in 
Washington. The stores need to be forced to do this 
some are doing it on their own others are not

robinrojo@yahoo.com robin rojo 5623187866

TRUE 04/06/20 8:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cloise & Mike's 4158 State Hwy 16 West, Suite ABremerton Showed up at the neighbor's across the street with 
four separate vehicles and over half dozen workers. 
No masks or other PPE. Look to be doing an entire 
roof replacement, working in close proximity. Roof is 
not in terrible condition, and no obvious signs of 
damage, so this seems a non-essential function.

tiamatgavion@gmail.com Thomas Meadows 3604400007

TRUE 04/06/20 8:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Central market main street mill creek Another shopping center not following social 
distancing they are letting too many people in and a 
time this is a repeat of my other complaint. Some of 
the stores are smart with a lying outside the stores 
are just letting mass amounts of people in no more 
than 10 people at a time should be shopping when 2 
people come out to more can go in to keep the count 
at 10 and the store should be fined for this.

robinrojo@yahoo.com robin rojo 5623187866



TRUE 04/06/20 9:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Boat company Munson boats 15806 Peterson place Burlington Still operating with no essential work and making 
their employees work with no social distancing.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sage Homes 6917 Carleton Ave S Seattle Construction Site still in operation Johnghall@Yahoo.com John Hall 2068509883

TRUE 04/06/20 9:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Boat building Munson boats 15806 Peterson pls Burlington Making employees work in unsafe environment and 
non essential work.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Disc Golf Park Contact Horseshoe Lake Golf Type: Ball Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct Port Orchard, WA 9836Port Orchard Too many people in groups more than 10

TRUE 04/06/20 9:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license CR Sandidge Winery 145 Wapato Way Manson All wineries in this area appear to be open. No wine 
tasting but selling all products without regard to 
social distancing.

herkto747@gmail.com Carl

TRUE 04/06/20 9:29 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toll WSDOT PO box 300326 Seattle Sending toll bills during pandemic from months ago. 
Unprofessional. Non essential.

AMBERFORSYTHE17@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 9:32 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks/Trails Paradise Lake Trailhead Paradise Lake Road Woodinville Several mountain bikers, hikers. Kanielsen0829@gmail.com Kristine 4254638423

TRUE 04/06/20 9:35 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks/Trails Lord Hill Park Unknown Snohomish Several hikers, bikers, horseback riders. Street has 
been lined with cars, overflowing.

kanielsen0829@gmail.com Kristine 4254638423

TRUE 04/06/20 9:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sells fitness equipment and 
operates as a gym

Advanced Fitness Solutions 3810 W. Clearwater Street Suite OKennewick I witnessed on the morning of 4/6 a woman entering 
the business in workout clothes at about 7:30 am. 
They have been open and claim to sell fitness 
equipment.  They are also an operating gym, which 
should be closed. Besides the woman arriving to 
workout there were at least two other cars outside 
this business.  I also am seeing them loading and 
unloading fitness equipment.  Not sure that this is 
essential business.  I work at an essential business 
in this complex.

mizzsusieq@yahoo.com Susan Lind 5095512492

TRUE 04/06/20 9:45 AM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Tyson foods inc Tyson fresh meats 13983 Dodd rd Wallula Over 7 people has tested positive and no protective 
equipment has been given to workers at least three 
thousands people work at this facility Elbow to elbow 
sitting in cafeteria close to one another no six feet 
distance social distance. Are taking temperature and 
do give sanitizer no masks no gloves given people 
tested positive is a manager and is around people 
close no restrictions.would like more information to 
keep myself healthy and family and coworkers 
informed.

gonzalezaracely420@yahoo.comAracely (509)567-1326

TRUE 04/06/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know End of Oak st Carson No abiding by Inslee mandated order Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 9:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Kent Station Family Dentistry 417 Ramsay Way #114 Kent Doctor is performing non emergency procedures. 
Operating as normal.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aircraft Mechanic 
contractor for US Navy

KAY and Associates 165 N Arlington Heights Rd #150Buffalo Grove, IL Company headquarters is in Illinois, but has workers 
at Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. I would like to 
report this company for not following social 
distancing guidelines and allowing us to work in a 
place where one of the worker's tested positive for 
Covid-19. This company allowed the day shift to 
quarantine but has not quarantined the night shift 
that works in the same spaces.

Grieves.erick@gmail.com Erick Grieves 619-750-7393

TRUE 04/06/20 9:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bright Now Dental 1507 south 348th street Federal Way They are seeing non emergent patients. Thereby 
Using ppe that are needed for medical personnel.

good_r_i@hotmail.com Rhonda Good 4064436511

TRUE 04/06/20 10:00 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Business PETSMART 1403 E Washington ave Yakima Grooming salon is open even though it is considered 
non essential. It's jist putting individuals at risk so the 
company can make a profit.

Arielnshultz@gmail.com Nicole 5099104633 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eastside General Contracting Does not list one on his websiteNorth Bend Continues to build a custom home.at 16123 Reserve 
Drive SE, North Bend. Claims it falls under the 
spoilage clause while all other of our contractor 
contacts are observing the order.

situk14@gmail.com Kevin Williams 425-292-0609

TRUE 04/06/20 10:05 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther University Central Washington University 400 E University Ellensburg University is letting students came in from Seattle, 
Yakima, Portland and many other areas, which can 
spread of Covid-19. If all classes are online students 
should not be allowed unless they are international 
students.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym/ fitness anytime fitness 7104 265th Stanwood people are still using facility working out, sign on 
door says closed but members are parking at other 
business and walking over.

Leoooo@aol.com Leonard Kelley 4252632054 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 10:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Dog groomer Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound 123 HiddenOnlineFranchise ave.Tacoma, WA Dog grooming was deemed a non essential service, 
we received a direct email from the governor. 
(Regardless if we are mobile or not.) They are 
blatantly breaking the law. They are blatantly helping 
spread the Virus. See their website - they are 
making their own laws Aussiepetmobile.com There 
are rumors the franchisees are being threatened by 
corporate -they must groom.

Brenda@WanderDogmobilegrooming.comBrenda Robinson 253-344-7079 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola real estate vi llc 107 aloha street Seattle Yet again the construction crew has showed up for 
non essential private residential project. 2 trucks this 
time and several workers without face coverings. 
Today is 12 days since governors order to stop non 
essential private residential construction.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901

TRUE 04/06/20 10:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lice Knowing You 3003 Island Crest Way 1 Mercer Island I called Lice Knowing You to see if they are available 
for lice removal and yes they are. Other clinics are 
shot down as per order. They don’t answer the 
phone but they text back. They are fully booked and 
next available appt was next day.

darialipka@hotmail.com Daria 2064913235

TRUE 04/06/20 10:17 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petsmart 31705 pacific highway south Federal way It is my understanding that grooming salons are non 
essential businesses yet the grooming salon at 
petsmart is open.

Ishie26@gmail.com Tisha carr 2536538099 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 10:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Mylash.brow 220 SW Sunset Blvd, B 102 Renton My friend who is an Uber driver has driven a client to 
this shop on April 3rd. The salon is taking private 
bookings for lash clients.

JanisW_@hotmail.com Janis Wong 9712227080

TRUE 04/06/20 10:19 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Dispensary Green Theory 12827 SE 40th PL Bellevue On Sat 4/4 I went to Green Theory, they have a door 
person everyone must come in contact with that was 
NOT wearing a mask nor 6ft away and was NOT 
checking IDs. As I left the building a man appeared 
out of the staff door and blocked me from leaving 
and stood within 2ft of me not wearing a mask and 
began harassing me. This man is apparently the 
store manager Joe. He ended up setting off my 
PTSD and was told this repeatedly, instead of 
stopping he called 911 and had ME criminally 
trespassed.

oliver@genderjusticeleague.orgOliver Webb 2069927790

TRUE 04/06/20 10:19 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther County Government Thurston County Assessor 2000 Lakeridge Dr. Olympia The Assessor field staff have been ordered to go 
visit homeowner properties even though they are not 
recognized as essential staff by the governor or the 
county.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Beauty Secrets with Jodie Don’t know Blaine Birch bay Advertising on Next Door Mobile hair dresser 360-
303-3341. Only ph # listed come to your house to do 
your hair.

sharon_tucker@outlook.com Sharon Tucker 360-543-3027

TRUE 04/06/20 10:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business 5 Stones Coffee 8102 161st Avenue NortheastRedmond, WA Worried about this location. On Friday (4/4/2020) 
around 3pm, there was a large crowd (10+) of 
people gathering, waiting for their coffee. They 
haven't been distancing themselves and there is too 
many people here. Shop closes at 4pm, but I believe 
this is happening every day.

macdguy@gmail.com Macklin Guy 5127751899

TRUE 04/06/20 10:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Inpatient treatment facility Lifeline connections 2924 falk rd Vancouver No PPE provided to staff. Social distancing not being 
upheld. Newborns and pregnant women being put at 
risk.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boat yard Seaview West Boatyard 6701 Seaview Avenue NW Seattle It is questionable that this is essential business as it 
is repairing personal yachts and sailboats.   Staff are 
not keeping social distancing among themselves or 
with clients who bring in their boats for maintenance.   
  I live next to marina and can clearly see numerous 
and repetitive violations.

janloeken@comcast.net Janiese Loeken 2066343592

TRUE 04/06/20 10:32 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming PetSmart 17845 Garden Way NE Woodinville PetSmart grooming dept is currently open and taking 
appointments.  Pet grooming is a non-essential 
business.

wrightmjw@yahoo.com Michael Wright 425-877-9727 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 10:41 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Clark county public works Vancouver Vancouver Lucia Falls and Moulton Falls Park I saw over 25 
cars at Lucia Falls Park, no one I saw was using 
social distance. A lot of elderly and vulnerable people 
live up near parks, please order Clark County to 
close these parks immediately we’re staying home, 
there are no cases in Yacolt , Battle Ground is a 
hotspot, please keep us safe. Thank you

Loriontheriver@aol.com Lori 360-686-3026

TRUE 04/06/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Real Homes Margaux Loop Malaga, WA Multiple Residential Homes being built.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Haircuts by Monica unknown Bothell In my neighborhood someone posted a flyer on our 
mailboxes. Here is the exact text of the flyer:  
Haircuts By Monica. Licensed Cosmotologist, 27 
years of custom hairstyling. 17 year Bothell 
Resident. Here to Keep You Looking Great! Please 
Call for Details. 206-669-7370. I am a Furloughed 
Registered Nurse. Let's Help Each Other! Stay Safe, 
Stay Healthy.

clarkjenny17@gmail.com Jennifer Clark 425-485-4108

TRUE 04/06/20 10:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Aussie pet mobile Not listed Edmonds Pet grooming? Baths and haircuts are not essential. ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM



TRUE 04/06/20 10:49 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming PetSmart 7603 NE Vancouver Plaza Dr Vancouver It is my concern that the grooming portion of this 
store is non-essential but continues to be open 
anyways. Barbers and hair salons are not open at 
this time so why is pet grooming? This is 
unnecessarily exposing the Pet Salon workers and 
patrons. I understand the store being open to buy 
food/pet supplies etc., but the grooming portion of 
the store being open is unacceptable.

rjearls13@gmail.com Jamie Earls 5033415219 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PGH Construction 1891 Garrett St Enumclaw Construction on Burke Ave N and N 42nd St in 
Seattle. This is a single family home and would not 
qualify as essential.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage parlor Solaris Massage 3303 Northeast 44th street Vancouver A massage parlor should not be open at a time like 
this..how can you give a massage to a stranger 
when you are supposed to be 6 feet away? Hearing 
and reading of "Adam" giving great massages here 
recently. Please investigate further. Thank you. He is 
also selling massages on "Groupon" for discounted 
rates right now. Make groupon enforce non essential 
business closures by not selling or promoting them.

boostiggity@gmail.com Nicole Actkinson 3609103563

TRUE 04/06/20 10:56 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Footwear wholesale Proper usa inc 2415 w valley hwy n Auburn The business sells footwear at whole sale. While 
some customers may be essential (drs offices and 
prisons) footwear is not.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction marshbank construction 3304 old hartford rd lake stevens Workers are all together, not 6 feet apart. working 
jobs that are not essential and putting workers at risk

TRUE 04/06/20 11:01 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Preprimary education Early world children’s school 13831 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue This preschool is open and all families work for 
Microsoft, Facebook, T-Mobile, or Amazon. They are 
all at home yet sending their kids to school because 
they are open. Close them down.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Workout Gym 23 Fit Club 10620 NE 8th St. Unit 110 Bellevue This particular business is 23 Fit Club. 
Address:10620 NE 8th St. Unit 110 Bellevue Wa 
98004  This Gym has been reminded many times to 
close. Witnesses have seen people go in and out for 
working out- also being witnessed.  The trainers 
"say" they are not doing business.  Yet many 
continue to filter in and out for past 2 weeks. 
Witnesses also have seen people working out 
through window.

audralee67@gmail.com Audra 3037257021

TRUE 04/06/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Western State Hospital 9601 steliacoom blvd sw lakewood I was in a room with a positive for covid-19 and i was 
in the room with this person. They are testing others 
and not the people on my floor where the covid-19 is.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:10 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet smart grooming 120 31st Ave SE Puyallup Pet smart is doing non essential grooming salon 
business. People are bringing their dogs in, which 
the groomers then have to interact with. Groomers 
have to get within 6 feet to take the dog.

daivon756@junctiondx.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Software and hardware test 
labs

Novus test labs 1365 NW AMBERGLEN PKWYBeaverton I work in Oregon but live in Washington. Which stay 
at home order applies to me? My boss thinks that 
because I work in Oregon, Washington's doesn't 
apply to me and all I need is a letter to return to work.

Cassteel@comcast.net Scott Hadley 3606353658

TRUE 04/06/20 11:12 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other The city of stanwood, 
wandering wednesday

Wandering Wednesday and city of 
Stanwood

31409 78th Dr NW Stanwood They are hosting a Drive in concert. For no reason 
besides they are wanting to gather. I think this is a 
risk that is not worth taking. Some of us have been 
taking this situation seriously and I feel they are 
making a poor decision. The city's mayor is involved 
with hosting and performing at this event.

kristen-johnson@hotmail.comKristen Ellinger 3607706873

TRUE 04/06/20 11:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petsmart 14903 4th Ave SW Ste 200, Burien, WA 98166Burien I understand that Petsmart is a pet supply store and 
should still be open but the grooming is a 
nonessential service

Flynn.brynna99@gmail.com Brynna  Flynn 2064346935 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Yard Care Poor Boys Landscaping and Tree 
Service

40545 Sunset Dr Loon Lake wa young adults with leaf blowers not social distancing 
and no PPE's. Blowing debris to elderly walking by.

sonnysalmon9@gmail.com Sondra Collins 5097108329

TRUE 04/06/20 11:17 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petsmart 14903 4th Ave SW Ste 200 Burien Petsmart is an essential do too selling pet supplies. 
The grooming is a non-essential service

Kflynn2003@gmail.com Kyla 2066374502 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 11:17 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Persmart 14903 4th Ave sw #200 Burien Pet grooming is a non essential service.  People 
need to purchase supplies but grooming is a smaller 
room with several people and grooming is non 
essential.

kmcdonnell1227@gmail.com Kristi McDonnell 2532577722 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 11:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Dealership Automotive Distinctions 8319 W Sunset Hwy SPOKANE DEALERSHIP CURRENTLY SELLING VEHICLES jefferickson72@gmail.com JEFF ERICKSON

TRUE 04/06/20 11:22 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vacation rental vacasa 13441 State route 2 East Wenatchee vacation rentals in use by out of county residents in 
East Wenatchee, Washington near Orondo along 
Columbia River

TRUE 04/06/20 11:27 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petsmart 14903 4th Ave SW Ste 200 Burien Petsmart has reopened for grooming services 
disregarding the non essential order. They should 
not be open if other grooming salons have to close.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Happy Lemon 17105 Southcenter Pkwy Tukwila The employees are allowing people to wait in line 
who are not 6ft feet apart.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petsmart 17585 Southcenter pkwy Tukwilla Petsmart has reopened for grooming services 
disregarding the non essential order. They should 
not be open if other grooming salons have to close.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Crafted Design Build 2108 E JAMES ST Seattle Construction is still ongoing, including multiple 
people doing landscaping

meg.giske@gmail.com MEGAN Rice 2532795451

TRUE 04/06/20 11:29 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mobile pet grooming Aussie Mobile Pet Grooming 32800 NE 43rd Circle Carnation Aussie posted on Facebook that they believe they 
are essential and are continuing business as usual. 
https://aussiepetmobile.com/essential-pet-care-
during-the-covid-19-pandemic/
The address I provided is my address. There is no 
address for Aussie as they are mobile. This link will 
tell you all you need as it came from their corporate 
headquarters.

Weldondenise@yahoo.com Denise Weldon 4259992109 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 11:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Glass blowing studio Area 253 Glassblowing 2514 Holgate Street Tacoma Still allowing glassblowing teams to work, although 
at a reduced amount. The business has 3 work days 
scheduled in April the 7th, the 18th, and the 21st

TRUE 04/06/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Window washers Complete Clean LLC 1525 NE 115th St Seattle, WA 98125Seattle They are sub contracted with our apartments and 
are set to start cleaning our windows tomorrow (our 
apartments sent an email out saying it’s still 
happening).  I have voiced my concern to my 
apartment complex but they seem to think they are 
considered essential.  Window washing should not 
be considered essential by any means.  This can 
wait.

Hays.molly@outlook.com Molly Hays 4257708204

TRUE 04/06/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Fatima fernandez 509-949-1073 Sunnyside This person is doing at home haircuts and is over 
charging because of the situation going on

TRUE 04/06/20 11:44 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Supply and Grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way Bremerton went to Petco in Bremerton and saw that the 
grooming was open. Asked them if they heard that 
Governor Inslee state that grooming salons where 
not essential and even showed them his published 
statements. The staff proceeded to tell me they will 
keep the salon open regardless until the cops show 
up.

Randy Plumb 3604735974 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 11:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber sally beauty 837 ne northgate way seattle drove by and saw open sign. did not try to go in. is it 
essential?

TRUE 04/06/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo Again I have walked my dog and drove by the 
business and I saw at least 15 cars in the parking lot 
and at least 20 people inside the office.  Clearly stay 
at home orders are not being followed and this is a 
continued daily thing, please investigate ASAP. 
There is no regard for safety, or social distancing. I 
am very concerned.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Smith Chiropractic 1487 NE Dawn Rd Bremerton There is not patient testing being done, no 
temperatures check no gloves or masks available. 
They are still preforming massages at this clinic. 
Doctors are having 30 mins appointment with 
patients with no mask or gloves or any real type of 
disinfecting taking place

TRUE 04/06/20 11:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Non-Essential Govenor Washingington State 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is destroying our state...

TRUE 04/06/20 11:47 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco and Petsmart Sprague Spokane valley I'm a dog groomer at a veterinary hospital who has 
very small contact with people as is and I am being 
forced to shut down while big cooperations are open 
taking my clientele and money out of my pocket 
essentially.

beccacastle96@yahoo.com Rebecca Castle 2085189736

TRUE 04/06/20 11:51 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber PetSmart 1969 Marketplace Dr Burlington I understand the retail part and vet being "essential", 
but I hardly think pet grooming is essential. It is not 
possible for the employees in the pet salon to 
maintain a six foot distance. Please look into this

bcljc@hotmail.com Ben Wiggins 3608561899 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 11:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Home Depot 330 Se 192nd Ave Vancouver, WA 98683 To many people in  store at a time-not social 
distancing. 
It very crowded.

rskwly@msn.com Sally Yearout 3606007774

TRUE 04/06/20 11:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is still open and violates the Stay home, 
Stay healthy order. This gym is a breeding ground 
for germs.

Shelly Riley 253-572-5147 iamthegstandard@gmail.com



TRUE 04/06/20 11:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Recreational Cannabis 
Dispensary

Issaquah Cannabis Company 230 NE Juniper St #201 Issaquah They are not regulating the number of people in the 
business, the spacing of customers, no face mask, 
completely irresponsible.

burtonrider1983@gmail.com Ian Miller 7072963670

TRUE 04/06/20 12:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Erupted Vapor SR503 11701 NE 95th St., Suite F Vancouver Did not see vape shops on the list of essential 
business. They have remained open and are open 
today (April 6)

oc@pacifier.com Christopher Mallory 3608927202

TRUE 04/06/20 12:05 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther FBO and Flight School McCormick Air Center 3210 w washington ave yakima This company is open to rent aircraft for recreational 
flights. They also do not comply with the CDC for 
preventing the spread of the virus.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Squeaky car wash 33 N willow rd Spokane Valley Cars are lined up for a car wash, not essential 
during these times

MISSYKENNEDY1@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 12:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Flowershop Amys flowers State route  97 Wapato Why are they open. Other shops in area are closed 
following government orders. Taking a toll on 
income. This is not right for them to be open.

seandoonan88@gmail.com Sean 5099456238

TRUE 04/06/20 12:15 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metal fabrication Sunsteel llc. 2002 morgan rd Sunnyside Over 100 employees  
Employees all need to clock in using biometeic 
reader and no sanitizer to disinfect hands afterwards.
Employees working on non essential projects

TRUE 04/06/20 12:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Manufacturing Funko 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett Funko has deemed itself a "essential" business. 
Their HQ have been closed but their manufacturing 
warehouses remain open and fuctioning. There have 
been two confirmed cases within the company one 
of which was a employee who worked in the 
warehouse itself. Funko had a cleaning team come 
in and disinfect surfaces after that confirmed case 
but then resumed regular operations. Social 
distancing is very minimally encouraged (as its the 
nature of some of the work). They are willingly and 
knowingly exposing employees. There is nothing 
essential about toy manufacturing. Employees are 
continuing to work because they need the financial 
means. There is nothing essential about the 
operation of their warehouses and they should be 
held liable for their actions accordingly.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Business Petsmart 120 31 AVE SE Puyallup Business is performing non-essential functions. BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 12:20 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-Essential County Office Thurston County Assessor’s Office 2000 Lakeridge Drive SW, Building 1Olympia Office is still having employees come into office for 
work, even high risk individuals are required to come 
in, and they are sending field agents out to 
residential properties. They are required to use 
public restrooms and knock on doors of residences. 
Office workers were telecommuting before today 
under the original order so it is possible, just not 
being utilized.

kenzieolson28@gmail.com Kenzie Olson 3604022263

TRUE 04/06/20 12:20 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Richland City of Richland 625 Swift Blvd. Richland Staff are expressing concerns about supplies, social 
distancing, and being laughed off. Building 
inspections are occurring without PPE. Staff fear 
retaliation for speaking out. Our city Mgr cares more 
about her command and control than safety! Do not 
trust her!  Seek concrete answers to how they are 
implementing new safety procedures. 

Also people are still congregating in our parks. RPD 
should be making public announcements. Why do 
we have more cases in the Tri (Benton/Franklin) 
combined, than Spokane ir Clark? PLEASE HELP

Ebwireman@gmail.com Ginger Wireman 509-528-9377

TRUE 04/06/20 12:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Dutch Brothers Coffee 22022 E Merdian E Graham Coffee stands are NON-ESSENTIAL Businesses. 
They do NOT provide a full meal, just muffins and 
cookies and ALL Coffee stands should be required 
to shut down.

saraofpape@gmail.com Sara Pape 253-579-5626

TRUE 04/06/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther US Food company Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd. Wallula I have already made a report but i have more to 
include in this concern. First i would like to say is i 
have already called the health department and they 
are saying that they cant do social distancing and 
are replacing it with checking temperatures and 
looking out for symptoms in individuals. There was 
already a positive case of COVID 19 in the place and 
not only did they continue running, they didnt even 
shut the place down for a couple days to actually 
clean everything the person has touched bathrooms 
wherever it could be spread. Not just that they are 
still having everyone gather the same time same 
place for lunch over 70+ people. 10+ people per 
table. Everyone is terrified to continue working. 
Scared to report because they could potentially get 
fired. And not have a job anymore. There needs to 
be some bounderies between the people working a 
SAFE environment to work. The people arent just 
scared for themselves but the children and older 
people that are living with them.

Madisonanzora@outlook.comMadison Anzora 509-521‐8020

TRUE 04/06/20 12:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Manufacturing Funko 2802 Wetmore Ave Everett Funko has closed down their HQ in the midst of this 
pandemic. Their warehouses remain open and 
functional as "essential" business. They 
manufacture toys. There is nothing essential about 
it. According to the Proclamation that was 
implemented by the Governor, essential businesses 
that manufacture items are only able to do so if their 
products are deemed essential and are relevant to 
transportation or "supplies needed to support 
manufacturing, packaging staging and distribution 
operations". Packaging materials are outsourced and 
by far in nature they do not provide a essential 
product for the public. There have been two 
confirmed cases of employees, in particular a worker 
who works in the warehouse. No formal universal 
communication about this person infected was 
released - employees were informed by word of 
mouth. They continue to operate and are in direct 
violation of the states orders. They need to cease 
operations immediately to prevent employees from 
being affected. Funko should be held punitively 
responsible for their immoral decision to remain 
open.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alley 24 224 Pontius Ave. North Seattle WA. The Alley 24 apartment building has a large amount 
of workers performing renovations to empty 
apartments almost every day that we have observed 
for several weeks now. This includes, painting, 
construction, carpet cleaning, etc. This activity has 
put my me and my family in danger as they are 
outside our apartment every day. We are afraid to 
even check the mail. We have complained to the 
leasing office multiple times and they said its not our 
concern. Their are at least 2 people with COVID19 
in this complex.

Alex

TRUE 04/06/20 12:29 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Municipality City of Olympia 601 4th Ave E Olympia Lawn /park/mowing  at Yeauger Park on 06 April in 
violation of outdoor maintenance. as defined in latest 
update to essential businesses.  Lawn mowing is not 
necessary to prevent imminent damage. Photo 
available.

mfbell04@icloud.com Mike Bell 360438-2885

TRUE 04/06/20 12:30 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belsaas & Smith PO box 947 Ellensburg We are working on 2 public works jobs involving 
schools. The deadlines for these will most likely be 
changed under the circumstances. Local Health 
Dept. issued a letter saying to continue work. Does 
this comply with the state's position. From a workers 
viewpoint these jobs don't seem essential and I don't 
want to unnecessarily put my family or myself at risk 
so the company and bosses can keep making 
money. I would rather be earning income but 
understand this is a time we all will be sacrificing 
financially. Are our jobs considered essential? Can 
you provide Belsaas J Smith with some clarity on 
this issue?



TRUE 04/06/20 12:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming PetCo Grooming 189 E Bakerview Bellingham wa My concern is for ALL petco grooming shops  in 
Washingngton state not just Bellingham.

I am a small business groomer and I do not feel it's 
right that we have to be closed but big Box Grooming 
shops are remaining open. This is not right its NOT 
allowed per Department of Agriculture  and needs to 
be stopped! 

Many groomers and customers have made 
complaints through this site however they continue 
to remain open. Groomer either need to ALL need to 
be essential or not essential just because big box 
companies have the money and the lawyers should 
they NOT be allowed to continue when all the rest of 
us are following the rules.

tarapavone@yahoo.com Tara Pavone 360-739-2283

TRUE 04/06/20 12:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home furnishing rental Buddy’s Home Furnishings 15003 Meridian East Puyallup This business is going door to door collecting 
payments. In my case the payment was 2 days late 
and instead of the $25 they wanted $80. I sent them 
away called the store offered to pay it up that was 
Wednesday. They wouldn’t take the payment over 
the phone they came back today for Payment. This 
is not socially responsible.

Paulbean2015@outlook.com Paul Bean 5034402682 Buddy@buddyrents.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:36 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Christian Faith Center 33645 20th Ave S Federal Way My daughter works here.  They are requiring their 
staff members to work at the church at least 24 
hours per week.  Their rolls are being changed since 
no services are being held.  Last week they had to 
go in to paint the children's wing. They do not have 
hand sanitizer or masks available to use.  I 
understand the recording aspect for online services 
but this is more than that.  They were told the need 
to "honor" the request made by the head leaders of 
the church.  Also, one staff person had just returned 
from China the beginning of March and she was not 
made to stay home and self quarantine and was 
allowed to come to work right after she returned.

pkwarren60@gmail.com Penni Warren 253-335-2683 THERESAF@CHRISTIANFAITHCENTER.ORG

TRUE 04/06/20 12:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle city council kshama sawant 600 4th ave. Seattle Kshama Sawant is encouraging a gathering at 
Seattle City Hall. This is against the governors stay 
home rule. This is putting public in grave danger. 
Kshama Sawant is not essential and should not be 
allowed in the building

TRUE 04/06/20 12:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther State Agency State Operated Living Alternatives 12721 30Th Ave NE Suite 102Seattle Continuing client family home visits despite Stay 
Home, Stay Healthy order from the governor. When 
asked about it personnel are told it would restrict 
client rights, further endangering personnel and 
clients.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 12:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Non essential city employee Seattle city hall 600 4th ave Seattle Kshama Sawant is encouraging groups of people to 
go to city hall. She is not essential

TRUE 04/06/20 12:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Monroe Glass and Vape 19979 US-2 Monroe Still open

TRUE 04/06/20 12:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Petsmart Grooming 4379 Guide Meridian Bellingham This complaint is not just for the Bellingham 
Location but all of Washington. 

If dog groomers are considered non essential and all 
small business are closed I do not think it's right nor 
fair that Petsmart is allowed and continues to fly 
under the radar having their grooming shops open! 
Just because they are Big Box business and have 
the money and lawyers the playing field should be 
the same. Either all groomer should be essential or 
non essential! 

I am also very bothered the fact that many people 
filed a complaint and the state of Washington  has 
continued to let them have their grooming shops 
open. 
I spoke with department of Agriculture this morning 
and they verified that ALL Grooming shops are to be 
closed... So please do what is right.

tarapavone@yahoo.com Tara Pavone 360-739-2283

TRUE 04/06/20 12:40 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther City council City hall 600 4th ave Seattle Encouraging a gathering at city hall. Kshama Sawant 
is not above the law

TRUE 04/06/20 12:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Florist Amy's Wapato Florist 350 S Frontage Rd Wapato Florists have been deemed non essential and they 
are still open.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma Gstandard Gym owner, Gabe Moen, needs to be 
held accountable for keeping his gym open while all 
other gyms have closed. He is just concerned about 
making money and signing up new members and 
bragging on social media. Please hold him 
accountable and help keep the public safe. Thank 
you for your time.

Kshultz.19@gmail.com Kyle Schultz iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 12:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Office of the Governer PO Box 40002 Olympia The Office is gathering large amounts of military with 
no regard for employee or public safety regarding the 
spread of the virus.

ziphren@gmail.com Richard J Howard 3607477362

TRUE 04/06/20 12:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop 5 star smoke shop 16930 Main St Hesperia Business not essential. More than 5 people in shop 
at a time. No face masks used by employees.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Center for excellence in dermatology 8901 West Gage Blvd Kennewick They have receptionists sitting closer than 6ft away 
from each other with unfiltered masks. They get 
patients as old as 100 years old and a lot of elder 
patients (from their 60s to their 80s and up). Theres 
cross contamination between glove uses and dont 
feel the establishment is clean enough. Patients can 
be without scheduling for their surgeries for weeks 
as I've heard by medical professionals that it is not 
"essential" considering that skin cancer is the 
LEAST aggressive form of cancer. I feel like they are 
putting their employees and patients at risk and 
staying opened will not help stop the spread of 
COVID-19. They need to shut down for the safety of 
employees and patients, especially the patients.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 12:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 189 E bakerview Rd Bellingham Grooming shop is still up and running. Can not 
properly practice social distancing in lobby area. 
Performing non essencial business putting elderly 
clients, employees and other pet owners at risk. All 
private grooming salons are closed as per state 
order except petco grooming.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 12:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Center for excellence in dermatology 8901 West Gage Blvd Kennewick / Hermiston They have receptionists sitting closer than 6ft away 
from each other with unfiltered masks. They get 
patients as old as 100 years old and a lot of elder 
patients (from their 60s to their 80s and up). Theres 
cross contamination between glove uses and dont 
feel the establishment is clean enough. Patients can 
be without scheduling for their surgeries for weeks 
as I've heard by medical professionals that it is not 
"essential" considering that skin cancer is the 
LEAST aggressive form of cancer. I feel like they are 
putting their employees and patients at risk and 
staying opened will not help stop the spread of 
COVID-19. They need to shut down for the safety of 
employees and patients, especially the patients. 
There are also way more than 50 workers working in 
the office all whom which I hear coughing at times 
and I am unsure of glove changes.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 12:58 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Boat company island packet yachts 1979 wild acres rd,  Largo 33771Largo We are being forced to work in a unsafe 
environment protocols from cdc. NOT being followed

Figo.cosi@gmail.com Michael Brissey 727-743-3911

TRUE 04/06/20 12:58 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Center for excellence in dermatology 8901 West Gage Blvd Kennewick / Hermiston They have receptionists sitting closer than 6ft away 
from each other with unfiltered masks. They get 
patients as old as 100 years old and a lot of elder 
patients (from their 60s to their 80s and up). Theres 
cross contamination between glove uses and dont 
feel the establishment is clean enough. Patients can 
be without scheduling for their surgeries for weeks 
as I've heard by medical professionals that it is not 
"essential" considering that skin cancer is the 
LEAST aggressive form of cancer. I feel like they are 
putting their employees and patients at risk and 
staying opened will not help stop the spread of 
COVID-19. They need to shut down for the safety of 
employees and patients, especially the patients. 
There are also way more than 50 workers working in 
the office all whom which I hear coughing at times 
and I am unsure of glove changes.

Anonymous



TRUE 04/06/20 1:02 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property 
Management/Maintenance

Alder Creek Apartments And 
Townhomes

11716 NE 49th Street Vancouver Per proclamation 20-25 no more than 2 people 
should be on site and if possible things should be 
facilitated remotely. Maintenance is full staffed with 
3 employees during the work week and one office 
employee. This was brought to the appropriate 
attention but no action was taken.

TRUE 04/06/20 1:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing specialty 
auto parts

Air Flow Research 28611 Industry Dr Valencia This business is reopening despite the stay at home 
order. They are not an essential business. They 
make specialty engines for racecars.

James info@airflowresearch.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon Dogcity 4457 36th ave sw Seattle They are open for dog grooming which is considered 
nonessential

INFO@DOGCITYSEATTLE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 1:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Pioneer Square 
neighborhood

Pioneer square 1st & Yesler Seattle Tourists with cameras around their necks. 
Desperate homeless around the clock panhandling 
people nose to nose. 
Lots of cars parked in the lot next to Mutual Life 
Building working nearby. 
People think we’re over it now.

TRUE 04/06/20 1:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 1203 SE Everett Mall Way Ste F,Everett Petco is open and the main business may be 
essential, but there is no reason the grooming area 
is essential

strictlybusiness66Agmail.comMandy

TRUE 04/06/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscape CPC landscape LLC 4120 Harrison ave Olympia Landscape buisness open and running employees 
seem to be forced to work cutting grass and riding 
together in company vehicles completely 
disregarding social distancing rule

Jeffrey

TRUE 04/06/20 1:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Downtown dog lounge 824 NW 46th st Seattle Theyre preforming dog grooming services when 
grooming is a nonessential service

AP@DOWNTOWNDOGLOUNGE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 1:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Western Materials 1202 S 1st street Yakima Employees are too close to customers. I think this is 
a non essential business. There more concerned 
about making money then there employees

TRUE 04/06/20 1:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Discount Fence 13727 La Connor Whitney Road  &  2236 Pacific St Bellingham, WAMt Vernon Discount Fence is dispatching trucks daily work 
crews to residences for fence installations.  It 
appears they are ignoring and in direct violation the 
Governor's stay at home order.

TRUE 04/06/20 1:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Sugar Bakery & Cafe 1014 Madison St, First Hill Seattle Notices at least twice this business is OPEN. 
Business serves Coffee and Bakery items ( 
cake/bread/muffins). Can't comment more but this 
doesn't seem to be essential business. And 
expensive coffee/barkey products business ? Why 
not go to Grocery store within .2 miles of distance?

TRUE 04/06/20 1:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Sugar Bakery & Cafe 1014 Madison St, First Hill Seattle Notices at least twice this business is OPEN. 
Business serves Coffee and Bakery items ( 
cake/bread/muffins). Can't comment more but this 
doesn't seem to be essential business. And 
expensive coffee/barkey products business ? Why 
not go to Grocery store within .2 miles of distance?

TRUE 04/06/20 1:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Boulevard cuts 501 E redlands blvd Redlands ca There still open there doing appointment only policy 
which there still people in there if all the other salons 
nails salon shut down so should they not fair tue9s 
through -sat they are open

Brownsuger08@yahoo.com Brenda

TRUE 04/06/20 1:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Surface Art/Tile Fabrications 
Northwest

19901 62nd Ave. S Kent This is a tile fabrication facility and warehouse. The 
product comes from both China and Italy, and is not 
Critcal material as it is not used in Hospitals or 
stores. The work space doesnt allow social 
distancing in the fabrication department.

Pandalyn3@gmail.com Krislyn A Turner 2532239384

TRUE 04/06/20 1:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming 4 Paws 17303 139th Ave NE Woodinville Pet grooming shop still open.

TRUE 04/06/20 1:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Mobile Kirkland Pet grooming shop still open. ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 1:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Dog Grooming 1205 w Washington street Sequim This salon was shut down for 72hours before they 
reopened and are allowing appointments to me 
made with multiple groomers in the salon. The salon 
is so small that there is no way to continuously keep 
a safe 6 feet away from everyone. Not to mention 
promoting that they are open in multiple social media 
groups.

deznjess@gmail.com Audrey Hall 4792851987 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Retail Anko Totem Lake Mall Kirkland Non essential business still selling and curbside 
pickup

TRUE 04/06/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This non-essential business is still open 24/7 and 
has people coming and going at all hours despite the 
governor's orders.  As far as I can tell, they have 
zero intention of following the order as it applies to 
gyms and other non-essential businesses. They are 
even telling people via Facebook to park on the 
street to look less suspicious.

iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Retail Anko Burien Burien Non essential business still selling and curbside 
pickup

TRUE 04/06/20 1:40 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other 164th St Artesian Well 164th St Artesian Well 2399 164th St SW Lynnwood The artesian well in Lynnwood is always packed with 
people.  This has NOT changed during the 
mandatory stay at home order.  If parks and natural 
areas are closed, this well should be closed too.  The 
people there are not obeying social distancing and 
they are all touching the well spout.  Not good!

TRUE 04/06/20 1:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retailer Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett WHY ARE THEY STILL OPEN AND HAVE BEEN 
THE ENTIRE TIME DURING THIS "STAY AT 
HOME" ORDER?

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Visionworks 921 N 10th St Suite B Renton Business in violation of Proclamation 20-05, offering 
clinical appointments using PPE for eye 
examinations for conditions which are not anticipated 
to cause harm to the patient within the next three 
months, and offering appointments online at 
https://optometry.azurewebsites.net/ .

me@jondong.com Jonathan Dong 2532173219

TRUE 04/06/20 1:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco Statewide Statewide Statewide, Petco Grooming is still open unless the 
groomers have decided to go out on a leave of 
absence. Petco isnt making the decision and is 
letting individuals decide for themselves. The 
grooming salons are in their own area with totally 
separate employees from the store side. Petsmart 
and all privately owned business arent working at the 
moment. Most groomers are feeling obligated to 
work when they are feeling uncomfortable. Dog 
grooming is essential over a course of the pets 
lifetime but not essential for a month. Please help as 
it brings unneccessary travel and social interactions 
that are not needed.

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Karen's Hair Salon 130 Camelia ST NW Royal City Business is still open with the blinds closed and the 
"open" light is off but many cars are there during 
regular business hours

TRUE 04/06/20 1:50 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public Officer Seattle Police Department - Parking 
Enforcement

720 3rd Ave, 18th Floor Seattle Driving to work I observed a parking enforcement 
officer giving out tickets to cars parked by essential 
employees. We take care of the trash and recycling 
for much of the Seattle area and are risking our lives 
to be out here doing our jobs. The police are more 
concerned with a vehicle parked just outside the 
lines when we have no more room in the mornings 
for parking around here. This is ridiculous!

Seacitiguy@gmail.com Kenneth Brauner 2068520867

TRUE 04/06/20 1:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness Gym NW Fitness Project 3601 Greenwood Ave N Seattle This business has a "temporarily closed" sign for 
show but still operates. The owners (Kyle Davis and 
Matt Holland) still allow members to visit and use 
their business. On the morning of 4/6/2020 I 
witnessed 3 people using the fitness equipment, 
including Matt Holland. The same day in the 
afternoon I witnessed both Matt Holland and Kyle 
Davis in the business, and a different client also 
working out. Previously, after the proclamation, I 
have seen as many as 10-15 people in this gym at 
one time. Furthermore, none of these people are 
practicing social distancing. They claim they are 
exempt.

pingothedingo@yahoo.com Paneen Petersen 206-486-5745 info@nwfitnessproject.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Creations Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd Sw #106 Tumwater Saturday April 4, 2020 at approximately 12:30pm I 
was sitting in my car waiting to go into mud bay feed 
store to get my puppy food and saw employee of the 
nail salon open business door to let a customer 
outside back to their vehicle! Whistle blower! Isn't 
this type of business considered non-essential? 
VERY CONCERNED for public safety and health! 
I'm concerned about my name being released for 
safety! I'm asking that my name remain confidential 
please. I've also contacted the Department of Health 
COVID-19 call center today April 6, 2020. I pray for 
the safety of ALL people! God bless!

Jessie.muth@gmail.com Jessica Muth 3605156676

TRUE 04/06/20 1:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Joann Fabrics 15110 E Indiana Ave Spoakne Valley Towards the weekends; the store can be very busy. 
Certain hours can be slam with people; large 
gatherings.



TRUE 04/06/20 1:54 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Meat packing industry Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd, Wallula, WA 99363Wallula, WA Health measurements are not taking place there has 
been cases of more workers getting COVID-19. 
Although they found some people sick they are not 
taking proper healthcare safety into consideration or 
proper protocols. They posted a flyer of a $500 
bonus for workers to continue working despite some 
of the workers already getting the virus, so workers 
continue working. They are pretty much bargaining 
for workers to continue working so the company 
continues to be operational despite their workers 
well-being!

isabel9750@live.com Isabel (509) 619-4056

TRUE 04/06/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Depot Home Depot Queensgate Richland , WA HD even though is only admitting 100 ppl at the 
time, people are waiting outside not following social 
distance between each other, the business haven't 
marked in any form outside  the space there should 
be between costumers while waiting in line.

zeydi.rosas@gmail.com Zeydi 3052153083

TRUE 04/06/20 1:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer's 196th Street Lynnwood, WA Self scan stations are not adhering to social 
distancing.  Clerks have to unjam the machines and 
there are no plexiglass dividers to protect customers 
and employees at these stations.  People are buying 
non essential items such as potting soil, etc.

tambosassy@gmail.com Maryellen Walsh (425) 776-5374

TRUE 04/06/20 1:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petsmart 10309 156th St E Puyallup Grooming salons are deemed non-essential. All 
small businesses are closed, but a corporate 
business can go against the ruling of the governor’s? 
If small businesses are adhering the mandate, then 
the Corp stores should as well.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petsmart 120 31st Ave SE Puyallup Grooming salons are deemed non-essential. All 
small businesses are closed, but a corporate 
business can go against the ruling of the governor’s? 
If small businesses are adhering the mandate, then 
the Corp stores should as well.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 3717 S Meridian St Puyallup Grooming salons are deemed non-essential. All 
small businesses are closed, but a corporate 
business can go against the ruling of the governor’s? 
If small businesses are adhering the mandate, then 
the Corp stores should as well.

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood The golf course continues to be open despite the 
governor's clarification that golf courses are not 
exempt from the "Stay Home, Stay Safe" order 
https://wagolf.org/news/governor-clarification-on-golf/

mckid530@gmail.com Laura McFadden 2533417661 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/06/20 1:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Massawa Eritrean and Ethiopian 
Restaurant & Bar

4411 S Mead St, Seattle, WA 98118seattle at least 10 cars are parked outside daily but they 
have blinds down to make it look like its locked.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery. General 
merchandise

Target 2887 S Rochester Road Rochester Hills Employees were packing pick up orders close 
together, some w masks some without. Even 
security was about a foot away from other workers. I 
called and made a complaint to a manager

TRUE 04/06/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Lydig Construction 7821 Stone Ave N Seattle Non-essential construction job remaining open after 
bringing on a worker from a separate job site that 
was exposed to COVID-19. Social distancing not 
being practiced.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Adult and Pediatric Medicine of Burien 14212 Ambaum Blvd SW, Suite 304Burien PPE are not being worn, telehealth is not being 
offered for appointments, and e-scripts are not being 
provided to patient's pharmacy. Please check to 
make sure this business is aware of all the options 
available for doctor's and clients during this scary 
time.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Why in the world is this gym still open when all the 
others in Tacoma are CLOSED? Please look into 
owner Gabe Moen.

tanimotom8@gmail.com Mari Ton 253-222-1567 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Richmond American Homes 83rd Ave Court E & 31st Street EEdgewood I really don't want to bust anyone but Richmond 
American Homes is continuing to allow construction 
work on new homes to proceed as per normal. 
Multiple workers, without protective gear, are 
building new homes.  They are working in a 
neighborhood that is trying very hard to abide by 
state directives.  I think what pushed me over the 
edge today, was the sound of workers cursing at 
each other while they pounded away and left their 
lunch trash strewn on the ground.  Neighbors are 
keeping our distance. Workers are not. Neighbors 
are all losing income.  I understand deeply why 
anyone would want to continue working if at all 
possible, but this is just not fair and not safe.

patriceo@comcast.net Patrice O'Neill 253-347-1394

TRUE 04/06/20 2:13 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Park at 3rd & Yesler - Prefontaine Pl 425 3rd Ave Seattle This park needs to be shut down. Tons of people 
milling around very close to each other.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:21 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Blinn Fitness C, 11419 19th Ave SE #A-105Everett There were people in the gym & working out.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:29 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Xpo logistics 473 WATSON BLVD SW MARIETTA Someone has got Covid-19. They still have a large 
gathering of people. Also they found out this 
weekend and clean it trying to run production 
Tuesday. I don't feel safe. Candy isn't essential.

robinson.miasia@gmail.com Miasia Robinson 4042466246

TRUE 04/06/20 2:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School playground Lake hills Elementary school 14310 SE 12th St, Bellevue, WA 98007Bellevue There were more than 10 kids playing in the school 
soccer field not following the social distancing/stay 
@ home

Wendyxromero@gmail.com Wendy (425)269-4798

TRUE 04/06/20 2:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection agency Sentry Credit 2809 Grand Ave Everett Wa Still people working there...collection agency...not 
essential at this time.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:48 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petsmart - Salon 15445 NE 24th St, Bellevue, WA 98007Bellevue As of 4/6 this Petsmart has decided to open the 
grooming salon section of the business.  It is not an 
essential service (it is not providing veterinary 
services) The salon is a small and cannot safely 
social distance.  Getting your dog groomed should 
not be putting employees & their families at risk

BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 2:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement Home depot 27027 185th ave se Covington There was about 100-200 people in that store and 
people in line outside not standing 6 feet apart. 
Some even commenting that this was stupid.

jkfrum@gmail.com Joshua 8322216568

TRUE 04/06/20 2:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Shop cigarettes/ vape / 
head shop

Mount Vernon Smoke and Vape 425 College Way suite 300c Mount Vernon Glass shop, cigarettes, vape, cigar shop open. Small 
building with out good reason to be open.

tishaham70@gmail.com Tish HAMPTON 3607078533

TRUE 04/06/20 2:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Dollar tree Dollar tree 757 Rainer ave south Renton The managers wife has tested positive for the 
coronavoruis and he lives with her and they 
corporate office only shut the wife's dollar tree store 
down and the husband is still running the dollar tree 
store#7340 757 Rainer ave south Renton wa 98057-
3200 this needs asap attention the managers wife is 
corateented and the manager wasn't supposed to tell 
any one

Brosack@gmail.com Samantha brosack 2539315532

TRUE 04/06/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber April Hendrickson 2705 w Logan ave Yakima She is a hair stylist still working from home. 
Exposing everyone she comes in contact with not 
following the social distancing or stay at home order 
as she’s also going to peoples homes to cut hair as 
well.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann's fabrics 57th Ave. Seattle Observed closed but still having employees work in 
side under disguise of mask making. What a lie. No 
masks made here. Selling online for pickup junk. 
Wade Miquelon CEO must be proud infecting his 
employees and then customers. While him and his 
are all bunkered up somewhere where it's safe for 
them. Greedy non caring CEO PRESIDENT. Shut 
this non essential business down completely now. 
Spreading the virus and getting away with it.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/06/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hayden homes 18th and Chapman Spokane valley There are at least 10 crews of different construction 
types working on houses

Jokrist8@yahoo.com Joyce kristensen 509-922-2000

TRUE 04/06/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction H&B Electric 9507 NE worth st Battle Ground Specifically heard saying they will work until they are 
fined

TRUE 04/06/20 3:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petsmart/ Petco 9950 n newport hwy.         6302 N Division stSpokane I was told that Routine Pet Grooming was NOT 
essential along with pet services like dog walking, 
training. Veterinarians, pet supply stores, boarding 
and daycare ARE ESSENTAIL. And that the best 
way to limit interactions was to temporarily stop Non 
essential services. Why has Petsmart and Petco 
Been allowed to Still offer these services that are 
NOT Essential according to you guys???

frankieavalos@hotmail.com frankie 7022995000 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 3:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Campbell & Company 2828 W Irving Pasco This company is marketing non-essential services to 
customers, encouraging employees to interact and 
“get to know” the customers, etc. They are 
ENCOURAGING and forcing their employees to do 
non essential remodel jobs inside occupied homes.

Baileygrow@ymail.com Bailey 5099472797

TRUE 04/06/20 3:10 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson Foods I.N.C 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula My father has been working for over 15 years in this 
warehouse, and tells me some of the workers are 
leaving because they are scared from getting 
infected from those who were infected in the 
warehouse , but are bribed into getting a 500$ bonus 
if they don’t miss any work , yet they don’t close the 
warehouse for sanitizing which puts all workers at 
risk

contrerasosvaldo13@yahoo.comOsvaldo 5095404555



TRUE 04/06/20 3:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Depot and Lowes 
and walmart

Home Depot Puyallup #4709      
(253)770-9600

303 35th Ave Se Puyallup WA 98374 I  have a picture of a long line  of people standing 
shoulder to shoulder and crammed into the outdoor 
garden  section of Home Depot  (HD)in Puyallup this 
past Sunday, 4/5/20  &  it  is  the same HD  in 
Bonnie Lake. I also see it at Home Depots , Lowes,&  
 Walmart throughout western WA.  Even the local 
news the last 2 days have reported this 
overcrowding. Especially the Walmart in SHelton, 
WA   The crowds have  been so huge at Home 
Depot/Lowes the stores are drastically sold out of 
product.  And kids are running up and down the 
aisles of these stores

justiceforhorses@yahoo.com Lisa Wells 360-432-3484

TRUE 04/06/20 3:14 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other PETCO PETCO pet supplies 17200 Southcenter Pkwy #100, WA 98188Tukwila and Kent Pet grooming is not essential.  Petco grooming 
salons are still grooming! Tukwila and kent. All 
salons are closed due to non essential.  EXCEPT 
FOR PETCO GROOMING SALONS

Deerhunterdes13@comcast.netDesiree Roselle 2069635886 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 3:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Railroad BNSF 123 E. Holland Spokane I don't know the address so I put my address. My 
relative works for BNSF but wants to be anonymous. 
BNSF told COVID-19 positive workers not to tell 
anyone but just go to work cause they are essential. 
One of the Conductors who were taken ill died today. 
They are not disinfecting the trains even though 
employees have asked. Thanks

marsandvenus77@msn.com JEANINE SMITH 509-953-6122

TRUE 04/06/20 3:21 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Roosevelt High School Recreational Sports 1410 NE 66th St Seattle, WA I do want to respect people's desire to get some 
exercise, but it's hard to overlook the multiple groups 
of people playing spikeball, football, and soccer; all 
individual groups are 10-15 people in close contact 
but together there's 50 people on the field

mmathay1@uw.edu Martin

TRUE 04/06/20 3:22 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment rental Our Heroes Place 412 E. 13th Street Vancouver, WA I did a $1000 deposit to secure occupancy for a 
short term lease on Feb. 28, 2020 with intent to take 
occupancy on April 1, 2020. Because of pandemic 
and stay at home orders for the states of WA, CA 
and AZ, I am not able to travel. They gave me an 
extension to sign by May 1 for occupancy or I will 
forfeit my $1000. I can not travel due to stay at 
home orders and would like to either have deposit 
refunded or would be happy to occupy at a later date 
when all clear exists. My husband and I are over 
sixty and not like to travel from AZ to WA during stay 
at home orders, but will lose our deposit if we do not. 
Please advise.

suehirschbein@yahoo.com Sue Hirschbein 8478099685

TRUE 04/06/20 3:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair salon 10318 Aurora Ave N, Seattle, WA 98133Seattle This hair salon has been open for the past 3-4 
weeks, people often call in and she gives them 
haircuts in the back.

coolguyjordans@gmail.com Jordan Prolovsky 2062298431

TRUE 04/06/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Pet Grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Puget Sound She has multiple units in operation all over the areaSeattle, Bellevue, sammamish, issaquahThis is a franchise owner with multiple grooming 
vans that is still in operation

torie.mcdaniel@gmail.com Torie McDaniel 425-949-6066 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 3:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Slovakia club 240 Alden avenue Roebling Staying open bar but using the back door. To look 
like business is closed.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy's Hair Salon 10318 Aurora Ave N Seattle Owner is keeping her salon open with lights on, 
cutting hair in the back where you cannot see from 
the outside. She sets up "appointments" for 
customers to enter while she "cleans" the salon

mhhuynh@student.rtc.edu Michael 2062292716

TRUE 04/06/20 3:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pet Grooming Salon Petsmart She has multiple stores in operation all over the areaSeattle, Bellevue, sammamish, issaquahThis is a chain store with grooming salons still in 
operation

torie.mcdaniel@gmail.com Torie McDaniel 425-949-6066

TRUE 04/06/20 3:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco She has multiple stores in operation all over the areaSeattle, Bellevue, sammamish, issaquahThis is a chain store with grooming salons still in 
operation

torie.mcdaniel@gmail.com Torie McDaniel 425-949-6066 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 3:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Anytime fitness 7104 265th street n.w. Stanwood Anytime fitness has never closed and people are 
continually coming and going thumbing there nose at 
Coronavirus restrictions. The building it’s located in 
is multi use with 54 condos. Half us owners are 
older retired people so for us this is a safety issue. 
We’ve reached out several times to the management 
and they don’t care and will continue to stay open 
and have no intention of locking the doors. Please 
help

rodentwisle@gmail.com Rod Entwisle 4252387601 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 3:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair Salon 10318 Aurora Ave N, Seattle WA 98133Seattle Salon is open for the past 3 weeks taking in 
customers breaking Stay at home, government 
Inslee order

Bobjo20619@gmail.com Douglas Richards 2068059691

TRUE 04/06/20 3:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 27111 167th Pl SE Covington Dog grooming is non essential! Petco continues to 
leave their salons open with full schedules. My salon 
in Covington only closed because we felt unsafe. But 
they are making us open back up on Easter Sunday 
with a full schedule.. this means up to and between 
30- 50 dogs a day, With 5 groomers in a small 
space. This means more people leaving their homes 
and spreading covid. There are times of the day 
when we have 10 people waiting in the lobby. Yes 
we can limit the amount of people, but it's physically 
impossible to stay 6 from any of our clients. This 
means alot of hand on hand contact with every 
person that walks in the door. It is a very dangerous 
situation and Petco is putting all of their employees 
in danger. Sincerely, a concerned citizen and dog 
groomer.

athenajorgenson@gmail.com Athena Jorgenson licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/06/20 3:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Auto Detail OC Detailing 7501 E Sprague Spokane this business remains open and active during the 
mandatory shutdown

TRUE 04/06/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Detail Auto Skin Detail 3038 E Trent Ave Ste A Spokane this business remains open and active during the 
mandatory shutdown

TRUE 04/06/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Detail Crystal Clean Auto Detail 12613 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley this business remains open and active during the 
mandatory shutdown

TRUE 04/06/20 3:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther campground Lake merwin campers hideaway 24706 NE Columbia Tie Rd amboy Board of directors in not allowing the camp manager 
to limit some employees contact with members. 
Employees are required to handle members personal 
propane tanks as well as going to members sites for 
black tank waste removal. I do not feel that 
employees are properly equipped to limit contact with 
possibly infected surfaces or people.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:45 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renton Housing Authority 2828 NE 3rd, Renton, Washington 98056Renton Renovating on our apartments. I feel they should be 
quarantined and not working on our building and 
demo on our balconies.

None Ms. Clark 206-412-2386

TRUE 04/06/20 3:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Smokey Point blvd Espresso 13901 smokey pt blvd Marysville Despite multiple customers being diagnosed with 
covid 19 while continuing to patron this business, the 
business refuses to close, nor are they taking any 
extra health precautions. No gloves or masks or 
hand washing and contact is frequently made with 
customers. Customers are never 6 feet away.

X X X

TRUE 04/06/20 3:53 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Complex Seattle Griffis South 28705 34th Ave S Auburn A group of eight young individuals (some live here 
but those in the car do not) met outside my 
apartment building, parked their car and proceeded 
to smoke pot in a circle while blasting music. They 
blocked traffic, causing cars to have to drive around 
them and ignored the Shelter-in-place. The use of 
marijuana or tobacco is prohibited on the property 
grounds so I reported that part to the management. 
However I was unsuccessful in reporting the 
gathering to both, city police and the sheriff's 
department. Which is why I am reporting this here.

antoniastark253@gmail.com Antonia Barnstien 2065169965

TRUE 04/06/20 3:54 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment rental Our Heroes Place 412 E. 13th Street Vancouver, WA I did a $1000 deposit to secure occupancy for a 
short term lease on Feb. 28, 2020 with intent to take 
occupancy on April 1, 2020. Because of pandemic 
and stay at home orders for the states of WA, CA 
and AZ, I am not able to travel. They gave me an 
extension to sign by May 1 for occupancy or I will 
forfeit my $1000. I can not travel due to stay at 
home orders and would like to either have deposit 
refunded or would be happy to occupy at a later date 
when all clear exists. My husband and I are over 
sixty and not like to travel from AZ to WA during stay 
at home orders, but will lose our deposit if we do not. 
Please advise.

suehirschbein@yahoo.com Sue Hirschbein 8478099685

TRUE 04/06/20 3:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann fabrics 136th Meridian Puyallup It's a fabric store.  everything they have at the store 
you can purchase from them online  Fabric stores 
have had to close their doors. Why should they be 
allowed to stay open

disp1222@comcast.net Dorene strange 2536918277 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/06/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard why all the other places are Closed? ￼￼ but this 
one is not??

Olallaboi6969@gmail.com Michael 360-440-9082

TRUE 04/06/20 3:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Sage Homes Northwest 214 17th Ave E Seattle Construction still going on the property 17th Ave E 
and East Thomas. I believe the construction 
company is Sage Homes Northwest but not sure.

erica.b.skinner@gmail.com Erica Skinner 4252413406

TRUE 04/06/20 3:57 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church The Heights Church 2215 S Hayford Rd Spokane Church is planning on hosting a drive in Easter 
service. As to my knowledge, part of this will include 
a live performance outside. I believe this violates the 
gathering ordinance as there will be a stage, 
speakers, and roof set up. Although I love my 
church, this is unessential work and dangerous to 
the community.

Anonymous



TRUE 04/06/20 3:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Catholic Community Services community Services Lakewood Care givers not using PPE, not  washing hands or 
following guidelines.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 4:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creation 704 trosper Rd SW St 106 Tumwater Still doing nails. They covered up their windows so 
no one can see inside that they are violating this 
order.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nina's Nails 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton I have been by this business several times and she 
is in there with a couple of clients. She also text me 
to tell me that she will be working every morning 
every day.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nina's Nails 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton I have been by this business several times and she 
is in there with a couple of clients. She also text me 
to tell me that she will be working every morning 
every day.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:03 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther cabinet shop Custom Interiors 6900 191st Arlington employees seem to be working

TRUE 04/06/20 4:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware Store Home Depot 31800 SR 20 Oak Harbor allowing over 100+ customers in the store at a time. 
Not limiting sales to essential purchases, other 
customers "bored shopping."

sara@matrices.net Sara Howard 3606322720

TRUE 04/06/20 4:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Mason Generanl Hospital Patient 
Accounts office

901 Mountain View Dr Shelton Management is refusing to seriously accommodate 
work from home options for the billing department, 
and it is impossible to maintain distancing due to the 
cramped quarters with over 20 people in it. Including 
those with health issues and are 
immunocompromised. With the move to electronic 
records and systems, this job can be done from 
home and does not require being in the office daily.

clareblackwell@hotmail.com Clare Blackwell 3604638455

TRUE 04/06/20 4:05 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Computer Repairs Csat Solutions 7909 Northcourt Rd Houston Hi, I’m a concerned employee about my health and 
the health of my coworkers due to the company 
which I work in not  enforcing social distancing 
especially inside the warehouse were all the work is 
being done by about more than a hundred people, 
not only are they not practicing social distancing but 
as well they are not addressing issues of why many 
people are being sent home due being sick they 
seem to be keeping secrets everything so that 
people won’t get scare and request days off we’ve 
also received units which have stated on paper that 
the costumer has tested positive but neither of these 
issues have been addressed. Also the work 
environment is not very clean and they don’t give us 
or have protection gear for us.

juanortega2115@gmail.com Juan Ortega

TRUE 04/06/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma This business is open for business and not taking 
the Govenor's seriously. People working out and not 
cleaning or practicing social distancing.

Britiani Stewart 253- 921- 6180 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:07 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Daycare/pre-
school/Kindergarten

Birch Tree Academy  lakehill Bellevue 5328, 655 156th Ave SE #200,Bellevue, WA 98007 Per The Order, the school could only provide 
distance learning or for children of essential workers, 
but the school is requesting children of non-essential 
workers to continue attend the school. 

“Workers supporting public and private childcare 
establishments, licensed pre-K establishments, K- 
12 schools, colleges, and universities for purposes 
of distance learning, or the provision of school 
meals, or child care for the children of essential 
workers across all sectors and for uniquely 
vulnerable children.”

qiqi_686@msn.com qi qi 4259857817

TRUE 04/06/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Privately owned Gym GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar st Suite B Tacoma !!!!!!!!!  THIS GYM IS OPERATING WITH SIGNS 
ON THEIR DOORS EXCLAIMING THEY ARE 
CLOSED DUE TO COVID-19   !!!!!!!!

DOZENS of members of this Gym are going out of 
their way to park in the surrounding areas, including 
across the street, to hide the fact they are continuing 
to use these facilities. They are going in and out all 
day, every day.  Many of them.  I am eye witness to 
this Monday thru Friday.

Needles for the use of Testosterone injections have 
been found in front in the recent past along with 
empty bottles of Testosterone, on the ground and in 
plain sight.

PLEASE!!!! BEFORE THIS VIRUS SPREADS 
FASTER, DO SOMETHING!!!!!

Thank you for your time.

aseity@live.com iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:16 PM #NO MATCH Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other WA State Corrections DOC 500 morain Kennewick Governor sent and email for employees to work from 
home yet section 2 is refusing to listen and send 
their employees home to work along with ones who 
have autoimmune diseases and have submitted 
notes to their work place

Justus3mae@icloud.com Meshayla 5095215205

TRUE 04/06/20 4:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Ringers 22803 44th Ave W Mountlake Terrace In the last week, on two different occasions, I have 
observed customers staying in to drink beverages, 
maybe eating, sometimes picking up to-go food, but 
always staying 30 minutes or more inside.  One 
person I observed owns another Espresso stand 
locally, and so he could be spreading the virus to his 
own customers.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E Sumner Twice tried for a definitive decision about own 
cabinet shop from Gov's ofc, all I got was highly 
ambiguous.  My customers without kitchens, but 
have shut down because all can wait.  Yet 
competitor Bellmont apparently has dispensation we 
don't have.  Either give me same approval or shut 
them down!

Carl@SpencerLLC.com Carl Spencer 425-343-3348 customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle currently has over 10 people working 
in their sales building right now, violating the 1 
person in the building at a time order. They also 
have their front door unlocked and are doing 
business on the sly.

lmpezzella83@gmail.com lisa 3346189635

TRUE 04/06/20 4:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Discount Fence 2236 Pacific St Bellingham I am getting a fence installed by another company. I 
was told that they could not install fence due to being 
Non Essential. I saw Discount Fence Installing 
Fences. If one company is shut down I would think 
that they should all be shut down.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Emerald City Medical Arts 16 roy street seattle This is a medical spa offering non-essential services 
like laser hair removal. I got a voicemail reminder for 
an appointment tomorrow (scheduled over a month 
ago) and when I called back to reschedule for May, I 
was surprised to hear that they're continuing to see 
clients as usual.

stale_brownie@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:30 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School District SkyWest Airlines 6041 Vista Drive, P.O.Box 698Ferndale I have noticed that non-essential custodial and 
maintenance staff is required report for work durin 
these times of quarentine. Teachers and administers 
are told to stay home while these staff are still 
required to show up to work. Additionally, at Custer 
Elementary there was a reported case of COVID-19 
and custodial staff is still required to report to this 
location.

AndrushenkoRoman9@gmail.comRoman Andrew Andrushenko 3603056524

TRUE 04/06/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Barcelo Homes 4719 90th AVe SE Mercer Island Ongoing construction despite stay at home orders.
Multiple workers / vendors visit the job site daily.
Today's activities included painting the outside of the 
house, which is not an essential service per the 
Governor's proclamation.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco grooming salon 318 NE Northgate way Seattle Petco grooming salons are still open. Truly essential 
pet grooming (e.g. severe matting) is something that 
vets do and Petco Does not accept such cases, 
making them truly non-essential.

Porovich88@hotmail.com Robby 2095594049

TRUE 04/06/20 4:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/Personal Trainer 
Facility

Ten Thousand 5305 NE 121st Ave, Unit 906 Vancouver This gym has been openly advertising that they will 
not be shutting their doors and have been actively 
operating. Not only are they a non-essential 
business and refusing to close, they are also not 
practicing social distancing or sanitizing when clients 
arrive and use the gym. When asked why they are 
staying open against the WA state requirement that 
they temporarily shut their doors, the Owner of the 
business stated they don't feel like it's necessary. I 
feel that this gym is putting clients and the 
community at risk knowingly and they will not shut 
down without interference.

Even their website states they will not be closing:  
https://www.10k.fitness/

Team10kmanagment@gmail.com



TRUE 04/06/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Aquatic Bathware 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm They were told they were non essential but have 
remained open. They are also telling employees that 
have chosen to stay home out of concern for their 
health that they are going to be penalized.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Overcomer Covenant Church 33415 Military Rd S Auburn From my understanding, spiritual gatherings are 
considered non-essential & I drove by this church on 
Sunday and the parking lot was full of cars and there 
is a sign out front that they are open for Easter 
service as well. I am concerned that this could aid in 
the spread of the virus in my neighborhood and want 
them to cease this kind of activity.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Pacific Landscape Management Inc 8805-8813 206th St SE Snohomish This is the landscaping company that services 
Emerald Ponte at Sunrise for the HOA of J&M 
Management. This landscaping company works in 
the community on Thursdays and Fridays. their 
home office is in Snohomish but they travel to 
Southhill in Pierce County to do this work.  I thought 
landscaping was deemed unessential.

zlujrrad@gmail.com Darrell 2533484689

TRUE 04/06/20 4:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business I Love Teriyaki 12077 124th Ave NE Kirkland We were heading there to see if we can pick up food 
since they said on google they are open for takeout. 
While in the parking we saw many people enter and 
leave without food which made us realize they're 
dining in.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/6/20

TRUE 04/06/20 4:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petsmart 1403 e Washington ave Yakima Non essential grooming salon undeaddusk8@gmail.com Dakota 5097158553 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Homeowners Association Newland Communities 6704 Tacoma Mall Blvd STE 111Tacoma I received a notification from the Management Trust 
regarding a supposed landscaping violation in my 
front lawn. My wife and I are both essential 
personnel-she is a nurse and I work in public 
utilities. We have a 1 year old whom we alternate 
watching because we've asked our in-home 
childcare (our parents) to remain home until the Stay 
Home, Stay Healthy order ends.  They are out nit-
picking residents, many of whom are enduring 
unprecedented hardship. They expect homeowners 
to go to EXTREMELY CROWDED hardware stores 
to purchase plants and fertilizers in order to remain 
compliant with beautification standards. It is insane 
to me that I have to put my family at risk in order to 
satisfy the arbitrary requirements of an entirely 
nonessential entity. 

I will pay the fines, if that's what it takes to keep my 
community safe from a global pandemic. Please help 
by urging this HOA to relax on requirements. At least 
until those of us who are out there facing REAL 
challenges to keep our community safe are free to 
return to mundane tasks like buying weed-and-feed 
from the local Home Depot.  Please, please help. 
This is insanity.

laustinfound@gmail.com Austin J Jennings 2533768927

TRUE 04/06/20 4:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR-9 Mount Vernon Monday 4/6/2020, 25+ cars and many groups on the 
course. Pretty sure golf courses were not deemed 
essential businesses.

Habgirl73@aol.com

TRUE 04/06/20 4:51 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petsmart 7603 NE Vancouver Plaza Dr Vancouver The grooming department is open and taking clients BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 4:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Ridgecrest pub 520 NE 165th st. Shoreline Distancing socializing still selling growlers and 
having multiple food trucks - creating small crowds

TRUE 04/06/20 4:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklyn 7828 128TH AVE NE Kirkland Builder's phone is (425) 644-2323.

Workers are performing construction activities as of 
Apr 6, 4pm on a new construction private home (not 
low-income). The work does not appear essential per 
the governor's declaration, as the home is fully 
sealed (roof and windows in place) and it looks like 
the workers are adding accents to the outside 
surface of the home and not performing any kind of 
work to keep the structure from any 
spoilage/damage, etc.

mjnichol@gmail.com Matthew Nichols 425-999-5574

TRUE 04/06/20 5:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Othello Golf Course 2269 W Mockingbird Ln, Othello, Washington 99344Othello Golf course has large groups of people golfing 
together, eating together and dressing up in the club 
house locker rooms. They have not closed their 
doors nor put any precautions in place to protect the 
public for example masks and gloves.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Othello Golf Course 2269 W Mockingbird Ln, Othello, Washington 99344Othello Golf course has large groups of people golfing 
together, eating together and dressing up in the club 
house locker rooms. They have not closed their 
doors nor put any precautions in place to protect the 
public for example masks and gloves.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business PETsMART 1403 E WASHINGTON AVE, UNION GAP, WA 98903YAKIMA/UNION GAP PETsMART grooming salons around the country 
have opened back up today, April 6th, despite being 
UNESSENTIAL. PETsMART clearly has no care for 
the health of the employees, putting profit above 
safety. I work for the Union Gap PETsMART and 
know many of us are AFRAID to come to work, but 
are too intimidated to speak up to management. This 
violates Governor Inslee's orders. CLOSE 
PETSMARTS GROOMING SALONS.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 5:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Nina's Nail Salon 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton Text to tell me they would be open in the AM daily by 
appointment.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petsmart Silverdale 9589 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale Athough they do sell pet food, they should close their 
grooming salon.  To keep people at home and not 
picking up or spreading Corona Virus.

thefluffyruff08@gmail.com Julie Rust 2562839346 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/06/20 5:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco Poulsbo 21700 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Although they do sell pet food, they should close 
their pet grooming salon to keep people home 
instead of picking up and /or spreading Corona Virus.

thefluffyruff08@gmail.com Julie Rust 2562839346

TRUE 04/06/20 5:11 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other residential area Mayberry 189t Pl SW Lynnwood, WA 98036 People gathering dancing on the 189th Pl SW cul-de-
sac daily from 2 pm - 3pmish. Sometime has more 
than 20 people. Also, we have the community park, 
people are gathering in the community park without 
social distance. Kids are running and playing 
together swing, slide.. etc., teens are smoking and 
chatting with adults in the community park. People 
are never comply "Stay Home, Stay Healthy" nor 
social distance in this area.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage The garage massage 710 5th Ave NW #300 Issaquah Lots of people coming in for massage. How is this 
social distancing? massage is not essential.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Lumber Yard/Hardware 
store

Builders First Source 1365 Wintergreen Ln NE Bainbridge Island Since the social distancing, and temporary closing of 
many stores. I have realized this business has made 
their doors wide open for the public. All the change I 
have noticed is tape on the ground that encourages 
customers to stay 6 feet away. Been in this store a 
few times, and it seems just like a normal business 
day. Not as many contractors for construction, since 
they are holding off on a lot of their projects. It’s a lot 
of people that are just staying home with nothing to 
do. There’s been quite a handful of people coming in 
without any protection. Seen a few coughing and still 
touching items in the store. Even the paper receipts 
they have to hand off to the yard employees outside. 
It doesn’t look, and feel right to only have tape on the 
ground to encourage distancing. A lot of lumber 
yards I’ve been hearing are either closed, or only 
allowing deliveries to be done. This one is freely 
letting anyone, and everyone from the public, come 
in to continue to move about anywhere with, or 
without protective measures.

katleenoleary8@gmail.com Katleen 360-689-3796

TRUE 04/06/20 5:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Haggen Main Street Ferndale I counted 101 cars in the parking lot. Social 
distancing and large gatherings were not obeyed.

dandgrove@gmail.com Dewain Grove 503-869-2122

TRUE 04/06/20 5:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Bakerview Bellingham The parking lot was full and  Social distancing and 
large gatherings were obvious.

dandgrove@gmail.com Dewain Grove 503-869-2122

TRUE 04/06/20 5:20 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sales center Palm harbor homes plant city 605 south frontage rd Plant city Customers coming in just to browse model homes 
because they are board in large groups no social 
distancing protection for employees in sales center 
no cleaning supplies for model homes or sales office

TRUE 04/06/20 5:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Safeway Guide Meridian Lynden The parking lot was full and  Social distancing and 
large gatherings were obvious.

dandgrove@gmail.com Dewain Grove 503-869-2122



TRUE 04/06/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig Construction 3180 139th Ave SE #110 Bellevue Lydig Construction is continuing to work on the Old 
Redmond Schoolhouse preschool.  Not essential.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails Sedgwick rd Port orchard I walked past the store today, they were open with a 
client having her nails done, the open sign was on

TRUE 04/06/20 5:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Industrial Supply Vancouver Bolt & Supply, Inc. 805 W 11th street Vancouver I have witnessed multiple times the counter guy 
stand shoulder to shoulder with customers in store. 
Today the office manager was inside a coworkers 
cubicle. Outside salesmen do not practicing social 
distancing while in warehouse and store. Every time 
I bring the social distancing up people treat this as a 
joke. I have to come to work because my employer is 
deemed essential and they don’t have an option for 
me to work from home. They have put measures in 
place, but they do not enforce or take the matter 
seriously. My wife and son are working from home, I 
have to come to work and don’t feel my company 
takes this serious, and fear bringing something 
home to my family. Please enforce these issues with 
businesses that are staying open for the protection 
of those that are taking this serious. Again, 
management doesn’t enforce social distancing, 
nobody is held accountable.

richard98682@gmail.com Richard Lampert 3608311082

TRUE 04/06/20 5:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction KML Designer Finishes 1616 St Paul Ave Tacoma An employee has been diagnosed with Covid-19, 
employees not social distancing with in their 
company and neighboring companies. Codel Entry 
Systems next door, employees from both companies 
eat lunch together without social distancing. Alerted 
Aaron Matthews at Codel about the positive Covid-
19 at neighboring company and he said to keep it 
quiet and not tell our employees at Codel.

jennstitans8137@msn.com Jennifer Starkey 2533012401

TRUE 04/06/20 5:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks Juanita bay/beach 9703 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland Large numbers of people out at the juanita bay and 
beach parks.

Lobekitau@gmail.com Robert 206-605-2608

TRUE 04/06/20 5:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Battery Sales All Battery Sales and Service 727 134th St Sw Everett An employee has tested positive and all employees 
are still working

TRUE 04/06/20 5:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other soccer field Shoreline School District 134 NE 147th St shoreline yesterday & today there were at least 30 people on 
this field playing soccer together. Not sure Shorline 
Parks Dept is doing enough to close field. There are 
maybe 3 signs all only in english, saying that the 
field is closed. None are very visable.

amymsilva@rocketmail.com amy silva 2063352637

TRUE 04/06/20 5:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop XHALE Tobacco 127 N 85th St Seattle All of the "smoke shops" in the north Greenlake and 
Ballard areas are operating as usual. Is this an 
allowed retail service during the current Stay Home-
Stay Healthy period?  Thanks much for any 
information you can provide.

dpwhitten@aol.com Dan Whitten 206-999-4326

TRUE 04/06/20 5:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Jake & Barbara Stoltzfus 94 Snake hill rd Bird in hand Monday night is chiropractor night at a neighboring 
farm. At least 30 buggys with familys went down to 
the farm to get serviced. No less than 100 adults 
and children.

Thomasmorton@mortonfurniture.comThomas morton 717-725-0600

TRUE 04/06/20 5:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing AGS Stainless Inc 7873 NE Day Rd Bainbridge Island Quoted from their website home page "COVID-19 
ANNOUNCEMENT: AGS Stainless is NOT 
expecting disruptions in our ability to continue to 
serve and support our customers during this time."  I 
used to work for the company and they have a 
factory and close-quarters office environment.  And I 
saw one of the owners of the company a week ago 
on his way to the building.  I am concerned for the 
many employees who have families who are most 
likely being forced to work at the building.

info@agsstainless.com

TRUE 04/06/20 6:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Not listed Tacoma Haircuts and baths for dogs is not an essential 
service

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 6:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Fruiteria doesn't have a name 
displayed outside.

91 E. Main Street Othello Bright orange/yellow/green building on the corner of 
First and Main. I drove by today around 6PM and 
two people were seated at a table eating. On Sunday 
March 29th I counted 11 people inside. Not keeping 
anywhere close to six feet apart and some sitting at 
a table.

liz.carosella@gmail.com Liz Carosella 5093463736

TRUE 04/06/20 6:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffy's 12807 W 14th Ave Airway Heights Banner posted outside says "F@$k Coronavirus, 
We're Open! 8am to 8pm"

No No No

TRUE 04/06/20 6:33 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other WA State Governor Jay Inslee Inc. 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia Mr Inslee did it again today.  I was out and saw it 
again.  He still hosting large gatherings of more than 
10 people. and the nerve of him to ask "His people" 
not to.

Go Bust Inslee NOW! The People of Washington State 3609024111

TRUE 04/06/20 6:34 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City park playground Haller Park 1100 west ave Arlington The city of Arlington posted a tiny little sign on 
playground equipment saying equipment closed and 
ONLY in english,sign has since fallen off and kids 
on equipment,the city sprayed off equipment but 
failed to safety tape off entrance to playground 
equipment and post more and larger signs.i see the 
centennial trail packed with people there's no way to 
keep 6 feet apart Arlington is being very lax

Pappybcrazy@gmail.com Gregg

TRUE 04/06/20 6:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Park Beer Sheva Park 8650 55th Ave S Seattle People are gathering at Beer she a park parking 
area. There’s BBQ’s going on, people with lawn 
chairs, etc. Please someone do something about this 
situation.

jceballos2012@gmail.com Janet 206.940.2802

TRUE 04/06/20 6:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way BREMERTON Petco is grooming dogs. All privately owned shops 
have to close but Petco continues to groom dogs. 
They've never stopped.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Bang bar 4750 California Ave SW Seattle The place was over crowded , no instruction about 
six foot distance limit, employees refused to regulate 
any social distancing protocol and we’re allowing a 
crowd of 5 in with no sign telling them to wait 
outside. Waiting area is only 5 feet wide by 3 feet 
with several people crammed inside. The staff was 
incredibly rude and dismissive about several people’s 
complaints about it.

Kemaine13@gmail.com Kemaine 2064130610

TRUE 04/06/20 6:40 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment complex Peloton Apartments 7435 159th pl ne Redmond Many people bring their children to play in the middle 
of the apartments ranging from 6-10 people. They 
wait til around 4-7 pm when apartment staff is not 
here. There are also many adults with these large 
groups of children. It’s concerning as we have many 
elderly residents who could be affected by their 
carelessness.

Daedra.christopher@gmail.comDaedra Christopher 4696445063

TRUE 04/06/20 6:41 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Helms hardware 475 N Wenas rd Selah When shopping I noticed a more than normal 
amount of people doing shopping. There is no social 
distancing measures being taken inside the store as 
they are allowing way too many people into such a 
small place. The store is constantly jam packed. The 
store is running as if it was a normal day. Cashiers 
not wearing proper PPE.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:46 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other person: Cortney Moody N/A Yelm Yelm Large family party titled "Quarantine Fun with the 
Cousins" posted on facebook: 
https://www.facebook.com/joy.hiebert.9/videos/89728
7477372640/?epa=SEARCH_BOX

TRUE 04/06/20 6:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming Alexis’ Pet Grooming Unknown (she is a mobile groomer)Woodinville, WA She is a mobile groomer who goes to people’s 
houses.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Walsh Construstion 217 Yesler way Seattle Lots of people in the same room working in close 
quarters. Lots of workers sitting at lunch table close 
to each other.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Sharetea 1112 110th ave ne #107 Bellevue There are consistently groups of people outside of 
this shop. There is little to no concern for social 
distancing ...the shop itself is takeout...but in a daily 
basis..the patrons are gathering.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Walsh construction 217 Yesler way Seattle Multiple workers working in the same room and 
hanging around the lunch table before work during 
break and lunch.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:00 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seatlle not inform employee how many people got infect 
COVOD 19 in the JSECC building, still insist 
employee come to work on site.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people on the playfield

TRUE 04/06/20 7:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Lawn service Bill yard service 54 street s Tacoma Being forst to work works not being smart

TRUE 04/06/20 7:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Solid Waste Lewis County Solid Waste 1713 North Pearl St Centralia Shouldn't be open to public. People from Thurston 
county dumping at site causing long lines an large 
crowds. Looks like spring cleaning

3608803452

TRUE 04/06/20 7:12 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business White Castle Distributing 2270 Ampere Dr louisville The business is having 200 employees working 
shoulder to shoulder 6 days a week.

mmbloyd@gmail.com Margie 2709323710

TRUE 04/06/20 7:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ramen Danbo 1222 E Pine St, Seattle, WA 98122Seattle Restaurant has more than 10 people gathering in 
waiting area. People do not have enough space to 
separate more than just one foot apart.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Totoo shop Lions paw 2902 wetmore ave Everett Saw people getting a tattoo and drinking in said 
location on April 06, 2020 6pm

Anonymous

TRUE 04/06/20 7:38 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment building with 
communal dog park

2900 on First 2900 1st Ave. Seattle Hello! This building has a communal dog park where 
people are continuing to gather in large groups. They 
are NOT social distancing. Please, for the love of 
everyone else, HELP! Thank you.

datingundertheinfluence@gmail.commLindsay



TRUE 04/06/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training/Boarding 
facility

Free Range Boarding 3622 E. Willow Springs Rd Spokane The company posted on Facebook about being  
open for business. Someone remarked about them 
not being essential, and they said they were because 
they "transported animals."  Two concerns; 1) 
nowhere on their Facebook or website do they 
indicate transportation. 2) The category of essential 
business refers to "animal transportation" within the 
Food and Agriculture category; which dog boarding 
and training does not apply to either Food or 
Agriculture.

contact@freerangeboarding.comFree Range Boarding 509-960-0046 contact@freerangeboarding.com

TRUE 04/06/20 7:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther make bathtubs Aquatic Bathware 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm Workers who don't feel safe and want to go home to 
care for families are being told they will probably lose 
their job or be penalized. Many of these workers are 
not native English speakers.

auntjill48@gmail.com Jill Feuerhelm 5415134988

TRUE 04/06/20 7:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress Factory Serta Simmons Bedding (SSB) 1414 Valley Ave NW #100 Puyallup Mattress assembling is not on the essential business 
list. SSB has 40-50 people working at a time still, 
and ask people to come in "on-call" for day-shift. 
They have STILL yet to fully shut down like they're 
required to. 
This is pure corporate greed.

shelcro@gmail.com shelby cross 2532852451 consumersupport@sealy.com

TRUE 04/06/20 7:49 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center, GEO 
Group

1623 E J Street Tacoma Release people detained at the Northwest Detention 
Center to act to avoid a public health disaster. 
Contagious illnesses (e.g. chickenpox) have hit the 
NWDC before and an outbreak of Covid-19 could 
threaten many lives. An international pandemic asks 
us to reconsider business as usual and how we 
value human lives. Hold GEO Group to the same 
level of responsibility as other businesses in 
Washington.

gavin.alfus@gmail.com Gavin

TRUE 04/06/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Auto parts shop Autozone 11202 Pacific Ave Tacoma There is a person working at that store who has 
tested positive for Covid-19. I do not believe the 
store has reported the case to the Health Dept. nor 
have they closed the business in order to clean. All 
employees who have come into contact with the 
infected employee are still expected to work.

no thank you I prefer to stay anonymous because a close family member works at a different storeno thank you

TRUE 04/06/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Lake View Drive In 323 W Manson Highway Chelan There are several employees inside the building at 
one time, they are working side by side. There are 
also groups of people standing outside

TRUE 04/06/20 7:59 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Cowlitz fire and rescue Lexington 
station 25

27977 dike rd Rainier Posted photos of large gathering in the station next 
to the engines

Jagerbomber22@gmail.com Blake Westfall 5033690188

TRUE 04/06/20 8:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturer Magnum Venus Products 1862 Ives Ave Kent wa. 98032 Nothing I see that we build is essential. 
Many people are working that need to be at home 
and protected.  Www.mvpind.com

luannbowen@yahoo.com LuAnn 2066981817 rdean@mvpind.com

TRUE 04/06/20 8:42 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 26209 104th Ave se Kent Dogs are being groomed. Tina

TRUE 04/06/20 8:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Myrtle Edwards Park 3130 Alaskan Way, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle I've been to this park four times since stay at home 
order was placed. Every time this park had more and 
more people. Today it was just crowded. The bridge 
that leads to the park (it's maybe 2m wide)  had a 
line of people walking/running in both directions and 
no one is minding the physical distance. Too small 
park for such a number of people.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Mike & Irma's The Art of Hair LLC PO Box 61802 Vancouver 7:15pm Mon Apr 6, 2020, salon was open with a 
stylist opening working on a client, witnessed 
through the front window.  A photo was taken of the 
incident as proof. This is in clear violation of the 
state's mandated closure of all salons because of 
the COVID-19 pandemic.  As a stylist myself and 
having lost all income from my business since 
March 19 because I have been following the 
mandates for public safety, , it is maddening to see a 
local salon flagrantly violating the stay at home order.

dmb88@iinet.com Mike Bertish 360-281-4747

TRUE 04/06/20 8:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Facility KML Designer Finishes 1616 St Paul Ave Tacoma One employee is in critical condition and has tested 
positive for covid 19. It Was not reported, no social 
distancing is being applied. No gloves no masks,  no 
sanitizing stations. Corporate knows they are 
running 24 hour day shifts and evening shifts. A 
employee from the day shift was sent home 
Thursday 4/2/2020 and now is in critical condition. 
The working environment is very closed in, example 
break room, clock in, restrooms, machinery (presses 
and forklifts). The mill has been exposed to Covid 19 
and Wilson art the owners of Kml Designer Finishes 
are aware and have not been  applying the laws of 
social distancing.or disinfection after they found out  
about their employee testing positive!. They only 
care about their quota! There has been zero 
sanitizing since it happened at all. No disinfecting the 
manufacturing facility, offices break rooms, ect or 
machines or tools or forklifts & Employees are 
fearing for their lives. I am writing this as anonymous 
source. As I am worried about them finding out. 
They are not taking precautions to keep their 
employees safe. They are endangering a lot of 
families, and individuals. They also have large 
numbers of men per shifts not complying to the rules.

Annymous 2536831728

TRUE 04/06/20 8:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Windows and doors Cascade windows 10507 E Montgomery Dr Spokane Workers work really close to each other, we still get 
deliveries from hot spots like SEATTLE and 
California, we cant take time off! They say we can 
but we might can’t get back to work  if we do so. And 
they threaten us if we take time off to stay at home 
we might not get unemployment benefits.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:00 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Boarding BnB Pet Retreat 210211 E SR 397 Kennewick Concerned that this business is advertising they will 
board pets owned by patients hospitalized with 
COVID-19. With the zoo animals in NY that recently 
contracted COVID-19 from a zookeeper could there 
be a potential for this facility to become a hot spot if 
they are boarding animals that have been in close 
contact with the virus and could potentially be 
carriers of the virus? 

https://www.yaktrinews.com/pet-boarding-facility-in-
finley-offers-to-care-for-pets-at-no-cost-if-owner-has-
covid-19/

Brandon.Coughlin@outlook.comBrandon Coughlin 5097139220 bnbpetretreat@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 9:01 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Municipalities.  Local parks. 
Dog parks

Redmond, Mercer island, Redmond Redmond, Mercer island, I’ve witnessed gatherings of 20-30 people 
consistently at some of these cities parks and open 
spaces. I don’t understand how jokes are closed and 
state land is closed but local densely populated cities 
still have parks and dog parks open?

Baseball2230@gmail.com Mike

TRUE 04/06/20 9:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton way Bremerton Grooming department is still open and taking clients, 
as well at the Gig Harbor location.  THEY WILL NOT 
CLOSE UNLESS COPS SHOW UP.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 5190 borgen blvd STE 201 Gig harbor Non essential open and taking new clients

TRUE 04/06/20 9:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Northstar Sleep center 1345 King St Bellingham Performing titration studies which are aerosolizing 
procedures.
Sleep techs aren’t given any masks to wear when 
they do procedures.

aabarbina@gmail.com Anastasiay 360-746-4818

TRUE 04/06/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Earth Works Landscaping 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo \ Also Pacific Wa shop Earth Works Landscape has had crews out every 
working day of the week and they know they are in 
violation of the mandate. One of our layed off 
employees is a neighbor of a EW crew leader and 
they have told all their employees  that  they are an 
Essential Business Provider.
We have shut down since day one of the mandate 
and all of our competitors are working and will likely 
steal away some of our layed off empoyees.

ronald.rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 2454057720

TRUE 04/06/20 9:27 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Petco 6302 n. Division st. Spokane They are still offering grooming services while our 
business can not offer the same. It needs to be an 
even playing field. We are losing our customers to a 
big box that doesn't follow the laws.  This is a huge 
struggle for small business, and a big box just keeps 
getting away with it?

Gb66gb@yahoo.com Gavin brown 5094991115

TRUE 04/06/20 9:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automobile sales Parks Motors 6619 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Business is fully open and not operating by 
appointment only

TRUE 04/06/20 9:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks dept Pen Met 10123 78th Ave NW Gig Harbor Planned drive thru gathering at Fox Island 
Community Center to hand out Easter egg hunt 
packages 04/08/2020.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Casey's Crafts 4485 State Route 525 #2 Langley, WA 98260Langley Craft store is open for regular business.  Does not 
require appointments.  Does require online or phone 
ordering.  Is not practicing social distancing.  Gives a 
discount IF customers were a mask.

caseyscrafts@whidbey.com



TRUE 04/06/20 9:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Smith chiropractic 1487 Dawn Road Bremerton Chiropractors and acupuncturist are not essential. 
Please give a mandate to close.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Mc Construction 5125 Grand Loop, Ruston, WaTacoma Hello, I was working there until the stay at home was 
issued by governor Jay Inslee. I do not believe they 
are an essential business because they are building 
Condo units. They continue to stay operating giving 
the workers a choice to be there. I feel it was an 
unsafe environment with  no way of keeping a 6 foot 
distance from each other.

Bonesec@comcast.net Eric cook 253-606-0294

TRUE 04/06/20 9:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 21700 Olhava Way Poulsbo, 98370 They are still offering the non essential service of 
dog grooming.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121

TRUE 04/06/20 10:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petsmart 9589 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale They opened to offer grooming service today 
drawing a crowd of people to watch through their 
windows. Groomers not six feet apart either.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 10:30 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Instacart 50 Beale Street, #600 San Francisco Delivery people are not wearing masks; are not 
making effort to maintain 6-10 feet distance from 
customers; and are not making reasonable effort to 
do no-contact deliveries when requested by 
customer.

jdubelko@gmail.com James Dubelko 440-829-8801

TRUE 04/06/20 10:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Fitness Center CrossFit Grays Harbor 505 W. State Street Aberdeen The business if often running under the radar with 
large groups of people. They park behind the gym 
and owner has said it will co tinge until the 
government tells him to stop.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Super store Target 301 Strander Blvd Tukwila Employers are working within 2 feet of each other. 
Employees are packing groceries shoulder to 
shoulder. Employees do not have PPE.

mayamck@live.com Maya 2063540959

TRUE 04/06/20 10:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Constructuion/Mike Cohen/ SCI 4907 Main Street/Rainier buildingTacoma construction of luxury waterfront condos not 
essentially helping w/homelessness, 6 of 30 workers 
did hand shake, workers share ride to job site, 
unsanitary porta potty w/no running water, sitting 
and eating together, language barrier prevents 
understanding, private profits over public health?!

TRUE 04/06/20 10:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Gamestop 1118 Supermall Way Ste 103Auburn The business plans on reopening at noon tomorrow. WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 10:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Property management Dobler management company Tacoma Washington Tacoma washington Multiple people working in an office where social 
distancing is impossible to maintain. No protective 
gear provided.

TRUE 04/06/20 10:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Anytime fitness Stanwood 7104 265th St NW Ste 130 Stanwood, WA 98292Stanwood All the gym did was say they were closed on their 
website and put a office is closed sign on their front 
door but they did not turn off the key door fob so 
members are still allowed to go inside and I've seen 
members in there for the last 2 weeks every day 
sometimes more than 10 and they're really close to 
each other also. but gyms and health clubs are not 
supposed to be open and I see people coming and 
going inside everyday even one of the workers who 
sits in his office right by the window by the door with 
the sign that says office is closed so the worker and 
the members are not following the governor's orders

Shawn 3604202497 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop The Smoke Shop 11605 ST AVE unit 104 Marysville Lots of people going in and out. Have no concern 
about the virus situation. People standing close 
together.  no hand sanitizer.  
Busy location.

Grimsleybear007@gmail.comKatie

TRUE 04/06/20 11:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Honeycomb salon 3624 6th Avenue Tacoma This salon is still doing business.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cat Groomer Alex the Cat Groomer 12459 NE Woodinville Dr. Woodinville I think he has a second location in Shoreline as well. 
You can just take a look at his Instagram posts at 
https://www.instagram.com/alexthecatgroomer/
see posts on 3/22, 3/26, etc. As a fellow animal 
groomer it is upsetting to see this irresponsible 
behavior especially considering he brags about being 
busier than ever while the rest of us are 100% not 
working. He has said that he is in fact an essential 
worker because he collects the cat hair (that 
accumulates from grooming) to sell to some 
supplement or medical companies on the side.

whitney.fcp@gmail.com Whitney 206-321-7812 info@alexthecatgroomer.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Craft retailer JoAnne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open to the public when they could be 
utilizing their curb side pick up instead.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Craft retailer JoAnne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open to the public when they could be 
utilizing their curb side pick up instead.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Craft retailer JoAnne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open to the public when they could be 
utilizing their curb side pick up instead.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Craft retailer JoAnne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open to the public when they could be 
utilizing their curb side pick up instead.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft retailer JoAnne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Store is open to the public when they could be 
utilizing their curb side pick up instead.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Viking Homes 19425 E Broadway Greenacres, WA 99016 April 6 , Viking Homes workers were doing roof work 
on two houses being built at Grady and 8th Ave.

jltsgtusmc1@msn.com Jeff 5099219337

TRUE 04/07/20 4:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Pacific north west and gift shop 307 ferry st Wenatchee The business is open but they serve ppl from the 
back door abd they sell beer tobacco products

TRUE 04/07/20 4:31 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Large gatherings on 
weekends

Bobbi Christian 393 Boistfort Rd Curtis Large number of JBLM soldiers gathering at drinking 
parties on Friday and Saturday nights.

Anonymous Anonymous N/A

TRUE 04/07/20 4:42 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther vape shop sugar on magnolia 111 E Magnolia St bellingham No selling of essential items.  Non accomodating to 
poor customers who only have EBT.  No real food or 
any sort of sustainable items.  They sell kratom as a 
supplement which is illegal, salvia, but nothing to 
help stay alive during such a time.  Please do 
something about this.

dennishopper420@gmail.comTim Harrington 3173994824

TRUE 04/07/20 5:04 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School district Mt. Adams school district 621 signal peak rd White swan Required to report to work on April 13 2020. Am 62 
yrs. old  ospi said that anybody over 60 should stay 
home. Not sure what to do need my job! Can you 
direct me  in the right direction!

glasshoppers@live.com Michael Bishop 509-833-5215

TRUE 04/07/20 5:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Store Menards 6300 Mississippi Street Merrillville I am an employee in constant fear of catching the 
virus due to my employer not taking any steps to 
protect us. They put the six feet markers on the 
ground but do not enforce them, they let any amount 
of people in the store (most for non essential items), 
where not being held accountable for cleaning at all. 
As a employee I haven’t seen anything getting wiped 
down since the first day. Way too many people in a 
small space something has to be done.

TRUE 04/07/20 5:34 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Ourchurch 253 5000 67th Ave W Tacoma They are meeting for Easter Sunday 11am...Emerald 
downs casino parkinglot-live music, but hundreds of 
cars filling up parking lot for “drive-in” church. 
Serving and passing items to them while in car. 
Musicians, speakers not practice social 
distancing...are you going to allow it? Because it’s 
the casino..is governor authority silenced? Please do 
not allow it. This sends the wrong message out 
about staying home. If others follow this 
example...this can cause another outbreak easy!! 
Please do something!!! Blessings!

Anonymous church goer (member of the church)Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/07/20 5:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Mind your own business, fascist pigs 5522 Main Street Anytown, USA You are absolute tyrants for asking citizens to snitch 
on each other like it’s 1984. Feel ashamed of 
yourselves

TRUE 04/07/20 5:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction McKinstry 601 E Riverside Spokane Large construction site is still operating. Has been 
told the city of Spokane will not do inspections 
because it is non-essential, but said they will not 
stop working until someone shuts them down.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Online auto auction ACV Auctions 640 Ellicott St #321 Buffalo, NY My employer is having us meet at a car dealership 
today (Tuesday April 7) in Centralia to perform 
vehicle inspections for our online, dealer-to-dealer 
auto auction.

3607018927

TRUE 04/07/20 6:10 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UW See Below See Below https://facilities.uw.edu/files/media/pdg-active-proj-
covid-public-04-06-20.pdf 

Most of these self proclaimed "essential" projects are 
not essential. They are also not following distancing 
guidelines.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:14 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Jewelry Carlson Bothers Jewelry 837 S 38th St Tacoma Multiple people coming and going maybe working Joe-6@hotmail.com Joe Ananamous 253-848-1258

TRUE 04/07/20 6:15 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Petsmart 7603 N.E. Vancouver plaza drVancouver Petsmart has re-opened their grooming salon, the 
company is not providing their associates with proper 
PPE (masks, gloves, hand sanitizer) and they are 
not able to follow CDC Social Distancing while 
checking in pets. Concerns about associate health 
safety have been brought to the company and have 
been disregarded, as well as concerns of being an 
open non-essential business.

BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM



TRUE 04/07/20 6:19 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petsmart Grooming Salons 7603 NE Vancouver Plaza Dr Vancouver Independent retailers and grooming shops are not 
allowed to operate - large corporations should not 
either!  They have opened their grooming back up - 
the groomers that work there are very concerned for 
their health - this corporation should be required to 
comply with the nonessential business function just 
as others have - available to open for the sale of pet 
foods - nothing more!

doggoneclean2@yahoo.com ColleenConrad 5033093459

TRUE 04/07/20 6:42 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Smart Grooming salon PetSmart 7603 N.E. Vancouver Plaza Dr.Vancouver Petsmart has re-opened their grooming salon, the 
company is not providing their associates with proper 
PPE (masks, gloves, hand sanitizer) and they are 
not able to follow CDC Social Distancing while 
checking in pets. Concerns about associate health 
safety have been brought to the company and have 
been disregarded, as well as concerns of being an 
open non-essential business.

shawnlusk64@gmail.com Shawn Lusk

TRUE 04/07/20 6:42 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Per supply store PetSmart 1559 Merritt Blvd Baltimore Is still performing grooming services Twinsmommy1999@gmail.comChristina Belcher 4437219156 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 6:46 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Stoneway Riofing Supply 1305 Marine Drive Bremerton They are continuing to operate.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Home Staging for real estate One Two Six Design 350 Laurelwood ave Santa clara This company is a Home Staging company. I am a 
home stager and I was informed that my business is 
non essential. 126 home staging is a large company 
and now is taking my customers away from me. I 
understand that some work needs to continue such 
as picking up furniture from houses that are sold , 
but new staging jobs are not allowed under this new 
health order.

Germanwolfgang@aol.com Wolfgang Dykow 408-768-1187

TRUE 04/07/20 6:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot tubs Olympic hot tubs 1307 W Valley Hwy N Ste 101Auburn, WA 98001-4110 I have been seeing them loading up hot tubs on the 
back of a flat bed trucks. Hot tubs don't really strike 
me as essential

mgmt@olympichottub.com

TRUE 04/07/20 7:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Olgas Beauty Spa 691 strander Blvd Tukwila She told me she was still going to be open despite 
the order because her place was clean and she 
wears a mask.

info@beautyspa.salon

TRUE 04/07/20 7:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Amsberrys Painting 500 E Main st. Monroe Posting ads of basic painting such as exterior paints 
and describing non essential work done during this 
period.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:18 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn SHop Smokey Point Jewelry and Pawn 3131 Smokey Point Dr STU#13Arlington, WA 98223 Just asking the question about a Pawn Shop being 
an essential business.  And they have started some 
shady dealings with the stay home stay healthy order.

kpendt@gmail.com Kurt Pendt 3602718700 spjpawnshop@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 7:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest door 19000 canyon road Puyallup We are a garage door company still open. We are 
not building for any essential building but still 
buisness as usual. We are all noticing we are 
making doors but due to the shutdown nothing is 
leaving. We are a non essential buisness staying 
open.

Echarette26@gmail.com Eddie 4013099311 info@northwestdoor.com

TRUE 04/07/20 7:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DR Horton Rainier Ridge Blvd E Puyallup Home construction is ongoing

TRUE 04/07/20 7:38 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Cross fit 2700 California Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98116Seattle One of the cross fit gyms is holding small gatherings 
(4-5 people at a time) in Hiawatha community center 
on the football field.  They bring and share a set of 
their weights and do workouts.

harveydeborah@gmail.com Deborah Harvey 2063695658

TRUE 04/07/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction All Star Fence 903 E Pacific Avenue (business address)Spokane Hello- would like to know if Fence installation is 
considered essential and can be open? I see All Star 
Fence is working today at a residential location, 
approx address is 13005 E 39th Ave, Spokane 
Valley WA 99206.

Dannakuehn@hotmail.com Danna

TRUE 04/07/20 8:12 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Singer Property Management dbs PO Box 2876 Vashon This business is operating during a pandemic, likely 
spreading the virus as there workers travel some 
distances to get to work.

masterpiecevashon@gmail.comDaniel Ridgeway 206-714-7555

TRUE 04/07/20 8:13 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Deception Pass State Park Deception Pass State Park 41229 State Route 20 Oak Harbor Tourists in large groups every day. parking lot full of 
cars, people not distancing. park rangers not doing 
anything. island county sheriff won't do anything.

akkosa@hotmail.com Mark Akkosa

TRUE 04/07/20 8:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 92nd & Aurora LLC 1109 N 2nd St Seattle Subs performing ongoing construction work on 
Monday 04/07/20 and today 04/08/20.

TRUE 04/07/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction All Star Fence 903 E Pacific Avenue (business address)Spokane Hello- would like to know if Fence installation is 
considered essential and can be open?  I see All 
Star Fence is working today at a residential location, 
approx address is 13005 E 39th Ave, Spokane 
Valley WA 99206.

Dannakuehn@hotmail.com Danna 5092904528

TRUE 04/07/20 8:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway #1252 253 NE High School Road Bainbridge Island Deli Counter: Foodservice workers are not 
monitoring or logging their body temperatures as 
required by the essential business order, foodservice 
workers are being discouraged from wearing masks 
by the Deli Manager (Marie), the Deli Manager 
(Marie) was observed mocking hand-washing 
guidelines, the Deli Manager (Marie) was observed 
chewing gum while in food service and preparation 
areas, foodservice workers do not have access to 
rags for the sanitizer bucket, foodservice workers 
are not able to practice social distancing in the 
confined kitchen and service area, foodservice 
workers are training new workers to pick up food 
items from the hot case with gloved hands instead of 
using dedicated serving utensils, foodservice 
workers are not able to track food temperatures 
without using unsanitary tools (paper, pen, and 
clipboard), customers are coming in to chat with 
workers they know personally for up to ten minutes 
at a time because they are "bored" with the "Stay 
Home, Stay Healthy" order and "are allowed" to go 
grocery shopping.

andi@dillonorourke.com Andrea O'Rourke 206-637-5173

TRUE 04/07/20 8:21 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Public House of Yakima 5703 Tifton drive Yakima Everyday on my way home from work where I am 
putting myself at risk doing nursing care I see this 
place open....doors wide open and people gathering 
inside.   I think it is careless ....selfish.....and a slap 
in the face to those who do care about what is going 
on.

heatherlynd7@gmail.com Heather Burgin

TRUE 04/07/20 8:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dick's Heating and Air Conditioning 5533 Nelpar Dr East Wenatchee Company is still doing new residential and 
commercial installs of HVAC equipment. I work for 
their distributor. As of yesterday, April 6th, they have 
decided to reopen for business despite the stay at 
home order.

JustinMCoffey1989@gmail.comJustin Matthew Coffey 3605580718

TRUE 04/07/20 8:28 AM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula There has been a few people that have been 
infected with the corona virus and all there are doing 
is sending the infected people home with no 
shutdown to the factory to at least sanitize the plant 
and also bribing the Employees to stay to work until 
May 4 get a $500 bonus which is not right at all for 
the employees there safety and health is more 
important then this big giant company that his only 
worried about there productions delays

TRUE 04/07/20 8:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet and counters Seattle Products 6915 s. 196th st bldg. f Kent, Wa They build cabinets for Costco. They supposed to be 
open?

service@seattleproductsllc.com

TRUE 04/07/20 8:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Blue Cow Carwash 12521 christianson road Anacortes They don't even provide detailing services. Super 
non-essential.

larry@bluecowcarwash.com

TRUE 04/07/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boys and girls club E. Lauridsen Port Angeles Banging construction noise at 7:30 am while we are 
stuck at home. Exempt? Still it's disturbing.

TRUE 04/07/20 8:35 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3048 NW 59th St Seattle There is a team of construction workers building and 
loading materials from cars and trucks.

damien.dabrowski@gmail.comDamien Dabrowski 2672090606

TRUE 04/07/20 8:41 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rental property Tribute Several Wilmington Have not supplied employees with protective gear. 
Are making employees to take potential renters 
around property in a golf cart and showing them 
potential properties without keeping 7 ft distancing!

No computer Janet McKetchen 9103521709

TRUE 04/07/20 8:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Conroy Electric Heating & Air 409 N 31st Ave Yakima Still doing new installs of HVAC. Owner of company 
came to my work (his distributor) on Friday, April 3rd 
refusing to pay in anything but cash and complaining 
of a fever and mild cough. I am concerned he may 
spread the virus to his customers or workers.

Justinmcoffey1989@gmail.comJustin Coffey 3605580718

TRUE 04/07/20 8:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Large amounts of people are going into this 
establishment, animals are able to catch this disease 
as well which encourages disease to evolve more.

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/07/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joann 31523 Pacific Hwy S Federal way As an employee of this location I have seen first-
hand the employees were encouraged not to wear 
gloves and mask because it could scare customers. 
They were not following the Gathering guideline 
either letting everyone come in the store at once. 
They are also not offering any type of paid leave with 
the new family medical Act I've contacted HR three 
times and haven't received any calls back. I'm having 
a difficult time finding childcare for my son and I feel 
trapped at this job with no other options but to leave 
without pay. Please help in any way you can I don't 
know where to turn to next.

kadiericksen@Gmail.com Kadi Ericksen 12533203643 customer.service@joann.com



TRUE 04/07/20 8:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential - Batteries All Battery Sales & Service / Interstate 
Batteries

727 134th St SW Everett Employees are not protected, working in close 
contact with each other and employees are not being 
communicated with when employees and their family 
members are testing positive.

TRUE 04/07/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson fresh meat 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula WA 99363 There are 15 cases Of Covid-19 including 6 
supervisor

TRUE 04/07/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther They make and distribute 
textured laminate

KML Corporation 1616 St Paul Ave Tacoma My brother works there and let me know that 
someone in that company tested positive for COVID-
19 that works at the same workstation as him.  The 
company is giving them the choice to continue 
working or not.  He is already sick and so is his 
girlfriend.  People and companies like this that are 
not following guidelines are going to continue to keep 
spreading this virus.

jenise.hite@sekisuiaerospace.comJenise Hite 3608202993

TRUE 04/07/20 9:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Wireless store A&A Wireless 521  NE 165th St Shoreline Daily operations

TRUE 04/07/20 9:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Video Game Store GameStop 509 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley Requiring their employees to work 4+ hours with 
public to sell video games.

WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 9:18 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog groomer petco 129 Marysville Mall Way, 98270marysville how is dog grooming an essential service? owners 
kiss and cuddle the pet, virus lives on soft material. 
this is dangerous

middleshadow@netscape.net rick 3606581412 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Wholesale flooring 
distributor

T&A Supply 6807 So. 216th St Kent Why is flooring distribution essential? I believe this 
company has the wrong perception of what's 
essential & what's not.

cbrixey216@gmail.com Colleen Brixey 3605227854 webhelp@tasupply.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric and craft retailer Joann Fabrics 2801 E 29th Ave Spokane All Joann Fabrics have the capability to protect its 
workers and customers by converting to online 
orders and curbside pickup only , but it still is open to 
foot traffic. My family who works for Joann's is at 
risk. I'm concerned about all Spokane locations. 
Please, please help.

hawks.emily@gmail.com Emily Hawks 5097204650 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/07/20 9:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kenmire Dentistry Dr Anthony 
Santorsola

5723 Bothell Way NE #A Kenmore Dental office is seeing patients 5 Days a WEEK!! 
They are increasing exposure risk for everyone 
instead of consolidating to 1 emergency day.

valdezsk@comcast.net Kristi 4257739318

TRUE 04/07/20 9:42 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 2617 196th St Sw suite 141 Lynnwood Petco in lynnwood is accepting grooming 
appointments

deesmobilepetspa@gmail.comDierdre Schwartz 425-420-7012

TRUE 04/07/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction n/a 10022 7th Ave NW Seattle ** yesterday a complaint was filed regarding this non-
essential work being done in a residential area.  To 
follow-up; in the last 24 hours, they have had 6 
construction vehicles onsite and a porta-potty 
delivered to the site to allow for continued work.**
sent 6 April 2020
A real estate investor has been doing work on a 
property non-stop throughout this Stay Home 
Proclamation.  They have had multiple businesses 
on-site, none are observed honoring distance nor 
mask wearing.  Three waste dumpsters have been 
brought in, and this individual brings in multiple 
family, friends and others to help -- from plumbers to 
construction.  This unit shares space with multiple 
families who are Sheltering in Place, with children, 
disabled and a couple individuals who are in cancer 
treatment.  They park where these people park, 
forcing people to walk past their work site and 
encounter them without any precautions being 
taken.  This is not an essential business, this 
property does not pose a hazard requiring work and 
this is not a personal residence.  It is a business 
venture and they are flagrantly disregarding the 
entire streets health.  They need to be fined and shut 
down immediately.

jstbreath@gmail.com jstbreath

TRUE 04/07/20 9:52 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petsmart 719 Sleater Kinney RD Lacey The grooming department should not be in operation. businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:53 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Spiritual Richland Fellowship Hall 1924 Saint St Richland They are still holding AA meetings with 10 or more 
people.

TRUE 04/07/20 9:54 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco and Peter smart Petco pet smart Multiple locations Spokane They continue to have there dog grooming open . 
Threatened employee in grooming department if they 
don’t show up they will be fired .

Hillycj@yahoo.com Charles Hillyard 5099548178

TRUE 04/07/20 9:54 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 1530 black lake blv Olympia The grooming department is non essential and still in 
operation.

TRUE 04/07/20 9:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing Milgard manufacturing 965 54th Avenue east Fife This business has multiple positive cases. Not taking 
proper precautions to protect all other employees.

Jessicamonte1@hotmail.comJessica 2537208715

TRUE 04/07/20 9:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction VR Landscaping & Fencing LLC 3010 Mahogany Dr SE Lacey Building fences griffinfamily10124@outlook.comAlison Griffin 360-525-8182

TRUE 04/07/20 9:59 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Shipyard Puget Sound Naval Shipyard 1400 Farragut Ave Bremerton PSNS is now requiring all employees who live with 
at-risk individuals to return to work at a place where 
15,000 people are employed. They are essential, but 
that is now placing much higher risk on the rest of 
our household where we have two type-1 diabetics 
and I have asthma. They do not practice any amount 
of social distancing - employees are crammed into 
buses together and into ships and shops.

TRUE 04/07/20 10:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction DM Fencing 6930 Oleander St Lacey Building fences griffinfamily10124@outlook.comAlison Griffin 360-525-8182

TRUE 04/07/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DM Fencing 6926 Oleander St Lacey Building fences griffinfamily10124@outlook.comAlison Griffin 360-525-8182

TRUE 04/07/20 10:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Airline Alaska Airlines 20833 international Blvd SeaTac People required to come into the office who are able 
to work from home with laptops. No social distancing 
measures followed in the office (people within 6 feet 
of each other) and no additional precautions taken 
(two hand sanitizers but other than that nothing has 
changed).

TRUE 04/07/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tack shop Will Rogers Saddle Company 13011 N Freya St Mead Social distancing but people shopping for purses, 
saddles and other nonessential items.

anita@willrogerssaddle.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hello Lovely Hair 1727 NW Larkspur Street Camas Stylist is working out of her home, clients are posting 
on social media that she is taking clients during the 
quarantine

lolalasco@gmail.com Lori Lasco 3605211662

TRUE 04/07/20 10:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric store JOANN'S deschutes ave kennewick this is just 1 of the non essential businesses I have 
observed in violation of the governors order here in 
the Tri Cities.someone needs to get on the ball and 
start policing in this area.the number of infractions I 
have seen since returning from Nevada are 
staggering. get with the program 
WASHINGTON!!!!!!!!!

mzeller55@msn.com michael 5093663058 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Walmart store Walmart 1600 E Chestnut Ave Yakima Not cleaning carts too many in store employees 
working with the virus

TRUE 04/07/20 10:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Office for Alaska Airlines Alaska Airlines 20833 international Blvd SeaTac workers with laptops capable of working from home 
still required to come into the office. Seating has not 
been rearranged and many people are sitting within 
6 feet from each other.

TRUE 04/07/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All around Fence Company 18th ave e Spanaway wa Spanaway Are building fences, that do not need to be done 
right now, workers are outside without any protection 
around residence

bruceglaspey@gmail.com Bruce Glaspey 2539619942

TRUE 04/07/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Smokey point pawn & Jewlery 3131 Smokey Point Dr STU#13Arlington Owner & 1 other employee store is open, per owner 
they need the money and are taking peoples pawned 
items that come due while order is in place to stay 
home!

jsroberts69@gmail.com Jackie Roberts 4255125093 spjpawnshop@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Bang Bar 4750 California Ave SW Seattle Too many customers in restaurant at one time 
picking up orders.  No social distancing. Fighting 
ensued.  Restaurant refused request for signage.  
Read complaint on West Seattle Connection 
Facebook.

catlady7513@gmail.com Lisa Youngs 206 265-2651

TRUE 04/07/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet Shop Bellmont Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E Sumner Residential cabinets, customers do not need or want 
products yet Bellmont continues to build and send. 
Company is providing PPE and cleaning supplies to 
certain employees without proper training of use, 6 
feet not observed with those employees.

John Smith

TRUE 04/07/20 10:26 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther General Home 
Merchandise Store

Target 9770 N Newport Hwy Spokane On Sunday, I went into Target and the extremely 
long  line of customers, that went across the store 
from the cash registers way back past the beauty 
aisles and the cleaning aisles and beyond, long long 
lines of customers were waiting to be called up by a 
store worker, to the front  register to checkout, and 
the customers were not spaced out at all !!! They 
were standing right in front and in back of each other 
with no clearance at all, so the store was not 
following the social distancing requirements set 
Washington state governor Inslee !  This was 
unacceptable, as I immediately left this Target store, 
not wanting to take the chance of getting the virus in 
these conditions that thisTarget was not protecting 
me and its customers from the coronavirus!  It was 
clear to me that this Target store was putting its 
sales dollars ahead and above the health and safety 
of its customers and its employees.
 Several employees were not following the social 
distancing laws while they were working, they were 
working close to customers and each other.

loveteachinggrade4@gmail.comElaine M. Phelan,  Retired School Teacher 5093898102



TRUE 04/07/20 10:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy making and 
distribution

Brown & Haley 110 E 26th st Tacoma Non-essential business & not following social 
distancing requirements

v

TRUE 04/07/20 10:29 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy making and 
distribution

Brown & Haley 110 E 26th st Tacoma Already notified to close business but remains open sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:30 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Short Term Rental TMC Properties 13016 US HWY 12 Packwood Cabin on Mountain View Drive has renters

TRUE 04/07/20 10:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Landscape maintenance many not sure Seen in Seattle, Lake Forest Park, Shoreline, Kenmore, KirklandIt seems I am seeing landscape trucks on the road 
outside my home all the time.  I have not been able 
to see specific names of companies, but it is 
frustrating to see blatant disregard for the stay home 
order.

goodmansen@gmail.com Andrea Goodmansen 2068981507

TRUE 04/07/20 10:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Brown Bear Car wash 3523 broadway everet brown bear has told their employees to open all 
locations around the region on Thursday 4/9 under 
the idea that washing cars is somehow essential 
vehicle maintenance this puts our whole stat at risk 
by encouraging people to violate the stay at home 
order washing cars is not critical and puts lives at risk

lilbabushka@hotmail.com Jennifer Benson 4258290623 Club@BrownBear.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Barber Acuario beauty salon 12806 Penn st Whittier Operating privately THENXTPRODIGY1990@GMAIL.COMJay

TRUE 04/07/20 10:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other joann fabric Joann Fabric 25810 104th ave se Kent I'am a Joanns casual  employee and i'm not going 
into work. I have spoken to Managers and employee 
at several stores and they are NOT HAPPY that our 
state has not closed them down. Customers are still 
packing the stores and going inside and it is a 
dangerous situation. Also because they are open the 
homeless are in there. They are Not an essential 
business and all items can be purchased online. 
Please close them down.

kellikeeley@msn.com Kelli Keeley 253-332-8271 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:42 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming services Pet smart grooming 9950 n Newport hwy Spokane Multiple small business owners including my 
manager have contacted someone who replied that 
dog grooming services is non essential and NOT to 
be open at this time. Pet smart and petco are dog 
grooming. There are multiple articles about the virus 
living on dog coats for hours. Is it safe to groom 
dogs or not? If it is then small business shops need 
to be open as well. This is not fair that some are 
allowed to groom and some are not. I would like 
them so stop all grooming services or deem 
grooming essential so small business can open. This 
is destroying small business if only corporations are 
open at this time for grooming services. Please list 
rules more clearly on this matter !! I will follow up as 
soon as possible. please contact me or shut it down 
as soon as possible

Daniellegroomsdogs12@gmail.comDanielle 5092805919

TRUE 04/07/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther painting Amsberry Painting Main st. Monroe I saw at least 20 people working in very close 
proximity of each other. they were painting the 
outside of a building.

TRUE 04/07/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dacoda Homes Inc 3216 NW 67th Street Seattle This builder is still building a home at 4232 Burke 
Avenue North, Seattle.  When the residential 
building was determined to be non-essential he 
continued with pouring the foundation and 
supporting walls and now he is back filling. Work 
has not stopped.  I took lots of pictures if you'd like to 
see

debbie.geiger@weyerhaeuser.comDebbie Geiger 2536700292

TRUE 04/07/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds Routine lawn care

TRUE 04/07/20 10:44 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther County Government King County 6520 31st Ave S Seattle King County has a team of workers out here with 
weed-whackers and mowers, cutting some grass in 
a median.

avirshup@gmail.com Aaron Virshup

TRUE 04/07/20 10:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandys 10121 Evergreen way Everett The workers of Gandys barber are still in the shop, 
cutting hair.

TRUE 04/07/20 10:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business MD Injury Care 330 SW 43rd St Ste D Renton Clinic is a non urgent facility and still carrying out 
treatment per the owners demand.  Clinic does not 
meet any of the required conditions to be deemed 
essential.  Not taking social distancing precautions 
with having up to 8 people in a small room to 
perform exercises.  High risk and potentially infected 
patients are contained to be seen.

TRUE 04/07/20 10:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Apartment complex Allegro Apartments / Transplant 
complex

4115 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Wa. 98105 These managers are working when they don't have 
to. They posted notes stating that the office is closed 
due to the coronavirus, but they are showing 
apartments to people which they are supposed to be 
6 feet apart that's not happening. They also having a 
61year old lady cleaning apartments for people that 
are Transplant patients and she is not a healthy 
person as is. These managers are able to work from, 
nobody are looking for apartments as of right now 
but the fact is they are risking others health by 
coming in to work when they don't have to. And 
showing apartments when they dont have to and 
putting all the people in the apartment building at 
risk. This really concerning to me. I want to stay 
unknown due to the retaliation on me, please help 
me out!!! And I heard someone in the unit had the 
coronavirus!!!

TRUE 04/07/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Design Built Homes 5780 105th ave ne kirkland Residential construction with several workers onsite

TRUE 04/07/20 10:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Nanka Don’t know. It’s west of FerndaleFerndale My grandson works there and lives with us . It has 
added much stress. I would think they could bring in 
rvs or trailers for the staff to live on site . I would feel  
 better

todds30@hotmail.com Todd Martin 3604218810

TRUE 04/07/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Custom closets  not in new 
construction

Closets by design 1857 South 216th Street Des Moines Putting employees at risk  design consultants and 
installers

yzriders@aol.com Michele Versteeg 2533326071

TRUE 04/07/20 10:59 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other LARGE GATHERING OF 
PEOPLE USING STAIRS 
TO DO CARDIO

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE (BIRD 
HILLSIDE "GREEK" THEATRE)

1600 Campus Rd, Los Angeles, CA 90041LOS ANGELES PEOPLE POSTING ALL OVER SOCIAL MEDIA 
USING THE STAIRS FOR CARDIO. MIGHT AS 
WELL OPEN RUNYON CANYON PARK AGAIN SO 
WE CAN HIKE. TOTALLY NOT FAIR!

TRUE 04/07/20 11:01 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other LARGE GATHERING OF 
PEOPLE USING STAIRS 
TO DO CARDIO

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE (BIRD 
HILLSIDE "GREEK" THEATRE)

1600 Campus Rd, Los Angeles, CA 90041LOS ANGELES PEOPLE POSTING ALL OVER SOCIAL MEDIA 
USING THE STAIRS FOR CARDIO. MIGHT AS 
WELL OPEN RUNYON CANYON PARK AGAIN SO 
WE CAN HIKE. TOTALLY NOT FAIR!

TRUE 04/07/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Real Homes 1833 N. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Construction on new homes has been ongoing since 
the declaration. The home sites (Rio Villa) are on 
Dixie Lane in Malaga, WA 98828

TRUE 04/07/20 11:02 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other LARGE GATHERING OF 
PEOPLE USING STAIRS 
TO DO CARDIO

OCCIDENTAL COLLEGE (BIRD 
HILLSIDE "GREEK" THEATRE)

1600 Campus Rd, Los Angeles, CA 90041LOS ANGELES PEOPLE POSTING ALL OVER SOCIAL MEDIA 
USING THE STAIRS FOR CARDIO. MIGHT AS 
WELL OPEN RUNYON CANYON PARK AGAIN SO 
WE CAN HIKE. TOTALLY NOT FAIR!

TRUE 04/07/20 11:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit 164 Bay Lyn Drive, Suite D Lynden People are in the gym working out, not practicing 
social distancing. Non essential business still open.

info@crossfitlynden.com

TRUE 04/07/20 11:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Apartments,  midrise AJ Apartments 4505 42nd Ave SW Seattle Rooftop lounge/deck is still open when other 
amenities are closed. People are still going up there 
all hours of the day.

concenred tenant

TRUE 04/07/20 11:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Wallaroo's 1001 N Division St Spokane I observed this business operating today 4/7/20, the 
doors were open and I observed non-employees 
enter.

support@wallaroosfurniture.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 11:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non essential transportation 
mfg

DMC Sidecars LLC 15616 Carbonado South Prairie RoadBuckley They are not a repair facility, they don't do regular 
vehicle maintenance. They make sidecars for 
motorcycles which are NOT essential transportation, 
they are accessories and toys. No worker safety 
rules or precautions taken to prevent infection. No 
distancing rules. I am worried about worker safety, 
their familes and the community.

pam@dmcsidecars.com Pam Zydek 2537978919 info@dmcsidecars.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 11:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Grocery outlet 2100 Harrison ave nw Olympia No social distancing markers or limiting of 
customers in store to facilitate this. No established 
safety protocol for staff in check out to have distance 
- no gloves or safety equipment for staff

TRUE 04/07/20 11:26 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd. Suite 201 Gig Harbor Petco is grooming dogs. All privately owned shops 
have to close but Petco continues to groom dogs. 
They've never stopped.

TRUE 04/07/20 11:31 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Petsmart 9950 N Newport Hwy Spokane Pet grooming salons have been deemed 
nonessential by the state.  It would be detrimental to 
the small grooming salons to allow a large 
corporation to groom pets when the smaller salons 
must stay closed.

levi@spokanemobiledoggrooming.comLevi Dean 5099796777 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landascpe maintenance Earth Works Landscape Services LLC 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo / Pacific shop is open They have crews out performing normal landscape 
maintenance on clients properties since the Mandate 
was put in place. Our company shut down 
immediately and our clients are calling as to why we 
are shut down when other companies are ignoring 
the mandate. This is putting us at a disadvantage 
with our clients and some of our layed off employees 
are being tempted to leave us for employment with 
our competitors that are not abiding by the mandate.

ronp@greeneffectscinc.om Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

TRUE 04/07/20 11:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lan Hair salon 2632 S 38th St suite A Tacoma She is has her lights off and open sign off but I can 
see people inside, and people coming in and leaving 
her salon.

Jkalil92@yahoo.com Jessica 6015517402



TRUE 04/07/20 12:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Foot Doctor Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop RD SW 7 Tumwater They are actively looking for patients to schedule. 
They called to schedule me, but it’s non-essential

TRUE 04/07/20 12:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barberBarbershop Gandy's barbershop 10121 Evergreen Way #11 Everett Open and operating even when we are legally 
supposed to be closed

Wendyrutten85@yahoo.com Wendy 4252207892

TRUE 04/07/20 12:40 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Utility Pacific Power Comapny 75 Duncan Lane Walla Walla 7+ people in a small room all from different cities 
and states.  After positive test men required to work 
in same office with no sanitation

pennypoche@citlink.net Penny Poche 775-934-5202

TRUE 04/07/20 12:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy's Barbershop 10121 Evergreen Way #11 Everett They have clients in their chairs and cutting hair. Wendyrutten85@yahoo.com Wendy rutten 4252207892

TRUE 04/07/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N/A Toscana apartment 6979 Birdseye Ave Ne Lacey Everyday teams of construction workers arrive and 
aren’t following Social distancing - and construction 
continues as before the order was in place 
This is concerning for those of us living in the 
apartments currently staying home

TRUE 04/07/20 12:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Angelo's of Burien 601 SW 153rd ST Burien Gathering of small group of people outside of 
restaurant, not practicing the social distancing 
requirements. May be people experiencing 
homelessness nearby, congregating in the parking 
lot. Five to six people.

206-658-3279

TRUE 04/07/20 12:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Utility Pacific Power Company 75 Duncan Lane Walla Walla 7+ people in a small room from different cities and 
states.  No sanitation after a positive test in office.

pennypoche@citlink.net Penny Poche 775-934-5202

TRUE 04/07/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates 404 Black Hills Lane #B Olympia Seeing non-essential patients

TRUE 04/07/20 12:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture repair and 
construction

Spokane Overstock and or Walleroos 
furniture

5218-N. Mulvaney Court Spokane They have been warned by HOA not to work using 
their home as a business base and they are ignoring 
it, for almost 3 years now, they are doing 
construction and furniture repair, they have also 
been reported to code enforcement 2 times now and 
nothing has been done.

seascape85@comcast.net Maggie Crump 253-392-5486 support@wallaroosfurniture.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 12:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Log home restoration Madrona Log Home Repair and Care 2612 78th avenue Southeast Lake Stevens With approval to work or not boss Mentioned 
“working under the radar.” Claims he was approved 
essential to work. When construction was originally 
shut down he was trying to get his employees to 
continue working. Claiming and exaggerating rot on 
logs so we “need to fix it ASAP.” no jobs had any 
severe rot that would effect structural support or 
safety of a home and can wait till this pandemic is 
over. Also said “we just need to finish projects we 
already begun”  but is starting new projects. Sending 
people from lake Stevens down to issaquah, all the 
way over to Spokane. Mentioned  he is behind on 
bills a few months ago so it seems his bills are more 
important that the safety of his employees and their 
families. Is sanding and staining a log as important 
as our first responders? Markets and stores? No, 
and we must stop all unnecessary projects during 
this pandemic for the safety of our community

TRUE 04/07/20 12:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Counter Tops Topline Counters 3900 150th Ave Ct East Sumner, WA I would like to report Topline Counters, a counter top 
company. They are claiming to be closed and it looks 
that way from the outside looking in and in writing, 
but it's actually picking up since governor Inslee 
extended the lockdown. More work is being 
scheduled pushing the limits of any gray area. 
Although there are some essential customers, 
Topline itself is not essential, that's why it's not 
"open" altogether. They actually are open though. 
Some are working from home which is allowable in 
the governor's proclamation but there are still 
measure people, installers, shop workers, and 
delivery teams carrying on and potentially exposing 
themselves, their families, communities, etc. There's 
been close calls but no one is sick or maybe they 
haven't told anyone. Some that are working are not 
comfortable but don't want to risk their job so they 
continue. It's to the point of going out to measure to 
places that are not safe and clearly not essential but 
they are defying the order themselves. Another thing 
is customers in Oregon are open and expecting 
delivery so Topline is supporting that. Is this 
something that someone can look into? It's not just 
the workers that are at risk, they have families 
waiting for them when they return home that are at 
risk too. That's the main reason for the governor's 
order, Stay Home-Stay Healthy. They are also taking 
advantage of undocumented people in the shop. It 
seems like they are the only ones working in the 
shop. Help us please.

Anonymous Please Anonymous Please (I don't want to risk anyone's job)(253) 826-5480

TRUE 04/07/20 12:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Counter Tops Topline Counters 3900 150th Ave Ct East Sumner, WA I would like to report Topline Counters, a counter top 
company. They are claiming to be closed and it looks 
that way from the outside looking in and in writing, 
but it's actually picking up since governor Inslee 
extended the lockdown. More work is being 
scheduled pushing the limits of any gray area. 
Although there are some essential customers, 
Topline itself is not essential, that's why it's not 
"open" altogether. They actually are open though. 
Some are working from home which is allowable in 
the governor's proclamation but there are still 
measure people, installers, shop workers, and 
delivery teams carrying on and potentially exposing 
themselves, their families, communities, etc. There's 
been close calls but no one is sick or maybe they 
haven't told anyone. Some that are working are not 
comfortable but don't want to risk their job so they 
continue. It's to the point of going out to measure to 
places that are not safe and clearly not essential but 
they are defying the order themselves. Another thing 
is customers in Oregon are open and expecting 
delivery so Topline is supporting that. Is this 
something that someone can look into? It's not just 
the workers that are at risk, they have families 
waiting for them when they return home that are at 
risk too. That's the main reason for the governor's 
order, Stay Home-Stay Healthy. They are also taking 
advantage of undocumented people in the shop. It 
seems like they are the only ones working in the 
shop. Help us please.

Anonymous Please Anonymous Please (I don't want to risk anyone's job)(253) 826-5480

TRUE 04/07/20 12:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop RD SW #7 Tumwater They are actively looking for patients to schedule. I 
have not been seen since 2017. They are scheduling 
and seeing non-essential patients

TRUE 04/07/20 12:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Madrona Log Home Repair and Care 2612 78th avenue Southeast Lake Stevens With approval to work or not boss Mentioned 
“working under the radar.” Claims he was approved 
essential to work. When construction was originally 
shut down he was trying to get his employees to 
continue working. Claiming and exaggerating rot on 
log, no jobs had any severe rot that would effect 
structural support or safety of a home and can wait 
till this pandemic is over. Also said “we just need to 
finish projects we already begun”  but is starting new 
projects. Sending people from lake Stevens down to 
issaquah, all the way over to Spokane. Mentioned  
he is behind on bills a few months ago so it seems 
his bills are more important that the safety of his 
employees and their families. Is sanding and staining 
a log as important as our first responders? Markets 
and stores? No, and we must stop all unnecessary 
projects during this pandemic for the safety of our 
community

TRUE 04/07/20 12:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Office V Freitas Law 544 29th Ave Seattle Our neighbors Susan Humphrey and Veronica 
Freitas run a law firm out of the daylight basment of 
their home which is next to ours. They have at least 
6 employees including Veronica. Since the 
Governor's order 6-10 people, employees, family, 
friends, are seen coming and going from the back of 
their house at all hours of the day and night. Social 
distancing is not being respected. A law firm is not 
an essential business. Everyone must do their part. 
People are waiting in their cars in our alley 2 deep to 
get into the law office house.

kkseaopera@outlook.com Karin Kough 2063897669

TRUE 04/07/20 12:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Uber Tavern 7517 Aurora Ave N Seattle Uber is open for to-go beer growler fills, but have 
been serving clients at their bar on at least two 
separate occasions in the last two weeks, once 
witnessed by myself and once witnessed by my co-
worker..

elliot.haack@gmail.com Elliot Haack 6084386149



TRUE 04/07/20 12:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Law Office V. Freitas Law 544 29th Ave Seattle Our neighbors Susan Humphrey and Veronica 
Freitas run a law firm out of the daylight basment of 
their home which is next to ours. They have at least 
6 employees including Veronica. Since the 
Governor's order 6-10 people, employees, family, 
friends, are seen coming and going from the back of 
their house at all hours of the day and night. Social 
distancing is not being respected. A law firm is not 
an essential business. Everyone must do their part. 
People are waiting in their cars in our alley 2 deep to 
get into the law office house. 
https://www.vfreitaslaw.com/contact-us.html

kkseaopera@outlook.com Karin Kough 2063897669

TRUE 04/07/20 12:50 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington State Governor Washington State Gov. 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia I just heard he will apparently have a press 
conference at 1....sorry couldn't let you know sooner, 
if I knew sooner I certainly would have let you know 
so you could be ready to throw the book at Jay.

Timeforchangeinwastate@wagovernor.govOutslee Inslee 2064064111

TRUE 04/07/20 12:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Boat & RV Winter Storage 
gathering Apr 11

Pend Oreille County Fair 419152  SR 20 Cusick 2020 Spring pick up date for boat & RV winter 
storage is scheduled for April 11, 2020.
https://www.pocfair.com/boat-rv-storage
This is a volunteer run event that will involve a 
gathering of people to pick up and move their large 
vehicles. The following staff of Pend Oreille have 
been contacted and have resisted to take concerns 
of citizens seriously: County Commissioner @ 509-
447-4119, Sheriff Blakeslee @ 509-447-3151, and 
Pend Oreille Fair Board @ 509-951-1227. 
Responses back from these individuals include "I 
have no opinion" and we "dont like the government 
telling us what to do". Also the Pend Oreille County 
Health Department has been informed and is 
concerned but they feel their hands are tied 
regarding enforcement.

TRUE 04/07/20 12:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Madrona Log Home Repair and Care 5609 71st Ave NE Marysville With approval to work or not boss Mentioned 
“working under the radar.” Claims he was approved 
essential to work. When construction was originally 
shut down he was trying to get his employees to 
continue working. Claiming and exaggerating rot on 
log, no jobs had any severe rot that would effect 
structural support or safety of a home and can wait 
till this pandemic is over. Also said “we just need to 
finish projects we already begun”  but is starting new 
projects. Sending people from lake Stevens down to 
issaquah, all the way over to Spokane. Mentioned  
he is behind on bills a few months ago so it seems 
his bills are more important that the safety of his 
employees and their families. Is sanding and staining 
a log as important as our first responders? Markets 
and stores? No, and we must stop all unnecessary 
projects during this pandemic for the safety of our 
community

TRUE 04/07/20 12:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique, 2nd hand store Abraham's House 312 N. Callow Avenue Bremerton The business is open to the public (items for sale 
outside on the sidewalk, and customer dropping off 
donation items.)  Spoke with clerk about violation 
and she said since they are a non-profit they are 
essential as they "provide social services, and other 
necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or 
otherwise needy individuals, such as those residing 
in shelters."  They are a used furniture/2nd hand 
store.

dahle.roessel@ci.bremerton.wa.usSgt. Dahle Roessel 360-900-6699 ABRAHAMSHOUSE@ICLOUD.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 12:53 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther education edmonds school district 20601 52nd ave w lynnwood Bob Hansen supervisor of custodial is requiring full 
custodial crews to come to work and do stripping of 
wax and cleaning gutters. Minimum basic operations 
should be 1 custodian not 5 and stripping wax is not 
to stop the spread. people should stay home stay 
healthy. not driving to work and making unnecessary 
trips to schools that have been closed to public and 
community use. We should be keeping our schools 
for food prep and child care cleaned and disinfected 
not be doing work we do in summer for opening. 
please help him to understand Minimum actives 
necessary and stop unnecessary actions that can 
wait.

townsendcharles632@gmail.comcharles townsend 4253458352

TRUE 04/07/20 12:55 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Center for Spiritual Living at Green 
Lake

6318 Linden Ave N, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle It pains me to do this. I asked my minister to stop 
bringing employees together in person, but she 
states our church is more essential than Starbucks 
and that King County said she can meet with 
employees to broadcast the church services. Please 
ask her to protect all these people she brings to 
church on Sunday for something she can do from 
home.

raylene@alreadyperfect.com Raylene Ewing 2066182213

TRUE 04/07/20 12:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business East Side Gym 15040 NE 95th St Redmond Still allowing members to come workout here as they 
all have keys.  Not fair for other small business that 
are closed and following rules

gpadave@hotmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 12:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petsmart Sleater Kinney SE Lacey Called Corp office  4-7 to see about grooming and 
they have been grooming but will close next week.
Which means the have been grooming this entire 
time

Bethbrad@msn.com Beth 360 962-2988 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Tool Gauge and Machine Works 4315 S Adams St Tacoma Business is opening Thursday April 9th for full 
functions

alexis.deselms@gmail.com ALEXIS MARIE DESELMS 2069472695 sales@toolgauge.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet manufacturing Rainer wood working 2615 s 80th st #110 Tacoma This company recived an email that they are not 
concidered an essential business but decided today 
to open anyways and are requiring employees to 
come into work.

krystlesusan@hotmail.com Krystle 4252085309 info@rainerwoodworking.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden store and Plant 
nursery

Kent's Nursery 5428 Northwest St Bellingham Called for curbside pick-up.  Was told they do not 
provide curbside pick-up.  Instead, they will open for 
business on Thursday, April 9, 2020 for in person 
shopping only.  This is a large and popular nursery 
stuffed with plants leaving little room to social 
distance outside, and impossible inside the small 
retail area.

garylysne@msn.com Cristi Lysne 360-756-2717 kentsgarden@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Dominis Stone LLC 22425 72nd Ave S Kent They have stayed open during the closure and 
they're asking me to come back and work part-time. 
And I'm on unemployment for full-time
What do I do.  The govenor said to stay Home till 
May 4th.

Bhaley59@gmail.com Brian Haley 253-733-8234

TRUE 04/07/20 1:11 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gordon Finch Homes 101 N Argonne Rd #C Spokane Valley Construction work still occurring on new homes on 
South Barker Road

TRUE 04/07/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dave Largent Homes 1402 N River Vista Street Spokane Non essential building on South Barker Road

TRUE 04/07/20 1:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing garage doors Northwest Door 19000 Canyon Road East Tacoma I can't imagine why they think producing garage 
doors is essential at this time. There are hundreds of 
cars in their parking lot every day. This won't help 
"the curve".

taikiteazy@gmail.com Peter Kerr 4258299003 info@nwdoorservice.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd, Renton, WA 98058Renton Sales puppies and kittens that aren't "lost" or 
"abandoned" like a shelter. These dogs come from 
breeders so I don't think selling them is a necessity. 
They might not be in the store at this time but they 
are still selling them face to face and they will be 
brought back into the store. I called to see if they 
were still doing grooming and they are, other 
groomers said they aren't essential and aren't open.

request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:15 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belfor Property Restoration 4320 S 131st Pl Ste 100 Tukwila Non-essential construction @ 2828 NE 3rd St, 
Renton 98056. Impacting senior citizen residents 
negatively. Not practicing social distancing.

Beatrice Clark 260-412-2386

TRUE 04/07/20 1:16 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lodging Hotels Washington State Washington State If you really want to slow the virus, close down the 
damn hotels in the state. People keep traveling to 
stay in hotels as getaways and are still spreading the 
virus. Also people from other states keep traveling in 
to Washington border towns to get away.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gary Rodriguez 1100 hillburn dr Dallas Doing hair cuts services / barber / cosmetology 
Phone number of person providing services 469-578-
6705

TRUE 04/07/20 1:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license QFC 9999 Holman Rd NW, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle I was at this store on 04/07/2020. The store is not 
creating a controlled area for exit/entry. At varying 
times there were 4-6 people in the confined area of 
the entryway, one of whom was a PPC security 
guard, two or three of whom were QFC employees. 
Workers at the cash registers were not wearing PPE 
(masks, gloves, face shields) and were interacting 
with customers without precautions. There is no 
precaution warning against the use of reusable bags 
from customer's homes.

william.t.terrance@gmail.comWilliam Terrance (480) 626-3212



TRUE 04/07/20 1:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business The Joint Chiropractic 6208 196Th St SW Lynnwood, Wa A Chiropractor that may see 50 patients in a day, 
that’s literally has to almost hug someone to give 
certain adjustments without even wearing gloves or 
a mask. The recipients are also exposed and are 
certainly not considered essential then the go home 
and expose there family’s. They also do not have the 
germ prevention training that is  necessary   For a 
Doctors office. Please temp close these clinics to 
help prevent further infections ASAP!

TRUE 04/07/20 1:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Haider Construction 5607 244th St SW Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 Non-essential construction @2828 NE 3rd St, 
Renton 98056. Negatively impacting vulnerable 
residents. Also not practicing social distancing.

Beatrice Clark 206-412-2386

TRUE 04/07/20 1:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma This gym is still operating and not practicing social 
distancing. Lots of people going to this gym.

Rich Wetzel iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Store Bobakhan Toys 500 SE Everett Mall Way Suite A1Everett Business is operational at a toy store and employees 
are at the store location and customers are at the 
location as well

mnabsoluteauto@gmail.com Vicki Doherty 4254388600 sales@bobakhan.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner is signing up large quantities of people for his 
gym. Gstandard Gym needs to be looked at ASAP. 
Sick members going to this facility.

Randy Klein 206-219-5798 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber classy cutzz  barber 609 Government rd mattawa This person makes appointments at home to cut 
hair, his barber shop is closed but next to his 
residence he has a room where he cuts hair, this 
makes me unconscious and unfair as he is 
spreading the disease.

lupismenes20@gmail.com maria 5094391619

TRUE 04/07/20 1:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar Street Tacoma Gabe Moen owner of Gstandard gym is directing 
members to park on the street to make it look like 
there are less people in the building than there 
actually is.

Brent Bodewig 253-927-8145 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber classy cutzz 609 Government  rd mattawa This person makes appointments at home to cut 
hair, his barber shop is closed but next to his 
residence he has a room where he cuts hair, this 
makes me unconscious and unfair as he is 
spreading the disease.

lupismenes20@gmail.com maria 5094391619

TRUE 04/07/20 1:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store Fairwood pet center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Unit A-1Renton They are still selling animals and making grooming 
appointments. I work here and me and the 
employees do not feel we should be open. Our boss 
is using this time to just make profit off of the 
animals.

Anonymous request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:35 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renton Housing Authority 2900 NE 10th St Renton, WA 98056 Authorized non-essential construction @2828 NE 
3rd St, Renton 98056 without notifying residents. 
Were supposed to re-locate residents prior to 
construction per URA act. Negatively impacting 
vulnerable residents. Non-responsive to residents.

Beatrice Clark 206-412-2386

TRUE 04/07/20 1:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store ACE Hardware 550 5th Ave S Edmonds The line for the cashier IS properly marked off for 
social distancing, but once you get to the cashier, 
there is not sufficient social distancing, and the 
cashiers are not masked nor gloved. In addition, 
while I was checking out, a customer came in and 
got VERY close to me and the cashier to chat 
socially. I expect the cashier to not only enforce 
social distancing, but also to support me, the 
customer! I was masked and also said to the 
customer that she needed to be at least 6 feet away 
for social distancing, and she wasn't pleasant. I've 
seen more and more people not maintaining social 
distancing in general, and I'm getting very concerned.

not provided Anonymous not provided

TRUE 04/07/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Various 5005 Main ST Tacoma Large Construction project with multiple workers 
onsite.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma Members parking on the street to make it look like 
there are not that many people in the building 
working out. Not sure why this GYM is allowed to be 
open when all other gyms have listened to the 
Governor's orders to shut down.

WaContractor247@yahoo.comAllen Greenie iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 1:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Senior, low income housing 
complex/corporation

SHAG 9200 2nd Ave SW Seattle This corporation provides housing for low income 
seniors. In my mothers building, in the last couple of 
days two people have tested positive for Covid. The 
building hasn’t done anything to address the issue. 
They have not notified residence to take extra 
precautions, they have not brought in a cleaning 
crew. We feel that they are putting people more at 
risk by not letting them know that people are sick. 
One of the sick is the president of the corporation 
who lives in my moms building so part of this may be 
a hush-hush to protect the corporation And 19th 
their name as being a contaminated facility

jaime_kolstad@yahoo.com Jaime Kolstad 5419135915

TRUE 04/07/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Mobile grooming Seattle and Tacoma Franchise owners in Seattle and tacoma are 
continuing to send their employees out to work 
despite being explicitly told by state that they are non-
essential.

Kaitlincone@gmail.com Kaitlin Cone 2062802639 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 1:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store Fairwood pet center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Unit A-1Renton They are still selling animals and making grooming 
appointments. I work here and me and the 
employees do not feel we should be open. Our boss 
is using this time to just make profit off of the 
animals.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/07/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Various 5005 Main St Tacoma Construction is open, lots of construction workers on 
the site. Not practicing social distancing. It is a 
apartment complex which is non essential.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Sales Spokane Vacuum Center 2911 N MONROE ST SPOKANE Spokane Vacuum center
2911 N. Monroe St.
Spokane, WA 99205

Continues to be open during this lockdown all day, 
every day. Vacuum sales are not an essential 
business, it does not keep the power grid up, or 
phone lines. It does not help with Fire & rescue or 
any hospital. All other sales businesses are closed 
on Monroe St.

Please check on and advise.

Thank you.

VINTAGEONTHEHIGHWAY@GMAIL.COMJoey Vingo 5099993929 spokanevacuumcenter@comcast.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:46 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 27111 167th pl se Covington This location and many others Petco locations are 
grooming dogs. I emailed to see if Petco dog 
grooming was essential and was told it’s not.

Mandiepalmer37@gmail.com Mandie palmer 2067904515

TRUE 04/07/20 1:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Serious about Fitness 15205 NE 95th St Redmond Sounds like people are still going into the gym to 
workout.

Dyathletics2017@gmail.com Dillon Moran 2533241469 info@seriousaboutfitness.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:47 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church/or say the outside 
of the building says so

92nd Street Church 4226-92nd St.N.E. Marysville Parking lot has been full with 25 vehicles for over 4 
weeks now.  Disturbingly, 15 out of 25 motor 
vehicles have out of state License Plates.  So they're 
either social gathering, and spreading the virus state 
to state, or they're "Scamming" WA state vehicles, 
by not registering their vehicles in WA state, and 
avoiding paying sales tax.  These plates are from N., 
S. Dakota, Tennessee, Alberta, CA, all over N. 
America.  I walk my dog past the church everyday, 
and the situation hasn't changed in 4 weeks.  Either 
their violating social distancing guidelines, or 
scamming WA state sales tax revenue!  Please 
advise as to what you're going to do.  I know others 
have reported this church gathering to you with no 
action taken.  Do what's right!  I pay my taxes.

wendellscottdev@gmail.com Scott Romano 425-232-6270

TRUE 04/07/20 1:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther test test test test test

TRUE 04/07/20 1:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Salon Petco Grooming 189 E Bakerview Rd, Bellingham, WA 98226Bellingham cutting a dog's hair is not essential to sustaining life, 
and will not harm a dog if they are not groomed 
during covid. groomers are forced to take dogs from 
customer's arms, and they cannot follow social 
distancing within the salon. customers are still 
allowed to bring their dog for grooming even if they 
are sick.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Jersey's Great Food and Spirits 1306 N 175th St Shoreline I've been to Jersey's twice to pickup to go good.. 
although their bar is closed, I have seen a couple of 
their long time customers sitting in there drinking. 
Apparently, they haven't closed the bar to all, as 
ordered.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:49 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 1719 Morgan road Sunnyside This is not an essential business and they are not 
following social distancing.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Family Dermatology 275 SE Cabot Drive Suite A3 Oak Harbor Every other dermatology office in the area is closed, 
however this is open seeing patients daily.

TRUE 04/07/20 1:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Legacy Hunters & Jumpers 19802 NE 148th St Woodinville Horse stables still instructing lessons. On Saturday 
at 10:30am, there was a group of 15+ people 
gathered outside for lessons. This business is still 
functioning as normal.

trainer@legacyhuntersjumpers.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 1:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Super Smoke Shop 425 E College Way #100c, Mt Vernon, WA 98273Mount Vernon This store remains open yet is not considered an 
"essential business". The owner is only holding back 
progress in slowing covid-19 by keeping it open and 
risking infections.

chasetheblessed@gmail.com Chase Jones +13606430857



TRUE 04/07/20 1:54 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 27111 167th place se Covington Pet Grooming is non essential and petco refuses to 
shut down grooming. It is an unsafe environment for 
all.

caperini6@gmail.com Cheryl A Perini 3609499688

TRUE 04/07/20 1:55 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther MSHA onsite inspector MSHA Dont know Woodland Im being forced to work as an essential employee at 
Columbia River Carbonates in Woodland Wa.  which 
is fine we have been doing well.  Today MSHA 
inspector is here for surprise onsite inspection going 
through everything and moving through the whole 
plant.  An MSHA inspection in not an essential 
business practice at this time and they have now put 
all of us at Columbia River Carbonates at risk 
uneccesarily .

luclukken@msn.com Luke Lukken 360-957-8510

TRUE 04/07/20 1:58 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Douglas County, 
Government, Board of 
County Commissioners

Douglas County TLS 140 19th Street NW Suite A East Wenatchee Board of County Commissioners is authorizing 
inspections of all and any new residential 
construction to be performed, including subdivisions, 
apartments and commercial projects Contractors 
believe they have found loopholes in the Finalization 
of escrows and banking transactions that REQUIRE 
them to be "essential" and continue to build. 
Directions from BOCC are that anything under 
financial contract of any type can be completed or 
started.
This violates the Stay Home order and there will be 
higher outbreaks in Chelan/Douglas Counties.  
Prosecuting Attorney for Douglas County is drafting 
a resolution to continue work within the County.

There is one building inspector for Douglas County 
and they are putting his life in danger and in violation 
of the Stay Home Order. Who will held accountable 
if he is to become infected?

Please make contact with the Board of County 
Commissioners to give them precise directions and 
the local banking institutions to extend closing. to 
prevent contractors from spreading the virus.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/07/20 2:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar Street Tacoma This dump of a gym is signing up new members 
daily. Gabe Moen who owns the gym and a con 
artist and does not take the Govenor's orders 
seriously. Please check into this. Thanks.

Lilhill21@aol.com Mike Hill iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog training Four Paws and other businesses 
using this property, that she leases 
the building out to.

10680 Ridge Rim Trail SE Port Orchard The public and other businesses are using this 
property to train and exercise dogs  both on the 
property and in an arena. The dogs are barking and 
because of this I am unable to enjoy the peace of my 
yard. They are coming and going from the property 
several times a day.  I have contacted Kitsap Animal 
Control, Kitsap DCD, Kitsap County, all several 
times.  Please do not give out my information to 
anyone, I am worried about retaliation.

moore123.1@wavecable.comCindy Moore 253-677-1268 fourpawfun@msn.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 2:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy's barbershop 10121 Evergreen Way #11 Everett Is taking clients

TRUE 04/07/20 2:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail-office furniture Continum Office Enviroments 720 N Fancher Spokane this place is open with their "open" sign on. Can I 
open my store if I'm non essential?
if they're essential, how do I reclassify?

pauld@davisofficefurniture.comPaul Davis-Davis Office Furniture509.994.1471 sales@coespokane.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Contractor DR Horton Homes 284th ST NW Stanwood Multiple Contractors working on building homes

TRUE 04/07/20 2:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Walmart 2301 W Wellesley  Ave Spokane I was there last night, and it was horrible. They are 
not by any means practicing social distancing. There 
is no limit on the number of people allowed in the 
store at one time, only a few employees were 
wearing masks, and they had several employees 
working in paper goods and chemicals as well as 
customers at the same time. It was absolutely 
impossible to stay safe or social distance in that 
store. Blatant disregard for the safety and health of 
anyone or the law. It’s so upsetting and scary.

jessicaanne77@gmail.com Jessica Phemester 5097856115

TRUE 04/07/20 2:10 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Fratellis 87 SURREY ROAD SPRINGFIELD A lot more then 6 people im am concern. kperez16145@gmail.com KEVIN PEREZ 4132191166

TRUE 04/07/20 2:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other flight school/ aircraft rental McCormick Air Center 3210 w washington ave yakima this company does not have protocol for protecting 
staff and customers. also they are continually renting 
aircraft out to be used by the general public. These 
flights are non-essential yet they continue to operate 
everyday. I have explained to them the dangers 
involved and that this is illegal however they said 
they will continue until the are specifically told to stop.

509-248-1680

TRUE 04/07/20 2:13 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St Shoreline Grooming salon open. Non essential service that 
could be closed without effecting essential business

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:15 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd rd Wallula There are many confirmed cases of COVID-19 in 
their facility. The facility does not provide the 
required PPE to protect their employees. There are 
large gatherings of people and do not follow the 
social distancing requirements. The facility does not 
property sanitize and disinfect to avoid the spread of 
the virus. Employees fear for their lives and their 
families back home and Tyson is supporting 
employees in any way. There are increases in 
confirmed cases everyday in this facility and nothing 
is being done.

gonzal757@yahoo.com Lourdes Gonzalez 5095210708

TRUE 04/07/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture/Mattress Store Sleep Shop Yakima 1811 S 1st St Yakima This store's showroom is open to the public and 
displaying furniture on the sidewalk

reublake@gmail.com Reuben Lake 574-276-1913 sleepshop509@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 2:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Coffee stand The coffee Bean 1210 clearbrook dr LACEY/Olympia Not practicing social distancing. Employees say due 
to size of stand it’s impossible to do. Employee said 
that because stand is busy they don’t have time to 
wash hands after customers. Still no hand sanitizer, 
in fact owner took sanitizer dispenser down.

mlaffers@yahoo.com Molly lawffers

TRUE 04/07/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car service ANDY'S PARTS & SERVICE 401 W MAIN STREET # 812 ELMA He is dealing with elderly people and shaking hands 
and even hugging

jesoroz1988@gmail.com Jesus Orozco (360)590-2474 info@andycanfixthat.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog groomer Downtown Dog Lounge 1011 Mercer St Seattle There are 3 locations for this business, all open and 
non-essential

jellenbe@whi.org Jen AP@DOWNTOWNDOGLOUNGE.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School District Granite Falls School District 205 North Alder Ave Granite Falls many people onsite, no PPE, NO social distancing i 
went to alwork with a mask and gloves on and was 
actually made fun of for doing so. Workers are NOT 
screened b4 entering building, NO SAFETY 
PROCEDURES in place.

epanagos0@gmail.com Elizabeth Panagos 360-941-9724

TRUE 04/07/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Richmond American Homes 648 S Knowles St Buckley Sales agents are following 1 on 1 appointments, but 
not working from home and going into the sales 
office during business hours. Construction work is 
still business as usual. They are claiming they can 
still work due to "spoilage"..

anonymous

TRUE 04/07/20 2:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is still open and signing up new members 
daily. This is a public health hazard!

Ron Williamson 253-226-2156 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction FloForm 22445 76th Ave S Kent non essential business operating contactus@floform.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Corporation Target 665 Sleater Kinney Rd SE Lacey My name is Alyssa, and I was a new employee at 
Target. My first day on the floor was 4/07/2020, and 
I was in disbelief of how Target is handling the 
COVID-19. None of the employees are following the 
6 feet distancing guidelines, and I felt very unsafe. 
The store does not provide any gloves, mask, or any 
protective gear to their employees. In the break 
room, the employees were very close to each other. 
Even the store manager Sarah is not following the 
guidelines. They also do not provide arrows on the 
ground for customers to follow. I had to end my 
employment at Target due to the violations of the 
social distancing.

alyssafoglio@gmail.com Alyssa Foglio 3604802921

TRUE 04/07/20 2:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail sporting goods Big 5 909 Cooper Pt. Rd. Olympia Big 5 remains open & I believe not just here, but all 
locations statewide. I called & asked them why. They 
said as "shelter" because they sell camping gear. I 
see the essential exemptions list says shelter 
workers under public health & healthcare, but does 
this form of retail really fit the intent/context?

d.l_johnson@hotmail.com Deborah Johnson 3609430579

TRUE 04/07/20 2:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other furniture store Ashley Home Furniture 2508 S 38th St Tacoma Loading trucks and furniture, not practicing social 
distancing. Shouldn't be deemed essential.

888-956-4663

TRUE 04/07/20 2:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden Nursery My Garden Nursery 929 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham This business is still in operation. They have 
numerous employees working to fill online/call in 
orders. This business couldn't be less essential and 
is putting every worker at risk.

mygardennursery@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:45 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Rental management Timbers of kenmore (Thrive 
Communities)

2801 Kenmore They are threatening to kick residents out for not 
paying rent. It is almost 2,000$ in rent and barely 
anyone can afford that being on unemployment. 
They sent me a later saying pay or get out.

tarawilbanks93@gmail.com Tara W 4259317959



TRUE 04/07/20 2:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Non essential goverment 
office

Governors office Capital building Olympia Concerned that an employee, Jay Inslee, continues 
to daily expose those in our capital and many around 
the state with not only the current virus but also the 
very dangerous liberal ideology that has plagued this 
once powerful state.

TRUE 04/07/20 2:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bookstore Ye old book shop/Wenatchee book co 11 Palouse St Wenatchee Says they are open for deliveries and appointments 
only but the store owner is present during business 
hours and has customers walking in and out to 
purchase books   Non essential business

sales@yeoldbooks.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing store Collins 2 S. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Store is closed yet business still being conducted by 
multiple employees. Non essential business

grover@collinsfashions.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 2:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape & Glass Shop 52nd Glass & Vape 5108 Evergreen Way #1A Everett Business was closed and then re-opened against the 
governor's proclamation. They don't sell any food or 
essential items

TRUE 04/07/20 2:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pearle Vision 17250 Southcenter Pkwy #128 and 4051 Tacoma Mall BlvdTukwila and Tacoma Optometrist open for business to see Routine Eye 
Examinations, NOT emergency nor reported injuries 
or follow up on eye procedures or surgeries. 
Expectation of non-essential employees to work!

miwokgirl1969@gmail.com Donna P Baker 9168893773

TRUE 04/07/20 2:57 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther FEDERAL AVIATION Vertex AeroSpace Hangar 1, MCAS Miramar San Diego We have had confirmed cases on our work site and 
have not received any guidance. We are sure that 
employees have the virus due to negligence on our 
companies behalf but since we are federal civilian 
employees fear of speaking up.

Timothyjamesd3@gmail.com Timothy James 6195974838

TRUE 04/07/20 2:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring company Designer floors 19 N. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Non essential business open designerfloors68@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 2:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Luxe Med Spa 5285 independence pkwy #300Frisco There doing injections at this location. Robertgreen1890@gmail.comRobert 4694084091

TRUE 04/07/20 3:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal way Petco is keeping ALL of their nonessential business 
parts operating, including grooming and in some 
locations, dog training. It is not an essential part of 
the business (pet retail) and encourages people to 
be out in public and making nonessential trips. The 
governor was very clear that pet grooming is 
nonessential, and large companies shouldn't be 
above the law

Edsoncatlin@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog day care City dog club 1400 NW Market St #103, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle they intend to keep their non essential business 
open, regardless of government warning. I am a 
current employee, and 3 people have already 
contracted the virus, yet THEY REMAIN OPEN 
SIMPLY TO MAKE MONEY. they have several 
locations, one in Ballard and one downtown, as well 
as others accross the country. they have no intention 
of closing regardless of the health and safety risk it 
poses to people AND THE ANIMALS.

katerine.eileen@gmail.com Kate 2066310273 wiggle@citydogclub.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 3:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW poulsbo Again- 20 people in the parking lot, children were on 
the premises.  Someone, please look into this ASAP- 
The owner does not care about the safety of his 
employees and is continuing to work, without regard 
to their safety nor the community.  There is not that 
much "emergency" work needed.

info@integrityrc.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Bang Bar Thai 4750 California Ave SW Seattle Bangbar thai has a 5'x3' waiting section for togo 
orders. It is impossible for people to maintain safe 
distance. There were 4 people in the space when i 
went by.

They refused to place a sign limiting the number of 
people in the building and was unwilling to provide a 
safe space.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Boomers classic rock bar and grill 18219 E Appleway Ave Spokane valley They are letting people inside to eat and drink. They 
also have nothing posted on their door telling people 
to not come in.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Howard Wright 415 1st Ave N #400 Seattle, WA 98109 Commercial construction of an office complex at 
1001 106th Ave NE, Bellevue WA has resumed 
despite the extension of the Stay Home Stay Healthy 
order. Workers observed not adhering to social 
distancing guidelines. Why should this construction 
resume when others such as private residences is 
still on "hold"?

redmondmj1@aol.com Michael John Redmond 4253285930

TRUE 04/07/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online Retailer Card Kingdom 5105 Leary Ave NW Seattle Since the shutdown, we have been operating with a 
skeleton crew. Recently, our managers mentioned 
they "are looking to expand the team we have 
operating right now", and so are contacting people 
on standby to come back to work. We sell trading 
cards, we are non-essential.

contact@cardkingdom.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Aces Barbershop Unknown Unknown Facebook post by Steven Alvarez Troche. Posted he 
will cut hair and is licensed while everyone is closed. 
Phone is 360-219-9963

TRUE 04/07/20 3:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Coffee Stand Peek-a-brew 2423 Rudkin Road Union Gap 98903 There are employees that are sick and may have 
symptoms and they are forced or required to go to 
work and not able to say home when they are sick. 
Employees not provided with gloves and masks 
while serving food and drinks.  Employees are in a 
small and enclosed proximity  to each other. The 
phone number to the business is 360-808-1764. 
The reporting party wants to remain anonymous 
because her friend works there.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric/Craft Store JoAnne Fabric 510 East College Way Mount Vernon When I picked up an online order on Monday, April 
6th, I saw people coming and going into and out of 
the store.

woolytwister@comcast.net Carole Biasotti 3609268384 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:27 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd. Suite 201 Gig Harbor This store was told they could stay open due to a 
misinterpretation of the essential/non essential 
ruling. As of this afternoon the grooming remains 
open even though they were visited by the 
appropriate authorities.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carpet cleaning Blue Ribbon carpet & upholstery 
cleaning

5319 lemon Rd NE Olympia WA. Cleaning at my apartment complex and causing 
germs to be thrown up and out into air.

busyarewee@comcast.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Construction site 
(Condominums and hotel)

Rainier Condominiums 4907 Main Street Ruston, WA 98407 Construction workers hanging out and working close 
together on a project that doesn't fall under the 
governor's qualification of an essential business. A 
concerned citizen hoping for life to soon return to 
normal, but with violations displayed daily at this 
work site, the infection will linger and possibly lead to 
a second wave. Please send someone to shut down 
work at this site as soon as possible.

Anonymous Anonymous N/A

TRUE 04/07/20 3:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retailer Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett What is essential about plastic bobbleheads? Why 
are they open?

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Ladybug espresso stand. 1120 Harrison Ave Centralia WA. Serving coffee to customers in bikinis right now IS 
NOT AN ESSENTIAL need right now. I’ve got 
nothing morally wrong with bikini stands. Only that 
it’s not essential. A lot of business in centralia and 
cheallis WA are not following governors orders. 
Need to be checked out.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Closets by Design 1857 S 216th St, Des Moines I work  as a designer for a small cabinet shop. I was 
contacting an individual who requested a design 
from our website last week, I let her know I could do 
a digital design only till the shut downs lifted. She 
responded that Closets by Design had already came 
to her home and they have scheduled an install for 
two weeks from now 4/7/2020.

Jdmusick@gmail.com Josh Musick 2537377362

TRUE 04/07/20 3:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store Petsmart Burham drive Gig harbor It is so wrong to open a public business to possible 
cross contamination.  Private groomers can ensure 
the 6 Foyt sistace recommendation

charlyewojo@yahoo.com Charlett Wojciechowski 3608135842 businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pet store Petsmart Burham drive Gig harbor It is so wrong to open a public business to possible 
cross contamination.  Private groomers can ensure 
the 6 Foyt sistace recommendation

charlyewojo@yahoo.com Charlett Wojciechowski 3608135842

TRUE 04/07/20 3:39 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 17200 Southcenter Pkwy Tukwila, WA 98188 Hello, Thank you for your time. Most of all Petco 
chains are performing and getting paid to do dog 
grooming services. This is not part of the essential 
business order. This Large corporation is taking 
advantage of the system shut down during COVID-
19. All grooming facilities had to participate and shut 
down for the Washington. They are not excluded 
from this action and it needs to be addressed.

info@dogcityseattle.com Jan Brown 425-442-5339

TRUE 04/07/20 3:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming and 
Boarding/dog daycare

K9s only 18603 Topham st Tarzana Grooming still opened, many dogs going in which 
means staff of more than 5 people in a small 
building. Not healthy for customers dropping and 
picking up dogs or employees

TRUE 04/07/20 3:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Tipsy’s Tavern 414 w Lewis st Pasco Open on weekends offering Beer and Hot Dogs.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:48 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Drug dealer Drug dealer 514 n m street Aberdeen Well for one this person is drug dealing during a 
pandemic . The possibly of spreading to other issues 
including the virus. Multiple people coming over all 
hours of the day and night .  No six foot rule in place .



TRUE 04/07/20 3:52 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog groomer Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd suite 201 Gig Harbor They are running a nonessential grooming salon 
with groomers packed in less than 6ft apart, taking 
dogs from multiple clients by the leash  at a time and 
people are standing close together at the windows 
watching.

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121

TRUE 04/07/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog day care City dog club 809 olive way Seattle I am a current employee, this business is remaining 
open at the determent to it's employees and it's 
customers. 3 people have already contracted within 
the staff, and this is a zoonotic disease, so the dogs 
are more than likely getting sick and spreading the 
virus as well. PLEASE DO SOMETHING ASAP

I would like to remain anonymous wiggle@citydogclub.com duplicate 4/28/20

TRUE 04/07/20 3:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Crafts Joann fabrics 4104 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Several elderly employees, offered leave of 
absences non paid.  They should not be subjected to 
risk of contact with public, when provide non 
essentual function have had several outbreaks with 
store employees and are not heading governments 
decree.  This is dangerous and unacceptable form of 
age discrimination and social injustice.  The elderly 
should not have to decide between risking theyre 
health/life and receiving wages.  They are bribing 
employees to skirt around the law with take home 
gifts.  Do the right thing and save the elderly.

J1021n@hotmail.com John smith customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Edwin T. Pratt Park Seattle Park 20th and Yesler Seattle The basketball pavilion is full of people the last 
couple days, sharing joints, spitting, despite the 
signs posted by Parks and Rec as well as the state's 
guidelines.

charles@charleswilli.com Charles Willi 678.576.3465

TRUE 04/07/20 3:57 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Crafts Joann fabrics 4104 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Several elderly employees, offered leave of 
absences non paid.  They should not be subjected to 
risk of contact with public, when provide non 
essentual function have had several outbreaks with 
store employees and are not heading governments 
decree.  This is dangerous and unacceptable form of 
age discrimination and social injustice.  The elderly 
should not have to decide between risking theyre 
health/life and receiving wages.  They are bribing 
employees to skirt around the law with take home 
gifts.  Do the right thing and save the elderly.

J1021n@hotmail.com John smith customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 3:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture / Consignment Big Whale Consignment 10001 Aurora Ave N  Seattle, WA 98133Seattle Furniture store still open for business. bwcseattle@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:00 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture company Hoffer Furniture 8100 west park dr Houston This business remains open after a worker tested 
positive for covid19. From my understanding the 
company was not sanitized after them finding out. 
As well hid it from workers and later where notified 
by email. From my understanding none of the 
workers quarantine or isolate them self they kept 
working for few days. They was off for a week but 
continued to go inside same place where the person 
came in contact with. Workers are scared to speak 
up they do not wanna get fired. Workers wanted to 
know who that person was who came up positive 
and the owner said it was gained the law to tell them 
who it was but that he “assure them” that they 
wasn’t no contact. No one has gotten tested and the 
employer has not offered to even test anyone their. 
Their not disinfecting furniture that they deliver or 
pick up from being out rented to customers. They do 
not have no type of disinfecting products in their 
warehouse instead of providing face masks they 
gave workers bandannas and rubber bands. 
Workers are being lied to and they scared to do 
something about it. They where some workers 
having sneezing and coughing and no one in the 
company did anything about it.

Mirandapozos@icloud.com Miranda 3463308176

TRUE 04/07/20 4:02 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey Pet grooming department remains open inside store 
endangering employees and encouraging others to 
leave home and risk spread of virus. Pet grooming is 
nonessential just as salons are nonessential.

lanaye.bergren@live.com Lanaye

TRUE 04/07/20 4:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Fabric store Joann's 191 terra cotta place Yakima Observed over 30 people surrounding cutting table, 
in very close proximity, waiting for fabric cuts. Manh 
of these people were elderly.  No sanitation for 
shopping carts. No distancing in checkout line or by 
cashier. Not taking this seriously at all.

sheilaturnley@gmail.com Sheila 5099309483

TRUE 04/07/20 4:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Pink Elephant Car wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way I thought that carwashes were non-essential.  
Noticed Employees with no PPE.

richard.shippley@gmail.com Richard M Shippley 2066043113 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/07/20 4:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Big 5 sporting goods 108 west Stuart road Bellingham I am an employee at the Bellingham Big 5 and 
customers are only buying weights and shoes and 
“just browsing”. All employees are being put at risk 
and this business  is threatening our lives and safety.

6617550599

TRUE 04/07/20 4:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Westcoast Fitness Lacey 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey They have blacked out their windows and make it 
look like they have closed, but they are buzzing 
people in and still allowing gym members to go use 
the gym.

xner@me.com Mike Oechsner 3605280330 WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliance Retail Fred's Appliance 2525 N. Monroe Street Spokane Still open, only an appliance store, no need for the 
retail side to be available. If service is the issue the 
service center can operate alone

sparklemoon21@hotmail.comApril

TRUE 04/07/20 4:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trailer Sales Trailers Plus 3603 136th Street NE Marysville Still conducting business with the public even though 
it is a nonessential business

trailersplusmarysville@trailersplus.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trailer Sales Signal Trailers 1871 Ross AVE STE E Everett Still conducting business with the public even though 
it is a nonessential business

info@signaltrailer.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Bellmont Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E, Sumner, WA 98390Sumner There is no way to social distance inside a manufacturing plant that makes cabinets. Everyone has to communicate and it is LOUD inside the plant so you have to be close to each other to hear. On top of that NO sanitary supplies have been provided, nothing is being cleaned between shifts. No temperatures have been taken, no ability to be moved to standby if you feel unsafe with the environment. It is completely irresponsible to consider LUXURY CABINETS essential during this crisis with so many peoples health at risk.laned1987@gmail.com Christian Davis 208-589-4581

TRUE 04/07/20 4:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Vape Shop 4520 Lacey Blvd SE. Lacey Employees serving public. When there was an order 
from the Governor last year due to young people 
dyeing from flavored vape juice the owner bragged 
about staying open and once again they are 
open.They believe they are above the law and 
applying for grants while open

DawnRDavis@comcast.net Dawn 2532921541

TRUE 04/07/20 4:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape/pipe/smoke shop (not 
502 marijuana retailer)

Sugar on Magnolia 111 E Magnolia St Bellingham As far as i know they sell Tobacco products, nicotine 
Vape products, Glass pipes, etc. They are NOT a 
marijuana I-502 Shop

savatgy.industries.llc@outlook.comIra Savatgy 3609201547

TRUE 04/07/20 4:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet supply & services PetSmart nationwide corporate policy nationwide https://popular.info/p/as-pandemic-spreads-petsmart-
reopens

brgndyseas@gmail.com Emily 509-869-4430 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 4:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Second hand resale Bargain Boutiqu 103 e Main st Goldendale Non essential second hand sales oconnor98620@gmail.com Lisa oconnor 5092503476 goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:26 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City Goverment City of Richland 625 Swift blvd Richland The City of Richland, along with running full crews 
around town unnecessarily, is holding in person city 
council meetings. The city management team  
believes the virus is a hoax and is endangering us 
all, and leaving us with no where to turn. Please help!

TRUE 04/07/20 4:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business None 2502 6th st Bremerton Large Gatherings still operating, serving food, 
workers without food permits! Restaurant still 
operating as usual with no dine in, but dine outside

judybmoody@gmail.com Judy Bassett 2125346342.0000

TRUE 04/07/20 4:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Second hand store Bargain Boutique 103 e main Goldendale This business was instructed by Goldendale city 
administrator, Larry Bellamy, to close immediately 
and the owner refuses to comply.

goldendalebargainboutique@gmail.com 4/29/20 duplicate

TRUE 04/07/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WS Realty LLC  (house flippers 
employing residential construction 
crew)

5012 40th Ave. SW Seattle Reported residential construction happening at a 
house being flipped at the address above yesterday. 
It's still happening, multiple workers, not spacing 
selves.

pmalonecolo@gmail.com Patrick Michael Malone 7192424097

TRUE 04/07/20 4:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vehicle customization Ramsey Customs 1199 Marine Drive Bremerton I live down the toad & their gates are open & it 
appears as business as usual.  Business is for 
customizing old cars.

ibdjeepgirl@gmail.com Olivia Quinn 3607289595 gary@ramseycustoms.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sara’s wax & beauty bar 6801 SW 8 ST suit 106 Miami FL 33144 Business continues to operate by appointment  For 
no one to notice they are still working

veronicavargas517@gmail.comVeronica Vargas

TRUE 04/07/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Hands free 1706 W. Garland ave. Spokane People are having cars washed and vaccumming 
cars in the open. There is a breeze so this Virus will 
carry more than six feet. How is a clean car 
essential? This is reckless.

Mattsmoski3737@gmail.com Matt Smolinski 5095986726 Law enforcement letter 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult sex store Private lives 6300 ne 117th ave #B3 Vancouver Store still open sells adult sex products Sellis8096@yahoo.com Steve 4252331433 privatelives01@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:35 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School Mt. Adams School district 209 PO Box 578 White Swan Classified staff are the only ones going in to work on 
April 13, 2020  we are being put to work by cleaning 
classrooms and  pulling weeds outside. I don’t think 
it’s right since there’s a shelter in place  by the 
governor that non essential people should not be out 
and about if at all possible. I’m a concern citizen and 
an employee of the school. We just had a 
community member pass away from the 
Coronavirus on April 3 2020 in the town of Harrah 
wa. I’m concerned that are district is not following 
shelter in place that was told by Governor Jay Inslee.  
 Sincerely Jesusa Espindola

Jesusaespindola@icloud. ComJesusa Espindola 509-930-7729



TRUE 04/07/20 4:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Paramount school park skate park 15300 Eighth Ave NE Shoreline Tuesday April 7th. A minimum of 10 people are 
gathered at the skate park using the facilities at the 
same time despite signs being posted stating that it’s 
closed.

aileenly@gmail.com Aileen 2063887952

TRUE 04/07/20 4:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Theater Renton Civic Theater 507 S 3rd St Renton Facebook post on 3/17/20 indicating rehearsals 
beginning on April 4th for next performance.  No 
cancellation.

seamikey@hotmail.com MIchael Merry 425-496-8290 boxoffice@rentoncivictheatre.org 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:36 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cell phone store AT&T 31600 SR 20 STE 1 Oak Harbor Store is open when all the other stores in town are 
closed

TRUE 04/07/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Manufacruring aquatic bathware 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE yelm They closed for the afternoon but told employees 
they had to be back to work tomorrow morning. The 
majority of the workers do not want to be there 
because they are scared but are more scared to lose 
their jobs. Those employees who have decided to 
stay home have now been told they are going to face 
consequences.

TRUE 04/07/20 4:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services (Wealth 
Management)

Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Drive Camas There are now four known employees in the office 
that have tested positive for COVID 19 and two of 
those four were in the office only a day or two before 
showing symptoms (and were in the office in the last 
week and a half). This information was given by our 
HR department. Currently we still work in an open 
office environment with staggered shifts to maintain 
"social distancing," however, whenever anyone 
walks behind someone's chair to get to their desk 
(which is unavoidable), they have to be within 2-3 
feet of that person. We have been told that financial 
services is an essential business, but on my team 
we all have the equipment and full capability to work 
from home. We aren't allowed to work from home if 
we don't feel comfortable being at work; we are told 
we would need to take PTO. This seems contrary to 
the spirit of the declaration at a minimim and I feel I 
am putting myself and my coworkers at risk by 
continuing to go into the office unnecessarily. I 
would like to keep this anonymous due to fear of 
repercussions at my job.

rachel.r.bishop@gmail.com Rachel Bishop 253-888-1492

TRUE 04/07/20 4:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trading Company Kittitas County Trading Company 103 N Main St. Ellensburg This business is non-essential and is open, defying 
the Governor's Proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419 sales@kittitascountytrading.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Factory fitness factory 4940 auto center Blvd Bremerton Should be closed. Jeanne.jablinske@gmail.com Jeanne jablinske 4253872666 info@factoryfitnesscenter.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pawn Shop Northwest Firearms 755 W Washington St. #A Sequim It's Open Joseph Folop 3605043372 hello@northwestfirearms.com

TRUE 04/07/20 4:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop NW Pawn 721 W Washington Sequim I am the Code Enforcement Officer for Sequim and 
we are trying to determine if Pawn Shops are 
essential and if so what would they fall under.  Is 
there a location I can call or email for quick 
responses?

lhopper@sequimwa.gov Lisa Hopper, Code Enforcement Officer360-681-3431 nwpawn1@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 4:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Beautiful nails and skin care 17329 ne 140th Ave Woodinville I had parked to eat my food from McDonald's in the 
parking lot and noticed that a woman walked up to 
the door. The door was locked and she ended up 
walking back to her car on the phone. After a 
moment, another woman walked over to the door 
and opened it up for the woman, allowing her and 
two others to enter the building.

savanna.erickson@aol.com Savanna Oliva-Peralta 7085221259

TRUE 04/07/20 4:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detail Blue starf auto salon 15205 Aurora Ave N suite a Shoreline posting on Facebook soliciting customers and are 
open although they know are non essential

sunnseattle@frontier.com Melissa admin@bluestarautosalon.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 4:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Quincy Hardware & Lumber - QHL 23 E St SE Quincy Business is carrying on as if nothing is going on. 
Employees have masks, but all are just wearing 
them around their necks instead of faces. Nothing 
has been cleared from the floor to allow for 
distancing. Store is packed most of the day. Scary! 
Hospital official owns the business!!

TRUE 04/07/20 4:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Neighborhood ice cream 
sales to kids

Kona Ice of Central Spokane mobile truck spokane I sell ice cream in neighborhoods to kids and you told 
me I could not do this...yet Kona Ice continues to 
advertise and sell ice cream to kids in 
neighborhoods. You cannot tell me I can't and allow 
them to do the same thing. THIS IS NOT SOCIAL 
DISTANCING. THIS IS DANGEROUS.

This is their # (509) 863-7280 or 208.819.5291

Their FB page: Kona Ice of Central Spokane

YOU CANNOT TELL ONE ICE CREAM TRUCK 
COMPANY THEY CAN'T OPERATE WHILE 
ALLOWING OTHERS!.

TRUE 04/07/20 4:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Law Enforcement Aberdeen Police Department 210 E Market St Unit 2 Aberdeen The Aberdeen Police will not enforce the Governors 
Stay home, Stay healthy order at my apartment 
building located at 300 E. 1st St., Aberdeen, WA, 
98520. This is in direct conflict with the information 
on your website and is putting my life in jeopardy as 
a resident of this apartment building. I am 68 years 
old and have four auto-immune diseases. The owner 
of the building is also a resident. The building is 
posted as being tenant only during this time, and all 
others will be considered trespassers. We are one 
block from a homeless encampment and have a 
substantial amount of homeless who try to enter the 
building. The police say there is nothing they can do. 
REALLY??? This could mean life or death for me!

caroldahl@hotmail.com Carol Dahl 253-954-8049

TRUE 04/07/20 5:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop NW Pawn 721 W Washington Sequim I am the Code Enforcement Officer for Sequim and 
we are trying to determine if Pawn Shops are 
essential and if so what would they fall under.  Is 
there a location I can call or email for quick 
responses?

lhopper@sequimwa.gov Lisa Hopper, Code Enforcement Officer360-681-3431 nwpawn1@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens I thought it was bizarre that all hair salons are 
closed, but Petco is able to still groom dogs. Does 
not seem like an essential activity during this time.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 5:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar Street Tacoma Gstandard gym is open for business and the owner 
is reckless with his social distancing. Gabe Moen 
owns this gym and is telling members to park on the 
street around the business as to trick Tacoma 
Police. This violates the Govenor's nonessential 
businesses order.

Shari Feller 253-572-1368 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:11 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Correctional facilities in 
monroe

Monroe correctional 1980 E State Route 302 Belfair My friend is in this facility and 3 of his fellow inmates 
have been taken out of there with covid and the 
facility isn't practicing social DISTANCING and won 
allow them to wear something on there face for 
protection.  Our family inside these facilities need to 
be protected!

angelveliz33@gmail.com Angel 3605452029

TRUE 04/07/20 5:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 11th street Ridgefield Pac Crest is a cabinetry manufacturer and they are 
planning to re open on Thursday the 9th despite 
governor Inslee stating today that they have not yet 
come to a date that construction practices may re 
open. I’m worried that I may contract an illness from 
the shop due to the close quarters layout even 
though they claim to have implemented a new 
“safety program”.

sturmj13@gmail.com Jake Sturm 3607035736 info@pacificcrest.us 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 5:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Vancouver Bolt and Supply 805 W 11th st Vancouver This place of business has less than 20 people 
working there , we have 2 bathrooms “his” and “her” 
both for employees and the public to use, the 
management has zero concern for employees and 
customers, you can not avoid running into people. 
This business has barely enough room in show room 
and warehouse for 20 employees alone. The 
warehouse is to small for employees to avoid each 
other , the aisles are narrow enough for a push kart 
to pull parts , you have to pass people daily. I have 
sent an email to Governor Inslee with no feed back 
at this time. I’m very confused and concerned for our 
safety. 
This is a essential work, but zero distance is not 
working.
We do have proof (pictures)

giobrooks63@gmail.com James Brooks 206-228-4321

TRUE 04/07/20 5:22 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog DayCare Rocket Dog Care 9035 12th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle really not sure if this business is considered 
essential. see customers and employees going in/out 
daily.

TRUE 04/07/20 5:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Pacific Crest Cabinetry 5901 South 11th st Ridgefield Washington 98642Longview This cabinet manufacturer plans on reopening April 
9, 2020. This business is not essential and could be 
a potential spreader of the virus. Employees fear 
losing jobs if they don't return Thursday. Governor 
Inslee stated in press conference today that 
construction is not cleared to reopen. This small 
business is trying to slip through the cracks and 
reopen in spite of Governor order.

Keishamaureen24@gmail.comKeisha Maupin 3602619334 info@pacificcrest.us no letter duplicate



TRUE 04/07/20 5:26 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle/King County Park Jefferson Park Beacon Ave & S Spokane StreetSeattle While the picnic tables, playground, basketball court, 
and driving range are closed/cordoned off, the 
skateboard park remains open, with large groups of 
people riding next to each other, sweating.  Exercise 
is important, but the virus will be spread all over this 
area.

AKGeordie@gmail.com John Vezina 907.229.9977

TRUE 04/07/20 5:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Max's Vape Shop 6218 6th Avenue Tacoma There are people gathering in around the building. 
There is business being done at this non essential 
business

no thanks Jeff Franklin no thanks

TRUE 04/07/20 5:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Crafts Joann Fabrics and Crafts 2725 Harrison Ave NW STE 500Olympia Joann Fabrics is not essential. Just like Hobby 
Lobby has been in the news for not shutting there 
doors why is Joann's sill open when they are the 
same type of business

poof419@comcast.net Jeannie James customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Agriculture: Meat Packing Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula 1500+ work closely to one another. They take temps 
for people to enter but no social distancing and no 
masks. Workers have tested positive, & complaints 
about conditions/risks are unwelcome.

TRUE 04/07/20 5:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacture Cosmetic 
surgery equipment

Solta medical 11720 North creek Parkway NorthBothell We are building an additional R&D space attached to 
existing facility for this company. I dont believe they 
are an essential business and we shouldn't be 
risking our health to build this facility.

tyranlewisr@gmail.com Tyran lewis 7606095784

TRUE 04/07/20 5:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower Nursery Bark and Garden Center Inc. 4004 Harrison Ave NW Olumpia In my opinion a nursery is not essential. poof419@comcast.net Jeannie James 3602490511 barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Golden nails 3620 grand view st Gig harbor They make it look closed. Witnessed clients leaving 
after getting nails done.

Bevchelchad@yahoo.com Beverly Gilbert 253-376-1004

TRUE 04/07/20 5:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Veneer - yes this is wood 
products, but please read 
the complaint

Rainier Veneer 8220 Eustis Hunt Rd, Spanaway, WASpanaway This facility has had 3 positive cases of COVID19.  
While they are doing 'the best they can', they do not 
provide workers with necessary safety items to avoid 
the illness and are telling employees that they "can" 
refuse to come in given the recent coworkers and 
their families illness, however, they will deny their 
unemployment.
This mill produces VENEER, they are on the list of 
"essential" business, as they are wood products, but 
they definitely do NOT care about welfare of 
employees, or of the spread of this illness.  PLEASE 
PLEASE help these employees.  The first one who 
got sick, infected his wife and two children who are 
all very ill.  now, 2 more employees.  
There is absolutely NO WAY to practice distancing 
and so many hygiene issues/concerns.  From the 
machines, vending machines, bathrooms, 
handrails...NOTHING is being sanitized and putting 
workers at risk every single day.

anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 3600001111

TRUE 04/07/20 5:42 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb Airbnb 19915 East Grace Lane Otis Orchards Spring Van Cleave has an Airbnb business against 
our HOA rules and is currently renting instead of 
helping our community not spread the Coronavirus.  
We are disable veterans and senior citizens and 
don't want to catch this COVID-19.  She does not 
respect authority, rules or the law.

meppeter@hotmail.com Mary Peterson 509 891-0782 message

TRUE 04/07/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home store Lowe’s Mill creek Mill Creek Way to many people at Mill Creek Lowe’s. No limit to 
how many people inside store.
Tons of people shopping for extremely non essential 
items. Using Lowe’s as a field trip. No enforcement 
of hand washing, cart handles washed(not enough 
cleaning supplies) way to many customers to keep 
the employees safe.

Flyingdani@msn.com Don Nelson 425-337-8007

TRUE 04/07/20 5:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Roaster and packing 
plant

Keurig/Dr. PEPPER 3322 142 and ave. E Sumner I was told by a current employee that this business is 
still operating as normal.

Positiveuser1968@gmail.comAnonymous concerned citizen216-563-2242 pr@kdrp.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Andersen construction 728 21st Avenue East Seattle I noticed construction continuing despite governor’s 
orders

TRUE 04/07/20 5:49 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming PetCo 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Petco is grooming while all other salons in town are 
shut down. Even other pet salons with a store front.

dmartimend@gmail.com Dana Martinez Mendoza 2067399282

TRUE 04/07/20 5:52 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Moving business PMC Moving LLc 2100 196th St , suite 110 Lynnwood Still operating but is not an essential business. caitlinhd@outlook.com Caitlin dowd 208-244-2597 professional.moving.co@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 5:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Rosaline Hampton Salon 665 17th Ave W Kirkland, WA Rosaline Hampton salon is not observing the shelter 
in place ordinance issued by Gov Inslee. On 
Tuesday March 31st cars were seen at her home 
(which is also UNLICENSED by the city of Kirkland- 
calls and written complaints have been submitted to 
the city in 2018, 2019 & 2020 but nothing has been 
done by the city. Why has nothing been done?? On 
March 31st, clients were seen entering her home 
business. Video corroboration available as proof. 
This is the second complaint -the first was reporting 
clients at her home -again, video available as well as 
license plates of clients on the 27th . Her husband, 
Joe Hampton works for Seattle City Light-an 
essential employee. The salon is not an essential 
business as well as NOT LICENSED yet continues 
to put the general public in jeopardy as well as her 2 
small children. Please contact me directly for 
additional  information.

shawntaylor1@comcast.net Shawn Taylor 2064233226

TRUE 04/07/20 5:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Management Company Kalles Community Management 2702 E Main Suite A Puyallup Harold Kalles is having his employees go to the 
office (some employees are going to both the 
Tacoma office & the Puyallup office) to work two 
days a week.

info@kallesproperties.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 6:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Sony tavern Main st Washtucna Wa Owners having gatherings after hours at their home 
or traveling to a friend home for gatherings of people 
on a regular basis.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:06 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail business Barnes and Noble 626 106th Ave NE Bellevue Barnes and Noble is offering “curbside service” to its 
customers.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:20 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Loitering on the street NA 213 30th Ave Seattle 20-30 people loitering next to cars/ on side walks 
and playing loud music. No social distancing 
measures.

jennifer.taillie@gmail.com Jennifer Taillie 2023211632.0000

TRUE 04/07/20 6:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online retailer Creatrix Solutions LLC 214 E Albany Ave Bldg E101 Kennewick Owner of online retailer of personal products is not a 
licensed or certified medical professional tho says 
she is and keeps her business open.

stephs2625s@gmail.com Stephanie S 2065794248 contact@creatrixsolutions.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 6:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Blood bank Cascade regional blood services 220 s I st Tacoma CEO Forbidding the use of face masks to 
staff/employees and not allowing staff to work if they 
wear Face masks.

Anipena93@gmail.com Annie Pena 6198866204

TRUE 04/07/20 6:25 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store Petco 474 228th Ave NE Sammamish They’re allowing pet grooming which, I believe, is 
non essential according to the mandate. Everyone 
has to do their part in order to defeat this.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:29 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Puget Sound Appliance Tech inc. 4302 Pacific Ave, Tacoma, WA 98418Tacoma Multiple cars infront with drunk people leaving in 
cars. Have seen this multiple times. Last seen was 
4:45 pm 4/7/20

appliancerepairtacoma@gmail.comJordan lee 2534552080

TRUE 04/07/20 6:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gulf Club for members only Oakbrook Gulf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood 98498 Caller stated gulf course is open to members only 
and large gathering of people and workers are there. 
Social distancing is not being practiced. The 
Governor's order is being violated 100% and the 
owners of the business don't care. This defeats the 
purpose of all other businesses and individuals that 
is following the order and that care about their 
community and state. Caller wants to remain 
anonymous. .

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/07/20 6:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Polished Studio Salon 861 SE Pioneer Oak Harbor They are taking customers to a different location to 
perform services.

shellieyates64@gmail.com Shellie Yates 2539882193

TRUE 04/07/20 6:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming is non Essential. Earthwise pet and grooming 6530 w Nobhill Blvd.  # 100 Yakima People at Earthwise and petco are grooming dogs 
that can carry Covid 19 on their fur. It can be 
transferred to their clothes. Then can be transfer to 
other things. The shop in the same clothes they 
groom in.

Scott yakima@earthwisepet.com

TRUE 04/07/20 6:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym corestar pilates 205 east main street suite b auburn They are open and they are exercising in there with 
people inside.

cbuck@q.com Craig Buck info@corestarpilates.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 6:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Great cuts for hair and tanning 3186 NE sunset Blvd Renton I saw the open sign opened the door they asked if I 
wanted a hair cut said no and walked out.  Two days 
later still open and now have windows covered with 
paper

TRUE 04/07/20 6:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 1201 E Washington Union gap The groomers are still grooming dogs that can carry 
Covid 19 on their coats. It then can be.passed onto 
people. I see them shopping after work in the clothes 
they groom in.

Scott

TRUE 04/07/20 6:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym 10k fitness 5305 NE 112th AVE #906 Vancouver Several of their gym members have been posting 
Instagram photos and stories while working out 
together at the gym. These are people who do not 
live together.

John doe

TRUE 04/07/20 6:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Benefit Park 9320 38th Ave. S, Seattle, WA Observation of large gatherings of people at the 
every few days (in the afternoons) at this park. Has 
happened for the last two weekends and today as 
well.

Seattle non-emergency line has informed me to 
report here instead.

TRUE 04/07/20 6:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Urvashi Beauty Studio 1313 156th Ave NE Ste 205 Bellevue Customers have been going in and out of business 
and it is clear from window that services are being 
performed.



TRUE 04/07/20 6:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Joann fabrics and crafts 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington Non-essential business is open and not following 
social distance requirements

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 6:57 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco Grooming Petco Grooming 975 NW Gilman Blvd Suite E Issaquah Employees on the grooming side are being forced to 
stay open because the pet store side is still open. 
Managers say they don’t care if police come and tell 
them to shut down.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther 3rd Party logistic service’s Yusen Logistics 13501 38th st E Sumner WA 98390 Large gatherings of employees without or limited 
PPE. Management very relaxed on maintaining 6 ft 
distance, disinfecting, cleaning and providing 
antibacterial lotions and PPE for employees.

tiatoanialianza@gmail.com Akiles Esquivel Madraso 1234567890

TRUE 04/07/20 7:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is the one gym in our area signing up 
members and making a quick buck. Gabe Moen 
(owner) needs to go back to kindergarten to learn to 
follow rules.

S.Harris_24@yahoo.com Shelly Harris iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 7:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Basketball/Gym Conboy Basketball 16303 NE 15th St Vancouver Matthew Conboy continues to train people in his gym 
“privately.” This is a concern as he shares the space 
in the building and brings different people in without 
proper cleaning/sanitizing procedures. This is a huge 
concern.

austindanielwoods@gmail.comAustin 2069301970 mattconboy@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 7:14 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aviation national guard Aviation National Guard Fort Lewis Tacoma An individual tested positive at Washington National 
Guard Aviation facility at Fort Lewis. Did not follow 
14 days quarantine and already ask people to return 
to work after only 7 days of individual at the facility 
tested positive.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther dog grooming Petco 196th Lynnwood Corvid 19 joanjames3@comcast.net joan james 2066328858

TRUE 04/07/20 7:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store LOWE'S 18801 SE MILL PLAIN BLVDVANCOUVER My family member works here and they are not 
limiting the large amount of customers coming in, 
breathing on everyone, buying plants for their yard 
and not staying 6 feet apart. They are not providing 
masks for their employees even though they sell 
them. Lowe's greed is placing our family and our 
entire community at risk. Please help! Thank you.

Natalie Lewis
Current breast cancer fighter

taliej@gmail.com Natalie Lewis 360-362-3225

TRUE 04/07/20 7:25 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther fastener company Screw products inc 9401 Bujacich Rd # 1B, Gig Harbor, WA 98332gig harbor lack of covid-19 cleanliness and preparedness and 
social distancing, and work non essential.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco 1203 SE Everett Mall Way f, Everett, WA 98208Everett The other large pet grooming facility Petsmart were 
shut down today but Petco grooming remains open. 
The area is very small and following guidelines 
would be difficult. Pet grooming is nonessential.

marikhenry@gmail.com Marissa Henry 4253434593

TRUE 04/07/20 7:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Embroidery and Clothing Desert Graphics Inc 1626 W Broadway, Unit A Moses Lake Non-essential business is open. Witnessed on 
4/7/20 at  about 2:30pm

info@desertgraphicsinc.net 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 7:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashessbyjenny on instagram Visalia Visalia Non Essential to do your lash extensions. I’m not 
sure the address but here’s her instagram she does 
have a shop and that’s where the clients go.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Grocery outlet State street Marysville washington The cashiers need sneeze guards because of the 
social distancing. All the other grocery stores have 
them. I was less than 3 feet from her when she was 
talking to me and ringing up my groceries.

Polarbearwhite75@gmail.comAmy 3609322021

TRUE 04/07/20 7:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Medical device Fujifilm Sonosite 22011 30th Dr SE Bothell Social distance was not practise strictly. Work places 
have not been sanitized daily ( specially electronic 
parts repair area). Hospital returned electrical parts 
from overseas like China, Korea, Europe.. to be 
repaired have never been sanitized on electrical 
circuit boards.

safwan.aboukhadijeh@fujifilm.comSafwan Aboukhadijeh +14259516921

TRUE 04/07/20 7:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Ste 130Port Orchard Star Nails is open on April 7, 2020 at 4:52 p.m.
There was a person sitting in the customer chair.  
And then as I was leaving another customer walked 
into the nail salon.
I do not see Nail Salons on the Essential Workers 
list.  This Nail Salon is in Violation of Governor 
Inslee's Proclamation.  This business is putting 
residents of Washington State at Risk.
I have a photo showing the OPEN Sign on.

katfor7@gmail.com K Fortner 360-286-0542

TRUE 04/07/20 7:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Groovy Grooming 3120 N. Mission Road W. Bremerton Business operating at full time capacity, according to 
clients on Nextdoor site

meachainn@yahoo.com Roberta Swenson 360-535-3575 groovygroomingwa@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 8:04 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pretty grooming Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd. Ate 201 Gig Harbor Grooming open within pet supply store, still taking 
appointments.

meachainn@yahoo.com Roberta Swenson 360-535-3575

TRUE 04/07/20 8:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Furniture Store Wilson's Furniture 5080 Pacific Highway, Ferndale WA 98248Ferndale Their showroom isn't open but they are still 
delivering furniture to customers' homes. See 
wording on their website. 
https://www.wilsonhomefurnishings.com/p/covid-19

elie@samuelsfurniture.com Elie Samuel 3602011964 bill@wilsonhomefurnishings.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 8:11 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Dock Works 18 ape rose Dr. Eldon,    MO The workers there are all having to share tools while 
building the docks and are often much closer than 6 
ft apart due to the construction.  No masks or 
sanitizer or gloves are given to the workers for their 
use and unless they have a health condition saying 
they are susceptible to the virus as expected to be at 
work or will lose their job .   No wonder this stuff is 
spreading if allowed to mandate employees to be 
there even with a stay at home order is in force!!!

elainesignstyles@yahoo.com Elaine Erwin 573-216-2624

TRUE 04/07/20 8:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet boarding and groomer Gig Harbor Kennel Groom & Board 14520 Peacock Hill Ave Gig Harbor People are online, talking about this business taking 
appointments

meachainn@yahoo.com Roberta Swenson 360-535-3575 Kimberly@gigharborkennel.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 8:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House cleaning Rain city maids 220 6th st Kirkland Multiple people going in and out of several different  
homes daily

Scarlettfries11@gmail.com Nicole 425-890-6520 hello@raincitymaids.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 8:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Just Around the Corner 2717 East Madison St. Seattle Non essential business still operating as usual. jatcgrooming@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 8:27 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Sports field Luke Jensen sports field 4000 NE 78th St Vancouver Every day on the way hone from work (essential 
employment) there are soccer games going on at the 
sports complex.   I drive past about 6:15pm.

vancouverphil@tahoo.com Phil Block 360.600.7643

TRUE 04/07/20 8:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Stables Liberty grove farm 7106 s grove farm Spokane Still conducting lessons, clinics and haul in to stables 509-457-4140

TRUE 04/07/20 8:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Private home John Ardissonne 2 Auburn Way N #209 Auburn Vehicles in and out of residence every 10 minutes. 
All hours of the day and night.

nobuddeeishere@gmail.com John Ardissonne 2538408085

TRUE 04/07/20 8:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinets A & J Custom Cabinets 2300 B East 1st Street Vancouver The only thing essential they would make at this 
company would be a cabinet to hold a sink. Full staff 
might not be needed to complete essential tasks. 
Have heard they are still open.

N/A N/A N/A

TRUE 04/07/20 8:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Coopslay 31500 1st ave s Federal way Offering hair braiding services in local Facebook 
groups and taking clients . 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/90913143590858
3/permalink/1510813909073663/

Heartcave@iCloud.com Bethany Gallegos 4255336757

TRUE 04/07/20 8:57 PM Nathan Kresse Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Tyson foods 13983 Dodd road Wallula wa People are getting sick from the virus left and right 
they need to close down company's like this so it can 
stop spreading. Even China got it take care of in 50 
days!

TRUE 04/07/20 8:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Fox Island Boat Launch Fox Island Boat Launch / owned by 
Dept Natural  Resources

Fox Island Bridge Fox Island There are 15 to 20 car loads of teenagers parking 
and CROWDING on the boat launch and partying on 
the launch and in overcrowded boats.  Please have 
the Dept of Natural Resources close the launch.

TRUE 04/07/20 9:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther CARWASH Elephant carwash 1220 N 40th Ave Yakima Why are they still open if it's not essential to wash a 
car.
They aren't social distancing or covering there face 
with mask when helping customers.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bicycle Sales Shop Arlington Velo Sport 401 N Olympic Ave Arlington This is a bicycle store that is open to the public. 
Today a family of four on a stroll meandered in to 
look around. Why is a bicycle shop essential? Stop 
this madness so we can get back to work.

juliesterling13@gmail.com Julie 425-870-9100 arlingtonvelosport@yahoo.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/07/20 9:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other golf course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR 9 Moumt Vernon Large amounts of people golfing at the course.

TRUE 04/07/20 9:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Empress hair studio /tai abdul 13th ave Tacoma Offering hair braiding services in local Facebook 
groups and taking clients . +12532014247 
mailto:empresshairandcompany@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/90913143590858
3/permalink/1510813909073663/

Heartcave@icloud.com Bethany 4255336757

TRUE 04/07/20 9:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gift and consignment store Lucky Star Consignment 551 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale This store is repeatedly posting on their Facebook 
page that they are open by appointment. They sell 
things like novelty socks, sasquatch toys, and other 
nonessential items.

silverdale@luckystarclothing.com 4/29/20



TRUE 04/07/20 9:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Law firm David J. Crouse & Associates, PLLC 422 W. Riverside Ave., Suite 920 and Suite 824Spokane This family law firm has the capability to work from 
home as most law firms are doing. The owner, after 
arguing with employees, finally agreed to allow 
employees to work from home for two weeks 
beginning March 24, 2020. He told them, “Well I 
don’t want a mutiny. I’ll give you two weeks then you 
aren’t getting shit.” He does not limit contact with the 
general public. In fact, he welcomes and encourages 
current and new clients to come into the office. He 
has instructed employees not to accept service via 
email, which forces contact with other law firms, 
most of whom are working from home or have at 
least closed their doors to the public, therefore, 
endangering their health as well. There are no social 
distancing measures in place. They ran out of hand 
sanitizer and disinfecting wipes so employees are 
bringing their own. A request for these items was 
made more than a week ago but never received. 
Every employee has the capability to work from 
home, yet they feared losing their jobs if they 
continued to work from home, so they are putting 
themselves and their families at risk and going to 
work without any safety measures in place. The 
owner sent a memo to the employees informing 
them that if they were not comfortable coming in, he 
would furlough them without pay even though all of 
them have acquired sick and vacation pay available. 
He did furlough his intern, but quickly hired her back 
after applying for the small business loan and 
learning that in order to have the loan forgiven, he 
couldn’t furlough his employees. These people 
strongly believe that if they take this furlough time 

patches5438@gmail.com Raven Robinson 509-263-2411

TRUE 04/07/20 9:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement 
HomeDepot

HomeDepot 10417 5th Ave SW Seattle HomeDepot is allow 100 people at one time, it is too 
large of gathering in stores (more than 100 people 
which not count employees yet).

Please be consider that.

Colusatv@yahoo.com HUYNH 206-696-9997

TRUE 04/07/20 9:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dental Advanced Care Dental (Dr. Sukhminder Buttar)16600 W Valley Hwy Tukwila This dentist agreed to see one of my long-time 
patients who complains of a broken tooth, but has no 
pain, bleeding, swelling, or signs of infection.  This is 
a non-urgent case and would be breaking the law, 
unethical to see a patient who is already under my 
care, and would put lives at risk by unnecessarily 
exposing the risk of spreading the COVID-19 virus 
and using valuable PPE.

bcarey@seanet.com Dr. Brian M Carey DDS 4257362373

TRUE 04/07/20 9:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dental Advanced Care Dental (Dr. Sukhminder Buttar)16600 W Valley Hwy Tukwila This dentist agreed to see one of my long-time 
patients who complains of a broken tooth, but has no 
pain, bleeding, swelling, or signs of infection.  This is 
a non-urgent case and would be breaking the law, 
unethical to see a patient who is already under my 
care, and would put lives at risk by unnecessarily 
exposing the risk of spreading the COVID-19 virus 
and using valuable PPE.

bcarey@seanet.com Dr. Brian M Carey DDS 4257362373

TRUE 04/07/20 9:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dental Advanced Care Dental (Dr. Sukhminder Buttar)16600 W Valley Hwy Tukwila This dentist agreed to see one of my long-time 
patients who complains of a broken tooth, but has no 
pain, bleeding, swelling, or signs of infection.  This is 
a non-urgent case and would be breaking the law, 
unethical to see a patient who is already under my 
care, and would put lives at risk by unnecessarily 
exposing the risk of spreading the COVID-19 virus 
and using valuable PPE.

bcarey@seanet.com Dr. Brian M Carey DDS 4257362373

TRUE 04/07/20 9:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petsmart Every one in the state Vancouver Petsmart is opening their grooming salon and telling 
groomers that they have to accept appointments 
from owners even if the owner is positive for 
COVID19

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is fully running and signing up new 
members. Social distancing is not being observed 
here. Please look into this.

Zeke Rollings 253-576-9891 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther craft store JoAnn Fabrics 2725 Harrison Ave NW Ste 500Olympia Under the guise of selling cloth face masks from 
their discontinued cloth this business is allowed to 
stay open. They do not allow their employees to wear 
the masks they are forced to create. They do not 
allow their employees to wear gloves. This place has 
become a hangout for bored people to go. They offer 
curbside service but also allow customers to come 
into the store. If they are going to be allowed to stay 
open and force their employees to interact closely 
with customers then their employees should be 
allowed to wear face masks and gloves. This is 
dangerous to everyone.

semarkholt@gmail.com Sona Markholt 360-985-7822

TRUE 04/07/20 9:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Elephant carwash 1220 N 40th Ave Yakima I work here and we dont have proper protection to be 
working with coworker and customers during regular 
hours. I think we should be closed due to the lack of 
protection and not being something necessary to be 
washing cars during this virus out break.

Manuel Sanchez (509)654-4623 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St E Sumner Employees went back work this week. I find it hard 
to believe that high end cabinets are essential. I 
don’t know what the work conditions are but I know 
they stopped work late after the announcement to 
stop and have restarted to soon. I hope nobody is at 
risk there

customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

TRUE 04/07/20 9:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann's 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington Not following social distancing as way too many 
people in the store, not sufficient cleaning products.  
Because the store sells crafts and fabrics people are 
shopping non stop.  I have seen a pregnant woman 
with an elderly woman whom was on oxygen 
wandering the store for over an hour.  Always lots of 
young children, have seen two infants under a 
month.  The store is making it so people have a 
place to come have an outing.  The store should be 
online orders only.  No customers allowed inside.  
For the health of the employees as well as 
customers.  This should take place at All Joann’s.

klblaisdell52@icloud.com Kathy Blaisdell 425-356-7738 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antiques sales,refinishing Summit Lake Enterprises 10724 Summit Lake Road Olympia Continued sales and servicing of general public in 
direct violation of non-essential business restriction.

360-866-0580

TRUE 04/07/20 10:10 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther city of the bonney lake code  
 enforcement

city the bonney lake code enforcement 9002 main street east Bonney lake code enforcement was out givin g violations at a time 
when citizens are stuck at home with little to no 
recoarse to fix problems and are evicting my travel 
trailer from the property we are stuck at since the 
stay at home notice was given!

richardcarmeljr@gmail.com richard carmel jr 2535458663

TRUE 04/07/20 10:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther landscaping ? 3722 crystal springs dr ne BAINBRIDGE ISLAND Immigrant landscapers are operating business as 
usual. If your concerned you should watch the agate 
pass bridge each am

brianhilberg@q.com 12064842066

TRUE 04/07/20 10:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cosmetic Warehouse Lashliner, LLC 16120 Woodinville-Redmond Rd #15Woodinville Still actively operating even during mandatory shut 
down of non essential businesses.

support@toribellecosmetics.com 4/24/20

TRUE 04/07/20 10:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma Gstandard Gym is open and violating the Govenor's 
nonessential business order. Gabe Moen refuses to 
close and brags about it on social media. This is not 
right and needs to be looked into.

Ryan Wisniewski 253-572-1132 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma The owner Gabe Moen is posting on social media 
that he has the only gym open in the Tacoma area. 
Why is he still allowed to be operational?

Reynolds.33@gmail.com Riley Reynolds iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:27 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Washington Elementary 2615 Adams St Tacoma I see people gathering and using this school yard 
playground structure and basketball court daily. I 
have photos of a father letting his infant son use the 
slide even with the notice taped to the slide saying 
that the playground is closed due to the Covid-19 
outbreak. These people feel entitled and don’t care 
whose lives they put at risk. The schoolyard needs to 
be locked while the school is closed.

Jess.schmidt1111@icloud.comJessica Yusko 360-621-1565

TRUE 04/07/20 10:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Wright Park Basketball 
Court

Wright Park 501 S I St Tacoma Despite the sign, people are playing basketball and 
not social distancing 
How is this going to get better if the parks are open 
and people are in close contact?

TRUE 04/07/20 11:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Beneath the Bar 309 n van Buren Kennewick Business is open after dark and early mornings for 
gym members to use codes to get in

support@ikonhealth.com

TRUE 04/07/20 11:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car dealership C SPECKS 51 E ALLEN RD SUNNYSIDE Sales departments in all Speck dealerships are open 
(Pasco, Kennewick,  Prosser, and 2 in Sunnyside).

TRUE 04/07/20 11:24 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Salon Petco 201 E College Way Suite B Mount Vernon Petco is keeping their grooming salons open despite 
not being essential as well as not maintaining social 
distancing within the salons.



TRUE 04/07/20 11:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business MD Injury Care 330 SW 43rd St Renton This is an outpatient clinic that continues to treat 
non-urgent patients. Some of their patients are high 
risk or improperly screened. Also, social distancing is 
not being practiced consistently.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:12 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco grooming Lynnwood,Wa street 196th Lynnwood Unnecessary and not 6 feet apart licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 12:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Chamber of Commerce Covington Chamber of Commerce PO Box 8041 Covington Covington She used a realtor to drive the chamber of 
commerce CEO around as you can see here:

You can see multiple businesses were visited that 
shouldn't be open inside Covington and Maple Valley.

https://www.facebook.com/CovingtonWAChamber/po
sts/3794101420630504

TRUE 04/08/20 12:32 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Customer service circle k 920E 22nd st Tucson No one stays 6 feet apart , lines going out the door 
very unsafe children there also babies. I see no 
cleaning or disinfecting going on. Place looks dirty. 
And they do not have 6 feet apart counters or glass 
up

shimikakinsey92@gmail.com Shimika kinsey 5208094502

TRUE 04/08/20 12:40 AM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Dollar general 920 E 22nd st. Tucson No glass up , no hand sanitized , i never see any 
disinfecting i live right by it. Bathroom remains 
locked. For emergency bathroom should remain 
open. Too many people

shimikakinsey92@gmail.com Shimika kinsey 5208094502

TRUE 04/08/20 3:10 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping Varied on Jobslinger Platform varied varied The Mystery Shopping Industry uses multiple 
platforms to post job listings.  These jobs and listings 
ae legitimate, however the industry is not quite clear 
on many things.

These jobs are the ones within 99 miles of ?Seattle.  
Please notice that one job REQUIRES BRINGING 
ALONG A MINOR CHILD.

Companies do want to know how their employees 
are doing, but that is not essential.  Two weeks ago 
there were postings to go to ASSISTED LIVING 
CENTERS FOR SENIORS!

If the jobs were pulled up, you wou which see that 
many require the secret shopper to interact with five 
or six different employees asking detailed questions 
and then writing down information about their 
clothing and how they responded.

These activities in danger the lives of the secret 
shoppers and the employees that they interact with. 
Going to a senior center during this crisis is 
unconscionable as is bringing along the child.

I've contacted several.  They say they are not 
responsible for obeying orders and it is the shopper 
who chooses to go.   Even IF that were true, they 
are raising the curve and endangering the 
employees.

The industry is rather complicated with multiple front 

learn204@gmail.com Neil Ricks 848.702.1018

TRUE 04/08/20 4:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail Home Depot 325 120th Ave ne Bellevue Over the past weekend I went for curb side pickup of 
an order.  I had two employees walk to two feet of 
me to talk.  Their employer is clearly not educating 
their workers on safe practices.  Had to pick up 
additional items from the order and their “curbside” 
pick up required you to go inside the store. Similar 
encounters with employees not maintaining safe 
distances.

campbellks@frontier.com Karen Campbell 206-981-6028

TRUE 04/08/20 5:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft Store Joanne Fabrics and Crafts 2725 Harrison Ave #500 Olympia I am not even sure they should be considered an essential business, however they are open and putting the public and their employees at risk. No measures for social distancing, no limiting of customers and no additional cleaning being done. There was a two hour wait time at the cutting counter on 4-5-2020 and all the people just hanging around in groups.  Very unsafe. I work for Public Health, and ny daughter works here, the complaints and concerns from employees are over looked by the management.devine-jonesfamily@msn.comHeather Devine 3607897678

TRUE 04/08/20 6:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Store Bothell Furniture 18811 Bothell Way NE Bothell How is this an essential business that should be 
open?

sales@bothellfurniture.com

TRUE 04/08/20 6:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alpha iron 177th Ridgefield Alpha has been open since the beginning and has 
several employees showing up for non essential 
work and infecting shop.

Denisporter2@gmail.com Concerned worker

TRUE 04/08/20 6:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House cleaning Rain city maids 220 6th st Kirkland Cleaners going into different customers homes all 
day

Seth.rind11@gmail.com Seth 206-366-8971 hello@raincitymaids.com

TRUE 04/08/20 7:02 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Douglas County TLS 140 19th Street NW Suite A East Wenatchee BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
DOUGLAS COUNTY, WASHINGTON

Proclamation of Pre-existing Home Sales 
Agreements Proceed During the COVID-19 Stay 

 Home Stay Healthy Governor Proclamation. )
)
)
)
 )

Resolution CE No. 20-26 & 
TLS 20-22

Current Expense

PROCLAMATION BY THE DOUGLAS COUNTY 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
WHEREAS, on February 29, 2020, the Governor of 
the State of Washington issued Proclamation 20-05, 
proclaiming a State of Emergency for all counties 
throughout Washington as a result of the COVID -19 
outbreak in the United States and confirmed person-
person spread of COVID -19 in Washington State; 
and
WHEREAS, the Governor of the State of 
Washington found that the outbreak significantly 
impacts the life and health of the people of the State 
of Washington, as well as the economy of 
Washington State; and 
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the Douglas 

Anonymous

TRUE 04/08/20 7:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacture cabinets huntwood custom cabinets 23800 E. Appleway Ave. liberty lake 200 plus people working in manufacturing plant not 
wearing ppe

jdominojoe@frontier.com Joseph Sexton 5092834144

TRUE 04/08/20 7:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Sage homes nw 214 17th Ave e Seattle Groups of construction workers working on the 
property daily

TRUE 04/08/20 7:18 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacture cabinets huntwood custom cabinets 23800 E. Appleway Ave. liberty lake 200 plus people working in manufacturing plant not 
wearing ppe

jdominojoe@frontier.com Joseph Sexton 5092834144

TRUE 04/08/20 7:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Marshbank construction 3304 old Hartford rd Lake Stevens This company is not following social distance rule 
and they are also doing none essential work on their 
sites. Inspector on their se 4th st sammamish job 
said it is none essential work

TRUE 04/08/20 7:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apple’s warehouse Evans fruit 200 N. Cowiche City Rd Cowiche I just want to let you know what is going on here. 
They found one positive person of covid 19 and they 
just cleaned with the same workers. They did not get 
no one professional to come and sanitize. And the 
next day they just tell us to come in like normal. I 
personally don’t think that’s right because that 
person would be everywhere and talking to a lot of 
people. Special with the superiors. We are very 
scared not only for us But for our kids specially. 
Please don’t say my name or my information I just 
want us to be safe thank you.

domenica_santana@yahoo.comMonica Santana 5099307483

TRUE 04/08/20 7:45 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Beach Redondo beach Des Moines Redondo Beach Dr S Des Moines Many people on beach and not obeying orders for 
social distancing. People are flocking to beaches 
instead of parks, now.

rilukyu@gmail.com Stacie Moore 4253262671

TRUE 04/08/20 8:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction costco 999 lake drive Issaquah can I still have my shed from Costco built. I can't 
have my fence.. how is a shed different? Home 
Depot told me their shed builders were not working.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business XOESPRESSO coffee company 18600 US-2 Monroe Only selling coffee drinks there is no food being sold 
and there is no gloves worn while preparing drinks.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:29 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet grooming petsmart various locations seattle "Because pet grooming is vital to the health of dogs 
and cats, we are reopening our Salons on Monday, 
the 6th"

ChristiDKeith@gmail.com Christi Keith 425-443-2315 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 8:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rental car Enterprise rent a car 430 SW Everett mall way Everett Multiple employees tested positive, continuing to give 
rentals for personal and retail use instead of only 
insurance purposes. Not allowing social distancing 
and quarantine protocol for those around people who 
have tested positive.

Gaugerb@spu.edu Rihanna

TRUE 04/08/20 8:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Groomer Calming Nature Pet Grooming 108 3rd St SE Yelm Non essential business is open calmingnaturepetgrooming@yahoo.com



TRUE 04/08/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Douglas County TLS 140 19th Street NW Suite A East Wenatchee Email sent out on April 8, 2020.
Everyone

Attached is a proclamation signed by the 
commissioners yesterday  you might be interested 
in.  They are trying to keep the economy moving at 
any pace they can.  What this means to TLS is that 
we will continue to do inspections for building 
permits that were issued prior to the shelter in place 
order until they are completed.  And of course we 
will continue to receive new application and move 
them through our permitting process but not issue 
them until the order has been lifted.
If you have any question please contact me.

Jim

Douglas County is being told to continue in the 
building /construction work until told to stop-

TRUE 04/08/20 8:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Garrette Custom Homes 402 E 26th St Suite 200 Tacoma, WA I reported this over a week ago and they continue to 
work in our McCormick Woods neighborhood of 
Dunmore in Port Orchard. Right this moment they 
are pouring a garage floor. That has nothing to do 
with closing up a home or making it weather tight. 
They have been working daily between three houses 
since the beginning. I know that this is not 
considered an essential business as another builder 
boarded up their house the first day. This is not fair 
to other builders and I believe it is not safe for the 
people in our neighborhood.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:53 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Lynden City of Lynden Lynden Lynden. The city has put out a memo telling all construction it 
is ok to go back to work in the city. They haves 
worded it kinda funny but it is intended to allow all 
construction to proceed.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/08/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett New home construction. Noise started at 7:00a.m. 
this morning. They are going to roof a new 
construction house. This is right up against my back 
yard. 25feet away from where I am stuck in my 
house all day. I can’t even hear my TV. This is 
completely unacceptable. They have been working 
the last 3 weeks & nothing is being done.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Nursery Scatter Creek Nursery 173rd  Ave SW Rochester Scatter Creek has placed a large sign along 173rd 
that they will have a "Grand Opening Celebration" 
from April 16 to the 19th.  They are a house with 
several greenhouses and certainly NOT an essential 
business.  We are very concerned about the 
potential further spread of the virus and the 
advertising that they have done to encourage people 
to stop by their home business.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Jetpro auto wash 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Wenatchee Jetpro is definitely NON-ESSENTIAL! Right now in 
this time of panic the last thing that needs to be open 
is a car wash. My brother was told he had to go in 
and he is at risk, and putting the customers at risk 
as well. This is blatant disregard for the safety and 
well-being of the employees and customers. It 
sickens me to think that someone can be so greedy 
to open up their non-essential car wash during all of 
this just to make a little bit more money.

matthewhstimmel@gmail.comMatthew 5096306965 manager@jetproautowash.com

TRUE 04/08/20 9:08 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther MSHA Inspector Columbia River Carbonates 300 N Pekin Rd. Woodland I reported this yesterday and the MSHA inspector 
has returned for a second visit to our site again 
today.   I would prefer to be contacted on this 
situation for further discussion.

luclukken@msn.com Lucas Lukken 3609578510

TRUE 04/08/20 9:17 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Yelm Parks City of Yelm Parks 106 2nd Street SE Yelm The city of Yelm has posted on it's Facebook page 
inviting people to use their public parks.  
Of course using social distancing rules that nobody 
follows. If State Parks are closed, why are city parks 
open?  Here is their post:  
Happy Hump Day! We're halfway through another 
week and if you're feeling cooped up, grab your hand 
sanitizer, put on a mask, stretch those legs and go 
for a walk. City trails and parks are open. Everyone 
is encouraged to maintain social distancing while 
using parks and chose to be smart in the ways you 
recreate and please be mindful we are not regularly 
cleaning or sanitizing the surfaces of benches or 
playground equipment.

Although public restrooms remain closed, we have 
installed porta-potees at each park—Cochrane, 
Longmire, and City Park, as well as the trailhead of 
the Yelm-Tenino trail. The company providing the 
porta-potees provides the necessary maintenance 
every Monday. It’s important to note they have 
stopped providing hand sanitizer because it gets 
stolen every time…so bring your own sanitizer… 
which is a good idea to do anyways nowadays.

We’ve had some people ask that we close all the 
parks, but we cannot reasonably enforce such a 
decision. Police Officers have other priorities beyond 
kicking people out of parks if we were to close them 
and it is important for everyone to get out doors and 
enjoy the fresh air.

ridziak@gmail.com Raquel Idziak 3602591317

TRUE 04/08/20 9:26 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 6302 N Division Spokane The store is open to sell dog food and supplies which 
has been deemed essential from the state.  This 
store continues to groom when the state mandate 
specifically states that grooming is nonessential.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777

TRUE 04/08/20 9:27 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog/pet grooming Aussie dog mobile pet grooming No exact address because they’re a mobile companyAll of WA Still seeing their mobile vans running around doing 
pet grooming, which has been deemed non-essential.

Dees_doggie_dos@live.com Denell Bennett 2533879033 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscape Company Cortes Land Care PO Box 1105 Longview Two trucks with several works seen caring to lawn at 
3736 Gracie Place, Longview, WA on 4/8/20 at 
9:20AM.

They don't have a street address. The phone number 
on their trucks is (360) 270-2171.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:45 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Trail/ parking area rail road trail,  Fall City 356th Dr. SE Fall City Saw 20+ people hanging out in parking area of trail  
dozen cars, kids, bikes.  No staying at home or 
social distancing.  Signage at the least should be 
posted if this area is not closed to the public.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair and Nails by Monica 7901 Seward Park Avenue Seattle Salon is hooked on the side of the house by the 
garage.  Still seeing activity of hair and nail service.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Automated car wash Jet Pro express 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Wenatchee Automated car washes are not essential to the 
operation of the country, and are only quickening the 
potential spread of Covid. Companies should make 
time for employees to wash vehicles at their facility 
during this pandemic.

manager@jetproautowash.com

TRUE 04/08/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self serve car wash Jet pro express 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802Whynachee My friend got sent back to work because the 
business was "essential "got called back into work to 
watch the car wash. This doesn't seem very 
essential. And he agrees.  He was originally layed off 
because of this but just got called in a day ago 
because his boss said it was okay. Wanted to make 
sure it was. Seems very unessential.

katelyn.durbin97@gmail.com Katelyn Durbin 3605805873 manager@jetproautowash.com

TRUE 04/08/20 10:00 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Construction Private 1934 42 Ave SW Seattle There's 4-5 gentleman performing construction on a 
single family home. Please advise.

seattlegovernment@gmail.comPatrick Martin 4844375261

TRUE 04/08/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PGH Excavating (out of Enumclaw) 4230 Burke Ave N Seattle Excavation continues at this property. Residential 
construction like this is supposed to be non-essential.

bnoah!uw.edu B Noah 206-349-1511

TRUE 04/08/20 10:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Marshbank construction Totem lk blvd Kirkland Good size work crew not keeping there 6 foot 
distance nor wearing mask

TRUE 04/08/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Elite Sports Performance 99 NE Mizner Blvd Boca Raton This gym is still open and running fitness classes 
daily. They are well aware that they are supposed to 
be closed. Many people are still working out at this 
gym and taking fitness classes. 

You can even still book classes through mind body. 
I’ll put the link below so you can see yourself. 

https://mindbody.io/locations/elite-sports-
performance-3

info@elitespboca.com



TRUE 04/08/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Viking Homes 5901 Grandin Ln Pasco pouring concrete foundations, taking off forms, over 
10 workers working during a stay at home order

bosnian137@hotmail.com dino besic 5094385237

TRUE 04/08/20 10:15 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other High School Nathan Hale High School 10750 30th Ave NE Seattle Although this high school has been closed, and 
yellow-taped to prevent trespassing and public use 
during the COVID-19 social distancing measures, 
people are now trespassing by using the track & 
field, grassy field for sports, and various exercising. 
It's very selfish and the Seattle police said they 
cannot enforce patrol of this type of activity.

Concerned neighbor in the area

TRUE 04/08/20 10:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma Business is not following social distancing correctly. 
Endangering workers. Management not taking covid-
19 seriously plus some think it's a hoax. They 
"suggest" staying 6 feet apart, no way to do so at all 
times in building. Not allowing janitor to sanitize 
properly.

jeffreyboggs@live.com Jeffrey Boggs 4124171578

TRUE 04/08/20 10:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning Salon Tan Republic 1520 Cooper Point Rd Olympia This business has closed but all of a sudden their 
open sign is off but letting people walk in and use 
the tanning beds.

Thomas lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/08/20 10:25 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Lynden 215 4th st Lynden They are allowing Construction to continue as it is 
necessary for their economy to survive????   The 
city administrator sent out a letter yesterday to allow 
Construction to continue

mikehamstra@mac.com Mike Hamstra 3603194631

TRUE 04/08/20 10:27 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Lynwood Motoplex 17900 WA-99 #100 Lynwood They are open and selling to the general public 
claiming they need to be open to sell to law 
enforcement but this is a fraction of their real 
business. They are using the small amount of 
essential business they do as an excuse to sell to 
the general public.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

TRUE 04/08/20 10:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Motorcycle Dealership South Sound Honda Suzuki Polaris 2115 Carriage Drive Olympia They are selling new and used motorcycles to the 
general public.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

TRUE 04/08/20 10:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana farm 7 Point holdings 37 enterprise lane Elma Building too small to follow social distancing 
guidelines, owner not allowing janitor to follow proper 
cleaning requirements (staying late to ensure proper 
cleanliness, providing proper supplies), some 
employees not following cdc guidelines of social 
distancing and cleanliness

mtroberts238@gmail.com Breeann Roberts 2569757288

TRUE 04/08/20 10:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco/PetSmart 27111 167th Pl SE #113 Covington Our salon is still open. I will continue to report this 
issue until something is done. The company is telling 
the public that we have facemasks and that we are 
following CDC guidelines! WE ARE NOT SAFE! We 
do not have face masks and we are in physical 
contact with every person that walks through the 
door twice a day! This is 30-60 people a day that we 
have physical contact with twice a day to take their 
dogs and to give them back. Now we are being told 
to talk to and take dogs from people who have tested 
positive and show symptoms of Covid-19. Our salon 
closed for two weeks, we had sanitized it thoroughly 
oh, so that when we came back Easter Sunday the 
salon would be sanitized. However the company has 
decided to pull other groomers into our salon oh, the 
salon is no longer sanitized or safe. We are also 
being told by corporate that if law enforcement 
enters the building and tells us to leave we are to 
disregard the law completely. We not only have no 
safety equipment, we are in contact with 30 to 60 
people a day, multiple times a day. And again we are 
being told to disregard the law. Thank you for your 
time.

athenajorgenson@gmail.com Athena Jorgenson 2068184607

TRUE 04/08/20 10:33 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Classic Gold Course 4908 208th st e Spanaway My backyard faves the golf course and I just seen a 
group of 4 golfers golfing. Their website also says it's 
open still too.

Tobecassig253@hotmail.comCassandra Giggy 2532178551

TRUE 04/08/20 10:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Lori Manley Photography 36510 152nd Ave SE Auburn Gatherings of groups for photography to capture 
COVID 19 as a time to remember. How is this 
essential? Please view the post on her Facebook 
page. Also, she has a tenant on her property in a 
MIL unit but brings clients on the property without 
notifying tenant, and clients go in tenant's yard.

amandaknobel@yahoo.com Amanda Knobel 2532173342 lorimanleyphotography@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 10:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma The janitors are not allowed to properly sanitize the 
work stations for the workers between their shifts. 
Workers cannot maintain social distancing during 
work hours, as the building is small. Management 
does not seem to care about these issues.

TRUE 04/08/20 10:38 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Lynden 300 4th Street Lynden The Lynden City Administrator sent a letter to city 
officials stating, "We encourage the building 
community to continue its work whenever it can be 
done prudently and safely. 

It is the City's policy to rely on the good judgement of 
the building community to keep its workers safe, and 
to ensure that any member of the public in the 
vicinity of a project is likewise kept safe. In these 
unique times, this includes 'social distancing' 
whenever possible, along with all other common-
sense practices.

With this letter I ask any official seeking to stop work 
on a construction site in the City of Lynden to 
contact me first, directly, at the numbers below. Until 
that conversation has taken place it is the City's 
policy that work continue, uninterrupted. This is the 
direction we have given builders working on projects 
in our City."

This was signed by Mike Marin, Lynden City 
Administrator. His cell is on the letter and that's 360-
255-7109

TRUE 04/08/20 10:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 point holdings 37 enterprise lane Elma The building is too small to follow social distancing 
regulations, the management is not allowing for the 
necessary time between shifts for the custodial staff 
to come in and properly disenfect, and employees 
gather often in close proximity.

TRUE 04/08/20 10:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma The building is far too small to follow social 
distancing regulations, there are often gatherings of 
multiple employees in close proximity, and the 
management is not allowing for the necessary time 
between shifts for the custodial staff to come in and 
properly disenfect.

rleew29@gmail.com Robert Williams

TRUE 04/08/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction James Vert 5012 40th Ave. SW Seattle Third day straight I'm reporting unsafe and 
unauthorized construction at 5012 40th Ave SW 
associated with this permit 
https://cosaccela.seattle.gov/Portal/cap/CapDetail.asp
x?type=1000&fromACA=Y&agencyCode=SEATTLE&
Module=DPDPermits&capID1=20SCI&capID2=0000
0&capID3=36935

pmalonecolo@gmail.com Patrick Malone 719-242-4097

TRUE 04/08/20 10:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Addiction Recovery Seadrunar Recovery Center 10344 14th St Seattle, WA 98168Seattle I am concerned about the residents contacting the 
virus due to the facility not using protective gear 
when working at the recycling center.

Ruth Louie 509-322-8260

TRUE 04/08/20 10:48 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma The building is far too small to follow social 
distancing regulations, there are often gatherings of 
multiple employees in close proximity (less than six 
feet apart), and the management is not allowing for 
the necessary time between shifts for the custodial 
staff to come in and properly disinfect equipment 
and work stations

dustin.m.stivers@gmail.com Dustin Stivers 5023216563

TRUE 04/08/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Bath tub makers Aquatic bathware 801 northern Pacific Avenue southeastYelm I have already reported this company due to 
remaining open after being considered non essential 
and threatening employees with job abandonment if 
they chose to take leave of absence in order to 
isolate. They were told to shut down yesterday and 
are again claiming to be essential today.

Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.comChristian Lopez 3603499824

TRUE 04/08/20 10:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Burch Mountain Estates Burch Hollow Lane Wenatchee There are three homes that have had construction 
workers every day building non essential items on 
the houses. No social distancing practices used 
either. Continue to build and not follow rules.

Mrskaylastewart@gmail.com Kayla Stewart 2064061758

TRUE 04/08/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All star Fencc 903 E Pacific Ave Spokane Installing a fence at 9206 N Rosebury Lane, 
Spokane, WA.  We have a picture of the 2 trucks 
there.  While I sympathize with the owner of a small 
business, I believe everyone should play bey the 
rules.

mv.plays18@yahoo.com Mark Virden 916-205-1688

TRUE 04/08/20 11:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other It is an indoor flea market Yardbirds 2100 N National Ave Chehalis This business has been open the entire time and 
have held events in their parking lot. They are non 
essential and is a used thriftstore indoor flea market.

graypuddlejumper@gmail.comHeather Gray 3608275845 ybmanager@gosnk.com

TRUE 04/08/20 11:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana Farm 7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Alma Also not allowing janitor or employees to sanitizer 
work areas



TRUE 04/08/20 11:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Peaks northwest roofing 360 s. Burlington Blvd Burlington Working as if nothing is wrong new roofs and tear 
offs we all sHare same bathroom and tools and 
materials and is impossible to stay 6but apart

Burlington@gmail.com Chris 3607702614

TRUE 04/08/20 11:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Child Protective Services Child Protective Services 1313 Meeker Street Kent It says they are not supposed to separate families 
during the lockdown well they took my daughter on 
the first day and had a shelter care hearing the next 
day for a dirty UA? how does that qualify for urgent 
where the childs life is in danger? Now because of 
his requirement we cant have visits at all. v=because 
i dont have a webcam and she is a baby so it 
wouldnt even help. they illegally took my child and 
even forged a judges signature that was wrong case 
20-7-00666-0 knt kent family law. I told the police 
everything they dont care they help them steal my 
child for the dumbest reason now i know she is 
traumatized why do they even make laws if they 
themselves cant obey them??

rentmefee@gmail.com Myriam Zayas 3606021444

TRUE 04/08/20 11:14 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seward Park City of Seattle parks 5900 Lake Washington Blvd SSeattle The park is loaded with people. The parking lot 
should be locked closed and is NOT

TRUE 04/08/20 11:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Horseshoe Lake Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct Port Orchard Small groups of unrelated people are golfing and 
voilating stay at home order

TRUE 04/08/20 11:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Asparagus production Gourmet Trading Company 707 N 1st Ave Pasco WA 99301 Company is not following the employee protection 
and face masks are not provided.

Jesus Calderon 509-591-8121

TRUE 04/08/20 11:24 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Government The Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia This business is, and has always been utterly devoid 
of any activity useful to Washingtonians.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lydig Construction 830 N Columbia Ctr. Blvd, Ste GKennewick Construction company requiring workers and sub 
tier workers to complete painting of Big Bend 
community college in Moses Lake. The school is 
closed but the company is pushing to finish non 
essential touch up painting work.

mandymain@icloud.com

TRUE 04/08/20 11:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot West Seattle Seattle I went to Home Depot in West Seattle this morning. 
Of the many clerks and other floor workers only a 
few were wearing any protective gear.  Upon asking 
one clerk she said management only gave out gloves 
and hand sanitizers.  The store was very crowded.  
Although there was a sign asking for six feet 
distancing no one was monitoring it and only a few 
customers were following it.  Only a few customers 
were wearing masks and none were wearing gloves.  
There were no “one way” directions or stickers on 
the floor to enforce distancing like in the grocery 
stores.  When I asked about it the person in charge 
just shrugged.  He was not wearing any protective 
gear either.  There are also no special hours for 
senior citizens. I felt like it was any other day in the 
world of living.  I was appalled.  I would like a reply 
as to what you will do about this concern.

Msberenter@gmail.com Marcia Berenter 206-550-1249

TRUE 04/08/20 11:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Katerra Construction LLC 2494 Sand Hill RD STE 100 Menlo Park At their construction site at 333 Hoh St SE. Lacey. I 
observed many workers working close to one 
another and not practicing social distancing. Also 
two workers working out of the same man lift. This is 
a new multi family apartment project.

cgotcher@nwcarpenters.org Chuck Gotcher 3604811508

TRUE 04/08/20 11:32 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric, sewing,  crafts Joann Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd, Silverdale, WA 98383Silverdale Every time a worker goes to work at a non-essential 
business there is a risk of spreading illness.

purdygirlpeg@wavecable.comPeggy Aronson 3607793125

TRUE 04/08/20 11:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Barrett’s Gym 1674 State Route 105 Grayland WA https://www.instagram.com/p/B-
snhrOpGZ1/?igshid=1oi0vaii9pyzt post of gym open 
despite order to close, with young customer present, 
hashtagged “come at me Jay Inslee”

barrettbollen@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 11:41 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Sunrise Dental 1020 S 40th ave Ste G Yakima This office called me to confirm my cleaning 
appointment. I said that cleanings were not essential 
and cancelled. But they said they are still doing 
cleanings along with their other procesures

Tigere0626@gmail.com Sharon

TRUE 04/08/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fenceing Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #72 Everett they are building a fence on the south side of the 
Everett mall at a apartment complex

ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

TRUE 04/08/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Large gathering(s) of people Other Manufacturing OSW Equipment and Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Has daily large gatherings of employees for regular 
meetings. Works in confined spaces not allowing 6 
feet. Daily interactions of face to face 
communication with multiple people. Not entirely 
sure if this is even essential as product buyers 
(including the state) have stated they are not 
accepting orders.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing OSW Equipment and Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Has daily large gatherings of employees for regular 
meetings. Works in confined spaces not allowing 6 
feet. Daily interactions of face to face 
communication with multiple people. Not entirely 
sure if this is even essential as product buyers 
(including the state) have stated they are not 
accepting orders.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing OSW Equipment and Repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Has daily large gatherings of employees for regular 
meetings. Works in confined spaces not allowing 6 
feet. Daily interactions of face to face 
communication with multiple people. Not entirely 
sure if this is even essential as product buyers 
(including the state) have stated they are not 
accepting orders.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Whidbey Doughnuts 5603 bayview rd Langley They have patio seating that people are dining at 
daily.  They have made improvements to make their 
outside seating more accommodating.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #66 EVERETT these guys are working every day ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

TRUE 04/08/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #74 Everett this guy is working every day ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

TRUE 04/08/20 11:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sorse Technology 1416 NW 46th St, Suite 105 PMB 413Issaquah not wearing masks and not staying 6 feet away.  Too 
many people in close quarters.

michellejsundquist@gmail.comMichelle Sundquist 2066785556

TRUE 04/08/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett While we are all stuck in our homes we are listening 
to construction 10+ hrs a day. Right now. 4 guys 
using nail guns putting in a roof. This is not really 
fair. As we are stuck In our homes listening to non 
stop noise.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #89 Everett This guy is working every day ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

TRUE 04/08/20 12:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet supply & service Petco nationwide nationwide https://www.petco.com/shop/en/petcostore/m/covid19
-->The section under "Are grooming services still 
being offered?"

brgndyseas@gmail.com Emily 509-869-4430

TRUE 04/08/20 12:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gutter installation Amigo Gutters 7841 NE 155th St Kenmore I am very concerned about the health of my 
neighbors that this home-based business that is 
having their employees drive to the house and 
parking in our neighborhood.  They congregate in the 
driveway preparing their trucks before leaving to 
what I assume are other residential job sites.  This 
occurs 7 days a week with sometimes all 5 trucks 
leaving, and sometimes just two trucks.  It is 
concerning that they are all coming into the in 
community, congregating together, going to job sites, 
and returning back the neighborhood.  There are 
many elderly residents in the area, as well as 
children, and they are risking our health by not 
abiding by the Governors order.

On a side note, we are a home-based business in 
residential construction and are abiding by the rules.  
It is difficult to see a similar business get away with 
violating the order and threatening the health of our 
community.

Gena Odland

TRUE 04/08/20 12:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma Tacoma The detention center should be shut down. It is not 
an essential business, and it is impossible for those 
inside to safely practice social distancing. The Public 
Health Department should do an unannounced visit, 
interview those detained and on hunger strike, and 
release their findings publicly.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:05 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Playfield Meadowbrook Field, Nathan Hale HS 
Track, Jane Adams MS Field

10533 35th Ave NE Seattle People are gathering in groups on the field for 
Ultimate Frisbee games, climbing the fence to get 
into the locked track area and playing soccer on the 
locked field...The tennis courts at Meadowbrook 
Hale are also full...it feels like some think the rules 
don't belong to them. I witnessed this at 5pm 
4/7/2020, but walk near there daily and the track is 
always full.

debharrick@gmail.com Deb Harrick (206) 229-2841

TRUE 04/08/20 12:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double D Meats 5602 232nd St SW Mountlake Terrace There were way to many people in this store at one 
time.  It was PACKED

mymail.regan@gmail.com Regan Ahola 7607176566

TRUE 04/08/20 12:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Tacoma WA 98421Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is a public health 
violation, both before and during this crisis. It is a 
disgraceful part of our community and so many lives 
are at risk of covid 19 and many human rights 
violations. The NWDC needs to close and detained 
people need to be released.



TRUE 04/08/20 12:13 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Gas station Brown Bear - Chevron 406 High School Rd NE Bainbridge Island Manager blatantly says she does not take steps to 
protect herself or customers. She states she does 
not believe in the Coronavirus or believes it is a 
threat to public safety.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is still open and 
operating, putting the lives of those inside at risk. 
Please perform an unannounced visit, interview 
those inside and those on hunger strike, and release 
your findings. It is not an essential business.

anna.anderson1997@gmail.comAnna Anderson 6517883652

TRUE 04/08/20 12:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center NWDC 1623 E J St. Tacoma, WA 98421 Massive health crisis and large groups of people, 
non-essential service and not complying with 
guidelines.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:15 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma Detention centers by their nature cannot follow the 
social distancing guidelines imperative to public 
health right now and puts the lives of those inside 
and outside the facility in danger.

david.conover1992@gmail.comDavid Conover 4256289895

TRUE 04/08/20 12:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest detention center 1623 E J street. Tacoma Please we need humanitarian action during this 
pandemic. Trump has done enough family 
separations, we can’t allow for more people to be 
harmed in detention center. Please we need people 
over profit to be Inslees legacy. I know he can do it 
please our people our begging you to prioritize 
humanity.

Patricia.pacheco869@gmail.comPatricia Pacheco 5093072519

TRUE 04/08/20 12:16 PM AG Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord Midtown 360 360 South State Street Orem The Governor issued a reprieve for late rent for 
individuals hit by the Corona Virus. My daughter is a 
student and lost her job because of the virus. She 
paid her rent 7 days late and was charge $175 in 
late fees ($25 for just delivery of the notice--
someone walking upstairs to tape it to her door).  
The rental office shut down and instructions to pay 
in other ways was not provided--instructions for on 
line payment didn't work and no one answered the 
phone at the office when the issue was identified.  I 
am asking for reprieve for my daughter and many 
others like her who are locked in rental agreements 
and who lost their jobs.  Her contact information is 
below.

sophiathomas98@gmail.com Sophia Thomas 801-471-3225

TRUE 04/08/20 12:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Unessential business Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma Folks detained are not able to social distance. 

Shut it down!!

Torres.andrea32@gmail.com Andrea Torres (971)801-0710

TRUE 04/08/20 12:21 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Prison company Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is a non-essential business that is still 
operating, putting people’s lives at risk. For public 
health, release everyone inside and shut the 
detention center down. The Public Health 
Department must do an unannounced visit, interview 
those detained and on hunger strike, and release 
their findings publicly.

amyktower@gmail.com Amy Tower

TRUE 04/08/20 12:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Folks detained cannot social distance, this is a 
privately run detention center that is not an essential 
business at this time. The people inside must be 
released so they can take care of themselves during 
this pandemic.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other For-Profit Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC remains open & functioning despite 
being a non-essential business, a public health 
violation in which incarcerated individuals are 
experiencing heightened human rights atrocities. 
SHUT THEM DOWN.

ncookneuro@gmail.com Nina 2066182234

TRUE 04/08/20 12:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Cigarette /  Vape store Cigaretto Olympic Village, Soundview Drive Gig HarborGig Harbor Door is open, “open” sign is on, clerk is present 
behind counter, suspected customers observed 
inside on 4/7/20 and 4/8/20, but could be other 
workers. Understand they can be open if they sell 
food (this is questionable) but is a Cigarette/vape 
shop essential if less than 1/2 mile from a grocery 
store and less than 300 ft from a full service 
pharmacy that sells food?

russellbucy@yahoo.com R. Bucy 2539889423

TRUE 04/08/20 12:32 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other IMMIGRATE PRISON NORTHWEST DETENTION CENTER 1623 E J St Tacoma PRIVATE DETENTION CENTER CANT DO 
WHATEVER THEY WANT ITS INHUMANE TO 
HOLD PEOPLE IN THESE CONDITIONS

hollyludwig94@gmail.com Holly Ludwig

TRUE 04/08/20 12:33 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center North west detention center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma People’s lifes are at risk. Close that place down now 
please! We all deserve to social distance ourselves

Clemente.herminia@yahho.comMina 5034423112

TRUE 04/08/20 12:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 825 E 36TH ST LONG BEACH Vulnerable people are at risk of catching the Corona 
Virus. Due to the large gathering of people held 
within the center, and lack of access to healthcare, it 
is VERY LIKELY that many people held within will 
suffer and/or die.

anniemcgivern@gmail.com Anna Howitt 5622847000

TRUE 04/08/20 12:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana glass sales, CBD 
and Kratom

Mary Janes House of Glass 1156 COMMERCE AVE LONGVIEW People are coming in to browse for glass pieces. The 
owners are promoting a 3 day sale of 50% off all 
glass, over 3 days April 18-20. We have never sold 
food before, but the owners dropped of chips and 
snacks so they can stay open as essential. These 
are not why people come in. I've had customers 
come in to buy candles, saying that they are 
essential. Kratom customers are addicted to kratom, 
much like opiade addicts and those customers will 
come in to get their kratom, even if they are sick. I 
had a customer coughing and buying kratom tell me 
he was sure he had bronchitis. That was a week and 
a half ago and now I'm quarantined with a cough, 
headache, sore throat and exhaustion. This business 
is promoting glass sales and that is NOT essential. 
Nothing Mary Janes carries is essential.

jodiarends@yahoo.com Jodi Uravish 3604426297 info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/08/20 12:38 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center North West Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA ICE detention centers are NON ESSENTIAL 
BUSINESSES. Detainees are not criminals!  North 
West Detention Center is putting people's lives at 
risk! It is not possible to social distance inside the 
detention center.  Release them all!

TRUE 04/08/20 12:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Swimming Pool 
Construction

Boyer Mountain Pool 4960 Mission Creek Road Cashmere, WA 98815 Boyer Mountain Pool & Excavation Inc. is posting 
photos of them digging and installing swimming 
pools. Last post was on Friday. It looks like they 
never closed since Governor Inslee implemented the 
STAY-AT-HOME order.

info@boyermountain.com 5/1

TRUE 04/08/20 12:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail creations 704 Trosper rd Tumwatwr This business looks like it is closed, however they 
have people entering. The front door is locked and 
they are letting people in. Their Phone says their 
closed, however their Facebook page says to 
message them for service. The Windows are 
blacked out so you can't see inside. They have been 
posted numerous photos Facebook to show their 
current work and say message them for an 
appointment.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:40 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is putting lives at risk by continuing to detain 
people during a pandemic.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Torset Excavating 7006 Greenwood Ave. N. Seattle, wa Apartment Building construction ongoing now.  Non-
essential construction work.

dianawalls@yahoo.com Diana R. Walls 2065223433

TRUE 04/08/20 12:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retail TRICHOME 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/8/20

TRUE 04/08/20 12:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon bouley 103 2nd st sw Puyallup Posting about taking clients in fb groups and 
bragging about it here is one 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/90913143590858
3/permalink/1511504692337918/

Heartcave@icloud.com Bethany 4255336757

TRUE 04/08/20 12:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Kerry Park Kerry Park West Highland Drive Seattle People gathering at this park and the park at the end 
of 8th on the same street

Kdobrauc@me.com Kristy Dobrauc 5098340222

TRUE 04/08/20 12:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership ENTERPRISE CAR SALES 8800 W Central Ave Wichita, KS They are not essential and have more than 10 
people there at a time.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Privately run for profit 
detention center

North West Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detainees are not able to social distance. Groups of 
over 50 are kept together. Vulnerable people (over 
60, those with underlying conditions, pregnant 
people) are kept inside and exposed to staff and 
other detainees carrying corona virus. Detaining 
people is non essential business. Release these 
people so they may safely follow social distancing 
protocol.

rosarp02@gmail.com Rosa Rice-Pelepko 206-229-8759

TRUE 04/08/20 12:47 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention 
Center/GEO Group

1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is a nonessential business recklessly 
operating in defiance of public health & human rights 
imperatives. It needs to be shut down immediately. 
Please interview & release detainees, & report 
findings publicly. NWDC must be accountable to the 
state & people of WA.

vjjtajiri@yahoo.com Vincent Schleitwiler 206-422-1446



TRUE 04/08/20 12:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 189 E. Bakerview Bellingham Petco Grooming is continuing to remain open at 
several locations in Washington state. Emails went 
out this morning to customer starting they are still 
open. This is not fair or right especially when you 
have closed down the Small business groomers!
Either grooming is essential or not. Big Box stores 
should not have a free pass.
I spoke with department of Agriculture the other day 
they said pet co grooming is suppose to be closed 
and only the store selling pet food and supplies is 
suppose to be available. For their grooming to 
teamin open is against the Govenors orders

tarapavone@yahoo.com Tara Pavone 360-739-2283 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 12:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Myers 800 lakeway dr. Bellingham I went shopping at the lakeway Fred Myers in 
Bellingham. Fred Myers said that they were limiting 
their capacity by 50% and there is no way they are 
accounting for this measure. There was no one at 
the door counting people in or out. In addition, 
shopping carts were hard to come by for an example 
of how busy the store was. Also, employees 50% 
were wearing ppe, and not standing 6 ft. apart. NO 
ONE IN THE STORE WAS 6 FT APART, 
IMPOSSIBLE. The self check out clerk came to take 
my wife's ID to check it, stood within 6 ft of her and 
talked to her w/o a mask or gloves and this also 
occured as the clerk was too busy socializing with 
two other people who were also not wearing a mask 
and were within 1 ft of eachother.

Navernon82@gmail.com Neil Allen Vernon II 2069479380

TRUE 04/08/20 12:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center GEO, Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business still operating and putting human's lives at 
fatal risk. Please have the Public Health Department 
do an unannounced visit, interview those detained 
and on hunger strike, and release their findings 
publicly.

augustbrownw@gmail.com August Wimberger 2533032261

TRUE 04/08/20 12:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This is a nonessential business that is still open and 
operating. In addition, this business is not practicing 
safe social distancing. The people inside are not 
protected from COVID 19.

emiliemcarr@gmail.com Emilie Carr 6172187889

TRUE 04/08/20 12:54 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma SHUT IT DOWN

TRUE 04/08/20 12:55 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA The Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is a non-
essential business that is still operating and putting 
people's lives at risk. I urge that the Public Health 
Department make an unannounced visit, interview 
those detained and on hunger strike, and release 
their findings to the public.

Theodore Watler

TRUE 04/08/20 12:56 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business. Social distancing is not available inside the 
detention center. Lives are at stake.  This is a public 
health crisis.  There are detainees with preexisting 
conditions.  I want Anthony Chen from the Pierce 
County Department to do his job and go to the 
detention center, interview the people being detained 
and release the findings publicly.  To Governor 
Inslee,  Please save the lives of these people. 
Release them immediately!

kim_haber2003@yahoo.com Kim Haber 2064198278

TRUE 04/08/20 12:56 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma Violation of social distancing order Governor Inslee. 
Inhumane treatment of immigrants as told by 
themselves and their hunger strike actions.

mav95@uw.edu Michael Vargas 3605565836

TRUE 04/08/20 12:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Lounging Barber 1123 34th Avenue Seattle 98122 Still taking appointments and people dropping in. 
Also inviting kids with special deals for haircuts. This 
business  is located in Madrona, this neighborhood 
is full of children and senior citizens,  we need to 
practice social distancing! This Barbershop should 
not be opened.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Masons Supply Company 7707 S union ridge parkway Ridgefield This business worka closely with each other in a 
office setting and with yard employees.  They are not 
implementing any restrictions to 6 feet per 
Government orders which is a risk to all. THEY ARE 
NOT an essential business. They have 12 locations 
including one in Portland that also dont follow these 
guidelines.

danieldaddyo@yahoo.com Daniel Osborne 5033743244

TRUE 04/08/20 12:58 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention center The Northwest Detention Center 1523 E J St. Tacoma It is not possible to practice social distancing in a 
profession or jail. This is a danger to all people inside 
as well as anyone who works there.

gbsanchs@gmail.com Gabriella Sanchez-Stern

TRUE 04/08/20 12:59 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sports Team Palouse Summer Series Colfax Colfax I really think you should invoke that all club type 
sports like the Palouse Summer Series should be 
cancelled through July. Even if we slow things down, 
baseball tournaments like this one will bring a lot of 
people together - most teams come from Seattle 
area and other states.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Migrant Detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Putting detainees who are not guilty of violent crime 
and detention officers and their families at risk for 
COVID-19

brindasiv22@gmail.com Brinda Sivaramakrishnan 2035007614

TRUE 04/08/20 1:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair salon 10318 Aurora Ave N WA Seattle This non essential business has been open every 
single day during stay at home order breaking the 
rules of the law

Daoduong1016@gmail.com Dao Cherry 2062343503

TRUE 04/08/20 1:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Private school still open Solomon International School 8021 230th St SW Edmonds The school is still giving in person classes to 
students, and forcing the students to live on campus 
and quarantined (which most of them have homes in 
Washington state) while the staff members aren’t 
quarantine and still coming and leaving the campus 
at will.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center 1994 80 South Main Street Seattle There are hundreds of people gathered in extremely 
close quarters daily, posing a huge health risk to the 
individuals detained here, the employees, and the 
public. Chicago’s Cook County Jail is an unfortunate 
example of this right now. COVID-19 infection starts 
and does not stop without taking many victims, 
especially in establishments like these. Please shut 
down the NWDC in an effort to keep us all safe.

laceyjeasley@gmail.com Lacey Joann Figueroa 5593145800

TRUE 04/08/20 1:02 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential Rental Rental Properties 11303 14th SW Seattle Rental building has residents and guests 
congregating around property. Causing concerns for 
local neighbors, and would like for there to be a 
notice provided or simply a reminder of the 
importance of social distancing.

R. Gray 206-795-9184

TRUE 04/08/20 1:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Mercer Island Dermatology 2835 82nd Ave se ste210 Mercer island Cosmetic procedures No@no.com No 000000000

TRUE 04/08/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Ground Piercing Inc. 3504 Emma Lane Yakima I am an employee of over 14 years. My employer 
Dan Pitts has not provided any of its employees any 
proper PPE to protect us from covid-19. We have no 
masks, no gloves, no hand sanitizer/disinfected 
wipes, no washing station. He also has had myself 
and (3) other employees carpool to the jobsite April 
6th & 7th, breaking the social distancing rule. He 
said we are an essential contractor but has no proof 
of a permit or permit number. I want to feel safe for 
me, my co-workers and our families. The work we 
are doing now is putting in electrical conduit for a 
new residential construction, that cant even be built 
now. I need someone with authority to hold him 
accountable, please. Thank you.

jboy351@yahoo.com Justin Crawford 5099694531

TRUE 04/08/20 1:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Head Shop Mary Janes House of Glass 1156 Commerce Avenue Longview Sells Glass Paraphernalia and is considering that 
Kratom and CBD are dietary supplements. They 
have brought in snacks to sell to still be considered 
as essential.

info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private school still open Solomon International School 8021 230th St SW Edmonds The school is still giving in person classes to 
students, and forcing the students to live on campus 
and quarantined (which most of them have homes in 
Washington state) while the staff members aren’t 
quarantine and still coming and leaving the campus 
at will.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Private school still open Solomon International School 8021 230th St SW Edmonds The school is still giving in person classes to 
students, and forcing the students to live on campus 
and quarantined (which most of them have homes in 
Washington state) while the staff members aren’t 
quarantine and still coming and leaving the campus 
at will.

4259849458

TRUE 04/08/20 1:20 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Cosmetology, hair salon, barber NWDC 1623 E J St Tacoma There is no good way to maintain social distancing 
and the facilities do not have adequate supplies or 
resources to sanitize or prevent contagion.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Smoke and beer 176th meridian Puyallup A smoke shop that sells cigarettes beer and other 
smoking products is NOT essential but is open

littlemiss66@icloud.com Alyssa 2532229399 smokenbeer7@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Flower booth Youa Her Lor's Garden 24007 45th ave SE Bothell This flower booth is selling flowers today at a 
Chevron Gas station in Mill Creek intersection 164th 
St SW and 6th Ave W. There are large gatherings to 
buy flowers and it is unsafe to the locals. I believe 
this business is not essential, but the cashier said it 
is .



TRUE 04/08/20 1:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Hammond 33428 Redmond fall city rd seFall city Dentist is doing general dentistry and cleanings

TRUE 04/08/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MC Construction/Mike Cohen, SSCI 4907 Main Street /Rainier building /Point RustonTacoma Pathetically irresponsible and selfishly greedy activity 
allowed here to go on while health care workers 
sacrificed! They brought over 50 workers today 
sharing ride and unsanitary porta potty, sharing 
tools, no running water,cluster eating! Why ski lifts, 
parks and public toilets closed? All others had to 
shut down, why are these privileged? No critical 
public support activity here! Shut it down already!

TRUE 04/08/20 1:29 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Not only is this non-essential business operating, but 
they are not following social distancing protocol and 
they are committing human rights violations.

Jmayer.willamettealum@gmail.comJill Adamore 2064290372

TRUE 04/08/20 1:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retail Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett There is NOTHING essential about plastic 
bobbleheads

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:40 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma This is a nonessential facility that represents a 
breeding ground for COVID-19 without any of the 
safety precautions required to prevent the spread of 
the disease. The people inside our members of our 
community who are in grave danger. In addition, 
workers move in and out of this facility, presenting a 
vector for infection that is a grave, grave danger to 
the wider community as well.

aspivey11@georgefox.edu Alex Spivey 9712211760

TRUE 04/08/20 1:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Construction in the City of 
Lynden

City of LYnden 300 4th Street Lynden City Administration Department sent a letter to all of 
its officials that the Cities policy is to not stop or 
interrupt any work on a construction site.  I have a 
copy of this, I operate a Granite company in 
Bellingham and now my competitors can work there 
jobs, in Lynden and we cant, so my clients waiting 
for kitchens are now moving there jobs to Lynden 
this is an out rage...

todd@devinecountertops.comRichard Davis 3606565901

TRUE 04/08/20 1:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Rose Hill Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland The Rose Hill Car Wash recently re-opened despite 
the governor's order and not being on the essential 
business list. They do interior car cleaning and 
neither customers nor staff are socially distancing.

rosehillcarwash@hotmail.com / mdinwiddie47@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Port Ludlow Condo association 1 North Bay Lane Port Ludlow Washington 98365 They are doing construction on my building at 131 n 
bay lane. I have reported to local authorities twice . 
NO ONE HAS RESPONDED!!!

Union.h@hotmail.com Tom Stevens 2068871687

TRUE 04/08/20 1:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma Maintaining the detention center is the opposite of 
social distancing. If someone in the detention center 
gets COVID-19, people will die. The people inside do 
not have adequate medical or hygiene care and 
there have been countless stories of abuse within 
the detention center. Everyone detained should be 
released immediately so that they can join their 
families in safe social distancing to protect 
themselves and the entire state

Amy Olson 2066120761

TRUE 04/08/20 1:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tattoo FTA tattoo 450b William's blvd Richland Pictures posted online of business still tattooing 
today 4.8.20.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Conner Homes 11TH AVE SW SEATTLE WA 98106White Center People are working construction on 11th Ave sw in 
the Materra at Greenbridge community.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:49 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Funeral home Crown Hill Cemetery 1016 NW 87th Street Unit B Seattle Funeral with about 15 people today from 1-2 p.m.  
This is in addition to the Crown Hill Cemetery 
violating orders about regular maintenance of 
grounds - excessive daily lawn mowing, leaf blowing, 
weed whacking.

katiejkurtz@gmail.com Katherine Kurtz 2065184309

TRUE 04/08/20 1:50 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther auto dealer Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St vancouver they are operating as usual following no rules-

TRUE 04/08/20 1:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J st Tacoma The NWDC is a non-essential business that is 
putting lives at risk. The prison is not safe and does 
not allow inmates to practice social distancing. 
Rikers Island in NY is now the most densely infected 
(with COVID) population in America and NWDC 
could become the same if it is not shut down.

brenton.tylerc@gmail.com Tyler Brenton 7177995341

TRUE 04/08/20 1:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Subway https://www.google.com/search?client=safari&channel=iphone_bm&source=hp&ei=BjeOXrXtBcrG-gSoqYGgAw&q=subway+renton+highlands&oq=&gs_lcp=ChFtb2JpbGUtZ3dzLXdpei1ocBABGAAyAggpMgIIKTICCCkyBAgpEA0yAggpMgIIKTICCCkyAggpUABYAGDsFWgAcAB4AIABAIgBAJIBAJgBALABCA&sclient=mobile-gws-wiz-hp&safari_group=8#Renton I stopped At a subway that is located in the
Renton highlands next to a 7-11 and Domino’s 
Pizza, I bought a bag of ships and i asked them if 
they allowed their customers to Dine at the tables 
and owner and the employee told me yes 

If I am correct, restaurants are not supposed to let 
people dine at their restaurants

Seattlegirl8649@yahoo.com Allison howser 2533943388

TRUE 04/08/20 1:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Williams Masonry 409 Haines st Sedro Woolley Non essential residential construction 
  All employees riding in same truck with Jeff 
Williams the owner.

Delnagromasonry@yahoo.comMatt Del Nagro 360.708.9467

TRUE 04/08/20 1:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther landscape contractors Don't know 219 11th Avenue East Seattle 3 contractors performing landscape work on private 
residential property.  At times were within 6 feet of 
each other.  Wearing no masks.  Van was unlabeled 
so don't know contractor name but assuming you 
can contact the landlord / property owner.

TRUE 04/08/20 1:56 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1263 E J Street Tacoma Detainees are not able to social distance. These are 
unsafe conditions.

Amg425@gmail.com Alec Howard 4252418326

TRUE 04/08/20 1:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Backyard products 3315 me 112th ave suite 78 Vancouver They are not an essential business, they have been 
told to not install for Home Depot yet they still are, 
Lowe’s is saying they’re essential and Costco has 
yet to say if they can or can not install for them.

Larry_gaskins91@yahoo.comLarry Gaskins 5037939636

TRUE 04/08/20 2:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Baden Sports Inc 3401 Lind Ave SW Renton Sports equipment warehouse, non essential and still 
open.

reidpopp@hotmail.com Reid Popp 2066976899 info@badensports.com

TRUE 04/08/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscape Pacific Landscaping Inc. 34th ave Lake Forest Park Performing non essential jobs

TRUE 04/08/20 2:17 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other People Going into Closed 
off Parks

Big Finn Hill Start Park, St. Edwards 
State Park

421 O Farrell Dr. Benicia People are continuing to use St. Edwards and Big 
Finn Hill State park despite both being shut down in 
large groups and not maintaining social distancing. 
Cars are parked along the streets listed above (NE 
145th St. leading into St. Edwards, Holm's point 
drive along the side of the road, and in the parking 
area on NE 128th Place.)

Julia_M_Nolan@yahoo.com Julia Nolan 7074191020

TRUE 04/08/20 2:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rehab koinonia , options counseling services 1991 winnebago st rhinelander This is a rehab center. They are allowing visitors,  
allowing outside visitors,  accepting new clients (in 
state and out of state) saying they are screening 
people but they are just asking and not keeping 
people quarantined for 14 day. Allowing crisis clients  
 to roam around with everyone (guidelines say need 
to stay in room)

katielemere1@gmail.com Katie 7154901636

TRUE 04/08/20 2:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business QFC 11100 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle None of the cashiers or workers handling the 
produce or food were wearing gloves or masks of 
any kind. It was business as usual. This is unsafe 
for us, this is unsafe for them, it is unsafe for the 
ENTIRE community. This needs to be looked into 
immediately please.

Mackenzieelizabethstuart@gmail.comMackenzie Stuart 2069736200

TRUE 04/08/20 2:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and Craft Store Joann Fabric and Crafts 15600 Ne 8Th Street Ste H1 Bellevue, WA 98008-3496 Why is a fabric and craft store allowed to be opened 
when other places that sell fabric, IE Hobby lobby, 
Quilt Shops, ordered to be closed?

foisset5@msn.com Allison Foisset 7204743930

TRUE 04/08/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center NWDC 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is a non-essential business that is 
remaining open during the COVID-19 crisis. By 
remaining open and keeping people detained, it is 
putting many lives at risk. Because NWDC is a non-
essential business and it is threatening lives, it 
should be shut down and people detained should be 
freed.

TRUE 04/08/20 2:26 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Orting School District 121 Whitesell St NE Orting For the second time in 5 days, the orting school 
district held a car parade of their teachers. They 
traveled 2 car lengths apart, and stayed in their 
vehicles, but flaunted their disregard for the stay at 
home order. Multiple teachers from each school in 
the district and admin members were involved.

Alexander.rogers9799@gmail.comAlexander Rogers 2063198031

TRUE 04/08/20 2:26 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 2805 E 29th Ave Spokane Petco is open to sell pet food and supplies but 
should not be grooming.  Grooming has been 
deemed nonessential by the Washington State 
Governor.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777

TRUE 04/08/20 2:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 10 N Sullivan Spokane Valley They continue to groom even thought the 
Washington State Governor deemed pet grooming 
as nonessential.  they are allowed to sell food and 
supplies but they should not be grooming.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777

TRUE 04/08/20 2:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lusciouslashes_n_looks 711 E Countryside Ave Ellensburg Stephanie is still preforming eye lash services to her 
clients, which is non-essential!  She has her 
business inside her home and is still allowing clients 
to come receive services!

TRUE 04/08/20 2:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping New Dimension Lawn & Landscape 8504 Canyon Road East Puyallup, Washington 98371 Landscapers operating on crowded sidewalk, not 
allowing for social distancing,  while using leaf 
blowers - forcing pedestrians into the street today.  
This is a bad practice.

areacat1@gmail.com Area



TRUE 04/08/20 2:36 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government of City of 
Seattle Council and Mayor

City of Seattle 700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000 Seattle City officials are requiring those of us opposed to the 
Waterfront LID to leave our homes to research basis 
of our objections to Waterfront LID and to gather to 
prepare a coordinated cross examination of the 
Seattle Hearing Examiner and appraisers regarding 
our objections.

jewwywaugh54@yahoo.com Jerry Waugh 206-223-5334

TRUE 04/08/20 2:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Seattle City Examiner City of Seattle City Hall Seattle Seattle City Examiner is holding cross examination 
sessions for weasel appraiser the City hired for the 
Waterfront LID. This is simply extortion and the City 
can not afford to go forward with this ridiculous 
project. They are endangering people’s lives 
expecting them to turn up and further squandering 
tax payer $. They should be shut down!

Ely Elisabeth (206) 259-0526

TRUE 04/08/20 2:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Beastie boutique 13023 ne hwy 99 suite 8 Vancouver Watching dogs come in and out from grooming. 
They sell dog food but they shouldn't be grooming  
dogs. Also not keeping 6ft social distance.

Stephaniecarpio946@gmail.comStephanie sainsbury 3606955896 info@beastieboutique.com

TRUE 04/08/20 2:41 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wilder Construction not sure Olympia Wilder has been doing a construction dirt job on the 
NW corner of Reeves Elementary on Quince for the 
past several days.

neighbor

TRUE 04/08/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Pne shell 3828 lk wa blvd Kirkland Non essential construction site. Too many men not 
social distancing. No masks. Needs to be shut down. 
They are closed fridays. Please close this down. I 
like to jog with my mask on and am concerned 
trucks coming and going men standing in close 
groups no masks.PLEASE

Cindy

TRUE 04/08/20 2:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Financial Services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr building 1, Camas, WA 98607Camas Company is maintaining a large workforce; non-
essential employees still able to report to work; not 
observing 6 ft apart guidelines (desks are close than 
6 ft and in open floor plans); multiple cases of 
coronavirus reported to employees; cases where no 
testing was available left un-reported and no 
measures taken

TRUE 04/08/20 2:45 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Conducting public meetings 
that are non-essential and 
prohibiting non-computer 
people from participating

City of Seattle Office of Hearing 
Examiner

700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000 Seattle, WA 98104 I am reporting Nazis within the City of Seattle who 
are part of organized crime party called the 
Democratic Party and are infringing upon the rights 
of disabled Seattle property owner persons by 
holding a legal proceeding while courts are closed, 
CIty Hall is closed and people are respecting the 
Govenor's stay at home proclamation and do not 
have access to computers since the public libraries 
are closed.

PLEASE STOP THEM NOW! Call Galen Edlund-
Cho, Galen.Edlund-Cho@seattle.gov, 206.615.1718  
 and prosecute him for discrimination against 
disabled persons!

ppohl25@hotmail.com Mike

TRUE 04/08/20 2:46 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NW Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This is dangerous and inhumane

TRUE 04/08/20 2:47 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Seattle Office of 
Hearing Examiner

Government 700 5th Ave, Suite 4000 Seattle By moving forward with the Waterfront LID appeal 
process to the point of hearing the city’s defense and 
requiring all 400+ appellants to coordinate their 
cross-examination, the OHE and CoS is violating 
Proclamation 20-28 Open Public Meeting Act ...

Ruth@dannerdata.com Ruth Danner 907-321-2283

TRUE 04/08/20 2:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Overlook golf course 17523 WA-9 Sedro Woolley A TON of vehicles in the parking lot and many 
groups of people out on the course not practicing 
social distancing.  Never seen them so busy!

jenmilton76@gmail.com Jen Milton 3608405213

TRUE 04/08/20 2:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA -9 Mount Vernon Saw people playing golf.

TRUE 04/08/20 2:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant Detention Center Northwest ICE Processing Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This place presents a risk to many communities

TRUE 04/08/20 2:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Galaxy theater 4649 point Fosdick Dr nw Gig harbor They put out a Facebook post: Craving our tasty 
popcorn? 🍿 We’ve converted our website into a 
reservation system for popcorn pickups starting 
Friday, 4/10: 12pm, 1pm, 2pm, 3pm, 4pm, and 5pm. 
Saturday times will be available shortly after Friday 
sells out!

Choose the correct date from the drop-down 
calendar on our website, select your preferred time, 
arrive at your scheduled pick-up, and enjoy your 
Galaxy popcorn at home. You’ll even score a $25 gift 
card for future use.

Let’s get started! → http://bit.ly/GalaxyGH-Popcorn-
PickUps

TRUE 04/08/20 2:54 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seward Park City of Seattle Lake Washington Boulevard Seattle The parking lot is closed yet hoards of people are 
descending on the surrounding neighborhood in 
order to park their cars and go to the park area. This 
is putting the residents at risk. Also I had to wait at 
least 10 minutes on hold before the police non-
emergency number picked up and told me to report 
this on the website. Earlier I had looked at the 
website and it said to report to use the police non-
emergency number. Please give us the correct 
information!!

neferkelly@comcast.net Kelly Ott 206-760-7796

TRUE 04/08/20 2:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know End of oak street Carson Multiple people working on jobsite all this week in an 
established residential neighborhood is putting the 
people that reside close to the construction at risk of 
contraction.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/08/20 2:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming BUBBLES AND BOWS 1210 s gold st Centralia They have it looking like its shut down but its not. 
They have a facebook posting they are essential. 
And all other pet grooming places are shut down. 
This place is also disgusting and not reporting there 
earnings to the irs.

dhernandez98531@gmail.comDanielle Hernandez 3604029578 bubblesandbowspetgrooming@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 2:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle Park Genesee Park 4316 S Genesee St Seattle Park is full of people and parking lot is over crowded 
with cars and people

TRUE 04/08/20 3:01 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer field Marymoor Soccer field 6046 West Lake Sammamish Pkwy NE,Redmond Several people playing more than 5 people

TRUE 04/08/20 3:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Soccer fields Robinswood Park Field 2432 148th Ave SE Bellevue Several People using the fields of gatherings

TRUE 04/08/20 3:06 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Seattle government City of Seattle Office of Hearing 
Examiner

700 5th Ave, Ste. 4000 Seattle This department is demanding a large number of 
Seattle residents get together to coordinate a 
response to a hearing the Examiner is holding on 
April 26, 27, 28 and 29. Forcing Seattle residents to 
get together and coordinate their presentation and 
then appear later this month is terrible in light of the 
crisis the City is facing. The issues are complicated 
and springing this hearing on such short notice is 
appalling. We are in a pandemic and the City should 
be forced to postpone this action.

tinglumbritt@gmail.com Britt L Tinglum 2067957190

TRUE 04/08/20 3:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial property services 6955 gateway blvd Lacey Construction is still occurring as usual - workers not 
following social distancing rules

TRUE 04/08/20 3:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Wood and cabinetry Huntwood 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake The company is not paying their employees hazard 
pay, having people work in the warehouse and 
offices without personal protection.

TRUE 04/08/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft JoAnn Fabrics 2886 Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Over crowding of people, out of stock of items they 
claim they are staying open for. I went there at 
10:10am and they were all out of their free mask 
kits, not elastic available, etc. Coughing employee 
and customers.

TRUE 04/08/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guitar shop A Sharp Music 204 SW 43rd St Renton This business has has open hours and making its 
employees come in to work on guitars and sell 
product even when a co-worker tested positive for 
COVID19. Social distancing not followed.

skip@asharpmusicco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 3:09 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther NW Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The NWDC is putting people's lives at risk! I urge 
you to release everyone inside and shut down the 
detention centers operations in the name of public 
health for us all. I urge you to demand the Public 
Health Department makes an unannounced visit and 
interview those who are currently detained and on 
hunger strike, and release their findings publicly.

shifteh.samira@gmail.com Samira Shirdel (206) 778-9254

TRUE 04/08/20 3:11 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GC Hoffman Structures Inc 19343 3rd Ave NW Shoreline, How is the construction of a new middle school that 
won't be open for a year or two considered essential 
to protecting life? I found out that this job was 
ongoing through an official union facebook page 
bragging about these workers performing work at a 
so called "essential" job. Please shutdown non-union 
construction jobs.

At : ESSENTIAL JOB
Albert Einstein Jr Middle School.

At:19343 3rd Ave NW
Shoreline,WA,98177

GC Hoffman Structures Inc

Subcontractors:
GK Knutson inc.

arthuresparza360@gmail.comArthur Esparza 425-446-1437



TRUE 04/08/20 3:13 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Seattle City of Seattle Office of Hearing 
Examiner

700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000 Seattle Galen Edlund-Cho has REQUIRED that all eligible 
City of Seattle Waterfront Local Improvement District 
assessment objectors prepare for cross-examination 
of the City’s appraiser on April 27 and 28, and April 
29 and 30!  Mr. Edlund-Cho mandates that we be 
prepared to coordinate with other cross-examining 
objectors to ensure that questioning is not 
redundant, and make additional efforts to determine 
how the objectors will organize the cross-
examination time we have as no additional time will 
be provided beyond the two days, and objectors are 
expected coordinate their time together accordingly.   
This posture by the City of Seattle is unacceptable 
during this COVID-19 health crisis!  Sincerely, 
Stuart McGehee, Founder and Principal, Pacific 
Northwest Asset Management, LLC 206-259-0575.

stuartmcgehee@gmail.com Stuart McGehee 206-259-0575

TRUE 04/08/20 3:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther For profit immigration prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma This non essential business is operating. People in 
NWDC are unable to socially distance or keep to 
statewide covid19 mandates. The only way to 
address this is to release all detainees and shut 
down this detention center.

TRUE 04/08/20 3:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Home Depot 1111 Seattle The Home Depot is forcing their door installers to 
continue replacing doors. This is being enforced 
regardless of the condition of the door. If the 
subcontractor chooses to stay home they are giving 
that subcontractor to work to other contractors who 
are willing to violate the order

TRUE 04/08/20 3:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Cousre Homestead Golf Course 115 Homestead BLVD Lynden WA 98264 Lots of golfers in carts playing golf, walking in 
groups of 3 or more golfing. This is BS, this is 
blatant violations and nobody doing anything about it!  
 40 or more golfers out there right now! We all want 
to be open for golf!

jlolsonfamily@aol.com John Olson 360-815-6925

TRUE 04/08/20 3:18 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government office City of Seattle, Office of Hearing 
Examiner

700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000 Seattle On 4/6, The Office of Hearing Examiner sent an 
email giving citizens <48 hours to register interest in 
cross-examining the City’s Appaiser re: the 
Waterfront LID. It demands that "in order to 
participate in cross-examination you must...be 
prepared to coordinate with other cross-examining 
objectors to ensure that questioning is not 
redundant, and make additional efforts to determine 
how the objectors will organize the cross-
examination time they have..." 

In addition to being non-essential work, it puts undo 
strain on citizens already under enormous stress 
and asks them to do unnecessary work for a hearing 
that could easily be postponed. 

I'd be happy to share with you the full email. Thank 
you for your attention to this matter.

smantello1@yahoo.com Stephanie Mantello 509-209-9111

TRUE 04/08/20 3:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther PCB Assembly Qualitel 11831 Beverly Park Road, Bldg AEverett There are reports from employees of this site that 
are saying there are reported cases of COVID19 
within the organization, and are not inciting a 
temporary shut down, or cleaning of any kind. This is 
an outbreak that has probably already happened. 
Please act quickly.

equalspequals@gmail.com Kevin Shinkle

TRUE 04/08/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gstandard gym is the only gym still open for 
business. As a nurse, this is highly disturbing. It is 
people like Gabe Moen (owner) who needs to wake 
up. Please check into this. Thank you.

Shelly Walker 253-552- 3658 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 3:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Dianna Ortiz Jblm Tacoma https://www.facebook.com/groups/90913143590858
3/permalink/1511622888992765/

Heartcave@icloud.com Bethany 4255336757

TRUE 04/08/20 3:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Spa Pure Escape Spa 13106 se 240th st #202 kent Spa is still open and offering non medical massages 
and aesthetics. 
Is not following CDC guidelines for Covid 19.

TRUE 04/08/20 3:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other University Gonzaga University 503 E Boone Ave Spokane The student center is open allowing students to 
congregate. On campus food service are allowing 
customers to dine-in.  The University is staffing a 
number of employees who do not support online 
class delivery or emergency sheltering operations 
working.

TRUE 04/08/20 3:36 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Head Shop 52nd Glass Shop 5108 Evergreen Way #1A Everett Business has been open since Monday again looks 
like there’s quite a few people waiting to get in too.

obamaparty420@gmail.com Steve Weber 7632338227

TRUE 04/08/20 3:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden On essential golf course open carolecushman@comcast.netCarole Cushman 3603188805

TRUE 04/08/20 3:46 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Non-Essential Public Office Seattle City Council 600 Fourth Ave. 2nd Floor Seattle It should be illegal for government to force the 
private sector to shut down while Seattle City 
Council meets about how to raise taxes. Moreover, 
to push a tax increase during a meeting where the 
public is not allowed is equally frightening. Is this 
America, or did I fall asleep and wake up in a George 
Orwell novel?

TRUE 04/08/20 3:48 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Magnolia park used by lots 
of kids with their parents

Local family Magnolia park Issaquah Magnolia park used by lots of kids with their parents. 
When asked, they said, they are using the grass not 
the equipment. Not sure if its ok. I am worried 
because there are 80 family around this park and 
hoping not every one think its ok to use the park.

d.aneetha@gmail.com Aneetha Dorairaj

TRUE 04/08/20 3:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business North coast eye care 38530 Chester Rd Unit 300 Avon Routine eye exams.
Fitting for glasses.
Frames being touched and worn by multiple 
customers without being disinfected

TRUE 04/08/20 3:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Homestead Farms Golf Club 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden Not fair to the Golf Course owners and staff at other 
area courses who abide by the Stay at Home 
Mandate.  
As stated in your public address Golf is not 
essential.  With 201 deaths and 9097 cases 
Washington residents should be ashamed  for not 
following Mandates.  What is it going to take?

featheredfeeder@gmail.com Helen Hollick 360-220-4450

TRUE 04/08/20 3:52 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center The Northwest Detentiom Center 
(NWDC)

1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Seattle The NWDC is a non essential facility that is 
endangering the people inside it now. We need to 
release the inmates or many people will die. 
Overcrowding, lack of adequate safety procedures.

twilkinsun@gmail.com T Wilkinson 2065513481

TRUE 04/08/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Avenue Bellingham While this business has papered over its windows 
and doors and posted "closed" signs, gym members 
are seen going in and out of the facility through the 
front and back entrances all day, dressed for 
workouts and carrying bags.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous kofitness10@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 4:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Homestead golf course 115 E. Homestead Blvd. Lynden 30 or more golfers either walking or carts Jc_andreas@yahoo.com Judy Andreas 360-354-4847

TRUE 04/08/20 4:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Peaks Northwest Roofing 360 S Burlington Blvd Burlington I’m in complete disbelief for Peaks Northwest 
Roofing to continue working against the 
government’s order to Stay Home Stay Healthy.  
I read PNR letter on their Facebook page.  And, no, 
they aren’t following mandated guidelines. They’re 
not just doing emergent repairs. 
*All typical construction being done
*Employees at risk(no protective gear)
*No social distancing happening 
*crew is 6-8 people working on the same home. I 
personally observed this. Complete disregard for 
human’s employees and public’s safety. 
This disobedience must stop for everyone’s safety

TRUE 04/08/20 4:22 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Walking by Faith Holiness Church 3824 S 11th St Tacoma Almost daily multiple people 5 - 10 gather (this more 
frequent than normal). No masks, no social 
distancing. They do seem to have suspended larger 
gatherings during their usual worship time, but still 
smaller groups appear to be gathering.

jesskthompson@gmail.com Jess Thompson 2532298591

TRUE 04/08/20 4:23 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor I am a vendor inside Petco & though I work inside 
the store, Petco is not my employer. The Grooming 
Salon is still open. The salon itself is a tight space in 
which social distancing isn't easily accomplished. 
The groomers are hard-pressed not to bump into 
one another. I could very well be wrong, but it seems 
that as human stylists are not considered essential, 
would animal stylists be deemed such? I understand 
that the retail of pet food is essential, but is the 
salon? It appears that while complaints have been 
brought to management, the salon remains open. I 
ask out of concern for the groomers. Please let me 
know.

cj.tancioco@gmail.com Chriselle Tancioco 2064452576

TRUE 04/08/20 4:24 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention center Northwest detention center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2. Tacoma ICE is not equipped to handle a potential 
outbreak...the facilities have little medical care, 
individuals are forced to be in close quarters with 
one another, and there are few opportunities for 
surface disinfection, guards are not wearing 
protective gear and are leaving/reentering as 
potential asymptomatic carriers of COVID, among 
other issues

jgkassel@gmail.com JoAnna Kassel 8608052413



TRUE 04/08/20 4:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Homestead Farms Golf Club 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden My wife works at a golf course whose Owners have 
closed the facility to comply with the Stay Home 
Mandate. Why should other Golf Clubs in the area 
remain open.  Folks who are invincible in my opinion 
are the problem and who help spread the virus.  A 
Stay Home Mandate during a Pandemic  needs to be 
a law that is enforced especially with the # of deaths 
and cases in the Lynden area. We are all in this 
together, OR ARE WE?

caholl8@gmail.com Christopher Hollick 360-318-1701

TRUE 04/08/20 4:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Jerry’s Iron Works 16015 Main Street NE Duvall There is not enough room for proper social 
distancing in the office portion of this business for 
the office/administrative personnel. The owner wants 
workers there starting tomorrow 4/9/2020, even 
though it is not May 4th and the stay at home order 
is still in effect. This is NOT an essential business.

TRUE 04/08/20 4:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gstandard is open for business. Owner Gabe Moen 
refuses to shut his gym and is signing up large 
numbers of new members. It is know in the gym 
world this gym lacks on cleanliness. I am worried 
about public health here.

VHulle.1213@hotmail.com Ryan Vanhulle 253-552- 3658 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 4:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Large groups of people working out and worried this 
could be a hot spot. Owner thinks Covid 19 is a hoax 
and refuses to close his gym.

Alex Goff 253-226-2527 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 4:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Aerospace production Sekisui Aerospace formally Aim 
Aerospace

1516 Fryar Ave Sumner Several employees have tested positive for COVID-
19. They are also having staff sew and make masks 
to work.What if the people making the masks are 
asymptotic, but contagious?

Lmnjw@live.com Lee Anne 2536251229

TRUE 04/08/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Essential Businesses South County Fire & other Fire 
Agencies in Snohomish County

12425 Meridian Ave S Everett Fire agencies are still meeting in person all over 
Snohomish County at their varied locations. It seems 
as though they would be potentially spreading the 
virus as well as not setting a good example. 
Essential businesses need to be reminded that only 
essential business should be happening and no in 
person meetings at all except at a Joint information 
center, or emergency operation center. Our first 
responders should be setting an example not acting 
like they are exempt from the orders. They are 
people the public looks up to and if they aren't 
following the rules it gives a very bad message to the 
public.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 04/08/20 4:39 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Khmer Temple Khmer Theravadin Buddhist Temple 1420 E. 44th street TACOMA People social gathering/ playing sports

TRUE 04/08/20 4:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Nina's nail salon 350 Duvall Ave NE Renton Received a texts from Nina letting me know she 
would be open by appt
early AM during the week.

sodamn.luckygg@gmail.com G Guinn 2535694963.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 4:44 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Seattle City of Seattle Office of Hearing 
Examiner Galen Edlund-Cho

700 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000 Seattle Host City’s presentation and cross-examination of 
the City’s Appraiser  of LID for Waterfront project. It 
is non-essential business. It is directly violation, 
especially as a local government agency

tianhongz@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/08/20 4:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet/grooming Petco 31179 HWY 20 Oak Harbor The grooming department is still open and accepting 
appointments. grooming was deemed non essential 
and all other groomers are closed. Why are they not 
following the mandate

Buckalew11@hotmail.com Megan Roberts 3606321509 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 4:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tattoo Brass Monkey Tattoo 2914-B Tacoma Today at 4pm I was picking up an ice cream order 
next door to this business and saw two young girls 
enter Brass Monkey Tattoo.

papageorgeon@gmail.com Heather Papageorgeon 2532226939

TRUE 04/08/20 4:54 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther University University of Washington 301 Gerberding Hall Seattle UW has come up with a very broad interpretation of 
the stay at home order to allow almost all research to 
continue

https://www.washington.edu/research/announcement
s/mitigating-impacts-to-research-activities-due-to-
covid-19/

https://www.washington.edu/research/areas-of-
research-applicable-to-covid-19-and-decision-tree/

TRUE 04/08/20 4:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Su's Barber 10202 149th St E #101b Puyallup Their open sign is on and there are cars parked in 
front of it. Lights on inside.

kevanaponte@gmail.com Kevan

TRUE 04/08/20 4:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Drive, Suite 120 Tukwila They are ignoring the governor's orders and running 
full steam ahead.  Even advertising on the radio that 
they are essential.  They are hiring crews away from 
roofing companies that are doing the right thing.  
STOP them now or reopen roofing NOW

TRUE 04/08/20 5:00 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma You cannot keep individuals safe and distant in a 
detention center. Shut it down and send people 
home!

TRUE 04/08/20 5:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming at Petco Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Petco can be open for selling pet food/supplies but 
they have reopened their dog grooming business, 
which is non essential

Alecdoughty@yahoo.com Alec licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Overlook Golf Course 17523 State Route 9 Mount Vernon We called them and they said they don’t have to 
abide by the golf course regulation closure and can 
stay open. This isn’t right. We closed the golf course 
we own to comply. Please close them down.

gentryannae@gmail.com Anna Gentry 3603200923

TRUE 04/08/20 5:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Overlook Golf Course 17523 State Route 9 Mount Vernon We called them and they said they don’t have to 
abide by the golf course regulation closure and can 
stay open. This isn’t right. We closed the golf course 
we own to comply. Please close them down.

Jason_gentry@comcast.net Jason Gentry 3609291072

TRUE 04/08/20 5:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR 9 Mount Vernon I was told, “The rules don’t apply to us and we can 
remain open. The clubhouse is even still open.”

TRUE 04/08/20 5:14 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma I am deeply concerned about reports from inside 
NWDC that the detention center is not following 
social distancing and health safety standards. It is 
clear that NWDC is unable to detain people without 
putting their health and life at risk. As such, the 
detention center should be shut down and people 
released. 

Additionally, how is the detainment of those seeking 
asylum considered an essential service? Processing 
their applications for greencards certainly is but 
detainment? Really?

TRUE 04/08/20 5:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Doggy Daycare, Boarding 
and Grooming facility

Downtown Dog Lounge 824 nw 46th st Seattle Downtown Dog lounge is still open and is running a 
special from 12 to 2. This creates an unnecessary 
influx of people in one area.  They are A. Capitalizing 
on a crisis with their "Zoomie Special" and B. Not an 
essential business. They are not on the essential list 
and it is negligence like this that will make this 
Pandemic last even longer.

Jo.rainbow.gotz@gmail.com Johanna Gotz 2067192853 slu@downtowndoglounge.com

TRUE 04/08/20 5:21 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School district Richland school district 615 snow Richland Meetings of 10 or more. No PPE supplies for 
employees or info. No modification to scheduling to 
reduce exposure.

TRUE 04/08/20 5:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming/service Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound Mobile Tacoma They are claiming contact less grooming is safe from 
Covid 19. Unless the dogs are walking from their 
houses to the mobile grooming vans, there's no way 
to be contact less. They are either going into the 
persons house to get the dog or the person is 
bringing it to them.

jamminwhippets@comcast.netLaurel Behnke 3604932303 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 5:29 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther city government City of Seattle 700 5th Avenue Seattle WA 98104 This is part of an email I received April 6th from the 
City of Seattle about the LID they are imposing on 
residents. Without being able to move around to 
gather resources they are putting us either at a 
disadvantage or at health risk. I strongly object them 
having these cross-examinations at this dire time. 

You are receiving this email because you have filed 
an objection to the City of Seattle Waterfront Local 
Improvement District assessment concerning your 
property.  Your objection is currently being 
considered, along with all other objections submitted 
by the Hearing Examiner as part of the Waterfront 
LID Assessment Hearing. 
 
The portion of the hearing dedicated to scheduled 
oral presentations of objections is nearing an end.  
The City is currently scheduled to present its 
argument on April 27 and 28, and April 29 and 30 
have been set aside for cross-examination of the 
City’s appraiser by objectors.

kreeves1@cablespeed.com Karel Reeves 206498-2556

TRUE 04/08/20 5:31 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Community farm Wsu clark county extension 1919 ne 78th st Vancouver There is a community garden located on the 
property, way too many people are showing up at a 
time. It does not look like they are practicing social 
distancing when people talk to each other either. 
They may even be sharing tools without proper 
precautions.



TRUE 04/08/20 5:32 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther DOUGLAS COUNTY! Douglas County 465 N Larch Ave East Wenatchee https://www.wenatcheeworld.com/news/local/douglas
-county-allows-some-existing-home-construction-to-
continue/article_87ab608c-79ed-11ea-a6f2-
ebaaa5127fdd.html

jjkboyter@yahoo.com JAMES K BOYTER 5088814875

TRUE 04/08/20 5:34 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other B&D RV rented out to 
teenagers

none 9226 29 ave. S.W seattle A old RV is rented out to skateboarder. about 5 or 
more stay in it every night. They open in the morning 
and hang out at the skateboard park.
The park is closed. sit and mix with family's with 
children. stays late into the night. multiple parking 
violation's. They move it 30 feet every few days to 
avoid ticket. Several junk cars associated with rental 
RV
9226 29th. ave. s.W. city of seattle.

westwoodvillage@gmail.com bill dont contact me

TRUE 04/08/20 5:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dollar General 417 Birch Ave Napavine This store is still under construction and is not yet 
open. I understand the store would be considered 
essential if it had already been operational, but I 
don't believe the construction of a new store should 
be considered essential when the area has been 
operating without this store until now.

TRUE 04/08/20 5:44 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma, WA 98421-1602Tacoma The Northwest Detention is a public health hazard. If 
there is a COVID-19 outbreak inside, the 
consequences will be detrimental to those inside and 
the Tacoma community at large. Within the 
Northwest Detention Center those who are detained 
are not able to social distance, have proper hygienic 
practices or wear masks, all of those measures have 
been recommended by you all, the government and 
the CDC. The Northwest Detention Center is a non-
essential business and is not practicing social 
distancing. The Tacoma community needs you, The 
Pierce County Health Department, to shut down the 
Northwest Detention Center and order them to 
release all of those currently in detention. Thank you 
so much in advance for your expeditious response to 
these violations by Geo group and the Northwest 
Detention Center.

mushawnk@gmail.com Mu Knowles 2537549877

TRUE 04/08/20 5:50 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Lynden Everywhere Lynden The mayor of the city of Lynden is going to continue 
to allow construction in the city even non essential 
construction.

Brandycoan@gmail.com Brandy Coan 4252849768

TRUE 04/08/20 5:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment complex Riverpointe apartment 25842 87th Avenue South Kent I would like to report gatherings over 10 people at 
riverpointe apartments building #2 (apt 212 and 222) 
they own a car dealership with bogus cars that are 
being repaired and resold. Hispanic origin doing non 
essential activities and repairing cars on property. 
(Chevy cavalier BRJ7112, Chevy truck C86463p). 
They have other cars like a black G37 and a grey 
Toyota Camry 2004 that also have 3-5 people at a 
time driving around. These Hispanics could possibly 
be involved in gang activity and money laundering.

Riverpointe@targarealestate.comRiverpointe manager 2538592271

TRUE 04/08/20 5:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Overlook Golf Course 17523 state rte 9 My Vernon They are allowing golfers to play, in groups of 4 with 
carts. For shame.

Julijobin@gmail.com Julienne Jobin 435223775

TRUE 04/08/20 5:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacture Garage Doors Wayne Dalton Corp. Overhead door 2001 Industrial Dr. Centralia I do not feel that garage doors are essential. I am 
over 60 years of age, having a heart attic, with high 
blood pressure, COPD, and diabetes. I worry that my 
spouse is at a greater chance of bringing home 
Covid19. And that worry's me.

360-880-8989

TRUE 04/08/20 5:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Future Nails and Spa 4213 Wheaton Way # D Bremerton They are a non-essential business that is open. holdthe@yahoo.com Kevin Mayo 3602044215

TRUE 04/08/20 6:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Anthem Coffee 156th St Puyallup Anthem Coffee in Puyallup (Sunrise Village) is 
allowing gatherings of people outside their 
establishment at their tables.

TRUE 04/08/20 6:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is open and not adhering to the Governor's 
stat at home order. Lots of people working out and 
the owner is telling people to park on the street to 
throw off the Tacoma Police. Owner is money 
hungry and not worried about the virus.

Gary Allenston 253-565-9827 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Peak Dog Grooming 46503 276th Ave SE Enumclaw Is currently still grooming pets, that has been 
deemed as a non essential business.

Amanda.dixon78@yahoo.comAmanda Leighton 206-718-3166 gsdlvrs@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 6:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail creations tunwater 704 Trosper Rd SW Suite 106Tumwater Still offering nail services mazda_luvr128@yahoo.com Amanda bellew 3609183945

TRUE 04/08/20 6:14 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Gathering of teenagers N/a 174th Ave e & 100th st e Bonney Lake Several teenagers (14 cars) all gathering on the side 
of street and gathering.

Kevin.r.fletcher@hotmail.comKevin Fletcher-Velasco 469-585-9108

TRUE 04/08/20 6:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal Heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Baseball practice and soccer going on

TRUE 04/08/20 6:21 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Olympia Parks City of Olympia 3100 Capital Mall Drive Olympia More than 100 people at Yauger Park Playing group 
games.

briggs.sw@gmail.com Steven Briggs 3605848730

TRUE 04/08/20 6:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Non-violent detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 J Street Tacoma There are confirmed cases of Covid19 in this facility 
and the conditions are unclean and inmates are not 
receiving proper medical care. This is NOT an 
essential business and will only serve to spread the 
coronavirus further throughout Pierce County. 
Please recognize that this is a humanitarian crisis. I 
reported this last week. Facility is still open.

Erin.shigaki@aya.yale.edu E Shigaki 6464815687

TRUE 04/08/20 6:26 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Summerwood Apartments Summerwood Apartments 9805 Avondale Road NE M140Redmond Summerwood Apartments is an adjoining property of 
Verano condominiums which is a private property 
where we live. The summerwood residents have 
been informed not to tresspass the Verano property 
given there are elderly residents and few people with 
serious underlying health issues.. The last few days 
residents of Summerwood apartments have been 
walking  across Verano in groups (families and 
friends)  all day long , walking dogs etc, disregarding 
the stay-home order, and violating private property 
rules communicated by Verano, causing lot of 
anxiety to the elderly people with various health 
conditions living. We are far from the May 4th and 
the increased activity around our condos is very 
concerning and looks like people feel we are out of 
the woods. Requesting for some legal intervention 
before this activity causes a damage . Thanks and 
regard.

kgaddam@hotmail.com kavita gaddam 6262414720

TRUE 04/08/20 6:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon T and K Nails Yelm Avenue Yelm T and K nails is open for business. They have had 
people going in and out all day, also have a door 
open; you can see people in there sitting down 
getting nails done.

Louckssammy@gmail.com Samantha Loucks 253-973-5020

TRUE 04/08/20 6:32 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Capitol Lake 825 Columbia St SW Olympia So many people walking/running around the lake, 
large gatherings of people on lawns, parking lots full 
of cars. As the weather gets nicer I fear people will 
collect more around the lake and in parks these 
should be closed somehow or monitored more 
closely. I drove by Monday around 9 am and also 
observed today (Wednesday) at 6 pm.
Thank you

ashjennifer@yahoo.com Jennifer Ash 3608885050

TRUE 04/08/20 6:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Ornamental Nursery T & L Nursery 13245 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NE, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Non-essential agriculture, no food production, 
currently open to the public, serving non-essential 
landscape businesses

TRUE 04/08/20 6:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eaton construction custom homes Walla walla Wall walla Claiming they can work because they work wayy out 
of town where people can’t see them....not practicing 
social distancing. New home construction company 
509-301-9454

TRUE 04/08/20 6:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joanne’s Capital mall Olympia Joanne’s is open because they provided kits for 
masks but there was no such thing going on. All I 
seen was craft ladies shopping.....when so many 
nonessential businesses are closed this business 
needs to be closed also!

Ncarolb@gmail.com Nadine 3605898488 customer.service@joann@com

TRUE 04/08/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon T and K Nails Yelm Ave Yelm We have a stay at home in place. So unhealthy for 
this business to be open during this time. This would 
be a feeding ground for close contact. Not right 
when other businesses are following order

Busterhush@yahoo.com Laurie

TRUE 04/08/20 6:49 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Social Gathering Gathering 21603 N Clear Lake Blvd SE Yelm There is a large group of people in the clear white 
community in Yelm at the Wendy beach location 
celebrating a wedding anniversary or something to 
many people in one area.

newman02@live.com David Edwards

TRUE 04/08/20 6:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gstandard Gym is not taking the virus seriously and 
letting sick members in the gym to workout. This is 
unacceptable and the owner Gabe Moen needs to 
close the gym and take the pandemic seriously. 
Please look into this. Thank you for your time.

CheerMom85@gmail.com Allie Richardson iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 6:56 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabrics and Crafts Joann Fabrics 2725 Harrison Ave NW, suite 500Olympia Lobby Hobby is the same business as Joann Fabrics 
and was asked to closed but Joann Fabrics is still 
open?   This is not a food or health related business

pkomsak@comcast.net Pei Komsak 3604266025 customer.service@joann.com



TRUE 04/08/20 6:57 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Grant elementary school 
playground

Grant elementary school 1018 n prospect st Tacoma the playground has multiple entrances where some 
are locked and some are not locked. Dog owners, 
families, and children are congregating here all day 
in large groups where some even bring lawn chairs 
and picnics. I do not see how this is complying with 
social distances. All public parks are closed off while 
the playground remains open. I live across the street 
from this playground and see people congregating all 
day long.

TRUE 04/08/20 6:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe's 6606 N Division Spokane There were at least 150 people at the store with at 
least 50 in line not six feet apart, employees are at 
risk, no masks or gloves

saragardner73@gmail.com Sara Gardner 5094963359

TRUE 04/08/20 7:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax preparer Hr Block 4540 whittier blvd Los angeles Office is open they are still having contact with 
clients.

Otilia263@yahoo.com Otilia 3232638194 ocoebusinesslicense@hrblock.com

TRUE 04/08/20 7:09 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming salon 1241 N. 205 Street Seattle WA 98133 I am a frequent customer of Petco, and I firmly 
believe that the store should be open to get food and 
supplies for our pets BUT having said that a 
grooming salon should NOT be open. They are 
endangering the groomers safety, the pets and 
customers!

TRUE 04/08/20 7:14 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment complex Chamber crest 3301 College St SE Lacey Droves of children and adults gathering in courtyard 
every day. Coughing individuals among crowds.

TRUE 04/08/20 7:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber PETCO ANIMAL SUPPLIES 
STORES INC

1241 N. 205 St. Seattle WA 98133Seattle I am Sincerely Concerned for the welfare of the 
customers, groomers and pets!!! I FULLY Support 
the store being opened for food and other items for 
our pets BUT having your pet get a nail trim, bath or 
haircut during this Pandemic is Absurd and Careless 
regarding the company!

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/08/20 7:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR-9 Mount Vernon The club house is closed but are allowing the course 
to be open to the public to play. The course was 
packed over the weekend.

TRUE 04/08/20 7:27 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Neighbors Red house 4054 Gloria Ln Bellingham Girls who do not live in this neighborhood were 
dropped off in front of my house.  Girls went to 
address above for a party sleepover social gathering.  
 Multiple teenagers present.  Suspected underage 
drinking involved.

Jeunesse05@msn.com Kristy 425-971-7802

TRUE 04/08/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boeing 767 Tanker program Boeing 3100 12th st sw Everett HI Im a boeing employee at the Everett Plant. I work 
for the 767 TANKER program. I was just contacted 
by my Manager stating we are going back to work on 
Monday April 13th.  They said this is ONLY for the 
TANKER program.  I have severe COPD and Im 
afraid to return to work or even go out in public at 
this time. My concern is if I Choose NOT to go back 
to work can I still collect unemployment?  I haven’t 
heard anything from our Union YET but Im sure they 
wont be happy about this. I suspect a small group is 
attempting to violate the stay at home order.  Isint 
this in direct violation of the stay at home order for 
non essential workplaces? If every other boeing 
employee is able to collect unemployment why cant I 
stay home and do the same? Please investigate this.

Thank you

Mike Quinn

360-990-8127

mquinn1963@gmail.com Michael Quinn 3609908127.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boeing 767 Tanker program Boeing 3100 12th st sw Everett HI Im a boeing employee at the Everett Plant. I work 
for the 767 TANKER program. I was just contacted 
by my Manager stating we are going back to work on 
Monday April 13th.  They said this is ONLY for the 
TANKER program.  I have severe COPD and Im 
afraid to return to work or even go out in public at 
this time. My concern is if I Choose NOT to go back 
to work can I still collect unemployment?  I haven’t 
heard anything from our Union YET but Im sure they 
wont be happy about this. I suspect a small group is 
attempting to violate the stay at home order.  Isint 
this in direct violation of the stay at home order for 
non essential workplaces? If every other boeing 
employee is able to collect unemployment why cant I 
stay home and do the same? Please investigate this.

Thank you

Mike Quinn

360-990-8127

mquinn1963@gmail.com Michael Quinn 3609908127.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 7:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other High Schol Meadowdale High school 6002 168th st sw Lynnwood At 7:30pm on 4/8 counted over 21 young males 
practicing on the football field which is fenced and 
locked to the public. Additionally about 10 young 
males practicing on the ajoining baseball field.

emma.e.cullen@gmail.com Emma Cullen

TRUE 04/08/20 7:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair Salon 10318 Aurora Ave N Seattle Hanh and her daughter are still at salon everyday 
and doing hair in the waxing room. I have pictures of 
their cars 
Parked there everyday since Friday April 3 & them 
entering business. I actually called and set up an 
appointment and cancelled, just to see if she was 
still doing hair

k.kelley1600@edmail.edcc.eduKathryn Kelley 206 251-5603

TRUE 04/08/20 8:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Aloha Car Wash Company 17818 Bothell Everett HighwayBothell Self serve car wash drove by today April 8th place 
had a line for car wash.

winthers.robert@gmail.com Robert Winthers 206-999-6273 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/08/20 8:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Ice Cream Truck Chillz Kirkland Kirkland Today we had the ice cream truck rolling through the 
neighborhood. Because of the current stay at home 
order I did not feel this to be a safe business to be 
open. It goes from house to house throughout the 
neighborhood and could potentially spread the virus.

andy.markert@gmail.com Andy Markert 4254423415

TRUE 04/08/20 8:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Tacoma Northwest 
Detention Center

Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma This type of institution is not listed as an essential 
business and those detained cannot practice social 
distancing. Those at the detention center are in 
danger by being required to be in such close 
quarters.

itsmealicollins@gmail.com ali colling

TRUE 04/08/20 8:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 1515 MLK Jr Way Tacoma The call center employees are required to continue 
working in the office although other depts. have 
been allowed to work from home & the health clinics 
could answer their own phone calls.
It has taken this long to seat us 6 feet apart & that 
was because someone tested positive.

impression913@yahoo.com Ms. Leslie 2532530000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chris Lewis Crafted Design Build, LLC 2630 NW 62nd Street Seattle Contractor / developer has a crew working on site 
doing non-essential construction work.  Townhomes 
are dried in and structural work is completed.

TRUE 04/08/20 8:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 1515 MLK Jr Way Tacoma Call center employees still required to work in the 
office although other depts. have been allowed to 
work from home. Health clinics could answer their 
own phone calls.
It has taken this long to seat us 6 feet apart & that 
was because someone tested positive. They are not 
treating this very seriously. We can't wear masks to 
answer phones.

impression913@yahoo.com Ms. Leslie 2532530000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Sunshine Spa 421 Rainier Ave S Seattle This business is a Asian massage business.  Phone 
text to business was answered and business 
operator stated they were open and asked me to use 
the back door.  This business is clearly defying the 
order.

tye.holand@seattle.gov Tye Holand 2066848656.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Sunshine Spa 421 Rainier Ave S Seattle This business is a Asian massage business.  Phone 
text to business was answered and business 
operator stated they were open and asked me to use 
the back door.  This business is clearly defying the 
order.

tye.holand@seattle.gov Tye Holand 2066848656.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Chiropractor Mt. Si Chiropractic: Bradley D. Kaasa 325 E 3rd St North Bend This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419

TRUE 04/08/20 8:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Andalusia Family Mexican Restaurant 915 central ave S Quincy On there Facebook page they have posted about 
what food they are serving and to come on. Daily 
people are going in and out.

Toriorijo@gmail.com Tori Johnson 2533144036

TRUE 04/08/20 8:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Willie's Sport Shop 113 W Main St. Centralia This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419 willowcreststables@gmail.com

TRUE 04/08/20 8:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Monroe prison Monroe penetentry Monroe monroe There already has been 2000 masks distributed but 
some workers still do not have 1. That facility is on 
the news there are hundreds of inmates 
congregated with already 6 infections  you need to 
get protection there quick

Valori_07@yahoo.com Valori May Hicks 3605238185

TRUE 04/08/20 8:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Aussie pet Pierce county Tacoma Aussie pet mobile grooming is still working when all 
the other mobile groomers have had to shut down. 
Why are they able to work??????

Laramartin13@icloud.com Lara 253-292-8795 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM



TRUE 04/08/20 8:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Privately run detention 
center

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J street Tacoma The detention center is non-essential: the people 
warehoused and imprisoned there are not a threat to 
public safety but keeping people in large groups of 
people with no way to escape and inadequate 
healthcare and sanitation/distancing practices is a 
threat to public safety. People will die because of 
being held here - why are they getting a life sentence 
for being desperate for a safe place to be!? This will 
cause deaths in and out of the detention center and 
the blood is on your hands.

Katerf12@gmail.com Kate Rayner Fried 9702132129

TRUE 04/08/20 8:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile pet groomer Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound 7015 Phillips Rd SW Lakewood Owner, Ingra Lankford, openly admits her 
employees are still operating and taking 
appointments which require them to arrive at 
people’s residences. Pet grooming is non-essential, 
if any Emergency grooming is needed, such as 
removal of matting or overgrown toenails, it would 
mean the pet had been neglected for several months 
already and these are services vet techs are capable 
of providing in an event it was at a point that 
threatened the welfare of the pet. Despite several 
fellow groomers providing Ingra with emails they 
have received stating that as pet groomers, they are 
considered non-essential and must shut down, Ingra 
continues to ignore these confirmations.

angelitta@serenitypoodles.comAngelitta FernandezBaker 253-970-9665 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 9:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Comprehensive Mental Health 402 S  4 Avenue Yakima Through 3rd party information I have been told that 
Comprehensive has told their staff that there have 
been no Covid-19 cases in their company and 
caseload although staff has already been informed 
of a positive case. Also Comprehensive is telling 
their staff that wearing masks is for the 
clients/patients not for the employees.

Lvmynefews@aol.com Karianne Marquis 509-307-1760

TRUE 04/08/20 9:03 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther RV park/golf course Oasis RV Park and Golf Course 2541 Basin St SW Ephrata This is a RV park and small golf course, the 
management is letting new RV's come in, something 
like a dozen or more a week, picking up every day 
for the "RV season." It has two communal 
bathhouses, each with two toilets and two showers. 
The place is run-down and the bathhouses are NOT 
clean. I inquired about covid19 plans, they stated 
they are not doing anything. In fact, it seems to be a 
joke, specifically the 6 foot distance rule. My RV 
does not have a working shower or toilet, I haven't 
finished repairs yet, so for another couple weeks I 
will be forced to use the communal toilet and 
showers. Today a large group,of campers came in. I 
am terrified of the bathhouse, I take care of my 
elderly mother as well so I'm bathing out of a wash-
basin until I finish my plumbing. IF ONE INFECTED 
PERSON IS HERE, THEY WILL EXPOSE 
SEVERAL DOZEN OTHERS, MANY OF THE 
RESIDENTS HERE ARE ELDERLY AND/OR 
DISABLED. I have seen people playing golf, which 
might be good exercise but might be illegal because 
they charge money for it. Also, I inquired about what 
they are doing for rent, some people here have to be 
moved by May 15, but if there isn't anywhere for us 
to move to, considering how theyve been treating 
this as such a joke, I expect trouble. THEY ARE 
LETTING IN ANYBODY WHO WANTS TO RENT A 
SPACE, MOST OF WHOM HAVE TRAVELLED 
FROM ANOTHER PLACE, AND ARE SOON 
GOING TO BE TRAVELLING TO ANOTHER 
PLACE. I am disgusted with this place, I don't trust 
the bathrooms (the door is actually handing bent on 

2069474660

TRUE 04/08/20 9:13 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Fraternity House Delta Chi 1819 NE 47th Street Seattle Hello, I am a neighbor of this fraternity. They are 
having a party on April 8, 2020, from about 8pm - ?. 
It is in their backyard, next to the pool. I can hear 
male and female voices, probably at least  more than 
10 people gathered. This seems to be breaking the 
'large gatherings' rule. Thanks.

Here is their website: http://www.deltachi.org/
National Chapter Email:  headquarters@deltachi.org
Phone #: (206) 466-2414

cjschuh@gmail.com Chris Schuh 206.992.1557

TRUE 04/08/20 9:22 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco Grooming 27017 92nd Ave NW Stanwood Grooming salons are considered non essential and 
have shut all across the state. Even PetSmart 
grooming salons have shut down completely. I’m 
seeing Petco Grooming salons not shutting down.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 9:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma No social distancing possible in the facility. lizadinh@yahoo.com liza dinh 4258916726

TRUE 04/08/20 9:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile pet groomer Aussie pet mobile south sound 7015 Phillips rd Sw Lakewood Pet grooming has clearly been stated as 
nonessential. This business is still operating as 
usual and forcing their employees to work even with 
sick kids at home. They took no pause in working 
whatsoever.

Zoezimmer@outlook.com Zoe Zimmer 206-963-5799 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 9:27 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma Detaining immigrants and asylum-seekers was 
inessential prior to this pandemic, and it is 
inessential AND dangerous now. People inside 
report inadequate health safety protocols and 
retaliation for demanding basic rights and safety 
precautions. Social distancing is not possible in 
detention, therefore NWDC should be shut down 
and everyone inside released immediately.

nina.nobu@gmail.com Nina Wallace

TRUE 04/08/20 9:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Truck Building OSW 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish Just moved another sister business (Norrhend Truck 
Equipment) into the same building. Employees are 
working in tight quarters. Break room is packed at 
break times (show up at noon for lunch to confirm). 
Some trucks aren’t even 6 feet apart and each has 
more than 1 person working on them at a time. At 
least 1 employees wife works at a facility where 
there are confirmed cases so he’s been exposed 
potentially and is therefore potentially exposing the 
other employees, and in turn those employees 
families. My family falls into that category. I am 
terrified what will happen if I get this as I already 
have respiratory issues. Owners greed could be 
putting us and our healthcare system at risk of 
unnecessary illnesses or worse. I and many friends 
and family members repeatedly reported Northend 
Truck (previously located in Marysville/Smokey 
Point) as they were not working on anything 
essential and necessary even prior to the move. Do 
construction companies really NEED a new truck 
right now? Finally 2 reporters got responses this 
week that they would be investigated but it was too 
late because they had already moved the operation 
to the Snohomish facility (this move occurred just 
this past Friday and Saturday). PLEASE MAKE 
THEM STOP. We are trying so hard to be safe and 
respect social distancing, not even seeing our 
children or grandchildren who live nearby and yet 
OSW may make all of our efforts be in vain.

tooattentive@aol.com Concerned Wife wishing to remain anonymous to public records2062809176

TRUE 04/08/20 9:37 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma Social distancing requirements are not being met 
and business is non-essential

TRUE 04/08/20 9:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Harmony Lee, owner of Harmony 
Styles in Seattle

358 NE 163RD ST Shoreline Harmony Lee, Stylist is offering to come to people's 
home to do hair, posting it on Facebook.  
She has been doing this for over a month.   And 
continues to post on closed Facebook groups that 
she's offering this service.
She also posted on her FB page that she has been 
doing hair for free (sure) during this time, for food 
servers in Shoreline, for working so hard - and even 
started a GoFundMe page for herself (hopefully to 
pay taxes on the money she has made during the 
shutdown that she isn't claiming as earned income.)
She knows it's against Governor Jay Inslee's lawful 
orders but has posted that the flu kills more people.   
Very reckless and a total disregard for the safety of 
others, whie ignoring our Govenor, who is trying very 
hard to protect people and the spread of this virus.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther furniture stores Aaron's  furniture 2060 suit 111 Waterloo iowa We have to interact with  customers  daily.  Have 
them sign paper work .  No gloves or masks   . And 
on top of that  they cut our hours  but still people 
employees  at risk

Chuxkdrees86@yahoo.com Charles Drees 3194044595



TRUE 04/08/20 10:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Crystal Kosta 16300 Aurora Ave N E Shoreline Crystal has posted on Facebook that she is willing to 
"deliver" to a person's home a pre-made chemical 
color mixture to apply to her clients hair.
Offering a curb side delivery to their home.
This is a violation of her insurance, to "give" her 
clients professional hair products (especially 
chemicals) and allow them to use it on their hair.
The reality is more likely she is actually doing their 
hair, while "delivering" the hair color for her clients to 
do at home.
Just another stylist, one of many, who feel they are 
above the law.

TRUE 04/08/20 10:28 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Dance school colombian 1160 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUECHICAGO This dance school which is non essential business 
opens on multiple weekdays in evenings. We see 7-
10 cars and people going inside dance school. It is 
compromising the health safety of people living in 
close apartment.

gargi.mishra2504@gmail.comGargi Mishra 3129954856

TRUE 04/08/20 10:40 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment N/a 1845 Leslie rd apt u63 Richland People gathering around this time, 1040pm it’s late, I 
have kids . It’s the person above from me.

Samiramujka@gmail.com Samira Beganovic 5093185226

TRUE 04/08/20 11:02 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Shelter for homless families Marys Place 720 Blanchard Street Seattle They are holding community meeting of 100 people 
or more not 6ft apart on the 7th floor making it a 
mandatory meeting to attend for everyone staying in 
the shelter. I and my family are on the 4th floor and 
are on the floor that is meant for people that have 
health conditions my older son has asthma and my 
younger son has Arthritis and I have diabetes. They 
are making at least one of us to attend the meeting 
and I am stressed about the risk they are putting my 
family and I in.

gcguzman1029@gmail Grecia Guzman-Carranza 2139159746

TRUE 04/08/20 11:27 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Joann's fabrics Joanns 2417 be 57th st Seattle Not essential must shut down. Spreading the Corona. customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/08/20 11:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Reports from individuals detained at NWDC indicate 
that social distancing is not possible. Several people 
at other detention sites across the US have already 
been infected with COVID-19. Please release 
vulnerable individuals, stop deportations and arrests 
during this pandemic, and ensure that those who are 
currently detained can safely follow social distancing 
requirements.

TRUE 04/08/20 11:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Seattle 600 4th Ave Seattle The City is requiring me and 42 other people to meet 
to discuss events and then meet with the City on 
April 28 and April 29 to discuss the LID program.

ted.tanase@gmail.com Ted Tanase 206-612-9166

TRUE 04/09/20 12:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Off-road sales Allsport 19505 E. Broadway Ave Liberty lake / Spokane Valley The sales department is still conducting business. 
Please tell me how an off-road vehicle is necessary? 
Promoting doing anything but staying at home.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/09/20 12:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb Airbnb 19915 East Grace Lane Otis Orchards Spring Van Cleave is still renting to people who are 
also out on non essential business.  I am concerned 
that we are going to catch the corona virus from the 
not so well kept people that she is renting to.  We 
are disable veterans & seniors with underlying health 
problems that no one seems to care about. Her 
guest trespasses and flicks his cigarette ashes into 
our plants and yard.  This is also a concern.  Apr 9, 
2020

meppeter@hotmail.com Mary Peterson 509 891-0782 message

TRUE 04/09/20 12:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther recreational cannabis 
grower

7 Point Holdings 37 Enterprise Lane Elma A week later. Social distancing still not followed. 
Work in hallways with poor air circulation. Passing 
too close. Hand sanitizer still seldom used. Few 
masks worn while working. None supplied, claimed 
on order. Sanitation concerns, day shift janitor on 
vacation. Coughing or sneezing onto product.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Cellphone store Untouchable wireless 683 monroe ave Rochester Not practicing safety measures. Workers dont wear 
masks or gloves.

Mike 5854481344

TRUE 04/09/20 2:21 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Auto parts Oreilly auto parts 738 n 20th ave Pasco Even with stay at home order, store is constantly full 
of people for non essential purchases. Teens buying 
wheel cleaners, air fresheners, etc... since doors are 
open people aren't staying home.

TRUE 04/09/20 2:22 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Auto parts Autozone 2220 w court st Pasco Even with stay at home order, store is constantly full 
of people for non essential purchases. Teens buying 
wheel cleaners, air fresheners, etc... since doors are 
open people aren't staying home.

TRUE 04/09/20 4:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail florist Blitz and Co 909 Pacific Ave Tacoma Processing flower orders and arranging flowers with 
a group of 5 in enclosed space without social 
distance or essential work purposes.

Derick069@outlook.com Derrick 3606270582

TRUE 04/09/20 5:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther government Governor's office State Capitol Olympia Hundreds of employees whose jobs are always 
nonessential and probably shouldn't exist are at work 
and they are forcing unemployed private workers to 
pay taxes to pay their salaries.  No one in this 
building is essential and they should all be sitting at 
home not being paid like the rest of us.

TRUE 04/09/20 5:30 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other State parks Unk Unk Port Orchard If the state parks are closed, why are boats utilizing 
mooring buoys on Blake Island?  If I can't take my 
boat out to fish, why can they use these when you 
have to pay?

Rick6899@yahoo.com Rick

TRUE 04/09/20 5:49 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Planning protesting Washington State Dept of Corrections (Statewide) All State wide planned protests at prisons. Not only is it 
dangerous but it’s clearly against Governor Inslees
directive.  These tactics are just as dangerous as 
what is called a “disturbance” in a prison setting with 
additional concerns being blatant disregard for the 
public safer and order, acting as though they are 
exempt.  They are not. Regardless of their own 
personal reasons.

Jken5150@aol.com Tammy 425-446-2560

TRUE 04/09/20 5:50 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Edmonds school district 
grounds shop

Edmonds school district 20600 52 AVE West Lynnwood Edmonds school district Matt Roche is mandating 
that the grounds crew return to work for what he 
calls essential work- mowing the grass, weeding, 
maintaining sports field- which are closed. Staff 
upset as this does not seem essential. Being told to 
return to work or use sick leave if don’t feel safe

Tjmcnulty@msn.com Tom  McNulty 206 383-4903

TRUE 04/09/20 6:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Distribution Center Adidas/Reebok Distribution Center 495 Cedar Crest Rd Spartanburg Case of COVID-19 confirmed in DC2; refuse to shut 
down and also didn’t notify employees of exposure; 
shut down for about 16 hrs for cleaning; Aren’t 
providing gloves, masks, etc. for protective 
measures; Sports shoes and apparel are the only 
items that are picked and shipped from warehouse 
which isn’t essential.

spartanburganon@yahoo.comAnonymous

TRUE 04/09/20 6:21 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Warehouse carlisle interconnect technologies 7911 S 188th St #100, Kent, WA 98032Kent Company is not following social distance 
requirements. For example employees are working 
in cells only 2 to 3 feet from each other at least on 
swing shift. Company is puting employees at risk of 
corona virus by choosing who has to go home by 
how long they we're exsposed to the viruse. Example 
I over heard an employee talking to management 
about being exposed to the corona virus. The 
company said the worker was not exsposed to the 
virus long enough to go home.

John doe

TRUE 04/09/20 6:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Yard n Garden Land 1501 NE 102nd Street Vancouver Open for non-essential retail business info@yardngardenland.com

TRUE 04/09/20 6:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Barrett’s gym 1674 state Route 105 Grayland Barrett continues to post videos online of people 
using his gym and insinuating that they are open for 
business.

Abigail.i.trench@gmail.com Abby 2067185367 barrettbollen@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 6:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke and Vape Shop SMOKE & VAPE 10613 SE 240th St, Kent, WA 98031Kent Not selling food.  But they are sell smoke and Vape 
products

sjaycook65@gmail.com Steven Cook 206-371-5488

TRUE 04/09/20 7:00 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Douglas County Commisioners 140 NW 19th St East Wenatchee, WA Douglas County Commissioners have reopened 
home construction in Douglas County on pre-
existing home sales.  They have been shut down this 
long what changed?  Back to work and loose the 
fight we were starting to win.  REALLY  Governor 
Inslee you say your family is in construction and 
can't work.   Why is Douglas County different?  Now 
Chelan County is looking into it and then it grows.

bmikelson@oldcastlematerials.comRobert J Mikelson 509421-5141

TRUE 04/09/20 7:17 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Clam Harvesting Tribal Harvesting on WA Beaches 4890 Railroad Avenue Moclips If WA beaches are unsafe for recreational clam 
harvesting they are unsafe for tribal harvesting.
https://wdfw.wa.gov/news/fishing-shellfish-
harvesting-and-some-hunting-postponed

TRUE 04/09/20 7:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway (Crown Hill) 8340 15th Ave NW Seattle At this Safeway, no employees are wearing face 
masks, including produce stockers, the pickers for 
online orders who take up entire aisles, the bakery 
workers, the Starbucks employees, management etc.

kjfulghum@yahoo.com Kimberly Fulghum 206-939-2524

TRUE 04/09/20 7:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screenprinting business Brist MFG 4208 Meridian St Bellingham this business deliberately staying open knowing they 
are not an essential business and putting lives at risk.

anonymous anonymous anonymous brendan@bristmfg.com



TRUE 04/09/20 7:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cabinet manufacturer Huntwood industries 23800 E Appleway Liberty lake More than minimal number of staff working on 
production floor, lack of sanitation throughout 
machines on production floor, large lunchroom still 
open where people are gathering daily...

Hillybean11@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 7:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Smartfoodservice  warehouse stores 10611 NE 53rd st Vancouver Many people panic buying, yesterday close to 200 
people were in the store at once. Not a large store

TRUE 04/09/20 7:51 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco Grooming 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor Pet grooming salon is still open and operating. 
According to the governors essential business policy, 
pet groomers were specifically instructed to close 
and not operate until further notice.

Kell1279@att.net Kelly Whitson 360-787-6290

TRUE 04/09/20 7:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing Jerry’s Iron Works 16015 Main St NE Duvall The business owner is still requiring people come in 
despite not being essential business they make 
compactors. Even while staying open he has no 
social distancing measures and is now requiring that 
all office personnel be in the office even though they 
all have the ability to work remotely.

Megacraig93@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 7:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Lynden 300 4th Street Lynden City of Lynden administrator Mike Martin is allowing 
non essential construction to continue.

TRUE 04/09/20 7:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law office David J Crouse & Assicuates 422 W Riverside Ave #920 Spokane Keeping office open for functions that could be 
performed safely from home. Still having clients into 
the office. Not adhering to cleaning and safety 
standards to protect employees still required to come 
into the office.

shawnthegirl@gmail.com Shawn N STANSBURY 2062358156

TRUE 04/09/20 8:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Olympic Personal Growth 390 E Cedar street Sequim Impossible to social distance.. No gloves or masks 
for clients or workers. No temperature taken before 
entry like physical therapy. Blatantly causing 
unnecessary travel and transit use for clients not 
living in Sequim for face to face meetings and 
picking up meeting forms that could be done by 
phone or email.  Workers at risk having to UA 
misdemeanors,  because theres no suspension of 
such activities probation has given them.   The lobby 
is too small to wait for appointments, sometimes 
giving option to wait outside as high risk, non-
telehealth approved offender groups file out. The 
offices, halls and bathrooms violate 6 feet, they have 
groups in offices do not sanitize after group, door, or 
front door handles. Counselor has pink-eye Covid 
precursor.  Not enforcing incubation period 
guidelines for clients showing symptoms.

denniszombiemurphy@gmail.comAlta Murphy 360-461-8711

TRUE 04/09/20 8:04 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Cetner Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma You can't social distance inside a detention center!

TRUE 04/09/20 8:05 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store/grooming Petco 975 E NW gilman blvd Issaquah The grooming salon is open and actively taking dogs

TRUE 04/09/20 8:06 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Venture Church 14616 35th Ave SE Mill Creek Sunday services with pastor(s) and 
musicians(camera people) who don’t live together of 
sit 6 ft apart taping for others at home. Suggesting 
people come to church and tour outside, interviews 
with up to 4 people close together

renbaren@hotmail.com Ren Barenborg 206-501-5162

TRUE 04/09/20 8:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business West Coast Fitness Lacey 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey This is my second report. They are STILL open and 
being even less discreet - now during peak hours, 
they are just propping the front door open. Windows 
are blacked out so you can't see they're open.

xner@me.com Mike Oechsner 3602196342 WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 8:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business not sure not sure not sure There was an ice cream truck at Chief Garry Park 
yesterday. Vendor didn't have a mask on and there 
were 5 people at the truck including 1-2 adults and 
several children right at the window. I realize its food, 
but its attracting multiples of people into the same 
space. I do have a picture and posted on facebook.

fournk@comcast.net Karen Fournier 5098426516

TRUE 04/09/20 8:19 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pilch Veterinary Hospital 11308 92nd St SE Snohomish As one of the primary, major vet hospitals in western 
WA, PVH sets an example to all other practices.  
Despite the AVMA and CDC protocols to temporarily 
cut back to urgent and critical care only, PVH's 
equine ambulatory services remain routine.  They 
attend to barns that have no biosecurity measures in 
place and then continue on to visit other clients.  The 
hospital has strict biosecurity measures, but they are 
still attending to non essential, routine care 
appointments in the field.  And they are not following 
proper biosecurity measures to protect their staff.

Princessaloysia@hotmail.comAlly

TRUE 04/09/20 8:19 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Beach/Water Access Nisqually Reach Boat Launch End of D'Milluhr Rd. Cross of 46th/Meridian Rd NEOlympia Large groups of people gathering at this site 
throughout each day for the past week. Large biker 
motorcycle group. Groups of teens and 20' 
somethings. Etc. This is next to my residence so 
observation is effortless and in plain view. All other 
access points around region closed and barriers in 
place, none at this location.

Jkochrian@hotmail.com Jeremy Kochrian 3608882424

TRUE 04/09/20 8:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Integrative Dentistry 9730 3rd ave be Suite 205 Seattle Doing regular treatment,  and dental cleaning 
Not emergency patient

TRUE 04/09/20 8:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Shop Dwayne Lanes Auto Family 680 Auto Blvd Burlington Report of someone in company getting covid 19. 
Business closed for two days and is now open again. 
Acting as if nothing is wrong.

jreed@gmail.com John reed 3602023462

TRUE 04/09/20 8:41 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy, Bothell, WA 98021Bothell I live in the area of this store and find it absolutely 
insane that a grooming salon would be open at this 
time. While we MOST Certainly NEED pet food and 
supplies, the notion of dogs getting baths and hair 
cuts is crazy!! This company is endangering the 
dogs, groomers and customers!!!

TRUE 04/09/20 8:43 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest detention center 1623 E J St Tacoma This meets criteria for all violations of Governor 
Inslee's orders. People are in close quarters with no 
way to social distance. It is non essential business 
and cruel. There are known cases and people at risk.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:43 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest detention center 1623 E J St Tacoma This meets criteria for all violations of Governor 
Inslee's orders. People are in close quarters with no 
way to social distance. It is non essential business 
and cruel. There are known cases and people at risk.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Tru Star Salon Service 1590 NW 27th Avenue Pompano beach Allowing this non essential business to be open to 
promotes hair stylist to get the products needed to  
do clients hair at their homes. Also, cash for the 
services are unreported. Stylist collects 
unemployment as well cash on the side and violates 
state mandated stay at home order and 6ft rule.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:56 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non essential pet grooming 
at pet food store

Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Groomers are working at Petco. All groom shops are 
closed in Washington state as non-essential! 
Concern is even with social distancing groomers 
have no knowledge of the health of the customer 
bringing in the dog having touch, potentially sneezed 
or coughed on said pet. Then groomer who could be 
sick touches and breaths on said pet and hands it 
back to owner. How many people potentially are 
going to get infected by either party involved? No 
lockdown is no fun for anyone but people who don't 
comply make this go on longer than it needs too. It's 
scarey out there and these people don't care about 
the health and well being of the general public doing 
this. The more they don't comply the longer we will 
be in lockdown. Something must be done about this. 
If it's not a matter of the disease being able to be 
spread on the surface of the animal and only social 
distancing. Then all groom shops should be allowed 
to open. Not just the major corporations who funnel 
mooney into campaigns.

mawa222@comcast.net keith Bish 253-365-3224

TRUE 04/09/20 9:02 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Drive-In Church 5000 67th Ave W University Place Drive-In Church OURChurch 
(https://www.driveinchurch.us/) advertised on NBC 
that they were going to have an Easter Sunday 
service with Seahawks Tyler Lockett going to be a 
speaker. The gathering is going to be at 11am on 
Sunday, April 12th at Emerald Queen Casino 2024 
E. 29TH ST, TACOMA, WA. 98404.

hking67@gmail.com Heidi King (206)661-7416

TRUE 04/09/20 9:04 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther All maintenance crews BattleGround Public Schools 11104 NE 149th St Brush Prairie They have maintenance going on at the schools. I’m 
not sure how painting at a school is essential right 
now.

princessnan1@yahoo.com



TRUE 04/09/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Shorewood Homes 1130 140th Ave NE, Suite 200Bellevue Shorewood Homes is STILL working on townhomes 
on the 1300 block of NW 67th St, across the street 
from Ballard High School track, endangering the 
neighborhood.  They have worked nearly every day 
since the governor’s order ...clearly showing no 
intention of respecting the quarantine. In fact, they 
are working again now.

Julie23269@gmail.com J Payne 206.859.3805

TRUE 04/09/20 9:11 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Arbonne by Cara Bowen unknown Seattle This "business owner" has taken to social media 
(25,000 followers on Instagram, @carakuulei) to 
brag that she is leaving her home in West Seattle 
and going to be with her friends and family on Orcas 
Island.

asanawitherica@gmail.com Erica Woodard 2063217742

TRUE 04/09/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Shorewood Homes 1130 140th Ave NE, Suite 200Bellevue Shorewood Homes has not stopped working on 
townhomes on the 1300 block of NW 67th St, 
across the street from Ballard High School track.  
They have worked every day for weeks, including 
weekends.  What’s the point of a quarantine when 
people like this continue to ignore it.

Ripped06@gmail.com Rhonda Kirby 206.890.9633

TRUE 04/09/20 9:27 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Garage Sale N/A 13059 20th AVE NE Seattle Neighbor is having a garage sale; He / they are 
elderly and attracting other elderly folks to gather 
and touch the same objects that are for sale.

TRUE 04/09/20 9:27 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention center Nw detention center 1623 E J st Tacoma This business is not complying with social 
distancing, and it is putting people in a situation 
where the disease can spread rapidly

Ofaulkner@pugetsound.edu Olivia Faulkner 9714000262

TRUE 04/09/20 9:29 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church congregation Walking By Faith Holiness Church 3824 S 11th St Tacoma Congregation continues to meet in person on a 
regular basis.

erik.tou@gmail.com Erik Tou 262-496-5684

TRUE 04/09/20 9:30 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Classic gold course 208th street e Spanaway I watched several people golf yesterday. Toasty they 
are open again. Already several golfers are out 
playing golf.

Tobecassig253@hotmail.comCassandra 2532178561

TRUE 04/09/20 9:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness gym Barrett’s Gym 1634 state route 5 Grayland wa Still operating letting people in one at a time with him 
to work out and use gym facilities. He has already 
gotten a letter from the governor about still
Operating is posting things on Instagram and saying 
“come at me jay Inslee” I wound like To remain 
anonymous please this is a small town and people 
will retaliate so please keep my name away from this 
complaint. But he needs to be stopped I also have 
screen shots of these actions and quotes as well

jmillner62@gmail.com Jaylene Millner 3602440357 barrettbollen@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 9:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? 3930 NE 157th Pl. Lake Forest Park Construction & remodeling being done everyday 2065822671

TRUE 04/09/20 9:44 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention center The Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma They are housing substantial people without 
observing social distancing.

micheeelleeehicks@gmail.comMichelle Hicks 4084662495

TRUE 04/09/20 9:47 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Kitsap County Sheriff's 
Office

847 1323 Nebraska St SE Port Orchard I tried to report my neighbor throwing a party. The 
non resident vehicles on site was indicating there 
could very well be 10 or more people present & all 
individuals in violation of ordinance. Called 911 & 
dispatcher referred me to health department instead 
of responding to residence. I believe this is not in 
accordance to the Governor's safety measures.

jewels_of_neptune22@hotmail.comDonna Hartman 518-879-4715

TRUE 04/09/20 9:48 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Wapato Park Wapato 72nd street Tacoma Concerned that people are gathering in a state park 
in Tacoma and not practicing social distancing

Debra Lendor 253-584-8797

TRUE 04/09/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and Pest 
Control

Bartlett Tree Experts 11120 E Empire Ave #3 Spokane Valley Workers who are responsible for plant fertilization 
and pest repellent application are still being asked to 
perform non-essential functions and organization is 
still holding in person, close-contact meetings 
including non-essential workers for non essential 
business operations.

aukiekk12@yahoo.com Kathleen A. 25305907010

TRUE 04/09/20 9:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Total Care Inc 902 S. 12th Yakima Everyone that works in every office across the state 
of Washington has the ability to perform their 
particular job functions from home, however the 
CEO will not allow them to do so

katiemaya33@gmail.com Olivine 5096192841

TRUE 04/09/20 9:54 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S. Federal Way Dog grooming is open for business. When called 
they said they were open because customers 
requested it & the customers were breaking stay 
home orders not them. COVID can now be 
caught/spread through animals this is a huge health 
risk & would easily be spread to many by any 
employee or dog who was positive in this 
environment.

valmathews2014@gmail.comValerie Mathews 2533102545 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 9:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Clear Choice Dental implant Center 1200 112th Ave NE Suite C-110Bellevue Business is taking non-essential patients and over 
loading staff. Too many clients per employee to 
manage effectively. Still performing consultations 
instead of surgeries etc.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:01 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Communication and 
Entertainment

AT&T 16425 Southcenter Parkway Tukwila Store initially stated they were open to support 
emergency communication. Is now hosting parking 
lot parties with speakers playing music to attract 
customers and is extending customer interactions by 
selling non-essential entertainment products like TV 
service, Bluetooth speakers, etc.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:03 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Communication/Entertainme
nt

AT&T 2420 S 320th St Federal Way Store initially stated they were open to support 
emergency communication. Is now hosting parking 
lot parties with speakers playing music to attract 
customers and is extending customer interactions by 
selling non-essential entertainment products like TV 
service, Bluetooth speakers, etc.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Denture clinic Townsend Denture Clinic 302 robert bush dr sw South bend I worked here until the virus hit when they told me 
they would have to shut down. It's come to my 
attention that they are still open, even though 
dentures are not considered essential. 

The owners have very servere health issues, 
multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis. They are 
elderly so that makes them higher risk. They are 
putting the town at risk by staying open through this 
virus.

captaintaisha@gmail.com Taisha Rae Wenman 3605246416

TRUE 04/09/20 10:09 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf courses around the 
state

Black Rock Creek 633 Yakima Valley Hwy. Sunnyside, WA 98944 I am on the Board of a golf course and we are be 
presured to open the golf course because other are 
doing business.  Please we want to stay close and 
keep people safe but this is very hard to do.  Need 
your help.  What is the fine if we were to open.  I am 
only one vote on the Board and need facts.   Please 
let me know right away.

olympianping@aol.com Caroline Holmes 206 246-2934

TRUE 04/09/20 10:13 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Child Daycare North Tacoma Montessori Center 3319 N Proctor St Tacoma I reported this business last week but they still 
appear to be operating. Lots of children all together.

ich_bin_chupacabra@hotmail.comReid Anderson 253-753-5150

TRUE 04/09/20 10:17 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma I believe that this is in violation of two rules. The 
NWDC first and foremost performs a nonessential 
function, as it separates families and holds 
detainees in unsanitary and unsafe conditions. Even 
if the state deems this function essential, the NWDC 
is not following social distancing guidelines, putting 
its inmates at huge risk of infection.

emilygwalker99@gmail.com Emily Walker 9199175708

TRUE 04/09/20 10:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Day care Uw children's center at portage bay 3745 15th ave ne Seattle Lots of kids together and only open to certain 
essential staff, ie mds. And uwmc is sending 
threating emails to other staff that childcare is not a 
reason to call in.

Heather owen 206.799.8435

TRUE 04/09/20 10:26 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Puyallup School District Puyallup School District 302 2nd Street SE Puyallup Walking a pet lizard in a closed park and posting 
about it on social media

utzerik17@gmail.com Erik Utz 253-303-1834

TRUE 04/09/20 10:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Nailsbycin None listed Federal way She is making house calls to do nails. And posted 
about it on Instagram.  Is requesting clients have a 
group
Of girls to make her trip worth it .Her Instagram 
name is nails_by.cin and her website is 
https://nailssbycinn.glossgenius.com/ her phone 
number is 206-698-2979.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery and Pharmacy Costco,  Trader Joe's,  PCC 
Community Markets

Shoreline (Costco and Trader Joe's) and Edmonds PCC Community MarketsShoreline and Edmonds Half of staff wearing no masks (all three) people in 
pharmacy without masks touching their face 
(Costco)  Health Dept should send "secret shoppers" 
to observe and the encourage safer practices

bfishatsea@outlook.com Robert Fish 2064064366

TRUE 04/09/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction American West construction 2301 58th Ave E Fife WA I have reported this company before A little over a 
week ago and no action was taken. The company is 
working on the gate for the pool now in our 
apartment complex. Formerly they were working on 
pouring concrete around the pool which I reported 
last time. They are putting people in danger by not 
keeping the law and not keeping social distancing.

Jongomezwilson@gmail.com Jonathan Gomez-Wilson 253-508-6968

TRUE 04/09/20 10:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Northwest tabbaco 649 w Washington st #6 Sequim Why the smoke shop is open?



TRUE 04/09/20 10:37 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other San Juan County Fire Dept Mr. 47 Marion Place Friday Harbor San Juan Islands’ Firefighter Association Hosts A 
Special Social
Distancing Edition of the Annual Easter Decoration 
Hunt
FRIDAY HARBOR, WA – The San Juan Islands’ 
Firefighter Association will host a special, safe,
social distancing edition of the annual Easter Egg 
Hunt on Easter Sunday, April 12.
This year the association is offering a family 
scavenger hunt. Your Firefighter Association, in
cooperation with the Easter Bunny, will have six 
special Easter decorations viewable at each of
our Island’s fire stations.
The annual family Easter Egg Hunt has been hosted 
by the Firefighter Association for more
than 25 years and has historically been held at 
Jackson Beach. Instead of cancelling this
tradition due to the COVID-19 health pandemic, the 
association created a safe, fun, socially
distanced outing for families.
You may know that our main Fire Station is on Mullis 
St., but do you know where the other five
stations are? There will be special Easter 
decorations at each of the six SJIF&R fire stations
that you will be able to see as you drive past on the 
road.
In the next day or so, a special scavenger sheet will 
be available for you on the San Juan Island
Fire and Rescue website to download - 
http://www.sjifire.org/
(or use blank piece of paper and make four big 
boxes on one side and two on the other side).

4palmer@centurytel.net Norris Palmer 3603789500

TRUE 04/09/20 10:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Polished studio and The Root Cellar 1044 Lyle ridge Oak harbor Polished is a salon I’m down town oak harbor. All 
their stylists began doing hair out of a closed 
basement salon at Lyle ridge. That salon used to be 
called the root cellar but has closed. There are about 
6-7 stylists working out of this Lyle ridge location 
daily

TRUE 04/09/20 10:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Point Ruston LLC 5005 Ruston Way Tacoma Construction continues at Pt. Ruston building a 
hotel, a food court and million dollar condos.  
Workers were observed clustered together in groups 
of 3-4 standing around.  This company is not 
engaged in essential work.

mda9@msn.com A Mummery 2532789345

TRUE 04/09/20 11:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Store Gogo Smoke & vape | Vape Shop in 
Monroe, Washington

14751 N Kelsey St Ste 102 Monroe I am not understanding why this vape store can be 
open while others are closed. It is clearly stated that 
VAPE stores are non-essential, By this store being 
open while others are not only will spread the virus it 
is totally unfair to other stores that have closed their 
doors. It also states that they can remain open if 
they sell food....i don't think that by offering chips, 
candy bars and other types of snack items are 
considered food, I believe that this will hurt other 
small business of like product.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Frisco Freeze 1201 division ave Tacoma On 2 occasions we attempted to go to drive up 
window. Long line so thought we would put on mask 
and go to walk up window. On both occasions there 
was a crowd of people not practicing social 
distancing.  The business has attempted to mark the 
walkway in front of the walk up window but patrons 
are not complying. The crowding is out of hand 
especially during dinner time. This is really not a safe 
situation for anyone. Maybe if the police could drive 
by and remind the patrons to not gather around in a 
crowd by the window it would be of help to the folks 
in the business so they could continue to work. 
Thank you

Grammajuliewho@aol.com Julie Deem 2533805306

TRUE 04/09/20 11:09 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 4100 SW Alaska St ste A Seattle Grooming service is still available. Accepting some 
walk-in for nail clipping, and appointments for full 
service

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 11:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming pet co 975 nw gilman blvd issaquah pet grooming is not essential and should be closed lanbidon@gmail.com lanbidon@gmail 2536532682 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dave Largent Homes 1402 North River Vista Road Spokane Home building on Barker and Saltese Lake Road

TRUE 04/09/20 11:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business MD injury care 330 Aw 43rd st are d Renton Clinic is non urgent but still soliciting patients to 
make appointments and come to massage and 
physical therapy.  They do not meet required 
standards for remaining open as an essential 
business.  They are not a post operation clinic and 
only specializes in motor vehicle accidents. They 
also lack CDC guidelines of maintaining 6 feet of 
social distancing as the gym the use is a small 
confined space.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:38 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Traffic controls Traffic management 1650 west valley highway Auburn Business performed that isn’t essentul 
Lot of people in one room.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Shorewood Homes 1130 140th Ave NE, Suite 200 but doing business at 1300 NW 67th StBellevue is their office, Ballard is where they’re workingShorewood Homes has a bunch of concrete workers 
outside it’s townhouse project at 1300 NW 67th St, 
Seattle 98117.  Again.  Wondering if anyone has 
had a word with them???

TRUE 04/09/20 11:41 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other EWU workers required to 
be on-site--we are not 
working from computers

EWU 526 5th St, Cheney, WA 99004Cheney Why is EWU not in Suspended operations? EWU 
needs to be in suspended operations so they can 
designate bare minimum essential on-site staff for 
the health and safety of on-site essential employees. 
EWU has had to shut down contractors at the new 
Science building due to a covid-19 case and other 
employees have been sent home suspected of covid-
19. EWU's excuse to not be in suspended 
operations is all the teachers are working from 
home. EWU is an empty campus with all the on-site, 
some essential and some not, running around 
possibly spreading covid-19. Someone with the 
authority should put all State Universities into 
suspended operations. I will not give my name, other 
than I do work at EWU, due to EWU likes to 
reataliate against anyone who reports their wrong 
doings.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:43 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction royal construction group llc 6716 EASTSIDE DR NE Tacoma Framers showed up for work this morning on 
construction site at 1902 12th Ave, Milton. I heard 
from company owner that they were working to 
protect his investment.  I called City and they sent 
the owner an email.  After a couple of hours the 
workers left.

greengables@rocketmail.comjacki strader 206 501-6630

TRUE 04/09/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 block of NW 67th St Ballard construction workers are still working and being 
confrontational when neighbors ask them not to.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other automotive dealer BMW Seattle 1002 Airport way S Seattle Please do something, this place sold 6 cars 
yesterday. The governors order not more than 1 
person in building, yet there's 3 people in our call 
center, 5 sales people, 3 sales managers, 2 office 
managers, 1 finance manager and numerous 
customer all clearly violating the states orders. Do 
not believe what they tell you, go see for yourself

lmpezzella83@gmail.com lisa 3347913764

TRUE 04/09/20 11:49 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NWDC is a non-essential business and people 
incarcerated there cannot practice social distancing. 
Close NWDC immediately and release the families 
and individuals who are locked up there!

emmabigongiari@gmail.com em bigongiari 360-771-1952

TRUE 04/09/20 12:00 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Northwest Detention is a non essential business, 
where people detained cannot practice social 
distancing. Needs to release people NOW!

josefinaalanismora@gmail.comJosefina Mora 360-223-3063

TRUE 04/09/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Murray Franklin 216 Place SE Sammamish This home building company in the area of the 
address listed above, is operating on a normal basis 
by painting, framing and siding homes.  I thought 
this wasn't allowed??  Please let me know if it is, 
since were a builder too and would really like to be 
working on our homes.  
216 Place SE and the cross street is Main Street.

nicolewi@comcast.net Nicole 425-677-7495

TRUE 04/09/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outdoor Design By Oz 4565 Olivine Dr Sw Port Orchard This business is doing a non essential landscaping 
project at the address listed. There are 8 men in 
close contact not wearing protective gear and in 
close contact with surrounding neighbors and 
neighborhood where many elderly live. They are 
building walls and gardens and looks like a hot tub. 
Nonessential work. This is a neighborhood with new 
homes being built, I’ll building has come to a stop, 
and yet these people are going gangbusters

Rallyforthewin@gmail.com Betty 5097814019

TRUE 04/09/20 12:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco and vape Gogo tobacco and vape 16809 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Still open and they arent following health safety 
measures recommended by the city or cdc

K1i2m3c4h5i@gmail.com Rot 2063349944



TRUE 04/09/20 12:18 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renton Housing Authority 2828 NE 3rd St B303 Renton My grandmother is 78 and lives in Renton WA and I 
live in Pittsburgh Pennsylvania. She is older and 
many older people live in this community and they 
have construction happening on the property that is 
not essential. They are walking on the property, on 
the roof, all around making it difficult for them to 
navigate

Calistaphair@gmail.com Beatrice Clark 2064122386

TRUE 04/09/20 12:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Milton 6716 Eastside Dr NE Suite 1-530Tacoma The business is a construction company building a 
duplex in Milton, WA. City Hall has informed the 
builder to seize the construction at this time via 
email. Neighbors complained about continued work. 
After email was sent neighbors informed City Hall 
that the work has seized. At this time no work is 
being performed per neighbors. 
If we receive further notifications we will update the 
form. We would like to have a record showing that 
the applicant of the permit was informed in writing by 
City Hall staff to not perform any work at this time.

cmercer@cityofmilton.net Christiane Mercer Permit Technician PW Admin2539228738

TRUE 04/09/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Royal Construction 6716 Eastside Dr NE Suite 1-530Tacoma The business is a construction company building a 
duplex in Milton, WA. City Hall has informed the 
builder to seize the construction at this time via 
email. Neighbors complained about continued work. 
After email was sent neighbors informed City Hall 
that the work has seized. At this time no work is 
being performed per neighbors. 
If we receive further notifications we will update the 
form. We would like to have a record showing that 
the applicant of the permit was informed in writing by 
City Hall staff to not perform any work at this time.

cmercer@cityofmilton.net Christiane Mercer Permit Technician PW Admin2539228738

TRUE 04/09/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know the name; however, the 
construction company is owned by the 
owners of the house

6527 40th Ave SW Seattle Multiple construction workers working on house that 
is being remodeled.

TRUE 04/09/20 12:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther https://www.voodoosidecar.c
om/

Voodoo Sidecar https://www.voodoosidecar.com/Seattle Operating a mobile bar without a liquer license 
(maybe even without a business license). Offering in-
home visit during Corona while stay-home order is 
still in effect.

anonymous Worried Citizen anonymous

TRUE 04/09/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hamish Anderson Custom Homes NE 140th Street & 127th PlaceKirkland This builder has a home being built on NE 140th and 
127th Place in Kirkland.  They are siding and there 
are a bunch of workers inside the home.  There are 
of 8 cars on site, so a lot of guys inside.  We also 
run a building business with homes in several stages 
and are frustrated to find out builders are just 
ignoring all governor orders and working.  Thanks

nicolewi@comcast.net Nic 425-677-7495

TRUE 04/09/20 12:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Oakbrook  golf course Lakewood Lakewood Wondering why after the governor ordered golf 
courses closed Oakbrook golf course is packed 
every day? The club house is closed. But no signs 
that the course is closed. And people flocking to 
Oakbrook since the word is out you can play there. 
There is maintenance crew on site so they are aware 
people are playing golf. Very disturbing and 
concerning this is going on in the wide open. Course 
was packed last weekend, busy today again. Also 
aware that an email was sent to members saying the 
course was open to members if you would like to go 
for a “walk”. And that as you walked if you chose to 
“grab a stick and hit a rock” that was ok. I guess the 
stay at home, social distance is only for non golfers.

michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/09/20 12:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther privately run detention 
center

Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma It is impossible for humans to social distance, take 
care of their hygiene, or support their families while 
contained with large groups of people. Without 
space or adequate healthcare and sanitation, this is 
a threat to public safety and humanity everywhere. I 
urge you, please let these people be free. Do what is 
right in the face of an epidemic, not what is easy and 
cowardly. Do it for your state, and do it for a legacy 
of humanitarianism. This is cruel and unusual 
punishment.

rachelmalia1235@gmail.com Rachel Malia Newkirk 2533530465

TRUE 04/09/20 12:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Family Dermatology 275 SE Cabot Dr., #A3 Oak Harbor They are still open and seeing patients for routine 
dermatology appointments.

sunpup63@yahoo.com Marci Hastings 3603051587.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 12:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness center Chrome Personal Training Center 206 E North Foothills Dr Spokane Members of gym, including owner and employees 
are posting, on social media, pictures and statuses 
of work outs with more than just themselves. And 
not from a 6ft distance.

TRUE 04/09/20 12:49 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Waste Management - Bin 
Removal

Waste Management 7201 W Marginal Way SW, Seattle, WA 98106Seattle Waste Management employee in truck 266125 was 
gathering bins in the Broadview area of Seattle 
(across from 13216 3rd Ave NW) and was not 
wearing a mask even though he was well within 6-
feet of bins being emptied into the hopper of WM 
vehicle.

william.t.terrance@gmail.comWilliam Terrance 4806263212

TRUE 04/09/20 12:50 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pierce County Assessor's 
Office

Pierce County Assessor's Office 930 Tacoma Ave. S. Tacoma Not sure if the business is essential or not, but Mike 
Lonergan has ordered all his Assessor's back into 
the office at the start of next week and will restart 
property inspections

TRUE 04/09/20 12:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 2902 164th St SW Lynnwood Whole family’s going in and out of store 3 Chikdren 
2 parents when one parent can go in to shop. I  am a 
Shipt shopper and I deliver to elderly family’s w/ 
small children nursing homes EXT and I go shop 
their essentials and I should not see entire families 
inside the store running from isle to isle with 
Chikdren touching everything and coughing 
sneezing and more when it’s not needed for the 
entire family to shop for 4 things. There has to be a 
limit to how many enter the store per family 
especially if there are two parents and a car 1/2 can 
sit in the car.. it’s not family our time at the grocery 
store. One father told the manager he tested 
negative so his family was ok when negative does 
not mean immune & for essential workers to stay 
safe they need to be stopped because this is a 
WORLDWIDE EPIDEMIC not a joke.

Weaverlanita@yahoo.com LaNita Weaver 3234345341

TRUE 04/09/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park Trails End, Badger Mt trail Queensgate Drive Richland People are gathering in groups and walking this trail.  
 The parking lot is just as full as under normal 
circumstances.  The trail is so narrow there is no 
way to keep social distance.  Not only that but people 
are congregating in the parking lot.  I live across the 
street and don’t appreciate people driving up here to 
potentially infect this area.  If they have to drive here 
I would think that it’s not considered walking their 
neighborhood.  There are a lot of older people that 
live in these neighborhood. Please look into this and 
close this activity.  Thank you

sherriwallis@charter.net Sherri Wallis 509-628-0654

TRUE 04/09/20 12:55 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other city park Gilman Park Market St. and 9th Ave NW Seattle People are using this park for an off-leash dog area 
(as a law abiding dog owner, I wish I could too), and 
are playing tennis on the tennis courts.

janesheridan@zipcon.net Jane 206-784-4851

TRUE 04/09/20 12:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction point ruston point ruston tacoma construction on all buildings (hotel, market, condos 
apartments and dirt/gravel moving) are being done 
with no concern about anything including distancing. 
100's or workers.

TRUE 04/09/20 12:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction camden homes s windslow dr new constructiongreenacres continued residential construction on new homes, no 
masks or appropriate distancing.

wsudix@aol.com chris 949-322-5042

TRUE 04/09/20 1:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mr. Kleen Car Wash Mr. Kleen Car Wash 19907 44th Ave W Lynnwood Why is a car wash open? Should this be open 
jeopardizing safety?

mrkleen@comcast.net

TRUE 04/09/20 1:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Black Rooster Painting and Drywall 82a Spruce St Eastsound Working at Laughing Donkey Farm On Orcas Island. 
Not adhering to social distancing, not wearing masks 
and violating stay at home worker for non-essential 
business

jensen.cs@outlook.com James Jensen 360-241-2481

TRUE 04/09/20 1:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma The continued operation of the center puts those 
held there at great risk of contracting COVID-19, as 
social distancing is impossible. I suggest releasing 
everyone held there and providing housing when 
needed, to protect public health.

danielhome@san.rr.com Daniel Smith 8587761014

TRUE 04/09/20 1:17 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NorthWest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NorthWest Detention Center should be investigated 
for not following social distancing measures, and for 
being a non-essential business. There have not 
always been detention centers and this must be shut 
down to protect public health and safety

leahjocarnine@gmail.com Leah Jo Carnine 5418448309

TRUE 04/09/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Nys enterprises 12322 highway 99 #126 Everett 4353553474
Please contact.  Concerned spouse.  Business 
should NOT be open.  Employees fear retailiation

TRUE 04/09/20 1:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair Salon 10318 Aurora Ave N Seattle This business is opened daily since the stay at home 
order was issued

TRUE 04/09/20 1:32 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Playground at Walter E Hall 
Park

Playground at Walter E Hall Park 1410 W Casino Rd EVERETT Hello, we could repeatedly see groups up to 10 kids 
and multiple adults using the (closed) playground at 
Walter E Hall Park together.

lena.landwerth@gmail.com Lena Landwerth



TRUE 04/09/20 1:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan republic 5720 ruddell rd se suite e Lacey Tan republic is open and their employees are not 
cleaning tanning beds between customers.

Kodacarte@gmail.com Koda Carter 16159345940 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/09/20 1:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning Salon Tan Republic 5720 Ruddell Rd SE Suite E, Lacey, WA 98503Lacey Tanning is not an essential business. Even more 
concerning is that the sign on the door says 
customers must wipe down their own bed afterwards.

lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/09/20 1:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann Fabrics 5824 196th st sw Lynnwood Several customers were seen lined up outside of the 
building and the business is allowing them inside

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/09/20 1:38 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Financial Key Bank 45th and Brooklyn Seattle Employees are not being educated by the employer 
on various leave of absence policies or options for 
protecting loved ones and extending sick leave. PPE 
is not being provided for employees at this time as 
well. Equipment is currently on order.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Cascade Regional Blood Services 220 South I Street Tacoma While collecting blood from donors and in the history 
room, staff are not being provided proper PPE to 
protect themselves or donors. Preventative 
screenings are not being performed consistently. 
Work that CAN be performed from home is still 
being done at the facility. Only management is being 
allowed to work from home to protect themselves. 
No additional leave or flexibility is offered. 
Temperature screening for staff is voluntary.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther **ALL Private owned RV 
Parks**

Rainbows End RV Park 261831 US Hwy 101 Sequim This park and all RV parks on the peninsula are 
renting vacation spots to vacationers and risking the 
lives of the elderly people who live there 
permanently. Tourist season is being welcomed and 
encouraged and risking the lives of all who live on 
the peninsula. This is going to start a new round of 
infected persons and cause many deaths as most of 
us have compromised immune systems. This MUST 
BE STOPPED! My next call will be to Washington 
D.C. and the media.

rclessner@yahoo.com Rita Clessner 360-320-2117

TRUE 04/09/20 1:44 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Land Trust in conjunction 
with The City of Wenatchee

Chelan Douglas Land Trust   (509) 
667-9708

18 North Wenatchee Avenue Wenatchee All Trails are PACKED Non Compliance of 6' rule on  
EVERY Trail and Parking Lots/ Trail Heads Saddle 
Rock and Sage Hill trails

fox939@msn.com Michael Fox (509)387-3004

TRUE 04/09/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn care 5 diamonds lawns   360 561 1256 don't know olympia Saw two guys mowing lawns and aerating in a 
neighborhood.  definitely not essential .  I even 
spoke to one guy and told him he could lose his 
business license.  Occurred on Kempton st.  Se 
olympia

pablo196969@yahoo.com Paul clausen 3602801816

TRUE 04/09/20 1:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther **ALL Private owned RV 
Parks**

Gilgal Oasis RV Park 400 S. Brown Road Sequim This park and all RV parks on the peninsula are 
renting vacation spots to vacationers and risking the 
lives of the elderly people who live there 
permanently. Tourist season is being welcomed and 
encouraged and risking the lives of all who live on 
the peninsula. This is going to start a new round of 
infected persons and cause many deaths as most of 
us have compromised immune systems. This MUST 
BE STOPPED! My next call will be to Washington 
D.C. and the media.

rclessner@yahoo.com Rita Clessner 360-320-2117

TRUE 04/09/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Working long and hard at 1300 NW 67th StSeattle 98117 These guys have been working nonstop with no 
concern for the Governor’s order, which the rest of 
us are complying with.  If there is no intention to do 
anything at all about people like this...just say so.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Petco Bonney Lake 9311 192nd Ave E Bonney Lake Dog grooming is still going on in the salon. Right 
quarters mean employees can't abide by social 
distancing laws

hunterharstad@yahoo.com Hunter Harstad 2533294926 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Still working away at 1300 NW 67th StSeattle 98117 why Am I not working if no one bothers to stop these 
people???

TRUE 04/09/20 1:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Building site at 1300 NW 67th StSeattle/ Ballard they haven’t stopped working.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail store Target 17700 ne  76th st Redmond Please, it’s busy, so many customers in the store 
browsing., taking the kids through the toys and not 
just buying essentials. I work here and have people 
all around me. HR won’t do anything

dillsma@gmail.com Cara 4258773555

TRUE 04/09/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobbleheads Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett They have defied the governor's "essential" 
businesses only order thee entire time. 
Approximately 2 monyhs. They NEVER stopped 
working.

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/09/20 2:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Homestead Farm Golf Course 115 E. Homestead Blvd Lynden This golf course continues to play golf - I would love 
to play golf at my regular course but they are and all 
other courses are closed too.  Why is this one still 
able to continue play?

ejr1322@comcast.net Evelyn

TRUE 04/09/20 2:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Just Around the Corner 2717 E Madison St. Seattle Open to the public, no social distancing inside. jatcgrooming@gmail.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/09/20 2:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 9311 192nd Ave East Bonney Lake They are offering grooming services.  Pet supplies 
are considered essential, pet grooming is not on the 
essential services. Pet grooming only salons could 
offer same curbside pickup they are offering.

sfochtman832msn.com Sharon Fochtman 253.255.1983

TRUE 04/09/20 2:07 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The NWDC is not practicing social distancing by 
forcing incarcerated peoples into a matieral reality in 
which it is physically impossible to social distance. 
This not only makes the spread of COVID-19 
inevitable, but intensifies the already inherently 
violent reality of carcerality for incarcerated/detained 
people. #FreeThemAll

guattarianslut@gmail.com lila lavender 5092703578

TRUE 04/09/20 2:08 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School Flyit Academy 632 NE 267th Ave Camas Conducting flight lessons (4 on 4/9) multiple people 
in extremely close proximity after being told they 
could not conduct lessons

lexiabston@gmail.com Lexi Abston 3602415853

TRUE 04/09/20 2:09 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Municipality City of Lynden 300 4th St. Lynden The City has issued guidance that allow for 
residential and commercial construction in conflict of 
the Governor’s directives.  Check their official 
website.

Kirk D.

TRUE 04/09/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction PGH Excavating 1891 Garrett St. Enumclaw, WA Business is operating multiple construction sites 
blatantly ignoring the stay home order. Video and 
pictures available

Ryan@Pro-Grade-Inc.com Ryan Qualls 2063912747

TRUE 04/09/20 2:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Rouse EyeCare Center 8160 Freedom Ln NE Ste D Lacey Dr. Craig Rouse is performing routine eye care to 
patients.  This is violation of proclamation.

sbj9596@comcast.net SB Johnson 3607420030

TRUE 04/09/20 2:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Beer Sheva Park/Atlantic 
boat ramp

Beer Sheva Park/Atlantic boat ramp Seward park ave s Seattle This parking lot has been packed the last few days 
with folks hanging out in large groups,  barbecuing,  
etc.

TRUE 04/09/20 2:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/9/20

TRUE 04/09/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Working at 1300 NW 67th St Seattle, WA 98117 construction company working just as long and loud 
as ever in spite of Governor’s order.

TRUE 04/09/20 2:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 59er diner 15361 Highway 2 Leavenworth This restaurant is allowing you to sit at outdoor 
tables to eat your take out meals.  They have them 
at least 6' apart, but isn't this encouraging sit down 
dining on their property?  Not sure if this is 
permitted; maybe it is.

fireman-175@outlook.com Carl Pedersen 5096990704

TRUE 04/09/20 2:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dutch Treat restaurant 206 3rd Street Lynden Outdoor seating encouraging gatherings of 
customers where 6 feet distancing is not observed

TRUE 04/09/20 2:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Yodelin broth company and beer 
garden

633 Front St Leavenworth They are allowing takeout seating in their beer 
garden.  I thought all restaurants were for take 
out/home only.  Not socializing in a beer garden.

fireman-175@outlook.com Carl Pedersen 5096990704

TRUE 04/09/20 2:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Work site at 1300 NW 67th StSeattle, WA 98117 across from Ballard High trackWhen asked why they can work when no one else 
can, they say they have a “special exception.”  
Seriously?!  Who thinks this is a fair way to 
administer the rules????

TRUE 04/09/20 2:41 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Parking lot of ming palace Ming palace 8736 s hosmer st tacoma There’s a bunch of homeless people in the parking 
lot of ming palace with tents and some come into our 
complex

xoxochloecx@gmail.com Chloe 2533485940

TRUE 04/09/20 2:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Work site at 1300 block of NW 67th StBallard In the off-chance anyone is reading these, you have 
a construction company completely ignoring the 
governor’s order.

TRUE 04/09/20 2:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Not sure of the name 4802 Nassau Ave NE Apt 174Tacoma They are doing nails out of their garage. Clients are 
coming into the garage where they’re getting 
services done. I’ve seen multiple clients come and 
go.

danielleygilbert@gmail.com Danielle Johnson-Gilbert 7606624161

TRUE 04/09/20 2:48 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Variety store Dollar general Henry street Muskegon Michigan Parking lots full aisles full of cars and people vbowlby63@gmail.com Velma bowlby 12692543343

TRUE 04/09/20 2:56 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther garage sale unknown 1458 NE Odessa Way Poulsbo There are having a garage sale again at this location 
NOW! They do this regularly during the summer but 
have decided to have one today. during this 
emergency. I see people setting up tables, items for 
sale, a sign announcing the sale, and people 
disregarding social distancing and not wearing PPE 
at all.

mem3121@comcast.net M.E. Michael 360-930-8157

TRUE 04/09/20 2:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber doasIsaynotasIdo salon 777 Jackass Lane Olympia Emperor Insley was looking pretty clean cut for his 
appearance on meet the press after banning hair 
salons from operating. When will we hear about his 
stylist being fined?

duckrostr@gmail.com sportsmen and women of Washington State

TRUE 04/09/20 3:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Sunrise dental 1020 S 40th ave ste g Yakima They are still doing procedures such as fillings and 
cleanings and those are not essential or life or death.

Tigere0626@aol.com Tara 5099493475



TRUE 04/09/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction Shorewood Homes Work site at 1300 block of NW 67th StBallard In the off-chance anyone is reading these, you have 
a construction company completely ignoring the 
governor’s order.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:21 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other senior housing Silvercrest 4103 9th St SW Puyallup Thought everyone is supposed to be staying 6’ apart 
but their “wonderful manager” there lets people go 
outside and all sit around a table and play cards and 
dice games. The rest of them there don’t’ want to get 
sick. Could we call manager: Provice (sounded like) 
at 253-841-0785. 40 apts there and only 5 people 
out there but they’re not wearing gloves or masks 
and she doesn’t think it should be allowed.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:21 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other House Party NA 18519 312th Ave NE Duvall, 98019 Caller wants to remain anonymous. Calling in 
regards to neighbor having house gatherings of large 
crowds on back to back nights.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 block of NW 67th St is construction siteBallard construction company STILL working

TRUE 04/09/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 9004 vernon rd Lake stevens Pet grooming is still open. This company has its 
salons open statewide while others are closed.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 3:30 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Parks Department 
Parking lot

not sure 4316 Genesee Seattle Please shut down the Genesee parking lot west of 
the parks department building which is next door. 
This has become  a gathering place were individuals 
blast their car music from around noon to 9pm 
everyday. Most of us are staying home and working 
from home but this music is so loud that it infiltrates 
our homes. We have contacted the police and they 
will do nothing. We have contacted the Mayors office 
but nothing so far has been done. The noise is 
deafening. Please help us as we our part to stop the 
spread of this virus and keep our sanity.

djc56@earthlink.net Daniel Caracciolo 206-722-2206

TRUE 04/09/20 3:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Little Water Cantina 2865 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Business is selling margaritas "yo go" and the 
parking lot is turning into a large gathering/party.

slscreen@comcast.net Sarah

TRUE 04/09/20 3:34 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Absher Stevens Way University of WashingtonSeattle Still no effort by many to keep distance or wear 
masks when near others. Workers constantly 
passing by and working in tight quarters. Some steps 
have been made but those only work if everyone is 
willing to do it. Many workers laugh off the 
recommendations and blatantly ignore them.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School playground Grant elementary school (Tacoma 
public schools)

1018 n prospect st Tacoma Many people keep coming to the playground all day 
long.
Vehicles drive in and set up lawn chairs and 
congregate in groups.
When the weather is nice the crowds only increase. 
If every other park is closed why are school 
playgrounds still open. Germs live all over those 
playgrounds

Nhicker@gmail.com Natalia 2532276670

TRUE 04/09/20 3:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Cascade Park in South 
Lake Union

Cascade Park 333 Pontius Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Our curve is going to spike with this warm weather 
and all the violators out there. People are playing 
basketball. Meeting friends. Playing on playground.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:42 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma It is cruel to keep detainees trapped inside NWDC 
with inadequate sanitation, inadequate medical care, 
and the absolute impossibility of social distancing. 
The only safe alternative is release on parole. If 
you're unwilling to do that, settle for ankle monitors. 
Don't kill these people. Save their lives and let them 
out.

aheadric@umich.edu Ariana Headrick

TRUE 04/09/20 3:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business astria sunnyside hospital 1016 tacoma avenue sunnyside wa 98944  509 837 1500went to pickup linda( wife ) at emergency automatic 
were working (no security ) about 15 minutes .a 
person behind the glass said he was homeless he 
was dirty, he fixed coffee then left a dr delivered 
linda no mask or gloves the dr wanted to shake my 
hand i know the rules i refused

kenasco68@gmail.com henry wutzke 5092036153

TRUE 04/09/20 3:44 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington State Governor Jay Inslee LLC 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia I see Jay is making another tv appearance I hope 
one of these days you are able to bust him.

Timeforchangeinwastate@wagovernor.govPeople for change in WA 2064064111

TRUE 04/09/20 3:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery & More Fred Meyer 1225  W Bakerview Road Bellingham When stopping in to grab an essential item, the store 
didn't even look like anything was concerning.  Lots 
of people, not abiding by the 6 ft rule. No one was 
wearing masks (even tho it's not required) it was so 
disturbing, I left my basket on the floor and walked 
out. It was ridiculous and dangerous. Very 
disappointing.

debergso@co.whatcom.wa.usDee 360778-5366

TRUE 04/09/20 3:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Privately owned/ run 
detention center

Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma This is a non-essential business that is operating 
during the pandemic. All detainees should allow to 
shelter in a place of their choosing, now stuck like 
sardines in a jail. Human rights are being violated. I 
demand the Public Health Department do an 
unannounced visit, interview those detained and on 
hunger strike, and release their findings publicly.

mckenzieyoung@gmail.com Sierra Wagner

TRUE 04/09/20 3:54 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma The NWDC is a business that is holding hundreds of 
people.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Drive SW Lakewood Oakwood is allowing members to walk on to the 
course and play golf, in violation of the Stay Healthy, 
Stay Home order.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:55 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther church CTK North Bay – Christ the King 
Community Church

4895 Birch Bay Lynden Rd Blaine, WA 98230 signs outside offering multiple services for Easter, 
church services on Easter Sunday

via 211

TRUE 04/09/20 3:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma Non-essential business is open

TRUE 04/09/20 3:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard This is a nail salon only, and as I went into Fred 
Meyer for groceries today I sawn that the open sign 
was on and there was a nail technician inside 
performing a pedicure on a customer. She has been 
open daily since non essential businesses such as 
nail salons were ordered closed.

Andrea.j.ernst@gmail.com Andrea Ernst 360-930-1143

TRUE 04/09/20 3:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Exotic Nails 1703 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard This nail salon was open today when I stopped into 
the Pot Zone in the same shopping center. I saw at 
least one person working inside.

Andrea.j.ernst@gmail.com Andrea Ernst 360-930-1143

TRUE 04/09/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cmp scout apartments kirkland Hispanics workers are working daily doing 
renovations at apartment complexes

TRUE 04/09/20 4:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center 1997 1319 franklin street bellingham NWDC is a public health risk and could cause a lot 
of deaths

yeshaia.vanleeuwen@gmail.comYeshaia van Leeuwen 8186536887

TRUE 04/09/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3809 30th Ave W Seattle Continued work at this non-essential residential 
house, under construction despite presenting 
governor's order to workers, and multiple attempts 
by neighbors to stop their work. Loni Morina of 
Morina Homes could be seen inside today, working 
and wearing an N95 mask.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter 206948-4226

TRUE 04/09/20 4:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Homestead Golf Course Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden Groups of four or more are playing golf on the course scottnunamaker@yahoo.com Scott Nunamaker 3603197024

TRUE 04/09/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Flight school Galvin Flying 7001 Perimeter Rd S, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle More than 10 of the flight school airplanes were out 
flying today with more than 1 person inside. It is 
impossible to social distance in a small airplane.

TRUE 04/09/20 4:47 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther In Bonney lake N/a 410 highway Bonney lake Bonney lake My husband whos 62 went out to our Safeway he 
said 1000s of cars out not staying home

Christinejones58@icloud.comChristine Jones 2533552628

TRUE 04/09/20 4:51 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction City of Bellevue 1000 100th Ave NE Bellevue Round-abound Construction has been taking place 
right outside of my window every single day since 
the governor imposed shelter in place. They even 
shut down our water one day. 1)This round-abound 
construction can’t  be that important. 
2) The workers ignore social distancing guidelines 
and I have the photos to prove that.

ali.e.hajiyev@gmail.com Ali Hajiyev 2069548877

TRUE 04/09/20 4:55 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma People detained cannot social distance inside a 
detention center! It is NOT safe for anyone 
especially during a global pandemic! You are people 
innocent people's lives at risk. This is INHUMANE 
and UNJUST. Free them all!

smilinglions02@gmail.com Angela Hope 3602208343

TRUE 04/09/20 4:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist and nursery Greenhouse 555 NE 7th Ave Oak Harbor Patrons of above named business not following 
health guidelines, example employees and 
customers not wearing masks or gloves. To my 
knowledge florists shops are deemed non-essential 
business.



TRUE 04/09/20 4:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service businessalso serves through drive 
through

Aceituno's 4212 Wheaton Way Bremerton They are allowing dine in and people in the building. 
They have a drive through. My largest concern is 
that I watched as guests inside grabbed unwrapped 
silverware from a bin as well as individual 
condiments with their bare hands. The staff is also 
grabbing from the same bin for drive through 
customers who are practicing safe distancing and 
believe this business is keeping them safe when 
they are more at risk than they even know.  This 
means they could have a lot of guest contaminating 
the silverware and condiments. I want our 
community to be healthy and safe. This is a terrible 
disregard for the rules and our safety. I viewed this 
twice once on 4/6 and 4/7 I went back and watched 
and sure enough they were doing it again. Please 
address this asap. Thank you for your work and 
dedication! I used to love this restaurant but will 
never again give them my business for all these 
reasons.

paulewoggy@hotmail.com Tonya Hinds 3602712417

TRUE 04/09/20 5:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service businessgrocery store fred meyer grocery / department store, Yakima yakima Thursday pm  Fred Meyer, Yakima store had dozens 
of shoppers in check out lines, in very close 
proximity, much less than 6' apart for half hour. They 
were not sanitizing checkout area between 
customers, They were not limiting number of people 
in store. They should be shut down today until they 
can comply. Have been in Costco, WalMart, 
Rosausers and Wrays and all are doing excellent job 
bettering distance and sanitizing rules. Please act 
immediately.

jcmanfredi@outlook.com john manfredi 5094539787

TRUE 04/09/20 5:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Echo Falls golf course 121st ave se Snohomish You should see the golf course,  jam packed, club is 
letting people use golf carts, it is like normal 
operations with no social distancing applied.  Groups 
of 8, slapping high fives.  Wish I could attach a 
picture.

TRUE 04/09/20 5:15 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park at Howell Beach N/a 1740 Howell Pl Seattle There is a little park there where from 12 to about 4 
pm there are groups of 20-30 people. Even if at 6ft 
apart, it's windy and it's considered a social 
gathering.

TRUE 04/09/20 5:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco grooming 5700 100th st sw Lakewood Petsmart and every other groomer in town is closed 
so I don’t understand why petco grooming is allowed 
to stay open. Washington deemed grooming non 
essential.

Tmartin0615@yahoo.com Taylor 8582094454 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/09/20 5:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Joann Fabrics 17501 SOUTHCENTER PKWYTUKWILA This is absolutely non-essential. I was just there to 
curbside pickup an online order to find that they are 
open. I saw at least 20 people, some wearing 
masks, some not, walk in without restriction. No 
spacing of customers. I was able to see 2 workers in 
the store and neither were wearing gloves or masks. 
They are not essential. If it is about masks, they 
could easily get their fabrics out to local makers. 
This is unconscionable. People will get sick and die, 
and small businesses will close because this store 
remained open when similar small businesses 
observe the SIP rules and scramble to try to 
accommodate their customers. Please shut them 
down and/or fine them for their disregard of public 
safety.

beverly.mazzarella@me.com Beverly Mazzarella 2017096761 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/09/20 5:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming petco 4017 West 4th Street Oak harbor all dog groomers closed down because listed as non 
essential. Petco is essential for pet care products 
and if vet services in the facility,  but grooming is 
non essential part of petco and clearly unfair to all 
groomers throughout the state who cannot be open.

dcrc.custers@gmail.com Rachel Custer 3606300345

TRUE 04/09/20 5:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction Eagle Crest Construction, Inc. PO BOX 875 Port Orchard 1st time - in violation was March 31st, 2020
2nd time - in violation is today April 9, 2020
The construction site is on the corner of Mayhan and 
Farragut Ave N, Port Orchard, WA.  Phone number: 
360-340-7260  Email: kurtcraig@aol.com
License number is EAGLECC008R82.   NO 
PHYSICAL ADDRESS of business
Owner is my neighbor please do not share my 
information.  He may have his office out of his home 
which is at 343 Tracy Ave N. Port Orchard, WA

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue

TRUE 04/09/20 5:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Bristol Myers Squibb 7319 21st Ave NE Seattle This is a private business with capacity to hold over 
1500 detainees.  Detention centers - especially of 
nonviolent people, many of whom have lived and 
contributed to US culture for years - are not listed as 
an essential service in the governor's proclamation. 
Furthermore, the center constitutes a gathering 
place of 1000+ people at all times, as it is not 
possible to implement 6 feet between people at 
these centers.  It is in the best interest of public 
health - of both detainees and staff - to release all 
detainees immediately.

eliza.c.dornbush@gmail.com Eliza Dornbush 2062185022

TRUE 04/09/20 5:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Centers NWDC 1623 E J st Tacoma Forcing people to live in a cell is inhumane, as it is. 
Forcing people to die in a cell is cruel and 
unforgivable. Give them back their freedom

jlaugharn22@gmail.com Jaya Laugharn There are lives being lost at accelerated rates, and those peoples lives matter.

TRUE 04/09/20 5:47 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther opening up all construction City of Lynden Front st Lynden The Mayor of Lynden today announced that all 
construction can go back to work  Check their 
website

bgkarb@comcast.net Bonnie L Karb 360-319-8905

TRUE 04/09/20 5:55 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Jake’s House Church 188824 Smokey Point Blvd #105Arlington Church is having employees and members go into 
the church where they are not social distancing, 
creating videos, sitting next to each other, etc.  It’s all 
posted on various church member’s social media 
accounts.

Meatisfoodnotmurder@gmail.comLynn

TRUE 04/09/20 5:56 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther school district My Adams school district 621 signal peak rd WhiteSwan The superintendent is requireing staff to return to 
work to complete non essential work on campus like 
inventory library. Also school district is allowing for 
construction to start on new school in harrah wa.

TRUE 04/09/20 5:58 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other House party Owner of home 14910 SE 183rd St Renton I noted over 8 cars in driveway, counted atleast 8 
kids playing in trampoline many adults. This has 
happened several times since the stay in place 
issued by the governer.  I report this because the 
yard is very small and lives are begin put at risk 
because they are taking no precautions. The people 
claim to speak no english they don't appear to 
understand.

merrilll33@yahoo.com Lynne Merrill 4252711568

TRUE 04/09/20 6:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Store Allen’s Furniture 1721 Cole Street Enumclaw Allen’s Furniture is operating as normal, they have 
their employees doing in home deliveries of furniture 
and driving a delivery truck that is not marked with 
company logo. They are telling their employees to do 
the delivery or quit. They won’t lay them off to be 
able to draw unemployment support.

jonesd50.dj@gmail.com Derek Jones jonopland@allensfurniture.net

TRUE 04/09/20 6:07 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Internment Facility in 
Tacoma

Northwest ICE processing Center 1623 E. "J" Street suite 2 Tacoma This facility is not essential and putting the lives of all 
who are held there at risk during the corvid-19 crisis.  
 It is horrible to keep  convicted or not non-violent 
people in this dangerous situation.  I'm asking you to 
direct the Public Health Department to make an 
unannounced visit to this facility to investigate the 
situation.  Thank you.

carolynmcglothlin@gmail.comCarolyn McGlothlin 360-738-2168

TRUE 04/09/20 6:09 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal Heights Playfield 2101 77th Ave nw Seattle Lots of people on the upper and lower field

TRUE 04/09/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction DeWills Cabinetry 12907 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver I notice my cabinet supplier is required to close 
under the Stay at Home Order however this 
cabinetry company is still operating. Is this allowed?

TRUE 04/09/20 6:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Fitness coach of some sort Unknown 445 128th Ave SE Bellevue, WA  98005 United StatesBellevue A heavyset Gentleman with reddish hair, beard and 
often wearing a ‘Garfield’ coach sweatshirt is on the 
CLOSED FIELD training kids between 10-18 years 
old every day.

Eastside.socialites@gmail.com

TRUE 04/09/20 6:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Pacific Crest Cabinetry 5901 S 11th St Ridgefield My cabinet supplier was required to close (building 
cabinets is not considered a non essential business). 
I noticed this cabinet company is still operating and 
supplies to the same market. Do they have an 
exception or are they in violation?

TRUE 04/09/20 6:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop choice tobacco 603 Broadway ave east Seattle, Wa 98102 Should not be open for the safety of public. It is non-
essential Business.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This detention center houses immigrants who are at 
risk of covid19. Please close this facility down 
immediately. By keeping it open you risk peoples 
lives, it is a fatal environment presently.

rebekah.erev@gmail.com Rebekah Erev

TRUE 04/09/20 6:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Broadway Smoke Stop 219 broadway avenue East Seattle, Wa 98102 Should not be open for the safety of public. It is non-
essential Business.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:30 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other CIty park Waverly Park Waverly St Kirkland Group of approx. 15-20 people gathering in social 
group in south end of Waverly Park...adults & 
children

TRUE 04/09/20 6:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Tobacco leaf 215 Broadway Ave., East Seattle, Wa 98102 Should not be open for the safety of public. It is non-
essential Business.



TRUE 04/09/20 6:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco shop Capitol Hill tobacco 1518 Broadway Seattle, Wa 98122 Should not be open for the safety of public. It is non-
essential Business.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Amazon Amazon 2021 7th Ave Seattle Amazon is still forcing employees to attend work to 
conduct non essential business operations in their 
Seattle offices. They are doing things such as having 
numerous people count rooms and chairs in those 
rooms. I understand that this is easier to do with 
hardly anyone at work but counting chairs isn’t worth 
spreading the disease. Thank you.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:39 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Huntwood Custom Cabinets 23800 E. Appleway Ave. Liberty Lake, WA 99019 This is a non-essential business having employees 
work. If employees do not come in when they are 
called and offered work, they don't get 
unemployment. The nature of working here does not 
allow for social distancing. They are asking people 
before starting if they have a cough, a fever or 
feeling ill. When none of them are licensed medical 
professionals.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds Landscapers are out all over Edmonds with no 
enforcement of the stay at home order.

ggiff10@hotmail.com Graham 2062274389

TRUE 04/09/20 6:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Black Lake Blvd Olympia Dog grooming is not considered an essential 
business.

Forbetterfoundations@gmail.comAnonymous 3606235122 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/09/20 7:00 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Mt. Adams School District 209 PO Box 578 621 Signal Peak RDWhite Swan Mandate return to work against shelter in place 
order.  I am a high risk employee due to asthma/ 
DM2. Told by supervisor when shelter in place 
started to stay home due to my health issues.

dartagnan3672@yahoo.com Toby Shadwick 5099856401

TRUE 04/09/20 7:04 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Ms. 923 21st Street Bellingham NWDC is entirely non-essential. People incarcerated 
there cannot practice social distancing. Close 
NWDC immediately and release the families and 
individuals incarcerated. It is inhumane to do 
otherwise. It is my understanding that we do not 
accept preventable death.

ajkaufman7@gmail.com Alyssa Kaufman 3605627789

TRUE 04/09/20 7:06 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The northwest detention center is not an essential 
business and does not follow social distancing 
practices and does not protect anyone from the 
spread of COVID

maddierackers@gmail.com Lennox Mars 8582482648

TRUE 04/09/20 7:11 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma People in prison fundamentally cannot socially 
distance. Anne Frank died of an infectious disease 
in a concentration camp.

Madelinefox57@gmail.com Madeline Frances Fox 5176141479

TRUE 04/09/20 7:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Star Nails Sedgwick Road Port Orchard A nail salon open While the coronavirus is going 
on!!we cannot even go for a walk in the park,and the 
nail place should not be open.

Sweetpea.63@yahoo.com Brenda Tetreault 3602653349

TRUE 04/09/20 7:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Angle lake park International Blvd Seatac 15-20 kids hanging out.  A few were there yesterday 
and they came back today with more people.  We 
live on the lake and can see them “partying”

Dinanewsom@hotmail.com Dina Newsom

TRUE 04/09/20 7:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ba Mien Seafood Market 6951 Martin Luther King Jr Way S, WA 98118Seattle No social distancing marks on floor , too crowded 
inside, one cashier was coughing continuously 
Also no cleaning towel or any disinfectant stuff for 
baskets, carts...

TRUE 04/09/20 7:19 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Location is a 32 unit, 4 
building/8 units per building 
Senior Apartment Building

Senior Manor 12510 18th Street NE, #B7 LAKE STEVENS Tenant Yvonne Llernas (#B7) needs to be cited for 
her inappropriate behavior and disregard of 
Governor's orders.  This is a senior apartment 
building and Bernardette Quinn/B2, tenant below 
Patricia Buchanan B6, should be point of contact as 
she is accusing Patricia Buchanan of passing 
coronavirus and she does not have it, has NEVER 
had it and was tested and came back negative on all 
6 strains tested for.  Yvonne Llernas (B7) has 
committed slander by posting the notice that Patricia 
is passing the virus on her window (owner made her 
take it down) and is threatening our ability to stay 
healthy by coughing, not wearing a mask, coughing 
in a group of 3 people and laughing, coughing on 
purpose into hand and running it up and down 
banister, laughing, where seniors need to steady 
themselves.to go to laundry room.  Yvonne does not 
head social distancing and/or stay in your home 
rules.  She has a history of causing tenant trouble, 
cussing, surveiling tenants, has started filming 
neighbors going to laundry room, posts on door 
"smile, you are on camera", previously causing a 
neighbor to get an emergency inhaler by her use of 
an "asked not to use product" in the laundry room.  
Bernardette Quinn/B2 - Tenant sent bill to Property 
Manager.  She is erratic, goes into laundry room 
while other tenants use laundry room and is not 
doing laundry or planning to do laundry, she goes in 
there, shuts door to intimidate  tenants.  With social 
distancing order, this is highly problematic and 
suspect.  Please help us, Tenant in B8 is also 
immune system compromised and now planning to 

plbuc98@gmail.com Patricia L Buchanan 4259702388

TRUE 04/09/20 7:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Coffee shop Thanh-Thanh Café 6137 Martin Luther King Jr Way S, Seattle, WA 98118Seattle Customers still sitting and long staying inside since 
the first day of the ban

TRUE 04/09/20 7:27 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park Spruce park - Lynnwood 16834 36th Ave w Lynnwood I saw about 15-20 individuals playing basketball 
along with some people on the slides and swing at 
this park.

m_nadeem24@yahoo.com Nadeem 2064094055

TRUE 04/09/20 7:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Park Golden Gardens Golden Gardens Drive Seattle This is actually on Seattle Parks- they had a huge 
parking lot open with no chains to close it off even 
after they closed gates  to 2 other areas so of course 
people parked there. This park is notoriously under 
patrolled so this is just a continuation of poor mgmt. 
You can pass this on. They have alot of work to do.

Heidi@calyxsite.com Hedda Siegware 2067844265

TRUE 04/09/20 7:42 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This facility houses people who have done nothing 
wrong except be in our country without papers. "No 
preventable deaths" includes immigrants.

TRUE 04/09/20 7:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Melissa Green Stylist/Esthetician 4518 174th St. E Tacoma I learned she was practicing in-home hair services 
traveling to clients’ homes.  I know this as I saw her 
car in our neighborhood and heard her over the 
phone admit to being at a client’s house doing hair.

Dgreen1001@gmail.com Doug Green 206-510-3262

TRUE 04/09/20 7:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park Juanita Beach Park 9700 Kirkland 30+ people playing ball games. Multiple groups of 
people congregating.

TRUE 04/09/20 7:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Struggling Freedom, Inc 123 Main St. Wenatchee You busy body anti-constitutional progressives need 
to take this site down. We are a sovereign people 
responsible for our actions, and have the right to live 
our lives short of violating other's rights.

Hkrich11@hotmail.com Rich Clark 3606007673

TRUE 04/09/20 8:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula My uncle tested positive for COVID because they 
don't want to shut it down and are working closely 
with hundreds of people.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:10 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Calvary Chapel 13025 Morris Rd SE Yelm There are currently 14 cars parked at the Calvary 
Chapel, and they are inside having their usual 
Thursday night services.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A St. South Tacoma, Washington 98444 I left a detailed message last week about this Gym 
next to my Security Post that has all the Windows 
and Doors covered with Dark Paper so you can't see 
inside of what they're doing. Parking Lot is Full 
between the hours of 630 pm to 930 pm if Members 
working out. They are wearing workout clothes and 
carry large bags in and out of the Gym. I'm 
frustrated because nothing is being done, I know you 
have a lot of other concerns about this Pandemic but 
I fear this Gym could become a serious health 
hazard and all I keep getting is no response. I'm 
trying to do my part in reporting a violation of 
Governor Inslee's Stay at Home Initiative. I still 
would like to remain anonymous to prevent any 
retaliation for being a Snitch so to speak. Again I'm 
leaving My Information

cpv1217@yahoo.com Chris Vivier 253-579-9209 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/09/20 8:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Definitely not following health guidelines or social 
distancing.

grace_adler@alumni.brown.eduGrace Adler 2146203564

TRUE 04/09/20 8:24 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Religious place of worship Everett Mosque 500 SE Everett Mall Way Everett people are going in and not separating 6 feet apart

TRUE 04/09/20 8:43 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other House room mate refusing 
to comply with stay at 
home/social distancing 
order despite multiple 
warnings.

Michelle McCarthy 7455 5th ave NE #302 Seattle Consistently going to others houses and parties and 
bringing people home while deliberately ignoring 
warnings from me and our landlord. I work in 
pulmonary at a local hospital and this person is 
putting me at risk of potential infection and infection 
of already at risk patients. I don’t know where else to 
turn.

ricejeremy206@gmail.com Jeremy Rice 4253569687

TRUE 04/09/20 8:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Sunset Hill Park n/a 34th Ave NW & 75th NW StreetSeattle Park is becoming a hang-out for teens starting at 8 
PM.  Multiple vehicles with multiple persons line 
street.

TRUE 04/09/20 8:54 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Walla Walla City Softball Walla Walla City League Softball 15 N 3rd Ave Walla Walla WA 99362 No idea why the city of walla walla is allowing large 
gatherings of their city softball teams to practice, 
stand in dugouts with teammates, drink, spit, during 
a pandemic. Ridiculous. 3rd day I’ve seen teams 
playing or practicing at mill creek and it’s careless.



TRUE 04/09/20 9:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Pactiv 314 Mooresville Blvd Mooresville Not cleaning up , and someone suspected having 
the virus

Myaroebuck99@gmail.com Tamya Roebuck 7046401555

TRUE 04/09/20 9:18 PM Other Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Health-related business Washington Soldiers Home 1301 Orting Kapowsin HEY orting The Cafeteria / Main Dining Room Is not Social 
Distancing.  residents are sitting right next to each 
other and putting both the other Residents and Staff 
at Risk.

360-893-4515

TRUE 04/09/20 9:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other pawnshop EZ Pawn 113 B W 1st St Port Angeles They're open

TRUE 04/09/20 9:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Inhumane misery 
production facility

North West Detetion Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA This facility already had numerous human rights 
violations transpiring leading to detainees to go on 
hunger strikes. Now they are also at risk of being 
infected by covid as they are not able to properly 
distance themselves from each other.

mangosett@gmail.com Seth

TRUE 04/09/20 9:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other pawnshop EZ Pawn East 2416 A E Hwy 101 Port Angeles They're open

TRUE 04/09/20 9:24 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Washington Soldiers Home 1301 Orting Kapowsin HWY Orting I am very concerned for the Residents in the Skilled 
Nursing Home. They are allowing VOLUNTEERS 
(Non Staff or Nursing Home Residents) in the 
building to Assess staff & venders coming into the 
facility.  They just check off the box’s without asking 
the assessment questions.

TRUE 04/09/20 9:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Connor Homes Partlon st Buckley They are currently still working on building homes in 
On Partlon st in Buckley.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence N/A Residence. NE 1st Court & Quincy Ave NERenton People having a party in backyard.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:10 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence N/A Residence. NE 1st Court & Quincy Ave NERenton People having a party in backyard. NE part of cul de 
sac. Many people in backyard. Very loud.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:11 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center North West Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This non essential business if staying open, putting 
lives at risk.

dantebmeola@gmail.com Dante Meola 8183178093

TRUE 04/09/20 10:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware store Home depot 27027 185th Ave Se Covington Throw rugs beauty bark flowers hanging baskets. 
Hardware stores have become a playground for 
bored shoppers. These will become a vector for virus 
if they don’t get limited to the essentials.

stricker.david@comcast.net David Stricker 2535611933

TRUE 04/09/20 10:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Skinperfect 637 sw 152nd street Burien Marketing email advertising limited hours Saturday 
and reopening Date of May 1

TRUE 04/09/20 10:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco Shop Discount Smoke 643 W Garland Ave Spokane I have observed them open and operating as usual. 
On two occasions I have seen multiple people 
standing in front smoking too close together.

genebrake01@gmail.com Gene Brake 509-981-5555

TRUE 04/09/20 10:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV RESORT SILVER COVE RV RESORT 351 Hall Rd Silver lake It's been reported by multiple people in the 
community that the RV resort is open for business 
and has had a flow of people going there to camp 
and are not following social distancing guidelines

caitlynsparacino11@gmail.comCaitlyn silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

TRUE 04/09/20 10:44 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center (NWDC) 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma Social distancing is not possible in a detention center

TRUE 04/09/20 10:57 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann Fabrics 5824 196Th st SW Lynnwood Allowing many customers inside for shopping. Has 
curbside pickup but customers are being allowed 
into store.

Kmulligandds@gmail.com Kathleen Mulligan 2069477820 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/09/20 11:14 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Co-working space Surge Tacoma 2367 Tacoma AVE S Tacoma I asked that my membership be paused while I 
cannot use the facilities and they were unwilling to 
do so. This lead to them telling me that they will 
allow me to cancel my membership but only after I 
remove my belongings. They say the day I move my 
things out and turn in my keys is the day they will 
consider my membership canceled.

The space cannot be re-rented as the business 
cannot be operated right now. I should not be 
required to come to the business to remove my 
belongings and turn in keys as that is essentially 
them operating a non-essential business during the 
stay at home order. This places me and others at 
risk. 

I was told to come to the space to remove my 
belongings. If I cannot come to the space to work, 
why should I come remove my belongings right 
now? They should not be asking anyone to leave 
their home to come to their place of business right 
now. I can remove my belongings once the stay at 
home is lifted and they should not be vindictive in 
response.

frelimoomari@gmail.com Frelimo Amili 2534559837

TRUE 04/09/20 11:21 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Gurdwara Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur 
Sahib Ji

24440 132nd Ave SE Kent Continues to do construction on new church 
building, the construction is nonessential

TRUE 04/09/20 11:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Ice cream shop Haskins Robbins 31 flavors 9800 100th sw Lakewood Risking people lives there is no drive up people are 
going into business

TRUE 04/09/20 11:24 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Nordstrom Rack Alderwood Mall Blvd Aururn Having employees work as "inventory" or order 
fulfillment. This is working with clothing items not 
considered essential since ALL the stores have been 
closed for retail business.

adrienne.hixon@nordstrom.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is open and I would like to know why when 
my gym has been closed since the order came down.

Dave.Morely@gmail.com Tacoma Barbell iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/10/20 2:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Large, high volume grocery 
store in the center of town.

Safeway 501 N Miller Street Wenatchee Please do something to contain the covid 19 threat 
at this grocery store in the middle of town.  I had to 
go in there at 4pm and 5:30 pm on 4-9-20 for 
medical supplies.  On both visits I saw every check 
out lane was packed full with 3-4 customers in each 
checkout chute, usually at 3 ft intervals. No noted 
floor markings or signs to caution or distant buyers 
at 6 ft or prevent bunching.  All 12 staff I saw were 
without no mask, gloves or any crowd shield despite 
the very high level of trade, and affluent environment 
this store commands.  I asked one staff "Are they 
giving you masks?"  "Not yet" was the reply.  Looking 
over the crowd I estimated 19 of every shoppers 20 
shoppers wore NO masks.  The self-checkout area 
had no supervision for distancing.

The store did closed 1 door, but no staff at the open 
entrance, no one wiped carts, no crowd control 
practiced or compliance signage at the open 
entrance.  This is an insult to those of us sacrificing 
& following protocols to stop this virus.  Wenatchee 
has only ONE hospital and cannot possibly handle 
the rural outbreak this type of behavior will spike.  By 
comparison,  our small rural grocery stores (who are 
barely getting by), have put in screen barriers, 
marked their floors for 6 foot checkout spacing and 
ARE providing PPE / protection to staff.  This store 
looks out of control and no one seems to care.  
Regards, an RN.

quiltsbysusan@nwi.net Susan Towne 5096873921

TRUE 04/10/20 5:43 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Resort Silver Cove Resort 351 Hall Road Silver Lake They are not restricting to long term renters that 
were onsite prior to stay home order.  Currently 
accepting reservations fir next week on line and  new 
RVs entering yesterday with license plates from out 
of  state.  Need to be SHUT DOWN immediately to 
protect our community please

Cindy.b@imagepressworks.comCindy Baty 971-284-0192 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other non essential retail JOANN Fabric and Crafts 13410 Meridian E Puyallup Store was very busy with shoppers in a retail store 
that is NOT essential.

tcameron23@gmail.com Tiffany Cameron 843-323-5079 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet warehouse Huntwood Custom Cabinets 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake job started calling workers back last Friday and now 
is fully up and running with over half there crew back 
inside in close quarters. Some workers there have 
called and said they are not suppose to say they are 
working and are worried as they work very close 
together.

TRUE 04/10/20 6:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Mvp's 22921 hw99 Edmonds wa Edmonds Serving liquor to customers sitting in the bar. Kathipatula@gmail.com Kathi

TRUE 04/10/20 6:42 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other City Park Valley Ridge Park 4644 S 188th Seatac The park is closed. But people parked in the Tyee 
school parking lot next to it.. The parking lot was full 
and there were about a 100 people out on the soccer 
field. Local Seatac Police didn’t, want to deal with it.

scruzmarie57@aol.com Marie Lavallee 2067556416

TRUE 04/10/20 6:57 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Basketball court Basketball court on Denny way Denny way and west lake Seattle Several people playing basketball with several people 
gathering inside to view

Dchristopherc@gmail Damian Tachiquin 619-206-1752

TRUE 04/10/20 7:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car Sales still open McCord's Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Sales room still open / google search advertises still 
open / showroom open to public / test drives being 
given to public

TRUE 04/10/20 7:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Privately owned detention 
center

NW Detention Center 1623 E J Tacoma This is a non-essential business operating, in 
addition, they are most probably not following social 
distancing guidelines and failing to provide detainees 
with proper safety measures.

sarajosephine.sg@gmail.com Sara Geiger 360-918-4980

TRUE 04/10/20 7:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Farm 12 3303 8th Avenue SE Puyallup I observed many people sitting outside eating in 
groups.  This business is obviously serving people 
and allowing them to stay and eat.

Oliviasdad2020@gmail.com Brian 253.495.2397

TRUE 04/10/20 7:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Dog Groomer All Breed Mobile grooming 2215 189th Place Lynnwood Both workers have returned to work driving all over 
Snohomish, King And Pierce county grooming dogs 
and Potentially spreading the sickness.

Davoz98@yahoo.com David Oswald 4253500924 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com



TRUE 04/10/20 7:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Dog Groomer All Breed Mobile grooming 2215 189th Place Lynnwood Both workers have returned to work driving all over 
Snohomish, King And Pierce county grooming dogs 
and Potentially spreading the sickness.

Davoz98@yahoo.com David Oswald 4253500924 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/10/20 7:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann's fabrics crafts 2417 57th st nw Seattle Closed but letting people work inside building while 
closed. No distancing at all inside. Employees have 
hazard of giving each other the killer Corona virus. 
Not helping to end this Corona but helping to spread 
it. Why are you letting this non essential business 
stay open and jeopardizing the employees lives? 
Complete shutdown needed. Shut them down. A 
very evil greedy company disguising it self as 
essential to life and it is not!!!!!!!!!! Do your job and 
shut it down.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/10/20 8:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Zeeks Pizza woodinville 17255 135th Ave. NE suite 1060Woodinville Seen this a couple times and had to finally make a 
complaint. I have a picture as well. Three people 
sitting at Zeeks pizza Bar drinking beer and eating 
pizza. They are ruining this for all of us. Would like 
to remain anonymous but I would be happy to send 
the photo.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:19 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Public Utility District PUD park services 327 north Wenatchee ave Wenatchee The public utility district has maintained the parks 
open which is leading to large gatherings of people. 
The park employees are still expected to work and 
maintain the parks. Parks should be closed down 
and the park employees should not be working.

Evelyn

TRUE 04/10/20 8:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther painters 509 COATINGS 2621 E JOSEPH SPOKANE business operated out of a residence. workers come 
into area to pick up work van and supplies and go to 
work  Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 
this week

TRUE 04/10/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana Apartments 6950 Birdseye Ave NE Lacey They should not be working. I live in a nursing home 
and they are doing construction across the street.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:33 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther telemarketing says they are google pretty sure its a 
scam

123 4th st Sumner sounds like there are a lot of people at this location. 
Im pretty sure this is a scam. I will be repoting to 
BBB as well but they need to be sent to jail for 
violating orders and being scammers. I am not sure 
of the address but the phone number I provided is 
one of the numbers they use

n.o.l.a.420.nd@gmail.com Nicole Demarco 5042697349

TRUE 04/10/20 8:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Espresso stand Hott Shots (Bubba's Place Tavern's 
Parking Lot)

21237 84th Ave S Kent All week I see the cars stacked up waiting to get 
their coffee, I drove a different way last week.

Karlena@ibew46.com Karlena Allbery 206-979-3150

TRUE 04/10/20 8:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Locust Cider & Brewing Company 2820 Alki Ave SW Seattle I saw people drinking out of 16 oz glasses in the 
business when I went in to purchase cider cans to 
go.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Fabric-craft srore Joann Fabrics 2886 NW Buckling Hill Rd Silverdale Don’t believe Joann Fabric is essential. Large 
number of people in store at one time. Not practicing 
social distancing. 
Should be on-line order and curb-side pick up only.
Some employees feel that they are under pressure 
to go to work.

bettyboker@yahoo.com Betty Boker 360-876-5495 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/10/20 8:48 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction City of Lynden 205 4th Lynden Lynden Mike Martin, City Administrator, has delivered a 
letter to all construction businesses in the area to 
"encourage the building community to continue its 
work whenever it can be done prudently and safely. 
This especially applies to construction necessary to 
prevent "spoilage" or any damage to a structure due 
to inclement weather. It is the City's policy to rely on 
the good judgement of the building community to 
keep its workers safe, and to ensure that any 
member of the public in the vicinity of a project is 
likewise kept safe. In these unique times, this 
includes "social distancing" whenever possible, along 
with all other common-sense practices. With this 
letter I ask any official seeking to stop work on a 
construction site in the City of Lynden to contact me 
first, directly, at the numbers below. Until that 
conversation has take place it is the City's policy that 
work continue, uninterrupted. This is the direction 
we have given builders working on projects in our 
City." Mr Martin states that after speaking to a 
lawyer, he this the order does not apply to Lynden's 
contractors.

Concerned Citizen of Lynden, WA

TRUE 04/10/20 8:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma It is very clear that the Northwest Detention Center 
does not comply with the social distancing 
requirements ordered by the governor for the rest of 
the state. When Covid enters that facility the people 
who get sick will need access to the state's limited 
medical resources and many of them who are 
medically fragile will die. As a state we have an 
obligation to every citizen to ensure that medical care 
and social distancing are available to all including 
those in detention at the NWDC because our fates 
are intertwined- our collective ability to beat covid is 
intrinsically related to the fates of folks we will never 
meet and never no. We need human solidarity and 
boldness not acquiescence to ICE and the federal 
government.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Northwest Ketamine 3805 108th Ave NE #120 bellevue Doing infusions of ketamine and vitamin Ivs and has 
multiple people in clinic at once

antiagingnp@gmail.com Sara Adams 3123303466

TRUE 04/10/20 8:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther golf course Big Lake Golf course 17523 Wa-9 Moun Vernon Golf course club hose has big sign OPEN on it. golf 
course was packed with golfers, some less than 6ft. 
this is one of my favorite past times and I can't do 
this right now. Why are they?

kbourgette@comcast.net Kathy Bourgette 2069790547

TRUE 04/10/20 9:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Streeters Resort 120 lake Rd Silverlake Large gatherings of people over 30 on several 
occasions especially on weekends. It's a resort with 
a store that serves alcohol and food, they do 
bookings of events like weddings. They had a 
wedding two days ago had 30 people out in the road 
taking photos. It's a large area that holds hundreds 
of people and sometimes is even overcapacitated the 
last couple of weekends! Busier than even a normal 
summer in the last couple of years.

tjb80841@comcast.net Tj 3602744653

TRUE 04/10/20 9:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Camp grounds Silver Cove RV Park Hall Rd Silver Lake They are advertising and taking reservations for 
camping.  There have been many, many new RV's 
pulling in and the people don't observe the 6' rule.  I 
fear for my well being.

Pansielady62@gmail.com Georgene Bean 360-274-4592 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:08 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 4250 S Graham St Seattle Next to 4250 S Graham there is ongoing home 
construction. They must know somebody in City Hall 
to ignore the COVID ban. Not safe for the Workers!

TRUE 04/10/20 9:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther golf club Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA-9 Mount Vernon at least 4 people golfing on the course this morning tisdellisa@gmail.com Lisa 2065507149

TRUE 04/10/20 9:17 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-essential Multiple 700 Kirkland Ave Kirkland There is no employee protection from unethical 
employers.

In the 700 block of Kirkland Ave, Kirkland, WA, there 
are several non-essential businesses open, and 
coercing employees to come to work.  

What is happening is non-essential business are 
claiming to be essential because they decided to sell 
an essential item.  However, that 1 item is less than 
1% of the business.

There is no protection or rights for employees.

It is also possible the State is allowing non-essential 
businesses to put the public at risk.  If this can be 
proven true, there will be law suits.

susanna_stroman@rcpt.at Susanna

TRUE 04/10/20 9:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 S.E. Mill Plain Vancouver Employees are forced to go back to work to a non 
essential business. No one needs to wash their car 
during a pandemic! The actions of this business are 
deplorable!

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 3910 W 27th Ave Kennewick, WA 99337 Home depot employees and customers are not 
wearing masks and other personal protection 
equipment (gloves) while servicing customers. A 
manager use if such items was optional because of 
availability. Second, customers are allowed into the 
store without masks, etc., making it impossible to 
shop for essential items.

benbowr@gmail.com Sherrie Benbow 703-424-4711

TRUE 04/10/20 9:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automatic Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business open during stay home order. Kaseylbusch@gmail.com Kasey Busch 3604492310 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automatic Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen Rd Vancouver Non essential business open during stay home order. Kaseylbusch@gmail.com Kasey Busch 3604492310 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automatic Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave C1 Vancouver Non essential business open during stay home order. Kaseylbusch@gmail.com Kasey Busch 3604492310 Hr@kaady.com



TRUE 04/10/20 9:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound (206) 792-7065 Tacoma Openly operating and advertising on their Facebook 
page that they are open and taking appointments. 
Have screenshots of admitting to be open.

ruthieb43@gmail.com R. Bloch ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 9:36 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other https://coronavirus.wa.gov/w
hats-open-and-closed

WA State Corna Virus whats open and closed pageWa All state parks (including day uses areas), state 
recreational fisheries, Washington Department of 
Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) and state Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR) recreational lands are 
closed through April 8. .... The web pages aren't not 
lining up and are misleading. Are the hills open or 
closed. The page above says they are open as of 
4/8/2020.

nateboisso@hotmail.com Nate Boisso 509-899-4564

TRUE 04/10/20 9:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outdoor Design By Oz 4564 Olivine Dr SW Port Orchard /Seattle This construction project for landscape has a large 
crew not practicing proper distancing from each 
other or surrounding neighbors and are working on a 
non essential project in defiance of the Governors 
order. They are putting the neighbors at risk and the 
neighbors do not feel safe. Please make them wait 
for the order to be lifted!!

Ja88984@gmail.com Jessica 3608764407

TRUE 04/10/20 9:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car wash 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Car wash is not essential, 100s of car are going 
through exposing and spreading the virus.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon inside 
Petco

Petco 3540 Factoria Blvd SE C Bellevue Second report, nothing has been done after initial 
email confirmation. Non essential grooming salon 
open inside store. Operate as a seprate staff. 
Corporate is encouraging employees to tell 
authorities no. We are not essential!

Submersedwolf@gmail.com Nicole Hopkins 7652127551 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 9:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petco Grooming Salon Petco 189 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham Petsmart grooming was served a cease and desist 
order to close, but Petco grooming remains open 
endangering both customers and employees by the 
close physical proximity required to provide service. 
Since they are the only pet grooming salon allowed 
to remain open, I must ask-how much did petco pay 
the governor for this risk of life to keep open what is 
essentially a hair salon for dogs?

amsfl001@gmail.com Anonymous None LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Rich's Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Rd NE, Redmond, WA 98053Redmond They are still maintaining the landscaping at my APT 
building. No masks, no gloves. This is not essential!

glenda@windermere.com Glenda Fabrizio 2062286312

TRUE 04/10/20 9:56 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th ave Vancouver Car Wash open, non essential business, not 
practicing social distancing, not providing PPE to 
employees.

oilswithalayna@gmail.com Alayna Eckhart 360-487-0835

TRUE 04/10/20 10:00 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen Rd Vancouver Kaady car wash making its employees work with no 
PPE and how is a car wash essential? These poor 
employees. I've reviewed essential businesses list 
and Car Wash is not on the list.

HUSS.NICK@GMAIL.COM NICK HUSS 3609532742 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 10:07 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other None 1961 864 PLEASANT ST WALLA WALLA Mind your own business, We don't currently live in a 
communist country.

dave-jemeza@pocketinet.comDavid A Petersen 5094055012

TRUE 04/10/20 10:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Vibrations 4219 6th ave Southwest Lacey Non-essential business has is open next door and 
continues to be open.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chehalis Barber and Co 371 NW Pacific Ave Chehalis This shop is continuing to operate by appointment, 
and they have simply covered their windows.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:23 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other All the fraternity houses at 
Greek row in university of 
Washington

Greek row houses in university of 
Washington

9512 1st Ave Ne Seattle There are several fraternities in Greek row still 
having parties with more than 10 people, day 
drinking, and playing beer pong in the front yard of 
Greek row. They are also then roaming around the 
street after the parties.

tracy.tran085@gmail.com Tracy Tran 2067794598

TRUE 04/10/20 10:25 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Financial Services Fisher Investments 5525 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr, Camas WAEmployees able to work from home are being told to 
come into the office. Multiple confirmed cases 
among employees.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabrication Machine Shop 
for hotrods

Art Morrison Enterprises 5301 8th St E Fife, Wa. 98424 The owner refused to close and has had all 
employees working.

Kim info@artmorrison.com

TRUE 04/10/20 10:32 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Lynden City of Lynden 300 4th Street Lynden Why is the City of Lynden defiantly going against the 
order of the governor of Washington, and posted a 
letter saying that is okay to continue construction?

TRUE 04/10/20 10:34 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Agricultural feed store Tractor supply company 10616 Bald Hill Rd SE Yelm Place has become local hang out and manager 
seems to be doing minimum to reduce the risk. 
Parking lot is packed with cars every weekend with 
families socialising.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:49 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Sammamish River Trail Sammamish River Trail Redmond Washington Redmond I was riding my bike over the Sammamish River Trail 
in Redmond Washington and there were a lot of 
people walking that trail not practicing social 
distancing meeting in groups riding bikes next to 
each other.

dchesvick56@gmail.com Don Chesvick 425-830-8560

TRUE 04/10/20 10:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Leader Block Wine Co. 2026 Main Street Blaine Company has created a wine club and is selling wine 
curbside.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Commercial Property Services 6955 Gateway Blvd Lace Construction persists through the social distancing 
order . Workers are not following 6 feet guidelines.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Toscana Apartment 6979 birdseye Ave NE LAcey Construction at this apartment complex still 
happening and managed by commercial property 
services, and is still in operation during stay home 
stay healthy order.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Tony's Tavern Main Street Custer, WA Tony's Tavern is a bar in Custer that also serves 
burgers and fries.  They claim to offer "take out" 
during certain hours.  However, this morning I 
observed the large, neon OPEN sign and about 6 
cars parked out front.  This is a tiny community and I 
fear for its safety!!!!  Most of its regular patrons are 
seniors.  Please check in on this.

I wish to remain anonymous since I live here

TRUE 04/10/20 11:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th Street Bellevue CONTINUES TO OPERATE UNDER THE GUISE 
OF BEING A PHYSICAL THERAPY LOCATION.  
They are holding daily training sessions with 15+ 
participants each day.  Athletes coming and going all 
morning.  Group sessions with weights, music and 
cardio.  THIS IS NOT PHYSICAL THERAPY.

info@gofordsports.com email sent: 4.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 11:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Conner Homes 9927 10th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98106Seattle Home construction is operating.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Not a legal business Unknown 4523 S. Sheridan Ave. Tacoma In the past 30 days, we have witnessed 10 to 20 
different people entering this home, including lines of 
people in cars parked all along the alley way. Many 
of them are active duty military and elderly. I have 
not witnessed at any time any social distancing or 
precautions what so ever. This business is not a 
legal business as I have checked for a licence and 
they have none. This business is open from 8 am to 
about 12 am 7 days a week.

Krisfitzsimons@gmail.com Traci Fitzsimons 206-743-7423 Krisfitzsimons@gmail.com email sent: 4.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 11:22 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Apparel Iron Horse Apparel 18419 Bucoda HWY SE Tenino Drove by this establishment twice yesterday, 4/10, 
and both times their open sign was on. There were 
10-15 motor cyclists outside the business along with 
4-5 vehicles. I could see a large group of people 
congregating under a covered area/patio inside the 
gated area of the business. There was absolutely no 
social distancing happening.

tealkimako@gmail.com Teal Michaels 360-508-9366

TRUE 04/10/20 11:24 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Mayor of Seattle City of Seattle 600 4th ave Seattle Why are the beaches and parks not closed 
completely during this pandemic crisis.

rhuyeda@yahoo.com Robert 206-579-7709

TRUE 04/10/20 11:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Builders first source 4213 S 47th Ave West Richland All employees are still working WestRichlandSales@bldr.com email sent: 4.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 11:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Mega Wash 1634 W Gardner Avenue Spokane This staffed car wash is still open. The customers 
have face to face contact while paying for their car 
wash. It doesn't seem like this is an essential 
business?

Marthabeeclay@gmail.com Martha 5098445327 JOELL@SARFFMC.COM  email sent: 4.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 11:31 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming business Petco pet grooming 3540 Factoria Blvd SE Suite CBellevue This is the second time this complaint has been 
issued. The business is staying open despite being 
contacted by authority to close for being non-
essential.

John 425-533-3483 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/10/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Edmonds Plumbing LLC 16825 48th Ave W Ste 412 Lynnwood Company is doing remodeling work at residential 
building at 1106 16th Ave., Seattle, WA 98101. 
Been on-site doing work (plumbing, sawing walls) for 
past 3 weeks. No essential building plumbing issues 
have been sent to residents from management.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:32 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Selling and delivering 
furniture

Selmers Home Furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen One of the owners, Tim and a warehouse hit named 
John. They are using the company truck and using 
thier personal truck to sell and deliver furniture. This 
is not essential what so ever! They are putting thier 
actual employees and thier employees families at 
risk when they are able to go back to work. Not 
acceptable.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Cabinet Manufacturer Huntwood Custom Cabinets 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake A "custom" cabinet manufacturer is not an essential 
business. The Huntwood facility is still operating; 
business as usual. Not only are they putting their 
team at risk, they are putting their community at risk 
as well. Along with, adding pressure on competitor's 
to reopen resulting in a "snowball" effect across the 
state.

pfoltz10@msn.com TFRESE@HUNTWOOD.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 11:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Supplements Super Supplements 6451 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle This is a non-essential business and they're still 
open as of April 9th, 2020.

sgberger@gmail.com Sean G Berger 2063106639 LICENSES@VITAMINSHOPPE.COM-email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 11:39 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis retailer Zips Cannabis 2215 4th Ave S Seattle 6-foot violations all around, staff included, 30 people 
inside.

manthony8586@gmail.com Marc Carter 3012665977



TRUE 04/10/20 11:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardware store Lowe’s 3300 169th pl ne Arlington Lowe’s is not limiting customers into building 
exposing all employees social distancing is not being 
implemented correctly customers purchasing non 
essential products . Lowe’s is profiting from this and 
not putting associates first

lindseyevangelista77@gmail.comLindsey 9096993558

TRUE 04/10/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction dp DesignBuild 950 18th AVE W Kirkland Non-essential construction is _still_ proceeding on a 
single-family residence at the corner of 18th Ave 
West and 10th PL West in West-of-Market 
neighborhood (sign says “Diana Residence, 950 
18th AVE W, 1809 10th PL W). Other construction 
projects have stopped. Why does this one continue?

TRUE 04/10/20 11:46 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Centre NWDC 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma Sanitary precautions are not being taken at this 
centre, and social distancing is impossible when 
holding so many people in the same space.

Sakina

TRUE 04/10/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Harmish Anderson Corner or 132nd and 10oth AveKirkland They've been working every day, they are not 
consider essential> I know we are in the same 
business. This is upsetting to me!! That my 
company is not allowed to work and our employees 
but yet everyday they have been allowed to work, 
boom truck and product keep showing up. Its not 
spoilage! If they get to work we should be  too!!  
Aren't we all suppose to be doing our part! I do not 
see any difference from there company and mine!

shannonprinz@aol.com Shannon Prinz 206-423-2453

TRUE 04/10/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction dp DesignBuild 1809 10th PL W Kirkland Non-essential construction is _still_ proceeding on a 
single-family residence at the corner of 18th Ave 
West and 10th PL West in West-of-Market 
neighborhood (sign says “Diana Residence, 950 
18th AVE W, 1809 10th PL W). Other construction 
projects have stopped. Why does this one continue? 
(phone # is 425.985.2633)

TRUE 04/10/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Beauty Secrets by Jodie Not sure Bellingham I am a self employed hairstylist that is closed down. 
It physically pains me to do this, but I have seen this 
person advertising on social media offering mobile 
hairdressing services during the quarantine, in 
people's homes. I have a screenshot of her business 
card, and can't provide a physical address as she is 
mobile.  On her business card is her photo, and the 
contact as 360-303-3341. Her name is Jodie 
Warren. I know her personally, but have not seen 
her in probably 20 years.

shastaduplantis@gmail.com Shasta Duplantis 3605954207

TRUE 04/10/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Dacoda Homes (construction 
company)

4232 Burke Ave N Seattle Owner and workers building a home are working 
less than 6 ft from each other, disobeying distancing 
rules without protective gear.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:56 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 2805 E 29th ave Spokane They are pet grooming. mikel.like.a.boy@gmail.com Mikel Hernandez 9706904328

TRUE 04/10/20 11:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public Gym Vault Fitness Main Street De Soto Spread of Covin 19 vaultfitness@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/10/20 11:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license woodys bull pen 4128 West clearwater Ave Kennewick People coming and going and drinking on premise rstevens8683@yahoo.com Mrs Stevens 5094308683

TRUE 04/10/20 12:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaddy Car wash 2914 NE Andresen RD Vancouver WA 98661 The car wash is open despite given direction by the 
governor to remain closed

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaddy Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver WA 98684 Car wash is open when told to stay closed. Not 
following the rules

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:06 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Maintenance, city of Seattle Maintenance, city of Seattle I saw them at 1201 summit Seattle They were leaf blowing in groups outside my window sburgart@gmail.com Sarah Burgart 9492578061

TRUE 04/10/20 12:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaddy Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave, Vancouver WA 98662Vancouver WA 98662 Car wash is open when told to stay closed. Not 
following the rules. Nob essential business is open is 
3 different locations

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther 4000 vacation homes on 
the Olympic Peninsula

4000 vacation homes on the Olympic 
Peninsula

various Olympic Peninsula Jefferson County Environmental Health Department 
as of yesterday is sending out warnings to all of their 
vacation rental homes that are illegally renting as of 
today and scheduled through May and perhaps 
longer to immediately cease and desist renting 
properties to tourists..  The rest of our counties and 
state agencies need to do the same. These renters 
believe that the state will not enforce the law and 
that the tourist/road trippers can travel without any 
consequences and just be on vacation while 
disobeying the law.  The residents of the Olympic 
peninsula may have a pandemic later this summer 
from these vacationers bringing  their viruses to the 
folks up here who obey the Governor's edict which 
means we may get sick and die and our schools stay 
shut and we remain in our homes while these road 
trippers have a vacation . That is flat out 
unacceptable.  Please consider having  the state 
patrol arrest one road tripper and one vacation home 
operator and let the Seattle Times and all media 
outlets know that the Governor is serious about his 
edict.  That will put a quick end to this madness that 
may very well overwhelm our hospitals in the 
Olympic Peninsula. PLEASE DO SOMETHING. The 
Governor needs to do what the Governor of Georgia 
did:  We require that all vacation home properties 
immediately cease and desist renting vacation 
homes to tourists.  We do not want to send the 
message that we are now a tourist destination. 
PLEASE DO SOMETHING. Thank you Dr Ron 
Snipe, retired teacher Port Angeles

drsnipe@aol.com Dr Ron Snipe 360-457-0434

TRUE 04/10/20 12:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction 92nd & Aurora LLC 1109 N 92nd St Seattle Construction workers are still on site performing 
work despite the shutdown.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential housecleaning Tip toes cleaning Mobile Rochester This was my cleaning company. They are still 
working, cleaning residential, non-essential houses

carrie.nastansky@gmail.com tiptoescleaning@gmail.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other outdoor bird feeders and 
seed and fountains

Wild Bird Chalet 108 Ohio Street Bellingham business open during the stay home order.  Selling 
bird feeders and outdoor bird baths. etc.

WHITACRE.JULIE@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 12:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Truck wash Don’s mobile wash 8920 W Hope rd Spokane Non essential business has been open don@donsmobilewash.com & jana@donsmobilewash.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car detailing A Cut Above Auto Detailing and Rhino 
Linings of Walla Walla

505 S 9th Ave #3901, Walla walla Never closed 7 days a week, glevering1960@gmail.com Mark Nelluf 5095436654 Mark Nelluf - COACHTALL@GMAIL.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Unknown 4222 Caldwell Rd E Edgewood Construction that is non-essential. Contract workers 
there every day not practicing social distancing. They 
are installing a swimming pool?  How is this 
essential. They are landscaping a massive new 
property?  How is this essential when they are also 
trying to build this property.  There is no visible 
permit.  The City of Edgewood office is closed and 
no one is regulating builders in our community.

krustyrkrusty@yahoo.com William Meyer 262-705-7913

TRUE 04/10/20 12:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Mowing and Yardwork Clean Cut Services 1306 103rd Lane Long Beach Roger Bruinier, owner of Clean Cut Services was 
stopped by our local police and told to stop working. 
He is asking the City of Long Beach to authorize him 
to work mowing lawns. The other landscape 
companies working on isolated properties don't think 
they will get caught or fined are Sea Star, Sea Aire 
and Cosmo - all of which live and work on the Long 
Beach peninsula. There are only 3 or 4 landscape 
businesses NOT doing work. It is my understanding 
there are contractors working on carpeting, tile and 
electrical work on new housing in Naselle and 
Ocean Park as well but I do not have names of the 
businesses as I am obeying the stay at home orders.

annalangeberg@gmail.com Anna Langeberg 5037809694

TRUE 04/10/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Point Ruston projects 4900 Ruston way Tacoma The construction activities at Point Ruston seem to 
be going way beyond “avoiding spoliation”.  It looks 
like they are simply continuing to build as they 
normally would.  Moving dirt, preparing areas for 
landscaping, installing permanent railings (in place 
of construction safety railing), building internal walls, 
etc are examples.

t-dpiasecki@msn.com Tony Piasecki 206-550-0290

TRUE 04/10/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Whidbey Coffee 1120 Commercial Ave Anacortes I ordered a beverage from the establishment o 
04/10/2020 at 12:08 pm. The employees are 
sanitizing surfaces but did not wash there hands 
between handling card payments from customers, 
employees are not wearing PPE such as gloves, 
masks, and I saw them touching there faces when 
making my Mocha beverage.

Based on my observations this coffee stand is a hot 
spot to transmit the Coronavirus.

My training background related to this issue
OSHA 30 construction safety, bloodborne pathogens 
safety training, construction first aid training.

dale_kimber@hotmail.ca Dale 360.815.4745

TRUE 04/10/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes Working at 13th and NW 67th StBallard These contractors are still working.  Never stopped.  
If you care.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 1000 garden ave north Renton The store was packed, no wAy to stay 6 ft away from 
anyone. 
Turned around and left.

houndgalaz@icloud.com Suzanne Wade 6028265194



TRUE 04/10/20 12:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Jefferson Park 801 N Mason Ave Tacoma, WA  98406 United StatesTacoma Parents and Grandparents are letting kids play on 
the playground touching playground equipment 
licking it, then other kids come around next 
People playing basketball in very close contact in 
groups of about 10 or so this is why the quarantine 
for businesses is being extended. It’s not fair for 
people to violate the rules at the parks and then 
businesses have to be shut down the parks should 
be taped off around the basketball court and 
playground.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retail FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way Everett WHY ARE THEY STILL WORKING? contact@funco.com KASHYA.JONES@CSCGLOBAL.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Metro Parks Kindle Park 5302 N 26th St Tacoma, WA  98406 United StatesTacoma Basketball being played 
Playground being used despite signs 
Right next to police department 
 Can we just tape it off so that we can flatten the 
curve and our businesses can re-open? Young 
people are going to get sick this way, they’re playing 
a contact sport there because they don’t think they 
will catch it but if school is closed they should be 
home or taking a walk not together playing basketball.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:36 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 6302 N Division St Spokane This store continues to groom dogs and book 
appointments. When we asked if that was legal they 
told us that the state passed a law on Monday saying 
that they were allowed to begin grooming again.

jamielong0321@gmail.com Jamie Long 5092624888

TRUE 04/10/20 12:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St SE Suite 300 Sumner We make custom Kitchen Cabinets to order. We 
don't stock any shelves at any store.  Also everyday I 
go in to work thy hand me a N-95 mask to wear to 
help with social distancing.  Thought they were in 
short supply

wrestlingref43@gmail.com customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Florist Shelby's Floral 5211 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick The business is still receiving flower orders and 
delivering the flowers to local residents.

SERVICE@SHELBYSFLORAL.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Master bore Llc Www.masterbore.com Mukilteo A man is walking though our neighborhood placing 
business  cards on our front porches. For drilling a 
wall cation. I don’t want cards placed on my door

yolorchampion@gmail.com Roberta Champion 4252801300

TRUE 04/10/20 12:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other plant sales Bark and Garden 4004 Harrison Ave NW Oympia Why is this business open? bcolson100@comcast.net bart olson 3604858665 BARKANDGARDEN@JUNO.COM  email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection agency Merchants Credit Association 2245 152nd Ave Ne Redmond They collect debts and are having the office open 
and employees are in there. The employees can be 
set up to work from home but the company is putting 
these people at risk instead. And people are 
unemployed right now and calling them to pay bills 
and make them stress out more is ridiculous.

Phatpootie6969@hotmail.comAnnonymous 4254449912 info@merchantscredit.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym, Fitness facikity West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey BLVD SE Lacey They have put paper up all all windows, and I 
continuously see people in and out in their workout 
gear. They are not employees.

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:48 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther College dorm Custodial 
Workers

Ohio State University P.O. Box 182646 Columbus, OH 43218-2646Columbus OSU is trying to move patients with Covid 19 into 
fraternity houses and make the dorm custodial 
workers be around them. Majority of the students 
are gone so I don't see how dorm custodial workers 
are essential and now they have to clean up after 
covid 19 infected patients. That puts them more at 
risk for bringing it home to the families.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Children’s resale Kidz Kaboodle 6411 6th ave suite 10 Tacoma Business is allowing pregnant women, children and 
others into store to shop and also allowing 
donations. People are touching everything. Children 
don’t know the importance of social distancing. 
Children’s resale is not essential.

Cathyyboyle@gmail.com Cathy Boyle 253-273-5371 KATIE.HESTERBERG@YAHOO.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 12:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Fine Lighting showroom Harold's Lighting 1912 N 45th St Seattle Showroom is still open. Many or all services are not 
essential. Overheard telephone conversation of 
employee asking customer to come in to pick up 
orders.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Pet smart 15445 NE 24th St Bellevue, WA  98007 United StatesBellevue They are keeping their pet grooming open, when it is 
not an essential business. If pet grooming is open, 
then I should be able to have my store open also.

businesslicensing@petsmart.com

TRUE 04/10/20 12:59 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Franklin Park Park Tieton drive Yakima Constant large groups playing pickle ball without 
adhering to social distance and this can affect our 
neighborhood!  Very few park visitors wearing masks 
too

Mrsbroadt13@gmail.com Jennifer broadt 5099029800

TRUE 04/10/20 1:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private Golf Course Linden Lane Golf Course 2519 East Main Ave Puyallup They are still open with about 50 or so golfers on 
their course right now.

Chevyguy1978@msn.com Jason Effrig 2535793431.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 1:01 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 4209 Wheaton Way Bremerton It is my understanding that Petco has returned to 
pet, specifically dog grooming.  The Governor has 
mandated that pet grooming is non-essential.  My 
local Groomer has an immaculate shop but cannot 
be open.  BTW if you've ever had a matted, dirty 
dog, then dog grooming is ESSENTIAL

frogpond1@msn.com Kathye Allen 360-551-9004

TRUE 04/10/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Washes 2914 NE Andresen Rd, Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver Lots of face to face transactions, hundreds of 
customers a day, limited supplies to combat spread, 
and just the definition of a non-essential business.

nathanielfoley000@gmail.comNate (360) 558-8173 Hr@kaady.com  email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 1:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Private Plane Owners Local Airports Statewide Bremerton Private plans are  flying and doing maneuvers near 
small airports. I did not notice any exemptions for 
small or private plane owners. As I am working and 
staying home I can not help but notice the air traffic 
near local airports. Our neighborhoods are doing all 
that we can to help the state overcome this crisis. 
Why are others allowed individual freedoms?

No reply is needed here I just wanted to voice my 
concern.

bolig6447@gmail.com Bob 4062240680

TRUE 04/10/20 1:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Computer repair store Hometown Computer Repair 164 South Main Street Colville I have seen this business open every day since the 
stay at home order was placed. I'm concerned for 
the safety of our community.

Cortneytimmering@yahoo.comCortney Timmering 5096903444 lovette@incfile.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gas station Hoot Owl 601 W. Stevens Ave Sultan They are serving their fried burritos/etc with the 
same self serve capabilities, no tongs, I was just 
expected to grab it by hand. When I told the clerk 
there is not supposed to be self serve food anymore 
the clerk just laughed at me.

curtis2000.kimble@gmail.comCurtis Kimble 817-901-8720

TRUE 04/10/20 1:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home Depot 420 Telegraph Road Bellingham The store is not following distancing guidelines, Cary 
cleanliness, or operating for essential needs. The 
parking lot is full with families (children running 
around) shopping for yard and garden plants, as if 
it’s a normal time. No precautions! I’m very 
disappointed for those of us who are not working 
and staying home to do our part.  We had a leak that 
needed to be fixed. My husband went in alone and 
came out with the one item he needed. He said it 
was a zoo in there of families browsing for non 
essential things. So maddening!!Unfair to the 
workers as well! No need to plant flowers right now. 
People can work in their yards and get things ready 
to plant when workers don’t have to risk their health 
to serve them!

triciabarile5@gmail.com tricia barile 425-354-0482

TRUE 04/10/20 1:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Employees are texted day they are to work and if 
employee says he or she doesn't want to work. The 
employee may be let go. I wish to remain 
anonymous as I am related to one of the employees 
and employees boss will figure out who I am.

2537339103 corporate@elephantcarwash.com LYNDA@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Restaurant / Bar 18104 State Route 9 SE Snohomish They are still serving drinks for customers - - -

TRUE 04/10/20 1:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Army surplus store Army Surplus 2635 N Division Street Spokane, Washington 99207 Nobody needs army surplus during an outbreak.
Also owner is an Alex Jones-style conspiracy theorist 
so he may not believe in coronavirus. Approach with 
caution.

armysurplus3@yahoo.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Home Depot 11616 Aurora Ave North Seattle The parking lot here is full.  More like it would be 
bore the virus.  Some of the Aisles in this store are 
narrow. I don't see other parking lots this full 
anywhere else.

mackenzie@oydseattle.org Heather Graham 4252609167

TRUE 04/10/20 1:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Workout gym Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A St. Tacoma Saw many people streaming in and out in gym 
workout clothes

r_j_shadlow@msn.com Robert Shadlow 2539064763 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/10/20 1:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Eric Lubert 4232 Burke Ave. N. Seattle This was reported awhile ago; activity continues 
unabated

eric@dacodahomes.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 13th Ave and NW 67th St Seattle 98117 These guys haven’t even slowed down.  Guessing 
no one has contacted them.

TRUE 04/10/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther LANDSCAPING Gro outdoor living 5800 NE 88th St., Suite 101 Vancouver, WA 98665Vancouver Landscaping is not an essential business. For their 
safety, and everyone else's, they shouldn't be 
operating or attempting to find loopholes in order to 
operate.

TRUE 04/10/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Parlor Eternity Spa Massage 14419 Greenwood Ave N Seattle On April 10, 2020 at approximately 1:25 pm I saw a 
client leaving the Eternity Spa Massage. It appears 
that they are not open during their normal operating 
hours but are still seeing clients.

rockyhorror12@aol.com Laura 630-453-1836



TRUE 04/10/20 1:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store Costco 6720 NE 84th street Vancouver Too many people for the floor space provided with 
uncontrolled children not distancing themselves. 
Distancing regulations not being enforced at check 
out and in aisles. There was no limitation of the 
number of people in the store at a given time.  A 
breeding ground for the Covid19 virus.

laurakofoed@msn.com Laura Kofoed 360-573-7400

TRUE 04/10/20 1:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Mark’s Pacific NW Enterprises 407 Yakima St Tacoma Homeowner at 407 Yakima has has this business 
come and pave their backyard. 10-15 employees and 
work every day of the week

MARKSPACIFICNW@AOL.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle More than 10 people sitting in the park

TRUE 04/10/20 1:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft supply Joann Fabric multiple locations - at least 30Multiple Joann is defying the governor's order by continuing 
to allow customers inside their store. They claim 
they are an "essential" business because they sell 
fabric which can be used to make masks. Ohio's AG 
didn't buy that explanation and shut them down.

morgabini@live.com Mary Morgan 2539704294

TRUE 04/10/20 1:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Bearded Monkey 1802 w nob Hill blvd Yakima I drove by and saw them open. Doors wide open and 
at least 12 people in the store. I don't see why they 
are open.

LANCE.VALLEYCYCLE@CHARTER.NET email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:52 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McKinney Glass 2220 Goodman rd Union Gap This business is advertising on Facebook that they 
are open and available to travel to residential homes 
to wash windows for a small cost.

Nicole

TRUE 04/10/20 1:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Personal injury law office Washington Law Center 15 Oregon Avenue, Suite 210Tacoma They’re still making everyone come into the office 
everyday. The only change they made was closing 
the doors to “foot traffic”. They have the capabilities 
to work from home but management  won’t allow it. 
They said the firm is considered an essential 
business.

contact@washingtonlawcenter.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Fabric Store Joann Fabrics & Craft 510 East College Way Mount Vernon Employees not following sanitation rules and social 
distancing. Not wearing masks. No cleaning 
products used or provided by company. Employees 
at risk for virus contact and spread.

mo284@nau.edu Monica 9287196872

TRUE 04/10/20 1:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen RD Vancouver Business is open when car washes are not essential. Holliempope@gmail.com Hollie Pope 3605217200 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 1:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Outpatient Mental Health 
Treatment

West Sound Treatment Center 4060 Wheaton Way, Suite F Bremerton Although this treatment center announces on its 
website that it is offering telehealth services and is 
committed to the safety of its clients, they are 
conducting testing of outpatients at the Bremerton, 
Washington site without requiring social distancing.  
Dozens of patients wait outside in groups and are 
not kept six feet apart.

Mike (360) 516-3161

TRUE 04/10/20 1:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver All locations of this company are open Holliempope@gmail.com Hollie Pope 3605217200 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Non-essential business holliempope@gmail.com Hollie Pope 3605217200 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection Agency Genesis 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett Collection agency has been active for the past three 
weeks violating the governor’s order. They are in the 
office and/or conducting business from home which 
is not legal for collection agencies in Washington 
state. please investigate.

HR@GENESISCRED.COM & MICHAEL@GENSISCRED.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 1:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel Outlook Inn 171 Main St Eastsound The Outlook is still open and has been renting rooms 
all along to visitors.  They say only construction 
folks, but it appears otherwise and would be good if 
someone checked it out.

I request to be kept anonymous.

info@outlookinn.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 2:04 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Closed State Parks and 
trails in Skagit County

Larrabee State Park and nearby Trails 245 Chuckanut Drive Bellingham Large number of empty cars parked along 
Chuckanut Drive roadway at trail heads. People 
sitting at picnic tables eating.

Ed 3608144137

TRUE 04/10/20 2:05 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park West Fenwick Skate Park 26005 42nd Ave S Kent The park is obviously closed, but people are still 
going there, skating, and not keeping their distance 
from each other.

valerie.b.munoz@gmail.com Valerie Munoz 5743042879

TRUE 04/10/20 2:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Hing Hay Park 323 15th Ave Seattle April 9 at 6 pm, I observed 10+ individuals 
congregating in a tightly packed group in Hing Hay 
Park

gregory.scruggs@gmail.com Gregory Scruggs 4109254101

TRUE 04/10/20 2:07 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Street Corner 12th Ave S & S Jackson St in front of 
Seattle Chinese Herb & Grocery

1203 S Jackson St Seattle April 9 at 6 pm, I observed 10+ individuals 
congregating in a tightly packed group on the 
sidewalk at the corner of 12th Ave S and S Jackson 
St

gregory.scruggs@gmail.com Gregory Scruggs 4109254101

TRUE 04/10/20 2:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar Street Tacoma I can't believe this gym is still open. Owner Gabe 
Moen brags how hardcore his members are when 
they workout with fevers and other symptoms. This 
is outrageous!

Ryan Benson 253-565-2162 iamthegstandard@gmail.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 2:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Walmart 2720 s quillian Kennewick Parking lot is full. Not counting people and people 
are way too many and too close.

halverson1971@yahoo.com Sue Berry 5092142144

TRUE 04/10/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Rhine demolition 1124 112th st e Tacoma Company is still working. Tara@gogreatnorthern.com Great northern insurance 253-848-9900

TRUE 04/10/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Morina Homes 3809 30th Ave w SEATTLE Why is this order in place if it's not enforced? For 
the 17th straight day since Governor Inslee's stay-at-
home orders, work continues on this residential 
construction at 3809 30th Ave W. Today a crew of 7 
is here -- working closely together, no masks, all in 
defiance of the orders. They don't care. Our 
neighborhood is getting tired of making these 
reports, with no action taken. We are all home 
adhering to the governor's orders, watching Loni 
Morina and his Morina Homes working, even though 
we have talked to them and given them the 
governor's orders.

hh91west@gmail.com Helen Holter (206) 948-4226

TRUE 04/10/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Salish Sea Salon 225 Anthes Ave. #102 Langley Salon employee Nicole Moreno is knowingly 
performing cosmetology services at home and in 
other's homes, disregarding the Stay At Home Act 
and receiving unreported/untaxed income.

TRUE 04/10/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other College Columbia Basin College 2600 N. 20th Ave. Pasco The college is having students coming into buildings 
to get their school books April 13-17. There are safer 
options available.

TRUE 04/10/20 2:29 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CalPortland 1100 E St Washougal CalPortland truck delivering concrete to Hiway Fuel 
Carwash on 10-April-2020 at approximately 10:30 
am. A new concrete slab was being poured in front 
of the entrance to the carwash.

TRUE 04/10/20 2:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash - Blue Cow Var 
Wash

Blue Cow Car wash 12521 Christianson Rd Anacortes This is a car wash, open today at 12:00. I have 3 
pictures is necessary.

beckypat1843@gmail.com Becky Patterson 3604204705 Becky Patterson - info@bluecowcarwash.com  email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 2:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5541 Perdemco Ave SE Port Orchard Owner name Kurt Craig phone number 360-340-
7260 Email kurtcraig@aol.com
The construction work site is on the corner of 
Farragut Ave N and Mayhan, Port Orchard, WA.  
Please, there are many businesses suffering and 
there are just a few that they think they are above all 
the rules and regs.  

Company still working, sending employees out to 
sites for jobs that are not an emergency.  This site is 
in my neighborhood this is the third time this 
neighborhood has sent out violation requests on this 
contractor.  Everyone's life is in danger because this 
business cannot fallow the rules.

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue

TRUE 04/10/20 2:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver A Car wash is not essential. There is hundreds of 
people going to this wash, very unsafe for people 
and the employees

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 2:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen RD Vancouver Hundreds of people going through a non essential 
business. This is not how things get better. I feel 
very bad for the employees

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 2:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot Borgen Loop Gig Harbor 2:15pm Friday. 

300+ Cars in Parking Lot. Staff at door "counting 
people" without protective gear. Couples, families 
going inside. No local distancing outside of store or 
in garden line. (Everyone just hanging around the 
garden area). I could go on...you should send 
someone out. BUSIER than a regular week-end I 
have ever seen. I am disappointed in my 
Community. I don't usually care too much what 
others do, but I am not interested in 6 more months 
of this. 

There is no rhyme or reason to this madness.

Angela

TRUE 04/10/20 2:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Very disturbing to see a non essential business 
open, not caring about the stay at home order, 
risking the employees and the people of washingtons 
safety.

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 2:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Our employer who's a business that has been 
labeled as non-essential has reopen due to lack of 
consequences for being open during quarantine.

Debherrera56@gmail.com Deborah Herrera (360) 231-8798 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 2:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Gravel Supply Dickson Co Gravel Mine & Recycling 
Center

2839 48th St E Tacoma In a span of 20 minutes 11 semi trucks pulled into 
the business.



TRUE 04/10/20 2:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 2902 164th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98087Lynnwood On April 8th at about 3:30 PM I was told by my store 
manager that customers loitering in the store will not 
be asked to leave.  Cheryl ( the store manager) said 
that we are not the police and it is not our 
responsibility to make sure they are following stay at 
home orders.  This customer is coming in the store 
every day at about 8:00am talking to employees, 
customers and anyone who will engage in 
conversation.  He would by one thing and spend the 
next three hours talking with people.  He is now 
coming in multiple times a day. He is not the only 
one but the worst I have seen so far.  Also, you 
should let the public know that we have within the 
last three weeks had a worker test positive for 
carona.  The sixty and over morning time between 
7:am and 8:00am is not being regulated but honour 
system only.  I have had complaints from those 
customers needing that time to be safe from the 
virus.

br5melissa@yahoo.com Melissa A Bray 5094295233

TRUE 04/10/20 3:05 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma It is a public health emergency! Release all 
detainees!

TRUE 04/10/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1300 NW 67th St Seattle lots Of construction still going on

TRUE 04/10/20 3:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Carefree Boat Club 1900 W Nickerson St #112 Seattle They are remaining open as a recreational boat club 
being socially negligent to the Governor's orders

karen.merkel@carefreeboats.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other craft stores: Joanne's 
Fabrics and other fabric 
stores

Joanne's Fabrics and other fabric 
stores

Lincoln Heights Shopping Center, East 29th (don't know address)SPokane I don't see how a craft store is an essential service. 
They claim to be open so people can buy fabric to 
make masks. Seems as though that is being used to 
justify staying open and making money while putting 
workers and community at risk. Stay at home order 
needs to be clarified.

pamphilia@earthlink.net customer.service@joann.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:09 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Flyit academy 632 NE 267th Ave Camas Offering dual flight instruction a free being told by 
the governors office that flight instruction is not 
essential and they need to cease close quarter 
operations

Monicalawrence@gmail.com Monica 3608332943

TRUE 04/10/20 3:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther 3rd Party Logistics Services Yusen Logistics 13501 38th St E Sumner WA 98390 2nd report - Large gathering of people. Working 
shoulder to shoulder, break room, restrooms and 
work areas. Not following social distances. Local 
government not inspecting, management very 
relaxed on social distances. No contact tracking on 
possible fellow coworkers infected. 300+ employees 
per shift on 4 daily shifts. Local government 
incompetent handling of infection control.

tiatoanialianza@gmail.com Akiles Esquivel Madraso 1234567890

TRUE 04/10/20 3:11 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Flyit academy 632 NE 267th ave Camas Offering dual flight instruction a free being told by 
the governors office that flight instruction is not 
essential and they need to cease close quarter 
operations

Nordstromgirl2@yahoo.com Angelina 541-400-1902

TRUE 04/10/20 3:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet store with grooming 
services

Petco 4012 W 27th Ave Kennewick Received a complaint that the grooming services are 
still operating.  There are 3 store locations within our 
bi-county area.  The company feels that they are 
operating within the essential business mandate.  
While the store provides an essential service for 
feed and supplies, the grooming is debatable to 
whether it is an essential service or not.

Justing@bfhd.wa.gov Justin Gerber 509-460-4330

TRUE 04/10/20 3:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Kaady Carwash 6300 NE 117th Ave C1 Vancouver I am an employee for Kaady Carwash. Mr. Kaady the 
owner, knowing the consequences for being a 
nonessential business and opening, chose to do so 
anyway. Forcing employees who have known health 
issues, and family whom they live with, such as 
young children with underlying health problems, to 
start working as of April 10, 2020. In no way has this 
business been deemed essential, another thing to 
point out is weather, the wash is going to attract a 
very high volume of customers due to nice weather. I 
hope the employees can bring this to your attention, 
as we as a company want to stay safe in these 
harsh times.

kaylam.smith905@gmail.comKayla 3606127558 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 3:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1130 140th Ave NE Bellevue LOTS of construction still happening in Ballard’s 
1300 block of NW 67th.  These guys never even 
slowed down.

TRUE 04/10/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Game / Hobby Roadside Hobbies Games Unlimited 15413 1st Avenue Ct S Ste G19Spanaway Business owner has made posts on their Facebook 
Business Page, stating, (April 10) "At the shop for a 
couple hours if anyone needs to pick something up" 
& (April 8) Will be at the shop tomorrow around 
12pm so if anyone needs anything let me know..

roadside_hobbies@yahoo.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Family Of Faith Community Church 1504 W. Grace. Ave. Spokane This church is meeting in their building in large 
groups on Wednesday & Friday evenings and on 
Sunday mornings. This needs to stop.

service@ffcc.us email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Game / Hobby Next Level The Gamers Den 10135 224th Street East Graham Business is active on Facebook allowing In-Store 
Pick up for goods sold, as well as local delivery.

clientsupport@nextlevelgamersden.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:27 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Parks and recreation City of Tukwila Parks Dept. 12424 42nd Avenue South Tukwila This parks department is open and requiring the 6 
man crew to work full time performing most parks 
maintenance functions.   The city of Tukwila  have 
closed the amenities within but the parks and trails 
themselves are open and being heavily used.  
Although, All king county parks/trails are closed .  All 
Seattle parks / trails are closed and all Kent parks 
/trails are closed to name a few. The crew was 
originally staggared , 3 on and 3 off but is now back 
to  full resources.  My husbands  area of 
employment wasn’t on the essential list as a parks 
maintenance II worker.   Is  pressure washing a 
tennis court or flailing a parks trail truly essential 
right now?   They do empty garbage at parks sites 
but are  4 - 6 weeks of letting grass and foliage go 
unattended really going to make a difference? 
Meanwhile continued grooming of trails and parks 
encourages patronage.  My husband feels a bit 
unsafe but is afraid if he speaks up he’ll be 
reprimanded.  I am a RN working w/ Covid 19+ 
patients  at isolation and quarantine sites in king 
county but I don’t see my husbands role as essential 
in this environment either. I wish someone to 
discuss this issue w/ the city of Tukwila’ s  Executive 
team.  My husband was told , when he asked about 
it that his direct managers made an argument to the 
city that they were essential and they will likely 
qualify for 80% of their base pay as hazard pay.   
This all sounds like  stretching benefits to me and 
some manipulation.   It feels smarmy!   Maybe you 
can shed some light to the situation?

Gruppypoo123@comcast.net Jennifer Engle 425-306-0595

TRUE 04/10/20 3:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Floral retail Blitz and Co. 909 Pacific Ave Tacoma Group of flower designers in a workshop. 
Management has demanded participation. Not an 
essential element, close contact.

shonhathcock@hotmail.com Shon Derrick Hathcock 3606270582 blitz2@integra.net email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other hot tubs Rich's Hot tubs 16504 Highway 99 Lynnwood they have 5 locations, all open. they will claim since 
they sell stoves they are essential. the stoves they 
sell are for looks and secondary heat. they have a 
Hot tub sale on now. really if they can be open ALL 
BUSINESSES should be open. close them now.

kmet@mac.com mike kmet 360-770-0663 MARTI.KVALHEIM@RICHSHOME.COM email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Valley Nursery 20882 Bond Rd Ne poulsbo The parking lot if full of cars, 40 to 50. info@valleynurseryinc.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way They have a grooming department opening and are 
grooming dogs, the area is small and cannot always 
accommodate the 6 ft social distancing requirements

faulkner.mmicah@gmail.com Micah Faulkner 2536809580 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Avenue Bellingham The gym covered the windows and is letting people 
in the back door to work out in a small space together

steph.mich.john@gmail.com Stephanie Burgess 2532730485 kofitness10@gmail.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness training All fitness kent 21028 84th Ave S Kent Personal training and group fitness classes a friend 
invited me to train with them at a boot camp workout.

Joe carman 4257360173 strikertdoerge@yahoo.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair Salon 10318 Aurora Ave N Seattle This business should be closed. The salon a few 
doors up from her, Jerry's , has closed to protect 
piblic.
This owner just wants to steal Cherry customers at 
the risk of our community.

marcydarlene@hptmail.com Marcy McFall 12067696129

TRUE 04/10/20 3:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen RD Vancouver, WA Car wash opened up today, despite being previously 
closed due to not being an essential business.

danieltart5050@gmail.com Daniel Tart 253.882.9757 Hr@kaady.comemail sent 6.22.2020  info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Orcas Island Golf Club 2171 Orcas Rd Eastsound parking lot full, groups of golfers not observing social 
distancing

bruzerjr1@outlook.com Brad Bruland 3606228811



TRUE 04/10/20 3:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Stomping’ Grounds (coffee house) Morris Street La Conner This coffee business has outside seating of patio 
furniture/ picnic tables grouped together with people 
sitting all around them. This coffee business doesn’t 
have a drive-thru. They do have a sign saying one 
person at a time in the building plus no seating 
inside yet I don’t observe this. I see people either 
seated in there or more than one ordering coffee. On 
a nice, sunny day like today all the doors are open 
and hides the note on the door about one-person-at-
a-time information. It’s very loose on their “rules” abc 
the state’s “rules”. Plus the landlord across the road 
from the coffee establishment doesn’t enforce this 
as well.

TRUE 04/10/20 3:54 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Shelter Tacoma rescue mission 425 s. Tacoma way Tacoma No spacing,people with positive reading allow in,staff 
ordered to not wear mask,three positive reading today

Concerned father

TRUE 04/10/20 3:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center (Foundation 
CrossFit)

Foundation CrossFit 1415 12th Avenue Seattle, WA 98122 There is a sign on the front door of Foundation 
CrossFit saying that it is still having clients come into 
the facility by individual appointments throughout the 
day.

info@foundationcrossfit.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 3:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver, WA Kaady Car wash reopened today, despite not being 
an essential business

danieltart5050@gmail.com Daniel Tart 253.882.9757 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Wapapo Park 72nd and Alaska St. Tacoma people are in close contact BBQ-ing, children playing 
on the closed playground, many people in the dog 
park. Parking lot is open and it is filling up with 
people. No masks

via 211- Caller Deborah Lendor(253) 584-8797

TRUE 04/10/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave C1 Vancouver, WA Kaady Car Wash called in all of their employees 
today and reopened, despite not being an essential 
business.

danieltart5050@gmail.com Daniel Tart 253.882.9757 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:13 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Kent City of Kent governmental offices Downtown Kent Kent I know someone who could do their work at home. 
Actually WAS doing her work at home when she had 
symptoms. Now Kent managers are making them 
work at office. 

I cant say my name. She could be retaliated against.

None@none.com Mary 2069999999

TRUE 04/10/20 4:13 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther City of Kent City of Kent governmental offices Downtown Kent Kent I know someone who could do their work at home. 
Actually WAS doing her work at home when she had 
symptoms. Now Kent managers are making them 
work at office. 

I cant say my name. She could be retaliated against.

None@none.com Mary 2069999999

TRUE 04/10/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen Rd Vancouver Non-essential business open when they should be 
closed

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming PetCo 189 East Bakerview Rd Bellingham Grooming is considered nonessential, but I was just 
at PetCo and their grooming salon was grooming 
dogs.  I saw at least 3 different dogs in the salon.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 4:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver It makes me sad to see this business is putting their 
employees health at risk for being a non-essential 
business

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave C1 Vancouver I don’t understand how a car wash is an essential 
business. I worry about the employees health

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store, ammunition 
sales

Limitless America 501 26th street Washougal Daily lineup of buyers for a gun shop that is still open 
after the list of essential businesses came out.  No 
social distancing measures.

calvincrowe13@yahoo.com Anna L Linde 3606003298 limitless.shop@gmail.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 4:27 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma NWDC is not applying social distancing measures 
for its 1,200 detainees. This is a public health issue; 
NWDC/ GEO Group needs to be held accountable!

Gustavtcw@gmail.com Gus Labayen 253.579.4659

TRUE 04/10/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric and craft store Joanns 2886 Bucklin hill road Silverdale There are so many people in the store at 1 time they 
may look like they are doing  Social distance I but it's 
a joke.  The cut counter had 30 people at it waiting to 
get fabric cut. Way to many people in this store. 
Why are they open??

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/10/20 4:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Salon Petco 31419 Pac Hwy S Federal Way I reported this 2 days ago. Petco is still operating the 
non-essential DOG GROOMING. ALL groom shops 
state wide are closed and deemed non-essential. If 
this virus is SO bad as we are being told by the 
media why haven't they been stopped? Not just 
myself but many people I know are starting to 
question whether this is more about controlling and 
destroying the little guy. I would think if it was SO 
severe it would have been stopped immediately 
before a possible asymptomatic groomer doesn't 
infect 7-10 people each day times how ever many 
groomers are in the shop because they are in 
contact with the asymptomatic groomer. We want off 
of this LOCKDOWN sooner than later and to watch 
big corporations not have to abide by the same rules 
as the common folk as Pelosi calls us. STOP 
PETCO from doing non-essential grooming OR open 
up all groom shops if the spread isn't an issue with 
grooming. I am contacting the media right after this 
second complaint if no serious action is being taken 
against them during this "horrible" pandemic as we 
are being told. Then it tells me that either the virus 
isn't what the local government wants us to believe 
and it's control or it's because I'm not a corporation 
donating to the coffers. If the governor is SO 
concerned about our safety and this is SO 
contagious then do something about it!!!

mawa222@comcast.net Shirley Sybert-Bish 253-347-1913 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/10/20 4:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Seattle Fish guys 411 23rd Ave S Seattle Large gathering of folks outside Seattle Fish Guys 
with alcohol and food, observing at least 8-9 people 
in the group

Lamtinyau@gmail.com Kevin lam 347-989-5267

TRUE 04/10/20 4:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Cannabis Vendor Nirvana Cannabis Company 4950 Arena Rd, Richland, WA 99352Richland I have underlying conditions that put me at risk, so I 
have to wear a series of personal protection 
equipment that isnt easily taken off and on, and they 
required me to task off the mask inside, not even 
letting me do it outside.

ultimatepowa@gmail.com Taylor Boulton 5099428547

TRUE 04/10/20 4:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy manufacturing store Funko 6305 36 ave west Everett They have over 100 of workers in building and also 
there has already been people there that tested 
positive for covid 19

nikkieluna654@gmail.com Nikke 2065366207 contact@funco.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 4:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 S 11th Ridgefield WA They’re open in Washington early mornings 7Am. 
when shouldnt be. Sending out techs.
They have no proper station for hand cleaning or the 
right alcohol percent. 
They don’t have proper designated 6 ft markings.
They work on New construction only.

Snowolf_7@msn.com Ana 3608925197 info@pacificcrest.us email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 4:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Budget Stump -N- Tree Removal 199th Ave NE Woodinville This contractor (tree service) has been working for 
the past 4 weeks and providing non essential 
services such as tree trimming, service, 
maintenance, stump removal. He is NOT LICENSED 
and does NOT carry any contractor insurance and 
bond. The owner owes many back taxes to the state 
and IRS. 

Michael Buhl 
425-770-7197
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-buhl-01167a95

Also advertises as BUDGET STUMP REMOVAL 
and BUDGET STUMP & TREE REMOVAL.

TRUE 04/10/20 4:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Budget Stump -N- Tree Removal 199th Ave NE Woodinville This contractor (tree service) has been working for 
the past 4 weeks and providing non essential 
services such as tree trimming, service, 
maintenance, stump removal. He is NOT LICENSED 
and does NOT carry any contractor insurance and 
bond. The owner owes many back taxes to the state 
and IRS. 

Michael Buhl 
425-770-7197
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mike-buhl-01167a95

Also advertises as BUDGET STUMP REMOVAL 
and BUDGET STUMP & TREE REMOVAL.

TRUE 04/10/20 4:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft items Craft Warehouse 13503-A Millplain Blvd Vancouver WA 98684 Caller stated that business is a non-essential 
business and should be closed however they are 
open and offering curbside service to customers. 
Order is place and customer still needs to come in 
and pay and pick up order. There is traffic of 
individuals at any given time and they are making 
employees come in to work and be exposed to any 
possible virus. Business number is 360-892-2277

tricities@craftwarehouse.com email sent 6.22.2020



TRUE 04/10/20 4:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fishing Lure Manufacurer Mack's Lure, Inc. 55 Lure Lane Wenatchee They have employee's there every day. They also 
have UPS dropping off and picking up every day. 
Although there aren't as many vehicles there as 
before the Stay-At-Home order there are at least 3 
there every day Monday through Friday and 
sometimes on weekends.

millplain@craftwarehouse.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 4:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hannahs hair salon 1304 Ocean Beach Hwy. Longview I continue to see that their parking lot is full,when I 
have driven by going to
the grocery store. They do nails and hair there. And 
their Open sign continues to stay on, during their 
business hours.

costello7801@yahoo.com Jean Costello 360-751-1055

TRUE 04/10/20 4:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Employees being exposed to hundreds of people for 
no reason

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 5:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Performance car part 
manufacturing

Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST Vancouver Ets has received approval to open up its doors 
Monday because they have told the governor that 
they do repair and maintenance on cars. As a 
employee I can confirm there are no cars being 
repaired or maintained. This shop builds 
performance car parts for SOME specific cars and 
all parts are for increased performance. We make 
parts for about 6 different import cars all parts not 
necessary to keep cars running these parts are to 
replace stock parts if people WANT NO OART IS 
NEEDED. This shop is lying to open up its doors at 
the expense of it employees health.

Robert sales@extremeturbosystems.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 5:07 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther hardware Lowes 1000 Garden ave N Renton To many people in the garden area which is not 
essential 
To many people in the paint department which is not 
essential 
Seems like lowes is going for the corporate greed 
taking advantage of all the folks working at home.  
Need to close garden for sure!

TRUE 04/10/20 5:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is not abiding the Governor's orders to stay 
home. This is a nonessential business. Owner Gabe 
Moen is signing up new members daily.

Shelly Stevens 253-227-3649 iamthegstandard@gmail.com email sent 6.22.2020 gstandardgym@gmail.com

TRUE 04/10/20 5:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash kaddy car wash 11701 se mill plain Blvd Vancouver they have multiple workers in a tiny booth unable to 
practice social distancing

stephenacfox@gmail.com Stephen Fox 9714095333 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 5:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf 17523 Hwy 9 Mt.Vernon I thought all golf courses were supposed to be closed

TRUE 04/10/20 5:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car stereo installation Systems unlimited 12121 northup way #115 Bellevue There open putting in car stereos...This is not an 
essential  business.They are not fixing a car to 
operate..Maybe BMW of bellevue would like to here 
about this.I am calling KOMO if there not closed next 
week and I will share that I have sent two complaints  
 to your HOTLINE

J17392004@yahoo.com John hebert 4254420205 email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 5:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Car stereo installation Systems unlimited 12121 northup way #115 Bellevue There open putting in car stereos...This is not an 
essential  business.They are not fixing a car to 
operate..Maybe BMW of bellevue would like to here 
about this.I am calling KOMO if there not closed next 
week and I will share that I have sent two complaints  
 to your HOTLINE

J17392004@yahoo.com John hebert 4254420205

TRUE 04/10/20 5:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet retail store Huntwood Cabinet Outlet /Bargain 
Hunt

21510 E Mission Ave Liberty Lake This is the cabinet outlet for Huntwood Cabinets. 
They sell discount cabinets and floor models. They 
do not do manufacturing of wood products at this 
location.

bargainhunt@huntwood.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 5:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Cal Anderson park Cal Anderson Broadway and 11th Seattle Drive by it everyday after working at a local hospital 
and noticed many ppl not complying with the social 
distancing or staying indoors.  I don’t think flying a 
kite have a picnic is essential etc...

Dchristopherc@gmail.com Damian 619-206-1752

TRUE 04/10/20 5:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hardware Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Highway Longview This Lowe’s location is selling non essential items 
such as: Paint, flooring, kitchen cabinets, flowers, 
mulch, paver stones, patio furniture, grass seed and 
potting soil. The company seems to be actively 
advertising store only deals for this product as well. 
This can be noted in the previous weekend 
advertisement. “Spring Black Friday Sale”

customercare@lowes.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 5:35 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Goverment Office of the Governor 100 Capital Drive Olympia People that use this site would have reported Ann 
Frank to the SS.
Just saying.

Greglnay@hotmail.com Greg Nay

TRUE 04/10/20 5:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Play field Roosevelt High School 1410 NE 66th St Seattle large groups of people exercising and not practicing 
appropriate social distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/10/20 5:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle More than 10 people playing sports

TRUE 04/10/20 5:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 98664 Vancouver A car wash is NOT an essential business. You'd 
think that would be common sense but apparently 
some people didn't get the memo. Kaady car washes 
were once shut down for the time being but are now 
being opened back up in the middle of this virus 
taking full swing. I believe opening things back up in 
a vital time like this might break way for even more 
unnecessary spread of covid-19.

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Washes 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd. Vancouver Car wash is not an essential business and have 
heard they washed almost 1000 cars today which is 
putting all those customers and the employees at 
risk when they do not need to be open.

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St SE Suite 300 Sumner This company makes high priced custom cabinets 
made to order.  I also heard they pass out N95 
masks to every employee every morning, thought we 
need these for first responders?

toptwelveref51@gmail.com customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Washes 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver All of their Washington locations are open! I own a 
car wash and was told I could not operate yet these 
guys are! Very infuriating they think they are above 
the law!

jeremy@rocketwashexpress.comJeremy Elliott 3609046768 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:08 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Captain Little 121 5th ave SE Olympia Captain Little is offering curbside pick up of toys to 
customers. They are announcing this on Social 
Media and not clarifying if they have been qualified 
to stay open, they also do not mention any safety 
precautions they are adhering to. I am worried they 
are contributing to the spread of Covid-19.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/10/20 6:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 State Route 9 My. Vernon, WA Golf course busy every day and no social distancing 
being required. Heard this from people who live near 
the golf course.

cheryle.hirst@gmail.com Cheryle Hirst 206-794-7445

TRUE 04/10/20 6:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Shop Max's Vape Shop 6218 6th ave Tacoma Business sign says open with customers driving in. 
When I questioned the owner on my way to work he 
said "no, I am not open". He then goes in and flicks 
the "open sign off.

Police came and owner stated he was doing "yard 
work" however I saw a customer drive in to go into 
his establishment. I then drove by on my way back 
from work and the open sign is on again.

Parkerse@plu.edu Sagan E Parker 2532080549

TRUE 04/10/20 6:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Marijuana glass shop Maryjanes House of Glass 5942 6th ave Tacoma On my way to work at an essential business, I see 
this business is advertising it is open (open sign in 
on)

Parkerse@plu.edu Sagan E Parker 2532080549

TRUE 04/10/20 6:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other bed liners window tint rpm performance 1801 bouslog road burlington  wa window tint and bedliners cant be essential corysta@msn.com cory starkovich 3608401239 customerservice@maxrpmusa.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 6:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Echo Falls Golf Course 20414 121st Ave Se Snohomish I am a healthcare provider on the frontlines of testing 
and treating COVID in our community.  I live on the 
back side of the Echofalls Golf course and take 
walks through my neighborhood which borders the 
golf course.  The neighbors in the community insist 
that it is their "right" to congregate in large groups on 
the golf course and harass neighbors via next door 
who urge them to follow the stay at home order so 
that all of us can maintain the right to take a walk 
and follow this important mandate to stop the spread.

stephanie@lidodesign.com Stephanie E Abbott 2067696647

TRUE 04/10/20 6:32 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence gathering 1980 2208 27th ave se Puyallup At least 10 people gathering, hugging and having a 
party

dmz187@gmail.com David M Zetterberg 2532613438

TRUE 04/10/20 6:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Ice creme truck 6831 Martin way east number 23Olympia More than one person in vehicle and kids lining up to 
purchase ice creme. no social distancing

Samantha_runions@yahoo.comSamantha 3604022514

TRUE 04/10/20 6:48 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business dollar tree 1495  NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis they have 4 registers and had 2 adjacent registers 
open on 4-9.... so their warnings & tape markings 
etc are  negated by having 2 adjacent registers open 
with 3 -4 people in less than 4 or 5 ft of space

Paul Rumore 5033306866

TRUE 04/10/20 6:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Lakeview Drive-In 323 W Manson Highway Chelan Have had hundreds of People on premise at same 
time on weekends. Have seen dozens people 
standing side by side eating at premise.

Brad.MP@Outlook.com Brad



TRUE 04/10/20 7:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail Salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, Ste. 130Port Orchard This is my second time finding this business open 
and working on a customer's nails.  1st infraction of 
Gov Inslee's proclamation was on April 7, 2020 
around 4:30 p.m.   I am very upset that Star Nails is 
putting Port Orchard residents at risk of COVID 19 
spreading more as a result of working on a 
customer's nails.  This is a non essential business.  
The nail technician customer are not able to stay 6 
feet apart.  Plus, the nail tech touches the 
customer's hands and nails...  Why is this allowed to  
 continue happening?  I have a photo again today.  
You can see a customer in the chair and the nail 
tech opposite her.  Photo taken at 4:25 p.m. on April 
10, 2020

katfor7@gmail.com K. Fortner 360-286-0542

TRUE 04/10/20 7:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 2902 164th St SW Lynnwood Please investigate this Fred Meyer as I believe that 
they are operating at full capacity without any 
enforcement of social distancing guidelines. All 
check stands and self checkout lanes are open, 
forcing customers to stand within less than 6 feet 
apart. Employees are so busy that they don't have 
time to clean the check stands during hours of 
operation. They are not enforcing social distancing in 
any measure other signage. Employees are NOT 
allowed to enforce the social distancing guidlines 
without risk of being punished by their superior. 
Please investigate ASAP as they have just confirmed 
a COVID-19 case of an employee and took no 
measures to protect all other employees and 
customers.

heatherrachellebray@gmail.comHeather Bray 5098607354

TRUE 04/10/20 7:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair 10318 aurora ave n Seattle Business is open every day for haircuts. erind2@uw.edu Erin Harrop 2067085637

TRUE 04/10/20 7:13 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course and family fun 
center

Cherry Hill Golf Course and Family 
Fun Center

530 Cherry Hill Rd Granger The golf course continues to operate and does not 
observe basic guidelines for the coronavirus 
proclamation issued by the governor.

Chris2.Ramirez@icloud.com Chris Ramirez 5099107886

TRUE 04/10/20 7:20 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The continued operation of this detention center 
during a pandemic is more innocent blood on the 
hands of the United States.

andrewlewisnickerson@gmail.comAndrew

TRUE 04/10/20 7:25 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Othello Park Othello Park 4351 south othello street Seatte There is an increase in the amount of people 
congregating in the park and using the basketball 
courts, picnic areas, and playgrounds who are also 
violating the social distancing rules.

TRUE 04/10/20 7:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other health club/spa The Z Club 1117 Pike St Seattle private club has sign up that it is open for retail sales 
5-9pm. Business is not an essential category

email sent 6.22.2020corporate@clubztutoring.com

TRUE 04/10/20 7:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric store Joanns 2217 be 57th st Seattle Store closed but still doing online sales and pickup. 
That means employees still inside with no distancing 
and other safety measures taken to not infect each 
other with Corona virus. Also having people pick up 
non essential stuff is not right. Breaking governor's 
shutdown order. Need cops or attorney general to 
shut them down as they are breaking law. Not 
fricken essential. Why are they getting away with it.? 
Stop pussy footing and shut them down completely. 
Fabric crafts sewing machines can't be eaten. Not 
needed in this pandemic. They are just spreading the 
virus.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/10/20 7:36 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other front yard of a residential 
house

Resident 22702 Southeast 49th Place Issaquah They are having a party with 10+ people at front yard 
with music and drinks.

TRUE 04/10/20 7:38 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park George Weyerhaeuser Park 1955 Dock Street Tacoma I observed several people outside of their cars 
standing in the parking lot. One of the vehicles was 
playing loud music and they did not appear to be 
observing any social distancing. The park is 
supposed to be closed.

mswart84@gmail.com Meg

TRUE 04/10/20 7:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliances Frederick's Appliance Center 7509 159th Pl NE Redmond This company sells new appliances which are not 
essential during this time, yet if you go to their 
website the top banner features prominently "We are 
considered an ESSENTIAL business and we intend 
on staying open during these trying/difficult times." 
Website Link Here: fredericksappliance.com

caseyandrewsfreelance@gmail.comCasey sales@fredericksappliance.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 7:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Sky Nursery 18528 Aurora Ave N Shoreline A nursery does not seem like an essential business 
and providing the service by pick-up still requires 
employees to unnecessarily work in potentially 
infectious conditions. Nor is this about “construction 
needs” when average customers are being courted 
and served.

timotrichards@gmail.com Tim Richards 3609033173 sky@skynursery.com  email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 7:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private Invetagator and 
Paper Service Company

Court Ops 16710 116th Ave SE, #2  WA 98058Renton Going out Door to Door pounding on doors at 
peoples homes trying to talk to neighbors and they 
are NOT WEARING ANY MASKS they are touching 
car doors and trying to open home doors with NO 
GLOVES operating way outside thier area of 
business. I have seen and heard about them going 
to other homes in the area of Marysville. I have 
heard they leave a card with thier company name 
and phone number with an email after leaving. 
Number on card is 425-572-5431 the email on card 
is Washington@privateopsut.com last time I have 
seen them is today 4/10/20. I have seen them do 
this many times since the order. Please stop thier 
activity there are people with low immun systems in 
these neighborhoods.

TRUE 04/10/20 7:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Corner Bakery Cafe 393A Strander Blvd Tukwila On the Window it states Easter Sunday brunch from 
10am-3pm.

Subrina_kavitha@yahoo.com Subrina Philip S. 2066310346

TRUE 04/10/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St SE Suite 300 Sumner Drove by this shop yesterday.  Had a lot of vehicles 
parked there,  I use to work there. they make very 
expensive Kitchen cabinets.  How are they open?

top24ref51@gmail.com customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 7:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashgalmya_ n/a Vancouver, Wa This lash artist is performing services during 
quarantine lockdown. The business name is her 
instagram handle.

gabrielleq95@gmail.com Gabrielle Quintanilla 3605606930

TRUE 04/10/20 7:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lovesome Beauty 1232 170th Ave NE Bellevue Business is located in residential home that has 
business signage. Customers observed coming and 
going.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:09 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other MC Group Gathering @ 
Residential Unit

Unknown 16920 13th Ave Ct E Spanaway 3 Motor Cycles, 2 Trucks, 3 Cars all parked in one 4 
bedroom house driveway.  Normal parking for this 
area is 1MC 1 Truck.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Mack's Lure Inc. 55 Lure Ln Wenatchee Business is still open with more then two employees 
at a time.

media@mackslure.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 8:21 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belfor Property Restoration 4320 South 131st Place Suite 100Seattle Completing non-essential construction on Renton's 
Property Management apartments.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing Retailer Tommy Bahamma Group 39411 st nw Auburn Non essential business that is still having 50 + 
workers come in Monday, Wednesday,& Friday . My 
wife works there and she is scared to say anything 
cause she doesn't want to get fired. I've sent in one 
notice already and she is still having to work. They 
send clothing out to customers. How is this 
essential?

Nessconst@comcast.net Wayne 206-735-0412 guestservices@tommybahama.com

TRUE 04/10/20 8:34 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other private apartment private apartment 12601 NE 128TH Way apt g17KIRKLAND Large party, more that 15 people in a small 800 sq 
foot apartment.

ross.vixie@gmail.com Ross Vixie 4258708820

TRUE 04/10/20 8:38 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Belfor Property Restoration 4320 S 131st Pl #100 Seattle, WA 98168 Construction on Renton Housing authority that is is 
not essential.

206-412-2386

TRUE 04/10/20 8:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 9311 192nd Avenue E Bonney Lake I recieved a call from the grooming salon to schedule 
an appointment for my dog, which I found insensitve 
and unsafe. I agree that the store should stay open, 
but the salon risks the health of the employees, 
especially because the room is too small for them to 
stay 6ft apart.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:52 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Lattin’s County Cider Mill and Farm 9402 Rich Rd SE Olympia They are handing out bags of eggs tomorrow 
(Saturday). This is not essential business. I am very 
worried about anyone asymptomatic or sick being 
involved with filling eggs and bags. This is reckless 
and not ok. 
https://www.facebook.com/191357630932205/posts/
2942019835865957/?d=n

idavan@outlook.com Ida Van Schalkwyk 3607904964



TRUE 04/10/20 9:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Queens Hair and Beauty Supply 504  Renton Center Way SW Renton My dog went to the veterinarian (with an injured 
Dog)  While waiting in the parking lot for the dog to 
finish. Queens Hair and Beauty supply located  next 
door at 504 Renton Center Way SW had their Open 
sign on, the door open and customers being greeted 
at the door by unmasked Workers>  Unmasked 
Workers were also taking product to the people in 
cars . The sidewalk they are using is shared by the 
Vet. One of the workers put her hand on my back 
and asked if I had an order to pick up and what my 
name is.    This took place between 1:00-3:00 PM 
on 4/10/2020.  This business is Ignoring Public 
Safety and put me in Jeopardy with this action.  Hair 
salons and beauty salons are suppose to be closed.   
I am an essential worker in health care. I'm exposed 
to enough risk. The woman stated she is allowed to 
be open because they are delivering the wigs to cars  
 But on 3 occasions customers were greeted at the 
door.   If they are allowed to be open for some 
reason they need to be schooled on social 
distancing.    I have been hunkered down at home 
except during my essential workers hours.   I also 
saw that Great clips and a nail salon across the 
parking lot were also open and allowing customers 
in. I saw on their website they are open tomorrow 
morning (4/11/2020)

pgconnors2013@gmail.com Pamela Connors 206-265-9532

TRUE 04/10/20 9:13 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Whole Foods Westlake Seattle Every time I go to the Whole Foods in south lake 
union, it is impossible to stay six feet away from 
people. I counted at least 50 people in their store 
and no one was abiding to the tape on the ground. 
Whole Foods needs to limit the amount of 
customers allowed inside the store. It was 
dangerous and many people we not wearing masks. 
I came within one or two feet of several people who 
were not following the six foot rule. If one person in 
that Whole Foods had COVID, they will infect many 
people and SLU is a densely populated area.

brittanyroberts@gmail.com Brittany Roberts 9514408063

TRUE 04/10/20 9:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Fraternity Delta Chi Fraternity - UW Chapter 1819 NE 47th Street Seattle Hello, This is my second reporting of a violation in 2 
days. Wedn, April 8, and again today, April 10, 2020. 
Tonite, there is a gathering, again of at least 10 
people. I can see them in close proximity to each 
other, playing some sort of drinking game in their 
back area by a pool. There is music and loud yelling.

cjschuh@gmail.com Chris Schuh 206.992.1557

TRUE 04/10/20 9:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 SE mill plain Blvd. Vancouver Non essential buisness comes into contact with 
hundreds of people a day per store with 3 in 
Vancouver.

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Nursery Valley Nursery 20882 Bond Road NE Poulsbo Valley Nursery fb post says they are open for 
business with their hours starting Saturday April 11. 
I ask if stay at home was lifted by Governor & was 
told no. they have been open by appt till now. I went 
by appt one day & had to dodge workers to stay 6 ft 
away. I was the only customer. I am doing 
everything to stay healthy. this opening will prolong a 
well Washington State.

fergusonhartj@yahoo.com Janet Ferguson Hart 206-963-5060 email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 9:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car Wash is non-essential. Farawayland24@gmail.com Samantha Sorenson 3609476432 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plant store Valley Nursery 20882 Bond Road Poulsbo Valley Nursery posted on face book tonight that they 
were going to open there store starting tomorrow 
April 11 despite the governors orders. They were 
telling people to come on in.

info@valleynurseryinc.com

TRUE 04/10/20 9:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabrics and crafts JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 510 E. College Way Mount Vernon, WA 98273 Compliance requires everyone to wear masks, over 
half the employees refuse to and have been told by 
management if they don't like them they don't have 
to wear them.

We are to sanitize counters and such between 
customers not only are people not, they're angry 
when prompted to. And adamantly refuse to.

Cleaning supplies are not currently provided by the 
company.

People are supposed to have their temp checked 
prior to starting their shift, that's not happening.

Following social distancing is intermittent at best.

Management does not care and will not enforce.

Charpp21@msn.com Charlene Inman 9095257675 customer.service@joann.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 9:52 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other private residence residence PO BOX 1413 {mailing} Marysville For the last couple nights this family has had five to 
six cars with people in........ they seem to have a 
blatant disregard for the coronavirus paramaters set 
forth by the governor for gatherings and putting 
others at risk............ please help us all......

jbpitman@frontier.com Jeff Pitman 4257542912

TRUE 04/10/20 9:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery(lawn/garden) Yellow Rose Nursery Merlot Drive Prosser Wa 99350 Business is open for regular hours of operation and 
don’t believe in following laws..

augustavo@msn.com Deborah Augustsvo 206-499-2200 info@yellowrosenursery.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 9:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Planned Parenthood 1020 W Main St, Centralia, WA 98531Centralia Normally full of people frequently not practicing 
social distancing

TRUE 04/10/20 10:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Car washes aren't essential and yet hundreds of 
people were in today

Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020 info@kaady.com

TRUE 04/10/20 10:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other "Body Massage" South Park Asian Massage 5223 S Tacoma Way Tacoma This so called "massage" business, and I use that 
term loosely,  is still operating & performing services 
on customers. It isn't a "massage" they are getting 
either.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boating supplies West Marine 13211 Northup Way Bellevue Website and phone number message says they are 
closed due to corona virus but open sign is on and 
they are in fact open.

mike@rainwave.co Michael Park 2069636318 social@westmarine.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 10:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Wilridge Winery and Vineyard 250 Ehler RD Yakima On the Wilridge Winery Facebook page post April 
7th.    It appears the tasting rooms in Yakima and 
Seattle are still open.                                                                  
                "It’s BEAUTIFUL outside for a hike! 
Maison Wines by Wilridge Winery come in a 1.75 L 
Sport Pouch. No cork required!! The packaging is 
recyclable. The red blend and white blend are 
delicious!

The Yakima Farmhouse Tasting Room is open from 
Noon until 5 pm Friday-Sunday. You can hang out in 
the Vineyard with social distancing. Call/Text 509-
966-0686 ext 2 for curb side delivery. Or Email 
Laurie@WilridgeWinery.com. Our Madrona Winery 
in Seattle is also open Friday & Saturday 5-9 pm. 
Cheers!"

STEVENSONMJ.MS@GMAIL.COMMary Stevenson 3607427532

TRUE 04/10/20 10:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business HiSpot Cafe 1410 34th Avenue Seattle Baristas serving coffee to walk-ins, social distancing 
requirements not being followed, groups gathering 
outside establishment. Should be limited to take-out 
only.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 6300 NE 117th Ave C1 Vancouver Non essential business. jeremy@rocketwashexpress.comJeremy Elliott 3609046768 Hr@kaady.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/10/20 10:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private School Chestnut Montessori School 10723 NE 38th Pl Bellevue In violation of Proclamation 20-08 and 20-09 and 
definitions of Essential Businesses, on an email 
dated Apr 10 to parents, Principal plans to re-open 
school on May 4th welcoming students "to attend 
school on campus as before." 

This service provided will be "school," and not 
"childcare," under Proclamation 20-08 or 20-09, and 
does not fit the criteria of limiting child care provided 
to the "children of essential workers across all 
sectors and for uniquely vulnerable children" under 
Essential Business.

Feel free to call or email. But I demand my identity 
remain protected from the school.

ryj2@outlook.com Raymond Jang 425-922-5242

TRUE 04/10/20 10:57 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Airline Alaska/Horizon 17801 International Blvd Seatac Not allowing employees to work from home when all 
they're doing is "zoom" meetings.

Hbeachlove@gmail.com Jeanne

TRUE 04/10/20 11:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Ilovekickboxing 1825 SE 164th Ave #120 Vancouver Continue to host classes as well as have members 
come in to purchase things/sign up new members

Boogerrush@gmail.com Jennifer vancouverwa@ilovekickboxing.com email sent 6.22.2020

TRUE 04/11/20 1:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a liquor license Changes Bar And Grill 2103 N 45th St Seattle Observed and heard a large crowd on the back patio 
drinking and smoking marijuana.

michael@mpwilson.net Michael P Wilson 2067737400



TRUE 04/11/20 2:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Pacific Ridge Homes 17921 Bothell Everett Highway Suite 100Bothell This business continues to conduct private 
construction of residential homes, including interior 
finishing and other non-essential work. Construction 
workers on the site do not observe distancing and 
share tools. When other private and public 
construction has halted, this business continues to 
operate at their new home site (which continues to 
be advertised heavily) at Belmont Court in Lynnwood 
(Near 2805 148th St SW). The contact person at 
this site is Mr. Levi Rowse (425 409 4921).

Washington Resident

TRUE 04/11/20 2:14 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Life recovery solutions 12330 NE 8th Street, Suite 100Bellevue Business has been persuaded by DCYF Social 
Worker to perform U.A screenings for DCYF initial 
investigations regardless of all other certified UA 
establishments being closed. DCYF Social Worker 
Lemuel Bradeen of the Bellevue office for king 
county is the referrer

Lexilulive@gmail.com Tiffany Winner (425)200-5105

TRUE 04/11/20 2:29 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Complex Garden Villa Apartments - Dobler 
Management

4525 S. Warner ST Tacoma The complex management is still allowing parties to 
occur, even after reporting them and police reporting.

tina.lua01@gmail.com Tina Lua 9075381538

TRUE 04/11/20 3:12 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Palarmo 36 735 36th st sw Wyoming My name is Rebecca Bigelow, I left my job at 
Palermo on March 22nd, because there is not 
enough room in the work area for 7 employees, to 
follow social distancing. In the initial work area. On 
Any Given Friday or Saturday night we had 7 
employees, working within one to 3 ft of each other, 
there is a sick employee, working within one foot of 
my station, at any given time.

pickerdreb@aol.com Rebecca Bigelow 6165898051

TRUE 04/11/20 6:28 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way They are not limiting appointments, following social 
distancing either for clients or staff, they are not 
following sanitation protocols. Dog grooming has 
been deemed nonessential, and they are continuing 
to perform nonessential services under the guise of 
an essential business

Edsoncatlin@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 6:29 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 975 NW Gilman Blvd Suite E Issaquah Dog grooming has been deemed nonessential, and 
they are continuing to perform nonessential services 
under the guise of an essential business. They are in 
violation of the stay home order for nonessential 
businesses

Edsoncatlin@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 7:06 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther home improvement lowes 16205 Broadway spokane valley as a former employee i quit due to many people in 
the store at once, employee gatherings in break 
rooms and at registers. very uncalled for not to 
mention when are buying flowers essential

TRUE 04/11/20 7:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paint and Flooring Retail Hatloe's Carpet One 3701 Rucker Ave Everett This is a non- essential retail business selling paints 
and carpet violating the Governor's stay at home 
orders. In contacting the business, please do not use 
my name for fear of retaliation.

valmontear@hotmail.com Arlyn Valmonte 425-478-7227 JIM@HATLOES.COM email sent 4.29.2020

TRUE 04/11/20 7:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR-9 Mount Vernon Believe it’s a non-essential business and there was 
at least 25 cars in the parking lot and they were 
golfing.
You can’t walk a trail or go hiking but people can 
cough doesn’t seem right

Mynttijcjc@msn.com Cheryl

TRUE 04/11/20 7:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Yokes North Foothills Drive Spokane Social distance requirements not followed. Long 
lines in grocery store with no space between carts. 
No PPE for staff, no limits on total people allowed in 
the store resulting in crowding . My sister works at 
this store and is fearful for her health and looking 
her job.

Carol.d.etie@gmail.com Carol Wallingford 5099814320

TRUE 04/11/20 7:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business operating before stay home 
order is lifted. Cars lined out to the street. This 
encourages people to be out and about instead of 
staying home.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/11/20 7:36 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Private Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma NWDC needs to be investigated and shutdown! 
They are violating social distancing.

emilyransomlofquist@gmail.comEmily Lofquist 616-490-0440

TRUE 04/11/20 7:44 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Parks in Tacoma MetroParks Point Defiance Park Tacoma Seattle has closed parks and beaches this 
Weekend.  InTacoma MetroParks Ruston Way, 
Owen Beach and Pt Defiance (and all other parks) 
remain open to walk in use. Alas, this means people 
parking in adjacent neighborhoods jamming the 
sidewalks into the parks, and non-distancing people 
on trails and cyclists spitting/zooming by. People 
can't get away from people fast enough. Please tell 
MetroParks to shut it down for weekends! thanks.

rhaberle447@gmail.com Romey Haberle 9289258401

TRUE 04/11/20 8:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV park and campground 
and community event 
building

Cascade Peaks RV Park 11519 HWY 12 Randle Monthly, long term rental in RV park seems 
permissable. However, hundreds of people are 
gathered, not social distancing, for recreation 
activities and social gatherings. Community building 
holding large groups of people for holiday events 
(Easter, birthdays, BBQ, pool tables, meals). 
Large groups of children grouped for waiting turns 
on zip-line. Multi family gathering using multiple 
camping spaces for reunion. Also, local church 
rented building to hold ceremony. Children gathered 
from different family units to play. This park is not 
heading to any order of compliance.

Anonymous cascadepeaks@lewiscounty.com

TRUE 04/11/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym INDUSTRIOUS SLU 231 Dexter Ave N Seattle I biked past the gym ~ 7:45 AM on Saturday 4/11. 
there was a line of people outside the door 
apparently waiting to go in.

dcolombara@gmail.com Danny Colombara 2062272948 STEPHEN@CROSSFITINDUSTRIOUS.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 9:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail Salon and Spa Star Nail and Spa 1900 Sedgwick Port Orchard I have seen this business open with an open sign in 
window.  There are patrons inside.

jgNaglich@aol.com Judy Naglich 3603379798

TRUE 04/11/20 9:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym I love kickboxing 1825 se 164th Vancouver Employees are still going into the gym and recording 
live workouts with 3 people together. Not following 
social distancing guidelines.

Khart@ilovekickboxing.com

TRUE 04/11/20 9:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Hair Design 10318 Aurora Ave N. Seattle Taking clients:(

TRUE 04/11/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 920 9th Ave Edmonds Sending in crews of people to mow and maintain my 
neighbors yard when they are not essential and I’ve 
had to cancel my landscape service.

TRUE 04/11/20 9:28 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 27111 167th pl se Covington Groomers are physically unable to keep 6ft away 
from pet owners. It is unsafe and causes to much 
foot traffic.

Caperini6@gmail.com Cheryl

TRUE 04/11/20 9:34 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Workforce Industry Northwest Workforce Council 101 prospect st Bellingham at times more than 10 people in office, director held 
a face to face interview during mandatory shut down, 
policy changes to encourage staff working from 
home to return to office, limiting access to office 
outside of 7am-6pm when previously it was allowed 
to access office to work on weekends or after hours 
during the pandemic

TRUE 04/11/20 9:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash with employees Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyon Rd E Puyallup They have employees dealing with the general public perfernot@yahoo.com Prefer not 2532235555 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/11/20 9:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Zimmerman Chiropractic PO box 6426 Olympia They have been seeing patience daily since the 
mandate. I have pictures of vehicles/licenses.

brent.martin59@gmail.com Brent Martin 3609518313 zimmermanchiropractic@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/11/20 9:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinary clinics and 
hospitals

Banfield, Blue Pearl, NVA Chains 
among others

1234 Any Street Bellevue Our corporate owners are making us see all 
wellness appointments administering non core 
vaccines all across the Seattle Kirkland Redmond 
Bellevue area. Management is telling us, we and 
other clinics still performing spay, neuter and non life 
threatening surgeries. Our Governor MUST mandate 
veterinary clinics and smaller hospitals to close and 
just larger 24-7 hospitals stay open or carefully spell 
out what smaller operations can perform or they just 
try to maximize profits. Thank you.

Concerned Veterinary Nurse

TRUE 04/11/20 10:03 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Citizens None 619 Linden Street BETHLEHEM Jordan st is a full blown block party every day. All of 
center city Allentown is violating the order. Block 
parties, house parties, people congregating in groups 
everywhere.  No one is wearing masks. From front 
st to 15th I see violations everywhere.

aliese0725@yahoo.com Sandra Buckallew 4849515413

TRUE 04/11/20 10:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Missy’s On Post 3923 N Post St Spokane Clients are still coming and going, most use the back 
door.

missysonpost@comcast.net

TRUE 04/11/20 10:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 5190 borgen Blvd suite 201 Gig harbor I have complained multiple times about petco 
grooming being open still. We are unable observe 
the 6 foot rule AT ALL. Our front counter is not even 
6 feet from the front door and our tables to work are 
even closer to each other than that. We have 4 
people working almost every day and are 
encouraging people to come in and break the stay 
home stay healthy order still.

Alecka1992@gmail.com 3604409047

TRUE 04/11/20 10:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming salon Petco 1210 marvin rd se Lacey Grooming salon inside of the Lacey petco is 
remaining open. This is against inslees stay at home 
order and they shouldnt be operating

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 1210 marvin road Lacey It's a grooming salon that has been told many times 
to close down and they seem to just close for a day 
and reopen. They have lines to distance and do 
absolutely nothing to enforce it and have been busier 
than ever

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke Shop Cigarettes cheaper 595 grant road East Wenatchee This is a smoke shop. They are now open again 
because they started selling a small assortment of 
groceries, toilet paper and paper towels.

TRUE 04/11/20 10:19 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber 22 Changes Salon Day Spa 11504 SE Mill Plain Blvd #E Vancouver Still open to the public several people walking in cruzn2success@aol.com Sheri R. Valney 3604640065 22changesvipemail@gmail.com



TRUE 04/11/20 10:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming salon Petco 1210 Marvin Rd NE, Lacey, WA 98516Lacey Buisness is having to many people in the store that 
arent getting necessities

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Tea Shop Bobalust 1701 Dock ST Tacoma Bobalust only serves tea, no food, so should not be 
considered essential, yet they remain open. Large 
groups go to bobalust and stand inside the small 
store space waiting for tea. People drive to the dock 
st location with friends and congregate in and 
around Foss Waterway.

the.kateclough@gmail.com Kate Clough Jobs@BobaLust.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:28 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Woodworking business Yakima Reclaimed N 6th Yakima Jason White, an elected city of yakima official, under 
an oath of office, is not following the Governor's stay 
home stay healthy order. He is not only operating a 
non-essential business, he is violating social 
distancing orders and encouraging others to do so 
as well on his Facebook page. He is calling the 
Yakima Herald, Jay Inslee, and the city council 
idiots, fools, etc. and downplaying the dangers of 
COVID.

ehallock.law@gmail.com Liz Hallock 3609096327

TRUE 04/11/20 10:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming petco 5700 100th st sw lakewood grooming has remained open during the covid 19 
outbreak

bully489@gmail.com Danielle Griffith 3604648675

TRUE 04/11/20 10:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store Fowler furniture and bedding 229 Main Street Mullins Open signs aren’t on and have notice they have 
been open with people sneaking in for over a week 
now.

furnitureinmullins@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:39 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course The classic golf course 4908 208th st e Spanaway They are allowing golfers to continue to golf out on 
the course and it’s not a essential business

Jsprague94@gmail.com Jason 2535762214

TRUE 04/11/20 10:42 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flight school Rainier Flight Services 800 W. Perimeter Road Renton, WA 98057Renton Rainier Flight Services keeps providing flight 
instructions to students. This results in people sitting 
shoulder to shoulder in small airplanes. One 
instructor is flying with multiple student per day 
presenting a high risk if infection. All other flight 
schools in the region have stopped and it looks like 
Rainier Flight Services is risking infections to have a 
business advantage.

TRUE 04/11/20 10:47 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governors Office Office of the Governor 416 4th Avenue SW Olympia Non essential business

TRUE 04/11/20 10:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business All restaurants Washington State All Cities Stay at home and cook tvolino91269@gmail.com Anthony Volino

TRUE 04/11/20 11:04 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft & Fabric JoAnn's Fabrics 751 N Columbia Center Blvd Kennewick, WA Absolutely not essential.  When neighbor picked up 
order, non-masked worker helped her.  This is the 
same for Michael's, Craft Warehouse and Hobby 
Lobby.  How are these essential businesses?

DigMyPasy@ms.com Laura Schmidt 509-946-3858 customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Lawn maintenance company Devonshire Landscapes 5430 17th ave sw seattle MOwing lawns not essential

TRUE 04/11/20 11:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mini Storage A Storage House 1625 N. Flora Rd Spokane Valley Mini Storage office has been open everyday this 
week.

TRUE 04/11/20 11:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Ski resort Stevens Pass Resort 93001 NE Stevens Pass Hwy, US 2Skykomish Online the ski resort says it is closed, but people 
continue to be able to ski on this resort. the latest 
post was a group of people skiing this resort 
yesterday (4/10/20)

vakatory@gmail.com Victoria comments@vailresorts.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:17 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Chambers Bay Park Chambers Bay Park Grandview University Place Tge city of University Place is allowing people to use 
the park eventhough the parking lots are closed. On 
Friday April 10th we counted over 85 cars parked on 
the road and over 200 pedestrians using the park. 
SERIOUSLY TELL UNIVERSITY PLACE TO 
ENFORCE THE STAY HOME ORDER!!!

TRUE 04/11/20 11:28 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym CrossFit Industrious - LYN 21609 Hwy 99, Suite C Lynnwood Large line of people (around 40) wrapped around the 
building around 8am today.  Hate feeling like a 
snitch, but I didn’t think gyms were being considered 
essential.  If this is ok, please ignore complaint.

lostmystic76@yahoo.com Nikole Ringer 425-686-2887

TRUE 04/11/20 11:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor Archery Range Skookum Archers Club and Range 11209 Shaw Road East Puyallup NON-ESSENTIAL Archery Range:
I've closed the clubhouse, member's range, & flat 
range sani-cans 'til further notice. THE FLAT 
RANGE AND WALK-THROUGH COURSES WILL 
REMAIN OPEN (7 days a week 7am-8pm). IT'S 
THE RIGHT THING TO DO. Joe Moyer, President, 
Skookum Archers www.skookumarchers.com/covid-
19.php

SATHALHEIMER@YAHOO.COMSANDY MORRIS 3607512420 comments@vailresorts.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 1225 W Bakerview Rd Bellingham They have sign us saying they are limiting the 
amount of people in the store but they are not doing 
that, there are way too many people in the store and 
nobody is social distancing. Workers not wearing 
masks and they even come too close. Example 
produce working and their click list shoppers. We felt 
so violated there and left.

tracy.webster@me.com Tracy Webster 541-999-1035

TRUE 04/11/20 11:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State of Washington Washington State Olympia Olympia Concern is the stay at home order is ruining 
Washingtonians lives.

Coronavirus@wa.gov Jay inslee 5098765309

TRUE 04/11/20 11:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Danika Seabrands Photography 37407 160th Ave SE Auburn Continuing to take on photoshoots and photograph 
clients

nikaseabrands@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Bert’s Red Apple Market 1841  41st Ave E Seattle Too many employees in the store, social distancing 
not followed, customer’s, and store employees too 
close. Although floor markers are laid out but not 
followed.

Youthfulkay@gmail.com Vernida 2069409613

TRUE 04/11/20 11:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Custom Door manufacturer Codel Entry Systems 1510 St Paul Ave Tacoma This business is not essential by the standards that I 
have seen laid out. Please respond to let me know it 
is

Ronymac882@gmail.com asackett@codeldoors.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle West Builders 16064 Inglewood Rd NE Kenmore Workers on site

TRUE 04/11/20 11:54 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 2805 E 29th Ave Spokane That kept there Dog Grooming part open. mikel.like.a.boy@gmail.com Mikel Hernandez 9706904328 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:56 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 2805 E. 29th Spokane They are not supposed to be open and they are 
causing a harm to society

Anthonyh300299@gmail.comAnthony Hernandez 5098508845 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Tenant running BBQ out of 
rental garage

Phat BBQ 15706 Ash Way lynnwood He doesn't have permission to run this in this 
residents it's rented 
It's unsafe for me and my family ,we live next door in 
outr duplex

mwickline9@gmail.com Mark Wickline 4254787196

TRUE 04/11/20 12:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ambiance Tan & Espresso 10800 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver Business is showing an Open sign and customers 
were seen entering business. How can a tan be 
considered Essential?

Scottroem@hotmail.com Scott E Roemhildt 971-274-6392 ambiancetan.espresso@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/11/20 12:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Overlook Golf Course 17524 SR 9 Mount Vernon Course has been packed all week. Large groups not 
practicing social distancing.

Janis@aurumfarms.com Janis shepherd 4257702209

TRUE 04/11/20 12:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Kayak, paddle board, and 
bike rentals.  Guided kayak 
tours

Kayak Alki Tours 1660 Harbor Ave SW Seattle Kayak rentals are not essential.  They have re-
opened their Seacrest Park location, which is already 
attracting more people to the area.

tours@kayakalki.com

TRUE 04/11/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Frontier Landscaping 11402 NE St Johns Rd Vancouver We live in Sixth Street Station in Battle Ground, Wa. 
Our Home Owners Association, Association 
Management Services NW, is continuing to have our 
Landscapers on site every Tuesday. They do not 
prune any bushes or trees. They simply mow laws. 
The lawns in our neighborhood are very small. Most 
are approximately 4 feet by 5 feet, making it 
impossible to social distance. They are touching gate 
locks to enter people's yards. Like I said, they do no 
tree pruning, maintenance on bushes or flowers. 
Just lawn mowing. I understood that to be non 
essential.

eric6580@comcast.net Shelley Tochtrop 360-931-6240 info@frontierlandscaping.com

TRUE 04/11/20 12:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car washes 6300 NE 117th ave Vancouver Company closed for 2 weeks then decided they were 
going to disregard the law and forced  employees to 
go back to work.

TRUE 04/11/20 12:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detainees within the facility are held in close 
proximity to one another. The facility is not practicing 
social distancing.

agodoy@uw.edu Angelina Godoy 2063932280

TRUE 04/11/20 12:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco dog grooming 31601 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Dog grooming is not essential! Other FW groom 
shops are closed!! This is NOT right. Do something 
please

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 12:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Whidbey Doughnuts 5603 bayview road Langley They are allowing people to gather and dine in the 
outside seating.  Even serving drinks there

Whidbeyguy81@yahoo.com Dave granda

TRUE 04/11/20 12:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car washes 2914 NE andresen rd. Vancouver Car washes are in no way essential, the emlpoyees 
come into contact with hundreds of people a day. 
Company has high risk employees coming to work, 
and dealing with the public.

TRUE 04/11/20 12:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Holistique IV Lounge 1200 116th Ave. NE Suite C Bellevue They are doing optional non essential vitamin IVs 
and are wasting valuable PPE to do it.

TRUE 04/11/20 12:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Small grocery and deli Chucks Produce and Street Market 132315 SE Mill Plan Blvd. Vancouver According to employee, no social distancing, no 
limitation of numbers of people, no masks and 
gloves provided for the employees. Main concern is 
no concern of distancing. Involves both locations.

dasaflag@aol.com Sandra Wood 9286995781

TRUE 04/11/20 12:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grocery Fred Meyer 101 Wellsian Way Richland Fred Meyer Stores are getting around capacity limits 
by including total store square footage rather than 
the grocery only segments, which is where all their 
customers are clusteted. Other stores, including 
Walmart, are limiting energy. People are coming to 
Feed Meyer after seeing lines at other greenery 
stores. I've got photos showing the packed store.

Rochelle3470@gmail.com Rochelle Dunmore 5093797214



TRUE 04/11/20 12:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shoe Store Likelihood 1101 E Union St Seattle Shoe store has been open seemly throughout the 
week. Customers are still going and getting shoes.

Today (Saturday April 11th) many people have came 
and got products. Saw a group of four gather outside 
waiting for the store. There is also a constant stream 
of people going in and out.

info@likelihood.us

TRUE 04/11/20 12:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home improvement store Lowe’s 6606 n division st Spokane It has come to my attention during all of this. That 
Lowe’s is getting out of control. Im hearing from a lot 
of my coworkers. Im out with underlying health 
issues afraid to go back to work.
Link to the issue im having. 

https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/lowes-
coronavirus-hell

Jscholtz76@gmail.com Jamie 5208914534

TRUE 04/11/20 12:46 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retailer Lowe’s 3300 169th Pl NE Arlington There’s no restrictions on entry to the store, people 
are moving around less than a foot from each other 
and the business is selling non-essential goods 
freely.

dafaulk23@gmail.com David Faulkinbury 9044467601

TRUE 04/11/20 12:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Briley's BBQ 15030 Bothell Way NE Lake Forest Park Restaurant is open for takeout or curbside pickup, 
but they had a lot of employees (none wearing face 
coverings) and they let multiple people in the 
restaurant at a time to place or pick up orders. It's a 
tiny entrance and the people were all crammed 
together. They should have kept people outside and 
only allowed one person in at a time. The staff made 
no effort to stand away from each other or 
customers.

trish755@yahoo.com Trish McRae

TRUE 04/11/20 12:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing Retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/11/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/11/20 1:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington State 
Government

Governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Gov. Inslee is non-essential, yet he continues to 
"work" at shutting down our economy.

TRUE 04/11/20 1:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Clothing Via Lago-Kirkland 129 Lake St S Kirkland Non-Essential Store is actually staying open with 
curbside pick-up.

762-233-5366 chapman@kirklandvialago.com

TRUE 04/11/20 1:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred meyer 4615 196th st sw Lynwwood I reported yesterday. They are way to many 
shoppers inside the store. Definiting not 6 ft between 
people. I'm concerned. Also self check out not 
getting wiped down after each customer

Lisaann77@outlook.com Lisa Sager 4357722693

TRUE 04/11/20 1:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery store Fred meyer 4615 196th st sw Lynwwood I reported yesterday. They are way to many 
shoppers inside the store. Definiting not 6 ft between 
people. I'm concerned. Also self check out not 
getting wiped down after each customer

Lisaann77@outlook.com Lisa Sager 4257722693

TRUE 04/11/20 1:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Birdsview Diner 39974 State Route 20 Concrete I’ve driven by Birdsview Diner several times and 
seen people sitting and eating in their beer garden. 
This is frustrating as another local business who has 
been following the rules.

jessiemattingly@hotmail.com Jessie Mattingly 3607084349

TRUE 04/11/20 1:24 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther aerial tours seattle seaplanes 1325 Fairview Ave E Seattle performing aerial tours and nonessential charters. 
Not observing social distancing procedures.

knudsenrandall@gmail.com Randall Knudsen (971) 238-9689

TRUE 04/11/20 1:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady Car wash 11701 se mill plain blvd vancouver There is no reason people should be out and about 
during a stay at home order getting a car wash!

TRUE 04/11/20 1:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor Furniture Rich 14404 NE 20th Street Bellevue They are selling outdoor furniture. They say that they 
are essential because they sell fireplaces but they 
are advertising outdoor furniture.

Kristy.e.piercy@gmail.com Kristy 425-503-5510 marti.kvalheim@richshome.com

TRUE 04/11/20 1:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car wash 2914 ne andresen rd Vancouver Owner is forcing employees to work tru the stay at 
home order.

TRUE 04/11/20 1:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber PetCo pet grooming 201 E college way Mount Vernon, Washington 98273 They are taking grooming appointments for people, 
when groomers have been deemed non-essential. 
This is completely unsafe

carmen.king@gmail.com Carmen king 360-966-1753 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 1:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Brewed Awakening 9024 Railroad Ave SE Snoqualmie People still gathering at the walk up window to talk 
and order drinks.  Groups sitting at the outside table 
taking and drinking coffee.  Masks not worn.

Justanicegirl682@yahoo.comAndrea Jenson 4257369072

TRUE 04/11/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Electric 915 marlin ct Ocean shores Workers working

TRUE 04/11/20 1:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Used car dealership Nice cars 5622 Guide Meridian Bellingham Social gatherings, social distancing not practicing, 
employees with covid working.

Larry

TRUE 04/11/20 2:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Elite Mobile Pet Salon Mobile van Gig harbor Dumping gray water while driving 
And staying open 
Non essential business

Mollyfarfan@gmail.com Molly Farfan 2533253302 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:09 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Lowe’s 2850 ocean beach hwy Longview Went into the store today. All the entrances were 
open. No one keeping customer count as people 
entered and exited the store. Customers not 
following 6ft social distancing rules. Aggressive 
customers verbally and physically assaulting the 
employees.

TRUE 04/11/20 2:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealer Hard Rock Auto 5639 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Appears to have groups of people coming in. Not 
practicing social distancing.  Looks like a memorial 
day sale.

TRUE 04/11/20 2:13 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet groomer Petco 1210 Marvin Road NE Lacey The grooming part is open.  I’m.a Groomer who’s 
shop closed and haven’t had a income and suffered 
from it. But they are taking our customers and my 
income,,! not only is this wrong but unfair. I 
corporation can pay the fines but us small shop 
suffer

Bethbrad@msn.com Beth Mixer 360 972-2988 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Dutch Bro’s Coffee 1026 N Miller Wenatchee How the hell is coffee deemed essential? 3 workers 
working from a very small building. Long long lines, 
worker taking orders by walking up to cars. Coffee is 
not essential.

EricOpel@yahoo.com Eric Opel 5096305986 dutchbroscoffee@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:15 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Senior Housing SHAG-Arrowhead Senior Housing by 
Independent Living Inc.

9200 2nd Avenue South WestSeattle Elderly/Senior Housing Facility 45O units. This a 
housing facility made up of the elderly community 
the most vulnerable sector to c-vid 19. The residents 
have been informed there are three residents in 
quarantine on the site with one in the hospital. We 
need testing and off site quarantine of positive tested 
residents. SHAG-AG does not have any measures to 
prevent the outbreak of c-vid19 to a vulnerable 
community.

Rosal110@aol.com Rosario Lopez 206-276-1842

TRUE 04/11/20 2:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Dog Groomer Elite Pet Salon 7219 96th ST NW Gig Harbor I have seen her mobile van parked in front of homes 
grooming. It's not fair that shops have been forced to 
close and she is driving home to home. I also have 
proof of her saying she is going to play dumb and 
pretend like she didn't know she was supposed to 
close. And a screenshot of her Venmo account 
accepting money for grooms.

Jeanerd84@aol.com Amanda Dominguez 435-590-6481 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ros lashes 4329 east shalishan Blvd Tacoma She is booking eyelash appointments multiple ones 
a day on top of the fact that she is not even licensed 
to perform eyelash extensions she is also violating 
the isolation protocol

TRUE 04/11/20 2:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other grooming of pets Petco 9311 192nd Ave E bonney Lake, WA  98391 This Petco is providing grooming services when all 
of the private groomers are closed.  Not fair.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 2:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Elite Mobile Pet Salon 7219 96th Street NW Gig harbor Dumping gray water while driving 
And staying open 
Non essential business 

After she was told by other shop owners she said
"She doesn't care, Said she would " play dumb" and 
she can't get into any more debt "

Mollyfarfan@gmail.com Molly Farfan 2533253302 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation Rental Airbnb 7036 Austin Pass, Glacier Deming A couple just pulled into this address, and asked me 
where to get a form to report their car license info 
because they are in an Airbnb rental. The property is 
listed on Airbnb as "Mt Baker Retreat"

kabarefoot@gmail.com Kathleen Barefoot-Soles 3605992191

TRUE 04/11/20 2:19 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home depot Home depot 180th Tukwila 150 plus people in store just shopping for wallpaper 
and flooring Nd stuff. Seems very dangerous

TRUE 04/11/20 2:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Groomer Elite Pet Salon Mobile Groomer 7219 96th Street NW Gig Harbor The owner stated she would stay open and play 
dumb if caught when the stay at home was issued. 
After I explained why she shouldn't she said she 
would close. I just found out today she is still open 
after seeing her van.

Greigdk@gmail.com Dezi 3607649180 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Semiahmoo Golf and Country Club 8720 Semiahmoo Parkway Blaine Golf course is open and allowing play hagansue@comcast.net Susan Hagan 3602231449

TRUE 04/11/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle More than 10 people at the park

TRUE 04/11/20 2:26 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Private Sport and Athletic 
Club

Seattle Speed Track Club 8703 Fauntlee Crest SW Federal Way, WA 98023 There was a group (15 or 20) of teen high school 
aged runners and what looked to be a coach 
congregating on the Sealth Campus.  The kids were 
all  standing around & sitting together on the large 
"bench" by the cross walk on 26th St.   The group 
was not remotely practicing any form of social 
distancing.  The kids were inches from each other.  
The person I took to be a coach was sitting on the 
ground.

aifraserhamm@seattleschools.orgAida Fraser-Hammer 206-252-8555

TRUE 04/11/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Aaron's landscaping llc 301 t St SW Tumwater Landscaping is not an essential business. kristinainca@yahoo.com Kristina AARONSLANDSCAPINGWA@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Aaron's landscaping llc 301 t St SW Tumwater Landscaping is not an essential business. kristinainca@yahoo.com Kristina AARONSLANDSCAPINGWA@GMAIL.COM



TRUE 04/11/20 2:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Bike sales Ridge Cyclesport 509 N Western STE 106 Wenatchee This business is still open for sales, pick up and 
delivery. Also employs an employee paid under the 
table.

EricOpel@yahoo.com Eric Opel 5096305986 plewse@hotmail.com 5/1/

TRUE 04/11/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Rtf llc 301 s pine st Ellensburg On monday 6 of april my landlord traveled from 
edmonds to ellensburg to paint the apartment 
complex hallways and railings. he used 3 men to 
help him. Je painted momday thru friday and is still 
here at property doing work like removing satalite 
dishes. He traveled 3 counties, to paint. There are 2 
toddlers in complex, 4 or more adults on disability 
with ccompromised health. Several elderly. It is a 
concern.

mikhael.burt@gmail.com Mikhael Burt 5095918457

TRUE 04/11/20 2:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Queens Hair & Wig 504 Renton Center Way SW Renton There’s still a steady stream of people going to this 
hair supply.

lorettawilymz@gmail.com Loretta Williams 2062185400 qbs0707@hotmail.com 5/1/

TRUE 04/11/20 2:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Crafting Store JOANN FABRICS AND CRAFTS 31523 PAC HWY S Federal way Why is a fabric and craft store open? How is that an 
essential business? If Hobby Lobby has to close why 
does Joann and Michaels get to stay open? Do they 
sell groceries? Are they medical? Are they law 
enforcement? Do they sell toilet paper or water? 
Some of these so called ‘essential’ businesses are 
ridiculous.

customer.service@joann@com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other CAR WASH Classy Chassis 7701 Custer Road W Lakewood CAR WASHING is not an essential service.  Car 
wash is open 7-days a week

krich0093@gmail.com Karen Rich 253-582-2840 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Family Photography Lori Manley Photography 36510 152nd Ave SE Auburn Sometimes large groups of people,  seems to be a 
non-essential business altogether. Lori Manley 
Photography Facebook page advertises COVID-19 
photographs,  a time to remember.

lorimanleyphotography@gmail.com 5/1

TRUE 04/11/20 2:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther immigration detainment Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma This is a nonessential business that is putting 
vulnerable populations at risk during this pandemic. 
It is irresponsible and dangerous to put people in 
active harm of the virus by containing people in large 
groups they cannot social distance from

TRUE 04/11/20 2:54 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Pet Smart Southcenter Blvd Tukwila Other pet grooming businesses were told they are 
non-essential and must stay home. Pet Smart is a 
pet store and that part of the store is essential, but 
the pet grooming portion is not. Their groomers must 
stay home.

TRUE 04/11/20 2:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bicycle makers Kona bikes 2450 salashan loop Ferndale This company is still operating making Mountain 
bikes and have employees still working though the 
rest of our companies in the area are closed!

Kndcomposites@msn.com Keith 3602016012 cb@konaworld.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Dirty dog 115 Shoal st ocean shores This buisness is open by appt. Is non essential. Is 
not a vetenarian nor food supply. 
Does not fo 6ft rule when operating nor masks or 
gloves

Godislife2016@yahoo.com Chris 360-589-5549 verydirtydogs@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 2:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 9925 state ave Marysville Shopped on 4/11, store not following any 6' rule for 
customers or employees. Aisles were very crowded 
with customers and employees. Most employees 
were not wearing PPE. Not limiting capacity in store.

kathirabel@gmail.com Kathi Rabel 4253088241

TRUE 04/11/20 3:04 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Nursery Christianson's nursery 15806 best rd Mount Vernon As we drove by,I noticed many people congregating 
in several small areas

3603910704

TRUE 04/11/20 3:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Ballard Brothers Seafood 5303 15th Ave NW SEATTLE They're hosting a concert in the parking lot, drawing 
a crowd, not social distancing, and making it more 
difficult to pickup food safely.

TRUE 04/11/20 3:16 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Tourist flights out of Renton 
Airport

RENTON FLYERS INC - BELLEVUE, 
WA - Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 3:05 pm
Joy rides out of Renton Airport
Dist / Alt 0.57 mi / 1445 ft
Operator RENTON FLYERS INC - BELLEVUE, WA
A/C Type BE35 - 1966 BEECH V35
Callsign N5931S
Registration N5931S
KRNT - Route of Flight
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

donna.polehn@gmail.com Donna Polehn 2067950001

TRUE 04/11/20 3:24 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home none 411 East 10th Street Port Angeles Visitors to house, adults and children with adults and 
children living there, inside and outside in yard.

unimportant@no.com Klem Kaho 111-111-1111

TRUE 04/11/20 3:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgewick Rd Port Orchard Open for appt only. Non-essential.

TRUE 04/11/20 3:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco 975 NW Gilman Blvd Suite E, Issaquah, WA 98027Issaquah Grooming salon is still open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 3:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Ballard Borthers 5305 15th Ave NW Seattle Having karaoke parties alrice74@yahoo.com Alicia Rice 2063538461

TRUE 04/11/20 3:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Flight school Helicopters NW 8700 e marginal way Seattle Reported that business is still conducting aviation 
training

Anonymous

TRUE 04/11/20 3:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Northwest Hair Restoration 1201 Pacific Ave Suite 1910 Tacoma Business is advertising and proceeding with non-
essential and cosmetic, elective surgeries and 
procedures.

llayman@uw.edu Leif Layman

TRUE 04/11/20 3:55 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight seeing flights out of 
Renton Airport

COLQUHOUN STEVEN D - LOS 
ANGELES, CA - Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 3:51 pm
Dist / Alt  0.83 mi / 1469 ft
Operator COLQUHOUN STEVEN D - LOS 
ANGELES, CA
A/C Type C162 - 2011 CESSNA AIRCRAFT CO 162
Callsign N5213U 
Registration N5213U
Traffic Source ADSB

donna.polehn@gmail.com Donna Polehn 2067950001

TRUE 04/11/20 3:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Supreme Shaves 602 Main St Garland Barbers put of brown paper to cover windows but 
clients are still going in for business

Kyle Betters 4694909528

TRUE 04/11/20 3:58 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renton Housing Authority 2828 ne 3rd st Renton Non-essential upgrades to apartment buildings in 
order to receive tax credits. Planned construction not 
related to structural integrity or emergency repairs. 
Client says that she is very high-risk and is very 
concerned. Client has no internet and contacted WA 
State DOH Information Line to fill out form, please 
contact her by phone.

noreply@communityos.org Beatrice Clark (206) 412-2386

TRUE 04/11/20 4:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight seeing flights out of 
Renton Airport

PELIKAN AIR LLC - KENT, WA - 
Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 POTENTIAL LOSS OF OPERATORS LICENSE for 
defiance of Gov. Inslee Order. 
Violators are being reported to the authorities.

Date/Time   Apr 11, 2020, 3:56 pm
Type  General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 1.41 mi / 969 ft
Operator PELIKAN AIR LLC - KENT, WA
A/C Type C172 - Cessna 172S Skyhawk SP
Callsign N963JA 
Registration N963JA
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood

TRUE 04/11/20 4:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other paint store Miller Paint 14207 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down 
Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific 
business names, but there were too many to even 
count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's 
ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing 
the exact opposite.

trish_gibson@hotmail.com Trish Gibson marsha.szarek@millerpaint.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight seeing flights out of 
Renton Airport

ELSON JEREMY E - SEATTLE, WA - 
Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/ Apr 11, 2020, 4:01 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Departure
Dist / Alt 0.89 mi / 1344 ft
Operator ELSON JEREMY E - SEATTLE, WA
A/C Type C77R - 1975 CESSNA 177RG
Callsign N1597H 
Registration N1597H
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood

TRUE 04/11/20 4:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric and craft store Joann Fabric 13410 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down 
Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific 
business names, but there were too many to even 
count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's 
ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing 
the exact opposite.

trish_gibson@hotmail.com Trish Gibson customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Homestead Golf Course 155 E Homestead Blvd Lynden The golf course is allowing golfers even though it is 
technically closed. Management has observed 
people using the “closed” course but chooses to do 
nothing. Groups are not socially distancing at all. 
This is every day, 7 days a week. There is a full 
parking lot and probably 100 people out on the 
course.

watermom22@comcast.net Shannon Waterman 3602010132



TRUE 04/11/20 4:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile dog grooming Elite Pet Salon Mobile Groomer 7219 96th st. NW Gig Harbor I’ve seen the owner Candace Schmidt driving around 
town to dog grooming appointments. Through the 
grapevine of friends, she said she would just play 
ignorant that she wasn’t considered “essential” but 
was going to take advantage that other dog grooming 
shops were closed in the meantime. As of recent, 
she was at Target in Gig Harbor yesterday 
(4/11/20)around 5:30pm after making dog grooming 
appointments driving her work van. She will continue 
to do this until someone tells her to stop and even 
then she might keep doing it behind people’s back.

anonymous 2533032128 elitepetsalon2011@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Cortes Land Care PO Box 1105 Kelso Wa. Pressure washing house over a 6 hour plus time line.

TRUE 04/11/20 4:16 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The View by Vintage (apartments) 19042 146th St E Bonney Lake Understood construction is supposed to be shut 
down. Apartment house construction was going on 
at this address on Thurs, April 9 @ 2:00pm with 
construction workers hammering away. Note: 
Observed four building projects on operation on Hwy 
410 between Sumner and Buckley the afternoon of 
April 9, 2020.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

TRUE 04/11/20 4:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is nonessential and the owner Gabe Moen 
is telling members to park on the street as to make it 
look like there are not a lot of people in the building. 
He also encourages sick members to workout. 
Health Hazard!

253-927-8145 Ralph DeWalt iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Oakbrook golf club 8102 zircon from sw Lakewood, wa There was at 100 people playing golf on 4/11/20. I 
am a different golf course manager trying to do the 
right thing. It is not right that they are violating the 
rules with no penalty!

Cgood2710@gmail.com Chris Goodman 2533042602 info@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:28 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private car parking lot for 
hikers

Not known 11125 Issaquah Road SE Issaquah State parking lot is closed across the street so this 
private parking lot is encouraging too many hikers to 
park in a lot that doesn't provide any social distance 
signs or adequate car spacing between 2 cars. Not 
sure that this property is zoned for commercial 
parking at $5.00 per car.

cathy_mccaffrey@msn.com Cathy McCaffrey 206  -390-5042

TRUE 04/11/20 4:33 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Rex 1402 12th Ave Seattle Grooming Services are still going on. info@rexseattle.com

TRUE 04/11/20 4:36 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight seeing flights out of 
Renton Airport

DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC - BURIEN, 
WA - Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 POTENTIAL LOSS OF OPERATORS LICENSE for 
defiance of Gov. Inslee Order. 
Violators are being reported to the authorities.

Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 4:32 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 1.01 mi / 1551 ft
Operator DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC - BURIEN, WA
A/C Type EAGL - 1981 DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC 
CHRISTEN EAGLE II
Callsign N16EE 
Registration N16EE
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSBPOTENTIAL LOSS OF 
OPERATORS LICENSE for defiance of Gov. Inslee 
Order. 
Violators are being reported to the authorities.

Bi-plane sight seeing flights.
Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 4:32 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 1.01 mi / 1551 ft
Operator DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC - BURIEN, WA
A/C Type EAGL - 1981 DOUBLE EAGLE AIR INC 
CHRISTEN EAGLE II
Callsign N16EE 
Registration N16EE
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood

TRUE 04/11/20 4:36 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is bringing employers back no masks no 
gloves, no proper cleaning materials, no hand 
sanitizer, we can’t work properly and do 6 feet social 
distancing

Ricky Boeing employee Ricky 0000000000

TRUE 04/11/20 4:36 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is bringing employers back no masks no 
gloves, no proper cleaning materials, no hand 
sanitizer, we can’t work properly and do 6 feet social 
distancing

Ricky Boeing employee Ricky 0000000000

TRUE 04/11/20 4:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is bringing employers back no masks no 
gloves, no proper cleaning materials, no hand 
sanitizer, we can’t work properly and do 6 feet social 
distancing

Ricky Boeing employee Ricky 0000000000

TRUE 04/11/20 4:37 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett Boeing is bringing employers back no masks no 
gloves, no proper cleaning materials, no hand 
sanitizer, we can’t work properly and do 6 feet social 
distancing

Ricky Boeing employee Ricky 0000000000

TRUE 04/11/20 4:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight Seeing Flights in 
Small planes

Textron Aviation 172S Skyhawk SP - 
from Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 4:48 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Departure
Dist / Alt 0.93 mi / 1251 ft
Operator Private
A/C Type C172 - Textron Aviation 172S Skyhawk SP
Callsign N859JT 
Registration N859JT
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood 2064250001

TRUE 04/11/20 4:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware store Lowe’s 2235 longfibre ave Yakima Customer limit is up to store managers discretion. 
Employees exhausted, do not have proper safety 
equipment, stores are packed everyday like Black 
Friday

Jowe685@gmail.com Jeramiah Owens 5099522795

TRUE 04/11/20 5:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady Carwashes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver A car wash is not essential and when I drove by 
there was a line of cars

TRUE 04/11/20 5:01 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 1531A NW 58th street Seattle Large gathering on the roof of 1531A NW 58th 
street in Ballard with loud music and people who 
don’t live there!

TRUE 04/11/20 5:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Comprehensive Medical Center and 
SPA

11656 98th Ave. NE Kirkland Performing non-essential services such as 
microneedling, colonics and sauna appointments
Acupuncture, pseudo-massage, vitamin injections 
and body alignment appointments taken
No masks or gloves worn by staff

nmdanners2u@comcast.net Mark Danner 505-507-0926

TRUE 04/11/20 5:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight Seeing Flights in 
Small planes

AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - 
YAKIMA, WA - from Renton Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 5:01 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 0.72 mi / 1075 ft
Operator AFFILIATED FINANCIAL CORP - 
YAKIMA, WA
A/C Type C172 - CESSNA 172S
Callsign N6012U 
Registration N6012U
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood 2064250001

TRUE 04/11/20 5:18 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Town park Windjammer Park/City Beach 1600 S SW Beeksma Dr Oak Harbot Are city parks supposed to be closed as well as state 
parks just curious as there are always people in this 
park and the parking lot is not closed, although it is 
patrolled by the police

lvgrms@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 5:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gas Station Chevron 10220 Evergreen way Everett Selling medical grade face masks at front counter for 
$20 a piece

evans.alicia@hotmail.com alicia evans 4255086793

TRUE 04/11/20 5:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight Seeing Flights in 
Small planes

LANIER EQUIPMENT LEASING LLC 
- GAINESVILLE, GA - from Renton 
Airport

616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 5:21 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 1.23 mi / 900 ft
Operator LANIER EQUIPMENT LEASING LLC - 
GAINESVILLE, GA
A/C Type C172 - 2014 CESSNA 172S
Callsign N55234 
Registration N55234
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood 2064250001



TRUE 04/11/20 5:26 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Street vendor in private 
property of seniours 
apartments

Anas household accesories 1501 E CENTURY BLV LOS ANGELES Our buikding manager already told her in the past 
she cannot sell right indront of our seniours 
apartments and shes rude and not caring our 
manager posted the covid signs all over the buildi g 
and shes been comming to sell hear tripple the 
prices shes taking advantage of our seniours needs 
plus endangerung them when my namager aleeady 
told her to atop selling infront of private property plea 
se help us stop her for our safety and health. Shes 
been comming to tripple sell her things to our 
seniours from thursday to sunday she will be hear 
tomorrow desrespecting our health thats not right 
.we are seniours and disabled people in our building 
called the gibson manor i will like to have this 
anonomys

lopezvanessa0220@gmail.comVANESSA LOPEZ 3234133243

TRUE 04/11/20 5:27 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Church Sozo church in Belfair 25140 Hwy 3 Belfair Inviting people to come to the church on Easter 
Sunday for baptisms 12-2

TRUE 04/11/20 5:31 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 1531A NW 58th street Seattle Large gathering on the roof of 1531A NW 58th 
street in Ballard with loud music and people who 
don’t live there!

Shannon

TRUE 04/11/20 5:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Metalworking/Woodworking Grizzly 1821 Valencia St Bellingham Business remains open under technicality of being a 
hardware store but primarily sells hobbyist 
equipment and machinery that does not seem to fall 
under the purview of a hardware store i.e. Lowes or 
Home Depot that services construction/home repair.

csr@grizzly.com

TRUE 04/11/20 5:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Unit 130Port orchard It’s a nail salon that is still open daily and still doing 
nails and pedicures

Harborgirl1974@gmail.com Wendy oneil 253-292-7440

TRUE 04/11/20 5:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Sight Seeing Flights in 
Small planes

Textron Aviation - from Renton Airport 616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 Date/Time Apr 11, 2020, 5:35 pm
Type General Aviation
Operation Unknown
Dist / Alt 1.12 mi / 951 ft
Operator Private
A/C Type C172 - Textron Aviation 172S Skyhawk SP
Callsign N859JT 
Registration N859JT
FlightAware Track
Traffic Source ADSB

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood 2064250001

TRUE 04/11/20 5:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Paramount Detnal Center Kirkland 11250 Kirkland Way Suite 102Kirkland This clinic mentioned on their public Facebook 
account that they are open Monday, Wednesday, 
and Friday 9 am -3 pm. They also have a second 
clinic located at 1220 Howell St Unit 110 but 
according to their Facebook it is not open.

TRUE 04/11/20 6:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car wash Mega Wash Express 17316 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Multiple people vacuuming and detailing cars, no 
cleaning and car washes aren’t essential if we 
should be staying home.

thebuchholzman@gmail.com Jeff B 5099047247 info@megawashexpress.com

TRUE 04/11/20 6:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Downtown Olympia Senior Center Columbia St. I think Olympia I am a Retired RN living downtown and just saw a 
video of the homeless population of Olympia 
gathering at the Senior Center Downtown. We have 
quite a few residents downtown that are not 
gathering. Something needs to be done.

Irrshlina@msn.com Lind M Howard 253-831-3969

TRUE 04/11/20 6:06 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Transportation King County Metro 201 S. Jackson St Seattle Metro has not put anything into place keeping people 
separated on the bus. People are on top of each 
other, with less than 6 feet of social distancing. The 
homeless are rampant and coughing all over people, 
no one has masks and when I ride, I am the only 
essential employee on the bus.

TRUE 04/11/20 6:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business PCC Community Markets- Greenlake 
Village

450 NE 71st St Seattle At certain times of day, usually around 5pm and 
8pm, there are WAY TOO MANY people in here. 
Social distancing is non-existent. Customers aren’t 
safe and workers are forced to “just deal with it.”

TRUE 04/11/20 6:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd, Vancouver, WA 98684Vancouver Business is open and workers are within 6 feet of 
each other in office and when spraying cars

TRUE 04/11/20 6:19 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 77th Ave nw Seattle More than 10 people and off leash dogs

TRUE 04/11/20 6:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet supplies Petco 25444 Pacific Highway South Tenant A, Kent, WA 98032Kent I understand that pet supplies is an essential but 
they are grooming inside and grooming is a 
nonessential

Brynnaflynn@yahoo.com Brynna  Flynn 2064346935 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 6:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other grocery store Fred Meyer 12906 Bothell Everett Hwy Everett way too many people in the store at one time. it was 
impossible to social distance because there was too 
many people in the store.

jen12337@gmail.com Jennifer Brunner 4252107765

TRUE 04/11/20 6:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Cottage 10029 NE 183rd st Bothell It’s Saturday afternoon and the weather is beautiful. 
I understand. This business is streaming 
performances online on a regular basis to comply 
with the stay at home order but they’re also allowing 
the public to take a seat inside and outside the cafe 
to partake in coffee/meal and watching the 
performance. That’s not an essential business 
practice and it’s irresponsible to the public. Their 
website posts the performance calendar, this is not 
an isolated incident.

mamazavala@hotmail.com Graciela Zavala 206-380-0775

TRUE 04/11/20 6:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Rainier Park on 38th & 
Oregon St. Seattle

Rainer park 38th & Oregon St. Seattle Seattle There's a basketball court at the park and people are 
still playing basketball and not practicing social 
distancing. There's also a group of people by the 
clinic yelling at each other and started boxing in the 
street on 38th & Oregon by the park

gojus33@hotmail.com Ruby 2066837829

TRUE 04/11/20 7:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 201 E College Way Mount Vernon, WA They are doing dog grooming. NOT ESSENTIAL. 
Other groomers required to close.

gmkooch@cablespeed.com Melanie Kooch 3609292567 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 7:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming PetCo 201 E.College way Suite B Mt Vernon PetCo groomers are still operating nlomsdalen@gmail.com Nancy Lomsdalen 3605254979 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 7:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady carwashes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver I'm a worker at kaady carwashes and recieved the 
call to come back into work, despite the stay home 
order and non essential business closure. I'm 
concerned about my safety and my family. I'm being 
exposed for some one else's profit. Please help us

Esmcmasters91@gmail.com Erika 3604481772

TRUE 04/11/20 7:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Tiffany Calkins Unknown Everett Tiffany Calkins is running a photography business 
without a license and posting in social media buy/sell 
groups trying to find clients for this weekend to meet 
her in local parks. She says “I have shot at 
blackmans lake in Snohomish and not got caught”

Nicolegris@gmail.com Nicole Griswold 425-785-9292 tiffylovessaul@outlook.com

TRUE 04/11/20 7:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronic retail store Best Buy 9551 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale I have driven by the store for the past week and 
observed cars driving up to the entrance and 
purchases loaded into the cars. The route for drive 
up service is clearly parked is clearly marked

patandsherri77@yahoo.com Patrick Burch 3604711572.0000

TRUE 04/11/20 7:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronic retail store Best Buy 9551 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale I have driven by the store for the past week and 
observed cars driving up to the entrance and 
purchases loaded into the cars. The route for drive 
up service is clearly parked is clearly marked

patandsherri77@yahoo.com Patrick Burch 3604711572.0000

TRUE 04/11/20 7:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other ICE Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma See hunger strike and in human treatment.  If dorms 
are closed this should be closed

Dimarcod@seattleu.edu Diana DiMarco

TRUE 04/11/20 7:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther School Tumwater High School 700 Israel Rd SW Tumwater They have opened an outdoor gym for teens to use 
freely and rely on them to clean on their own.  While 
gyms are shut down, they have created a new 
gathering place and are really expecting teens to 
properly sanitize? This seems so irresponsible and 
seems a risk to our community.

Citesrhi@hotmail.com Robert Holt-Mathews 3607890722

TRUE 04/11/20 7:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5700 100th St SW Lakewood Private grooming salons have closed down, 
Petsmart has shut down their geooming as well, 
however Petco has not closed their grooming and is 
continuing to take customers.

lauren_peine@hotmail.com Lauren 2532495869 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 7:52 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther “We hold these truths to be 
self evident”

Stasi secret police Look it up. Tacoma You guys are crossing the line here. Those who fail 
to learn from history are doomed to repeat it. 
Encourage social distancing but you cannot take the 
public’s freedom away through fear and reprisal.

A concerned neighbor

TRUE 04/11/20 8:01 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Tacoma barbell club 10719 A street Tacoma Tacoma People still working out even when the sign is up in 
the window and it looks like the owner has put up 
paper to cover windows .also the security at the 
complex said they feel the same way and see people 
too

Davbrigante@aol.com David 253-377-9968



TRUE 04/11/20 8:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric store Joann’s 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington Joann’s is ENABLING the public!!  I sent a previous 
complaint on 4/7/2020 and felt compelled to add to 
my thoughts!  Due to not limiting customers till 
4/9/20 we were putting Everyone at risk and still are.  
 Now we get into arguments with customers who 
don’t want to wait till people exert before they may go 
in. People may be buying fabric to make masks, but 
that is not all they are buying.  All stores, all states 
should be using the online ordering with curbside 
p/u, ONLY. No customers in the stores.  As you 
know these are desperate times where we need to 
think about each other’s well being and health by not 
finding Joann’s a place to socialize.  The public 
needs to stay home so as to keep themselves and 
the workers safe.

klblaisdell52@icloud.com Kathryn Blaisdell 425-356-7738 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/11/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot tub sals Northwest Hot Springs 507 Fisher Lane Burlington Business still open
Employees say that the owner doesn’t feel he has to 
close and is making them come to work.

cori@nwhotspring.com 5/4

TRUE 04/11/20 8:25 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming Paws in the Park 17833 1st Ave S. Seattle They are claiming to stay open to sell pet supplies 
but there is extremely high traffic of customers 
coming in and dropping their dogs off to be groomed. 
8 people have reported them to Normandy Park 
police and due to friendship between officers and 
owners at establishment no action to close them 
down is being taken

Kibakun0912@gmail.com Christina Moore 2066377228

TRUE 04/11/20 8:28 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other AirBnB Unknown 5318 46th Ave South Seattle Large party at residence. Homes on either side have 
citizens at high risk for serious illness from covid-19

alouton@comcast.net Amy Louton 2069532583

TRUE 04/11/20 8:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA-9 Mount Vernon WA. 98274 I observed 50+ cars in the parking lot and numerous 
people playing golf on April 10th.

lrlangberg1@msn.com Lori Langberg 4258298699

TRUE 04/11/20 9:20 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Simpson door company 400 w. Simpson Ave McCleary This mill continues to operate as it has determined 
that it's essential because of the wood scraps they 
haul off. 
These wood scraps have glue and other chemicals 
that cannot be turned into anything for use. Due to 
the Chemicals. 
But they continue to make their employees work. 
Endangering the their and their families.
They tell thru message via text or a letter they send 
out to maintain the six foot  rule but most of the 
workers stand within 4 feet or each other in their 
assigned work area. 
This company needs to stop production and let their 
workers "Stay home, Stay healthy!!!!!
I know that some of these workers live with family 
that have underlined health issues Cancer, diabetes, 
etc!!!
The latest letter they sent out mentions to the 
workers that if they can not maintain social 
distancing "6 foot rule while on break their are to 
either smoke in their car or return to their assigned 
work area. 
Their work area has chemicals and glue and they 
expected to eat a sandwich in that area as well as be 
less than 4-5 feet from others. .
The company continues the stand by saying it's 
essential at the same time making people work 
endangering their workers all the  while. 
Please these workers are not safe their working on 
top of each other
Thanks for your time.

nanayork.py@gmail.com Pen York 3605002688

TRUE 04/11/20 9:37 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Washington State All over Washington State This is ENTIRELY UNCONSTITUTIONAL. You 
cannot stop anyone from earning a living. This is 
disgusting what you are doing to people and their 
business.

Washingtonstatecitizens@openusup.comA very concerned citizen 206-425-OPEN

TRUE 04/11/20 10:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco (grooming) 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey This corporation has had their grooming open on all 
their locations for the entirety of the proclamation. 
This is outrageous! Corporations can NOT get away 
with defying this order!! Petco isn’t protecting their 
communities or their groomers. Complaints have 
been filed yet still they are open for business and 
busier than ever.

Kmuehleisen@yahoo.com Kathlene Muehleisen 509-370-1156 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/11/20 10:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape shop Up in smoke 5510  orchard st University place Not sure but how is a vape hookah smoke shop 
essential

Gregmanion@hotmail.com Greg 2533807327

TRUE 04/11/20 10:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Recreational dance studio Hollywood and vine dance studio, 
PLLC

804 Bay St Port Orchard Continuing dance lessons. Stating they are private. 
When asked why they are essential and they stated 
dance provides therapy. They have no license to 
provide therapy services to children.

christine523linnea@icloud.com 5/1

TRUE 04/11/20 10:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Jay Inslee Governors office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Still receiving a paycheck and collecting tax payer 
funded benefits while thousands of WA citizens and 
businesses are struggling financially. With no real 
goal to reopen the states economy even with social 
distancing measures in place. You are useless and 
the reason why the states economy is tanking. I 
sincerely hope every citizen disregards any extension 
of the stay at home “order” beyond May 4th. I know 
I, and many others, will.

Don’t worry about it Don’t worry about it 1-800-GES-TAPO

TRUE 04/11/20 11:01 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Montessori School North Tacoma Montessori School 
South

4719 S. Mullen St Tacoma I walk daily at delong park across the street from the 
school. I observed 2 white women and 1 white male 
caring for multiple children, on multiple occasions. I 
took pictures when they brought the children out to 
play. I observed a parent picking up a child around 
4:00pm. One car is always parked in front of the 
center to make it look closed.

Mskiak28@gmail.com Nakia Campbell 4696848923

TRUE 04/11/20 11:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady Carwash 2914 Ne Andresen rd Vancouver I observed 6 or 7 employees helping a line 
customers.

alec.burpee@outlook.com Alec Burpee 3608239862

TRUE 04/11/20 11:39 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CityCycle Seattle 117 NW 85th St Seattle 3-5 people inside regularly. Business and employees 
are not essential. See them on instagram publishing 
on their stories that they are inside @citycycleseattle 
@laurentylerperry @chrsblckbrn @lyndsaym123

Anonymous@enail.com Anonymous 2065551212

TRUE 04/11/20 11:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction point ruston market under construction tacoma Saturday, outside painting with 2 or more workers 
very near sidewalk where people walking. Painting 
outside on new construction certainly can not be 
essential.

TRUE 04/11/20 11:54 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Community Tower 801 801 Pine Street Seattle Multiple units are continuing to gather and 
congregate together nightly. Security refuses to 
address due to virus concerns.

TRUE 04/12/20 12:51 AM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Gym JM Fitness 1524 Birchwood ave Bellingham There are people going into this business thru the 
back door. Some are parking on the side of the 
building and walking around to back door, others are 
parking in the back. I have watched 2 different 
people park and walk around back. I live right next 
door to the gym.

peachesjo@hotmail.com Patti Neer 3602968563

TRUE 04/12/20 12:59 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 11826 SE 272nd Pl Kent A loud party with a group of 10 people that do not 
live at this address.  Contacted our local police 
department, they would not deal with us and told us 
to fill out this online form even though it says it's for 
businesses.  Similar gatherings have been 
happening here for the last several weeks.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:31 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fishing Rod Production North Fork Composites 1395 Down River Dr woodland It is a non essential buisness. And all recreational 
hobbies including fishing is closed so why are they 
aloud to work and build fishing rods

hmwillysa@gmail.com William Veach 3609494849 alex.maslov@northforkcomposites.com

TRUE 04/12/20 3:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 1225 Bakerview Bellingham Not enforcing social distancing guidelines.  Store 
crowded.  Workers not wearing gloves or masks and 
standing in close proximity to customers

Ram Christine 208-861-0862

TRUE 04/12/20 5:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Harris Training Systems 10909 Portland Ave E #C Tacoma Gym has been open to customers over the past two 
weeks. Gym is open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Friday

Lucy Hilson 2539053522 lloyal@comcast.net

TRUE 04/12/20 5:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle clothing Iron horse 18419 Bucoda Hwy se Tenino Holding a grand opening in a very small store. The 
parking lot is always full of motorcycle riders who 
then gather inside the store.

Rainice@gmx.com John Hevener jrdoan@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 6:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Makeing of solar panels Prefabed solar panel buding Corn wall av across from power plantBellingham I have watched as they have hired reserve staff and 
kept there bisinus open this whole time not slowing 
down or stopping or makeing known the risks and is 
not participating in social distancing safety steps

michaelogden121@gmail.comMichael Ogden 3609204245

TRUE 04/12/20 6:57 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Petco 201 E. College wau Mount Vernon They are grooming dogs while small grooming 
businesses are shut down and not able to function. I 
have a feeling it is going on in more than this one 
store.

mojoberries@gmail.com Mo LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/12/20 7:54 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric store JoAnn Fabric 5824 - 196th St SW Lynnwood line of customers outside when they should be 
closed.  Otherwise, why is Hobby Lobby not open?

allierae@outllook.com



TRUE 04/12/20 8:18 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/health club CrossFit Felix 2211 fifth ave Seattle This health club has lowered its window blinds, but is 
still open at various times in the day where you can 
see the lights are on and the top windows are open 
for ventilation. Today I observed multiple people 
exiting the gym at 8 AM they had clearly been there 
for a workout class that is being held illegally against 
the governor’s order.  Because it is a CrossFit gym it 
is not open all the time, it is open for select time 
periods where they hold group workouts. I have 
observed this activity on weekend mornings in 
particular on several occasions. They have blacked 
out all their windows which were normally open to 
hide the activity.

altaveras@gmail.com Al Taveras 9176698990 team@crossfitfelix.com

TRUE 04/12/20 8:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Blue cow car wash 12521 Christianson road Anacortes These workers interact with hundreds of people in a 
day at a non essential function. Owner is under the 
belief that business is considered automotive 
repair/maintenance.

larry@bluecowcarwash.com

TRUE 04/12/20 8:38 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Animal products PetCo 201 E College Way Suite B Mount Vernon Still doing pet grooming. Unacceptable. Small 
business owners aren't allowed to, PetCo shouldn't 
either.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/12/20 8:55 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Trailer park Talton lane trailer park 5732 TALTON LN JACKSONVILLE Groups congregate outside in our trailer park plus 
the friends coming and leaving to join them hugging. 
Goinfrom trailer to trailer to get people to hang out its 
hard enough with church right across street has 
large gatherings on sundays too and hang outside 
after meetings seaboard ave and talton lane jax fl 
32244 and no one here even wears masks plus high 
in groups of kids then letting them run everywhere 
not using distancing at all

miniacidebra44@gmail.com Danielle miniaci 8133086752

TRUE 04/12/20 9:03 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Toy Distributor FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Number of employees coming in and out if building 
abd oarkedin the lit in excess of 10.

spitfireinkmedia@outlook.comRandy Douglas 3609989808 contact@funko.com

TRUE 04/12/20 9:19 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Mid Columbia Wine & Spirits 731 N Columbia Center Blvd #100bKennewick They don't sell food or other essential items. And 
from what I understand only places with food and 
other essential items are supposed to be open and 
able to sell alcohol.

coleman.w.michael@gmail.comMichael Coleman 5099872158 shemali2000@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/12/20 9:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 Sedgwick Rd Suite 130 Port Orchard This nail salon is open, business as usual. dollfacegurly@aol.com Erin Kirby 3605363428

TRUE 04/12/20 9:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 2805 E 29th Ave Spokane They are grooming dog. All of the stores are threw 
out Washington kept there grooming department 
open. They are saying they can groom dogs because 
they are a retailer.

mikel.like.a.boy@gmail.com Mikel Hernandez 9706904328 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/12/20 10:04 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Crafting supply store JOANN Fabrics and Crafts 2801 E 29th Ave. Spokane How can a *craft supply store* be considered 
essential so that they have open store hours? A 
friend who works there tells me and anyone who'll 
listen that they are Not following social distancing 
guidelines, and are not sanitizing properly. Another 
employee who tried to call in sick was hung up on by 
management. Employees are working sick because 
if they don't go to work they are written up as a 'no-
show' and after more than one time they are  fired. 
They are potential vectors in this pandemic.

customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/12/20 10:24 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Homestead Farms Golf Club 115 E. Homestead Blvd. Lynden On April 12, 2020 at 10:15 a.m. I observed dozens 
of people playing golf in violation of the law.  Golf 
courses are non-essential businesses that should be 
closed.

TRUE 04/12/20 10:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Anytime fitness 7104 265th St NW Stanwood Despite it not being  an essential business the owner  
 refuses to lock the doors of the gym.  People are 
constantly going in and out of the gym. I emailed  
them and i was asked why they were open  my 
response  was why  didnt i come in to say hi. I 
mentioned covid 19 and ive been ignored however  
people still go in and out.

Prodigal.kai@gmail.com Christopher A Pryce 9075210332 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 10:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Car Wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Shouldn’t be open at all. And people were getting 
cars detailed in the parking lot - workers cleaning 
inside and outsides of cars by hand.

janedavid7231@gmail.com Jane David 2533327231 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/12/20 10:49 AM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Sex Worker Star 9600 Pacific Ave Tacoma There was a sex worker that was clearly not 
observing social distancing requirements. Inslee 
definitely needs to look into this!

TRUE 04/12/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Making bath tubs Aquatic Bathware 801 northern Pacific road se Yelm Have made several complaints as well as other 
employees and nothing there is still nothing being 
done a out this place. One employee worked for 
days even though his significant other had been sick 
for a while and they waited until she got tested to let 
him stay home as well. This business should not be 
operating.

Mr.christianolopez21@gmail.comChristian Lopez 3603499824

TRUE 04/12/20 11:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash facility Pink elephant car wash 27240 168th Pl SE Covington Tons of people like up to wash their car in public 
instead of at home. People are touching the buttons 
and then touching their faces, spreading potential 
contamination. People don't need to wash their cars.

Kellynbreeding@yahoo.com Kellyn Breeding 2537976391 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/12/20 11:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Rody Chiropractor Clinic 10614 Canyon Rd. E. Puyallup Relative went in for adjustment. It is to my 
knowledge that chiropractors were not supposed to 
be open. My relative is immune compromised, and 
we are having enough trouble getting her to listen to 
us, this situation just made it worse. It appears as 
though the chiropractor did not wear any PPE during 
the adjustment either! Reprehensible!

Shannonspencer02@gmail.comShannon

TRUE 04/12/20 11:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail/Organization The Container Store 2437 Southcenter Mall Tukwila Although this store is not technically open anymore, 
they are operating and have a team in to fulfill online 
orders for customers and will bring them out to their 
car. They are also allowing shopping in store by 
appointment, encouraging people to get out of the 
house. Was this approved as an essential business?

taxdept@containerstore.com

TRUE 04/12/20 11:53 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Parkland Lutheran School 120 123rd St S Tacoma The school is still in session and students are 
attending class.

TRUE 04/12/20 11:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business LA GLORIA CONVIENT STORE 7310 Everson Goshen Rd # B, Everson, WA 98247Everson OVER CROWDED WITH NO SOCIAL DISTANCE 
PRACTICE, BOTH EMPLOYEES AND 
CUSTOMERS DO NOT WEAR GLOVES NOR 
MASKS.  THEY GET RIGHT ON YOU WHILE 
WAITING IN LIME NOT EVEN 2 FEET DISTANCE.  
VERY DANGEROUS!"

TRUE 04/12/20 11:56 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School Evergreen Lutheran High School 7306 Waller Rd E Waller Students are attending class in person.

TRUE 04/12/20 11:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business LA GLORIA CONVIENT STORE 7310 Everson Goshen Rd # B, Everson, WA 98247Everson OVER CROWDED WITH NO SOCIAL DISTANCE 
PRACTICE, BOTH EMPLOYEES AND 
CUSTOMERS DO NOT WEAR GLOVES NOR 
MASKS.  THEY GET RIGHT ON YOU WHILE 
WAITING IN LIME NOT EVEN 2 FEET DISTANCE.  
VERY DANGEROUS!"

TRUE 04/12/20 11:57 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Park and Boat Launch Vasa Park Resort 3560 W Lk Samm Pkwy SE Bellevue Boat launch open and families launching with no 
social distancing

TRUE 04/12/20 12:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Police—failure to 
enforce Governor's 
proclamation

Seattle Police 610 Fifth Avenue Seattle I followed the state's protocol to report illegal 
gatherings to the local, non-emergency police phone 
number. Called Seattle P.D. yesterday because I 
have a "friend" who, a week ago, invited a group of 
people to participate in an Easter Sunday ritual 
(eating, drinking, singing) in the Lakeview Cemetery. 
This friend had conducted the ritual 35 times in past 
years, so I had every reason to believe they would 
follow through this time, too. I had tried to dissuade 
them with the kindest email/explanation I could 
conjure, and had not heard back from them.

So I phoned the police the day before the planned 
event. I was told to deal directly with the cemetery 
business and that Seattle Police would do NOTHING 
about this--not even send a patrol car at the 
scheduled time of the event. They would respond 
only to a report of a "crime in progress." I find this an 
absurd abrogation of SPD's mandated responsibility 
under the proclamation. In effect, they will do 
nothing until an inevitable, illegal gathering is already 
underway and the damage done.

I gave SPD an opportunity to intervene at the time 
that the event organizer was planning to be there 
alone (preparing the site).  SPD flat-out refused and 
instead put the onus on me and a private business.

I hope you will agree that this is NOT effective or 
good-faith law enforcement, and that it serves to 
undermine the efforts of citizens to cooperate with 
and follow the terms of the proclamation. If I follow 

wa.gov@dartfrogmedia.com Marc Hoffman 425.256.1200

TRUE 04/12/20 12:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Overlook Golf Course. 17523 WA-9 Mt Vernon Golf course is operating at full capacity. This is going 
on and recreational fishing is closed! NOT 
ACCEPTABLE!!! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06lRcT2udCc&fe
ature=youtu.be

chessiesr4us@gmail.com Tracy Anderson 360-336-2649

TRUE 04/12/20 12:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Cat wash Kaady carwashes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver How are we supoosed to slow the spread when 
companies are allowed to just do what they want



TRUE 04/12/20 12:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Please close them down. We will have to do this for 
some much longer if places like this are allowed to 
operate like normal. Might as well not even have a 
stay at home order

TRUE 04/12/20 1:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady Car wash 11701 se mill plain blvd vancouver This isn't even legal why are they allowed to be 
open???

TRUE 04/12/20 1:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Kate's Day Spa 2713 E Madison St Seattle Kate's Day Spa is continuing to offer personal touch 
massage to all clients regardless of need. She treats 
many vulnerable clients and does not practice social 
distancing guidelines or proper cleaning techniques 
to create a place where infection is non 
transmissible. This poses a serious health risk to the 
community especially given she operates near a 
women's health clinic and HIV care center.

fidesvincit@gmail.com Angela 206-556-7577 kate@katesdayspa.com

TRUE 04/12/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Factory dounts 12505 eastgate shopping centerKirkland wa This business is very small inside and their has been 
6 people inside at one time causing to be within two 
feet of each other employees not wearing mask or 
gloves handling food and money

TRUE 04/12/20 1:51 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Preschool Cherry Lane Preschool 7308 Rixie St. SE Olympia, WA 98501 Parents were just notified Cherry Lane would like to 
reopen as soon as this week. First, I don't believe 
they are a licensed Pre-K facility. Second, while 
some parents are essential workers, they are inviting 
all preschoolers back, even from non-essential 
households. I'm especially upset because this 
appears to be a way to continue charging tuition, 
along with violating the stay at home order. If we 
don't send our child, and put everyone at risk, we still 
have to pay.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset Hill Park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle More than 10 people sitting in the park

TRUE 04/12/20 2:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther lawn maintenance and 
landscaping

Leland Lawn 200 SW Skyline Pullman This is a lawn care and landscaping company. I was 
following the rules set forth by the governor for 
social distancing and closed businesses except 
essential businesses. I was not aware that lawncare 
was an essential business and chose not to go to 
work even though my employer had asked me to. I 
recently found out they had received a letter allowing 
them to work as did each worker, except for me. I 
have not been notified of any changes and did not 
receive any letters stating that I could work and 
received no calls, text or anything from my employer 
although they have continued to work. I feel that they 
have unjustifiably terminated my employment with 
them since no one has bothered to contact me and 
have not returned my messages or phone calls. I 
feel I have been treated unfairly, it's not like I refused 
to work for no good reason. What, if anything, can 
be done about this situation? Please let me know. 
And let me know what transpires from my report.

hdan8851@gmail.com Daniel Hopkins 5097701074 office@leland-lawn.com  5/1

TRUE 04/12/20 2:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse barn and horse riding 
instruction

Cottingham Farm 10445 Secretariat Ln NE Bainbridge Island Continues to offer horseback riding lessons to kids 
and teenagers

Sonnyfrench@hotmail.com Charles french 5094813317 ivy.friedman@hotmail.com 5/1

TRUE 04/12/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon y variedades Ashley 405 state ave Marysville O was at the stop sign and I notice this hispanic hair 
salon with their "open" sign off but, something catch 
my eye. There was lots of people in the shop getting 
hair cuts on Sunday April 12 mostly kids. Considered 
a big violation to the Stay home order. Not fair to the 
rest of Marysville hair salons and barbershops who 
are following the order.

galvan.car@hotmail.com Carlos estrada 4253142037

TRUE 04/12/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon y variedades Ashley 405 state ave Marysville O was at the stop sign and I notice this hispanic hair 
salon with their "open" sign off but, something catch 
my eye. There was lots of people in the shop getting 
hair cuts on Sunday April 12 mostly kids. Considered 
a big violation to the Stay home order. Not fair to the 
rest of Marysville hair salons and barbershops who 
are following the order.

galvan.car@hotmail.com Carlos estrada 4253142037

TRUE 04/12/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon y variedades Ashley 405 state ave Marysville O was at the stop sign and I notice this hispanic hair 
salon with their "open" sign off but, something catch 
my eye. There was lots of people in the shop getting 
hair cuts on Sunday April 12 mostly kids. Considered 
a big violation to the Stay home order. Not fair to the 
rest of Marysville hair salons and barbershops who 
are following the order.

galvan.car@hotmail.com Carlos estrada 4253142037

TRUE 04/12/20 2:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Maple 8929 Roosevelt Way NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Violates social distancing.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing Retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/12/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Preschool Cherry Lane Preschool 814 Ferry St SW Tumwater Plans to open the preschool on April 20th. Small 
room 12 kids in the classroom plus a teacher. Not a 
daycare.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther lawn maintenance and 
landscaping

Leland Lawn 200 SW Skyline Pullman I sent a report about a half an hour ago stating my 
concerns. I wanted to let you know that my boss 
finally contacted me. They explained things and all is 
good. So please disregard my complaint. It was sent 
because I hadn't heard anything for a while and was 
hearing they had received a letter saying they could 
work and didn't understand why I hadn't been at 
least contacted. Thank you for your time. Be safe 
and thank you for being a great governor.

hdan8851@gmail.com Daniel Hopkins 5097701074

TRUE 04/12/20 2:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gstandard Gym is open and owner Gabe Moen will 
not shit down and encourages members to continue 
to workout through sickness and fevers. This is a 
disaster! Look into this ASAP.

Ron Jameson 253-752-3875 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Dog town 518 S Thor St Spokane There business is open and I and other have noticed 
them working grooming animals and interacting with 
customers

Anonymous dogtownscotty@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 3:13 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other School James Madison Middle School 3429 45th Ave sw Seattle As a dog walker, I only have one client right now and 
we walk past the school almost every after and there 
are always several people with their children playing 
on the track.

There is a very clear, posted sign stating that the 
track is closed.

Usually 15-25 people everyday.

Melly.hemps@gmail.com Melissa Hemphill 2062617335

TRUE 04/12/20 3:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard This business was open as recently as 4-11-20. 
Open sign on and doing customer nails.

Kara.collett@gmail.com Kara Collett 253-549-8673

TRUE 04/12/20 3:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver I can't even spend time with my child now since we 
opened back up. She's a diabetic and has asthma, I 
can't expose her I shouldn't be forced to come to 
work at a non essential business!!!

TRUE 04/12/20 3:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Two customers and nail tech in salon. Paper sign 
says appointment only. This should be closed-non 
essential services.

Lokenrobina@gmail.com Robina Gaines 360-742-9262

TRUE 04/12/20 3:52 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home party Home 133 nw 79th st Seattle Another weekend gathering where we can hear 
them and see ppl arriving.

Droidssuck502@gmail.com Ann 594324355

TRUE 04/12/20 3:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 we mill plain Blvd. Vancouver Cashiers are less than 6 feet from customers 
buisness is not essential.

TRUE 04/12/20 4:07 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment building Marketside flats 84 Union St, Seattle, WA 98101Seattle The rooftop has not been closed and I have seen 
multiple large gatherings of 10+ people drinking and 
partying on the rooftop for hours

TRUE 04/12/20 4:15 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other County Park Trailhead Pierce County Foothills Trailhead 17800 Pioneer Way Orting, WA According to Pierce County's website, "Even though 
our trails are open all trailheads...remain closed." 
However, not once in the past 3 weeks has this 
Foothills Trail Trailhead been closed. It is located 
between Orting and South Prairie WA. Today, 
4/12/20 at 3:45 pm there were 25 cars in this 
parking lot -- so many that there were cars parked in 
non-parking spots. There were NO signs indicating 
the trailhead parking was closed, and no signs 
saying "no parking during pandemic." On the trail 
itself, we observed numerous instances of different 
groups of people being within 1 to 2 feet of each 
other (no social distancing). Additionally, half of 
those on the trail are cycling, meaning they are 
breathing hard and fast -- with no masks on, while 
passing walkers. Scientists have already posited that 
cyclists and runners should keep 5 meters' distance 
since their breath is expiring at a much higher 
velocity and therefore spreading longer and farther.

sharonaz39@yahoo.com Sharon Smith 520-548-2818



TRUE 04/12/20 4:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business MOD Pizza Lake Forest Park Town CenterLake Forest Park This restaurant is serving "take out" but is allowing 
customers to sit at patio tables in front of the 
restaurant. Many people are using the closed Burke 
Gilman trail illegally today and stopping at this 
restaurant. Patrons sitting at patio tables are not 
practicing social distancing.

jfjohnson12@yahoo.com Justin Johnson (206) 783-4445

TRUE 04/12/20 4:24 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Motel Extended Stay America 1150 Oakesdale Ave SW Renton Large groups gathering in the BBQ common area. 
Should be closed. Reported to manager several 
times and nothing has been done.

sorath5@yahoo.com Richard Thomas 4253909142

TRUE 04/12/20 4:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vintage Goods Saltwater Vintage 18825 Anderson Parkway Poulsbo They are open every day 11-4 and yes, they sell 
coffee and chocolates, but there are a lot of people 
shopping there as they advertise on their website 
that they are open.  No masks, no protection and 
they should not be allowed to operate.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/12/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center North West Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detention Centers are not essential!!! they are also 
cruel! Please close facility and release the people 
held in detention. 
Thank you

lee.amina3@gmail.com Amina Lee 2064064916

TRUE 04/12/20 4:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dutch Treat Restaurant 206 Third Street Lynden Tables set up outside so they offer outside dining 
where groups larger than 10 gather.

scottnunamaker@yahoo.com Scott Nunamaker 360-319-7024

TRUE 04/12/20 4:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trophy and Awards NW Trophy 13440 NE 177th Pl Woodinville Trophy’s and Plaques are not essential.  They are 
merely for employee recognition and for school 
events and sports when schools and sports are not 
even in service.

manderson@nwtrophy.com

TRUE 04/12/20 4:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady carwashes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver What's the point of the order if business's can just 
be open?

TRUE 04/12/20 4:56 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther parking attendant Republic Parking (Point Ruston 
Events Parking)

5105 Grand Loop Tacoma, I was quarantined at home and parked out side my 
apartment. i’ve gotten a ticket so i called them talked 
to a guy named Ron and explained that they are non-
essential bossiness, they shouldn’t be opened and 
that i’m at home cause the place i work is non-
essential business and its closed and i have no 
where else to park my vehicle. Three days later they 
had my car towed and i used my last $328 to get it 
out of towing that i needed to use to buy groceries 
for my wife and 5 month old son. This is an example 
of money hungry non-essential business that instead 
of helping people in hardship they want to destroy 
you.

alexchern21@hotmail.com Aleksandr Chernichenko 253-426-5119

TRUE 04/12/20 4:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course non-essential Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead Boulevard Lynden Homestead Golf Course has ignored the Governor’s 
decree by continuing to be open. Out of respect to 
those battling the corona virus, poor optics. Not 
essential at this time.

scottnunamaker@yahoo.com Scott Nunamaker 360-319-7024

TRUE 04/12/20 5:15 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Law enforcement / park 
violators

Waterworks Skate Park 2401 E 4th Plain Blvd Vancouver, WA 98661 I've been in communication with local enforcement 
about this group of people that have claimed this 
park. Beer, littering, off leash dogs, drug deals, 
profanity.  But now amidst this pandemic, still little to 
no action. These people aren't homeless.  
Enforcement is short with me.  Out of options.

Kyleray79@live.com Kyle Ray 2104 Y st Vancouver, Wa 98661 3608437038

TRUE 04/12/20 5:26 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Port Townsend / Port 
Hadlock

Homes and Parks see observation notes Port Hadlock Large gatherings of people in Port Townsend and 
Port Hadlock.  I have contacted local media and lets 
all see how many more new cases increase from 
this Easter Weekend.  Mass gatherings all over Port 
Townsend and Port Hadlock.

TRUE 04/12/20 5:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Ben's Loan 1005 S 2nd St. Renton This is a pawn shop that is open, which is not an 
essential business.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419

TRUE 04/12/20 5:36 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle More than 10 people on the field soccer game 
happening

TRUE 04/12/20 5:38 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Gathering huge street party Residential rock creek street and 
house party

26813 225th Ave SE Maple Valley Street/house party adults and children

TRUE 04/12/20 5:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Pantel Tactical 16926 116th Ave SE Renton Gun shop that is open! romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419

TRUE 04/12/20 5:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Hawiian style grill 5000 e 4th plain blvd unit a106Vancouver wa I was waiting for food and they had far to many 
people in that location to properly social distance. I 
was standing near the front of the building to stay 
away from people. I was then asked to either stand 
in the front (where there was a lot of people with no 
room for distancing) or leave.

A.michael.holman@gmail.comMichael 3605210664

TRUE 04/12/20 5:57 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Olympus apartment Olympus apartment 15305 hwy 99 Lynnwood Family friends non residents visiting gangregating 
outside and inside in groups larger than 10.

Wtsyes@hotmail.com William 2069928352

TRUE 04/12/20 6:16 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Temple Cambodian templo 1420 E 44th St Tacoma They gather to gamble and play like any other day for 
many hours been noise and scandalous they have 
no respect.

carinagallardo@ymail.com Carina Gallardo 2535769739

TRUE 04/12/20 6:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pop up flowershop 76 gas station 7501 Roosevelt way n.e. Seattle Operating on weekends selling flowers out of awning 
in parking lot

Clarkmahoney@comcast.net John 2065235405 gcs7501r@aol.com

TRUE 04/12/20 6:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Domus Avalon Way in  West Seattle - no address yetSeattle Framing on 1st and second floors. Crew of more 
than 8 active all week (8/5-8/12). distancing.

hundtofte@gmail.com Aaron Hundtofte 2066045504

TRUE 04/12/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star nails 1900 Sedgwick Port orchard Nail salon is still open taking customers w

TRUE 04/12/20 6:58 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is a non-essential 
business that is running not following social 
distancing guidelines.

lrkodish@gmail.com Lucy Kodish 303-875-7827

TRUE 04/12/20 7:04 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other West Seattle Branch, 
Seattle Public Library

Seattle Public alibrary 2306 42nd Ave SW Seattle Group of four juvenile girls hanging out in tightly 
clustered group
on the SW corner of the library property without any 
distancing for a few hours now. Goofing around with 
usual loud  yelling but no apparent distancing as 
group hangs out packed in a tight group

bdormond@mac.com Brian Ormond 2069409937

TRUE 04/12/20 7:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is still open and many members are still 
going to workout with fevers. Please look into this.

MsFan34@aol.com Alan Itzin iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 7:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner Gabe Moen refuses to shut down his gym 
and believes this virus is a hoax. This is dangerous 
and needs to be stopped.

Ryan Keller 253-752-2479 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 7:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar Street Tacoma Gym is open and owner is telling members to park 
on the street to make it look like there isn't anyone 
on the building.

Rite Johnson 253-565-2451 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/12/20 7:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Biggies Restaurant 28118 N Newport Hwy, Chattaroy, WA 99003Chattaroy They were allowing groups of people in the bar. 
4/11/2020

TRUE 04/12/20 7:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartment Complex Green Tree Apartments 12517 Southeast 18th Circle Vancouver They're have been large groups of adults and 
children daily using the playground for the past week.

jcon213@gmail.com Jed W Conradi 3609034461

TRUE 04/12/20 7:52 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther SCHOOL DISTRICT TOPPENISH SCHOOL DISTRICT 
#202

306 BOLIN DRIVE TOPPENISH THE DISTRICT DIDN'T ALLOTTED TIME OFF FOR 
ALL STAFF, OF THE FOURTEEN DAYS. HAVING 
OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS COMING IN FOR 
REPAIRS. NOT TAKING ALL PRECAUTIONS TO 
PROTECT EMPLOYEES. I HAD  TO REQUEST 
ISOLATION AND MASKS FOR STAFF. MORE 
PRECAUTION SHOULD BE TAKEN , LIKE 
TEMPERATURES, HOW TO DISINFECT AREAS 
WHERE  OTHER STAFF HAVE BEEN AND 
CLEANING OF DOORS DAILY, ETC. WE DO 
HAVE AN EMPLOYEE THAT HAS TESTED 
POSITIVE. HE CURRENTLY WENT HOME 
04/07/2020.

LUELLA LEWIS (509)945-4658

TRUE 04/12/20 8:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 123 E. Indiana Ave Spokane they are still murdering babies at planned 
parenthood, yet churches are closed.

afshin@savedmag.com afshin yagthin 509-934-0538

TRUE 04/12/20 9:01 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther ICE center Tacoma northwest detention center 1623 E J Street Tacoma This facility should be considered nonessential. The 
funding, energy, time, and other resources put 
towards keeping this center in use could be put 
towards better causes.

TRUE 04/12/20 9:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Business's in Puyallup 
specifically on Meridan

Businesses located on Meridan in 
Puyallup

Meridan Puyallup Why are Puyallup businesses open?  Nothing looks 
closed except one car wash.  Michaels, Joann's, fast 
food restaurants, liquor stores, department stores, 
home stores, pet stores, Home Depot, Lowes, … are 
all open.  These are not essential businnesses.  
Grocery stores or medical facilities are essential not 
craft stores or fast food resturants or home stores.  
No one can believe that nothing is closed.  It's 
business as usual in Puyallup and it is scary.

bchildrey@rainierconnect.comBrooke Childrey 360-832-8992

TRUE 04/12/20 9:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Tennis court at 
Meadowbrook Park

Meadowbrook park 10533 35th Ave ne Seattle Meadowbrook Park tennis courts are full of people 
playing tennis at night because the lights are on and 
the court is open

TRUE 04/12/20 9:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma This is non essential and should not be open. This 
facility is racist and cruel and should not be open 
right now.

maddiegilbert95@gmail.com Maddie Gilbert

TRUE 04/12/20 10:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 201 E College Way Suite B Mount vernon I was dismayed to find out Petco is currently offering 
pet grooming.  I own a grooming shop and I am 
closed because of the direct order that pet grooming 
is NOT essential.  Please do the right thing and shut 
them down!

wgymmom@aol.com Wendy C Richeson 3604211726 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM



TRUE 04/12/20 10:19 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is absolutely a non-
essential business that puts everyone in that facility 
at risk. They are housing people in inhumane 
conditions, and, odds are, they probably do not have 
the ability to properly follow self isolation rules in 
place. There have already been reports of possible 
coronavirus infections in other ice detention centers 
in America, how long do you think it will take before 
the NWDC is impacted.

TRUE 04/13/20 12:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Wolf Chiropractic 622 S 320th St ste b Federal way Business is still seeing and treating patients for non 
urgent pain relief and face to face weight loss 
services with out daily use of PPE.

TRUE 04/13/20 1:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail- Video Games GameStop 19585 WA-410 A-16 Bonney Lake District Manager gathered employees willing to work 
from surrounding stores to open store effective 
immediately though store was ordered to shut down 
with "shelter in place". GameStop is non-essential. 3 
GameStop locations are doing this- confirmed by 
GameStop employee not wanting to work and afraid 
to speak out in fear of job loss.

Alyssabessey@rocketmail.comA Bessey 3605567993 WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 3:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Cloise and mike construction 4158 state highway 16 west suite ABremerton Non essential still open...ride sharing with co workers

TRUE 04/13/20 5:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Ntsika's Pub 55 Edwards St, Lewisham, Krugersdorp, 1739Johannesburg The owner of the pub (Ntsika) is selling alcohol 
discretely to people even after the lockdown 
provisions were established. When soldiers come 
patrolling he is tipped off therefore the alcohol is 
never found, or the  police also know but they are 
given something to keep it quiet. I am a concerned 
citizen and thought it would be stopped by now, but 
there is clearly no end in sight.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:09 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detaining people for immigration violations during a 
pandemic is a violation of human rights and social 
distancing requirements. Shut. It. Down.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:14 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Kaady Carwash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver This business is non essential and cannnot follow 
social distancing rules.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/13/20 7:15 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center (NWDC) has failed 
to adequately provide soap and sanitizer or introduce 
social distancing. In fact, it's not even possible to 
social distance in a prison or detention center.

tenaciousjoe@gmail.com Joe Goldberg 2066600356

TRUE 04/13/20 7:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Craft store JOANN'S 1840 E. Francis Ave. Spokane There are lines outside to get in for supplies to make 
masks that they dont have.   Company has not 
provided masks, gloves, or cleaning supplies.   
Customers r not using 6ft rule, and more than 30 
people inside or more.  Unsafe for employees and 
customers.   Customers and employees no masks 
and gloves.

jessiqn75@gmail.com Prefer to remain anonymous 5099648525

TRUE 04/13/20 7:29 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is non-essential and 
they are not practicing social distancing. They have 
also failed to adequately provide soap and sanitizer. 
It is inhumane to keep people in these conditions 
during a pandemic, and therefore a human rights 
violation.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:37 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Weirdos Stronger together spokane Anywhere ppl gather Spokane These ppl won’t leave us citizens alone.. they’re 
trying to snitch because there were a few bodies in A 
church building.. no different then a store or large 
apartment complex..

Maxgreen2019@gmail.com Max 2148837841

TRUE 04/13/20 7:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store mcledons hardware Caynon rd Puyallup This is to report a covid 19 violation for the mcledons 
hardware off of Canion road Puyallup they have lard 
lines and groups of people outside waiting to get into 
the store with no 6 ft rule in place. Please advise 
them to fix this as it’s not only a virus concern but 
also a public safety hazard as they are waiting in the 
right of way of traffic thank you

 EMAILparkseth23@gmail.comSeth Parkhurst 253) 905-8667

TRUE 04/13/20 7:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat processing company Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Tyson Fresh meats is not enforcing 6 ft distancing, 
they have their employees working side by side 
some without masks for 8-10 hour shifts. Sick 
employees are also not being asked to go home as 
they are already short staffed, as a result we have 
had 35 confirmed COVID cases just from this work 
place alone. Please help the families of these 
employees as they are all in danger!

lezly-martinez@hotmail.com Leslie Martine 5097073258

TRUE 04/13/20 8:09 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Camp out New housing project Peasley Canyon Park and RideAuburn, WA Yup, the homeless have started a new campground 
at the park and ride.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail store Walmart 1250 sw Erie st Oak harbor I observed Walmart employees not counting people. 
The store was crowded and isle  ways blocked to not 
make it possible to avoid people, to be able to 
maintain social distancing. They need so help 
regulating and maybe setting up the store to help 
prevent the spread of germs.

noack3@gmail.com Rebecca Noack 3606324111

TRUE 04/13/20 8:37 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The detention center is not equipped for pandemic 
response; has not provided means for social 
distancing; has not distributed PPE or hand 
sanitizer; is endangering the lives of all the detained 
by its continued operation

TRUE 04/13/20 8:38 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Central Valley School District 19307 E. Cataldo Ave Spokane Valley On Friday, April10, 2020, I observed two Central 
Valley School District employees working on the 
grass at McDonald Elementary School.   This is non-
essential work.   Furthermore, no social distancing 
was be practiced.

Jallen_72065@msn.com James Allen BSmall@cvsd.org

TRUE 04/13/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction CH Homes 11918 122nd Ave Ct E Puyallup This remodeling business continues to work. They 
have been reported before.

Carolebaskin@outlook.com Carole Baskin 2535551212

TRUE 04/13/20 8:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct.

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct.

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:42 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric crafts sewing Joann's crafts fabrics 2717 be 57th st Seattle Disguising it self as essential by supposedly making 
masks for hospitals patients etc... Not true. Also 
selling fabric to make non FDA APPROVED 
MASKS!!!! LIE! GREEDY SELFISH COMPANY IS 
NOT ESSENTIAL 😡 AND NEEDS SHUT DOWN 
COMPLETELY 😠.

customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:42 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct.

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:44 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing

Nathanielvernon@gmail.com Nathaniel 360-773-0676 Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard The nail salon next to Little Caesars and Fred Meyer 
in Port Orchard is still open for business.  That is a 
nonessential business that should not be open.  
Additionally, employees in Fred Meyer are standing 
within a foot of each other chit chatting in small 
groups.  No masks.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:45 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing

Monicalawrence@gmail.com Monica lawrence 360-833-2943 Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:46 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City government City of Vancouver 4711 E 4th Plain Blvd Vancouver The city of Vancouver public works department is 
performing non essential functions such as mowing 
city parks and chemical vegetation management.  
Mowing parks is not listed on the essential functions.  
 They are also providing mowers with n95 masks for 
mowing. These masks are in short supply and 
should only be used by health care professionals.  In 
addition they are keeping park bathrooms open 
during the pandemic which seems non essential and 
dangerous

Dougmessner@yahoo.com Doug messner brian.carlson@cityofvancouver.us

TRUE 04/13/20 8:47 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing

Ashley.roberts@horizonair.comAshley roberts 360-608-5944 Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:48 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:48 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct.

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com



TRUE 04/13/20 8:48 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:49 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing after being told they couldn’t offer 
flight instruction by the governors office

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing after being told they couldn’t offer 
flight instruction by the governors office

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing after being told they couldn’t offer 
flight instruction by the governors office

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:50 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Performing non essential business functions, not 
social distancing after being told they couldn’t offer 
flight instruction by the governors office

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:51 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Shoulder to shoulder doing recreational flight 
lessons 5-10x a day

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:51 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Shoulder to shoulder doing recreational flight 
lessons 5-10x a day

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:51 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Shoulder to shoulder doing recreational flight 
lessons 5-10x a day

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:56 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Garden store Bark and Garden Center Inc 4004 Harrison Ave. Olympia wa 98502Olympia They we’re busy all weekend. I live nearby and saw 
shoppers all weekend coming and going. Looked on 
website to see if they were maybe delivering product 
but no mention

barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 9:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Top Burger NE Everett Camas Big groups gathering outside seating and walk up 
window all day close contact

schmid@gorge.net Sheila C. Schmid 15414903607 schmid@gorge.net

TRUE 04/13/20 9:02 AM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction A1 Tree Service Conservation 20208 NE 160th St Woodinville This company is currently working at my neighbors 
home topping a tree which is ILLEGAL TO DO AND 
are still working, againist the Stay At Home Order 
which has been in place. I spoke with them and they 
tried to say that CAN work under forestry, which is 
not correct. 

The homeowner still hired them for a NON 
ESSENTIAL TREE EMERGENCY!

a1treeserviceconservation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 9:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 16223 Meridian E Puyallyp Car wash had several staff in the wash area 
interacting regularly with each other and customers 
(both in the drive-in as well as in the parking lot).  
While the self-service bays were open, so were the 
full service bays including contact with and between 
staff/customers and talking through open windows in 
vehicles.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/13/20 9:30 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Senior Living Community Garden Club of Bellevue 13350 S.E. 26th Street Bellevue Employee, Carmine, is being allowed to remain 
actively working, and possibly residing at the facility. 
Her spouse that she is living with, has been told by 
his employer that he has been exposed to 
Coronavirus, advised to be tested and remain in a 2 
week self isolation.
After contacting management we remain concerned 
for our 85 yr old father, because they are not sure if 
the husband has been tested yet.

55patsy@comcast.net Pat carroll 2063552863

TRUE 04/13/20 9:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Tony V's Garage 1716 Hewitt Ave Everett This bar is allowing people inside to dine in and drink 
alcohol. The bar is also allowing patrons to smoke 
cigarettes inside. They are not implementing social 
distancing. I have seen photos of large groups of 
people inside the bar drinking and smoking together 
from this last weekend (4/11/2020).

ani.taulton@gmail.com Annie King 4257803753 Tony

TRUE 04/13/20 9:40 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other homeless shelter Angeline's Womens Shelter 2030 3rd Ave Seattle we were given protocols to reduce contact and staff 
is telling me flat out they are not following them. I 
could give many examples of when I have asked 
staff to enforce the protocols and they refused. I 
have been told "you don't need ro be here" when 
asking for a simple six feet of space in an isolated 
corner of the shelter. I'm not allowed to ask people to 
move away

pholko@gmail.com Paula Holko 2069810107

TRUE 04/13/20 9:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Bear Creek Landscaping 903 Fall City Road NE Redmond Bear Creek Landscaping continued to perform at 
least two non-essential service events at 22326 2nd 
PL SE, Bothell, WA 98021. They most recently did 
lawn mowing and leaf blowing from 9:10 AM to 9:30 
AM on 4/13/2020.

stevebellmillcreek@gmail.comSteve Bell 408-886-1061 mike@bearcreeklandscaping.com

TRUE 04/13/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services Bear Creek Landscaping -- 425-829-
0502

Working at "The Point on Yarrow Bay" condos -- 10100 NE 37TH CTKirkland, WA Observed two employees from Bear Creek 
Landscaping performing routine, non-emergency 
lawn mowing.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550 mike@bearcreeklandscaping.com

TRUE 04/13/20 9:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronics business Best Buy 9551 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale Drove past there on Friday the 10th after an 
emergency dental appointment. Saw a big sign out 
front that they were open.

TRUE 04/13/20 9:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronics business Best Buy 9551 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale Drove past there on Friday the 10th after an 
emergency dental appointment. Saw a big sign out 
front that they were open.

TRUE 04/13/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Dacoda Homes 4232 Burke Ave N Seattle Business owner is working side by side with 
construction workers on daily basis. They are 
building a home and not following social distancing 
orders as they work in very close proximity. No one 
is wearing protective gear and they are taking no 
precautions. This isn’t a one time occurrence, this 
has been going on for weeks and they aren’t 
following social distancing guidance at all.

TRUE 04/13/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Connor Homes Partlon st Buckley Connor homes is still actively building residential 
homes on Partlon st in Buckley. They are working 7 
days a week and have a number of people in one 
house at a time.

TRUE 04/13/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction RM Homes 12400 Gibson Road Everett The new home construction has continued daily for 
3 weeks now. Out there pounding away putting on 
siding now. While we all have to stay inside. Can’t 
open up our doors & windows with ALL the noise!!! 
Still nothing being done about this!

RM Homes

TRUE 04/13/20 10:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming PetCo 1530 Black Lake Blvd SW Suite DOlympia The dog grooming is still open. This is a non-
essential portion of their business.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bathroom partition 
manufacturer

Bathroom stall product manufacturing 1102 Bonneville Ave. Snohomish This business has required their employees to return 
to work Although they have not been deemed an 
essential business.

Pactsseattle@gmail.com Dave Smith 8179018720 Tom.deady@ironwood-mfg.com



TRUE 04/13/20 10:26 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction OSW Equipment 20812 Broadway Ave. Snohomish They do not use social distancing and they do not 
clean things well at all. They company is technically 
considered an essential business due to the fact 
they build trucks but they can't deliver the trucks and 
as any employee will tell you it is not an essential 
business. It's only open due to corporate greed.

service@oswequipment.com

TRUE 04/13/20 10:26 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Government State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Wa 98504 Im concerned with the violation of nearly all of our 
Civil Liberties.
I think the fact that this page exists is disgusting. 
Both the United States, and Washington constitution 
are put on indefinite hold justified by protecting  
"vulnerable" populations, yet the working poor loose 
their job, those with mental illness are isolated from 
everyone. Freedom that can be taken away by the 
stroke of a pen is a farce. I am complying, but i am 
ashamed.

Concerned Washingtonian Jay Robert Inslee

TRUE 04/13/20 10:30 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Union bar 8139 Rainier Ave s Seattle Large crowds on weekend nights. Saturday lunch 
hours

TRUE 04/13/20 10:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop RD Sw #7 Tumwater They are actively looking to bring patients in to be 
seen. They called to schedule me an appointment 
and I have not been seen for 3years. My symptoms 
are non -essential. The number they called me from 
was 3607543338.

TRUE 04/13/20 10:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sunset cafe 8115 Rainier ave south Seattle Large crowds during weekend lunch hours

TRUE 04/13/20 10:35 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ellensburg Golf Club 3231 Thorp Hwy S. Ellensburg I am an officer with the LCB, I stopped at the 
location and spoke with the licensee.  They were 
allowing golfers on the course and I informed them 
that this was not allowed,  They put up new signs but 
did not seem to concerned with removing the 
golfers.  Also informed local police department.

nathan.reynolds@lcb.wa.gov Nathan Reynolds 509-828-9385

TRUE 04/13/20 10:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 189 E. Bakerview rd Bellingham wa All pet grooming salons are shut down because 
Petco is deemed non essential. Petco’s grooming 
salon remains open and operating even though they 
have a separate entrance that is not a part of the 
store. If they remain open under the umbrella of 
bring a retail store then I will open under the 
umbrella of bring a cannabis retail suporter.

Skinnydippersps@yahoo.comMichele whitaker 360-739-9789 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet boarding & daycare and 
grooming facility

River bend pet center - 360-748-3121 311 Hamilton Chehalis I don't see where pet boarding and doggie daycare is 
an essential function and this place is still offering 
both services, in addition it appears they are also 
offering grooming - which isn't essential services 
either
please followup with me on whether these are 
actually considered essential so i don't worry about it 
anymore.

frogbiogal@gmail.com julie info@riverbendpetcenter.com

TRUE 04/13/20 10:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer H.A.R.D photography 3312 s gum street Kennewick This photographer is still operating and shooting she 
is also selling food from her own to people without a 
business license or health department license.

Rebeccalynnphotographytc@gmail.comRebecca 5097703925 3312 s gum street

TRUE 04/13/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Creek Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave Se Port Orchard This business is still sending employees out to work 
sites here is one 
Corner of Farragut Ave N. and Mayhan in Port 
Orchard WA.  This email is most of the 
neighborhood voicing out...

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue kurtcraig@aol.com phone number 360-340-7260 Kurt Craig

TRUE 04/13/20 10:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Marijuana shop 420 Tacoma Rec 2128 S 37th St, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma They are not wearing gloves touching people's ID's 
with naked hands. No one is cleaning of disinfecting 
and they have large amount of people in the store at 
once. If they are essential they should be doing their 
duty and wearing protective gear for the public 
because they are handling these items.

TRUE 04/13/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Whispering Pines Apts 18201 52nd Ave West Lynnwood Whispering Pines seems it is a nessity to have a 
company come and now it's lanes. Ridiculous!!!

vanvalkenburgp69@gmail.comPaul 2069145637 HASCO

TRUE 04/13/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse farm Gold Creek Equestrian Center 16528 148th Ave NE Woodinville This horse farm is open and welcoming boarders to 
ride and visit horses.

Sarah Bell 425-869-5478 goldcreekec@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PGH Excavating 4230 Burke Ave N Seattle Please tell this sub contractor, as well as whoever is 
the general contract on this project to stop working. 
They are there every day performing non-essntial 
residential excavation and foundation work.

bnoah@uw.edu B Noah 206-349-1511 PGH Excavating (out of Enumclaw)

TRUE 04/13/20 10:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Gateway True Value 912 Griffin Ave Enumclaw Extremely large number of people in store all at 
once. Business is not limiting or keeping count of 
patrons. Cashiers are not sanitizing card readers 
between customers. This is a small store and it is 
overcrowded. All parking stalls are filled and no 
where to park there are so many people here at the 
same time. No one in Enumclaw is staying home 
because the weather is too nice

TRUE 04/13/20 11:04 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse farm Smokey Wood Farm 18804 NE 106th Street Redmond Smokey Wood is operating despite the shutdown 
order allowing horse riding lessons and training.

Sarah Bell 425-869-5478 smokeywoodfarm@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Parlor Rainbow Masage 900 Meridian Milton This massage store has remained open every day 
since Gov. ordered closed

TRUE 04/13/20 11:16 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 2902 164th St SW Lynnwood Management does not social distance. Does not 
require or encourage employees to social distance. 
Store is overcrowded. Customers and employees 
cannot distance themselves. Limit of 1200 people is 
effectively having no limit at all.

Mandiboston15@gmail.com Amanda Boston 3605400684

TRUE 04/13/20 11:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring, Tile and Carpet 
Wholesaler

Contract Furnishings Mart 14290 NE 95th ST, STE A Redmond We are open and providing contractors, designers 
and home owners tile, carpet and flooring. 
Contractors that were closed are opening again and 
we are providing them with materials to get their non 
emergency construction jobs done. Homeowners are 
showing up picking up backsplash and knobs for 
their kitchens. None of this is essential work.

Anonymous Matt.bechtold@cfmfloors.com

TRUE 04/13/20 11:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail store, fabric, sewing 
supplies

Joanns 174th stNW Asrlington, WA Has rules changed since April 7, 2020, regarding 
walking into stores, ie fabric stores whose on line 
indicadtes "CURB SIDE" Drop off for pre ordered 
merchandise. When I called, they stated, "Store is 
open"  "There will be a line, you will have to wait in 
line." even if paid for via on line or store.

betty.ce.williams@gmail.com Betty 3606540281 customer.service@joann.com.

TRUE 04/13/20 11:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Road Side Taco Cart Main Street Vancouver The Governor has NO RIGHT to issue any order 
restricting our freedom of movement and assembly 
REGARDLESS of pandemic or not. The same 
individuals who are submitting these complaints, as 
well as the enforcers (YOU) are the same people 
who reported those of Jewish decent to the National 
Socialist Party in Germany.

TRUE 04/13/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber All breed Mobile grooming 2215 189th Pl SW, Lynnwood, Washington 98036Lynnwood Anonymous please My friend works here we are 
both mobile pet groomers we go to peoples homes 
and groom dogs on the van we interact with each 
client when we take the dogs from them and for 
payment. her boss is having them work despite the 
shut down of non essential business, they did close 
but only until April 9, are Mobile groomers now 
essential in Washington’s?  I’d like to go back to 
work but only if it’s allowed. But if we’re not 
supposed to they should be shut down.

bcrow629@gmail.com Bridget Knox 4252236679 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/13/20 11:51 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dieringer School District Dieringer School District 1320 178th Ave. E Lake Tapps Busses are driving through neighborhoods daily to 
honk at kids homes? Unnecessary use of school 
resources and tax payer dollars. In addition it is 
unnecessary to have these people out of thier 
homes during a quarantine. They have the gall to 
request levy money, and this is how they spend it? 
Shut this down already.

glevchak@comcast.net Greg Levchak 253-230-6115

TRUE 04/13/20 11:54 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction convention center 705 Pike St seattle American Bridge is telling all of the construction 
employees that work for them that they have to 
come back to work on Monday April 20th. They are 
starting the entire project back up and threatening to 
deny unemployment to anyone who doesn't come 
back. My husband is over 50 and considered high 
risk. Please help us!

stcranemom@gmail.com Sheryl Toland 2064997701 American Bridge

TRUE 04/13/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Torset Excevating there is no other 
sign but the workers are building 
townhouses not excevating

71st and  Greenwood Ave N Seattle For several days workers have been working on the 
ommercial units noted above.  Workers do not keep 
social distance.  I do not believe this construction 
meets the exceptions for the current viurs.

creiner@settle-it.com Claire Reiner 2069147069

TRUE 04/13/20 12:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recording Studio Buttersound Studio/The REC Room 1905 Hewitt Ave Everett Owner continues to have musicians enter the 
building at all hours (especially evening) to work on 
music production.

tilandd@gmail.com Diana 4258703066 Robert Carl Butters II (AKA Chip Butters)

TRUE 04/13/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Bad Boys 380 26th Ave E Seattle Construction resumed on 4/13 on site near provided 
address (between John and Denny)

siderman515@gmail.com Scott Siderman 2063640296

TRUE 04/13/20 12:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business corrective chiroprcatic care 719 Sleater Kinney Road Se Suite 130Lacey chiropractor not following social distancing, allowing 
anyone to be seen not just emergencys, no 
screening of patents, waiting room more than one 
person.



TRUE 04/13/20 12:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bruner Orthodontics 17130 Avondale wa Redmond I was asked to come in for an appointment to 
prevent a future emergency. My friends and family 
all thought it was strange that they are still seeing 
patients for regular appointments.

TRUE 04/13/20 12:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other clothing store Novidades Lupita 205 E Woodin Ave Chelan, WA this clothing store has been and is still open for 
business as usual

pawsalotte@yahoo.com Victoria Greiner 509 670-5626 ?

TRUE 04/13/20 12:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store Bothell furniture 18811 bothell way Bothell wa I am blown away by this business!! I have seen a 
dozen tv ads promoting a sale etc since 
proclamation. Everything on net says they are open 
and operating. I call there today and salesperson 
said they were OPEN  and come on in. How are they 
essential?! These people are overwhelmingly 
pushing they are open and could care less about 
what the governor and government says and 
mandated. This one is really unbelievable! This is 
unfair and these people should be fined and ordered 
to close! Or all businesses like them should be able 
to open if you do nothing about it. 
Thank you

sales@bothellfurniture.com

TRUE 04/13/20 12:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other kitchen store selling non 
food implements and fudge

Culinary Apple 109 E Woodin Chelan, WA 98816 Dont understand why this store is open....fudge is 
not essential!  I see tourists going in for something 
to do.  No masks.  Not okay!

pawsalotte@yahoo.com Victoria Greiner 509 670-5626 ?

TRUE 04/13/20 12:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kryptonite 3310 E Lake Sammamish pkwy seSammamish They let their customers sitting on the table and they 
served Alchohol. Saw that couple of times last week.

TRUE 04/13/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Buckley City of Buckley 933 Main Street Buckley Today, my town had a parade. Leading the parade 
was the fire department. During my drive back to 
work, i noticed many family's on the sidewalks 
bunched together waiting for the parade. These were 
not family's sharing a household.

TRUE 04/13/20 12:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other flower and house plant store Wells Medina Nursery 8300 NE 24th St Medina WA 98039 Also large gathering of people (traffic jam also 
outside the store)

accounts@wellsmedinanursery.com

TRUE 04/13/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Joseph 600 W McGraw street Seattle Services being provided in this location. Owner Joseph abolafia

TRUE 04/13/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 2927 Queensgate Dr richland Grooming salon is opening back up.
They are telling employees that they are essential 
workers, but neither the governors proclamation nor 
the DHS lists pet grooming as essential.

kponeil91@gmail.com Kevin O'Neil 3603402969 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 1:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction cmp construction scout apartments kirkland no social distancing - remodeling at apartments

TRUE 04/13/20 1:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retial Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/13/20

TRUE 04/13/20 1:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Warehouse Evans fruit 200 Cowiche City Road, WA 98923Cowiche There were employees that tested positive and 
employers are not allowing employees who are sick 
to stay home and exposing everyone in the ware 
house to the potential virus. There are about 200 
employees with different shifts. Employees are afraid 
to speak up because they are afraid to get fired.

TRUE 04/13/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 5012 40TH AVE SW SEATTLE Loud construction at a house-flipping project that 
has been 
operating in violation of the governor’s stay at home 
order.
Interior and exterior hammering and loud nail guns 
and loud music

TRUE 04/13/20 1:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private RV Park Hoquiam River RV Park 425 Queen Hoquiam It has been reported that they continue to take in 
new reservations and that the park is completely full.  
 This was reported to the City of Hoquiam by a 
citizen who lives near the park.

bshay@cityofhoquiam.com Brian Shay--Hoquiam City Administrator 3605383983 360-538-2870

TRUE 04/13/20 1:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming PetCo 201 E college way Mount vernon Every pet groomer is closed in skagit county 
Washington, except PetCo, I realize they are ope for 
pet food, but the Mount Vernon location is still open 
for pet s
Grooming. I applied to open my grooming shop and 
was denied bed use I was deemed non essential. 
How can a major corporate business not have to 
comply with the rules and local small business are 
not.

carmen.king@gmail.com Carmen king 360-966-1753 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 1:27 PM No Action

TRUE 04/13/20 1:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Crossfit Interbay 4036 23rd Ave W Seattle The Gym is closed at the front door, but operating 
out the back door behind the building on a daily 
basis.   Clearly a violation of the Governor's 
Proclamation.

Joeb99@hotmail.com Joe 4253011148 aleta@crossfitinterbay.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:34 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center (NWDC) 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 Reported lack of social distancing, lack of access to 
water, soap, and hand sanitizer.

rachelwalker30@gmail.com Rachel Walker

TRUE 04/13/20 1:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Crossfit Interbay Gym 4036 23rd Ave W Seattle Crossfit Interbay is being very sneaky.   They are 
"Closed" at the front door, but completely open for 
business and their customers are using the back 
door to enter the gym.

Steve667@outlook.com Steven W Barton 2063011155 kyle@crossfitinterbay.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr. SW Lakewood They are continuing business as usual with a 
disclaimer they are open to members only.  As they 
sell monthly memberships for a premium.  Clearly 
outside of the clairification golf was non-essential.

jeremy9792@gmail.com Jeremy Simmons 509 430-0462 jeremy9792@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retirement Community 
Home

The Garden Club 13350 SE 26th St. Bellevue My 86-year-old father lives at The Garden Club.  He 
told me there is an Asst. Manager living in an apt 
down the hall from him who is there because her 
husband is quarantined at their own home with 
symptoms of COVID-19.  This woman (Carmine) is 
working at the facility after having had contact with 
her sick husband.

kathleen.wruck@gmail.com Kathleen Wruck 505-209-5877

TRUE 04/13/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fossil and Minerals Retailer 
Warehouse

Fossilera 16722 146th St SE, SUITE 190Monroe I’ve been told by a previous coworker for Fossilera, 
that the owner of the company, Matt Heaton, wants 
everyone in the company to return to work today 
(04/13/20). He knows good and well that his online 
Fossil distribution business is deemed non-essential 
and that we have a stay-at-home Order in place. 
Please keep me anonymous to avoid any issues.

favorsemily@gmail.com Emily 4259036031 matt@fossilera.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Merry Maids Merry Maids 5421 Capitol Blvd Tumwater There are people out cleaning with forms in their 
cars saying they are essential while cleaning 
residential homes.  I can send you a PDF of the form

pauljlord@yahoo.com Paul Lord 3605567856 Jennifer Campbell

TRUE 04/13/20 2:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Dairy queen 17909 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Have picture s of no gloves people doing walk ups to 
the building with managers in the window as well 
there is no way the are six feet apart in a small area

TRUE 04/13/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CMP CONSTRUCTION unknown - working at Scout Apartments in KirklandKirkland The company has a record of employing illegals - 
Hispanic and apparently non speaking workers are 
arriving in private vehicles and trying to hide their 
activity while violating stay at home and social 
distancing.  
Lawsuit Against the Bond or Saving Listed on L&I 
Site

CMP Construction LLC
TRUE 04/13/20 2:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 

open
Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd, , WA 98684Vancouver Car washes seem non-essential to me alurban2@comcast.net Ann Urban 360-550-6340 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/13/20 2:16 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Smoke Shop Baby Zack's Smoke Shop 7403 Pacific Hwy E, Milton, WA 98354 Smoke shops are not an essential business. 
Smoking is bad for you.

TRUE 04/13/20 2:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sod farm JB instant lawn 14020 NE 124th st Redmond They are cutting and selling sod not just maintaining 
there crop.

dillsma@gmail.com Cara 4258773555 wanursery@jbinstantlawn.net

TRUE 04/13/20 2:26 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grant County Assessor Grant County 35 C ST NW Ephrata Assessor requiring appraisers to knock on people’s 
doors and ask questions and measure properties. 
The county assessor insists that employees decide 
whether they want to be considered essential or 
nonessential, and with their choice, it will determine 
whether they are paid for time off or they utilize their 
own banked leave; and if they utilize federal leave, 
they will face lay-off. Their office is not set up for the 
necessary social distancing required by proclamation.

mrm@grantcountywa.gov

TRUE 04/13/20 2:28 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photography Plainswalker Photography Unknown - no brick and mortarBellevue Phillip is continuing to do photoshoots in the park 
with models, and doesn't keep appropriate distance.

chrisstitch86@gmail.com Chris 206-595-0951 Phillip_Penty@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/13/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bad Boyz 111 & 115 26 ave E Seattle Construction going on with I thought was a stop 
order on site. 
There is a

2069928967 Lawrence Yeh

TRUE 04/13/20 2:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Plainswalker Photography 12922 SE 5th PL Bellevue This business is still taking pictures of people when 
it is non-essential and they are also not adhering to 
social distancing.

phillip_penty@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/13/20 2:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Production of racing 
supplies

Rainbow Racing 814 W Rosewood Ave Spokane Business produces racing bibs and supplies for 
racing events. Probably  working on generic supplies 
while all events are canceled.

shkala7@gmail.com Sharron Lane 5097014186 Walter Egger   wegger@rainbowracing.com

TRUE 04/13/20 2:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Skagit River Chiropractic 830 E Fairhaven Ave Burlingtion (https://www.srchiro.com/us/) Chiropractor is open 
for business.  By its nature, one is not able to 
socially distance. It is not on the list of essential 
business types.

eldridgemcfadden@me.com Eldridge McFadden 2066966999.0000



TRUE 04/13/20 3:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Training Facility Pawistive Canine Academy 25119 N Aspen Grove Ln Colbert Posting group training sessions with customers and 
their goods for basic training every week. Claims she 
is closed but when you ask for a consult she offers 
her place to you.

Monique Smith

TRUE 04/13/20 3:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bobblehead retail Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett They NEVER closed production nor sales of 
bobbleheads. WHAT IS ESSENTIAL ABOUT 
BOBBLEHEADS????????????????????????????
????????????

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/13/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Light + Space 1422 34th Ave Unit A Seattle I had an appointment scheduled with them for last 
week and they never called to cancel. I cancelled 
and they didn't call me back to confirm or deny their 
open/closed status. I see they are still listed as open 
on Google.

hairguylancer@gmail.com Lancer Forney-McMahon 206-832-9854 hello@lightandspaceskin.com

TRUE 04/13/20 3:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Smokey point pawn 3131 Smokey point Dr. Stu 13Arlington Opening up while severe one is in lockdown. The 
last time I was in their store there was nearly enough 
room to walk around and even worse being on 
crutches. So I am sure they would have problems 
with keeping people 6 feet apart.

Candy2me2006@yahoo.com Candace Toomey 425-315-5411 Spjpawnshop@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 3:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Popcorn cove 13411 SE Mill Plain Vancouver How is "popcorn" an essential business kmscatsx2@comcast.net Kelly Reese 3693265995

TRUE 04/13/20 3:20 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Collins beach Beach NW Reeder Rd Portland Many people are gathering at collins beach because 
it's not a state park and believe there are no 
regulations.

TRUE 04/13/20 3:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Bucharest  Grill 19492 Livernois Ave Detroit Grill
19492 Livernois
Detroit,  MI 48221
313-965-3111
This establishment is a petri dish for Covid-19. 
There take carry out orders but there is no room or 
space for social distancing. The cook's stand directly 
over the grill with no mask or gloves. The staff come 
into contact with numerous customers and don't  
wear mask or gloves. I was in the 20 minutes when 
we couldn't locate my order. After leaving I felt like I 
could have come into contact with someone who 
could possibly have covid-19. While I waited 20 
minutes for my order almost 30 people came and 
went while I fearfully waited. I swear I will never 
expose myself like that again. This establishment 
needs to abide by the social distancing immediately.

prameela357@aol.com Prameela Davis

TRUE 04/13/20 3:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fancy Nails 1600 college way Mt Vernon Drove by, saw open so, lights on. Cars in parking lot bigkentucky8@gmail.com Larry K 3604887890

TRUE 04/13/20 3:40 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Realtor Coldwell Banker Bain 716B Martin Luther King Jr WaySeattle Realtor had a group of 4 people touring a vacant 
townhome rental all at once on Thursday, April 13 at 
3:00 pm
https://ring.com/share/6815319290055927169

mcooper@directed.io Michelle Cooper

TRUE 04/13/20 3:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Isabel's Espresso 308 Lopez Road Lopez Island Groups of residents and visitors are gathering in 
front of Isabel's Espresso, including seniors, not 
practicing social distancing. It especially attracts 
young people. Isabel's in the center of Lopez Village 
and surrounded by senior housing. This is the only 
business on the island not complying with Governor 
Inslee's order.

pamelapulver@gmail.com Pam Pulver 2066792251

TRUE 04/13/20 3:59 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washington State Parks & 
Recreation

Washington State Parks & Recreation 1111 Israel Rd SW, Olympia, WA 98501Tumwater Just got word that State Parks is recalling their 
Construction & Maintenance personnel this coming 
Wednesday, though they were not following the 
social distancing requirements prior to full shutdown, 
and all parks are currently closed. Please confirm if 
they are following the Governor's mandate

sharrie.mcgee@gmail.com Shar McGee 360-239-9052

TRUE 04/13/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 189 e bakerview rd Bellingham Dog grooming isnt supposed to be happening LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 9311 192nd ave east Bonney lake Grooming as of today 4/13 and very busy LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 4:04 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PSE 7425 78th Ave SE Mercer Island We received a notice from PSE that they will be 
turning off our power this Wednesday (4/15) to 
perform NON-ESSENTIAL tower maintenance for 
cell phone towers.  We're at home trying to work, 
home school and have hundreds of dollars of food 
stocked in our fridges so we don't have to take 
repeat trips to the grocery store.  WHY would they 
choose this time to do this.  It affects 8 homes on 
my street.

PLEASE CONTACT PSE to delay this work until 
shelter in place has been lifted.  I've tried reaching 
out to PSE numerous times.

tkjackson@gmail.com Trisha Rogers 206-795-3205 tkjackson@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco grooming 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy G12aBothell Shouldnt be open.  Very busy LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 4:11 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Yard Sale - advertised on 
YardSalesearch.com

YardSaleSearch.com 3100 Airport Way South, Seattle this event is advertised on GarageSaleFinder.com 
and on YardSaleSearch.com they are advertising 
"small bites" and beer and alcohol for sale and want 
to fill 10 tables where people sell their used stuff. I 
have a screen print of the ad but you can probably 
find it by going to those websites.

SeattleGal99@gmail.com Stacy Douglas

TRUE 04/13/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Hamish Anderson Parcel #032505-9101 Kirkland There is an entire crew of employee working on the 
construction of this new home.  No one was social 
distancing.  Gave the parcel number as there is no 
address listed yet in parcel viewer

will@wieseenterprises.com Will Wiese 206-226-6869 New Construction of a SFR

TRUE 04/13/20 4:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Doggy Day Care Blue Dingo Pet Care Not listed Sammamish Darcy is advertising for doggy play dates, having 
large groups of dogs at her home in order to fill the 
gap of shuttered dog parks.

aprilkriha@msn.com April Kriha 425-736-9303 Darcy Rea /info@bluedingodogranch.com

TRUE 04/13/20 4:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Tattoo shop Luxurious tattoo and piercing 714 the parkway Richland Business never closed for quarantine. Local police 
contacted. Reported to via this website 2 weeks ago, 
tattoo shop remains open daily. If the governor 
expects everyone to comply he needs to enforce his 
decree. Thank you.

TRUE 04/13/20 4:35 PM AG Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Benton Franklin Community 
Action Connection

CAC 720 W. Court Street pasco Community Action workers are being made by their 
bosses enforce unlawful evictions and harassing 
residents with non-compliance s within the walls of 
the  Bateman Building in downtown Kennewick. I 
was told to put my boyfriend on the street or be in 
non-compliance with my housing and forced to move 
during this quarantine period.
These workers at CAC should be home with their 
families right now.  A piece of paper being hand 
delivered is not an essential trip out. Our program 
has been inactive due to the Covid 19 outbreak, but I 
was just forced into an eviction, because my 
boyfriend has been staying with me during the 
pandemic.  Rules within our program say no visitors 
for more than two days. Due to the pandemic he 
spent two nights and his roommates would not let 
him back at their place.  He has to stay here til the 
pandemic is over, and yes we r looking for a new 
place.  We both have income.
We have been following the regular rules for housing 
in Washington.  I pay my rent.  I am over the  
buildings multiply problems , I cant spill water in my 
apartment or it leaks downstairs.   The other 
residents are being evicted for similar stupidity.  I am 
over this.  I am an advocate/activist and write to the 
Governor and Senators everyday during these 
perilous time to try to help the United States.  I am a 
US Census Federal Employee.  Please fine CAC 
Benton Franklin and make them stop evictions til this 
pandemic is over.

tmrobinson4342@gmail.com Fatma Robinson 5097381082 jgidley@bfcac.org

TRUE 04/13/20 4:39 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School parkland lutheran school 120 123rd st s tacoma children still attending school and graduation still 
planned.

TRUE 04/13/20 4:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Pratt Park basket ball court Pratt Park 19th & south Main st. Seattle Multiple times a day (it not the same people every 
time) there is a gathering of people who play 
basketball. they normally number around 4-8 people. 
Normally around the hours of noon and 8:00 PM.

TRUE 04/13/20 4:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming The Savvy Dog LLC 3208 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview The government said dog grooming is considered 
not essential. This business is still continuing to 
provide grooming to their clients against government 
wishes and the stay at home order. They are not 
helping stop COVID-19 while continuing to groom. 
Other businesses have stopped grooming, but The 
Savvy Dog is not following protocol. Everyone wants 
to get back into business, but it will take longer if 
everyone isn’t following guidelines

Kiaunajones1995@gmail.comKiauna Jones 3602618420 Thesavvydog@comcast.net

TRUE 04/13/20 5:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Mount Adams school district Mount Adams high school 621 signal peak rd White Swan 20+ staff members in the parking lot at a school 
that’s supposed to be closed.

Cmchristensen36@gmail.comColeton Christensen 4252132513

TRUE 04/13/20 5:05 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Home Business Selling narcotics 3314 NE 41st Street Vancouver Residence that continues to have random visitors at 
all hours as part of their home narcotics business.
No social distancing protocols.

elrayjames@yahoo.com James 564-888-0470

TRUE 04/13/20 5:06 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Other Horse Transporting UN-Stables 2903 Connors Rd Snohomish They're still transporting horses, despite the ban.  
The last known transport activity was April 1.

tvperez76@hotmail.com Tony V Perez 6262906401



TRUE 04/13/20 5:11 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other People gathering at 
residence daily.

Apartments 3512 Kauffman AVE Vancouver My neighbors are gathering at a table area they’ve 
put together to bbq, drink and have Easter 
gatherings. It’s unsafe. They are all in units C, D and 
F at the address listed.

bnsouthard@mac.com Bryan Southard 5034496554

TRUE 04/13/20 5:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Happy Lemon Bubble Tea & Coffee 1171 NW Sammamish Rd SUITE 109Issaquah People in line inside Tea & Coffee business ordering 
drinks.  I have a photo if needed.

ed@sohoventures-llc.com Ed Levin 2068010078

TRUE 04/13/20 5:16 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Birthday Party Casey Swint Birthday Party 4910 W Trapnell Road Plant City There was a birthday party this weekend at the 
address above. It was for Casey Swint and she 
invited many people over. My boyfriend’s 2-year-old 
daughter was staying with her mom and was at the 
party too.

TRUE 04/13/20 5:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabric Store Joanne's Sunset Square Belllingham They don't answer their phone so I wasn't able to 
ask why they are open but they're hours are 9 to 7 
p.m.!  WHY are they open?

dawwn54@gmail.com Dawn Gutierrez 801-834-2875 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/13/20 5:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other massage asian massage 5218 south tacoma way tacoma owner is not essential business not following 
cleanliness standards not using 
facemasks,gloves.business is dirty.

randy.smith@penske.com randy smith 253-267-4044 unknown

TRUE 04/13/20 5:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Scuba & Kayaking, Rental 
& Retail

Exotic Aquatics 328 Madison Ave N Bainbridge Island Non-essential business that is violating order on 
Bainbridge Island.  The concern is public access, 
visibly advertising, and face to face interaction.

info@exoticaquaticsscuba.com

TRUE 04/13/20 5:49 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know 10630 126th Ave NE Kirkland i hear construction sound.

TRUE 04/13/20 5:49 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of sports going on, baseball soccer etc

TRUE 04/13/20 5:55 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Store MiniNail 865 Rainier Ave N Renton, WA 98057Renton Shipping packages everyday with workers coming in 
and out

info@themininail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 5:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Company MiniNail 4855 S 170th St SeaTac, WA 98188SeaTac Shipping packages everyday with workers coming in 
and out

info@themininail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 5:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vape Company MiniNail 1414 S Concord St Seattle WA 98108Seattle Shipping packages everyday with workers coming in 
and out

info@themininail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 6:01 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Tech Company Goggle 7th Avenue South Kirkland There were ar least 20 people either playing 
volleyball or gathered around the court today.  They 
may be gone by now.  It was about 5:30 when I 
witnessed it.  Not sure if those volleyball courts are 
owned by Goggle of part of Kirkland parks.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 129 Marysville Mall Way Marysville Grooming is explicitly not supposed to be happening - 
 meanwhile they are packed with appointments

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 16508 Twin Lakes Ave Marysville Both locations in Marysville are OPEN for grooming. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Grooming 26209 104th Ave. Se Kent They are open all over the state LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 25444 Pacific Highway SouthKent Not supposed to be open for grooming! They know 
and are ignoring the governor's order

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 1203 S.e. Everett Mall Way Suite FEverett Petco illegally has its grooming salons open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Grooming 27111 167th Place Se Suite 113Covington They are so busy they are booked weeks in 
advance! It is not supposed to be open at all for 
grooming, only food

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Only the store is meant to be open. Grooming is 
supposed to be closed!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Video game retail store Gamestop 19585 WA-410 A-16 Bonney Lake This location of Gamestop is currently open to 
curbside sales/pick-ups even though they are a non 
essential business and are not selling essential 
products. This is exposing not only the employees 
there to potential infected people but also exposing 
the customers to a potentially infected employee. 
This is dangerous and should not be allowed to 
continue. They know they are violating the stay 
home rule as they tried to fight the rule when it was 
first put into effect. This opening is also not 
advertised anywhere on their website but if you call 
the store they will tell you they are open to credit 
card/gift card sales at the door. Their phone number 
is 253-862-1239. Thank you.

WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 31419 Pacific Highway SouthFederal Way The governor closed these but Petco is packed 
everywhere in the state!!!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Grooming 5190 Borgen Blvd Ste 201 Gig Harbor Non-essential and should be closed. Petco is 
ignoring the governor's orders!!! Disgusting

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Salon Petco Grooming 4012 W 27th Ave Kennewick Packed with customers. Grooming is supposed to be 
closed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Sno-king counseling 19730 64th ave west Lynnwood Has groups of people for group meetings weekly.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Tacoma barbell club 10719 A street south Tacoma People working out in the Gym sometimes more 
then 5 cars there at time and I have seen people 
coming in and out of there and their in gym clothes 
and you can even here them working out with the 
heavy weights

David Brigante 253-377-9968 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/13/20 6:27 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Sharete 1112 110th ave ne st unit 107Bellevue While the business is operating with takeout only. 
There is a constant group of people on the side walk. 
The business is doing nothing to promote social 
distancing outside the establishment. It has been like 
this all along and escalated this weekend.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:27 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business American Behavioral Health Systems 44 E. Cozza Dr Spokane My husband is at this facility on DOSA so he can't 
leave at will. He is diabetic and is more susceptible 
to having a deadly affect if he contracts the 
coronavirus. This facility is letting new patients in 
daily and not quarantining them. Instead they release 
them into the current population.  They also let 
patients leave the facility and return after they have 
been in the community doing who knows what. 
Again, they put them back into population without 
being quarantined. Patients don't have masks or 
gloves and only some of the workers have them or 
wear them. Not only is my husband concerned other 
patients are also worried about their health. They are 
there to get better but in their current living 
conditions it makes it hard for them. I am contacting 
a lawyer tomorrow to discuss. Please have someone 
go to the facility to check their Covid-19 process as 
they are not adhering to practices that should be 
done to keep everyone safe from contracting or 
spreading the virus.

slottieb@gmail.com Sonea Lottie 2536708326

TRUE 04/13/20 6:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detail shop Diamond auto detail 412 E Main Ave Puyallup Observed people at shop pulling in dropped off 
vehicles to be detailed....not essential..!!!!!

evilone2020@yahoo.com JB 2535251935 diamonddetailshop@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 6:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming longview 200 Triangle Shopping Center Suite 230, Longview, WA 98632Longview, All Washington petco salons are supposed to be 
closed, yet they stay open.

savannahscribner@yahoo.comSavannah 3609368182 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 6:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other family family 9603 55th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98118Seattle This is the 3rd time if the past 6 days they have had 
a large gathering (15-20 people) at the house.  Just 
one party after another.  The other day they had a 
bouncy toy for the kids.

Mark 206-723-2700

TRUE 04/13/20 6:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mixed martial arts gym Livewire MMA 330 s cherry st Burlington The owner is providing private training seesions 
onsite and advertising these sessions on the 
business facebook page.  Photos available.

cluboftwo@gmail.com Steven Savoie 3607702270 livewiremma@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction OSW Equipment 20812 Broadway Ave. Snohomish Osw doesn't take wiping down or social distancing 
seriously. They won't approve PTO for sickness or 
stay at home quarantine. People who live with 
infected are still working and there is definitely more 
than a hundred people gathered close together.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Jack winters dds 2102 pearl st suite 206 Tacoma Performing  periodontal maintenance treatment on 
patients CDT D4910. This is a non emergent treat 
performed routinely in dental offices every 3-4 mos 
on an indiy

Jfengler2 @yahoo.com Juliet fengler 2539217668

TRUE 04/13/20 7:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Salon 1210 Marvin Road Ne Lacey Grooming is still open in this store. Not OK. My local 
had to close

TRUE 04/13/20 7:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Petco Grooming Salon 9004 Vernon Road Lake Stevens They know they are supposed to be closed. 
Grooming is non-essential according to the 
governor. They've been open in violation for WEEKS

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Dog Grooming 5700 100th St. Sw Lakewood Local grooming has been closed for weeks and 
Petco is still open & super crowded. not ok.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:04 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco salon 200 Triangle Ctr Ste 230 Longview Petco can be open, sure --  but GROOMING 
SHOULD BE CLOSED!!!!!! They know this already 
but are trying to cheat. Shut them DOWN

TRUE 04/13/20 7:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma This is not an essential business, and they are not 
practicing social distancing.

brent.bartlett1@gmail.com Brent Bartlett 425-518-2905

TRUE 04/13/20 7:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog haircut Petco 2617 196th St Sw Suite 141 Lynnwood Pet haircuts are prohibited and they know better. 
The other salons are closed. It's so greedy

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:07 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Dog Grooming 911 N. Stratford Road Suite CMoses Lake They need to shut down. It is clear from the 
governor. Not OK!

TRUE 04/13/20 7:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco Grooming 201 E. College Wy Suite B Mount Vernon Pet grooming in WA is closed. They are open and 
super busy. It is gross.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:13 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet Salon at Petco 31179 Sr 20 Oak Harbor The salons at Petco are open all over the state. 
Despicable. They know they are supposed to be 
closed. Everyone knows but they are sneaking it 
because the store is open for food



TRUE 04/13/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco salon 1530 Black Lake Blvd Suite DOlympia Seems unfair that independent salons shut down but 
Petco keeps its dog salons open. Shame on them.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet grooming 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco They should be closed said the gov - so reporting 
here

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet salon petco dog grooming 3717 S. Meridian St Puyallup Grooming is supposed to be closed. Local groomers 
are shut down, not fair for petco to stay open if the 
governor said no. they are busy!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 7215 170th Ave Ne Ste. 115 Redmond Should be closed according to the governor LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Harbor Animal Hospital 4225 Burnham Drive Gig Harbor This veterinary hospital has been allowing well-pet 
appointments and performing  non-essential 
services such as spay/neuter surgeries and dental 
cleanings.  It appears they are not taking appropriate 
measures to limit services to truly essential ones.  it 
is my impression that some staff members feel they 
are facing unnecessary risks because of contact 
with a high volume of clients.  Additionally, 
veterinarians have come to work with symptoms of 
illness and have been allowed to stay.

ddavid151@centurytel.net

TRUE 04/13/20 7:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Red Roote Salon 3180 W Clearwater Ave H1, Kennewick My 83 yrs old mother in law gets her hair done here 
on Mon and Thursdays.   She said they put paper 
over the windows to look closed, but are still doing 
hair.  I do not want a family member to die due to a 
biz failure to close.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply & Grooming Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East wenatchee Why is Petco still offering Pet grooming while all 
other groomers are closed?  This is a non essential 
portion of the business correct? If it is considered 
essential then all Pet Grooming should be allowed at 
other establishments too.

Adlarsen1@gmail.com Allen larsen 5096993281 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 12221 120th Ave NE Kirkland Grocery store is not only not following safety 
distancing but the employer did not notify employees 
about a co-worker who is Covid-19 positive untill 
days later.  Self check out lanes are not providing 
distancing guidelines and customers are having to 
walk by each other too enter and exit. Human 
resources is on vacation so we cannot file our 
Emergency Leave paperwork and our management 
team does not ensure bathrooms are cleaned.

jared.crabtree@stores.fredmeyer.com

TRUE 04/13/20 7:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply and grooming Petsmart 321 Valley Mall Pkwy East wenatchee We would like to know why petsmart is allowed to 
have their Grooming salon open, while all other 
groomers are closed.  If grooming is considered 
essential can all other salons open?

Adlarsen1@gmail.com Allen larsen 5096993281 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 7:53 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 12221 120th Ave NE Kirkland Grocery store is not only not following safety 
distancing but the employer did not notify employees 
about a co-worker who is Covid-19 positive untill 
days later.  Self check out lanes are not providing 
distancing guidelines and customers are having to 
walk by each other too enter and exit. Human 
resources is on vacation so we cannot file our 
Emergency Leave paperwork and our management 
team does not ensure bathrooms are cleaned.

jared.crabtree@stores.fredmeyer.com

TRUE 04/13/20 7:54 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Store Fred Meyer 12221 120th Ave NE Kirkland Grocery store is not only not following safety 
distancing but the employer did not notify employees 
about a co-worker who is Covid-19 positive untill 
days later.  Self check out lanes are not providing 
distancing guidelines and customers are having to 
walk by each other to enter and exit. Human 
resources is on vacation so we cannot file our 
Emergency Leave paperwork and our management 
team does not ensure bathrooms are cleaned.

jared.crabtree@stores.fredmeyer.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming Petco 4110 Ne 4th Street #c Renton They are still grooming dogs but grooming is 
supposed to be closed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:14 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon 2927 Queensgate Dr Richland Shouldnt be grooming but they are! Unacceptable - 
they are so busy

TRUE 04/13/20 8:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet salon Petco salon 474 228th Avenue Ne Sammamish Grooming isnt allowed so why is Petco still grooming 
all over the state. For weeks. It's not fair!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber pet grooming at Petco 2001 15th Avenue West Suite BSeattle Petco KNOWS it shouldnt be open for grooming but 
it is taking advantage of local businesses being shut 
down. It would be one thing if they were allowed to 
be open, but for some reason only petco is allowed? 
They are grooming all over Seattle and all over the 
state and no one cares!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla How is dog grooming essential?? I understand why 
the store is open to sell food but how on earth is dog 
grooming essential? Ridiculous.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:20 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of spokane Spokane Spokane The city of Spokane is letting public contractors 
determine if there projects are essential per internal 
e-mail. Contractors will jump at the chance to deem 
them selves essential and will not follow guidelines 
putting essential civil servants at risk due to their 
greediness.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Paw patch bubbles and bows 1210 S Gold St, Centralia, WA 98531Centralia She is still open this is my second complaint she is 
taking her clientd im the back door she haf clients 
waiting out front for there dogs you cant make rules 
and not enforce then!!!!!

nissashleyncolten@gmail.comAshley knapp +13603381676 nissashleyncolten@gmail.com

TRUE 04/13/20 8:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon North Sullivan Rd Unit 10 Veradale The Petco near me is still grooming dogs in their 
salon - my regular groomer was forced to close her 
now big chain can operate and take her business? 
How is that ok? Does Petco pay for your campaign 
fund and that's how this works? Sickening!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:27 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber dog grooming at petco 809 Ne 45th Street Seattle petco is open for grooming and no one else is - what 
is this - so unfair. they are supposed to be closed & 
know it!

TRUE 04/13/20 8:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinary Evergreen Animal Hospital 6225 Wollochet dr Gig harbor As listed on our website, we are offering FULL 
veterinary services while employing a full staff to 
accommodate this. No extra precautions are being 
taken to sanitize after each animal leaves and no 
clear, outlined system has been put in place to 
protect employees.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming Petco Grooming 4100 Sw Alaska St Ste #a Seattle They should be closed according to the governor but 
they are open ALL OVER THE CITY -- every one 
else is closed, all the locals but Petco stays open? 
what is that

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:28 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon at petco dog grooming at Petco 1201 e Washington ave Union Gap My dog grooming salon was forced by local police to 
close but the Petco down the street continues 
grooming inside their store claiming its "essential". 
How is that fair?

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog salon 8728 Holman Road, Nw Seattle They know they shouldnt be grooming. Big business 
is taking advantage of people by staying open for 
food and sneaking in the dog grooming because they 
think no one will notice. Please stop them!

TRUE 04/13/20 8:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco salon 318 Ne Northgate Way Seattle Grooming isnt supposed to be happening.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:31 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Dog grooming salon 17200 Southcenter Pkwy #100Tukwila I read that all dog grooming salons in Washington 
need to close because of covid-19 but this dog 
grooming salon inside Petco is still operating. Can 
you please look into this?

TRUE 04/13/20 8:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber pet grooming at petco 1241 N 205th Seattle My local stylist had to close but Petco gets to keep 
its salons open? that is ridiculous and it needs to 
stop.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ed's Creative Concrete LLC 22627 Meridian Ave S Bothell Ed's creative concrete delivered concrete to the 
address. They continue to deliver concrete that's non 
essential. The concrete producers require essential 
paperwork to deliver with their trucks. That's when 
Ed's trucks become involved and deliver the 
concrete to non essential jobs. Residential home 
owners. Shack jobs.

todoubled11@gmail.com Todd 2062714442

TRUE 04/13/20 8:33 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Dog grooming 4028 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Dog grooming is NOT essential based on 
Washington state orders! They are trying to get 
away with it because they sell dog food too. 
Something is wrong here..

TRUE 04/13/20 8:35 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco dog salon 1205 West Washington St sequim grooming should be closed. the governor said it was 
a violation. Why isnt anyone doing anything about it?

TRUE 04/13/20 8:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco grooming salon 2805 E. 29th Ave Spokane Dog grooming salons are not considered essential in 
the state of Washington. Why is Petco's still open 
here (and pretty much everywhere in Washington?)

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:43 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 1205 West Washington st Sequim My friend's grooming salon was closed by the police 
but the Petco down the street wasn't- how is this 
fair!!? You need to close the, down too - this is 
unfair to other businesses and you are aren't being 
consistent



TRUE 04/13/20 8:50 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber pet grooming at petco 2805 E 29th Ave Spokane They are packed at the salon. It is supposed to be 
closed. this is NOT OK

TRUE 04/13/20 8:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco pet grooming salon 2001 15th ave west suite b Seattle How is Petco still grooming dogs given the governors 
order? I get that dog food is essential but dog 
grooming?? I think our governor has been very clear 
and they aren't complying.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:51 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 6302 North Division Spokane Petco knows it should not be open. It is horrible. 
Locals closed but petco open for pet grooming. shut 
them down!

TRUE 04/13/20 8:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming Petco dog salon 27017 92nd Avenue N.w. Stanwood They have been grooming and plan to reopen end of 
week. They said they only stopped right now 
because an employee is being tested for covid and 
they are waiting for the result. THAT IS NOT OK. 
This is hugely gross. They are supposed to be shut 
down, so please shut them down

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:54 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 474 228th Ave NE Sammamish Talked to Petco grooming salon today and they are 
stil taking appointments and grooming dogs. It 
appears nobody else is open and they say they are 
"getting away with it" because they sell dog food. 
Ridiculous!

TRUE 04/13/20 8:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming salon 4028 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma They are packed & have a huge line of customers 
visiting the salon. They are only supposed to be 
selling food. Grooming isnt essential says the 
governor

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco grooming 2927 Queensgate Drive Richland Dog grooming should be nonessential in our state. 
Why is Petco still open for business to groom dogs?

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:56 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 5951 Sixth Avenue Tacoma Grooming isnt essential. disgusting they are still 
open when locals are closed

TRUE 04/13/20 8:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Mollie Michelle Boutique Salon 12121 Northup Way Unit 214Bellevue This salon is open and accepting clients. I have 
heard from a few people of the salon not cancelling 
appointments and allowing clients to come in and 
have their hair done. Their website sates they open 
for retail pickup- which is untrue, they are doing hair. 
This is unacceptable.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dog grooming Petco salon 17200 Southcenter Pkwy #100Tukwila its not fair business practices that every other local 
groomer is closed but not petco. and its not safe bc 
grooming is not essential.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 8:59 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco grooming 1201 E Washington Ave Union Gap governor banned this. why not enforcing it? theyve 
been making tons of money grooming illegally for 
weeks. its not fair when local salons are forced to 
close but not petco bc they sell food.

TRUE 04/13/20 9:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming salon 4110 ne 4th St c Renton I find it very odd that Petco is still grooming dogs 
when every other dog grooming salon in Renton is 
closed (even if they sell dog food)!

TRUE 04/13/20 9:01 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco salon North Sullivan Road Unit 10 Veradale grooming is a violation. why are they still allowed to 
operate when the governor said it is unsafe for the 
public

TRUE 04/13/20 9:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber petco salon 1725 Twin Creek Lane walla walla Petco can sell food but the salon is supposed to be 
closed. Petco KNOWS it is not allowed but they dont 
care because they are making money.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:04 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Grooming salon at Petco 7215 170th ave Ne suite 115 Redmond You need to shut down the Petco grooming salon in 
Redmond. They are openly going against the 
governors orders when all other salons have closed. 
Unfair!

TRUE 04/13/20 9:05 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1725 twin creek ln Walla walla Shouldnt be grooming. Unsafe

TRUE 04/13/20 9:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming salon Petco grooming 3717 S Meridian Puyallup Petco grooming salon is not essential in our state. 
Food and dog treats and litter - yes. Grooming, no. 
You need to look into this.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:06 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other "Governor" of Washington 
State

"Washington State Governor" 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia Was just watching the evening news and this guy 
has the nerve to record his violations.  I hope one 
day you are able to bust him andhave the book 
thrown at him.

Bust Inslee NOW People for a better WA 3609024111 Insee is not good for WA

TRUE 04/13/20 9:10 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco My salon was closed down but the Petco down the 
street continues grooming dogs - how is this 
possible!?

TRUE 04/13/20 9:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 1530 black lake Blvd Olympia My regular salon closed bc the governor said 
grooming is not essential but the Petco down the 
street is still open. Why???

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:16 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Other Pet grooming Petco grooming salon 31179 Sr 20 Oak Harbor Governor says dog grooming is not essential!  Why 
does the Oak Harbor petco still operate??

TRUE 04/13/20 9:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Mollie Michelle boutique salon 12121 northup way Bellevue They are still doing hair appointments even though it 
says they are doing product pickup only

Mollie Sparks

TRUE 04/13/20 9:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 201 E College Wy Mount Vernon My salon was closed down because the government 
says grooming is not essential. Petco was not - this 
is ridiculous just because they are a big corporate 
salon they get special treatment.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 911 N Stratford Rd Moses Lake Grooming salons for pets aren't essential in 
Washington.  Petco is still open. You should do 
something about it.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:27 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hanford nuclear facility Washington river protection solution 2425 Stevens center place Richland Non essential craft are being requested to perform 
painting of floors and wood for bins, and reface 
offices for personnel moves. These are non 
essential works that put personnel at a risk of health 
and safety. Many other basic work is being 
performed that is not essential

andyzeff@yahoo.com Andy Zeff 5094403517

TRUE 04/13/20 9:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco grooming salon 129 Marysville Mall Way and 16508 Twin Lakes AveMarysville My salon in Marysville was closed recently because 
of the governors orders but both Petco's in 
Marysville are opening - how is this allowed??

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 2617 196th st sw Lynnwood Petco dog grooming salon is still taking 
appointments despite governors orders. Please 
address this!

TRUE 04/13/20 9:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Ice cream truck Self Owned Ice Cream Truck Chestnut village neighborhoodOlympia An ice cream truck is driving through and selling ice 
cream to the neighborhood kids and not observing 
social distancing guidelines putting our children and 
families at risk. The truck license plate was AKY 
9515

Mmeader23@ yahoo.com Michelle Meader 2062915356

TRUE 04/13/20 9:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming salons Petco 200 Triangle Ct Longview Dog grooming salons are closing all over the state 
but Petco is not. Why not? Please stop them from 
endangering our pets!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco North Sullivan rd 10 Veradale Grooming is not essential according to governor 
????

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco grooming 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens I get that Petco sells dog food but why is their 
grooming salon still open? My local groomer was 
closed down by the police but Petco operates without 
regard for the governors law. Absurd!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1201 e washington ave Union gap Not supposed to be grooming why is only petco 
allowed

TRUE 04/13/20 9:41 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey You should check out the Lacey Petco grooming 
salon - they aren't supposed to be open but say they 
are "getting away with it" because they sell dog food. 
How is this possible?

TRUE 04/13/20 9:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 17200 southcenter play unit 100Tukwila Local groomers are closed. Petco should too. Not 
fair.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 4028 Tacoma mall blvd Tacoma Not supposed to be open. Governor said not safe so 
should close.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other art supplies art primo (patrick's shop) 415 East Pine Street SEATTLE Not only is this business non-essential, but it's also 
polluting the air quality of my condo building's lobby.  
Toxic fumes from their spray booth have given me 
headaches all day long.

erik@6173083739.com erik schubert 6173083739 415 E Pine St, Seattle, WA 98122

TRUE 04/13/20 9:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon Petco 26209 104th ave se Kent I didn't think pet grooming was considered essential - 
 all the others in town but not Petco. Why?

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 5951 6th ave Tacoma Petco has all its stores in tacoma grooming. They 
know better but do it anyway

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Masawa 4411 S Mead Seattle This afternoon while walking by Masawa, I noticed 
that they had many cars parked in their lot. Their 
doors were open, and a group of people (didn't 
appear to be family members) were playing pool and 
drinking -- no social distancing.

myhome2925@comcast.net

TRUE 04/13/20 9:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 4012 W 27th ave Kennewick Really confused - police shut down the grooming 
salon at my store but not down the street at Petco. 
How is one essential and the other is not? You need 
to do so,thing about this - please!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 27017 92nd ave nw Stanwood Only closed temporarily bc employee being tested for 
covid. Make them stay closed for grooming please!!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet haircuts Petco 2805 e 29 ave Spokane Grooming is super busy and shouldn't even be open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM



TRUE 04/13/20 9:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming services Petco grooming 975 nw gilman blvd Issaquah Pet grooming is not allowed or considered essential 
based on the governors order. Why is Petco still 
taking appointments? I don't care if they sell food - 
this is different.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco salon 6302 north division Spokane Grooming was declared nonessential  so why are 
they open still.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 1205 w washington st Sequim Dont think they should be grooming LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 5190 Borgen Blvd Gig harbor I understand Petco sells dog food but all other 
grooming salons in the state are getting closed down 
except for them (even petsmart is closed).you need 
to close Petco and look into this.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 2001 15th ave west Seattle All their salons are open and packed with customers.  
 Not following the governor's orders

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 809 ne 45th st Seattle Shouldn't be open. Local groomers are closed. Open 
in all of seattle

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco salon 4100 sw Alaska st Seattle Not ok they are operating grooming right now LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon 31419 Pacific Highway SouthFederal Way The governor says that dog grooming is not 
essential. Petco salon is still open inside its store - 
this doesn't make sense! Can you please look into 
this?

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 8728 Holman rd Seattle They Are grooming so many dogs.  It's stopped in 
the state everywhere else but petco. Why are they 
treated differently than everyone else

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 318 ne Northgate way Seattle Grooming is non essential here LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:55 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog salon 1203 se Everett Mall Way Everett You need to close down the Petco dog salon - they 
should not be open. Also their associates don't all 
have masks. Governor says dog salons are not 
essential

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:55 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 n 205th Seattle They are grooming illegally and the health dept 
needs to shut it down.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 474 228th ave ne Sammamish Grooming is supposed to be closed. Please LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 516 Valley Mall Way Pkwy East Wenatchee Petco grooming salon is not essential - the store part 
is but the grooming salon is not. Salons in the area 
are all closing to comply with governors order but 
Petco continues to operate in defiance. Help!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 2927 queensgate dr Richland Theyre open all over the state LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 9:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 4110 ne 4th st Renton The hotline said grooming was closed. But petco is 
open everywhere.  What is that

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco grooming 7215 170th ave ne Redmond They've been open for weeks. Why is this allowed so 
long when locals are closed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 27111 167th Place se Covington Petco is violating the governors stay at home order 
by continuing to operate its grooming salon. This is 
illegal and needs to be stopped!!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco salon 3717 s meridian Puyallup Governor said to close grooming. Petco grooming is 
super busy...

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 7202 burden blvd Pasco They know grooming should be closed but it isnt LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Pet grooming is against the state order - all dog 
grooming in the area is closed except Petco. They 
should NOT still be open! Yes the store should for 
food but not the grooming salon. Please help!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1530 black lake blvd Olympia Grooming is open even tho it shouldn't be.... LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 31179 sr 20 Oak harbor They are packed full of customers and grooming is 
so busy it is not even supposed to be open

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 9311 192nd Ave East Bonney Lake My grooming salon was closed by law enforcement 
yet the Petco down the street continues to be open. 
Why? Should my salon re-open if this is now 
allowed? I was told dog grooming is against 
governors orders.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco salon 201 e college way Mount vernon Not supposed to be grooming.  Need to get shut 
down.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:07 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming salon 911 n Stratford rd Moses lake Governor's order says no grooming and hotline 
confirmed.  So why are they packed and grooming 
so much

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 189 East Bakerview Rd Bellingham Grooming salons across the state are closed but 
petco remains open. Has there been a change to the 
governors order? I don’t understand why law 
enforcement is shutting down some places and not 
others. Please take this matter into serious 
consideration. Thank you.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 129 Marysville mall way Marysville Salons are not closed at Petco and its messed up. 
Local groomers are shut down but not petco?

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco salon 16508 twin lakes Marysville Pet grooming is supposed to be shut down... so why 
are they doing so much grooming...?? Shut them 
down please

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 2617 196th st Lynnwood Only food allowed not grooming. Grooming isnt 
supposed to be happening

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 200 triangle ctr Longview Petco is going against what the governor says to do 
and grooming when it isnt allowed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 5700 100th st Lakewood Local salons are closed so why does Petco get to 
stay open? I thought grooming was not allowed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet grooming 9004 Vernon Lake Stevens Grooming is so busy and shouldn't be happening at 
all.  Why isnt it being enforced here

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1210 marvin rd Lacey The governor said to stop dog grooming so they 
should stop dog grooming

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming at Petco Petco 26209 104th ave Kent Not essential LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 25444 Pacific coast highway Kent Pet salons are supposed to be closed but Petco has 
busy salons all over

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 4012 w 27th Kennewick Grooming is open and busy LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 975 nw gilman Issaquah Food is ok but their grooming is not allowed right 
now.  Why havent they been shut down like 
everyone else

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco pet salon 5190 borgen blvd Gig harbor Not allowed but packed every day LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 31419 pacific highway s Federal way Petco grooming still operating and shouldn't be LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco salon 1203 se Everett mall way Everett Actively grooming .. governor said was closed. They 
are busy and it's not fair or safe

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pet salon at petco 516 valley mall pkwy East wenatchee Grooming should be closed by governor order so 
why is petco still grooming and has been for weeks. 
Everyone else is closed. They are not above the law.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/13/20 10:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco pet grooming 27111 167th pl Covington Petco grooming isnt essential so it should be closed 
please

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 12:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Iwa Sushi and Grill 8 N. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee The staff there are of Chinese descent and have 
been known to leave the country frequently. They 
also don't practice social distancing among the staff 
themselves and have allowed multiple people in the 
store who wait for their orders. Sushi is more of a 
commodity than an essential business.



TRUE 04/14/20 12:12 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 201 East College Way Mount Vernon If small businesses are not allowed to be open as an 
essential business to dog groom then even the large 
pet chains should not be allowed to offer that same 
service just because they are open for other 
purposes.  
They TYPE” of service shouldn’t be allowed if you 
close small businesses that offer that service.  Let 
petco sell food and supplies but DONT allow 
grooming.  
Same situation with JoAnn fabrics.  How do you 
allow them to be open (determines essential) but 
small fabric stores have to close.  
They ALL should be closed.  Less of ALL 
SERVICES is better and safer for now through May 
4th.  I don’t think we should open more small 
businesses but rather we should be reducing 
services large businesses offer that are NOT 
ESSENTIAL.  It would help reducing the amount of 
people going out and potentially interacting with each 
other...period!  
Shut non essential SERVICES down....small and 
LARGE!  No more discrimination because of the 
size of the business.  Make determination by the 
TYPE” of service.

Esary5@frontier.com Amy LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 1:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Real Estate Windemere Real Estate 106 W. Steuben Bingen Heidi Struck conducted an open house with more 
than 2 people on site viewing a property at 72b 
Peach Lane in Underwood , WA. She has done this 
on multiple occasions and has approached 
neighbors and violated the safe distance orders and 
promoted gatherings in violation of Governor Inslee's 
order as pertains to Real Estate transactions which 
prohibits "property viewings, inspections and 
appraisals, and final walk-throughs to no more than 
two people.."

mlm5@comcast.net Mike Miller 503-522-5954 Heidi Struck

TRUE 04/14/20 1:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Fairfield Residential 5510 Morehouse Drive, Suite 200San Diego, CA Open non-essential residential construction site at 
12550 120th Ave NE, Kirkland. Terrible sanitation. 
Requires many n95 masks for silica.

tbrunson@ffres.com

TRUE 04/14/20 1:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shoes propet usa 2415 W Valley Hwy N Auburn Despite not being an essential business. Propet USA 
reopened, and is putting employees and their 
families at an unnecessary risk.

RavenAR.PT@Gmail.com Raven Reeves 2062716383 customerservice@propetusa.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming PetSmart 17845 Garden Way NE Woodinville Grooming services are open at PetSmart. Sc98034@yahoo.com Sallee Carlson 2065886036 BUSINESSLICENSING@PETSMART.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 5:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Full Throttle landscape 50 NE Peninsula BLVD Belfair Seen working on landscape construction projects. 
Openly posting on social media about completing 
projects in Tacoma, and south kitsap area

goitadam@yahoo.com adam goit 3609007380 info@fullthrottlelandscaping.com

TRUE 04/14/20 5:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Green Earth Landscape Management 2505 SE Mile Hill Dr., B-204 Port Orchard Seen performing landscape maintenance around 
kitsap county multiple times. Posting pictures of the 
maintenance performed on social media. Claimed 
they were keeping kitsap safe on social media by 
mowing lawns

goitadam@yahoo.com adam goit 360-434-6102 info@gowithgreenearth.com

TRUE 04/14/20 6:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing SACO Research 41735 Elm st Murrieta Saco research makes parts for crash dummy 
testing. We have multiple shop suppliers (who are 
still open) coming through with no regard for safety. 
The ceo, Brian doesn't take the pandemic seriously 
as is. Half of the employees including myself tend to 
work from home after work and on the weekends, 
even before the pandemic. Yet Brian still requires 
everyone, except his family to come in.

Brian@saco-research.com

TRUE 04/14/20 6:41 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School Flyit academy 632 ne 267th ave Camas Shoulder to shoulder doing recreational flight 
lessons 5-10x a day

Rick@flyitacademy.com

TRUE 04/14/20 6:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Farmers Electric 2020 maltby rd Bothell Business forcing employees to go work on job sites 
that are shut down. We are currently working in 
woodinville despite protest from site foreman.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction CWallA 12815 NE 178th St Woodinville Business is not observing social distancing. 
Restroom does not have warm water or soap for 
hand washing.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:39 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Car Wash Enterprises INC. 
DBA:Brown Bear Car Wash

3977 Leary Way NW Seattle Car Wash Enterprises INC.
DBA: Brown Bear Car Wash
To Whom It May Concern Employees are Advised 
To Return To Work Thursday April 16th 2020

This Is Concerning For Several Reasons
A. Car Wash Services Are Not a Essential 
“Maintenance and Repair” Shop
B. Employees And Customers Are Required To 
Interact At A Distance Less Than 6 Feet During 
CashOut and Point Of Sales Operations 
C. Without Proper Testing and Planning,How are 
Employees and Customers Supposed To Know Is 
They Are Asymptotic Or Not ”This Would Be 
Guessing” and or “Hoping “
D. Having a Leisure Car Wash Open Encourages 
Peolple To Leave Their Houses and Creates Mass 
Lines Of People In Their Cars Awaiting a Shine 
Shine and Because The Weather Is So Nice People 
are Going To Flock To The Car Wash 
E. Many Employees Are Concerned That This Is A 
Pre-Mature Decision and Clearly Without Regard To 
Public Safety and Health, Rather a Regard To 
Potential Profits That The Company Is Loosing 

It Makes Sense For This Type Of Business To 
Remain Closed Until 2 Things Happen
A. The Governor Opens The State To Non Essential 
Businesses and Has A Clear Plan With 
Reassurances Of Health First and Has Given
Car Wash Enterprises INC. permission to re-open
As of now they will do whatever they want as it’s 

restlesslightning@gmail.com Jason Hoffman 509.797.3000

TRUE 04/14/20 7:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Changes Tavern 2103 N 45th St Seattle The business owner is inviting 30 to 40 people at a 
time to sit and drink and gamble in the bar. They 
come in through the patio on Meridian

TRUE 04/14/20 7:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther (Mobile)Yacht waxing and 
foam flooring installation

Marine Detail Specialists 3201 T Ave #300 Anacortes Continuing to work in marinas and in his boathouse 
with crews, preforming work that is not essential as 
well as working in very close quarters with other 
crew members

3606105665

TRUE 04/14/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Plantscapes inc 1127 Poplar Pl S Seattle I'm concerned because every day I see multiple 
trucks from them out on the road with 4+ people in 
each truck, not wearing masks. Landscaping is also 
not deemed as essential so it seems risky to have so 
many people in close quarters.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business SeaTac Family Dental 1826 s 324th place s Federal Way Seeing patients for implants and non emergency 
dental treatment during the Covid 19 outbreak. Not 
conserving PPR as directed by Governor Inslee

Amandatafoya32@yahoo.comAmanda 760-577-5074 SeaTac.family.dental@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 8:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Physical Therapy and a 
Gym

Pinnacle Physical Therepy 1040 Stevenson Ave Suite A Enumclaw This organization is not following social distancing 
guidelines. They laid staff off due to low census but 
then put new people in those positions. They 
continue to keep the gym open, physical therapy 
open. There is close contact with people and no 
protection gear. They do not wipe equipment down 
after use. Staff and clientele using the same 
bathrooms without wiping them down. The owner, 
Josh Lyons stated that he is not going to play in to 
the mass hysteria. The owner laid off all employees 
that were concerned for the communities well being.

Kelley1976armstrong@gmail.comKelley Armstrong 253-282-0798

TRUE 04/14/20 8:03 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Colonics -NOT regulated by 
the DOH !!!!!!!!!!

Healthy You 731 W Indiana Spokane, Wa 99205 This is a colonics operation that is not regulated by 
the DOH. Owner has no formal training in infection 
control. She doesn't even have a high school 
diploma. She has a colonics certificate she got by 
LYING and claiming she is a dental Hygienist ( 
college educated).She is a registered dental 
ASSISTANT( non-college educated). Practice is very 
hands on, PROPER infection control is a joke. SHE 
has the potential to be a super-spreader ! Clients DO 
NOT come in on a regular ongoing basis. She has 
no right to ask for a health history as she is NOT 
supposed to be acting as a medical professional. 
She employs her son " under the table" and he also 
ONLY has a high school diploma.

lasenoritagringa@yahoo.com Colleen Patrick 5092279644 healthyyoucellutions@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 8:13 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Lodging Residence Inn Pullman 1295 NE North fairway rd pullman Hotel allows guests to mingle in larger groups than 
10



TRUE 04/14/20 8:17 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business PCC 15840 1st Ave Burien At PCC stores employees/staff not even trying a little 
to model social distancing! They also are not limiting 
customers, the store is packed at many times during 
the day!  As an employee, and long term member, 
it's shocking. We, grocery store workers, are part of 
one big experiment...fully unprotected and possibly 
vectors for a great deal of death. They are trying to 
accommodate me, but the stress of working where 
everyone is basically "business as usual" inside and 
not providing leadership modeling in this pandemic. 
Please Gov Inslee, come shopping at a PCC and 
see for yourself#

Maryannpetrocelli@usa.net Maryann Petrocelli

TRUE 04/14/20 8:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Makes wood items Mukilteo cedar 9539 4th ave w Everett He was shut down for about a week and I keep 
seeing people go into the employee entrance.

Na John J NA 425-353-1382 (google)

TRUE 04/14/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ecoline construction 2202 12th Ave W. Seattle Construction workers not following social distancing 
working on new million dollar townhomes. No masks 
and several people working at the 8 new townhomes 
have been working all month. Their company is 
located 5721 125th Ln NE, Kirkland, WA 98033 
(425) 344-7635

CHAT_NOIR13@HOTMAIL.COMLisa zwirner 4153120010

TRUE 04/14/20 8:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lodging/ Airbnb/ Short 
Term Rental

The People's House 806 Clay Street Port Townsend We live next door and it appears to be business as 
usual over there. Not even a slowing of guests, 
especially on the weekend.
Due to the  length of trips  it is obvious that these are 
tourists, NOT medical personnel. They have 3 
different units that are rented and the constant 
changing of vehicles has been every 2-3 days, up to 
5 vehicles at a time. These are people on vacation. 
We see them walking around with maps taking 
pictures, sitting out front with a beer. Our city issued 
a letter to all transient accommodation informing 
them that only housing for essential personnel is 
considered essential. The owners do not live onsite, 
though a manager lives in a cabin next door, and the 
housekeeper has been there as usual.

zindandy@gmail.com Lissy Andrews 360-316-9014 Daniel McEnerney  & Tobias McEnerney

TRUE 04/14/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction bad boyz 116 26th Ave E Seattle A residential construction crew started showing up at 
the listed address beginning yesterday, 4/14. They're 
obviously not following the stay-at-home orders. It's 
also extremely loud and disruptive to the nearby 
residents who are forced to stay and work from 
home.

hamerb10@gmail.com Brandon Hamer 9162189478 joe@badboyzseattle.com

TRUE 04/14/20 8:54 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other NON-YA BIZNES 111 NON-YA BIZNES LN FASCIST FALLS Pretty disgusting and frightening to encourage 
people to inform on one another to the government.  
I cant think of anything more Un-American. There is 
nothing more Fascist. I am proud of how fellow 
citizens are handling this.  Embarrassed by the state 
government.

jojorabbit@nonyabiznes.com JOJO RABBIT 208-555-1010

TRUE 04/14/20 9:16 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other College Peninsula College 1502 E lauridsen blvd Port Angeles On April 14th, 2020 Peninsula college sponsored a 
micro biology class and the handing out of lab 
equipment. The group was about 30+ people without 
social distancing and requiring students to be 
present. The teacher giving the class and passing 
out lab equipment is Sam Zwenger. I took a photo as 
this was done in the North Olympic Library System 
parking lot. A microbiologist should not be doing this 
during a pandemic when all other classes are 100% 
online. Requiring students to gather in a large group 
is gross negligence.

Ashboss1993@gmail.com Ashley Boss 3608090854

TRUE 04/14/20 9:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther puppy store Puppyland 13103 Meridian Ave E Puyallup CVI (certificate of veterinary inspection) records 
listed on the Washington State Department of 
Agriculture website indicate that Puppyland 
continued importing puppies after the stay at home 
order was put into place. They also are continuing to 
sell puppies (non-essential) after being informed to 
close on 3/26/20.

adale@bailingoutbenji.com Ashly Dale 2537970688

TRUE 04/14/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bad Boyz 116 26th Ave E Seattle Starting Monday, 4/13, construction work began 
again on a residential project in my neighborhood.  
They have also continued work again on Tuesday, 
4/14.  This is concerning to me because the stay at 
home order is through at least 5/4 and I believe 
residential construction is non-essential under 
Governor Inslee's order.  Can this please be looked 
into?  Thanks!

sarahhamer17@gmail.com Sarah Hamer 425-444-3960 joe@badboyzseattle.com

TRUE 04/14/20 9:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther WA Limited Liability 
Company

John R Cary and Associates LLC 2115 SW 152nd St Burien, WA 98166 There are multiple businesses at this address that 
have not stopped working throughout stay at home 
order. 3-4 vehicles have been spotted in parking lot 
and people can be seen inside working when we 
have walked by daily on exercise breaks.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Book Reseller Discover Books 10015 Lakewood Dr SW Suite DLakewood They are a book reseller. Employees sort books to 
resell. They garbage books that get recycled and 
claim that they are essential because of that. 

In addition there is not 6ft between employees.

drew_marshall@comcast.net Drew Marshall 2534684228

TRUE 04/14/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Anderson construction 12920 Se 38th St. B Bellevue Because they are doing construction on the t-mobile 
headquarters they are using this as an excuse and 
essentially lying about it being an essential function. 
Nothing they are doing is essential they are 
remodeling offices, putting in a Starbucks, and 
upgrading the executive suite. No work being done 
on that site has any essential function for 
communication. They have done very little to protect 
workers and have gone out of their way to stay open 
any way possible. Various trades attempted to close 
down until Anderson got their lawyers involved and 
ordered them back to work.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Foreign Profit Company Noise Control Services, Inc. 2115 SW 152nd St Burien, WA 98166 There are multiple businesses at this address that 
have not stopped working throughout stay at home 
order. 3-4 vehicles have been spotted in parking lot 
and people can be seen inside working when we 
have walked by daily on exercise breaks.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Warehouse shipping 
operations

Kaliber Global 12704 NE 124th St Totem Commercial Center STE 33Kirkland My concern is that this business is still open and it's 
non essential. They are shipping toys as a third party 
from Amazon. I'm concerned about one of the 
employees who has lupus and who has already 
contracted the virus once. They forced her to come 
back to work. They even know it's wrong because 
they told her not to advertise they are still open. She 
still has a cough and could still be contagious.

Christinehays09@gmail.com Christine Hays 8086341923 Krithika@kaliberglobal.com

TRUE 04/14/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave SE Port Orchard Construction company still doing work at the location 
of Farragut ave N and Mayhan in Port Orchard, WA.  
 This is the 5th time we have contacted you.  HELP

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue Kurt Craig, 360-340-7260 • kurtcraig@aol.com

TRUE 04/14/20 9:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Homestead golf course 115 E Homestead lynden Multiple groups of golfers playing on course at 1015 
am. Local police allowing activity.

rprehoda3@comcast.net Randy Prehoda 3609271786

TRUE 04/14/20 9:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ba Mien Seafood Market 6951 Martin Luther King Jr. Seattle The store is very busy.  There are a lot of customers. 
The customers and store workers are not practicing 
social distancing.  I have been in the store twice and 
I was very surprised about the number of customers 
and the store practice (as usual before the 
pandemic!)

paul6458@comcast.net Paul Luu 206-499-6458

TRUE 04/14/20 10:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other flooring store flooring direct 1347 State Ave Marysville show room open to public lisabrbu@msn.com Lisa Braegelmann 3609130146 flooringdirectnw.com

TRUE 04/14/20 10:10 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Paramount School Park 15300 8th Ave NE Shoreline Half a dozen to a dozen adults and kids using skate 
park while signs clearly posted that it’s closed. 
Second time this week.

Natalie.Louise1015@gmail.comNatalie Baxter 8132323787

TRUE 04/14/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cmp construction working at Scout 
Apartments in Kirkland

unknown off 100th Kirkland Hispanics showing up in personal or unmarked 
vans/vehicles pick up materials in pods and hide out 
and work in apartments being remodeled.

Scout Apartments Thrive Community is Owner of Apartments

TRUE 04/14/20 10:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver This place has been open for about a week illegally, 
and cashiers are way too close to customers.

TRUE 04/14/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction 1930 Boren Ave 1823 Terry Ave Seattle Construction still occurring. Multiple days of violation 
now. This is on 4/14/2020 and I've seen it operate at 
least 3 times during Stay At Home orders.

angechong@gmail.com Angela Chong 8088407758

TRUE 04/14/20 10:29 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pine Street Group (WSCC Addition) WSCC Addition - Boren Ave and Olive WaySeattle Construction occurring on 4/14/2020 in violation of 
Governor's stay at home orders

angechong@gmail.com Angela Chong 8088407758

TRUE 04/14/20 10:30 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Athletic clothing Lululemon athletica 2201 140th Ave e suite 700 Sumner Non essential business continues to add to staff 
working in the building.

TRUE 04/14/20 10:43 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Record store Everybody’s Music 1801 D Street Ste 2 Vancouver Doing pickup orders despite being a nonessential 
business

Rcgarringer@gmail.com Ryan Garringer 3607211429

TRUE 04/14/20 10:47 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Exercise - gym- Health Club Lady Fit 8819 Viking Way Stanwood This is a health Club fitness center.  Doors are open 
and exercise being done in a small facility.

sara.robinson@ci.stanwood.wa.usSara Robinson 3604545213 Unknown  Telephone number 360-629-0155

TRUE 04/14/20 10:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Smoke shop Redmond Cigar and Tobacco 15786 Redmond Way, Redmond, WA 98052 Why is this business open? avila2big3small@gmail.com Dr. Julie Ann Avila 4258209891



TRUE 04/14/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Car Dealership Bayside Auto Sales 9815 Evergreen Way Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs on 
and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more 
than 1 person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and 
garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on 
the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 04/14/20 11:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership ZAGmotors Everett 13011 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs on 
and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more 
than 1 person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and 
garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on 
the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 04/14/20 11:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Great Floors 9021 South 180th Kent WA 98032 Their Showroom is open to the public not just 
essential business. All other Flooring Dealers in the 
area have closed their showrooms and are dealing 
only by appointment for essential business. .  I have 
seen their parking lot and store full of people as they 
are the only showroom in the area not abiding by the 
rules so everyone is going there just to shop.

dhalingstad@hotmail.com D. Halingstad 206-992-8603 g.kazak@greatfloors.com

TRUE 04/14/20 11:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 4100 SW Alaska St Ste #A Seattle Corporate pet stores have their grooming 
departments open while privately owned grooming 
salons are closed. This is cut throat business tactics 
on the corporations part hitting locally owned 
businesses and also putting their grooming staff at 
risk.

caninecasa@gmail.com Cherie Rahm 4259235151 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 11:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Shore acres resort and boat 
launch

Shore acres resort 41987 shore acres road Loon lake They are opening the resort, restaurant and boat 
launch tomorrow. Rental of canoes and kayaks. 
There will be no social distancing put in place. 
Allowing over night campers and rvs and cabin 
rentals.

Ambreck@msn.com Alicia 509.999.1798

TRUE 04/14/20 11:30 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 2914 Andersen road Vancouver Washington This is a non-essential business, I don’t think they 
would be open. They work with many many cars & 
people. Over 400 a day.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/14/20 11:38 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Antique Store Epic Antiques 3701 7th Ave. so. Seattle, WA  98134 They are advertising on their Facebook page and 
offering curbside pickup. They are continuing to do  
business in a roundabout way. Customers shopping 
this way or in violation of the governor’s stay at 
home order.

tomgorzcollection@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 11:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Aussie Pet Mobile South Sound (206) 792-7065 Tacoma Openly operating and advertising on their Facebook 
page that they are open and taking appointments. 
Have screenshots of admitting to be open.

ruthieb43@gmail.com R. Bloch ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade 4111 E. Madison St. #104 Seattle They are constructing a residential apartment 
complex at 207 18th Ave in Seattle, which is not 
essential. They continued working and said that they 
were avoiding spoiling. They've been avoiding 
spoiling constantly throughout the whole shutdown. 
First they had to finish the roof. Then they are 
installing windows. They are refusing to take any 
time off from construction while falsly claiming that 
what they're working on is covered under the spoiling 
clause in the guidance from the governor. On top of 
that they are working in close proximity to each other 
without using any masks or using any social 
distancing. They are completely ignoring the order all 
together. I would love to provide photos if you would 
allow proof to be uploaded on here. Why do they not 
have to follow the rules?

wade.faux@gmail.com Wade 3128103610 andrews@cascadebuilt.com

TRUE 04/14/20 12:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business PCC Columbia City S rainier Seattle No social distancing is inforced. automaticirish@gmail.com Andy 2065505663

TRUE 04/14/20 12:07 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascadia College 18345 Campus Way NE Bothell Construction 6 days a week building a parking 
complex on the west side of the campus. This is a 
new structure that does not provide any other 
function to the college other than additional parking. 
The school has canceled it Spring quarter and all the 
other buildings are closed. There are 50-60 workers 
there everyday working on a structure that is not 
essential to the function of the college even if it were 
open.

ajfeld206@gmail.com Anthony Felder 2062518440

TRUE 04/14/20 12:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Pet grooming is still open and grooming dogs inside 
their store

Sarah_tm_stenberg@yahoo.comSarah 5098856218 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 12:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Dog grooming is considered non-essential and they 
are violating that rule by remaining open for 
grooming. Other pet supply stores in town remain 
open for supplies but shut down for grooming and 
Petco has remained open for grooming, violating the 
law.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 12:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Shear Pawfection 6734 OH-48 Maineville The warren county health department isn’t shutting 
this down. This place is grooming dogs after the 
order to close.

Wuf.jessie@gmail.com Jessica 5133169367 debbie@shearpawfection.net

TRUE 04/14/20 12:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet store groomers Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East wenatchee Pet grooming is not an essential business and needs 
to stop. Small business pet grooming has haunted 
and it's not fair for a company to continue grooming 
while they are open for essential needs.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dorse and co 5000 1st Avenue s Seattle I'm concerned and want to keep this anonymous

TRUE 04/14/20 12:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Auto Mocha 407 Fifth St, Wenatchee, WA 98801Wenatchee I drove through Auto Mocha, and I noticed that the 
employees working in the stand did not have gloves 
or masks, as well as, they were grabbing straws with 
their hands- after taking payments. I also noticed 
that an employee was going to each car to take 
orders, but was not 6 feet away, nor are the 
employees at the window. There did not seem to be 
any kind of precaution  being taken by any of their 
employees, so much that they were running their 
stand just as if there was no pandemic going on.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/14/20 12:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lawn care Keystone lawn care services P.O. Box 8649  Spokane, WA. 99203Spokane Preforming only routine lawn care, mowing lawns, 
not following social distancing with customers. 
Photos available of above actions

jessicabutler320@yahoo.comJessica Butler 5099440204 chris@keystonelawncareservices.com

TRUE 04/14/20 1:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail store Fred Meyer Bickford Ave Snohomish Several occasion's going to this store there has been 
tons of people waiting to check out and no one 
enforcing the 6 foot rule. Saturday and again today 
when I was there the crowd's were huge.
Also no person cleaning carts when I came in.

TRUE 04/14/20 1:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 516 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee My daughter who owns her own business and is not 
allowed to groom dogs however Petco continues to 
groom dogs at their store? My daughter is 25 years 
old and has great anxiety that she will be able to 
survive this closure. As a small business owner she 
has no unemployment either.

sheltigirl@yahoo.com Kim Remsberg 509-387-1761 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 1:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Square One 21300 68th Ave W,  Suite 105Lynnwood, WA 98036 Not providing court-ordered groups via telehealth (so 
clients have to go in in person or delay finishing 
programs). Gatherings of 10 or more. Misleading 
information about COVID19 on website and shared 
in person like saying there is minimal to no risk of 
spread. They are requiring in person UAs even 
though other programs are not right now.

anonymouseinpnw@gmail.comAnonymous

TRUE 04/14/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Retail business Dollar Tree 5203 Capitol Blvd SE SW, Tumwater While this retail store may or may not have exempt 
status, there were NO workers wearing any 
protective equipment, there were no shielding at 
registers, no efforts to impose social distancing for 
customers while shopping nor any head count of 
people in the store at any one time.

gary@roadsendllamas.com Gary Kaufman 360-867-0833

TRUE 04/14/20 1:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Seattle University 901 12th Ave Seattle Seattle University has started back on building 
construction on 12th Ave (and Marion). Workers 
started back on April 14. I thought major building 
construction was still on hold?
Also workers are not practicing social distancing nor 
are they wearing masks. 
Thank you.

nwseattle@hotmail.com John Thomas

TRUE 04/14/20 1:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 2927 Queensgate Dr richland The grooming salon is open for business. kponeil91@gmail.com Kevin 3603402969 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 1:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware and Home Store Home Depot 21750 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Complainant used curbside pick-up. Employee came 
out to car with a clipboard, no mask, and leaned 
inside the car to look at the complainant's phone. 
Not practicing social distancing.

Annette 3608601076

TRUE 04/14/20 1:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming PetCo 516 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee We watched a groomer and customer on Saturday 
4/11/20 come out of the grooming section with a 
newly groomed dog and another went in

Stormintowing@gmail.com Norman Stenberg 509-885-2031 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM



TRUE 04/14/20 1:24 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming salon Petco 2927 Queensgate drive Richland I understand that petco itself is essential but the 
grooming department is not and is continuing to 
remain open. It is putting the workers and clients 
alike in danger.

Brittney.senn@gmail.com Brittney 9049307012 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 1:27 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther home improvement store Lowe's 3300 169th Pl NE Arlington It is all over our community Facebook pages that the 
store is packed and no one is following or enforcing 
social distancing.   The parking lot is packed.  This is 
just the one near my home.  I have heard it is 
happening at other Lowe's stores as well.

hzentz7@gmail.com Heidi Zentz 4252684297

TRUE 04/14/20 1:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Costco Car Wash 4401 4th Ave S, Seattle Seattle COSTCO'S CAR WASH IN VIOLATION per the 
following communication:

I wanted to provide further clarification for you and 
your client, Brown Bear Car Wash.  Currently, all car 
wash operations, including tunnel, self-serve, or 
brushless, are not deemed essential.  This holds 
true whether the car wash is standalone or adjoined 
to a separate business, even if that separate 
business is essential.  This also holds true whether 
the car wash is serving the general public or select 
customers from essential sectors.  
  
We certainly appreciate that you sought guidance in 
order to comply with Proclamation 20-25.  And we 
can verify that your decision to remain closed is 
consistent with our office’s reading of the Essential 
Critical Infrastructures List. 
  
Lastly, note that anyone wishing to report a business 
operating in violation of the proclamation can do so 
here. 
  
Please feel free to contact me with any additional 
questions or concerns, 
Alejandro
  
ALEJANDRO SANCHEZ 
Special Assistant | Office of Governor Jay Inslee 
Desk: 360.902.4124 | Cell: 360.688.0727 
www.governor.wa.gov | 
alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

lance.odermat@brownbear.comLance Odermat, General Counsel, CWE Inc. 2065508250 hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com

TRUE 04/14/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chavez Landscaping Maintenance  
425-761-4081

22706 SE 49th Place Issaquah This appears to be preparing a house for sale far 
beyond landscape maintenance. Today was power 
washing fence, driveway, and patio. Last week was 
painting interior and exterior. The house where the 
work is being performed is at 22706 Se 49th Place, 
Issaquah, WA 98029 owned by Moon and Olivia 
Min. The firm performing the work is Chavez 
Landscaping Maintenance with phone number 425-
761-4081.

Sworkman88@gmail.com Scott Workman 425-557-8525 Olivia and Moon Min (residence)

TRUE 04/14/20 1:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Second hand Store The Bargain Boutique 301 East Main St. Goldendale Not only does she remain open she has masks for 
people to wear that she rewashes and puts them out 
for other customers to wear I think that is disgusting 
and it should not be allowed to continue to happen

dawnwebb4488@gmail.com Dawn Lynnett Webb +19712203600 dawnwebb4488@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 1:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Toy Production Funko 1202 Shuksan Way, Everett, WA 98203Everett They continue to remain open and operate during 
these unprecedented times while they are not 
essential. They create toys, funko pops to be exact. I 
work for a recruiting agency and we are hiring 15+ 
people for them because people don't feel safe there 
and are not showing up to work.

garcilazo.eddie@gmail.com Eddie Garcilazo 5097596157 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/14/20 1:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lapetite Bell 147 Front St N Issaquah I have seen a lot of nail salons open. I don't 
understand why we are not cracking down on them. 
I live in Covington, WA and there are quite a few 
there as well.

teresamerola@outlook.com Teresa da Costa

TRUE 04/14/20 2:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Resort Shore Acres Resort 41987 shore Acres RD Loon Lake Boat launch, cabin, canoe and rv space rentals. 
Restaurant, playground.

dabreck@aol.com Debbie 5092766162 admin@shoreacresresort.com

TRUE 04/14/20 2:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government State of Washington Capitol Grounds Olympia Herr Fuhrer Inslee appears to be intoxicated with 
power.

TRUE 04/14/20 2:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suncadia Lodge Condotel Suncadia Lodge 3609 Suncadia Trail Cle Elum Suncadia Lodge continues to issue card keys for and 
grant access to units for folks who are non-
residents. They are also having contractors come on 
site to paint the hallways and perform landscaping. 
This is my primary residence. I’m high risk and have 
no way to isolate myself from the virus under the 
current conditions here at the lodge.

house5722@gmail.com Jennifer Smith 4257618593 HOUSE5722@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 2:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Eden Hill 2209 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle caller concerned that they seem to be opening an 
outdoor seating area.  there may be employees 
gathered there presently but even so distancing was 
not being practiced

TRUE 04/14/20 2:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Gaming / Hobby Shane's Cards 601 S Grady Way, Ste D Renton Business is opening posting on Social Media 
(Facebook) that they are allowing curbside pick-up.

shanesbigleague@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 2:38 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf course Oakbrook golf course Zircon Lakewood This golf is allowing golfers to play on the course. 
They put a letter out to members that they can walk 
the course and if they happen to hit a rock with a 
stick wink wink. There are a lot of golfers out there 
daily.

Abcam7008@gmail.com A. Canodeca 253-232-5790

04/14/20 2:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Golf Club McCormick Woods Golf Club 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard The golf course and restuarant is open and there are 
gatherings of large groups of people not observing 
stay at home orders.

TRUE 04/14/20 2:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant Detention Center NW Detention Center 1623 East J Street Tacoma The NW Detention Center is a non-essential 
business continuing to operate in defiance of Gov. 
Inslee's proclamation.  It puts the health and lives of 
innocent people in peril every moment of every day, 
by denying necessary hygiene needs, and by making 
it impossible for people to observe social distancing.

sherry_bupp@outlook.com Sherry Bupp 4258919635 GEO Group

TRUE 04/14/20 2:47 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction All All Thurston County I am fielding phone calls from citizens stating that 
state agents are telling them to contact their local 
jurisdiction for enforcement of Governor Inslee's 
"Stay at Home" order.  If this is the case, is there a 
specific criteria; especially as it relates to 
'construction'?

kraig.chalem@co.thurston.wa.usKraig Chalem 360.754.4034

TRUE 04/14/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Price Ford 3311 E hwy 101 Port Angeles I personally know people that work here and other 
people that have been buying cars while the 
dealership is suppose to be closed. There has been 
talk about falsifying documents to protect the 
dealership. Other dealerships in town are going to 
attempt to open because this dealership has gotten 
away with it.

Kim_pritchard6@hotmail.comKim Pritchard 3604615467.0000

TRUE 04/14/20 2:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Walking Seattle Walk Stars 1208 NE 168th St Shoreline Emily takes packs of 8-10 dogs  from around Seattle 
to Magnuson Park in Seattle which currently had a 
closed parking lot. She goes into so many houses.

mmeye1@gmail.com Matt Meyers 5189297790 Emily Dean

TRUE 04/14/20 2:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is openBar or other business with a liquor license Redstones Tavern 19 Foster Avenue Pittsburgh, Crafton 15205 Bar tender, she has drugs in her purse, some of the 
patrons also have drugs on them

TRUE 04/14/20 2:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Petco 2927 Queensgate Dr Richland Petco has recently opened their grooming salon 
even though grooming is not considered essential by 
the govenors guidelines. Despite stating on their 
website that they will wear masks and gloves, masks 
have not been provided to employees. Social 
distancing cannot be practiced in the salon either 
raising concerns.

lydreher@gmail.com Laura Dreher 360-277-1007 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 2:57 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention and 
imprisonment of 
undocumented immigrants

Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma Imprisoning people for immigrating is non-essential 
and an act of biological warfare because no 
detention facility can maintain the social distancing 
and sanitation requirements needed to protect 
imprisoned immigrants from the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Free them all!

brianamwilcox@gmail.com Briana Wilcox 951-907-0544



TRUE 04/14/20 3:10 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Douglas County Commissioner’s AND 
Chase Cooper (C&C Investment 
Properties)

203 Rainier Street AND POB 2874Waterville AND Wenatchee Douglas County Board of Commissioner’s issued a 
Proclamation to let 85 existing residential 
sites/businesses to continue building. Builders are 
deliberately continuing to build on projects that don’t 
meet even the Commissioner’s order; much less that 
of the State’s. The site across from our house gets 
to build, workers don’t social distance, and they 
could potentially get hurt. We have 3 essential 
workers in our home - RN, Fred Meyer cashier, and 
Behavioral Health worker. We follow the rules when 
not being required to report to work. 
Why do we even bother to protect others when our 
officials and neighbors fail to protect us? Why do 
they get to grossly bend the rules? Reaching out to 
the Commissioner’s was met with angst and 
dismissiveness; followed by a commissioner’s 
meeting and continuation of building. I have pictures 
of multiple social distancing violations over many 
different days since the Governor’s Order AND the 
Commissioner’s Proclamation took effect. This is my 
second appeal for C&C Investments East Haven 
project to be halted via the Governor’s office. The 
Chelan-Douglas Health Department was notified 2 
times, the Commissioner’s once (2x by a family 
member). Honestly, do we even matter? Certainly 
not to our Douglas County Commissioners.

Naninecarter@gmail.com Nanine Carter 509-860-2224 Douglas County AND C&C Investment Properties

TRUE 04/14/20 3:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther health risk! Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma NW Detention Center is a non-essential business 
that continues to operate and put people's lives at 
risk. I urge the state to release all inside, and I 
demand that Public Health conduct visits to interview 
and release information on those detained and those 
on hunger strikes.

megan@seattlemennonite.orgRev. Megan M. Ramer 2065718207

TRUE 04/14/20 3:15 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other food bank on 4th av s 
seattle st. vincents.  No 
signs about 6 feet 
separation

st vincent food bank 5972 4th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98108seattle no 6 foot separation.  no signs about 6 foot 
separation.  people are right next to each other. no 
taped off boundaries for 6 foot separation

jonathanjvogel@comcast.net jonathan vogel 4253946204 executivedirector@svdpseattle.org

TRUE 04/14/20 3:19 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther crossfit gym Natural Selection CrossFit 309 N Belfair Ct Kennewick they still seem to be serving clients smeaglete@gmail.com Katie 5095548291

TRUE 04/14/20 3:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Hookah lounge Kazi Hookah Lounge 25636 102nd Pl SE KENT They are open by appointment, with Cash 
transactions only.

amaralalimi@gmail.com Amar Alalimi 206-915-6933

TRUE 04/14/20 3:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pipes Amazon.com,inc. 550 s Monroe St Seattle Not essential BarbaraE@microsoft.net Barbara 2538761278

TRUE 04/14/20 3:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Douglas County 
Commissioners ignoring 
stay at home orders for the 
state

Douglas County Washington 213 Rainier St. Waterville https://accounts.rhino3d.com/oauth2/auth?state=0aL
c9vSO1ihRyFqskTki3pkDBxh9zvoEW3oF_hTTPVvF
s8-
Hic7HgmaWYdUDOJ6b&response_type=code&client
_id=cloud_zoo_client&scope=openid%20profile%20e
mail%20groups%20licenses&redirect_uri=http%3A%
2F%2Flocalhost%3A1717%2F

Ongoing promotion of violation of Stay at Home 
orders. Unsanctioned waivers being granted to 
businesses allowing continued spread of the virus in 
our area. It seems Douglas County has chosen to 
ignore Governor Inslee and is in direct defiance of 
emergency orders.

Concerned Citizen http://www.douglascountywa.net/

TRUE 04/14/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Costco 4401 4th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle Car Wash is open and operating contrary to 
Governor Inslee's executive order

neigetaniere@protonmail.comHenri Neigetaniere hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com

TRUE 04/14/20 3:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ice cream truck All City Ice Cream 10743 A St S, Suite B Tacoma The ice cream truck is luring children out of self 
isolation to buy frozen treats.  Money is exchanged, 
and the product is transferred in close proximity.  
The driver I spoke with said he’ll put on gloves and a 
mask if requested (few children would think to make 
that request).  This is irresponsible  given the 
COVID-19 threat.

calmdodo@gmail.com Laurie Nelson 253 576-2585 info@allcityicecream.com

TRUE 04/14/20 3:49 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner refuses to close the gym during this 
pandemic. They are signing up new members and 
profiting while other responsible gyms have closed.

Ryan Blake 253-226-2383 Gstandardgym@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner is telling members to park on street and away 
from building making it look like there isn't a lot of 
people working out. Gabe Moen (owner) believes 
this is a hoax and encourages members to workout 
through flu like symptoms. DANGEROUS!

Misting Wheelock 253-752-4591 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:00 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming Salon Covington 27111 167th Pl SE Covington The dog grooming salon was open and operating. It 
had 1 groomer inside the salon with no PPE and a 
dog. There was another groomer outside the salon 
2.5 ft away from the customer scheduling an 
unnecessary 2nd appointment that can also be done 
online or over the phone at another time. The 
customer could not understand the groomer and so 
she had 1/2 her mask off her face. Another Petco 
cashier employee was standing 1 foot away from 
customer petting her dog and breathing in her dog’s 
face. 
Grooming is a non essential business. These dogs 
can be rescheduled. The grooming salon should not 
be open. They are exposing dozens of more people 
than necessary.

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Game / Hobby Gabi's Olympic Cards & Comics 4230 Pacific Ave SE Lacey Business is very active on social media trying to sell 
products and getting them to customers by any 
means possible.

olympiccardsandcomics@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tunnel Car Wash Buffalo Car Wash 13116 39th Ave Se Everett, WA 98208Everett Tunnel Car Washes are not supposed to be open. 
Seems like since they're on the same property as a 
gas station, they are taking advantage. No 
competitor tunnel Car Washes nearby are open.

mattperry25@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Jet pro Express auto wash 902 grant rd, east WenatcheeWenatchee I don't think a car wash is essential and it shouldn't 
be open during a pandemic.

jeannel1956@hotmail.com Jeanne LaRocque 360-637-8524 manager@jetproautowash.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:40 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Spokane veterans home 222 w 5th ave Spokane washington Spokane veterans home has active cases of covid 
19, each day the number is growing among patients 
and staff. Spokane veterans home was donated a 
large amount of n95 masks from the American red 
cross important in caring for a positive tested patient, 
as I do understand covid is droplet related, unless 
you are within one foot of a positive person. I feel 
that in a nursing home where a care provider is up 
close to a patient providing cares it is important to 
have a facility protect the caregiver and any patients 
against the spread of this covid 19 virus. This facility 
will not provide the n95 mask even though they have 
an ample amount to do so. They also are not 
following proper quarantine as this spreads among 
the facility, often patients are eating at meal times in 
a large group in a dining room, many residents are 
going up and down the hall of the quarantined area 
freely to a patio to smoke or gather socially. There 
are other doors and exits these patients can use and 
not be forced to go through a quarantined area. They 
are putting healthy residents at risk. I believe that 
because of this movement in the quarantined area 
healthy residents have been unnecessarily exposed 
and have now tested positive. Please contact this 
facility asap to ask them to follow CDC guidelines 
and give out masks to protect everyone including the 
public. Also this facility is telling staff if the test 
positive or have any covid 19 symptoms we are 
required to go to work regardless unless we have a 
fever. We are not allowed to call off a shift. Staff is 
coming to work sick in fear if losing there jobs. 
Francis Bean and Hardish are the two supervisors 

aprilbaum7.ab@gmail.com April york 2087040525

TRUE 04/14/20 4:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other bicycle and mountain bike 
rental

jack's bicycle shop 1907 Iowa St bellingham bicycle sell/repair and rental to support local bikers at 
Galbraith bicycle park. Profiting off of stay at home 
order.

jacksbikeshop@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/14/20 4:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture H&H Furniture 214 S. Toppenish Ave Toppenish Business has been open 4/13 & 4/14 Tamie Goodman 509-865-9078 Mark Peterson

TRUE 04/14/20 4:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco 189 E Bakerview Bellingham They are still offering grooming services. chenposmom@gmail.com Lee Kelly 3607391660 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/14/20 4:58 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf course he Classic Golf Club 4908 208th Street East Spanaway I drove by this morning only to find several people 
out golfing and several cars and trucks parked inside 
the facility as if business as usual.  I am frustrated 
because other businesses are not essential and are 
following the guidelines

jasbr1970@gmail.com Jason Rankin 253-951-0220



TRUE 04/14/20 5:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco N Stratford Rd Moses Lake Petco continues to allow pet grooming services while 
all other small business, mom and pop groomers are 
shut down. If you're gonna say pet grooming is non 
essential and needs to be shut down, then all 
groomers should be shut down including those in 
Veterinary offices, private shops, etc. Also, Petco 
sees way more of the general public versus the 
small private shops. We need it to be equal!

TRUE 04/14/20 5:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Powder Coating CT Specialties LLC 2815 37th Ave SW #120 Olympia A small business with <10 employees.  Working full 
time, coating and  delivering powder coated products 
(paint for metal) to car supply business and 
construction facilities.

Please leave anonymous as owner has been asked 
before if he is essential.

jrock42244224@gmail.com Amber 3602804694 Unknown

TRUE 04/14/20 5:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Walmart 11400 Hwy 99 Everett On 4/11 @ 1300
The amount of people inside the store was nerve 
wracking. Shoulder to shoulder, no room to 
maneuver with all the in isle displays around the 
check out area. Employees were not regulating the 
influx of people nor advising about 6 feet of distance 
to be maintained. They simply sat at the entrance 
and worked on an ipad.

Otis.laurel@gmail.com Laurel Otis 14252410801

TRUE 04/14/20 5:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Post Office United States Post Office 415 1st Ave N Seattle Employees are either wearing one or the other when 
it comes to gloves or masks. There is a plastic shield 
but it is open on both sides & bottom and not helpful. 
Photos are available.

N/A Carla Phillipy 415 1st Ave N N/A

TRUE 04/14/20 5:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Anewu nail salon W street Tumwater Customers exiting building saying “thank you”
Sign stating “open”

jlb.judyb@comcast.net Judy Bogdanovich 3607429090

TRUE 04/14/20 5:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dentist Oakes Family Dentistry 1111 East Reserve St. Vancouver, WA  98661 knw someone that has appt for non-emergent 
procedure on 4/15/20. I called and asked if they 
were doing cleanings and was told no.  I asked about 
crowns that were non-emergent.  Lindsey told me 
yes, they had ways to make that work.

TRUE 04/14/20 5:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other ice cream truck Sweet Tooth ice cream truck unknown Battle Ground essential or non-essential?  Watched them driving 
through a Battle Ground neighborhood on Saturday 
4/10/20 and some little kids ran from right up to the 
truck and bought ice cream.

picchioni.teresa@gmail.com Teresa 360-952-0432

TRUE 04/14/20 5:48 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hanford clean up Washington river protection Hanford Richland Placing up to 60 people in one area. Cannot 
following distance requirements. Presidents and 
Vice Presidents we are here to make this company 
money you will return to work Monday. Thousands of 
people work out there.

Mlstone55@icloud.com Mike 5093088303

TRUE 04/14/20 5:53 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of sports and people on the field

TRUE 04/14/20 5:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Three residential homes Residential HOmes 1st Ave west and west Raye StreetSeattle Three homes having a block party. COrner of 1st 
ave and W Raye street in Queen Anne, Groups of 
adults and children  gathering in the front yards 
across three homes while also slowing and backing 
up traffic. Do not have specific address, however 
hard to miss- as yards are filledwith pink flamigos 
and ALki Beach sign for a block /beach party.

kristamatulionis@Hotmail.comK 3035236534

TRUE 04/14/20 6:19 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 189 e bakerview rd Bellingham Petco still open for grooming

TRUE 04/14/20 6:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog salon 9311 192nd ave east Bonney lake Grooming not allowed according to the governor.

TRUE 04/14/20 6:21 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 22621 bothell Everett hwy Bothell Grooming is supposed to be closed right now

TRUE 04/14/20 6:22 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco dog grooming 7202 burden blvd Pasco Petco grooming is still open

TRUE 04/14/20 6:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 1410 E John St. Seattle It is impossible to run and clean the self checkout 
and still keep 6 feet of social distance between 
customers because they are not patient or respectful 
of our six feet. Customers joining the line for self 
checkout are walking down the isle right next to the 
people in line and when they do this people end up 
face to face with only a couple feet of distance. It is 
very difficult to maintain 6 feet of distance when we 
only have one door open for the store. We need to 
have separate slider doors for entry and exit. I have 
ideas for how we can make things better I just need 
more support and resources to make signs and 
enforce our guidelines.

nathanclorang@gmail.com Nathan Lorang 4257532883

TRUE 04/14/20 6:24 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 975 nw gillman blvd Issaquah Not stopped grooming for weeks.  It's against the 
order.

TRUE 04/14/20 6:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 17200 southcenter pkwy Tukwila Governor stopped grooming.  They are grooming. 
Not stopping

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/14/20 6:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 27111 167th pl Covington Not supposed to be grooming.  Why are they

TRUE 04/14/20 6:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography lab Panda Lab 533 Warren Ave North Seattle The doors have been re-opened and is accepting 
new business.  The lobby area is very, very tight.  It 
is nearly impossible for persons to maintain 6 feet 
distance from one another in this area.  The 
manager is high risk and yet has been told "must 
work."  This is irresponsible on multiple levels.

mlderr@gmail.com Melissa 2256032960 Mary Fleenor

TRUE 04/14/20 6:46 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 2927 Queensgate drive Richland The grooming salon inside the petco in Richland is 
still open

issactalley3@gmail.com Issac 3528706498

TRUE 04/14/20 6:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center NW Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 Social distancing is not possible in a detention 
center. Free them all for public health please.

shelbyhandler@gmail.com shelby handler 3035139618

TRUE 04/14/20 6:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Crossfit Hiawatha park, west seattle Seattle The different gyms and sports coaches/athletes 
getting together is getting bigger, almost took up 
most of field today. Busiest around 12/1p

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Several

TRUE 04/14/20 6:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Ben Jamin Carpets LLC 115 E Main St, Elma, WA 98541Elma, WA 98541 The Owner of this carpet co claims he is an 
essential business. When asked about the corona 
virus he said it was just a hoax.

ghdaveswave@gmail.com Dave Johnson (360) 470-8689 Andrew Walters

TRUE 04/14/20 6:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hairy Pot Hair aka Joshua Schlosser 308 4th Ave S Seattle He is continuing to work and texting clients that he is 
still working out of his salon in Seattle. He is in the 
basement of this address. He also does not have a 
business license. I have corrected many of his 
clients hair and want him shut down. He gives us in 
the industry a bad name.

Lorrel8@hotmail.com Lorrel Macdonald 4259844352 Unsure

TRUE 04/14/20 7:04 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Rainer Park/playfield Rainer Park 38th & Oregon Seattle Too many people gathering at the park, playing 
basketball at the court and not social distancing.  To 
many people hanging out in thier cars smoking pot, 
drinking patron tequila and kicking it like its a block 
party with loud ass music playin. Please send a cop 
or park ranger to tell these people to go home!! Stop 
brining their funky germs to our neighborhood!!

gojus33@hotmail.com Ruby 2066837829 n/a

TRUE 04/14/20 7:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis 7701 Custer Rd W Lakewood Car Wash is open and operating contrary to 
Governor Inslee's executive order

neigetaniere@protonmail.comHenri Neigetaniere corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/14/20 7:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Super Car Wash 1220 N 40th Ave Yakima, WA This car wash Is operated by staff, including drying 
and doors of the vehicles are being opened, to dry 
door jams.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/14/20 7:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Moda Capelli 522 Capitol way s Olympia Owner is working on clients out of her house.

TRUE 04/14/20 8:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Safeway 607 Omache Dr. Omak Safeway is not discouraging groups from shopping 
together... "One family, one shopper".  It is not just 
one parent and children (I understand the challenge 
of childcare).  It is couples and couples with children.  
 It angers me because I am doing everything I can to 
not spread the virus to vulnerable populations, such 
as my elderly in-laws.

duguayb65@gmail.com William Duguay 5093419088

TRUE 04/14/20 8:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Taco Guaymas 4719 california ave SW Seattle No distancing of customers or staff from customers, 
NO masks , No attempt to keep customers from 
salsa bar, No apparent sanitizing at counter or salsa 
bar

retdmnb@gmail.com Bob

TRUE 04/14/20 8:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 Social distancing requirements are not being met 
inside the Tacoma Northwest Detention Center. 
Detainees are not provided space to observe social 
distancing, and are otherwise residing in unsafe 
conditions which are facilitating contraction of 
COVID-19 among a large gathering being held 
against detainees' wills.

maiasilver@mail.com Maia Silver 3605466591

TRUE 04/14/20 9:05 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other High school North Creek High School 3613 191st Se Bothell Large groups of people on numerous occasions with 
groups of 20 or more on several days jump the fence 
and participate in group sports on the track field.

lacysmart@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 9:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber 916 Vera Court Mount Vernon WA 
98273

916 Vera court Mount Vernon A neighbor of mine is performing hair cuts in her 
garage weekly 
I don’t know her name but I have her address and I 
see people coming and going and seeing her 
perform this service frequently during our shelter in 
place requirement



TRUE 04/14/20 9:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House cleaning auto 
detailing

Books and crannies cleaning company 204 vets Avenue Kelso Advertising that they are an essential business and 
performing regular house cleaning and Covid 
specific santiizing for residential customers, called 
them and they confirmed they are open  and cleaning

Ryankmasuda@gmail.com Ryan Masuda 3602415533 Info@nooksandcranniescleaning.com

TRUE 04/14/20 9:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Home Depot 18333 120th Ave NE Bothell The curbside pickup employee was not wearing any 
protective equipment and was going from car to car, 
nearly in direct contact with customers, while 
checking IDs for order verification.

Leslie.bernhardt1@gmail.comLeslie Bernhardt 206-799-9900

TRUE 04/14/20 9:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Craigslist Unknown Bellevue https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/bts/d/renton-amateur-
mens-hair-stylist-mens/7106967089.html

TRUE 04/14/20 9:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon pink 351 strander Blvd suite 32 Tukwila Madison Wells is still currently taking hair clients. 
You can even book online for April appointments, 
when confronted she said to mind your own 
business.

Madison@salonpink.biz

TRUE 04/14/20 9:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Craigslist Unknown Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/bts/d/seattle-braiding-
and-weaving/7105100542.html

TRUE 04/14/20 10:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog day care & training Affinity canine education 12785 price rd se Olalla They are showing on Facebook the are open and 
booked up through April.

Beyondthefringebyjane@gmail.comJane Rodriguez 3606205931 affinitycanineeducation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 10:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Dr. Scott Clayholds 22605 SE 56th St Issaquah I have had multiple phone calls for
 This business to have my Daughters wisdom teeth 
removed. I was shocked they were calling to confirm 
her appointment. Saying “technically” they are 
essential. I do not believe this is essential?! If 
senators office are closed this office should be as 
well! I would highly recommend looking into this 
place. I doubt I’m the only parent who’s been called.

Info@jawmouthface.com

TRUE 04/14/20 11:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Andrea Walmsley Unknown Walla Walla Advertising mobile hair salon on Facebook pages.  
Her ad says:

“I operate  a mobile salon 
And I'm open for business 
5097309587”

bridgethouse@rocketmail.comMavourneen house 5093860937 bridgethouse@rocketmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:50 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 2617 196th St SW Suite 141 Lynnwood Accepting bookings for non-essential services, no 
social distancing among staff and customers.

TRUE 04/15/20 1:36 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Pazzo’s 2307 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Restaurant serving drinks to customers sitting at bar. benattar@gmail.com Nathaniel Ben-Attar 2064461562

TRUE 04/15/20 1:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf club/course with both 
member and non-member 
services

Oakbrook Golf Club, RMG Group, 
Columbia Hospitality, Inc.

8102 Zircon Dr. SW Lakewood URGENT/CONFIDENTIAL REPORTING (FEAR OF 
RETALIATION)! This non-essential golf course 
business has continued to operate under the guise 
of letting "members only" (we have an email from the 
course if you would like to see it) continue to pour 
onto the golf course on a daily basis and golf in 
droves of people (groups of people who are clearly 
interacting with each other, not following the 6-foot 
distancing rule, not wearing masks, including relaxed 
rules of "guests" of "members" who are clearly not 
social distancing, and coming into the 
yards/properties of all homeowners throughout the 
course to retrieve their golf balls.  Even worse, the 
owner(s) and their agents, including but not limited 
to "volunteers" hired by golf club management to 
apparently check member IDs, are approaching each 
person on the course face to face (within a physical 
proximity of inches) without wearing masks, taking 
IDs without wearing gloves and handing them back 
to each member without sanitizing.  The sheer 
numbers of golfers in groups on the course without 
masks, gloves, in close proximity of each other and 
going into the yards/properties of homeowners on 
the course is astonishing and unsettling.  We believe 
that all other courses have been closed, whether 
public or private, and wish we had reported this 
earlier.  Clearly the owners/management of the 
Oakbrook Golf Club could care less about social 
distancing, the homeowners who have been long 
supporters of the golf course, their community, or 
Governor Inslee's stay home/essential business 
orders from March 23.  Please do something to stop 

kiralaw@comcast.net Kira Truebenbach PLEASE KEEP ANONYMOUS FEAR OF RETALIATION8589455499 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/15/20 5:23 AM Non-essential business is openOther Pet grooming Wags 2 Riches 4303 West 27 Ave Kennewick This is a pet grooming salon and they never stopped 
grooming. They have been open knowing they are 
not to be.

TRUE 04/15/20 6:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other N/A Rim Rock Cove Blue Lake,Wa N/A I live just off of Blue Lake,Wa and there is a 
community of park models that some people live in 
year round but, mostly just used as mini vacation 
spots. This last week of April 11-12 there was a 
gathering of about 10-15 people with no regard to 
the social distancing guidelines. Im not sure who the 
people were but I did notice a white Chevy truck with 
a tool box in the bed. I feel if the rest of us have 
abide by the guidelines so should they. I wish to 
remain anonymous please.

fatdizl2317@yahoo.com N/A N/A

TRUE 04/15/20 7:04 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Mercer Island Auto Spa 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer Island Non essentials redaxelnos@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 7:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto and Rv detail Flipping auto 24814 e Wellesley ave Otis orchards Have not closed since virus started and have 
customers there daily , we live next door and are 
concerned.

Bob 5092163441 Jim Hanson

TRUE 04/15/20 7:27 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr SW Lakewood I work in Human Resources at Clover Park School 
District.  Because the HR Director, Linda Krininger, 
is not taking the Stay Home, Stay Health order 
seriously, she is making everyone in HR come in to 
work 3 days a week and is moving us to 5 days a 
week soon.  She thinks we are essential, however, 
the only people who are essential are the ones that 
work in payroll.  Everyone else is coming in to work 
just to do "busy work".  The work we are doing is not 
essential at all and can be done from home.

TRUE 04/15/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ESP Construction 7312 122nd ave ne Kirkland At 0715 two (2) construction workers with a white 
box truck working on site.  There have been worker 
on and off over the last few weeks during the stay at 
home orders.

TRUE 04/15/20 8:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Colvos Lake st. S. & 2nd Kirkland Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

TRUE 04/15/20 8:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Golf Course Othello Golf Club 2269 W Mockingbird Ln Othello I have complained about this before, and no action 
has been taken.  The Othello Golf Club remains 
open.  The state of WA does not consider golf an 
essential business, but no action has been taken 
because the game takes place outdoors.  However, 
very, very few of the golfers who crowd this course 
daily practice social distancing.  They crowd together 
at the pitches and on the greens, screaming and 
shouting.  They stand shoulder to shoulder and high-
5.  They spit and hack and cough as they drive or 
walk only feet from residential yards.  They also ride 
together in crowded golf carts.  I have seen as many 
as 4 people in a single golf cart (with only 2 seats).  
No more than 1 person should ride in a golf cart in 
this pandemic, the seats are only 2-3 feet apart - yet 
80% of the carts I see have 2 or more people in 
them actively yelling or shouting at one another - all 
expelling potentially harmful droplets.

My main concern is that Othello is very, very windy 
most days and the wind blows directly from the 
players into my yard and open windows.  I've seen 
players sneeze or cough without covering their 
mouths and have been directly down wind from 
them.  The 6 feet of separation does not apply in 
windy conditions - wind can transport these 
potentially infectious particles much further.  Othello 
is windy roughly 5-6 days per week.

I know that the Adams Co Sheriff will take no action 
on this, action would have to be taken and enforced 
on a state level.  This community is very 

TRUE 04/15/20 8:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cowdrey mechanical systems 395 coporate drive south Tukwila Washington Doin non essential work.
Workers are on site are not essential / not doin 
essential work.

Knudsen414@gamil.com Andy 3602137669 Phone. (360) 215-4800

TRUE 04/15/20 8:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Business is open with people using services Anonymous

TRUE 04/15/20 8:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction DevCo, Inc Frontier Ave SE Snoqualmie There is a large scale rental property construction 
site at the end of Frontier Ave SE.  I just realized 
today that they have remained operating 
(construction) despite the closing of non-essential 
businesses.

brian.james.taylor@gmail.comBrian Taylor 5856131248 info@devcoproperty.com



TRUE 04/15/20 8:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apartment/Condo cleaning 
service

Ellys Reliable Cleaning 4835 E C St, Tacoma, WA 98404Tacoma Owners Tamara Matthis and Mark Matthis continue 
to clean large building full of tenants/residence. You 
can see from their Yelp page that they are still 
open.https://www.yelp.com/biz_photos/ellys-cleaning-
service-tacoma-
2?select=23PieUJ8ENMOJMLpH7cwNwThe 
concern is compounded by the fact that owner 
Tamara Matthis refuses to practice social distancing 
in her personal life. On her social media accounts 
(name Facebook) she is advocating largely for 
people to leave their house and is asking friends to 
meet with her.  For safely concerns, I would like to 
keep my personal information private. Thank you.

contact@ellysreliablyclean.com

TRUE 04/15/20 8:59 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Icecream trucks in 
neighborhood

Polar treats 1402 108th St. S Tacoma This business sells icecream to trucks which are 
selling to children in neighborhoods. Icecream trucks 
are nonessential

Kristinerainville@gmail.com Norma Rainville 2537544290 www.polartreats.biz

TRUE 04/15/20 9:11 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sound transit train Sound transit train S washington st Tacoma Station agent came in contact with me on 3 
occasions and made physical contact with me during 
the first incident. I was told by sound transit HQ that 
what he did was acceptable and done so with their 
authority, and basically told me to take a hike.

Kelvinmedlock@hotmail.com Kelvin Medlock 2066193733

TRUE 04/15/20 9:13 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Informal gathering in park 
(daily)

Rainier Playfield 38th Ave S and Oregon St Seattle As the weather has improved and other parks 
closed, this has become a very large gathering every 
afternoon and early evening.  It often seems to 
expand beyond the block. Lots of dope and drinking. 
Previously, this area has been the site of gang 
activity (a couple high-profile shootings).

barbh@frii.com Barbara Hayes 4257615742

TRUE 04/15/20 9:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Sunland Golf & Country Club 109 Hilltop Drive Sequim Two golf courses in Sequim area are closed 
(Dungeness & Sky Ridge).  Sunland allows 
members to play.  Seems inconsistent.  I would like 
to see all golf courses open, with restrictions which 
are fairly easily placed.

chynden@cablespeed.com Charles Hynden 3603013063 sunlandgolfandcc@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 9:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco All Spokane locations Spokane wa Apparently Petco in Spokane has said that they will 
remain open for grooming and are willing to pay the 
fine. Petco should get fined heavily. Actually, pet 
grooming should be deemed an essential service 
and her small local groomer should be allowed to be 
open. But in the meantime find the heck out of Petco

phoebed@yahoo.com Phoebe Duke 5099999118 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 9:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique, home decor selling 
out of shop on home 
property

The Country Porch by Lori & Heart of 
Mine

33221 206th PL SE Auburn Two women allowing people to shop in their "store" 
on their property. Non essential business.

marthabrownisgreat@gmail.comMartha Browne none sales@countryporch.com

TRUE 04/15/20 9:56 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Big Lake Golf Course 17523 highway 9 Mount Vernon Just drove by and there are golfers on the course 
and vehicles in the parking lot. Seems unfair that 
they’re open when others are closed. And also 
unsafe. 

I’m providing my information below assuming it is 
confidential. Please do not share.

Em.derenne@gmail.com Emily Derenne

TRUE 04/15/20 9:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Skin MD does medical 
grade cosmetic procedures 
such as botox, fillers, RF 
for Erectile dysfunction, 
laser hair removal, facials

Skin MD 2611 NE 125th Street Suite #228Seattle This business is still doing cosmetic procedures 
which is in violation. They work very close to people 
who

TRUE 04/15/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn service edmonds landscaping 22319 76th Ave W, edmonds a lawn service cutting grass is not essential dkclmkr@frontier.com glenn schmidt 2065424326

TRUE 04/15/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog training Center Four Paws and Four Paws Equipment 
LLC

10680 Ridge Rim Trail SE Port Orchard Public and other business using this property to train 
dogs. They are comcomming onto a private RR zone 
property and training dog. They are barking and 
disrupting my peace and my ability to enjoy my 
property during this mandatory lock down.

Tina Stafford

TRUE 04/15/20 10:15 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Country Cafe 605 State Street Lyle Open for Brunch on 4/12/2020

TRUE 04/15/20 10:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Krauszer's Food Store 70 Guilden St New Brunswick Nobody wearing masks (including owner), Expired 
food and price gouging.

jpetrushev@gmail.com Jon Petrushev 7325697049

TRUE 04/15/20 10:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Picture frame maker Tacoma Frame Makers 3011 6th ave Tacoma Open and working with employees . Customer of 6th ave frame4ubabe@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Currie Construction 11520 Durland Ave NE Seattle building a non-essential garage in a back yard with 
lots of giant trucks and several workers.

nothankyou@gmail.com NO Thanks 2065551212

TRUE 04/15/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave. W Edmonds Edmonds Landscaping is perfoming routine tasks 
regularly around town. Mowing yards, trimming. This 
is considered nonessential.

riffzy@comcast.net Edmonds Landscaping

TRUE 04/15/20 10:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other vintage junk store vintage mercantile 5005 N Market Spokane Vintage Mercantile and Auction, 5005 N Market, is 
selling items through Facebook marketplace and 
meeting them at their side door. They had posted my 
stolen bicycle that I tried to recover. I have a police 
report on file and am working with Detective Wayne.  
jwang@spokanecounty.org

 I contacted them through Facebook and John Niece 
called and set up a meet at the store yesterday, April 
14th at 11:30am.

 Thank you for your attention to this – Bad enough 
someone is operating against the state order, but 
selling stolen bikes takes things to another level.

jj_pantera@yahoo.com Jeff Jenkins 5099980581 teambeenthere@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 10:49 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Douglas County TLS 140 19th Street NW Suite A East Wenatchee Govenment has now opened the main doors to the 
public. After the phone meeting with the Governor's 
office, Douglas County has continued to snub their 
nose to the Governor. Governor Inslees's office 
should have ordered a cease and desist order. 
Douglas County have double their reported COVID 
case sin 2 days. There seems to be a correlation of 
allowing to the continuance of building  activities.

TRUE 04/15/20 10:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther massages Maya Paradise Massage 9106 NE HWY 99 suite G vancouver This business has been operating for the last few 
weeks. a lot of older customers going into this 
business.

TRUE 04/15/20 10:53 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Eagles Club Eagles Club 4001 Jackson Ave. S.E. Port Orchard, WA On Saturday 04-11-20, the Eagles club had a large 
social gathering evidenced by 100 or so people 
gathered in the parking lot ignoring social distancing 
rules.  Besides this violation, the Kitsap County 
Sheriff was handing out tickets about a block away 
for speeding violations, totally ignoring the violation!  
This is particularly alarming, because it means the 
Sheriff is ignoring the social distancing rules put in 
place to protect us.  Please enforce the Governor's 
laws and help save lives!  Thank you.

avery.m.ehlers@comcast.net Avery Ehlers 253-241-6363

TRUE 04/15/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lawn service Holt I’m Landscaping Pro Box 775 Stanwood Mowing lawn and yard work Daleandronda@gmail.com Ronda Miller 2067907997 Tony@holtumlandscape.com

TRUE 04/15/20 11:13 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Research Admin Office at 
UW School of Medicine - 
Research & Graduate 
Education

Research and Graduate Education, 
UW School of Medicine, University of 
Washington

850 Republican St Seattle This person, John Slattery - Vice Dean and his 
Director, Kathleen Bracy are forcing non-essential 
employees to come into the office to work at least 
once per week.  These staff can do their jobs from 
home (and have been) and do not have to come into 
the office.  This puts staff at risk and especially 
those with underlying medical conditions.  They think 
this will increase "morale" but it is clearly against the 
governor's order.

see above I am afraid to give my name as these are powerful people and might seek me out.see above jts@uw.edu

TRUE 04/15/20 11:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte 13270 100th Ave NE Kirkland employees not social distancing

TRUE 04/15/20 11:20 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare Community Day Center for Children 165 22nd Ave Seattle The daycare is open and has several children/babies 
there, including staff. Director Lois Martin is ignoring 
the closing of non essential business order.

meganirvin1@gmail.com Megan cdccinc@questoffice.net

TRUE 04/15/20 11:20 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare Community Day Center for Children 165 22nd Ave Seattle The daycare is open and has several children/babies 
there, including staff. Director Lois Martin is ignoring 
the closing of non essential business order.

meganirvin1@gmail.com Megan cdccinc@questoffice.net

TRUE 04/15/20 11:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming Chehalis Centralia Vet and dog 
grooming

1214 state st Chehalis they are still grooming dogs. My vet office has 
grooming services also but they can't groom. So how 
can another vet/groomer get away with it. Not fair to 
other groomers

classicduo@msn.com susan wilson 3609722411 classicduo@msn.com

TRUE 04/15/20 11:28 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber PETCO 17200 Southcenter Pkwy #100, Tukwila, WA 98188TUKWILA PET GROOMING SERVICES

TRUE 04/15/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CMP Construction operating at Scout 
Apartments Kirkland

10211 NE 134th Lane kirkland CMP COnstruction has  hispanic workers hiding in 
apartments to do remodeling work in violation of 
stay. They removed all company vehicles so it 
appears all vehicles are personal.

TRUE 04/15/20 11:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real Estate 
Company/property 
Management

Fulcrum Real Estate Services 2715 64th Ave NE Tacoma As I type this, our property manager Kelly Ronnie is 
showing an apartment (it's been vacant for months) 
to two women. Yesterday she was here hanging 
artwork in the common areas.  11:30 AM April 15

ltrevalyan@yahoo.com Leanne Trevalyan 2532387908



TRUE 04/15/20 11:42 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other hardware HOME DEPOT Delridge Way Seattle Former essential employee age 68, Ken Baker, 
Domestic abuse, harassment, deliberate 
contamination to neighbors, wife (me) having to stay 
with friends because of abuse, husband working 
with public, wife on Monday walked miles to home 
(husband destroyed wife's car), to get essential mail, 
some clothes, home-based business shut down 
because of virus and abuse, husband came out of 
neighbor's house exposing them, no mask, wife saw 
and asked do not follow to house, husband followed, 
forced his way into house with door in wife's face, 
wouldn't leave, followed wife from room to room with 
video, wife has in person, texts reminded husband of 
pandemic, Governor's Proclamation, husband 
laughs.  States leaving town Saturday, will 
contaminate others.

westseattle1952@gmail.com Susan Baker 206 735-6427 Home Depot

TRUE 04/15/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental property Public storage Bothell 9000 NE Bothell Way Bothell This non-essential business is open, and it’s asshole 
manager is harassing people and charging rental 
fees while threatening to evict if not paid. That’s like 
8 kinds of illegal.

Kaylyayala@gmail.com Phoenix Ryan (manager)

TRUE 04/15/20 11:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware/Lumber Arrow Lumber - Eatonville 388 Center St. E Eatonville Large gathering of people, not social distancing or 
practicing correct cleaning.

pacrimre@gmail.com Stephanie 360-832-2304

TRUE 04/15/20 12:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Home Staging Seattle Staged to Sell 1023 N 49th St Seattle This is a home staging company that goes into 
houses about to go on the market. They install 
decorative furniture. They continue to operate and 
force workers to work while other staging companies 
are following the rules.

shirin@seattlestagedtosell.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home furnishings, 
collectibles

Josephine's Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Non-essential business bringing in employees and 
vendors, advertising customers to come into our 
town to pick up merchandise.  Also out delivering.

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther landlord bansal real estate 55 1st pl issaquah Owner has not prohibited certain massage therapist 
and marketing person to operate

TRUE 04/15/20 12:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other ground delivery fed ex/ups 530 SW Everett Mall Way Everett no masks on the delivery people..usps has masks 
and gloves..so why does everyone else not have 
those items? little short sighted..while your at it..the 
local food bank will have 90 percent people masked 
then one guy in charge getting way to close to 
everyone for no reason with no mask..QFC and 
safeway will have a couple employees masked but 
not all? SHOULDNT IT BE AN ACROSS THE 
BOARD REQUIREMENT FOR PEOPLE 
TOUCHING AND DELIVERING FOOD AND ITEMS 
TO BE GEARED UP..I MEAN IT MAKES ZERO 
SENSE THE WAY THE RULES SEEM ONLY TO 
APPLY TO SOME..i think i have a resentment 
because im the one trying not to get sick because IM 
ALREADY SICK..ugh..ALL FREAKING CUSTOMER 
SERVICES NEED GLOVES AND 
MASKS..PERIOD..WAKE UP...maybe you havent 
seen the paper on the rapid and deadly dgenetic 
mutations going on on earth right now..its ok i will 
wait

heartzofvalor@gmail.com rebeckah aubertin <<<the chick that actually follows suggestions to save lives..omgheartzofvalor@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco Pet Grooming Salon 189 East Bakerview Rd Bellingham Should be closed. Isnt LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 12:09 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Motorcycle Dealership Eastside Harley-Davidson 2350 136th Pl NE Bellevue, WA Store is full of shoppers

TRUE 04/15/20 12:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco pet grooming 9311 192nd Ave East Bonney Lake Theyve been open for weeks in defiance of the state 
orders. They know and don't care

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 12:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home furnishings, 
collectibles, decor

Red Plantation 18833 NE Front St, Suite B Poulsbo, WA Non-essential business still open and operating and 
calling vendors to work in store.  Advertising 
merchandise pick up, bringing customers into our 
town core.  Advertising
delivery of merchandise.  Previously reported, 
nothing done.

redplantation@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco pet salon 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy Gl2aBothell They are not closed but grooming is against code 
right now.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 12:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco Pet Grooming 27111 167th Place Se Suite 113Covington Grooming is supposed to be shut down. They are 
packed

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 12:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Mercer Island Dermatology 2835 82nd Ave SE Mercer Island Botox, filler procedures, and nonemergent surgeries allison@miderm.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Immigrant Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 This non-essential business is still operating, and it 
is not possible for people on the inside to practice 
social distancing. This place needs to be SHUT 
DOWN for violating the governor's proclamation.

emxpaine@gmail.com Em Paine

TRUE 04/15/20 12:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St. Tacoma Social distancing is not possible in a detention center 
where there are large groups of people being 
detained in close quarters. Detention centers are not 
an essential business. This is a public health crisis 
and is putting people's lives in jeopardy.

chin.corey@gmail.com Corey Chin 510-517-8116

TRUE 04/15/20 12:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash in Olympia 1200 Black Lake Blvd SW, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia Car wash is open and workers are not provided 
masks to wear. I believe a car was is not essential

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 1200 Black Lake Blvd SW, Olympia, WA 98502Olympia Car wash is open and it not essential corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Smoke shop Super smoke shop 425 e college way Mount vernon Smoke shop is not essential business. But they are 
open.

TRUE 04/15/20 12:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 1200 Black Lk Blvd SW 98502Olympia Noticed cars going through the wash after them 
being closed throughout quarantine. Through 
workers I know there, I am aware that this is not 
allowed as they were deemed non essential.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 9004 Vernon Rd. Lake Stevens They are still performing non-essential pet grooming. Jennifer 4252806062 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 12:50 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment C building for 
disabled veterans

Drexyl House 607 Vevoe Street Oympia WA 98503 Person in C building is putting everyone at risk. He is 
allowing outsiders, homeless people coming into his 
apt and keeping doing some kind of business 
transactions thru the window. He is not following the 
governors stay at home and social distancing orders.

clark28sd72@gmail.com Steven D Clark 253-325-1439 Manager Kelley Tulian 360-753-3340

TRUE 04/15/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction DP Design build 950 18th Ave West Kirkland Hello this construction company is building a new 
home called "the Diana residence".  The alternate 
address for this construction site is 1809 10th Place 
West.  It is on a corner.    The dpdesignbuild phone 
number is 425 985 2633.  Right now today, there 
are siding and roofing subcontractors there .  They 
have been working for at least a week.

www.dpDesignBuild.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Equine Facility River Run Ranch 9922 284th Avenue NortheastCarnation River Run Ranch is continuing business operations 
as usual throughout the lockdown. Horse lessons 
and training continue and social distancing is not 
being observed.

Betty Clarke 425-391-7768 ride2relax@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction unknown-siding roofing and painting 
contractors have unmarked  trucks

1819 7th Street West Kirkland Hello this construction company is building an 
addition to a home at 1819 7th St West. .  There are 
two men on the jobsite today, working on taping 
windows and making siding.

unknown-they have unmarked trucks

TRUE 04/15/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction unknown-siding roofing and painting 
contractors have unmarked  trucks

1819 7th Street West Kirkland Hello this construction company is building an 
addition to a home at 1819 7th St West. .  There are 
two men on the jobsite today, working on taping 
windows and making siding.

unknown-they have unmarked trucks

TRUE 04/15/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Dermatology office Pacific Dermatology & Cosmetic 
Center, Renton

350 S 38th Ct #115, Renton, WA 98055Renton The office receptionist, Brittania Zamora, has been 
exposed to Covid-19 via her mother and 
grandmother who both tested positive, but she is still 
coming into work.  Her manager knows she was 
exposed and is not allowing her to go home.

meganlkelso@gmail.com Megan Kelso 607-279-7818

TRUE 04/15/20 1:09 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Startup Seventh-day Adventist Church 35808 Old Sultan-Startup Rd Sultan, WA 98294 Every SATURDAY I've observed MANY cars parked 
and people walking into the Church between 9:30am 
and 11:00am. On website of Church 
(http://www.startupsda.org/) there is videos uploaded 
on Media then click on Sermons where you can 
clearly see nearly every Saturday people are there 
worshiping NOT following social distancing 
guidelines as set forth by our Governor.

TRUE 04/15/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Maid Service Magic Mops 9410 Widgeon Ct SE Lacey Not only does this person operate a business illegally 
out of her home, but they are also cleaning homes.

pauljlord@yahoo.com Paul Lord 3605567856 sherimeshell@magicmopscleaning.com

TRUE 04/15/20 1:13 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Street sweeper City of Bremerton Going down Marine Drive Bremerton A street sweeper just passed my house blowing up 
all kinds of dirt into the air. Not only is this non-
essential, but it’s possible spreading the COVID 
virus everywhere since multiple people walk this 
area.

ibdjeepgirl@gmail.com Olivia Quinn 3607289595 City of Bremerton

TRUE 04/15/20 1:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Maid Service Elite cleaning of washington 325 Washington St NE #405 Olympia Their phone number is 360-529-2277 pauljlord@yahoo.com Paul Lord 3605567856 elitecleaningofwa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 1:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Maid Service Magic Mops 9410 Widgeon Ct SE Lacey Not only does this person operate a business illegally 
out of her home, but they are also cleaning homes.

pauljlord@yahoo.com Paul Lord 3605567856 sherimeshell@magicmopscleaning.com

TRUE 04/15/20 1:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber City Dog 1400 NW Market Street, #103Ballard Dog grooming is still being done while it has been 
deemed nonessential by our government

wiggle@citydogclub.com



TRUE 04/15/20 1:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/15/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/15/20 1:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Maid Service Cottage Care 3929 Martin Way E #A, Olympia, WA 9850Olympia phone number is 360-455-8234, they are still 
cleaning homes

pauljlord@yahoo.com Paul Lord 3605567856

TRUE 04/15/20 1:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber 425 & Co 425 N Pearl ST Ellensburg Trista Daughtery doing hair 
Kimberly Wiles doing eye lash extensions 
Salon has window coverings trying to hide services 
being done.

TRUE 04/15/20 1:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog groomer and boarding Ruff Cuts/Ruff Inn It 29807 S. Oak St. Kennewick Received a complaint that the pet groomer is not 
adhering to the Stay Home Stay Healthy mandate 
and continues to operate their grooming business. 
Complainant stated that they have previously 
submitted the violation to both the Governor's office 
and Attorney General office but is upset that they 
remain operating while all other similar business is 
closed.

justing@bfhd.wa.gov Justin Gerber 509-460-4330 509-727-0218

TRUE 04/15/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mud cup cafe and Roastery 266 NE 45th St Seattle Out door dining tables are available for customers to 
dine to go food and it’s not helping to tell them it’s 
not allowed!

shayla010478@yahoo.com Shayla Montoya 2536321783

TRUE 04/15/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Creek Construction Corner of Farragut Ave N and MayhanPort Orchard Today 2 large trucks, 4 people are at work and so 
many other businesses do not dare to do what this 
business has done.  He knows no one will do 
anything about it, he is taking advantage of 
everything.  I have photos for everyday they have 
gone to work on this property corner of Farragut Ave 
N and Mayhan Port Orchard, WA 98366

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue- and Community Eagle Crest Construction, Inc. • 360-340-7260 • kurtcraig@aol.com  Kurt Craig

TRUE 04/15/20 1:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cannabis farms making 
and selling hand sanitizer 
through a dissolved 
company.

Winter Farms/ Present Naturals 10211 S Spotted Rd Bldg C&DCHENEY Present Naturals was dissolved by the State in 2019 
but is selling hand sanitizer out of a I502 Cannabis 
farm in Cheney called Winter Farms.  Also they are 
committing FRAUD by doing this!!

brent@sweetwaterfarmsmj.comBRENT SLEMP 509-979-4586

TRUE 04/15/20 1:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE suite e, Lacey, WA 98516Lacey This business is open but is not consider an 
essential business, they have three locations, one 
located at westside olympia, one located at Hawks 
Prairie, one located at reddell road lacey

Oasistanwa@gmail.com DONG QIU 3609706263 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/15/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave Se Port Orchard We are at risk in this community and thousands are 
not opening their business except for non abiding 
citizens.

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue- and Community Eagle Crest Construction, Inc. • 360-340-7260 • kurtcraig@aol.com W3C Valid XHTML 1.0

TRUE 04/15/20 1:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license 59er Diner Unknown Lake Wenatchee Restaurant has large groups of people and are 
eating outside on the benches.

TRUE 04/15/20 2:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other auto/RV dealership sales Paul Everetts RV Country 5111 20th Street East Tacoma WA Advertising and selling RV's Charlie Powers

TRUE 04/15/20 2:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retail FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way Everett I have reported Funko everyday for over a month 
and will continue to do so. There is NOTHING 
ESSENTIAL about bobbleheads

contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/15/20 2:15 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Urban Craft Uprising - Camp 
ThunderCraft group retreat at Camp 
Burton

9326 SW Bayview Dr. Vashon https://campthundercraft.com
https://www.facebook.com/campthundercraft
https://skagit.craigslist.org/tix/d/vashon-weekend-
retreat-for-creative/7072411984.html

info@urbancraftuprising.com

TRUE 04/15/20 2:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other LUMBER BUSINESS COMPTON LUMBER AND 
HARDWARE

1919 4TH AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE I was harassed by 6 men who came out to call me 
names & harass me when I was trying to get food 
from SODO COMMUNITY MARKET next door.  I 
was not blocking the way, but they were claiming I 
was. They laughed at me when I told them I had two 
immune conditions in a pandemic so I gave them the 
finger. They are disgusting & non essential & should 
not be operating at all. Furthermore, they are 
harassing vulnerable populations in a PANDEMIC & 
it is wrong. They need to answer to it.

SEATTLEPOET@GMAIL.COMREBEKAH LASALA 206-693-1995 shain@comptonlbr.com

TRUE 04/15/20 2:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fresh Flours 9410 Delridge Way SW White Center A coffee shop is not essential, shop is small and too 
many clueless people not maintaining 6 feet 
distancing, no staff supervising the clueless.
Coffee is not essential.Ans it is not a take out 
service at all.

sugarcookiebabyshoes@gmail.comDebbie Morrow 2068169142

TRUE 04/15/20 2:44 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Alki beach 1702 Alki Avenue SW Seattle Too many people

TRUE 04/15/20 3:04 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord Tom and Susan Colligan 7700 20th Ave NE  Seattle, WA  98115Seattle (My rent is current; safety is my only concern.) My 
landlord is present with his wife and another person 
and doing yard work next to cars and our entry door 
and trash area. Not the first time. This is on video. 
I'm sick with suspected virus and we're all older, so 
this is dangerous. They need to go to their house 
nearby and stay home.

thesmallcow@hotmail.com M.L. Miles 206-432-5548 Colligan42@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 3:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco Pet Salon 2001 15th Avenue West Suite BSeattle Dog grooming is supposed to be closed. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Petco Dog Grooming 809 Ne 45th Street Seattle Supposed to be closed. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco 4100 Sw Alaska St Ste #a Seattle GROOMING IS NOT SUPPOSED TO BE OPEN LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 3:09 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther apartment landscaping Unknown-multiple companies working 
belltown

Belltown Seattle We have a lot of gardeners with deisel or electric 
blowers working downtown on sidewalks and in 
courtyards blowing debris into the air at high speeds, 
affecting workers, residents and pedestrians much 
farther than six feet away.  PLEASE BAN THEM.  
third day in a row.

TRUE 04/15/20 3:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco salon 8728 Holman Road, Nw Seattle they should be shut down all over the city. other 
businesses are complying. why not petco

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 3:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Elective non medical 
ultrasound business

Mother Nurture Ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW Suite D Puyallup Mother Nurture Ultrasound requested for inclusion 
as an essential business through the governors 
office. They falsely stated that it was a health care/ 
public health facility offering family planning 
services. Mother Nurture Ultrasound also falsely 
stated that it provided medical ultrasounds and DNA 
blood services. They also falsely stated that they had 
partnered with Mead & Johnson Enfamil to provide 
free baby formula. All of these statements are false. 
The true nature of this business is to provide 3D/4D 
elective non-medical ultrasounds providing pregnant 
women with portrait photos. The DNA blood tests are 
provided by a 3rd party which is Gateway Genomics 
SneakPeek who performs DNA testing for 1 hour on 
Thursdays. But this service was discontinued 
beginning on March 26, 2020, in compliance with 
the governors orders. Despite the 3rd party 
discontinuing their services, the facility is still 
advertising the DNA tests in order to appear to have 
an essential service. Additional evidence can be 
found at the link provided below. 
https://www.facebook.com/mothernurtureultrasound/
videos/674649273295238/

lanalewis@comcast.net Lana Lewis (253) 880-8532

TRUE 04/15/20 3:19 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business INNOVATIVE FITNESS 1105 REGENTS BLVD FIRCREST THERE ARE GROUPS OF PEOPLE COMING IN 
AND OUT OF THIS GYM THROUGHOUT THE 
DAY, AND THEY ARE NOT FOLLOWING THE 
SOCIAL DISTANCING GUIDELINES

TRUE 04/15/20 3:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Lynden Door 2077 w main st Lynden Lynden door has reopened despite their business 
not qualifying as essential.

austenjk98@gmail.com Austen Kahn +13602029949 austenjk98@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 3:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Hk dim sum and Rain Cafe and 
others restaurants

Asian Family Market --- N 130th st. and Aurora AveSeattle This is my 5th complaint about the restaurants in 
Asian Family Market being opened. 
They never closed from day 1 !!

marklee531@yahoo.com mark lee 2064858334 Hk dim sum and Rain Cafe and others restaurants

TRUE 04/15/20 3:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business TOM RELAX 11500 NE 76th St C-1, Vancouver, WA 98662Orchards They didn't following these stay home order

TRUE 04/15/20 3:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco salon 2927 Queensgate Dr Richland grooming is not deemed essential. why is only petco 
open.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 3:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Focus Photography unknown to me Bellingham Conducting and soliciting "porch sessions" which is 
a violation of the essential business order. Under 
this, these sessions can not go ahead. contact: 
(360) 739-6976

sarah.sweetman@outlook.comSarah focus.keefer@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 3:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 Sedgwick Rd Port orchard Nail salon open and servicing customers. Non 
essential buisness.

TRUE 04/15/20 3:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business All City Ice Cream 10743 A Street South, Suite BSeattle On April 15th an ice cream cart was selling ice 
cream in my neighborhood.  It was driving down the 
streets, playing music and stopping for customers.  
On my street, several children ran out to the cart to 
purchase.  No PPE worn by vendor, no social 
distancing.  This can't be an essential business.  I 
have photos and a license plate number for the 
cushman vehicle.  WA plate 002958.

jdgiv@harbornet.com John Gallup 2533703080.0000 info@allcityicecream.com

TRUE 04/15/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther landscape maintenance cortez land care p.o. box 1105 kelso I have photos of them performing routine 
maintenance at 20th avenue on April 14th at 1:45 pm

tim8953@gmail.com tim weddle 3607516089

TRUE 04/15/20 3:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 975 NW Gilman Blvd Suite E Issaquah The salons at all petcos remain open even though 
the governor specifically stated they are not essential.

bboseck@aol.com Amanda Boseck 2062907861

TRUE 04/15/20 4:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business chevron 715 US-97 brewster people are sitting in and drinking coffee John Smith 5092501236



TRUE 04/15/20 4:05 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is holding large 
gatherings of people. They are unable to social 
distance, they are not receiving adequate health 
care, the staff and people held there do not have 
proper person protective equipment. This virus is 
known to be deadly and spread quickly. People being 
held in the detention center are not able to follow the 
six-feet separation expectation. If we are truly in this 
together. These people must be released now. 
Forcing these people in close quarters is a death 
sentence.

anawalker9@gmail.com Ana Walker

TRUE 04/15/20 4:19 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Schools Eastlake High School 200 228th Ave NE SAMMAMISH This will be happening at High Schools all over the 
state. You can find a news story about it on Q13.  I 
can only confirm that our principal approved it for 
EHS. But HS are planning to turn on the lights in 
their football stadiums at 8:20 pm this Friday. 
Students and parents view this as an invitation 
approved by the district to gather on Friday night. As 
a parent of a senior I appreciate the sentiment but as 
a family that lost a grandmother to covid-19 last 
week, this is really distressing to me. They say it is 
just turning lights on but I know for a fact that 
students plan to gather as if it was a school event. 
This is a direct violation of the governor's stay at 
home order. Think of how many this may be all over 
the state spreading the virus. This is a huge deal and 
an opportunity for students to learn about their civic 
duties to abide by the rules

Dcmccutcheon@yahoo.com Dawn McCutcheon 425'765-0929 Cbede@lwsd.org

TRUE 04/15/20 4:25 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Managment Services Geo Group, The North West 
Detention Center

1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 The Northwest Detention Center is Still operating 
although it is a non essential business and is not 
abiding by the 6 feet of distance as outlined by the 
Stay Home Stay Healthy proclamation. This actively 
is leading to more deaths and more vulnerable 
people getting sick. Please shut down the NWDC.

TRUE 04/15/20 4:25 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Private prison GEO Group 1623 East J Street, Tacoma, WA, 98421Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center, operated by private 
prison company GEO group, is a non-essential 
business. Today marks the start of the third hunger 
strike at NWDC in less than two weeks. Over 400 
people are on hunger strike. People detained are 
fighting for their lives and spelled SOS in the yard at 
NWDC today with their own bodies. 
Continuing to detain people is profoundly immoral 
and a clear violation of a person’s fifth amendment 
rights. Because of the pandemic, there is a huge risk 
of hundreds of people dying in custody unless ICE 
releases people immediately. Tolerating pandemics 
in prisons is a genocide tactic. 
GEO should stop operations, close NWDC as a non 
essential business, and release people detained. 
Both employees and people detained should return 
to their homes. I also urge public health officials to 
require GEO to provide an immediate response to 
specific questions about conditions at NWDC.

jasper.perryanderson@gmail.comJasper Perry-Anderson

TRUE 04/15/20 4:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is open and does not practice social 
distancing. Owner Gabe Moen believes COVID 19 is 
a hoax. This is a dangerous practice as they have 
members working out that are sick.

RjKCougfan@gmail.com Ryan Kensok iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 4:28 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco dog grooming 1205 West Washington St sequim Grooming is not supposed to be happening!! LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 4:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection agency Olympic Collection, Inc. 16040 Christensen Rd Ste 214Tukwila Employees are still conducting business at the 
physical location.

fansari@ocionline.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/15/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pest Control TriGuard Pest Control 234 sw 43rd st suite c Renton Why is a pest control company sending door to door 
sales people to "make appointments" for new 
customers during this stay at home order?  I think 
that's a clear violation of stay at home.
These kids are putting themselves and people at 
home at risk by coming to our houses.  This office 
was out of Vancouver, WA, but based in Renton.

robertnamba@gmail.com Robert Namba 8313590972 206-455-6020

TRUE 04/15/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner Gabe Moen has not closed down his gym 
even though several of his members are presenting 
flu-like symptoms. He is reckless and only cares 
about making money. Please look into this gym.

Brent Haugan 253-756-9943 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 4:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Butterfly massage and spa 8307 160th Ave NE Ste 1 Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Butterfly massage and spa is open during Covid 19. 
You can check more information on Yelp. I saw the 
sign open and some guy walk-in there for massage.

Sompon.green@gmail.com Sompon green 4259854535.0000

TRUE 04/15/20 4:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 200 Triangle Shopping CenterLongview Still doing pet grooming lovemiboxers@msn.com Debra Tramm 3602709719 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 4:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Ballard Fred Meyer 915 nw 45 street Seattle They are allowing to many people into the building. 
There is no way to keep 6 feet away

TRUE 04/15/20 4:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Before COIVD19, the Northwest Detention Center 
did not provide livable conditions in the center. They 
did not provide clean clothes, showers, etc to keep 
cleansiness before. Food is not edible. They exhaust 
them with work that NWDC profits off and only pay 
them $1 a day. Now with COVID, they continue to 
be open and I demand everyone to be released. 
They are confined in small spaces and continue with 
the horrible living conditions. They do not test or 
have any precaution to keep everyone safe inside 
from COVID.

sharlyngs@gmail.com Sharlyn Santiago 3609089880

TRUE 04/15/20 4:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Salon Signature HairDesign 2331 140th Ace. Ne  Bellevue WA 98005Bellevue I saw the owner of Salon Signature HairDesign does 
haircut for customers two times today (April 15th )at 
8am and 2 pm. The sign was closed but she works 
inside the salon near the bathroom , you can’t see 
from outside because she had the private room. 
They’re open Wednesday to Saturday. 
They have camera inside you can also check from 
that too.

Sompon.green@gmail.com Sompon Green 4259854535

TRUE 04/15/20 5:05 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Twin Lakes Golf & Country Club 3583 sw 320th st Federal Way The gold course is allowing members to golf. Many 
people are golfing on this course. The Business is 
not telling people to stop or putting any barriers in 
place to deter members from golfing.

Jlrichardson77@gmail.com Jana Richardson 253.222.6690

TRUE 04/15/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Ice Cream Truck -- Unsure of specific 
business

164th st Bothell There is an ice cream truck operating in the 
Tambark Village neighborhood in Bothell and 
surrounding neighborhoods. This business is 
definitely not essential and it is not respecting social 
distancing. I believe this business is putting undue 
stress on parents around the neighborhood and 
should not be operating during this time.

smorris1289@gmail.com Sarah Morris (360)878-0048

TRUE 04/15/20 5:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tobacco store Lochness Smoke Shop 2413 Harrison Ave NW Olympia I saw that the store was open and there were two 
groups of young people loitering on front.

TRUE 04/15/20 5:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Firehouse Subs 838 uhling rd Burbank There is alot of people gathering in the store not 
following rules usually in group's

Stephanie Gas station and subs

TRUE 04/15/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Owner is not listening to Governor's order to Stay 
Home Stay Healthy. He does not require social 
distancing in his fitness center. Anything to make a 
quick buck....disgusting.

Jillibean.C@yahoo.com JilliaCruz iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 5:50 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people in the park doing sports

TRUE 04/15/20 5:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is opening and is not taking the pandemic 
seriously. Owner Gabe Moen tells members to park 
on street to fool Tacoma Police that there are not 
lots of people inside the building working out.

Eddie Espinosa 206-651-1176 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 5:57 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Government property N/A Howe Street Stairs.  East Broadway & Howe Street 1900 Block E Broadway.Seattle I have resisted writing.  As a near by resident, I 
watch as thousands of people a day walk the Howe 
Street Stairs often in bunches of 4, 6, 8 or 10 within 
1/2 foot away form each other in a confided space.  
These steps bring in propel from miles away to our 
neighborhood.  This confided area is not a safe area 
to get exercise.  Please close the Howe Street Stairs.  
 Thanks

Concerned@AOL.com Concerned resident 206-999-9999

TRUE 04/15/20 5:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GSTANDARD Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Gstandard Gym has not closed at all during the 
outbreak. In fact, owner is signing up new members 
daily. It is encouraged to keep working out through 
fevers and coughs. Owner feels like Covid 19 is a 
hoax. Please check into this gym.

Devin Longworth 206-651-7592 iamthegstandard@gmail.com



TRUE 04/15/20 5:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Locust Cider & Brewing Company 2820 Alki Ave SW Seattle I walked by this business on a sunny day and people 
were sitting outside drinking pints that had been 
poured.  It was only two people but I didn’t think 
drinking at an establishment was allowed.

TRUE 04/15/20 6:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma I am concerned that there are several sick members 
working out and I'm worried about them becoming 
super spreaders. This place is a health hazard.

Craig Billings 360-383-9938 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym is open and owner Gabe Moen believes 
this is a hoax and a conspiracy. He brags about it on 
social media. He also tells his members to park on 
street and around building to throw off Tacoma 
police. He tries to make it look like there are not a lot 
of people inside when there really is alot of folks 
inside...some showing flu-like symptoms.

Patrick Kelley 253-752-7955 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 6:12 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Seattle University 901 12th Ave Seattle Seattle Large number of groups of people up to 100 on site.  
This is nonessential construction.  They are putting 
everyone lies at risk along with their families and 
communities

TRUE 04/15/20 6:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Everest Park 500 8th St S Kirkland *IMPORTANT* the park's pickle ball court is 
appropriately cordoned off!!! The park did nothing 
wrong. However, a group of 6+ people climbed over 
the fence and were playing pickleball together. When 
I spoke to them, they yelled at me saying they 
haven't infected anyone and didn't care that they 
were in the court that was fenced off with yellow 
tape.

vlnaew@gmail.com Ashley Windle 4108044735 vlnaew@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 6:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public golf course Orcas Island Golf Course 2171 Orcas Road Eastsound We drove by the golf course on 4-15-20 at 4:30 p.m. 
And observed golfers on the golf course golfing. I 
was shocked.

hendricksonk14@gmail.com Kathleen Hendrickson 14253872598 Unknown

TRUE 04/15/20 6:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Two dogs / the wash dog 10623 16th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146Seattle Non essential business open Twd6400@yahoo.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/15/20 7:04 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention or Internment 
Center

Northwest Detention Center 
(Northwest ICE Processing Center) in 
Tacoma.

1623 E J St Tacoma They don't need to be here in order to await their 
court cases. They need to be removed from this 
facility to suppress spread of Covid 19.

sckopicki@gmail.com Susan Kopicki 949/872-0966 United States of America

TRUE 04/15/20 7:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Non-essential human Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olympia He needs to go home and STFU.

TRUE 04/15/20 7:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Westside Pizza 137 E. Woodin Ave Chelan Free pizza giveaway rules not followed. Customers 
were unable to call to have pizza brought to car. 
Nobody answered the phone. Approximately 50 
people gathered around 1 person yelling out names.

TRUE 04/15/20 7:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma It is reckless that GStandard Gym is open for 
business while all other gyms have closed their 
doors and followed the Governor's rules. What 
makes this gym special...the owner does not follow 
social distancing and encourages members to work 
out with flu-like symptoms. This is very upsetting for 
me as a nurse. Please look into this gym and the 
owner Gabe Moen.

Eden Kills Warrior 206-251-6853 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 7:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Thanh Tam Restaurant 1200  S. Jackson st #8 Seattle Non workers seen in the restaurant eating and 
drinking and coming outside to smoke then going 
back in.
People sitting at the bar being served beer. I warned 
the owner Tam Nguyen. Photos of the activity are 
available.

Robert.nix@kingcounty.gov Deputy Robert Nix, King Co Sheriff's 2064239779

TRUE 04/15/20 7:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Puppy Mill Pet Store Puppyland 13103 Meridian E Ste. 104 Puyallup This is a non-essential business that it still selling 
(puppy mill) dogs (by appointment) during the stay 
home, stay healthy state proclamation. They are still 
advertising that they will sell you a puppy even as 
they pretend to be closed. They are ordering puppies 
that then are shipped across multiple state lines to a 
non-essential business that is then putting these 
puppies as well as anyone who comes in contact 
with them in danger of COVID19 or some other 
puppy mill known diseases.

simmons.trista@gmail.com Trista Simmons 2532372692 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

TRUE 04/15/20 7:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other GYM FITNESS CENTER GStandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma GSTANDARD GYM IS OWNED BY GABE MOEN. 
HE IS PROFITING DURING THIS PANDEMIC BY 
SIGNING UP LARGE NUMBERS OF MEMBERS. 
HE IS TELLING MEMBERS THIS IS A HOAX AND 
TO KEEP WORKING OUT WITH HIGH FEVERS 
AND FLU-LIKE SYMPTOMS...AND ALSO 
COVID19 SYMPTOMS. THIS IS A COMMUNITY 
CRISIS AND NEEDS TO BE TAKEN CARE OF. 
THANK YOU!

Tera Martinez 425-565-7831 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 7:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction pierce county public works canyon rd expansion project Tacoma/Puyallup Widening Canyon Rd from 82nd to 104th. Absolutley 
no social distancing from utility companies to the 
county workers. I drive this everyday to my essential 
job. Widening a road is not essential.

brendanpichette@yahoo.com brendan pichette 2534318373

TRUE 04/15/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This gym's owner is reckless and dangerous. He 
believes Covid19 is a hoax. He will not close his 
doors and wants to capitalize his profits from people 
looking to work out. No social distancing and 
members are sick and still allowed to come in and 
cough all over the equipment.

Phil Lunoe 509-274-5396 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/15/20 8:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Vaporizer store The Vape Shop 4520 Lacey Blvd SE, #1 Lacey Non-essential business has been open and 
operating despite governor order.

TRUE 04/15/20 8:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 9004 Vernon road Lake stevens Pet grooming is still grooming causing a ton of 
people to go to this location since all nearby 
grooming salons are closed. There are more then 3 
people in the tiny cutting room they have and are not 
6 feet apart. Theres normally a line of people you 
have to wait in to even get your dog checked in.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 8:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not following social distancing requirementsCosmetology, hair salon, barber Lea Oree Hair & Wigs Unknown Puyallup I do not have the physical address of the person but 
she has a home salon in Seattle WA. Frequently 
posts pictures of clients receiving services. Zip code 
98375

TRUE 04/15/20 8:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing paccar/kenworth truck co. renton 1601 N 8th St Renton WA 98057 They are planning on re-opening on 4/20 not 5/4 
which was recommended by the state and federal 
government. there is no way to keep 6 feet apart 
even though they claim they can. they claim they are 
essential being (transportation) but they build trucks 
not repair or operate them. 50% of the trucking jobs 
are unfilled there are more trucks than people to 
drive them. (we don't need more trucks). They are in 
debt because of the truck company's they bought in 
Europe. There decision seems to be driven by 
money and not by them thinking they can safely re-
open and operate. The work is on a line so the truck 
goes from one person to the other with everybody 
touching the truck somewhere at some point most 
don't where gloves because of the need to install 
nuts/bolts/screws etc.

wish to remain anonymous to avoid retaliation Paccar Inc Phone: (425)468-7400 kenworth truck co. renton 425 227 5800

TRUE 04/15/20 8:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 SR-9 Mount Vernon Golf  course is still operating without monitoring, 
allowing many groups of people to play golf still and 
not following the state law right now.  There has 
already been one visit from a State Representative 
and said shut it down.  But still, people are going out 
and playing in groups with a pay on your honor 
program going.  PLEASE STOP THIS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!  
I'm doing my job, please make the others do the 
same.

Owners Name I have.......  I believe is Neal.

TRUE 04/15/20 8:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown 434 SE Heathcliff Lane Hillsboro My neighbor is doing hair out of her home and she is 
going to other homes as well I have seen her leave 
with Salon equipment in her car I'm pretty sure she 
has a home salon

TRUE 04/15/20 8:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other 2nd hand store kidz kaboodle 6409 6th Ave #10 Tacoma they open Thursday-sunday. Not essential business. 
Allowing kids to come too.

tb2mck@q.com Tatyana kidzkaboodle@comcast.net

TRUE 04/15/20 8:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nail Creations 704 Trosper Rd SW #106 Tumwater offering services in the evening... when all other nail 
salons are closed!

nicholsdarnell@gmail.com Darnell Nichols 12533186504

TRUE 04/15/20 8:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Game store GameStop 221 NE 104th Ave suite 101 Vancouver With digital sales of games being available, 
GameStop is not essential and should not be open 
during this pandemic endangering the lives of 
potential customers and the employees

steven.r.clem@gmail.com Steven Clem 3606242793 WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 9:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming salon Petco Grooming 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens There are several groomers all working in a solitary 
room with no way to safely keep the 6ft social 
distancing. There also should not be any reason a 
dog groomer is open. Baths and grooming can be 
done at home, or if the dog cannot wait to be 
groomed it can go to the vet.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens Grooming salon is open, grooming can be done at 
home or in case of emergency, at a vet.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 9:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Taqueria El Rinconcito 4516 301 Central Avenue Kent This Resteraunt operates several locations that are 
non-essential business,this is just one location 
where there are individuals congregating closer than 
6 feet in distance who are not operating drive 
thoughts correctly to maintain social distancing as a 
primary place for their business fund intakes daily.

rghillcoltd4ur24nxt2@gmail Robert Hill 2064807817



TRUE 04/15/20 9:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other grooming salon petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens, WA grooming salon is open when grooming can be done 
at home or at vet's office in case of an emergency. 
groomers are in a small room that makes social 
distancing efforts useless

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 9:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther agriculture distribution 
warehouse

Evan's Fruit Co. 5002 Tieton Dr Yakima, WA 98908 There are multiple accounts of positive tests at this 
site. A supervisor has shown up to work with known 
positive test result. Said supervisor has since 
stopped working but it is unknown if they exposed 
other people to the virus. Masks are not provided, 
nor used, and workers are not maintaining social 
distancing protocol when conducting work activities. 
About 1/3 of workers are no longer working due to 
outbreak of positive tests results.

TRUE 04/15/20 10:56 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest ICE Processing Center 1623 E J St Tacoma These people’s lives are being endangered for no 
reason.  Set them free.

rachelkingsley24@gmail.com Rachel Kingsley 360-391-1451

TRUE 04/15/20 10:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course McCormick Woods Golf Club 5155 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard While running along Marymac drive, a golfer was 
crossing the road with his clubs.

jgortma1@gmail.com Jamie Gortmaker 8438144636 bbjorke@mccormickwoodsgolf.com

TRUE 04/15/20 11:09 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Victory Outreach 1201 S J Street Tacoma Easter Sunday services were still held; I could not 
find parking on my street due to so many people in 
attendance. Music and smaller gatherings can be 
heard from outside during the week as well. 
Particularly Wednesday and Thursdays in the later 
afternoon to early evenings.

andeewalton@gmail.com Andrea Walton 8318018621 https://votacoma.com/

TRUE 04/15/20 11:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Andersen construction 12920 Se 38th St. Bellevue The construction is non essential they are upgrading 
the ceos office. Nothing going on at that site is 
essential and they are purposely misleading 
inspectors. They refuse to provide staff with any 
masks or protective gear. There are no social 
distancing rules in place and no workers are being 
protected. They are purposely lying in order to keep 
the job open and will continue to do so. There are no 
cleaning protocols in place and these workers are 
extremely at risk due to negligence.

TRUE 04/15/20 11:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Wolf Chiropractic 622 s 320th st ste B Federal way In addition to not observing social distancing and 
seeing non urgent clients. This chiropractor has 
started "sanitizing" the thermometer by wiping it 
down with alkaline water

TRUE 04/15/20 11:26 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Northwest Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J st Tacoma The Northwest Detention Center is violating the 
Governors orders for many reasons. Firstly, they are 
not an essential business and should be suspended 
from operation or shut down completely. It has also 
been reported that NWDC is not following social 
distancing requirements, and people being held 
there are at much greater risk of testing positive for 
COVID-19.

cennadycoleman@gmail.com Cennady Coleman

TRUE 04/15/20 11:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 1200 black lake Blvd sw Olympia wa 98502Olympia Business is open and workers are coming in close 
contact with costumers with no protective gear.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/15/20 11:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 1200 black lake Blvd sw Olympia wa 98502Olympia Business is open and workers are coming in close 
contact with costumers with no protective gear.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/15/20 11:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Computer retail store Citymac 2551 Roeder Bellingham Open troy@citymac.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:21 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Chevron gas station Chevron 1722 Campbellton rd Atlanta The store allows more then people in. Do not require 
social distances. Do not clean store. Allow people to 
gather outside

TRUE 04/16/20 2:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Powersports dealership Owens cycle inc 1707 N 1ST STREET SERVICEYAKIMA No masks being worn. Social distancing not being 
followed. Store should not be open for business. 
High probability to spread covid to elder farmers and 
onto farmers crops.

Steph@owenscycle.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Seattle Surgery Center 900 Terry Ave Seattle You need to know that Seattle Surgery Center has 
continued to operate and perform elective, non 
urgent surgical cases despite your order to not do 
so.  There is real concern about this in the health 
community since they are using vital PPE that 
should be used elsewhere.  WE urge you to issue 
this company an IMMEDIATE cease and desist 
order and maybe even temporarily revoke their 
operating license so the PPE can be better utilized 
during this pandemic.  Their cavalier business 
practice is putting all of us at risk and will ultimately 
prolong the shutdown and pandemic.

arkygirls@yahoo.com Jamie 2062971669

TRUE 04/16/20 6:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hardware Store Lowe’s 2505 Pacific Ave Everett Customers and employees are not following social 
distancing
There is too many people in the store at a time. 
Check out lines are so long and no one is enforcing 
people to stay 6ft from each other since there isn’t 
enough people working in the store for the amount 
of customers. Employees are not using protective 
equipment. I did not see any cleaning being done in 
the time I was visiting.

TRUE 04/16/20 7:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Haider Construction 5607 244th St SW Mountlake Terrace non-essential roofing removal & replacement anonymous ron@haiderconstruction.com

TRUE 04/16/20 7:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Tabacco and smoking 
products

Smoke Train 20373 Viking Ave NW # A Poulsbo Store remains open daily and has customers going 
into the store.  I have personally observed this.

Maureenmunoz@hotmail.comMaureen Olson 909-496-5765

TRUE 04/16/20 7:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Olgas Beauty Spa 691 strander Blvd Tukwila She keeps her doors locked so she looks closed but 
she is not closed.

info@beautyspa.salon

TRUE 04/16/20 7:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Tylira Brows ( BROW gOD) 15565 northland DR. SUITE 307WSOUTHFIELD MI STILL DOING EYEBROWS ON NUMEROUS OF 
CLIENTS

MOOKS LISA

TRUE 04/16/20 7:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Brown and Haley 110 e 26th street Tacoma Non essential buisness open and also violating 
social distancing. Lines are running with 10+ people 
in close proximity. This company doesnt care about 
the welfare of thier employees.

Cindy O 2534953351.0000 sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 04/16/20 7:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Marijuana Dispensary Locals Canna House 9616 e Sprague ave Spokane Locals Canna house is not following social 
distancing recommendations. The business is very 
busy with lines inside the store and people browsing 
alongside the lines. I would describe it as PACKED, 
with few people wearing masks. There were at least 
20 people inside of the small store.

Connoreak@gmail.com Connor Eakin 5097203379

TRUE 04/16/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ESP Custom Homes LLC 7312 122nd ave ne Kirkland Three (3) contractors onsite again about 0730.  Two 
(2) working in the garage and one moving a white 
box truck.  This has been going on for days.

TRUE 04/16/20 8:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Fruit Warehouse Evans Fruit 5002 Tieton Dr Yakima WA 98908 Caller stated several people have gotten sick and the 
warehouse does not get disinfected properly. 
Employees are not provided with appropriate 
protection gear. No wash stations or hand sanitizers 
available. The social distancing is not enforced. 
People are working back to back or 2 ft apart. 
Employees are coming in sick because if they call in 
they will lose their jobs. HR is not working with 
employees to make sure virus doesn't spread. Caller 
concerned that more people will be infected and may 
even have deaths. Please Please have someone 
look into this concern.

509-678-4127

TRUE 04/16/20 8:07 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 911 N Stratford Rd Moses Lake Petco is allowing their grooming salon to remain 
open when it has clearly been stated that stores that 
sell food May remain open but activities such as 
grooming or training are non essential and are not to 
be performed as of the stay at home order.

Lindsey.martin@hotmail.com Lindsey Zunker 5094206274 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:14 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Port Ludlow Golf Course 751 Highland Drive Port Ludlow Although Port Ludlow Associates closed the golf 
course, several people are playing on it and have 
been for 4 weeks now. Even people who do not live 
in Port Ludlow are coming to play especially during 
this nice weather. 
I know this because I live across the road from the 
course and I go for a walk everyday.

cherig16@icloud.com Cheri Gerstenberger 360-316-9517 Tsweet@portludlowresort.com

TRUE 04/16/20 8:23 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other DOC FIELD OFFICE Washington department of 
corrections community custody office

Grove street Marysville Social distancing mandate not being met, too close 
to other persons, too many persons in office than 
allotted.  Unnecessary non essential activity

Greerjade515@gmail.com Jade greer 3606313195

TRUE 04/16/20 8:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Lake resort, boat rental, 
restaurant, cabin and rv 
rental space

Shore Acres Resort 41987 Shore Acres Rd Loon Lake The resort is opened and allowing boat, kayak and 
canoe rentals. Over 10 people gathering there. 
Restaurant inside is open. Having nightly rv rentals 
and tons of kids gathering on the play area plus 
bonfire gatherings. No social distancing happening 
here.

Alicia_breckner@yahoo.com Ali 5099991798

TRUE 04/16/20 8:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 31419 Pacific Hwy S Federal way They are still open for grooming. They are still taking 
a full workload and unable to practice proper social 
distancing

Edsoncatlin@gmail.com LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Groomer Petco Grooming 911 N Stratford Rd Moses Lake As a groomer being forced to close down I cannot sit 
idly by as my clients are being stolen and Petco is 
operating their grooming salon. If grooming was 
deemed non essential and I was forced to close, why 
are they still grooming? It’s illegal and needs to be 
stopped.

cola_redAngel@hotmail.com Angela Blodgett 509-750-9808 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM



TRUE 04/16/20 8:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Alo Salon 16979 Redmond Way Redmond Saw people inside getting they're hair cut.

TRUE 04/16/20 8:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 7201 burden blvd Pasco Petcos grooming is still operating. The company 
claims that if a non essential business is operating 
within an essential business it is okay to remain 
open.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:40 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Farmers Market University District, Ballard Framers 
Market

University District, Ballard - Seattle NeighborhoodsSeattle Scheduled for this weekend... This is an invitation for 
trouble...

TRUE 04/16/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 2001 15th Avenue West Suite BSeattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 809 Ne 45th Street Seattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 4100 Sw Alaska St Ste #a Seattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 8728 Holman Road, Nw Seattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 318 Ne Northgate Way Seattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cmp construction or their 
subcontractors with full knowledge 
and approval of Scout Apartments

10211 Ne 134th Lane kirkland workers are arriving in in unmarked with vans and 
trucks and working on remodeling of apartments at 
the complex.

cmp construction or their subcontracators with full knowledge and approval of scourt apartments

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 3540 Factoria Blvd Se Suite CSeattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Salon Petco 911 N Stratford Rd Moses Lake I own a grooming salon in the same town and am 
losing money due to being closed per the governor 
proclamation so it’s not right that Petco is still 
grooming!

Smiles916@hotmail.com Sarah Greenwalt 5096600854 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 12040 Ne 85th St. Kirkland Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 10042 Ne 137th Street Kirkland Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 7215 170th Ave Ne Ste. 115 Redmond Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 4110 Ne 4th Street #c Renton Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 17200 Southcenter Pkwy #100Tukwila Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N 205th Seattle Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 975 Nw Gilman Blvd Suite E Issaquah Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 474 228th Avenue Ne Sammamish Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 4209 Wheaton Way Bremerton Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy Gl2aBothell Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 2617 196th St Sw Suite 141 Lynnwood Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 25444 Pacific Highway South TenKent Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 26209 104th Ave. Se Kent Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 21700 Market Place Nw Poulsbo Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 31419 Pacific Highway SouthFederal Way Pet grooming salon is open LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Elysium Construction 4214 NE 43rd St, Seattle Elysium construction has continued to have a full 
crew working on a complete home remodel 
throughout the current ordered shutdown.  Crew is 
wearing no PPE,.

Concerned neighbor

TRUE 04/16/20 8:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other fabric/craft store Joann Fabric 1125 E Sunset Dr #125 Bellingham I don't believe a fabric store is listed as an essential 
business.  Customers are still entering the store, 
workers are still on the floor.

redheadbby@yahoo.com Brooksana Raney customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/16/20 9:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Foot And Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop Rd SW Tumwater My close friend just had a surgery that was non-
essential there. They are putting her and everyone 
else there at risk.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Real Estate Office RE/MAX Northwest Realtors 15435 Main Street Suite A103Duvall This office has re-opened as normal with a large 
neon "open" sign and a parking lot full of cars, as 
well as people going in and out together.  Hoping this 
is not allowed due to the potential for infection 
spread.

jcdesign@cablespeed.com Jennifer C 206-992-3645 duvall@northwestrealtors.com

TRUE 04/16/20 9:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apple Warehouse Columbia Reach Chiwana Orchards 3107 River Rd Yakima Everyone is working too close to each other. 
Sometimes shoulder to shoulder on the sorting 
tables. No face masks.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:33 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Farmer’s Market Ballard Farmer’s Market 5330 Ballard Avenue North Seattle The Ballard Farmer’s Market will be open this 
weekend, April 19th, and they are stating on their 
Facebook page that “customers on foot will still have 
an option to walk up and purchase product.“ They 
have many vendors. This promotes large gatherings. 
Please do not let this happen.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Conner Homes 9927 10th Ave SW Seattle The construction has been going on for the past few 
days despite previous complaints.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Buckley Dental Care, Dr. Javaid 
Chaudhry

761 Main St Buckley The dental office is seeing MORE than acute pain 
and swelling!  If all other dental offices are to cease 
until May 18th, they should not be allowed to be open

N/A N/A N/A drchaudhry@buckleydentalcare.com

TRUE 04/16/20 9:57 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Government City of Lacey 420 College St SE Lacey The City of Lacey is posting information on their 
facebook page encouraging people to go outside, 
with very thinly veiled parameters about social 
distancing.  The information could be construed as a 
request to violate the Stay Home order.  In their post 
there was no specification about keeping it local, just 
"go outside and enjoy the weather".

adventuresunknown@gmail.comBrian Carpenter

TRUE 04/16/20 9:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Collection Company Saba and Associates 19735 10th Ave NE S301 Poulsbo Collection agency is still calling and harassing after 
Governor Inslee halted collection efforts

TRUE 04/16/20 10:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course RMG Oakbrook Golf Club 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood, WA I had a conversation with the Liquor Board today and 
was told to continue filing complaints if I saw the 
course remaining open.  As soon as I got off the 
phone, a group of golfers went by and several have 
gone by between then and filing this complaint

mcfaddja@gmail.com Jonathan McFadden 2535796422 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:10 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Kitsap County/State of Washington Washington Blvd Kingston The Government's contractor is continuing with it's 
large Washington Blvd. beautification project in 
downtown Kingston.  Clearly this is not nearly as 
essential as any residential job, especially if the 
owners of the residence are inconvenienced or 
displaced from their home.  
Also why can beatification project employees 
continue to work and get paid when private 
contractors are not allowed, especially when just 
working by themselves?

It seems your priorities are all wrong and unfair.  
This beautification project is clearly in violation of 
your mandate.  I favor this beautification project in 
general, I am just unhappy and dismayed with your 
unfair government policies.

piersidepromos@aol.com David Kutz 360-271-1105

TRUE 04/16/20 10:23 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City campground Washington Park 6300 Sunset Ave Anacortes, WA State campgrounds are closed. Why, how is 
camping allowed in Anacortes. People do gather in 
bathrooms, water faucets to name a few. Closing 
every other campsite only protects you and keeps 
social distancing in individual occupied campsites 
not when you leave yours.

mancat251@gmail.com Patty Silveira 3608558404 City of Anacortes

TRUE 04/16/20 10:32 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco Pet Grooming is still open and running. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 10:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5700 100th St SW Lakewood Grooming department of Petco still open.  CDC says 
virus can be transmitted through pet fur.  Grooming 
is non-essential but Petco feels that if main store is 
open, grooming still can be too.

mdoeltz2@gmail.com Michael Doeltz 253-240-5300 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Window cleaning Sparkling Clean Windows 1706 w 34th ave Kennewick I saw this window cleaning company vehicle and 
employee in uniform out working and it is my 
understanding that window cleaning is non-essential. 
If it is essential please let me know.

Cfenswick3@gmail.com Crystal Benningfield 5098209478 Sparklingclean@live.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Blue Spark Health 11607 State Route 302 Gig Harbor Owner of this non-essential business continues to 
frequent the office & see clients at office.

Carrie Phillips

TRUE 04/16/20 10:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Golden Spa 14626 Hwy 99 UNIT 104 Lynnwood Washington 98087 I have noticed this massage parlor with its "open" 
light on and a car parked in front since the lockdown 
started

dat_it@msn.com David Taucher 4257874173

TRUE 04/16/20 10:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 1225 Bakerview Rd Bellingham Fred Meyer is reporting that they are limiting the 
amount of shoppers and taking precautions, but it 
has been brought to my attention by several 
employees that they are not in fact doing any of that 
and I have seen pictures to back up these claims.

alihawkinson@cityofferndale.orgAli Hawkinson 3602230044

TRUE 04/16/20 10:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress store Mattress Ranch 3650 WA-16 Port Orchard Employees at mattress Ranch, a mattress store that 
has several locations over Washington, were asked 
to have employees come in to work starting Tuesday 
April 28th, and were told to be there to answer 
phones and emails. They were also told that if a 
customer comes in to buy a mattress it was even 
better.

aelioran@gmail.com Greg Miller 3603598039 Max Sadtler



TRUE 04/16/20 10:46 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Seafood picking and 
processing

DD Denotta Seafood 17321 WA 106 Belfair This business is sending out workers to pick clams, 
oysters at residences etc.

TRUE 04/16/20 10:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile Dog Grooming Aussie Pet Mobile Puget Sound Northbend,  Issaquah, Renton, Seattle, Snohomish, Maple Valley,Kirkland, Mercer island, Woodinville, Mill CreekAna Allison is the Franchise owner. Refuses to 
close. Putting thousands at risk every week. They 
are open 7 days a week with 10 Van's servicing 
many cities.

ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 10:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog walking company frolic pet services 1741 S 227th Pl, Des Moines their dog walking employees are still going from 
clients homes/apartments to nursing homes multiple 
times per day for non essential care. One of their 
clients in nursing home in Des Moines has already 
become seriously ill! Employees going with no 
sanitation supplies or support from the business 
owner to relay accurate information to keep them 
and others safe. There clients are not essential 
workers from what my daughter has told me, sounds 
like the owner thinks all of this is a joke. they even 
have people working the owners home dog boarding. 
Please, please review them to ensure they know 
they have to keep their staff and elderly clients safe!!

Margaret info@frolicpetservices.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns Sportsmans Warehouse 120 31st Ave SE Ste G Puyallup They are still open for business when others are 
closed. They are profiting by violating the law while 
other businesses lose money by obeying.

210-storemanager@sportsmans.com

TRUE 04/16/20 11:15 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Head Shop xhale tobacco 127 N. 85th Street Seattle Non-essential business open. All they sell is tobacco 
and drug paraphernalia

nesper@comcast.net Will Nesper 206484-1747

TRUE 04/16/20 11:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Thunderbird tavern 7515 15th ave NW Seattle Owner is staying open while placing  hot dogs all 
over the bar. When ppl walk in a hot dog must be in 
front of a customer so they can claim they are taking 
it to go. People are playing pool and drinking like no 
stay at home order is in place.  Customers sit on the 
patio drinking claiming it’s ok since they are outside. 
Friday night I counted 16ppl inside when I popped in 
hearing about the place still selling drinks.  The is 
complete BS knowing other bars on the block are 
following the Stay at home orders.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping The Natural Option, LLC 21825 E Lost Lake Rd Snohomish On 4/16/20 beginning around 10:45 AM, the Natural 
Option LLC performed non-essential landscaping 
service at 22125 1st Dr SE, Bothell, WA  98021. As 
of 11:17 AM they are still performing non-essential 
services, i.e., laying down more bark, mowing, and 
tree/bush trimming.

stevebellmillcreek@gmail.comStephen Bell 4088861061 info@thenaturaloptionllc.com

TRUE 04/16/20 11:19 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other GOVERNMENT OFFICE Governor of the State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia The Governor, AG, and their staff are operating 
while shutting down a majority of the State. Their 
function is non-essential. LIFT THIS SHUT-DOWN 
AND RETURN LIBERTY TO THE PEOPLE. This 
order is unconstitutional and has gone on long 
enough.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:29 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Damon state park, Ocean 
Shores Washington

NA Point Brown and Marine ViewOcean Shores Damon Pt in Ocean Shores is DNR land and is 
closed. I informed the mayor that there was this past 
Easter approx 30-40 cards parked there and people 
not practicing social distancing on the beaches.  She 
announced on the radio discussion today that she 
asked DNR to post some signage stating the beach 
was closed and their response was the were too 
short staffed.  The mayor did not think it was the city 
of OS responsibility to monitor the situation as we 
have a small police force and they are dealing with 
the closed businesses.   So the last incident when 
the sun was out and people flocked to the beach 
area  we ended up with 10 cases. (related??? 
perhaps, perhaps not - but the timing was right)  
Perhaps not a lot of cases, but perhaps only the 
beginning because some does not want to or does 
not have time to post a few signs.

katkaires@yahoo.com Kathleen Kaires 3602894061

TRUE 04/16/20 11:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Puppy Store Puppyland 13103 Meridian Ave E Puyallup Puppyland continues to sell puppies despite the stay 
at home order. They only sell puppies, making them 
non essential. They are also continuing to import 
dogs from the Midwest.

adale@bailingoutbenji.com Ashly Dale 2537970688 Kerr/kayla@puppylandwa.com

TRUE 04/16/20 11:41 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Detention Center King County Juvenile Detention Center 1211 East Alder Seattle Facility is still allowing in person religious gatherings, 
introducing community religous leaders into the 
secure facility.  Social distancing is not being 
adhered to.  Sufficient PPE (N95) is not being 
provided.  Staff had been provided expired hand 
sanitizer.  County is not providing temperature 
screening tot eh people that screen staff/visitors into 
the facility.

jason.smith@kingcounty.gov Jason Smith 2069403454 anance@kingcounty.gov

TRUE 04/16/20 11:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Elliott Bay CrossFit 2211 3rd Ave #3 Seattle Three days in a row this week there have been 
several people inside the gym working out.

hiyabeth@yahoo.com ELIZABETH STONE 2533321470 info@elliottbaycrossfit.com

TRUE 04/16/20 11:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction AA WIndow and Gutter 1927 9th Ave West Kirkland Man from the AA Window and Gutter was at the 
above residence at 1927 9th Ave West, working on 
pressure washing sidewalks.  This is not an 
essential activity. Today's date of concern is 4-16-20.

Phone number on AA Window and Gutter's truck is 425 821 3814.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Body care product 
production- soap, lip balm, 
muscle rub

moon valley organics 3288 valley hwy deming employees required to work, close quarters don't 
allow for social distancing. company is still producing 
body care products which are non essesntial

kim@moonvalleyorganics.com

TRUE 04/16/20 11:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Real Estate Office Keller Wiiliams 33434 8th Avenue South Federal Way Non-essential people are allowed come drop off gifts 
to essential workers and hang around and talk.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:48 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Public Housing Authority Anacortes Housing Authority 719 Q Avenue Anacortes Residents of AHA HUD properties are failing to 
observe social distancing and stay at home orders 
and the Anacortes Housing Authority (AHA) is 
refusing to take steps to implement or encourage a 
safer environment. 
Daily, children from multiple tenant families, as well 
as children who do not live on the property but are 
here as guests of tenants, play together on the 
property playground, with little adult supervision. 
Requests to AHA that the playground be designated 
as closed have been refused as they claim it is not 
their responsibility to police the activity of residents. 
Daily, multiple families are inviting non-resident 
guests onto the property to congregate and socialize 
in the common outdoor areas and inside their private 
units. Multiple resident families are socializing 
together in common areas as well, eating outside 
together on the picnic table and leaving food and 
garbage behind. AHA again has refused to take any 
action, saying it is not their responsibility to police 
the activities of residents. 

HUD guidelines, published 04/14/2020 
(https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/Housing/documents
/HUD_Multifamily_Corona_QA_FINAL.pdf) state 
(Q28), "Owners and agents may have the authority 
to restrict visitors from HUD-assisted Multifamily 
housing properties and should review state and local 
laws to determine the permissibility of banning 
visitors." 

Do Washington State laws, under current orders, 

TRUE 04/16/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cmp construction and their 
subcontractors with the knowledge 
and approval of Scout Apartments

10211 Ne 134th Lane Kirkland cmp construction workers and their subcontractors 
continue to violate stay by non essential business 
and are remodeling inside apartments at Kirkland 
complex with the knowledge and approval of Scout 
Apartments. They are using white vans and trucks 
with no markings and parking in residents spaces

cmp construction and their subcontractors with the knowledge and approval of Scout Apartments

TRUE 04/16/20 11:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Municipal Airport Renton Municipal Airport 616 West Perimeter Road Renton WA 98057 They continue to operate providing tourist sight 
seeing flights and training schools and so forth. I 
have 100's of flight records showing the violations 
and have reported it numerous times. I don't 
understand why they get a pass when others do not.

emwandavalondr@gmail.comS.E. Mercer Island Neighborhood 2064250001 emwandavalondr@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 12:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Chuck's Market Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Employees are "not mandated" to wear masks.

Cashier coughed while I was at checkout about a 
foot from my face.

This is unacceptable.

Grocery stores should be wearing PPE to protect 
customers.

klindenmscrc@gmail.com K. Linden

TRUE 04/16/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care C and C Yard Care 5210 N florida Spokane Moving from property to property to turn on sprinkler 
systems and putting us all at risk by potentially 
spreading covid19.

TRUE 04/16/20 12:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Mikes tavern 427 E First street Cle ellum Customers are dining on tables with waitstsff Ilikefoiegras@gmail.com Kelly gaddis 206-877-2757



TRUE 04/16/20 12:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Golf course Capitol city golf course 5225 Yelm Highway Se Olympia Mowing, aerating and worst of all laying down 
chemical, fertilizers all over the course with kids and 
elderly outside and playing

steve.mcnelly@golfcapitolcity.com

TRUE 04/16/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School district Orting Elementary School 805 Old Pioneer Way NW Orting The teachers pamphleted our neighborhood. Dr.H.A.Hopgood9@gmail.comH.A. Hopgood 253-778-5626 www.ortingschools.org

TRUE 04/16/20 12:54 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other City Street Cleaning City Yakima Yakima At a time that there will not be enough revenue to 
take care of essential city needs for the people it 
seem crazy to spend money on cleaning roads.

I also have no idea how there could be so much 
traffic, people not staying home...

finishspecialties@hotmail.comDan 509-961-1788 City of Yakima

TRUE 04/16/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lawn care maintenance Simply Green Landscape Maintenance 5128 N HAWTHORNE ST Spokane, WA Lawn mowing doesn't appear on the essential 
business list

Matt Peterman 509-389-2973 simplygreenlm@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Arrons barbershop 240 williams Richland Cutting hair why no others shop can be open. Doing 
appointments n he parks His vehicle in the alley then 
as people come through his front door

TRUE 04/16/20 1:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dr Ibolit 221A NE 104th Ste #205 Vancouver Clinic is NOT using any PPE. They are allowing non-
emergency cases. They are allowing patients to 
bring their entire family to wait for up to 2hours + 
during the patient treatment. One family brings 5 
children every time. Social distancing is not being 
practiced. Non emergency treatment and massage is 
being done.

TRUE 04/16/20 1:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detailing Line-X of Olympia and Extreme Auto 
Spa

5403 Capitol Boulevard SW Tumwater While out yesterday, picking up a prescription at 
Costco, I went over the freeway to get a coffee at the 
Starbucks drive-thru and noticed that this place was 
open.  Can't imagine that auto detailing is essential 
when human detailing is not!

abclarue@gmail.com Ann - would prefer to remain anonymous 3605619717 linexofolympia@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:17 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing facility Boeing 3003 W Casino Road Everett No cleaning being done. Managers blatant disregard 
for distancing and little to no PPE.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/16/20 1:21 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Kitsap Gilf & Country club Chico Way Bremerton Folks out on the golf course, again.

TRUE 04/16/20 1:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business North End Fitness Center 2800 NE Goldie Rd #A Oak Harbor Gym is allowing MMA training to include children 
and young adults

Yvette Esparza

TRUE 04/16/20 1:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Nipp's 980 ocean beach highway Longview Restaurant is allowing groups of people to dine at 
outside tables in front of restaurant. Also, restaurant 
is not watching drive-thru traffic which at times is 
backed up and stopped on Ocean Beach Highway 
which is creating a general safety hazard

TRUE 04/16/20 1:30 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th st Seattle Picnics in the park

TRUE 04/16/20 1:33 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco, Sammamish 474 228th Ave NE Sammamish The grooming department is still open at this Petco. 
All groomers and dog walkers were deemed non-
essential during the beginning of the stay home, stay 
healthy mandate.

Sheila@thewizardofpaws.comSheila Cole 360-689-6175 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/16/20 1:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/16/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/16/20 1:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bobblehead retail Funko 1202 Shuksan Way Everett Why are they still open? Do you guys even check? 
They never slowed or closed. Just kept it moving like 
business as usual.

Dsigh79@gmail.com Dwayne 425-870-7955 contact@funco.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Resort Winona Beach Resort 33022 Winona Beach Rd Valley People hanging out, delivery trucks making 
deliveries.  Looks to be open for business, but I am 
not sure.

TRUE 04/16/20 1:40 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other DiscGolf Course Ambient/ Next to Oasis Church 7912 Lakewood Dr W Lakewood It's a low key place, so they are still hosting large 
groups. Social Distancing is not being followed.

TRUE 04/16/20 1:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photographer Poppi photography 6620 bellevista dr nw Olympia Photographing porch sessions when non-essential. contact@poppiphoto.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photographer Poppi Photography 6620 BELLEVISTA DR NW Olympia Kristina Wunsch, owner of Poppi Photography, was 
featured on King5 for offering free porch 
photography sessions during the SHSH order.

cydneycraft@gmail.com Cydney Craft-Macomber 9716000634 contact@poppiphoto.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Knife shop V Nives 107 Mashell Ave N Eatonville OPEN sign glowing at noon on April 16, and owner's 
truck parked out front (with its "Hilary for prison" 
sticker). No idea how a specialty knife shop is an 
essential business. On their FB page they posted 
today that government overreach is BS and that they 
have proclaimed themselves an essential business.

almondine3@gmail.com Amanda support1@vnives.com

TRUE 04/16/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cmp construction and Scout 
Apartments

10211 NE 134th Ln Kirkland they have never stopped remodeling work and are 
here now in apartments working.  Numerous 
complaints have been filed against them with you.  I 
will now go to the media.

cmp construction workers and subcontracts at the knowledge and approval of Scout Apartments

TRUE 04/16/20 1:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Fred Myer Lakeway St Bellingham I am considered high risk and went to Fred Myer on 
Lakeway in Bellingham this am during the 7 am to 8 
am period. I was surprised and frankly appalled to 
see only about 60% of the staff and vendors 
stocking shelves and throughout the store wearing 
masks. Keeping 6’ away from someone stocking the 
shelves where the items you need are located is not 
possible. I tried.  I asked one of the employees about 
masks and they said the company is not supplying 
them. 

“My mask protects you, your mask protects me” is a 
slogan in one of the European countries. Sounds like 
a slogan that could be helpful here, too.

I strongly request that you mandate masks for all 
people who work with the public. Food is not optional 
and the wait times for ordering your groceries just for 
pick up is now a week. Many of us will continue to 
need to go out to stores, so more protections would 
be appreciated and probably helpful.

I also had to ask the cashier and bagger to use hand 
sanitizer before starting to ring up my order. I would 
have thought such a step would be automatic, as it 
is at Costco.

Since Costco is doing a much better job with 
sanitation, so it’s clear that each company is on their 
own in telling employees how to protect themselves 
and the customers. 

jkbright@comcast.net Jane Bright 6177552130 jkbright@comcast.net

TRUE 04/16/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo & Piercing Tac Town Tattoo 8232 Pacific Ave Tacoma They made the storefront look like they are closed 
but they are actively tattooing. Also they are not 
licensed up to date.

Violabean@gmail.com Alexis Rouse 8608690687 Jason “Gravy” Desimas

TRUE 04/16/20 2:03 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rental company American homes 4 rent 280 Pilot Road, Suite 200 Las Vegas, NV 89119 I thought people can’t move why is this rental 
company still open letting people move in when there 
houses are not clean.   I went to a house to look at it 
was bad really dirty

TRUE 04/16/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave Se Port Orchard We spoke to Owner Craig today while he is out on 
the work site on the corner of Farragut Ave N and 
Mayhan in Port Orchard, WA.  He said that the 
house belongs to him so he can work on it. BUT 
today is the only day he has gone to work site to 
work of course with other employees.  His 
employees have been out everyday since the WA 
STAY home order.  His employees NOT him are at 
the work site.  
PLEASE LET US KNOW what's happening he (Mr 
Craig) does not care.

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue- and Community Eagle Crest Construction, Inc. • 360-340-7260 • kurtcraig@aol.com  Kurt Craig

TRUE 04/16/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Earthworks Landscape Services 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo / also Pacific shop This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

TRUE 04/16/20 2:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer 9925 State Ave, Marysville, WA 98270Marysville Fred meyer has bit limited the amount of customers 
inside the store. Similar sized stores have limited 
customers to only 50 inside their stores, such as 
Costco. Fred Meyer put a cap of 2000 customers. 
No one is at the doors enforcing these distancing 
rules.

wowbettleguise@gmail.com Dustin 4253129126 Chris Barnns

TRUE 04/16/20 2:13 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Greenlake Park 7201 E Greenlake Drive N Seattle Too many people in the park

TRUE 04/16/20 2:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Alki Beach 1702 Alki Ave SW Seattle Too many people in the park

TRUE 04/16/20 2:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park/school Saghalie middle school 33914 19th Ave SW Federal way People have playing soccer, basketball, football. 
whole bunch of people have been gathering the past 
several days

wikjlqxohyvfnxzuij@ttirv.com Anonymous but real



TRUE 04/16/20 2:45 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Aircraft Manufacturing Boeing Co All sites in WA Renton/Everett Boeing is forcing a return to work for all 
manufacturing employees on the 21st. With the 
amount of employees returning, the company will not 
be able to follow any guidelines established to keep 
people safe. The people that have returned on a 
voluntary basis say the company IS NOT providing 
the proper PPE or following distancing guidelines. 
The company claims it’s not safe for office 
employees to return to work, so why force 
manufacturing?

Anonymous@yahoo.com Anonymous 12345678901.0000 N/a

TRUE 04/16/20 2:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Kent’s Garden and Nursery 5428 north west road Bellingham Why would a garden nursery be essential. I drove by 
there the other day and there is more than 50 people 
probably out there buying flowers. But we can’t go 
fishing and we can’t go golfing but we can all gather 
at a flower shop and buy flowers. I can’t get propane 
for my barbecue but I can go to pot shop though get 
some weed. This makes no sense to me whatsoever 
come on governor Insley you know what Is essential 
and not.

Kimkrey7@aol.com Kim Krey 3605104413 kentsgarden@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screen Printing Jacknut Apparel 2320 Mottman Rd SW #102 Olympia business is still operating daily M-F. employees and 
customers coming in and out

christian@jacknutapparel.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:05 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace Manufacturing Boeing 3003 W Casino Rd Everett Boeing will reopen April 21st, and all 50,000-70,000 
employees are to return to work. Not an essential 
business. No way to practice social distancing. This 
clearly violates the stay at home order and will put 
the entire Puget Sound region at risk.

Boeing

TRUE 04/16/20 3:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Boeing 8415 Se 42nd street Mercer island Making Commercial airplanes isn't essential Aidanbrown3000@hotmail.comAidan brown

TRUE 04/16/20 3:08 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 west casino road Everett They will open April 21. Some 70,000 employees will 
all be in close contact. Not possible to practice social 
distancing. How does this not violate the stay at 
home order? This will put the entire Puget Sound 
region at a very big risk.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Boeing 3003 W Casino RD Everett They say they will reopen April 21. This is a non 
essential business with 70,000 employees who will 
put the rest of this state at major risk. We will 
become the next New York.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Commercial airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 w casino rd Everett They will open April 21. 70,000 direct employees and 
another 50,000 people who work for their  suppliers. 
How can we have over 100,000 people return to non 
essential work and put this entire community at risk? 
Even if they can practice social distancing, which 
they cannot, we are talking over 100,000 families 
who will put this entire state at risk.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Commercial airplane 
manufacturing

Boeing 3003 w casino rd Everett They will open April 21. 70,000 direct employees and 
another 50,000 people who work for their  suppliers. 
How can we have over 100,000 people return to non 
essential work and put this entire community at risk? 
Even if they can practice social distancing, which 
they cannot, we are talking over 100,000 families 
who will put this entire state at risk.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Aviation Boeing 737 Logan Ave N Renton https://www.boeing.com/emergency.page

Renton site to resume operations next week.

media@boeing.com joanna.pickup@boeing.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store JoAnn Fabrics 1125 E Sunset Dr, Ste 125 Bellingham Store is open and so busy social distancing is not 
happening.  I went to pick up an online order, I 
thought store should be closed.

Karenecurry2@icloud.com Karen Curry 360-605-4884 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf Course Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden Noticed large amount of vehicles in golf course 
parking lot.  Many groups of golfers playing course.  
Noticed several golf carts on course with golfers in 
them.  I didn’t check if pro shop open, since I am 
concerned with social distancing not being followed 
at entrance.  I thought golf courses were closed.  
Thank you.

kswanda@yahoo.com Kevin Swanda 3606565574 homesteadfarmsgolfcl@cybergolfcentral.com

TRUE 04/16/20 3:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle Parks Seward Park Seattle, WA Seattle The closure of Seward Park in Seattle is a myth.  
Many people are in the park, and many people are 
driving to the park (not local residents).  I think the 
main roads leading to Seward Park should be closed 
and barricaded (emergency access vehicles only).  
This should go for Seward Park Ave from Wilson 
Ave; Orcas at Wilson, and Dawson at Wilson Ave.  
Even more effective would be to close off Lake WA 
Blvd like it is a Bicycle Sunday.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D L Horton Construction / Lexington 
Homes

Numerous address on Prairie DrSpokane Multiple contractors working on framing new homes 
and conducting non-essential work. The project is 
Woodridge View Estates 2nd edition off of Prairie Dr 
and Navaho in the Indian Trail  area
in North Spokane. No PPE in use and no social 
distancing.

TRUE 04/16/20 3:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Spankys car wash 2544 queensgate drive Richland Non essential Fanatic11six@yahoo.com Jeremy 5096194741 Unknown

TRUE 04/16/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Spankys car wash 2544 queensgate drive Richland Non essential Fanatic11six@yahoo.com Jeremy 5096194741 Unknown

TRUE 04/16/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Autobaun car wash 3928 west Clearwater ave Kennewick Car wash required closed! Mister, jiffy and bush are 
closed. 300,000 people in Tri-Cities and not right to 
be stealing revenue from other businesses per your 
request! Your requirement on March 25th!!!

Fanatic11six@yahoo.com Jeremy 5096194741 info@autobahncarwash.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther DETENTION CENTER NORTHWEST DETENTION CENTER 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 With the recent signing of HB 2640, NWDC is a non-
essential business that is disobeying the public 
health proclamations put in place in our state to 
protect our residents. Today marks the start of the 
third hunger strike at NWDC in less than two weeks. 
That makes over 400 people going on hunger strike 
demanding action from elected officials. People 
detained are fighting for their lives and spelled SOS 
in the yard at NWDC today with their own bodies.

tapfiles@yahoo.com Mikhaila Gonzales Nathalie.R.Asher@ice.dhs.gov

TRUE 04/16/20 4:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Shrimp Shack 6168 WA-20 Anacortes Large gatherings of people. Parking lot full. People 
dining in specified dining area as normal.

TRUE 04/16/20 4:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Blue Cow Car Wash 12521 Christianson Rd Anacortes Serving customers without proper social distancing. info@bluecowcarwash.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:11 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Store Family Dollar New York near Walgreens Deland family dollar not following 6 feet and cashiers mot 
protected frim clients too close to the counter without 
protection. Scary.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/16/20 4:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Parks in Clark county are 
allowing party area rentals

Lewisville park - battleground 26411 NE Lewisville Hwy, Battle Ground, WA 98604Battle ground I saw friends of mine booking a birthday party for 30 
people here for May 9th! Should not be allowed. No 
rentals until July

cassidy_brennan@me.com Cassidy Brennan 5038930946

TRUE 04/16/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Boeing Casino Rd Everett I have received a notification today that all workers in 
Renton and Everett are to return to work next week, 
although the Stay Home order is at the very least 
through May 4th. 30,000 + back to work? Boeing 
should not be considered an essential business and 
I do not see Aircraft Manufacturing in the essential 
business list. I am not at all confident that they are 
following social distance guidelines nor are they 
going to provide proper PPE. These concerns have 
already been brought up by the few Defense workers 
that have returned to work, they are evidence that 
Boeing is NOT following appropriate guidelines.

delyjo@live.com media@boeing.com joanna.pickup@boeing.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Airplanes company Boeing Conpany 3003 W Casino Rd Everett Boeing is NOT essential business, why does Boeing 
try to open next week April 20. Boeing violates 
governor order. Boeing also lacks of PPE, so dirty 
working areas, and no social distancing properly.

media@boeing.com joanna.pickup@boeing.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Splash n dash 851 S 38th St Taoma even though there are no employees at this self-
service car wash, there are many people there night 
and day.

kmdnthefort@hotmail.com Karen 2532131340 crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:43 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Petco grooming salon is still operating as of 
4/16/2020

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Kiran Photography https://www.kiranphotography.net/Bothell Business inviting people to take their photographs 
outdoors. Advertisement link below. Business phone 
425-241-4874.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/emcemt78j3q8phn/IMG_
8696.JPG?dl=0

Also, you should let people upload proof of violation.

kiranphotography02@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 4:50 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Beach on the Snoqualmie 
River in Carnation

Carnations beach Near Boat launch Carnation Lots of people on the beach. No social distancing or 
masks. People piled on blankets. Barriers are being 
moved.

mbjkpb@gmail.com KBlue 4253334248



TRUE 04/16/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Poppi Photography NA Olympia King 5 News on 4/16/20 reported owner Kristina 
Wunsch of Poppi Photography is doing "front porch" 
session which is a violation of running a business as 
a photographer is a non-essential business.

jenny@jennystorment.com Jenny 253-234-4875 contact@poppiphoto.com

TRUE 04/16/20 5:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other smoke shop cigar land 4738 42nd Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98116seattle selling tobacco products solely. did not see tobacco 
solely as essential. plesse advise. be safe.

senddavidanote@gmail.com david

TRUE 04/16/20 5:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dog House Dog Grooming 699 Sussex Ave W Tenino Non essential pet grooming business in operation 
open daily, observed close contact when dropping off 
pets.

Deityasts@gmail.com Rikki Eva (unknown last name)

TRUE 04/16/20 5:12 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other US Forest Service Okanagan Wenatchee State Forest 1110 24th ave Seattle https://www.facebook.com/OkaWenNF/posts/279413
4830704017

I realize this isn't what this was made for, but didn't 
know where else to report. This post encouraging 
people to violate the stay at home order has as of 
now 17,000 likes and 915 shares, in a day. At this 
rate this is going to get people killed.

bettybuilder@gmail.com Kristan Mackintosh 2063591899.0000 bettybuilder@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 5:13 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Orchards park orchards 
washington

Orchards park 4th plain Vancouver Large gatbering

TRUE 04/16/20 5:16 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Skate park Skate park Hillyard spokane Drove by it today and there was at least 50 kids out 
there playing on bikes and skates boards

stanley.r.sams@gmail.com stanley sams 5098506789 City of spokane WA

TRUE 04/16/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Lucky Puppy 1407 N Young St Kennewick This non essential business has never closed. bren@myluckypuppy.com

TRUE 04/16/20 6:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Howard Amon park Howard Amon park in Richland 111 Richland While walking my 4 children, which is allowed and 
encouraged, during the stay home order we 
observed a large gathering of 10 or more on the 
barbecue, a large group playing recreational 
volleyball outside, and kids on the swings. Howard 
Amon is a large park so the length of activities was 
throughout the entire park. It is extremely difficult to 
not let my 4 children play at the park during this 
lockdown and then to see mass amounts of people 
disregarding social distancing is extremely 
frustrating!

Rachelcarter6060@yahoo.comRachel Carter 541-314-3368

TRUE 04/16/20 6:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tobacco shop The Smoke Shop 11605 ST  unit 104 Marysville Reporting business is still open. Has revealed notice 
already. 
Received email from Stacy Cutlip, from WA liquor. 
Confirming with me. Did make contact with the 
store. 
Directed them to the governor enforcement website. 
April 9th.
  It is April 16th. The store is still open.

Grimsleybear007@gmail.comKaitlyn 4256578995

TRUE 04/16/20 6:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Ben and Jerry's Issaquah 1011 NE High St #103 Issaquah The Ben and Jerry's catering truck advertised free 
ice cream in 4 or 5 Issaquah Highlands parks that 
are closed and hundreds of people came out and 
congregated in the parks and got free ice cream.  No 
social distancing, no masks.  This is an awesome 
gesture but unbelievably inappropriate at this time to 
people who are actually following the state ordered 
social distancing guidelines. Our senator was out 
there amongst the crowds of people and did nothing 
to social distance people.

concernedcitizenWAiss@gmail.comConcerned citizen Senator Mark Mullet

TRUE 04/16/20 6:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Mercury @ Machineworks 1009 E Union St Seattle They’ve been allowing the DJs into the club to work 
side by side in the tiny DJ booth to video live stream 
their performances. This is to make continuous 
revenue for the DJs and also the money goes to the 
club. Many Facebook events with the details. This 
has been going on all of March/April.

Happythefrog@gmail.com Brenda Combes

TRUE 04/16/20 6:29 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City of Camas 616 NE 4th Ave Camas The city of Camas, WA is just now breaking ground 
on a non-essential large infrastructure project in 
defiance of the Governor's Construction Guidance 
Order released just the other day. Local city officials 
are well aware of the Governor's Order and have 
specifically released a press release yesterday to 
attempt to frame the work as essential in defiance of 
it. In 18+ months of prior preliminary actions to try to 
get this project approved, the city has never once 
expressed urgency beyond this being an 
"improvement project". The city now claims that 
should this work not proceed, that our intersection 
will "soon reach failure" having never said that 
before yesterday. This intersection allows access for 
the major roadway through our town, should 
construction block that route, thousands will be left 
unable to evacuate efficiently during an escalation of 
current conditions or other emergency. Thank you 
for your swift attention on this as we are especially 
concerned for the health and safety of the workers 
that will be pressured into doing this work in defiance 
of both the governor's "stay home, stay healthy" 
proclamation and the "Construction Guidance" 
Proclamation. Thank you.

pw54.city@gmail.com bmcdonnell@cityofcamas.us

TRUE 04/16/20 6:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chehalis Barber 371 NW Pacific Ave Chehalis Business has tarp over windows but people going in 
and out and hanging around outside of business. 
Reports of police officers getting service there in 
addition to city people

TRUE 04/16/20 6:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Samantha McClearly Photography 232 Division St Carbonado Conducting photo sessions when she is a non 
essential business

smcclearyphotography@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/16/20 6:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash-auto detailing Elephant Car Wash 31458 Pacific Highway S Federal Way How is it possible this car wash is open when the 
brown bears have all closed in observance of
non essential status and social distancing? People 
who work here can be seen working  in groups on 
the same car and right next to each other. Also seen 
vacuuming the interior of vehicles

Feelsolight@hotmail.com Theresa Nelson corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/16/20 6:53 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course McCormick woods Golf course 5155 McCormick woods dr swPort orchard Golfers using the golf course on 4/16/2020 in the 
evening.  Obviously still open. Frustrating since on 
their website they show they have suspended golfing 
but obviously have not.

Fphman@hotmail.com Anthony Gordon 360-621-1640

TRUE 04/16/20 6:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo shop Rich lee done ink 15515 Maas Lane Southwest Lakewood Hes still operating business (doing tattoos) while 
under quarantine. Has ppl in and out of his dirty 
house daily!
And hes dumping trash in the woods by his driveway.

d.j.blaze.db@gmail.com Fawn S Goodro 2533303616

TRUE 04/16/20 6:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Ivar's 710 Front St Mukilteo, WA  98275 United StatesMukilteo We live in the area and there are way too many 
people buying ice cream right now. Despite the 
website saying the place is currently "closed"

Hajir03@hotmail.com Hajir al 4254456111

TRUE 04/16/20 7:04 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other It’s a private house N/A 4736 20th Ave Ne Seattle There’s a party going on. Most of the people at this 
house party don’t live there

Elle 2064820084

TRUE 04/16/20 7:23 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Century link Stadium parking lot 520 Stadium pl S Seattle Everyday begin from 4:30p.m .I can see many group 
of ppl coming out and gathering on the parking lot 
from my window. They either doing yoga together, or 
playing board games...and the activities is gathering 
more and more ppl. this has been over 2 weeks and 
I think it’s due to the decreasing number of patient 
numbers in King county and in Seattle. I guess those 
ppl just begin ignoring the order while put other ppl’s 
healthy in risk and effort in loss.We all wanna go 
back to normal life. However this lockdown will never 
get over until the worst situation/area recovered.

Yiquiamie@gmail.com Amie



TRUE 04/16/20 7:25 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Higher Education Spokane Community College School 
of Nursing

1810 N Greene St Spokane Spokane Community College, College of Nursing, 
restarted in-person learning by allowing nursing 
students to shadow RNs working in the Birthplace at 
Sacred Heart Medical Center. With a full department 
and nurses already struggling to maintain proper 
social distancing at a small nurses station with 
limited computers, 9 nurses had 8 students 
shadowing them beginning 4-16-20. With the 
addition of 2 necessary ancillary staff, this leaves 7 
computers to be shared between 19 people in an 
approximately 20 feet x 10 foot space. Nurses are 
unable to maintain any level of social distancing with 
their students shadowing them, or limit interaction 
with new mothers and newborns with students 
entering and exiting multiple rooms repeatedly. This 
situation isn't safe for the students, the nursing staff, 
or the patients. Since the start of the pandemic, we 
have desperately tried to limit the amount of foot 
traffic on and off of the birth department to protect 
ourselves and our patients, and to suddenly have 
students thrust into the mix creates an unnecessary 
safety issue in a specialty department that is not an 
essential clinical learning area for generalist nursing 
students during this public health emergency. We 
would respectfully ask that the governor ask the 
SCC College of Nursing to find alternate ways for 
students to spend their obstetric clinical time, until 
the threat has passed.

TRUE 04/16/20 7:43 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther golf McCormick Woods Golf 5155 McCormick Woods Drive SWPort Orchard constant stream of golfers every day, clubhouse is 
closed

"Shawn Cucciardi" <scucciardi@columbiahospitality.com>

TRUE 04/16/20 7:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A St. South Tacoma, Washington 98444 This is the 3rd time I've tried to report a Non-
Essential Business that's been open since Late 
March after Governor Inslee's Stay at Home Initiative 
and nobody has done anything to enforce the 
Initiative set by Governor Inslee. I've tried calling but 
can never get an answer and I'm left with another 
Email to get someone out to location to observe 
what's been going on. There's a Full Parking Lot 
everyday that I'm at work as a Security Officer 
looking over businesses that are Non-Essential while 
they are at home during this Pandemic. I've left my 
Email and Phone Number but still have received No 
Response. I'm doing my part in trying to make sure 
everyone is doing their part but this business has it's 
Windows and Doors covered in Brown Paper so you 
can't see in but you can hear the equipment being 
used. This is the last time I'm attempting to report 
violation of Governor Inslee's Stay at Home Initiative 
and if nothing else gets done it's not my fault 
because I did my part

cpv1217@yahoo.com Chris Vivier 253-579-9209 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/16/20 7:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Laht Neppur 444 Preston Ave Waitsburg It is a restaurant/brew pub. Cars have been parked 
in the parking lot for long periods of time.

TRUE 04/16/20 7:59 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Kitsap Country Club 3885 NW Golf Club Hill Rd Bremerton, WA Golf course has Re-opened in defiance of the 20-25 
proclamation

TRUE 04/16/20 8:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A St. South Tacoma, Washington 98444 This is the 3rd time I've tried to report a Non-
Essential Business that's been open since Late 
March after Governor Inslee's Stay at Home Initiative 
and nobody has done anything to enforce the 
Initiative set by Governor Inslee. I've tried calling but 
can never get an answer and I'm left with another 
Email to get someone out to location to observe 
what's been going on. There's a Full Parking Lot 
everyday that I'm at work as a Security Officer 
looking over businesses that are Non-Essential while 
they are at home during this Pandemic. I've left my 
Email and Phone Number but still have received No 
Response. I'm doing my part in trying to make sure 
everyone is doing their part but this business has it's 
Windows and Doors covered in Brown Paper so you 
can't see in but you can hear the equipment being 
used. This is the last time I'm attempting to report 
violation of Governor Inslee's Stay at Home Initiative 
and if nothing else gets done it's not my fault 
because I did my part

cpv1217@yahoo.com Chris Vivier 253-579-9209 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/16/20 8:02 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Golden Gardens Golden Gardens 8498 Seaview Avenue NW Seattle Large groups of parties at the beach. When it was 
closed last weekend people were stepping over 
yellow tape. This is unsafe.

City of Seattle

TRUE 04/16/20 8:03 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course McCormick Woods Golf 5200 McCormick Woods Dr SWPort Orchard, WA Golf course has Re-opened in defiance of the 20-25 
proclamation

TRUE 04/16/20 8:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Horse Cart Small Animal Hospital 9111 346th St S Roy This clinic is performing non-essential surgical 
procedures, when most other practices are following 
the governor's and the WSVMA's recommendation 
to cancel not essential procesures.

TRUE 04/16/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Astria Health 1016 Tacoma Ave Sunnyside Performing non-essential surgeries and other 
elective surgery services

CAROL@ASTRIA.HEALTH

TRUE 04/16/20 8:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Danika Seabrands Photography 37407 160th ave se Auburn Currently conducting illegal photo sessions 
previously throughout the past weeks and today 
4/16/2020 with a group of 3 people.

253-334-7449

TRUE 04/16/20 9:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Everett Endodontics 3229 Hoyt Ave Suite B Everett Performing non emergency  procedures on patients 
such as treatment completions, recall appointments, 
check appointments and treating patients that does 
not fall under emergency.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:13 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other private home Uraine Family 4555 Purdue Ave. NE seattle On 4/15 neighbors had a large party of teenagers 
with screaming and loud music.  I called 911 and 
they told me to send this.  In the morning, 4/16 they 
seemed to have a children's party with children 
screaming and music.  The teenage party went from 
7:30 PM-10 PM.  Children's from 9:30 Am-noon.

cpeterson05@comcast.net cynthia peterson 2065282894

TRUE 04/16/20 9:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Kitsap Golf & Country Club 3885 NW Golf Club Hill Rd Bremerton Golfers golfing as normal. Unknown

TRUE 04/16/20 9:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Signature Haïr Design 2331 140th Avé NE Suite D Bellevue The salon stays open from Wednesday to Saturday 
and this has been going on for few weeks.  The 
owner leaves the sign as “Closed » while her salon 
is open and she has her customer park the car 
somewhere else not in front of her salon pretend as 
if her salon has closed. The owner and her 
employee work in the room not on the work floor so 
no one can see that they violated the “ Stay Home 
Order and Social Distancing Rule” from the outside 
of the salon. There is a customer left a review on 
Yelp 2 weeks ago after getting her hair done at the 
salon.

peanutbutternanjelly@yahoo.comKim 206-332-2850 Winnie

TRUE 04/16/20 10:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sporing Goods K2 Sports S 208th St, SeaTac, Unloading container's picking Skis , Snow boards 
and other non-essential products

john.colonna@k2sports.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:29 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 East J Street 98421 The NWDC is a NON-Essentional Business. Social 
distancing practices are not being implemented and 
people’s LIVES are at risk. All folks being detained 
must be released now!

ICE/GEO



TRUE 04/16/20 11:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Big box store Fred Meyer 9925 state ave Marysville Here is how my company supports its front line 
workers, and the community
*Ladies socializing in the isles like its a coffee 
klatsch, yes they have their Starbucks 
*the store director gets 20,000 bonus
*Salaried managers getting 3500 to 6000 bonuses
*We get 2.00/hour for TWO WEEKS mine will equal 
to about 130.00, plus the 137.00 "hero bonus" 
(wheres my 20,000)
*sales are up 70% from last year (during a 
goverment issued stay at home order)
*store capacity allowing 2000 customers at a time
*advertising sales in non-essential departments, 4 
week apparel coupon encouraging foot traffic
*savings certificate in the home, apparel and 
electronics departments  encouraging more foot 
traffic
*sanitation practices practically non existent or being 
performed by untrained high school students/ new 
hires
*allowing customers to use highly toxic commercial 
grade disinfectant to sanitize their own carts
*So busy we are out of carts before 9am
*Using the "national emergency " status to hire and 
utilize private contracted non-union employees
*not stocking essential hand washing products in the 
restrooms
*crime and theft not being addressed 
*we are open tomorrow and do not get holiday pay

If you wanna forget abt the virus come in; it 
apparently doesnt exist here. Maybe it's a weird  

TRUE 04/16/20 11:29 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Spoonfed fitness 2000 Benson Rd S #183, Renton, WA 98055Renton Open gym. No regards to social distancing. 
Sickening. She even posts on her website she works 
outs and she people should arrive.

3 times a day she packs her gym. I'm sad for her.

Speterson@gmail.com Sam Peterson

TRUE 04/16/20 11:55 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Gym Barrett’s Gym 1674 State Route 105 Grayland The business has already been informed be the 
Sheriffs office that he needs to shut down. He 
posted a video on his Facebook talking about that 
visit and the petty tyrants that are forcing this. He is 
continuing to have people come in, mainly high 
school kids, and workout not adhering to any 
guidelines. People are getting dropped off and picked 
up to show the appearance of no cars, and multiple 
students are parking at a house nearby which is a 
grandparent and walking to the gym. The owner is 
very against Gov Inslee and is making it a point to 
stay open, putting our whole community at risk and 
especially kids who he continues to let come and 
break the law. Like I said, he has already been 
warned and is finding ways to sneak around and 
continue his practice.

mcmargaris@hotmail.com Mitchell Margaris 3607516260

TRUE 04/17/20 1:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 735 NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah, WA  98027 United StatesIssaquah 6~ people are being crammed into a tiny room like 6 
feet by 6 feet for deliveries along with carts.They 
also increased the workload to a point where people 
can’t take time to properly clean/sanitize and we 
can’t wear gloves because of the device to scan. The 
health check is just a “are you sick?”

TRUE 04/17/20 3:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 2805 E 29th Ave, Spokane, WA 99223Spokane As of 4/16 Petco is taking grooming appointments 
which is non essential. People were showing up and 
picking up their dogs from the salon creating an 
unnecessary amount of store traffic.

midgiewheeler@gmail.com Amanda

TRUE 04/17/20 4:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office interiors Trico office interiors 1205 commercial st Bellingham They are asking employees to travel from other 
counties to work at the facility against 20-25. Rules I 
am afraid of retaliation from this claim

3602029111 trico@tricoofficeinteriors.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office interiors Trico office interiors 1502 commercial Bellingham Open doing back door  work  . Asking employees to 
come in during 20-25  working during shutdown

trico@tricoofficeinteriors.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:29 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing The Boeing Company P.O. Box 3707 Seattle Boeing is again placing profit over people by 
reopening its factories to produce aircraft that 
nobody is buying, flying, or taking delivery of. How is 
this essential!? As a member of an “at risk” age 
group with an “at risk” family member at home, how 
is risking our lives for stock prices help the state get 
back on its feet? Shame on Inslee!

Pd.verdier@gmail.com PD Verdier 425-220-4256 The Boeing Company

TRUE 04/17/20 6:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Airplane manufacturing The Boeing Company 737 Logan Ave N Renton, wa. Boeing calling back 25,000-30,000 people to work 
within 6 feet of each other for a non essential 
business. I’m sure Boeing wants it’s money, but 
anything on the commercial air side of the business 
is non essential, especially the 737MAX line which 
the FAA has suspended production. Boeing does not 
meet any requirement listed in the essential 
business parameters and because they didn’t take a 
federal bailout, they’re unnecessarily putting the lives 
of those 30,000 employees at risk for the sake of 
profits.

Reportcovidviolations@yahoo.comWithheld for safety Withheld for safety media@boeing.com joanna.pickup@boeing.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chehalia barber 371 nw pacific ave Chehalis They've been open and cutting people's hair during 
lockdown.

TRUE 04/17/20 7:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Lucky Puppy 1407 N Young St, Kennewick, WA 99336WA Never closed business during Quarantine.. groomsbykat@gmail.com Kat Worley 5093039631 bren@myluckypuppy.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet groomer Lucky puppy 1407 N Young st Kennewick I've noticed several people saying they are still taking 
their dog to lucky puppy grooming.

bren@myluckypuppy.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Sunscapes inc 1956 Saint Street Richland We see their trucks driving by all day working on a 
landscape project at 6402 Westview Loop West 
Richland.
This is a concern as we try to do our part keeping 
isolated.

martybickford@gmail.com Marty Bickford 5093929923 info@sunscapesinc.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lawn Maintenance Greenscape Spokane 7412 W 49th Spokane, Washington 99224Spokane Lawn service performed at 2311 S. Jefferson.  
7:30am/Apr 17.  Several workers are driving in same 
vehicle, not wearing masks, and mowing, trimming 
grass. Temperature is 32 degrees. This is 
completely non essential in my opinion. I have 
photos of the actual lawn mowing.

mikejdunlap@comcast.net Mike Dunlap 509-435-2673 Contact@greenscapespokane.com      Stephanie (owner)  Phone:  509-468-4365      web:  spokanegreenscape.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:56 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other PHOTOGRAPHY BlueElephant Photography 130 N Main Street Suite 1 Omak This photographer is visiting various houses in town 
to the a "front porch session". She has already done 
1 day but looks like she's planning to do more. It’s 
been bugging me. Like we are actually following the 
rules and those that aren’t are getting praised.
The point of our businesses being shut down is that 
we are all staying home and not contacting clients in 
person . How is doing it for free make it okay? I’m 
confused

whoisjing@gmail.com Mary 2064149111 hello@bluelephantphotography.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Aircraft Boeing 3003 west casino rd Everett I read the list of essential services many times and I 
can’t find where manufacturing of commercial 
airplanes is essential. Why do they get to violate the 
stay at home en mass and put peoples lives in 
danger?

hstayboldt@gmail.com Heidi Marsh 4254669630 media@boeing.com joanna.pickup@boeing.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Nipp's Burgers And More 980 Ocean Beach Highway Longview People are gathering to eat at outside tables, 
sometimes in large groups, when I drove by there 
yesterday all of the outside tables were occupied by 
people eating.

TRUE 04/17/20 8:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham I live nearby and am reporting that the gym is open. 
Looks closed from the front but people are coming 
and going through the back door from about 8am to 
3pm and other times throughout the day.

LinkedIn: danielle_schemm@msn.com mailto:Kofitness10@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery and household Fred Meyer 2500 Columbia Blvd Vancouver Employees not wearing masks including meat and 
deli where they are handling fresh food, not cleaning 
check out areas, not cleaning or monitoring carts, 
not limiting access so the store is full of customers 
not wearing protected gear.

camascc@aol.com Connie



TRUE 04/17/20 8:28 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther County Assessor Office Grant County 35 C St NW Ephrata The Assessors office is sending Appraisers out in 
the field to county areas that are hit hard with 
COVID (Mattawa) and then coming back into the 
office where employees are not allowed to work from 
home even though all of their work could easily be 
done from home.  Employees have been threatened 
with their jobs if they take time off.  There are at 
least 15 employees in the office at all times.  All 
other county offices have been closed to the public 
for a month.  They are rotating through their 
essential workforce so that no more than 3 people 
are in the office at the same time.  Others are 
working from home.  The elected Assessor does not 
believe this is a big deal and that it is just being 
blown up by the media.  I am extremely concerned 
for my 60 year old mother. Our county Assessor is 
being extremely negligent.

tbicond@gcpud.org Terrah Bicondova 509-398-1232

TRUE 04/17/20 8:54 AM AG Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rental Property SouthSide Investments LLC 1520 W 10th Ave Spokane This Landlord is forcibly evicting people w/ threats 
and bullying.
Doing construction, bringing children, girlfriends and 
strangers into people's home during stay at home 
order to do unnecessary construction, that they lied 
about being "affordable housing" these are the worst 
kind of people. Risking other people lives to make or 
save a few dollars, while raking in pile of cash for 
owning assets. Disgusting

Rich@gettingricher.com Can't tell you, they already forced 2 familes out of their homes509)867-5309 unknown

TRUE 04/17/20 9:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business harborview medical center,city of 
seattle mayor Jenny Durkin,kiro 7 
news

325 9th ave seattle on 4/16/2020 on kiro 7 news report Gary Horcher 
report titled cheers for heroes. There was reports of 
fifteen separate social gathering violations at fifteen 
different hospitals with at least one that was 
preplanned to the point that local media was involved 
as well as the mayor of Seattle. The fire chief of 
Seattle, the employees of Harbor View Medical 
Center and numerous first responders. there was 
also not proper social distancing , wearing of masks 
or safety gear. My concerns are that what is good for 
one is good for all. we the citizens of wash state can 
not have  gatherings of any kind. The 20-25.1 
proclamation  is for everyone .

TRUE 04/17/20 9:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business West Coast Supplements-Spanaway 15024 Pacific Ave S Parkland Announced on Instagram he was going to be open 
on 4/17 for customers to come in and buy 
supplements from him.

mmeadanna@outlook.com Nic Dunning Westcoastsuppswa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 9:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business West Coast Supplements 15024 Pacific Avenue Spanaway This person owns a gym and several supplement 
stores. I reported the gym and then saw an IG post 
saying supplement store will be open Friday 4/17 
from 12-7. 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_EKfXeD87U/?igshid
=p5parapkxr5q

This is not an essential business. This owner, Nic 
Dunning, has made it clear he doesn’t care about 
following state guidelines.

Sybilnorberg@gmail.com Sybil Norberg 2538202563 Westcoastsuppswa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 9:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Mercer Island Auto Spa 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer Island I’m not sure if car washing is considered “essential”. 
They have signs out saying their wash is closed. 
However, the past few times I’ve driven by I have 
seen employees inside washing/working on cars. I 
feel as if this is hindering our progress of flattening 
the curve by forcing non-essential interaction

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Manager@MercerIslandAutoSpa.com

TRUE 04/17/20 9:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Valley Brewing 3215 River RD Yakima Observed business open and didn't see a food cart.  
I don't think business has food service.  Over the last 
few weeks, they had a table blocking the doorway, 
thus serving walk ups only.  Yesterday there wasn't 
a food cart and the table wasn't blocking the door, 
although it may have been inside the door.

 www.valleybrewingco.com

And they have a special web page for to go online 
ordering...

https://www.valleybrewingcotogo.com/

A bar is an essential business?  Without food or 
even a food cart (outside contractor)?

Jeff@johnsisland.org Jeffry Jones 5099456539  joe@valleybrewingco.com

TRUE 04/17/20 9:45 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Lakeway Ave Bellingham I'm writing to express concern about the Fred Meyer 
on Lakeway. My family shops here, and we've 
noticed that there is really no regard at the store for 
social distancing--especially at the registers. A 
cashier told me that management said they were 
limiting the number of customers to half of the 
store's capacity, but no one seems to be counting 
the number of people going in and out. "Capacity" 
might be counting the non-grocery section as well, 
which is not where most of the customers are.

It doesn't seem like customers or workers there are 
well-protected.

sarah.zarrow@gmail.com Sarah E. Zarrow 9175820511

TRUE 04/17/20 9:48 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Agri Beef 01 Elmwood Rd Toppenish  WA There are 2 employee's  that live in the same 
household with another individual that tested positive 
for COVID19. These 2 individuals are showing 
symptoms of COVID19 but refuse to get tested and 
continue to work on a daily basis.

Annonimous 509-831-6929

TRUE 04/17/20 9:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business etrain fitness 12000 15th Ave NE Suite A seattle Numerous people using the facility support@fitmetrix.io t

TRUE 04/17/20 9:55 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Governor's Mansion, Capitol GroundsOlympia Governor Jay Inslee got a haircut. This was declared 
by the governor to be a non-essential activity.

https://www.governor.wa.gov/contact

TRUE 04/17/20 9:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/fitness center Grays harbor crossfit 505 w state st Aberdeen Although he is staying closed, he allows people to 
enter and use his gym. It will appear to be closed on 
the outside but he lets members use the gym to 
excercise. I am concerned because people I know 
are using this gym and may spread the virus by not 
social distancing

Jason hatley

TRUE 04/17/20 10:00 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Select Physical Therapy 7900 East Green Lake Drive North, Suite 204Seattle Physical therapy is not an essential business. They 
can open their virtual physical therapy sessions, but 
they also opened the in-person sessions, which is 
too early for our states!

TRUE 04/17/20 10:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming petco 5700 100th st lakewood dog grooming is still open inside petco putting the 
public and staff at risk

daniel heck 3604648675 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 10:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog groomer petco 5700 100th st lakewood grooming pets putting staff and customers at risk LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 10:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Valley Brewing 3215 River RD Yakima Observed business open and didn't see a food cart.  
I don't think business has food service.  Over the last 
few weeks, they had a table blocking the doorway, 
thus serving walk ups only.  Yesterday there wasn't 
a food cart and the table wasn't blocking the door, 
although it may have been inside the door.

 www.valleybrewingco.com

And they have a special web page for to go online 
ordering...

https://www.valleybrewingcotogo.com/

A bar is an essential business?  Without food or 
even a food cart (outside contractor)?

Jeff@johnsisland.org Jeffry Jones 5099456539  joe@valleybrewingco.com

TRUE 04/17/20 10:18 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Improvement Home Depot 4601 Center St Tacoma They say they are only letting 75 people in,theres 
way more than that, plus employees. Garden dept is 
open, which is non essential, there's so many people 
in the dept there's no way they are 6ft apart. Carts 
and register keypads are not being wiped/cleaned.

Current employee at this location 2537526318

TRUE 04/17/20 10:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Boeing 3003 W Casino Road, Everett Violation of the Stay Home Stay Healthy Order, this 
is a double violation as producing commercial 
airplanes is not a essential activity and because 
Boeing no longer makes reliably safe airplanes.    
We also are not at war, war material is not essential.

kskeels@gmail.com Kathleen Skeels 206-310-3276 The Boeing Co.  100 N Riverside Plaza,. Chicago IL 60606

TRUE 04/17/20 10:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware Store Home Depot 4602 Center St Tacoma We have departments that are still open in the store 
that is non-essential such as Paint and Garden. 
Most of our customers are in the store for plants, 
soil or getting paint. We are suppose to have a 
customer limit but it seems like we are over 100 
people in the store.



TRUE 04/17/20 10:51 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential Cleaning service THA House Cleaning 4043 55th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98116Seattle This company is still offering in home residential 
cleaning and free in home estimates.  This cannot 
be considered an essential service when so many of 
us are not working! They are not cleaning essential 
businesses but peoples homes. This is a  luxury item 
not a necessity>!  Almost all the cleaning 
businesses in Seattle are still operating if you call 
them.  When I read the guidelines on the Governors 
website I read only essential cleaners for essential 
businesses not your routine house cleaning.  These 
people are going from house to house and putting 
themselves and home owners at risk.  If this is 
actually considered an essential business operation 
than we all should go back to work.  Maybe the 
governor should announce in one of his press 
conferences that the essential business operations 
doesn't apply to these kind of services along with 
weekly lawn mowing services!! I see trucks all over 
town mowing residential lawns.  I know they work 
outside but their employees are traveling all over 
going into gas stations to fill equipment etc!! I can 
see them being available for a dangerous tree ready 
to fall but lawn mowing??!! Please mention this in 
one of the pressers.  If these cleaning businesses 
don't get shut down then I'm re opening too!!  If we 
all don't do our part the rest of us doing it will be out 
longer!!  If Boeing isn't essential in our community 
than a house cleaning and lawn mowing better not 
be or were all being dumb by staying home.

smile@thacleaning.com

TRUE 04/17/20 10:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Whistle workware 12904 Meridian E Puyallup Whistle workware is still open. With the employee's 
working full shifts. This goes for all 9 of the 
locations. There are people with kids, elderly people 
that love with them. Also people with asthma. Which 
is more prone to affect

Del

TRUE 04/17/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection comapny Genesis Credit Management 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett, WA 98203 this is a non essential business that is open. this 
does not fall with in the March 23, 2020 
Proclamation 20-25 Governor Inslee issued. 

collection companies are non essential. they are 
operating from their office. 
time of violation 8:08AM 04/17/2020

TRUE 04/17/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection comapny Genesis Credit Management 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett, WA 98203 this is a non essential business that is open. this 
does not fall with in the March 23, 2020 
Proclamation 20-25 Governor Inslee issued. 

collection companies are non essential. they are 
operating from their office. 
time of violation 8:08AM 04/17/2020

TRUE 04/17/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection comapny Genesis Credit Management 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett, WA 98203 this is a non essential business that is open. this 
does not fall with in the March 23, 2020 
Proclamation 20-25 Governor Inslee issued. 

collection companies are non essential. they are 
operating from their office. 
time of violation 8:08AM 04/17/2020

TRUE 04/17/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection comapny Genesis Credit Management 906 SE Everett Mall Way #301Everett, WA 98203 this is a non essential business that is open. this 
does not fall with in the March 23, 2020 
Proclamation 20-25 Governor Inslee issued. 

collection companies are non essential. they are 
operating from their office. 
time of violation 8:08AM 04/17/2020

TRUE 04/17/20 11:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Retailer Lowe's 2235 Longfibre Rd Yakima As an employee I have seen that the workers do not 
have access to gloves, there is not regular cleaning. 
They do not enforce social distancing. Large amount 
of customer volume that employees come in contact 
with. I heard a customer say he was exposed to 
covid, management allowed him to shop.

TRUE 04/17/20 11:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Modern nails 32 main st Hebron Non-essential business disregarding order to close. 
Also very busy with many customers.

TRUE 04/17/20 11:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Groomer Lucky Puppy Grooming 1407 N Young st. Kennewick Our Health Department keeps getting complaints 
submitted by a Facebook group of groomers 
regarding other groomers who are operating during 
the stay home, stay healthy mandate.

Justing@bfhd.wa.gov Justin Gerber 509-460-4330 509-736-6616

TRUE 04/17/20 11:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming/services Petco 516 Valley Mall Pkwy East Wenatchee Grooming is still open when it is to be CLOSED! It is 
non essential!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 11:19 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Lavoure 210 5 th Ave south Edmonds 10 or less people congregating and less than 6 feet 
apart. They are asking people walking by to goin 
them. Seems as though they are in protest of state 
regulation.

nalaonthebeach@gmail.com Mary Johnson 509-687-5800

TRUE 04/17/20 11:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company James G. Murphy Co 18226 68th Ave NE Kenmore Auction houses are deemed a NON Essential 
Business and support people to leave their homes 
for selling consignments and receive their purchases 
that are deemed non essential

shaina@murphyauction.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Anything n More 705 W 42nd Ave Kennewick Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

wvadampeterson@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Enumclaw Sales Pavilion 22712 SE 436th St Enumclaw Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

EnumclawSP@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Mercury Auctions d/b/a Garrison 
Auctioneers

152 Curtis Hill RD Chehalis Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

info@garrisonauctioneers.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Community Integrated health services 57 w main st Chehalis Requiring staff to come to the office whose functions 
can be completed remotely

Mbollinger@greatriversbho.org

TRUE 04/17/20 11:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company CTM Unlimited Auctions 411 E Main Street Highway 12Oakville Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

asu98568@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Vintage Mercantile and Auction 5005 N Market Spokane Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

Melissa@sobeenthere.com



TRUE 04/17/20 11:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Washington Estate Liquidation 12468 Patricia Lane Burlington Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

chris@waestateliquidation.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Blue Nest Home PO Box 1242 Silverdale Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

sheila@bluenesthome.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Big Al's Auction 227 E Reserve St #103 Vancouver Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

bigalsauction@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company McMillan Bros Auction 17713 Dunbar Rd Mount Vernon Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

trnw8919@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Yep Auction Service 1309 Bouslog Rd.Ste. #109 Burlington Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

mailbox@yepauction.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym FM Sports 9123 151st Ave NE Redmond This gym is owned by a local HS baseball coach who 
is promoting it to the athletes he coaches. These 
boys go to his gym and are violating the orders to 
shelter in place and to keep social distances. Not 
only is the coach personally profiting from operating 
thus business and violating the order, he is a Terrible 
role model for these young people who look up to 
him.

kkfc@gmail.com Karen Frank Smith mailto:fmsportsbaseball@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Go Green Estate Liquidation Wiser Lake Business Park Lynden Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

prov2nw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction company Vail Auctioneers Inc PO Box 3965 Pasco Auction houses and companies are deemed a NON 
Essential Business and do not fall in the essential 
businesses category. They promote people to leave 
their homes for selling consignments and to receive 
their purchases.
Every business listed on the website below is 
violating the governor’s order, and it is unfair to the 
business that is following the order and have got 
clarification in writing and were forced to shut down.
https://washington.hibid.com/

info@vailauctioneers.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead Blvd Lynden Noticed there are a lot of groups of golfers on every 
hole I could see from surrounding roads.  Parking lot 
is pretty full of cars (35+).  Other golf courses I’ve 
drove by have roped off entrances and pulled flags, 
but not Homestead Golf Course.  I don’t see any 
effort to keep golfers off the course.

kswanda@yahoo.com Kevin Swanda 3606565574 Info@homesteadgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/17/20 12:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boeing commercial airplane 
divisions Renton/Everett 
plants

Boeing 1301 Sw 16th street Seattle Putting 30000 people back to work in Everett alone 
before the order is lifted to build commercial planes 
is an unacceptable health risk to all of us. You 
cannot distance inside the planes. The ground 
workers will get sick. They will spread this to our 
communities. This is not essential. The rules need to 
apply to everyone. Boeing’s profit margins are not 
worth our health or our lives. Do the right thing. 
Keep us safe.

onsieben@gmail.com Jessie Larson 4257732135.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 12:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Spa BELLEVUE MASSAGE AND SPA 12505 BEL RED ROAD BELLEVUE this is a spa that offers massages and facials, etc. 
Their website lists their services. twice this week I 
am able to hear conversations due to the thin walls 
and various different people which are  customers it 
seems. We are a essential business and have 
already spoken with the Department to ensure that 
we are able to operate so it is quite surprising to us 
that such activities are being conducted in this 
building. I have taken pictures as well of this spa 
being operated from outside.

poojamakker555@gmail.com Pooja 4259227205

TRUE 04/17/20 12:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Web Joist 118 Borovec Rd chehalis Web Joist is a company that builds trusses and i-
beams for the construction of commercial buildings

Donearlsii@outlook.com don earls 3602195540 Kevin?

TRUE 04/17/20 12:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Recreational Vehicle Camping World of Burlington 1535 Walton  Dr Burlington Selling trailers for recreational use, working a full 
staff, no hand sanitizer and not complying with the 
governors stay at home order

TRUE 04/17/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction ESP Custom Homes 7312 120th ave ne Kirkland Three workers on site the last three days working on 
a residential home under contraction.  This site is 
across the street from the church on 120th.

info@espcustomhomesllc.com

TRUE 04/17/20 12:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other I 502 Agriculture Phat Panda 2611 N. Woodruff Rd Spokane Valley People are not keeping 6 feet away from each other, 
and there are departments where there are almost 
always more then 10 people in small rooms and 
some of the bathrooms hot water doesn’t work all of 
the time so we can’t properly wash our hands.

TRUE 04/17/20 12:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 9004 vernon rd Lake stevens Grooming salon is still and has been open!  This has 
been reported weekly and NOTHING is being done.  
Pet Grooming has been deemed NOT essential.  
They are putting people's lives at risk!

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lakewood Chamber of 
Commerce

Linda Smith 2535829400 lakewood,WA there are promoting a "quarantine cruise-in"   and 
encouraging folks to get in their cars and go cruising 
around and stop at local businesses etc  ---- there is 
a flyer they have been circulating --

tigermsmith@hotmail.com toni smith 2538759135



TRUE 04/17/20 12:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other PRINTING Alphagraphics Seattle 3131 Elliott Ave Suite 100, Seattle, WA 98121Seattle, WA Hello.  I am an employee of Alphagraphics Seattle.  
This is a company that has been in operation since 
the implementation of the stay home order and I 
have become aware that our company has been 
performing non-essential work along with the work 
that it claims to be essential (no documentation has 
been provided).  I have been told that the company 
has been deemed essential and that they have 14 
skeleton crew workers performing all types of work.  
In reaction to the current crisis, they laid off half the 
company permanently and have temporarily laid off 
others (including myself) until the stay home order 
ends.  Upon review of the Stay Home Stay Healthy 
order, I do not see how the company could meet the 
criteria for an "essential business" and have not 
received any official documentation of the company's 
designation as an essential business.  The company 
has not specified what we do that is essential.  I 
have been temporarily laid off due to the order with 
an expected return date of May 5th (after the order 
ends), but they are now asking that I come in 
Monday (4/20) to perform what I believe to be non-
essential business activities.  I have asked for official 
documentation from my company of this essential 
business designation, but have not been provided 
with it.  Could I please be provided with official 
documentation so I know that showing up to work 
would be lawful?  It is not clear to me why I have 
been temporarily laid off if coming to work this whole 
time would have been lawful.

evanlangford@gmail.com Evan Langford 5052707529 cstempler@alphagraphics.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:00 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other High School Facilities Lindbergh High School 16426 128th Ave SE Renton Every day when I walk past the back of the school, 
there are multiple people congregating at the football 
field and tennis courts. Yesterday there were almost 
40 people playing on the Astroturf.  Please help stop 
the spread!

JoeD2269@aol.com Joe DiJulio 203-400-5368 lindbergh.rentonschools.us

TRUE 04/17/20 1:03 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Many families intermingling N/a 30129 12th Ave SW Federal Way Families from 3+ houses have been interacting 
regularly on 12th Ave SW. A senior citizen lives at 
this home and I'm particularly worried for his safety. 
At least 16 residents live in these 3 houses, plus a 
few extra kids have been seen there from other 
homes. See also 30153 12th Ave SW and 30159 
12th Ave SW. Unfortunately interactions have 
become more frequent over the last week.

TRUE 04/17/20 1:16 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Whatcom County Public 
Works

Whatcom County Public Works Main St Bellingham Whatcom County road crew working together in 
close proximity with chainsaws to remove a downed 
tree off Silver Lake Rd. Tree has been down for 
months and was not causing any danger. Tree was 
at least 20’ from the road. No masks were being 
worn and at least 3 workers were working at a 
shoulder to shoulder distance

TRUE 04/17/20 1:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline Grooming is NOT essential LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline Grooming is open and should not be. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline The grooming salon is open and it is not essential. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline GROOMING IS NOT ESSENTIAL LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline Grooming should not be open. LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St, Shoreline Grooming should not be open. I demand that you 
have someone watch them for a day. There is now 
way for them to social distance.

LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:27 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Depot Home Depot 121 military rd east Spanaway Lines outside of 100 people or more people in close 
proximity. Sales of non essential items such as 
landscape supplies paint wiindow treatments patio 
furniture grills etc.

TRUE 04/17/20 1:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Classy chassis 112th and Canyon Road Puyallup I was told that car washes are not essential 
businesses and this company has been operating all 
of its locations since 4/10/2020

molinari917@yahoo.com Linda Molinari 2533766939 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 1241 N 205th St. Shoreline Grooming is no essential LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Inslee Governor Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Governor Inslee is violating the US Constitution - 
doe snot have the authority to make the declaration 
he has. We are not going to follow them.  Trump will 
be re-elected in November 2020 regardless of how 
long you unlawfully try and keep people at home and 
not working.

Governor Inslee

TRUE 04/17/20 1:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Hubb's Pizza & Pasta 21102 67th Ave NE Arlington Look at Facebook picture. All 8 employees as close 
together as they can get. If one is contagious, 7 
other families now exposed. These places are not 
doing social distancing at all.

TRUE 04/17/20 1:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detailing/Car Wash APC Auto Spa  19834 141st Pl NE Bldg D Woodinville, WA 98072 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@apcautospa.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Pet grooming Petco 474 228th Ave ne Sammamish I would like to report a non essential business that is 
still open and operating. Pet grooming is listed as 
non essential and is remaining open during this time. 
The pet salon I work for in Sammamish is not 
following proper guidelines regarding the safety and 
wellbeing of their employees and their guests. They 
are not providing the proper PPE nor are they 
properly disinfecting the lobby in between 
customers. They are not following the 6ft rule of 
social distancing and despite being told we can only 
allow 2 workers in the salon at a time they are 
allowing 3. I'm extremely disappointed in the 
carelessness and blatant disregard this company is 
showing to combat the spread of covid-19 at this 
time.

Kayleneb156@gmail.com Kaylene Benak 4254639506 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 1:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/17/20

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/17/20 1:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business TACOMA BARBELL CLUB A St. South and 108th St. PARKLAND This is a Gym located at 108th St and A st in 
Parkland/ Tacoma area. They are operating illegally. 
Cars in the parking lot. I HAVE PICTURES!!! 
Members going in and out of building. They are 
covering the windows and doors so no one can see 
in. Security station that watches the property has 
reported this,  I have reported it, several others have 
reported it and they are still open. WHY is there a 
site to report and nothing is being done about this? 
They are SPREADING THE VIRUS. WE ARE 
TRYING TO HELP STOP IT... 

I HAVE PICTURES THAT I CAN SEND YOU!!

BDEARINGER@YMAIL.COMBrandon 3602099210 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Auburn, WA The payment methods won't be sanitized and spread 
germs from multiple users coming through.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business West Coast Supplements 15024 pacific Ave Spanaway Has his Nutrition Store open and openly put up on 
social media . 
https://www.instagram.com/p/B_EKf9tl1Xp/?igshid=1
n0t5u7b0904g

Westcoastsuppswa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Titlow beach Titlow park 8426 6th ave Tacoma Everyday over the last week. Excessive amounts of 
people in the beach area. Tennis area that is closed 
have people playing tennis. The tables on the pier 
always full. But never see anyone cleaning this area. 
After hours large groups of people loud music and 
parties.  Have made complaints.

aiden2kendrick@gmail.com Faye Workman 801-425-2453

TRUE 04/17/20 1:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw 98117 More than 10 in the park

TRUE 04/17/20 1:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Airport Touchless Car Wash 21010 International Blvd Seattle They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 206-274-2607 tomlilli@msn.com / tomroush@skylineproperties.com / service@airporttouchlesscarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clean Spot Car Wash 26800 90th Ave NW Stanwood, WA 98292 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@cleanspotcw.com 5/4

TRUE 04/17/20 1:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clean Spot Car Wash 26800 90th Ave NW Stanwood, WA 98292 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@cleanspotcw.com 5/4

TRUE 04/17/20 1:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Clearwater Car Wash N 99 21125, Hwy 99 Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@clearwaterwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Auburn They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 27240 168th Place SE Covington They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 1:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 27018 Maple Valley Black Diamond RD SEMaple Valley They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan Republic West Olympia 1540 cooper point road sw unit 420Olympia Very unsafe to have people in tanning beds!! And 
tanning is far from essential

Thanson256@comcast.net Tammy Hanson 3607897893 lacey@tanrepublic.com



TRUE 04/17/20 2:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace Boeing N 6th st Renton Boeing is restarting production at its plant in Renton 
on the grounded 737 max airliner. They are not 
essential and this is bogus and dangerous for our 
communities they need to be stopped!!! The face 
mask, staggering of start times is a lie!!! They are 
going to kill tons of people! Stop them!

Dweebephoebe@gmail.com Phoenix Bennett 2532797048.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 2:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detailing/Car Wash NorthWest Auto Salon 17410 Ash Way #1 Lynnwood, WA 98037 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 detail@nwautosalon.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:17 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle, Mayor 
Jenny Durkan

City of Seattle 600 4th Ave Seattle, WA 98104 The Governor's order is Stay Home -- not stay out.  
Gov. says PLEASE NO CROWDS.  Why is Mayor 
Durkan allowing two farmers market to open up this 
weekend.  Will all the vendors be wearing masks?  
Will the shoppers be required to wear masks also? It 
is not feasible for shoppers to keep moving when 
they are looking at the goods. I'm a concerned 
citizen who feels that this is not a very responsible 
action taken by the mayor of Seattle. We should 
keep social distancing. Is the state ending the 
Covid19 Stay-at-Home guidelines????

rhuyeda@yahoo.com Robert 425-427-2743

TRUE 04/17/20 2:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction 1954 3112 32nd st SeaTac David May who lives at 3112 32nd street is making 
aa lot of noise usinghis electric saw machine day 
after day in a bow Lake 55years and older 
community. This is a non essential work that he is 
doing. The noise makes it hard for me to stay inside 
my own home. According to Park's rule he is not 
allowedto make the noise but the managers look the 
other way and refuse to enforce the rules. Like i said 
the noise he is making is making it  hard for me to 
stay inside my home. Savid is harrassing me using 
my neighbors;. Moshin my neighbor across the road 
is allowing this abuse to go on. David has been 
spying and stalking me using his camera. I cant take 
legal action agaisnt him because everything 
including the court system is closed.David is cutting 
wood in the driveway of my neighbor across the 
street.

celestial54@msn.com Rambha Prasad 4252096402.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 2:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detailing/Car Wash One Guy's Auto Detail 5016 208th St. SW Lynnwood, WA 98036 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 oneguysautodetail@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Might as well open everything up if no one is going 
to enforce the new laws.

Hr@kaady.com duplicate

TRUE 04/17/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fireplace and spa retail 
store

Chim Chimney Fireplace and spa 1604 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Has store open for business. Store sells spas and 
fireplaces!

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Cam McNeill

TRUE 04/17/20 2:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Outlet Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection Way Algona, WA Payment methods are not being sanitized into 
between washes spreading germs.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726

TRUE 04/17/20 2:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 19311 WA-410 Bonney Lake, WA Customers payments not being sanitized in between 
usage, dirty like gas pumps.

judithroel@gmail.com Judith Roel 3602249726 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Pacific WA Not sanitizing in between customers, getting germs 
everywhere.

judithroel@gmail.com Judith Roel 3602249726 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Anytime Fitness 7104 265th street NW Stanwood The gym has people working out daily. When I asked 
for my membership to be put on hold he said he’s 
open and I could come talk to him and that if I was 
scared of coronavirus and wanted to put it on hold 
that would be fine

Pamelakavanagh.pk@gmail.comPamela kavanagh 425-328-7069 anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Agave Taqueria 2520 commercial avenue Anacortes Having dine in customers chelsea.rodriguez027@gmail.comChelsea

TRUE 04/17/20 2:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Maintenance Valvoline Instant Oil Change 2919 Olympic Hwy N Shelton They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 TAX@VALVOLINE.COM or 503-783-3888

TRUE 04/17/20 2:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gas station and car wash Valley Gas & Car Wash 204 Valley Ave NE Puyallup Their car wash is still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 JULIE@AAMIRSTATIONS.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Tahoma Car Wash 208 Norpoint Way NE Tacoma They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@marineviewventures.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Tahoma Car Wash 6006 PACIFIC HWY E Fife They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@marineviewventures.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash Puyallup WA Puyallup WA Not sanitizing payment method for wash in between 
customer uses.

judithroel@gmail.com Judith Roel 3602249726 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Wolfies 12807 w 14 Airway Heights They actually have a sign saying that they are 
staying open despite the order

TRUE 04/17/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Human Forge Training 19019 36th Ave W Lynnwood This is a gym, they're parking in the back and going 
in that way.  More than 2 people were seen and they 
have their back door open.

mayaemartin@gmail.com Maya Martin 2063535255 humanforgetraining@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Well Drilling Apple Valley Well Drilling 2260 N. Wenas Road Selah Not following social distancing rules, drilling new non-
emergency wells during lock-down.

John admin@applevalleywelldrilling.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:16 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nursery Mammoth cave transplants 5394 Brownsville road Brownsville Business always has about ten or more cars at any 
given time plus employees.  Business has been 
running like normal

davbabydoll@gmail.com Tina

TRUE 04/17/20 3:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Splash and Dash 851 S 38th St Tacoma Car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Splash & Dash 13001 NE 177th Pl Woodinville Their car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Speedy Car Wash 14719 Hwy 99 Lynnwood They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607

TRUE 04/17/20 3:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Soft Touch Carwash 600 S Pearl St Centralia Their car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@softtouchcarwash.net

TRUE 04/17/20 3:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ray's barber shop 10727 white oak ave Granada hills He's open just keeps everything closed up & people 
can call him so he lets them in. There's no 
precautions being taken. He's going 2 b open this Fri 
& sat with clients going. I know cause I heard my 
uncle on the phone with him. He knows he shouldn't 
b but he doesn't care. He's risking a lot of people.

TRUE 04/17/20 3:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Airport Touchless Car Wash 5405 Pacific Hwy E Tukwila WA Not sanitizing payment system in between 
customer's uses.

judithroel@gmail.com Judith Roel 3602249726 tomlilli@msn.com / tomroush@skylineproperties.com / service@airporttouchlesscarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Lucky Puppy 1407 N Young St Kennewick She is showing a closed sign but still grooming and 
has been when she should have closed.

A citizen Kimberly Snoddly

TRUE 04/17/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way They are still open for car washes molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 15525 Main St E Sumner They are still open for car washes. molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 605 E Main Ave Puyallup They are still open for car washes molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 715 39th Ave SW Puyallyup They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 19311 Washington 410 Bonney Lake They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Pink Dolphin Car Wash 5201 Pacific Ave Tacoma Tacoma They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 kimandshin@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun shop All American Armory 14969 Bow Hill Rd. Bow The gun shop is open as usual, sporting a big sign. 
They cash in on the panic while other businesses 
(closed) go through the pain of lost income. Not fair 
and not safe.

flora@pioneernet.net Kveta Morgan 360-202-2548 allamericanarmoryus@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash One Guy's Auto Detail 5016 208th St Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 oneguysautodetail@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 3:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash NorthWest Auto Salon 17410 Ash Way #1 Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 detail@nwautosalon.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Harbour Pointe Chevron Carwash 12701 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 jdowdle@msn.com / dmdowdle@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Edmonds Kwick 'n Kleen Car Wash 9715 Edmonds Way Edmonds They are still open for car washes molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@kwicknkleenwa.com / knk04@comcast.net

TRUE 04/17/20 4:04 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 18364 3rd Ave NE shoreline WORK SITE WAS SHUT DOWN FOR EXTENDED 
PERIOD BUT THEN LOTS OF WORKERS WITH 
SAWS HAMMERS AND OTHER TOOLS BEGAN 
WORKING. SITE DOES NOT SEEM ESSENTIAL 
NOR DOES THE WORK BEING DONE.INVOLVE 
SOCIAL DISTANCING AND MASKS ARE NOT 
BEING WORN.

duke.browne@yahoo.com dukebrowne 425.870.5038 duke.browne@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Smokies 720 nw Granger Avenue suite ACorvallis Does not comply with routine cleaning of door 
handles or other point of physical connect with 
hands. Also does not wear masks inside buildings 
and does not provide adequate circulation for air.

stuart_g_roosa_91@hotmail.comStuart Roosa 5415708196

TRUE 04/17/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clearwater Car Wash N 99 21125 Hwy 99 Lynnwood They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@clearwaterwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clean Spot Car Wash 26800 90th Ave NW Stanwood They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@cleanspotcw.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clean Spot Car Wash 70 State Ave Ste C Marysville They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@cleanspotcw.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyoun Rd Puyallup They have reopen and resumed washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup They have reopened and are washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 112th and Steele St Parkland They have reopened and resumed washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 3915 Center Street Tacoma They have reopened and resumed washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 7432 Custer Rd. W Lakewood They have reopened and are washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 6905 27th Ave West University Place They have reopened and are washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 1211 S Sprague Ave Tacoma They have reopened and are washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Chevron 2444 156th Ave NE Bellevue Their car wash is still open and operating molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 4:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Chevron 2130 164th St SW Lynnwood Their car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Chevron 10220 Evergreen Way Everett Their car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000



TRUE 04/17/20 4:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther car dealership bill pierre chevrolet 11323 lake city way ne seattle  wa 98125 showing and selling cars tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.comtim buffington 2069192789

TRUE 04/17/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash APC Auto Spa  19834 141st Pl NE Bldg D Woodinville They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@apcautospa.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Aloha Car Wash Company 17818 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash 8th Street Car Wash 111 E 8th St Port Angeles Port Angeles They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607 info@8thstreetcarwash.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan republic 1380 Galaxy Dr Lacey This is an non essential business running as normal lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Lakeview golf and country club 19547 golf course Rd Soap lake People are golfing. Clubhouse is closed but lots of 
people on course, not following recommendations

Selestejmp@ifiber.tv J-M Peterson 509-246-1538 mwrhp@pga.com

TRUE 04/17/20 4:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State Government WA 1 Capital Drive Olumpia your office and all state employees are non 
essential, shut up, you arent doing anything o help 
the citizens you were elected to serve....stop trashing 
Trump....clean up this state with the homeless right 
in your backyard you crap head...always trying to 
make points and abandon your citizens...scumbag 
that you are...corrupt, insane, and toxic to this 
state...step down...you will feel better as it will 
correspond to your level on the food chain. Stop with 
teh Trump shit, we are tied of hearing it,,,,you didn't 
complain when that Obama was living in the white 
house rent free, and as corrupt like they all are.of his 
kind, so shut up.....

salmilitello@msn.com Sal Militello 206-954-1020 98501

TRUE 04/17/20 4:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business PCC markets 6514 40th Ave NE b Seattle It’s a small store with people working and shopping 
when in inches of each other. If I don’t work I can’t 
pay my bills.

TRUE 04/17/20 4:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Double D D Meatmarket 5602 232nd ST. SW Mountlake Terrace Large gathering of  customers in small spaces lack 
of cornered for public safety

taylorsherrylynn@yahoo.com Sherry L. Taylor 4252186900

TRUE 04/17/20 4:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Cost Less Fowler St Richland Open during Gov Inslee’s order.  All other flooring 
stores are closed they are open and non essential.

manager@costlesscarpet.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/17/20 4:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Personal Organizing Service ORGANIZING EXPERTS 1701 121ST ST SE, APT C301EVERETT Entering Clients Homes to Organize. Laura@eliminatechaos.com Laura Leist 425-670-2551 info@organizingexperts.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Rockwall Cellars 110 Nichols Rd Omak Inviting the community to come drink at their winery. 
This is advertised on Facebook. Commenters are 
calling them out since they don’t serve food or 
anything other than wine. Owner is notorious for 
breaking rules and bending the truth for his benefit. 
Owner is Doug Sheets. All this business does is sell 
wine. Please see Facebook post 
https://www.facebook.com/133533646672728/posts/
4364171536942230/?d=n

winemaker@rockwallcellars.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:01 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Neighbour violating 
gatherings ban

N/A 1202 E thomas st. Apt 107 Seattle The neighbour is having a gathering of people right 
now, I tried talking to them and ended up in them 
swearing at me, they did mention that someone had 
already called the cops on them before, please do 
something.

cristian.montenegro.p@gmail.comCristian Montenegro 7866594856

TRUE 04/17/20 5:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Kings Row 210 S 1st St Selah We went to Kings Row today for take out. It was 
crowded, people were standing in lines without 
masks. Workers helped us without masks or gloves 
very close to our car and people sat outside together 
eating in the park behind Kings Row and in front of 
their place. NO ONE IN SELAH WEARS A MASK.

public@adamsrc.com Robert Adams 5099723737 www.kingsrowselah.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tour company Bill Speidel’s Underground Tours 614 1st Avenue Seattle I was hoping to take friends on a Bill Speidel tour 
once businesses reopen and when I visited their 
website I noticed that they were selling tickets for 
this weekend (4/17-4/19). Their website says 
nothing about cancelling tours due to the quarantine 
and allowed me to checkout with tickets for dates 
before 5/4.

info@undergroundtour.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber ULTA BEAUTY 2600 SW BARTON ST UIT B-18SEATTLE The West Seattle location is going to be open for 
employees starting Monday 4/20, and reopens to the 
public on Thursday 4/23. As far as we know, 
nonessential businesses shouldn't be open? Unless 
the coming week is the end of our state's social 
distancing?

morgan.hemingway@gmail.comMORGAN HEMINGWAY 2062946787 morgan.hemingway@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Jo Ann Fabrics and Craft's 1125 East Sunset Drive Bellingham I overheard a customer tell an employee that a 
customer in the store is a neighbor of hers and that 
she has Covid19. She told the employee that she 
had been taking off her mask and touching her face 
and then touching items in the store. They did not 
shut the place down, instead a manager came out 
and told the people in line waiting, to enter at their 
own risk. This place shouldn't be open to the public 
at all.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 04/17/20 5:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Olympia  Country and Golf Club 3636 Country Club Dr NW Olympia For the last two weeks, daily I have seen workers 
maintaining the greens and golfers playing.  Today 
there were at least five sets of golfers playing.

mike@olygolfclub.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Kitsap Golf & Country Club 3885 NW Golf Club Hill RoadBremerton Every day as I drive to work as an essential worker I 
notice people playing golf and riding in Golf carts. 
Are golf courses open? If not why are these 
individuals golfing? If they are using it as an excuse 
saying it is exercise then why the golf carts?

info@kitsapgolfcc.com

TRUE 04/17/20 5:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Grub Hut 11130 N.E. State Highway 104Kingston went to pick up a to go order, and found the outside 
seating completely full, 3 tables total about 15-20 
people being waited on by wait staff. I canceled my 
order in disgust and left.

jonathandavis222@yahoo.comJonathan Davis 360-434-0929

TRUE 04/17/20 5:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Overlook Golf Course 17523 WA ST 9 Mount Vernon This golf course has been open and a report just 
came out yesterday of how they were in violation and 
that they would shut down and yet today they still 
have people out there golfing feeling as if the rules 
don’t apply to them I guess! 
Here is the article... 
https://www.goskagit.com/news/local_news/golf-
course-ordered-to-close/article_31ce44f2-5f73-558d-
a6b0-fef543e2ed2d.html

Mbach33@gmail.com Michelle B 253-732-8478 info@overlookgc.com

TRUE 04/17/20 6:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle There are more than 10 people on upper and lower 
fields some having picnics and some doing sports

TRUE 04/17/20 6:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet store Pet o 9311 192nd ave e Bonney lake Their GROOMING department is still open. 
Grooming was declared non essential and 
thousands of small businesses had to shut down, 
Petco should not be allowed to groom. It is non 
essential.

Lisafisher87@gmail.com Lisa 2068803647

TRUE 04/17/20 6:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Nickerson Street Saloon 318 Nickerson St Seattle Last Friday and now tonight I have walked by and 
seen large groups of people socializing and drinking 
in the parking lot.

inflatable_hat@hotmail.com Jack Shaughnessy 2067901855

TRUE 04/17/20 6:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Steamers Seafood 8802 6th Ave Tacoma They have opened up and additional parking lot 
which is unnecessary since they have carry out only. 
There is a very lame sign saying customers only. 
Parking lot full..kayaks on top of cars. Obviously not 
customers...large groups..no reason for this lot to be 
open. They have customer access adjacent to their 
facility.

dianelambert211@hotmail.comDiane Lambert 253 224-5872

TRUE 04/17/20 6:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Zeeks Woodinville 13390 NE village square driveWoodinville People are ordering take out and eating outside on 
their picnic tables. We know this bc we are 
neighbors to them. Tonight there is about 15 outside.

TRUE 04/17/20 6:42 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other A home Near by home 1426 S 56th st Tacoma There are way over 10 people instead a house 
throwing a party

N/A 2533635332

TRUE 04/17/20 6:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Event venue Nectar Lounge 412 N 36th St, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle Hosting garherings of people. Several violating 
distancing.

TRUE 04/17/20 6:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Cottage 10029 NE 183rd St Bothell Tons of people and live music on a Friday night. 
People are sitting and eating at tables

Zackrancourt@gmail.com Zach 3608409535

TRUE 04/17/20 7:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Real Estate sign and post 
instalation

The TRI-City sign guy Unknown Kennewick A non-essential business that is open. They are 
having employee's meet with customers and other 
employees. They are traveling to homes meeting 
with home owners and real estate agents and 
brokers. there is no social distancing.

Zeb Rodes / tcsignguy@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:07 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residents Foothills neighborhood 13421 Elk Ridge Rd SE Monroe They are having some sort of party. They have 
multiple cars and many more people than live there. 
They often have fire pit nights but this is excessive

ntg_online@yahoo.com Amanda Hopper 4256268118

TRUE 04/17/20 7:11 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residents Foothills neighborhood 16755 & 16769 pinnacle road seMonroe They have get togethers with both households and 
had a birthday party. They had signage and balloons. 
They have large groups in front of their houses 
multiple times per week.

Johnston-dan@hotmail.com Daniel Johnston 4252324141



TRUE 04/17/20 7:21 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Seattle Police Department Seattle Police Department 1519 12th Ave Seattle Earlier today, I witnessed two SPD officers pull a 
vehicle over right in front of my house. The driver, 
who seemed to be the only one in the car, was 
wearing a mask; both officers were mask-less. Both 
officers approached the vehicle (one on driver's side; 
one on passenger side). The officer on the driver's 
side went right up to the window and spoke to the 
driver 1-2 feet away from his face without wearing a 
mask. I called the east precinct to inquire why 
officers weren't abiding by social distancing or 
wearing masks to protect the public. The officer who 
answered the phone first said they're not required to 
wear masks and then sarcastically said, "Thanks for 
calling to tell us how to do our jobs" and hung up on 
me. I also left a message for the Mayor's office. I 
find this dangerous, unprofessional, and 
unacceptable.

TRUE 04/17/20 7:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center NW Detention Center 623 E J St Tacoma Geo Corporation needs to be shut down. They are 
not in compliance with social distancing and they are 
not essential.

saya@me.com Saya GEO

TRUE 04/17/20 7:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Congress ,Goveners office Nancy pelosk, Jay Inslee, Bob 
Ferguson

666 Olympia Lieing to the public, Treason, making illegal rules Don't@ Gmail.com Non of yourbusiness 6666666666

TRUE 04/17/20 7:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming starlasqualitygrooming@gmail.com 13th Ave S. Federal Way, Washington 98003 One of many people in Federal Way using the 
Nextdoor social networking app seeking customers 
for a non essential business and getting many 
responses.

starlasqualitygrooming@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Circus studio Emerald City Trapeze Arts 2702 6th Ave S Seattle Non-essential business appears to be operational. 
The studio is posting training videos on social media 
of quarantining and training at the gym during the 
Stay Home orders. This is being raised a health 
concern.

info@emeraldcitytrapeze.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Ruff Cuts N/a Seattle Individual is still running business Info@ruffcuts.net

TRUE 04/17/20 8:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft Store Joann Fabrics 3704 172nd St NE Ste F Arlington Non-essential business continuing to do business 
after Governor’s Proclamation.

ryanjay@wiredweb.com Ryan Jay Quimby 4252318294 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Apartments Dakota Apartments 6205 Pacific Ave SE Lacey There appears to be a large number of people 
gathering for a party.

TRUE 04/17/20 8:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shoe store Performance Footwear 24 s Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Taking reservations on Facebook for appointments 
monday 10 AM to 4 PM

ccperformancefootwear@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 8:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Playground Sterling Meadow Apartments 512 Sterling Dr Bellingham Washington People have been told several times to social 
distance and they come out every day at around 
7:00 pm to play basketball. About 10+ people it 
happens everyday!! We put do not cross tape so 
they can stop doing it but they still go past the tape 
and violate! We need law enforcement to tell them 
how serious this is please soon!

Elizabeth 3607348171

TRUE 04/17/20 8:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Sporting Goods 
(Holiday Sports) and 
Guns/ammo (Skagit Arms)

Holiday Sports and Skagit Arms 895 Nevitt Road Burlington, WA There is a crowd in the parking lot shared by the gun 
store and sporting goods store, and a big line of 
customers at the gun store.   The sporting goods 
store doors are open and they are open for business.  
 Those guys shouldn't have to compromise their 
health for recreational sports.

anonymous The businesses are both owned by one family

TRUE 04/17/20 8:59 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Maple Leaf Park on 
Roosevelt in the Maple Leaf 
neighborhood, Seattle

Maple Leaf Park, upper area NE 8th street and Roosevelt Seattle The park has multiple basketball courts and pickle 
ball. Basketball is the worst. All day long people are 
playing games. Usually groups of  boys between 12-
25. A few might be families but 80%, no way! Group 
of 6 with multiple ethnicities playing another group of 
6 guys! doubtful. I want to get out of my home and I 
think it's selfish of them to put the rest of us at risk. 
The weekends, and nice days, later in the after noon 
are the worst and non-stop... It's a contact sport! So 
selfish!

hgeer@fulcrum.net Heather Geer 206-714-6131

TRUE 04/17/20 9:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other College Harper collage 1200 W Algonquin Rd Palatine Large gathering in a non essential business Mlee@gmail.com Mary lee 2246782935

TRUE 04/17/20 10:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Facility- 
paintball park

Master Blaster's Paintball Park & Field 107 Murray Rd N Grapeview The owner of this facility, Mr. Brian Gehring made a 
public post on his personal Facebook account 
tonight at about 5pm that the paintball park was 
open for what he basically called “social distancing 
fun.”

ashleylessing@gmail.com Ashley Lessing 2536518002 blawilgeh1986@gmail.com

TRUE 04/17/20 10:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse boarding stables Carleton Farms Stables 830 Sunnyside Blvd SE Lake Stevens The care and welfare part of the business is 
essential but it should have shut down to 
boarders/owners.  Riding is a recreational activity 
that is not essential and furthermore no biosecurity 
measures have been put in place.  Large groups of 
people have continued to gather, despite local law 
enforcement personally telling them to stop.

Princessaloysia@hotmail.comAlly 4253247302 milman36@comcast.net

TRUE 04/17/20 11:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store QFC 22803 44th Ave w Mountlake terrace Over heard an employee telling another employee 
that his family member living with him was currently 
sick with covid-19, and that he rested negative and 
stayed home for 7 days so he is back to work. If the 
member of the family is still sick HE IS ALSO TO BE 
QUARANTINED! Mgmt was notified and the 
employee was still there working hours later. 
Irresponsible.

TRUE 04/17/20 11:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used kids clothing Little red wagon 1889 Front St, Lynden, WA 98264Lynden Store is open and full of potentially contaminated 
used goods

Steve@yahoo.com Steve 2062012323 lrwlynden@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Robin Marie Photography 12738 Odell Rd NE, Duvall, WA 98019Duvall I reported this person’s advertisements for 
quarantine photos a week ago and I’m VERY 
concerned about serious public harassment from the 
owner after I reported them. I would like to know why 
you provided personal information of the reporter! 
This person is obviously unstable!

KRISTELG@ME.COM Kristel Goodwin 425-466-8450 robinmariephoto@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:49 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business BobaLust Cafe 1701 Dock St. Tacoma BobaLust does not enforce any social distancing 
within their store. There are large crowds of people 
standing together in the shop and in dining area 
outside on a daily basis. People drink their drinks 
sitting in large groups outside of the store, which is 
below an apartment building. It is a major health 
hazard to patrons and residents. Also, no food is 
served so I am not sure this is actually an essential 
business.

Crm.pnw@gmail.com Christi

TRUE 04/18/20 4:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Andy's Handy Mart 150 SW 160th St Burien Establishment still selling self service food items. No 
social distancing protections implemented inside 
establishment.

TRUE 04/18/20 4:14 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Housing (Section 8 and 
Subsidized Rentals, 75 
Units, High-Risk Tenants)

Seattle Housing Authority Olympic West Apartments, 110 W OLYMPIC PLSEATTLE An elevator (1 of 2) has been out of service this past 
week in a Seattle Housing Authority large tenancy 
(75 units) building that specifically houses persons 
at high risk for serious COVID-19 outcomes. 
Tenants are not wearing masks and double up to 
ride the single operating elevator. Repair of the out-
of-service elevator is simple but absolutely vital to 
preventing a possible major outbreak in the building. 
Can you kindly follow-up to ensure its repair is 
designated by SHA to be a very high priority? If 
delayed, flat masks should be distributed to tenants 
immediately, I believe.    Thank you!

tmlampinen@gmail.com Dr. Thomas Lampinen, Infectious Disease Epidemiologist (Viral Infections, 30 years)4252685372 andrew.lofto@seattlehousing.org

TRUE 04/18/20 5:20 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park City of Richland 500 Amon Park Drive Richland On 4/17/2020 at around 8:00 PM at Howard Amon 
Park tennis courts a large group of 10 kids playing 
soccer on tennis courts. Called local police to report 
it. Same kids reported weeks earlier. Same problem, 
large numbers.

rlukson@ci.richland.wa.us

TRUE 04/18/20 6:28 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hydroponic store Anything Grows LLC 1625 Columbia Park Trail Richland This business states they are an agricultural 
business but they are just a store that sells products 
to help you grow weed at home I dont belive this 
business should be open during this whole covid 19 
pandemic risking contaging people because they 
want to make money. They dont sell products to 
farms or any huge agricultural companies. Its 
litterally just for at home growers. Please consider.

Cristalguizar987@gmail.com Cristal Guizar 5094059510 INFO@ANYTHINGGROWSLLC.COM

TRUE 04/18/20 6:40 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Fred Meyers 800 Lakeway drive Bellingham No limiting of customers allowed in, no directional
aisles, no distancing being practiced at all by 
employees, most employees aren’t wearing masks...

coryblackwood1@gmail.com Cory Blackwood 3609206090

TRUE 04/18/20 6:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden store Bark and Garden Center inc 4004 Harrison Ave nw Olympia They are a non-essential business open and packed. 
Tons of people coming and going.  I checked their 
FB for their email and saw they are telling customers 
to come in, posting multiple posts a day. I live next to 
the business and see parking lot full of vehicles, 
coming and going.

shelly_smiles@yahoo.com Michelle Hoonan 360-789-7851 barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 04/18/20 6:51 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Rockwall Cellars 110 Nichols road Omak This business posted on Facebook (on 4/17/20) that 
their patio was essentially open for gathering. They 
encouraged customers to buy wine from them and 
bring their own snacks to enjoy the sun. If one 
business is doing this there will be a domino effect 
on others attempting to stretch boundaries as well.

catdavignon@icloud.com Cat D'Avignon 206-669-3124 Winemaker@rockwallcellars.com

TRUE 04/18/20 7:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sign Shop Vic B Linden Sign Advertising 122 S Lincoln Spokane Non essential business that is open and unable to 
follow social distancing requirements.

Chris Linden



TRUE 04/18/20 7:43 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School District Naches Valley School District 24 Shaffer Ave Naches They plan on having an in person graduation for their 
seniors.

disney_fan9@yahoo.com Rachel Brooks 5097319659

TRUE 04/18/20 8:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ship Lap Shop 112 E Yelm Ave Yelm Hi The business is registered as coffee shop but 
they also sell homedecor. Business is open like 
normal and still selling homedecor and other items, 
not wearing any protective equipment and is not 
following the 6 ft distance.

perry.bonito@yahoo.com Perry Bonito 2092770034

TRUE 04/18/20 8:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business 1948 2721 Sunset Dr Bellingham Fred Meyer on Bakerview in Bellingham is not 
limiting the amount of people that come into their 
store.  You cannot social distance when they don't 
care how many people are in the store

bgkarb@comcast.net Bonnie L Karb 3607334978

TRUE 04/18/20 8:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Linden Golf Course and Country Club 2915 East Main Ave Puyallup Golf course is still open. It even says on their 
website they will be closed until the closer is lifted.

Chevyguy1978@gmail.com Jason Effrig 2535793431 lindenproshop@outlook.com

TRUE 04/18/20 8:57 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andersen Rd. Vancouver They are operating a business that is non-essential, 
and putting the lives of customers and employees at 
risk.

3604501862 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/18/20 9:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dealership Autonation Chevrolet 8500 E sprague ave. Spokane valley Company is bringing everyone back to work and 
hasnt even been a month for us being off been 2 
weeks. 2nd, employees that have been working the 
whole time have. Een working more than 32 hrs. 
WAY more. This company is not following the state. 
They actually dont even care.

5098287627

TRUE 04/18/20 9:27 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Port of Seattle, government 
corporation

Port of Seattle: Shilshole Bay Marina 7001 Seaview Ave NW Seattle The marina is resurfacing parking lots (non-
essential?) and will close them for paving— severely 
reducing space for physical distancing during 
essential outdoor exercise activities. The marina is 
also closing pedestrian space elsewhere, making 
distancing very challenging. Please contact me.

ian@ianwalsh.org Ian Walsh 206-225-1182

TRUE 04/18/20 9:50 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther jay inslee Bunch of damned fools 1234 Olympia drive olympia This half ape has established a long record of 
violations of the rights of the citizens of Washington 
State.  We want $30  tabs, you damned fool.

info@getscrewed.gov Fuck you 1-800-dum-shit jay inslee

TRUE 04/18/20 9:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Strore QFC Grocery Store 44408 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle WA 98126 Cashiers are not  utilizing proper sanitizing 
measures after each customer. The business 
management has provided the hand sanitizers, bottle 
disinfectants and wipes and all that is necessary for 
the employees to use but no one is monitoring to 
make sure they use them. They are not wearing 
masks. This is such a shame because customers 
are coming in with masks and gloves and are 
following social distancing as required. Callers 
concern is that employees at this store could care 
less and will only help spread the virus since they 
come in contact with a lot of people.  becasue  e do 
not care

TRUE 04/18/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming cookie's pet corner 1010 Bethel Ave Port Orchard They are open my5967@aol.com G. Butler 3605551212 cookiespetandwash@comcast.net

TRUE 04/18/20 10:35 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Costco Wholesale 8629 120th AVE NE Kirkland I’m an employee at Costco in Kirkland. The last few 
days I have noticed it has been crowded! Like no 
one cares that there’s a pandemic going on, I know 
my store manager certainly doesn’t. Shoppers will 
come right up to your face and start talking to you. 
I’ve had it happen to me on multiple occasions in the 
past few days. I’ve talked to my coworkers, and they 
don’t feel safe as well of how crowded Costco in 
Kirkland is. I’m worried for the health and safety of 
my coworkers, people shopping, and myself. They 
are providing gloves, and face masks for employees, 
and they have markers on the ground that measure 
out to 6 feet, but it doesn’t matter when there’s 400+ 
people in the store every hour. Please stop by and 
see. Thank you.

amaccaul8@gmail.com Allison MacCaul 425-691-8685

TRUE 04/18/20 10:38 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Golf course Bloomingdale Golfer Club 4113 Great Golfers Place Valrico Failing to comply with cdc guidelines of a social 
distancing people are rinding in the snow carts and 
there are often large gathering and dinning in

None None None

TRUE 04/18/20 10:42 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other x y z q v

TRUE 04/18/20 10:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self storage Smartstop Self Storage 10919 Evergreen way Everett Renting storage units to people. tater4569@yahoo.com ECTON COYLE 4258775851 kcyr@smartstop.com

TRUE 04/18/20 11:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Board house Manufacturing services 1023 N Kellogg St Kennewick I have written before about this company and 
nothing has been done. Other people have written in 
also.  I don't understand why you have people write 
in and give them false hope that something will be 
done. This company is running their business like 
there is no problems of people dying of getting sick.  
They are not concerned about the employees at all 
and put their health at risk everyday. They allow this 
girl to come in and sit at one of the employees 
benches use their tools and when she was done 
they didn't even wipe it down.  They allow people 
from outside to just come in and touch things not 
wearing gloves. For the health and well being of the 
people that work there this company needs to be 
shut down. There are others  who have taken it upon 
themselves to stay home and they were threaten by 
the owner.

suzkn123@yahoo.com Suzanne Knisley 5096198491 Vic@mfg-services.com

TRUE 04/18/20 11:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The homemade cafe 537 Dekalb street Port orchard The parking lot is full and people are in the cafe 
eating.

heathetshelley42@ gmail.comHeather Shelley 3608586417

TRUE 04/18/20 11:13 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 9925 State Ave. Marysville In the garden center and throughout the store there 
is no one enforcing social distancing guidelines, 
often times people brushing up against you and 
within a few feet.

TRUE 04/18/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Betty's burger Hwy 505 Toledo, Washington Every time I go by this Betty's burgers in toledo there 
are people sitting inside at tables and more people 
going  inside . The table area is very tight and no one 
is following the safe distancing . I and others have 
seen this many times

teresaespen@gmail.com Teresa Espen 3602693886

TRUE 04/18/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yard maintenance ProScapes 9002 S March Point Road Anacortes They showed up at my home and preformed 
maintenance without calling or notifying me they had 
permission to come back to work. This is not an 
essential business. Mowing my yard is a luxury I 
choose to pay for.

ockjoan@gmail.com J Ockerman 2066051692 Support@usproscapes.con

TRUE 04/18/20 11:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Lithia Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram Fiat 
of Spokane

10701 N Newport Hwy spokane Before limited car sales were allowed this store was 
still selling vehicles and even had sales people on 
their showroom. Its frustrating that some businesses 
aren't respecting the situation and putting 
themselves before public health. Businesses are 
responsible for making sure the customer is 
protected and also following guidelines. Now it 
seems like they are operating as if things are normal.

gregjamesgang@yahoo.com Greg James

TRUE 04/18/20 11:36 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Community Hall Eritrean Hall 1954 S Massachusetts St seattle I been seeing large gathering of people at the Hall. Concerned neighbours

TRUE 04/18/20 11:49 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Eritrean Hall 1954 S Massachusetts St seattle 4/18 11am,  I see several people, cooking and using 
the hall.  I can see that they are catering or cooking 
large amounts of food .

Concerned neighbours

TRUE 04/18/20 11:55 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Elementary School Concrete School District 45389 Airport Way Concrete, WA 98237-9355 Paraprofessionals are being mandated to return to 
school, full time, to do 'busy work' for sake of 'being 
productive" and "saving money". (His words.) We are 
forced to use personal, sick or unpaid leave for last 2 
months of school year if we refuse to return. OSPI 
states, "While there are very few employees deemed 
as essential in our Continuity of Operations plan..." 
We are told not to apply for unemployment. (I will 
receive no pay for 6-7 weeks, then reduced 
(prorated) pay for summer 2 months.) (Work may 
include cleaning, painting prep, sprucing up 
grounds.) I would be happy to do these things, at a 
more appropriate time. Under these circumstances, 
and Gov. Inslee's mandate to stay home, I feel that 
this requirement to return to the school to do non-
essential work is blatantly inappropriate. Thank you. 
Respectfully, Nancy Weaver, Paraprofessional.

nancyweaver485@gmail.comNancy Weaver 360-220-0214 Wayne Barrett, Superintendent  (wbarrett@concrete.k12.wa.us)

TRUE 04/18/20 11:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business The Cottage at Blue Ridge 18502 76th Ave W Edmonds, WA 98026 Popup luxury gourmet bakery. Not essential. No 
social distancing. Gathers 100+. Interactions with 
people from large area includes out of county. 
Authorities aware, do not shut down. If we cannot 
fish because we'll interact (but we don't) then others 
cannot engage in pleasure activities and interact.

wascottelders@gmail.com Matthew Scott 425-308-7569 cottageblueridge@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash autobaun car wash 3928 west clearwater ave kennewick business is open and stealing revenue from other 
local businesses in the same industry that are 
obeying orders of shut down March 25th

susansgptmail@yahoo.com roy hulburt 5095823693 info@autobahncarwash.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Public Golf Course Homestead Farms Golf Course 115 E. Homestead Blvd. Lynden Homestead Farms Golf Course is currently open 
(4/18/2020) and full of golfers.  Parking lot is full.  
Golf is deemed non-essential.  Homestead Farms 
Golf Course is near many condos, homes and 
retirees.  Thank you!

aadvorak85@gmail.com Aaron 360-319-8508



TRUE 04/18/20 12:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing Retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/18/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/18/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Pullman / High 
School

City of Pullman / Pullman High School 510 NW Greyhound Way, Pullman, WA 99163Pullman, WA The city of pullman sanctioned a graduation 
ceremony event for the local high school seniors, 
with police escort (I found this out by calling the 
police department and asking them) at Pullman High 
School. I assume that this was an event not only 
sanctioned by the police department, but also the 
City of Pullman, itself. From my house I could hear a 
marching band, car horns, police sirens; needless to 
say it was a party. There were upwards of 200-300, 
maybe more, people there. I know that they had 
photographers at the event as well, the officer told 
me when I called in, so pictures would be available 
for proof. I live 2 blocks from the high school and I 
am a student at Washington State University. If 
possible, I would love to know what the sate decides 
to do in response to my perceived stay at home 
order violation. Thank you.

David.morin@wsu.edu David Jospeh Morin 253-302-6386

TRUE 04/18/20 12:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther Golf Course Homestead Golf Course Homestead Blvd Lynden THis course stayed open after the directive to close 
and continues to be open as of today with large 
groups and in breach of order 20-25.  They should 
be closed and fined for the abuse of this directive.

TRUE 04/18/20 12:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Book store Friends of the Public LIbrary 1365 Gulf Road point roberts Pop Up FOPRL Booksale!
Today, Right Now! Saturday April 18th
Gardening, Home Repair and 
a few Cooking Books
 
Respect Social Distancing, thanks 
By donation, $1.00 and up
Pay at flower table
A few magazines too
at the curb, 1365 Gulf Road

none Anonymous none foprl1@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Firearms retailer/shooting 
range

Hole in The Wall 7509 W. Deschutes Ave Kennewick Small indoor shooting range, inadequate social 
distancing, misrepresenting biz as essential by 
saying the DHS guidelines supersede governor's 
order.

scott@tricityguns.com

TRUE 04/18/20 12:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 9925 State Ave Marysville This business is not enforcing social distancing rule 
of 6 feet. Aisles packed with people. Large groups 
shopping non-essential sides of the store. 
Customers trying on clothing on the sales floor even 
though fitting rooms are closed for safety reasons.

TRUE 04/18/20 12:49 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Kitsap County Parks & U.S. 
WA Forest Services

Kitsap County Parks & U.S. WA 
Forest Services

multiple WA Unlike DNR that release very clear guidance, WA Forest and Kitsap County Parks (specifically trailheads) - only word their closure as pertaining to their facilities (parking lots and restrooms and "trailheads") which has lead it up to perception of groups and individuals that the trails remain open, even some officials saying they are open; just maintain 6 feet social distancing. What is careless is the social distancing for running and biking is increased. This isn't isolated and a very real problem and growing as people flock to the trails for recreation. I am an avid trail user and have avoided the local trails all together. Kudos to DNR for being clear, leaving no interpretation to the "stay at home-stay healthy proclamation". This is also a secondary risk and strain on already stressed health care and first responders for selfishness. If we are going to get through this successfully clear guidance needs to be given on those levels like DNR and include education of recreation social distancing per activitmelissa.oppliger@gmail.com Melissa Oppliger 443-481-7528

TRUE 04/18/20 12:56 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential home ....residential home 11478 Admiral place Silverdale This family is having a baby shower and they are not 
wearing masks or social distancing. They have more 
than 10 people and they are not family members.

TRUE 04/18/20 1:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Thunderbird Tavern 7515 15th ave NW Seattle This Tavern has not closed down. Weekends and 
daily hours remain the same. Business as usual with 
people inside loitering  sitting at the bar top and 
playing pool.

info@tbirdballard.com

TRUE 04/18/20 1:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Lisa's Dog Grooming 8501 N Antietam Dr Spokane Neighbor behind me will have people coming n going 
all day long, not social distancing, large groups 
visiting while pick up n drop offs. Constant.

Playaplaya.us@gmail.com Concerned Citizen 5095451165 8501 N Antietam Dr

TRUE 04/18/20 2:16 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Elementary school Ridgecrest Elementary School 16516 10th ave ne Shoreline Everyday, there are adults having soccer practice or 
games on the field behind the school. No social 
distancing measures. There are also teenagers 
hanging out in the same area.

cherylt1019@gmail.com Cheryl Davis 2063658880

TRUE 04/18/20 2:26 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Local Government City of Bellevue Parks Department 450 110th Avenue NE Bellevue The City is continuing to open their parks (including 
the restrooms) like business is as usual.  While 
many parks are accessible by the public (there are 
no gates to keep them from entering), there is no 
reason to encourage the public to linger in them nor 
open the restrooms that require Park Dept staff to 
clean them.  The restrooms are not essential to park 
users at this time and the City is endangering the 
health of Park staff in designating them essential 
staff to clean them.

TRUE 04/18/20 2:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Chiropractic Clinic Wariniger Chiropractic Clinic 1001 Summitview Ave yakima I am an LMP, my clients are coming in with the virus 
and exposing me and my co workers. The owner is 
allowing this, and doesn't think its an issue.

Summer.kirby97@gmail.com summer Kirby 509-823-0065

TRUE 04/18/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Unknown 12207 military road s Seattle They are doing residential construction on a home

TRUE 04/18/20 2:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sells knives V Nives 107 Mashell Ave N Eatonville He was closed for awhile, but has opened back up 
and said he doesn't care what the governor says.

support1@vnives.com

TRUE 04/18/20 3:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 5700 100th St SW Lakewood Not essential business, still cunducting business 
even though grooming has been deemed non 
essential.  Can not practice social distancing due to 
small area.

Matthewcastillo0@yahoo.comMatthew Castillo 2532130958 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/18/20 3:26 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public areas 1986 7186 Miller rd Anacortes Here in Anacortes the police are not enforcing social 
distancing or making sure people are only out for 
essential things. They are allowing very large 
gatherings of children and adults at the skate park 
amongst other places in town on a daily basis

shaunbaker0014@gmail.com Shaun A Baker 3603917864 shaunbaker0014@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 3:27 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public areas 1986 7186 Miller rd Anacortes Here in Anacortes the police are not enforcing social 
distancing or making sure people are only out for 
essential things. They are allowing very large 
gatherings of children and adults at the skate park 
amongst other places in town on a daily basis. 
They're also allowing landscaping companies will as 
essential workers

shaunbaker0014@gmail.com Shaun A Baker 3603917864 shaunbaker0014@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 3:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business View ridge care center 5129 Hilltop Rd Everett wa 98203 We don't enough PPE we don't have oxmiter blood 
pressure monitor we have to use one mask for 8 
hours

TRUE 04/18/20 3:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Mi Rancho Meat Market 3092 Northwest Ave Bellingham People crowed inside business all standing almost 
shoulder to shoulder as well  people dining at the 
tables outside the restaurant.

TRUE 04/18/20 3:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Tulip Valley Winery 16235 state route 536 Mount Verrnon This is the second weekend in a row I have observed 
them being opened (I live right across the road from 
them), they have had 10+ cars there at any single 
time and well over 10 customers, they are also 
selling tulips to people pulling in.

A.rich2484@yahoo.com Ashley Rich 13608558582

TRUE 04/18/20 3:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Tulip Valley Winery 16235 state route 536 Mount Verrnon This is the second weekend in a row I have observed 
them being opened (I live right across the road from 
them), they have had 10+ cars there at any single 
time and well over 10 customers, they are also 
selling tulips to people pulling in.

A.rich2484@yahoo.com Ashley Rich 13608558582

TRUE 04/18/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Knife store V Nives 107 Mashell Ave N Eatonville He is open, and I don't see any way that he fits the 
requirement of an essential business.

support1@vnives.com

TRUE 04/18/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Joann fabrics 1125 east sunset drive #125 Bellingham WA They are not essential and are putting employees  
and shoppers health at risk as a Covid positive 
employee went into work today. The store plans to 
be open tomorrow. They are located close to a large 
senior citizen complex.

rpinquoch@yahoo.com Rebecca Pinquoch 3606101764 customer.service@joann.com

TRUE 04/18/20 4:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other grooming petco 5700100th st se lakewood allowing oets to be groomed and putting the staff at 
risk no proper socail distance is achavble with a 
lobby less the 4 feet wide from door to counter

licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/18/20 4:18 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City of Redmond - Street 
Sweeper

City of Redmond Unknown - sweeping through neighborhood near NE 51st and 156th Ave NERedmond April 16, 2020 at approx. 10:45 am the street 
sweeper employed by the City of Redmond came 
through my neighborhood.  The neighborhood 
streets are lined with cars and the “invisible enemy” 
is everywhere.  Is it on the street? Did it just get 
kicked up into the air? Do we know? Can I go to a 
carwash to get it off of my car?

If private construction cannot work, neither should 
the City of Redmond.  This INCLUDES the mowing 
of parks which also occurred this week.

leaellis@comcast.ent Lea Ellis 425-829-8724 mayor@redmond.gov

TRUE 04/18/20 4:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 2100 Queen Anne Ave N. Seattle Crowded: not following protocol for physical 
distancing. Inconsistent: 1/3? of Eees using masks 
& distancing; stockers come up right behind you with 
no masks, gloves and stock the shelves -As if you 
not seeing them makes it OK to come up close. 2 
mgrs & assistant mgr on duty not paying attention to 
any of this & come up close to people!

soheila7@gmail.com Soheila Sarrafan 206-356-7370



TRUE 04/18/20 4:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other GYM/Martial Arts Move strong fitness, Rainier 
functional fitness

307 Centre ST Rainier Will Mckasson is teaching kickboxing classes and 
posting pictures to his Instagram account. heybigwill.  
 He's teaching martials arts and weight training to 
people when  all the gyms are shut down and closed 
and not following the law!!!

bjohnsonkarate@comcast.netBrian Johnson 3607019029 bjohnsonkarate@comcast.net

TRUE 04/18/20 4:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is openOther golf courses golf courses portland oregon PORTLAND WHY DOES THE STATE OF OREGON CONTINUE 
TO TAKE OUR DOLLARS FROM WASHINGTON 
RESIDENT BY ALLOWING GOLF COURSES TO 
BE OPEN JUST OVER THE BRIDGE, WE NEED 
WASHINGTON STATE COURSES OPENED

TRUE 04/18/20 4:42 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governemnt Washington STate Capital 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Pretending to lead our state out of wisdom when 
they are leading out of a power trip.

04/18/20 4:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord/Rental agent Weisser Properties LLC 12708 E 26th Ave, Spokane Valley I have self isolated due to immune suppressive 
medication. I gave notice on my residence because it 
was not safe.  I am moving out. Now, my landlords 
insist they can show my unit to prospective tenants 
on 24 hours notice, 15 days before I am to vacate. I 
cannot risk exposure to the virus, and the business 
is not essential. Also, the visitors are violating the 
stay home order by exposing me. I cannot self-
isolate--nor can my housemates-- if the landlord(s) 
open my space to strangers at will.

epgarnet@protonmail.ch Earl Patrick (Patrick) Garnett 2063553676 erica.anders08@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 5:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther The governor himself Governor Inslee Olympia Olympia The governor thinks he is above the law. He's not! 
He's a hypocrite and a sham. The president stated 
that states should start opening back up. It's time. 
Inslee needs to stand down and "obey orders", since 
he claims to value that so much. Or does he just like 
it when people do what HE says? Bullies are like 
that, so are liars and fakes. Stop this lockdown 
nonsense now. This is such a joke

TRUE 04/18/20 5:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Matthew's Winery 16116 140th Pl NE Woodinville I can hear music, and there are cars parked in their 
parking lot. Their Web Site is advertising that they 
are open until 7 pm today . Saturday 4/18, they were 
also open yesterday "for retail shopping and drive 
thru wine pick up"

orkiotl@gmail.com Terry Orkiolla 4258060883 Otis

TRUE 04/18/20 5:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 5951 6th ave Tacoma, wa There were tons people gathered with pets for 
grooming

Danielle m (254) 448-4862

TRUE 04/18/20 5:30 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Private home N/A 9290 Waters Ave S Seattle There's a group of 30-40 people having a BBQ party 
that has been going on for a couple hours already.

TRUE 04/18/20 5:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detailing Auto Bright Car Detailing 302 S Custer St Tenino Auto detailing still taking place and posted a video 
that he has a chemical that he promises will kill the 
Corona Virus

Autobrightcardetaiking@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 5:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tobacco shop Smoke time 10108 Bridgeport Way SW Lakewood There is no precautions for 6 feet and the guy got 
into an argument with me over These fake N95 
mask he’s selling for $ 15.99 each. He’s price 
gouging and shouldn’t be open. 
He’s advertising the mask as 100% real N 95 mask.

Richrd537@gmail.com Richard Norton 2533300093

TRUE 04/18/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School District Burlington-Edison Schools 927 E Fairhaven Ave Burlington On Friday, April 17th, Burlington-Edison HS 
participated in the stadium lights for seniors. 
However, the principal encouraged staff to come and 
stand together and allowed students/families to pose 
for pictures in large groups with their arms around 
each other. There was no social distancing and tons 
of people there. This is an event that will continue.

Lbrowning@be.wednet.edu

TRUE 04/18/20 6:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public school Burlington Edison High School 301 N Burlington Blvd. Burlington Graduation celebration included large groups of kids 
in parking lot, staff on field together and together 
holding signs.

Jbaines@be.wednet.edu

TRUE 04/18/20 6:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Ur unfair 2 construction 401 n x st Washougal Why are coffee shops open, because they donate to 
your campaign?

Open construction up

TRUE 04/18/20 6:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing Everett, Seattle, Auburn, etc...Everett Boeing is starting next week. 
According to the Presidents speech we havn't cross 
the gate ?? ( 14 days no new cases??)
Let alone phase 1
How can Boeing open??
Lifes at risk?
No urgent need for airplanes at this time
Im afraid to go to work
Thank you...

robt82861@aol.com LeRoy Tenan Jr 4253454316.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 6:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing Everett, Seattle, Auburn, etc...Everett Boeing is starting next week. 
According to the Presidents speech we havn't cross 
the gate ?? ( 14 days no new cases??)
Let alone phase 1
How can Boeing open??
Lifes at risk?
No urgent need for airplanes at this time
Im afraid to go to work
Thank you...

robt82861@aol.com LeRoy Tenan Jr 4253454316.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 6:32 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 1167 3rd St NE East Wenatchee Party, no social distancing larry_rn@outlook.com Larry

TRUE 04/18/20 7:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car wash closed on Wednesday March 25th when 
the order was to take effect. The business was 
closed until April 10th. The car wash opened back 
up before permitted and ever since being opened it 
has been washing 800-1200 cars per day! I’m an 
employee for the company and that is how I know 
the numbers. I would like to remain anonymous. It is 
encouraging way too many people to be out of their 
homes. The car wash is washing anywhere from 80-
165 cars per hour. Thank you for your time.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/18/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Joe's House 3117 N Argonne Rd Spokane Bar is serving customers cocktails, beers, and wine 
at the bar. Report people sitting at the bar drinking 
for hours.

ryankjohnsen@gmail.com R. K. Johnsen 218-428-5895 unknown

TRUE 04/18/20 7:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Crafts Joanns 2717 be 57th st Seattle Still doing the disguise of mask fabric sales and 
other junk not essential to human life. Employees 
are not self distancing amongst other steps to not 
infect each other. Shut down completely.

customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/18/20 7:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kidd Valley 5502 25th Avenue NE Seattle A customer was eating in the outside seating area 
where not allowed. I informed the clerk and she said 
“that’s fine it’s only inside where they can’t sit”

spino9194@comcast.net Amy Spino 2069491871

TRUE 04/18/20 7:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming The Groomery 510 Dekalb st. Port Orchard Grooming dogs...having them come in the back 
door. No lights on out front.  Only accepting cash 
payment

Bjbsa@outlook.com Traci Penland. The GroomeryPO@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 7:43 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Commercial Aircraft 
Manufacturing

Boeing Commercial Aircraft Logan Ave N Renton, WA 98057 Boeing is resuming production of Commercial 
Aircraft. There is probably no item that the world 
needs less of than more commercial aircraft.

They are a large operation, and will result in an 
unnecessary large gathering of people.

See: 
https://www.aviationtoday.com/2020/04/16/boeing-
resume-commercial-airplane-production-phased-
covid-19-approach/

David.Kovanen@innovator.comDavid Kovanen 2539252000 The Boeing Company

TRUE 04/18/20 7:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Ferris High School 3020 East 37th Ave Spokane, WA 99223 2nd weekend in a row on a Saturday where large 
gathering of cars and people in the parking lots 
interacting. This is on Ferris property so they must 
be aware of these large groups gathering.

Tangl2984@gmail.com Russell Russo

TRUE 04/18/20 7:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsBar or other business with a liquor license Basket of cheer two 149 north beverwyk rd Lake hiawatha Liquor store manager and employees not wearing 
mask or gloves. Manager and tenant of attached 
second floor apartment seen walking out with liquor 
well after hours.

graymatter161@gmail.com Austin 8622079324

TRUE 04/18/20 8:12 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 4309 S. 347th St. Auburn Very noisy gathering of many people raingirllori@gmail.com Lori Evans 4258301689 raingirllori@gmail.com

TRUE 04/18/20 8:53 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Washington state Governor Capitol grounds Olympia Dictator in the governor's office violating the 
Constitution.

TRUE 04/18/20 9:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Aussie Pet Mobile NA Edmonds This local pet groomer is still offering services.

https://petgroomingnw.com
(206) 792-7061

jenbrdsly@yahoo.com Jennifer Bardsley ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/18/20 9:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco Grooming 1530 Black Lake Blvd. Sw Olympia Grooming is not an essential service. They are 
creating more problems by continuing to stay open.

Alex licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/18/20 10:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens They are open for routine services including nail 
trims. They are non-essential

TRUE 04/18/20 10:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fabric Joann’s Fabric 3702 Tieton Dr. Yakima I questioned why this store was open from the 
beginning. But, figured it was because they had 
material available for masks and gowns. People I’ve 
talked to that had been in the store, said there was 
no effort in social distancing made. And very 
crowded. 
But then I received a flyer advertising their store 
wide sales. Different sales beginning April 23rd. 
With up to 70% off.

fletcht@me.com Evans Fletcher 509-833-9529 customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/18/20 10:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rv sales Camping World 19651 E Cataldo Ave Libetry Lake Service center is essential but sales is open and 
several employees are working with customers

Donotgive@gmail.com Joe



TRUE 04/19/20 5:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Non essional motel Golden Lion Motel 524 third st Rsymond Constantly renting rooms people from Az Calif 
Colo.and northern wa.

williameisaman0@gmail.com William Eisaman +13608751009 williameisaman0@gmail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 6:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Piccalo Artesian Pizza 21718 E Mission Ave Liberty Lake They are serving alcohol as sit down option.  People 
were not observing social distancing and sitting at 
tables drinking wine.  It is small establishment and 
went in to pick up take out food -line of take out 
people and people at tables drinking wine also.  Very 
poor judgement.

TRUE 04/19/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Fairfield 12601 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034kirkland This company allows roofers, siders, and everyone 
else to work, on 4/16/20 there were 200 plus people 
on the construction location,  there have been 5 
siders that have tested positive for covid 19 yet they 
are allowing premier roofing to work on the roof 
during this The people on this job site are not safe. 
Please shut them down before more people get sick.

TRUE 04/19/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openConstruction Fairfield 12601 120th Ave NE kirkland This sight has the coronavirus confirmed and they 
still wont shut down, Fairfield is who runs the site 
and premier roofing LLC is who is on site every day.

TRUE 04/19/20 9:22 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aviation Boeing Company P.O. Box 3707              98124 - 2207Seattle, WA. The Boeing Company in the Puget Sound Region is 
operating under unnecessary pretenses for 
maintenance needs. The company has an FAA 
grounded mandate status of the 737 Max aircraft in 
the Cities of Seattle and Renton and world, which 
also all of the 737 Max is in Long term storage 
primarily at the Company and other locations. This 
model aircraft cannot fly or indulge in maintenance 
activity other than storage operations. There is no 
essential need to risk human health and life due to 
Corvid - 19 virus. These aircraft's cannot fly or have 
financial gain until FAA completes airworthiness 
investigation and to approve flight.
It is way to soon to approve allowance of Boeing 
operations in the Puget Sound, besides my 
management has informed me that face PPE is in 
limited supply and to bring my own mask protection, 
which violates the Governors Stay at Home Order. 
The workplace must supply PPE for all employees.
I have been told by management that if I do get ill I 
may go home. Does that mean that I report to work 
to contract the deadly Corrona Virus because my 
workplace has not obeyed this government order 
safety requirements?  Please Help!! I don't want 
anyone at work to contract this deadly virus out of 
the Boeing Company ignorance for safety and life.

davidmgullett@nventure.com David M. Gullett 253-475-0177 Unknown

TRUE 04/19/20 9:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther school Woodenville Montessori School 19102 North Creek Parkway Woodenville There are  children that are there everyday for 
school.

business@woodenvillemontessori.orgshannon 425-482-3184 unknown

TRUE 04/19/20 9:51 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vape and Smoke Shop Vape & Smoke 248 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw Open all week, signs flashing. dimes4u@hotmail.com Greg Daulton +12536329000

TRUE 04/19/20 10:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning Salon Tan Republic 5720 Ruddell RD SE Lacey Open sign on and customers seen going in and out. lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/19/20 10:09 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma DETENTION IS NON ESSENTIAL. By allowing the 
NWDC to stay open you allow a serious injustice 
against human rights. History will remember your 
choice to allow this nonessential business to 
operate. You are endangering lives.

Oliviachristine92@gmail.com Olivia Snell 630-930-3617

TRUE 04/19/20 10:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction home depot 1100  N. c street college place for the fourth time this week, when I went to home 
depot, the only people violating the six foot spacing 
was home depot emplotees, standing aroiund talking 
with each other closer then 6 feet apart,  blocking 
access to everybody else from either entering the 
store, going down an ailsle  or getting out of an aisle, 
or trying to leave. NO social distancing in that place 
at all.

sqzboxdave@gmail.com david gloor 5093824069

TRUE 04/19/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Game / Hobby Northwest Sportscards Game Center 5510 6th Ave, Ste A Tacoma Business is advertising Curbside Pick-Up on their 
Facebook Page.

Bazaaretw2@msn.com Zechariah Maples 253-468-9117 mgr@nwgamerschoice.com

TRUE 04/19/20 10:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail shoe store American Shoe Shop Inc 126 N Wenatchee Avenue Wenatchee They are running appointments from their Facebook 
page. That literally states, “ We will be accepting 15-
30 minute fitting appointments starting M-F 10am-
4pm, please use the Book Now button on our page, 
thanks!”

Americanshoeshop@gmail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing Everett And Renton Plant Seattle Boeing is about to send approx. 30000 workers back 
to work. The work has not changed and social 
distancing is almost impossible. Most cleaning 
supplies and PPE were removed from the shop floor 
and tool rooms per management. Having all units 
reporting on Tuesday while one reporting on Friday 
is not staggering report times. If so many safeguards 
need to be taken right now for people to go back to 
work then it is truly not safe to be there. We are on a 
good numbers trend in the state and I would hate for 
that to be ruined by this company’s greed. Thank you.

jimmyc1126@comcast.net Jim Cloninger 2063963651.0000

TRUE 04/19/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing Everett And Renton Plant Seattle Boeing is about to send approx. 30000 workers back 
to work. The work has not changed and social 
distancing is almost impossible. Most cleaning 
supplies and PPE were removed from the shop floor 
and tool rooms per management. Having all units 
reporting on Tuesday while one reporting on Friday 
is not staggering report times. If so many safeguards 
need to be taken right now for people to go back to 
work then it is truly not safe to be there. We are on a 
good numbers trend in the state and I would hate for 
that to be ruined by this company’s greed. Thank you.

jimmyc1126@comcast.net Jim Cloninger 2063963651.0000

TRUE 04/19/20 11:07 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other GROOMING PETCO 31179 hwy 20 Oak harbor How dare small businesses be shut down for 
grooming and PETCO all over the state oak harbor, 
Arlington, mount Vernon etc etc STILL 
PERFORMING THIS SERVICE BUT ALL SMALL 
BUSINESS ARE MANDATED TO CLOSE 
RIDICULOUS

PETCO locations still GROOMING!!!! Unacceptable

TRUE 04/19/20 11:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Patrick’s Bakery 10003 15th Ave. SW White Center, Seattle Customers are gathering and being allowed to sit 
and eat at the outdoor dining space on the 
restaurant’s property. Their patio dining tables have 
not been store or put away and patrons are 
gathering to sit on the patio and eat together.

Espinoja@plu.edu Joseph Espinoza 720-309-1137 Patrick

TRUE 04/19/20 11:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe's Home Improvement 19393 Tjerne Pl SE Monroe the store is absolutely packed with customers.  lines 
50 people long at every open register, people ' just 
looking' to pass the time because Lowes is the only 
place open.  not counting customers, not requiring 
PPE for shoppers or workers.  Never seen them so 
busy, even on black Friday.  Entire families with 
small children roaming the aisles in droves touching 
everything in sight. 
Employees will blatantly say they do not feel safe but 
corporate directives wont allow them to do anything 
else.

TRUE 04/19/20 11:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Grocery Retail Fred Meyers 3426 Lakeway Bellingham They are stating guidelines that are NOT being 
followed. Everyone os at RISK !!  Nextdoor.com has 
numerous posted pictures. Plus I went 1x for 
groceries and it is CLEAR they are not following 
ANY guidelines

mother5590@live.com Barbie Jimenez 3606306690

TRUE 04/19/20 12:59 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Drug People 125th northeast and 30th Seattle Large growing tent city dealing drugs and violating 
social distancing

TRUE 04/19/20 1:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Village Wines 14450 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville the "wine store" is openly serving guests and is not 
even trying to hide it. there are over 30 people in and 
around this business enjoying alcoholic beverages.

erikagnew@yahoo.com Erik Agnew 480234t483

TRUE 04/19/20 1:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Decor, gift shop Josephine’s Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Non-essential store advertising merchandise pickup 
and delivery. Bringing people into our town who are 
not obeying state order. Please help.

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/19/20 1:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Village Wines 14450 Woodinville-Redmond Rd NEWoodinville Village Wines has had people congregating at the 
restaurant for weeks.  Several of their customers are 
on site at the bar several times a week.  People 
witnessed sitting on their patio with glasses of wine 
in hand.  Normal occurrence happening after 4 pm 
mid week and on the weekends around 1-3pm.  This 
is a disgrace for other businesses in the area that 
are following the regulations set in place.

jade.lennstrom@gmail.com Jade Lennstrom 2068189189 Lisa Bowen

TRUE 04/19/20 2:03 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Sex worker (509) 540-3216 Kelsey James Na Spokane Posted advertising for sex work

TRUE 04/19/20 2:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Casa Patron 805 N.E. 65th st Seattle People have been served at the counter on multiple 
occasions by employees of the business next door. 
Observed on 4/18 and the afternoon of 4/19 around 
1-2pm

natalie.c.harrington23@gmail.comNatalie 5098507192



TRUE 04/19/20 2:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Arts & Crafts Craft Warehouse 9307 NE 5th Ave, Vancouver, WA 98665Vancouver While walking dog on Sunday 4/19/2020 I saw 
people at this business. Their Open sign was on and 
they had signs that said  "Walk up and Curbside 
service". They have been closed, so I was very 
surprised to see them open.

soulblossom22@yahoo.com Victoria Young 707-349-6114 tricities@craftwarehouse.com

TRUE 04/19/20 2:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Boba lust cafe 1701 dock st Tacoma I just walked past this tea shop. There are at least 30 
people crammed in the store waiting in line.

veronica.bustillo@gmail.com Verónica Bustillo-Aruca 4159611883 1701 dock st

TRUE 04/19/20 2:23 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Northwest Detention Center continues to operate 
and violate social distancing policies that puts the 
entire population at risk.

Kelly Johnson GEO Group

TRUE 04/19/20 2:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2, 98421Tacoma Detainees are not be given PPE and are living in 
incredibly close quarters. There is no testing, no 
ability for detainees to social distance properly, and 
officers are also bringing in possible infection.

carsen.nies@gmail.com Carsen Nies

TRUE 04/19/20 2:25 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private prison/detention 
center

Northwest DetentionCenter 1623 E J St Tacoma Guards come and go. PPE and social distancing are 
not used. What a disaster this will become for our 
community!

gretchen.wing@gmail.com Gretchen Wing 3604684305 GEO Group

TRUE 04/19/20 2:26 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther private detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St 98421 Tacoma "business as usual" is happening in the center, 
detained people have no chance to social distance or 
stay safe

laurahaviva@gmail.com Laura Moss 2068907227

TRUE 04/19/20 2:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hospitality, short term 
rental home

Air B and B 1313 SE Nancy Road Vancouver This house is being rented for overnight stays to 
large groups. It was rented to a Portland criminal 
gang on the night of April 17, that had a large party 
that ended in a gun fight, damaging property, 
including bullets flying into the interior of habited 
homes and an occupied car.  My home has seven 
bullets in it and I am 800 feet away. I have to replace 
the garage door, which now anyone can get in my 
garage and inside door entry. I thought one night 
rentals were prohibited, especially for larger homes 
like this that are intended for many guests. It would 
be good to know if the owner violated the stay home 
stay safe rules, as our neighborhood  would like to 
understand who we are dealing with.

cepley@mac.com Cathy Epley 5035167173

TRUE 04/19/20 2:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stat nails 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Port Orchard They have a sign on their door saying they are stay 
open and allowing people to call to make 
appointments and have been working this whole 
time during shut down 

I didn’t know the email so I put their contact info 
page from their website

http://centurynailspa.com/contact

TRUE 04/19/20 2:58 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma As per the law, this detention center is considered a 
non-essential business. If the shelter in place policy 
is still being held and the detention center is still 
open/running, this is a direct health violation and the 
people being detained need to be released. Those 
who are detained have no physical means of 
distancing and if the virus finds its way inside, many 
families will lose their loved ones to the virus. The 
governor has a choice in saving many lives and 
money if he releases all these individuals.

sharonts4@gmail.com Sharon Tsoi 7632269782

TRUE 04/19/20 3:15 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Picnics and sports on both lower and upper fields

TRUE 04/19/20 3:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Parkland Family Dentistry 12165 Pacific Ave S Tacoma They are open for cleanings and regular visits. today14u@comcast.net Todd O'Day 2539850526

TRUE 04/19/20 3:21 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detention centers are not deemed an essential 
business and yet they are still up and running, 
having a detention center in general is an atrocity but 
at least now it actually violates state shelter in place 
law. Please send all of these folks back to the safety 
of their homes, communities, and families.

samanthafoote0427@gmail.comSamantha Tracy Foote

TRUE 04/19/20 3:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Wonderland Salon Wedgwood 8206 35th Ave NE, Seattle WA 98115 The business is doing even better than before. 
Today Sunday at 13:00 is has light on. The building 
has 95 appt. This is dangereous in time of 
Coronavirus. The person does not live in the building 
only here for business. Please do something. Thank 
you and best regards.

myquocm@yahoo.de My Quoc Meriaho 2064270781 Megan@wonderlandsalon.love

TRUE 04/19/20 3:28 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma This detention center is nonessential, and staying 
open is a public health violation.

TRUE 04/19/20 3:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Fortis Sports 1025 Black Lake Blvd SW, Ste 2-COlympia There are people (members) routinely working out at 
different times when the gym is supposed to be 
closed. This is a risk to the people working out there 
and unfair to other small gym owners that have been 
closed since told to do so. They are operating under 
a "come in when you can" basis and are saying they 
are "closed" but they are open for gym members to 
come in and work out alone.

jonnyp102582@gmail.com Jonny Peters 2053290208 fortissportsusa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 4:02 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma The detention center is considered to be a 
nonessential business, yet they are still up and 
running with many people in close proximity with 
each other. This is violating the Stay at Home Order 
that Gov. Inslee has set in place and is a public 
health violation.

Ellen Roney

TRUE 04/19/20 4:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr Ne Ste E Lacey Taking tans and apppointments during stay at home 
order

19jas98@gmail.com Amanda Pierpoint 3609996777 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/19/20 4:34 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public library Seattle Public Library 1000 4th Ave. Seattle The City of Seattle is making the Seattle Public 
Library open 6 libraries for bathrooms for the 
homeless. This is reckless and unsafe for both 
library staff and the homeless. Library staff were 
sent home during the pandemic therefore we are not 
essential staff and this should not change because 
Jenny Durkan wants us to work as bathroom 
monitors. A much safer option would be to have the 
city add port-o-potty’s in addition to the many Parks 
and Community Center bathrooms that are already 
going to be opened. Library staff should not have to 
put their lives on the line when there are safer 
solutions. The Library is also taking advantage of 
lower-paid staff by asking one of its lowest paid 
classifications, Library Associate IIs, to do this work. 
They are not asking shelvers or librarians. LA2s are 
customer service clerks. Not hazmat workers or 
bathroom monitors. Please tell the City and the 
Seattle Public Library that this is a violation of the 
stay-at-home order and this is unsafe for workers 
and the homeless alike. Don’t let them ask us to risk 
our lives when our colleagues are safe at home and 
there are safer options out there.

gabbie306@gmail.com Gabbie Duncalf 2067349118

TRUE 04/19/20 4:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Agave Taqueria 2520 commercial ave Anacortes I saw 2 people not in work uniforms dining in on 
4/17/2020 at around 1:30 pm.

csormunen@gmail.com Chloe 3866900512

TRUE 04/19/20 4:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Agave taqueria 2520 commercial ave Anacortes I’ve picked up lunch 2 Fridays and there is always 
someone eating inside

Smitha@gamil.com Abbey smith 3605407274

TRUE 04/19/20 5:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Washington State University Cougar 
Health Services

PO BOX 642302 PULLMAN Clinical staff (nurses) and providers (doctors, 
practitioners) are to provide a buffet lunch for all 
staff of the clinic in an enclosed space. 4/17/20 it 
was a taco bar buffet with shared utensils. On 
5/1/20 the providers are required to provide a buffet. 
Large Clinic, many are uncomfortable and do not 
want to participate.  Medical director is punitive.  
Efforts to seek relief through higher ups not 
effective.  Staff do not want to participate in a closed 
room with narrow tunnel like entry with 1 door, no 
windows to open with a large staff using the same 
utensils and gathering around open food.  This is not 
permitted in restaurants.  This should not be 
occurring where we are pressured to participate by 
our supervisor.    Please help us put this gathering to 
an end.  The supervisor is Dr. Bonnie de Vries.  This 
should not be happening during this pandemic.

TRUE 04/19/20 5:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th St Seattle Car wash is non-essential 206-525-7626

TRUE 04/19/20 5:28 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grant County Sheriff's 
Office

Enforcement PO Box 37 Ephrata Sheriff is not prohibiting people from driving to the 
sand dunes to ride ATV's. This requires gas for their 
trucks to haul the ATVs and fuel for their ATVs. This 
increases non-essential visits to gas stations and 
local grocers and fast food restaurants, etc.  Friends 
are meeting there too, which defies the Governor's 
Proclamation. The Sheriff is being biased in what 
activities he allows, and the hypocrisy and dangers 
to public health are egregious.

Grant County Sheriff

TRUE 04/19/20 5:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet grooming petco 5700 100th st lakewood operating the grooming salon had the call in number 
turned to say we are closed while still making 
employees groom dogs

bully489@gmail.com Danielle Griffith 3604648675 licensingregion2@petco.com

TRUE 04/19/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of picnics and people in the park



TRUE 04/19/20 6:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Wood products Building Mukilteo Cedar and more 9530 4th ave W Everett still open, wrote in and nothing happened, this 
business still seems to be open and operational...

NA John NA Mukilteocedarmore@gmail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 6:23 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Golf course Legacy golf course 7036 Highway 262E Othello 42 golfers on Sunday 4/18/2020. Open every day. 
Allowing public to play.

N/A Anonymous

TRUE 04/19/20 6:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Safeway 804 west first st Cle elum No social distancing. Employees not following 
mandatory  wearing facemask. Employees not 
following mandatory 6ft.rule when working together. 
Letting employees that have reported high fever back 
to work without being tested. They are making 
cookies much $ they don't want to in force rules as it 
will slow down workers and,effect business. It is a 
complete free for all

I am an employee I am afraid of retaliation

TRUE 04/19/20 6:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage & Spa Massage Time Massage & sPA 3600 S Wadsworth Blvd unit B, Lakewood, CO 80235Lakewood Performing massage without gloves and masks. 
Massage therapy is NOT 
a medical necessity. As I am a  MASSAGE 
THERAPIST that is unemployed now Do to 
COVID19.

kweinhart123@gmail.com Kathy Weinhart (303) 922-3689

TRUE 04/19/20 7:27 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dentention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Individuals also are not wearing masks or gloves. 
People in the detention center are crammed into 
cells and definitely do not have 6 feet of safe 
distance. They have large gathering of people and 
they are definitely serving a non-essential function.

TRUE 04/19/20 7:39 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School Concrete School District 7838 S Superior Ave Concrete Not sure if this is a problem or not but many 
employees are concerned. All classified employees 
are being called back to work in District, our food 
service program is definitely essential and many 
people have been working with that program, but 
now everyone else is being called back. Classified 
employees are nervous and scared because we 
keep hearing about the importance of social 
distancing but are being called back to work and 
don’t want to be retaliated against for not complying. 
It is also very unclear about where schools fall in this 
category and that is what we would like to have 
clarified. I have been back to work, but only with 
office staff.

l.corn@live.com Lori Corn 360-204-0578 Wayne Barrett, Superintendent

TRUE 04/19/20 7:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bookkeeping Ana Marie Bookkeeping 451 Guadalupe St Guadalupe Ana Marie was recently hospitalized with positive 
Cocis-19 and some of her family members 
(employee) also tested positive and their business 
remained open. Ana Marie for the past two weeks 
has been working the business and has been 
spotted mailing tax firm in town without a mask and 
gloves. Not sure if she is cleared to resume business 
or be open

TRUE 04/19/20 8:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring TJs flooring 2432 e hwy 101 Port Angeles This business has an open showroom and says they 
are “praying against the virus”. 

I’m a local dealer, excited to be open in the future. I 
am playing by the book and losing THOUSANDS of 
dollars while he is putting lives at risk.

jasoncarpetone@gmail.com Jason Thompson 3608085886 Terry

TRUE 04/19/20 8:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet groomint Mobile Mongrels 7853 SE 27TH ST MERCER ISLAND This business has been traveling to different homes 
and locations to groom dogs.  Many are elderly and 
the owner deems it ok.  It is scary and had been 
going on for awhile.

staceykwhitaker@gmail.com Stacey 12063481842 Doggie_groomer@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/19/20 8:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Urban Bakery 7850 East Green Lake Dr N Seattle I have seen multiple groups of people started to dine 
in at their cafe, outside patio. Those people dining at 
their patio tables are not keeping 6 feet distance. 
There were about 20 people camped at their small 
patio tables eating and drinking in the daylight.

TRUE 04/19/20 8:41 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other My neighbor Neighbor 2504 w Olympic ave Spokane They continuously have parties and bbq's and 
coming onto our property line. They call us names 
and being rude. No matter how many neighbors tell 
them to stop, they dont.

TRUE 04/19/20 8:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA NW detention centers is a non-essential business 
and is enabling large gatherings of folks, creating a 
public health issue. Release those being held now.

TRUE 04/19/20 9:08 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma The Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is putting 
the community in danger by continuing to operate as 
a non-essential business. It is impossible for 
detainees and staff to appropriately socially distance 
in this setting. This business should be closed for 
the safety of those detained, staff, and the larger 
community of Tacoma and beyond as part of the 
effort to stop the spread of COVID-19.

Allyson.mcdonough14@gmail.comAllyson McDonough 503-704-5665

TRUE 04/19/20 9:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Road Port Orchard They have been open since the start of this. Never 
closed

TRUE 04/19/20 9:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Jd slicks hwy 2 sultan We took pictures today of people in there drinking 
we suspected it because they park in the back for 
hours and hours everyday. So i know they serve 
people so i walked in and sure enough there were a 
few people in there drinking including a friend that i 
know. I took pictures i own a restin town too and i 
follow your shut down to a T and expect the fellow 
business to do the same. We have been crippled 
financially because i followed your shut down i 
expect  this to be followed theres a burgandy jeep 
wranthats always there especially on the weekends 
and motorcycles they hide in the back. I dont want to 
be mentioned you can call i will forward u proof but 
do not mention me its a small town and people will 
attack my business

Bakerbuddy78@gmail.com Gabriela 3608633596

TRUE 04/19/20 9:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Flavour Bistro 15715 Main St NE, Suite 101 Duvall Owner is publishing on Facebook page that they are 
serving meals in-house. Other restaurant business 
owners are commenting in kind. 
https://www.facebook.com/sean.langan.10/

https://www.flavourbistro.com/

TRUE 04/19/20 9:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Kona Ice of Skagit County Mobile truck Mt Vernon, wa Mt Vernon, wa Shave ice truck in neighborhoods Jsellinger79@yahoo.com Josie Sellinger 3603038183 Rdonovan@kona-ice.com

TRUE 04/19/20 9:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Off-leash dog park Denny Substation Dog Park 121 Pontius Ave N Seattle Dog owners are not obeying a 6ft social distancing 
rule, mostly in part due to the limited size/capacity of 
the dog park and owners getting close to  pet other 
dogs. On a nice sunny day the park can be seen 
with around 15+ people in the area. This dog park is 
close to a retirement community and can be a 
dangerous ground of exposure to the elderly.

TRUE 04/19/20 9:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yarn Store Rainy Day Yarns 7716 Pioneer Way Ste D Gig Harbor, WA 98335 Rainy Day Yarns
Admin · 4 hrs
Anyone interested in tailgate knitting tomorrow in our 
parking lot? Bring a chair, your projects, drinks and 
snacks for yourself and hangout at the back of your 
car. We will be 6+ feet apart and outside 😎 I think it 
would be fun and get us out of the house for fresh 
air. 12:00-2:00!

EDIT: we only have enough space for about 12 cars.

prefer not to Sherri phone (253) 514-6890  rainydayyarns@gmail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 10:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther The Governor State of Washington State capitol Olympia Governor of the state of Washington is conducting 
non American activities

Washington State Citizens

TRUE 04/19/20 10:25 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Insurance Office Columbia Insurance 8000 NE Parkway Dr Vancouver This business has a financial planning side to it but 
none of those employees work at this location. There 
is a staff member that is actively voicing that they 
are not following social distancing protocol outside of 
office hours and is still being allowed in to work in 
office.

TRUE 04/19/20 10:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Power washing Power Washing 4 you 32310 40th Pl SW Federal Way, WA 98023 One of many people using the NextDoor community 
app leaving their homes to perform non essential 
work at the homes of others.

dinius4@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/19/20 10:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ceo Po box 556 Clinton They are serving drinks in the lounge while people 
wait for to go orders

Whidbeyguy81@yahoo.com Dave granda

TRUE 04/19/20 11:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is openFuneral home Inslee sucks dick 9th circle of Hell Shithole Your about to be fired you stupid fuck so eat a shit 
covered dick and go die in the gutter

1,2 - 3,4 - inslee is China's whoreEat my ass

TRUE 04/19/20 11:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Selling beds Corsicana Mattress Company 222 State HIGHWAY 505 Winlock Give letter to say ESSENTIAL so we cant ask 
unemployment but is lying. If we ask Unemployment, 
Corsicana will say NO,& fire all workers. Only 
wanting to SALE more bed for money. Manager so 
bad. he say NO tO Governor Insley because 
Democratic and Managers only listen to Trump

Rosar@gmail.com Rosa Ramos 360-785-3600 Unknown

TRUE 04/20/20 1:11 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lighting store/showroom Harold's Lighting 1912 N 45th St Seattle Showroom is open to the public and employees are 
being asked to work full-time in the showroom.

customerservice@haroldslighting.com

TRUE 04/20/20 7:03 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Hong Kong Gardens 9324 HWY 525 Clinton Reported to be serving drinks in lounge while 
patrons wait for take out order preparation.

TRUE 04/20/20 7:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Clear Industries LLC. 22287 Stottlemeyer RD NE Poulsbo Business still open. 
No social distancing enforced.

info@clearwaterwash.com 4/29/20



TRUE 04/20/20 8:00 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vape shop Dotcom Vape 5000 SE 4th Plain Blvd#A103Vancouver Store is selling vitamins from 3rd party pyramid 
online company to be able to stay open as a vape 
shop.  They are having people group and are not 
practicing social distancing with customers or 
employees.

Travis McDonald

TRUE 04/20/20 8:26 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other school district concrete school disrict no.11 7830 s. superior ave. concrete having people come in in order to be paid when they 
could work from home

TRUE 04/20/20 8:30 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openConstruction Franklin High School/Seattle Public 
Schools

3013 S Mount Baker Blvd Seattle So last year half the outside windows were replaced 
on Franklin High School.  In the last couple of days, 
Ive noticed some construction trucks showing up 
and looking over the property.  Hard to tell what they 
are planning. My concern is that they will start on the 
second half of this project which will involve opening 
up the building envelope of the school.  I find it hard 
to believe that this is essential given that there is no 
reason it cant be put off til later.  Also, the few 
construction workers who have showed up in the 
last couple days are not masked and are not social 
distancing.  In any event the contact person at the 
School Department is Mark Emelko according to the 
schools contact info on the web.  I believe his 
number is 206-452-9972.  I believe a Jim Sheldup is 
the owner of the construction company, 206-940-
7140. I trust if the work is deemed essential they will 
not impact the residents. My house is right next 
door.  I would appreciate someone looking into this.  
I'd rather not wait until the old windows start coming 
out.  At that point the building envelope would 
already be compromised.  Thank you.

abrahamson.mike@gmail.comMike Abrahamson 206-291-8728 Unknown

TRUE 04/20/20 8:34 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Sound Transit 4300 Brooklyn Ave NE Seattle Sound Transit has continued construction of both U 
District and Roosevelt stations since the governors 
proclamation.  Workers are onsite in groups without 
wearing protective masks or gloves.

jacollins@gmail.com Jamie Collins 2066016462

TRUE 04/20/20 8:37 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other concrete school district concrete school district 7830 s superior concrete over 20 employees demanded back to work , we can 
use our own sick leave or only get 2/3 of our pay

TRUE 04/20/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther State government Office of the Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Setting up an app for citizens to report like this is 
nothing but pure COMMUNISM. It is in violation of 
the Constitution!

416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504

TRUE 04/20/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is openOther Landscaping Unknown 11th just south of 85th Seattle Building adjacent to mine is a managed multiunit 
residence and there were people with leaf blowers. 
Not essential. The truck appeared unmarked when I 
approached. License plate is C13491B. I have a 
photo.

TRUE 04/20/20 9:06 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Peninsula High School 14105 Purdy Dr Gig Harbor Peninsula High School Band teacher directly went 
against stay at home order and school closures 
order by taking a FB post from the high school about 
lighting the stadium for the seniors which specifically 
says it’s not an invitation to come out, and reposted 
it to all of the high school students on Instagram with 
her own note over the picture encouraging kids to 
come out and support the seniors. There were a 
number of students who actually thought they were 
supposed to, luckily parents said no. I have a 
screenshot of the original post from the high school 
and a screenshot of what she posted to the 
students/families if you would like me to send them.

nlg_pm1002@yahoo.com Melissa Zoller 2532254328

TRUE 04/20/20 9:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash 8th Street Car Wash 111 E 8th St Port Angeles Car wash is open. daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 info@8thstreetcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 7701 Custer Rd W Lakewood The car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 1211 S Sprague Ave Tacoma The car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Pink Dolphin Car Wash 5201 Pacific Ave Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 kimandshin@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other A pond and waterfall 
installation company

Palazzo Ponds & Waterfalls 924 E Woodin Ave Chelan I saw 3 trucks, 1 full of gravel, and 5 people outside 
business talking.

palazzoponds@msn.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pulmonary & Sleep Disorder Clinic 400 S 43rd ST Renton They keep badgering me to come in for a CPAP 
followup that I consider completely unnecessary and 
that can certainly wait until the pandemic is over. I 
have been using my CPAP machine for a year and 
am having no problems with it.

ritter_bruce@yahoo.com Bruce Ritter 253-320-0220

TRUE 04/20/20 9:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard On 4/16/20 Star Nail Salon had an open sign up and 
they were providing services to customers.

Rita 3608710220

TRUE 04/20/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 715 39th Ave SW Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Foot & Ankle Surgical Associates 1610 Bishop RD SW #7 Tumwater Dr Hess did a non-essential surgeries. All providers 
are seeing non-essential patients. They are actively 
looking for patients to come in

TRUE 04/20/20 9:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Winco 116th Marysville No social distancing, too many people in store at one 
time, no ppe on customers

TRUE 04/20/20 9:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 15525 Main St E Sumner Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Heirloom custom cabinets 3522 N. Eden Rd. Spokane Valley Residential construction that is still open. There is no 
6 feet apart inside the shop or inside the delivery 
vans

Bart Moorhead

TRUE 04/20/20 9:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Heirloom custom cabinets 3522 N. Eden Rd. Spokane Valley Residential construction that is still open. There is no 
6 feet apart inside the shop or inside the delivery 
vans

Bart Moorhead

TRUE 04/20/20 9:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pony Express Car Wash 15011 Union Ave SW Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 carwashplus@att.net

TRUE 04/20/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash ProWash Car Wash 4813 Bridgeport Way W University Place Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 permits@mygoodsmarket.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash ProWash Car Wash 15119 Pacific Ave S Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 permits@mygoodsmarket.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tacoma Truck Wash 1820 Portland Ave E Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 mushtak1967@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash The Rave Car Wash 5002 Center St Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 info@classychassis.com   - new owners are classys chassis car

TRUE 04/20/20 9:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Soft Touch Car Wash 600 S Pearl St Centralia Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 info@softtouchcarwash.net

TRUE 04/20/20 9:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 19311 Washington 410 Bonney Lake Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Harbour Pointe Chevron Car Wash 12701 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 jdowdle@msn.com / dmdowdle@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:54 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Parking enforcement Impark 646 5th Street Suite 2 Bremerton The parking enforcement vehicle drives up and down 
my street every day looking for violators. As people 
are working from home, it seems the company is 
taking advantage of the stay-at-home requirements.

melissa.edwards14@gmail.comMelissa Edwards 206-678-2776 bremerton.csr@reefparking.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:55 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Middle School St. Luke 17533 St. Luke Place North Shoreline School is requiring entire 8th grade to deliver food to 
homeless people. There are no directions provided to 
follow the six feet rule or whether you should wear 
gloves or face masks.

Badgrade.com They might retaliate 2062457100 boyler@stlukeshoreline.org

TRUE 04/20/20 9:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Airport Touchless 21010 International Blvd Seattle, WA 98198 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 tomlilli@msn.com / tomroush@skylineproperties.com / service@airporttouchlesscarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 7701 Custer Rd W Lakewood, WA 98499 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 1211 S Sprague Ave Tacoma, WA 98405 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com 5/1

TRUE 04/20/20 10:19 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Everett School District 4200 Broadway Everett Per the Assistant Superintendent, per the school 
district lawyer, landscaping and the grounds crew 
are considered essential and due to report to work 
everyday, starting April 6. Initially, we were told to 
stay home for 1 week then asked to come back. 
Employees don't agree that they should be working.

TRUE 04/20/20 10:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 6905 27th Ave West University Place 98466 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com dup 5/1

TRUE 04/20/20 10:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Precision Door and Millwork 9516 E Montgomery Ave Suite 14Spokane Valleg I have noticed that this business has several people 
working.  They have been working through the 
shutdown.  They make doors for residential 
contractors.

Doug McIalwain

TRUE 04/20/20 10:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 2216 112th St S Parkland, WA 98444 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com dup 5/1



TRUE 04/20/20 10:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Campground/resort shore acres resort on loon lake 1987 Shore Acres Rd Loon Lake, Washingtonloon lake this camp ground on loon lake is encouraging people 
to come camp at their campground. they opened 
April 15th their store and restaurant are not even 
fully functioning as of the 15th neither where even 
open. they just stated that they where trying to get 
those open and running. they have also stated that 
they are fully booked with campers. they are asking 
people to come launch there boats, off their launch 
as the public launch is closed. they are asking 
people to come stay in their cabins, rv spots, 
hangout on their beach, play on their play structure 
and hang out at the community fire pits. they have 
stated several times on Facebook that they are not 
effected by nor do they have to abide by the stay 
home order because they are privet property and 
that they dont feel is essential to close their 
campground. as far as I know the only long term 
residents are the owners and they have spots that 
people can park their rv in year around but are not 
living there. a directt quote from the owner is "We 
don't feel it's necessary to close."  and "We are 
under no restrictions" if feel that they are using the  
campgrounds are essential to have customers come 
stay with them, this is putting people at risk, they 
keep telling everyone that they are privet property 
and there for they don't have to listen to the stay 
home order. they have people traveling all over to 
come stay with them. and everyday are posing on 
their Facebook about wanting people to come stay at 
their resort/camp ground. the weekend of APRL 
15th they posted a pic of their campground and 
bragged about how booked they where that weekend 

preach4passion@gmail.com larissa admin@shoreacresresort.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Church Light to the World Evangelical Church 33929 42nd Ave S Auburn The church has held regular Sunday services since 
the start of the outbreak. On April 19, it held both 
morning and evening services. At least ten cars, 
many carrying multiple occupants, drove to and 
parked at the church during both services.

rrd42@live.com Robert Davies 2537099255 (253) 661-6130 law enforcement letter 5/1

TRUE 04/20/20 10:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Karmichael Auto Salon 11400-B Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 kellymccalmon@gmail.com / mike@karmichaelauto.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kingsgate Car Wash 12425 NE 144th St Kirkland Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 support@kingsgatecarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash Shell Gas Station 12001 NE 8th St Bellevue Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 DAVID.GROND@JACKSONS.COM

TRUE 04/20/20 10:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Lightning Clean Car Wash 145 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 alan@gamblinmotors.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Airport Touchless 21010 International Blvd Seattle Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 tomlilli@msn.com / tomroush@skylineproperties.com / service@airporttouchlesscarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gift shop Josephine's Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Non-essential business requiring employees/vendors 
to come work in the store, deliver to customers, and 
deal face-to-face with customers picking up nick-
knacks.  Please help!

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Naturopathic Medicine 32020 1st Ave. S. suite 104 Federal Way This business has remained open during the stay 
home order.  Last week they had a large group 
meeting with approximately 10 cars present.

drmikelnd@gmail.com Lynn Mikel 2068782628

TRUE 04/20/20 11:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber UNKNOWN Capitol Grounds, Olympia, WA 98501Olympia I suspect that during the mandatory stay at home 
order, Governor Jay Inslee is still receiving haircuts 
from an unknown stylist.
Everytime he has a press conference his hair is 
always freshly cut and has not grown.

I completely understand and agree with stay at home 
order, however, if the governor is indeed getting his 
haircut,  why can't normal citizens

John Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/20/20 11:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Govenor State of Washington Olympia Olympia Govenor Inslee is not essential. freewashington@gmail.com Washington Citizen 360-528-5555

TRUE 04/20/20 11:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash The Car Wash Palace 655 8th Ave NW Seattle Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 jaydlyons@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 11:17 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Candy manufacturing plant Brown & Haley 110 East 26th Street Tacoma A tenant in the apartment building in which I live 
works at Brown & Haley graveyard shift.

ciarrai0@gmail.com Mary Smith 253-880-9731 sweets@brown-haley.com

TRUE 04/20/20 11:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Personal Training and 
Sports Training

Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th St #2C Bellevue They have people working out and training daily.  
They report on their social media that they are 
training athletes for the draft.  There are 12 plus cars 
out there right now.  Not ok.

info@gofordsports.com

TRUE 04/20/20 11:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing/Job Sourcing Orion Industries 1590 A St NE Auburn The company Orion Industries is re-opening their 
operations this Wednesday. As far as I can tell, they 
are not an essential business.

jeff.black@orionworks.org

TRUE 04/20/20 11:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Petco 4012 W 27th Ave Kennewick Benton-Franklin Health District has received 
numerous calls regarding this Petco location 
continuing to offer pet grooming services. We called 
and spoke with Kyle,who informed us that they have 
a groomer currently working and that she is booked 
out for the next several weeks.

kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov Kathleen Clary-Cooke 509-212-3792

TRUE 04/20/20 11:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store Value Village 708 W. Boone Spokane Please keep anonymous. I am an employee and I 
am laid off as we were deemed non essential.  I was 
relieved to hear we closed since I’m 
immunocompromised and ride public transportation 
and most of the population we serve is at risk. I was 
discriminated against for taking my health I to 
consideration.  My employer is still accepting 
donations regardless of being closed. Both Spokane 
stores are actively on site with mgmt. I would love to 
be working but am grateful for a governor who cares 
for our health and safety especially since it’s clear 
my employer does not for its employees nor the 
community we serve.  I’ve reported to SRHD to no 
avail.

autumnroserising@gmail.comAutumn Rose M. Maurer 5095985794 1049@savers.com

TRUE 04/20/20 11:42 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Detention Center Northwest Dention Center 1623 E j St. Tacoma The Tacoma Northwest Detention Center is a 
nonessential business yet they are still up and 
running. This is violating the Stay at Home Order 
that Gov. Inslee has put in place and it is a public 
health violation in general. People in dentention 
centers cannot distance themselves from each other 
and solitary confinement is a human rights violation. 
Additionally, many people do not get proper medical 
care in these centers, as we learned from the flu that 
was rampant in Dention centers in other states. 
Please help bring loved ones back home.

elliomc@uw.edu Elliott 360-932-5210

TRUE 04/20/20 11:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym FORD SPORTS PERFORMANCE 13425 SE 30th St #2C Bellevue This gym is training professional football players 
prepping for the upcoming draft. They have said they 
are offering physical therapy, however they are 
continually offering workouts.

m.noren@yahoo.com Melyssa

TRUE 04/20/20 11:46 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Groomer Petco 7202 Burden Blvd Pasco Benton-Franklin Health District has received multiple 
complaints about Petco. All of our local locations are 
still offering pet grooming services.

kathleencc@bfhd.wa.gov Kathleen Clary-Cooke 509-212-3792

TRUE 04/20/20 11:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Lakemont Eyecare 4957 Lakemont Blvd SE Ste C5Bellevue Should be closed for routine exams. The national 
board of optometry (AOA) also recommends closure 
except in the cases of emergency patients. I'm a 
fellow doctor who closed down their practice.

TRUE 04/20/20 12:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco 189 E Bakerview Road Bellingham Petco is still allowing its grooming operations to 
continue everyday. They are the only business in 
Whatcom county grooming animals. Pet grooming is 
a non essential service. They continue despite the 
non essential order. Please help. Thank you.

williamjamesmurphyriley@gmail.comWilliam Riley 2062954565 LICENSINGREGION2@PETCO.COM

TRUE 04/20/20 12:04 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Health-related business Henderson Chicken 710 west pleasant run rd Lancaster tx Not wearing mask or gloves deloragriffin@icloud.com dgriffin 214 653-3767 310 west pleasant run

TRUE 04/20/20 12:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other On line auctions Caring Transitions-South Puget Sound 1382 Packwood Ave DuPont Claims he has been approved but I cannot 
understand how. They do on-line auctions of used 
items. Most items are picked up by person(s) with 
winning bids. Caring Transitions also packs up, but 
arranges movers, then unpacks boxes for senior 
citizens. (To senior facilities) They also clean out a 
clients home of the garbage & items that can be 
donated. My brother is being pressured do totally 
non-essential work for an employer that apparently 
got approved as essential. This will effect his 
unemployment if he chooses to fallow the 
Governor’s Stay In Place Order & turn down work 
that will increase his exposure.  
How does he justify exposing himself & bringing the 
virus home to his family for selling “garage sale” 
stuff?

bbizallgood@gmail.com Ann 253-285-6111 Joe Maassen

TRUE 04/20/20 12:23 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowes 2701 S Orchard St Tacoma Lowes bod truck doing deliveries has 3 guys in cab 
of truck.

Ccohoon@coltonfiredistrict.orgChris cohoon 5037561904

TRUE 04/20/20 12:23 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Henderson Chicken 710 west pleasant run Lancaster tx Do not wear mask or gloves deloragriffin@icloud.com dgriffin 214 753-3767 Anthony

TRUE 04/20/20 12:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Hotel - Airbnb Edenwild Inn 132 Lopez Rd Lopez Island This hotel business has reopened to the public for 
nightly transient vacation rentals. 
7 different rooms have opened publicly for rental for 
nights between April 30- May 4.

They have 7 active listings online from hotel.com to 
Airbnb.com and Expedia.com

Info@theedenwild.com



TRUE 04/20/20 12:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash JLE Truckwash 2320 136th Ave E Ste #2140BPacific Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 jle@jletruckwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 12:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Mr. Car Wash 1504 E Main Ave Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 socialmedia@mistercarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 12:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Aubrun Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 12:42 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aircraft Manufacturing 
company

Boeing Company 500 Park Ave North,  and 616 West Perimeter RDRenton The Boeing company is resuming production of 
commercial aircraft. This is not regarding a 
complaint about production of military or emergency 
parts. This a complaint regarding only the production 
of commercial aircraft.

david.kovanen@innovator.comDave Kovanen 253-925-2000

TRUE 04/20/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Gym Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th St #2C Bellevue Why is this non-essential business is open? Rebels. 
They need to be closed.

hikerbebe@outlook.com Cheryl 425-736-3629

TRUE 04/20/20 12:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S. Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/20/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/20/20 1:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business G Standard Gym 3602-B So Cedar St Tacoma 98409 Tells people not to park in lot. Park off site and walk 
in. Been observed all day activities week days and 
weekends, with multiple people attending. Blatant dis 
regard of the rules, even when confronted

Birdy62@Comcast.net Stacey 2532781261 iamthegstandard@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 1:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center NorthWest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Incarceration is non-essential. Release all detainees rifkegribenes@gmail.com Sarah Schneider 503.799.8212

TRUE 04/20/20 1:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property 
Management/Landscaping

Lynnmac Commercial LLC 510 Boston St Seattle Lynnmac Commercial LLC had landscapers come to 
their properties and performing routine maintenance, 
such as mowing lawns and whacking weeds. This 
doesn't seem very essential, as it wasn't to prevent 
immediate damage to the property or hardscaping 
and was instead routine maintenance that can be 
suspended - it's a yard.

STEVE@LYNNMACCOMMERCIAL.COM

TRUE 04/20/20 1:18 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther grab and go school Mulholland Middle School 17120 Vanowen Ave Lake Balboa food prepered in open weather. no hair nuts and the 
worker do not keep 6 feet distance.  also worker only 
allowed to use same gloves all day

TRUE 04/20/20 1:21 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Manufacturing and 
engineering

Newton Labs 441 SW 41st Street Renton While the business was label an essential business, 
there are many jobs that can - and should - be 
conducted at home. The business is requiring all 
employees to be present in office even when their 
work, such as software development, can easily be 
done from home.

dana.l.larson@gmail.com Dana Larson 2183102449

TRUE 04/20/20 1:31 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County Government Franklin County Sheriff’s Office 1016 N. 4th Ave Pasco Sheriff Jim Raymond refuses to enforce state 
closures:
https://www.facebook.com/847862591924353/posts/
3128915050485751/?d=n

Jraymond@co.franklin.wa.us

TRUE 04/20/20 1:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th nw Ave Seattle Picnics in the park and more than 10 people

TRUE 04/20/20 1:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Auburn, WA 98002 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 1:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Supermarket QFC 10116 NE 8th St Bellevue, 98004 Employees don't wear masks and don't keep 
distances. Families with small children allowed with 
the children running freely around. No control over 
number of customers in store to facilitate distancing. 
Should at least work the way Whole Foods does.
Why not require to act as in California. No mask, 
you don’t enter, only 2 per family, small kids have to 
sit in the cart, babies have to be strapped to the 
parent, a guard limits the number of customers 
entering and there is only one line for checkout with 
customers spaced and a worker directing the next 
customer to the cashier which is vacated

Bierijd@comcast.net Isaiah J. Bier

TRUE 04/20/20 1:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Players Sports Bar 10730, Suite G, 19th Ave SE Everett Lights are all off on the outside and keeping lights 
dim inside but large group eating outside the doors 
and also saw large group of people sitting at the bar 
together inside.

TRUE 04/20/20 1:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Supermarket QFC 10116 NE 8th St Bellevue, 98004 Employees don't wear masks and don't keep 
distances. Families with small children allowed with 
the children running freely around. No control over 
number of customers in store to facilitate distancing. 
Should at least work the way Whole Foods does.
Why not require to act as in California. No mask, 
you don’t enter, only 2 per family, small kids have to 
sit in the cart, babies have to be strapped to the 
parent, a guard limits the number of customers 
entering and there is only one line for checkout with 
customers spaced and a worker directing the next 
customer to the cashier which is vacated.
The same behavior of QFC observed in the Mercer 
Island store, yesterday the store was crowded with 
no control whatsoever.

Bierijd@comcast.net Isaiah J. Bier

TRUE 04/20/20 1:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 19311 Washington 410 Bonney Lake, WA 98391 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 1:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 27018 Maple Valley Black Diamond RD SEMaple Valley, WA 98038 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 715 39th Ave SW Puyallup, WA 98373 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi. Crandall@brownbeaar.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma If you do not act quickly, people are going to die. You 
have a moral responsibility during this pandemic to 
help advocate and save the lives of immigrants 
within this detention center. This is a death toll 
waiting to happen. As a Jewish person who heard 
the phrase "never again" growing up, I know that 
NEVER AGAIN MEANS NOW. Don't look away.

elanaraegoldman@gmail.comElana Goldman 7025698678 ICE

TRUE 04/20/20 2:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 605 E Main Ave Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 15525 Main St E Sumner WA 98390 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:02 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Douglas County TLS 140 19th Street NW Suite A East Wenatchee Douglas County Commissioners are going to 
continue to ignore the Governor and his State wide 
order, they are going to keep playing time frame 
games and defying the order until it runs out and 
everyone can legally be allowed to work. They have 
no intentions of rescinding the proclamation they 
have signed to allow construction to continue. They 
met on Monday to layout the clarifications that they 
want defined before they "rescind" anything. They 
need to be fined or hit with penalties for endangering 
the public and the safety  of workers. Construction 
workers are not abiding by the social distancing 
requirements and no one is checking them or 
penalizing the contractors. Unless DC BCC is hit 
with a crime they will continue to do what they want 
and go against the emergency "law" set forth by the 
Governor.

Shari Tincher

TRUE 04/20/20 2:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way, WA 98003 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction J. A. Wright Construction 19108 Hwy 20 winthrop I am continuing to see / hear this business 
operating, even though they are non essential. 
Driving dump trucks, pump trucks, installing new 
septic systems. none of which are emergent or 
essential. making/delivering gravel as well. this is a 
private septic pump and install business that should 
not be open at this time

annonymous annonymous we live in a small town, id like to remain annonymousadmin@jawrightconst.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction J. A. Wright Construction 19108 Hwy 20 winthrop I am continuing to see / hear this business 
operating, even though they are non essential. 
Driving dump trucks, pump trucks, installing new 
septic systems. none of which are emergent or 
essential. making/delivering gravel as well. this is a 
private septic pump and install business that should 
not be open at this time

annonymous annonymous we live in a small town, id like to remain annonymousadmin@jawrightconst.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 4300 A St SE Pacific, WA 98002 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other residential cleaning fresh start cleaning 3132 chico way chico she cleans  air b&b houses and vocational houses 
which to my knowledge is non essential under  the 
governors order

d12worldrapcity@gmail.com josh 3603401043 owners name is tammy

TRUE 04/20/20 2:08 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615Tacoma They are still open despite not being essential- they 
need to close and release their detainees.

TRUE 04/20/20 2:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Fast Eddie's 600 W Main Street Walla Walla Tons of people eating here!!!

TRUE 04/20/20 2:20 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther sale of non-essential 
hardware and garden items

Lowes 1050 E. Sunset Bellingham Sale of non-essential items & poor physical 
distancing.  Had a parking lot sale last wkend of 
plants (not food), etc. Whole parking lot was full.  
Just because sell veggie starts & immediate repair 
items, doesn't mean essential.  Quartan off non-
essentials

bohicartw@gmail.com Bob Wunschel 360-739-8277

TRUE 04/20/20 2:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pioneer Station Car Wash 719 91st Ave NE Lake Stevens Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 mrmonahan@gmail.com



TRUE 04/20/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gift shop Josephine's Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Despite the communities repeated complaints, this 
store refused to comply with the stay-at-home order.  
They have employees working, delivering, and 
bringing customers into town to pick up items.  
Please stop this.

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shell Car Wash 20702 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shell Car Wash 201 128th St SW Everett Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shell Car Wash 13885 Fryelands Blvd Monroe Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:31 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Farmstore Wilco 10409 Canyon Rd E Puyallup My work is not following proper distancing. Allowing 
customers and employees to come in close contact 
with each other. Not making employees wear proper 
ppe and getting close to customers with no 
protection. Letting children and adults gather in the 
store close together.

Logan 2539997569

TRUE 04/20/20 2:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash 8th St Car Wash 111 E. 8th St Port Angeles WA Not sanitizing payment system in between 
customers.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 info@8thstreetcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Builder's Supply 604 NW 77th Street Seattle new construction of 5 townhouses. job crew is on 
site again after being away for several weeks.

billing@builderssupplywa.com  Tel: 425-487-1521

TRUE 04/20/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Susansgotmail@yahoo.com Susan 5095822528 Unknown

TRUE 04/20/20 2:38 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Private detention facility Tacoma Northwest Detention Center - 
ICE

1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma, WA, 98421-1615 This business has been deemed non-essential, yet 
continues to operate.

kariswan@uw.edu Karin Swanson The GEO Group

TRUE 04/20/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Non essential business open. Not Following social 
distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/20/20 2:53 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat packaging Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula Over 100 employees have tested positive out of 
meat packaging plant. Many are out with there 
families and going to the stores and then returning to 
work where they are infected or infecting others. 
Possibly even infecting meat they are packaging! 
This is absurd and sad to say they are offered masks 
and that should help prevent the spread? Most 
employees can’t breathe wearing those masks and 
operate while feeling ill.

Jmartinez4219@hotmail.com Jessica Martinez 509-619-4219

TRUE 04/20/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Splash & Dash 13001 NE 177th Pl Woodinville Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Outlet Car Wash 1402 Outlet Collection Way Algona Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 gakhal.brothers@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 2:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 4300 A ST Auburn Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 27240 168th Pl Covington Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 27018 Maple Valley Black Diamond Rd SEMaple Valley Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Rainbow Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset Blvd Renton Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 bjamnow55@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shell 825 Front St N Issaquah Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shell 1605 NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash The Gene Car Wash 31980 Military Rd S Auburn Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 malikd@outlook.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Twin Star Car Wash 9002 Railroad Ave Snoqualmie Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 info@twinstarcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 6905 27th Custer Rd W Lakewood Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming Lucky Puppy 1407 N Young St Kennewick Since dog grooming shops are deemed non 
essential why is this one allowed to be open?

TRUE 04/20/20 3:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash Cluster Rd W Lakewood Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Chaz East Central Dental Corner of S. Lee St  &  E. Hartson Ave.Spokane I noticed construction of the new Chaz dental clinic 
resumed today on the corner of S. Lee St & E. 
Hartson Ave.
Has construction been changed to essential?

strissell@mlkspokane.org Shawn Trissell 509-862-4234

TRUE 04/20/20 3:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 3915 Center St Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 112th and Steele St Parkland Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Airport Touchless 21010 INternational Blvd Seattle, WA Not sanitizing payment system in between 
customers.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 tomlilli@msn.com / tomroush@skylineproperties.com / service@airporttouchlesscarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyoun Rd Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Splash & Dash 851 S 38th St Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tahoma Car Wash 6006 Pacific Hwy E Fife Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 mushtak1967@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:26 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Absher Construction Stevens Way University of WashingtonSeattle Way to many people NOT wearing masks and in 
within 6 feet, putting many others at risk. Casual 
disregard from a few people puts everyone at risk. 
EVERYONE should be wearing masks at a 
minimum if we are to be working during this time. All 
the steps taken to continue work on this building 
during the virus stay home order are worthless if not 
everyone is doing their part.

TRUE 04/20/20 3:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kar Wash 2330 Olympic Hwy N Shelton Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 hunterfarms@hcc.net

TRUE 04/20/20 3:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bigfoot Car Wash 11310 Lake City Way NE Seattle Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 hslimcpa@msn.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula, WA 99363 There are over 80 confirmed COVID-19 cases. I feel 
that they are not taking the proper measures to 
ensure the safety of their staff as well as companies 
these foods will be reaching. They are given option 
to wear masks if they want, eating in cafeteria 
setting with no social distancing measures, and are 
only getting sent home if they are running a fever. I 
believe they should shut down for deep sanitation to 
ensure the safety of their employers and the 
community.

jennifer.martinez2@wsu.edu Jenni Martinez 5099876725

TRUE 04/20/20 3:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Burwell Landing Car Wash 2550 Burwell St Bremerton Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 destraley@aol.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Costco Car Wash 4401 4th Ave S Seattle Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201

TRUE 04/20/20 3:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant Car Wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Rose Hill Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 rosehillcarwash@hotmail.com / mdinwiddie47@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tahoma Car Wash 208 Norpoint Way NE Tacoma Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 mushtak1967@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Groomer PetCo 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey PetCo in Lacey is open for pet grooming. Groomers 
are required to do a 7-point inspection of all dogs 
while the client holds the pet, violating the 6-foot rule.

hawaiisnorkel1969@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 3:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guitar builder Vertias guitars 606 main st Vancouver Business is open and employees are working as of 
April 20th

Na Prefer not to say Na Casey

TRUE 04/20/20 3:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Olgas beauty spa and salon 691 Strander blvd Tukwila Olga is still operating her salon taking appointments 
by appointment only services. I work across from her 
as an essential business in agriculture. I have 
watched her clients come in and out. She unlocks 
the door for them as they arrive.

A.mariearcher17@gmail.con Amber 2065845737 info@beautyspa.salon



TRUE 04/20/20 3:39 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat Processing Tyson Foods 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula The workers are not following social distancing while 
on lunch breaks due to the small cafeteria area and 
the large number of employees. So many employees 
have already become infected at this location many 
of whom have worked there for decades and are 
loyal employees. Tyson needs to start thinking of the 
hundreds of families this is affecting and not worry 
so much about the bottom line. If they were your 
family members you would want to keep them safe 
at whatever cost. There is obviously something NOT 
being addressed due to the centralized spread at this 
location and it’s already too late for a lot of the 
employees. Let’s no wait for a death or deaths to 
start making changes, let’s start today!

mlmartinez8712@yahoo.com Martha 5095215531

TRUE 04/20/20 3:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Omni Denture 123 don’t know Everett Open as usual Prefernot@yahoo.com Prefer not 425-564-3245

TRUE 04/20/20 3:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Elementary School Naval Avenue Elementary 900 Olympic Avenue Bremerton There is a large group of people playing basketball at 
Naval Avenue Elementary School.

jrmonroe1979@gmail.com Jason Monroe 3606491522

TRUE 04/20/20 3:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fashion accessories 
retail/wholesale

The Finest Accessories 349 E Third St North Bend I am a sales representative for a company that sells 
hair accessories and jewelry. 

Typically, I work in a remote office with two 
coworkers; however, we began working from home 
on 3/16 due to COVID-19. I was laid off two weeks 
ago, and re-hired after my company received the 
PPP loan. Today is my first day back and I am 
working from home today, however, my company 
has told me I will be working in our warehouse 
(located roughly 90 mi. away from our remote office) 
at least from 4/22-4/24, but maybe starting 4/21 (I 
would likely be filling orders--they are also starting 
an online retail sale this week as well). 

I am concerned with this plan because I know that 
my company is not considered to be an essential 
business and I do not want to violate the Stay at 
Home Order by performing nonessential work for a 
nonessential organization. I did ask for clarification 
from our HR manager on how they are legally able to 
have us work in the warehouse at this time and she 
emailed back with the following clause as 
explanation:

d. For purposes of this Proclamation, minimum basic 
operations are the minimum activities necessary to 
maintain the value of the business’ inventory, 
preserve the condition of the business’ physical plant 
and equipment, ensure security, process payroll and 
employee benefits, facilitate employees of the 
business being able to continue to work remotely 

peytonanderson.branexhay@gmail.comPeyton Anderson (253) 929-9110

TRUE 04/20/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 2805 e 29th Spokane PetSmart salon was shut down. Why are they still 
able to be open and running? They are doing nothing 
different!

TRUE 04/20/20 4:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Meat Processor Tyson Fresh Meats 13983 Dodd Rd Wallula, Wa Social distancing pre-requirements hard to 
implement and maintain due to close proximity 
processing lines and structural design.

Martinec8211@gmail.com Carlos 5098209345

TRUE 04/20/20 4:39 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement Lowe's 16205 E Broadway Ave Spokane Valley They are not monitoring the amount of people in the 
store.  It was so crowded Saturday there wasn't 
enough room to stay 6 feet apart.

rreineke13@gmail.com Ronda Reineke 509-995-0253

TRUE 04/20/20 4:41 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther State government State of WA Governor’s Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Communist dictator behavior, since that’s not an 
option in the “suspected violation” menu.  Not sure 
this helps since you haven’t answered my email or 
hard copy letter about pot shops being essential  
businesses and residential construction being 
considered nonessential businesses.

tonylamanna@comcast.net Anthony Lamanna

TRUE 04/20/20 4:48 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license El Valle 410 yakima valley hwy sunnyside I know there are a few guys that go sit in the bar 
almost every day after work. One of them is Jake 
Anderson.

TRUE 04/20/20 4:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Toscana apartment 6979 Birdseye Ave ne Lacey Residential construction at this apartment still 
occurring. Construction company is commercial 
property services.

Leasing@lifeattoscana.com

TRUE 04/20/20 4:51 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolffys 12807 w 14th ave. Airway Heights They are unhappy with our governors decision, and 
have decided to ignore it and allow people in for 
seated dining. See the company’s most recent  
Instagram post. Type wolffyairway in the search bar 
on Instagram.

barb.shivers@gmail.com Barb Shivers

TRUE 04/20/20 4:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Fuck Inslee He’s a piece of shit Inslee drive Olympia Dumbest person ever Inslee.crap.com Inslee hater 333-555-5555 Inslee

TRUE 04/20/20 5:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dance Studio Funki Studios 10522 Lake City Way NE #102Seattle Dance studio operating while shelter in place 
ordinance is in effect

jensen_chase@yahoo.com Jensen Chase 206-920-7932 info@funkistudios.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/20/20 5:13 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Furniture rentals Buddy’s Home furniture rentals 252 E Main St Auburn Buddies employee came to my house to collectA 
washer that we have been paying on for over a year. 
We are one week late wanted to come inside of my 
home with no mask no phone call saying they were 
coming to my house he put my life in jeopardy I have 
a 76-year-old mother living with me.

StacyWhite51709@gmail.comStacy white 9514463044

TRUE 04/20/20 5:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Exotic Nails 1703 Sedgewick RD Port Orchard Has been opened for the last week.  Should not be 
opened

kathysilverman17@gmail.comKathy Silverman 360-509-3183 kathysilverman17@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 5:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Round Table Pizza 5500 Olympic Drive Gig Harbor Alisha Beeler, running for 26th Leg District is holding 
a dinner party at 5:00 pm on April 23rd at this Round 
Table Pizza establishment where there will be large 
gatherings of people.

TRUE 04/20/20 6:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Bobalust cafe 1701 Dock st Tacoma Large groups of teens going into this establishment.  
No social distance being observed.  Groups hanging 
out outside.

TRUE 04/20/20 6:09 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Home Improvement 
Warehouse

Lowes 2505 Pacific Ave Everett My experience is with the Everett store, but I have 
seen comments about other locations.  With the nice 
weather,  recent stimulus checks and people off 
work, the stores are very, very crowded. It seems 
they are trying to do a good job with distancing in the 
checkout lines, but they also need to be limited the 
number of people in the store at the same time.

lizrobinson11@gmail.com Liz Robinson 4252934871

TRUE 04/20/20 6:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Autobaun car wash 3928 west Clearwater ave Kennewick Non essential business Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Roy 5095822528 info@autobahncarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 6:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Autobaun car wash 3928 west Clearwater ave Kennewick Non essential business Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Roy 5095822528 info@autobahncarwash.com

TRUE 04/20/20 6:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Advanced Acupuncture and Chinese 5512 ne 109th ct Vancouver, wa Business is open. e.donais@students.clark.edu Elizabeth Donais 3609918955

TRUE 04/20/20 6:38 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Govenor Govenor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The Governor is breaking his own orders by getting 
haircuts and running this state as a dictatorship. 
There is a bigger problem brewing than the 500 
deaths in washington state. People are out of work 
and would like to go back to regular daily life.

TRUE 04/20/20 6:40 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Govenor Govenor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The Governor is breaking his own orders by getting 
haircuts and running this state as a dictatorship. 
There is a bigger problem brewing than the 500 
deaths in washington state. People are out of work 
and would like to go back to regular daily life.

TRUE 04/20/20 6:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive cleaning Platinum Auto Spa 6318 Holabird Ave, Baltimore, MaYrylandBaltimore This business has been doing “non-essential car 
work” since the mayor issued the closing of non-
essential businesses.   This owner continues to 
serve customers and is doing it out in the open 
without regard for the rest of the pubic who has 
adhered to the legal implications.

None@gmail.com None 410-010-0000 INFO@PASDETAILING.COM

TRUE 04/20/20 7:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is openFuneral home Bills Bargians 1976 uppa u ass Spokane This is such bullshit. By what authority are you 
operating? Are you familiar   with the Bill of Rights? 
Inslee is wrong. You people would have made good 
Nazis.

snitches get stiches.

TRUE 04/20/20 7:18 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Maga MAGA Everywhere Everywhere We do what we want Jay Inslee is a pussy and can 
suck my dick

TRUE 04/20/20 7:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license FRED MEYER 18805 STATE ROUTE 2 MONROE 1) please place a smaller limit of people in store!  the 
limit as of now is about 650, which we will never 
reach.  When we have 400 it is very crowded and 
aisles are packed with people.

2) They will usually have every other checkstand 
open, but with so many people in the store, at times 
they will open checkstands which are side by side;  
putting the employees and customers right next to 
each other and sometimes contact as the cashier 
has to go to the back of their checkstand and bag 
the groceries.

jmrsimonson@hotmail.com Michele Simonson 4252143029

TRUE 04/20/20 8:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Joann Fabrics 5824 196th St SW Lynnwood Large gathering of people. Non-essential business 
endangering elderly patrons

TRUE 04/20/20 8:01 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is openOther Motorcycle dealership Lone Wolf Harley Davidson 19011 E. Cataldo Ave. Spokane Valley Non-essential business that has had large get 
together with no social distancing.

1jjhothead@gmail.com Jerry Johnson 509-922-2377



TRUE 04/20/20 8:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Unknown 20124 63rd Ave E. (Corner of Knoble Road and 63rd Ave E in Pierce County)Spanaway, For several weeks, multiple persons have been 
framing walls and floors for new construction at this 
location.  It appears three structures are being 
constructed.  Does not appear to be roofing activity.  
This was after the order to shut down non-essential 
functions and businesses.

Unknown

TRUE 04/20/20 8:55 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other condo building maintenance Bellevue Manor condos NE 32nd St. Bellevue Two workers, no masks, not 6 feet from each other, 
in the hallway, going right by a resident, (me), just 2 
feet away, even after I ask them to give me time to 
get 6 feet away.  Endangers themselves and me and 
all the residents here!

Barbbblevins@aol.co, Barb Blevins 425-883-8045 service@agynbyte.com.    (.  the managing company)

TRUE 04/20/20 8:56 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Semiconductor Wafertech 5509 NW Parker Street Camas Wafertech continues to operate having all 
employees including non essential workers reporting 
to work everyday including administrative staff in non 
essential work functions.  They refuse to allow non 
essential workers to work remotely claiming they can 
require all workers to work onsite despite the 
restrictions.  This puts our entire community at risk.

Melinda.sych@gmail.com Melinda Sych 503-201-6844

TRUE 04/20/20 9:05 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Aviation Boeing 9801 27th ave west Everett It will not be possible to manufacture various large 
scale aircraft while still maintaining social distancing 
rules. This will surely turn into a disaster that could 
be avoided. If whoever reads this truly does care 
please help to eliminate this unnecessary risk. 
Thank you.

TRUE 04/20/20 9:07 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Lowe’s 5204 E Sprague Spokane There are way too many people in the store and 
there appeared to be no social distancing measures 
save about 10% of the workers wearing masks and 
some plexi glass up at the customer service window. 
But people were standing in line right next to each 
other, employees would come by and stand right 
next to people; again, not wearing masks. The store 
is busier than it’s ever been; seems like they should 
be limiting the number of people in the store so 
people can actually spread out. Most customers 
were there with multiple family members and also 
not wearing masks.

Laurnvodde@gmail.com Lauren Vodde 5092808855

TRUE 04/20/20 9:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Round Table Pizza 5500 Olympic Dr h101 Gig Harbor Alisha Beeler is running for the LD for the 26th 
House of Representatives and is asking people to 
meet at Round Table in Olympic Village, Gig Harbor 
at 5PM Thursday, April 23rd.  She has been 
photographed in Olympia on Sunday, protesting 
social distancing. Round Table may not be aware 
she's doing this. A friend on FB works with Alisha 
Beeler and Alisha  showed up at work today and is 
endangering lives.

heatherlombard64@gmail.comHeather Lombard 425-501-9323

TRUE 04/20/20 9:21 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other SHAG Apartment Building SHAG Interurban 14002 Linden Ave. N Seattle Residents are gathering in the lobby, no 
masks/gloves, close together. Blocking entryway. 
Residents are smoking cigarettes a few yards from 
the entrance. NO protective actions and blowing 
smoke onto the sidewalk. Every. Single. Day. Office 
Number: 206-708-7583

debicooper107@gmail.com Debi Cooper 206-861-4264 Senior Housing Assistance Group

TRUE 04/20/20 9:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gymnastics/cheerleading 
training

Washington Cheer Brigade 3000 Columbia House Blvd, unit 120Vancouver Making house calls & offering classes in her 
personal home during this time, also possibly out of 
business location as well.

Wacheerbrigade@gmail.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Chain store franchise Walmart 1700 se meadowbrook blvd College place The parking lot was FULL april 19 so I expected an 
exterior line, there was none.  Went inside and every 
isle every cash register was full of people.  You 
could not even avoid crowded aisles.  Only about 2 
percent of us were wearing mask.  I thought I had 
read that it was one person per cart but there were 
whole families shopping, kids running around 
everywhere .  I'm not a doomsdayer, but I am trying 
to follow suggestions on social distancing and stay at 
home unless necessary...walmart in college place 
was not following any guidelines.  There was an 
officer in the parking lot.  I made eye contact with 
him, he looked towards the people rushing in and out 
and he looked back at me just shaking his head

Surran@live.com Tracie 5413100077

TRUE 04/20/20 10:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Gov Inslee Washington state gov Washington state capitol Olympia Governor Inslee needs to stay home he is 
nonessential and really worse for the people of 
Washington than the virus.

Swan6807@gmail.com Wesley 3609209930

TRUE 04/20/20 10:34 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Queen Anne Coffee Co 1811 Queen Anne Ave North Seattle When we walked by on Sunday afternoon, the patio 
was fully set up with tables where people were 
dining. Probably 15-20 people were on the small 
deck. You could not enter or leave the restaurant 
with out passing within 6 feet of someone dining at 
an outdoor table.

Tochristinab@gmail.com Christina Bradic 206.832.1023

TRUE 04/20/20 11:22 PM No Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Hotel Best Western Plus Edmonds 130 W Dayton Street Edmonds The hotel is not implementing social distancing 
guidelines. They don’t have people standing six feet 
away from the check in desk with no lines or 
signage, there is no safety divider to prevent sneeze 
transmissions and all employees working with 
customers aren’t wearing masks.

TRUE 04/20/20 11:44 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther public servant Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Gov.Inslee is trampling on the rights of his 
constituents and breaking his oath, as well as the 
state & US constitutions.  It has been essential to 
protect his constituents from the dangers of the ever-
increasing homeless population but this has not 
happened and yet he is adamant for more people to 
be out of work and at risk of homelessness.

roseyellow@live.com Rosanne Jimenez Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/20/20 11:46 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor State of Washington 1 capital way Olympia I just wanted to waste your time on this gestapo like 
form. But in all seriousness, Jay Inslee is a faggot.

TRUE 04/20/20 11:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City Park City of Seattle 201 20th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98144Seattle Large gathering (20+) of people playing basketball at 
Pratt Park in Seattle

TRUE 04/20/20 11:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Houk Chiropractors 3809 N Monroe St Spokane Massage therapists and chiropractors actively 
working and treating patients that are not considered 
acute care or medically necessary. Office area for 
staff members does not allow 6ft for social distance.

Janabanana0408@gmail.comJana Swanson 5094962827

TRUE 04/21/20 12:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Inslee Governor 416 14th Avenue sw Olympia This person is still collecting paychecks and working 
even though this person is the most non essential 
employee in Washington state

TRUE 04/21/20 12:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Exotic Nails 1730 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Observed to be open ef2783@wavecable.com Elaine Frantz 3607690213

TRUE 04/21/20 12:25 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Jay Insley NA NA Tyranny is nonessential

TRUE 04/21/20 12:53 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Wanna be govoner Wa state 416 14th ave SW Olympia Actually had hair and makeup do by pro for tv shot Nonya@gmail.com Jenn The citizens

TRUE 04/21/20 12:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Governor’s Office, State of 
Washington

1 Idiot in Charge St Seattle A completely non-essential individual is occupying 
the governor’s office. His name is Jay Insley. Totally 
no essential. Complete waste of precious oxygen.

Wes Samsonite

TRUE 04/21/20 1:07 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor of Washington Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504Olymipa Jay Inslee is continuing to go to work even though it 
has been proven he is non-essential in every sense 
of the word. He continues to screw over the 
american people by using his power to strip away 
our rights as american citizens. His work as 
governor is a joke as he does not uphold the 
constitution in any way shape or form. He needs to 
be arrested!

Inslee Jay Sucks

TRUE 04/21/20 1:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Dominos 11th NW 12th Ave Ste 113 Battle Ground Pizza is not essential

TRUE 04/21/20 2:11 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor Jay (God) Enslee 12345 Enslee Road Olympia Please lock up Jay Enslee, until he can be taught 
some common sense and fairness.  At least the 
Oregon governor uses Common Sense!!!!

tomhafford@facebook.com Tom Hafford Facebook Message jayson@iamgodofeveryone.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 18001 Canyon Road E Puyallul Boeing is not essential. The work being done during 
the pandemic isn't only defense contracts, but 
commercial contracts. This is not essential and can 
wait. Although, you should give other non-essential 
businesses the same privilege of opening who also 
implement safe working spaces as Boeing claims to 
have done. Quit picking winners and losers in this, 
close Boeing down or allow other businesses the 
same privilege.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 18001 Canyon Road E Puyallul Boeing is not essential. The work being done during 
the pandemic isn't only defense contracts, but 
commercial contracts. This is not essential and can 
wait. Although, you should give other non-essential 
businesses the same privilege of opening who also 
implement safe working spaces as Boeing claims to 
have done. Quit picking winners and losers in this, 
close Boeing down or allow other businesses the 
same privilege.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business West Coast Fitness Lacey 5823 Lacey Blvd. SE Lacey Gym members and employees  coming to and from 
gym.  Members using rear entrances.  Employees 
and owner through front door.

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com



TRUE 04/21/20 5:19 AM Non-essential business is openOther Raping the citizens of WA Executive Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Olympia Constant abuses against the people of WA. 
Violations against the Federal and State constitution. 
Voter suppression. Reckless endangerment of the 
population by releasing prisoners. Child sexual 
abuse by mandating pornographic materials in 
kindergarten.

FranklinOberfurth@PeoplesLaw.comFranklin Oberfurth Esq. 206-876-5437

TRUE 04/21/20 5:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming wash the dog 115 meeker puyallup Dog grooming specifically listed as non essential driller2673@gmail.com John  Arfman 2536178037    115 W. MeekerPuyallup, Wa. 98371washthedog@ymail.com253-841-9988

TRUE 04/21/20 5:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor Herbal Oasis Foot Massage 12110 NE 85th Kirkland I’ve driven by there to go to the dollar store next-door 
and it’s been open numerous times in the evenings

Fullmotionview@gmail.com Jeffrey 2068664015

TRUE 04/21/20 7:02 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Governor of the state of 
Washington

Communist leader of wa Capitol building Olympia Inslee is holding hands with bob fergie all day

TRUE 04/21/20 7:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kingsgate Car Wash 12425 NE 144th St. Kirkland This car wash is in full operation despite being a non 
essential business

craig@cleanplanetcarwash.comCraig MacKay 2065106422 support@kingsgatecarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Aloha Car Wash Company 17818 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell This car wash is in full operation despite being a non 
essential business

craig@cleanplanetcarwash.comCraig MacKay 2065106422 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:21 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Washington state governors office Olympia Olympia Constant needless daily activities vervet2001@yahoo.com Charles Overturf 2532795496 Jay Insley

TRUE 04/21/20 7:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Wenatchee and East Wenatchee All Wenatchee Construcción not following washing station and or 
clean bathrooms guidelines or governor orders 

No one is checkin construction sites before giving 
permits to continue work

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/21/20 7:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery URM Cash and Carry E Springfield Spokane Business as usual except plexiglass for checkouts.  
No sanitizing or social distancing measures.

TRUE 04/21/20 8:02 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther * 1 2 3 5 2 1 3 4

TRUE 04/21/20 8:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Hard Core Fitness 4402 N Division Spokane I happened to be parked nearby while doing some 
internet research.  Multiple vehicles parked in back 
and on the street and individuals were seen entering 
and leaving via the back door.  The paper on the 
windows has nothing to do with security.  It is hiding 
the fact that they continue to operate despite the 
ban.  The owners have been in this area for years 
and have a reputation for questionable business 
practices and, outright illegal activities.  If you are in 
the market for steroids, they are and have been the 
go to people.

jrstan1965@hotmail.com John Stanton 509-991-6390 admin@hardcorefitness.com

TRUE 04/21/20 8:08 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Landlord of multifamily 
residents with occupants of 
8

Carole Libby 49. E. Gordon Spokane On April 17 there were numerous cars and vehicles 
starting to come and go from the residence.  There 
was an estimated 28-30 people at one time at a 
apparent party allowed by this Landlord of the 
residence. There was loud partying and beer bottles 
left around the residence yard in the morning.  the 
people were loud and clearly were drinking as very 
loudly saying cheers and talking of who had certain 
type of alcohol straight shots. these people entered 
and were in the community area of the residence 
which is shared by many, encluding students. this 
party was put on by Carole Libby and  resident of 
this address of the name Pablo Panteleon.  I am a 
renter of that home I informed Carole that there 
cannot be parties and such because of the house is 
a tenant occupied house.  She said that it was her 
home and she was the one who had the say of the 
things going on.  I  believe she has a relationship 
with this Pablo.  I have stressed the importance of 
following the order since I was to fly to see my new 
grand daughter.  Now I cannot unless I wait another 
10 days to see if I become ill.  I am a disabled adult 
with cardiovascular disease. when I rented this room 
I was not informed of all the other tenants.  She 
informed me of the two in the studio above garage.  I 
moved some things in paid for 2 months and then 
came back to find there were three other.  I had on 
same day earlier had some one who had versed an 
opinion of significance or position of having it. I 
found that it was from an earlier event where they 
not feeling well over 30 days prior to the time in 
close proxcimity. I removed him from home when 

smith.deb59@gmail.com Deborah Smith 206-229-0432

TRUE 04/21/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Skyline Engineered Systems 13421 39th Ave NE Marysville This business is not performing or manufacturing 
anything that is considered essential. In addition 
even if they were considered essential they are not 
adhering to social distancing requirements in their 
shop or office. 
When I asked I was told that the owner received a 
pass from the governor.

Anonymous please Norm@skylinesystems.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detail Mercer Island Auto Spa 2730 80th Avenue SE Mercer Island I saw two employees working on a car in the bay, so 
I stopped by to inquire about a detail. I was told they 
aren’t open until May 4th at the earliest. If they aren’t 
open then they should be at home. The employees 
were young and didn’t seem confident when telling 
me they are closed. It seems as if their boss is 
making them come in to work and telling them to 
cover for him/her. Car washing is not essential and 
they are putting their employees at risk by having 
them work in a close proximity to each other

Manager@MercerIslandAutoSpa.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:13 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank Bank of America 628 Meridian Ave E Milton They are not practicing social distancing. Bank 
manager is not wearing a mask . Opening the door 
for people , working to close to the public with out a 
mask  . He is also working with the tellers who are 
wearing masks and gloves but he is not .Letting to 
many people in the bank at one time . No room for 
social distancing with amount of people in the bank .

mfk123049@comcast.net Mark Kosin 253 - 226 -1376

TRUE 04/21/20 9:31 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other WDFW WDFW Washington Washington There seemed essential when the public they work 
for cannot even use there own resources

TRUE 04/21/20 9:32 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Washington State 
Government

Washington State Supreme Court 415 12th Ave SW W Olympia Inslee is already operating well outside of his 
authority, so he should shut down the Supreme 
Court along with the rest of the state.

TRUE 04/21/20 9:37 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Parlor Southsound Treatment massage 818 39th Ave. Puyallup Open for business, may encourage other same type 
establishments to open as well.

smt@massage-rocks.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:49 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction greater Seattle construction LLC 5019 52nd ave S Seattle, WA 98118 This company is building multi-million dollar homes 
and I do not believe that these homes are essential 
right now.   It more likely is "essential" for them to 
get them done for their own pocketbook!  They also 
are violating their own posted work hours working 
late into the evenings and on the weekends.  
Furthermore, their workers can be heard coughing 
and coughing, making us all worry as neighbors, 
who are "staying home"  by order of the Governor, 
that they may be exposing us to Corvid-19.

northway58@gmail.com Rebecca Northway 2067239927

TRUE 04/21/20 9:49 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction greater Seattle construction LLC 5126 S. Pearl Street Seattle, WA 98118 This company is building multi-million dollar homes 
and I do not believe that these homes are essential 
right now.   It more likely is "essential" for them to 
get them done for their own pocketbook!  They also 
are violating their own posted work hours working 
late into the evenings and on the weekends.  
Furthermore, their workers can be heard coughing 
and coughing, making us all worry as neighbors, 
who are "staying home"  by order of the Governor, 
that they may be exposing us to Corvid-19.

northway58@gmail.com Rebecca Northway 2067239927

TRUE 04/21/20 9:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Walgreens 22320 Meridian Ave E, Graham, WA 98338Graham, wa Restroom is open to Public that employees also use Brain Hanson 253-212-6047

TRUE 04/21/20 10:14 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store QFC 45Th St university village Seattle QFC U Village is very busy and very crowded at all 
hours. Other stores are metering customers as they 
enter and are limiting the number of people in the 
store. QFC is not making any effort. The check out 
lines are crowded and it’s impossible to keep a safe 
distance from people, because there are simply too 
many people in the store.

TRUE 04/21/20 10:19 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography T a s h a L y n n Photography 103 Yellow Brick Road Kelso This person is hosting photography sessions at local 
parks and random locations and bragging about it on 
Facebook. 
https://www.facebook.com/298504950545780/posts/
1019700575092877/?d=n

Tashalhouston@gmail.com

TRUE 04/21/20 10:36 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State Government Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue Olympia This non-essential business is keeping my friends 
and family out of work from low-risk “non-essential” 
business.

aogater@gmail.com Abram Gates 3603056401

TRUE 04/21/20 10:44 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 27111 167th pl se ste 113 Covington This business is still performing grooming services, 
even though deemed non essential.

Jen6983@hotmail.com Jordan Williams 4252815989

TRUE 04/21/20 10:44 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Painting A fine finish painting Not sure Centralia We need to be safe not greedy 3602247047

TRUE 04/21/20 10:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Big box store Walmart 2301 W Wellesley Spokane The store is “limiting” to 450 customers at one time! 
There is no line to get in. They are just clicking to 
count and letting masses of people inside. They also 
admitted to being understaffed and NOT sanitizing 
the store like they’re saying they are.

Katherine.sumiko@gmail.comKatherine Ravert 5099348804



TRUE 04/21/20 11:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Hardcore gym 4402 N Division St Spokane, WA  99207 United StatesSpokane This gym is still letting people in for extra money to 
lift early morning around 5 am

admin@hardcoregymspokane.com

TRUE 04/21/20 11:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber New Look Eyebrow Threading 4200 Meridian Street #101 Bellingham This business is open to the public. They offer 
eyebrow threading and waxing as well as henna 
tattoos

cmillerkw@gmail.com CHRISTINA E MILLER 3603038608

TRUE 04/21/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other landscaping legacy landscaping 1705 Newport Way NW, Issaquah, WA 98027Issaquah have seen the crew mowing neighbors lawn every 
week since stay at home order was placed.

jlgghtut@comcast.net Jason Tuttle 2068196006 blonski@legacylandscaping.net

TRUE 04/21/20 11:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Unit 130Port Orchard I have seen this business operating per usual. First 
time with only one customer and the second time 
with at least 3 people in a line waiting to get their 
nails done.

TRUE 04/21/20 11:19 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other franklin co sheriff FRANKLIN COUNTY SHERIFF'S 
OFFICE

1016 N. 4th Ave, D201 pasco wa the sheriff has issued written letter stating he will not 
enforce governor's orders for Franklin Co

lynneharrison@charter.net lynne harrison 5099292835 lynneharrison@charter.net

TRUE 04/21/20 11:26 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governors office Governors office Olympia Olympia Governor Insley has repeatedly brought socialist and 
communist ideas to the state of Washington and 
aski know longer be tolerated please go home and 
never come back

Swan6807@gmail.com Wes 3609209930 Wa.gov

TRUE 04/21/20 11:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Business was closed - and is now reopened.

TRUE 04/21/20 11:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hair Accessory / Retail / 
Fashion

The Finest Accessories / France Luxe 
/ L. Erickson

349 E. 3rd St North Bend NON ESSENTIAL business is open and not 
following distancing guidelines. Owner has received 
bail out for not being open but is fully open with staff 
shipping orders worldwide. Forcing workers to come 
to work or be fired.

Anonymous customercare@franceluxe.com

TRUE 04/21/20 11:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store safeway market college way Mt. Vernon No social distancing and no masks

TRUE 04/21/20 11:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other grocery store Hagens Dividion St Mtn. Vernon Not wearing gloves or masks and no social 
distancing.

TRUE 04/21/20 12:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Test Test Test Test Test

TRUE 04/21/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber T and K Nails 204 West Yelm Ave Yelm Building does not have open sign on, but people are 
entering the building, staying for long enough to get 
nails done and leaving. Then another person(s) 
enter the building.

TRUE 04/21/20 12:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Aloha Car Wash Company 17818 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell WA Not sanitizing payment system in between washes. judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/21/20 12:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Grooming of dogs and cats Petco 2711 167th Place Se Covington I know they can be open to sale pet food and 
suppllies, but grooming is non essentail.  I have 5 
grooming shops in King County and I am closed.  I 
don't see how this is fair.

2hourgrooms@gmail.com susan elzner 2532612369

TRUE 04/21/20 12:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic 5720 Ruddell Rd SE Suite E Lacey Tan republic is operating Tuesday-Saturday from 10-
6 At their Lacey, Olympia, in Thornbury Crossing 
locations.

Tracilynn200@gmail.com Traci Moran 2064553260 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 12:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Suite E Lacey An employee of Tan Republic is posting all over 
social media websites about three of their tanning 
salon locations being open. Lacey, Olympia, and 
Thor bury Crossing.

lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 12:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Unit E Lacey they are a tanning salon that is open, that should be 
shut down just like all the other salons in this area.

Alyssa Jarman Alyssa Jarman 2532663321 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 12:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan republic 1380 galaxy dr ne suite e Lacey Lacey, Olympia and Thornbury locations are open 
and servicing customers

dreagettler@hotmail.com Andrea Gettler 2537533003 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 12:53 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Private Prison Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Inside the detention center, people are at high risk 
for spread of Covid-19 because they do not have the 
option to socially distance. People detained are on 
hunger strike because they are afraid for their lives.

hannahhafter@gmail.com Hannah Hafter

TRUE 04/21/20 12:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther State of Washington Governors Office Washington State Governor's Mansion, Capitol GroundsOlympia I’ve observed this moron telling constituents of the 
State what they can and can’t do. Someone please 
tell him we’d all be better served if he quarantined 
himself away from all Washingtonians.

mdach_88@yahoo.com Michael Dach (509) 387-9586

TRUE 04/21/20 1:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Suite E Lacey This is a tanning salon. It’s absolutely does not need 
to be open.

lanaedawnbeauty13@gmail.comLanae 2535696643 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 1:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Franklin County 
Commissioners

Franklin County 1016 N. 4th Avenue Pasco This morning the Franklin County Commissioners 
led by Clint Didier voted to reopen the county for all 
Builders and small businesses and Recreation 
facilities. They say the governor's orders are 
unconstitutional.

Renee.e.martin10@gmail.comRenee Martin 928-241-3153

TRUE 04/21/20 1:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other local government Franklin County 1016 N 4th Ave Pasco I would like to know why Franklin County has re-
opened for business against the governor's 
proclamation? There are no standards in place such 
as masks, social distancing, or limiting the number 
of people who can congregate.

hezzy001@gmail.com

TRUE 04/21/20 1:18 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other The Franklin County 
Commissioner's office

Franklin County 1016 N. 4th Avenue Pasco The commissioners office has declared the county 
ENTIRELY OPEN, based on RCW 43.06.220.

Marissa.kay.williams@gmail.comMarissa Williams 5099482827

TRUE 04/21/20 1:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Unit E Lacey Non essential business is open and promoting being 
open to the public at the Lacey, Olympia and 
Thornbury crossing locations.

paigehomad26@yahoo.com Paige lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction GEORGEN HOMES INC   (509-951-
4362)

PO BOX 356 Nine Mile Falls 5104 W DECATUR AVE Spokane, Wa 99208
Dry wall installation

5101 W BISMARK AVE Spokane Wa 99208
Framing & roofing

http://www.georgenhomes.com

TRUE 04/21/20 1:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential Housing 
Complex

Capitol Hill Housing Program 535 17th Ave E Seattle 3 unit building that has one unit that is continuing to 
host people at their place of residency. Housing 
program has been alerted, but is not taking action, 
and is not providing educational materials to tenant. 
Warnings have been given, but tenant in question 
has continued to host gatherings. Can there be a 
notice or something given to the housing program to 
do a better job of educating tenants and possibly 
enforce the limitations on group gatherings.

Barbara 206-329-6203

TRUE 04/21/20 1:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Franklin County 
Commissioner

Franklin County Commissioner 1016 n 4th ave pasco The Franklin County Commissioners announced 
today that they are going to "re-open" Franklin 
County at approximately 12:50pm. the amount of 
non-essential businesses that have posted about 
taking appointments and being re-opened is 
alarming. There has to be something done about 
this. My husband owns a business as well but we 
rather lose our business than lose a family member.

cynthiasoriano203@gmail.comCynthia Soriano 5099470586

TRUE 04/21/20 1:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Unit E Lacey, WA  98516 United StatesLacey Posted in Facebook abbieward47@gmail.com Abbie 4252461969 lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 1:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Knives V Nives 107 Mashell N Eatonville He has been open several days and local 
government and police do not seem to be concerned 
with taking any action.

support1@vnives.com

TRUE 04/21/20 2:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile dog grooming All breed mobile grooming 2215 189th Pl SW Lynnwood Business was closed due to the non essential order. 
Business owner knowingly breaking the order. 
Putting families and others at risk. Her employee 
also knows that she isn't supposed to be working as 
well, filed unemployment but went back to work just 
weeks later, and has a 9 year old son with bad 
asthma. Coming from house to house every day. 
They should know better. Thank you for your time.

A concerned citizen 4255352802 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/21/20 2:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business China Dragon 27 E. queen AVE Spokane ,Wa. no face mask-will not let them wash or sanetize 
hands-no lunch brakes-must mingel in crowd

TRUE 04/21/20 2:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog/cat grooming The Dog House 699 Sussex Ave W Tenino The business is open and advertising grooming 
services when pet groomers have been listed as non-
essential.

Lovemyhemi@gmail.com Jenna Eberl 253-820-7707 (360) 264-4222



TRUE 04/21/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other School District Concrete School District #11 45389 Airport Way, Rm #103Concrete Marla Reed, the Food Services Director, is bringing 
in volunteers to package meals that are being 
delivered to families. There have been several 
instances where I have observed 10+ (possibly as 
high as 15 or more) people working in close quarters 
in the cafeteria. Typically less than half of them are 
even wearing masks. Furthermore, this is a job that 
can be done by the EMPLOYED kitchen staff. It's 
reckless and infuriating that EXTRA people are 
being brought in when there is absolutely no need 
for this.

What's also ridiculous is that kitchen staff has been 
berated for not being productive while being forced 
to stay at the school after their essential duties have 
been completed. So it's even more frustrating that 
volunteers are being brought in to do a job they could 
be doing. 

Like I said above, kitchen staff are being forced to 
stay at the school after their job is done and there is 
nothing "essential" left for them to do. This extends 
to maintenance staff as well - being forced to stay 
after performing essential duties. They even wanted 
kitchen staff and bus drivers to paint the school 
among other unimportant tasks. Thankfully the 
Union has intervened there. I personally don't think 
painting is an essential duty that is worth risking lives 
for.

The Superintendent (Wayne Barrett) has also 
brought back all teachers, para-educators, and office 

concernedaboutcovidinconcrete@gmail.comI care about employee's health and safety. wbarrett@concrete.k12.wa.us, mreed@concrete.k12.wa.us

TRUE 04/21/20 3:07 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Apartment Complex - 
AvalonBay Communities

Avalon North Creek Apartments 1730 196th ST SE Bothell Apartment Complex is letting a particular neighbor to 
throw a car parade for A birthday. The issue is that 
this particular person is inviting the entire 
neighborhood which isn’t Within social distancing 
guidelines. I have expressed my concerns to the 
apartment management complex and they have 
ignored this type of behavior and has not taken 
action to protect the residents and community. I am 
concerned of the safety and health of the 
community. Any assistance is greatly appreciated 
with this matter. Thank you for your time.

Jenosales1@gmail.com Jeno Sales

TRUE 04/21/20 3:13 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Park Tiger Mountain Family Nudist Park 24050 SE 127th Street Issaquah The Park website says they are closed, but they 
don't appear to be. A wedding ceremony/reception 
was conducted in the park Monday (4/20), people 
use the amenities at the park on a regular basis. 
Email if you need more detail or names of who got 
married. Pics are on web too.

bikerbabe68@protonmail.com board@tigermtnudists.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House Cleaning Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle Clarification has been put out that residential house 
cleaning is non-essential.

ramac1973@gmail.com Arnel 206-499-7314 info@susansgreencleaning.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Classy Chassis 5002 Center St Tacoma Should not be open

TRUE 04/21/20 3:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Hand to hand exchange of cash/card to pay for 
services.

briannes5151@hotmail.com Brianne J. Denton 253-951-3576 corey@classychassis.com dup 5/1

TRUE 04/21/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Pink Elephant Median Ave Puyallup This business is open & running like normal.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Costco 4th Ave Seattle Brown Bear shared their letter for the state about 
being non-essential. And that this was applicable 
whether they are stand alone or attached to another 
business. So why to Costco car wash open?

scottstinton@gmail.com Scott 2062803552 hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Elephant Car Wash 715 39th Ave SW Puyallup Hand to hand exchange of cash/card to pay for 
services.

briannes5151@hotmail.com Brianne J. Denton 253-951-3576 MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Car Wash 13855 1st Ave So Burien Why is this car wash open and Brown Bear isn’t 
drove by elephant today 4/21 and 2 employees had 
masks on working and washing cars

nancy0626@comcast.net Nancy Chiodo 4253063711 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Car Wash 4300 A ST SE Auburn I thought car washes were considered not essential Myersn88@yahoo.com Samantha corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:55 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jay snake inslee Jay snake inslee 416 sid  Snyder ave sw Olympia He is a snake and is ruining this state!!!

TRUE 04/21/20 3:56 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business My Dad's Place 127 E. Main Dayton Chairs are all down, just set up out side seating.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Pink elephant 16311 Meridian E Puyallup, WA  98375 United StatesPuyallup This car wash has been operating and is not 
essential. It also has a significant amount of people 
not adhering to 6 ft apart in the vacuuming stations.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 31458 pacific hwy S Federal way I saw car washes are non-essential, and they’re 
operating the automatic wash (with employees hand 
drying cars after) as well as self serve washes.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash business on the 
410

pink elephant / shell station 410 Bonney Lake this is frustrating because while brown bear 
observes the rule and the rest of all the other car 
washes are open it looks like saturday at the car 
wash everyday!

carriehaymond@cbbain.com Carrie Campbell Haymond 2065120850 Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash Www.elephantcarwash.co. Multiple why are elephant car washes, even if touchless, 
open?  These are non-essential businesses similar 
to barbers and hair stylists.  Personally drove by the 
Gog Harbor location and it was open and operating.  
You can go to the website and get addresses for all 
open locations.

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government laziness Inslee brain Anytown Olympia This guy is a joke

TRUE 04/21/20 4:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Construction of Public 
buildings

State of Washington Any street Any City The state restriction of business is inconsistent and 
not based on science.  IT IS TIME TO OPEN THE 
STATE TO BUSINESS TODAY!!!!!

TRUE 04/21/20 4:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Car Wash Meridian Puyallup Open and people using vaccums clcather@gmail.com Candice Cather 2538752223 MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 4:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Safeways Smokey point 172nd st Arlington An employee was at the door with a spray bottle and 
paper towels. I assumed she was wiping the carts 
down as they were returned. When I took my cart 
back into the store after shopping she told me the 
carts were only wiped down once every hour. The 
store has one-way markers on the floor but no one is 
following the arrows including the personal shopping 
employees of Safeways. When I asked the employee 
about it she didn’t even know the aisles were to be 
one-way. No one is monitoring the number of 
customers in the store. Many of the aisles were 
crowded and with no one monitoring the traffic flow 
people were bumping into each other.

vickiewcampbell@gmail.com Vickie Campbell 3604358638

TRUE 04/21/20 4:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Costco 4401 4TH AVE S Seattle It is open when other operators such as Brown Bear 
Car Wash is closed.  Why are they allowed to open?

shonhong@gmail.com Shon Hong 206-659-7466 hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Chevron 19560 Seventh Ave NE Poulsbo The car wash joined with this gas station remains 
open in violation of health and safety guidelines set 
by jay inslee. This car wash continues to function 
with a touch keypad that controls operation of the 
car wash itself and remains open regardless of the 
current virus outbreak.

Keaganpangburn@gmail.comKeagan Sheridan Pangburn 3605362295.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Snow Sports Shop C3 Worldwide 4917 14th ave nw seattle Non-essential business is open anon@c3ww.com Anonymous 2066321601 cynthial@c3ww.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Snow Sports Shop C3 Worldwide 4917 14th ave nw seattle Non-essential business is open anon@c3ww.com anon 2066321601 bobg@c3ww.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Michaels lawn and garden 204 sw Terry rd #110 Coupeville This is the second time this business has been 
reported.
I live at a rental and the landlord has asked them to 
stop coming over and mowing the lawn they refuse 
to comply.

They disregard our health and other in my 
neighborhood

Paul.rempa@gmail.com Paul Rempa 360-929-1473 Michaelandstephaniemallahan@gmail.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther A useless governor with an 
overblown ego

You will not make us turn on our 
neighbors

Office of the Governor PO Box 40002Olympia 98503 You are asking citizens to report on their neighbors 
for ignoring your nonsenseical, elitist mandate.

Fuck@you Youre a bitch

TRUE 04/21/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax Consulting Business Block Advisors 10303 NE Fourth Plain Blvd #115Vancouver Is this an essential businesses that should be 
operating?  No social distancing available in this 
office

Neighbor 360-936-1615

TRUE 04/21/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax Consulting Business Block Advisors 10303 NE Fourth Plain Blvd #115Vancouver Is this an essential businesses that should be 
operating?  No social distancing available in this 
office

Neighbor 360-936-1615

TRUE 04/21/20 4:22 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Other car wash none anywhere Seattle this is bullshit. how is sitting in your car not having 
contact with anyone spreading the coronavirus,  I 
think that automatic car washes should definitely be 
left open, it's no more dangerous than using an atm 
and those are open.  And the manual ones?  Doin't 
see any problem there.  You're in an enclosed space 
by yourself, your car, and soap and water.  how is 
this dangerous?

michaelmoyer1@gmail.com Michael Moyer 2066977442



TRUE 04/21/20 4:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther In general In general In general Seattle There are many non-essential businesses that can 
operate within social distance and CDC guidance. In 
an effort to reopen our economy why not allow any 
business that can prove its able to operate within the 
guidelines to slowly and carefully open now. The 
moves Washington made were smart and have 
made a difference. I also believe there is significant 
data now that can instruct us how to open many 
business and minimize the risk.

markt777@aol.com Mark (Retired small business owner)

TRUE 04/21/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Womens clothing Salt & Pepper Clothing 4770 E 50th St Vernon Tuesdays and Thursdays open until 4/23/2020
From 4/27/2020,  Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays 
will open

TRUE 04/21/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Womens clothing Salt & Pepper Clothing 4770 E 50th St Vernon Tuesdays and Thursdays open until 4/23/2020
From 4/27/2020,  Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays 
will open

TRUE 04/21/20 4:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self Car Wash Mr Kleen Car Wash 19907 44th Ave W Lynnwood car wash is open for service nwnorton98@yahoo.com Nathan 2064580209 mrkleen@comcast.net

TRUE 04/21/20 4:37 PM Non-essential business is openOther Governor Inslee and staff Governors office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia You are acting like an out of control authoritian, 
power hungry, dick head.

TRUE 04/21/20 4:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy chassis 6753 kimball Dr Gig harbor Car wash is open. Employees are handling money 
and Having contact with customers

corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Jackson’s Shell Gas 13106 NE 175th St Woodinville Car wash attached to this Jackson’s Shell Gas 
Station continues to operate.

Customercare-us@shell.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther You for wasting our tax 
dollars looking to violate our 
basic rights due to the 
whims of an ego-maniac 
governor.

Inslee and staff Governors office Olympia Youre out of control. Youre response is doing far 
more damage than the virus.

TRUE 04/21/20 4:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Zzzzz Ggjgjf Fjfjdhj Fcj

TRUE 04/21/20 4:58 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Tutc Bfvnkk Seattle Fuck you snitch

TRUE 04/21/20 5:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Joanns crafts 2717 be 57th st Seattle Shut this mother fucking cheating place down. Do 
your job. Governor's mandate is being ignored. Not a 
food, medicine, bank etc. Essential place.

customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/21/20 5:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Cheryl 5095822528

TRUE 04/21/20 5:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home gym Unknown 6326 B 195th Ave Se Snohomish Open daily in later afternoon with several people in 
single  garage turned into gym

Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown

TRUE 04/21/20 5:15 PM Non-essential business is openOther Non-essential government 
services

Jay Inslee Quarantine Services 14520 Government Drive Seattle Jay Inslee has been observed violating social 
distancing procedures, including not wearing a 
mask, while giving briefings regarding his 
unconstitutional quarantines.  This service is non-
essential and does not contribute to our well-being at 
this time.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/21/20 5:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic 1540 Cooper Point Road Southwest #420Olympia Open with customer lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 5:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction City of Seattle Contractor 1001 E John St Seattle A construction company STARTED working on the 
sidewalk ADA egress improvements on 4/20/2020. 
The sidewalk was previously usable, no work was 
needed. Now, the sidewalk is torn up and we have 
construction workers outside when they otherwise 
wouldn't need to be.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Some so called "Governor" 
of WA state

"Governor" Inslee 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia Inslee’s authority is reined in by state law, 
specifically RCW 43.06.220, which says that 
Inslee’s orders will expire after 30 days unless the 
Legislature extends them.  Jay, be a Governor and 
not a dick-tator.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush Car Wash 3220 Kennedy drive West richland Reopened as of today. Saw a line of car and an 
attendant working.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Lawn mower Impeccable landscaping 20909 East Euclid 99027 Two employees working and are closer then 6 ft. Is 
mowing a lawn a essential business. On 4/21/2020 
about 245 pm. They also made contact with me . 
Without face coverings

dlkuespertgmail.com Dennis Kuespert 5099996860

TRUE 04/21/20 5:51 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Jay inslee 416 14th Ave SW,                                                                                        IOlympia Gov.Inslee is trampling on the rights of his 
constituents and breaking his oath, as well as the 
state & US constitutions.  It has been essential to 
protect his constituents from the dangers of the ever-
increasing homeless population but this has not 
happened and yet he is adamant for more people to 
be out of work and at risk of homelessness."

Ilovejimmyj48@gmail.com Brandy Jones 3605001019

TRUE 04/21/20 5:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle People not social distancing and playing sports on 
lower field

TRUE 04/21/20 5:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Tahoma Express - Tacoma 208 Norpoint Way Tacoma Brown bear is closed - and this car wash is not?  
Something is wrong.

lizzie14@juno.com Elizabeth Reynolds 936-348-4841 mushtak1967@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/21/20 5:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Jay Inslee has declared himself non-essential by 
having no plan, not moving forward, not opening 
Washington. Yet he continues to put himself on TV. 
Please investigate this non-essential activity.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:57 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Stupid Politicians Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Leading a “Circle Jerk” of socialists who gleefully 
take away freedoms for the illusion of safety

EveryCitizen@LovesFreedomEvery Citizen

TRUE 04/21/20 6:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy chassis 5002 center St Fircrest The governor shut down all car washes but yet 
they're still remaining open. Brown Bear  car wash is 
shut down why are they (Classy Chassis ) allowed to 
remain open

Jeffroid9@gmail.com Jeff corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bouncy houses Amusements On Demand 5301 2nd Ave S Seattle They advertised in the neighborhood Facebook 
group to rent out their bouncy houses:

”I know everyone is struggling just like our company 
is. With all the kids stuck at home, maybe we can 
make life a little easier. Through the end of the 
month, I am offering a deal to help keep you and 
your children sane. If you rent one of our bounce 
houses or inflatable attractions for an entire day, you 
can have it for up to a week. That should keep the 
kids busy :-)

All attractions are cleaned and sanitized before and 
after every use. Pick your item from our website then 
PM me and we can make it happen”

They also posted this on their own Facebook page:

“Its essential that we keep your kids sane since 
there is no school the rest of the year! We just 
delivered these items for weekly rentals for the price 
of a daily rental! Book one now at 
www.amusementsondemand.com”

I have screenshots.

Vanessa.mijo@gmail.com Vanessa Lee info@amusementsondemand.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Mercer Island Auto Spa 2730 80th Ave SE Mercer Island car washing manager@mercerislandautospa.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:26 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boeing Boeing 3003 W Casino RD Everett Work in the 40-53 building. We are the feeder line 
for the 777. The very, very, very start of the whole 
build process. We will not get a new plane or 
anything to work on until this Thursday April 23. 
Today is April 21 and will have no work to perform 
until this Thursday. We also are not essential to the 
health and well being of anyone.



TRUE 04/21/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Jay Inslee's office Governors office 416 14th ave SW Olympia The businesses that you have deemed non-
essential, along with the recreational activities that 
you have restricted, is an immediate threat to WA 
state residents civil liberties. Please explain how and 
why government control is eliminating the virus for 
activities such as golfing, fishing, boating, parks, 
trails, self serve car washes, churches, etc. You've 
officially used your governments power to control 
your people's civil liberties, freedoms, and abilities to 
earn a living in the free market. This is a disgrace 
and you will be voted out of office ASAP.

TRUE 04/21/20 6:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business SeaMar 1400 N Laventure Rd. Mount Vernon My daughter works in the dental field and they are 
supposed to be doing emergencies only, they are not 
doing this.  They are running with only one dentist 
and one assistant and are asking for volunteers to 
work.  They have many volunteers willing to work but 
they are trying to force workers who are at risk (she 
has asthma) to work to save money on 
unemployment costs, She looks after me, I have 
cancer and had recent chemo. She lives with her 
mom, severe respitory issues and we cannot afford 
for her to infect us. They are also doing non 
emergency procedures and when staff complains 
they are ignored.

johnleclerc89@yahoo.com John LeClerc 360-922-0928

TRUE 04/21/20 6:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Photography Tasha Lynn Photography 103 Yellow Brick Road Kelso Is scheduling and taking photos with whole families - 
not their own. Photography isn’t essential!

Tashalhouston71@gmail.com 5/1

TRUE 04/21/20 6:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash 1131 Aaron Drive Richland They re opened their doors and are not essential 
when I can’t even get to a clothing store to buy my 
child clothes that he needs.

Anonymous Tim Bush

TRUE 04/21/20 6:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis 7701 Custer Rd W Lakewood Classy chassis is offering free car washes to any 
and all healthcare workers. I heard this through a 
couple coworkers. They should be closed if they are 
violating governor’s rules! Brown bear is closed so 
they should be too

ruthyeeee@yahoo.com Ruth Yi corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash - University 
Place.WA

Classy Chassis Touch-Free & 
Express Self-Service Wash

6905 27th St W University Place Essential business? Brown Bear Car Wash 
meets/exceeds social distancing requirements yet 
they cannot open. Why is Classy Chassis opened? 
Minimal clean-up & no full time supervision. 200+ 
people daily make a mess of their site, adjacent 
properties, and community. They threaten the health 
of others!

cmtassociates1@aol.com MA Taboy 2534448453 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis 5002 Center St Tacoma This car wash and all Classy Chassis locations are 
operating as usual. They should be closed if Briwn 
Bear cannot be open.

corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sailoat rental Windworks Sailing 7001 Seaview Ave #110 Seattle WA Business is advertising (via email) sailing charters 
starting May 1 for pleasure sails. This is prior to the 
stay at home order lifting and there is no way to 
properly socially distance while at one of their boats, 
refueling, etc.

lauiri@windworkssailing.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Clearwater Car Wash 21125 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Causing backup onto Hwy 99 bus northbound bus 
lane with heavy traffic during busy times and causes 
congestion + accidents. Is a car wash really 
essential?

nirpaulkang@gmail.com Nirpaul Kang 3608880084 info@clearwaterwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Other JayCo 1236 west ave Yakima Jay Inslee is an Ass Gbas@yahoo.com Allen West 509-234-1234 Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/21/20 7:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Speedi Car Wash 210 169th St S, Spanaway, WA 98387Spanaway, WA 98387 The car wash is open and has customers standing 
around  nothing being sanitize after each use no 
other car washes can be open so this one is packed.

johng13@hotmail.com John Craigen 253-820-6980 info@pscarwash.org / speedicarwash@comcast.net

TRUE 04/21/20 7:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Jay Inslee 4545 go eat a dick ave Olympia Jay Inslee is a cuck Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/21/20 7:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse store Costco 4th Ave So Seattle They are operating their car wash which according g 
to the Governor has been deemed NON 
ESSENTIAL.

M. Gusto@comcast.net Mike Gustafson 2068707998 hcimuchowski@costco.com  / lsimpson@cotsco.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car WAsh Aloha Car Wash Compay 17818 Bothell Everett HighwayBothell Apparently car washes like this one (and Brown 
Bear) have been deemed non-essential.  Aloha Car 
Wash is open for business and very busy.  We were 
able to wash both cars on consecutive days last 
weekend (April 17 and April 18).  If Brown Bear 
cannot be open, then Aloha should also follow the 
"rules" and not be open...even if these closures defy 
logic.

caseyfamliy96@gmail.com Casey ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:34 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Law Enforcement Franklin County Sheriff's Department 1016 N. 4th Ave. Pasco https://keprtv.com/news/coronavirus/franklin-county-
sheriff-responds-to-stay-at-home-
order?fbclid=IwAR3YI4L0ctwTrXUSmJ5DlIpiMde59n
6fuzgIRw1G_YVjvUYpbPMobjBOfBU

ColSaulTigh.BSG75@gmail.comFred Forlano 5099471713 Sheriff J. D. Raymond

TRUE 04/21/20 7:37 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:37 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:37 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:37 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business El Rinconsito 4619 NE Sunset BLVD Renton I saw no one working here wearing a mask. This is 
the second time I’ve been by this place the first time 
no one had gloves or masks on. This time they didn’t 
have masks. I also saw customers parking and 
walking in side the restaurant. When I was told to 
wait outside in my car to have the food brought to 
me. So it seems a bit inconsistent.

N/A N/A N/A

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Boeing essential work Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:38 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Duplicate Boeing 3003,westccasino road Everett Boeing lied we don't have proper supplies to clean 
and sanitize work area, we're being forced to work 
near people without social distanncing or proper n95 
mask if we're in close proximity to people for long 
periods of time. Not enough hand sanitizer, no warm 
water to proper wash hands

TRUE 04/21/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 715 39th ave SW Puyallup All elephant car washes in Puyallup are open and 
they are packed. There are so many people there

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden and landscaping GardenSphere 3310 N Proctor Tacoma At least half a dozen customer cars parked outside 
of this business tonight, with customers obviously 
coming out with purchases.

cherylkopec@gmail.com Cheryl Kopec 2532248101 CUSTOMERSERVICE@GARDENSPHERE.BIZ

TRUE 04/21/20 7:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Ready One 1414 Ability Dr El Paso Ready One internal Clinic Care Here has staff 
working and not following quarantine rules waiting 
for results after COVID-19positive exposure.  Staff 
members is a medical assistant that after exposure 
his children began with symptoms and was forced to 
continue working right after being tested for COVID-
19 instead of being quarantined.

pablo.chavezjf@yahoo.com PabloChavezjr 9152446469



TRUE 04/21/20 7:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Classy Chassis Touch-Free 
& Express Self-Service 
Wash

Classy Chassis Touch-Free & 
Express Self-Service Wash

6905 27th St W University Place Why is Classy Chassis open? Gov. Inslee’s 
Proclamation says “Currently, all car wash 
operations, including tunnel, self-serve, or brushless, 
are not deemed essential.  This holds true whether 
the car wash is standalone or adjoined to a separate 
business, even if that separate business is essential.”

ejallow1977@gmail.com Ebony Jallow 4253776700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Oasis Hair Co 13127 E sprague Ave Spokane Valley They are still offering services

TRUE 04/21/20 7:56 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Drug House Drug House 1421 S 42ND ST Tacoma Constant traffic into and out of this property. Known 
prostitution and drug traffic from property

hawcssafestreets@gmail.comHAWCS Safestreets 2533762214

TRUE 04/21/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup I work at this location. However, all of this company’s 
car wash locations are open. I was told the company 
got a letter stating they can be open, however, they 
failed to show me that letter. This company is risking 
all of their employees and their customers. Thank 
you for taking the time to read this, stay safe.

Ksasse2002@gmail.com Kailey Sasse 2066398835 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 8:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other computer business INSIGHT 22425 E Appleway Boulevard Liberty Lake, WA  99019 This company sent a representative TO MY HOUSE.  
 The representative was NOT wearing any PPE.  
While standing by my "Do NOT Disturb" sign, he put 
his hand on MY FRONT DOOR.  Please,  tell this 
Washington company to NOT have a representative 
touch my house.

monicamac@hotmail.com Monica  MacConnoran 7188646734 billh@insightgeologic.com

TRUE 04/21/20 8:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Tahoma Market Car Wash 208 Norpoint Way NE Tacoma Car wash campbell4959@gmail.com Brian Campbell 2532094959 mushtak1967@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/21/20 8:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other window tinting Speedzone 11018 Bridgeport Way SW Lakewood Window tinting is not essential. speedzonebyshadowmaster@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Exotic Nails 1703 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard The salon has their neon lights on in the Windows 
saying they are open.

rlwessels@msn.com Laura Wessels 3603289955

TRUE 04/21/20 9:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Pink elephant car wash 27240 168th pl se Covington If brown bear isnt allowed to operate why should 
pink elephant

MIKE@ELEPHANTCARWASH.COM 5/1

TRUE 04/21/20 9:26 PM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business St. Elizabeth Hospital 1455 Battersby Ave Enumclaw I currently work at the hospital and they are not 
taking the 6Ft distance serious in the Patient Access 
Dept. An employee tested positive with Covid and 
was in close contact with co workers and the 
manager And Director did not have employees self 
isolate unless they have symptoms. Employees were 
in very near contact with positive person. Also, they 
have not installed the sneeze  guards for protection. 
Employees fear they have had the exposure and not 
allowed to self isolate.

Renee Yanchura COO

TRUE 04/21/20 9:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Aloha car wash company 17818 Bothell Everett HWY Mill Creek They are open 24 hours a day. They have not closed 
yet. All other car wash facilities I’ve seen have been 
closed

barnestm@aol.com Traci 2069414052 ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Product Development 
Company

Fastcap 5016 Pacific Highway Ferndale This facility produces covers for screws and other 
woodworking products which i do not feel are 
essential.  I am an employee of this facility for 5 and 
a half years and i was told if i refuse to work during 
lockdown that I am voluntarily quitting and will be 
unable to receive benefits.

uskylar@gmail.com skylar ure 3602968329 leanne@fastcap.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Century Nails 1894 SE Sedgwick Rd. Port Orchard The business does manicures and pedicures (non-
essential). Still open for business today.
From Kitsap Sun article, 4/15 about non-essential 
businesses ; 
'A person who answered the phone at a Star Nails 
location in Port Orchard told a Kitsap Sun reporter 
last week that the salon was open for business. On 
Tuesday, a Kitsap Sun reporter observed the 
business still in operation.
“Shut down for two weeks,” the person said, not 
identifying themselves. “Now I have to pay the bills, 
so back to work. I have a lot of things to pay,” they 
said before hanging up the call.

Just across Sedgwick Road, Exotic Nails & Spa had 
its open sign illuminated on Tuesday evening. The 
salon could not be reached for comment on 
Wednesday.

Both nail salons are located adjacent to hairstyling 
businesses that were closed because of the 
governor’s order, signs at those businesses noted.'

TRUE 04/21/20 10:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd. Port Orchard The business does manicures (non-essential). Still 
open for business today.
From Kitsap Sun article, 4/15 about non-essential 
businesses ; 
'Just across Sedgwick Road, Exotic Nails & Spa had 
its open sign illuminated on Tuesday evening. The 
salon could not be reached for comment on 
Wednesday.

Both nail salons are located adjacent to hairstyling 
businesses that were closed because of the 
governor’s order, signs at those businesses noted.'

TRUE 04/21/20 10:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Suck My Balls Jay Can Suck It 123 Fuku Dr Bothell My concern is the Nazis asked neighbors to report 
this stuff.

Jay@sucksballs.com Jay Can Suck Balls 425-222-2345

TRUE 04/21/20 10:27 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Costitution Frwe will 1122 Boogie Ave. Seattle I would like to report a violation against the 
Constitution and my free will! My ability to travel and 
operate without impedance as an American! Jay 
Inslee you are beyond your reach go back to 
spending taxpayers dollars and running a failed 
campaign for president! Shelter-in-place for 
embarrassing yourself for that Fiasco! I'm not a 
turncoat, I'm not telling on Americans who want to 
go out and be free. Your violating our rights. Fug you

harlandyanks@yahoo.com Fug You USA

TRUE 04/21/20 11:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Allowing customers to book appointments.
Workers are not given space to be 6 feet apart from 
each other.
Workers are unable to maintain 6 feet from 
customers (returning and taking dogs)

TRUE 04/21/20 11:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Governor Inslee Corruption Governors Mansion Olympia Governor Inslee has a fresh haircut. He is violating 
Americans Constitutional Rights. He set up this 
hotline to Report on citzens like a totilitarian dictator.  
He's had emergency powers for over a month and 
has not called the legislature into special session. He 
has essentially seized the property of business 
owners violating their 4th amendment rights.

Donotvoteinslee@yahoo.com Libertarian 3609024111 Governor

TRUE 04/22/20 12:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hot 26 12704 S Meridian Unit C, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup https://www.facebook.com/kokonutlime/videos/10221
494455178409/
Many yoga studios following the guidance of shutting 
down. The online platform MUST solo recording.  but 
this is a group. especially now, sneaky ways to 
operate the business, this is not acceptable.

hot26yoga@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 12:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Massage Hempyhands day spa 3030 Clearwater ave suite 150Kennewick They are providing massages and spa services 
despite the stay home order

Carolynngibson98@gmail.comCarolynn Gibson 5092052855.0000

TRUE 04/22/20 12:47 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor's Office Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a waste of space and is no good for the 
people of Washington.  He takes away people's 
rights while spitting on us.  He only follows his own 
agenda without respect to the people.

GET FUCKED INSLEE! 1800suckmyASS

TRUE 04/22/20 12:48 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Governor's Office Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a waste of space and is no good for the 
people of Washington.  He takes away people's 
rights while spitting on us.  He only follows his own 
agenda without respect to the people.

GET FUCKED INSLEE! 1800suckmyASS

TRUE 04/22/20 12:57 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Franklin County 
Businesses, All of them

Franklin County Businesses, All of 
them

Franklin County, Washington Kennewick https://www.tri-
cityherald.com/news/coronavirus/article242178586.ht
ml

Franklin County government has decided to no 
longer obey the Government of Washington and is 
encouraging businesses to reopen. Our local 
government has a thing for ignoring laws, so please 
fix this.

traze_undercut@hotmail.comBlake Mathis 5099472798

TRUE 04/22/20 2:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle This is a non-essential project that is getting busier. 
More and more people everyday

TRUE 04/22/20 2:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Large gathering(s) of people Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle This is a non-essential project that is getting busier. 
More and more people everyday

TRUE 04/22/20 2:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle There are like 4 big jobs all within a block. They cant 
all be essential. No masks, less than 6 feet.

TRUE 04/22/20 2:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction Prime Electric Denny Way and Fairview AveSeattle There are like 4 big jobs all within a block. They cant 
all be essential. No masks, 10 people less than 6 
feet.

TRUE 04/22/20 2:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Spa Pure Escape Spa 13106 SE 240th ST #202 Kent Continuing to perform full services with massage 
therapists and aestheticians.
Is not following 6ft rule and cleaning procedures.

April.069594@gmail.com April



TRUE 04/22/20 2:21 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Dictatorship Inslee Egomania INC 666 up shift creek road Olympia Infringement of constitutional rights of Washington 
and unlawful enactment and extension of an 
executive order.  Being the only governor in the US 
to prohibit lawful fishing. Impairing the ability of every 
Washingtonians right to bear arms and pursue 
happiness.

You don’t need to know Every Washingtonian 1800letsliv

TRUE 04/22/20 4:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other headshop Mary Janes House of Glass 4242 E Valley Rd #4903 Renton Just a glass shop selling bongs and pipes, not a 
medically essential and very irresponsible of 
business to be open during this time of crisis.

esperanza4life@yahoo.com Esperanza info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/22/20 6:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Uber 7515 Aurora Ave N Seattle Walked by last night--sign on door indicated take-out 
only, however several people were inside drinking 
beer.

Nope@nope.com Nope 206-876-4321

TRUE 04/22/20 6:45 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Office of the Governor Jay inslee 1234 olympia Olympia Governor doing a non essential job and needs to be 
removed and fined

Washingtonians Office of the Governor

TRUE 04/22/20 7:41 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Multiple Franklin County 
businesses

Multiple Franklin County Business Pasco Pasco The Commissioner's in the City of Pasco, Franklin 
County have stayed they are defying Governor 
Inslee’s order and opened yesterday 4/21/2020.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:27 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Government operating as it 
knows what it is doing, but 
has no clue.

state of Washington Governor's office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, olympia Governor has no idea what he is doing and is 
pretending to serve the people. his leadership and 
mandates are  a violation of our constitutional rights 
and freedoms. his lack of leadership is violation of 
essential business and the well being of our citizens 
of the WA state.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:31 AM No Action Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Governor Jay Inslee For Himself 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Clearly Jay Inslee is still getting his hair and makeup 
done for his daily press briefings and that is not 
possible while practicing social distancing. It would 
be better if he was deemed non essential.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Ezell's Chicken 2300 N 45th St #6906 Seattle Business is not providing employees with PPE - 
observed no latex gloves, handwashing, or 
facemasks on any of the 6-8 staff at the business. 
Furthermore, large crowd of customers gathered in 
close proximity was permitted at the business.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ro Phan Lashes 4329 e salishan blvd Tacoma This person is doing cosmetic things like eyelashes 
extensions at her home.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Public Service Snohomish Count Sheriff’s Office 3000 Rockefeller Avenue #606Everett I am concerned that the histrionics on display from 
the Snohomish County’s sheriff’s office are 
encouraging bad behavior and putting the health of 
myself and my neighbors at risk.

TRUE 04/22/20 9:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Saltwater Vintage 18825 NE Anderson Pkwy ste 105Poulsho This business continues to be open for in store 
shopping, despite all others being closed - 
encouraging people to shop via their social media 
with posts like this "We’re open today from 11-4p! 
#saltwatervintage #junkbythebay". Irresponsibly 
ignoring the Order in place and continuing business, 
despite knowing that they need to be closed the 
same as all others in the area.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Sunny Farms 261461 US 101 Sequim No social distancing for customers, no masks for 
employees, this business has done minimal to 
protect its employees and customers! To many 
people in the store over crowded. I have a recent 
picture with lines down the isles of people waiting in 
the checker lines

michelle1966@gmail.com Michelle

TRUE 04/22/20 9:11 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Washington State N/a Olympia You are non-essential. Keep violating our 
Constitutional rights, and we'll party like it's 1776. 
Friggin' boot licking Nazis. I will go out of my way to 
patronize every business in "non-compliance", as will 
many other patriots.

queenofbeaches@kdsadfwerfalc.comJay Inslee

TRUE 04/22/20 9:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 2914 NE Andresen Rd Vancouver Non essential business open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Horse Boarding, Riding 
Lessons, and riding school

Brindle Ridge Farms 3000 Northwest 299th Street Ridgefield This facility continues do book group lessons.  I have 
driven by on all of the shelter in place weekends and 
they have a very LARGE crowd of people at their 
farm not practicing social distancing.  Essentials 
were explained to horse barns/animal facilities - 
essential means the "care" and feeding of the 
animals.  This truly is not the case here.  Many 
facilities have put strict rules in place for this 
pandemic and this facility continues to thrive in their 
business of non-essential conduct.

suerory@gmail.com Susie McKee 360-903-7376 brindleridgefarms@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 6300 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Non essential business open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car washes are non essential. They should not be 
open.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car washes are non essential. They should not be 
open.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:23 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor WA State 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Mr. Inslee, I'm very disappointed in your handling of 
this State. 
Decisions were made without prior forthought and 
pre-preparation. Issues have raised due to your lack 
of insight as to the potential consequences that 
would arise due to your shut downs. 

1. Unemployment - before you even planned to shut 
businesses down, you didn't use the forethought to 
meet with Washington State Unemployment officials 
to update and initiate the applications so many 
persons would need due to the coronavirus 
pandemic. Systems have crashed, many are still 
waiting for pending checks, some are having to 
appeal decisions (No checks coming in) all because 
the applications do not address your shut down and 
stay at home agenda. Those that did state being on 
stand by for work, were not given an option of stating 
(due to the coronavirus) on the application. Your 
initial date of April has now been extended, and 
placed many people past the basic standby question, 
now being forced to do 3 job searches a week, file 
with Work Source and look for work or be denied 
their claims. How can people look for work when 
places are shut down? Why would someone 
affected by the virus shut down be forced the added 
burden of job searching and looking for work when 
they already have a job and are simply waiting for 
you to allow them back. 

2. You didn't preset up guidelines for safe, sanitary 
social distancing work places for all, and a web sight 

charles.sauvageau@yahoo.comCharles Sauvageau 360.259.1716 Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/22/20 9:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business is open. Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Embroidery and screen 
printing

Showcase Specialties 702 w. Lewis st pasco Still operating even under stay home order.. Now 
trying to force employees to work because our 
Franklin County sheriff says he will NOT ENFORCE 
STAY HOME ORDER.. we have families and 
deserve to be safe.  Please help us.  It being forced.

showcase@scspecialties.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:28 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Aerospace Boeing Everett Plant Everett, Wa Boeing has brought back employees with inadequate 
PPE, cleaning materials and sanitizer. Hand washing 
stations are out of reach for most workers and I have 
heard of 1 temperature station. They have not lived 
up to their end of the DOSH letter and are putting 
employees at risk. I will personally be using excused, 
unpaid absences. They need to shut down and do 
this right. I want to work but it is not worth waiting for 
the next wave to happen.

jimmyc1126@comcast.net Jim Cloninger 2063963651.0000



TRUE 04/22/20 9:37 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 1451 Highlands Dr Issaquah, WA 98029 My visit on 4/21/20 about 11:45 am.  About 35% of 
Store employees not wearing masks.  
I believe they are following customers in this regard 
who are about 65% unmasked.  This is terribly 
dangerous for all shoppers and personnel.  I also 
believe store management is neglecting state 
guidelines for protecting employees and customers.

glnfr8@gmail.com g frederiksen 4258804041

TRUE 04/22/20 9:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Evergreen Estates 1215 Evergreen Ct Clarkston Many problems; won't allow flowers into the facility, 
not checking in on patients, etc.

Mardiese Turner 509-590-3250 Pete Camerlo

TRUE 04/22/20 9:50 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detention Center Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Tacoma WA 98421Tacoma This is a public health violation. The folks currently 
here need to be protected, not harmed even further 
by COVID risk.

erose13@uw.edu Em Rose 704-900-9070

TRUE 04/22/20 9:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other auction house james g. murphy P.O. Box 82160 - 18226 - 68th Ave. N.E.Kenmore, Washington 98028 https://murphyauction.hibid.com/catalog/206262/radi
o-communication-equipment-and-police-seizures/

info@murphyauction.com

TRUE 04/22/20 10:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Franklin County Franklin County, WA 1016 N 4th Ave Pasco Complete and systematic defiance of State law

I am very concerned about my health and safety 
when Franklin County completely defies the State 
order (and common sense) when we are basically a 
state hotspot in neighboring Benton County. We 
need a strong public reaction to this, with 
enforceable legal consequences, from the Governor 
and from the County and State health departments. 
PLEASE!!

tulipsprings@aol.com Carol Curry 5095211100 tulipsprings@aol.com

TRUE 04/22/20 10:12 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 18805 State Route 2, Monroe, Washington, 98272Monroe On Friday the 10th, all registers at the store were 
open + all of the sco machines, meaning no social 
distance guidelines were being followed. Following 
day, 3 chackstands in a row were open, well within 6 
ft of each other

colarch526@yahoo.com Colin Morgan 4255823606

TRUE 04/22/20 10:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business The red room 521 W Sprague Ave, Spokane They don’t have permission to live stream shows, 
and in there shows there drinking alcohol

TRUE 04/22/20 10:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Carniceria Grant Rd. East Wenatchee Clearly there are many tacos being sold where the 
crowd is in tight formation as they are standing 
outside the Taco Wagon ordering and waiting .   If 
this was a standard business Inslee would have 
already have rode up on his white steed swinging his 
holy state sword demanding dispersal.  It seems that 
Inslee's raiders are operating under many different 
parameters.  Could it be that these are "sanctuary" 
businesses that are being allowed to break the rules?

hinkleyk9@gmail.com William Hinkley 5098845065 Unknown

TRUE 04/22/20 10:27 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Franklin County 
Commissioners

Franklin County Commissioners 1016 N. 4th Ave,  Room A102/A103Pasco As a citizen of Franklin County, I am inquiring as to 
the position the Attorney General's Office will take 
from the April 20, 2020 unanimous decision by the 
Franklin County Commissioners to re-open Franklin 
County, refuting the Governor's "Stay Home, Stay 
Safe" Order.  As for the Suspected Violation box, 
there is not another option to choose other than the 
one chosen.

smithelizabeth99@gmail.com Elizabeth Battaglia 509-392-9929

TRUE 04/22/20 10:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Discount warehouse Spokane Discount 523 S Dishman Mica Rd #3643Spokane Valley It is not a very big store and they are not limiting the 
number of customers, every Saturday the parking lot 
is packed and there is no line waiting to get in, all of 
those people are in the store. Plus, their designation 
of essential is questionable, they are not really 
grocery or essential items, they are a discount store.

Cotteygirl01@yahoo.com Jenifer Evans 508-263-4853

TRUE 04/22/20 10:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Office of the Governor Government 416 14th Ave SW, 98504 Olympia The Governor is not following his own "Stay home, 
stay healthy" order. This is not right and this leader 
needs to set an example for the rest of his 
constituents to follow. Therefore, he is non-essential 
and non-relevant at this time. Instead, open our state 
before all of us are ruined. I am making plans to 
move out of this state as soon as I can. Have a nice 
day and look into this situation.

seanerhardt325@yahoo.com Sean Erhardt 360-875-4400

TRUE 04/22/20 11:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Xtra Fitness 18001 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell I work at a nearby health facility and noticed the 
other day that I thought they were having classes, 
but decided to mind my own business. They have 
the windows covered in the front so you can't see in. 
I just took a break with another person I work with 
who said they are having classes and she was 
thinking of reporting. I told her that's what I thought 
and asked how she knew. She said that she can 
hear the Zumba music and the other day when it 
was sunny they had their exercise group out back 
behind the businesses exercising.

Rjaffee@usc.edu Rachel Jaffee (509) 881-0811 unknown law enforcement letter 5/4

TRUE 04/22/20 11:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Xtra Fitness 18001 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell I work at a nearby health facility and noticed the 
other day that I thought they were having classes, 
but decided to mind my own business. They have 
the windows covered in the front so you can't see in. 
I just took a break with another person I work with 
who said they are having classes and she was 
thinking of reporting. I told her that's what I thought 
and asked how she knew. She said that she can 
hear the Zumba music and the other day when it 
was sunny they had their exercise group out back 
behind the businesses exercising.

Rjaffee@usc.edu Rachel Jaffee (509) 881-0811 unknown law enforcement letter 5/4

TRUE 04/22/20 11:21 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma This is a non essential, PRIVATE business that is 
continuing to operate during the pandemic.

madisonsilva.e@gmail.com Madison E Silva 7062073943

TRUE 04/22/20 11:24 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 715 39th Ave S.W. Puyallup I drove  by the Car Wash last week of April 13th and 
it was very busy, when it should be closed! I'm 
disgusted with them!! A blatant disregard for our 
Governor's orders. I hope you shut them down 
a.s.a.p!!!

pfsmiles4u@gmail.com Pamela Frost 253-846-8299 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/22/20 11:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wah Black lake blvd Olympia Brown bear car wash is closed for being non-
essential. Elephant should be too

gboulton@outlook.com Gareth Boulton 360-556-6272 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/22/20 11:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Butterfly massage and spa 8307 160th Ave NE Ste 1 WA 98052Redmond This place is open for services. Even in the situation 
of Covid - 19 The therapists are working normal 
without mask and hand sanitizer. Inside the spa 
there is CCTV.
You can verify before the owner deletes it.

lifeinwashinton2020@gmail.comAnant Abbas  Gilitwala

TRUE 04/22/20 11:46 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other State government Snohomish County Sherriff's Office 3000 Rockefeller Avenue Everett The Snohomish County Sherriff issued a letter to 
residents saying that he was not enforcing the stay 
at home order. There didn't seem to be a good way 
to report this since you're supposed to report 
individual violations to the local law enforcement, 
who is the one breaking social distancing right now 
by not enforcing the law.

TRUE 04/22/20 12:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 59er Diner 9208, 15361 US-2 Leavenworth They had people dining in and we’re operating as 
normal.

TRUE 04/22/20 12:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Pot shop every pot shop in your state every city every city Just because your monkey ass gets money from pot 
and probably partake in it doesn't mean it should be 
essential since you are following the federal 
guidelines that is

Nonnabusiness@,yposg.org tax payer 5090123456 Tax payers

TRUE 04/22/20 12:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Spa massage parlor Hempy hands massage 3030 W Clearwater, Suite 150Kennewick Cannot maintain social distancing,  cleaning 
standards are subpar, Its massage parlor, with a 
therapist to customer direct physical contact that 
claims that there governing gave its blessing to open 
early  how can they be open but card rooms are not 
open

kencpa67@gmail.com  Please redact my information before disseminatingK C 509-233-7099 https://hempyhandsmassage.com/

TRUE 04/22/20 12:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsConstruction T-mobile 1628 main st Ferndale 4-6 crew on Mobil site no sanitation, no hand 
washing,
One week, T Mobil says crew can walk to truck stop 
gas station 10 min away.

Muddy54@me.com Michael Watters 360-815-2334 Pamela.Earl@crowncastle.com

TRUE 04/22/20 12:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bigfoot Car Wash 11310 Lake City Way NE Seattle I have seen multiple days of the car wash being 
open and washing cars. Some days it is closed, but 
several days a week, the carwash is open and doing 
car washes.

michie@comcast.net M. Johnston 2065952204 hslimcpa@msn.com

TRUE 04/22/20 12:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther CORAL REEF MAIN REEF SPECIALTIES 3435 N MAIN ST ROCKFORD EVERY DAY THEY OPEN

TRUE 04/22/20 12:36 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other For profit Immigrant 
detention

GEO 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 it is impossible to operate a detention center with 
social distancing, it must close.

julianne.panagacos@gmail.comJulianne Panagacos 914-325-6244

TRUE 04/22/20 12:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Beauty By Design 7975 W. Sahara Ave Suite 104Las Vegas Hello, 

I want to report a non compliant business. The 
medspa at 7975 w. sahara ave suite 104, Dr.Troell, 
Beauty by design is still seeing patients! Despite the 
COVID closure, they are still doing un-necessary 
cosmetic surgeries and injections! This is completely 
unsafe and I don't appreciate them having 
unnecessary foot traffic near my office while we're 
all trying to stay safe and do our jobs. Please help.

nvlinda56@gmail.com Linda beautybydesign653@msn.com

TRUE 04/22/20 12:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Pet Grooming salon PETSMART grooming 1969 burlington blvd Burlington Pet groomers were specifically told by the governors 
office via email that they are not essential. 
PETSMART grooming has been fully operating 
during this time

Cmarlow8282@gmail.com Cassie wells 360-982-1542



TRUE 04/22/20 1:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Angus Square Dental 407 N Conway Kennewick Due to the Franklin County lack of adherence to the 
Governor’s order, more and more businesses are 
now in defiance of the quarantine. This places the 
community at risk. Especially in the dental field due 
to amount and exposure to aerosols.

TRUE 04/22/20 1:02 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Boeing Various Various They are working on commercial planes. dcrimmins1@aol.com Duane Crimmins 253-227-5558

TRUE 04/22/20 1:03 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detention Facility Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street, Suite 2 Tacoma This is a non-essential business that is remaining 
open and endangering all of our health. Close this 
facility now.

anyaffd@gmail.com Anya

TRUE 04/22/20 1:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Lacey The business lights and signage appear as if it is 
closed but people are going in and out for tanning 
services.

anonymous@report.org Concerned citizen lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Metropolitan Market 3830 34th Ave W Seattle The store is overcrowded which makes social 
distancing impossible. Employees have been trying 
to get corporate to limit the number of customers in 
the store but they are being ignored. Customers and 
employees feel unsafe.

TRUE 04/22/20 1:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Splash N Dash 851 S 38th St, Tacoma, WA 98418Tacoma Car wash is still open and attracts groups of people 
to hangout while cleaning their cars.

crespo3@aol.com  / splashndash@live.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carwash Car Wash 7212 E McKinley Ave Tacoma, WA 98404Tacoma Car wash is still open and attracts groups of people 
to hangout while cleaning their cars.

david.grond@jacksons.com / leslie.robinson@jacksonoilco.com / cindy.burnett@jacksonsfoodstore.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CNA School of Longview 5612 Ocean Beach Highway  Suite 112Longview Nursing asst. training program reported doing in-
person classroom teaching--prohibited by 
Proclamations 20-12, 20-25--and said one student 
in attendance lives with a person positive for COVID-
19.  We reported to PH authorities. Regulators 
(WTB & NCQAC) did not approve activity; NCQAC 
investigating.

Kathy.Moisio@doh.wa.gov,  Lynn.Batchelder@doh.wa.govKathleen Moisio (Program Director) and Lynn Batchelder (Investigator)Kathy:  360-490-5783; Lynn:  360-236-2362mjonesrn11@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash The Rave Carwash 5002 Center St, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma Car wash is still open and attracts groups of people 
to hangout while cleaning their cars.

info@classychassis.com   - new owners are classys chassis car

TRUE 04/22/20 1:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco 971 10th Place NE Issaquah Grooming salon is still open

TRUE 04/22/20 1:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco 971 10th Place NE Issaquah Grooming salon is still open

TRUE 04/22/20 1:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Nail shop is still performing business Monday 
through Saturday 12-7

TRUE 04/22/20 1:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Pro Fitness 14635 9th Ave. SW Burien Gym refuses to allow members to cancel. Gym 
remains open, member access by appointments.

info@profitnessclubs.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Grooming salon Petco 975 nw Gilman Blvd suite e Issaquah Grooming salon is open

TRUE 04/22/20 1:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car auction America’s auto auction 400 charter way Billerica Non essential business. Employees braking with the 
public.

TRUE 04/22/20 1:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco 474 228th Ave NE Sammamish Grooming salon is open

TRUE 04/22/20 1:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screenprinter Brist Corporation 4208 Meridian St Bellingham Non essential business still operating brendan@bristmfg.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/22/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/22/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/22/20 2:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Hardcore Gym 4402 N Division St Spokane Business has blinds closed all around the building. 
Word is that owner is having people park in back of 
gym and go in.

stephaney.b@outlook.com Stephaney Bolton 503-839-8538 admin@hardcoregymspokane.com

TRUE 04/22/20 2:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dog grooming Petco grooming 5190 borgen blv gig harbor Small Grooming shops have been forced ro stay 
home . Petco has ignored order and allowed there 
groomers to continue to offer grooming services.

......... ****** .......

TRUE 04/22/20 2:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Washington State Governor Washington State Gov. 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia HE IS ON TVNOW.  GO GET HIM!!

TRUE 04/22/20 2:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther All businesses within 
Franklin County

Franklin County/ Commisioner Gidier 1016 N. 4th Ave Pasco Franklin County Commissioners voted to open all 
business in Franklin County effective immediately.  
Commissioner Gidier would not enforce a stay at 
home order for churches and public gatherings.

inspiredbymuse@hotmail.comSheryl Cole 360-286-0569 ALL

TRUE 04/22/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Yard care Langsford inc 4244 236th Ave Ne Redmond I didn't see mowing and gardening on the essential 
services list

Chateau Woods BEN KOHLER benk@surelawn.com

TRUE 04/22/20 2:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car Wash’s are not essential, 1000 cars a day with 
no social distancing restrictions. Bad owner.

Justin 5038048722 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car Wash’s are not essential, 1000 cars a day with 
no social distancing restrictions. Bad owner.

Justin 5038048722 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Car Wash’s are not essential, 1000 cars a day with 
no social distancing restrictions. Bad owner.

Justin 5038048722 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:01 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Flux Yoga Studio 1140 10th Street #101 Bellingham WA 98225 Large gatherings of people
Not following social distancing
Not essential yoga studio is open for classes of 
sweaty people

People gathering in large groups for yoga class can 
be seen through the windows of the studio from the 
hotel and walkway along waterfront

unknown

TRUE 04/22/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antique shop/Pawn broker The Olde Creamery 224 N Whitcomb Ave, Tonasket, WA 98855Tonasket I'm surprised to see this business is open since it is 
not an essential business. It puts people's lives in 
danger by enticing them to shop there, and it is 
breaking Gov. Inslee's order.

H. Pfeifer 509.486.2460

TRUE 04/22/20 3:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Ash Way Pet Supply 164th St Southwest Lynnwood This is a pet sippy store that offers grooming. the 
grooming department is still open and operating.

wsan413@gmail.com Stephannie Stumpf +14253149372 info@ashwaypetsupply.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming All Breed Mobile Grooming 2215 189th Pl SW Lynnwood Mobile dog groomer that is grooming dogs and cats Wsan413@gmail.com Stephannie Stumpf +14253149372 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 27111 167th Pl SE #113 Covington People are still grooming dogs Jafraamy@yahoo.com Amy

TRUE 04/22/20 3:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Massage Parlor RZ Massage 14910 Pacific Ave S UNIT A, Parkland, WA 98444Parkland, WA 98444 On multiple dates, I have witnessed this location 
accepting clients into the facility.  The signs say that 
they are closed but the 'Massage' workers will sit in 
their vehicle outside until a client pulls up and then 
they will take the client inside.  A half hour later, the 
client leaves and another arrives.  The "worker" sits 
in a silver minivan with a dented right rear bumper.

thecoze@hotmail.com D.J. Rothe 2538615225

TRUE 04/22/20 3:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Psychi Lash / Lash by Mia 24118 77th Pl W Edmonds Business is posting on Facebook and Instagram that 
they are open during this time. This is not social 
distancing. If salons aren’t closed, why is she 
performing services on clients at home?
The Instagram and Facebook link is: 
https://www.instagram.com/psychilash/
https://www.facebook.com/mimi.mia.5623293

Anonymous

TRUE 04/22/20 3:30 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Waste Treatment Completion 
Company

450 Hills Street Richland Waste Treatment Completion Company (WTCC) / 
Waste Treatment Project (WTP) on the Hanford site 
has started having some "non-essential" workers 
such as field engineers, administrative assistants, 
and some craft employees return to site to complete 
schedule critical tasks.

rholmes@bechtel.com

TRUE 04/22/20 3:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming mobile Aussie dog grooming No address they are mobile Mercer Island I’ve had multiple reports from my clients of Aussie 
mobile grooming still operating on Mercer Island.

Becca@puppy-bubbles.com Rebecca caron 2062457577 ADMINAPMSS@AUSSIEPETMOBILE.COM

TRUE 04/22/20 3:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 27111 167th pl se Covington All grooming salons are forced to close being 
deemed nonessentials. This is a gross disservice to 
the others - providing a non essential service under 
the big box stores essential service of supplying pet 
food. Every other big box store offering this service 
seems to understand the rules

Okimberly@msn.com Kimberly Williams 206-293-0725

TRUE 04/22/20 3:43 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sheriff Jerry Hatcher, 
Benton Co Sheriff

Benton Co Sheriff 7122 W Okanogan Pl # B, Kennewick benton co sheriff has said he will not enforce lawful 
state orders and will let businesses open.

lynneharrison@charter.net lynne harrison 5099292835 lynneharrison@charter.net

TRUE 04/22/20 3:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber QSalon 3901 NE 4th st ate 102B Renton 4/22 at 3:56 pm they have clients in there cutting 
their hair

Islandergyrl@hotmail.com Jordan Murray 206-856-6579

TRUE 04/22/20 3:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flight School Rainier Flight Service LLC 800 W Perimeter Rd Renton Rainier is still open for in-person flight instruction for 
all students, including private, recreational and 
student pilots.

gordon@rainierflight.com

TRUE 04/22/20 4:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Jay inslee Governor State capital Olympia Violation of my constitutional rights maxjd@charter.net Unkn

TRUE 04/22/20 4:32 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government City of Seattle and other Washington 
state municipalities

600 Fourth Avenue Seattle Seattle and King County municipal employees are 
still working while private sector workers are 
forbidden to work and earn a dignified wage.  It is 
fully hypocritical that Washington governments are 
allowed to work non-essentially when, in reality, all 
private sector work is essential.  Government 
employees continue to get paid by the tax payers 
while the tax payers are forbidden to earn a living.

TRUE 04/22/20 4:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult Store (porn) Hollywood Boutique 12706 Lake City Way NE Seattle I've been seeing people come in and out of this 
store. This is definitely not essential activity.

Jessicadpuckett@gmail.com Jessica D. Puckett 206-418-8825 jimsicilia@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 4:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Skagit pediatrics 2101 little mountain ln Mount vernon This business is performing elective and non-
essential surgeries and cosmetic procedures 
including non-therapeutic circumcisions.

Baalerator@gmail.com Jeremy 3609820237

TRUE 04/22/20 5:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Tasha Lynn photography 103 yellow brick road Kelso She’s booking photo shoots Tashalhouston71@gmail.com



TRUE 04/22/20 5:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Kadlec Regional Medical Center 888 Swift Blvd Richland Spoiled Ortho docs are doing elective surgeries now, 
not waiting until May 4.  They do what they want, 
regardless of rules or laws.

TRUE 04/22/20 5:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ralph's Barber Shop 1207 Meade Ave, Prosser Barber shop opened in spite of the Governor's 
proclamation and the fact that Benton County now 
has nearly 400 reported cases of Covid 19 and 39 
deaths.  
Another covidiot!!!

inspiredbymuse@hotmail.comSheryl Cole 360-286-0569

TRUE 04/22/20 5:25 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other City Seattle street Seattle City of Seattle remains open

TRUE 04/22/20 5:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Walmart 164th in Lynnwood Lynnwood There was no enforcement of capacity and the only 
place social distancing was recognized was at the 
check out lines.

thomasdzink@yahoo.com Thomas Zink 4257738137

TRUE 04/22/20 5:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Renton Boeing Boeing Logan ave N Renton Renton 737 program is NOT working. Everett is but 
Renton 737 staff haven’t worked at all, no work to 
do. Now there’s a report, here is the link, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/2
1/boeing-workers-are-wary-factories-reopen-after-
coronavirus-lockdown/. That MY HUSBAND is an 
experiment to see if going back to work is 
safe????????? What the hell? They are putting my  
husband and me at risk! My husband has a heart 
condition and I have a compromised immune 
system.  I can’t believe they are using the employees 
as an experiment. I am beyond pissed and 
disappointed in this system, RENTON has NO work!  
 This has to be looked into. This is horrible. Please 
look into this. My husband and and other workers 
are NOT an EXPERIMENT!!!!!!!!!

Amberlmelendez@yahoo.comAmber Melendez 8052182350.0000

TRUE 04/22/20 5:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Renton Boeing Boeing Logan ave N Renton Renton 737 program is NOT working. Everett is but 
Renton 737 staff haven’t worked at all, no work to 
do. Now there’s a report, here is the link, 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2020/04/2
1/boeing-workers-are-wary-factories-reopen-after-
coronavirus-lockdown/. That MY HUSBAND is an 
experiment to see if going back to work is 
safe????????? What the hell? They are putting my  
husband and me at risk! My husband has a heart 
condition and I have a compromised immune 
system.  I can’t believe they are using the employees 
as an experiment. I am beyond pissed and 
disappointed in this system, RENTON has NO work!  
 This has to be looked into. This is horrible. Please 
look into this. My husband and and other workers 
are NOT an EXPERIMENT!!!!!!!!!

Amberlmelendez@yahoo.comAmber Melendez 8052182350.0000

TRUE 04/22/20 5:39 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Benton County Sheriff Dept. Benton County Sheriff 7122 W Okanogan Pl, bldg B Kennewick Other: Benton County Sheriff dept has clearly stated 
that they have no ability or jurisdiction to follow up or 
take any action on reported cases of COVID related 
violations. Unlike Franklin County, this feels more 
like either confusion or bad information rather than a 
stubborn political stance. But regardless, they say 
they will not get involved and that the only option is 
to contact the WA A.G.  I’m listening to Gov. Inslee 
and very much appreciate the clear statements he is 
making about Franklin Co, but it sounds like he 
believes other local law enforcement agencies are 
“plugged in” and active, so I wanted to raise 
awareness that this is not the case in Benton 
County. Given the “independent” thinking of so many 
people over here, I think we really need visible, local, 
effective law enforcement for COVID 19 violations. 
THANKS!!

tulipsprings@aol.com Carol Curry (509) 521-1100 (509) 735-6555

TRUE 04/22/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Haight Carpet & Interiors 12910 NE 178th St Woodinville This business is disregarding the orders and is being 
careless with it's practices

Joshhart1212@gmail.com Josh 206-454-9856 Mark@haightcarpet.com

TRUE 04/22/20 5:58 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Inslee Governor of Washington state Governs mansion Olympia Govern Inslee is getting a haircut!  How can this be?  
 Others are not able to get haircuts or hair color.

Kgurnett@juno.com Karen 4256721877

TRUE 04/22/20 6:38 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Other Dicks 1350 N 34th St Seattle By Dicks, I'm not referring to the great burger joint. 
I'm referring to our Gov Inslee and AG Ferguson. 
The Gov who is doing a great job impersonating 
Hilter and the AG who is head of the Gestapo. 
Seriously, I agree with guidance for people to social 
distance, stay home if possible, wear masks, and for 
high risk people to be very careful... but using threat 
of force to impose these draconian policies is 
unconstitutional and unAmerican. But what takes the 
cake is this snitch line they setup so people could 
report on their neighbors and local business. It's a 
page right out of Nazi Germany!!! Oh, and if they try 
to make the argument that its justified to destroy the 
lives of tens of thousands of small business owners  
o save one life then WHY DON'T YOU BAN 
AUTOMOBILES AS ALMOST FORTY THOUSAND 
PEOPLE DIE IN CAR ACCIDENTS EACH YEAR IN 
THE U!S!!! OUR GOVERNMENT IS BEING RUN 
BY A SHIP OF FOOLS!!!

TRUE 04/22/20 6:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Star Nails 1900 se Sedgwick road Port Orchard I saw the business open and people entering/exiting 
without masks. The open sign was illuminated.

TRUE 04/22/20 7:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Speedi Car Wash 4175 100th St SW #4055 Lakewood Brown Bear is closed as per your order, yes Speedi 
Car Wash is not.

dterpstra@yahoo.com Danny Terpstra 2532001901 info@pscarwash.org / speedicarwash@comcast.net

TRUE 04/22/20 7:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns and ammunition 
sales/ shooting range

Norpoint Shooting Center 8620 172nd St NE # A Arlington This non essential business has made multiple 
public Facebook posts about opening for normal 
business hours this past weekend and going forward 
everyday, violating the stay home stay healthy 
mandates.

mnmulumba@gmail.com Brian@norpointrange.com

TRUE 04/22/20 8:00 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle City of Seattle All Seattle Homeless population overcrowding sidewalks and 
near any open essential businesses. city has 
continued to neglect reports. No visible enforcement 
of social distancing on any sidewalks in downtown 
area or on any trails in popular trails.

bprack41@gmail.com Bryan Prack 3302033105

TRUE 04/22/20 8:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 27240 168th pl se Covington Car washes have been deemed non essential and 
this one is still running

corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other GYM Anytime Fitness Spanaway 22307 Mountain Hwy East Spanaway Online it says they are closed and they never answer 
the phone.  But these clubs are 24/7 access with 
"Entry Punch Code", so they can work "anytime".  
Well i drove past the Spanaway location today and 
there was infact people working out inside.

jhr2019coyote@gmail.com Jay n/a anytimefitnessnw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business OISM dba Onsite Health and Safety 33530 1st way S Unit 40 Federal way OISM dba Onsite Health and Safety is a california 
based company with an office here in Federal way. 
They provide health-related services that do not 
exceed First aid. SInce Proc 20-25 I have been 
assigned many jobs which have violated social 
distancing, not only for myself but for the employees 
with whom I've interacted. We often perform post-
accident and pre-employment drug and alcohol tests 
for companies who enjoy the convenience of our 
mobile service. And we treat injuries like foreign 
objects in eyes, minor sprains, cuts, burns and 
respiratory fitness tests for workers who need to 
wear a respirator for work. We DO NOT perform 
covid tests in WA, and considering this company's 
disregard for public health, should not be allowed to 
conduct such testing. Considering how much we 
travel we could easily spread Covid throughout the 
state.We are 3 technicians. This is corporate greed 
at the cost of human life. 
www.onsitehealthandsafety.com

mslagle155@gmail.com MIchael Slagle 2067752732 virginia@onsitehealthandsafety.com, virginia.siegel@oshsadmin.com

TRUE 04/22/20 11:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openConstruction Home Depot (ALL!!) 17777 NE 76TH ST REDMOND HOW IS HOME DEPOT ESSENTIAL WHEN 
CONSTRUCTION IS HALTED? WHY ARE OTHER 
CLOSED AND HOME DEPOT STILL OPEN?

MATHEWMCADAM@YAHOO.COMMATHEWMCADAM

TRUE 04/22/20 11:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openConstruction LOWES (ALL!!) 2002 132ND ST SE MILL CREEK HOW IS LOWES ESSENTIAL WHEN 
CONSTRUCTION IS HALTED? LOWES IS OPEN 
AND SELLING GARDENING AND FLOWERS 
DRAWING UNNECESSARY CROWDS.

MATHEWMCADAM@YAHOO.COMMATHEWMCADAM

TRUE 04/22/20 11:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Aloha Car Wash Company 17818 Bothell-Everett Hwy Bothell Car wash is still open and operating. Lines of cars 
are at one location waiting for cars to be washed 
along with individuals cleaning their cars outside in 
the parking lot.

gapinjr@yahoo.com ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/23/20 12:13 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor summoning the national guard to spy on 
and track law-abiding citizens of Washington. This is 
clearly a non-essential activity. Please investigate.

TRUE 04/23/20 5:00 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Unknown Seattle The governor is getting illegal haircuts



TRUE 04/23/20 5:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real Estate Office Keller Williams Federal Way 33434 8th Avenue S Federal Way The managers are allowing non-essential real estate 
agents and managers to work from the office.  The 
managers are also holding meetings with 
themselves.  They are not following social 
distancing, not wiping down any surfaces, and 
people hang out and talk with each other without 
masks or following social distancing.  The 
designated broker is telling everyone to stay home, 
but it is being ignored and people are coming into the 
office because the feel they are going crazy at home 
and need to get back to work.

I’m not comfortable saying who I am

TRUE 04/23/20 7:19 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Dog grooming Petco 200 Traingle Shopping CenterLongview They are grooming dogs. 
This is a big corporate business and it’s open for 
grooming but the small individual one have to close.

twilliams179@yahoo.com Teresa Williams

TRUE 04/23/20 8:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car Wash 27607 Pacific Hwy S Kent They are considered non essential and other car 
washes are closed

skbenson1@hotmail.com Sandra Benson 2065958728 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/23/20 8:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other General Goods Store Target 1401 2nd Ave Seattle A concerned employee wants to report Target in 
downtown Seattle for not following the social 
distancing order. They are letting their employees 
work while being visibly sick and not sending people 
home. They are not policing social distancing 
especially at night. The caller has health risk and 
management is not addressing his concerns and 
threat to fire him. Store contact:206-494-3250

TRUE 04/23/20 8:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Aloha Car Wash 17818 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell I drive past this car wash regularly and see large 
lines that sometimes come out to the street. They 
are not listed on the essential business list and 
should not be open and allowing crowds to form.

ford@alohacarwashcompany.com

TRUE 04/23/20 9:22 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dictatorship Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Jay Inslee continues to show up to work, 
even though he has proven time and time again to 
be doing nothing in regards to his duty, and his 
bosses have told him to stay home.

AreYourBosses@NotTheOtherWayAround.comWe The People 800-RE-OPENWA

TRUE 04/23/20 9:24 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other POLITICIAN Doug Ericksen Doug Ericksen Pioneer Park Ferndale 11am today at Pioneer Park in Ferndale, WA.  
PLEASE shut this down!  Hundreds of people are 
planning to attend.  Arrest him.  Send a message.  
He is encouraging people to break the law.

alihawkinson@cityofferndale.orgAli Hawkinson, city council member 3602230044 unknown

TRUE 04/23/20 9:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openOther Nail salon T&K nail 204 West Yelm Ave Yelm The owner of the T&K nail has been working every 
day outside of the stay home order since March 
17th. She has been visiting people's home to provide 
nails services and also provides services at her salon.

e.marjos4@gmail.com Erin 3607913374

TRUE 04/23/20 9:35 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other rally today at pioneer park in 
ferndale

Doug Ericksen 1st and Cherry St. ferndale on the 23rd of april at 11am Doug Ericksen is risking 
the lives of the people he has sworn to protect and 
serve to bolster his own re-election at this rally

lncjimmi@gmail.com Tina Anderson

TRUE 04/23/20 9:36 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Keeboo Car Wash 4628 168th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynnwood I have driven by this car wash and it has been 
constantly open with customers lining up on sunny 
days.

keeboocarwash@gmail.com  / earsenedtshell@gmail.com

TRUE 04/23/20 9:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openOther Manufacturing Osw equipment repair 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish There are over 100 employees working in a shop not 
practicing safe distancing or proper cleaning 
procedures

Edgecombe90@hotmail.com James edgecombe 2064120855

TRUE 04/23/20 10:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Ballard Crossfit 6419 15th ave NW seattle Business has been having people exercising inside 
while having them park in the back and street to not 
attract attention but atleast 4 individuals were seen 
working out inside the last two days.

aaron@ballardcrossfit.com

TRUE 04/23/20 10:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther autoparts store Autozone 1220 W 4th Ave Kennewick, WA 99336 As a worker for your company that is showing no 
respect for workers at this store 3376 on 4th ave in 
Kennewick Washington , I am reporting where this 
store is not following the COVID-19  rules and not 
disinfecting  the store  no shelves, parts, counter 
tops, and other areas that receive a lot of contact are 
being cleaned at all !! also they are allowing to many 
customers in the store at one time and let customers 
get in your face !! this is not a safe environment at 
all , The district Manager Adrian is also not making 
sure these rules are being followed I heard a 
conference call where they are acting like this is not 
a serious issue and money is more important then 
my safety or my co workers safety  I know other 
stores are also not following these rules in 
Washington state

TRUE 04/23/20 10:49 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Agency Columbia Basin College 2600 North 20th Pasco the college has their bookstore open on campus for 
students to visit.

TRUE 04/23/20 11:11 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other casino, bar, and deli shoalwater bay casino 4112 hwy 105 p.o. box 560 tokeland wa. 98590Tokeland wa. the general manager Johnny Winokour is planning 
on reopening the casino on may 5th regardless of 
the stay at home order

shoalwater bay tribe

TRUE 04/23/20 11:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym / Personal Trainer Fit-321-Go 229 Broadway E Seattle i was going to this gym before quarantine and 
recently received a text saying that they are open for 
clients during the week. i don't think they are open 
for many hours a day, and it seems like a move out 
of desperation, so i feel bad for reporting. but it's a 
very small space so it seems like a place where the 
virus is likely to rapidly spread.

info@fit321go.com

TRUE 04/23/20 11:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bike Shop Ben's Bike Shop 1251 W Washington St, Sequim How is a BIKE SHOP essential??? iknoweveryndn@gmail.com Victoria Parker 3605452303 info@bensbikessequim.com <info@bensbikessequim.com>;

TRUE 04/23/20 11:27 AM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dictatorship Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Dictator Inslee is non essential in the fact that he is 
not listening to his boss, the citizens of WA State.  
Inslee is ignoring the people and thereby deemed as 
non essential and is expected to take an unpaid 
leave of absence until the Covid 19 virus is gone, or 
November when he is voted out.  Which ever comes 
first.

WeAreYourBoss@NotTheOtherWayAround.comWA State Citizens 360-Open-WA Citizens of WA State

TRUE 04/23/20 11:27 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Bleachers Grill Getchell hill Marysville Weekend parking lot bbq .    
Friday and Saturday flyers going out. Stating  
weather permitting may be inside ? Very well know 
bar on Friday’s and weekends will attract many 
people in one spot how would this be monitored ? 
Other bars restaurants not allowed to hold any type 
of bbq? Party like things ?? Please look up flyer 
information at the golf course on line or on Facebook 
. 
This is not an essential activity . Seems unfair .

TRUE 04/23/20 11:28 AM Non-essential business is openOther Cell phone Metro by T-Mobile 121 Samish Way Bellingham They have sick employees working there and have a 
illegal delivery service. If you call they promote a 
delivery service that isn’t approved by T-Mobile

TRUE 04/23/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lawn mowing Del Pizzo’s Lawn care 3525 West Owens Road, Deer Park 99006Deer Park I thought lawn mowing was considered non 
essential, but saw this company’s lawn mowing 
business open and driving around Spokane.

Nutsoverbugs@comcast.net Mike Smith (509)991-6259 hayden@delpizzoslawncare.com

TRUE 04/23/20 11:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dictatorship Gov Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Continues To show up for work when he shows time 
and time again he is doing nothing in regards to his 
duty.

Areyourboss@andyoureoverstepping.comWe the people of WA state

TRUE 04/23/20 12:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Chop Express 7405 Hardeson Rd e Everett Customer-facing employees not wearing masks, 
zero effort to mark distances or direct traffic, at one 
point had well over 10 people effectively "dining in" 
the restaurant just waiting for food. I was a regular 
customer but this business hasn't changed a single 
thing from normal operations, as far as I can tell.

ameekie@hotmail.com Amy Hieb 4259983140

TRUE 04/23/20 12:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other State Senator's action Doug Ericksen, WA state senator Ferndale, WA Ferndale I went out for a walk in my neighborhood today and 
was shocked to see a large public gathering coming 
together in real time at the Ferndale Pavillion near 
Pioneer Park. Even more surprising was to find out 
that this illegal gathering was promoted by my state 
senators Doug Ericksen! My own elected officials 
have now put my public safety at risk, broken the 
Governor's Proclamation, and endangered our entire 
small community. Please make sure there are some 
solid consequences to this. I am hopping mad to see 
such disregard for public safety!

brianandlorettas@gmail.com Loretta Sheldon 360-927-1169 Doug Ericksen, state senator

TRUE 04/23/20 12:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business James Haberman DDS Family and 
cosmetic dentistry

9529 244th St SW Edmonds There are 6 cars in front of this business right now.  
This morning there were 4 different cars then are 
there now.  They are seeing all types of non 
emergency dental patients.  I work in the dental 
industry and we had to shut down Dr Haberman 
should have to also.  He has been open this WHOLE 
Time with one or two cars but yesterday and today 
there have been several cars different ones coming 
and going.  He is seeing all types of patients.    It is 
ridiculous and he needs to be shut down.  I live next 
door to this office

koolrhondaj@gmail.com Rhonda Johns 206-779-0856



TRUE 04/23/20 12:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Franklin County Sherriff Uknown Franklin County It is extremely selfish, short sighted, and out of line 
with the Governors stay at home order; the head 
Sherriff leading this public insubordination should be 
charged and removed from his position.  He has no 
right to not uphold or change the law at his personal 
discretion.  That speaks to what else he may have 
done in his career as an officer of the law that "he 
decided" he had a right to do.  This is unacceptable 
and i hope this is being dealt with; don't let this go 
Governor.

Carol.Thompson1@va.gov Carol Thompson 206 764-2024

TRUE 04/23/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lawn care Langsford Landscaping 4244 236rd Ave. NE Redmond Weedwacking, walking around homes and cars
The list essential list does not show anything for 
mowing or lawns

Chateau Woods HOA 425-268-0990- Ben Kohler benk@surelawn.com

TRUE 04/23/20 1:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Inslee speech therapist gov douche bag 123 lick me Poulsbo I saw This IDOIT on TV that can speak without some 
sort of lisp. It looks like Insthhlee and he really needs 
to practice his speech therapy.  Guy sounds like 
Cindy Brady.

joe

TRUE 04/23/20 1:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Inslee speech therapist gov douche bag 123 lick me Poulsbo I saw This IDOIT on TV that can speak without some 
sort of lisp. It looks like Insthhlee and he really needs 
to practice his speech therapy.  Guy sounds like 
Cindy Brady.

joe

TRUE 04/23/20 1:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ranch 99 Market 18230 E Valley Hy, Suite 100 Kent, WA 98032 There were people at the market coughing and 
sneezing, sick and not wearing a mask and not 
being requested to leave.

Lisa Phan 425-533-6220

TRUE 04/23/20 1:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is openConstruction Gonzalez construction 901 s. 72nd ave. Yakima wa 98908Yakima Threatening to fire employees if they don't work even 
though they have been shut down once for non 
essential working

Millissa johnson 5094243014 (509)949-6303 only have his phone number

TRUE 04/23/20 1:25 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dictatorship Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW olympia Governor Jay Inslee is failing to follow the directions 
from his employer/ Boss, the citizens of WA State. 
Since he has decided to act on his own, violating his 
oath to the consitution and trampling the civil 
liberties of the WA stat citzens, he should be 
compelled to immediately suspend himself and 
cease receiving a pay check.

DaxHimself@gmail.com Dax Imber 3609095685

TRUE 04/23/20 1:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Lavender Body and Foot Massage 1222A So> Jackson st Seattle I am a King Co. Deputy. I observed a W/M/A leave 
the listed business. I contacted him and he stated he 
paid $50 for a massage . I returned to the business, 
the door was open. I  contacted owner Tanh Thi 
Nguyen and once again explained the Stay at Home 
Order. There was at least one other employee in the 
business. I contacted this business two weeks ago 
to tell them about the order. Nguyen denies being 
open for business. The Male I contaced wished to 
stay anonymous. 
KCSO Case # C20013473

robert.nix@kingcounty.gov Deputy Robert Nix 2064239779 Tahn Thi Nguyen

TRUE 04/23/20 1:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction JOJ CONSTRUCTION LLC 1805 N 21st Ave Apt D Pasco Open and in operation ju76592@gmail.com, INFO@PROTAXESLLC.COM

TRUE 04/23/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Andy's Handy Mart 150 SW 160th St Burien Business selling self service food and drink items.  
Business doesn't have barriers up to protect 
cashiers.  Cashiers not enforcing, or caring to 
enforce, self distancing requirements.

TRUE 04/23/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Andy's Handy Mart 150 SW 160th St Burien Business selling self service food and drink items.  
Business doesn't have barriers up to protect 
cashiers.  Cashiers not enforcing, or caring to 
enforce, self distancing requirements.

TRUE 04/23/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Andy's Handy Mart 150 SW 160th St Burien Business selling self service food and drink items.  
Business doesn't have barriers up to protect 
cashiers.  Cashiers not enforcing, or caring to 
enforce, self distancing requirements.

TRUE 04/23/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Full Circle Farms Unknown Seattle a salesperson for Full Circle Farms showed up at 
our door today and rang our doorbell to try to sell us 
farm shares. He was wearing a bandana over his 
face but it fell down while he was talking to me. 
While I understand food is an essential service, I 
don't appreciate someone violating the stay-home 
order to ring my doorbell and get within 6 feet of me 
after doing so at every house on our block.

lori.sommerfelt@gmail.com Lori Sommerfelt 2165590397 customerservice@fullcircle.com

TRUE 04/23/20 2:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning Salon Tan Republic 5720 Ruddell Rd SE Lacey This business is non-essential and appears to be 
open.

Salleekathryn1@gmail.com Kathy Sallee lacey@tanrepublic.com

TRUE 04/23/20 2:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openHealth-related business Still Point 14313 NE 20th Ave ste A-114Vancouver Massage studio has decided to open for business 
effective 4/22/2020

tkwon74@gmail.com Tanya Kwon 206-883-9180 customerservice@spmws.com

TRUE 04/23/20 2:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rare Coin Collector Redmond Rare Coin (kirkland) 12411 ne 124th St Kirkland This non-essential business is open during a non-
safe period. Guests come and go like there is no 
concern, as other businesses are following Gov's 
mandate as prescribed. Not safe, not fair.

Nicoleroberts670@aol.com Nicole Roberts rick@redmondrarecoins.net

TRUE 04/23/20 2:20 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther exterminator unsure unsure Seattle A person from a bug extermination company 
knocked on my door in West Seattle and said they 
are exterminating coronavirus. This seems both 
suspicious and dangerous given that he is going 
door to door. How could anyone possibly be 
exterminating for coronavirus? Unfortunately, I did 
not get the company name as I did not wish to stand 
in my doorway talking to this person, but I am hoping 
there are other reports and this will stop.

alvac75@gmail.com Christopher Alvarez 2158178699

TRUE 04/23/20 2:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Parts store Autozone 17020 smokey point Blvd. Arlington I am a manager here. No one cleans. No one 
enforces 10 people in the store at a time. No one 
stays at least 6 ft away. you can see the dust on the 
screens. I have 3 days of cleaning paperwork left 
empty. I have tried to help the company comply with 
cdc but am shut down by others. Bring a uv light or 
use one of ours. Store is dirty. Bathrooms aren’t 
cleaned daily or even weekly. I guarantee all the 
AutoZone locations are the same way: non 
compliant. It is putting myself and others at risk.

Axthelmk@gmail.com Kolani Axthelm 8084218186 N/a

TRUE 04/23/20 2:44 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other plant sale at individual 
house  10 cars, 20+ people 
buying plants

unknown what it is 29829 8th SW Federal way large gathering selling plants.  I don't know if it is 
individual or maybe group or club?

concerned citizen

TRUE 04/23/20 2:46 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other WDFW Washington Department of fish and 
wildlife

Natural Resources Building 1111 Washington Street SE,Olyimpia 98501 WDF&W  is conducting Shocking of fish on the 
Columbia River near the mouth of the Yakima. 
WDF&W are a non-essential agency doing this kind 
of work. They will use the excuse trying get rid of 2 
gar fish. Please stop this action and pull any permits 
they have because they are violating the Governor's 
order... Pictures were taken today April 23,2020 at 
11:45 am of this being done

wallitedb@gmail.com Ted Beach 509-366-3631

TRUE 04/23/20 2:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage salon Still Point Massage & Wellness 
Studio, LLC

14313 NE 20th Avenue Ste 114Vancouver Opening before stay at home order is lifted marple0569@comcast.net Jessica Marple 3604879049

TRUE 04/23/20 2:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Titi African Hair Braiding 3515 S 56th St Tacoma Saw a person leave the shop today who looked like 
she had just gotten her hair braided

kayvg@outlook.com Kay Miles 253-722-9397

TRUE 04/23/20 2:58 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Dictatorship Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th ave. SW. Olympia Jay Inslee is continuously working, not abiding by his 
rules he set for everyone else. And somehow got a 
haircut when other people in the world need a hair 
cut and can’t acquire such services due to his orders.

TRUE 04/23/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Bow Wow 813 Oakcrest Ct SE OLYMPIA Today I have witnessed several people bringing their 
digs to the mobile grooming trailer

Info@bowwowgroom.com

TRUE 04/23/20 4:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Dog Grooming All Breed Mobile Grooming 2215 189th Pl SW Lynnwood WA, 98036  CALL (425) 778-5319Lynnwood Mobile Grooming with multiple direct customer 
contacts

raybigs1@gmail.com Raymond Bigelow (2-6) 235-0797 allbreedmobilegrooming@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/23/20 4:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns and ammunition store Fred's Guns 261340 101 Hwy Sequim https://www.facebook.com/FREDSGuns   and 
https://www.fredsguns.com/  Fred's Guns is openly 
violating the non-essential business rule, even 
teaching classes. Their Facebook page is posting 
names and counties of early-release prisoners; they 
are also suggesting people use their "COVID-19 
checks" to buy progressively more powerful rifles to 
use for "tyranny, for far away tyranny, for lots of 
tyranny." Also posting letter from Snohomish Co. 
sheriff and pics from "back to work" protest in 
Olympia on 04/19/20. I took pictures at the store 
today; one of the employees was wearing a gun on 
his hip in the store. This is open, aggressive 
defiance of the law, and I am concerned. Thanks.

mmaguireb3@gmail.com Marsha Maguire 5403088105 fredsguns2.0@gmail.com

TRUE 04/23/20 4:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fouled Market 2050 Columbia Way Seattle Store needs one way in and out signs to prevent 
people constantly passing within  inches of each 
other while waiting to pay, entering and leaving. One 
way aisles would help too.

Lcolliej@yahoo.com Lynda Collie Johnson

TRUE 04/23/20 5:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Oakbrook golf course 8102. Zircon dr.SW. Lakewood WA 98498 Thank you for letting the Horeshoe Golf Course 
close. However, 100 people are playing golf on the 
Oakbrook Golf Course. Oakbrook Golf Course 
seems to be a different country than Washington. 
Social streets are not keeping 6feet. Although 
Okburok Golf Course pro shop is not open, the 
owner tells the members come to play.

mkwholesale425@gmail.com Kim 206-694-3306 michael.moore@oakbrookgolfclub.com

TRUE 04/23/20 5:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash White elephant hwy 410 Bonney Lake Allows car washes Sharon7mk@comcast.net Sharon Hanson 2539061240 Sharon7mk@comcast.net

TRUE 04/23/20 5:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Dog City 4557 36th Ave SW Seattle Grooming department is operational during state 
shutdown

cherieavassa@gmail.com Cherie Rahm 4259235151 Info@dogcityseattle.com



TRUE 04/23/20 6:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Lefty’s burger shack 8317 27th street west Tacoma The parking lot is full of people dining in at this walk 
up food stand

TRUE 04/23/20 6:43 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Constitutional Rights 
Infringement

State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW, Olympia, Washington 98504Olympia Less government please A Patriot

TRUE 04/23/20 6:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church No signage posted 10814 Davisson Street SW Lakewood Almost daily and sometimes nightly 12-15 cars park 
as members/congregants meet. They create no 
issues for neighbors other than minor parking 
inconveniences, but undeniably are putting a lot of 
people in a residential space

jazzflute@aol.com

TRUE 04/23/20 7:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other ALUMINUM RAILING 
COMPANY

AMERICAN RAILWORKS - YOUR 
RAILING SOLUTION

13127 Beverly Park Road LYNNWOOD, WA 98087 A 50 employees company working full time 
manufacturing aluminum rails for residential and 
some commercial business ( pools, decks, stairs, 
balconies gardens, etc.) - cutting, welding, painting, 
instaling.

mariogol@hotmail.com Mario Prieto 4257437694 Seth@railworks.net

TRUE 04/23/20 7:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 25444 Pacific Hwy S Kent Today witnessed dogs being groomed when it is 
deemed non essential

Becca@puppy-bubbles.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577

TRUE 04/23/20 7:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther "Governor" Outslee the Inslee 2020 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia GET WASHINGTON WORKING AGAIN.....THE 
RESPONSE DOES NOT MAKE SENSE TO THE 
NUMBERS AND NOT JUST IN WA OT THE US 
BUT THE WORLD.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/23/20 8:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Davenport Grand 333 w Spokane Falls Blvd Spokane This business is serving beer and wine and allowing 
people to congregate and drink and eat within the 
public areas of the business in groups.

Please don't anonymous Please don't lcaudill@thedavenporthotel.com

TRUE 04/23/20 8:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is openOther retail/ wholesale Businesses in fashion district of 
Downtown Los Angeles

E 12th Street Los Angeles Business still asking employees to come in

TRUE 04/23/20 8:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - in Mill Creek Mall AR Workshops 13416 Bothell Everett Hwy, Unit #206,Mill Creek Open for a DIY art To Go - Pick Up at a location. 
Here's what's on their website
Step 1: Select which DIY kit you wish to order
Step 2: Select "choose design" and choose each of 
your design choices
Step 3: Enter your Design Options, including any 
required customization details, paint colors (specify 
in comments), and your contact information.
Step 4: Complete the checkout process and submit 
your payment. You will receive an email confirmation 
once your order is complete. 
Pick up at your location on the time designated.

Citizen millcreek@arworkshop.com 5/1

TRUE 04/23/20 10:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 8530 Evergreen Way Everett This Fred Meyer location is not at all monitoring the 
amount of people entering the store. There are no 
marks on the floor guiding people on how far away to 
stand. Carts, keypads and screens are not being 
wiped down. The biggest issue was just the huge 
amount of people in the store. This was on 4/22/20

Shopgirl_204@yahoo.com Kari Wagner 425-953-7030

TRUE 04/23/20 10:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Electronics Gamestop 21505 market pl nw Poulsbo People are saying they are open. WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/23/20 10:32 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Governor’s Office Capitol Way Olympia Saw him on TV with a room full of people...
Also I think he may have the virus because he 
sounds like something is infecting his brain, 
mumbling speech and some paralysis in facial 
muscles... or maybe a stroke.

Letsgotoworknow@now.com Concerned Citizen 360-902-4111 Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/24/20 12:23 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco grooming salon 22621 Bothell Everett HWY G12a, Bothell WA 98021Bothell This is endangering the lives of the employees, 
animals and customers, for a needless purpose of 
vanity and profits.

Petco

TRUE 04/24/20 12:29 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N. 205 ST. Seattle WA 98133Seattle I live nearby and I am a frequent customer of the 
store BUT I think it's is VERY IRRESPONSIBLE, 
AND RECKLESS to have a grooming salon open 
during a pandemic. They are exposing the animals,  
employees and customers for a needless purpose.

Petco

TRUE 04/24/20 12:37 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Salon Bothell Petco grooming salon 22621 Bothell Hwy Everett Hwy G12a Bothell  WA 98021Bothell This is not need to be open for the safety of 
everyone involved. I can understand the store being 
open for food and other pet requirements but getting 
your pet bathed, nails trimmed and hair cut is not 
essential when people's lives are at serious risk

Petco

TRUE 04/24/20 2:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Blue Cow Car Wash 909 E College Way Mount Vernon Owner is telling customers he "has permission to be 
open".

tobydz@gmail.com Toby 702.580.0076 larry@bluecowcarwash.com

TRUE 04/24/20 4:14 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store JR Furniture 19220 33rd Ave Lynnwood They announced that all of their stores are opening 
on April 23rd! Disgusting! 
https://jrfurniture.com/schedule-store-preview/

JR.FURNITURE@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 6:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Hardcore Gym 4402 N Division St Spokane, WA 99207 Windows are covered so they can’t be seen utilizing 
equipment. I have witnessed cars in the parking lot 
during business hours. Others have told me they too 
have witnessed vehicles parked there and have seen 
large groups of people leaving the business.

2347@dshs.wa.gov Mark S 5093635000 admin@hardcoregymspokane.com

TRUE 04/24/20 6:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Rosehill carwash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Hello. I was at this car wash and the owner had 
received a notice ,a warning to shut down the 
nonessential carwash and he said that he would just 
pay the fine and stay open. He(mark) is putting 
money before people's health. He is a danger to the 
community and his employees. 
He recieved the warning to close on Wednesday 
april 22nd, but was still open on the 23rd and will be 
open on the 24th

Amandamarchand7@gmail.comAmanda 2068598357 JR.FURNITURE@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 7:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop All American Armory 14969 W Bow Hill Rd Bow They closed down, then opened again in clear 
violation of orders.

roger6707@gmail.com Roger Wechsler 360-770-0187 allamericanarmoryus@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 8:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage therapy All about you massage 3rd street Elma Have driven by quite a few times. Multiple employees 
non essential working.

Thoro68@gmail.com Robert thomas 3602292143.0000

TRUE 04/24/20 9:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther Craft store Hobby Lobby 1728 E Dixon Blvd Shelby I was driving by today and happened notice that 
Hobby Lobby in Shelby NC was open for business. I 
know we are still under the stay-at-home order and 
they closed down originally due not being an 
essential business. Yesterday the stay-at-home 
order was extended and now they are open again. I 
just want to make sure they are not opening pre-
maturely and risking people’s lives in the process.

chenloime@gmail.com Chenoa Bean 7044732089

TRUE 04/24/20 9:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lux pet salon and daycare 8011 20 th st Lake Stevens Posting on Facebook that they are open for 
grooming and actually making appointments and 
having clients come in for their pets to be groomed

keyscrystal@gmail.com crystal keys 4255830021 ROTORHEAD20@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 9:52 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther PETCO GROOMING PETCO GROOMING 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy BOTHELL PET GROOMING IS OPEN.  PET GROOMING IS 
NON ESSENTIAL.

MISSYB1992@GMAIL.COM MELISSA 206-516-9383

TRUE 04/24/20 9:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential home cleaning Cleaning Authority 7413 Thompson Ave SE Snoqualmie Three person crew entered the above listed 
residential address on 4/24/2020. Crew was wearing 
PPE. Phone number listed on vehicle was 
425.292.9554. Unable to locate more information 
Due to the business being a franchise

nefariousd7@GMAIL.COM DAVID MILLS 9283087811 unknown law enforcement ltr 5/4

TRUE 04/24/20 9:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential home cleaning Cleaning Authority 7413 Thompson Ave SE Snoqualmie Three person crew entered the above listed 
residential address on 4/24/2020. Crew was wearing 
PPE. Phone number listed on vehicle was 
425.292.9554. Unable to locate more information 
Due to the business being a franchise

nefariousd7@GMAIL.COM DAVID MILLS 9283087811 unknown law enforcement ltr 5/4

TRUE 04/24/20 9:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home decor shop Josephine's Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA Shop has employees and vendors coming in, 
working.  Having customers coming in to pick up 
furniture.  This has been reported by MANY people.  
WHY has this not been addressed??!

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/24/20 10:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture shop Josephine’s Mercantile 701 Bay Street Port Orchard, WA This business has been reported MANY times and 
now publicly claiming they have received permission 
from the Kitsap County Health District. Employees 
and vendors working, delivering knick knacks. 
Customers picking up merchandise. WHY is this not 
being addressed??

info@josephinesmerc.com

TRUE 04/24/20 10:01 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other US Post Office Westwood Village Post Office 2721 Trenton Avenue SW Seattle Employees are not practicing hand washing hygiene.  
 Other employees are witnessing them going to the 
bathroom and not washing their hands, and when 
they bring it to the employee's attention, the 
employee disregards their concerns.  Management 
has been informed and they haven't enforced it.

superndn2517@yahoo.com Wendell Davis 2068059871

TRUE 04/24/20 10:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Medical massage 2530 NE Kresky Ave b Chehalis I've been hearing they're doing regular massages as 
well as acupuncture but my girlfriends massage 
practice is shut down and she's doing the right thing 
but her clients are going there. Why are we close 
down but she's not.

Derrick.inglis@gmail.com Derrick 360-237-4265

TRUE 04/24/20 10:16 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Real Estate Office Windermere Gig Harbor Down Town 3111 Harborview Dr. #200A Gig Harbor, WA 98335 I drove by the Windermere office in Down Town Gig 
Harbor and an agent of the office Rob Mitchell had 
the "agent on duty" A-Board out in front of the 
business and the business "OPEN" sign lit

watson@windermere.com Sean L. Watson 253-549-8069 askibbs@windermere.com



TRUE 04/24/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo I am so disappointed with this smart form. I feel due 
diligence was not performed nor regard for the 
safety of our local communities.  I have reported this 
business several times via this form and to local law 
enforcement and NOTHING IS BEING DONE. The 
owner has not been properly filing "emergency" 
permits, continues to run the business, as usual, 
THE ENTIRE TIME DURING THE STAY AT HOME 
ORDER and nothing being done. This process is an 
absolute joke and honestly what was the point of me 
complaining when this isn't being taken care of at all 
or looked into? How about look into all the business 
done during this time stretch, the 20-30 employees 
working in close proximity daily, and the day-to-day 
functions of the business. Each day the business 
runs, as usual, there is no way proper permits or 
"work done" has been an emergency repairs period. 
Is anyone going to take this seriously, after the 20th 
report? or is this just a joke.

info@integrityrc.com

TRUE 04/24/20 10:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Northwest Restaurants  (Taco Bell) 3815 Pacific Ave SE Lacey WA 98503Lacey Despite company wide social distancing guides, the 
Manager of this location continues to force 
employees into situations where they are not allowed 
to distance from each other/ customers, in order to 
get faster times and better results for the restaurant.

Anonymous 360.556.8762

TRUE 04/24/20 10:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Homestead Golf Course 115 E Homestead BLVD Lynden Golf course is beyond full today with golfers. Not 
sure if golf courses are now allowed to be open.

TRUE 04/24/20 10:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other home 
gardening/landscaping

JG Landscaping 8339 15th ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle. (Im in the Bothell area) This is not right.  I suspended my Gardener to 
comply with the law.  These guys have been 
nextdoor since March 15th.  Large crews mowing 
lawns, and doing non-essential trimming and 
residential gardening .  This morning came within 2 
feet of me as I was trying to take care of my own 
yard.  Please help.  I am in the Bothell area and we 
are in our 60's.  These guys are all over King and 
Sno counties.  This is not right or fair.  They are 
exposing everyone!

garykollman@comcast.net Gary Kollman 425-830-7361 galicia9@msn.com

TRUE 04/24/20 10:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bookstore Encouraging Words 529 s Wenatchee ave Wenatchee Owner posted on Facebook that they disagree with 
the stay at home order and that their business was 
going to be open.

Evanspitler@gmail.com Evan Spitler +20127 044 9804 Encouragingw@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 11:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Coupeville Fitness Center 35 NW 1st Street Coupeville WHY HAVE YOU NOT SHUT THIS BUSINESS 
DOWN??? They have stayed open every day with 
gatherings of people in close proximity sensor the 
governor ordered gym’s closed!!!  WHYBARE YOU 
ALLOWING THEM TO BE ABOVE THE LAW????

Dianeparker614@gmail.com Diane Terri Montana law enforcement ltr 5/4

TRUE 04/24/20 11:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber La Dermatology Laser & Cosmedic 
Center

10154 Jefferson Hwy, Ste. B Baton Rouge, La 70809 Employees required to work 30 hours to receive 75% 
of salary.  Sick leave not paid unless employee has 
Covid-19. No social distancing of employees.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/24/20 11:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other workout gym K FITNESS 1524 Birchwood ave Bellingham This Gym is located in the Park Manor Shopping 
Center. Staff and Clients of the gym are entering the 
alley doors. Recently they were parking in the alley 
but know they are spread out in neighboring parking 
lots. I am one of the neighboring businesses and 
witnessed people coming and going today. I would 
prefer to stay anonymous

LILLASIZEDFITNESS@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 11:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Comic book shop Mighty Moose Comics 4015 Factoria Blvd SE Bellevue This business has been posting on Facebook the 
days and times they are open.  They are asking 
customers to place orders for pick-up.

mightymoosecomics@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 11:57 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Mike 30465 154th pl se Kent Constant people coming and going (known drug 
house) at all hours. People hanging around that do 
not live there.

Samrarey@outlook.com Samantha rarey 5095917733

TRUE 04/24/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction HSW Construction 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Not maintaining 6', says exempted. some work being 
done has multiple workers being within 6'.

TRUE 04/24/20 12:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Large group of people Leslie Grove Park Leslie Grove Park Richland I’ve been seeing a large group of people on social 
media posting every day that they are playing 
volleyball and drinking at the park

TRUE 04/24/20 12:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther fabric store joanns fabrics 2217 ne 57th st Ballard At the Ballard store, employees are fulfilling orders 
for customers to drive by and pick up.  Mail orders 
are being fulfilled by employees who are not wearing 
PPE. The store does not provide the protection, nor 
does the management require it.  Now Joanns sells 
face mask kits, but they do not require employees to 
protect themselves and others. Is this okay?

bothellbecky@gmail.com rebecca coscia 4254027097 customer.serice@joann.com

TRUE 04/24/20 12:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St. Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/24/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/24/20 12:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Buffalo Chevron Car Wash 13102 39th Ave SE Everett WA Not sanitizing payment system in between 
customers.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 MATTPERRY25@HOTMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 12:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction. Ehli Auctions. 9415 Pacific Ave Tacoma Still operating and plan to open back up with full 
work force April 27th 2020.

RANDY@EHLIAUCTIONS.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School / Religious 
Organization

Chabad Hebrew School - Bellevue 16199 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98008Bellevue I am a member of the community, and recently 
heard from parents that this kindergarten was never 
closed. It is operated inside of a synagogue that has 
been otherwise following orders. I would prefer to be 
kept anonymous but first and foremost want to help 
save lives of parents and community members.

klmnclement@gmail.com Kalman Clement 2066587783.0000 bellevuerabbi@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 12:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Alpine Chiropractic 4020 Wheaton Way, #N Bremerton Alpine Chiropractic is currently operating and taking 
patients.

TRUE 04/24/20 12:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license West Sound Treatment Center 1415 Lumsden Rd Port Orchard Still operating and serving clients.

TRUE 04/24/20 12:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Eagle Harbor Health Eagle Harbor Health931 Hildebrand Ln NE Suite 101Bainbridge Island I am writing because this concern is both public and 
personal. Mr. Petheram is my ex-wife's husband. My 
two teenage children live with him part time. By 
continuing to practice during this pandemic, he is 
putting them and vicariously my household at risk. 
He will argue that he's masked and gloved while 
seeing patients, but I know my ex was online asking 
for masks, (she works there too) so I don't have 
confidence in their safety measures. I also report 
this, asking that I remain anonymous. The situation 
is delicate as you can imagine. I am simply 
concerned for my family's health and would like him 
to cease operations until it's deemed safe by the 
Governor to start again. I don't know if he's 
considered essential, but his business requires close 
contact. I feel what he offers as treatment, can wait. 
Thank you.

keith@brofsky.com Keith Brofsky 206-999-5840 Kirk Petheram 206-842-2690  or

TRUE 04/24/20 1:06 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School Menachem Mendel Seattle Cheder 8420 Dayton Ave N Seattle This school, while operating remotely for some time, 
made a private announcement to parents recently 
that it plans on reopening its doors next week 
without social distancing. This poses a threat not 
only to the children and their parents, but the larger 
Jewish community as a whole.

klmnclement@gmail.com Kalman Clement 2066587783 info@mmscdayschool.com

TRUE 04/24/20 1:07 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Multiple individuals McLean Road Tulip fields 1300 McLean rd Mount Vernon Parking illegally on road. No social distancing irishhousden@gmail.com James Housden 2535761769

TRUE 04/24/20 1:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business LA Dermatology Laser and Cosmedic 
Center

10154 Jefferson Hwy Baton Rouge, LA 70808 Employees required to work to receive PPP funds Private 2258039038

TRUE 04/24/20 1:20 PM No Action Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Government 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia A Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/24/20 1:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco grooming 5700 100th St SW Lakewood The salon is still open, weeks after the governor 
deemed pet grooming non essential. That and the 6ft 
rule cannot apply in the salons due to the nature of 
the business and workplace size.

lauren_peine@hotmail.com Lauren Nicole Peine 2532495869

TRUE 04/24/20 1:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther grooming petco 5700 100th st lakewood the hours are seperat as well as the staff we need to 
close we are non essentail grooming dogs and can 
not continue please come close the salon

TRUE 04/24/20 1:41 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Self informed fisherman Haters of Dick Taters 1122 bite my lure and I got youNaches wa / Saratoga Wyoming Although I'm from Naches Wa,  I caught a trout in 
Wyoming about 10 minutes ago. Would like to 
inform you that my action hurt zero people,  caused 
zero disease and I think you are treasonous for 
banning fishing, among other acts.

Heathchris28@gmail.com Christopher Heath 7013892018 Free man

TRUE 04/24/20 1:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of people out and in cars with windows open. 
Over 10 people

TRUE 04/24/20 2:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Petco grooming salon Petco 3717 S Meridian Puyallup I was told by one of my customers that this business 
is open and Grooming and wanted to know when our 
business was going to open for Grooming

TRUE 04/24/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 3717 S Meridian, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup Grooming salon is open to grooming dogs . Other 
grooming salons were made to close . This is unfair 
to all other grooming salons or private groomers

naomi.lindly@gmail.com Naomi Barlow 3605292920 Petco

TRUE 04/24/20 2:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 3717 S Meridian Puyallup Dog grooming is not an essential service and 
shouldn’t be open.



TRUE 04/24/20 2:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other This is a second-hand 
store, and does not sell 
food, groceries or hardware.

Red Barn 157 N Oak St Colville I have observed on two occasions over the past two 
weeks that the Red Barn, a second-hand store, is 
operating. I saw a customer go into the store once.

knooney@live.com Karen Nooney

TRUE 04/24/20 2:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail video games GameStop 221 NE 104TH AVE STE 101Vancouver Most, if not all of the GameStop retail locations have 
remained open during this time.  They are putting all 
of the employees at risk.

WENDYCAMPBELL@GAMESTOP.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 2:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming All for paws 246 W Manson hwy #6 Chelan Grooming facility is actively open and grooming dogs allforpawschelan@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other second hand store Peninsula's Treasures 116 N Race St Port Angeles second hand store open for business when all the 
others in town are complying w/ non-essential 
business order.

macfred48@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing workwear Whistle Workwear 12904 Meridian E, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup I have already reported this business and they 
continue to operate as well as sending letters forcing 
their employees to either quit or continue their 
schedules. They are threatening the employees with 
loss of employment and medical coverage if they do 
not show up for their shifts. at this point this is a non-
essential business. And many of this particular 
stores employees are immunocompromised or living 
with an immunocompromised person. All of this is 
being disregarded by the owners.

Middleearthmadam@gmail.comC 2533413742 PUYALLUP@WHISTLEWORKWEAR.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 3:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Pacific Northwest Eye Associates 3602 South 19th Street Tacoma They are performing unnecessary exams and non-
essential surgeries.

TRUE 04/24/20 3:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other E-commerce Seattle goodwill 1400 s Lane St Seattle goodwill my concern is that Seattle goodwill it’s not an 
essential business they do not have to compare city 
to keep people 6 feet apart and We have to do with 
items that are donated from customers it could’ve 
came from a customers home that was infected with 
the COVID-19 virus or anything and we are forced to 
start work this Sunday before the stay home order is 
lifted.

love_ak8385@outlook.com Kimberly Daryl.Campbell@seattlegoodwill.org

TRUE 04/24/20 3:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Shingles roofing tile plant Pabco Roofing inc 1476 Thorne Rd. Tacoma Requesting workers return to plant before its safe to 
do so in a unsafe environment

Jane.weiss@gmail.com Jane Weiss 2532720374 PCCILEGAL@PACCOAST.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 3:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business DSHS/DDA REGION 2 -Fircrest 
School

15230 15TH ST SHORELINE 98155 2 Maintenance employees had close contact with 
resident on 4/17/20. On 4/18 the client was 
confirmed Covid-19 positive. The 2 employees were 
told to stay home until received negative test for 
Covid. 1 employee with negative test returned to 
work 4/22>>  WITHOUT 10-14 DAY quarantine.

uselife@outlook.com DEBORAH SOWTER 206)772-4809 .....@DSHS.WA.GOV

TRUE 04/24/20 3:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car Wash Car Wash 1439 Auburn Way N Auburn WA Not sanitizing payment system in between 
washes/customers.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 JENN@EMANUELINC.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 4:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lyndale park City park 189th PL SW Lynnwood Lots of people at Lyndale Park. Youth (basketball 
and tennis players)

martinacanogarcia@gmail.comMartina Adams 4254429098

TRUE 04/24/20 4:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming salon Petco 1210 marvin rd ne Lacey They had 2 cops show up and tell them they're non 
essential and they're still open and taking 
appointments

TRUE 04/24/20 4:59 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public park tennis court Park by Mioposto in Mt Baker 3600 s McClellan st 98144 Seattle They roped off the playground which is great but the 
tennis court is consistently open and there were 10 
people on it at the same time when I walked by. 
Please close it like they did to the basketball courts 
at judkins park.

Mrsjacobs03@outlook.com Molly

TRUE 04/24/20 5:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other E commerce Thrift store Seattle Goodwill Industries 1400 lane street Seattle I'm being recalled to work on April 29th. I work for 
Goodwill. Are we supposed to be doing this a week 
before the end of the order? I'm in e-commerce but 
still have to touch everyone's donations.

nightsteph84@gmail.com Stephanie Auckland 206-571-3659 APINVOICE@SEATTLEGOODWILL.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 5:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Store Big 5 Sporting Goods 17411 SE 272nd St #120 Covington Big 5 Sporting Goods is still operating when it does 
not meet any of Washington State's guidance on 
what is an essential business. Company sells 
sporting goods which are all cancelled. By keeping 
the business owner, they are endangering their 
employees for something that is not essential.

TRUE 04/24/20 5:27 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home garage Mashiko 2322 SW Hudson St, Seattle, WA 98106Seattle Neighbor running gym out of his garage. Approx 6-7 
people that don’t live there we’re working out 
between noon-2pm not only taking up garage but 
taking up parking area in front of other units. This 
happens on a regular basis but it has to stop. The 
owner of the town home is also the owner of 
mashiko restaurant in west Seattle and I’m afraid 
he’s going to get someone sick.

chaw2000@hotmail.com Emily Hagman 2062287700

TRUE 04/24/20 5:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people on both fields ignoring social 
distancing

TRUE 04/24/20 5:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people on both fields ignoring social 
distancing and doing sports

TRUE 04/24/20 5:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Wa State Governor WA State Governor Capitol Grounds, Olympia, WA 98501, Olympia, WA 98501 Governor Inslee is working when he should be 
furloughed he is the lest essential employee in the 
state..

https://fortress.wa.gov/atg/formhandler/ago/ContactForm.aspx?subject=Consumer%20Protectionbob ferguson https://www.governor.wa.gov/contact/contact/send-gov-inslee-e-message

TRUE 04/24/20 6:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Furniture JR Furniture All stores and warehouse in Washington StateThroughout Washington State Stores are open by appointment but warehouse is 
still making deliveries. No masks or gloves being 
worn. Stores in Seattle and Tacoma areas are 
making home deliveries and pick ups. Employer is 
requesting all workers return to work Monday, April 
27 in all stores.

pebbles360@comcast.net Annomys (I am an employee and do not want to risk losing my job)360-827-0264 JR.FURNITURE@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 6:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State government Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Violating WA state resident’s Constitutional Rights 
with his draconian stay at home order and with no 
clear plan to reopen the state or economy. Jay 
Inslee’s actions are hurting the people’s livelihoods.

TRUE 04/24/20 6:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flying Small Private 
Airplanes Arlington / Paine 
Field

Unknown Unknown Unknown The following small planes were found to be flying 
around today near Arlington and Paine Field WA in 
the afternoon 4/24/2020, they are likely unessential 
as their flight patterns from FlightRadar24.com 
indicate training or joy riding: N3460R, N9420Y, 
N2791J, and N2261T.  I would think these planes 
would be grounded.  You can check their flight logs 
to verify flight times and purposes.

Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified

TRUE 04/24/20 6:45 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Store Petco 2805 E 29th Ave Spokane Grooming salons were told to close down all over, 
yet Petco’s salon remains open.

TRUE 04/24/20 7:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Daycare Cedar River Dog Farm 24852 SE 224th St Maple valley Active & Open Dog Daycare business Info@cedarriverdogfarm.com

TRUE 04/24/20 8:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 1999 7616 82nd Ave NE stanwood Mods Pizza in Stanwood,WA is letting people stay in 
the resturant during the ban.

mapboy9@gmail.com Matthew K Smith 3606312316 mapboy9@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 8:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Customer Service None of Your Business Shelton Shelton I do not accept that wannabe President and dipstick 
Inslee has the authority to order me to stay at home 
and deny me the opportunity to work so I am 
returning to work next week.  I live at 1221 Mottman 
SW A 304.  Come and get me.
Next week I will be opening the parks in Thurston 
County.   More to follow.

harrysocmil@yahoo.com David H Eckenrode 9109166035

TRUE 04/24/20 8:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Car wash Silverlake  24 hour car wash 10208 19th Ave SE Everett People using car wash to wash cars on Friday April 
24 at 6:30 pm. No caution tape was up to prevent 
people from using the car wash like I have seen at 
other car washes around Everett.

Yazzynine@icloud.com Luella Cook 4258767515 Silverlake@NWStorages.com

TRUE 04/24/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography and also 
hair/makeup

Huebner Headshots Location: 843 Parkman Avenue, 90026 (Silverlake) *Please call (256-503-5686)Los Angeles 1. She is openly advertising on Instagram that she is 
still open as well as on her site. 2. I know from 
multiple people that she is still taking appointments. 
Her appointments are usually wed-Friday around 
11am-1pm

Like to remain anonymous Like to remain anonymous for fear of retaliationLike to remain anonymous huebnerheadshots@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 8:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Comfort Dental 16420 Meridian E Unit 104 Puyallup, WA  98375Puyallup Dental offices aren’t supposed to be closed, only 
open for emergencies. They have a huge sign on the 
road says “We’re still open!”

TRUE 04/24/20 8:26 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Large social gathering in 
backyard

Private 13702 3rd Ave NW Seattle We have seen multiple regular gatherings happening 
at this place in the backyard. We waited to see if it 
was an occasional incident, but now it seems to be 
taking place almost every afternoon/evening with at 
least 7-8 people gathering in the backyard with 
drinks in their hands, multiple vans parked on the 
street. People did not maintain 6 feet of distance 
within each other.

TRUE 04/24/20 8:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pet store Fairwood Pet Center Petrovisky rd Renton ARE THEY ALLOWED TO SALE DOGS STILL?? REQUEST@FAIRWOODPETCENTER.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 9:09 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Re entry Correctional 
Facility

Core Civic 3830 T street San Diego Men and women sitting together, touching each 
other no face mask. No hand sanitizer. Although 
there are no "social passes " at this time there are 
still a big handful cumming and going in and out of 
the place!

chefbecka@hotmail.com Chrissy Padden 6198891960 Owned by investors. Damon Hittiger is the CEO

TRUE 04/24/20 9:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lux Pet Salon 8011 20th st se suite b105 Lake Stevens Pet grooming salon is open and operating and not 
following guidelines. Receptionists are not wearing 
masks or gloves, and they are not disinfecting 
between customers.

mirinantamayao@live.com mirina 2063878445 ROTORHEAD20@GMAIL.COM



TRUE 04/24/20 9:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Latte on Your Way 19185 Viking Way Poulsbo Have reported this twice already, but business still 
has 2 employees working at the same time in a shop 
that does not allow staff to maintain 6 ft social 
distancing (it’s actually less than 3 ft)!! Owner owns 
another shop across the street, one on Hwy 3, and 
one in Port Orchard. ALL shops are in violation of 
the social distancing requirements!

no@no.com Anonymous

TRUE 04/24/20 9:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Your Place For Nails - Mobile Goldbar Wa GoldBar Wa She is advertising on Facebook that she is taling two 
- three customers a day in her home to do nails. She 
is setting appointments...in response to Sheriff 
Fortney's statement that he will not enforce the stay 
at home order in Snohomish County. She is posting 
pictures of people's nails she has done today. Her 
number is 206-356-3123

orphaneddecor@yahoo.com l. Willmann 425-599-5051 yourplacefornails@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 10:05 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private School Assumption-St. Bridget School in 
Seattle

6210 32nd Avenue N.E. Seattle Over multiple parental feedback the school made a 
hard schedule pre K Ie Kinder Camp In person June 
15-19 in direct violation of Washington State 
directives for in person school.   This information 
came in an email bulletin from the school principal.

Nsgalitzer@aol.com Captain Nicholas Sgalitzer 2063109062.0000 Kathleen Conklin / info@asbschool.org

TRUE 04/25/20 7:08 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Ice Processing 
Center/Immigration Court/ 
DHS

Northwest ICE Processing Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA I saw 4 employees from this detention center ( which 
I fear is the next Covid hotbed in the state) leave 
building on Fri at about 12:15 wearing surgical/cloth 
masks and get into a blue car. All four, same vehicle 
- 2 white male, 2 white female. They returned 
approximately 40 min later with what appeared to be 
small grocery bags in their hands. Lunch. My 
concern is that these employees are endangering 
the community by running to community grocers to 
pick up lunch when working at a place where it must 
be impossible for social distancing. They clearly do 
not respect distancing or they would have drove 
separately or sent 1 person. Shouldn’t these 
“essential workers” be distancing themselves from 
our community? My friend said one of them were an 
Immigration Judge. I think this facility needs to 
educate their employees before all of Tacoma dies. 
Please keep this anonymous as I don’t want to lose 
my job.

TRUE 04/25/20 8:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other auction auction sales co. CONTACT USAUCTION SALES CO. 1400 US Hwy 197 •The Dalles, OR 97058 https://oregon.hibid.com/catalog/206037/welding-
and-fabrication-shop-liquidation/?g=all-
categories&sortOrder=3
Oregon company, selling in Washington. Items may 
be picked up on Friday-Sunday, May 1st-3rd, 9am - 
4pm, or by appointment.

AuctionSalesCo@gmail.com

TRUE 04/25/20 8:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther gas station / car wash shell gas station and food mart 140th and 8th st bellevue car wash attached to building is open daily and 
brown bear car wash is not allowed . not fair.

bruceholeman@yahoo.com Bruce Holeman 206-228-4675 JENN@EMANUELINC.COM

TRUE 04/25/20 9:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 2617 196th St SW #141 Lynnwood Petsmart has been forced to close all salons and yet 
petco is still open. Pet grooming is non essential and 
should not be open at all.

TRUE 04/25/20 9:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Ohana Mammography Center 1515 W Yakima Ave Yakima, WA 98902 This clinic is forcing its employees to work next 
week, telling them they will lie and say it is critical 
care when in fact they are trying to keep their profits 
up.  They also do no enforce social distancing inside, 
and do not provide employees PPE

I can't, I will lose my job telephone, 5095758000, no email

TRUE 04/25/20 10:22 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming salon Lux pet salon and daycare 8011 20th st SE suite B 105 Lake Stevens No social distancing or sanitization measures in 
place. No masks/gloves being work or wiping down 
of surfaces etc.

ROTORHEAD20@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/25/20 10:49 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Head Shop Mary Jane's House of Glass 212 NE 164th Ave #19, Vancouver, WA 98684Vancouver They have stayed opened and don't practice social 
distancing measures. Also I am unsure as to how 
they do consider themselves essential. They have 14 
locations that all remain open..

info@mjhog.com

TRUE 04/25/20 10:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Park KM Resort/Ponderosa Pines 7520 S Thomas Mallen Road Cheney Membership RV Park is now open to the public, 
illegally, now renting monthly for 700.00 with 40.00 
each background checks, not licensed to do this. 
Members are not allowed to be there without paying 
650.00 rent/was told by office to tell them I do not 
have a house and have to be there or be homeless 
which is a direct lie. I drove through the park and 
there are numerous RV's there, meeting with each 
other, office door wide open, no safety protocols in 
place. Other sites owned by them around the state 
are also open and charging monthly rates, and 
putting in septic systems to attain more rental 
spaces, illegally, with no permits. Also evicting if they 
cannot pay.

terrigal@live.com Terri Mayer 5095587167 Kevin McLeod/kevin@kmresorts.com

TRUE 04/25/20 10:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Freedom abc abc seattle The Nazi's did this. You have Holocaust denial . This 
is some sick way of thinking. You are very low 
intelligence.

TRUE 04/25/20 11:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Aspire Athletics Seattle 4100 Aurora Ave N Seattle On April 25th at around 11:00am, I saw a bunch of 
people go inside the business with their gym bags.  I 
peeked through the window, and the business was 
still open and social distancing measures were not 
followed!

info@aspireseattle.com

TRUE 04/25/20 12:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor recreation Dirty Roots n Boots Forest Therapy Enumclaw Foothills Trails, EnumclawEnumclaw https://facebook.com/events/s/treasure-hunt-and-
arts-n-craft/1113628218998298/?ti=icl

emilyanddben@icloud.com

TRUE 04/25/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Looking Glass Chiropractic 20307 Viking Ave NW Ste 102Poulsbo Patients and staff not following distancing or other 
health department recommendations. Highly 
concerned that this will spread the virus through 
poor practices as well as misinformation about the 
virus and the danger it presents.

TRUE 04/25/20 12:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Rich lee done ink 15515 maas ln. Sw. Lakewood Still has clients everyday. Ppl getting tattoos.
Would probably fail a health inspection as well.
Trash all over the driveway.

TRUE 04/25/20 1:08 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Trudi Inslee Governor's Mansion Olympia Ms. Inslee is cutting the Governor's hair. She posted 
about it on social media.

ejwise72@yahoo.com Erik 206-250-9909

TRUE 04/25/20 1:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park gathering Seattle city parks NE 125th and Lake City Way Seattle Many people in park, exchanging drinks and 
smoking material. Unsafe!

Sspingvin@comcast.net Doug Wise 2068988161

TRUE 04/25/20 2:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Canteen 607 riverside rd Everett Too many people no ppe no distancing. Close it 
down to save lives

Vicky Bob

TRUE 04/25/20 2:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Vien Dong 3801 S Yakima Ave Tacoma The entire stretch of the Vietnamese community 
along S 38th & Yakima Ave are operating as normal.

huynhwd@yahoo.com Windy Huynh 2532325425

TRUE 04/25/20 3:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Cut Shop 12801 NE 175th St Woodinville I witnessed The Cut Shop cooking in front of their 
front doors, with condiments and such set up for 
customers to use.  I also witnessed picnic tables set 
up in the back, with two table occupied, and they 
were less that 6 feet apart.  I witnessed approx 20 
people gathered, some keeping distance, others not.  
This set up appeared to be set up like a bbq, with 
outdoor seating for customers.

virginiamassey82@gmail.comVirginia Massey 9183154823

TRUE 04/25/20 3:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pure Escape Medical Spa 13106 SE 240th St Kent They called me to confirm an appointment for laser 
hair removal scheduled 4/26. I told them I won’t be 
there due to the stay at home order and the 
receptionist scolded me for not calling to cancel. 
That cannot possibly be an essential service at this 
time.

katie.sergieff@outlook.com Katie Sergieff 2536787792

TRUE 04/25/20 3:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petco Grooming 22621 Bothell Everett HighwayBothell My regular groomer is closed due to it being non-
essential but I went to get dog food and Petco is still 
grooming. They said that all Petco's are still able to 
groom. If this is the case, why is my groomer being 
told they can not groom?

michellefusman@hotmail.comMichelle Fusman 206-257-9929

TRUE 04/25/20 3:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Country Mercatile Crest Loch Road. And 395 Pasco How can a roadside fruit stand/sandwich shop
be considered an ESSENTIAL BUSINESS???

Jay Wood

TRUE 04/25/20 4:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/25/20.

info@trichomeseattle.com.

TRUE 04/25/20 4:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy unit G12ABothell, WA 98021 Petco is providing grooming services at this location. 
Pet smart has ceased grooming services, as well as 
my groomer. My groomer was cited with a warning 
to discontinue services and has. This makes no 
sense! I can go without a haircut, but most dogs 
need regular grooming otherwise serious health 
conditions can arise quickly! Please open grooming 
to more than corporations!

Stu71chase@hotmail.com Stuart Chase 206-257-9928



TRUE 04/25/20 4:12 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Trudi Inslee 504 15th Avenue Southeast Olympia Jay Inslee posted a picture of his wife performing 
cosmetology work without a license. This is covered 
in RCW 18.16.060. As such, the director may take 
action under RCW 18.235.150 and 18.235.160 
against any person who does any of the following 
without first obtaining, and maintaining in good 
standing, the license required by this chapter:
(a) Except as provided in subsections (3) and (4) of 
this section, engages in the commercial practice of 
cosmetology, hair design, barbering, esthetics, 
master esthetics, or manicuring;
(b) Instructs in a school;
(c) Operates a school; or
(d) Operates a salon/shop, personal services, or 
mobile unit.

jake@statefarm.com Jake NA

TRUE 04/25/20 4:33 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other city park Magnuson Park 62nd Ave. Seattle About 60 cars illegally parked under "no parking any 
time" signs on 62nd on the afternoon of 4/25/2020;  
overheard two dudes who had taken over the road 
parallel below there to ride their hover board and 
skateboard complaining about people not liking their 
making it difficult for walkers saying, "if they're 
worried, they should stay home."

TRUE 04/25/20 4:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle City of Seattle Seward Park Seattle Many cars and people are coming to the Seattle 
Seward Park area. When the weather is halfway 
nice there. Is a constant stream of cars to the 
Seward Park area.  Now these cars park in the 
neighborhood and there are many people about 
mostly without masks.  Some of these people are 
leaving their trash in the neighborhood, and this 
could be infected material.  Please have SEATTLE 
close off the main roads to Seward Park so there is 
less gatherings.  California is doing a much better 
job than WA.  They are keeping people off the 
beaches, but Seattle seems to not care for our 
health.  Can we sue The City of Seattle for 
endangering our health?

R.thomas.ott@comcast.net Thomas Ott City of Seattle

TRUE 04/25/20 7:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Village Clipper 421 East Catawba Street Belmont THe hair salon was open on Saturday April 25 from 
8am till 11pm  I live in a house behind their building 
and thge stylists and customers all parked in back of 
the salon so police could not see them

do not have one Jennifer Cook 7046005437 Lee Ann Smith

TRUE 04/25/20 7:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Bunko 1234 Militia Hitler Kiss off gestapo Upyours@gmail.com Satan 509-924-7344 Germany

TRUE 04/25/20 7:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Store Seattle Goodwill Industries 1400 S Lane St Seattle My boss just reached out today on my personal 
phone and asked me and a few colleges under the 
radar to return to work THIS Tuesday. We are 
absolutely non essential, no one needs to go to 
Goodwill. My coworkers and I are extremely 
concerned about returning to work before the stay at 
home ban is lifted. Especially when the nature of our 
work is hands on dirty work coming in direct contact 
with potentially contaminated donated items.

Alicia.andree@gmail.com Alicia Andree 425 275-8711 APINVOICE@SEATTLEGOODWILL.COM

TRUE 04/25/20 7:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Quarry Tile Company 6328 E Utah Ave # 1 Spokane I work for this company. Swing and Grave have been 
on standby as it was closed. Day shift is still working 
and this is an non-essential business still running. 
Please keep this anonymous.

Trevor.Waldorf96@gmail.comTrevor 5096200232 sean.okeefe@quarrytile.com

TRUE 04/25/20 8:17 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Fuck off 12 Inches In your mom Tyranny Fuck you

TRUE 04/25/20 8:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Fred Meyer Ballard 915 NW 45th St Seattle No limit to people in the store and aisles are 
PACKED with unmasked shoppers, putting 
employees and others at great risk

TRUE 04/25/20 8:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Seattle Goodwill Industries 1400 S Lane St Seattle The Goodwill e-Commerce department is planning to 
reopen a week before the Stay at Home order is 
over. My job includes directly handling donations, 
which is an infection risk. I do not feel that Goodwill 
qualifies as an Essential Business and I am 
concerned for my potential safety.

pcharleswilliams@gmail.com Peter Williams 2062271235 LANDAPERFORMANCE@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/25/20 8:25 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other common sense human race 01 common sense road Lynden I show more than 10 playing flag  football; pick up 
game of baseball . moms runnning together with 
their baby  strollers, groups of golfers, , persons 
talking in parkings, and farmers drinking coffe as 
they have done for 4o years. My Police are buzy 
stopping crime to arrest these you can control.  I am 
ready to panic as you want . I would be nice to go 
fishing and get away

greg2pray@gmail.com Greg Rice 3603036341

TRUE 04/25/20 8:26 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other rental house PINNACLE NW HOLDINGS INC 5559 29TH AVE NE Seattle Very very large house party happening.

TRUE 04/25/20 8:52 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other thinks he owns us fucktard Inslee 12229 faggot ave Olympia Fuck the faggot Inslee and this bullshit closing, only 
liberal fuckers promotefucking up the nation

blowme@tom.com Gofuck yourfaggot selves 360-7459999 Insleeisafaggot@faggotsrus.com

TRUE 04/25/20 8:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Marketing/Promotion Be Bold Games 3526 Hoyt Ave Everett While their place of business is their residence, they 
have been having people leave their homes to visit 
their house for work purposes. Note this tweet - 
https://twitter.com/BoldBebo/status/12542225337017
30305?s=20

edwarduhler@gmail.com Edward Uhler Brittanie "Bebo" Boe law enforcement ltr 5/4

TRUE 04/25/20 8:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Marketing/Promotion Be Bold Games 3526 Hoyt Ave Everett While their place of business is their residence, they 
have been having people leave their homes to visit 
their house for work purposes. Note this tweet - 
https://twitter.com/BoldBebo/status/12542225337017
30305?s=20

edwarduhler@gmail.com Edward Uhler Brittanie "Bebo" Boe law enforcement ltr 5/4

TRUE 04/25/20 8:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Tacoma Barbell Club 10719 A St. South Tacoma, Washington I've did my part as a Tax Payer and a concerned 
citizen about Governor Inslee's Stay at Home 
Initiative. Since the first day of The Governor's order 
to Stay at Home around the end of March this 
Membership only Gym has had a full parking lot 
everyday and they come in wearing clothes you wear 
when wanna workout and water bottles. I've reported 
them by Phone and Email and received a reply 
saying Thank You but nothing else gets done. They 
have all the doors and windows covered in Brown 
Paper so you can't see in. Now to trying to outsmart 
everybody by parking across the street from Gym 
and other businesses property and walk to make it 
look like their Lot is empty. In closing I'm gonna say 
this: if I get ill from this virus I'm gonna die them and 
since the state refuses to act for the health of myself 
and other employees working essential jobs I just 
might pursue legal representation against the state 
as well.

cpv1217@yahoo.com Chris Vivier 253-579-9209 info@tacomabarbellclub.com

TRUE 04/25/20 9:25 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Wholesale Costco 18109 33RD AVE W Lynnwood They are no longer limiting the amount of people in 
the store. They stopped with the lines outside and 
are letting everybody in the store.

TRUE 04/25/20 9:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber PetCo Grooming Salons 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla If Petsmart Grooming and private grooming salons 
are closed then why are they open?

Love_hope_smith@yahoo.comHope smith 9096459244

TRUE 04/25/20 9:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a liquor license Costco wholesale 8629 120th ave ne Kirkland uninhibited numbers of people shoping inside 
exceeding 300 -400 people

Protecting Anonymous My job Costco

TRUE 04/25/20 10:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hearing aid company Columbia Basin Hearing 4015 W Clearwater Avenue Kennewick Has never closed. Not a Doctor Saiello@columbiabasinhearing.com

TRUE 04/26/20 12:05 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog groomer Just around the corner 2717 E Madison St, Seattle, WA 98112Seattle Grooming while deemed non essential becca@puppy-bubbles.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577 becca@puppy-bubbles.com

TRUE 04/26/20 2:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Craft 19 Main Sumner Customers are allowed to enter building and order 
face to face with cashier putting staff at risk.

myflowergirl@live.com Tia Walker 2536254929

TRUE 04/26/20 3:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Wonderland Salond 8606 35th Ave NE Seattle 98115 Hello again, Saturday around 8:00 PM, Business still 
operated. You can smell the hair product come out 
from the window. The building has more than 100 
peoples and lots of elderly peoples that is a Big 
spread for corona if this business keep going. Please 
do something before peoples are dying. Thank you 
and best regards.

myquocm@yahoo.de My Quoc Meriaho 2064270781 Megan@wonderlandsalon.love.

TRUE 04/26/20 7:18 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license World-Wide Liquors 833 Waukegan Rd Deerfield Large groups of people coming and buying alcohol at 
a non-essential business that remains open.
I also operate a similar business and it is not fair this 
business remains open while I had to close mine. If 
this liquor store remains open does that mean I can 
open mine too? Please assist because the city 
turned down my request.

rose@aiiotinternational.com Kim Lazar 3109633281

TRUE 04/26/20 8:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Take 5 Urban Market 6757 8th Ave NW Seattle Table w/ chairs outside. Health inspector has told 
mgmgt they will not be required to comply, per 
employees. My third report about this business. 
Anonymous please.

TRUE 04/26/20 9:05 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is openOther Gun safe store tracker safe seattle 834 industry dr tukwila open when they shouldn't be. Info@trackersafe.com



TRUE 04/26/20 10:02 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flying Small Private 
Airplanes Arlington / Paine 
Field

Unknown Unknown Unknown The following small planes were found to be flying 
around today near Arlington and Paine Field WA in 
the afternoon 4/26/2020, they are likely unessential 
as their flight patterns from FlightRadar24.com 
indicate training or joy riding: 

NN79884. 

 I would think these planes would be grounded.  You 
can check their flight logs to verify flight times and 
purposes.

Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified

TRUE 04/26/20 11:18 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cafe Flora Madison Street Seattle Not following 6ft rule not set up right so customers 
come in to order and at the same time customers 
picking up food have to be in same area.  Door is not 
propped open.  Business needs to set up a better 
system and enforce a six foot distance for customers.

TRUE 04/26/20 11:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 1210 Marvin Rd NE Lacey I was in getting dog food and they had a line of 
customers crowding around waiting to get checked 
in for grooming which inslee said is non essential

TRUE 04/26/20 12:08 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Recreational park (Denny 
Creek Campgrounds)

National forest Services. 222 Yale Ave N North Bend Large amount of people  entering park, despite it 
being closed.   No practice of social distancing 
whatsoever.  Many groups of people also hanging 
out. Walking the trails and swimming.   Large 
amount of cars parked on East Ashel Road and I-90 
West.

Keesee78@yahoo.com Brandon keesee

TRUE 04/26/20 12:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firework Manufacturer Jake's Fireworks Warehouse 739 Nevil Rd Winlock, Wa 98596 This warehouse is in full operation since April 20th. 
The parking lot is full of employee vehicles.  I have a 
friend who works there.
It is mandatory for all employees to return to work by 
the employer.

hmoses@q.com Heidi A Moses 3608809086 nick.saia@jakesfireworks.com

TRUE 04/26/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Zips Drive In 1500 S. Smitty Blvd Ritzville They are allowing people INSIDE and not just the 
drive thru. This is Right off the freeway where all 
types of transient people from other counties stop for 
gas and food. We are between Seattle, Moses Lake,  
 and Spokane. High Risk.

Appletfour2@gmail.com Deana Tauscher 509-855-2577

TRUE 04/26/20 12:52 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flying Small Private 
Airplanes Arlington / Paine 
Field

Unknown Unknown Unknown The following small planes were found to be flying 
around today near Arlington and Paine Field WA in 
the afternoon 4/26/2020, they are likely unessential 
as their flight patterns from FlightRadar24.com 
indicate training or joy riding: 

N491SF 

 I would think these planes would be grounded.  You 
can check their flight logs to verify flight times and 
purposes.

Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified

TRUE 04/26/20 12:53 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flying Small Private 
Airplanes Arlington / Paine 
Field

Unknown Unknown Unknown The following small planes were found to be flying 
around today near Arlington and Paine Field WA in 
the afternoon 4/26/2020, they are likely unessential 
as their flight patterns from FlightRadar24.com 
indicate training or joy riding: 

N22LB 

 I would think these planes would be grounded.  You 
can check their flight logs to verify flight times and 
purposes.

Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified

TRUE 04/26/20 12:59 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flying Small Private 
Airplanes Arlington / Paine 
Field

Unknown Unknown Unknown The following small planes were found to be flying 
around today near Arlington and Paine Field WA in 
the afternoon 4/26/2020, they are likely unessential 
as their flight patterns from FlightRadar24.com 
indicate training or joy riding: 

N997N

 I would think these planes would be grounded.  You 
can check their flight logs to verify flight times and 
purposes.

Not Specified Not Specified Not Specified

TRUE 04/26/20 1:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car washes 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver We are being held financially hostage. We are a 
nonesstial business yet still open after closing just so 
the owner can make money.

Esmcmasters91@gmail.com Erika 3604481772 Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/26/20 1:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Betty's Place 601 N. 5th Street Toledo Outside covered seating area has large numbers of 
people at tables eating food served by this restaurant.

TRUE 04/26/20 1:52 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Campground Elk ridge 13880 SR 410 Naches I seen some people I know post photos on 
Facebook. Stating that they are camping at Elk ridge 
campground and have been camping out there for a 
few days now. I also called to verify that they are 
open.

Rslndmora29@yahoo.com Rosalinda Mora 5093796883 mailto:info@elkridgecampground.com

TRUE 04/26/20 2:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Independent optometrist inside walmart 8924 Quil ceda blvd Marysville Not abiding by only giving emergency care.  
Performing routine exams as well.

TRUE 04/26/20 2:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming services Petco grooming salon 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla Petco has reopened their pet grooming salon. All 
other grooming services in the area have been 
ordered to close.

silvercloudsanctuary@gmail.comCathy Fout 3603937026

TRUE 04/26/20 2:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bookstore Barnes and Noble 19401 Alderwood Mall Pkwy, Lynwood Wa 98036 I called. You can order books online, and then go to 
the store and pick up the book. I asked if workers 
were working, and the person said that there were 
workers inside.

melodyplay@earthlink.net Theo Dzielak 2064189522 425 771-2220 5/4 law enforcement law

TRUE 04/26/20 2:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bookstore Barnes and Noble 19401 Alderwood Mall Pkwy, Lynwood Wa 98036 I called. You can order books online, and then go to 
the store and pick up the book. I asked if workers 
were working, and the person said that there were 
workers inside.

melodyplay@earthlink.net Theo Dzielak 2064189522 425 771-2220 5/4 law enforcement law

TRUE 04/26/20 2:48 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Albert Davis city park See above 12526 27th Ave NE Seattle Crowd sitting and standing together!!

TRUE 04/26/20 2:50 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public park City of Seattle 125th NE & Lake City Way Seattle At least a dozen people are not maintaining social 
distancing and are engaging in illicit activities, such a 
consuming and selling illegal drugs and engaging in 
prostitution.

Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov Deborah Juarez 206-684-8805

TRUE 04/26/20 3:08 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Trudi Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Trudi Inslee has been cutting Governor Inslee's hair 
in violation of his own orders.

Debora.Juarez@seattle.gov Deborah Juarez 206-684-8805

TRUE 04/26/20 3:11 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Trudi Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Trudi Inslee has been cutting Governor Inslee's hair 
in violation of his own orders.

Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov Kshama Sawant 206-684-8803

TRUE 04/26/20 3:19 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Government building Seattle City Hall 600 Fourth Avenue Seattle There is a large gathering of homeless people 
outside this building. Not only are they not 
maintaining proper social distancing per CDC 
guidelines, but there is also illegal drug use and the 
passing of drug paraphernalia and beverages 
between these people. This is an urgent public 
health and safety problem, as it will only increase the 
spread of the coronavirus.

Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov Kshama Sawant 206-684-8803

TRUE 04/26/20 3:22 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City oark Seattle Parks & Recreation 125th NE & Lake City Way Seattle There is a large gathering of people outside in this 
park. Not only are they not maintaining proper social 
distancing per CDC guidelines, but there is also 
illegal drug use and the passing of drug 
paraphernalia and beverages between these people. 
This is an urgent public health and safety problem, 
as it will only increase the spread of the coronavirus.

Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov Kshama Sawant 206-684-8803

TRUE 04/26/20 3:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City park (Ballard 
Commons)

Seattle Parks & Recreation 5701 22nd NW Seattle There is a large gathering of people outside in this 
park. Not only are they not maintaining proper social 
distancing per CDC guidelines, but there is also 
illegal drug use and the passing of drug 
paraphernalia and beverages between these people. 
This is an urgent public health and safety problem, 
as it will only increase the spread of the coronavirus.

Kshama.Sawant@seattle.gov Kshama Sawant 206-684-8803

TRUE 04/26/20 4:11 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business rite Aid 707 W Lacey Blvd Hanford Zero employees wearing masks, zero employees 
wearing gloves .. no one following social distancing. 
Check the cameras . Sunday 4.26.2020

Ucmroy@gmail.com Robert 4087636185 Rite Aid Pharmacy

TRUE 04/26/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Twin Pines Drive-In 1901 WA-970 Cle-Elum Large party (50+) of motorcycle riders & other 
customers in the parking lots. Customers were 
crowded up to drive-in windows & not wearing 
masks or observing social distancing guidelines. 
Motorcycles all parked side-by-side, close together.

TRUE 04/26/20 4:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail (store in mall) Uniqlo 2110 Bellevue Square Bellevue Requesting retail employees to work while stay at 
home orders are still active (May 2-4). Planning to 
open retail store on May 5 while unclear if retail can 
be in business during pandemic.

elizabeth.tsai@uniqlo-usa.com 5/4

TRUE 04/26/20 4:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail (store in mall) Uniqlo 2110 Bellevue Square Bellevue Requesting retail employees to work while stay at 
home orders are still active (May 2-4). Planning to 
open retail store on May 5 while unclear if retail can 
be in business during pandemic.

elizabeth.tsai@uniqlo-usa.com 5/4



TRUE 04/26/20 4:59 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Immigrant Detention Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma My name is Trey Bagley and I live in District 3 of 
Seattle. I’m writing to urge you to take swift action to 
reduce the number of incarcerated people in prisons 
and prevent unnecessary death, as other countries 
and states are doing. Immediately close down the 
NWDC for violating your Stay Home - Stay Healthy 
public health proclamation and release the detained 
people inside so they can be safe. A pandemic that 
reaches an already crowded and unsanitary 
detention center could spell disaster for those inside, 
as well as for the community at large.

tbornottb@sbcglobal.net 7134947424

TRUE 04/26/20 5:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Local Skate Park South Kitsap regional park 2729 Jackson Ave SE Port Orchard Since the stay at home order was issued, I have 
noticed that even though the South Kitsap Regional 
Park is closed, people are continuing to park on the 
side of the road and accessing the Skate Park. 
People are also parking outside the gate that is 
closed at the second entrance into the park, 
however, I don't know if they are using the 
playground or just parking there to use the trails in 
the forest. Although there is never over 50 people at 
the skate park during the times I have walked by, 
there is still people there, some not practicing social 
distancing. I don't know if the local police or sheriffs 
office is enforcing the park being closed and the stay 
at home order. I also don't know if the parks 
department in  Port Orchard is doing anything. 
However, if they are, it is not deterring people from 
continuing to use the skate park and the surrounding 
area.

nursleshunt@aol.com Leslie

TRUE 04/26/20 6:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other State Park Deception Pass State Park Oak Harbor State Route 20 Oak Harbor Many people are crossing over the tape of the closed 
off park entrances where it clearly states the park is 
closed. I called law enforcement and they didn’t do 
anything I also have a video of people in groups and 
lines of cars in no parking zones.

jaykesmom@gmail.com Sara Majestic 9715701942

TRUE 04/26/20 6:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of picnics and people in cars with windows down

TRUE 04/26/20 6:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dance Studio Funki Studios 10522 Lake City Way NE #102Seattle dance studio is open and operating. this isn't an 
essential business

jensen.david.chase@gmail.comJensen Chase 2069207932 info@funkistudios.com 4/29/20 dup

TRUE 04/26/20 7:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not following social distancing requirementsRestaurant or food service business Antonellis deli 1354 N Magnolia Ave El Cajon Business has employees working next to each other 
in close quarters. Long line and crowd inside the 
restaurant waiting for food . No social distancing

Deanndra 6199421195

TRUE 04/26/20 7:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Runners Soul 5020 W Clearwater Kennewick Business announced on Facebook they intend to 
open tomorrow in violation of the Stay Home Stay 
Healthy mandate.

runnerssoultri@frontier.com, CURT@RUNNERSSOULSPOKANE.ORG

TRUE 04/26/20 11:46 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public venues Multiple Multiple addresses Tri-cities Per NBC RIGHT NOW News Source post on FB —
——————————————
TRI-CITIES, WA- Despite Gov. Jay Inslee's stay at 
home order many public venues across the Tri-Cities 
are still full with people in them. At Badger Mountain 
many hikers could be seen hiking the trails Sunday 
afternoon. Many of them not worried about the 
possibility of getting sick. 

"You get close to someone when you are passing 
them on a trail but you are there for a few seconds," 
said Maury White.  "You don't get too close you stay 
as far away as you can out in the open air, I don't 
feel that this is risky at all." 

At the dog park down the street you can see many 
dogs running around in the park. Just as many dog 
owners can be seen as well, these owners feel the 
park is big enough to social distance. 

"I'm glad the dog parks are open and it's big enough 
for everyone to stay apart from each other and the 
dogs can play," said Kim Hanson.

At Horn Rapids Athletic Complex not even a locked a 
gate could stop a softball game from happening. Two 
full teams were pitching, batting and keeping score. 
These players believe that playing ball with friends 
isn't any worse than going to the store. 

"I mean there is a lot less people here than at a 
grocery store you see all these people lining up at 

computernut1376@gmail.comKen N/A N/a

TRUE 04/26/20 11:51 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb VROB Alki Beach, Seattle Alki Beach Area, West Seattleseattle Already reported and nothing happened. Lots of 
Airbnb's active in the Alki Beach area of West 
Seattle/ Call them to find out. These are residences 
in the middle of neighborhoods. We are teleworking 
and social distancing and these businesses are 
putting people at risk. Please investigate.

TRUE 04/27/20 1:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Advanced Foot & Ankle 23914 100th Ave SE Kent Many elderly high risk people gathering at this office 
without masks and in close proximity

TRUE 04/27/20 4:50 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Person Rachelle N/a Federal way Held a party of 30 people

TRUE 04/27/20 6:27 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Firefly Kitchens 844 Northwest 49th Street Seattle The owner and operator of this business is not using 
gloves and masks when making their products, and 
are coming into close physical contact with all 
employees and third parties involved in the 
transportation of their products for sale to both the 
consumers and third party distributors. It is also my 
understanding that the owner and her husband have 
both tested positive for covid 19. All of this 
constitutes a direct threat to public health and safety. 
They should close their business entirely during this 
pandemic.

Patrick Casey 206-226-7287

TRUE 04/27/20 7:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Evergreen Health 11415 NE 128th St #100 Kirkland Not participating in referrals to provide COVID-19 
testing or Antibody testing. Beuracracy creating 
barrier for patients (who also happen to be an 
essential worker) who must have severe symptoms 
for COVID-19 but refuse to refer for antibody testing 
because they have stated " they are not participating 
in that testing. Their associated labs are not testing 
and will not provide blood draw to outside labs ( UW 
medical or Qwest Labs) to provide testing. These 
barriers add risks to public health and limits testing 
needed for accurate state contact tracing or positive 
contacted results.

moodyha@hotmail.com Heather 2069203060

TRUE 04/27/20 7:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other AUTO AUCTION DAA NORTHWEST 2215 SOUTH HAYFORD ROADSPOKANE THEY STARTED BACK TO WORK. VIOLATING 
GOVERNORS ORDER WITH STAY AT HOME 
ORDER. VIOLATING SOCIAL DISTANCING. 
PROTECTIVE GEAR IS OPTIONAL AND PROVIDE 
OWN PROTECTIVE GEAR ALEX DETAIL SHOP 
AND OWNER LEN TOLD WORKERS . ALEX 
FROM DETAIL SHOP HAD MEETING IN A SMALL 
ROOM WITH AT LEAST 15 PEOPLE WITHOUT 
PROTECTIVE GEAR. WORKERS ARE WORKING 
IN GROUPS OF 2 OR 3 CLEANING CARS 
WITHOUT PROTECTIVE GEAR. NO ONE HAS 
BEEN TESTED FOR COVID 19.

beauty25beauty78@GMAIL.COML RANDALL 5099196171

TRUE 04/27/20 8:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public High School Shorewood High School 17300 Fremont Ave N Shoreline Repeated daily gatherings of sporting groups in 
excess of 10 people failing to observe ANY social 
distancing, including individuals that have access to 
UNLOCKING the track/field at the school. Repeated 
DAILY gatherings of youth with ZERO 
ENFORCEMENT.

dsdot7@gmail.com Devin Pevey 2068509650

TRUE 04/27/20 8:27 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Nonessential

TRUE 04/27/20 9:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Airline Alaska Air 6547 42nd Ave SW # 302 Seattle Flight 3434 on 4/22/20 was overcrowded making 
social distancing impossible. Passengers were 
allowed on plane unmasked. Grime was visible 
beneath the window shades.. Attendants did not 
prevent standing by aisle while others moved down 
aisle resulting in a proximity of ~1 foot.

yaelaettlinger@gmail.com Yaela Ettlinger 2063561484 yaelaettlinger@gmail.com

TRUE 04/27/20 9:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other grooming salon Petco 1241 N. 205th St. Seattle, WA 98133 I fully agree the store being open for pet parents to 
buy food and essentials for their pets BUT this large 
corporation is putting their employees, pets and 
customers in a VERY DANGEROUS SITUATION 
THAT DOESN'T NEED TO BE OPENED!! The 
animals can hold off on getting "pretty' for until this 
order is over! This is a company Just wanting money 
and not caring about anything else!!! Very 
Reckless!!!

Petco



TRUE 04/27/20 9:24 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other grooming salon Petco 1241 N. 205th St. Seattle, WA 98133 I fully agree the store being open for pet parents to 
buy food and essentials for their pets BUT this large 
corporation is putting their employees, pets and 
customers in a VERY DANGEROUS SITUATION 
THAT DOESN'T NEED TO BE OPENED!! The 
animals can hold off on getting "pretty' for until this 
order is over! This is a company Just wanting money 
and not caring about anything else!!! Very 
Reckless!!!

Petco

TRUE 04/27/20 9:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming salon Petco 22621 Bothell HWY G12a Bothell This DOES NOT HAVE TO BE OPEN! Why are 
other Petco grooming salons CLOSED in other 
states when we had the first cases and 
deaths?????? Petsmart grooming salons are closed. 
This is just another BIG BUISNESS caring about the 
buck, and not the pets, people working for them and 
their customers!!!!

Petco

TRUE 04/27/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Monument Company Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless Granite10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors 
putting all the workers at risk of catching the 
coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on 
what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated he 
will not enforce the law. What gives him the right 
and the business owner the right to put people's lives 
in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there 
and do not want them catching this virus and 
bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY 
SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. THIS 
VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS 
OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

TRUE 04/27/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Monument Company Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless Granite10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors 
putting all the workers at risk of catching the 
coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on 
what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated he 
will not enforce the law. What gives him the right 
and the business owner the right to put people's lives 
in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there 
and do not want them catching this virus and 
bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY 
SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. THIS 
VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS 
OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

TRUE 04/27/20 9:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Monument Company Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless Granite10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors 
putting all the workers at risk of catching the 
coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on 
what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated he 
will not enforce the law. What gives him the right 
and the business owner the right to put people's lives 
in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there 
and do not want them catching this virus and 
bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY 
SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. THIS 
VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS 
OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

TRUE 04/27/20 9:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Monument Company Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless Granite10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors 
putting all the workers at risk of catching the 
coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on 
what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated he 
will not enforce the law. What gives him the right 
and the business owner the right to put people's lives 
in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there 
and do not want them catching this virus and 
bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY 
SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. THIS 
VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS 
OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

TRUE 04/27/20 9:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Monument Company Pacific Coast Memorials/Priceless Granite10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls, Wa The owner of this company has reopened his doors 
putting all the workers at risk of catching the 
coronavirus. He has based his decision to open on 
what the Sheriff has said, The sheriff has stated he 
will not enforce the law. What gives him the right 
and the business owner the right to put people's lives 
in jeopardy. I have a family member that works there 
and do not want them catching this virus and 
bringing it home. PLEASE MAKE THIS COMPANY 
SHUT ITS DOORS BEFORE ITS TO LATE. THIS 
VIRUS IS NOTHING TO MESS WITH.  THIS 
OWNER NEEDS TO FOLLOW THE LAW JUST 
LIKE EVERYONE ELSE.

Chris Green

TRUE 04/27/20 9:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other animal grooming salon Petco 1241 N. 205 St. Seattle This is absolutely Insane on a grooming salon being 
open during a pandemic!! The store has every 
reason to be opened BUT pets can be put off on 
getting a haircut, bath, ect...Why are human 
salons/barber shops closed but this isn't? PetSmart 
grooming salons are closed!! Reckless and horrible 
to the pets, customers and employess!

Petco

TRUE 04/27/20 9:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming salon Petco 22621 Bothell Everett HWY G12aBothell This does not have to be open during a pandemic. Petco

TRUE 04/27/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction either Crafted by Design or some trucks have GreenbuildNext to 2035 NW 63rd St (3 consecutive propertiesSeatte (Ballard) residential construction for townhomes has 
continued at 3 lots side by side, looking at google 
maps I believe 2031, and 2 half lots behind the 
houses at 2029 and 2025.  I listened to the governor 
& residential isn't included AND not all are wearing 
protective equipment.  This includes delivery trucks, 
jack hammers, etc.  I'm doing my part and not 
working they should be in compliance for my safety 
as well

searchjob670@gmail.com De

TRUE 04/27/20 10:52 AM Law Enforcement Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Saar's Marketplace Foods 13322 Pacific Avenue South Tacoma Customer was trying to practice social distancing 
from the cashier by placing money on the conveyor 
belt rather than handing it to her and cashier was 
agitated by the request.  Customer asked to speak to 
the cashier's manager and cashier said that the 
customer was no longer welcome in the store.  
Customer has contacted the manager and local 
public health and they've said that he is allowed back 
into the store, but when he went back into the store 
the employees said he needed to leave.

rlh5723156@gmail.com Robert Hayes 253-536-5693

TRUE 04/27/20 10:55 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petco 1210 marvin rd se Lacey I work at a private salon and we are all supsto be 
closed according to inslee and I called Petco to see if 
they're still operating since I've had my clients tell me 
they are grooming. And when I called they told us 
that they are still taking appointments.

TRUE 04/27/20 11:02 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Family Unit NA 6820 Spada Road Snohomish Hey I've been updating the governor daily on our 
many, many violations of his stupid order.  We go 
anywhere we want, whenever we want.  We have no 
masks.  We do not observe any of his idiotic 
guidelines.  We have hosted many gatherings from 
15-50 people.  We've had sleepovers, BBQ's, our 
older kids go out and spend time with friends.  We 
go fishing.  We go hiking on closed trails.  We have 
basically ignored any and every restriction.  Just 
thought he'd like to know.

claytonstewart@hotmail.com clayton stewart 4258359762.0000 claytonstewart@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/27/20 11:03 AM #NO MATCH Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Department Of Corrections Department of corrections field office 515 5th St Raymond Doc field office In raymond wa is forcing people to 
come to the office to check in while every other 
Department of Corrections field office In the state is 
only requiring people to check in VIA phone.

marshalldisney89@gmail.comMarshall Disney

TRUE 04/27/20 11:11 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Over lake Golf Course 17523 WA-9 Mount Vernon There is a full parking lot full of cars, many people 
playing golf and people not abiding by the 6 foot rule.

miriamrachelwitt@gmail.com Miriam

TRUE 04/27/20 11:13 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Pet Store Petco 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla Grooming Salon remains open. There is no way this 
is essential. Every other groomer in our town is 
being safe and remains closed.  Petco stays open 
and posts on FB about "bring your dogs in"

Kymmihh@gmail.com kym Hoskins 5095934320

TRUE 04/27/20 11:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petco 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey Every other salon is following the order of closing 
their salon including their largest competition 
PetSmart. They are profiteering off the pandemic 
and the misfortune of other people

TRUE 04/27/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Langsford 4244 236 Ave. NE Redmond The landscaping company is operating as usual 
lawnmowing at the direction of the HOA. Wealthy 
neighborhoods value manicured lawns over public 
health and the state is fine with that.

benk@surelawn.com



TRUE 04/27/20 11:46 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Unknown 1140 2nd Avenue South Edmonds Violation of Governor's Proclamation.
New construction work. 
Start of new residential re-roofing. This is NOT a 
restart.

waitearch@comcast.net Steve Waite 425-774-1331

TRUE 04/27/20 11:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Implant and Periodontics Speclists 1418 112th Ave NE Bellevue I live by this dental office and I keep seeing the 
volume of cars in their parking lot increasing at 
substantial rate throughout the week. I am concern 
they are not following the stay-at-home order. I've 
been monitoring this activity the last couple weeks. I 
am just a concern citizen and I know that a dental 
office is very risky on getting covid-19. There are 
multiple elder living by the office as well and have 
voice their opinions. As a citizen I am not 
comfortable confronting them.

TRUE 04/27/20 12:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Il Caffe 849 S. Broadway Los Angeles To preface, this is not a one time witnessed 
occurrence but something that is happening 
everyday during the Cafes opening hours. I live 
upstairs. They have started to bring back out chairs 
and sometimes tables for customers to sit and 
socialize, sitting close, unmasked drinking coffee. 
Employees, specifically the owner seen handling all 
food without a mask after closing hours.

Amigoodheart@gmail.com Anonymous 9178155559 Michael Backlaner

TRUE 04/27/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Cascade Complete Care 26331 143rd Ave SE Kent, WA  98042  Incident DescriptionAn older home being 
remodeled into a 6 bedroom home for elderly 
seniors. Construction was going on all last week 
(possibly started late the week before). After hearing 
the governor's orders Friday, I believe no 
construction should have been going on during those 
days, and I'm sure the guidelines specified were not 
being met. I observed the owners take advantage of 
a situation involving work being done by a company 
for our water department earlier this year. Work 
remodeling the home had been stopped for several 
weeks while we had stay home orders, but they 
resumed work this past week, adding several 
windows, working inside (lots of construction noise 
throughout the week) and on what used to be a 
garage door in the front of the home. Also, an 
electrician was there Friday afternoon (24th) doing 
work on the side of the house - no mask. Cascade 
Complete Care is their company name, and they run 
another home in Renton. Two generations are 
involved, so I'm not sure who the official owner is: an 
older couple, David and Olimpia Powell and their 
daughter, Bianca and her husband Ravi - I think last 
name is Shankar. The older couple are, I believe, 
Romanian and somewhat limited in ability to speak 
English. Bianca is probably the best one to talk to. 
Her phone is 425-770-7375. Any neighbor has 
heard the noise the past week and observed work 
going on. Violation of current state laws.

elizabeth.wagner7@hotmail.comElizabeth Wagner 4258944413 Olimpiapow@gmail.com

TRUE 04/27/20 12:31 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Just One Eye 915 N Sycamore Ave Los Angeles They are having furloughed employees come in and 
perform duties that are non essential

Heh54195@gmail.com Darryl Glover 6264073705 Vincent@justoneeye.com

TRUE 04/27/20 12:59 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet business Petco 200 Triangle Shopping Center Unit 230Longview Petco has been grooming since the order went in 
effect. My understanding is that grooming is non 
essential.  The small grooming shops for the most 
part have been complying with the order.  It is 
completely not fair that they are allowed to keep 
doing business when the little guys cannot.

Bestfamily1@mac.com Tracy Best 360-560-1932

TRUE 04/27/20 1:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Retail PetCo All locations in Washington. Walla Walla, Kennewick, Pasco Puyallup etcWhy is the grooming salon allowed to be open in 
PetCo in their locations but PetSmart was told they 
had to close.
This is absolutely not ok. 
I would like to know why this is allowed to happen. 
PetSmart two weeks ago was forced to close by the 
State of Washington but PetCo is still operating their 
pet grooming salons in their stores.

tmfalkner@hotmail.com Tammy Falkner 253-205-1975

TRUE 04/27/20 1:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Salon Petco 201 E college way Suite B Mount Vernon The grooming Salon is open and operating yet is 
deemed non essential and  is booked out till the 3rd 
week on May how is this fair to all of us small 
business grooming shops who have followed the 
rules and are losing money and risk of not being able 
to reopen?!?!

mdahlbeck@yahoo.com Melissa Dahlbeck-Nicholson 3606305007

TRUE 04/27/20 1:37 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming inside pet store Petco 3717 meridian street Putallup We understand petco the store is open but grooming 
is not essential. They are breaking the law! We may 
loose our grooming shop! But they can stay open? 
The grooming salon needs to be shut down this is 
not fair while little grooming shops die because we 
are not essential shut them down the grooming shop 
should be closed like all other grooming shops! 
Someone needs to call me there is no way this is not 
fair

pricelesspups@yahoo.com Stefanie Bailey 2533278667 Petco

TRUE 04/27/20 1:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco Grooming 7202 burden Blvd Pasco All small business grooming salons have been 
required to close down and fined for grooming while 
petco is taking grooming appointments which is 
damaging all small grooming salons with out 
business being taken elsewhere. If grooming is 
allowed in one place it should be allowed everywhere.

Shannondoyle31297@gmail.comShannon Doyle 509-380-8204

TRUE 04/27/20 3:19 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government US Government Washington DC Washington You are the ones that should be closed!!!! You are 
violating our constitutional rights!! How can you do 
this? How dare you do this? You are no longer 
American! No longer human! Go to hell!

TRUE 04/27/20 3:49 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor, state of Washington 416 14th Ave SW Olympia I have witnessed the governor operating a non 
essential business. He is making arbitrary decisions 
on which individuals are allowed to earn an income 
and which ones are not. He is violating the 
constitutional rights of his citizens. This non-
essential business Jay Inslee runs should be shut 
down immediately.

www.governor.wa.gov

TRUE 04/27/20 4:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Groomers Petco 2927 Queensgate Dr Richland WA I understand the store part being essential but I don't 
believe the grooming part should be open to 
customers. This is not helping at all please help us 
with this.

anonymous

TRUE 04/27/20 4:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Mind Your Body 6900 E Green Lake Way N, Suite J SSeattle WA 98115 Elective medical procedures being performed, not 
consistent with Governor Inslee's orders or the way 
other health care facilities are functioning.

TRUE 04/27/20 4:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other DOG GROOMING Petco 31179 WA-20 Oak Harbor NON ESSENTIAL DOG GROOMING raybigs1@gmail.com Raymond (206) 235-0797

TRUE 04/27/20 4:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym The Training 4828 Pacific Ave Tacoma Gym is still charging members even though the gym 
is supposed to be closed but owners are secretly 
allowing specific  clients to continue and train or 
receive personal training in gym

samuraikan187@outlook.comJames M Beck 2532265178 pitbeasts@gmail.com

TRUE 04/27/20 4:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Totally therapeutic massage therapy 628 west main street Centralia They are still doing massages even with them 
supposed to be shut down.

TRUE 04/27/20 5:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Happy Bento 9909 168th St. E STE 103 Puyallup I ordered  take out over the phone. Went to pick up 
my food and there  were about 12 people in that 
small restaurant standing in there waiting for there 
food. Only a few had masks on. I went back in my 
car and called them to bring my food out to me. I told  
 the girl that they should have everyone wait in their 
cars and call them when its ready

moanam44@msn.com Cheryl Rohr 253-341-3136

TRUE 04/27/20 5:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay Inslee Governors mansion Capital grounds Not only does the governor have Eastern 
Washington shut down unnecessarily, but now he's 
provided a service for citizens to snitch on other 
citizens for not followings Emporer Inslees bullshit 
policy that is causing more harm than good. 
Shameful. He should resign the office he is 
obviously not fit to hold.

Joshualeach82@icloud.com Joshua Leach - voter 5097247461

TRUE 04/27/20 6:44 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other "Governor" Jay Inslee, Dictator 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia He did it again today, still telling us to stay home 
while he doesn't.  Jay stop telling us what to do, 
YOU'RE NOT MY REAL DAD!

Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/27/20 8:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business H mart 31217 Pacific highway s Federal way Was there people were crowded in one aisle with 
someone caughing non stop,  no respect for 
restriction and safe distance

TRUE 04/27/20 8:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming services Petco grooming salon 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla Petco grooming services are open. I have checked 
with county health and they encouraged me to fill out 
this form, stating that the salon is not allowed to be 
open at this time.

TRUE 04/27/20 9:27 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mike hunts shop of anal Lincoln drive 6969 Fahque Fuck you you fucking nazi pricks, I will NEVER 
TELL ON MY NEIGHBORS for fuck tard politicians 
that could give two fucks about me and my family!!!! 
Have a nice day😎

Inslee you fucking prick Fuck you Eat a dick



TRUE 04/27/20 9:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other School Centralia High School 813 Eshom Rd Centralia Today, they were giving away books to students 
which I love but how it was executed was very 
irresponsible. The school district posted pictures on 
Facebook showing teachers with no mask handing 
books to students. They claimed no one was allowed 
outside their car and they would bring the books to 
them. The principal, Mr. Lowe, was shown standing 
next to a teacher eighth next to a car, and the 
teachers were not standing at least 6 feet from each 
other. As a parent and community member, this is 
very irresponsible. Why is there no school if 
teachers and the principal are making a joke out of 
this!

TRUE 04/27/20 9:33 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other High school Centralia High School 813 Eshom Rd Centralia The high school decided to giveaway books to 
students. But they didn’t follow social distancing 
rules and allowed a student to come and help pass 
out books. He was even included in pictures 
published by the district. Staff were not social 
distancing and could have infected students and 
families

TRUE 04/27/20 9:43 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bob Ferguson WA State Attorney General 7141 Cleanwater Dr. SW Olympia Bob Ferguson is spending tax payer money to 
frivolously sue various organizations and individuals 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Instead of wasting 
OUR money on these frivolous lawsuits, the money 
should go to small businesses in this state who are 
suffering due to Jay Inslee’s illegal private business 
shutdown.

TRUE 04/27/20 9:53 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Smoke Shop Holy Smoke 1556 E Olive Way Seattle The shop seems to function as a hub of sorts for a 
lot of the neighborhood's less-than-stable residents. 
Since social distancing measures were 
implemented, the presence has actually increased. 
There are regularly groups of people entering and 
exiting the shop, and the square footage isn't nearly 
adequate to allow more than a couple people in while 
remaining 6ft apart. Often there are also gatherings 
just outside the door and in the alleyway just to the 
north, comprised of the same clientele. Nobody 
wears masks, ever. In an altercation I overheard 
earlier today, a man threatened to cough on 
someone as a means of aggression. Basically it's all 
just really gross and definitely not on the up and up. 
And not that this is your area, but I'm pretty certain 
the shop may also be operating as a base for at least 
one dealer. Signs point to meth, and/or heroin. Fun.

indiraschlag@gmail.com Indira 2069026678

TRUE 04/27/20 10:00 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School Centralia High School 813 Eshom Rd Centralia I thought schools were suppose to stay closed & kids 
weren’t suppose to be there? They invited a student 
to help out to pass out books! The district obviously 
didn’t think it is that big of a deal because they 
posted photos. I drove through with my daughter and 
was shocked to see teachers not wearing a mask. 
My friend even said they approached cars in the 
same fashion. They might need reminded to stay at 
home and work! The district posted photos which 
showed what I either heard or saw. Very sad that 
this is how little respect they have for our community

Parent of a high school student

TRUE 04/27/20 10:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Mercury coffee 8506 122nd ave ne Kirkland Starbucks and every other coffee place is closed but 
mercury coffee has been open for weeks

Fullmotionview@gmail.com Jeffrey banner 206-866-4015

TRUE 04/28/20 6:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fire Dragon Accupuncture 9431 Coppertop Loop NE #206Bainbridge Island Non-essential business defying the order, doing 
business as usual.

anon@gmail.com Anon Ymous 206-455-6441

TRUE 04/28/20 6:41 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Self Balance Massage 8301 NE Hazel Dell Ave Vancouver Occasionally seeing clients at the clinic

TRUE 04/28/20 8:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bikini coffee shop Ladybug expresso 5915 hannah pierce rd West University place Hi This place is a coffee shop which I understand 
which apparently is essential but these girls are 
doing other kind of work wearing these bikinis which 
is not bikinis lingerie and they are not covering with 
masks on their face or gloves and a person I know 
already hat got coronavirus from going right after 
there and I just want to let you guys know that 
because the city should not be open and if it was 
gonna be open for them to be fully clothed with 
masks and gloves I don’t see why a coffee shop with 
women wearing lingerie is essential

Prettykira34@gmail.com Kira 3603425643

TRUE 04/28/20 8:43 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other HUD multifamily privately 
owned apartment building 
(not PHA)

Alaska House Apartments 4545 42nd Ave SW Seattle The manager has been absent for 5-6 weeks. The 
maintenance man is here about 3 days a week, 
wearing no mask while sneezing, and talking to 
groups of residents in the lobby. Posted signs claim 
that "only essential workers are allowed in the 
building," but management is not controlling any 
entry. They're supposed to be sanitizing surfaces 
often, but the reality is that one person came one 
day 2 weeks ago. That's ALL!

seattle.subee@gmail.com Brenda Luke 2062653175.0000

TRUE 04/28/20 8:49 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bothell Chiropractic and Wellness 10024 Main St #2 Bothell Allstate Insurance is investigating the medical 
treatment being provided by Bothell Chiropractic and 
Wellness.  Our insured advised that they are 
receiving care for a minor auto accident that 
occurred on February 24, 2020 from Bothell 
Chiropractic and Wellness.
Per medical records on 4/17/2020 from massage 
therapist at Bothell Chiropractic and Wellness, our 
insured received massage therapy for pain reduction 
and increase range of motion.  Treatment plan was 
to continue massage treatment 1-2 times per week.  
Allstate believes that this record does not document 
the urgent need for this service. 
Per medical records on 4/17/2020 from Bothell 
Chiropractic and Wellness, our insured was to 
continue seeking treatment 3 times per week to 
include manipulations and exercises in clinic. The 
patient was also seen on 4/15/2020, 4/13/2020 and 
several other visits which we believe violates 
Governor Inslee’s Covid-19 order. None of these 
visits support urgent care.   
These visits put patients at risk of being exposed to 
Covid19 and expanding this virus in our community. 
If you need any additional information, please 
contact me.

cathy.mcrae@allstate.com Cathy McRae 425-238-2245

TRUE 04/28/20 9:33 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction City of Seattle - Dept. of Construction and Inspections700 5th Ave, Suite 2000 Seattle Physical inspection of a land use sign posting to 
open a public comment period for proposed issuance 
of a Master Use Permit

Bob@EvergreenPublic.com Bob Cooper 206-852-36126

TRUE 04/28/20 10:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carpet cleaning Stanley Steemer 1513 14th st nw  suite 102 Auburn Business is still operating during non essential 
orders , observed them cleaning in auburn today

Fbonfire@live.com Cera joy suzuki 2538520737 Onlinesupport-tacoma@steemer.com

TRUE 04/28/20 10:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business KETTLE CUISINE 1200 MERRILL CREEK PKWYEverett ESSENTIAL BUT WORKERS ARE NOT KEPT 
SAFE MASKS AND DISTANCING.

TOM EIGENBRODE

TRUE 04/28/20 10:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther Carpet Cleaning King Of Clean 1920 hawk ct Enumclaw It’s upsetting that all non-essential businesses, like 
carpet cleaning, should be shut down but not 
everyone is obeying these orders. Garrett with King 
of Clean has continued to operate since the 
beginning of the shut down, regardless of our 
governors orders.

Alaura_hansen10@hotmail.comAlaura 2067074933 Garrettlhodgson@gmail.com

TRUE 04/28/20 10:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther governors office office of the governor capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the 
constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

fuckyoujay@charter.net john q public 509-666-6660

TRUE 04/28/20 10:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther governors office office of the governor capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the 
constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

fuckyoujay@charter.net john q public 509-666-6660

TRUE 04/28/20 10:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is openOther governors office office of the governor capital building olympia other - governors office continues to violate the 
constitutional rights of the citizens of the state of 
washington

fuckyoujay@charter.net john q public 509-666-6660

TRUE 04/28/20 11:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Shakey's Pizza Parlor 4525 N Rd 68 Pasco Please see the owner's (Dean Wellsfry) Facebook 
post describing his plan to to re-open his dining room 
May 5 with or without the Governor's order being 
lifted. He is also calling on other local businesses to 
follow suit.
https://www.facebook.com/dean.wellsfry/posts/31885
36427873054



TRUE 04/28/20 11:07 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Amtrak Washington DC 
station

Amtrak Washington DC station . 50 Massachusetts Avenue NEWashington, DC 20002-4214. I just arrived from  philly station where all seating is 
available In the lobby, upon arriving here all seating 
is taped off not allowing passengers to sit anywhere 
except for a small area around their luggage 
carousel where the red caps are, theyve tried to 
space people apart but its virtually impassable on 
such a confined space and none of the passengers 
are wearing mask. 

It forces us to either stand for hours or expose 
ourselves to the virus in the only one area they have 
for us. I've choose to be harassed by police as I  sitt 
on the floor (on a tarp) for hours...choosing between 
unsanitary floor germs or virus germs

voiceyourthoughts@gmail.comJulie 5302049636

TRUE 04/28/20 11:34 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Department of Corrections Department of Corrections  Reynolds 
Work Release

410 4th Ave, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle Someone tested positive, the areas were not 
disinfected, others are at risk.

roc07172010@gmail.com Roxanne Jallow 206-278-5248

TRUE 04/28/20 12:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming services Petco 1725 Twin Creek Lane Walla Walla Grooming salon is open. It has it's own staff and is 
separated by a door and wall from retail space. They 
claim their attorneys said they don't have to follow 
lockdown rules. They are a risk to our community.

TRUE 04/28/20 12:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business LaVida Massage 1414 S 324th Street  Suite#B213Federal Way This business is conducting a “soft open” for 
relaxation massage using minimal PPE and minimal 
cleaning techniques.

Kevin Moen

TRUE 04/28/20 12:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other PET GROOMING PETCO 1725 TWIN CREEK LANE WALLA WALLA FILING FOR A FRIEND THAT IS WORRIED 
ABOUT RETRIBUTION
Grooming salons are open now despite governor's 
orders, orders from both state and county health 
officials. 
They've told grooming staff that they "have 
permission" to remain open in all 50 states. 
Grooming has it's own staff and the the salon is 
behind a closed door.

mellssoul@hotmail.com Jane Novak 360-516-6092

TRUE 04/28/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Shakeys pizza parlor 4525 n  road 68 Pasco Shakeys pizza owner dean welssfry posted on his 
personal Facebook page stating he will reopen 
dining services inside shakeys starting May 5. 
Allowing customers to dine inside the restaurant.

TRUE 04/28/20 1:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Espresso Machine Facility La Marzocco USA 1553 NW Ballard Way, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle PPE and safety measures are not being followed 
and although the business is considered essential as 
they provide machinery supplies for coffee shops, 
staff who perform non-essential functions and can 
work remotely may be reporting on site and 
socializing there including after-hours partying.

TRUE 04/28/20 1:19 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming salon Petco 1530 black lake blvd seems suit DOlympia Pet Grooming needs can be done at home or by a 
vet. Petco grooming salons are contributing to 
people violating the stay at home order putting 
themselves and those employees and their families 
at risk.

TRUE 04/28/20 1:43 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Other Barrel race venue Black rock arena 15250 SR 24 Moxie Holding race this Saturday lizrobertson84@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/28/20 1:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public storage Secure it self storage at cooper point 2225 cooper point rd sw Olympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the 
place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees 
dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevinzx3@gmail.com Kevin fisk 3604637959

TRUE 04/28/20 1:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public storage Secure it self storage at cooper point 2225 cooper point rd sw Olympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the 
place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees 
dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevinzx3@gmail.com Kevin fisk 3604637959

TRUE 04/28/20 1:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public storage Secure it self storage at cooper point 2225 cooper point rd sw Olympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the 
place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees 
dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevinzx3@gmail.com Kevin fisk 3604637959

TRUE 04/28/20 1:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public storage Secure it self storage at cooper point 2225 cooper point rd sw Olympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the 
place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees 
dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevinzx3@gmail.com Kevin fisk 3604637959

TRUE 04/28/20 1:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public storage Secure it self storage at cooper point 2225 cooper point rd sw Olympia I am an employee and there is no way to keep the 
place sanitary when the people can come and go 
before hrs of operation  and after hrs. Employees 
dont need to be there for the customers to access 
the facility. I strongly suggest they be closed.

Kevinzx3@gmail.com Kevin fisk 3604637959

TRUE 04/28/20 1:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Field roast grain company 3901 7th Ave s Seattle Safety concerns

TRUE 04/28/20 2:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Year 1912 Palisades Dr Pacific Palisades People are dining in is a boost inside sitting on the 
patio like business as usual groups of large 
gatherings including 50 biker or gatherings and more 
is going on there are daily with no regard I called the 
cops on them and they still are doing it daily.

aldenjenn@gmail.com JENNIFER M. ALDEN 3103097736 aldenjenn@gmail.com

TRUE 04/28/20 2:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business UNFI 7909 S Union Ridge Pkwy Ridgefield no masks grouping together at shift change no social 
distancing

TRUE 04/28/20 2:55 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction City Workers 1931 43rd Avenue East Seattle Work on the concrete street panels on E. Madison 
St. with 5 workers, no masks, no eye protection, 
standing way within 6' of each other

martyj206@comcast.net Allison Ainslie 206-910-1759 allison@ainsliedavis.com

TRUE 04/28/20 3:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Shakey’s Pizza Parlor 4525 N. Rd 68 Pasco The owner posted on his Facebook page that he 
would be open for dine in starting May 4th, 
knowingly going against the Stay Home Stay Healthy 
order.

TRUE 04/28/20 3:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Lux Pet Salon 8011 20th St SE B105 Lake Stevens Open for business and taking appointments per this 
Facebook post: 
https://www.facebook.com/luxpetsalonanddaycare/po
sts/805780129946595

onlypatman@gmail.com Pat Reynolds luxpetsalon@petgroomingpro.com

TRUE 04/28/20 4:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dentist Smiles from the Heart 15419 NE 20th St Bellevue, WA My former dentist sent me an email today 
announcing that they are reopening as of May 18th 
(I can forward to you if you need it). I have not seen 
any announcements lifting restrictions on dentists, 
and am alarmed by the email. Please disregard if 
dentists are good to go.

cmaryreeves@gmail.com Clodagh Reeves 425-558-9998 info@smilesfromheart.com

TRUE 04/28/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is openOther Dentist Smiles from the Heart 15419 NE 20th St Bellevue, WA My former dentist sent me an email today 
announcing that they are reopening as of May 18th 
(I can forward to you if you need it). I have not seen 
any announcements lifting restrictions on dentists, 
and am alarmed by the email. Please disregard if 
dentists are good to go.

cmaryreeves@gmail.com Clodagh Reeves 425-558-9998 info@smilesfromheart.com

TRUE 04/28/20 4:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openConstruction Hunt wood cabinets Administrative officeAdministrative office Spokane? I know someone who works in the office and they 
are not social distancing and they’re already back to 
work right now

Carrieann01@gmail.com Carrie Rudd 5097011456

TRUE 04/28/20 5:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction all construction sited tacoma and Seattle lakewood i drive truck locally between seattle and tacoma there 
so many businesses that are open that should be 
closed
and the construction sites that went back to work are 
not 
following the safety guidelines by no means 
i think this really stinks for people's safety

animal39_5@hotmail.com Frank Morasky 2539613290.0000 animal39_5@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/28/20 5:38 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle park Cascade Playground 333 Pontius Ave N Seattle Every day in Cascade Park/Playground in South 
Lake Union, Seattle, there are groups of 5+ men 
playing contact basketball. Please monitor the area 
or take down the hoop.

TRUE 04/28/20 5:48 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th Seattle People playing sports on the field definitely more 
than 10 people

TRUE 04/28/20 8:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Atlas Chiropractic 2228 James St Bellingham Clinic is not following social distancing.  Clinic is 
doing massage that is not medically urgent.  Clinic is 
not offering masks to patients.  Therapist is not 
wearing PPE. 
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Portals/1/Documents/1600/c
oronavirus/COVID19LMTRecommendations.pdf

TRUE 04/28/20 8:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Eastside Chiropractic 1526 Bishop Rd SW Tumwater They are doing massage therapy acupuncture and 
chiropractic hands on, not social distancing.

TRUE 04/28/20 8:45 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Trump 2020 22234 fuck off Gig harbor Buck off get a life F*** off@gmail.com Fuck you Suck it

TRUE 04/28/20 8:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/fitness Full Force Fitness 12308 NE 56th St #1303 Vancouver Gym seems to be open, multiple people have been 
seen entering and using equipment.

fullforcefitnessvancouverwa@gmail.com

TRUE 04/28/20 9:16 PM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pawn Shop AG Trade 7905 Aurora Ave N Seattle The owner of this business is continuing to buy and 
sell stolen items during the coronavirus shutdown. 
By appointment only though.

jayadamsrepairs@gmail.com Jay Adams

TRUE 04/28/20 9:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Affordable Dental Care 6015 Capitol blvd sw Tumwater Why is this dentist allowed to do non emergency 
procedures but other dentist can’t

Dhanoa



TRUE 04/29/20 4:56 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Music video company Green Collar Media 2588 Pacific Highway E Fife Multiple people, as many as 30 at one time, in and 
out of the business all hours of the night.

tmercer@cityoffife.org Officer Trevin Mercer -Fife PD253-778-5782

TRUE 04/29/20 5:25 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park at Gatewood 
elementary

Gatewood elementary 4320 SW Myrtle st Seattle Large group playing basketball daily despite locked 
gates. Tape on the jungle gym/basketball court tape 
has been torn down and there are around 10 people 
playing full contact basketball and parents with kids 
on the equipment.

Ben

TRUE 04/29/20 6:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction mission ridge 7500 mission ridge road wenatchee construction pdirt@nwi.net phil dirt 5096636543.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 7:17 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Political organization Socialist Alternative PO Box 45343 (mailing address)Seattle The Seattle Socialist Alternative is currently 
encouraging its members to meet in person. These 
meetings often bring at least a dozen people, and 
they occurring in members' home; including one 
meeting in Seattle City Councilmember Kshama 
Sawant's Leschi area home. Why can't they just 
have a Zoom meeting instead?

jcreed@cefirm.com Joseph Creed 206-569-6422 Seattle@SocialistAlternative.org

TRUE 04/29/20 7:18 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Useless organization Washington State Capitol Campus 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Boneheads who think they’re important telling people 
what to do and causing mayhem.

TRUE 04/29/20 7:22 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other private school St. Paul School 10001 57TH AVE S Seattle St. Paul's has been having meetings in its building, 
but schools have been ordered closed per Governor 
Inslee's Stay at Home orders. These meetings 
appear to be staff meetings. About one per week by 
my last count.

jcreed@cefirm.com Joseph Creed 206-569-6422

TRUE 04/29/20 7:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership bill pierre chevrolet 11323 lake city way seattle wa 98125 showing and selling cars tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.comTim Buffington 2069192789

TRUE 04/29/20 7:51 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Privately owned 
campground

Elk Ridge Campground 13880 WA-410 Naches Not practicing social distancing Info@elkridgecampground.com

TRUE 04/29/20 8:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Smiles orthodontics 210 4th Ave SW Puyallup This business is doing non essential appointments 
and seeing multiple patients a day that are not 
emergency related. Before the stay at home order 
has been lifted.

TRUE 04/29/20 8:58 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station Chevron 15510 Aurora Avenue North Shoreline Running a car wash that is non-essential. r.walrod@yahoo.com Robert Walrod 2069202452.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 9:06 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Salon Petco Grooming Salon 1241 N. 205th Street Seattle There are animals that are contracting this deadly 
virus and it is Very Disturbing that this is opened. 
Not only are the endangering the animals welfare the 
company is also endangering the safety of the 
customers and employess!!! Other Petco's in other 
states are closed, how are we gonna get over this 
pandemic if this continues on???? Totally 
irresponsible of the company and reckless, pets can 
certainly hold off on grooms and baths if humans 
can!!

Petco

TRUE 04/29/20 9:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Salon Petco Grooming 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy, Bothell It has been widely reported that humans can give the 
deadly virus to animals. This company is threatening 
their workers, customers and very importantly the 
animals!  If people are forced to hold off on their 
beauty self care, why aren't animals? What kind of 
business is this, that would be so heartless and 
irresponsible??? Petsmart grooming are closed, and 
Petco grooming salons in other states are as well. It 
just doesn't make sense and this grooming salon 
should be closed.

Petco

TRUE 04/29/20 9:29 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lashliner 16120 Woodinville Redmond RD NE Suite 15AWoodinville I work in the warehouse and the owner bought some 
small hand soaps and deemed themselves essential. 
The business sells false eyelashes not anything that 
is essential. We have all been put at risk for not 
reason.

bob.burger3377@gmail.com S. Burger NA Bob.Kitzberger@lashliner.com

TRUE 04/29/20 10:12 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Housing Authority Seattle Housing Authority - Denny Terrace100 Melrose Ave E Seattle Someone in large residential building (220 units w/ 
~300+ residents, vulnerable population with 
confirmed COVID-19 diagnoses in the building, at 
least 20 residents with serious respiratory illnesses) 
is spreading mucous and spit on high traffic areas 
like handrails, elevator buttons, door handles, floors 
and walls. SHA cleaned over a month ago and will 
not respond to repeated complaints for help to clean 
this up regularly. Building manager has no ability to 
respond or get cleaning company to respond (Impact 
Cleaning). NOT FOLLOWING CLEANING 
PROTOCOL

melsfarms@gmail.com Melvin Cloyd 206-478-9997

TRUE 04/29/20 10:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is openOther RV Sales Camping World 1535 Walton dr Burlington Business has been open in violation of essential 
business rules.Website says they are open and they 
are conducting business against the law.

Camping World No letter

TRUE 04/29/20 10:28 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealership Southern Automotive 2375 Virginia Beach Blvd Virginia Beach Allowing more than 10 people inside, encouraging 
sales people to test drive with customers, lack of 
social distancing. Another employee (mechanic who 
handles the cars) at our sister store (whom we trade 
cars with) tested positive for covid 19 and we were 
not notified nor no precautions were taken. None of 
the cars are being sanitized and they’re barely 
cleaning the dealership. Employees and managers 
are still shaking hands and encouraging us all to 
come into work (our employees are well over 10 
people).

sarah.lurae.wright@gmail.comSarah Wright 2526192371

TRUE 04/29/20 10:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco - Grooming 27017 92nd ave nw stanwood My concern is that haircuts for dogs, like people is 
not essential and the workers in the grooming salon 
work in a small area that doesn't allow for social 
distancing practices. The CDC just confirmed that 
Dogs and Cats can contract and carry COVID-19, 
making this a high risk, non-essential business that 
is still operating and endangering its workers when 
all other grooming salons are  closed

kaishaleanne@gmail.com kaisha roberts 4253142188.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 10:48 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Racetrack Bremerton Raceway 7500 SW Old Clifton Road Port Orchard Announcement was just made that the track intends 
to open the weekend of May 8th. It is listed on 
Facebook (Bremerton Raceway) and on their 
website www.bremertonraceway.com.  The number 
of responses from racers is frightening, they are all 
eager to attend. I don't know what restrictions will be 
issued for an extension beginning May 5th but I am 
sure that holding a race with 150+ cars should not 
be included. If this goes against the upcoming 
restrictions, perhaps it can be stopped before they 
open their gates.

info@bremertonraceway.com

TRUE 04/29/20 11:05 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction People ready Inc 13028 interurban ave  S #112tukwilla Several times we have been told that construction 
work is essential. Have been giving government 
document that are misleading and wrong about 
essential construction work in order to go to work

jonsmith@gmail.com jon smith 4053615731.0000 khillstephens@peopleready

TRUE 04/29/20 11:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Despite being warned via email, this establishment 
remains open for training. These owners are not law 
abiding citizens and will not shut down unless forced 
to do so. Members are still training here despite the 
gym appearing to be closed. I must remain 
anonymous as I fear physical blowback from Kyle.

Kyle Osborne and Danielle Schemm (danielle_schemm@msn.com)

TRUE 04/29/20 11:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Training Grounds 1524 Birchwood Ave Bellingham Gym is still allowing members to train. Danielle Schemm (danielle_schemm@msn.com)

TRUE 04/29/20 11:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Doctor's Clinic 2011 NW Myhre Rd #203 Silverdale WA Caller stated that social distancing and PPE is not 
being followed.  Only half the staff and patients are 
wearing masks. It's a medical facility and they should 
have more precaution. Caller would like to have 
Governor mandate order for masks that way we are 
all helping in prevention of the virus spread.

TRUE 04/29/20 11:31 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Race Track Bremerton Raceway 7500 SW Old Clifton Rd Port Orchard Bremerton Raceway is planning on having a huge 
racing event on Friday, 5/8 - 5/10. They are claiming 
that they received permission BUT this completely 
violates the Governor's current order. And puts in 
jeopardy all of the other tracks, who are trying to 
work with the Governor to find a way to open. You 
can find more information on their facebook page. 
https://www.facebook.com/BremertonBombers

Kimberly

TRUE 04/29/20 11:32 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Tasha Lynn Photography Lexington WA She has been hosting multiple photography sessions 
through March and April. She has more planned for 
May. Non essential.

Tasha Houston / tashalhouston71@gmail.com / (360)635-1052 4/29/20

TRUE 04/29/20 11:42 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography Business Life N Light 2210 Hewitt Ave, Everett, WA 98203Everett Continuing to work alongside other business' that 
are non essential during this time. At times Life N 
Light has been failing to adhere to the social 
distancing guidelines.  They have also been open for 
photoshoots in their office/studio

bookings@lifenlightphoto.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/29/20 11:44 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School Denny Middle School 2601 SW Kenyon St Seattle Hundreds of students and teachers are on campus. 
They are not practicing social distancing.

kennedyp5@comcast.net Patrick Kennedy 2066641677.0000



TRUE 04/29/20 12:23 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Store Discount Direct 6010 Main St SW Lakewood Employees are being asked to come back to work 
because they are opening despite being non-
essential. They are currently helping customers by 
appointment and have set up a separate phone 
number to hide it.

deronh69@gmail.com Deron Harrison 2532660549 jacob@discountdirectfurniture.com 4/29/20

TRUE 04/29/20 12:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Petco South Hill Puyallup Upset because my regular groomer is not allowed to 
open her business but Petco CA groom?  That isn't 
right.

luv2laf629@hotmail.com Amanda Meyers 2537590090

TRUE 04/29/20 12:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Spinal and sports care clinic 12903 e Sprague ave Spokane valley Non urgent massage and chiropractic services as 
defined by Washington state.  They are massaging 
anyone without screening them.

archilde1988@gmail.com Autumn Childe 5096884889

TRUE 04/29/20 12:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Petco 3717 So. Meridian Puyallup WA Why can't ALL the groomers be open? This isn't fair. 
I would like to take my dog to her regular groomer.

Onespoilednikki@hotmail.comNikki Taravella 2537590090.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 1:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Rehab Without Walls 20818 44th Ave W Suite 270 Lynnwood Taking my child there and several staff are not 
following social distancing. I overheard one woman 
on her way to the bathroom express disbelief in the 
need to distance and that it wasn't a very big deal.

TRUE 04/29/20 1:14 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other carpet cleaning Alpine Specialty Cleaning 6601 220th St SW Ste 4 Mountlake Terrace In a conversation via text, I was given a quote for 
non-sanitizing "traditional van service" maintenance 
carpet cleaning quote and told they are currently 
available for appointments. Their text number is 206-
339-5684.

amoodyguy@gmail.com Daniel Moody 2067992901 ERIC@ALPINECLEAN.COM 4/29/20

TRUE 04/29/20 1:16 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other garage door manufacturing Northwest Door LLC. 19000 Canyon rd. e. Puyallup This company filed to the state in mid-March to be 
essential and was denied. They never fully closed 
and are in clear violation of the Governors "stay 
home stay healthy" order. They are putting 200+ 
employees at risk.

elisue63@msn.com Elizabeth Wright 2535170584 DNEALY@SGRLAW.COM 4/29/20

TRUE 04/29/20 1:22 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Multi family dwelling/ 
apartment building

Casa Nida LLC 430 12th Ave E Seattle The maintenance worker is doing repairs is vacant 
units. 
There is no daily sanitizing being performed on 
common areas, laundry room, etc. in fact there is 
only intermittent cleaning/sanitizing. 
The tile in the laundry room floor was removed 
months ago and not replaced. 
There is no way to unload laundry from the dryer 
without touching the absent floor with a container. 
There is a bench to use to load the 1 washer, 
however it is not being cleaned. 
There is no hand soap at the sink to wash hands 
after touching doorknobs, light switches, machines 
etc. 
The worker and manager are not wearing proper 
ppe’s.  
Worker resides elsewhere, manager resides on site 
unit #205. 

Last month the manager posted a notice “April rent 
will still be collected the first week of the month. If 
you have any questions, concerns or complaints 
please contact (Jacob) at 206 720 5652 and we can 
work something out. Stay safe (his signature) then 
the word manager. 
I have a photo of the notice. 
It seems a bit unnecessary and pressuring 
considering the moratorium in Seattle. 
This owner operates his businesses without 
compliance to city/state laws on a regular basis. 
He has cases in the city attorney and state (LNI 
violations)

K.a.mauk@msn.com Kimberly Mauk 206-612-2225 Neyhart@msn.com

TRUE 04/29/20 1:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Air BNB Air BNB at residence in Douglas County185 E Marine View Place Orondo Hello - short term rentals have been banned in 
Douglas County and the house down the street 
appears to be renting still, whether compensated or 
not. I could not find the information to report this to 
Douglas County officials so our homeowners 
association provided this website to report this 
possible infraction.  Multiple families were staying 
here over the weekend and there is still at least one 
car in residence that is not the actual owner of the 
house.  Thank you.

yellow99@comcast.net Shelby Howe unknown

TRUE 04/29/20 1:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing retail Trichome 618 S Jackson St Seattle This is not an essential business. This this a 
cannabis themed clothing and accessories shop. 
They are advertising that they are essential and 
inviting customers to come into the area that is full of 
at risk elderly people. Open today 4/29/20.

INFO@TRICHOMESEATTLE.COM

TRUE 04/29/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business DaBell and Paventy Orthodontics 712 N Evergreen Spokane Working when not allowed.

TRUE 04/29/20 2:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other outdoor shooting range Renton Fish and Game Club 17205 SE 144th St. Renton There were people shooting at the range today even 
though they say they are closed.  it is private so 
members may have access and there were definitely 
people shooting today.

merrillannc@msn.com merrill cohen 2062765541 board@rfgc.org

TRUE 04/29/20 2:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Eye Exam Childrens Eye care 11800 NE 128th St # 430 Kirkland They did a routine eye exam on a patient that was 
NOT medically necessary. Patient had working 
glasses. RX change was small. The office told 
patient if they did not come in for exam they would 
have to pay fee

colonialoptical@hotmail.com Todd 425-821-1820

TRUE 04/29/20 2:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Door 2 Door 3717 Parkwood Blvd. Puyallup They are continuing to groom dogs as long as the 
customer takes the dog to them. They have the 
mobile station set up on their property. This isn't 
right.

luv2laf629@hotmail.com Amanda Meyers 2537590090 d2ddoggrooming@outlook.com

TRUE 04/29/20 3:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Race Track Bremerton Raceway 7500 SW Old Clifton Rd Port Orchard According to posts on website/facebook the race 
track will be fully operational on May 8th, 9th and 
10th regardless of the stay at home order.

info@bremertonraceway.com

TRUE 04/29/20 4:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is openConstruction Landau inc 11115 Vernon Road Lake stevens wa 98258 Site work Chuisnot@hotmail.com Darren 503-380-7020 Chuisnot@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/29/20 4:20 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other school University place primary school 27Th an gradview University place  98466 up to 25 people play on playground equipment, 
basketball court, and on play field

Tim Land 253-278-7600

TRUE 04/29/20 4:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jose's Famous Salsa 126 East Washington St Sequim Offering Sidewalk dining, Too Close, Not open to 
Outdoor dining as of today Wed  4/29 They need to 
bring in the tables.

kathleen_oliver@wavecable.comKathleen Oliver kathleen_oliver@wavecable.com

TRUE 04/29/20 4:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Petco 4110 ne 4th st Renton I was under the impression dog grooming was not 
coincided essential

D.cotie25@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/29/20 4:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Jose’s Famous Salsa 126 E Washington St Sequim People are sitting at tables outside the restaurant 
and are not social distancing. They serve outside in 
the sidewalk area. Photo showed 3-4 people. It’s a 
small place. While we stay home!

JazzandJudy@gmail.com Judy Clark 360-461-0550

TRUE 04/29/20 5:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other House Cleaner Green Cleaning Seattle Otium Maid 4615 Aurora Ave N. Seattle This house cleaning company is still operating and 
cleaning houses.

cyrstal06241976@gmail.com Crystal Snauthes 2067775850 customerservice@greencleaningseattle.com

TRUE 04/29/20 5:48 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other apts apartments 19707 international blvd seatac There is a positive corona virus case and they are 
not remaining quarantined.

Lea Goodinghunter 2067421431.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 5:51 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people on the field playing sports

TRUE 04/29/20 5:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Pacific Northwest Oral & Maxillofacial Surgeons2345 SW 320th St Federal WayFederal Way opened for routine check ups 206-493-5700 206-493-5700 (253) 838-2123

TRUE 04/29/20 5:57 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is openOther Detention Center Norhtwest Dentention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma The dentention center is non essential and the 
detainees should be relased.

isaacnoahgold@gmail.com Kat Goldberg +12063808324

TRUE 04/29/20 6:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photographer Josh Lusk Photography unknown Puyallup Photographer is getting tagged in post stating they 
were shoot that day while non essential businesses 
are supposed to be shut down

sarahcholley@yahoo.com sarah holley 253-241-4705 jlphotographyservices@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/29/20 6:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gift shop Fragrance and Gifts ll 2010 yakima valley Highway #37Sunnyside This business is selling face masks from a 50 count 
box at $3.00 each one. Totaling $150 for a 50 count 
box.and posting such sale on their Facebook page 
Perfumería y Regalos. Located next to JCpenny 
inside the Sunnyside Wa Mall.

Fragrance Sunnyside.webs.com

TRUE 04/29/20 6:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Service Center Tacoma RV Service Dept. 8507 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma Tacoma RV has been open since 4/28 and is taking 
customers.

TRUE 04/29/20 8:27 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma, WA 98421 Detaining people who are not accused of or 
convicted of a crime is not an essential business and 
it endangers the lives of all of us, by creating 
conditions for spreading disease.

carolynm@uw.edu Carolyn McConnell -2064582234

TRUE 04/29/20 9:46 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seattle require employee come in the Seattle public schools 
building in 2445 3rd ave s, seattle, wa 98134. major 
of the work can be finish at home, but still require 
employee come in building every day without provide 
any protection.

TRUE 04/29/20 10:22 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Inslee's order is 
unconstitutional

Inslee's order is unconstitutional PO Box 40002 Olympia Inslee's order is unconstitutional nunyabidness@gmail.com Nunya Bidness Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/29/20 11:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Yuppy Puppy 9511 N Newport Hwy Spokane Will be opening grooming back up on May 4th 
regards of the "Stay at Home Order"
Has also been doing non-essential dog nail trims as 
of April 24th. Can all be found on their business 
facebook page.

MariahsDogGrooming@gmail.comMariah Hebb 5098081020 DARCY@YUPPYPUPPYSPOKANE.COM

TRUE 04/29/20 11:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Govt Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Jay Inslee made another nonessential proclamation 
today, saying that his unconstitutional usurpation of 
rights will extend beyond May 4. This is nonessential 
activity by the little führer. Please investigate.



TRUE 04/30/20 7:14 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dentist doing non-urgent 
visits

Aspen Dental 8101 NE Pkwy Dr Ste F2 Vancouver This dental office saw a patient who needed an 
extraction for a broken tooth.  The patient made it 
clear that they needed to receive the car/extractione 
the day they arrived because the patient and wife 
had to travel over an hour to get to the dentist office.  
Aspen Dental took Xrays and did a brief oral exam.  
The patient was given a treatment plan for $1,700 
for non-essential dental work.  The patient said he 
was only there for an extraction.  They told the 
patient they didn't have time for an extraction and to 
come back in 2 days or go to the Gresham office the 
next day where the patient would have to pay 
another appointment fee.  They are taking advantage 
of patients in pain and giving them outrageous 
treatment plans but not actually doing the urgent 
care on first visit.  This is their business model.  
Before the pandemic Aspen Dental has a policy to 
never do any treatment on the first visit.  That's 
when they give the patient the overpriced and 
unnecessary treatment plan then they force the 
patient to come back.  They are continuing this 
policy even during the shut down.  They are 
exposing patients to non-essential assessments to 
push these treatment plans but aren't actually doing 
the essential work that needs to be done on the first 
visit.

kalasagardds@gmail.com

TRUE 04/30/20 7:32 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kaufman Chiropractic 18920 Bothell Way NE #100 Bothell Open 6 days a week and chiropractor is NOT on 
March 23 list by Governor.
They are open 6 days a week.

DO SOMETHING

drwendy.c@gentledds.com Wendy Crisafulli 425-591-7378 Mike Kaufman/425-486-1122

TRUE 04/30/20 8:34 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Delta Marine Industries 1608 S 96th street Seattle WA 98108Seattle They will re-open on Monday. Non essential 
business. Luxury yaths construction  is an essential 
business?

MJONES@DELTAMARINE.COM

TRUE 04/30/20 8:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car sales Larson motors 2001 n meridian ave Puyallup They are making the sales people come back to 
work today and if they do not they will tell 
unemployment not to pay the hours loss because 
they did not come back work. No where did I hear 
car sales people were reopened or allowed to reopen 
.  My son is scared to go back and does not know 
what to do . It is very confusing.

Aprilwelsh70@gmail.com April 253-255-9726 APRILTRUEBLOOD@LOOKLARSON.COM

TRUE 04/30/20 8:45 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Tri-County Partners Habitat for Humanity309 Wellsian Way Richland They are advertising being opened, providing sales 
(internet, and curbside), appointments for seeing 
merchandise ... all meaning their store is open for 
business and fully functioning with staff.  A thrift 
store is not essential per 20-25.  See their website.

http://habitatbuilds.com/online-shop/

ACCOUNTING@HABITAT-TCP.ORG

TRUE 04/30/20 8:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Shu-Jacks 326 W Main st Elma This bar is letting people in to drink and socialize. 
Apparently they have been this whole time.

marilyn.lachester@gmail.comMarilyn LaChester 3604630520

TRUE 04/30/20 9:00 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other home cleaning Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle On their website, company is claiming "we are 
considered an “essential business per both 
Homeland Security: Cybersecurity and Infrastructure 
Security Agency and State of Washington Essential 
Business: Public Works as with our sanitizing of 
homes, we help stop the spread of viruses, so we 
will be open for business as usual unless something 
changes." They are a residential cleaning company. 
They are opening advertising cleaning homes. They 
are not cleaning public facilities. They are in the 
greater Seattle area, the hotspot of COVID 19.

info@susansgreencleaning.com, CISAAK73@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/30/20 9:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Jack Winters dds 2102 n pearl st # 206 Tacoma This dental office seems to be conducting business 
as usual.  The dentist and hygienist seem to be 
working everyday as they normally would. They dont 
seem to be providing only urgent and emergent care. 
They are way busier than the other dental office in 
the complex.

Annoymous Annoymous Annoymous

TRUE 04/30/20 10:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governor's Office Jay Inslee, Governor, WA State 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The most NON-ESSENTIAL office in the State is 
open and the hypocritical clown in charge refuses to 
abide by his own orders.

Live_free_or_die@gmail.com Paul Revere

TRUE 04/30/20 10:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming City dog 1400 NW Market St #103 Seattle Four groomers in a small room all grooming despite 
being non essential

becca@puppy-bubbles.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577 becca@puppy-bubbles.com

TRUE 04/30/20 10:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Gentle dental 322 SE 192nd Ave #100, Vancouver This dental office has patients coming in and out all 
day long!!!! My wife was scheduled for an 
EMERGENCY visit and was unpleasantly 
disappointed when she arrived to an office with tons 
of people in it! We are old and need to be careful 
and these people don't have a care in the world! The 
office was dirty no one was wearing masks and 
there were far more than allowed people in this 
office. My wife overheard a woman talking with the 
doctor about getting fillings and I thought 
emergencies were only if you had an infection. This 
will be the reason we have Covid19 come back

TRUE 04/30/20 10:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Petco 201 E College Way Suite B Mount vernon Grooming salon is still fully open, and completely 
booked up with appointments until the 3rd week of 
May

Ymme.emmy@yahoo.com Cassie marlow 360-826-5789

TRUE 04/30/20 10:44 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia I'm very concerned that the WA State Governor's 
Office, much like those of other states, are 
encouraging, even *creating*, this betrayal/snitching 
culture on your fellow Americans, essentially 
violating the right to privacy, freedom of speech, 
freedom of movement, and freedom of congregation 
protected by the Bill of Rights.

TRUE 04/30/20 11:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Joses 126 E. Washington Sequim Customers being served at sit down tables.

TRUE 04/30/20 11:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Joses 126 E. Washington Sequim Customers being served at sit down tables.

TRUE 04/30/20 11:11 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Non Profit with social 
services

Living Well Kent 30607 134th Ave Se Auburn They are holding big gathering and when they give 
food lots of people are in the office like a party and 
not wearing all gloves and masks. Like 15-20 people 
are just walking next to each other in small office. 
People will going to get sick.

Shamso@livingwellkent.org

TRUE 04/30/20 11:19 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Rosycakes Bakery 701 N Grand Blvd Vancouver There was a smalll table outside the bakery that had 
3 people sitting while eating and drinking. This was 2 
days ago when I saw them. I don’t live in this 
neighborhood but I assume this might be an ongoing 
violation.

cpc56@comcast.net Carla Plaster-Camp 253-365-1889

TRUE 04/30/20 11:23 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other nonprofit Living Well Kent 515 W Harrison St Kent not following safety precaution in small office. They 
have more than 100 people coming to their small 
office to pick up food without masks and gloves and 
no 6 feet apart.

shamso@livingwellkent.org

TRUE 04/30/20 11:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming PetCo 9950 N Newport Hwy Spokane They are still grooming while the governor is forcing 
all small grooming salons to remain closed. Please 
close all grooming salons if grooming is not 
essential.  Not fair to allow some but not others.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777.0000 509-466-5526

TRUE 04/30/20 11:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Podiatrist Diabetic Foot Management Center 1281 E Sherman Blvd Muskegon No social distancing. Seeing 50 patients a day. 
Seeing non emergent patients, trimming toenails 
only. Forcing employees to work regardless of 
children not having daycare. Office is not requiring 
face masks. No disinfecting going on in waiting room 
during business hours. Chairs are next to each 
other, not 6 feet apart. Very high risk population of 
patients with diabetes.

Susan E. Holibaugh

TRUE 04/30/20 12:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco Grooming 5700 100th St SW lakewood The petco grooming salons in the ENTIRE state are 
still open despite grooming beeing deemed 
NONESSENTIAL. No action has been taken at all to 
limit customers, in fact, groomers and pushed to 
take more and thus exposing themselves to the 
virus. There is no way anyone can stay 6 feet away 
from one another inside the salons, as most are too 
small. Please do something about this as Groomers 
are tired of being pushed to work in unsafe 
conditions.

lauren_peine@hotmail.com Lauren 2532495869

TRUE 04/30/20 12:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cedar one construction  and maintenance100 2nd Edmonds Emplyees are working in occupied homes on a daily 
basis in king, pierce, and snohomish counties inspite 
of stay at home order and is not an essential 
business.

tricia.rotter@msn.com Tricia Rotter 2537373773.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 12:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Forks Family Dent 461 G st Forks Doing work as always . Need to follow the rules . 
Even if only dentes in town .

TRUE 04/30/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Northwest Logging 2522 N Proctor St Unit 15 Tacoma, WA  98406 United StatesThey are doing construction and logging next door to 
my house.My Address is 6113 E Collins Rd, Port 
Orchard WA 98366

aaron.p.johnson13@gmail.comAaron Johnson 3609817977.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 1:47 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government WA State Government Government Way Olympia WA state government is infringing on our rights.  Be 
transparent!

John 2065552350



TRUE 04/30/20 1:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 3 locations in Vancouver, WA (2914 NE Andresen Road, Vancouver Washington)Vancouver WA Brown Bear car wash in Redmond was declined 
their request to stay open. Either they need to be 
able to open or Kaady needs to be shut down. 
https://www.brownbear.com/about/covid19 
Kaady has 19 locations in WA and OR all operating.

generic.email@gmail.com Prefer not to say 360-000-0000 https://kaady.com/contact

TRUE 04/30/20 2:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other One stop Perkins store 11894 m-35 Perkins No mask or gloves
No distancing
Food dining inside
Prices raised

TRUE 04/30/20 2:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jack In The Box 14050 N I-35E Service Rd Dallas Employees in store not using face masks while 
serving food/drinks and talking out loud laughing 
with no PPE. But expecting customers to wear 
masks at drive through windows when they have no 
PPE covering face. They are just having it on their 
necks.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/30/20 2:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Capitol building Olympia I’d like to report a violation of the constitution and 
failure to uphold the oath of his office!

TRUE 04/30/20 2:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor office State capital 416 sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia I see is a FASCIST DICKTATOR overstepping his 
power! Jay inslee is a NON ESSENTIAL 
NINCOMPOOP FASCIST NAZI!

Belowme@gmail.com Joe Bloe State capital

TRUE 04/30/20 2:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Steam Bee Goods Company 806 Central Ave Oroville Business was allowing to go coffee to be picked up 
outside but has recently opened up to allow 
customers to come inside and drink their coffee and 
eat pastries instead of take out only.

steambeegoodscompany@gmail.com

TRUE 04/30/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business still open. Hr@kaady.com 5/1/20

TRUE 04/30/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business still open. Hr@kaady.com duplicate 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business still open. Hr@kaady.com duplicate 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Kaady Car Wash 11701 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential business still open. Hr@kaady.com duplicate 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 3:09 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Seattle parking Diamond parking Jefferson square West Seattle Started giving tickets to everyone in parking lot, not 
even there for over 2 hours. I am an essential 
worker in the area. 
Diamond parking is not essential and I should be 
able to park there because all the street parking is 
full due to people being home.

Brycehiatt91@gmail.com Bryce hiatt 2064373875.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 3:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 sid Snyder Ave sw OLYMPIA I would like to report a violation to the constitution 
and Jay Inslee’s failure to uphold his oath to office

martin.katrina127@gmail.comKatrina

TRUE 04/30/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Printing press Lithtex NW 2000 Kentucky st Bellingham I believe this company does not fall into the category 
of "Essential Business" and is endangering its staff 
and the surrounding community unnecessarily by 
remaining open and continuing operations during 
this public health crisis.

John.mldrgvch@gmail.com John Milodragovich Johnb@lithtexnw.com 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 3:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Kaady car wash 11701 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Place has been open for over 3 weeks without 
authorization. I have personally reported this multiple 
times and nothing has been done. I have friends that 
are losing their businesses because of this 
lockdown, but this rich guy is just above the law? 
Shut them down already.

Hr@kaady.com

TRUE 04/30/20 3:28 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other state washington goverment 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW, olympia not lifting the quarantine

TRUE 04/30/20 3:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Library Ballard Library 5614 22nd Ave. NW Seattle A large gathering of people is occurring on the north 
side of the Ballard Library throughout the day. I have 
often seen up to a dozen people in close proximity 
hanging out and drinking. They need to take this 
indoors into their own homes.

Sara Longley (206) 434-5644

TRUE 04/30/20 4:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Grant's Market 18 W 4th St Tonasket Only a few employees wear masks, there are not 
tape lines or signs regarding social distancing, there 
is no plexiglass to protect the employees at the 
checkstands.

TRUE 04/30/20 5:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trophy company NORTHWEST TROPHY AND AWARDS13440 NE 177TH Pl Woodinville I have a friend who works for this company and it 
doesnt seem right that they're an awards company 
doing trophies especially with no schools open and 
no sports being played and theyre being called into 
work for a couple hours to just do chess trophies.  
Seems to be a non essential buainess that shouldn't 
be open.

Seth@nwtrophy.com 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 5:25 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Daffodils daycare preschool 5030 168 th st sw Lynnwood Is going have a party, not putting children in separate 
rooms, grouping them in two rooms. To many non 
essential parents just dropping kids off, daycare 
making parents pay tuition to keep kids enrolled

Rmadsen83@gmail.com Rae Madsen 2066762696.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 6:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Many people gathered doing sports

TRUE 04/30/20 6:25 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other goverment governor (Jay Inslee) 416 Sid Snyder ave sw olympia Culp for governor 2020. Inslee you are going to lose 
your chair. Donald Trump played you hard. you 
spent 1.1b on whales(basically to do nothing)and 
only  200 million on covid.  you cant get orders filled 
for ppe and supplies,  you have no plan on how to 
reopen, you picked winners and losers when you 
colosed the state. You've lost touch with your 
roots,and your state.

TRUE 04/30/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Thanh Thanh Cafe 6033 Martin Luther King Jr. Way SSeattle Since Governor Jay Inslee announced "Stay Home, 
Stay Healthy" order on March 23, 2020, this coffee 
shop is continuing to open and ALLOWING 
customers to dine in inside the shop until now. The 
coffee shop's owner is playing with some smart 
tricks: some tables with upside down chairs on top, 
customers are served with plastic to go cups (but still 
sitting down at tables and gathering in a big group. 
Because the coffee shop mostly serves Vietnamese 
customers, so the owner will be alerted if any 
Caucasian or Black customers walking in (the owner 
will monitor the parking lot thru cameras and glass 
windows). The coffee shop is usually crowded on 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday morning (8 am to noon). 
Every day I drive by (on the way to go to work), I see 
many cars in the parking lot. It is easy to verify my 
complaints by reviewing the coffee shop's cameras. 
Cameras never lie. You can call me anytime if you 
have more questions. Please keep my identity 
confidentially. This is a serious violation and need to 
stop immediately.

andrewbuiusa@gmail.com Andrew Bui 2062099966

TRUE 04/30/20 6:32 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Sheep shaggers Jay insley 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay insley was in a field fucking sheep

TRUE 04/30/20 6:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Wingstop 321 Ramsay way, suite 101 Kent The Wingstop restaurant had several people in the 
building at any time while I was waiting in my car per 
guidelines waiting for my food.  This occurred on 
4/30 at approximately 630pm.  The employees were 
taking with a few patrons that did not observe proper 
social distancing with several families with small 
children walking in and out as well.

TRUE 04/30/20 7:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction SCC Concrete 4212 Woodcock Rd Sequim Non essential construction business open

TRUE 04/30/20 7:18 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Public protest Kittitas County Republicans 205 W 5th Ave Ellensburg These anti-quarantine non-socially distancing 
demonstrations put people and the local economy in 
greater jeopardy. Imagine what happens to 
Ellensburg‘s economy if students are not allowed to 
return in the fall. Stay home means stay home and 
the state should remind Tom Dent and his 
constituents of the law.

Glnr2010@gmail.com Tom.dent@leg.wa.gov

TRUE 04/30/20 7:53 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other school district seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seattle require employee come onsite. no protection. most 
job can be finish online, but still require employee 
come in the SPS building.



TRUE 04/30/20 7:59 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway Sunset Center Bellingham So I reluctantly went into the Sunset Safeway 
Tuesday afternoon, and was pretty stunned by 
almost NO EVIDENCE WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF 
A PANDEMIC. A quick count, before I gave up in 
disgust: 57 customers without masks, 6 with, with 
less than half of the employees wearing masks. Both 
workers in the fish and meat counter had masks, but 
were wearing them BELOW THEIR NOSES ! I 
asked the woman helping me why, as politely as 
possible , and she said it was "too loose", and 
proceeded to adjust and fuss with it, touching her 
mask, face, chin and forehead, then using the same 
gloved hand to grab my fish off the pile!! Of the 3 
pharmacists, one had a mask, one had a mask 
decoratively worn scarf-style (presumably to warm 
her neck?), and one had none- and these are people 
who come in close contact with patrons who are 
sick. I saw at least 15 elderly customers who I would 
say are high-risk, and while a few had masks, many 
did not, and those wearing masks were not wearing 
them in a manner that would really seal out 
contagion.
I spoke with the manager, but really, who I would like 
to speak with is the mayor- why is there not a 
mandate to wear masks in public? Other 
communities have done so across the country, and 
Whatcom county is clearly a center of contagion, so 
why not here? What is wrong with people that they 
don't understand that there are silent spreaders, and 
masks simultaneously protect all who wear them? It 
is a shameful statement on our community. Yes, 
masks are uncomfortable and inconvenient, but they 

andysnow57@gmail.com Andy Snow 8085990175.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 8:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Trophy and awards Nw Trophy and awards 13440 NE 177th Place Woodinville We have a business similar to this and we are 
labeled non essential.  How is this company able to 
stay open by making trophies and awards especially 
when the only thing open is big businesses and 
schools are closed as well as sports.   We believe 
this company should not be open.

Rich@nwtrophy.com 5/1

TRUE 04/30/20 9:05 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Sharpshooting indoor range and gun shop1200 N Freya way Spokane Coming and going of individuals to a known 
recreational shooting spot and leaving with items 
that they did not arrive with. Groups of people 
gathering out side of the door within 6 feet.

TRUE 04/30/20 10:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other SO called massge Address: 10522 Lake City Way Ne, C202, Seattle, WA 98125-7750  EMERALD SPA LLC is a business entity registered at Washington Secretary of State, with entity identifier is 604158980. The registration start date is August 11, 2017.10522 lake city way ne C 202SEATTLE Address:
10522 Lake City Way Ne, C202, Seattle, WA 98125-
7750 
EMERALD SPA LLC is a business entity registered 
at Washington Secretary of State, with entity 
identifier is 604158980. The registration start date is 
August 11, 2017.  THEY ARE OPEN

JEFF@THRIVELIFEYOGA.COMJEFF ERICKSON 2067347305 Address: 10522 Lake City Way Ne, C202, Seattle, WA 98125-7750  EMERALD SPA LLC is a business entity registered at Washington Secretary of State, with entity identifier is 604158980. The registration start date is August 11, 2017.

TRUE 04/30/20 11:40 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Capitol building Olympia Romanticizing and sensationalizing the coronavirus 
bringing hysteria and committing mental harm and 
finally  he is giving unneeded and unjust cruel and 
unusual  punishments for Washingtonians , doing 
harm on its own citizens by taking away the rights 
that was guaranteed by our constitution.

Icecrystalragdoll@yahoo.com Shelly

TRUE 05/01/20 12:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other fitness gym The Gym Hd 14689 Valley Center Dr victorville This is a non essential business planning to reopen 
5/1/2020 that goes against the stay at home order .

napolesbritany@yahoo.com Britany napoles Looh 7605962885 jacob@the-gym.com

TRUE 05/01/20 6:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Big Daddys Sale rd Lake charles Serving dine in not safe for waitress and cooks

TRUE 05/01/20 6:47 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 31601 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way Specifically, the pet grooming salon reopened and is 
taking clients.

Feelsolight@hotmail.com Diana Saunders 253-740-9625 Petco.com

TRUE 05/01/20 7:23 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Country club Grays Harbor country club 5300 Central Park Drive Aberdeen Golfing, small gatherings

TRUE 05/01/20 7:32 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private school MMSC Day School 8420 Dayton Ave N Seattle, WA 98103 school is open, apparently armed guard out front

TRUE 05/01/20 7:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Valley Gastroenterology 12401 East Sinto Avenue Spokane Valley elective procedures being done

TRUE 05/01/20 7:55 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Large gathering to protest 
governor’s orders

KittitasCounty Republicans 205 W 5th Ave #180 Ellensburg These anti-quarantine non-socially distancing 
demonstrations put people and the local economy in 
greater jeopardy. Imagine what happens to 
Ellensburg‘s economy if students are not allowed to 
return in the fall. Stay home means stay home and 
the state should remind Tom Dent and his 
constituents of the law. Sherif Clay Meyers issued a 
letter defending these gatherings and now another 
as planned. The protest is scheduled for 11:30 AM 
May 1 outside the courthouse. Please tell them to 
stay home!

Glnr2010@gmail.com tom.dent@leg.wa.gov

TRUE 05/01/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Pearl Massage 602 N Pearl Tacoma Have noticed portable sign on street corner offering 
$40 massages and neon open sign on building.

jtpa@msn.com Candis Carbone 2539853767

TRUE 05/01/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Pearl Massage 602 N Pearl Tacoma Have noticed portable sign on street corner offering 
$40 massages and neon open sign on building.

jtpa@msn.com Candis Carbone 2539853767

TRUE 05/01/20 8:33 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other n/a n/a 6209 56th Street Court West University Place, Washinton 98467the governor, by having his hair cut violating his own 
mandate

dennisdales1@live.com dennis dale stevenson 2534315992

TRUE 05/01/20 8:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other residential cleaning Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle This business has continued to clean in people's 
homes when cleaning has been deemed a non-
essential business.

info@susansgreencleaning.com 5/1

TRUE 05/01/20 9:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Boomerang Therapy Works 200 West 4th Street Vancouver This business reopened this week and Governor 
Inslee has not lifted restrictions yet for this type of 
business.

TRUE 05/01/20 9:54 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle City Council 
member Kshama Swant

Seattle City Council member Kshama Swant7th & Lenora Seattle Today Kshama Swant issued a tweet today 
organizing a rally at the Amazon Spheres at noon 
today.  This appears to violate the stay at home 
order.  I do not believe this is an essential activity 
and our government officials should be encouraging 
people to break the law.

TRUE 05/01/20 11:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage/spa G&E Spa 226 1st St NE Auburn At 11:35am on 5/1/2020 I saw a customer walk into 
this place of business.

Charlotte

TRUE 05/01/20 11:49 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other "Governor" Dictator Jay Dimslee 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia I see my "dad" has a press conference scheduled for 
today at 2:30, which means it will be 2:40 when he 
shows up.  I hope thisgives you enough time to get a 
plan together to go bust his ass.

jay@governor.wa.gov People of WA 3609024111 Jay Dimslee

TRUE 05/01/20 11:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Photography S.C. Jones Photography Kettle Falls Kettle falls Hi Everyone! I’m the owner of S. C. Jones 
Photography. 
Initially I put my photo shoots on pause for this 
whole pandemic, but I think photography is so 
important, especially when life is different and 
changing. 
I want to offer a special chance for you and your 
family to document this unique time. A time that’s 
slowed down and people are at home and together. 
Usually we don’t think of taking family photos until 
some exciting event happens or every member of the 
family is home... but I think we should be taking 
photos to document all the aspects of life: the good, 
the bad, and even occasionally the boring.
So, for the remainder of this pandemic, I will be 
offering “Porchtraits” (Porch Portraits). For only $50 
I will come to your home, and you and whoever you 
wish to join you can gather on your porch (or right 
outside your home) and I will photograph you for 
about 10-15 minutes, to capture this rare time in 
your life that you can later look back on either in 
longing or in gratitude that it ended! 
To continue abiding by social distancing I will be 
taking payment through Venmo wherever possible.
***Also a super good idea for a Mothers’ Day gift!***
So send me a message and let’s remember these 
times!
S. C. Jones Photography
scjonesphoto.com
sarahcjonesphoto@gmail.com
@scjonesphoto

GregBasel@icloud.com Greg 5093709186 sarahcjonesphoto@gmail.com 5/4

TRUE 05/01/20 12:11 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Daisy's Pet Grooming 504 West Stewart Ave Puyallup They are claiming that they are reopening next week 
because their dog clients have health problems.  
Unclear if dogs can carry covid-19 and concerned 
that they won't have a way to protect me or my dog.  
Why can they open and not human hair and nail 
salons?

afatalgrace@yahoo.com Linda Poole 253-446-8855 WA law enforcement ltr

TRUE 05/01/20 12:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Stadium Thriftway 618 N 1st Street Tacoma No limit on customers in store.  No floor signs 
showing where people should wait in line.  Self 
checkouts are less than 6 feet apart.  Bulk foods still 
operating as self serve with no sanitation.  No 
employee enforcing any social distancing.  
Employees not wearing masks.  Aisles are too 
narrow.



TRUE 05/01/20 12:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Immigrant Detention ICE Northwest Processing Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma People are sick and in quarantine inside without 
access to social distancing, adequate PPE, or 
sufficient medical care. The facility, by its very 
nature of operating, is helping spread covid-19 
among staff and people being held.

nathalie.R.Asher@ice.dhs.gov

TRUE 05/01/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Puget Sound Eye Care 2501 N 45th Street Seattle Had to take my child for an emergent eye appt and 
was shocked the office wasn’t requiring everyone to 
wear masks. Patients unmasked and waiting in 
waiting room less than 6ft from each other. My 
infant can’t wear a mask so I expected this doctors 
office to be taking COVID more seriously and 
requiring those who can wear masks to wear them. 
Staff in their eyeglass section also touched my sons 
face without gloves or evidence of hand washing. I 
left really scared and upset. I naively thought a 
doctors office of all places would be taking this 
pandemic seriously. I wish doctors offices were 
required to take EVERY precaution possible 
including making anyone coming into their office to 
wear a mask the staff to all wear gloves during 
patient care.

hello@jennelliottblake.com Jenn Elliott Blake 206-915-5147

TRUE 05/01/20 12:57 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Tacoma Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma It is violating the non-essential order.

TRUE 05/01/20 1:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other University Hospital Clinic 
8S under the division of 
Ambulatory Care

University of Washington Medical Center1959 NE Pacific St.  Suite 8 S pacific towersSeattle social distancing in the office was not allowed 
enforced until this week in spite of the the governors 
ordnance. Staff who have the ability to work from 
home have been had to come to work increasing the 
risk of exposure to 100%.  When this governors 
ordnance was mentioned in writing the managerial 
staff has bragged about not having to follow the 
orders of the Washington state Governor.
Please note there was a letter written to the union 
regarding staff working from home Full-time but this 
was refused by 8s managerial staff. they have also  
breached Article 31 – Health and Safety of the SEIU 
contracat.

Debra.Toombs1@gmail.com Debra Toombs 2066602580

TRUE 05/01/20 1:25 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Freedom Fuck Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Being a KAREN is not okay! You are violating 
constitutional rights. If you don't want to make the 
hard decision of opening our state back up then step 
down. Open up or prepare to be recalled!

FreedomFighter@gmail.com Freedom Fighter

TRUE 05/01/20 1:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Lefty Burger Shack 8317 27th St. W University Place They are doing take out only but are not enforcing 
anything outside of there business. I.e. people using 
their outside picnic tables for eating. No guidance for 
their line either.

TRUE 05/01/20 2:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Open Office Shared 
Workplace

CoLab Coworking 915 Broadway St Vancouver This business is not essential and most 
members/renters are non-essential workers.

Anonymous info@heycolab.com 5/4

TRUE 05/01/20 2:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Open Office Shared 
Workplace

CoLab Coworking 915 Broadway St Vancouver This business is not essential and most 
members/renters are non-essential workers.

Anonymous info@heycolab.com 5/4

TRUE 05/01/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plastic surgery and medical 
aesthetics

Naficy Rejuvenation Center 1110 112th Ave NE, Suite 150Bellevue Naficy are taking bookings for May 5th procedures 
per scheduling on their website.  These procedures 
are not medically necessary to alleviate any medical 
ailments or conditions.  It is a heavily trafficked 
business and social distancing is impossible as 
providers have to touch patients.  This seems in 
violation of Gov Inslee guidelines for the re opening 
of any business, and his indication this week that his 
Stay at home order is being extended beyond May 
4th.

TRUE 05/01/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plastic surgery and medical 
aesthetics

Naficy Rejuvenation Center 1110 112th Ave NE, Suite 150Bellevue Naficy are taking bookings for May 5th procedures 
per scheduling on their website.  These procedures 
are not medically necessary to alleviate any medical 
ailments or conditions.  It is a heavily trafficked 
business and social distancing is impossible as 
providers have to touch patients.  This seems in 
violation of Gov Inslee guidelines for the re opening 
of any business, and his indication this week that his 
Stay at home order is being extended beyond May 
4th.

TRUE 05/01/20 2:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor Ocean Massage 1230 S 336th St Federal Way This reflexology massage parlor just recently opened 
despite the pandemic had an open sign on

Kathryn.Jellum@@gmail.comKathryn Jellum 428-246-0512

TRUE 05/01/20 2:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Medical/dental office Fremont Medical and Dental 4464 Fremont Ave N Seattle Unnecessary remodeling to a business office in a 
residential building to the extreme irritation of 
quarantined residents.

?

TRUE 05/01/20 2:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business ColdStone Creamery at Kent Station 509 Ramsey Way Kent Walk in customers are being serviced, although they 
are being told there is no indoor seating.  The initial 
Stay at Home order specifically called out Ice Cream 
Shops

TRUE 05/01/20 2:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Whatcom Foursquare Church 4860 NW Ave Bellingham Every evening for some time now we see 20-30 cars 
in a church parking lot. The church is very,  very 
small. We cannot understand how that many people 
can be inside such a small space. This is 
concerning! Every evening that many people 
jammed in a small space. Can you do anything about 
this to discourage them? I complained to my local 
health department and they said they can do nothing 
about it and I needed to contact the Governor.

shanstead@comcast.net Sandra Hanstead 3606768175

TRUE 05/01/20 3:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinary clinic with an on-
site grooming sslon

Auburn Veterinary Hospital 718 Auburn Way N Auburn Non essential grooming is being done in their salon Muddypaws1@msn.com Jacki Hurley (253)332-2338 Jow

TRUE 05/01/20 3:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinary clinic with an on-
site grooming sslon

Auburn Veterinary Hospital 718 Auburn Way N Auburn Non essential grooming is being done in their salon Muddypaws1@msn.com Jacki Hurley (253)332-2338 Jow

TRUE 05/01/20 3:09 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salo Petco 27111 167th Pl SE Covington Petco continues to have their grooming salon open. Muddypaws1@msn.com Jacki Hurley (253)332-2338

TRUE 05/01/20 3:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Greywolf veterinary 1102 west washington street Sequim A dog grooming salon is being run out of the clinic 
which is non essential during this stay at home order.

TRUE 05/01/20 3:29 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Childcare KidsCentre 99 Spring St Seattle, WA Opened their doors to ALL families served. Owner 
sent an email stating that she is ‘not policing’ who is 
and who is not an essential worker. This is putting 
everyone at risk as the government indicated day 
care should ONLY be allowed for children of 
essential workers.

TRUE 05/01/20 3:35 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Political Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor Inslee is performing non-essential 
functions by trying to define what's essential and 
curtailing our freedoms.

dm@mahaffy.org David Mahaffy

TRUE 05/01/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile grooming Hooked on feline 14318 E Broadway Spokane Can you please tell me why she is allowed to groom 
when we cannot take our animals to our groomers, 
she is a mobile groomer

hookedonfeline@gmail.com 5/4

TRUE 05/01/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mobile grooming Hooked on feline 14318 E Broadway Spokane Can you please tell me why she is allowed to groom 
when we cannot take our animals to our groomers, 
she is a mobile groomer

hookedonfeline@gmail.com 5/4

TRUE 05/01/20 3:41 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog hrooming Petco 5700 100th st lakewood they are seprate staff and hours they have not shut 
down at all

bully489@gmail.com Danielle Griffith 3604648675

TRUE 05/01/20 3:41 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Petco 9004 Vernon Rd Lake Stevens Petco has been grooming during the entire time that 
Gov. Inslee.  The groomers refused to come in and 
go against the governors orders.  Petco filled in with 
other groomers.  Now they are threatening the 
groomers with being fired if they dont show up, 
according to store manager Tosha.  The are still 
open even though today's speech allows for 
groomers only un Phase 2!  We have reported this 
business numerous times over the last months.  I'm 
not sure if it's the Snohomish sherif who is behind 
letting them put employees at risk or who. But this is 
horrible

TRUE 05/01/20 4:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Empire Eye Physicians 1414 N Houk rd ste 103 Spokane With extending of stay at home order till may 31 they 
are scheduled to open normally on may 4th. This 
involves a fully loaded patient and staff schedule. 
This business is nonessential because we primarily 
deal with cataract surgeries.

zorzi.elisha@gmail.com Elisha Zorzi 7023032254

TRUE 05/01/20 4:30 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Shopping centers in U 
Village

University Village 2623 NE University Village St Seattle University Village had groups of people mingling who 
were not six feet apart but were close together in 
groups and none of them were wearing masks or 
PPE of any type.

Newyorker88.jm@gmail.com Jennifer 2065798590

TRUE 05/01/20 5:39 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other CrossFit gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Repeatedly opening and operating indoor exercises 
and workout programs several times a day everyday. 
Coming into contact with people they do not live with 
and opening the business outside of gov orders.

Seattleknitwit@gmail.com Michelle 6154297287

TRUE 05/01/20 5:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor and Senate Capital Building Olympia Services are non essential and are in violation of the 
constitution and the people's basic human rights.

TRUE 05/01/20 5:42 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to enter gym all hours of day and night 
with people not abiding my safe distancing rules.



TRUE 05/01/20 5:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Gym being open (and blocking windows because 
they know they aren’t allowed in there). Continuing 
to enter gym all hours of day and night with multiple 
people not abiding by safe distancing rules.

TRUE 05/01/20 6:06 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Petco 201 E College Way Mount Vernon While the little guys must stay closed, this corporate 
giant gets to wipe them out all the while. They are 
grooming pets. Is pet grooming essential or not? If it 
is for one business, why not the others?

germaine.kornegay@gmail.comGermaine Kornegay 360-755-2108

TRUE 05/01/20 6:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other cabin rentals North Cove Vacation Cabin Rentals 3551 State Route 105 North Cove Renting cabins to visitors which is unsafe for the 
local residents

margueritegarth@gmail.com wish to stay anonymous, thanks 3605914919 Janette Bush-Hudson

TRUE 05/01/20 6:34 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th st Tacoma I am a 19 year veteran RN in Pierce county. This 
business is open along with its associates 
downstairs (plastic surgery) I am asking for WA to 
exclude lasers, injections cosmetic surgery in the 
May 18th elective surgery order. I feel that plastic 
surgeons offices, Med spas, Esthetic practices and 
other Non-essentials operations should remain 
closed for the remainder of the stay at home order. I 
am hopeful other more essential surgeries will be 
placed at a higher priority. We need to protect the 
PPE we have to prevent a long term shortage.

TRUE 05/01/20 6:34 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th st Tacoma I am a 19 year veteran RN in Pierce county. This 
business is open along with its associates 
downstairs (plastic surgery) I am asking for WA to 
exclude lasers, injections cosmetic surgery in the 
May 18th elective surgery order. I feel that plastic 
surgeons offices, Med spas, Esthetic practices and 
other Non-essentials operations should remain 
closed for the remainder of the stay at home order. I 
am hopeful other more essential surgeries will be 
placed at a higher priority. We need to protect the 
PPE we have to prevent a long term shortage.

TRUE 05/01/20 6:35 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th st Tacoma I am a 19 year veteran RN in Pierce county. This 
business is open along with its associates 
downstairs (plastic surgery) I am asking for WA to 
exclude lasers, injections cosmetic surgery in the 
May 18th elective surgery order. I feel that plastic 
surgeons offices, Med spas, Esthetic practices and 
other Non-essentials operations should remain 
closed for the remainder of the stay at home order. I 
am hopeful other more essential surgeries will be 
placed at a higher priority. We need to protect the 
PPE we have to prevent a long term shortage.

TRUE 05/01/20 6:36 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ghhh Gvgg Fghhh Nice job Hitler

TRUE 05/01/20 6:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business I.C. Poke 10417 GRAVELLY LAKE DR. SW#DLakewood Business is open and serving customers. Not just 
delivery/pick up 

Customer openly bragged about it on Facebook and 
said that more businesses all over Lakewood are 
doing the same. Attempting to collect more names 
and addresses

gingeranderson1980@gmail.comGinger Anderson 2532248905.0000

TRUE 05/01/20 7:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Governor Capital 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia That Inslee is wasting his pay check by violating the 
Civil Rights of United States Citizens whom are 
citizens of the State of Washington. Please send 
him home without pay.

Jay Inslee (servant to the People)

TRUE 05/01/20 7:47 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:48 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:50 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:51 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

Seattleknitwit@gmail.com Amanda 6154297287

TRUE 05/01/20 7:53 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

Seattleknitwit@gmail.com Amanda 6154297287

TRUE 05/01/20 7:55 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

Seattleknitwit@gmail.com Amanda 6154297287

TRUE 05/01/20 7:55 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

Seattleknitwit@gmail.com Amanda 6154297287

TRUE 05/01/20 7:56 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:57 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:57 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:58 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:58 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 7:58 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:00 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.



TRUE 05/01/20 8:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours putting the people who share the building at 
risk. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside. 
Blocking all windows to hide themselves.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:08 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residence 599 Hunter st Richland Gatherings a few nights a week

TRUE 05/01/20 8:38 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Law enforcement Thompsonville Police Department 21230 Division street Thompsonville Our Cheif of police posted this he is not following the 
governors stay at home law. He has said he is not 
wearing a face mask in public and not stopping 
gatherings. I have a screen shot of the full statement 
if needed. Please help us keep our families safe in 
this redneck town.

Steve Kalahar

TRUE 05/01/20 9:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bill collection Dynamic Collectors 790 S Market Blvd Chehalis I believe they have at least 15 people working there.

TRUE 05/01/20 10:08 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Jack in the Box 7205 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Witnessed contact with money to the customer 
without gloves. They didn't use gloves or face 
covering when handing me my order. There were no 
gloves or masks worn by any crew that I could see. 
How do I know if its Sanitary?

amy.fuger@gmail.com Amy Fuger

TRUE 05/01/20 10:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Governor is not only non essential, but actively 
destructive.  Despite this, holds regular press 
conferences and promulgated destructive decrees.

TRUE 05/01/20 10:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber DCLARIT MEDICAL & ESTHETICS CLINIC606 120th Ave Ne, Suite D 204Bellevue Performing injections on clients tatyana@dclarit.com

TRUE 05/01/20 10:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber DCLARIT MEDICAL & ESTHETICS CLINIC606 120th Ave Ne, Suite D 204Bellevue Performing injections on clients tatyana@dclarit.com

TRUE 05/02/20 12:28 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School ABC German School 2101 112th Ave Ste 110 Bellevue This school continues to encourage families of 
young children to attend classes during the week 
and pay for school, under the guise of “helping out 
parents”. This is against the governors orders and 
dangerous for the health of these families and our 
community.

TRUE 05/02/20 4:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift Store Community Thrift 303 welsian way Richland Store is planning to open May 5th and is saying they 
consider themselves essential so they will open their 
store for in store shopping. You can find their 
Facebook page and post with comments

TRUE 05/02/20 6:48 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Link... Link... Link... Selah Here is a Facebook post you shoukd check out. A 
group of people are getting together to willfully go 
against the shutdown orders. This is how riots 
start....

TRUE 05/02/20 6:48 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Link... Link... Link... Selah Here is a Facebook post you shoukd check out. A 
group of people are getting together to willfully go 
against the shutdown orders. This is how riots 
start....

TRUE 05/02/20 7:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Seattle Premier Oral Surgery 509 Olive Way Suite 1331 Seattle Patients are being scheduled or seen that are non-
emergency.

TRUE 05/02/20 8:07 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Illegal nanny / daycare 3613 Evanston Ave N Seattle In this residential unit an illegal daycare business is 
present and a nanny is taking care of 3+ kids even 
though only 1 kid lives in this address. We see 
nanny, parents, kids that don’t live in this address 
constantly come in and out risking the health of 
others.

TRUE 05/02/20 9:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store Community thrift 303 Wellsian way Richland Posted on Facebook at 9:44pm May 1st that they 
will be open for business on May 5th. Non essential 
business planning on opening.

TRUE 05/02/20 9:16 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Nutty Squirrel 7212 greenwood N Seattle Serving a large group of customers inside store none 
wearing masks and it is a gelato store

Marytkesrney@comcast.net Mary 2964999205

TRUE 05/02/20 9:49 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 13308 Meridian East Puyallup Shoppers forced to use one narrow door for ingoing 
and outgoing patrons.  Inside the one entry patrons 
unable to spread out due to blockages from large 
produce bunkers, floral displays, grocery carts and 
baskets.   Shoppers are crowded together trying to 
enter and leave business.

charlene0423@gmail.com Charlene Mollett 253-229-9755

TRUE 05/02/20 10:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Blessed Barber Studio West 7049A S Desert Blvd #111 El Paso His name is Miguel Angel. He is contacting people 
on facebook and doing haircuts from home.

chris66566@gmail.com Christian 9157837522

TRUE 05/02/20 11:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber All of them in Everett wa 5303 S 2nd Ave, Apt A Everett Every hair salon, massage parlor, and about a 
quarter of the bars here in Everett are open, and 
have been for some time now. They don't even 
bother hiding the fact that their open signs are lit up. 
All parks have had twice as much traffic as ever 
before the entire time lol, but that's no matter now. 
😉

Oceanusn@hotmail.com Nicole Parks 4252445607

TRUE 05/02/20 12:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Petco 2001 15th Ave W #B Seattle They are still grooming while other groomers have 
closed down and are suffering.

billwolfe@outlook.com Bill Wolfe 6027582919.0000

TRUE 05/02/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Clothing Willow 119 E Woodin Ave Chelan Walked by, saw someone shopping, a sign on her 
door says open by appointment......

TRUE 05/02/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Clothing Willow 119 E Woodin Ave Chelan Walked by, saw someone shopping, a sign on her 
door says open by appointment......

TRUE 05/02/20 2:33 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Noonie's Barber Shop 14165 Bissonnet St, Houston, TX 77083Houston Business never closed during covid rules. To this 
day this barbershop is conducting business.

Aguirre5579@gmail.com Jesus Aguirre 7139926280

TRUE 05/02/20 2:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Esmail Oral Surgery 3136 Squalicum Parkway bellingham Starting work with patients before the 18th and 
requiring employees to meet in person  and work full 
time on the 5th of may

TRUE 05/02/20 3:05 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 SOUTH MERIDIAN, SUITE H, PUYALLUP, WA 98373Puyallup This gym has emailed all of its members stating they 
have received no government assistance and will 
opening this Monday to peacefully protest.

mschaller1@hotmail.com Michael Schaller 2533895321 info@NWFITCO.com

TRUE 05/02/20 3:05 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco Grooming 1241 N.205 th Street Seattle I fully understand and agree why the store should be 
open, but getting your dogs haircut or bath during A 
PANDEMIC IS ABSOLUTELY INSANE!!!! If 
humans can't why why should pets???????????? 
and it has BEEN WIDELY REPORTED IN THE 
NEWS that animals can contract the virus!!!!!!!!!!! 
What kind of company doesn't care about the 
workers, animals and customers?????????? This is 
awful.

Petco

TRUE 05/02/20 3:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Illegal Daycare at Townhouse Residential Unit3613 Evanston Ave N Seattle This residential unit houses a nanny (likely not 
licensend) and 3+ kids especially during weekdays 
on a consistent basis. Renters have only 1 child, 
however there's a constant in and out of nanny, 
parents, children from this unit. The noise and 
screaming as well as foot traffic is unbearable to the 
neighbors and exposes people at disease risk. 
Renters were warned, husband threatened me by 
coming to my door

dtansoy@yahoo.com Dilek Tansoy 6173727729.0000

TRUE 05/02/20 3:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fuck you Fuck you 932 1/2 6th street Clarkston Fucking your mom crusn_ford66@hotmail.com R 5097807372 crusn_ford66@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/02/20 3:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming salon Petco 22621 Bothell Everett Hwy G12aBothell I agree with the store being open for our fur babies 
supplies but it is Ludacris why animals would 'NEED' 
baths and grooms during A PANDEMIC WHEN 
Humans can't get the same! Also, it has been in the 
news that animals can contract the virus!!!!!! What 
kind of company doesn't care about the animals? 
their workers? and customers?

Petco

TRUE 05/02/20 4:06 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business NW Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup Starting May 5th, this company plans to hold a daily 
“protest” by opening their gym from 0800-1800. 
Furthermore, the business is not taking proper 
precautions to limit the possible spread of covid-19. 
This information is from an event posted on their 
Facebook page. This company could have a negative 
impact on the health of our community.

info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 4:07 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Coffee shop Tam Thanh 9447 delridge way sw Seattle People are gathered inside the coffee shop. Smoking 
and gambling

TRUE 05/02/20 4:16 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming PetCo 85th Ave. Kirkland I thought dog grooming was not allowed, our 
groomer was told they couldn't open up so why is 
PetCo in Kirkland and Redmond open? You can't get 
in, they are full! Please open up all dog groomers!

ccahill1@aol.com Claire Cahill 4253011493

TRUE 05/02/20 4:18 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness company 4301 South Meridian, Suite HPuyallup Gym is opening to protest. They’re having classes all 
day and bringing everyone.

Bryant.katie@yahoo.com Katie jensen 2532234613 Info@nwfitco.com



TRUE 05/02/20 4:45 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 South Meridian, Suite HPuyallup There is a Facebook event created by Northwest 
Fitness Company for an Exercise YOUR Rights 
starting May 5-30th (during this time gyms are still 
not considered essential) for members to come and 
work out as a “protest”. So this business will be 
opening and offering specials for new members to 
join. I have screenshots of the event posted if they 
take it down. The verbiage in the event is concerning 
it gives false advertisement to the increase of well 
being and essential business when in fact it is not.

Mommysworkingrn@gmail.comTayleur C. 2542482844 info@NWFITCO.com

TRUE 05/02/20 4:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle, ATV dealership Owens Cycle Inc. 1707 N. 1st St. Yakima Showroom is open and units are still being sold. Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/02/20 4:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Steven KIm, DDS 10614 SE Kent-Kangley Rd # 102Kent, WA 98030 Routine teeth cleaning

TRUE 05/02/20 5:42 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other school distict seattle public schools 2445 3rd ave s seattle most of the work can be finished at home. manager 
still require employee come in sps building 8 
hours/day. it is required!!!!!!!   without any protection.

TRUE 05/02/20 5:55 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 6711 ne 63rd st vancouver not compling with 6' distancing, 85% of people 
shopping and employees not wearing PPE. Female 
store manager wasnt even wearing mask, said it was 
all corp. and they didnt have to enforce. There were 
kids, infants, elderly, and others not wearing PPE. 7 
deaths last week kitty corner to my house on 58th 
AVE, half mile from this store whom shop there.

trevorcohn8051@gmail.com Trevor D Cohn 3604019753.0000

TRUE 05/02/20 6:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Family Planning 2777 Long beach blvd Long beach I was at this clinic for surgery and noticed that a lot 
of people weren't wearing masks.

Glackter2@gmail.com Erica Sanchez

TRUE 05/02/20 7:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Ezells Chicken 17323 140th Ave NE Woodinville Not abiding by curbside takeout

TRUE 05/02/20 7:41 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real estate Diane Terry at Windermere Queen Anne214 West McGraw street Seattle My best friend is being forced to work staging 
unsanitized homes and is being paid under the table. 
It’s been going on the whole time.

Jennifer.willoughby@gmail.comJennifer Willoughby 8017627856.0000

TRUE 05/02/20 8:24 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Yelm Cross fit 303 creek st se Yelm My 17 year old daughter is a member of this gym 
and received an email that they are going to defy the 
stay home order and open up  and have a schedule 
of classes they will offer daily, but to keep it a secret. 
I can provide the email if needed. This is telling 
teens to not practice the stay home stay safe and to 
lie and be sneaky.

Melissacorbin031@gmail.comMelissa Morgan 3609728758 Annie Hendricks Malone      anniemalone@ymail.com

TRUE 05/02/20 8:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other FUCK OFF FUCK OFF 123 FUCK LANE SEATTLE FUCK OFF AND DIE FOAD
INSLEE IS AN ASSHOLE!!

123@GMAIL.COM FUCK OFF AND DIE 123-456-7891

TRUE 05/02/20 8:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other INSLEE IS A PIECE OF 
HORSE SHIT

INSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHIT 123 INSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHIT LANESEATTLE INSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHIT INSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHITINSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHITINSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHITINSLEE IS A PIECE OF HORSE SHIT

TRUE 05/02/20 9:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business High Country Orchard 8518 E Green Bluff Rd Colbert, WA  99005 United StatesColbert This business has been open for over a week. They 
are allowing people inside their store to shop. They 
are NOT essential.

highcountryorchard@gmail.com

TRUE 05/02/20 10:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Oasis Bubble Tea 519 Sixth Avenue South Seattle Customers are allowed to sit and stay in the 
establishment for extended periods of time. The staff 
is unresponsive to those who have stayed after 
receiving their order.

TRUE 05/02/20 10:40 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Entitled House Party 1009 W Garfield St. Seattle 1009 was recently sold to new owners. Since then, I 
have seen this household violate orders 4 times in a 
short amount of time, with today's festivities 
including at least 4 different families at their home 
during the day, and then about 5 other different 
families at their home this evening. They are hosting 
a full party today, with the windows all open for 
everyone to see and hear. This kind of thing has to 
stop. Please send them a notice or a warning. They 
think the rules do not apply to them.

rashaver1@gmail.com Rachel Shaver 3074136943

TRUE 05/03/20 4:23 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Cedars at pier one 355 clover island drive Kennewick The restaurant is allowing large groups of people to 
wait in the very small and cramped lobby for food 
orders. Social distancing is not being followed and 
no ppe is being used.

Fredrick@gmail.com Frederick aimes 5095822143

TRUE 05/03/20 6:55 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington State 
Government

Governor Inslee Olympia Washington Olympia 1. Freedom of association - violation
2. Freedom to gather- violation 
3. Freedom to peaceably assemble- violation
4. Freedom - to worship- violation 
5. Freedom  to travel- violation 
6.  Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness - 
denied

Mcs66@comcast.net Angry Grandmother 888-290-4236 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/03/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Washington State Goveernor P.O. Box 40002 Olympia This douche bag asshole is restricting lawful activity 
for no reason other than his unquenchable desire for 
control.  Fuck that dipshit rat bastard.

DontTreadOnMe@FreeWashington.comJohn Q Public 1800kissmyass WeThePeople@FuckInslee.com

TRUE 05/03/20 7:41 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Washington States Governors Office 416 14th Avenue Olympia The violation of the US Constitution.  The end result 
can not justify the means.  The means is violating 
Washington State citizens their US Constitutional 
right.  Plus using a model or models that are not 
accurate.  To spread unknown fear.  To make a 
model you must have historical data for tends.   The 
model is making up trends with no true historical 
data to back up their trends. They have even 
admitted this.  The models +- accuracy rate is over +- 
 100% at best.  Which means they don’t know what 
they are modeling.  Hospitals have not once been 
close to capacity.   The Governor stay at home order 
is not essential.  It is based off of false data and is 
illegal.

Rlk15@outlook.com Rob Kerr 2064921786

TRUE 05/03/20 7:49 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State of WA Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia You are hereby in violation of the U.S. Constitution 
by imposing restrictions that are in opposition of 
such. You need to either stand down as Governor or 
uphold the oath you've taken to follow the 
Constitution of the United States or you may be 
place under arrest by the citizens for failure of 
such....

People of the State of WA

TRUE 05/03/20 8:16 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor Capital Hill Olympia This business has become tyrannical and is stealing 
my freedom. Huge violation of my God given rights.

TRUE 05/03/20 9:53 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Chiropractic Market Place Chiropractic Wellness  Center9633 market pl #103 Lake Stevens Dr Jeffery P. Clark openly admitted on Facebook 
that he and his clinic have not and will not use 
masks with clients stating herd immunity and have 
been doing business throughout the pandemic. I 
have saved the screenshots. This is also posted on 
the clinics Facebook page.

Chris.a.cerezo@gmail.com Chris Cerezo 2068830702.0000

TRUE 05/03/20 10:59 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction JTM 320 108th Ave NE Bellevue JTM and the other trades are going to start work 
tommorow. Willingly violating stay at home order. 
Once they are behind the fence people will be in 
tight quarters climbing ontop of each other etc it's a 
construction site. Authority will not know what is on 
the other side of the fence once the workers are 
inside. Distance and proper ppe will not be effective 
utilized. I make this report because owners ignore 
the facts and the governor's words to push for 
money.

JTM employee JTM construction

TRUE 05/03/20 11:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Large gathering(s) of people Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Branded Stylez 5800 W Division Chicago please someone needs to investigate this business 
they’re having large gatherings it seems like every 
day of the week

Lawilliams@cookcountyhhs.orgTicia 312-864-6000

TRUE 05/03/20 11:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Branded Stylez 5800 W Division Chicago I have called the police and reported this business 
there are large groups of people entering daily 
through a back entrance please shut this business 
down before it’s too late. They should not be opened 
but they are still servicing people every day.

Oscardgoodwin@yahoo.com Oscar 312-7382019

TRUE 05/03/20 12:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber stag 1401 ave d snohomish this business was on the news, doing business even 
with the stay at home order. they were not doing 
social distance and no one had a mask on. I am a 
stylist, his shop was so dirty, and he is not even 
disinfecting anything, no neck strips no cleaning 
chair or equipment. he should be fined and shut 
down now.

elizabeth



TRUE 05/03/20 12:24 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government City of Edmonds 505 5th Ave N Edmonds On April 24, 2020 I reported construction activity for 
a single family in my neighborhood. The foundation 
forms and cement were built and poured prior to 
Governor's announcement lifting restrictions on 
residential  development.

Shane Hope, Development Services Department 
Director advised me the City is not enforcing the 
Governor's Orders and Regulations which is 
contrary to RCW 38.52.120 (1).

The construction workers at the site are still not 
practicing any of the COVID-19 regulations to stop 
and/or spread the virus. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter and 
getting the City of Edmonds onboard enforcing the 
measures to prevent further infection and death in 
our State.

finistupper@comcast.net Finis Tupper 425-977-5879 michael.nelson@edmondswa.gov

TRUE 05/03/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business InBios International 307 Westlake Ave N #300 Seattle My coworker submitted a complaint today as well. I 
am submitting a complaint concurrently to provide 
witness to the lack of adherence to social distancing 
both in and out of the lab environment at InBios. 
This is especially evident in the ELISA 
Manufacturing department.

kirstin.e.olson@gmail.com Kirstin Olson 206-550-0156 Syamal and Estela Raychaudhuri

TRUE 05/03/20 1:22 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Washington State Governor Governors Mansion Olympia Jay Inslee’s unconstitutional stay at home order is a 
load of crap, we the people of Washington will not 
comply.

TRUE 05/03/20 2:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other AirBNB "Vashon Paradise" Airbnb by Lori Means.  Link below in comments1721 NE 63rd Street Seattle Rental of airbnb for non-essential reasons.  In the 
last week we have seen 2 different sets of renters, 
walking through common property carrying glasses 
of wine.  We are a small, secluded community on 
Vashon Island.  Here is listing:

https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/33252995?source_im
pression_id=p3_1588538114_JCNVBCGC5RI1jhh0
&guests=1&adults=1

marilynspotswood@hotmail.commarilyn spotswood 206-276-6848 marilynspotswood@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/03/20 2:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School property Evergreen middle school Evergreen middle school Everett Large group of a family & friends playing sports/ 
eating /dancing while Parked at the gate of school 
and violating social gathering. More than a 
household is present. Approximately 28+ and 
growing quickly.

Joellemata1002@gmail.com Joelle Mata 4253439555.0000

TRUE 05/03/20 3:05 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Auto track 2201 riverside dr Mount vernon My brother in law is being forced to go to work but is 
afraid he will lose his job if he reports it.

Sandyarthalony@gmail.com Sandy Arthalony 2067954903 Joe

TRUE 05/03/20 3:33 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:34 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:35 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:35 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:35 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:36 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/03/20 3:50 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Council member Seattle city council 600 4th ave Seattle Kshama Sawant is calling for militant action in 
workplaces and against privately owned businesses. 
She is not fit for office and must resign immediately.

TRUE 05/03/20 5:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other ordering citizens into house 
arrest

office of the governor 1400 washington ave ave olympia really? your science is, a victim of mutilated 
statistics, (a fav political game) ...1 death in my 
county...and that was counted about a month 
ago...death rate among , not COPD, not obese, not 
diabetic, not over 65  is VERY lo, can you give me 
that number ? (and that stat would obviously, not 
include those who have already immunized through 
natural ways)...just saying it seems heavy handed 
for such a liberated human..intern the infirm (and 
king co since they seem to be the only stats you look 
at )and lets GO

TRUE 05/03/20 6:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business AM PM convenience 6804 Vineland Ave North Hollywood Left the partition and none of the employees were 
wearing masks or gloves (not even pulled down...just 
not at all) the same for the AMPM on Vermont Ave. I 
get a small Frosticcino weekly and never see anyone 
in compliance. I have seen no one at any of the four 
locations visited since this quarantine started

shimmerg666@yahoo.com Tara Tanner No phone

TRUE 05/03/20 6:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Chesaw Mercantile Chesaw Oroville Road Oroville Manager posted a reader board: "Covid 19 the great 
hoax?" next to
the store. This store is only about 500 sq. ft. People 
were gathered around table (that holds 4-6) drinking 
coffee; no one wearing masks (including Manager); 
no social distancing; Manager tells patrons this is the 
"swine flu."

shook.tory@gmail.com Tory Shook 5094852168 Bonnie Scott, Manager

TRUE 05/03/20 7:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Hempy Hands 3030 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick Non-essential business open. High contact in 
massage industry is very concerning. They did not 
say they would be working with PPE.

feliciacurtis77@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/03/20 7:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Hempy Hands 3030 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick Non-essential business open. High contact in 
massage industry is very concerning. They did not 
say they would be working with PPE.

feliciacurtis77@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/03/20 7:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School Ballard High School 1418 NW 65th St Seattle, WA  98117 United StatesSeattle There was a group of men or teens, approx 20 
practicing football.

alliedelong@gmail.com Allie 2069107181.0000

TRUE 05/03/20 10:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Pabco roofing manufacturer 1476 Thorne Rd Tacoma Pabco roofing manufacturer does not fall under the 
phase 1 of essential business to open up.
Pabco roofing manufacturer is not following the 
governor's guide lines!!

Info@pabcoroofing.com

TRUE 05/03/20 10:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Pabco roofing manufacturer 1476 Thorne Rd Tacoma Pabco roofing manufacturer does not fall under the 
phase 1 of essential business to open up.
Pabco roofing manufacturer is not following the 
governor's guide lines!!

Info@pabcoroofing.com

TRUE 05/03/20 11:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming PETCO 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey Why is Petco grooming still open when the Governor 
declared it non essential? Why are groomers being 
put at such high risk? It is known the virus not only 
be transferred by dogs but they can get it/carry it!

TRUE 05/04/20 12:49 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Collection Agency Renton Collections, Inc 211 Morris Ave S Renton This business never closed when the stay at home 
order was put into place. They are still opened and 
operating attempting to collect debt from people who 
are not working at the moment. They are threatening 
to sue.

TRUE 05/04/20 12:51 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Nope 6 Washington This fucking sucks so bad life isn't worth living 
anymore. When I kill myself how can I send you the 
photos of my corpse?

TRUE 05/04/20 7:20 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Public Assistance County of Sacramento Department of Human Assistance1725 28th st Sacramento The county is refusing their employees to use the 
covid19 time allotted by the Governor. Employees 
are required to use their sick leave or be forced to 
take leave without pay to go to the doctor. The 
county is not following social distancing protocol and 
forcing their employees to come into work when they 
can work from home. Also, they are concealing 
covid19 illnesses from staff and have not closed 
their building to do proper cleaning.

TRUE 05/04/20 7:37 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a piece of smelly 
horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!123 Ave N inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



TRUE 05/04/20 7:38 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a piece of smelly 
horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!123 Ave N inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TRUE 05/04/20 7:49 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a piece of smelly 
horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!123 ave n inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!inslee is a piece of smelly horseshit!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

TRUE 05/04/20 8:22 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors office unknown Capital Grounds Olympia Stop preventing civil liberties. If people want to risk 
their own lives by working or shopping please let 
them. We are not, nor do we wish to be a police 
state.

TRUE 05/04/20 9:09 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other usps Wenatchee Post office, mail processing plant3075 Ohme Road Wenatchee On April 29th, the mail processing plant in 
Wenatchee learned that they have a presumptive 
positive case for covid 19.  This workplace is 
crowded with over 50 people in it at times.  Workers 
cannot do social distancing because it is too 
crowded and many are not even trying to follow 
social distancing guidelines and many are not 
wearing masks. It is impossible to work there and be 
safe. Who is policing these situations?  What can be 
done to make this workplace safer for it's 
employees?  This is the second time I have written 
here.  Now the situation is even more dire because 
someone has tested positive for Covid 19 and it is 
my understanding that there are two other sick 
employees who are in quarantine.  Thank you for 
your help.

springstep1@aol.com

TRUE 05/04/20 9:21 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N.205th Street Seattle I fully agree why the store is open BUT if people 
can't get their hair or nails done why should 
animals?!?!?!?!!?  Animals can contract the virus, 
and OVER 800 LIVES HAVE BEEN LOST TO 
THIS!!!   ! Does this company NOT CARE ABOUT 
THEIR WORKERS, THE PETS, OR 
CUSTOMERS???? Why are other Petco's closed in 
other when our state had the first 
cases????????????

Petco

TRUE 05/04/20 9:21 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N.205th Street Seattle I fully agree why the store is open BUT if people 
can't get their hair or nails done why should 
animals?!?!?!?!!?  Animals can contract the virus, 
and OVER 800 LIVES HAVE BEEN LOST TO 
THIS!!!   ! Does this company NOT CARE ABOUT 
THEIR WORKERS, THE PETS, OR 
CUSTOMERS???? Why are other Petco's closed in 
other when our state had the first 
cases????????????

Petco

TRUE 05/04/20 9:21 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N.205th Street Seattle I fully agree why the store is open BUT if people 
can't get their hair or nails done why should 
animals?!?!?!?!!?  Animals can contract the virus, 
and OVER 800 LIVES HAVE BEEN LOST TO 
THIS!!!   ! Does this company NOT CARE ABOUT 
THEIR WORKERS, THE PETS, OR 
CUSTOMERS???? Why are other Petco's closed in 
other when our state had the first 
cases????????????

Petco

TRUE 05/04/20 9:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 22621 Bothell Everett HWY g12aBothell I totally think the store should be open for pets BUT 
NOT A GROOMING SALON DURING A 
PANDEMIC!!! Over 800 people have died in this 
state!! If people CAN'T GET our hair and NAILS 
DONE WHY ARE ANIMALS?!?!?!?!!? They are 
risking the animals lives, customers and their 
workers!!!!!!!! INSANE!!!!!

Petco

TRUE 05/04/20 9:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 22621 Bothell Everett HWY g12aBothell I totally think the store should be open for pets BUT 
NOT A GROOMING SALON DURING A 
PANDEMIC!!! Over 800 people have died in this 
state!! If people CAN'T GET our hair and NAILS 
DONE WHY ARE ANIMALS?!?!?!?!!? They are 
risking the animals lives, customers and their 
workers!!!!!!!! INSANE!!!!!

Petco

TRUE 05/04/20 9:30 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 17023 SE 272nd St Covington While they previously took precautions, this store is 
now no longer limiting the amount of people inside. 
There's no system to clean carts/baskets, and the 
store is way too crowded to the point social 
distancing cannot be followed.

hmantrim@gmail.com

TRUE 05/04/20 10:08 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming salon Petco 1210 marvin rd se Lacey They had people crowding around the front doors at 
9 waiting for grooming to open them. They are non 
essential and SHOULD NOT BE OPEN. They arent 
even encouraging the 6ft rule

TRUE 05/04/20 10:10 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Petco 1210 Marvin Rd ne Lacey Petco is still placing their employees and the public 
in needless danger by keeping the grooming salon 
open. It is a non essential service that with proper 
care and maintain people can do at home. Yet to 
make money they exploit the shut down of other 
grooming facilities to make money while 
endangering the groomers who are forced to work in 
their salons.

TRUE 05/04/20 10:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Strother's Dermatology 12911 120th AVE NE Kirkland Practice is performing Botox and other non essential 
services

TRUE 05/04/20 11:12 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber the shop haor studio 3105 judson st unit D gig habor Open for business. Paper on windows. Several self 
employed people continuing to work inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 11:15 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber paul pena 3105 judson st unit D gig harbor Self employed working and continuing to do 
business in this salon.

TRUE 05/04/20 11:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Coles Corner 3105 N Pines Rd Spokane valley They are remaining open inside and their patio katielynnbry@gmail.com Katie Bryant 5098810263.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 11:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gas station/convenience 
store/food service

Lexington Grill and Deli 110 Sparks Dr Kelso They have lines on floor but dont enforce 6t. Rules. 
Employees are not wearing masks behind counter  
(where its impossible to social distance) or in 
kitchen. They are also allowing dine in at the tables.

TRUE 05/04/20 12:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Kar-Vel 20404 SE 192nd Street Renton Construction business is not following social 
distance and PPE guidelines for essential workers 
(no masks, no hand sanitizer, no gloves).  A worker 
has tested positive for COVID-19 and no safety 
precautions are being taken.

kelleysinc@aol.com Kristin Kelley 3608861980

TRUE 05/04/20 12:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business DaBell and Paventy Orthodontics 720 N Evergreen Rd Spokane Valley Open

TRUE 05/04/20 12:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Coles Coffee 3105 N Pines Spokane Valley Serving coffee and food during quarantine.

TRUE 05/04/20 12:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Coles Coffee 3105 N Pines Spokane Valley Serving coffee and food during quarantine.

TRUE 05/04/20 12:25 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Washington State Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor breaks the social distancing rules 
repeatedly on camera.
Selects essential workers in relation to State & 
County affiliations. 
Guy is a jackass!

Chev64ss327@gmail.com Chad Sivertsen 2069924026

TRUE 05/04/20 12:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kingston Crossing Wellness Clinic 8202 NE State Hwy 104, Ste 105Kingston Kingston Crossing Is open for massages when they 
should be closed under the current guidelines.

Veronica Clemmons 3606498474.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 12:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kingston Crossing Wellness Clinic 8202 NE State Hwy 104, Ste 105Kingston Kingston Crossing Is open for massages when they 
should be closed under the current guidelines.

Veronica Clemmons 3606498474.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 12:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Dabell orthodontics 710 e evergreen rd #101 Spokane valley Open full time

TRUE 05/04/20 12:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Saar's 1702 Auburn Way N Auburn Employees not wearing PPE. Manuel Gallego n/a

TRUE 05/04/20 1:32 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Safeway 3500 172nd st. Arlington Business not following social distancing.  Too many 
people in store. Very crowded.

Drapesgal01@gmail.com Mary

TRUE 05/04/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery H Mart 3301 184th St SW, Lynnwood, WA 98037Lynnwood No attempt to limit number of customers inside 
store, no floor marks or signs to promote social 
distancing except for the checkout lines. Customers 
are crowded in many areas such as produce, almost 
to the point of shoulder to shoulder contact.

trucvhuynh@gmail.com Truc 4085477075

TRUE 05/04/20 1:41 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset Hill Park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of people gathered at the park

TRUE 05/04/20 2:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.



TRUE 05/04/20 2:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:03 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:26 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Petco 1205 w washington st Sequim Dog grooming is still open alenaandtwister@hotmail.comAlena Ewell 5126295991.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 2:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Small businesses All of them Open them. You're putting people out of work while lenders continue to collect their dues. So what, we can all get sick while grocery shopping?"essential" stores are limiting their hours so they're more crowded than everDO YOU THINK THIS IS DOING ANYTHING 
EXCEPT MAKING YOU FEEL LIKE YOU'RE 
HELPING?

Ruining lives You are devastating the economyAnd publically traded multi-nationals and large unions will sweep in and take over everything while business owners become emplyoees and debt slaves. In short, fuck you.While small businesses that are lucky to see four people indoors at once are closed

TRUE 05/04/20 2:45 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution center Lululemon 2201 140th Ave E #700 Sumner We are being forced to work when I don’t believe it’s 
safe to go back to work especially since someone 
there caught the virus and could’ve potentially 
affected more

TRUE 05/04/20 2:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other you do-nothing, feel-good, 
legislators, the type to ban a 
rifle when 99% of murders 
are done with a handgun...

i can't Believe You people to snitch out of work And put their fellow americansbecause it is SO IMPORTANT to ban gatherings of 4 people in a small businessExpect

TRUE 05/04/20 2:48 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution center Lululemon 2201 140th Ave E #700 Sumner We were shut down because someone caught the 
virus and been closed for almost 2 months. But 
supposedly we came essential and I don’t believe 
that’s true and we’re being forced to come in. We 
sell retail nothing to do with medical food or 
agriculture

TRUE 05/04/20 3:14 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boeing Boeing State Route 525 Everett It doesn’t seem to be taken seriously that Boeing is 
not supplying PPE for their employees. How can you 
disregard request after request to have them comply 
with the guidelines all us little people are abiding by.

Cjhaggerty13@outlook.com Cathrine Haggerty 425-280-7642 Boeing

TRUE 05/04/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Dana's cafe boba 4270 S Vermont Ave A, Los Angeles, CA 90037Los angeles Staff without face masks. May 04, 2020 i came in to 
order something and staff didn't have on face masks.

Katbentrova@gmail.com Katana 6262236710.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 4:49 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governors office Jay Inslee 1 capital way Olympia Stop infringing on our rights Wa.org We the people of Washington

TRUE 05/04/20 5:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle So many people not social distancing, sports and off 
leash dogs

TRUE 05/04/20 7:16 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Safeway 13101 Se Kent-Kangley Rd Kent Not monitoring/limiting number of customers, 
especially during busy hours, sunny weekends and 
Holidays. Easter weekend was packed. For 1-2 
weeks only one door of three was open, people 
counted. Now 3 doors open. No monitoring/counting 
or enforcing people stay 6 feet apart. Long lines at 
Starbucks and u-scans when busy, and people 
crowd checkstands. Unhealthy environment for 
customers and especially workers!

TRUE 05/04/20 7:35 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Private School West Seattle Montessori School and Academy11215 15th Ave SW Seattle Has 2 children attending daycare but requires 30 
teachers/aids to work.

Angela Sears Ximenes

TRUE 05/04/20 8:10 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Chelan county 410 Washington Wenatchee Chelan and Douglas county have approved to lift 
closure in STRs effective May 5.  How is this 
possible?  Non essential travel isn’t allowed until 
Phase 3.  This puts our community at great risk!  
See Douglas county Facebook post from May 4.

Lvandenbrink@sleepinglady.comLori Vandenbrink 5092932073.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 12:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Advanced Hair 11040 Main St Ste 102 Bellevue Advanced Hair remained open during part of the 
initial stay-at-home order, falsely telling employees 
the order did not apply to them and told patients 
COVID-19 was nothing more than a flu. They have 
re-opened as of May 4, again telling patients not to 
worry and staff that the order doesn’t apply to them. 
Please shut them down, they do not have best 
practice standards in regular times and Hair 
transplants are not essential.

TRUE 05/05/20 12:35 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State Government Idk Olympia WE ARE FREE

TRUE 05/05/20 1:14 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governors office 123 governor's ln Olympia All of it Inslee

TRUE 05/05/20 5:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Renton Dental Arts 10700 SE 174th St Ste 202 Renton Dental office that has re-opened to do routine 
cleanings and routine dental work. They are doing 
non-emergent dental procedures as of 5/5/2020

I would like to stay anonymous fear of retaliation BRANDON FORD, CHAD MERKEL, Justin Hansen, All Dentists(425) 228-3420

TRUE 05/05/20 6:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Concentra 200 Tradeport Blvd ste 211 Atlanta More than 10 people in office and not 6 ft apart

TRUE 05/05/20 6:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other dog grooming Wats 2 Riches 4303. # B 27th street Kennewick This business has opened again and is non essential 
.. It is all over the NEWS Kapp , kndu kima kepr

Mickey Hatfield

TRUE 05/05/20 7:28 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other homeless encampment City of Seattle Columbia and Western Seattle There is a large homeless camp on the sidewalk. If I 
cant go to a campground and spend the night, then 
these people cant sleep on my sidewalk. Please 
clear this camp out and have them wear masks and 
social distance. Equal reinforcement under the law.

fredicine@gmail.com Tony

TRUE 05/05/20 7:29 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Chelan and Douglas 
County Commissioners

Chelan County 400 Douglas St Wenatchee Chelan and Douglas County Commissioners have 
allowed the Short Term Rental Resolution 2020-39--
which prohibits STRs during Covid--to purposefully 
expire yesterday, against Governor Proclamation.

cathy.mulhall@co.chelan.wa.us

TRUE 05/05/20 7:40 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Short term rental Chelan County Orondo st. Wenatchee Chelan county is encouraging travelers by letting 
short term rentals proceed.

imbikin@gmail.com Chris Clark 5098601963.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 7:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boutique Alley Cat Boutique 123 First St Port Angeles Not following safety guidelines

TRUE 05/05/20 7:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor State of Washington PO Box 40002 Olympia The office of the governor is non essential and 
irrelevant to the people of the State of Washington. 
We feel oppressed and controlled at every turn and 
don't appreciate being treated like children. We have 
Constitutional rights and they're being blatantly 
violated. Please look into this.

johnball@gmail.com John Ball

TRUE 05/05/20 8:20 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Chelan County Chelan County 326 Washington Street, 301 Wenatchee Chelan and Douglass counties have opened up short 
term rentals such as AirBnb and Vacasa's to people 
who are not essential workers. This is completely 
contradictory to the governors plan of allowing 
nonessential travel only in Phase 3 of the state's 
reopening plan. As a resident of Leavenworth, I can 
tell you the people who will rent these vacation 
homes will not be essential workers, they will be 
families from the west side of the state looking for a 
vacation. Our small medical community cannot 
handle an influx of visitors and thus increased 
infections. Please shut down short term rentals state-
wide!!!

tsmith@sleepinglady.com Tracie Smith 5098889880.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 8:24 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center Northwest Fitness 4301 S Meridian Puyallup Defiantly opening today.  This is a danger to my town 
of puyallup.

Echtensai@gmail.com Eileen 253-579-5950



TRUE 05/05/20 9:32 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other County Government Agency Chelan County Department of Community Development316 Washington street suite #301Wenatchee I am a code compliance officer with the Chelan 
County Department of Community Development. I 
have recently been directed by the Director of my 
Department to leave the office to conduct code 
enforcement ‘site visits’ around Chelan County. I 
believe this is a non-essential function and goes 
contrary to the Governor’s order.

ahelean@gmail.com Andrew Helean 2062513819.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 9:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Pacific Northwest Autism 455 W Stuart Road Bellingham There was not a properly functioning thermometer to 
take the temperatures of clients and staff members 
on the morning of May 5, 2020. A staff member 
brought their personal thermometer from home- 
owner did not. Owner stated to "do the best you can" 
with the broken thermometer that was reading 
everyone's temperature at 83 degrees Fahrenheit.

TRUE 05/05/20 9:44 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Petco 474 228th Ave Ne Sammamish My husband went to Petco in Sammamish Wa to 
buy dog food and they were grooming. I have a small 
grooming business and can’t open with contact free 
exchanges and payment and don’t think this is fair.

hairofthedog2662@outlook.comBrenda Chism 4252561817.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 10:04 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Any Any Any Any Perhaps take a look at businesses that are reporting 
and paying their DOR sales tax liability monthly - if 
they operate their business finances on accrual 
basis then they are paying their tax by monthly 
invoice sales and if they are a non essential 
business, they should have zero tax liability for the 
months during the stay home order.

TRUE 05/05/20 10:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business SeaMar CHC 1400 N Laventure rd Mount Vernon, 98273 I work at Mount Vernon Seamar chc as a dental 
assistant. We are seeing patients that are not true 
emergencies, for example the patients are not in 
danger nor in pain. This really gets me frustrated 
and I don’t want to expose myself to a lot of people 
who are not in pain. They will not close and let the 
doctors work from home even though they have 
access to telecommute seamar refuses to allow us 
to work from home. They continue to see non 
emergencies on a daily basis and putting everyone’s 
at risk. Only providing one n95 per person and have 
them re use it every day. They are ignoring the 
governors and cdc guild lines and are operating how 
they want.  I explained it to the supervisor and he 
pretty much said that if they are in the schedule that 
we have to see them. I need help. Thank you

r_salvador91@icloud.com Ruth Salas 3604206201

TRUE 05/05/20 10:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center gym Northwest fitness company 4301 south meridian suite h Puyallup They are opening and calling exercise right to protest 
and defying orders and putting people at risk this 
isn’t ok and someone should stop them

TRUE 05/05/20 10:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center gym Northwest fitness company 4301 south meridian suite h Puyallup They are opening and calling exercise right to protest 
and defying orders and putting people at risk this 
isn’t ok and someone should stop them

TRUE 05/05/20 10:30 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest fitness company 4301 s meridian suite h Puyallup How does a place like this talk about health and 
open the doors for people to come in when it’s 
against the stay home order. Please make 
something happen. Stop these people who don’t 
care about lives

TRUE 05/05/20 10:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business El Cortez 10128 191st St Mokena This establishment closed down for a week because 
one of it’s employees had the Coronavirus. But it is 
now open again and that employee is back working 
in the kitchen. Which raise many concerns!

Luis Vega

TRUE 05/05/20 10:45 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School District Kent School District 25403 SE 253rd Place Kent Bus mechanics were ordered back to work today 
after being home since the Stay Home order. Buses 
aren't running, no 'emergency' repairs. Employees 
given no safety plan, no PPE, etc. They are doing 
routine oil changes, etc on parked buses.

camacarthurs@gmail.com Aura MacArthur 12532267989.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 10:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Wing Dome unknown Tacoma Every person working for this business not wearing 
masks, no social distancing.

Lester

TRUE 05/05/20 11:04 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other county government Nine Mile Falls School District 215 Oak St Colville The commissioners do not follow distancing orders 
in their own office and do not support county 
department heads attempts to follow safety orders.  
They do not provide or require PPEs such as masks 
or provide any hand wipes.  They directed one office 
to wipe surfaces with an unknown chemical that 
caused illnesses for workers.  Another office was 
directed to use household bleach

trasmussen@stevenscountywa.govTim Rasmussen 509-684-7500 215 Oak St.  Colville, WA 99114

TRUE 05/05/20 11:05 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Mexican Store and Meat 
Market

Tienda y Carniceria Mi Pueblo 180 Riverstone Pkwy Canton, Georgia Owners, Marcelo Delgado and wife Elvia Reyes Cruz 
have tested positive for coronavirus and are still 
showing up at the business and working.  They did 
not shut down to disinfect and sanitize and one of 
their butcher's may be infected as well.  I was in the 
store on Sunday and I personally saw Marcelo at the 
store stocking and cashiering.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous Marcelo Delgado

TRUE 05/05/20 11:20 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Inslee Governor Mansion Olympia Governor Inslee is non essential. He should stop 
immediately and allow people to make their own 
choice

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/05/20 11:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Black Eagle Tattoo 706 S 38th St Tacoma The owner is currently tattooing clients at his shop. 
He made a Facebook video inside his shop 
explaining so.

Allsensesaredead@gmail.comMike Jones 2064667247.0000 Christopher Quiggle

TRUE 05/05/20 11:38 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Safeway 3020 NE 45th St, Seattle, WA 98105 Employees at this Safeway handling unpackaged 
goods at meat counter, deli, and bakery, all wearing 
masks but not covering nose. Talked to manager 
about it but the manager did not seemed concerned.

TRUE 05/05/20 12:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Mia’s Italian Kitchen ARP Restaurants 100 King St Alexandria The restaurant has all doors and windows open with 
large groups of people surrounding downtown 
Alexandria. People are drinking wine and beer in 
plastic cups on the sidewalk and the streets all over. 
These were provided by the restaurant and have an 
open bar of wines to buy and food. The so called 
“help” they are providing, is attracting large crowds 
of people drinking in public and not wearing masks 
or gloves. It has brought more people to Old Town 
than the usual summer crowd for business. Its 
extremely dangerous how many people do not follow 
stay at home guidelines as well as the restaurant 
providing a place to “hang out”. The restaurant is 
risking lives of patrons and the people who live in 
Old Town just keep revenue. Revenue is not worth 
people’s lives. Alexandria Restaurant Partners has a 
blatant disregard for the lives of the people and are 
clearly only concerned about the personal lives of 
themselves and their bank accounts. Please have 
someone look into this, the mass exposure they are 
creating for people to congregate at is disgraceful.

ayeyoveno@gmail.com Alexandra Veno 7035959273.0000 Scott Shaw and Dave Nicholas

TRUE 05/05/20 1:06 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/05/20 1:06 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/05/20 1:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/05/20 1:07 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating a business that is to be closed daily at all 
hours. Not practicing social distancing. Congregating 
with people whom are not part of their household. 
Not wearing protective gear. Holding classes inside.

TRUE 05/05/20 1:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Valley Dermatology 12509 E Mission Ave #102 Spokane Valley Openly scheduling cosmetic treatment/procedure 
clients this week (May 4-8).

ms.brilliantblonde@gmail.comAlanah 15094143241.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 1:56 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle People not social distancing and gathered



TRUE 05/05/20 2:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other county government Chelan County Commissioners 326 Washington Street Wenatchee The County Commissioners press release dated 
May 4 allows short term rentals to completely 
resume their normal business operations. By the 
County's own study, we have at least 1500 short 
term rentals in the unincorporated areas of the 
county, with more than 800 in the greater 
Leavenworth area (where I live).

In the press release there is no attempt to explain 
how this is consistent with Governor's Inslee's 
phased approach to re-opening .  

On its face, it appears to directly contradict two 
aspects of Phase 1:  "only essential travel" and no 
gatherings.

IT EVEN CONTRADICTS PHASE 2: "limited non 
essential travel within proximity of your home" and 
"gather with no more than 5 people outside your 
household."   Many nightly rentals accept more than 
5 people at a time.  But there is nothing in their order 
limiting nightly rentals in a way consistent with 
Phase 2.

bwseattle@gmail.com Bruce Williams doug.england@co.chelan.wa.us; bob.bugert@co.chelan.wa.us; kevin.overbay@co.chelan.wa.us

TRUE 05/05/20 2:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business pacific eyecare center and optical 5011 W Lowell Ave # 120 spokane We are another vision care center in  Spokane who 
have lost patients to this practice as they are not 
following the mandate. I personally called them and 
they were ready to schedule me for my routine 
annual eye exam this Thursday, May 7th.

rather not say

05/05/20 3:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Metropolitan market uptown #157 100 Mercer St Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Hi. My name is Mike and I work in Produce at Met 
Market. They claim they are monitoring how many 
people are in the store but we often have to step in 
the back room because our dept is too crowded. 
Then when we approach management, they walk 
through the store with a clicker counter and claim we 
are under. It’s all very halfassed. And I don’t even go 
to them any more because I just feel they’re giving 
me a line. It’s frustrating. I know that Safeway and 
Trader Joe’s and other stores are counting people at 
the door. Our store only seems to do it after the fact. 
Thank you for listening.

Wetzel66@gmail.com Michael wetzel Metropolitan Market

TRUE 05/05/20 3:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Metropolitan market uptown #157 100 Mercer St Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Metropolitan Market uptown only enforces the 6 foot 
social distancing at the front of the store. There are 
signs and floor markers, but the rest of the store is a 
free for all. I work in the liquor department. Most of 
my time is spent opening the spirits case for 
customers, which is located in a main throughway in 
the store. Anyone coming into the store via the main 
entrance has to pass through my work area to get to 
the produce department. My particular area is a 
bottleneck where people are forced to pass within 6 
ft. of each other and me constantly. We have large 
wine displays which limit space, and for the past few 
days large displays of other products limiting space 
in another main throughway leading to the res t of 
the store. Additionally, we have tons of couples and 
even families coming in to the store, as well as 
people coming in daily, and almost everyone that 
deals with me walks right up to within a foot or two 
away from me. I know it's difficult policing the public, 
but I really feel Met Market could do more to educate 
the people about safe behavior. They have a small 
sign by our secondary entrance, but they could have 
larger more noticeable signs outside the store so 
people would see them before coming in. Or we 
could have staff posted outside to talk to people and 
limit how many people come in like other stores are 
doing. There are employees whose regular jobs are 
gone because we've shut down their areas of the 
store, they're still allowed hours doing busy work 
sometimes unrelated to the virus, they could be put 
to better use. Speaking of which, they're not really 
limiting the number of people in the store. I've asked 

Dmsameshima@avvanta.comDavis Sameshima Metropolitan Market

TRUE 05/05/20 3:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Several Belltown Neighbourhood Seattle Hi,

I would like to comment on the lack of use of face 
masks in restaurant workers.  I am looking to 
support our restaurant community and local 
businesses and have been getting takeout food fairly 
often.  I have noticed that in most cases the people 
preparing and serving the food are not wearing a 
mask.  I would like to continue to support our 
community, but don't feel comfortable doing so.  I 
hope there is something you can do to encourage 
the food handlers to wear a mask and gloves

Thanks
Ayesha

ayesha_misquith@hotmail.comAyesha Misquith 2064190099.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 3:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Clarus eye center 345 college st se lacey I called to schedule an exam for later this year and 
was shocked that they are back to seeing routine 
eye exams now.

Sarah

TRUE 05/05/20 4:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Fuck you, this is unconstitutional 123 fuck you Inslee drive Olympia You have no constitutional authority to close private 
businesses. Fuck you.

TRUE 05/05/20 4:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Kirkland Family Dentistry 1715 Market Street, Suite 104Kirkland This dentist office is advertising via email and via 
Facebook that they will be open on May 11th for all 
services including basic dental cleanings on a first 
come first serve basis. The Govenor has mandated 
that non-emergency dentistry should be postponed 
until May 18th. The CDC has mandated that all non-
essential dentistry should be postponed for the 
foreseeable future.

brenda.kasper@live.com Brenda Kasper 2067955054.0000 info@kirklandteeth.com

TRUE 05/05/20 4:48 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Chelan County 326 Washington Street, 301 Wenatchee Chelan County opened up short-term rentals starting 
May 5.  This could flood the county with visitors, 
overrunning our health care capacity and exposing 
residents to increased risk.

cheriephi@msn.com Cherié Warren 2062009547.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 4:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Sushi Joa 2717 78th Ave SE Mercer Island One of their employee tested positive. Just found out 
5/5 and manager said they are not going to close for 
deep sanitizing because she says they clean 
everyday.  My ex works there and since my son goes 
to see him, I needed to get detailed info but this 
manager wasn't helpful at all. I am also concerned 
for customers if they are not going to close to deep 
clean the store.

fuji3194@hotmail.com Mika Takei 425-241-6415

TRUE 05/05/20 5:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Three Rivers Eye Care 209 W Main St. Ste.100 Kelso Resuming routine eye care on 5/4

TRUE 05/05/20 5:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Three Rivers Eye Care 209 W Main St. Ste.100 Kelso Resuming routine eye care on 5/4

TRUE 05/05/20 5:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755  E Holland Ave Spokane My son's orthodontics office contacted me to get him 
in for an appointment that  was not an emergency 
appointment.  They said they were at regular hours 
starting this week. I did not reach out to them to 
schedule this appointment they reached out to me 
my son does not have any sort of an emergency it 
was just his regular appointment that was missed 
during covid.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/05/20 5:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755  E Holland Ave Spokane My son's orthodontics office contacted me to get him 
in for an appointment that  was not an emergency 
appointment.  They said they were at regular hours 
starting this week. I did not reach out to them to 
schedule this appointment they reached out to me 
my son does not have any sort of an emergency it 
was just his regular appointment that was missed 
during covid.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/05/20 5:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755  E Holland Ave Spokane My son's orthodontics office contacted me to get him 
in for an appointment that  was not an emergency 
appointment.  They said they were at regular hours 
starting this week. I did not reach out to them to 
schedule this appointment they reached out to me 
my son does not have any sort of an emergency it 
was just his regular appointment that was missed 
during covid.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/05/20 5:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!! 123 4 AVE inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!



TRUE 05/05/20 5:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuckyou@suckit.net

TRUE 05/05/20 5:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Moe’s 2052 Edinboro Rd Erie Customer in line not standing 6 feet apart/not 
wearing face covering

TRUE 05/05/20 5:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office of the governor Washington state governors mansionOlympia Having shown a failure in his duty to the people of 
Washington State, as demonstrated by his continued 
assault on the liberty of Washingtonians and the 
single  handed destruction of the state economy 
without cause, the Governor should resign his office 
in a show of good faith toward the oath that he took 
upon election.

Joshualeach82@icloud.com Joshua Leach 5097247461.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 6:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle People everywhere

TRUE 05/05/20 6:14 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Chelan Health Dept Unknown Wenatchee The Chelan Health Department should not be 
conducting non essential investigations that are 
immoral and unconstitutional against it's citizens.

TRUE 05/05/20 6:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Casa Ricardos 107 Lake St #200 Kirkland Looks like there is a special cinco de Mayo event 
drawing a large crowd

terry.huang@alumni.utoronto.caTerry 2066697869

TRUE 05/05/20 7:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Taqueria El Rincinsito of Bellevue 2255 140th Ave NE Bellevue On cinco de Mayo there was no social distancing 
requirements and restaurant employees were 
allowing Guests to sit at table to wait for orders. For 
pickup if you set pickup at 7pm you still had to wait 2 
hours in large crowds in the restaurant to get the 
order.

amandaloh1616@gmail.com Amanda Loh 2064372599 Unknown

TRUE 05/05/20 8:01 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other The Governor Washington State government PO Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is a moron and you people are a bunch of 
fucking nazis for asking people to turn in other 
people for not following an unconstitutional executive 
order!!

Go Fuck Yourselves!!!!!

Btw, I'm a landlord and I have to pay my mortgage, 
property taxes, insurance utilities ,etc and you can 
go fuck yourself again if someone doesn't pay the 
rent I'm evicting them and you have no right to tell 
me I cant.

Jay Inslee

05/05/20 8:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Baskin Robin's 2003 E Isaacs Ave Walla Walla I drove by Baskin Robins and saw a gathering of at 
least 12 individuals in their parking lot.

Nixdend@gmail.com Taylor Nolan 6156860026.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 8:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Casa Ricardos Mexican Restaurant 107 Lake Street #200 Kirkland Owner is not requiring social distancing, people 
loitering in front sitting in cars and on car bumpers.

joanlouise@outlook.com Joan Olsen casaricardos@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/05/20 9:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Tumwater Chiropractic 128 D St. SW Suite A Tumwater They are doing massage therapy without social 
distancing

TRUE 05/05/20 10:06 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Austin’s lend a hand PO Box 186 Stanwood Material delivery

TRUE 05/05/20 11:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Jay Inslee’s hairdresser Unknown, Inslee lied about who cut his hairOlympia Jay Inslee should reopen the state immediately. 
Businesses should be required to sanitize and keep 
social distancing, but if they can open safely, they 
should be able to do so.

TRUE 05/05/20 11:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Pizza None. Why would anyone report a small business ownerBusinesses are just trying to surviveThe curve is flattened and Jay Inslee moved the 
goalposts. Open the state now.

TRUE 05/05/20 11:22 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay Inslee You are ruining our state Olympia You are not a dictator. You are ruining our state. You 
need to be removed and prosecuted.

TRUE 05/05/20 11:28 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airplane construction Boeing Look it up yourself Seattle Why is Boeing, a nonessential business allowed to 
open when other small businesses are left to fail. 
Inslee is killing small business

Jayinslee@gmail.com A concerned citizen

TRUE 05/06/20 12:22 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Yo momma 123 Fuck You Inslee Seattke Fuck you

TRUE 05/06/20 12:32 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Mountain View Chiropractic 19102 State Route 410 Bonney Lake This clinic is open while LOTS of others are closed 
per mandate. Relaxation massages, zero social 
distancing. Truly unfair, wrong, and selfish. NOT 
ESSENTIAL.

FrontDesk@mtviewcwc.com

TRUE 05/06/20 1:21 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Dumbfuck Inslee State of Washington Capitol Blvd South Olympia Governor Dumbfuck Inslee continues to increase 
global warming and violating the say at home stay 
safe order everytime he opens his cockholster. He is 
single handedly fucking our state.

Biteme@fuckyou.gov Nunya Fuckin Biz

TRUE 05/06/20 2:48 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Any business run by a jew 
or christian

God help us, we live in nazi germany 666 devil ave Satinville Inslee, you are a horrible, horrible leader and a 
moron. I will not agree to let you turn our once 
beautiful state into Nazi germany

TRUE 05/06/20 4:48 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor’s office Governor’s office 416 14th Ave, SW Olympia Governor is performing non essential work.

TRUE 05/06/20 5:30 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Asshole massaging Jay Inslee Governor's Mansion Olympia Screw you pricks.  We'll be firing your boss and you 
fascists will be next.  Not a threat, but a promise

You can find me Karen 5098675309.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 5:45 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Funeral home Inslee’s Washington small business kill shop666 Inslee is the devil Olympia Ordering small business owners into to bankruptcy 
is as unAmerican as it gets! Meanwhile Government 
isn’t supporting these businesses all while the 
governor collects his paycheck for doing nothing! 
Open all business now! The people will do what it 
takes to mitigate the virus while scratching out a 
living

YourTermIsUpInNovember@Yahoo.comPissed off Washingtonian 4256661877.0000 Jayinsleeis HITLER

TRUE 05/06/20 5:45 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Capital building Governor 415 sos Snyder av Olympia No Goverment employee has been laid off.  Your still 
collecting taxes. No pay cuts. We are not all in this 
together are we!!!

Wethepepole.com American Citizens. 253-911-9111

TRUE 05/06/20 6:20 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 1234 main street Olympia The governor of this state is killing businesses and 
the economy single handedly. He has gathered large 
crowds of cronies and yes men to do his bidding. He 
must be stopped!!

Repression@Google. Con Victim of repression 509-556-5556

TRUE 05/06/20 6:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Absolutely non-essential, a thief, a liar, and a 
murderer of small business statewide. The epitome 
of failure, and likely the lowest IQ of any politician in 
America.

Snitches G Stitches

TRUE 05/06/20 6:36 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Inslees dildo and buttplug emporium 6 foot dildo lane seattle Jay inslee is a cancer on america and needs 
removed

bob@gmail.com Bob 2345678910.0000 jay inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 6:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Open the state Let small businesses make their damn livingIf people want to risk themselves that's their fucking rightLife liberty and the pursuit of happinessOpen the state back up fully Openthestate@fuckoff.com Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/06/20 6:46 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor of Washington 
state

Jay Inslee Olympia Olympia Jay Inslee is violating “We The People’s  civil rights! 
We The People WILL vote you out! You are Not 
representing the People, and you Do Not have the 
people’s best interests in your draconian overreach.

Concerned American Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 6:48 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government employees 
and news media

WA Capitol 123 Capitol st Olympia Govenor inslee appears to have had his hair cut in 
the last 6 weeks and news casters across the state 
appear to be well groomed also

Myemail@gmail.com Concerned citizen 509-555-1212

TRUE 05/06/20 6:53 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Private detention facility GEO - Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St, Tacoma, WA 98421Tacoma “Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled 
masses yearning to breathe free” 
ICE and GEO are non essential businesses. And 
they should not be allowed to give death sentences 
to all the brave people who have risked everything 
already to seek a better life. Release the detainees.

evacosgrove@hotmail.com Eva Cosgrove 206-351-2248 evacosgrove@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/06/20 7:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Govenor Jay inslee 123 Capitol hill Olympia He is abusing his power, his acting like a tyrant in 
my opinion.

Washing state Jay inlsee

TRUE 05/06/20 8:02 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Sports performance coach Big Maz Fitness and Performance I don’t know I don’t know I have ran by mount ranier Highschool a number of 
times and noticed large football practices there 
hosted by this program. It looks like full blown 
football practice with a bunch of kids out there and 
parents are watching. The organizations website is 
https://www.bigmazfitnessandperformance.com/progr
ams and their instagram is 
https://instagram.com/bigmazfitnessandperformance
?igshid=1fg2t6ov3r9dg . On their Instagram you can 
see literal videos of them practicing at the 
Highschool, and this is just the older group. I’ve 
noticed there’s also a younger group practicing there.

noahjdooley@gmail.com Noah Dooley 2063054951 2065044004

TRUE 05/06/20 8:19 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Kiss my ass Fuck off Oly Kiss off nazis

TRUE 05/06/20 8:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Martas Mexican restaurant Front street in fairway center Lynden There where over 50 people crowding the counters. 
They where no practicing or enforcing social 
distancing. And the owners who just flew back to 
Washington on Monday where in the restaurant 
working shouldn’t they have to stay home after 
flying? There was nothing safe about getting take 
out from Martas

Normail@gmail.con No No thanks

TRUE 05/06/20 8:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other General All shuttled Main street USA Stalin Russia, Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, 
Communist China, North Korea, Iran, Washington 
State USA  -  what do they all have in common?    
Be a good Citizen,  REPORT YOUR Neighbor..

TRUE 05/06/20 8:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other WA state Governor Government Olympia Olympia Gov Inslee is not reporting accurate COVID-19 stats 
to his constituents. His numbers don’t coincide with 
CDC numbers, his John Hopkins Univ numbers are 
inaccurate and inflated. We are being duped. 

STOP LYING ABOUT THE STATS AND OPEN UP 
THIS STATE!



TRUE 05/06/20 8:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kirkland Family Dentistry 1715 Market St Unit 104 Kirkland An email was sent to all patients of the office stating 
they are opening Monday the 11th for "cleanings and 
dental appointments on a first-come-first-served 
basis". The mandate is for non-essential business to 
be closed through the 18th of May, which honestly 
should be extended due to the very high risk of 
spread and exposure via the large amount of 
aerosols produced in a dental appointment. By 
violating the mandate and opening up early on a first 
come first served basis, they are putting the 
community at risk.

nataliedrakerdh@gmail.com Natalie 4257723886

TRUE 05/06/20 9:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government The State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Governor Inslee and AG Ferguson are guilty of 
violating the United States Constitution and the 
Constitution of our state.  People are hurting out 
here in the real world outside of your hard left tech 
bro base in King County.

Jacob.fleshman@gmail.com Jake Fleshman

TRUE 05/06/20 9:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Tacos Chuckis 2215 E Union St Seattle Last night the Tacos Chuckis Union Street location 
allowed an enormous crowd to gather both inside 
and outside their restaurant. Social distancing orders 
were not enforced as people were tightly packed 
inside and workers did not wear gloves or masks.

cknapp08@comcast.net Curtis Knapp 5099543186

TRUE 05/06/20 9:20 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Service Business State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee and his staff are acting non-essential in a 
clear manner.  Instead of performing the essential 
task of protecting citizens and their rights, he is 
stealing their rights, which is always non-essential.  
He is intent on being a fascist who asks free citizens 
to oust their fellow man.

Citizens@washington.com Washington Citizen 2062212333 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 9:22 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tool shed Governors office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Inslee is operating outside his jurisdiction and needs 
to be shut down. He’s also a tool.

NoMoreShutDown@wa.gov Gov McGovface 360-902-4111 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 9:44 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Snohomish Co-op Cenex 168 Lincoln ave Snohomish, Employees are not wearing masks and there is no 
shield between customers and cashiers (less than 2' 
away). Aisles are small and not marked with 
directional arrows. Customers coming in with whole 
families with no protective equipment. Employees 
refusing to wear masks even when asked (saying 
they'd rather catch the virus and "get immunity".  
PLEASE HELP

rebecca@lshinc.biz Rebecca Potter 2064063051.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 9:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail fly shop Creekside angling co 1410 NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah This non essential business is using the cover of 
curbside pickup to allow people to continue to shop 
in store and gather in the location. The store is still 
operating at full capacity and hasn’t stopped acting 
as a retail store with in store purchases and not 
following social distancing.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail fly shop Creekside angling co 1410-A NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah This non essential business is using the cover of 
curbside pickup to allow people to continue to shop 
in store and gather in the location. The store is still 
operating at full capacity and has not stopped acting 
as a retail store with in store purchases. Does not 
follow any social distancing procedures.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail fly shop Creekside angling co 1410-A NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah This non essential business is using the cover of 
curbside pickup to allow people to continue to shop 
in store and gather in the location. The store is still 
operating at full capacity and has not stopped acting 
as a retail store with in store purchases. Does not 
follow any social distancing procedures.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail fly shop Creekside angling co 1410-A NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah This non essential business is still operating

TRUE 05/06/20 10:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public Servant Governor's Office PO Box 40002 Olympia https://komonews.com/news/coronavirus/inslee-
announces-crackdown-on-violators-of-stay-home-
order?fbclid=IwAR0im4DRljMikMMvKaFUJA9RCA-
GurOzLFfTfr7Z1nDkG1RsprGbCmbKrfk

Honestly, is it any surprise Nazi Germany came to 
power after a pandemic? Jay Inslee and his ilk are 
the most non-essential employees of all.

insleeisacommie@gmail.com Fuh Que

TRUE 05/06/20 10:28 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay Inslee's office 123 idiot street Olympia Jay Inslee is a terrible leader and is breaking our 
federal constitution.  How dare you put up a Nazi era 
form to have people turn on their neighbors.  Eat a 
bag of dicks

TRUE 05/06/20 11:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors Office Wa State Governor Capitol Olympia No stay at home for non essential

TRUE 05/06/20 11:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Government 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a tyrant trampling my life liberty and 
pursuit of happiness.

1800fuckinslee

TRUE 05/06/20 11:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia In violation of operating a non-essential government 
without listening to your constituents.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 11:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Scoopers 101 Pacific North Long Beach Many reports of people eating Ice Cream on outdoor 
picnic tables.  The tables are spaced over 6' apart.  
Does this constitute a violation?

dglasson@longbeachwa.gov David Glasson 360-642-4421

TRUE 05/06/20 11:49 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Pornography Fuck Jay Inslee 666 Eat a Bag of Dicks You Commie Fuck RdLiberty We are Americans we will always choose freedom 
over tyranny and fuck you if you think otherwise. 
🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕

Jdf19811@hotmail.com Freedom Boner

TRUE 05/06/20 12:29 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor State of Washington Na Olympia Illegal misuse of power Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 12:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755 E Holland Spokane I was in this office with my child who was seen for a 
regular visit and the clinic was full of people and we 
were not in for an emergency visit this does not 
seem acceptable to me since I work in the dental 
field and am aware that you are not supposed to be 
seen regular visits  until  may 19th, this has me 
seriously  Concerned for the patient safety and the 
staff I hope you investigate

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/06/20 1:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors office Governor Inslee Capital building Olympia Governor Inslee and his office are imposing onerous 
and unnecessary limitations on the citizens of the 
state of Washington under the guise of protecting us 
all the while destroying our economy and lives.

Im Not A Snitch

TRUE 05/06/20 1:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors office Governor Inslee Capital building Olympia Governor Inslee and his office are imposing onerous 
and unnecessary limitations on the citizens of the 
state of Washington under the guise of protecting us 
all the while destroying our economy and lives.

Im Not A Snitch

TRUE 05/06/20 3:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a smelly piece of 
horse shit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!! 123 4th N inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!v
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!

TRUE 05/06/20 3:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a smelly piece of 
horse shit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!! 123 4 N inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of horse shit!!!

TRUE 05/06/20 3:54 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation rentals Pacific Realty Property Management 102 E Bolstad Long Beach Office fully staffed, most employees only work in 
vacation rentals which are supposed to be shut 
down. Clients are in and out all day in the adjoining 
real estate office also. Posted phone number for 
renters isn’t being manned yet the employees cars 
are there all day, every day.

Jphillips@longbeachwa.gov Jerry Phillips 3606424421.0000 Leslie@pacreal.com

TRUE 05/06/20 4:10 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Anderson and Zentz Dental 4303 W 24th ave Ste A Kennewick They posted on their Facebook that they are now 
open and accepting all patients despite dentists 
supposed to be waiting until the 18th. This is not 
only unsafe and breaking the current order in place, 
but also unfair to those following the rules placed.

Wacougs@byu.net M Angela@kennewicksmiles.com

TRUE 05/06/20 4:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755 E Holland Ave Spokane I am contacting you as an employee, that feels really 
unsafe at work, my boss is having us working on 
patients that are non emergency appointments.  My 
concern is that all of the other orthodontic offices in 
town are not allowed to open up until may 19th And 
we are not following that protocol and have been 
seeing patients since 5-4.I would appreciate if 
someone were to investigate what my boss is having 
us do for appointments is legal and safe, 
Unfortunately I do not want to give my personal 
information out because I am in fear of losing my job 
if this were to be brought up as a employee 
complaint.I appreciate you  Taking this complaint 
serious. thank you

Na Jane Doe Na



TRUE 05/06/20 5:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Raising canes 415 w matin luther king Austin texas Ive been working at several (raising canes)  and  bj 
brewery locations  Austin and san antonio 70% 
employees not wearing mask too many individuals in 
kitchens not social distancing workers in drive 
through not cleaning hands handling multiple orders 
car to car w out washing also nursing homes 
kitchens people w mask on but not covering faces i 
do hvac refrigeration cooking equipment in see it 
every day the restaurants and kitchens  need regular 
visitations and citations  raising canes have been 
slammed and worst at distancing and cross 
Contaminating   drive through Every car is is being 
exposed to all previous cars and so on and up to 10 
individuals working next to one another w no mask 
so all employees co mingle through out a week 20 
plus house holds

Samhvacr@gmail.com Concerned Citizen 832-216-4588

TRUE 05/06/20 5:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Communist Club Wa State Capitol building #Gov. Inslees Office416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Gov Inslee needs a brain surgeon immediately to get 
an upgrade. Because from where I’m sitting he’s 
turning into a dictator. #REOPEN WA 
IMMEDIATELY

Iaintnosnitch@gmail.com I Ain’t No Snitch 206(snitch -now) that’s 206-( Snitch-now)

TRUE 05/06/20 6:06 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other goverment people of washing employee 123 dicktater st seattle has NO right to do what hes doing.

TRUE 05/06/20 6:07 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Public Office Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave. SW Olympia Jay Inslee is collecting a paycheck greater than most 
small businesses deemed ‘unessential’. Jay Inslee 
must be shut down and defunded immediately to 
assist in the fight for Covid-19 recovery.

TRUE 05/06/20 6:34 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington Governor Washington State 1 Capital Way Olympia Jay Inslee is doing non-essential work duties, 
ignoring the State Constitution as well as the 
American Constitution to implement a complete 
economic collapse along with the total breakdown of 
the constituents in the State of Washington. We the 
people, not your people Jay, demand the reopening 
of the state. Quit Fear Mongering. CULP 2020.

TRUE 05/06/20 6:48 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other This is gestapo like behavior We live in America 123 This should not be availableAmerica This is a gross violation and as un-american a 
request as I can possibly imagine. These people are 
not breaking the law, YOU Governor Inslee are 
breaking the law of the land and our Constitution 
with your overreach. This site makes me sick to my 
stomach.

TRUE 05/06/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay inslee Governor 416 14th ave sw Olympia Jay Inslee can suck a dick.

TRUE 05/06/20 7:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Washington Capital Post office Mount Vernon Olympia Just shut the doors in Olympia 
Bad decisions at every turn!

Skagit442@gmail.com Greg Not available

TRUE 05/06/20 7:29 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The Governor is violating the Constitutional rights of 
his constituents by selectively preventing certain 
businesses from operating. He also appears to be 
getting cosmetic services preformed on him that he 
himself says are not essential.

Liberate Washington!

TRUE 05/06/20 8:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Governor's office Office of the Governor PO Box 40002Olympia, WA 98504-0002 We hold these truths to be self-evident:
That all men are created equal; that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable 
rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness; that, to secure these rights, 
governments are instituted among men, deriving 
their just powers from the consent of the governed; 
that whenever any form of government becomes 
destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people 
to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 
government, laying its foundation on such principles, 
and organizing its powers in such form, as to them 
shall seem most likely to effect their safety and 
happiness.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:38 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Treason Pig Governor State of WA 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Gov Inslee is in clear violation of the will of the 
people he swore to serve...not the inverse. Oust that 
mother fucker!

Getbentinslee@takebackwashington.govConcerned Patriot 1800gofuckyourself

TRUE 05/06/20 8:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Paint in My Hair 3036 N Monroe Spokane They are instagramming that they are opening on 
Monday May 11 th against the Governors orders.  
Several businesses on Monroe and Marketplace are 
opening on Monday.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business King family dental 101 w cascade way #201 Spokane Dental office doing non emergency treatment and 
not complying with current proclamation. Hygienist 
forced to work without proper PPE. Staff concerned 
regarding health and safety of employees and 
patients exposed during non essential time period. 
Not allowed.

Kathyk2082@aol.com Kathy 5097104050.0000 Kevin King DDS

TRUE 05/06/20 9:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business King Family Dental 101 W Cascade way. Suite #201Spokane Dental office performing non-emergency 
procedures. Hygienist was forced to work without 
proper PPE putting not only staff in danger but 
patients in danger as well. Not compliant with 
Proclamation 20-24.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:59 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governors office Jay dumbass Inslee Stupid fucker way 69 Seattle The governer is a tyrant who needs to open the 
state! We have been playing this dog and pony show 
for to long quit lying and let us get back to work

Drewpballs.com Drew P. Balls 2534416795.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 10:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Fuckyou up your ass One main St fuck off you dirty cuntFuck you ville Go fuck your self Loraneckard17@gmail.com Go to hell 1800gofuckyourself Fuck off and die you commie bastard

TRUE 05/06/20 11:03 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other unknown unknown unknown Seattle https://kuow.org/stories/photos-muralists-transform-
seattle-s-boarded-up-businesses

TRUE 05/06/20 11:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nunya business Eat shit Go to hell Aberdeen Inslee needs to step down cuz are president thinks 
he is a piece of shit

jdgragg196922@gmail.com Jodie gragg +13608886571 jdgragg196922@gmail.com

TRUE 05/07/20 12:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other the governor's office the governor's office, Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia this office's decisions are ruining our state. noo ummm thank you 360-902-4111

TRUE 05/07/20 2:21 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government Govenors office olympia washington olympia Your treatment and operation is fascist in nature. I 
just got off the Brown Bear carwash website and it 
has perfect example of what I mean. Your policies 
are destructive and the full scope of that destruction 
will be years in the making.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/07/20 9:08 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government YOU, THE PERSON READING THIS 123 HOPEUDIE LANE Seattle YOU ARE VIOLATING THE CONSTITUTION OF 
THE UNITED STATES. YOU ARE RUINING THE 
LIVES OF ANYONE WHO RUNS A SMALL 
BUSINESS. YOU WILL MAKE ME AND ALL MY 
COWORKERS LOSE OUR JOBS. I HOPE YOU 
KNOW WHAT YOURE DOING. 

GO FUCK YOURSELF!!!!!
FUCK YOU
FUCK YOU
FUCK YOU

TRUE 05/07/20 9:35 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 1 2 34 QA test

TRUE 05/07/20 8:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor ? Olympia Screwing up our state

TRUE 05/07/20 8:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor of Washington Jay Inslee 1234 Olympia Wa Olympia This lockdown should have been done at the very 
beginning of December when it was an issue what 
the governor is doing now is tyrannical and 
unconstitutional he is 100% guilty of treason. And 
the collusion and Corruption between him and Bill 
Gates you can see from space.

martineztrish71@gmail.com Patricia Martinez 5098229666

TRUE 05/06/20 1:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Publix 6771 US 98-N Lakeland Someone tested positive in store, all they did is clean 
only the department they were in and send the 
people home they were in contact with. They refuse 
to close the store and report the issue!

Tonysmit@gmail.com Tony Smith 8635953948

TRUE 04/10/20 9:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming The Paw Spa Mobile Grooming 1234 w 1st Spokane This company is still out grooming dogs during the 
stay at home order.  They are mobile so there is no 
address on their web site.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777

TRUE 04/10/20 9:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming The Paw Spa Mobile Grooming 1234 w 1st Spokane This company is still out grooming dogs during the 
stay at home order.  They are mobile so there is no 
address on their web site.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777

TRUE 04/11/20 9:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dollhouse studio or sugar cookie 12815 canyon rd Puyallup Sallons are non essential and I believe this includes 
waxing.  Appear to be masking operations by mixing 
parking with other business in area.  Not sure which 
was open so listing both

TRUE 05/06/20 8:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Don't know Don't know Maybe Burlington A guy named Fernando who self proclaimed he 
doesn't have a lic will cut hair. It's posted in Skagit 
County groups on Facebook. One is called Sedro 
Woolley Selling It All 
https://m.facebook.com/groups/295518713872063?v
iew=permalink&id=2956040921153149

https://m.facebook.com/groups/295518713872063?view=permalink&id=2956040921153149

TRUE 05/07/20 7:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business David's pizza 803 W Mallon Spokane Witnessed the owner allowing a group of people to 
have lunch on May 6th dining in. Police officers non 
the less.

TRUE 04/15/20 2:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Personal Training Gym Spoon Fed Training 2000 Benson Rd S #183 Renton Went to pick up items from market. Business music 
was blaring which caused me to look over. Saw 
many people working out inside including children.

m.r.joycechild@gmail.com Madeleine Joycechild 2069534026



TRUE 04/20/20 9:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Washington Detailing 533 128th St SW Everett, WA 98204 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700

TRUE 04/28/20 6:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Don’t know 5224 Olympic Dr NW Gig Harbor Open as usual

TRUE 04/13/20 1:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Air bnb Home Air BNB 3528 W. Howe Street Seattle Last week overnight guests from CA.
Yesterday and today overnight guests from Nevada

I live across the street at 3535

Ajkm13@gmail.com Alana Morris 206-275-3445

TRUE 04/20/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dougs Fresh Cutz 12211 main st Portland They are preparing to send the vulnerable to “safe 
camps” and in 3 weeks. At this point you will not be 
receiving and reviewing reports on which businesses 
are open but rather which homes and businesses 
are hiding the vulnerable.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other "Body Massage" Lin Oil Spa Asian Massage 5218 S Tacoma Way tacoma This so called "massage" business, and I use that 
term loosely,  is still operating & performing services 
on customers. It isn't a "massage" they are getting 
either. 
This is directly across the street from another 
business doing the same thing called S  Park Asian 
Massage. 
The people there don't even have legitimate 
massage licenses. 
EVERYTHING about them are illegal

TRUE 04/20/20 1:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Don’t know 1540 Cooper pt rd #420 Olympia 98502 They are open Due to potential retaliation Nope 3600000000

TRUE 04/14/20 11:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other clothing store project scrubs 255341 E Hwy 101 port angeles this clothing store, which sells scrubs for medical 
and resturant staff in the rural area is open and has 
not shut their doors.  This is NOT AN ESSENTIAL 
BUSINESS

dawm_rn_06@yahoo.com dawn morton 360-461-2234

TRUE 05/07/20 12:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Your mom F U consulting 123 snitches get stitches laneYep You are a ghoul for enforcing this shit.

TRUE 05/07/20 11:58 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor's office 416 14th av sw Olympia Keeps holding news conferences referring to data 
that is used to restrict rights without releasing said 
data.

TRUE 05/07/20 1:06 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State Capital in Olympia... 
Governor Inslee

Wa State Governors Office STATE CAPITAL Olympia Governor Inslee being a dumb ass. Let him live on 
unemployment at $600 a week and see how long it 
takes him to go back to work.

rarionus@gmail.com Rod Arionus from Clark County360-521-5603

TRUE 05/07/20 10:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor Inslee continues to work, clearly a non-
essential activity as his actions only destroy our 
state. Please arrest him immediately.

TRUE 05/07/20 12:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business Test 123 Inslee Drive Seattle test

TRUE 05/07/20 11:55 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sewer & Drain (repair) Goto-Rooter Seattle Branch (no street address listed)Seattle, WA Robert Fields (206) 549-8598 Empl.#416
He came to my door and was bearing down w/o 
mask or gloves, said Covid-19 was a hoax. Began 
talking about a series of conspiracy theories. 
Refused to keep proper distance.
I'm 75 and at risk, under stay-at-home order as per 
WA State.

artforms@nventure.com Elaine Bessette 253 471-1555 unknown

TRUE 04/20/20 9:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 520 west Columbia drive Kennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Gillespiecheryl@yahoo.com Roy 5095822528.0000 509-579-0061.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms sales and gun 
range

Norpoint Shooting Center 8620 172nd St NE #A Arlington Public post on Facebook openly stating intent to 
open for normal business on Saturday April 18th.

Brian@norpointrange.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 520 west Columbia drive Kennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com CHERYL 5096194741.0000 Bush car wash

TRUE 04/23/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash Multiple in Benton & Franklin CountiesPasco Car wash posted it was following the directive of the 
county commissioners and opening for business on 
their FB page.

mrsjessylee@gmail.com Jessica Lee 2065517084.0000 Check FB Page for details

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis Express Self-Serve 
Car Wash

3915 Center St Tacoma They are operating as normal. jaepalacios@yahoo.com Jennifer Palacios 253-273-7552 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis 5002 Center Street Tacoma This non-essential business is still open. There is an 
attendant working on the premise. Payment is taken 
through a touch screen that is not wiped down 
between customers.

nataliatb@msn.com Natalia Wyble 2535072293.0000 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 7432 Custer Rd. W Lakewood, WA 98499 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 3915 Center Street Tacoma, WA 98409 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyon Rd E Puyallup, WA 98373 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash pink Elephant 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Why are they open when Brown Bear where i have 
membership cannot?

cm.clayton.moore@gmail.comClayton Moore 2537201645.0000 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant 3175 56th st Gig Harbor Phone # 253-432-4578 Fireaug@msn.com Dave Augenstein 425-753-1253 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/26/20 12:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Jacksons 17941 108th Ave SE Renton Jackson's Shell is operating the car wash and 
vacuums in violation of the Governor's proclamation. 
There is a keypad everyone must touch to operate 
the car wash.

gregmingus@gmail.com Greg Mingus 5203041633.0000 DAVID.GROND@JACKSONS.COM

TRUE 05/04/20 6:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car was business Capitol City Shell 2125 Canton Way SW Olympia 5/4/2020. I observed a posted sign at the location 
"car wash open 9-5" and the business appeared to 
be operating its car wash. The business has 
employees who use soap and brushes to prepare the 
cars' surface for washing.

firstcoug53@outlook.com Dana Malone 2063841898.0000 Gene Zuniga, Owner/Manager



TRUE 05/04/20 7:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Brown Bear Car Wash 3207 211th Ave Ne Sammamish I got a text today from my site manager saying that 
the company is going to resume operations on May 
6th. But I read that Inslee said car washes would 
open by mid May according to the reopening plan. 
It’s only the first week of May, so I thought it would 
be a good idea to let y’all know that they might not be 
following the plan.

I work at the redmond way location, but the contact 
link I provided is for their corporate contact 
information. If you speak to them I ask humbly that I 
not be identified for my job security.

Thank you for your time and stay safe!

richard.i.hannah@gmail.com Richard Hannah 4255186424.0000 https://www.brownbear.com/about/contact

TRUE 04/26/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Rose hill car wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing JSARCO@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 04/26/20 5:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Flamingo car wash 12520 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing JSARCO@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 04/26/20 8:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash All Washington Locations Pasco I guess its ok for me to drive 80mph in a 70 mph 
zone. Or even drive 80mph in a 55mph zone for that 
matter. Breaking the law is breaking the law, period! 
Bush car washes should not be subject to different 
laws than other businesses or people!

Anonymous OKSANA@BUSHCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/27/20 11:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush Car Wash 5231 W Okanogan Pl Kennewick The opening of the car wash was published in the Tri 
City Hearald: Tri-Cities car wash opens in spite of 
WA governor’s stay-at-home order for coronavirus

I have concerns that Benton and Franklin County 
are not enforcing the stay home orders due to their 
personal agendas, which means our community is at 
risk.

nejbatch@hotmail.com Nancy Jones-Batch 509 378-1645 OKSANA@BUSHCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 7:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Watch the news he’s not following the order and 
your not stopping his 9 car washes, Autobaun every 
car wash .

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Cheryl 5095822528.0000 Richland

TRUE 05/06/20 5:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tim Bush Car Wash 3220 Kennedy Drive West Richland At any other time we would have no issue with the 
following businesses, however the disregard for both 
the community and business community during a 
pandemic and time of great sacrifices is highly 
disrespectful and reckless, appearing selfish and 
greedy while others suffer financially and with this 
deadly illness. We do not believe it is time to reopen 
for business and resent its become so politically 
polluted. We appreciate your assistance in this 
matter. 
Tim Bush has opened his non-essential Bush Car 
Wash business He has multiple locations. He 
alleged he opened this West Richland location to 
service city police cars The city reports in TC Herald 
they did not request him to open. This particular 
location is across from Mr. Tim Bush's other 
business also opened Roasters Coffee. Roasters 
might be open under essential food service though 
ONLY serves coffee/drinks. This West Richland 
location is adjacent to RESIDENTIAL and attracts 
UNNECCSARY travel and has been cause of 
increased traffic in community. 
Our home is in residential area behind Roasters 
Coffee our home address is under City of Richland. 
Richland has failed to support stay home orders. We 
asked city Richland mgr. office for reasonable 
support by placing electronic traffic reader boards in 
increased high traffic areas In  this case it would be 
on Keene Road & Kennedy its inexpensive & easy to 
monitor with message Stay Home Stay Healthy 
include # of cases & # of deaths to no avail 
Tim Bush Car wash in West Richland and Roasters 

barbaracarter96@gmail.com Barbara Carter 5097374433.0000 Tim Bush

TRUE 04/26/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other CAR WASH WOODY'S CAR WASH 1551 SW BEEKSMA DR OAK HARBOR Car wash has remained open thru pandemic despite 
all other car washes ordered closed.

vicaria@frontier.com Anthony Vicari 206-992-2654 WILSON@WOODYSCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car wash at Trestle Station 8011 20th St SE Lake Stevens Car wash still open and operating.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th St Seattle This car wash is open when others were told to 
close.

sallieav@gmail.com Sallie C VanDyke 206-617-4375

TRUE 04/21/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Place 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Self serve car wash is open and was never closed. 
Busy everyday!

mattjames5272@gmail.com Matt James 2063938245.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Great Car Care Center 6750 Kinball Dr Gig Harbor Not observing Governor’s order, while other car 
washes in the area are. Wrong and unfair to other 
businesses.

garyclower@yahoo.com Gary Clower 2532089156.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 5:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash 3810 Court Street Pasco They have reopened their entire chain at the request 
of Pasco city officials.  Car washes should be 
exempt, but I believe all businesses should follow the 
same rules.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Cheryl 5095822528.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 5:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash at 76 gas station Super Sudsy Car Wash/76 Gas 
Station

209 Central Ave S Kent This business was operating the car wash on 
Sunday 4/19 at about 1:30pm.  I observed cars in 
line with a person scrubbing the cars as they entered 
the car wash. 
 According to an email from Brown Bear, car washes 
are not essential.  Email had link to providing 
violators, as Brown Bear said many other car 
washes were breaking the order.

mihalistro@gmail.com Michael Trochalakis (206)255-0547

TRUE 05/01/20 7:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash SudStar 21205 Olhava Way NW Poulsbo Business initially closed but reopened last week.  
Don't think car washes were considered essential 
before the new phase 1 plan happening next week.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Blue Cow Car Wash 12521 Christiansen Road Anacortes This seems like a relatively low risk business.  I had 
my car washed today, and never even had to roll the 
window down, except once for automatic card 
processing.  The workers could have stayed further 
from each other, but they weren’t interacting with 
customers

kayakfit@icloud.com Ken Rasmussen 3607668720.0000

TRUE 05/01/20 9:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1610 s. ione Kennewick This is a car wash and this should not be open mrmichaelrohr@gmail.com michael rohr 5095727097.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self Car Wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day 
with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc 
without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next 
patron.

lpawul@gmail.com Lauren Pawul 2068613861.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day 
with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc 
without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next 
patron.

Travisacheshire@yahoo.com Travis Cheshire 2532556724.0000

TRUE 04/28/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant 13855 1st Ave S. Burien Car wash is open and when I drove by after getting 
off work as a healthcare worker there is a Sheriff's 
vehicle getting a wash.Arent they supposed to 
enforce the law?

billfry@gmail.com Bill Fry 4253511454.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Vacuums and self service car wash open amc2362@gmail.com Ann Carlson 206-755-4677

TRUE 04/29/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 10450 16th Ave SW Seattle (White Center) Vacuums and self service car wash open amc2362@gmail.com Ann Carlson 206-755-4677



TRUE 04/20/20 9:44 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 520 west Columbia drive Kennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Gillespiecheryl@yahoo.com Roy 5095822528.0000 509-579-0061.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms sales and gun 
range

Norpoint Shooting Center 8620 172nd St NE #A Arlington Public post on Facebook openly stating intent to 
open for normal business on Saturday April 18th.

Brian@norpointrange.com

TRUE 04/20/20 9:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 520 west Columbia drive Kennewick Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com CHERYL 5096194741.0000 Bush car wash

TRUE 04/23/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash Multiple in Benton & Franklin CountiesPasco Car wash posted it was following the directive of the 
county commissioners and opening for business on 
their FB page.

mrsjessylee@gmail.com Jessica Lee 2065517084.0000 Check FB Page for details

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis Express Self-Serve 
Car Wash

3915 Center St Tacoma They are operating as normal. jaepalacios@yahoo.com Jennifer Palacios 253-273-7552 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 9:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chassis 5002 Center Street Tacoma This non-essential business is still open. There is an 
attendant working on the premise. Payment is taken 
through a touch screen that is not wiped down 
between customers.

nataliatb@msn.com Natalia Wyble 2535072293.0000 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 7432 Custer Rd. W Lakewood, WA 98499 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 3915 Center Street Tacoma, WA 98409 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 105 7th Ave SE Puyallup, WA 98372 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/20/20 10:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Classy Chassis Car Wash 11304 Canyon Rd E Puyallup, WA 98373 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear.comMinndi Crandall 206-789-3700 corey@classychassis.com

TRUE 04/21/20 3:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash pink Elephant 16223 Meridian E Puyallup Why are they open when Brown Bear where i have 
membership cannot?

cm.clayton.moore@gmail.comClayton Moore 2537201645.0000 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/21/20 4:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Pink Elephant 3175 56th st Gig Harbor Phone # 253-432-4578 Fireaug@msn.com Dave Augenstein 425-753-1253 corporate@elephantcarwash.com

TRUE 04/26/20 12:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Jacksons 17941 108th Ave SE Renton Jackson's Shell is operating the car wash and 
vacuums in violation of the Governor's proclamation. 
There is a keypad everyone must touch to operate 
the car wash.

gregmingus@gmail.com Greg Mingus 5203041633.0000 DAVID.GROND@JACKSONS.COM

TRUE 05/04/20 6:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car was business Capitol City Shell 2125 Canton Way SW Olympia 5/4/2020. I observed a posted sign at the location 
"car wash open 9-5" and the business appeared to 
be operating its car wash. The business has 
employees who use soap and brushes to prepare the 
cars' surface for washing.

firstcoug53@outlook.com Dana Malone 2063841898.0000 Gene Zuniga, Owner/Manager

TRUE 05/04/20 7:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Brown Bear Car Wash 3207 211th Ave Ne Sammamish I got a text today from my site manager saying that 
the company is going to resume operations on May 
6th. But I read that Inslee said car washes would 
open by mid May according to the reopening plan. 
It’s only the first week of May, so I thought it would 
be a good idea to let y’all know that they might not be 
following the plan.

I work at the redmond way location, but the contact 
link I provided is for their corporate contact 
information. If you speak to them I ask humbly that I 
not be identified for my job security.

Thank you for your time and stay safe!

richard.i.hannah@gmail.com Richard Hannah 4255186424.0000 https://www.brownbear.com/about/contact

TRUE 04/26/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Rose hill car wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing JSARCO@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 04/26/20 5:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Flamingo car wash 12520 NE 85th St Kirkland Car wash and interior detailing JSARCO@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 04/26/20 8:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash All Washington Locations Pasco I guess its ok for me to drive 80mph in a 70 mph 
zone. Or even drive 80mph in a 55mph zone for that 
matter. Breaking the law is breaking the law, period! 
Bush car washes should not be subject to different 
laws than other businesses or people!

Anonymous OKSANA@BUSHCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/27/20 11:15 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush Car Wash 5231 W Okanogan Pl Kennewick The opening of the car wash was published in the Tri 
City Hearald: Tri-Cities car wash opens in spite of 
WA governor’s stay-at-home order for coronavirus

I have concerns that Benton and Franklin County 
are not enforcing the stay home orders due to their 
personal agendas, which means our community is at 
risk.

nejbatch@hotmail.com Nancy Jones-Batch 509 378-1645 OKSANA@BUSHCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 7:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Watch the news he’s not following the order and 
your not stopping his 9 car washes, Autobaun every 
car wash .

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Cheryl 5095822528.0000 Richland



TRUE 05/06/20 5:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tim Bush Car Wash 3220 Kennedy Drive West Richland At any other time we would have no issue with the 
following businesses, however the disregard for both 
the community and business community during a 
pandemic and time of great sacrifices is highly 
disrespectful and reckless, appearing selfish and 
greedy while others suffer financially and with this 
deadly illness. We do not believe it is time to reopen 
for business and resent its become so politically 
polluted. We appreciate your assistance in this 
matter. 
Tim Bush has opened his non-essential Bush Car 
Wash business He has multiple locations. He 
alleged he opened this West Richland location to 
service city police cars The city reports in TC Herald 
they did not request him to open. This particular 
location is across from Mr. Tim Bush's other 
business also opened Roasters Coffee. Roasters 
might be open under essential food service though 
ONLY serves coffee/drinks. This West Richland 
location is adjacent to RESIDENTIAL and attracts 
UNNECCSARY travel and has been cause of 
increased traffic in community. 
Our home is in residential area behind Roasters 
Coffee our home address is under City of Richland. 
Richland has failed to support stay home orders. We 
asked city Richland mgr. office for reasonable 
support by placing electronic traffic reader boards in 
increased high traffic areas In  this case it would be 
on Keene Road & Kennedy its inexpensive & easy to 
monitor with message Stay Home Stay Healthy 
include # of cases & # of deaths to no avail 
Tim Bush Car wash in West Richland and Roasters 

barbaracarter96@gmail.com Barbara Carter 5097374433.0000 Tim Bush

TRUE 04/26/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other CAR WASH WOODY'S CAR WASH 1551 SW BEEKSMA DR OAK HARBOR Car wash has remained open thru pandemic despite 
all other car washes ordered closed.

vicaria@frontier.com Anthony Vicari 206-992-2654 WILSON@WOODYSCARWASH.COM

TRUE 04/21/20 3:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car wash at Trestle Station 8011 20th St SE Lake Stevens Car wash still open and operating.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th St Seattle This car wash is open when others were told to 
close.

sallieav@gmail.com Sallie C VanDyke 206-617-4375

TRUE 04/21/20 4:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Place 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Self serve car wash is open and was never closed. 
Busy everyday!

mattjames5272@gmail.com Matt James 2063938245.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash Great Car Care Center 6750 Kinball Dr Gig Harbor Not observing Governor’s order, while other car 
washes in the area are. Wrong and unfair to other 
businesses.

garyclower@yahoo.com Gary Clower 2532089156.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 5:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash 3810 Court Street Pasco They have reopened their entire chain at the request 
of Pasco city officials.  Car washes should be 
exempt, but I believe all businesses should follow the 
same rules.

TRUE 04/21/20 5:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Important Announcement

We’re back!

Starting Tuesday April 21st, all Bush Car Wash 
locations in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla are open.  
We have listened to the advice of local authorities 
and will also be following guidelines of our Governor.  
 That being said, you may notice some temporary 
changes that we have put in place to keep our Crew 
and Customers safe while cleaning your vehicles.

Changes you may notice:

* Our Crew Members have a new look!  We know 
you are used to their bright smiling faces however 
during these times they will be outfitted with face 
masks, safety glasses and protective gloves.
* Our vacuums and trash enclosures will be closed 
until further notice because of the high traffic they 
receive. 
* We ask all of our customers to stay inside your 
vehicles and enjoy the ride!  We will take care of the 
rest.  Bush Car Wash will be operating as a drive 
through model only for the time being.
* We will also have limited staff for the time being to 
be able to practice social distancing however our 
Crew will always make sure to provide the same 
great wash you have all come to appreciate.

Important Information for Unlimited Pass Holders

Jiffycarwash@yahoo.com Cheryl 5095822528.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 5:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash at 76 gas station Super Sudsy Car Wash/76 Gas 
Station

209 Central Ave S Kent This business was operating the car wash on 
Sunday 4/19 at about 1:30pm.  I observed cars in 
line with a person scrubbing the cars as they entered 
the car wash. 
 According to an email from Brown Bear, car washes 
are not essential.  Email had link to providing 
violators, as Brown Bear said many other car 
washes were breaking the order.

mihalistro@gmail.com Michael Trochalakis (206)255-0547

TRUE 05/01/20 7:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Carwash SudStar 21205 Olhava Way NW Poulsbo Business initially closed but reopened last week.  
Don't think car washes were considered essential 
before the new phase 1 plan happening next week.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Blue Cow Car Wash 12521 Christiansen Road Anacortes This seems like a relatively low risk business.  I had 
my car washed today, and never even had to roll the 
window down, except once for automatic card 
processing.  The workers could have stayed further 
from each other, but they weren’t interacting with 
customers

kayakfit@icloud.com Ken Rasmussen 3607668720.0000

TRUE 05/01/20 9:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1610 s. ione Kennewick This is a car wash and this should not be open mrmichaelrohr@gmail.com michael rohr 5095727097.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self Car Wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day 
with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc 
without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next 
patron.

lpawul@gmail.com Lauren Pawul 2068613861.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle This car wash continues to be open 25 hours a day 
with zero safety precautions. There are many 
individuals using the machines, hoses, vacuums, etc 
without hand sanitizer which means if they’re 
infected with covid they’re spreading it to the next 
patron.

Travisacheshire@yahoo.com Travis Cheshire 2532556724.0000

TRUE 04/28/20 4:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant 13855 1st Ave S. Burien Car wash is open and when I drove by after getting 
off work as a healthcare worker there is a Sheriff's 
vehicle getting a wash.Arent they supposed to 
enforce the law?

billfry@gmail.com Bill Fry 4253511454.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 9:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW Seattle Vacuums and self service car wash open amc2362@gmail.com Ann Carlson 206-755-4677

TRUE 04/29/20 9:43 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 10450 16th Ave SW Seattle (White Center) Vacuums and self service car wash open amc2362@gmail.com Ann Carlson 206-755-4677

TRUE 05/06/20 10:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car wash Gamblin Motors 40235 273rd ave se Enumclaw This is a car dealer that has a public car wash and 
this business has been opened the whole time that 
there has been a lock down. why is this continuing to 
do business. but yet there are other car washes that 
are not allowed? they should be fined and have a 
cease and desist order immediately.

Anderson_sherry@comcast.netsherry anderson 253-204-9286

TRUE 04/19/20 7:50 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Car Wash Palace 6301 35th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98126Seattle There are people constantly at this car wash which 
appears to be operating 24/7, using shared 
equipment. There is no one to sanitize it.

Sarahworldwide@gmail.com Sarah

TRUE 04/07/20 8:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Detailing Mr. Mobile Auto Repair LLC unknown Battle Ground WA Facebook paid ad saying car washes sare essential, 
also cannot find any type of business license under 
that name except for Pasco and this one is in Battle 
Ground WA unlicensed business.

PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COMTIMOTHY M PLUMB 5092228730.0000

TRUE 04/07/20 8:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Detailing Evergreen Auto detailing (fake dba) unknown Brush Prairie 604-174-713 UBI, advertising on facebook he is 
essential and doing car washes and details.

PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COMTIMOTHY M PLUMB 5092228730.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 2:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Tumwater Auto Spa 6040 Capitol Boulevard SE Tumwater I have heard that Tumwater Auto Spa is planning to 
reopen for business on May 1. Just wondering if 
they are considered an essential business under the 
Stay Home, Stay Healthy order? I couldn’t find car 
washes listed on your website or any information 
about it. Thanks for providing some guidance.

tjmartinoly@yahoo.com TJ 3604857664.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 1:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other EXTERIOR CAR WASH 
AND SELF SERVICE CAR 
WASH

Express Concepts Inc 19611 Alderwood Mall ParkwayLynnwood Are car washes exterior and self-service essential? carwashman@hotmail.com Dan Kestle 4257542035.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 1:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other car washes Chevron Car Wash, Aloha Car Wash, 
Keebos car wash

19611 Alderwood Mall ParkwayLynnwood I see car washes operating today April 9th, 2020 are 
they allowed to be open?
Please let us know.

carwashman@hotmail.com Dan Kestle 4257542035.0000

TRUE 05/01/20 8:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tim Bish Car Wash Keene Richland I would think car washes would be non essential and 
Tim Bush has all off his car washes in both Benton 
and Franklin county staffed and operating. I read he 
had many requests from friends and feels he can 
successfully social distance his employees. I have 
driven by several times and this is not happening.



TRUE 05/06/20 5:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Mega Wash Express 111 N Maple Spokane Just don’t understand why, when all other car 
washes of this type are closed this one is allowed to 
remain open, doesn’t seem fair to others

TRUE 05/06/20 5:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant car wash 31458 Pacific Hwy S Federal way This car wash is still operating both automatic and 
self serve operations in violation of the governors 
order

jkensign@yahoo.com James ensign 3377183203.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 5:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tim Bush Car Wash 1131 Aaron Drive Richland Washington Tim Bush Car Wash, including all their locations in 
the Columbia Basin, is not essential as defined in 
the Governor's order, but opened back up for 
business on April 21, 2020.  I have been ordered to 
return to work in violation of the Governor's order, on 
May 1, 202, or be terminated.  My family is 
immunocompromised and I would prefer to follow 
the Governor's directive.  Please help.

cdoren317@msn.com Ashton Wolf 360-910-3004

TRUE 04/20/20 2:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shur-Klean Car Wash 3311 Kitsap Way Bremerton Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201

TRUE 04/20/20 2:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Wayne's Auto Detail 7302 44th Ave NE F Marysville Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201

TRUE 04/20/20 3:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Sawyer Village Car Wash 27201 216th Ave SE Maple Valley Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201

TRUE 05/07/20 10:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Elephant Car Wash Several locations Greater Seattle area Why is Elephant Car Wash being allowed to operate 
but Brown Bear Car Wash is NOT? 
See Elephant Car Wash website please. 
Either all need to be closed or they need to all very 
open. No picking and choosing who will be made to 
comply. 

 https://www.elephantcarwash.com/covid-19-
announcement/

jaerae90@gmail.com Jayme Wagner 253-205-1264

TRUE 04/20/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Purple Haze Auto Detail INC 1403 Gorve St Marysville Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201

TRUE 04/08/20 2:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Shur Kleen Car Wash BLDG 2205 14th & Liggett Joint Base Lewis McChord Not sure why a car wash is open on post, when all 
car washes outside the gate are closed?! Is there a 
double standard going on? There were about 9 cars 
in line. employees were not using any PPE or social 
distancing!!!!

nathaniel.b.spall.civ@mail.milNate Spall 3602808246.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 11:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Family Health Centers 262 2nd st Okanogan FHC dental is requiring staff to be there on days 
when the clinic is closed to go over patient charts 
that haven’t been used, and are not supportIng the 
function of the clinic, there is also not adequate 
room to maintain social distancing.

TRUE 05/07/20 1:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Comfort dental 3820 Pacific ave Tacoma All people in dental community are very worried 
about being pressured to go FT earlier than 
supposed to.Throughout Pierce County Dentists are 
obtaining illegal or black market PPE NOT ONE 
EMPLOYEE ANYWHERE is comfortable with that. 
It's illegal

TRUE 05/07/20 11:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Anne Arundle Dermatology 600 Ridley Ave Annapolis md I work at this location and am unnerved by the 
ignorance of this company, they took what the 
governer stated in his last state of address and 
twisted it. Contacting all employees and stating that 
cosmetic procedures botox , laser hair , facials and 
light treatments fall under " Elective Surgeries ". 
General Dermatology procedures are one thing but 
to opening up the entire cosmetic department based 
on " Elective Procedures "  which should be saved 
for emergency procedures such as skin cancer 
removal is appalling. The Company is not worried 
about the lives of the staff or the lives of the patients 
only worried about money. Further more they voilate 
the governors guidelines for social distancing by 
have more than 10 people  in a room at a time, there 
are 7 staff memebers in my office we can not be 6 
feet apart if we are all there, its to small of an office. 
Also face mask can not be worn when doing botox 
and any facial treatments which also violates the 
governors resrictions.

TRUE 05/07/20 12:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business El super 3007 highland ave National city Infected persons r being sent to simsa (TJ) to not to 
have record of covid n US . Happened supers in city 
heights, Escondido n natl city

TRUE 03/31/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue https://www.wadesguns.com
Their website says that they can't answer the phone 
because "of the crowds" in the store

info@wadesguns.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Indoor gun range Bellevue Gun Club 13216 SE 32nd St Bellevue My husband rec’d email from Bellevue Gun Club 
stating something like “until the Gov tells us 
otherwise, we’re open for business”. I can’t find a 
determination on exemptions pages that qualifies 
them for such exemption.

Denise.ivie@yahoo.com Denise Ivie 224-475-8117 training@westcoastarmory.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other GUN SHOPS Gun Shops 4000 Flynn St Bellingham Please  tell the stand alone gun shops that they are 
not to sell guns during the shelter in place order. I 
understand that multipurpose shops like TENEX and 
Coastal Farm and Ranch are able to still sell as are 
pawn shops (financial institutions) , but am still 
seeing lots of background requests for stand alone 
gun shops.

morganlsc@yahoo.com morgan libby 8315881453.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Range Bellevue Gun Club 13216 SE 32nd Street Bellevue Received email from them saying they are an 
essential business. Seems dangerous to have 
people standing right next to each other for hours.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun range Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue recreation business open trevg.99812@gmail.com Trevor 425-456-8754

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shooting range Sécurité Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Dr Woodinville This is not an essential business. Dw.organ@comcast.net Wendy Organ 4252838323.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 7:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Low Price Guns Address: 13433 NE 20th St suite iBellevue Gun shop is a non-essential business. This shop is 
still open to customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd, Bellevue Gun shop is non-essential business. This shop is 
still open to customers.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Lynnwood Gun and Ammo 20829 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is open

TRUE 03/30/20 8:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail shop Brads guns 17008 forest canyon rd e Lake tapps Non essential business that is open

TRUE 03/31/20 12:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license Glacier Gun Club inside T-Brothers 
Liquor

417 Plum St SE Olympia The gun club and liquor store are still open? Why is 
this an essential business?

TRUE 03/31/20 1:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Wade’s Eastside guns 14570 Bel-Red road Bellevue They consider themselves an essential business 
because it is a constitutional right. Parking lot has 
been full with cars. Is this really an essential 
business?

Mikeyfeinstein@gmail.com Mikey Feinstein

TRUE 03/31/20 6:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop and range Bellevue Gun Club 13216 SE 32nd Street Bellevue, WA 98005 They sent out email that the range is open and 
available for public use, plus training for new gun 
owners. This is not essential business.

torreybird@gmail.com Victoria Podmajersky 206-240-3915

TRUE 03/31/20 9:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns and Ammunition Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Their firing range and retail store are still open brendan.dotson@t-mobile.comBrendan Dotson 4253834000.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 8:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Wade's EastSide Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue This retail store is still open.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Jefferson County gun club 31 Barbara Lane Port Townsend If people are staying home to protect the community 
why is the gun range noisier than usual?

Nanceebraddock@icloud.comNancee Braddock 6504921591.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 2:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Sales Lynnwood  Gun & Ammunition 20829 Highway 99, Ste A Lynnwood https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-
news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-
stores-open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-
outbreak/

godivademaus@gmail.com Lauren E Gessler 2532383777.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Sales Wades Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd. Bellevue https://www.wadesguns.com/  site says they are 
purposefully defying Governor's shutdown orders.
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-
news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-
stores-open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-
outbreak/

godivademaus@gmail.com Lauren E Gessler 2532383777.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Lynnwood Gun 20839 SR-99 Lynnwood This business is openly defying the ban and even 
bragging to the media about it. The owner has a 
history of openly and broadly defying local laws and 
ordinances and is a menace to the community. She 
is encouraging people to gather in groups and defy 
all the governor’s orders.
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-
news/politics/some-washington-gun-dealers-keeping-
stores-open-defying-inslees-order-amid-coronavirus-
outbreak/?utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=own
ed_echobox_tw_m&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1
585772151

TRUE 04/01/20 3:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns & ammo Lynnwood Gun 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood This business is open and accepting crowds of walk 
in shoppers on a daily basis

TRUE 04/01/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is open and allowing walk-in customers lynnwoodgun@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 3:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearm and ammunition 
store

Lynnwood Gun 20829 SR-99 A Lynnwood Not only are they open, they’re stoking fear and 
capitalizing on it.

lynnwoodgun@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 8:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Gator’s Guns 300 N 1st St Kelso WHY is a Gun Store allowed to stay open to the 
Public?  The owner got Cowlitz County to let him 
stay open because the police buy ammo from him!  
He can sell them ammo from a back door!!!

Leah157@gmail.com Leah Berg 360-425-9473



TRUE 04/02/20 11:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Wade's East Side Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun dealer is refusing to close even  though they 
are deemed not an essential business by the state. 
Their defiance of the law should not be allowed just 
because they have a large political lobby.

gderesinski@gmail.com Greg Deresinski 630-699-1908

TRUE 04/02/20 12:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red RD Bellevue This business is open -- I just checked. As of 
4/2/2020 at 12:30pm, the person I spoke to at 425-
649-5995 said that they are open. Please close this 
business; it is non-essential!!

billmowat@hotmail.com William G Mowat 4257859361.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 12:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Lowpriceguns.com 13433 NE 20th ST STE I Bellevue This business is open by appointment only. As of 
4/2/2020 at 12:40pm, the person I spoke to at 425-
614-4867 said that they are available for 
appointments to fill out paperwork and purchase the 
weapons that they have available. Is this okay 
according to the governor's order?

billmowat@hotmail.com William G Mowat 4257859361.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 3:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Lynnwood Gun 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood At about 2:30 PM on April 2nd there was a line of 
people out the door at the location.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun zhop Lynnwood guns and ammo 20829 Hwy 99 Lynwood Gun shops are non-essential Jpkamera@hotmail.com John wilmot 2062708798.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 7:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms dealers in 
Whatcom County

Many many gun dealers Everson Bellingham Lynden BELLINGHAM, WA Many many businesses that sell firearms in 
Whatcom and Skagit Counties are selling firearms 
obvious testing the limits of the closure order.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Indoor gun range/shop Wades Eastside Gun 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun shop and range is open. Website says, “we are 
open... large crowds.

jerry.iseman@outlook.com Jerry

TRUE 04/02/20 7:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop i5 Guns & Ammo 7707 Martin Way E Lacey These stores are making loud and clear statements 
against our Governor's authority by refusing to follow 
guidelines every other Washington 
State resident and business owner is voluntarily 
sacrificing greatly for. This shop and other gun 
stores in the area are making this a political soap box 
with ongoing discussions in person and on social 
media; it is offensive that so many are fighting a life 
or death situation while others are focusing on their 
personal political agendas ignoring the real threat 
and failing to prioritize what we are currently facing. 
What is even more concerning is the example they 
are setting as they make it publicly clear that they 
require being addressed specifically through written 
statement stating that Gun Shops are in fact not 
essential before they will comply. Please address 
this issue one way or another so that there is not an 
example of willful disobedience without 
consequence; the rebellious entitlement on display is 
escalating and it is truly concerning to witness.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Retail / Shooting Range Securite Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Dr Woodinville, WA They are open and should not be. I've also seen a 
high number of vehicles in the parking lot which 
shows that a larger number of people are within the 
facility at the same time.

info@securitegunclub.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Non-essential business.  Also not following social 
distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop/Range/Club Wade's Gun and Bellevue Gun Range 13570 Bel-Red Rd bellevue People are still parked there and it appears to be 
open

TRUE 04/02/20 10:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun shop Lynnwood Gun Shop 20829 Hwy 99 Suite A Lynnwood I have seen people going in and out. mccoidjudy@gmail.com Judy McCoid 4252207038.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 11:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Pinto's Gun Shop 224 Wells Ave South Renton This is a non-essential business and remains open. lorimors@msn.com Dennis Lorimor 206-226-1390

TRUE 04/03/20 1:30 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Federal Way Discount Guns Jkkkkk Fedsel wst ,

TRUE 04/03/20 3:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store/shooting range WGS Guns 11701 Pacific Hwy S Lakewood I don't see that a gun store/shooting range is an 
essential business right now and their parking lot 
was packed as I drove by.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:34 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Members only gun range 
club

Glacier Gun Club 417 PLUM ST SE Olympia The club is inside a liquor store, which may be why 
they are staying open, but you need to be a member 
to enter.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:54 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Pinto's Gun Shop 224 Wells Ave S Renton To my knowledge, gun stores are not an essential 
business. On Saturday March 28th, there was a line 
out the door (but decent social distancing taking 
place). http://pintosguns.com/

TRUE 04/03/20 8:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop & shooting range Discount guns 1401 S 324th St Federal Way On 4/2 at about 5 pm I saw the business open. 
Doors were open, people coming in and out, 
congregating in the parking lot.

dzoro1210@gmail.com DIANNE ZORO 2532507185.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 9:03 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Lynwood Gun 20829 Highway 99 A Lynwood If a non-essential gun shop can stay open with 
impunity and even flaunt it on the news, why do we 
have to shut down our businesses?

dubynwilliams@gmail.com Dubyn Williams 6197133925.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 12:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Wade's Guns 13570 Bel Red Road Bellevue Wade's continues to operate in violation of 
Governor's Order.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade's Eastside Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue This is a gun store that says on its website that it is 
flagrantly violating the governor's order. Them 
staying open - especially because of what they sell - 
makes me feel far less safe. I am purposely staying 
anonymous because of the nature of this complaint. 
https://www.wadesguns.com/

TRUE 04/03/20 2:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun store Wades Eastside guns 13570 Bel-red Rd Bellevue per their facebook page they are open for business 
despite being considered non essential by the 
governor and still have their shooting range open

TRUE 04/03/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Openly said it will not follow the Governor's orders. romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 3:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and Ammo Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Hwy 99#A Lynnwood The business is non-essential and is refusing to 
comply with the governor's request.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 6:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Hwy 99 A Lynnwood A gun shop is not listed as essential, why is it open? carmel.jackoby@gmail.com Carmel Jackoby

TRUE 04/03/20 7:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue They were on King5 News that they are remaining 
open despite being deemed a non-essential 
business. Close them down!

hdrefvem@gmail.com Heather Refvem 2062183406.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rod & Gun Club Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club 3334 Brooks Hill Road Langley Is a rod and gun club an "essential business"? 
Between 3 and 3:30 this afternoon, as I was walking 
my dog at South Whidbey Community Park, gunfire 
coming from Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club 
shattered the air. The loud gunshots repeated; they 
upset me and frightened my dog. We had to run for 
15 minutes to get back to the car, away from the 
loud noises. I do not think a gun club is "essential" 
during this time of crisis when people are trying to 
stay calm. Please shut it down. Thank you.

jaymamol116@gmail.com Geraldine Moloney (206) 491-1696

TRUE 04/03/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Gun shops should not be open!!! Shut them down

TRUE 04/04/20 10:08 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms only shop Columbia Gun Rack 314 W Kennewick Ave Kennewick This shop is willfully violating the order by staying 
open when they only provide gun sales and no other 
function. They are allowing multiple people inside the 
cramped shop at the same time and are in essence 
encouraging people to be out when the should be 
home. Btw I am a gun owner & stance 2nd 
amendment supporter and still feel this way!

Kevin C 509-380-6616

TRUE 04/04/20 10:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Columbia Gun Rack 314 W Kennewick Ave Kennewick They've refused to close, and are defying the order 
meant for everyone's safety.

founderbrn@gmail.com Jason

TRUE 04/04/20 11:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns and Ammo Columbia Gun Rack 314 W Kennewick Ave Kennewick Willful violation of the Governor's orders. Article in 
the Tri-City Herald indicating the owner is aware of 
the order and staying open regardless. This type of 
behavior is likely to help spread the virus.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Lynwood gun and ammunition 20829 Hwy 99, Suite A Lynwood Business remains open despite being non-essential

TRUE 04/04/20 5:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and ammo shop I-5 Guns and Ammo 7707 Martin Way E Lacey We were heading to WinCo at 10 AM this morning. I 
noticed there were 2 cars in I5 Guns and Ammo's lot 
and that the business had an open sign on it. This 
business should not be open right now - gun shops 
are not essential.

TRUE 04/04/20 7:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 SR 99, Unit A Lynnwood, WA 98036 Owner says no one has told her to close even 
though Governor's office has said gun shops are not 
essential businesses.

cariddellwa@gmail.com Carol Riddell 425-771-3344

TRUE 04/05/20 8:39 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Guns and ammo Roy hwy in McKinna in the old churchMcKenna Saw about a dozen car and trucks parked outside. 
Front door was open. An individual was walking 
toward the door. Signs said open.

TRUE 04/05/20 8:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Guns and ammo Roy hwy in McKinna in the old churchMcKenna Saw about a dozen car and trucks parked outside. 
Front door was open. An individual was walking 
toward the door. Signs said open.

TRUE 04/05/20 1:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fun club https://securitegunclub.com/ 11910 Woodinville Dr Woodinville There are a lot cars out front. I don’t see how a gun 
club is an essential business.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and ammo store I-5 guns and ammo 7707 Martin Way East Olympia Guns and ammo sales is not an essential business 
and they have been open thru out this whole time of 
quarantine

Lilsoullja01@yahoo.com Jashon Spencer

TRUE 04/06/20 12:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Lynwood Gun 20829 HWY 99 Lynwood This store is STILL open and bragging about being 
an essential business on their website. Hours are 10-
6 7 dsys a week

mlbsanders@hotmail.com Michelle Sanders

TRUE 04/06/20 6:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun shop Wade’s Eastside Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Non-essential business is open TTRAYNOR@INSLEEBEST.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 1:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Store Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Hwy 99 # A Lynnwood They have a line of customers outside waiting to get 
in today.

Jacob.M.Kuykendall@gmail.comJacob Kuykendall 4258026846.0000



TRUE 04/07/20 4:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun & Pawn Shop Sure Shot Guns & Pawn 114 Main St. Kittitas This business is non-essential and is open, defying 
the Governor's Proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 206-910-6419

TRUE 04/08/20 1:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Lynnwood Gun Store Highway 99 Lynnwood Flagrant violation and defiance remaining open as if 
they are above the law

Gwenev@gmail.com Gwen Merriam 4257728169.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop I5 Guns Martin Way Lacey They are open and having customers come in and 
out of the side door

melodywoods424@comcast.netMelody Griffin 3605561356.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 3:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Pinto's Gun Shop 224 Wells Ave S Renton This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 4:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn and Gun Shop Bowlby's Gun and Pawn 129 S 3rd St. Yakima This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop East County GUns 309 W Main St Elma This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 8:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Arden Gun 1046 Ward Way Colville This establishment is refusing to abide by the 
governor's proclamation.

romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 12:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Club Securite Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Dr woodinville This guns club is open for business.  Their website 
lists they are open.  The manager at the location 
states they are open despite the state's mandate and 
stated "the federal government says we can be 
open."  https://securitegunclub.com/

setterman111@comcast.net jennifer sciarrino 2069457499.0000 info@securitegunclub.com

TRUE 04/09/20 2:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun club - shooting range Holmes Harbor Rod & Gun Club 3334 E. Brooks Hill Rd. Langley, WA 98260 The shooting range is being used.  I don't know if 
that's an essential activity.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store Lynnwood gun Hwy 99 Lynnwood Open against state order.people lined up around the 
block to get in.clear disregard to public safety and 
state regulations.!!!!!

Brianpercy14@gmail .com Brian 4254091541.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 11:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store Lynnwood gun and ammunition 20829 Hwy 99 #A Lynnwood They are advertising that they are open and brazenly 
say no one will shut them down.

TRUE 04/12/20 9:38 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun club Securite Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Dr. Woodinville I reviewed the list of essential business however I 
didn't see Gun shops nor shooting ranges as being 
essential.  I saw at least 20 cars parked in the lot 
and the website says they are operating.

rtnk@comcast.net Ryan 4252986348.0000 info@securitegunclub.com

TRUE 04/12/20 11:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms Fred's Guns 261340 US-101 Sequim LED sign outside claims "we are essential" and lusts 
business hours.

scott.kesilis@gmail.com Scott Kesilis 3608219840.0000

TRUE 04/12/20 5:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Dave's Gun and Pawn 112 N Main St Riverside Gun and Pawn shop that is still open! romaine.bush2005@gmail.comRomaine Bush 2069106419.0000

TRUE 04/15/20 11:01 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Dealership Harbor Gun Works 1389 SR 105 Aberdeen Business is still open and selling guns.

TRUE 04/17/20 5:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms Guns & Ammo 1035-1081 Washington Ave Colton Long line outside the store some have mask some 
dont and none of the are 6-12 feet apart

TRUE 04/18/20 12:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms retailer Columbia Gun Rack 314 W. Kennewick Ave. Kennewick Small shop, inadequate social distancing, 
misrepresenting biz as essential by saying the DHS 
guidelines supersede governor's order.

TRUE 04/21/20 1:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Fred's Guns 2.0 261340 US-101 Sequim The store has been open even though they say they 
are temporarily closed online. They have the open 
sign on customers coming and going.

fredsguns2.0@gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 6:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store FREDS GUN Shop 261340 US 101 Sequim I do not understand why this business is open for 
shoppers

Lanitravels@yahoo.com Leilani Burns 5626079483.0000

TRUE 04/22/20 6:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Norpoint gun range 8620 172nd St NE Arlington, WA 98223 A fun range is not essential and they have been 
closed up till this week.

Jonesmcginty@msn.com Rob Jones 425-232-2884

TRUE 04/25/20 9:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun range Norpoint gun Range in Snohomish 
County

8620 172nd St NE #8988, Arlington, WA 98223 "More GREAT news. Norpoint gun Range in 
Snohomish County has re-opened it's doors! Please 
stop by and support them, and thank them for taking 
a stand against the illegal edicts from Governor 
Inslee that forced them to shut down in the first 
place."

i have screenshots if you need them. 

they want to test to see if enforcement has teeth, I 
think.

christidkeith@gmail.com christi keith 425-443-2315

TRUE 04/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and ammunition store Lynnwood Gun and Ammunition 20829 Highway 99, Ste A Lynnwood They are a gun and ammunition store. They say they 
are available for in-store and online, seems to be 
normal business operations. Website: 
lynnwoodguns.com

TRUE 04/30/20 6:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor gun range Kenmore Gun Range 1031 228th SW Bothell I can hear them shooting live action high powered 
rifles right now from my house that is right next door. 
I saw people going in tonight as well. But there 
website says they are closed.

brennahumphrey@hotmail.comBrenna Humphrey

TRUE 05/02/20 1:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store was told to close 
but refuses

Gators Guns 300 n. 1st ave. Kelso They were told to close. Sherrif here wants him 
open. Drove by today and its business as usual. The 
sheriff here says he wont do anything because he is 
a trump fan and gator is his friend.

TRUE 05/04/20 8:23 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Club Walla Walla Gun Club 1212 Middle Waitsburg Road Walla Walla Had reopening event Sunday May 3rd. Have 
schedule activities (which are groups) including but 
not limited to large two day shooting events that 
bring in people from outside the immediate area, 
variety of weekly scheduled competitions and trials, 
often members will bring campers and spend the 
weekend on the grounds, limited facilities and unable 
to maintain or enforce social distancing and 
use/touch of items required to participate. Have sent 
out emails to members regarding reopening, etc.

myrealtornatasha@gmail.comNatasha Zieroth-Chaumont 4253459248.0000

TRUE 05/05/20 10:59 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gun store Freds Guns 261340  101 HWY sequim selling guns

TRUE 05/05/20 1:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and ammunition Lynnwood Gun & Ammunition 20829 Highway 99, Ste A Lynnwood I have observed the store open regularly the entire 
duration of stay at home orders. They are limiting the 
number of people in the store, but not regulating the 
people loitering around the outside of the store 
waiting to enter. I saw the store open today, 5/5 
around 10 AM when I was walking to the post office, 
with about 3 people loitering around the front door 
and sidewalks waiting to enter. I have seen multiple 
people waiting outside to enter nearly every time I 
walk by (this store is on the same block as my 
home).

alainaemde@gmail.com Alaina Emde lynnwoodgun@gmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 6:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gun and ammo store I-5 guns and ammo 7707 Martin Way East Olympia A non-essential business and they have been open 
thru out this whole time of quarantine!  Also has not 
been following 6 feet distancing!

amyberg76@msn.com Amy berg

TRUE 04/03/20 1:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Federal Way Discount 
Guns and Indoor Range

Federal Way Discount Guns and 
Indoor Range

1401 S 324 st Federal Way Well over the guidelines for the amount of people 
gathered. Classes are in session and the gun range 
is open and active.

michael.conde1@gmail.com Michael Conde 2062614582.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 11:55 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gun Dealer Wade's Eastside Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Store is open with a lot of people going in and out. info@wadesguns.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gun range, gun shop. Wade's Gun Shop 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue, WA 98005Bellevue crowds of people more than 10, attending the range  
and store without exercising 6' social distancing.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Shooting range Securite Gun Club 11910 Woodinville Dr. Bothell,  Wa. 98012 Business open on Sunday, March 29th.  Web site 
states:  open 11:00-7:00 every day except Monday.

ann_aagaard@frontier.com Ann Aagaard 425-488-8418

TRUE 03/31/20 8:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other gun Bellevue gun club 13570 Bel-Red Rd, Bellevue, WA 98005bellevue all gun ranges and gun stores should be closed christidkeith@gmail.com Christi Keith 425-443-2315 lance@westcoastarmory.com

TRUE 03/31/20 5:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other auto wreking Gundies 1263 mt Baker hwy Bellingham Gundies in bellingham ,gram and battleground sent 
some employees home and other have to still work

jp@gundies.com

TRUE 03/30/20 5:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Firearms Training Bellvue Gun Club 13216 SE 32nd St Bellevue Advertisement sent that they are continuing to 
operate private and group classes, and keep the 
range open for the general public.

covid19@centraldistrict.net Matt Towers 206-438-4113 LANCE@WESTCOASTARMORY.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 11:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church The anointed house of prayer church 1132 E Marine View Dr Everett Church had large groups of people going in it on 
Sunday

anointedhouseofprayerchurchglo@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction discovery fellowship. 1305 Ironsides Ave. bremerton  wasington Many construction trades are still working on a 
remodel for Catalyist Charter Schools which is 
renting space from Discovery Fellowship 
Church.Very concered why are they still working as 
putting many in dangeer not following rules.

gallen1955@msn.com Terri Allen

TRUE 04/05/20 3:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Spokane Full Gospel Church 2910 West Beacon Avenue Spokane This Church continues to meet live for sermons and 
other spiritual meetings.

TRUE 04/05/20 6:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Religious Seabold United Methodist Church 6894 NE Seabold Rd Bainbridge Island The church is planning to have Easter service. Altho 
they indicate only 10 allowed after adding the pastor 
and other members it is more and in a very small 
space.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church IUIC Seattle 2415 S 12th St Ste D Tacoma A very large group of church members continue to 
gather at the church. I witnessed at least 20-30 
people going into the church on Sunday 04/05/2020.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Staging and Entertainment VIP Production NW 724 N. Madelia St. Spokane Non-essential business is open and enabling a large 
gathering of people by providing staging for a church 
Easter service.

TRUE 04/07/20 8:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Washington State Court Appointed 
Advocate Program

804 9th Ave Seattle Several parishes within the Archdiocese of Seattle 
are encouraging their members to leave their home 
and attend prayer time at church and other events 
for Holy Week, the week preceding Easter Sunday. 
It is unclear from how many people will be present. 
Some of these churches state in their bulletins that a 
priest and/or staff member will be present, which 
may violate social distancing. Some parishes are 
also hosting scheduled private prayer time. These 
prayer appointments are scheduled back to back, so 
there is insufficient time to fully sanitize the church. 
In addition, the virus lives in the air for three hours in 
enclosed spaces so sharing the enclosed space of 
the church presents a health concern.

scarlettmfb@gmail.com Scarlett Mai 4256470235.0000



TRUE 04/07/20 9:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints (Washington Everett 
Mission Office)

16124 35th Ave SE, Mill Creek The office is open to the volunteers, who are going 
in daily to perform their regular duties, ignoring the 
Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation. This is a 
church organization, and therefore not an essential 
business.

TRUE 04/15/20 11:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church First African Methodist Episcopal 
Church

1522 14th Ave Seattle Church is holding what looks to be a funeral service 
on Wednesday 4/15/20 during the state wide stay at 
home order. I live right beside this church and can 
see the hearse parked in the front parking lot.

fostbh+WA@gmail.com Bryce Foster 724-553-9639

TRUE 04/15/20 12:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Greek orthodox St George Greek Orthodox church Valley road Clifton any Gathering of people in this church is prohibited.  
This whole week in the evening this church is having 
services

TRUE 04/15/20 1:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Religious Organization Walnut Grove Church 6004 NE 72nd Ave Vancouver I’ve reported this establishment previously, they are 
still gathering in fairly large groups. It is my 
understanding churches and religious groups are not 
exempt from Gov. Inslees non essential stay home 
orders. I have photos of the parking lot full, people in 
the parking lot and entering the building.

jellykat17@hotmail.com Kate 3609076442.0000

TRUE 04/16/20 5:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church The United Church Port Townsend 1820 Irondale Road Port Hadlock Still holding church service in church. Believes he is 
above government law because of his higher calling 
and will not shut down.

TRUE 04/17/20 2:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Life Center Rainier View (The church 
construction is taking place at)

17708 28th Ave E Tacoma Several individuals doing construction on a new 
structure behind the church.  It is my understanding 
that construction is not allowed.  Quite a few trucks 
and people there today (4/17/20)

Anonymous unknown

TRUE 04/26/20 10:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Light to the World Evangelical Church 33929 42nd Ave S, Auburn, WA 98001Auburn This church has maintained regular Sunday service 
since the start of the outbreak. There are nearly 20 
vehicles in the church parking lot at the time of 
writing, and more continue arriving. The church is 
broadcasting a live feed of their service, whereby 
congregants can be seen disregarding social 
distancing and face covering measures: http://lttw-
church.com/archive/video/

rrd42@live.com Robert Davies 2537099255.0000 http://lttw-church.com/archive/video/

TRUE 04/27/20 4:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Independant Baptist Church 1104 N Okanogan St Ellensburg Church service was held inside April 26th.  Social 
distancing was not even followed including someone 
coughing on another person sitting in front of them 
with no covering per a report from someone that 
attended.

reggie32_98925@hotmail.comB allenjs1976@gmail.com

TRUE 05/01/20 9:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Covenant Spokane 3506 W Princeton. Spokane This church plans to gather as of this sunday,no 
restrictions.

toddysissy2504@gmail.com Di 3864512372.0000 Not known.

TRUE 05/02/20 1:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Church Whatcom County Four Square Church 4860 Northwest Drive Bellingham As far as I'm aware, churches are not allowed to be 
open right now and I've seen 20-25 vehicles at this 
church on April 30th and May 1st, making me think 
they are still operating.

Mariah-buchanan@hotmail.comMariah Buchanan

TRUE 04/23/20 7:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Oakesdale Presbyterian Church 404 Steptoe Oakesdale I have heard that this individual is continuing to do 
church business in Idaho, where there is no stay at 
home order in place. this is a small community of 
400 people. I think some of the former residents live 
in nursing homes there. I'm not 100% certain this is 
happening. He also recently returned from overseas, 
just before the flights were cut back. He did not self 
quarantine. I want to be clear that I am his ex-wife 
and my safety might be threatened if he knows I 
reported him. I am concerned about the welfare of 
my children. Additionally, He's preventing me from 
seeing my children, insisting that I violate the stay-at-
home order by seeing them in a local hotel (in 
Spokane) if I want to see them before Memorial Day. 
I am trying to work this out, but this is how I learned 
that he either doesn't understand or respect the stay 
at home order.

I'm concerned that he may be continuing to visit the 
elders in his congregation.

jenn.danke@gmail.com Jennifer Danke 206-999-6946 Eric/k Buhl

TRUE 04/18/20 10:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church St Mark Catholic Church 18033 15th PL NE Shoreline Yesterday and last week, this church sent emails 
notifying parishioners that the church would hold 
confession by appointment. This is a “multi-person 
activity for spiritual purposes”, which is the governor 
ordered to cease under Section 2 of the Governor’s 
Stay at Home Order. In addition, the email from the 
church yesterday invited parishioners to schedule 
private prayer time in the church facility in the 
presence of a staff member who would need to be 
there to open the church.

Scarlettduyenmai@gmail.comScarlett Mai (425)647-0235 office@saintmarkshoreline.org

TRUE 04/12/20 11:49 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Walking by Faith Holiness Church 3824 S 11th St Tacoma This church is continuing to congregate daily and 
even is holding Easter service. Church leaders and 
members are not practicing social distancing.

253-209-1595 Sarah Moon 253-209-1595

TRUE 04/10/20 2:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Old Apostolic Lutheran Church 32320 NE Lewisville Hwy Battle Ground I was told that this church is still holding services. I 
confronted someone that attends the church about 
hearing they are still having services and he said “oh 
you heard about that huh”. That leads me to believe 
it is true.

jodydawn70@gmail.com Jeff Reid 360-903-0645 heisson@oalc.us

TRUE 04/08/20 6:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Small Private Church S 11th St White Bldg S 11th st Tacoma Church meetings almost daily w/o concern for 
neighbors (my kids are very small. And multiple 
people on the block are over 60yrs old). Meetings 
exceeding 10members

Cars blocking street parking. Church members and 
children walking in the street. Loud Music. General 
disregard for neighborhood and pandemic ongoing.

carleighQ@hotmail.com Carleigh 615-513-9159 ANTBYRD777@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/08/20 4:17 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other church Voice of Hope Seventh Day Adventist 
Church

8105 Washington Blvd. SW Lakewood, Washington There will be a meeting on Saturday April 13th from 
10:00- 12:00 noon to record church service. There 
will be approximately 10 people in attendance of 
which over half are in the age group of 65 and 
above. At least 1 of the members has a dry hacking 
cough. Since there are other ways this service can 
be done this is considered non-essential business

kc2ckz@gmail.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vitamin gummies Church & Dwight 10 s 56th PL Ridgefield Making vitamin gummies that are not essential.  
Risking hundreds of lives for non essential vitamins.

Opd2121@hotmail.com Mark 3609897545.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 8:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church/construction Christ Community Baptist Church 8016 176th St E Puyallup Church has stopped a construction project, and also 
has several people utilize the church throughout the 
day. The construction project to expand the church 
has continued while other construction projects in 
the area have halted since the stay-at-home order 
was made.

Manninkt@gmail.com Kevin 2539062900.0000 CHRISTCOMMUNITY@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 03/31/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church/construction project Christ Community Baptist Church 8016 176th St E Puyallup I have seen the church have several cars and people 
inside their building. Also, there has been a 
construction project going on for a month-plus and 
they have not stopped working on the project since 
the stay-at-home order went in place. About a half 
mile down the road another construction site for new 
homes has haulted. The second project stopped 
while the church is continuing there's. It's behind the 
church and worker hides truck from main road.

CHRISTCOMMUNITY@COMCAST.NET

TRUE 05/07/20 6:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash Chevron #207894 10220 Evergreen Way Everett Car wash is open yet other area car washes not 
allowed.

bk.wheeler@me.com Brian K Wheeler 4255301162.0000

TRUE 04/20/20 3:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Valvoline Instant Oil Change 2919 Olympic Hwy N Shelton Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 TAX@VALVOLINE.COM or 503-783-3888

TRUE 04/20/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Valley Gas and Car Wash 204 Valley Ave NE Puyallup Car wash is open. Daniel.Gorbach@brownbear.comDaniel Gorbach 206.297.5201 JULIE@AAMIRSTATIONS.COM

TRUE 04/17/20 4:21 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Buffalo Chevron Car Wash 13102 39th Ave SE Everett Their car wash is still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 4:07 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Wash Costco Car Wash 4401 4th Ave S Seattle The Costco car wash is still operating molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 3:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 20702 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Their car wash is still operating molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 3:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 201 128th St SW Everett Their car wash is still running molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 3:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 13885 Fryelands Blvd Monroe Their car wash is still open molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 3:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 12001 NE 8th St Bellevue Their car wash is still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 3:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 14008 NE 8th St Bellevue Their car wash is still running molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000



TRUE 04/17/20 2:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 1605 NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah Their car wash is still open and they're still washing 
cars

molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 2:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and car wash Shell 825 Front St N Issaquah Their car wash is still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.comMolly Lonigan 2062742607.0000

TRUE 04/17/20 10:39 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Self service car wash Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th St, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle This self service car wash is attracting crowds most 
days. I don't believe that cleaning the outside of 
one's car is an essential business. Patrons are not 
practicing social distancing while using the car wash, 
and are consecutively using the self-service car 
wash equipment without disinfecting between 
customers. The business manager is only on site 
intermittently. Few are using the only arguably 
"essential" service of the car wash, which I would 
believe only would be an air pump. This essential 
portion could easily be separated physically from the 
car wash portion. I live two houses down from this 
business and have been seeing these violations 
consistently.

katherine.g.collins@gmail.comKatherine Collins 425-444-0068 4 locations.  no email address

TRUE 04/08/20 2:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash jet pro express 209 Grant Rd, East Wenatchee, WA 98802east wenatchee This is not an essential business, we should be 
focusing on getting people better, so that this can 
end sooner...not trying to keep a car wash open 
(they're closed all in California and everywhere else.) 
Why can't we ever just do something and do it right.

bonnie info@superwash.com

TRUE 04/08/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automatic car wash jet pro express autowash 209 Grant Rd east wenatchee They have a guy working, at an automatic car wash? 
How is that even necessary, a 'automatic' car wash. 
The absolute absurdity in that, there is one in 
wenatchee that requires people present to run, but 
the other two locations are fully automatic. Way to 
keep people exposed to the virus, glad to see it truly 
doesn't matter. People can wait to wash their cars 
instead of putting employees at risk. For once, do 
the right thing

shelby 5096307253.0000

TRUE 04/08/20 10:48 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automatic self serve car 
wash

Jet pro Express auto wash 209 grant ed, east Wenatchee wa, 98802Wenatchee Why would you allow greater exposure of a deadly 
virus to a community for a car wash. Car washing is 
non-essential in nature. I feel the employees 
shouldn't be required to work at a fully automated 
car wash, put people before profits.

marie.shania@yahoo.com Shania Steen 360-591-4209 info@superwash.com

TRUE 04/08/20 8:05 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automatic car wash Jet Pro Express 209 Grant Rd east wenatchee I don't understand how a automatic self serve cash 
wash is deemed essential, therefore requiring an 
employee? It is a car wash, emergency service 
vehicles use tokens and don't deal with people 
anyways. This is blatant profit over people, I mean 
come on.

cahacker123@gmail.com Ben 5094234619.0000 info@superwash.com

TRUE 03/30/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 river rd Puyallup Observed them selling cars and signing paperwork 
in the Key Bank parking lot across from the 
dealership

TRUE 03/30/20 2:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership Michaels Toyota Bellevue Bellevue Bellevue Selling cars and contracting people on vehicle during 
the order

TRUE 03/30/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership magic toyota lake city lake city selling cars and contracting people on vehicle during 
the order

TRUE 03/30/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other They are selling cars Infiniti of Tacoma 4902 pacific hwy e Fife They are selling cars, I know of 5 cars sold over the 
weekend

Bobvillacars@gmail.com Bob 3606497773.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive detailing; film 
install

Idens dealer services 1000 sw 34th st building w2 suite NRenton We are having to clean customer cars not knowing 
who was been in them

TRUE 03/30/20 3:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other used car sales Carson Cars 13806 Highway 99 Lynnwood Very much open with tons of people coming and 
going, owner doesn't care and vows to stay open

A Concerned Citizen

TRUE 03/30/20 5:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto detail, tint and clear 
plate install

Iden's Dealer Services 1000 SW 34th St, Renton, WA 98057Renton Business claims we disinfect cars to stay open. Car 
detail might be a loophole, but we also install window 
tint and clearplate on cars which I and some of my 
coworkers don't see being essential and might 
actually help spread the virus from one car to 
another. We have multiple locations from Marysville 
to Renton

sedya95@gmail.con Fedor 4253669719.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 5:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 river road Puyallup This dealership is meeting customers off site to 
continue selling cars. They tell you to pick a car 
online and they will meet you somewhere central to 
complete the car deal. I thought the auto industry 
was completely shut down in the state of 
Washington.

Veeds25@yahoo.com Davida Mayes 2538860172.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 5:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Renton cdjr 585 rainier ave s Renton sales side supposedly closed yet are still taking in 
customers by appointment to sell a car. Service side 
had a positive case and yet are open still

becker5150@msn.com Tina becker 2532690021.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 5:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used Car Dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 River Road Puyallup, WA they are acting like they are "closed" by closing the 
gates to their car lots and not allowing foot traffic 
customers on their lots, however they are forcing 
their sales staff to still work, take calls and then 
sneak out to other locations to let customers take 
test drives and purchase vehicles. they are a shady 
company who is trying to avoid allowing their 
employees to stay home safe and collect 
unemployment.

ecrivello@live.com Eric Crivello 253-230-3636

TRUE 03/30/20 5:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports Training Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th St #2C Bellevue I have observed this business conducting group 
training sessions for the last two weeks.  I drove by 
and took a picture today of 6+ cars in the parking lot.  
 Music is blasting, you can see athletes leaving their 
training classes in workout clothes.

darbyj74@hotmail.com Darby Smith 4258911942.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Jess Ford 522 Midway Ave Grand Coulee This business is still running as normal. People are 
not practicing social distancing. Non essential parts 
are still open such as car detailing and car sales.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Car Trek II 1620 River Rd Puyallup They have stayed open selling cars after the stay at 
home order was put in place. Refuses to obey and 
close like most of the other auto dealers have 
because they don’t think anything can or will happen 
to them. You can verify vehicles sold from DOL 
vehicle permitting site (SAW) that issues the license 
tag for the window. Not fair to all the other auto 
dealers who have complied with the Governor’s state 
order.

good-life2010@live.com Anthony (wish to stay anonymous)

TRUE 03/30/20 7:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vehicle sales Northwest Motorsport 819 river road Puyallup They are still selling vehicles and making other 
businesses that closed for the virus for 2 wks now 
called in to work on there licenses for auto sales

TRUE 03/30/20 7:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dealership sales 
departments

Speck Buick and gmc 2910 w Clearwater ave Kennewick  99336 Business owner Katie Moore has her dealership 
open for business to sales department, which is non 
essential business they have been selling cars 
everyday, today they sold 2 cars. Katie Moore told all 
of her  sales team they were being payed off with the 
exception of her sales managers and her finance 
managers. Katie wants them there to still sell cars!  
Katie said she required them to be there 7 days a 
week, but the next day she changed it to Monday 
through Friday!  A customer went to one of Katie 
Moore’s other ealerships and someone from her 
other store told that customer that “they can not be 
there,Speck at Hyundai “.  Katie Moore lairs off her 
sales staff but kept her sales managers and finance 
managers onboard to sell cars at Speck GMC on 
Clearwater ave!  My husband refused to stay 
onboard during this critical time, the store , the sales 
managers and the finances guys call my husband 
for finance help when he is supposed to be off work. 
And the boss Katie Moore keeps asking them when 
my husband will be into work.
 and does not need to harass my husband at home 
because he will not be at work during this crisis!
When all the other dealerships close to sales to the 
public, why is Katie Moore putting at risk the sales 
managers and finance  teams  to keep her business 
going to the public.  The only part of her business 
that should be there is her repair department, but 
she is not doing that. I am not sure if her other 
dealerships are open to business I can only say  
what I know because it directly is Impacting my 
husband and our family.

rhondadueruiz@gmail.com Rhonda sue Ruiz 509-405-4742

TRUE 03/30/20 7:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Karmart 660 Auto Boulevard Burlington Karmart is operating with business as usual.
The employees are not practicing social distancing 
And they are still selling cars, including having 
employees ride along during test drives.

sustaita56@yahoo.com Donna 3605401990.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 7:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sprint Car Racing Retail 
Store

Speedmart 304 Lila Ln Burlington Speedmart sells sprint car racing components and 
has a retail store that remains open. They are now 
advertising they are open for "auto repair" which is 
not what they are actually in business for. They have 
not done automotive repair in the past.



TRUE 03/30/20 7:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Northwest motorsports 816 n 28th ave Pasco All dealership are closed and they are still selling 
cars from there dealership and other dealerships 
cant as we follow the guidelines and they are no 
exception to the law...please correct ..

Niceguy8324@yahoo.com Richard lidell 5098510541.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 8:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Yakima Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 
Fiat

2300 Goodman Rd Union Gap Dealership is still open and selling cars and 
advertising they are still open.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 river road Puyallup They’re meeting customers at Fred Meyer to sign 
paperwork and still selling cars 

All stores are doing it!!

Brodygraybeal@hotmail.com Brody Graybeal 4256916255.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 10:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Boat Repair North Harbor Diesel & Yacht Service 720 30th Street Anacortes I would like to remain anonymous. My work (North 
Harbor) gave all employees a letter stating they are 
essential business because they are in the maritime 
industry. They work on personal yachts and boats, 
not passenger or cargo vessels.

Miranda.brown.shs@gmail.comMiranda 2068668539.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 10:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot Carson cars 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Operating car sales masking it as auto repair

TRUE 03/30/20 10:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot Carson cars 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Operating car sales masking it as auto repair 
Carsoncars.net

TRUE 03/31/20 7:07 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shipping Company Port Of 
Seattle

Hawaii Car Transport 2715 11th Avenue SW, Seattle WA, 98134Seattle We shipped our truck from Maui and it arrived and is 
ready for pickup today. 3/31/2020... company has 
requsted we pick up our car today or tomorrow at the 
latest... we are in out latter part of 60's..

hollyhjacobsen@gmail.com Holly Jacobsen 2068425598.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 7:14 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto repairs Kia of Puyallup 111 Valley Ave NE Puyallup Sales is closed but not service and car wash 
department

Plr1990@yahoo.com Pat Russell 2533200144.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 8:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Jeep and Toyota dealers 150 SW 7th St, Renton, WA 98057, 585 Rainier Ave S Renton, WA 98057Renton, WA Both auto dealerships are open. Employees spend 
long times smoking in the back of buildings. Offices 
and workshops are open all day. Cars are constantly 
coming out of shop area.

svackimes@gmail.com Sophia Vackimes 2815090386.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 8:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Northwest MotorSports 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Most definitely a non essential business.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Northwest Motorsports 17510 hwy 99 Lynnwood, WA The company is promoting social gatherings. I’m 
concerned for my communities well being.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dealership Northwest MotorSport 816 N 28th Ave Pasco Telling their salespeople to lie about being open 
And the one in Spokane is Also open. And their 
service dept isn’t even open to the public it’s only for 
their inventory.. total Bullshit..

Garciafamily2001@live.com Art Garcia 509-841-2799

TRUE 03/31/20 6:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Northwest Motorsports 17319 Hwy 99 Lynwood, Wa 98037 Car dealrship is open and this is non essential 
business activity. This business does not provide 
rental car or transportation to essential work force.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car sales Northwest Motorsport 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is still selling cars. Employees are meeting 
customers in parking lots or at their homes. Doors 
are closed but employees are still there. There is no 
service department.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Northwest motorsports E 28th ave Pasco They are still operating as normal and selling cars , 
they are using there non customer service dept as a 
front but selling cars daily while all other dealers are 
closed including prestige on court street doing the 
same here in pasco wa.. not fair to other dealers to 
allow this ...

Niceguy8324@yahoo.com Richard lidell 5098510541.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot Northwest Motorsport River road Puyallup This company is operating - treating it like internet 
sales. They meet customers off site to test drive 
vehicles and then process the sale online- 
The hardest part is watching the employees be 
forced to work because they are not being laid off to 
claim unemployment -

TRUE 03/31/20 8:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Northwest MotorSports 12606 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Unfortunately this company has decided to remain 
open and sell vehicles. It is hard to know where the 
customers have been and could easily spread the 
virus.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive business office Northwest motorsports 819 river road Puyallup Have remained staffed, never closed Jheimerman@comcast.net J Heimerman 4257668157.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other AUTO DEALERSHIP NORTHWEST MOTORSPORT 400 RIVER ROAD PUYALLUP,  WA These people are working in a non-essential 
business and selling cars while the rest of us have to  
 stay home. Plus they are delivering cars on out of 
state 3 day trip permits, which is illegal.

L. BRIDGES

TRUE 04/02/20 8:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail used vehicle sales Northwest Motorsports 400 River Rd Puyallup This non-essential business is still open and 
conducting business as usual.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto sales Northwest Motorsports 816 N 28th St Pasco My concern is they have employees working in 2-3 
days on and 2-3 day’s off. They are telling people 
they are closed but can see them by appointment. I 
personally know someone who works there and feels 
they have to comply or loose they’re job.

d.r.mccreary@hotmail.com Diana McCreary 5098324511.0000

TRUE 04/11/20 10:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used car dealer Northwest Motorsports 400 river road Puyallup They are selling cars.  They do not have a service 
department that is open to the public yet their sales 
personell is working out of the service department,  
delivering cars across the street at Fred Myers, The 
daffodil bowling alley, and the key bank parking lot.

TRUE 04/11/20 4:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other used car dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 river road Puyallup They remain open and dont even have a service 
department that works on customer vehicles. They 
are blatantly ignoring the Governors orders to close 
non=essential businesses

p_ventrella@yahoo.com Peter Ventrella 425-765-8866

TRUE 04/14/20 11:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Northwest Motorsport 12227 Hwy 99 Everett I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs on 
and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more 
than 1 person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and 
garages open, etc. everything indicting they are on 
the premise and will conduct a sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 04/21/20 11:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Truck dealership Northwest Motorsports River road Puyallup Salesman are working in the dealership and doing 
current sales

TRUE 04/30/20 4:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other auto sales Northwest motorsports 816 n 28th ave pasco They are selling many cars and helping people on 
the lot like they are open ,,,How is this possible when 
someone can walk in and buy when other dealers 
are closed

niceguy8324@yahoo.com Richard Lidell 5098510541.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 10:01 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Any The ABC of citizens 7420 myhome Small town USA. Working can not be labeled as illegal, we won't let 
you

Eatmyshorts.com

TRUE 05/08/20 12:33 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002Olympia Our governor is killing small businesses while 
supporting large corporations like Boeing, Amazon. 
He is choosing what he deems as essential workers. 
WA citizens have been severely restricted and many 
are out of work an unemployed. Many of those will 
lose their entire businesses. He is also encouraging 
citizens to report their neighbors and small 
businesses in order to fine them for trying to survive 
by paying their bills and put food on the table by 
working.

Eat A Dick

TRUE 05/08/20 1:05 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Governor State Capital Olympia Individual continues to violate social distancing, and 
large gatherings of people.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/07/20 10:41 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other It's a shady business. WA State Governor 416 Sid Snyder AVE SW Olympia I have observed Governor Inslee violating the 
constitutional rights of all the citizens in the State of 
Washington. I do believe this is not essential and 
violates a number of federal laws. Please look into 
this. It's not a practice that is in the best interest of 
public health and safety.

quitviolatingourrights@youworkforus.com

TRUE 05/08/20 4:51 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Jay inslee Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Jay Inslee open this state, people are failing to be 
able to provide for their families. The consequences 
from this will be far more damming than the virus 
you incompetent piece of human scum! You are non 
essential.

TRUE 05/07/20 5:54 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other None of your business None of your business easy street Kent The loss of our constitutional rights.

TRUE 05/07/20 11:03 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governors office Capitol Olympia Creating massive state budget shortfall by not 
trusting private businesses to social distance.  
Secondly thousands of businesses have become 
insolvent due to this lack of trust of the private sector 
to behave responsibly.

TRUE 05/07/20 11:25 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Political Washington state governors office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor of Washington State is not representing 
the people of Washington.  He is dangerous to the 
office and people of Washington and is not only 
ruining the economy, but lives as well.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 03/30/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vehicle sales Northwest Motorsport 816 N 28th Ave Pasco Vehicle sales is open. I am under the impression 
that only vehicle repair and parts are allowed to 
remain open.

jordonarchibald@gmail.com Jordon Archibald 5094129212.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 10:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Governor Washington State Capitol Olympia FUCK YOU TYRANTS!

TRUE 05/07/20 10:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Washington State Governor 600 washington st se Olympia Governor Inslee is absolutely not essential and no 
reason he should be opening his mouth. His 
proclamation is not law and he is putting our safety 
and civil liberties in jeopardy.

#Insleeforprison2020

TRUE 05/07/20 10:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Government 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is in criminal violation of the US 
Constitution.  We should throw him in prison.

TRUE 05/07/20 10:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington state 
government

Office of the governor Olympia Olympia Repetitive violations of our constitutional rights. Jay Inslee



TRUE 05/07/20 10:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Over reaching government 
entities

Governor Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder ave SW Olympia Stop trampling the rights of Washington state 
citizens and let us live like free men and women per 
the United States constitution.

USConstitution@gmail.com George Washington 206-555-1776 Governors mansion

TRUE 05/07/20 11:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Agency Jay Inslee Various Olympia Imposing unconstitutional guidelines on the people. 
This could cause a civil war... It's very scary. 
People's mental health is at risk too!

TRUE 05/07/20 11:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Inslee is a Nazi Inslee is a Nazi 666 Inslee Nazi Spokane Inslee is a Nazi Dictator and should be removed 
from office.

InsleeNazi@dumbnazi.com Inslee is a Nazi

TRUE 05/08/20 4:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government offices Inslee Capitol way Olympia Gov't officials on the news dont practice social 
distancing

Iwilldiefree@yourmomshouse.comFree Citizen 3605551234.0000 Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 4:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government offices Inslee Capitol way Olympia Gov't officials on the news dont practice social 
distancing

Iwilldiefree@yourmomshouse.comFree Citizen 3605551234.0000 Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 4:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government offices Inslee Capitol way Olympia Gov't officials on the news dont practice social 
distancing

Iwilldiefree@yourmomshouse.comFree Citizen 3605551234.0000 Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 4:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government offices Inslee Capitol way Olympia Gov't officials on the news dont practice social 
distancing

Iwilldiefree@yourmomshouse.comFree Citizen 3605551234.0000 Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 5:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government States Washington P.O. Box 40002 Olympia The governor is not representing the people of his 
state, but conducting tyranny designed to hurt his 
political opponents and further his progressive 
agenda.

The citizens

TRUE 05/07/20 7:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governmental Governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Non-essential business is open

TRUE 05/07/20 8:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Insert any business here Any will work Your back yard Pick one Get the hell out of our lives and let businesses be 
open. This virus will be here a year from now and 
you will have done more harm good. Quit acting like 
a dictator and act like a fellow American.
The rest of my words would either be harsh or direct 
threats.

TRUE 05/07/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Politician Jay Inslee 123 Our Governor Is A Nazi Olympia This is un-american, unconstitutional, and unethical. 
Whoever is reading this should be ashamed of the 
work they are doing and need to have a moment of 
clarity. How dare you turn against your own people

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you Fuckkkkkkkkkk U😘 The People (tax payers)

TRUE 05/07/20 10:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other state Government Capital building 416 Sid Snyder Ave Olympia Governor Inslee has been seen violating stay at 
home orders and we all know he is NON-
ESSENTIAL

TRUE 05/08/20 4:48 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee- most corrupt, 
moronic governor in state 
history

Jay Inslee, loser, NOT A PRESIDENTIAL NOMINEE416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Absolute disrespect of office. Blatant disregard for 
the people of the state. Economic ruin.

Nark@nark.com Nark 509-000-0000 Same as above

TRUE 05/08/20 5:08 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating despite stay at home orders. Blocked 
windows so people don’t see them but you can 
hear/feel them in thee plus they admit to being in 
there teaching everyday.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating despite stay at home orders. Blocked 
windows so people don’t see them but you can 
hear/feel them in thee plus they admit to being in 
there teaching everyday.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating despite stay at home orders. Blocked 
windows so people don’t see them but you can 
hear/feel them in thee plus they admit to being in 
there teaching everyday.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Operating despite stay at home orders. Blocked 
windows so people don’t see them but you can 
hear/feel them in thee plus they admit to being in 
there teaching everyday.

TRUE 05/07/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service business test test test test Seattle, wa testing testing

TRUE 05/07/20 6:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Test 123 ABC Port Orchard Just looking at the fields. There is an excel 
spreadsheet going around that lists all the 
complaints that have been made about businesses 
and whoade the complaints.

Abc123@gmail.com No One Here 3605551212.0000 Test account

TRUE 04/21/20 7:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ninas nail and hair 350 Duvall ave ne Renton There definitely Doing customers but have all the 
blinds closed and have customers park across the 
street but there has been one on the employees cars 
parked there a few times super unfair when the rest 
of us our following the rules

Lizzsrenton58@live.com Elizabeth menzel 4255183199.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 2:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other commerical aerospace 
manufacturing

boeing east marginal way  (north boeing field 737 delivery center)seattle we have been told to return to work on Wed 8th.  
There is no need for all of the work force to return to 
working in close quarters at this time.  We are not 
delivering airplanes.  We need to stay home and 
away from people.  If its too dangerous to play 
golf....its definatly too dangerous to go to work and 
be stuck in close proximity to sick people.

1morepar@gmail.com Mark Allen 253.514.5494

TRUE 04/02/20 8:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Horseshoe Lake Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct. Port Orchard I don't understand how this golf course can remain 
open when every other golf course in the county has 
closed.

5mathenys@comcast.net Tamara Matheny 360-620-7505 proshop@hlgolf.com.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf course Horseshoe Lake Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct Port orchard On 4/6, the golf course was observed open with 
large amounts of customers on site

aaronlbogle@gmail.com Aaron 7156514626.0000 proshop@hlgolf.com.

TRUE 04/21/20 4:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Self serve car wash Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th St Seattle It’s non essential and should be closed abbott.jesse@gmail.com Jesse Abbott

TRUE 04/01/20 11:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Unknown 34632 Se 268th st Ravensdale Multiple workers working on a construction trench 
excavation for a residential home during the stay at 
home order.

Abperkins88@yahoo.com Alex 206-607-7105

TRUE 04/03/20 11:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Unknown 26799 348TH AVE SE Ravensdale Residential construction workers are conducting 
construction work from the hours of 7:00am-
4:00pm. Multiple individual's are within the site for 
storm system work which is a non government or 
city essential work.

abperkins88@yahoo.com Alex 206-607-7105

TRUE 04/24/20 11:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Chevrolet Cadillac of Bellevue 430 116th  Ave NE Bellevue Employer is having employees work in the building, 
which is non-essential even though the work is not 
considered necessary, there are concerns about 
following social distancing guidelines.

adali@kingcounty.gov Adna Ali 206-263-9694

TRUE 04/19/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Myer's drywall 2325 e riverside Spokane The foreman for Meyers Drywall, Jason Nelson, is 
still working everyday with his 2 man crew. They 
don't even ware masks. The address I provided is 
the shop their workers are based out of.

adayatatime_041005@outlook.comKim puntney 5093157405.0000

TRUE 04/05/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping landscapers for Snohomish pud 
property

Scenic dr Everett wa Everett Landscape maintenance guys mowing at 8 am 
sunday morning during stay at home order. I own 
and operate my own my own landscaping 
maintenance company and have been out of work 
for over 2 weeks now and will be another month. 
Interesting how they showed up in a different truck 
with no business name and enclosed trailer to hide 
equipment. Not there normal set up

Aglandscape@gmail.com Aaron 4257728087.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 8:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Horseshoe Lake Golf Course 1250 SW Club House Ct Port Orchard The golf course was open today with the parking lot 
full. Many groups of 4 to 6 people were golfing 
together, socializing within less than 6 feet of each 
other, riding in golf carts together.

alecia.harris@gmail.com Alecia Harris 2089549437.0000 proshop@hlgolf.com.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a liquor license BevMo! 850 NW 45th St Seattle, WA I am an employee and wish to remain anonymous. 
BevMo has limited its hours but is still accepting 
walk-in orders and has employees interacting with 
customers daily. It has been extremely alarming to 
myself and other co-workers how negligent the 
company has been in truly protecting us from 
infection. Please keep my information private. 
Please help us.

alexedmonston@gmail.com Alex 6627019362.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 7:57 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Technical College Bates Technical College 1101 S Yakima ave. Tacoma.WA 98405Tacoma Washington they have their machine shop open for students not 
sure if in classes are supposed to be open at this 
time.. I'm a student but I do not want to get in trouble 
for attending classes at the school if it's not 
supposed to be open at this time..

mark12566@ymail.com Mark Hoffer 2532007322.0000 Bates Technical College

TRUE 03/30/20 2:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Vancouver Ford and Hyundai 6801 NE 40th st Vancouver Their owner refuses to close their sales department

TRUE 05/06/20 9:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car WAsh 16223 Meridian East Puyallup This facility is open when car washes are not on the 
list to be open at this time. users are handling 
vacuums and touch pads without any cleaning 
between users.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Elephant Car WAsh 715 39th Ave SW Puyallup This facility is open when car washes are not on the 
list to be open at this time. users are handling 
vacuums and touch pads without any cleaning 
between users.

TRUE 05/07/20 4:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive Sales First Acura 16 highland avenue seekonk He is still selling and delivering vehicles, and 
financing like normal business. They were told they 
have to sell @ least 50 cars a month at First 
Finance.
The girls are upstairs away from the showroom in 
case someone comes in to inspect.

Insider@firstacura.com

TRUE 05/07/20 2:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Kings Scoop 1st St Selah They are setting up tables outside to encourage 
people to eat at their restaurant. The stay our home 
order clearly says no consumption on premise



TRUE 04/28/20 3:31 AM AG Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Christopher Lindemeier Dickson Frohlich 1200 East D Street Tacoma After state Emergency State at home law March 23, 
2020. A lady drop an order setting case schedule. 
Summon and complaint schedule to my daughter 
residence in Redmond in a yellow envelope address 
to myself and my ex-husband regarding breach of 
contract rental agreement where my ex husband 
resided while I moved out since May 2019. Plaintiff 
Jason Bottemiller. Potentially putting health risk to 
my daughter if the person delivers has Coronavirus. 
Also Defendant only had 20 days to respond when 
no court place was open to public.

Xoaoaks@yahoo.com Xoa Oaks 425-512-3390 Attorney Clindemeire@dicksonlegal.com

TRUE 04/28/20 2:02 PM AG Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Legal papers for Summon Greyhound legal 2223 189th St E Tacoma On March 31,2020 A lady stop by my daughter 
house in Redmond. After the governor order to Stay 
home due to coronavirus. This lady was not wearing 
a mask also never identify herself or her business.  
This person knocked on the door asking for me or 
my ex-husband. Then ask if she was our daughter. 
The lady said “I guess I can drop this off with you. It 
was a yellow envelope with 2 copies of Superior 
Court Order Setting Civil case schedule and a 
Complaint for breach of contract. From my previous 
landlord Plaintiff Jason Bottemiller. Where I moved 
out around May 2019 after my divorce was finalized. 
Since no court was open.  My ex-husband had to 
hire attorney. The person that serve us name is 
Emily Beebe 29655 Greyhound Legal 2223 189th St 
E Tacoma. Emily put my daughter in danger if Emily 
was exposed to anyone with this coronavirus. This is 
not considered essential.

Xoaoaks@yahoo.com Xoa Oakd 425-512-3390 Emily Beebe 29655 at Greyhoundlegal.com

TRUE 05/06/20 1:54 PM AG Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landlord Office Plemmons Industries 1311 Central Ave s Kent Not following rent moratorium. 
Office open. Not having ppl work from home.

Contactus@plemmonsindustries.com

TRUE 05/07/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Magic Pizza 309 S 1st St Selah They are setting up tables outside to encourage 
people to eat at their restaurant. The stay our home 
order clearly says no consumption on premise. The 
owner of the business is the Mayor. Is this legal??

TRUE 05/07/20 2:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 04/17/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Unknown 7012 Roosevelt Way ne Seattle Demolition workers on roof beginning a job unrelated 
to sound transit work at a site for private 
development. 
I have major Concerns about worker safety.

almibradley@gmail.com Alexandra Bradley 2068528104.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 6:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dry Cleaners City Dry Cleaners 8410 Main St. (@ Bowdoin) Edmonds This business is in my neighborhood in a strip mall 
with other open businesses that are non-essential,  
making this area less safe for us all.

aliciakorkowski@yahoo.com Alicia: health care worker @UWMC-Montlake

TRUE 03/30/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Lakeside Construction E. Beaver lake dr. SE Sammamish I observed 6-7 guys working on a dock today. First, 
how is residential dock building essential? Second, I 
watched these guys working closely together, 
passing materials and tools around. They were not 
working in safe distances or wearing masks. I felt 
sorry for them, since they are probably being forced 
to work or lose their jobs. Why should these guys be 
out getting exposed or exposing others? If folks stay 
home for 2 weeks we can beat this. I also saw an 
older guy on the job coughing and spitting right next 
to the others. Please don’t let construction like this 
continue during this stay home order, it puts the 
whole community at risk. I looked up their phone 
number and considered calling, but decided against 
it. Here is their number: 206-850-0250. I know it 
was lakeside because I saw cars with the stickers on 
them and they do work out here all the time.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Richmond American Homes Overlook Drive E Bonney Lake Richmond American Homes is a new residential 
construction company, they are not emergent or 
maintenance and have received multiple 
letters/emails to hault all work, that they are not 
essential but are requiring their workers such as 
superintendents and assistants to go to work. They 
have received warning from the Master Builders 
Association and have not complied. Several workers 
are higher risk with diabetes and Asthma, but are not 
allowed to take time off and get unemployment. If 
they do, they have to use vacation hours or not get 
paid and risk losing their jobs. I know Joel is in 
charge of the bonney lake tehaleh location. Other 
sites are doing the same thing.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Construction 2621 Franklin Ave e Seattle A contractor was doing construction at this site today.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction NPL Construction 16707 E. Euclid Spokane Valley NPL Construction replaces existing natural gas 
pipes. These existing natural gas pipes have no 
issues and are not leaking, providing no danger to 
customers. Although this type of work is an essential 
infrastructure upgrade, it is not essential. They have 
recently started work for the construction season, 
putting there employees at risk while they should be 
self isolating. Putting their families and the public in 
whole at risk. I feel they are not taking this pandemic 
serious and am afraid that lives will be lost because 
of this, to just make money. We in Spokane can 
recover from the economy, we cannot recover from 
the deaths of thousands.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Silvan Construction 1700 Westport Rd Aberdeen This business has been performing construction 
during the restriction period. The construction is non 
essential in origin. The business is operated on a 
property not owned by the business owner. The 
business owner when asked about his activities, has 
said he will continue no matter what.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is openRestaurant or food service business Starbucks 8720 NE Centerpointe Drive Vancouver My daughter works at this Starbucks’ location. She 
has told me of a number of issues that do not seem 
to comply with the current mandates. First and 
foremost, the fact that Starbucks is allowed to 
consider themselves an “essential “ business is far 
beyond accurate; coffee can be obtained at a 
number of different business that are ACTUALLY 
deemed essential, such as grocery stores and gas 
stations, it can even be made at home. 

In addition, three of her managers have been out 
sick over the last 4 weeks, her shift supervisor, her 
assistant manager and her store manager. Two of 
which were out of work for several weeks, one 
whom has yet to return to work at all, and two of 
them both being said to have COVID-19 symptoms 
and cases. This has yet to have been brought forth 
to the team, and is at risk of putting the customers 
they serve at risk, let alone the fact that my daughter 
has not been able to see either of her grandparents 
during this time. The store has not been cleaned and 
sanitized since these managers have been sick.

TRUE 05/07/20 4:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 123 E. Indiana Ave. Spokane They are still having abortions at Planned 
Parenthood and that is a non-essential. And it is 
murder on top of it.

snitches@stitches.com concerned citizen 800-555-1212

TRUE 03/31/20 10:25 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Soci services Washington department of children, youth and families1661 Fowler Street Richland I feel unsafe when a social worker comes to my home while we are under quarantine. It could have waited. I had a six ft line marked outside my front door & she still approached the door to come inside after I assume going to visit other homes making visits. My family has an auto immune disease and this puts them at high risk. Why couldn't this have waited? Going home to home just to ask my kids if they are ok for a follow up is putting them in danger with an auto immune disease in the family. Respect the six ft boundary! Please look into this. This house call could have waited. Hoping home to home is not quarintine! Thank youCrystal.goolsby17@gmail.comCrystal Goolsby 5094204229



TRUE 04/10/20 2:40 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Department of Children, 
Youth and Family Bellevue

Bellevue DCYF - Early Learning Office 805 156th Ave. NE Bellevue, WA 98007-4614Bellevue Janelle Eason from DCYF admits "DCFY allows 
childcare to provide child care for the children of 
NON-essential workers during the time of Stay at 
Home Order."
Which violated the Rule from Page 10 of "WA 
Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers". The Rule 
is Essential workforce is "Workers supporting public 
and private childcare establishments, licensed pre-K 
establishments, K-12 schools, colleges, and 
universities for purposes of distance learning, or the 
provision of school meals, or child care for the 
children of essential workers across all sectors and 
for uniquely vulnerable children."

qiqi_686@msn.com Qi Qi 425-985-7817

TRUE 04/11/20 2:48 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government agency DCYF 805 156th ave NE Bellevue Lemuel Bradeen and His Supervisor have convinced 
Life recovery solutions of Bellevue to conduct non-
essential services. They have also taken children 
from their parents that did not meet the guidelines 
Inslee outlined in court. They took 14yr old Alexis 
Totten for a well exam when she is current on 
healthcare and healthy she also did not want to go. 
They have moved Emily Totten and Jet Totten thru 
4+ placements when they were not physically 
abused, sexually abused, emotionally abused or 
neglected by their Mother. They removed the 
children without conducting an investigation when no 
sign of immediate danger was present. DCYF also 
trespassed on private property whithout responding 
to an emergency and forcefully removed the 
children. The King County/Woodinville police also 
assisted in this violation of rights On May 22nd 2019 
they placed Alexis Totten in a group home for 
commercially trafficked children and caused her 
severe emotional distress even though she is the 
kindest, most well behaved teenager you could ever 
meet or hope to have as your own child. Removing 
happy well adjusted children durring a time of crisis 
against the governers instruction of what constitutes 
necessary non-court ordered removal is an immense 
violation of patents and children's rights. Also 
making social distancing impossible for the parents 
as well as causing extreme emotional trauma for 
these children. There were no signs at anytime or 
evidence abuse, drug use, or neglect. Yet they still 
went against orders removed the children against 
the families request basically punishing them for 

Lexilulive@gmail.com Tiffany Winner (425)200-5105

TRUE 03/31/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther DSHS Division of Child 
Support

Division of Child Support 712 Pear ST SE Olympia Employees are required to work in a small, enclosed 
area with over 10 employees and not allowed to 
preform social distancing. Required to work right 
next to each other.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:49 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business Bremerton DSHS 4710 Auto Center Blvd Bremerton My supervisor has not done anything to help prevent 
the illness at work.  Requiring us to work when we 
were sick, and put us under corrective action if we 
retaliated to their orders.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:22 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther government DSHS - Spokane Trent Community Service Office8517 E Trent Ave Suite 101 Spokane Valley We have all been authorized to teleworke and our 
jobs can effectively be done via teleworking.  Over 
half staff have been allowed to start working from 
home, however many of us are still working in the 
office and not allowed to telework with no 
explanation or communication as to why. We have 
limited contact but are still allowing clients into our 
lobby for face-to-face contact for services.

anonymous@gmail.com anonymous 509.222.5555

TRUE 04/02/20 6:48 PM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Private supervision Becker Family Services 4957 Lakemont Blvd. SE, C-4, #272 Bellevue, WA  98006Bellevue This company only cares about making money.  The 
owner continues to insist us using their supervisors 
to supervise our daughter’s visit with the dad, After 
many concerns filed with the owner.  Supervisors 
continue to ride in the same car with my daughter 
and her dad.  Supervisors refuse to wear masks.  
Supervisors lies about using CDC guideline but we 
have photos of them being within 3 feet of our 
daughter, not wearing mask, not obey any 
restrictions due to covid 19.

Michael_a_nguyen@hotmail.comMichael 5033955368

TRUE 04/08/20 4:30 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsHealth-related business DSHS SOLA 8517 e. Trent ave Spokane Valley SOLA State Operated Living Alternitive has lifted the 
ban on families taking the residents out for a visit in 
the community or to their homes and returning when 
they are done visiting. This is a direct violation and 
puts other residents of the shared homes in danger 
along with the workers who provide their care and 
their families they live with.

Shannons_29@icloud.com Shannon 5092025658

TRUE 05/07/20 2:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dental Seneca Dental 1422 Seneca St Seattle Business owner wants to open for Dental Hygiene to 
be seeing patients as soon as May 11th. Governor 
Inslee emphasized that the initial proclamation 
remains in place until May 18th. Business owner is 
not providing all the recommendations PPE. They 
only read what is in their favor. Dental Hygienist is 
the highest at risks for covid19 since they are 
working with aerosol and in patient’s mouth.

TRUE 04/09/20 4:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barberHair salon Hellen hair salon 17730 AMBAUM S. Ste# B1 Burien WA 98148 This salon still opening and cutting people hair with 
all lights off inside.  Never closed since our governor 
orders.  Please come out to investigate and stop the 
virus.  Thanks

05/07/20 3:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dental assistant school Lower Columbia dental assisting academy1052 douglas st Longview They are having a mandatory orientation on Monday 
5/11 
So they want the students to come and pay the 
tuition for the upcoming classes and it’s mandatory 
to do so 
I feel like this is crazy of them to do so due to our 
current situation and they do not even know when 
they will be allowed to resume classes 
Please stop this I’m worried about everyone’s health 
It’s ridiculous to make it mandatory to attend this 
orientation due to the fact it is dangerous for 
everyone and also Violating the stay at home order

jruthford037@gmail.com Jennifer Ruthford 3609577043

TRUE 04/09/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is openCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hellen Hair Salon 17730 Ambaum Blvd S Seattle People are getting their haircuts and are open every 
day. They turn the lights off so people don't see they 
are open but they are taking customers and not 
keeping up the 6 foot rule.

Lang Anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 7:40 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington state 
penitentiary

wsp 1313 13th street walla walla I work there, I have to walk through the clinic here 
that has inmates there in area with medical issues 
nurses and doctor wearing ppe while we are two to 
three feet away, not a medical approved area, im not 
feeling safe here at all. notified supervisor, we have 
a hospital in facility, i see no reason inmates should 
not be taken there where they can be isolated from 
staff who can not protect themselfs from this deadly 
virus, most of the staff here are not staying the 6 
feet rule and meeting are being held here with large 
gathering in same rooms, if one place in the state 
that needs to fallow the social distancing rules 
should be followed it should be here, with 2500 
inmates and more than 800 staff in this confined 
area should be followed to the tee. im disgusted how 
most of the staff and heads here are not taking this 
serious enough. i am forced to come to work here, 
and i should feel more safe than im feeling now,

pjknudtson@doc1.wa.gov perry knudtson 5093862113

TRUE 04/03/20 11:55 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington state prison Stafford Creek Correction Center 191 Constantine way Aberdeen Large amount of prisoners are working in a small 
area, without masks and space between them.

debraregister9@gmail.com Debra Register 4253747601

TRUE 04/07/20 11:09 AM Other Agency Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Washington State Dept. of 
Corrections

WCCW 9601 Bujacich Rd. Gig Harbor They are not following social distancing 
requirements, they are still allowing for large 
gatherings. They still are transporting Offenders all 
over the state whether they are sick or not. They are 
putting other offenders at risk also staff. This is not 
ok. Something needs to be done about this before 
the spread of this virus sweeps through our prison 
system and we lose a lot of lives.

hinzjenna@yahoo.com Jennifer Hinz 253-961-4096

TRUE 05/05/20 7:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Department of Corrections DOC-Everett 8625 Evergreen Way, Everett, WA 98208Everett This office currently has 6 known cases of COVID19 
and still has done nothing about it. They are blatantly 
negligent, not enforcing health and safety measures, 
and ignoring all mandated precautions, including 
PPE. They have the option to have officers work 
remote yet refuse to do so because "this isn't a big 
deal".

alexisembody101@gmail.comAlexis 2533347134



TRUE 05/06/20 12:41 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Prison Mission creek woman 3420 NE sandhill road belfair WA 89528Belfair They have a entire building in quarantined and other 
inmates that are NOT in quarantine are being forced 
to est in the same building. They are only 2 feet 
away form eachother while eating. In there rooms 
they are less then 5 feet apart. They are using 
unknown chemicals to clean with its causing asthma 
attacks for inmates and they wont tell inmates what's 
in the chemicals. Guards are coming to work 
couching and they dint always wear mask.

brittanyaolds156@gmail.com Brittany Olds 2538889962

TRUE 03/31/20 2:25 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other DOC Monroe 16550 177th Ave SE Monroe I've been informed that DOC is lying that they are 
not supplying inmates with anything to clean properly 
with that they're starting to treat them unfairly they're 
not letting them out at The Times that they gave the 
inmates and when they bring them out late they 
bring them back in super early inmates are getting 
frustrated in the prison system I think that they need 
to do something like now before a become out of 
hand and they start to riot it needs to be taken care of

Eraina1983@gmail.com Eraina Strong 2533809392

TRUE 04/09/20 1:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hellens Hair salon 17740 B1 Burien This hair salon is still offering services I have seen a 
gentleman leave and a woman is getting her hair 
done as I’m typing this. They have the lights off to 
look “closed” but they are still performing these 
services .

tortayhuesos1986@gmail.comLaila 2063356881

TRUE 04/01/20 5:30 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Western State Hospital 9601 Steilacoom Blvd SW, Lakewood, WA 98498Lakewood Western State Hospital has had a few positive cases 
of COVID. Their employees are going all over town 
after work even though they are likely to have been 
exposed. One Dr, Glenn Morrison, complains about 
the lack of virus control, yet is seen all over town.  
He should likely be advised to limit travel.

TRUE 04/29/20 11:13 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Western  State Hospital 9601 Steilacoom Blvd SW Lakewood WA 98498 Large group playing basketball... visible from the 
road (Steilacoom Blvd).  Really?!?!  Can’t tell you 
how frustrating it is to be good stewards of the 
Governor’s order, yet a state facility doesn’t!!!!

stevelisatank@comcast.net Lisa Tank

TRUE 04/16/20 2:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Helens Salon 17730 Ambaum Blvd Burien I have witnessed on 2 different days of the week that 
this business has been open and cutting hair and 
waxing eyebrows. I have opened the door to this 
business twice letting the owner know that she is not 
supposed be open for business. I have a picture of a 
gentleman that just got his hair cut from her and I 
had seen her cut his hair. She is still cutting hair and 
waxing eyebrows as well as doing pedicures.

Mariebarchasch @gmail.com Marie Barchasch 206 501-0894

TRUE 05/07/20 4:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dentistry for children 1425 nw franklin Bremerton Business is required to run as normal next week 
while covid is still active

Jeffery Hays

TRUE 04/13/20 6:26 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business American Behavioral Health Systems 44 E. Cozza Dr Spokane My husband is at this facility on DOSA so he can't 
leave at will. He is diabetic and is more susceptible 
to having a deadly affect if he contracts the 
coronavirus. This facility is letting new patients in 
daily and not quarantining them. Instead they release 
them into the current population.  They also let 
patients leave the facility and return after they have 
been in the community doing who knows what. 
Again, they put them back into population without 
being quarantined. Patients don't have masks or 
gloves and only some of the workers have them or 
wear them. Not only is my husband concerned other 
patients are also worried about their health. They are 
there to get better but in their current living 
conditions it makes it hard for them. I am contacting 
a lawyer tomorrow to discuss. Please have someone 
go to the facility to check their Covid-19 process as 
they are not adhering to practices that should be 
done to keep everyone safe from contracting or 
spreading the virus.

slottieb@gmail.com Sonea Lottie 2536708326

TRUE 05/06/20 3:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Vancouver Disc Center 3021 NE 72nd Drive #15 Vancouver Providers, patients, and staff are not wearing 
facemasks and not social distancing.

sharoncram@yahoo.com Sharon Cram 5033198019

TRUE 04/14/20 6:54 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Washington State Ferries Washington State Ferries Anacortes Terminal Anacortes 2:10 ferry April 14 from Anacortes to Friday Harbor. 
Deck employees not wearing masks or gloves and 
nearer than 6’ to each other. What’s going on!!  
Need to walk the talk.

Kathy.larson@msn.com Kathy Larson 360-941-2019

TRUE 04/15/20 1:27 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Ferry terminal workers Washington State Ferries Friday Harbor terminal Friday Harbor Second day I’ve observed ferry workers not wearing 
masks or gloves.

Kathy.larson@msn.com Kathy Larson 360-941-2019 Washington State

TRUE 05/07/20 4:02 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation Washington State Department of Transportation - Ferry services801 Alaskan Way Seattle None of the employees at the docks/on the ferries 
were wearing face masks.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:44 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other WASHINGTON 
DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION

FERRY SERVICE COLMAN DOCK ANY FERRY TERMINAL IN THIS STATENO TOILET SEAT COVERS mamatrafton@hotmail.com CANDACE TRAFTON

TRUE 05/06/20 9:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Center Vision Clinic 8127 W Grandridge Blvd, Ste 110KENNEWICK This eye doctor's office is open and seeing patients, 
but not listed as an essential business. While staff 
are wearing masks, they share computers and work 
too closely together to maintain proper social 
distancing. Their website states they are closed but 
they are in fact open and seeing nonemergent 
patients, contrary to the website.

TRUE 05/03/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber All about miracles hair salon llc 6101 100th st sw suite 14 Lakewood She has been taking clients and doing their hair. Swnsherina@aol.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber All about miracles llc 6101 100th st sw suite 14 Lakewood she’s posting videos at her salon telling others to 
come get there hair. This is not the first time either.

Robinsonbobbi@yahoo.com Bobbi Robinson

TRUE 05/06/20 11:47 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Cascade Specialty Pharmacy 325 NE Hostmark St Poulsbo Was at Cascade Specialty Pharmacy this morning 
5/6/2020. Employees there are taking no 
precautions re: Covid-19. None of them were 
wearing masks, not even the customer-facing 
employees. No one was wearing gloves or following 
any social distancing at all. There were maskless 
employees having a meeting nearly elbow-to-elbow 
and other maskless employees compounding 
medicines in close quarters. No one was wiping 
down high-touch items before use. No PPE was 
being used at all beyond hair coverings on the 
employees doing the compounding. Customers have 
access to hand sanitizer and a small plexiglass 
shield, but no one is wiping down high touch items 
like credit card consoles for customers and 
precautions stop entirely at the counter.

Margaret Donaldson (206) 855-9740

TRUE 05/07/20 8:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Lake Union Wellness 235 Westlake ave Seattle Seeing large amounts of people at a time, with no 
protective gear and no distancing in the office.

TRUE 05/04/20 5:10 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other United States Postal Service United States Postal Service 717 76th Ave SW Tumwater Mail handlers are not capable of social distancing in 
the office and many don't wear masks and no 
barriers. Someone went home very sick with fever 
on Saturday but no follow-up provided to staff from 
management, protocol for addressing ill employees 
and cleaning after possible COVID-19 symptoms not 
followed, and no screening of staff. Staff not 
encouraged to stay home if sick.

TRUE 05/05/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Post Office U.S. Post Office - Pasco 3500 W. Court Street Pasco There post office is not following social distancing for 
postal carriers and some workers are 3 feet away 
from each other.  PPE is not readily available.

kariesfb@gmail.com Karie Reiff 702-278-1102

TRUE 05/06/20 3:37 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Postal Service US Postal Service 212 Broadway E, Seattle, WA 98102Seattle If we are going to be required to social distance 
within the post office, at a minimum, all of the 
employees who are touch ALL of our mail and 
money should wear masks. While I'm deeply 
concerned about their safety, the fact that they are 
allowed to make a less safe environment for people 
who are high risk is not acceptable. The plexiglass 
screen is not enough. They are touching everything. 

If all of the customers have been guided to do this, 
the employees should too. No exceptions.

gstahre@gmail.com Grace Stahre 206-330-1410

TRUE 05/06/20 4:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Post Office US Post Office 1st Street 98362 Port Angeles No social distancing requirement, persons required 
to stand close together to buy stamps, etc.  Clerks 
not wearing masks.

j.molay13@gmail.com John Molay 8084794484 USPS

TRUE 05/07/20 3:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor River massage 1711 S. 312th. Street Federal way i witness the store was open by the signage 
massage was lit and two male come in and out of 
the parlor separate occasions and a girl working and 
opening the door



TRUE 05/01/20 3:55 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other government operations Everett Area Census Office 1000 Everett Mall Way, Suite 401Everett This Census office is supposed to be closed but they 
keep contacting me to retrieve a work phone I was 
issued.  I offered to return it before the stay home 
order but was told no.  Now that we are in shutdown, 
it is unnerving that they are harassing me for the 
phone.  This does not involve Mission Essential 
Functions.  It can wait until Census Field Operations 
restart, but they have made it high priority.  Suspect 
there are a lot of people assigned to that office 
routinely doing prohibited, non-essential activities in 
violation of the Governor's Stay Home-Stay Healthy 
proclamation.

meifud@yahoo.com karl duscher charles.c.souder@2020census.gov

TRUE 03/31/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tattoo Pizzazz 5904 California Ave SW Seattle Owner Shannon Perry tattooing during quarantine. 
You can see on her instagram @shannonperry

TRUE 05/07/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Massage for Health and Day Spa 520 336th Street Suite C Federal way Got an email from Massage for health and day spa 
saying they are opening on May 18. When I inquired 
how that is possible the owner told me that since 
dentists are opening and she provides medical 
massage in addition to relaxation massage she was 
going to open the doors to all massage.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mongolian Massage 4430 w Clearwater Ave Kennewick This massage shop is still secretly operating at 
COVID-19 and has not been closed.  It has now 
been fully opened.  The owner  is an American man, 
and the hired employee is a Chinese woman  no 
massage license and no legal status. It is still very 
dangerous. This is a very dangerous thing. I hope 
you can solve this matter!  Thank you!

TRUE 03/31/20 11:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Vehicle Dealer Johnson RV 4105 Pacific Highway East Fife The Johnson RV website continues to invite 
customers to come in and shop for and purchase 
recreational vehicles.  The main location of Johnson 
RV is in Sandy, OR and is also open since they say 
that they sell 'homes' and are therefore essential. 
The Oregon store is driving motorhomes to customer 
residences in Washington for purchase delivery in 
violation of our travel ban.

paul@oldenkamp.org Paul OldenKamp 206-551-7058

TRUE 05/07/20 2:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mongolian Massage 4430 w Clearwater Ave Kennewick This massage shop is still secretly operating at 
COVID-19 and has not been closed.  It has now 
been fully opened.  The owner  is an American man, 
and the hired employee is a Chinese woman  no 
massage license and no legal status. It is still very 
dangerous. This is a very dangerous thing. I hope 
you can solve this matter!  Thank you!

TRUE 03/31/20 9:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Lithia Chrysler Jeep Dodge of Tri-
Cities

7171 W Canal Dr Kennewick, WA 99336 Sales are not essential under Inslee order.
And social distancing is not being practiced .

heatherdb@live.com Heather

TRUE 03/31/20 6:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car lot Lithia Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram 7171 W. Canal Drive. Kennewick Salespeople are not essential. Having your repair 
shop open is understandable but not the entire store. 
They are endangering their employees and their 
families.

chrishael2@gmail.com Chrishael Joggerst 5732013837.0000

TRUE 04/19/20 2:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Employment Security 
Department

Employment Security Department esd.wa.gov Olympia The Employment Security Department, lead by 
Commissioner Suzi Levine, has failed once again. 
After the computer update on April 19, 2020, the 
www.esd.wa.gov website is crashing, screens are 
freezing, and desperate people are trying to file for 
pandemic unemployment benefits and are once 
again left in the lurch. Please forward this 
information to Governor Inslee, since Suzi Levine, 
doesn't seem to understand that there has been, and 
still are major issues with the unemployment 
website. Thank you for passing this along to 
Governor Inslee. He needs to be aware that the 
commissioner needs to have competent computer 
engineers that can handle a major reconstruction of 
a high-volume website. Hundreds of thousands of 
people do not want to hear excuses from the head of 
the Employment Security Department- they need 
and want results as soon as possible. I'm sorry, but 
maybe Suzi Levine is not the right person for the job. 
The www.esd.wa.gov website was backlogged 
months ago before this pandemic even started. 
There is no way to leave a message on that website, 
that is why I am trying to communicate this way. 
THERE ARE NO LARGE GATHERINGS THAT I 
KNOW OF.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:02 PM Other Agency Eviction Other Employment Security 
Department

Employment Security Department esd.wa.gov Olympia Website at the Employment office is not set up for 
thoudands of people to file for unemployment. 
Please let Gov Inslee know that the Commissioner, 
Suzie Levine, needs some computer engineers to 
help ASAP. It would be nice if this form I am filling 
out could be on esd.wa.gov instead. I was on hold 
for several hours to make an appointment for a rep 
from the Employment Office to call back. But the rep 
did not call back at the scheduled time - or at all. 
Please, please get the experts to fix that website. 
And of course hire more folks to take unemployment 
applications over the phone. NO -IT IS NOT AN 
EVICTION - FOLKS NEED HELP SO THEY CAN 
FILE FOR UNEMPLOYMENT. Thank you.

TRUE 05/02/20 12:21 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Employment Security Washington State Unemployment 212 Maple Park Ave Olympia WA98501 Filing a claim and reporting weekly is not the easiest 
task to accomplish online. People can not process 
claims as requested. The online system is not user 
friendly,  kicks you out and does not accept weekly 
reporting. How are people suppose to fie claims and 
start receiving payments. This is extremely 
frustrating and not helping people get the financial 
assistance the Governor is telling people is available 
and creating additional hardships. Please, please fix 
the system and help people get the benefits they 
need to survive.

Katrinashomeandgarden@yahoo.comKatrina There is no other form available to file complaint against this State entity.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Infinity Nails and Spa 19480 US-2 Monroe I have seen them open during normal business 
hours. I know that this is a non essential business. I 
think it is wrong that they are not complying.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Dealership Sunset Auto Wholesale 6434 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Employees have been told to work until someone 
comes and forces them to shutdown.

TRUE 04/16/20 7:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Used car dealership Sunset auto wholesale 6434 S Tacoma Way, Tacoma, WA 98444Tacoma Still posting today about selling cars currently.

TRUE 04/15/20 12:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other auto sales Sunset Auto Wholesale 6434 south tacoma way tacoma selling cars to people that are non essential and 
have other vehicles

TRUE 04/21/20 7:54 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Tribal School Muckleshoot 15209 SE 376th St. Auburn, WA Violated April 13 proclamation by permanently laying 
off people with high risk health concerns whom they 
plan to replace. There still is work to do, in my case it 
is being done by an intern. I know that Tribal entities 
are outside of State Government, but I'm sure they'll 
be asking for relief money.

rjocr@yahoo.com Ron Craig--Principal with 6 years of seniority(509) 860-6960

TRUE 05/01/20 11:18 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Casino Northern Quest 100 N Hatyord Rd Spokane This business is scheduled to open on May 5th they 
stated they are an essential business because it is 
entertainment. I am concerned both for the 
employees and the guests this is for profit purposes 
furthermore they are not going to require guests to 
wear masks.I understand they are sovereign nation 
but this is reckless after all we are doing to control 
this outbreak.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:02 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Casinos, bars, restaurants, 
hotel

Colville Tribal Casinos 729 Jackson St.; Omak & Chelan & Coulee DamOmak (and Chelan and Coulee Dam)The site says they will soft open all 3 casinos 
(including Chelan) May 5th. 90+ % of our patrons 
are 65 or older! Now is not the time to reopen - we 
are casinos! We have employees this age, too. 
Here's the link -http://colvillecasinos.com/covid-19-
prevention/

rebeccacallahan999@gmail.comRebecca Callahan (I am an employee, so would like to remain anonymous)509-415-9821 Not known



TRUE 04/09/20 11:13 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Tacoma's Emerald Queen 
Casino.

- None - 21313 Calhoun Rd Monroe Violation has not occurred yet, but am concerned 
about planned large motor vehicle gathering in the 
Tacoma Emerald Queen Casino's parking lot for 
Easter Church Services.  As long as all people 
remain in their vehicles and do not open their 
windows, I am not concerned,  However, with that 
many people gathering, I do not see how that 
gathering can be effectively monitored unless there 
is a police presence there to enforce safe social 
distancing.  I am Roman Catholic -- and I cannot 
attend Church services except via live streamed 
services I am watching from my home.  For us 
Roman Catholics, to be deprived of reception of the 
Eucharist is very, very difficult -- yet we are abiding 
by the Governor's directives to the letter.  I am 
concerned there will be violations, and our hard 
efforts to slow down the spread of Covid-19 in our 
State will backfire from possible violations from this 
large gathering this Easter Sunday.  And I think the 
Church hosting this gathering at the Casino can 
provide Live Streamed Services just as we have 
been doing.  I do not want any more people to die 
from Covid-19 because of a particular Church group 
possibly placing so many at risk.  So I am requesting 
either a ban on that gathering, or a police presence 
to enforce the Governor's Order to the letter 
mandating safe social distancing - which means for 
everyone to remain in their vehicles and to keep the 
windows rolled up.  With the coming warm weather 
and sunshine predicted this Easter Sunday, I don't 
think that will be possible, so I believe this gathering 
needs to be banned.  Please understand I am a 

c.zylstra1753@edmail.edcc.eduChaplain Catherine Zylstra 4257502205.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 9:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Sales SUNSET AUTO WHOLESALE 6434 s tacoma way TACOMA No mask, lots of people inside

TRUE 04/16/20 3:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other tanning salon Slick Rock Tanning Spokane Valley 212 N SULLIVAN RD SPOKANE VALLEY I closed March 25 Per governors orders as tanning 
was NOT listed we also have other health services 
the same as Slick rock however they have NOT 
closed on day that I have seen..  I have lost 
thousands of dollars and now I am losing my 
customers to them..

INSPARATIONSSPOKANE@GMAIL.COMJONATHAN JOHNSON 5094969307.0000

TRUE 04/06/20 9:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automobile dealer Carmax 202 valley ave nw Puyallup People are offering to come to my house

TRUE 04/06/20 8:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Dick Hannah Dealerships 10808 NE Coxley Dr 98662 Vancouver Company wide, not just this address. Not allowing 
employees who can perform their job functions 
remotely to do so, even though we have remote 
desktop capabilities.

TRUE 04/21/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber H Cuts and Color 713 S 17th St SW Lower LevelKnoxville Cutting one head of hair after another against the 
mandate

Tim Holder

TRUE 05/08/20 9:13 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service business Los Potrillos Felida Felida At 5:00 I picked up a take out order. Neither the two 
servers or the four teenage customers practiced 
social distancing. None wore a mask.

TRUE 04/14/20 3:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other motor vehicle sales Rainier Honda 16002 Pacific Ave S spanaway selling dirtbikes and atv's

TRUE 05/06/20 5:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Several retail shops in 
downtown Colville, that are 
clearlynot essential 
budiness.

6 business,  downtown strip Hwy 395, Main Street Colville Our Mayor, and several business are ignoring the 
Govenors order.  It is making it very unsafe to go 
into town.  Approx 5 % of people are wearing masks, 
or any type if ppe's.  Many non essential business 
are open with a flashing sign in town saying shop 
Colville!  I am appauled to see this type of disrespect 
going on.  Stevens county is truly Trumpville!  To 
blatently act like this shows no regard for human life.  
 Our mayor is part of this chain reaction of acting 
defiantly agsinst your orders.   Our law officials 
refuse to enforce any action, they believe it is okay to 
open and the signs in town claim this is tyranny so 
they are acting out.  I saw people boating before 
opening and local enforcement and the local marina, 
claimed it was okay.  We need some help over in our 
lil corner of Washington.

darla5719@yahoo.com Darlene Girard 208-351-5719

TRUE 05/07/20 9:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service business Tonala Mexican Restaurant 22225 Mountain Hwy E Spanaway Caller went to this restaurant on Cinco De Mayo to 
pick up some mexican food. There were large 
groups of people inside the restaurant & none of the 
employees appeared to be wearing masks. There 
was not a partition between the customer & the 
employees either.

wandafournier13@gmail.com VIA 211 Wanda Fournier -253874.5058

TRUE 05/06/20 5:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Several retail shops in 
downtown Colville, that are 
clearlynot essential 
budiness.

6 business,  downtown strip Hwy 395, Main Street Colville Our Mayor, and several business are ignoring the 
Govenors order.  It is making it very unsafe to go 
into town.  Approx 5 % of people are wearing masks, 
or any type if ppe's.  Many non essential business 
are open with a flashing sign in town saying shop 
Colville!  I am appauled to see this type of disrespect 
going on.  Stevens county is truly Trumpville!  To 
blatently act like this shows no regard for human life.  
 Our mayor is part of this chain reaction of acting 
defiantly agsinst your orders.   Our law officials 
refuse to enforce any action, they believe it is okay to 
open and the signs in town claim this is tyranny so 
they are acting out.  I saw people boating before 
opening and local enforcement and the local marina, 
claimed it was okay.  We need some help over in our 
lil corner of Washington.

darla5719@yahoo.com Darlene Girard 208-351-5719

TRUE 05/05/20 4:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Dog Day Afternoon 512 91st Ave NE, Suite D Lake Stevens Seeing customers, exposing employees

TRUE 05/08/20 9:37 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other government King County Dept of Health 401 5th ave seattle KING COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH INSPECTORS 
are NOT wearing PPE or following social distancing 
requirements when visiting construction sites. The 
STATE requires that contractors have an enormous 
amount of PPE and regulations in place in order to 
work but the VERY same people requiring this- ARE 
NOT doing the same. This is unacceptable! You 
can't force people to do one thing and not follow it 
yourself. L AND I are also harassing job sites trying 
to find people making honest mistakes to fine them. 
Because God knows the state has lost a ton of 
revenue and this is the only option they have OR 
they could let businesses open up. Just a thought...

Angry Business Owner

TRUE 04/28/20 1:22 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other EMS King County Sheriff Department 3511 NE 2nd St Renton I received a speeding ticket in King County. The 
office came to my window without wearing a mask 
and took no precautions to reduce either of our 
exposures. I am concerned about his health and 
mine and who to report this to if I develop symptoms.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:47 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Professional Visitation 
Supervisors

Sno-King Visitation 12303 Cyrus Way Suite 107 Mukilteo, This company is a business with social workers, 
however, the nature of a supervised visitation is 
bringing at least 3 households together into a small 
space.  If there is a DVPO in place then the 
supervisor has to walk with the child within a 6ft 
distance for the child's safety..  The nature of this 
business is enabling small gatherings by bringing 
people together from what would regularly be 
separate housing.

marissa.r.moxley@gmail.com Marissa Shachmurove 2062290021.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 12:26 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Preschool Center Martin Luther King Community Center 500 S Stone Spokane The preschool day care center is still open and the 
kids that go there are for non-essential employees. 
The kids in the ECEAP program ages 3-5 are being 
expose to the virus, and the employees and their 
families are being expose too. They have other 
services that are essential to the community, but the 
day care for non-essential employees is violating the 
stay at home order. I am very concerned for the 
safety and health of this children.

dmyers19981@outlook.com Debora

TRUE 04/07/20 12:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation Renton Walker Subaru 519 SW 12th St Renton waiting room is packed with people. Chairs are 
placed right next to eachother, not 6 feet apart. Self 
serve all you can eat popcorn for waiting customers. 
self serve coffee. Hand sanitiser isn't being supplied 
to employees. shop isn't disinfected.

stevenstone241@gmail.com Steve Stone 2069001303.0000

TRUE 04/07/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Transportation Renton Walker Subaru 519 SW 12th St Renton Employees are not following the 6 feet rule, the 
waiting room seats are literally right next to 
eachother, not 6 feet apart. The waiting room is 
packed with lots of people. Management isn't 
supplying hand sanitizer.

stevenstone241@gmail.com Steven 206-406-8885



TRUE 05/08/20 9:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business North Hill Chiropractor 1625 Meridian East Edgewood,  WA.  98371 A Chiropractic adjustment can not be done within 
social distancing.  However, I believe that the 
provider should wear a mask and possibly gloves.  
Jon Rogers did not.  Nor did his assistant who sat at 
the reception desk about 3-4 feet away from me.  Dr. 
Rogers told me he was not sick therefore he did not 
need to wear a mask.  This overlooks asymptomatic 
cases.  He could see a patient the day before and be 
in the beginning stages as well.  He was adequately 
cleaning his equipment.  My concern is that 
someone who is working that closely with people 
should wear masks and gloves.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other tanning, sauna, redlight TaNtalizing Tanning and Spray 2006 N kings Hwy Myrtle Beach can be more than 5 people waiting if staff is doing a 
spray tan 
owner said not closing.owner seems more 
concerned w money than health of others

This info was passed onto me by a member

grandmomsemma@gmail.comMark Durst 8439028251.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Warwick Chiropractic 8650 Martin Way E #207 Lacey Never followed mandated closure order

TRUE 05/07/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Warwick Chiropractic 8650 Martin Way E #207 Lacey Never followed mandated closure order

TRUE 05/07/20 8:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Hawks Prairie Physical Therapy 8750 Tallon Ln NE, Lacey Still open through the closure. Gym setting, people 
using same equipment in a small area not able to 
social distance

(360) 456-1072

TRUE 04/09/20 6:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot tub retail store Rich’s Spa 16504 hwy 99 Lynnwood A hot tub store isn’t an essential business. They 
remain open and are even running g commercials 
encouraging customers to violate the stay at home 
order and come shop at their store.

Pauld@pacificfiresecurity.comPaul Dalton 2069570907.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 6:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing New York Store 2254 E Isaacs Ave Walla Walla I am concerned that this business is creating a 
health hazard by remaining open in violation of the 
Governor's proclamation

nmonacelli@charter.net NANCY MONACELLI 2408993654.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Warwick Chiropractic 8650 Martin Way E #207 Lacey Never followed mandated closure order

TRUE 05/07/20 5:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Port hadlock vision clinic 150 Chimacum Rd Port Hadlock They are doing more than emergencies!  Putting 
people and workers at risk.  They are doing routine 
eye exams.  Is this place suppose to be open in 
phase one. They are an optometrist

Delight

TRUE 04/24/20 12:25 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare First years children's center 621 high school rd. Bainbridge First years has been seen on walks with their kids. 
Up to 17 people at one time. They are combining 
rooms which means on certain days of the week 
there are over 20 people in the same room. Certain 
workers are having their temps read high then asked 
"you were just sitting in your car with the heater 
really high right?" Kids temps have reached 100.2 
but then they move the thermometer a little further 
away from their head so it reads a lower temp. 
Several workers have told me they have come to 
work with a fever. We still have outsiders coming 
into our building. Kids are coming in with 
unexplained coughs. Coworkers are not staying 
home. They tell me about the parties they throw. 
Then they come to work the next week sick.

TRUE 05/06/20 12:04 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Kindergarten MightyKidz Daycare 315 1st Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle I saw bunch of kids and adults who is not following 
social distancing rules. All the kids was just near by 
each other and they can easily catch COVID from 
each other and pass to their parents. This is not 
acceptable!!

evgenia.filatova.net@gmail.comEvgeniia Filatova

TRUE 04/29/20 12:40 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Preschool/school Kiddie Academy of Kenmore 3415 Box Hill Corporate Center DriveKenmore This is a preschool and school as indicated on their 
website. They are open, receiving children, and NOT 
practicing social distancing. This establishment is 
not a child care facility, it is a preschool/school and 
should be closed along with similar state run 
preschool programs such as Head Start, and Early 
Childhood education. This company is trying to 
continue charging parents who have withdrawn their 
children in order to comply with the governor's stay 
home policy. It is not possible for this school to 
continue to operate and maintain social distancing, 
which places the children inside at undue risk of 
exposure to the virus. Please take action to 
communicate that preschools are to be closed per 
the governor's orders to this business.

vbritelite@hotmail.com Tara Henriksen 206-963-1004 Sylvia@KAKenmore.Com

TRUE 04/29/20 9:38 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Loving Hands Learning Center 2525 6th St suite e Bremerton I saw a group of children playing together on their 
playground being watched by a group of adults.
No child had a mask.
One adult had a mask.
Zero social distancing.

jaydeegee66@gmail.com Joseph Gutknecht (360) 649-3369

TRUE 04/24/20 1:19 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Child care First years children center 621 high-school rd no, Bainbridge Island 98110Bainbridge  Island Not checking temputure properly. Up to 24 people in 
one room. If someone has a fever they will let them 
work or come to school, they use the car heater as a 
excuse to have a temperature. This has been going 
on for a while. Im just not ont to turn people in, but 
lives are at stake here. Please  look into this. 
Thanks. Also I would like to be anonymous.  Thanks.

jojod41@hotmail.com josh 3605516383.0000

TRUE 04/07/20 4:14 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Child's Time Inc. 21323 Mountain Hwy East Spanaway Daycare is not following WA DOH recommendations 
to check temps of employees and children when 
they arrive at the daycare. Parents enter the building 
and we just go to the classroom to drop off our 
children without any screening on a daily basis.

TRUE 05/05/20 10:27 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Child Care Center Sequoia’s Treehouse 3325 33rd Lane NE Olympia The daycare center is open and while the workers 
are in masks, the children are not. There is no social 
distancing. The business shares a fence to our yard 
and the children are poking their heads over and 
trying to interact with my daughter. We are medically 
fragile and have been quarantined since March 13th. 
I  am a teacher and both my school and my 
daughter’s school and daycare are closed—I am 
confused by their business as usual functioning next 
door.

thisoldmom@icloud.com Mia and Luke Salazar 5623288712.0000 Info@sequoiastreehouse.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:53 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Preschool Building Blocks Child Care Center 805 Klemgard Pullman This facility is still operating after every other school 
in town has closed. There are over 30 children there 
and on top of that all the staff, families, and possibly 
people with connection to the Retirement home 
which owns the building and is about 100 yards 
away, Bishop Place Senior Living. The owner Jackie 
Eveland has previously been sited for lack of 
supervision and has been investigated for failure to 
report abuse. The families being cared for are not 
essential families, in fact many are grad students at 
WSU which has been shut down for 2 weeks.

sfoster2@gmail.com Shirley Foster 5093340161.0000

TRUE 03/30/20 4:49 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Private school Northlake Academy 12931 NE 126th Pl, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland It’s a preschool and a k-5 school they are offering all 
the school open using the child care umbrella.

Dinatwins552@gmail.com Dina

TRUE 05/06/20 6:39 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Preschool Cherry lane preschool 814 ferry st sw Tumwater Claims to be opening May 11th with class size of 10 
kids. Preschool only not a daycare. She states she 
will be open through July 31st.

TRUE 05/03/20 7:26 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other HOME DAYCARE Unknown 9338 E D St Tacoma, WA Large groups of adults around children. No social 
distancing. No ppe for staff or children being kept at 
home. Minors left to supervise children. Possibly not 
licensed.

TRUE 04/30/20 5:46 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare Redmond Children's Academy 10062 240th Ave NE, Redmond, WA 98053Redmond I see the daycare is open and parents are dropping 
children without regard to the Stay Home-Stay 
Healthy order !

Concerned community member

TRUE 05/02/20 11:19 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Sheriff Agency Snohomish County Sheriff 3000 Rockefeller Everett Sheriff Adam Fortney is refusing to enforce the 
Governor's Order to Stay Home.  Public statements 
were made to Fortney's Facebook account, and to 
the news papers.  

https://www.heraldnet.com/news/prosecutor-says-he-
wont-defend-sheriff-against-recall-effort/

lifeisgood357@comcast.net Anne 2063269933.0000 'adam.fortney@snoco.org'

TRUE 05/07/20 8:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Select Softball team 18U Bat Busters Seek Unknown Snohomish Josh Seek
Board Member, Legislative Representative
Director District #3
425-377-2466
Josh Seeks Team had a full team practice (12) 
players) with no social distancing at Centennial 
Middle School in Snohomish WA. Josh is a member 
of the Snohomish School District.

joshseek@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:59 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City government City of Snohomish Parks Dept. Second Street and Pine Avenue at Averill Field Skate Board ParkSnohomish, WA 98290 Children now absent at school are skating very close 
to each other on the skate board semi-circle and 
then going across the street to Rite-aid to buy candy 
and pop, possibly spreading germs to older folks at 
Rite-aid.  City of Snohomish is in violation of the 
Governor's orders.

Brooke Barquest 360-722-6696



TRUE 03/30/20 7:53 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Snohomish county 180th st se Snohomish county The County is moving forward with a road project 
near my house.   The phone company,  cable 
company and power company are working.   They 
are creating noise while we work from home and 
make things difficult for residents under stay home 
order.  I also fear their work will cause power or 
internet disruptions and cost me my job.

Concerned citizen

TRUE 04/06/20 6:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th ave, #C Tacoma Business is still open.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Fuck you 123 Suck my dick Fuck you Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 7:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia The communist takeover of our state is 
unacceptable 
You are breaking the law.  You have disregarded the 
us constitution.  You will be voted out

TRUE 05/08/20 7:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Idiot Olympia Olympia Olympia Inslee needs to stay home with his mouth shut.  He 
has been conducting non-essential business for 3 
months and will not listen to legislature or voters.  He 
is a traitor that does not follow Washington State or 
United States constitution.  He belongs behind bars.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Fuck you 123 Suck my dick Fuck you Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 7:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia The communist takeover of our state is 
unacceptable 
You are breaking the law.  You have disregarded the 
us constitution.  You will be voted out

TRUE 05/08/20 7:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Idiot Olympia Olympia Olympia Inslee needs to stay home with his mouth shut.  He 
has been conducting non-essential business for 3 
months and will not listen to legislature or voters.  He 
is a traitor that does not follow Washington State or 
United States constitution.  He belongs behind bars.

TRUE 05/06/20 6:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J Street Tacoma NWDC is a business that is not practicing social 
distancing. They are brazenly operating outside of 
the guidelines and shamefully risking the lives of all 
individuals who work in and are confined in the 
facility. This will undoubtedly lead to spread of the 
virus, with ramifications for all of society. Guards, 
who interact with individuals outside of the facility 
and those within, are not wearing masks or 
practicing social distancing. The Governor must take 
any action possible to allow the individuals confined 
at NWDC to be released to safety or accept the 
deaths of thousands of people.

ben.w.hughey@gmail.com Ben Hughey 907-738-1252

TRUE 05/06/20 5:08 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Detention Center NW Detention Center 1623 E J St tacoma, WA 98421 It Is a nonessential business, and keeping it open 
will be a danger to the people inside.

TRUE 05/08/20 8:57 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other government Governor of Washington 122 bonehead lane Olympia removal of freedoms johndoe@screwyou.com john doe 3564678920.0000 Governor Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 7:34 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee’s office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is ruining our state’s economy by 
not allowing all businesses to open with safety 
measures in place. All jobs are essential.

TRUE 05/07/20 5:36 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Law Enforcement Mason County Sheriff’s Office Shelton Shelton Not complying with Governor’s orders. Opened 
office back up on Monday despite Governor stating 
that government offices are not to reopen under 
Phase 1. Non-essential staff working. Not complying 
with social distancing - holding large meetings, group 
trainings, too many workers and Deputies in office.  
No one wearing masks. Deputies seen out not social 
distancing and more than one in a car. Gym being 
used. Not enforcing any policies. It’s clear they think 
this is a joke and are not doing enough to protect the 
community or themselves.

TRUE 05/06/20 4:42 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Mason County 411 Fifth St Shelton No of the employees or managers in County offices 
are wearing a mask or practicing social distancing!

TRUE 05/05/20 8:33 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Local Government Mason County 411 N 5th St Shelton I work for the Mason County Assessor. The entire 
13 person staff was told to return to work today 
along with the Treasurer’s office (9 people).  Our 
desks are not 6 feet apart and no one is wearing 
masks. We share a break room and kitchen. It 
actually appears the entire County is back to work. I 
see Public works and the Health Dept across the 
street with the parking lot full of staff!!! We were told 
by HR that they are no longer going to pay us to stay 
home. We do not have the capability to work from 
home. This is absolutely crazy!!!

Vicsqmanager@gmail.com Marcie Harris 360-490-4930

TRUE 05/06/20 9:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Local Government Mason County 411 N 5th St Shelton Mason County has required every employee to 
return to work beginning yesterday.  I do not believe 
Mason County is exempted from the stay at home 
order. No one is observing the social distancing 
requirements. All offices are inter mingling with each 
other and some have more than 10 employees in 
each offices. This is the third time I have filed a 
complaint and no one has called me. If this is 
allowable under the stay at home mandate, please 
let me know.

Vicsqmanager@gmail.com Marcie Harris 360-490-4930

TRUE 04/13/20 7:29 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mason County Mason County Assessor’s Office 411 N 5th St Shelton I am an employee and our boss has required us to 
work in the office together. There are 7-8 people in 
the office at a time. It is impossible for us to keep 6’ 
apart at all times. She has half the staff (7-8 people) 
work every other day but will still have some 
employees work every day.  We are not set up to 
work remotely from home. I feel this is violating the 
stay at home order and risky to expose the staff to 
one another. Please clarify.

Vicsqmanager@gmail.com Marcie Harris 360-490-4930

TRUE 05/07/20 3:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage parlor VIP Spa 12702 Pacific Hwy Everett This business seems to operating normal even 
though it’s non essential since the order was 
passed, several men coming in and out after 
sometime and several different cars leaving almost 
every hour from there

TRUE 05/08/20 8:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other nonessential dumbass like 
inslee

jay dimslee Washington state olympia inslee is a POS itdoesntmatteryourstillfullofs
hit@yahoo.com

go fuck yourself 1-800-kiss my ass

TRUE 05/08/20 9:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay shit head Inslee The governors mansion Olympia Dip shit Jay Inslee is violating our constitutional 
rights.  He needs to be arrested, tried and 
imprisoned.

FuckJay@google.com John Q Public 5093711081

TRUE 05/08/20 8:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other nonessential dumbass like 
inslee

jay dimslee Washington state olympia inslee is a POS itdoesntmatteryourstillfullofs
hit@yahoo.com

go fuck yourself 1-800-kiss my ass

TRUE 05/08/20 9:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay shit head Inslee The governors mansion Olympia Dip shit Jay Inslee is violating our constitutional 
rights.  He needs to be arrested, tried and 
imprisoned.

FuckJay@google.com John Q Public 5093711081

TRUE 04/03/20 10:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car sales Hertz car sales 14500 1st ave s Burien They are still conducting business. They are taking 
credit application over the phone. If customer is 
approved. They are driving to there house. With 
paper work.

Ana

TRUE 05/08/20 8:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other nonessential dumbass like 
inslee

jay dimslee Washington state olympia inslee is a POS itdoesntmatteryourstillfullofs
hit@yahoo.com

go fuck yourself 1-800-kiss my ass

TRUE 05/08/20 9:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay shit head Inslee The governors mansion Olympia Dip shit Jay Inslee is violating our constitutional 
rights.  He needs to be arrested, tried and 
imprisoned.

FuckJay@google.com John Q Public 5093711081

TRUE 05/08/20 9:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Nutri Fruti 1500 S 336th St Suit 9 Federal Way Every time I pass by they always have gatherings 
and also children serving food this is ridiculous! The 
owner needs to be shut down because they aren’t 
essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sewing store Country Yarns 119 glen ave Snohomish King 5 did a report on this store staying open in 
violation of the governor's order

https://youtu.be/EuGcjyi0EGQ

Irrelevant info@countryyarns.net

TRUE 03/31/20 6:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Payless Auto Sales 8916 S Tacoma Way, 
Lakewood, WA 98499

Lakewood Business is still calling soliciting me as a customer 
and acknowledged not an essential business

anthonycsims@yahoo.com Anthony 2068236768

TRUE 04/11/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealer Sabeti motors 5801 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Appears to have groups of people coming in. Not 
practicing social distancing.  Looks like him and the 
lot next door are having a memorial day sale.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Seattle Hyundi 14005 Aurora Avenue N Seattle IThe sales department is open.

TRUE 04/02/20 4:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other AUTO DEALERSHIP SEATTLE MINI 11550 LAKE CITY WAY NE SEATTLE THIS DEALERSHIP SALES DEPARTMENT IS 
OPEN FOR BUSINESS.  THEY HAVE MANY 
STAFF IN SALES AND WORKING EVERYTHING.

TRUE 05/08/20 2:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other BOTOX CLINIC Tacamo Laser Clinic 112 S 8th St #200 Tacoma THEY ARE DOING BOTOX AND FILLERS.  

COME ON THE LAST THING FROM ESSENTIAL.  

ANYTHING TO TAKE MONEY FROM INSUCURE 
FOLKS DURING THIS CRAZY TIME!

THANK YOU!!

TRUE 03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Day Care Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle How is a dog daycare an essential business!  in 
times like this.

Elise Vincentini 206)946-1461 ELISE@DOWNTOWNDOG
LOUNGE.CO



TRUE 05/08/20 1:26 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Nomads Cantina 102 Avenida Cabrillo San Clemente Serving in the dining area - not wearing masks. Jeff Gourley

TRUE 05/08/20 12:23 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Office Governor Jay Inslee Office of the GovernorPO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Getting a haircut Tvernon1964@gmail.com Concerned citizen 509-599-0134

TRUE 05/08/20 12:27 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Office Governor Jay Inslee Office of the GovernorPO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Many people, not wearing protective gear, standing 
too close together

Tvernon1964@gmail.com Concerned citizen 509-599-0134

TRUE 05/08/20 12:37 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor officials WA State Governor Office Unknown Seattle Jay Inslee is leading WA as a Tyrannical Leader. 
Open WA Now!

TRUE 05/08/20 12:44 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other You are snitching pieces of 
shit

Fuck You 666 Brown Shirt Ave Nunya, WA I’d like to report that any and all restrictions of 
business and movement are considered restrictions 
of the rights protected by the US and WA 
Constitution and will not be tolerated.

fuckyoubrownshirts@gmail.
com

Free Citizen 555-5555 Adolph Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:00 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Ive seen several people at tv and press conferences 
with Jay Inslee. Im assuming full make up crews and 
no one wearing masks. I think you need to send the 
national guard right away and police to arrest them. 
A beating and firehoses may be in order.

jessele@msn.com Jesse 2532023390 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:55 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Freedon USA Liberty Fuck you Fuck off commie

TRUE 05/08/20 11:55 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Tri Cities Laboratory 7131 Grandridge Blvd. Kennewick, WA 99336 I waited outside in a line 6ft. apart & with my mask 
on, waiting for facility to open. I was able to enter 
with no restrictions as to how many of us were to 
enter. I found myself in this very small facility, NOT 
6 ft. apart from the next person.There were  NO 
6'markings on the floor.  We had to sign in & wait to 
be called to give our information to the clerk.  There 
was NO hand sanitizer after I signed in with the pen.  
 There was NO Plexiglass  barrier at this sign-in 
desk.  There were NO signs regarding coronavirus 
safe practices that I could see. There were NO 
provisions for seniors posted  that I could find & 
seniors are the most vulnerable. I mentioned to 
several staff personnel that this was not a safe 
environment and that I felt safer in the grocery store.  
 I was told that there was nothing they could do and 
was given a card with another facility that I could 
make a complaint to.  I had to wait to be called to 
give my personal information and had a choice of 
sitting down in this cramped area or go outside and 
wait 15-20 mins.  I did not want to lose my place  to 
be called, so I chose to wait inside with everyone 
else there.  It was uncomfortable sitting so close to 
people. When I got home I called Grandridge PSC 
(509.736.0100) & talked with Sherri.  She said she 
would talk with the staff re: my complaint.  We also 
discussed the possibility of using "beepers" so 
people can wait outside in safety and not lose their 
place in line.  My concern is that there are no signs 
alerting a person to being Covid19-safe, and there 
are no provisions for safe distancing & safe practices 
once inside.  I felt very much violated in this unsafe 

jcleary@gorge.net Judith  Cleary 509.378.2895

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:23 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:25 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:25 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:26 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:26 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Infringing on the rights provided and protected by the 
US Constitution.

jay.inslee@wa.gov Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:50 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Governor Inslee Emperor aka Nazi 416 14th Ave SW Olympia I saw Governor Inslee talk without a mask on!!! He 
was like 4 ft from someone! I’m terrified!

TRUE 05/08/20 10:21 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Public services Washington State Government Governor’s place Olympia Jay Inslee is nonessential and jeopardizing the 
health of businesses and individuals throughout 
Washington. Please shut him down ASAP.

TRUE 05/08/20 11:48 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Goverment State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Inslee has to get the citizens of Washington back to 
work.  He has overstepped his authority.  The 
citizens of Washington are great people and know 
how to stay safe.  He is not the "all mighty ruler" and 
needs to listen to the people of the state, not just 
King, Pierce, or Snohomish counties.  Those are the 
most populated areas.  More people = more cases.  
This phase in plan works on paper, but not in real 
life.  The people need to get back to work, if not 
people should start sending their bills to him 
personally to pay them.  He has not taken a cut in 
pay, but come November he will no longer receive 
my vote.

Citizens of Washington

TRUE 05/08/20 12:13 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State Capitol House of fraud and corruption 416 Sid Snyder ace sw Olympia The give violation of the bill of rights and u.s. 
constitution.

Marioava1108@hotmail.co
m

Mario 2063995013

TRUE 05/08/20 12:20 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office of the governor Washington state governors office 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia They are spending their time violating our rights and 
harmimg the Washington people.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:27 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Inslee Governor 108 Olympia Ave. Olympia Governor Inslee continues to not socially distance. 
He is getting haircuts all the time. He doesn't give. A 
fuck about his elected position or any of the 
Washington residents he has sworn to SERVE!!!!



TRUE 05/08/20 12:30 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

Olympia Our governor is doing everything he says not to do, 
as is his staff. He does not follow his own 
restrictions. Nor does the media.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:33 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Political WA State Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Non essential dictatorship by Inslee. Violation of US 
and State constitution.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:47 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor ManFucksPeople One Fucktard Way Olympia I’d like to report Jay Inslee for a dereliction of his 
duties and a gross overstep of his power. Fuck him 
and you.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:54 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Goverment Governor office Capitol Olympia Haircuts, not social distancing ,

TRUE 05/08/20 1:12 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Funeral home state governors office up your ass Seattle Funding Nazi Jay, your suck !!!

TRUE 05/08/20 1:25 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor's Office WA State Capitol 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Stealing our rights on a daily basis Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 1:48 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other The Government Emperor Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia These people are non- essential. And are going 
around acting like they are. They are the worst and 
you should shut them down now! ! They are putting 
MY safety at risk!

TRUE 05/08/20 11:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other nunya other 101 main st seattle you should be ashamed of yourself diane7910752@gmail.com diane n/a

TRUE 05/08/20 12:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Community Community Community Community Encouraging citizens to report each other is only 
going to create more division. Let’s work towards 
healing and encouraging community, not this. We 
are better than this.

TRUE 05/08/20 9:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business All non essential businesses Families are going broke, 
you are ruining people's 
lives

Allow any business to open 
should they want to

Encouraging the public to be informants, reporting 
businesses or neighbors is just as bad as the nazi 
informants. Let all businesses operate, let them 
implement social distancing and if someone doesn't 
agree with goes they are operating then they don't 
need to go to that business. But for fucks sake, you 
are ruining people's lives by shutting everything 
down.

Patriot@youcanttakeourfree
dom.com

Am American Citizen Not your informant Social distancing should be 
up to the citizen not the 
government to enforce

TRUE 05/08/20 11:35 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Polotics Governor aand Attorney general of Washington State.xxxxx Olympia  WA THESE NON ESSENTIAL PEOPLE ARE 
TRAMPLING THE RIGHTS , THEREFORE 
VIOLATING FEDERAL AND STATE LAWS BY 
BEING USELESS IN THEIR POSITIONS.

TRUE 05/08/20 11:42 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee aka “ass clown Inslee”Office of the Governor PO 
Box 40002

Olympia WA 98504-0002 Ass clown Inslee has been violating the basic human 
rights of all Washington state citizens by subjecting 
us to unlawful restrictions on our freedoms and 
businesses. He has disregarded the rights of the 
people that elected him and needs to be removed 
from office immediately

Amykbrandon74@gmail.co
m

Amy Brandon https://fortress.wa.gov/es/go
vernor/

TRUE 05/08/20 11:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Governor Inslee Capital Hill Olympia Inslee refuses to listen to the REAL data. 800 deaths 
out of 7.6 million? 
Reopen the state. Let those stay home who want to. 
Let the kids play sports and have fun! This virus is 
not nearly as deadly as you and others make it 
seem. Stop playing the people and let us live. We’re 
merely existing right now.

Jane Smith

TRUE 05/08/20 11:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Governor Inslee Capital Hill Okympia Let the kids back to a decent education system! Let 
them be outdoors playing sports!!!!! Being on a ball 
field and growing is essential. 
Pay attention to the increase in child abuse cases 
and spousal abuse cases. 
You keeping us on lock down is going to have 
damaging effects on more than just the economy all 
for 800 deaths?!!!! Let the kids PLAY! 
There’s more homeless and drug addicts who die in 
a month in Seattle than died from COVID. We’re not 
stupid Inslee. Reopen!

A Democratic Friend

TRUE 05/08/20 11:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor’s Office WA Jay Inslee’s a Dope, Inc. P.O. Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is killing WA.  He was part of the nursing 
home scandal and unnecessary deaths.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay Inslee Capital Olympia Violation of Washington citizens constitutional rights

TRUE 05/08/20 12:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Brothel Unknown Unknown Unknown My cousin's best friend's great aunt's former 
roommate's former boyfriend's sister's 2nd cousin 
twice removed's barber said there was a brothel that 
is open without authorization.  They are performing 
tasks without masks and within six feet of each other.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is worthless Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a worthless piece of shit Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia

Olympia How can the citizens of the State be asked to 
sacrifice when Jay Inslee and many nonessential 
state workers continue to collect a pay check?

metzmb2004@yahoo.com M. Metz (206) 651-4375 Jay Inslee / 
https://www.governor.wa.go
v/contact/contact/contact-
gov-inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Goverment Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Observed engaging in non-essential services. 
Putting the public in danger with bad policy.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 12:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government WA.Gov 666 Hell Street Olympia Governor Inslee was non essential prior to the 
proclamation.  Now he remains open and violates his 
own stay at home order.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee State Capitol PO Box 40002 Olympia Can't wait to vote Inslee out in November!

TRUE 05/08/20 12:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor of Washington State PO Box 40002 Olympia It has been observed by the "Washintonians" that 
Governor Inslee has still been operating his office. 
He is still appearing in groups of people that are not 
directly in his household. His business conducted is 
negatively impacting the rest of the state. He has 
caused massive unemployment numbers. 
Businesses are having to permanently close. 
Children are not getting proper care or educations. 
The unemployment office was not prepared to 
handle the turmoil. Yet he still sits high and mighty in 
his office collecting a paycheck. We do not need this 
person telling us how to deal with our own health. 
Washintonians especially do not need him trying to 
stomp on our Constitutional right. Please look into 
this business and fine him, shut him down, and 
remove him by force if necessary. Washintonians 
have had enough.

Rural County Washintonian

TRUE 05/08/20 12:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's Office Jay Inslee's Office olympia olympia Jay Inslee is violating our rights. He has no hard 
data to prove we are in danger.  Hospitals are 
practically empty.  He needs to be removed and shut 
down.

votejayout@hotmail.com constitution supporter

TRUE 05/08/20 12:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors Governor Inslees Office State street Olympia The governor is in violation of the constitution.  
The data that Bill and Melinda Gates are shoving 
down our throats are invalid.
Open Washington



TRUE 05/08/20 12:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor office Governor Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is violating my God-given 
constitutional rights. Since he has not allowed his 
constituents to work, I believe he is non-essential 
and should not be paid. It’s time to let people go 
back to work.

Haleylpeterson93@gmail.co
m

Haley Peterson 2062508155

TRUE 05/08/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Governor Jay Inslee Main Olympia You Mr. Inslee (I cannot in good conscience call you 
Governor) are on a power hungry venture with the 
people of the State of Washington.  If you cannot do 
it the people will reopen our State.  You are 
obviously listening to Ms. Pelosi asking Democratic 
governors to keep their states in lockdown as long as 
possible.  I pray for you to be ousted in November, 
four more years of you could be devastating for our 
State.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government State of Washington; Office of the Governor416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a douche! Open Washington! upyoursjay@wa.gov Washington State Citizens 425,360,253,206,509

TRUE 05/08/20 1:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Are you kidding me? I can’t believe my state has stopped to this111 I’m in shock Seattle Really?  You should be massively ashamed of 
yourself.   I really didn’t believe this was a thing.  
This horrible tragic medical emergency has taken a 
very dark turn.

Youworkforme@ilovewa.co
m

TRUE 05/08/20 12:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee State Capitol PO Box 40002 Olympia Can't wait to vote Inslee out in November!

TRUE 05/08/20 12:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor of Washington State PO Box 40002 Olympia It has been observed by the "Washintonians" that 
Governor Inslee has still been operating his office. 
He is still appearing in groups of people that are not 
directly in his household. His business conducted is 
negatively impacting the rest of the state. He has 
caused massive unemployment numbers. 
Businesses are having to permanently close. 
Children are not getting proper care or educations. 
The unemployment office was not prepared to 
handle the turmoil. Yet he still sits high and mighty in 
his office collecting a paycheck. We do not need this 
person telling us how to deal with our own health. 
Washintonians especially do not need him trying to 
stomp on our Constitutional right. Please look into 
this business and fine him, shut him down, and 
remove him by force if necessary. Washintonians 
have had enough.

Rural County Washintonian

TRUE 05/08/20 12:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's Office Jay Inslee's Office olympia olympia Jay Inslee is violating our rights. He has no hard 
data to prove we are in danger.  Hospitals are 
practically empty.  He needs to be removed and shut 
down.

votejayout@hotmail.com constitution supporter

TRUE 05/08/20 12:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors Governor Inslees Office State street Olympia The governor is in violation of the constitution.  
The data that Bill and Melinda Gates are shoving 
down our throats are invalid.
Open Washington

TRUE 05/08/20 12:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor office Governor Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is violating my God-given 
constitutional rights. Since he has not allowed his 
constituents to work, I believe he is non-essential 
and should not be paid. It’s time to let people go 
back to work.

Haleylpeterson93@gmail.co
m

Haley Peterson 2062508155

TRUE 05/08/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Governor Jay Inslee Main Olympia You Mr. Inslee (I cannot in good conscience call you 
Governor) are on a power hungry venture with the 
people of the State of Washington.  If you cannot do 
it the people will reopen our State.  You are 
obviously listening to Ms. Pelosi asking Democratic 
governors to keep their states in lockdown as long as 
possible.  I pray for you to be ousted in November, 
four more years of you could be devastating for our 
State.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Ignoring the constitution and making rules that 
infringe on the rights protect by the constitution of 
the United States.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government State of Washington; Office of the Governor416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is a douche! Open Washington! upyoursjay@wa.gov Washington State Citizens 425,360,253,206,509

TRUE 05/08/20 1:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Are you kidding me? I can’t believe my state has stopped to this111 I’m in shock Seattle Really?  You should be massively ashamed of 
yourself.   I really didn’t believe this was a thing.  
This horrible tragic medical emergency has taken a 
very dark turn.

Youworkforme@ilovewa.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Pink Sugar Espresso 924 E Main Ave Puyallup I don’t see how women in pasties and thongs serving 
drinks without gloves is still considered essential 
business.

PINKSUGARESPRESSO@
GMAIL.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 8:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Online retailer Quick ship brands 15510 Redmond 
woodinville road NE

Woodinville This business thinks they are essential and is 
staying open. They sell electronics online (phones, 
tablets, computers, etc) and they think selling 
computers makes them essential.

Aidanhayes111@gmail.com Aidan 4252800664 ACCOUNTING@QUICKSHI
PBRANDS.COM

TRUE 05/04/20 2:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Massage by Marissa Pacific Hwy S. Federal Way Massage therapist brags about remaining open and 
seeing 7+ clients every week on facebook. Massage 
is non essential unless a doctor writes URGENT 
NEED referral. Massage therapists cannot practice 
social distancing. May 3 post on facebook page 
advertises that she's currently offering massage.

jsrissa77@gmail.com

TRUE 05/08/20 12:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other All Small Businesses Backbone of USA 123 Main Street Alltowns Open up the state. Whatever guidelines are being 
adhered to by the big box stores can be applied to 
small businesses. They have been targeted and 
YOU are ruining our economy and lives.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Happy endings spa Suck my ass Fuck you puta Your mom Lick my sack you fucking nazi snitch ass cunts Fuck you

TRUE 05/08/20 12:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Jay Inslee's Barber Governor's Mansion Road Olympia Jay Inslee keeps getting haircuts so he can tell other 
people what to do on television.  I suspect that he is 
having multiple cosmetologists over at his house to 
perform non-essential haircuts.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Poop 1234 main Olympia Poop

TRUE 05/08/20 12:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Wa State Govenor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is not essential so he should stop being 
paid and immediatley stop working.

TRUE 05/08/20 1:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tyrant violating the 
constitution.

The governors office Capital building Olympia Non essential. Kiss my ass Up yours inslee Pos

TRUE 05/08/20 12:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Another narc program WSDOT Hero Program 310 Maple Park Avenue SE Olympia , WA98504 I would like to narc out a non-essential business that 
facilitates other narcs.

PS, go FUCK yourself you worthless POS.

davidliv18@gmail.com David Livingston 206-227-8431

TRUE 05/08/20 3:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Bitches in heat 25510 Hwy 410 E Bonney Lake This person is running a purebred dog insemination 
business.  The noise of dogs having sex and not 
social distancing all day is too much to take.

TRUE 05/08/20 3:30 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non essential, for sure BJays Capitol Grounds Olympia I've heard that the governor is removing his social 
distancing mask to provide blow jobs to wealthy 
democratic donors at the governors mansion.   
Recommend he provide services not involving 
removing his mask instead.

governor@state.wa.gov

TRUE 05/08/20 3:21 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor Olympia Olympia Either drunk or high John@southendmachine.comJohn 2538040670 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 3:18 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Goverment Jay insley 1st st Olympia Insley is a idiot and a lying asshole

TRUE 05/08/20 3:00 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Snake Oil Sales Jay The Snake Inslee 416 Sid Synder Ave SW Olympia Jay is a nonessential worker attempting to portray 
himself as essential in public. Trying to sell Snake 
Oil to the citizens of the State of WA.

Nope@nope.com Nope

TRUE 05/08/20 2:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Nazi governor Ooo washington Olympia There were people outside smiling and laughing I’m 
sure this is against Inslee’s code



TRUE 05/08/20 3:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Govenor Jay Inslee Office of the Govenor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 Galatians 6:7-9 New King James Version (NKJV)
7 Do not be deceived, God is not mocked; for 
whatever a man sows, that he will also reap. 8 For 
he who sows to his flesh will of the flesh reap 
corruption, but he who sows to the Spirit will of the 
Spirit reap everlasting life. 9 And let us not grow 
weary while doing good, for in due season we shall 
reap if we do not lose heart.

TRUE 05/08/20 3:15 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Govenor Jay Inslee Office of the Govenor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 https://archive.org/details/COVID-19-Deceptive-
Agenda

TRUE 05/08/20 3:17 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Govenor Jay Inslee Office of the Govenor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 FOR VIOLATING OUR CIVIL RIGHTS, YOU 
"POKED THE BEAR"...

TRUE 05/08/20 3:26 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Govenor Jay Inslee Office of the Govenor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 FOR BEING IN BED WITH FAUCI & GATES...

TRUE 05/08/20 3:33 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Govenor Jay Inslee Office of the Govenor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 FOR HIS RELENTLESS ABUSE OF POWER...

TRUE 05/08/20 3:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 FOR BEING A LYING TYRANT, USING THIS 
PLANDEMIC AS AN EXCUSE TO DESTROY 
WASHINGTON STATE...!!

TRUE 05/08/20 3:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay Inslee Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 FOR BEING IN BED WITH FAUCI & BILL GATES, 
WE ARE NOT IGNORANT...WE KNOW WHAT 
YOU ARE DOING & IT ISN'T GOING TO WORK...!!

TRUE 05/08/20 2:08 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Human rights Rights of people 123 constitution way Washington Fuck you. You can't violate the rights of the people. 
You go to hell. This shouldn't even be a page. 
Shame on you.

This guy knows. 

https://youtu.be/t4miXcxT1nQ
TRUE 05/08/20 2:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 

open
Other protection Wa. state gov 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia, WA Not only is this business non essential, but they are 

directly causing much harm to the community.
fishrman_7@yahoo.com mark cox

TRUE 05/08/20 3:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Breaking constitutional law by closing business Concern citizen

TRUE 05/08/20 2:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office Washington State Governor 562–598 15th Ave SW 
Olympia, WA  98501 
United States

Olympia Unconstitutional Lockdown
Tyranny

Don’t worry bout it Don’t worry bout it Don’t worry bout it Jayinslee@dictator.com

TRUE 05/08/20 2:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office Washington State Governor 562–598 15th Ave SW 
Olympia, WA  98501 
United States

Olympia Unconstitutional Lockdown
Tyranny

Don’t worry bout it Don’t worry bout it Don’t worry bout it Jayinslee@dictator.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction The truss company 2802 142nd ave e Sumner Company is still part open and making delivery of 
roof trusses to none essential contractors

CORINNE@CORP-
SMART.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 4:21 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Ammunition Rbs ammo 1340 bouslog road Burlington Still open sales@rbsammo.com

TRUE 05/04/20 4:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Headquarters barber shop 1276 N. Main st Salinas Alex is double charging clients and cutting clients 
hair at the shop and his home . His number is 
(831)272-8434

Alex

TRUE 03/30/20 9:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store The Menagerie Bella’s  Boutique 407 W Stanley St Granite Falls Owner is aware and thinks it’s funny that she’s still 
open. That no one is making her close .  She has 
been made aware of the order, and the possible fine

info@bellaboutique.com

TRUE 05/02/20 8:52 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Retail and Indoor 
Shooting Range

Safefire 4857 NW Lake Road STE 
210

Camas Safefire owner announced of Facebook that they will 
be opening 5/5/2020 at noon. She said her retail and 
indoor shooting range will be open 7 days a week 
starting on the 5th.

info@Shootatsafefire.com 

TRUE 05/07/20 3:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other indoor shooting range Safefire 4857 NW Lake road STE 
200

Camas This business opened on 5/5 to a packed parking lot 
and lines around the building. I understand that the 
local law enforcement has given this business a 
pass and is not asking them to shut down. If this 
business can open without repercussions, why not 
all business?

danna@safefire.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:01 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing of fiber 
cement siding

JamesHardie 18200 50th Ave e Tacoma Business is still remaining open while it does not fall 
under any of the essential categories

GOVDOCS@UNITEDAGE
NTGROUP.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 2:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto body parts Certifit 18404  cascade ave s #160 Tukwila I wasn't sure if an "auto body" store that sales 
bumpers etc was an "essential" business at this 
time. Thank you

laylasuperstar4114@gmail.c
om

layla whitehead ANNUALREPORTS@CSC
GLOBAL.COM

TRUE 05/08/20 7:33 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Short term rental/Airbnb Best Mountain View of the Cascades 9220 Olalla Canyon Rd Cashmere Mr. Groner is accepting guests at his vacation rental 
which I believe is in violation of the stay at home 
order

davidcg580@aol.com

TRUE 05/08/20 10:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non-automated car wash The CarWash & 515 Rainier St Port Townsend Business does non-automated car washes and 
detailing work, which as I understand it hasn't been 
approved to open yet under the Phase 1 plan.

TRUE 05/08/20 11:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Blue Cow Car Wash 909 E College Way Mt. Vernon I’m a local business owner who also owns a car 
wash but we were told by our county and the state 
that we have to close during the stay at home order 
but for some reason this business has stayed open 
every single day since that order was presented to 
the public and if you drive by they don’t wash off 
their equipment after use by customers and never 
practiced social distancing. I’ve reported this multiple 
times to you guys but nothing has been done and it’s 
very frustrating that they’re making a profit off this 
when we could have easily not listened as well and 
done the same.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush Car Wash 3220 Kennedy Drive West Richland Opened last week, not a self serve, non-kiosk 
operated car wash. Requires in person contact for 
payment.

Tim Busj

TRUE 05/08/20 2:58 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other All Every business in the state 1 American Way Hometown USA How about you mind your own business.  Better yet, 
how about you (the person or persons reviewing 
these entries) find something productive to do like 
figure out how to solve the homeless problem or the 
heroin problem or the traffic problem or the ...

rampantmonkey@msn.com Chris Hopkins

TRUE 05/08/20 3:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is not essential and actually harmful to 
our state. He needs to stay home.

jay@wa.gov Jay Inslee 360-902-4111

TRUE 05/08/20 4:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Govrenment State Capital 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Goes about business as normal hold press 
conferences etc

TRUE 05/08/20 4:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Seattle Office Building Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA 98504-0002 I observe this idiot giving speeches every day. antityranny@freedom.com Joe Plumber 360-902-4111

TRUE 05/08/20 4:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee Washington Washington Gov Inslee is violating our constitutional rights and 
has taken over as a police state, against the actual 
science of handling a pandemic with this 
transmission rate.  Gov Inslee needs to stay home.

TRUE 05/08/20 4:56 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Governor Asshole Street Olympia Jay Inslee is non-essential. He is also violating the 
rights that I was born with. According to the bill of 
rights I have the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. He does NOT have the power to lock 
people in their homes and force businesses to close. 
Only the people have that right. And maybe Inslee 
forgot this, but he is an elected official he works for 
the people not the other way away. He is a tyrant 
and should be hung for treason against America.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:04 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors mansion Nazi leadership Olympia Olympia Nazi dictator governor Jay Inslee is a non essential 
person absolutely destroying our state and economy.  
 Inslee is brainless and has absolutely no clue as 
what he is doing.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 5:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governor of WA State Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia He is totally NON ESSENTIAL, Serves No useful 
purpose

TRUE 05/08/20 5:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governor of WA State Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia He is totally NON ESSENTIAL, Serves No useful 
purpose

TRUE 05/08/20 5:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governor of WA State Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia He is totally NON ESSENTIAL, Serves No useful 
purpose

TRUE 05/08/20 5:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other mafia/scam artists Washington state Governor and Attorney General416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Building has been operated for years on scamming 
the people of Washington. $30 car tabs were voted 
in by the people. Increased taxes with no evidence of 
needed

TRUE 05/08/20 5:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government work Jay Inslee City hall Seattle Hypocrisy Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 6:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Politics Governor Capitol grounds Olympia, WA 98501 The Governor is non - essential and is pretending to 
be King.

Governor Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 6:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other News Outlet KXLY, KREM, KHQ, CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBCAll of America Every City The media is non essential. They don't report the 
facts. They destroy lives of innocent people to push 
their narrative.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 05/08/20 6:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor’s office State capital 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

Olympia The governor is not following the constitution.

TRUE 05/08/20 6:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Jay Inslee 101 Olympia Olympia Being a jerk, you can not enter a pact with another 
State that is unconstitutional have jerk Jay read the 
Constitution and you only have 30 days past that no 
one needs to listen to you

Moveaya @gmail.com Not a dictatorship 3606661111 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 6:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other politician Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Building Olympa Inslee has been non essential since he was elected. 
Nothing has changed. He has NO plan for reopening 
Washington. His goal in life is to bash Trump and 
destroy WA through his ridiculous initiatives (climate 
change) and executive orders.

Every Citizen

TRUE 05/08/20 7:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government Washington governor's office Somewhere Olympia Not important and infringes on peoples' rights. And 
he was born retarded

Concerned citizen



TRUE 05/08/20 7:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Governor Inslee 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Inslee is trying to destroy the state of Washington Nazi1@gmsil.com Narco Smith 1800imanazi

TRUE 05/08/20 7:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Of Washington 416 14th ave SW Olympia I am observing our constitutional rights being 
stripped away, tyrannical Orders being given. You 
made an oath!  All Businesses are essential! We will 
be removing Jay Inslee from office!

TRUE 05/08/20 8:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Brothel Washington State Capitol 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Business is engaged in enacting anti-American rules 
and regulations.

TRUE 05/08/20 9:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other ELECTED by the people 
governor Inslee

Governor - Jay Inslee State Capitol Olympia I am saying his position as governor is "non-
essential" only because he has chosen to call some 
jobs "non-essential," --in reality I believe ALL jobs 
are essential--those people need to earn a living, 
however that may be and his lying, self-
aggrandizement, making a power grab with this 
totally false reporting of covid-19 numbers crap and 
colluding with people who are causing tremendous 
financial burdens for many of the people in this state 
who have lost their jobs or may soon do so because 
of his senseless restrictions.   The citizens of 
Washington State are closely monitoring the 
ridiculous controlling restrictions that have been 
going on and want, no, demand that the State be 
opened back up and he put the people first from 
here on out.  I never thought in my lifetime I would 
see such abuse of power, but make no mistake, this 
is exactly what is happening and it must stop!  He 
took an oath to serve the people of Washington 
State with good intent and the opposite has been 
happening.

One of many citizens who 
feel the same as I do

TRUE 05/08/20 9:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government job Governor's Office 416 14th ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee's office is non-essential and causing small 
businesses to fail. He should be fined and forced to 
work from home. I feel unsafe with him working as a 
governor. I have evidence to believe he obtained a 
black market haircut because his wife posted a 
photo of her holding scissors but she was holding 
them wrong. The scissors won't cut hair when they 
are held upside down and backwards. I do not see 
him washing his hands or wearing a mask so I think 
hes breaking protocol. Thanks for helping to stop Jay 
Inslee's wrong doing before it's too late.

Riverroads@yahoo.com River Roads 2064751326 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 9:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Governor Inslee is the epitome of a non essential 
worker. Yet, he is still on TV everyday, obviously not 
practicing social distancing, or utilizing personal 
protective equipment (PPE)

Sean Wilbanks

TRUE 05/08/20 9:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Washington State Government - all three braches.Capitol Grounds Olympia, WA 98501 These "business" serve no purpose and are a drain 
on the Washington state economy at a time when 
the working people of Washington are in dire straits.  
Please consider shutting these business down for 
they serve no useful purpose.

red.skelton@leg.wa.us Red Skelton 3609028880

TRUE 05/08/20 9:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government Governors Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia During this pandemic I am reporting the governors 
office for being probably one of the most non-
essential things in operation. Close this office and 
open all the businesses back up. That will solve the 
problem.

TRUE 05/08/20 10:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Supposed to be a public servant Governor's mansion Olympia Jay Inslee you are a tyrannical dictator and I can't 
wait for AG Barr to take you down.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 10:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay inslees cock Jay inslees cock 123 inslee cock dr Olympia wa Inslee has a small cock and is ruining people’s lives 
because of it.

Ginslee@hotdudes.com Gay inslee 2066996969 Jay inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 10:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State government Washington state governor 66666 Olympia way Olympia I am concerned that the governor is breaking the law 
by taking our civil rights away from us and he needs 
to be arrested immediately!!!!

kentdausen@gmail.com None ya business 509543-7365 Some asshat

TRUE 05/08/20 11:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay Inslee Capitol building Olympia Some nitwit is pretending to be a governor!

TRUE 05/08/20 11:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington Governor 
Office

Washington State Governer Office Capitol Grounds, Olympia, 
WA 98501

Olympia The Governor office and its Governor doesn't seem 
to be an essential business or worker, and definitely 
should not be operating during this crisis.  I 
recommend immediately shutting down this office 
until a vaccine is produced.  Of course, this would be 
for the safety of all the residents of Washington.  We 
just can't risk it.  I think we will be fine with out this 
office and the people will be able to live without it...

Governor Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 11:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Govener Jay Inslee P.O. Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is a crook. Trying to smother small 
business and small town America in the name of 
“safety”. Over stepping his jurisdiction to shit down 
local businesses. I think big the business of big 
politics he plays needs to be shit down for being non 
essential as well as completely removed for his lack 
of education for a economy other than his own 
pocket book. Pathetic work Governor.

Washington Residents.

TRUE 05/09/20 7:15 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Computer Software Bill Gates One Mircosoft Way Redmond Bill is attempting to sell poison to the world 
population. He is an evil and greedy man.

FUjayinslee@.wa.gov Jay Inslee BillGates@microsoft.com

TRUE 05/09/20 7:27 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Newspaper Seattle Times 1120 John St. Seattle This non essential propaganda organization remains 
open and actively spreading  false information and 
Infecting weak minds with progressive ideology.

FUJayInslee@wa.gov Jay The Snake Inslee 206-555-1212 Dwestneat@seattletimes.co
m

TRUE 05/09/20 7:58 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cannabis Store Cannabis and Glass 25101 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake Let face it. Cannabis isn’t essential. But the Inslee 
administration obviously thinks the revenue 
generated by these pot shops is essential. 
Meanwhile, many honest and hardworking small 
business owners have been forced to close while pot 
shops have the benefit of doing business. It’s a 
sham and a double standard on Inslee’s part. The 
above noted pot shop is constantly packed and no 
social distancing measures are expected or 
enforced. But hey, at least WA still gets to pocket 
the tax revenue.

Inslee@douchebag Mr Concerned Citizen

TRUE 05/09/20 8:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Inslee is a worthless piece 
of shit

the governors order is a joke and will be ignored at all costs1234 fake politician Ln. Olympia You can take your governors proclamation and 
shuve it up your ass. You are a presidential 
candidate reject because America, just like 
Washington doesn't want you. You didn't do shit for 
our state the entire time you where in office. 

You made my employer close their doors but have 
yet to give me any financial relief. You are a total 
joke.

Fuck your order inslee.

disdick@gmail.com Tony Dibenedetto 253-8675309 suckmyasshole@hotmail.or
g

TRUE 05/09/20 8:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Every legal business in 
America needs to be open

Every legal business in America needs to be openEvery legal business in 
America needs to be open

Every city in America needs to 
be open

I would like to report this horrible, Nazi-like snitching 
site to patriotic Americans who live in a FREE 
country! Shame on you!!!

TRUE 05/09/20 8:22 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors office State of Washington Olympia Olympia His continued attempt to deny Washington citizens 
of their rights as citizens of the United States in an 
arbitrary, unequal and illegal manner.  His 
application of his stay at home edict and the 
resultant loss of our rights without due process, 
representation and recourse.

mikanlins@gmail.com Mike Sutton Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 8:35 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Unconstitutional dicator Jay inslee 666 Power trip rd Olympia Violation of constitutional rights non essential 
dictatorship

Suziesasquatch@hotmail.comOne mad washington 
resident

2087652244 Jay inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 9:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee Washington governor's 
mansion

Olympia Being an asshole Jay inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 9:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Fuck the Wa Gestapo Jay Inslees mothers house Up your ass Wa will never be a facist dictatorship, Jay Inslee can 
go to hell!!!!!!!

Yousuck@life.com Fuck off 777-7777 Suckmydick@jayinsleeisreta
rded.gov

TRUE 05/09/20 9:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Government P.O. Box 40002 Olympia The worst governor in modern history is violating the 
rights of his constituents by allowing his Trump 
Derangement Syndrome to effect his judgement. 
Stop treading on our rights because you don't like 
Trump.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 9:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other POS Inslee Washington State Governor’s Office Somewhere in La La Land Olympia That moron is most certainly nonessential he needs 
to stay home locked up in quarantine and all modes 
of communication need to be taken away from him 
we need a governor with a fucking brain!

Insleeisamoron@hatedemocRATs.fuFree citizen 360-555-1212

TRUE 05/07/20 10:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Abode 2321 N Monroe Spokane Reopened in defiance of the governor’s order. abode.spo@gmail.com

TRUE 05/07/20 10:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Uniquely Chic Boutique 1803 W Jackson Ave Spokane Reopened in defiance of the governor’s order.

TRUE 05/07/20 10:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Davis Office Furniture 10614 E Sprague Ave Suite 
1B

Spokane Valley Reopened in defiance of the governor’s order. contact@davisofficefurniture
.com

TRUE 05/08/20 7:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym, health club Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington They sent out a notice on social media, per 
constitutional rights protesting the order.

Hitfitness@hotmail.com Marcell scott 509-216-8514 richardjellison@comcast.net



TRUE 04/13/20 11:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Store Target 3310 S Meridian Puyallup Target should not be allowed to have other non 
essential departments open. Toys and electronics 
are not essential. Other states have ordered 
closures of these non essential departments in 
Target and stores like Walmart and Fred Myers. 
Why are they still open in Washington? Having them 
open allow people to continue doing and hanging out 
in stores where they should just be used for 
essential items. The online ordering and pick up can 
still be open but the departments should be roped off 
in the stores.  Do the right thing because they way 
this is now is only putting workers at risk. Also,  
when you actually respond to me on this it is helpful 
to actually give me information about what was 
decided and what complaint you are referencing so I 
know where it stands. Your generic response tells 
me nothing and when I continue to see non essential 
companies open it send that you really didn't do 
anything.

nosnajllerrad@gmail.com Darrell 2533484689

TRUE 04/12/20 3:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grocery store Target 1401 2nd Ave Seattle Target began a renovation that has continued on 
seemingly undisturbed during the pandemic. Every 
time I go in, food has been moved in the completely 
opposite section I'm used to it being in, which means 
I spend 2x the time looking for groceries. Most food 
is not being displayed because there is no room for 
it, as construction is still happening. Worst of all, last 
time I went, work was being done on the escalators 
and customers were being forced to use the 
elevators, which were filled with people. This is the 
main grocery store in the neighborhood and going to 
another store would mean using public transit.

jeffreyalancote@gmail.com Jeff Cote 2062613507

TRUE 04/06/20 3:26 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Pharmacy inside ... target - walmart - 
costco

3326 S 23rd St, Tacoma, 
WA 98405

Tacoma Pharmacy -other workers not wearing masks .... it's 
not ok their employees are not wearing masks & not 
social distancing... when I talked to manager her 
responce was "it's only suggested, not mandatory..." 
fine, its  ... its essential to have food & meds - it 
should be essential that they make sure an 
employee who are asymptomatic not spread. And - 
lots of browsing - they should not be able to let 
people "shop" for ANYTHING that is not essential! 
Otherwise why cant I shop for clothes at my locally 
owned clothing boutique? A  kiosk in store - pay & 
employee goes and gets item - no wondering & 
shopping staff stocking at the same time ect ... no 
distance possible!

steeletee@gmail.com T Steele 2068171760

TRUE 04/03/20 2:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Big Box Stores Costco, Walmart, Target, .... Silverdale Silverdale There are a number of "big box stores" that are 
FULLY OPEN because part of the store sells 
"essential items" like food. Since the NON-essential 
items constitute "an attraction" that generates more 
pedestrian traffic in the store, ergo, more opportunity 
for person-to-person contacts. 
These non-essential areas should be able to be 
roped or otherwise partitioned off. Yellow police 
tape???

As an aside: Tried calling a number I was given to 
ask the question, 1(360) 900-4111 but got "number 
has not recognized'.

Another an aside. Note: the last time I was at Costco 
was 1.5 weeks ago so conditions may have 
changed; also, have not been to the other stores. 
Tried calling Best Buy to see if they were open (as a 
check) but couldn't get a definitive answer. Web 
page indicates they are open but also indicates 
customers can pick up on-line orders, so don't know 
if that is what is meant by "store hours". If stores 
that compete with Costco, Walmart, etc. have to be 
closed then that would create a competitive 
disadvantage for them.

heron1@comcast.net John Nantz (360) 779-3494

TRUE 04/01/20 8:49 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Other departments within a 
large store chain

Target 1215 N Landing Way Renton Customers are allowed to go into other departments 
other than grocery. Customers are going in and 
buying non essential items only. Target and other 
multi sales stores should shut down all departments 
except essential portions of the store ie: grocery, 
pharmacy, etc.

Lynnette.rb@gmail.com Lynnette Briggs

TRUE 05/08/20 3:52 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Target Optical 9601 Marketplace Lake Stevens I am concerned that private small offices have to be 
closed but Target and Walmart have stayed open 
during the shut down.  Is this fair for small business 
owners but big box stores get to remain open

drdeol@ecos1.net Dr Anup Deol 4253303937

TRUE 04/15/20 5:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Target Sweater-Kinney Rd. Lacey Employees not social distancing from customers or 
each other.

Lin4649@gmail.com Linda Grurn 206-639-1340

TRUE 04/15/20 4:48 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery/Retail Target 2925 Harrison Ave NW olympia The Olympia Target is not metering the amount of 
people in the store.  This store is almost filled to 
capacity every day.

Colinhodo@gmail.com Colin

TRUE 04/04/20 9:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Target 1215 N Landing Way Renton Observed very close contact in this store parking lot, 
full all the time. Limited food in this store, mostly 
retail.  Grocery Stores need to handle grocery not 
retail. Close them down, clean this virus up.

Bluhmfamily4@gmail.com Wendy Bluhm 3063133731

TRUE 04/04/20 11:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Target 3320 S 23rd St Tacoma went on Saturday to Target and feel like I am living 
in a completely different reality than all the other 
shoppers. I used the drive up and was watching all 
the people entering and exiting. There were no 
gloves being worn, only a few masks on faces, and 
no monitoring of social distancing or store capacity. 
None of the staff collecting carts or bringing orders 
out were wearing gloves or masks. The person who 
brought my order couldn't read the bar code on my 
phone, so the asked me to lower my window. They 
thought it was funny that I got upset. After several 
attempts, I lowered the window and held out my 
phone. Afterwards they leaned into the opening and 
said "Have a good day"

Carol Meadows

TRUE 04/02/20 6:47 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other General Store Target 26301 104th SE Kent No limit on how many people are allowed in and 
always have been full of people. No guard or 
assigned person to stand at door to impose limit on 
entries.

Homerignacio@comcast.net Homer Ignacio 206-724-9569

TRUE 03/31/20 8:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery/Mega store Target 2941 Queensgate Drive Richland Very over crowded. Nobody following the social 
distancing. I was constantly being bumped into, this 
place needs capacity control.

Reddodge5.9@gmail.com Dave (509) 940-7511

TRUE 03/31/20 4:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other General Merchandise Target 3201 NW Randall Way Silverdale I went to Target on March 29th and the store and 
customers were operating in a "business as usual 
fashion".  There was no reminder or mention of 
social distancing.  It was CLEAR to me any bored 
person under the age of 30 liberally interpreted 
essential to include: hang out with friends at an open 
retailer.  I was alarmed at the lack of adherence and 
enforcement, especially in a community with a 
significant number of military personnel who could 
be called on to contribute to the battle of this 
pandemic.

concerned@gmail.com Concerned Citizen 360-555-1212

TRUE 03/31/20 11:17 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Department store Fred Meyer 801 Auburn Way N Auburn Social distancing not being practiced. The store is 
full of people casually shopping non-essential items. 
Shouldn't they only be allowed to keep the grocery 
and pharmacy areas open? That would prevent so 
many people from just wandering around because 
they are bored.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:43 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Department store Fred Meyer 2801 Bickford Ave Snohomish,  WA Every Fred Meyer location continues to operate their 
apparel departments, selling apparel and apparel 
employees are completely non-essential.

barbbrannman@hotmail.com Barbara Brannman 14255593720

TRUE 04/01/20 4:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grocery, retail, and garden Fred Meyer 17667 NE 76th St Redmond Fuschia Day event April 4. I attend every year. So do 
hundreds more. In fact current ad states first 100 
customers receive a gift. This is a gardening event 
not related to food. This event occurs at most Fred 
Meyer stores.

bploviearnp@gmail.com Barbara Plovie 425-761-1913

TRUE 04/05/20 2:15 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fred Meyer Garden Centers Fred Meyer 800 NE Tenney Rd Vancouver Fred Meyer garden center is selling large display of 
flowers and hanging baskets, spilling out of garden 
center into parking lot. Packed with people. I’m pretty 
sure flowers and hanging baskets are not essential.

Chris.baumann01@gmail.comChris Baumann 360-718-0523



TRUE 04/15/20 2:52 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grocery/Department Store Fred Meyer 4615 196th st sw ste 175 Lynnwood Sales of electronic home entertainment/apparel non 
essentials. Large gatherings at a store that is 
frequently trafficked by seniors due to the large 
number of retirement homes in the area, the average 
population in this store is needlessly reckless to their 
health.

TRUE 04/23/20 6:16 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other One stop shopping Fred Meyer 11 Grant Road East Wenatchee Floral, clothing, outdoor/garden and lottery 
departments are all open.

TRUE 04/25/20 4:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 100 NW 85th street Seattle witnessed overcrowding of customers around 
workers and in aisles. Unmasked customers not 
respecting social distancing. No evidence of regular 
sanitizing of shopping areas.

TRUE 04/25/20 4:17 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred meyer 1225 W Bakerview Bellingham There isn't any kind of social distancing being 
enforced

TRUE 04/25/20 4:02 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 100 NW 85th st Seattle Fred Meyer is not following social distancing. 
Employees are not allowed to wash their hands as 
required. The disinfectant being used is windex. 
They are allowing too many people in the store.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:44 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway Drive Bellingham I was working here recently but I am on a leave of 
Abscence now because my coworkers don't wear 
their masks at night and no one wears a mask in the 
back room. None of my coworkers practice social 
distancing with one another (that I saw for 2 weeks)

egnerontero@gmail.com Clarrisa Owen 3603917301

TRUE 04/30/20 9:45 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery, Apparel, Home & 
Garden

Fred Meyer 100 NW 85th St Seattle There is no limit to the amount of people allowed in 
the store. On the weekends it is impossible to social 
distance.People are shopping in non essential depts 
like Apparel/Cosmetics and not being discourage to 
do so. It's business as usual.  Managers are giving 
employees masks if you can find one. They did have 
someone sanitizing at one time but I'm not seeing 
that anymore. Maybe 50% of people are wearing 
masks. I do not feel safe at my job.

Kroger

TRUE 04/30/20 10:35 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery Fred Meyer 1225 W Bakerview Rd Bellingham No social distance possible.  Overcrowded store.  
There on Wednesday 4/29 at approx 11 AM. Also 
staff and customers without any masks.  Extremely 
dangerous and I will never go back. Need to limit 
number of people in stoe

dcc_3452@yahoo.com Nathan Walley 425-681-6098

TRUE 04/30/20 11:03 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 6305 Bridgeport Way W, 
University Place

Lakewood Employees aren't wearing masks, social distancing 
isn't being observed, there are too many patrons in 
the store.

Linmarie22146@gmail.com Greater Columbia 211 I&R 
Specialist on behalf of 
Linda Forthman

-253472.1747

TRUE 04/30/20 12:01 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

fred meyer 12221 120th ave ne kirkland the store is not enforcing any social distancing or 
occupancy limits. there are signs up, but no one is 
bothering to actually enforce these things so the 
signs are useless. there are also a ton of people 
casually shopping for non essential items, many 
without any sort of mask on. as an employee, i do 
not feel safe and nothing about our business has 
significantly changed.

iancrooke@gmail.com ian 2062006840.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 1:52 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 800 Lakeway Dr Bellingham They are not limiting people in the store, the current 
number “limit” is higher than we hit on a Saturday!

TRUE 05/01/20 5:47 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 14300 1st Ave S Burien I was there today and it was crowded. I could not 
stay 6 ft away from people, there where families of 4 
or more in the store, not wearing masks. Costco is 
only allowing 1 or 2 people in, when they are 
together, it is not crowded and starting Monday 
everyone must wear a mask. Why don't other 
businesses do that? Obviously consumers are not 
using common sense, therefore businesses need to 
implement rules to enforce social distancing 
requirements.

Y_amarillas@yahoo.com Yohana Amarillas

TRUE 05/02/20 2:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 18805 US-2 Monroe Adjacent registers are open frequently and for 
periods longer than is necessary to swap out 
cashiers/positions for cleaning purposes, with 
management's reasoning being how busy it is. 
Official policy is supposedly to not do so unless 
customer volume is beginning to approach high 
enough levels.

tawzoomer@gmail.com Dylan Hatch (425) 736-0102

TRUE 05/02/20 4:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Fred Meyer Lakeway Bellingham I have avoided Fred Meyer since the I shopped there 
very early in the morning just before the stay-Home- 
order. The reason I didn't want to return is the store 
was crowded. I have shopped elsewhere in town and 
felt safe, and respected store managers/owners and 
staff practicing safety. I went to Fred Meyer today for 
some home goods and was appalled that perhaps a 
few more saftey measures have been put in place 
(plastic guards by cashiers, designated spots to 
stand in line), the store is crowded. It was my choice 
to go in and I did and wore a mask. I will not go 
back. I feel terribly for the staff, on the front lines 
working in these conditions. Other stores as I said in 
Bellingham monitor crowds, Fred Meyers does not 
or at least I have not observed that it does. To what 
end? At what cost?

I hope something is done to protect the workers 
there as well as shoppers. And on that note, there 
were many not wearing masks.  

Thank you,

TRUE 05/03/20 9:21 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 40th and Fruitvale Yakima This grocery store has been discribed as like the 4th 
of July every day.  Ever wonder why Yakima Co. is 
the worst in the state.    My family lives here and 
have told me terrible stories of non compliance.  
Please help the east side

C.vos2014@gmail.com Charlene Vos 360-583-3140

TRUE 05/03/20 12:44 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 12906 Bothell Everett Hwy Everett Fred Meyer is not following social distancing 
guidelines. There were multiple instances of people 
within 3 feet of each other. People walking in the 
aisles come right next to you without a mask. People 
crowd the produce and meat sections. There are 
signs up but it was not enforced. There should be 
one way aisle signs and a limit of how many people 
can enter an aisle. Maybe limit the number of people 
in the store. When I brought up the issue to Jarrod, 
the store manager, he said there was nothing more 
he could do. We owe it to our community to respect 
each other’s space and health.

jesdento@gmail.com Jessica

TRUE 05/03/20 6:16 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fred Meyer 400 S Thor St Spokane I went to this business today for a few groceries and 
there were an extreme number of people in the 
store. There was no one keeping track of how many 
people were coming and going. It was difficult to get 
through any aisle because so many people were in 
the store. Even checking out, people were extremely 
close with no regard for social distancing.

TRUE 05/03/20 7:42 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Meyer 18805 State Route 2 Monroe When the store gets busy the store opens all 
registers and self checkouts, which put customers 
and workers only a couple feet apart, nowhere near 
the 6 feet required.

TRUE 05/03/20 8:22 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 18325 Aurora Ave N Shoreline Saturdays are very busy and social distancing is not 
emphasized; employees are not wiping down self 
check-outs.  They should do one-way aisles

R.A.

TRUE 05/04/20 1:50 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery Fred Meyer Burlington Blvd. Burlington I work as a merchandiser in this store.  The store is 
packed with customers all of the time.  There is no 
way to adhere to social distancing and most people 
aren’t wearing masks.  Entire families are casually 
shopping together without PPE.

Jennifer.jacobs.mpa@gmail.comJennifer Jacobs 360-488-7388

TRUE 05/04/20 6:15 PM Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 2902 164th St SW Lynnwood On Wednesday April 29 2020 at 7:00 am the 
manager of the store had a meeting at the end of 
checkstand 15 consisting of about 20 to 30 people 
not social distensing.
This manager is not in anyway taking the pandemic 
seriously.

br5melissa@yahoo.com Melissa +15094295233 br5melissa@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/04/20 7:34 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Fred Meyer 6100 E Lake Sammamish 
Pkwy SE

Issaquah Not observing 6ft rule. Too many customers in areas 
of grocery, buying food.  Not counting customers to 
maintain enough space in grocery department. 
Crowded isles.

TRUE 05/05/20 3:08 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Fred Meyer 18805 SR 2 Monroe All entrances are open & social distancing in ailes is 
not monitored. Customers are not wearing face 
masks, but we employees are, so we are not 
protected!. 50% capacity is still a very full store, 
because its based on full volume per sq ft

Krismbirch@hotmail.com Kris Birch 3607946415.0000



TRUE 05/06/20 10:09 AM Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 185th and Aurora Ave N Shoreline So many people in store shopping for food that it is 
impossible to social distance.  Manager claims that 
allowable number of people is based on square 
footage and therefore they are complying. Most of 
store is not used. All packed into grocery area

Giomeca@aol.com J Mecca 2062003746

TRUE 05/07/20 10:14 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 1206 N 40th Ave Yakima Caller stated she went to Fred Meyer yesterday & 
experienced large gatherings of people, employees 
not wearing face masks, & customers not practicing 
social distancing.

suesloon@gmail.com VIA 211 Susan Sloon -509590.5820

TRUE 05/07/20 10:40 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Fred Meyer Bickford Ave Snohomish Self checkout has all lanes open and are being used 
if there is a line. There is approximately 2-3 feet at 
times between people.

TRUE 04/29/20 1:33 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Store Fred Meyers 5502 Grove Street Marysville There was overcrowding when I went there today to 
shop at noon

chart.360@comcast.net Christopher Hart 425-312-8734

TRUE 05/01/20 5:28 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Grocery store Fred Meyers 1325 w Bakerview rd Bellingham The store adjusted the capacity down to 50% but 
they did it with the whole entire store in mind. We 
also sell clothes and home goods. These areas are 
empty most of the time. Only the grocery area is 
busy So the capacity limit should be for the grocery 
section but the whole store.

Hayley.corder2017@gmail.comHayley corder 3605108775.0000

TRUE 05/04/20 8:58 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery stores Fred Meyers 10201 SE 240th  St. Kent, Washington I shop at numerous Fred Meyers. They don’t have 
any protection guidelines in place. They need to 
regulate how many people can be in the store. And 
request everyone wear masks or they can not come 
in to the store

jsllam1@gmail.com Lucretia Marangon 206-931-0460

TRUE 05/02/20 1:07 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyers Ne 117th Vancouver First time in fred meyers since stay at home carts 
not wiped down seemed like Christmas so many 
people no care about distance scary wont be back.

Twhittl@msn.com Teresa whittle (prefer to be 
not named)

TRUE 05/02/20 1:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyers 915 NW 45th St Seattle No social distancing possible in the vegetable 
section. Can be enforced through having one way 
only.

TRUE 04/11/20 7:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyers 16600 SE McGillvray Blvd Vancouver The Starbucks in Fred Meyers is still open despite all 
others being closed except for drive thru. I do not 
believe that this is a essential business, it is risking 
both the employees lives and the patrons who seem 
to not be able to go without a cup of coffee. If the 
employees want to keep working they should stock 
shelves or some other form of labor. It just 
encourages more people into the store. Thank you 
for reading this concern.

TRUE 04/11/20 7:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyers 16600 SE McGillvray Blvd Vancouver The Starbucks in Fred Meyers is still open despite all 
others being closed except for drive thru. I do not 
believe that this is a essential business, it is risking 
both the employees lives and the patrons who seem 
to not be able to go without a cup of coffee. If the 
employees want to keep working they should stock 
shelves or some other form of labor. It just 
encourages more people into the store. Thank you 
for reading this concern.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:18 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Target 5700 Firestone Blvd South gate I was shopping here today. Plenty of people without 
masks, explore informed me store limit is 380 
people...that's a lot of people. No one is social 
distancing. Employees seem unhappy and not very 
well taken care of. Management is letting people 
who cause a scene take over what they claim is 
limited (i.e. toilet paper, lysol, hand sanitizer) I don't 
feel safe for myself or the employees.

Carol

TRUE 04/07/20 1:27 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Are electronics and toys 
departments essential?

Target 3310 S Meridian Puyallup I was wondering why the entire store of Target and 
Walmart for that matter was still open. I understand 
the grocery and pharmacy departments and even 
areas that give cleaning supply and and baby items 
but why are the electric, toy and clothing 
departments still open. People are going to these 
stores to ask about video games, or trying on clothes 
and going out shopping like it is still just normal. How 
are video games essential? Shouldn't these stores 
be required to shut down these departments? The 
shut down of these departments would limit the 
amount of non essential people going to Target, 
Walmart and other stores like that.  Having them 
open only allows more people to linger in stores and 
creates back up issues when trying to get people in 
and out to get essential items.

zlujrrad@gmail.com Darrell 2533484689

TRUE 04/05/20 12:24 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Multi Shopping Target 1401 2nd Avenue Seattle Large groups of people.  Construction workers, 
multitude of employees and customers.  Not 
following any type of pandemic protocol issued by 
Governor Inslee. No covid signage or markings to 
alert customers and employees.  UNACCEPTABLE, 
ITS A PETRI DISH PERPETUATING COVID19!

Waat4ef@gmail.com Anne 13608016875

TRUE 05/02/20 10:26 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Target Sleater-Kinney Lacey Lacey Target is not following the social distancing 
rules and allowing tons of customers through the 
store. The parking lot had over one hundred cars 
today and people going in and out of store in groups.

TRUE 05/04/20 3:49 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Target 3320 S 23rd St, Tacoma, 
WA 98405

Tacoma Target is doing nothing to regulate social distancing 
for customers who are in lines to return 
merchandise or to pickup orders placed online.  
Customers are standing within 6 feet of one-another; 
many aren't wearing masks.  And Target is doing 
nothing to assure that these customers are behaving 
in a responsible manner.

TRUE 05/04/20 8:17 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Food, pharmacy and 
household goods

Target 9770 N Newport Hwy Spokane While people had to wait outside to limit numbers, 
there were no markings to indicate safe distance, 
and those waiting were not asked to remain 6' apart. 
Most patrons inside were not wearing PPE. 
Shouldn't masks be required in enclosed public 
places? I was very concerned for my elderly parents 
who were there for essential items.

cmsimo50@gmail.com Christina Simonsen

TRUE 05/01/20 6:31 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other garden & home Lowe's 1200 Walla Walla Ave 
Wenatchee, WA

Wenatchee Hello, We were at Lowe’s on 4/29/20 to get some 
seeds and dirt for our garden so we can more easily 
feed ourselves if needed. Lowe's was packed. We 
were wearing our masks and saw four other people 
in the entire store wearing masks. NONE of the 
checkers were wearing masks. I asked our checker 
why she wasn’t and she said “I feel fine”. Have you 
heard of asymptomatic? Wearing a mask and gloves 
should be a store policy. Wenatchee is going to be 
the next hot spot because everyone is acting like CV 
can’t touch them. There were just 31 workers testing 
positive at Stemilt, all asymptomatic.

suzetteholl@gmail.com Suzie Hollingsworth 509-884-4156

TRUE 05/01/20 11:20 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other hardware store Lowe's 3100 196th S.W. Lynnwood I want to let you know Lowe's (hardware store in 
Lynnwood, WA) does not enforce social distancing 
on their employees.

Their employees do not wear mask and walk very 
close to their customers (face to face). They do not 
have a place to sanitize their shopping carts. 

Most shoppers also walk very close to each other 
without any masks!  Lowe's has several violations 
about social distancing in other states including New 
York.  You can search it online. I will not shop there 
again.

janet-y@comcast.net Janet 2063839649.0000

TRUE 05/03/20 1:40 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowe's 24050 Pacific Hwy S Kent There were no signs posted about social distancing 
and over 50% of the employees were not wearing 
face masks. Also several of the employees were not 
practicing social distance standing shoulder to 
shoulder in situations that did not warrant being that 
close.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:11 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware supplies Lowe's 150 Sw Sedgwick Rd Port orchard This store is allowing unrestricted amounts of people 
in to buy items that are non essential (paint, vanities, 
plants). They are trying to turn a profit and have no 
social distancing guidelines in place. I worry for the 
staff. And there should not be so many customers 
as we should be sheltering in place.

Camden Kolb wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/03/20 5:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement 
/hardware

Lowe's 150 SW Sedgwick Road Port Orchard Large crowds shopping/browsing out of boredom, 
most not social distancing. Endangering employees 
and themselves. Business only needs to be available 
to contractors right niw, not open to the public.

caaren@gmail.com Caaren Maines 3609901362.0000 wecare@lowes.com



TRUE 04/09/20 1:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Improvement Lowe's 1000 Garden Avenue Renton Many people are flocking to the store with entire 
families simply to get out of the house. The garden 
center is packed with people buying nonessentials. 
There is no one limiting capacity in the store and 
there are simply too many people to enforce a 6 foot 
distance between individuals.

Burr.ashleya@gmail.com Burr 2065318922.0000 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/14/20 3:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lowe's Division St Spokane Retail is providing non essential services, selling non 
essential goods, no social distancing within the 
store, no restriction to # of people coming in to the 
store; large crowds inside the store, and outside in 
the garden area. It's all day long. Hundreds of 
people. Employees are scared to say anything, 
scared for their safety & believe they should only be 
providing essential services or only selling essential 
goods.

Anonymous wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/30/20 1:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware store Lowe's 1050 e sunset Dr, 
Bellingham wa 98226

Bellingham No social distancing protocol in place or being 
observed. The store is over crowded - people inside 
are not limited in any way. It's crowded like a Black 
Friday. Non-essential departments are still working. 
Example: Kitchen Design. No one needs to be 
designing their kitchens right now. Not. Essential.

kelly.a.bandia@gmail.com Kelly Bandia 3603030078.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 4:55 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Lowe's 18801 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Since Lowe's is still running their huge spring sale, 
the store is absolutely packed. People were crowded 
together in huge numbers and no one was 
distancing themselves. The store is not restricting 
the amount of people allowed in, and there was 
easily 100 people crammed together at the check 
outs. There are also no gloves or masks available for 
their associates.

gizmoripley87@gmail.com Sarah Ripley

TRUE 04/04/20 4:23 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement store Lowe's 4230 Martin Way E Olympia 98506 Large gatherings of people with non essential 
business, customers exchanging or returning 
countertops that were in their home for another they 
liked better is not essential.   Exchanging a 
dishwasher for another on sale is not essential.  
Bark dust, plants, hoses are not essential.  People 
yelling at staff and making them cry is what I saw 
today.  Bare min staffing.  Kids with parents in 
stores.  No masks for workers & huge #'s online 
orders for non essential projects. I needed a 
screwdriver but left in disgust.  Get a cop to bust 
most of them.  Workers cant tell them to leave.  
Abusive conditions.

cmandler@gmail.com Connie Mandler 3608700892.0000

TRUE 04/25/20 3:03 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowe's 5610 Corporate Center Ln 
SE

Lacey The parking lot is packed, there's over 100 people in 
the store, easy, they're not counting the people that 
enter and leave the store and it's impossible to keep 
distance from one another. Lots of people buying 
things they don't need and there's no monitoring at 
all. Whole families coming in buying non-essential 
goods.

connor.mcvey1997@gmail.comConnor McVey 3608198517.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 11:44 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Essential business Lowe's 2700 Rainier Ave South Seattle today parking lot totally full, store crowded, few 
wearing masks, no social distancing enforced in 
lines, clerk coming up to me while I was in line with 
no mask on (I wearing mask) came within 2 feet of 
my face with auto machine to preaudit my things in 
cart0 and got angry when I asked her to back off,  
carts filthy, terrifying.  I should have bolted out but 
didn't. I was foolish.  It is terribly unsafe for both the 
poor low wage workers and the hundreds of 
shoppers.  4/18/20

kambiri@comcas.net Kate O'Brien 206.235.1768

TRUE 04/18/20 5:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowe's 5115 100th St S.W. Lakewood Our fridge is going out so we went in to check fridge 
prices. Store was crowded and no one was 
controlling or enforcing social distancing. It seriously 
looked like Black Friday.

TRUE 04/17/20 5:33 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowe's 35425 Enchanted Pkwy S Federal Way There is no crowd control whatsoever at this store. It 
is so crowded with the long lines that everyone is 
right next to eachother. There is absolutely no room 
for distancing due to the amount of people in the 
store.

krishaballard@gmail.com Krisha Ballard

TRUE 04/17/20 8:08 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware and Home 
Supply Store

Lowe's 150 SW Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Lowe's operation during this time of social distancing 
and sheltering in place is a joke. No spacing in line, 
no controlling access, no PPE for employees. The 
are making a farce of their essential business 
designation.

Jim Meith

TRUE 04/15/20 10:54 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Lowe's 150 sedgwick rd Port orchard They were open tues apr 14, 2020 and had a line 
and were allowing 150 in store, plus employees.  But 
regional manager Steve his name on his name tag 
said, said he didnt  like the line waiting outside and it 
was hurting sales, so he pulled the cone and 
employees  at the doors and we are flooded the 
store.  If they are at capacity, why let in another 15 
to 20 people.  Please Look into this. If they are 
thinking profits are more important than social 
distancing they are wrong.  They are also selling non 
esstial stuff, customer in line said its okay i am 
furloughed,  it means i can work on my garden and i 
was there for plumbing parts.  This is crazy

TRUE 04/14/20 4:13 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Lowe's 150 SW Sedgewick Rd Port orchard Lowe's  was mandates to follow social distancing 
guidelines (limiting customers allowed in store, only 
one entrance, etc). Today for the second time, 
management decided not to follow these guidelines 
because they felt "too stressed" putting the 
community and staff at risk. They are allowing all 
amounts of people in the store and not protecting 
staff. This is unacceptable and unsafe.

samantha.laree.morrow@gmail.comSamantha 3604407194.0000

TRUE 04/13/20 2:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Lowe's 1400 Yonezawa Blvd Moses Lake They have no one monitoring the amount of people 
coming in store, store has been packed full of 
people, they have signs that are supposed to be put 
out for the public to know they are limiting the 
amount of people coming in and they have yet to put 
the signs out because it would slow business down.

TRUE 04/13/20 2:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Lowe's 7411 NE 117th Ave Vancouver Parking lot is packed and people are crowded inside, 
although they are partially maintaining a 6 ft social 
distance its just becoming difficult because the 
garden center and other areas are becoming 
increasingly crowded therefore making it difficult to 
maintain the social distancing.

demers2015@gmail.com Zackery Demers 3609090347.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 4:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware/Nursery store Lowe's 2002 132nd St SE Mill Creek Today, April 10th, I drove into the Starbucks parking 
lot which is directly adjacent to Lowe's. I could barely 
get into the parking lot because there were so many 
people shopping at Lowe's. I drove around the 
parking lot to see what was going on. Were they 
giving something out for free? The entire Lowe's 
parking lot was full. There were 4-6 people waiting in 
line at each register and they were NOT social 
distancing. They were all waiting in line, one right 
behind the other, buying plants and other items. 
There was no attempt by Lowe's management to 
comply with the CDC's guidelines. I'm sure they 
were thrilled with all the revenue they were bringing 
in.  I realize it is spring, the weather is beautiful, and 
people want to work in their yards, but is it really a 
necessity right now to have Lowe's nursery open?  I 
am a small business owner and have been 
complying with the state's mandate. My store has 
been closed for 3 weeks and will be closed until May 
4th. This is a LOT of lost revenue for me. It doesn't 
seem right that Lowe's is open all the time and is 
NOT even attempting to comply with the social 
distancing guidelines. Could someone please look 
into this? Thank you.

katematar@yahoo.com Kate Matar 4254207188.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 3:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Improvement Store Lowe's 6606 N Division St Spokane They're staying open against the proclamation. They 
are not an essential business. Not only are they 
putting the lives of their employees at risk, but they 
are also attracting a TON of visitors.

mouthy.one@gmail.com Tami Brewster-Barnes 360-980-3276

TRUE 04/02/20 11:18 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowe's 1400 E Yonezawa Moses Lake Multiple violations of no social distancing and large 
gatherings of people in the store

steve.rangers.216166@gmail.comSteve Cserepes 2065796316.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 5:51 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware Lowe's 6606 N Division St. Spokane They are completely open to the public with large 
groups of people shopping for non essential 
products that shouldn't be out right now. They also 
have no limits to how many people can be in the 
store at one time which shows that they don't care 
about distancing rules. They need to have a call a 
head of time system for people to shop that are 
buying essential items only and not be open to 
anybody that wants to shop for fun.

TRUE 04/25/20 2:31 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowe's 5610 Corporate Center 
Lane

Lacey I work at this establishment and we were limiting the 
amount of customers to 100 but now Corporate says 
we need to have over 500 people and I believe we've 
had well over that today.



TRUE 04/21/20 3:48 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowe's 12525 Aurora Ave N Seattle 98133 Large gatherings in tight, packed area - specifically 
the condensed and tight garden center. People 
standing and passing right next to each other, 
entering and exiting at main entrance, etc.
Saw no guidelines, no directions, no instructions, no 
monitoring, no enforcement of social distancing.
Very few people wearing masks.

Prefer to remain anonymous

TRUE 04/18/20 7:37 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowe's 1400 e yonezawa Moses lake Only limiting people for about an hour (250 people) 
the lines from the front of the store extended all the 
way out to the garden center. Lines from lumber 
extended all the way to the panel saw (roughly 
100feet)

TRUE 04/18/20 7:25 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowe's 5115 100th st sw Lakewood I was driving by Lowe's in Lakewood, the parking lot 
was FULL, not a single open space. I wondered 
what was going on, parked and walked up. There 
was no lines to get in, they were letting EVERYONE 
in at once. People everywhere, kids running around, 
people fighting in checkout lines. NO social 
distancing! Workers had no masks on. I asked a 
manager why they weren't limiting people or forcing 
social distancing or why the workers had no masks. 
The only thing she was worried about was why I was 
in the store if I wasn't buying something. Something 
needs to be done before someone dies, either from 
COVID19, or from craziness. I have never been so 
appalled in my life at what I witnessed and I only 
STEPPED inside!!!

TRUE 04/18/20 5:30 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowe's 5115 100th st sw Lakewood Not following social distancing. No limit on people 
going in. Workers don't have masks, worker stated 
management not providing them.

TRUE 04/18/20 4:07 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowe's 5115 100th st sw Lakewood No limit to people allowed in the store at one time. 
They are not providing workers with masks to protect 
them. Not following social distancing.

TRUE 04/17/20 1:15 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other retail home imporvement Lowe's 11413 NE 76th St Vancouver, WA They do not limit people entering the store.... not 
practicing distance.... When I stopped by the parking 
lot, I was shocked to find out that this non-essential 
business is open.  Even more shock, when I entered 
and found crowds in the isles.... and people walking 
without masks.

davayvasek@gmail.com tina

TRUE 04/16/20 7:51 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowe's 1400 e yonezawa blvd Moses lake I was in the store on 4/15 the store was extremely 
crowded. Could barely walk through the store 
without bumping into someone. They need to limit 
the amount of people in the store both customers 
and employees

TRUE 04/13/20 7:43 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware / Garden Store Lowe's 2803 Loren Ct Yakima I drove by Lowe's on Saturday afternoon and was 
stunned.  There were at least 300 cars in the parking 
lot. I was curious so I drove through the lot.  All 
parking was gone.  There were no lines outside 
because every single person was inside. This is 
Dangerous !!

dukeanddaisy@gmail.com Mark Newcomb 5099726109.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 10:13 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowe's 1717 freeway drive Mount vernon This place is allowing all manner of large gatherings 
to occur, including conducting meetings and allowing 
lines to form 30+ people back, for non essential 
items like mulch, paint, blinds, curtains, flooring etc. 
Installs are still occuring, contractors are still at 
work. This place needs to be shut down to only 
essential departments.

TRUE 04/09/20 3:46 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowe's 1400 Yonezawa Blvd Moses lake Not limiting people coming in, social distancing is not 
enforced, there are signs but no one is following the 
signs. It's been ridiculously busy everyday all day. 
Needs to stop. Too many people in the store at once. 
Not okay.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:01 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowe's 2505 Pacific Ave Everett URGENT!!! Lowe's is NOT following ANY of the 
requirements for businesses staying open!  The 
store is PACKED.  Lines going all the way across 
the store! People EVERYWHERE just shopping 
because they are BORED! This is a plague center!  
They are not limiting people in the building and their 
ads are actively trying to pack people into stores!  
PLEASE PLEASE Protect the workers and SHUT 
THEM DOWN FOR ALL BUT CURBSIDE 
PICKUP!!!!

TRUE 04/09/20 8:15 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware Lowe's 1050 sunset dr Bellingham Allowing hundreds of people inside at any given 
time. Forcing employees and costumers to violate 
social distancing guidelines

TRUE 04/04/20 9:12 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowe's 18801 SE Mill Plain Vancouver Well over 100 people in the store(mostly garden or 
by registers), some very close. Using microfiber 
cloths with disinfectant spray(what's the point, you're 
just outting the germs back) Only cleaning carts 
twice a day.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:16 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Improvement Store Lowe's 6606 N Division St Spokane They're staying open against the proclamation. They 
are not an essential business. Not only are they 
putting the lives of their employees at risk, but they 
are also attracting a TON of visitors.

mouthy.one@gmail.com Tami Brewster-Barnes 360-980-3276

TRUE 05/07/20 10:09 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Store - Lowes Lowe's 101 Andover Park East Tukwila Lowe's is advertising for curbside service which I 
ordered, when you arrive to store they do not have 
this service.  I am handicap and had to go into the 
store because when you call, there is no answer for 
any of the departments.  When I asked where is 
curbside, they replied you have to come in to the 
store.  This is not Curbside and dangerous for 
customers who are vulnerable and went specifically 
for curbside service.  This is bait and switch and 
putting people at risk!

kurilla1@comcast.net Charles T Kurilla 206-851-6655

TRUE 05/04/20 5:30 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowe's Home Improvement 11413 NE 76th St Vancouver Visited Lowes on Sunday afternoon, around 2 -3 pm, 
on the 3rd of May.  There was an entire parking lot 
full of cars. There was no attempt at crowd control at 
the entrance. It was teaming with people inside! The 
attendant at the self checkout had no mask and was 
smacking chewing gum close to buyers faces!

chimibamba2002@yahoo.comDebra

TRUE 05/01/20 6:43 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Store Lowes 100th Street Lakewood Lowe’s website outlines their covid procedures, BUT 
they do not follow the guidelines. Unlimited number 
of people, no distancing signs, kids running around, 
no one wearing masks, etc. it was absurd!! Do all 
these people and the store not realize what’s going 
on and pierce country has the highest 
prevalence??? They have plastic guards between 
checker and customer with sign stating they clean 
every time, BUT they do not. When I asked, he said 
people get mad when they wait. I told the manager 
and she said they were just too busy. Frustrated!!! 
Shouldn’t everyone wear a mask and limit the 
amount of people like Costco and other stores?

Mettrjm@yahoo.com Star Metternich 253-448-4363

TRUE 05/02/20 8:43 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other lowe's home improvement lowes 5115 100th St Sw Lakewood other lowes stores have same situations

TRUE 03/31/20 10:48 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware Lowes 2701 S Orchard St Tacoma I am an employee at Lowes. The violations I've 
witnessed are as follows. Large groups of people 
unable to follow social distancing rules due to our 
store layout, Sales of non-essential items (if I had to 
guess 95% of our sales are non-essential), We are 
not limiting occupancy in any way, We have had 
customers who have come in who are clearly 
symptomatic,  Entire families taking trips to our store 
for minor home improvement projects that are clearly 
non-essential. We are currently advertising for our 
upcoming Black Friday in spring sale that will begin 
April 4th. I've been told by the vast majority of our 
customers that they are here because they are 
"bored" and its ok to be here because we are OPEN. 
Our CEO has said on CNBC “As customers are 
sheltering in place, they’re looking at that deferred 
list of home projects,” he said. “As they spend time 
around the home, they now have more time on their 
hands to tackle some of those things.” My store is a 
HOTBED for for spreading COVID-19. Left 
unregulated and without oversight I fear that we will 
contribute heavily to our states death toll. All of my 
co-workers are afraid as well and have talked with 
management about these issues. Management will 
not make any changes unless instructed by their 
upper management. Please HELP.

wecare@lowes.com



TRUE 03/31/20 8:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement store Lowes 2002 132ed St SE Mill creek I’m an employee at Lowe’s and I’m upset that they 
are not limiting the amount of people that come in 
like the other stores are so it’s more crowed then it 
normally would be. Most people are buying non 
essentials. The nursery over the weekend had a 
checkout line all the way to the back wall buying 
plants and gardening supplies. 
Nobody is following the 6 ft rule. This has to stop. 
Thanks

Mikewilson693@hotmail.com Mike 2069304622.0000 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Lowes Washington branches All These Lowe's stores still have flooring installers 
going into people's homes. These are residential 
homes for no purpose other than for cosmetic 
remodels. My neighbors said the install gentleman 
said they are obligated by the Lowe's folks. Is this 
legal and safe for our community

Victor Chance wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/02/20 6:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement Lowes 35425 enchanted parkway 
south

Federal way Lowe’s is still having their sales and spring Black 
Friday sales that will encourage people to buy non 
essential items. They have no limits on the amount 
of ppl in the store as of right now. Don’t know if 
there are plans to change that. They open up the 
garden center having a cashier out there just 
encourages people to buy non essential items such 
as flowers and mulch. People are bored and only 
going in to browse or buy stuff for projects that are 
non essential.

Kendallsimmons@live.com Kendall 253-347-2481 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/04/20 9:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail, home improvement Lowes 5610 corporate center Ln 
SE

Lacey Lowe's nationwide is advertising and having a 
"Spring Black Friday" sale with "in-store only" 
specials on an extensive list of unessential products, 
like bark mulch, leaf blowers and tiles. Lowe's 
justification for being open is providing the necessary 
tools and materials to keep people's houses 
functioning but this is an excuse to stay open and 
make record sales when everyone is otherwise 
bored and looking for projects to do around their 
homes. The busiest parts of the store are 
departments like paint and the garden center that 
are totally unessential.

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/06/20 11:53 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction lowes 23304 edmonds sheds can be built by Lowes contractor? wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/07/20 10:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lowes Martin Way Olympia Customer count was 1592 yesterday! (That’s how 
many people are not following stay at home request). 
Employees do not have personal protective 
equipment and are put at risk by thousands of non-
essential shoppers each week. Allowing large 
retailers to operate like this will continue to allow the 
virus to spread and put more lives at risk. Please 
address- for the safety of our community!

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/05/20 2:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Lowes 2002 132nd St SE Mill Creek Parking lot is totally full, garden center is crowded. stephmacchi@me.com Stephanie Macchi

TRUE 04/05/20 10:15 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 2701 S Orchard St Tacoma They decided to hold a friggin' SALE during all of 
this, asking people to buy "essentials" like POTTED 
SOIL. It's crazy crowded in there and the Home 
Depot right around the block from it isn't behaving in 
the same fashion. This is absolutely ludicrous and 
they should, frankly, have to shut down non-
essential services like their garden center. I feel 
awful for all the employees and hope this gets taken 
care of.

claradubow@gmail.com Clara Dubow

TRUE 04/04/20 9:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Department store Lowes 1717 Freeway Drive Mount Vernon The building is crowded with as many people coming 
in and out without guidelines anywhere. No rules at 
all.

Teedo1724@gmail.com Kelly 3609861814.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 9:19 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 1717 Freeway Drive Mount Vernon The parking lot of this business has been 
overflowing daily. There is not anyone controlling the 
number of people allowed into the store and safety 
precautions are lacking. I feel that social distancing 
is next to impossible and not being enforced at this 
store.

Ktepohl@aol.com Tanyia Pohl 360 391-5523

TRUE 04/04/20 4:51 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement Store Lowes 18801 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Packed store not limiting number of people & not 
following social distancing. The same thing is being 
said about the location of 117th Ave.

jas204@earthlink.net

TRUE 03/30/20 5:36 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement store Lowes Tjerne Place Monroe Every time I drive by this location the parking lot is 
packed full. I estimated the parking space to be over 
300. There is no visible line to enter so all those 
people are inside of the building at once. I find it hard 
to believe that this is a safe practice that adhere to 
the Cov-id 19 guidelines

svisint@gmail.com Susan Visintainer 410-402-4193

TRUE 03/30/20 5:34 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Lowes 5610 coroporate lane se Lacey Parking lot was full on Saturday. Never seen it that 
full.  People's projects can wait until this is over.

epmmskewis@comcast.net Paula

TRUE 04/28/20 9:56 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 2505 PACIFIC AVE Everett Can someone look into why hundreds of people are 
entering the Everett Lowes every day and I recognize 
that they are "essential business" but it's been weeks 
of every day the general public fills the store. No 
Social distancing. Can someone do something about 
it?
Very Respectfully,
Michael

mgonzales0423@gmail.com Michael

TRUE 04/28/20 8:51 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware supplies Lowes 1200 Walla Walla Ave Wenatchee Customers and workers not keeping 6 feet apart.  
Too crowded conditions.

PaulJAllen@me.com Paul Allen 509-888-2443

TRUE 04/26/20 8:26 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement store Lowes 5204 E. Sprague Spokane I am concerned about how Lowe’s is handling 
shoppers  checking out. There are so many 
shoppers checking out in the store that they have 
funneled shoppers into narrow isles to wait for 
checkout. The issue revolves around having 2 lines 
of people stand in an isle that does not have 6 feet in 
space between the shoppers.

TRUE 04/25/20 5:01 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement store Lowes 5610 corporate center Ln. Lacey I'm a Lowes employee!! myself and my co workers 
are are working in an unsafe work 
environment,Lowes allows too many people in the 
store at one time and social distancing is nearly 
impossible our store manager has to get approval 
from corporate before he can limit customers!Lowes 
does what they want with no regard for employees 
saftey or customers saftey they say they have 
enhanced cleaning,employee apps on phones to limit 
store traffic this is false Lowes is lying to the public 
and to the state of Washington and they should be 
punished for it!if you would like to speak to me 
please call and I can tell you what's been going on in 
the store!it's unsafe!

williamabra@outlook.com William A. 253-632-1767

TRUE 04/25/20 5:00 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement store Lowes 5610 corporate center Ln. Lacey I'm a Lowes employee!! myself and my co workers 
are are working in an unsafe work 
environment,Lowes allows too many people in the 
store at one time and social distancing is nearly 
impossible our store manager has to get approval 
from corporate before he can limit customers!Lowes 
does what they want with no regard for employees 
saftey or customers saftey they say they have 
enhanced cleaning,employee apps on phones to limit 
store traffic this is false Lowes is lying to the public 
and to the state of Washington and they should be 
punished for it!if you would like to speak to me 
please call and I can tell you what's been going on in 
the store!it's unsafe!

williamabra@outlook.com William A. 253-632-1767

TRUE 04/20/20 8:04 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes Sedgewick Road Port Orchard How clueless can a business be? Employees are 
NOT following social distancing amongst themselves 
or between themselves and customers.
Perhaps they are just ignorant.  Or perhaps they 
don't think suggestions apply to them.

DrB@TwoBensons.com Dan Benson 5418922888.0000

TRUE 04/19/20 12:06 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement Lowes 1200 Walla Walla Ave Wenatchee At times over 250 people inside.  People not 
maintaining distance.  Parking lot overflowing

TRUE 04/18/20 3:38 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 2002 132nd ST SE Mill Creek 98012 Too many people inside the store. Not following 
social distancing. People not wearing masks.

Maria.osborne1969@gmail.comMaria Osborne 9158579980.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 2:19 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Lowes 19393 Tjerne Pl SE Monroe The store today is limited to cash only, they haven’t 
told their customers entering. It is leading to very 
long, packed lines down narrow aisles where people 
are waiting for long period of times (30+ minutes). 
Because they are not telling people it’s cash only, 
lots of people without cash have been standing close 
to others for an extended period of time for no 
reason.  Even on other days they have had long lines 
and not ensuring people keep a safe distance.

Vince.oppedisano@gmail.comVince Oppedisano 425-505-7033



TRUE 04/18/20 2:13 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement center Lowes 12525 Aurora Ave N Seattle This store is not taking any measures to number the 
people entering the store or any measures to 
distance people. It is overcrowded, people are right 
next to each other and no one is wearing masks.

cherylt1019@gmail.com Cheryl Davis 2063658880.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 1:30 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement store LOWES 19393 Tjerne Pl SE Monroe Lines at the cash registers all the way to the back of 
the store, 2 cashiers open inside and the one in the 
garden center with line all the way to the back of the 
store. Store was packed.

TRUE 04/18/20 10:28 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Lowes 2850 ocean beach highway Longview The employer is having associates get right up next 
to customers during checkout. All to make sure they 
can checkout faster. This puts the employees and 
the customers at risk to exposure.

TRUE 04/17/20 11:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware and building 
materials

Lowes 11413 NE 76th St, 
Vancouver, WA 98662

Vancouver Too many people in the store.  Customers bunched 
up in various parts of the store, cashiers not being 
provided masks/gloves.  Store needs to limit number 
of customers allowed in at one time.

rainynw1961@yahoo.com Jeff Stewart

TRUE 04/16/20 6:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 3100 196th st sw lynnwood While at Lowes the store was pack with people. 
They were not limiting the amount of people in the 
store at one time.  People were walking right next to 
each other without masks.  They were no more then 
1 foot from me.  Even employees who I asked about 
an oven walked right up to me.  I asked them to stay 
6 feel away and they laughed.  Costco is doing a 
tremendous job at keeping people safe. Lowes 
should take some notes.  If my oven hadn't died I 
wouldn't have been in there.  They need to start 
setting limits of people, rules about staying 6 feet 
away and doing online shopping with drive up 
pickup!  Most people were just milling around looking 
at things.  Not one person I encountered including 
employees remained 6 feet apart. In a jam packed 
store. They were probably 1 foot from each other.  
And not concerned at all!

christinemarieoconnell@gmail.comChristine O'Connell 4257410379.0000

TRUE 04/16/20 3:41 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Lowes 150 sedjwick rd Port Orchard They are supposed to limit number of customers in 
store at a time. The regional manager decided to 
override that order. Not following the six foot rule

Bernadene@mail.com Bernie dunbar 3604733387.0000

TRUE 04/14/20 3:17 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware Store Lowes 1000 Garden N Renton WA 98055 The store is packed with people that are not wearing 
masks or keeping social distancing. There should be 
a restriction on the number of people in the store. It 
looks like the county fair and people are touching 
things exposing and spreading virus. Please, Please 
send some from Health Dept to investigate. Caller 
wants to remain anonymous.

TRUE 04/14/20 2:04 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Lowes 3511 5th St E Puyallup No regulation of people in store, more then 400 
people at a time, not following social distancing.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:26 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 5610 corporate center Lacey Large groups of customers (over 100) customers not 
practicing hygiene, workers touching customers, 
workers not wearing proper ppe, workers not 
following proper sanitation,  little direction for 6ft 
spacing for customers and employees

TRUE 04/13/20 4:14 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lowes 12525 Aurora Ave N  
98133 United States

Seattle Just passed there on the way home from the grocery 
store and the garden center is packed with people in 
the parking lot is full. What’s with that?

Marianne@ubuildit.com Marianne Kreczkowski 4054087065.0000

TRUE 04/13/20 3:05 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Lowes 2002 132nd st se Mill creek 100s of people at the store, no social distancing, 
buying non essential items

TRUE 04/02/20 1:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other home improvement, 
hardware

Lowes HIghway 3 Bremerton The parking lot was full today, 4/2/20 when I rode by. fluentfeedback@gmail.com PamAlonia McCrary 360-479-2661

TRUE 04/05/20 5:50 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lowes and home depot Lowes Pacific Everett Why are they still open.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Lowes 5115 100th St S.W. Lakewood how can Lowes be open to sell anything including 
non essential item when you have closed so many 
small business that sell the Same things as Lowes. 
For example. Flooring,  plants, blinds, home goods 
like mirrors and drapes.  This is blatantly  unfair.

Lori@hullfloor.com Lori 2534397278.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 11:34 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowes 1400 yonezawa blvd Moses lake Lowes released their "spring black friday" ad and 
there slammed with people

TRUE 04/02/20 10:54 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowes 2850 ocean beach highway Longview Haveing a spring sale on non essential plants and  
garaden chemicals encouraging people to cone  into 
the store in lage numbers for non essentials

TRUE 04/01/20 5:01 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement 
store/construction

Lowes 1200 walla walla avenue Wenatchee I witnessed both of these stores providing business 
as usual in rural Wenatchee, both stores were busy 
as if nothing is going on. Wenatchee happens to be 
a rural hub for commerce encouraging people from 
the region to visit, not a good situation at this time. 
The Wenatchee Lowes and Home Depot should be 
required to complete all sales or at least a majority 
online. Both companies have these resources 
already in place and is a shame they are not 
showing leadership. Online orders are safer for 
employees to drop off at vehicle in parking lot. win 
win for employee and customer. While these home 
improvement stores do provide essential services, 
much of the industries they serve outside of the 
general public has been halted already (construction 
industry) we are allowing that sacrifice to be in vein.

beaverton83@gmail.com Matt Shales 5098609639.0000

TRUE 04/27/20 8:38 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowes 16666 White Mountain 
Road SE

Monroe No crowd control limiting access into the premises. 

Minimal effort to social distance inside store.

rfrostad@outlook.com Robert Frostad 4257705790.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 8:49 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement store Lowes 5204 Sprauge ave spokane store letting too many people in to practice social 
distancing

TRUE 04/20/20 5:48 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home and Garden Lowes 11413 NE 76th St Vancouver Not limiting the amount of people coming in to the 
store. Not possible to socially distance from 
customers or employees.  I want to remain 
anonimous because I'm afraid of losing my position.

miadancy@gmail.com Mia Dancy 503-505-1299

TRUE 04/19/20 2:29 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 1805 Lakeata Ave Union Gap Whereas most businesses, including Yakimas other 
hardware store Home Depot, are following social 
distance guidelines by limiting the number of 
customers inside; Lowe's is not. I went today, no 
limit on customers (it was packed), no employees 
wearing masks.

gonzalez.bianca007@gmail.comBianca Gonzalez 5095715615.0000 gonzalez.bianca007@gmail.
com

TRUE 04/19/20 9:59 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowes 1200 Walla Walla Ave wenatchee The store is not limiting the amount of people going 
into the store for the entire day, and as an employee, 
I see this every day. Though there are signs, not 
everybody is following social distancing 
requirements. My coworkers and I are being 
overworked, as there is over twice the amount of 
usual business, but only half of the employees.

sundstrom193@gmail.com Jared 5096300070.0000

TRUE 04/18/20 10:09 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowes 6606 n division Spokane I am a worker at Lowe’s. The store has been 
compellty full with customers. My store counts 
customers only twice this entire time. And hasn’t in a 
full week. Since the stimulus checks, between 11am-
4pm there are 30+ people in line to the registers 
alone. But Lowe’s is making 70% above comp days 
so it doesn’t feel like they will count and risk losing 
sales. Picking profits before basic safety.

mknagle@live.com Mark Nagle 5092168383.0000 Lowe’s

TRUE 04/17/20 5:05 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvment Lowes 3100 196th St SW Lynnwood between 10am-2pm the store has a high volume of 
costumers with no limits being set. Every car parking 
space is filled meaning there are between 200-300 
people in the store.

TRUE 04/17/20 2:51 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowes 1400 yonezawa blvd Moses lake Lowes is unbelievably busy, store now enforcing 
limits on how many people can go in at once, lines 
are backed all the way through the aisles. Local 
sheriff department is not enforcing any stay at home 
stay healthy measures. PLEASE DO SOMETHING!

TRUE 04/16/20 8:49 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Storw Lowes North rd 68 Pasco Went to purchase cleaning spray and the store was 
full of people. Couldn’t walk anywhere without being 
to close to others

TRUE 04/16/20 5:18 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 1232 A St NE Auburn I had to stop and grab something for my work and 
the store was well over capacity, I would have to 
guess there was close to 200+ people in the store. It 
was very difficult to keep 6’ away from each other. 
Seems like they need to be limited to the amount of 
people in their store similar to how Home Depot is 
operating. It was very uncomfortable to say the least.

ray-sanchez@hotmail.com Raymond Sanchez 2066799599.0000



TRUE 04/16/20 10:01 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowes 3100 196th St. SW Lynnwood Seems to not be limiting the number of people in the 
store to follow 6 feet away guidelines. Can't maintain 
6 feet in aisles.

TRUE 04/16/20 9:22 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowes 35425 Enchanted Pkwy 
South

Federal Way Lowes is not limiting the number of customers into 
this store.  The lines in store are very long and the 
employees and customers are in harms way with too 
many people who are being exposed to each other.

bsvacanti@gmail.com Becky Vacanti 2533441024.0000

TRUE 04/15/20 11:51 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Lowes 150 Sedgwick Rd. Sw Port Orchard Lifted limited customers to unlimited customers!!!!! flaherty721@gmail.com Robert Flaherty 3604402058.0000

TRUE 04/14/20 9:30 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Consumer Hardware Lowes 3100 196th St SW Lynnwood I was driving home from a veterinarian visit for 
emergency health care to a pet when driving by the 
Lynnwood Lowes I noticed a lot of cars turning into 
the store.  I pulled into the parking lot take a peak 
and was surprised at the volume of cars and people.  
In my opinion the place was busier than it usual is 
and there appeared to be no attempts to limit the 
number of people entering the store.  The parking lot 
had no restrictions on the number of vehicles that 
could park e.g., there were no lanes blocked off to 
reduce volume and I noticed many groups of people 
outside the building. It was a madhouse so I drove 
away.

rrelder@hotmail.com Randal Elder 4256739590.0000

TRUE 04/13/20 9:11 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowes 3300 169th pl ne Arlington Large amounts of people in store. Lowes is not 
controlling amount of people in. Employees on floor 
are not protected.

TRUE 04/13/20 4:28 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowes 24050 Pacific Hwy S, Kent, 
WA 98032

Kent Over 200 customers in store, social distancing is not 
followed, customers purchasing non-essential items 
and lowes is still selling non-essential items.

TRUE 04/12/20 1:10 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement store Lowes 18801 se mill plain blvd Vancouver Customers crowding, not practicing social distancing 
putting employees and other customers at risk. 
There is no way to track how many customers were 
shopping, too many to keep a 6ft distance. Nearly 
every customer was buying non essential items.

TRUE 04/11/20 9:45 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other construction appliances lowes 16205 E  Broadway Spokane Valley This store is ridiculously crowded with multiple lines, 
lack of social distancing. How can this place of 
business  be essential when people are buying 
nonessential items. Makes no sense and is not a 
safe environment.

TRUE 04/11/20 5:28 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lowe’s Lowes 2235 Longfibre Rd Yakima I shopped at Lowe’s today and they are overrun with 
customers. They need to control the number of 
shoppers going in like Costco does. They are putting 
their employees and customers in danger.

TRUE 04/11/20 11:29 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement Lowes 4520 N Rd 68 Pasco People over crowding and not distancing themselves a1398j@gmail.com Adriana Jimenez 2063318587.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 5:23 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction LOWES 5115 100th St Sw, 
Lakewood, WA 98499

Lakewood The Lakewood Lowes has never been more 
crowded!  Pregnant women, entire families, the 
elderly, couples in vacation shorts, literally 
s.t.r.o.l.l.i.n.g in as if they are on holiday, ALL 
WITHOUT MASKS.  TWICE as crowded as a 
normal summer Sunday.  And no 
masks/bandana's/etc at all  for Lowes employees 
who are waiting for "(mis) - management" to send 
them masks - according to the manager I questioned 
in disbelief - before they lift a finger to self-initiate 
their own safety  and the safety of ALLLL the people 
they are very likely contaminating.  Yes I was there 
to see it due to the untimely collapse of my deck - 
BUT I WORE A MASK AND GLOVES BECAUSE 
WE MUST PROTECT OURSELVES - AND 
OTHERS!   

Does the state not understand how contagion 
works?  Please step in immediately!  I don't want to 
live in such an IGNORE- ant state with legislators - 
and the people who wait to be commanded before 
they are capable of action -  who are so 
unresponsive!  For God's sake please immediately 
require Lowe's/Safeway/Target/Walmart/etc to limit 
the number of people they allow in and to deny entry 
entirely to those who cannot be bothered to fashion 
a mask out of an old shirt or scarf.  No one should 
be allowed in public without a face mask period.  
Homemade is fine.  Just MANDATE IT already.  
Thank you.

janejanejane@live.com jane 2538888888.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 1:36 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Lowes 2221 NW Myhre Road Silverdale I work in a healthcare system of specialist surgeons 
who's hours are being cut by 50 percent .  I look out 
the window daily to see the Lowes parking lot packed 
with people.  How are we to get back to work full 
time if the store does not follow the social distancing 
guidelines along with the people visiting it? Please 
make this business essential only.

jgagnon1999@hotmail.com Jodie 360-536-0528

TRUE 04/10/20 1:31 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other hardware lowes 5875 Kimber Rd. Cashmere Had to go to town to pay bills Went by lowes just 
because. The parking lot was full. I find that not 
essential.. also a lot of cars on the ave. I have no 
idea what people are doing or even thinking. Time to 
stop this stupidity. Fine these people or make it 
mandatory for at least a week to stay home. Shut the 
state down. We have done our part by staying in. It 
looks to me these people do not care.  Things are 
looking better, lets keep it that way before some 
moron screws it up for us all.

dodge012@msn.com Dan Johnson 5097822288.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 11:52 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowes 6605 65th dr ne Marysville Not limiting customers into building. Packed aisles. 
Non essential departments such as garden open and 
full of people.

Travieso1987@gmail.com Travis 3603229282.0000

TRUE 04/10/20 10:24 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Store Lowes 2221 NW Myhre Road Silverdale During the weekend of April 3-4th, this store 
advertised and conducted a large "spring sale" which 
lured customers in.  This caused large crows of 
people coming into the store to make purchases 
throughout the entire working, causing huge 
concerns for the workers.  The number of customers 
was not controlled outside of the building 
whatsoever, therefore, any customer was able to 
enter the store at any time.  This violated the six feet 
order put into place and created a  large amount of 
customers in the store at a time, putting the workers 
at an even higher risk.  Many employees were 
enraged by the end of the day that their safety was 
not being taken seriously by management.  Some 
were in tears from being so angry with what was 
being allowed to happen.
My boyfriend works there and we have two small 
children, this causes great concern that he may 
bring the virus home and get them sick.

tayllorg1011@live.com Tayllor Gerfen 2085461088.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 2:05 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 3511 5th St SE 98374 Puyallup Not limiting amount of customers. People not 
following 6 ft rule. More then 50-100 people in store 
at one time.

TRUE 04/09/20 1:31 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement Lowes 3300 169th Pl NE, Arlington Too many people shopping and purchasing non 
essential items

nealshipley@gmail.com Neal Shipley 4252682022.0000

TRUE 04/05/20 8:24 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Lowes 1050 e sunset drive. 
Bellingham WA

Bellingham I understand that Lowes in itself is a very essential 
business. However, the past 2 weeks there have 
been mass crowds of people. Associates are trying 
their best to keep their distance and disinfect as 
much as they can but 90% of the customers are not 
following protocol, mostly due to the fact that Lowes 
is not keeping track of their customer count. This 
weekend is spring black friday so it has only gotten 
worse.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:17 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Big box Lowes 1200 Walla Walla Wenatchee WA They are having sales to bring people in. Too many 
people in the store. People are buying non- essential 
items. They are not following 6 feet precautions.  
Where is the leadership on this store.  Something 
needs to be done NOW

Mcmorganpa@gmail.com Monica Lawrence 509-423-3289

TRUE 04/05/20 5:50 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lowes and home depot Lowes Pacific Everett Why are they still open.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail store Lowes 5115 100th St S.W. Lakewood how can Lowes be open to sell anything including 
non essential item when you have closed so many 
small business that sell the Same things as Lowes. 
For example. Flooring,  plants, blinds, home goods 
like mirrors and drapes.  This is blatantly  unfair.

Lori@hullfloor.com Lori 2534397278.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 1:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other home improvement, 
hardware

Lowes HIghway 3 Bremerton The parking lot was full today, 4/2/20 when I rode by. fluentfeedback@gmail.com PamAlonia McCrary 360-479-2661



TRUE 05/05/20 11:48 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Lowes 24050 Pacific HWY S Kent 
WA 98032

Kent Lowes is selling nonessential items, Walmart has 
blocked the isles of non essential items yet Lowes is 
still selling non essential items this isn’t fair to other 
businesses and we need to minimize shopping 
patterns of Lowes, Lowes is always busy,  they are 
making lot and lots of profits by selling non essential 
items

TRUE 04/06/20 1:19 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Lowes Home Improvement 11525 Aurora Ave N Seattle The Lowes located on Aurora Avenue is conducting 
in-person group interviews today through the 10th. I 
understand Lowes is considered an essential 
business, but they aren't exempt from social 
distancing. A company that size should be capable 
of conducting remote interviews. I have images of 
the interview posting if needed.

og.killingsworth@gmail.com Olivia Killingsworth wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/01/20 1:23 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail sales in the home Lowes Home Improvement 4230 Martin Way E Olympia, Lowes is still doing sales for exterior projects in 
customers homes. Windows, decks, fences siding 
etc.

jondavis1930@gmail.com Jon Davis wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:06 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other LOWES LOWES HOME IMPROVEMENT 2850 Ocean Beach Highway Longview Why are they not observing the limited amounts of 
people as most other stores are including Home 
Depot, Costco, and Walmart?  I know for a fact their 
CEO is telling his employees he is wanting to 
capitalize on this current epidemic.  How is he 
protecting his employees by allowing so many people 
in store at once?  I have heard they have had 
RECORD SALES in last three weeks, and many 
people who work there are forced to go to work in an 
unsafe environment.  Heard his  corporate HR 
manager of 14 years walked out yesterday.  Please 
investigate this store!  They do not care about their 
employees. It is very evident by their corporate office 
policies.

cbarmore721@gmail.com Cpolleen Barmore

TRUE 04/09/20 8:34 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other harware home improvement lowes home improvement 24050 pacific highway south kent, wa The managment is not making any attempt to limit 
the number of people shopping there.  The 
employees chairs on the sales floor have all been 
taken away.  They are limited to 5 people in the 
break room.  They also will not schedule employees 
with consecutive days off so they have not have 
adequate time to rest. My husband works there and I 
fear for his health.

tank236@comcast.net Debbie Tank 206-755-2875

TRUE 04/10/20 6:39 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Custom service Lowes home improvement 3300 169th Pl NE Arlington Customers packed together in close quarters for 
long periods of time. Well over the 10 person limit.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Lowes Home Improvement Lowes Home Improvement 1232 A St NE Auburn, WA 98002 I went into Lowes and I was blown away at how 
many people are there, not practicing social 
distancing. There is no 6ft rule. No one pays 
attention to each other. Entire families are going in 
buying unnecessary items. Includes old people, 
infants new borns and bunches of grade school kids. 
No one needs to have whole family come into those 
stores. No one is monitoring them
 
You thought the beaches were bad and closed them. 
Well, now they’re all at Lowes.

Brittney145@ymail.com Brittney 2535615307.0000

TRUE 04/16/20 10:40 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Lowes Home Improvement 5204 E Sprague Ave Spokane Lowes is not controlling the number of people 
allowed in the store at once and is not enforcing 
social distancing requirements. They are advertising 
non-essential sales for plants, paint and flooring, 
attracting people to simply browse, putting the 
employees and other customers at risk.

staugielady@gmail.com Rebecca Morgan 509-862-3481

TRUE 05/06/20 9:49 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other home imporovemnet lowes pasco road 68 pasco many employess n cutomers in sore very close its 
bad 500 to 1000 daily

TRUE 05/01/20 6:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Hardware Store Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview This company has multiple departments open that 
should not be. Garden and seasonal center, 
countertops and cabinets window blinds and home 
fashion

TRUE 05/01/20 6:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Hardware Store Lowe’s 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview This company has multiple departments open that 
should not be. Garden and seasonal center, 
countertops and cabinets window blinds and home 
fashion

TRUE 05/02/20 7:37 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Building supplies Home depot 2213 Port Industrial Rd Aberdeen, WA 98520 Store employees not wearing masks and working 
side- by- side

Store employees coming into direct contact with 
customers

Shouttothelordtim@hotmail.comTim Longenecker (253) 561-5637

TRUE 05/05/20 12:02 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other home depot on aurora and 
~120th NE

Home depot 11616 aurora ave N seattle I went in this weekend and staff were not all wearing 
masks, no one was attempting to do distancing, 
people were in groups at the registers. I was sooo 
scared. When i asked for a staff member to assist 
me: no mask! I had to request him to stay 6' away. 
THis place was packed . If i did not HAVE To be 
there , I would not have.
This place is toooo scary to go into . PLEASE HELP!!
( PS: I am a health care worker at Harborview and 
Providence)

nancy_a_burns@yahoo.com nancy Burns 206-367-1792

TRUE 05/01/20 3:35 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Home Depot 325 120th Ave NE Bellevue Home Depot in Bellevue seems to be barely 
managing the number of people in the store and not 
providing any way to ensure folks maintain their 
distance.  Aisles were narrowed with merchandise 
and were clogged with people on Saturday and 
Sunday and virtually no one was wearing a face 
mask.  I understand they are an essential business, 
but I think they can do a much better job of 
managing traffic through the store during these 
times.

jeff@jeffreykay.com Jeffrey Kay 425-463-6237

TRUE 04/30/20 11:28 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Home Depot Tacoma mall ave Tacoma Curbside pickup workers not social distancing or 
wearing PPE.  Coming up to the windows of dozens 
or hundreds of customer cars,  inches from 
customers.   They need to stay back and wear 
masks.  Totally unsafe.  Many Many Many potential 
exposures.  Unbelievable negligence.

dmoonfish@hotmail.com Daniel Moon 4252929761.0000 Home Depot

TRUE 04/28/20 3:58 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garden/Outdoor Home Depot 325 120th  Ave NE Bellevue Employees/cashiers not wearing masks, 
employees/cashiers not observing social distancing 
guidelines (closer than 6 feet multiple times, multiple 
employees), lines in garden center are not 6 feet 
apart, general lack of enforcement or concern by 
employees, very difficult for me to keep 6 feet away 
from other customers and especially from 
employees.

stormyray1@live.com Lisa Lindley 4255039172.0000

TRUE 04/25/20 3:40 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Ware house home depot 1715 S 352nd St federal way We have a limit of 100 customers in the store at any 
given time. However, the store manager has been 
ignoring this limit and just letting everyone standing 
in line outside to come in. We can have excess of 
250 people in the store at times. I am concerned for 
the workers safety.

TRUE 04/22/20 3:57 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Home Depot 11915 highway 99 Everett They are trying to social distance with a line outside 
but it is not good enough. I observed customers 
being too close in the waiting lines and no one 
making sure it's right. Customers not wearing face 
masks. Too many people.

TRUE 04/22/20 2:25 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement Home Depot 4602 Center St. Tacoma There was at least 100+ people in the store. No way 
for customers or employees to social distance. The 
store, especially the garden department was packed. 
I did not witness any cashier wiping keypads after 
each use. All I saw was customer carts full of non 
essential products such as plants, planting soil, etc

Dennis Angelus 2532300371.0000

TRUE 04/22/20 2:11 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Home Depot 4602 Center St Tacoma I believe max capacity is supposed to be 50 people 
and today when i went in they had let at least 200+ 
people in. Card scanners are not being cleaned after 
use and there’s not room for people to be 6+ feet 
apart. This location has been very unprofessional as 
i’ve heard from many other people and witnessed 
myself.

amdrewcarroll1111@gmail.comAndrew Carroll 2536663056.0000

TRUE 04/21/20 1:35 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Home Depot Quillan Kennewick We were just at the KENNEWICK Home Depot.  
They were letting people in but the employees were 
not wearing masks nor were they distancing from 
people.  We had a couple employees almost walk 
into us. They just do not seem to care even when it 
was mentioned to them.

grtorrey@charter.net Ruby Torrey 509-396-9125

TRUE 04/21/20 11:15 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other hardware store Home Depot 2601 Bickford Avenue Snohomish Line formed outside had people packed together as 
if waiting for a blockbuster movie.  They limited 
entrance, but the line outside was not controlled.  I 
was there for curbside pickup.  Had to talk to a 
person outside who took my order number.  Person 
did not stay 6 feet away and had no mask.  This was 
at about 4:30 April 20.

Nilsonchristine@yahoo.com Christine Nilson 360-568-0730



TRUE 04/19/20 9:18 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Home Depot 4602 Center St Tacoma We recently utilized the curbside pick up at the 
Home Depot on Center St. I was concerned for the 
workers who were responsible for managing and 
delivering to the curbside. It did not seem like they 
had been given masks. None of them were wearing 
any. They were not routinely staying 6 feet away 
from the people to whom they were speaking (in 
cars or on foot). In fact, I decided to speak to them 
from outside the passenger side of our car because 
they were standing too close to the car for the driver 
to safely open the window. I saw one customer 
approach one of the employees to ask a question, 
neither had masks and they were about 3 feet apart. 
The store was extremely busy, and I am concerned 
the workers are not being adequately protected.

danae.dotolo@gmail.com Danae Dotolo

TRUE 04/17/20 11:53 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot Home Depot 7345 Delridge Way SW Seattle When I visited on 4/15, the front aisle running 
directly adjacent to and perpendicular to the line of 
checkouts, both manned and self, which were 
themselves all proximate to each other, was 
significantly obstructed with multiple goods displays 
(basically those big cardboard boxes that 
masquerade as display cases).  And this in a store 
that is, even under normal circumstances, 
undersized and unreasonably overstuffed with 
goods.  The front aisle goods displays essentially 
prevented formation of orderly lines with social 
distancing and even the ability to recognize where 
lines should form for that purpose.  The effect was 
to have people standing in an essentially disorderly 
mass that, at best, would permit only roughly parallel 
straggling lines less than 6 feet apart from each 
other.  This situation could have been avoided by not 
displaying more debris for sale in that front aisle, 
which I can attribute only to stupidity or greed.  The 
employee who was barking out ineffectual orders 
amidst the chaos was wholly unresponsive to my 
direction that those displays be removed from the 
front aisle.  Please note that the store was quite 
busy at the time.  If this location will not operate 
appropriately, then I believe it should be shuttered 
for the time being.  By contrast, the Southcenter 
Home Depot location has always seemed to be 
operating well, so this is not necessarily a whole-
corporation problem but, specifically, a Delridge 
problem.

crhornerpllc@outlook.com Charles Horner 206-412-2154 Home Depot, Atlanta, GA

TRUE 04/12/20 12:38 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction home depot dupotail st west richland I have a photo of 100 people in line without mask, 
and without 6 ft distance

stewartfrye@yahoo.com Stewart Frye 5094404101.0000

TRUE 04/11/20 8:37 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement Home Depot 1405 Marvin Rd. N.E. Lacey Visited store on 4-10-20 at 10:30 a.m.  Little or no 
control over who was entering and exiting store.  
90% of the customers were purchasing paint and 
gardening equipment. 
Hardley essentail!

mattkoch48@gmail.com Matthew K. Koch 360-972-0788

TRUE 04/05/20 2:48 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Home Depot 11616 Aurora Ave N Seattle We visit home Depot to pick up supplies for home 
repairs. We chose curbside pickup to maintain 
distance. However the employees were blatantly 
disregarding 6 foot rule. While you are supposed to 
call a number, the home depot had an employee 
outside going up to every car window. We she was 
asked to move away she ignored the request. She 
was almost leaning into car windows. Other 
employees bringing goods were making not attempt 
to maintain 6 feet. It was clear employees didn't care 
about social distancing. It was not what we expected 
from curbside pickup.

lucas.fisher@gmail.com Lucas Fisher 4104490686.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 5:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Home Depot 1701 Nw Louisiana Ave Chehalis, WA Home Depot is allowing too many customers into the 
store, not enforcing distancing & forcing all 
customers to use one entrance, creating a huge 
bottleneck where customers are touching.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:39 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot Stores Home Depot 2601 Bickford Ave Snohomish Home Depot and Lowe's stores across the state, 
including Snohomish are not following proper social 
distancing. It's bumper-to-bumper human traffic and 
there is no possibility every person is gathering for 
"essential" goods. The lines are packed, people are 
in groups, and the stores are overcrowded. As a 
survivor of leukemia and a stem cell transplant I am 
appalled at the continued lack of adherence to social 
distancing regulations (further, note the lack of 
masks). Photo evidence is all over social media 
should you require it - it's unacceptable no one is 
monitoring social media for all of this outrageous 
behavior!

namato22@gmail.com Niki Volkmann 4252231687.0000

TRUE 04/04/20 2:57 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot Home Depot Bellevue Bellevue, Wa Home Depot is PACKED with 100's of people. The 
parking lot is full. People are on top of each other. 
No signs of limiting the ## of people entering. We 
are doing curbside pickup and watching all of this 
currently. Saturday. April 4th. At 3:00pm

slfields83@aol.com Fields 2069639973.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 8:13 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Home Depot 7050 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma Home Depot is allowing an excessive number of 
customers in the store.  Some of the aisles have a 
dozen people in close proximity.  The customers are 
for the most part NOT following social distancing 
guidelines even when the pathways are wide enough 
to do so.  It appears the employees are unwilling to 
enforce the guidelines.  There are also groups of 
labourers gathered in the parking lot not following 
social distancing.

IanGidley@gmail.com Ian Gidley 5092500054.0000

TRUE 04/16/20 8:24 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Improvement store Home Depot 11915 HWY 99 Everett The home improvement stores are all packed 
everyday with hundreds of people doing non-
essential home improvement projects

petehallgrimson@gmail.com Pete Hallgrimson 14257371132.0000

TRUE 04/16/20 9:38 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other home/ building supplies Home Depot 1145 W. Washington Street Sequim I went to pick up a "curb side order" for my elderly 
father at Home Depot on 4/14/20 and it looked like 
they were having an annual sale. The parking lot 
was crowded, people walking everywhere and even 
people sitting in camping chairs in parking lot to 
socialize.  I couldn't believe how many people were 
shopping. Also, the pick up lockers were inside the 
entry-way and the workers said you have to go 
through the store to exit. (IN one way and OUT the 
other)

ckbreithaupt@hotmail.com Connie Hunter 360-460-7231

TRUE 04/11/20 7:10 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot 330 SE 192nd Ave, Vancouver, WA 98683 They are restricting customers but employees are 
not social distancing-- All over the store they stand 
next to each other and tried on multiple occasions to 
invade my space of 6 ft to come as close as 1.5 - 2 
ft routinely.  I saw flagrant disrespect at their 
customer service counter where 5 or more were 
congregating.  Even one employee who was not 
doing anything but standing around for 10 minutes 
or so was in the mix.  As if that wasn't enough, a 
woman with dark hair, almost black in a pony tail 
came right into this mosh pit of people.  I'm 
expecting this store to have an outbreak and I don't 
feel safe there anymore.  When I confronted them 
on how conglomerated they were, they seemed 
oblivious and murmured something about "we try" -- 
"we do the best we can". These people are with the 
public all day long, day in and day out, and are set up 
to be carriers within the employee group and to all 
the public that they routinely step into their space.  
So I took a photo-- the dark haired gal through a fit 
as she didn't want her privacy violated.  I asked for 
the PIC and proceeded to load up my stuff.  A young 
man came out, claiming to a PIC at that time (6pm 
4/1/2020.  I told him how willful, atrocious and 
repeated the violations of the law were at the store.  
He started intimidating me by coming into my space, 
demanding to know what I had purchased and that I 
delete the photos.  All he cared about was 
demanding photos.  I showed him -- she didn't even 
show in the photos, and then I knew I had to file a 
complaint.  He wanted me to destroy the evidence.  
The number of people that I saw exhibiting this 

KarenStanley10@gmail.com Dr. Karen Stanley 360-718-0600

TRUE 04/10/20 1:18 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot 3303 35th st Se Puyallup People wrapped around the store waiting to get in 
and not practicing social distancing.  I pretty sure 
that all these folks are out for items other then 
medical or groceries. Children and new born babies 
are also waiting in line with family members.

Castatgaizer@gmail.com Carrie Jose 2535484031.0000



TRUE 04/09/20 7:34 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other lumber...home improvement Home Depot 2213 Port Industrial Rd Aberdeen they have made use of only one entrance....guess to 
control numbers in the store...problem is that today 
there was @30 people in line to get in...standing 
inches apart...defeats the purpose...it's a big 
store...didn't have any problems social distancing 
before....lines are bad....thanx

driches79@gmail.com Dale Riches 13602651361.0000

TRUE 04/09/20 7:33 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other lumber...home improvement Home Depot 213 Calawah St SW Ocean Shores they have made use of only one entrance....guess to 
control numbers in the store...problem is that today 
there was @30 people in line to get in...standing 
inches apart...defeats the purpose...it's a big 
store...didn't have any problems social distancing 
before....lines are bad....thanx

driches79@gmail.com Dale Riches 13602651361.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 9:21 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Construction Home Depot All the Home Depot’s From Silverdale to Tacoma I’ve been to several HD and there are so many 
people inside the store.  I counted more than 20.  
Why are we allowing this.  Everyone is buying up 
remodeling items, plants, paints, etc.  I waited in line 
just to get a paint color.

aaquinene@teleguam.net Angelina Quinene 360-593-2774

TRUE 03/30/20 10:49 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hardware store Home Depot Utah st. Seattle The store was packed Saturday and Sunday, people 
tripping all over each other getting flowers, shrubs, 
New BBQ'S, lawnmowers, paint. Non-Essential 
business practice that's spreading the virus.

Bill W

TRUE 04/10/20 10:39 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Depot Home Depot All All They sell non-essential items everyday while 
competitors in the same segments of business are 
shut down.

willosborne12@gmail.com Will Osborne 406-579-0280

TRUE 04/15/20 6:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Home depot 21750 Market Pl NW Poulsbo Last week I went to home depot in poulsbo unaware 
it was not supposed to be open the let one in when 
one goes out but the store was packed. Only a few 
people had mask and or gloves on. I didn't see any 
employees  wearing a mask right they had them 
hanging around there neck. Today I had to go to 
walmart for food so I went to sequim. I drove through 
the home depot parking lot and it was a mad house 
worse than poulsbo last week. I have never seen this 
store so busy. I only leave my house one or two 
times a month unless an emergency. I wear gloves 
and a mask. I have had people jump in my face 
saying mask dont work. This is why I stay home. 
These over crowded stores and no protection is not 
good.

TRUE 05/06/20 9:35 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Construction supply Home Depot 1335 N 205th Shoreline 98133 home Depot is violating almost every aspect of the 
governor's social distancing order. Half the 
employees do not have masks, there is nominal 
monitoring only of entrance and exit, and no attempt 
to enforce any form of social distancing or traffic 
control inside the store.

saulkerner@gmail.com Saul Kerner 206-510-7344

TRUE 05/06/20 12:37 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement store Home Depot 325 120th Ave NE Bellevue I walked into the Bellevue, Wa Home Depot around 
9am on 5/6/20 and was appalled at the lack of face 
masks being work by workers.  I would estimate that 
2/3rd of the HD workers were not wearing PPE.  It 
doesn't help that the more 3/4 of the customers were 
stupid enough to forgo PPE but HD should know 
better.  I run half a billion dollars worth of 
construction in Bellevue and have to uphold the 
strickest PPE and social distancing.  Try getting 100 
ironworkers to wear masks!  But, the iron workers 
are doing it... HD employees should do the same.

daverollyson@gmail.com David Rollyson 6468791615.0000 customer_care@homedepot
.com

TRUE 05/06/20 5:58 PM Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware store Home Depot 1101 Kingswood SW Tumwater Employees no masks or gloves, not sanitizing carts, 
no wipes available for customers, not enforcing 
social distancing

pmarksheffel@hotmail.com Penny Marksheffel 3603500997.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 6:12 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot Home Depot 1101 Kingswood Dr SW Tumwater Please look at the violations posted by many people 
in the following link, 
https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=147198902

saro0582@gmail.com SARAVANAN VELU 3098269632.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 7:00 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot construction 
supplies

Home Depot 11616 Aurora Ave N seattle most employees not wearing masks. most 
customers not wearing masks. parking lot filled, no 
controlled flow of customers. most people not 
following 6' separation recommendation

jtrombone@aol.com Jo-Ann Christen 206-949-0444

TRUE 05/07/20 8:43 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail supplies for home, 
construction, plumbing, 
paint, electrical, 
landscaping,sale of 
appliances, carpeting

Home Depot 325 120th Ave NE Bellevue I went to Home Depot last night. The employees 
were not practicing social distancing guidelines 
between themselves or with customers. Half of the 
staff was not wearing masks. This is very 
disconcerting. I will not be shopping there again.

airquality@comcast.net Dirk Apgar 4254178138.0000

TRUE 05/07/20 12:29 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Home Depot 7050 Tacoma Mall Blvd Tacoma. 98409 I was at Home Depot today and noticed that they 
were not counting the amount of people they were 
letting in. There had to be at least 250 plus people in 
the store at the time I was there. I walked over to the 
hardware department and the associate there was 
surrounded by so many people that there was no 
way of him to be social distancing. This is so sad at 
the time walk off the floor upset that he was 
surrounded by so many people so close to him and 
left the store. At that point I decided to leave the 
store also. Tell me if I'm wrong but I thought we 
were still using strong measures the social distance. 
I know that the last thing you need is a complaint but 
I'm getting really sick and tired of seeing people not 
taking the covid-19 seriously. Thank you for your 
concern.

Mvalles313@gmail.com Marissa Valles

TRUE 05/04/20 8:29 AM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Appliance delivery Install Home Depot/ Premier Store 4720, 4602 Center 
Street

Tacoma WA Home Depot's Delivery/ Installation people failed to 
maintain social distancing, did not wear masks or 
gloves during the entire delivery process. Did not 
appear to be either provided to them or aware of 
requirements.

hjthiersch@gmail.com Howard Thiersch 2069154295.0000 Jim Kaiser Store Manager

TRUE 05/08/20 6:46 AM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other home improvement- retail HOME DEPOT 8601 NE ANDRESEN 
ROAD

VANCOUVER Co. only limiting # of people inside store. NO 
OTHER distancing while inside. people shoulder to 
shoulder in check out lines and in line to get in. 
LARGE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN AND AROUND 
STORE. SAW no one , no employee with mask or 
other PPE. Saw NO CLEANING of carts, ect.

TRUE 05/08/20 12:20 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Depot Oak Harbor, 
WA

Home Depot Oak Harbor, WA Route 20 Oak Harbor 90 % of costomers no masked or gloves, all 
employees had no masked or gloves store was 
Omer crowded, certainly not a safe in environment .

mariedavega@comcast.net Marie Davega 3603174724.0000

TRUE 05/08/20 3:05 PM Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware/Home 
Improvement

Home Depot 2213 Port Industrial Rd Aberdeen Visited Home Depot yesterday (May 7th) in 
Aberdeen and observed employees not wearing 
masks, not practicing social distancing from 
customers, and no sanitization of carts in the 
nursery department.  Store Manager stated that 
masks were optional (?!) and the employees were 
not required to wear them.  When an employee was 
asked about this they became very rude and walked 
away.  This environment was determined to be too 
dangerous to stay.  We are confused...are masks 
'optional?'  Home Depot corporate website indicates 
that all employees have masks and gloves.  Not true.  
 We'll leave this anonymous due to hostility of the 
employees and potential retaliation.  Safeway in 
Aberdeen, on the other hand, definitely is taking 
steps to protect their customers! Kudos to them!

TRUE 05/08/20 3:48 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Governor Jay Inslee, Office of the GovernorPO Box 40002 Olympia He insists that his wife is cutting his hair, but unless 
she went to cosmetology school, I doubt it.

Youcanfindit@internet.com Concerned Citizen 555-555-1212

TRUE 05/08/20 3:54 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Snitches Get Stitches 15 Fuck Jay Inslee Lane Tacoma Being a total sissy snitchy bitchy.

TRUE 05/08/20 4:27 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-essential government Office of the governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW,l Olympia Would like to report Governor Jay Inslee, infringing 
on the rights of the people of the state of WA.  You 
cannot continue to bastardize the Constitution.  

You are ruining small business that people have 
taken their lives to build. We are out of resources. 
We are not able to receive loans. We are not able to 
receive unemployment.

Nwfighter@icloud.com J 5555555555.0000

TRUE 05/08/20 5:14 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Nonessential government 
activity

Governor 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Adolf Inslee keeps driving WA down the tubes & 
doesn't give a damn about its residents.  We'd be 
better off with him in the basement with Biden.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:16 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Washington State Governor Capital Grounds Olympia Violation of 1st Amendment rights of the people of 
WA state

TRUE 05/08/20 5:46 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gov Washington State Governor's office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is not following his own guidelines, 
also who's his barber? I could use a cut right now 
and he has clearly gotten his cut during this. Ps let 
Eastern Washington be free for that tyrannical 
Governor Inslee



TRUE 05/08/20 6:07 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Jay inslee is a non essential employee that 
continues to work, not only without a mask but in a 
non essential job position feeding the public lies 
without regard to the constitution. He needs to be 
issued a cease and desist order, or better yet 
imprisonment.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:54 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other NON-essential imbecilic 
government employee

state governor PO box 40002 Olympia the communist imbecile who calls himself a 
'governor' is absolutely a NON-essential government 
employee' as well as a shameful embarASSment to 
the state of Washington ...

same as above none of your business also, same as above unknown

TRUE 05/08/20 9:32 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington state governor Governor of Washington State 416 14th ave SW Olympia Violation of citizen rights to practice religious 
gatherings. Discrimination of businesses. Apparently 
small businesses are inconsequential. 
Conflict of interest having a deep connection with Bill 
Gates who should have NO INFLUENCE ON 
PUBLIC SAFETY POLICY. NEITHER SHOULD 
INSLEE. 
Shutting down essential medical procedures. People 
haven’t gotten emergency surgery or necessary care 
to manage cancer. People have died ALONE 
because of 
Inslee. There are so much damage I cannot write 
about all of it!

TRUE 05/08/20 9:42 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Funeral home Jay inslee's 4th Reich 1776 mind your own 
business street

Tacoma If you would just go outside youd see that the whole 
state is out and about like normal and your orders 
are only hurting businesses.

get a real job Snitchlee Mcgee fuck you jayinsleecansuckit@pornhub
.com

TRUE 05/08/20 10:08 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Liars Jay Inslee and All of his Ilk Olympia and any left-
leaning city

Olympia Government Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 1:10 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington state Governor of Washington state 1111 capital wAy Olympia Nobody has a right to infringe on people’s rights 
exercise their religious freedoms including and 
especially government of all categories including 
state, local or federal. 
Mr Inslee should be promptly removed from office 
and not be allowed to run for any government office 
again!

mattwallage@gmail.com Matthew Wallage (206)504-8885 Governor

TRUE 05/09/20 8:33 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government WA State Government Olympia Olympia Violation of the Constitutional Rights of every citizen 
of the great State of Washington. Public servants 
have forgotten that they are elected by the people 
and are to work for the people. Please remember 
you're sworn oath.

TRUE 05/09/20 9:52 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gov.  Inslee State of Washington 416 14th St SW Olympia Gov. Inslee is the epitome of Nazism in the US.  
Encouraging citizens to report each other is 
DIRECTLY lifted from Hilter's playbook.

TRUE 05/09/20 11:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washinton stae goernment Washington state government Unknown Olympia Govoner i slee and the democrats legist lator are 
violating all our constituional rights by this and it is 
ileageal we the citizens of ea state demand you 
teopen our state you dont have the power to stop us

Sw2usn@yahoo.com Washinton state residents

TRUE 05/09/20 11:42 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screw You Governor Inslee Screw You Governor Inslee 1234 Screw You Governor 
Inslee

Ferndale Screw you governor inslee; WE THE PEOPLE rule 
ourselves and you are here to serve the peoole---WE 
DO NOT SERVE YOU.

ilovepresidenttrump@yahoo.comA Trump Lover 4251234567.0000 screwyougovernorinslee@ya
hoo.com

TRUE 05/09/20 12:28 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee Disney Land 123 Sesame St Olympia Viola run off the US Constitution and The Bill of 
Rights!!!

TRUE 05/09/20 1:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other You fucking suck inslee. 
You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!

You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky horseshit!!!!!You fucking suck inslee. 
You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!

You fucking suck inslee. You 
smell of stinky horseshit!!!!!

You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!
You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!

You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky horseshit!!!!!You fucking suck inslee. 
You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!

You fucking suck inslee. You smell of stinky horseshit!!!!!You fucking suck inslee. 
You smell of stinky 
horseshit!!!!!

TRUE 05/09/20 1:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Moron Govenor Jay inslee 🤷🏼 ♀ Olympia Open our economy!!!

TRUE 05/09/20 1:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government agency Governors office Olympia Olympia Jay Inslee and every other state agency enforcing 
the unconstitutional stay at home order can choke 
on a salty sack of syphilitic scrotum skin.

Brandon Perry

TRUE 05/08/20 8:57 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Taking away constitutional rights and violating our 
liberty and freedoms!

TRUE 03/31/20 8:26 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Supervised Child visitation 
provider

Community Family Services 1911 SW Campus Drive 
#482

Federal Way Non essential business conducting visits with their 
employees coming in contact with children/families 
unnecessarily.
Business should be on hold until Coronavirus in 
under control

mlolstad@yahoo.com Michelle 2533806886.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 9:32 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Department of Corrections Washington State penitentiary 1313 N 13th Ave Walla Walla WA State DOC is still running chain buses between 
all facilities. Including inmates with symptoms of 
CoVid19. WSP is still allowing non emergent 
medical appointments in the facility and at the 
hospital

bren.anliker@gmail.com Brenda Anliker 5093012898.0000

TRUE 04/02/20 11:05 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business DSHS/DDA unknown Olympia Wa DSHS/DDA has not issued guidelines for visitation in 
adult family homes .
I work as a Nurse Delegator and am conducting my 
NUrse visits via Skype. I am being told that visitors 
are allowed to visit residents in Adult Family Homes.
DSHS/DDA have not issued clear guidelines about 
outside visitors and /or residents leaving the homes 
to  visit family.
I have personal knowledge of visitors who work in 
Assisted LIving Facilities who are visiting residents 
in adult family home settings
Additionally, there have been NO guidelines 
regarding use of PPE and /or removing/changing 
clothing that has been worn to other residences 
when caring for residents in AFHs.
PLease clarify

joanclimb@comcast.net 4252448736.0000

TRUE 04/29/20 10:21 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office of the Attorney 
General

Government 1125 Washington St. SE, 
98504

Olympia I have reason to believe that the office of the 
Attorney General is a non-essential business at this 
time. Could someone please look into this? Thank 
you.

seanerhardt325@yahoo.com Sean Erhardt

TRUE 05/10/20 6:26 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Capitol 
Building

Washington State 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Non essential workers not staying home

TRUE 05/09/20 3:43 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Other The whole town is open The whole town The whole town of selah Selah The why ilovegina74@gmail.com Regina Templeton +15099850896 ilovegina74@gmail.com

TRUE 05/08/20 5:36 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Dipshit governor communist washington 666 hell Olympia, wa Comrade inside needs to go!!!!

TRUE 05/08/20 7:07 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Funeral home bag 'em and tag 'em anywhere seattle They were burying multiple people   Screw you!

TRUE 05/08/20 9:25 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other People living life Business of life Someplace in Vancouver Vantucky This is evil. Nazi.  You are not a dictator. You work 
for the people.

Nunya business

TRUE 05/08/20 9:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other You suck None of your Business 123 boogie boogie Avenue Your Anus This is killing more people then the virus!! The 
governor is an idiot!!

TRUE 05/08/20 9:50 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Political Campaign Campaign to Elect Marcus Carter 614 Division St Port Orchard Marcus Carter is running for Kitsap County 
Commissioner District #2 and he is doing an 
awesome job. I am going to vote for him and 
planning on attending a rally to support his 
campaign. I will probably be violating social distance 
requirements. Tell your friends

Shopweis@gmail.com Justin Weis 509-304-5340 Info@carter4commissioner.
com

TRUE 05/08/20 9:54 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Political Campaign Campaign to Elect Alisha Beeler 3377 Bethel Rd STE 107 Port Orchard Alisha Beeler is running for WA State Rep Dist 2 
and she is doing an awesome job. I am going to vote 
for her and planning on attending a rally to support 
her ampaign. I will probably be violating social 
distance requirements. Tell your friends. 
Alishabeeler.com

Shopweis@gmail.com Justin Weis 509-304-5340 beeler4the26th@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/08/20 10:43 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/

TRUE 05/08/20 10:43 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/



TRUE 05/08/20 10:43 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/

TRUE 05/08/20 10:43 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/

TRUE 05/08/20 10:48 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/

TRUE 05/09/20 2:47 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Brothel Inslee’s Clown Show 1 State Capital Dr Olympia Jay Inslee should register as a sex offender for 
screwing over the entire state!!!

TRUE 05/09/20 7:41 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Go fuck yourself salon 1776 constitution way Seatle People who report are the same people who would 
rat out anne frank.

Noneofyourbusiness@gmail
.com

TRUE 05/09/20 7:45 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Jay inslee Governor Capital Olympia Governor was surrounded and playing games with 
over 50 people

TRUE 05/09/20 7:54 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Realtor Jared Dickson, Independent Contractor 161 Olympian Way Port Angeles I would like to report that the Governor and any 
associate(s) enforcing the ridiculous proclamation is 
in violation of Articles 1 & 2 of The Bill of Rights.  
Our great local law enforcement will not enforce your 
proclamation.   Why all you continue to collect a pay 
check while hundreds of thousands can not is 
beyond comprehension.  I encourage all business 
owners to open up, challenge your rules, and let the 
administrative law judges sort this out.

jaredsproperties@gmail.com Jared Dickson 3604617542.0000 jaredsproperties@gmail.com

TRUE 05/09/20 8:05 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other None of your business Liberty 1600 Pennsylvania Ave Washington D.C. You're the scum of the earth. If you snitch on your 
neighbor, or friend, you're the same type of person 
that would have told on Anne Frank.

UNK

TRUE 05/09/20 8:06 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Governor of WA Capitol Grounds Olympia Holds press conferences without adherence to S/D 
rules, and always appears with cut and groomed 
hair. He should suffer like the rest of us without 
special treatment! #OPENWANOW

TRUE 05/09/20 8:15 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Go fuck yourself Go fuck yourself 1234 fuck you place Kirkland Go fuck yourself Bill Gatres

TRUE 05/09/20 8:24 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other FREEDOM LIBERTY 1984 ORWELLIAN RD NONEYA PLEASE STOP BEING NAZIS AND SNITCHING 
ON YOUR NEIGHBORS TRYING TO JUST MAKE 
A LIVING. SHAME ON YOU! NAZI SNITCHES.

TRUE 05/09/20 8:32 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Nacho Business Violation of their rights 300 kiss my ass Spokane This is the lowest of the low. You should be 
ashamed. Go fuck yourselves.

TRUE 05/09/20 11:57 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Business of life Freedom Everywhere Yes People breathing and being free what an outrage

TRUE 05/09/20 1:29 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Giant circle jerk N/A 1721 E 15th ST Spokane There are about 900 people, all political activists, 
circle jerking in the middle of Spokane.  Why do you 
allow this to continue?

TRUE 05/09/20 3:38 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction MM Construction 12345 NE Vancouver Vancouver I actually saw 2 people 5’ apart 😱 Mickeymouse@yourass.com Mickey Mouse 123-456-6789

TRUE 05/09/20 3:50 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Us Government State of Washington All street Olympia The State government is impeding on my 
constitutional rights.

Linda Lemco

TRUE 05/09/20 11:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you 
Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you v Fuck you

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 3601118845.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/09/20 11:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you 
Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you v Fuck you

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 3601118846.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/09/20 11:39 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you 
Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you v Fuck you

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 3601118847.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/09/20 11:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you 
Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you v Fuck you

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 36011188489.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/09/20 11:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you 
Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you v Fuck you

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 3601118849.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/09/20 11:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you You are disgusting pieces of fucking human shit for 
even posting this fucking website. We the People 
WILL NOT TOLERATE IT! You have been warned.

fuckyou@fuckyou.com Fuck you 3601118849.0000 Fuck you

TRUE 05/10/20 1:55 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other NoneofmyBusiness Yourbusinessisntmine 123 Thisisstupid Ave Of Narcs What the actual hell is this???? You people are narc-
ing on anyone and anything *you* deem non-
essential??? Just because you're lucky enough not 
to need any of them??? You're so full of fear and 
self righteousness, it literally makes me sick! Vet 
clinics? Places that supply hearing aids? WTF IS 
WRONG WITH YOU?????

Imindmyownbusiness@maybeyoushouldmindyourown.comNot a narc

TRUE 05/10/20 12:31 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Jay Inslee licks my balls 69420 jay sucks st se Renton We must assemble all the Karen’s in Washington 
and expose all these stay at home disobeyers and 
non essential criminals!!!!

Jay@sucks.com Jay inslee licks my balls

TRUE 05/10/20 2:34 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington state 
government

Emperor of Washington 1197 Hawley Way NE Bainbridge Island I saw my Washingtonian neighbor gathering lots of 
people at his residence. He was running around 
acting like a little Hitler, yelling, constantly bellowing 
about how pure Washington was becoming with our 
love of science and data. He kept mentioning a plan 
he was working on... something about a final 
solution.... anyway, his gatherings are non-essential 
and are endangering the neighborhood. Please 
make him stop.

TRUE 05/10/20 6:20 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governors mansion State of Washington Capital grounds Olympia The dick in charge wanders around without a mask 
while quoting the third reich commands !!

Dick Inslee

TRUE 05/11/20 4:57 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business YOU SUCK SUCK ASA FUCK YOU FUCKING SUCK

TRUE 05/09/20 9:04 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Campground Clay’s Park 13190 Patterson Street NW North Lawrence Order states only can be open if used for permanent 
residency. As permanent residency is not allowed 
due to camp closing for certain months out of the 
year and no accesses granted

TRUE 05/09/20 11:10 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Comedy Club WA Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Useless non essential acts that are inhibiting WA 
route to a cure of the virus

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/09/20 11:17 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction corliss resources Pierce county Sumner This was back when construction was considered 
nonessential. this company did some work that was 
essential but was not enough to justify being open so 
did many jobs not considered essential. like new 
construction, patios, driveways, foundations, and so 
on. They also told employees that if they questioned 
whether the job was essential or not they would be 
reprimanded. They even fired some over this. this is 
a very large company and think they can do what 
ever they want and get away with it!

TRUE 05/09/20 11:18 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction corliss resources Pierce county Sumner This was back when construction was considered 
nonessential. this company did some work that was 
essential but was not enough to justify being open so 
did many jobs not considered essential. like new 
construction, patios, driveways, foundations, and so 
on. They also told employees that if they questioned 
whether the job was essential or not they would be 
reprimanded. They even fired some over this. this is 
a very large company and think they can do what 
ever they want and get away with it!

TRUE 05/09/20 4:31 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor State Socialist Governor POS Way Seattle Overstepping limits. Power hungry. Failure to accept 
US Constitution

Pissoff@gmail.com Your mother

TRUE 05/09/20 5:02 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor’s office Wa state governors office ·416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor is violating so many constitutional 
protections. Needs to be stopped. Placing safety 
over freedom.

TRUE 05/09/20 5:18 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Governer Inslee's Barber 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia It is obvious that Governor Inslee is getting his hair 
cut. This is in direct violation of his own essential 
business designations. Barbers are NOT essential 
and are not allowed to operate.

JEANNEBARNUM@gmail.COMJeanne Barnum

TRUE 05/10/20 10:43 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is non-essential.

TRUE 05/10/20 11:23 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor’s office State of Washington Olympia Olympia This office has proven to be non essential and 
dangerous to our economy.

ConcernedCirizen@openWA.orgConcerned Citizen 206-123-4567 Jay Inslee



TRUE 05/10/20 11:32 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sign Company Cascade Sign & Fabrication 108 west mead avenue Yakima I have worked for this company for 3 years.  They 
will not follow any safety regulations as far as Covid 
19.  They do supply gloves but nothing else.  How 
can installing a sign or working on any sign be 
essential.????.. Will I be fired when this info gets to 
the company.. There are over 20 employees that 
work here and I'm the only person that wears a 
mask and gloves.  They also have a office in 
Kennewick Wa.  The main office is in Yakima and 
we manufacture signs of all types and I work on all 
types of signs out in the Yakima, Moses Lake, 
Wenatchee and Tri City's area.  I'm 64 years old and 
I do everything possible to not get this virus, but this 
company truly thinks that this virus is a fake or a 
joke virus, I have tried to tell the owners and the 
managers of this company to please take safety 
measures but they will NOT comply. PLEASE HELP

TRUE 05/10/20 11:34 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sign Company Cascade Sign & Fabrication 108 West Mead Avenue Yakima I have worked for this company for 3 years.  They 
will not follow any safety regulations as far as Covid 
19.  They do supply gloves but nothing else.  How 
can installing a sign or working on any sign be 
essential.????.. Will I be fired when this info gets to 
the company.. There are over 20 employees that 
work here and I'm the only person that wears a 
mask and gloves.  They also have a office in 
Kennewick Wa.  The main office is in Yakima and 
we manufacture signs of all types and I work on all 
types of signs out in the Yakima, Moses Lake, 
Wenatchee and Tri City's area.  I'm 64 years old and 
I do everything possible to not get this virus, but this 
company truly thinks that this virus is a fake or a 
joke virus, I have tried to tell the owners and the 
managers of this company to please take safety 
measures but they will NOT comply. PLEASE HELP

TRUE 05/10/20 11:47 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other State Government Governor Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia3 DO NOT REELECT THIS EVIL MAN. The Governor 
continues to trample the Constitutional rights of free 
citizens. I will not report neighbors under this 
Naziesque inquisition. I will not submit to testing. I 
will not submit to forced vaccinations. OPEN THE 
STATE IMMEDIATELY.

TRUE 05/10/20 3:43 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other We the governed We the governed 1776 break away Oppressive government The state government has no legal claim over the 
citizens 1st or 14th amendment innumerated rights.

Inslee and other government stooges need to realize 
that the people have a voice and will fight if 
necessary.  Your opresive rule over the people will 
end

Feed up

TRUE 05/10/20 4:25 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Politburo State of Washington Capitol Blvd S Olympia The man in charge is drunk on power, abusing his 
position of importance to act in ways he is not legally 
authorized to.

TRUE 05/10/20 5:44 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governors Office Governors Office Olympia Olympia Unnecessary government acting like their working.

TRUE 05/10/20 8:23 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Wa. Legislator Xxc Xxxx Olympia The governor is committing tyranny.

TRUE 05/10/20 11:14 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governmental Governors Office PO Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is non-essential

TRUE 05/11/20 1:54 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor’s mansion WA State governor Capital Grounds Olympia How about you open the state?  You are destroying 
the economy and showing yourself to be non 
essential.  Please show some common sense!!

TRUE 05/11/20 4:09 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governent Jay Inslee, State Legislature, County and City GovernmentOlympia Olympia Non essential. Violation of social distancing. Large 
gatherings. Masks are useless when used because 
we still see your faces.

TRUE 05/11/20 5:09 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other law firm williams lea (paul hastings) 875 15th st nw washington dc lack of PPE, lack of social distancing, mandating 
return to transition work  before dc mandate is lifted. 
non essential business work , mail and move 
services

gerrigaragliano@paulhasting
s.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:11 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Transportation Keller Ferry State Hwy 21 at Keller wa. Keller wa I needed to cross the Keller Ferry yesterday. What I 
observed was disturbing. Two cars in front of me 
loaded with teenagers unloaded and turned right 
around and lined up to get back on. 1 it’s free, that’s 
a horrible system, but what a risk it is putting the 
ferry crew in. This must be stopped. It’s not a 
playground for those that ignore stay at home order. 
As a taxpayer I resent my taxes being wasted like 
this. With the time to drive around be avg 10 min, 
this is not an essential service.

cdjones29@comcast.net Chris Jones 509-981-9938

TRUE 04/20/20 10:36 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Housing authority Housing Authority of Snohomish 
County

12711 4th Ave West Everett For what reason Only God knowns, HASCO has 
deemed mowing the lawn 
, with employees gathering with no 
PPE.ESSENTIAL!!! At least at Whispering Pines 
Apts. in Lynnwood@ 18201 52nd Ave W.,98037.

vanvalkenburgp69@gmail.c
om

Paul VanValkenburg 2069145637 HASCO

TRUE 05/01/20 10:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Casino Northern quest casino Spokane Spokane I understand this is tribal, however they are opening 
to the Public. They will be resuming salon, casino, 
dine in food, arcades. Everybody in wa state will go 
there. I’m highly concerned about this. Why can’t 
this casino open up to ONLY their tribe and not the 
public? Corona virus is going to spread high around 
the state because of this casino.

TRUE 05/02/20 1:56 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private airfield Harvey Airfield 9900 Airport Way Snohomish They are conducting multiple flights an hour for no 
valid reason other than recreation.  Their flight line is 
crowded with pilots and support ground crew, none 
wearing protective  masks, nor social distancing.  
This is my second complaint about them, they 
continue to openly flaunt the governor’s orders.

dwo99@yahoo.com Douglas Owens 7038645520 Candace Harvey

TRUE 05/05/20 1:22 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Colville Casinos, specifically Mill Bay 
Casino/Chelan

455 Wapato Lake Road Chelan/Manson It's not open yet, but Colville Casinos changed it's 
reopen date to May 19th, confirmed with this link - 
http://colvillecasinos.com/covid-19-prevention/ - I 
wrote to you before but they hadn't changed the date 
until yesterday. 90+% of our patrons are 65 and up, 
plus gambling is addictive! If they open the doors, 
people will come who might not BECAUSE of their 
addiction, plus it's a social thing and we have a very 
friendly staff. But is it essential? Absolutely not...by 
FAR, and many people come to our casino, including 
many daily. As you know, the Chelan, Washington 
area is known as a fantastic destination people come 
from all around, and many from beyond Washington 
state as well, of course. Please, I beg of you, 
Governor Inslee, I know this is not what you want so 
very fast, please intervene with the tribal council. 
The Colville Tribes casinos (all 3 opening up May 
19th - Coulee Dam, Omak, and Chelan/Manson) are 
full of germs! As much as maintenance crews would 
try, I wouldn't conceive that they could keep all those 
coronavirus possibilities at bay, especially with the 
air ventilation system. They're even saying there will 
be a limited supply of masks available for the 
patrons. Ahhh!!! As you know, this could have 
horrendous ripple effects in our state and beyond. 
Many of us have done so well with prevention thus 
far (it's been a month since I've gone anywhere), I 
don't want to have a ruinous backward effect. Thank 
you for anything and everything you can do on this - 
I am grateful for your 4 phase plan and want to see 
that carried out, even with the naysayers! I am a 
hostess at the restaurant inside the Chelan casino 

rebeccacallahan999@gmail.
com

Rebecca Callahan 509-415-9821 Not known

TRUE 05/05/20 5:04 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office - US 
Census

US Census Tacoma Area Office 950 Broadway - Mezzanine Tacoma Government Buildings are approved to open in Stage 
3.  Most of the Census operations can be performed 
by telecommute.  The Census Office in Tacoma 
have a number 50? workers sitting idly at home.  
They plan on expanding the office to approx 50% by 
mid-May (10th).  There are four other Area Census 
offices in the State of Washington being given the 
same mandate.  Seattle, Olympia, Everett, Spokane.

don.green@comcast.net Don Green 253-468-4486

TRUE 05/06/20 10:30 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Casino Resort Angel of the Winds Casino Resort 3438 Stoluckquamish Ln Arlington Angel of the Winds casino resort has just 
announced they are reopening on May 13th @ 3pm. 
This is definitely in violation of the Governor's 
phased plan to reopen WA. Although they say they 
are going to take precautions, this seriously puts the 
health of workers and Washingtonians at risk of 
spreading COVID19.

cristina.munn@yahoo.com Cristina Munn 425-346-8215



TRUE 05/08/20 9:46 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Funeral home You're Dead 1234 Void E Bunko Olympia My concern is that you Nazi mental midgets won't 
step into the gas chamber that is reserved for you

hairlipinslee@gmail.com not Lemming Inslees Zombies

TRUE 05/08/20 10:18 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other State government Office of the Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee does not appear to be wearing 
proper PPE (gloves, goggles, mask) and does not 
appear to maintain proper social distancing during 
his press conferences.

TRUE 05/08/20 10:25 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Firecracker Jim’s Midget Emporium 124 Blue Waffle Drive Your mom suck my ass Washington state. Your snitch website 
is a joke and you should be ashamed of yourself.

TRUE 05/09/20 3:36 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other No one None of your business 111 this needs to be over Wa belongs to the people These orders and guidelines are a violation of my 
Constitutional rights!!!

Freedom@freedom.com US citizen who still believes 
in the Constitution

206-555-1111

TRUE 05/09/20 4:05 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government jay inslee Sits on giant butt plug Everything you do is a violation of

TRUE 05/09/20 6:27 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Capitol Building Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia,Wa Governor, is seen in numerous live and recorded, 
video, NOT social Distancing and not wearing a 
mask, for the  SAFE OF OTHERS AS HE CLAIMS 
NEED BE!

TRUE 05/11/20 5:35 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Washington State 
Government

Governor Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia, Washington 98504 Jay Inslee isnt following proto. Doesnt care about the 
6 foot distancing and isnt wearing a mask

TRUE 03/30/20 8:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Beehive espresso 17716 bothell way Bothell Bikini coffee is not essential. They are not wearing 
gloves and have horrible cleanliness. Also and 
coffee stand is not essential people can go to 
grocery stores and buy coffee to make at home. 
Coffee stand have way to much contact with the 
public.

Dakotabrown686@gmail.co
m

Dakota brown 4259235243 JLUKE@LUKEOLSENLAW.
COM

TRUE 03/30/20 8:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Beehive espresso 17716 bothell way Bothell Bikini coffee is not essential. They are not wearing 
gloves and have horrible cleanliness. Also and 
coffee stand is not essential people can go to 
grocery stores and buy coffee to make at home. 
Coffee stand have way to much contact with the 
public.

Dakotabrown686@gmail.co
m

Dakota brown 4259235243 JLUKE@LUKEOLSENLAW.
COM

TRUE 05/08/20 5:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Harry Ballsachs 6969 420th place Humptulips Public masturbation

TRUE 05/09/20 12:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor of WA State Jay Inslee P.O. Box 40002 Olympia Governor Jay Inslee is completely nonessential and 
is doing more harm than good to this state.

TRUE 05/09/20 3:50 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 3:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other I've left the democratic party 
permanently

Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is visibly cracking and its hilarious!

TRUE 05/09/20 5:26 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Governor State capital Olympia I'm in protest, I will only comply with my 
constitutional rights, I do not recognize this shut 
down, not so I think social distancing us healthy it 
productive, get Washington back to work and play

TRUE 05/09/20 6:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Inslee 101 Capitol Hill Road Olympia He is so non essential he needs to go away...

TRUE 05/09/20 7:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other All All businesses 123 Sequim Every business and job is essential!!! Every 
business and job is essential!!!!! People that want to 
go back to work are just trying to feed their families. 
Some have already lost their businesses forever 
because of this ridiculous quarantine! The political 
puppet, hipocrate governor Inslee is ruining 
thousands of people's lives for his political spectacle. 
Domestic violence is skyrocketing, child abuse is 
skyrocketing, depression is skyrocketing, drug 
overdose is skyrocketing, this "cure" is far far far 
much worse than the virus that has a 98% survival 
rate. Shame on Inslee the tyrant and shame on any 
snitch that taddles on someone for just trying to earn 
a living! Pathetic cowards!

TRUE 05/09/20 7:45 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Governor’s Mansion Capitol Grounds Olympia Occupant is reuniting the livelihood of millions of 
citizens by not allowing businesses to open with safe 
guidelines.

TRUE 05/09/20 7:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governement Capital building 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

Olympia Government is non essential and killing more people 
then the virus

TRUE 05/09/20 4:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other fake bozo 123 anystreet seattle jay inslee john@john.com john doe 555-555-1212

TRUE 05/09/20 5:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other WA State Workers State of Washington 1 Main Olympia Hey WA State workers responsible for looking at this 
list and following up on "offenders" - shame on you - 
you're working for a Nazi and are just as guilty as 
Inslee. Stop this madness. Can't wait to throw Inslee 
out of office! Yay!

screwu@yahoo.com Seriously think I will give 
this to you? :)

1

TRUE 05/09/20 5:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor's office Capitol building Olympia Constitutional violations and usurpations of 
inalienable rights.

TRUE 05/09/20 6:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Nacho Mama 2222 Boogie Boogie Av. Bougainvillea Drunk and loud mybluehorse@aol.com Bonjourno 2128675309

TRUE 05/09/20 8:07 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Govt Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Inslee is non-essential and he is operating. Or at 
least he goes on tv every now and then and drones 
on about how much he hates the people. Please 
investigate.

TRUE 05/09/20 10:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Inslee Olympia Washington Governor Inslee is violating my Constitutional rights. 
Title 18, USC, Section 242

TRUE 05/10/20 2:21 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Governor of The State of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Abusing his power. Please remove Anon

TRUE 05/10/20 9:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other WA State Governor WA Governor’s office 1143 Capitol Way S Olympia If ever there was something “non-essential” to the 
well being of our state and population, it is 
government, in particular the office of the governor.  
Government does not put food on the table for hard 
working families. To the contrary, Inslee’s orders put 
the livelihoods of thousands of our citizens at risk.  
Not to mention violating the Constitution of the 
United States.  And now out great state has a snitch 
line.  The Stasi of WA is alive and well.  It is 
absolutely disgusting, and those of you who support 
this snitch effort should be ashamed.

brent.yamamoto.si@gmail.c
om

Brent Yamamoto



TRUE 05/10/20 9:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Politician Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

Olympia Our Governor is out of control and should not be 
open for business. He is Non-essential and 
incompetent. Please shut him down immediately. He 
needs to stay in quarantine for at least a year with no 
contact.

TRUE 05/10/20 10:51 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gov. Inslee Government Capitol Grounds Olympia If there's anyone less essential than this man I can't 
think of one. He's stupid and a tyrant.

N/a

TRUE 05/10/20 11:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's office Governor's office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia The governor is as non essential as he can be. As a 
concerned citizen, I believe he shouldn't be working 
or getting paid while his citizens are being "urged" to 
stay home and not get paid. As soon as he allows 
his citizens to work and collect pay checks, he may 
become somewhat necessary again. Until then, he is 
a non-essential.

TRUE 05/10/20 11:28 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office of the Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia, WA 98504 Reporting a petty tyrannt, ideological bigot and 
economic terrorist named Jay Inslee.

TRUE 05/10/20 12:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Not a nark Mind Your Own Business 123 Main Anywhere Mind your own business and let Washington 
residents Think for ourselves

Mighbefake@gmail.com Mona

TRUE 05/10/20 12:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home Government of Washington state 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is a fool & is non essential

TRUE 05/10/20 12:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Capital Jay Insley 123 Moron St Olympia Jay Inlsee is working and out in public and is a total 
hypocrite dictator. Please shut  him down!

Justicewarrior@gmail.com Justice Warrior 2536780000 Insleyisacommunist@gmail.
com

TRUE 05/10/20 12:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Washington State Governors office 416 14th Ave Sw Olympia Inslee lacks the qualifications or ability to understand 
the Constitution of the United States of America, 
Inslee lacks the mental capacity to successfully run 
this state. He is deemed non essential to 
Washingtonians. He must cease and desist all 
employment activities.

TRUE 05/10/20 12:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fake door salesman Real fake doors 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Just cluttering up your house, where you open ’em, 
and they actually go somewhere? And you go in 
another room? Not our doors!

Jay onslee 3601233321

TRUE 05/10/20 1:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State 
Government

Governor’s Office 416 Sud Snyder Ave Olympia Jay Inslee is collecting a full pay check while 
indiscriminately picking who else can be paid or not

TRUE 05/10/20 1:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Government Capital building Olympia Lack of discretion and reason

TRUE 05/10/20 1:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Inslee Capitol Building Olympia Infringement of constitutional rights.

TRUE 05/10/20 2:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Political activists Jay Inslee for Washington PO BOX 21067 Seattle This non-essential employer per Gov. Inslee, 
continues to operate.

TRUE 05/10/20 2:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State 
Government

Jay Inslee Office 416 Sid Synder Ave. SW Olympia Jay Inslee is getting haircuts, not social distancing( 
family over, sign language interpreter and staff 
closer than 6 ft.) He is also appointment judges 
while the court system is only hearing "essential 
cases."

TRUE 05/10/20 4:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office of the Governor P.O. Box 40002 Olympia Jay Inslee is non essential to the state of 
Washington and is destroying the state economy. 
Jay Inslee filed an injunction against a constitutional 
vote. Jay Inslee is taxing the working class into 
poverty. Jay Inslee is picking and choosing what he 
believes is and is not essential causing small 
business owners into bankruptcy. Jay Inslee 
encourages communist tactics such as imposing 
fear on a population, encourages the people to turn 
each other into the government, and creates a 
horrible society. Comrade Inslee is the problem.

TRUE 05/10/20 4:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee “Governor” Governor’s Office Up Yours Lane SE Olympia Jay Inslee is non-essential, it is illegal to extend the 
emergency order without the legislature!

TRUE 05/10/20 5:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gov Inslee Gov gov office Olympia Gov Inslee is an idiot and needs to open up WA.  
What are the stats on people with Wuhan Virus by 
ZIP CODE I don't give a rats about counties.  How 
many are homeless, how many people survived, how 
many died from underlying conditions.  WHY is this 
information secret?

hurdk@fairpoint.net karen Hurd 2538886631 WA

TRUE 05/10/20 6:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State 
Government

Violations of Proclaimation Website State Capital Olympia Setting up an entire website to tell on businesses 
and people, using government resources and 
spending tax dollars on scare tactics while 
unemployment claim processing and website is 
"nonessential" apparently... because said resources 
are not going towards keeping up unemployment 
website or processing claims

TRUE 05/10/20 8:28 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Mayor Seattle Seattle Totally operating while not essential.

TRUE 05/10/20 8:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors mansion Third reich 2401 governor row Olympia Your a commie ass wipe Inslee Microsoft.com Bill Gates 1-800-444-2345

TRUE 05/10/20 8:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors mansion Third reich 2401 governor row Olympia Your a commie ass wipe Inslee Microsoft.com Bill Gates 1-800-444-2345

TRUE 05/10/20 8:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors office Washington state governor PO box 40002 Olympia Inslee is a nonessential assclown that needs to be 
unemployed

TRUE 05/10/20 9:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State governors office Jay inslee 666 bill Gates butt Olympia Not working for people as an elected official should. 
Constant whining and threats to the people he is 
suppose to represent.

TRUE 05/10/20 9:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Olympia Inslee Olympia Olympia Hey idiot, open the damn state. You evil dick

TRUE 05/10/20 9:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tyrannical Establishment Inslee’s House of Lords Capitol Grounds Olympia Witnessed acts of Espionage against American 
People, Tyranny, Treason and Unlawful Acts against 
both US and WA State Constitutions.

TRUE 05/11/20 5:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office Jay Inslee’s Office 416 Sid Snyder Avenue Olympia The most un essential person in the state is still 
working daily and ruining everyone’s lives.

TRUE 05/08/20 8:23 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th Seattle Open and operating several times a day

TRUE 05/08/20 8:24 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th Seattle Open and operating several times a day

TRUE 05/08/20 8:24 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th Seattle Open and operating several times a day

TRUE 05/08/20 8:24 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th Seattle Open and operating several times a day

TRUE 05/08/20 8:24 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th Seattle Open and operating several times a day

TRUE 05/08/20 9:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

All the salons Everywhere WA State Time to get salons open. Businesses can post their 
operating procedures on the front door and whoever 
is uncomfortable with the social distancing plan can 
stay away. Let people demonstrate personal 
responsibility!

Kmbakker12@gmail.com Kristin

TRUE 05/08/20 11:38 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Gentle Dental 224 36th st Bellingham They are having too many patients in at one time, 
rooms aren’t sitting after cleaning long enough to 
decontaminate. Doesn’t seem to care about well 
being of its workers getting covid. Overheard that 
they will have all drs in and be double booked in 
areas. Does not seem very safe especially being in 
mouths of people!

TRUE 05/08/20 12:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business New Horizons Dental 6916 ne 4th plain boulevard Vancouver Dentist office plans to go back to work on May 18th 
with no n95 masks, no temp checks, and want to 
run a full schedule with patients back to back and 
very little to no cleaning time between patients and 
telling employees if they don't feel comfortable they 
can quit.

TRUE 05/08/20 3:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bower Dental 1525 Olympic Hwy N Shelton A staff member said that they have been open 
regular hours since the stay in place order. Even if 
seeing emergency patients i cannot imagine that 
they have appropriate PPE.

TRUE 05/09/20 10:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 4309 W Nob Hill Bld Yakima Hello, I am Dental Hygenist at AVDB. Our boss 
wants to reopen on Monday 5/11, I looked at the 
schedule and the majority of procedures on the 
schedule are non essential such as recall exams. 
We are afraid to say something to our boss because 
we don’t want to lose our jobs. Please help.

jbabka@applesmiles.com

TRUE 05/10/20 7:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dentist Gentle Dental 1710 SW 9 Avenue Battleground Gentle dental is forcing employees to come back to 
work on May 12.  Some of the employees are not 
comfortable with this action.

TRUE 05/10/20 7:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dentist Gentle Dental 1710 SW 9 Avenue Battleground Gentle dental is forcing employees to come back to 
work on May 12.  Some of the employees are not 
comfortable with this action.

TRUE 05/10/20 12:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gentle Dental (Interdent) Corp name 1710 SW 9th Ave suite 
#120

Battle Ground I am an employee at Gentle Dental. I am being 
asked to report back to work full time for non 
emergency dental appts. I feel it is not safe and is 
going against the governors orders. I thought the 
state was in lockdown until May 31st? Can someone 
please clarify for me if it is legal to open there doors 
for non emergency dental procedures? Thank you 
for your time!

TRUE 05/08/20 10:47 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Political Campaign Campaign to Elect Jerry Martens 101 Pearl St Ellensburg Jerry Martens is running for Kittitas County 
Commissioner and he is doing an awesome job. I 
am going to vote for him and planning on attending a 
rally to support him ampaign. I will probably be 
violating social distance requirements. Tell your 
friends.

Shopweis@gmail.com Justin Weis 509-304-5340

TRUE 05/10/20 5:45 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Scholars Madison et al 520 Chestnut Street Philadelphia People keep peaceably assembling. You or congress 
or something should make a law with respect to this.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Cash America Pawn 15226 Bel Red Rd Redmond Non essential business is open LISA.KIRKLAND@FIRSTC
ASH.COM



TRUE 03/30/20 10:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Granite construction 18208A SE 1st St Vancouver This is only one of their plants open. They have 
other plants open. Using the word essential to 
continue to make money.

Cowlitzdive46@gmail.com Christopher Kirby 3607516917 JENNIFER.BOWLING@GC
INC.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 10:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Shaw Industries 22620 64th Ave S Kent Flooring warehouse is open. Not listed in the 
essential business document.

VANCE.EMBRY@SHAWIN
C.COM

TRUE 03/31/20 1:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shops Pawn 1 32811 Pacific Hwy S Federal Way They continue to be open to the public saying they 
are an essential business falling into the banking 
business category but even my bank is closed for 
person-person business.

MLAX@PAWN1.COM

TRUE 05/10/20 12:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing store Northwest Land & Sea 18800 Front Street POULSBO Non-essential business is open and allowing and 
encouraging customers to shop. Posting about it on 
social media and observed more than 5 customers in 
store.

TRUE 05/09/20 8:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Vintage Meecantile 5005 N Market Spokane They continue to be open during closure. They prop 
their door open and invite people in and will be open 
starting May 11 th with many others on their street.

TRUE 04/22/20 7:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cindy Nails 12015 NE 8th St #2 Bellevue Doing business secretly while pretending to be 
closed. Saw on multiple times as I drove by.

Chillipbros@gmail.com James 2065569768

TRUE 04/22/20 7:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cindy Nails 12015 NE 8th St #2 Bellevue Doing business secretly while pretending to be 
closed. Saw on multiple times as I drove by.

Chillipbros@gmail.com James 2065569768

TRUE 05/10/20 7:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Don't know Don't know Bothell I don't know where else to ask this question. Is "the 
popsicle man" (drive-by ice cream vendor advertising 
with amplified repetitive tunes) an essential food 
service under this description: "Employees and firms 
supporting food, feed, and beverage distribution 
(including curbside distribution and deliveries)"? I 
have not witnessed anyone buying so do not know if 
safety protocols are being followed. What would be 
safety protocols in this case? If there's a better place 
to ask this, sorry, I couldn't find it.

jackhuck@gmail.com Jack Don't know

TRUE 05/10/20 7:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Portage Bay Cafe 900 NE 65th St Seattle On Sunday May 10th at around 9:55am. I observed 
over several dozen people grouped in front the 
restaurant. There was no room for pedestrians to 
use the crosswalk. The center lane on 65th st was 
blocked with vehicles blocking the road. A lot of folks 
were no wearing masks. Very worrisome that this 
business did not do anything to control their 
customers.

ultragtr@gmail.com Ying 3054981433

TRUE 04/20/20 2:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Rainbow Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset Blvd Renton, WA 98059 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear
.com

Minndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@rainbowcarwashkc.co
m

TRUE 04/20/20 2:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Rainbow Car Wash 4606 NE Sunset Blvd Renton, WA 98059 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear
.com

Minndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@rainbowcarwashkc.co
m

TRUE 05/10/20 7:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Blind Onion Pizza 6115 NE 114th Ave #101 Vancouver No masks. No gloves.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Uncle Ike's Car Wash 1426 23rd Ave, Seattle, WA 
98122

Seattle Opened without approval. wash@ikes.com

TRUE 05/10/20 9:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Electronics Radio shack 193 McCray at #301 Hollister On May 8th I observed two people in the store which 
is closed. They were coming from the back of the 
store.Neither one was wearing a mask and they 
were walking next to eachother talking about two feet 
apart.

fnxmrcs@yahoo.com Joe Romero 4085120778 Oscar Rodriguez

TRUE 04/22/20 5:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership South Tacoma Mazda 6027 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Detail shop is operating and service lot techs are 
working. How are they considered essential. Proper 
precaution for covid 19 are not being followed. 
Approved cleaners and masks are not being 
provided.

andreakrushka@gmail.com andrea krushka 2535375885

TRUE 05/09/20 6:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Burger Stand 24311 Hwy 101 Hoodsport WA Hoodsport Wa was swamped with bikers and 
younger groups not following social distancing at 
stores, coffee company and burger stand on May 
9th.  Many local citizens very concerned.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Phone retailer Sprint archtelecom 2402 S First St Unit 116 Yakima There’s one person diagnosed with covid 19 who 
has been there working and a few other employees 
have been having symptoms & puking in store.

TRUE 05/09/20 9:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Ezells Famous Chicken 1645 140th Avenue NE Bellevue my exp yesterday at 6pm
sign says 11 people only in store - there were 30 

pick up orders and in store orders
clash as pick up orders are in front of store orders 
via store layout which is stupid and adds to choke 
point

Theres not a single person who has to squeeze in 
and out of that store

All staff - did not wear any gloves

Only one cashier who also answered the phone for 
call in orders

All wore masks that had iqs of 75 - calling out 
peoples names at 20 feet while wearing a mask is 
far from efficient and borderline retardation which 
leads to the likelyhood that theres more infraction 
that i didnt see

Id shut this place down until they used their brains

mobilegaming@gmail.com Mike Askew 9177572416 You must be kidding

TRUE 05/09/20 9:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Bambino 405 NW 65th St Seattle Three mornings in a row I've watched 4-6 people 
hanging out in the front of the building not only 
ignoring distancing and wearing no masks, but they 
also block the sidewalk and force people to take a 
two block detour or walk in the street

TRUE 04/03/20 12:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Housing Walla Walla Housing Authority 501 Cayuse Walla Walla Employees are doing non-essential work in public 
and not wearing any PPE. Company is still using 
groundcrew and workers as usual to perform non-
essential duties.

rhubarbjedi@gmail.com Karen Naulty 15099480702

TRUE 04/21/20 9:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

T spa West olympia Olympia It was brought to my attention that t spa is doing 
nails.   I am a hairdresser that is following the 
guidelines

Bkranchsj@gmail.com Jennifer Lanegan 360-870-4276

TRUE 05/08/20 11:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Two Sisters Koffie 6911 Hannegan rd Lynden Organizing illegal, virus denier rally to take place at 
their business on May 9

citizens@concernedcitizens.comConcerned citizen 360-738-4557 Julie Beld Anderson

TRUE 05/08/20 9:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Mike Hawks 2720 pacific ave Tacoma Serving up bullshit. hey Inslee, you are a dick Voteoutinslee@gmail.com Youra mama 2063781234

TRUE 04/06/20 4:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Cash America Pawn 5718 Martin Luther King Jr 
Way S

Seattle This business is non essential and is open to the 
public. Open sign on, people going in and out, door 
wide open.

publicrelations@firstcash.co
m

TRUE 04/06/20 6:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Baby Boutique Swanky Babies 6403 Burden Blvd Pasco Selling kid toys, cribs, clothing is not essential.  This 
store does have the capability of doing online and 
curb side pick up.  Having the doors open and 
encouraging pregnant women to shop is incredibly 
irresponsible.

info@swankybabies.com

TRUE 05/02/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used Children Clothing Swanky Babies 6403 Burden Blvd Suite D Pasco Owner of business posted to Facebook stating 
they’re having a sale on items. The owner seems to 
think that selling clothing and toys is essential. Items 
are NOT sorted by size. Having customers come in 
(limited you 5 at a time) having to dig through the 
same clothes doesn’t seem like a great preventative 
measure.

Samantha.cook@live.com Samantha 5092057365 Info@swankybabies.com

TRUE 05/08/20 5:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Victrola Coffee Roasters 411 15th Ave E Seattle The employees serving and making drinks were not 
wearing facemasks or any face coverings.

jsekim3@gmail.com Julie Kim 310-951-3132

TRUE 04/07/20 8:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Funeral home Terrace Heights Memorial Park 3001 Terrace Heights Drive Yakima The workers are sick and are pressured that they 
cannot call in sick. My brother has horrible coughing 
and the families go to the grave and aren’t listening 
to get in their cars.

delishahutch@yahoo.com Delisha Hutchinson 2068546754

TRUE 04/01/20 3:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Sportsman's Warehouse 120 31 AVE SE Puyallup This does not appear to be an essential business 
that continues to operate.  How can this business 
stay open, but Dick's Sporting Goods is closed.  
Also, no social distancing occurring.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other SPORTING GOODS SPORTSMANS WAREHOUSE 9577 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale THIS STORE IS NOT NESISARY AND AN 
EMPLOYEE HAS CAME IN CONTACT WITH A 
PERSON WHO TESTED POSITIVE.

13603076900

TRUE 05/02/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The Stag Barber Shop 1401 Ave D Snohomish Business open and openly defying the stay at home 
order, he also isn't observing social distancing nor 
wearing gloves or a mask.

Doddsjr78@gmail.com Jaime

TRUE 04/22/20 6:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

le chat noir salon 3019 6th ave unit C tacoma The salon is still taking people for services. Shannon 
French 73411 and Megan Overton. Also noticed that 
many of the people working in the salon don't have 
business licenses, shop keepers licenses and many 
up to date licenses required. They have people 
working without licenses such as Carine DeLeon an 
educator at Clover Park Tech, Megan Overton; the 
owner, Shannon French listed differently and many 
others, Megan Overton has many unlicensed people 
working in her shop without business likenesses, 
shopkeepers licenses, tattoo licensees and 
INSURANCE.  This Salon should be looked at 
closely.



TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV sales Johnson RV 4105 Pacific Hwy E Fife This RV sales place is open but are not an essential 
business

TRUE 04/15/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Scary Hair Was not Provided Bellevue Caller concerned about a stylist that is visiting people 
in their homes.
Caller report that Nazzi Nassiri posted information 
about this hair stylist on neighborhood blog stating 
that Ken, 206-459-5576 will come to your home. I 
am reporting on behalf of the caller listed below.

Linda Carrigan 425-941-5498

TRUE 04/21/20 8:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th Avenue #C Tacoma Shannon French, Cosmetologist # 73411 has still 
been working and open for business.

TRUE 04/25/20 5:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le chat noir 3019 6th Avenue suite c Tacoma Shannon French is open for business and taking 
clients.

TRUE 04/24/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le chat noir salon 3019 6th avenue, C Tacoma Working in this salon

TRUE 04/22/20 11:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership/Detail Shop South Tacoma Mazda 6027 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Non essential business, not following state 
mandates of social distancing, face masks and using  
 proper preventative precautions

TRUE 05/01/20 10:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir 3019 # C 6th Avenue Tacoma They are still operating and providing services and 
sales.

TRUE 04/25/20 11:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th avenue, #C Tacoma Le Chat Noir Salon is open for business and is not 
licensed or has Insurance. The booth renter 
Shannon French is open and operating.

TRUE 04/22/20 5:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th ave suite: C Tacoma Shannon French, salon 73411 is working.

TRUE 04/22/20 6:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

le chat noir salon 3019 6th ave unit C tacoma The salon is still taking people for services. Shannon 
French 73411 and Megan Overton. Also noticed that 
many of the people working in the salon don't have 
business licenses, shop keepers licenses and many 
up to date licenses required. They have people 
working without licenses such as Carine DeLeon an 
educator at Clover Park Tech, Megan Overton; the 
owner, Shannon French listed differently and many 
others, Megan Overton has many unlicensed people 
working in her shop without business likenesses, 
shopkeepers licenses, tattoo licensees and 
INSURANCE.  This Salon should be looked at 
closely.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV sales Johnson RV 4105 Pacific Hwy E Fife This RV sales place is open but are not an essential 
business

TRUE 04/15/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Scary Hair Was not Provided Bellevue Caller concerned about a stylist that is visiting people 
in their homes.
Caller report that Nazzi Nassiri posted information 
about this hair stylist on neighborhood blog stating 
that Ken, 206-459-5576 will come to your home. I 
am reporting on behalf of the caller listed below.

Linda Carrigan 425-941-5498

TRUE 04/21/20 8:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th Avenue #C Tacoma Shannon French, Cosmetologist # 73411 has still 
been working and open for business.

TRUE 04/25/20 5:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le chat noir 3019 6th Avenue suite c Tacoma Shannon French is open for business and taking 
clients.

TRUE 04/24/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le chat noir salon 3019 6th avenue, C Tacoma Working in this salon

TRUE 04/22/20 11:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership/Detail Shop South Tacoma Mazda 6027 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Non essential business, not following state 
mandates of social distancing, face masks and using  
 proper preventative precautions

TRUE 05/01/20 10:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir 3019 # C 6th Avenue Tacoma They are still operating and providing services and 
sales.

TRUE 04/25/20 11:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th avenue, #C Tacoma Le Chat Noir Salon is open for business and is not 
licensed or has Insurance. The booth renter 
Shannon French is open and operating.

TRUE 04/22/20 5:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Le Chat Noir Salon 3019 6th ave suite: C Tacoma Shannon French, salon 73411 is working.

TRUE 04/13/20 2:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Hellen Hair Salon 17730 Ambaum Blvd S  #B1 Seattle I have witnessed the owner having clients come in 
for hair cuts, color, ect... She keeps the lights off 
while working so nobody can see her from the 
parking lot.
 the owner (Daniel) of the Laundromat next door 
says she is there M-F working on clients.

amcjackson1976@gmail.co
m

Angie Jackson 206-898-8532

TRUE 04/11/20 12:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Hellen’s Hair Salon 17730 Ambaum Blvd Ave 
S.  Unit# B1

Burien ,  WA 98148 This Hair salon still opening and cutting hair people 
in / out with all nights inside off.  The owner comes 
and opening the door around after 12:00pm every 
day.  Please come to investigate and close the 
business to stop the viruses exposing.  Thank you!

TRUE 05/10/20 5:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Coffeeholic 3700 S Hudson St Seattle They have online ordering and note only 6 people 
inside at one time. I have been 3 times and they are 
not wearing masks, no protective barrier for them 
and between 10-20 people inside their coffee shop 
at one time. Say they will not bring it outside and we 
have to go inside even though we did not feel safe.

coffeeholichouse@gmail.co
m

TRUE 05/10/20 5:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

PCC Markets Burien 15840 1st Ave S burien Employees in Kitchen  Not Following Social 
Distancing Measures observed Hugging and 
extremely close contact

TRUE 05/10/20 8:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Kings Row /Kings Scoop 210 S. 1st Street Selah Not observing social distance.

TRUE 05/09/20 7:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

ASD 122 SPRAGUE AVE SPOKANE TOTAL BS CHRISTIANCAMPER@GM
AIL.COM

CHRIS 509-499-9999

TRUE 05/08/20 11:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Miner's 2415 S. 1st ST Yakima Everyone on top of each other. Loitering near car 
windows, no masks, no gloves. So safety 
precautions at all.

TRUE 05/06/20 5:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Edaleen Dairy store 5905 Portal way Ferndale No masks worn by Employees, no social distances 
by employees

Jonestlj@gmail.com Terri Jones 503-481-8164

TRUE 05/06/20 1:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Restaurant and Kayak 
Rentals

Tugboat Annies 2100 W Bay Dr NW (1.88 
mi) Olympia, Washington 
98502

Olympia This business announced on Facebook that they 
were renting kayaks starting May 5th.

TRUE 04/24/20 11:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business NorMed 4320 South 131st Place. Seattle The company is not following social distancing 
guidelines, as they are not required to wear masks, 
gloves, or be more than 6ft from one another. 
Additionally, most of the duties being performed are 
not essential.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auction Houston 1st Choice Auto Auction 825 Rankin Road Houston This business is open and still having auctions of 
large gatherings.

Misty Jones 9362625399

TRUE 04/19/20 8:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Seattle 3D Brows 1800 S Jackson St, Ste B Seattle Their whole team of staff members are taking clients 
and servicing them.  They are also offering a referral 
bonus for clients to refer others to come in to get 
services done at this time.

viray.rom@gmail.com Romell Viray (425) 243-3682

TRUE 05/10/20 11:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Broadway Billies 1407 13th Ave.  North North Myrtle Beach Servers without masks or gloves. Poor social 
distancing mainly in bar area. Poor disinfectant of 
tables before use by others.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Daisy’s salon 9457 35th ave sw Seattle Has not shut down her business . Still working on 
people. Everyday. I see it on my cameras  everyday, 
and when i check on my business which has been 
closed since 3/17. She just doesn’t turn her sign on.

Info@factoryhairseattle.com Denise Rivera 2063795678

TRUE 04/01/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Robyn Eileen King Vancouver, Washington Vancouver Robyn King is advertising  in home services for hair.

TRUE 04/25/20 11:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other real estate Zillow INC na All Zillow is allowing home owners to promote open 
houses which is in direct violation of the stay at 
home order.  Here is an example in Leavenworth.
https://www.zillow.com/homedetails/510-Cone-St-
Leavenworth-WA-98826/85981272_zpid/

Zillow is a licensed real estate broker and required to 
follow the law.

geordie@windermere.com Geordie Romer 5096798958

TRUE 04/07/20 8:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Seattle African Braids 1314 Central Ave S, Kent, 
Washington, USA

Kent I originally had an appointment with this hair braider 
on March 30 but the order was already still in place 
so she canceled it and obviously can give me a time 
when she would be able to do my hair. But I also 
follow her on social media sites and ever since the 
day she sent the notice that we had to reschedule 
appointment she still been posting hair online of hair 
that she’s been doing well this order has been in 
place she also still have to give me my deposit back 
due to the fact I said that I wanted it back because 
she couldn’t give me a game plan as to what her 
plan was during a coded crisis with reschedule 
appointment. Today as of today she is still doing hair 
and she is still accepting appointments and it’s a 
major violation and my next stop is attorney generals 
office So that I can get my money back because she 
was supposed to give me that back seven days ago 
a deposit required to book an appointment. Her 
normal disclosure is you cannot get a refund but 
considering what has happened over the last few 
months obviously businesses aren’t recognizing the 
refund policies and so she agreed to get it back and I 
also have text messages from her.

Sharminacook@gmail.com Sharmina 2535458010



TRUE 04/07/20 8:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Seattle African Braids 1314 Central Ave S, Kent, 
Washington, USA

Kent I originally had an appointment with this hair braider 
on March 30 but the order was already still in place 
so she canceled it and obviously can give me a time 
when she would be able to do my hair. But I also 
follow her on social media sites and ever since the 
day she sent the notice that we had to reschedule 
appointment she still been posting hair online of hair 
that she’s been doing well this order has been in 
place she also still have to give me my deposit back 
due to the fact I said that I wanted it back because 
she couldn’t give me a game plan as to what her 
plan was during a coded crisis with reschedule 
appointment. Today as of today she is still doing hair 
and she is still accepting appointments and it’s a 
major violation and my next stop is attorney generals 
office So that I can get my money back because she 
was supposed to give me that back seven days ago 
a deposit required to book an appointment. Her 
normal disclosure is you cannot get a refund but 
considering what has happened over the last few 
months obviously businesses aren’t recognizing the 
refund policies and so she agreed to get it back and I 
also have text messages from her.

Sharminacook@gmail.com Sharmina 2535458010

TRUE 05/11/20 10:19 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Jay Inslee is not essential.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:48 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Violation of our constitutional rights, stripping us of 
our freedoms

TRUE 05/11/20 12:59 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other government Jay Inslee & Bob Ferguson 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia These two clowns continue to ruin our state and the 
incomes of thousands of people in this state. they 
perform non-essential functions and bring no value 
to society. they do not follow the will of the voters 
and use fraudulent "data and science" to ruin the 
economy

TRUE 05/11/20 1:00 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other political organization Washington State Three Percenters PO Box 274 McKenna WA Three Percenters actively encourages, organizes 
and manages gatherings of people that don't follow 
social distancing requirements, serve no essential 
purpose, and generally display a degree of ass-
hattery that is in violation of current state guidelines, 
not to mention common sense.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle dealer Ride Now 3305 w 19th ave KENNEWICK Their sales department is open and selling stuff out 
of the parts department to hide it. Went in today and 
they tried to sell me something.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle dealer Ride Now 3305 w 19th ave KENNEWICK Their sales department is open and selling stuff out 
of the parts department to hide it. Went in today and 
they tried to sell me something.

TRUE 04/21/20 6:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealer Ride now Powersports 3305 W 19th Avenue Kennewick I sold a local Yakima customer a motorcycle last 
year.  He inquired about trading in the motorcycle 
after the “Stay Home” order started.  I told the 
customer I cannot sell until the order is lifted.  I 
received an e-mail today from the customer asking 
for the paperwork to cancel his extended warranty 
from the motorcycle he purchased from our 
dealership last year .  I sent the customer the 
paperwork and cause to cancel the warranty was it 
was traded in it at Ride Now Powersports.  So 
because we are following the order we lost the 
chance at a sale to our local customer.  I have talked 
to multiple people saying Ride Now will sell to 
customers during the order.

Premierpowsales196@gmail
.com

Kevin Murray 509-945-3775

TRUE 04/14/20 2:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Off Road Vehicle Sales Ride Now Powersports 3305 W 19th Kennewick No-one at the business wearing face masksor 
observing social distancing guidelines.

br.smith90@gmail.com Brian

TRUE 04/18/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other POWER SPORTS 
DEALERSHIP

RIDE NOW TRI-CITIES 3305 W. 19th Ave KENNEWWICK Motor sports dealership continuing to sell new units 
and services deemed non-essential by the governor.

kkcreasy@gmail.com KERRI K CREASY 5098331056

TRUE 04/20/20 6:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealership Ridenow Powersports and 
Rattlesnake Mtn Harley

3305 W 19th Ave Kennewick These guys are still selling motorcycles and Atvs and 
are using the parts and service departments to cover 
it up. They have been doing this the whole time, can 
someone please shut them down, so the employees 
don't loose their jobs when they have to choose their 
health and safety or their employment.

TRUE 04/20/20 6:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealership Ridenow Powersports and 
Rattlesnake Mtn Harley

3305 W 19th Ave Kennewick These guys are still selling motorcycles and Atvs and 
are using the parts and service departments to cover 
it up. They have been doing this the whole time, can 
someone please shut them down, so the employees 
don't loose their jobs when they have to choose their 
health and safety or their employment.

TRUE 05/11/20 7:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Slap inslee with a dick 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

olympia That bitch Inslees does  not follow social distance 
rules. Also he's a bitch made of spare parts and 
whatever came out my ass this morning.

fuck you fuck you and fuck you that bitch Jay fuckin inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 7:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle dealership Ridenow Powersports 3305 W 19th ave Kennewick These guys are selling motorcycles when they 
shouldn't be.

TRUE 05/06/20 3:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

The Web Locker Restaurant Squalicum Harbor Bellingham Lots of people filling drinks and eating takeout 
outside

TRUE 05/07/20 4:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Papa Bairds 4108 terrace heights dr Yakima Offering patio seating

TRUE 04/24/20 7:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle dealership Ridenow Powersports 3305 W 19th Ave Kennewick They are selling side by sides, and Atvs and such. 
They are using the service dept to show the vehicles 
and have the customers show up there to cover it 
up. They have the guy sign your papers at the front 
counter to hide what they are really doing.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Office DNC Puppet Capital Hill Olympia Our governor is an idiot.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:15 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Figure it out! Nomen nesco Anyname Street Whatever I recall that the Nazi occupier encouraged the 
oppressed  to 'rat' on their neighbors, and then 
rewarded them,  just as long as they remained 
useful.  After our liberation, now 75 years ago, the 
population got its chance to get even with those 
'rats'. This is NOT 1984!

ary@rockisland.com Ary Hobbel 360-378-4916

TRUE 05/11/20 11:20 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other breathing making a living 666 seattle You people are Nazi scum.   Cease and desist.  Get 
an honest job.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Inslee Washington state 
governor

Inslee Washington State governor Olympia Olympia Inslee is breaking the constitution and taking away 
rights from the people.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:24 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Office DNC Puppet Capital Hill Olympia Our governor is an idiot.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:15 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Figure it out! Nomen nesco Anyname Street Whatever I recall that the Nazi occupier encouraged the 
oppressed  to 'rat' on their neighbors, and then 
rewarded them,  just as long as they remained 
useful.  After our liberation, now 75 years ago, the 
population got its chance to get even with those 
'rats'. This is NOT 1984!

ary@rockisland.com Ary Hobbel 360-378-4916

TRUE 05/11/20 11:20 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other breathing making a living 666 seattle You people are Nazi scum.   Cease and desist.  Get 
an honest job.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Inslee Washington state 
governor

Inslee Washington State governor Olympia Olympia Inslee is breaking the constitution and taking away 
rights from the people.

TRUE 04/21/20 2:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Elevate Salon 514 Main Street Vancouver Salon receiving clients and working behind closed 
curtains. Has been for last month. Is again today.

Mari Mabin

TRUE 04/04/20 11:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Elevate 514 Main Street VANCOUVER Seeing Clients behind closed curtains. Saturday 
4/4/2020.

TRUE 05/11/20 9:27 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gma com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:27 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You



TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:30 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 04/18/20 10:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Elevate 514 Main Street Vancouver 3 Saturdays in a row. Elevate continues to see 
clients and other days as well. Curtains closed but 
patrons enter.

Downtown salon owner 
following the rules

Mari Mabin. Manager

TRUE 04/08/20 9:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Jadine Johnson Shoreline or Lake Forest 
Park

Shoreline Jadine has posted on Facebook that she was 
starting a "mobile hair service"  and was seeking 
clients to go to their  homes to cut hair for people.  
Over 30 people responded they needed their hair 
done.

TRUE 05/11/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suck a dick. Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suck a dick. Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suck a dick. Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suck a dick. Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/11/20 9:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Suck a dick. Fuck You 123 Fuck Snitches St Olympia Go fuck yourself cunt. Fucku@gmail.com Fuck You

TRUE 05/06/20 1:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Pa fitness 172 nd and Smokey point 
blvd

Marysville Dangerous Hard times .@ Jon doe 3606925678

TRUE 05/08/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business PA Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington Business just posted on facebook they are opening 
despite the stay at home order.
People are starting to post their workouts.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA fitness 3131 smokey point dr arlington The owner of PA fitness is stating on his facebook 
page that he is directly defying the order and is 
opening on May 11th. He is posting pictures of his 
moving of his gym, and what he feels his rights that 
are violated.

Micheal Jellison

TRUE 05/08/20 7:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington They posted that they are exercising their 
constitutional rights and opening Monday. 11th,  the 
owner Mike is out of control and crazy.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington To All PA Fitness Customers, 

During the Quarantine period I spent the first 2 
weeks at a location outside of Washington State 
contemplating retirement. 

The process of what has gone on had beat me down 
to the point of depression. 

After 2 weeks I came home to take care of a few 
things personally and was shocked at the state of 
Snohomish County, MY HOME! 

After talking to a couple of close law enforcement 
friends I was perplexed in the understanding that 
crime rate, domestic violence, child abuse, suicide 
rates and divorce rates were climbing dramatically.

 Perplexed and dismayed I returned to the location 
outside of Washington once again, angry at the 
process our government had allowed during this time.

 I stayed the whole month of April in seclusion, soul 
searching and refocusing on my constitutional rights, 
OUR constitutional rights as citizens of the United 
States of America.

 I returned right before the 5th of May, 
understanding that the federal mandates and clearly 
understanding our state was compliant with those 
mandates (President Trump “fitness in phase 1, 
mentally and physically essential to your health and 

TRUE 05/08/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington To All PA Fitness Customers, 

During the Quarantine period I spent the first 2 
weeks at a location outside of Washington State 
contemplating retirement. 

The process of what has gone on had beat me down 
to the point of depression. 

After 2 weeks I came home to take care of a few 
things personally and was shocked at the state of 
Snohomish County, MY HOME! 

After talking to a couple of close law enforcement 
friends I was perplexed in the understanding that 
crime rate, domestic violence, child abuse, suicide 
rates and divorce rates were climbing dramatically.

 Perplexed and dismayed I returned to the location 
outside of Washington once again, angry at the 
process our government had allowed during this time.

 I stayed the whole month of April in seclusion, soul 
searching and refocusing on my constitutional rights, 
OUR constitutional rights as citizens of the United 
States of America.

 I returned right before the 5th of May, 
understanding that the federal mandates and clearly 
understanding our state was compliant with those 
mandates (President Trump “fitness in phase 1, 
mentally and physically essential to your health and 

TRUE 05/08/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington To All PA Fitness Customers, 

During the Quarantine period I spent the first 2 
weeks at a location outside of Washington State 
contemplating retirement. 

The process of what has gone on had beat me down 
to the point of depression. 

After 2 weeks I came home to take care of a few 
things personally and was shocked at the state of 
Snohomish County, MY HOME! 

After talking to a couple of close law enforcement 
friends I was perplexed in the understanding that 
crime rate, domestic violence, child abuse, suicide 
rates and divorce rates were climbing dramatically.

 Perplexed and dismayed I returned to the location 
outside of Washington once again, angry at the 
process our government had allowed during this time.

 I stayed the whole month of April in seclusion, soul 
searching and refocusing on my constitutional rights, 
OUR constitutional rights as citizens of the United 
States of America.

 I returned right before the 5th of May, 
understanding that the federal mandates and clearly 
understanding our state was compliant with those 
mandates (President Trump “fitness in phase 1, 
mentally and physically essential to your health and 



TRUE 05/08/20 7:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point dr Arlington To All PA Fitness Customers, 

During the Quarantine period I spent the first 2 
weeks at a location outside of Washington State 
contemplating retirement. 

The process of what has gone on had beat me down 
to the point of depression. 

After 2 weeks I came home to take care of a few 
things personally and was shocked at the state of 
Snohomish County, MY HOME! 

After talking to a couple of close law enforcement 
friends I was perplexed in the understanding that 
crime rate, domestic violence, child abuse, suicide 
rates and divorce rates were climbing dramatically.

 Perplexed and dismayed I returned to the location 
outside of Washington once again, angry at the 
process our government had allowed during this time.

 I stayed the whole month of April in seclusion, soul 
searching and refocusing on my constitutional rights, 
OUR constitutional rights as citizens of the United 
States of America.

 I returned right before the 5th of May, 
understanding that the federal mandates and clearly 
understanding our state was compliant with those 
mandates (President Trump “fitness in phase 1, 
mentally and physically essential to your health and 

TRUE 05/11/20 9:02 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business PA Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Drive Arlington Gym is open and people are in. Announced on social 
media he is defying order.

Clubzshannon@yahoo.com Shannon Oquist 425-350-4800

TRUE 05/11/20 11:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Pa Fitness 3131 Smokey pt dr Arlington Business is open as of May 11th before phase three 
when gyms can be open.

Choldredge25@gmail.com Chloe Holdredge 2675490632 Mike Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 11:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Power alley fitness 3131 smokey point dr Arlington The owner stated he knows he's in violation he 
doesn't care

TRUE 05/11/20 11:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington Opening before Phase 3 Michael Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 11:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington This gym is openly defying the stay at home orders 
put in place by our Governor. They are opening 
defying this in Snohomish County which is even 
more concerning due to the sheriff's statements 
about his decision not to enforce the stay at home 
orders. This has been reported on King 5 news and 
other businesses are going likely to feel empowered 
by seeing no action taken against this business. 
Please shut them down and send a message that 
the safety of the majority are more important.

360-657-3488 Michael Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 12:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym power alley fitness 13315 38th ave ne Marysville Letting 75 people in at a time dhreynard@gmail.com Danielle reynard 6153108733

TRUE 05/11/20 11:45 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Power alley fitness 3131 smokey point dr Arlington The owner stated he knows he's in violation he 
doesn't care

TRUE 05/11/20 11:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington Opening before Phase 3 Michael Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 11:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington This gym is openly defying the stay at home orders 
put in place by our Governor. They are opening 
defying this in Snohomish County which is even 
more concerning due to the sheriff's statements 
about his decision not to enforce the stay at home 
orders. This has been reported on King 5 news and 
other businesses are going likely to feel empowered 
by seeing no action taken against this business. 
Please shut them down and send a message that 
the safety of the majority are more important.

360-657-3488 Michael Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 12:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym power alley fitness 13315 38th ave ne Marysville Letting 75 people in at a time dhreynard@gmail.com Danielle reynard 6153108733

TRUE 05/10/20 7:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other No idea No idea None of your business None of your business Just proving a point that you can put anything on this 
stupid thing and say that someone  else is reporting 
it. Shame on you for publishing these lies. People 
are getting harassed that didn’t actually report 
someone. The other people using this junk are busy 
bodies that need to get a life or someone with an 
agenda. I don’t know maybe an employee that wants 
their work shut down to make bank on 
unemployment. You people are ridiculous.

Jayinslee@idiot.com Jay Inslee 867-5309

TRUE 05/10/20 11:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Local communist Bill Gates and Jeff bezos puppets 416 Sid Snyder ave sw Olympia Local communist party is gathering and trying to 
control the people of Washington state. They hold 
large gatherings and are a non essential. Jay inslee 
has been out and checking in with his true handlers 
Jeff bezos and bill gates trying to figure out how to 
get away with being pedophiles and destroying the 
state

Jamie.w437@gmail.com Jamie

TRUE 05/09/20 7:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Voodoo Hut 511 Bradford Ave Kemah This bar is open, and it’s not supposed to be. There 
are large gatherings and no one is social distancing.

TRUE 05/09/20 2:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

The Clam Bar Route11 North Syracuse While waiting for to go serving alcohol at the bar Ed

TRUE 05/08/20 7:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

The diplomat bar and grill 8916 foothill Blvd Rancho Cucamonga At least 30 guests were hanging out drinking 
alcoholic beverages in the bar without wearing 
masks or social distancing. At this time bars are still 
required to be closed!

TRUE 05/08/20 3:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn/thrift shop Manette Trading Co. 1025 Pitt Ave. Bremerton, WA Non-essential pawn shop business is completely 
open.  No restrictions in place.  Employees not 
following ANY COVID-19 precautions.

manettetrading@gmail.com

TRUE 05/08/20 3:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other pawn shop Manette Trading Co. 1025 Pitt Ave Bremerton This is a retail, non-essential business with their 
doors wide open and their OPEN sign on. They are 
accepting customers inside with no distancing or 
social protection.

manettetrading@gmail.com

TRUE 05/08/20 9:40 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog groomer Daisy’s Pet Grooming 504 W Stewart Ave Puyallup Patti St. Martin: my dog groomer Daisy's pet 
groomers opened Tuesday. Just got my dogs 
groomed today

info@daisyspetgrooming.co
m

TRUE 05/09/20 9:11 AM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Daisy's pet grooming 504 west Stewart ave Puyallup Pet Grooming business is open and should be 
closed.

TRUE 05/04/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Wagz 2 Riches 4303 W. 27th Av. Kennewick Advertised in local media they are opening in direct 
violation of stay at home order. See link

 https://keprtv.com/news/local/kennewick-pet-
groomer-opens-despite-business-closure-order

mn73102000@gmail.com Matt Nash 509-947-3428 Mickey Hatfield 
info@wagz2riches.com

TRUE 05/04/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Wagz 2 Riches 4303 W. 27th Av. Kennewick Advertised in local media they are opening in direct 
violation of stay at home order. See link

 https://keprtv.com/news/local/kennewick-pet-
groomer-opens-despite-business-closure-order

mn73102000@gmail.com Matt Nash 509-947-3428 Mickey Hatfield 
info@wagz2riches.com

TRUE 05/08/20 4:25 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Hampton Inn & Suites Leavenworth 301 Ward Strasse Leavenworth I am an employee here and for the past few weeks 
we’ve had 50+ guests in house on the weekends. 
The majority are traveling for leisure, mainly from the 
Seattle area. I am tired of putting my health and my 
family’s health at risk.

adominguez@bmihospitality.
com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Fully charged fitness 117 E Naches Ave Selah I have heard and seen people go into the gym. My 
brother in law has also been going there everyday 
since the lockdown has been in effect. They have 
posted on social media that they'll be closing but the 
have ignored it and stayed open.

fcfitness18@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Floor Trader of Tacoma 7310 S Hosmer St, 
Tacoma, WA 98498

Tacoma Drive by at approximately 1:30pm 3/30/2020, 
Noticed an open sign. Do not think this is an 
essential business.

capitcock@gmail.com Craig Lewis Dean@yourfloortrader.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home decor; clothing; 
jewelry; boutique shopping

Grandma’s Attic 12 North Main Street Omak Having clothing sales; posting on Facebook that they 
are open for business because “clothing IS essential”

grandmasattic92@gmail.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 4:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle Apparel (Not 
Maintenance)

Cycle Gear 825 Taylor Ave N Seattle Store seems to be open daily. Sells apparel - non-
essential.

anoprax@gmail.com MVELASCO@CYCLEGEA
R.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot Tub Sales AquaQuip 933 118th Ave SE Bellevue Their store front was open yesterday (Sunday 3/29) 
with big signs outfront advertising to "come in for a 
hot tub sale happening". Their website 
(aquaquip.com) also loads a pop up that says "Yes, 
we are open!" as of Monday 3/30.

sales@aquaquip.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness Center The Fitness Factory 4940 Auto Center Blvd. Bremerton People working out on exercise equipment, not 
respecting social distancing protocols.

Kgwiest@aol.com Kurt Wiest 360-509-6944 info@factoryfitnesscenter.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Prime Window Systems 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap Non Essential business open. Garfield Jake 5098456120 RACHIEL.BENNETT@PRI
MEWINDOWSYS.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Back yard products 3315  NE 112th ave unit 
91, WA 98682

Vancouver People come in and out all day long to pick up 
sheds, all under the guise of being an essential 
supplier for Lowe’s.. they say it’s a non contact form 
of business, but I don’t see contractors going to 
peoples homes to build sheds as essential

inquiries@backyardbuildings
.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paint Store Miller Paint 1500 NW Leary Way Seattle I don’t see how a paint store could possibly be 
considered an essential business during a health 
crisis!

support@millerpaint.com



TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Resale retail New 2 you ***** Mile Hill dr Port orchard Owner is advertising on Facebook things for sale 
then delivering to customers cars "with gloves" 
neither she nor customers involved in essential 
business. This store sells used items

Shani@dljmlaw.com Shani 3603283131 new2youpo@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture retail Rent a cinter 4200 E 4th Plain Blvd, Vancouver Have multiple people in and out of there showroom 
ever day along with sending employees out to 
peoples homes everday

Annabelleh14@yahoo.com Ashley 5099918860 TAXISSUES@RENTACENT
ER.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Fully charged fitness 117 E Naches Ave Selah I have heard and seen people go into the gym. My 
brother in law has also been going there everyday 
since the lockdown has been in effect. They have 
posted on social media that they'll be closing but the 
have ignored it and stayed open.

fcfitness18@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Floor Trader of Tacoma 7310 S Hosmer St, 
Tacoma, WA 98498

Tacoma Drive by at approximately 1:30pm 3/30/2020, 
Noticed an open sign. Do not think this is an 
essential business.

capitcock@gmail.com Craig Lewis Dean@yourfloortrader.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home decor; clothing; 
jewelry; boutique shopping

Grandma’s Attic 12 North Main Street Omak Having clothing sales; posting on Facebook that they 
are open for business because “clothing IS essential”

grandmasattic92@gmail.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 4:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motorcycle Apparel (Not 
Maintenance)

Cycle Gear 825 Taylor Ave N Seattle Store seems to be open daily. Sells apparel - non-
essential.

anoprax@gmail.com MVELASCO@CYCLEGEA
R.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot Tub Sales AquaQuip 933 118th Ave SE Bellevue Their store front was open yesterday (Sunday 3/29) 
with big signs outfront advertising to "come in for a 
hot tub sale happening". Their website 
(aquaquip.com) also loads a pop up that says "Yes, 
we are open!" as of Monday 3/30.

sales@aquaquip.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness Center The Fitness Factory 4940 Auto Center Blvd. Bremerton People working out on exercise equipment, not 
respecting social distancing protocols.

Kgwiest@aol.com Kurt Wiest 360-509-6944 info@factoryfitnesscenter.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 4:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Prime Window Systems 3400 S Tacoma St Union Gap Non Essential business open. Garfield Jake 5098456120 RACHIEL.BENNETT@PRI
MEWINDOWSYS.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Back yard products 3315  NE 112th ave unit 
91, WA 98682

Vancouver People come in and out all day long to pick up 
sheds, all under the guise of being an essential 
supplier for Lowe’s.. they say it’s a non contact form 
of business, but I don’t see contractors going to 
peoples homes to build sheds as essential

inquiries@backyardbuildings
.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paint Store Miller Paint 1500 NW Leary Way Seattle I don’t see how a paint store could possibly be 
considered an essential business during a health 
crisis!

support@millerpaint.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Resale retail New 2 you ***** Mile Hill dr Port orchard Owner is advertising on Facebook things for sale 
then delivering to customers cars "with gloves" 
neither she nor customers involved in essential 
business. This store sells used items

Shani@dljmlaw.com Shani 3603283131 new2youpo@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:23 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture retail Rent a cinter 4200 E 4th Plain Blvd, Vancouver Have multiple people in and out of there showroom 
ever day along with sending employees out to 
peoples homes everday

Annabelleh14@yahoo.com Ashley 5099918860 TAXISSUES@RENTACENT
ER.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 4:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Mother Nurture Ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW Suite D Puyallup Hello I am the owner of Inside View 3D/4D 
Ultrasound LLC in Thurston County.  I did my due 
diligence and clarified with my county and the 
Governor's office if I was able to remain open as an 
essential business, and was emailed a response 
from the Governor's office that I had to close.  This 
business is a competitor with the exact same 
business model and is blatantly advertising that she 
is open and accepting appointments.

erin@insideviewultrasound.c
om

Erin Blair- Owner of Inside 
View Ultrasound in 
Thurston County

8143970604 info@mothernurtureultrasou
nd.com

TRUE 05/11/20 6:31 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Governor Jay Inslee office 
and staff.

Olympia State Capital 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia I am aware of people meeting in large groups with 
Governor Inslee and aware that social distancing is a 
double-standard among his office.

Sk8erforchrist05@yahoo.co
m

Mark 253-439-7713 govoutbound@iq.governor.w
a.gov

TRUE 05/12/20 3:30 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

SeeMoreButts 7th Heaven Mordor Rd Bebbanburg 1v1 LFG #NoSunShine8 PS5 007ShaggySpy@yahoo.com GooglyMoogly 2067340001

TRUE 05/11/20 8:02 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other COVID19 WA STATE 
governor/AG

Governor of WA - AG of WA state 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia We have observed that you have overstepped your 
bounds by performing non-essential business and as 
a result caused major damages to the people of the 
state of WA.

covid19scam@hotmail.com CITIZEN 2020 3600000000 Inslee

TRUE 05/08/20 10:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Politics Olympia Olympia Our governor has over stepped our constitution

TRUE 05/09/20 8:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other University Madonna university absn nursing 25925 telegraph road suite 
401 & 420

Southfield As a student at Madonna university, my class was 
just informed we have to come to lab to make up for 
clinical hours. However the school has and is 
currently using virtual platforms to achieve this. They 
are directly violating the stay at home order by not 
utilizing the virtual platforms.

Adubovenko@gmail.com Alex 5866341301

TRUE 05/11/20 9:53 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other government Washington state legislature 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW olympia State legislators getting paid for work while the 
governor is making all decisions

TRUE 05/11/20 3:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office of the Governor Office of the Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Jay Inslee is a communist that is 
nonessential. Please remove him and his creepy 
vibe from office.

TRUE 05/11/20 4:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay Inslee Governor State Capitol Olympia Inslee is not essential. He is ruining Washington. 
Open the State

Nonya Business

TRUE 05/11/20 9:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tt Tt 111 Bank Tt

TRUE 05/11/20 9:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office of Buffoonery Kim Jong-Inslee, our Supreme Leader Covid 19 Way Olympia Inslee is a buffoon whose proclamations threaten to 
drag this “crisis” on and on indefinitely, ruining 
people’s health and lives in the process.

TRUE 05/11/20 9:48 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Capital Legal Crime aka The Governor Snake Street Oylimpia Does not seem to know his head from his ass. This 
is dangerous for his health and ours! Pushes junk 
science to further his agenda. Seems to have a 
mental disorder and a disconnect from reality. 
Actually thinks he can save the planet as if he might 
be God. May explain why he could not get more then 
zero percent of the vote in a class full of losers. ( the 
sex offender with no brain won) Good enough to run 
this state, mental issues apparently run deep here. 
Zero percent Jay is a NO all day!

TRUE 05/11/20 10:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tyranny Inslee tyrant Po box 40002 Olympia Suppression, tyranny, civil liberties, constitutional 
rights

We the people Jay inslee

TRUE 05/11/20 10:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Washington State 101 main Olympia Governor Jay Inslee. Preforming non essential 
duties daring his stay safe stay at home.

Rbinlsee@ Hotmail. Com Rebecca Inslee 253-654-8900

TRUE 05/11/20 11:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay inslee Goverment Olympia Olympia Jay inlee opened his mouth with no actual facts no 
numbers of death or death toll just what he thinks.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay inslee Dipshit Olympia Olympia Tell the stroke victim  to quit ruining the state

TRUE 05/11/20 9:28 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Go fuck off Inslee is a mindless twat 1234 Person with a thinking 
damn MIND

Everywhere Governor Fuckstick and his mindless law 
enforcement cronies are SHEEP.
People who snitch and narc on people just living 
NON CRIMINAL lives are fucking pieces of shit.
If you are one of these pathetic fucks, kill yourself 
now please.
You are part of the biggest problem.

Go fuck yourself Tyrannical 
asshole

TRUE 05/11/20 2:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington, WA This business is in blatant violation of the governor's 
order and is endangering our community. They 
should be shut down and the owner needs to be 
arrested. See the news coverage here:  
https://youtu.be/B9y7DkIhMK0

TRUE 05/11/20 4:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gymnasium PA (Power Alley) Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington https://www.king5.com/article/news/health/coronaviru
s/power-alley-fitness-arlington-open-protest-stay-
home-order/281-b2a52a8a-2cbe-4dca-9681-
f522708e9773

cspitters@snohd.org Christopher Spitters 425-422-2049

TRUE 05/11/20 5:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Spanaway Fitness Center 13819 Pacific Avenue S Tacoma Instagram post saying they defying stay at home 
order. They will be open 4PM-8PM tonight as well as 
Saturday. This is on Team Spanaway page.

TRUE 05/11/20 5:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym NORTHWEST FITNESS CO 4301 S Meridian suite H Puyallup Gym operating against current restrictions due to 
coronavirus. Posters out front inviting members to 
“protest here. Enter at own risk. Our freedoms & our 
livelihoods are essential. All businesses are 
essential”

Chandra.t259@gmail.com

TRUE 05/11/20 5:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power alley fitness 3131 Smokey point dr 
Arlington, wa

Arlington This gym has opened and it’s putting everyone at risk

TRUE 05/11/20 5:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business PA fitness 3131 Smokey point rd Arlington Business is operational, the patrons are not wearing 
masks

TRUE 05/11/20 5:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA Fitness 3131 smokey point drive Arlington The gym opened

TRUE 05/11/20 5:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Studio Fitness 11112 Graveley Lake Dr 
SW

Lakewood, WA. 98499 Gym was open and advertising on the street as 
being open NOW

LEAHCHRISTINESIMMON
S@HOTMAIL.COM

TRUE 05/11/20 6:42 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington This gym has opened up, and if you go to PA Fitness 
on FaceBook, you’ll see the entire timeline of the 
events.  They are allowing up to 75 people at a time 
in the gym.

Unknown Email, but name 
is Mike Jellison

TRUE 05/11/20 9:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym PA Fitness, arlington 3131 Smokey Point Dr, Arlington You breath heavy in a gym so it doesn't matter if you 
are 6 feet apart.  Close this down!

TRUE 05/11/20 9:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Team Fitness 1109 Frontier Cir E A, Lake 
Stevens, WA 98258

Lake Stevens The gym I go to : was still charging dues so I called 
them and they said the mayor of Lake Stevens said 
they could open up. This does not feel safe or ethical.

TRUE 05/11/20 10:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr, 
Arlington, WA 98223

Arlington This business opened up to customers and it is not 
allowed too. Please take away their license. They are 
making a mockery of the Phases that are in place.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA 3131 smokey point drive Arlington Please keep us safe don't let this happen 
Shut them down

lovecooking6@icloud.com Elizabeth

TRUE 05/11/20 11:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym PA fitness 3131 Smokey point drive Arlington this business is open and will expose hundreds to 
possible infection.



TRUE 05/12/20 12:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Health Club Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Drive Arlington News reports say Power Alley Fitness in Arlington 
has opened defying the Governors stay-at-home 
order.  I find this hugely unfair and wrong.  I live in 
Seattle, WA, and use LA Fitness.  They are closed 
due to the Governor's order.  What authority does 
PA Fitness have on being opened when my gym, LA 
Fitness, is closed?  Please SHUT DOWN PA 
FITNESS IMMEDIATELY!

TRUE 05/12/20 12:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Power Alley Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr Arlington Gym violating order. Public@rodrigues.us Daryl Rodrigues 3607010306

TRUE 05/11/20 11:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Odins Strength Gym 809 Ne Minnehaha Vancouver Large amount of cars in parking lot, can hear music 
and equipment being used from the business next 
door while shopping. Asked employee about noise 
and they said the gym next door is open

TRUE 05/11/20 12:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pandora Fitness 1918 8th Ave N Seattle Gym is open with some trainers working with clients 
in close proximity. No masks were observed.

TRUE 05/11/20 12:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Stag Barber & Styling 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Id click multiple of the suspected violations if I could. 
The owner and operator( Bob Martin) is specifically 
saying he will not close and is open in defiance of 
the stay at home order, he will not enforce any 
safety measures and is putting the public at risk( 
there was a massive line around the block this 
weekend). Snohomish county sheriff says they wont 
enforce the stay at home order by shutting him 
down. Other businesses here in Snohomish county 
are emboldened by him and are opening as we 
speak. I am in fear for my health and safety, the 
longer we have cases and people violate the order, 
the longer I as a health care provider have to work 
round the clock and risk my own safety. Many are 
following the rules and those who are not are being 
shown they will not face any consequences or 
punishments. There are multiple supreme court 
precedents that show violating a stay at home order 
is unconstitutional, Jacobsen V. Massachusetts is 
just one. Look at Michigan's 4/23/20 ruling on this 
and please PLEASE physically enforce your order 
otherwise you are showing us, the ones following the 
rules and fighting on the front line of this pandemic, 
are not worth standing up for.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:11 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Odins Strength Gym 809 Ne Minnehaha Vancouver Large amount of cars in parking lot, can hear music 
and equipment being used from the business next 
door while shopping. Asked employee about noise 
and they said the gym next door is open

TRUE 05/11/20 12:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pandora Fitness 1918 8th Ave N Seattle Gym is open with some trainers working with clients 
in close proximity. No masks were observed.

TRUE 05/11/20 12:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Stag Barber & Styling 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Id click multiple of the suspected violations if I could. 
The owner and operator( Bob Martin) is specifically 
saying he will not close and is open in defiance of 
the stay at home order, he will not enforce any 
safety measures and is putting the public at risk( 
there was a massive line around the block this 
weekend). Snohomish county sheriff says they wont 
enforce the stay at home order by shutting him 
down. Other businesses here in Snohomish county 
are emboldened by him and are opening as we 
speak. I am in fear for my health and safety, the 
longer we have cases and people violate the order, 
the longer I as a health care provider have to work 
round the clock and risk my own safety. Many are 
following the rules and those who are not are being 
shown they will not face any consequences or 
punishments. There are multiple supreme court 
precedents that show violating a stay at home order 
is unconstitutional, Jacobsen V. Massachusetts is 
just one. Look at Michigan's 4/23/20 ruling on this 
and please PLEASE physically enforce your order 
otherwise you are showing us, the ones following the 
rules and fighting on the front line of this pandemic, 
are not worth standing up for.

TRUE 05/10/20 8:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Stag Barber shop 1401 ave D Snohomish He is open after receiving notice. I drove by 5-08- at 
4:00 and there were people lined out the door. He 
needs to be stopped now.

hairbyjudi@gmail.com Judith Larsen 2067794854

TRUE 05/10/20 8:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Stag Barber 1401 ave D Snohomish Open and most importantly operating with out a 
license. Numerous complaints last week and defying 
Jays order’s to be on shut down. Salon owners are 
starving but obeying and respecting the rules. Please 
please make an example of this business, thank you.

Kramer Matt 206-708-9094 Bob

TRUE 05/11/20 5:31 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shooting Range Wade’s Guns 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Non-essential and 6-ft distancing not performed 
onsite.

TRUE 05/11/20 5:47 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Bill & Melinda foundation 500 5th Ave N Seattle, WA 98109 Bill Gates has threatened to kill 10-15%of the worlds 
population on his TED talk. Going to force everyone 
to inject his vaccine poison and tracking chip. Has 
been seen cuddling with Jay Inslee and not following 
proto

TRUE 05/11/20 9:18 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Workout Facility/Gym BOdy N Sole Fitness 101 S. Oak St. Colville Business is open despite orders to be closed. Other 
local competitors are losing business because this 
business is willing to risk the health of community 
members.

TRUE 05/11/20 9:49 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fitness Center PA Fitness 3131 Smokey Pointe Dr 
Suite 2

Arlington Gyms are not scheduled until phase 3 yet they are 
opening in Arlington today and there is already a line 
of people not wearing masks. Please look into this I 
don't want to see this lockdown continue indefinitely.

Ryaneastman.333@gmail Ryan 4257771135

TRUE 05/11/20 1:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Salon Petco 1241 N. 205th ST. Seattle WHY IS THIS OPENED WHEN SMALL SALONS 
ARE CLOSED??!?!?!?!?! Getting animals 'pretty' is 
not a necessity when PEOPLE  
CANT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Petco

TRUE 05/11/20 1:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley dental 4309 west nob hill blvd Yakima Not social distancing, not keeping employees or 
customers safe.

TRUE 05/11/20 3:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Selah family dentistry 112 S 2nd st Yakima The dental hygienist is working and doing cleanings. 
The dentist is also working doing non urgent care.

tigere0626@aol.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Non-profit Skagit Valley REACH Center CVAB 1413 E College Way Mount Vernon Homeless resource is allowing "no more than 10 
people" in their small building at a time. With 
volunteers, employees, there is NO way this can 
follow social distancing requirements. See email 
(edited for length, anonymity): " Due to the current 
COVID-19 situation we have changed several of our 
operating procedures including the use of 
volunteers. See below:

Skagit Valley REACH Center 
· Center open M-F, 9AM-5PM 
· Prioritizing phone support and limited personal 
contact (Social Distance). 
· Providing resources when possible. 
· Cancelled all groups.
· Limiting volunteers 
· Maximum two hours at the center per person per 
day. 
· Maximum of 10 participants at a time in the center"

Information@hillartistry.com Wish to remain anonymous

TRUE 04/10/20 6:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Astria health facilities 1016 Tacoma Avenue Sunnyside ALL ASTRIA HOSPITALS AND SURGEY 
CENTERS ARE DOING ELECTIVE CASES. 
WASTING PPE

CAROL@ASTRIA.HEALTH

TRUE 04/20/20 5:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Frontier Behavioral Health 505 E North Foothills Drive Spokane Patients do not practice social distancing. 
Management will not address it with patients. 
Management allows up to 16 patients and 3 staff in 
dining room at a time. 16 patients in line for meals at 
a time arm to arm. Arm to arm watching tv. Sitting at 
tables for meals. Lining up for meds arm to arm. 
Staff sits in tech room arm to arm has no space to 
practice social distancing .

Yellowtrees29@gmail.com Jessica 5096096909

TRUE 04/09/20 10:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Child sensory therapy Skybridge therapies 9307 Bridgeport way sw Lakewood OT & PT services for kids are not essential. They are 
highly likely to spread covid 19 to other children. 
There is no 6 ft distancing here. It's not possible on 
the shared space and shared equipment.  This 
business should not be open at this time.

Snowkissed25@msn.com Suzie 425-260-7161

TRUE 04/30/20 1:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

J & I Beauty Supply - salon and 
accessories

1172 Albion Rd Toronto A salon is not an essential service.
They should not be opened.



TRUE 04/10/20 7:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Astria ambulatory surgery center 111 south 11th Avenue Yakima They are performing elective surgical procedures. 
Wasting PPE.

TRUE 04/23/20 7:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business DR. Brant Carroll; ophthalmologist 
office

1455 NW Leary Way Suite 
300

Seattle The doctor's office is calling older patients in for non-
emergency checkups. They should halt all non-
emergency business practices especially on the 
elderly patients. The patients they were calling are 
over 80 years old. Office phone: 206-784-3350

Anonymous 06-255-4435

TRUE 04/10/20 7:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business companion care inc 18680 142nd Ave NE Woodinville Non-essential office staff are still working in office. 
The office size does not allow social distancing, 
much of the work being performed is not considered 
essential and can be done from home.

TRUE 04/24/20 8:30 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business TRI City Labritory 7131 W Grandridge Blvd Kennewick, WA we had over 23 people in one waiting room, this 
doesn't include the people working there, People 
could only be 2 feet apart and several customers did 
not have masks, the employees of the lab only had 
on gloves no mask...this is a complete disgrace to 
the health community it serves.

leteugene@gmail.com Larry Talmage 509-539-9440

TRUE 04/24/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bakery Pasteleria  Panaderia la ideal 8909 14th ave South suit 
D, Seattle, Wash 98108

Seattle There open, At first they would only open a few 
hours a day, now it’s different it seems there open 
more frequently, especially on the weekends, People 
are going in there with know masks, and it’s a small 
place! I’ve seen up to5-7 people in there at once, I 
don’t want to give my name because they could 
cause problems with me!!

SANJUAN61 
001@comcast.net

TRUE 04/24/20 6:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Pacific Northwest Eye Associates 3602 S 19th St Tacoma This clinic has remained open this entire time 
offering eye exams and glasses which are not 
essential. They have people coming and going in 
large quantities 5 days a week. They are currently 
making plans to start eye surgeries on May 5th.

delaneynp@hotmail.com Nick Delaney 2535907578

TRUE 04/24/20 7:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Wisconsinburger 916 S Hatch Spokane I’m here to pick up an order on Friday night and 
there are people eating on the patio. There’s no 
attempt to keep people separated at all and I just 
cancelled my order because of it. There are a lot of 
ppl within touching distance inside the building also.

sweetp979@gmail.com Jaime Adams 5099396707

TRUE 04/10/20 7:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hearing Aid Dealer Miracle Ear 3112 NE 125th St Seattle Advertisements in the Seattle Times the past two 
days about a hearing aid event on April 14. Trying to 
persuade dozens of older adults to come in for 
hearing tests and hearing aids on sale. Shame on 
Miracle Ear!

TRUE 04/15/20 9:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Hospital 850 Maple St. Medical Lake Mandatory meeting during covid pandemic having no 
essential basis or resolution and is not useful to any 
essential or related functions in this industry or other 
industry.

benjarick@yahoo.com Benjamin Broderick 5098998192

TRUE 03/30/20 4:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Window cleaning Unknown Unknown Seattle Window cleaning on high rise buildings both exterior 
and interior.

Larry@panefullyclean.com Larry Wright 206-799-1323

TRUE 04/16/20 11:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Best Foot Massage 1622 Bay St Port Orchard Their open sign is off, Massage sign is on. 
Customers coming in for services daily. I have 
personally seen clients coming in and out.

cm.randle7@gmail.com Christina M Randle 3604736042

TRUE 04/25/20 10:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinarian Seattle Veterinary Specialists 11814 115th Ave NE Kirkland Chronic/Nonessential cases, such as non-acute 
orthopedic cases, are being seen in addition to the 
emergent ones, rather than postponed to decrease 
staffing and client contact.

TRUE 04/11/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Elevate Salon 514 Main Street Vancouver Salon personnel providing services though my salon 
shut down. Door and windows screened yet patrons 
arrive and leave with haircut.

TRUE 04/26/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cafe Flora Madison Street Seattle Not following 6ft rule not set up right so customers 
come in to order and at the same time customers 
picking up food have to be in same area.  Door is not 
propped open.  Business needs to set up a better 
system and enforce a six foot distance for customers.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Ann’s Fudge and Bakery 1522 Cole St Enumclaw They aren’t following any social distancing guidelines

TRUE 05/01/20 3:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Bakery Nouveau 4737 California Ave SW Seattle I pulled over to take a phone call, and notice that the 
place next to me, Bakery Nouveau, was jam packed 
full of people and nobody was wearing masks.  I 
understand that restaurants want to be open but this 
is maddening.  I took a quick photo as well.

nculrich@gmail.com Nicholas Ulrich 2149061621

TRUE 04/27/20 10:02 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Fairgate Estate 2213 NW 23rd Ave, 
Camas, WA 98607

Camas I am a concerned citizen who had reason to believe 
that this facility is allowing one of its employees to 
bring their child to work with them while they are on 
the clock. This is a violation of the stay at home act 
and puts both the child and the elderly patients at 
this facility at risk. Additionally  its my understanding 
that even under normal circumstances your not 
allowed to have you child at work while you are on 
the clock as you cant do your job while providing 
adequate child care.

TRUE 04/30/20 12:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Fountain Veterinary Hospital 2430 Meridian St #2 Bellingham A large vet clinic with not one staff member wearing 
any PPE, not even masks. Patients were not 
required to wear masks. Lobby was full of people 
and pets. No one asked me if we have been exposed 
to COVID and relief vet stated she does not believe 
COVID 19 is a health concern.  Vet tech told me 
patients find masks annoying and pets get scared by 
them so they have chosen not to wear them.  This is 
a grave health concern to me. They should all be 
masked up, at minimum, and following CDC 
guidelines for vet clinics.

hennessyorama@gmail.com Kathleen Hennessy 3603198685 Todd William Perry

TRUE 04/30/20 10:58 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Burgermaster 10606 Northup Way Bellevue During Saturday dinner, no masks, no social 
distancing of staff, no social distancing of customers.

tim@rileybusiness.com Tim Riley 2062956134

TRUE 04/28/20 6:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cafe Elite 18129 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Employees unable to practice social distancing, 
between 2-4 employees in coffee stand at once.

laurynrushing1997@gmail.comLauryn Rushing 2532304676

TRUE 05/12/20 7:38 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other business gestapo capital olympia promoting reporting of your neighbor is police state 
tactic; screw you.

dontbelikehitler@yahoo.com homer citizen 1800eatsht

TRUE 05/12/20 9:43 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Gov WA Democrats Olympia Olympia Jay Inslee and Party Murray are getting paid to ruin 
our state and getting hair cuts!! Trump 2020🇺🇸🇺🇸

TRUE 04/26/20 3:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Avenue Bread James Street Bellingham I ventured out to pick up in person orders at several 
businesses in Bellingham WA this week. I was 
surprised to see workers in many businesses not 
wearing masks while working in close quarters. I’m 
hoping that the Governor will encourage all 
businesses who serve the public to have their 
employees wear masks when working. I think it 
would make the public feel safer. I also think the 
employees need  to be protected from each other

sankayvp@gmail.com Sandra VanderPloeg 3605104797

TRUE 05/12/20 9:16 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governors office Capital way south Olympia You are useless and need to be shut down. Tired of 
you using this to further your own political agenda 
you price of shit.

mkenneson888@gmail.com Marshall Kenneson 3608700028

TRUE 05/12/20 9:44 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Black see,we elections 
business Israel network

We,see,want,,gay 1411 west 20th street North little rock Arkansas Israel organization elections network violations, 
These organization see ,we,want, ,ma black  culture 
regilous. Does not have licenses. They are the 
PEGAN  irby black regilous Republicans papers 
threats, call them self tiny. Which papers  of words  
meaning is criminal CIA, FBI, government, black 
king, black DHS FBI qeen.  Being THREATENED by 
isreal Republicans network.  
 Also stimulus checks threats. With video and 
papers. 

I HAVE NEWSPAPERS EVERYTHING PAINTED: 
They have partnership organization. 

Another question: some how word Israel got put on 
my phone  ,

Insanewordspowers55@gmail.comAmber Hillman 5014781153

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult Store Adam and Eve 3609 N Division St Suite A Spokane doesnt Seem like they should be open to non 
essential business during this time

Bodacious95037@yahoo.co
m

Tiffany

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture rental Colortyme 400 E Wishkah St, Aberdeen Business is open and shouldn't be.  Furniture rental 
isn't covered under essential businesses

suemcdaniel1@gmail.com Susan McDaniel 3605904451



TRUE 05/12/20 9:10 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other State Political leader Governor Governor Mansion Olympia I find it deeply troubling that Washingtonians who 
are trying to keep their livelyhood afloat and who 
could very easily and safely open their business 
while still following social distancing guidelines, are 
being prohibited and harrassed by a Governor who 
has overstepped his authority and has made his 
decisions based on both facts as well as his political 
agenda.   businesses such as gun ranges, hair 
salons, tube car washes should never have been 
deemed as non-essential, yet business such as pot 
shops being deemed as essential?

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/06/20 7:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Lexis pizza 1613 Westside Hwy Kelso No masks for employees and they are in close 
contact in the kitchen making orders.

TRUE 04/27/20 10:59 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Healing touch and aromatherapy P.O. Box 248 Roy Taking massage clients in her home. Advertising for 
taking appts now in her home on numerous FB 
groups. I do have screen shots

Princesslauren05@hotmail.
com

Danielle 253-260-6640 Shanda Whitney

TRUE 05/11/20 5:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Murray Chiropracter 10 Anderson Rd Clinton. NJ 08809 Office has been open during this whole pandemic. 
Not wearing masks or social distancing. Open M-W-
F

TRUE 04/27/20 12:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Craft Retail Store The Quilting Bee 16002 E Broadway Ave Spokane Valley Business not following proper social distancing 
guidelines: staff improperly wearing masks, cannot 
maintain safe distance whilst selling/demoing sewing 
machines. Business claiming reduced hours to 
support mask making, but conducting regular 
business. Business has received loan to maintain 
payroll but is making workers to return to regular 
work or make masks in a side room. Boss jokes of 
"running a sweatshop." Business serves and 
employs predominantly elderly individuals, and is 
putting them at risk.

contact@dustinhimes.com Dustin

TRUE 05/11/20 9:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Northwest family chiropractic 17615 85th ave ct e Puyallup No one inside the facility was wearing masks, it’s not 
possible for the chiropractor to perform his service 
without breaking social distancing and he wears no 
form of protection. Nor do any of his employees.

TRUE 05/11/20 11:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Chocolati 1716 N 45th St Seattle Employees serving not wearing masks or making 
attempts to social distance. When asked, they said 
they did not have to and that masks were not helpful.

TRUE 04/27/20 4:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business https://jasonattaman.com/ 1600 116th Avenue NE, 
Suite 204

Bellevue, WA 98004 Elective medical procedures being performed, not 
consistent with Governor Inslee's orders or the way 
other health care facilities are functioning. The 
physicians were soliciting business from other 
doctors "If you have patients in need of any type of 
pain reducing injection or procedure in the spine, 
musculoskeletal system, or peripheral nervous 
system, we can help. We are able to perform all 
spine, nerve and joint procedures. Common 
procedures include epidural, facet, and sacroiliac 
joint injections, radiofrequency ablation to the 
cervical and lumbar facet joints, rotator cuff 
injections, hip, knee, wrist, ankle and foot injections. 
We offer ultrasound-guided tendon, ligament, joint 
and nerve procedures anywhere in the body. 
Hydrodissection procedures to the peripheral nerves 
such as the median nerve at the wrist or the greater 
occipital nerve. We offer local anesthetic, 
corticosteroid, and orthobiologic (PRP, alpha-2 
macroglobulin, platelet lysate) injectate options."

TRUE 05/12/20 9:29 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Tomato Street Brothers 6220 N Division St Spokane On May 9 at 6:00 PM I observed employees 
standing shoulder to shoulder not wearing masks 
and there was not any protective shielding.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other small landscape retail. 
Primarily landscape stone 
for patios and landscape

American Stone Sales Inc 17603 NE Union Rd Ridgefield Company Owners are in Utah, refuse to 
acknowledge the order. They first said we were a 
hardware store, now they are stating we are to 
remain open under the guise of essential to 
construction. We do not aid in food production nor 
do we provide anything essential to construction.

karij96@gmail.co, Kari Jones 3609046654

TRUE 05/11/20 6:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kitsap Audiology Inc. 2601 Cherry Avenue suite 
#211

Bremerton The business is open and not practicing social 
distancing or cleanliness standards, i.e. not 
sanitizing common services and not wearing gloves 
or masks

TRUE 05/10/20 7:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

High Country Orchard 8518 E Greenbluff Rd, 
Colbert, WA 99005

Colbert Was too.many people not social distancing. No 
precautions place.

TRUE 05/11/20 6:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kitsap Audiology Inc. 2601 Cherry Avenue suite 
#211

Bremerton The business is open and not practicing social 
distancing or cleanliness standards, i.e. not 
sanitizing common services and not wearing gloves 
or masks

TRUE 05/09/20 6:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Hoodsport Coffee Company 24240 N HIGHWAY US 101 Hoodsport So many people so close together.   Too many 
tourist.  I have photos if needed.  Large crowds 
waiting for ice cream.   I have photos if needed

Kekashmar@gmail.com Karen Neff 3607019432

TRUE 05/09/20 3:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Ocean Shores Pharmacy 172 W Chance a La Mer 
NW #6

Ocean Shores The pharmacy techs & pharmacies had NO mask of 
gloves on at all. Front check out no , gloves, mask or 
sneeze guard.  Customers were not staying 6 ft 
apart, nor wearing mask or gloves

Us3bowers@msn.com DEBORAH BOWERS 3604612735

TRUE 04/28/20 5:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden store Country farm and garden 6 west Washington Ave Yakima wa 98903 Not keeping buisness clean employees have one 
bathroom and company is allowing customers to use 
bathroom and the bathroom and lunch room is not 
being kept clean at all.Not keeping social distance 
too many people I think at one particular time due to 
size of buisness.

1pmscht@gmail.com Pam 5098772119

TRUE 05/09/20 8:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Sushi train coomera Coomera city centre Coomera Making people hand write orders. Making patrons 
are pens, order forms, no sanitizer or cleaning 
methods in place, no social distancing laws enforced

TRUE 05/08/20 9:29 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Boating Industry Eriksen Diesel Repair 7724 222nd st sw edmonds This business has had a lot of people coming to their 
residence that doubles as their business and they do 
not wear masks or follow social distancing 
requirements. The neighbor Roy comes to their yard 
and mows their lawn and their kid's lawn next-door. 
He is also an employee and I havent seen any PPE 
on him either. I've seen the owner coughing a lot and 
I'm concerned our neighbors are at risk.

Concerned Neighbor Peggy Eriksen

TRUE 05/07/20 7:58 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Stormking athletic club 224 e 1st street Port angeles Every morning they are opening their gym to allow 
people to workout in close proximity. 9 to 10 cars 
outside every am

Sean johnson

TRUE 05/07/20 5:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle Lots of people not social distancing

TRUE 05/07/20 2:38 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other apartment complex no name 1109 S woodlawn st tacoma landlord  opened closed playground in April for kids 
to play on. Does not enforce any social distancing, 
Allows large groups of kids to run around apartments 
in close proximity to each other.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:06 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Large group of highschool 
students boating

Ava Uribe Lake Sammamish 
Washington

Sammamish Extremely large and unsafe gathering in lake 
Sammamish on the waterfront. Ava uribe goes to 
eastside Catholic highschool and her phone number 
is 4252951545

Ava.uribe@gmail.com

TRUE 05/08/20 10:43 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other car club ridesofthehighlands 13802 canyon view blvd e bonney lake CAR PARADE IN EXCUSS OF 25 PEOPLE, 
GATHERING AT DONALD EISMANN 
ELEMENTARY. BEFORE AND AFTER EACH 
'PARADE' THEY WILL HAVE A CAR SHOW AND 
STAND WITH-IN 6FEET OF EACHOTHER. 
  facebook.com/groups/ridesofthehighlands/

TRUE 05/09/20 12:05 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other WA Weekends and Group 
Activities MeetUp

MeetUp Meet Up 000 Meet Up St. Seattle Kyoni has NOT been respectful of the stay at home 
order.  I've reported this several times over the last 
few weeks.  He makes money off of MeetUps.  He 
has a camping trip planned for May 22, 2020.  They 
will carpool and they are strangers.  I've reported so 
many of his remarks making fun of the COVID-19 
and being rebellious but nobody cares.  Also, Saul in 
the Get Up and Get On out led a hike today with 
strangers.  He is also leading a kayaking MeetUp at 
the end of May with several people.  The are also 
carpooling.  Why does nobody care about these 
MeetUps.  Over 40 Single Hikers and Adventurers 
(Kirkland) went to New Orleans after people were 
dying in Kirkland.  I noticed that not many had the 
virus in N.O. but after 20 or more people attended 
that area, that city rose highly.  STOP the MeetUps.  
I belong to a hiking MeetUp and our leader is very 
respectful.

TRUE 05/09/20 12:51 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other House party House party 2222 South Bay road ne Olympia At least 20 people gathering for party



TRUE 05/09/20 4:10 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Rental home 519 E 34th ST Tacoma Large gathering for BBQ on May 9th of citizens.  
Even using one neighbors yard whom we know to be 
immune suppressed as well as harassing those of 
us all who are following the rules.  The renter is a 
social worker for seattle Symphony.

TRUE 05/09/20 4:28 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential Privately owned home 1684 lexi loop Lynden On Saturday  May 9 2020 neighbors had a pool set 
up and had a large group of folks.. adult and children 
alike.. swimming and socializing  during our stay  
home stay healthy  order and where not partaking in 
the social distancing.

TRUE 05/09/20 6:28 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home N/A 603 north st Monroe They are having a baby shower out in their front yard 
with a large amount of people

TRUE 05/09/20 8:58 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Parking Garage 3rd & Stewart Garage 255 Stewart st Seattle Gatherings of 15-20 on the roof, mainly teenagers

TRUE 05/09/20 9:23 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other residential home residential home 309 Balmer st sw orting Neighbors every weekend having party at their 
house with more then 10 people. currently watching 
ufc fight. Earlier they had a large gathering of 
neighbors more then 10 people. This is the 3rd 
weekend in a row

Michelle young

TRUE 05/09/20 11:28 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Moving company Kangaroo Movers 12303 Lake City Way NE, 
Seattle, WA 98125

Seattle Has been having multiple employees work during the 
week. Tonight 5/9, they have a large group of people 
partying and singing on their property.

Dee 6153394148

TRUE 05/10/20 12:33 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Private residence 2041 211th Ave be Sammamish This home has been hosting multiple large 
gatherings since the order was put in place. Several 
neighbors have witnessed 8-10 people at a time and 
lots of kids playing on the same play equipment & in 
close contact.

TRUE 05/10/20 1:55 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residence Residencial area 2846 fiddleback st NE lacey The house is either 2846 or 2842. They have been 
having multiple gatherings with many people multiple 
times throughout quarantine. They are having 
another today. It is unsafe for our neighborhood.

TRUE 05/11/20 6:08 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home party in my 
neighborhood

A house 12650 177th pl se Renton There are now 4 vehicles here and well over 5+ 
people here. I have seen at least 3 kids and know 
there is 3 people who live here, and those were not 
any of the people who live there. They are having a 
party with way too many people. They have come 
into my front yard and I had to ask them to get off of 
my yard.

TRUE 05/12/20 3:22 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Event Comedy Bar AC JOKES 146 south tennessee ave atlantic city  new jersey large parking lot party

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/live-comedy-is-back-ac-
jokes-drive-in-comedy-show-sat-may-16-10-tickets-
104906325644

TRUE 05/10/20 11:21 AM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Marina Lopez islander resort 2864 fisherman bay road Lopez Island There is a boat by the name of Hay dude that is 
coming and going from the mainland. That is coming 
to the main port of lopez  ( lopez islander 
reaort)stating he has permission from kathy the 
office manager. He will be back next weekend has 
stayed 2 or 3 transient evenings,using and possibly 
contaminated facilities including trips to the lopez 
village market . The manager is falsely claiming they 
are permanent moorage.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Moving/Junk Removal College HUNKS 6317 112th St E Puyallup Enter peoples homes to move them and remove 
none critical household junk. In teams of two or 
three. Entertaining multiple homes a day without 
protection. Sitting side by side in trucks in teams of 
two or three. Without the ability to wash hands after 
each job. This could be an essential business, I’m 
not 100% sure seems like a company that is bound 
to contract and spread covid 19 though throughout 
Tacoma/ puyallup

climblocalapp@gmail.com Private

TRUE 03/30/20 3:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cell phone stand Wireless Advocates 1201 39th Ave SW Puyallup I believe this business is remaining open falsely 
classifying themselves as essential to avoid paying 
their employees closure pay. We sell phones. They 
claim that because we are inside of costco means 
we are inherently essential but we are a separate 
company. They told us we are welcome to voluntarily 
take leave but most of us cant because we need 
money. Phones can be purchased online if needed. 
We are forced daily to interact with customers 
putting us and everyone at risk when they could 
easily have their phones shipped to their houses I'd 
they absolutley need a new one.

jeffsharon22@gmail.com Jeff Sharon 2538860487

TRUE 05/12/20 6:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Meridian campus family Dental 3201 Willamette dr ste 201 Lacey Reports on website that department of health lifted 
“all non-urgent care”.  Open for business as usual 
including routine dental care.

TRUE 04/28/20 10:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Sharif Punjab 12336 Lake City Way Seattle Restaurant is open. Large number of people 
sleeping in there.

Anonymous

TRUE 05/11/20 7:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Companion Care Inc 18680 142nd Ave NE Woodinville I am currently being forced to work in office or be 
fired, no telework allow. The owner and 2 other are 
not following social distancing nor wearing a face 
masks. They frequent assisted livings and elderly 
homes, because of that Im concurred about work 
place safety with the lack of social distancing. Also 
employees in office are not performing essential 
work!

Cassie Kwan 4254204864 Merri Klein 
Merri@compaioncareofwa.c
om

TRUE 04/28/20 11:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other massage parlor MEI Massage 4050 Pacific Avenue Tacoma MEI Massage has remained open for business since 
the March 24th order. Open sign is off, but 
customers are instructed to enter through the rear of 
the business. The owner has no regard for the 
safety of her employees and/or the customers that 
they come in contact with... This business needs to 
be closed immediately to prevent any further spread 
of the virus and/or any other communicable 
diseases. Business #: 253-328-6833.

N/A

TRUE 05/10/20 11:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Portage Bay 900 NE 65th St Seattle There is a crowd of people waiting for takeout and 
they aren't following social distancing guidelines. 
People are closer than 6 feet apart.

TRUE 05/09/20 3:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Rocket Taco 1594 E Main St Freeland Rocket Taco is allowing people to eat in their back 
patio in large groups

TRUE 03/30/20 6:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other a factory that makes wine 
bottles

Ardagh group 5801 E. Marginal Way S. Seattle this company is claiming that making wine bottles is 
an essential business and they have several 
employees working 24/7.

carrollsangels@live.com Kimberly Carroll 253-202-5593

TRUE 03/30/20 7:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming Shaggy shack resort and pet grooming 3509 324 th East Spanaway I own a grooming shop and was told to
Close so
I did and this person continues to
Remain open

Sirsamatsr@yahoo.com Alana O’Brien 2533325781

TRUE 05/09/20 1:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

My Rancho 3092 Northwest Ave, 
Bellingham, WA 98225

Bellingham They have set up patio tables outside of their market, 
people are sitting and eating at the tables.

TRUE 04/28/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

LaVida Massage 1414 S 324th St  Suite 
B213

Federal Way This location posted on their Facebook Page on 
Friday April 24 that they will reopen on April 27 in 
defiance of the State Mandated closure.

pshiho@gmail.com Paul Silver 2065501583 federalway.WA@lavidmassa
ge.com

TRUE 04/28/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

LaVida Massage 1414 S 324th St  Suite 
B213

Federal Way This location posted on their Facebook Page on 
Friday April 24 that they will reopen on April 27 in 
defiance of the State Mandated closure.

pshiho@gmail.com Paul Silver 2065501583 federalway.WA@lavidmassa
ge.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other lamp company Arlec America LLC 994 Indystry Dr Tukwila WA 98188 They are open and doing business as usual despite 
the order to close.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Delivery Wayfair 8610 S. 212th Street Kent Wayfair is still contracting delivery drivers for 
furniture delivery

TRUE 03/31/20 10:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet warehouse Huntwood cabinets industry 23800 e appleway Ave Liberty lake Employees being called in to do original job titles not 
just maintenance

tiffanyhunt2386@yahoo.co
m

Tiffany 5092513540 TFRESE@HUNTWOOD.C
OM

TRUE 03/31/20 11:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Ace jewelry & loan 429 W Entiat Ave Kennewick Open for business Plumbtimothy@gmail.com Timothy plumb 509-222-8730

TRUE 04/28/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

LaVida Massage 1414 S 324th St  Suite 
B213

Federal Way This location posted on their Facebook Page on 
Friday April 24 that they will reopen on April 27 in 
defiance of the State Mandated closure.

pshiho@gmail.com Paul Silver 2065501583 federalway.WA@lavidmassa
ge.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other lamp company Arlec America LLC 994 Indystry Dr Tukwila WA 98188 They are open and doing business as usual despite 
the order to close.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Delivery Wayfair 8610 S. 212th Street Kent Wayfair is still contracting delivery drivers for 
furniture delivery

TRUE 03/31/20 10:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinet warehouse Huntwood cabinets industry 23800 e appleway Ave Liberty lake Employees being called in to do original job titles not 
just maintenance

tiffanyhunt2386@yahoo.co
m

Tiffany 5092513540 TFRESE@HUNTWOOD.C
OM

TRUE 03/31/20 11:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Ace jewelry & loan 429 W Entiat Ave Kennewick Open for business Plumbtimothy@gmail.com Timothy plumb 509-222-8730

TRUE 04/28/20 12:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

LaVida Massage 1414 S 324th St  Suite 
B213

Federal Way This location posted on their Facebook Page on 
Friday April 24 that they will reopen on April 27 in 
defiance of the State Mandated closure.

pshiho@gmail.com Paul Silver 2065501583 federalway.WA@lavidmassa
ge.com

TRUE 03/30/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other gun shop apparel 1975 8809 271st St NW STANWOOD They are still having large numbers of people 
working there and aren't an essential business.

TRUE 05/12/20 12:34 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction M Industries LLC 2310 5th St N Lewiston Construction operating on 13th St Clarkston WA not 
following governor orders. ID company that does not 
have a contractor license in Idahoo

TRUE 05/12/20 10:21 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Jay Inslee 410 sid snyder ave SW Olympia He is a useless governor

TRUE 05/12/20 11:35 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Orgs Washington State Governers Office 416 14 Ave SW Olympia Our Washington State leadership is not performing 
their required duties and therefore are non-essential 
for the taxpaying citizens to continue to pay.

Anthony



TRUE 03/31/20 6:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog daycare Wet Noses Dry Paws 411 south Fawcett ave Tacoma Massive amount of dogs so all those people coming 
out door in morning

sophiahall@comcast.net Sophia Maria Hall 253-355-5882

TRUE 03/31/20 8:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flower Shop William's Flower and Gift 1620 6th ave Tacoma I work for a florist in puyallup and we had been told 
to shut down under governor's order so we 
complied.This shop provides same services that we 
do and when we requested an exception to do no 
contact deliveries we were denied as non essential.i 
would just like to know how  this shop is exempt?

graveyardgirl2@gmail.com Kristi Taylor 2533598074

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pronography Zone d'  Erotica Lingerie 3813 N Division St Spokane Observed open signs and cars parked in rear 
customer parking. Observed while waiting in car 
across the street at Walgreens. Then drive around 
back and saw cars
.

douglas.mcguire@gmail.co
m

Douglas McGuire's 509-319-7510

TRUE 03/31/20 9:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pronography Zone d'  Erotica Lingerie 3813 N Division St Spokane Observed open signs and cars parked in rear 
customer parking. Observed while waiting in car 
across the street at Walgreens. Then drive around 
back and saw cars
.

douglas.mcguire@gmail.co
m

Douglas McGuire's 509-319-7510

TRUE 03/30/20 7:21 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Doggy Daycare Mini Mutts Canine Social Club 2702 A St Tacoma Still operating 7 days a week with multiple Dogs a day Jconley@gundies.com Good Samaritan 2533032311

TRUE 05/08/20 11:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage Lomi Massage Spa 1116 north northgate way Seattle The massage place still open without turning the 
sign on. I saw customer park at the front and walk-in 
to the store while I was putting gas next to the 
business. I went to the gas station all the time and I 
keep seeing people in and out the massage place.

Kubiwong0706@gmail.com Miss Wong 2534339004 N/A

TRUE 05/12/20 6:26 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is violating his own edict. He is operating 
a non-essential business. Please shut him down 
immediately. He should be held accountable and 
removed from payroll.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 7:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government WA State Coronavirus Response Unknown Olympia The State of Washington asked its citizens to report 
violators via this website and they responded by the 
thousands to inform you of non-essential businesses 
who were violating the governors proclamation.  
Instead of protecting them, you have violated the 
very people who tried to be responsible and help you 
by releasing their personal information via public 
records requests. This information has now been 
posted all over the internet by right wing 
knuckleheads.  Shame on the, but shame on you for 
allowing this to happen by giving out the information!  
 You are so busy following you procedures and 
rules, i.e., doing things the "right way", that you have 
ignored your duty to do the right thing.  You have not 
only lost the confidence of thousands of people who 
tried to help you, but you have created new enemies 
who will never help you again.

forgetyou@gmail.com Never will I help the state 
again

(206)555-1212

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fucking joke Governor 123 Olympia You Inslee have no right to infringe upon my rights. 
We're going to vote you out and prosecute your 
liberal ass. You can get a new boyfriend in jail

Fuck Inslee go to hell

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:25 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Neighbor Neighbor Not-sure Seattle N/A XLName@testing.com XLName none

TRUE 05/12/20 9:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 11:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governors Office Governors office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee IS not far enough from this state and  is not 
isolating himself from others.

Screwyou@msn.com Washington  Resident State of Washington

TRUE 05/12/20 12:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thieves Washington state govt Olympia Oly That y'all want people to turn Americans in that are 
struggling get out of here. If u want a revolution 
that's how I get one

Eatabigbag@ Hotmail com Eat a bag

TRUE 03/31/20 10:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other landscape/rock quarries A A A & Monroe Rock Quarries 15421 166th St SE Snohomish non-essential business brian.easter20@gmail.com brian 2533185900

TRUE 05/12/20 6:26 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee is violating his own edict. He is operating 
a non-essential business. Please shut him down 
immediately. He should be held accountable and 
removed from payroll.

Jay Inslee



TRUE 05/12/20 7:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government WA State Coronavirus Response Unknown Olympia The State of Washington asked its citizens to report 
violators via this website and they responded by the 
thousands to inform you of non-essential businesses 
who were violating the governors proclamation.  
Instead of protecting them, you have violated the 
very people who tried to be responsible and help you 
by releasing their personal information via public 
records requests. This information has now been 
posted all over the internet by right wing 
knuckleheads.  Shame on the, but shame on you for 
allowing this to happen by giving out the information!  
 You are so busy following you procedures and 
rules, i.e., doing things the "right way", that you have 
ignored your duty to do the right thing.  You have not 
only lost the confidence of thousands of people who 
tried to help you, but you have created new enemies 
who will never help you again.

forgetyou@gmail.com Never will I help the state 
again

(206)555-1212

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fucking joke Governor 123 Olympia You Inslee have no right to infringe upon my rights. 
We're going to vote you out and prosecute your 
liberal ass. You can get a new boyfriend in jail

Fuck Inslee go to hell

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Government All of Washington All Both these morons are non-essential and should be 
shut down. The government enforcing 
unconstitutional guidelines needs to be gone. Please 
vacate your positions immediately.

Inslee/Ferguson

TRUE 05/12/20 8:25 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Neighbor Neighbor Not-sure Seattle N/A XLName@testing.com XLName none

TRUE 05/12/20 9:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:41 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Communist Olympia Olympia King Inslee Has left his home multiple times day.  
We the people would like to tell him to FUCK OFF!

Qanon Q King Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 11:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other The Governors Office Governors office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia Inslee IS not far enough from this state and  is not 
isolating himself from others.

Screwyou@msn.com Washington  Resident State of Washington

TRUE 05/12/20 12:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thieves Washington state govt Olympia Oly That y'all want people to turn Americans in that are 
struggling get out of here. If u want a revolution 
that's how I get one

Eatabigbag@ Hotmail com Eat a bag

TRUE 03/31/20 10:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other landscape/rock quarries A A A & Monroe Rock Quarries 15421 166th St SE Snohomish non-essential business brian.easter20@gmail.com brian 2533185900

TRUE 04/28/20 12:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Consignment shop selling 
children's clothing

Gift Horse 13300 175th Street Woodinville The door was open with baby clothes and other baby 
items on the sidewalk for sale at 11:30 a.m. 4/28/20.

birkby@mindspring.com Greta Birkby 4252730926

TRUE 04/28/20 12:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Consignment shop selling 
children's clothing

Gift Horse 13300 175th Street Woodinville The door was open with baby clothes and other baby 
items on the sidewalk for sale at 11:30 a.m. 4/28/20.

birkby@mindspring.com Greta Birkby 4252730926

TRUE 05/07/20 4:59 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Protestors 1975 1133 west 6th street PORT ANGELES Protestors, including what appears to be adults and 
minors, near veteransnpark on Lincoln Boukevard, 
approximately 50 people 2 feet apart or less.

tkwheeldon@gmail.com Tara K Wheeldon 3604612679.0000 tkwheeldon@gmail.com

TRUE 05/07/20 4:52 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Skate Park Yauger Skate Park Cooper Point RD SW Olympia Driving by the skate park there at least 20-30 people 
gathered with close to no social distancing between 
people that were seated next to each other.

adrianstrecker@gmail.com Adrian 5414994665.0000

TRUE 05/06/20 10:39 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Home - no other place to 
log these complaints and 
SPD is not taking these 
complaints.

Private Home. 6314 1st Avenue NE Seattle House had a party with 4 additional people blasting 
music until almost midnight. These 4 people were 
seen being picked up via car. I would have reported 
to police but SPD said it isn't their jurisdiction.

jill.c.beck@gmail.com Jill Beck 2062883679

TRUE 05/06/20 1:03 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential. Frequent 
house parties

Not applicable 28905 123rd Way SE Auburn In this house, owner hosts frequent house parties 
with approx 15-20 people including small kids. This 
is violating governor’s orders amidst covid/19 
pandemic and needs immediate attention.

jsbali@gmail.com Jas Bali 8504914368

TRUE 05/05/20 4:44 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Seattle public parks Jefferson playfield 1600 S. Columbian Way Seattle Almost every night for the past 2 months, large 
number of people gather at this soccer field to play.   
Currently 5/5/2020 @4:43PM there are 
approximately 100 playing or waiting play.

dau@uw.edu david au 2602776132 City of Seattle



TRUE 05/05/20 9:28 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Insurance agency Allstate Insurance: Janelle Susan Agency11613 Rainier Ave South Seattle Here is a literal copy of the text in the formal evite 
notice I received via email about this event. The 
colorful page included a "Share" button so I could 
spread the word and invite others. Seems a flagrant 
violation of where we are in the current stay-at-home 
order both in terms of gatherings and non-essential 
business.
****
Hello LAUREL, 
You are invited to the following event:

FREE COMMUNITY DOCUMENT SHREDDING
Event to be held at the following time, date, and 
location:

Saturday, May 9, 2020 from 10:00 AM to 1:00 PM 
(PDT)

Allstate Insurance: Landon Suson Agency
11613 Rainier Avenue South
Seattle, WA 98178

laurel@fullcircleenvironment
al.com

Laurel Stitzhal 206-251-2436 I only have the invite email 
address for the public 
event, sent through evite.

TRUE 05/08/20 4:02 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Meetup- a local Meetup 
group

Meetup 219 Harvard Ave E Seattle I am reporting this Meetup group, 
https://www.meetup.com/Seattle-Fun-Adventure-
Group

that has posted a group hike for tomorrow. I notified 
the leader, Kyoni, that this is in violation of your stay-
at-home orders, as groups are still not allowed to 
congregate. He banned me from the group. I have 
reported this to Meetup and Kiro 7 News is doing a 
story on it as well, but as they already did a story on 
this same group back in early March and this leader, 
Kyoni, thinks he is above the law, I wanted to report 
it.

I put my own address in because I don't have any 
way to tie an address to this group. Kyoni's cell 
phone is 206-434-7290

jeanniepage@gmail.com Jeannie Page 415-832-0719

TRUE 05/09/20 2:38 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Washington State ferries Mr. 3438 Swede Hill Rd. Clinton There are hordes of people coming on to Whidbey 
Island today (Saturday May 9th). These are the 
worst Ferry queues we have ever seen. Recreational 
travel on Whidbey is completely inappropriate right 
now and us local residents of Whidbey Island need 
help to mitigate this problem. Because of all this 
recreational travel, there are NOW essential travel 
and business activities that we cannot do.

gpwell@gmail.com David 3603995567 gpwell@gmail.com

TRUE 05/11/20 8:58 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other House party Judy & Jeff Greenstein unknown, easy for you to 
look up

Medina, WA I saw a posting on FB, and someone showed me the 
invite. Saturday they held a big birthday party at their 
home for Jeff. Many rich people have been using 
phrases like "good family" and "clean people." This 
should be made an example. Lots of hubris going on. 
I live in Madison Park and was appalled by people's 
risky behavior this weekend. This party was just the 
last straw. I will also contact the Seattle Times. Rich 
people should be treated the same as everyone else.

magimura@gmail.com Maggie Savarino 3478578027 jeff-greenstein.com

TRUE 05/11/20 12:33 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Individual Boulders at Puget Sound 2220 Westridge Ave W Apt 
D306

Tacoma Multiple non-residents gathering for parties at night. no@gmail.com I am not telling you my 
information after that leak

2531231234

TRUE 05/04/20 7:13 PM Law Enforcement Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Rite Aid 220 36th St Bellingham I was wearing a mask, standing still, a safe distance 
from the cashier stand waiting for someone who was 
helping me with an order. A man in a uniform (store 
security or firefighter?), navy blue, short-sleeved 
shirt, emblem on his sleeve, brushed past me. He 
was so close, he may have touched me. He was not 
wearing a mask. As he brushed past me, he spoke 
to me. The Rite Aid was almost empty so there was 
NO need for him to come so close to me. He could 
have easily walked around me at a safe distance. He 
seemed impatient. Problem: 1. He was too close to 
me 2. He wasn't wearing a mask. 3. He spoke so 
there was potential spread of saliva. I don't know 
what his uniform represented. It happened very fast, 
and I was distracted by the business at hand. I 
reflected on it as I drove home. By the time I got 
home, I was outraged. It happened Sunday, May 3, 
2020, around 11 AM. I'm 77 yr old with heart 
arrhythmia. I have tried very hard to protect myself 
and others. I have obeyed Stay Home-Stay Healthy 
scrupulously. This man put me at risk for no 
apparent reason. Regardless if he's a store security 
employee or a firefighter, he should be reprimanded 
and educated about PPE and safety precautions. I 
wish I had gotten his name!!!

jezjax@yahoo.com Judy 206-550-8091 Rite Aid

TRUE 05/12/20 10:17 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Halfsies Cookie Co 71 Hudson Ter. Marlboro NY 12542 Selling large amounts of food that requires 
refrigeration from home.

HalfsiesCookieCo@gmail.co
m

TRUE 05/04/20 9:59 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Bull Head 10211 S electric ave Four lakes Group gathering 
Playing music and serving drinks

Micheal Ehrgott

TRUE 05/08/20 8:42 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business The Roost Crossfit 18802 88th Ave E Puyallup Multiple cars are coming to the house every day, 
usually in the morning. Their garage door is open 
and we can see people working out. We can hear 
loudspeakers playing CrossFit instructions or music. 
Sometimes there is one person working out, 
sometimes multiple. This has been going on for 
weeks. The Sheriff was out the other day but no one 
was working out at that time. 

I know this is associated with The Roost CrossFit 
because they have a window sticker on their car with 
that logo.

rarush86@gmail.com Rebecca Rush 2064453720

TRUE 04/01/20 12:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet groomer Aloha Tiki Tails 729 Main street Buckley I walked by at noon today and they were serving 
dogs and I saw 1 client leaving with 2 dogs

leslie.beatty@yahoo.com Leslie 4252696421

TRUE 03/30/20 8:57 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Topsoil Peninsula Topsoil 50 NE Peninsula Blvd Belfair Topsoil? Really? Why are the other topsoil places 
around closed but this one is open?

TRUE 03/30/20 8:59 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Full service car wash Rosehill carwash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Full service carwash still operating where people are 
gathered

TRUE 04/18/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Mary Lou’s Salon 1213 Meade Ave Prosser Today on April 18th I personally saw 2 different 
customers getting haircuts, they would enter through 
the main doors, be taken to a back area and emerge 
with cut hair.  Pretty obvious when you have the only 
open business on a street with cars pulling in and 
out and pretty brazen.

Peterhcole@hotmail.com Peter Cole 509-786-2362

TRUE 03/30/20 3:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Tyler’s Lawn Salon 12507 27th Ave West Everett Owner Tyler Hedberg advertised one a community 
Facebook group that he “has a letter approving him” 
but then shared that he is also performing routine 
maintenance outside of essential services.

tylerslawnsalon@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Wind river fitness Hot springs rd Carson They have remained open and actually blacked out 
windows so you can't see what's going on inside. 
Causing a lot of traffic in this area. Also the business 
is owned by the same people that run Gator Creek 
and they have not closed that business either. These 
people need to be shutdown they think they are 
above the law.

Brooks.barry777@gmail.co
m

Barry brooks 5035601427

TRUE 04/01/20 12:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Grooming Shaggy Shack Pet Resort & Spa 3508 224th St E Spanaway They are posting on their FB page that they are still 
grooming and have special permission from the state 
to continue grooming.

lynborcherding@gmail.com Lynette Borcherding 253-538-0814

TRUE 04/28/20 1:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage clinic Federal way muscular therapy #100 33650 6th ave S Federal way my boyfriend works at this massage clinic as a 
massage therapist and has informed me they are 
planning on reopening on Monday May 4th out of 
fear of being closed down , rather than confidence in 
the health of their employees and clients. Opening a 
massage clinic is extremely risky and putting dozens 
of people if not more at risk , all because this 
business in in fear of closing. It’s irresponsible and 
this is how the pandemic infection rates are kept 
from decreasing. Please, I beg you . Do not let this 
business unethically and illegally open back up 
because it will put people at risk and could cause 
unnecessary infection resulting in death of an 
individual.

Azariakdj@hotmail.com Azaria davis 2063888895



TRUE 05/06/20 10:34 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Jefferson Park Golf Course Jefferson Park Beacon Hill Seattle Thank I visited Jefferson Park 5/5. None of the 
employees in the pro-shop where you purchase 
driving range balls was wearing a mask. I expected 
the use of every other driving range tee to be the 
best practice as stated online. Once I arrived, the JP 
employee asked me if I wanted him to move a tee 
mat in one of the vacant tee boxes in between two 
other customers. I told him I’d wait and follow the 
guidelines. As I waited for an empty tee, he filled 
every tee box with a mat and by the time I was 
finished hitting my balls, every single tee box was full 
and not one customer was wearing a mask. Very 
disappointing and frankly creating a dangerous 
Covid-19 problem for these customers. If we are not 
going to be responsible and change our behaviors, 
we require more regulations to ensure we do. Thank 
you for your attention to this matter.

Kbwade21@gmail.com Kenneth Banks 206-849-8303

TRUE 05/12/20 5:27 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Porta-Potty Honey Bucket Location of Porta-Potty is 
504 5th Ave South behind 
the Publix Building

Seattle There is a Honey Bucket Porta-Potty in the parking 
lot behind the Publix Building at 504 5th Ave in 
Seattle for a construction crew working on the roof 
of the modern Publix building. The lock is broken on 
it. It seems with Stay-at-Home orders still in place, 
King County requiring mask, the lack of public 
restrooms in the area and  the population of 
individuals lacking proper housing in the area a 
construction crews should be able to and required to 
lock the Porta-Potty they have contracted. 

Mail: 10412 John Bananola Way East
Puyallup, Washington, 98374
Contact: Tim Petersen – timp@nwcascade.com
Phone: (253) 848-2371 or (800) 444-2371
Fax: (253) 848-2545

Contact: Tim Petersen – 
timp@nwcascade.com

TRUE 05/07/20 1:47 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle Lots of picnics and people

TRUE 05/08/20 1:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Sunset hill park 7531 34th Ave nw Seattle People outside gathered in big groups

TRUE 05/08/20 3:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Unsecured parking lot(s) on 
decommissioned Fort 
Lawton Property

?City of Seattle vs. Seattle Parks West side to Corner of 36th 
Ave W and West Lawton 
Street

Seattle Multiple groups of teens/young adults continue to 
gather on both lower parking lot during the day and 
upper (darkened) parking lot after hours. Lower 
parking lot use appears related to the number of cars 
parked in the upper lot since parking lots in 
Discovery Park apparently remain closed.

TRUE 05/08/20 6:15 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Loyal heights playfield 2101 nw 77th st Seattle People picnicking and doing sports on the field

TRUE 05/08/20 8:25 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle Lincoln Park 
Tennis Courts

City of Seattle 7400 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle Tennis Courts at Lincoln Park are being used by 
people even though they should have been closed to 
use weeks ago.  It's been like this for a couple of 
weeks.

atomicrs11@yahoo.com Karl Kawahara (206) 723-9433

TRUE 05/08/20 8:29 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lincoln Park Tennis Courts 
City of Seattle

City of Seattle 7400 Fautleroy Way SW Seattle, Wa 98136 Per the Governor's proclamation sport courts are not 
open.  As of this evening 3 of the six courts are 
filled.  I was driving past this evening and noticed 
this 
When this started there were locks on the gates.  
This is the second time this week I have noticed this.  
 The courts are serviced by the Seattle Parks and 
recreation.

free2tele@yahoo.com Marian Brennan 2067956719

TRUE 05/09/20 3:28 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Seattle Parks Golden Gardens Park 8498 Seaview Pl NW Seattle Golden Gardens parking is closed, yet groups are 
driving to meet here, parking bumper-to-bumper 1.5 
miles down Seaview Ave NW. I haven't seen this 
much activity at Shilshole Marina in 4 years of living 
here. Many older individuals live at the marina, this 
congestion puts staff and residents at risk.

jescewalz@gmail.com Jessica Walz 612-750-0774 City of Seattle

TRUE 05/09/20 6:12 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Alki beach None specific Non specific Seattle Large gathering of more than 300 people in alki 
beach at approximately 5 on on Saturday night. 
Maximum 1-2 in masks no one observance of social 
distancing.

TRUE 05/10/20 4:06 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Alki beach Alki beach Alki beach Seattle Alki beach has been a constant violation of social 
distancing. I live right on the beach, and yesterday at 
11:15 PM, I saw large groups gathered around 
bonfires on the beach. Even though there were signs 
that the beach would close at 8 PM. There were no 
police officers in forcing this even though I saw 
police cars drive past me when I was driving.

TRUE 05/11/20 6:51 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Pratt Park Pratt Park 19 ave and S Mai Seattle Every evening between 6-9 there are basketball 
games taking place with not only 2 full teams but 
also a full group of spectators. Also late afternoon 
and early evening the children’s playground is used 
by an array of adults using the equipment to work 
out, removing the caution tape.

TRUE 04/14/20 4:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Pet Ponderosa 9211 204th St E Graham Operating non-essential grooming with in a business 
of boarding.

Dees_doggie_dos@live.com Denell Bennett 2533879033 RJACKSON@PETPONDER
OSA.COM

TRUE 04/15/20 11:24 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Pet Ponderosa 9211 204 ST. E. Graham I am unable to get my dogs groomed with their 
normal groomer, but it is my understanding from 
neighbors that Ponderosa is offering this service. I 
thought grooming was non-essential. If I'm 
wrong,please let me know.

pualwjones1@comcast.net Ruth Jones 2532711670 RJACKSON@PETPONDER
OSA.COM

TRUE 04/24/20 2:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Firehouse pet shop 17 s WENATCHEE ave WENATCHEE Grooming portion of business is open and running info@firehousepetshop.com info@firehousepetshop.com

TRUE 04/08/20 2:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Landscaping company (name 
unknown)

24624 SE Old Black 
Nugget Rd

Issaquah Our next door neighbor has been having landscapers 
work continuously this entire week despite current 
COVID-19 restrictions.  They are removing trees and 
shrubs and doing major pruning that is 100% 
cosmetic and has nothing to do with safety.  In 
addition, they are working right on the fenceline 
between our two homes and have workers working 
who are coughing and clearly ill. We've tried talking 
nicely to our neighbors, but they are ignoring us and 
refusing to stop.

orthojerr@yahoo.com Jerry Huang 206-605-9178 CHERYL@GPLACCOUNTI
NG.COM & 
JACK.EDWARDS@COMC
AST.NET

TRUE 05/08/20 12:20 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Post Office Redmond Post Office 7241 185th Ave NE Redmond There is a postal worker who has tested positive in 
the Redmond facility.  Employees are not being 
required to wear masks and are working to sort mail 
in close quarters.  The Post Master of this facility 
does not take the threat of coronavirus seriously and 
it is putting employees lives in danger.

TRUE 05/11/20 6:19 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Federal Contractor to the 
Department of Energy

Washington River Protection Solutions, LLC2890 Horn Rapids Rd Richland Problem: Company has initiated transition to next 
phase of normal operations, e.g. conference/meeting 
"large gathering" at the HAMMER Training site of 
management/professionals.  Concern: Meeting and 
gathering of employees in identified physical 
locations increasing risk to the population before 
Washington State Gov.s office authorized next 
Phase of Normal Business Operations.  NOTE: This 
problem is NOT concerning minimum safe essential 
personnel on the Hanford site (the company is in 
compliance with the state of Washington with 
operations on the site)..  This concern applies to the 
meeting of management/professionals and gathering 
in physical locations, the HAMMER Training Facility 
is one known location.  Hanford Patrol should be 
involved in any investigating of violations, Hanford 
Patrol phone is 509-373-3800.  The HAMMER 
Facility is used by all prime contractors for the Dept. 
of Energy (thousands of people).

TRUE 05/11/20 8:08 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Defense contracting Systima Technologies, Inc. 10809 120th Ave NE Kirkland This company required all employees to go back to 
the office last week with no mask policies in place 
(they are an essential business, so have had some 
people working in the office the entire time with no 
mask policies). They sent an email last Friday that 
masks will be required this week, but without 
information on how masks will be disseminated or if 
you're required to bring and wear your own.

But last week there were multiple occasions 
throughout the werk with the nice weather where 
they had a social gathering in the basketball court 
behind their office with about 50 people and no 
masks, no social distancing whatsoever. This 
business is NOT being compliant and poses a 
danger to the employees, their families, and the 
larger community.



TRUE 05/08/20 12:43 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hanford waste cleanup Mission Support Alliance 2490 Garlick Blvd Richland I am required to come to work in spite of being 68 
y/o because for non-essential work during  Covid 
outbreak. I elected to not come in but at the cost of 
my pay. Pretty much the rest of the site is shut down 
with Craft employees paid regardless of age. Sloppy 
social distancing also.

alan@couste.net Alan Couste 5033519425

TRUE 05/10/20 1:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Federal Government Census Bureau 950 Broadway St, Mazzinine TACOMA People in office. Anonymous

TRUE 05/06/20 4:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Mak Daddy Roasters 28 n 1st st Yakima Outdoor seating, indoor seating, no sanitation 
procedures, no distancing, toddler child hanging out, 
no masks, no gloves.

TRUE 04/08/20 4:59 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Great Rivers Behavorial Health 
Services

57 W Main Srreet Chehalis My agency has a clinician that had a kidney 
transplant, from years ago, got a letter from his 
doctor that he needs to work from home. The 
agency told him that he has to still come to work. 
Our office has DIY masks, hand sanitizer and 
gloves. He is so fearful to lose his job that he comes 
to work. He is being held a hostage!

TRUE 04/05/20 8:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Mary lues beauty shop W mead ave. Prosser wa My wife has a shop right Beside her and she is 
closed. And this lady is doing buisness all the time

1burnimdown@gmail.com Terry Brown 5093086882

TRUE 05/03/20 8:10 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Fort Lewis trainings Ms. 5418 Lemon Rd NE Olympia A group of about 15 soldiers in uniform where 
together, handshaking, hugging,  without masks until 
later on Tuesday, 4/28, at 9 am near Capitol Lake. 
There were also invalid family members present. 
This is not the only time soldiers have been in 
downtown Olympia without distancing. No one at 
Fort Lewis would return my calls.

maxdunk@comcast.net Maxine Dunkelman 3607866512 maxdunk@comcast.net

TRUE 04/09/20 9:55 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Dutch Treat 206 3rd St. Lynden Serving diners at a table outside is not "take out".

TRUE 04/02/20 5:08 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Dutch Treat Restaurant 206 3rd Street Lynden Table are placed outside and customers are sitting at 
tables eating their take out from the restaurant.  Not 
6ft apart.

TRUE 04/09/20 4:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Dutch Treat 206 3rd Street Lynden Groups of 5 are more are ordering food and eating 
together at the tables outside the order window

scottnunamaker@yahoo.com Scott Nunamaker 3603197024

TRUE 04/12/20 4:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Dutch Treat Restaurant 206 Third Street Lynden Tables set up outside so they offer outside dining 
where groups larger than 10 gather.

scottnunamaker@yahoo.com Scott Nunamaker 360-319-7024

TRUE 04/13/20 4:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Dutch Treat Restaurant 206 Third Street Lynden A friend took a picture of a group of about 8 men 
sitting around a table out front of the restaurant. This 
gathering is a regular occurance and appears to be 
supported by the restaurant.

thedavisclan@comcast.net Barbara Davis 3606566315

TRUE 05/12/20 9:27 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym / Fitness Center Spanaway Fitness Center 13819 Pacific Ave S Tacoma The business is operating on limited hours and only 
allowing certain members of the gym to utilize the 
facility. 
They are currently operating;
Monday-Friday 8AM-noon - 4PM-8PM

The doors remain locked, but they have a “volunteer” 
that waits by the front door to let people in.

N/A N/A N/A

TRUE 04/03/20 9:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Hamilton market and cafe 541 maple st Hamilton They are still letting people sit down and eat in this 
place, they are endangering the public

Jessica.boots123456@gmail.comJessica

TRUE 04/13/20 9:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC  is refusing to shut down during 
quarantine. (Tattoo Parlor) @11536 Riverside Dr. 
SE Olympia Wa 98513. I am backing Kurts Michael 
up 100%. We feel that tattoos are "essential". This is 
how we make our living and its essential to the 
public to get tattooed. People are stress free when 
being tattooed, ptsd victims are emotionally calmed 
and we refuse to close. We have had 20 to 25 
people a day for the last 3 weeks. We will not let 
someone take our Livelihood away.  @ConvictInk on 
Facebook and Kurts Michael on Facebook.  Thank 
you.

Dstewart71@yahoo.com Deondra Stewart CONVICTINK2020@GMAIL
.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 12:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Hamilton Cafe and Market 541 Maple Street Hamilton There are numerous cars daily that are regular lunch 
and breakfast customers that are still dining in. I 
have names and license plate numbers of people 
that are in the cafe for more than a half hour to an 
hour.

Townofhamilton.2010@gmail.comElizabeth Easterday 3608262085

TRUE 04/03/20 1:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo & piercing shop Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Unfortunately. The Convict Ink LLC tattoo parlor is 
still up and running, doors open, welcoming people 
to come get Tattoos eventhough we are on 
quarantine. Not only that... Convict Ink LLC is ran 
illegally, yes he has a City business 
license(Olympia),  but nothing else and no 
insurance, no blood borne pathogens, no Tax payer 
number nothing. Kurts Michael is running the shop 
out of his living room.  He said, and I quote, 

"I'm not worried about the stupid quarantine or 
getting fined, I won't be touched because the 
government has bigger things to deal with,  plus, the 
sheriff's office can't touch me eventhough I have 
been tested positive for Covid 19"..This is 
unacceptable and  not an essential buisness.  
Someone is going to get hurt or spread Covid 19.

Convict Ink LLC 

11536 Riverside Dr. SE 

Olympia, Wa. 98513

Convict Ink LLC on Facebook

Kurts Michael on Facebook

BJONES72@gmail.com BRETT JONES

TRUE 04/03/20 1:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo & piercing shop Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Unfortunately. The Convict Ink LLC tattoo parlor is 
still up and running, doors open, welcoming people 
to come get Tattoos eventhough we are on 
quarantine. Not only that... Convict Ink LLC is ran 
illegally, yes he has a City business 
license(Olympia),  but nothing else and no 
insurance, no blood borne pathogens, no Tax payer 
number nothing. Kurts Michael is running the shop 
out of his living room.  He said, and I quote, 

"I'm not worried about the stupid quarantine or 
getting fined, I won't be touched because the 
government has bigger things to deal with,  plus, the 
sheriff's office can't touch me eventhough I have 
been tested positive for Covid 19"..This is 
unacceptable and  not an essential buisness.  
Someone is going to get hurt or spread Covid 19.

Convict Ink LLC 

11536 Riverside Dr. SE 

Olympia, Wa. 98513

Convict Ink LLC on Facebook

Kurts Michael on Facebook

BJONES72@gmail.com BRETT JONES

TRUE 04/08/20 8:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Tattoo shop Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC at 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia 
wa 98513 has his doors open for business. Still 
tattooing,  still selling apparel , posting his tattoos 
online and welcoming people in. Kurts Michael is the 
owner and Bill Mooring is there doing tattoos as well, 
from kill bill tattoos.

Bjones72@gmail.com BRETT JONES 3603500984

TRUE 05/09/20 3:09 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Santo Coffee 1325 NE 65th Street Seattle At about 2 p.m., Saturday, May 9, patrons were 
sitting at tables and at the bar counter, hanging out 
and working on their laptops. It was like pre-COVID-
19.

TRUE 04/17/20 8:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC is still tattooing. Their four is still 
open and they have people in And out everyday.  
They have people there now.  Look at their Convict 
Ink Facebook page. It clearly shows his recent tattoo 
work.  It's unacceptable.

George

TRUE 05/09/20 12:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Santo coffee 1319 NE 65th St Seattle For the past few weekends I’ve seen crowds at this 
place, sitting at their tables both inside and outside.



TRUE 04/13/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink LLC  owner Kurts Walter 
Michael

11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC  is refusing to shut down during 
quarantine. (Tattoo Parlor) @11536 Riverside Dr. 
SE Olympia Wa 98513. It's not closed.  Kurts 
Michael has been having massive people in and out 
of that shop. He is refusing to shut down during 
quarantine. I counted 17 cars today.  If you look at 
his "Convict Ink" Facebook page it shows him 
posting everyday about doing tattoos.  Still.  No one 
is doing anything.

Frank Addicks CONVICTINK2020@GMAIL
.COM

TRUE 05/04/20 2:48 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Olympia fire and tumwater 
fire department

Olympia fire Olympia wa Olympia The olympia fire department is mixing shifts and 
departments to have a parade. They are not 
following distancing guidelines with multiple people 
on the truck and some not wearing masks

Septic.design@outlook.com Justin 3609701233 Olympia

TRUE 04/29/20 7:23 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Olympia Police Department Olympia Police Department 601 4th Avenue East, 
Olympia, WA 98501

Olympia The Olympia police department posted a picture on 
Facebook of Officers not following the 6 foot 
distance recommendation and not wearing any 
gloves or masks.

TRUE 05/10/20 10:04 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other law enforcement Olympia/Lacey Police Department Downtown Olympia Olympia Massive number of people not adhering to social 
distancing, wearing masks. Also reported to local 
media

Photo evidence below, including Olympia officers 
encouraging the behavior.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/19161564525821
4/permalink/238232583929853/

TRUE 04/07/20 5:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Living well chiropractic 1412 E Yelm Ave c101 Yelm Not taking any precautions to protect clientele or 
staff from covid. The massage therapists working 
there alerted the dr of the new changes for massage 
and he stated they would just be ignoring that.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

CONVICT INK LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC is a tattoo Parlor owned by Kurts 
Michael. It is up and running,  with no concern for 
the quarantine. Kurts refuses to close.  He had 15 to 
20 people in and out a day and is advertising his 
tattoos and he's open. Please do something.

Judy.Ruffner@yahoo.com Judy Ruffner CONVICTINK2020@GMAIL
.COM

TRUE 04/07/20 4:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Community Integrated Health Services 1700 Cooks Hill Rd. Centralia The manager is not enforcing the 6 ft social 
distancing. The manager is allowing staff to walk 
around with no masks and in close proximity to other 
staff. Staff are not filling 6 ft social distancing with 
clients.

TRUE 05/09/20 11:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Grants burgers 1945 Front St Lynden Dining room open and serving

TRUE 04/20/20 2:21 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress store Mattress Firm 17957 Garden Way Woodinville Why is a mattress store open? Seems like a great 
place to spread caronavirus.

TRUE 04/20/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Ford Sports Performance 13425 SE 30th St #2C Bellevue This gym has continued to be open and hosts daily 
sessions for multiple athletes. Parking lot is filled 
with cars.

TRUE 04/20/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Surf Ranch Kelly Slater Wave Co 18556 Jackson Ave Lemoore CA Workers still coming and going from site doing non 
essential work when there is no need for them to be 
there and risking being exposed and spreading the 
virus instead of staying home

TRUE 04/20/20 3:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bicycle center of everett Bicycle center of everett 4707 evergreen way Everett Open when they should be closed

TRUE 05/12/20 1:50 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay Inslee 416 14th Ave Sq Olympia Jay Inslee is non essential and still operating.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:57 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Non-essential directives, orders, etc. are non-
essential for ALL essential American citizens. The 
Governor Inslee is degrading individuals, families, 
businesses and communities by not complying with 
the U.S. CONSTITUTION, which last I checked, is a 
way of life we THE PEOPLE follow! This is called 
tyranny and he should be tried as such!

TRUE 05/12/20 1:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Drug dealer Jay Steven's Rocks O' Plenty Any street corner. Bellingham Servin Rocks to people without face masks on.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 3:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee Capital building Olympia This man is not essential and the longer he is 
working the more our state will be destroyed. Hes 
also using illegal propaganda to influence how 
people think and vote.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Violating Constitutional Rights

TRUE 05/12/20 2:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other governement Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Inslee is violating my Constitutional rights as a US 
citizen.

very concerned patriot 360-902-4111

TRUE 05/12/20 5:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other government none your business none your business none your business Stay out of peoples lives non of your business when 
government is involved. Open the economy already. 
Bunch of complainers that need to stay out of 
peoples lives. States already ruining small 
businesses. And get Inslee out of the office.

none of your business

TRUE 05/12/20 5:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governors Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Violation of constitutional rights

TRUE 05/12/20 1:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Drug dealer Jay Steven's Rocks O' Plenty Any street corner. Bellingham Servin Rocks to people without face masks on.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:08 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 2:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating despite restrictions in place 
since may

TRUE 05/12/20 3:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee Capital building Olympia This man is not essential and the longer he is 
working the more our state will be destroyed. Hes 
also using illegal propaganda to influence how 
people think and vote.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Jay Inslee PO Box 40002 Olympia Violating Constitutional Rights

TRUE 05/12/20 2:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other governement Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW, Olympia Inslee is violating my Constitutional rights as a US 
citizen.

very concerned patriot 360-902-4111

TRUE 05/12/20 5:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other government none your business none your business none your business Stay out of peoples lives non of your business when 
government is involved. Open the economy already. 
Bunch of complainers that need to stay out of 
peoples lives. States already ruining small 
businesses. And get Inslee out of the office.

none of your business

TRUE 05/12/20 5:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governors Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Violation of constitutional rights



TRUE 05/12/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:13 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Politician Governor’s Office 416 14th Ave. SW Olympia Governor Jay Inslee talking and suspending 
constitutional right with no factual evidence or 
knowledge of anything he rambles on about.

TRUE 05/12/20 9:42 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Washington State Government 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Every time "Governor" Inslee holds a press 
conference, he doesn't wear a face mask, per 
federal CDC guidelines. And is clearly not socially 
distant from his ASL interpreter. He also manages to 
continually fail to perform an essential function; i.e. 
he is not providing any sort of meaningful or 
intelligent direction for citizens of  the state of 
Washington.  His resignation is appreciated.

Citizens Against Inslee

TRUE 05/13/20 1:07 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia Trampling the Constitution of the United States of 
America and The Bill of Rights. 
I'm sure he hasn't read these documents. He really 
should, being a state governor and all.

Winston Smith 1984

TRUE 05/12/20 5:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The Stag Barber Shop 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Continues to be open, hosting a BBQ outside his 
business, crowded sidewalk, gathering of larger 
group of people, no masks and no social distancing. 
Saw this today, Tuesday May 12, 2020.

TRUE 05/12/20 5:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Agency Office of the Governor of Washington Capitol Grounds, Olympia, 
WA 98501

Olympia The office of the Governor of Washington is open, 
and brazenly trying to flaunt the fact that the 
Governor is still getting a paycheck which would be a 
clear violation of the governor's proclamation since 
his office is non essential to Washington and 
Washingtonians. I would argue that the governor's 
office should remain closed until the virus is 
eradicated. Jay Inslee is a Science Denying lunatic. 
OPEN WASHINGTON NOW!!!

TRUE 05/12/20 7:17 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb Turn key 1917 10th ave w Seattle Vacation home being rented No email Farzaneh Vahdani 206-226-7302 Turn key property 
management

TRUE 05/12/20 7:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other "Governor" Jay Dimslee 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia BUST HIS ASS NOW, OR HE GETS VOTED OUT 
OF OFFICE.

jay@governor.wa.gov People of WA 3609024111 Jay Dimslee

TRUE 05/12/20 9:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's Office of 
Washington State

Office of the Governor of Washington StatePO Box 40002 Olympia Having observed the governor, I don't think he is 
essential to run the state. Given he reacted too late, 
doesn't share what stats we need to reopen, and 
doesn't care about Boeing employees, he's 
endangering us all.

TRUE 05/12/20 10:30 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Funeral home jay inslee main shit olympia you're a POS non essential joemamma@gmailllll.com joe mama 5.55121E+12 none

TRUE 05/12/20 10:33 PM Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Pa Fitness 3131 Smokey Point Dr 
Arlington, WA  98223 
United States

Arlington, Wa Business open to members 05/12/20 working out at 
the gym seen on a Facebook story post at around 
Noon May 12th 2020

Pa Fitness

TRUE 05/12/20 10:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor's Office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98504

Olympia Inslee is destroying the economy and putting people 
out of work to further his own liberal agenda. He 
must be stopped. Shut down the governor's office 
and let the citizens decide. Inslee is an idiot.

TRUE 05/13/20 4:49 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Citizen Jennifer Gregerson 11930 Cyrus Way Mukilteo She snitches on her constituents in addition to her 
job as mayor. She is a horrible intellectually deficient 
hamster faced idiot.

richardtallywacker69@gmail
.com

Richard Tallywacker 206-867-5309

TRUE 05/13/20 5:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Inslee's Palace Who Cares Olympia Inslee keeps talking and talking, while more and 
more people are unemployed and unable to receive 
medical treatment. Also, the First Amendment 
protects the freedoms of religion and expression. 
Hopefully the Republican legislators win their lawsuit.

TRUE 05/12/20 8:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple valley dental Unsure Sunnyside Opened back up before governor's order is lifted

TRUE 05/13/20 1:42 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Foodies 542 Broadway Tacoma Serving gross food in store during Covid 19.  
Ewww!!!

TRUE 05/12/20 10:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Picadilly Circus 1104 1st ST Snohomish Come into Piccadilly Circus and enjoy a good meal 
and a drink to celebrate, you can now sit outside the 
restaurant and enjoy your meal, we have 2 tables 
(more than 6 feet apart)
The weather is beautiful so come on down, make a 
reservation if you want a table. 360 568 8212

the.sherf@snolo.org Adam Fartney 425-459-2222 Piccadillycircuswa@yahoo.c
om

TRUE 05/08/20 10:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Angie's salon 1017 allerton ave Bronx We see people in and out almost everyday she is 
doing hair ! She keeps a guy there acting like they 
doing Construction 
I live down the block but I take the bus right out front 
of the salon everyday

TRUE 04/03/20 4:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Tattoo shop Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC (Owner Kurts Michael) 11536 
Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Wa. 98513. Convict Ink 
LLC is refusing to shut down because of 
Quarantine. He is openly taking appointments still 
even after testing positive for Covid 19. On top of 
that, this business is ran out of Kurts living room 
with minor children there. He had tattooed minors, 
including his 15 yr old daughter. No blood borne 
pathogens, no proper cleaning products or anything. 
His doors are still open and he has clients in there all 
day and night still operating today.

BrettJ@gmail.com BRETT JONES

TRUE 05/12/20 4:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

airport massage 11608 airport rd Everett This massage parlor is operating right now the open 
they're not allowed to do this under the restrictions 
right now.

labluver63@yahoo.com craig craig

TRUE 05/08/20 8:00 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Newman & Co 3 N. Park Ave Herrin The restuarant is open for dine in. He plans to allow 
people to dine-in no matter what the Governor says. 
His facebook page even states that he is open for 
dine-in.

TRUE 05/12/20 7:07 PM No Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Retina Laser Eye Center 317 N Delaware St Kennewick, WA Between procedures about 10 patients were seated 
side-by-side in a long hallway.  Chairs were right 
next to each other (not spaced 6" apart).  About half 
of patients were not masked.

TRUE 05/12/20 3:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Dental Office Aspen Dental 401 Valley Mall Pkwy East 
Wenatchee

Wenatchee The dentist is not just seeing emergence patients. 
They are seeing all kind of patients.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks in Fred Meyer 1201 Valley Ave E Sumner While almost all Starbucks or closed, there is still 
this Starbucks open for walk up business.  This is 
not essential at all.

jennifer.grant@live.com Jen Grant

TRUE 03/30/20 2:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation housing VRBO all over the state and other 
states

Seattle I know many people who currently are and/or are 
planning to still utilize VRBO rentals for spring break. 
It seems VRBO landlords should not be able to rent 
out their spaces and I have not heard this discussed.

lynne.paulusfam@gmail.co
m

Lynne Paulus 206-953-4055

TRUE 03/30/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction unknown 718 n 67th st seattle workers have continued to work on this home 
.construction despite shut down of non-critical 
businesses  due to corona virus. this poses a danger 
to neighbors

steworcas2@aol.com charles stewart 2062917125

TRUE 04/07/20 6:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive dealership 1957 403 S Eastern Rd #104 Spokane Valley As an employee i am concerned , My employer is 
asking me to Haul a New Chevrolet on a trailer to 
another dealer in Auburn WA ,The CEO of 
AutoNation  (our owners) have placed us on 
temporary unpaid leave in a memorandum  dated  
04/02/2020  for 30 days with the option on ab 
additional 30 days depending on conditions and 
business  ect.   Now they are asking me to do this 
task after Governor Inslee  ordered us to stay home,  
I have been complying with this order. My  concern 
is at 62 years old  should i be driving over to the west 
side of WA State. I need to work and want to work , i 
have applied for and was approved for stand By with 
WA State unemployment effective 03/22/2020.   
They have sent most of the salespeople home 
because of the Governor`s order and there is little to 
no work.   I feel i am putting my health and the 
health of others at risk.  Please advise as to what my 
next course of action should be.  Thank You.    Kevin 
McCabe

mac3485@gmail.com Kevin T McCabe 2086189519

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Schmizza Pub & Grub 851 SW 1st Ave canby drive past establishment Sunday 3-29-20 several 
cars in parking lot and people inside

TRUE 03/30/20 5:18 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Schmizza Pub & Grub 851 SW 1st Ave canby drive past establishment Sunday 3-29-20 several 
cars in parking lot and people inside

TRUE 04/28/20 2:16 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

The Reel Inn 18661 Pacific coast highway Malibu People are dining in is a boost inside sitting on the 
patio like business as usual groups of large 
gatherings including 50 biker or gatherings and more 
is going on there are daily with no regard I called the 
cops on them and they still are doing it daily.

aldenjenn@gmail.com JENNIFER M. ALDEN 3103097736

TRUE 04/17/20 12:36 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jalicos Mexican resturant Sparta pike Lebanon tn These places need to be closed or fined for these 
violation no care for the well being of anyone around 
them....im a barber and I'm not able to work ...why 
are these people any different

ttrroobb1972@gmail.com Tom

TRUE 04/01/20 6:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car sales dealership Peninsula Subaru 3888 state hey 16 Bremerton Still selling car as usually, check state issued 
temporary license plates/ hard temps.



TRUE 03/31/20 2:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto sales Prestige auto sales E court street Pasco Selling cars at dealership and being closed niceguy8324@yahoo.com Richard lidell 5098510541

TRUE 04/01/20 2:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Automobile Sales Rairdon Honda of Sumner 16302 Auto Ln Sumner Multiple sales people on site, sales manager, 
maintenance and repair staff in the teens and 
multiple people in the finance/title office. Public is 
allowed to come sit in the showroom and wait and 
wonder around to look at cars.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car Dealership Renton Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 585 Rainier Ave S, Renton, 
WA 98057

Renton The dealership is not following current requirements 
regarding staffing, appointment only sales, and sales 
to non-essential personnel. This is putting our 
community at risk.

TRUE 05/13/20 7:07 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government office Governors office Capital grounds Olympia Governor Inslee should resign the office, as he has 
proven himself incompetent to fulfill the oaths of said 
office. This is not a dictatorship, and Inslee has 
obviously let his position go to his head. Resign, for 
the good of Washington.

Joshualeach82@icloud.com Joshua Leach 5097247461

TRUE 04/22/20 8:58 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Bush car wash 1131 Aaron drive Richland Making news and news paper not right 
encouragingto disobey , so what if everyone does 
this!!! Then everything we are stayed home for is 
distorted . Look at Tyson meat

Alexcavazos32@hotmail.co
m

Alex 5095822528 MILBERTH@BUSHCARWA
SH.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealer RHD specialties LLC 21620 84th Ave S #2 Kent This car dealer is actively selling vehicles and listed it 
on their Facebook page that they are still 'fully 
operational and selling cars".  They have absolutely 
no care for public health by actively selling cars and 
being open to the public. On top of this they are 
clearly stating they are open online....

Rgrayson@comcast.net Richard Grayson 2062230494

TRUE 03/30/20 7:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealer RHD specialties LLC 21620 84th Ave S #2 Kent This car dealer is actively selling vehicles and listed it 
on their Facebook page that they are still 'fully 
operational and selling cars".  They have absolutely 
no care for public health by actively selling cars and 
being open to the public. On top of this they are 
clearly stating they are open online....

Rgrayson@comcast.net Richard Grayson 2062230494

TRUE 05/13/20 9:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Mill creek chiropractor clinic 16212 Bothell everett 
highway

Mill creek, wa Ryan Deorge’s wife posted on Facebook that he has 
been working every day for two months working on 
people. Heather Deorge May 13

TRUE 05/12/20 3:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Silverdale Wellness Center 9220 Ridgetop Blvd NW Silverdale Still seeing non-emergent patients. 
Chiropractors/employees not wearing masks while 
seeing patients.

TRUE 04/17/20 4:36 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash 24 Car Wash 24 Car Wash Everett They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.c
om

Molly Lonigan 2062742607

TRUE 04/17/20 4:36 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash 1st Class Car Wash 150 SW 160th St Burien They are still washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.c
om

Molly Lonigan 2062742607

TRUE 04/17/20 4:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Cross Roads Market Car Wash 5200 172nd St NE Arlington They are still open and washing cars molly.lonigan@brownbear.c
om

Molly Lonigan 2062742607

TRUE 03/31/20 9:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other 100's of cars on Camano 
Island during the day. And 
on freeway between 
Camano Island and 
Shoreline

not applicable to a business Roads and Freeways on 
Camano Island and 
Freeways between 
Stanwood and Shoreline

Stanwood Thousands of cars still traveling during daylight 
hours on Camano Island and Stanwood. And on the 
freeway between Camano Island and Shoreline . We 
are sheltering on Camano Island.  Needed to bring 
my older  sister who  has dementia to Shoreline. 
Another family member will care for her now for 2 
weeks at their home. PLEASE CATEGORICALLY 
SAY TO ALL RESIDENTS THEY ARE NOT TO BE 
OUT DRIVING OTHER THAN GROCERIES AND 
MEDICAL NEEDS. EVEN  IF WE NEED 
ROADBLOCKS TO ENFORCE THIS. OUR LIVES 
DEPEND ON COOPERATION!

patrickburnsfr@msn.com Patrick Burns 2067198305

TRUE 04/14/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Spa Soiree & Lash Bar 12920 SE Kent-Kangley RD Kent Suspect business is still allowing customers to get 
services done by entering the back of the building. 
Witnessed an individual parked in the back of the 
business and entering the nail salon from the back 
door. Have heard people talking inside the salon on 
several occasions.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:15 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Murder Mill Planned Parenthood 123 E Indiana Ave Bldg A Spokane This facility is performing non essential duties and 
violating social distancing guidelines.

CONCERNED CITIZEN

TRUE 04/16/20 3:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Studio 602 602 regents Blvd Fircrest Business owner was performing salon services in 
the salon April 16th 2020 and has been seen prior 
as well.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Group Home for Autistic 
Children

Apple Brooke 12704 E Nora Spokane Valley Company did not inform staff of a confirmed covid 
staff. We work in tight quarters.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Toppins Frozen Yogurt 32650 WA-20 a101 Oak Harbor People are still dining in.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Stylist Alexis Skinner an employee at 
Vasuda Salon

12317 15th Ave NE Seattle Alexis Skinner, Stylist is offering to come to people's 
home to do hair, posting it on Facebook.  

And, people (one client being Binky Bergsman in 
Shoreline)  are posting that Alexis Skinner has done 
her hair during this shut down, and has done hair for 
others.

Having people pay cash to avoid being caught and to 
avoid taxes. 
AND violating the Governor Jay Inslee's orders.   

Alexis also posted on FB that she is asking Binky to 
please not post in public places that she is cutting 
hair at the homes of others,  since it can cost her 
her license.   
Alexis Skinner  (206) 335-3327 is her contact 
number.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Dreamclinic Workplace Massage Part of Dreamclinic Seattle 
Phone: (206) 525-0726 
Email: 
onsite@dreamclinic.com

Seattle They send massage therapists to do massage on 
medical staff at Harborview Hopsital. Breaking social 
distancing, no PPE, just street clothes/mask. This is 
horrifying and very, very dangerous. MT's bragging 
about it on Facebook.

rhonda23456@yahoo.com Rhonda Henry 2067805871

TRUE 04/16/20 9:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Taes beauty shop Harbor Avenue Freeland A customer told me that this person is working on 
customers and she is doing them one at a time in 
her place of business.

Islandgalkc@yahoo.com Kris Wood 360-969-4443 Tae

TRUE 04/09/20 6:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Real Estate John L. Scott Real Estate 3484 Harris Road SE Port Orchard The house at this address is for sale. There was a 
group of about 10 people there. They were not 
practicing social distancing and they were not 
wearing any mask of any kind while standing close 
to one another

nursleshunt@aol.com Leslie Hunt

TRUE 04/18/20 2:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Super fades family barber 5831 lacey Blvd SE ste K Lacey They’re cutting hair right now

TRUE 04/18/20 2:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Superfades family barber 5831 lacey Blvd SE ste K Lacey, WA 98503 This salon has a closed sign on but has the door 
open with people cutting hair inside taking clients.

TRUE 04/18/20 2:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Super fades 5831 Lacey blvd SE suite k Lacey Witnessed someone cutting hair. Lights off and door 
open. People going in and out for hair cuts and 
parking scattered in the parking lot.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Urban Pearl 1414 Commerce Ave Longview Seeing select clients at early hours to stay 
undetected by outsiders.

TRUE 04/27/20 9:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Temptations 800 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima He is still doing tattoo work. Not taking the necessary 
precautions with face masks etc.

Angelbabyblues8892@gmail
.com

Angel "Diablo "

TRUE 04/23/20 10:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Terrie May May Day Spalon 127 W Kellogg Rd., 
Bellingham, WA 98226

Bellingham Terrie May is doing haircuts in her garage and home 
for clients. She has blatantly posted pictures on 
Facebook and a rant about the closure. I have 
screenshots as she will probably delete her post. 
Thank you for looking into this matter. 
https://www.facebook.com/terrie.may.161

littlepeanutsmom@live.com Rebecca Classen 3602240004 maydaze2@comcast.net

TRUE 05/13/20 10:46 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governors office Capital way south Olympia Jay Inslee is an incompetent fool who has 
overstepped his legal boundaries and needs to be 
impeached.

mkenneson888@gmail.com Marshall Kenneson 3608700028

TRUE 05/13/20 10:58 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Inslee State Capitol Olympia Failure to uphold this nation’s Constitution and Bill of 
Rights.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:29 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Agency Washington State Government P.O. Box 40002 Olympia My issue is that we are not being governed properly. 
Jay Inslee was elected by the people, for the people 
and has decided that he could use this virus as a 
power grab. He is violating the United States 
constitution and overstepping his boundaries. This 
man has destroyed small businesses and crippled 
the Washington state economy. Being someone who 
is solely paid by tax dollars, I find it odd that his 
political agenda to undermine american liberties, for 
personal political gain has even been allowed to 
continue this long. Since when did he become a 
king? He doesn’t dictate what we can and cannot do 
based on his recommendations! He was wrong in 
the beginning! He LIED! He told us that “social 
distancing” and “stay home stay healthy” was to not 
overwhelm the hospital systems! He was wrong! He 
is dictating and abusing his power using fear tactics 
for political gain! Jay Inslee is anti freedom socialism 
hungry tyrant and should be removed from office.

We the People of 
Washington State

Governor Jay Inslee



TRUE 05/13/20 12:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 6525 Burden Blvd, Pasco, 
WA 99301

Pasco This dental office is starting to open up fully, with 
non emergency procedures,  they are bring back all 
the orthodontics employees to work full orthodontics 
procedures, 80-100 patient schedule a day. This 
company also has several other offices in Yakima, 
sunnyside and lSpokane.  The Yakima office, nob 
hill location. is running a full schedule on both, 
general dentistry, oral surgery, and orthodontics 
doing all procedures emergency and. On 
emergencies. I FEAR for my health , community 
health, staff health, patient health,  due to this 
companies early opening that is not allowed yet per 
governor Inslee.

TRUE 05/13/20 10:20 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Live Free Or Tyrants violating constitutional rights. Die

TRUE 04/21/20 4:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy Chasis Orchard/Center st Fircrest The business still operating despite of Gov Inslee’s 
order.

latoja.mcristina@gmail.com Ma Cristina 2068998992

TRUE 05/13/20 1:46 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Funeral home Deadly 💀 666 Six Feet Under Hell Large gatherings if dead people in hell

TRUE 05/13/20 4:03 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction Consolidated Waterproofing Contractors110 W Susquehanna Ave 
Towson, MD  21204 United 
States

Towson Maryland. The address I gave was of the sight in which there 
are 13+ guys with no PPE on at all, using the same 
elevators and the same tools. The address of the 
business is  10139 Bacon Dr
Beltsville, MD  20705
United States

TRUE 05/13/20 11:27 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Butt Raiders Inslee is A Punk 600 4th Ave Seattle I saw Jay Inslee having a threesome with Governors 
Whitmore and Newsome

Keithandwillow@yahoo.com Keith Black 360-930-9345

TRUE 05/13/20 11:29 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Twilight Zone You've Got to be Kidding Me 1984 Orson Wells Rd Seattle That anyone would be stupid enough to use this 
form based on the total lack of statistics supporting 
Inslee's "proctormations" (sic).

Wilbur P. Schmedlap

TRUE 05/06/20 8:29 PM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Piece of shit homeless 
thieves in SODO

Piece of shit homeless thieves in SODORVs parked on 6th Ave 
South

Seattle Piece of shit homeless thieves in SODO stole the 
catalytic converters out of my car while it was parked 
overnight. The police aren’t allowed to enforce 
vagrancy, drug possession or dealing, public 
decency, or squatting laws so maybe you can do 
something.

iainglynn@yahoo.com Iain Glynn

TRUE 05/09/20 8:17 AM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Garage Sale Garage Sale 1118 130th St S Tacoma Garage sale at 1106 130th St S Tacoma, WA 98444 psallite@gmail.com Linda Parrish 2532419533 psallite@gmail.com

TRUE 05/13/20 12:31 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction JayIsACriminal Capital Grounds Olympia, WA I'd like to report the gov of WA who is a tyrant and 
needs to be forcefully removed and hung for treason.

TRUE 05/12/20 6:28 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Governor State of WA PO Box 40002 Olympia The nazi Jay Inslee and his gestapo staff and state 
police are not following social distancing guidelines 
100% of the time nor is the POS inslee adhering to 
the no haircut edict he forces on the rests of the 
citizens, inslee is hoarding ppe supplies and 
providing the bulk of it to benefit those in areas that 
represent his voter base.  Putting small business out 
of business is the act of a f'n idiot. I also understand 
WSP is working in the Capital Forest.  Traffic and 
highway safety is their mandate, not harassing 
recreational users.  Tell us how 6 DNR fire 
employees riding around in a brush truck on a rainy 
day begins to fit your social distance guidelines.  Oh 
yeah, they only apply to the peasants.

TRUE 05/13/20 1:35 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Warehouse Raquel Whitney 20660 Nordhoff Street Chatsworth The supervisor Jose Efrain Gomez has neglected to 
inform HR and others, 3 employees have tested 
POSITIVE for COVID. this place needs to shut down!

raquelswhitney@gmail.com Raquel Whitney 8183312340 raquelswhitney@gmail.com

TRUE 05/13/20 1:43 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Farm fun Farm fun 22 East valley hwy Kent I witnessed Mr Inslee at a animal sex farm doing 
horrible things with the sheep.  I know he’s a weasel 
but he should not be out of his cage making love to 
other animals at this time.

Jon 555-555-5555

TRUE 03/30/20 4:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink LLC Unknown Nisqually Kurts Walter Michael III (a convicted felon) is 
operating a (possibly unlicensed) tattoo shop under 
the name Convict Ink in Nisqually in Thurston 
County, WA. Time-stamped photos of his work are 
publicly posted in his Facebook page, including 
tattooing a 16 year old girl (Makaylah Michael).

TRUE 04/03/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Unfortunately. The Convict Ink LLC tattoo parlor is 
still up and running, doors open, welcoming people 
to come get Tattoos eventhough we are on 
quarantine. Not only that... Convict Ink LLC is ran 
illegally, yes he has a City business 
license(Olympia),  but nothing else and no 
insurance, no blood borne pathogens, no Tax payer 
number nothing. Kurts Michael is running the shop 
out of his living room.  He said, and I quote, 

"I'm not worried about the stupid quarantine or 
getting fined, I won't be touched because the 
government has bigger things to deal with,  plus, the 
sheriff's office can't touch me eventhough I have 
been tested positive for Covid 19"..This is 
unacceptable and  not an essential buisness.  
Someone is going to get hurt or spread Covid 19.

Convict Ink LLC 

11536 Riverside Dr. SE 

Olympia, Wa. 98513

Convict Ink LLC on Facebook

Kurts Michael on Facebook

Nperry74 Marie Perry

TRUE 04/09/20 9:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership skagit valley hyundai 1313 s goldenrod rd burlington wa 98233 showing and selling cars tim.buffington@sandbergvol
vocars.com

Tim Buffington 2069192789

TRUE 04/10/20 1:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC is openly advertising they are still 
open for business. (Kurts Michael) I live across the 
street from the business and he's open still. Lots of 
people in and out daily. He's even running "Specials" 
to get people in. He's on Facebook @ConvictInk and 
Kurts Michael.

MarieP74@gmail.com Marie Perry

TRUE 04/12/20 6:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor CONVICT INK LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC owned by Kurts Michael is open and 
running. He's tattooing daily,  a lot of people.  Even 
advertising that he wilk travel. His ads are in 
Facebook @convictinkllc and @kurtsmichael

Dstewart71@yahoo.com Deondra Stewart

TRUE 04/12/20 6:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor CONVICT INK LLC 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink LLC owned by Kurts Michael is open and 
running. He's tattooing daily,  a lot of people.  Even 
advertising that he wilk travel. His ads are in 
Facebook @convictinkllc and @kurtsmichael

MichaelJones@yahoo.com Michael Jones

TRUE 04/18/20 8:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Convict Ink 11536 Riverside Dr. SE Olympia Convict Ink is still open for business and is posting 
their pictures of tattoos he is doing on Facebook and 
Instagram. If you look they openly expose they are 
not closed down. They are having alot of people in 
and out.

Darrelle Mills Kurt

TRUE 05/08/20 12:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Elevate Salon 514 Main Street VANCOUVER Business operating despite order to be shut. MARI MABIN

TRUE 05/13/20 4:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Governors Office 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Jay Inslee has been operating under a non-esstenial 
dictatorship for the past several weeks. It is truly a 
disgrace he hasn't allowed us to reopen the state's 
economy and no parks don't count Sir King Inslee. 
Many families are going lose everything if we don't 
reopen now. Are we supposed to just give up on 
living now? Just stay home and let the Government 
make the decision on if I will be able to pay for my 
next meal? Living this shelter in place life is worse 
than death.

"Those who would give up essential Liberty, to 
purchase a little temporary Safety, deserve neither 
Liberty nor Safety."

"Those who would give up 
essential Liberty, to 
purchase a little temporary 
Safety, deserve neither 
Liberty nor Safety."

Benjamin Franklin Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/13/20 3:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Mall Olympia Governor Inslee is operating when he is considered, 
by his own order, to be non-essential.  Please arrest 
and jail the governor.

paul@herndoncpa.com Paul Herndon 2085972086 https://www.governor.wa.go
v/contact/contact/send-gov-
inslee-e-message

TRUE 05/13/20 10:37 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public Official Office of the Governor Capitol Bldg Olympia Governor Inslee

TRUE 05/12/20 7:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may



TRUE 05/12/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 7:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/12/20 8:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no regard for safety since 
may. Holding classes and not following social 
distancing rules starting at 6a continuing through the 
day till as late as 9p

TRUE 05/13/20 3:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for health or safety 
standards since May.

TRUE 05/13/20 3:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for health or safety 
standards since May.

TRUE 05/13/20 3:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for health or safety 
standards since May.

TRUE 05/13/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for health or safety 
standards since May.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government State Government 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Trampling on constitutional rights while asking for 
money from the rest of the country's taxpayers

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/13/20 11:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Other None of your buisness 123 main st Olympia Monkey running about with queer lisp Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/13/20 7:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Car dealer Rich's Car Corner 16004 Aurora Ave North Shoreline They seem to be operating business as usual. They 
have signs saying 1 at a time, however I walked by 
yesterday and witnessed at least 10 people on the 
lot. No PPE, No social distancing between visitors or 
workers, not good!

TRUE 05/04/20 8:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Used auto sales Rich's Car Corner 16004 Aurora Ave N Shoreline These guys are actively selling used cars, full-time. chrisalstrin@ymail.com Chris Alstrin 406577-6170

TRUE 03/30/20 9:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Used car dealership Rich’s car corner 16004 Aurora Ave N Shoreline They have been selling cars everyday since the 
shutdown order was placed.

ShellyF1968@gmail.com Shelly Fieldman 425-745-9974

TRUE 04/17/20 12:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto dealership All rairdon auto stores 16302 auto lan Sumner I’m in the auto industry and have been considered 
Non Essential for sales. However Rairdons 
continues to stay open for sales and have reported 
sales to Honda and are still open. If it’s considered 
non essential how is it they can stay open and still 
sell vehicles when other dealers are following the 
Governor’s order to stay home stay safe??  To me 
it’s no different than a pro sports team. If you can’t 
play on the same field with the same rules why do 
they get away with it?  My family personally lose 
about 5k a month by not being able to play with the 
same rules. Shut them down so we can get back to 
some sort of normalcy.

Brianberr77@comcast.net Brian 253-709-7608

TRUE 04/04/20 7:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Great Glamour Beauty Salon 59 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima The business is not comply to governors Inslee 
mandatory closure due to covid-19. The business is 
still operating at regular hours and not following 
mandatory non essential business shut down.

Melanieandrade69@yahoo.c
om

Melanie ceja 509-941-7262

TRUE 03/31/20 1:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other used car dealer QUAILTY auto center 20420 Highway 99, 
Lynnwood, WA 98036

LYNNWOOD We wanted to buy a car and asked how are you 
open and all other car dealers are closed. They said 
we have a way to do it. We have been selling cars 
everyday and business is great. We felt very 
uncomfortable and didn't proceed any future. The 
other dealers we called said NO we cant sell cars.

report@gmail.com the news said to report 
violators

8885551212

TRUE 03/30/20 8:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used car dealer quality auto sales 11605 pacific hwy sw lakewood Saw them open with like 8 people in a very small 
office



TRUE 04/04/20 2:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real estate agent RE/MAX Northwest 21828 3rd Pl W, Bothell, 
WA 98021

Bothell Really state agents are still showing a lot of people 
the house to sell. Many cars park in front of the 
house and showing people inside the house , back 
yard. No one really care about social distance!

TRUE 03/31/20 5:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership Renton CJDR 585 Rainier Ave S renton has not stopped selling vehicles...crazy disrespect, 
employees bragging about getting internet 
customers in and taking easy money with little to no 
competition.

michaelniles7@gmail.com michael 12062293119

TRUE 04/02/20 9:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Solar Nails and Spa 1309 Lewis River Rd Woodland Company is open, and posting such on their FB.

TRUE 04/23/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Sugared Beauty Lounge 19725 40th Ave W Suite F Lynnwood You can still book appts online for appts in April 2020 anonymous@gmail.com H

TRUE 04/06/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership RHD Specialities LLC 21620 84th Ave s suite 2 Kent The business is completely open. Multiple 
employees working. No social distancing practice 
being used. They have not closed at all since the 
order. They are a specialty car dealership that is not 
essential at all.

Alexanderellis1993@gmail.c
om

Alex 2064129157

TRUE 04/11/20 4:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other nail salon Southhill Nails 11910 Meridian E Puyallup This store, and a few other ones, up and down 
Meridian Ave in Puyallup, WA, are open and doing 
business as usual. I will fill this out for other specific 
business names, but there were too many to even 
count in Puyallup/Spanaway/Graham area. It's 
ridiculous that so many people are sacrificing to 
keep the curve down, and so many others are doing 
the exact opposite.

trish_gibson@hotmail.com Trish Gibson

TRUE 03/31/20 5:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Rich's 16004 Aurora Ave n Shoreline I live nearby, my wife & I walk the trail multiple times 
a day and we observed two guys washing cars at 
different times walking by the property via the 
interurban trail on Friday 3/27. Walked by Saturday 
3/28 and observed vehicles pulling on to and off of 
their sales floor. Test drives? Essential?

Phil

TRUE 04/15/20 7:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Sugar Society WA 2110 Madison Street Everett taking appointments since order was made

TRUE 05/02/20 2:35 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other School district Board of 
Directors

Mlsd board of directors C/o Mlsd school Board 
1620 pioneer way

Moses lake My concern is physical distancing and appropriate 
packaging. Love the idea , support the idea. Wonder 
if you talked to county health prior to hosting 100+ 
volunteers at a school bldg to put seed bags 
together. Please see Moses Lake School District FB 
page

Wishingtobeanonomous@a
nonymous

An employee (509)123-4567 Elliott Goodrich

TRUE 05/13/20 7:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Construction Bret Johnson Orthodontics 755 e Holland Ave Spokane I am a scheduling coordinator at this office and my 
boss has been working with a full schedule of 
patients and employees since 5/4. He is doing full 
ortho procedures that are non emergence and 
starting on 5/18 we have a schedule of 120 patients 
on the books that are mostly new patient exams and 
appointments for new patients to get their braces 
placed on. Our office is very small and there are no 
extra precautions being taken to keep staff and 
patients safe. I'm in in fear of my safety and deeply 
concerned for our patients. As I am in fear of losing 
my job over this complaint I will use a alternate name 
for my contact information. Thank you for taking the 
time to address this issue

Jensimps02@gmail.com Monica 5099992409

TRUE 05/13/20 10:47 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Mooyah burgers and fries 48 highland common Hudson I visited this establishment yesterday and the girl 
making my food wasn’t wearing a mask.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Apple valley Dental and braces 4309 West Nob hill Blvd Yakima No masks, not social distancing and large gatherings 
in parking lot and foyers.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Apple valley Dental and braces 4309 West Nob hill Blvd Yakima No masks, not social distancing and large gatherings 
in parking lot and foyers.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:43 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Apple valley dental and braces 4309 w non hill Yakima Not promoting mask, fever, and social distances

TRUE 04/20/20 7:02 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Native or commercial crab 
fishing at Pt. Defiance

N/A 111qqq Tacoma Recreational fishing is closed, so should any 
commercial or native crab fishing seasons. Non 
essential.

hooks4nooks@gmail.com Garry Moushegian 2536918048

TRUE 05/13/20 11:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Apple valley dental and braces Spokane Valley Spokane Valley Not following social distancing mask wearing nor 
fever checking

TRUE 05/13/20 12:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple valley dental and braces 6525 Burden Blvd Pasco Seeing full capacity of patients over 100 people a day

TRUE 04/15/20 7:08 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Orchards Park Clark County Parks and Recreation NE 102nd Ave and Fourth 
Plain Blvd

Vancouver Young adult males are congregating daily to play 
volley ball in open areas with no regard to social 
distancing. The parks playgrounds are roped off to 
children, why is it ok for these boys to play close 
together and all touching the same ball.

pam@teleport.com Pamela Lord 5038495069

TRUE 05/13/20 12:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 4309 W Nob Hill Blvd, 
Yakima, WA 98908

Yakima This office is opening fully performing non 
emergency procedures, has a full 100+ patient 
schedule for both general dental and also opening 
back orthodontics full 100 patients schedule. This is 
in violation. Of what governor inslee has said and I 
fear for the staffs health, patient health and the 
whole community.

TRUE 05/13/20 12:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 4309 West Nobhill Blvd Yakima This dental office has opened and has been packed 
with people since Monday May 11th. They are not 
even taking social distancing precautions to protect 
their employees and their clients.

NA Anonymous NA

TRUE 05/13/20 1:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Shelton Dental Center 1829 Jefferson Street Shelton Dental office that is providing procedures to patients 
that are non emergent and non essential during this 
pandemic. This dental office has stayed open 
everyday, seeing multiple patients a day.

TRUE 05/06/20 11:58 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Day Care Lakeside Montessori Issaquah 2001 15th Ave NE Issaquah The school has been open all this week with a large 
group of kids. They are outside using their 
playground and not properly social distancing

acherron3@comcast.net Keith Herron 6024101264

TRUE 05/03/20 8:44 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Childcare Childrens village NE Burton rd vancouver Crowding of classrooms and staff. 
Mixing of groups
Attendance of sick children and employees.

TRUE 05/13/20 6:21 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Preschool Small Faces Child Development Center 9250 14th Ave NW Seattle This week I've witnessed children gathering on the 
playground in 2 groups of up to 10 per group at 
Small Faces preschool.  Chaperones are also on the 
playground, in addition to the number of children.  
Few are practicing social distancing and they are 
sharing the playground equipment. Based on the 
guidelines I've read from the governor's office, this is 
beyond the number allowed for our current phase. 
Thank you.

TRUE 05/12/20 2:16 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other CHILDCARE Childrens Village Day school care 2904 NE Burton Rd Vancouver Children with illness are allowed to stay at center 
and not sent home. Employees with illness and 
fevers not allowed to go home and are told to stay 
and work or there will be consequence.  Large 
groups are being bunched together and 
overcrowding in classrooms. Groups of children are 
not staying with the same group throughout the day, 
they are being shuffled from class to class and with 
different staff members. 
Center Not preforming regular temperature checks.  
New families are being brought into the center for 
tours and not required to wear mask, exposing other 
children and staff.

Angela Benedict

TRUE 05/12/20 4:35 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Childcare Daffodils preschool 5030 168th st sw Lynnwood They have children coming that there parents are not 
essential workers and had a mothers day brunch 
with children and families gathered together in one 
room. I worry about the children that have to be 
there.

TRUE 05/03/20 12:14 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pre-school Bamboo kids 18722 12 Ave NE Shoreline Japanese pre-school called bamboo kids is opening 
up on May 4 or 5. The owner does not care to follow 
the state of emergency order. Please make the 
school close. There are people who want to let kids 
go.

TRUE 05/12/20 1:12 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Technical College Clover Park Technical College 4500 Steilacoom Blvd Lakewood The school a two day event for 85 cheduled for May 
12 and 13.

TRUE 04/27/20 11:19 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other state higher education community colleges of spokane 1810 NO. GREENE 
STREET

SPOKANE I work as a custodian for the Community Colleges of 
Spokane they operate two custodial shifts on two 
campuses. Each shift has 10 or more custodians on 
it including leads. only the main campus has any 
student activity on it a small L.P.N. class the 
Spokane Falls campus has no student activity on it, 
they brought all custodians back on both campuses 
to service this one small class claiming the attorney 
general said they could.

jdgodfrey@juno.com Joseph D Godfrey 5093426045 community colleges of 
spokane

TRUE 05/09/20 10:26 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other College Cornish College of the Arts 1000 Lenora St Seattle Employees going in to work for non-essential 
activities beginning Monday 5/11.



TRUE 05/04/20 1:33 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Child Visits Fulcrum Institute 211 West Augusta Ave Spokane Open during extended stay home stay healthy. 
Space is very small and lots of adults and children 
go there to see other parent. They said they were 
going to try the stay 6 foot away from all visitors.

woodland1122@yahoo.com Cassandra Nolan 5096711542

TRUE 05/13/20 4:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Business Blissie's Pet Salon 102 E. Quail Lane Sequim I live right behind Blissie's Pet Salon.  I have noticed 
they have never closed according to the CV-19 
guidelines.  There are 3 people working there---2 
that live on the property in a 5th trailer and one who 
does not live there.  Clients coming and going 6 days 
a week.  Not social distancing with clients.  Not 
wearing facial masks or gloves.  Majority of their 
clients are quite elderly and most are wearing masks 
when dropping their dog off for grooming.  They are 
performing dog grooming in a tiny shed like 
structure. Not even sure they have proper permits to 
operate a business in Clallam County.  But my main 
concern is the no mask and no social distancing with 
clients.  We have such a low number of the virus 
here in Sequim, why chance it.  Yes, we all need our 
dogs to be groomed.  Mine is looking pretty bushy, 
but I'm waiting and following the stay-at-home 
guidelines. Please let me know you received this 
email. Thanks for your help.

judygauderman@aol.com judy gauderman 360-504-2733

TRUE 05/08/20 12:17 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Casino Northern Quest Resort and Casino 100 n Hayford rd Airway Heights The spa says it’s taking staggered appointments; 
however, clients are being booked one after another. 
Employees are so overwhelmed in the spa they can’t 
clean up properly. Guest are not wearing masks on 
resort property and social distancing is not practiced. 
Slots may be turned off to discourage play; but, the 
seats are still left there so many people sit next to 
each other. Kids Quest and Cyber Quest reopening.

5098474585

TRUE 05/12/20 6:46 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction WTCC at DOE hanford site Hanford Richland WA Non- essential work being required of WTCC 
maintenance group. No systems operating at the 
plant but maintenance employees required to report 
back to work this week. Unable to social distance 
while working and no improvements in protections.

Rick Holms

TRUE 05/09/20 4:21 PM Other Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Little Creek Casino 91 WA-108 shelton no following orders Deloss Zachry

TRUE 05/13/20 4:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming Business Blissie's Pet Salon 102 E. Quail Lane Sequim I live right behind Blissie's Pet Salon.  I have noticed 
they have never closed according to the CV-19 
guidelines.  There are 3 people working there---2 
that live on the property in a 5th trailer and one who 
does not live there.  Clients coming and going 6 days 
a week.  Not social distancing with clients.  Not 
wearing facial masks or gloves.  Majority of their 
clients are quite elderly and most are wearing masks 
when dropping their dog off for grooming.  They are 
performing dog grooming in a tiny shed like 
structure. Not even sure they have proper permits to 
operate a business in Clallam County.  But my main 
concern is the no mask and no social distancing with 
clients.  We have such a low number of the virus 
here in Sequim, why chance it.  Yes, we all need our 
dogs to be groomed.  Mine is looking pretty bushy, 
but I'm waiting and following the stay-at-home 
guidelines. Please let me know you received this 
email. Thanks for your help.

judygauderman@aol.com judy gauderman 360-504-2733

TRUE 05/07/20 7:01 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public School Auburn School District - Pioneer Elementary915 4th St NE Auburn Staff has been given a schedule to pack items at 
Pioneer Elementary. 50% of the staff is in the 
building at one time. While staff have been asked 
not to congregate, no PPE is advised or required. 
There are 30+ people in the building, with three 
accessible bathrooms, each day.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:03 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other High School Wenatchee High School 1101 Millerdale Wenatchee Football players are organizing 7-on-7 football 
games held on school grounds and coaches 
(employees of WSD) are/have been attending. Most 
recent news is that WHS students are inviting 
Eastmont High School players to play games with 
them on the high school grounds.

Erik Anderson, principal

TRUE 05/06/20 1:58 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Elementary School Pioneer Elementary School 2301 M St. SE Auburn 50% of staff to report each day to pack for building 
move 5/6 thru 5/21. Minor children and adults in 
household allowed in as well. Original deadline for 
packing was 6/19. Concerned this does not comply 
with Stay at home order. People will be walking 
around campus to pack, dispose of thrash and move 
personal items to their own vehicles. School also has 
only 2 individual bathrooms for staff.

Auburn School District

TRUE 05/02/20 2:37 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School district Board of 
Directors

Mlsd board of directors C/o Mlsd school Board 
1620 pioneer way

Moses lake My concern is physical distancing and appropriate 
packaging. Love the idea , support the idea. Wonder 
if you talked to county health prior to hosting 100+ 
volunteers at a school bldg to put seed bags 
together. Please see Moses Lake School District FB 
page

Wishingtobeanonomous@a
nonymous

An employee (509)123-4567 Elliott Goodrich

TRUE 05/08/20 5:08 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other school Edmonds School District/Meadowdale High School6002 168th St SW, Lynnnwood This is an email from the principal of Meadowdale 
High School: Tuesday, May 19 from 1-3 pm: Senior 
Mavericks will be coming to MHS in alpha based 
herds to pick up their caps and gowns.  This is going 
to be our best chance to welcome, greet and 
congratulate the Class of 2020!   We are hoping to 
get a large staff turn-out for this event.  Yes, we will 
be following safe social distancing practices.  

We will need staff to help hand out the caps and 
gowns and to manage the flow of traffic, etc.   We 
are also planning on creating a Staff Gauntlet for the 
seniors as they exit the campus.  Yes, we are hoping 
to have staff present for the whole two hours.  

Tuesday, June 2nd: The Edmonds School District 
has contracted with a professional production 
company to record all of the district's 
commencement ceremonies.  On June 2nd, MHS 
has a five hour production schedule from 9 am to 2 
pm.  Several things will happen during this five hour 
production window.  There will be student speeches, 
music and the receiving of diplomas.  Senior 
Mavericks will again arrive in alpha herds in order to 
maintain social distancing.  Students will have their 
names read, will receive their diploma covers and 
have their individual picture taken as they cross the 
stageThis event will be closed to the public.

TRUE 05/08/20 5:43 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School District Sumner-Bonney Lake School District 1202 Wood Avenue Sumner The Sumner School district is planning to have mini 
graduation ceremonies for seniors in groups of 25. 
Each student is allowed to bring up to 4 people. With 
the staff on hand, that would be well over 100 people 
in the same space with a high likelihood of personal 
contact. Families shouldn’t have to choose between 
celebrating their seniors and violating the governor’s 
order.

laurie_dent@sumnersd.org

TRUE 05/11/20 4:24 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other School La Esquelita Bilingual School 7107 Woodlawn ave N.E. 
ste. A

Seattle I saw three teachers leave the school with a group of 
approx 15 small children toward greenlake park on 
Friday 5/8

TRUE 05/11/20 2:49 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School Trinity Catholic school 2315 N Cedar St Spokane, WA 99205 Hello,

I am concerned because my child is a student at 
Trinity Catholic School, and they are continuing 
fundraisers despite our current situation. Trinity 
Catholic School is requesting that our students sell 
raffle tickets despite our current situation. I feel that 
this is putting students, families, and the community 
at risk as this will require them to meet with many 
people to attempt to sell a large amount of raffle 
tickets. We usually do not have a problem supporting 
the fundraisers at Trinity Catholic Schools, However 
at this point we feel that this could potentially undo 
the hard work that our community has done to fight 
COVID-19. Also we are concerned because the 
school officials do not seem to have a reasonable 
solution to getting the tickets sold to the public 
without students having contact with neighbors, 
family, and friends. We hope that your office can 
help with this issue as we want to protect our family 
from COVID-19.

information@trinityspokane.
com



TRUE 05/08/20 9:20 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Public School Cedarcrest High School 29000 ne 150th street Duvall, WA This high school has told the graduating senior to 
pick up their cap and gown on 5/15. Hundreds of 
kids will drive up and school staff will pass the gown 
to them. They are doing this, according to the 
principal, because parents want to take pictures of 
their kids in gowns.

Labater@rsd407.org

TRUE 05/11/20 5:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School Kent school district 12033 SE 256th 
StreetKent, WA 98030

Kent Grounds dept, custodians, shop mechanics are all 
back to work when I thought not allowed in schools? 
No kids no teachers why are others put in jepordy? 
Nothing was given as for ppe and social distancing is 
not happening! I don't feel safe as I have kids at 
home

TRUE 05/12/20 11:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other K-12 Private School Pacific Christian Academy 33645 20th Ave S Federal Way Effective Monday, May 18th, Pacific Christian 
Academy is calling all staff back to the school to 
work and perform non-essential functions like 
cleaning, painting, etc.  Per Gov Inslee all schools 
are to be closed until further notice.  Please stop this 
from occurring before Monday as this is a direct 
violation.

TRUE 05/12/20 5:07 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School district Bainbridge island school district 8489 N Madison Ave N, 
Bainbridge Island, WA 
98110

Bainbridge island Custodians working on premises without plausible 
cause

TRUE 04/17/20 6:09 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Orting School District Orting School District 805 Old Pioneer Way NW Orting Orting school district employees going DOOR TO 
DOOR hanging political flyers. This is absolutely 
NOT an “essential activity”, not by any stretch. Do 
you, Jay, REALLY support people going DOOR TO 
DOOR, uninvited, hanging flyers across an entire 
town? This is your chance to prove you will apply 
your dictates fairly, that you don’t have one set of 
rules for your friends, and on set for the peasants. 
You know, “force of law” and all that.

I look forward to your explanation as to why this is a 
“necessary activity” but people not operating their 
businesses, not generating income because of your 
dictate is not. Of course I know their is ZERO 
chance you explain that to me, ZERO..

Richter.s@comcast.net Richter 2533504094 shepardm@orting.webnet.e
du

TRUE 05/10/20 5:29 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School District Clover Park School District 10903 Gravelly Lake Dr SW Lakewood The Clover Park School District has never entirely 
shut down during this stay at home order. Their 
employees have continued to be required to report to 
duty, even non-essential and employees that could 
be working from home.

rbanner@cloverpark.k12.wa
.us

TRUE 05/07/20 8:52 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other School Issaquah School District 5150 220th AVE SE Issaquah The district moved all operation employees to work 
at schools that were open only to provide free meals 
for daycare because staying at a regular school 
wasn’t deemed essential. The governor still hasn’t 
cleared us to return to work but yet the district is 
forcing everybody to go back to work starting 
Monday the 11th at empty schools and do 
nonessential cleaning. When people first voice their 
opinion’s about moving to essential schools and the 
rest to their health the district said they could not 
stay at empty schools because it was not essential. 
But nowThey are making us go back to those 
schools and do nonessential cleaning.They are even 
thinking about renting the school out during the 
summer to daycare programs

TRUE 04/22/20 7:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sports Seattle Seahawks 12 Seahawks Way Renton, WA 98056 Using outside crews to do construction In residence 
including demolition to enhance NFL draft activity. 
Large groups, non-essential travel, hazardous 
activity could require first responders and 
hospitalization, non-essential construction.

Wascottelders@gmail.com Matt Scott 425-308-7569 John Schneider

TRUE 05/12/20 8:40 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other School Cashmere Washington School District 300 Tigner Road Cashmere The public is allowed to enter the office with no 
mask or safety requirements.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:23 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Non-profit organization Moses Lake Spring Festival 601 S Pioneer Way, Ste F 
198

Moses Lake Every Memorial Day weekend, our town has a big 
festival that includes large group events, a carnival 
and a parade. As of right now, they do not plan on 
cancelling any events. However, Memorial Day 
weekend is coming up soon and the number of 
COVID-19 cases does not seem to be decreasing. I 
am worried that they will still have the festival, 
causing an influx of cases in Grant County (currently 
has 75 confirmed cases).

TRUE 04/12/20 3:44 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Centennial trail Getchell trailhead Westlund Rd, Lake 
Stevens, WA 98258

Lake Stevens The gate is closed yet cars are parked outside the 
gate and the trail is packed. Cars are parked un 
safely

Melissa.george@comcast.netMelissa George 4258791446

TRUE 04/11/20 8:34 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Washougal Dike trail on 
Columbia River

Washougal Dike trail on Columbia 
river

Washougal Washougal The dike trail is so busy everyday! It needs to be 
closed like every other trail and park in Washington!

lesieurjacquie@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:16 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Lake Cushman boaters, jet 
skis, gatherings

Lake Cushman Hoodsport Hoodsport Secondary residents violating public lands at Big 
creek and kayaking, boating on lake Cushman not 
staying at home. Propagating spread of virus in rural 
community using grocery and gas station with 
disregard to Governor's order.

reyzpunzalan@centurylink.netRey Punzalan 3605073414

TRUE 04/06/20 6:17 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Tiger Mountain trail head 
off I 90

tiger mountain trail head po box 1044 north bend The tiger mountain trail head off of I 90 is packed 
with cars EVERY DAY!

jtgravesg@yahoo.com john graves 4258881397

TRUE 04/06/20 2:45 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Park Bradley Park 531 31st Ave SE, Puyallup, 
WA 98374

Puyallup The park is closed but there are many cars parked in 
front of the park and many people inside. I am not 
super if people are keeping 6 feet apart because I 
didn’t enter the park but since it is closed I assume 
people inside are violating the governor’s orders.

Refontana@gmail.com R. Fontana 2535459993

TRUE 04/04/20 1:56 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Government S View Metropolitan Parks District - 
South Fork Landing Park

PO Box 2382 North Bend The parks district has let the frisbee (or disc) golf 
course open and it is packed with people playing 
frisbee golf.  That is much riskier as far as passing 
the virus than regular golf that you have shut down.

joemorris121@comcast.net Joe 4259413523

TRUE 03/31/20 5:49 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Trailheads Trailheads Washington state All We need to close all trailheads. I drove past them on 
my way to work. And see other on the forums. All 
packed with cars. Nobody adhering to any sort of 
social distancing measures.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Agency City of Gig Harbor 3510 Grandview Street Gig Harbor The City of Gig Harbor is requiring staff to meet 
together during City Council Meetings. Governor's 
Proclamation 20-28 says that these meetings may 
not be conducted in-person but the City continues to 
hold the meetings in-person.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:29 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Landfill Upper Valley Disposal Swanson mill Oroville The local landfill servicing agency and the county 
with limited service in a large rural area is not 
allowing the public to dump household garbage and 
when asked what people are supposed to do  that 
live outside the service area we were literally told to 
let it pile up. We have a house less than a mile from 
said landfill and when we got there this morning 
someone had dumped a truck load of garbage in 
front of our house, people are dumping their garbage 
off at a game reserve and along side mountain roads.
To put this in perspective, when you pull into the 
local landfill you park on the scale, stay in your 
vehicle and talk to someone through a driveup 
window, they tell you to back up to one of several 
areas that easily meet the social distancing 
requirements, you unload and pull back on to the 
scale, still in your vehicle, you hand money through 
the window to the clerk (not different than a drive 
thru) and your on your way. The county "engineer" 
responsible for the moronic shut down then says 
well cash has gone through "so many hands" and 
my answer to that is the clerks in other businesses 
are wearing gloves... he did not have a response to 
that. This is causing more health issues esp when 
people are getting garbage dumped on their property 
and having to clean it up and the county workers are 
going to have to clean up other dumping sites.

Jnrsnider@gmail.com Rosa Snider 5093228696

TRUE 04/07/20 12:56 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Public Utility Pacific county PUD 405 Duryea Street Raymond Business is running as usual. Doing non essential 
work such as tree trimming and inside office is still 
running as usual.  Business is not following social 
distancing rules.

TRUE 04/08/20 2:30 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other City, Office of the Mayor City of Orting, Office of the Mayor 110 train st SE Orting I have brought the parades i have complained about 
in the past to the attention of the Mayor of Orting. 
This last time he informed me that no city resources 
will be used to enforce Governor Inslee's stay at 
home order, and that "If jay wants to enforce the 
order, he can send state patrol or the national guard".

Alexander.rogers9799@gmail.comAlexander Rogers 2063198031



TRUE 04/08/20 9:31 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other County Skagit County Recycling and Transfer 
Station

14104 Ovenell Rd. Mount Vernon scale house attendants have no social distancing 
barrier between customers taking payments. an 
overflow of customers with non essential loads 
putting county workers at risk.

3rdraildrums@gmail.com Kelly Buckner 360-488-3971

TRUE 04/14/20 6:18 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bonney Lake Police 
Department

Bonney Lake Police Department 18421 Veterans Memorial 
Dr E

Bonney Lake I was pulled over for speeding by Officer Robert 
Kreider on Sunday, April 12.  He came very close to 
my window and he did not have a mask and he did 
not advise me that I was allowed to close my 
window.  I asked him to back up for social 
distancing.  He backed up some but was still very 
close.  I am very upset that I was potentially exposed 
in this manner and request that law enforcement be 
required to wear mask when approaching vehicles 
for traffic infractions.   I called the Bonney Lake 
Police Department to voice my concerns and the 
Chief of Police kindly called me back.  However, he 
told me that some of his officers have been exposed 
to COVID which only upset me further.   Essential 
businesses all over Washington are figuring out how 
to conduct business without exposing people to this 
life-threatening illness and it is appalling that a police 
department would not make the effort to do the 
same.   I am 57 years old, which I believe is old 
enough to be considered in the high-risk category.   
Officer Kreider had no idea when he approached my 
car of my age or whether I have an underlying 
condition.   Again, I find this appalling.

ada@wavecable.com Kay Luoma 206-437-4405

TRUE 04/16/20 2:28 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garbage/recycle/yard waste 
pick up

Waste management 6211 234th Street SE Woodinville Waste management in Woodinville has face masks 
available and are not giving them to their employees. 
The reason given is that they need to get approval 
from the headquarters in Texas. There have been 
confirmed positive coronavirus cases at this facility. 
Many employees have expressed their concerns and 
want to protect themselves and their families. This 
issue was brought up over a month ago, with no 
results. I think this is a horrible way to treat their 
employees.

Lauramuai@comcast.net Laura Lester 2063008296

TRUE 04/02/20 6:10 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction City of Kennewick 210 W 6th Ave Kennewick Encouraging contractors to ignore the "stay home, 
stay healthy" order by continuing to issue permits 
and perform inspections for commercial and 
residential projects regardless if it is included on 
essential workforce list.

TRUE 04/08/20 9:23 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Local government City of West Richland 3100 Belmont Blvd West Richland The City of West Richland has brought non-
essential workers back to work in the office as of 
April 7th. In an email to staff, an order from the 
mayor sending "non-essential employees home" was 
rescinded and "all employees report to their positions 
prepared to work your normal schedule."

brandon.lewis.thayer@gmail.comBrandon Thayer 509-868-3868

TRUE 03/31/20 11:46 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Perdoma Ladscaping  (509) 860-6643 5441 Penn Ave. Rock Island East Wenatchee Police said they will NOT 
investigate Governor Issued Orders!!!

fox939@msn.com Michael Fox (509_387-3004

TRUE 04/07/20 7:51 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Code Enforcement Department of services, permitting 
division

35030 se Douglas st suite 
#210

Snoqualmie On March 30, 2020 Code Enforcement Officer, La 
Donna Whalen from King County Department of 
Local Services, permitting division, showed up to 
15233 221st ave ne Woodinville, Washington 98077 
where me, my husband & our 3 children our 
temporarily self isolating in our rv & the 1400sq ft 
detached garage on my father in-laws 2 1/2 acre 
property, since the campgrounds are closed for 
covid-19. I spoke with La Donna over the phone 
because I put in a complaint that my father in -law 
shut our power off on 3/22/20 & she said no she 
was here on another complaint that I had 12 people, 
12 dogs, & a cat living in my rv & we were going to 
the bathroom all over the yard. Obviously the 
complaint was exaggerated & the last part false. But 
anyways, La Donna said that the code prohibits 
people from  living in their rv's & that you cannot 
even sit in your rv to watch a movie on your own 
property. Only in designated areas like 
campgrounds, rv parks & resorts, and mobile home 
parks. She then proceeded to tape up a sign that 
said Do not occupy. She said if we are to stay in our 
rv the sheriff can come arrest us.  I spoke to the 
King County Sheriff's office & they said no they 
wouldn't arrest us at this time with the Governor's 
Moratorium on evictions. La Donna Whalen said that 
the Governor has not passed anything stating people 
can self- isolate in their rv's. I and my family are 
concerned that Code Enforcement Officer La Donna 
Whalen will be back to try to force our family to stay 
out of our own rv, which is our home during this time 
of the covid-19 pandemic. Can you please look into 

aimeslee@yahoo.com Aimey Mayberry 425-312-8322

TRUE 04/07/20 3:40 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Light rail Lightrail Redmond extension Bellevue Many construction workers are still working on light 
rail construction extension to Redmond, due for 
opening in mid to late 2020s. Surely this is non-
essential and a month shift of this is appropriate to 
protect the hundreds of workers observed working.

azapata@mailinator.com Alrfred Zapata

TRUE 03/31/20 8:41 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Washington’s lottery 7860 c 29th ave Lacey Distribution of scratch tickets

TRUE 04/03/20 7:52 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Seafood processing She Nah Nam Seafood 715 78th Ave SW Tumwater Tribal wholesale fish company has put all hourly 
employees on "standby lay off" staying that they are 
not to work until 4/6. Manager still calling employees 
to come in for non-essential tasks (inventory, low 
priority seafood processing). Social distancing is also 
not practiced by employees.

Candice.boteler@yahoo.com Candice Boteler 3607040345

TRUE 04/21/20 10:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Barber services on Craigslist Unknown Bellevue Unlicensed Barber doing home  haircuts

https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/bts/d/bellevue-
amateur-barber-mens-short/7106967089.html

TRUE 04/16/20 11:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Realty office Fairhaven realty 1100 11th street Bellingham Multiple vehicles/people congregate daily, at least 3-
4 workers in small office plus ~3 others coming and 
going at any given time. No distancing viewed.

Johncpaul1959@gmail.com John paul 5132881626

TRUE 04/15/20 4:15 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other landscape maintenance cowlitz county fairgrounds 
maintenance

1900 7th avenue longview I have photos of them performing routine 
maintenance at the fairgrounds on march 28th at 
3:54 pm

tim8953 @gmail.com tim weddle 3607516089

TRUE 03/31/20 7:11 AM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Hensel Phelps 1899 120th Ave NE Bellevue Sound Transit construction site is still up and 
running in Bellevue with multiple contractors being 
required to continue to work on the construction of 
the new sound transit depot.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:08 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Fire Training Academy WSP Fire Training Academy 50810 Grouse Ridge Rd North Bend Trainees where not sent home after Gov. Inslee’s 
proclamation to stay home and essential business 
only to remain open.

TRUE 04/08/20 10:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Seattle Finest Motors 4401 168th St SW lynnwood This Dealership is open and let people buy cars

TRUE 04/08/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership Seattle Finest Motors 4401 168th St SW lynnwood This Dealership is open and let people buy cars

TRUE 04/15/20 12:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Seattle Finest Motors LLC 4401 168th St SW Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs on 
and off, billboard signs, no blocker vehicles, more 
than 1 person on the lot, hoods open,  doors and 
garages open, auto repair signs, etc. everything 
indicting they are on the premise and will conduct a 
sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 04/14/20 2:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car dealership seattles finest motors 401 168th st sw lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars tim.buffington@sandbergvol
vocars.com

tim buffington 2069192789

TRUE 03/26/20 2:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Outpatient Mental Health Greater Lakes Mental Healthcare 9330 59th Ave. SW 
Lakewood, WA 98499

My job still has in-person administrative staff and I 
was wondering if they could be encouraged to allow 
more work from home options. Managers are often 
working from home, but lower level staff are not 
allowed. I believe it’s dangerous and unnecessary to 
have people in person scheduling phone 
appointments.

perrykneisel@gmail.com Perry Kneisel 3108743552.0000

TRUE 03/25/20 10:00 PM Healthcare / Public Health Insurance claim processing Premera 3900 e Sprague Spokane 
Washington 99202

This business is not allowing a training group to do 
training at home and is forcing people to sit in a 
room with 10 people when we are fulling capable of 
doing the training at home. There are also 4 
immunocompromised people in this class, including 
myself.

Justinejames20@gmail.com Justine James 5092701248.0000



TRUE 05/07/20 9:42 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other City of Tacoma Metropolitan Park District Ruston Way Tacoma Tacoma Mayor and staff continuously let large 
gatherings along Ruston Way waterfront, while 
banning church, restaurants and just about all social 
activities. 
There are large population mix of young and old, 
untested, no masks, spreading COVID-19 while on 
her watch. Has the mayor instructed police to look 
the other way ?

Tacoma Mayor

TRUE 05/09/20 9:31 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Large Groups at Titlow 
Beach

Titlow Beach Metro Parks 8425 6th Ave Tacoma Over the past several days I have driven by Titlow 
and there are LARGE gatherings making it 
completely unsafe. People have started parking in 
the grass because there’s no more parking. Please 
do something!

2533433407.0000

TRUE 05/11/20 9:22 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Beach and Park Titlow Beach and Tacoma Waterfront/Ruston Way8425 6th Ave Tacoma Mother’s Day, May 10, 2020 everyone from the kids, 
spouses, grandmothers, and grandkids were wading 
in the water at the beach. The parks were packed 
with people. My mother was driving down by the 
waterfront and she saw people with hammocks in 
the trees, the grass was covered with people having 
picnics, people were laying out at Chambers Bay. 
The beach’s and parks in Pierce County were 
swarmed with people as if there is no stay at home 
order. There’s videos all over social media. I know 
parks like Dash Point are blocked off but Pierce 
County was skipped over. It was alarming.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:43 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other farmers market City of vancouver Vancouver Vancouver This is copied from the Vancouver Columbian:
"Holmes’ declaration also reopens the Vancouver 
Farmers Market so long as vendors and customers 
take appropriate precautions. Organizers will be 
required to submit a written operational plan to the 
city for approval and obtain a special safety permit."

The Farmers Market is non essential( despite the 
fact I am an avid shopper there).  Parks are closed 
and this is encouraging people to be in close 
proximity with each other especially given the fact 
that people cant shop at other types of venues. This 
is asking for trouble and I cannot foresee how it 
could be set up in a safe manner. I am just really 
surprised that this would be allowed

TRUE 05/04/20 8:38 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other City of vancouver City of vancouver public works 4711 E 4th Plain Blvd Vancouver The city of vancouver has brought all of its 
employees back to work despite the stay at home 
order.  Most of the work public works is performing 
is not allowed under the executive order.  It is 
extremely offensive for citizens to obey the law and 
see local government disregarding it completely

dougmessner@yahoo.com Doug messner

TRUE 05/11/20 12:32 PM AG Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apartment Complex Solara Apartments 12736 Lake City Way NE Seattle They have opened back up the gym and community 
areas. They're also seeing people in office for tours 
& such while not wearing mask or social distancing. 
They have also been threatening tenants with 
eviction.

SRegmi@sares-regis.com

TRUE 03/31/20 2:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Realtor Strategy Real Estate inc 9339 Bay Shore Dr NW Silverdale Multiple realtors working in this office everyday

TRUE 05/12/20 4:46 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Jose Covarrubias Jose Covarrubias 2204 So. 2nd Avenue Union Gap, wa 98902 Jose Covarrubias and Karyna Rodriguez were 
informed they had the Covird virus and they still 
went to the stores and people's home and infected 
other people

TRUE 05/13/20 1:18 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Lake Sammamish Boating Lake Sammamish North End 17104 NE 45th St, 
Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond I observed about 40-50 boats tied up on the lake on 
Friday, May 8th along with the rest of the weekend. 
Nobody was wearing masks, and everyone was in 
contact with each other, hopping around on different 
boats etc. this proceeded into the night on each day. 
This is not only dangerous to the people on the 
boats, but the population omg Redmond and 
surrounding areas. This must be dealt with ASAP.

TRUE 05/13/20 11:54 AM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Big party Big party 221 10th ave south apt#311 Seattle wa 98104 Judi carter her number is 206723 8932 206 679 
2603 wants large gathering of more than 100 people 
for mother's day party. Judi wants to give people the 
coronavirus virus judi is a very rude person. Judi 
plan a big party over 100 people at the yesler 
community center at 917 yesler way Seattle wa 
98104 going to have it this month gary Alexander is 
the manager there agrees with the party said will 
have it please do something about this situation

Janice bisbee

TRUE 04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Realtor Strategy Real Estate Inc 9339 Bay Shore Dr NW Silverdale Still operating and not closing the business

TRUE 04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Realtor Strategy Real Estate Inc 9339 Bay Shore Dr NW Silverdale Still operating and not closing the business

TRUE 04/16/20 3:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other real estate Strategy Real Estate Inc 9339 Bay Shore Dr NW Silverdale not practicing social distancing and still open

TRUE 05/04/20 5:48 PM Law Enforcement Large gathering(s) of people Other Grange facility The Salmon Creek Grange 1900 NE 154th st Vancouver 5/4/20  5:30pm. protest being held against governor 
Inslee with cars lining the neighborhood street. 
Approx 40+ vehicles. As a nurse I find this incredible 
disrespectful. They are not only putting themselves 
at risk as well as people of our neighborhood at risk 
by gathering.

ecglass15@gmail.com Erica Glass 3609216540

TRUE 05/11/20 6:24 AM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recording studio Bexar cave recording studio 8034 Culebra rd #104 
78251

san antonio Multiple people going in at a time in a small place Bexarentertainment@gmail.
com

TRUE 05/12/20 5:33 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym Body n soul 101 S Oak St colville that they are opening their gym in phase 2 before we 
are allowed to open up in phase 3

TRUE 05/13/20 1:20 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Team Fitness Lake Stevens 1109 frontier circle e a Lake Stevens Gym is secretly open but attempting to appear 
closed and not sanitizing

TRUE 05/12/20 3:07 PM Law Enforcement Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog training Four Paws -Tina Stafford and other businesses using this property!10680 Ridge Rim Trail SE Port Orchard DOG BARKING, OTHER BUSINESSES USING 
THIS PROPERTY AND PUBLIC WALKING UP 
AND DOWN THE SIDE OF MY HOUSE 
ALLOWING THEIR DOGS TO SHIT ON THE 
FENCE LINE. 

I have complained six times now! I have complained 
to Kitsap County DCD. animal control and county 
commissioner.  Why is it mandated to stay at home 
and we cannot even get our hair cut but, Tina 
Stafford and other businesses using this property 
can make money and train THE PUBLIC'S DOGS 
AS IF THIS IS A FREAKIN STATE PARK and this 
property is zoned RR and these are other 
businesses using this property????????? WE ARE 
SICK OF THE BARKING AND PUBLIC UP AND 
DOWN THE SIDE OF RESIDENTIAL 
HOUSES!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
(PEOPLE THAT LIVE AND PAY THE TAXES FOR 
THEIR HOMES) NOT THE PUBLIC.

TRUE 05/11/20 12:32 PM AG Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apartment Complex Solara Apartments 12736 Lake City Way NE Seattle They have opened back up the gym and community 
areas. They're also seeing people in office for tours 
& such while not wearing mask or social distancing. 
They have also been threatening tenants with 
eviction.

SRegmi@sares-regis.com

TRUE 04/01/20 8:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Realtor Strategy Real Estate Inc 9339 Bay Shore Dr NW Silverdale Still operating and not closing the business

TRUE 05/13/20 3:33 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cigar store New Tobacco Village 1225 Schadt Ave Whitehall This is a cigar store that is open for business and 
allowing people inside to smoke

TRUE 05/13/20 6:15 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Carwash Blue Cow Highway 20 Anacortes No wiping- disinfecting of handles on vacuums and 
wands. This business never closed.

TRUE 05/13/20 6:41 PM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck you inslee Fuck you inslee Fuck you inslee Fuck you inslee Go fuck yourself inslee Gofuckyourselfinslee@fucky
ouinslee.com

Fuck you inslee 8886996969

TRUE 05/13/20 9:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business fuck you easy st ivory tower large gathering in anus littlepete@meme.cc pete butplug 509-866-0123 ins-lie inc

TRUE 04/23/20 5:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real estate The Buyers Agent 216 N 40th Ave Yakima Open everyday. People in the office everyday. 
Sandwich board out front everyday advertising 
“exclusive buyers agent on duty” doors are open and 
they are welcoming people in.

tdrk2.3k@charter.net Terry 509-895-9302

TRUE 05/12/20 5:37 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA.

Perry

TRUE 05/12/20 5:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be staring new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry

TRUE 05/12/20 5:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be staring new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry

TRUE 05/12/20 5:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be staring new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry



TRUE 05/12/20 5:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be staring new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry

TRUE 05/12/20 5:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane 
Valley, WA 99212

Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be starting new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry

TRUE 05/14/20 9:35 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Mocha Tree 1018 S 11th Ave, Yakima, 
WA 98902

Yakima This coffee shop regularly has a large gathering of 
people that prevents adequate social distancing 
practices. The owner has not established adequate 
measures to ensure that people are standing 6 feet 
apart.

mendoren@gmail.com Renato Mendoza 509-730-5750

TRUE 03/31/20 6:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog walker Sarah's Doggy Daycare 1536 Elizabeth Ave, 
Bremerton, WA 98337

Bremerton She continues to go in and out of peoples homes to 
walk their dogs. She is also an uber driver so in and 
out of restaurants. Has stated she will not stop until 
a government official tells her to.

Bubbasmommy808@gmail.
com

Rene

TRUE 04/28/20 7:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Yuppie pawn Shops 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland, 
WA  98033 United States

Kirkland, Wa Non essential Drummondtanya@rocketma
il.com

Tanya Drummond 509-881-7281

TRUE 05/14/20 9:44 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor Washington State Olympia Gov Insley is violating our Constitutional Rights John

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other NON Essential Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, 
Olympia, WA 98501-1347

Olympia Jay Inslee is obviously having his hair cut by a 
professional therefore he is a hypocrite. He is non 
essential as well.

TRUE 05/04/20 1:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Governor's office Office of the Govenor 416, 14th Ave SW. Olympia 98504 Govenor Inslee is denying the citizens of 
Washington their rights under the Constitution and 
Bill of Rights.

TRUE 05/05/20 1:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other VIOLATION OF 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
RIGHTS

Office of the Governor of Washington 
State

416 14th Ave SW, Olympia, 
WA 98504

Olympia How dare you have this rat out site in our state. 
Home Depot, Lowes, car dealerships, etc. essential? 
Really? This is socialism and violates our 
constitutional rights.

kk.murphy@yahoo.com Be smart and safe but not 
stupid

5037081505

TRUE 04/19/20 11:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Select Motor Auto Sales 13711 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs that 
are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, 
doors and garages open, auto repair signs posted 
when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. 
everything indicting they are on the premise and will 
conduct a sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 05/13/20 2:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business La eye center and clinic 4403 s Vermont ave Los Angeles Not enough space for people, not following safety 
guidelines. Preforming regular exams instead of just 
emergency services selling glasses as normal 
having more people than allowed inside .

TRUE 04/09/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other car sales select motors auto sales 13711 hwy 99 lynnwood wa 98037 showing and selling cars tim.buffington@sandbergvol
vocars.com

Tim Buffington 2069192789

TRUE 04/03/20 8:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The Country Cabin Nail Salon 15524 SE Mill Plain Blvd, 
Suite# 110

Vancouver This nail salon continues to operate in violation of 
the governor's orders.

TRUE 05/14/20 2:24 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor office Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee is deploying Hitler style tactics in 
order to suppress, scare and manipulate citizens of 
Washington state. I personally will take appropriate 
measures in order to protect my family from the 
intruding arm of this Hitler style regime ( Disguised 
as Covid19) .  This dictator needs to be stopped!

No thanks Joshua Fendell No thanks

TRUE 05/14/20 9:31 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Life insurance agency Php 1830 F St, Bakersfield This office is open theres around 20 - 30 people 
going in and out this business its a non essential.

TRUE 04/15/20 3:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The beauty box 1817 Washington way Longview Drove past this salon today and noticed their open 
sign and lights on, took a picture and appeared that 
someone was looking through blinds.

Meganleezimick@gmail.com Megan 3604300729 Breanne Nicole woodring

TRUE 05/14/20 8:43 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government? Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Comrade Inslee is non-essential. He is driving this 
economy into the ground as revenge for his botched 
presidential campaign run-in at the expense of the 
very citizens he is supposed to be protecting. This is 
not leadership, mein Fuhrer. This is dictatorship. 
You have trampled upon the Constitution that our 
great country was founded upon. 
THE CURVE HAS FLATTENED! The pop-up 
medical facilities weren't needed. We have not 
overloaded our medical system. Rejoice!!! Now 
STOP overstepping let the healthy resume normal 
functions to gather herd immunity so the vulnerable 
can move about more safely, sooner. This virus will 
never be "defeated". No virus will ever be defeated. 
That's not how this works. That's not how any of this 
works. We need to be in nature and around others to 
build our immune systems and naturally fight off all 
kinds of viruses.
You're personally responsible for every single abuse 
victim, yound and old, and every single suicide. For 
every single person who ends up on the streets or is 
going without food. For every business that closes. 

This is the legacy you want to leave, Scooter? Wow. 
Great plan: "I failed at a run for presidency so I might 
as well go down in history as the worst Governor 
ever."

You are welcoming in communism (which always 
fails, and that means eventually it'll reach you too 
Scooter, you're not immune to Communism- no one 
is. You think your buddies 

TRUE 05/14/20 8:27 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Jay Inslee Everywhere Seattle This country needs to open get over Trump and 
open up

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/14/20 6:24 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Waste Washington Governor Olympia Olympia This Bonehead is trying to KILL all pot users! ( his 
logic), They gather together and spread the virus, 
BILLIONS will die, all to collect filthy money for his 
cronies!

nosnich@outandabout.com Noah Snitchly 2537777777 Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/14/20 5:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The Parlour 4851 Rainier Avenue south Seattle She announced publically on facebook that she is 
taking clients.

Rfarmer@yahoo.com Rachel Farmer (206)344-4521 Shelly

TRUE 04/10/20 5:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The Parlour 4851 Rainier avenue south Seattle Posted on public Facebook page that the business is 
still taking clients. (Salon)

TRUE 05/13/20 9:02 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Washington State Capitol Building 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Governor Inslee needs to stay home and stop 
ruining the state!

TRUE 05/13/20 7:35 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's House Governor's Mansion Capitol Grounds Olympia Jay Inslee's incompetence leads to the conclusion 
that his office is non essential and thus, should be 
closed

RDaltrey@incompetence.co
m

Roger Daltrey (360) 902-8880 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/13/20 8:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington State Capitol Governor’s office 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia Several government officials including Governor Jay 
Inslee doing non essential activities such as 
disobeying the United States Constitution and 
promoting fear in Washingtonians.

freedomfighter1776@hotma
il.com

Paul Revere 2538675309

TRUE 05/13/20 9:30 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Jay Inslee State of Washington Capitol Grounds Olympia Is violating our basic rights and exceeding his 
authority

TRUE 05/13/20 10:10 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Detention Center Northwest Detention Center 1623 E J St Tacoma Detention centers are high risk places of spreading 
COVID 19. They do nothing to aid the community 
during this crisis and it should be shut down. By 
keeping this detention center open the government 
is putting he community at risk. Please shut down 
the detention center.

v1ctor1a@uw.edu Victoria Naylor

TRUE 03/31/20 1:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Burger King 1480 Olney Ave SE Port orchard Burger King and fast food is not an essential 
business, it is putting the public at more risk and 
their employees to the virus. People should only be 
able to get their food from grocery stores as needed.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:47 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Entertainment Chuck E Cheese 2771 NW Myhre Rd Silverdale This is a playland/arcade  and is not essential. While 
it is also a restaurand, people are not likely to order 
take out from a Chuck E Cheese. This place is a 
breeding ground for bacteria and viruses. By being 
open, it is encouraging families to defy the stsy 
home order

TRUE 04/02/20 11:09 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Electronics 
Department with in Costco

Costco 1725 S Burlington Blvd Burlington Within Costco their Electronics department is open 
and available to the public and is being service by 
what would be classified by Jay Inslee proclomation 
20-25 a non-essential Costco employee helping 
people to purchase TV's and other electronics 
products

TRUE 04/21/20 11:48 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sporting goods and outdoor 
equipment

Esstac LLC 8809 271st Street NW Stanwood Would not Shelter in place. No PPE or Social 
distancing requirements.  Work or be terminated 
rules during mandatory shutdown.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:49 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Small business Evergreen Business Capital 13925 Interurban Avenue 
South

Tukwila Management is bullying staff including sick staff to 
work and President is the main bully.



TRUE 04/14/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Bobblehead retail FUNKO 1202 Shuksan Way Everett What is "essential" about bobbleheads?

TRUE 03/31/20 12:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other CPA Firm M. Cloutier Carpenter PLLC 372 H ST Blaine Is this type of business an essential service?  They 
are not closed and putting people in danger.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:39 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other CPA Firm M. Cloutier Carpenter PLLC 372 H ST Blaine Is this type of business an essential service?  They 
are not closed and putting people in danger.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:35 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential housekeeping  
business

Miracle Workers LLC 1126 11th st Clarkston, Washington Employees are cleaning multiple houses a day which 
spreads contact. Putting residents and employees at 
risk for exposure.

TRUE 04/06/20 9:35 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential housekeeping  
business

Miracle Workers LLC 1126 11th st Clarkston, Washington Employees are cleaning multiple houses a day which 
spreads contact. Putting residents and employees at 
risk for exposure.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:42 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Law Rush, Hannula, Harkins & Kyler, LLP 4701 S 19th St #300 Tacoma Still requesting employees of 65+ to come into work.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Safran cabin inc. 12810 State Ave. Marysville Recieved a message from my lead that the next level 
boss was looking for volunteers to come in and work 
this past monday. After declining he let everyone 
know that they had some volunteers

TRUE 04/02/20 1:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Safran cabin inc. 12810 State Ave Marysville 2nd week in a row people have been asked to come 
into work and work even though they have told 
everyone they are shut down

TRUE 04/26/20 11:36 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other archery range silver arrow bowmen 20409 E. Hickox Road Mount Vernon Not sure why this place is still open, lots of cars in 
the parking lot and people out on the range.

silverarrowbowmensec@gm
ail.com

TRUE 04/26/20 11:36 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other archery range silver arrow bowmen 20409 E. Hickox Road Mount Vernon Not sure why this place is still open, lots of cars in 
the parking lot and people out on the range.

silverarrowbowmensec@gm
ail.com

TRUE 04/04/20 1:46 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Taco Bell 182 Trosper Rd Tumwater I think this is the case at all fast food restaurants. 
How can the workers in the kitchen practice social 
distance when drive thrus are still open?

Fast food should have online ordering and pick up in 
the lobby or car hop service. This would eliminate 
the need to have so many people working in the 
kitchen and keep employees safer, and helping the 
public stay safer also by not dealing with cashiers in 
the window.

TRUE 04/04/20 9:20 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Taco time 15802 meridian st e Puyallup How do you maintain social distancing when your no 
more than 1 to two feet away from cashier and 
customer  in drive thru

Anonymous

TRUE 04/18/20 12:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms retailer Talos Tactical 4096 W. Van Giesen 
St.Suite C

West Richland Small shop, inadequate social distancing, 
misrepresenting biz as essential by saying the DHS 
guidelines supersede governor's order.

Matt@talostactical.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearm dealer Talos Tactical 4096 Van Geisen West Richland Newspaper article in the tri city herald evidences the 
business is open and operating in violation of the 
stay home stay healthy order. The disregard for 
safety precautions places other citizens in the city at 
increased and unnecesseary risk.

TRUE 04/18/20 12:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearms retailer Talos Tactical 4096 W. Van Giesen 
St.Suite C

West Richland Small shop, inadequate social distancing, 
misrepresenting biz as essential by saying the DHS 
guidelines supersede governor's order.

Matt@talostactical.com

TRUE 04/22/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Firearm dealer Talos Tactical 4096 Van Geisen West Richland Newspaper article in the tri city herald evidences the 
business is open and operating in violation of the 
stay home stay healthy order. The disregard for 
safety precautions places other citizens in the city at 
increased and unnecesseary risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:18 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace The Boeing Company 3003 W Casino Rd Everett Boeing still intends to resume production in Everett 
starting on April 7th.  My 62 year old father works 
there and I am very concerned for his health.  
Please deem Boeing a non-essential business and 
ensure that they do not force all of the machinists 
back to the factory too soon.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:54 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace The Boeing Company 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing shut down for two weeks, but is planning to 
re-open April 8th. Airplane factory work is non-
essential, and people could be at risk going into work 
during this time.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:54 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace The Boeing Company 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing shut down for two weeks, but is planning to 
re-open April 8th. Airplane factory work is non-
essential, and people could be at risk going into work 
during this time.

TRUE 04/04/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot The car outlet llc 622 Central Ave S, Kent, 
WA 98032

Kent People looking at cars on the lot with employee out 
in the lot

TRUE 04/04/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot The car outlet llc 622 Central Ave S, Kent, 
WA 98032

Kent People looking at cars on the lot with employee out 
in the lot

TRUE 03/31/20 10:28 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office UPS 4201 6th Ave S Seattle Financial and administrative staff are still meeting in 
office

TRUE 04/02/20 3:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Structural Engineering WRK Engineers, Inc. 215 W 12th St #202, 
Vancouver, WA 98660

Vancouver Owner and employees observed still working during 
normal business hours every business day since 
stay at home issued. Owner drives high end Audi 
typically parked to the north, just east of the 
entrance. Employees park at the large church 
parking lot to the northwest and walk across to the 
office.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Structural Engineering WRK Engineers, Inc. 215 W 12th St #202, 
Vancouver, WA 98660

Vancouver Owner and employees observed still working during 
normal business hours every business day since 
stay at home issued. Owner drives high end Audi 
typically parked to the north, just east of the 
entrance. Employees park at the large church 
parking lot to the northwest and walk across to the 
office.

TRUE 05/11/20 8:00 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Dr Suite 130 Tukwila Roofing companies should not be operating unless 
there is essential damage to someone's home. 
These roofers are all on the roof stuck working side 
by side and the office workers are unable to socially 
distance as well. The number of cases around the 
nation are rising.

connor@valentineroof.com

TRUE 04/28/20 3:26 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aircraft production Boeing 420 building 535 Garden Ave N Renton Caller states he is working with 50 plus people in a 
small space. There is no social distancing & he 
doesn't feel safe working because all it will take is 1 
person getting sick to infect everyone. He doesn't 
want to give his name as he fears losing his job.

Greater Columbia 211

TRUE 04/24/20 5:08 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Washington DOT 15700 Dayton Ave. N Shoreline The Washington DOT road crews are still 
performing construction projects, while private 
construction companies are not allowed to work.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:57 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Child care Love and laughter learning center 10319 128th east Puyallup This day care is not following guidelines of how 
many kids can be in a group, social distancing rules, 
they are still going on field trips where distancing 
cannot be accomplished in their small van, and they 
are talking about starting a soccer league which is 
another violation of social distancing.

TRUE 04/14/20 11:37 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home child care ? 1604 5th st sw Olympia There are way too many people for this place to be 
practicing social distancing even in their back yard 
which consists of loud screams that sound as if 
people are being injured and it is very jarring. This 
business isn't serving essential workers and is 
having paretns hang out w the numerous kids we 
hear them all the time and it is ridiculous especially 
when our whole neighborhood is put at risk for these 
people to keep babysitting and hanging out w friends 
all the time. Plus it is not only rude to be so loud it is 
rude to put neighbors at risk w their non essential 
business caring for other peoples kids in ther home..

?

TRUE 04/13/20 11:04 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hotel Enzian inn 590 us hwy 2 Leavenworth wa They are having several employees coming and 
going and not protected

TRUE 04/13/20 9:36 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Kiddie Academy of Queen Anne in 
Seattle

601 Valley St Seattle Kiddie Academy is not following social distancing 
protocols, are not protecting their staff/children, and 
are allowing sick employees to go to work. When 
sick employees are sent home they are not 
isolating/quarantining. They are back to work within 
42 hours. I do not feel safe going to work and I do 
not feel I am being protected.

TRUE 04/10/20 2:05 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Residence Inn by Marriott Residence Inn Seattle Downtown 1815 Terry Ave Seattle I am a guest with this hotel and other guests are 
here for non-essential business. The hotel is also 
not mandating guests do the social distancing and 
allows guests to congregate in the lobby.

TRUE 04/10/20 1:59 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hotels All Hotels All of Washington All of Washington You really need to close all hotels and motels in the 
state for at least through April 30th. I work for a hotel 
and I have been seeing an increase in new 
reservations for April and people are coming just to 
go somewhere they can get together with friends 
and not for essential business. It is for the better of 
the state as a whole to close hotels for April to help 
stop the virus!!!!!!!!!!!

Megan Irwin

TRUE 04/10/20 9:36 AM Essential Business Essential business not following social distancing requirementsOther Childcare center KinderCare Learning Center 4205 -6th Avenue Lacey Childcare center advertising to bring any children 
that want care including non essential families and 
letting non essential families come in



TRUE 04/08/20 9:11 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Veterinary Clinic Companion Animal Hospital 1827 156th AVE NE BELLEVUE Essential should only be 24 hour veterinary care. 
Small clinics are at high risk.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:39 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto Sales Ok Auto Sales 101 w columbia Dr Kennewick Taking Customers through Appointment

TRUE 04/06/20 9:51 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Creed Coffee Co. 10718 NW Lakeshore Ave Vancouver While having the ability to be 6 feet apart they have 
not taken this required measure within the 
workplace. They were not supplying their employees 
with cleaning wipes for iPad screens and drive 
through headsets when I was last there. They do not 
follow health code with soaking rags in bleach 
constantly, they may or may not wet the rag with a 
(unmeasured) bleach water and then keeps them 
out on counters all day, and to my knowledge that is 
the only sanitizing item they have supplied besides 
gloves that were running low when I had last been 
there.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:12 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Property Management Indigo Properties 1902 Boulevard Rd. Sea Tac The property managers are not following the proper 
sanitation guidelines. No doorknobs, railings, 
elevators, or other frequently touched surfaces are 
being disinfected.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:35 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Cedar fence board and 
pallet mill

Gram Lumber 985 NW 2nd St, Kalama, 
WA 98625

Kalama I work at Gram and im in fear for my health and my 
job. My coworkers are being told to come into work 
even though they show visible Covid symptoms. I've 
even been told by one coworker whos wife was 
being tested for covid that "that his job was at risk if 
he stayed home to care for his wife". Also, the 6 foot 
rule is non existent at gram, our owners and 
supervisors alike are not taking this serious and 
requiring we show regardless of the amount of sick 
people we have to work beside.

Pedro Martinez 5034109843.0000

TRUE 04/05/20 9:59 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction AXIOM Construction and Roofing 
Contractor

1841 Front Street Lynden This business is continuing work as usual. 
Construction is stopped in Washington state! 
This company has workers commuting via car and 
plane altogether to get to worksites in the Seattle 
area from Lynden. Workers travel in a company 
vehicle as a group, go through two airports and fly 
together. They stay in hotels and eat out for the 
week they are away from home. 

How is traveling over 200 miles round trip via vehicle 
and plane, staying in a hotel and eating out helping 
the rest of us get out of quarantine? 
This is a rather big company and they could 
potentially be a BIG cause of spreading COVID-19.
Construction is nonessential. WA is allowing 
governmental construction. IF AXIOM is doing a 
governmental job, they are clearing not abiding the 
social distancing guidelines.

TRUE 04/05/20 8:51 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hotel Everspring Inn 8217 Aurora Ave N Seattle The Everspring Inn continues to have random people 
coming down our street, hanging out onside of hotel 
to get drugs and prostitution. How is that safe for the 
health of local home owners with people continuing 
to come and go and leave their trash on our 
street/yard. I’ve heard some of them coughing as 
well.

TRUE 04/05/20 3:24 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Daycare Giggling guests too 4120 s Cheney Spokane 
road

Spokane The daycare has had confirmed cases of children 
and parents having the virus and entering the 
building, owner chose not to inform employees or 
parents until recently. Putting a lot of people at risk 
unnecessarily.

TRUE 04/05/20 2:48 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Garden/nursery Skagit Gardens 3100 Old Hwy 99 S Mount Vernon Why is a plant nursery open?!  People are 
wandering around touching everything and not social 
distancing.  How is this considered an essential 
business?!?  Skagit county had the highest rate of 
Pertussis infections a few years ago, because 
people didnt follow directions.   They're going to end 
up with a high rate of covid 19 if you keep letting 
places allow people to wander around and browse.  
A garden nursery is NOT essential!

TRUE 04/05/20 2:18 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Improvement Home Depot and Lowes HOME 
IMPROVEMENT STORES

9602 214th  AVE E & 
19911 S Prairie Road

Bonney Lake With the stay at home order in place, these 
businesses have been slammed.  Measures are not 
in  place to address social distancing or protect 
"essential employees". Everyone at home is just 
busy ticking away at their honey do list and home 
repair wish list.  I'm sure it's not just limited to these 
stores but this type of business in general. I 
understand the need to keep these businesses listed 
as essential but don't think allowing them to remain 
wide open does not promote the intent of the 
proclamation.  How can the Governors office assist 
business like this to meet the intent?

TRUE 04/05/20 2:17 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank BECU 12770 Gateway Drive Tukwila Branches of this bank are not following social 
distancing, customers are within 6ft of employees, 
not limiting the number of customers entering at a 
time

TRUE 04/05/20 1:53 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Aerospace Blue Origin 21218 76th Ave S; Kent, 
Washington 98032;

Kent One case already documented. No social distancing. 
No mask. No gloves. People are told they have to 
use vacation time if they sick! Several people coming 
to work sick because they don't want to use vacation 
time. If they are sick they are told to stay home and 
use vacation.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:05 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Bigfoot Java 3608 88th st ne Marysville I went there today and again 3 baristas working 
within a confined space not more than a foot apart at 
times I've been told that if a barista chooses to stay 
home for fear of covid 19 that they lose there shift 
the owner and manager must be absolutely greedy 
and heartless girls working in fear of losing there job 
if they closed 1 window and let 1 girl work all 
problems would be avoided

TRUE 04/04/20 4:03 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Good Neighbor Vet 1923 East 5th Street Vancouver Non-essential work performed by employees without 
the ability to maintain distance from one another. No 
ability for social distancing by staff in vehicle.
Large groups of customers must repeatedly be told 
to spread out.

Anonymous Customer

TRUE 04/04/20 3:29 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Burgermaster 10606 Northup Way Bellevue Workers all packed in small area including the 
kitchen. Customers still walk inside to order and 
everything is close quarters. Still uses cash and not 
dealing with the situation correctly.

TRUE 04/04/20 1:13 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Kiewit 33455 6th Ave S Federal 
Way, WA 98003

Federal Way The Federal Way project is a sound transit project 
that is in the beginning planning stages. These 
people are still going into work everyday. Their work 
is primarily done on computers and can be done at 
home. Sound Transit shut down all of their other 
branches, this is not healthy to have employees 
continue to go in. The only people not at work are 
those who have been exposed or have the virus, and 
are mandatory quarantining.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:24 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plant nursery Kent East Hill Nursery 11644 SE 240th St Kent The parking lot is full. They are trying to do curbside 
pickup but there are many people in the store area 
not following social distancing recommendations. 
Business has posted signs but does not seem to be 
enforcing it.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:20 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Plant nursery Kent East Hill Nursery 11644 SE 240th St Kent The parking lot is full. They are trying to do curbside 
pickup but there are many people in the store area 
not following social distancing recommendations. 
Business has posted signs but does not seem to be 
enforcing it.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:06 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other tool supply harbor freight omak 661 riverside drive omak Not trying to cause any trouble but am concerned 
that not every one is taking the stay at home policy 
seriously.  According to the March 25th Chronicle, 
Harbor Freight is having a grand opening on April 
4th.  Isn't the purpose of a "grand" opening to lure in 
the masses?  Is this a violation?

TRUE 04/03/20 4:49 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Air cargo transport Worldwide flight service 2427 S 161st st Seatac Do not have regulations set up to fallow proper social 
distancing. And does not provide the proper PPE 
required to work in an open office during this time.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:41 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Auto dealership McCords Toyota Vancouver 10455 be 53rd st Vancouver Sales department open and not following required 
guidelines

TRUE 04/02/20 7:40 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Turf Synthetic turf northwest 8330 maltby rd Maltby Doing quotes



TRUE 04/02/20 7:30 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Child care Snohomish Boys and Girls Club 402 2nd street Snohomish Social distancing does not seem to be followed 
between workers and kids attending. Cleanliness 
does not seem up to par for this pandemic. 
Concerned for the parents or grandparents who are 
vulnerable in this location and the vulnerable 
children.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:23 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Community Fitness 6108 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Owner is forcing employees to come in and record 
live fitness classes in violation of the governor's 
order.  It is putting our lives at risk

TRUE 04/02/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Serious About Fitness 15205 NE 95th St. Redmond Gym patrons continue being allowed access to gym 
equipment and working out together.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:37 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business McCracken Chiropractic and 
Wellness Center

284 Central Way Kirkland He has a gym and is crowded with people not 
receiving necessary treatment.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:24 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Wireless At&t 16425 Southcenter parkway Tukwila I can’t get help from the representative unless they 
help me from my car. And they don’t stand 6 feet 
apart. They stand at my car window and don’t give 
me the space. I am thankful they are open but they 
are not practicing the social distancing guidelines, 
and i don’t feel that it’s safe

TRUE 04/01/20 3:09 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Phone company At&t 16425 Southcenter Parkway Tukwila Customers are allowed in store 10+ people in the 
store Representatives are less than a foot from 
customers talking to them letting customers touch 
tablets- curbside experience has customers sitting in 
car and Representatives heads are in the customers 
windows not a safe place to be.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:43 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Reveal constuction Across the street from 
35844 52nd ave s auburn 
wa.98001

Auburn Constuction going on a personal resident sometimes 
5 6 trucks.I've seen children over there also

Val jean nestor 2533345967.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 12:51 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Shooting Range Bellevue Indoor Range 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue The range allows many people to go into the range 
at the same time. Over the weekend the range was 
fully packed with people without any social 
distancing enforced. This includes guests, members 
and the range staff in the reception area and inside 
the range where all shooting lanes were occupied 
right next to each other and instructors going 
between the lanes without any social distancing.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:12 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail and sports Big 5 sporting goods 1719 Morgan road Sunnyside Store is constantly full of people, who needs athletic 
wear at a time like this bunch of teenagers just going 
in . Even families in there for hours not buying a 
thing just congregating. Bored people just looking to 
go in and waste time

Maribel Mendoza

TRUE 04/01/20 9:38 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Corporate Offices of Costco Costco Corporate 999 Lake Dr Issaquah Corporate employees working in the office 
environment are still required to come work in the 
office when work from home is possible.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:11 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Boat construction Bellingham Marine 1323 Lincoln st Bellingham Many of their employees are able to perform their job 
duties from home yet the company is requiring all 
work be done in the office where there are many 
staff.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:58 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Lakeland hills chiropractic 4220 A st.SE #103 Auburn wa People jammed into waiting rooms side by side on 
couches and and at the front desk. No thought being 
given to 6 ft rule

John 2533261869.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 7:24 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Banking Kikland Chase Bank 215 Kirkland Ave Kirkland, 
WA 98033

Kirkland Too many people, why tailor service is open ? They 
should only have ATM open Or one tailor at a time

TRUE 03/31/20 7:03 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Nw spinal rehab clinic with Dr Slava .. there are more10024 se 240th st, Ste 119 Kent How is chiropractic care essential to 
non'emergencies? Im noticing various oren in thre 
Kent area. Chiropractors erso their arms around 
their patients.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:51 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Coffee stand Dutch brothers Court street , Pasco These Dutch brothers businesses are not necessary 
They do not serve enough food to be open 
And they are not following the rules.
They are open and this gives people reason to leave 
the house to get a coffee.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:09 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Hydro tech fire protection 15218 NE Caples Rd Brush Prairie, WA I don't know if the office personnel are essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:44 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Kvaternik Chiropractic Sports 7267 Martin Way E Olympia How can a Chiropratic office be open everyday and 
only seeing emergency cases.  All of my Chiropratic 
appointment at VA were canceled due to the fact of 
social distancing.

3609778716.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 2:42 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Flight School Galvin Flying 7001 Perimeter Rd. S. Seattle Galvin Flying is conducting flight training, which 
cannot in it's function follow social distancing 
requirements. A student pilot and flight instructor 
must sit only inches apart from each other to 
perform instructional flights in small 2- or 4-seat 
aircraft, with many shared points of contact 
throughout the aircraft for both student and 
instructor.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:22 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Unknown  (It's an ice cream van?) 827 west valley highway kent Ice cream truck coming to a residential community to 
sell to children, and did not appear to be following 
social distancing guidelines. Also not sure if an ice 
cream truck falls under the category of being an 
'Essential Business' under these circumstances and 
the risk to children is just as high. 
It was a white van with a sticker of the word Ice 
Cream on the front window, another of children 
crossing across the front hood, and a few other 
pictures on it. License plate number was either 
BPN1602 or 8PN1602, couldn't make out the first 
letter.

They've been here at least once almost every day for 
at least the last week, the times are random; Sunday 
night they were here around roughly 8PM.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:38 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other rope manufacturing Samson Rope Technologies 2090 Thornton St Ferndale business closed for cleaning on Friday -- and 
reopened on Monday - there was  a report of one 
suspected person with symptoms.  there justification 
is that they make rope for cherry point refinery. - I do 
not work there- but family does

concerneparent/ 
grandparent

TRUE 03/31/20 11:35 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Gun Store and Gun Range Bellevue Gun Club/ 13216 SE 32nd Street Bellevue The Pro Shop is limiting hours and people allowed 
but today they opened the range for all members 
again. No limits on number of people allowed in and 
the bays aren’t made for social distancing. Hygiene 
will be an issue as well. Almost all staff is being 
recalled and they can’t check in members without 
being in close contact.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 10:49 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Furniture Moving Company Evergreen Transfer & Storage 8576 SW Warrior Dr Bremerton Furniture moving company not practicing social 
distancing. Not wearing gloves, masks, etc. Going 
into people's homes. Believes it might be non-
essential business.

Matthew Sciarni 3608014148.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 10:10 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bikini stand Showcase coffee 116 128th st se Everett Girls right in customers face, is this even an 
essential business?

TRUE 03/31/20 8:42 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction frontier building supply 1911 Commercial Ave Anacortes they are an essential business but suppose to have 
gates closed to residential. only deliveries to other 
essential areas but do not keep letting residential 
people in and just mock the order and endanger their 
workers plz check it out

TRUE 03/31/20 8:33 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Lewis hall construction site 4182 w Stevens way Ne Seattle Also is not essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:35 AM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Childcare Puyallup Learning Center 9903 168th ST E Puyallup The business is essential but multiple parents are 
coming in admitting to dropping there kids off and 
going back home because they do not work. I feel 
like this is endangering the public safety and this 
issue has been brought up to the owner who refuses 
to turn away parents for any reason. In a crisis as 
now only essential person should be allowed.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:06 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Gun store/indoor practice 
range

Safe Fire Indoor Shooting Range and Retail4857 NW Lake Rd. #210 Camas This is a non-essential business that is fully 
operational, both in the store & down in the indoor 
shooting range. Lots of people & social distancing is 
not happening, and sanitizing is also not happening.

5039309156.0000

TRUE 04/20/20 2:27 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Daycare Children’s Life 3 1016 S L street Tacoma Children life 111 has reopened with multiple children 
displaying signs and symptoms of Covid-19. The 
daycare has not implemented any procedures to 
prevent the spread of Covid-19. Many of the children 
that are attending have parents who are not 
essential workers/unemployed. Upon seeing this 
situation today 4/20/20 I’m concerned for the 
children who attend the center. Please look into the 
daycare center for the well being of the small 
children who attend.



TRUE 04/11/20 6:01 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Construction Abbot Construction 12th and Proctor Tacoma While walking I have noticed large groups of 
construction workers gathering in a parking lot at 
7am. The website for Comprehensive Life 
Resources says it is shut down for the virus but I 
see about 40 people gathered together talking every 
weekday morning. I'm wondering how people from 
all over the state are allowed to gather in my 
neighborhood everyday without restriction? How is 
this OK? I will be watching for enforcement on this 
issue on Monday.

TRUE 04/11/20 2:53 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Vacation rental The great escape 2525 Kinnikinnick Leavenworth Still Renting
 https://www.vacasa.com/unit.php?UnitID=3798

TRUE 04/10/20 10:33 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other SHORT TERM RENTAL UNKNOWN 1732 A 27TH AVE SEATTLE There are much more than the allowed capacity of 
people for this vacation rental coming and going all 
hours of the day and night. They are causing noise 
day 
and night and moving garbage bags and furniture 
in and out of the property day and night. And, given 
the COVID-19 crisis these individuals are not 
following 
the social distancing rules

TRUE 04/05/20 4:35 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Bubble tea Bobalust 12950 se Kent kangley rd Kent They have more than 10+ people inside either 
waiting around or ordering drinks. They don’t have 
6ft distant signs and everyone is all cluttered 
together.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:29 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Ski areas Summit at Snoqualmie Snoqualmie Pass Snoqualmie Pass Noticed large gatherings of skiers on the Alpental 
Base webcam today 4/4/20 as well as the other ski 
areas of Summit at Snoqualmie (Central, West, and 
Silver fir). We'd like to go skiing too, given that 
conditions are great right now, but are choosing to 
do the right thing and stay home. PLEASE enforce 
this rule at the Summit at Snoqualmie ski areas.

TRUE 04/04/20 7:53 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other retail joann fabrics 1840 w francis spokane show up when they open at noon, easily 100 people 
comign in at the same time, all trying to buy the 
same stuff so no spreading out, theres no way that 
the virus wont spread here soon if you guys dont 
step in

TRUE 04/04/20 5:00 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Vacation rental Black Bear Cabin 2653 Sumac Leavenworth having a party with several people at a nightly rental

TRUE 04/04/20 3:00 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other School Our Beginning 1122 e pike st num 599 Seattle Large groups of children playing together, class 
mixing and teachers close together

TRUE 04/04/20 2:36 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Fitness center gym Gstandard Gym 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma This non-essential business GSTANDARD GYM is 
open for business. The owner Gabe Moen is 
bragging on social media about keeping his doors 
open and not shutting down during the outbreak. He 
is not concerned for his members and the public but 
about making a profit. All the other gyms including 
the one I go to is closed. I know several people who 
have signed up with him during the outbreak and 
they have flu-like symptoms. Please investigate.

Kyle Belvins 253-320-9198

TRUE 04/04/20 10:50 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Golf club Saticoy Country Club 4450 north clubhouse drive Somis More people playing golf now than there ever was 
when the club was open. Large groups ( over 10 
playing together)with lines of other groups waiting to 
tee off.

TRUE 04/04/20 9:30 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Boeing co. Boeing co. Airplane manufacturing Pugetsounds boeing Auburn Boeing is calling employees back to work this 
Wednesday the 8th, after one employee just tested 
positive in the building, they want thousands of 
employees to return.

TRUE 04/04/20 4:10 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business GSTANDARD GYM 3602 S Cedar St Tacoma Does Gstandard fitness center have a special 
essential business waiver? Several of us in the 
community do not understand why this business is 
open when other gyms have had to close.

Justin Pence 2535794248.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 7:31 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Lynnwood Gun Lynnwood Gun 20829 Highway 99 #A Lynnwood Gun shop open against Stay Safe Stay Home, large 
crowds are are outside daily. Asked her why she was 
open against Stay Home order, she said no one has 
told her to close her store. I showed her gun shops 
are not essential, she asked me to leave.

TRUE 04/03/20 3:52 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma Not sure why this gym is still open while the other 
ones in the state are CLOSED. Please look into this 
gym. Plus the owner is on drugs.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:43 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St. Tacoma This gym is still open during the stay at home order. 
The gym owner Gabe Moen is letting greed take 
over. He is signing up new members daily and brags 
about it on social media. He let's members come in 
who have fevers and believes the strongest will 
survive this pandemic. He is reckless and greedy. 
Please shut this gym down.

Sarah Clarke

TRUE 04/03/20 12:49 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Construction Cost Less Carpet 1925 Fowler St Richland Groups of 10 or more in small areas as the business 
is still open to the public for non essential business. 
No one is practicing social distancing and the area is 
too small to allow for 6' distancing, especially when 
there are 10 or more people in their showroom 
which is most of the time. Employees are not 
keeping a 6' distance from each other or their 
customers and neither are their customers. It is not 
a safe place to shop due to their small showroom 
and lack of practicing social distancing

TRUE 04/02/20 11:37 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Die Empty Crossfit 3180 W. Clearwater suite R Kennewick I observed a group of individuals gathered in parking 
lot (in workout attire) and watched them go into the 
gym. A while later I walked by and noted the doors 
were locked to public but a large group individuals 
were inside working out/lifting weights and definitely 
not maintaining social distance.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:35 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Vacuum Cleaner repair The Vac Shop 402 S. Lucile St. Seattle A dozen or more people congregating in shop and 
coming and going. The main concern here is folks 
living on the streets of neighborhood coming here to 
get together. There has been suspected drug activity 
as well at all hours. People are not being safe. This 
is a timebomb.

Neighbor

TRUE 04/02/20 7:26 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Store JoAnn Fabrics 1840 W Francis Spokane No limit to how many people are in the store at once, 
zero cleaning supplies (meaning the registers/door 
handles/etc are never cleaned), people coming just 
because they are bored at home. They can stay 
open to do curbside pick up/ship to home orders, 
they don't need to be open for herds of people to 
shop. PROTECT THE EMPLOYEES PLEASE HELP

TRUE 04/02/20 5:33 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Car stereo and Window Tint Autoglass Clinic & Mobile Radio 20201 Front St NE Poulsbo This business continues to remain open, they aren’t 
essential, window tint and car stereo is not a 
necessity and it’s putting our community and it’s 
staff members at unnecessary risk!!! The owner is 
allowing customers the sit in the waiting room to wait 
for their vehicles, I drove by yesterday and there 
were at least 5 people in the waiting area!! Shame 
on this business! Doesn’t care about human life! 
Only concerned with their own personal gain no 
matter the price!

Concerned community 
member

TRUE 04/02/20 4:20 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Big Box Home Improvement Lowe's Home Improvement 2505 Pacific Ave Everett Lots of Violations!  People browsing. No social 
distancing enforced. Store is *trying* to get people to 
come boredom shop! They have essential products, 
but that's not what is happening. This place is a 
petrie dish and the poor workers are not given a 
choice. Even their ad is *In Store Only* for some big 
sale this weekend.  They are trying to infect us all!

TRUE 04/02/20 1:59 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business King's veterinary clinic 1521 S Mullan Rd Airway Heights They are allowing what seems to be an unsafe 
amount of people into their extra small waiting room. 
Dogs are waiting inside instead of outside with their 
owner. Not sure if eight cars is considered a large 
gathering, but for a small clinic with an extra small 
waiting room I don't see how you can have that 
many people inside with animals and practice social 
distancing.  Thank you and have a good day. 
Concerned citizen.

TRUE 04/02/20 1:27 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Gstandard Gym 3602 S. Cedar St Tacoma Owner Gabe Moen refuses to close his gym. All 
other gyms have closed in the Tacoma area. He is 
not heeding the order issued by the Governor. He 
posted on his Instagram @Gstandardgym on how 
members should park to act like there isn't a lot of 
people in his gym. He has members that are sick still 
working out. Please look into this.

Dave Morley

TRUE 04/01/20 8:54 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Welding/fabrication shop Miami filter 7384 Commercial Cir Fort pierce Told employees they will not shut down due to stay 
at home order, they are non essential, more than 10 
people in a warehouse not complying with social 
distancing.



TRUE 04/01/20 8:36 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Cleaning service American Maid 7648 Prine drive sw Olympia Workers and clients in homes in close range

TRUE 04/01/20 4:14 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Automotive Dealership Magic Toyota 21300 Hwy 99 Edmonds Held mandatory meeting with 40 people 4/1/2020 
and is require sales staff to report to work daily even 
without appointments.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:39 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Kaiser Permanente 2715 Naches Ave SW Renton I have family and friends who are working in the 
administration building who are capable of working 
from home but Kaiser is not taking this seriously and 
have been procrastinating on getting their reps 
access to work from home. Their call centers is 
huge and have many people close together.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:19 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other King County Dajd Regional justice center Jail 620 W. James St. Kent, 
WA 98032

Kent Jail Officers are being forced to transport 30+ 
inmates on a transport truck that only holds 31 one 
people.   Jail command staff continue to disregard 6 
foot distance.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Child development care 
community

José Martí Child Development Center 442 S Main St Seattle They are open and have more than 10 people in the 
same rooms and buildings. Not practicing social 
distancing. Unsafe for workers, children and others 
near by.

TRUE 05/11/20 2:08 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Outdoor shooting range Tacoma sportsman's club 16409 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Large groups. Nonessential business doing business 
as usual. I'm a member and want to be anonymous

Info@tacomassportsmenscl
ub.com

TRUE 05/12/20 10:02 AM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other weapons club Next Step Archery 22313 70th Ave West, 
Suite U1A

Mountlake Terrace This is a weapons club that is open and children and 
adults are in a closed environment that could 
transmit Covid-19 in this small area.

TRUE 05/12/20 12:58 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Gun Shooting range Tacoma Sportsmen's Club 16409 Canyon Rd E Puyallup rifle range with large groups of people shooting 7 
days a week. Very concerning to watch the traffic in 
and out of there.

Anonymous for fear of 
retaliation.

info@tacomassportsmenscl
ub.com

TRUE 05/12/20 1:10 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Gun shooting range Tacoma Sportsmen's Club 16409 Canyon Road E Puyallup Groups of people shooting guns 7 days a week. Lots 
of traffic in and out. Poor distancing. Some face 
masks, some not. Non-essential business. 
Potentially dangerous exposure. I've seen it first 
hand. I'm a member. Not going back until this is 
over. Shouldn't be open!

People are getting threats 
for reporting. I prefer not to 
say.

tsc1933@outlook.com

TRUE 05/11/20 8:44 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Twin Perks North Hendrickson Drive Kalama Serving coffee in a bikini is disgusting and not 
essential!

Shannen Herz

TRUE 05/11/20 8:42 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Kalama Koffee 724 N, W Frontage Rd Kalama Coffee isn't essential Shannen Herz

TRUE 05/05/20 3:09 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plumbing John's Plumbing 4715 lacey blvd Lacey I live next door to the company and they have 
receptionist working with customers

Aaron

TRUE 05/05/20 11:49 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction NFI Enterprises 2536 Auburn Way N Auburn NFI Enterprises is currently working at the Vista Del 
Rey apartments in Tacoma where there are 130 
units. This company is not essential and should not 
be allowed in our building as they do not live here.

TRUE 05/04/20 2:37 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction unknown 2305 ne 86th st seattle None stop none essential construction, very loud, 
drives 
the resident crazy.

TRUE 05/03/20 1:21 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Beeswax candle factory Big Dipper Wax Works 700 S Orchard St Seattle Big Dipper Wax Works has somehow been granted 
“essential” status and is currently working on trying 
to bring staff back into the work place. We have 
been told that we are “essential to keep non-
essential products on grocery store shelves”. I do not 
understand how a luxury beeswax candle is essential 
at this time or why it is essential to keep non-
essential products on the shelves. I believe that they 
are saying we going to produce hand sanitizer as a 
means to be deemed “essential”. I believe that 
meeting the candle demand is their priority and the 
hand sanitizer is just a way to open shop.

TRUE 05/02/20 5:39 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Distribution lululemon 3700 150th Ave Ct E Sumner Lululemon is continuing full operation of its 
distribution center and requiring all employees to 
report to work starting May 4th, 2020 by claiming it 
is an essential business. Lululemon is an athletic 
apparel retailer and does not distribute any items 
that would be considered essential. The Lululemon 
distribution center does not fall under any categories 
listed under the "Essential Business" page provided 
by the Washington State Coronavirus Response 
website since it is a distributor of clothing and yoga 
gear.

TRUE 05/02/20 9:17 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing/sales Pacaar Kenworth 750 houser way n Renton 98057 Employees are returning to work here on May 4. 
They were previously deemed inessential and with 
the order being extended shouldn’t be making their 
employees work.

Jesse Hopkins 2533313301.0000

TRUE 04/30/20 4:58 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Preschool Little Laurels 12700 35th Ave NE Seattle Pretending they are closed but watching children 
who are not the children of essential workers. 
Forcing employees to work next week for all, evening 
non essential wrkr children

Little Laurels Montessori 
Preschool

TRUE 04/22/20 11:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Chevrolet cadillac of bellevue 601 116th ave NE Bellevue Sales people are working in the building 
Sales people are working in the building 7 days a 
week even when service is not open

TRUE 04/20/20 3:17 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Joyson Safety Systems 9138 Randolph Rd NE Moses lake This company is listed as essential for production. 
The problem is they are using the support group to 
do non essential work. On paper work the support 
group supports the production department, but this is 
not the case. On the first week back for production 
they only had one support person onsite just for 
production. The second week all support personal 
plus manager onsite doing non essential work.

TRUE 04/17/20 7:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Daycare Lil' People's World Kirkland 12629 NE 144th St, Kirkland I live next door and the children and teachers on the 
playground are gathering in groups larger than 10. 
They are also not observing social distancing and 
physical contact is frequent.

TRUE 04/17/20 4:55 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware Store Home Depot Fircrest 4602 center street Tacoma Most business done throughout the day is for garden 
supplies and other non-essential products. There are 
also instances where the store feels over-crowded; 
well past the 100 person limit. The parking lots are 
often completely full. My main concern is customer 
traffic. Most if not all business can be done curbside 
or with the doors closed.

TRUE 04/16/20 6:04 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lowe’s Home Improvement 5610 Corporate Center 
Lane SE

Lacey Day to day basis most overwhelmed parts of store 
are paint and the garden center. Store is seeing on 
average over 2000 customers every day, over 50% 
of those being in paint and the garden center alone. 
The enforcement of non-essential purchases HAS to 
be not allowed and enforced. Otherwise social 
distancing is impossible to enforce due to sheer foot 
traffic of non-essential purchasers.

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/13/20 12:37 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Commercial Property Services 6955 Birdseye Ave Lacey How is building private apartments essential?! No 
social distancing, framers loading walls next to each 
other, concrete workers gathering for lunch.

Rather not, just a 
concerned neighbor

TRUE 04/13/20 9:11 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Maintenance Company Kalles Mainetance 2702 E Main Puyallup Maintenance department is open again and all the 
employees are going into the office Monday - Friday. 
The work that is being preformed is not essential. 
Harold Kalles is also forcing employees to go into the 
office even if they dont want to threatening their job.

harold@kallespm.com

TRUE 04/10/20 6:44 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Ace Hardware 10110 W Aero Rd Spokane Employees being forced to work 10+ hours a day, 
sending out mostly non essential items and not 
receiving hazard pay for putting their lives on the line 
for basically nothing

TRUE 04/10/20 4:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pawn and Firearm Shop Double Eagle Pawn 315 E Francis Ave Spokane Staying fully open under the claim that, as a Pawn 
Shop, they are a "financial institution," however, the 
firearms section (which is its own room and 
separately staffed) is remaining open as well, despite 
being non-essential and separate retail.

TRUE 04/10/20 10:52 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Commercial aircraft 
electronics

Astronics AES 12950 Willows Road NE Kirkland Business is still open and manufacturing commercial 
aircraft electronics while claiming they are an 
essential defense business.  The defense portion of 
their business is very small as compared to the 
commercial side which is obviously non-essential 
since Boeing and Airbus have shut down production.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Daycare Lil' People's World Kirkland 12629 NE 144th St Kirkland Majority of children in care are not those of essential 
workers. Gathering restrictions not observed (more 
than 10 bodies per classroom).

TRUE 04/09/20 10:36 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware Store Hardware Sales Inc. 2034 James St Bellingham Business as usual making no effort to only to cater 
to essential businesses an returning all staff to make 
them work there typical hours weaks before the stay 
at home order is over

TRUE 04/08/20 9:46 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction huntwoods cutyom cabinits 23800 E. Appleway Ave. 
Liberty Lake, WA, 99019

liberty lake washington how is it that building cabinits is essential to anyone 
but the hunt  family.  over 50 people are working 
every day.



TRUE 04/08/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Hot Box Smoke Shop 13220 Highway 99 Everett I was shocked to find it still open for business, but 
candy and energy drinks shouldn't keep this place 
open. They have large crowds of customers who are 
shopping for non essential items. They are allowing 
customers to spend lots of time in the store browsing 
with other customers, all 6 feet from each other. 
They should block off all non food items, like bigger 
stores are doing, to avoid unnecessary shopping and 
travel.

TRUE 04/08/20 5:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd, 
Renton, WA 98058

Renton They are still selling puppies and kittens. How is this 
essential?

request@fairwoodpetcenter.
com

TRUE 04/08/20 8:36 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Child care Lake forest park whizz kids academy 18512 Ballinger Way NE, 
Lake Forest Park, WA 
98155

Shoreline This child care dosen't have any children. But they 
are opened and doing non essential work.

TRUE 04/07/20 4:54 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Production/Manufacturing Korry Electronics 11910 Beverly Park Rd Everett We really aren't that essential, we do build and 
support DOD programs but outside of aftermarket 
repair production needs to be on hold.  The military 
has enough aircraft to sustain current operations 
without adding to the fleet.  People that are 
contesting Korry's decision to re-open are being 
chastised and threatened with disciplinary action.  
People are scared, people do not feel comfortable 
with the very close quarters in which we work and 
the amount of hands that touch the products we 
work on.  Korry is doing their best in order to stay 
open, but the right answer is to shut down until this 
blows over.  If Korry refuses to do so they are failing, 
and they have been told so by at least one employee 
that will likely be terminated because of it.  They are 
not critical, airlines have all but shut down, military 
has plenty of aircraft, again the only essential 
business would be for previously in service aircraft 
that are "aircraft on ground" which in the past over 
holiday breaks people were on call for.  It involves 
maybe 30 people, on call people, please just 
furlough everyone.  They are opening back up on 
Monday because money means more than 
employees.

TRUE 04/07/20 3:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Stoneway Roofing Supply 10801 A St S Tacoma Loading a residential roof with materials for 
contractors to perform a replacement project. 
The construction is going to continue unless you 
stop the SUPPLIERS -if they don't have the 
supplies, they can't replace the roofs! HOLD THEM 
RESPONSIBLE-I NEED TO GET BACK TO WORK 
AND I CAN'T DO THAT UNTIL THIS PASSES-WE 
NEED ENFORCEMENT!

Responsible Washingtonian

TRUE 04/07/20 10:30 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Trucking company that 
doesn’t truck essential 
items or deliver to essential 
businesses.

Oak harbor freight 90640 1339 w valley hwy 
North

Auburn They also have the office over filled and no one is 
social distancing

TRUE 04/07/20 10:13 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation Rentals Grandview on the Lake 322 W Woodin Ave Chelan I’d like to remain anonymous. I caught wind that the 
Maintence guys are being forced to work doing non 
essential things like painting and interacting with
Owners that are still coming over. Please put a stop 
to this. Their health is at risk. There is no essential 
reason that they need to be working at this facility 
right now. One of them even has a daughter that has 
an auto immune disease. There is no reason for this, 
especially when they are in contact with owners from 
the west side. Please end this.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:30 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential / Commercial 
Landscaping

Total Property Services 10324 Portland Ave E Tacoma They are opened, and talking about how they are 
going to "skirt" under the rules, because they do 
some commercial work. This should be looked at as 
it is not essential and businesses should not be able 
to skirt under the rules just because they have one 
division that does some essential work.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:22 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other repair and other work done 
to recreational boats

various not applicable Seattle I'd like to see clarification about whether boat repair 
or other boat work is essential if the boat is not a 
commercial boat.  The essential businesses list 
includes marine vessels, but does it mean only ones 
used for transportation?

TRUE 04/06/20 5:06 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Elder Care Aljoya Mercer Island 2430 76th Avenue SE 
Mercer Island, WA 98040

Mercer Island The business itself is essential, but the activities it 
does is not. The residents still come out to do known 
essential activities run by the company. I see them 
do exercises everyday while I walk my dog. They 
also meet up to do other things in the various other 
rooms that I could see from the trail on different 
days. Today they met for exercise and when I walked 
my dog again they were meeting up and doing 
something else that was run by the company.

TRUE 04/06/20 4:15 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment homes Dobler Management Company 3012 S 47th St. Tacoma This business is actively making phone calls to rent 
apartments.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:35 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction The home depot Tacoma mall blvd Tacoma Home Depot allowing in large # of DIY in, and 
holding essential contractors outside waiting.
EG performing non-essential business, and stopping 
essential business

Dynamic Construction 571-205-5422

TRUE 04/06/20 10:07 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other general store Dollar Tree in North Auburn 1241 Auburn Way N, 
Auburn, WA 98002

Auburn The store is opened and people in store ignoring the 
6 ft. and they are coughing, sneezing, not covering 
mouth. People go bath room inside the store. 
Employees are not provided masks, gloves. All 
sanitized are removed from check stands. The toilet 
is not flushed. Employees are not allowed to use 
permission for toilet, only use break time. So 
employees cannot clean their counter. Employer is 
risking employees' health and life. Employers are not 
following the law. It's been for a long time. It's health 
hazard to the community.

Judy Dafoe 253-333-8071 GOVDOCS@CORPCREAT
IONS.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 9:42 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Rental Hertz 1501 8th Ave Seattle Car rental agencies should not be open to leisure 
travelers. Hertz (and all other rental agencies) are 
only inhibiting the spread of the virus and aiding 
individuals in their decision to violate the order.

TRUE 04/06/20 7:31 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto side sales Oreillys Auto parts Spokane Spokane Wa We notice that the out side sales rep for oreillys auto 
parts is going from business to business seeing and 
visiting multiple shops and people throughout the 
day not wearing any gloves or masks not taking a 
single step of precaution! They could easily be 
spreading the virus out they should be home or 
Atlest working in on of their store locations like the 
rest of their employees! As a fellow Spokane 
resident this is highly shocking and seeing them at 
one of the shops dropping of a car it was in disbelief

Mike Anderson

TRUE 04/05/20 7:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other In home cleaning Jackie of all trades 59 E Queen Ave Suite 114 Spokane Jackie of all trades offers a lot of services however 
they are primarily a home cleaning business. Having 
your home cleaned by a company seems like a 
privilege that can and should be halted at this time. 
Although I understand the home owners/renters may 
not be concerned with contracting anything since 
their home is the one being cleaned and disinfected, 
I feel terrible for the employees of this company who 
have to go into the homes of people who may be ill, 
may be Asymptomatic or may have come into 
contact with someone who has COVID-19.

TRUE 04/05/20 5:04 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Garden, furniture and 
appliance store

Sav mart 1729 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee This store has a garden center that was packed with 
people today.  Is gardening considered essential?

SAVMART@NWI.NET

TRUE 04/05/20 11:23 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property management Redmond Square Apartments 7977 170th Ave NE 
Redmond WA 98052

Redmond They locked down the thrash chute and force "valet 
thrash collection" and every evening residents have 
to communicate and share narrow hallways with the 
same person collecting thrash. This exposes all 
residents to coronavirus. Why not open the thrash 
chute to stop exposing vulnerable residents?

TRUE 04/04/20 7:47 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lodging Hotels Washington State Washington State The state should really make lodging like hotels non-
essential businesses during this stay at home period. 
These places provide the perfect atmosphere for the 
virus to spread.



TRUE 04/04/20 6:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motels Pullman and Spokane Hotels Pullman and Spokane Pullman There are people visiting in Pullman and Spokane 
staying at motels that are just here for getaways and 
not for essential business. As long as you keep 
motels and hotels open, the virus will continue to 
spread. CLOSE these businesses down. That will 
help enforce the shelter in place order. I can't even 
count the amount of people still traveling in and out 
of these cities that are just here for getaways and 
not adhering to the distant socializing order. Please 
do something about this now! We will not get control 
of this virus while hotels and motels are open for 
people to travel to. Make them non-essential just like 
you did construction.

TRUE 04/04/20 5:52 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sporting store Dicks sporting goods 14014 e indiana Spokane valley Allowing customers to do returns and pick ups even 
though it's a non essential business

TRUE 04/04/20 3:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Improvement Store Lowes Lakewood 5115 100th st sw lakewood This store has had a large amount of people and is 
also driving crowds with sales (Even during this 
order from the gov) - There have been a large 
number of people as well as not following S.D 
Guidelines to the full extent. Carts full of garden 
items and flowers. I feel this is promoting people to 
leave their homes and not comply with the order. I 
had gone in for a few essential items and was truly 
disturbed by the amount of people there, families 
and young ones included, that were simply 
"shopping" and killing time. Seems like a lot of non 
essential items were being purchased.

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/04/20 2:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plant care The Interior Foliage Company P.O. Box 239 Mercer 
Island, WA 98040

Mercer Island, WA Interior Foliage workers are working in ERs and 
hospitals (Swedish and others) right now taking care 
of plants, and then going into other businesses like 
restaurants and others to take care of plants there, 
too. This is negligent and putting people at risk. 
Please tell Eric Middleburg that he is putting his 
employees and others at risk unnecessarily.

TRUE 04/04/20 12:56 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other housekeeper plateau maids 46517 244th Ave SE enumclaw My boss Kelli sugihara is still running her business 
with people in the homes when we clean and 
children running around and not taking it seriously to 
make it a point to the clients to be in another room or 
to not be in the house when we clean. Shes not just 
cleaning for old 60 plus and susceptible people. she 
is cleaning for anyone who wants there house clean. 
She is only focused on her business and not her 
employees well being.

anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 9:12 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Business management 
consultant

Koelsch Senior Communities 111 Market St NE # 200 Olympia Employees being forced to come to work and 
violating social distancing requirements. 
Management believes coronavirus is nothing more 
than a conspiracy and is not taking it seriously or the 
dangers of the virus into consideration with 
employees and potentially their families. Employees 
are becoming more nervous by the lack of concern 
from management as they believe that if infected 
they will spread virus easily among co-workers, 
seniors, and families due to management taking no 
precaution in any way to help the community in 
preventing spread.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:36 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Household hazardous 
waste collection

Clean Harbors Environmental Services 17777 NE 76th St Redmond Collection of household waste such as cleaning 
supplies and oil is not essential during this time and 
should be postponed. The employees are at risk of 
exposure due to contact with 100’s of citizens. 
Employees working in close quarters and not 
following social distancing. These events are 
sanctioned by the County and should be postponed 
to a later date when it is safer. None of the materials 
being collected require immediate disposal and can 
wait until a more appropriate time.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:57 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Forestry products Wellons 2525 West Firestone Lane Vancouver Company claims to employees to be essential 
because it provides tech support and manufacturing 
to essential businesses (such as food 
manufacturers). As such, all but a couple extreme-
risk employees are required to report physically to 
work, despite many individuals having the ability to 
work remotely.

Prefer to stay anonymous, I 
need my job

TRUE 04/03/20 12:42 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Window manufacturer Plygem 5001 D St NW, Auburn, 
WA 98001

Auburn Office personnel are allowed to work from home and 
yet warehouse workers are forced to work

TRUE 04/03/20 12:35 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Development Harbor Lands Co 405 Fieldston Rd Bellingham Non-essential employees (admin assistant & 
grounds crew) still working at business, although 
split shifts. Admin job can be easily completed 
remotely, owner just refuses to comply.  An 
employee (gardener) who was exposed to COVID-19 
continues to come into work, although works alone. 
One of the owners continues to come into the office 
while sick. She justifies this by saying "employees 
got me sick so it doesn't matter"

TRUE 04/03/20 12:20 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail electronics Huppins 216 N ELLa rd Spokane Valley Packages come in from all over the country which 
may or may not come from outside our borders. 
Most of which is not food related. They sell pots and 
pans.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:54 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Empres: Alderwood Park Health and 
Rehabilitation

2726 Alderwood Ave Bellingham Empres is requiring non direct care staff (business 
office, admissions, and more) to continue to report to 
work. Most of their job can be completed offsite. 
Empres guidance also states direct care staff must 
wear a mask in resident rooms but non direct staff 
do not.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:53 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hauling Trash College Hunks Hauling Junk HWY 3 Belfair Hauling Junk for people is not essential

TRUE 04/03/20 11:49 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Legal-only handle Personal 
Injury Cases

MY Law Group 33309 1st Way S Ste A104 Federal Way I believe they only do work for Personal Injury cases 
related to auto accident but everyone works everyday 
at the office in the building.  I don't think they are 
emergency essential service for legal but just wanted 
to check.  At least 5-7 people are in the office 
working everyday.  Its unfair to some other business 
which has been closed but they perform work 
because they are law office.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:48 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Storage, Moving Clutter SW Eddy Seattle There definitly needs to be a better understanding on 
who can work.  I see companies all over working that 
are not essintial.  We dont need every gas station 
open or every 7-11.
Shut it all down so we can get back to work!!!

TRUE 04/03/20 11:13 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sales NW Green Homes 261 Hamilton rd n Chehalis They have a sales office that is accepting 
appointments

John Doe

TRUE 04/03/20 11:10 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other vacation cabin rental 
properties

Airbnb, Betsys cabins,rainier cottages Big Creek road, Paradise 
drive

Ashford We live in a very small community of local residents 
with 1 main grocery store. vacation rental cabins are 
still open for rent thus renters (non residents) are 
violating the Governor's orders of stay at home and 
coming to our small community without a care.

TRUE 04/03/20 11:01 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Pullman Hotels NE North Fairway Pullman I work for a Marriott as a housekeeper. Everyday I 
see people coming to Pullman for non essential 
business. Just to visit their kids who are living here 
and didn't go home when WSU closed the on 
campus learning and went to online. There are 
multiple families coming in every day. I am scared I 
am going to attract the coronavirus due to this. Other 
employees in my hotel feel the same way as do 
friends that I have that work for other hotels in 
Pullman. You really need to close hotels for public 
use. This virus will continue to spread by these 
people not caring about the shelter in place. I have 
had guests tell me that they aren't in the worry range 
of age and don't care that it is killing older people, if 
the hotels are open, they are still going to travel and 
treat this like a vacation since they are still paid by 
their jobs without having to go in to work.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Magic Metals 3401 Bay St Union gap Manufacturing items for businesses that are closed 
due to not being essential.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:21 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Print shop Capital City Press 2975  37th Ave SW Tumwater Continued production of products that are not 
defined as essential.

service@capitalcitypress.co
m



TRUE 04/03/20 10:20 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bus driver training/ school 
bus contract services

Durham School Services. 1304 80th ST SW Everett Company is training new drivers in close quarters 
with no social distancing. This is a direct violation by 
this company. Only drivers delivering food are 
considered essential workers.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:16 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Textile Company DII (Design Imports) 6700 Riverside Dr Seattle 98188 Many people going into the business that are non-
essential workers.  It seems as if business is in full 
swing and this business does not have any security 
guards or people that would need to be on site.  All 
work could be done from home but the offices 
remain open.

TRUE 04/03/20 10:15 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other golf  club Leavenworth Gold Club 9101 Icicle Road Leavenworth The Leavenworth Golf Club continues to operate full 
scale course maintenance (in addition to turning a 
blind eye to golfers regularly walking onto and 
playing the course - particularly in the early 
evenings), all in violation of Proclamation 20-25, 
which proscribes both the operation and enjoyment 
of a golf course. While "[o]nly minimum basic 
operations, as described in (3)(d) of the 
Proclamation, are permitted", including "[c]ourse 
maintenance . . . insofar as it prevents imminent 
damage to the fairways, greens, and other outdoor 
amenities", the work being conducted at the 
Leavenworth Golf Club extends way beyond these 
minimal allowances and certainly much, much 
further beyond maintenance to prevent "imminent 
danger".  For the sake of all of our safety, we ask 
that you please address this matter as soon as 
possible. Thank you.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:30 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive and rv repair Genesis automotive and rv repair 6220 south tacoma way Tacoma 99 percent of the repairs being performed are on 
recreational vehicles not essential in the states 
infrastructure. And it is impossible to to avoid the 6 
foot space with others in there office area.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:18 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Dunn Lumber 3801 Latona Ave NE, 
Seattle, WA 98105

Seattle The essential buisness description that kept this 
companies doors open is "Workers who support the 
manufacture and distribution of forest products, 
including, but not limited to timber, paper, and other 
wood products."

Yes this company fits the description in some ways 
however there are many non-essential functions 
being performed here. They are selling everything 
from spray paint to skylights even gardening tools to 
people who just want to work on their house while 
bored. This is creating a situation that draws people 
into a closed space together unnecessarily. They are 
constantly running deliveries to anyone and 
everyone and moving stock between stores that has 
no essential uses. If they are going to continue  
operating it should be to distribute construction 
materials ONLY to essential jobs. Not to the bored 
diy family in these times.

3607207283.0000

TRUE 04/03/20 8:18 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Exxel 20th st  se Lake stevens They continue to be working and hauling dirt out 
everyday..

TRUE 04/03/20 8:08 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lab Cordant Lab 1316 Wall St B1 Everett Conducting scheduled UAs to make sure pre-trial 
release citizens are "staying clean." Meanwhile, 
court dates are pushed and delayed. Prolonging 
exposure of risky activity to the public.

TRUE 04/03/20 8:05 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving company Two men and a truck Unknown Everett These movers are riding around In cramped truck 
cabs and going into peoples houses on a daily basis. 
If anyone is spreading diseases it’s moving 
companies

TRUE 04/03/20 7:44 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto collision repair Bellingham Autoworks 1302 Meador Ave Bellingham Auto collision only body shop.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:43 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Handle HOA dues Vantage Management 8290 28th Ct NE C Lacey Seeing workers entering and leaving building on 
daily basis. More than 10 workers. Not seeing any 
cleaning services.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:39 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Equipment rental Sunbelt rentals Sunset highway Airway Heights Why does a equipment rental company need to be 
open at a time like this why is renting equipment 
essential isn’t that that a chance for the virus to 
spread for a service that is not needed?

TRUE 04/03/20 6:57 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufactoring Hexcel Corp. 15062 Steele Road Burlington Hecel is using a legal loophole to remain open 
despite the fact that they have no orders for any 
essential contracts at this time, and putting their 
workforce at risk by requiring them to remain at work.

ANDREA.PULLIAM@CSCG
LOBAL.COM

TRUE 04/03/20 6:46 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Not Sure Unknown 2400 6th Ave. S Seattle Close it

TRUE 04/03/20 1:10 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Cost Less Carpet 1925 Fowler Street Richland They are selling to builders and contractors that 
shouldn't be working due to the stay at home order. 
They are not essential. They are fully staffed so 
there are too many employees there and they were 
always within 6' and very close to each other and 
their customers. I did not feel safe when I was in 
their showroom or warehouse. It's business as usual 
for them instead of only selling for essential needs 
and there are way more than 10 people gathered at 
all times. I didn't see anyone practicing safe social 
distancing and there was no disinfecting or cleaning 
the whole time I was there. They are disregarding 
the Governor's order on so many levels.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:06 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cable Xfinity and Wave Broadband Multiple store locations Multiple cities These cable companies are keeping their retail 
stores open across the state. Cable companies are 
essential to keeping internet/phone on, and 
corporate is using that essential status as a loophole 
to keep non-essential store fronts open. Frontier, 
Dish Network, etc do not have stores. That proves 
that stores are not essential to keeping the 
internet/phone/TV business running.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:03 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Child Care center not 
conforming to children of 
essential workers only

Nancy's Noah Ark 14928 38th Dr SE, Mill Creek Allowing children of non-essential workers to attend

TRUE 04/02/20 9:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Remodeling Dk professional painting N/a Puyallup Painting company

TRUE 04/02/20 9:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Childcare College Nannies, Sitters + Tutors 16000 Bothell Everett 
Highway, Suite 230

Bothell, WA 98012 They are advertising their availability to offer 
babysitters and nannies to people who are not 
essential workers.  As per the ordinance, only 
caregivers working for essential workers may 
continue to work.  Their failure to adhere to this 
protocol puts caregivers and families at risk!

Jessica

TRUE 04/02/20 9:14 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Electronic Manufacturing Schippers & Crew Inc 5309 Shilshole Ave Seattle We were told that our company is an essential 
business because we have costumers  that provide 
medical equipment. But as far as i know, we are not 
producing those items as since the proclamation 
started. And now they are threatening employees 
that if we choose to take off for 2 weeks or so, we 
are not getting hired by them. I want to remain 
anonymous.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bowling alley Paradise lanes and entertainment 12505 pacific ave s Tacoma They have people working 24/7 on the inside and 
outside doing building maintenance and security. 
Which puts the employees near many homeless the 
wander the parking lot.

TRUE 04/02/20 8:03 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cheesecake Manufacturer Chuckanut Bay Foods https://www.google.com/sea
rch?q=chuckanut+bay+food
s&ie=UTF-8&oe=UTF-
8&hl=en-us&client=safari#

Blaine Saw a post regarding 70 workers working in the 
building. They are not shutting it down and instead, 
continuing to make cheesecake. Definitely is not 
essential nor worth the risk.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Telecomm Wave 4519 Mile Hill Dr. SE Port 
Orchard. Wa

Port Orchard Their retail stores are still open. When all essential 
services can be provided online and not require face 
to face contact with customers.  This is putting the 
customers and employee in harm's way and 
increases their exposure and possible Covid 19 
contraction.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:55 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement Premier Services Group, aka: NW 
Extreme Installers

6620 NE 79th Ct Ste 1, 
Portland, OR 97218-2862

Portland, OR This is Lowe's contracted flooring installer. Although 
located in Portland they manage installs throughout 
the NW including all of WA. Still conducting home 
flooring install projects claiming they are essential 
business. Phone: (971) 803-7151. Their website 
lists WA numbers as well. Hard to understand how 
replacing carpet/ flooring in existing homes is 
essential.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Brokerage Firm Fisher Investments 5525 nw fisher creek drive Camas Essential employees have the ability to work from 
home fully but are still being asked to work from the 
office for no apparent reason. Clients no longer visit 
the office and all essential work can be performed 
from home.



TRUE 04/02/20 6:31 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Chemical Ch2o Inc 8820 Old Hwy 99 SE Tumwater Enforcing sales people to go out and make cold calls 
under threat of unemployment

TRUE 04/02/20 6:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gun Manufacturing Aero Precision 2320 ommerce Street Tacoma This company has 700 employee and operates 24 
hours per day.  It has remained open and is telling 
employees if they don't come to work they can't get 
paid and cannot apply for unemployment.  So 
employees have no option but to go to work.

Concerned Employee

TRUE 04/02/20 6:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ambulance Manufacturer Braun Northwest 150 North Star Drive Chehalis I believe its unsafe for this business to be operating 
because there are approx. 100 employees working in 
the shop and many of them are in the back of an 
ambulance box 2 or 3 at a time in order to assemble 
it.  Don't think this should be qualified as an 
essential business as it takes almost a year to build 
these vehicles and fire depts, etc. already have 
ambulances' that are in service that they use--they 
are not dependent on the builds in progress to run 
their dept. effectively.  The threat to the pubic is too 
great considering the business employs almost 200 
people.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:48 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Appliance retailer Albertlee appliance 3600 industry way Fife Delivery employee's dont feel safe going into 
customers houses during coronavirus...further more 
company has had positive tested person at fife 
warehouse.....there hasn't been any kind of close 
down to clean, and employee's  weren't  told till 
person that tested Positive was cleared to return to 
work as an employee myself I feel unsafe working 
during this....because we have to enter customers 
homes...

TRUE 04/02/20 5:28 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Builds custom cabinets Huntwood Industries 23800 E. Appleway Liberty Lake Called employees back to build cabinets when 
construction sites still closed. Some started back 
April 1 and  more starting April 6th

TRUE 04/02/20 4:52 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aircraft manufacturing Cubcrafters 1918 so16th ave Yakima I can understand the service dept being open, but to 
still be manufacturing aircraft and bring in personal 
builders from out of town or state seems unethical. 
With one employee possibly infected with covid 19 
other employees were told if they get it it's their fault. 
Service may be essential but manufacturing new 
aircraft for personal two seat aircraft doesn't seem 
essential.

TRUE 04/02/20 4:11 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Window and door Milgard windows and doors 965 54th ave east Fife According to governor guidelines NOT an essential 
business. Does not support an essential business 
either. Had a confirmed case in a plant in fife.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:24 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Investment Organization Davis Investors LLC 6619 132nd Ave NE Bellevue Tenant concerned that work is being done on 
apartment in violation of "stay at home" orders. 
Believes work is non-essential. Tenant is unable to 
escape noise and disruption due to orders to stay at 
home. Is in a high risk population.

Janice Brooks 206-659-2066

TRUE 04/02/20 3:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Private transportation for 
disabled individuals

Angel's Wings Nonprofit 
Transportation

unknown Olympia Multipassenger disabled access van for this 
company seen at West Olympia Target 4/2/2020 
during peak shopping hours 2:30pm. Unsure if they 
were transporting multiple people at high risk to 
Target. May just be worth checking into. Thanks!

TRUE 04/02/20 3:15 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-essential Home 
Childcare

Cherry Valley Kids Kastle, Burkiss Inc 30025 N. East 172Nd St. Duvall, WA This center is allowing parents to drop off infants 
and toddlers while the parents are non-essential and 
who are supposed staying in place. The parents 
return to home and do not report to a essential job. 
Some parents have taken the opportunity to travel 
and then after traveling they are dropping off their 
exposed children at child care while the parent goes 
home to shelter in place with out their child. Some 
people living in the same home as this home child 
care facility have traveled last week and could have 
been exposed on the airplane but no precautions are 
being taken. The traveling parents and residents are 
the most concerning. This center is closed tomorrow 
(Friday, April 3rd) due of a pre-planned vacation 
(extended weekend). It will reopen this coming 
Monday on April 6th.

TRUE 04/02/20 3:13 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lumber Mill Hampton Lumber Mill 46921 Sauk Prairie Rd Darrington This business is not essential nor can you follow 
social distancing guidelines while working. Also an 
employee was tested for the virus and they never 
shut down to clean the facility

TRUE 04/02/20 2:51 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Transportation Durham bus services 1304 80th St SW Everett They are training new employees and not following 
social distancing.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Trayvax Enterprises 4001 Iron Gate Road #102 Bellingham The owner is having people shelter (reside) in the 
business, and continue operations. Allowing non 
employees to ckme and go into the building.  As well 
as having employees come to the buiness to pick up 
products for working at home, and telling them if 
they don't want to defy the stay at home order then 
their continued employment may happen once the all 
clear is given...

TRUE 04/02/20 12:28 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Law Office Pacific Northwest Family Law 216 S Palouse Street Walla Walla Open and still meeting with clients.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:33 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym, fitness center Athletic Training Institute 12021 Northup Way # 102 Bellevue They said they are considered an essential business 
because they also do something called MAT that 
helps people. It's. A. GYM. And mat is like massage, 
constant one on one touching of the body. Said they 
refuse to close. Just go look, this is not a place that 
should be open. Lots of people in and out all day, 
lots of shared gym equipment, sauna etc. They will 
spread this virus. I still want to go back there when 
this is over but right now they should be closed.

Dan tiffany-
krueger@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/02/20 10:57 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail customer service Wave cable 4519 Mile Hill Dr. SE Port Orchard Wave's cable/internet retail stores are still mostly or 
entirely open and providing full service including 
collecting payments that can be made in multiple 
other ways and providing other non-essential 
services.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:48 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware store Arlington Hardware 215 North Olympic Avenue Arlington They keep advertising to come in for things like 
alcohol or outdoor furniture, etc. Nothing essential 
where people should be getting out.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:48 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Flower shop and delivery Schwabe stems and co Out of her house Anacortes If you look at the owners Facebook, you will see 
she’s selling and delivering flowers.  Her name is 
Marisa Schwabe. Her phone number is 360-914-
8909

TRUE 04/02/20 10:43 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hydroseeding residential 
yards

Washington Green Hydroseeding 5690 Pasco Kahlotus Rd Pasco I am a Hydroseeder and what they are out doing is 
non essential. Pass them out hydroseeding 
yesterday what looked like a some ones yard.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:30 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hydroseeding residential 
yards

All Star Hydroseeding 28626 Old Pacific Hwy Stanwood passed there hydroseeders a couple times our doing 
residential hydroseeding. Is planting grass in people 
yards an essential job. Going from house to house.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:14 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Huntwood industries 23800 E Appleway ave Liberty lake Non essential business remains open and not 
practicing social distances guidelines.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:09 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gardening, landscaping, 
lawn care

Northwest Landscape Services 120 185th Ave NE, Suite 
150

Redmond Crew of six landscapers crowded into two trucks, 
mowing lawns, edging, trimming. 
https://nlswa.com/contact/ Hired and paid by the 
local HOA: http://abbeyroadhoa.org/

Art Pagnotta (425) 376-2975

TRUE 04/02/20 9:50 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction R G Crushing PO BOX 416  (360) 748-
6041.

Chehalis, WA 98532. (360) 748-
6041.

crushing   concrete  at 113 heden road Chehalis  for  
stock piling  ??

TRUE 04/02/20 9:06 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other trucking Mc combes hay and transportaion 301 4th St, Satsop Satsop  WA 09583 hauling general  freight  i

TRUE 04/02/20 7:56 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction D&d home interiors 3315 NE 112th Ave UNIT 
31

Vancouver Company is doing business that does not seem 
essential to the public and is a hazard to the 
employees.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:20 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Garden center Watson’s Greenhouse and Nursery 6211 pioneer way e Puyallup Following the social distance but allowing customers 
to come into the store. Is this really an essential 
business as it’s not related to food production?

TRUE 04/01/20 10:35 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Paper shredding and 
cardboard pickup

United Data Security 3808 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Valley There is not enough work to keep anyone busy as 
the places they pick up from and mostly closed. 
They don’t want employees to claim unemployment 
but they also don’t want them to work.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:22 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property management Noble House 600 6th St South Kirkland An environment is being created that pressures 
some employees to feel they must go into office 
despite work being non-essential.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:00 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming savvy dog 3208 Ocean Beach Hwy, 
Longview, WA 98632

longview Dog grooming is still open Sandra perkins



TRUE 04/01/20 8:17 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Harbor freight 22111 highway 99 Edmonds All 25 harbor freight remain open in Washington, 
how are these essential?

TRUE 04/01/20 7:32 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Banfield Pet Hospital 9950 N Newport Hwy Spokane I am aware that they are performing non essential 
service such as not urgent Neuters, Dental 
Cleanings and well checks on healthy pets. These 
resources should be reserved.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:56 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Surplus lines Valley Insurance LLC 307 29th st ne Puyallup This business is a consultant that files insurance 
premium taxes for insurance companies. Not 
essential. For instance, they would file taxes on a 
home owners premium for the insurer to the state. 
The employees travel to the post office multiple 
times a day exposing people.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:51 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Coffee stand Kelli's Coffee 40407 Eatonville Cutoff Rd 
E

Eatonville They serve coffee drinks and a few packaged 
pastries/snacks. People are encouraging others to 
go there with 25% discounts for teachers, etc. This 
seems unnecessary and unsafe given the pandemic.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:50 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Coffee stand Gypsy Wagon 115 Washington Ave N Eatonville They serve coffee drinks and a few packaged 
pastries/snacks. There is a grocery store less than a 
block away. People are encouraging others to go 
there with 25% discounts for teachers, etc. This 
seems unnecessary and unsafe given the pandemic.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:29 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Upholstery Royal Upholstery 1507 E 17th Ave Spokane Owners and others are filling orders and shipping 
the via local shipping companies. These orders are 
for businesses doing non essential jobs

TRUE 04/01/20 3:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vessel repair Rapp Marine (MacGregor) 2260 W Commodore Way Seattle Requiring staff to come to office for a meeting when 
the work can easily be done remotely. Meeting 
rooms do not allow for required social distancing and 
office is not being cleaned daily as required.

Ashley 4252986352.0000

TRUE 04/01/20 12:42 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Financial services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr 
building 1

Camas Non-essential personnel are continuing to enter the 
building to work performing non-essential activities.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:43 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Store Cycle Gear 5727 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Still selling helmets - gear, etc.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:23 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Stoneway Roofing 6403 W. Rio Grande Kennewick Roofing company delivery roofing packages to new 
construction homes that are being framed.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound Transit - L200 & L300 - Link 
Light Rail

15711 Aurora Ave N Shoreline Sound Transit has hundreds of individuals with 
dozens of contractors from all over the United States 
working uninterrupted traveling home daily, weekly, 
monthly increasing the potential to spread COVID-19 
nationally.  No part of the construction is essential 
and or unsafe to pause work to follow Jay Inslee’s 
orders of keeping healthy and safe at home by 
limiting exposure.  Sound Transit has taken zero 
measures as a responsible party to protect the public 
and men and women who are forced to work daily.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 04/01/20 1:01 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ship yard Vigor 1801 16th Ave sw Seattle Working on ships that are not going anywhere 
anytime soon (NOT ESSENTIAL) and in small areas 
with a lot of people including military personnel 
putting them at risk

TRUE 03/31/20 4:41 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other manufacturing aim aerospace 1516 fryar ave sumner forcing employees to work in close proximity with 
threat of firing for non compliance

TRUE 03/31/20 4:39 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Community Integrated Health Services 57 E Main St Chehalis There are staff such as finance, Human Resources 
and IT support that have the ability to work remotely.  
Some staff are being allowed  but others are not 
being allowed to because our agency is considered 
“essential” business.  Those of us who could work 
remotely full time should be given permission to do 
so rather then be required to come into an office 
setting where we risk exposure.  Could we please 
get some clarification and directive from the 
Governor on this?  Many of us want to comply with 
stay home but are not being allowed to by our 
employer

TRUE 03/31/20 4:18 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing of envelopes Cenveo 6520 S 190th St # 100, Kent This is a mfg business that manufactures envelopes, 
day shift is approximately 100 people and they are 
not manufacturing just essential items. If working 
shouldn’t they only produce what would be deemed 
essential, ie fir medical, transportation

TRUE 03/31/20 3:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Amusement Miner’s Landing Pier 57/ Seattle 
Great Wheel

1301 Alaskan Way Seattle There are workers cars parking as normal everyday.  
Many more employees then would be needed for 
there food counter.  There are workers performing 
maintenance and cleaning on the Great Wheel 
outside.  There is very likely maintenance and 
construction work continuing inside the building as 
well.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:36 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Flooring installation Romanoff renovations 1104 132nd st sw Everett Employees are still required to come into office and 
work for 8 hours a day even though installations 
were haulted due to shutdown

TRUE 03/31/20 1:14 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Double Eagle Pawn 510 E Dalke Ave Spokane Allows retail shopping, rather than loans only like the 
gov proclaims

TRUE 03/31/20 12:59 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Kitsap OBGYN 9750 Levin Rd NW Silverdale Office is scheduling routine non essential in office 
appointments and in office procedures. Now that it's 
been said healthcare is essential, they've started 
scheduling even more appointments, most are 
routine.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:53 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Totally Chocolate 2025 Sweet Rd. Blaine A business that is not essential and continues to 
operate, even with reduced staff, sets a precedent 
that communicates to that staff "this is not 
important" and that overflows into the staff's 
behavior when not at work.  More frequent stops, 
gathering together with friends, etc.  Wich, in turn, 
jeopardizes the safety of more individuals & families.  
 Especially when those employees have children that 
need childcare.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Factory Shape 14600 172nd Grand Haven Having lines running that are not essential! They are 
making Tesla beams that bolt car seats to the floor 
of a vehicle. Tesla front and rears are not essential 
for keeping life! They are having people come in 
risking their life's and family life's to make shipments 
for China!! Again parts being made are NOT 
essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:19 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Munson Boats 15806 Preston Place Burlington Not sure that a boat manufacturer that has no 
essential needs contracts should remain open.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:13 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Parts production EHE Consumables 10005 234th Ave E Bonney Lake Company laid off all floor workers except supervisors 
because he said we were non essential and boss 
William Johnston said he would keep having 
supervisors work at the workplace in turn defying the 
governors orders. He let us go because of being a 
non essential business but keeps his favorites 
working through and against the order

TRUE 03/31/20 11:12 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bath tube manufacturer Aquatic Bath 801 Northern Pacific Yelm I think it's a far stretch to say building tubs and 
showers is essential at this time. Especially when 
none of the product at this facility is going to be used 
since all plumbing supply wholesalers are closed. 
Actual investigation into whether this facility is 
fulfilling a current order to a hospital or other 
essential business needed to be done. Otherwise 
this is just a excuse to stay open at the expense of 
the employee

Anonymous for fear of 
retaliation

TRUE 03/31/20 10:34 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Block manufacturer Central Pre-mix concrete company 16310 e. Marietta ln Spokane Valley The block plant is not on the essential list. People 
have shown up with fevers and sent home. Business 
of making blocks is not on the essential business 
list. There are different departments within this 
business. I believe the block plant is considered non-
essential according to Governor Inslee.

Will not comment on fear of 
reprimand.



TRUE 03/31/20 9:10 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse production Bardahl Manufacturing 1400 NW 52nd S Seattle To whom it may concern , 
I would like to make a report on the company that I 
am working for, name Bardahl in Ballard, 
Washington. We produce fuel and oil additives for 
motor vehicles. Most of our products are shipped 
overseas. Our products are not being sold to stores 
in the US, only a few auto shops. The day after 
Inslee made his stay at home order. We had a 
meeting the next morning about whether we’re 
essential workers or not. My coworkers and I do not 
consider my job essential but my employer thinks 
otherwise. We were told that if we didn’t  feel safe 
working, we could use our sick leave to take 2 weeks 
off. The employees working in the office area gets to 
work from home. Most of us down in the warehouse 
do not feel safe and don’t have enough sick leave to 
take 2 weeks off. So we have to continue working , 
risking our health and our family health at home. Or 
risk losing a paycheck by staying home without pay. 
Today March 30th , we found out that one of our 
employees were tested positive for covid-19. The 
infected person has been out of work for 10 days but 
before that we don’t know if they have contracted the 
virus before showing any symptoms. And has been 
working alongside us. We know that symptoms 
doesn’t show up until 2-14 days. That scares us and  
leaves us questioning about our own health, 
because we have been in contact with them. My 
employer still haven’t issued us to shut down but to 
continue to work knowing we may have been 
exposed to someone that tested positive. And 
someone else may have already contracted the virus 

Anonymous 2064726857.0000

TRUE 03/31/20 8:54 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car mechanic South Beach Repair 310 Montesano Westport Continuing to do business and disregards Gov order. Aubrin Malone

TRUE 03/31/20 8:47 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Logging Don't know 7200 332nd street NW Stanwood Group of men ignoring social distancing and 
blocking road at times

TRUE 03/31/20 8:07 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pizza oven manufacturer Woodstone Corp 1801 West Bakerview Rd Bellingham Manufacturing pizza ovens that will not be installed 
for months is not an essential service.  Service 
department should remain open to support current 
food operations.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:32 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Coffee shops All Spokane Drive though coffee shops are NOT essential 
grocery/food; please shut them down!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:05 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 1229 Madison St Seattle Abortion and abortion consultations are Elective and 
NON-ESSENTIAL! Shut them down and send their 
PPE to the hospitals that actually need it to fight 
covid-19!!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:04 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 9942 8th Ave SW Seattle Abortion and abortion consultations areElective and 
NON-ESSENTIAL! Shut them down and send their 
PPE to the hospitals that actually need it to fight 
covid-19!!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:02 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 1515 Martin Luther King Jr 
Way

Tacoma Abortion and abortion consultations are Elective and 
NON-ESSENTIAL! Shut them down and send their 
PPE to the hospitals that actually need it to fight 
covid-19!!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:00 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 10056 SE 240th St Unit A Kent Abortion and abortion consultations is Elective and 
NON-ESSENTIAL! Shut them down and send their 
PPE to the hospitals that actually need it to fight 
covid-19!!

TRUE 03/31/20 6:58 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned Parenthood 702 30th Ave SW Puyallup Abortion and abortion consultations is Elective and 
NON-ESSENTIAL! Shut them down and send their 
PPE to the hospitals that actually need it to fight 
covid-19!!

TRUE 03/31/20 6:54 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Planned parenthood 1105 S 348th St Unit B 103 Federal Way Abortion and abortion consultations is Non-Elective 
and NON-ESSENTIAL!

TRUE 03/31/20 6:34 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Millworks Lacey Door and Millworks, Inc 3960 12th Ave SE Lacey Wood shop that primarily makes doors for residential 
and commercial production, including out-of-state.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:27 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tool Manufacturers Freeborn Tool Company 3304 E Ferry Ave, 99202 Spokane Making cutting tools for other non essential 
business's. Owner refuses to close down putting 
workers at risk. Calling out of work to social distance 
is frowned upon. At least 30 workers in one building. 
Most being over age 50 are all working in relatively 
close quarters.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:07 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other daycares many of them many of the daycars redmond\bellevue many daycares are open and accept all kids, even 
kids that their parents are non-essential workers

TRUE 03/30/20 10:39 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pawn shop Double eagle pawn 315 e Francis Spokane Crowded sales floors, I literally heard two folks claim 
they tested positive who were allowed to browse 
there dvds, i rhought they could only be open to do 
pawns? They seem to not be taking it very seriously 
allowing customers to violate there own signage.i 
over heard an employee claim they were 
understaffed and planned to scale back the social 
distancing because it was hurting business.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:19 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Day Care Rainbow Children’s Academy 2281 116th Ave NE Bellevue No parents are essential works at this day care. Day 
care still remain “open” for the sole purpose of 
charging parents tuition. School refuse to suspend 
tuition. There are more than 10 kids in one class, 
which is violating the Governor’s social distancing 
order.

TRUE 03/30/20 10:13 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports gear Big 5 7501 N Division St Spokane They are open and their workers could be exposed 
or expose others to the virus.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel Sunrise Garden Suites 14800 Interurban Ave S 
Tukwila, WA  98168 
Estados Unidos

Tukwila because they make the workers work and they don't 
want to but they threaten them that if they don't work 
they run them

TRUE 03/30/20 11:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other One Main Financial One Main Financial 13401 bel red rd bellevue bellevue Multiple people going in and out of business.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:03 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental equipment store Aurora Rents 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn 
and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close 
physical contact with each other. Thus putting many 
people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can 
upkeep there property really essential and worth 
risking lives over?

TRUE 03/31/20 4:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental equipment store Aurora Rents 8800 Aurora Ave N Seattle This store continues to stay open and puts the 
community at risk. Just so they can rent a lawn 
mower or two. Please tell them this is not ok.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:10 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental equipment store Aurora Rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle I have personally witnessed this store renting lawn 
and garden tools to landscaper's during this 
pandemic. Requiring both parties to come into close 
physical contact with each other. Thus putting many 
people at risk. Is renting equipment so a person can 
upkeep there property really essential and worth 
risking lives over?

TRUE 03/31/20 4:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both 
there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:17 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 8800 Aurora ave n Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both 
there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:17 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 17460 Aurora ave n Seattle Staying open so they can rent stuff. Putting both 
there employees and the community at un-needed 
risks.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:21 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 12558 Lake city way ne Seattle My employer is saying that a rental store is an 
essential business needing to stay open. I am at fear 
for the safety of myself, my family and the 
community as a whole by being forced to work.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:21 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 17460 Aurora ave n Seattle My employer is saying that a rental store is an 
essential business needing to stay open. I am at fear 
for the safety of myself, my family and the 
community as a whole by being forced to work.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:24 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Aurora rents 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This store doesnt think that they should be closed 
and that are justified in putting people at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:26 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Aurora rents 17460 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This store doesnt think that they should be closed 
and that they are justified in putting people at risk.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacture home park 
sales and services

Santiago estates country view estates 200802 east game farm 
road

Kennewick Handing out fliers to over 200 homes touching all 
door knobs and possibly spreading germs or possible 
virus , management coming in I'll

TRUE 03/31/20 7:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lodging Hotels Pullman Pullman You need to remove hotels as essential businesses 
and close them down! Hotels in Pullman are still 
operating and taking guests from out of the area 
which will help spread the virus!

TRUE 03/31/20 7:13 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Equipment Rental Pacific Rim Equipment Rental 7745 1st ave s seattle They continue to remain open even though they are 
a non essential buisness



TRUE 03/31/20 7:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Laboratory Hi-Rel Laboratories 6116 N Freya St Spokane Still lots of vehicles in parking lot everyday. I do not 
believe this qualifies as an essential business.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave SW Suite 
302

Puyallup Property Managers, Accountants are being forced to 
come to work each day. The building is open to the 
public, the management office isn’t. But the main 
concern is the workers being forced to share the 
same entry and exit points with other workers in the 
building along with the public that come and go

TRUE 03/31/20 8:22 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Water blaster rental FS Solutions 10816 25th ave s Lakewood Putting employees and customers at risk by staying 
open during the stay at home order

TRUE 03/31/20 9:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sells sheets and towels BedVoyage Bamboo Bedding & Bath 18915 142nd Ave NE #230 Woodinville Owner of the company BedVoyage, recieved an 
exemption to be able to work during the COVID 19 
outbreak by claiming that the company is selling 
PPE & sheets to nursing homes and hospitals. This 
is FALSE. In fact, no PPE is even sold through this 
company. Along with the fact they have not once 
sold to a nursing home or hospital/medical facility. 
The owner is also refusing to work, but making the 
employees (one is over 60 y/o) still come into the 
office to fill orders (again, these orders are none 
essential). I'm astonished this business is allowed to 
work.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:11 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cafe Elite State Route 410 E Bonney Lake Baristas are not essential workers.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:18 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail/Gift Shop Ocean Shores Soapworks 710 Pt Brown Ave NW Ocean Shores Store is open and advising that it is an "essential" 
business since they sell soap.

sales@oceanshoressoapwo
rks.com

TRUE 03/31/20 9:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Big 5 sporting goods 5725 e sprague Spokane There are multiple locations in the state open
Claiming to be essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:39 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord By the sea vacation rentals 21 McCullough Rd Copalis Beach All the other vacation rentals, RV parks, and motels 
are closed while this single VRBO continues to 
operate bringing in folks from outside the area 
potentially contributing to the spread of COVID-19. 
There are short-term renters in the place now who 
are out and about in the community like nothing is 
happening.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:44 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guest lodging Pebble Cove Farm 3341 Deer Harbor Road Eastsound This Inn is still operating for tourists (not directed 
specifically for essential workers), and room 
bookings are general public dates/rooms still 
available on the business website.   Their is not 
notice that the reservations system is closed, and 
thus inviting and encouraging visits.

Concerned neighbor

TRUE 03/31/20 9:46 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail electronics CPR cell phone and computer repair 10600 silverdale way ste 
130

Silverdale Owner knowingly warped the terms of 
telecommunication to include cell phone repair and 
has refused to check if we are essential or apply for 
exception

TRUE 03/31/20 10:14 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Store Camping World 9420 Sandifur Pkwy Pasco This place of business is not considered essential. It 
is the sale of used and new RV's. People disobeying 
the Governor's order to "stay home" and "stay 
healthy" are going outside of their home to shop for 
RV's. In return, this puts several employees at risk of 
COVID-19 as well as the families that are coming in 
to shop. Business has not slowed down and the 
stream of people who are still showing up on these 
lots are concerning. To my knowledge, the camping 
world in Spokane WA is also opened to the public, 
subjecting several employees to the spread of 
COVID-19. The order is not being supported and 
respected and should be looked in hopes of 
preventing the spread of the virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:32 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental Facility Premier Rentals 2618 SE Mile Hill Rd Port Orchard Inquiring whether or not this business is safe to 
remain open.

Tom Shandera

TRUE 03/31/20 10:49 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat assembly/ 
manufacturing

Cutwater boats 17935 59th Ave NE Arlington They are continuing to have employees come in to 
work  manufacturing boats

TRUE 03/31/20 11:27 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property Management CWD Group inc 2800 Thorndyke Ave W, 
Seattle, WA 98199

Seattle Property management is not listed in the governors 
declaration, and provides no essential services. We 
give residents their packages of which they are 
capable of getting themselves. Most of the condo 
owners are elderly and at risk. CWD declared 
themselves essential without actually being listed as 
such

TRUE 03/31/20 11:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property management Indigo real estate services inc 6022 78th St Ct W, 
Lakewood, WA 98499

Lakewood /Tacoma Is repairing empty apartments essential. If catching 
the bus to work, a person can put themselves in an 
unnecessary situation that could got them their lives. 
Just ffora non essential function

TRUE 03/31/20 11:39 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation Rentals Sand dollar condos 56 Central Ave Pacific Beach They are still renting rooms which in turn outs their 
staff at risk as they have to still clean them

TRUE 03/31/20 11:46 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Books and magazine 
warehouse

Benjamin News Group 2701 N Van Marter Rd Spokane Valley Merchandisers are going to and from stores stocking 
books than coming back to warehouse, drivers are 
going to different states and towns and coming back 
to warehouse. We have delivery drivers booking up 
pallets and using the bathrooms and walking 
throughout the facility. We sticker books.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliance retail store Fredericks appliance center 7509 159th pl ne redmond I Have freinds that work there

TRUE 03/31/20 12:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Firm Johnson Law Firm 421 W Riverside Ave Spokane The second day I’ve seen people going in and out of 
the business and their building. Looks as if they are 
operating fully still. I don’t believe law firms are 
essential and should work from home if they can.

Jane Matthews

TRUE 03/31/20 1:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other AIRBNB James Workman 1701 Mount Baker Avenue 
Northeast

Renton Seems that cars from the temporary renters have 
been parked outside

TRUE 03/31/20 1:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property Management Integrity Property Management 10309 Canyon Rd e Puyallup Business is operating during shut down

TRUE 03/31/20 1:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Equipment repair/ sales Harbor rental and saw 890 guard street Friday harbor This business is still open and draws in a large 
crowd of
People in non- essential business

TRUE 03/31/20 1:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fabrication of Truck 
Accessories

Pro Tech Industries 14113 NE 3rd Ct, Vancouver This business is still open they used a grey area that 
one department made products for Daimler to make 
everyone in all departments work. Daimler is 
currently closed but Pro Tech is still making people 
work.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Big 5 sporting goods 9989 silverdale way nw Silverdale Not essential but still open in Washington. All stores 
included in washington. Stores are closed in New 
Mexico, Las Vegas, northern Nevada and some 
California stores but corporate won’t close stores in 
washington

TRUE 03/31/20 1:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dry cleaners Sun cleaners 226 Washington Ave S, 
Kent, WA 98032

Kent This business closed for 2 days after the stay at 
home announcement, then reopened and is in full 
swing of business.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot rod fabrication Wicked fabrication 1302 W Main St #35 Auburn Has multiple employees at this business and even 
more in the complex they are in. Wicked Fab told 
emoloyes they are non essential but they need to 
work. So he won't lay them off and won't allow them 
to claim unemployment

TRUE 03/31/20 2:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Commercial plumbing State mechanical 8706 S. 222nd St. Kent Yeah so I’ve watched my girlfriends brother go to 
work the last couple days when you’re not supposed 
to and they’re building new buildings they’re not it’s 
not essential work the address for where they are 
out in the field that is 1710 136th Street Ave. E., 
Sumner, wa

TRUE 03/31/20 2:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave. SW Puyallup Requiring employees to work in office.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:36 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shed sales Valley Sheds & Garages LLC 507 W University Way Ellensburg Open sign is still on,

TRUE 03/31/20 3:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store Cascade Firearms 14020 NE Fourth Plain 
Blvd, Ste. H

Vancouver People are congregating in/around the store and 
defying the 6 foot guidelines.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:57 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Animal Boutique beastie boutique 13023 NE Hwy 99 Suite 8 Vancouver Gourmet Pet Food can be postponed for 1 month as 
pet food including some premium brands at all 
grocery stores which will remain open during this 
crises can provide. I hate reporting this but will result 
in many people not having extra contact

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 03/31/20 4:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Repair Shop Five Mole Auto Center 6606 N Ash St Spokane Non essential business open and operating against 
order.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Drug testing Absolute drug testing 1710 w mission Spokane Randomly calling in people for unneeded testing.  
Small office area with no ability to social distance.

spokane@adtlab.com

TRUE 03/31/20 4:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cell Phone Store Sprint 1910 W Francis Ave Spokane Non essential business open and operating against 
order.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Alternate Lender Business Impact NW 1437 S Jackson St Seattle There are still groups of people coming in and out of 
this building all the time during the day. Plus they are 
still open for business.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Computer Repair Service Friendly Computer Spokane 1902 W Francis Ave #125 Spokane Non essential business open and operating.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Office Depot 14008 E Sprague Ave Spokane valley Non essential business open to public which allows 
elderly and families to bring young children in to 
browse.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lumber Hall Forest product 5611 189th St E Puyallup Non essential business



TRUE 03/31/20 5:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax preparer H&R block 12003 Des Moines 
Memorial Drive

Seattle Is H&R Block an essential business to be open?? 
You can see clients closer than 6ft to the preparer.

TRUE 03/31/20 5:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Accountant LTP Tax, LTP Consulting LLC 304 Main Ave S, Suite 104 Renton WA They are still doing business and receiving people in 
their office

TRUE 03/31/20 5:56 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other manufacturing Innovative Composite Engineering Main Street White Salmon It may be essential, just not sure. 5094934484

TRUE 03/31/20 6:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Dicks Sporting Goods 1321 n Columbia center 
Blvd

Kennewick Why is a sporting good store open?   Even if doing 
curbside service.  Their employees are still at risk by 
being around each other and doing curbside.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plumbing Southwest plumbing 2401 SW Alaska St Seattle, 
WA  98106 United States

Seattle There are nonessential workers still working. J 503-312-2522

TRUE 03/31/20 6:22 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retailer Big 5 Sporting Goods 24216 104th Ave SE Kent Business is open but does not sell anything on the 
list of exceptions. Seems like most of their locations 
are open.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto repair Kent Auto Repair 26922 132nd Ave SE Kent This is a non-essential business and should not be 
currently in operation.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distributes magazines and 
books

Benjamin News Group 2701 Van Marter Spokane Valley Business only distributes magazines and books to 
stores. Drivers and merchandisers are going into 
stores and dealing with customers and other people.. 
Then coming back to facility where workers are. No 
newspapers being printed or any newspapers being 
delivered strickly magazines and books.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rhododendron Nursery Whitney Gardens / Nursery 306264 Hwy 101 Brinnon Business is STILL open to the public. Non-essential 
non-food producing.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:53 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Real estate J&M homes 1351 pacific ave Woodland Multiple customers on site. Normal business 
operation

TRUE 03/31/20 7:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office supply retail store Office max 775 NE Koetje St Oak Harbor Employees are being forced to continue working 
despite low hours/ weekly pay. Primary function of 
customers coming in is to “get out of the house”.  
Company is aware yet remains open. Store manager 
quit his job over company remaining open despite 
risk. Employees have no recourse and must 
continue working or lose their jobs.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:59 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Financial Services Fisher Investments 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr 
building 1, Camas, WA 
98607

Camas Not allowing employees to work from home, instead 
doing split shifts. No reason for this business to not 
allow employees to work from home

TRUE 03/31/20 9:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Attorney Baker Law Firm 1802 Grove St Marysville Personal injury law firm requiring employees to work 
in an office environment when courts are closed and 
motions cant be filed, performing non essential 
activities, as well as perform in person notaries for 
high risk individuals.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:18 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Coffee Stands Washington State Everywhere Shut down coffee stands. These are not essential. 
Fast food I can see because people need to eat with 
the grocery stores being empty but you need to 
reconsider what essential means. This is a huge 
reason why people aren’t staying home, because 
they go out to get coffee with friends mainly 
teenagers.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:05 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lumber yard Milwaukie Lumber Co. 13113 NE Fourth Plain Rd Vancouver This is a non essential business, but the owner and 
the Cfo have read their own interpretation into the 
Governors law. We sell no plumbing or electrical 
supplies. We are all worried about being exposed 
and are worried because we have some older 
workers at the counter. We have all expressed our 
worries but they ignore them. They have given us 
cleaning stuff, but that is not enough. We should be 
closed

TRUE 04/01/20 8:35 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliance Sales Wisemans Appliance 2619 California Ave. SW Seattle I am reporting this as a child of a employee at this 
business.  All of the employees are over 65 years 
old, some much older. They do most of their 
business over the phone, so was requesting that 
they lock the doors to the public and continue to do 
business over the phone.

anonymous

TRUE 04/01/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Saw and tractor Hartills Saw and tractor 101 W. Robert ave Chewelah Business is non-essential and should not be open.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other nursery valley nursary bond rd poulsbo I didn't realize that a nursery could be open

TRUE 04/01/20 9:49 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Garden Center wells medina nursery 8300 ne 24th st medina there is no reason for a nursery to remain open accounts@wellsmedinanurs
ery.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:29 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Equipment rental Sunbelt rentals 13405 w sunset hwy Airway Heights They rent equipment I don’t see how that is essential 
at this point and time

TRUE 04/01/20 10:29 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Black Lake BLVD Apartment 
Complex/ Landscaping crews

3300 21st Ave SW Olympia Landscaping crew continues to perform landscaping 
work and is non essential.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other hardware Cle Elum farm & home 100 w. 1st st. Cle Elum open

TRUE 04/01/20 10:47 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non-Profit Stonewater Ranch 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd Leavenworth This business is a non-profit serving a non-essential 
function. They shared an image on their Instagram 
account (@ydadventures) this morning (April 1) of 
staff gathered for a staff meeting: some over zoom, 
but at least six gathered in a room on property.

TRUE 04/01/20 10:53 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other motel Forks Motel 351 S Forks Ave Forks Non-essential business is open

TRUE 04/01/20 11:01 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail Dicks Sporting Goods bellis fair bellingham Im just curious on why this store is still open when 
all the sports are canceled for the moment. therefore 
people don't need sports equipment. Why are we still 
open and having to go to work when there is a stay 
at home order and they are not essential.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Firm Weinstein and Riley, P.S 2001 Western Ave, Suite 
400, Seattle, WA, 98101

Seattle The firm operates bankruptcy and collections law as 
a "creditors-rights firm", neither of which are 
essential legal services according the the governor's 
order. While the firm has the capacity to have 
everyone stay-at-home(and admittedly have sent 
many home to do so), they still insist some non-
essential staff work a full 40-hours based out of the 
office and for those who are allowed to work from 
home to still come in to complete some duties. As a 
non-essential business, they are still having  
employees come in for duties unrelated to basic 
minimum operations and put them at risk of infection 
to COVID-19 in spite of the governor's mandate.

TRUE 04/01/20 11:19 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Bay Court at Harbour Pointe 
Apartments

11108 Chennault Beach Rd Mukilteo Leasing office remains open and staffed, and 
advertising apartments for lease.

TRUE 04/01/20 12:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other sporting good big 5 whiskah street aberdeen why are they open? this not essential

TRUE 04/01/20 1:06 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other magazine publisher Northwest Yachting Magazine 7342 15th Ave NW Seattle working still reporting to office when all work could 
be done from home.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Manufacturing Danner Corporation 307 Oravetz PL SE Auburn Spread of the virus with a non essential business 
being kept open unnecessarily after the order the 
governor has made. I feel they need to be shut down 
now before they continue the spread while 
continuing to work everyday. They are making 
employees choose to either come into work or if they 
stay home making them use their PTO. They 
shouldn’t be making employees come in at a time 
like this and need to be confronted about it.

TRUE 04/01/20 1:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Planned Parenthood state oF WA Seattle Why Governor Inslee would you allow Planned 
Parenthood to remain open while all elective 
surgeries in other types of clinics and in hospitals 
have been cancelled.  Please Shut down all Planned 
Parenthood clinics in Washington State

TRUE 04/01/20 1:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Spinnaker Property Management 2115 S 56th Street, Ste 308 Tacoma They're still open

TRUE 04/01/20 2:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property management and 
mobile home sales

Santiago country view estates 200802 east game farm 
road

Kennewick Having maintenance guys go door to door several 
times a week,, showing homes for sale to public, 
having meetings in clubhouse

Adam 5099876640

TRUE 04/01/20 3:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cellular phone store Verizon wireless 5310 Pacific highway East Fife Don't see how Verizon wireless selling cell phones 
with customers in their store is essential. It can be 
all done over the phone

TRUE 04/01/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Loan Shark Business Impact NW 1437 S Jackson St Seattle A lot of people are coming in and out of here all day 
and I don't think they should even be open. Why are 
there all these groups here? This can't be right.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bus Barn Durham School Services 1301 80th St SW 98203 Business is requiring employees to come back to 
work before end of Gov. Inslee's "Stay Home" order.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:05 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bus Charter Company Durham Buses 1301 80th SW Everett Large number of employees gathering for a 
completely NON ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. They only 
serve school buses and it's simply just to transport 
them between school districts. No reason to have 
this open right now.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:07 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Bus Charter Company Durham 1301 80th SW Everett still bringing in large number of employees for a bus 
Charter company. No reason to have this service 
open. Saw large amount of employees in lot of 
business, one of them having coughing fits. Please 
shut it down!



TRUE 04/01/20 4:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Scented Soap Factory Bramble Berry 2138 Humboldt st. Bellingham Non essential warehouse staying open

TRUE 04/01/20 5:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 2505 S 38th St Tacoma A sporting goods store cannot be considered 
essential when there are no school or professional 
sports currently engaged in activities.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lube shop Jiffy Lube 1509 SW 12th ave Battleground The jiffy lube has decided to stay open amid this 
crisis and is non essential to everyday task. 
Changing oil is not essential when people are 
supposed to be at home. In my opinion it only 
incentivizes people to leave the house and interact 
with others.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tax office Melvin mora 13618 van Nuys blvd Pacoima Large gathering of people.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:32 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public Accounting Firm HMA CPA 510 W. Riverside Ave., 
Suite 400

Spokane They are remaining open.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:47 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

WAG N’ WASH Grooming Queen 
Anne

1932 Queen Ave N Seattle Grooming is non-essential yet they are still open with 
in the pet store. Many customers in & out, no 
precautions

TRUE 04/02/20 6:35 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Offices Ben F Barcus Law Offices 4321 Ruston Way Tacoma Multiple people coming and going all day, everyday.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:24 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Ladybug espresso 10443 16th Ave SW Seattle It's a bikini barista stand. It's got no bathroom, 
running water, sanitizer and it's ridiculous to say it's 
"essential".

YADABIRI@GMAIL.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 8:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution center for 
books and magazines

Benjamin News Group 2701 N Van Marter Rd, Spokane Valley There is rumor that at an employees mom is a 
nurse, and has been exposed to Covid-19, and there 
person has been around her mom. They don't clean 
here, haven't provided cleaning products. We are 
only sending and receiving books. The employer 
found a loop hole saying that we see media because 
we send out magazines that talk about this disease. 
We are all to scared to say we don't want to be here, 
due to getting fired. We have employees here who 
have children,  and sick loved one.

Julie

TRUE 04/02/20 8:43 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare At home daycare 1045 lakeside dr Moses lake Lady is watching like 9 plus kids in a tiny duplex. You 
can hear them from the street pounding on the walls 
and crying.. I don’t even think she’s doing it legally. 
Let’s them roam by themselves by the ledge of the 
water.. Not wiping things down. I’m concerned for 
those kids.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Life insurance/investment 
services

World Financial Group Renton 15 S. Grady Way, Suite 610 Renton business is open despite being told to work from
Home.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:43 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apartment Quilceda Creek 12115 state ave Marysville Not following social distancing, no sanatizing.non 
essential business open

TRUE 04/02/20 9:51 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Lab Hi-Rel Laboratories 6116 N Freya St Spokane Lots of vehicles in parking lot

TRUE 04/02/20 10:16 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Small remanufactured 
transmission company

Monster transmission and 
performance

17109 old Ayers rd Brooksville How is building custom transmissions essential....??

TRUE 04/02/20 10:52 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law office Johnson Law Firm 421 W. Riverside suite 216 Spokane Concerned that practice is open with employees 
coming and going.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:58 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other pawn shop cash america 33012 pacific Hwy s. federal way business open during lock down unanimous

TRUE 04/02/20 6:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non Profit Stonewater Ranch 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd Leavenworth It appears that employees are continuing to go into 
work and meet together in person

TRUE 04/02/20 7:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Big 5 9989 Silverdale Way Silverdale Big 5 sporting goods is still open and putting their 
employees at risk

TRUE 04/02/20 7:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cabinets Bellmont Cabinets 13610 52nd St. E. Sumner They make Cabinets and that is not essential customerservice@bellmontc
abinets.com

TRUE 04/02/20 8:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Store Big 5 75 Columbia Point Dr Richland Risking employees and customers to exposure to 
Corona Virus

TRUE 04/02/20 9:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Legal Firm RODGERS DEUTSCH & TURNER 3 lake bellevue drive bellevue The parking lot is always full with employees

TRUE 04/02/20 9:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Commercial Property 
Management

PCF Management 8625 Evergreen Way #200 Everett, Wa Business function performed are non essential by 
the management office. Several function can be 
performed remotely but the owner refuses to allow 
any of us to do that. I'm extremely concerned that 
one of my coworkers could infect me with the virus. I 
fear retaliation from the owner if he were to find out I 
reported him.  I feel office staff can work remotely 
and/or schedule staggered times to come in the 
office for mail and payment processing.  Please help 
employees that work for owners whom feel the rules 
don't apply to them.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Chabad Queen Anne-
Magnolia

Chabad Queen Anne-Magnolia 1615 4th Avenue North Seattle Pre-school or child care, or Hebrew School for 4 
year olds, and other non-essential activities observed 
on Monday or Tuesday this week.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports Store Big 5 Sports 1351 Galaxy Drive NE Lacey I can't imagine a sports store being open and 
considered "essential" when all sports are canceled 
and all gyms are closed.  That doesn't make sense.

TRUE 04/02/20 10:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Firm Gore & Grewe, PS 103 E Indiana Avenue, 
Suite A

Spokane They are continuing to remain open and serve 
clients despite the fact that they are not an essential 
business.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Truck rental Penske truck rental 18441 E valley hwy Kent Not staying home during pandemic!

TRUE 04/03/20 12:59 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cell phone business Boost mobile 7520 w Clearwater ave Kennewick These are small stores that don’t have enough room 
for social distancing and aren’t listed as essential. 
This location was open as if 4/02/2020, not sure 
about other locations in tricities .

TRUE 04/03/20 9:23 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Firm Granite Spire Law Group PLLC 2003 Western Ave St. 345 Seattle They are non-essential business with capabilities to 
work from home. Employees are going into work 
daily.

info@granitespirelaw.com

TRUE 04/03/20 11:27 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other PAWN SHOP MONEY MAN PAWN AND JEWELRY 31509 3RD AVE, STE 100 BLACK DIAMOND OPERATES BEHIND FACADE OF CLOSED 
DOORS, BUT STILL CONDUCTING BUSINESS 
WITH PUBLIC.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:00 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Easy pawn Easy Pawn 5990 west 44 Ave 80212 Wheatridge co Not fallowing C O V 19 order and shutdown order as 
well .And last week me in my friend went there to 
pay for something and the let other customer in 
when there was no casher open they got very close 
to us didn't not inforce socil distancing and the not 
following shut down order

Mike Yen 303-503-4612

TRUE 04/03/20 6:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

COA MEXICAN EATERY & 
TEQUILERIA

Not sure Mount Vernon They have limited their nails from regular to 3-8 pm

TRUE 04/03/20 9:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Magazines Benjamin News group 2701 n van marter rd Spokane valley All employees are still working , under the radar of 
news but they are not news just magazines,  have 
observed employees are sick and vendor all stores in 
Spokane , Tri cites , and yakima

Benjamin News 5099275820

TRUE 04/04/20 11:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Sales Let Freedom Ring 5868 Pacific Ave SE Suite A Lacey They are open and selling clothing and guns. None 
of which is essential. They also were out on a ladder 
today to put a blow up thing on the roof to get 
customers. The open light is on and they are 
advertising Friday and Saturday hours.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:38 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational vehicle repair Genesis auto and rv repair 6220 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Poor ppe protection no masks available and 6ft from 
person to person is being violated

TRUE 04/04/20 11:39 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Dick’s Sporting Goods 328 NE Northgate Way Seattle Employees are still reporting for work. Some of 
these employees have to ride the city bus, and are 
forced to expose themselves daily. They are also still 
interacting with customers.

TRUE 04/04/20 11:53 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pay day loans Colortyme 407 S Pioneer Way Moses Lake I was in 3/20/2020 and they stated they were not 
proccessing new loans. Still open to date. They 
should be considered non essential.

Victor Godinez 425-255-5004

TRUE 04/04/20 12:53 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation rental home Owned by Mandi LaPointe 10241 State Route 903 Ronald Vrbo.com/1693003?noDates=true

This is the link to the cabin on the vrbo website.
This owner is scheduling bookings while it is illegal 
in Kittitas County under the current Stay-at-Home 
order.

TRUE 04/04/20 1:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Door to door sales Full Circle Farms Door to door sales in 
Duvall, WA

Duvall Full Circle farms is going door to door in my 
neighborhood trying to sell their service, and not 
practicing social distancing.

TRUE 04/04/20 2:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Rose Hill Car Wash 12633 NE 85th St Kirkland Multiple employees washing cars, including cleaning 
the interiors of cars, possibly exposing themselves 
and clients to virus

TRUE 04/04/20 2:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Big 5 Sporting Goods 909 Cooper Point Rd SW Olympia They appear to be open and I don't see any of their 
functions on the essential list.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Sky Nursery 18528 Aurora Ave N Shoreline This business is still open and having people come 
into work. This is definitely a non essential business 
and I am concerned for the employees.

TRUE 04/04/20 3:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

El Padrino 530 Valley Mall Parkway East Wenatchee Too many people in bakery at once. There are many 
in and out people . Large amount of people over 10 
in business.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dry cleaners College Cleaners College st Lacey Is that non essential

TRUE 04/04/20 9:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Supply STORE Office Depot 602 Sleater Kinney RD SE Lacey This store should not be open. They are sold out of 
almost everything essential and people are just going 
in to “boredom shop” or browse. Their employees 
and most importantly other people are putting 
themselves at risk. And for what? For people that 
don’t want to follow the order to stay home. This is 
ridiculous.



TRUE 04/05/20 2:06 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Attorney MY Law 33309 1st Way S Ste A104 Federal Way Ridiculous, when other businesses r force to closed 
during COVID-19 it is unfair to for legal firm which is 
not essential business operating their business in 
the building. They are not urgent legal just doing 
auto accident. They do have about 5-7 employees 
which is Asians walking around the building & 
operating.  It’s not emergency legal but they r 
operating business by manipulate the law!! I’ve 
heard their employees has been treated by owner of 
the company to attend the work instead of work at 
home.  Lots of businesses r hiring is this is 
completely unfair for some of us! Please investigate!  
 Thank you.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:57 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods store Big 5 818 ne northgate way Seattle All big 5 stores are open and they are non essential 
business.   Dicks sporting goods is closed.  Shouldnt 
big 5 be closed?

TRUE 04/05/20 11:37 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Pure skin and wellness 419 s 1st street suite a Mount Vernon Pure skin and wellness has had people in the 
building. They are not employees.

TRUE 04/05/20 12:01 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation rental company Destination Leavenworth 940 US-2 A-1 Leavenworth Leisure travel, promoting vacation rentals in our area 
and still booking out of town and state travelers

TRUE 04/05/20 12:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Casey's crafts 14485 wa-525 Langley Casey's crafts has announced on Facebook that 
they are re-opening with claims that they have 
received "essential" status. This is false and 
misleading. Endangering employees and public.

425 319-3564

TRUE 04/05/20 6:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plant Nursery Alpine Nursery & Landscape 17518 79th Ave E Puyallup Witnessed a large number of customers walking 
around the premises in close quarters this afternoon.

TRUE 04/05/20 7:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Aspen Dental 8101 NE Parkway Dr Ste F2 Vancouver This dentist is saying his office is open during the 
stay-at-home order.  He's saying it's just for urgent 
procedures BUT there are posts on FB that looks 
like he's fishing for new business, not just urgent 
cases.  Patients are getting comprehensive 
treatment plans.  How is an exam and xrays 
essential for a comprehensive treatment plans?!  
Patients are being told they need "deep cleanings".  
How is that urgent?!

TRUE 04/05/20 9:28 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Staging empty homes for 
sale

SDN 5901 23rd drive W #105 Everett Owner says that she has a loop hole and will not 
close. Workers are in enclosed truck together to jobs 
moving things in close proximity with each other. 
This is not moving households and is just setting up 
things in empty homes for sale. This work requires 
at least 2 employees in close contact when doing 
drop offs, as well as at warehouses in Everett and 
Kirkland.

TRUE 04/05/20 10:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aircraft interior Jamco America 1018 80th st. Sw Everett My daughter is working there and has to attend work 
on Tuesday. Boeing just announced that they will be 
closing indefinitely until COVIT-19 is over. Therefore 
I don't understand why they have to remain open. 
Everything is on paused so why are they having their 
employees go back to work and risk their life for non 
essential work.

HR@jamco-america.com

TRUE 04/06/20 6:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big5 1719 Morgan Road Sunnyside I do not think that this is an essential business. 
There are always a lot of people there and they are 
not following social distancing.

Jenny Smith

TRUE 04/06/20 2:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation Rental Grandview on the Lake 322 W Woodin Ave Chelan this Is a vacation rental business and their crew 
should
Not be working. This is absolutely ridiculous.

TRUE 04/06/20 2:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other AirBNB AirBNB at 1620 Sunset Ave SW 1620 Sunset Avenue SW Seattle Visitors checked in yesterday.  Also yard workers are 
leaf blowing.

All neighbors on the block...

TRUE 04/06/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Apartment Leasing Office The Landing at Vancouver 100 SE Olympia Dr Vancouver Numerous leasing tours are being conducted today - 
Leasing Manager Ryle led around 2 women giving a 
tour of the property, assist manager Alisha was 
giving a tour to a man. They were conducting 
nonessential business in person - these people were 
asking what units were available, etc around the 
property. They were outside my apartment being 
toured. They are potentially exposing all of us 
residents to the virus and I do not feel safe in my 
own apartment complex.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports store Dick’s Sporting Goods 328 NE Northgate Way Seattle Store is still open. Employees are still having to 
report to work.

TRUE 04/06/20 3:53 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Oil Change Facility Grease Monkey 33505 21st Ave. SW Federal Way It’s not attached to an essential business, does not 
perform repairs, and most customers are not 
essential employees.

TRUE 04/06/20 5:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb Dylan Reidt 2938 Alki Ave SW Seattle Families staying in airbnb at private residence in 
already crowded Alki area of Seattle during 
Governors "Stay at Home" order putting people at 
risk of COVID 19

TRUE 04/06/20 6:24 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nightly Rentals Destination Leavenworth 940 Hwy 2 Suite A-1 Leavenworthq A Safe Harbor for Spring Break

This special is for those of you who need a real 
Spring break and are looking to getaway while your 
schools are closed and everyone is cooped up at 
home.

Coming to Leavenworth's mountain air can be good 
medicine for your whole family. Children can enjoy 
their time off from school, you can work remotely, 
and everyone benefits.

March 9 to May 10 Direct Booking Special

Our bonus to you is a third night free for stays from 
March 9 to May 10. Apply coupon code THREE.

If you book a five night stay in that same time period, 
you can add two additional free nights. Apply coupon 
code SPRING STAY

This may not be combined with any other offers or 
discounts, and applies only to new reservations.

TRUE 04/06/20 6:26 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Mega Wash 1634 W Gardner Spokane Non-essential business open JOELL@SARFFMC.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 18600 33rd Ave W Lynnwood Closed for a certain amount of day’s. Then all of a 
sudden re-opened.

TRUE 04/06/20 8:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other RENTAL VACATION 
CABINS

AIR BNB'S, BETSY'S CABINS PARADISE DRIVE ASHFORD WHY ARE THESE RENTERS/TOURISTS NOT 
STAYING AT HOME PER THE STAY HOME STAY 
HEALTHY PROCLAMATION 20-25!! WE ARE A 
VERY SMALL GROUP OF RESIDENTS AND DO 
NOT NEED THEM HERE RIGHT NOW IN OUR 
ONE AND ONLY GROCERY STORE 
STOCKPILING

3605692356

TRUE 04/06/20 11:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Legal Kendrick and Malane 4109 Tieton Dr. Yakima Unnecessary contact with the public. Why put 
employees or citizens at risk, if not necessary.

TRUE 04/06/20 11:40 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor Recreational 
Clothing

Work-Sports & Outdoors 840 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw This retailer does not sell essential goods. They offer 
clothing and recreational sporting goods items.

RC Anton 2066194554

TRUE 04/07/20 5:40 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other sporting goods Big 5 sporting goods 18600 33rd Ave W Lynnwood Non essential business staying open

TRUE 04/07/20 10:57 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail/Sporting Goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 108 West Stuart Road Bellingham As an employee at Big 5, I feel that I, my coworkers, 
and customers are being put in risk by the store 
remaining open. Not only are we not essential but 
we also are receiving no protection or protocols to 
follow as employees. Our customers are coming in 
to shop around and are rarely following quarantine 
guidelines. I ask that if we are not considered non-
essential we at least are required to have more 
protection for our employees and customers. Thank 
you for your time.

TRUE 04/08/20 7:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation rental Rafat Cates 1620 sunset avenue 
southwest

Seattle Out of town renters arrived this week (Texas license 
plates)

TRUE 04/08/20 1:29 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Jo-Anne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Craft store still open to the public while other craft 
stores like Michael's and Hobby Lobby have closed.

customer.service@joann.co
m

TRUE 04/08/20 1:30 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Jo-Anne Fabrics 2886 NW Bucklin Hill Rd Silverdale Craft store still open to the public while other craft 
stores like Michael's and Hobby Lobby have closed.

customer.service@joann.co
m

TRUE 04/08/20 3:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming The Painted Pooch 641 SW 153rd St Burien I'm not 100% sure if a pet grooming business is 
considered essential or not but I've noticed the 
business has remained open. From what I've 
seen/heard, the business has taken measures to 
limit exposure and promote social distancing, but 
from what I've read, Covid-19 can still be transmitted 
from the hair of animals to humans.

TRUE 04/08/20 4:58 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Coffee Business Chickalatte 10733 Aurora Ave N Seattle Bikini coffee is not essential in a pandemic. Facial 
coverings are not being required, and I am deeply 
concerned for the safety of the employees due to the 
fact that their employer has historically pressured 
them to increase their sales quotas or risk losing 
their job.



TRUE 04/08/20 5:22 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 1101 NW Leary Way Seattle Been open every day I walk down Leary. A few 
weeks now : (

TRUE 04/08/20 11:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 31956 wa. State route 20 Oak Harbor The business is open and running as usual.

TRUE 04/09/20 6:40 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Baye Enterprises 10749 A St S, Suite F Tacoma Work still happen at furniture maker.

TRUE 04/09/20 11:48 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Childcare Bright horizons 1570 W armory way Seattle This business is slated to open April 27th. There was 
a known case of Covid with one of the workers.   
Should this business be following the Governors 
orders and stay closed until at least May 5th?

TRUE 04/09/20 3:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plant nurseru Wells Medina Nursery 8300 NE 24th St, Medina, 
WA 98039

Medina Wells Medina plant nursery is not only open for 
business but has an extremely large number of 
people gathered together on its premises. They are 
unable to control social distancing on their premises 
also. So many people are free quitting their business 
that there is an actual traffic jam that goes several 
blocks down the road blocking the intersections in 
town.

An employee who needs 
anonymous protection

accounts@wellsmedinanurs
ery.com

TRUE 04/09/20 5:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 sporting goods Multple Spokane Valley I work at hospital so people stay home!!  Why is a 
sporting good store open!!

TRUE 04/10/20 2:12 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Pawn Father's 18810 Meridian E #114 Puyallup Parking lot is always full. Doesn't seem like an 
essential business to be open. Just people bored 
and browsing. It's a pretty small shop from what I 
remember, social distancing would be hard in that 
setting.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:03 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Sportsman’s warehouse 1020 n Stratford road suite 
d

Moses lake No need for a sporting goods store to be open if 
fishing and hunting are closed statewide.

TRUE 04/10/20 8:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacasa Vacasa 913 NE Vine St White Salmon This property is a vacation rental business.  They are 
currently 5 cars, several with Oregon plates, with a 
large group of people drinking and having a party 
around a fire fit in the front yard. This vacation rental 
is booked every weekend as our neighboring town of 
Hood River has prohibited vacation rentals for non 
essential use. The owner allowing non essential and 
allowing tourists to stay in our neighborhood.

TRUE 04/11/20 10:34 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Plant Nursery West Seattle Nursery California Ave Seattle How can they be open and taking appointments 
online.  Shut them down!!!

TRUE 04/11/20 12:46 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Thrift store Veterans thrift store 4507 W Wellesley ave. Spokane No precautions being used or social distancing 
visible. Only thrift shop, antique store, vintage shop  
in Spokane not dying their part.

TRUE 04/11/20 3:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gardening Valley Nursery 20882 Bond Rd NE, 
Poulsbo, Washington 98370

Poulsbo They just announced they are reopening.

TRUE 04/11/20 3:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guns ammo clothing Cabelas 9810 quilceda blvd Tulalip Why is this business open? Parking lot is completely 
full.

TRUE 04/11/20 3:48 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gardening Valley Nursery 20882 Bond Rd NE Poulsbo More than 10 people being closer than 6 feet from 
one another.

TRUE 04/11/20 7:22 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Cash America 225 Sunset Renton Business is open regular hours , non essential

TRUE 04/11/20 11:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Gnc 1535 nw Louisiana ave Chehalis This business is a small space, non essential, open 
daily.

TRUE 04/12/20 12:33 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Yarn Shop All Wound Up 18521 76th Ave W, #109 Edmonds Business is still operating. Allowing purchase online 
and pick up at store.

TRUE 04/12/20 2:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery Valley nursery 20882 Bond Road Poulsbo Nursery was working on an appointment only basis 
and recently lifted restrictions and are operating at 
full capacity. Many enclosed shop and greenhouse 
areas do not allow for distancing without restricted 
entrance.

Justin@valleynurseryinc.co
m

TRUE 04/13/20 2:52 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational and collector 
motorcycle repair

BBR Motorsports 2551 Cole Street Enumclaw They haven't stopped working since the order was 
imposed

TRUE 04/13/20 8:44 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Nursery My Garden Nursery 929 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham I drove by on my way home from my essential job 
and they had nearly a dozen people just coming and 
going like normal. Buying flowers is not essential. 
The lady that owns this place should be ashamed for 
putting money over safety.

TRUE 04/13/20 3:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Big 5 1025 Bethel Ave Port Orchard Sporting Goods are not on the essential business 
list.... Big 5 is open with a sign stating just to stay 6ft 
away from people. This business should not be open.

Joann's right next door to them on the other hand... 
SHOULD be considered an essential business 
because people NEED fabric to sew cloth masks!

TRUE 04/14/20 12:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun range Pacific Indoor Tactical 951 Northeast 21st Court Oak Harbor Gun range is not classified as essential.

TRUE 04/14/20 5:02 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other RENTAL CABINS STILL 
BEING RENTED OUT

VRBO, BETSYS CABINS, RAINIER 
COTTAGES

Paradise estates ashford "renters" are not complying to stay at home 
proclamation 20-25 and are in cabin rentals in a very 
small community of residents..using our one and 
only grocery store we rely on

prefer not to state unknown

TRUE 04/15/20 2:02 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental condominiums Nautilus 835 Ocean Shores Blvd NW Ocean Shores The units that are rentals have occupants.

TRUE 04/15/20 10:17 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Financial lending/collecting Onemain financial 1220 n Columbia center 
blvd

Kennewick I belive this business is non essential, there are no 
cash transaction, they also have the ability and 
tested functions to allow their employees to work 
from home and do not let them. They are still facing 
customers in a small closing room and at times have 
to work side by side with another employee all they 
do is call to collect payments

TRUE 04/16/20 9:23 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other motel Seaquest Motel 801 West First St. South Bend This motel sits in the heart of a tiny, impoverished 
town with a very large elderly population. The motel 
is continuing to house tourists from all over-- 
including those from the Seattle metro area.   Then 
these tourists buy from our grocery store and coffee 
shop. It's extremely dangerous because we're in NO 
WAY equipped to handle any cases of the virus 
here.      This is easy enough to check; just call 360-
875-5349 and ask for a room!      PLEASE handle 
this.

TRUE 04/16/20 2:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation rental Lake escape vacation rental 23120 lake Wenatchee 
highway

Leavenworth https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/33365034

TRUE 04/16/20 8:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Motel Seaquest Motel 801 W. First St. South Bend Please pass this to the appropriate law enforcement 
agency. This motel is still doing substantial business 
and is in the very center of this very small town filled 
with elderly people. The tourists shop at our only 
grocery and it's very unsafe to have so many coming 
through here.

TRUE 04/17/20 9:33 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycares The children’s courtyard south 3211 Willamette dr ne Olympia Not practicing social distance upon Pu. To many kids 
playing together at once, care givers not practicing 
safe hygiene and non essential workers staying 
home, dropping kids off.  Both daycares in that loop!

TRUE 04/17/20 11:12 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Dicks Sporting Goods 625 Black Lake Blvd Olympia Offering curbside pick up

TRUE 04/17/20 11:30 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other License & Title Tacoma License & Title 6718 19th St W University Place Business has not closed during Pandemic, Business 
always has line of customers.

TRUE 04/17/20 12:27 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun sales Randy’s hunting center 721 E Huron ave Bad axe Busy busy every time I drive by and it is just a small 
store and guns are not essential part of life.

TRUE 04/17/20 5:00 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Appliancr store AAA Appliance 7406 Union Avenue Cleveland Business was open at 7:30 pm on April 17, 2020
 And other times as well

Rather not give Roderick Braxton

TRUE 04/18/20 8:16 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other vacation rental in Chelan 
county

12605 Icicle Lane, Leavenworth 12605 Icicle Lane Leavenworth The vacation rental at 12605 Icicle Lane, 
Leavenworth, WA has rented out the house for the 
weekend.  Two families arrived yesterday afternoon.  
Please, please start enforcing these criminal 
violations.  If you don't enforce now, what's it going 
to be like next weekend when they know they can 
get away with it?   I'm over 50, have asthma and two 
pre-teen girls.  I cannot get sick, especially from 
irresponsible criminals.  Please again and thank you.

TRUE 04/18/20 9:15 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Pasteleria Panaderia la ideal 8909 14th ave So, suit D Seattle, 98108 There open today Saturday, and at times in the day 
for a few hours

TRUE 04/21/20 2:50 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other retail sporting goods BIG 5 815 N STRATFORD RD 
UNIT A

MOSES LAKE NOT USING PROPER DISTANCING

TRUE 04/21/20 7:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto body for non essential 
workers

Distinctive designs 3904 Fidalgo bay rd Anacortes Running an auto body shop for non essential 
workers. Making in person contacts, as well as 
running a business within city limits

Nicholas Kyzar 3609087834

TRUE 04/21/20 8:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Smokey Point Jewelry And Pawn 3131 Smokey Point Dr 
STU#13

Arlington NA

TRUE 04/22/20 1:05 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Daycare/Preschool Northbrook Montessori School 3706 193rd Pl SE Bothell business providing daycare service for non-essential 
workers

northbrookmontessori@gma
il.com

TRUE 04/22/20 2:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other MOTEL SEAQUEST MOTEL 801 W. FIRST ST. SOUTH BEND OPEN FOR COUPLES/TOURISTS IN CENTER OF 
TINY TOWN WITH MANY OLDER PEOPLE AND 
ONLY ONE GROCERY STORE, PHARMACY

TRUE 04/22/20 9:20 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rentals Betsy's Cabins at Mt Rainier Paradise Dr. Ashford, WA 
98304

ASHFORD Per their Facebook page they are still trying rebt out 
the cabins.



TRUE 04/24/20 5:55 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun store & range Norpoint Shooting Center 8620 172nd St NE #8988 Arlington, WA 98223 Parking lot was full with people going in and out. 
Their Facebook page says they are open: 
https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=340349
5322998112&id=177719455575731

Brian@norpointrange.com

TRUE 04/25/20 9:30 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non-essential retail Big 5 Sporting Goods 171 valley Center pl. Sequim Most if the employees have opted out of work 
because of the virus including myself. The regional 
supervisor shut us down for I think about 5 days and 
then reopened.

TRUE 04/28/20 12:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Marine Manufacture Hewes Marine Company, Inc. 1445 North Highway Colville Hewes Marine Company submitted an "Essential 
Business Request" under "Critical Manufacturing" 
though they are a 'Recreational Fishing' boat 
producer.  Used unethical language on the request 
to the State to acquire "essential" status.  ALL types 
of boat manufactures provide parts for marine 
transportation.  Not a government or DOT supplier.... 
merely a recreational/leisure supplier.  Violation of 
Business ethics.

TRUE 04/28/20 9:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscaping Mint Landscapes 5711 Lacey blvd suite 303 Lacey Workers riding in vehicles together not social 
distancing and not essential

TRUE 04/29/20 5:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Equipment Store Outdoor Emporium: Sportco 
Warehouse

1701 4th Ave S #1514 Seattle, WA This store has been open since March 23th when 
the Governor first announced that it should be 
closed. The Seattle Police come into the store and 
are checking out guns and other outdoor recreation 
equipment. You can look up the form 4473 (Assault 
rifles and pistols legislative) and see that guns have 
been bought during this Stay Home Order. I have 
sent this report before and no one have contacted 
them, I have to go into work everyday and am going 
to get fired if I don't continue to come in. Please 
follow up with the store.

TRUE 04/29/20 5:32 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Residential building 1903 Hoyt Everett Not sure if this has openned up.  They started 
building next door on 4/28/20 They are not wearing 
masks or distancing themselves.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:56 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Service Center Tacoma RV Service Dept. 8507 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma Tacoma RV service reopened on 4/28 to both staff 
and customers. Hand sanitizer is not available, 
disinfectants are not present, 6' distance is not being 
kept. Employees are required to wear masks but are 
not using them properly.

TRUE 05/01/20 3:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods clothing 
manufacture

Matman Wrestling co. 12724 Pacific Hwy SW, 
Tacoma, WA 98499

Lakewood Originally furloughed workers for stay at home order. 
When they got a PPP loan they pulled all workers 
back to take advantage of "free" labor even though 
the biz is non essential and should be closed at the 
moment. There are currently people working at the 
location given.

TRUE 05/02/20 11:28 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Automotive Supplies Autozone 1220 W 4th Ave Kennewick I assume these guys are trying to stay open under 
the "Transportation & Logistics" exception of 
essential businesses, but they and other auto parts 
stores only serve retail customers and provide only 
the most basic preventive maintenance (replacing 
wipers and batteries). No employees are wearing 
masks or adhering to distancing rules either

TRUE 05/04/20 3:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Cabelas 9810 Quil Ceda Blvd Tulalip They are not counting people entering the store. 
They are not introducing ways to help keep people 
distanced. They are not essential and are still open.

TRUE 05/05/20 9:42 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Fiddlesticks 1601 Summitview Ave Yakima This store has been offering curbside pick up and 
appointment based shopping for awhile despite the 
phase chart not showing this as being allowed yet. 
Also, they are now stating that they will completely 
open up because they sell food and drink. This is not 
okay because they are a gift/collectible store and 
only sell small snacks, nor actual food. 
https://www.fiddlesticksyakima.com

None listed, number is 509-
452-7718

TRUE 05/05/20 6:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail , gift shop; not 
essential!

Fiddlesticks 16th & Summitview Yakima She is thumbing her nose at Governor’s order, she 
claims she is essential. She is not.

Michelle Sink

TRUE 05/07/20 7:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Beach Resort/Tourism Seabrook 220 Market Street Pacific City, WA 98571 Seabrook is currently accepting reservations for 
guests to stay 7 days. They are encouraging non-
local residents to travel to their beach resort. The 
Grays Harbor Health Dept said this should be 
reported because they are in violation of Phase 1.

info@seabrookwa.com

TRUE 05/08/20 3:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office building Active space 700 NW 42nd St Seattle Stayed open the whole month of March April going 
on May too

TRUE 05/08/20 8:12 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rifle Range Tacoma Sportsman Club Canyon Road Puyallup Tacoma Sportsman Club is open, rifle and shotgun 
ranges are operational. Gun ranges were not 
deemed as essential business to open under phase 
one.

TRUE 05/11/20 7:45 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Cash America Pawn 10421 16th Ave SW White Center This shop has been open with customers going in 
and out for weeks.

TRUE 05/12/20 9:59 AM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Maplewood Constrution Inc 10007 86th Ave NW Gig Harbor exacting and digging perk holes no hand wash no 
toilet, very combative contractor will be doing the 
septic and said all inspectors are back to work

TRUE 03/30/20 5:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Corp HQ for a hotel chain Pineapple Hospitality 155 108th Ave NE #500 Bellevue I understand they are still requiring employees that 
could work from home to be onsite at HQ I’m 
Bellevue.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Corp HQ for a hotel chain Pineapple Hospitality 155 108th Ave NE #500 Bellevue I understand they are still requiring employees that 
could work from home to be onsite at HQ I’m 
Bellevue.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart 164th Lynnwood The parking lot was packed people walking out of 
there with rugs and toys

TRUE 03/30/20 10:08 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bike shop The lost co 805 e north street Bellingham Not a bike shop fixing flats for repair.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:56 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Tire store T and T tire 603 Ash street Kelso Getting in and out of cars to service tires , not social 
distancing, not sufficiently wearing PPE.

I would like to remain you’re 
not a mess

TRUE 03/30/20 5:19 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Family Child Care Home Campbell Susana M - Everett WA Family Child Care Home3RD DRIVE SE, EVERETT 
WA 98208

Everett This business is an in home child care facility that is 
still operating and might be considered an essential 
business to healthcare workers however, the owner 
still continues to not comply with the social 
distancing as she continues to have people over for 
dinner and/or social gatherings/visiting.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:13 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Manufacturing Rippedsheets Dba Columbia Label 1580 Dale Ave Benton City Having non-essential workers continuing to work 
causing more then 10 people to be in areas. If the 
other non-essential businesses are closed, Does this 
one need to be open?

TRUE 03/30/20 4:12 PM Essential Business Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other napkin plant nw napkin 7016 ne 40th Avenue suite 
101

Vancouver While delivering there today I saw many employees 
working and not following social distancing 
requirements

TRUE 03/30/20 9:13 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Auto parts Westbay auto parts 2610 mile hill drive Port orchard This parts store is so busy still, how are they still 
open for the regular public to shop for non essential 
parts?

TRUE 03/30/20 7:53 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Residential building with 
dog park

2900 on First 2900 1st Ave. Seattle Hi there — the dog park at this building is still open, 
and residents regularly gather in large groups, 
standing close to one another.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:10 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Gun Club Tonasket Gun Club North Pine Creek Road Tonasket They had a gun shoot on March 22,2020 that had 
more then 50 people in attendance and they have 
shooting practice every Wednesday that have groups 
of people and they refuse to not hold events

TRUE 03/30/20 3:07 PM Essential Business Large gathering(s) of people Other Childcare ? 12014 66th St NE Lake Stevens Daycare still open. No social distancing when 
multiple families are picking up at the same time. 
Dozen of kinds running around property.

Prefer not to answer

TRUE 03/30/20 5:41 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Truck parts PACCAR PARTS DIVISION 405 house way Renton Working overtime this last Saturday and Sunday, 
and working Monday through Friday shipping stock 
orders, not essential orders. Only essential is 
emergency orders and  only needs a handful of 
employees not a full work crew sending mostly just 
stock orders to go on a dealer's shelf

TRUE 03/30/20 5:30 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware/home 
improvement

Builders first source 1331 208th st east Spanaway Many businesses like builders first source, Parr 
lumber and BMC are continuing to operate and 
deliver lumber to construction sites who will accept 
them; they are trying to fly under the “hardware 
home improvement” umbrella but in reality they are 
lumber delivery for construction sites which are non 
essential. Don’t let them continue this. It’s requiring 
non essentials to work.



TRUE 03/30/20 4:50 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Wireless Cellphone 
Provider

T-Mobile 12920 SE 38th Street Bellevue Many T-Mobile retail stores will re-open April 1. 
Distr.Mgr/Team Mgr's are expected to return to work 
also. This is concerning due to the nature of the job. 
Mgr's travel to up to 14 different stores for their role, 
which includes trickling corporate information to 
retail i.e., retail compliance and sales initiatives. I'm 
concerned due to the unneccessary exposure of 
both the mgrs and retail employees coming in 
contact with them. Requiring visits to such a large 
number of locations increases the chance of 
contracting the virus and becoming a vector of 
transmission. Along with this, it is unneccessary for 
risky travel exposure when job duties can be 
performed remotely from home via phone/email. 
This also puts their family members they come 
home to in a risky position for becoming sick. Taking 
into account the number of T-Mobile stores in the 
state, it has potential to have a large negative impact 
on efforts to contain the epidemic.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Corporate Housing ABODA by RESIDE 6525 240th St. SE Bldg. B 
Woodinville, WA 98072

Woodinville Only part of this business that is essential is 
cleaning services and even then those are our 
vendors.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Western States Cat Rental Store 4625 E Trent Ave. Spokane My neighbor received equipment from this company 
during the stay at home order. I seems like they 
should be considered non-essential. I'm not sure 
how delivering an excavator to a home owner to level 
their yard would be considered essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:34 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other HVAC systems Haakon Industries 1633 W 1st Street Cheney work in a warehouse, at least 70 people per day. 
Close quarters. When asking administration if our 
work was really essential because many of us are 
worried about carrying illness home and 3 people 
have been asked to leave as they either tested or 
were exposed but admin will not give us any 
information on this. We were told we will work until 
government comes and forces us to close by citation.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:14 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Work sports and outdoors 840 Roosevelt ave Enumclaw Too many people in and out. 
Busy environment.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:54 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hardware store True Value Hardware 119 17th St Lynden Non-essential business is open

TRUE 03/30/20 3:56 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hardware store Ace Hardware 1736 Front St Lynden Non-essential business is open

TRUE 03/30/20 4:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery and garden; 
housewares, jewelry, etc

Shady Creek Nursery Garden and 
Oinds

388 Omak River Road Omak Posting on Facebook that they are open for 
business. Sign in the driveway says they are open

TRUE 03/30/20 4:04 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Surplus lines tax filing Valley Insurance LLC 307 29th St NE #107 Puyallup This business claims to be essential yet it does not 
fall under the essential business outlined by the 
governer.  Employees have direct contact with 
individuals who can spread to vulnerable classes.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord High Grove Apartments 12433 Admiralty Way Everett Allowing tours and resident's to go in building for 
unnecessary reasons.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:36 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other nightly vacation rental snowgrass lodge 8787 icicle rd leavenworth,wa 98826 full parking lot at this lodge. license plates from 
seattle area

TRUE 03/30/20 4:53 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cell Phones T-Mobile 612 Sleater Kinney Rd SE Lacey Business is open and non essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:09 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pest control Sound Pest solution Oak drive Steilacoom Working for residential areas and in contact with 
groups of people

Concerned citizen

TRUE 03/30/20 5:44 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Tax Office HR Block 4301 S Meridian ST Puyallup At risk employees are still being forced to come to 
work in a basically retail space.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Recreational Vehicle repairs Clear Creek RV 11572 Clear Creek Rd Silverdale None essential, no reason to have 
employees,customers and traffic at this time.

Jim fisher

TRUE 03/30/20 5:45 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other CPA Tax Michèle Cloutier CPA 372 H Street Blaine Business is open to do tax returns

TRUE 03/30/20 5:47 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Outdoor sporting goods 
store

Sportmans Warehouse 1020 N Stratford Rd, Ste D Moses Lake They are still open, they are non-essential, selling 
guns, fishing equipment, camping gear and other 
non-essential items

TRUE 03/30/20 5:51 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property management NRB property management 15413 1st aveCt S #G6 Tacoma, WA 98444 Employees are still working in the office.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shopt Double Eagle pawn W. Francis and E. Sprague Spokane No limits on how many in store.
They said it's voluntary to be open or closed.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pest control Palouse empire pest control S 616 main st Colfax wa 99111 Non essential business still working and bragging 
about it.

Pepci@pullman.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Big 5 Sporting Goods 31956 WA-20 Oak Harbor Big 5 Sporting Goods is remaining open despite not 
being under any of the essential business definitions.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:17 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods retailer Big 5 sporting goods 7214 170th Ave NE Redmond I feel like they shouldn’t be open. I don’t understand 
why they would be essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Delivery OLS Serves non profit P.O. Box 4128 Seattle Requiring drivers to work and not honoring stay at 
home

TRUE 03/30/20 7:33 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Law Office Law Office of Thomas Olmstead 20319 NE Bond Rd Poulsbo Office is still open and meeting personally with 
clients and potential clients

TRUE 03/30/20 7:34 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Accounting / taxes / Other? unkown no tukwila business license 16228 42nd ave S tukwila Unlicensed accounting tax prep business operating 
on premise.  Additional businesses listed in phone 
book showing this address including a car lot and 
electrician.  Constant traffic all day and into the 
evening.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:57 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Shop Precise Shooter 19820 40th Ave W Lynnwood Business is open

TRUE 03/30/20 8:15 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Dicks Sporting Goods 1321 Columbia Center blvd Kennewick Yes they sell bikes however 5-10employees inside 
are risking their health.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:31 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting goods Big 5 sporting goods 31956 state Route 20 Oak harbor I don’t believe this business is essential. Camp 
grounds are closed, sports are canceled and 
clothing/shoes are not essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail shop County line shooting 35502 state route 507 Mckenna Non essential business that is open

TRUE 03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Body Metro Auto Rebuild 2218 Airport Way S Seattle Business is open as normal with no effort to reduce 
staff or comply with the social distancing rules

TRUE 03/30/20 8:41 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Store Big 5 Sporting Goods 31956 State Route 20 Oak Harbor This business is non-essential and should not be 
open at this time.

TRUE 03/30/20 8:52 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel Days Inn Federal Way,WA 34827 Pacific Hwy S, 
Federal Way, WA 98003

Federal Way Forced labor of in-house cleaning workers without 
any protection of virus. Firing of workers without pay 
and not paying the real hours worked by employees. 
Management of cleaning group, Argelia fired 
workers for no reason and made xenophobic threats 
of calling immigration if workers don't work during 
virus without PPE

TRUE 03/30/20 9:25 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Financial Trellis Advisors 301 W. Umptanum Road, 
Suite 5

Ellensburg Office is still open. Business Phone: 509.925.6080

TRUE 03/30/20 9:38 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goods Big 5 1719 Morgan Road Sunnyside This is a sporting goods store and does not fall 
under any  essential category.

TRUE 04/24/20 5:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The glam lab N/A Tacoma I’ve seen many people tagging on Facebook Ro 
Phan of Tacoma Washington. She is advertising 
defying the stay at home order by doing eyelash 
extensions from her home.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

The glam lab Lashez & Tingz by Ro 
Phan

Tacoma Tacoma Posting and offering lash services 

https://www.facebook.com/rothanai

https://www.facebook.com/groups/90913143590858
3/permalink/1512612245560496/

Heartcave@icloud.com Bethany 4255336757

TRUE 04/02/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car lot Smells Like Uranus Used Cars 401 Hershell Hollow Road Everett Violation of the Fuhrer's orders to close and ruin 
their non-essential, food and housing providing 
operation!

TRUE 04/02/20 8:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real estate offices Various real estate offices 123 Too Many to Count Burien Several real estate agents continue to list and sell 
homes. This encourages people to view homes and 
displace owner occupied homes during those tours. 
This is one of many examples, this home went on 
the market 2 hrs ago (from
The time the complaint was filed).

https://www.redfin.com/WA/Seattle/7135-44th-Ave-
SW-
98136/home/153856?utm_source=ios_share&utm_
medium=share&utm_campaign=text&utm_nooverride
=1&utm_content=link

Sainatkr@gmail.com Kayla 2538861051

TRUE 04/21/20 7:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

#1 nail pro 2801 ne sunset Blvd Renton They have been sneaking customers in just not right 
when everyone else is following the rules

Lizzsrenton58@live.com Elizabeth menzel 4255183199

TRUE 04/22/20 7:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Academy and clinic Dominick 30390 Pacific Hwy S, 
Federal Way, WA 98003

Federal way They are posting services thru Facebook during 
quarantine. They also offer treatments with lasers 
for the skin without being licensed doctors.

Maelena35099@gmail.com Maria Elena Lopez Anonymous

TRUE 04/25/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Ann Nails 503 S Ralp St 99202 spokane They have customers coming into their salons doing 
nails and eyelash extensions. Their business sign is 
always open everyday. Their daughter performs work 
on customers. They are in violation of the governor's 
order. I would like to keep my identity anonymous. 
Owners name is Minh Nguyen, Cuc Nguyen, and 
their daughter is Tina Nguyen



TRUE 04/21/20 1:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo studio Artistry king 5620 ne Gher rd Vancouver Working out the back door

TRUE 04/16/20 2:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Barber Craigslist Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/sno/hab/d/everett-hair-
care/7106625068.html

TRUE 04/15/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Barber T's 318 S. Main Street Montesano She was doing house calls and now has paper over 
the windows of her shop, so people can't see that 
she's in there cutting hair. There may actually be two 
barbers/stylists operating out of the same location.

yotr7111@gmail.com Janie

TRUE 05/05/20 1:35 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Club within city limits Mount Adams Fish and Game Park Drive White Salmon Shooting on May 5th. Multiple people. Impossible to 
be in an online meeting.

miller.dan6@gmail.com Daniel J Miller 5092811100

TRUE 04/06/20 4:08 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun Club Mount Adams Fish and Game Corner of Tohomish and 
Park

White Salmon Two or more people shooting at once. Violating 
Noise Ordinances. Shooting in City Limits.  Shooting 
Over Salmon bearing creek.

miller.dan6@gmail.com Dan Miller 509-281-1100

TRUE 04/23/20 2:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Bare bliss 20 south 4 ave Yakima This business advertised on social media that they 
are willing to provide services  secretively and 
advertised their number.

Can’t share that Sorry

TRUE 04/02/20 12:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Costco 1175 N 205th St Shoreline Costco managers at this location are allowing more 
than 50 customers in at a time. There are not 
regulations that are being upheld within the store for 
safe social distancing. Employees and customers 
are at high risk of spreading/contracting the virus. 
Please help.

ha51286@htomail.com Heather 253-330-3885

TRUE 05/14/20 10:14 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Neurologist 4033 third Avenue San Diego,Ca The doctors office lobby is very small and they have 
7 chairs in there. When I came to my appointment 
there are 4 people in here and we are not 6 feet 
apart. It was very uncomfortable and no hand 
sanitizer was at the front desk. The office didn’t even 
smell clean I wanted in a room that was very dirty 
and in sanitary. The receptionist had a plastic shield 
to perfect herself but what about the safety of the 
patients. This doctors private office needs to be 
closed down. They are in violation.
The number is 629-297-1155 
Suite 410 
The receptionist didn’t Evan where a Mask.

Dr.Grisola

TRUE 04/03/20 10:24 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other COSTCO COSTCO 2803 Loren Ct Yakima There are HUNDREDS of people lined up around 
the building, every single day and most of them are 
standing back to back.  This is ridiculous and it's 
being allowed to go on day after day, week after 
week.

dukeanddaisy@gmail.com Mark Newcomb

TRUE 05/13/20 7:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Fred Meyer Snohomish station on 
bickford

Snohomish Several times in the past 7 day's I had entered this 
business and there was no one cleaning the carts, 
the self check out has the middle lane open and too 
many people throughout the store.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/16/20 11:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Beautiful lashes by staci 2226 Ranier Ave Everett This business is still operating doing eyelashes 
against state order to shut down. I have proof of 
somebody paying her for eyelash services on 
“venmo” From today and all last week. I will attach 
them. I wish to remain anonymous.

mdjacobson17@gmail.com Emily Matthews 9713365105 staciwhitlock1@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/10/20 7:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Beautiful lashes by staci 2226 rainier ave Everett This woman is still seeing clients against the order. 
She also does not even have a business license; as 
she TOLD me with her own mouth. She is 
endangering people.

mdjacobson17@gmail.com Abigail ruiz

TRUE 05/02/20 9:33 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Store Fred Myers/ Kroger 14300 1st Ave S Burien Social distancing is an issue at this store.  Kroger 
said it would limit the number of people in the 
store...this has not happened. At times, there can be 
up to 10 people on an isle (where we are working). 
There is no monitor at the front doors.  Also, carts 
are not being disinfected after each use, nor are the 
keypads after every transaction.  Lastly, no 
transparency to how many people have been 
infected and no deep cleaning if there had been. It is 
all about sales.  Don't believe the commercials they 
are only doing things because it is forced.

Worried about my job, my health, and retaliliation from managementConcerned Fred Myer 
Worker

TRUE 03/30/20 2:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer Starbucks 1201 E Valley Ave E Sumner While the store did take away all the chairs and 
tables, there is still walk-up service. This poses a 
risk to both the employees and the customers.

TRUE 04/21/20 1:50 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 4749 University Ave Seattle Drive through attendant not wearing gloves. Is not 
aware of and does not seem to have been trained 
about COVID-19.

jibvoil@in.llew.net Llew Roberts 2063559045 Different Rules LLC

TRUE 04/21/20 3:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 4040 Martin Way Olympia Customers in lobby, food served inside, managers 
non employee "friends" allowed inside, door 
unlocked public wanders in frequently, social 
distancing not practiced

cheshire.warrior.17@gmail.comConcerned spouse of 
employee

TRUE 03/30/20 2:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks in Safeway 26916 Renton-Maple Valley 
Rd

Maple Valley In store Starbucks is serving drinks. No drive 
through.

cgrant@labrat.com Chris Grant 2065698149

TRUE 04/28/20 12:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft and fabric store JoAnn's 4104 Tacoma mall blvd Tacoma Went to pick up wifes on line order and the store 
was letting people in to shop. I don't remember the 
Governor opening up state for craft stores. Why do i 
have to stay home if old people don't care about 
going out and getting the virus??

Timpanwester@gmail.com customer.service@joann.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 4:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Groshries Fred meyers Salter Kenny lacey There was a employee that tested positive for the 
COVID-19 and the store hasn't done anything about 
it.

TRUE 05/14/20 7:43 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Packing Warehouse Monson Fruit 252 N Rushmore Rd Selah Non-social distant seen no mask worn no hand 
sanitizer protestors out sitting among each other not 
six feet apart

TRUE 05/13/20 7:21 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other city sanctioned farmers 
market

Sequim farmers and artisans association152 W. Cedar street Sequim The city of Sequim has given the authority to the 
local "Sequim Farmers and Artisans Market" to 
advertise and hold a "modified"opening of the 
saturday farmers market from 9 am to 1 pm, 
beginning May 16, 2020. This farmers market will no 
doubt continue every saturday after this if not 
stopped. This will draw large gatherings of over 100 
people, especially since it is the only event to attend 
and many out of town visitors will be drawn into the 
area. I see no way this large open area will allow 
control of any contact tracing or social distancing. 
This is NOT an essential business, since the 
markets and grocery stores supply a good amount of 
produce, so individuals who farm are not  needed, as 
no one has  gone without fruit and vegetables in the 
months since the lockdown order has started. I urge 
you to stop this huge mistake that will set back the 
governor's attempt to stop this virus by reducing 
large gatherings. This association of farmers has no 
contact number on their flyers but the Sequim city 
hall owns this property that is the site of their 
building and runs the events where it will take place 
in just 3 days.

Sequim City Hall

TRUE 05/10/20 7:22 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Farmers market - various 
food and retail

Vancouver Farmer's Market 605 Esther St Vancouver Hundreds gathered in the streets and adjacent 
parks. No aparant social distancing, some masks. 
Food was being served and inadequate facilities 
provided for hand washing. I took a photo if youd like 
to see it let me know.

Tony Medina

TRUE 05/11/20 10:11 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Foster Farms 1817 13th Ave S Kelso, WA The employees are continuing to get COVID and 
spreading it to other people. The facility refuses to 
close for cleaning.

TRUE 05/13/20 9:07 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Supposedly a farmers 
market

Silverdale Farmers Market 9490 Silverdale Way Silverdale Opened April 28th and has allowed non-essential 
businesses, jewelry and personal care products that 
are not "sanitation" under the Governor's order and 
WA DOH guidelines, to sell.
Photos describing and showing such posted by the 
operator of the farmers market are on their FB page 
https://www.facebook.com/SilverdaleFarmersMarket/

Silverdalemarket@gmail.co
m

TRUE 04/28/20 9:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Hardware Lowe’s 2850 ocean beach highway Longview During the weekends there is a astonishing amount 
of people inside Lowe’s. Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday between the hours of 11am - 4pm the foot 
traffic never stops. Management is not acting to slow 
down customer count inside. Instead they just let 
them come and go with  as many people to a group 
as possible. This makes it impossible to practice 
safe social distancing.

TRUE 04/25/20 3:52 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Farmer's market Port orchard farmers market 901 bay street Port orchard No sinks for sellers to wash hands before the 
products are being sold  even after contact with 
customers

chucky1490@yahoo.com Charles Taylor 3606749439

TRUE 05/05/20 10:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC Redmond Ridge 23475 NE Novelty Hill Rd Redmond Unmasked young man loading groceries into cars 
within 6 ft

TRUE 05/09/20 4:52 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Kirkland public Parks all of them on lake st, etc 6605 Lake Washington 
Blvd NE, Kirkland, WA 
98033

Kirkland have you guys not taken a drive thru Kirkland? there 
are probably hundreds of people out in gathering of 
more than 5 people. there was a group of hs 
students taking prom pictures with their parents.

gfys@kingcounty.gov gfys 911

TRUE 05/04/20 8:14 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public Park Google Park 747 6th St South Kirkland Basketball court and Volleyball court is in heavy 
usage.

TRUE 04/20/20 10:55 AM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Public park Crestwoods Park 6th Street Kirkland People tore away the yellow tape to group/work out 
on the bars.



TRUE 05/11/20 2:40 PM Other Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Ferry boat Stelicoom ferry 56 union ave Steilacoom the people that don't live here are breaking the 
governor order and not social distancing and 
gathering at parks its not right for the people who live 
here trying to do the right thing

Hawill08@gmail William Kelly 2536069436

TRUE 05/09/20 10:11 AM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other WA state ferry, Clinton dock WSDOT? Ferry terminal Clinton The ferry worker  collecting fees/tickets is not 
wearing a mask or gloves

rebecca@lshinc.biz Rebecca Potter 2064063051

TRUE 05/08/20 12:46 PM Other Agency Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Essential transportation Washington State Ferries 901 Third Ave., Suite 500 Seattle, WA 98121-3014 WSF employees are not wearing masks and not 
social distancing from each other or walk ons. I had 
to hand & receive back my cc to a ticket taker a few 
feet away who was chatting away, potentially an 
asymptomatic person exposing me (72) and my 98 
year old mother to the virus. My cc was handled and 
returned to me by hand, right after he handled cash 
from a CA truck in front of me. This is an 
unnecessary exposure done by WA state employees.

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/fe
rries

TRUE 04/11/20 11:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 1912 Pike Place Seattle Mobile ordering and pick up is not available at this 
store; therefore, after ordering customers wait in a 
very small area for their drinks. On 4/11/2020 at 
about 10:30am, there was a group of 5 people 
waiting together and restricted movement in the 
store. Store staff did not ask them to step outside 
while waiting. This location needs a better system to 
ensure social distancing.

selovell@icloud.com Stephen Lovell

TRUE 03/31/20 10:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 10110 East Marginal Way Tukwila Very small locations inside, several employees not 
staying 6 feet apart.  Employees have expressed 
concern.

Hollywmitch@gmail.com Holly

TRUE 03/30/20 11:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks.Co 2401 Utah Ave S 8th floor, 
Seattle, WA 98134

seattle Company is not providing face mask to baristas and 
even if you have a face mask ,managers donot allow 
to ear them.

misslatina99@gmail.com Violeta Mamani 2065928295

TRUE 03/31/20 6:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 1420 Harvey rd Auburn More than 10 employees working at a time, opens 
doors for people who order online

TRUE 03/31/20 12:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC University Village 2746 NE 45th St Seattle Overcrowded. The checkout lines were too close 
together forcing you to be only 1 foot apart from the 
other customer checking out.

angiemontani@hotmail.com Angie 206-549-9913

TRUE 03/31/20 8:26 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 1730 Minor nAve Seattle The Starbucks Store in Pike Market is allowing too 
many customers in its lobby at a time, not social 
distancing. In addition, there are way too many 
employees working in the small space. I counted 10 
or more employees working at a time in a very small 
space.

TRUE 05/03/20 1:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart/ Fred Myers Wallace Kneeland blvd Shelton I have made a complaint before and nothing has 
changed. In both of these grocery store well basically 
alot of Shelton people think this covid 19 is a joke 
dont wear mask dont follow social distancing rules 
and store employees are not enforcing let alone 
following it there self's this is getting more and more 
worrisome because our numbers are climbing fast 
now and nothing is getting done about these stores, 
not following the orders

Anonymous

TRUE 03/31/20 4:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business HomeDepot 10417 5th Ave SW Seattle As a worker of HomeDepot essential bussiness, I 
see myself and coworkers and customers will be 
dangerous by transmit virus spreading in our 
workplaces, because HomeDepot doesnt care about 
their employee at all only the money. 

I heard some stores in some states have positive 
worker with coronavirus, but they still keep in secret 
and continue for store opens. That crutal.

As people has order to stay at home, but they can go 
go out for some essential bussiness, that why 
HomeDepot will be the place for them to hang out 
with families, kids and pets. Customers even just go 
for around not even buy essential products. 

HomeDepot has not limit the number of gathering in 
store, everyday we have around 100 or even 150 
people (I have evidence picture) at same time, and 
no one followed guidance of social distancing at all. 
WE ARE CLOSE TOGETHER IN STORE.

IT REALLY RISKING OUR COMMUNITY LIVES.

PLEASE HELP US TO TALK WITH GOV. ABOUT 
THIS SITUATION .

OR OUR KINGCOUNTY WILL PAY THE PRICE 
FOR NOT TAKE HARSH STEPS OF STAY AT 
HOME. 

PLEASE SAVE OUR LIVES

colusatv HUYNH 2066969997

TRUE 03/31/20 6:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 4000 E Madison St, Seattle, 
WA 98112

Seattle It was outside of the front door, but last Sunday I 
saw 10-15 people just standing around as well as 
many people on the inside waiting for orders. I get 
people want coffee, but this is a hazard.

Mark

TRUE 05/08/20 11:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Tri Cities Laboratory 7131 Grandridge Blvd. Kennewick, WA 99336 I waited outside in a line 6ft. apart & with my mask 
on, waiting for facility to open. I was able to enter 
with no restrictions as to how many of us were to 
enter. I found myself in this very small facility, NOT 
6 ft. apart from the next person.There were  NO 
6'markings on the floor.  We had to sign in & wait to 
be called to give our information to the clerk.  There 
was NO hand sanitizer after I signed in with the pen.  
 There was NO Plexiglass  barrier at this sign-in 
desk.  There were NO signs regarding coronavirus 
safe practices that I could see. There were NO 
provisions for seniors posted  that I could find & 
seniors are the most vulnerable. I mentioned to 
several staff personnel that this was not a safe 
environment and that I felt safer in the grocery store.  
 I was told that there was nothing they could do and 
was given a card with another facility that I could 
make a complaint to.  I had to wait to be called to 
give my personal information and had a choice of 
sitting down in this cramped area or go outside and 
wait 15-20 mins.  I did not want to lose my place  to 
be called, so I chose to wait inside with everyone 
else there.  It was uncomfortable sitting so close to 
people. When I got home I called Grandridge PSC 
(509.736.0100) & talked with Sherri.  She said she 
would talk with the staff re: my complaint.  We also 
discussed the possibility of using "beepers" so 
people can wait outside in safety and not lose their 
place in line.  My concern is that there are no signs 
alerting a person to being Covid19-safe, and there 
are no provisions for safe distancing & safe practices 
once inside.  I felt very much violated in this unsafe 

jcleary@gorge.net Judith  Cleary 509.378.2895

TRUE 03/31/20 6:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Loews 2002 132 street SE Mill Creek Car lot FULL, over 50 cars, all ages buying 
gardening supplies and non essential crap. No social 
distancing and no masks or gloves. Observed 
parents vaping with young children in carts going in 
and out. Zero precaution. We are staying 
quarantined while they endanger everyone for a 
dollar.

coutureone@gmail.com Michael couture 8452692812

TRUE 03/31/20 8:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 18325 Aurora Ave N Shoreline There are too many people in the store at one time.  
Similar to the nearby Trader Joe's and Costco, they 
should be limiting the amount of people going in/out 
of the store.  Also, non-service pets and bicycles are 
allowed in the store.

R.A

TRUE 04/02/20 12:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 1251 N 205th st Shoreline Three people sitting at a table inside.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lowe’s 19393 Tjerne Pl Monroe, WA Lowe’s is busy as if people were on vacation. Entire 
families are shopping for paint, curtains, house 
plants, mulch and so on. You can’t practice social 
distancing if you tried. No one limiting the amount of 
customers in the store. 
Are they not watching the news?!

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/03/20 8:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 172 S. Division Street Suite 
A

Spokane This Starbucks location is allowing people to work on 
laptops in the seating area. I drive by every morning 
at 6:15 and always see people sitting in the lobby 
working on their laptop.



TRUE 03/31/20 9:06 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart 1965 South Union Tacoma WA I am a behavioral health direvtor and work with 
medically fragile, mentally ill individuals in Pierce 
County. I went to Walmart on 19th today at about 
3:30 to buy groceries and essential items for clients 
housebound. 
The parking lot was packed,equivalent to Christmas 
time. The store was packed and ZERO social 
distancing was occurring. People were not just 
shopping for essentoals, and there were children 
everywhere.
For my staff and myself, we have no choice but to 
be out there risking our health. We cannot affird to 
get sick as there is no one to take our place. 
Someone has got to start monitoring this because 
people will not do it theselves.

Tkrieg@cmhshare.org Traci Krieg 206-372-5183

TRUE 04/02/20 12:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks 1251 N 205th St. Shoreline Three people sitting inside.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Starbucks Everywhere! Seattle Starbucks is crowded continually. They should only 
be open thru drive thru period.

touimet@hotmail.com teresa no phone

TRUE 03/31/20 9:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart Superstore 2801 Duportail Street Richland Very overcrowded, could barely get through the aisle 
without someone bumping into you. People are 
acting like this is a vacation, overheard people 
talking about getting together to bar-b-q and go to 
other social events. They need capacity control in 
these stores.

cherisonline@yahoo.com Cheri Y Stewart 509-396-8909

TRUE 04/23/20 8:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery Walmart honeysuckle ave HAYDEN I arrived at Hayden WM 4:30 pm last night it was 
absolutely packed I counted 20 parking spots open 
that was it. There's no was no line outside. No way 
they monitored body count in there. I did NOT go 
in.there should have been a line if they being safe

ifnot4him@gmail.com SHAUNA HERMAN 2087713202

TRUE 03/31/20 9:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC 15800 Redmond Way, 
Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond Coffee shop inside QFC remains open, serving long 
lines of people.  This is very hazardous to the 
community, to coffee servers, and to legitimate 
grocery shoppers.  No reason to remain open.  We 
can make and drink coffee at home.

mattjklassen@gmail.com Matt Klassen 4257365610

TRUE 03/31/20 9:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lowes in Wenatchee 
Washington

Lowes 1200 Walla Walla Avenue Wenatchee, WA 98801 The parking lot is filled with cars with no place to 
park. People are buying plants and many other non- 
essential items to update their homes. My friend 
works at Lowes in Wenatchee and is concerned 
about her health and other employee’s health. There 
is large gathering of people buying no-essential 
goods. and they are not practicing social distancing .

pamstubbe@hotmail.com Pamela Stubbe 509-668-2988 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/08/20 5:35 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Walmart 743 Rainier Ave S, Renton This store has any form of organization to keep 
costumer safe. Any regulation any cleaning. A lot of 
personal a lot of costumers at the same time.

moralesaquiles@gmail.com Aquiles 206-618 8867

TRUE 03/31/20 12:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership RHD Specialties LLC 21620 84th Ave S STE 2 Kent Dealership posted about being opened.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive Dealership RHD Specialties LLC 21620 84th Ave S STE 2 Kent This auto dealership is actively advertising (On 
Facebook, possibly other places) that they are open 
and you can buy a vehicle from them today.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Grocery store Walmart 16502 Meridian E Puyallup All but one of the doors to the Walmart is open 
which means we are all clumping together to get 
into, and out of, the same store.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 365 Renton Center Way Sw Renton Not limiting the amount of people, still no sneeze 
guards, everyone coming in instead of just 60+ 
during allotted time. If larger essential places can do 
it so can they.

TRUE 04/12/20 10:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Sadiddy lashes Unknown Federal way Jymie walker is an unlicensed person offering 
eyelash services in her home. Link below 

https://www.facebook.com/100005093225710/posts/
1436140596565701/?d=n

TRUE 04/03/20 12:48 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart Bridgeport Lakewood Walmart is not doing proper cleaning, not social 
distancing and no Lysol wipes for carts to be 
cleaned, they are not cleaning in between customers 
and not following the covid 19 rules for businesses

Kira 858-945-5499

TRUE 04/02/20 7:39 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 365 Renton Center Way Renton I believe that this store is not making any effort to 
control the number of people shopping. The aisles 
were crowded and this puts all of their employees at 
risk. Also, there are no barriers between cashier and 
customer.  I will not return there.

Piacramer2001@gmail.com Pia Cramer 760-468-5781

TRUE 04/02/20 9:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Walmart Everett Mall Way Everett Staff not enforcing 6 ft ruling.  Customers over 
crowding.  It was like business as usual.  Had to 
leave isles  multiple times due to crowding.  Staff not 
wearing gloves.  People not taking this serious!

Total disregard of Govenors mandate.

MDahl41445@yahoo.com Marc Dahl 425-347-7170

TRUE 04/23/20 5:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tae’s Hair Shop 5570 Harbor Ave Freeland Tae called my mother regarding her scheduled hair 
appointment for yesterday 22 April 2020. Tae told 
her she is still working and mom would need to 
“sneak in the back door” Tae put my mom at risk and 
in turn post the rest of us at risk. When I asked why 
she got her hair done she said that Tae was open 
and wanted the money. Not only did Tae cut her hair 
but also gave her a permanent which takes 1-2 
hours. Tae is violating the law and endangering her 
customers and the entire community. My mom is 92 
and a high risk; Tae is taking advantage of her 
elderly customers. Mom said Tae told her she wants 
the money to go to Korea to see her family. This is 
unacceptable.

Beckytangen@gmail.com Becky Tangen 360-771-1607 Tae

TRUE 04/02/20 9:34 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 801 Auburn Way N, 
Auburn, WA 98002

Auburn A lot of customers observed in store, not following 
the social distancing requirements. Fred Meyer does 
not seem to be any enforcement of social distancing.

kaurprabhdeep@gmail.com Prabhdeep Kaur 253-394-2482

TRUE 04/01/20 11:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Wal-Mart 743 RaInier Ave South Renton This Wal-Mart is overcrowded, not practicing social 
distancing, not sanitizing, operating as if the virus is 
non-existent. PLEASE do something QUICKLY 
before the virus spreads in this store!!

GC211 for Tiffany Tran (206)330-1177

TRUE 04/18/20 1:11 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyer 14300 1st Ave S Burien 4/18/2020, on orders of Manager Nicholas 
Strandberg, all registers save number 6 were open 
and running despite violations of social distancing, 
as of 12:45

Dragonheartsherman@yahoo.comSherman Jenne 4074605311

TRUE 04/04/20 8:22 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Walmart 902 Engh Rd Omak Lack of sanitation, no social distancing, lack of 
cleaning and hand soap in restrooms

TRUE 04/01/20 11:41 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fred Meyers 5050 WA-303 Bremerton 03/29/2020
The store had signs posted, but customers did not 
follow social distancing guidelines. There were many 
people crowding aisles and no one seemed to heed 
the 6' rule. The store did not make any 
announcements to regulate this behavior. Several at-
risk people were in the store at the time.

lymanity@gmail.com Lyman Jackson 3606335734

TRUE 04/01/20 12:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fredmeyer Boney Lake Boney Lake Concerned that no one is directing traffic and social 
distancing is not being followed. I am concerned for 
my health going to the grocery store when people 
are not practicing social distancing

Jeff Fewins 253-298-2841

TRUE 04/03/20 1:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC Edmonds 22828  100 ave w Edmonds Baggers  at checkout not wearing PPE. This is the 
front line. Theses poor employees are not being 
properly protected.This is definitely a hot spot for 
transmitting covid19, just unbelievable they can't 
supply the baggers at least respirators. They shield 
the checkers with plastic barrier,why not the 
baggers!!

barryjhn08@gmail.com Barry 206-267-8091

TRUE 04/14/20 10:40 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Home improvement store Home depot 6200 E lake Sammamish 
pkwy

Issaquah Yesterday I went out to the pharmacy to pickup 
meds. On the way back I went home depot to get 
toilet unclogging tool. I was stunned to see the 
parking lot. Parking lot was almost full. There were 
more than 100 people in the line to get in. I didn't get 
out of the car and came back home. There was no 
social distancing in the line there. My main concern 
is that people are letting down their guard. Too many 
cars on the road and too many people outside.

srinin67@gmail.com Srinivas Nallapareddy 4254436428 Home depot

TRUE 04/16/20 2:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC U-village Store Seattle There is no one counting the number of people and 
too much crowding around certain areas particularly 
checking out and other areas around meats and 
dairy. Def view the more crowded areas as ripe for 
community spread. Staff are not reminding 
customers about distancing.

lisavibanez@gmail.com Lisa 3053226850 lisavibanez@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:07 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Home Depot The Home Depot, 1715 S 
352nd St, Federal Way, 
WA 98003

Federal Way Can anyone tell me how it is essential for little kids to 
be running all over the federal way Home Depot but 
construction workers need to stay home? Home 
owners are just shopping for tile and paint things 
that can be done later next month.

dcmoloney@comcast.net David Moloney 2533709661



TRUE 04/07/20 3:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

QFC Ballard 5700 24th Ave NW Seattle Hello, this is the second time I have submitted this.  
The QFC in Ballard is allowing a musical group to 
perform LOUD music which attracts groups of 
people outside of its entrance.  They are continually 
defying this order.  Please address this.

para.brandon@gmail.com Brandon 6107414114

TRUE 04/01/20 3:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business HomeDepot Southwest Seattle I have evidence that HomeDepot allow 100 peoples 
come to store at one time.

that is large number to risk people lives

please make restriction for HomeDepot about limit 
people come to store ỏr they can do curbsides 
pickup or delivery.

if they continue do that, our lives will be dàngerous.

many thanks for reading this

colusatv@yahoo.com Huynh 2066969997

TRUE 04/04/20 2:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

jack in the box 19905 us 2 monroe this business allows 1 person to take money and 
make drinks/handle food, without sanitizing or 
changing gloves.  they stated they wash hands every 
30m, regardless of interaction.  they also stated they 
are following corporate rules, not state rules.  my 
memory from my old food handler card from 20+ 
years ago is this is a violation even not in a 
pandemic...   fyi, starbucks is the poster child for 
safe and health practice right now for drive through 
safety.
note: this was a cash transaction.  even after 
complaining, the next person behind me had the 
same experience and cross contamination.  reached 
out district manager who didn't care.

robinstaples@gmail.com robin staples 3607940439

TRUE 04/06/20 7:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Improvement store Lowes 4230 Martin Way E Olympia Lowes is still running their “spring Black Friday” sale 
and encouraging people to come in and shop like 
normal. Hundreds of customers are there over the 
course of the day buying nonessential items like 
flowers and decorative items.

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/02/20 5:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 999 Leary way Seattle I was told 2 females tested positive for the virus and 
they are still working. It's been said that one of those 
women still working with the virus has two children 
at home a baby around one years old,  has been hot 
with a temperature.

Dawn 2063136818

TRUE 04/02/20 10:52 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hardware and home 
improvement store

Lowe’s 1400 East, Yonezawa Blvd Moses Lake I have so much to say, please contact me. District 
manager was happy we did 200% sales day after bar 
and restaurant closure. We’ve done extremely high 
sales since the first set of closures and since the 
most recent closure, stay at home order. Lowe’s is 
consciously taking advantage of this pandemic. In 
regards to my concerns I was told by management 
to be happy I have a job and that I don’t have to work 
at Lowe’s if I don’t want to. This is wrong...district 
manager suggested to store manager that I had 
chosen to resign which was false. Please help for us 
Lowe’s to sell only essentials! I didn’t sign up to work 
during a pandemic against the governors orders, as 
an essential business we are not following the 
guidelines.

minsell@gmail.com Matthew Insell 561-699-8839 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 05/06/20 7:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Titi African hair braiding 3515 s 56th st Tacoma Hair salon open, 8+ people in close contact, no 
masks, gloves, any safety gear. Open on random 
days and time, lots of foot traffic coming and going 
between customers and employees.

Ojamagic@live.com Ben nielsen 2533043585

TRUE 03/31/20 11:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 2205 N. Argonne Spokane Valley They are the only fast food place in the entire area 
allowing customers to still enter the restaurant to 
order food. No limit of people. No social distancing 
requirements. Not to mention, Fast Food should 
NOT be an “essential” job!! It’s a LUXURY!!!

Kmkatruska19@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/11/20 9:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home improvement Lowe’s 2235 Longfibre Road Yakima Large gatherings of people. Packed store. No social 
distancing.

ksc4161@hotmail.com Kelly 206-200-9107

TRUE 04/05/20 12:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 2205 N. Argonne Rd Spokane Valley This location is still keeping their lobby open and 
allowing customers to come inside the restaurant 
and order and use restroom etc. I will not be going 
here since they cannot follow simple directions!

TRUE 04/01/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lowe's 19911 s prairie rd e Bonney Lake Lowe's is still having their Spring Black Friday event! 
They are encouraging people to come into the store 
and shop for non essential items like plants and  
mulch! This is so wrong! They are putting their 
employees at risk as well as the people coming in to 
shop! This should be stopped!

wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/23/20 2:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Titi African Hair Braiding 3515 S 56th St Tacoma Saw a person leave the shop today who looked like 
she had just gotten her hair braided

kayvg@outlook.com Kay Miles 253-722-9397

TRUE 04/12/20 8:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 2205 N Argonne Rd Spokane Valley I’m still concerned. Jack in the Box is still allowing 
customers inside to order food. No social distancing. 
No limiting the amount of customers inside the 
restaurant. It’s also really concerning the amount of 
homeless people they allow to camp outside the 
restaurant too. Groups of them. Inside and outside 
the building. Something needs to be done. We need 
to stop the spread of this virus!! Everytime I drive by 
it’s very busy inside! Please stop this insanity!!!

Kmkatruska19@hotmail.com

TRUE 04/06/20 9:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Store Lowe's 12525 Aurora Ave N Seattle This store is constantly packed.  People are 
returning items, which we will put on the shelves, 
and someone else will buy.  What if they are 
contaminated.  People are buying non-essential 
things.  They are buying things to keep them 
occupied while they are at home.  Please urge 
people to only buy ESSENTIAL things

janetbcarlson@gmail.com Janet Carlson 2068544019 wecare@lowes.com

TRUE 04/09/20 12:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box #8447 3402 Pacific Hwy E Fife I went to this Jack-in-the-Box in Fife yesterday 
evening.  I watched the "manager", who had been 
standing outside until I drove up, walk inside, take 
my order without washing her hands (unless she 
has a silent sink or one at the drive-up window I 
didn't see), then as I was sitting at the drive-up 
window I noticed she was NOT WEARING GLOVES 
AT ALL, was handling the TOP/insides of food 
containers, and handling the food when putting it in 
bags and giving it to people driving up - all without 
gloves and without hand washing.  I asked for the 
manager name and number to report the health 
violation, but she gave me her own name and 
number (Sabrina, 206-712-8600) and was 
excessively rude and disrespectful to me on the 
phone when I called, and refused to acknowledge 
the concern or give me her manager's contact 
information.  I also saw at least one other woman 
working in the back not wearing gloves at all while 
working.

I really hope this is the right place to report this.  I 
was looking for the Dept of Health food safety 
department, but got routed to the environmental 
protection division of WA Dept Of Health, then to the 
COVID-19 hotline, and the woman there sent me a 
link to this form.   The fact that they weren't 
washing, regardless of the current crisis, and the 
fact that they weren't wearing gloves despite current 
COVID-19 guidelines, really concerns me and I hope 
someone shuts this place down.  Who knows how 
many people they've endangered with their careless, 

beth.g.taylor@gmail.com Beth Taylor 253-861-1719

TRUE 05/07/20 6:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Titi African Hair Braiding 3515 S 56th St Tacoma This business is open and full of people Monday 
through Friday for the past month (possibly more 
days of the week...I only go by m-f).

paulallencoile@hotmail.com Paul Coile 2063700186.0000

TRUE 04/05/20 12:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 4040 Martin way E Olympia None of the none of the drive-through workers are 
wearing masks or gloves and giving change while 
touching your hands no more fast food for me

carmiclesh@comcast.net Carla Lougheed 360-789-8151

TRUE 04/06/20 9:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

TJ NAILS 9925 214th Ave E Bonney Lake Open sign on, cars parked at the business

TRUE 04/11/20 1:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Large gathering(s) of people Other Tattoo parlor Blue collar tattoo 2508 6th st Bremerton I have driven by and seen groups of people outside 
and inside.

Stacey E

TRUE 04/24/20 7:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tonya 407 w bell street Sequim I have seen  this nail shop working on clients.  They 
do it with lights off.  I have witnessed it twice with my 
own eyes.  I have also had others tell me she has 
asked them  if they wanted to get their nails done.  
This has been going on for weeks

Skinenvystudio@gmail.com Tonya Tweter 3604614800



TRUE 05/13/20 3:20 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Gentle Dental 224 36th st Bellingham They have too many patients at one time, the poor 
young gal at the front never has help and is trying to 
help all of us which are too many, I witness her 
getting into trouble for not being fast enough but 
then she would not be taking precautions

TRUE 05/13/20 8:17 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 6525 Burden Blvd, Pasco, 
WA 99301

Pasco Apple Vallley dental and braces is opening up its 
orthodontics and fully opening general dental, oral 
surgery as well. There is no gowns for the 
employees to wear, no face shields, only level 1 
masks for the employees to wear and level 2 if oral 
surgery is being performed with no face shield or 
gown to be worn.  Told if the employees  are 
uncomfortable with just 1 level 1 mask the  they can 
double them.  This is very concerning and also the 
fact that it's not emergency appointments being 
done.  This office as well as all the other offices of 
Apple Valley dental and Braces are being fully 
opened. packed schedule, 100+ patients in general 
dental side of office and 80-100 patients scheduled 
for orthodontics side , which should not be open yet,  
oral surgery as well. I believe this goes against what 
governor inslee has put in place. Orthodontics , non 
emergency dental, oral surgery I read is not allowed 
yet and this company is going forward with it.

TRUE 05/14/20 11:28 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Tracyton Dental 5011 May St Bremerton Dr not following guildlines with proper PPE . As a 
patient and retired nurse I saw no barrier at front 
desk or staff using proper PPE or proper check in or 
check out procedures during my appt and I will not 
be returning to that office.

Robert B Robinson DDS

TRUE 05/14/20 1:23 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 6525 Burden Blvd Pasco None of the Employees feel safe to go back! 
Employees don’t have any of the correct PPE. Not 
only that that don’t even have enough cleaning/ 
disinfectant sprays.

TRUE 05/13/20 6:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Smile Surfers Pediatric 3200 Duportail St Suite 300 Richland Not practicing social distancing in front office. Office 
employees working same hours and not at 50% 
capacity. Front office employees not wearing N95 
masks. Not enforcing social distancing of patients 
families.

TRUE 05/10/20 4:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Other Hotel Days inn hotel 9325 s. Tacoma way Lakewood This place is giving it's customers dirty towels that 
are Staind with no regards to public safety.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Vetrotech 2108 b st nw Auburn Glass and door manufacturer is not something that 
is essential but yet they remain open ignoring all 
social distancing rules

international@vetrotech..co
m email sent 5/14/2020

TRUE 03/31/20 7:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse Norvanco intl 4301 west valley highway Sumner Business that distributes non-essential goods bgsmitty2004@yahoo.com Casey 2537544024 info@norvanco.com email 
sent 5/14/2020

TRUE 03/30/20 2:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Twin Lakes G&CC 3583 SW 320th St, Federal 
Way, WA 98023

Federal way The Club is still allowing their memebers to play golf 
and have not closed the course, still gathering and 
not staying home or staying healthy.

Dhobson@twinlakesgolf.net

TRUE 05/02/20 3:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian, Suite H Puyallup Attention Northwest Fitness Company Members:
As you all know, we are facing some difficult times. 
We have just been informed that we are on the 
lower part of the "essential list." In our opinion, there 
is no person, more or less essential than any other. 
Our main focus is now, and will always be the safety 
and health of our community. We know that when 
people exercise regularly, practice appropriate eating 
habits, and maintain a healthy body composition, 
they improve their overall health. These habits 
increase longevity, boost immune system, 
significantly reduce risks of age related injuries, and 
maximize mental/physical functionality throughout 
life. Over the past 20 years, we have dedicated our 
lives to encourage as many people as possible to 
practice living a healthy lifestyle.
We have put a significant amount of thought and 
consideration into the following decision. We are a 
small business and currently have been forced to 
shut down. We have been classified as "non-
essential," and are forced to stay closed until 1 
person decides that we matter. The difficult part for 
us is that we made a commitment to our families 
and community that we would provide a world class 
fitness resource center that delivers the highest level 
results. We have been silent long enough. We have 
given plenty of time. We have sacrificed everything 
we can. We are getting no help. We have to stand 
up. We will not go out without a fight.
Beginning May 5th 2020, we are inviting any of our 
NWFITCO members to join us. We will be 
"exercising our rights" to peaceably assemble. We 

jhbrock911@gmail.com Jonathan Brock 253-204-9343 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 04/01/20 12:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog training and daycare Tails-A-Wagging 3959 Hammer Drive Bellingham They are still offering private training lessons to take 
place at a client's home or at their own facility. As 
well as continuing to cooperate their daycare 
services open to both essential and non-essential 
clients.

INFO@TAILS-A-
WAGGING.COM  email 
sent 5/14/2020

TRUE 04/02/20 12:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cleaning Business Del Sol 611 W Columbia St Pasco, WA They are making employees go and clean offices 
even though cleaning is not considered essential 
work.

PRISCILLA.DELSOL@GM
AIL.COM email sent 
5/14/2020

TRUE 04/22/20 11:42 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Classic car, hot rod 
supplies. Hobbyist vehicle 
parts

Chevs of the 40s/Street Rod 
Headquarters

1605 NE 112th st 98686 Vancouver 877-783-2854 is their phone number. The vehicle 
parts sold here are for hobbyist vehicles. Not primary 
transportation vehicles. It is an internet sales 
business as well as a retail to walk in customer 
location.

Dmoos1@aol.com Doug Moos 260-600-3609 VELVET@CHEVSOFTHE4
0S.COM

TRUE 04/23/20 6:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports retail Big 5 sporting goods 144 Easy Street Wenatchee Selling mostly non essential things SMF@BIG5CORP.CO

TRUE 04/12/20 11:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Children’s Resale and 
Maternity Consignment 
Store

Kidz Kaboodle 6409 6th Ave Ste 10 Tacoma, WA 98406 This store buys and sells used clothing and baby 
equipment to pregnant women and parents of young 
kids. I don’t see how this either safe or essential 
right now.

kidzkaboodle@comcast.net

TRUE 05/14/20 3:56 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Moe’s Tavern 727 Evergreen Terrace Springfield This website is for snitches. I can’t believe people 
actually come on here and rat out businesses. 
Please take down this website. This virus is a hoax 
and has gone on for long enough. Inslee will get 
voted out in November because of he has done.

Hugeass@gmail.com Hugh Jass 666 Moes_tavern@gmail.com

TRUE 05/14/20 2:27 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Mount fartmore hospital 6969 get fucked lane Fartdale I saw 81and a half people all gathered around this 
business and It made very uncomfortable I had to go 
to my safe space and cry

Skidmark@aol.com Drew P Balls 1800-636-8685

TRUE 05/14/20 2:32 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Paddy’s Pub 123 Easy St. Yakima No one likes to be around me because maya 
buttreeks. So I must go where there are large groups 
of people. Maya buttreeks will perhaps scare the 
large groups away

666@666.com Maya Buttreeks 6.9697E+11 666@gmail.com

TRUE 05/14/20 6:13 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other All businesses All Names 123 Everywhere All of them All businesses who have closed to comply with 
Inlsee's illegal, invalid, suppression of every person's 
natural rights is supporting the criminal actions of 
the State. The State has zero authority to violate 
natural rights. Gov't is obligated to protect those 
rights. Inslee is a criminal whose only authority in his 
criminal actions comes from the guns of his hired 
goons. Take away those guns and Inslee's lack of 
authority/influence will be revealed.

TRUE 05/13/20 6:56 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Mr. Scissors Barbershop 9423 reseda blvd unit B Northridge At least 40 people were packed inside with no one 
wearing masks! So much touching, nobody was 
following any of guidelines! I was there today at 4pm 
and it was an awful scene. The salon lady was 
persian lady named shayna c.

TRUE 05/13/20 12:26 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Lighthouse Baptist Church 2032 cedar hill rd Lancaster Ohio They have a parking lot packed and a church full of 
people. Over 40 for sure on Sunday morning. Very 
very un safe and blatant in your face, they don’t 
care. Please shut them down. They have sexual 
offenders all throughout any ways. Shut them down.

Phillip Manning

TRUE 05/13/20 10:56 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Lighthouse Baptist Church 2032 Cedar Hill dr Lancaster The have services like normal with over 20 people 
every Wednesday night Sunday morning and 
Sunday night. They also have children all over and 
elderly people. Very sad they arnt listening I want to 
be safe. They don’t care about laws.

Phillip Manning 740-687-
1599

TRUE 05/13/20 10:53 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Lighthouse Baptist Church 2032 Cedar Hill Dr Lancaster Ohio The parking lot is full, they bring children in from 
their homes on buses to attend services. They 
always have over 30 people in the building every 
Wednesday night, Sunday morning and Sunday 
night. Lots of high risk members.

Phillip Manning - Pastor

TRUE 05/11/20 4:15 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Laundromat Lavada gigante 5404 Harrisburg blvd Houston Get full to capacity. People not respecting 6ft 
distance, not wearing masks. (Especially weekends)

Jackelinpineda@yahoo.com Ana pineda 2819647640

TRUE 05/10/20 4:03 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Nascar race track meridian speedway 335 S Main St, Meridian, ID 
83642

Meridian They are required to keep people at small groups of 
6 or less and there was large groups of up to 15 
people in pit stalls ,there was no social distancing at 
this event



TRUE 05/08/20 7:40 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Moe's Tavern Walnut st Springfield I know for a fact that Barney, Homer, and Stu are 
there daily.

Brandon Perry Moe Syzlack

TRUE 05/08/20 5:28 AM No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Flower shop Gidas Flowers 3719 Forbes Ave Pittsburgh Small space, not providing gloves or masks to 
workers. not limiting the people in the store. Over 16 
workers where there is a limit of 6. Contractors 
working there are not wearing masks. Power is out 
and they are still being forced to work. Delivery  
driver CONFIRMED COVID-19, employer will not let 
other employees know when that person was not in 
the store.

TRUE 05/06/20 10:29 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other DJ company raise the roof entertainment 9351 S Naches Rd. Naches, WA Tailgate-Rally-OPEN WASHINGTON!! May 9th ... 
Noon to 8:00PM...$20 Logistics fee per 
person..Porta-Potties..Clean-
up..Security..Entertainment etc. BYOB..BYO-BBQ 
Food etc. 5 Local Live Bands...4 Public Speakers. 3 
local DJs and a full day of Fun & Protesting.... If you 
are a Small Business owner PLEASE BRING A 
BANNER of your business and an American Flag 😎
Please arrive Friday if you need to set up an RV... 
Overnighters can pack up Sunday...
Address: 9351 S Naches Rd. Naches Wa....

Dave Holmes

TRUE 05/06/20 7:29 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Automotive Lucky Dog Racing League 1155-C Arnold Drive, Suite 
365

Martinez Lucky Dog Racing League (LDRL) intends to hold a 
race at Pacific Raceways in Kent WA on May 30th 
violating the Governor's proclamation. They claim 
that a plan is in place with state and country officials 
to hold the event.

Prokorym Demi demiprokorym@me.com Cathy@RaceLucky.com

TRUE 05/01/20 5:25 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Full Spectrum Fitness 1516 n Main Street Crown point Parking in the back of the building working out with 
lights turned off. Charging astronomical amount fees 
to let people workout “because he is the only gym 
open”

TRUE 05/01/20 12:51 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Wendys 4401 Jones Street 
Apartment 8

South Charleston I'm an employee the manager  and several  
employees  tested  positive and been severing the 
public food no gloves and continue to work and force 
others to come in I want to remain anonymous

MirandaAllman23@Gmail.c
om

Miranda Allman 304-590-5131 Tqvk3182@Gmail.com

TRUE 04/29/20 7:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Living water Christian book store 921 S La Brea Ave Inglewood I’ve been seeing the church gather for a couple of 
weeks now. They take over the entire parking which 
shows how many people are gathering.

TRUE 04/29/20 12:09 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Veterinarian Bob Irelan Veterinary Services 6804 N Socrum Loop Rd 
Lakeland, FL 33809

Lakeland They are not 6ft apart within the building and are 
having people wait outside without masks on and not 
6ft apart.

TRUE 04/25/20 12:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Walmart Walmart Beltline and Highway 80 Mesquite Walmart is supposed to be limiting the number of 
people in their store at one time. Today this store 
looked like it was Christmas. So many people!!

dmkb1191@yahoo.com LC 2146227468

TRUE 04/24/20 4:02 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Furniture store Home Stars 2645 S. Sante  Fe 
Industrial Park

Denver The company is holding sales where large groups of 
people are gathering without appts and posting such 
gatherings on facebook. I have photos.

amore6607@gmail.com Amanda 3036689366 Mark

TRUE 04/21/20 2:36 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Protesters None NONe Olympia - government offices 
and everywhere protesting is 
taking place

People who are out there protesting are gathering in 
large groups and not respecting or following 6 foot 
separation nor are they following the IN-Shelter law. 
I would like to request that every single one of these 
morons be arrested or cited $1000 each.

martha.barrett70@gmail.co
m

Martha 253-844-9898

TRUE 04/21/20 1:48 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Marathon (large scale event) Seattle Rock n Roll Marathon 3407 West Martin Luther 
King Jr. Blvd Suite #100

Tampa Today, April 21, 2020 the director confirmed that the 
Seattle Rock N Roll marathon sees no reason why 
the large scale event will not go on as scheduled on 
June 6 & 7th and they continue to take registration 
money from would-be runners from across the 
United States. As a resident, I don't want a sea of 
people (as pictured on their website 
https://www.runrocknroll.com/en/Events/Seattle ) 
descending upon Seattle in just 45 days when I still 
am unable to go back to work. It is profoundly 
irresponsible to allow this event to happen in our city 
as we haven't even begun to inch back towards 
normalcy. We easily could have a huge bump in 
cases (think Mardi Gras in Louisiana) as a result of 
this large-scale gathering. New York cancelled 
theirs, why is it still on for Seattle? Why are we 
allowing them to still gather money from people 
when it should be cancelled or postponed?

Concerned Citizen rnrseattle@runrocknroll.com

TRUE 04/18/20 11:54 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Quick Trips 6445 Eastbriar Drive Lithonia Grill should be shut down like speedway 
stores.Germs,Germs,Germs!!!

Diane Johnson 404-217-2635 johnson_dianel@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/17/20 2:07 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Waikoloa Drivers Waikoloa Village Car Cruise Paniolo Avenue Waikoloa Waikoloa Village Cruise Group has decided to do 
large meetups in the KTA (Waikoloa) parking lot to 
drive around down Paniolo Ave in the Waikoloa 
Village to honk their horns for an hour every 
Saturday around 5:30-6 pm. You can find their 
information on the Facebook Page: Waikoloa Village.

diane@hawaii.edu Diane 8082778923

TRUE 04/17/20 12:12 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Sporting good Academy Sports and outdoor 2810 Johns Hawkins 
Parkway

Hoover They are letting too many people in at one time. 
They were letting 10 at a time but now they aren’t 
doing that. They are putting workers and customers 
at risk.

ldawnj05@gmail.com Laura Dawn Johnson

TRUE 04/16/20 3:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Haven Acres bar and grill 1691 frewert rd lathrop ca Business is continuing to stay open every day 
serving food and drinks to customers inside and on 
the deck of the business , local police has come out 
and warned multiple times continues to remain open 
after multiple calls.

samanthanickole@hotmail.c
om

Samantha Alves 5109047838

TRUE 04/15/20 2:50 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business PayFlex Systems, USA, INC. PO BOX 8396 OMAHA  I was talking to the 
Washington state office but they 
don't release that address

I just got off the phone talking to a customer service 
representative for Payflex  in Washington state.  All I 
have is their mailing address but they are making 
their staff come into work in violation of Governor 
Inslee's orders.  They are in a office with multiple 
people and have not set these people up to answer 
calls from home.  They have been told that the 
company is working on it but in the meantime they 
are in a dangerous environment.  They are sitting 
close enought to each other that I could hear the 
person's conversation sitting next to my 
representative.

lauraphillips_slp@yahoo.co
m

Laura Griesbach 17576179391

TRUE 04/10/20 7:36 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church N/a 4065 s Central ave Los Angeles There is a Church that is not following the safety 
precautions. Still congregating for church.

Katbentrova@gmail.com Katana 6262236710

TRUE 04/10/20 4:22 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church St. Anne Melkite Catholic Cathedral 
Church

11211 Moorpark St, North Hollywood Our priest goes live on Facebook all the time so if he 
does why should he allow people to be in church 
when the governor said only 10 ppl gathered not 
20/30/50 for gods sake we are done sitting at home 
because of idiots like them please make sure am 
anonymous please. Let these people be fined please 
we are fed up

a7la34@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/08/20 10:07 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Motorcycle Dealer Stubbs Cycles 4436 Telephone Rd Houston 8-9 employees with additional add on of customer's 
making 20+ people in building at a time .  Along with 
the selling of Motorcycles which is not essential. 
Most customers in building buy parts are just bored.  
Owner does not supply workers with protection or 
distancing requirements.  Did not see sanitation 
practices being implemented.

violentlexi@yahoo.com J. Zamorano 281-569-9193

TRUE 04/08/20 6:14 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Motorcycle delaership Stubbs Cycles 4436 Telephone rd Houston This company has more than 10 employees and 
customers in store all throughout the day without 
any sanitary work conditions for employees and 
customers. Not practicing social distancing or stay at 
home order. They are also selling motorcycles to 
customers as a luxury to the customer for the 
customers time of boredom. Completely concerned 
for the continued and possible spread of covid. 
Employees also have their children in and at the 
counters while working.

Violentlexi@gmail.com Alexis Z 2815699193

TRUE 04/07/20 6:18 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Alteration/Tailor A and G Tailors 8400 E. Iliff Ave Denver, Co 80231 Over the last weekend, I have observed a large 
group of people entering this business. They did not 
follow an appropriate distance. Seems to be a large 
crowd inside the shop daily as well. ( Monday and 
today)

Thy Pham

TRUE 04/06/20 4:59 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Indoor soccer King Soccer 19120 FM 529 Cypress This non essential business refuses to close its 
doors. They continue holding indoor soccer games, 
putting many people at risk.  They also continue  
renting their facility, allowing people to hold parties 
with large crowds.

nunezmal@outlook.com Matilda Nuñez 713-539-1808

TRUE 04/06/20 2:49 PM #NO MATCH No Agency Large gathering(s) of people Other Drake Hill Drive Vermillion Community Drake Hill Drive Huntersville Neighbors gathering outside and congregating

TRUE 04/05/20 4:05 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other A game shop King's Landings 1427 S. Valley Mills Dr. Waco They are a very small business that accepts people 
dining in for breakfast foods and doesn't allow 
adequate space for social distancing, they have 
game arcade which is non-essential, and are selling 
merchandise from their closed store, Bankston's, 
which is a comic book shop, so non-essential as well.

charlieanna4@yahoo.com Carmen



TRUE 04/04/20 7:04 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Church Cottageville Baptist Church 11643 Cottageville Hwy Cottageville Church services are still being held Sunday 
Mornings, Sunday Night and Wednesday Nights.  No 
one is wiping anything down and no one is wearing 
gloves.  There is a lot of hugging and hand shaking 
going on.  This is a small community and then the 
people leave and go into the local Dollar General and 
Family Dollar right up the street.  The Cottageville 
Police Department will do NOTHING because people 
are relatives of each other....This will harm our 
whole community....Please do something....

Debra Muse 843-835-8836

TRUE 04/04/20 1:59 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Devonte Smith 2401 southern ave South east More than 10 people Hannah

TRUE 04/04/20 1:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Home Quita 5123 fitch st South east Having a children’s birthday party rightg1@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/03/20 11:19 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Horse riding academy Liberty Bell Farm 117 Dutch row rd Elmer Horse riding business is still teaching riding lessons 
with large groups of people. Lessons are given in 
Saturday’s, Tuesday and Wednesday’s.

Kellypower316@yahoo.com Kelly Power 8564988387

TRUE 04/02/20 5:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Front yard of the house None 1821 burley drive Milpitas With visitors and drinking in front of the house Sjmluvgg@gmail.com Loraine 5103580867

TRUE 04/02/20 11:58 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail, construction Menards, Inc 11357 N Linden Rd, Clio, 
MI 48420

Clio There was a hot dog stand outside the exit doors. I 
see a lot of people buying non essential items, 
people are always buying deck packages and 
drywall, lots of non essentials. Sale prices are still up 
and running as well.

Rylea453@gamil.com Taylor 8107019258

TRUE 04/01/20 9:04 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Pactiv 314 Mooresville Blvd Mooresville Someone at the facility has contacting the virus and 
they are not taking the right persuasions to prevent 
others from getting it .

Rochelle.pinkett@gmail.com Sharayvia 9802349197

TRUE 03/31/20 9:03 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Biomedical  innovation 814 airport way Sandpoint People unable to work 6ft apart, no protections  for 
emplyees in place. Lunch room crammed with  
people. No hazard  pay. Unclean. Hand passing 
oarts off to other emplyees next to them.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:34 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Call center Wells Fargo 355 Hawthorne ave se Salem There is no social distancing . Also I was told today 
that even though my doctor wants me to self 
quarantine I can be in trouble for occupancies 
resulting in job loss so I have to go in or lose my job . 
Also I applied for work from home position and was 
told if I am not there tomorrow regular less of 
doctors advice I will no longer be able to do this . I 
have a small child and no daycare due to older son 
being ill as well so need to work from home so I am 
basically being forced to go to work with upper 
respiratory symptoms . People are sitting next to 
each other in call center not 6 feet apart and 
gathering socially in halls smoking areas etc .

Memeakamissy@gmail.com 5034806029

TRUE 03/31/20 2:11 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Non business Tenants 135 Casa Grande Dr Houston They are having family gatherings everyday.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:44 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Construction The Home Depot 9585 OH-14, Streetsboro, 
OH 44241

Streetsboro Home Depot paint and other non essential 
departments remained slammed with lines of people 
bragging that they are bored and need something to 
do while off work so they are going to paint there 
whole house or mulch entire yard.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:53 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ednetics has been a 
leading force in integrated 
network solutions tailored to 
education and government 
organizations for over 
twenty years.

Ednetcis Inc 971 Clearwater Loop Post Falls, ID Employees travel in Wa state, Id state  and Or state 
to install security systems in schools and business. 
Most of these business are closed due to the 
CORVID-19. Employees are still traveling and 
working in these business. When they travel they 
stay in hotels. By leaving there homes and families 
they have a change of bring the virus back to their 
families and communities. This work is not essential 
at this time. The company is saying they have 
permission to work due to being government 
employed . In the Issaquah office one employee had 
a fever and was told to stay home for 14 days. Then 
return to work if no symptoms continued.  Unknown 
how many employees were in contact with employee 
with fever. Unknown is the offices, warehouse and 
lunch/meeting room was cleaned. This business 
does not fall into the  essential   guidelines issued by 
Governor Inslee  on March 23, 2020.

Happyhoo1013@gmail.com Mary Adams 5095281500 info@ednetics.com

TRUE 03/31/20 10:20 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Central Oregon eye care 198 Combs Flat Rd Prineville They are not essential to survive. They are letting 
clients come in for hearing tests. No gloves on the 
employees except the one preforming hearing tests. 
Reception is taking patients for eye exams starting 
April 9th as stated on their website! I think it’s 
ridiculous that they claim to be essential yet I can’t 
see a Dentist until June 15th. I’m sure people can 
live with old glasses until June 15th where as a 
toothache isn’t considered a priority. To preform an 
eye exam you are way closer to the face of the 
patient then us hairstylists or nail techs are to our 
clients. They just said pink eye is part of the 
COVID19 but let’s keep doing eye exams!

Salonprimrose@icloud.com Amy 5412801058

TRUE 04/01/20 1:56 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Landlord Bart Ziegler P.O. Box 84444 San Diego, CA  92138 Bart is having non essential employees working, and 
will not furlough or send them home.

badassventuressd@gmail.comAlly

TRUE 04/01/20 3:40 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction CDA Redimix 120 E Anton Ave Coeur D Alene This is a Idaho company pouring concrete on a 
residential home, the contractor dug out the 
driveway and front porch and CDA Redimix Concrete 
mixer and Pump truck poured today. They are not 
the only ones violating these orders. JMac, Interstate 
and Central PreMix have been pouring concrete 
every day non essential pours.

Jennylsb@hotmail.com J Rosen 509-496-4490

TRUE 04/01/20 6:58 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Grocery Brokerage Fresh Source WA 16478 Beach Blvd . Westminster The workers are performing non-essential tasks like 
facing shelves. We don't need them touching things 
unnecessarily then bring them to other stores and 
home to immunocompromised family members of 
our community.

courtneymar23@gmail.com Courtney Mar 2533263144

TRUE 04/02/20 9:37 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ceramic Zircar ceramics 100 north main St New York This company is open and operating with a full staff 
in close proximity and does not produce anything 
essential in relation to the covid19  pandemic. 
Workers are being put at risk and their families at 
home.

sales@zircarceramics.com

TRUE 04/02/20 11:12 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction INLAND NORTHWEST 
REMODELERS

4146 pleasant lane Post Falls He is working and he is in construction linawess@aol.com Lina 2087775352

TRUE 04/02/20 3:35 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Unknown 4149 Thornton avenue Fremont A bunch of construction guys have been next door 
working on a residential house. No social distancing 
happening

Krista.arias@yahoo.com Krista 5108574675

TRUE 04/02/20 6:30 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting business Lee’s painting 344 NE 156th st Portland This business is still working and doing estimates

TRUE 04/03/20 11:54 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Textile Tarket 1345 US 41 Calhoun This place is keeping ppl working making carpet and 
risking their lives and their families lives and making 
carpet is NOT ESSENTIAL!

rocknrhon66@gmail.com

TRUE 05/14/20 10:24 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Goverment Governor Wa Olympia Taking our constitutional rights away. Not wearing a 
mask in public.

TRUE 05/14/20 11:04 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor Washington State Capitol Building 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia Governor Jay Inslee is non-essential.

TRUE 05/14/20 4:36 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real Estate Appraisal Quicken Loans & Big Sky Appraisals 1050 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, MI 48226-1906 Appraisals for the purpose of refinancing investment 
properties such as home rentals where the 
investor/owner does not reside, should not be 
considered essential.  Appraisals should not be 
conducted putting the renters/residents at risk of 
being exposed to Corona Virus.  My rental home is 
being re-appraised in Puyallup WA by the owner for 
the second time in 9 months.  The owner, Quicken 
Loans, and Big Sky Appraisals should not be allowed 
to conduct appraisals inside the house with photos 
and measurements taken until after the quarantine 
has been lifted.  If I have to stay in my house under 
quarantine, I should not be required to let strangers 
into my house without fear of being evicted by the 
owner and/or property management company as a 
form of punishment or revenge.

TRUE 05/14/20 5:57 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you 123 fuck you street Fuck You Watch your step governor, you seem to be out of 
bounds. The American people will not sit idly by as 
you take away their civil liberties, thank god for the 
second amendment!!!!!

fuck@you.com Fuck You 1244567880 Fuck@you.com

TRUE 05/14/20 9:46 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Unbeleievable Ridiculous Sleazy 123 Vancouver I can't imagine anything worse than asking people to 
tattle on their neighbors

Foul

TRUE 05/13/20 6:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction adlkjasdfasdf Seatle wa Seattle WA asdfasdfasdfa unnkonw



TRUE 05/14/20 5:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You 123 any street Spokan You can take your Orwellian tattle tale form and 
shove it up your ass. The American people will take 
back their civil liberties. Go fuck your self you mother 
fucking assholes. The 2nd amendment exists to 
protect us from you!!!!!! You fucking cock suckers 
will never do this again!!!!!

fuck@you.com Fuck You!!!!!! 1234567890

TRUE 05/14/20 12:56 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Small marketing company Nichols research 600 w. Shaw #350 Fresno To whom it may concern, I see people coming and 
going out of this office. This is a marketing research 
company who run as a call center with 15-50 people. 
They all use a shared restroom with our elder 60+ 
medical patients and this should not be going on. 
Nichols research is not a essential business not 
have the been ever. Since march they have has all 
employees gone but here recently they are now 
coming in. They are not part of phase 2 . And 
someone needs to stop them before covid is spread 
to my clients  who are 60+
Here are some emails 
jdawson@nicholsresearch.com
Amy@nicholsresearch.com
Here is a number for them as well 5592263100 
push zero of love person.

Noemail@noemail.com I wish I be anonymous 5596003100 jdawson@nicholsresearch.c
om

TRUE 05/12/20 3:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Health club gym Pa fitness 3131 Smokey point rd Arlington The police and the mayor are not doing anything 
about this facility being open, he has thrown out 
there that he is going against the order and that he 
does not care if he gets thrown in jail or not, as a 
business owner I am opening my doors as well if this 
continues without consequences.

Mike

TRUE 05/14/20 5:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Public Official Governor Capitol Olympia Overtly violating the oath of office

TRUE 05/14/20 6:06 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

I am done with your fucking unconstitutional lock diwnFuck you Fuck you You are toast!!!!!!!!! Fuck yoy Fuck you Fuck you Rebellion!!!!!!!!

TRUE 05/14/20 6:07 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:09 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:10 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:14 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:17 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you asshole governor Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you asshole governor Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you asshole governor Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you asshole governor Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you asshole governor Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, taking back our constitutional rights 
asshole!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:28 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:31 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:32 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you



TRUE 05/14/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:33 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:36 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:40 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

Are you afraid yet?????

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:44 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

The rebellion is starting!!!! Your tyrannical days are 
numbered!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

The rebellion is starting!!!! Your tyrannical days are 
numbered!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

The rebellion is starting!!!! Your tyrannical days are 
numbered!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

The rebellion is starting!!!! Your tyrannical days are 
numbered!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:45 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You.... The revolution has begun Fuck Big Brother!!!!! Fuck you Fuck you, we are taking back our constitutional 
rights you fucking cock hole!!!!!!!

The rebellion is starting!!!! Your tyrannical days are 
numbered!!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/14/20 6:55 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:58 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 6:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:00 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:01 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off

TRUE 05/14/20 7:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck off asshole!!!!!! Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off, you overstepped your bounds. Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off Fuck off



TRUE 05/14/20 7:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other State Government Office of the Governor PO Box 40002 Olympia, WA The state government is still operating despite it not 
being essential. The state continues to collect taxes 
from the people of Washington directly disobeying 
Governor Inslee’s orders.

TRUE 05/14/20 9:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government King Inslee 1 Capitol Grounds Olympia The people will eventually rise up and throw off the 
mantle of oppression.

Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/15/20 12:40 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Politician Washington State Governor Jay Inslee Olympia, WA Olympia As our Governor, you stated our stay at home order 
was to flatten the curve...and not overwhelm our 
health care.  Do you think we aren't intelligent...and 
we do not recognize, you have not been honest with 
the people of Washington State.  You do not have 
the authority to bankrupt the people of Washington 
and our state.  Governor Inslee, the people of 
Washington will vote you out of office.

TRUE 05/15/20 3:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 3:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:00 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:02 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:04 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment



TRUE 05/15/20 4:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:06 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:07 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:09 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:10 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:10 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:10 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:11 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Liberals are anti American 
scum

Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:12 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:13 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:13 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:13 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:13 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 05/15/20 4:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck You Big Brother Inslee Tar and feather your ass Lick my cock Give me liberty or give me death!!!!!

Americans will not stand for this bullshit!!!!!! You 
made a huge mistake overstepping your authority 
and taking our constitutional rights. There will be hell 
to pay!!!!!

Lick me Fuck you Governor 
Douchebag

Fuck off 2nd amendment

TRUE 04/01/20 9:52 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Round Table pizza 4002 a ST SE Auburn The pizza delivery person was not wearing gloves 
and required that I open door to sign credit card slip. 
I refused so she called manager & said if I do not 
open door they would not leave pizza.

Ruth_herren@yahoo.com Ruth 2536704585

TRUE 04/01/20 5:18 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Shopping center Walmart 1250 SW Erie St Oak Harbor I have seen a couple of elderly women still working 
shifts at this Walmart. They are very nice and 
hardworking. I would hate to see them contract 
COVID-19 due to their managements disregard for 
the governor’s warning. I was under the impression 
that businesses were suppose to give their elderly 
employees paid time off. Essential businesses or 
not, there must be safety measures in place. I didn’t 
see anybody wearing gloves, masks, using hand 
sanitizers. This Walmart has always had issues. But 
during this time, their just embarrassingly risking 
people health.

maddogjokers3000@yahoo.comAnthony Palumbo 6193130640



TRUE 03/30/20 4:24 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Retail Walmart 2301 freeway drive Mount Vernon Mount Vernon Walmart has social distancing 
stickers at registers but the problem is there is to 
many customers in the store at all times. Aisles are 
packed and hard to get through. Large group of 
families coming in all day long.  I would like to be 
anonymous cause I am actively employed by this 
company. And don’t need repercussions from them 
as I need an income coming in. I have a family at 
home and going to work scares me everyday. Afraid 
I will be bringing home something to my family. I 
have people at home that have compromised 
immune systems but still have to go to work cause I 
am an essential worker. To be going to work means 
we should feel safe to. I have been to Costco who 
cleans the carts before they give them to you and 
only allow a certain amount of customers in the 
stores. I wish all businesses could follow this to 
make us feel safe in our community

reannajordan83@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:15 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Big Box Retailer Walmart 2720 S Quillan St Kennewick Observed multiple groups of people, of all ages 
simply "hanging out" and walking about the Walmart 
store.  Walmart management do not seem to be 
interested in stopping this behavior or enforcing 
distancing guidelines outside of placing some 
signage on the floor.  I'm guessing this is probably a 
problem at most Walmart stores.

Ryan

TRUE 05/07/20 8:19 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company Meridian Puyallup They are claiming that it is not open but a protest.
People are working out, it’s not a protest.
They have had cops there and they have not 
enforced this order. If this is allowed what is to stop 
a BBQ of 20 people if they say that THAT is a 
protest.

msnicolesheree@yahoo.com Harris Bakers

TRUE 05/06/20 8:58 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Fuck off Ass wipe Olympia Olympia Fuck off

TRUE 04/28/20 4:33 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Dooleys 1541 John Ben Shepard 
parkway. #18

Odessa This place is considered a bar among the community 
and they’re operating as such. Gov Abbott clearly 
states that we cannot open just “bars”. It must be a 
restaurant and this establishment is not a restaurant 
it is a bar. That in itself is a violation.

TRUE 04/20/20 4:28 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Politician Inslee’s daycare 1 Capital Grounds Olympia, WA Jay Inslee has large gathers of people that molest 
children and rape women. He is a pedophile and 
abuser of the worst kind.

Joe Public

TRUE 04/10/20 3:55 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other motel Quality Inn Pullman Pullman There are people staying at the Quality Inn just here 
just to visit friends in the area. This should not be 
allowed!!!!

TRUE 04/10/20 2:42 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Lodging Hilltop Inn 928 Olsen St Pullman People are congregating at every hotel in Pullman 
even the ones up on campus to meet with family and 
friends as a way to not call attention to ignoring the 
social distancing in their homes. I know of at least 
30 guests between my hotel and another hotel that 
all came over from the west side of the state to meet 
up with their friends here in Pullman. This is not 
helping curb the virus and will make things worse. 
You need to do something about hotels and close 
them down for the rest of April. The virus is going to 
explode in Pullman and Whitman County which has 
so far been fairing well but won't if this continues. 
There are multiple reservations at the hotels through 
the end of April that are doing this.

Jacob

TRUE 04/08/20 12:10 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Painting truck bodies On Site Welding 20812 Broadway Ave Snohomish They are working in close proximity of each other. 
It’s new truck bodies for the most part and they tell 
you that you must report to work everyday or you will 
lose your job. I don’t feel safe in these working 
conditions. The crew should be skeletal if any in the 
painting and welding shop.

Awilliams1001@yahoo.com Dakota Fernandez 210-843-8020

TRUE 04/01/20 10:50 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Clothing Store nat+sus the shop 102 W Roy St Seattle, WA This is not only a violation of social distancing but 
there are a more then 4 homeless looking men who 
have a couch that the business provided, I believe, 
and it looks like they are selling drugs. They are 
keeping us up at night with public drunkenness and 
there was a fight last night. I filed a police report as 
well but I did not want to call 911 as this did not 
seem to be an emergency. Please help!

katiegirl54@gmail.com Becky 2067794552

TRUE 03/31/20 6:50 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Resident Resident 2209 189th Pl SW Lynnwood People gathering daily dancing on street start from 2 
pm. Sometime has more than 10 people. It started 
with small group but now is getting more and more. 
So I am concern about COVID-19 matter.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:07 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Saffron Grill 2132 N Northgate Way Seattle On 3/27/20 around 6:15 pm. My husband and I 
decided to celebrate his birthday but grabbing take 
out. Well when we arrived we were surprised that 
there was a large line of individuals waiting. The 
DoorDash/grub hub folks were gathered like cattle. 
Inside it was worse people were waiting in inside the 
restaurant extremely close. Absolutely not 6 feet 
apart. The woman who was taking credit cards was 
very unsanitary. Not at all attempting to use virus 
reducing measures. I have photos.

Sanobiaholmes7@gmail.com Sanobia t Holmes 4254091491

TRUE 05/08/20 1:12 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Pure pastures 1192 Ann Arbor rd Plymouth Township Non compliant. Owner is rude and thinks covid -19 
is nothing  no masks. No social distancing

TRUE 05/07/20 2:33 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Door Dash Pierce County Tacoma Delivery drivers not following proclamation orders, 
No PPE, No social distancing, Drivers delivering are 
touching their faces and not sanitizing before 
handling food bags.

Anonymous 206-679-3052 Door Dash

TRUE 04/27/20 11:19 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Governor Governor Hawley cove Bainbridge Island If the governor has the power to shutter businesses, 
he ought to lead by example!  Stay in one place. 
“Essential” doesn’t mean you get to roam wherever 
you please!  Hypocrisy at its highest!

julieemry@comcast.net Julie Emry Dougherty 5032601645 Jay Inslee

TRUE 04/22/20 1:56 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Apparel Production Rocky Mountain apparel 5260 Lincoln St Denver Too many people working at once, some not wearing 
facemasks

Annon Scot Smith scot@rmapp.con

TRUE 04/19/20 5:04 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Nursery East hill Kent WA Kent Surprised to see so many customers not wearing 
masks, not observing social distancing. My wife and 
didn’t come out of the car. We backed out and left

Moncefbey@comcast.net Moncef Belgacem 425-406-9102

TRUE 04/12/20 4:57 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

The DonutMan 915 E Rte 66 Glendora Employees aren't maintaining cleanliness or 
changing gloves, I watched for over a half hour as 
an employee didn't change his gloves a single time. 
There are also many people congregating in the 
parking lot as well as at the pickup windows.

TRUE 04/12/20 3:32 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other SRO Housing building Community Access 107-109 Avenue D. New York I have complained about my Landlord "Community 
Access" before that state there on-site employees 
are essential but they don't wear face mask or 
gloves! They also don't practice social distancing 
when there's two or three of them at the front desk 
with NO mask or gloves on breathing on each other! 
There security that comes in to relieve them at 4pm 
do not have or wear mask either! Please send 
somebody out to my building to force these people to 
comply or stay at home!

This is the SECOND timeI have had to do this, and 
my landlord dose not care about anybody that lives in 
this building! They only care about ripping the tax 
payers off to support these very bad Housing 
program that I am force too live in because I am 
poor!

PLEASE HELP!! The on-site staff should be force to 
wear mask!

awillia19@citymail.cuny.edu Anthony Williams Please 
call for ANY Questions

3474783958

TRUE 04/09/20 10:13 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Machine shop Acro Machining 15303 39th ave ne Marysville It is impossible for the employees and myself to stay 
6ft away all day. Half of the staff just forgets or 
doesn't listen. We have had several people out with 
fever/sickness and no one has been tested or urged 
to be tested and has returned to work. It is very 
unsettling. Thank you.



TRUE 04/08/20 11:19 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other flight school Wayman Aviation ACademy 14900 NW 44 Ave Hangar 
106 Suite 10, Opa-locka, 
FL 33054

Miami-Opa Locka Executive 
Airport

Flight School is allow to continue the operations with 
restrictions but is no following social distancing.
As a student I usually see a lot of people at the same 
time of flight schedules. It is also not providing 
adequate protections and safety guidance for their 
employees and roommates  are afraid of getting 
infected every they go to there.

Rajarho96@hotmail.com Rajarho M

TRUE 04/06/20 3:07 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Tartine 1226 Ninth Ave San francisco This business had an employee, a chef named 
Julian, test positive for corona virus and continues to 
force their employees to work when they had been 
working with this chef for over two weeks. Exposing 
the employees to the virus and in turn the employees 
families. This business needs to be shut down 
immediately as they have not shut down after the 
discovery of their employee with the virus. They also 
had people coming in and out of the business in 
contact with the employees and employee exposed 
to the virus.

Arcesena@dons.usfca.edu Aleena cesena 6692264745

TRUE 04/06/20 8:23 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

FUR-oligy Drusilla lane EST baton rouge The business has not complied at all Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/05/20 8:44 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cacciatore Bros 5610 Hanley rd tampa Great store but sadly at this momment you can see 
is very very crowd, you can even find parking, small 
store and you can't  walk inside because is to many 
people, they appear not be worry or helping for their 
clients safe or even employees. so sad

TRUE 04/04/20 7:50 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

BassResource 25433 SE 275th Pl Maple Valley People packed into their waiting room. Cashier is 2 
feet away from customers. Employees not wearing 
masks. I heard them tell a customer, "I'll go get your 
margarita" Mixed drinks for takeout?

itspublicinfo@notgoingtorevealit.comG. May 260-555-8877

TRUE 04/03/20 5:26 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Lodging Residence Inn Marriott 1295 NE North Fairway Pullman I am a guest with the Marriott here in Pullman. This 
weekend was originally WSU Mom's Weekend 
which was cancelled by the University. I am here to 
pick up my daughter and return home to Denver but 
while staying here, there has been multiple groups of 
other guests co-mingling in the lobby with over 10 
people, the front desk agent asked them to dispurse 
to adhere to social distancing guidelines but the 
group just went outside and hung on. Overhearing 
conversations they were not all here together but 
they all mentioned that they don't care what the 
government says, they aren't going to shelter in 
place as they don't care if the virus kills other people. 
Due to this issue, I have decided that I am packing 
up my childs stuff tonight and not staying at this 
hotel and driving straight home. This is appalling and 
I know the desk agent tried his best but in reality 
hotels should not be allowed to stay open for public 
use, it promotes this kind of poor behavior.

TRUE 04/02/20 7:52 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Convenience store 711 Thurston way Vancouver Today while maintaining distance and standing in 
line the checkered asked me to move forward so he 
could bring me up why the other customers credit 
card was processing. I told him that I would maintain 
the 6-foot Rule and wait until he was finished with 
them it wasn't a problem and he actually went off on 
me that he needed to get his job done and that he 
needed to get me out of the store and that I was 
causing him grief. I should not have to be treated like 
that for standing up for our policies in our state I'm 
very proud of being a Washingtonian for my entire 
life and I am doing what I can to distance myself and 
adhere to the social distancing practices.

snikerz28@yahoo.com Sherri lohse 3609492790

TRUE 04/01/20 11:38 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pot shop Uncle  ikes  pot shop 23rd and  union Seattle @GovInslee You need to he establishing 
checkpoints or enforcing the  stay-at-home order 
with the help of the national  guard  folk's  are not 
taking  this seriously  at all...You  need to strengthen  
 your stay at home order. Stop being so weak with 
your  response.

hibbdh@gmail.com DARNELL N HIBBLER 3606204208

TRUE 04/01/20 9:51 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Home Supply Lowes 2700 RAinier Avenue Seattle No gloves/masks/not disinfecting per protocol.  
Social distancing by CUSTOMERS is not being 
followed.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:29 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Real Estate Two different ones Olympia Olympia I live in Olympia and there are several homes for 
sale in our neighborhood. The news said agents are 
only supposed to have one person see a home for 
sale. The past few days it has been like Black Friday 
at these homes and people are also bringing the 
entire family then letting kids play on our community 
equipment. I feel sorry for the neighbors because all 
those people are potentially contaminating them and 
the agents are grossly unprofessional. My children 
are out of school, my wife cannot work because she 
is a nurse in a clinic that is non essential, and I also 
cannot work. Why are real estate people allowed to 
work especially when they don't follow the rules. 
That is so unfair and shows me they are really 
arrogant, selfish people that are only worried about 
themselves and a paycheck. We are struggling as 
much as they are but are FOLLOWING THE 
RULES.  Your office made a big mistake letting them 
work. They are no better or more essential than my 
wife's profession or mine. Shame on you.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:17 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Mercury Coffee 8506 122nd Ave NE Kirkland Massive lines of cars, more than 5 baristas at a time 
and unable to practice safe distancing, whole body 
open to drive up cars, baristas run to cars and open 
car windows. The coffee stand is open air. There is 
no guard or window between customer and barista.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:06 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Hydraulic Repair and Design 701 n Levee rd Puyallup sharing of tools and machine controls.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:40 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Interest Construction Company ( ICI) 609 North Hill Blvd Burlington Office workers required to be in the office where 
essential workers could work from home

TRUE 03/31/20 12:09 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business The Lodge at Mallards Landing 7083 Wagner Way NW Gig Harbor They sent out an email to residents and families 
saying that they are allowing "small group activities" 
and "allowing use of common areas to small groups 
at a time."  This is a senior living facility; the most at 
risk people.  Most of them have major medical 
issues already.  We don't want another situation like 
what happened in Kirkland.  My parents live there 
and are in their mid-eighties.

jenlord@prodigy.net Jennifer Lord 253-853-1806

TRUE 03/31/20 9:23 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Homeless None Public Land-none taxpayer, 
none utility payer

Everywhere Use of Metro with no destination - hygiene displine 
unknown - cannot be penalize (own nothing that can 
be confiscated to deter; can't imprison due to social 
distancing) - endangering Essential tax paying Metro 
drivers and other riders with specific destination.  
Reported on Kiro AM 3-31-2020 news.  Effective 
solution from Washington state officials including 
King County Dell Constantine must be  figured soon!

Anonymous - Concern 
Washington State

TRUE 03/31/20 6:33 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Hardware store Parkrose Hardware 8002 ne 6th ave Vancouver This business is following the social distancing 
requirements.  But are they also responsible for 
managing their sanitization of the shopping carts?
Currently they have nothing available to wipe the 
carts.  I suggested a designated employee to 
manage the sanitation of them. Still nothing. I feel 
like if a business is essential and can continue to 
employ and make money during this pandemic they 
also must do everything in their power to be 
responsible to control the spread of this virus. If they 
can't I think they should be forced to lock their doors 
or comply!!!!!! I feel very strongly about this!

Suerory@gmail.com Susie McKee 360.903.7376

TRUE 03/30/20 10:47 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Homeless Panhandlers Pacific avenue Olympia Excessive homelessness that Inslee has no interest 
in yet continues to deal in panhandling during 
pandemic.

TRUE 03/30/20 7:06 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Idk Hope 6120 n Mayfair Spokane No reason  to  operate



TRUE 03/30/20 5:13 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Government Washington state department of health 111 Israel Rd. S.E. Tumwater The State and Governor Inslee send everyone to 
STAY AT HOME without telling them to shut their 
house fan down thereby possibly infected the entire 
household even with social distance and close door. 
THEY ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 
EXPONENTIAL CURVE BC WE DON'T LIVE 
SHOULDERS TO SHOULDERS LIKE CHINA.

anguyen197@hotmail.com ANDY NGUYEN 2065955964

TRUE 03/30/20 4:54 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Pet Store PetSmart 1403 E Washington Ave Union Gap Petsmart in union gap Washington is having 7+ 
people working at one time while they have 
anywhere from 3-6 groups of customers ranging 
from 1 person to 6 people per group. Therefore there 
is significantly more than 10 people inside petsmart 
at once making my shopping experience extremely in 
comfortable.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:47 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Bank with Lobby open Columbia Bank 3006 Judson St Unit 101 Gig Harbor Columbia Bank lobby remains open which allows 
more than 10 people in a bank at a time. Should be 
using drive through or operating as a one person in 
the bank at a  time which will allow proper sanitizing 
and social distancing.

TRUE 05/14/20 1:47 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cardenas Market 1630 High Street Oakland California Large gatherings of people. Hot food is being 
serviced in open area. Bakery and sweets are still 
operational.

TRUE 05/14/20 7:46 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Stewart’s meats 17821 star route 507 SE Yelm NO ONE wearing face covering or social distancing. 
I was wearing a mask but the girl that was going to 
take my order walked right up to me. I asked “so no 
one is wearing a mask?”  She replied “nope.”

TRUE 03/30/20 2:24 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Chicken Shack Van Gieson West Richland Wa. If people cannot dine in why are they allowing 
customers to go in and out to order food  and pick up 
their order IN the restaurant..Doesn't that defeat the 
purpose?? If they are closed should all Pick ups be 
outside the restaurant or curb side.  or are we going 
to wait until one of the customers or workers gets 
sick with the virus..remember people could spread 
the virus with out any symptoms.

mosspj@yahoo.com Patricia Moss 15093719067 JENNY@STONECRESTHO
MES.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Dr.Paul Barton 3234 Keene road Richland Dr Barton is doing routine exams and fillings daily Anon@gnail.com Anonymous Anon

TRUE 03/30/20 4:22 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Conco companies 18644 72nd ave. S Kent Trucks on road

TRUE 03/30/20 4:32 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Standard Steel and Fabrication 8155 1st Avenue s. Seattle Business claims because it has had jobs for DOD, 
PSE that it should remain open but there are no jobs 
being currently worked on for either. They continue 
to give the PSE and DOD as reasons to continue 
being open without actually jobs in the shop

Arthurgreenarrow@gmail.comArthur Giboney 5094137963 jduthie@standardsteelfab.co
m

TRUE 03/30/20 6:40 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lawncare is and not should 
be eesential

Trugreen Lawncare Valley Ave Nw Puyallup Other states have shut them down and Washington 
needs to as well. They are not a pest control 
company they treat very few lawns with pest 
products. Please shut them down. They are also 
sending door to door sakes people to homes to sell 
Lawncare. Please follow other states in shutting 
them down they are making a joke of the real people 
who need to be out. They have branches inn 
puyallup, Redmond and Bellingham.

Coachmkb27@msn.com Mike

TRUE 03/30/20 8:31 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Skanska Renton Boeing Plant Job 
Site

Renton This construction of a parking lot for planes is 
claiming to be an essential business need as they 
are sub-contracted by Boeing and Boeing has a 
Navy contract.  I feel they are using this as a 
loophole and mandating that work continues.  The 
project is on the Renton Boeing Field.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:39 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Geogia Pacific 1240 Alexander Ave. Tacoma Risking lives so the billionaire ceo can make more

TRUE 03/30/20 9:57 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Jewelry fulfillment center Blue Nile Georgetown neighborhood 
of Seattle

Seattle I have not personally observed this operation, but I 
have chatted with someone who has worked there, 
and was told about it.  This Blue Nile fulfillment 
center fills online orders for jewelry, and is 
continuing to do so.  According to their website, they 
also have a store at Bellevue Square.

twoon54@yahoo.com T. Woon 206-591-3409

TRUE 03/31/20 9:33 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other manufactuering volleyballusa.com 14615 ne 91st st building b redmond noticed ongoing shipment pickups from the 
warehouse

TRUE 03/31/20 10:18 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Hensel Phelps/SeaTac 17801 International Blvd Seattle The North Satellite Expansion project is not essential 
to the function of the airport or terminal. It is new 
construction and in no way keeps air traffic or travel 
in motion. On Most construction sites including this 
one it is near impossible to enforce/maintain a 6 foot 
span between people, many task take multiple 
people 2-3 feet apart or closer. On top of this we bus 
into the jobsite and take breaks in shipping 
containers together, myself and others do not 
understand why this jobsite is open when do many 
have closed, and if it has to do with money, isn’t that 
part of the problem!?!

TRUE 03/31/20 11:09 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction sound transit projects xxx Seattle Should you shut down public construction too.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:31 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape I don't know 2410 evergreen point road Medina Other neighbors are not having landscape work 
done, this home had mowers and blowers there at 
10am 03.31.20

threegermans@yahoo.com Cynthia 15093931261

TRUE 03/31/20 11:57 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Children’s entertainment Royalty Princess and Character 
Parties - Walla Walla

915 S 2nd Avenue Walla Walla They are advertising a live streaming with the snow 
queen to be held at 915 S 2nd Ave., Walla Walla on 
April 1st and have stated it is no joke meet us at 4pm

https://facebook.com/events/s/live-stream-with-snow-
queen/206038087505797/?ti=icl

ccarlile@charter.net Carma Carlile 5093016540

TRUE 03/31/20 1:37 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction homedepo Evergreen way Everett More than 300 cars parked in the homedepo parking 
lot and all the crowd was in the store.  Why is 
homedepo not ordered to close!!!????

guitylami@yahoo.com Guity Lami 2065509514

TRUE 03/31/20 1:42 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mckinstry 5005 3rd ave s Seattle Working at a school Woodinville doing non essential 
construction

TRUE 03/31/20 1:46 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Duc Nuynh 5711 S. 129th St.  Trailer #7 Seattle lawn mower and other auto / truck repair and moving 
around (loud loading, drop off / pick up)  machining 
sounds and vibrations to the place--like a small plane 
engine at hours we are trying to sleep / relax--
especially bad while we have to be at  home--he has 
not been very considerate off his neighbors--we live 
adjacent in mobile homes that do not have good 
sound proofing to start with, before this

TRUE 03/31/20 1:51 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Total Care Inc. 307 S. 12th Ave #18 Yakima In the offices across the state that she operates, 
Deena Mason is not allowing majority of her staff to 
work from home. Many of us have secure home 
offices and she refuses to allow us to perform our 
jobs within the safety of our homes. Office staff do 
not have direct contact with our clients with the 
exception of monthly and quarterly visits, which have 
been done via phone. She has even fired employees 
for taking a leave of absence due to the safety of 
their families during this time.

TRUE 03/31/20 2:48 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other PRINT SHOP THE PRINTERY 631 TYLER ST. PORT TOWNSEND, WA 98368 SIGN ON DOOR SAYS OPEN WHILE THE 
SURROUNDING STORES ARE CLOSED

JOHN DOE 360-XXX-XXX

TRUE 03/31/20 3:49 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Ceccantti Sammamish bridge Kenmore This construction can seriously wait. SR520 bridge 
replacement shut down due to coronavirus.

Ritcheynd@yahoo.com Nathan 2068419072

TRUE 03/31/20 6:20 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Hi Spot 1410 34th Ave Seattle This place still accepts cash. I don't agree already 
with the fact that coffee shops are "essential", but in 
the Central District several are. But more than that, 
you should absolutely mandate that all these 
businesses be credit card-only. Cash is filthy and 
and easy carrier of germs.



TRUE 03/31/20 9:04 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Sound Transit 900 Poplar Place South Seattle Sound Transit project considered essential even 
though it is extending the East rail line. It can wait. 
Only reason it isn’t stopped is because sound transit 
doesn’t want to lose money in schedule delay.  The 
work force (laborers/craft) are scared to come in. 
Half of them end up staying at home. other half are 
forced to work because they can’t afford to support 
their families otherwise if they don’t come into work. 
This is definitely immoral and taking advantage of 
those less fortunate. This results putting their family 
as well as other workers at risk. Is convenient public 
transportation really worth people’s lives?

Seaorse11@gmail.com

TRUE 04/01/20 11:10 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Office of the Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia not an essential function Everyoneelse@gmail.com Narky McfuckNark 360-902-4111

TRUE 04/01/20 2:30 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other The Governor's and 
Attorney General offices of 
Washington state.

Governor's and Attorney General 
offices of Washington state.

Somewhere Olympia The morons in these offices are trying to rule over 
the people of Washington state just like Hitler did 
over Germany in the 40's. They are conducting non-
essential operations that only damage our state's 
constitutional and economic freedoms. They need to 
be stopped immediately.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:21 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governors Office Governor Jay Inslee Office of the 
Governor.

P O Box 4002 Olympia I see Governor Inslee talking and making 
unnecessary policies that are hurting more families 
than the virus will. He and his Office is non essential 
and hurting the great state of Washington.

sage.schafer@gmail.com Sage

TRUE 04/01/20 6:49 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto dealership Bruce Titus Ford 1215 Bay street PORT ORCHARD This business is telling their employees to continue 
selling cars and if pulled over by the police to lie to 
the police about why they are out.

Michael Taft 530-514-9277

TRUE 04/03/20 10:02 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

every drive up coffee stand mane street ALL A drive up coffee stand sees a new customer every 
few minutes and every customer is porencephaly 
spreading the virus and yet these businesses 
continue to operate. How is a $8 latte essential.  
while people working outdoors and only seeing a 
couple
of the same people every day are told to stay home 
WHATS WRONG WITH THIS PICTURE

center.state.1@gmail.com Edd 5097505975

TRUE 04/05/20 8:41 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Block Party 5052 York Blvd Los Angeles Block Party is open everyday  from 12 pm to 10 pm 
serving beer and wine TO-GO. Now there are people 
standing in front drinking alcoholic beverages from a 
cup with a straw. To make matters worse they have 
a food trucked parked outside so the people waiting 
for there food are having a few drinks on the side 
walk .It is still illegal to to drink  Alcohol  walking, 
standing, driving down a public street.? .Now 2 more 
bars on York Blvd have decided serve alcohol to 
go.Beer and Wine are not essential. They should 
lose the liquor license

stephaniedrz@yahoo.com Stephanie Durazo stephaniedrz@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/07/20 11:03 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cabinet builder Seattle Products 6914 S. 196th St Se bldg. f Kent Receiving and unloading residential materials.

TRUE 04/08/20 10:23 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment complex The Wynwood Apartments 3461 SW 2nd Ave Gainesville Apartment complex shut off water with only 1 hour's 
notice, with a stated time frame of 1:00PM-6:00PM, 
but actually turned off the water at 12:30PM.

danielamcarballo@gmail.com Daniela Carballo 7862732095

TRUE 04/10/20 7:49 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Campground Silver Cove Hall Road Silverlake This campground is supposed to be open to long 
term campers only, however they are actively 
advertising and accepting short term rentals.  This 
brings in exposure to our small local community 
members.  Please make them stop!

TRUE 04/13/20 1:58 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Homeowners Association Snowline Community Club INC PO Box 5030 Deming This homeowners association continues to collect 
nightly vacation rental forms and fees from members 
who continue to conduct rentals in direct violation of 
Proclamation 20-25 by allowing non essential 
vacation rentals to continue within its community, 
and processing the rental application of said rentals.

ampnullolvr@gmail.com info@snowlinecc.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:58 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other RV repair shop Genesis Auto & RV Repair 6220 S Tacoma Way Tacoma This is a RV shop working on non essential motor 
homes and travel trailers, for people that are not 
complying with the stay at home order. We have not 
worked on a customer automobile in months.

troyslee44@gmail.com Troy Slee 360-878-7486 Brian@genesisautorv.com

TRUE 04/13/20 2:58 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Corporate Mailroom Ricoh USA @ Amazon 2021 7th avenue seattle Ricoh USA is contracted by Amazon to operate over 
30 mailrooms in their corporate offices. These 
mailrooms ship and receive packages for Amazon 
Employees and are not available to the public. 
Amazon and Ricoh have told all mailroom employees 
that they are "essential to an essential business" and 
therefore need to remain open during the "stay-at-
home" order.  While some packages being 
processed in these mailrooms are relevant to 
Amazon's essential business, a majority of them are 
personal packages for Amazon Employees. Amazon 
has asked their employees who are able to work 
from home to stay home, but because the corporate 
mailrooms are operating as normal and have not 
restricted the ability to ship personal packages 
Amazon employees are still coming in for non-
essential reasons such as mailing out cookies and 
product returns.

Caitlyns1995@gmail.com Caitlyn Smith 2066592336 Jeff@Amazon.com

TRUE 04/16/20 10:27 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft and Resale Mall Redeemed 172 Memorial Dr. Manistee Redeemed continues to do business,  listing items 
for sale on Facebook and putting them out for 
curbside pickup.  Also has one day sales live on 
Facebook.  Owner Denice Leonard goes to her shop 
several times a week to set up these sales.  
Consumers have asked her to stop because she is 
endangering the community, but she won't stop.

csrstt11@gmail.com Cheryl L Staszczak 2488053802 redeemed172@gmail.com

TRUE 04/16/20 5:21 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Phone Book Delivered to 
Front Door

I do not know Unknown Tumwater Had a lady come to my front door, not wearing a 
mask or latex gloves and delivering phone books.

Bsabco@aol.com Scott A. Blomberg 3607542502

TRUE 04/16/20 8:51 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other furniture refinishing Dime Decor 1398 NW Cedar Ln Poulsbo This business has been operating without a county 
permit as required by the county.  Nor does it have 
the required WA state/EPA toxic waste generator ID 
required for this type of business.  Additionally it is 
operating in portable open carports over bare soil.  
They sand old furniture down, which may contain 
lead, making the sanding dust airborne to spread 
across the soil.  Then use cleaning agents, stains, 
paints, and polyurethanes to refinish the furniture to 
resell.  They have advertised and sold hundreds of 
pieces of furniture in the past few years, most of 
which are dining sets containing multiple pieces.  All 
this is being done less than 150 feet from a USGS 
identified spring complex that was illegally drained 
and flow is redirected to a local salmon bearing 
stream and the bay.  County officials refuse to obtain 
warrants to investigate despite loads of evidence.  
Now they continue to advertise and have "delivery 
available" and "come by to take a look at it" in their 
ads.  They advertise on offer up, Let it go, Craigslist, 
and Facebook marketplace.  Doubt they have paid 
any state or local taxes in the past five years.  Stacy 
Gray aka Stacy Lawrence was named in the Federal 
SEC case against Znetix on Bainbridge Island years 
ago.

Anonymous

TRUE 04/22/20 10:55 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Chick-Fil-A 810 36th Ave NE Marysville Shame on Chick-Fil-A and their New location 
coming soon located at 
810 36th Ave NE, Marysville, WA 98270.
Since Covid-19 and the Stay at home Stay Alive 
order from Governor Inslee.
Chick-Fil-A's New site has been worked on daily. For 
a Company that is against abortion and working on 
Sundays it is Sad to see that they care so little for 
Human life to make people work face to face in a 
small environment while working on completing this 
location. 
I hope when this Essential Place opens, we all take 
the time to reflect on how important this Business 
was to our City of Marysville and all that live here.

tyloveslife@hotmail.com Ty Reiff 5096073858

TRUE 04/22/20 12:38 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Nunya Nunya Nunta Nunya Please pull your head out.

TRUE 04/22/20 12:48 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrity Construction/Josh Harris 3514 N Orchard St Tacoma Integrity Construction Workers Trespassing at 3516 
N Orchard st as well as Violating Governors 
Proclamation for Essential business & PPE.

Anonymous integrityconstructiongroup@
gmail.com



TRUE 04/22/20 12:49 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrity Construction/Josh Harris 3514 N Orchard St Tacoma Integrity Construction Workers Trespassing at 3516 
N Orchard st as well as Violating Governors 
Proclamation for Essential business & PPE.

Anonymous integrityconstructiongroup@
gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 12:55 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrity Construction/Josh Harris 3514 N Orchard St.-  c/o 
5625 S Adams St Tacoma

Tacoma Integrity Construction Workers Trespassing at 3516 
N Orchard st as well as Violating Governors 
Proclamation for Essential business & PPE.

Anonymous integrityconstructiongroup@
gmail.com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:26 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business CNA School of Longview 5612 Ocean Beach 
Highway  Suite 112

Longview Nursing asst. training program reported doing in-
person classroom teaching--prohibited by 
Proclamations 20-12, 20-25--and said one student 
in attendance lives with a person positive for COVID-
19.  We reported to PH authorities. Regulators 
(WTB & NCQAC) did not approve activity; NCQAC 
investigating.

Kathy.Moisio@doh.wa.gov,  Lynn.Batchelder@doh.wa.govKathleen Moisio (Program 
Director) and Lynn 
Batchelder (Investigator)

Kathy:  360-490-5783; 
Lynn:  360-236-2362

mjonesrn11@gmail.com

TRUE 04/23/20 10:02 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government State of Washington Governor Somewhere Olympia, WA 1.Tyranny over the citizens of the State of 
Washington, under the guise of mitigating the 
Coronavirus pandemic.
2. Lust for power

Angry Citizens

TRUE 04/28/20 12:56 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor makes non-essential trips to his 
Bainbridge Island home on the weekends. "Every 
time somebody drives around to go out to some 
place, and they stop at the service station and they 
stop at their friend’s store and they happen to talk to 
somebody at the gas station, it’s another physical 
contact."

TRUE 04/28/20 1:03 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Homeowner’s Association 
Residential Photographer

Total Property Management Sevices, 
Inc.

220 Pacific Hwy E Milton, WA 98354 Business is open and functioning though not listed 
as essential business. Photographer drove by taking 
pictures of weeds in people’s yards. Photographer 
was confronted and HOA was emailed. HOA 
president lied in response to concern about stay at 
home order and said they were assessing condition 
of homes and taking photos of safety hazards. I 
requested clarification on how newly grown 
dandelions over the last week were a safety hazard 
and have failed to receive a response. Business 
should not be conducted with intent to issue HOA 
violations and fines for non-hazardous aesthetics 
during a mandatory stay at home order.

rachael.vaughn@hotmail.comRachael Vaughn 805-504-6994 marceena@tmsre.com

TRUE 05/05/20 10:38 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tennis facility Gorin Tennis 5464 119th Ave SE 
Bellevue, WA  98006 
United States

Bellevue We got an email stating that tennis lesson will be 
resumed on May 5th. We went there today and it 
was packed with people despite of the virus.

TRUE 05/08/20 11:32 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-Essential Washington State Office of the Governor416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor Jay Inslee and Bob Ferguson are non-
essential employees and need to be removed from 
office immediately for the health and safety of all of 
Washington State.

Washington State

TRUE 04/01/20 1:12 AM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Ferndale Pizza Company 607 Main Street Ferndale I have walked past a window and saw a man sitting 
down and eating in the back at a table, looked like 
they tried to hide him from public view. I’ve seen him 
multiple days in a row.

TRUE 05/12/20 3:05 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Other Jay Inslee Supreme ruler of Washington 416 Sid Snyder Ave SE Olympia Governor Inslee’s idea of recording the names of 
restaurant customers is a violation of the First 
Amendment of the U.S. Constitution right to 
peacefully assemble made applicable under the 14th 
Amendment of said Constitution. This is not 
leadership, it is tyrannical ruling of a free populace. 
DO NOT RE-ELECT INSLEE. A vote for a 
Republican is a vote for freedom.

tim.reasoner68@gmail.com Timothy Reasoner 3603393158

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Hensel Phelps 1899 120th Ave NE Bellevue Is a Sound Transit operations facility under 
construction essential? I don't think it is. If it was up 
and working I could understand.

DaleR09@msn.com Dale 2532611438

TRUE 03/30/20 4:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult Store Adam & Eve 348 W Bosanko Ave # C Coeur d' Alene I'm not sure if the Washington location is also open 
but I am an employee of the Coeur d' Alene location 
and I feel like the store isn't essential and I've heard 
nothing about potential closure. I want to make sure 
my co-workers and their families are safe during this 
pandemic.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:43 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Cornerstone General 
contractor(Suprise Lake middle 
school)

2001 Milton Way Milton The school is closed but large groups of construction 
workers congregate on a regular basis, and are still 
required to go to work.

Aldenmm@gmail.com Alden Bickford 3604021014

TRUE 03/30/20 5:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat and yacht detailing Agape boat detail Nathaniel vrentas owner Edmonds Boat detailing is not an emergency requirement and 
they should not be driving around to multiple marinas 
completing work during this criss. Boat detailers are 
not listed in any essential job listings

TRUE 03/30/20 6:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other abortion facilities Planned Parenthood 723 Riddell Rd Bremerton There's nothing 'essential' about deliberately killing 
innocent human beings for another person's 
convenience. And they use PPE that is needed 
elsewhere.

daly0119@comcast.net K M Daly 13606492770

TRUE 03/31/20 6:56 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Drive through coffee shops 
in Puyallup

Pink sugar expresso 924 E main ave PUYALLUP Expresso stands are not essential business along 
with fast food businesses, they do not wear gloves or 
masks they handle money and credit cards then 
hand you coffee, fast food hands you your bag of 
food, I'm sure they don't wash there hands every 
time they handle money

khristypowell@gmail.com Khristy Bower 2537549776

TRUE 03/31/20 7:19 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental store Aarons 4217 Wheaton way Bremerton Wanted me to violate stay at home order to finish 
paying up bill I earlier paid on this month with what I 
can told them I will pay soon as possible being 
haven’t worked in three weeks(instacart) that’s 
another story we are here with 400$ left and no end 
in sight for this 8 person household could you please 
tell them to cool it for awhile every dollar is to survive 
right now thank you

Dap206@icloud.com Delmar parris 360-932-1723 AHSC@aarons.com

TRUE 03/31/20 8:58 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett Boeing is planning to open the factory and office on 
April 8th and requesting all managers to go back to 
the office on April 6th. Just wondering if the 
governor is still considering to extend the “stay 
home, stay health” order.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:01 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Truss Way 525 E S Hill Rd Sunnyside They are doing business as usual & all other 
construction is shut down.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Sharing WeWork 1411 4th Ave Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors 
remain open. At this specific location there was a 
confirmed case in early March and building residents 
were just notified of case today.

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO 
members at their locations are essential.

malloryktaylor@gmail.com Mallory Taylor 2067348970

TRUE 03/31/20 9:17 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Sharing WeWork 925 4th Ave. Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors 
remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO 
members at their locations are essential.

malloryktaylor@gmail.com Mallory Taylor 2067348970

TRUE 03/31/20 9:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Sharing WeWork 1601 5th Ave. Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors 
remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO 
members at their locations are essential.

malloryktaylor@gmail.com Mallory Taylor 2067348970

TRUE 03/31/20 9:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Sharing WeWork 107 Spring St, Seattle All WeWork locations and their 3rd party vendors 
remain open. 

WeWork is an office sharing space and NO 
members at their locations are essential.

malloryktaylor@gmail.com Mallory Taylor 2067348970

TRUE 03/31/20 6:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Aion management I s broad st Philadelphia They own several apt complexes have maintenance 
on site instead of on call putting them and their 
families at risk. Also moving people in and out of 
locations not sanitized.

shorteeshel1@yahoo.com Shelly Mock 4845534494

TRUE 04/01/20 7:20 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vitamins Church & Dwight 10 south 56th Place Ridgefield Non essential work.  Fiber is not essential. Opd2121@gmail.com Judy 3607874620

TRUE 04/01/20 7:57 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Financial Fisher Investments 5525 be Fisher cr. Dr. Camas Don't need to be open.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:55 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other air conditioning air control 5200 LaPalma anaheim This company has their entire office approx 300 
people including the business development people 
coming in everyday with no sanitizer or masks for 
anyone.  There is no reason for them to have the 
business development and staff people at the office.  
They were told if they did not feel comfortable take 
sick time or vacation time.   I understand companies 
need to stay open and keep things going, but there is 
no reason to have the entire staff in the office with 
no protection.

lizcera88@gmail.com elizabeth cera 3108771859

TRUE 04/01/20 7:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Travel Phuong Mai 241 S 4 Th PL Ste B Renton  Wa 98057 My business is closed during Covid19 from 10 Feb 
until now 1 Apr 20- My gross business every month 
$1500- I do not have money to pay for all expenses 
and ultility

phuongmai98007@hotmail.
com

PHUONG MAI TRAVEL 2067233842

TRUE 04/01/20 8:52 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Adult bookstore Adult bookstore Valley mall parkway East Wenatchee wa The disgusting Adult book store does not need men 
going in and out all day long,  very unsanitary and 
probably illegal



TRUE 04/02/20 9:45 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Towing Company Nisqually Towing Company 7201 Old Highway 101 NW Olympia, Wa 98502 My 20 year old granddaughter's car was towed 
yesterday and she had to pay $300.00 to get it back! 
She has been off work for two weeks now and is 
cleaning houses to survive this time. I thought the 
NO PARKING zones have been lifted! Am I correct? 
Shame on this company!!! They should be shut 
down!!! I am not happy about this situation and am 
going to let the world know about them!

hotgrandma5252@yahoo.co
m

Deborah Long- Retired 
School Teacher

2065782688 NISQUALLYTOWING@CO
MCAST.NET

TRUE 04/02/20 5:48 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare Kidz 1st 717 S 61st St, Tacoma, 
WA 98408

Tacoma Witness multiple children being dropped off and 
collected daily

adamchocutt@gmail.com Adam hocutt 6154807192

TRUE 04/02/20 5:49 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Daycare Norma's Multi-Cultural Child-Care, 
LLC

866 S 64th St, Tacoma, 
WA 98408

Tacoma Witness multiple children being dropped off and 
collected daily

adamchocutt@gmail.com Adam hocutt 6154807192

TRUE 04/02/20 6:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nursery, Garden Store Bark and Garden 4004 Harrison Ave Olympia None Karendix22@gmail.com Karen Dix 3604812390 barkandgarden@juno.com

TRUE 04/02/20 7:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Parenthood planning Planned parenthood 7426 W Bonnie Pl Kennewick Abortion is not health care. Non-essential. createdtobehis@yahoo.com Arianna Francis 5096194675

TRUE 04/03/20 6:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft store Michaels 10300 Silverdale Way NW Silverdale This store does not sell essential supplies, and is 
allowed to remain open for sales when small mom 
and pop shops have been forced to close.

Sdpwa@hotmail.com Sheila Peterson 3602710742 custhelp@michaels.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop CADH AMERICA Auburn Auburn way so across from 
Muckleshoot Casino

AUBURN Capitalizing on keeping people's jewelry if we cannot 
come in to pay our interest fees.Dave is the manager 
and he ssid to me that he will keep my jewelry which 
is worth $5k if I dont come in on april with to pay my 
interest of $135. I told him I couldn't do that right 
now and he said then youose it.so I have called 
chamber of commerce and Governor Inslee and 
Consumer Protection and nobody doing Nythimg.this 
is a non essential business located across from 
Muckleshoot casino and they making money off of 
the publuc.they need to be fined and shut down and 
told they will not make us lose our jeewelry.

Alherth1@msn.com Alvia Cabico 2533586278

TRUE 04/05/20 5:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shops All pawn shops thru out wa state all citys Scientists from the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases (NIAID) -- part of the NIH -- 
mimicked the virus being transmitted from an 
infected person onto everyday surfaces in a 
household or hospital setting by coughing or 
touching objects, the agency said. Scientists then 
investigated how long the virus remained infectious 
on these surfaces.

Pawnshops allow any one any where in to look at 
there good and touch there second hand good's,  
potentially spreading the virus.  So i ask why places 
who sell second hand goods should stay open?

kirby2768@gmail.com Carl Kirby 4255510184

TRUE 04/08/20 9:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Landscape Greenscape N Kelly Ct spokane having mowed grass isnt essential would assume triathlonmc@gmail.com Matthew Cusack 5092802328

TRUE 04/08/20 2:39 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog grooming Gone to the Dogs 9925 214th ave e Suite E Bonney Lake Still open for business info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:59 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airbnb Adcock llc 120 Rainbow lane Packwood There are to many different people in and out of this 
Airbnb and not socially distancing.Some guest are 
from King county crossing to many counties .We 
have told him that we are uncomfortable with him 
running his business and he keeps having guest 
.We even told him it’s governors orders.Please help 
with matter .It would be greatly appreciated

Mars_patrice@yahoo.com Patrice Mars 3608270731 info@adcockmgt.com

TRUE 04/11/20 11:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other RV Park Silver Cove RV Resort 351 Hall Rd Silver Lake Letting people come in RVs, lot’s of people not social 
distancing

Cooke78@scattercreek.com Betty Cooke 5033101433 silvercoverv@highwaywestv
acations.com

TRUE 04/17/20 11:18 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Cafe Lavoure 210 5 th Ave south Edmonds 10 or less people congregating and less than 6 feet 
apart. They are asking people walking by to goin 
them. Seems as though they are in protest of state 
regulation.

nalaonthebeach@gmail.com Mary Johnson 509-687-5800

TRUE 04/19/20 12:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hotel motel resort Robin hood Village Resort 6780 E Highway 106 Union They have a sign out for vacancy and that the rooms 
are open and cleaned 360-898-2163

geist@hctc.com Kathy Geist 360-790-2843

TRUE 04/21/20 5:15 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay inslee Olympia Olympua Jay inslee is the most non essential out there!

TRUE 04/21/20 5:46 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Jay Inslee State capital Olympia This jack-ass is destroying businesses while 
shielding his favorite cash  generators. As in Boeing, 
Pot shops and his DNC and vice president campaign

Dglover714@comcast.net Dan Glover 509-869-7937 Jay In(over his head)slee

TRUE 04/30/20 6:43 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jay inslee Hitler.com Gov mansion Olympia Violation by governor of state and federal 
constitutional rights of wa citizens

TRUE 04/30/20 9:43 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Insurance Tim Lane State Farm 1014 N Pines Rd Unit 101 Spokane Valley Tim Lane is scheduling meetings with people in his 
office and has all of his employees here. He is not 
cleaning after meeting with people and a lot of his 
customers are elderly.

TRUE 05/05/20 11:52 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other sewing shop wally's 19624 se 272ndd st Auburn suck a dick

TRUE 05/05/20 3:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington Governor 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW Olympia This office actively impedes covid-19 management 
efforts by enacting unconstitutional decrees and 
distribution of propaganda.

TRUE 05/05/20 3:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Athletic NW Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Ste H Puayllup It's unfortunate it has come to this. Their intentions 
are to continue the "exercise your rights"  protest 
every day for next month. The Puyallup PD with 
DOH visited today, May 5th, 2020, but they plan to 
have people exercising at their gym again tomorrow 
from 8am to 6pm (with events on their Facebook at 
until May 30th.)

barbara.eckiss@gmail.com Barbara Eckiss 253-307-6252 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/05/20 4:23 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Fusion Beads Inc. 13024 Stone Ave N Seattle This non-essential business is opening, despite the 
extension of the stay-at-home orders. It’s requiring 
workers to arrive and risk their lives, as well as their 
loved ones’ lives, every day

gunilla@fusionbeads.com

TRUE 05/06/20 6:14 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Jay Inslee 416 s Snyder ave Olympia He’s a dumb ass and is ruining this state. He needs 
to go.

No No No

TRUE 05/07/20 2:29 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Crossfit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Continuing to operate despite stay at home orders. 
Blocked all windows and enter through the alley 
putting the people in the apts around them at risk.

TRUE 05/08/20 8:02 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Fenix Tattoo and Piercing 87 Yesler Seattle This business is in Pioneer square, downtown. Both 
their instagram account, (@fenixtattoos) and website 
(fenixtattoos.com) state that they are open Tuesday- 
Sunday 2pm- midnight taking "consultations"  One of 
their artists states on his instagram that he is taking 
appointments. Tattooing is taking place irregardless 
of the governors orders.

Ty Myers

TRUE 05/08/20 9:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Philadelphia Vision center 526 Penn st Reading Berks County is still on the red zone stay at home till 
June 4 2020 owner want employees to return to 
work Monday May 11 2020

TRUE 05/09/20 9:08 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Production, they make 
tshirts

Oregon screen impressions 3580 ne Broadway st Portland They have been open the entire pandemic refusing 
to close. There isn't even any work to do so everyone 
is cleaning or twiddling their thumbs.  There isn't 
anything essential about a place making tshirts

Chris

TRUE 05/10/20 6:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Politics Ministry of Covid Compliance 311 6th Ave S Seattle, WA 98104 They're actively spreading lies and disinformation

TRUE 05/13/20 5:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Unknown Unknown Olympia Cutting the governor's hair unknown unknown 111-111-4949

TRUE 05/13/20 5:38 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Fat Lesbians Hairy Ass 3802 s 38th st Tacoma There's a bunch of communist lesbians and they all 
weigh 600 pounds.

TRUE 05/14/20 12:12 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Political office Washington Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia 98504 Governor Inslee continues to operate his non-
essential business which is destroying the state's 
economy.  Please send your gestapo over to stop 
him immediately!

TelljayTokissmyass@yahoo.comTelljay Tokissmyass https://www.governor.wa.go
v/contact/contact/send-gov-
inslee-e-message

TRUE 05/14/20 2:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor Inslee King of Washington Olympia Olympia I have witnessed the governor repeatedly violate the 
constitution of the United States and the state of 
Washington.
He needs to be jailed, convicted as a traitor and 
suffer the penalty for treason.

TRUE 05/14/20 6:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Lick me assholes 123 fuck you liberal cock 
suckers

Kiss my ass cock sucker Civil disobedience first, disobedience second, 
outright armed revolt third. Reinstate our civil 
liberties or we will forcibly take them. Your choice 
ass wipe.

Fuck@you.com Fuck you 1234567890 Fuck@off.douchebag

TRUE 05/14/20 6:05 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amendment 2nd Amendment Fuck you The American people are rising up, armed rebellion 
is upon us. You have overstepped your bounds and 
now there is a price to pay!!!!!!

Fuck@you.com Fuck You 1231231234 Fuck@off.com

TRUE 05/14/20 9:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Other None of your business None of your business None of your business How dare you? Who do you think you are? captaintimjenkins@yahoo.comTim 7249892616 None of your business

TRUE 03/30/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Non-essential business is 
open

Other manufacturing HERRENKNECHT 1613 132nd Ave E STE 200 SUMNER STATED THAT EMPLOYEES MUST USE 
VACATION IF THEY ARE INTERESTED IN 
STAYING HOME. MY SON WORKS HERE AND 
MY OTHER CHILD IS WAITING FOR HIS COVID 
TESTING AND WE SHOULD ALL BE ABLE TO 
STAY HOME TO SAVE LIVES!  THIS COMPANY 
IS A DISGRACE!

TRUE 03/30/20 2:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course RMG Oakbrook 8102 Zircon Dr SW Lakewood The golf course remains open and has remained 
open since the stay-home order took effect last week

TRUE 03/30/20 2:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Accounting/Tax/Bookkeepin
g

Jones Accounting Associates 1199 SE Dock Street Oak Harbor Business is not essential and should not be open.  
Putting both customers and employees as well as 
their families at risk.

Anonymous



TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail; gun safes NW Safe Company 830 Cole St Enumclaw Open signs on, customers coming and going freely 
from establishment.  Social media pages also report 
that store is open for in-person shopping.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Decorative rock Bedrock Specialty Stone Products 9201 W Hildebrand Rd Kennewick Non essential business still open.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Art and Craft Supply Michaels Arts and Crafts 5730 Lakewood Towne 
Center Blvd

Lakewood This business continues to remain open despite lack 
of substantial ‘essential’ products or services.
They are using the term ‘fulfillment center’ to allow 
for Curbside pickup, with two employees at the 
store, one inside and one outside, putting danger to 
the employees and potentially customers.
This is not a required business function for the 
health of current society, as they do not provide 
food, medications, health or mental health services.

skypiratealayer@gmail.com Jerry 2539739709 custhelp@michaels.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boat manufacturer Wooldridge Boats 1303 S. 96th st Seattle Building pleasure boats Nick Nedrow

TRUE 03/30/20 9:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Coding Bootcamp. Coding Dojo 1715 114th Ave SE #100 Bellevue People spend up to 15 hours a day in that building, 
close to each other. There are students at all times 
within the building, each going home and to 
restaurants daily. Could someone please check it 
out? The option is to keep people that feel sick away 
from the school by offering online program, but it is 
not required. This is risky as Covid can still spread.

TRUE 03/30/20 9:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Landlord Redmond Square Apartments 7977 170th Ave NE, WA 
98052

Redmond This business forces thrash collection every evening 
where one person visits all the apartments, picks up 
thrash and forces residents to share the elevator for 
many hours while that persons performs 
unnecessary functions. The landlord locked the 
thrash chute and this endangers all the residents 
especially vulnerable ones as they have to interact 
with that person collecting garbage. The landlord 
needs to open the thrash chute during coronavirus 
pandemic and stop endangering vulnerable residents 
especially women and person of colors.

TRUE 03/30/20 11:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Florist Artistry in flowers Cleveland ave se Tumwater Delivering flowers is not an essential business. Look 
at their website.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:04 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sports manufacturing Volleyballusa.com / United Volleyball 
supply

14615 ne 91st st building b Redmond Volleyball manufacturer still operating with fedex 
pickups for the past week

TRUE 03/31/20 3:53 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Machine shop Datapro International 933 NW 49th St Seattle This is a machine shop that is non essential that is 
having some workers still come in.

TRUE 03/31/20 4:08 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Remanufactured of wood 
mouldings

Lianga pacific 2120 Port of Tacoma Rd Tacoma Also can not maintain 6 feet from other workers +13608199977

TRUE 03/31/20 4:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yacht maintenance 
business

S3maritime 2360 West Commodore 
Way suite 200

Seattle Have witnessed technicians going to privately owned 
yachts to perform service work. These boats are not 
essential to the functioning of the city, and there is 
no reason these technicians should be endangered 
like this..

TRUE 03/31/20 4:46 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Truman Trucklines 4101 150th Ave Ct E suite 
100

Sumner This business is not shipping or transporting 
essential goods. Also, they continue to operate 
without the ability to social distance in the warehouse

TRUE 03/31/20 4:48 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hydraulics and machine 
shop

Tri works Railroad st Colville They are not using and measures like disinfectant 
cleaning,social distancing

TRUE 04/13/20 1:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 5500 Olympic drive Gig harbor The company is forcing multiple locations to open to 
ship out video game and allowing customers to call 
the store and place orders for video games and then 
taking payment at the door via credit card.

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 1:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 3299 NW randle way unit 
109

Silverdale The company is forcing multiple locations to open to 
ship out video game and allowing customers to call 
the store and place orders for video games and then 
taking payment at the door via credit card.

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 1:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 19585 state Route 410 E Bonney lake The company is forcing multiple locations to open to 
ship out video game and allowing customers to call 
the store and place orders for video games and then 
taking payment at the door via credit card.

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 1:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 1380 galaxy drive Lacey The company is forcing multiple locations to open to 
ship out video game and allowing customers to call 
the store and place orders for video games and then 
taking payment at the door via credit card.  The 
Lacey location appears closed, but it is not!! They 
are forcing employees to ship out product to 
customers from the store. Knock on the door. We 
witnessed multiple employees working and ups 
picking up orders

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 1:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 21505 market pl nw Poulsbo The company is forcing multiple locations to open to 
ship out video game and allowing customers to call 
the store and place orders for video games and then 
taking payment at the door via credit card.

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 2:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 31565state road 20 Oak harbor The company is forcing employees to open these 
stores and ship out video games to customers, and 
allowing customers to call the store and do 
transactions through the front door without coming 
inside the store

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 2:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 31565 state road 20 Oak harbor The company is forcing employees to open these 
stores and ship out video games to customers, and 
allowing customers to call the store and do 
transactions through the front door without coming 
inside the store

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 2:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 1400 w Washington st Sequim The company is forcing employees to open these 
stores and ship out video games to customers, and 
allowing customers to call the store and do 
transactions through the front door without coming 
inside the store

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 2:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 4008 172nd st ne Arlington The company is forcing employees to open these 
stores and ship out video games to customers, and 
allowing customers to call the store and do 
transactions through the front door without coming 
inside the store

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 2:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 1894 marketplace dr Burlington The company is forcing employees to open these 
stores and ship out video games to customers, and 
allowing customers to call the store and do 
transactions through the front door without coming 
inside the store

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 3:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 100 triangle shopping center Longview GameStop is forcing employees to open these 
locations to ship product out of the store to 
customers, as well as allowing customers to call the 
store and conduct transactions through the front 
door.  This is a non essential business

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/13/20 3:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Gamestop 1650 nw Louisiana ave Chehalis GameStop is forcing employees to open these 
locations to ship product out of the store to 
customers, as well as allowing customers to call the 
store and conduct transactions through the front 
door.  This is a non essential business

Concerned employee

TRUE 04/16/20 9:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail GameStop 1380 galaxy drive suite A Lacey GameStop is forcing employees to come into work 
and ship out video games to customers from online 
orders. Multiple employees in the building at all 
times. They appear to be closed with the gates 
down, but the employees are there 7 days a week 
9am-4pm working. Knock on the door. They are 
there. They also have select locations open and 
transacting through credit cards with customers that 
attempt to come to shop with them.

Concerned employee 4252926071

TRUE 04/18/20 9:45 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash Pink elephant 16 st nw Auburn All tunnels and self serves open and workers still all 
working

TRUE 04/30/20 9:27 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tan Republic 1540 Cooper Point Rd SW 
#420

Olympia I do not believe that a TANNING SALON is 
essential. They are putting their customers and 
employees in danger.

TRUE 05/01/20 3:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturer PABCO Roofing Products 1476 Thorne Rd Tacoma Violation of Governer Inslee's orders by operating a 
non-essential business that does not provide safety 
for its workers. This company can not operate while 
maintaining the 6ft distance rule. Normal operations, 
at times, require individuals to work hand to hand. I 
wish to stay anonymous.

Employee



TRUE 05/01/20 3:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Pabco roofing products 1476 thorne road Tacoma Governor inslee, I work for a manafacturing plant 
"Pabco roofing" in tacoma watching under the 
Pacific Coast Building Projects that specializes in the 
making of roofing shingles. As you can expect they 
have been chomping at the bit to reopen. Much to 
the dismay of the employees. Any plan they make to 
provide a safe environment is lip service. The only 
intent is for them to make money for their own 
selfish reasons. First off we do not have private work 
stations which we can safely social distance. We 
have certain on the job procedures that make it 
impossible to practice social distancing. Secondly, 
many of our co workers who have unattended 
children at home with no day care will not show up to 
work leaving the burden of covering their shift to fall 
on another worker. That means instead of being 
home with their families. They will be forced to work 
a 16 hour shift instead of being home with their 
families. Thus further exposing themselves to this 
virus. Somehow they fall under the residential 
construction umbrella but i sure you it is anything 
but. Please reconsider opening up businesses such 
as this that are more concerned with their bottom 
line than they are with the health and safety of their 
employees.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:04 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rv park Wine country rv 330 merlot dr Prosser Allowing new reservations and people to stay there 
and gather that are not permanent or long term 
residence.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:05 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving Pods moving and storage 6617 Associated Blvd Everett I'm not sure I understand how moving or placing 
items into storage is essential. 

Doing a remodel at times like these isn't a good idea.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:10 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Granite wholesaler Pental surfaces 3900 industry Dr east suite 
a

Fife This is a wholesale granite company that is non 
essential. They don't sanitize the building putting 
existing people at risk.

Alissa 2533445150

TRUE 03/31/20 8:11 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog walking Frolic 1741 S 227th Pl, Des 
Moines, WA 98198

Des moines I feel this is non essential work and it's time for 
these people to stop for the safety of washingtonians

TRUE 03/31/20 8:14 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Cleaning Service Leyda House Cleaning Auburn wa Auburn Wa +1 (253) 394-8660
Still providing/ offering house cleaning
Leyda Garcia

TRUE 03/31/20 8:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mobile Pet Care Pooch-Play 44422 SE 130th St North Bend Operating mobile pet care services where a non 
essential person comes in a contact with the home 
owner

TRUE 03/31/20 9:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Audio Visual Staging Techniques 6205 S 231st Street Kent Operation continue.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:38 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape Maintenance Pacific Landscape Management 7997 NE Walker Road Hillsboro, OR 97124 Northfield Community HOA - SE 20th St and 176th 
Ave, Vancouver WA
Clearmeadows HOA - SE 20th St and 181st Ave, 
Vancouver WA
1. Constant Contact Email communication claiming 
to be an essential business has been repeatedly sent 
to customers. Claiming to be in compliance with WA 
State and OR State Stay at Home orders.
2. Crews are performing routine landscape 
maintenance every week since order implemented 
by governor: mowing, edging, back pack blowing.

TRUE 03/31/20 9:40 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dog grooming wilco farm 3408 hunt st nw gig harbor grooming is non essential for small business. 
Corporate should not be allowed to do it.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:00 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape C & C Yard Care 5210 N. Florida St Spokane This company is out doing non essential work

TRUE 03/31/20 10:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cosmetic Landscaping Nature Perfect 2905 Black Lake Blvd SW Tumwater Cosmetic Maintenance crew is still running, doing 
lawn mowing, flower trimming, and weeding.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape/Spray Senske Lawn Care 7115 E. Cataldo Spokane Out doing lawn services

TRUE 03/31/20 10:05 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Edmond's Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds Edmond's Landscaping has been out in my 
neighborhood performing routine lawn care.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cargo Bayani Commercial 10404 Silverdale Way NW 
E 104

Silverdale Cargo business still operating, might be harmful for 
the employee. 2 different business in one office, the 
other one is essential (money remittance) but the 
other one is just cargos and not the regular mails.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash Wash Me Mobile Detailing 12601 NE 107th Way Vancouver The owner has been going to customers house’s to 
wash their cars, and having vehicles come to his 
house to wash them.

TRUE 03/31/20 11:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Phone Century Link Seattle Seattle People are going through neighborhoods putting 
phone books on mail boxes without gloves.  When 
questioned by one of my neighbors he was told 
"f...off, we'll do whatever we want"

TRUE 03/31/20 11:47 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Nursery Flower World Inc. 9322 196th St SE Snohomish To Whom It May Concern, 

Flower World Inc has remained open for retail 
business, putting the lives of its customers and 
employees at risk. It has been described to me that 
families have been going there to buy flowers and 
pots etc, as well as folks who are older and are in 
high risk categories. Flowers and plants are not 
essential purchases! They are considered farm and 
ag, so I understand why they  are open to maintain 
their plants, but they should NOT be open for retail. 

Sincerely, 
Concerned Snohomish County Resident

2066509906

TRUE 03/30/20 3:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot Tub/Pool Store Northwest Hotsprings 507 Fisher Lane Burlington The business appears to be open even though it 
could be non-essential.

CORI@NWHOTSPRING.C
OM

TRUE 05/09/20 8:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Twirl Lit Fitness 2914 E BOONE ave unit #4 Spokane Fitness studio still holding group classes not 
respecting social distancing or wearing masks while 
sweating and sharing equipment

TwirlLitFitness@pb08.ascen
dbywix.com 5/15 ltr sent

TRUE 03/31/20 12:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Off road shop Randy's off road connection LLC 14702 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville Noticed that an Off road shop is still open, don't 
really think you need upgrades done in time of Crisis 
and stay at home order.

TRUE 03/31/20 12:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tax preparation Northwest Tax Advisors 7525 SE 24th Street, Suite 
180

Mercer Island, WA Office of 6 people still operating. 206-275-1040

TRUE 03/31/20 1:07 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Laser manufacturing Laser techniques corporation 11431 Willows Rd, 
Redmond, WA 98052

Redmond This laser testing company is not essential. They 
make and have guns illegally. They make laser 
testing devices for foreign militaries

TRUE 03/31/20 1:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Stairparts distribution Fitts stairparts inc 5640 s Durango st Tacoma Working a non essential job. When did stairparts 
become essential to the state??

TRUE 03/31/20 1:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rocket factory Blue Origin 212th and 76th Kent Currently there parking lot is at least 70% full, 
 100 plus cars. I don't feel that space travel is 
essential. Send rhem home.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Security ADT 11824 N Creek Parkway N Bothell Maurice Miller went door to door through the 
neighborhood selling new home security. ADT is still 
sending salespeople to homes.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hot tub cleaning/window 
washing

Sparkling spas 11756 us 2 Leavenworth They have people out and about cleaning vaction 
rentals/ personal hot tubs.

TRUE 03/31/20 1:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment complex Cedar wood 1 and 2 10018 5th Place SE Lake Stevens Maintenance worker going in and out of complexes 
and office not wearing protective equipment  
associating with tenants wish to be anynonus 
because of retaliation

TRUE 03/31/20 2:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Furniture sales Selmers home furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen Store is closed. Owner is still doing furniture 
deliveries behind closed doors.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bug control Crazy Frog Pest Control 4023 w Clearwater ave Kennewick They are going door to door knocking and trying to 
sell services. This is not the time to be going door to 
door and sharing all the exposure they might have. 
Pest control in this nature is not essential.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car wash Harbour pointe Chevron 12701 Mukilteo speedway Lynnwood This is a gas station that has an attached employee 
run carwash. They are not following social distancing 
guidelines and are taking people's carwash orders 
right at there window. Are offering towels to 
customers without gloves on. I believe this is in 
direct violation of the governors order.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aitomotive Auto glass clinic & Mobile radio 20101 front at ne Poulsbo This business is providing car audio, window tint and 
automotive accessories services in violation of the 
state order. They are only able to provide auto glass 
repair under the emergent order.



TRUE 03/31/20 6:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other They make donut equipment Belshaw Brothers 814 44th St. NW Suite 103, Auburn They are not using CDC guidelines (i.e. sharing 
tools), the office staff are coming and going, 
including CEO who was in Australia and did not self 
quarantine, they make donut machines...not 
essential right now. I'm afraid to give you my contact 
info

TRUE 03/31/20 6:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sign Res graphics 14926 Ambaum blvd sw Burien Saw people leaving building  Multiple cars still and 
detail shop open and  cars being details.

TRUE 03/31/20 7:55 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Carpet Cleaning Robin Lewis carpet and upholstery 
cleaning services

TACOMA-GIG HARBOR 
AREA

Gig Harbor “Robin Lewis carpet and upholstery cleaning 
services available 
We also specialize in oriental and wool rug cleaning 
.plenty of  island references since  1990 
please contact Robin Lewis at  206 380 5399 .
BEST PRICES AND QUALITY ON THE ISLAND.”

cleaning on Vashon Island even though non-
essential 
We shut down as non-essential but this cleaner is 
coming to Vashon and cleaning regardless...

TRUE 03/31/20 7:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Janitorial for a CLOSED 
business

SBM contracted by Google 747 6th St. Kirkland Google has contracted with SBM to clean their 
buildings. The Google building has been closed, but 
yet they are still requiring the buildings to be 
cleaned. This is putting the janitorial staff at an 
unnecessary greater risk of being exposed to the 
virus.

TRUE 03/31/20 8:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sign creation Fast Signs 2802 Colby Ave Everett Business open

TRUE 03/31/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sporting Goods Store Sportsman's Warehouse 1638 W Poplar ST Walla walla Gun sales are still operating which requires the 
employees to hand firearms to the customer and the 
customer hands them back, this process is very 
unsanitary and firearms sales are totally 
unnecessary at this time.

TRUE 03/31/20 10:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Thrift ahop Score Nifty Thrifty 221 A Street Eastsound They are selling items on Facebook and delivering 
them to customers

TRUE 03/31/20 11:24 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Book store Darvill’s Book store Main Street Eastsound They are selling books by phone and customers can 
pick up at shop.

TRUE 04/01/20 2:00 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Solar panel manufacturing Silfab solar 800 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Not practicing social distancing. Non essential 
personal .

TRUE 04/01/20 3:11 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Truck Canopy Sales Canopy World 10025 Pacific ave. Tacoma Business ha multiple offices. Canopy sales are not 
essential I would think.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:33 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Video Games Nintendo 4600 150th Ave NE Redmond Nintendo is allowing non essential work to be 
performed by people on their Redmond campus.  
Security is in the back SW corner and can identify 
how many employees are working on campus.

TRUE 04/01/20 6:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Parts O’Reilly Auto parts 2502 N Division Spokane They have a sales guy that goes from shop to shop 
to promote O’Reillys business. He said he sees 
around 100 shops a week. This isn’t just one 
O’reillys it’s all of them. I don’t see how increasing 
sales through personal contact is essential right now.

Mandy 5096710090

TRUE 04/01/20 7:18 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Health Care Banfield Pet Hospital 9950 N Newport Hwy, 
Spokane, WA 99218

Spokane Though they provide health care to house pets, they 
are not essential even for emergencies (there are 
emergency clinics open for that and Banfield is 
already limiting the emergencies they will care for 
because of resources and to limit exposure to the 
veterinarians). In addition, their current practices of 
reusing or not using PPE and still encouraging 
customers to come in for routine visits puts the 
customers and staff at risk of exposure.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other House Cleaning Service Picture Perfect Cleaning Services ? Sokane I see these vans around town still cleaning houses. 
The number on the side says 509-953-8237. Is 
house cleaning essential?

TRUE 04/01/20 8:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sports United volleyball supply llc 14615 ne 91st st redmond 
wa

redmond volleyball supplier has been shipping on weekdays 
amid stay at home proclamation.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gutter and roof cleaning Yak N Bee 10311 NE 116th St Kirkland Our association (Springtree townhomes) has hired 
this company to clean the gutters and clean the 
roofs. This is bringing in outside people into a 
community where most of us are at risk.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Gerald’s landscaping No physical address Lynnwood I understood all construction and landscaping are 
non essential business. This business is up in my 
Kirkland neighborhood doing yard work at 8:30am

Gerald’s landscaping: http://gerardlandscaping.com/

TRUE 04/01/20 1:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming TLC Pet Salon 24121 WA-3 Belfair Business still operating, easily observed from outside.

TRUE 04/01/20 3:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction builders supply 4029 Stone Way N Seattle They had 10+ people on site for the past week and a 
half working on construction for an apartment 
building. I didn't think any construction that was not 
related to critical infrastructure was allowed.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Home Decor At Home 301 36th Ave. South E. Puyallup Why is this business serving the public when the 
governor has placed an essential business only 
order.  I don't kmow how home decor is an essential 
business.  These employees health is being 
unnecessarily put at risk for not reason.  Please look 
into why this business is being considered an 
essential business.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn Shop Pawn america 1098 State Avenue Marysville They are open for business

TRUE 03/30/20 2:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non-essential warehouse REI warehouse 1700 45th st Sumner Non-essential warehouse open with hundreds of 
workers in close contact.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:58 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tech iSpot.TV 15831 NE 8th St #100 Bellevue People are still going in -office and having meetings. 
All work can be done remotely.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet grooming salon The Pet House 35612 Wa-507 McKenna They are still grooming dogs. I called to see if they 
were open and they said yes on Tuesday & Sunday.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vacation Rental Property Icicle Camp 7713 Icicle Road Leavenworth Vacation rental still operating. Owner has been 
traveling between Leavenworth and Seattle

TRUE 03/30/20 3:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cleaning Company The Maids 12811 8th ave w suite C 
201

Everett Company is operating is residences. Most clients of 
The Maids are most likely self quarantined and the 
maids going into these homes is only increasing the 
risks of both employees and customers risk of 
contracting and spreading covid 19

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Welding fabrication Brite light welding 5526 184th St E Puyallup They do not provide essential services nor practice 
any social distancing

TRUE 03/30/20 3:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Pawn 1 215 s 72nd Tacoma Store is open

TRUE 03/30/20 3:16 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction NORTHWEST DOOR 19000 CANYON RD E PUYALLUP STAYING OPEN

TRUE 03/30/20 3:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other manufacturing TECHNICAL GLASS PRODUCTS 8107 Bracken Place SE Snoqualmie We where told that we have orders needed to get 
medical related buildings open,  but I checked with 
production and we do not have any orders for those 
customs anytime soon.  So we are open and there is 
no reason to be open beside them wanting money.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist Jansens floral effects 1035 vandercook way Longview Business still doing non essential deliveries and 
allowing customers to come in to store

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shop Kittitas valley trading 103 north main st Ellensburg Pawn shop is open and conducting business as 
usual

TRUE 03/30/20 3:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Residential House Keeping RedPine Maids 22011 100 Ct SE Kent My friend was told she has to keep working. They're 
claiming they are exempt and non essential, but all 
they do is clean homes. Doesn't make sense to me 
how they're non essential.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Antiques repair sales, 
refinishing

Summit Lake Antiques 10724 summit lake road Olympia Typical of this entity to ignore local and state 
government directives

TRUE 03/30/20 3:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property management 
Company

Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave. SW Ste 302 Puyallup WA 98373 in violation of the governor's Stay Home-order

TRUE 03/30/20 3:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Landlord Surf Watch 21 McCullough road Copalis Beach I reside in a neighborhood shared by several 
vacation rentals, a motel, and an RV Park. This 
particular business seems to be operating against 
the guidance with short term stays continuing.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Detailing Iden's Dealer Services 1000 SW 34th St Renton This company specializes in automotive appearance 
and protective services, as per stated on their site 
and social media pages. It is a luxury service and 
non-essential. It has laid off workers but there are 
still very many required to go to work everyday, 
putting their families at risk at home as well as co-
workers.



TRUE 03/30/20 3:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Fitness together 10627 NE 68th St Kirkland Workers still inside gym

TRUE 03/30/20 3:39 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paint and restoration Byers custom & restoration 1302 West Main Street #38 Auburn Working as a hobby shop.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Family Law Firm DeFoe Pickett 830 N. Columbia Center 
Blvd Suite A

Kennewick Employees are continuosly showing up Monday - 
Friday. I have also witnessed a few clients and 
vendors there.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paccar Technical Center Paccar Technical Center 12479 Farm to Market Rd Mt. Vernon Non essential employees are still being required to 
work. I understand this business does have some 
essential employees but it’s more than just essential 
employees working

TRUE 03/30/20 3:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paccar Technical Center Paccar Technical Center 12479 Farm to Market Rd Mt. Vernon Non essential employees are still being required to 
work. I understand this business does have some 
essential employees but it’s more than just essential 
employees working. I don’t want to leave my contact 
info bc I don’t want my husband to get fired.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturing warehouse National products inc 8410 dallas ave s Seattle Non essential manufacturing f
Furing this critical time

TRUE 03/30/20 4:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Private Law firm Johnson Law Firm PC 421 w Riverside Ave 216 Spokane Private law firms were not listed under essential. Not 
only that but with the ability to telework they require 
their employees to work in the office and had one 
employee show up even while sick because they 
wanted to stay open. They are claiming to be 
essential because they do “criminal” law even 
though it’s DUI and those hearings are postponed 
and the work is able to be done from home. They are 
putting families at risk.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Olympia Overhead Doors 6410 Carpenter Rd SE Lacey Just concerned about employees going to customers 
homes.  Customers don't know if the employees are 
safe, and employees don't know if the customers are 
safe.  This business doesn't seem to be an essential 
type business.

TRUE 03/30/20 4:09 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Jewelry Manufacturer The GK Group 5862 S 194th St Kent They submitted that we are making masks but only 1 
or 2 employees were asked to make masks so they 
make us make jewelry still.  We now made to come 
3 days a week to string pearls and take 
unemployment for other hours because our 
customers are closed

TRUE 03/30/20 5:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Warehouse - Marine 
Supplies

LFS 1000 F STREET SUITE 160 Bellingham, WA Why is this business open

TRUE 03/30/20 5:54 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Espresso Stop 727 Meridian Ave Edgewood, WA This is just one of many coffee stands that should 
not be open. Social distancing is not being abided by, 
especially when drinks are handed to cars. Coffee 
stands are non-essential and give people incentive to 
go out of their homes. The baristas are afraid to 
work but feel the need to in fear of retaliation from 
owners/managers.

TRUE 03/30/20 5:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Manufacturer Aquatic Bath 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm The company claims to be providing Bath and 
Shower units to pop up Hospitals to aid the 
pandemic response but is operating at max capacity 
with no change to its production line up. No specific 
customer details have been provided to ensure this 
is true.

3609551430

TRUE 03/30/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Ladybug Esspresso 401 Airport Way, Renton, 
WA 98057

Renton They're open. Non-essential

TRUE 03/30/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Skyline Engineered Systems 13421 39th Ave NE Marysville Skyline is still operating even after verifying they are 
non essential.  Numerous people are being 
"encouraged" to come in and work.  And there are 
several people actively working during the workday.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Washington architectural hardware 4409 South Orchard St. Tacoma I do not believe this business is essential due to the 
new guidelines of the construction essential stay at 
home act. Workers are still reporting to work.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Distribution Norvanco International Inc. 4301 West Valley Hwy. E Sumner Shipping non essential products, ship toys, thermos, 
stanley cups. Electrical component batteries.

Anonymous

TRUE 03/30/20 6:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other storeage units canyon rd self storeage 5303 144th st e tacoma    wash    98446 we are all over 65 but told we need to work!!!!!!!!!!

TRUE 03/30/20 6:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring wholesale Wanke Cascade 2003 N Waterworks st. Spokane Flooring wholesale run out of Portland says they are 
an essential business.    I'm not so sure this is 
correct.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:29 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Florist Stadium Flowers 20628 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Florist thinking they essential - that’s crazy. Saw 
their delivery driver out delivering flowers to my 
neighbors.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:31 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Evergreen Refreshments 13800 Tukwila International 
Blvd

Tukwila This is a small vending company, over 230 of its 
accounts has shutdown and they laid off 50% of 
their workers because there's no work. They are still 
have their people go out and remove and install 
equipment at locations as well. They are telling 
everyone that they are a grocery, which isnt really 
true. They do vending and micro-markets at other 
company's, most of which are shutdown.

TRUE 03/30/20 6:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sales Trailer Boss 7821 Martin Way E. Olympia Trailer Boss is still open and the owner and the three 
employees are working everyday.

TRUE 04/01/20 4:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Horseback riding lessons Red Gate Farm 23836 SE 24th St Sammamish, WA  98075 The President of WASHJA (Washington Hunter 
Jumper Association) and owner of Red Gate Farm 
has been running a day camp and continues to 
teach Horseback riding lessons during the stay at 
home order.

TRUE 04/01/20 5:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet groomer Kitsap mobile grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd. NW. Seebeck This organization is sending out vans and performing 
pet grooming services

TRUE 04/01/20 6:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Carpet Cleaning Stanley Steemer 1513 14th St NW Auburn Individual employees go home to home around 3 
times a day to clean customers carpets.

TRUE 04/01/20 7:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Mangement NRB Property Management 15413 1st Ave Ct S #G6 Tacoma This company is not allowing for people to work from 
home that should be working from home. There are 
individuals that are high risk and are required to be 
in the office according to the owner. The owner has 
told the staff numerous times that they are not at 
risk of getting Covid-19. They are harassing some 
that are working from home, saying that they can't 
confirm that they are actually working.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Hobby Lobby 4141 Martin Way E Olympia Employees working inside the building - is this 
essential?

TRUE 04/01/20 8:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Hobby Lobby 201 37th Ave SE Puyallup We saw employees working inside the building today 
as we passed by.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Hobby Lobby 35020 Enchanted Pkwy S Federal Way Noticed multiple employees working inside their 
building this afternoon.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Hobby Lobby 2323 172nd St NE Marysville While picking up food at Mod Pizza we saw 
employees working inside the Hobby Lobby building.

TRUE 04/01/20 8:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Arts and Crafts Hobby Lobby 10 Grant Rd East Wenatchee The store manager is keeping the store open to work 
employees on store relays and stocking products 
during mandatory closure. This is a non-essential 
business, but they are still expected to work for only 
75% of their wages. Furthermore, some of the 
employees are in the at-risk category of developing 
life-threatening complications due to Coronavirus.

TRUE 04/01/20 9:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Animal grooming The pet works 1257 Commerce Ave longview washington Grooming in a store

TRUE 04/02/20 4:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Doggy daycare Sumner veterinary clinic 16024 60th av e Sumner The hospital is essential but the other services such 
as doggy daycare and grooming are not. Some Staff 
members are coming to work sick, it is making 
people leave home for an non essential reason. (Dog 
day care is not a must have service there is boarding 
for that.

TRUE 04/02/20 9:12 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Electronics Manufacturing Qualitel 11831 Beverly Park Road, 
Bldg A

Everett Saw the parking lot filled with employee vehicles like 
usual.  Please investigate.

TRUE 04/02/20 11:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Florist Jansens Floral effects 1035 vandercook way Longview Still allowing customers in her store and sending 
deliveries

TRUE 04/02/20 12:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Management Redside Partners, LLC (206)323-1771 1620 Broadway #201 Seattle Maintenance came to my apartment, 2 hrs after 
leaving a voicemail, to carry out a cosmetic function, 
that is low priority. Since 3/32/20, I've twice asked 
they don't enter my apartment. Redside manages 
many buildings and could offer better directions to 
maintenance staff about social distancing.

TRUE 04/02/20 12:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Concierge CWD Group 2800 Thorndyke Ave W Seattle It is a concierge service for high end condo's you are 
adding additional people into homes that don't need 
to be there.



TRUE 04/02/20 1:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Landlord Polaris at Covington 17110 SE 276th St Covington I work here, and most of the work we're doing is not 
essential. Annual recerts, applications, getting 
documentation about why residents can't pay rent, 
etc.  and we're still meeting residents in person.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Putting water meters on all 
of the trailers

Hidden glen 20102 67th Ave ne Arlington Digging big hole in yard. Will be shutting water off 
for hours they don’t know how maybe or when for 
several days

Anonymous

TRUE 04/02/20 2:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Corporate events company Staging Techniques 6205 South 231st street Kent Warehouse operations are continuing. Work is still 
happening.

TRUE 04/02/20 2:46 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving company Seattle content 6300 merrill creek pkwy everett They are a specialty moving company that itemizes 
and touch and box every item in your home. They 
are open next to the Rolls Royce company in the 
same building

TRUE 04/02/20 4:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boat building Munson boats 15806 Preston st Burlington Still in operation and making employees work non 
essential jobs.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Craft supplies Michaels Arts and Crafts 15600 NE 8th Street Bellevue This business is still open and is delivering craft 
supplies to customers in their cars in the parking lot. 
I believe this is happening at all Michaels locations 
except for Everett. I know for a fact that the 
Issaquah and Bellevue locations are doing this.

terri.tanino@gmail.com Terri Tanino 4252212133 custhelp@michaels.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other crossfit gym Building X Fitness 15300 Redmond-
Woodinville RD NE

Woodinville I have a warehouse near this crossfit gym and they 
have been holding classes in the morning.  I was 
going by there today and they had  several people 
working out  in the gym

bnakashimo@gmail.com Benjamin Nakashimo 4253511924 buildingxfitness@gmail.com

TRUE 04/24/20 11:41 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other vape shop I vape and glass 2522 S 38th st Tacoma I was in there and there were about 8 people in there 
no one but me were Waring masks

TRUE 04/02/20 5:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Toy Company Warehouse - 
Not yet operational

Z Global Logistics 1010 Valentine Ave SE PACIFIC Company leadership (CFO/SVP) is dictating that our 
company is 'essential'.  ZGL is a supply subsidiary of 
Jazwares, LLC., a toy company that produces/ships 
nothing but toys.  They are requiring hourly workers 
to return to work next week, stating that they have 
WA state guidance, but will not produce that 
guidance.  Please assist keeping these workers safe 
by keeping them at home.

TRUE 04/02/20 5:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Central Washington Asphalt Moses Lake Washington Moses Lake Trucking Company Hauling Grsvel Kirk Poldervart 509-398-0330

TRUE 04/02/20 6:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Florist Bear Creek Florist 17186 Redmond Way Redmond Shop is delivering flowers still. This is definitely non-
essential.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Clown 
www.jusbytheclown.com

Justin Barnabas Wright Olympia WA 
www.jusbytheclown.com

Olympia Not sure why having a clown deliver a birthday 
greeting to an essential worker is a way to get work? 
This person posted many facebook posts about 
going to deliver a birthday surprise. This is not an 
essential service.

TRUE 04/02/20 6:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other For profit clothing collection 
service

USagain 1620 industry dr sw Auburn For profit company performing nonessential clothing 
bin operations, potentially exposing employees to 
covid-19 through contaminated clothing/surfaces

Concerned

TRUE 04/02/20 6:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Hobby Lobby All All I’m a concerned family member of an employee for 
hobby lobby. The store has been considered non 
essential but members of management are still 
doing work in the stores while they are closed. This 
is concerning because now anyone could have the 
virus without showing symptoms. Now that the stay 
home stay safe has been extended I’m concerned 
that they will try to open stores and not follow 
guidelines set forth. If these stores open this will 
cause a big problem with an influx of people 
shopping. My family member tells me the phone 
rings constantly with people asking if they are open. 
NOY GOOD. Please do something about this. 
Check these stores.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:00 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Museum Northwest museum of arts and culture 2316 W 1st Spokane Non essential staff working, cleaning up leaves and 
clearing brush.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other tax preparation HR Block 301 E Wallace Kneeland 
Blvd

Shelton business continues to stay open and see customers

TRUE 04/03/20 7:24 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Commercial Grower Smith Gardens 6410 132nd St NE, 
Marysville, WA 98271

Marysville Commercial grower providing annual plants.  Not 
food crop.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:19 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other building airplane parts, 
biofuel research and more

Janicki industries 1476 Moore St. SedroWoolley in Skagit County it's difficult to tell there is a 
pandemic even going on! Janicki employs thousands 
of people and refuses to shut down.  I am doing this 
anonymously as I am employed there.

TRUE 04/03/20 9:22 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail mainstay stocking a 
huge inventory of hunting, 
fishing & camping supplies, 
plus boats & ATVs.

Cabela's 1600 Gateway Blvd NE Lacey Associates selling boats and having to expose 
themselves to others and potentially bring home the 
virus. There is no hunting and boating, why do they 
have to sell boats at a time like this?

TRUE 04/03/20 11:52 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Polaris and horse trailer 
dealership

Don Johnson Sales, Inc.  "The Trailer 
Place"

8174 Old Highway 12 Walla Walla Continuing on with ATV sales and horse trailer sales 
and general repair and modifications of product.   
HERE IS THERE CURRENT AD!
HEAL AMERICA SALE: Click to save 5-10% on new 
& used Trailers, Accessories and Service on RVs, 
trailers & ORVs! Offer ends April 6th.  866-397-1007

TRUE 04/03/20 11:59 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction GPI 6 Odonnell Road Pullman Engineers and admin staff that are working on non-
essential businesses at the office

TRUE 04/03/20 12:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Generation Strength Gym 12308 NE 56th Unit 1603 Vancouver Gym still operating as normal

TRUE 04/03/20 1:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photographer BluElephant Photography 130 N Main Street Suite 1 Omak Advertising front porch sessions, where she will be 
driving to people's home to photograph their families.  
 Advertised on her facebook page.

TRUE 04/03/20 2:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Front end microchip 
manufacturer

HD Pacific inc 4606 107th St SW Mukilteo The letter on the door is bogus.its a semiconductor 
company that wrote it for them that we have never 
heard of.They would never need a part from them. 
There staying open with all employees for a part to 
sell maybe. They personally do not have government 
contracts.

What to be anonymous

TRUE 04/03/20 3:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Ovenell Garbage Ovenell Garbage Quincy Wa Quincy Wa Ovenell Trucking is non essential, hauling manure Kirk Poldervart 508-398-0330

TRUE 04/03/20 4:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Horse Transport UN-Stables 2903 Connors Rd Snohomish This business continues to operate and transport 
horses despite the state mandate for non-essential 
business to cease operations.  On the morning of 
April 1, 2020, she transported a horse.

TRUE 04/03/20 7:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plantscapes Plantscapes lnc 1127 poplar pl s Seattle If I can't work they shouldn't be working

TRUE 04/22/20 4:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Head Shop sells Kartom East side Smoke Cpany 2008 State St Olympia Selling Kartom at a drive up
Window.

TRUE 04/04/20 8:48 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Welding Swat 1480 Monroe Landing rd Coupeville Individuals live on Whidbey island.one lives in 
Bellingham. They travel from Whidbey island on the 
weekends to Portland for a week of work then return 
home to our state. Which violates the shelter in place

TRUE 04/04/20 5:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Antique Sales Red Plantation 18833 Front Street NE 
suite b

Poulsbo Red Plantation is still conducting business as usual 
but advertising as online pick up with that being 
claimed, the owner is not enforcing social distancing 
or gatherings under specified amount of people

TRUE 04/05/20 6:49 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Spokane W.I.N Club 4803 & 4801 N. Market St. Spokane There have been gatherings and people going in to 
work out.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:18 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog training It's a Dogs World 16024 60th St E Sumner It's a Dog's world is a separate dog training/agility 
facility  owned and operated by Sumner Vet Hospital.  
 Two agility instructors (Sarah Baker and Desiree 
Snelleman) are still teaching private lessons to 
students at the facility.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:33 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Semiconductor Hd pacific 4606 107th st sw Mukilteo There has been 2 different employees exposed to 
the virus. One of them who had contact the person 
died her story was the news.

TRUE 04/06/20 12:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Semiconductor Hd pacific 4606 107th st sw Mukilteo They are non essential. They are working on their 
own production projects. They had another company 
that has government contracts fill them out a letter 
saying they do work for the secretary of defense and 
to remain open in case they need a part. 2 people 
have been exposed in the company. They notified 
the boss and was told you can go home and use all 
PTO and sick time without pay including myself.



TRUE 04/06/20 5:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sports manufacturing Volleyballusa.com / United volleyball 
supply llc

14615 ne 91st st building b Redmond Continuing volleyball operations and bringing people 
in to work. Says they are making ppe but they need 
to be investigated

TRUE 04/08/20 10:57 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Unknown 8th Ave S & S 116th St Boulevard Park Tree removal, lot clearing to get prepared for 
residential construction.

Inga Issakson 206-244-2026

TRUE 04/08/20 5:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Home Depot Distribution Center 7808 Hawks Prairie Road Lacey Construction is continuing on a warehouse that is 
not yet operational. I know the business would be 
essential if it was up and running but Home Depot is 
operating just fine without it already so why do they 
need to keep working on a distribution center?

TRUE 04/09/20 7:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business G standard 3602 s cedar st tacoma I've been trying to get a hold of the owner but he 
won't return my calls.  I've tried theyre facebook and 
left messages but they keep on getting deleted.
Gabriel said that the signs are just for show and that 
we are safe as long as we follow the guidelines. I 
have recently come down with a fever and cough 
and I was at the gym just 2 days ago.  I don't want to 
get anyone in trouble.  I am just afraid no one is 
taking me seriosly.  I don't want any one else to get 
sick.

TRUE 04/10/20 9:10 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fireplace shop Bellevue Fireplace Shop 208 105th Ave NE Bellevue Non essential business function

TRUE 04/10/20 11:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Selling and delivering 
furniture

Selmers Home Furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen One of the owners, Tim and a warehouse hit named 
John. They are using the company truck and using 
thier personal truck to sell and deliver furniture. This 
is not essential what so ever! They are putting thier 
actual employees and thier employees families at 
risk when they are able to go back to work. Not 
acceptable.

TRUE 04/10/20 11:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other delivering furniture Selmers Home Furnishings wishkah Aberdeen The store is closed, as it should be. But 2 guys are 
still doing deliveries out of the back.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:37 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Black River Construction Independence rd Rochester He is licensed in Thurston county working everyday 
at the end of Jordan st off James rd in Rochester 
WA at the farm since the stay at home order. Please 
make him stay at home just like many of my friends 
working construction are shut  down.

TRUE 04/10/20 12:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Veterinary Sumner Veterinary Hospital 16024 60th st e Sumner This facility is doing curbside check ins but seems to 
be operating all sectors of the facility including 
grooming and non emergency appointments.

TRUE 04/10/20 3:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Dunn lumber 3801 Latona ave N Seattle Accepting in person customer appointments for non-
essential services, such as decking consultations, 
window and cabinet sales, etc.

TRUE 04/10/20 3:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Marriott Hotel Residence Inn 1295 NE North Fairway Pullman I have a friend that works as a maid at the Marriott 
hotel in Pullman. She told me that they have 
continuous reservations from people from the west 
side as well as out of state for people just coming to 
visit family and friends since the Governor said the 
new cases have slowed down. They are going to 
have the reverse affect on that with all these people 
traveling to visit with friends. This is ridiculous. You 
need to lock down the state completely for the rest of 
April. This is putting my friends life in danger of 
getting the virus along with the community of 
Pullman. Do something about this and close down 
the state completely, no travel outside of going to 
hospital or grocery store. Or at least close down 
hotels and motels so people don't have that option to 
ignore the issues and travel.

TRUE 04/10/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other LED/HID headlight 
installation

Jrs hids and leds 704 87 Ave NE #65 Lake Stevens 98258 Unlicensed business installing super bright 
headlights.

TRUE 04/11/20 8:22 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Competitive Pricing Audits Retail Data LLC Mobile audits in many local 
stores

All Washington cities. Collecting competitors pricing is not essential to 
delivery of food to citizens. Data collectors touch 
1000s of items during an audit. Huge health risk to 
the spread of COVID. Workers in multiple stores per 
day. PPE not provided.

TRUE 04/11/20 8:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing shop for 
luxury cars parts

Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver This shop does not do repair and maintenance on 
any type of vehicle. This shop builds performance 
car parts for luxury import vehicles that only higher 
income individuals can afford. This shop does not 
repair or maintain Daimler vehicles. This is a lie told 
to stay open. ETS built parts for Daimler’s prototype 
truck twice, this is not a regular function the shop 
does.

TRUE 04/11/20 9:45 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Production car part shop extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST Vancouver ETS management has managed to lie and receive 
approval to operate mid pandemic and stay home 
order. They have made false claims that they 
contribute to repair and maintenance of vehicle. This 
is not true, none of the employees at ets shop repair 
or maintain any vehicle that doesn’t belong to the 
company and only 2 employees work on the 
company vehicles, the rest of us are production 
manufacturers that manufactures luxury 
performance car parts for about 8 different luxury 
import cars. None of the jobs done at this location 
fall under the governors essential businesses list 
and none of the parts made are critical to any vehicle 
on the road in Washington. ETS has decided to care 
about it monthly profits over the health and well 
being of its workers. They have made false claims 
that they do repair and maintenance for diamler. 
This is also completely false information.

TRUE 04/11/20 9:54 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Production shoo Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST Vancouver ETS management has called back it employees 
claiming the governor has approved the shop to 
open back up because we perform essential repair 
and maintenance. This is not true. Extreme turbo 
systems is a reputable company that manufactures 
performance car parts for cars, the shop does not do 
any repair or maintain any vehicles for its customers 
or any vehicle not owned by the owner of the 
company

https://www.extremeturbosystems.com
I’ve provided a link to the ets website that will show 
that repair and maintenance is not something done 
at this shop. The shop only builds luxury parts for 
high end vehicles.
I wish to remain anonymous

3605678059

TRUE 04/11/20 10:19 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Production shop Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST Vancouver ETS management has called back it employees 
claiming the governor has approved the shop to 
open back up because we perform essential repair 
and maintenance. This is not true. Extreme turbo 
systems is a reputable company that manufactures 
performance car parts for cars, the shop does not do 
any repair or maintain any vehicles for its customers 
or any vehicle not owned by the owner of the 
company

https://www.extremeturbosystems.com
I’ve provided a link to the ets website that will show 
that repair and maintenance is not something done 
at this shop. The shop only builds luxury parts for 
high end vehicles.
I wish to remain anonymous

3605678059

TRUE 04/11/20 8:28 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hair Accessories E-
commerce Business

The Finest Accessories Inc. 30545 SE 84th ST, Suite 5 Preston, 98050 Employees are working in the warehouse to pull, 
process, and ship retail orders.

TRUE 04/12/20 3:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fashion Photographer Frame Fotography Unknown Seattle Conducting photo shoots during the stay at home 
order 
https://www.framefotography.com/
https://instagram.com/shawnmonga?igshid=ut05iha4
ar6l

TRUE 04/12/20 8:24 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sales H cabin 2212 2nd Ave North Seattle Owner of non-essential business traveling between 
Leavenworth and Seattle in violation of Stay at Home 
order.

TRUE 04/13/20 6:47 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Augers Construction, 
Welding

Sani-Tech Systems 16015 Main St NE Duvall No Social distancing, owner forcing employees to 
work, not essential business.

TRUE 04/13/20 7:37 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Milwaukie Lumber Co 13113 NE Fourth Plain Blvd VANCOUVER Company operating using Hardware store to keep all 
non-essential functions open.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:10 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Nichol's trucking 424 E 19th St, Tacoma, 
WA 98421

Tacoma Making non essential deliveries

TRUE 04/13/20 9:50 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Windows and doors Milgard 965 54th ave east Fife Non essential function, does not support essential 
function



TRUE 04/13/20 10:39 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Detailing Perfect Shine Auto Salon 18702 Meridian E Puyallup Still operating via appointment and mobile service 
during state closure

TRUE 04/13/20 5:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bicycle shops Methow Cycle & Sport 29 State Route 20 Winthrop Bike renting and groups of people.

TRUE 04/13/20 8:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Michaels Sleater kinney LACEY Michael's is open for curbside pickup and will have 
weekly trucks on wednesdays having employees 
unloading with no social distancing.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other For Profit Tech Syncoda Inc. 2115 SW 152nd St Normandy Park, WA 98166 There are multiple businesses at this address that 
have not stopped working throughout stay at home 
order. 3-4 vehicles have been spotted in parking lot 
and people can be seen inside working when we 
have walked by daily on exercise breaks.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:30 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other For profit shipping of 
nonessential goods

Norwak Inc. 2115 SW 152nd St Normandy Park, WA 98166 There are multiple businesses at this address that 
have not stopped working throughout stay at home 
order. 3-4 vehicles have been spotted in parking lot 
and people can be seen inside working when we 
have walked by daily on exercise breaks.

TRUE 04/14/20 9:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other For profit tech 06 Innovations, Inc. 2115 SW 152nd St Normandy Park, WA 98166 There are multiple businesses at this address that 
have not stopped working throughout stay at home 
order. 3-4 vehicles have been spotted in parking lot 
and people can be seen inside working when we 
have walked by daily on exercise breaks.

TRUE 04/14/20 3:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other transient lodging tiny cabin 
resort

The Getaway Mount Adams Mt. Adams Hwy Glenwood, WA They are booking new rental reservations for people 
outside the local area including out of state and have 
told local community leaders they are opening back 
up for business and are fully booked for this coming 
weekend.

TRUE 04/14/20 3:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control Solicitor TriGuard 234 sw 43rd st suite c Renton Male salesman going door to door in residential 
neighborhood advertising pest control services rang 
my doorbell saying he was "looking to fill spots for 
his technicians."  When I questioned this as an 
essential service to go door to door despite social 
distancing requirements, he continued to attempt to 
sell his services to me.  He had no mask or gloves.  
Going door to door for sales seems like an 
unnecessary risk for spreading coronavirus.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Sholds 461 Old Hadlock Rd Port Hadlock Selling landscaping materials

TRUE 04/15/20 11:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sand and gravel Girard resources and recycling 11033 92nd Street 
Southeast

Snohomish Not allowing social distancing for employees , 
performing non-essential jobs ,capitalizing on the 
fact that competitor companies are shutdown, telling 
employees to hide/lie about the non-essential jobs 
being performed

Todd 4253466047

TRUE 04/15/20 11:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft store Craft Warehouse 13503-A, SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Store open for pickup inside. Customers must enter 
the store to pay. Product outside available to shop.

TRUE 04/15/20 11:46 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail, Craft supplies Craft Warehouse 13503-A SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Merchandise is in the entryway, and in front of the 
store for people to shop. Curbside is not available, so 
customers are physically coming into to the store to 
pay for phone orders.

TRUE 04/15/20 12:14 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail clothing store Whistle workwear 6818 Tacoma mall blavd Tacoma Stores are scheduling employees to be at multiple 
locations 7 days a WK. Orders are still being picked 
up by customers and freight is still coming in and 
being processed. Concern has been mentioned by 
many employees that live with at risk people yet they 
are still being told to work.

TRUE 04/15/20 12:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cleaning services The Maids 1043 S Donovan St Seattle Cleaning of residential properties does not seem to 
be an essential service.  Employees are not 
maintaining 6 foot distance and are working out of 
the same car

TRUE 04/15/20 1:29 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Housecleaning Jewels Housecleaning LLC 212th ST NE Arlington Jeri is continuing with her house cleaning business 
in her client houses on a daily basis and in a Senior 
Living Community near Twin Ponds at night.  She 
has 3 children in Unit F214 at Timbers by Vintage 
Apartments.  

We have children in the apartments and we are 
concerned that she might infect her children with the 
virus which she might contract from her clients 
(especially seniors who are at high risk) and then her 
children can infect our children and other people 
living in that apartment.  She is leaving the house at 
6 in the morning and return by 6 in the afternoon. 
Then leave to work for the senior living at night and 
then return in the morning.

Resident of Timbers by 
Vintage Apartments

TRUE 04/15/20 4:08 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Clothing Retail Old Navy LLC 8700 NE Vancouver Mall Dr Vancouver Corperation plans to open this location as a clothing 
distribution center starting Friday April 17th for 
online sale product distribution, but not for PPE or 
any essential clothing.

TRUE 04/16/20 7:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yacht maintenance NW Explorations 2623 S Harbor Loop Dr Bellingham Workers are washing and remodeling pleasure 
yachts. Workers are working side by side with no 
masks.

TRUE 04/16/20 11:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Consumer Electronic 
Retailer

Bestbuy 457 120th Ave NE Bellevue We were told during a phone conference yesterday 
that as home installers we are to report to work 
Monday 4/20/2020 to start going back into 
customer's homes to install TV's/Networking and 
other various electronics. Applies to all locations in 
the PNW.

TRUE 04/16/20 2:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Daycare servicing non-
essential employees, large 
group sizes

Country Playhouse Academy 23928 SE 276th Street Maple Valley Not limiting sizes of gatherings. Open to all families 
not just essential employees. If any teachers at this 
school aren’t comfortable working right now, they are 
being made to write and sign that they are choosing 
to take an unpaid leave, so they won’t qualify for 
unemployment.

TRUE 04/16/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential cleaning Merry Maids West Seattle 6417 Fauntleroy Way SW, 
Seattle, WA 98136

Seattle I find it very hard to believe that residential cleaning 
is considered essential.  No more essential than a 
hair cut.  They are still offering to come give 
estimates to clean your house and then to clean it.  
They are going from one residence to another and 
taking their equipment from one place to another.  
This is putting people in their residence at risk as 
well as their employees need to get gas for work etc,  
 I though the list of essential only included janitorial 
services to clean essential open businesses not 
someones regular house cleaning,  This is not a 
essential service when other small businesses are 
being asked to shut down without pay.

TRUE 04/16/20 10:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Management EMB Management 15301 NE 90th St Redmond Conducting violation patrols for Montaine at Aldarra 
HOA, and issuing citations for trivial matters such as 
garbage cans out a day after pickup day

TRUE 04/20/20 8:48 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Making things for Carnivals Artistic impressions 115 Kurtz la Hamilton Opened doors today not an Essential business

TRUE 04/20/20 1:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Lucky puppy grooming 1407 n young st suite c Kennewick Both groomers are on the salon, they are open

TRUE 04/20/20 1:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Wholesale / Distribution Rex Pegg Fabrics 1802 Stewart Street Tacoma They are offering to deliver non-essential materials 
using their trucks and salesman rather than using 
the essential/approved shipping carriers. This puts 
more people traveling across the state and state 
lines that may be carrying the virus than needs to be.

TRUE 04/22/20 8:53 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other RV Park (Contractors) Meadowlands RV Park 7416 Custer Road West Tacoma Ownership and management continue to disregard 
the governor's statewide "Stay at Home" orders 
related to COVID19. They are having multiple 
different contractors on site daily performing 
estimates on a project related to the demolition of an 
old barn-style structure in the back of the property, to 
be replaced by storage units or additional RV rental 
spaces. This is clearly a non-essential construction 
project and in violation. Please take corrective 
actions.

TRUE 04/22/20 10:43 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Appartment Housing Woodridge Park Appartments 12306 28th Ave S Burien The apartment maintenance team is working on non-
essential functions that are affecting residents. The 
maintenance workers are not maintaining social 
distancing at all times. They are cutting grass that is 
coming into the residents' windows. This has been 
occurring constantly for a few weeks. Management 
has been contacted and are not acknowledging 
resident concerns.

Marcy Mead 253-754-4499



TRUE 04/16/20 2:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming CityDog Club 1400 NW market street Seattle Dog grooming doesn’t feel an essential service and I 
worry about the encouragement of nonessential 
travel in my neighborhood, especially with the 
groomers sharing a building with apartments and 
having to get close to the clients to take their dogs.

TRUE 04/25/20 12:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Rwc delivery 1420 s 192nd st SeaTac Delivery of cabinets are being made

TRUE 04/25/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving LEHI 2407-1st ave Seattle Many cars and trucks every morning now for at least 
10 days... Appear to be moving out.
No masks, no gloves, no distancing, leaving garbage 
at curbside almost everyday.
Dumping garbage in.parking lot next door and 
stuffing the recycle bin by the bus stop out front of 
the Building.

TRUE 04/25/20 4:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other house cleaning / maid 
service

Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Avenue NE Seattle Residential maid service observed 4/24/2020.

TRUE 04/28/20 4:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment Montrose Apartments and Burien 
Townhome Apartments

152nd South Burien 98148 Blowing machines are used in the parking lots and in 
the apartment complex and it poses health risk to 
people living in the area especially because of the 
plague. Ice cream truck which sells in the apartment 
complex encourages gathering kids who do not 
observe social distancing.

Brian J. Walker -2063310637

TRUE 04/30/20 10:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Petco North Sullivan Road Unit 10 Veradale Petco is continuing to offer dog grooming services

TRUE 04/30/20 7:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tropical Tan 3815 196th st sw ste 118 Lynnwood Company is letting employees and friends continue 
to tan without any proper precautions. Company is 
still operating at some capacity.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Tails a waggin dog and cat inn 19816 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Known activity in non-essential pet grooming.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Tails a waggin dog and cat inn 19816 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Known activity in non-essential pet grooming.

TRUE 04/30/20 8:33 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Daycare Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle This facility is bathing dogs and performing nail trims 
if they come in for daycare. Also grooming dogs if 
they consider it an emergency.

TRUE 05/01/20 8:02 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other housecleaning Merry Maids I don't know Shoreline I have seen a Merry Maids car in the driveway of a 
house in Shoreline. The residents don't work for 
Merry Maids and I believe they had housecleaners 
there.

TRUE 05/01/20 10:05 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office building for 
construction

Skyline Communications 12002 Beverly park road Everett Office has been open throughout stay at home 
order. Employees not wearing masks or staying 
distant

TRUE 03/30/20 2:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hobby, Toy, and Game store B Side Games 2525 E 29th Ave STE 9 Spokane B Side Games has posted on Facebook that they 
have re-opened their retail storefront starting Mar 30 
after having initially observed the closure order at 
end of business Wed Mar 25.  

https://www.facebook.com/346743219180822/posts/
546874155834393/?d=n

dblackhorsevonjess@gmail.
com

Dylan Blackhorse-von Jess 4255298964

TRUE 03/30/20 2:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Moe's home collection 720 Andover parkway e Tukwila I am an employee of a business who has chosen to 
remain open since the governor's orders were given. 
I myself have chosen to stay home but the business 
remains open

donhodgesjr5051@gmail.co
m

Don Hodges

TRUE 03/30/20 2:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Storage facilities Iron Gate Storage 7920 nw 117th Ave Vancouver They are letting multiple people at a time in their 
offices.

barrelbunny2@yahoo.com Marvin 360-921-7927

TRUE 03/30/20 2:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Second hand store Veterans warehouse 1219 n wenatchee ave Wenatchee All second hand stores are closed in town, they 
know the order to be closed but have said openly 
they will remain open.

jpedersen2612@charter.net John pedersen 5093983989

TRUE 03/30/20 2:49 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Maid service Maid Brigade Shoreline 14720 Aurora Ave. N Shoreline Groups of women going home to home for cleaning. 
Travel in groups in cars together also.

sunnyseattlebeaches@aol.c
om

E

TRUE 03/30/20 2:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cellphone retail store. 3rd 
party AT&T authorized 
retailer

Prime Comms Retail LLC 22001 HWY 99 STE#200 Edmonds I have evidence of this companies health code 
violations in regards to covid-19 as well as 
misinforming their employees about being an 
essential workforce. I have already filed a 
clarification request and confirmed we are not 
essential. I also presented this to them and still they 
remain open.

Coh1987@gmail.com Corey Harvey 5715050550

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nuclear Framatome 2101 Horn Rapids Rd Richland This Framatome facility manufactures nuclear fuel 
rods. This facilty does not produce or generate 
nuclear power, in any way. Production of fuel rods is 
planned months to years in advance of fuel outages 
at the actual nuclear power plant. This company is 
putting several hundred people in danger because of 
money. Please shut them down.

Mvorheis598@gmail.com Matt

TRUE 03/30/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other makes bathtubs Aquatic Bathware 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm How is this an essential business ? I am worried 
about a family member working there whose wife 
and son have asthma.

auntjill48@gmail.com Jill Feuerhelm 5415134988

TRUE 03/30/20 2:57 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Property Management Vista Property Management 1002 39th Ave sw Steve 
302

Puyallup Wa 98373 Owner is stating we are an essential business. 
Requiring all property managers and the accountant 
to work at the office even though we have the 
capability to work from home. We understand only 
maintenance workers are essential for emergency 
home repairs only. I WOULD LIKE TO REMAIN 
ANONYMOUS fearing retaliation.

Lrohr242@gmail.com Lynn 253-226-3965

TRUE 03/30/20 3:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Doggy Daycare and Spa K9 To Five Doggy Playcare and Spa 17000 SE 1st St Vancouver Non-essential business still open and serving the 
public. Half of the workers have gotten sick already, 
though unsure whether or not with Covid-19.

Emilyakester@gmail.com Emily Nightray 13607219982

TRUE 03/30/20 3:01 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Doggy Daycare K9 to Five Playcare and Spa 17000 SE 1st St Vancouver This is a dog daycare business with grooming that 
has only shut down the grooming part despite having 
multiple people sick in both daycare and grooming 
part. They say they are essential but are risking their 
employees health.

Calyxashla@gmail.com Calyx 3609900320

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Wholesaler A-America 800 Milwaukee Ave N Algona Warehouse staff still being required to receive, pick 
and ship product. Office staff are working remote.

kclgoist@gmail.com Cynthia Goist 253-298-2400

TRUE 05/14/20 8:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Renton Dental arts 17816 108th Ave SE, 
Renton, WA 98055

Renton I work in the dental field and this office is open to all 
patients, not just emergency. They are not following 
state orders and proper protocol for employees and 
patient safety. They should be shut down for how 
they are operating during this pandemic. Unsafe for 
all.

TRUE 05/14/20 6:55 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Apple valley dental & braces 4309 w non hill blvd Yakima Started before they were supposed to, not following 
social distancing, not wearing masks, no barriers 
and my granddaughter works there and I’m worried 
about her.

TRUE 05/14/20 2:03 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 6525 Burden Blvd Pasco, Wa 99301 Business is open while phase 1 is still in progress. 
Not following orders to open until after phase 2 
starts!

TRUE 05/07/20 1:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Chop it up barbershop 2721 Lincoln way Lynnwood Damien kirkwood sayow2001@yahoo.com Frank Prado 4253773395.0000 sa

TRUE 04/09/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tousled Salon 103 Palouse Street Unit 2 Wenatchee Megan Skerlong, owner of Tousled Salon, is 
providing haircuts to individuals in the community 
and accepting payment “under the table” through 
electronic transfers. Her venmo account shows 
history of transactions for “best haircut” or “black 
market haircuts.”

makena.ackerman@gmail.c
om

Makena Ackerman 5096793249

TRUE 05/12/20 5:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gymnastics Facility 10.0 Gymnastics 20030 Paint Blvd. Shippenville They are conducting gymnastics practices since May 
8th while in the yellow phase.  And they have not 
been released to do so yet.

10.0gymnastics@mail.com

TRUE 04/19/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Bon spa  nails 2020 maltby RD Bothell They have been opened few days already.
Working Sunday about 10 people at the same time 
at shop.
Are they allow to open?

jin701213@hanmail.net Jeannie 4252186020

TRUE 05/12/20 5:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Clothing store sydy styles 8600 s. Vermont Ave Los Angeles Business is opening illegally keeping door closed to 
make the authority think that they're not open letting 
customers go in and they have also raised their 
prices when the business is closed the pull-down 
shutter is down when the business is open the 
shutter is up.

surelyrocks27@gmail.com

TRUE 04/03/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Non-essential business is 
open

Construction ? 392 Industrial Pkwy # 9 sequim Group of people working. captjohnhi@yahoo.com John Farris 2537320059

TRUE 04/23/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Bon Spa Nails 2020 Maltby Road Bothell I witnessed today, April 23rd at 12:04pm, 2 older 
ladies and what appeared to be one of the ladies 
young grandsons entering the salon.
I also saw someone in the salon the day after the 
shutdown.

msreneek62@hotmail.com Reneé K 2064652556

TRUE 04/14/20 10:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction ? 26th Ave E between E John 
& E Denny

Seattle Saw construction workers back working on new 
/existing  commercial construction. Saw about 4 to 5 
men working outside losely together not 6 feet apart.

masonburdess@gmail.com Mason Burdess 206-501-9133

TRUE 04/22/20 12:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

BON SPA NAILS 2020 maltby rd ste 4 Bothell They were taking clients about 2 weeks only for 
appointment.
Also only take cash payment from client too.
Very concerned about they keep the tax in their 
pocket?
Get all the benefit from covid-19 also keep cash 
from the business?

shannadave2@gmail.com Sam 4257738986



TRUE 04/17/20 8:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction ? 20412 42nd Ave E Spanaway They are running some sort of construction business 
that is nonessential. There’s multiple different types 
of tractors and excavators doing work. This is a 
property kitty corner from our house and it’s partially 
blocked by trees. Hard to make out exactly what 
they’re doing over there.
They start at 7 AM and go all throughout the day 
until 6 to 8pm with this tractor activity.
I am quite sure it has nothing to do with being an 
essential business.

columbiahvac@live.com Mark B 206-708-0999

TRUE 04/23/20 2:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Bon Spa Nails 19713 3rd Ave SE Bothell Earlier today I observed people walking into this nail 
salon so I called to make an appointment.  I asked if 
they were open and they scheduled an appointment 
for me for tomorrow at 10am for a manicure and 
pedicure.  They are running their business as usual.

melkamp@gmail.com Melissa Brown 4253450963

TRUE 04/15/20 11:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Triage hair salon 6020 Pacific Ave SE Ste I Lacey He was doing hair inside the building with 3 or 4 
people inside the salon

Vanessa love 3607013153 triagehairdesign@yahoo.co
m

TRUE 04/19/20 2:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo parlor Triumph Tattoo 604 E Fairhaven Ave Burlington Stay at Home order is in place bckahns@hotmail.com Michaella R Kahns 3603918371 https://www.triumphtattoo.co
m

TRUE 04/16/20 8:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Capital Barber Shop 47 S. Spokane Street Walla Walla According to social media posts from last week, 
Capital Barber Shop is doing haircuts in their 
business against state orders to not be operating.

Stickybudzmichael@gmail.comMichael 5099569045 Capitalbarbering@gmail.co
m

TRUE 04/23/20 3:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cherry's Hair Dezign 10328 Aurora N Seattle Drove by there today as she was unlocking her 
doors and letting customers inside. It was 1pm.  Her 
website even says she is open.

marcydarlene@hotmail.com Marcy McFall 2067064029 Unknown

TRUE 04/21/20 6:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Christine Face and Body Studio 7605 SE 27th st. #153 Mercer Island Open during shut down taking clients. info@christinefaceandbody.
com

TRUE 05/06/20 11:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Chuck's Barber Shop 300 High School Road NE Bainbridge Island Observed people entering and leaving the the barber 
shop last Saturday, May 2 and today, Wednesday, 
May 6.

rdzajicek@olympus.net Rick Zajicek 2062013598

TRUE 05/12/20 2:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Chuck's Barber Shop 300 High School Road NE Bainbridge Island WA 98110 Proprietor is open and cutting customer's hair in 
violation of Gov Inslee's order.

TRUE 04/23/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Chuck's Barbershop 300 NE High School Rd Bainbridge Island Chuck's Barbershop is currently operating. Carolyn Tyrrell 2067139742

TRUE 05/14/20 2:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Chuck's Barber Shop 300 High School Road NE Bainbridge Island Barber shop continues to have customers come and 
go in violation of the governor's order.

TRUE 05/01/20 12:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Black eagle tattoo 706 S. 38th st. Tacoma Owner is bragging that he’s going to start tattooing 
today before the mandated closure is over. He 
uploaded his warning that he’s already gotten for 
doing business during this time of being told to close 
saying that he knows someone that works at the 
DOL and he knows who told on him. Unsafe and a 
bad example.

TRUE 05/04/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Black eagle tattoo 706 S 38th st Tacoma They have re opened their shop saying they are 
gonna tattoo with doors locked against the order.

Chris Quiggle

TRUE 05/05/20 4:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Black eagle tattoo 706 s 38th st Tacoma Open and accepting new clients Blackeagletattoo@gmail.co
m

TRUE 05/04/20 2:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo shop Black Eagle Tattoo 706 S 38th St Tacoma Owner Christopher Quiggle stayed in Facebook 
states he plans on continuing operations of his tattoo 
parlour in spite of WA state shut down of non-
essential businesses.

Allsensesaredead@gmail.co
m

Mike Jones 9739313187 Christopher Quiggle

TRUE 04/25/20 5:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo Shop Black Eagle Tattoo NW 706 S 38th St Tacoma I know someone that personally got tattooed by this 
artist just DAYS ago. The individual said that Chris is 
continuing to tattoo people.

TRUE 05/08/20 9:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo Shop Black Eagle Tattoo 706 south 38th st Tacoma Black Eagle is open for appointments according to 
their Facebook page. This is in direct violation of 
phase 1 for reopening.

TRUE 04/23/20 4:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tony Mendez hair salon 12720 4th ave w b Everett 
wa 98204

Everett People are still allowed to come in to the salon to get 
treatments and their hair done.

TRUE 05/08/20 9:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Shop Black Eagle Tattoo 706 S 38th St Tacoma Black Eagle posted on their Facebook page that they 
are open for appointments on Friday, May 15, 2020, 
at 9:15 a.m. PT.

TRUE 05/08/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tattoo Parlor Black Eagle Tattoo 706 South 38th Street Tacoma Posted on their Facebook this morning (5/8/2020) 
that they were open and to email to schedule an 
appointment.

TRUE 04/23/20 4:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tony Mendez Hair salon 12720 4th ave w b Everett Multiple people onside the hair salon and visible 
alcoholic beverages. Someone was getting their hair 
done.

Unknown

TRUE 05/15/20 7:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Saars marketplace 32199 WA 20 Oak Harbor Yesterday I visited Saars to buy grocery’s. All 
employees were not wearing masks. I asked why.. 
the checker said he works a 8 hr. Shift and it gets 
too hot. The bagger said yep... we do t have to wear 
them.

missbluecat@gmail.com Sandy Boscutti 3606329054

TRUE 05/15/20 9:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Papa John's Pizza 7430 Pacific Ave Tacoma Not following social distancing requirements. Almost 
all employees in store are not wearing masks while 
continuing to preform labor in very close proximity.

TRUE 05/14/20 9:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Mocha Tree 1018 S 11th Ave, Yakima, 
WA 98902

Yakima This coffee shop regularly has a large gathering of 
people that prevents adequate social distancing 
practices. The owner has not established adequate 
measures to ensure that people are standing 6 feet 
apart.

mendoren@gmail.com Renato Mendoza 509-730-5750

TRUE 05/09/20 9:14 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

High Country Orchard 8518 E Greenbluff Rd, 
Colbert, WA 99005

Colbert, WA Big crowds. Everyone in close proximity. Store open 
in side with people close. Not an essential business. 
If anyone had the disease today here, 50 more got it.

TRUE 05/06/20 8:50 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Health-related business Kaufman chiropractic 18920 Bothell way NE #100 Bothell 15-30 people inside.. not social distancing..

TRUE 04/29/20 11:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

The Bistro 450 S. Kitsap Blvd Port Orchard This is a Bistro inside a medical building who has 
opened to the public, not following distancing rules 
and allowing eat in.

kellyrileydebuyser@chifranciscan.orgKelly Riley DeBuysere 360-895-7624

TRUE 04/28/20 6:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Five Guys 310 NE 78th St Vancouver Business is open for web pick-up orders, but you 
have to stand in the store to receive orders. Groups 
of over 30 are standing in the store at the same time.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction AmeriCan stone 17603 ne union rd Ridgefield This company do not sell product i would consider to 
be needed for any essential construction. They sell 
flagstone, decorative rock, bark, pond supplies and 
gravel .

Dburns226@gmail.com Dan 3606074730

TRUE 04/26/20 3:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Clark Beauty Evolved 10637 NE 68th ST Kirkland The owner of this business announced on their 
Instagram (@Clark.b.e)  that he and his wife will 
start taking clients.

TRUE 05/15/20 7:29 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you



TRUE 05/15/20 7:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:31 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:32 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you



TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:34 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:35 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:37 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 7:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you



TRUE 05/15/20 7:38 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

2nd Amsndment Fuck you Fuck you “When the people fear the government, there is 
tyranny. When the government fears the people, 
there is liberty.”

Thomas Jefferson

You see Inslee I am not afraid of you, are you afraid 
of me??

Shove your Orwellian website up your ass!!!!!

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/15/20 9:39 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor jay inslee capitol Olympia Not upholding our rights to live

TRUE 04/20/20 7:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boat Dealer Inside Passage Yacht Sales 409 30th St Anacortes Inside Passage Yacht Sales posted a photo of 
performing a pre-delivery inspection of a personal 
pleasure cruising vessel. They claimed it was to be 
delivered to Alaska. This is not essential to the 
current pandemic and is not an essential business 
that should be open at this time. As a fellow boat 
manufacturer and yacht brokerage this is 
disheartening that they continue business while we 
follow the state mandate and have our business of 
40 employees laid off. Please shut them down, 
they’re not following our states mandate. I have a 
screen shot of their Facebook post clearly defying 
our states stay-at-home order. I’d be happy to share 
it!!

Steveg@aspenpowercatama
rans.com

Stephen Graf 4255083488 Brian Krantz / 
crew@ipysales.com

TRUE 05/14/20 11:35 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Contact Tracing Washington State 416 Sid Snyder Avenue SW Olympia These people aren’t doing social distancing and the 
governor isn’t social distancing either.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rv Resort and Campground Smokiam Resort 22818 State Route 17 Soap Lake This business is advertising allowing campers to 
come and stay at their facility.

P40code3@hotmail.com Brian Quill 5096340332

TRUE 03/30/20 3:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Information technology Compucom 2401 utah ave S. Seattle It is a contract job for the starbucks hq and can be 
done remotely but they refuse to do so even after 
concerns from staff.

Halljeremy86@gmail.com Jeremy 2538887013

TRUE 03/30/20 3:11 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Miracle Ear 18500 33rd Ave W Lynnwood This is a retail business and the majority of its clients 
are elderly! They even had an open house event last 
week where they get as many people as possible to 
come in and get a free test for a free gift. This 
seems very wrong, and totally non essential. It’s my 
understanding that all locations are fully open.

Thewrightteam@gmail.com Nicole Wright 4254782616

TRUE 03/30/20 3:17 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Printing company Leatherback 681 7th Ave Kirkland Printing company operations when they don’t need 
to be

James.dean.vickery@gmail.
com

James Vickery 4252447169

TRUE 03/30/20 3:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Skateboard shop / clothing Shred sports outlet 4505 n division at Spokane They are still open letting people come inside to buy 
non essential items like skateboards and clothing 
making employees work and encouraging people to 
come in

Joshpistole@gmail.com Josh 5092513614

TRUE 03/30/20 3:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pawn shope Cash America 1905 Broadway Everett It's a pawn shop. And it's open. Not sure how a 
pawn shop would be essential.

imix4jc@hotmail.com Evan

TRUE 03/30/20 3:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other warehouse northrom quality center 1000 andover park west tukwila return warehouse for Nordstrom possible 
contaminated items giving employees $2.00 an hour 
for hazard pay. their number is 253-437-4518 non-
essential worker violation!!!

anitagrooms@comcast.net anita grooms 2068177174

TRUE 04/04/20 10:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cortes de pelo Snohomish Snohomish I saw this post on Facebook that he was cutting hair 
. It was an ad . His name is Eddie Hernandez I have 
the screen shot

Mblansett312@hotmail.com Monica Quigley 4253468204

TRUE 05/02/20 10:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Country Comfort Salon & Day Spa 203 N Dennis St suite e Kennewick each day that Ive been schedule to work at my 
essential job that shares a parking lot with Country 
Comfort, the beauty salon and spa next to me has 
continued to have large flows of people daily.

casey.jorgenson@outlook.c
om

Casey Jorgenson 509-378-6044 info@countrycomfortspa.co
m

TRUE 04/24/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Country Comfort Salon & Day Spa 203 Suite N Dennis Street Kennewick, Wa I work at an essential business that shares parking 
spaces, and during my 9 hour shift I see multiple 
vehicles pull up with people coming and going all 
day, which seems to imply they are operating their 
business as normal.

casy.jorgenson@outlook.co
m

Casey Jorgenson 509-378-6044 Owner - Shelie Greco/ 
Store Number 509-735-
4151

TRUE 03/30/20 2:21 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Merchandising Premier Workforce 18708 W Catawba Ave, 
Cornelius, NC 28031

Cornelius Currently a company employs contractors across the 
us,  based out of nc. Requires employees to travel 
across the state.  Buisness function is to tear down 
a build displays in stores.  Function not critical to 
buisness function.  Job requires interaction with 
populace, hotels, variety of stores in a week.

joe_dubb@hotmail.com Joseph Wooten 12536519113 info@pwincorp.com

TRUE 03/30/20 7:23 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Telecommunications Ibex 5000 North field lane suite 
600

Spring Hill Business is reporting that they are essential and 
have published a news letter for employees and 
public stating that they perform health care 
responsibilities. This is false, the duties at the Spring 
Hill location are technical support and billing for a 
cable company and are putting more people at risk 
by causing them to go into work because they have 
not started work from home. Location has roughly 
200-275 employees

Anonymous@hotmail.com Anonymous ForSafety 999-999-9999

TRUE 04/18/20 9:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo Parlor Custom Tattoos By Graydon Payne 3400 Harbor Ave SW Seattle Still doing tattoo services.

TRUE 04/14/20 7:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cutters on the square 208 2nd Street Wenatchee She is seeing clients on Wednesday, 4-15, even 
though it’s a non essential business

shellylmcmullen@gmail.com Shelly 5038165449 Sandra Henderson

TRUE 04/18/20 6:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cutz 13633 1st ave south 
(adjacent to The Grainery)

Burien My wife was buying food at The Grainery next door. 
While I waited outside, I observed what appeared to 
be 3 customers and the (barber) inside the shop.

eric.abbott.01@gmail.com Eric Abbott 5095909890

TRUE 04/18/20 5:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Cutz Inc. 13633 1st ave S Burien Drove by around 5pm today and noticed the barber 
shop “open” sign was lit up and my husband saw 
someone getting a haircut!

gberish@hotmail.com gemma berish 2062408941

TRUE 04/23/20 2:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

d 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Silverdale Another complaint to Public Health.  Open.  Police 
did not tell them to shut down. The public is 
concerned.  Should not be open.

eric.evans@kitsappublicheal
th.org

Eric Evans (Kitsap Public 
Health District)

360-728-2225 starmf@aol.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

dans barber shop 3301 n. monroe st. spokane the shop is closed but one of the barbers put his 
number on the door for people to call and he will 
come to their house. the rest of us are following the 
rules why isn't he

ss4winward@gmail.com sherrie winward 509-981-6939

TRUE 04/28/20 2:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Dan's Barber Shop 3301 N Monroe Street Spokane The place of business has signs out front giving out 
phone numbers and messages saying "contact these 
people to get hair services".

TRUE 04/19/20 9:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Dave’s Barbershop 104 N. Midway Oak Harbor Is open Monday , Tuesday, Friday. Sign on the door 
saying it is open those days and open 9-5.

Dave Beargeon 559 731-4572

TRUE 05/15/20 10:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Coulee Medical Center 411 Fortuyn Rd. Grand Coulee CEO was at work for three days with a fever.  Did 
not follow stay at home order.

cmcares.org

TRUE 04/19/20 5:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Dave’s Barber Shop 104 N Midwat Oak Harbor Was told by a store cust that this business is open 
when barber/beauty shop in my store is following 
orders. Sign says they are open 9am-5pm.

nappy382000@yahoo.com Joyce Napoletano

TRUE 05/03/20 11:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Beauty Ave 12623 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Owner made employee gather on Thurs. April 30th 
to clean salon, provided no masks or safety gear. 
Mandatory. 10 people in salon not following safety 
measures. Owner doing clients hair out of her home.

Anonymous/ fear of 
retribution

Annette Hudsen

TRUE 04/28/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Deb's Hair Salon 19515 Scriber Lake Road Lynnwood Debbie has three times been seen in her salon doing 
hair. The last time was Friday April 24th. My 
Business Manager called me that evening around 
5:30 to tell me that she had just had an employee tell 
her that they had witnessed Debbie with a client in 
her shop earlier in the day.  

It is a salon in a senior affordable housing apartment 
community.  It is a commercial space within the 
building.    

I called Debbie when the SIP first was put in place 
as she had been seen in there after it went into 
effect with someone doing a service.  She assured 
me she would not do any further business. 

This time I didn't call her. Just turning her in, clearly 
she doesn't care.   I understand how tough it is, my 
dearest friend has owned a large shop for 30 years, 
has received no money since this started, but rules 
are rules.  Not essential is not essential.  Thank you 
for listening.

sherryr@indigorealestate.co
m

Sherry Reed 2067988527 Debbie

TRUE 04/27/20 6:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Derby Salon 6315 Roosevelt Way NE seattle Giving and charging for haircuts and other services (Alison Etter)   
derbysalonseattle.com

TRUE 04/20/20 6:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Don’t know 13614 East 3rd Spokane Valley Doing hair,color,perms, with people coming and 
going ,elderly being dropped off and picked up,one 
on one with people, no social distances, Supposed to 
be closed!!!!
And working from a home business!!!!!!!

Seekgs@wsdot.wa.gov Greg seek 5099271557

TRUE 05/15/20 9:42 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other state government State of Washington Olympia Olympia non essential services provided daily despite 
projected significant tax revenue reduction

Jay Inslee

TRUE 03/31/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.g
ov

L&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction ???  Construction 336 (?) Canal Dr SE Ocean Shites Sheriff has stopped there before. Site has a red flag 
on it. Workers continue to work and supplies 
continue to be delivered.

debgreir99@gmail.com Deb 4258444488



TRUE 04/22/20 9:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Whitney shines 7330 164th Ave NE E155 Redmond Hair dresser doing hair out of their home while salon 
is closed.

TRUE 04/27/20 6:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Eighth Day Nail Salon 9809 214th ave E Bonney Lake This nail salon has its front windows covered and 
drapes pulled but you can see their lighting on. 
People are entering from the back door to have their 
nails done so entry isn’t noticeable at the front entry.

Davedreiling@outlook.com Dave Dreiling 2538631599 Eighth Day Nails

TRUE 04/08/20 10:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car dealership APX Auto brokers 20031 Hwy 99 lynnwood They are open

TRUE 04/30/20 4:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

ALLURE 841 SE Pioneer Way #1 OAK HARBOR Doing clients at home JESSICA VanVelkinburgh

TRUE 05/03/20 11:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Branded Stylez 5800 W Division Chicago Hello, I’m a concerned citizen and I’m reporting this 
business (hair and nail salon) that has been still 
opened to the public during the entire shutdown. I’ve 
notice people entering this business Tuesday 
through Saturday with no care of what’s going on in 
the world. Someone need to shut this place down 
before more and more people become infected. They 
are not following any orders given, they are having 
parties and whatever else you can think of. The 
place seems to be closed on the front side of the 
building  but there are lots of people entering the 
building in the back parking lott because there is a 
secret door thats located in the alley.  I decided to 
say something now before its too late. I have also 
contacted 311 and the police about this. 

Address is 5800 W Division Chicago IL 60651

Debrawilliams2008@yahoo.
com

Debra 312672-9567

TRUE 04/14/20 4:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other RV Sales lot Annies RV's 6506 NE Highway 99 Vancouver RV sales are closed by order of the state, Annie's is  
showing units by appointment, they are also selling 
RV's during those appointments. Their web site even 
states "We are open and operating by appointment 
only...please call and we will be glad to help set up a 
personal viewing"

sinklerterry@gmail.com Terry Sinkler 3609574224

TRUE 04/17/20 4:02 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Burger King 4830 YELM HIGHWAY SE Lacey I feel that fast food corporations make huge amounts 
of revenue in comparison to local food shops; yet, 
they will not spend the money to get adequate 
masks and gloves for workers. I literally threw 25.00 
of our first fast food in a month in the trash once I 
saw the kitchen staff breathing on everything. 
Disgusting. Shut these places down and promote the 
small eateries doing the safe thing. The same for 
bikini barista coffee stands. Those girls working are 
not safe from the old men heavy breathing out their 
car windows. Wendys on Martin Way also was 
thrown away due to bad food handling during covid 
19. Washington, please do this differently to prevent 
community spread.

marlo_hood@yahoo.com Marlo Hood 2532598179

TRUE 04/16/20 10:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Health-related business Inland pain specialists center for pain 
management and addiction medicine

1307 W. Sixth street ste 
105, 28400 McCall Blvd 
located in Menifee Valley 
Medical Center

Corona and Menifee location 
offices

I went to this location and the office was packed with 
patients and the business was not following social 
distancing guidelines, as well as not cleaning or 
disinfecting after people's use of pens, counters, 
door handles etc. Also, some of the office staff were 
not wearing gloves or masks, and were just letting 
patients come in without wearing face coverings at 
all and had people everywhere standing next to each 
other not abiding my any of the regulations set by 
the state and county health orders. I went to both 
locations and both were the same thing not following 
rules.

Frank.beres@yahoo.com Frank beres 951-477-0577 Dr. Nikan Khatibi 
InlandPainSpecialists@gmai
l.com

TRUE 04/21/20 6:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Sales APX Auto Brokers 20031 ST Highway 99 Lynwood Open sign and doors open for business - cars 
posted online with fresh ads. Customers are coming 
and going.

Concerned Citizen

TRUE 04/27/20 8:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Dealership Auto Place Inc 15500 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I'm a Manager at a nearby business and live in the 
area. I have been checking on my Business since 
March 25, 2020 and have noticed that this 
Dealership has looked like there are open for 
business when I drive by. They have open signs that 
are on and sometimes off, billboard signs, no blocker 
vehicles, more than 1 person on the lot, hoods open, 
doors and garages open, auto repair signs posted 
when they are not a authorized repair facility, etc. 
everything indicting they are on the premise and will 
conduct a sales transaction.

mr.kemper10@gmail.com Roy Kemper

TRUE 04/13/20 10:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Dealership Auburn Discount Auto Sales 4111 Auburn Way Auburn They are wanting to sell a car to my Dad, who is a 
retired individual who watches our children while we 
are at work.  They have advised my Dad that he is 
an essential worker so they can sell him the car. He 
is looking at a Corvette. They are twisting the rules 
to make a sell.

TRUE 04/09/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Used car dealer ship auto star auto group 3103 w Washington ave Yakima They're selling or trying to sell cars to customers 
outside

blackouttinting2015@gmail.
com

Sam 4143391266

TRUE 05/15/20 1:05 PM No Action Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Popeyes S41 Post Falls My concern is the number of Washington Residents 
invading Idaho for food, restaurants, nonessential 
construction, sporting activity, salon services, food 
trucks, parks and recreation, use of Idaho facilities, 
roads, grocery pharmacy and anything else you care 
to THINK ABOUT, IF YOUR CAPABLE OF 
THINKING! SLEEPY JAY INSLEE do something to 
keep Idaho safe from your supposedly lock down 
orders. Elinate Spokane County residents from 
becoming infected with Covid, seal your constuants 
within your lockdown NOW!

N/A N/A N/A

TRUE 05/15/20 12:18 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Nicks and sams restaurants at uptown 3008 Maple Avenue Dallas This restaurant is manipulating their occupancy in 
order to make more money and putting at risk their 
employees and clients. According to them their 
occupancy is 500 which doesn’t seem right for the 
size of the restaurant.  In addition, some of their 
spaces such as their banquet room and bar are 
closed but their dining space and a lounge area are 
open but packed with clients and employees. 
Management is  not respecting the social distance 
neither the 25%occupancy per space, all tables are 
filled with guest and there is none a single table 
empty. This restaurant is not conscious of the 
magnetic of covid 19 and and how the virus can get 
spread. Other restaurants such are doing amazing 
job by protecting their employees and clients by only 
operating 25% but not nicks and Sam’s.

Karen_paola6@yahoo.com

TRUE 04/13/20 1:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Unknown 1001 W Casino Rd (garage) Everett WA  98204 My neighbor in H-104 is operating a haircutting 
business out of his garage.
I do not know the number of the garage, but do know 
location. He says he is giving free haircuts, but it still 
in in violation of our Governor's mandate to be in 
isolation, and also there is no way of sterilizing the 
barber shears to prevent infection

tiaju1@yahoo.com Melanne Forman 2067788779

TRUE 04/16/20 7:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Unknown Unknown Everett Chi Pham license # 67424
Is preforming hair services physically  outside his 
home during business lockdown. Observation 
includes multiple people driving up and receiving hair 
services.

nadinak@msn.com Nadina khalil 4257501517 Unknown

TRUE 04/04/20 5:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Unknown unknown Yakima,  Washington I'm told from a cousin that in Yakima Wa. on Main 
Street near the police station there is a nail salon 
near a pandaria  there is a nail salon open.  Lots of 
people in and out

mymama1927@gmail.com Anita Rodriguez 5093671903

TRUE 04/17/20 1:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

USA Nails 1769 Burlington Blvd Burlington I was buying stamps at the Burlington UPS store and 
was surprised to see this nail salon (a couple doors 
down from UPS) had the door open and the OPEN 
sign lit.  Based on my review of the list on the 
website, I am pretty sure this is NOT an essential 
business.  If it is essential, I'd love to know--I really 
need a pedicure.

mo1pet@yahoo.com Maureen Pettitt, Ph.D. 3603335122

TRUE 04/20/20 12:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Visible Changed 615 SE Chkalov Drive Vancouve Open for business although light is off

TRUE 04/30/20 7:34 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other manufacturing watson mcdaniel 428 jones blvd pottstown they have everyone in the shop working and people 
are not following the guidelines to staying 6 feet 
apart.

TRUE 04/29/20 10:01 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Ridgefield Ampitheater 
concert venue

Journey (Rockband), Pretenders (Rockband)12999 SW Tearose Way Tigard I have concert tickets for May 15 at the Ridgefiled 
Ampitheater for Journey/Pretenders.  They have not 
cancelled the concert.  Ticketmaster and Ridgefield 
state that they will make updates once Journey 
cancels.  Journey has made no updates on their 
website and has not returned my email asking about 
the concert status.

diane.jantze@gmail.com Diane Jantze 5035900579 diane.jantze@gmail.com



TRUE 04/27/20 3:58 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Outdoor Concert for 18,000 
people

Sunlight Supply Amphitheater 2795 E. Mountain View Dr. 
SE

Albany We have concerts we bought tickets for and they 
haven't canceled. May 15th is Journey and I'm sure 
that can't happen. They need to cancel so 
Ticketmaster will begin to refund money.

Hoopkats@comcast.net Bonnie Anderson 5419715710 Hoopkats@comcast.net

TRUE 04/13/20 3:18 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Every retail outlet every retail outlet every jurisdiction 
Washington state

every city If Inslee's order of gatherings of more than 10 
people is prohibited is still in place, every retail outlet 
in the state is in violation and must be enforced

rdenenny53@gmail.com Rob Denenny 5099953859

TRUE 04/12/20 12:37 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Travel Extend Shelter in Place through May 
31

All of Washington All of Washington You need to extend the shelter in place through May 
31st 2020. People are still traveling around the state 
and spreading the virus. Extending it one more 
month will make sure there is more time for people 
not to spread the virus.

TRUE 04/11/20 4:23 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

2001 7811 Forest Path Live Oak Half the people showing to the store dont social 
distance and don't wear masks and gloves.

AllieBranch7@gmail.com Jordan Alliene Martinez 7267771029

TRUE 04/11/20 2:40 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Non-Essential Travel Non-Essential Travel Eastern Washington Eastern Washington The amount of non-essential travel on the east side 
of Washington State is ridiculous. People from all 
over the state and outside of the state are continually 
traveling. You need to do something to stop this as 
the virus spread will not stop as long as people are 
still traveling around and gathering in groups. 
Pullman and Spokane are horrible for this.

TRUE 04/08/20 12:04 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other residence lakeshore estates 12716 lakeshore dr. Apt B lakeside neighbors were being rowday, had other people 
coming over. could hear one individual coughing 
super loud.

TRUE 04/07/20 11:01 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Mechanical ABB mechanical and motors 3560 scarlet oak blvd Kirkwood We do not have any proper procedures to protect us 
when we are in our place of business during this 
virus. It has been over 80 DEGREES AN they have 
cut off fans inside our plants. We all are in the same 
areas 6 days a week while management get to stay 
safe in office areas. No mask where given nor hand 
sanitizer inside the buildings. Every machine does 
not have 6 feet Option for operators. We are risking 
taken the virus back to our loved ones daily.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

TRUE 04/05/20 1:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Wax on spa Central way Kirkland Sent an e-mail saying they are still doing leg waxing 
while “taking precautions”

Romabjk@gmail.com Barbara Kim

TRUE 04/28/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Advantage Auto Direct 7408 S. 212th Street Kent Used car dealership is still open and selling cars. 
The dealer, Alex Moncada is violating the safety 
requirements of the Governor's proclamation.

TRUE 05/14/20 11:31 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business American dental association 211 east chicago ave Chicago according to governor dental is open for emergency 
only. The ada has modified the order. I'm not sure if 
this is within the governor's guidelines.  Dentists 
have reopened as if May 11. I currently work for an 
oral surgeon and we are emergency only. Has there 
been a change for dentistry according to the 
governor's office?

baustin2u@gmail.com Brandi Austin 7088905027

TRUE 05/13/20 8:05 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Card Merchandiser American Greetings 1 American BLVD Cleveland I don’t think card merchandisers are essential and I 
know for a fact that this company has been sending 
merchandisers in stores to work. They are even 
pressuring employee to go back to work. Many of 
theses employees are part time and the company 
does not offer medical insurance for these 
employees. The company headquarters are in 
Cleveland Ohio and I know for a fact that in 
Washington state they have been sending 
employees into stores to service the card department.

TRUE 05/12/20 7:07 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pest control EcoShield unknown unknown Knocking on doors in various neighborhoods, 
soliciting.  No mask or concept of social distancing. I 
see no problem in leaving leaflets but should sales 
people be approaching residents like this?
see: 
https://nextdoor.com/news_feed/?post=147842308&
cp=0&s=tpd&pinned_post=true&section=posts&ct=M
G7ee1tlJIDuyW-BIaBv9YuZwgVi-
lnrUkMlToZfYemWMoHvguVAgl61EizYKcNE&ec=Vx
SJFbPbudqm3RmbqsRSIdKGxZqCXtJSS-
0vyqMERec=

joelhencken@gmail.com Joel Hencken 617-864-7711 Benson 385-254-4035 
(from leaflet he left)

TRUE 05/08/20 10:10 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control Da-Bug-Dude Pest Control, Inc. 9839 James Creek Rd. Christmas The owner of this business is going into people’s 
homes Potentially spreading the virus.

Karen 4077295191 David@da-bug-dude.com

TRUE 05/08/20 2:39 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Family Dollar 3243 N Cedar Ave Fresno Was not wearing masks required and harassed me 
and my significant other for asking why they weren't 
wearing masks. Broke governor protocol and had 
way too many customers at once also not wearing 
masks

williamzerrano@gmail.com Guillermo Serrano 5596141031

TRUE 05/06/20 4:28 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Towing Company Relentless Recovery 8205 N Congress Ave Portland, OR 97217 Vehicle was repossessed on April 5, 2020 and 
wasn't until now that I was able to find out by which 
company.  They are an Oregon business and 
repossessed the vehicle despite objection, showed 
no paperwork and even called and had the local  
Kelso Police Dept AIDE/ASSIST in the self-help 
repossession.

anwiliams04@msn.com Amber Williams 360 276-1955 charlesbwhitejr@gmail.com, 
 century21towing@aol.com

TRUE 05/04/20 3:21 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Flower Shop Thriftys 29560 Gratiot Roseville I know someone working there at the moment that 
has symptoms of corona, but they still say she has 
no choice but to work.

TRUE 04/30/20 9:23 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym The Gym 14689 Valley Center Dr Victorville Jacob Lewis has stated that he is reopening gyms at 
“The Gym” in Victorville against his supervisors 
instructions on 5/1/2020 at 6 am this will be a 24 hr 
service and has stated that he is not going to 
“babysit” people either. Basically saying come at your 
own risk and exposing others without caring for the 
safety of its customers and community. He is not 
following the proper guidelines that he should be .

gabbavina@gmail.com Gabriela Avina 6264788405 jacob@the-gym.com

TRUE 04/29/20 7:35 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other displays 60 grit studios 42025 zevodrive temucula This company, does the same work as ,my company 
and we were forced to shut down completely, and 
they are open.. they are a none essential business 
build display for gaming companys…  there has 
been 20 plus people and no social distancing at all.. 
It needs to be fair  across the board about the stay at 
home order..

kenny@zeroto60-design.com kenny gerry@60gritstudios.com

TRUE 04/28/20 9:40 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other House painting Landlord 1201 n Union st Independence They are outside painting the house and brought 
they kids with them that are out running the 
neighborhood.

jenniferchatch@gmail.com Jennifer 8169150935

TRUE 04/26/20 4:37 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Audio video installation JAVS 13020 Middletown 
Industrial Blvd.

Louisville I work for a company that installs AV equipment in 
courtrooms. I and 3 fellow employees from 
Louisville, KY will be traveling to Washington on May 
11th. Kentucky is under stay at home orders and my 
company has not been deemed essential, and have 
been working from home. But, we are still traveling 
to your state potentially putting ourselves and 
anyone we come in contact while traveling or in your 
state at risk. We have been advised we will have to 
be on a 14 day quarantine when we return, and in 
my mind this is precisely the reason we should not 
be traveling to your state. I am wondering if you are 
ok with people traveling to your state from out of 
state and risking possible infection? Our working, 
traveling, and lodging conditions make it near 
impossible to social distance. I have already reached 
out to the Kentucky governor and wanted to make 
the state of Washington aware of the potential 
danger.

migyon26@yahoo.com JAVS.com

TRUE 04/25/20 10:06 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Vendor providing 
merchandising of non 
essential items

Premium Retail Services 618 SPIRIT DR STE 200 CHESTERFIELD, MO 63005-
1258

This business has vendors in Washington State and 
has repeatedly tried to twist the verbiage and say we 
can work because we work in essential businesses. 
We do not service essential products. We do make-
up resets, various display audits, and other services 
for non essential products. I have a lot of 
documentation that shows these claims and their 
urges for us work and say we're essential just 
because we do these services inside essential stores.

kfessia@hotmail.com Kathryn +12536321674

TRUE 04/24/20 1:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Observa As of 04/24/20, Observa is acting in willful violation 
of the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies.

support@observanow.com

TRUE 04/24/20 12:42 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

N/a 3925 posada ct Oceanside Drove past this house and it has signs outside the 
house that the barbershop is open. No name of the 
business listed.  Have pictures available.

calisungirl2@aol.com Karyn



TRUE 04/24/20 11:21 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Supplying greeting cards, 
gift wrap, and party supplies 
to grocery stores and 
pharmacies

American Greeting One American Boulevard Cleveland, Ohio As a merchandiser for American Greetings, I have 
rightfully been on furlough for about a month. I was 
just informed through a verbal communication from 
my supervisor (I was not allowed to have it in writing) 
that merchandisers across the country will be going 
back to work officially next week (4/27/2020) Please 
keep in mind that this means 1000's of additional 
workers will be standing in the isles of groceries, 
pharmacies, and big box stores to stock a non 
essential item (greeting cards) Many of these card 
display isles have high profile locations, directly in 
front of registers, beside of diaper and baby formula 
shelves, and also along breezeways where people 
stand in line. Merchandisers have up to 8 or 9 
accounts at different stores that they service. For 
example, I have 8 different stores that I visit by foot, 
as parking is expensive in downtown Seattle. It will 
be impossible to contact trace these merchandisers 
that are visiting multiple grocery stores and 
pharmacies, and are exposed to 1000's of shoppers 
daily. All to stock greeting cards, an item that people 
browse for hours, touch, pick up, and place in a 
wrong location that has to be touched and placed 
back into a correct location. It is a tedious and time 
consuming process and absolutely not essential as 
the company has falsly deemed. Not to mention that 
American Greetings has an on line presence and is 
able to continue business virtually rather than 
physically.  By request I was given a letter stating our 
right to work, written by David.Rowlison (615)999-
3376, DavidRolison@amgreetings.com) that 
states...  

jonhaalandart@gmail.com Jon 2062936352 CEO is Zev Weiss

TRUE 04/23/20 2:35 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car detailing Premium finish 521 Lafayette st Lancaster Currently open conduction business not wearing 
masks or gloves and not social distancing 
Proof on Instagram page @premium_finish

CASSANDRAG@GRIFFITH
IND.COM

TRUE 04/22/20 11:25 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Allsups Allsups 2100 thorton Clovis Please tell me how selling lotto is essential buisness. 
I was trying to do a welfare check and first allsups 
couldn't take cash??!? Then this one made me wait 
15 min on someone buying lotto?!?

mhapgma@gmail.com 5752659086s

TRUE 04/21/20 5:24 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mako Steel 5650 El Camino Real #100 Carlsbad They are working on a storage unit construction 
project at 5104 104th St E Tacoma.
The project did shut down for a couple of week but 
started up again on Monday April 13th.
They are fully back to work and had multiple people 
on site as well as trucks delivering and pouring 
cement.
I have photos if interested. Address provided is for 
Corporate office in California.
Today they had electricians on site as far as I can 
tell. 
Work has continued this week as well.

Mechelle 253-221-9500

TRUE 04/21/20 1:05 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction CDA Redi Mix, CDA Concrete 
Pumping

120 E ANTON AVE Coeur D’Alene, ID 83815 Pouring/pumping concrete at a private residence at 
7134 S Parkridge Blvd., Spokane, WA 99224

Work is being done by a contractor, name unknown, 
as there are no business information on vehicles.   
Vehicle plate number can be provided on request.

tomic1@comcast.net Tom Starr 509-979-9031

TRUE 04/20/20 4:26 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Notary Jim's visionary 1928 8th ave beaver falls A lady is doing tilte work there and thought all 
notaries were to be closed.

TRUE 04/20/20 9:09 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym You Fit 4032 W Hillsboro Blvd Deerfield Charging my account for a membership that cannot 
be used

ozzyq@aol.com Seth Gregg Elovitz 9548429933

TRUE 04/18/20 7:32 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mako Steel 5650 El Camino Real #100 Carlsbad They are working on a storage unit construction 
project at 5104 104th St E Tacoma.
The project did shut down for a couple of week but 
started up again on Monday April 13th.
They are fully back to work and had multiple people 
on site as well as trucks delivering and pouring 
cement.
I have photos if interested. Address provided is for 
Corporate office in California.
Today they had electricians on site as far as I can 
tell.

Mechelle 253-221-9500

TRUE 04/17/20 3:53 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Lj nails 41west 10600 south Sandy He’s been doing nails. This is he 3rd time doing nails. dannygirls2016@gmail.com Christine Rodriguez 4356800125

TRUE 04/16/20 10:50 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Yalie Painting LLC 1341 15 Ave s Aeao Construction has been going on at this site and 
today painting is being done on the buildings . I have 
pictures

pdlast@yahoo.con Dana Lastimado

TRUE 04/16/20 10:38 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Residential construction 5333 Darlington Rd Pittsburgh No social distancing norms being followed, large 
gatherings of construction people

TRUE 04/16/20 8:34 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Pacific Landscape Management 7997 NE Walker Road Hillsboro, OR I am a tax preparer with a number of clients 
including landscape management companies.  
These companies are suffering to possibly going out 
of buisness.  They are following the Stay Home 
orders and are therefore being punished when a 
similar company is doing business

admin@hbmorris.com hb 360-687-3154 503-648-3900  
info@pacscape.com

TRUE 04/16/20 7:57 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Lenar Calabrese Street Fallbrook New construction site performing grading with tens 
of people are working together, right behind our 
backyards, often they are walking next to our fences. 
Tens of heavy machinery, like graders and tractors 
are creating tremendous amount of dust which goes 
right in our backyards. All this dust have been in 
contact with workers, their machines, and then 
comes to our homes.

dtolik@hotmail.com Tony D. 7604812889

TRUE 04/16/20 6:35 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mako Steel 5650 El Camino Real #100 Carlsbad They are working on a storage unit construction 
project at 5104 104th St E Tacoma.
The project did shut down for a couple of week but 
started up again on Monday April 13th.
They are fully back to work and had multiple people 
on site as well as trucks delivering and pouring 
cement.
I have photos if interested. Address provided is for 
Corporate office in California.

Mechelle 253-221-9500

TRUE 04/15/20 7:45 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service 
business

Penske Logistics 1261 highland rd Macedonia They are trying to force supervisors to go out and do 
observations of deliveries that is not essential at this 
time. All the employees are doing their jobs without 
many issues. So I feel like it's not essential at this 
point in time to observe and risk getting the virus.

Snakebite1136@aol.com Bob (216) 374-2897

TRUE 04/15/20 1:23 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Cedar Ridge Investments 1905 SW 257th Ave Troutdale, Oregon This company is continuing construction work at 
Lone Oak Estates in Battleground, WA despite the 
govenor's orders to halt non-essential work.  Many 
workers out and about and not practicing social 
distancing.  This is not low income housing and 
many of the homes have not even been sold. This 
work is being done on multiple sites.  We suspect 
they are hoping nobody turns them in.  We are very 
concerned as we are elderly and some of these 
homes are right behind us!  WE have been following 
the rules and so should they.  Thank you for your 
help.

eddieandbella@gmail.com Kathleen Dickson 5037568428 eddieandbella@gmail.com

TRUE 04/14/20 12:45 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Fence Marketing Team 2435 US-19 #480 Holiday, FL 34691 I have close friends who own a fencing company. 
They are completely following what they believe are 
the governors orders and have temporarily shut 
down their business. They recently contacted their 
marketing person to see if they could put a hold on 
their monthly marketing due to trying to save money 
during the shutdown. They were sent a Facebook 
live video from their marketer stating how to get 
around the order and encouraging them that they 
were still allowed to install fences at any residence in 
Washington State as long as the homeowner stays 
inside. 
I have the video which has been wildly circulated. 
Obviously if his information is correct my friends 
would like to get back to work. However, I suspect 
that it is not, and this company is encouraging 
contractors to break the stay at home order. My fear 
is that small business contractors will heed his 
advice and risk the reasons for this order as well as 
be penalized for doing what they think is following 
the order.  
Please let me know if I am interpreting this correctly, 
or if contractors are in fact allowed to work on 
residential projects as long as the homeowner is not 
in the immediate area.

roxanne.ers@live.com Roxanne Frasier 3607515859 scott@fencemarketingteam.
com



TRUE 04/13/20 8:26 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other IT company Intelli-Tech 1652 Yeager Ave La Verne Has employees contracted out to Altamed (to remain 
essential) performing non-essential duties such and 
office relocations and extended training with 
potentially exposed healthcare workers without 
following proper safety protocols.

Datyankee@yahoo.com Sade 7578930430 customerservice@intelli-
tech.com

TRUE 04/11/20 10:47 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Employes working there 
with virus store is not been 
cleaned every day

Walmart 4375 Lawrenceville hwy TUCKER Employ has not did anything to protect workers thy 
refuse to give workers leave if they do thy will fire 
them store has not been cleaned thy do not do 
anything to help keep it down people are working 
there with virus

bryantkeithdaniel630@gmail.comBryant k Daniel 6788515904

TRUE 04/09/20 1:45 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Manufacturing Mann Hummel 6400 Sprinkle Rd Portage Upon first stay at home order all employees were 
sent home and considered non essential but now 
that the stay at home order has been extended they 
are suddenly essential and being forced to go back 
to work on Tuesday. At 3:30pm employees were 
notified they’d be going back to work. They do pre-
production testing but the rest of the plant is shut 
down so even though they’re testing no parts will be 
manufactured. Company is ignoring stay at home 
and plans to have employees go back to normal 
work environments where employees share space 
and touch the same items.

ecopeland09@gmail.com laura.montag@mann-
hummel.com

TRUE 04/08/20 1:23 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle Dealership Power Motorsports 333 SW Sublimity Blvd Sublimity Oregon 97385 THEY ARE ADVERTISING THAT THEY WILL SELL 
NEW AND USED UNITS TO WASHINGTON 
RESIDENTS AND DELIVER THE UNITS INTO 
WASHINGTON STATE TO THE CUSTOMER

sledbely@gmail.com CHRIS MALONE 3602612231

TRUE 04/08/20 10:44 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other spin class Spirit Spin Fitness Studio 10336 loch lomond rd middletown between 7 and 8:30 am. They close their blinds and 
run an exercise class inside. duplex next to the mail 
express and store. Unit B I believe

littlegirl0323@yahoo.com schwab 7073550759 blueskyz@idiom.com

TRUE 04/08/20 5:57 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Furniture Younger furniture 110 Todd CT. Thomasville Opening up on 16 .I'm writing this to you because 
there's a furniture factory in high point and 
Thomasville and there's  one person  who works for 
younger that knows someone who work for the 
office who takes appeal saying they are essential.i 
have family that works there and I'm sorry they are 
not essential and by that person giving younger 
approval to open on 16 is making other open their 
factories that has nothing to do with what's essential. 
I  thank so much for time.             .

sales@youngerfurniture.co
m

TRUE 04/07/20 12:40 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Ready-mix, concrete 
supplier

Osoyoos Ready-Mix 11648 115th St. Osoyoos BC Canadian concrete trucks coming across border into 
Okanogan County and doing non-essential business 
that state businesses are unable to serve.

ovconcrete@gmail.com Julie Gann 5093226688

TRUE 04/07/20 11:34 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other landascpe maintenance SS Landscape 12516 Evergreen Drive 10219 Portland Ave E They have crews out performing normal landscape 
maintenance on clients properties since the Mandate 
was put in place. Our company shut down 
immediately and our clients are calling as to why we 
are shut down when other companies are ignoring 
the mandate. This is putting us at a disadvantage 
with our clients and some of our layed off employees 
are being tempted to leave us for employment with 
our competitors that are not abiding by the mandate.

ronp@greeneffectscinc.om Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

TRUE 04/07/20 9:41 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction NW Natural 2610 SE 8th Ave. Portland violating the spirit of the essential work order by 
putting in new construction and development not just 
maintaining current infastructure exposing society 
and their employees by spreading contact for 
purposes not realted to the health, safety, 
transportation, or the supply of necessities to society 
during this time

solocg@hotmail.com Chaun Griffith 3603564514

TRUE 04/06/20 4:52 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Townhome Community 
Landscape/Gardeners

Miro / R&M Townhome landscapers Miro Circle San Diego Gardeners are here daily M-F doing lawn 
maintenance.  In particular there are groups of 3-5 
napping on the lawn area overlook near condos 
11965-11967-11969 blocking anyone out for a quick 
stroll down to the lake overlook.  They nap just feet 
away from all of the cars.

na Private citizen na

TRUE 04/06/20 4:39 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Goodman Real Estate Unknown Unknown Goodman Real Estate is stating that its residential 
construction is essential even though the governor 
specifically clarified that it is not. 

"The presence of our construction staff is a critical 
essential infrastructure for our residential housing 
projects that are currently underway.  There is a 
general consensus that continued construction is 
essential to address the shortage of housing."

Corporate Contact: (206) 681-6620

grka235@lni.wa.gov Kat Gregersen 206-515-2824

TRUE 04/06/20 8:11 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction NAI Elliot 901 NE Gisan St Portland Construction on new garages/storage units at 11903 
NE 116th St Vancouver, Wa 98682

Fowellkris@msn.com Kris Fowell 360-558-8900

TRUE 04/06/20 7:55 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cosmetic Dentistry Smile Direct Club/Access Dental Lab 1530 Antioch Pike Antioch There are at least 50 plus people working in the 
company who sit side by side and get are not 
excising social distancing

TRUE 04/04/20 8:48 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dealership Prestige Toyota 16 McKee Dr, Mahwah, NJ 
07430

Mahwah Prestige Toyota has been open because we are 
listed under essential, but the sales department of 
the dealership of been taking advantage of this and 
are secretly working and selling cars through this 
service center.

Stavsirio@gmail.com Stavros Siriotis 2014859071

TRUE 04/03/20 8:16 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Garcia house of boxing 1477 Lomaland  ste a 1 El Paso  tx Operating boxing and fitness training after hours 
between 3-10pm

Gdominguez6745@gmail.comGerardo Dominguez 9153312426

TRUE 04/03/20 2:24 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping MJ’s Property Service 5103 Wabash Ct. NE Grand Rapids Meeting with customers regarding landscaping.

TRUE 04/03/20 1:51 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscape MJ Property Services 5103 Wabash Ct. NE Grand Rapids Meeting with clients

TRUE 04/03/20 10:43 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction ABC Supply Company 1835 NE Columbia Blvd Portland Delivery of construction products to 2310 E 26th St 
Vancouver WA.  Construction continuing on this 
house that has been "under construction" for over a 
year.

carmen502013@icloud.com Carmen Adkins

TRUE 04/02/20 7:55 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other WA 811 - Call Before You 
Dig Utility Locate Number

WA 811 - Call Before You Dig Utility 
Locate Number

305 N.E. 102nd Avenue Portland WA 811 Call Before You Dig is the number you call 
for utility locates and this covers WA, OR, MT & HI.  
In Washington, they are still accepting and 
processing routine non-essential locate requests for 
trees, signs, asphalt repair, fences tree planting...
This is all non-essential work taking place.  Routine 
locate requests should be suspended while 
Governor Inslee has us under shelter in place.  
Seattle City Light Locators are Cable Splicers and 
Linemen and will be pulled from locating to fill field 
crews when the virus starts taking our crews down.  
I am pushing to keep these employees more isolated 
and not doing non-essential locate requests duing 
this time.  The man in charge of WA 811 is Don 
Evans and his number is .  I was hoping a rep of the 
Governor could address shutting down routine locate 
requests during the shelter in place.  Thank you for 
your time.

dawn.nelson@seattle.gov Dawn Nelson, SCL Network 
Supervisor

206.730.1059

TRUE 04/01/20 11:53 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction EVERN - NW 40 SE 24TH AVE, UNIT A Portland EVAN BRUGGEMAN called in locate request 
20123169 through the WA 811 Call Before You Dig 
for soil borings at a property located at 3824 Aurora 
Ave N in Seattle.  These routine non-essential locate 
requests being allowed are completed by trained and 
certified electrical workers (Cable Splicers and 
Lineworkers) for Seattle City Light.  These 
employees are being exposed unnecessarily to 
complete routine work that should not be occurring 
during the Shelter in Place.  These employees will be 
utilized as field workers supporting power to 
hospitals, research centers, pop up hospitals and 
general residential & commercial customers should 
existing staff start testing positive.

dawn.nelson@seattle.gov Dawn Nelson, SCL Network 
Supervisor

206.730.1059

TRUE 04/01/20 11:42 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Perlo Construction 11450 SW Amu Street Tualatin, OR Perlo Construction is trying to force subcontractors 
to perform work on a job site to meet their contract 
goals. The president of Perlo emailed all 
subcontractors basically stating the job site will not 
shut down and everyone has a contract to fulfill. The 
job is Amazon "Pill-Pack" in Kent, Washington. 
Please look into this health and safety issue. Thank 
you

TRUE 04/01/20 9:48 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Audit Reality Based Group www.realitybasedgroup.com Website (Renton, WA) Company is sending an independent contractor into 
Wal-Mart to perform non-essential functions. The 
independent contractor is supposed to review 
pricing, etc in the Auto Parts Department. The 
company is asking the independent contractor to 
complete this task by April 4. I have a copy of the 
email that I can forward, if that helps.

adamchabal86@gmail.com Adam Chabal 646-354-8767



TRUE 03/31/20 4:07 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other On site safety On site Health and Safety 520 sixth st Rodeo We drive to job sites and perform pre employment 
and post accident drug screens, treat minor wounds 
using basic first aid, and from time to time we make 
sure masks and respirators fit the employee 
correctly, or we'll work as a safety monitor if 
someone is working in a confined space. Employers 
use Onsite health and safety to limit the number of 
recordable injuries. If an employee goes to the 
doctor or clinic, it's usually recordable and the 
employers rates could go up. The majority of our 
services could be preformed on a clinic which is less 
convenient for our current customers.

TRUE 03/31/20 3:28 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Landlord Community Access 107-109 Avenue D. NY My Landlord an SRO Housing Program (Community 
Access) has non-essential  staff Coordinator Tabitha 
Mims and front desk on site, they are not needed to 
supervise there clients and have NO protective gear 
on!

The property manger Sy Rolnick can be reached at 
(212)780-1400 ext. 7739 and the CEO Ms. Cal 
Hadican at (212)780-1400 ext. 7709

Head Office is at 17 Battery Place suite 1326

awillia19@citymail.cuny.edu Anthony Williams Please 
call for ANY Questions

3474783958

TRUE 03/31/20 3:20 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Greeting Card Company American Greetings Corporation (AG) One American Boulevard Cleveland Ohio 44145 Employees of AG that provide services at Fred 
Meyers, Target, Walmart, Safeway and Bartell's are 
told they are an "Essential Business and Service".  
They stock greeting cards/party supplies at the 
aforementioned stores. They been told to go back to 
work starting  on April 6th.

radtkemj@yahoo.com Mike Radtke 2064650653

TRUE 03/31/20 9:38 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other On-site electronics repair. Worldwide Tech Services (WWTS) 836 North St Tewksbury, Massachusetts 
01876

WWTS provides onsite repair services in 
Washington state, some of which is essential. 
However, they are using this fact to claim that every 
function they provide is essential, such as in-home 
television repair services, which require 2 techs and 
make social distancing impossible. WWTS also 
refuses to provide any sort of PPE to the field techs.

TRUE 03/31/20 6:43 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturer Mondelēz 5500 forest hills road Loves park Mondelēz is bringing in workers from a shut down 
plant in chicago or near Chicago not sure where why 
and how they got ahold of them they are doing it and 
need extra workers. Workers at the mondelez plant 
in loves park has had sick people go home after they 
have gotton thier tempature taken. Bringing people 
from chicago and surrounding areas can spread the 
sickness on top of that they are gonna pay the 
workers a larger sum of money for transportation.

Shannon 3058338921

TRUE 03/30/20 5:14 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail/ movie rental Redbox Unknown All over We are being made to work because some of our 
kiosks are in grocery stores or outside. But if an 
infected person returns a disc and the virus can live 
on the disc or plastic case and they return it to a 
kiosk, it can be rented every 24 hrs thereby 
spreading it. They should be shut down for now 
because movies can be streamed online without 
potentially spreading a virus. Kiosks are visited once 
per week for cleaning.

cre8dezyns@gmail.com Michelle Boudrie 2534489411 SCOTT@REDBOXPICTUR
ES.COM

TRUE 05/15/20 10:03 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Amped Fitness 250 bank street exit Lebanon Postings on fb with members not 6ft apart and open 
when non essential.

TRUE 05/15/20 10:30 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Kids Cutz 14028 bel-red rd ste 205 Bellevue Christina the owner is opening for business when 
she is not considered non essential.  Which is a 
violation of Governor Inslee’s mandate. She is 
risking lives and possible spreading of the virus. 
Endangering the lives kids and their parents.

cutz4kids@gmail.com

TRUE 05/15/20 11:05 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Office Not Given Not Given Not Given Here is a quote from our COO regarding the legality 
of an all day all hands staff meeting:

"yeah I know. and none of it is legally enforceable 
either"

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Stacey and Witbeck/ Atkinson 2800 Harbor Bay Parkway Alameda, Ca This is the E335 Eastlink extension in Bellevue for 
Washington light rail. It is new construction and is 
not to open for a few years. They have been 
disregarding social distancing protocol for employees 
and are illegally continuing this new construction 
even after Gov Inslee revised construction 
guidelines. This will continue until they are told 
otherwise. Please check on this for the safety and 
well being of the employees and their families.

Jbehel0712@gmail.com Jonathan 2532587186

TRUE 04/04/20 10:51 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Start up Saco-research 41735 Elm Street, #401 Murrieta, CA  92562  USA Claims crash dummy parts development is critical to 
public transportation.

Karranb41@gmail.com Karran Berg 9514409470

TRUE 04/29/20 2:13 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Tier One Barber & Beauty Salon 4096 Sierra way San Bernardino, Ca As I was coming from picking up food from a near by 
food drive thru, I noticed a Black adult male with 2 
black young boys who entered the facility as a 
Hispanic male inside the shop opened the door for 
them.

Promise1987@yahoo.com Princess Little -9095679854

TRUE 05/13/20 8:50 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Airsoft Facility CQB City 8 Mile Road Stockton, California This business is open with no running water or 
sanitizing station . They are not practicing social 
distancing or making it mandatory to wear face 
masks . They are renting our airsoft guns including 
masks and just putting them back on the shelf with 
no sanitation. When I found this out I had to not 
allow my son to go in this facility. Please check this 
place out .

Joey Rubio

TRUE 05/15/20 11:28 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Construction Bucket truck C70107K 3607 Antsen St SW Tumwater 5 Huddled together including 3 minors, 3607 
homeowner, and older lead contractor, within a foot 
of each other with no face masks. Minors are 
operating wood chipper, chain saw, bucket truck to 
cut trees; minors have no protection, encroaching on 
neighboring property. Homeowner at 3607 Antsen 
said she's not paying them or paying cash under the 
table so she thinks it's OK. No permit visible. Photos 
available.

3607 Antsen St SW

TRUE 05/15/20 2:02 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Peepscrying Washington state All cities Why do people think they have the right to decide 
what is or is not in line with any order? People crying 
about Non-essential businesses conducting classes 
that are not being conducted and then complaints 
being published on this site. Check your facts and 
don’t publish incorrect information.

TRUE 05/15/20 2:03 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Sun factory  tanning salon 1242 state Ave unit H Marysville It’s a non essential business that is open during the 
stay at home order. Not following the  social 
distancing.

TRUE 05/15/20 2:08 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Sun factory tanning salon 1242 state Ave unit H Marysville Not following social distancing

TRUE 05/15/20 3:27 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governors Office Washington State Capitol 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW, Olympia, WA 98504 People meeting in large numbers every day.

TRUE 04/21/20 4:52 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Health Foot Massage 1207 SO Jackson st #102C Seattle I am a King Co Sheriff's deputy. Last week I warned 
this business about being open during the 
restrictions.  Today I walked into the business and 
they had a full staff of 4 workers and were giving a 
body massage to a male client. The male was naked 
with a towel on (foot massage?)
I told the owner Xingyu Chen to close the business. 
King Co Case # C20013297

robert.nix@kingcounty.gov Deputy Robert Nix 2064239779

TRUE 04/05/20 7:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business ISPA 12529 Totem Lake Blvd Kirkland Sign on door saying by appointment only. Obviously 
has many customers.

TRUE 04/07/20 7:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Medical device Fujifilm Sonosite 22011 30th Dr SE Bothell Social distance was not practise strictly. Work places 
have not been sanitized daily ( specially electronic 
parts repair area). Hospital returned electrical parts 
from overseas like China, Korea, Europe.. to be 
repaired have never been sanitized on electrical 
circuit boards.

safwan.aboukhadijeh@fujifilm.comSafwan Aboukhadijeh

TRUE 05/15/20 8:32 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Retail Home goods At Home 12605 N Gessner Rd Houston They are not operating at 25%. Not all registers have 
shields out of 6 only 2 have them. They don’t clean 
bathrooms often if at all during the day. The returns 
are put back right away. It doesn’t look like they 
really care.

Cecil

TRUE 05/15/20 9:01 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Whitman county 
commissioners

Whitman County 400 N. Main Street Colfax Whitman County applied for phase 2 opening 
despite not being eligible due to a recent positive 
case. This totally disregards the health of county 
residents.

TRUE 05/15/20 9:02 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Whitman county 
commissioners

Whitman County 400 N. Main Street Colfax Whitman County applied for phase 2 opening 
despite not being eligible due to a recent positive 
case. This totally disregards the health of county 
residents.

TRUE 05/15/20 9:04 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Whitman county officials Whitman County 400 N. Main Street Colfax Whitman County applied for phase 2 opening 
despite not being eligible due to a recent positive 
case. This disregards the health of county residents. 
Phase 2 for Whitman County needs to be revoked to 
safeguard its residents.



TRUE 05/15/20 9:04 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Whitman county officials Whitman County 400 N. Main Street Colfax Whitman County applied for phase 2 opening 
despite not being eligible due to a recent positive 
case. This disregards the health of county residents. 
Phase 2 for Whitman County needs to be revoked to 
safeguard its residents.

TRUE 05/15/20 10:20 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Not any of your business Not any of your business!!! Every 12345 business in 
Washington State

Every Washington State city Wake the fuck up!!! Our Constitutional Rights Are 
Being Abused!!! Sooo many States Are Wide 
Open!!! You should be Ashamed!!!

America

TRUE 05/15/20 11:08 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Screw you Jay Eat my ass 223 cherry lane Olympia Shut the hell up Jay.

TRUE 05/15/20 5:27 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government office State of Washington Capital way Olympia Have the Governor arrested for infringing the 
Constitutional rights.

chuckbrewington@gmail.comChuck Brewington chuckbrewington@gmail.co
m

TRUE 05/15/20 11:01 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Govern Jay Inslee Govern Jay Inslee 416 Sid Snyder Ave SW. Olympia TITLE 18, U.S.C., SECTION 242 violation by 
Govern Jay Inslee. 

Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law
Whoever, under color of any law, statute, ordinance, 
regulation, or custom, willfully subjects any person in 
any State, Territory, Commonwealth, Possession, or 
District to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or 
immunities secured or protected by the Constitution 
or laws of the United States, ... shall be fined under 
this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or 
both; and if bodily injury results from the acts 
committed in violation of this section or if such acts 
include the use, attempted use, or threatened use of 
a dangerous weapon, explosives, or fire, shall be 
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten 
years, or both; and if death results from the acts 
committed in violation of this section or if such acts 
include kidnapping or an attempt to kidnap, 
aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to commit 
aggravated sexual abuse, or an attempt to kill, shall 
be fined under this title, or imprisoned for any term 
of years or for life, or both, or may be sentenced to 
death.

TRUE 05/15/20 11:24 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washington State 
Governor's Office

Washington State Governor's Office 416 14thAve SW Olympia The office of the governor has been operating non-
essential "services" and draining tax dollars faster 
than the current economy can support. Please send 
an immediate cease and desist order.

TRUE 05/16/20 8:38 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Unconditional control. 
Tyranny

Governor Inslee Olympia Olympia Violating the rights of people and the freedoms this 
country was established on.

Concernedcitizens@washingtongov.comConcerned citizens

TRUE 05/15/20 7:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for safety of 
neighbors or social distancing. In and out with no 
masks/protective gear with different people several 
times a day everyday since May putting the 
neighboring building at great risk.

TRUE 05/15/20 7:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for safety of 
neighbors or social distancing. In and out with no 
masks/protective gear with different people several 
times a day everyday since May putting the 
neighboring building at great risk.

TRUE 05/15/20 7:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for safety of 
neighbors or social distancing. In and out with no 
masks/protective gear with different people several 
times a day everyday since May putting the 
neighboring building at great risk.

TRUE 05/15/20 7:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym CrossFit felix 2211 5th ave Seattle Open and operating with no care for safety of 
neighbors or social distancing. In and out with no 
masks/protective gear with different people several 
times a day everyday since May putting the 
neighboring building at great risk.

TRUE 05/15/20 9:41 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Corrupt Establishment Governor's Mansion 100 Main St. Olympia Democracy is dead. You've turned into a police 
state, encouraging citizens to report each other. 
Shame!

TRUE 05/16/20 1:21 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Washington St Governor Jay Inslee Unknown Olympia Governor Inslee by violating the Constitution of the 
United States of America has become useless and is 
violating his outhitting of office there for is no longer 
essential to business involving the state of 
Washington. He needs to cease and desist his 
activity in all business related to the state of 
Washington!

Unknown

TRUE 05/16/20 7:49 AM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Our home Our home 2308 215th st East Spanaway What gives you the right to control anyone’s life. You 
are not God or are you the authority of our home, 
businesses or families.  I pray every day that God 
puts you in your place before you single handed may 
make Washington the most hated state in the nation

galekirouac@comcast.net Gale Kirouac 2536773967 Our family

TRUE 05/16/20 12:11 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Nope Governor Jay Inslee Don’t care Olympia Stupidville This is the dumbest thing ever. A violation of rights 
the organizers of this should be ashamed

TRUE 04/02/20 4:11 PM Essential Business Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress sales Mattress City 1281 N 205th St Shoreline Business storefront is in full operation with at least 
two staff.  I spoke with the owner who acknowledged 
that he is not on the essential list but has submitted 
paperwork to the Governors office to change that. 
He states that his business is essential because he 
is filling large contracts for the Covid response. The 
storefront is open so that people can have clean 
mattresses.

rcrozier@shorelinewa.gov Bob Crozier 206-801-2261 VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/03/20 10:49 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress Store Mattress City 121 SE Everett Mall Way 
suite a

Everett A mattress store seems like a great place to spread 
covid and should not be open!

VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/03/20 11:56 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress store Mattress City 121 SE Everett Mall Way 
Ste A

Everett Drove by this business and they arenopen VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/14/20 10:20 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress Store Mattress City 1281 N 205th St, Seattle, 
WA 98133

Seattle They are allowing guests to come in and lay on beds 
even thougth they are not an essential business.

amandajmcphail@gmail.co
m

Amanda Vent 5092951471 VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/22/20 8:10 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other mattress mattress city 205th & Aurora Aven North Shoreline open when others in the same industry are obeying 
the Governor

VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/27/20 7:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail Mattress City 1281 N 205th St Shoreline Giant sign proclaiming they are open.  What? thefishnchipsdiet@gmail.co
m

Lori Parker 7029855767 VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 05/06/20 8:32 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Mattress store Mattress city 1281n 205th Shoreline People going in and lying on mattresses, this is a 
retail store

Seattleguys@netzero.com Scott 2066050377 VALERIE@BATESELY.CO
M

TRUE 04/23/20 12:45 PM Other Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Franklin County Sherriff Uknown Franklin County It is extremely selfish, short sighted, and out of line 
with the Governors stay at home order; the head 
Sherriff leading this public insubordination should be 
charged and removed from his position.  He has no 
right to not uphold or change the law at his personal 
discretion.  That speaks to what else he may have 
done in his career as an officer of the law that "he 
decided" he had a right to do.  This is unacceptable 
and i hope this is being dealt with; don't let this go 
Governor.

Carol.Thompson1@va.gov Carol Thompson 206 764-2024

TRUE 05/17/20 3:22 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Government Governor Capitol Grounds Olympia Fuck you you piece of shit tyrant fucks. Go to hell. 
You should be ashamed of yourselves

TRUE 05/17/20 12:06 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other all every business washington state everywhere Unlike you governor most of us are not a socialist or 
communist. We are not spy's for the government.

TRUE 05/17/20 5:16 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other Company Party Nakatomi Corporation 2001 6th Ave #300 Seattle Large company party. No social distancing. 
International guests

Gruberhans@Nakatomi.org Hand Gruber 206-867-5309

TRUE 05/17/20 9:10 PM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Restaurant or food service 
business

Buffalo wild wings 225 tukwila pkwy Tukwila They told all employees that there is a mandatory in 
person meeting that will last for 5 hours on may 27. 
That would be a violation of the stay at home order 
because there is over 50 employees

TRUE 05/18/20 1:15 AM No Action Large gathering(s) of people Other None of your business Fuck you 123 north west st Take your pick People trying to make a living N/a

TRUE 05/16/20 2:57 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other governer jay inslee the state of washington 113 olympia ave olympia killing the businesses of the state

TRUE 05/17/20 7:01 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other The Governors Office Washington State Office of the GovernorCapital Grounds Olympia washington The governor has declared open war on the citizens 
of Washington and the surrounding states. We will 
answer his treason with REAL constitutional 
protections, think 2nd Amendment! Tyranny will be 
defeated!! Tyrants deserve death!

AmericanPeopleOwnThis 
Land.com

TRUE 05/17/20 1:26 PM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Funeral home Governor's office Capitol building Olympia You are NOT the king.

TRUE 05/18/20 4:39 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Government Governor State Capital Building Olympia Not doing what the people want. Open up the state.

TRUE 05/16/20 2:53 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Office Office Of The Governor 416 14th Ave SW Olympia I'd like to invite Inslee to go and pound sand. Let the 
grown ups make their own damned decisions. You 
want herd immunity, right? Well, then people need to 
get sick in order to create antibodies, genius.

governor@governor.ca.gov Gavin Newsom 916-445-2841



TRUE 05/16/20 6:34 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governor's office Washington State governor Olympia Olympia Our governor is illegally violating constitutional rights 
of individuals and business owners by capriciously 
declaring some businesses non-essential when all 
businesses are essential because that is how we 
STAY ALIVE!!!!!!!!

Danger nearby: I just saw people exercising the 
freedoms our soldiers fight and die for. 

Shane on you for collecting a paycheck while you 
push our neighbors or of business and info poverty 
and debt. While you prevent eviction now, there will 
be no protection when the ripple effect hits months 
from now and takes homes from the innocent with 
no restraint from your corrupt government.
Shame on you. Step down.

Technically owner by 
Washington voters

TRUE 05/16/20 11:16 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Agency Washington state Governor's office Capitol Grounds Olympia This individual is not essential and should be shut 
down for his unlawful activity and lack of state 
representation.

Your business None of 1-JAY-YOU-SUCK

TRUE 05/17/20 10:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Washington State Governor's Office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia I'm concerned that the governor's office is spreading 
unnecessary fear about COVID without facts. 
COVID testing is not proof of a deadly threat. 
Hospitals are not crowded with COVID cases. 
People who have died having been tested positive 
with SARS-CoV-2 are being lumped into COVID-19 
cause of death, which may not actually be why they 
died...Please tell us the YOY TOTAL mortality in 
March, April, May 2020 vs. 2017, 2018, 2019 for all 
causes of death, not just COVID-19. Yes...it does 
vary from year to year. Sometimes the flu kills 35K in 
US and sometimes 75K (see CDC website for 
mortality history). Heart disease and cancer are the 
most deadly, kidney disease, diabetes, and flu / 
respiratory illnesses will kill people every year. 
Please either show the data of a real threat 
(substantial number of increase in total deaths in 
Washington State, not just COVID-19, which was 
never tracked before), or stop promoting this crisis 
story.

TRUE 05/16/20 10:49 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Guvment Jay Inslee Capitol Grounds Olympia Governor continues to sit in his house and issue 
proclamations. This is the most non-essential person 
in Washington state history and he continues to go 
to work. Shut it down! Guvner said so!

TRUE 05/16/20 1:30 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Governor Inslee Office of the Governor, State of WashingtonPO Box 40002 Olympia Not following the constitution and causing people to 
die as their livelihood diminishes with each passing 
day.

TRUE 05/16/20 6:07 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

301 Bar and Grill 14910 dead river rd, Block 
11

Thonotassa Fl. Bartender is wearing no gloves no face mask and 
nothing is being wiped down

Jerry Oliver

TRUE 05/16/20 6:09 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

301 Bar and Grill 12464 us  Highway 301 
North

Thonotassa Fl. Bartender is wearing no gloves no face mask and 
nothing is being wiped down

Jerry Oliver

TRUE 05/16/20 6:10 PM No Action Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

301 Bar and Grill 12464 us  Highway 301 
North

Thonotassa Fl. Bartender is wearing no gloves no face mask and 
nothing is being wiped down

Jerry Oliver

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:19 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:20 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:21 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you

TRUE 05/17/20 8:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Fuck you Big Brother Piss off You’re an asshole Now you want citizens to spy on citizens? Who the 
fuck are you???? Fucking Stalin????

Go fuck yourself.

Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you Fuck you



TRUE 05/17/20 8:59 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Knead Work 9637 Arrow Route suite a, Rancho Cucamonga, Massaging regularly despite restrictions 9637 Arrow Route suite a, 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
91730

TRUE 05/17/20 8:25 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Ramos Carreon Salon 7402 Beverly Blvd Los Angeles I see a stylist cutting hair violating the order

TRUE 05/17/20 8:35 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Kolurz Hair Studio 6411 Kenneth Ave Orangevale She has a hair salon on the property and is open and 
doing business.

TRUE 05/17/20 6:22 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other This is AMERICA!!!! Rightful American Business Owner! PO Box 40002 Olympia You have overstepped your legal power and the 
AMERICAN people will be removing you from office!

Notamexican@buildthewall.govLegal Citizen 111-111-1111

TRUE 05/17/20 10:16 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other "Governor" Jay Insee needs Outsleed 1 Capital Grounds Way Olympia Im not 100% sure but I dont think Jay is woman so 
he doesn't have the right to keep changing his mind.  
OPEN WA NOW or the people will!

jay@governor.wa.gov WA Residents 3609024111 Jay Inslee

TRUE 05/17/20 1:57 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor inslee Washington state 6000 Capitol way Olympia Not practicing social distancing he is non essential

TRUE 03/30/20 10:44 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Selling dogs Puppyworld 2615 Capital Mall Dr SW 
Unit A1

Olympia Selling puppy mill dogs is NOT essential.  They've 
never sold food and now just brought in a few bags 
to be "essential".

Debbie ADMIN@PUPPYWORLDW
A.COM email sent 
5/18/2020

TRUE 03/30/20 8:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business lice knowing you 1105 n allen pl seattle lice clinics have been told they are non essential - 
even after knowing this - lice knowing you is 
providing services.

lisahagman@me.com lisa 360-813-5472 LICEKNOWINGYOU@GM
AIL.COM sent 5/18/2020

TRUE 05/05/20 7:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture store JR furniture 2402 84th at s Lakewood I went to the Dollar store and saw that JR furniture 
doors where open and a sign out front saying open .I 
bought furniture before the shut down and haven't 
received it so I went in to see if the where really 
open and to ask where my furniture was .my 
surprise they where open 6 days a week they said  !  
None of the employees where whearing mask at all  .

I'd like to stay annoymus. GARY_RAI@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 05/16/20 10:46 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Other Massage therapy Unlocking the Body 8112 112th Street Ct. East Puyallup Massage Therapy is a non-essential business. 
Therapists are in very close contact to clients but 
this business has continued taking clients. Its also 
stated on their website at: 
www.unlockingthebody.com that they are still open 
during this time. Even with precautions in place, they 
should not be open yet. All other types of locations 
offering massage therapy within the state are closed. 
They should be no different.

info@unlockingthebody.com

TRUE 05/16/20 12:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

The Mustard Seed 110 E market st orwigsburg they have you come in with other people and your 
like 2 feet from each other.

TRUE 05/16/20 9:33 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Venice pizzeria Oriskany blvd Whitesboro 2 employees wearing mask below their noses while 
preparing subs side by side and 1 wearing mask 
below his nose while cleaning cooler food was being 
put into. At least 7 people working in a small space 
preparing food and cashing out customers.

claudia.laneve57@gmail.co
m

Claudia 13154047301

TRUE 05/16/20 8:51 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Vinnie's Pizza 206 N Main Ave #110 Ridgefield They have children behind the counter eating food, 
looks like family of the owner. They are not wearing 
masks. They are not staying 6 feet apart.

TRUE 05/16/20 6:04 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Red Mill Burger 312 n 67th street Seattle Red Mill reopened this week and they are not giving 
accurate order pick up times. When I arrived over 40 
people were outside waiting for their meals and it 
was impossible to be 6 feet apart.

TRUE 05/15/20 2:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Jack in the Box 505 W 3rd Ave Spokane Drive thru restaurant is allowing people to come 
inside to order food.  Lobby was busy when we got 
to the drive thru window.

TRUE 05/14/20 4:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service 
business

Broiler Bay Burgers 107th Ave NE & Main 
Sstreet

Bellevue I ordered a burger and had to go in to pick it up.  The 
cook is not wearing a mask!!!

?

TRUE 04/19/20 6:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Bar or other business with a 
liquor license

Smoke kings vape & Glass smoke 
shop

3611  W  Nob hill Blvd Yakima They a 4/20 sell Tomorrow from 9am to 11:00pm linaresjose592@gmail.com Jose Linares 509-571-4485

TRUE 04/25/20 6:32 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Cigar shop Smokers choice 13520 100 Ave NE Kirkland Open but not essential

TRUE 04/28/20 4:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other smoke shop pioneer square smoke shop 313 1st . Ave s seattle too many people in a tight area . business should not 
be open.

TRUE 04/23/20 9:01 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.g
ov

LCB Non-essential business is 
open

Other Vape shop Vape Hub Puyallup 15012 Meridian E Puyallup Drove by the business and door is open with an 
open sign illuminated.

TRUE 05/17/20 7:28 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government office Capital building PO Box 40002 Olympia Horrible constitutional violations.

TRUE 05/18/20 8:54 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Governers Office Washington State Governer 1 Olympia States that are reopening are not having a surge.  
Fire Inslee now

TRUE 05/16/20 10:11 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Discount store Diaso Alderwood Mall Lynnwood This business has never closed since the 
proclamation. They have some food but it’s mostly 
just nonessential items.

TRUE 05/18/20 11:33 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Go F U CK yourselves you dis gusting demo crat crooks.FU CRook Communists must hang You people are evil and we tired of your nazi control. 
shame on every single one of you working for this 
corrupt state government.

whookares@protonmail.com GO F U C K YOURSELF 1-800-fuck-off Democrats are evil

TRUE 05/18/20 12:57 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Non essential Vacation 
rentals

Luxury Getaways 9989 Mt. Baker Hwy Glacier She has 20 vacation rentals, and began renting 
them before phase one of reopening even started. 
Last weekend she had several of her homes located 
in the Snowline Community Club rented out. I was 
told that her cleaners even refuse to clean them 
telling her it was illegal, and she continues to rent 
them.

Info@stayatmtbaker.com

TRUE 05/18/20 9:00 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Multiple; mostly tourist 
shops

Many (if you want pictures, let me know Point Brown Ocean Shores 1. Please do not respond with a generic email. That 
is insulting. I know you are busy, so don't worry 
about it.
2.  The sheriffs dept along with the local health 
commissioner are applying for a release to phase 2. 
OK what do they not understand that "no cases in 
the past 3 wks. do they not understand. " I have 
been tracking when the cases occur. After every 
sunny weekend or holiday. 
3. Businesses: there are 3-4 that are non essential 
that are open (fufu soap store, mopeds, tourists t 
shirts and novelties and the "artists" store that was 
open-they may have been told to close as they they 
are now posting irate signs)   The mayor has allowed 
this to go on and sometimes evens encourages it. 
When construction was "closed" she allowed existing 
"sold" houses to continue.  I even saw new 
construction start May 6 (the foundation was poured, 
and after that the materials were delivered)
- Yes when I sent a previous email and construction 
was closed, however they were working on the 
houses.  Then it got opened and such email closed.  
The contractors were suppose to be practicing 
"safety" guidelines" and the first and only day (I 'm 
sure not all; only the ones I have seen) yup, the face 
masks were around their necks and they were in a 
group of 4 not 6 ft apart.  Then I saw the town OS 
truck (not sure what or who and they also have no 
PPE and not social distancing)
--Then we have the people who are really trying to 
get their act together who have thought about how to 
re-open; have sanitizer, spaces marked and faces 

TRUE 05/01/20 4:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grooming Firehouse Pet Shop and Grooming 17 S Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee Business has reopened grooming although grooming 
is in phase 2.

info@firehousepetshop.com

TRUE 04/23/20 12:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Groom,ing Firehouse Pet Shop 17 S. Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee I also have a pet grooming shop and have been told 
that we must be closed. If that has changed, please 
let me know. I can't get any info from my local health 
dept.

hotdogzsalon@gmail.com William VanGundy 509-630-5815 JENNIFER@FIREHOUSEP
ETSHOP.COM

TRUE 04/02/20 5:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other pet grooming Pet Ponderosa 9211 204th St E graham boarding facility advertising to bring your pet in for 
grooming last week

jamminwhippets@comcast.netLaurel Behnke 3607010388 RJACKSON@PETPONDER
OSA.COM

TRUE 04/01/20 11:50 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Gone to the Dogs 9925 214th E, suite E Bonney Lake Has closed sign out but meeting customers outside, 
taking dog in and then calling customer to come and 
get them back outside.

Leonard Jones info@gonetothedogsinc.com

TRUE 03/31/20 7:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Howllywood Boarding and Grooming 14528 88th Ave NW Gig Harbor Please explain to me why in the hell small grooming 
shops were forced to close. While Petco, Petsmart 
and Wilco’s grooming departments are staying open 
because the stores sell food. The grooming should 
be shut down just as we are. This is absolute bull 
shit that they are taking our revenue on a silver 
platter. This must be stopped! The should be fined. 
You want to threaten taking my business license for 
working and yet corporate America is being 
protected. They are making money on my clients are 
aren’t allowed to be at my shop. If this is how it’s 
goes I will start selling dog treats and stay open. If 
corporate is allowed to use loopholes without 
penalties then you better believe I am jumping on 
that boat. Please close the grooming shops across 
the board. This is absolutely not ok.

Jeanerd84@aol.com Amanda Dominguez 435-590-6481 Howllywood@hotmail.com



TRUE 03/30/20 5:40 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym, CrossFit workouts CrossFit West Seattle 4200 SW Admiral Seattle There are workout classes beginning at 5pm. At 
least 6 people, if not more. Been going on since 
shutdown 2 weeks ago.

I don’t want my name associated with this as I have 
a neighboring business in the same complex.

Joe Schmo info@crossfitws.com

TRUE 05/06/20 4:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business CrosSport 501 S Wenatchee Avenue Wenatchee Black tarps on all windows.  Members are given key 
cards.  They have been giving key cards to any 
member. appear to have only 2 rules - park on the 
side street or in the alley and try not to be obvious.  
Usually have groups in at different key times.  5:00 
AM 9:00 AM noon 5:00 pm.  And they have told 
people they were opening Monday May 4th no 
matter what.  They did.  And their club is filthy.

miket@crossportperformanc
e.com

TRUE 05/08/20 8:16 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Train Together 1142 Washington Way Longview Continuing to hold group workout classes. TRAINWITHKNOWLEDGE
@YAHOO.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 3:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness gym Thorbecks Fit Life Center 91 SW Chehalis Ave Chehalis This gym is still allowing access to hand picked 
members allowing them to use the facility

personaltraining@thorbecke
s.com

TRUE 05/06/20 7:06 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest fitness 4301 S Meridian suite h Puyallup Drove through parking lot and this business is open 
against covid orders.

lblennjr@gmail.com Larry C Blenn 2066013907 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 03/31/20 11:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Baseball Coaching The Natural Ballplayer 11626 Slater Ave NE suite 
4-5

Kirkland Via Social Media - Instagram @thenaturalballplayer 
all gyms should be closed and unsafe for 
children/athletes to not be executing safe distancing 
protocol.

Jacobmrlee2@gmail.com Jacob Lee 3604805575 thenaturalballplayer@gmail.
com

TRUE 04/07/20 8:09 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym/Sports Facility The Natural Ballplayer 11626 Slater Ave Ne 
Kirkland, WA 98034 Unit 4

Kirkland, WA It’s a gym staying open at a time like this. You can 
see on the Instagram @thenaturalballplayer that 
they are still meeting with a ton of different people 
and not following any guidelines with social 
distancing or masks.

hunterbakerman@icloud.co
m

Hunter Baker 8327732137 thenaturalballplayer@gmail.
com

TRUE 04/22/20 1:51 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Temple Fitness 35417 21st Ave Federal 
Way, WA 98023

federal way I continue to see people going in and out of here 
they come out sweaty and in gym attire. The 
employees screen calls and windows are covered 
up, so u can't see what going on in there.  They say 
it's employees coming and going. I know the 
difference between an employee and someone 
working out .

timmysdanna@gmail.com Danna Daniel 2537325301 TEMPLEFITNESSFW@GM
AIL.COM

TRUE 03/30/20 8:36 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym The Natural Baseball Player 11626 Slater Ave N.E., 
Suite 4-5

Kirkland Is not closing despite being a gym thenaturalballplayer@gmail.
com

TRUE 04/28/20 6:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym ballardcrossfit 6419 15th ave nw seattle Repeatedly seeing at least 4 individuals working out 
inside and outside the gym

aaron@ballardcrossfit.com

TRUE 04/03/20 4:41 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Die Empty Crossfit 3180 w Clearwater suite d Kennewick Crossfit gym who’s owner is openly posting that she 
and coaches are continuing to work out there 
including videos, etc

SEAN.CAHALIN@YAHOO.
COM

TRUE 04/08/20 11:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business DIE EMPTY CROSSFIt 3180 w Clearwater Suite R Kennewick, WA This gym continues to operate and have people 
inside working out in groups. I have been by the 
building around 12pm both yesterday 4/7 and today 
4/8 at same time and have witnessed this. This is 
unfair to the community and to other members who 
pay for memberships but are not allowed to be inside 
per governors orders. I have two other witnesses as 
well if necessary. Please stop this business from 
operating right now.

Kgolphenee@yahoo.com Katie Golphenee 509-539-7031 SEAN.CAHALIN@YAHOO.
COM

TRUE 04/08/20 11:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness gym Die Empty CrossFit 3180 W Clearwater Ave 
Suite R

Kennewick Concerned they are staying open and not following 
the six foot rule.

ravenbrooke78@gmail.com Nancy Swan 971-570-1011 SEAN.CAHALIN@YAHOO.
COM

TRUE 05/05/20 6:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Howllywood Pet Grooming 14528 88th Ave NE Gig Harbor Stayed on Facebook they’d be open May 4 and they 
have been grooming since then.

Tashalia33@gmail.com

TRUE 05/13/20 7:26 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog Grooming, Day Care Howllywood Pet Grooming 14528 88th Ave. NW Gig Harbor Posting all over Facebook the dogs they are 
currently grooming and boarding

Howllywood@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/12/20 11:35 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Transformation Fitness 8650 Martin Way Se Unit 
#103

Lacey The Owner Amy is been Training clients for the last 
month Privately in her Gym !!!

Transformationfitness@hot
mail.com

TRUE 05/12/20 5:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business NWFitco 4301 S Meridian suite h Puyallup It is a gym that is open. They have signs posted 
recognizing they should not be open but to come in 
any way to work out.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/09/20 10:25 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business LIFT - Super Slow Strength Training 21651 E. Country Vista Dr. 
Ste. C,

Liberty Lake, WA 99019 Bragging on the internet about remaining open 
despite the COVID rules.   "I've never closed, just 
had people come in the back door"

notseehunter@secmail.pro Concerned Citizen 509-928-0454 info@liftin15.com

TRUE 05/09/20 1:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business LIFT - Super Slow Strength Training 21651 E. Country Vista Dr. 
Ste. C,

Liberty Lake, WA 99019 Bragging on the internet about remaining open 
despite the COVID rules.   "I've never closed, just 
had people come in the back door"

notseehunter@secmail.pro Concerned Citizen 509-928-0454 info@liftin15.com

TRUE 03/30/20 8:43 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Team Fitness 1109 Frontier Circle East Lake Stevens People are parking in a different parking lot and 
walking over to use the gym facilities. It is only open 
to select people and several cars come by each day.

Demri.toop@yahoo.com Demri MIKE@TEAMFITNESS.INF
O

TRUE 05/05/20 2:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Team fitness 1109 frontier circle Lake Stevens Gym opened 5/5
Large facility stating that they have their own rules. 
Very upsetting for at risk members of the smaller 
community .

Teresa Mike liberato

TRUE 05/07/20 1:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Team fitness 1109 frontier circle e Lake stevens 20000 sq ft gym open. memberservices@TeamFitn
ess.info

TRUE 05/14/20 12:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Team Fitness 1109 Frontier Cir E, Lake Stevens Making it look like he is closed but has been open for 
a month

Mike Liberato

TRUE 05/14/20 5:45 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Team fitness 1609 frontier circle Lake Stevens Gym open.   Lights out Mike liberato

TRUE 04/09/20 9:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 Meridian Suite H Puyallip This is a fitness club that is continuning to operate 
during Govenor's proclamation. Their website says 
that they are closed,  however they have been open 
limited hours for their members and are even putting 
out a sign/with balloons daily to draw in new 
members.

jeremywsumner@gmail.com Jeremy Sumner 2066886679 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 2:55 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup They have sent out an email that they will reopen 
May 5th from the hours of 8AM to 6PM despite 
being a non-essential business.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 4:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S meridian Puyallup Gym has made an event on Facebook stating they 
will be re-opening May 5th in protest of the 
shutdown order.

Elizabeth Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 7:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 South Meridian, Suite 
H

Puyallup They have posted on Facebook that as of May 5th 
they are inviting gym members to "exercise your 
right" and to come use the gym. They are calling it a 
"protest" but in reality they are jist opening the gym 
for member use

Disa.andrea@gmail.com Andrea Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 8:03 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center Northwest Fitness Company 4301 South Meridian, Suite 
H

Puyallup Business is encouraging members to use facility and 
is acknowledging awareness of business not 
complying with the Governor's order.  
https://www.facebook.com/events/13131368890754
73/?event_time_id=1313136965742132

camdus17@juno.com Dustin W. Quinn Campbell 360-402-9434 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/03/20 1:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 South Meridian Suite 
H

Puyallup This business has decided to hold an “Exercise Your 
Rights” to peacefully assemble Protest and are 
planning to open to their clients on May 5. They sent 
out an email explaining their reasoning and why they 
are encouraging their members to come exercise. 
They say there will be safety precautions, but they 
are encouraging people get together and exercise at 
their location. I am a member, but don’t agree with 
this and this concerns me. They plan to be open 
Monday-Saturday from 8am to 6pm, starting May 5. 
NWFitco.com is their website.

Vernene.scheurer@gmail. 
Com

Vernene Scheurer 253-221-7059 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/04/20 3:14 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Fitness center/Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 south meridian suite H Puyallup Northwest fitness company is planning on opening 
May 5th and calling it exercise your right to protest. 
It’s posted on the Facebook inviting people to come 
workout.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/04/20 4:10 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian suite h Puyallup My gym sent out an email to all their members 
inviting us to come and “exercise” our right to 
peacefully assemble and said that the gym would be 
open and functioning Monday-Saturday 8am to 6pm.

Matt123zav@gmail.com Matthew 2532127508 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/04/20 5:20 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other GYM protesting order and 
opening

Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup I am EXTREMELY concerned that Puyallup is going 
to have a spike in violence and covid cases. This 
gym owner is on the news BRAGGING about having 
a FULL gym open and protesting TOMORROW. 
PLEASE STOP THIS!

Shannonspencer02@gmail.
com

Shannon Spencer Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/05/20 2:13 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup Business has reopened and not following Governor’s 
order.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/06/20 9:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 SOUTH MERIDIAN, 
SUITE H

Puyallup They are promoting protests a “sit-in” at their gym.  
They are currently OPEN.

Kang_jkk@comcast.net June Buren 2068517203 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/06/20 5:04 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 south meridian, suite h Puyallup Northwest Fitness Company is advertising it will be 
open for business to protest the governor’s 
nonessential business closure.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/11/20 4:23 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup This gym is currently opening. They aren’t 
mandating masks. They’re simply saying “by 
entering, you are responsible for your own health”

Kostenkoeric@gmail.com Eric Kostenko 2535613890 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 6:32 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business NW Fit Co 4301 SOUTH MERIDIAN, 
SUITE H

Puyallup They sent an email out to all members to stage a 
“protest” by opening their doors for people to go work 
out.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/03/20 7:24 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business NW FIT CO 4301 SOUTH MERIDIAN 
SUITE H

PUYALLUP, WA 98373 ON THEIR FACEBOOK PAGE THEY ARE 
OPENING MAY 5TH UNDER THE GUISE OF A 
"PROTEST." THEY ARE TELLING MEMBERS TO 
BRING THEIR OWN EXERCISE MATS, AND TO 
CLEAN EQUIPMENT BEFORE AND AFTER USE.  
THEY SAY THEY" WILL DO THEIR BEST TO 
LIMIT THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE ."  YOU CAN 
READ THE ENTIRE THING ON THEIR FACEBOOK 
PAGE, THEY ARE NOT TRYING TO HIDE IT.

Info@nwfitco.com



TRUE 05/05/20 4:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other gym nw fitco 4301 s. meridian Puyallup People working out with no masks and/or gloves Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 3:27 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business NW Fitness Co. aka northwest fitness 
company

4301 south meridian suite H Puyallup They plan on opening per “right to protest” per 
Facebook page May 5th.

crystal.dawn.615@gmail.co
m

Crystal Sivert 7607932423 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/02/20 7:52 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Athletic Club NW Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian Suite H Puyallup They have opened events for every day (Monday 
through Saturday) beginning May 5th at 8am to work 
out in protest of the order. Opening their gym for 
people of the community to "exercise their rights."

barbara.eckiss@gmail.com Barbara Eckiss 253-307-6252 Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/08/20 3:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym NW Fitness Company 4301 SOUTH MERIDIAN, 
SUITE H, PUYALLUP, WA 
98373

Puyallup This is not a business that is listed to be open at this 
time. They are putting many people at risk and 
calling it a protest .

TRUE 05/02/20 3:33 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Co (NWFITCO) 4301 S Meridian Ste H Puyallup Received a Facebook invite and an email from my 
gym stating they would be opening on May 5 to 
“exercise your rights.” They will be open Monday-
Saturdays from 8am-6pm to workout and “protest.” 
It’s very obvious they will be defying the order and 
open for members to workout in their gym under the 
guise and verbiage of protest.

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/04/20 8:52 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Co. 4301 S Meridian Ste. H Puyallup Gym (who is very outspoken online about not caring 
about rules set forth by the State of WA) has been 
advertising at least a full week of protests starting 
tomorrow (May 5) running through the week. They 
are having large groups of people meet under the 
guise of “protest” but have told multiple people it’s a 
way for them to open the gym and conduct business. 
They’re putting so many at risk.

Anonymous Puyallup 
Resident

Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/05/20 4:38 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Center 4301 South Meridian, Suite 
H

Puyallup In violation of closure mandate Info@nwfitco.com

TRUE 05/04/20 10:17 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym B Fit 537 Morgan St Davenport Opened on 5/4 barbsbaby@yahoo.com

TRUE 05/13/20 1:12 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym B Fit 537 Morgan St Davenport Gym seems to be open, cars & open sign on.  Since 
about May 5th.

bfit2348@hotmail.com

TRUE 05/09/20 9:53 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym AGA NORTHWEST GYMNASTICS 5903 6th AVE Tacoma Resumed business for her team girls creating a 
large group inside a gym. While others are 
complying this gives her an unfair advantage in a 
difficult marketplace.

AGANorthwest@gmail.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:48 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S Seattle Observed multiple people throughout the day 
entering and exiting a CrossFit gym at the above 
location despite the close of not essential businesses

Info@trainathleticform.com

TRUE 03/30/20 4:59 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S Seattle Non essential business open. Have seen upwards of 
5 people working out here; owner is flagrantly 
ignoring the new order

Ehmk@live.com Reid Ackerman 2062650496 info@athleticform.us

TRUE 03/30/20 6:37 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S. Seattle Private gym appears to be conducting business 
activities. Customers have been observed coming 
and going ever since the Governor's proclamation

info@athleticform.us

TRUE 04/01/20 9:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S Seattle This cross fit type gym is have classes all day 
indoors business as usual style. Between 11am and 
4pm most days there are at least 3 to 4 different 
classes going on. I asked one of the women that 
came out of that space as she was completely 
covered in sweat in workout gear out of breath with 2 
other lady's right at her side. All got into different 
vehicles to go home. What the hell!

blackfowl81@gmail.com Dathan Williams 2069406084 info@athleticform.us

TRUE 04/14/20 10:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S Seattle This gym has not ceased operation since the 
proclamation.  There are at times a rather large 
number of people. No one even wears masks and 
today there are CHILDREN in there.  It is the 
children I'm most concerned for as the adults are 
choosing to put these kids at risk.

jeffreyalanlevin@gmail.com Jeff Levin 785-770-2316

TRUE 04/21/20 10:12 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gym Athletic Form 2944 1st Ave S Seattle If you go to their Instagram page @trainathleticform 
you will see they are still open as a gym and are 
training clients. And have been training clients since 
they were suppose to close. They post it on social 
media as if the rules do not apply. They should be 
closed like all the other gyms.

BSIBERT@NRI-INC.COM

TRUE 04/06/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd 
Suite 120

Port Orchard Nail salon business remains open

TRUE 04/21/20 3:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Many complaints from the public to the Health 
District.  still remains open even after discussing.

eric.evans@kitsappublicheal
th.org

Eric Evans - Kitsap Public 
Health District

360-728-2225

TRUE 04/13/20 1:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd. Port Orchard On a friends post, I read that this nail salon was 
open and taking clients on a one-on-one basis by 
appt. This business has been operating since the 
order was handed down for non essential 
businesses to close. I have saved screen shots from 
this conversation if I need to send them via email.

Danya0070@yahoo.com Danya Kloser 360-490-8143

TRUE 05/07/20 3:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail 1900 Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Business still open with one than one customer 
sitting inside and not following 6 ft social distancing 
rule

TRUE 05/06/20 6:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd PORT ORCHARD Business has been reported to be open during 
shutdown and has since been fined and shutdown. 
Today, with open sign turned off, customers are still 
doing business at this place @ approx. 2 pm. on 
6MAY20.

TRUE 05/10/20 12:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail Salon Sedgwick Road.  ( in Fred 
Meyer complex)

Port Orchard This salon recently had its license revoked but as of 
May 8, I saw patrons in the facility.

jgnaglich@aol.com Judy Naglich

TRUE 05/10/20 12:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail Salon Sedgwick Road.  ( in Fred 
Meyer complex)

Port Orchard This salon recently had its license revoked but as of 
May 8, I saw patrons in the facility.

TRUE 05/08/20 7:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Star Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Once again I went to Little Caesar’s Pizza and right 
next door Star Nail Salon has two notices in the door 
saying they were shut down by authorities but one 
woman was in the chair being worked on and two 
other women were standing right next to each other 
next to the nail tech. I stepped in and said why are 
there notices on the door saying you are not to be 
open and your open and have hours your open on 
the door. She started yelling something.

TRUE 05/10/20 12:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nail Salon Sedgwick Road.  ( in Fred 
Meyer complex)

Port Orchard This salon recently had its license revoked but as of 
May 8, I saw patrons in the facility.

jgnaglich@aol.com Judy Naglich jgnaglich@aol.com

TRUE 04/27/20 4:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Nail salon Star Nail Salon 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Has been ordered to close business and has been 
notified to close by the city with a sign on the door 
from the city and continues services customers daily.

Talica33@gmail.com Talica Gilson (360)525-4170

TRUE 04/23/20 2:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd, WA 
98366

portorchard She is open Monday through Saturday from 12-7 
starting April 1st.

feliciahamilton44@yahoo.co
m

Felicia Venner 3606330039

TRUE 05/11/20 2:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star nails 1900 SE Sedgwick road ste 
130

Port Orchard On 5/11 I witnessed the business open with a 
customers nails being done. A sign was on the door 
that they were open Monday- Saturday and to come 
in to make an apt.

TRUE 04/04/20 5:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick RD Port Orchard Nail salons should not be open during this stay at 
home order

Ashb0177@hotmail.com Ashley Bryant 2537206229

TRUE 04/03/20 10:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd Port Orchard Nail salon has been seen working on clients nails. 
When questioned technician said if you don't like it 
go away.

TRUE 05/18/20 3:42 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other govt Governor Jay I***** Capitol Grounds Olympia Jay is on tv yakking again. Did not allow churches to 
open, governor is in violation of 1st amendment 
taking freedoms away from the people. Jay is non-
essential. Please investigate.

TRUE 05/18/20 5:35 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Don’t know 7714 39th ave NE Seattle I’m sorry for this complain again.  The remodeling 
started late, still going on at this time, almost 6pm. A 
lot of us are elderlies, some are seriously sick, can’t 
leave home and have to listen to all these deadly 
noises.
Could you stop them?  Thank you!

TRUE 05/18/20 5:34 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Don’t know 7714 39th ave NE Seattle I’m sorry for this complain again.  The remodeling 
started late, still going on at this time, almost 6pm. A 
lot of us are elderlies, some are seriously sick, can’t 
leave home and have to listen to all these deadly 
noises.
Could you stop them?  Thank you!

TRUE 05/18/20 7:54 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Shame on you for stripping 
people's rights

Eat shit Jay Inslee 246 fuck Jay inslee Central WA Fuck Jay Inslee and every bootlicking statist that 
supports his oppressive rule

Brandon Perry

TRUE 05/18/20 7:46 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Government Governor servant of the People Capitol Olympia Jay inslee is in violation of performing non-essential 
business and colluding with un-elected officials from 
other states to implement policies foreign to 
Washington state. Also enacting xrated "sex ed" 
class from K-12. Many other proclamations violating 
the Constitution and has bankrupted many small 
businesses and created financial burdens 
unecessary to operate.

https://www.governor.wa.gov/contact/contact/send-gov-inslee-e-messageStep down inslee 360-902-4111



TRUE 05/18/20 8:15 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!! 123 N ave inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

TRUE 05/18/20 8:18 PM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!! 123 N ave inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!
inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of horseshit!!!inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

inslee is a smelly piece of 
horseshit!!!

TRUE 05/19/20 2:36 AM No Action Non-essential business is 
open

Other Flooring Floors and decor 24101 Iris Ave Moreno Valley, CA  92551 
United States

They have shipping containers from China.

TRUE 04/17/20 3:57 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Ice Cream Driver 7608 Stable Ct SE Tumwater I observed an ice cream man driving around our 
neighborhood handing out ice cream and wanted to 
report it in case this is considered non-essential. 
From my understanding I would believe that it is not 
essential to hand out ice cream that attracts groups 
of people.

Lcturner1983@hotmail.com Leslie Chavira 3607638350

TRUE 04/07/20 7:48 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Le donut 1317 s 11th Street Tacoma They're operating as if there's no stay at home order. 
Allowing customers to wait in line in the store 
without a solo walk up/pick up option.

avery77us@gmail.com Ursula Quibell 2539853609

TRUE 04/01/20 1:04 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Non-essential business is 
open

Restaurant or food service 
business

Roasters Coffee 300 N Ely St Kennewick Cannot maintain 6ft distancing of 
employees/customers in shops, failure to follow 
proper hygiene procedures such as wearing gloves 
or sanitation of self/equipment. Coffee is not 
essential.

MISSSASHAWOO@YMAIL
.COM

TRUE 05/08/20 4:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Scoopers 101 Pacific Ave Long Beach This business has signs posted stating they are not 
following the Governor's Proclamation. This is 
regarding seating. They have picnic tables in front of 
the business allowing customers to eat.

corral98631@gmail.com Tina Marie McGuire 3603538249

TRUE 05/08/20 12:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

SINBAD EXPRESS 3526 Fremont Pl N, Seattle, 
WA 98103

SEATTLE This establishment is a restaurant with out door 
seating. People are sitting at tables not following 
social distancing and not wearing masks.

TRUE 05/07/20 2:34 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

South Whidbey Commons 124 2nd Street Langley Outdoor seating area and court yard are open--today 
12 people were there. Not social distancing.

TRUE 04/05/20 9:01 AM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Casa Ricardo 107 Lake St Kirkland There is no way to have safe take out at this 
location.  They serve from the window out front.  It’s 
a narrow sidewalk on a street that still has too much 
foot traffic.  There are regular crowds here, people 
can’t even walk by safely.

sarahldiamond@gmail.com Sarah Diamond 2067780315

TRUE 04/03/20 3:58 PM doh.information@doh.wa.go
v

DOH Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Restaurant or food service 
business

Roasters Rd68 Pasco The employees at all roasters locations cannot do 
social distancing at all in any of their drive through 
shops. They have at least 3 to 4 employees working 
at the same time all day long.

Pennymac73@hotmail.com Lynette Pearce 5094385099

TRUE 05/11/20 1:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Tanning salon Desert Sun 1029 wishkah street suite B Aberdeen This business is currently allowing tan clients to use 
their visits and tan, regardless of the stay at home 
order. They are not an essential business.

elisamw01@outlook.com Elisa Williams +13605613414 elisamw01@outlook.com

TRUE 03/30/20 9:07 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Screen-Print and 
Embroidery

Fashion Embroidery 13625 NE 126th Pl Suite 
430

Kirkland This business does not fall within the essential 
worker guidelines. They do screen-printing and 
embroidery for promotional marketing companies. 
They may have supplied embroidery for a hospital in 
the past or occasional but this is occasional and not 
essential in these times. They are taking advantage 
of the situation.

BRIAN@FASHIONEMB.CO
M

TRUE 04/20/20 9:51 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash 8th Street Car Wash 111 E 8th St Port Angeles, WA 98362 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear
.com

Minndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@8thstreetcarwash.com

TRUE 04/01/20 10:40 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car detail shop and auto 
body shop.

Ceramic pro and Spokane auto spa 
and customs

6315 E. Sharp ave. Spokane valley The owner has 4 businesses in one place and all 4 
are still operating. One is a insurance company 
called profit solutions , one is ceramic pro, and one 
is Spokane auto spa and customs and they are all in 
operations everyday. The last business is advanced 
mechanical systems but that is a heating and cooling 
company and probably should be open. I do believe 
the main 3 should not be open and dealing with 
public during this pandemic.

arthurs69.ca@gmail.com Chris Arthur 2086820667 greg@cpspokane.com

TRUE 04/23/20 10:47 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Cosmetology, hair salon, 
barber

Golden Palm Tanning II 2025 N Road 68 Pasco Golden Palm tanning reopened as of today 
4/23/2020 its posted on their facebook page.  They 
are allowing 6 people into the salon as they call it at 
a time.  They only provide tanning services.

melissablasdel99@outlook.c
om

Melissa Blasdel 5093023233 Respond@tricitytan.com    
Letter Sent

TRUE 04/21/20 1:15 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Tiki Car Wash 11909 NE 8th St Bellevue The Tiki Car Wash is a competitor of ours and 
should be closed per the following:

I wanted to provide further clarification for you and 
your client, Brown Bear Car Wash.  Currently, all car 
wash operations, including tunnel, self-serve, or 
brushless, are not deemed essential.  This holds 
true whether the car wash is standalone or adjoined 
to a separate business, even if that separate 
business is essential.  This also holds true whether 
the car wash is serving the general public or select 
customers from essential sectors.  
  
We certainly appreciate that you sought guidance in 
order to comply with Proclamation 20-25.  And we 
can verify that your decision to remain closed is 
consistent with our office’s reading of the Essential 
Critical Infrastructures List. 
  
Lastly, note that anyone wishing to report a business 
operating in violation of the proclamation can do so 
here. 
  
Please feel free to contact me with any additional 
questions or concerns, 
Alejandro
  
ALEJANDRO SANCHEZ 
Special Assistant | Office of Governor Jay Inslee 
Desk: 360.902.4124 | Cell: 360.688.0727 
www.governor.wa.gov | 
alejandro.sanchez@gov.wa.gov

lance.odermat@brownbear.
com

Lance Odermat 2065508250 TIKIINC@AOL.COM

TRUE 04/28/20 5:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car wash Classy chassis 105 7th ave s e Puyallup 5 employees at a time 
No ppe

Mariahwall94@gmail.com Mariah Krupp 2533759548 NICOLE@CLASSYCHASSI
S.COM

TRUE 05/09/20 11:50 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail gifts and clothing Northwest Land & Sea 18800 Front St. Suite 102, 
Poulsbo, Washington, 
98370

Poulsbo This business announced today that they will be 
open to the public and will allow 5 people in at time 
to shop. I have attached the social media post below

https://www.instagram.com/p/B_-
aOu8lMbZ/?igshid=g85zdlg3i5ku

nwlandandsea@outlook.co
m 5/19

TRUE 05/14/20 12:06 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other furniture store Mor Furniture 8301 S 180th St Kent furniture allowing customers to make appointments 
and shop in store

customerservice@morfurnit
ure.com 5/19/2020

TRUE 05/13/20 8:19 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other clothing retail Northwest Land & Sea 18800 Front Street NE #102 poulsbo This is a clothing store saying they can have 5 
people in their store at a time and openly letting 
people come in and wander.

nwlandandsea@outlook.co
m 5/19/2020

TRUE 05/14/20 6:05 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Driving School Olympic Driving School 315 Cooper Pt Rd  Ste 104 Olympia They are doing driver's license exams and behind-
the-wheel lessons.

Officemanager@driveolympi
c.com 5/19/2020

TRUE 05/17/20 8:22 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail furniture store Mor 5400 Martin Way East Lacey Mor is open and advertising a open door policy. customerservice@morfurnit
ure.com 5/19/2020

TRUE 05/10/20 8:48 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Health-related business Kaliedascope hair products Main street her apartment Ellensburg wa Using facebook to promote product .selling product 
out of apartment while collecting unemployment.

None None None Teresa cooper  509 306 
8429 no letter sent

TRUE 05/15/20 7:46 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail, gifts and clothing Northwest Land and Sea 18800 Front St NE #102 Poulsbo This business is open and allowing customers to 
shop inside there retail establishment.

nwlandandsea@outlook.co
m 5/19/2020 duplicate

TRUE 05/16/20 6:47 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Northwest clothes, gifts and 
sundries

Northwest Land and Sea 18800 Front Street, Suite 
102

Poulsbo They are blatantly advertising that they are open, 
their door is open, allowing people inside shopping, 
no masks required. Opened May 9th.

nwlandandsea@outlook.co
m 5/19/20 duplicate



TRUE 05/11/20 10:41 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Paintball park Master Blasters Paintball Park 107 E Murray Rd N Grapeview This business has been open since early April and 
I’ve already reported it once because the owner was 
posting about it on Facebook. They continue to be 
open and a friend is having a birthday party there 
this Sunday.

ashleylessing@gmail.com Ashley Lessing 2536518002 Unknown (law enforcement 
letter sent 5/19/2020)

TRUE 04/23/20 10:21 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Furniture Discount Vac and Sew 119 W 1st Ave Kennewick, WA Business thats not essential is open and not 
following six feet rule

VACANDSEW119@AOL.C
OM  Letter sent 5-19-20

TRUE 03/30/20 2:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Northwest Motortsports 1830 River Road Puyallup Still conducting business and in home vehicle 
delivery.

TRUE 03/30/20 2:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Essential business not 
following social distancing 
requirements

Other Department of Licensing Department of Licensing Statewide Statewide DOL management isn't observing social distancing 
in their offices.

sarah@protec17.org Sarah Lorenzini 206.276.7938

TRUE 05/03/20 6:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Retail - Non-essential It's All in the Details 4504 W 26th Ave #110 Kennewick This business posted on Facebook on 5/1 that they 
would be opening up with maximum of 10 people in 
the store. When pointed out that they were not 
essential, she responded she feels it "has ran its 
course" and seems to think they fall under phase 1 
because they are *also* offering curbside pickup. 
Original post here: 
https://www.facebook.com/571687549628946/posts/
1934977699966584/

ms.finny@yahoo.com Ashley Finnestad 5093782460 Info@itsallinthedetailsllc.co
m Letter sent 5-19-20

TRUE 04/04/20 1:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Gun and ammo store County Line Shooting Sports 35502 WA-507 McKenna Open normal hours and is always packed with 
customers

DMSARMS@GMAIL.COM 
Letter Sent 5-19-20

TRUE 03/30/20 5:30 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Construction Bedrosians 19119 E Broadway Spokane Valley They are open and are non essential. social@bedrosians.com  
Letter sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 04/09/20 9:25 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Rental furniture store Aarons 7601 Evergreen Way Everett They are calling customers from their store phone 
number and manager said they are still open.

Nessa98087@gmail.com Samantha Davis 425-207-3611 AHSC@aarons.com Letter 
sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 04/21/20 2:18 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash APC Auto Spa 19834 141st Pl NE Bldg D Woodinville WA Not disinfecting payment system in between 
customers.

judith.roel@brownbear.com Judith Roel 3602249726 info@apcautospa.com  
Letter sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Sales Carson Cars 13806 hwy 99 Lynnwood Drove by today 3/30/20. Open signs were on, hoods 
were up, people were going in and out of the sales 
office.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Northwest Motor Sports (NWMS) 400 River Rd E Puyallup They are selling used automobiles and never 
stopped when the order was put into place. They are 
selling at all of their (11) locations. Not fair to all the 
other dealers who have complied and have stayed 
closed.

good-life2010@live.com Anthony

TRUE 04/03/20 1:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Boarding Kennel Camano Island Kennel 240 Mouintain Crest Court Camano Island The business is open and should not be anonymous@email.com I. wishtoremain anonymous 5555551212 DIANNA@HOWTOTHINKLI
KEYOURDOG.CO

TRUE 04/17/20 1:53 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Clean Spot Car Wash 70 State Ave Ste C Marysville, WA 98270 Business operating in violation of the proclamation Minndi.Crandall@brownbear
.com

Minndi Crandall 206-789-3700 info@cleanspotcw.com

TRUE 03/30/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other used car sales and car 
maintance

Complete Automotive Inc. 1107 Elliott Ave W Seattle This company still has several employees work and 
they are not practicing the stay at home order, or 
social distancing.

TRUE 03/30/20 3:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Auto Dealership Legend Auto Sales 14650 1st Ave So Burien They are selling used automobiles and never 
stopped when the order was put into place. Not fair 
to all the other dealers who have complied and have 
stayed closed and have lots thousands in daily sales. 
Their printed vehicle temp tag printed from the DOL 
system will show they have been selling vehicles 
during the order was effective.

good-life2010@live.com Anthony

TRUE 04/02/20 11:42 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pool and spa Aquaquip 7608 Custer rd w Lakewood The governor said these businesses shouldn’t be 
open but they are

sales@aquaquip.com Letter 
sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 03/31/20 7:04 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Hot Tub/Pool AquaQuip 730 sw 34th St Renton Still open selling and home visit for hot tubs and 
swimming pools

sales@aquaquip.com Letter 
sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 05/15/20 11:46 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other engineering Dynamic Safety LLC 9700 Harbour Pl, Suite 217 Mukilteo not everyone wearing masks, social distancing 
constantly violated, nothing is being cleaned daily.  
forced to come into office even though work from 
home is possible.

jdai@dynamicsafety.tech 
Letter sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 05/05/20 5:26 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Pet Grooming Alexis’ Pet Grooming 17130 131st Ave Ne Unit 
P124

Woodinville, WA Alexis has begun illegally operating even though the 
governors order is set to have her be non essential 
through   The end of phase 1

alexispickering@icloud.com 
letter sent 5-19-20

TRUE 03/30/20 6:28 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Individual Alisa Weis 2743 SW Jabirin Way Port Orchard Published author delivering books to neighbors for 
reading and hosting book clubs

weisside@hotmail.com Justin Weis 5093045340 justinweis@johnlscott.com 
Letter sent in 5-19-20

TRUE 03/31/20 4:00 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Dog daycare/boarding 
facility

Bone-a-Fide 7928 184th Street SE Snohomish This business has taken steps to social distancing, 
however, I do not believe that dog daycare and/or 
boarding services is considered essential. In 
addition, they are continuing  to pick up dogs at 
peoples homes through their dog pick-up services as 
well, which I am worried is unnecessarily increasing 
exposure.

BDR@BONE_A_FIDE.CO
M  Letter Sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 03/30/20 3:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.w
a.gov

DOL Non-essential business is 
open

Other Automotive Dealership Vancouver Ford 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver The sales department (not deemed essential) 
continues to remain open and encourage people to 
visit the dealership.

TRUE 04/03/20 12:02 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sports store Big 5 Sporting Goods 5700 100th ST SW suite 
600

Lakewood People coming and going. Noticed multiple people 
standing around the cashier not obtaining 6 feet. 
Listening to a gal say I am glad you are open so I 
can buy a trampoline!

Ken.crystalfish@gmail.com Crystal Fisher 206-718-9184 SMF@BIG5CORP.COM 
Letter sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 04/03/20 11:28 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Sporting Goids Big 5 Sporting Goods 15500 SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver All Big 6 stores on Vancouver are open. Is sporting 
goods an essential business?  I do not think it is fair 
that they are open when other retail locations are 
closed.

amhieb@hotmail.com Ann Hiebler 5939576760 SMF@BIG5CORP.COM  
letter sent on 5-19-20

TRUE 04/22/20 3:56 PM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Golf Course Big Bend Golf Course 899 NW Cole St Wilbur They are violating the non essential order. There are 
groups of golfers there everyday golfing.

BIGBENDGOLF@CENTUR
YTEL.NET  letter sent on 5-
19-20

TRUE 04/22/20 9:13 AM No Agency Non-essential business is 
open

Other Car Wash Bush Car Wash Keene Rd West Richland Newspaper article in the tri city herald evidences the 
business is open and operating in violation of the 
stay home stay healthy order. The disregard for 
safety precautions places other citizens in the city at 
increased and unnecesseary risk.

MILBERTH@BUSHCARWA
SH.COM letter sent in 5-19-
20

05/01/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction 1978 120 Tahuyeh Dr. NW Bremerton Small construction companies are starting new 
construction and not following safety protocols. If I 
report, my husband will lose his job because they 
would know it was him (small company). Please 
address this situation somehow.

04/17/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction "Loop" apartment building 407 NE 73RD ST Seattle This apartment building was under construction 
when the pandemic hit.  Off and on, including 
yesterday and today there is still construction going 
on at the site.

mpdjones@yahoo.com

04/09/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction (unknown new construction site, file 
no sub19-00270 from kirkland 
permits)

14008 127th Pl NE Kirkland ongoing new residential construction, which is not 
"essential"

file no sub19-00270 from kirkland permits

sasha0378@gmail.com alexander

04/22/20 2:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Short Term Vacation rental (VRBO) "Blue Beach House" The 
owners are Michael & Kristen 
McKillop of Tacoma WA

825 Tingstrom Lane Grayland They are continually renting their VRBO property 
during the shut down to people from out of town and 
people from out of state for short term rentals. They 
have had many renters during the closure.  There is 
a restriction for renting on the VRBO website for this 
area.  They are ignoring it. It is the only rental place 
in our neighborhood.  We are a neighborhood with 
ALL very high risk elderly people and they just do not 
care.

onlysweets@hotmail.com Kimi Jefferson 360-591-1078 Do not know

04/10/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction . 2600 s Judkins st Seattle New construction still going on. Witnesses at least 4 
people painting inside a unit. Multiple work vehicle s

pdlast@yahoo.com Dana 206.660.3235

05/05/20 9:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pediatric dentistry .... ...... ..... I want to remind everyone about pediatric dentistry. 
A pediatric dentist sees about 90 patients on a 
regular day. With 13-20 staff members. Please limit 
the amount of people who can be inside a dental 
building at a time. And there should be a "airing" out 
of operatories after dental tx. If the viruse stays in 
the air for 3 hours that could be a potential for a 
minimum of 9 exposures from the first patient

Concerned 5097712155

04/05/20 5:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junk Removal 1-800-GOT-JUNK Undisclosed Olympia Truck observed at 2021 Summit Lake Shore RD. 
Olympia, Wa. Removing unwanted items from a 
residence.

Karen.tuomey@gmail.com Karen Tuomey

05/02/20 5:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting 101 painting 41 saydee ln Port Angeles Working and bidding jobs not following social 
distancing or Ppe safety requirements and harassing 
about wanting to start work

03/30/20 5:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 10704 construction project. 10704 riviera pl ne Seattle Construction crew actively working today (3/30) and 
multiple days last week, ignoring order. 
Today using power equipment on lake side of home.

04/26/20 11:42 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex 11527 LLC 11527 28th Ave NE Seattle 4/26/20 The landlord, Dan Weaver and other 
unknown persons, at 11527 28th AVE NE, Seattle 
WA 98125, which is a business- 11527 LLC- has 
been at the property several times during the 
quarantine, moving things out of the garage and into 
a van and performing tasks around the property.

joseph.dion@ymail.com Joseph Dion, RN Overlake Hospital 2069393211 Dan Weaver

03/30/20 10:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 11722 3RD AVE NW LLC 11722 3RD AVE NW Seattle There are still contractors arriving onsite to a non 
occupied residential construction site performing 
what is likely nonessential work.

tjones23@mac.com Timothy Jones 2064277538 NHARGISS@COMCAST.NET

04/27/20 1:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther yard work leaf blowing 1300 University Condos 1300 University Seattle Not only is this blowing things all over and into faces, 
but the noise during a time when the whole 
neighborhood is working from home is very 
frustrating. Workers are also not following social 
distance guidelines.

newpencils@gmail.com Tamara (206 265-3467

04/14/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 1517 BOYLSTON AVE 1517 BOYLSTON AVE Seattle - Non-essential construction operation 
- Gathering of workers 
- Disregarding the social distancing law

mhsueh3@gmail.com Martin 2062403415



04/20/20 7:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 1930 Boren (Minor and Boren) 1930 Boren Seattle Never stopped construction -- can easily see 
workers not obeying social distancing as 
construction work has been continuous

resident.cafe.116@gmail.comPaul

04/07/20 2:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 1930 Boren Ave 1930 Boren Ave. Seattle, WA seattle It is Tuesday April 7, 2020 and I can see 
construction workers working on site at this location 
in violation of Gov. Inslee's stay at home orders

angechong@gmail.com Angela Chong 8088407758

03/31/20 12:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paint 1960  (PPG Paints) 2719 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Open, I was laughed at by employees when I pointed 
out they should not be open

Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634 techservice@ppg.com

04/01/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping 2 Bros Landscaping 4925 NE 107th Street Seattle Landscaping company parked in front.   In all 
fairness it did not appear any work was being 
performed.  Either estimating future work or dealing 
with new construction (no activity) on adjacent lot

larrysw@hotmail.com Larry Weinberg 2065579356

04/06/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 207 East 207 East Meridian Edgewood I have a cousin and friends who work for different 
construction companies and have all been told they 
are non-essential and the sites have shut down - 
however this construction site (for apartments) is still 
working. So  is construction "essential" if building 
private buildings?  Also what about landscaping? 
Our commercial landscapers have shut down 
however I've seen several other commercial 
landscapers working. Thank you.

lmehle@comcast.net Lisa 253-332-3977

05/11/20 7:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other 2nd hand store 2nd Chance Sales 777 Ness Corner Rd Port Hadlock-Irondale Does not fit essential service typically but went and 
got food to sell at the business in order to be 
deemed as essential after being shut down in the 
past

terima1960@gmail.com Teri (206) 854-7171

04/13/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 3852 Beach Drive SW 3852 Beach Drive SW Seattle They continue to work on the superstructure ... the 
foundation is poured and there is no reason for them 
to continue to do work on this structure because the 
work being performed is not aligned with the 
Governor's proclamation 20-25 as amended.

guch@aol.com Mike Yaguchi 2026436621

03/31/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther 3D printing 3D systems 620 s industrial way Seattle They've used the fact that the company makes 
medical supplies in another state to keep the Seattle 
location open but they're making nothing that falls 
under essential

04/23/20 6:05 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gas station 4 corners 395/ Vineyard Pasco Selling individual N95 masks for $5.00 each. Jblasdel1@hotmail.com Jeremy Blasdel 5098517311

04/23/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 4 Seasons handyman LLC 22232 WOODRUFF PL NE POULSBO This company has been performing lawn 
maintenance and replacement of flooring in a 
community clubhouse of Miller Bay Estates in 
Poulsbo.  They have been on site numerous days.

terilambert32@comcast.net Teri L LAMBERT 3606210595 terilambert32@comcast.net

04/25/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 4A Excavation unknown Deer Park This business has started work on a new 
construction home residence. They are traveling 
across county lines. Virgil Alltus is the owner and the 
construction is happening on Gray Eagle Lane, 
Newport, WA next door (231 Gray Eagle Lane).

chultbergbennett@gmail.com Candace D Hultberg-Bennett 5094994523

04/06/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance 5 men and a mower 206-850-0893 Seattle Landscape maintenance crew showed up last week 
and this week at residence (544 n 76th st). Only 
activity was lawn mowing and edging— and blowing. 
Per WA state, routine maintenance is not permitted. 
If neglected, lack of lawn mowing will not cause 
spoliation and lawns are readily replaced.

holly.iosso@gmail.com Holly Iosso 2066833945 SCELLATOMARCUS@HOTMAIL.COM

04/15/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 6522 34TH AVE SW LLC 521 N 49TH ST SEATTLE NEW CONSTRUCTION-AT LEAST 3 WORKERS 
ON THE PROPERTY TODAY, FRAMING CONDOS.

LYNNEMPHELPS@GMAIL.COMLYNNE PHELPS 2067697346 SHERRI AND MATTHEW JOHNSON

04/18/20 2:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Community center 7400 Woodlawn / Emmaus Table 7400 Woodlawn Ave NE Seattle Still hosting religious gatherings/ceremonies with 
large gatherings of people

pastor@7400woodlawn.org

04/21/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 801 SEA 801 1st Ave N Seattle There's been ongoing construction, which resumed 
last week, form 7 am to 6 pm non-stop, right outside 
my balcony on 801 1st Avenue N, Seattle WA 
98109. More than 10 workers on site, not using 
protective gear, operating for a construction of a 36 
microapartments building.

anaelisa.ailor@gmail.com Ana Ailor 4259195524

04/14/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 92nd & Aurora LLC 1109 N 92nd St Seattle Ongoing construction work in spite of the shutdown

04/13/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 92ND & AURORA LLC 1109 N 92nd St Seattle Construction continues despite the building being 
fully sealed. Work being performed is not necessary 
to maintain the value of the property, but is instead 
being done to continue the ongoing construction.

04/23/20 5:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? Across street from 2912 30th AveOlympia New house construction ongoing 
Roof on monday
Paint on Tuesday 
Ongoing inside work

Meierd@comcast.net Dan Meier 3609513910 ?

04/20/20 7:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? 29814 ne 82ave Battle ground New work on new construction Benzingarage@gmail.com

04/16/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? 824 NW 54th st Seattle Construction crew resuming building next to 
residential.

standunster@hotmail.com Stanley Dunster 2062937174

04/06/20 7:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? directly across from 800 NE 67th Street- large building under constructionSeattle Construction stopped for 8-9 days, then starting 
today 4/6 extreme noise and building (starting at 7 
a.m.) Men on roof violating the 6ft. ordinance. Can't 
remain at home with 11 hours a day of headache 
inducing noise. Tenants of this building (and 
surrounding)  will be forced to violate if this is a new 
Monday-Saturday norm.

denisediprima@gmail.com Denise DiPrima 2062804540

04/01/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ? 5th ct se Lacry These guys have been replacing roofs for the last 
two weeks on 5th ct off of Kingwood in lacey 
Washington .. it's hard to believe every one of those 
houses actually needs there roof replace right away.
I'm sorry for the lack of info but you can see them 
working most weekdays up on a roof. They are 
actually just starting a new product now.. 
Please stay safe and thank you for your time

bunnyluvswolf@gmail.com Tyler gibson 3604519948

04/03/20 9:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Weekly lawn service 
company

? LAWN SERVICE 
COMPANY.Washington License plate 
B7214L

7617 NE AQUILA CT. (where the work was being performed when I saw it.VANCOUVER A LAWN SERVICE WAS MOWING AND 
TRIMMING YARDS IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD. THE 
SERVICE WAS BEING PERFORMED AT 
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD 
BUT WAS AT THIS LOCATION ON APRIL 2ND. 
THEY ARE THERE EVERY THURSDAY BETWEEN 
11-2PM. I CAN'T GET THE NAME OF THE 
BUSINESS BECAUSE MY NEIGHBOR WILL 
RETALIATE. THERE WERE TWO PEOPLE 
PERFORMING THE JOB INCLUDING MOWING 
AND BLOWING AND TRIMMING.

jampinot@comcast.net JULIE Murphy 360-433-1386

04/03/20 1:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther AIRBNB NON 
EMERGENCY 
REMODELING in 
Residentail building wiht 
217 units

? Manged by Siena Ross/owner Syd. 
PLease include Copeland 
Management and the Elektra HOA

1400 Hubbell Pl Seattle We are a residential building downtown with 217 
units. Apx. half are Airbnbs. The Airbnbs are taking 
advantage of the down time to hire non essential 
contractors and employees for non emergency 
remodeling. The contractor/employee was using a 
N95 mask. This disturbance in the building is 
making it difficult to Stay Home and causes the 
residential homeowners to wander around the 
building looking for the offending unit, making it 
impossible to social distance 6 feet. The constant 
loud banging is nerve racking. Our HOA and 
Copeland management are allowing this illegal 
activity to take place by allowing the nonessential 
work and workers to engage in the remodels. I have 
a photo of the note posted on the doors from the 
building manager Kassi Bayless allowing this illegal 
activity. If I can send it that would be great.

debra_nagel@yahoo.com Debra Nagel 2062716798

04/21/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ?? 13914 NE SALMON CREEK AVEVANCOUVER Residential construction activities re-started at the 
site today.

??

04/08/20 11:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ?? 5225 144th St SE Everett Neighbors have had construction workers working 
on their house for the last few days.

paula.marinic@gmail.com paula marinic 4342189785

04/03/20 5:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veterinary hospital; new 
construction

?? Dash Point Village Federal Way , WA Past 2 weeks  it appears that a new construction is  
illegally taking place  behind  covered  storefront 
barrier in a vacant space next to Anytime Fitness.  
This construction  appears  to be in violation of Gov 
Inslee's stop work order and needs to be investigated  
 further for non-compliance.

04/01/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping ?? 114 Slater Street Kirkland Landscaping service being performed at 114 Slater 
St Kirkland 98033

04/17/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and tree 
trimming

?ask shilohwood place homeowners 
association president

7618 Shilohwood Pl Bremerton Trimming little trees and using gas powered air 
blowers contrary to the governor's mandate.

Magpieson7618@gmail.com Brian Baardson 3606201375 Hired by Shilohwood Place homeowners association

03/31/20 12:36 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Repair A & A Automotive Repair 1202 S 56th St #1208 Tacoma Car repairs being done Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634

04/21/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A & G Brothers construction 2616 26th Court NE E Wenatchee Neighbor is building a fence and hired these 
contractors.
Just wonder if that breaks the stay at home order

sstroud@nwi.net steve stroud 5094338109

03/31/20 8:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A action excavating inc 45266 Robertson Court Concrete They are performing non essential residential 
excavation. Mainly doing landscaping  and not social 
distancing the work being performed doesn’t match 
the essential work outlined in the order.

Ken 3607703717



05/08/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto detailing, scratch removal, paint correction, ceramic coating, etcA Cut Above Auto Detailing 505 S 9th Ave Walla Walla Scratch removal, paint correction, ceramic coating 
are non essential

03/31/20 11:50 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto detailing and bed liners A cut above auto detailing and rhino 
liners.

505 S 9th Ave #3901, Walla Walla, WA 99362Walla walla The business does not do auto repairs but they are 
saying they are essential since they are a automotive 
industry. They only do detailing and bed liners which 
no one needs.

PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COMTimothy plumb 15092228730

03/31/20 11:44 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto detailing and bed liners A cut above auto detailing and rhino 
liners.

505 S 9th Ave #3901, Walla Walla, WA 99362Walla walla The business does not do auto repairs but they are 
saying they are essential since they are a automotive 
industry. They only do detailing and bed liners which 
no one needs.

PLUMBTIMOTHY@GMAIL.COMTimothy plumb 15092228730

04/17/20 9:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A Glass Enterprise 212 South Tower Centralia My neighbor told me they're getting new windows 
installed and a new shower door by this company. 
They came to their home last week and measured. 
My neighbor already has windows and a shower so 
how is this considered essential?

curt@aglassenterprise.com

04/09/20 5:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A Line Concrete Cutting 5005 NE 56th Ave Vancouver Business continues to operate within residential area 
with large number of vehicles/employees on 
undersized parcel for size of operation

brett.a.dean@outlook.com Brett Dean 206.850.3881

03/31/20 12:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail indoor house plant 
store

A Modern Plantsman 124 N. Main St. Colfax Owner is regularly going to non essential retail store, 
offers pickups, and is delivering non essential goods 
to homes. Pickup times and delivery are being listed 
on company website.

heymrplantman@icloud.com

04/21/20 3:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A WA state 55+ community HOA that 
is violation of Fair Housing Law

123 Maple St Vancouver Trying to fix a situation that puts us in violation of 
Fair Housing Law (our common area gym blocks 
women residents from having access to it).It's time-
critical & we're ready to fix it now while our gym is 
closed. Small project- just 1 worker & it’ll take 2 
weeks max. Social distancing and safety all ensured. 
Can we please go ahead with the project? Pls call me

Diane@dianebassett.com DIANE BASSETT 650-619-9910 diane@dianebassett.com

04/08/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&A Roofing Services 2904 W. 43rd Ct Kennewick Company is still roofing/building throughout stay at 
home order.

04/08/20 12:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&A Roofing Services LLC PO Box 6687 Kennewick This roofing business is blatantly and willfully still 
continuing to operate in my neighborhood. Most 
other contractors have not been working, but A&A 
appears to not think rules apply to them. Photos can 
be provided. Also, they list no street address for their 
business so I provided the PO Box listed

Kevin 509-380-6616

04/30/20 3:56 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace A&G Machine Inc 1231 37th St NW Auburn They are doing military jobs and commercial 
aerospace but ramping up production in both areas. 
They have been failing at keeping employees notified 
of positive cases. They are announcing a mandatory 
shop meeting in the beginning of May and I don’t 
think they are taking this seriously.

Cncfnx@gmail.com Jon Larsen 2536787209

04/09/20 2:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&J Custom Cabinets 2300-B, E 1st St Vancouver They are still sending subcontractors to install 
cabinets in new construction. Installing cabinets is 
NOT essential right now and risking my personal 
health.

mjharbaugh@gmail.com Mike 3605215199

04/15/20 7:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&M Exteriors Edmonds Marina Edmonds Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/27/20 10:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A&R Washington Roof Repair and 
Maintenance

unknown Bellingham Business owner Ryan Padgett going door to door in 
our neighborhood handing out business cards for 
roof repairs.

milligan08@gmail.com Michael Milligan 360.356.0382 ryan@arexterior.com

04/17/20 3:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto detailing A+ Superior Detailng 3225 Solie Ave. Bremerton Detailing vehicle on premises in violation of stay at 
home order.  Also has removed placards from 
mobile detailing van in attempt to  operate incognito.  
Address is in a residential area not zoned for 
business.  Photos available.

tondej@netzero.net Jim Tonder 360 471-0154 Autodeetz@gmail.com

04/11/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A-1 Roofing inc 2342 Anderson hill rd Port orchard Tear off re roof being performed that is not a 
emergency repair or safety or health condition either

04/08/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther construction A-1 Stone [16300 - 16348] 47th Pl S Seattle 98188 they were doing outdoor construction of fencing and 
stone at 4413 29th Avenue West, seattle 98199

their telephone #  206-439-2942

hesweeney@gmail.com H. Sweeney 2062822585

04/17/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction A-One Glass, LLC 2600 Fairview ave East, Unit 2Seattle Hi, a one glass is a sub contractor hired by a general 
contractor that’s being working on the remodeling job 
at job site: 2600 Fairview ave East, Unit 2, Seattle 
wa 98102. They have been working for five days 
now.

yuanzi0718@gmail.com Lisa 2064998738 206-793-6636

04/21/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AA Asphalt 7850 Green Lake Dr N Seattle AA Asphalt paving residential streets @ or around 
Dukes (GreenLake)

jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/24/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AA Asphalting 14720 Puyallup St. Sumner Non essential business working on driveway 
approach for Fred Meyer store at 72nd and Pacific 
Ave. in Tacoma. Observed workers without social 
distancing and proper sanitizing or hand washing 
facilities. No where to wash or use restroom except 
for in the grocery store.

Bob@teamsters313.org Bob McDonald 253-732-6559

04/08/20 1:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AA Defined Exteriors 12904 se 26th st Bellevue I’m concerned that this company has continued work 
through this covid 19 crisis

Office@mcdhc.com Katie 425-737-0302

04/13/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AAA Concrete 1604 E Field Rd Benton City This concrete supply company is delivering to non 
essential job sites in the tri-cities and has been doing 
so the whole time

amqualityconcrete@charter.netAlan Openshaw A&M Quality Concrete 5095514490

04/07/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AAA Readymix 27 Rams Lane Wenatchee, WA Real Homes and AAA Readymix were out pouring a 
driveway today for a new home (not essential) at 
Margaux Loop in Malaga, WA not using social 
distancing or ppeMark

mark.emry@cwcnw.com Mark 509-669-9579

04/02/20 10:05 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation rental Aardvark Partners and Redside 
Partners

1222 NE 65th ST Seattle I live in a 6 floor apartment building with 
approximately 10 units on each floor. Multiple units 
in this building are rented out on Air BnB and other 
vacation/travel sites. The units in my building are 
continuing to be rented out to travelers. IN the past 2 
weeks I have been in physical contact with three 
different travelers that do not reside in my building. 
They all have had unleashed dogs that have jumped 
on my leg. Most recently I was on the elevator with 2 
ladies the drove from Florida. I have rented a unit in 
the past for my mother. Aardvark has dramatically 
dropped the price to get travelers in the rooms.

malachigreiner@gmail.com Malachi Greiner 7573599247

04/23/20 1:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Aaron’s 610 Sleater Kinney Rd Lacey The state is under a stay at home order, and this 
business is going to customers homes to discuss 
past due accounts.

JING.XU@AARONS.COM

04/09/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AB floors 5212 25th Ave nw Gig harbor Installation of carpet Phenegron@outlook.com Doug Peterson 2534952777

04/01/20 8:53 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ABC SUPPLY 1501 SE PIPERBERRY WAYPort Orchard They are continuing to work on homes that are being 
sold for profit, not for low income. They insist to 
continue to work because MTT HOLDINGS the 
group that employed them has a deadline with the 
city to build. They are using the excuse to “cover” the 
structure to finish it but they are doing more than 
that. The neighborhood is on quarantine and we are 
concerned of them being so near us here at 
Eastpark in Bremerton. Lots of them don’t practice 
social distancing and coughing into the air.

sherylusman@gmail.com Sheryl Usman 3607310881 accountsupport@abcsupply.com

04/02/20 10:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ABCom 13029 NE 126th PL Kirkland ABCom is an essential business however, all of their 
office work can be done remotely. However, they still 
mandate that their office employees report to the 
office and participate in in-person meetings. There 
are several at risk employees at this location to make 
matters worse.

04/08/20 8:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ABKI 921 38th Ave Seattle Large new construction being continued on an 
unoccupied single family home.

bybeall@gmail.com Brittany 2066397720

04/17/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Able Genral Contracting 30815 Webster Rd. E and 9008 309th St EEatonville The homes that are being worked on are owned by 
the owner of the company. One is his home and the 
other is a rental. He is using his employees so he 
can get there hours up to 40 so he can get his small 
business loan. I don't think they are wearing any 
PPE. This is my neighborhood.

04/01/20 7:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Able Remodeling 3915 South 12th Street Tacoma My boyfriend was working for this company, and 
refused to continue working on a home remodel 
after last Wednesday, the 25th, even though they 
asked him to. They had not set any social distancing 
guidelines, and he was mocked about “6 feet” by the 
owner, Chris, when he was discussing his concerns 
regarding all the sub contractors coming and going 
from the site. Today he received an email from the 
other owner, Rhonda, regarding a lamp he had 
dropped off for repair, saying the crew working on 
the job site were inquiring about it. I understand 
some construction is considered essential right now, 
but the scope of this job does not fit the bill. I believe 
this is just one of many homes they continue to work 
on.

Liz@stocklistgoods.com Liz Van Dyke 3603491816



04/13/20 10:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Absher Construction 1936 Eastlake Ave. E Seattle Absher Construction is continuing to work on a 
residential construction project that as best I can tell 
is non-essential. The project is for Aegis Living, an 
assisted living company. The address above is the 
job site address and the Absher Construction 
address is  1001 Shaw Rd, Puyallup, WA 98372.

salvino484@gmail.com Carl Salvino 2064842094

04/07/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Absolute Comfort Technology LLC 106 W Mead Ave, Yakima Company is still doing new residential and 
commercial installs of HVAC equipment. I work for 
their distributor. As of today, April 7th, they have 
decided to reopen for business despite the stay at 
home order. This was spoken directly to a salesman 
at my work from the owner of ACT.

Justinmcoffey1989@gmail.comJustin Coffey 3605580718

04/08/20 7:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Absolute GM LLC 1149 Andover Park West Tukwila, WA 98188 Business was moving from 11809 NW 116th St. 
Kirkland, WA 98034 to Tukwilla (production shop) 
and to Seattle Design Center: 5701 6th Ave S. Ste. 
233, Seattle, WA 98108-2514 (office).
Business owner Vladislav Khan told the employee 
that they are a essential business and they can 
continue to work. 
www absolutelygm.com will show that they are doing 
cabinet and  countertops and they are not essential 
at all. 
Employee tried to tell the owner that it's illegal to 
work right now, but owner told them that they will 
loose the job if they didn't come to work. Owner also 
refused to pay sick leave to employee who decided 
to stay home. 
Thank you.

ANNA@ABSOLUTEGM.COM

04/02/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage Absolute relaxation therapeutic 
massage

2890 Sapp Rd SW, Tumwater, WA 98512Tumwater Richelle Akers, is Posting pictures on her FB about 
how she is STILL remodeling her new building for 
her massage clinic. She has a contractor that is 
STILL coming over everyday.
This is located at her house in her green work shop. 
She also has children that play in the yard so it's 
very unsafe. I believe social distancing is NOT 
happening at this location. Concerned neighbor.

Heatherkneed2536@outlook.comHeather

03/31/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage Absolute relaxation therapeutic 
massage clinic.

2890 Sapp Rd SW, Tumwater, WA 98512Tumwater This individual had been remodeling her business's 
new location that is on her personal property. It's big 
green shop. They have had a remodeling crew (not 
sure how many people) there everyday since the 
stay at home order.

Jessegiyro@oitlook.com Giyro 2535865325

04/18/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AC Moate 2118 A St Se Auburn Non essential Paving being done in a commercial 
parking lot on 4/18/2020 3:30pm. Frontier 
Packaging on Andover Park East Tukwila Wa. 
Workers not keeping social distancing either.

Wigglygun@comcast.net Jeff Hooper 2067132922

04/07/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AC Moate 2118 a st se Auburn Company continues to operate under emergency 
services heading. Doing commercial asphalt, 
residential sidewalk concrete, and parking lot 
painting. Close proximity required on job sites. Non 
essential construction that can wait.

mgray94@wgu.edu Matt Gray 2533766480

03/30/20 4:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plastic Manufacturing Accel Plastics Inc 1560 Down River Dr Woodland This manufacturer keeps producing non-essential 
materials and requires it's workers to go to work 
despite the Governer's stay-at-home order. 
Please address.

sales@accelplastics.com

04/06/20 5:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturing components Accor Technology 3310 fifth st SE, East Wenatchee WA 98802East Wenatchee Accor is just trying to fill the last of the orders from 
the ten biggest homebuilders in the country, some of 
whom may have been ordered to shut down by their 
governer before we were, by ours.
"our valves are an essential product in the 
manufactured home industry"(CEO). What 
manufactured home industry?. One of our products 
goes to mexico, not used anywhere in U.S.A.

ryanwhiteley54@gmail.com Dylan Whiteley 5092931837

04/11/20 8:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sheet metal Accuduct Manufacturing 316 Ellingson rd Auburn I have worked at this company for many years. I 
recently found a new job. I am in contact with many 
friends at work there. They state that they are 
working full shifts. I know the only essential work 
they have is for one or two little hospital jobs but 
nothing that could keep that company running for 8 
hours a day. every individual has to log which job 
they're clocked into at all times. A person could 
easily go through their records and see that they're 
working on other jobs that are not essential.

mjrskinner14@gmail.com Michael Skinner 2532190328

04/07/20 9:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Accurate Heating & Electrical LLC 9400 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Interior remodeling, electrical work, reroofing. 
Multiple workers coming in and out of building.

bill.durland@gmail.com Bill Durland 2068178828

04/22/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE Construction 2120 SW 304th Street and 2112 SW 304th SteetFederal Way This is the THIRD DAY IN A ROW this construction 
company has been on site, subjecting the entire 
fucking neighborhood to their construction noise 
during the stay at home order!  IS ANYONE FROM 
THE STATE ACTUALLY GOING TO SHUT THEM 
DOWN OR WILL THE NEIGHBORHOOD HAVE 
TO TAKE MATTERS INTO THEIR OWN HANDS?  
This is how anarchy gets started, when not everyone 
is subjected to following the same rules/guidelines.  
I've complained about this for 3 consecutive days! 
Remove the construction company NOW!!

JMAGNEWPARKS@GMAIL.COMJANUARY AGNEW-PARKS 2533502046 Aleksey Onishenko

04/21/20 10:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE Construction 2112 and 2120 SW 304th StreetFederal Way My family and I continue to be subjected to non-
essential residential construction across the street 
from my home.  Inslee expects me to abide by the 
stay home order, but he’s not shutting down 
companies who are violating the emergency non-
essential order?  If companies  can violate the 
emergency order, than so can me and my family and 
our neighbors!  Either you fine ACE Construction 
and shut down their operation or face the 
consequences of an ever agitated public, wanting to 
rebel against the stay at home order!

parksjjk@gmail.com JR PARKS 2538745691

04/21/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE Construction 2120 and 2112 SW 304th StreetFederal Way Second day in a row this company is onsite doing 
construction and now at both construction sites.  
Clearly, if the state made contact w/this business, 
they ignored the state. Anarchy exists when only 
some people are held accountable and other are not!  
 My family and I should not be subjected to 12 hours 
of construction noise, during the emergency order to 
stay at home! Remove them and fine them for 
violating the emergency order!  The City of Federal 
Way refuses to hold this construction company 
accountable for permitting laws/ordinances, they’re 
not going to enforce this either!

jmagnewparks@gmail.com January Agnew-Parks 2533502046 Aleksey Onishenko

04/20/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE Construction 2120 SW 304th Street Federal Way This company has violated Governor Inslee’s stay at 
home order against non-essential residential 
construction.  What will be done to put an end to this 
failure to abide by the emergency order? Being 
expected to stay at home essentially 24/7 and having 
to listen to unfettered construction up to 12 hours 
per day, is tantamount to abuse!   If these people are 
not stopped, they will keep return to do non-essential 
work AND the City of Federal Way has looked the 
other way in EVERY INSTANCE THESE PEOPLE 
HAVE VIOLATED STATE LAWS/EMERGENCY 
ORDERS!  The City of Federal Way is complicit in 
this and they ignore every complaint made about 
these builders violate Governor Inslee’s order!  
Today is at least the 4th day this construction 
company has violated the order without 
consequences!!

parksjjk@gmail.com Jeffrey Parks 2538745691 Aleksey Onishenko

04/20/20 10:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE Construction 2120 SW 304th Street Federal Way This is at least the 4th violation of working on the 
construction site that has been reported to the 
Federal Way PD who do nothing about it but have 
forwarded me to King County Public Health and now 
this!

jmagnewparks@gmail.com January Agnew-Parks 253-350-2046 Aleksey Onishenko



04/24/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACE CONSTRUCTION & ACS, LLC 2120 & 2112 SW 304th StreetFederal Way Day 5 in a row in which these businesses have 
violated Governor Inslee's non-essential business 
closure.  They are back again, working on the 
residential construction sites noted above.  I was 
hopeful for these two companies to be complying 
with the order, after I received an email asking for 
more information from a representative of WA State 
L & I.  Guess I was too hopeful.  Please make them 
comply.  These companies having given the big fuck 
you to this neighborhood since they started 
destroying it the day after Christmas!  They don't 
believe rules and laws apply to them.  Please punish 
them and stop them from destroying what's left of 
the sanity of the neighbors subjected to their 12 
hours per day of unadulterated construction noise, 
while following the rules by staying home!!  People's 
mental, emotional, and physical well-being is 
deteriorating every day this goes on...these people 
are only exacerbating people's health issues!

jmagnewparks@gmail.com January Agnew-Parks 2533502046 Aleksey Onishenko & Aleksey Guyvoronsky

04/10/20 12:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Achten's Quality Roofing 410 112th St S Tacoma Residential roofing crews working - all in one vehicle 
-not practicing social distancing

04/02/20 5:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Acme Homes 10211 180th st se Snohomish This business is still cleaning and doing houses and 
it is not an essential functioning company. They 
have a site called glenmore in lake stevens that was 
already warned. They are still having employees 
working at this site and others.

Teriharmon012@gmail.com Teri 206-465-1636

04/22/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ACS, LLC 2120 SW 304th Street and 2112 SW 304th Street (both sites are being constructed upon)Federal Way This is the THIRD DAY IN A ROW this construction 
company has been on site, subjecting the entire 
fucking quarantined neighborhood to their 
construction noise, 12 hrs per day, during the stay at 
home order!  IS ANYONE FROM THE STATE 
ACTUALLY GOING TO SHUT THEM DOWN OR 
WILL THE NEIGHBORHOOD HAVE TO TAKE 
MATTERS INTO THEIR OWN HANDS?  This is 
how anarchy gets started, when not everyone is 
subjected to following the same rules/guidelines.  
I've complained about this for 3 consecutive days! 
Remove the construction company NOW!!

parksjjk@gmail.com JR Parks 2538745691 LYUDA@VOLTELECTRICLLC.COM

04/10/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Action Materials 9518 S. Grove Rd Spokane 3 trucks today that I have seen hauling from this pit

04/02/20 5:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Acupuncture wellness center 11870 8th ave  NE    Ste 108 Poulsbo wa  98370 Mr Doane is teaching, advocating and preaching 
cures ams treatments with Chinese herbs foe the 
cure and treatment of covid 19 

I’m a medical doctor and there is no cure for covid 
19 and mr Doane is spreading medical falsehoods 
and must be stopped    It’s putting people’s lives in 
danger listening to this charlatan

04/15/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Adair Construction 1895 Belmont Loop Woodland, WA 86 Rainier Lane, Port Ludlow, WA. 98365
New home construction continues, others in the 
neighborhood shut down.

04/05/20 7:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Adam Laneer Construction End of Jester Court NW Olympia Wife and I walking Friday on Jester Court. Active 
construction going on on new house. Many workers 
there. Construction NOT essential.

Brian

04/01/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Addison construction 6201 s Adams St Tacoma I don’t feel making rebars is essential. Workers are 
in constant contact with one another. With as fast as 
this disease is spreading it really concerns me. I 
have an auto immunity disease and haven’t seen my 
son in ages that works there because he’s afraid I 
may get sick. Just don’t see we’re it’s essential.

ccantrell_9@msn.com Caroline Cantrell 2535369126

04/13/20 12:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ADK electric 324 arrow drive Woodland Pouring flatwork concrete at a residential home Concerned Citizen

04/01/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Advance tree removal 163rd ave ne Granite falls Buisness continues  to do other work then the 
essential  listed work and advertising on Facebook

04/03/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther corrugated pipe 
manufacturer

advanced drainage systems 6001 Belmore St SW, Olympia Getting sick so we can sell pipe to hardware stores.

03/31/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Advanced sign and lighting 1 37th st nw Auburn Owner send multiple people in trucks to various sites 
around the Puget sound. They do primarily new 
installations and retrofits.

03/30/20 11:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Advantage contractors 2801 bickford ave #103 pmb # 182Snohomish wa This company came out to Belmonte Heights 
sending nonessential workers into the neighborhood 
to perform power washing on multiple homes with a 
potential sick worker The HOA trying to mandate 
some work that they are contracting to do I do not 
feel comfortable with nonessential people in the 
neighborhood.

Andrew-mendez@live.com Andrew Mendez 4259431254

04/21/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle show room open Adventure Motorsports 320 n Lewis st Monroe WA Dealer is allowing there showroom to be open and 
sell motorcycles. They sold 20 on Saturday which 
means a lot of people in the store.

msandy021@gmail.com Michael 208-794-1602

04/11/20 11:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Adventure Motorsports 320 N Lewis St Monroe WA 98272 Auto parts sales and repair is essential selling 
motorcycles and motor sports items is not and that’s 
what they’re doing

IamRupenzel@aol.com Robin Knutson 2067843394

04/09/20 8:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle sales and repair Adventure Motorsports 320 North Lewis Street Monroe This business is still operating the sales portion of 
their business.  The sales floor has people coming in 
to buy motorcycles etc.  They have nothing to 
prevent people coming within less than 6 ft of you.  
My understanding is they can operate their 
motorcycle repair but that the sales portion of their 
business is non essential.

KLBERMUDEZ@AOL.COM Karen Bermudez 4254784729

04/02/20 9:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV/Boat Storage Adventure Ready RV Storage 1525 Foxtail St. Lynden Adventure Ready RV Storage has been pulling 
peoples RV's, Travel Trailers, and Boats out of 
storage at the Lynden Fairgrounds and requiring 
people to pick them up despite the executive order. 
Lots of people coming and going to pick the their 
equipment from them. Also, they do not have a 
COVID-19 or social distancing plan in place.

Store@AdventureReadyRVStorage.com

03/31/20 6:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aegion insituform 319 abert Richland They are digging in the sewers Bassolaya03@hotmail.com Tyler Eskeli 509-420-4884

03/31/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aegis kirkland waterfront lake washington blvd ne Kirkland Construction work happening - not the full crew but 
a few on-site doing work

Rpkaiser@gmail.com Randy 4254952205

04/06/20 7:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction aegis living/ absher construction 1916 eastlake avenue east. seattle, washington this is a construction site that is building an adult 
care facility while a bridge replacement in the same 
neighborhood on fairview has been shut down. we 
live next door to the site and do not understand how 
they can continue working after 2+ weeks of the 
state mandate to stop.

mail@companyk.com jack kearney 2068411135

04/29/20 9:25 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Aegis Long Term Care Faciliy 148 102nd Ave Bellevue Family member is concerned that her mother in law 
is being exposed to someone that tested positive in 
the facility. Facility may have not reported the 
outbreak to the proper authorities and other 
residents may be affected . The facility is not taking 
appropriate measures to disinfect and apply hygiene 
protocols.  Mother in law is now experiencing 
symptoms and facility is not notifying medical 
provider.

Connie Bomstead 360-217-7596

04/03/20 8:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aegis Real Estate Service 6979 birdseye ave NE Lacey Construction on the residential property "Toscana 
Apartments" are still happening. Residents can hear 
them and contractors are still showing up. Aegis real 
estate service is the owner company.

04/18/20 6:18 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther small aircraft Aeromaintenance, Inc. Pearson Field Vanocuver N80347, N918DT, 448MM and numerous other 
small aircraft buzzing the northwest neighborhood in 
Vancouver. I'm scratching my head trying to think 
what essential function these small annoying planes 
are performing? Yes, the FBO is considered 
essential but the flights and the pilots themselves 
are not essential and not obeying the stay at home 
order.

Flextegrity@gmail.com Sam Lanahan 3605536850 BILLJULI.GOUGH@GMAIL.COM

03/30/20 5:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Consulting Aerotech Environmental Consulting, 
Inc

13925 Interuban Avenue S Tukwila The owner is continuing to drive to various 
properties, ranging from Portland to Moses Lake, to 
perform site inspections for environmental reports. 
He outright told me he disagrees with the order and 
will proceed as usual. On top of that, he's drinking 
and driving.

ALAN.BLOTCH@EARTHLINK.NET

05/01/20 6:24 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Aesthetica Clinic Dr.Potyondy 801 pacific Avenue Tacoma I am a 19 year veteran  RN in Pierce county. I am 
asking for WA to exclude cosmetic surgery in the 
May 18th elective surgery order. I feel that plastic 
surgeons offices, Med spas, Esthetic practices and 
other Non-essentials operations should remain 
closed for the remainder of the stay at home order. I 
am hopeful other more essential surgeries will be 
placed at a higher priority. We need to protect the 
PPE we have to prevent a long term shortage.



04/01/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Affinity Real Estate 10823 157th st ct e Puyallup They are doing construction to put up fences around 
our back decks, as well as simple repair work to our 
storage units.  They are doing routine work that does 
not have to do anything with the structural stability of 
the buildings, they are exposing themselves to those 
who are attempting to shelter at home, knocking on 
doors and talking to people, including those who are 
especially vulnerable.  Also, we still have our 
landscapers swinging by on Tuesdays and working 
around our complex.

These are not emergency repairs, we have been 
without deck fencing for at least 4 years, and same 
thing about the storage units.

Rriker88@hotmail.com Trevor 2532576133

04/02/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Affordable Environmental 12322 Hwy 99 #99 Everett I was driving down 159th street in Edmonds and saw 
workers performing demolition that appeared to be 
non-essential.

GETTHATPAPER23@GMAIL.COMShawn 4256100229

04/01/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Affordable lawn care 1115 Thayer dr Richland Installing sprinkler system on new construction lot on
East Lattin rd
West Richland, wa

jessejcalhoun@gmail.com Jesse Calhoun

04/11/20 11:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fiber optics AFL Hyperscale 8039 s 192nd st Kent, Wa 98032 We are manufacturing fiber optics cables and none 
of it goes to the government but  is purerly  business 
to keep making money, please investigate we also 
have 4 cases of covid 19 that tested positive and we 
are still open. I am scared I can get injected for 
some greedy people.

04/23/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Afora 1620 Locust Way Lynnwood Residential construction. People have started to 
return to the job site.

04/03/20 1:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window Tinting & Auto 
Accessories.

After Math Window Tinting 720 N 16th Ave UNIT 7 Yakima, WA 98901 They are selling to the general public Window Tinting 
and Stereos for Boat & RV's services and taking 
advantage of the the rest of the closed to the public 
businesses that are similar. While we understand 
that we are essential for our essential customers, we 
are all closed to the general public. Most of us are 
working from home answering phone quotes & 
questions.  After Math Math states they are essential 
IN CASE someone needs electrical services. Since 
they install Stereos. Their parking lot has several 
cars at all times.

Loumac50@Gmail Martha Sotelo 509-945-3991

03/31/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ag pro repair and fabrication llc 50 N Mclean Sunnyside This company is still working several of my fellow 
employees are sick. And our boss said to keep going

05/14/20 5:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gymnastics Gym AGA Northwest 5943 6th Ave Tacoma AGA Northwest appears to be closed from the front 
entrance however it was observed that several 
gymnasts were leaving from the back exit during 
normal business hours. I don’t believe gymnastics 
gyms are supposed to be hosting clients but if so, I 
would love to welcome some gymnasts into my gym.

Nicole Elves

05/01/20 5:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business AGA Northwest 5943 6th Avenue Tacoma This is a gymnastics business among many in the 
Puget Sound area planning to have competitive team 
train within the business address.  Others have 
continued to operate their team/competitive 
programs throughout the shutdown.  Other potential 
gyms to check; Metropolitan Gym (Kent), Emerald 
City Gym Acad. (Redmond) & Auburn Gym (Auburn 
& DuPont).

aganorthwest@gmail.com

04/06/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aguiar Pavers 9101 Lake Steilacoom Point RdLakewood construction work at 9101 Lake Steilacoom Point 
Rd, Lakewood WA. This was reported to me by 
someone who wanted to remain anonymous. I work 
for L&I DOSH Compliance.

grka235@lni.wa.gov Kat Gregersen 206-515-2824

05/13/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Agynbyte LLC 14711 NE 29th Place,  Suite 101Bellevue Unit in condo (Fortune View Condos) managed by 
Agynbyte is using contractor business not following 
Phase 1 guidelines including: no posted notices, no 
COVID on site supervisor, some with no face 
masks, all with no gloves, no social distancing, more 
than 3 workers on site. Workers have come within a 
foot of me (resident of condo) more than once. 
Reached out to Agynbyte (property manager) four 
days ago for some oversight, who has not provided a 
response aside from acknowledging lack of PPE. 
Agynbyte is aware of the situation, and has 
acknowledged receipt of our complaint as of 
Monday, but no steps have been taken to comply 
with regulations thus far. Workers currently on site 
at property (1819 E. Denny Way, Unit 105) and have 
been here for 9 working days with no action by 
property management or contractors despite 
requests for further compliance with regulations. 
Trucks have no name, so not sure of contractor 
name.

ashleigholloway@gmail.com Ash Holloway 808-546-0190 susie@agynbyte.com

04/01/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AHB Construction 3214 Broadway Everett Commercial construction has been halted. There is 
no way to consistently practice social distancing on 
site.

dj.jjudge@gmail.com John 3604400774

04/01/20 8:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AHO CONSTRUCTION on NE 64th Ave, between NE 129th St and NE 131st StVancouver, WA ongoing new home construction. Called L&I, they 
said to also file this complaint. there are 5 vehicles 
there now, 8:35 AM, been working since 7 AM.

jacksontowne@centurylink.netJack Towne 5037567613

04/13/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AHR concrete 11211 me 20th ST Vancouver Pouring concrete for residential purposes Concerned Citizen

05/01/20 4:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business AIMS Institute 2825 Eastlake Ave E, Ste 115Seattle Hello, I contacted WA State DOH and King County 
DOH regarding a property that is owned and 
managed by the company that I work for,  Blume 
Company Real Estate. One of our tenants at 2825 
Eastlake, AIMS Institute, emailed us to ask if we 
would allow them to test their patients for COVID-19 
in an outdoor area on the property that is adjacent to 
their office. They said they would shield the area 
with screens. There are multiple tenants who work at 
this property and it is a standard office, not lab or 
medical building. We have contacted Washington 
State Department of Health and King County 
Department of Health to find out what the safety 
regulations, requirements and restrictions for COVID-
19 testing sites. We assume COVID-19 test sites 
would be required to obtain a state regulated permit 
in order to set up a test site. We do not want to 
violate any state regulations by allowing the tenant to 
open a test site on our property, nor do we want to 
risk potential exposure to our tenants, visitors or 
staff. We would appreciate WA State DOH’s 
guidance on COVID-19 testing site regulations. 
Thank you, Tara Raymond

tara@blumecompany.com Tara Raymond 2068510299

04/13/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ainsley-Davis Construction for 
Mounzer Agha and Douha Safar, 
owners

1585 34th Court W Seattle 98199Seattle Work on new home, residential construction. susan.feeney.dc@gmail.com Susan Feeney 2024311887 info@AinslieDavis.com

03/30/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Air Flo Heating 221 W Cedar St Sequim This business is working as normal doing non 
essential work, putting employees and customers at 
risk so that they can make money while all the other 
heating companies are closed and following the 
mandate.

ANNAMAIR@HOTMAIL.COMAnna Mair 13604615716

04/18/20 8:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lodging Airbnb 13016 8th Pl sw Burien Renting a room out of his house. Not practicing 
distancing, no mask etc. It is a small street with 
elderly people.

jennie_millerborja@yahoo.comJennie Miller 2067476431

04/12/20 12:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Airbnb Airbnb 19915 East Grace Lane Otis Orchards Spring Van Cleave, 19915 East Grace Lane, Otis 
Orchards, WA is still open. Yesterday & today, 
Spring Van Cleave at 19915 East Grace Lane, Otis 
Orchards, WA has been renting to more than she is 
allowed.  I have a video of a second car arriving 
while the other renter who had been there all week 
was still there.  Today, there are 3 vehicles of people 
who don't live there, one of which is blocking our 
newspaper delivery.  As I said, we are disabled 
veterans & seniors who don't need to go Easter Egg 
hunting for a wet newspaper if it is even there; 
sometimes it goes missing.  There should be rules of 
the Airbnb respecting the neighbors.  When will you 
shut her down?  She just tripled our changes of 
getting sick.

meppeter@hotmail.com or clearmud@outlook.comMary Peterson 509 891-0782 message

04/14/20 7:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Delivers household goods, 
spas, mattresses, copiers

Airvan 1519 st paul ave Tacoma Hot tub and mattresses, copiers etc are not essential. Boogas143 @ yahoo.com Anonymous 2068760106

04/10/20 6:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving and storage Airvan 1519 st paul ave Tacoma MOST of the business being performed is non 
essential. Including including deliveries of things like 
IKEA furniture, Mattresses, copiers, hot tubs etc.

Boogas143@gmail.com Anonymous 2068760106

04/10/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AJJ Construction LLC 609A and 609B S. Washington AveCentralia Non-essential ongoing new residential construction 
on lot listed. Material delivery and construction 
workers on site.

jack_brandt@outlook.com Jack Brandt 206-334-6768



04/09/20 2:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Commercial real estate 
devlopment

Al Angelo Co 400 E Mill Plain Blvd #500 Vancouver My relative works at this location. 
Their work doesnt seem to fit the definition of 
essential work. 

Enclosed office environment without regard to social 
distancing, or masks.

thermion7@comcast.net Ken 3604481443

04/06/20 9:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Al Angelo Construction/R&O 
Construction

330 Mill Plain Blvd. Vancouver I saw 4-5 construction workers on the roof and the 
large construction crane working. This job site was 
closed down last week and they restarted work 
today. There is no low income housing being 
produced at this site as at another site two blocks 
away.

nittakm@comcast.net Ken Nitta 360-695-1321

04/29/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Alamo Landscape P.O. Box 5864 Kent, WA 98042 3 workers at 100 NW 74th street planting trees on 
4/29. Is this essential?

04/16/20 6:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Alanza Apartments and Neiders 2960 M ST SE AUBURN The Alanza apartment complex has been having 
groundskeepers performing daily cleaning routines, 
landscaping, and putting collection letters on 
residents' doors with no masks or gloves on. This 
has been going on since the lockdown proclamation 
has been placed until now. Those collection letters 
that are put on our doors could be passing the virus 
along to us. I think this is non-essential as they were 
not on the essential list after I've reviewed it.

soumontharattanakone@gmail.comSoumontha Rattanakone 2065010168 alanza@neiders.com

05/09/20 7:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other collection agency Alaska Cascade Financial 612 Harrison St Sumner collecting debts

04/08/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alba Pro Painting 9721 227th Edmonds,WA Painting the exterior of a house can’t possibly be 
essential.  The work is being completed at the 
residence of a government employee... disgraceful 
act of entitlement.

04/03/20 7:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther appliance seller albertlee appliance 3600 industry way fife ,WA albertlee appliance still entering homes installing 
appliances,  isnt that a public health risk.  ontop of 
that company wide there's been more than one case 
of coronavirus positive test.....atleast one for sure at 
the fife warehouse.

mathisdarin@yahoo.com Darin 2532598149

04/15/20 12:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex Alder Creek Apartments And 
Townhomes

11716 NE 49th Street Vancouver Alder Creek is still operating a full staff regardless of 
the governor's proclamation suggesting only 2 
employees be on site at a time. They also still have 
one employee who is entering units without PPE on 
putting residents and other employees at risk. With 
full staff and residents still out and about social 
distance is almost impossible to commit to. Play 
structure is still open and no sensitizing is happening 
anywhere on the property. Concerns have been 
brought up but no actions are taken and fear of 
repercussions as well. We need minimum crew and 
limited work to essential only. Please help.

timeislove1990@gmail.com 3603699236 Aldercreekapts@merituspg.com

04/01/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alderbrook Homes 6667 Marble St. West Richland New construction workers  are at the homes framing 
and roofing. Many builders in Tri Cities not following 
the orders and continuing to build

04/08/20 1:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alderbrook Properties 871 E Beach Dr Union Alderbrook Properties has multiple residential homes 
still active in construction in the Alderbrook 
neighborhood.

04/07/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Yard Maintence Alderwood Height Apartments 18110 36th Ave. W. # O-10 Lynnwood Yard maintenance, such as (grass cutting, raking, 
edging ect.) along with parking lot cleaning such as 
(Blowing, sweeping ect.) Are still being performed 
amongst the ordered quarantine. I don't see these 
activities or jobs on any list for essential work.

Casey.barrett82@yahoo.com Casey Barrett 4254719182

04/21/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alejandro Mendez Contact 
 Phone:(509)380-8671

121 Aloha Street Seattle restarted construction last week on non essential 
private residential condos. have continued daily 
including today 4/21/2020. not social distancing or 
wearing masks on the job as well.  in clear violation 
of stay at home order for over a week now - and this 
continues to go on in our residential neighborhood 
with what seems like zero repercussions for them 
doing this.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901  Alejandro Mendez Contact Phone:(509)380-8671

04/17/20 3:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alejandro Mendez Contact 
 Phone:(509)380-8671

121 Aloha Street seattle private residential construction has resumed at this 
site and crew has been here every day this week 
including today, 4/17/2020. not practicing social 
distancing, not wearing masks.  The stay at home 
order is still in effect and they are NOT essential 
workers (I'm a clinician and essential - this private 
residential construction project is NOT!) they are 
also violating the no parking permits use- using for 
personal vehicles - not deliveries. but I'm sure they 
know SDCI has been closed during the stay at home 
- so no one to report them too.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901  Alejandro Mendez Contact Phone:(509)380-8671

04/20/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alejandro Mendez,  Contact 
 Phone:(509)380-8671

SOUTH side of ALOHA ST between 1ST AVE N and WARREN AVE NSeattle crew of construction on nonessential private 
residential units continuing to work, without social 
distancing and masks for over a week now  - against 
the stay at home order.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901   Contact:Alejandro Mendez Contact Phone:(509)380-8671

04/16/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alex Mendez, listed as contact 121 Aloha Street Seattle This private residential construction crew has 
restarted assembling condos in our neighborhood 
during this stay at home order.  they restarted 
monday 4/13/20, and have been here without social 
distancing or face masks every day, 4/14, 4/15, and 
now 4/16.  They are clearly violating the stay at 
home order, while also violating the no parking 
permit for personal vehicles (SDCI not open for 
complaints). I work in health care and cannot believe 
this has continued for 4 days now with neighbors 
telling me they have called to complain already.  It is 
not OK to have a crew of 8 to 10 guys working 
without facial covering and close together and driving 
here from another area - it is clearly a violation of the 
stay at home order for this private residential project.  
 they started to put up walls and framing monday! 
there was no structure before!

mewilkin@gmail.com marianne 8607988901    Location:WEST side of WARREN AVE between VALLEY ST and ALOHA ST Contact:Alejandro Mendez Contact Phone:(509)380-8671

04/07/20 7:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography Business Alexis Hope Photo Unsure Puyallup This photographer is still doing sessions. You can 
view the violations on her Facebook page

https://www.facebook.com/alexishopephoto/

Her cell phone number is (253) 259-9161

IT also appears that she does not have an actual 
business license and is running an illegal business.

alexishope@alexishopephoto.com

04/19/20 4:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming Alexis pet grooming 23700 42nd AVE SE Bothell individual moved in recently and has been operating 
pet grooming mobile out of the apartment complex 
having clients come to them and is draining vehicle 
on site.

c.j.tizzoni@gmail.com Christopher Jordan Tizzoni 425-298-7707

04/01/20 11:02 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alix Fox Construction 10622 Meridian Ave N Seattle I am writing to find out if activities to mitigate fall and 
injury risk by completing the concrete pour would be 
permissible. This is in spokane county. Please 
respond letting me know if we need permission to 
compete the pour and backfill the trench, or who to 
call in spokane county. This is urgent. Thank you in 
advance.

afox@jtmconstruction.com Alix Fox 2065072592

05/08/20 2:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation Rental Alki Magpie 2938 Alki Avenue Southwest West Seattle We booked this vacation rental before the stay at 
home orders. Dates are 5/24-27. Requested refund 
but owner will not. Offers credit but we don't want 
that. Our son has congenital heart defects.

ryan.costanza@yahoo.com Ryan Costanza 5054527828 magpieonalki@gmail.com

04/02/20 7:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Parks ALL N/A Seattle I'm wondering why RV parks in the area are still 
open for guest reservations? I understand they have 
have onsite staff and people who have long 
reservations like months at a time, but why are these 
businesses still allowed to accept travelers who only 
plan to pass through the area for short term 
reservations of days or weeks? 

Seems like there needs to be specific mentions of 
RV parks in the essential service listing as this is a 
loophole that should be closed for our community. 
I've called many of these parks personally, and some 
of these parks are still accepting weekend 
reservations from people wanting to get out and 
camp. Some are still selling items from onsite stores 
and all have onsite facilities like laundry rooms and 
public restrooms that they are not regulating for 
social distancing.

03/31/20 9:02 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window Cleaning All About Service Inc. 12310 hwy 99 Everett I work for this company and their work is non 
essential. They are trying to force me to come into 
work even though the original Stay Home, Stay Safe 
order is still in effect. (03/30/2020)

Askatersday@gmail.com Reed Jensen 3603998215



04/09/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential fence building All Around Fence 14323 16th St E Sumner I took a picture of there work truck in Burien.  They 
do residential work. this had wood on the back for 
building residential fence.

tonywageman@gmail.com Tony Wageman 2537227099 rkoch@allcityfence.com

03/31/20 8:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All Around Fence Company at 
Brookdale Lumber

13602 pacific avenue south Tacoma Building residential non emergency fences rkoch@allcityfence.com

03/31/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fencing All City Fence 36 S Hudson St, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle I know multiple people who work in this business 
and all said that they have continued going to 
residential jobs, the welders are still doing welding 
for residential, everyone is still being expected to 
show up to work even if they aren't essential.

rkoch@allcityfence.com

04/07/20 7:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All City Fence Co 36 So Hudson St Seattle Sales people making residential onsite estimates 
also has an employee that has tested positive and is 
taking no action to protect the employees

rkoch@allcityfence.com

04/07/20 2:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All city fence co. 36 South Hudson Seattle They should only be doing commercial fences but 
they are still doing residential fences.

3in1life@comcast.net Lorna Lee 4252999257 rkoch@allcityfence.com

04/02/20 8:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All City Garage Door 18203 SE 272nd St Kent, WA Garage door company seen with vans headed 
toward Maple Valley with 2 new garage doors. I am 
not sure how installing a new garage door is 
considered esssential.

04/05/20 11:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential landscaping All four seasons 20 w Hayden st Port hadlock Weekly residents lawn mowing and yard work for 
aesthetics

04/06/20 5:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape All four seasons landscaping and 
maintenance

12345 30th avenue NortheastSeattle Advertising that they are now allowed to mow lawns, 
weed, and trim trees. There is not explanation about 
"essential" vs "non-essential" tasks.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/65592669444639
3/permalink/2943078869064486/?sale_post_id=294
3078869064486

04/01/20 12:02 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet cleaning businesses All in Bellingham Bellingham Bellingham I drove by house and they were having their carpet 
cleaned. I then went to most carpet cleaning 
business’ in Bellingham that had websites, and all of 
them were up and running.

DLind17@comcast.net Dave Lind 360.671.5635

04/10/20 11:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All New Glass 319 D St NW Auburn Wa I’m currently being harassed and pressured to 
Return to work and perform non Essential 
fabrication 
Of office building and retail store front fabrication. 
Only company owners friends and family are allowed 
To follow governors stay at home safe order.

Unanimous employee that fears will get fired EricJ@allnewglass.com

04/01/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All new glass 319 D st NW Auburn Company is failing to send employees home 
As per the governors stay at home order.
Non essential work is being performed

Greg Watson

04/01/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All New Glass 319 D st  sw Auburn WA Manufacturing,fabrication of commercial, Retail, 
residential windows and doors 
For non essential buisssineses

Unanimous

04/21/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction All Phase Excavating and Construction 1920 Main St. Ferndale Trucks transporting dirt from project called Drayton 
Reach II at end of Dodd Ave in Blaine Wa.

Amyernlund@gmail.com Amy Ernlund 9287137367 allphaseexcavatingwa.com

04/09/20 6:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hydroseeding All Star Hydroseeding 22816 old Owen rd Monroe They Hydroseeded my neighbors yard and when 
they were done they shook hands  my 73 year old 
neighbor. I confronted them about how a front yard 
would be essential and they told me that they had a 
letter strait from Inslee and I said to do yards and 
they said it’s all in who you know. To top it all off, 
they are owned by 2 Bothell firefights. They should 
know better.

05/01/20 6:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-Profit Research 
Institute

Allen Institute 615 Westlake Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Business claiming to be essential under "biomedical 
research".  We research the visual system in mice, 
which has nothing to do with essential or healthcare 
related work.  Planning to send a number of 
employees back to work on May 4th despite 
extension of Stay at Home order

04/08/20 6:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Buildings Alley 24 224 Pontius Ave North Seattle I Wrote previously about some of the egregious 
violations of the Governors order. The issues here 
are becoming even worse. Today they had gas 
powered leafblowers out blowing around dust and 
dirt and whatever else around all the apartments. 
They do this every Wednesday like clockwork. 
Because i live with a person that has respiratory 
issues, we had to race around the apartment putting 
wet towels under doors and in the windows. None of 
the 3-6 daily staff for this one leasing office, for one 
apartment complex seems to take any of this 
seriously or care for the residents here. None of 
these completely unnecessary staff are taking this 
seriously. There is no social distancing, nobody 
wearing masks or basic coverings, nobody wearing 
gloves, and nobody is cleaning any common areas 
or even just door handles. We have learned also that 
at least 2 people in the apartment complex definitely 
have COVID19 and the building is taking no 
precautions. Please help!!!

I would prefer to remain anonymous. This management company seems increasingly hostile to our pleas and indifferent to the seriousness of this epidemic.

04/07/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Alley 24 apartment 
management

Alley 24 224 Pontius Ave N Seattle Apartments are currently being renovated, carpet 
cleaners are in apartments, alley is being pressure 
washed (all activities business as usual, pressure 
washing happens every week). Many maintenance 
staff clustered together walking around residential 
areas without masks or gloves performing non-
essential services yet residents were notified that no 
repairs would be made unless it was an absolute 
emergency, any other issue they told residents to 
perform themselves and they would talk us through 
it over the phone. 
I can't even get my prescription medications and 
paycheck from my mailbox without risking the health 
of myself and my family. The common mail room is 
in the management office building and all these extra 
people are constantly walking in and out of the 
building and congregating in front of the doorway.
No social distancing is being practiced with any of 
these workers.
Thank for your time and attention to this serious 
matter.

Mandy J

04/06/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residence/Apartments Alley 24 Apartments 224 Pontius Avenue N. Seattle The landlords office is for some reason fully staffed 
all the time now and there is construction and 
renovations happening all over both buildings!!! All 
of my neighbors cant figure out why there are so 
many people working in the building?! I called and 
asked if they are showing apartments and they said 
yes! They wont fix anything in our apartments, but 
they will upgrade un-rented units????? This is 
wrong and me and my neighbors dont feel safe! 
Many of us are talking about organizing

teaofdoom@gmail.com Tristan

05/06/20 11:41 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Clothing Store Alley Cat Boutique 123 W 1st St Port Angeles Alley Cat Boutique  is advertising all over their 
facebook page that their store is now open for 
business and people are walking around their store. 
Here is an exchange on facebook after they 
announced they were reopening. "For online orders 
cubside pickup I hope." "We will be doing curbside, 
online, and we will have our shop open on Monday 
with limited occupancy" They have also posted 
pictures of unmasked people in their store making 
purchases.

04/07/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alley24 224 Pontius Ave North Seattle Hello. I wrote a complaint yesterday about an 
apartment building continuing with apartment 
renovations and bringing a large amount of 
contractors for painting and carpet cleaning into the 
building for absolutely NOT essential work. Today 
they have more painting in some units and I've seen 
new workers that I assume are installing lighting or 
some new electrical equipment. I found out from a 
neighbor that there are people self-quarantining in 
the building that have coronavirus. This is insane 
and I feel that I am in danger. Please stop this. 
While writing this, the building is apparently washing 
the side of the building?! WTF

Desperately Seeking A Safe Space To Live206 - 749 - 0100

04/07/20 4:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Alley24 224 Pontius Ave North Seattle The Alley24 building has been nonstop violating the 
Governors order since the first today. today, 4/7/20, 
they have decided this is a great day to pressure 
wash the alleyway. They are washing the street. 
How is this legal or safe right now? Myself and 
several other tenants have complained to the office 
about our safety with this continuing crisis and now 
we fear reprisals.

Sam O.

04/21/20 4:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alliance 112 Andover Park E Tukwila Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779



04/06/20 3:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction alliance doors 3808 Sullivan Rd # 26L Spokane Valley wa have been closed but intend to open april 13 ,are 
they essential? not clear on list of essential 
bussiness

beutlerdeb@comcast.net debra 5099266130 KEVIN.FAZIO@ALLIANCEDOORPRODUCTS.COM

04/03/20 11:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Olympus Apartments Allied Residential Property 
Management

815 Pacific Ave Tacoma I received a notice from management that sprinkler 
heads will be replaced in our units over a two week 
period beginning on April 6th. I know that there are 
sick people in our building and I am concerned about 
shed virus being tracked into my apartment.. I have 
lived here a number of years and feel that this work 
can be performed at a later time because the 
concern is that a slight amount of paint is on the 
sprinklers. I do not know the health of the workers 
who would be entering my apartment while I am in 
quarantine. How can I shelter in place if I have 
strangers coming into my apartment touching 
anything? I feel like there would be no difference 
than sitting in a crowded Starbuck's.I have a couple 
underlying health conditions and I am also the 
primary caregiver for my ninety year old father and 
do not want to risk making him sick.

ciarrai0@gmail.com Mary E Smith 253-880-9731

03/30/20 6:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Security but it’s NOT 
essential!!

Allied Universal 801 S. Fidalgo st 2nd floor Seattle Our children are watching the Amazon building that 
is supposed to be empty at Amazon. They’re not 
giving any masks or protection when or if  the public 
does come in. And when any of them were sick 
(which they have been) they are told to work or lose 
their jobs.  This building was s NOT essential since 
they are supposed to be closed!

Our son has to use the bus to get to work and there 
is no mask or protection given by Allied.

holling89@aol.com Lisa 206-476-1024

03/31/20 2:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther IT Security Allied Universal Security 801 N 34th St Seattl Security officers are still asked to come to office 
when they can be easily monitoring the office while 
being at home, specially when the office I hu, so the 
crowd is neglegible at office and it shouldn't be a 
problem to monitor just by security cameras.
They are risking the security officers as well as their 
families.

04/15/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Allstar maintenance 1539 W Howard St Pasco Performing continued routine lawn maintenance that 
has previously been deemed non essential

vetchicagabi@yahoo.com Gabi McCourt 5096286453

04/01/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Allstar maintenance 1539 W Howard St, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco Performing routine lawn maintenance (weeding, 
mowing, weed whacking, edging) non essential (not 
to prevent damage or ruin of hardscapes or 
greenery) to at least 2 houses in our neighborhood 
not in compliance with the proclamation dated 3-25-
20.

vetchicagabi@yahoo.com Gabi McCourt 5096286453

05/08/20 2:29 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Allure Laser Center 625 4th Ave #301 Kirkland This Medical Spa office is providing and promoting 
Botox Cosmetic and dermal filler cosmetic 
treatments during Phase I of the Stay at home - 
clearly violating current laws and putting patients in 
danger!  Please contact them to stop asap as they 
should not put the public at risk offering cosmetic 
treatments when it is now currently allowed.  They 
are offering cosmetic treatments at this time and 
promoting to the public.

05/14/20 3:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Allure laser center and medi-spa 625 4th ave Kirkland Injecting cosmetic Botox, fillers and preforming 
facials. Performing cosmetic non-emergent 
procedures without proper PPE

04/06/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Almond Roca 110 EAST 26TH STREET Tacoma The business is listed as closed to the public, but 
employees are still required to go to work in a non-
essential business without social distancing. 
Workers are told they can stay home without their 
attendance record being penalized, but will be unable 
to collect unemployment.

05/18/20 3:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Aloha Lashes 4923 N Best Rd Spokane valley Doing lashes out of home. Friend of mine has very 
updated lashes through out the entire close down 
and when asked she stated her lash tech is still 
doing lashes out of her home.

04/01/20 8:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alpha and omega electric 9531 35th ave se Everett Workers continue to do remodel work at 4511 87th 
ave se, Mercer island

03/30/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alpha and omega electric 9531 31st ave se Everett Business operating general electrical non essential 
construction daily

05/08/20 10:35 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Alpine Vision Clinic 17432 Smokey point Blvd # 102Arlington not limiting to emergency and medical necessary 
appointments 
Social distancing and proper sanitation not practiced 
Proper PPE not worn or not worn correctly

Philip Williams

03/31/20 8:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Alside Windows Co. 2801 78th Ave. E. 98424 Fife They are operating under the idea their 
manufacturing is essential under emergency 
construction mandates which is in fact incorrect. 
They are not social distancing. They are not offering 
PPE. They do not have soap or sanitizer. They also 
have commuter vans packed full of people.

Whitekj03@gmail.com Kyle White 4257899797

04/21/20 4:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Alta Pest Control 9608 East Montgomery Ave., Suite 3Spokane Valley I just had one of Alta's sales representatives cold 
calling on my doorstep. This can't be safe and 
should be stopped.

tbloommktg@gmail.com Tom Bloom 509-994-5634 chris@altapestcontrol.com

04/22/20 7:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Body Piercing Shop Alternative Ink/Jimi Bones Body 
Piercing

6404 Waller Rd E #C Tacoma He posted on his Facebook page that he is taking 
private appointments for piercings. It is non-essential 
to be getting pierced with everything going on.

bonesjim022@gmail.com

05/17/20 1:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Alternative salon 3503 E 4th plain blvd, vancouver, Wa. 98661vancouver The Hair salon is open and one worker is working 
when they’re not suppose to and they are taking 
clients by appointments. they usually open it after 2 
or 3 pm and today sunday they open before 1 pm.

04/02/20 8:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Aluminum and Bronze Fabricators 231 D st. N.W. Auburn Multiple businesses operating under the same 
ownership, All News Glass, Accurate Industries Inc, 
AMF and Aluminum & Bronze; who are telling the 
public their building Essential work for all field jobs 
who are shut down. You walk in the building to A&B 
and their working on projects with nothing to do with 
what thier stating business is open for. (Expedia and 
Hermes) It's a fraudulent cover up providing false 
information to the public and employees.

Fusionfabrication.llc@gmail.comCharles Martin 253-249-3208 info@abfabricators.com

04/10/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape Always Landscaping corner of 103rd NE and 189th NE, condos  NE of intersectionBothell Guys mowing lawns and trimming. I took a picture of 
the truck.

ckcadams@gmail.com Clint Adams 425-287-1601

04/21/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AM BUILDERS LLC 2902 27TH STREET clarkston RESIDENTIAL CONTRUCTION OF SPEC HOUSE 
WHEN OTHERS AE NOT WORKING DUE TO 
COVID-19

4CRAIGMORRISON@GMAIL.COM

03/30/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Amanda Arms 6701 24th Avenue NW Seattle Workers installing hardwood flooring etc in an empty 
apartment, repeatedly coming in and out of the halls, 
lobby and entrances of a residential building.

sethgoodkind@gmail.com Seth Goodkind 206.250.2784

05/04/20 4:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Amanda Pena 19017 99th St NW Vaughn My children's stepmother continues to perform 
cosmetology services during quarantine. Both at her 
home & @ the salon she works at. She is exposing 
my children (& myself, since we share 50/50 
custody) to Covid-19 more than necessary in not 
following the Governor's proclamation.

jesswigle@hotmail.com Jessica Wigle 2538204250 pppaulpena@gmail.com

04/27/20 2:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Amaya Landscape 12915 1St Ave SW Burien A crew of landscape people (I saw 5 people in yard 
at one time) are doing a major project on a house on 
our street.  Crew are not wearing masks. Landscape 
design is a non essential business. 
There are several elderly on our street. 
These neighbors are not following orders and 
respecting the neighborhood.

shisoprude@gmail.com Michael 2062146276 amayaslandscaping@gmail.com

04/20/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Amazing Landscape Services 2924 W Valley Hwy Edgewood, WA 98372 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/10/20 1:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Amazon Airport way Bremerton Construction still happening at the new amazon 
facility going up.

khazelwood@live.com Kathryn Hazelwood

04/01/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Amazon SLU - all buildings Amazon 300 Boren Ave N. Seattle Landscapers are out with leaf blowers on the 
sidewalks. Blowing dust into eyes of residents who 
are out walking dogs (because we must).



05/05/20 10:23 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Engineering/Technology Amazon Prime Air undisclosed address Seattle The essential businesses doc allows for "Employees 
of firms providing services that enable logistics 
operations ..." Amazon as a company does do that 
work, but this specific branch, Amazon Prime Air, 
does not have a product on market that is actively 
doing deliveries. They are only doing 
research/development work to build their delivery 
vehicle product, so they are not performing an 
essential service at the moment. Employees are 
traveling to their in-person offices/facilities to 
conduct this research/development work.

03/31/20 8:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther R&D manufacturing Amazon Prime Air 2600 6th ave s Seattle Amazon is taking advantage of its "essential" status 
to keep the doors open at their r&d mfg sites. 
Workers are still going in daily for manufacturing of 
R&D drones.

04/13/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AMBI Construction & Design - Milton 
Lam

2718 NE 90th Street Seattle, WA  98115 Construction of a new home is being done with at 
least 4 workers on the premises at any given time.  
Currently 6 workers on site.

dtaufen@comcast.net Don Taufen 2065019591 milton@skylineproperties.com

04/07/20 8:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Indoor/outdoor landscaping Ambius 6242 S. 196th St Kent Company is technically a pest control company- but 
a large majority of accounts are floral and plant 
maintenance. Employees move from account too 
account throughout the city. Many accounts are IN 
HOSPITALS and employees have mistakenly ended 
up on Covid floors, unknowingly. This same 
employee then went on to maintain plants in large 
public venues and then people private residences. 
The potential for an Ambius employee getting sick is 
very high and the potential for Ambius to be 
contributing to transmission in King county is 
tremendous. Their employees are not provided PPE 
nor trained on safety in a job site in regards to Covid. 
They are owned by a pest control company- and are 
using this as a loophole to continue to operate. At 
the very least, the floral/plant landscaping portion 
needs to be closed. It’s putting employees lives in 
danger as well as not complying with Governer 
Inslees ‘stay at home’ orders! Please investigate. 
Employees want to talk but there is no anonymous 
reporting.

Dixonpj@yahoo.com Peter Dixon 509-846-6952

04/01/20 12:26 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Contract service - IT - 
government contract

Amentum/AECOM 1111 3rd Ave #1600, Seattle Received email, all contract staff to send in mileage 
approval for tracking going into the office. Was 
asked to go into the office twice this week

onedrive.cloud.data@gmail.comContract staff

03/31/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Greetong Cards American Greetings various/ Fred Meyer Renton American Greeting Card employees being asked to 
work in Large Stores (Fred Meyer, Safeway, etc.

k7jdj@aol.com Gary Weiler 2067156094

04/10/20 1:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Gypsum Recycling 830 S Kenyon St Seattle WA 98108 Company is very loud and air, ground and water 
polluting everyday. We live across the street. We 
thought they'd at least stop during this Order, but 
have not. Operating weird hours and weekends. 
They are an EPA nuisance. Moved in about 6 
months ago. Warehouse is literally on Duwamish 
waterway. Why is recycling Sheetrock is essential?

poodlerat@yahoo.com Traci info@gypsumusa.com

05/15/20 3:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Furniture American home furniture and mattress 8221 martin way east suite j Lacey No precations taken. Continuing in home deliveries 
for non essential furniture. Open access to public 
with no sanitizing procedures.

Americanhomefm@gmail.com

04/13/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Investment Company 7026 Jones Ave NW Seattle A construction crew is currently active on a non-
essential project (single-family spec house).  The 
construction address is 7026 Jones Ave NW, 
Seattle, WA 98117

travisjsaunders@gmail.com Travis Saunders 206-383-4983 floyd@aic-builders.com

04/02/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Landscape Services LLC 8024 Mountain Aire Ct SE Lacey Observed this business, vehicles and employees 
working. Two people in a pick-up truck cab together , 
no distancing or protective gear appeared to be on 
employees and a third truck with conversation 
between employees not at social distancing.  It is my 
understanding that landscape maintenance is non-
essential.

giggardener@yahoo.com S. 2532255187

04/07/20 8:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Marble and Granite 1900 SE 8th Ave Camas Employees have been demanded to report to work or 
else they will loose pay or their jobs. The company 
has picked up work from other businesses who 
aren’t operating thus creating more work in the 
fabrication shop. More than 10 people are reporting 
into work in a building as well as employees going 
into peoples homes to install countertops. 
Employees feel at risk for their health and safety of 
them and the people they live with.

04/08/20 6:53 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Service Insurance 
Company

American National Insurance 
Company

11206 Se 256Th St Kent Home Service Based Insurance company performing 
transactions with clients.  Although it appears the 
company may be shutdown, a detailed audit may 
reveal that transactions are being performed in 
person and clients homes, business location and 
other areas.  Social distancing and other precautions 
are not being followed.  A few cases of COVID likely 
exists within the district which is headquartered in 
Northern California.

john.schofield@american-national.com

03/31/20 6:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plastics manufacturing American Plastics Mfg 526 S Monroe St Seattle Business is non-essential. No PPE or social 
distancing rules in place putting workers at risk.

04/03/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Plumbing 151 North Shore Drive Orondo Construction still occurring at this site.

03/31/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American Real Estate Assosiates 4200 S. Cheney Spokane RD.Spokane On March 27th at a work site in Nine Mile Falls 
building a storage unit  there were 3 men working 
pouring concrete in very close contact with each 
other.  Inslee had announced the previous day that 
commercial and residential construction were 
ordered to be closed unless they were deemed 
essential.due to this order.  I feel that this company 
is slipping through the cracks in hopes it wont get 
caught.

04/01/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction American West Constuction 2301 58th Ave E Fife WA Business working on pool for apartment which is not 
essential. Workers not keeping 6ft rule. Concerned 
about public health

Jongomezwilson@gmail.com Jonathan Gomez-Wilson 253-508-6968

04/08/20 9:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Temp Employment Agency American Workforce Group 1145 14th Ave Longview Clients are coming in and out of the office within a 6 
foot radius. I don't feel like it is safe having the 
employees here speaking with people face to face. 
The office also does drug tests by swabbing the 
mouth which is completely against the SIP 
guidelines and it is unsafe for the employees that are 
in the office and going out into the field!

Awilliams5416@gmail.com Ashley W 925-421-8865

03/30/20 5:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction America’s best roofing 1925 w 4th ave Kennewick They have still been roofing as of Friday/Saturday 
March 27-28th during the non-essential construction 
stay a home order

Mdub404435@yahoo.com Michael 5092059242

04/01/20 3:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Homeowner association Ammerstone association 
management/hicks lake hoa

5709 lacey Blvd 201 Lacey This association is actively inspecting neighborhoods 
and issuing warnings for HOA violations during the 
stay at home order.

jjva1118@hotmail.com Joshua Joseph Valek Teresa@Ammerstone.com

04/03/20 3:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gas Station AmPm 4806 196th St. SW Lynnwood This business is still selling the refillable fountain 
drink cups and letting people refill them.

srmoore842011@gmail.com Stephanie Moore 425-345-4934

05/11/20 5:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting Company Amsberry Paining 500 E Main Street Monroe Painting a residential home. 5/11/20.
Address: 17317 OK MILL RD Snohomish WA 
Owner: Cynthia First
painting home in the rear of the property

05/02/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting company Amsberry Paining 500 E Main Street Monroe Paining truck and paining at 17317 OK MILL ROAD 
SNOHOMISH WA 
Mobile home house up front was white and is now 
green (Cynthia First owner)
2 painters seen painting

05/06/20 8:06 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting Company Amsberry Painting 500 E Main Street Monroe Painters painting garage and house on 5/4/20 and 
5/5/20 at home in back. Owned by Cynthia First. 
Painting is not essential at this time

04/30/20 8:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting company Amsberry Painting 500 E Main Street Monroe Paining truck and 2 painters painting residential 
house located at 17317 OK MILL RD Snohomish 
WA on 4/30/20

04/29/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Amsberry Painting 500 E Main Street Monroe This truck was and employee was working at the 
address 17317 OK Mill ROAD Snohomish WA on 
4/29/30

04/12/20 5:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Party supply rental Amusements on Demand 5301 2nd Ave S Seattle, WA 98108 Owner Ari Hoffman is advertising on Facebook to 
contact him privately for bounce house rentals that 
he will personally deliver

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

05/16/20 9:50 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail, thrift store Amvets thrift stores 3315 E South St Long Beach The store is accepting donations, used with no way 
of “sanitizing” them. How would one be able to buy 
and sell that in the current state of the pandemic? All 
items are in fact used. One does not know what how 
someone else sanitizes themselves or their home. 
So how would taking donations be a good idea in the 
first place

04/14/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Andrew's Landshapers 19123 WA-525, Freeland, WA 98249Freeland Ongoing residential construction located at 1879 
Brainers Road Freeland Washington - large backhoe 
in use at site, gravel deliveries

04/08/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Andrew's Landshapers 19123 WA-525, Freeland, WA 98249 Ongoing residential construction - construction 
equipment at 1879 Brainers Road, Freeland, WA



04/10/20 6:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Anest Logging 34789 Hood Canal Dr Ne Kingston logging on 288th st, Kingston,wa . He said he can 
cut and haul tree if he wants. His cell # 360-731-
1753 .   I don't want my name involved.

04/02/20 8:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Angelo Mendi Boutique Salon 7 Tacoma Avenue Tacoma WA Both the beauty salon and nail salon open. Open  
when other salons are following Governor's 
proclamation.  Unfair and  violating social distancing.

whitney.kl@mail.com Karen Whitney 206-938-3706

04/01/20 3:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Herb store Anh shenh 1041 s king street Seattle Herb store is still open. Customers and employees 
do not follow the social 6feet distant. Selling and 
delivering herbs has a safety question

04/02/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ANK CONSTRUCTION INC 425-239-0188 Renton, Wa Construction of a new residence continues at 1440 
SW 158th street in Burien. No sanican or hand 
washing equipment is provide on site.

Georgialocher@gmail.com Georgia Locher 205-683-3520

04/25/20 4:59 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail store Another Castle Games 23303 Hwy 99 Ste C Edmonds Other employees have reported that the owner, Matt 
Artim, is keeping the back-room shipping staff on 
during this closure even if the retail store itself is 
closed. The shipping is non-essential (video games 
and accessories).

matt@anothercastlegames.com

05/15/20 11:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Track & Field Coaching Anthony Joseph International School Track Bellevue, WA Coach dismissed from a local youth track club 
observed frequently training a group of 6-8+ athletes 
at a time on a track (not rented). Has track 
equipment being used and typically training the 
group Monday, Wednesday and Saturday. He is 
trying to file a new business but not yet a legal entity.

antjoseph@gmail.com

05/18/20 6:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym Anytime Fitness 201 S. 1st Street Selah This past Friday (5/15), Anytime Fitness Gym 
opened even though Yakima County is not in Phase 
3. Today (5/11), there were at least 20 cars parked 
outside of the gym around 6:30 pm. This business is 
directly located across from Sherry Raymond's (the 
mayor of Selah) own business, which is deemed 
essential. I find it difficult to believe that she hasn't 
witnessed this gym being open in violation of the 
Governor's Proclamation.

05/15/20 8:24 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fitness center/gym Anytime fitness 710 Esther St. Vancouver Saw someone working out in the gym and my friend 
saw a couple people there. It was around 7pm at 
night. They have large windows that look out at the 
park and so easy to see ppl inside. I thought gyms 
were not open yet.

04/15/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Apartment complex 5th and Water St Ellensburg This is not a complex of low income housing and has 
been continuing construction the entire 
shutdown...while other contractors are told they 
cannot work, even in empty buildings or homes

Tyler is manager's name

04/07/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction apartment complex builders 4750 Auburn way N Auburn Construction seemed to shut down for maybe 1day, 
but otherwise has continued.???    When we have to 
stay home & not work-  they're going full force here 
across the street!

andrewmcinnis81@gmail.comANDREW MCINNIS 2067183581

04/28/20 4:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Apex hood cleaning 2007 Caton way SW Olympia, wa A Washington state business sending employees to 
Oregon state for work. Talked with an employee who 
lives in Washington and is sent down to Oregon for 
3-4 hours of work... Seems non essential

04/21/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Exterior house maintenance Apex Quality Services -- Maple Valley 23812 SE 246th ST, Maple Valley, WA 9803Maple Valley, WA 9803 On April 21, 2020, I observed Apex Services 
performing sidewalk and fence pressure washing at 
4023 94th Ave NE, Yarrow Point, WA.  This address 
is a residential address and the pressure washing is 
not an essential function per the Governor's 
proclamation.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550 APEXQS@hotmail.com

05/13/20 12:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple Valley Dental and Braces 6525 Burden Blvd, Pasco, WA 99301Pasco This dental office is starting to open up fully, with 
non emergency procedures,  they are bring back all 
the orthodontics employees to work full orthodontics 
procedures, 80-100 patient schedule a day. This 
company also has several other offices in Yakima, 
sunnyside and lSpokane.  The Yakima office, nob 
hill location. is running a full schedule on both, 
general dentistry, oral surgery, and orthodontics 
doing all procedures emergency and. On 
emergencies. I FEAR for my health , community 
health, staff health, patient health,  due to this 
companies early opening that is not allowed yet per 
governor Inslee.

05/13/20 11:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Apple valley Dental and braces 4309 West Nob hill Blvd Yakima No masks, not social distancing and large gatherings 
in parking lot and foyers.

04/30/20 7:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational vehicle sales 
and service

Appleway RV 19605 Cataldo Ave Liberty Lake The crew that does detail work on the RVs are not 
provided with masks or sanitation equipment. They 
are working on RVs from out of state and previously 
owned without a bit of protection besides what they 
can bring from home. They cannot be more than 6ft 
away from each other, they are working side by side 
within all units. They were called to begin work on 
April 20th All other crews can maintain distancing 
excluding the detail crew.

rockersarahd@gmail.com Sarah

05/02/20 5:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other RV sales and service Appleway RV/Freedom Rv 19605 E Cataldo Rd. Liberty Lake RV Detailers are working as teams inside motor 
homes and trailers enclosed area

kevvy2k@comcast.net Kevin Burrill 5094136903

04/03/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Applicant name Andy McAndrews 
Project #3035658-LU

1913 15th Ave S Seattle Construction continues on these townhouses, as it 
has all month.

erothman2@mac.com Elizabeth Rothman 2063721335

03/30/20 4:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Applied business communications 13029 NE 126th PL Kirkland We perform an essential service as low voltage 
contractors building low income housing, however, 
most of us are being required to come into the office 
every day, even though 60-70% of our job can be 
done virtually/at home. I would like to remain 
anonymous.

harley_fletch@yahoo.com Harley Fletcher 4803246796 arangitsch@abcomllc.com

05/05/20 10:13 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Applied Technical Services 6300 Merrill Creek Pkwy # A100Everett Manufacturing runs Fri-Sun producing nonessential 
electrical products.

concernedengineer@protonmail.com

05/01/20 6:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Applied Technical Services 6300 Merrill Creek Parkway A100Everett, WA Business is running manufacturing lines for both 
video game hardware, as well as ventilator parts.

03/31/20 6:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hot tubs Aqua quib Kent Langley Kent Store that sells hot tubs and BBQ grills don't seem 
essential.

lajeandunscomb@gmail.com LaJean Dunscomb 17067670197

04/10/20 11:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pools Aqua quip 7608 Custer rd w Lakewood I went into the store because the are open and Huge 
sign to come in there was over 10 people in a small 
space the sales man says we are here to test water 
and sell chemicals but not one person was doing 
that..everyone is selling hot tubs and pools the 
governor said on speech to not get hot tubs and this 
company is putting everyone at risk when I was 
there I also over heard someone saying a lot of 
people in there company has covid-19

Frankyfly3@gmail.com Frank aguilar 303-929-3894

04/06/20 5:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bathtub manufacturing Aquatics bathwear 801 Northern Pacific Rd SE Yelm Aquatics bathwear is claiming themselves essential, 
but they produce bathtubs and have over 50 
employees that are in close proximity to each other. 
Construction is non-essential so if there is no 
construction going on at this time, there should be 
no reason to be making bathtubs. Aquatics is also 
telling their employees that are staying home during 
this pandemic that if they don't come into work they 
will be fired.

Rogerbuckingham745@gmail.comRoger Buckingham 3604024793

04/24/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Arbor Pro 3324 E Trent Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/22/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Removal Arborists of Washington 8611 S 228th St Kent Crew leads and climbers being told to meet in one 
location for a training meeting on tues Apr 28th, 
9am. 21002 NE 50th St. Redmond, WA 98053

kaylindawn@gmail.com KIM@TREESERVICESNW.COM

03/31/20 7:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Arcadia Homes LLC 17217 8th Ave NE Shoreline I took a walk today and noticed two construction 
workers on site about 3 feet apart working on new 
home construction. New home construction is not 
allowed at this time. There was also a truck in the 
driveway with two people in it who were not more 
than a couple feet apart.

amiearmstrong@frontier.com Amie Armstrong 425-773-4381 KAINTZTK@MSN.COM

04/06/20 9:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Archterra  Landscape Services 3307 Merdian Ave E Edgewood 98371 Our Company  shut down at the start of the mandate 
but this company is out working crews like nothing is 
happening. We have layed of employees  that are 
tempted to go to work for them as they are breaking 
the rules and we are paying a price with our clients 
and employees. 
Word is that they don't pay overtime but let the 
employees work 7 days a week if they want.

Ronald .rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 253-405720 JerryC@archterralandscape.com

04/07/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landascpe maintenance Archterra Landsape 3307 Meridian Ave E Edgewood They have crew out performing normal landscape 
maintenance on clients properties since the Mandate 
was put in place. Our company shut down imediately 
and our clients are calling as to why we are shut 
down when other companies are ignoring the 
mandate.

ronp@greeneffectscinc.om Ron Peterson 253-405-7720 JerryC@archterralandscape.com

04/27/20 3:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Laandscaping Archterra Landscape Services 3307 Meridian Ave E Edgewood This company has been in operation every week 
through out the entire shut down

karleasamitchell@gmail.com Karleasa Mitchell 2068177658 JerryC@archterralandscape.com

04/10/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Archterra Landscape Services 11125 Valley Avenue East Puyallup They are performing landscape maintenance which 
is not an essential  business.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171 JerryC@archterralandscape.com



05/01/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Archterra Landscape, LLC 3110 Meridian Ave E Edgewood These guys drive one truck and have been working 
non stop since lock down have started. I don’t think 
they are essential and part of construction.

Meshka20@gmail.com Mike 2066124617 JerryC@archterralandscape.com

04/08/20 12:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass manufacturing 
company

Ardagh 5801 E Marginal Way S Seattle As of 4/7 this company has 7 confirmed cases of 
Covid 19, with these cases, to have worked directly 
with other employees in the 3 plants of the company.  
 The company has never provided nor requires 
employees to wear PPE and rarely has any hand 
sanitizer.  The type of work for employees do often 
requires standing next to one another, especially 
mechanics while working with supervisors standing 
next to employees watching them work or talking to 
them, again with most of the companies est 200 
employees NOT wearing PPE.  Company requires 
employees to come to work or be FIRED regardless 
of unsafe work conditions. If employees call in sick, 
using their sick leave because they are scared to 
come to work, then the other employees must work 
all work between plants covering other employees 
shifts as needed. Everyone between the 3 plants are 
sharing work space, break room, bathrooms, time 
clocks, door handles etc without PPE and due to 
work needed to operate the plant, many are not able 
to social distance, and unclean work areas. 
Company claims they had outside janitorial service 
clean, this was at done 2 wk intervals, NOT daily & 
NOT between shifts and clearly NOT often enough 
to keep everyone safe.  Many employees are elderly, 
close to retirement along with health issues,  many 
with immune compromised family members at home 
they are sharing the spread of Covid 19, to make 
"wine and champagne" bottles.  The company is 
union, the union representatives are not able to 
helping to keep them safe either.  No one is able to 
avoid getting exposed to Covid in this environment 

canyonmeadows@hotmail.comkatrina schmidt 2534316347

03/31/20 9:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Area Heating & Cooling 2721 NE 65th Ave Vancouver This company is sending out their workers to 
residential homes to install new HVAC equipment, 
when the homes have perfectly functioning 
equipment.  These are just upgrades for the entire 
home, not repairs on non-functioning HVAC 
equipment.  And the residents are at home!
They also do not have guidelines nor do they provide 
their workers with sanitation items.

micheleverone@gmail.com michele foran 2538209708

04/14/20 3:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Area heating and cooling 2721 ne 65th ave Vancouver Washington Still performing new construction jobs

05/06/20 5:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Indoor sports/ jumping/ games etc entertainmentArena Sports 13500 Bothell-Everett Hwy Mill creek This company sending out email and telling 
customers that they will start to have a pre-summer 
camp start from 5/11.  This place have a indoor 
soccers feild, jumping place, laser tag, bowling etc 
that kids or adult will touch everything! And they 
have a several locations.i do it think this place should 
not be open until phrase 3.

04/04/20 8:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Service Arias Lawn Care Unknown Richland* (* where work is performed)  HOA community is 
having lawn care services performed (weekly).  Is 
this an essential service?  Multiple (3 -4) workers 
are involved.

waitn455@hotmail.com Tim Wilcoxson (509) 308-2224

03/31/20 1:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Speed shop /race car 
tuner/builders

Armstrong Automotive & performance 2328 Roosevelt Ave Enumclaw This business is a speed shop tuning performance 
vehicles.  They run a Dyno to tune cars to maximize 
performance. This is not repair shop fixing daily 
driver vehicles. Muscle cars and race cars are being 
tuned daily.

halo_sneak86@msn.com Keith

04/07/20 7:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Arrotta’s Automax 6623 N Division Spokane One of my friends saw them advertising on 
Facebook that they were giving $250 to each person 
that buys a car right now. My friend commented to 
them “so you are still selling during this time?” Then 
they blocked him on Facebook. This makes me think 
they are selling when they shouldn’t be.     I prefer to 
stay anonymous because I used to work at one of 
Dan Arrotta’s other dealerships and I fear retaliation 
from him in some way.

dotsond7@comcast.net Denise Dotson 509-993-0630

04/03/20 8:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Arrow lumber Highway 20 Port townsend Deliverys everday to any body and there brother. 
Today delivered 20 bags of concrete to neighbor. 
How is that a emergency?

kev.bell@yahoo.com Michelle K Bell 3607320845

04/16/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Arterra Apartments 711 West Casino Road Everett Maintenance / Maintenance contractors performing 
siding removal / replacement of multi-story 
apartment complex in stairwells and outside tenant's 
occupied units, making it impossible for them to 
adhere to the social distancing policy guidelines and 
putting every resident here at risk.

05/16/20 1:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment Building ArtHouse Apartments 2334 Elliott Ave Seattle We live in the Arthouse apartment building and we 
have observed multiple short-term apartment rentals 
taking place in our building. These people are not 
screened, and they are traveling here and putting the 
safety of residents at risk. Our building is not 
regularly sanitizing any common areas such as 
elevators or door handles.

04/19/20 5:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Artisan Inc 651 N Keys Rd Yakima Forcing employees to violate stay at home order and 
not drive company trucks to hide it.

Concerned Family Member STEPH.SEVIGNY@ARTISANINC.NET

04/17/20 5:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Artisan Inc 651 N Keys Rd Yakima Reopening all jobsites which are not essential. 
Forcing employees to work in close quarters. No 
sanitation.

04/02/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Artistic Concrete Design, Inc. Working at 9243 Points Drive NEClyde Hill, WA Multiple workers on site doing concrete construction 
work.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550 SHOWSTOPPERHARV@AOL.COM

04/20/20 2:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Artistic Lawn Curbing LLC 6513 West Richadson Road Pasco Performing work that is non-essential during the 
shut down.

04/01/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction As you wish electric 825 S stacey st Seattle Company is advertising for new backup generator 
installs saying they are essential. A new backup 
generator for your house is not essential 
construction. Ad is on facebook I grabbed a 
screenshot.

wgillispie86@gmail.com Will Gillispie 2062800371

04/07/20 8:35 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning 
company

ASAP cleaning 6612 ne 52nd Avenue Vancouver They are still cleaning residential homes and market 
online for disinfection cleans as well as standard 
cleaning services. She is staying she has a special 
letter to allow her to clean clients homes

Briannalmau@msn.com Brianna mau 3607211442 pjsmom1210@gmail.com

04/01/20 3:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential House Cleaning ASAP Cleaning 11610 NE 76th St Vancouver Owner, Saunda Pawlowski is soliciting services 
while legitimate cleaning companies are following 
the governors orders.

ryankmasuda@gmail.com Ryan Masuda 3602415533 pjsmom1210@gmail.com

04/09/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ascend roofing 1800 Olympic Hwy S, Shelton, WA 98584shelton Full crews on one roof not emergency full re roofs.

04/23/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ASCEND ROOFING LLC PO BOX 156 SHELTON WA 98584-0156OLYMPIA, 98505 BUILDER IS DOING NONE ESSENTIAL WORK 
CONSTRUCTION LOCATION 
910 OLD ARCADIA RD, SHELTON WA 98584

03/31/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ascendent Contruction Riverview 
Apartment

1622 East Marine View Drive Everett Construction of Riverview Apartments continues to 
operate.  People working together without distancing 
and without PPE.

mattatya@hotmail.com Matt Standerfer

04/06/20 9:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture Ashley Furniture 17601 Southcenter Pkwy, Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila Ashley Furniture at the tukwila and Lynnwood 
location are still currently operating. Scott Peloquin is 
the manager in charge and is making employees 
work even after they have been furloughed by the 
company. They will be working in Lynnwood 
04/07/2020 and working at the tukwila location 
04/08/2020 from then on. They are not practicing 
social distancing as well

kylepearson67@yahoo.com Kyle Pearson 3604515718

04/01/20 8:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture delivery Ashley Furniture 3320 Lincoln Ave Tacoma Ashley is still receiving and shipping furniture 
products only at the warehouse. Employees are 
forced to work in close quarters without masks. The 
company is not moving medical supplies, food, or 
essential products. Home furnishing, not hospital

Corey 2532575095

05/13/20 2:25 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Ashley Homestore 1200 Cooper Point Road South WestOlympia I was driving through the parking lot when I saw the 
stores doors wide open and was surprised. When I 
went in the associate at the front told me they were 
only accepting appointments, but then allowed me to 
come in anyway and look around. As I left I saw 
more people walk in and be told about the 
appointments, only to be let into the store as well.

04/20/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ashley property manager 8478 Hansen rd ne Bainbridge Island Working without permits and stay at home order 
during corvid 19.  Construction for sale of home.

nancylovelv@yahoo.com NANCY Love 2064514969

04/17/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ashworth Homes 2023 s washington street Seattle Construction workers 5+ and 10+ teams are working 
while we are under a non-work period. Lisa is the 
office manager and to our knowledge as neighbors 
they are not authorized to work on non-essential 
days. 

It is crucial to us that we not be disclosed as the 
individuals that filed this notice. We are filing solely 
on the health concern of employees and neighbors.

johndoe@johndoe.com John Doe 2069202671 lisa.surowiec@ashworthhomes.com



04/15/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ashworth Homes 24th Ave between Union and PikeSeattle Residential construction that is not emergency 
repairs  on 3 adjacent units restarted 4/9 and goes 
from 7:30 am to 6pm. Units are framed but not 
habitable, so seems not essential business/project.

04/07/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Aslundh 148th Ave headed south, between SE 8th and Lake Hills BlvdBellevue This is the 4th and final time I’m filing complaint. IT 
IS PLAINLY OBVIOUS, that jay inslees proclamation 
is a joke and no one is going to uphold it! This 
company worked on Saturday as well as again 
working today! I’ve filed 4 complaints now including 
this one and like I said no one is doing anything 
about it. Why should any business be closed if they 
can do what they do especially being non essential, 
not like the trees are going anywhere?!!! This state 
is a joke legislatively, judicially and politically... 
Maybe this is the push needed for Washingtonians 
need to clean out this state of its governing body...

Mwh4211@hotmail.com Matt H 425-949-9981

04/23/20 10:51 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Service Aspen Pest Service 19215 Se 34th Ave Camas I completely support the business operating their 
services as usual, however, had a door to door 
salesman visit twice.  That seems awkward.

https://www.aspenpestservice.com/

04/02/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Residence Aspenridge 13719 SE 18th St Vancouver Landscaping workers up on the property.  
Construction being performed on a swimming pool.

spang.br@gmail.com brian spang

04/20/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialFuneral home Asphalt industries 1719 ashley st Bellingham Workers are performing non eseential work taring 
cracks on the parking lot of  my apartment complex. 
Only one is wearing a mask and it is very dusty.

04/20/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Asphalt industries 1739 ashley st Bellingham Workers are blowing dust and working in parking lot.

04/10/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Asphalt Patch 8812 Canyon Rd east Puyallup I seen their workers doing concrete work that wasn't 
essential. They were not keeping social distancing.

04/03/20 8:26 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Asplundh 148th Ave headed South Bellevue Day 3, same thing and what good is this form for 
anyway trees being taken down are not essential at 
this time but hey, Inslee has his sack tucked back 
and no one is stopping this business from operating. 
Who will ever take Inslee serious? I know me my 
family my coworkers friends and acquaintances will 
not. Guess it’s worry about a stupid face recognition 
bill rather than Washingtonians and protecting them 
while a nationwide company continues to do work 
that isn’t necessary. New state government 
NEEDED NOW!

Mwh4211@hotmail.com Matt H 425-949-9981

04/02/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther TREE SERVICE Asplundh 148th Ave between SE 8th and Lake Hills BlvdBELLEVUE Your proclamation is a JOKE!!!! Again 2nd time I’m 
sending the same report and the state and 
authorities do nothing to stop it! If I was out working 
for the company I’m employed by we’d for surely get 
shut down. The trees they are removing are not 
dangerous, are not essential at this time. Guess 
while I follow the rules others don’t have to? Be nice 
to get a paycheck instead of a reduced amount even 
with the extra $600 which I haven’t seen yet cause 
the state has to put their squandering hands all over 
it... Follow your proclamation enforce it for everyone! 
I mean asplundh as it is rapes our state of money for 
producing job security for themselves by topping, 
WHY ARE THEY WORKING RIGHT NOW?! Again, 
DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT INSLEE!!!

Mwh4211@hotmail.com Matt H 425-949-9981

04/01/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Asplundh 148th Ave Headed south between main st and lake hills blvdBellevue I’m in the same industry and according to the stay 
healthy proclamation (20-25), line C “to prevent 
spoliation and avoid damage or unsafe conditions, 
and address emergency repairs at both non-
essential businesses and residential structures“.... 
The trees being removed are NOT AN IMMINENT 
THREAT! They have obviously found a loophole and 
are continuing to work disregarding the governors 
order and taking advantage, it is upsetting to see this 
in my own line of work where I choose to follow rules 
and they do not, creating further risk them just being 
out. DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT!

Mwh4211@hotmail.com Matt 425-949-9981

04/13/20 5:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA Association Services on behalf of 
Lakepointe Homeowners Association

12919 94th Ave E, Puyallup, WA 98373Lacey HOA sent a letter announcing property inspections 
for would be completed the week of 4/20.  They will 
be reviewing for Yard Maintenance, Overall Exterior 
Maintenance, Vehicle Storage, and Garbage Bins 
even though residential landscaping services have 
been shut down.

greatinfo@asofwa.com

05/15/20 8:10 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Astria Ambulatory Surgery Center 111 S 11th Ave, Suite 220 Yakima Drs. Demill and Kennedy are performing elective 
orthopedic surgeries at this surgery center

03/31/20 11:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther digital in-flight 
entertainment equipment

Astronics Custom Control Concepts 6020 S 190th St Kent, WA 98032 While many workers are allowed to work from home, 
others are required to report to work, to perform 
testing and other functions requiring in-house 
equipment.  However, the business designs, tests, 
and manufactures entertainment systems for VIP 
aircraft--clearly non essential.  Much of their 
business is done for foreign private aircraft.  I am 
concerned my son-in-law is endangering his life and 
the lives of my daughter and 5 month old grandson 
so the company can sell their video and sound 
system to some billionaire for his private plane.

heydix17@gmail.com Dixie Heyen 425-736-5105

04/09/20 8:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home decor At Home 301 37th Ave SE Puyallup This non-essential business is violating the stay 
home, stay safe order. They are still dealing with the 
public by offering curbside pickup and delivery. They 
are not even wearing masks or gloves. This is not 
helping keep the public or the employees safe.

cmoline@athome.com Julie customercareline@athome.com

04/03/20 5:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home decor At Home CN867 N Columbia Center Blvd, Kennewick, WA 99336Kennewick Pick up orders. cmoline@athome.com Mickayla Erhart cmoline@athome.com

03/30/20 4:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Decor retail At Home 301 37th Ave SE Puyallup, WA 98374 Company is still requiring managers to come in and 
work despite stay at home guide lines

cmoline@athome.com cmoline@athome.com

04/08/20 9:28 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home decorating store At Home Decor Superstore 301 37th Ave SE Puyallup Store is closed yet they still have employees working 
to fill curbside pickup, online ordering. I diddnt know 
home decoration was a essential thing.

cmoline@athome.com Sunshine Chase 4252391254 customercareline@athome.com

04/24/20 3:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ATB Enterprises PO BVox 16773 Seattle This contractor has continuously operated in 
remodeling on job site at 6527 40th Ave SW Seattle 
98136.  I've reported them in the past.  They have 
multiple workers on site, truck deliveries for supplies 
almost daily.  No social distancing or masks being 
uses neighbors can't walk by site without being 
afraid of some worker no mask appearing suddenly 
less than six feet away.  I've reported this multiple 
times no one does anything so I  guess the whole 
idea of social distancing is really just talk.  
Meanwhile I get to fear for my safety from these 
people.

tony@otbei.com

04/06/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Atelier Drome 112 Prefontaine Place S Seattle Ongoing construction of a single family residence 
this week and last week.

04/08/20 3:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Athena Fitness and Wellness LLC 3330 Pacific Ave SE STE 105Olympia Multiple employees (with children brought along to 
studio - seen in photos/videos) are going to the place 
of business to record videos and classes.  Should 
just create videos and workouts from home, similar 
to how every other like business is doing.  Clearly a 
non-essential use of the business.  Setting a bad 
example for others.

steph.thomasson@gmail.comStephanie Thomasson 425-789-1316 TIFFANY@ATHENAPNW.COM

03/31/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Atlas Construction Services LLC 5706 17th Ave NW, Suite 70244Seattle Crews working single-family construction site at 
7515 30th Ave NE, Seattle.  Large number of 
workers in close proximity to each other without 
regard to social distancing practices.

mcgilvra@wolfenet.com Shane FILINGS@WASHINGTONREGISTEREDAGENT.NET

04/01/20 3:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Att sales in home expert iHX Att corporate 16331 ne 72nd way Redmon My boss Kristin n Meyer is pushing us to go to sales 
to costumer houses.my job is to go an direct tv 
costumer and try to sell phones !!! Is very dangerous 
my boss is not provide hand sanitizer, gloves it’s very 
stress full because no one want to talk .government 
and doctors ask for stay in home and my boss don’t 
care that is very high risk to go to costumer houses 
to try to sell phones please shut it down until we can 
be safe and governor slow down the curve please 
please help us other co workers have been sending 
email to Kristin and Samantha and nothing . They 
ignore the emais they sending us to home for 2 
weeks but now they are going back to work my son 5 
years old has been tested for Cobid -19 we are 
waiting for the results , and may be I was the one 
who give to my son

Gabriellarenas89@gmail.comGabriel larenas 832-2845956



05/11/20 12:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other att IHX In home expert sales att corporation 16331 ne 72nd way Redmond Since March 15 ATT ordered that we work from 
home and ATT created a telephone sales system 
called SISFO, since before Covid 19 we as sellers 
went to the houses to sell ATT phones, and all this 
was generated when a client called to  buying direct 
tv service or the customer called to request the 
technician, that's when I as a salesman knocked on 
the customer's door and started selling att phones, 
today they are forcing us to go to the houses, they 
make us daily reports that those  reports will use 
them for mailings, I am afraid of contracting covid 19 
and infecting my family and all the people that I may 
have contact help please I do not want to lose my job.

gabriellarenas89@gmail.com Gabriel Larenas 8322845956 kw3840@att.con

04/02/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardwood Floor Installation Au' Natural Hardwood Floors 10230 NE 212th Ave, Vancouver Floor installations in customer homes have been 
continued during Stay at Home Order. The business 
owner interprets a "grey area" for construction 
workers & distribution.  Neither category applies to 
this business as it is a cosmetic or upgrade, not 
health & safety or emergency repair. They are not 
"distribution supply" of timber/wood products. 
Worker(s) spend a large amount of time in customer 
homes performing non-essential business with the 
owners required to leave only during the floor sealing 
process. On a recent job a "coughing dog" was 
observed by several workers. The owner stated her 
husband had returned from China a few weeks ago 
(for work) and he had also commented on the cough.

Dana.Rarey@colliercountyfl.govDana 360-270-8129

03/31/20 12:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Audi Tri-Cities 901 Aaron Dr Richland Employees gathering together. Not actually fixing 
cars but just oil changes .

03/31/20 12:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Audi Tri-Cities Audi Tri-Cities 901 Aaron Dr Richland Business is doing oil changes and not repairs to 
keep vehicles on the road. Also employees huddled 
together

Jpomponiony@gmail.com James

04/09/20 7:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Stereo shop Audio Solutions 1201 S 1st St Yakima This is a stereo shop people are bring in the cars 
and getting accessories out on them that is not an 
essential thing to do. They are touching people 
belongings while working on the car that could 
expose them to virus.

nogales.lob@gmail.com Lourdes 969-3404 audio_solutions@yahoo.com

04/20/20 12:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Collection agency Audit & Adjustment Company 20700 44th ave w ste 100 Lynnwood They’re violating the governors stay at home order.

04/23/20 11:50 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Collection Agency Audit and Adjustment Co Inc 20700 44th Ave W #100 Lynnwood Continuing to operate under current stay at home 
order as a non essential business claiming they are 
a financial institution and telling consumers that 
when they are not

Jennifer McNatt

04/09/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Augusta lawn care Birch Bay Dr. Birch Bay Mowing lawns

04/29/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Augusta Lawn Care of Mount Vernon None available Mount Vernon Soliciting new gardening work not under contract. 
Cutting lawns is aesthetic work. Spoliation won't 
happen if a lawn isn't cut. Lawns will survive.

Stayhomestaysafe@washington.govNope 1234567890 mtvernon@augustalawncareservices.com

04/08/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscape maintenance Augusta Lawncare 5309 Guide Meridian. Ste. 3 Ferndale Crew out mowing lawns.  Lawn Maintenance has 
been deemed non essential.  One of many 
companies out mowing. Meanwhile our business is 
doing the right thing. This is ridiculous.

gdnoah@juno.com Dianne Gillespie 3603120783

04/09/20 6:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plumbing showroom Aurora plumbing 14330 Aurora Ave North Seattle No business from customers in showroom yet still 
open
Only has business in the parts department separate 
part of store and service appointments

425-344-4972 plumbmaster@auroraplumbing.com

04/06/20 12:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Insurance company 
sending someone around to 
take pics of houses

Austin Mutual Insurance 15490 101st Avenue North, Maple Grove The person who came to the door was not wearing 
any protective gear -- no mask, no gloves!  We are 
all at home trying to be safe -- totally irresponsible.

susan@planetmurray.org Susan Jorgenson 2066698590 press@everquote.com

03/30/20 4:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Austin’s Lend-a-Hand Inc 459 Vesper Way Camano Island Excavation, and trucking to residential construction, 
and non essential industries and projects.

05/06/20 5:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Quad-copter sales and serviceAutel Robotics 22522 29th Dr SE Suite 101 Bothell, WA While the business has applied and been granted 
approval to remain in business for the support of 
local law enforcement. It's understood that minimal 
personnel is required to be in the office for these few 
essential positions. The company is asking that 
many of the employees which have been working 
remotely up until this time come in to complete a 
software update which is not a part of the essential 
operations and likely violates the "stay at home" 
guidelines. I believe that the company should be able 
to stay open, but not endanger the lives of others. 
The requesting authority is not a direct employee of 
the company, and very likely knows that this is a 
violation. Please prevent this company from 
increasing the threat to their families. Some of which 
are immunocompromised.

04/27/20 10:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealerships Auto Nation (Porsche Bellevue and 
other dealerships)

11910 NE 8th St Bellevue Porsche Bellevue (along with Mercedes, Audi, Jeep 
and others) have forced their sales people back to 
work. When asked to show evidence that 
salespeople didn’t have to comply with the essential 
workers proclamation, furloughed employees were 
told they had a decision to make, return to work or 
have no job. The showrooms are supposed to be 
closed, but they are letting people come in and do 
test drives. They are putting employees and their 
families at risk and do not care at all. They think they 
can do what they want. Please show them that is not 
true. I beg you.

jikaura@gmail.com Julia Ricciardi 917-757-8531

03/31/20 12:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Audio Autoglass Clinic and Mobile Radio 20101 Front St NE Poulsbo This business was deemed essential because of 
windshields and ignition interlock, however, all they 
are doing is car stereos and window tint, placing 
many people at unnecessary risk! Not following 
cleaning guidelines, social distancing, and placing 
their employees at high risk for contracting the virus. 
Giving the employees the impression that they can’t 
stay home and claim unemployment!

04/04/20 9:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Automated Controls 620 6th St South Kirkland Non-essential functions and not complying with 
social distancing requirements

04/29/20 6:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Autonation Bellevue Bellevue All Autonation stores are open to regular business. 
All seem to have a large staff available to buy a car 
from by walking in. No appt needed. Isn't this against 
current regulations?

05/08/20 8:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car lot online sales Autostars 3103 w Washington ave yakima Allowing customers to still go there groups in the 
parking lot still working on their business that is 
nonessential

jason Jordan Dorothy jordan

04/03/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Autumn Chase Apartments 20415 Bothell-Everett HighwayBothell Painting of outside of building (railing/stairwell) 
performed on 4/1
Grasscutting/landscaping going on 4/3

steven.miale@gmail.com Steven Miale 425-891-2840

04/01/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AV construction Tilbury Maple falls Doing work all over the valley. kimberleymoore360@gmail.comKimberly Moore 3605993626

04/01/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Avaire Apartments 824 W Casino Rd Everett Construction and maintenance still happening

04/01/20 11:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Avenue 5 Residential 4290 Addy St. Washougal The inspecting and flipping of vacant apartments 
were management and maintenance crews walk in 
the door together. Carpet cleaning for vacant 
apartments.

vikingtarheel@hotmail.com Alan Varden 971-230-8154 hello@avenue5.com,

03/30/20 7:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Avenue5 Residential 12115 19th Ave SE Everett Continuing construction project (I'm  guessing 
contracted by the landlord).  Leveling of breezeway 
platforms.  Does not seem essential as it is not a 
structural problem.

lissa.jauregui3@gmail.com Melissa Jauregui 4259058468

04/01/20 7:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AVI-SPL 21312 30th Drive SE, Suite 102Bothell Management is requiring contractors to proceed as 
normal with working in downtown Seattle unless 
they are actually ill, which is a clear violation of 
employee safety and livelihood as it puts many at 
risk for work they deem “essential” but is really just 
non-essential work (laying cable and putting up TVs).

03/31/20 7:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction AVI-SPL 21312 30th drive se #102 Bothell, Wa 98021Bothell I am writing you today to report AVI-SPL. They do 
commercial Audio/Video work that is non essential. 
They install audio/video in large event spaces and 
conference rooms for company’s like Starbucks, 
Facebook and Amazon. I own a small business that 
does the same type of work and we asked 
Washington State to clarify and we were told we are 
non essential. Also technicians in the field can not 
be 6 feet apart do to work environment. I find it 
sickening that a business with 8 people is about to 
go under by abiding by the law and a 500 million 
dollar company is breaking the law daily and risking 
people safety.

04/01/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping - cutting grass Avid Landscaping 4215 NE 107th Street Seattle Can't imagine cutting the grass is considered 
essential services.   I would prefer to be anonymous

larrysw@hotmail.com Larry Weinberg 2065579356

04/20/20 2:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Avila Fencing LLC 7916 Chehalis drive Pasco Company is still performing work task at job sites 
that is not essential



03/31/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Septic AWesco 16607 Wa-9 Snohomish Non essential business is open and operating

04/10/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Axiom Luxury Homes LLC 503-781-
2639

5673 Buena Vista Drive, Vancouver 98661vancouver We live up the street of this house being built.  It's 
been quiet for a while, but today there is a sheet rock 
delivery and multiple trucks and workers

mbriede12@gmail.com Michelle Briede 5034075367

04/01/20 6:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Axis Custom Builders 19318 29th AVE SE bothell residential construction not in compliance with stay 
at home order

dennis.c.irving@gmail.com Dennis Irving 4259087723

04/14/20 3:31 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther photography studio Ayla Quellhorst Photography 1001 S Yakima Ave #7a Tacoma This business is advertising sales, posting current 
pictures and the website claims to be closed until 
April 8th per Governor's directive.  Clients from April 
8th to the 30th have an option to re-schedule for 
free...

www.aylaquellhorst.com

05/06/20 9:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boudoir photography Aylaquillhorst photography 1001 S yakima ave #7a Tacoma Posting pictures of new clients on many social media 
platforms.

Aylaquillhorst.com

04/02/20 9:10 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther shipping boxes Aztec Containers 19950  old highway 99  RochesterRochester 98579 modifying   shipping containers  and storing info@azteccontainer.com

04/08/20 4:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boxing gym Aztecs Boxing Gym 228 Main Ave N Renton Walks by the Azteca boxing gym several times today 
and noticed multiple people including kids going up 
to utilize the boxing gym. You can hear them running 
around and doing sprints and training and doing lots 
of non-essential exercise in a confined space that 
they should not be conducting during this shutdown.

Ucsb_21@hotmail.com Douglas 8056377880 aztecaboxingbc@gmail.com

04/16/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Azure Homes 18714 135th St E Bonney Lake Every day they have been working on building 
several new homes.  They only stopped for about 3 
days when the order was first put in place, then have 
been back to work every morning at 8am since.

rsheald1@msn.com Ryan Heald 2062269598

04/16/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Azure Homes 135th st E Bonney Lake Residential construction continues. No social 
distancing

marclouis1@yahoo.com Marc

04/01/20 5:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction B & B Excavating 2932 Hwy 153 Twisp This company started a new construction project on 
vacant land in a residential neighborhood today. 
Operating heavy equipment to excavate the property. 
This should be classified as non essential.

Jimandcarole76@gmail.com JIm Grennell 509-429-8092

04/20/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction B&B Excavating - Baynard Buzzard 2932B Highway 153 Twisp excavating property that is non-essential. info@bbexcavatinginc.com

04/02/20 5:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junk yard B&R autowrecking 20011  Merolidian E GRESHAM WA It is not essential for a junk yard to be open. They 
are endangering the employees.

Cmgardner712@yahoo.com Christine Gardner 2067195627

03/31/20 12:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving company Back breakers 1689 main streer Freeland Shouldn’t be open JEFF@BACKBREAKERSNW.COM

04/22/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape backyard blitz phone # 3603566588 longview I have photos of them mowing residential routine 
maintenance also both workers riding in one truck. I 
also have a question is mowing grass a few inches 
tall considered preventing spoliation and is it 
considered maintaining the value of there inventory 
and preserving the condition of there premises

tim8953@gmail.com tim weddle 3607516089

04/05/20 2:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Backyard building products 1701 E Bay St Tacoma This business builds and installs sheds and play 
equipment. Employees are concerned but corporate 
office won't close branches. People in small office 
spaces. Shouldn't be

Jay G

04/03/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Backyard Escapes NW 7375 icicle rd Leavenworth Building a swimming pool that is not essential Robjones12@gmsil.com Rob jones 5098601616

04/16/20 11:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bad Boyz Construction 119? 26th Ave E between E John & E DennySeattle, WA 98112 Sign on building & work truck with name on it parked 
outside.  Saw about 4-5 men (might have been 
more) working on new/existing commercial 
construction of townhouses being built. Working 
outside not 6 feet apart. Have photos. Elderly 
neighbors live  across the street.  Trucks & forklifts 
all over street with building materials.

masonburdess@gmail.com Mason Burdess 206-501-9133 joe@badboyzseattle.com

04/15/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bad. Boyz & Vekst construction 115 26 ave E Seattle Construction sites are working mpcannon56@gmail.com Michael P Cannon 2069928967 Lawrence Yeh

04/03/20 8:59 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture store Badcock and more 200 6th ave Columbia Delivering furniture without protection and social 
disturbances not followed

billportwood74@gmail.com William Portwood 9313062900

03/31/20 2:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tattoo shop Badder ink 7520 W Clearwater Ave suite aKennewick I called to make an appointment for later in april and 
they told me they are doing piercings and tattoos in 
the shop or going to people's houses to do procedure.

04/20/20 12:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BAGNIY VASILLY+LARISA (property 
owner)

2905 NW 75TH ST Seattle Two men are doing construction on the building of a 
house. They are not wearing any protective gear, nor 
maintaining proper physical distance.

keelerwoman@yahoo.com Jennifer Keeler 2066583573

04/16/20 6:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bailey General Contracting 210 state ave nw Olympia This site is still functioning and is non essential. I 
have already notified through this form once and still 
no enforcement. This is concerning.

Dancestar1221@gmail.com Emily Johnson

04/13/20 7:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bailey General Contracting 210 State Ave NW Olympia While driving to the grocery store today I noticed at 
least 5 construction workers outside. I'm sure more 
were inside the high end ampartment complex that is 
being constructed nextdoor to percival landing. This 
can in no way be deemed essential and happening 
within walking distance of or states capital. Please 
stop these people to help save lives.

Dancestar1221@gmail.com Emily Johnson 360-791-3702

04/12/20 7:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Baker Creek Estates llc 951 Van Wyck Rd Bellingham construction activity. earth moving equipment in use, 
house construction on going for las two weeks.
David & Bonita Ebenal property owners Baker Creek 
Estates llc

fibergoat@comcast.net Douglas Maier 3607336742

03/31/20 8:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law Firm Baker Hostetler 999 Third Ave STE 3600 Seattle This law firm handles patents and other non 
essential cases. The majority of the employees (i.e. 
Attornies and their assistants) are working from 
home, however there is a contracted employee and 
Firm Employee that is required to stay on site in the 
BakerHostetler office while the office is "closed".  
Occasionally those whom work at home come to the 
office to do work as well.

piercesw@rocketmail.com William Pierce 2539487297 tcasey@bakerlaw.com

04/01/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Baley 8005 SE 28th St Mercer Island Baley Construction is remodeling the old Safeway 
store in Factoria Mall. I drove by yesterday (March 
31, 2020) and spoke with employees who do not 
understand why the jobsite isn't shut down. They are 
in the demolition phase and are looking at bringing in 
fans to help clear the air. This doesn't make any 
sense!!

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ballard 7515 LLC 1210 W Emerson St Seattle Large number of workers working close together on 
construction site. Seattle building permit 6729256-
CN,  Bryan Bellissimo, applicant.

mcgilvra@wolfenet.com Shane

04/03/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BALLARD BACKYARD COTTAGES 
LLC

4142 2ND AVE NW, STE 318Seattle There is currently a construction crew working at the 
site: 3028 NW 58th St, Seattle, WA 98107.

mfreinhardt@outlook.com Rosemary Reinhardt 2066611614 ERIN@KARPBUSINESSLAW.COM

03/31/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ballard Natural Gas 4758 Ballard Ave NW Seattle Employees are still doing non essential job tasks, 
such as home upgrades. Some of this company is 
deemed essential, which is how they’re justifying 
non essential tasks to be continued.

nnyletak@live.com Katelynn Mitchell 5187640483

04/01/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ballard Natural Gas Services 4758 Ballard Ave NW Seattle Electrical department was out doing work not 
associated with a kitchen or bathroom needing 
attention to gain functionality.

04/04/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HVAC/Electrical Ballard Natural Gas/Trinity Electric 4758 Ballard AVE NW Seattle Electrical techs are being sent out to do nonessential 
service calls on a regular basis

Kelseyjfisher18@gmail.com Kelsey Fisher 4258791540

04/03/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ballard tree service 9738 14th ave nw Seattle I observed two people spreading gravel and taping a 
house to repaint

05/09/20 12:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber barber duplexes from the corner of Nixon and 19thpasco He is a man who cuts hair at home and he does not 
have a license. My nephews went to cut their hair 
and he gave them his number and they say that he 
has many people. He often goes to the Mexican 
store to offer his services and I work there. He lives 
on the corner of the Nixon and the 19th always says 
that where he lives are some duplexes, he left his 
home. his name is Miguel Gonzales 5096287273

04/06/20 4:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Barcelo Homes 4719 90th Ave SE Mercer Island This is a home remodeling that has been going on 
through the lock down. The city of Mercer Island 
placed a stop work order two weeks ago but the 
builder is continuing with construction. There are 
several different small truck and construction 
workers that enter and leave this property in a given 
day. 
This is a health and safety concern for neighbors as 
random people enter and leave this property.

Concerned neighbor

04/02/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Barghausen 18215 72nd Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent This company is performing work clearing trees for a 
new housing development for the past couple of 
weeks and has continued to date.

jshue@msn.com Jonathan Shue 2535695728

04/20/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Barretts Landscape and Construction 2921 132nd Ave E Graham, WA This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720



04/17/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Barretts Landscape and Construction 2921 132nd Ave E Graham, WA Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Barretts Landscape and Construction 2921 132nd Ave E Graham This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

05/05/20 9:58 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other retail sales Barron Heating 560 S Burlington Blvd Burlington In store sales of fireplaces and spas, open to the 
public showroom

Johnb@barronheating.com

04/03/20 10:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Barry automotive 548 basin st sw Ephrata All of the employee vehicles are still there, and 
people are working in the sales department.

rectenwaldshane@gmail.comShane Rectenwald 2062958204

04/03/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Bartlett Tree 19331 21st Ave W Lynnwood This tree service has been working in the 
neighborhood over the last couple weeks. They are 
only completing pruning and it does not appear to 
me that they are on the essential business list. There 
are many workers at 1 site not practicing social 
distancing.

Katy Bigelow 2063511375

04/12/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pruning and tree care Bartlett Tree Experts 19331 21st Ave W, Lynnwood, WA 98036 They insist they are coming to our home tomorrow, 
but we don’t need pruning, and we have an at risk 
renter.

dansohmh@gmail.com Heather Danso 206-434-5696

04/09/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vegetation Management Bartlett Tree Experts 11120 E Empire Ave #3 Spokane Valley I am very concerned about the employees at this 
company. I have seen their vehicles around town 
and do not see essential work being performed. 
Spraying trees and putting down fertilizer does not 
seem essential to me in a time of crises. These 
young people should be home with their families. 
Also, they are wearing masks. Aren’t these 
supposed to be saved for medical personnel and 
other first responders?

GammaBoop8@gmail.com Betty G.

04/06/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Experts Bartlett Tree Experts 11120 E Empire Ave #3 Spokane Valley Bartlett Tree Experts is "business as usual" and 
performing NON-essential work of fertilizing and 
spraying trees that is not for our safety.  This is 
directly against the stay-at-home orders and putting 
all of us at risk for spreading the coronavirus.  This 
type of noncompliance should not be permitted.  
They are bending the rules to put the dollar ahead of 
our citizens' safety.

robinauntie12@aol.com Lisa Robinson

04/04/20 10:56 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Care Bartlett Tree Experts 11120 E Empire Ave #3 Spokane Valley This business is operating under "vegetation 
management", but they are doing fertilizer 
treatments and tree spraying which is NOT an 
essential function.  They are aware that they are 
bending the rules of this order and are doing it 
anyway, putting their employees and everyone they 
come into contact with at risk for getting sick.

srehn23@gmail.com Anonymous (I know someone who works there and don't want to get them in trouble)757-650-0205

03/30/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Bartlett Tree Experts 11120 E Empire Ave #3 Spokane Valley Employees are still fertilizing and spraying 
trees/lawns. This should not be considered essential. 
These functions are not for people’s safety, and the 
employees, their families, and public are being put at 
risk.

CAgirlforever@aol.com Anonymous

04/06/20 12:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Basin heating and air. 10158 kinder Rd Moses lake People are just moving stuff around and there in 
groups.

Jackson678@gmail.com Leroy Jackson 5097442665 NANCY@BASINSERVICE.COM

03/30/20 9:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Tree trimming Basin tree service 1302 basin at NW Ephrata They are line clearance arborists, but they also have 
a residential tree crew that is none essential.

Bbutcher.cm@hotmail.com Bobby butcher 5093987500

03/30/20 5:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Baskin and Robbins 17404 Meridian East Puyallup People inside, and not 6' apart. Is it really an 
essential business .

holly.sushishuffle@gmail.comApril 2063759797

03/31/20 5:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Store Bass Pro Shops 7905 Hosmer St Tacoma Spouse of employee whom is essential. He has seen 
people purchasing boats, golf carts, guns, etc. 
Persons in store, allowed to shop after completing 
purchase, brought into store rather than only 
curbside. putting employees at risk who are required 
to be there. Reported to management but continues.

m.a.urquhart@hotmail.com melissa urquhart 503-851-4015

04/26/20 7:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bathroom llc 1439 kaiser road Olympia My boss been working on jobs and giving bids and 
starting new jobs then gets madd at us if we 
mentioned he is not supposed to thinks the virus is a 
joke we have no insurance now with the resident 
housing projects open to finish he thinks is a green 
light and dontcair about safety please dont tell him i 
reported him i need my job i also need proper ppe

Workfourfood@gmail.com Shawn 928-220-5206

04/13/20 12:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bathroom partition 
manufacturer

Bathroom stall product manufacturing 1102 Bonneville Ave. Snohomish Has required employees to come back to work 
except all office personnel are still staying home 
even though the business is not essential

Trey Clasen project-management@ironwood-mfg.com

04/01/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Batt + Lear 3220 1st Ave S, Suite 300, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle Construction has restarted at 424 31st Ave E, 
Seattle, WA.  Workers are not following social 
distancing guidelines, nor wearing any protective 
equipment.  This is new construction that is not 
essential and is not related to emergency repairs.

04/03/20 4:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Battle Creek Golf Course 6006 Meridian ave n Tulalip Course is closed but maintenance employees are 
still working, per their own Facebook page. Golf 
course is non essential and they are forcing 
employees to violate stay at home order.

derek.m.vanderpool@gmail.comDerek Vanderpool 3606316839

05/12/20 12:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Battle Ground Martial Arts Academy (Rodefit)717 W Main St #126 Battle Ground This gym has been saying their closed but still allow 
people to use their gym. I have 3 friends that use 
that gym every day, and when I drive by I have seen 
groups of more than 10 in a class together. This gym 
posts videos online for how to work out at home but 
you can see other people in the background still 
working out there.

rodefitbma@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Battle Ground Mobile Estates,LLC 300 SW 7th Ave Battle Ground Park maintenance refuses to comply with social 
distancing, no construction allowed, entering onto 
elderly residents lots on Fridays, gathering and 
smoking cigarettes by park mailboxes/office 
prohibiting use by residents

04/15/20 2:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Sales Baydos RV Sales 296 SW Interstate Ave Chehalis Baydos is allowing customer to schedule a time by 
appointment to look at RV's on their lot. They are 
also allowing customer to buy an RV and take 
delivery of the RV they buy.
I have been told this is not allowed for RV's to be 
shown or sold during this essential business action. I 
have heard many dealers are doing business this 
way, please let me know if this is allowed or not.
Thank you

tsmythe595@yahoo.com Terry Smythe 360-957-4224

04/09/20 7:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bayley Construction Company 300 Pine St. Seattle Non-essential construction work being done (tenant 
improvement) at the old Macy’s building downtown 
during a stay at home order. Health should take 
precedence over work, and they are clearly not 
concerned with the well-being of their workers.

04/06/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bayley Construction Company 300 Pine Street Seattle They are currently continuing demolition work in the 
building to turn it into office and retail space and 
asking sub contractors to disregard the stay at home 
order to maintain the construction schedule. There is 
nothing essential about the work being done.

03/30/20 9:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction bayview apartments 30911 1st Ave S. Federal Way there have been construction going in the 
apartments, workers who are not covering there 
mouths. coughing on the doors  or staying 6 feet 
apart there are a lot of violations going on.

concerned resident

04/01/20 6:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape company Bayview Landscape and Design 6523 Littlerock Rd SW Tumwater Landscapers doing normal daily yard maintenance at 
Providence Saint Peter Hospital where Bayview is 
contracted to maintain. Other crews continue to take 
on new, non-essential projects at residential 
properties.

.. .. ..

05/11/20 8:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Running store Bbay running 1431 N State St Bellingham Letting people in the store for fitting of shoes david@bbayrunning.com

04/09/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management bBlack Reality Manigment 801 West Riverside suite 300spokane All employees doing none essential task to include 
maintenance people office staff.



04/17/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BDR Fine Homes LLC 111000 Main Street  Suite 201Bellevue Non essential construction happening at 7831 NE 
10th st in Medina. Two men working side by side 
constructing.

Borgfords@gmail.com Stephenie Borgford 8084266123 PRCORP@PRKLAW.COM

04/16/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BDR Fine Homes LLC 7819 NE 10th St. Medina BDR Fine Homes LLC has two men working side by 
side within inches of one another building a fence. 
They have been working for three days straight. I 
have contacted the Medina Police Department who 
has warned them several times to stop and they 
have ignored this plea.

borgfords@gmail.com Stephie Borgford 808-426-6123 PRCORP@PRKLAW.COM

03/31/20 9:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BDR Homes 11100 Main St, Ste 201 Bellevue BDR Homes continues to have workers at their 
project located at 1027 102nd Pl. SE, Bellevue 

BDR's contact number is 425 889 5400

darilds@hotmail.com Dan Arildson 425-462-7578 PRCORP@PRKLAW.COM

05/05/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Be You Styles 37 T St SE South Hill This person is going and meeting up with people to 
preform haircuts, and colors. While other 
businesses are still closed, she has no right. She is 
not practicing social distancing by doing so.

Mandy Grentz on Facebook

04/20/20 4:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape BEAR CREEK LANDSCAPING 903 Redmond-Fall City Road Redmond This business continues to perform their non-
essential service around the community, and 
workers are not compliant in wearing masks, and 
distancing. They are  standing together, meeting, 
chatting, driving together, etc.

gail.travers@att.net Gail Travers 4259851430 MIKE@BEARCREEKLANDSCAPING.COM

04/21/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Bear Creek Landscoping Working at 10100 NE 37TH CTKirkland WA On April 20, 2020, I observed landscape workers 
from Bear Creek Landscaping performing non-
essential landscape maintenance at a residential 
condominium.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550 mike@bearcreeklandscaping.com

04/16/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Bear creek tree service 15122 Third Dr SE Lynnwood This business is across the street currently and they 
are pruning which is deemed non essential.

03/31/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Service Bear Creek Tree Service 20406 Little Bear Creek Rd Woodinville They are operating as normal yesterday and today.  
My laid off employee works for him and receives 
cash only.  The owner is avoiding almost all taxes 
and generates a gross income of $750,000 to 
$900,000 minimum a year

04/01/20 8:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bear Creek Tree Service - Raymond 
Kastelitz (425) 483-2536/ (206) 914-
1851

21637 NE 144TH PL Woodinville Business is still operating as of 4/1/20 with non 
essential services which are NOT hazardous 
conditions. The company has been working for the 
last 2 weeks and the business is not essential. 
Clients are still hiring NON ESSENTIAL companies 
to work - Please do something about this company 
as they are aware of the regulations and the owner 
of this company has many other complaints with L&I 
and paying his workers under the table with cash, 
not providing them with proper W2's/ payroll, and 
lying to IRS, reporting less income to avoid paying 
king county taxes. Thank you! 

Homeowner's name is Phil Salmon 
Address: 21637 NE 144TH PL Woodinville, WA 
98077

03/31/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bear Creek Tree Service - Raymond 
Kastelitz (425) 483-2536/(206) 914-
1851

17905 NE 156TH ST Woodinville Company has been performing non essential 
services for the last week every day. 

(206) 914-1851
05/09/20 12:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 

performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Beas beauty bar Moses lakes Moses lakes I saw in Facebook  that she Its promoting eyebrow in 
the peñoles house I hace screemshot photo

Beatriz morroquin

05/06/20 11:08 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Beastie Boutique 13203 NE HWY 99 Suite 8 Vancouver Beastie Boutique is offering in house dog grooming 
and is advertising / posting on Facebook that they 
are hiring groomers, have a full schedule, call for an 
appointment, etc...

rachelwhitney@comcast.net Rachel Whitney 360.566.7773 petinfo@beastieboutique.com

04/14/20 11:39 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Beastie Boutique 13023 NE Hwy 99, suite 8 Vancouver The grooming department within this store remains 
open under the guise of selling pet foods in the 
store.  Other local independent grooming shops 
comply with order while this shop continues to risk 
health and profit through grooming during pandemic.

concerned pet owner petinfo@beastieboutique.com

04/08/20 3:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Store Beastie Boutique 13023 NE Hwy 99 Suite 8 Vancouver Dog grooming is still open and accepting clients. 
Have observed people dropping off and picking up 
dogs for grooming.

bentlyd97@gmail.com Bently petinfo@beastieboutique.com

04/03/20 12:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Beastie Boutique 13023 NE Hwy 99 Suite 8 Vancouver, WA 98686 I know that Beastie Boutique is continuing to groom 
dogs because they have posted a new picture on 
their Facebook page, and confirmed that they are 
open for grooming.

My belief is that in additional to being a very low risk 
occupation (washing in soap and water stops the 
spread of coronavirus), dog grooming also performs 
essential services:  flea/tick treatments, nail trims, 
cleaning ear mites, medical baths for hot spots/etc, 
dematting, and emptying anal glands are just a few 
that quickly come to mind.  If you have ever had your 
dog's anal glands explode all over your carpet, you 
would certainly consider the services of a dog 
groomer as an essential service.  These are all 
maintenance activities that are routinely performed 
by dog groomers, not veterinarians.

However, if dog groomers are determined by WA 
state to be closed, then they ALL need to abide by 
that rule.

caryn.alomar@gmail.com Caryn 360-606-0456 petinfo@beastieboutique.com

05/16/20 12:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Recreational camping Beaver restaurant and lodge 2430 highway 20 E. Colville They are opening up for camping in very large 
quantities over weekends. They are exposing people 
of other people from all over and there is no social 
distancing because the property will any large 
enough to have social distancing with the amount of 
people showing up. They are functioning normal as if 
there is no concern and state they aren’t worried 
about it. Please stop the spread.

Beaver restaurant and lodge

04/17/20 10:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape seevices Becker landscape and services 14204 48th Pl W Edmonds Completing new landscaping services nonessential 
to repairs.

04/03/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Beckner Tree Care 453 15th Ave Kirkland Workers doing tree and bush pruning with chipper

05/15/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Beehive 126 E. Main Street Walla Walla I've seen some Facebook and Instagram posts that 
they have people working while all salons are shut 
down in Washington due to the crisis. This is not 
okay!

misbew2@gmail.com 5095264585

04/01/20 10:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Behavioral Health Resources 3775 Martin Way E Olympia I am an employee at BHR working as a mental 
health counselor. We have been instructed to make 
phone calls only to clients, but we are not allowed to 
work at home unless we have underlying conditions 
or children home from school. Given how contagious 
the virus is, and how it would be very possible to do 
the work from home, I think this is an unnecessary 
health hazard to have exposure to other employees 
who could be asymptomatic, but contagious. I would 
appreciate it if Jay Inslee made it clear to essential 
business places that workers must be allowed to 
work at home whenever possible. Or if this is already 
the case, I would like it to be enforced at my work 
place. Thank you!

kaytlinwilliams@gmail.com Kaitlin Williams 805-205-0421 ACCTDPT@BHR.ORG

04/07/20 6:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bella dolce nails and spa 20631 bothell Everett hwy  suit bBothell Shes inside  doing people's nails Samitow4x4@comcast.net Sam 2064752739

04/06/20 9:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bella Luna Condos 5220 42nd Ave S 105 Seattle Construction work garpsgh@gmail.com Freema Garp 2065695469

04/30/20 2:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Bella Via Salon 5620 NE Gher Rd Vancouver Helen Fry is a hairdresser in Vancouver WA. She 
has been doing hair cuts and coloring at her house 
the past month. Her clients come and go all day 
around 2 hrs apart. She recently was fired from 
Dharmas salon for practicing without a valid license. 
I don’t think it’s fair to all the hairdressers following 
the rules. Not to mention that she is introducing 
strangers daily to her home and thus compromising 
her customers and my husband and I as her spouse 
is at our home sometimes. I’m tired of the traffic and 
noise as sometimes the last person doesn’t leave 
until after 9.

joanne.liston10@gmail.com Joanne Liston 3603562213

03/30/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bellevue City Center Building 500 108th Ave NE Bellevue Non - essential construction work underway Monday  
 3/30(and to continue)  14th, 15th floors.  
Contractor: UNIMARK.  Client: VMWARE.  Painting, 
drywall,  electrical

Work is not maintaining an existing infrastrutcure, 
non- critical, not a public good. Are are building out a 
new (redundant) office space. Construction 
continues under the 'essential services' clause yet 
we are not performing or maintaining essential 
services.

Anonymous due to retaliation risk
04/03/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Firearm indoor range Bellevue Indoor Range 13570 Bel-Red Rd Bellevue https://www.bellevueindoorrange.com/

This indoor range still allow public come in for 
recreational activities. Need to shut them down.

Info@bellevueindoorrange.comWade 4256495995



05/14/20 6:32 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Bellevue Laser and Cosmetic Center 1200 112th ave ne suit c240 Bellevue I was a patient there Monday.  The waiting room  
was full , there was no social distancing. Patients 
were receiving cosmetic laser treatments, cosmetic 
injectables, the staff did not have PPE.   There were 
over 20 patients in the crowded waiting room, none 
wearing masks or protective clothing.  They are 
performing non-urgent aesthetic procedures

Diane Chiu /

04/22/20 7:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorsports Dealer Bellevue Motorsports 14004 NE 20TH STREET BELLEVUE, WA 98007 Bellevue Motorsports is selling ATV's during the shut 
down. This is not essential to essential works.

04/23/20 4:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Circus Studio Bellingham Circus Guild 1401 6th St., Suite 102 Bellingham, WA Multiple people entering the business every day for 
non-essential activities. Circus studios in every state 
are closed to everyone including performers, 
teachers, studio owners and students. All other 
circus performers are working from home and have 
closed their businesses.  Bellingham Circus Guild 
has multiple people per day gathering for personal 
use, classes and non-essential activities.  
Furthermore, this business does NOT have proper 
insurance for their business type and continues to 
put their community and students at risk.  Please tell 
these people that they are not above following the 
rules like everyone else and to CLOSE their 
business immediately!

KATIEHAGERMAN@HOTMAIL.COM

05/01/20 2:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealership Bellingham Ford  Lincoln 1820 James Street Bellingham I am on standby with this dealership. I was required 
to come in and work as a lot attendant for that is my 
job as of 5/1/2020. Seeing as the lock down will be 
extended, I find it unsafe while the lock down is 
active to be performing non-essential activities.

alfonsofbilly35@gmail.com Alfonso 3609275416

04/20/20 6:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shopping mall Bellis Fair Mall 1 Bellis Fair Parkway Bellingham Manager claims mall is essential, putting employee 
health at risk. Not the shoes within the mall, but mall 
employees, security, housekeeping, administration, 
etc..

KATHLEEN.SCHREIBER@GGP.COM

04/20/20 6:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shopping mall Bellis Fair Mall 1 Bellis Fair Parkway Bellingham Manager claims mall is essential, putting employee 
health at risk.

KATHLEEN.SCHREIBER@GGP.COM

04/03/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet Maker Bellmont Cabinet Company 13610 52nd St E, #300 Sumner Bellmont Cabinet Company claimed in a message to 
employees that they are essential because 
customers need to install new cabinets in their 
homes.

elisa_breland@yahoo.com Elisa Breland 2534786931 customerservice@bellmontcabinets.com

04/22/20 7:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home owners Association Belltown Court HOA 2415 2nd ave Seattle The HOA board is transacting non essential 
business. Sending out fines and forcing owners to 
deal with appeals during the Covid 19 moratorium or 
you are found in violation and must pay or have 
increased fines. This type of business etc has a 
moratorium until June 4th per Governor Inslee.  
They already once moved the date due to covid but 
are now trying to take advantage of owners via video 
conference.

JASON.GOOLD@HOTMAIL.COMJason M Goold 2087035978 board@belltowncourt.com

05/14/20 7:38 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Bellwether Yard 309 S. Adam's St. Hoquiam, WA I pass by this busines frequently and I noticed that 
they were back to work shortly after the stay at home 
order was out in place. I have seen 4-5 workers 
there not practicing safe social distancing and are 
also not wearing masks. I feel that this is very 
unsafe and do not believe that they are an essential 
business.

04/07/20 6:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass Company/hauling Belmont Tumwater 935 83rd Avenue Southwest Tumwater They remain hauling glass and putting employees 
out that don’t need to be, this is concerning as they 
haul across state lines as well

allbelmont@belmonttrucking.com

04/16/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA Belmonte Heights Board of Directors 534 Pilchuck Path Everett Everett The HOA will not stand down and is bringing in non 
essential workers to preform home maintenance, 
and is causing a threat to public health.

cchamborg@comcast.net Duncan Marsh 425-583-9461 cchamborg@comcast.net

04/10/20 3:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Equestrian center Belmore Equestrian 9801 James rd sw Rochester The facility horse owners and staff are essential to 
care for the animals.  Horse back riding lessons, 
showmanship coaching, horse team lessons, are not 
essential activities.  Shelter in place, orders citizens 
to leave home for essential activities.  Getting your 
kids horse lessons is not essential.  The horses 
saddles and reins are not changed between riders.  
It’s posted on their fb page one saddle per horse to 
protect the horses!

dagodoll@gmail.com Marlo 9712126850 connie@belmoreequestrian.com

04/21/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bender Custom Construction 1220 39th Ave E Seattle They have a crew working on a house construction 
at this address 1220 39th Ave E, Seattle , no masks, 
multiple people, asked them to stop and they told us 
to fuck off.

Concerned Neighbor

04/04/20 5:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Benson Remodeling 10312 120th St E #11 Puyallup This is a general contractor not a specialty contractor 
and have observed crews still working on remodel 
jobs not emergency repairs and non permitted 
specialty contractor work ie plumbing, hvac, and 
electrical. not maintaining social distancing

04/03/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Bensway Lawn & Tree Care 5505 E Mallon Ave Spokane Valley, WA  99212 Many of us in our industry have closed down and 
see this as extremely unfair to our companies and 
employees and hazardous to the public protection 
order.

mlfairburn1@gmail.com Lisa Fairburn 5099932970

04/01/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bertin’s Pools and landscaping 12218 Blackfoot dr Pasco Working on pool construction

04/05/20 1:08 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Best Western Plus Yakima Hotel 1614 N 1st St Yakima Business has pool open to all guest. Business is 
excepting non essential workers putting the essential 
workers at risk.

jadeb@lamhotels.com Jade Bryant 509.249.1900

04/06/20 1:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photographer BestDay Image N/a Dupont Company is offering photo sessions for sports teams BESTDAYIMAGE@GMAIL.COM

05/03/20 5:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealer Betancourt Auto Sales 15500 hwy 99 Lynnwood They have remained open selling cars to anyone 
with their regular staff. Their business hasn’t been 
by appointment inly either. Even advertising their 
doors will remain open when others aren’t.

05/10/20 6:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Funeral home Bethel 12347 25th Ave NE Seattle These are bad peoples in bad times, preying on the 
afflicted .

03/31/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Better Properties Gig Harbor 91 NE Burt Ct Belfair Building a new home in close proximity with affected 
individuals. And being blatantly disrespectful.

Melanieyhofbauer@gmail.comMelanie Shirley 3605365195

03/30/20 10:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Consumer electronics Beyond Hi-Fi 14210 NE 21st St Bellevue Technicians are performing and servicing installs of 
consumer electronics, very few of which services 
could be considered essential. I'm concerned they 
are putting their employees and clients at risk while 
going door to door and contributing to potential 
spread. I am also concerned social distancing is not 
being observed in the office or in service vehicles.

keevon@gmail.com Kevin West 6505346844

03/30/20 5:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet cleaning BHappy Carpet Cleaning 18322 59th ave se Snohomish Bhappy carpets continues to operate and go home to 
home

we@behappycleaners.com

04/12/20 7:05 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting Goods Big 5 171 Valley Center Pl. Sequim Please keep this private! We are afraid of losing our 
jobs. One of our family members and other co-
workers at Big 5 are being pressured to come into 
work. We have two very at-risk family members at 
home and we have already begged in writing to be 
allowed to stay home and isolate. The local hospital 
here (OMC) has called Big 5 multiple times to tell us 
that we should not be working but we're being told to 
anyway! Help!

anna4waves@gmail.com Anna 3606182236

04/10/20 10:29 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting Goods Big 5 Sporting Goods 108 Stuart Rd, Bellingham, WA 98226Bellingham People are just freely in the store to browse. If 
camping gear is deemed essential then I would like 
to say that little to none of that is being purchased. 
The majority is weights and ammo for guns. The 
staff is at risk for no reason.

brittaney13@gmail.com Brittaney Carrington (360) 510-9469

04/06/20 8:10 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Big 5 Sporting Goods 818 NE Northgate Way Seattle I don’t think that it is right that a retail store such as 
this is “essential.” There are no essential products 
selling there during this time, while they do sell 
firearms and camping equipment, I would not deem 
those items utterly essential. This quarantine should 
be taken more seriously.

Cmccaughan@live.com

04/16/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Big Boss Pressure Washing 1947 S. Ash st Tacoma My neighbor Ron has had a fence built, had trees 
cut down completely, & today has this business  
pressure washing his house in preparation for 
painting the home it seems. He's had this all done in 
the last few days.

Arlinkitty@yahoo.com Melissa Burks 2636917377

03/30/20 6:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Doggie daycare Big daddy’s doggie daycare 3704 9th st. Sw Puyallup They have the self wash open- which has been 
deemed non essential and there is not enough room 
to comply to the social distancing laws in effect.

jordanfrench1022@gmail.comJordan french 253-348-7649 CCCORCORAN55@GMAIL.COM



05/15/20 7:58 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Beeswax Candle ManufacturerBig Dipper Wax Works 700 South Orchard Street Seattle Management has informed employees that we have 
been classified as an essential businesses due to 
the fact that we will be manufacturing hand sanitizer 
(which we have never done before) in addition to 
candles, and that we are considered essential 
because we supply non-essential items to grocery 
stores.  I have been back at work for two weeks and 
we are not manufacturing hand sanitizer, nor has 
there been any mention of it.  we are simply making 
beeswax candles.  does this still qualify us as an 
essential business?

brent@bigdipperwaxworks.com

05/02/20 6:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Beeswax Candle 
Manufacturer

Big Dipper Wax Works 700 S Orchard St Seattle Management is telling employees that we have been 
classified essential because we are going to produce 
hand sanitizer, which we have extremely limited 
capacity (at best) to produce and have never made 
before.

04/25/20 9:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther handcrafted candles Big Dipper Wax Works 700 S. Orchard St Seattle My daughter works here and has been informed that 
the business has been classified as an essential 
business and she is to return to work by May 6.  She 
has not been provided with a safety plan for 
exposure risk to Covid-19.   I am extremely 
concerned since my daughter is a high risk individual 
and I do not understand how candle making has 
been classified as essential.

clduque@live.com Cathy L Duke 505-269-3055 info@bigdipperwaxworks.com

03/30/20 7:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Big D’s Construction 3902 N Swallow Ave Pasco Business is performing non essential duties.

03/31/20 7:41 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther sporting goods stores Big Five sporting goods various locations in the state many puget sound and east side locationsmost of these stores are open while others like Dicks 
and Cabbalas have closed,Employees have to work 
in close contact with customers in shoe dept and 
other areas, No consideration for their 
employees.Anything in that store except for guns 
can be purchased online.

atkinson.paul@comcast.net Paul Atkinson 425-275-6353

04/02/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Big Johnson construction Warbass st. Friday Harbor WA Still working not staying home risking infecting 
clients and workers

03/30/20 6:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Big Sky Northwest 19560 38th Ave NE Lake Forrest Park I'm a sub contractor that has been "forced" to 
perform work for this contractor at different dental 
office tenant improvement projects. These are in 
multiple cities and I've seen different subs coming 
and going.

04/01/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Big Trout Lodge 22809 E. Country Vista Dr Liberty Lake We live at Big Trout Lodge in Liberty Lake, Wa. We 
have noticed an abundance of construction workers 
here in the last week they are actually setting up 
fencing for equipment and brought in a porta potty. 
Witnessed about 5-10 of them walking around 
together this morning just wondering if this activity is 
necessary given the fact most people are being told 
to stay home.

05/02/20 4:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealership Bill Pierre Ford 11525 Lake City Way N.E. Seattle 5-10 guest on the showroom at a time, 10+ staff 
members in building at all times, not following any 
regulations for the entire quarantine, & selling cars 
to anyone willing to buy.

04/07/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping & construction Bill Sandbo 3106 N 28th St. Tacoma Landscaping construction has been going on non-
stop since March 16th. Since the Stay at Home 
order, dump trucks have shown up, landscapers are 
there every day doing this big home project. They are 
building retaining walls, fencing and removed 
tremendous amounts fo bricks landscaping 
materials, etc. The name I have listed is the 
homeowner because the workers do not have the 
name of the company on their trucks/cars. I have 
requested they stop work and pleaded with the 
owners not to bring these workers in from outside 
our neighborhood, but every day this huge project 
continues.  All other neighbors are home doing our 
part and must watch them break the order at 3106 N 
28th St. Tacoma. Please check into this address.

I tried to contact non-emergency police, but they 
referred me back to this form. Please give an option 
for us to report a business that does require us to 
give the business name. Thank you.

skyeval@harbornet.com Kristine Countryman 253-759-3205

03/31/20 1:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bing Crosby Theater & 
Montvale Event Center 
Offices

Bing Crosby Theater Admin Office 909 W Sprague Avenue Spokane At risk employees with health challenges are asked 
to work regular full time hours despite lag in 
business. 
Unmarked entrance is the door directly to the left of 
Incrediburger & Eggs.

04/01/20 5:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dental supplies for 
cosmetic purposes

Bioclear 3802 s Warner st, suite A Tacoma Laid off some employees but not all, they pack and 
ship cosmetic dentistry equipment that really is not 
essential it's cosmetic dentistry, cosmetic not really 
really needed. They even said that they considered it 
medical but their not doing anything to help with 
anything that pertains to Covid19.

biocleareric@gmail.com Eric 2532823551

04/01/20 5:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bird Electric Corporation 22930 Stottlemeyer Rd NE Poulsbo This company has been at a vacant building within 
the Kitsap Mall, preparing the building for 
occupation. The building is next to Bevmo within the 
Kitsap Mall. I have seen multiple vans for 2 days 
now.

JERRY@BIRDELECTRIC.COM

04/22/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Bison Gardens unknown Marysville I was surprised to find our landscaping crew show 
up at our condo yesterday.  There was a crew of 
them in several trucks and they mowed and edged 
our lawns.   I felt uncomfortable that there were so 
many and so close to our patios.

tracycookie@hotmail.com Tracy

04/15/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BJ and R Construction 205 26th Street NW Long Beach Company is working on a non essential project to 
finish a local movie theater. Company's owner is 
directly related to the city building inspector. All 
workers have been parking behind the building, as to 
not get caught. Since L&I is shut down, they are not 
getting any inspections and are covering all electrical 
with out inspection.

Ray Bonney

04/20/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Roofing Black Diamond Roofing 7504 Whitaker Rd NW Olympia This roofing company is open and operating right 
now doing a full roofing job when it is considered 
non essential. Business owner is having employees 
drive their own cars to the sight to avoid having his 
work trucks out and seen in public. Hey is under 
violation of the govoner order. The address they are 
at right now is 10436 Tilley Rd S Olympia, Wa. This 
is a non essential business.

CarolynLeader@gmail.com Carolyn Leader 3604815359 dawn.morton@blackdiamondroofing.com

04/13/20 1:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Black Diamond Roofing Whittaker Rd Olympia Owner is lying about essential service saying they're 
working on a "leaky roof" just to work to make 
money. Job is expected to start 04/14/2020. It hasn't 
rained so its not essential emergency job. Forcing 
employees to show up by saying "this is not optional" 
employees scared to go out and potentially passing 
along to family members. Employees fear retaliation 
of getting fired, if told they don't want to work. No 
social distancing. There is no bathroom on site. We 
don't get breaks.

Don Morton

05/15/20 7:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Black Eagle Tattoo 706 S 38th st Tacoma Artist Christopher James Quiggle was posting 
photos online on Facebook ect. Of tattoo work being 
done. Their Facebook page (Black Eagle Tattoo) 
Posted they were open as of Friday.

blackeagletattoonw@gmail.com

04/06/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blackstone construction 2525 194th Ave sw Lakebay Working on manufactured home. Non essential.

04/02/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BLACKWOOD HOLDING XI LLC 2400 Dexter Ave Seattle There are teams of construction workers 
hammering, sawing, drilling, etc everyday at 7 am 
even since the governor released confirmation that 
construction is non-essential business. These are 
multifamily townhouses in a residential area, 
definitely non-essential construction. I am concerned 
for the health of myself and my family - the workers 
are very close to our drive way and are always in the 
streets and taking over the sidewalks.

madelynpm@gmail.com Madelyn Morgan 7703243665

04/09/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Senior Building Apartment Blakely Apartments run by FPI 
Property Management

1140 N 192nd St. Shoreline Management was still showing and selling 
apartments and meeting with prospective tenants - 
non-essential activity even after Gov. Inslee 
Proclamation.  Tenants and myself feel this has put 
us at higher risk selling out our safety for revenue. 
We now have a confirmed case of COVID-19 in the 
building and do not feel management is doing 
anything close to the required level of disinfecting 
the building, doors, elevator and stairwells.

Anonymous

04/07/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Arborist/landscape work Blooma 8521 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Non-essential service being performed (yard 
cleanup/ivy removal/shrub removal); cutting of trees 
on an area designated as critical slope during wet 
season (3/31); blocking private lane without 
permission; using private right-of-way for vehicle 
(chipper) operation without permission of landowner 
and with no right-of-way for business client; 
extremely rude manner when we tried to discuss

martha.phelps@gmail.com Martha Phelps 206-890-6411



04/23/20 10:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Service Blooma Tree Experts 8521 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle, WA 98115 This morning (4/23) at 9.30am I observed a crew of 
4 tree cutters working in close proximity on one 
property in Roosevelt (1417 NE 70th St, Seattle, WA 
98115) without PPE and pruning a variety of small 
trees and shrubs. This certainly was no 'essential' or 
dealing with hazardous trees. This is a blatant 
violation of the Proclamation and is unsafe as they 
were also not preventing pedestrians from entering 
their work zone.

panorarbor@gmail.com Stuart Niven 2065019659 office@bloomatree.com

04/08/20 5:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Blue bunny ice cream truck license 
#2C1111

2523 167th St E Tacoma Ice cream truck is driving around our neighborhood 
luring kids with its music playing, driver was not 
masked this is a hazard for all the people in the 
community

mike_vilumsons@hotmail.comMike Vilumsons 206-747-9448

04/23/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blue Fish Fine Builders 9667 NE Pine St Bainbridge Island Non essential construction of uninhabited single 
family home with multiple workers and other visitors 
on site daily.

Gene Knox

04/22/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewelery production Blue Nile 5907 4th Ave s Seattle, 98108 This is the fulfilment center address. corporate 
address is 411 First Ave S 700, Seattle, WA 98104.
Social distancing is not possible in work conditions. 
Non essential to be producing and shipping luxury 
items

04/09/20 8:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther INTERNATIONAL 
JEWELERY ASSEMBLY 
AND SHIPPING CENTER

BLUE NILE 5907 4TH AVE SOUTH SEATTLE Driven by pure greed and favoritism, a select group 
is continuing to defy the Governors proclamation. 
Wedding ring and Jewelery are not essential 
services. So who took the payoff to let them continue 
to operate?   A public explanation and shaming is in 
order. Ask Noah Pearce the director whom answers 
to the board.

pr@bluenile.com

04/08/20 4:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewelry Store Blue Nile 5907 4th Ave S Seattle Blue Nile's fulfillment center, which houses all their 
diamonds with jewelers making the build-your own- 
jewelry, remains open while all of their competitors 
are closed.  Their corporate office is in Pioneer 
square, but employees there work from home.

janet.d.boyer@gmail.com Janet Boyer 2062659572 pr@bluenile.com

04/20/20 12:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Blue Sky Landscape Services Inc 5206 128th ST E Tacoma, WA 98446 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/17/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Blue Sky Landscape Services Inc 5206 128th St E Tacoma, WA 98446 Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Blue Sky Landscape Services Inc. 5206 128th St E Tacoma, WA 98446 This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720 www.blueskyland.com

04/07/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blue Water 6511 4th Ave NW Seattle Construction is resuming on this house intermittently

04/08/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blue Water Design Build 6511 4th Ave NW Seattle Ongoing residential construction being performed at 
this address

04/07/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blue Water Design Build 6511 4th Ave NW Seattle Renovation construction is still occuring at this 
house at least 3x a week

04/09/20 9:23 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewellery sales, assembly, 
and distrubition

BlueNile 5907 4th ave south Seattle too many people too close. ignoring the Governors 
order. A lot of us got laid off while others continue to 
collect overtime. Who got paid off?

pr@bluenile.com

03/31/20 8:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewelry manufacturers and 
assembly plant.

Bluenile 5907 4th Ave S Seattle Too many people working to close. 60 pe handle 
every job. Diamond jewelry is not essential

04/15/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blueprint 223 31st Avenue Seattle Ongoing construction in violation of stay at home 
order - construction is taking place at 223 31st 
Avenue, Seattle, Washington

christinewhsu@gmail.com Christine Flogel 206-683-2035 Blueprint

04/07/20 6:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blueprint Capital 1707, 1079 and 1711 NW 64th St.Seattle Multiunit residential construction site. Every day 
(including on weekends), there are multiple people 
working at the site.

04/01/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blueprint Capital (David Biddle listed 
on building permit)

1709 NW 64th St. Seattle Workers doing construction on new homes 
(nonessential work).

04/03/20 9:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Blythe Heating and Plumbing 2201 Humboldt St Bellingham The company is having planners and designers work 
at the office when they could perform their jobs at 
home.

04/07/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BMB Development 1900 w. 19 th ave Kennewick I thought at 1st that they were just closing up the job 
site or didn't understand the regulations. However 
they are still continuing to build. This is especially 
egregious for the fact that the owner of BMB 
Development is an elected city official, Brad 
Beauchamp, on the Kennewick city council. If 
elected officials don't think they should follow the 
essential business rules why would anyone else. If 
Coucilman Brad Beauchamp is continuing on this 
job site who knows what he is doing elsewhere that 
is putting his constituents and the
 Community at higher risk. This is flagrant violation.

04/06/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BMB Development Inc 4001 S Vancouver St Kennewick Construction sites:
1917 W 19th Ave, Kennewick, WA 99337
and
1903 W 19th Ave, Kennewick, WA 99337 (back 
acer of property-behind house)

Construction crews are still working on 2 brand new 
apartment buildings.  They are laying concreate, 
putting in windows and doors and roofing materials.  
These crews are not essential and are not following 
social distancing.  I have photo evidence as proof of 
this.

When I ask the crew why they are still working, I am 
told those rules don't apply to them because the 
owner/boss of BMB Development is a City 
Councilman.  Please help.  The workers are taking 
breaks all together on my fence (hanging/leaning) to 
where I can’t even let my young children out to play 
for fear.  Are children are essentially held hostage 
inside our own home, due to these workers not 
following the rules.  

I was also informed by one of the construction 
workers that they are not supposed to be working, 
but they didn't care and need the money and are 
allowed to continue.  They also stated that if the 
owner gets caught again he might get fined, but it 
would be worth the fine as the projects are more 
important than some little fine.  The worker informed 
me that they are working at more than these 2 
construction sites.

matandmarlo@gmail.com Mat Slagle 509-205-5339

03/31/20 7:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bmc Bond road Kingston There are customers coming in and out all day even 
though they appear to be closed and they still have 
at least 10 to 15 people working

04/02/20 5:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BMW of Bellevue 11959 Northup Way Bellevue A construction company was using  huge crane to 
take down the sign from this dealership. All the cars 
have been moved to the new site, there is no reason 
for construction work to be continuing at the old site.

gov@home.andypennell.com Andy Pennell 4252461737



05/13/20 1:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Dealership BMW Seattle 1002 Airport Way S Seattle BMW Seattle currently has over 10 people working 
in their sales building right now, violating the 1 
person in the building at a time order. They also 
have their front door unlocked and are doing 
business.

Employees that are sick or have symptoms are told 
to stay home for 72 hours not the recommended 14 
days. Employees are working within 6 feet of each 
other with no preventative measures taken.

lagrawal@lithia.com London Agrawal lithiacares@lithia.com

03/30/20 5:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BN Builders 3450 Monte Villa Parkway Bothell Construction workers, including plumbers and 
electricians are still working in Bothell at Seattle 
Genetics for BN Builders. Seattle Genetics has their 
own people working from home to be safe but 
construction has continued. The construction is not 
essential! It’s an improvement project! There is no 
social distancing being provided. These guys have to 
go to work to protect their jobs and then risk taking it 
home to someone! All the workers are very 
concerned but management is not because they are 
more concerned with money!

04/08/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BNB Construction 3014 NW 67th St Seattle They are continuing construction, but don't think it is 
essential since it is for a school that doesn't exist yet. 
The workers are not following social distancing and 
don't have any PPE.

04/05/20 8:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational marine 
manufacturing

Boat lifts international 1500A college way pmb 501 Mount Vernon Recreational marine business operating as critical. PFS@PEARSONFS.COM

04/22/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bob Peterson 11213 COUNTRY CLUB PL Anderson island Building a spec house

04/15/20 5:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Comic and collectibles shop BobaKhan Toys 500 SE Everett Mall Way Everett They did a livestream of an artist visiting and showed 
three of them sitting next to each other with no 
protective gear. This business also asked several 
cosplayers to appear in their store at the beginning 
of the outbreak for an event they invited children to 
when Emerald City Comic Con got canceled

angelchld3@gmail.com Mandi

04/02/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape and 
construction MATERIAL 
company.

Bobs Apple Barrel & Bark 4480 US-97 ALT Wenatchee They dropped off material to my neighbor who has 
hired a company to build a driveway for them. I 
contacted him and he says he has multiple out and 
that he is going to run regardless if he needs to be.

zacarybenjamin@gmail.com Zacary 5093222474

04/17/20 9:44 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Boeing 3003 Casino Rd Everett They are re-opening the plant April 20 Against the 
order to stay home.  There is no possible way to stay 
6 feet apart in a plane that isn’t 6 feet wide!

04/17/20 7:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther building Boeing Renton, Everett Renton, Everett Boeing isn't selling any planes and already has a 
stock pile but is calling all workers back. They aren't 
practicing social distancing and too many workers 
will be in very confined spaces together.  Potential to 
catch and spread virus is extremely high.

04/20/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bonafide Landscaping LLC 1830 Terminal Drive Richland Business has continued to perform non-essential 
work on job sites.

04/20/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bonafide Landscaping LLC 1830 Terminal Drive Richland Business has continued to perform non-essential 
work on job sites.

04/01/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bonaventure 10400 144th St E Puyallup Continued commercial construction going on without 
regard to stay at home order. No social distancing 
and should be shut down.

scubadude911@msn.com Dana Tissue 2533817176

04/21/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Business Bonilla Yard Maintenance PO Box 103 Anacortes Observed doing landscape work in my neighborhood 
(42nd Place, Anacortes, WA

curtbiz@msn.com Curt Bisby 360-202-7488 (360) 550-6903

04/03/20 3:22 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Book and Art supply store Book 'N' Brush 518 N. Market Blvd. Chehalis Business is selling N95 masks for profit and has 
ordered more online to sell in the future

Theaceofspades2007@gmail.comTheodore Terry 9407655348 booknbrush@gmail.com

04/02/20 11:07 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Book store Book’n’Brush 518 N Market Blvd Chehalis They are selling masks to make a profit for their 
business when they should be donating them to 
hospitals that are in short supply. They have a public 
post on Facebook selling masks.

ml_wink@hotmail.com Miranda Wink 3602193375 booknbrush@gmail.com

04/16/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boone electric 11409 58th ave. E. Puyallup They still have an office full of people working and 
are sending work crews to construction sites

05/13/20 8:19 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Boot Barn 1214 Marvin Rd NE LACEY The were deemed essential however the majority of 
their items are wranglers, cowboy boots and 
buckles.  Customers are in there buying those items 
and trying on boots etc.  The boots and clothing are 
place back on shelf for sale.  They should be taken 
in the back for a certain number of days as per 
company policy.  They also aren't sanitizing the store 
daily per a worker.

04/10/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boren Office Lofts / HSW construction 930 Boren Ave. Seattle 12 story office building. Construction has been non-
stop. Is this essential? If stay-at-home is not serious 
(and for all of us), please publish a list of the 
governor's orders which are OK to ignore.

04/06/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boren Office Lofts / HSW construction 930 Boren Ave. Seattle Office building construction has not stopped; they 
just work at back of building where it is not visible 
from the street. No social distancing. Construction of 
an office building is not essential.

04/24/20 1:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Geotechnical Drilling Boretec 1 Inc 18108 S Spangle Creek Rd Spangle Non-essential and unsafe business practices BOB.BORETEC@GMAIL.COM

03/31/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bothell construction. 88th ave NE Bothell This is for a housing development that broke ground 
when the order started. They also took down trees 
that had a bald eagle nest. Why is no one 
overseeing this type of activity. This has been 
happening in Bothell for awhile now. City of Bothell 
does not seem to care.

chariclee@yahoo.com Chari 4258771230

04/07/20 9:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex Bothell Ridge 19928 Bothell Everett HighwayBothell Complex had people conducting landscaping / lawn 
work 4/7/2020

aparker@etherstorm.net Amanda Parker

04/02/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BOTIMER AND ASSOCIATIES 3 EAST MAIN Walla Walla BUILDER IS STILL WORKING AFTER  
SHUTDOWN. REQUESTED WINDOW BE 
DELIVERED TO JOBSITE TODAY AND IS 
INSTALLING THEM TODAY. ALSO PUTTING IN A 
FOUNDATION AT THE CROSSHAVEN 
DEVELOPEMENT IN WALLA WALLA BEHIND 
THE GOLF COURSE

AWHITMAN1952@GMAIL.COMALAN WHITMAN 5099600326

04/01/20 2:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bouten Construction 1060 Jadwin Ave Ste 300 Richland Demanding workers and subcontractors to continue 
on a non-essential project at Richland School District 
project.  Our company is trying to protect our 
employees (and our community and state) and abide 
by the Governor's mandate.  Please help us 
understand why this project would be deemed 
essential when it is NOT related to the pandemic and 
the schools are shut down.  Social distancing is not 
realistic and they are putting our employees at risk.  
What is the point of the "stay home" mandate if 
there are going to be exceptions that put the 
community at risk for projects that are not truly 
essential to the pandemic?

sonja@bluemountainfire.com Sonja Stites 509-987-1700

04/01/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bouten Construction 720 N Washington Colville Bouten is building a non essential construction 
project in Colville, and has not stopped work or 
enforced any kind of measures to prevent the spread 
of this virus.   As a community we deserve better.

Travis.P.Kennedy@gmail.comTravis Kennedy 5099643362

03/31/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bouten Construction 627 N Napa St, Spokane, WA 99202Spokane Around 6 trucks were noted at the old Dollar plus 
store this morning 2710 E 57th Ave, Spokane, WA 
99223. The building is closed and currently being 
remodeled.  A Bouten construction sign is posted 
door, the windows are all covered up so couldnt see 
what was going on inside.

04/13/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawncare Bowerman Lawncare 1515 10th Ave SE Olympia I rent a home at 828 Boulevard Rd. SE and have 
mentioned to the owners Luke & Whitney Bowerman 
NOT to have their landscaping people (2) come 
maintain the yard during Covid-19. There is no 
imminent damage or spoliation of hardscape or 
greenery and routine maintenance is not permitted 
according to Governor Inslee. They arrived at the 
property at 130pm, April 13th 2020 to perform non 
essential lawn care. I have video proof of this taken 
from inside my home of two workers at my home.

shellygrunden@gmail.com Shelly Grunden 360-628-9656 whitneybowerman@gmail.com

04/01/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction boxing 153 sw 153rd st burien painting outside

04/10/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boyd Pickrell Construction 747 21st Ave East Seattle They are doing major residential construction in 
flagrant violation of the order.  SDOT Permit No 
418775, SDCI permit # 6748299-CN, contact Boyd 
Pickrell 206-372-4786 or Boyd.pickrell@gmail.com

04/06/20 5:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Boyer Mountain pool & Excavation 4960 Mission Creek Rd Cashmere This business has been operating during the stay at 
home order. They removed a pool and are doing 
excavation to the property and putting in a new pool. 
There has been up to 6 people working. They are 
also advertising on face book about they are still 
working and putting in saunas a pools for other 
clients.



04/01/20 7:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat Sales Person / Boat 
Broker

Boynton Yachts 2226 Eastlake Ave East #112Seattle Dave Boynton is meeting clients, traveling to multiple 
locations listing, showing and selling boats with no 
protective gear. He also is using a PO box to 
fraudulently meet Licensing requirements when 
really not having a required physical location to 
operate as Boat Dealer.

Ralph Christensen 206-949-6866

05/10/20 6:16 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Child care Boys & Girls Club of Benton and Franklin county2110 W Henry St Pasco Unessential conference meetings with no 
enforcement of mask wearing or six feet of 
separation.

04/15/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn maintenance BR Landscaping P.O. Box 1373  Bellevue WA 98009Bellevue Truck with 2 men doing residential lawn 
maintenance.

Daniel Higgins Daniel higgins 4259417916 brlandscaping@comcast.net

04/22/20 10:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther street performance and 
race preparation auto shop

Brad's Custom Auto 12719 28th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98125Seattle While understandably auto repair shops are 
important, this one makes extremely loud noises 
focused on custom race preparation for high-
performance vehicles, which seem less than 
essential in these times and do not seem conducive 
to social distancing.

bradscustomauto@comcast.net

04/22/20 12:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Appliance distribution office Bradlee Distributors 21440 68th Ave S. #100 Kent Administrative staff which should be able to work 
remotely is being asked to work in the office with no 
physical distancing.

05/09/20 4:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other trucking Brady Trucking 922 E johns prairie Rd Shelton violating non essential business Angela Havel Barton

03/31/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brandon l harper 415 hardwick rd Sequim Build a new residence multiple other construction 
companies working on job not staying home as 
mandatory

Rmnewman79@gmail.com Ronald newman 3604778695

03/30/20 7:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BrandSafway Services 1071 Andover Park W Tukwila They are exposing employees to the coronavirus by 
working them when there jobs are non essential.

04/03/20 6:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Brass Latern 6201 E McKinley Ave Tacoma They have been opening the bar everyday after 5pm. 
There parking lot has been full after 9-5pm business 
hours and the lights on inside. People smoking 
around the front door as well as coming and going.

purpledulcet@gmail.com SJ 2533316661

04/06/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bravo's Flooring LLC 600 SW 5th Ct. Renton They are installing carpet at my neighbor's house in 
Kenmore - clearly not essential.

jennifer@envisioninteriordesign.comJennifer Hoefer 2063967967 RPEREZ1982@GMAIL.COM

04/21/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Breeze Free Window & Door 6023 188th St SE Snohomish A customer said that they saw this company 's truck 
in the neighborhood any they were installing windows

dan@gayfriendlybiz.com Dan 360-286-6128

03/31/20 4:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Heating and Air Conditioning Brennan  Heating & Air conditioning 4601  S 134th Seattle Company played off all product advisors from Costco 
Stores except 5 who were relocated to Home Depot 
Stores. 
Brochures can generate business and this company 
although is an essential  business is not complying 
with business  shutdown  orders.They are putting 
thir employees  in harm's way  and adding to the no 
contact problem for exposure.

ercrusin2003@yahoo.com Ellen Scherer 253-202-5244

03/31/20 3:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brennan Heating & Air Conditioning 4601 S 134th Pl Seattle, WA 98168Tukwila Work crew exposed to virus patient now in hospital, 
and still working with new customers daily. These 
are routine sales and installation, not emergency 
installation.

racersdad11@msn.com Edgar How 2538453556

03/31/20 6:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brennan heating and air 4601 s 134th pl Seattle They are installing brand new ac systems risking 
people’s safety far non essential ac

04/09/20 7:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brent Davis Construction Inc. 800 W Park Ave. #5 Port Townsend Business is building new construction and remodels 
that are non essential

John_R@hotmail.com John Roads 3603856468

04/10/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brent Davis Construction, Inc 887 E Park Ave Port Townsend Still doing non essential new construction

04/17/20 12:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex Brewster Gardens 309 S 7th St Brewster, WA 98812 Renovation of units ongoing during lockdown, unit 
303 and 304. We just got a termination of lease for 
June 30 for construction purposes. Also ongoing 
work on the sprinkler water supply.
I do not consent to my name being released to the 
company.

bayadeewalls@yahoo.com Baya Walls brewstergardens@hotmail.com

04/01/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brian Falloon dba 8446 Golden Valley Dr. Maple Falls A backhoe has been running since 8:am this 
morning.  Large loads of fill or gravel have been 
delivered.  The noise is annoying and since this is a 
residential neighborhood, Everyone is home because 
of the lockdown.  We're all stuck here listening to it.  
The business is most definitely non essential.

bonniemckinnon@protonmail.comBonnie McKinnon 360-599-2930

04/10/20 5:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brian Grant 1160 17th Ave E Seattle My neighbor, Brian Grant continues to hire workers 
to remodel his house.  This work has been going on 
for th last 2 weeks. Today I saw 4 guys. Brian Grant 
also sent out an email telling the neighbors he 
intends on going for a walk in Volunteer Park this 
weekend. If I am told not to re-roof my house (by 
myself) this guy should be shut down.

garyskis@gmail.com Gary Vasseur 206.420.6530

04/15/20 3:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used Car Lot Brian Harris Used Cars 622 S First St Selah I have read the guidelines of keeping a car lot open, 
and cleaning/ washing cars is not essential. There 
was a large group going around cleaning the cars on 
the 10th of April. I don’t think car detailing is 
essential.

04/22/20 1:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive dealership Brice Titus Olympia Jeep 2110 carriage dr Olympia Olympia Jeep has a photographer that is taking 
pictures of cars and cleaning them. Does not seem 
essential.

04/21/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services Brier Creek Gardens 38th Place E Seattle I observed this company cleaning my neighbor's 
garden up, removing leaves using a leaf blower and 
planting flowers even! I can't get my landscape 
company to come out and clean up my property 
because they're non essential.

05/10/20 2:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Buddhist Temple Bright Buddhist Association 7728 SR 92 Lake Stevens Has had people coming and going since the stay at 
home order was in place. They even had people 
come fix the barn and dispose of a possible asbestos  
 wood panels. The business had a large indoor 
gathering on Sat, May 8 as well. Most of the 
attendees were mostly high risks people with 
underlying health conditions.

05/18/20 1:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bright Side Tattoo 11622 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley This tattoo shop has not been tattooing to my 
knowledge but are still meeting customers for 
consultations without masks, gloves, or social 
distancing.

04/06/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Bright VIew 5524 66th Ave E, Puyallup, WA 98371puyallup These folks do our neighborhoods landscaping. 
Since i dont live and am not part of a government 
facility they shouldnt be here.  Im afraid their 
employees could bring this virus to my 
neighborhood.  Theres lots of people going on walks 
and they have at least 20 employees running around 
here all day and have been for a couple days now.

04/01/20 9:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape bright view landscape services 5524 66th Avenue East Puyallup, WA 98371 they are out with many people operating. they are 
doing landscaping that is non-essential. they had 
about 5 or 6 workers out at an apartment building in 
silverdale (cascade ridge apartments).

danielprasch@segfilms.com daniel prasch 3606895005

04/03/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapping Bright view Landscapes 5524 66th Ave E. Puyallup Continued to work and operating in the community  
working  landscapes with less than 6 feet between 
them. I became aware of them when they almost hit 
my vehicle while I tried to get to my PT office. Saw 
inside the vehicle and they had 5 people tightly 
squished inside the truck. Landscaping is not an 
essential business and should not be operating.

Ssparky1988@gmail.com Stephanie 8015985175

04/01/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Company Brightview 5524 66th Avenue East Puyallup, WA 98371 They have been out all week doing landscaping in 
our neighborhood (Horizon Pointe Lacey, WA).  This 
isn't essential work.

wendyc52981@gmail.com Wendy Cox 9166982907

03/31/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services BrightView 3412 E Valley Rd Renton, WA 98057 I have a landscaping team wandering through my 
neighborhood with blowers and trimmers...seems 
non essential to me . Also not doing social distancing.

lmarie.johnson@hotmail.com Lisa John son 2063806239

04/20/20 12:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Brightview Landscape 5524 66th Ave E Puyallup, WA 98371 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720



04/17/20 12:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Brightview Landscape 5524 66th Ave E Puyallup WA 98371 Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/06/20 9:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Brightview Landscape 5524 66th Ave E Puyallup 98371 Our Company  shut down at the start of the mandate 
but this company is out working crews like nothing is 
happening. We have layed of employees  that are 
tempted to go to work for them as they are breaking 
the rules and we are paying a price with our clients 
and employees.

Ronald .rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 253-405720

03/31/20 9:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and ground 
maintenance

Brightview Landscaping 61st Street, Northbridge CondominiumsPuyallup Landscaping services are being provided at the 
Northbridge Condo's located in unincorporated 
Pierce County.  I reviewed the essential services and 
did not find landscaping or ground maintenance 
listed.  I told the company that provides my weekly 
lawn service to stay home because he was not 
considered an essential service.

debbihanson57@gmail.com Debbi Hanson 12538414420

04/16/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Brighview Landscape 5524 66th Ave E Puyallup, WA 98371 This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/07/20 10:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Equestrian Training and 
Lessons

Brindle Ridge Farm 3000 NW 299th Street Ridgefield Brindle Ridge is conducting daily horse lessons for 
hunter jumpers.  They are claiming social distancing 
but their pictures and social media posts show 
otherwise.  When questioned they said they can if 
they practice social distancing. If the children can’t 
do soccer, parks, school how can they do horse 
lessons.  Share common areas, shared tack. 
Standing and charting within 6 feet. More then 10 
people at the barn at once.

amyravagni@gmail.com Anonymous (Do not want my name shared) 5038805749 brindleridgefarms@gmail.com

04/03/20 7:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bring It On Homes 4520 41st Ave sw Seattle Construction of new townhouses at this address 
continues despite the stay at home order. I am a 
neighbor. I see this happening all day, Monday 
through Friday.

Kevin.cyr@gmail.com Kevin Cyr 2066192504

04/01/20 8:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clothing Brist Corp 4208 Meridian St. STE 102 Bellingham Employees are being asked to come in to work and 
are concerned about their job in the future if they say 
no for safety reasons. The work done here is screen 
printing and hat making which is inherently non-
essential.

04/13/20 7:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Brite light welding 5526 184th St. E suite G Puyallup Putting employees at risk not having no type of 
protection mask or any disinfected wipes or cleaning 
supplies and not taking any precaution of wiping or 
cleaning anything a worker was exposed and they 
decided not to say anything to any other employee

04/21/20 8:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brittani Ard Contact 
 Phone:(206)371-0350

801 1st Ave North Seattle back again performing nonessential residential 
construction at 7am. not social distancing, only 1 or 
2 workers wearing mask, rest of crew not.  NOT 
essential construction since private residential apts.  
was woken up at 7am by a belt sander (my 
residence is 200-250 ft from site) - up to 76.5 dB 
inside my home in bed, 93.2 dB when I went outside 
on the deck). between noise violation and stay at 
home order violation, not social distancing or 
wearing masks - not sure how this is allowed to 
continue. unbelievable! And now I get to go to work 
as a healthcare provider - which is essential, unlike 
the for profit private residential construction that 
woke me up with a noise violating belt sander - 76.5 
dB in the home at 200+ ft away is NEVER allowed 
per guidelines! for a reason!

mewilkin@gmail.com marianne 860-798-8901  Brittani Ard Contact Phone:(206)371-0350

04/20/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brittani Ard;  Contact 
 Phone:(206)371-0350

1st Avenue North  between 70' and 140' North of Valley StreetSeattle crew of construction on nonessential private 
residential micro units restarted at 7am today - 
against the stay at home order.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901  Brittani Ard;  Contact Phone:(206)371-0350

04/22/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Broadmoor 2136 W. Riverside ave Spokane They are remodeling the inside of the apartment 
building. The remodeling is in the hallways, empty 
apartments and they are building a weight room. The 
construction is going on daily, is currently going on 
and has not stopped at all during the non-essential 
business ban by the governor.

annsarmy4@gmail.com Ann Hinton 509-688-3877

04/22/20 6:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV dealership, RV sales Broadmoor RV 9145 ST Thomas drive Pasco Dealer is showing and selling RV's. Delivering RV's 
to customers that did not have a sale in process prior 
to March 25th. According to an employee at 
Broadmoor they "never closed sales and it has been 
business as usual" during the stay home stay 
healthy order.

Tsmythe595@yahoo.com Tom Smythe 3609574224

04/29/20 2:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Brookdale Court yard 4610 6th St Pl SE Puyallup Sales people can work from home. Sales and 
marketing are being encouraged to go out and do 
porch visits, go to medical and non medical 
establishments and drop off food/gifts.

04/29/20 2:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Brookdale Puyallup South and all 
Brookdales

8811 176th St E Puyallup Many staff can work from home. They are not in 
direct care with the residents. I’m a sales manager. I 
can do everything at home and so can our office 
manager, ED and HWD. We are all still here.

04/21/20 4:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Brookdale Senior Living 420 Yauger Way SW Olympia Non essential staff including all administration staff, 
sales department and maintenance team required to 
work onsite- these positions could be done remotely- 
the are not performing any type of healthcare duties.

jcurry1@brookdale.com

04/11/20 4:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn mowing, edging, 
pruning, landscape 
maintenance

Brookstone 407 203rd Pl SW Lynnwood I observed workers doing maintenance on plants and 
grass that is not critical work right now. Workers 
were observed touching and opening gates and 
entering backyard areas to mow already manicured 
lawns. The maintenance they are performing is 
purely cosmetic and shouldn’t be deemed necessary 
in a global pandemic. They are working on a weekly 
schedule in our complex so every week they enter 
the backyards of residents and jeopardize their heath 
and safety.

Mariannee.wood@yahoo.comMarianne Wood 4802980339

04/01/20 7:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brothers plumbing 417 N Sequim ave Sequim Have heard from citizens of my neighborhood they 
are performing non essential repairs and updates.  
Called them to see if they would do a non 
emergency call and they said they could be out 
within the hour.  This is putting our community at 
risk.  When I questioned the plumber who called he 
said they are open for all plumbing needs and they 
are doing what they are told.

04/01/20 3:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plumbers Brother’s Plumbing 417 N Sequim Ave Sequim Owner requiring workers to maintain normal hours 
of operation and responding to non emergency type 
service calls. Responding to all calls.

Anonymous

04/01/20 7:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Brother’s Plumbing 417 N. Sequim Ave. Sequim Sending plumbers out  to do non essential work due 
to all other companies following the rules.

03/31/20 4:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Candy manufacturer Brown & Haley 110 E. 26th St Tacoma 50+ employees continue to work in close quarters. 
Candy production is not essential and puts the 
employees & their families at great risk.

04/09/20 10:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Bruce Roofing Phone #1-800-825-
1356

14001 20th Avenue NE Seattle There are 12 people on the roof working on a non-
essential roofing project.  They are all working very 
closely together without any mask or other safety 
gear.  Please stop this non-essential work for the 
safety of my family.

04/27/20 11:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive dealership Bruce Titus Olympia Jeep 2110 carriage way sw Olympia This dealership has an e oyee washing cars and 
taking photos for sales.  How a car looks is non 
essential.

03/31/20 9:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Bruner Orthodontics 17130 Avondale Way #109 Redmond Doctors are requiring staff to report to the office and 
see patients for non essential procedures. Examples: 
braces on or off, adjustments, and checkups.



03/31/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther screenprinting Brunette Sportswear 130 N Lee St Spokane I've had several individuals tell me they are open & 
actively printing shirts. I see they're trying to say they 
should be open because they supply "safety 
equiptment" but they in fact just order it from a third 
party supplier & drop ship it to you, no need to even 
have people in the shop for that & you can do that on 
your own anyhow. I know, because I do the same 
thing. It's very frustrating when people skirt the 
system like this while others like myself take the hit 
for doing the right thing.

Murphy Christopher 5095702795

04/02/20 6:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and Garden 
Equipment Sales, Service, 
and Parts

Bryant's Tractor and Mower 501 SW 12TH Street Renton They are open to the public that encourages people 
to violate the Stay at Home orders to get repairs on 
equipment,  parts, and sales.

04/06/20 7:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Bryant's Tractor and Mower, INC 501 SW 12th Street Renton they are telling customers to come in and pick up or 
drop-off their lawn & garden equipment, and not 
worry about VIOLATING the STAY AT HOME order 
from the Governor. I am concerned that they are 
more interested in their own greed than the lives of 
the community.

N/A Anomious N/A

05/10/20 7:11 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Bubbles and Bows Pet Grooming 2405 N Pearl St Tacoma Large groups of people keep going in and out of the 
shop

Stacey

03/30/20 4:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther aircraft interior designs - 
non essential

Bucher Aircraft Interior Solutions 1310 Industry Street, Suite 100Everett I believe this company is allowing employees to 
come in if they "want to". I don't believe the 
designing interiors of planes is considered essential 
at the moment, and their employees should be 
required to stay home, given the Governor's 
mandate.  Stay Home, Stay Safe is not being 
adhered to by the owner of this establishment.

jforbes@gmail.com Julie Forbes 2068853948 bburlet@bucher-group.com

04/02/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Buck and Sons 4260 Old Pacific Highway Kelso Lot development and new septic tank install - Owner 
has been informed but ignoring mandate

Carl@lawsoninvestment.com Carl Lawson 3606066217

04/14/20 5:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Bucs 2001 Bouslog road Burlington Car sales and test drives. My dealership is closed for 
any sales.

b.basford1@gmail.com Bryan Basford

04/06/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance bud and blades PO Box 326 East Olympia, WA 98540olympia They continue to do landscape maintenance while 
us other companies comply with the governors orders

Vwchilders@gmail.com bret childers 3602390881

04/07/20 5:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Budget Arbor and Logging 12401 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley Workers were placed on stand by until 13 April. The 
owner is requiring employees to come back to work 
starting today and working jobs in Idaho to avoid 
getting in trouble in WA State.

lindseyjeannine67@gmail.comLindsey 5093625578

04/08/20 8:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Architect Buffalo Design 1520 4th Ave Seattle Business still operating like nothing is going on. 
Employee of the business said she didn't care that 
people were getting sick.

info@buffalodesign.com

04/01/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Buffington Homes 36604 46th Ave E Eatonville, WA 98328 Ed Buffington is building a custom home at the end 
of a private road that connects into 140th St NW, 
Gig Harbor. There are construction workers all over 
the job. This is not helping to cut down on the spread 
of the virus. They are acting as though there was no 
stay in place order, or shut down of non- essential 
businesses.

mapnoskcaj@gmail.com Pam Jackson 253-468-0004

04/02/20 8:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Buffington Homes and Communities 911 140th Street NW Gig Harbor, Wa This business is operating during Governors Oder to 
stay home. This is a non essential business! He has 
a full crew working up to 15 people.

04/03/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builder 20400-20600 ?? NE 159th StBrush Prairie Builders, truss deliverers, concrete pumpers, crane 
operator etc. Building a large private house.

03/31/20 9:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builder supply Stone way n and n 41st st Seattle The company is pouring concrete for a building. Two 
workers are in close contact. They are on the street.

Camilla@apeacefulworld.comCamilla Mckinnon 2069609277

04/01/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builder's First Source 3919 W. Clearwater Ave. Kennewick Saw their trucks out today delivering lumber 
packages to new construction builders that are 
STILL building

04/03/20 4:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders 2121 Madrona point drive Bremerton These guys have a large group of people building on 
Madrona point drive at the END of the dead end 
street !
They have not slowed or ceased the whole time

Eaglelegaldept@gmail.com Harold varney 360-876-8000

04/19/20 4:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders Alliance 3801 Hannegan Rd. Bellingham The only sign is a Builders Alliance sign. If there is a 
ban on home construction why are they building a 
house on Sawgrass Way in Blaine Wa? People and 
trucks coming/going constantly. Roofers worked 
today. No distancing is ongoing. All neighbors 
watching/concerned.

03/31/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders first 5522 point fosdick dr Gig harbor Delivery of new lumber  to a residential new 
construction house

Rmnewman79@gmail.com Ronald NEWMAN 3604778695

03/31/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders First Source 20815 67th ave NE Arlington Despite many of their customers responsibly 
shutting down. They continue to build and deliver 
products to whoever will accept deliver. Unnecessary 
risk to employees and the public.

04/03/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders frist source 3919 W Clearwater Ave Kennewick Our son works there an they have them coming in 
an making delivery to interior finish work an his 
daughter just had a major surgery ,  an his wife or 
daughter getting the Coronavirus an the employees 
have said this to them but they are not listening . An 
afraid if they don’t show to work they will be fire an 
lose there health insurance on there daughter an 
themselves

brad3614@yahoo.com Bradley an Jennie 5098850412

04/23/20 7:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction BUILDERS SUPPLY 22013 W Bostian Rd. Woodinville Builders Supply dump trucks are operating on non-
essential jobs. Office workers and maintenance 
workers are on-site at the Woodinville address 
performing non-essential functions. This business 
has multiple job sites throughout King and 
Snohomish County that are new construction and 
non-essential. Owner Sanjeev Bagaria and Manager 
David Martinson will attempt to claim what they do is 
emergency work to bypass the Governor's 
Proclamation, when it is not. They will claim they are 
doing payroll every day, when that is not true. They 
don't have that many employees, and none of them 
should be working anyhow. David Martinson may 
claim he is doing bids on jobs, which could be done 
from home. Many of their workers are Mexican 
immigrants, so highly at risk for being taken 
advantage of because they are afraid of being 
deported. Company also known as Balaji Logistics. 
Owner home address 537 207TH AVE NE, 
SAMMAMISH, WA 98074 and phone number 425-
635-8083.

BILLING@BUILDERSSUPPLYWA.COM

04/02/20 8:01 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Builders supply 4100 stone way Seattle Residential construction project being performed at 
this address.

deimels@gmail.com Sarah Deimel 5712436942

04/02/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Building Resources 280 Morris Ave S, Renton, WA 98057Kirkland My apartment complex (phone: 425 828-3909) 
contracted the above company to do what they called 
"necessary stair and stair tread repairs" starting last 
Tuesday. They have done MUCH more than that, 
and, by all means, this work is NOT essential. It is 
noisy and disruptive. I WISH TO REMAIN 
ANONYMOUS.

Jeuell Chris 425 706-0995

04/10/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Building Resources, inc 25th Ave W and W Bertona StSeattle Contractor is continuing condo siding project and 
balcony resurfacing at condo building located at W 
25th St and Bertona Ave W in Seattle.  Employees 
not maintaining 6’ distance or wearing face mask.

44eleventyhundred@gmail.comAshley Francis 2062801040

03/31/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Built for Living LLC PO Box 5011 Pmb 93 Ferndale An unidentified worker from Built for Living entered 
our yard today with owner of property, who did not 
give proper notice to us as tenants. We asked them 
to leave the property several times, but they refused. 
They claimed they were there for the purpose of 
construction planning. Not only did they violate our 
rights as tenants, they put as at risk, they violated 
the Governor's stay at home order except for 
essential purposes, and the company is apparently 
still operating even though Bellingham specifically 
ordered that residential construction will be deemed 
non-essential. The actions of this business has 
caused us a tremendous amount of stress and 
anxiety today. We called the Bellingham Police 
Department for help and they refused to even come 
out, and informed us the landlord and contractor 
could do whatever they wanted.

a.camp82@yahoo.com Amy Campbell 360-255-3602

04/01/20 8:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Woodworking Burgeners Woodworking Inc 4809 NW Fruit Valley Rd Vancouver The business does not do woodworking for essential 
purposes. Many employees are applying for 
unemployment but are being refused. They have no 
means  of teleworking due to the business.

info@burgenerswoodworking.com



05/12/20 5:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non Profit Animal Shelter 501 C3Burien Cares 909 SW 151st Burien The public can go into business without PPE to 
adopt /surrender /visit animals without having to 
schedule appointments, There is no hand sanitizer 
wash stations or monitoring of temperatures or 
tracking of who comes in and out of the business. 
This is a threat to the employees and the public. This 
started as of the 4th of May.

Debra George

04/20/20 2:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Burlington Used Car Superstore 2001 Bouslog Rd, Burlington selling vehicles to consumers and not following the 
ESSENTIAL BUYERS ONLY guidelines.

3607572000

04/08/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Burns Fire Protection Services PO Box 1110 Granite Falls Installing fire sprinklers in a on going construction 
project for a self storage facility. This is not an 
essential job and I have been trying to stay home but 
Burns Fire will not lay me off or allow the use of sick 
time.

04/09/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Busy Bee Lawn Service 1615 22nd Ave SE Olympia I observed a worker mowing grass today at a 
property that did not need the grass mowed. I saw 
the governors order and routine outdoor mainntience 
s consider non-essential. I want to return back to 
work and with people continuing to work it Is just 
prolonging this effort. Please enforce this order.

jenniferann18@hotmail.com Jennifer Riedmayer 828-507-4388

04/02/20 1:31 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Buying gold store Buying Gold 11903 Pacific Ave. S. Tacoma(Parkland)  WA 98444 They are just buying gold jewelry. tonyholien@Gmail.com Tony Holien 2535834754

03/30/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping C & C Landscape and Stuff and 
Things

4120 Harrison Ave NW Olympia Had crews performing landscaping jobs that are non 
essential and has 2 young women working in the 
office doing non essential duties. One of which is 
clearly pregnant.

04/13/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance C & C Yard Care 5210 N Florida Street Spokane C & C Landscaping and True Green are out and 
about working, providing Spring clean ups of yards, 
spraying of chemicals for weeds/fertilizer while I 
have told my employees that we are not deemed 
essential services.

This does not bode well for employee moral or the 
Home Owners Associations, commercial and 
residential accounts that are going to let us go 
(fire/replace us)  in favor of a company that is out 
servicing customers against orders.  

Why do we do the right thing, by obeying  Inslee's  
orders to stay home stay safe while these 
companies are working full time and still will collect 
on the $1,200 stimulus check... This is totally not 
right and completely unacceptable.

Donna Jasper
509 710-5456

kevin@jasperandsons.com Donna Jasper 509 710-5456

03/31/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaoing  (509) 264-
7825  UBI# 603-473-547

C & E Landscaping LLC unknown Wenatchee, WA. Numerous Landscaping and New Builders still 
working in Wenatchee Valley!!! East Wenatrchee 
Police Office said THEY WILL NOT ENFORCE IT!!!

fox939@msn.com Michael Fox (509)387-3004 INFO@CELANDSCAPINGLLC.COM

04/01/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction C & K ROOFING 2621 s. Havana spokane Superintendent explained a week ago today they 
were going to complete sheeting 2 structures to 
secure structure.  All trades are working in all 
capacities. This roof is not essential! Developer 
general is copper basin

andre@smartfinishes.com andre miesch 5092164080

04/02/20 7:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn mowing C&C Lawn Care 5210 N Florida Spokane Vehicles with multiple people inside pulling up to 
mow lawns

Martin Moore

03/31/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction C.A. Reed Construction P.O. BOX 1666 Eastsound , WA 98245Eastsound The contractor is still working on a large residential 
home project near Eastsound, WA.  I spoke to the 
owner of the firm and he advised that his 
interpretation is that anything related to completing 
the building envelope is allowed along as social 
distancing rules are adhered to.  While I understand 
the rationale for completing the roof, I don't really 
understand continuing with framing, as by that 
standard almost all residential construction in WA 
State would still be ongoing.  If you can clarify, that 
would be great.  Please ignore previous submittal 
with Wisconsin address; I did not previously have 
the right contractor.

kirknyland@gmail.com Kirk Nyland 2066187442

03/31/20 4:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care C.P.C. landscaping 4120 Harrison ave Olympia Saw their truck at a location mowing.  I wouldn't 
think mowing a lawn is essential.  For that matter, 
most lawn care companies in Oly are still working.  
Busy Bee even says so on their website. FYI - this 
site says all info is public, so not adding my contract 
info below.

04/09/20 9:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction C2 Pools 6510 W Okanogan Ave C Kennewick Seen trucks & workers at a house in Pasco on 
4/08/20 at Spencer states neighborhood.

03/30/20 11:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Information Technology C2S Technologies 1837 156th Ave NE a303 Bellevue The business is still bringing in people for video 
game testing, a non-essential product during 
quarantine.

anhthu.ngocvo@gmail.com Anh-thu Vo 2068906382

04/22/20 7:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet manufacturer Cabinets plus 2626 e Trent Ave Spokane To begin, I am unsure if ANY business done by this 
company is considered essential. The position I am 
employed for is to deliver cabinets with a partner 
who sits next to me in the truck as there is no other 
seating, and we must team up to Cary heavy 
cabinets into homes which puts us very close to one 
another for minutes at a time throughout the day. As 
a result social distancing measures cannot be met. I 
am now being told if I don't come back to work this 
week I will be fired.

Kobt3434@gmail.com Colton Benson 5092094344 CABINETSPLUS1312@YAHOO.COM

04/06/20 10:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther ICS Cable installation 5889 State Highway 303 NE Bremerton, Wa This company is forcing their Supervisors to be 
present in the office, and field when the majority of 
what they do can be done remotely...unless there’s a 
problem or incident.  There have been 2 individuals 
that have tested positive at one of their locations. 
The management has initiated zoom calls for team 
meetings, so they...themselves..don’t have to get 
out.  I feel the management team is putting these 
supervisors in harms way, taking unnecessary risks 
during this critical time. They should trust their 
people to be able to determine what is absolutely 
necessary, or not.  Thank you for your time.

Shelleyc30@gmail.com Shelley Chandler 2537408303

04/01/20 8:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CADMAN/LEHIGH HANSON SERV NE 117 AVE VANCOUVER We are open for casino's, residential and 
commercial construction.  They are putting lives of 
drivers in danger because they just last week put out 
hand santizer and we have no sinks or soap at plant 
or on jobs, we have to work in close proximity with 
operators, contractors and other drivers, eat in our 
trucks with no breaks. I am 64 with mild asthma and 
my wife is at home with a weakend immune sys 
from kemo. and I don't want us to be in the statisics.

johnson7102@comcast.net jurgen johnson 3609045828

05/12/20 10:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Cahoots 157 N Oak St Colville Cahoots is a bar and is open an serving product in 
house even though our county has not been 
approved for phase 2. I think it is unfair they think 
they can break the rules while the rest of us have to 
comply.

05/11/20 12:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Caitlin Gority 87 Keene rd Richland Creations salon worker doing house calls for hair 
cuts/color, while creations salon is closed due to 
being a non essential business.

04/19/20 9:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cake Construction 6702 Condor Lp NE Olympic The owner refuses to shut down and is actively 
doing non essential work on multiple houses

04/27/20 4:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Staffed apartment building Cal Anderson House / coast property 
management

400 Broadway Seattle Non essential work being performed.
Social distancing guidelines not being followed 
Employees frequently refuse to wear masks.

James.pickus@gmail.com James Pickus 2066839509 Calanderson@coastmgt.com

04/22/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction California closet Not know Mead I was walking my neighborhood yesterday and saw 
California closets working at a home.  Was very 
surprised. Listening to radio now and host is saying 
that she had California closets installing shelving in 
her basement yesterday.  That was on Spokane 
radio station 92.9.  The house I saw them working at 
is not the same residence.

Mel.a.flanagan@gmail.com Melissa Flanagan 5095994378

04/02/20 2:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car window tinting California Tint 2600 Randall way #101 Silverdale Doing car window tinting, people gathering mycaliforniatint@gmail.com

04/01/20 5:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail home decor Camas antiques 305 ne 4th ave Camas This is a retail store offering to sell things online and 
bring it out to the car for pick up. It is a non essential 
business and the employees there should not be in 
the store at all. They are encouraging customers to 
come to the store using their social media accounts.

05/01/20 7:45 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Cambells 104 E Woodin Chelan Renting rooms to people on vacation from Seattle 
and Spokane. Nor essential workers.

sbellamy75@gmail.com Saundra Mericle 3602142476

04/16/20 6:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clean up and maintenance 
of business owners 
properties

Camco Construction Inc 3105 E Boone Ave Spokane Owner has received COVID small business payroll 
protection loan disallowing employees to collect 
unemployment, but now has the employees working 
daily to finish construction on his private home.  
Social distancing not possible.

alot_hope@comcast.net C. Hope 509-496-4186 camcoconstruction.net



05/04/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car sales Camp Chevrolet 101 E Montgomery Spokane They are selling cars to none essential customers at 
back of the Maverick gas station. Putting sales men 
and customers at risk

Ross Lithia Auto Sales

03/30/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Campbell & Company 2828 W Irving Pasco My relative is an employee and is being forced inside 
customers homes to do non-essential remodel & 
maintenance work.

Baileygrow@ymail.com B Michelle 5099472797

04/18/20 6:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Campbell & Company Inc 2828 w Irving Pasco Business is advertising and encouraging customers 
to call and schedule non-emergency routine 
maintenance and remodel work on their homes and 
then forcing employees to go into multiple houses a 
day and perform non-essential work or lose their 
jobs.

Baileygrow@ymail.com B Grow 5099472797

04/09/20 9:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HVAC, electrical, plumbing Campbell and Company 2828 W Irving Pasco, WA They are still going out for bids and doing non-
emergency work.

04/01/20 12:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Campbell's Lodge Inc. 104 W WOODEN AVE Chelan Campbell's is continuing to take current vacation 
rental reservations. I and others have called and they 
will rent rooms currently for families from Western 
WA Eric was happy to take our reservations to "Get 
away from all this over here".

Stanconrad64@gmail.com Stan Conrad (Do not disclose) 2063006263 info@campbellsresort.com

03/31/20 10:44 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Dealership Camping World 19651 E Cataldo Ave Liberty Lake I understand parts and service being open but sales 
should absolutely be closed. No other dealership in 
town is staying open for sales. They're putting their 
employees at risk for financial gain

Jstodd94@gmail.com Jordan 5096389377

03/31/20 10:43 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Sales Camping World 1965 E Cataldo Ave Liberty Lake All of these stores are open in the state of Wa. 
(Liberty Lake,  Tri Cities and Burlington) for the sales 
department. RV sales are not essential at all and 
they have people coming in that are not planning of 
buying for several years putting everyone at risk.  I 
can see the service department but not sale!  The 
sales people are really worried.

cecerider555@aol.com Cecelia Hite 509-710-7822

03/31/20 9:13 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rv sales department 
camping world

Camping world pasco 9420 sandifur pkwy Pasco People are out shopping for recreational vehicles 
when a stay at home order is in place.  The social 
distancing is and can't be enforced from the test 
drive to the showing and the presentation of the RV 
in a closed environment. The close contact a sales 
associate has to make and the finance department 
having to be in a closed room 2 to 3 feet apart 
singing documents is unrealistic. This makes the 
governor's stay at home order pointless. Therefore, 
people are becoming bored and going RV shopping, 
despite the severity of this virus, putting not only 
themselves in harms way, but the employees who 
are are forced to go to work. I do understand that the 
parts and service department need to stay open, but 
the RV sales have no logical reason to stay open.  If 
this order is not enforced, then people will continue 
to disobey the governor's order and will continue to 
shop, therefore jeopardizing everyone involved. This 
will also create a continuance of a longer potential 
lockdown. I do not see recreational sales on the 
governor's escentuals list. Please enforce this so we 
can get life back to normal again. Thanks I hate to 
send things like this but after seeing this in person 
its pointless to impose this if rules are not followed.

Sbrn_nwmn@yahoo.com Jane 5098519166

03/31/20 9:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat repair Canal boat yard 4300 11th ave nw Seattle wa 98109 Luxury yacht repair non-essential?

04/24/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Canoe club 18621 Blueberry Ln Monroe, WA 98272 People are working on this construction site not 
performing tasks that are safety related

Canoe club

04/20/20 11:25 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational Vehicles Canopy Country 2904 Main Street Union Gap This business has been open the entire time of 
Governor Inslee's Proclamation. They have ignored 
it. The business is clearly non-essential. They 
prepare 'Recreational' vehicles. No one is going 
anywhere at this time.

jj0566097 Jack 509-497-5795 MANDERSON@CANOPYCOUNTRY.COM

04/07/20 10:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Equestrian Training and 
Lessons

Cantera Equestrian 1613 NE 259th Street Ridgefield Cantera is is conducting daily horse lessons for 
hunter jumpers.  They are claiming social distancing 
but their pictures and social media posts show 
otherwise.  When questioned they said they can if 
they practice social distancing. If the children can’t 
do soccer, parks, school how can they do horse 
lessons.  Share common areas, shared tack. 
Standing and charting within 6 feet. More then 10 
people at the barn at once.

amyravagni@gmail.com Anonymous (Do not want my name shared) 5038805749 canteraequestrian@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Canterwood Commercial LLC 5727 Baker Way NW Gig Harbor The landlord has construction workers building out 
offices, using the bathrooms and walking down the 
halls

04/11/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CANUSA HOMES LLC 2625 49th Ave Sw Seattle Construction on residential townhomes is taking 
place. New residential construction is non essential.

CANUSAHOMES@GMAIL.COM

04/03/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Capital Builders 10251 Marine View Dr SW Seattle There have been 5-6 extra cars parked outside of 
this house, including a Capital Builders truck and 
another building company’s truck that is not there 
right now all week (March 30-April 3 and earlier) 
working on an addition to the house at this address.

Olysportsblog@gmail.com Brandon Sparks 360-561-7252

04/08/20 5:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Capital Christian Center 4431 Martin Way East Olympia Construction is continuing on a non-essential 
business.

KRISTYT@GO2CCC.ORG

05/03/20 12:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Capital city honda 2370 carriage loop sw Olympia They are having people come in to buy cars daily 
and risking the health of other employees but having 
everyone work instead of just the ones needed for 
basic day to day operations

Sawyersarah99@gmail.com Sarah Sawyer 3605291299

04/22/20 9:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Capital City Honda 2370 Carriage Loop SW Olympia There is office workers still working and also sales 
people working on the showroom floor.

04/14/20 1:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Print Services Capital City Press 2975 37th Ave SW Tumwater Conducting business that is not defined as essential. service@capitalcitypress.com

04/23/20 10:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Capitol city Honda 2370 Carriage loop SW Olympia This company has salesman selling cars, cars lined 
up at their service drive for non essential work. They 
have a service technician come and drive the car 
back with no ppe and then bring it back to us 
customers. I worry about my health and also the 
health of the workers their. It seems like the perfect 
way to spread this virus through multiple people.

04/08/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther property maintainance 
company working at Captiol 
City Used Hondas

Capitol City Honda Used Cars 2380 Carriage Loop SW, Olympia, WA 98502olympia The car dealership has been running large 
machinery for the last 3 days.  They aren't selling 
cars or performing essential tasks.

04/06/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car dealer Capitol City Honda Used Cars 2380 Carriage Loop SW, Olympia, WA 98502olympia Cutting down trees

04/06/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Capitol City Honda Used Cars 2380 Carriage Loop Rd Olympia Someone has been running a chipper all morning.  
Lawn care is not essential

04/07/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Capitol Concrete Pumping 1800 E Superior St Pasco Business is still performing residential and private 
jobs under the table for cash. Employees are 
claiming unemployment, but employers are still 
making them come in and work unpaid and not 
maintaining a 6ft social distancing.

04/29/20 9:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Capitol Hill Housing 1214 Boylston AVE Seattle Capitol Hill housing owns my building. Management 
had landscapers perform routine maintenance on 
4/28/2020. They accessed the building, garage, and 
hallways. This is the 4th occurrence where Capitol 
Hill housing had landscapers perform non essential 
work. I am concerned for my health because I am 
unaware how Capitol Hill housing screens the 
landscapers for covid-19. I feel unsafe in my 
apartment building. I have a dog and walk my dog in 
the areas where the landscapers performed their 
routine work. I take the measure to sanitize every 
single door handle they potentially touched.

Jhenr2068@gmail.com Josue Henriquez 2068613651 Mtraina@capitolhillhousing.org

04/14/20 9:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Capitol Hill housing 1214 boyslton ave Seattle Capitol Hill housing own my building. Management 
had landscapers come perform routine maintenance 
again on 4/14/2020. They accessed the building. 
Capitol Hill housing continues to perform non 
essential maintenance and potentially expose the 
residents here. 
Building manager: Michelle Traina 
Number: 206-204-8746
I made a previous report on 4/12/2020.

Jhenr2068@gmail.com Josue 2068613651 mtraina@capitolhillhousing.org

04/12/20 10:41 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Capitol Hill Housing 1214 Boylston AVE Seattle Capitol Hill Housing runs my building. Management 
had landscapers come perform routine maintenance 
on March 29th around the building. The landscapers 
also access the garage and go through hallways of 
the main floor. This past week they had a landscaper 
come and perform a quote for a garden bed. Capitol 
Hill Housing is endangering my life because they are 
bringing non essential people into the building.  
Building manager: Michelle Traina
Number: 206-204-8746

Jhenr2068@gmail.com Josue 2068613651

03/30/20 5:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Capitol power group D street Quincy New construction of new building. Non-spoilation 
work. Not enforcing 6' social distancing.

fourpillaredman@gmail.com Jon Bills 5093665523

04/17/20 11:14 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Captain Little 121 5th ave Olympia Offering weekly curbside pick up toy orders via 
social media, in Instagram stories.

OLYMPIATOYCO@GMAIL.COM



05/11/20 3:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Game store Card Kingdom 5105 Leary Ave NW Seattle Operating beyond the scope of minimal essential 
business functions. Especially considering that the 
sale of trading cards and accessories is a non-
essential business. Including, but not limited to, 
taking advantage of the current economic crisis for 
profit. Internal memos mention continuing operations 
while major competitors have placed business on-
hold to seize a greater share of the market.

James@cardkingdom.com

04/27/20 3:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Card Kingdom 5105 Leary Ave NW Seattle Business has local and online retail operations. 
Local is closed to public, but online operates in 
limited capacity. Remote workers were told business 
is reopening internet commercial operations (before 
stay-at-home ends), and they have option to work in-
store or go on furlough.

cjdevo@gmail.com 206-235-9921

04/01/20 10:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Board and collectible card 
game store

Card Kingdom 5105 Leary Ave NW Seattle Business currently only has key people necessary 
for maintenance on location; in an employee email 
just sent, they requested four volunteers to come in 
for non-essential functions relating to commercial 
operations.

cjdevo@gmail.com

03/31/20 12:34 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther glass manufacturing cardinal cg 700 pat kennedy way tumwater we have 150 people working in this factory, some of 
whom are over 60. management claims we are 
making glass to build hospitals, but production has 
not slowed since the order was given, including the 
unessential glass we ship out to other countries. 
they say we can take a furlough if we don't want to 
come in.

xelandrenx@gmail.com tom cwsmith@cardinalcorp.com

04/04/20 9:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturing of glass 
products

Cardinal Glass 700 Pat Kennedy Way SW Tumwater If the exception to the rule is based on essential 
workers for solar panels, which is one small 
component of the work, the manufacturer is 
requiring workers who also make window panels to 
report for work. This location is for making coated 
glass.

enhedduana@gmail.com E Garrison 2539611900 cwsmith@cardinalcorp.com

04/08/20 11:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Equestrian Lessons being 
provided in person

Carleton Farms 630 Sunnyside Blvd SE Lake Stevens business is open for in person Equestrian riding 
lessons

milman36@comcast.net

04/05/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Carlisle Construction Materials 19727 57th Ave E Puyallup, WA 98375 According to reliable sources employees reside 
where COVID-19 has spread and claimed lives. 
Some employees may be asymptomatic. Employees 
work less than 6' of each other. Currently Carlisle 
does not have any military or local government 
contracts and is resuming production 6am Tuesday 
April 07 2020

04/03/20 11:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Carlisle Interconnect Technologies 7911 S 188th St #100 Kent Carlisle Interconnect Technologies has facilities in 
other locations that MAY be essential, but the facility 
in Kent is not.  The company is part of a huge 
conglomerate "Carlisle" that is keeping production 
running using some kind of blanket authorization.  
The employees are scared and are unnecessarily 
creating an exposure and spread opportunity

03/31/20 9:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non profit Carnation farms 28901 ne carnation farm rd Carnation People with underlying health conditions are being 
told to come to work. This company is looking for 
loopholes in the guidelines that determine whether a 
business is essential or not.

NPARKS@OMWLAW.COM

03/31/20 12:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Carolina smoke 2400 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell Not following distance rules, lack of employee 
sanitizing, no hand-washing after handling food and 
food handlers not changing or using gloves, 
handlers, cooks using register handling money with 
no gloves or sanitizers directly to food being 
prepared and packaged.

04/16/20 10:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used Car Dealer Carson Cars 13806 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Carson Cars has posted on their website that their 
sales department is fully open. They have been open 
since the total shut down was ordered. They 
continue to retail vehicles to anyone. They claim that 
because they have a retail shop, located at a 
different address, they can sell cars. I have 
complained about this before but they continue to 
violate the shut down order.

Brian  (I prefer to keep my information private) Mike Carson

04/05/20 1:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car financing Carson cars 13806 HWY 99 Lynnwood Used Car dealership opened for scam financing. I 
noticed they are not supposed to open, but violating 
social distancing and gathering people to sell cars.

Kang.sunghyun@gmail.com adrian kang 2065499723

03/31/20 9:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vehicle sales Carson Cars 13806 highway 99 Lynnwood All car lots are closed,  they are open and have had 
customers there every day buying cars. They have a 
seperate facility that is a repair shop which is 6-8 
minutes away.

05/08/20 2:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Dealership Carter Subaru 5201 Leary Ave. NW Seattle The sales department of carter motors have returned 
and resumed business before any safety precautions 
could be implimented. They have conducted 
business in parts of the building that are supposed to 
be closed off and they are being obstinate about 
adhering to the rules that the service/parts manager 
has been attempting to put in place just to get the 
ball rolling.

04/21/20 12:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vehicle Dealer Carvana 1930 W RIO SALADO PKWYTEMPE I believe Carvana is delivering cars to customers in 
WA who do not meet the Governor's requirements.

04/06/20 6:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Building Casa Nida LLC 430 12th Ave E. Seattle There is renovation of vacant units going on but 
there is no sanitizing of the door, rails, fire doors, 
laundry room, etc that is listed in the King Co. 
Coronavirus info for managers, staff and residents. 
I offered to do the actual work of wiping these down 
if they provide the supplies. 
The manager declined. 
He states the common areas are being done but the 
filth speaks for itself. 
I’ve been doing the laundry room and front door daily 
when I take a walk. I’ve let them know I’m low on 
supplies. 
No sanitization is being done in any common area. 
The hallways and stairwells are carpeted and no 
vacuuming is taking place. 
No sweeping or mopping of the foyer steps and 
floors. No wiping down of the mailboxes. We have 
one trash can overflowing near the mailboxes. No 
hand sanitizer anywhere, or trash cans for tissues. 
Basically none of the king co. recommendations are 
being done. 

If I’m wrong and those recommendations are 
voluntary please let me know so I can temper my 
expectations. 
This owner is in trouble with the SDCI and has a 
judgement as well as more cases in the city 
attorneys office and LNI. There’s an LNI case 
pending for non compliance. 
This virus situation isn’t mistreatment of employees 
or not doing repairs. 
This is doing nothing to help stop the spread of a 

K.A.Mauk@msn.com Kimberly Mauk 206-612-2225

04/14/20 11:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade 4111 E. Madison St. #104 Seattle They are constructing a residential apartment 
complex, which is not essential. They continued 
working and said that they were avoiding spoiling. 
They've been avoiding spoiling constantly throughout 
the whole shutdown. First they had to finish the roof. 
Then they are installing windows. They are refusing 
to take any time off from construction while falsly 
claiming that what they're working on is covered 
under the spoiling clause in the guidance from the 
governor. On top of that they are working in close 
proximity to each other without using any masks or 
using any social distancing. They are completely 
ignoring the order all together. I would love to provide 
photos if you would allow proof to be uploaded on 
here. Why do they not have to follow the rules?

wade.faux@gmail.com Wade 3128103610 andrews@cascadebuilt.com

05/15/20 8:33 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Cascade Built 320 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Construction work is on-going at the site of 320 
Queen Anne Ave N, on a 7-storey new luxury 
apartment building. Monday - Friday, 7 am - 4pm. It 
is non-essential. Not only is this breach a danger to 
public health and safety, it is also a major noise 
nuisance when most people are, staying at home.

04/06/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade Built 207 18th Ave Seattle Constant construction with no regard for social 
distancing while performing a non-essential job.

mdeshler@outlook.com Max Deshler 4157792330

04/06/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade Built 320 Queen Anne Avenue N. Seattle Construction workers on-site. Have taken 
photographs of such. I recall them stopping work 
midday on 3/27 and have restarted this morning 4/6.

jjjzzzwww@gmail.com Jim Zwickert 206-356-6625



05/16/20 9:54 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dentistry Cascade Dental Care 101 W Cascade Way Suite 202Spokane Dr Walker started back to work on May 4th. The 
staff was promised to be provided with the means to 
be able to do temperature checks on staff and 
patients, face shields and N95 masks for everyone’s 
safety, emergency patients only as well as a high-
speed evacuation system . On May 4th, temperature 
checks were not done, the only ones that were 
provided an N95 mask were the two dental 
hygienists and non essential routine care was 
provided. Face shields are now provided but they do 
not fit properly and a high speed evacuation system 
is still not in place making routine care timely and 
difficult.

Robert Walker

05/12/20 10:37 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Cascade Eye and Skin 11216 Sunrise Boulevard East, Suite 3-102Puyallup Has opened up for cosmetic surgery.  Planning 
breast augmentations and tummy tucks starting next 
week.

05/14/20 10:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Cascade interventional pain center 4210 10th st se Puyallup Has been seeing patients for spinal pain injection  at 
first 3 days a week.... starting the week of 5/18 they 
are seeing patients daily for spinal injections.

Jay Iyengar

05/01/20 10:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Private rv park allowing 
camping

Cascade Peaks Campground 11519 US Hwy 12 Randle https://www.kiro7.com/news/local/campers-travel-
lewis-county-campground-during-stay-at-home-
order/OBFE64UWSVHAFBYGRYRO4UH7WM/

Allowing/encouraging non-essential camping rather 
than protecting the safety of long-term residents. 
This puts the rest of us fulltimers in private parks at 
risk of our parks doing the same if the state doesn’t 
shut this down.

05/09/20 11:22 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Campground Cascade Peaks RV Resort 11519 US Hwy 12 Randle They have about 15 permanent sites and over 500 
open sites. They are allowing, and through 
newspaper articles, bragging that they are in a gray 
zone and can have as many campers as they want. 
It has been very busy for weeks now. This weekend, 
Mother’s Day, they have a huge amount of campers. 
These people then go to our little town of Packwood 
and buy groceries, get food and gas, etc. they need 
to be shut down for anyone other than permanent 
sites. This is dangerous and not fair to us. It is 
especially discouraging that they have been in 
newspapers and on Komo bragging how well they 
are doing.

Patty Dill administration@cascadepeaksrvresort.com

04/01/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade Rain Gutters 1414 N Fisk Spokane Two Cascade Trucks heading to get supplies and 
going to work this morning

rickg321@gmail.com Richard 5099287358

05/10/20 11:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Sign Company Cascade Sign 7 Fabrication 108 west mead avenue Yakima I have worked for this company for 3 years.  They 
will not follow any safety regulations as far as Covid 
19.  They do supply gloves but nothing else.  How 
can installing a sign or working on any sign be 
essential.????.. Will I be fired when this info gets to 
the company.. There are over 20 employees that 
work here and I'm the only person that wears a 
mask and gloves.  They also have a office in 
Kennewick Wa.  The main office is in Yakima and 
we manufacture signs of all types and I work on all 
types of signs out in the Yakima, Moses Lake, 
Wenatchee and Tri City's area.  I'm 64 years old and 
I do everything possible to not get this virus, but this 
company truly thinks that this virus is a fake or a 
joke virus, I have tried to tell the owners and the 
managers of this company to please take safety 
measures but they will NOT comply. PLEASE HELP

04/02/20 8:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Cascade View Hope and Healing 
Family Home

6C W INTERCITY AVE EVERETT, WA 98204 One resident at this AFH address refusing to comply 
with "Stay Home, Stay Healthy" order, and wants to 
go outside in the community to walk to and meet 
friends and  practice driving with his friends car, etc. 
We are really concerned that this resident may be at 
risk of himself and his act is a risk for other 
residents and care givers in the home. I need help 
on what to do, please? where to call? Who can help 
me enforcing the Order? Because I contacted 911 
but didn't get help either.

TESHNET11@GMAIL.COM Teshome Shikesso 2068540329 teshnet11@gmail.com

04/11/20 9:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cascade West Development 5687 S.6th Way Ridgefield, WA 98642 Continues to work on houses under construction 
that are not in danger of spoilage through out Clark 
County.

04/13/20 5:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bike rental and retail sales Cascades Outdoor Store 222 Riverside Ave. Winthrop Renting equipment and retail sales. cascadesoutdoorstore@gmail.com

04/02/20 9:16 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Financial Services Pawn 
Shop

Cash America All Stores in the state Seattle This is regarding all Firstcash Cash America stores 
in Washington. Our upper management is having 
Managers drive to stores to transfer inventory to 
push layaways and sales of jewelry and other 
nonessential items. This creates a close sale 
environment as well as spreading of potential 
contaminated items and is very concerning. My 
company does not seem to be taking this order 
seriously and it is giving a lot of the employees 
extreme anxiety.

whatcomsfinest@gmail.com Jeremy 360-920-4515

03/31/20 8:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Using business finance to 
mask sales to remain open

Cash America 7016 NE Bothell Way, Kenmore, WA 98028Kenmore, Shoreline, Lake City I am a employee there as well as my GF. They are 
not following distancing, allowing multiple customers 
to shop and browse and using the financing aspect 
of the business to mask the sales. They are not 
checking for symptoms as stated in rules. I am 
scared and have underlining conditions. They 
provide minimum if any PPE's. I bought and supplied 
GF with PPE's.  They have not done anything to 
protect the employee's. We work directly with 40% 
homeless, drug addicts and regular customers.  I 
hope you do something. Being a ex LP and Safety 
manager, this is clearly wrong amd people are gonna 
get sick.  

I would like to remain anonymous if possible

roushforme@yahoo.com Dave Alvarez 2063648642

04/04/20 11:33 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pawn Shop Cash America Pawn 7016 NE Bothell Way Kenmore Hello, I am sending this report to inform you of Cash 
America Pawn Shops poor leading skills in informing 
their employees of what new positions we take on 
during the stay at home orders. As of today, I have 
not been given a straight answer of whether if we 
are supposed to sell as retail or just do pawns, loans, 
layaways, and buys. The district manager, Jacob, 
seems to be in a struggle with the state and 
Corporate and is not giving our manager and us 
employs an answer. The company seems to be 
lacking in enforcing our district manager of the true 
nature of being a financial institution and what new 
guidelines we have to follow. 

Under CDC law, we are only allowed to sell essential 
items and provide essential needs, like pawns, 
loans, and letting customers retrieve their pawned 
items, being labeled as a financial institution now. 
Yet during a meeting on Wednesday, 04/01/2020, 
Jacob (district manager of the king county of Seattle 
for Cash America Pawn) could not give us a straight 
answer to if we should just attend to the customer’s 
needs and nothing more. Saying that we should sell 
things on the side if we can, but to shoo away the 
customers when people in need come in. He could 
not even say the word “deter” or “tell them to leave” 
that we need to look like nothing is going on and that 
they feel no urgency to follow the guide lines. 

 The company is still encouraging use to make the 
numbers each month and to sell our goods ranging 
from jewelry, movies, games, electronics, and other 

loganhensley16@gmail.com Logan Q Hensley 520-468-6017

04/01/20 5:00 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pawn Shop Cash America Pawn 12025 Hwy 99 A Everett Is a pawn shop really considered essential? I want to 
abide by the Stay home, stay healthy order and yet 
the only way to not lose my stuff is by leaving my 
house and going to this establishment. It should not 
be open or it should be required to provide an online 
option to pay.

maribelcruz1@gmail.com Maribel Cruz 4255836870

04/06/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardscape Manufacturer Castohn, LLC 6801 S Adams St Tacoma This is a concrete business that makes decorative 
landscape items.  They are not essential

BRANDON@CASTOHN.COM

05/09/20 6:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Cathedral of our lady of lourdes 1115 w Riverside ave Spokane They are saying mass Sunday mornings at 8 with no 
regard for social distancing, there is more than 10 
people and no sterilization procedures. This has 
been going on & nothing is being done

04/27/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CAV Glass and Window 5427 99th Ave SE Snohomish Back to work full time going into customer houses Cavglassandwindow@gmail.com

04/01/20 2:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CAZ Energy 3883 Hammer Drive Bellingham Question the essential aspect of the work being 
performed. Some work is being performed that is not 
essential.



04/09/20 6:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CB HOME SERVICES P.O Box 1238  Duvall, WA 98019DUVALL Doing pressure washing jobs in Duvall, WA. Posting 
on Duvall community discussion page for services 
also

04/01/20 10:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CBRE (Buildings: SEA18 Alexandria, 
SEA33 Blackfoot)

325 Eastlake Ave E Seattle I work for Hines that is the facilities management 
company for the Amazon campus. Both these 
Amazon occupied buildings (Alexandria and 
Blackfoot) have fitness centers that have remained 
opened. There is also no limit to the amount of 
people who may be in the fitness center at one time. 
This is absolutely inappropriate. Many people on the 
janitorial team who clean these machines are in the 
age range of dying from this virus, as well. I 
understand the building must remain open for 
Amazon workers, but there is no reason to have the 
fitness center be accessible. There has been a flood 
of requests for fitness center access from 
Amazonians as their personal gyms closed a while 
ago. Now, even more people are using the fitness 
center than before. Please, ask Property 
Management, CBRE, to close their fitness centers. 
Thank you for taking the time!

stephmaralex@gmail.com Stephani Alexander 2068982656

04/14/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CC Edwards 20th  Street SE and 101 Ave SELake Stevens Business Is doing site work on a plat that is building 
new townhomes.

tabledave@earthlink.net Michelle Preston 3604217086

04/07/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CCM Architecture 111 N 81st Street Seattle Workers completing addition to a house. 
Construction noise, some extremely loud (eg 
jackhammering).

04/01/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CD Smith Construction South Meridian Pualyp Non essential  business

03/31/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK 1639 Harbor Avenue Seattle They are continuing to perform non essential work at 
this condo with over 10 workers. I’ve driven past 
multiple times. They have not stopped instead looks 
like they added more workers. Please make them 
stop those men are putting themselves, the elderly 
people who live there and their families at risk all for 
the benefit of the company ( whose office employees 
are at home)

Catia012791@gmail.com Catia 425-224-9918 CHRIS_DAVIES@CDKCONSTRUCTION.COM

03/30/20 8:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK Construction 1600 East Yesler Way.    16th Ave Town HomesSeattle Wa 98122 This Company is still having there employees work
 With NO CONCERN of the general public and there 
employees! I truly believe this needs to be looked 
into!
Everyone else seems to be following the proper rules 
and I am very concerned about there families and 
friends!
Please keep this Anonymous.

Tmysasi@yahoo.com T Dickerson CHRIS_DAVIES@CDKCONSTRUCTION.COM

03/30/20 3:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK Construction 26231 Ne 165th St Duvall Company has MANY job sites near Seattle and 
surrounding areas. Not taking proper precautions of 
social distancing. Entering apartment unit to do 
repairs. No proper hand washing or sanitizing 
stations only honeybucket sanitizer (it’s all out) Told 
employees they will be fired if caught talking about 
Covid19 or calling in for the virus. Multiple co 
workers on job site have been ill and still coming to 
work so they don’t get fired. They had workers 
tearing stuff down as fast as they could so that it 
would be considered “structural” and essential. 
Workers are scared they won’t have a job, but also 
scared they are going to take something home to 
their families. Tim G and Brady need to be talked to 
and or cited before they seriously get someone’s 
family ill.

Unknown1234@gmail.com Unknown unknown 3604252061 CHRIS_DAVIES@CDKCONSTRUCTION.COM

04/02/20 5:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK Construction Services 1639 Harbor Ave Seattle As an employee at this company I have read the 
guidance from the governors office and we are not 
essential. Our company leadership claims we are 
causing us to go to work and risk exposing ourselves 
and others

MrHightower19@gmail.com CHRIS_DAVIES@CDKCONSTRUCTION.COM

03/31/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CDK CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
INC.

26231 NE 165TH ST DUVALL CDK Construction crews continue working and 
performing non-essential construction services (as 
defined in the Governor's relevant Stay-Home-Stay 
Healthy Order) at the Woodlake Condominiums on 
Mercer Island. CDK Construction has continued the 
non-essential construction work since the 
Governor's Order took effect for businesses on 
March 25. 

The Woodlake Condominium's location spans the 
3200-3300 blocks of 80th Ave. S.E. on Mercer 
Island, WA.

CDk Construction's work falls outside the Order's 
exempted essential businesses work. There is no 
emergency at the complex. The construction relates 
to exterior siding and decks. Nothing is exposed or 
endangering residents — other than continued and 
unnecessary crew presence in and around the 
complex in violation of proclaimation 20-25.

Concerned Woodlake Resident CHRIS_DAVIES@CDKCONSTRUCTION.COM

04/03/20 3:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CED 1920 Fowler Street Richland So, this is my third report with no reply. Still selling to 
non-essential businesses for non-essential jobs. Still 
working in a warehouse with 8 other people, social-
distancing only being practiced by me. Still have to 
use sick leave if I want to protect myself. Can 
someone write me back, come have a visit or is this 
reporting violators just for show?

jason.d.hargrove@gmail.com Jason Hargrove 5098320369

03/30/20 8:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Cedar Terrace Apartments 3205 115th Ave NE Bellevue Non-emergency construction in units continuing 
since stay at home order. Loud noises early in the 
morning, and workers walking back and forth often 
through hallways used by tenants.

03/30/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cedarland Homes 14307 67th Ave NW Gig Harbor Home builder in Lakeland Village in Allyn. New 
construction of home on Lakeland Drive. Framing 
crew there of about 10 people working today.

Jeff11832@aol.com Jeff wrye 3602861778

04/23/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cedarwing Builders Fieldstone Lane NE Bainbridge Island The contractor and crew are not wearing masks nor 
are they following social distancing. The building 
project is totally sealed from the weather and we do 
not believe the construction should be occurring 
under the shut down.

rhkoller@gmail.com Ron and Heidi Koller 206-842-1298 robert@cedarwing.net

04/10/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CentiMark Roofing 3416+B+St+NW+Suite+D, Auburn Work at Bastyr University in Kenmore on a roof 
project that is non-essential. Also Vaping on roof 
right outside offices.

jgaythorpe@bastyr.edu John Gaythorpe 4256023039

04/09/20 7:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Security guard business Central Defense Security 201 W Broadway St. #C North Little Rock I am a guard that is employed here but  I am 
stationed at Kroger. I am concerned about my life. I 
have hypertension and I don’t want to get sick. If the 
business is essential, how do I get paid leave 
because I am at risk?? I also want to remain 
anonymous.

almitchell477@gmail.com Alexis Mitchell 5017771290

04/03/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central Flats Apartments 23240 88th Ave S Kent Construction workers blowing debris of roofs or 
leaves. No social distancing at operation truck too.  
Working on empty units to turn them.  This might be 
electrical but not really essential.  No renters live 
there anymore because of flooding

susan.renee.mason@gmail.comSusan Mason 4254955300

04/08/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central highland construction Wallace cottages Bainbridge island Construction has been ongoing since governor 
inslee put in the order to close all non essential 
businesses. All day long.

r.komatsu@gmail.com Jennifer 2066612436

04/01/20 5:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central Highland Homes Madison Avenue 'Wallace Cottages.'Bainbridge Island Construction workers building residential homes.

04/21/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central highlands Wallace cottages Bainbridge island This company has continued to work since the stay 
home stay healthy order started. They shouldn’t be 
rewarded for breaking the rules!

r.komatsu@gmail.com Jennifer Komatsu 2066612436

04/09/20 11:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central Highlands Homes 755 Fords Ct NW Bainbridge Island, WA As of April 8th, 2020; Central Highlands Homes 
construction group is still working on it's 
development, Wallace Cottages. On April 8th, there 
was large equipment clearing a lot and the sounds of 
pounding and sawing that could be heard from the 
houses that are being built here. The street address 
of the construction taking place is on Fords Ct NW 
on Bainbridge Island, WA. The construction 
company is located in Poulsbo, WA and their 
address is: P.O. Box 2879, Poulsbo, Washington 
98370.

hoferraohome@gmail.com Rachel Hofer & Siddarth Rao 571-438-8018

04/03/20 6:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Central Washington asphalt 1111 field rd Benton coty I’m just curious as to why some asphalt companies 
are still paving and some are not. Central washing 
asphalt is still working just like nothing is wrong. 
Nothing there doing is essential or an emergency at 
the moment.

eshaw583@gmail.com Pampjr@cwainc.us

04/11/20 7:02 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealer/auto detailing Centralia auto center 539 n tower Centralia Centralia auto center is an auto dealer, auto 
mechanic, and auto detailing business. I know that 
mechanics are essential, but the owner shut down 
for one week and then reopened. My concern is that 
the owner has the auto detail side open, as well as 
everything else. Vacuuming and waxing vehicles is 
non essential. I have witnessed his shop open every 
week day.

bm.boettcher@yahoo.com Bonnie 3604858171



04/06/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Centralia College N Silver @ W Walnut Centralia Centralia College is in the process of demolition or 
removal of a prior residence on college property at 
the above location. I notice several workers last 
week and heavy equipment in preparation to move or 
demolish the house.  I called the College and they 
claimed they knew nothing about it.   I also see 
people leaving and entering the bookstore with what 
looks like boxes.  Could you investigate this please?

kc7htl@comcast.net Chris Stubblefield

04/16/20 6:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Century communities 8390 E. Crescent Parkway Suite 650Greenwood Village Century communities continues to build residential 
homes in the preserve neighborhood  in Tumwater 
during the governors stay at home order.

03/31/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Century Communities 19300 Grannis Rd Bothell New home development under construction. 
Workers have been onsite every day for non 
essential construction.

tclem.tdk@frontier.com Dawn Clemenshaw 4257544087

03/30/20 5:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Century Communities Viola St Tumwater New Construction builder has workers inside and 
outside working  on new construction that is 
considered non-essential.

03/30/20 4:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Century Communities 9003 Viola St SE Tumwater Century Communities continue to build at full pace 
with numerous sub-contractors on the job building 
homes.  This is happening in the Tumwater WA 
community of The Preserve.  New foundations are 
being poured, houses are being framed, finish and 
cosmetic detail work is being completed.

helena@robricehomes.com Helena RIce 3607890922

04/01/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Century Homes Tumwater The Preserve Tumwater I saw construction works building Century Homes in 
Tumwater in the last few days. They were also 
working last Saturday.

pveerucollings@gmail.com Padma Collings 801-589-2608

04/01/20 6:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Telecommunications Centurylink 4755 1st ave s Seattle Centurylink is not limiting there field technician's 
exposure to the public. They are forcing 5 day work 
weeks state wide. We can get the same work done 
in 4 days. Supervisor's are reporting to garages 
when they could work from home.

to street time gmail.com 206-351-0370

03/31/20 9:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Telecommunications Centurylink 12550 26th ave ne Seattle I am an outside field technician. My job requires that 
I enter customers residence's. I believe it would be in 
the best interest of the community,for me and other 
technicians to work 4 10hour days. To limit our 
exposure to the public and fellow technicians. Sue 
Anderson is area president. 206-345-3322

joejacobs1971@gmail.com

04/19/20 7:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring CFM 500 s Brandon st Seattle They sell flooring and obviously have people inside 
not following the social distancing. They sell 
remodeling stuff like flooring and cabinets.

Ramon_garcia1988@yahoo.comRamon Garcia 2063350876 CHRIS.HALE@CFMFLOORS.COM

04/02/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chaffey Building Group 1405 35th Ave Seattle This is residential construction. The exterior is built 
and folks are still working on the interior as of earlier 
this week. I didn't see masks / distancing from the 
workers.

04/06/20 6:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chambers Bay construction 3800 Bridgeport way west University place Remodeling is not essential.

05/13/20 10:45 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential Window WashingtonChampagne Reflections 13443 Forest View Ave. SE Monroe, WA 98272 This company endangered the lives of my family 
members by illegally performing service INSIDE the 
home of my high-risk family members without face 
coverings or other adequate protection and in 
violation of the law during a pandemic!!!  Please 
protect the community by fining and stopping them 
before they kill us all. Greedy fools who call 
themselves christians.  Their god won't protect them 
from the multimillion dollar law suit if my high risk 
family members get sick or die.

mpowers@buycoffee.com Michael Powers 425-259-8054 dave@champagnereflections.com

04/02/20 8:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Champis Painting 6746 La Monte Drive Lynden LIC#CHAMPP1958PK
Owner: Ramiro Ayala  Phone:360-739-7166
Small painting company continuing to operate during 
the Governor's "Stay Home-Stay Healthy" 
proclamation. They drive an unmarked white box 
truck and continue to work, while my husband, also 
in construction, is following the Governor's orders.

04/01/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Chandler's Bay 1020 Central Ave N Kent The landscaping company being used is in full 
operation.

04/10/20 5:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chandlers Bay Apartment Complex/ 
Roof Construction crew no businees 
name

23205 91st ave s blgs ss Kent Property manager is employing unmarked handymen 
to perform roof project while we are staying home 
and working from home.  Hours of operation is after 
5 pm and no social distancing is observed.  Roof has 
been under a tarp since November, project is non-
essential.  Please help us.  Thank you.

04/14/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charleston Street Developers 3018 SW CHARLESTOWN ST 98126Seattle Carpenters and siders working on townhomes. No 
safe distance practices.

hundtofte@gmail.com Aaron Hundtofte 2066045504 not known

03/30/20 3:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter Communications 639 N Kellogg St Kennewick While they do have some appointments that are 
essential, not all appointments are essential. For 
example, they have technicians that will go out to 
homes where they already have internet and cable 
and install cable in an additional room.

04/09/20 11:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter Construction 1601 Taylor Ave N Seattle Non-essential construction work that has not been 
halted. Construction workers not keeping proper 
distance.

04/09/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter Construction 1525 Taylor Ave N Seattle I am a renter at the above address which is a condo 
building. For the past month I have been struggling 
with the stay at home order and continued 
construction at my residence.  After the most recent 
WA restrictions the HOA board has still decided to 
continue this project and due to the level of noise I 
have daily headaches and fatigue and have difficulty 
getting my work done. They have said the 
construction is considered essential under OTHER 
COMMUNITY-BASED GOVERNMENT 
OPERATIONS AND ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
under the 17th bullet. I would like this project to be 
reviewed to verify it is essential because based the 
continued noise I do not understand how this is 
being allowed during this time.

colleen.mcnutt@gmail.com Colleen McNutt 518-915-3666

04/01/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Charter Construction 1525 Taylor Ave N Seattle I read residential construction is considered non-
essential as per Governor's proclamation but I see 
construction going on inside and around Taylor 
Condos with group of workers. With everyone 
working from home lot of drilling from 8am to 5pm is 
very disturbing.

nikittha20@gmail.com Nikitha Reddy Guduru 8178212015

04/07/20 11:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chase Construction North West, Inc 11316 36th St E Edgewood Roofing crew doing a full tear off on a non essential 
residential home -

05/06/20 11:09 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Short term vacation rentals Chelan County Commissioner's 400 Douglas St, #201 Wenatchee On May 4, 2020 the county commissioners let the 
temporary closure on short term rentals on the 
county expire, thus violating the Governor's orders.  
Non essential travelers can now invade our rural 
county. Help!!

kgskitkat@gmail.com Kathleen Gibbons 5094338184 Cathy Mulhall, County Administrator

04/02/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chelsea Construction LLC 8016 Stroud Avenue North Seattle Seeing people in van marked Chelsea Construction 
LLC going in to 8016 Stroud Ave N. Sometimes a 
truck too. As many as four or more people.

03/31/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chelsea Construction LLC 8016 Stroud Ave N Seattle Multiple contractors continue to work at residential 
remodel job site.

04/16/20 4:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord Cherie Harrod 730 n stadium way Tacoma My landlord has issued me with a 10 day comply or 
vacate notice having to do with my pet rabbit.  She’s 
mandating that I have the floors professionally 
cleaned within 10 days from receipt of the letter 
(received 4/14/20) and has given notice of a walk 
through home inspection scheduled for tomorrow at 
10:30am.  She has been at the house, and in the 
house almost every day since the stay home order 
was issued.  The house is clean, and no emergent 
repairs are needed.  Please let me know what I can 
do about this.

virginia.l.king@gmail.com Virginia Lee 4252745999

03/31/20 10:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cherry roofing 5709 NE 88TH ST VANCOUVER They are not limiting their work to emergency repairs 
only as outlined in the guidelines. Operations are as 
normal.

1234anonymousplease@gmail.comAnonymous

04/04/20 8:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chervenell Construction 7511 W Arrowhead Ave # B Kennewick Non essential project in Walla Walla and not 
practicing social distancing and supplying hand wash 
stations

04/01/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chervenell Construction 1108 N 9th Avenue Walla Walla Demanding workers and subcontractors to continue 
on a non-essential project at Walla Walla 
Community College.  We were told by the City of 
Walla Walla that project was not essential and work 
should be shut down because it did not directly tie to 
the pandemic.  Chervenell appealed that decision 
and is demanding our employees to report.  Our 
company is trying to protect our employees (and our 
community and state) and abide by the Governor's 
mandate.  Please help us understand why this 
project would be deemed essential when it was 
already clarified that it was not by the City.

sonja@bluemountainfire.com Sonja Stites 509-987-1700



05/18/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Chet Willaims’s construction 1720 central ave Kent Chet Williams construction has been operating 
against the governors orders for the past 5 weeks. 
There is no essential work being done, nor has there 
been any for 5 weeks. We were told to come to work 
and have been working on the bosses yard since. I 
would like to remain Anonymous, I fear of retaliation.  
 There is a shop which we have 4 workers at the 
shop doing non essential work as 
well. I think if they knew an employee turned them 
in, they would know it was me. Can you please say it 
was a neighbor or something. I don’t want to be 
fired. I was also told we could not go on 
unemployment, as I am in fear of getting sick. as the 
owner applied for a federal loan where he has to 
retain his employees. I was told I would have to quit.  
I don’t want to get sick.

04/01/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chet’s Roofing 26301 79th Ave. S. Kent, wa Is installing a new roof essential?
I could not find it listed in the order.
4/1 56th Ave sw & sw Bradford

Mark.vadakin@comcast.net Mark vadakin 2067085996

05/01/20 1:10 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto dealer Chevrolet of Bellevue 430 116th ave NE Bellevue General Manager and owners forcing certain 
employees to work at dealership even if it means no 
collect unemployment and pay is cut 
Forcing employees to disobey Governers order

04/22/20 2:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CHI Franciscan 1717 J Streer Tacoma Human Resources, education, finance, 
administration are all still reporting to work. These 
functions should be able to work from home. The 
parent company has directed staff to work from 
home in similar roles and functions but the entity in 
Tacoma has decided to keep staff working. This is 
across all of the owner facilities and there is no 
guidance for social distancing in cafeterias, 
restrooms, and other shared spaces. The business 
offices should be closed. They’re open at the 
administrative building and the education buildings, 
in addition to each owned hospital.

04/01/20 9:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CHI Franciscan 2420 S State St Tacoma CHI medical clinics are still operating with full staff 
even though clinic visits are extremely down they are 
moving most visits to virtual care however they are 
refusing to let medical providers work from home to 
help cut back on exposure. Work from home is an 
option but managers are making it impossible. 
Managers are telling employess to lie on health 
questioneers even though we have symptoms.

Concerned Provider

04/02/20 5:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business CHI Franciscan St.Joseph, FAC, 
FESC, Harrison Medical Center, St. 
Clare, St. Elizabeth (every facility)

2420 S. State Street, 1717 S J Street, 1139 BroadwayTacoma CHI Franciscan is mandating Human Resources, 
ancillary staff, support staff and others to report to 
work. This work can be performed in the home 
setting/telework, as the functions of these roles are 
not essential to COVID-19. Per CDC guidelines 
mask are being used for all staff coming into the 
hospital, which is waiting supplies for essential 
health care staff! Roles of staff that aren’t direct 
patient care or support (house keeping, dietary) are 
mandated to report daily. The FAC is for financial 
support and are mandated to report daily too. An 
employee has tested positive and are subjecting 
thousands of people and their families to COVID 19 
which is going to continue to expose citizens 
because of the day to day travel & needs for gas etc. 
The daily travel for non-essential staff is increasing 
portals of transmission. Human Resources functions 
through telephone and email support to leaders, they 
don’t  provide ANY direct patient support in response 
to COVID-19. Why are these citizens in non-
essential roles being mandated under a clause 
because they work for a hospital?

04/17/20 8:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Art gallery Chihuly Studio 1111 NW 50th St Seattle Multiple people gathering for meetings, staff asked 
to report to work on site for non-essential business

Anon Anon Anon CHRISR@CHIHULY.COM

04/20/20 3:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Children clothing Children's Place 625 Black lake blvd. Olympia My wife was told to go back to work this friday the 
24th of April. She is in belief that she has to to keep 
job. I know they are not running full staff but she is 
not comfortable with stay home still in effect. She 
was told to work or take leave of absence and no 
unemployment. She really wants to go back and also 
keep our family safe. I understand it all state 
branches

paguagakai@gmail.com Oscar Pag (360)623-0476 FKUSHER@CHILDRENSPLACE.COM

05/17/20 6:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Children’s attic 3013 w Kennewick ave Kennewick Allowing 5 customers in at a time

05/14/20 5:41 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Chinook elevator solutions 824 3rd ave s Kent Never closed down for quarantine. No sick leave for 
non essential personnel. I have been threatend with 
termanation if I get sick or try to advocate for my 
safety. No PPE is provided and one owner trys to 
say this whole thing is fake

Cheezit864@hotmail.compurpi123#Elias Folden 2066609955

04/13/20 9:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chinook Roofing & Gutters 901 W MCGRAW ST Seattle There appear to be roofers from Chinook Roofing & 
Gutters working on some unfinished townhouses in 
the development. The site has been shut down since 
the stay at home order started I believe.

wagov@mellis.ca Michael 2065359008

04/07/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Choice Landscaping 11632 Pointe Place Anacortes Choice was at the above site address performing 
irrigation startup for the HOA. They stated that they 
have authority from Skagit County to perform the 
work. I called Skagit County and they said absolutely 
not. If you want pictures of the worker please contact 
me.

Mjglawrence@gmail.com Mark Lawrence 3607085109

04/28/20 3:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chop It Up 18910 28th AVE W #102a Lynnwood They are offering house call haircuts on their 
website. As someone with a person living with them 
with a week immune system, I find this very 
disturbing. They could be passing the virus to 
anyone at this point

M2mitz35@gmail.com Michael Mitzel 5098336321

04/17/20 6:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chop It Up 17409 139th AVE NE Woodinville Chop it up has multiple locations. Woodinville 
location is offering at home haircuts, they’re 
advertising it all over their Facebook and everett 
location is open

Bwerr@yahoo.com Beth Mitzel 2067074814

03/31/20 1:16 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chop it up barber shop All locations Bellevue bothel south center lynwoodI been seen they posting instagram pinky_keystyles 
non stop posting picture cuting hair

04/28/20 3:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Chop shop barbers 2404 w main st #103 Battleground Business is not well lit but operating haircuts though 
they should be closed.Seen traffic and two stylus 
working while on walks

Vanessa fre

04/01/20 4:06 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther CHPRC CHPRC 295 Bradley Blvd Richland Shipping hazardous waste material Being shipped 
that is going to a non-essential business per 
Governor Inslee packaging and size reduction 
activities are not essential activities

Jacobson Joseph 5094383564

05/01/20 4:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram of Walla 
Walla

2695 e Issac Walla Walla The complaint is auto sales is not an essential 
business and they are selling non essential cars. 
The service department is essential but not new cars.

04/21/20 7:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CHUY'S CONSTRUCTION LLC 314 O St SW QUINCY Mr. Jesus Lopez-Placencia is currently conducting a 
commercial tenant improvement at 814 13th Ave 
SW, Quincy, WA 98848. Several people working 
onsite daily.

03/31/20 5:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Chuys construction P.O. Box 973 Quincy Performing job construction and sub construction 
workers working

04/07/20 12:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Inspection for All 
State Insurance Company

CIS Group, CIS Underwriting Services 2345 Dean Way South Lake, Texas 76092 Agent came to door doing an exterior home 
inspection. Said his company was contracted by All 
State Insurance Company.  I'd received notice from 
All State told him to leave. He did not observe social 
distancing. Reported to All State, Oak Harbor office.

winadmin@whidbey.com Kimberly Tiller 360-929-2461 customercare@cisgroup.net

03/31/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cisco electric 915 37th Ave Seattle, 98122 Multiple workers show up and work in close quarters.

04/13/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cisco's Concrete 31450 Aspen Ln E Davenport company is planning to begin normal operations on 
4/15/2020

04/21/20 11:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Citrine Piercing Studio 417 w 1st ave Kennewick Watched someone enter and exit with piercings.

04/08/20 8:07 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym City Cycle 117 NW 85th St, Seattle, WA 98117Seattle I work at City Cycle and they are having us staff 
members come in for cleaning shifts and so the 
instructors can ride together and post the rides 
online. They have 2-3 people in every day and aren't 
following safe quarantine practices or standard 
cleaning procedure. We are all likely transmitting to 
one another! Please tell them to stop scheduling 
shifts and close completely!

J Punzi info@citycycleseattle.com

05/11/20 3:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming City Dog 1400 NW Market St Ste 103 Seattle Dog daycare that is open but also is still providing 
grooming services

04/09/20 9:30 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass replacement City Glass and Uphostery, Tacoma, 
WA

1943 Tacoma Ave. Tacoma  98402 I try to get a quote during early April to get a quote 
and was surprise City Glass of Tacoma, WA was 
still open, taking orders.

dyk253@gmail.com Joe Dyke 253-761-3608



04/28/20 4:05 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Municipal Government CIty of Deer Park 316 E. Crawford Deer Park, WA 99006 Regarding the restart of construction projects. The 
City of Deer Park is now issuing New Building 
Permits to Contractors. There were two new permits 
picked up this morning 4/28/2020.  I believe after 
speaking with someone from the Governor's office 
this is in direct violation of his order of 4/24/2020.

dcragun@ci.deerpark.wa.us Deby Cragun 509-276-4865 or 509-570-2274

05/06/20 9:55 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other City Parks City of Port Orchard 216 Prospect Street Port Orchard, WA 98366Port Orchard I am not sure if they are in violation or not. I think we 
are all confused. I heard parks are open but not 
playgrounds. Port Orchard is promoting playgrounds 
are open and parents are confused.

https://www.cityofportorchard.us/port-orchard-city-
parks-to-fully-open-may-5/

chuskey720@hotmail.com Cynthia Phone: (360) 876-4407

04/20/20 1:28 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Poulsbo Library City of Poulsbo 700 NE Lincoln Rd Poulsbo, Wa 98370Poulsbo Private contractors replacing windows and siding 
with no social distancing at all. This has been going 
on for over a week

gregorykehl@gmail.com Greg Kehl 808-778-3537

04/22/20 12:38 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Municipal government:  City 
of Redmond

City of Redmond 15670 NE 85th St. Redmond The City of Redmond is conducting inspections on 
new construction of non-subsidized, private, 
unoccupied, single family residences.  Therefore, 
construction continues on these projects.  By 
scheduling inspections, the City of Redmond is 
facilitating these nonessential construction activities.  
 By conducting these inspections, the City is defying 
the order.  These inspections result in construction 
workers' violating social distancing guidelines by 
carpooling to the construction site as well as by 
working together at the site.  I have raised these 
concerns through my supervisors, yet some 
nonessential inspections continue, and therefore so 
do some nonessential construction activities.  City 
inspections of nonessential construction were 
conducted as recently as yesterday, April 21.  In 
accordance with whistleblower protection laws, I 
request anonymity.

ootmik@gmail.com John Doe 206-747-2339

05/14/20 4:14 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Seatac city hall permit office city of seatac 4800 s 188th Street Seatac City is not issuing low volt permits for new installs of 
burglar alarms or security systems needed to protect 
local businesses and residents during the shelter at 
home order. Crime is up and ALL other cities are 
allowing ADT SECURITY to help prevent crime and 
protect public safety. THIS POLICY OF THE CITY 
OF SEATAC NEEDS TO CHANGE ASAP!!

mwsanford@live.com Michael Sanford 2062905765 ccole@seatacwa.gov

04/24/20 7:21 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction City Of Selah 115 West Naches Avenue Selah  WA 98942 I received a letter dated the 22nd of April from 
Donald Wayman who is the City Administrator. The 
letter is telling us that we are authorized to continue 
with commercial and residential projects. They feel 
that they have a housing shortage and are requiring 
us to continue with residential work. I have the letter 
and can send it to you if you have a link to forward it 
to? We also have a commercial project going for 
them that we cannot get material for due to COVID 
19 and they are now going to charge us liquidated 
damages starting on the 5th of May of $1,800 per 
day. We have requested time extension with a 
response of no. I filled out an inclusion for this 
project on the website and received a response that 
we could continue until the building was safe to 
enter and free of spoilage. The mayor of Selah sent 
us a letter after your response that she feels the 
project is essential so we have continued to work on 
the project as materials show up. The building can 
be used for its intended purpose and in my opinion is 
not essential. They are making us put our workers 
into harms way and others by letter construction to 
continue within the city limits. Please help

erickb@scout-lake.com Erick Bond (Scout Lake Construction) 5097016411 donald.wayman@selahwa.gov

04/27/20 12:35 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Public Works City of University Place- Public works 
department

4951 Grandview Dr. W University Place Workers were doing landscaping, not wearing masks 
and were not following social distancing.

05/13/20 7:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other PET SALON CITY PAWS 345 15TH AVE EAST ,SUITE 202SEATTLE bussiness is open even they turn the sign off.
they do business with appoitment only. 
thier phone # 206-329-1054.

05/11/20 3:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Animal Grooming CityDog 1400 NW Market St., Suite 103Seattle They are a daycare, boarding and grooming facility - 
grooming is non-essential and they are still 
performing those services.

04/23/20 3:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog daycare and grooming Citydog Club 809 Olive Way & 1400 NW Market StSeattle The CDC confirmed dogs can get the virus and 
spread it to other dogs, but they have big groups of 
dogs in together all day, and their grooming salon is 
still open.

Wigglesea@citydogclub.com and wigglebal@citydogclub.com

04/20/20 9:45 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming CityDog! Club 1400 NW market street Seattle My location got an email from King County stating 
they are providing a non-essential service and to 
stop but they are still operating and telling customers 
that grooming was never declared non-essential.

Erv792002@yahoo.com

04/09/20 5:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CK Home Comfort Systems 213 E Wine Country Rd Grandview HVAC installation company going back to work doing 
new installs, defying governor's orders.

JustinMCoffey1989@gmail.comJustin Coffey 3605580718

04/02/20 1:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clarence Smart and Smith Excavation behind 1625 Lower Monitor RdWenatchee On parcel Chelan Country parcel #232019120320, 
Clarence Smart is developing this undeveloped lot 
into 5 home parcels and has contractors working 
non-stop to put in water lines, access road, etc. This 
is not essential construction work.

marjiebrown@msn.com Marjie Brown 5096693077

03/30/20 6:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clark 17900 international Blvd SeaTac This is a non functional facility that is for 
international flights.  There have already been 
confirmed cases of covid 19. This needs to be shut 
down. Please help us save lives and keep our 
family’s safe.

04/01/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clark and Son’s excavating, 
battleground wa  (hired by the city of 
camas)

Lake road/Everett intersection in camas, WaCamas Breaking ground on a non essential roundabout in 
the city of camas. The road is not unsafe. There is 
no road failure. This is a project is non essential. 
And puts the workers, their families, our healthcare 
workers, and citizens in this city at risk. We had 14 
new covid cases today in Clark county. This project 
can safely be put on hold.

Charitynoble1@gmail.com Charity Dubay 5034075749

04/23/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clark construction 3033 Elizabeth st Bellingham 98225 Contractor is continuing remodel of residence at 
1365 Chuckanut Drive, Bellingham with multiple 
workers on site

rod5315@hotmail.com Rod Rollason 3602984223 360-756-0123  clarkcon@hotmail.com

04/02/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clark construction 520 Pike Street Suite 2550 Seattle For one not everybody on site at the new seatac 
international expansion is essential.The building isn't 
open so it don't seem essential. And they didn't tell 
the whole site that people on site tested positive. 
Also all the ppe is going to health care. So we are 
putting our lives at risk with no ppe that's pretty 
messed up that nobody is stepping up and shutting 
down until we can get proper ppe. They didn't even 
shut down for 2 weeks after there were confirmed 
cases on site. So everybody that was there could 
have been exposed. The port needs to shut the site 
down. Until we get proper ppe and the Gc needs to 
up front with everybody and tell the truth when there 
is cases on site.

03/30/20 5:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clark construction 17801 international blvd seattle wa This new construction site is not essential to the 
health and well being. This site has already had 3 
confirm cov19 cases. Workers on this site do have 
contact with the actual airport. ( bathrooms , coffee 
stands ETC)
This site will not be completed for a year or two. 
Again how is essential!
 With how fast this virus is spreading and how hard 
it is for construction work to be preformed without 
being in close contact with others its just a matter of 
time before more people get infected or die. 
 further more with this site staying open it basically 
forces employees like me to work due to support our 
family s or our company's being in breach of contract 
and being sued

jlist222@comcast.net Jesse 4253080206

03/31/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard maintenance Clarks Landscaping Unknown University Place Monday, March 30, the Clark's Landscaping truck 
and 2 workers were next door performing their every 
Monday lawn services

Babboon13@msn.com Marjorie Ray 2535893321

04/07/20 1:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther T shirt sales company Classic Impressions 5800 Corson Ave S Seattle This company got an essential business exception 
but they are absolutely not essential (wholesale t 
shirt sales). They were not following social 
distancing guidelines before the original stay at 
home order was issued and I doubt they will be 
following them when they reopen with an exemption.

cleary.katie@gmail.com Kathleen Cleary 9173920947 customerservice@classicimpressionsinc.com

04/03/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn/gardening care Classic LawnScape Care, Inc P.O. Box 12266 Mill Creek This and several “businesses” doing landscape care, 
that I assume would be non-essential. Many do not 
have visible business names, this one did have 
name on truck.

john_eidemiller@outlook.comJohn C. Eidemiller 4257456761



05/12/20 9:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other car wash CLASSY CHASSIS 7432 CUSTER RD W LAKEWOOD No Employee monitoring or disinfecting surfaces 
between customers.

04/12/20 3:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car wash Classy chassis 6753 Kimball Drive Gig Harbor No oil changes are being performed while a line of 
cars were causing traffic due to them being open.

bianyely@gmail.com Bibi Vasquez-Romero 2535094124

05/07/20 6:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential House Cleaning Clean And Simple Cleaning 18908 Hwy 99 Suite E Lynnwood They are cleaning residential homes, when 
residential cleaning is NOT deemed essential and is 
part of Phase 2 of the state re-opening. They are 
advertising them selves as essential. Commercial 
cleaning is essential, residential is not.

info@cleanandsimplecleaning.com

04/09/20 12:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car wash Clean Finish Car Wash 2135 Caton Way Olympia Having a clean car does not seem essential lindeebow@yahoo.com Linda Frank 360-491-0484 cleanfinishcarwash@yahoo.com

04/02/20 11:33 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cleaning Services Clean Queen Columbia Gorge 325 W Steuben St. Ste.1 Bingen I raised my concern with the owner Sonja 
Mclanahan due to the fact that we were cleaning in 
Washington and Oregon. We were cleaning homes 
with elderly clients and also cleaning vacation 
rentals. I quit on March 21, after the owner called 
the virus fake and she refused to send me my last 
paycheck due to the fact they were so busy on 
March 26 after the stay at home order was issued 
from Oregon and Washington. She told me she 
didn’t care and she was going to work. I know as a 
former employee that we only use organic or natural 
products so we are not disinfecting homes at all. 
Usually are clients are also home so we can’t really 
stay 6ft away at all times.

Nicgilc15@gmail.com Nicole Gilcrease 5419939514

03/31/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Clean space northwest 5883 state hwy 303 ne suite 101Bremerton None of the work being done is essential in anyway.   
 All of it could be postponed

05/06/20 2:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home Cleaning Service Cleaning Authority 125 E North Bend Way North Bend They are still doing in home cleaning.  According to 
the Governor's order this isn't until phase 2.

tca.eastside@gmail.com

04/24/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Clearwater Summit Group 4228 E Wellesley Ave Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/14/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cleave Architecture & Design (Moon 
Zhang)

2226 Eastlake Ave E., Suite 300Seattle New residential construction has continued daily at 
11036 Alton Ave NE, Seattle in spite of the 
Governor's order. Refer to construction permit 
6720489-CN, new single family residence and 
detached accessory dwelling unit. Several workers 
onsite.

ckaylor03@yahoo.com Christina Kaylor 206-890-5293 moon@cleavearch.com

04/17/20 5:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping/yard cleanup Client's name is Joth Davis 10610 Manitou Park Boulevard NEBainbridge Island Mr. Davis has a weekly landscaping crew to blow the 
street in front of his property and mow/trim 
shrubbery. Most recent violation occurred on 4/17/20 
at 5:45 pm. Observed worker was not wearing any 
PPE and drove a large white cab open box truck with 
wooden sides. This is in direct violation of the Stay at 
Home/Non-essential business order.

Joth Davis (Client)

03/31/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Clock Tower Apartments 13725 32nd Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98125 They have a guy blowing leaves around their 
property with a leaf blower.  I have contacted them 
and they believe that it in an essential job.

ploiselle1968@yahoo.com Paul Loiselle 2068568532

04/06/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cloise and mike construction 4158 State Hwy 16 West, Suite A, Bremerton, WA 98312Bremerton Large groups of 50+ employees meeting every 
morning in one small room. They are doing multiple 
roofs a day that are completely nonessential (not 
leaking or any real damage) they are not providing 
equipment for safety precautions.

idanceloud24@gmail.com Chloe Kuhn 3606218352

04/11/20 11:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Closet Factory 12125 Harbour Reach Dr, Ste 200Mukilteo I see their trucks all over, installing

04/06/20 3:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse/Logistics Clutter, INC. 21402 24th AVE S Des Moines Clutter is a moving to storage company. They 
physically go into people's houses in teams of 2 to 5 
people and move their things into a warehouse 
storage. They do not move people on a same-day 
basis, they are by appointment only. They do not 
emergency move people out which means that they 
are not emergency services.

jermeahdobson1999@gmail.comJermeah Dobson 2062910239

04/02/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CMAC & Macfariane Homes 3250 S Edmunds St. Seattle There is residential construction taking place at 3250 
S. Edmunds St. Seattle, WA 98118 that I believe is 
non-essential. This noise from this work is making it 
impossible to function and work at home in our 
property since my family is following the governor's 
stay at home orders. If I'm mistaken and this 
permitted, please let me know. Thank you for your 
consideration.

cantilcm@gmail.com Christina Cantillo 702-324-4183

04/16/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cmp Construction 4720 158th Pl SW Lynnwood CMP construction has continued work on apartment 
renovations at Scout apartments in Kirkland. Their 
trucks have been seen numerous days a week, and 
construction noise can be heard in nearby units for 
hours at a time.

kalemia918@hotmail.com Crystal unkown

04/17/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CMP Construction and 
subcontractors with knowledge and 
approval of Scout Apartmetns

10211 NE 134th Ln, Kirkland,kirkland CMP workers still here CMP CONSTRUCTION and subcontractors with full knowledge of Scout Apartments

04/20/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CMP Construction their subs with full 
knowledge and approval of SCOUT 
APARTMENTS

10211 NE 134th Ln, kirkland cmp construction remodeling apartments at Scout 
Apartments in Kirkland

scout apartments and cmp construction

04/01/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction COAST 328 N. Olympic Arlington full construction going.Multiple sub. contractors also skiken64@gmail.com KEN SKRINSKI 2062950421

04/15/20 7:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Coast Construction Group 524 N. Olympic Ave & Division St.Arlington Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/21/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther condominium Owner Cobrizo Condo 4020 Aoura AVE N, room 401Seattle The condo owner in question, Christina Ho, is 
violating the governor's order of essential function 
work only by ordering construction done on her 
condo that is non-essential. She also has not been 
authorized by the condominium association to start 
construction. Her contact phone number is: 206-910-
5112

Helen@booktimookti.com Helen Folsom 360-599-2130

03/31/20 12:03 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Coffe. Girls Espresso Highway 9 Nooksack Nooksack I don't believe they are in violation, but it looks like a 
really bad idea that is far from essential.  My wife 
drove by yesterday and noticed six cars lined up.  
Unlike restaurant take away or delivery where there 
is social distancing and you can take precautionary 
measures once you get home, with drive-up 
espresso there is face to face contact and then 
immediate consumption of the commodity while 
holding a possibly contaminated container.  Besides, 
how essential is convenient coffee?  I fear that one 
sick barista could seed a major outbreak in our small 
town. Maybe all drive through coffee stands should 
be closed.

natcranphoto@yahoo.com Nathan Cranston 3603186567

04/06/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction COHO Construction and Design 8633 36TH AVE SW Seattle This address is continuing construction renovation 
as normal. Large group of painters painting exterior 
late last week and this morning working on interior 
exterior non essential renovations. I have a project 
myself that I stopped immediately when the ban was 
put in place and it is very frustrating to see other 
constitution crews continue "non essential" work 
without any repercussions.

Kori 206.359.0033

04/02/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Coise & Mike Construction https://www.cloiseandmike.com/Bremerton Business is doing a roof replacement in a residential 
neighborhood in Bremerton

04/02/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction colacurcio brothers 3287 H St Rd blaine, wa 20 people building a sidewalk today across the street 
for the school being built on 272nd Street NW in 
Stanwood, WA. the traffic person's standing outside 
our home directing traffic, a foot from my driveway. 
we feel very threatened as this disease is quite 
possibly airborne, we are 73 & 82.

useme.1235.zzz@gmail.com jan krick 5412540325

04/23/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Floriculture Colby's Greenhouse Inc/Garden 
Springs Greenhouse

21023 N Staghorn Rd Deer Park Colby's Greenhouse Inc/Garden Springs 
Greenhouse is a floriculture business (SIC code 
0181 - NAICS code 111422) continuing to operate 
under Gov. Jay Inslee's stay-at-home order. They 
are also violating social distancing requirements, 
keeping up to 30 workers in close distance of each 
other - some of which are over the age of 60 and 
extremely vulnerable. 
They have also recently fired several workers for 
failing to work amidst COVID-19 quarantine. Local 
law enforcement have been previously notified, and 
they have done nothing to my knowledge to solve 
this issue.

05/08/20 2:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Cole anesthetic center 9800 Levin rd nw silverdale Was contacted for appointment to receive cosmetic 
procedure. Business stared they were opening on 
the 19th of May for filler, Botox, facials and laser 
work.



03/31/20 11:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther commercial painters Cole properties 9805 NE 116th Kirkland I live at a condo in Mill Creek and have beed notified 
that the Board and property management will have a 
commericial painter starting work at our oation on 
April 6th. Everyone is supposed to STAY HOME! 
This is not a choice and the painting is not an 
ssential service or an emergency.
The property management company is Cole 
Properties located in Kirkland and contact is Russ 
Cole at phone 425/823/6263. The board president is 
marietta Jones at Stratford Greens, phone 
509/539/2209.
We are working out of our home and only leave for 
food. Please put a stop to this. Thank you

JIMTAKAKO@COMCAST.NETJames Kremer 4253575628

05/08/20 2:24 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Law Firm Cole Wathen Leid Hall P.C. 1505 Westlake Avenue N., Suite 700Seattle We are a small law firm and attorneys have been 
working remotely without an issue. We have been 
told that we must start working in the office on May 
11, 2020. I am concerned I will be fired if I do not 
return. We can telework without an issue.

04/13/20 8:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction colegrove builders hawley road bainbridge island working construction. two houses west of the 
governor's house on Bainbridge Island

05/11/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment Complex College Glen Apartments 5513 College Glen Loop SE Lacey Construction project underway at apartment 
complex. No social distancing practices in place. 
Have sent letters out to tenants telling them they 
must sign a form for construction to commence but 
yet it has been going on for the duration of the 
Governors Stay At Home Order. Property unsafe. No 
notices posted to comply with re-phasing order. No 
management available on site for tenants.

04/08/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Colonial 1118 w washington ave Yakima Employees are out working today when they are 
nonessential

03/31/20 3:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and Garden Colonial Lawn and Garden 1118 W Washington Ave Yakima Performing services at neighbors house today - 3 
visits in the last 3 hours

shawnalgamache@gmail.comShawna 5099699704

03/30/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Columbia asphalt and ready mix 377 parker bridge rd Yakima wa Pouring concrete doing sidewalks and driveways is 
not essential. Was told work or get fired

Jose@gmail.com Jose 5099615555

04/16/20 12:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther GYM Columbia City Fitness Center #2 2609 S. Jackson St. Seattle There are many people still going to this gym that is 
non essential.  They walk by our open windows 
every day. Not one wearing a mask or practicing 
social distancing.  The gate is on the front entry way 
like they are closed however they are not.  We have 
observed people going in thru the side doors 
throughout the day, gym bag in hand.  The sound of 
free weights being dropped to the floor can be heard 
from our facility that is deemed essential indicating 
that they are still indeed training people!   This is a 
extreme cause of concern for the rest of us that are 
trying to stop the spread of the disease so we can all 
get back to normal life.

cj@houseofruff.com CJ Tomlinson 206-245-0908

04/08/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Columbia Credit Union Construction Discovery Ridge Commercial CenterRidgefield Most construction has stopped but work on the new 
credit union building continues

cfoulke17@gmail.com Chuck Foulke 3607688687

03/31/20 7:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Columbia River Steel and construction 813 Wallace Way Grandview They have a welding shop, all employees still 
working along with field workers, working. I have a 
family member that works for this company.

03/30/20 10:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sports card consignment 
service

ComC.con aka Check Out My LLC 6727 185TH AVE NE Redmond Employees were asked to continue reporting to work 
on site on grounds that role in retail distribution 
makes them essential. Only thing they distribute is 
sports cards. (Please don't disclose my name.)

Stansell4@comcast.net Maxine Stansell 206-243-4248

03/31/20 5:43 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Comedy Underground 109 S Washington St Seattle They’re still serving alcoholic drinks and having sold 
out comedy shows. They’ve been secretly open a 
couple nights a week and have people sitting right 
next to each other and serving people beverage. 
They are acting like there is no order in place.

alyciac6@yahoo.com Alycia Cary 2063889826

05/08/20 1:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel pool is open Comfort Suites 4714 NE 94th Ave Vancouver Comfort Suites has their pool open to their guests. 
They were told numerous times that pools are closed 
due to COVID 19, but they yet have closed theirs 
down. Its a safety concern.

04/30/20 6:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Commercial and Home Expert Tree 
Service

N/A Olympia As shown on King 5 news, is working despite 
knowing they are non essential, as well as inciting 
more businesses to do the same.

anthonymf@live.com Anthony 2064990384 Peter Diaz

03/31/20 8:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial Industrial Roofing 3601 121st St SW Lynnwood CIR continues to do non essential work at the 
Nautica Condominiums at 2824 Grand Ave Everett 
WA. They have a crew on site- minimal protection 
and continue to work on non essential building 
updates/repairs that were elective by the board. This 
work does need to be done-but after the Covid 19 
virus passes. They are endangering 111 households 
by being here daily- today without masks even. I 
have photos if you need.

dkosar@amfam.com david kosar 425-501-5767

04/08/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial Office Interiors 20211 87th Ave S Kent We were told that under no circumstances were we 
to stop working as normal, and that although we 
service a couple essential businesses, majority of 
our work is for non essential clients.

iceberg013@gmail.com anonymous

04/13/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial properties services 6955 gateway blvd Lacey This construction site is still in operation during the 
stay at home order. Workers arrive daily and are not 
following social distancing guidelines - gathering in 
groups

04/21/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial property services 6955 gateway blvd Lacey Construction of Toscana apartments residential 
property still persists. not a low income housing place

04/20/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial property services 6955 gateway blvd Lacey Residential construction ongoing as normal

04/18/20 2:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial property services 6955 Gateway blvd Lacey Residential construction performed at this property 
named Toscana Apartments never stopped and are 
having workers come everyday Monday through 
Saturday

04/18/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Commercial property services 6955 Gateway blvd Lacey Residential construction performed at this property 
never stopped and are having workers come 
everyday Monday through Saturday

04/17/20 3:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 
SERVICES at Toscana Apartment

6979 birdseye ave NE lacey Residential construction at this residential property 
still ongoing for weeks despite stay at home order.

leasing@lifeattoscana.com

03/30/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Indoor Mall Commons Mall 1928 SOUTH COMMONS FEDERAL WAY I work for Service Management Systems Inc is a 
contracted company that do housekeeping inside the 
mall, parking lot attendees, and landscaping.. They 
still have workers coming in to work , and its not 
essential work thats stated in 14 page document 
from the Governor's office. Some workers there are 
age 60 to 76 and the still work , and some younger 
work as well. I'm concerned for the senior citizens, 
and other co workers , cause I dont believe they 
have proper PPE, and dont really care for the 
workers safety . I choose to stay home to follow the 
Governor's office order, and the safety of my co 
workers. They're breaking the Governor's Request to 
stay at home, and seem to not care.. Please check 
on this , because I'm concerned about the workers..

dwayne4771@outlook.com Dwayne Spears

03/30/20 3:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Community Based 
Organization - 
Weatherization

Community Action Council of 
Thurston, Mason, and Lewis County

3020 Willamette Drive NE Olympia While CAC is likely an essential agency with 
essential programs - they continue to make 
employees come to the office whose Weatherization 
program state Commerce funding has been frozen 
due to COVID-19 and the nature of their jobs 
functions. They have been told to figure out their 
own social distancing because “they are adults and 
can figure it out”. They have been told they are 
essential, with no clarification, yet cannot perform 
their normal jobs. When they could allow employees 
to work from home, they instead put them in an 
office with an “are you happy now” attitude. They 
sent an employee today to an elderly woman’s home 
to obtain signatures. They have spoken of buying a 
property to flip by using their Weatherization 
employees to do the work, at their base wage - when 
they are typically paid alternative wages for their 
Weatherization work. This would mean they are 
profiting off of their employees while not having to 
pay them as they typically would when they are 
doing Weatherization work. While this has not yet 
happened, this is how the leadership is talking and 
dealing with their staff that are scared, asthmatic, 
have families and elderly relatives. Why is this 
essential or necessary? Can we provide Technical 
assistance and education on this crisis to these 
community based organizations who can send non-
essential staff home to be safe or easily promote 
work from home opportunity to serve their client 
base from home- especially in cases of reception 
work, etc?  It strongly appears they are working the 
loophole of some programs here are essential, so 

Lishmclisherson@hotmail.comAllison 360-480-3081 info@caclmt.org

04/17/20 11:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Community Integrated health services 57 w main st Chehalis Requiring staff to attend in person meetings that can 
be conducted via zoom licenses or phone

Mbollinger@greatriversbho.org



04/06/20 6:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift Store Community Thrift 303 Wellsian Way Richland The business has employees showing up to perform 
functions to set up on-line shopping until storefront 
can open to the public again.

jacquiedlinton@gmail.com Jacquie Linton 509-308-5330 info@communitythrift.shop

04/22/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Compass 1002 Lake Washington Blvd NEKirkland This construction site is open many people working 
in close proximity with no PPE

04/16/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Compass 1755 17th ave S Seattle Non-essential work on nearly completed 
development, doing open-houses and tours in 
medium sized groups.

04/09/20 8:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Composite Solutions 14810 Puyallup St #100 Sumner On 4/9/2020 full production of all product lines has 
resumed, not just DoD contracts and all employees 
were called back to work and those that didn’t show 
were told it would be considered job abandonment.

Cscemployeehelp@gmail.comAnonymous concerned employeeAnonymous WALTER@TOPKEY.COM.TW

03/31/20 4:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Composite solutions corporation 14810 Puyallup street east STE 100Summer I believe this company I work for is a non-essential 
company and is still operating under Governor’s 
Inslee “Stay at home” order.
Please keep my contact information from this 
company anonymous.
Thank you

ormanthony@gmail.com Anthony orm (253) 359-5520 WALTER@TOPKEY.COM.TW

04/17/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Comtempro homes 19208 E. Terrapin Lane Otis Orchards Contractor and subcontractors on site every day to 
build new residence.,

johnlinda2010@rocketmail.comJohn B Whitcomb 4259858077 johnlinda2010@rocketmail.com

04/14/20 5:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Comunity Frameworks 1301 Orting Kapowsin Hwy Orting I am reporting a Construction business.  The 
construction business is continuing operations and 
ignoring stay at home orders when they are a non 
essential business based on what I see on TV.    I 
called the Construction Manager,  Jeff Hill at 206 
419 1586 and inquired why they were working when 
there is a stay at home order and his workers are not 
6 feet apart.   Jeff said because he can and he has 
permission.  Jeff denied they were not less than 6 
feet apart.  I offered photos and he declined.   This 
construction site is 500 FEET OR LESS from a VA 
HOSPITAL type setting with HIGHLY DEPENDENT 
ELDERLY ADULTS.   I have photos of the workers 
who are NOT 6 feet apart.  I took various photos on 
different days because this could turn into a he said 
she said.   I notified Orting Mayor Josh Penner.  
Mayor Penner  responded to my first email dated 
03/31/2020 stating his understanding was that the 
work was being done to close up the ground on 
recently installed utilities.  He also stated his guess 
is that transitional housing will be exempt.  The 
response made sense to me at the time however I 
believed the work would be temporary for the sole 
purpose of protecting their assets/liabilities.   I was 
not aware they would be working same as always on 
an ongoing basis and today is 04/14/2020.   My 
additional emails to Mayor Josh Penner voicing 
concern with photos of the workers who are NOT 6 
feet apart have not been responded to.  I guess I am 
on ignore.   I also called the VA Hospital/Vulnerable 
Adult Care onsite management team.  The 
management team heard my concerns and stated 

lisalynnjohnson@aol.com Lisa Johnson 2538200494

04/01/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Concord Construction 1831 East Edison Sunnyside Contractor is working on a new school Addition , 
how is this addition essential if the students are not 
in school? The school operated without this building 
before this project started and continued to operate 
up until COVID19 shutdown. A delay in schedule 
does not stop the start of school.

haughton.dan@icloud.com Dan Haughton (509)728-6882

04/06/20 6:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Condo  landscape 12600 evergreen dr Mukilteo If I can't work they can work

05/09/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Condominium Management CompanyCondoManagements Inc 1661 Harbor Ave SW, Suite 100Seattle Scheduling non-essential hallway/common area 
carpet cleaning on May 20th at Harbor Lights 
Condominiums, 4421 Greenwood Ave N.   Many 
susceptible persons live here.

Tharle@condomanagements.com

04/07/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Condominiums 424 N 85th St Seattle Lawn crew performing lawn maintenance lauren_d@yahoo.com Lauren Exnicios 7032037943

04/01/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Condron Homes 802 W. Rosewood Spokane Two homes around me are under construction. The 
works are framing daily. Neither house should be 
being worked on at this time. Anywhere from 3 to 5 
workers at each house.

Richard Carroll 5099539202

05/04/20 2:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cabinet Making Conestoga Wood Specialties 6122 S 228th St Kent * Somebody at the location has tested positive and 
there is no follow-up cleaning
* Limited safety precautions in place (no social 
distancing / limited safety supplies / No temperature 
testing, etc.)
* Making cabinet door facings doesn't seem to be 
essential, but should at least follow the Governor's 
guidelines

morganrbarney@hotmail.com (H)Morgan Barney 425-687-0565 (H) Don't know ...

04/06/20 12:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Driver's education Confident Driving 1804 NW 119 th St Vancouver Classes are online, but instructor is still taking 
students on private drives. Student and instructor 
are sitting together in a car for an hour, much closer 
than 6 feet.

05/11/20 3:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Confluence Health orthopedics 803 N Emerson Ave Wenatchee They started seeing what could be considered non-
urgent patients 05/04.  While they are attempting to 
keep social distancing with limiting the number of 
providers working at a time, each provider is seeing 
an average of 15 patients per day.  Providers, staff 
and patients are asked to wear homemade masks, 
but many of the staff and patients do not wear them 
and this seems risky given the number of patients 
each provider/staff member is exposed to daily.  
Surgical masks are not provided for providers or 
staff.

04/09/20 4:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Residential Construction Conner Homes 456 Sergeant St Buckley Home builder still performing construction in a 
residential neighborhood with occupied homesites.

megclay1985@gmail.com Megan Clay 2532271421

04/07/20 5:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Conner Homes Meadow leaf community Sammamish Builder didn't stop construction work. See groups of 
people come and perform the tasks everyday in our 
community. Not sure if construction falls under 
essential work. As a good citizen, I thought of putting 
a notice.

sumit.brown@gmail.com Sumit Soni 5032090393

05/11/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Connley Construction 139th PL SE Kent The builder started construction on a new residential 
home in a new development. Excavator and 
bulldozer brought on or around May 6th, work 
started May 7th. Workers routinely less than 6ft 
apart. No new construction permit found. Nearest 
address in same development 24012 139th Pl SE, 
Kent, WA 98042

04/22/20 3:48 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace and commercial 
plastics

Conrad manufacturing 4156 B pl nw A Auburn, wa We were told to tell any customers that asked if we 
are open, that we are closed and are not open for 
business.  Yet we are still being called in to work.

Kcdisc@gmail.com Kyle Crabtree 253-226-1481

03/31/20 4:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Consolidated Electrical Distributors 
(CED)

1920 Fowler Street Richland I've seen part orders go out that were non-essential. 
I've talked to electricians doing non-essential jobs. 
Manager says he'd rather risk the fine than shut 
down. I'm forced to either use sick leave or risk 
exposure. Is that right?

jason.d.hargrove@gmail.com Jason 5098320369

04/16/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Consolidated Landscape 30th Ave nw MARYSVILLE Doing grass cutting and Landscape maintenance in 
residential and commercial properties

04/03/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Constantine Builders SE Wax Road Covington This is a fairly large commercial construction project 
(looks like apartments), that is going up in a mixed 
commercial/suburban area...LOTS OF PEOPLE 
working and cars parked on the side of the road. 
Clearly, they feel no responsibility to maintain social 
distancing, and are more interested in keeping their 
project going no matter what repercussions that 
might have on their workers or others that come in 
contact with them.

robinb411@icloud.com Robin Buxton 206-276-1129

03/30/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construct inc 710 Durell Rd SE Tumwater wa There are no safety measures being taken
The 2 projects going right now are nonessential
I am forced to go onto jobsites to work or i would 
lose my job. I live with my 82 year old grandmother 
and she and i are afraid

04/29/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction 2639 Perkins lane Seattle Construction in critical area with no permits. Heavy 
machinery operating with lots of construction 
workers.

04/15/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction construction 9687 Evergreen Drive Bellevue construction of a house has been going on for the 
past few weeks

04/03/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction construction 3629 sw Othello Seattle Construction in road and sidewalk for driveway and 
at house.  Ignoring social distancing.  Reported 2 
days ago. West Seattle, southwest of Myrtle Park 
Reservoir

04/20/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction (independent 
contractors)

1338 Bonsella Street Walla Walla Ongoing remodeling of home that is unessential to 
its structural integrity and only for "upgrades," after 
being purchased recently.

emilykthornton0@gmail.com E



04/03/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction - Unknown Business Corner of NE 183rd St and NE 185th StBothell There is construction occurring on the corner of NE 
18rd St and NE 185th St in downtown Bothell, WA 
across the street from the public library. Why is this 
happening when Gov. Insley specifically said no 
more non-essential construction is to continue. The 
workers at this site are not following distancing 
guidelines either. This is a slap in the face to all of 
us staying in our homes and should cease to occur 
immediately.

straight.chris@gmail.com Chris Straight 717-739-9018

04/02/20 7:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction at corner of buckeye and 
miami ct

Buckeye and Miami ct Spokane Construction at this location has been continuing 
with crews of 4-5 people on two separate houses 
seven days a week

kvdickinson@gmail.com Katharine Dickinson 5092205939

04/02/20 9:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction construction co 7020 Greenwood Ave N Seattle at 7020 Greenwood Ave N, rowhouses are being 
built. Construction work is taking place in violation of 
the Governors proclamation. I am filing a complaint 
regarding this. There should be no construction 
being done here.

guentherc75@aol.com Carolyn Guenther 2064290361

04/22/20 4:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction company building for  
Tucker Estates

Weston Court Centralia (Grand Mound Thurston County)Weston Court is a new construction residential 
development in Thurston County (Centralia/Grand 
Mound) and the construction has been taking place 
every single day during this Stay-At-Home order.

paulwarrenwolfe@gmail.com Paul Wolfe (360) 810 - 0752

04/15/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction construction company name unknown 18129 40th Ave W. Lynnwood There is daily constriction going on a private 
residence in my neighborhood.. The construction 
site had been there prior to the Governor's orders of 
stay at home and including non-essential work. The 
construction was stopped temporarily soon after 
Governor's Inslee's orders. Yet construction started 
again last week. This seems to be a direct violation 
of the Governors order. The construction site is 
using heavy machinery that is quite disturbing to us 
that are following the stay at home orders.

toucheboucher@gmail.com Laurel 425-971-1756 ?

03/31/20 9:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction Crew 54 Main Street Pacific Beach, Washington 98571 The owner of the construstion crew is the father of 
Seabrook...he first name is Doug ,he thinks he is 
invisible to the rule...I have nothing against the 
workers but the owner should have to stick to the 
rules because of the coronavirus .Why is this 
construstion any different when it's a duplex house 
they are working on that has been empty for many 
years and just sold recently?.

susan123521@gmail.com Susan Shelton 360-591-8035

04/07/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction down the street 3514 29th Ave W Seattle There are a bunch of construction workers working 
very close together without masks at a residential 
construction site. As someone who lives in the 
neighbor, I feel like they are not doing essential work 
and should be looked into. I don't know the business 
name and want to stay anonymous.

04/22/20 4:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction construction firm of unknown name 14142 97th Ave NE (site) Kirkland Construction, surveying, fencing, land clearing, etc. 
is taking place for starting a residential development 
in a residential area. Definitely not essential 
business, but not sure who the 
developers/construction firm are. This is taking place 
adjacent to the Kirkland address listed above.

dubet@leidos.com Tom Dube 425-422-0480 Not known

04/21/20 7:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction for Gravity Coffee 
Company - new building

129th and Pacific Avenue S. (Between Starbucks & Blue spruce Motel)Parkland Gravity Coffee Company has had ongoing 
construction on this new store. Today, they have 
concrete trucks and other various construction 
trucks out digging up the Starbucks parking lot. They 
have not halted construction at all. I have seen them 
working on it nearly everyday and evening that I have 
driven past this location in the past weeks.They 
currently have a group of men standing by the trucks- 
 not socially distanced at all. 

I just went over and asked the Starbucks employees 
what was going on, and they said that they have 
reported them several times to local law 
enforcement. Can we get some help out here, in a 
county that has a high number of COVID-19 cases, 
as Gravity Coffee seeks to exploit an environment 
where the law enforcement is over-worked and 
unavailable. 

I hope to hear a response as to why this construction 
has been allowed to continue.

kristenbasargin@icloud.com Kristen Basargin 253-948-6397 kristenbasargin@icloud.com

04/01/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction Management and 
Consulting

14013 Greenwood Ave North Seattle Workers are building a non essential new 8 unit 3 
story apartment building.

dianeserena7@gmail.com Diane Payne 206-719-1943

04/24/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction residential Lookout subdivision Newman lake Construction started this morning 4/24

04/13/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contactors/Jean Bounpaseuth 2400 S Hill St Seattle Multiple contractors working daily on a residential 
build.

jbounpas@yahoo.com

04/28/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Supplier flooring and 
cabinets to the trade and 
retail

Contract Furnishings Mart 500 South Brandon Seattle Allowing too many people in the showroom.  Opened 
show room after governor allowed ongoing 
construction to resume. Allows coughing or sneezing 
employees to stay at work. Does not do health 
checks. Is not essential business

04/16/20 1:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractor 6712 22nd Ave. NW Seattle Work crew has been operating at this address for 
weeks.

04/11/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractor 15920 Main Street Bellevue There are a group of construction workers in close 
proximity doing non essential construction work on a 
job site.

04/17/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractor has removed sign from 
truck

15213 28th Ave SW Burien, WA 98166 Contractor trucks have continued to report to 15213 
28th Ave SW and have continued to work on this 
home despite the stay at home order. 2 white trucks 
have been seen daily, including weekends, working 
at this address. They have repeatedly been asked to 
stop working and to comply with the order and have 
refused. They do not live in our community and are 
putting us at risk. Please make them stop showing 
up at this home until the order is lifted. Thank you!

03/30/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractor's Furnishing Mart 3600 Industry Drive E Fife They are remaining open and are stating they are 
disinfecting their locations and have changed hours 
to protect people (8-5 Mon-Fri) but they are not a 
vital part of construction and DO NOT need to be 
inviting people to come in to look for tile, carpet, and 
cabinets (check their website to support claim and/or 
listen to their after hours voicemail).

Businesses like this are a major part of the problem - 
they are NOT promoting "stay home" as Governor 
Inslee has ordered. With these types of business 
operating they are also giving more contractors the 
ability to continue to work on remodels and/or other 
projects that are not essential BUT the ability to 
transmit this virus from one area of Wa to the next - 
that's just reckless.

armitagepk@gmail.com Patrick Armitage 253-987-9369

04/14/20 5:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractor? 4742 49th Ave SW Seattle Construction workers doing non-essential work and 
without face masks or social distancing for at 2 days 
in a row 4/13 and 4/14 at 4742 49th Ave SW.  A 
Blue pickup truck and workers are working in a small 
block with many older people.  Several of my 
neighbors have raised concerns not sure what to do 
and not wanting to confront the homeowner and 
create conflicts.

We think the homeowner's name is Jill and her number below713-252-9834

04/20/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractors 2918 W Jameson ST Seattle Major interior and exterior construction taking place 
during Saty Home, Stay Safe. Non essential.

04/16/20 3:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractors 2325 NE 282nd Ave Camas Construction project just started in my neighborhood william.malone@igt.com William 3605180817

04/07/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractors 9000 4th Ave. SW Seattle General contractor and crew worker, and Multiple 
subcontractors working on a residential house flip.

03/31/20 11:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractors 3609 14th Ave W Unit 201 SEATTLE This unit in the condo is performing unnecessary 
cosmetic work in their unit. Exposure to tenants in 
the condo is increased by the flow of traffic to the site

03/30/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Contractors within Suncadia Resort 3600 Suncadia Trail Cle Elum Numerous contractors throughout the resort are 
continuing to work. Including in Tumble Creek. Merle 
Inc is especially defiant, but they're not alone. The 
developer is continuing their work on the new 
clubhouse in Tumble Creek as though nothing is 
going on.

04/03/20 7:35 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Switchgear manufacturer Controlled Power Inc. 17909 Bothell Everett Hwy SE Suite 102Bothell CPI does some work with hospitals but has no 
current jobs with hospitals. CPI leadership wrote a 
letter to CPI employees to produce in case 
authorities questioned why a CPI employee would be 
commuting to work. The letter outlines how CPI is 
an essential business because of their prior work 
with hospitals.

bboyd619@comcast.net Brandon Boyd 4257534380 mdizard@controlledpowerinc.com



03/30/20 7:59 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Utility Switchgear 
Manufacturing

Controlled Power Inc. 7909 Bothell Everett Hwy SE Suite 102Bothell Controlled Power is claiming they are an essential 
business because they do work with hospitals on 
occasion. CPI has no current hospital jobs and is 
mandating employees work on non-essential jobs 
through the governor's orders.

bboyd619@comcast.net Brandon Boyd (425) 753-4380 mdizard@controlledpowerinc.com

03/31/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cooks contracting llc 605  Sunset Park Drive  Ste ESedro Woolley Non Essential  Residential construction @ 1801 
Douglas st. Mount Vernon Wa. 98273

04/21/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Coombes Development 8553 Interlake Ave. N. Seattle day 2 out of a possible 2 this week of construction 
being performed at this location.  this is after staff 
worked there 3 or 4 days last week too.  today there 
are 4 workers there, three of them all within about a 
5 foot radius.  these people will not stop working on 
residential construction.  yardwork, interior work, 
exterior work.  its nonstop.

rdahling@hotmail.com reece dahling 206-420-7672  206-251-9289

04/17/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Coombes Development & Forsyth 
Builders

8553 Interlake Ave. N. Seattle an unfinished residential project has had a stream of 
workers the past few weeks doing work inside and 
outside the house.  a window guy climbed a 
neighbor's fence to wash a window.  railings were 
delivered for inside at 7:30am, Saturday, March 28.   
monday was yard work.  tuesday was fence 
construction.  today is yard markers & inside work

rdahling@hotmail.com 206-707-9437 or 206-251-9289

04/08/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction COOMBES DEVELOPMENT LLC (or 
contractor)

6820 OSWEGO PL NE Seattle Workmen working on exterior of building that 
appears already to be secured.

The Business name is from the Seattle Dept of 
Buildings Record Number: 6580541-CN

wagovrpt-533a3988f0@nickb.users.panix.comNicholas Barnard 206-457-6045

05/10/20 10:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Copa Salon 852 S Market Street Chehalis She has continued to do hair in her salon over the 
past month. Meanwhile posting negative 
commentary on Gov. Inslee's stay at home order

Haley Sahlin

04/14/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copeland Drywall 2711 Goshen Rd Bellingham Despite signs stating the Governor's orders 
concerning non-essential business at all the gates 
entering Semiahmoo neighborhoods in Blaine, WA 
(98230) this company continues to send drywall 
workers out to work on a house under construction 
on Night Heron Drive in Blaine, WA. They have been 
working on the home for several days. The owner of 
the home is in Canada and claims that no one is 
working on the house.

03/31/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copper basin 2621 s. Havana st 99223 spokane This business, along with many of its subcontractors 
and vendors continue to work at this site.  I am a 
contractor and shut down multiple projects promptly 
last week to comply

andre@smartfinishes.com andre miesch 5092164080

04/09/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copper Basin construction 2621 S Havana Street Spokane This is a new construction project. I started out by 
texting developer Steve White on March 26th. I 
forwarded the the Spokane County website- stay 
home stay safe- they have continued to work 
everyday 7 days a week and yesterday I received a 
threatening letter from Copper Basin construction 
Attorney that I am harassing them. I called and left 
messages with all sub contractors about how serious 
covid-19 is. The sheriff has been there 2 twice. WA 
State Labor and industries have also been there 
twice. They continue to work 7 days a week!

vonnie_miesch@hotmail.comVonnie Miesch (409)879-4564

04/07/20 8:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copper basin construction 2621 S Havana Street (Next door to the south)Spoka e This is has continued daily by them and there subs , 
this is not a low income or homeless build it’s a 
single family residential construction other like 
businesses are going under and they are defying the 
order , pictures are available as well.  They have 
been warned already with nothing done about it

Purseonallyyours@msn.com Tina 5099541701

04/02/20 10:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copper River 19225 International Blvd Seatac This construction site is saying they are essential 
because an airline owns the office building. The 
construction work is not essential.

04/16/20 11:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Copperleaf 4520 Henderson Blvd Se Olympia Multiple construction crews are onsite daily not 
practicing social distancing and performing non 
essential work.

03/30/20 3:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Horse training Copple Show Horses 14030 Vue Street SW OLYMPIA I don't see how training horses is considered an 
essential business. Feeding and care, yes, but 
training is not.

coppleshowhorses@yahoo.com

04/23/20 3:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Coral Austin at Salon Avea 915 E Hawthorne, Suite C Spokane Once per day, every day, for ~ 1.5-2 hours 1-2 
people arrive at her home looking as they’re in 
serious need of a haircut/color, then miraculously 
leave looking refreshed and trimmed. This non 
essential business is being run out of a home at 
9609 N Gabriel St Spokane WA, 99208.

Jenn.turtle7@gmail.com Jennifer Spencer

03/31/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Corbin Construction 8603 Benson Rd Lynden They are working in the inside of a new construction 
project.  The home is framed and secured but they 
continue working. I asked them about it and they 
said they will work until they get caught.

04/01/20 8:18 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture design & 
Manufacturing

Coriander Designs Inc 20485 144th Ave NE Woodinville This business in my personal opinion is non-
essential. I'm all about people continuing to earn a 
paycheck but furniture design and manufacturing 
really doesn't seem essential. I apologize if I'm 
wrong & wasting anyone's time. I work across the 
parking lot at Garden Fresh Foods we have Semi 
trucks driving in and out throughout the day and 
someone in the office brings their young kids and 
let's them ride scooters in the parking lot & around 
the building while these trucks are driving in and out. 
It is extremely dangerous I feel they should stay 
home for all obvious reasons. Social Distancing 
number one & safety of these children number 2.    
Thank You

christianehuey41@gmail.com

05/09/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction corliss resources Pierce county Sumner This was back when construction was considered 
nonessential. this company did some work that was 
essential but was not enough to justify being open so 
did many jobs not considered essential. like new 
construction, patios, driveways, foundations, and so 
on. They also told employees that if they questioned 
whether the job was essential or not they would be 
reprimanded. They even fired some over this. this is 
a very large company and think they can do what 
ever they want and get away with it!

04/16/20 6:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Corliss resources 16805 64th St E, Sumner I think they are doing some essential jobs but they 
are also doing lots of nonessential jobs. Like pouring 
a new patio for a neighbor.

04/16/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Corliss Resources 16805 64th St East Sumner Still taking customers personal orders and delivering 
for non-essential projects. Making employees work 
for non-essential work

03/30/20 3:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Corliss Resources 3106#A Sumner Tapps HWY Lake Tapps Corliss and other trucking companies are still moving 
rock, soil, etc daily.

tonyb@corlissresources.com

05/07/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction corlisss ressources 16805 64th st e sumner wa they delivered several loads of concrete  to a new 
construction job. address of the job is  1860 126th 
ave ct edgewood wa.

04/08/20 6:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management 
Company

Cornell and Associates - Willow 
Apartments

12048 32nd ave ne seattle Cornell and Associates is currently bringing in 
various contractors to remodel, clean, and paint 
units in the Willows apartment complex.  Many 
people who do not live in the building are coming 
through daily and management is also not doing 
anything to make sure common areas are sanitized 
and clean.  It puts the entire building at risk.

05/09/20 11:41 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Cornell and Associates Property Management and their Contractors3023 1st Ave Seattle Renovations to 2 recently vacated units in the 
apartment building The Versailles located at 3023 
1st Ave, Seattle

Dgreenbaum@cornellandassociates.com, versailles.belltown@gmail.com

04/08/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn maintenance Corner Kick Landscaping 11605 Quail Run Rd. Pasco I'm a lawn care company and due to this stay home 
order, I have been losing clients this company is one 
of them who continue to do lawn care. I have asked 
if we were essential you stated we are not yet they 
have paperwork supposedly stating they can. I'm 
losing my business due to trying to cooperate with 
this law. So what will I do if I continue losing clients 
because they do not want to wait have companies 
like these take them from me and shut me down? I 
dont feel this is fair for the ones trying to abide to ur 
laws, while others are not plus taking others jobs.

Ivelandscaping@yahoo.com David Martinez (509)551-6256



04/01/20 11:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Cornerstone Chiropractic 2003 132nd St Se Suite E Everett I have received multiple calls from cornerstone 
asking to schedule an adjustment for the reason “I 
haven’t been seen in awhile” or “you’re not working 
you might as well come in” 
Overheard that another patient cancelled his apt bc 
he had been exposed and was waiting results. 
Cornerstone did not inform other patients of possible 
exposure and continue to see patients daily. 
Treating people not as medically necessary and/or 
emergency situations

03/30/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cornerstone General Contractors 7400 272nd st NW Stanwood, WA 98292 This complaint was reported to us, the Department 
of Labor and Industries, and forwarded for your 
consideration.

faba235@lni.wa.gov Aaron Faber 360-661-1263 ERIN@CORSTONELLC.COM

04/29/20 10:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealarship Corwin Ford of Tricities 1225 autoplex way Pasco I suspect this dealership has still been actively 
selling vehicles to non essential employees since the 
lock down order was issued.

04/29/20 1:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Corwin Ford Tri-Cities 1225 Autoplex Way Pasco The boss/manager here does not care about the 
employees and is making them come into work even 
though it is non-essential and even said that he 
doesn’t care if the Governor comes after him.

harrystyleswife24@gmail.comJude 5099484030

04/29/20 1:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Corwin Ford Tri-Cities 1225 Autoplex Way Pasco selling cars to non essential employees

04/29/20 12:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Corwin Ford Tri-Cities 1225 Autoplex Way Pasco Selling cars to non-essential employees ryork1998@gmail.com Rose York

04/29/20 11:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Corwin Ford Tri-Cities 1225 Autoplex Way Pasco Completing car sales for non-essential employees

04/29/20 10:35 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Corwin Ford Tri-Cities 1225 Autoplex Way Pasco Selling cars to non essential employees

04/07/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Cosmetic surgery and dermatology of 
Issaquah Inc

295 NE Gilman Blvd. Suite 101Issaquah Non- essential surgeries are being performed such 
as atypical nevus on skin and cysts. And proper PPE 
is not being provided for staff. Patients with COVID 
symptoms are still being seen in clinic and surgery 
center and staff does not have proper PPE. Dr. Is 
telling patients that their procedures are mandatory 
when they aren’t emergencies/life threatening.

04/10/20 11:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail store that sells card 
games

Cosmic Games 410 W Bakerview Rd #106 Bellingham They are a retail store that is delivering trading 
cards. See their Facebook.

cosmicgamestore@gmail.com

04/05/20 5:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction cost less carpet 1925 fowler street richland why are they open to the public? no one is there for 
essential construction needs and it gives the public 
yet one more place to congregate and spread the 
virus. their staff already exceeds the number of 
people that can gather and they don't practice social 
distancing. they're enabling the public to be out and 
about and get each other sick. they're business as 
usual there and they're exposing their staff to the 
virus for no reason

CONTROLLER@COSTLESSCARPET.COM

03/31/20 3:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business costco 301 5th Street Clarkston Major construction remodel taking place inside the 
store. Construction workers do not have adequate 
space to maintain social distancing. Looks as if the 
construction is a remodel and not something 
essential to the business being open. The store is 
stocked and people are shopping among the 
construction remodel.

04/16/20 1:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive store Costless 300 Oak st Kelso Store is still allowing people to sell them dirty 
batteries from questionable looking people which are 
being brought in to the store, the people selling 
batteries which look to be tweeker types are 
disregarding the distance tape they have on the floor

admin@costlessautoparts.net

05/19/20 9:27 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Country Paws Resort 42 Dory Road Sequim This boarding/grooming facility has NEVER stopped 
grooming. Clallam County refuses to enforce the 
stay at home order. She continues to groom under 
her pet boarding facility umbrella, while employing 
staff for grooming.

Shelly Denton

04/06/20 5:10 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Country Pet Shoppe 11132 NE 2nd St Kingston They are selling pet supplies and that is fine. But 
they should close their grooming salon so that 
people stay home instead of spreading corona virus 
when they drop off and pick up their pets.

thefluffyruff08@gmail.com Julie Rust 2562839346

05/12/20 3:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gas station and convenience storeCountry Travel Plaza 790 S Pence Rd Lind Prepared food is available in open displays for 
customers to grab on their own with their filthy 
hands and the heated case is exposed with no doors 
or covers so ALL customers waiting on line to pay 
are breathing, coughing and sneezing on this food 
for sale. This is BEYOND disgusting and totally 
violates the governors order and puts EVERY 
customer at risk.

03/31/20 6:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacture hone sales 
and maintenance

Country view estates 200802 E Game Farm Road Kennewick Employees going door to door disrupting quarantine 
orders , employees coming in sick spreading door 
flyers

04/02/20 1:37 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veterinary Clinic Countryside Veterinary Clinic 405 B Ohm Garden Rd. Wenatchee Facility is conducting dog grooming services (non-
essential) in addition to their essential services.

richmond.petty@cdhd.wa.govRichmond Petty - Chelan-Douglas Health District5098866468

04/20/20 1:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unknown - Door to Door Court Ops 16710 116th Ave SE #2 Renton Person came to door and yelled about wanting to 
make a delivery. 
Left Card

mwstout11@gmail.com Matthew Stot CORY@PRIVATEOPSUT.COM

04/16/20 12:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail, vacation rentals Court Yard Investments 411 Lincoln Ave Mukiltoe Hiring landscapers and workers to renovate unit at 
411 Lincoln Ave, Mukilteo

Brian Sullivan, briansullivan@courtyardinvestments.com

04/16/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Cousins Landscaping 822 Cashmere St Wenatchee Two trucks of workers, doing yard work at the house 
across the street on 6534 Forest Ridge Dr.  
Wenatchee at 2:30 on.

blewis4126@aol.com Belinda Lewis (509) 888-6659

04/20/20 7:12 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufactured home 
management

Covington Estates and West Coast 
Mobile Home Parks

7300 NE 100th Ave Vancouver The manager has advertised a “Dumpster Day” on 
the 22nd where they’re having a giant dumpster 
delivered in the middle of our culdesac for everyone 
to throw away personal items. There’s no mention 
about social distancing, wearing masks or gloves 
either. The dumpster has a gate latch that everyone 
will be touching to enter. This seems to be a non-
essential activity and zero effort has been made to 
keep it safe for everyone. This event should most 
certainly be postponed until the order has been lifted.

Rich@westcoastmhp.com

04/01/20 7:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cowden Gravel & Ready Mix 3463 Cedarville Rd Bellingham Continued activity at the Axton Rd quarry site.  
Numerous dump truck activity and personell in site

04/30/20 1:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Cowlitz family health center dental 1057 12th ave Longview I am the only dental hygienist in the office and had to 
return to work 4/27 or I would lose my job. I am not 
scheduled to see patients until May 18th, so my 
supervisors are having me watch continuing 
education videos online all day in the dental office. I 
requested completing these online courses at home 
since there is no reason for me to be preant in the 
dental office, but was told no. Since I am a 
nonessential worker, and the stay at home order is 
still in place I am not sure what to do. 

Thank you

lyndseysmith8@yahoo.com Lyndsey Smith 5094942363

04/15/20 7:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gutter installation company CR Gutters 1411 Wood Ave, Sumner I've witnessed this company replacing gutters as 
usual on several residential homes around my 
neighborhood.  Not new construction,  not 
emergency repairs.  Just working as normal.

K.aimes67@gmail.com Kevin Aimes 253.244.7200

05/06/20 7:21 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Retail Store Craft Warehouse 13503-A SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver This company has had the doors open for curbside 
and phone in orders since April 15th. However, they 
have allowed walk-in customers and placed non-
essential items in the entryway and the sidewalk for 
people to shop. They will not accept merchandise 
returns or cash, and their handheld device to do 
curbside, doesn't work outside, and they cannot 
accept payment over the phone. They recently 
opened their doors, allowing a certain number of 
people in at a time. I am suspecting of them violating 
the Governor's phase in plan, considering they have 
been open since April 15th.

BECCA@CRAFTWAREHOUSE.COM

05/02/20 2:40 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail craft warehouse 7411 w canal dr Ste.A Kennewick I was asked to come back to work and I did I the 
assumption that we will be getting ready to open, I 
didn’t want to refuse work due to the fact I need my 
job! They have been doing curbside and one person 
walk-in shopping I a control environment in the front 
of the store. This has been going on for about 3 
weeks now. The store is ignoring the Stay at home 
order placed by the governor on Friday May 1st 
2020. There are no plans on closing the store 
instead they are pushing curb-side ordering and 
single person shopping and planning to open the 
store Monday and or Tuesday May 4th/May 5th. This 
is not a essential business. Do I have to right to 
refuse work? Asking for myself and other 
employees. FYI THEY ALREADY RECEIVED A 
EMAIL TALKING ABOUT VIOLATIONS ON APRIL 
22, 2020.

Liliana.Meraz88@gmail.com Liliana Meraz 509-405-9887



04/13/20 7:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft Retail Store Craft Warehouse 13503-A SE Mill Plain Blvd Vancouver Starting Weds April 15th, between the hours of 12-
5pm the store with be open for curbside order pickup 
that the customer ordered online or by phone. 
Employees will then deliver the said product directly 
to the customers car. The other debating option, is 
there will be a register inside the entry way for the 
customer to physically come in the store to pay for 
their non essential craft supplies. Concerned if this 
follows stay at home orders?

marti.barta@gmail.com Marti Barta 3609044257

04/10/20 10:54 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft store Craft warehouse 9307 ne 5th ave Hazel dell We're going to open Monday doing phone orders 
and curbside pick up. I don't feel like we are an 
essential business so is this okay to do.

Brooklin.nebre@gmail.com Brooke nebre 3609097723

04/10/20 10:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Individual with an apartment 
building

Craig Bernhart 12222 NE 203rd St Bothell He continues to run about as if there is no order in 
place. Actions such as driving around to various 
potential investment opportunities and driving to and 
from his apartment building working on remodeling 
units as they come available. Driving to and from 
attorneys and family members home for 
nonessential business dealings.

bernhart.jen@gmail.com Jennifer Betnhart 4255999152

04/19/20 6:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn service craig collis 6706 n howard st spokane he is not following the stay at home order and going 
out conducting business as usual

05/14/20 5:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Craigslist hair cutting Seattle Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/bts/d/seattle-braiding-
and-weaving/7115310804.html

03/31/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Crawlspace inspection Crawl pros 109 S. 25th st. 98402 Tacoma Washington. Employer/owner Is threatening to fire employees if 
they ask for time off during this crisis. Also bullying 
and intimidating employees. Any so-called rabble-
rousers the molding in decreasing their pay. Truly a 
hostile environment in a already Hostile time.

Equilibrium 74@gmail.com Ray 206-678-2740

04/18/20 10:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tattoo shop Crazy ink 116 s 1st Yakima They got a warning to stay closed so they are 
sneaking clients in the back door.

04/17/20 5:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Credo Construction 4174 Pacific Hwy Bellingham Claiming they are working insurance emergency jobs 
but are using that cover to run small crews in far or 
discreet locations of small jobs like work on owner's 
homes. The workers are spread out so as not to 
attract attention and to make it appear they are 
social distancing their employees. They never shut 
down non essential jobs. They laid off part of their 
crew since the big jobs were too obvious and that 
crew is now returning back to work and being spread 
out into other non essential discreet job sites. They 
claim insurance emergency jobs are being worked 
but that is not entirely true. It's unfortunate the 
employees are being forced to be dishonest and 
carry a paper saying they are essential while 
knowing they are working non essential jobs.

info@credoconstruction.com

05/16/20 8:58 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Store Creekside Angling 1410 NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah I was picking up a seafood order at the Fish Market 
located next door to Creekside Angling, and noticed 
they had customers coming and going from the back 
door. It was my understanding that retail businesses 
are only supposed to be offering curbside pick up.

05/11/20 8:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Fishing store Creekside angling co 1410-A NW Gilman Blvd. Issaquah Concerned for employees and public. People coming 
and going all day in large numbers through the back 
door. Operating like there is no pandemic. Forcing 
staff to work with no ppe and operating without 
regard for the law

info@creeksideangling.com

05/07/20 4:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail fly shop Creekside angling co 1410-A NW Gilman Blvd Issaquah Many people are gathering and coming through the 
back entrance to purchase goods inside.

info@creeksideangling.com

05/16/20 9:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Creekside Dental 216 N. Edison Kennewick I am concerned that my employers have violated 
Proclamation 20-24 under the guise of the 
interpretive statement released April 29th. Several of 
the hygienists brought up concerns and even 
referenced the statement. We were informed it was 
up to the dentist to decide. Our unemployment 
benefits were also threatened if we did not return to 
work. Our schedule was full of adult prophies as well 
as periomaintenance cleanings, only a small portion 
of which could not be postponed another 3 months. 
We were also seeing a full schedule of children’s 
cleanings. We are also scheduled for non 
emergency procedures Monday morning before the 
proclamation is set to expire.

04/20/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Creekwalk HOA 216th Bothell Everytime I pass by this community, I see they have 
hired some company or the other to perform 
functions that are non-essential.  I have seen them 
hire landscapers working on their lawns, I have seen 
them hire fence replacement companies working on 
their fences, and I have seen them hire some sort of 
construction company working on the emblem 
outside their community. The last one in that list 
(emblem) seems to be a decorative change. Apart 
from this being non-essential functions performed 
during stay at home proclaimation 20-25 is in effect, 
there is also the factor of much of this work being 
done affecting the walkers on sidewalk that are 
forced to walk on the street because of these 
activities.

creekwalkhoa@gmail.com

04/10/20 4:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Crest construction n 89th summitview ave Yakima Working on new construction Jeremy west 5099107591

05/14/20 2:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control Croach Pest Control 6160 SW Arctic Drive Beaverton, OR 97005 Sales person is going door-to-door in La Center, WA 
98629. Social distancing with home owner was not 
respected.

05/01/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business cross fit roost 15916 99th Avenue Court EastPuyallup running their crossfit gym out of their home garage, 
many cars all throughout the day coming in and out 
of the home functioning as a gym. this is not only the 
people living there. They can run virtual classes if 
they want but do not need to be conducting it from 
their home, on my neighborhood.

jweyer@smail.pcd.edu concerned neighbor 253-282-4994 timothy callahan

03/31/20 2:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialFuneral home Crown Hill Cemetery 8712 12th Ave NW Seattle Groundskeeper is continuously doing routine 
maintenance such as mowing, weed whacking, and 
leaf blowing. In fact, he has over mowed  sections of 
the cemetery to the extent that he is actively killing 
the grass - there are significant, visible brown 
patches due to this. He has been out there every 
day. 

Violation of the following: 

“Landscaping is allowed, but only to the extent 
necessary to prevent imminent damage or spoliation 
of hardscape or greenery. Routine maintenance is 
not permitted.”

katiejkurtz@gmail.com Katie Kurtz 2065184309

04/30/20 8:23 PM Law Enforcement Business function performed that is non-essentialOther MASSAGE-AS THEY CALL 
IT

CROWN SPA 10522 LAKE CITY WAY NE # C202SEATTLE THIS IS MY THIRD ATTEMPT TO REPORT THIS 
BUSINESS. THEY ARE STILL SERVING THEIR  
'CLIENTS'. I HAVE ALSO REPORTED THIS TO '
VICE' SEATTLE POLICE DEPARTMENT. I WILL 
NOW CALL THE POLICE WHEN I AM AT MY 
ADJACENT BUSINESS AND SEE ACTIVITY. I 
WOULD REALLY LIKE SOME SORT OF ACTION 
AS PUBLIC HEALTH IS THE REAL IN WHICH I 
WORK.

JEFF@THRIVELIFEYOGA.COMJEFF ERICKSON 2067347305

04/13/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Crystal distribution inc 7218 45th St Ct E #104 Fife It also wasn't following social distancing when I was 
last there.

oeccas@gmail.com Cassian oeckl 4256222542

04/03/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction CTA Design Builders 2411 5th ave w Seattle Construction company continuing to work during 
stay at home orders performing remodel work.

johnniederegger@gmail.com John Niederegger 2064209084

05/01/20 6:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Telecommunications Ctdi 6416 W Hood Place, B110 Kennewick, WA 99336 The company has lifted our quarantine process 
when receiving equipment back from people's 
homes. In which I believe is not in the best interest 
of the safety of the workers.

alexlizette2@gmail.com Lizette Morales 5096286477

05/12/20 6:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane Non essential business should not be starting new 
jobs in WA state due to the stay home order.

Perry

05/12/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be starting new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry

05/12/20 5:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Low voltage electrical work CTG security electronics 420 N Lake Rd, Spokane Valley, WA 99212Spokane Non essential business having employees work in 
eastern WA. This company has employees traveling 
to many states but they should not be starting new 
jobs in WA during the stay home order. They are not 
essential.

Perry



04/04/20 6:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Airplane Assembly Cub Crafters Inc 1918 S 16th Ave Yakima Employees working close quarters. Employees have 
spouses who work in hospital serving Covid-19 
patients. Some employees have sick family 
members. Management quarantines alone in office 
with strict rules on management having access to 
office while employees are forced to work daily in 
close quarters.  Business is as usual no safety 
guidelines measured. Management is negligent of 
their employees safety and selfish running their 
business ignoring Governor Inslee’s stay at home.

Mercae@uw.edu Erick 206-247-0976

04/02/20 11:40 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Cub Crafters Inc 1918 S. 16th ave Yakima Keeping a coworker possibly covid 19 positive hush, 
hush. Non-essential business making aircraft toys 
for rich people. 175 employees not social distancing,  
 flying in customers for build assist sales.

Wilsons2002@yahoo.com Mikki Wilson 5096544361

04/10/20 8:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Florist Cugini Florists and fine gifts 413 S 3rd St Renton Florist is still delivering flowers wich are non 
essential. Not fair to all other businesses that wish 
we could still have pick up and delivery options, non 
essential applies to Florists.

remblebee@aol.com renee ray-benish 2064549090

04/21/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lanscaping, Culitivating Kindness sawyer st se Olympia Two trucks, a trailer, several people working.  Totally 
not essential
 spreading bark and planting bushes on Sawyer st 
Se   oly   1:30 pm

pablo196969@yahoo.com Paul Clausen 3602801816

04/02/20 10:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business culligan 18404 cascade Ave s Tukwila Sales person going door to door. I understand that 
delivery driver of water is essential but the sales rep 
walking door to door soliciting is not essential.

kileymorefield@gmail.com Kiley morefield 2538864837 bstockstill@culligan.com

04/07/20 12:11 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Door to door sales Culligan water co 18404 cascade ave #100 Tukwila My job is to go door-to-door and acquire a new 
business. Commercial businesses at this time are 
close, which means I am going door to door two 
residences. I feel I am jeopardizing my health and 
my family’s health, but the health in the lives of 
individuals on a day-to-day basis not knowing who I 
am coming in contact with. Sales departments of my 
come Pettit of companies have already taken steps 
and laid representatives off.

Brian Carter My job is to go door-to-door and acquire a new business. Commercial businesses at this time are close, which means I am going door to door two residences. I feel I am jeopardizing my health and my family’s health, but the health in the lives of individuals on a day-to-day basis not knowing who I am coming in contact with.2063547902 bstockstill@culligan.com

04/02/20 3:28 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mechanical Services Cummings Deisel 1800 Traffic Ave sumner The parking lot have been full every day... they fix 
Cummings engines.... I don't want their workers 
spreading the virus around out town...

jim.krafty@gmail.com jim (filing compliant anonymously)253-307-1532

04/11/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Curb Appeal Lawns & More 4726 147th Ave NE Lake Stevens Residential lawn maintenance company is still 
operating on 4-11-2020 at 09:10; not listed as 
essential.

ethanhunt101@hotmail.com Ethan Hunt

04/03/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Current Solutions 13215 Hwy 99 Lynnwood There is construction of apartment homes adjacent 
to my neighborhood.  I do not believe this to be an 
essential operation.  If we are all to "stay at home", 
businesses are closing and people losing their jobs 
WHY is the construction of apartment buildings 
continuing?  These people may be able to comply 
with the 6' social distancing rule but they are out on 
the streets and more likely to stop at stores and 
socialize with others

meeuwsen2004@yahoo.com Ann Down 425-583-9431 KEITHSTRINGHAM@LIVE.COM

03/31/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Current Solutions 2401 manor way north Everett Working when all other shut down..50+ cars on site Electricalideas@comcast.net Brian smith 2067945059 KEITHSTRINGHAM@LIVE.COM

04/09/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Currie 212th drive se Snohomish They are continuing to build a new construction 
home in our development. Currie is delivery material 
at the end of 212th Dr SE.

Aleahoke@gmail.com Amber 425-761-9928

04/23/20 8:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Currie Construction 27000 block of 3rd ave NE Arlington New spec house earthwork goin on

03/30/20 6:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Curtis Lang Homes 26250 238th Ln SE #101 Maple Valley They are continuing to build the homes on the 
Iddings  property (off of SE 248th Place - Maple 
Valley). There are multiple people on the property.

Jasonsthomsen@gmail.com Jason Thomsen 425-753-0486

04/23/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Custom Electrical Contractors (253) 
447-4111

7704 37th Ave SW Seattle 2nd time this week I have observed construction 
being performed at this new and unoccupied 
residential construction location. Today I observed at 
least 6 people working with 3 trucks. Perhaps these 
folks have an exemption but it is new residential 
construction which doesn't seem essential.

john.geddis@me.com John Geddis 2062187362 john.geddis@me.com

05/19/20 8:03 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cleaning houses Custom maids 1113 s.wenona Bay City I have alot of concern about our safety we clean 
houses and we clean in Bay City Saginaw Midland 
Sanford Frankenmuth Linwood pinconning and I 
don't think it's safe for us to be going into random 
house's and cleaning we clean up to five houses a 
day and there are usually two to three people in a 
house at a time I have alot of concern about being in 
all these different houses and kids are home from 
school and there are customers that are home not 
working or have not returned to work and also not 
being able to wear our protective gear right the face 
masks make it hard to breathe and we are constantly 
sweating while trying to clean and I am not 
comfortable being in all these different places 
houses customers can you please look into it there 
is about 20 girls that work for custom maids and I 
am truly concerned for our safety

Carrie j inc

05/19/20 8:06 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cleaning houses Custom maids 1113 s.wenona Bay City Michigan 48706 I have alot of concern about our safety we clean 
houses and we clean in Bay City Saginaw Midland 
Sanford Frankenmuth Linwood pinconning and I 
don't think it's safe for us to be going into random 
house's and cleaning we clean up to five houses a 
day and there are usually two to three people in a 
house at a time I have alot of concern about being in 
all these different houses and kids are home from 
school and there are customers that are home not 
working or have not returned to work and also not 
being able to wear our protective gear right the face 
masks make it hard to breathe and we are constantly 
sweating while trying to clean and I am not 
comfortable being in all these different places 
houses customers can you please look into it there 
is about 20 girls that work for custom maids and I 
am truly concerned for our safety

Carrie j inc

05/01/20 7:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Cut To A T 1416 East Main Puyallup I know from observation and first-hand report that 
Carri has continued to provide services (for those 
who ask for it) at her hair salon throughout the 
Corona closures.

jdgem@msn.com Carri Holm

03/31/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cutting edge concrete and design 18807 E Alki Ave Spokane valley Continuing to work even tho stay home order is 
issued

04/06/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Cutting Edge Constructing & 
Landscaping

Harrison Ave. Centralia Several time have seen this company doing 
landscaping within Centralia Washington. Have seen 
a white truck with name on door and big black truck 
with red lettering. No face mask nor caring about the 
covid19 restrictions. Have seen at least 4 times in 
different areas of Centralia, Chehalis, Grandmound.

05/14/20 3:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other property management CWD Group, Inc. 2800 Thorndyke Avenue West Seattle, Washington 98199Seattle Received 2nd letter regarding a new routine 
maintenance job for exterior painting of our building 
to start 5/18/2020. There are hundreds of residents 
in our complex, including seniors and children.  The 
exterior painting job is just a routine maintenance 
job, not a essential job.  To my understanding, 
proclamation 20-25 is for construction business, for 
construction of buildings which didn't have resident 
yet.  We're in city of Seattle, Washington, King 
county. If you can provide me an email address, I 
would forward the email from the project manager 
Becky Leach to you.  Please stop them before they 
start!

bicllee2nd@yahoo.com Ballard Condominiums resident Becky@cwdgroup.com

05/06/20 9:56 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other property management CWD Group, Inc. 2800 Thorndyke Avenue West Seattle, Washington 98199Seattle This is the email we received:  "...upcoming Exterior 
Repair and Painting Project that is scheduled to 
begin on May 18th.  I will be your main point of 
contact throughout the project...Becky Leach, project 
manager"  This is definitely not a phase 1 
construction restart job!  This is a new painting job 
on an existing property.  Our condominium has 
hundreds of residents, some of us are seniors.  We 
don't want to start a new painting job with all the 
contractors here right now.  This is not essential  
activity.

bicllee2nd@yahoo.com Ballard Condominiums residentprefer be contacted via email Becky@cwdgroup.com



04/20/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

CZ Pro Landscape 7211 166th Ave E Sumner, WA 98390 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/02/20 7:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D and L Foundry Inc 12970 Road 3 NE Moses Lake How is this a essential business. With a yard full of 
castings I can’t see the need to make more and put 
people at risk.

Larrynscott@gmail.com Larry Scott 509-855-1981

04/17/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D R Horton NE 138th Place Vancouver D R Horton continues to build single family homes in 
the subdivision. This is between SE 4th and NE 9th 
on 138th Place. Also on NE 137th Avenue.

johnsargent@comcast.net John Sargent 360-921-8956 johnsargent@comcast.net

04/01/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction D.R. Horton 11707 Olympus Way Gig Harbor Many guys working on several new homes under 
construction in the Harbor Hill  housing 
development. Every day, all day, for the last week. 
Homes are on Olympus Loop. Sales office is on 
Olympus Way.

sofarrell3970@gmail.com Steve Ofarrell 805 635-4898

03/31/20 11:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Auction sales DAA 3130 D st SE Auburn Still very busy, delivering and picking up vehicles, big 
trucks coming and going, not a necessity. They do 
vehicle auctions

shuparosa@yahoo.com Hilda Rodriguez 2532458776

04/30/20 6:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive auction and 
detail services

Daa northwest 2215 S Hayford Rd, Spokane, WA 99224Spokane This company closed down after the stay-at-home 
order was put in place and has now reopened doing 
online auctions for dealers and the detail shop is 
staffed with approximately 30 people hand washing 
and cleaning cars this does not seem like an 
essential business to be open right now

04/04/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DaBella 23503 E Knox Ave Unit B Liberty Lake DaBella is continuing to send canvaser’s to knock on 
customers doors around Spokane, Spokane Valley 
and Idaho. They are trying to get customers to set 
appointments. After setting an appointment, a sales 
team member goes to their house and speaks with 
them about work needing to be done. The work is 
scheduling out at least 5 weeks, but they claim the 
work is “essential.”  It is not essential and is putting 
the canvaser’s and sales people out in the 
community when they don’t need to be.

05/01/20 5:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Home improvement sales DaBella exteriors ( Reve exteriors) 23502 E Knox Ave., Suite B Liberty lake Also not following social distancing rules:large 
gatherings 
   DaBella has continued in home residential home 
improvement sales throughout stay at home order. 
Sending employees/ind contractors into homes 
across WA and ID presenting and contracting 
services employees have been pulled over by police 
to stop efforts

jillsopko7@gmail.com Jill Sopko 3309578109 mmorrissey@dabella.us

04/08/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Art Supplies Store Dakota Art 17873 WA-536, WA 98273 Mt Vernon All of my coworkers are working except me and the 
company owner. It's an art store! Not essential. 
Between two and 6 employees at any one time 
during weekdays and on Saturdays. They closed the 
main entrance, but are still working in close proximity 
with other coworkers and are offering curbside 
pickup. I would understand if it was food... but it's 
pastels!!

samera.aleshanee@gmail.comSamera A Fleek 3609828897

04/01/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dal Tile E 4000 E Broadway Spokane, WA 99202 Per Gov. Inslee's order Construction materials are 
not essential business.  The are letting customers 
pick up will call orders.

mansfield.greg@frontier.com Gregory Mansfield 5035227528

03/31/20 8:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dale's Helping Hands 1737 NW 
56th#602 Seattle WA

3053 NW 65th Seattle Doing remodeling/construction on two vacant 
apartments with various crew members. Small 
building, 10 units, no way to avoid crew. 
Construction goes on late into the evening, ie: 9PM. 
No masks used.

jdpheasant@gmail.com Julie Albright 206-406-1692

04/01/20 5:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dammann Architects 23819 49th ave sw Vashon The address given is a house under construction. 4 
or 5 workers have been working on this house every 
day since ban.

Mikeandandrea47@gmail.comAndrea witmer 2086150260

04/25/20 10:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Daniel Ross Salon 17407 SE Wax Rd. Covington This salon is selling professional hair color to clients 
in the salon parking lot. This hair color is for licensed 
professionals ONLY and they are sell it out of there 
parking lot to clients.

info@danielrosssalon.com

04/24/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Daniels Real Estate/Lydig 
Construction

14500 Juanita Drive NE Kenmore The private-sector construction at the Seminary 
Building at Saint Edwards State Park, on land leased 
from the state, is continuing during the Covid-19 
construction shutdown. They are currently 
constructing a parking garage, which is private for-
profit non-essential construction.

04/01/20 9:23 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Distribution warehouse Dansons 914 valley ave nw ste 105 Puyallup Distribution of barbecue grills and accessories is not 
essential.

JORDAN.THIESSEN@DANSONS.COM

04/05/20 2:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photographer darian kaia photography https://www.dariankaiaphotography.com/Seattle Photographer shot an elopement on April 4 2020 Pacificbrides@gmail.com Sheilynne Midili 4257735950 DARIANKAIAPHOTOGRAPHY@OUTLOOK.COM

05/07/20 12:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Book and gift store Darvill's Bookstore 296 Main Street Eastsound Business allowing customers in store - see 
Facebook page for verification. Employees not 
wearing masks or practicing social distancing, 
including owner.  Recently hired manager quit due to 
fearing for her safety from Covid.

darvills@rockisland.com

05/02/20 12:51 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bookstore Darvill's Bookstore 296 Main Street Eastsound Non-essential business has been open for curbside 
pick up of retail goods 6 days a week, throughout the 
stay-at-home proclamation period, in violation of the 
stay-at-home order for non-essential businesses. 
Should have been closed entirely.

mariasutton907@gmail.com Maria Sutton 3603769012

03/31/20 1:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction dauenhauer manufacturing 63351 us 97 Toppenish This employee is deemed non essential and refuses 
to close. This employer has a employee who tested 
positive for covid and is not doing anything to protect 
employees from getting sick.

03/31/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DAVE B BIDDLE 1552 NW 58TH ST Seattle Construction of town homes. Permit #6705253-CN.
Contractors are working inside and outside of town 
homes currently under construction.

04/14/20 12:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dave Largent Homes 1402 N River Vista Street Spokane Home building at 32nd and Barker in Spokane Valley

04/17/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Crew David and Katherine De Bruyn 10628 Manitou Park Boulevard NEBainbridge Island Addresses noted above are the hiring client/Property 
Owner. These people have their landscaping crew 
over weekly (Fridays) to perform non-essential 
driveway and yard blowing and cleanup. The workers 
are not wearing any protective gear and are not 
practicing social distancing while working or traveling 
in their one vehicle. Latest violation occurred 
4/17/20. The property owners are violating the 
Governor's order and putting the general public as 
well as the worker's health in danger. Please contact 
them to explain their violation. (2nd report on this 
property owner).

10628 Manitou Park Boulevard NE; Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

04/01/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction David Biddle (Blueprint Capital) 1707 NW 64th St Seattle Multi unit residential construction with two work 
trucks and multiple workers at the site every day.

04/03/20 10:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction David Biddle listed one construction 
permit

1707-1709 N.W. 64th St. Seattle Multiple workers working at a residential 
construction site every day since the ordinance.

04/01/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction David Coleman Architecture 2356 Viewmont Way W Seattle Construction crew onsite working at a residential 
property. Several workers sighted on multiple days 
this week. Hammering and drilling audible 
throughout neighborhood. Sign in front of house for 
David Coleman Architecture, 206-443-5626

04/01/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction David Coleman Construction 2356 Viewmont Way W Seattle Clear violation. Workers attempting to stay out of 
sight on second floor but making lots of noise. 
Clearly heard throughout neighborhood. They are 
knowingly violating the order to protect all of us. Very 
selfish and frustrating. I hope you will stop them for 
the sake of our doctors and nurses. Thanks.

04/22/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction David M Sucher 816 NE 91st ST Seattle NON-ESSENTIAL Construction crew working on 
private building project. No masks, no sanitation 
practices in effect.  Spitting. 
REPEAT OFFENDER. 
Has been ongoing since the the beginning of the 
order.

smmba@oz.net David Sucher

04/06/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping David's Landscaping 10514 Sirocco Circle NW Silverdale Landscaping in suburban setting. Observed Apr 6, 
2020 at 1030am on Sirocco Circle, in Silverdale. 
Sign on truck says phone # is 360-619-4813.

d.a.williams2011@gmail.com Damon Williams 571-215-6708

04/07/20 9:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Legal Davis Wright tremaine 920 5th Ave #300 Seattle Looks like 7th or 8th floor. Multiple people working in 
offices in the NW corner. They go into each other’s 
offices regularly and are not practicing social 
distancing. Does not appear they need to be in the 
office to do their work.

barbarakunkel@dwt.com



05/01/20 2:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dawn's Beauty Salon 12845 1st Ave S Burien This woman is still taking clients but working with 
her lights off next to her window.  I live across the 
street and I am also a Hairstylist that knows and can 
tell when someone is performing services. I am 
going on 8 weeks waiting on aid from the state and 
am following the order but this is unacceptable.  I've 
filed 2 reports and she is still working.

info@anasoto.studio Ana Soto 360-595-4561

03/30/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dawson Lakeway drive Bellingham Setting of concrete form work and personnel working 
in close proximity of one another

nplinville@gmail.com Nathan Linville 3605997863

03/30/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dawson construction 311 lotte Bellingham When i left work silfab solar an essential 
employment operation i witnessed workers dressed 
in work hazard yellow enter there building next to the 
court house from a company vehicle so im assuming 
there working or at dressing the part and coming to 
there office.

Thekidchopcity@gmail Chris most 3607287383

04/11/20 10:02 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Day Wireless 2415 South 200 Street SeaTac While crews are performing essential work on some 
projects, management is demanding non-essential 
functions like bidding new work, check in meetings, 
and invoicing, all which can be done remotely from 
company issued laptops, be done in the office during 
regular office hours. There is no PPE or appropriate 
cleaning / distancing taking place and they are 
sharing offices. There has already been one 
confirmed exposure. There are several high risk 
individuals in that office.

Gotcaltone@gmail.com Anon for Protection

04/17/20 9:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Day Wireless, Inc. 2415 S 200th St SeaTac Office manager is demanding workers sit in the 
office together to perform non-essential functions 
that can be performed remotely. Denying 
telecommuting options for at-risk employees. For 
example: bidding on new work, writing invoices 
which can be done via already issued company 
laptops at home, etc. Also still allowing customers to 
physically come into the office.

concernedandanon@protonmail.com support@daywireless.com

05/16/20 12:14 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Days Inn 543 Hotel Circle South San Diego Their pool is still open. There is a sign on the pool 
gate that says closed, however they tell guests to go 
in anyways.

04/17/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DBA MARVL Homes - Owner- Marvin 
Long

1276 MOUNT BAKER AVENUECAMANO ISLAND,  WA  98282 Construction throughout the shutdown, Constant 
Traffic through small neighborhood. No safety or 
PPE.

04/06/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction dbDesignBuild.com 218 Main Street, PMB #702 Kirkland Non-essential construction continues on single-
family residence at the corner of 18th Ave West and 
10th PL West in West-of-Market neighborhood (sign 
says “Diana Residence, 950 18th AVE W, 1809 
10th PL W). Other construction projects have 
stopped. Why does this one continue? (phone # for 
dp DesignBuild is 425.985.2633)

04/02/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DBH 5533 105th ave ne Kirkland Real estate brokerage activities going on. 
Maintenance contractors and landscaping activities

04/21/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DC Property Investments LLC 330 Morrison Canyon Ln Cle Elum, WA 98922-8910 Business continues to perform non-essential 
business.

TERRELL.INC@GMAIL.COM

03/30/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DCWS 121 Stewart St. Seattle Construction on the Emerald condominium tower 
continues.

stevenmbaer@icloud.com Steve Baer 7142806017

04/24/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DD & B UNKNOWN TRI-CITIES, WA This contractor and/or his subs are continuing to 
work on two houses in Badger Mountain South.  The 
first house is on the corner of Ava and Parkview.  
The second house is east of this by 2 or 3 houses - 
it's been roofed and is being painted outside.  Don't 
know what is going on inside.  Even with the relaxed 
guidelines announced, I am sure they are not being 
followed by this contractor, as he has ignored the 
other mandate requirements since early April.  No 
one seems interested - police/public 
health/governor??  Thank you.

04/21/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DD & B UNKNOWN TRI-CITIES, WA DD & B is working on two homes on Ava - off Dallas 
Road, in Badger Mountain South.  The house at the 
corner of Ava and Parkview has AmericaCool 
Heating and Air (509) 396-9193 working on the 
HVAC.  Their other new construction house is east 
of this one and it's being painted.  We see a lot of 
construction vehicles going in and out of this 
development - most go east on Barbera or Highview.  
 All I get is the run around when I call the police, city 
and health dept.  L & I at 800 423 7233 was the 
most help.  Linda at that office told me I could use 
this site and not put my contact information in - 
we've had retaliation from neighbors in the past and 
want to avoid that.  Thank you - the city said he had 
permission to make house on Ava and Parkview 
watertight & secure and if he passed inspection - he 
should not be in there - that was 4/3/2020 and he's 
still working to finish this house and another one.

04/20/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DD & B Construction and 
AmericaCool Heating and Air

Corner of Ava & Parkview Ave.Richland, WA Builder had permit to make new construction house 
water tight & secure.  City said after inspection on 
4/3/2020, he should not be in there.  He’s still 
working and today has AmericaCool (509) 396 9193 
working there.  We’ve had retaliation before, so I’m 
glad this can be submitted anonymously.  Thank you.

04/01/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction De Leon painting LLC 206 sw Roxbury St. Seattle l live in a secured apartment building and there are 
painters in the hallways scraping and preparing to 
paint with out proper covid-19 protection protocol in 
place. I would think that indoor painting would be 
considered nonessential at this time. Please 
investigate this as they are putting people in the 
whole building at risk of exposure.

Rsewares@yahoo.com Rebecca Sewares 4258799929

05/12/20 9:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Funeral home Dead men tell no tales 111 Dreary lane Seattle Why are we processing dead people and exposing 
workers to who knows what?  They should all be 
cremated.

04/21/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dead or Alive Tree Service 912 Lilly Rd. NE Olympia They are cutting down a large tree and doing other 
tree trimming on non-dangerous trees. I observed 
this at 2521 Nathan Ln. SE Olympia on April 21, 
2019. I also have pictures.

mggocnnr@gmail.com Maggie 360-556-0912

04/14/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Deans Escavation 768 Sea Horse Ave Ocean Shores Deans Escavation continues to work although there 
is a order in place.

Escavationoceanshores@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential mining Deatley crushing service 4307 snake river ave Lewiston The business is based in Idaho but is doing non 
essential work in the state of Washington. Company 
should be told to remove operations out of the state 
due to being a non essential operation in the state.

Regal208@outlook.com

04/07/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private residence 
Landscape Service

Dee’s Landscape & Lawn Service 11414:W Newkirk Rd Spokane Questionable non-essential business at work.
2 Trucks, 4 Employees. Yard maintenance, including 
leaf blowing along entire length of driveway. Workers 
are not wearing face coverings. Workers are not 
following social distancing requirements.
Work performed Tuesday, April 7, 2020, 1:00 to 
2:30  pm at private residence address 1703 E 
Wildflower Ln, Spokane WA 99224

Pfarrprice.jenny@gmail.com Jeanine Price 509-847-8514

05/02/20 1:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Definitionz Barber Shop 1918 Broadway Everett Wa Owner has been seen going into the business 
multiple times during different weeks, May 2 at the 
latest with clients following behind and has posted 
videos and later deleted them from Facebook. “Don’t 
worry about where I’m at and what I’m doing” he 
says in the video.

Seahawkaholic12@gmail.comMike Brown 425 876-9205

05/02/20 9:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Yacht Building Delta Maine 1608 S 96th St, Seattle Seattle Putting employees at risk. This is not an essential 
business and they called everyone back to work on 
Monday, 5/4. This is insane and completely 
negligent.

K 253-209-3587

05/01/20 1:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Delta Marine Industries 1608 S 96th St Seattle My employer, Delta Marine Industries, 1608 S 96th 
St Seattle Wa 98108, T 206.763.2383 F 206.762-
2627
delta@deltamarine.com, is resuming operations 
Monday May 4 under the governor's allowance for 
the construction industry. Delta is technically 
considered construction, but we build yachts. 
Essentially, big toys for rich people. I'm concerned 
that I and my fellow workers are being unnecessarily 
put at risk. However, if I don't return I'll be forfeiting 
my unemployment. Is this what the Governor 
intended, or is Delta taking advantage of a loophole?

Delta@deltamarine.com

03/31/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dematic, Amazon and Layton, and 
other subcontractors

10010 West Gieger Blvd Spokane Hundreds of people working in the building
Many traveling from outside the region from 
Portland, Oregon and Puget sound region.

I might get fired Anonymos

04/28/20 10:55 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Demolition Man Inc 8129 Occidental ave s Seattle No hand washing ability, no ppe for Employees, no 
safety protocol posted on sites

Dannis 2535141903



04/30/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dennis Sawby Construction 3750 Orchard Street West Richland Starting construction of new residence. Permit was 
issued this week, nor prior to March 23rd as the 
order requires.

tricityhomebuilder@gmail.comJeff Kruger 3605802762 dennis@sawbyconstruction.com

04/26/20 7:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Density Fitness 11435 Avondale Road NE Redmond The windows are covered with paper, stating they 
are closed. However, multiple people have been 
seen leaving the back door. The police have been 
called and they turn people away, however they 
continue to come back. This gym is next door to a 
busy grocery store, where the gym goers shop. Not 
only are they breaking the law, they have been 
confronted by the police but essential employees 
that work next door.  We need help,  not only should 
Density ensure they are closed but take down the 
paper on the windows to let the public see they really 
are following protocol.

sanci.e.sloan@gmail.com Sanci Sloan 425-495-7934 stayfit@densityfitness.com

04/14/20 2:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and Property 
Maintenance

Desert Green 642 Truman Avenue West Richland Technicians required to report to work as usual.  
Office staff required to report to work as usual.  
Competitors Senske, Heritage, Evergreen still 
working as usual so Desert Green will not shut 
down.  Have not been cleared to perform routine 
maintenance services.

04/01/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Desert Green Lawn & Tree Care 642 Truman Ave Richland I would like to remain anonymous but wanted to 
inform you that they are still mowing and performing 
non-essential lawn care maintenance.

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

03/30/20 4:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Desert Oasis  Rv Park 600 Yakima ave Moses Lake I live in a Rv park and can't believe that they are 
open let alone allowing people to move in. Spaces 
#4&#5. Don't know where they came from, state or 
town. This business owner Mitch Molitor has violated 
all RCW codes governing this type of business. If 
you look up your Mobil Home Ressolutio program 
you will find several complance I've had to file. I have 
Crohns and a weakened system and this is a 
problem having people moving around like this. 
Please help. Thomas H.

thomhanley@hotmail.com Thomas Hanley

04/12/20 1:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlor/Residental living Desert Oasis RV Park (DORVP) 600 Yakina Ave Moses Lake This is the third of these I have sent over DORVP 
owner Mitch Molitor, manager Jose Zambrano, 
office emp Carol Sandlie and Terry Hillery and 
moving people into this RV Park. Now not only are 
these new tenants only staying 7 days (like#4)  The 
people living here while they work out of town. Space 
#6 that left when the stay at home  order was in 
place, have come back male/female and dog for 26-
30 hours. While here they went shopping in the 
stores I will be in this coming week to shop. Space 
#27 male/female male is working and female at 
home. They have decided to leave this residence 
and go somewhere else. Permitted residence 
somewhere else? Gov Inslee if you shut down Rec 
parks and such because of these RVs being close 
together in this time of social distancing. Then these 
RV parks need to be treated the same way. And stop 
them from moving people in Unless they health care 
professionals. I also ask that you do not open this 
state to soon. I know people want to get back to life. 
But if we Stay at Home for 2 months instead of 
opening this state to soon and we have to stay at 
home for 3 months to make sure this Pandemic is 
STOPPED. I ask no BEG you to continue making 
the best decision for the PEOPLE of this Great state 
and not the money being lost. Thank you for your 
time and be safe. Thomas Hanley

thomhanley@hotmail.com Thomas Hanley 5093613500 all-safe@nctv.com

05/11/20 1:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Desert sun tanning salon 1029 east wishkah Aberdeen The girls that work there are allowing people to come 
in and tan and they are opening the doors for 
everyone may 11-2020

03/31/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Design Built Homes 5780 105th ave ne kirkland Construction workers (at least 2-3 cars) arriving and 
working daily

04/22/20 2:59 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet manufacturing Design craft 1710 13th St Clarkston I have seen workers coming and going from this 
business. I have witnessed cabinets being loaded in 
the delivery truck and watched that truck pull in and 
out of the shop during the work day.

DESIGNCRAFTINC@GMAIL.COM

05/18/20 12:05 PM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Enforcement Despotic Government Capitol Grounds Olympia Good start at smashing the proletariat, dar tu . . .but 
. .. must do more. Shoot them, or they will not listen. 
Start with preachers.

Karl-Marx-Haus@fes.de Karl Marx +49 651 970680

03/31/20 7:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Destination Harley Davidson 9625 Provost Rd NW Silverdale Destination Harley Davidson (which has both a 
Tacoma location and Silverdale location) owner 
remains at home for his own well-being and 
following the stay at home order, but demands that 
his employees report to work and threatens their job 
if they do not. Employees that are not essential are 
forced to report to work placing themselves in harms 
way while performing non-essential duties.

04/28/20 8:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Destination Harley-Davidson 2302 Pacific Hwy E Tacoma Selling motorcycles to non-essential personnel

04/05/20 5:04 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation rental for families Destination Leavenworth US 940 Hwy. 2, Suite A-1 Leavenworth Promoting "not staying home". Here is copy from 
their website ... "This special is for those of you who 
need a real Spring break and are looking to getaway 
while your schools are closed and everyone is 
cooped up at home.

Coming to Leavenworth's mountain air can be good 
medicine for your whole family. Children can enjoy 
their time off from school, you can work remotely, 
and everyone benefits.

March 9 to May 10 Direct Booking Special"
https://www.destinationleavenworth.com/specials

Justinechampion@hotmail.comJustine Champion 509 433-8917 ACCOUNTS@DESTINATIONLEAVENWORTH.COM

04/05/20 3:05 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation rentals Destination leavenworth 940 hwy 2 suite A 1 Leavenworth https://www.destinationleavenworth.com/blog/a-safe-
harbor-for-spring-break

Renting houses for people to get away.  Please stop 
this!

Joannestanford@gmail.com Joanne stanford 5096707427 ACCOUNTS@DESTINATIONLEAVENWORTH.COM

04/05/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Detailed painting and pressure 
washing

3305 225th St Ct E Spanaway He is going out and painting homes. chevyhawks4life@gmail.com Chadwick Chapman 2532892926

04/03/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Detling Concrete and Excavation 1117 West Decatur Spokane Multiple workers are building a house on Ruby Way 
in Nine Mile Falls, and have been working daily since 
order was issued.

brwisdomseeker@gmail.com Becky

04/16/20 5:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther In between for manufacture 
homes

Detrays custom housing 10209 149th st e Puyallup My sister goes to work here they are open mon to fri 
their employees come and go and some clients stop 
by but they can’t actually do business because all 
the contractors they work with are not open so they 
are just spreading disease

Pepperannmarie7@yahoo.comKay B 9134854143

04/04/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction developer paul berg 2131 sidney ave port orchard construction being conducted, in direct violation of 
orders issued by govenor

liberty34@hotmail.com timothy l mccollum 3607108022

04/13/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Devonshire Landscaping 6537 40th Ave SW Seattle Devonshire Landscaping continues to perform lawn 
maintenance and other home yard maintenance 
services in the West Seattle area.    They have been 
at the above residence at least twice since stay in 
place orders went into effect, and have been seen at 
least one other residence in the area

04/08/20 8:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree and hedge trimming 
service

Devoted Tree Solutions 8716 304th St Ct E Graham Tree service company doing a job today in 
Greenwood area of Seattle.  They are NOT doing an 
emergency tree removal. In the last two weeks I've 
seen two different lawn service companies and now 
a tree service company working.  We're never going 
to get out of our houses with this many companies 
and people cheating.

fabulouschuck@gmail.com Chuck 2065182783

04/10/20 3:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dexterity  509-594-6635 203 E G.st Yakima Construction building has been going on for a week  
and the workers are not practicing social distancing.

harris.fam@hotmail.com Mary Harris 5099013592

04/03/20 7:15 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Parking enforcement Diamond Parkng Lot 200036 210 4th AV S Seattle I am a essential personnel I pay for parking everyday 
I forgot and received a ticket on my car with picture if 
my plate indicating the person was physically at my 
car and us none essential business being conducted 
ill pay the fine but am disgustedbwhile I HAvE to be 
at work none essentials are ticketing like a regular 
business day

Denmil42@yahoo.com Denise Fuseini 253-487-9211

04/06/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Diamond Rock Construction 2602 Sullivan Road Spokane Valley There has been work being done on the apartments 
being built across the street from North Pines Middle 
School Spokane Valley WA all week last week and 
they are working on the roof today.  I work for a large 
company that has been shut down and our workers 
and drivers are not working and I am wondering how 
the work going on at those apartments are essential.

grt_mom@hotmail.com Sarah Lloyd 509-481-7500



04/18/20 1:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mobil Home Park Diamond-Valley Manufactured Home 
Community

31108-3rd Ave,  space 101 Black Diamond Park Management doesn't follow state normally, now 
the Park Manager is pushing tenants to be out 
repairig spaces. Now, they want to force a fence 
replacement during quarantine,  I don't feel 
comfortable doing this, nor the theif of my property, 
since Attorneys are self-quarantined at this time.

wolfjg62@gmail.com Joseph Gutierrez JAKE@GOLDSIDECAPITAL.COM

04/03/20 8:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive detail /  
Reconditioning

Dick Hannah Reconditioning 7110 NE Fourth Plain Blvd vancouver Detailers and porters are still working in the Dick 
Hannah detailing / reconditioning portion of the 
business. They are failing to social distance by 
requiring vehicle porters to ride in the same vehicles 
sitting next to each other. With no PPE masks. 
While automotive repair seems like a essential. The 
detailing of vehicles not already sold to customers 
does not seem like an essential service.

Mizgracee@yahoo.com Melissa Rainey 360 - 558 - 8129

05/10/20 11:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealer Dick Hannah Toyotai 2632 Coweeman park drive Kelso Show room is wide open, salesman all over the lot. 
They’re not following the rules set for a stage one 
business by doing sales remotely

04/08/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dick's Heating & Air Conditioning 5533 Nelpar Dr Wenatchee This is my employer. They have informed me I will 
be returning to work doing new installations on 
houses starting friday. This violates the governor's 
orders as this is a non essential residential install.

GSabowski1984@gmail.com George Sabowski 5097536543

04/02/20 11:58 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting Dick's Sporting Goods 1422 10th Way NE Issaquah This company is not considered an essential 
business. They are still coming in contact with 
people and I have witnessed them taking out 
sporting goods people have ordered to their cars. 
They use curbside pickup, but they still come in 
contact with customer less than 6 ft away. They 
should not be running any business now. Sporting 
goods are not something someone NEEDS.

Koutdoors@gmail.com Kelli Chalk 6785957929

03/30/20 4:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Dick's Sporting Goods 625 Black Lake Blvd SW Olympia Asking employees to come into work for operational 
requirements, including curbside pickup, that are not 
essential to the function or maintenance of society

tanya.allen@dcsg.com

03/30/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Dick's Sporting Goods 1422 10th Way NE Issaquah Dick's Sporting Goods is a non-essential business 
that is not following Governor Inslee's Stay Home-
Stay Safe order. They are remaining open for curb-
side pick up with multiple employees working inside 
the building, not following social-distancing 
guidelines. The store manager claims the employees 
are there to work online orders only, although only 
one employee was working such task as of Friday. 
The remainder of employees working inside the 
building are remodeling the Lodge department, 
working closely together. This store continues to 
remain open to it's employees even though they 
were notified that an employee did come in contact 
with someone who tested positive for COVID-19 
back on March 16th. Dick's Sporting Goods is 
putting their employees at risk and are not abiding by 
the Governor's Stay Home-Stay Healthy order as 
they are a NON-ESSENTIAL business. Please, 
please investigate this and keep my identity 
confidential from the business as I am a current 
employee.

nelson.michelleb@gmail.com Michelle Nelson 425-499-6358 customer.service@dickssportinggoods.com

03/31/20 12:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Store Dick’s Sporting Goods 14700 E Indiana Ave Spokane Valley Dick’s Sporting Goods is still having 5+ employees 
come into the store to get online orders together and 
allowing the public to do curbside pick up.

04/02/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Diede Landscape & Maintenance mobile Lynnwood Observed a crew of 3 persons and two vehicles, 
including one clearly marked "Diede Landscape & 
Maintenance (425) 754-1738", performing 
landscape maintenance at 3615 132nd St SW 
98087 at 8:20 a.m. on Thursday April 2. In addition 
to performing grounds keeping work of non-critical 
timing, they were working in close proximity, i.e. not 
making any effort to maintain social distancing 
during their work.

charlie@atoc.com Charles Buchalter 2066976526

03/30/20 7:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Juvienlle products 
Manufacturing

Diono 14810 Puyallup St Sumner Lower end office staff (customer service and 
accounting associates) forced to go into office while 
all management and executive leadership team 
works from home

04/13/20 8:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automative paint Dip Experts 22616 Pacific Hwy S Des Moines Noticed the business conducting business along with 
other plaza business operating. Choosing to 
unanimous for fear other retaliation.

Concerned@concerned.com Concerned Citizens 1234567890 Plasti Dip

03/31/20 3:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Telemarketing, 
advertisements for golf 
cards

Direct fairways 7200 ne 41st st ste 203 Vancouver Over 50ppl working side by side from 7:30am-
4:30pm. Have been instructed by owner to lie to 
police if pulled over. Instructed to say they are 
grocery shopping.

pamwarrenagency@gmail.comPamela 360-936-1789

04/14/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dirt Exchange 1521 NW 50th St. Seattle, WA. 98107 This is not an essential business. They are open and 
allowing the public to come to the business and buy 
dirt and rocks, as well as making deliveries of non 
essentials. Other construction and landscaping 
businesses are not allowed to be open and 
complying.

04/22/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dirt Works Bellingham, Wa Ok box 28576 Bellingham, Wa 98228Bellingham, Wa This business is a private realestate plat developer. 
They have a project on Malloy Ave in Ferndale wa. 
They are requesting sub contractors to work next 
week on this project. I am a sub! It's not safe please 
shut them down! They are also on Facebook. 
Help!!!!

Concerned person, remaining anonymous.... Jim Lablonde/ (360) 715-3277 dirtworks97@yahoo.com

04/06/20 10:01 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Discount Fence 2236 Pacific St. Bellingham Fencing contractor is continuing to send crews out 
to non-essential/residential projects.

MISSYLEE@DISCOUNTFENCEWA.COM

04/03/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Discount Fence 2236 Pacific St Bellingham Non-essential function - several crews in residential 
neighborhoods installing fencing without following 
social distance protocols - close proximity to each 
other as well as homeowners

3lockbox64@gmail.com TODD LEE 3609619561

04/03/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction discovery fellowship. 1305 Ironsides Ave. bremerton  wa. Im concerned that constuctoin is still going on with 
this order in place.Which is across the street from 
my home.As there are many workers coming and 
going .No masks or gloves.As we are very 
concerned Im 60 my husband 65 and son that lives 
here all Asthmatics.Oldest son in quarantined with 
severe breathy problems in quarantined in Port 
Orchard working from home for Government.And 
many others in my family  & freinds practicing this 
not going to see 90 year old mother -I law  who died 
last week .Not being able to greive with family.Thank 
you.We take this order very seriously.

gallen1955@msn.com Terri Allen

04/23/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Disney Homes Benchmark Ave NE Hansville Several construction workers in homes in close 
quarters without PPE

03/31/20 1:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Diversified Coatings LLC 4107 19th Avenue SE Tenino Painters still coming to the garage where they store 
supplies, which is rented from a large 55+ senior 
housing complex. The housing office is closed, so 
there is no oversight.

spierce651@comcast.net Alexandra Pierce 6512479581 DIVERSIFIEDCOATINGSLLC@YAHOO.COM

03/30/20 7:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Division 9 8510 Maltby Road Woodinville Commerical flooring contractor continues to work on 
non-essential construction projects. Warehouse 
employees forced to come to work and do inventory.

04/03/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Services Divisions Maintenance Group Newport KY Western Washington Divisions, +1 877 448 9730, wants me to come to 
Washington to work on irrigation systems for them. I 
was told by them that they are allowed to do anything 
with landscape maintenance since Walmart is an 
essential company and that makes what they are 
doing essential.  I don’t see cutting grass, irrigation 
service on a big box retailer as essential.

Please, do not give out my name.  I do a lot of work 
for them across the country.

bdmckenna@aol.com Brian McKenna 4063002860

04/03/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Divisions Maintenance Group 1 Riverfront Place, Suite 500, Newport, KY 41071All Over Divisions Maintenance Group is a national service 
provider that handles Lowe's, Walmart, CVS, 
Walgreens, etc. outside maintenance.  They are 
forcing their local contractor to work installing mulch, 
pruning shrubs, mowing grass and sprinkler turn ons 
even though this is not an essential need throughout 
the state of Washington. Their phone number is 877-
448-9730. This is putting many people at risk, both 
the community at large and the local contractors 
working.

aaron@gibbonwinterservice.comAaron Derosia 253-797-4757

04/21/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging DJ CATTLE AND LAND LP P.O. Box 654 Port Orchard This is on property owned (Petersen Farm) for locals 
and the northwest part of parcel with access from 
Kegley rd/Clear Creek rd logging pre 7am in violation 
of shut down order. Logging trucks will ruin small 
county road if used to haul timber out. Parcel ID 
042501-3-044-2004



04/07/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DLH General Contractor 1502 5th ave N Seattle If we’re not working then we need to ALL not work. It 
needs to be fair and consistent.  Multiple people are 
on this job, working in close proximity without PPE. 
Contact me for pictures.

Michael@marianbuilt.com Michael Marian 206-954-6453 SETH@DLHINC.COM

04/01/20 1:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DLH Inc. 1502 5th Ave N Seattle The construction of the building across the street is 
continuing business against the governor's orders 
from early hours in the morning to late at night.

shell.friday@gmail.com Michelle Friday-Ligeikis 305-491-5783 SETH@DLHINC.COM

03/31/20 1:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Assembly DMC Sidecars, LLC 15616 Carbonado-S Prairie RdBuckley Non essential business. Threatening their jobs if 
they opt to take the 2 week stay at home order.

cjonas11@hotmail.com Courtney Jonas 2532529918 TARAA@DMCSIDECARS.COM

04/10/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther door manufacturer DMS Supply 14700 172nd Dr SE Suite #7 Monroe This company makes doors.  They are non essential.  
 I was told by my son who works there that there 
where employees who were sick and still working.  
They are not following any social distancing 
requirements. They were told they were shutting 
down and would receive compensation after being 
sent home.  That last about a week.  Today my son 
is back at work because he said the funds where not 
going to come through as they had promised and 
needs money.  So when they called him to return to 
work he went.  He should be home on 
unemployment if they cant pay him like they said 
they would. Not working.

swiss226@yahoo.com Melissa Brower 425-350-7462

04/09/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Do  not Know 89th St NW Seattle Construction near our home has begun again this 
week. I have read thru everything and it looks like 
home construction is not supposed to be happening. 
i am sure this is a hard time for all but WE must be 
home and it is frustrating to hear construction and to 
not be able to work while others are flaunting the law 
and putting themselves and others at risk.

amylynn_98117@yahoo.com Amy 2062255531

04/14/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Do not know 4023 S Chapman Rd Greenacres I do not know who is doing the construction. I would 
have to drive to the construction site and take 
pictures to send them to you. The address I listed 
above is not the business address but where the 
construction is taking place. It is a residential home 
early on in the construction process,  in a 10 acre 
minimum Spokane County area, that does not allow 
business. 
 It is completely residential so there’s no way 
anything infrastructure or government related is 
being built there.

Class4yaker@Gmail.com Dennis F

04/03/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction do not know 3118 Avalon Way SW Seattle The construction team has been working non-stop 
throughout the Stay at Home order -- this is a 
development project for condominiums or 
apartments.  I don't know how it is essential. There 
seems to be a full crew and no social distancing

04/02/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Do not know 24777 NE 11 ST Sammamish My Neighbor has contractors at their house every 
day doing work on the back deck. They arrive before 
8am and are there all day.

ndereuck@hotmail.com Nicolette de Reuck 4259855693

04/05/20 1:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Do Not Know.  it was not on their truck Rose Street FIRCREST Lawn Care business  was doing work in violation of 
Governors order.  I confronted them and they 
ignored me and continued to work.  It appears that 
they do not feel you intend to follow up and warn 
them.  I took their truck photograph and license plate 
info.  S H 07935.  I can show you the photographs.

waldenvance@gmail.com Vance Waldene 253-921-2934

05/18/20 12:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Dockside salon & day spa 1991 lakeshore dr suite b Mu Seen working in dark durning covid

04/21/20 3:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog walking business Dog Jog West Seattle Seattle They are going to clients houses picking up their 
dogs and then sending their employees out to walk 
them.  Cannot believe this would be considered an 
essential business.  They picked up my neighbors 
dog up (who is working from home and could walk 
his own dog) and took it for a walk

bbpaisano@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Dog Star Grooming 7741 24th Ave NW Seattle Close contact between customers and groomers. Lmsimon4@gmail.com Lynn Simon 425-419-7054 ENGREBROWN@GMAIL.COM

05/14/20 11:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Boarding, groomer, daycare, pet storeDog Zone 602 California Way #2, Longview, WA 98632longview Doug said he is an essential biz, he has been open 
the entire time doing grooming and dog daycare 
every day since the closure, he states he is essential 
because he sells dog food, that doesnt mean he can 
do grooming and daycare, you can drive by and find 
many people in his bldg and dogs in the daycare 
outside all day

Sara 360-957-8994

05/04/20 12:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Doggie Designs 571 N Market Blvd Chehalis Performing non essential routine dog grooming 
under the table even though publicly they say they 
are closed. People with dogs observed going in and 
out regularly.

05/18/20 10:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Dogtown Co 518 s thor Spokane This place of business is pumping over a dozen  
dogs a day 6 days a week. Crowds of people and 
kids every day.

04/02/20 7:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Dolce salon 747 S Fawcett Ave Tacoma Cosmetologists and estheticians are continuing to 
provide services that are nonessential, both at the 
closed salon or an alternate location, such as their 
home

smarshall@chifranciscan.org Stacy 2063793140

04/08/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dollar General 305 W Pine Street Oakville This store is still under construction and is not yet 
open. I understand the store would be considered 
essential if it had already been operational, but I 
don't believe the construction of a new store should 
be considered essential when the area has been 
operating without this store until now.

04/01/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Domus homes LLC 6523 California AVE SW #317Seattle This business is having 11 people work shoulder to 
shoulder and 6 more are about to start for a total of 
17 on non essential construction

Gerzain1990@gmail.com Gris Rodriguez 4252461027

05/06/20 6:27 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Don's Barber Shop 112 E Main St Monroe My father visited this barbershop yesterday (5/5) for 
a haircut, which was open in defiance of the 
Executive Order. I learned about this after he went. 
The barber did not take precautions to wipe down 
the chair or wear a mask.

stephhenry181@gmail.com Stephanie Henry 425-422-2961

04/16/20 5:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know 2415 19th Ave E Seattle Residential construction. Workers have been there 
this week.

lisa.j.coughlin@gmail.com Lisa Coughlin 2062286431

04/16/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know the lot next to 62 and 64 W Etruria StSeattle They are building houses next to our lot and I'm not 
sure if they're allowed? I've seen some of the guys 
there working pretty close together. Is this on the up-
and-up?

crouchingmouse@gmail.com L

04/13/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know 58 W Etruria Street Seattle They stopped working after the order went out, but 
seem to be back at it today. Residential construction, 
they're building houses. Not sure if this is essential?

04/11/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know corner of 119th NE and NE 74thKirkland residential construction Bill Henshaw

04/09/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know 15920 main street bellevue Continuing no essential construction.  Multiple 
people on site

04/07/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know 6015 51st Place S seattle contractors have been working on inside and outside 
of house for several days

valerielehmans@yahoo.com V Lehmans 2067222500

04/06/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know 16436 11th ave sw Seattle. 98166 Homeowner has been doing remodel work for last  4 
weeks with 5 different contractors there every day.  I 
live across the street and I am concerned for my 
family and  along with the other neighbors around 
us.  We're deeply concerned and fearful of what is 
happening, And there's no need for them to be there 
while this is going on.

osci@comcast.net SCOTT OBRIGEW TSCH 2063553926

04/04/20 4:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business don't know 30 Thunderbird pkwy sw lakewood ice cream truck EVERY DAY in the area east of 
Steilacoom blvd. and hipkins in Lakewood, has been 
showing up around 4pm. they have permits,and 
therefore should be easy to track down.  they started 
showing up after the lockdown. Please make them 
STOP. and with BIG penaltys and fines . just hoping

auntbruse@yahoo.com sharon williams 2533301568

04/02/20 6:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know 4805 138th St NE Marysville remodeling of exterior deck

04/14/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know it is owned by the people 
who own the site of the complaint

6527 40th Ave SW Seattle Remodeling with multiple workers from construction 
company on single family home.  Lous power tools 
(saws, nail guns), people climbing up and down 
ladders, music blaring.  Has been going on 
throughout stay at home order except the workers 
now park behind the house in the alley.  Have 
reported this multiple times to the state.   Hard too 
on those of us who are complying with stay at home 
order to work with all of this going on - can't even go 
to a coffee shop to telecommute.

04/22/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction don't know the business name; it is 
the construction company owened by 
the owners of the house where the 
violation is taking place

6527 40th Ave SW Seattle WA Continued remodeling of SFH.  Work going on daily; 
multiple workers without masks working on home 
exterior, truck deliveries of supplies; etc.  Leaving 
notes on neighbors' cars not to park in front of the 
house in order to accommodate the delivery of 
supplies for the construction project.

04/13/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know the name of the 
construction company but it is owned 
by the owners of the house

6527 40th Ave SW Seattle Ongoing construction to remodel a single family 
home with multiple workers.  Have reported this 
before but the activity still continues.



04/01/20 7:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know they're Mexican workets 1700 blk of Belmont ave Seattle 98122 Construction on a residential apt everyday after the 
Governor's order

Judy

04/07/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don't know. 3007 17th St Everett I live in Everett Washington. There is a roofing 
company with a crew of about 8-10 tearing the roof 
off of a vacant house that had no structural issues 
that needed immediate repair. The owner has put 
the house on the market and I guess is getting it 
ready to sell. I have several elderly people living in 
my neighborhood and by bringing in these extra 
people to do non essential work on a vacant house is 
putting many lives on danger. The house they are 
working on is on Walnut Street between 16-17th in 
Everett, Wa. I do not know the name of the 
company, but they will be there a few days after 
starting the project this morning. Please make them 
stop.

autumnbaird@gmail.com Autumn Baird 4254189110

04/01/20 5:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tax Preparation Donald Edwards Inc DBA HR Block 2202 Liggett Ave Fort Lewis All other HR Block locations are closed, including 
corporate offices. This franchise operates 12 offices 
and all are open, even having people come into work 
when sick.

tbronov@gmail.com Tammy Bronov 5019083320

04/16/20 11:08 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Daycare DONIA'S LITTLE CHERUBS 8933 MILBANKE DR SE OLYMPIA I Seen children play in the yard together solman16@gmail.com Solomon Adam 3604558626

04/16/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther land scapers dont know in south everett Everett this stay at home is not working. it is a joke. I live in 
south Everett where there are a lot of of people that 
were not born in this country and they just laugh at 
the stay at home order.

ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

04/03/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction dont know 8592 HUNTS POINT LN Bellevue 5 construction workers building a "Yacht Dock" at 
this address...

jtsleeper@msn.com JT +14254170631

04/16/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know 4014 25th Ave S. Seattle These people have been remodeling a house, and 
illegally cutting down trees, for weeks in violation of 
the stay at home order. They won’t give out the 
name of their company. Not safe. (And noisy)

Neighbor

04/10/20 4:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know E Arellem Road Union Observed two landscapers not only working but also 
violation social distancing. I am out of work due to 
people following the governors order and I can’t buy 
food or pay my rent, yet these two gardeners are out 
working planting gardens and earning money. It’s 
completely unfair.

04/04/20 6:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Don’t know 12337 Pinehurst Way NE Seattle My next door neighbor has workers in her yard. Their 
truck is not labeled. They are building raised beds for 
planting. When they are there there are 3 of them 
plus the owner of the property Krista Mortensen, her 
girlfriend, and her two children. Today, though she 
had the neighbor from across the street actually 
standing in my yard. Their were a total of 8 people in 
the yard far less than 6 feet from one another. My 
family has been quarantining per public health and 
we have 2 high risk people in our home. It’s not right 
that she is keeping so many people in her yard 
endangering my family.

CutterLewis206@gmail.com Cutter Lewis

03/30/20 6:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clear cutting timber 
operation

Don’t know Hi way 20 Admiral cove area Coupeville Clear cutting and loading out timber on logging 
trucks, burning debris and hauling 
debris...ESSENTIAL???

kilo34@cablespeed.com Steve durbin 306-276-9765

04/04/20 3:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming Door-to-Door Dog Grooming 2310 Parkwood Blvd Puyallup Business is picking up dogs to groom at a residence 
instead of mobile grooming

carcraizy@gmail.com Ruth Arndt 2538782870

04/04/20 2:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Door-to-door dog Grooming 2310 Parkwood Blvd Puyallup They are picking dogs up at their homes and taking 
them to the shop to groom them. I was told they will 
have a motor home set up next week to groom dogs 
on site.

luv2laf629@hotmail.com Amanda Meyers 253-759-0090

03/30/20 7:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Dotties Double Wide 9609 16th Ave SW Seattle Bartender is drunk. Always super packed and they 
are using the word take out to
Serve drinks to people for hours. Operating as usual. 
Just no dine in food and hours are different.

03/31/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electrical contractor Double D Electrical 191 Chimacum road Port hadlock Forcing employees to park in back to hide we are 
open. Conducting non essential and non emergency 
work. Not allowing employees to work remotely from 
home.

03/31/20 7:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electrical contractor Double D Electrical 191 chimacum road Port hadlock Not allowing employees to attempt working remotely 
and conducting non essential business

04/09/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dowbuilt 4114 Densmore Ave N Seattle Ongoing remodel project that has not stopped. bnoah@uw.edu B Noah 2063481511

04/01/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dowbuilt 919 Harvard Ave E Seattle, WA 98102Seattle Home improvement construction is still ongoing 
despite government order.

dingchenjie.journalism@Gmail.comChenjie Ding 9176908218

03/31/20 6:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Down to Earth 421 Dutterow Rd SE Olympia On 03/31 my lawn professionals showed up for my 
weekly yard maintenance. As much as I appreciate 
my yard looking nice, I am a medical professional 
and it is very important for me to remain healthy.

ktanah.orourke@gmail.com Ktanah O'Rourke 360-968-1952

05/04/20 7:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Daycare Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle This business is performing non essential services 
as long as the dog comes in for daycare or boarding 
such as bathing and nail trims.

04/09/20 8:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet grooming Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th street Seattle still grooming and providing dog walking/care for non 
essential workers

lorismspencer@gmail.com Loris Walker 4253438050 slu@downtowndoglounge.com

04/08/20 11:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Daycare and Boarding, 
Bathing and Grooming

Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle This company is advertising walk-in bathing and 
grooming services for dogs, which is not essential. It 
is also advertising Easter packages for dogs. This is 
not an essential item and is not needed during this 
time. I have seen employees not wearing masks 
while dealing with 30+ dogs.

westerlandsydney@gmail.comSydney 253-301-7560 slu@downrowndoglounge.com

04/08/20 12:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St Seattle The business is encouraging people to come into the 
business for walk in bathing. There is an ad on their 
Facebook page. They are declaring they are 
essential due to a BRE designation and because 
they offer dog boarding they can offer grooming g 
and walk in bathing. This is so dangerous to 
encourage people to congregate and is a violation of 
essential business.

Megandyermaxwell@yahoo.comMegan Maxwell 6508106658 ballard@downtowndoglounge.com

04/06/20 1:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Downtown Dog Lounge 824 NW 46th St. Seattle They are continuing to perform grooming services 
which are deemed non-essential.

dilee715@gmail.com Diane Lee 2063803170 AP@DOWNTOWNDOGLOUNGE.COM

04/04/20 10:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DPD Project 3035191-LU NE Corner of 143rd and Ashworth Ave NSeattle (98133) Continued construction (building house), despite 
previous violation reporting.  There are at least three 
construction workers currently on site.  Construction 
(and music) is LOUD, can be heard for several 
blocks in every direction.  They're pretty blatant 
about it.

A fed-up neighbor

04/15/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 19301 35th DE SE Bothell Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/14/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 13th Street SE Lake Stevens Business has workers building new homes. tabledave@earthlink.net Michelle Preston 3604217086

04/14/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 13 th Pl SE Lake Stevens Builder is having workers work on new construction 
homes daily.

tabledave@earthlink.net Michelle Preston 3604217086

04/11/20 11:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 132 St Se Monroe They are still
Building houses and they have work crews who are 
not social distancing

04/06/20 1:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 2493 Burlwood St NE Lacey I live in the DR Horton Gateway community in Lacey.  
 The development is about half built and construction 
is going on as normal.  I can see the construction 
trailer from my home and just this morning workers 
were gathered outside the trailer closely together and 
not practicing social distancing.  When we take 
walks in the neighborhood workers are building 
homes and acting like it's pre-COVID-19

missy.scharffenberg@gmail.comMelissa Scharffenberg 425-301-3843

04/02/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton 13401 87th Ave NE Kirkland This builder has not stopped working on homes 
since the deadline for work stoppage.  Yesterday, 
they were putting up siding - none of this is needed 
to make the structure "safe" before closing down.  
Other builders have stopped working and this is very 
frustrating to see.

jb.buchholz@gmail.com Jennifer Buchholz 4254430808

04/01/20 4:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton Rainier Ridge Blvd E Puyallup New homes under construction. Construction being 
performed is not for structural safety purposes (ie 
siding, interior work, roofing). This puts a large 
community at risk with tons of extra workers 
working. There are also people in the DR Horton 
sales office working as this is a new community.

rylie.vincent24@gmail.com Rylie Vincent 360-949-9239

03/30/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DR Horton Jensen Rd housing construction siteStanwood They have been framing new houses for the last 
week

denjamin@hotmail.com Denny Sharp 2064222800

04/01/20 2:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dr Roof inc 1819 Pacific Ave S Long Beach Drove by a Dr Roof vehicle with employees working 
on a residential house. Have it on video from my car 
cam.

dbisme79@gmail.com Daniel 3602443570

04/07/20 1:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dr. David Harvey 6800 Greenwood Ave N Seattle Construction continuing at site within multifamily 
home condo building. Construction workers enter 
lobby and garbage shared by condo users

emery.jillian@gmail.com Jillian Emery 4258924227

04/20/20 9:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Dr. marcy Meyer Fir Crest Tacoma Conducting a drive by covid 19 Antibody testing site 
in fir crest neighborhood and was posted on 
Facebook, $25 per test. Not sure if this is Legit.

Jaimie 360-430-6624 Dr. Marcy Meyer

04/17/20 10:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance DRC Landscape Sevices 5918 132nd Place Ne Marysville Landscape services outside of regulated 
types...bothell/Canyon park business park



04/04/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Dream Green Landscapes 28321 22nd Ave S Federal Way This lawn care company continues to operate 
providing lawn mowing in my neighborhood.  Lawn 
care is not an essential business.  
License plate WA C48932N for white Ford truck 
observed mowing lawns 3/28 and 4/4.

steckler.susan@gmail.com Susan Steckler 253-653-7838

04/17/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DRK Development 4901 112th St SW Lakewood, WA 98499 Works continues on contractor's Sixth and Alder 
apartment project in Tacoma in apparent violation of 
Gov. Inslee's order. Phone number of contractor is 
253-584-0192.

04/10/20 10:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Drk development inc Corner of 6th and Alder Street in tacomaTacoma This is an ongoing project of apartments being built. 
It is not affordable housing by any means. The men 
working are taking breaks all sitting in a circle no 
bigger than 6 feet. These are the men that continue 
to put our community at risk . This is not essential 
construction. I have probided the phone number 
from the site. Drk construction 2535840192

Cynthia@iupatdc5.org Cynthia 2067947312

04/08/20 2:45 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auditing service for costco DSG 7725 188th Ave NE (Costco) Auditing comapny hidden by many layers.Redmond from DSG Associates <megan@dsgai.com>
Paying .20 cents each for people to find 300 items at 
costco and enter prices.  Questionable whether this 
is being done For Costco or by a competitor;l
You will be assigned about 300 items that you have 
to locate and enter the prices. The audit has to be 
done discreetly but since the store involved in this 
project is a large and busy one, it will be easy for you 
to just blend in with the normal shoppers.
 
We pay $0.20 per item! The visit will start Tuesday, 
April 7th and is due by end of day on Sunday, April 
12th.
 
Available Location:  Costco 7725 188th Ave NE 
Redmond WA 98052

Megan Reyes
Operations Manager
DSG Associates
megan@dsgai.com
Direct: 818-322-4366
Toll Free: 800-462-8765x118 or 818-337-1272x351
After Office: 818-322-4366x118
Fax: 888-711-3181

learn204@gmail.com Neil Ricks 848.702.1018 LSIMPSON@COSTCO.COM

04/01/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction DSI Construction 4301 N Freya Spokane DSI is continuing construction on non-essential 
projects (i.e. luxury condos) and in some cases is 
forcing employees to cross state lines to do so. If 
such frivolous projects are deemed essential by WA 
state then contractors need to supply work sites with 
mask, hand washing stations, hand sanitizer and 
appropriately cleaned bathrooms which all members 
of the construction team can safely use.

Rachel 5099989779

04/02/20 11:22 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Duty free at SeaTac air port Dufy, dutyfree SeaTac air port SeaTac Violation of  Washington State Governor’s stay at 
home order.

myobei@yahoo.com Marvin Yobei 1(206)437-2125

03/31/20 10:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Dullum Industries 13315 NE Kerr Rd Vancouver still open and requiring employees to show up while 
they do not do anything essential for society

dullumindustries@aol.com

04/21/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dunn Lumber 2350 140th Ave NE Bellevue, WA Dunn Lumber is currently operating under the guise 
that it is an essential business because construction 
providers were listed as essential. This business is 
encouraging regular residential and commercial 
sales, despite the governors clarification that these 
are non essential. The parking lot is packed every 
weekday midday, and Saturdays with homeowners 
and families, not contractors performing essential 
tasks.

04/10/20 4:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dunn Lumber Co 3801 Latona Ave NE Seattle More than 1 violation
Non-essential services tended to
Absolutely does not enforce any sort of customer 
limit
Improper social distancing rules/enforcement
I am an employee I need to be confidential

ruslantangborn@gmail.com Ruslan 2064763086

04/02/20 4:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Contract school bus 
company

Durham School Services 1304 80th St SW Everett Trading student drivers while they are closed. Only 
open to deliver school lunches

03/30/20 10:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coffee drive thru Dutch Bros 9913 NE Hazel Dell Ave Vancouver I have drove by numerous times (volunteering to 
help out as a CNA ). The employees are outside of 
the building taking orders right next to cars not even 
a half a foot away from the car window. Why is this 
an essential business because they some muffin 
tops? And granola bars? I should be home with my 
special needs son instead I have to volunteer my 
CNA skills because people and businesses like this 
continue to be open and violate the social distance 
rule. In the drive-through their hanging out the 
window halfway in peoples cars handing stuff to 
them. I absolutely love coffee but no way is coffee 
and drive thru times more important than a persona 
life. Not to mention there’s three or four employees 
in that little tiny shack as well.

Sharonshawgo@gmail.com Sharon 3606012574

04/20/20 5:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coffee shop that don't sell 
food I to I always wanted 
food because I can walk to 
it and they never had any 
just coffee

Dutch Brothers Airway heights Airway heights Washington I live next to the new Dutch Brothers I used to go 
there for coffee in the morning and at night and they 
only have coffee no food if they do have food it's 
candy like stuff and candy stores are closed why are 
they open. I see the lines of people in cars every 
morning afternoon evening the workers are outside a 
foot away from them taking orders and they have 5 
workers in the building that's small and they are not 
social distancing. coffee not food remember that and 
the last time my neighbor went in they said it was 2 
foot distancing they had to follow when she asked. I 
have pictures of the lines of cars 10 cars at a time. I 
hate seeing them everyday put people in danger 
even if they are nice people it is not fair that me 
being a non essential worker when I don't work with 
people like they do still has to follow orders but they 
don't. Inslee are you being paid by them so they stay 
open? Do they get these protection loans while they 
still have lines of cars everyday?

Jckasr1980@gmail.com Jericka

04/20/20 3:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dwell Construction 4512 Bagley Ave N Seattle Full time construction with a crew of over 4 people 
on a daily basis in a residential neighborhood, 
building residential housing. I live close enough to 
see the construction out my window and they are 
building NEW structures. They are stating exemption 
on their work site due to structural safety exemption 
but the truth is they are continuing construction full 
time building townhouses. This has been going on 
far longer than necessary to secure their site.

david@mutable.net David 206-632-4528

04/21/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dwell Development 4512 Bagley Ave N Seattle Non-essential Daily construction is occurring at this 
residential site, with at least 4-5 workers working full 
time.

Kathleen@mutable.net Kathleen Jade 206-632-4528 Unknown

04/14/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dwell Development 4514 Bagley Ave N Seattle Two luxury condos are being built on the property at 
4512/4514 Bagley Ave N (Owner is Dave Biddle, 
construction being done by Dwell). Construction 
started up again yesterday morning at 7am - parents 
on the street are homeschooling children

errera@gmail.com Claude Errera 2038874844 anthony@dwelldevelopment.com

04/13/20 2:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Dwell development 4512 Bagley Ave N Seattle Residential construction resumed with multiple 
workers in small space.

ychepusova@gmail.com Yana Chepusova 206-235-7942 Anthony@dwelldevelopment.com

04/01/20 3:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Credit collection Dynamatice Collections 790 Market Blvd Chehalis anyone a manager has to work every day. 
employees are being  called in to work and told not 
to apply for unemployment.  Also told not to park in 
employee parking lot.

mwolslegel413@comcast.net Marie Wolslegel 3608074083

03/31/20 4:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Collection agency Dynamic Collections 790 South Market  Blvd Chehalis wa Why has this company been given an exemption to 
open? My daughter in law works there and has been 
called back. My wife is daycare for our 2 
granddaughters.I am an essential worker Chief 
Substation Operator for Centralia City light I 
operationally manage the electrical grid in Lewis 
county. I need to be separated from my 
granddaughters right now and this action will make 
separation difficult. 
I do not want her to lose her job.

dkerlee@cityofcentralia.com Don Kerlee 3605081482

05/07/20 3:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Washer dryer sales and repairDynamic Sales and Services 12910 NE 125th Way Kirkland This non-essential business has been open during 
the entirety of the governors order for quarantine 
and non-essential business to be closed. It is 
operating per usual, social distancing is not being 
followed, (not keeping distance, masks are not being 
worn, office is open with employees and out in the 
field) and services are  being performed.

Dan Danhof



04/04/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction E&M Drywall 1827 26th Ave Seattle There is ongoing indoor construction work on a 
residential project involving a crew of 4 people and 
trucks picking up and dropping off materials, 
including today (Saturday).

davishke@gmail.com David Switzer 4257532102

04/21/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting and Flooring E.S PRO-SHIELD PAINTING AND 
FLOORING LLC

1508 W 35th loop Kennewick This is a construction business, They have recently 
done multiple jobs that are non essential. Last job 
was performed at Navigator Villa Apartments Apt 26-
B Pasco. The owner Edin was there with another 
individual. Being in a apartment building, and 
exposed so much. It is not appropriate for them to be 
working there, and exposing everyone that lives 
there.

04/10/20 3:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Eagle Beverage and Accessories 
Products

19220 64th Ave S Kent I am an employee of this company but would not like 
to disclose my real name for my own safety. This 
company wants me to go back to work on Sunday 
4/12. I was told that only a few of us are going back 
and not everyone is needed. Unfortunately I am one 
of them. I'm afraid that if I don't show up I wouldn't 
be able to claim my unemployment benefits. I'm not 
trying to get my work in trouble because they are a 
good company. I just don't think it is safe for me and 
my co-workers to get back at this moment. Please 
reply ASAP. Thank you.

yusuke2j@yahoo.com John Doe 4257571655

04/22/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave se Port Orchard On Friday April 17, 2020 Mr. Craig had employees 
working at a site corner of Farragut Ave N and 
Mayhan, Port Orchard, WA 98366 and a 
subcontractor. One of the neighbors took a picture 
and the subcontractors ran into their vans white (3 
vans - nice new - unmarked) we have license plates.  
 Today April 22, 2020 everyone is back to work as 
usual.  I got an email that you spoke to the owner, 
he obviously has no respect for the law.  I hope non 
of his  employees or subcontractors don't spread the 
virus to this community.  We wonder if they are also 
being paid unemployment as well? Disheartened in 
Port Orchard... some of us also own businesses or 
work for businesses that had to close and we are 
following the mandate...

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue & Community KURTCRAIG@AOL.COM

04/14/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eagle Crest Construction 5551 Perdemco Ave Se Port Orchard Thousands of companies have to shut down, but not 
this one?  This email is combined of many neighbors 
concerned with this virus and are serious about 
following the law.
Work being performed at corner of Farragut Ave N. 
and Mayhan Port orchard, wa 98366

nowayjose20122012@hotmail.comSue- and Community KURTCRAIG@AOL.COM

04/02/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Horse Riding Facility Eagle Ridge Equestrian Center 24717 43rd Ave NE Arlington Barn has not slowed down, from the normal day 
before the shut down was put into effect. Large 
groups (parents/children) of people closer together 
than the 6 feet. No sanitizing supplies or actions are 
being applied. Common things are being used such 
as cross ties, doors and hoses are not being 
disinfected.

92greyxj@gmail.com Tammy

04/01/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Earth Warrior LLC 3917 121St Dr Ne Lake Stevens I noticed that this company was continuing working 
with other workers on a non-essential vacant house 
remodel with several workers there. Honestly, we all 
just want to get through this Covid 19 but there are 
people like Earth Warrior that just don't care.

Jay Andrews EARTHWARRIOR.WA@GMAIL.COM

04/28/20 1:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Seller of Use Home Goods Earthwise Aberdeen 416 N Park St Aberdeen Conducting business in violation of Governor's 
Proclimation.

ABERDEEN@EWSALVAGE.COM

04/05/20 12:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet groomer Earthwise pet store 6530 W Nob Hill Blvd UNIT 100Yakima This store is still allowing grooming services like nail 
trims and dog wash for the public.  States they won't 
close until they are told too

WENATCHEE.KINDA@EARTHWISEPET.COM or WENATCHEE@EARTHWISEPET.COM

05/14/20 11:43 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply and grooming Earthwise pet supply and grooming 212 fifth st #9b Wenatchee Washington Grooming pets when all grooming businesses are 
suppose to be closed.

kellymcelroy43@gmail.com Kelly 5098600472

04/09/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Earthworks land care 7440 S 116th pl Seattle there's several workers at our neighbors working on 
a non essential project and not following the Covid 
rules. the address provided is the jobsite. The 
business phone number is 206-979-6264 My mom 
is health compromised.

shalfon@msn.com Sherry 425-652-0819

04/20/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Earthworks Landscape 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/17/20 12:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Earthworks Landscape 12516 Evergreen Drive Mukilteo Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/10/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Earthworks Landscape 12516 Evergreeen Drive Mukilteo On 4/9 I witnessed Earthworks Landscape truck in 
Sumner Business Park. Truck was full of 
maintenance equipment and appeared to have truck 
full of yard waste. Cab had at least two employees in 
it no masks on.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

03/31/20 7:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape care Earthworks Landscape Services Easside Everett Not sure I understand, how landscape work is 
essential work

john.schrock@cort.com John Schrock 206-229-7196

03/30/20 4:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction East gate Development 6170 Portal Way Ferndale Continued construction work being done by multiple 
workers

04/01/20 12:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle dealership Eastside Harley 2350 136th Place NE Bellevue They have the service department open which is 
essential but they still have there sales and clothing 
departments open. Not practicing safe distance.

04/18/20 10:58 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealer Eastside Harley-Davidson 2350 136th Pl NE Bellevue Dealership is selling helmets, glasses, gloves, etc. 
with no regard to customer safety. ESHD is the 
ONLY dealership selling Motorclothes(apparel)
Isn’t the service and parts departments the only ones 
to be open for sales?
Sales has people wandering the floor along with staff 
all without PPE. No social distancing at all. And NO 
(zero) desire to do so.
Like business as normal. Really?

jwieand@comcast.net Jeff Wieand 2063340811

04/05/20 10:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Eastside Harley-davidson 2350 136th Pl NE Bellevue Open and encouraging of motorcycle sales when the 
understanding is they should be closed

04/01/20 10:48 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Eathopan reasturant Rainier ave. &mead st. Seattle Most of the people at this restaurant/bar every night 
are Uber drivers lyft and East side cab drivers. It’s in 
there windows.

04/29/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ECCO DESIGN 1734 NE 55th PL Seattle JOHN PASCO
ECCO DESIGN
203 N 36TH STREET, SUITE 201
SEATTLE, WA 98103
Ph: 206-706-3937

karl.woelfer@gmail.com Karl WOELFER 2065249244 karl.woelfer@gmail.com

04/14/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ecoline construction 2202 12th Ave W. Seattle Construction workers not following social distancing 
working on new million dollar townhomes. No masks 
and several people working at the 8 new townhomes 
have been working all month.

CHAT_NOIR13@HOTMAIL.COMLisa zwirner 4153120010

04/10/20 2:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther house painter Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #101 Everett This guy goes to work every day ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

04/10/20 2:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther house remodeling Economy Fence 11500 Meridian Ave S #20 Everett this guy goes to work every day ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

05/18/20 12:07 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control (spraying pesticides)Ecoshield Pest Solutions 607 Industry Dr Tukwila, WA 98188 Door to door sales that included entering homes for 
"inspections".

unknown

04/09/20 1:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ed Flanagan group 115 27th Ave E unit A,B,C,D Seattle Been seeing 1 construction vans outside for the last 
week.  Now there are more workers in private trucks. 
Can hear machines. Working on new construction or 
trying to finish construction.

masonburdess@gmail.com Mason Burdess 206-501-9133

04/16/20 10:15 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturing Eden Labs 309 south cloverdale street d10seattle Manufacturer of equipment but company does not 
process food or cannabis at facility. Advertising lab 
services that are not essential too.

info@edenlabs.com

04/03/20 8:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Edge Homes & Vernon Regan 
Construction

5030 S. 43rd. Spokane This company has been continuing to build a home 
since the mandate went out last week.

ewalker@walkerconstructioninc.comEdward Walker 5094482782



05/12/20 5:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control Edge Pest Control https://edgeservicing.com/ Renton Two reps came to our door to cold call us about 
service without being asked to visit. This seems like 
the most non-essential function imaginable. Putting 
us and their employees at risk for no good reason.

jeffnakatsu@gmail.com Jeff Nakatsu 425-233-7089 https://edgeservicing.com/

04/22/20 3:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Edge Pest Control 3702 W Valley Hwy N #206 Auburn Edge has a representative going door-to-door trying 
to solicit business in Tehaleh development in Bonney 
Lake.  Many of my neighbors have do not solicit 
signs which are being ignored.  This sort of activity is 
not essential and very dangerous as we are trying to 
quarantine per Gov Inslee's order.

NOLAN@EDGEPEST.COM

05/06/20 1:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest control Edge service company I have no idea Mill Creek, wa They are going door to door to sell.  They didn’t give 
me 6’ from my door and his mask was around his 
neck!  They had 3 carfuls of people going together 
too (I saw at least 6 people in the 3 cars).

Angieh_2@hotmail.com Angie Hicks 2068492661 NOLAN@EENTITIES.COM

04/20/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landsacaping Edmonds Landscaping 22319 76th Ave W Edmonds This business is "business as usual" and not doing 
only essential work.   They are doing more than 
trimming trees that could fall, or cause injury.

Marie Natallanni 4253440505

03/31/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping company Edmonds Landscaping unknown Edmonds Company is doing yard work at 849 Alder St in 
Edmonds

03/31/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Edmonds Landscaping 702 9th Ave N Edmonds Non-essential business is mowing and gardening in 
my neighbors lawn

Martin Hart

04/13/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Edmonds Plumbing 1106 16th ave seattle Edmonds Plumbing is still working on an empty site 
with no permits and performing functions that are 
non-essential.

akjohnson2@outlook.com Anthony Johnson 2177417383

04/10/20 10:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Edmonds Plumbing 1106 16th ave seattle Multiple employees working construction on a mostly 
empty building. There shouldn't be any essential 
work going on at this time at this apartment building 
and having multiple people going in and out without 
masks.

akjohnson2@outlook.com Anthony 217-741-7383

03/31/20 7:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Information Technology Ednetics Inc 1055 NW Maple St Issaquah Front desk staff required to be in the office at the 
front desk when they have the full ability to work 
from home. They are the only person on site inside 
the office. This is not an essential role, and can be 
done 100% from home but is not allowed. One other 
person is in the warehouse, an essential function.

4259705733

04/01/20 4:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Digital Marketing Agency Effective Web Solutions 1010 Washington Street Suite #200Vancouver Two employees are still regularly going into work 
every day and not practicing social distancing or 
proper disinfection of workspaces. The company has 
not done anything to allow or encourage these 
employees to work from home. The company has 
also not notified any of its employees of any sort of 
plan regarding Inslee's order or distributed any 
information.

m.loraas@gmail.com M Loraas 3347043219

04/09/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction EGH Excavating subcontractor, don't 
know general contractor

4230 Burke Ave N Seattle The xcavation of this residential construction project 
just never stops. This is not essential, as there is no 
partial structure at all to protect. The excavation 
subcontractor has multiple people there operating 
backhoes. It is my understanding that residential 
construction is non-essential.

bnoah@uw.edu B Noah 2063481511

04/21/20 8:20 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential auto repair Eion's Automotive 2501 Westlake Ave N Seattle Repairs happening here seem to be non-essential 
and are to vehicles mainly considered to be 2nd, 
third and vacation vehicles

G_whinsome@hotmail.com Gary Whinsome hello@eionsauto.com

04/08/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping El Gordo Landscaping PO Box 563 Auburn Landscaping is not an essential business.  They 
have two workers out cutting grass, weed wacking in 
my neighbor's year.

kdemerritt@leavitt.com Kelly DeMerritt 2066170849

04/12/20 5:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber El pequen barbershop 1531 wendall Phillips rd Sunnyside Fatima Fernandez is offering cuts and hair services 
all ober fb said she's even meet large groups at a 
time....for 25-55$

Brittchavallo2006@gmail.comBrittany O Chavallo 5094409997

04/05/20 2:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther City Electric City 10 Western Ave Electric City They have brought in a crew to complete the 
sidewalk they started last fall in a residential area. 
They come from Yakima one of the hot zones to our 
town and go into our business, that we in our 
community need. We don't need outsiders to 
contribute to this pandemic. The sidewalks aren't 
needed at they are on only one side of the street 
anyways. The newly elected Mayor and staff didn't 
even want this project and are even taking about 
changing the road and infrastructure back to the it 
was, that is why they became Mayor and Crew. But 
they say that sidewalks are needed at this time, my  
opinion is that they want the contract complete so 
they can change the road back. Its a political MESS, 
so they are jeopardizing all of use by doing so. They 
need to Comply.

04/13/20 12:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther mirro manufacture Electric Mirror 6101 Associated Blvd, Suite 101Everett They  make mirrors and they are considered 
essential workers?  I work there and I am afraid to 
work where I might catch COVID 19.

sales@electricmirror.com

03/31/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Electric Mirror 6101 Associated Blvd Everett This is a LUXURY mirror company, that provides NO 
direct or essential lighting source for hospitals ,but 
claim they do.  Also claim emerging technology for 
hospitals that does not exist.  This company is a 
fraud just trying to stay open so they don't bankrupt.

03/30/20 2:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mirror manufacturing Electric mirror 6101 Associated Blvd, Suite 101Everett They are claiming to be an essential part of the 
combat to the corona virus, and after hearing from 
employees that is a lie. They are making these false 
claims to keep their business open! There are a lot 
of older people who work in the warehouse. They are 
trying but failing at social distancing and they are 
buying and using masks that are essential to our 
nurses and wearing them a lot longer the cdc 
recommended time. Employees are scared to say 
anything for fear of reproductions. Please check on 
this business!

zuesypants143@gmail.com Samantha 2063319366 sales@electricmirror.com

03/30/20 9:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Mirrors Electric Mirror INC. 6101 Associated Blvd #101, Everett, WA 98203 Everett, WA 98203Everett, WA 98203 Electric Mirror is in full production of mirrors only. 
They are NOT building ANY medical supplies on a 
daily basis right now as claimed to the employees, 
March 30, 2020 and is in violation of the stay at 
home order.

lyonsproductioncompany@yahoo.comT

04/09/20 7:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Electricians Extraodinier 6369 Cape George Rd. Port Townsend Business is doing work in building new construction 
and remodels that are non essential

John_R@hotmail.com John Roads 3603856468

04/01/20 9:05 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer Electroimpact 4413 Chennai Beach Road Mukilteo Employees still required to go to work tb11976@msn.com tony 2063539890

05/05/20 4:42 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Aerospace Automation Electroimpact, Inc. 4413 Chennault Beach Rd. Mukilteo As of May 4th, the owner has required that everyone 
work on-site regardless of whether their work can be 
done remotely. From what I understood about the 
proclamation, prohibiting people from working from 
home when they are able to is a violation. The 
owner's main concern seems to be the well being of 
the company, rather than the safety of employees 
and the community at large.

818-312-7069 MichaelZ@electroimpact.com

04/15/20 12:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Elements Salon & Spa 116 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee A stylist who works at this salon named "Amber K" 
on instagram as @experience_hair_by_amber is 
doing in house hair appointments. Available by 
private message. And as seen advertised in her 
instagram stories.

tiffanysue2@gmail.com 2535083324

04/01/20 12:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Elevate FitLife 10608 NE 2nd st Bellevue Regularly violating by opening gym location several 
times daily for filming and with many different 
workers 
This is a non essential business that is repetitively  
ignoring the stay at home ordinance and also not 
adhering to social distancing policy

josh@elevatefitlife.com

04/01/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eli 8009 40th Ave NE Seattle Construction workers coming and going all day at 
this home to make nonessential work outside of the 
home to repair a deck.

columbianjazz@gmail.com Judy Williams 2062955431

03/31/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eli 8009 40TH AVE NE SEATTLE, WA The owners of the home at 8009 40th AVE NE, 
Seattle, WA 98115 have had and continue to have 
workers doing non-essential construction carpentry 
at 8009 40TH AVE NE. So selfish.

jayschaff@yahoo.com Jay Schaffer 206 276-8086

04/07/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Elite Roofing and Siding Constuction project at:  22431 SE 20th StSammamish Construction workers are building houses last week 
and this week. They are not covering up their work 
but instead are continuing it. The business  address 
of this company as listed on their website is: Elite 
Roofing and Siding, 16510 STATE ROUTE 9 SE 
SUITE # D, SNOHOMISH 98296

05/14/20 2:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Elizabeth  Marie Salon 195 1rst place NW suite 200 Issaquah Salon owner has been working not following stay at 
home orders.

04/05/20 9:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Elkins auto 696 Beverly Pike Elkins Selling automobiles , detailing, re-modeling Jamie hasbrock 6812988269

04/05/20 10:18 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private campground Elkridge campground 13880 SR 410 Naches Campground is advertising going camping for 
recreation purposes. They are also stating that they 
are disinfecting cabin. None of the cabins have 
private bathrooms therefore the use of community 
shower and bathroom is there. I feel it is going 
against the stay at home order.

Midellacardenas@hotmail.comMidella 5096436005

03/30/20 5:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Elks Lodge 143 Port Williams Rd Sequim There is non-essential construction at the Elks Lodge ANNAMAIR@HOTMAIL.COMAnna Mair 13604615716



04/20/20 8:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Temp agency Elwood staffing 408 w chestnut ave Yakima I've been on l&I since November, my employer 
(Elwood staffing) has created a modified duty job for 
me that is non essential. Sitting on a corner w/ 
sandwich board is not essential tho they do provide 
essential work. The job created for me is non 
essential. I've voiced and wrote on the work order my 
concerns. I told them I would sign(agree) to the 
terms once order is lifted or provide an essential job 
under modified duty. I've also talked w/ my claims 
manager about this issue and I'm concerned for my 
well being. It's not a concern to either my employer 
or claims manager. Elwood is terminating me and 
claims manager says my claim time loss benefits will 
end. I don't know if either are taking this seriously or 
not but it's a concern to me. I never leave unless it's 
for groceries, I'm just as concerned as others in the 
community.

ariyahnlogan05@gmail.com Aricka Webb 5099455030

04/15/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction EM Precision 5400 14th Ave NW Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

03/30/20 9:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Janitorial service fire small 
18 unit condo

EMB Management – An Associa® 
Company

15301 NE 90th Street, Suite 170Redmond, Three workers without PPE drive together to several 
buildings.  Cleaning off these small buildings... non 
commercial is not appropriate.  I am at high risk and 
having 3 additional people.... traveling together puts 
me at higher risk.

joan@xcelrateUDI.com Joan Melendez 2065792013 legal@associaonline.com

03/31/20 4:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Emerald  Cleaning Service and Lawn 
Care

115 E Springfield Loop Shelton Saw their crew mowing lawns and maintaining an 
apartment complex.    We own a landscape 
maintenance company and were told by your office 
we were non-essential we would like to make sure 
restrictions are equitable.

Oaklandbayls@gmail.com Keith Hansen 3604909187

04/16/20 12:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Emerald City Athletics 3924 Stone Way N Seattle On 4/16, Emerald City Athletics was holding a team 
meeting (with employees in Emerald City Athletics 
shirts) in a small meeting room in the Prescott 
Wallingford Building (attached to the gym).  
Participants were in very close quarters and could 
have met virtually to comply with Governor Inslee

stonewayadmin@emeraldcityathletics.com

03/30/20 4:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Circus School Emerald City Circus Arts 2702 6th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134Seattle This circus school is equivalent to a gym, and should 
be closed during this Stay-Healthy Stay-Home 
proclamation. They are still allowing their staff to 
stay in the building and train on the gym equipment, 
which will put their clients at risk for catching the 
virus when business is allowed to resume.

info@emeraldcitytrapeze.com

04/22/20 12:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gymnastics club Emerald City Gymnastics Academy 17969 NE 65th St Redmond Posted today on a closed facebook team page: 
"...With certain counties (Sheriffs) announcing they 
wont enforce Stay at Home orders any longer, I was 
wondering should we choose to do small gatherings 
of 6-8 athletes for a few hours at a time, who would 
be interested?..." Open defiance to the governor's 
order assuming that there will be no legal 
enforcement. 

Reporting anonymously as she will single individuals 
out and will treat my child differently from the rest of 
the team.

Concerned parent ECGAowner@gmail.com

03/31/20 3:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Emerald City Harley Davison 5711 188th St Lynnwood Business is open and inviting people in - having 
employees trying to deal up business. Still 
conducting sales of motorcycles.

04/21/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Emerald Paving Inc 20417 87th Ave SE Snohomish The owner is making us work non-essential jobs. 
We paved a driveway on Monday, just had to do yard 
cleaning and truck washing today, and last week we 
made part of a completely functional road look 
slightly better. There is no masks, disposable gloves, 
hand sanitizer, and there is  no attempt to be 
sanitary/social distancing of any kind. It's work as 
usual when we should be shut down. The two top 
bosses in the office are wearing face masks, but yet 
still showed up and are making us work.

anthony_j0hnson@yahoo.comAnthony

04/05/20 10:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Re-refinery Emerald Services 1825 Alexander Ave Tacoma Please help us. We are a re-refinery operating 12 
hour shifts and do not think we are essential and 
want to stay home with our families.

MURPHYMO@CLEANHARBORS.COM

04/09/20 7:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landlord Emerson Manor and Harbor Manot 703 Simpson Hoquiam the manager should be working from her home for 
her safety and all of the people that live here and at 
the Harbor Manor. We are all high risk because we 
are elderly.

annonumous please info@apartmentsmart.com

04/01/20 5:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Empire Today 0000 68 th Kent They are scheduling in home sales calls. I called and 
was able to get an appointment for this week. Seems 
to be very irresponsible and against current policy

Mallory_leonard@yahoo.com Len Mallory 2535147889

03/31/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Empire Today Seattle, Everett Seattle Sales people and installers are still being sent to 
homes. They do only new flooring. Not emergency 
clean up or repairs.

03/30/20 8:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private Employment 
Screening

Employment Screening Services 627 E. Sprague unit 100 Spikane The owner is refusing to let his employees stay 
home and has stated he will pay whatever fine is 
imposed.

info@employscreen.com

04/23/20 11:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Empty space being developed. South Weller in between 5th and 6th (next Momosan Ramen 510 5th Ave S Unit 119)Seattle I am not sure if their construction is considered 
essential but no one is wearing masks which is 
ironic since some of the individuals have on varying 
components of basic construction PPE on. They are 
using for lifts and similar equipment to load 
construction materials into the unit via the parking lot 
in the back of the building of on King (in between 5th 
and 6th). This is the second time I have witnessed 
them not wearing the masks while working less than 
6 feet from each other. If construction is going to be 
one of the first business to be back online 
companies need to supply their workers with the 
proper COVID-19 PPE and ensure they wear it on 
site.

03/30/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Enclave On Edison 530 N. Edison St Kennewick Maintenance personnel working on site. They aren't 
repairing leaks or other necessary repairs but are 
upgrading empty apartments. This is not essential 
work at this time.

zaymcd21@aol.com Zaylara

04/06/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complexes Enclave on Edison, Creekside, 
Westview Gardens

530 North Edison Street Kennewick 530 N. Edison Street. Kennewick
1650 Mowry Square, Richland
531 S 38th Ave, West Richland

Office and Maintenance on site. Maintenance is 
upgrading vacant apartments, which are not 
essential or emergency repairs.

Company is WInton Capitol LLC in Federal Way WA

509-282-2742 DONWINTON@COMCAST.NET

03/31/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Encore at Columbia City Station 4698-4650 S Snoqualmie St, Seattle, WA 98108Seattle Construction on a new building is happening, 
including the gathering of construction workers 
gathering in a small office space on a daily basis.

04/15/20 6:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet manufacturing Encore cabinets 2115 39th st Everett Production resumed monday, a man working there 
has been hanging out with a family member that has 
tested positive

Anonymous dont wanna lose job need protection

04/03/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Encore condominiums at Columbia 
Station

4689 Martin Luther King Jr Way SSeattle Construction workers still working daily. This site is 
right next to an elder living facility (Providence)

anishapatel09@gmail.com Anisha Srinivasan 8186402813

03/31/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction encoreapartmentsconstruction.com Warren Pl & 1st Ave Seattle Construction site is continuing to build an apartment 
without any social distancing.  I thought they were 
wrapping up activities, but they are there every 
weekday, including today, March 31st.  They are no 
longer congregating on the sidewalk, but sill building 
the apartment without distancing.

greeneyesjunk@gmail.com Nancie Ford

04/07/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Enfort Homes 6151 128th Ave. NE Kirkland Other house construction has stopped but this 
house continues to be built.  I have taken pictures of 
them working closely together.  They still work all 
day, Monday thru Saturday.

04/02/20 9:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Englert LeafGuard of Seattle 23620 85th Pl S Kent, WA This business placed an ad in the Tri-City Herald.  
My 90 year old parents requested an estimate.  A 
salesman  came from SEATTLE to give them that 
estimate on Sat. 3/28.  They were going to install the 
gutters the following Monday but couldn't get over 
the pass.  There is. No gutter in the world that is 
worth the risk to my 90 year old parents life.  They 
are 90 years old and diabetic.

jhcruzier@charter.net Joretta Heath 5095473832

04/28/20 3:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther environmental consulting 
firm

environmental science associates 5309 shilshole ave nw Seattle ESA continues to perform and require work on non 
essential work for clients and does not protect field 
staff with adequate ppe or social distancing in work 
being performed. ESA may possibly be an essential 
business but they also continue to require and 
perform fieldwork/work on non essential projects in 
an unsafe manner.

MSCHWARTZ@DONAHUE.COM

04/06/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Epic Asset - Hill Crest Apartments 7524 35th Ave SW Seattle Our apartment management company has workers 
doing painting and exterior refinishing. This is not 
essential maintenance work, and they are an outside 
contractor.

sorry@gmail.com Anonymous 206-555-1234



04/02/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Epic Lawn Care 705 S. Union Kennewick I would like to remain anonymous but this Lawn 
Care company is STILL out mowing!

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/15/20 11:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Equity /Urbana 1501 NW 56th Street Seattle Ongoing construction. To flip an apartment. Laying 
new flooring. if you contact me I will share the 
photos I took and the video

gerard.brackett@gmail.com Daniel Brackett 2538206370

03/30/20 4:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Eric Lubert 4232 Burke Ave. N. Seattle Construction going forward on single-family 
residence.  Work need not happen now to protect 
property from suffering damage during stay-home 
period.  Active non-essential work all day since stay-
home order took effect.

03/31/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ERICMUELLER CONTRACTING 
INC, License # ERIKMC1013JK

1243 Olsen Rd Camano Island There are sub-contractors swarming all over this 
project. This is a custom house that is near finished. 
There is no risk of property damage just risk to the 
workers that keep showing up working and arriving 
side by side in vehicles. The local Sheriff will not 
respond and said to use this site to file a concern for 
their safety as well as the safety of the medical 
workers that will need to care for these people 
disregard the Governors proclamation.

jeffreymalcolm@frontier.com Jeff Malcolm 360-387-3715

04/21/20 4:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ESI Construction 13010 Aurora Ave N Seattle Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/15/20 7:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ESI Construction 13050 Aurora Ave N Seattle/Ballard Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

03/30/20 9:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Esmeralda City medical arts 16 Roy st Seattle I had a call today Monday, March 30rd confirming 
my appointment for this week for laser hair removal. 
I called them to ask if they are open and they said 
yes.

04/11/20 12:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving company Established moving and storage 565 andover pk w 100 Tukwilla Not observing any distancing. More workers than 
necessary. Not cleaning hands. Not wearing any 
PPE. Unnecessary service.

03/30/20 5:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real estate photography Estate Imaging 36306 53rd Ave S Auburn Going to houses to photograph but just standing 
outside and instructing agent/seller on how to 
photograph vs going inside. However, state that they 
are happy to meet with all parties outside of the 
home.

mydogismyheart@gmail.com Hilary Holmes 2532345060

04/20/20 5:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tile and granite installations European stone & tile 13615 NE 126th Place Unit 400Kirkland Employees (whom collect unemployment through 
“standby”) are being forced/threatened to come back 
to work or they will be fired/furloughed. No proper 
paper work provided by government to return to 
work.  Employees are concerned about their rights 
and legality of returning to safe work conditions, 
even part time work.

Maria@europeanstonetile.com

04/02/20 12:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction European stone & tile 13615 NE 126th pl Kirkland Employees from the company are still showing up 
and working at clients homes.

03/31/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Everett Housing 3107 colby ave , Everett WA 98201 10809 16th ave se Everett WA,98208 that are 
allowing construction at this location roofing a 
building contractors on site now, I have pictures, 
Mar,31 2020

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com Mathew Brunelle 425-309-9253

05/06/20 5:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other church Evergreen Bible chapel 21st street Federal Way too many people gathering at the church during the 
mandate

03/31/20 9:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Small Business Loans Evergreen Business Capital 13925 Interurban Ave South Tukwila Several non essential employees have been exposed 
to Coronavirus and are being bullied into working. 
These are not employees who are essential to 
running the business. Accomodations have been 
made for management and chosen others but not for 
all placing those not favored at risk.

PATRICIA.JALECO@EVERGREEN504.COM

04/18/20 5:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Evergreen Chevrolet 1601 18th Ave NW Issaquah, WA 98027 Sold a  to a Mr. Roger Painter.  Mr. Painter is a well 
know wholesale in our region.  He is a non essential 
employee that has posted pictures on facebook of 
his new truck with a temp tag in the back.

jkinman_58@yahoo.com Jason 2538638144

04/03/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen concrete cutting 767 valentine ave se Pacific Office 100% staffed

04/01/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen Construction 16630 74th Place W. Edmonds Contractors have been working on residential project 
since mandate went into place. Contractor has 
repeatedly violated various Edmonds city codes, now 
feels free to ignore state order.

brett.gaspers@gmail.com Brett Gaspers 4257452898

04/11/20 9:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen Contracting 2531 Broadway # A Everett Construction has proceeded full-tilt on home at 
16630 74th Place W. in Edmonds. Contractors have 
not observed social distancing, multiple people on 
site. Other contractors in the area have been 
observing the mandate, what makes these guys 
special?
Firm phone number is 425-258-1015.

brett.gaspers@gmail.com Brett Gaspers 4257452898

04/14/20 1:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Debt Collection agency Evergreen financial services 1214 N 16th AVE Yakima I called to make debt collection payment they sue me 
in court , the agent still answered phone which they 
are usually at the collection agency located at the 
addresses above .

Snlco81@yahoo.com Young Shoemaker 360-915-3295

04/01/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen Lawn & Tree Care P.O. Box 57 Richland I would like to remain anonymous but wanted to 
inform you that they are still mowing and performing 
non-essential lawn care maintenance.

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/01/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen SD Security 2106 NW 22ND AVE CAMAS This project is breaking ground very soon and should 
not be considered essential at this time

stpierre4@comcast.net George St Pierre 3604507799

04/08/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Evergreen state roofing Shelton Shelton Crews of workers together on new construction and 
residential re roofs.

04/06/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance evolution landscape maintenance unknown Puyallup This business performed landscape maintenance at 
380 Ryan Rd, Buckley at 10:00am today 4/6/20.

ringraham56@hotmail.com Ronald Ingraham 253-880-4166

04/23/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Exact Electrical LLC 320 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Work vehicles and employees were seen entering 
and working a private mixed use construction site on 
Queen Anne Ave North. Construction has been 
ongoing for the past week.

tayminter@gmail.com Taylor minter 253-830-4751 info@exactelectric.com

03/31/20 10:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Executive estates 14020 12th Ave NE Seattle, WA  98125 United StatesSeattle They are wearing n95 masks and gloves wile 
cleaning and remodeling units that people have been 
elected from in and out of buildings some of them 
are coughing!!

ahighertouch@gmail.com Anthony delgado 2066016089

04/05/20 10:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation rental/tourism Explore Vashon Island - Sean 
McVeigh, Vashon Island Tourism 
advocate - sean-mcveigh-digital-
marketing-manager.

Unable to find one. Vashon https://explorevashon.com/cabin-fever-now-is-the-
time-to-visit-vashon-island/amp/
Can find no address, actively advertising tourism 
now, against the governor's orders. We have NO 
medical facility for COVID-19 & only 4 ambulances 
for over 10,000 residents. This site is endangering 
us all.

midvale808@yahoo.com Andrine Olson 2064080044 mailto:info@explorevashon.com

04/28/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture rental Express Furniture Rental 805 Marion Street Seattle A delivery driver came to my apartment complex to 
deliver furniture. This driver had no mask or gloves 
and I saw him wiping his face and mouth ( and 
phone) and not cleaning anything with a cigarette 
and delivering furniture to one of my neighbors in my 
apartment. Is furniture delivery essential? And if so , 
where are the sanitary measures?

Swamp.pink@gmail.com T 518-424-6800 Business is based in Kent from an internet search.

04/09/20 1:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Express help lawn care Sehome rd Birch Bay Mowing lawns

04/12/20 1:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Self Storage Extra Space Storage 2365 S G Street Tacoma The facility is essentially a congregation of over 20 
people at all times, coming through a single entrance 
and elevator with no ability to limit or enforce social 
distancing of tenants. A single worker is responsible 
for cleaning an entire facility, including spit of sick 
people. Theoretically there is no social contact in the 
office however employees are still responsible for 
cleaning the facility and regularly come into contact 
with tenants. The company is lowering prices, 
encouraging more people to come to the facility. I 
watched multiple people come up to the employee 
hacking, wheezing not complying with social 
distancing protocol even when asked to back away.

Cmbisett@gmail.com Cameron Bisett 2063809681

05/04/20 10:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Entertainment Extreme Fun Center 907 S Boone St Aberdeen We are being told that we are going back to work 
(taken off furlough, can't claim unemployment 
anymore... ) as of May 3rd, 2020 for a very non-
essential business-(Entertainment-Game Arcade) 
But not open to the public...? Please be sure this is 
anonymous, this company has been known to fire 
people for absolutely no reason at all. Thank you.

Hardcorbandit@gmail.com Brandon Brady 3607439255



05/07/20 5:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Performance car part FabricationExtreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver, WA 98682Vancouver This business has been reported many times, they 
are telling their employees the governor gave them 
the okay to reopen because they told him we make 
parts needed to keep cars on the road and that we 
sell parts to dealerships. None of this is true, 
Extreme turbo systems management has lied to the 
governor in order to stay open. They are putting their 
employees at risk. Social distancing is not being 
practiced, nothing is being sanitized. We have 2 
employees out from sickness already and now being 
forced to work 50+ hours a week to meet the 
backlog. Employees are not being protected and the 
parts being made are not essential to any vehicle. 
These parts are for specific race import cars and the 
parts are to increase speed and sound of cars.

04/20/20 9:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fabrication Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver, WA 98682Vancouver ETS has returned all its employees despite telling 
the governor that we will only be having a small 
skeleton crew, they also lied about business 
function, we do not repair or maintain cars or even 
help businesses that do. All ETS builds is 
performance car parts for import cars. No part is 
necessary to make a car function

3605678059 ERICA@EXTREMETURBOSYSTEMS.COM

04/13/20 6:12 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST Vancouver ETS has reopened claiming that it was approved 
because it provides parts to repair shops that help 
keep vehicles on the road. This is a blatant lie, ETS 
only makes luxury performance car parts for high 
end sports cars, these parts replace stock parts and 
are not needed to keep any vehicle on the road, they 
are having me sanitize the shop in the morning using 
1 tube of Lysol wipes and 1 can on Lysol I feel my 
life is in danger and if I were to speak out and or 
refuse to work in the midst of this pandemic that I’ll 
be fired later on down the road, I’m not the only 
employee that feels this way. Please help us

ERICA@EXTREMETURBOSYSTEMS.COM

04/11/20 11:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Production Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver This shop does not provide the auto repair industry 
with parts necessary for repairs or maintenance. All 
parts are luxury performance parts for high end 
vehicles. This company is lying to stay open. No 
parts are necessary to maintain a vehicle these parts 
are to increase performance and replace stock parts

04/10/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Performance car part 
manufacturing

Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th ST. Vancouver ETS has reopened its doors claiming the governor 
has given them the approval as a essential business 
to do so, they claim the business is essential for car 
repair. I am a employee there and we do not do any 
car repair or maintenance. The shop solely produces 
luxury performance car parts for luxury cars. These 
parts do not keep vehicles on the road they improve 
performance for import cars only. The owner is more 
worried about monthly profits over employee health

Guy cook sales@extremeturbosystems.com

04/10/20 9:07 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Performance car part 
manufacturing

Extreme turbo systems Extreme Turbo Systems 12613 NE 95th StVancouver Extreme turbo systems is attempting to bring back its 
employees in full on April 13th claiming the governor 
has given the go to open back up in full. Not only 
would the shop be unable to maintain social 
distancing measures but no job done at the shop is 
deemed essential. We make luxury car parts for 
luxury import cars. There is no maintain risk or repair 
done at extreme turbo systems shop

Jennifer sales@extremeturbosystems.com

04/10/20 9:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Performance car part 
manufacturing

Extreme turbo systems 12613 NE 95th St Vancouver Extreme turbo systems claims to have gotten word 
from the governor that it is good to open back up. 
this shop is not doing and/or producing anything that 
is deemed essential, this shop creates turbo kits and 
luxury car parts for luxury vehicle. It’s is not essential 
to Washington economy or healthcare or vehicle 
maintenance. On top of all that this shop is to small 
to maintain social distancing measure with the 30 
people that work there. They refused to rake SBA 
loan and is more worried about monthly profits over 
the health of its workers.

Matt 3605678059 sales@extremeturbosystems.com

04/06/20 7:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Exxel construction 10227 20 st se Lake Stevens Way too many workers not practicing proper 
distancing.

04/21/20 8:39 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Boat Trailers EZ Loader Boat Trailers 717 N Hamilton St Spokane EZ Loader recalled some employees and was open 
last week and have recalled all employees this week. 
THEY ARE NOT doing govt contract trailers they are 
working on orders for a private Canadian company. 
They will have an outbreak there and spread it 
around our community but Chrissy and Bruce and 
Michelle don't care. They are working inside with 
many bodies and all breathing each others germs. 
One big door, no windows.

Pandaholic83@gmail.com Alicia Hoy 5092187902

04/29/20 11:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction F & L Pacific 470 Coal Creek Rd Chehalis Business function performed that is non-essential.
F & L Pacific Employees, working on siding a 
Shop/Home, no masks, no distancing.
April 29 10:30 am drive-by witness.

jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

03/30/20 9:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction F.S.& GS Yesler Way (the Frye housing building)Seattle They continue to have over 10 workers continuing 
with construction project.

leolioness724@gmail.com Paula Hamer 2064274297

03/31/20 11:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Faber Construction 15555 15th Ave NE Shoreline They have closed all other jobs sites, but are now 
carpooling people from the Sedro Woolley area to 
the job site to work there instead. There are more 
people than the 10 person recommendations. They 
are not taking precautions to clean frequently 
touched areas (door knobs, tools, the lunch room) 
and one person is actively working while having a 
runny nose and congestion. They are still asking 
people to report to work despite people's family 
members reporting cold like symptoms and nausea. 
They aren't practicing social distancing especially 
during lunch, they all have been eating together in 
their lunch pod.

04/02/20 12:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fabian construction 740 Point Brown Ave NE Ocean Shores Construction continues by this contractor on Clovis 
Building.  This is a remodel and most of the work is 
now inside and accessed from the back of the 
building where most of the general public does not 
observe what is happening.  I am concerned for the 
safety of everybody in that other contractors are 
aware and this contractor is Hispanic so problems 
are quickly developing  Please keep me anonymous.

mike@playtimefamilyfun.com Mike Doolittle 3605809689

04/02/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Facebook Group - Whidbey Island 
Community

Online https://www.facebook.com/groups/whidbeyislandcommunityOak Harbor Online Facebook group Whidbey Island Community 
at 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/whidbeyislandcom
munity has a lot of non essential businesses 
performing work and people asking for non essential 
work to be performed.

04/01/20 7:56 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness Center Factory Fitness Center Inc 4940 Auto Center BLVD Bremerton They are still operating and parking in rear of 
building and front glass has black plastic so people 
can't see in. This has been going on for over a week.

info@factoryfitnesscenter.com

04/23/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fairfield Development 12655 120th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland People are still working by going behind the building 
and sneaking on the roof, they allow Premier roofing 
LLC on the roof without anyone knowing, there have 
been 5 confirmed cases of covid 19 on this job site

04/05/20 1:17 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott 
Yakima

137 N Fair Ave Yakima Business is excepting non essential workers putting 
the essential workers at risk.

jadeb@lamhotels.com Jade Bryant 509.249.1900

03/31/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fairfield Residential Development 12560 120th Ave NE Kirkland This is a new residential commercial building in 
Totem Lake under construction.  It is non essential 
work.  They have no official exception but continue 
to insist the workers come to work.  normal days 
there are about 300 workers.

topsquirrel59@comcast.net Robin Luther Tapia 206-434-0995

04/01/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring Fairhaven floors 2001 masonry way Bellingham I overheard a lengthy conversation between 
employees about how they are going to stay working 
no matter what.  Under the table cash only no matter 
what it takes they will not shut down.
I thought this was odd since they only provide 
flooring.



04/28/20 10:24 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Renton I am a manager at Fairwood Pet Center. I have 
wrote in a couple times about the owner having us 
sell puppies during this time. All employees including 
myself feel as if the owner should not be selling 
puppies, we have even told her we aren't 
comfortable and she doesn't care. The owner makes 
us tell customers over the phone we are not selling, 
but if someone comes in we tell them we are. I told 
her we aren't comfortable lying, and she told me it 
didn't matter. Employees everywhere including here 
are grateful to have a job, and this puts us in a tough 
situation. She is being very sneaky about what is 
happening here at the store.

If the selling of puppies, that come from a breeder 
(not ones that are abandoned or found on the street) 
isn't allowed, she needs more then an email stating 
so. She has said that directly to me. 

I have wrote in anonymously, and would like to stay 
anonymous as far as my employer is concerned. I 
will however leave my information below to be 
contacted about this situation. There are a lot of 
concerns us employees have and if those concerns 
could be addressed and we are at an understanding 
of what we are allowed to do it would be greatly 
appreciated.

kelsie48edwards@gmail.com Kelsie Clark (307) 212-2230 request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

04/28/20 8:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Renton I went into the store yesterday and heard the 
employee telling her other employee that she doesn't 
want to show that they are selling the puppies they 
have until they are allowed to actually be selling 
them. I asked the employee if they were selling and 
she admitted that they are and she wasn't sure if 
they are supposed to be but their owner is making 
them still do it. If they aren't allowed to be selling 
puppies then they aren't doing what's asked of them 
for the Covid-19 rules.

request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

04/23/20 10:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd, Renton, WA 98058Renton I am one of the few employees still working at this 
store and because of this would like to stay as 
anonymous as possible. Owner has gotten an email 
stating that complaints have been made, but is still 
being very sneaky about the selling of puppies. 
When you call on the phone she has the employees 
say we aren't selling them, even though she has 
been told this makes us uncomfortable because we 
are in fact still selling. The owner makes sure that 
you are for sure 100% a buyer and not an "activist." 
This seems very fishy, why say we aren't selling over 
the phone if we are allowed to be selling? Every 
employee feels the selling of puppies is non 
essential. These puppies comes from breeders, 
these breeders don't really need us to be selling right 
now, but because the owner needs the money she is 
still bringing puppies in. When we sell a puppy it's 
very hard to keep social distancing to a minimum. 
This has been on going sense the lockdown has 
happened. I feel that a simple email isn't going to do 
the trick. She is very good with words and is very 
sneaky with what she's doing here.

request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

04/07/20 1:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Per store Fairwood pet center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd Unit A-1Renton Selling puppies and kittens. Also grooming is still 
open. And also not practicing social distancing

N/A request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

04/07/20 1:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Store Fairwood Pet Center 14201 SE Petrovitsky Rd, Renton, WA 98058Renton This business is using the excuse that they sell 
animal supplies (as an essential) to also sell puppies 
and kittens that come in from breeders, (a non 
essential) these animals are not in need of a home 
at this time. As an employee I can guarantee you 
that the majority of business done there is that of 
selling animals and not supplies. When selling an 
animal you have to go over a lengthy contact, this 
takes up almost an hour being around a customer, 
and it's almost impossible to be 6 feet away to do 
this, all this happening while other customers are 
coming and going. This business is also still allowing 
grooming to be done, although the owner has been 
shown an email stating it's not allowed from another 
grooming business. Every employee, but one 
expressed not being comfortable to work and the 
owners tried to guilt trip the managers into working. 
This business needs to be closed.

request@fairwoodpetcenter.com

03/31/20 11:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving company Family movers 10303 Portland Ave E Tacoma wa 98445 This moving company is still moving people and 
transporting possibly contaminated goods around the 
state of Washington.

Loneiam@yahoo.com Mister Loneia 2537096264

04/02/20 7:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Game store Fanboy 390 ne midway Blvd suite b105-6Oak Harbor Offering curbside pickup for non-essential items glory.ref@gmail.com Kristen Kessler 3605500121

03/30/20 8:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Steel re seller Far West Steel Gateway Vancouver Still workin $ $ DAVE.MENZIES@FARWESTSTEEL.COM

04/20/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Far West Technologies 9001 192nd Ave East Bonney Lake I've been called back to work by my company.  We 
are working on a new construction project installing 
a low voltage system that is non-essential at a new 
storage facility.

Anonymous 8133257146

04/07/20 3:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Farm Shed Wines and Brew 22808 sumner Buckley Hwy EBuckley Just drove by and they have groups of people 
gathering and drinking wine.

amandasflowersandgifts@hotmail.comcathy lockwood 2533507420

04/04/20 11:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Farrier service, ie: trimming 
of horses hooves

Farrier Service 1234 cook road Olympia I am in horse rescue, therefore I know lots of farriers 
throughout  Western WA that are still going to 
boarding stables and private homes to trim the 
horses horses all day long, 5 days a week. I"ve 
owned horses for 30 years, and  in my my mind, this 
is far from essential, and can spread germs from 
one home,/stable to another.  The farrier ahs contact 
with the horse owner.  Horse scan go up to 3 
months without being trimmed, and they are fine.  
The address  included is fictional  to submit this form 
. I want to know if farriers are allowed to continue 
working.  Thank you !

justiceforhorses@yahoo.com Lisa Wells 360-432-3484

04/24/20 8:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber fashion hair design 900 meridian ave e unit 6 Milton Some clients have reported to other stylists, that 
Lauri has been doing hair here and there in the 
salon during salon hours. She has been seen by 
clients of that salon, while out doing their essential 
shopping at the Safeway around corner. Has caused 
uproar with some clients of salon wondering why 
some people can get in and some cannot. Last 
known offense was Thursday April 23rd 2020. Also 
would like to remain anonymous, do not share my 
contact information with offender.

Slimbbw@yahoo.com anonymous 2532254339 Lauri Hynek

05/18/20 1:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fashion statement 2500 south grand  Springfield IllinoisSpringfield Owner that goes by the name g ..female of Asian 
decent has been operating store during covid 
restriction rules

Shakiylahamptonn@gmail.comShakiyla hampton 2177610414

05/13/20 12:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Fast Property Management NA Bellingham Remodeling unrented units, coming into common 
spaces between units without notice, shutting power 
off in random units without notice.

05/06/20 10:50 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Management 
Company

Fast Property Management N/A Bellingham Landlords are conducting non essential construction 
at the risk of tenants’ health

N/a N/a N/a

04/23/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Product development 
company

Fastcap 5016 pacific highway Ferndale 98248 Employer is saying I need to come in to work to 
make products for woodworking.  If I dont come they 
said i am voluntarily quitting and will not be able to 
collect unemployment.

Uskylar@gmail.com Skylar Ure 3602968329 Leanne@fastcap.com

05/05/20 5:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Fat Moose 1382 Lewis River Rd Woodland Doors open & parking lot full. Dean Phens

04/22/20 6:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Father Nature Landscape 7718 Portland Ave E Tacoma Wants to have meetings with 10 or more. Wants 
Foreman to work at Office with no PPE. Wants 
Salary employees to come to office to work.

NA cameron@fathernaturelandscapes.com

04/22/20 6:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Father Nature Landscape 7718 Portland Ave E Tacoma Wants to have meetings with 10 or more. Wants 
Foreman to work at Office with no PPE. Wants 
Salary employees to come to office to work.

NA chris@fathernaturelandscapes.com



04/14/20 12:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essintial retail Fed ex office Tacoma Tacoma I am a hospital worker that ships medical supplies 
and was extremely bothered when I went into a 
FedEx office location in Tacoma Washington. They 
are offering non-essential printing services, they 
have copy machines and fax machines that are open 
to the public and there was person after person 
coming in using the copy machine one after the 
other. It was absolutely disgusting the poor 
employees are so overwhelmed. I felt horrible for 
them,  just as I was standing there doing my 
shipment there were people coming in to do paper 
shredding! How is paper shredding in an essential 
service? There were people coming in to make 
copies of personal photographs! How is that an 
essential service? People are coming into FedEx 
office for non-essential things, FedEx is refusing to 
abide by what is essential and what is non-essential. 
The only thing they should be offering is shipping as 
someone that works in the healthcare field I am 
appalled by the amount of people that were in there 
for non-essential business and that FedEx is 
allowing this to happen!. The majority of the people 
that were coming in did not know how to use the 
copy machine or the fax machine forcing the 
employees to help them it is not possible to maintain 
a 6-foot distance and show somebody how to use a 
copy machine or a fax machine.

Adrewilson80@yahoo.cim Andrea Wilson

04/04/20 4:43 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Fed ex Offices in Pierce County 3815 S. Steele Tacoma I work for several different FedEx office locations 
this is not exclusive to this location this is happening 
it at least all the Pierce County stores. FedEx office 
is a mixed-use retail so we have shipping Services 
which we all agree is completely essential but we 
also have public use copy machines and fax 
machines there are dozens of people coming in 
using the copiers and fax machines. People are 
coming in for absolutely non-essential printing! 
People are not staying home despite whats being 
reported in the media. We have had dozens of 
people today come in to make photocopies of things 
that are absolutely unimportant because they're 
bored and want to work on art projects. We have 
complained to the health department, we've 
complained of the governor, the news and nobody's 
listening to us and nobody is protecting us! There 
are lots of people continuing to come into FedEx 
office to use the self-service copy machines and fax 
machines because the libraries have closed.

Anonymous@annoymous.comAnnonymous 253-000-1000

04/03/20 10:11 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther shipping/ printing FedEx Office 3510 pacific ave se ste G1 olympia We are an essential business but we are doing non-
essential services. such as taking directv over the 
counter, having to assist customers that are doing 
non essential business less than 6 ft apart. Store hrs 
are cut down but employees still working full shifts. 
No pay increase or different schedule for being at 
risk all throughout the work day. Often more than 10 
people in the store at a time. sometimes 6 of them 
being workers which means only 4 customers by 
social distancing standards. Which isn't a 1:1 ratio, 
workers at risk for no reason but to stand here.

nodinunn@gmai.com Codi Nunn 9366479581

04/04/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Felton Construction 1st Ave NE Suquamish Been working on and off through the stay at home 
order. Able to get a picture this time. Although 
unable to attach. The people are traveling in a group 
of 5-10 employees at a time. Multiple vehicles. 
Hanging at their construction site in a community full 
of vulnerable elderly and disabled people. Witnessed 
foundation being poured, work on the excavator, but 
mainly occupying the site.

nposm@yahoo.com Adam Toler 3607313141

04/07/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ferguson construction 19200 block Aurora Ave NorthShoreline Construction across the street from my apartment of 
what looks to be a storage facility.  Totally non 
essential from what I can see.  Photos upon request

jjobert@fastmail.fm Jim Obert 425-791-4487

04/11/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ferkingstad construction 95 mount Olympus dr nw Issaquah They are out there every weekend for the last 4-5 
weeks now doing excavating & landscaping. It is also 
against the city of Issaquah working hours to work 
weekends. Lots of Noise and unsafe conditions on 
main road with large trucks and equipment coming 
in and out without flaggers or any signage

shinda31@gmail.com Paul 2063876294

05/07/20 10:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Fernando Nieto 5555 facebook Burlington He is advertising for haircuts on Facebook 
Skagit/Island/ Whatcom swap, barter buy, sell, trade 
sites. I have a screenshot of his ad.  I don’t think he 
is even a licensed professional.

Lisawa360@yahoo.com Lisa  Bearden

04/14/20 11:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Ferrari 1401 1401 12th Ave Seattle Someone is performing and opening showroom to 
people, this is the only dealer I see with open 
showroom. A friend went to see and do business 
that is non essential.

Ferrari dealership showroom

05/05/20 11:51 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Clothing/retail Filson 1555 4th ave s Seattle Workers have been brought in to resume work 
despite not being an essential business or 
performing any functions to the current essential 
work force. Repairing customer product for outdoor 
leisure activities.

04/20/20 7:19 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Outdoors clothing 
distribution center

Filson Manufacturing 1741 1st ave s. Seattle I feel like they are putting their employees at risk, for 
some one who wants to buy  a pair of pants or shirt 
or whatever

Debbie 425 444-8635 nick_janus@filson.com

04/03/20 6:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home owners association , 
Windermere property 
management

Fir ridge II homeowners association 541 West Bakerview Road Bellingham They are trying to hold a vote for a special 
assessment that ranged from 4K to 7.9k for 
residents.  When many people don’t have a 
paycheck anymore, this feels criminal.

Falanor@live.com Robert

05/14/20 11:40 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply and grooming Firehouse pet shop and grooming 17 south  wenatchee ave Wenatchee Washington Grooming pets when all grooming businesses are 
suppose to be closed.

kellymcelroy43@gmail.com Kelly 5098600472

04/02/20 5:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fireside Home Solutions 21402 84th ave s Kent Witnessed a garage door installation on a new 
construction home that has no windows or doors. 
They can't say it's for security. They shouldn't be 
subjecting the public or their workers to possible 
contamination if it's not for home security reasons.

03/31/20 7:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fireside home solutions 21402 84th Ave s Kent I do not believe this business is essential and I am 
still seeing their trucks driving around performing 
their work.

04/02/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fireside Home Solutions (WA CCB#: 
FIRESW194304, CCB#: 201593)

3201 S Dearborn St Seattle We observed  the installation of a garage door and 
other construction work happening on the house 
being built (3201 S Dearborn St) starting at ~10am 
on 4/2/2020. We are concerned that the builder & 
contractors at this property are not following the Stay 
at Home guidelines regarding construction.

concernedneighborleschiseattle@gmail.comConcerned Neighbor 555-5555

04/06/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther APARTMENT COMPLEX FIRST CREEKSIDE LLC 1650 MOWRY SQ. RICHLAND THE GARDENERS ARE USING BLOWERS THRU 
THE LANDSCAPE AND PARKING LOTS AND 
COMPLEX, BLOWING UP DIRT, DUST AND 
MOST LIKELY THE COVID-19 VIRUS INTO THE 
AIR WHICH IS SAID TO LINGER FOR HOURS.  
MANY HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS LIVE 
HERE AND CARRY GREMS HOME ON THEIR 
SHOES, PEOPLE SNEEZE, COUGH, SPEAK AND 
THESE DROPLETS FALL TO THE GROUND. THIS 
IS A HAZARD TO OUR COMMUNITY WHERE 
100'S OF PEOPLE LIVE. I DO NOT FEEL 
BLOWING THIS UP INTO THE AIR SHOULD BE 
CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL WORK, BUT RATHER 
LIFE THREATENING.  THEY ARE BLOWING 
NOW, AND EVERY MONDAY.

blackbearried@gmail.com CONCERNED CITIZEN 509-308-8114

04/01/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction First Light construction 3rd Ave and Virigna Street Seattle Construction workers are on the roof of the building 
adjacent to the construction site on the north east 
corner of 3rd and Virigina ("First Light") They are 
crowding on the rooftop and throwing debris off the 
roof into the parking below

gmsimmons@me.com Gary Simmons 206-972-7292

04/22/20 9:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Finance Fisher Investment 5525 NW Fisher Creek Dr Camas I saw many cars in and out in the office day time. All 
drivers do not have face mask. I do not see inside 
but this is suspicious

Whitehatcode@gmail.com Jay 3606080000 N.LIGHTNER@FI.COM

03/31/20 8:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Fisher scones Puyallup fair Puyallup Food truck operating Working to close. map2thepast@gmail.com Marlene 2537329777

03/30/20 7:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fitz Painting LLC P.O box  8384 Covington Painting contractors working multiple days on house 
construction project on SE Lake Rd in Bellevue.

04/02/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Five Star Comfort 9500 Interlake Ave N Seattle Very condensed neighborhood with many 
construction people coming into our neighborhood 
each day.  The construction site is very busy.  Very 
worried for people who are just trying walk down the 
walking path next to this site.

ron.witherup@gmail.com Ron Witherup



04/14/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting/Pressure washing Five Star Painting of Redmond Unknown Redmond Re-painting houses is currently non-essential
Especially in close proximity to immune 
compromises households

jillcallan05@gmail.com Jill Callan 360-654-1377 homero.pulido@fivestarpainting.com

04/16/20 5:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Flanigan Group 115 27th Ave E Seattle Back again today working on new/existing 
commercial construction. Salvador Gutierrez (works 
for Flanigan Group & also has own construction 
company). Flanigan group owns new townhouses 
for sale. Have lots of Ring camera video not social 
distancing and non essential work.

masonburdess@gmail.com Mason Burdess 206-501-9133 Edflanigan@kw.com

04/16/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Flatwater Homes 425-422-3700 12430 168th ST NE and 168th ST NE & 122nd Ave NE  (two homes)Arlington The builder has continued to have workers building 
both new houses after the Governors proclamation.  
These houses are located on private roads in rural 
Snohomish county but it is disheartening for folks 
out here who are out of work in construction to 
observe a builder violating the Stay at Home Order.  
They painted the exterior of one of the house on 
Easter Sunday.  This builder has also been turned in 
for safety violations to L&I on these homes.

dmjgroberts@msn.com David M. Roberts 360-435-3559

04/02/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring Flawless floors 5002 S 30th St unit D2 Tacoma 2 days in a row so far this business has been 
interrupting my day sleep because I am an essential 
night shift nurse and I haven’t been able to sleep 
more than 3 hours every day before I have to crawl 
back into work for another 12 hour shift because 
they are working illegally at this time

angrycrab04@gmail.com Kristina Wicks 3218907095

03/31/20 7:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Airport services Flight Services and Systems Sea-Tac International Airport Seattle The company assigned me to a job that involves 
myself and 6 other workers directing and guiding 
traffic at the Uber/Lyft pick up area inside the 
parking garage at Sea-Tac International airport. 
Since almost all of the flights have been cancelled, 
we have seen a dramatic decrease in passengers 
ordering Uber/Lyft rides. My coworkers and I are left 
there standing around not doing anything for 6 
hours. There’s been about only 2 cars coming by 
every 10 minutes to pick up a passenger, whereas 
before there were about 20 cars going by every 10 
min.

anthonypryan96@gmail.com Anthony Ryan 2533147452

05/10/20 7:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Flirt 107 S Grand ave Pullman Having in store appts. Information is posted on their 
Facebook page and a patron posted a thank you for 
their in store appt on tweeter.

Mia Sorenson

04/01/20 11:42 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail floor covering 
establishment

Floor Traders 6227 N Division St. Spokane Socially responsible businesses of this type are 
closed due to Stay at Home order and this one 
remains open and this creates an unfair competitive 
advantage.  According to Governor's memorandum 
dated March 25th, 2020; this is a violation.

anonymous josh@spokanefloortrader.net

04/05/20 11:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Florist Florablume Design Unknown Tacoma This is an event only florist whom is capitalizing on 
the situation by SUDDENLY offering bouquet 
deliveries & using donated flowers from wholesalers 
(meant to donate back to the community during this 
time) for profit.  I am a florist that already had a 
delivery service & shut down OVER a month ago, for 
the “better good.”  We ALL want to be making 
money right now, but to be SO SELFISH!?!?  I have 
a TON of flowers from canceled events, that I’d love 
to not lose money on, but I guess we’re all getting a 
glimpse of the selfishness & greed in this world right 
now...

75platopdx@gmail.com Jill 4078645214 FLORABLUMEDESIGN@GMAIL.COM

04/02/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Florentino Quintana Landscaping and 
Construction

875 164th PL NE Bellevue. 98008 Today (4/2/2020), this landscaping company is still 
servicing yards in my neighborhood doing routine 
outdoor maintenance such as blowing leaves.

04/06/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther flooring company Florida Tile 1012 SE 41st St Renton This business is not essential. Stay home. Save lives.

04/09/20 9:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plant Nursery Flower World 9322 196th St SE Snohomish There a lot of people there, way over 40. And it was 
difficult to keep 6 feet apart because the walk ways 
are so narrow.

allapbatukova@gmail.com Alla Batukova 4257722598 info@flowerworldusa.com

04/08/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction FLOYD LORENZ 6712 22nd AVE NW Seattle Contractors working on non-essential job site despite 
proclamation

meepjub@yahoo.com Erik Hanisch 206-783-1796

04/22/20 10:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Flying Colors 6223 Martin Way E lacey Observed Flying Colors Painting Co. estimator arrive 
at residence of neighbor to provide an estimate, also 
not staying 6 feet from potential customer.  On 4/22 
(today), I observed Flying Colors Painting Co crew 
pressure washing neighbor's home.  I have a 
photograph of the work van & pressure washer out 
in the customer's yard.

bbyunker@gmail.com Brittany B Yunker 3605569719

04/07/20 9:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Flyway. MainStreet property group. 18115 68th Ave NE Kenmore Construction has resumed despite clarification of 
mandate.

05/17/20 12:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Advertising agency Focus Media - Choice Media 4317 NE Thurston Way #200, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Focus Media and Choice Media (both companies 
have common owners at this address) are operating 
in defiance of the stay at home order. Both are 
advertising and marketing companies, but because 
they have the word Media in their name, are posing 
as essential businesses.

04/03/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fog Tite? 4819 west marginal? seattle seeing crews working along Puget way sw , looking 
like its the fog tite guys working on the hillside 
behind their office and warehouse. Lots of cars 
parked back there and lots of people gathering in 
close proxomity with no distance between them. 
Been all week they have been working back there. 
the crew gets larger each day.

oscarandlindaramirez@gmail.comOscar 2065101717

04/02/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fog Tite? 4819 west marginal? seattle seeing crews working along Puget way sw , looking 
like its the fog tite guys working on the hillside 
behind their office and warehouse. Lots of cars 
parked back there and lots of people gathering in 
close proxomity with no distance between them. 
Been all week they have been working back there. 
the crew gets larger each day.

oscarandlindaramirez@gmail.comOscar 2065101717

04/23/20 10:45 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Food Trucks Visiting Villa Marina 
Condos in Redmond, WA

NE 45th St. and West Lake SammamishRedmond Numerous homeowners expressed concerns to the 
Villa Marina condo Board re: food trucks on our 
private property. The Board promised to halt the 
trucks, yet they still come 3x/week. Our community 
pool/spa & cabana are wisely closed, but they invited 
food trucks: on PRIVATE property, advertising in the 
street, parked in a fire lane, using our electricity, no 
restrooms, none of customers wearing masks, and 
creating parking issues.

ccrosslin@instarperformance.comCatherine Crosslin 4257658974 laura.lotz@novaamp.com

03/31/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Forentino Quintana 875 164th PL NE Bellevue Gardening with full crew at house.

05/15/20 11:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Forever Young Spa 109 NW 1st Ave La Conner Publicly stated by owners, Louisa and Cat, that they 
are going to work regardless of governor’s orders.

Louisa & Cat Nickerson

04/30/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ForeverRoofing 2440 S 146th St Seattle On March 24th resident at 10453 35th Ave Sw 
Seattle 98146  put in lead for new roof. In home 
sales associate came out"non essential"  home was 
not leaking, did not fix emergency repair! Sold 
residential re roofing job and added them to their list 
of jobs. Not sold before March 23rd 2020, not 
needed to fulfill obligation. Going to roof next week 
5/4-5/12 at some point. This was not an emergency 
repair service as you can see they did not conduct 
an emergency repair and simply sold a new job 
using the "emergency repair" as an excuse to go out. 
They broke social distancing as well and in fact put 
others at risk. In home sales was and is not an 
essential business to date.

aaronzarling@gmail.com Aaron Zarling 425-770-5472

03/31/20 3:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Forma Wild wood Elementary schoolFederal way I was just checking to see if it is true if people should 
be working on a school job in federal way wa the 
school is called wild wood elementary and there is a 
lot of people on it

04/01/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Forma Construction 1709 85th St E Tacoma This GC is building an elementary school for 
FRanklin Pierce SD. They claim this is an essential 
job, but all other school construction is shut down. 
We are a specialty contractor but believe we are 
being forced to work during this time. We are 
owner/operator and both have underlying health 
problems. This job site should NOT be open at this 
time.

Kmwallcovering@comcast.netMaureen Goodwin 4256523914

05/01/20 4:45 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Museum Fort Walla Walla Museum 755 Myra Rd Walla Walla Employees are still going in to work james@fwwm.org



04/29/20 12:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shipping Company Forward Air 2507 Frank Albert Road East | Suite C115Fife This shipping company requires that I travel to 
Washington state to personally pick up my items and 
go through the customs process. Your own WA 
state Air Cargo customs office asked that I travel 
from Montana to personally show ID. When I told 
them that was not only unsafe, but against the 
State's orders, they have decided they will charge 
people $50 per day that they do not travel to the 
state in person. I have filed online complaints and 
see that I am not the only person experiencing this. 
You have a problem not only with this business but 
with your official Air Cargo Customs office.

madisonkcampbell@gmail.comMadison Campbell 360-690-5125

04/06/20 12:34 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Drive through coffee stand Forza express 7225 pacific Ave SE Lacey Ryan Lindstrom is hiring and having out multiple 
contractors to do non-essential construction even 
though he's stated that he's aware that it's not legal 
to continue with construction at this time.

forzaexpresslacey@gmail.com

04/17/20 4:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio and window tint 
shop

Foss car audio 3732 s cedar st Tacoma I know that they do the automotive alcohol breath 
devices which is keeping them in business but I 
don’t think they should be able to do window 
tint/stereo work and keep their workers there that 
aren’t certified to do recalibrations/install/uninstall 
the drager device. They are potentially harming the 
health and safety of their employees climbing in and 
out of customers cars.

Faffirebird@gmail.com Mayer 3602291514 PATRICELENOX@GMAIL.COM

04/06/20 3:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aotomotive Audio,Alarms & 
tint

Foss car Audio 491 n. meridian Puyallup, on 4/4/20 & 4/6/20 business was observed installing 
window tint on customer vehicles. Business remains 
open & is willingly performing non-essential services 
on customer vehicles.

PATRICE@FOSSAUDIOTINT.COM

05/07/20 1:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction foundation speclist 11012 canyon rd e puyallup wa 98373 1860 126th Ave CT edge wood,, they were poring a 
foundation for new construction.

05/04/20 12:40 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Founder’s choice 6002 E McKinley Ave Tacoma Open despite order extensions Tcgr96@gmail.com Paul Lopez 2064864588

04/08/20 9:23 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cycling Club Fount Cycling Guild 1711 NW 65th ST Seattle, WA 98117Seattle Fount Cycling is holding club rides on the weekends 
for coaching clients and club members.  They are 
advertising this information using Strava which 
tracks a cyclist's rides and shares them publicly.  
Recent "club rides" include members Jennifer 
Wheeler, David Richter, Caitlin McAllister, and Sean 
Bunce.

info@fountcycling.com

05/13/20 2:19 PM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog training and dog agility Four Paws and other businesses using this property10680 Ridge Rim Trail SE Port Orchard This is the seventh time I have filed a complaint. The 
public and multiple businesses are using this rr zone 
property to train dogs. Today there have been six 
cars several have multiple people in them. The 
barking is disturbing my right to enjoy my property. I 
is not fair that this non essential business and other 
businesses can be open to the public and allow the 
public to come onto the property. I am not able to 
enjoy my rights and are obeying the mandated stay 
at home. I have complained to the local officials, 
Kitsap County DCD and email the commissioner and 
yet this goes on. PLEASE STOP THIS NOW!!!!!!!!!!

Tina Stafford

04/15/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Four Seasons Builds 4634 E Mercer Way Mercer Island WA The afternoon before the stay at home order he 
framed two partial walls.  Then took 2 days off and 
finished framing entire 3rd floor.  Got new deliveries 
of wood, proceeded to build as if all normal.  4 or 5 
workers on site, no masks.  He says the entire 
house can spoil.  Not true.

mpetrie@copiersnw.com Mark Petrie 2063962407 Paul Maksimchuk  Paul@fshomes.com   253 334 9209

04/24/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Four Seasons Landscaping 6506 W Alderbrook Ln Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/09/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fowler/Grandview High School 1601 W 5th St Grandview Building a high school that will not open until long 
after this crisis has passed.

04/20/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction FoxHead Construction 1091 SE Craig Rd Shelton FoxHead Const. is ignoring the Gov. order for 
residential construction.  While other residential 
contractors in my neighborhood (Elma) are abiding 
by the order FoxHead continues to work which is 
frustrating to those of us contractors complying with 
the order.

05/11/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Foxy nails 9706 N Newport hwy Spokane Manager trying to make workers go back to work on 
May 16th 2020 or else she will report refusal to work 
on unemployment and make everyone lose 
unemployment benefits if they refuse. Even though 
nail salons are non essential

Jennyj8230@gmail.com Jenny nguyen 5092907339

04/09/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Fox’s landscaping Not sure Not sure Why are landscaping company’s doing maintenance 
work when we where told we are not allowed we 
stop but all you see is landscaping company all over 
the place working and no mask on and 4 people. In 
the truck

Gregory.j@wacontractorservices.comGregory Joy 2532261059

04/03/20 8:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Francin trucking and excavating No name road Port ludlow wa. Running loads of stumps through port hadlock. 
Business has usual?  We are concrete construction 
following the order. Up here on the Olympic 
peninsula. I'm frustrated that other contractor think 
they are above the law.

kev.bell@yahoo.com Michelle K Bell 3607320845

05/13/20 4:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Frawesome barber shop LLC/Stag barber shop1401 ave D Snohomish Posted to FB taking appointments and open working 
at the stag barber shop in snohomish WA took a 
screen shot of her post.

Ksalvner87@gmail.com Kirin Brandy morris

03/31/20 7:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Appliance Fred's appliance 2601 North Monroe Street, Spokane The only, steps they have taken is the 6 ft rule which 
no one follows.  The salesmen are still selling fridges 
and the dispatchers are still taking calls. The 
technicians visit multiple homes a day and then 
come back here

jmastel356@gmail.com 2088215658

04/23/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Fredy's Landscape and Maintenance 13245 109th Ave NE Kirkland, WA 98034 On April 23rd, two individuals were observed 
performing routine landscape maintenance at a 
location near 9506 Points Drive NE, Kirkland, WA

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

05/02/20 5:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rv sales and service Freedom RV/Appleway RV 19605 E Cataldo Ave. Liberty Lake Son in Law required to work in tight areas with other 
co-workers They are detailers cleaning Rv's They 
are in enclosed Rv's together

kevvy2k@comcast.net Kevin Burrill 5094136903

04/05/20 10:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Drone manufacturing Freefly systems 15540 Redmond-Woodinville RdWoodinville Business produces cinematography drones which is 
non critical

Markfelt2017@protonmail.com MEGAN@FREEFLYSYSTEMS.COM

04/17/20 12:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Freeland painting llc. Freelpl857cl 
license number

1770 s 91st Tacoma 98444 Tacoma Painting house with no tie on and 3 people working 
on painting a house which is deemed non essential.  
Other business are struggling cause they are 
obeying the rules.  2004 manor wood in puyallup.  
Took pictures if needed.  If this is allowed I would 
like to know.  This company and another have been 
working in puyallup near my home.  Runland 
painting,  they have been doing painting not just 
kitchen remodels and stuff that’s allowed.  Smaller 
business who can work and keep social distancing 
are still working.  But when we wrote governors 
Inslee his office responded no.  Yet people are doing 
it all over the place.  We haven’t receive stimulus 
package either due to turbo tax and h & r block 
issues.  Yet other company’s are breaking the rules 
left and right.  Can’t even get food stamps cause 
they ask questions like do you have a retirement 
account.  Why should someone have to give up the 
retirement account just so they can eat I’ve got 
another 20 years before I retire and are self-
employed the account was stablished when o 
worked for an employer.  Food shortages and food 
banks short and no unemployment yet for my 
husband and no stimulation could be sometime in 
May or as late as sept we were told.  We are gonna 
loose everything.  And companies like this are gonna 
make it take longer to get back to work for people 
like us obeying the order.  Please help us it’s not 
fair!!!!!!!!!!!!

Thenicelady29@yahoo.com Mary zepeda 503-851-1927 Info@freelandpaintingllc.com

03/30/20 2:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Laboratory Fremont Analytical Inc 3600 Fremont Ave Seattle As an employee at this company we are unable to 
maintain the CDC guidelines of staying 6ft apart. 
After repeatedly asking, the company still is unable 
to provide us with a safe working environment. 
When asked if there are any options for employees 
that do not feel safe coming to work they stated the 
only option is to use all accrued paid sick leave then 
take unpaid time. Much of what we do on a daily 
basis is not essential.



04/01/20 7:58 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Frontier Building Supply 708 SR 20 Sedro Woolley Frontier has five locations, the main location being in 
Anacortes. We keep getting told we'll stay open until 
we're told not to, that we're "essential". I make 
deliveries among other things and have been to 
three of the five locations this week. Of all the 
deliveries and "will call" orders that I've seen placed, 
two were legitimate, and one was questionable. The 
rest of our current customers are homeowners that 
have been told to stay home so they've decided to do 
"home projects". I've delivered several decks. We've 
even had contractors come in that can't work so 
they're working on projects at home. We're all being 
put at risk for nonessential home projects because 
people are bored. I live in Everett and commute up 
there. Skagit county compliance is horrible! I saw a 
garden nursery open today and a park full of cars.

rgrant11371@gmail.com Rachel 425-903-1567

04/06/20 12:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction frontier cabinet and door 11721 steel street tacoma Continuing business as usual. not working on 
anything to help

renosdm1@yahoo.com sean h 9163423342 TONIA.SIMMONDS@FRONTIERDOOR.COM

04/27/20 11:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership frontier Ford 12610 Thompson Rd Anacortes Julie Paggao - intimidating/Threatening non-
Essential employees to show up for work or she 
would report them to unemployment stating they 
refused work. Leaving them to believe they would 
lose unemployment- instilling fear for lose of 
financial support. This is unacceptable and shameful.

loreeslack1004@gmail.com Loree Slack 360-298-1065

04/10/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscapers Frontier Landscaping 11402 NE St Johns Rd, Vancouver, WA 98686Vancouver Was of the understanding that landscaping was not 
considered essential and I know many shut their 
business down, laying off staff. Not sure why 
Frontier is allowed to mow lawns. I see many others 
woking that are independent and don't have their 
name on their vehicles.

cinmac1110@hotmail.com Cindy Christenson 6053812826

04/06/20 1:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Rental Frost Rentals 6811 N 18th Street Tacoma, WA 98406 Our Landlady Doris C Frost and her husband 
Shayne Frost are blatantly in Violation of the Stay at 
home order. My wife Leah Hughes and are 
quarenting ourselves for the past 2.5 weeks. I am a 
disabled service connected Veteran with many 
underlying health conditions. I am also 63 years old. 
She is insisting that we open our rental unit for an in 
home inspection with an Bank 
Appraiser/Photographer. Every room in or 2 
bedroom, 1 bath Triplex unit. My wife and I are 
vehemently opposed. We have petitioned the AOG's 
Office for assistance. Now we are petitioning the 
Governors Office.Both my wife Leah and I are 
exhibiting symptoms of the COVID-19. We have 
advised the Frosts that we are sick and possibly 
contagious. We have not been tested. Mrs Frost, 
Shayne , and the Appraiser have not tested negative 
to our knowledge. we feel that this in violation of the 
State of Washington Mandate. Can someone Please 
help us? Frosts Rentals 253-686-8752

5johnmhughes5@gmail.com Jon M. Hughes 253-632-9137

05/07/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction frountir concrete pumping 4706 112th st e tac wa 98446 address where it happened 1860 126th ave ct edge 
wood wa   they were poring a foundation on e new 
house with out proper paper work.

03/30/20 4:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturers Rep / 
Landlord Operating Out of 
personal residence

Fryer Noble Co. 2141 East Hamlin Street Seattle Business owner also a landlord. Multiple people  
coming and going on daily basis.Multiple non related 
people living in home.

NA NA NA jim@fryernoble.com

03/31/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Fulcrum Real Estate 2715 64th Avenue NE Tacoma At 8:15am on 03/31/2020, the landlord began 
performing carpet cleaning in an attached residence. 
This was a non emergency and was not a 
construction project. I notified the landlord but did 
not receive a response.

Weymouthdw@gmail.com Dennis Weymouth 2065791016

04/04/20 1:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Full circle 31904 NE 8th St Duvall Full Circle was going around the North Hill 
Neighborhood in Duvall, knocking on doors, not 
practicing social distancing and trying to get people 
to sign up for their services. We asked them to stop, 
and we as a neighborhood have talked and think it is 
completely inappropriate at this time, especially since 
all of us are practicing social distancing and some of 
us are immuno compromised and knocking at my 
door to talk to me 2 feet away is not social 
distancing. Also, they could just leave fliers but they 
were going around with a map of the neighborhood 
asking for credit card numbers...

AmandaGleaves@outlook.comAmanda Gleaves 4254205766

04/04/20 9:10 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Full Circle 800 Maynard Ave S Ste 403 Seattle Sending representatives door to door to solicit sales Tomcat06@rocketmail.com Rachel Wentworth 6308022610

04/02/20 2:17 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Full Circle Farms: www.fullcircle.com 800 Maynard Seattle Yesterday a woman came to our door selling 
subscriptions to Full Circle Farms produce delivery.

jane.downey@live.com Jane Downey 206-915-8325

04/07/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fullwiler Construction - Phone 
number:  360-631-5922

9012 25th Ave NE -- (site of construction)Seattle The construction crew is working again today,  it's 10 
a.m. Tuesday April 7th.  Yesterday I spoke with 
them, relayed that they are not supposed to be 
working, they are non essential.  They got rude, told 
me to go ahead and report them, they said they don't 
care.   This is my fourth or fifth time reporting their 
violation of the stay at home order.   It is a residential 
neighborhood, this construction crew is not more 
important that the rest of us citizens in this 
neighborhood.  They are risking their health, and our 
health.  Please, please help!  I know you're very 
busy, and I do thank you for all that you're doing.  
Stay safe!

hobwynns@aol.com Peg 2062611484

04/06/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fullwiler Construction - Phone 
number:  360-631-5922

9012 25th Ave NE -- (site of construction)Seattle I've reported this construction company multiple 
times since last Monday.  They are at work every 
week day,  a full crew.  Their trucks with company 
logo are parked on site, they're operating big 
machinery, etc.  They are in violation of stay at home 
orders by Gov Inslee.  It's very disturbing they have 
no regard for my neighbors and for their employees, 
and the law.  Please do something about this,  I 
know you're very busy, and I thank you for all that 
you're doing.  Stay safe!

hobwynns@aol.com Peg 206-261-1484

04/01/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Fullwiler Construction Inc.   Phone: 
360-631-5922

9012 25th Ave N.E. Seattle There is a construction crew operating daily on a 
house remodel.  They have multiple employees 
working all day long, typically 8 to 5. I have photos of 
their construction vehicles with the company logo on 
the sides, and of employees working on site.

hobwynns@aol.com Peg

05/08/20 1:50 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Furniture World 11031 State Ave Marysville Non essential business operating as normal. Full 
staff with regular contact. No masks. No social 
distancing.

04/08/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rug and Carpet cleaning Fuzzy Wuzzy 4640 Union Bay Pl NE Seattle Company is cleaning carpets and rugs, which 
requires entering customers homes. Employees do 
not wear any protective equipment, or adhere to 
social distancing protocols.

05/11/20 8:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rug /carpet cleaners Fuzzy wuzzy Rug Cleaning 4640 union bay place ne Seattle The men from Fuzzy Wuzzy are going into homes to 
pick up rugs. They weren't wearing any protective 
equipment or anything. Are they even part of the 
essential business structure? Please have someone 
call and explain the stay at home guidelines.

03/30/20 10:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Land scape supply G&L bark &supply 208th & MT HWY Graham They only supply to private home owners and are still 
working as if nothing is going on

Concerned citizen glbarkandsupply@gmail.com

04/03/20 5:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction G&l landscape supply 1302 208th st e Spanaway wa 98387 Deliveries to private residents and dealing and 
loading customers at retail yard

glbarkandsupply@gmail.com

03/31/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction G&W Commercial flooring 6407 S 211th St, Kent, WA 98032Kent Installing carpet is non essential work. It also brings 
up dust and other germs when pulling up old carpet 
and those particles in the air.

jattrr@gmail.com Jasper Jatt 14256259253

04/01/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business G-standard gym 3602 S Cedar st Tacoma The gym is posting about parking away from the gym 
to make it look like no is there, encouraging breaking 
the stay at home law

Notnathan101@hotmail.com Anonymous

03/31/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction G3 Builders 2825 Eastlake Ave E Seattle, WA  98102Seattle G3 Builders are running a project on the 3rd floor of 
this building for Westlake Consulting Group. It is a 
new office space for Westlake Consulting Group and 
does not seem to fall into the essential business 
guidelines.

Garcia.Chase@hotmail.com Chase Garcia 425-870-8873

04/15/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GA Powell Construction 783 Michael Way Camano Island I filled out this form yesterday to report building 
practices.   Men have been working here.
I forgot to give the address of construction site.

783 Michael Way    
Camano Island WA 98282

grandnana574@gmail.com Nancy Lindenmayer 425-220-4592

04/14/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GA Powell Construction 360-387-8540 Camano Island Construction workers, Excavator, large truck 
delivering 
People coughing, and dusty.

grandnana574@gmail.com Nancy Lindenmayer 425-220-4592 Powell



04/08/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gabe Henderson CENTURION 
HOME SERVICES LLC or ALPINE 
ROOF CARE INC

14521 127th LN NE N57 Kirkland, WA  98034Kirkland Work continues in violation of order posted which 
reads:
City of Kirkland Fire and Building Department 425-
587-3600
ALL PERSONS ARE HEREBY ORDERED TO AT 
ONCE STOP WORK PERTAINING TO THE 
CONSTRUCTION AT: 14521 127 Lane NE N57
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON(S):
Remodel work requiring permits, nonowner occupied 
condo. During Governors stay at home order. Please 
acquire proper permits for any plumbing/electrical 
/building work being done.
Submit for all permits needed, no trade permits will 
be inspected before building permit has been 
acquired
Noncompliance with Section 21.06.205 of the 
Kirkland Municipal Code 1.12.070 Stop work orders 
and orders to cease and desist.
Permit application, plans and all required documents 
must be submitted for all work done without permits 
by: May 8, 2020
WARNING The failure to stop work, the resuming of 
work without permission from the building
official, or the removal, mutilation, destruction or 
concealment of this notice is punishable by fine and 
imprisonment. 
A pre-construction meeting is required prior to the 
removal of this document or resuming
work by the building inspector who posted this notice.
POSTED BY: Clell Mason  Bill Bern  POSTED April 
3, 2020

seattleclist@gmail.com Brad Feigenbaum 4258205777

04/11/20 4:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gabriel Henderson,  Centurion Home 
Services LLC License# 
CENTUHS948MC

14521 127th Lane NE  Unit: N 57Kirkland I am concerned that the person mentioned above is 
performing work at this address in defiance of the 
governor's stay home stay safe order. There is a 
notice on the door of the unit that says:
ALL PERSONS ARE HEREBY ORDERED TO AT 
ONCE STOP WORK PERTAINING TO THE 
CONSTRUCTION AT: 14521 127 Lane NE N57
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON(S):
Remodel work requiring permits, nonowner occupied 
condo. During Governors stay at home order. Please 
acquire proper permits for any plumbing/electrical 
/building work being done.
Submit for all permits needed, no trade permits will 
be inspected before building permit has been 
acquired
Noncompliance with Section 21.06.205 of the 
Kirkland Municipal Code 1.12.070 Stop work orders 
and orders to cease and desist.
Permit application, plans and all required documents 
must be submitted for all work done without permits 
by: May 8, 2020

mikemsf@hotmail.com Michael Miltz 425 877-1062

04/01/20 11:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gabys Distribution (?) and/or Ross 
Rettenmier / SagePoint Financial 
(Everett)

? Kent Residential remodel project seems to be ongoing at 
3207 Colby Ave., Apt 103, in spite of governor's non-
essential construction pause decree.  As of 
4/1/2020, witnessed (27') box-truck delivery of 
kitchen cabinets (?) to residence by Gabys truck ... 
hard to read signage on truck from a distance.  
Property owner = Ross Rettenmier in Everett. Other 
construction crew have been in and out of building 
over past weeks.

04/13/20 5:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gale Contractor Services 400 S. Worthen Street Wenatchee Continues to have workers perform duties not 
essential, in Wenatchee Valley and central 
Washington. Large company based out of Florida, 
others in the community are abiding by the rules 
while this company continues regular work to no. 
Essential sites.

04/04/20 7:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gale Contractor Services 400 S. Worthen Street Wenatchee Performing construction/ insulation work that does 
not fit the guidelines for essential construction per 
Governor Inslee. This company travels to multiple 
towns and cities in North Central Washington and 
Idaho. Corporate office based in Florida.

03/31/20 6:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Galitelo building supplies 9749 Steilacoom rd se Lacey Galitelo is construction, delivery lumber which has 
been deemed non essential. Still working, people 
sick showing up to work. I’m being sent to Skagit 
county to deliver lumber, which is hard hit. Owner 
still making us work

04/01/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Galloway Roofing and Siding 4108 E 22nd Ave Spokane There is an active re-roof that started today at 2614 
W Grace Ave Spokane, WA  99205

04/07/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Gamanche landscaping 1212 Columbia park trail Richland Wa Constantly showing up to work to sit around and do 
nothing they are non essential and are doing nothing 
to be essential during these times so why show up to 
work? Cleaning around their place of business and 
showing up to work to do nothing essential is just 
furthering the problem going on right now, I 
constantly see them show up sit in their cars or 
clean around business or sit in garage or office but 
during these times when we need to help each other 
and stay home why are they not listening? It baffles 
me and it’s quite ignorant hopefully the problem gets 
solved. Thanks you

05/05/20 7:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail video game store Game World 8701 N Division Suite C Spokane Selling video games through business door christiep1979@gmail.com Christie Pond 5092183565 SALES@SHOPGAMEWORLD.COM

04/17/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gamut360 Holdings 3726 Broadway #301 Everett, WA 98201 There are residential painters, and other 
subcontractors still working at the site at 12049 20th 
Ave NE in Seattle.  I was under the impression that 
landscapers, painters, and other residential 
construction is being considered non-essential.  
Some businesses are shuttered with no public 
assistance, and some are still open and operating?

shad@designscales.com Shad Minshew 2067450284 HOMES@GAMUT360.COM

05/03/20 5:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Gandy's barbershop 10121 Evergreen Way , Suite 11Everett I have received several emails stating that the 
owner, Sean Sr. Is doing house call haircuts

Edwards.aaron1980@yahoo.comAaron Edwards 2069097056

04/15/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Garden of Eden 2123 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham Doing general aesthetic maintenance close to 
homes and families without protective gear. 
Definitely NOT doing outdoor maintenance 
"necessary to prevent spoliation, avoid imminent 
damage, or address emergency repairs."

https://garden-of-eden-landscape.business.site/

03/31/20 5:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Garner Construction Ravenna Ave. Seattle Friend of tower crane operator that was told to stop 
work, lasted 3 days then was called back to work. 
Tower cranes are NOT essential, construction is a 
job with MULTIPLE individuals using outhouses ect. 
They should at least follow the 2 weeks before 
returning.

04/01/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Garrett construction Donnegal Circle SW Port orchard We have 3 construction companies that have not 
stop working in our community. That includes the 
first governor order. Garrett is in our neighborhood. 
Also two more ompanies up the road.Main View and 
Century homes are still working daily.

04/22/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Garrett custom homes Dunmore division on St. Andrews Drive at McCormick WoodsPort Orchard I live in a community that has a lot of construction of 
new homes. This community is McCormick Woods. 
There are at least 4 different construction companies 
in our community now that are building. Garrett 
Homes is the only one that continues to work daily. 
Their are many subs working at a time that do 
different things. We have contacted the County 
Health, the county permit office and 911. No one 
has closed them down. The major concern has been 
for those of us in the Dunmore community is that it 
is close contact to those of us who have moved in 
and are right next door to the houses they are 
working on. This particular company has never 
stopped building on multi homes since the initial stay 
in place order. I and other homeowners have 
contacted the governors website previously and their 
has been no change.

Homeowner

04/02/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard work Garrick Morton 817 N 25th Ave Yakima This man is posting to the Facebook site Yak-Berg 
Trunk n TRADE Swap, offering to do yard and spring 
cleaning. Despite the number of people telling him 
that he needs to abide by the quarantine, he openly 
mocks the situation and states that he's going to 
continue to be out in the community and can't be 
stopped by the government.  He is exacerbating the 
current situation and needs to be stopped. He 
doesn't even have a business license.



04/06/20 2:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Water Pond Company Gary the Pond Guy 8205 212th Ave E Bonney Lake Having pond drained and worked on and refilled. My 
neighbor is obsessed with her yard and is still having 
companies come do work. The pond guy came and 
did who knows what (was in the backyard) but 
honestly working on a pond has no vital needs 
whatsoever right now. I waited most of the day to 
see if any restoration trucks came (in case the pond 
leaked and came into the house) but the neighbor 
has been outside water plants and yard work the rest 
of the day. 

I am not a tattle tale - BUT - I will report every 
business I see that is not essential and still working - 
this virus needs to be taken seriously - Please keep 
my name and contact information confidential

armitagepk@gmail.com Patrick Armitage 253-987-9369

04/16/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gas Station Construction site - LSB 
Petroleum

280 Tremont Place Port Orchard The gas  station construction site is in the middle of 
a residential neighborhood where the majority are 
retired people and one neighbor is a pregnant 
military wife. It is putting the neighborhood at risk 
because there is no way to avoid them since it is a 
one way road. At times where nobody needs another 
gas station.

Astrid.gruenert@gmail.com Astrid Gruenert 2029055698 Gursewak Bear of LSB Petroleum

04/14/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gaudi Group LLC 119 aloha street Seattle Private residential construction resumed yesterday, 
4/13/20, even though there is still a stay at home 
order. They began erecting walls and framing a 
structure that was not yet erected. They have 
returned again today 4/14/20. Group of about 8 
workers, not donning masks or practicing social 
distancing. I am a health care worker and this is on 
my residential block.  The blatant disregard for the 
safety of others and following the law is inexcusable. 
Those of us who have had to agree to help with 
covid swabbing and assist with care do so because 
of groups like this one...apparently they can 
disregard the order AND not don face protection 
AND not social distance on site..ALL in a residential 
neighborhood that they do not reside in. I have taken 
photos for proof if needed.

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901

04/10/20 8:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance GB Lawn Care 303 91st Ave NE Lake Stevens Observed this firm performing residential lawn 
maintenance at a private residence in North  Everett

fredsafstrom@housinghope.orgFred Safstrom 425-760-7279

04/09/20 11:31 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse for basic 
outdoor equipment

Gear Aid 1411 Meador Avenue Bellingham, WA 98229 We were told that we would only stay open to help 
ship out one product (towels),  that are supposedly  
used by military personnel and are considered a 
good essential item, however, we have not been 
working on that at all. Myself and a few other 
employees were told to come in and work during the 
“stay home, stay healthy” order set by Governor 
Inslee on other projects that have no essential 
properties, some of which include taking down 
shelves, labeling non-essential products (nylon 
patches, paracord, wet-suit/dry-suit liquids, etc.), and 
moving around pallets to our other warehouses.

Kingsmithomb@gmail.com Matthew Smith 360-592-8631 info@gearaid.com

05/14/20 8:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Gear Aid Inc 1411 Meador Ave Bellingham Orders for companies are not essential. People 
working everyday in warehouse.

04/15/20 4:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gecho Construction 5107 NE 81st Avenue, Vancouver, WA  98662 -- business address; see below for construction siteVancouver Remodeling located at 3406 NE 97th Avenue, 
Vancouver, WA, has restarted on a daily basis the 
last two weeks.  For the first week and a half after 
the Governor's stay-at-home order, the 
construction/remodeling stopped briefly.  Now 3+ 
workers are on site on a daily basis.  PLEASE DO 
NOT PROVIDE OUR CONTACT NAME TO THE 
CONTRACTOR OR HOMEOWNER.  Thank you.

503-686-4530

04/08/20 9:28 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gencap Construction 13205 NE 175th St Woodinville Schoolhouse District project still is ongoing with 
quite a number of workers who are not practicing 
social distancing, nor wearing masks.

AMANDAL@GENCAPGC.COM

04/03/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gencap Construction 13205 NE 175 St Woodinville Construction work by this company continues with 
large numbers of works on the Schoolhouse District 
project in Woodinville.

AMANDAL@GENCAPGC.COM

04/09/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GenCap Construction Corp 11415 Slater Ave NE Ste. 101,Kirkland, WA 98033 Under full construction of the Main Street Properties 
Group apartments in downtown Woodinville, WA. 
adjacent to Woodinville Fields and the City 
Courthouse.

haugendave@comcast.net David Haugen 4254171863 AMANDAL@GENCAPGC.COM

04/03/20 9:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auction Gene Myers Towing 9212 S Tacoma Way Lakewood Junk car auction going on. Non essential business owaw@live.com 2533650894

04/12/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction General Contractor - 
Painters/Drywallers

2815 SW DAKOTA ST SEATTLE Construction activity in new townhomes. People 
active inside and out. Drywall work and work on the 
decks

hundtofte@gmail.com Aaron Hundtofte 2066045504

04/14/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction General contractors 15213 28th Ave SW Burien, WA 98166 2 white contractors pick up trucks have continued to 
report to this address daily, including weekends, 
despite Gov. Inslee's order to stay at home. Thay 
have removed their signs from their 
trucks.Construction on private homes is non 
essential and yet they refuse to stop working and 
continue to come into this community daily from who 
knows where. In the past week there have been 
trucks with appliance deliveries at this address as 
well. This is a small community with a large number 
of seniors, the residents here have made great 
efforts to stay at home and distance themselves, yet 
these contractors who are not part of our community 
continue to work daily. We believe they are going to 
"flip" this house and put it on the market. They have 
been working from 7 am-7pm and their trucks are 
the few vehicles on the road. License plate 
#C35992A  and C100QR or QC. Neighbors have 
complained about this daily and we will continue to 
complain unless a "stop work" order is issued. Thank 
you the Seahurst neighborhood.

04/13/20 4:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV REPAIR SHOP Genesis Auto & RV Repair 6220 S Tacoma Way Tacoma WE ARE A RV SHOP,  WE HAVE NOT WORKED 
ON A CUSTOMER CAR IN MONTHS, WE DO 
BODY WORK JOBS ON RV'S AND HORSE 
TRAILERS THAT ARE NOT ESSENTIAL JUST SO 
THE OWNER CAN TRY TO GET FREE MONEY. 
WE HAVE WORKERS WITH HEALTH 
CONDITIONS THAT WERE TOLD COME TO 
WORK, BECAUSE I WON'T APPROVE YOUR 
UNEMPLOYMENT. THIS IS CRAZY.

troyslee44@gmail.com Troy Slee 360-878-7486 SERVICE3@GENESISAUTORV.COM

03/30/20 9:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Repair Shop Genesis Auto and RV Repair Inc. 6220 S. Tacoma Way Tacoma Our shop works on 99% RVs that are recreation 
vehicles,  Solar panels are not essential at this time. 
We have one person working that has non 
conclusive covid 19 results. There is no social 
distancing and insufficient protection. The owner has 
said that he wants to stay open to try and get a 
grant.  The owner has threatened if you stay home I 
will deny your unemployment. Please help us. We 
are scared.

TROYSLEE44@GMAIL.COMTroy Slee 13608787486

04/07/20 9:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Heavy Manufacturing Genie Industries (A Terex Brand) 6464 185th Ave NE Redmond I am a concerned employee. I was asked to come 
into work on 4-13-2020 to build AWPs. According to 
my manager when I asked them we are an 'essential 
business' which is hard to believe. I would guess that 
my company is hiding behind a loophole but is not 
respecting the stay at home act. It's hard to flatten 
the curve when hundreds of people are crammed 
into a building.

I don't know if we are in violation, but it would be 
worth following up. For my family's safety.

Kevinmorano7272@gmail.comKevin Morano 4252936304

04/07/20 8:36 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Distribution Gensco Inc 4502 20th St E Fife Gensco is considered essential due to the 
distribution of HVAC service parts. They are still 
selling equipment and parts for new installs and an 
email was sent to branch managers urging them to 
convince customers to stay fully operational.

Justinmcoffey1989@gmail.comJustin Coffey 3605580718

04/03/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landcaping, tree service Gentle Ben's Tree Service 16627 NE 48th Ct Redmond Tree service is taking down trees for the purpose of 
landscaping in a residential area where I live. We 
cannot leave our house and are trying to live and 
work from home, while chains saws have been going 
on non-stop for 2 days. It's extremely stressful and 
the work being done is not essential.

radka.chapin@gmail.com Radka Chapin 4252237749



05/18/20 1:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Gentle Dental 3943 116th St NE UNIT 103 Marysville This business is operating as usual, the manager is 
allowing people to wait in the lobby without requiring 
masks, only one employee is screening and taking 
temperatures but not being provided the proper PPE, 
wearing a mask from home and her manager didn’t 
provide her with an M3 mask. 
Regular cleanings are being done and it seems to be 
business as usual. This will trigger another outbreak.

Dana

05/13/20 6:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Gentle Dental 1710 SW 9th Ave Battle Ground Gentle Dental in Battle Ground as well as all of the 
other Vancouver offices opened around May 4th for 
non emergency services. Employees don’t feel safe. 
There is not a  protective barrier by any of the desks 
or front office. N95 masks are not being provided.

05/13/20 2:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Gentle dental 1710 SW 9th ave. #120 ,98604Battleground They are already open and not following gov. Inslee 
instructions and stated that they don’t need to that 
they only need to follow the president of our 
corporate business’s instructions to open and there 
is no proper ppe to open like n95 mask being 
provider or barriers at the front desk when patients 
enter

Jesikadavis84@gmail.com Jesika 3609016097

04/02/20 3:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Georgen Homes Nine Mile Falls, WA 99026    Phone: (509) 276-7987Spokane Multiple home construction projects occurring at 230 
PM 2 Apr 2020 at the following addresses:

5102 W Bismark Ave, Spokane, WA 99208
5101 W Bismark Ave
5104 W DECATUR AVE

04/07/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Georgia Carpet S. Grand Pullman Did not think residential or commercial construction 
related business was allowed unless it was related to 
public safety.

04/17/20 8:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gerry Homes 7014 14th ave nw seattle This company continues to work on two home 
remodels. It is my understanding that two of their 
employees spouses have tested positive for the virus 
and the employees stayed working for several days 
after. The jobs sites were not even shut down and 
sanitized after obtaining this information. They 
continue to work having multiple sub contractors on 
site everyday. I know this information as a fact 
because I was a person that worked on both job 
sites.

Job site #1- 8544 53rd ct ne seattle wa 98115

Job site #2- 5135 ne luarelcrest ln seattle wa 98105

Please take this letter very serious as this contractor 
is putting many lives in jeopardy.

David Gerry

03/30/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GHL Architectural Millwork 1906 Occidental Ave S Seattle They are still making employees do work on non 
essential projects. None of the jobs being completed 
are of structural integrity.

pedersenkyle02@gmail.com Kyle Pedersen 206-639-0801

03/30/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GHL Architectural Millwork 1906 Occidental Ave S Seattle Continuing to do non-essential construction jobs 
(e.g. mounting cabinets) with multiple workers.

nick.kummert@gmail.com Nick (425)516-9706

04/06/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gibraltar LLC 720 Seneca Street B Seattle Renovation of apartments is still being conducted 
with maintenance crew not following social 
distancing.

ELLAD@GIBRALTARUSA.COM

05/11/20 10:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber GIFTED HAIR & FASHION Consulting LLCunknown Everett I run a motel I seen 3 people enter one of my 
registered guests rooms at around 10:30 pm. I called 
to ask the extra 3 people to leave, about 4 mins later 
a guy unidentified comes into my lobby with the 
registered guest and states he is a barber and is 
doing his hair and the two other people are his 
assistants. He gave me his business card and I told 
him it is against governors orders to being doing hair 
he said it was allowed because it was for free.

giftedthebarber@giftedhair.com

04/01/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gilliardi Logging and Construction 10825 22nd Ave E Tacoma They are continuing to clear area east of Kentlake 
High School. They work every day except Sunday. 
The # of people and vehicles vary by day.

l.wald@comcast.net Lisa Wald 4253061310

04/13/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GINN DEVELOPMENT 7223 NE Hazel Dell Ave. Vancouver Construction on a 10 lot development is in process PERIOWA@aol.com 3605735407 phil@ginngrp.com

04/07/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ginn Homes 502 NE 72nd St Vancouver On April 6th, their construction workers were on site 
and working. I called their corporate office to report.

Llgarvin@gmail.com Laura Garvin 513-292-0007

04/07/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ginn Homes 502 NE 72nd St Vancouver On April 6th, their construction workers were on site 
and working. I called their corporate office to report.

Llgarvin@gmail.com Laura Garvin 513-292-0007

04/06/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ginn homes 152 loganberry Ct Woodland Group of 5 or 6 people working on driveways Brian1108@hotmail.com Nikole small

04/19/20 12:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Girard 11033 92nd st se Snohomish Preforming residential deliveries of cosmetic 
materials that have already been deemed non-
essential. Subjecting employees to severely 
increased numbers of costumers. Refusing to abide 
by any quarantine protocols

ryanrobinett36@gmail.com Ryan 4253466047 MAINOFFICE@GIRARDRESOURCES.COM

04/06/20 6:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Girard resources and recycling 11033 92nd St SE Snohomish Being required to transport topsoils and aggregate to 
customer residences for their “beautification” non 
essential deliveries

Breanna.follette@gmail.com Breanna Follette 4254782912

04/23/20 12:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Estate Sale On Site sales Girlfriends estate sales 19636 SE 149th Street renton People shopping for non-essential items during shut 
dowm. see face book pages

BECKYMEHTALA@GMAIL.COM

04/07/20 9:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther flight school Glacier aviation school 7645 old hwy 99sw tumwater, This business is still open teaching people how to fly. 
The instructors and students are sitting next to each 
other.

Weston fly.at.glacier@gmail.com

03/30/20 5:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass Glass gods On argone Spokane Still open selling glass ELI@INLANDBUSINESSGROUP.COM

03/30/20 7:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dance Studio Glass House Dance 3310 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SESammamish I'm an instructor at this studio. They are offering 
classes to students via live stream but require all 
instructors to come to the studio to stream. They will 
not allow instructors to live stream from home.

03/30/20 10:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Global Metal Works 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Shut them down Horace

04/02/20 6:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Global Metal Works and Erectors is operating on 
non essential job sites such as Burlington Coat 
Factory at Tacoma mall and sending out installation 
crews in groups of 2-3 in pickup trucks violating 
social distancing protocols. There are also 
fabricators and office personnel working on non 
essential work as well. That is nearly 40 employees 
all in violation

racenut08@gmail.com Chad Wulff 253-549-9496

04/01/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Global Metal Works and Erectors is sending out 
crews of installers to do nonessential work and not 
following social distancing protocols by having 2-3 
employees carpooling in single cab pickup trucks

racenut08@gmail.com Chad Wulff 253-549-9496

03/31/20 8:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Global Metal Works and Erectors 1144 Thorne Rd Tacoma Global Metal Works and Erectors  was installing 
trash gates at the Burlington coat factory under 
construction at the Tacoma mall. Installing decks at 
tukwila village SHAG on international Blvd. Polishing 
stainless steel at Southport business complex in 
Renton. All the while carpooling it’s installers 2-3  
adult males in company pickup trucks plus a shop 
with 10 fabricators and 9 office workers

racenut08@gmail.com Chad Wulff 253-549-9496

03/31/20 7:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GLY 200 – 112th Ave NE, Ste 300Bellevue, WA 98004 Jobsite address is 1959 NE Pacific ST. Seattle, Wa. 
98195 8th floor. Jobsite is not large enough to 
maintain recommended distance between 
employees. Particular job does not directly involve 
operation of building nor does it directly support 
Covid-19 operations.

03/30/20 8:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GLY expedia hq 1111 Expedia Group Way W, Seattle, WA 98119Seattle There are people there working like nothing is going 
on.

04/04/20 10:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther private campground Gold Bar Nature Trails Private 
Campground

16411 May Creek Rd, Gold Bar, WA 98251Gold Bar We have four washrooms on the property with 
showers. All of these washrooms have been locked 
and no one has access to them.  I have requested 
access to use a shower as I have no other option of 
washing up, I have no hot water, and they have 
refused. I am a long term resident, I pay quarterly 
dues. There should be at least one campground 
washroom open.

pricklepig1@gmail.com Dana A Christensen 9072011192

04/27/20 11:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tanning Salon Golden Palm 2 5025 N. road 68 suite 9 Pasco They are on Facebook, they are open. When you call 
they are state they are open, and they say that they 
do not care if they are breaking the stay home stay 
safe policy.

jonesdesertwave@gmail.com Kim Jones 509-947-3975

04/09/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape Golden Rule 24624 SE Old Black Nugget RDIssaquah This is DAY 4 of reporting this with nothing done. 
The landscape company is "redoing" the neighbors 
landscape for them and trimming bushes, taking 
down small trees ( healthy) chipping them, etc. The 
neighbor has been shown the rules, knows this work 
is not allowed and does not care.( TXT to prove) I 
have not been contacted about this at all. Please. 
Call and update if you will stop.

limelookalike@yahoo.com Brandi 425-466-8348



04/08/20 9:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Golden Rule 24624 SE Old Black Nugget RdIssaquah This is now day 3 of them performing "non-essential" 
landscape work with a crew of people at my 
neighbor's ( Gary Jenson) house. They are trimming 
bushes and doing some kind of a yard remodel. This 
is the first day a truck was brought.It is hidden in the 
private driveway but i was able to see the name 
through an area by the fence today.I do not know if 
the sick worker is still there- I dont want to risk 
getting too close or staying out too long to see.

limelookalike@yahoo.com Brandi Huang 425-466-8348

04/24/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Good Neighbor Vet 21900 Hwy 99 Edmonds Business continuing to provide general wellness 
exams and vaccinations while brick and mortar vet 
practices cannot.

Lupinegroupllc10@gmail.comAlice 206-788-5293 KEITH@GOODNEIGHBORVET.COM

04/05/20 12:22 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mobile Pet Vaccination Vet Good Neighbor Vet 1923 E 5th Street Suite A Vancouver NOT a full service veterinarian; does not offer 
emergency services, nor does it have the capability 
to do so; primarily offers vaccinations and flea and 
heartworm preventatives that can be acquired 
through a full-service veterinarian; clinics set up at 
stores throughout and outside the Portland metro 
area and Eugene metro area that require clients to 
stand in lines to be seen (at some of the busier 
locations people tend to crowd); work cannot be 
feasibly done without coming into contact with others 
and their pets. We are provided non-sterile gloves, 
but no masks. Work is primarily performed in mobile 
vans which are not sized to accommodate 6ft 
between workers, and is thus a very small space to 
work in.

anon75706@gmail.com Anonymous

04/21/20 12:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Goodfellow Ten Trails Development Black Diamond They have a full staff of construction workers doing 
road work and paving.  Which directly contradicts the 
Governors stay at home order for residential 
construction projects

Unknown

04/17/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Goodfellow Bros. Inc 22035 SE Wax Rd. Ste. 14 Maple Valley Residents of Ten Trails Black Diamond today 
received notice of road paving project that will close 
our road and prohibit access to our driveway for 3 
straight days (4/28 to 4/30) Community project 
begins 4/23 thru 5/11. This is non-essential work 
(roads are paved already, this is sealant paving 
layer) and would bring in outside workers not a 
regular fixture in the community while we’re 
supposed to be isolating. This project can wait.

cgfloresfamily@gmail.com Chris Flores 2069153689

04/26/20 10:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Online auctions Goodwill Industries Online Department 1400 S Lane St Seattle Goodwill is trying to make the employees in my 
department return to work this week, on April 28, 
2020. The work we do in our department is not 
essential and due to recirculated ventilation and 
other factors, there is absolutely no way that our 
work space can be made into a safe environment.

kaiparker9@gmail.com Katharine Parker 2066172317

04/02/20 5:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther 2nd hand retail store Goodwill OTC 815 N Kellog St Kennewick Mostly a question if Goodwill industries is "Essential 
" supposed to be opening again April 7

Cbtllc2017@gmail.com

03/31/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging, excavation Gordon Enterprises llc 106 w13th Bucoda Rob Gordon leaves everyday in either a logging type 
truck or a dump truck

janet@thurston.com Neighbor 3602783356 GORDONENTERPRISESLLC@HOTMAIL.COM

04/14/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gordon Finch Homes 101 N. Argonne #C Spokane Valley Home building at 32nd and Barker in Spokane Valley

04/09/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gordon Finch Homes 101 N Argonne Road #C Spokane Valley Home building on Barker and Saltese Lake Road

04/07/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gordon Finch Homes 101 N Argonne Rd #C Spokane Valley Construction work still occurring on new homes on 
South Barker Road

05/11/20 1:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tennis oClub Gorin Tennis 5464 119th ave se bellevue, Wa The tennis club is sending out emails and doing 
group lessons outside when its sunny and at 
bellevue tennis academy when it rains. We would 
really appreciate if you could take care of this. there 
has been been big gatherings on the parking lot and 
the kids have been indoor when it rains without 
protection.

03/30/20 8:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junk people GotJunk Can't find address online West Seattle walking my dog I saw them taking sofas out my 
neighbors house NOT ESSENTIAL RIGHT NOW.

REGISTERED.AGENT@MILLERNASH.COM

04/06/20 5:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dance studio Gotta dance 17945 NE 65th St # 100, Redmond, WA 98052Redmond Dance studio still holding rehearsals and gatherings. Mrbcharlton@gmail.com Brian gotta.dance@gttadance.com.

04/11/20 8:06 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Gourmet Latte 22730 Meridian Ave S Bothell, WA 98021 Gourmet Latte has 20 stands throughout Snohomish 
and King County and every stand is open. They 
continue to take cash and are not practicing self 
distancing. Additionally the baristas are not wearing 
masks but are wearing gloves but that's alarming as 
there could be cross contamination happening. Latte 
stands are not essential so they should be closed, 
Period. Apparently the owner, Karissa Bresheare is 
on the board of the WA Restaurant Assn. Board and 
is putting the dollar ahead of her own workers and 
the public's safety.

Anonymous Anonymous 206-856-4646

05/10/20 6:41 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cell Phone Retailer GoWireless 221 State Ave Ste 102 Marysville Cell phones and accessories are not essential.  All 
business can easily be conducted over the phone/via 
mail.  Store is putting people at unnecessary risk by 
operating.  Establishment should be closed during 
shutdown.

ryanjay@wiredweb.com Ryan Quimby 4252318294

04/03/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grady Excavation Hwy 2 and Fryland Blvd Monroe Working on nonessential job! dstubblefield@liunanroc.org Darrell Stubblefield 206-388-9336

04/21/20 3:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Art publishing/printing Grand Image 4730 Ohio Ave S Seattle G.I. is encouraging employee in-office presence to 
keep business operational. Several employees 
occupy the business at any given time. Non-
essential employees are being asked to work during 
lockdown. G.I. is not taking the proper protective 
measures. We are forced to choose to work full-time 
(while non-essential) during the lock down.

vanvolkl@plu.edu Kara - Please don't tell my employer (Grand Image) that I sent in this report....2533045708 service@grandimage.com

04/15/20 7:24 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Liquor Store Grand Mound Liquor 19947 Old Hwy 99 SW Rochester Liquor samples distributed multiple times on 
4/15/2020. I would like to remain anonymous, please.

ktemple1995.kt@gmail.com Krystyana Scott 5419120855

04/07/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grand Pacific 7015 S. D St. Tacoma This construction site has been working full steam 
since the governor’s original stay at home order. 
They were supposed to just be finishing the roof part 
on the buildings, but they are working on everything. 
Inside the buildings, building a third floor on one, etc. 
there would be less people there if they were only 
doing the rooftops and they should already be done 
since it’s already been a couple weeks from the 
original stay at home order.

Andreahaug33@gmail.com Andrea Haug 2535908384

04/07/20 10:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grand Pacific LLC Location 7015 S. D Street Tacoma, WA 98408-7028Tacoma General Contractors has siders, framers and general 
workers on site. Wash stations have no sanitizer or 
wash station. No social distance and preforming non 
essential work. And there using unsafe practice.

anttgod@gmail.com Anthony Johnson 2532417119 SUBDIVWEST@YAHOO.COM

04/16/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grandview 267 th st stanwood Grandview apartment building, they have the front 
closed off like no one is there but there is a hidden 
driveway next to orielys auto parts store behind 
subway and they have everyone park in back where 
you can't see them and they have electricians there 
and drywall guys and framers. And they make it look 
like no one is working. Please talk to them cause 
they obviously care more about money and less 
about the actual workers

04/15/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grandview homes Cambridge place Stanwood Construction still going on Grandview apartment 
building Cambridge Place, just north of the stanwood 
cinema.  Stanwood WA

04/30/20 2:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite 2407 - 1st ave. Seattle Daily construction and.moving...no masks...not 
essential...and not using any distancing practices.

They also leave a lot.of garbage in the street, 
sidewalk and parking lot almost every day.

04/16/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite 915 vintage valley parkway Zillah Construction working on road in empty field.

04/03/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite 907 vintage valley parkway Zillah Workers are performing non essential road 
construction activities

04/02/20 10:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite Intersection of St Hwy 3 and Log Jam RdBelfair Performing new construction project versus support 
of existing superstructure. New construction is non-
essential.

jlcal1@hotmail.com Jan Callaway +13606336403

04/13/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite construction 1002 vintage valley parkway Zillah Workers have been working during the closure. 
Employees are not wearing protection or practicing 
social distancing.

03/30/20 11:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite construction Bellingham and Everett office Bellingham This company has letters for the foreman’s that’s 
they are essential 
They are not essential. Also these letters are 
photocopied and being handed out to people so they 
can say they work there. This should be punishable 
no reason for that company to be working

jennifer.bowling@gcinc.com

03/31/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Granite Gallery LLC 711 Tumwater Blvd Ste 125 Tumwater The owner of this company is still manufacturing 
non- essential products. Workers are parked outside.



04/04/20 10:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Granite marble specialties 18640 68th Ave S, Kent, WA 98032Kent They installed granite countertops at my house and I 
was concerned whether if the company is consider 
as essential, which I was told by the company that 
they were..

04/22/20 4:39 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Assessors office appraisers Grant county Assessors office 35 C St NW Ephrata I had an appraiser knock on my door today. Its 
insane that an elected official is sending people out 
in the community handing out business cards and 
knocking on doors during a stay home order.

04/03/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Grant Johnson Drainage Company 7114 NE 209th St Battle Ground The business appears to be operating as normal. 
Automatic and ecologically-friendly irrigation 
systems, retaining walls, walkways and patios.  Is it 
approved as an essential business?

http://grantjohnsondrainagecompany.com/index.php

Oregon: LCB #8012
Washington: GRANTJL064M2

04/23/20 9:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GRE Construction W Meeker street Kent residential multi family housing new construction is 
ongoing

03/30/20 4:11 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther oil change shop grease monkey edmonds 21121 76th Ave W edmonds not a mechanic shop only does oil changes how is 
this essential people can wait a few weeks for an oil 
change

poop@maildrop.cc sam 4257747454

05/08/20 5:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Great Clips 3184 Ocean Beach Hwy Ste 106Longview I work at Great Clips in Longview. They messaged 
me today about coming into work for one on one 
training with the new iPads and also help clean 
starting May 18th. They also said they would like us 
to stop filing for unemployment starting May 17th 
and would pay us based off our 2019 wages with the 
loan they had received. I am 9 weeks pregnant and 
am very concerned about going back to work until 
Inslee give us the okay. I know Phase 2 hasn’t 
started yet and I am also very confused on why they 
are making us come in for training when they had us 
watch videos about the iPads. I also don’t think it is 
fair for them to pay us based of 2019 wages when 
most of us employees are making more with 
unemployment currently. I would like to stay 
anonymous if possible. Thank you!

angelica.dorland@gmail.com Angelica Dorland (360)751-3481

04/10/20 10:27 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring Store great floors 12802 Bel-Red Rd bellevue Great Floors is still open for business as usual and 
they are a flooring company, which is not a part of 
the essential listing for services.

milothebunbun@gmail.com Julia 206-484-4897

04/02/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring Company Great Floors 7800 Martin Way East Lacey This company is staying open and their measure 
techs are going into homes and buildings to measure 
floors for flooring.

sandypup313@yahoo.com Sandy Ledesma 3609709392

04/01/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Great Floors 1250 Swan Dr Burlington WA 98233 Installation truck at new housing development 
Landed Gentry is developing on E Jones Rd Sedro-
Woolley WA this is all new Const no one resides 
here and hence not an emergency repair. I have a 
picture of their truck on April 1 at a residence along 
with at least 10 other sub vehicles also working. I am 
tired of seeing so many non essential contractors 
working in our small town doing non emergency 
work.

jeffsfamily@hotmail.com Christine Anderson 360-540-3116

03/30/20 5:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Floor store Great Floors Several locations Tacoma They are still soliciting retail sales b.fletcher@greatfloors.com

04/21/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction greater Seattle construction LLC 5109 S. 52nd ave Seattle This company is building multi-million dollar homes 
and I do not believe that these homes are essential 
right now.   It more likely is "essential" for them to 
get them done for their own pocketbook!  They also 
are violating their own posted work hours working 
late into the evenings and on the weekends.  
Furthermore, their workers can be heard coughing 
and coughing, making us all worry as neighbors, 
who are "staying home"  by order of the Governor, 
that they may be exposing us to Corvid-19.

northway58@gmail.com Rebecca Northway 2067239927 LAUREN@GREATERSEATTLECONSTRUCTION.COM

04/20/20 1:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Green build development 5512 17th ave nw 98107 Seattle I saw a bunch of workers working on resident 
building at 9217 linden ave s. They do not look like 
they are practicing social distancing.

04/16/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Green Built 9300 Linden Ave N Seattle They have crew working on site.  Their truck is also 
parked in the fire lane and it does not leave 6 feet for 
anyone to pass by.

builtgreen@mbaks.com

03/31/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Green Built Northwest 2502 166TH PL SE Bothell This residence is being flipped (remodeled) by a 
general contractor to be re-sold. Work has continued 
daily, past the Stay Home order.

03/31/20 11:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn maitnence and 
landscape

Green earth Portal way Ferndale Saw multiple trucks out with employees mowing 
lawns, talking to customers, not obeying 6 feet social 
distancing.

Nickilee24@hotmail.com Nicole lee 3607469753

04/01/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Green earth landscape managment 2505 milehill dr # B-205 Port Orchard Landscape company still doing routine maintenance.

04/01/20 5:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction green line autos / Pavel painting 9555 Old Pacific Hwy woodland wa 98674 This is a auto Chop shop/ and personal paint shop 
rebuilding insurance totaled junk cars they have 
bought for resale hope ing to sell to the uninformed 
public ... 6 to 12 employees coming from as far as 
Salem Oregon on a daily basis bringing the virus to 
your community some not speaking english ..There 
is a large exhaust stack on top of the paint building 
pumping out paint fumes and who knows what this 
is terrorizing the neighborhood who are suppose to 
be sheltering in place they have no choice but to stay 
and inhale the poison paint fumes and possible 
coronavirus that may be pumped out of the stack if 
the painters are sick a few have chosen to not  to 
abide by the shelter in place order saying the paint 
fumes and unknowen  may be more dangerous then 
going  out.. I am at its time trying to tolerate the paint 
fumes but my eyes are burning and its causing me 
to choke and cough and the paranoia of an unknown 
sick partner is getting to me ..please stop this 
madness
there contact info (360) 521-6608 ask for Pavel.....   
pavel@greenlineautos.com

ol3cat@gmail.com lonnie sargent 5037582721

04/01/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Green Line Construction 16 120th St Everett Follow up to complaint from yesterday. Business is 
again at neighbor's home for non-essential 
remodeling. We, ourselves, have had a remodel 
project on suspense for nearly two weeks now, due 
to both the mayor then governor issue orders. The 
neighbor’s home has three generations ages 4 to 
70’s.

The above address is the business address, not my 
neighbor’s. Business trucks reflect business name 
and phone number: 425-350-9892.

davwen94@yahoo.com Wendy Weaver 4252804532

03/31/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Green Stone Homes East Blue Ridge Ave Liberty Lake Sub contractors still working on non essential trades 
that are not associated with tasks approved by state 
on a residential building

04/02/20 3:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther ReTAIL NON-GROCERY Green Stop 7466 Mt. Baker Hwy Maple Falls Business is remaining open despite its non-essential 
status.

04/02/20 3:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Green Stop 7466 Mt. Baker Hwy Maple Falls Business is remaining open despite its non-essential 
status.

04/03/20 12:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Green Thumb 744 State st Kirkland Lawn mowing, leaf blowing, lawn edging. Not 
observing social distancing; all group arrived in 
single work vehicle. I noticed one person with a 
mask on while working. They were working in a 55+ 
apartment property in Redmond.

justchoosejoy@gmail.com Tyler

04/03/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care and landscape Green Valley Lawn Care 2402 N Center Rd Spokane Valley, WA  99212 Many of us in our industry have closed down and 
see this as extremely unfair to our companies and 
employees and not honoring the stay home and stay 
healthy non essential business order!

mlfairburn1@gmail.com Lisa Fairburn 5099932970

04/24/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Green Valley Lawncare Inc 2402 N Center Rd Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/15/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbank Concrete & Aggregates 27364 WA-525, Coupeville, WA 98239Coupeville 4/15/20 - Pouring cement foundation at residential 
construction site located at 1879 Brainers Road, 
Freeland WA. Ongoing residential construction at 
this address

04/29/20 12:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development 5512 17th Ave NW Seattle There are multiple people working at this residential 
construction site of 7716 Delridge Way SW since 
4/24 and they are not maintaining social distancing 
or wearing PPE.

johnwilliams@gmail.com J Williams 2068974513 nfo@greenbuilddev.com



04/20/20 1:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development 9219 Linden Ave N Seattle Residential townhouse construction suddenly started 
back up with at least 10 to 15 construction workers 
working on-site. Workers and contractors working 
and gathering alongside each other. Construction 
that is not deemed essential by governor's 
proclamation. Workers not providing social 
distancing between each nor pedestrians trying to 
walk down the sidewalk.

Developers address on file with L+I is legal address 
on Mercer Island only, not the businesses actual 
address in Ballard neighborhood of Seattle. 
Construction site is one of several of their active 
construction projects.

Bill Kidder 206.617.3740 Greenbuild Development

04/16/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild development 9305 linden ave N Seattle Labors working daily on a new residential 
construction project. This is non essential work and 
is jeopardizing the safety of people in the 
neighborhood.

Concerned resident.

04/23/20 10:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development LLC 5512 17th Ave NW Seattle 4/22 and 4/23/20. Several crews of laborers 
conducting non essential work for multiple weeks 
now. Not practicing social distancing 
recommendations and disregarding the governors 
orders. This company is jeopardizing the health and 
safety of our entire neighborhood and community. 
Please help stop this work to keep our community 
safe.

Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/21/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development LLC 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/21/20.Multiple trades crews performing non 
essential work and blatantly ignoring the stay at 
home order. The project is a new residential 
construction. These crews have been showing up 6 
days a week and are jeopardizing the health and 
safety of the neighborhood. Please help protect our 
community.

Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/20/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development LLC 9305 Linden Ave N Seattle 4/20/20. Multiple trades crews performing non 
essential work and blatantly ignoring the stay at 
home order. The project is a new residential 
construction. These crews have been showing up 6 
days a week and are jeopardizing the health and 
safety of the neighborhood. Please help protect our 
community.

Info@GreenBuildDev.com

04/08/20 10:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenbuild Development LLC 5512 17th Ave. NW Seattle Demolition taking place at residential apartment 
property at N. 113th Pl. and Corliss Ave. N., Seattle, 
WA 98133. This property has been boarded up for 
approximately 2 years, however, demolition began 
April 8th, 2020 in the middle of a state-ordered stay-
at-home order due to COVID-19. Several workers 
are on site with no gloves, masks or distancing.

johnagrays@gmail.com Johna Gray 206-251-0099

04/24/20 12:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GREENBUILD DEVELOPMENT, LLC. 9217 Linden ave N Seattle Construction work being performed over the past 
week.  Not seeing workers use PPE.  Not seeing 
social distancing guidelines being followed.

Phone: (206) 730-4478  info@greenbuilddev.com

04/19/20 8:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewelry store Greenlake jewelry works Northgate way and 8th ave neSeattle Continuing to have employees show up (10-20 
people a day) show up to work each day.

Unclematerial@gmail.com Steve becker 206-475-9169 RUSSELL@GREENLAKEJEWELRY.COM

03/31/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction greenleaf landscaping 3001 huson st tacoma out and about cutting grass. non- essential to are 
safety, maintance stuff

04/01/20 6:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther paint shop greenline 9555 Old Pacific Hwy woodland They are polluting the air of  residents making it 
unhealthy to shelter at home we have to leave for 
breathable air

StephenfLee@gmail.com Stephen Lee pavel@greenlineautos.com

04/24/20 4:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Greenscape Landscaping 14212 N Market St Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/01/20 9:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Greenscape Landscaping 14212 N Market St. Spokane We have ceased our business due to non essential 
business cease order, sending our employees home 
but competitors are going out and doing work 
anyway.

mlfairburn1@gmail.com Lisa Fairburn 5099932970

04/13/20 8:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenstone Homes 1421 N Meadowwoos lane Suite 200Liberty Lake They are working on houses in the Rocky Hill 
neighborhood in Liberty Lake, WA, and possibly 
others.  They are putting extra people into the 
neighborhoods during a time of crisis that is 
unnecessary and risking the lives of their workers 
and the people who live here.

04/08/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Greenway Landscaping Everywhere Redmond They’re still working, going from property to property. 
Shouldn’t be happening right now.

04/08/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenwood Collective LLC 7006 Greenwood ave north Seattle Ongoing apartment building construction.  Non-
essential

josephrhick7@yahoo.com raul J. Hickman 2065223433

04/10/20 12:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenworks Landscaping & 
Maintenance

6908 Argent Rd #B2 Pasco Business is performing in person estimates for non-
essential landscape projects such as non emergency 
constructions of fire pits, pergolas, etc. Estimators 
have been working from home for the last month but 
the owner plans to bring them into the office 
beginning Monday to continue to complete non-
essential functions of the business. Please contact 
me for questions.

lopezmariejulia@live.com Julia Cassidy 5092121248 greenworkssllc@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Greenworks Landscaping & 
Maintenance

6980 W Argent RD #B2 Pasco Non-essential in person estimates (employee to 
client property) are still taking place.

04/22/20 11:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bicycle Shop Gregg's Bellevue Cycle 105 Bellevue way NE Bellevue The business is remaining open and functioning as 
normal.  Offering test rides, products try-ons, 
returns, and some browsing.  Business is focused 
on non-essential bicycle sales.
Staff does not have effective safety equipment 
especially as provided by company.

tanders0797@gmail.com Tim Anderson 7049072886

04/02/20 8:57 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bike Shop Gregg's Cycles (Greenlake Location) 7007 Woodlawn Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Business is still selling bikes and accessories that 
are not essential to repair or service. If I understood 
the "stay at home, stay safe" order correct. Bike 
shops should only be preforming repair work, which 
they are. But in a limit fashion. But the retail side is 
still selling new bikes. Which requires staff to work 
with customers very closely (less than 3ft) to do bike 
sizing.

N/A Anonymous Bike Rider N/A

04/01/20 10:37 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Greystar 800 5th Ave Seattle Our regional manager at Greystar has instructed our 
service team to do non-urgent work orders, such as 
changing light bulbs, because she doesn't want non-
urgent issues to "pile up." I have this in writing. Our 
company has instructed our service teams to only 
complete urgent work orders. Forcing our team to do 
unnecessary work orders not only exposes our team 
members but also means that they will be going in 
and out of more apartments, potentially spreading 
the virus around the building. Greystar itself has 
discouraged our service team from wearing masks 
and gloves as well. (I have the recorded conference 
call.) In addition, our leasing (sales) team and admin 
staff have been instructed to come into the office 4 
days a week (overlapping with other office staff) and 
to keep the office open to residents. This is 
completely unnecessary because, now that we don't 
give live apt tours, we do 100% of our jobs on the 
computer. So every day we come into the office and 
sit at a computer, which we could do from home and 
keep everyone safer. Please help. Our regional 
manager has said that the virus isn't a big deal and 
that if one of us gets sick, it's okay because we 
could just call in an employee from another property 
to take our place. She definitely would not close the 
office or send the team (all of whom have 
overlapped schedules with every single other team 
member) home to self-quarantine for 14 days if 
someone were to get sick..

elisabeth.sutton@gmail.com Elisabeth Sutton 360-909-7581

05/12/20 2:55 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Collections Agency Grimm Collections 1677 South 2nd Ave SW Tumwater Observed employees reporting back to work. 
Questioned one and they said that they were told the 
owner received the PPP grant and all employees are 
required to return to work or else they are forced to 
quite and will be replaced. Was told they were on 
standby prior to this and the owner even said that 
the grant will end in June and will most likely all be 
laid off again. Also said they have hardly anything to 
do in the office and they are just finding busy work to 
do nothing essential. Instead families are being out 
risk of losing their jobs or risk going to work in a 
small office putting them and their families at risk of 
the virus. They said that their protections were 
minimal at best but they didn’t want to not have job 
to come back to and couldn’t afford to lose their 
unemployment. How can they get away with this. 
Clearly they are not essential if they were closed 
prior to this grant and expect to close again after the 
grant runs out.

David Grimm

05/06/20 1:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bill Collections Grimm Collections Inc 1677 s 2nd ave Tumwater building is conducting business as usual.  collecting 
from people who don't have jobs or income!



04/06/20 5:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturing hobby and 
machine tools

Grizzly Industrial 1821 Valencia Street Bellingham Every day employees report for work. I don't think 
the showroom is open, but at least 30 cars are in the 
parking lot.

davidmlaws@hotmail.com David M. Laws 3606501015 csr@grizzly.com

05/12/20 5:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Grocery outlet Grocery outlet 5710 n. 68 suite 103 Pasco No hand wash stations, employees not wearing 
protective mask. And no protection shields,for the 
cash register Clarks.

04/03/20 9:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Grounds Guys Argonne Rd Spokane I saw a truck from this company driving on Argonne 
Rd. today. It had three workers sitting abreast in the 
front seat with landscape debris in the bed. 
GroundsGuys.com 509-251-2930

04/03/20 3:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Grounds Guys of Spokane 12411 E. Empire Ave Spokane Valley Company appears to be completing non-essential 
landscape services.

04/02/20 11:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business GSL Solutions 2414 SE 125th Ave Vancouver WA Employees of GSL Solutions are being asked by 
their management to continue to travel for non-
essential business both locally, and to other parts of 
the country (non-essential air travel). This travel 
involves installation of products in contracted 
pharmacies which are not open for business, and 
will not be open for business until after the 
pandemic. This travel could be rescheduled or 
postponed in light of the current state of this nation 
for the safety of the employees, as well as our over 
stretched emergency personnel, healthcare workers, 
and all those with whom they come into regular 
contact.

hroselli0526@gmail.com Hailey Roselli 541-350-5520

04/14/20 1:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GT Roofing, LLC 5601 North 46th Street Tacoma Ongoing residential construction (new single family 
home)

04/08/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window Washing Company Gu-Wi Gutters and Windows 2350 n 115th Seattle Still operating in customers homes and telling them 
that they are essential. Putting employees lives at 
risk as well as their customers. Not acknowledging 
the law and the state at home order. I am a 
customer that had to threaten to call the police to 
have them leave my house because they wouldn’t let 
me cancel my appointment.

04/01/20 9:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gutter Cleaning and 
Installation and Window 
Washing

Gu-Wi Gutters and Windows AND 
Artisan Window and Gutter Cleaning

2350 N 115th St Seattle Both companies are owned by the same person.  
This employer is still having workers out doing 
Gutter Cleanings, Window Washings, and Gutter 
Installations.  Nothing Urgent.  One employee lives 
with someone who tested positive and is still 
working.  When customers cancel, we are told to 
push harder to get them to keep their appts.

04/06/20 3:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nonessential Guadalajara wireless 1831 court st Pasco Gathering of people exceeding 10 or less
Not following social distancing requirements

SUPERMEXPASCO@HOTMAIL.COM

04/07/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaper Guadalupe JOSE OROZCO 626 W TITUS ST KENT THIS COMPANY IS STILL WORKING AND ITS A 
NON ESSENTIAL COMPANY AND HE IS HIRING 
PEOPLE THAT ARE LAID OFF AND PAYING 
CASH TO PEOPLE WHO DON'T HAVE SOCIAL 
SECURITY NUMBER PEOPLE THAT ARE HERE 
ILLEGALLY HERE HE NEEDS TO BE STOPPED

03/31/20 7:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer of Fall Arrest 
Safety equipment

Guardian Fall Protection 6305 S 231st St, Kent, WA 98032Kent Warehouse and production staff is still required to 
work. Office staff is teleworking.

Restorationpro@gmail.com Mike

04/21/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Guardian Roofing 8512 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Cleaning roof at 2411 178th St, Tacoma, WA 98445

Truck in driveway with phone number 877-926-9966
Guardianroofing.com

lisalou442@gmail.com Lisa 253-536-6925

04/12/20 2:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Temple Gurdwara Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur 
Sahib Ji

24440 132nd Ave SE, Kent WA 98042 They have had worship services continuing and 
major construction on their new building next door.  
It is Easter and they are still hammering, sawing, 
etc. They stopped for approx one week but now 
there are workers on site every day.

tandsmallory@gmail.com Stacy Mallory 2537970211

05/02/20 9:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Gurrero Hair Studio 2330 Elm St, side entrance (on monroe)Bellingham 5/2/2020 9:00am they were open, and cutting 
someones hair in the window. I asked a police officer 
that happened to be parked across from the salon 
who to contact, and she said to call you.

jers.moonley@gmail.com Jess Manley (360)510-8083 Nick St Mary

04/03/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Gutter Helmet 33755 9th Ave S Federal Way Installing at house at 7602 91st Ave SW, Lakewood. Liz@gmail.com Liz Smith 2538881111

05/07/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Gutters by kieth 42526 214th ave se enumclaw New construction mikesmith19@gmail.com Mike smith 2533351945.0000

04/11/20 4:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GuWi gutters and windows llc 2350 N 115th st Seattle Carpooling, no social distancing, workers being put 
in an unsafe environment.

04/02/20 7:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction GVD Commercial 909 W 1st, Ste B Spokane Insisting contractors continue to work on projects

04/25/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber G’s to Gent’s Barbershop 6515 W clearwater Ste 248 Kennewick Performing haircuts to multiple people on April 25, 
2020? Between 11am- 5pm

Brittanywilson20092013@gmail.comBrittany Villa 509-317-0139 Guty Villa

04/06/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction H&B Electric 20601 NE 72nd Ave Battle Ground They are working on jobs that are not essential 
during the coronavirus and making their employees 
feel guilty about not wanting to work during these 
times.

Anonomous Anonomous Anonomous

04/21/20 4:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction H&R Quality Construction Andover Park Way & CorporateTukwila Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/20/20 7:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction H2 Pre-Cast 3835 N. Clemons ST. East wenatchee They are still working.

03/31/20 3:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Haakon Industries 1633 W 1st St Cheney We are being told we do not need approval to be 
classified as essential business and that this is a 
voluntary quarantine. We manufacture commercial 
HVAC units for businesses, many of them have 
been closed due to COVID 19 outbreak or aren't 
built yet. Seems they have self proclaimed 
themselves essential and do not have regulars for 
current restricrions.

TMHeadding@gmail.com Travis 5099926068

03/31/20 6:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hagerman precast 17708 widmer rd Poulsbo They are making new septic tanks and not 
emergency repairs they do not do emergency repairs 
they got a letter from county but he lied to them he 
does not do emergency repairs to many are lying to 
county's to obtain special permits this needs to stop

Anonymous@gmail.com Aonymous 3607792500

04/18/20 10:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hair by Denise 2069450275 Tukwila I’m attaching this FB post where the lady is offering 
to take advantage as all the beauty salon are closed. 
I personally have 4 people in the hospital really close 
to my family with this terrible virus.
https://www.facebook.com/100028378024453/posts/
356510908638174/?d=n

ceciliafiedler@icloud.com Cecilia Fiedler 2065517415 Denise Williams Nienaber

05/18/20 9:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Hairmasters 3540 Factoria Blvd SE Bellevue My neighbor works at this hair salon. We live at the 
sunset village apartments in the same neighborhood 
as the salon she works at. She is now cutting/styling 
hair out of her apartment. I do not know her name. 
However I’ll supply her address.

Her address: 
12839 SE 40TH PL
C8
Bellevue, WA 98006

04/14/20 12:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Halftime sports saloon 5114 point fosdick dr Gig harbor Have been seeing people inside as well as what 
looks like coming from the back of the bar when 
getting cigarettes from the store next door the last 
couple days

Fireflyfliesforever65@gmail.comThomas Jacobson Unknown

04/03/20 9:12 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamilton 116th military rd Burien Workers are side by side with no running water to 
wash hands. A tiny lunch trailer where everybody 
eats together over their meals, only one shared 
outhouse for all the employees.

Hannah.r.cole3@students.highline.eduCole hannah

04/05/20 8:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamilton construction 116th and military rd s. Burien I work on this nonessential job with no running 
water. Limited hand sanitizer. 1 portable restroom for 
10+ employees who all take breaks in a small trailer. 
We are unable to abide by the social distancing due 
to nature of work

johnirby@yahoo.com john irby 2532285625

05/14/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Property Management CompanyHammer Properties NW, INC 725 N State St Bellingham Below this I have copy and pasted an email from my 
landlord. This "Notice of Entry" goes against the Stay 
at Home order. I was upset at the disregard for the 
safety of our building from our landlord.  How is this 
walk through considered "Essential business? I 
denied her entry and that was respected.  But this 
seems like a terrible idea!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
This is official notice that I will be coming by to walk 
through all of
the apartments in the building on Thursday 5/14/20 
between 11:00am -12:00pm. I don't know the 
property well and since i took over management it 
would be nice to see them. I will also take some 
video for my preleasing efforts while i'm there. It will 
just be me. I will take precautions with a mask and 
possibly gloves. I'll try not to touch anything. Please 
let me know if any of you
have a problem with that. I will respect your wishes 
at this time.

millernb7114@gmail.com



04/02/20 7:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hammer time carpentry 2614 Elizabeth St, Bellingham, WA 98225Bellingham Washington We live six houses down on the left side of Griffith 
avenue in Bellingham Washington. We regularly 
take walks with family down the road and try to 
safely and responsibly stretch our legs. On a daily 
basis, the 3-4 workers are at a non essential home 
construction site (site is 3833 Griffith avenue, yellow 
house being built, right next to 3837 Griffith avenue, 
Bellingham WA 98225). They do not practice social 
distancing, and many times there are even neighbor 
children and adults talking with the workers much 
closer than six feet. We have called the health 
department numerous times and they have now 
directed us to this form. We would feel much safer 
in our neighborhood if groups of workers were not 
congregating, especially when our road is regularly 
walked by families and the elderly. Please contact 
Hammer Time and ask them to stop the work.

Chrisjwhite123@gmail.com Chris, living four houses downNa

04/09/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hammerstrom Construction Rock Creek Drive Pasco Many construction workers coming in and out of 
house to build the house.  I am concerned as I live 
close and have children.

04/03/20 11:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HAMMERTIME 3833 Griffith avenue Bellingham We are getting very tired of seeing and hearing his 
groups constitution workers every day. They are 
NOT an essential service. They are not finishing or 
performing crucial construction tasks to ensure site 
is secure. They are endangering our neighbors! 
Please call them off the job while shelter in place is 
in effect! This +1 360-223-9305 their phone number.

Bhamcraigslist@gmail.com Andy Please call Hammer time construction, not me

05/11/20 12:25 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Carpet in home cleaning and rug cleaningHammondKnoll 3320 S. G street Tacoma Company is operating with curbside rug cleaning, 
going into peoples homes to clean carpets. Home 
cleaning is not until phase 2 in accordance to 
reopening phases.

04/13/20 7:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamor & Naegl 2347 Broadway E Seattle Construction work continues at the residence and 
has been for nearly two weeks.  This is the second 
time I've reported this and nothing has changed.

NEIGHBOR

04/13/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hamor + Naegl 116 26th Ave E Seattle Residential construction is taking place with 10-20 
people gathering. It's also extremely loud and 
disruptive while all the neighboring residents are 
forced to stay and work from home.

hamerb10@gmail.com Brandon Hamer 9162189478 HamorandNaegl.com

05/08/20 4:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other House Cleaning Handmaid cleaning 103 E Main St b204 walla walla This business is currently cleaning residential homes 
and encouraging other cleaning companies to 
remain open despite the current order.

grace reynolds

04/09/20 2:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hands of gold spa 7406 27th st w # 214 University place Business has been posting on social media services 
they are providing such as stretch mark and other 
non essential beauty treatements

Tewhitmarsh@outlook.com Tara Whitmarsh 253-359-8935

04/01/20 12:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Handyman Honey Do Guy Les 
Heinrich

not sure Bainbridge Island Les is posting in a local facebook group offering 
handyman services to repair a broken lawn mower.  
His phone number is 206-280-6914.  Please call 
him and ask him to stop conducting handyman 
service for non essential items.

lesheinrich@rocketmail.com

04/03/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Handyman Solutions 1613 E. 60th Spokane Since 3/25/2020 The Handyman Solutions has been 
performing work on my neighbors house. Work 
includes removing existing stone from a fireplace 
and replacing with new, painting, other construction 
work that is not essential. There have been multiple 
trucks and workers not wearing a mask and working 
in a close proximity. They are at the job on a daily 
basis performing home improvement type projects, 
not essential.

04/03/20 6:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Hangar 128 13031 8th Ave W Everett Office and maintenance staff onsite full time. 
Maintenance performing non essential functions. 
Could be off site and on call for emergencies.

hangar128@sageaptmgt.com

04/09/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hannah Residence 9711 NE 312th Ave Camas Contractors continuing in the construction of large 
garage/shop and a barn during the non-essential 
work ban.

dadtheend@msn.com Salvatore Fanale 360-210-5645

04/03/20 8:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hans vodder construction Hiway 19 Port ludlow Saw him working in Cape goerge not giving a shit 
about staying home

kev.bell@yahoo.com Michelle K Bell 3607320845

04/03/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Happy Teriyaki On Capitol Blvd near Trosper RdOlympia I have seen workers around the building and on the 
roof of this building for the last three days.

bellalinda@comcast.net Linda ABELL 3604809348

03/31/20 3:38 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hand tools Harbor Freight Tools 22111 hwy 99 Edmonds Harbor Freight as a corporate nation wide retailer 
does not supply advanced essential 
electrical(wiring),plumbing(pipe&glue), cleaning 
supplies, paint and yet remains open sending email 
blasts to invite customers to increase traffic for sales 
defeating the purpose of a stay home order putting 
many in danger. Traffic counters at every store show 
hundreds a day and non essential traffic.

jessejames1of3@gmail.com Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harbor Homes 180 place SW North Road Bothell New home Construction is ongoing on a daily basis. m.mattie@frontier.com 4256727521

04/08/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harbor Sone Credit union Lake Grove st SW Lakewood Harbor Stone credit union in Lakewood is still doing 
construction on their project. They shut it down for a 
week and now they had materials delivered and have 
a full construction site going!!! Construction workers 
right next to each other, no mask and ignoring 
executive order to shut down non-essential 
construction. I looked up project and it is not 
essential!!! I also filed with local and complained to 
Harbor Stone. Ignoring executive order.

Wright3373@comcast.net Michael A.Wright 2065191175

04/23/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harbour homes 180th and north road Lynnwood Lots of workers

04/29/20 2:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardware store, industrial 
services are essential. retail 
store it not.

Hardware Sales James Bellingham Business is running full tilt,  serving individual retail 
customers for non-essential items. It's crowded. 
When staff have said it is not safe to return to a full 
store they have been 'let go'. They do not take 
temperatures consistently. They do not follow 
distance policies. Staff asking to go home mid day 
because they are sick were threatened with firing 
and made to stay at work, sick.

04/22/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harlan D Douglass Inc. E. 815 Rosewood Spokane This is a private non-essential construction site still 
operating. I believe that they may be parking there 
vehicles away from the job site to appear is if nobody 
is working.

kvngeorge089@gmail.com kevin george 5097680300

04/21/20 2:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Routine Residential Yard 
Maintenance

Harmony Grounds Landscaping, LLC 2526 SE Van Skiver Rd Port Orchard This business has never stopped, and  continues to 
perform routine yard maintenance weekly in our 
neighborhood. Mowing, blowing, edging and 
fertilizing.

05/16/20 4:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Harmony meadows 4848 Green Ave Manson Hosted a wedding on 5/8 at their venue and posted 
on social media. This is inappropriate and 
disrespectful to all of the businesses following the 
rules. I am sure the wedding photographer could 
provide photos of violations if needed.

jacquelyn@jaech.com

05/14/20 5:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Harmony Meadows Tennis and Event Center4848 Green Ave. Manson This non-essential business was open for a wedding 
in early May. It’s unfair and unjust that they should 
be holding an event when the rest of us in the 
industry are following the rules & regulations in 
accordance to Washington state.

04/30/20 12:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harms Paving 11315 157th Avenue Snohomish Harms paving working (paving)at address: 10520 
Airport Way Snohomish WA on 4/30/20

04/02/20 1:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dealership Corporate Harnish Group Inc 17035 W Valley Hwy Tukwila Not disinfecting, not enforcing social distancing, 
forcing non essential employees that can work from 
home to come into work.

Frankbarnes@gmail.com Frank Barnes 2535869876

04/07/20 8:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fine Lighting showroom Harold's Lighting 1912 N 45th St Seattle Still open for purchasing of fine home lighting and 
lamp shades. Employees not maintaining social 
distancing with customers. Observed employee and 
customer shaking hands.

cherylh@haroldslamps.com

03/31/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harris and sons general contractor Dont know Richland I've seen construction workers working on jobsite all 
last week not following stay at home order

03/31/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harris northwest 3436 airport dr Bellingham Harris has non essential injured light duty workers 
sitting at a desk completing computer work that can 
be done from home. Company instructed that they 
are keeping us at the office so they can keep an eye 
on us

Jesseknockwood@yahoo.comJesse Knockwood 4253192557



04/28/20 4:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hospital Harrison Hospital 2520 Cherry Avenue Bremerton An elective (though at some point essential) 
angiogram was performed 4/17/20 on a vulnerable 
79 year old gentleman. He was Not given either RT-
PCR nor serology tests prior to the procedure date. 
The only questions he claimed to have been asked 
on 4/17/20 were whether he had traveled abroad or 
if he had been in contact with any one with covid19 
symptoms (substandard!).
When I asked the masked nurses at the entrance 
that day if they'd had any covid patients at all, they 
said they could not discuss that (no transparency to 
the public). I have great concern for vulnerable 
adults who "trust the system/doctors" without 
questioning the safety and environment. I 
understand that the hospitals are trying to make wise 
decisions, but Gov. Inslee's office is still working on 
protocols to allow elective surgeries to eventually 
resume...although it seems some have, as in this 
case. The Canadian Government requires testing 
and results prior to procedures/surgeries before they 
will open up elective surgeries. We need to! And we 
need transparency of all hospitals and care facilities 
throughout the state regarding cases, deaths, 
protocols around safety issues and steps being 
taken as they evolve. Transparency and testing are 
crucial (ie., signage at the entrances explaining 
some info, website info, etc.) Thank you for looking 
into this on behalf of all elders, their families and 
caregivers, as well as WA citizens.

aurora9449@gmail.com Sarah Hart 914-602-3388

04/06/20 6:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail,  lawn mower repair,  
chainsaw & tractor repair

Hartills mountain saw&tractor 101west robert ave  po box 409Chewelah First it was curb side now doors are open for 
business. People in and out of store no 6 ft spacing 
at all plus small area. Fixing non essential things 
lawn mowers,  trimmers etc. Residential customers 
dropping lawn mowers off not following stayhome!!! 
Selling retail.

service@hartills.com.

04/06/20 9:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther glass Hartung Glass 17830 West Valley Hwy Tukwila Business continues to run non-essential production 
while lying about amount of work performed for 
essential accounts to claim legal essential status. 
Essential work could be complete in less than 1 day. 
Intentionally continues to refrain from notifying other 
employees who were potentially exposed to Covid-19 
due to employee who tested positive recently. Also 
continues to manufacture and deliver product that 
could be contaminated. Sending memos to 
employees with false information in attempt to cover 
for these illegal activities. Still not requiring any 
minimum distance (was 3 feet, now no 
specification). Memos claim there are set 
workspaces, but none exist. Please investigate 
further. employees who work in production are 
genuinely afraid.

m.haffner@bacs-llc.net Monika Haffner 425-221-9260

03/31/20 5:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hartung glass 3351 east valley rd Renton The shower door side of the business is staying 
open! This is non essential!

04/28/20 10:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Harvey General Contractors 25th Ave W & 162nd St SW Lynnwood Construction is continuing on a bank.  Workers are 
not wearing masks and are working within 6 feet of 
each other.  This construction has continued like 
"normal" since March.  I work nearby and it's 
concerning that they are so blatantly violating safety 
precautions.

rachelfromtheroad@yahoo.comRachel

04/03/20 11:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car sales Haselwood Auto Complex Auto Center Way Bremerton Employees are forced to work full hours or take 
vacation. Employees pay cut severely. Sales people 
forced to make “cold calls” to drum up business!

Threat of being fired so can’t report

04/11/20 10:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New Car dealership Haselwood Chevrolet buick gmc 501 west hills boulevard bremerton They are selling cars.  Have more that one 
salesperson on shift at a time and more than one 
customer in the showroom at a time.

04/23/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hayden Homes 2406 S 63rd Ave Yakima Hayden Homes is moving dirt, pouring foundations, 
and framing new homes in their development on 
64th Ave and Ahtanum.

04/23/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hayden Homes 2406 S 63rd Ave Yakima Hayden Homes is moving dirt, pouring foundations, 
and framing new homes that are not part of the 
exemptions to the stay at home order

03/30/20 5:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Custom cabinet shop Hayes Cabinets 660 Mitchell St. Woodland Hayes Cabinets shut down on 3/26.
They already started up on 3/30 citing specific, 
"essential" work, which is fine if true, but co owner 
Ryan Swansburg said to some workers, including 
me, that, "we'll push through everything that we can 
while we're doing this." They've since started several 
private residential jobs. 
On top of this, there are zero precautions being 
made with cleaning, etc. The bathroom is cleaned 
twice a week. That is the entire regiment. Everyone 
handles everything in the shop, and passes it down 
the line. There are residents of at least 11 different 
Washington towns that work there. No proof of being 
officially essential has been provided, and several 
jobs being done are certainly not essential. I 
WOULD LIKE TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS!!! I want 
to keep my job.

Highspeedgabe@gmail.com Gabe West (369)448-1375 TAMMY@HAYESCABINETSINC.COM

04/28/20 3:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Hazel Dale Barber Shop 8211 NE Hwy 99 Vancouver The Department of Labor & Industries is passing 
along the following complaint that was received on 
04/27/2020:
Phyllis is driving around to clients homes to cut hair, 
multiple addresses 

4/27/2020 @ 11:00 am 

Phyllis went to complainants home to cut his 89 yrs 
old fathers’ hair (with lung problem on oxygen).  Did 
not respect 6ft distance, No mask or gloves

Richard Rothfus 503-734-8818 Phyllis 360-574-7443

04/23/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HCI steel buildings 17833 59th ave ne suite c Arlington Facebook.com/hcisteelbuildings/
Company posting about building a quote for non-
essential structures... gutters, insulation, paneling, 
and building kits for you to build yourself.  Non 
essential and dangerous not only to their employees 
for for the people ignorant enough to not follow the 
stay home order.

Sales@hcisteelbuildings.com

04/21/20 6:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HCI steel buildings 17833 59th ave be suite c Arlington Violating proclamation 20-25. Hci is not seemed 
necessary to restore a single bathroom or kitchen, 
spoliation, avoid damage or unsafe conditions.
If HCI is considered essential they are not facilitating 
employees of the business to be able to work 
remotely from their residences and do not operate to 
adhere to the guidelines around social distancing 
and sanitation.

Sales@hcisteelbuildings.com

04/20/20 9:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HCI Steel Buildings 17833 59th ave suite c Arlington Having employees work in small trailer with no 
where to wash hands. Not respecting social 
distancing.  
This company produces steel components for non-
essential commercial buildings & carports. They do 
not manufacture primary metals or materials and 
products needed for medical supply chains, 
transportation, energy, communications, food and 
agriculture, chemical manufacturing, nuclear 
facilities, the operation of dams, water and 
wastewater treatment, emergency services, and the 
defense industrial base.

Sales@hcisteelbuildings.com

05/01/20 6:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction HCI STEEL BUILDINGS LLC 17833 59th ave ne Arlington Not only has this non-essential company been open 
since the 20th of April but they are selling non-
essential car parts and rv covers. These are non-
essential items that are putting the employees, their 
family, customers, and Washingtonians at a risk. My 
son has also told me that they aren’t doing anything 
about social distancing on job sites or cleanliness. 
https://m.facebook.com/hcisteelbuildings
By their Facebook you can see advertising, 
insulation, and selling of non-essential goods. 
This is a prime example of a future hot spot.

Bassprotopshop@gmail.com Seth Ted@hcisteelbuildings.com

05/13/20 7:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business HCR Manor Care 3309  45th Street Court NW  Gig Harbor, WA 98335Gig harbor I have a job interview in person on the facility and 
they had one positive case among residents . This 
interview can be performance by video conference or 
phone. . They could have delay in person 
recruitment screening for a second interview.

alwayschilean@hotmail.com Alejandro Pere 360-480-9401



04/02/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HD Fowler 1100 river rd Yakima Delivering septic tanks to residential new 
construction homes around ellensburg and 
Wenatchee areas. We have a competing business 
that had to shut down most operations to follow 
guidelines but our customers say they continue to 
instal septics because hdfowler keeps delivering to 
them. This is outrageous. Please help keep a level 
field. There is no way a new construction home is 
Essential.

Amazontrav@yahoo.com Randy

04/07/20 3:05 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hd partners 1141 nw 53rd Seattle Nonessential construction work and not following 
social distancing

04/07/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hd partners 1141 nw 63rd Seattle Nonessential work being done and social distancing 
guidelines not being followed

04/06/20 9:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hd plumbing 1141 nw 53rd Seattle Nonessential work and way too many people working 
together

03/30/20 11:37 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license HD’s 24131 WA-3 Belfair Non-essential business not operating as a take out. 
More than 10 people gathered inside the bar. Many 
who are elderly. They aren’t being safe and keeping 
their open doors as a secret to local residents.

04/20/20 7:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HEBERT CONSTRUCTION HWY 410 SUMNER BUILDING A STORAGE UNIT?  COME ON!

04/06/20 12:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Helac 225 Battersby Ave Enumclaw Social distancing and ppe not being honored .
Product of business not essential

Nos4alaugh@gmail.com Bill Zornes 2539516712

03/31/20 7:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Helac Corporation 225 Battersby ave Enumclaw All manufacturing employees are still being required 
to work even if their work is non-essential.

04/16/20 5:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Helicopter flight school Helicopters Northwest 8700 E Marginal Way S, Hangar A Bay 5Tukwila This business is running a flight school for 
helicopters and  has not shut down. He told his 
students since he isn't running tours he can keep 
operating.

fly@helicoptersnw.com

04/02/20 7:15 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plumbing Henco Plumbing Services 313 NW 209th st Ridgefield Business still holding weekly meetings that is above 
number of people allowed to gather and is still 
conducting business in Washington and Oregon that 
is not emergency.

03/31/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hendrickson  Construction Company 3624 Fox court Gig Harbor Non essential work being performed on new 
construction residential houses

Alpsskibum2000@yahoo.comSuzie Jones

05/06/20 3:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Henrybuilt 4632 Ohio ave s Seattle The CEO is trying to find a legal "loophole" to get us 
back to work before Phase 2 is initiated. We 
manufacture luxury cabinets for millionaires. He is 
trying to claim that we manufacture products for 
existing construction projects in Washington. That 
simply is not true. Most of our projects are out of 
state, and not yet in production. Millionaires will not 
be forced into homelessness, poverty, or starvation 
without their cabinets, they will simply be 
inconvenienced on a much lesser level than the 
working class who manufactures them. We, on the 
other hand, have to worry about losing our job if we 
don't feel comfortable coming back to work before 
Phase 2. I have email proof to support my concerns. 
For job security I ask that you keep my identity 
anonymous.

Danielle.n.oakley@gmail.comDanielle 9499237663 lisa@henrybuilt.com

03/31/20 5:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hensel Phelps 1899 120th Ave NE Bellevue Ongoing construction of a maintenance facility non-
essential to in-place transportation infrastructure 
continues- putting workers, their families, and their 
communities at risk. This facility is part of a sound 
transit expansion not scheduled for completion until 
2024. This business is non-essential and should be 
shut down.

Anonymous

04/14/20 10:21 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hensley llc 1219 Chapman rd Castle Rock Still building new houses. No social distancing. No 
safety guidelines being followed.

trishsetliff@yahoo.com Trish (831)246-0122 DAVEEHENSLEY@GMAIL.COM

04/27/20 12:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Herbivore Botanicals 2315 Western Ave Seattle I have a roommate who works for this particular 
company that refuses to fully close. They claim that 
they are making "hand sanitizer" and buying medical 
face masks to redistribute. They plan to publicly 
claim that they're an essential business on May 4th. 
This company prior to COVID 19 has NEVER had 
their employees in there best interest. Its a corporate 
pile of junk. There's no reason this place needs to be 
open. We have high risk people living in our house 
and every time our roommate comes home its 
stressful wondering how many people thy've been in 
contact with. This company chooses profit over life.

superchillermusic@gmail.comAnonymous hillary@herbivorebotanicals.com

03/30/20 9:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Herc Rentals 5055 4th ave south seattle 20+ employees not social distancing, listed as 
essential as a rental company for infrastructure but 
renting pressure washers and small equipment to 
home owners in violation the stay-a-home order. 
profits in front of people.

04/03/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New const plumbing Here to plumb 15730 meadow rd Lynnwood I observed the owners plumbing a home that was 
sided and roofed. Very non essential as this is new 
const

Scott.ahc@hotmail.com Scott wilson 4257543159

03/31/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services Heri's Gardening Incorporated -- 206-
363-8588

Working at 4649 92nd Ave NEYarrow Point Workers observed performing routine landscape 
maintenance at a non-essential residential location.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

04/03/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Heritage Landscape 2816 W 27th Ave, Kennewick, WA 99337Spokane Valley This company appeared to be performing sprinkler 
turn on's. Seems to be a non-essential function at 
this time.

04/13/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Heritage Landscaping 2816 w 27th ave Kennewick This landscaping company is among many 
landscaper in the tri-cities carrying on operations as 
normal. IT HAS TO STOP! The tri-cities has the 
highest rate per ca pita in the state! We need 
intervention from the governor to protect the rest of 
the population that is adhering to the proclamation. It 
must be pointed out to the leaders of this community 
that they are not doing enough to keep the citizens 
safe. ALL of the tri-cities' Mayors have asked for 
home building to be allowed to continue working. Not 
only are the not fully supporting the proclamation, 
but they are showing support for some businesses to 
ignore it.  PLEASE demand local agencies to adhere 
to this. Leaders must be held accountable for the 
highest percentages in the state. What they are 
doing is NOT working!

Chadboothe24@gmail.com Chad Boothe 509-851-4691

04/09/20 10:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther mobile home park heritage mobile home park 291 granat rd. port orchard landlord/park manager mowing and landscaping. not 
wearing protective gear or mask.

dec0717@gmail.com david clarkson 9417593428

04/02/20 1:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Hernandez Landscaping (360) 649-5474 Hernandez.landscaping@hotmail.comBelfair, WA Landscaping crew of 2 arrived at neighbors traveling 
in one truck to perform regular weekly maintenance 
of lawn mowing and raking.  I asked them to leave 
and not be working right now because of the stay 
home mandate, and they got angry and called their 
boss, violating 6 ft distancing to try to hand me their 
personal cell phone to talk to their boss.  I told them I 
didn't want to touch their phone and they needed to 
stay 6 feet away.  They did eventually leave.  Sorry I 
do not have address but I provided phone number 
and email

meganstoll@gmail.com Megan 3609904306

04/14/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping , Lawn 
thatching machinery

Hernandez Landscapping PO Box 1318 Belfair, WA 98528Belfair Active Lawn Thatching etc. at 7266 Alpenview Pl 
NW Seabeck, WA 98380

gasjugs@gmail.com Darrell (360) 830-2830 (360) 649-5474

04/15/20 10:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fishing Boat Manufacturer Hewes Marine Company 1445 N Hwy Colville Non essential workers being recalled back into work 
to perform non essential duties at a non essential 
business. 
I would like to report this anonymously or there might 
be repercussions for “whistle blowing” and I’ll likely 
be fired.

memcvey91@gmail.com Mark 509-675-1225 info@hewescraft.com

04/14/20 7:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hey Do You Need Your House Painted 234 Bayside Road Bellingham Painting crew of 5 drove up this morning and started 
painting my neighbor's house exterior.

galoisio1@yahoo.com Chip Aloisio 337-207-4985

03/31/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction high defination construction alaska way and north tower centralia washington this company worked through the weekend .Started 
to hide to hide their vehicles in garage of the duplex 
being built. They are working today still siding. I have 
only heard them speak Spanish so maybe the do not 
understand about the stay home order. thank you

Dennis Delaney 3603881258

04/30/20 5:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Telemarketing/Construction High Performance Homes 4200 SE Columbia Way suite c, Vancouver, WA 98661Vancouver I am an employee with the listed company and we 
are being told to that we are going to work back at 
the main office as of Monday, May 4th. This is a 
Telemarketing department whose job can and has 
previously been done from home before. The office 
is also set up in such a way that we are not 
practicing proper social distancing let alone following 
the stay at home order. I have attempted to get the 
owners information multiple times but have been 
denied every time. The owners name is Cameron 
Curtis Root, UBI# 603231615, License# 
HIGHPPH876DN, also listed as an owner is Parveen 
Adel who is known by us in the office as the 
Treasurer. Phone number that I was able to get that 
does not lead to the office phone is 360-215-4444. 
Would prefer to remain anonymous if possible.

hammeredmantis@gmail.com 360-772-1230



05/19/20 6:49 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction High Performance Homes 4200 SE Columbia Way, Suite CVancouver This is a home remodel company. Beginning 
5/19/2020 they will be sending out teams of 
canvassers (into Oregon for now) to conduct door-to-
door solicitation. They travel in small cars with up to 
5 passengers.
A recipe for disaster vis-a-vis covid proliferation 
across 2 states
https://www.highperformancehomesinc.com/

04/02/20 1:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Highland builders Madison Ave/ Fords Ave bainbridge island They have continued to work on the homes all week. 
At first I thought it was just one person but there are 
several people on the job site today.

shelaghward@gmail.com Shelagh 2069314642

03/30/20 4:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Highland Middle School 15027 Bel-Red Road Bellevue Business is nonessential and not providing 
employees any precautions nor sick leave despite 
having multiple ill onthe job. Cannot report my name 
in fear of losing my job.

04/08/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Highlands Builders Group 231 3rd Ave South Kirkland there are 4 townhomes on this street, 2 thru 
Highlands Building Group and 2 others  without a 
builders name but permit numbers posted as BSF19-
05356 and BSF19-05357 223/225 3rd Ave South.  
They haven't stop working at all!  There are workers 
there everyday.  THey are not essential and all 4 
homes should be fined and business licenses taken 
away.  I have pictures taken today and would be 
happy to send to you.

carolcolley@comcast.net Carol Colley 425-868-6352

04/27/20 7:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Highline Athletic Club 125 S 156th st. Burien Forcing employees to work inside the gym to earn 
their wages regardless of stay at home order as they 
were granted the PPP loan. If you don’t follow their 
rules they will terminate you. Which they already 
have to other employees. Performing repairs and 
forcing their employees to do the work to earn their 
pay.

antoniojones.hac@gmail.com

04/17/20 8:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Highline Athletic Club 125 S 156TH St Burien Forcing employees to come to work and perform: 
cleaning, general repairs, painting, landscaping etc. 
Social distancing is not being maintained. Zero 
procations are being taken for our safety. They are 
stating they are doing everything to state 
requirements. After reading your website, that is 
clearly false. Verbal threats of being fired and denied 
unemployment have been made numerous times.

DONA@HIGHLINEATHLETICCLUB.COM

03/31/20 7:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Highline homes 475 orchard heights road Goldendale Building a house in a residential neighborhood. Wwhtpcda@msn.com Pete chadwick 2537974506

03/31/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HiLine Homes of Yakima 2204 W Nob Hill Ave Yakima Construction on home located at 7305 W Oak Ave 
Yakima has continued with subcontractors and 
laborers coming and going all day.

04/16/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hilliard's Heating & Plumbing 350 NW Park St Pullman Exposing employees to the public with non 
emergency service calls.

04/16/20 12:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hilliard's Heating & Plumbing 370 Nw Park St Pullman Company is performing non emergency work

04/01/20 10:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Hilton 255 S King St, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle my sister is a Marketing Manager for the hotel but is 
forced to go into work everyday because hotel 
workers are deemed essential. But her job can be 
done completely from home as well as the sales 
managers and catering managers

03/31/20 8:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Treat Manufacturer Himalayan Dog Chew 4480 Chennault Beach Road Mukilteo Himalayan is a factory in Mukilteo that makes high 
end pet (dog) chews, not feed. The company is not 
practicing social distancing, workers are lined up 
together in inventory and shipping with no 
precautions taken even when there were multiple 
confirmed positive cases of COVID-19. Other 
workers just filled the holes as people became ill and 
workers were constantly told not to listen to the news 
and that coronavirus was not a big deal. The factory 
never has shut down for cleaning when confirmed 
cases were made known. I know a worker there who 
is refusing to go back because of the lack of 
measures and feels that  the owner is fraudulant 
using the "pet feed and manufacturing" clause of 
Inslee's essential mandate to say that high end 
doggie treat production is essential when it clearly is 
not.

crstory84@gmail.com Christina Hager 4252860488 INFO@HIMALAYANDOGCHEW.COM

04/09/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Facilities Management Hines (at Amazon) 2021 7th Ave. Seattle, WA 98121Seattle We have received word from our managers that 
there is a request for additional on-site support for 
tomorrow 4/10 to assist with physical counts of 
furniture. This is a request for volunteers but we are 
not essential and do not want to violate the stay at 
home order. This is in support of Amazon's return to 
work plan and I am concerned that Amazon is 
pressuring our company to preform non-essential 
work and violate our stay at home order.

04/09/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Facilities Management Hines@Amazon 2021 7th Ave. Seattle Interim director of company, Michael Redding 
mredding@agileoak.com, is asking non-essential 
stay at home employees to volunteer for coming in to 
count furniture.

"FM needs additional on-site support Friday 4/10 to 
perform furniture, conference room and common 
space physical counts of our portfolio."

04/10/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hinkle Homes Western Court SW Centralia They are having residential new construction 
services performed during the shut down. 
Several jobsites near:

Tucker Estates
Western Court SW
Centralia, WA 98531

04/09/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance His Hands Lawn Care 1274 NW Mirage Ln Silverdale Company is operating in violation of the stay at home 
order, putting public health and safety at risk.

mkuntz86@gmail.com Matt Kuntz 2067959347

03/31/20 6:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping His Hands Lawn Care & Services 6300 NW Concrete BoulevardSilverdale Workers out conducting business as usual for 
Poulsbo Place HOA

jkrasas@gmail.com Jim Krasas 3604718401

03/31/20 9:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn service His Hands Lawn care and services Inc 6300 NW Concrete Blvd Silverdale, Wa Seen crew working at Apartment on Viking Way, 
Poulsbo, Wa. on 3/27
Seen crew working in Silverdale, Wa. on 3/30

N/A N/A N/A

04/27/20 2:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog groomer Hobby/collectible game retailer 17833 1st Ave S Ste B Normandy Park The groomer in the back of the shop is doing 
business (nails, ,grooming, baths, etc). Groomer 
also does not maintain social distance.

benevola@bobshouse.net Barbara L Martin 2068541145 pawsinthepark@comcast.net

04/06/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman Construction Fairway Lane, Bailey-Brayton FieldPullman Ongoing construction not related to response to 
COVID-19 pandemic

04/03/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman construction NE Fairway St. Bailey field Pullman Stay at home order disregarded. Non-essential 
construction continues.

04/01/20 4:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman Construction 16045 25th Ave NE Shoreline, wa multiple covid-19 cases reported and confirmed on 
jobesite.  No immediate shut down.  Lack of proper 
cleaning and precautions.  General lack of concern 
for workers health.   Continued exposure to unsafe 
contaminated areas and people.  Workers in 
“quarantine” returning before a 14 day period.  You 
cannot tell me that this job is essential and needs to 
stay open when people are going to die because of 
it.  Unacceptable.  Please shut this job site down and 
comply with CDC guidelines.   People’s lives are at 
stake.

Anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 425-555-5555

03/30/20 8:42 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman Construction 16045 125th Ave NE Shoreline Two confirmed cases of covid-19 on site.  Never 
shut down. Continued business as usual, and 
inadequate cleaning and safety precautions made.  
Job site should be shut down.  Workers do not feel 
safe or comfortable working there.  It’s up to the 
school district and the general contractor to make 
the call and shut it down.  And they have ignored 
obvious displeasures from jobesite workers.

Anonymous@gmail.com Anonymous 206-123-4567

03/30/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoffman Construction 16045 25th Ave NE Shoreline Industry Business Representatives (Hoffman 
Const.), and local municipalities (Shoreline Sch 
Dist.) authorities to self-define what is and what isn’t 
deemed Essential

whej235@lni.wa.gov Jeff Wheeler 360-399-5627

04/02/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hofman Construction 16045 25 ave ne Shorline new school construction that if it does fall under 
essential business should not. this particular site has 
had at least one positive COVID-19 on site that 
worked while positive, and traveled through out the 
site. they had a employee spray disinfectant on the 
areas where they thought he may have been but not 
the whole site. I have been told by a reliable source 
that one contractor has 19 people out sick from this 
jobsite alone. workers from this site are not allowed 
to work at another similar jobsite. it is impossible to 
social distance and clean or not contact surfaces 
worked on by others. the construction of a school 
can wait till this passes. there are way more than 50 
people on this site daily.

fschneider621@icloud.com Frank Schneider 425-314-8201



04/04/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Landscaping Hogar y Jardin Landscaping 10415 NE 145th St Kirkland They are performing residential landscaping work. 
This is clearly non-essential, as it does not involve 
anything agricultural. Routine lawn maintenance is 
not included in essential business activities. 

We were shocked to hear and see them performing 
landscaping work in the yard of our rental home 
today (Saturday, April 4th). We are the tenants. Our 
landlord who does not reside on the property hires 
and pays them directly to complete yard 
maintenance approximately 1-2 times a month. I 
cannot imagine the landlord asked them to do so 
under the current order, as he also resides in 
Washington State.

jessicaxmas@gmail.com Jessica Christmas 2066641402

04/13/20 9:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Holland / Omni South Lake Union 1120 Denny Way Seattle Construction work has started at night at the new 
Omni building sit located at Denny Way and Fairview.

Adeytown75@gmail.com Mark Cheeseman 206-418-8034 Holland

04/02/20 7:14 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Horse arena and lesson 
center

Holly Farms and Equine Life solution 19515 51st AVE SE Bothell This facility is still allowing customers to come and 
ride horse and take .from instructors.  Claims they 
are "exercising" the horses.  Employees are still 
showing up and working non essential duties. I 
understand needing to feed and clean stalls but 
other than that customers and boarders should not 
be going there and participating in non essential 
activities.

hansen.john.j@gmail.com John J Hansen 4257807939

03/31/20 9:15 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Holly’s Housekeeping 61 E Cypress Ct Shelton Business is still running as normal. Doesn’t provide 
sanitation. Just basic house keeping.

hollyjjc@gmail.com

04/15/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Holroid Company 7216 Lakewood Dr W Lakewood Construction project on 104th & Canyon in Tacoma. 
Storage units are going up. I do not believe the 
construction of storage units is essential now. 
Multiple people and vehicles on site as well as at 
least 3 cement trucks. 
I will be locating the company running the project 
and will report on them as well. I have photos if that 
helps.

Mechelle 253-221-9500

03/31/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Holt homes NE kingbird dr Camas Roofing a new house in the culdesac hrogers12@yahoo.com Heather Rogers 3608239150

03/30/20 4:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Holt homes Pioneer st Camas Construction is still happening at a house near the 
playground. I heard happening from inside a home 
currently under construction and tours were 
happening yesterday

Hrogers12@yahoo.com Heather rogers 3608239150

05/18/20 7:05 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Holy Family Hospital 5633 N Ledgerwood Spokane Elective surgery started today and it is still restricted 
at least until noon today.

04/12/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HOMAN CONSTRUCTION 1022 Cottonwood dr richland roofing house all over the lower valley PROSSER 
GRANDVIEW SUNNYSIDE RICHLAND  
epmployeews being paid cash under the table to 
continue working while stop order is in place no 
safety harrninesses no insurance no L & I and no 
claiming to goverment on work Mike Homan tells 
clients he wants paid in cash so he doesnt have to 
pay taxes.  But he has 4 guys working under illegal 
circumstances i reported this twice now and this 
company is just all over rooifng house commetting 
multipke voilatoins on a daily basis

scared to say scared to say scared to say

03/30/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home 9214 SE Evergreen Hwy Vancouver Several( over 4) people are at the house every day 
as contractors working on a remodel

mamy9212@gmail.com Amy Murakami 3606072622

03/31/20 11:24 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mobile home sales and set 
up

Home boys 15906 e sprague Spokane Valley Per web site states hours may vary due to covid-19 
and a new mobile was delivered a few months ago 
and they have been doing the set up and finish work 
on the property. They still have people working on 
the property and again today more then one 
vehicle/work van were at the property.

bremaine52@gmail.com Sabrina 5092186252 jr@thehomeboys.com

04/24/20 12:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home builders 1438 ne 23 ct.  Lot# 1 .Vancouver Washington 98686 Have observed continued housing construction at site Slamsamg@gmail.com Sam Germano 3607138591

04/08/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home construction Between 706 and 716 N. 67th St.Seattle Construction continues at the home site long after 
Governor’s order.

maryloudickerson@comcast.netMary Lou Dickerson 206-782-6129

04/03/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home Construction 7835 NE 14th St Medina Multiple construction vendors on site. ed_truitt@yahoo.com Ed 6193394016

04/01/20 2:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HOME DEPOT OUTSIDE EXTERIOR 
SERVICES

7050 Tacoma Mall Blvd, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma, WA. HOME DEPOT (NATIONWIDE VIOLATIONS) Hello,
I wanted to let you know that HOME DEPOT is 
requesting there outside sales representatives to go 
in to help with the store employees. 
 I'm fearful that an outside sales rep being potentially 
being exposed to the virus while in the store only 
then to go on an appointment to customers home to 
sell non-essential products. 
The outside sales position is for presenting and 
selling customers new windows, doors, and home 
remolding. These positions are 100% commission 
positions.

businesslicenses@homedepot.com

04/08/20 11:54 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction home depot, sherwin williams, lowes, 
mclendons etc

delridge way sw seattle, wa How is paint considered essential?  Protect our 
workers and stop this nonsense at home 
improvement stores.  Better yet, drive thru the 
neighborhood and look at those contractors 
remodelling homes. We rely on you to keep us safe.  
Essential workers should be performing only 
essential duties.

tmpcanuck@hotmail.com tracey m parker 2069371492

04/03/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home Improvements Non Essential 5527 N 46th St Tacoma Hello I live on N 47th in Tacoma and I've noticed not 
only work still being done on new construction on 
thexorner of N46th. But also the address given also 
working on home improvements by some people. 
We will never get over this if they do what they want 
and aren't held accountable.

Karen G.

04/05/20 11:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home Owner 201 Sumner st Bucoda I'm Working for a Guy flipping a House and people 
are in & out of there all day and I don't want to get 
Sick and he told me he's gonna give the Job we 
agreed upon to someone else.

gsample637@gmail.com Guy Sample 36066699501

04/07/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape Home owner is last name Jenson..the 
company has no marked van.

24624 SE old Black Nugget RDIssaquah WA The home owner has multiple peopole in his 
backyard doing "RE-Landscaping" work that is non-
essential. This is now the second day with a large 
group of people and one has been coughing. I am 
immune compremised and would appreciate you 
PLEASE looking in to this and getting it to stop!! 
They will only stop if local athorities get involved...I 
have trioed asking nicely, they dont care and think 
we are all "over reacting and I need to deal with it". ( 
I have the txt message showing this as well as a 
threat if it is reported)

Limelookalike@yahoo.com Brandi Huang 425-466-8348

03/31/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home remodel - Construction 
company sign not in view

4232 BURKE AVE N 98103 Seattle Ongoing home demolition and some type of new 
construction that is non-essential during this time of 
self isolation to contain Covid 19.  Home owners 
listed as LUBERT ERIC & LUBERT ALISON

04/06/20 8:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home renovation project 1621 4th Ave N, 98109 Seattle This construction project has people coming and 
going to the residents. This is a non essential home 
renovation project that isn't following the stay at 
home order.

04/07/20 1:19 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord Home rentals 600 E. 5th St. Unit A Arlington Landlord thinks he needs to do landscaping at my 
home

snydrwll@gmail.com Bruce W Snyder 4256224224

04/13/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Homeplace Northwest 5107 N. Walnut Spokane Construction and remodeling is still taking place at 
1032 Buena Vista, Spokane, WA. Joe Richter is the 
owner of this company, my previous boss that 
happened to lay off me and another employee due to 
covid-19, yet he still has guys going to work. Ive 
been struggling to get unemployment due to being a 
"self employed gig worker" and for him to continue 
work is wrong

04/21/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther residential home 
construction

Homes by Sal Cohen 1117 141st Ave NE Bellevue large number of workers coming and going, 
congregating, working on a new home framing -- by 
my read of the rule, this is not urgent action for 
safety, emergency restoration of power/water, or 
there is anything essential happening here. They are 
simply putting the workers and our neighborhood at 
risk.

ehsan.ocrc@gmail.com Mitra Ehsan 2066697639

04/09/20 3:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Homes by Sal Cohen 1117 141st Ave NE Bellevue continuously building custom home construction, 
multiple trucks coming and going all day long, with 
workers clearly not physical distancing.  No evidence 
that there's anything essential for anyone happening 
there.  Just a custom home being built.

ehsan.ocrc@gmail.com Mitra Prow 2066697639

04/14/20 8:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturers Home Sales Homes Direct 3526 Cedardale Rd Mt Vernon Each day I drive by this business I see cars and 
people outside. Ive been told they show the homes 
by appointment and they a supposed to be a non 
essential



04/23/20 11:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufactured Home Sales Homes Direct of Washington 3526 Cedardale Rd Mt Vernon I still see on a daily basis of at least 2 cars in parking 
lot and when I called they answered the phone. 
When I asked if they are open they said yes I can 
come and see the homes. So I went and they walked 
me through them. I wasn't going to go but I did just 
to see if they would and they did. Big fail on their 
part. I wore a mask but they didn't.  I prefer not to 
leave my information.  Thank you

04/01/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Homeslice LLC 1431 24th Ave Seattle They are continuing work on a residential 
construction project that is concerned as non-
essential.  City of Seattle was notified several days 
ago but work has been on going as of today.

btkitty@msn.com Sandra Fuller 2537975339

04/17/20 8:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Honda of Grays Harbor 1720 Simpson Ave. Aberdeen Multiple salesmen in showroom and office and still 
making new car deals.

04/09/20 9:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Honda of Kirkland 12420 NE 85th st Kirkland This dealership is allowing customers to come in and 
take cars on test drives. Also allowing multiple 
employees to work in the building at the same time. 
They  have a manager, a finance person and a 
salesperson ( who sets up appointments from the 
dealership) all working at the same time. They are 
not following the mandated guidelines issued by the 
governor. 
The guidelines are as follows: 
•••on-site visits to the dealership are by appointment 
only and must be scheduled remotely; only 1 
dealership employee may be present in the 
dealership building (showroom or office) at any one 
time, and that employee may only be present during 
the duration of the sale; as part of the sales 
transaction, the buyer must certify that the purchase 
is essential for one of the reasons provided above.
 They are ignoring these guidelines!
This is unsafe and putting citizens at risk.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/09/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Honda of Kirkland 12420 NE 85th Street Kirkland There are numerous employees working at the same 
time. I asked what days they were working due to 
the coronavirus and the man said they were open 
normal hours, regular shifts. I’m concerned for these 
employees and their exposure to coronavirus.

kavinaladean@gmail.com Kavina LaDean 4258351275

04/02/20 7:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car dealer Honda of sumner 16302  auto ln. Sumner Multiple sales people on sales floor, multiple office 
workers, sales workers that are nonessential and 
could work from home. allowing window shoppers 
when they could set appointments to limit possible 
exposure. forcing employees to report while showing 
multiple symptoms coughing sneezing ect. which 
forces other employees to be exposed.

chloesblack@gmail.com Josh Dunn 2532552075

04/11/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hone landscaping & construction 2365 Squak Mountian Loop S.W.Issaquah Working all week during the shutdown. 
Landscaping/Hardscapes is not essential. Too many 
workers onsite

04/06/20 7:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electronic Materials Honewell Electronic Material 15128 E Euclid Ave Spokane Valley, WA Not producing masks. Testing electronic metals not 
used to produce medical equipment or parts for 
medical equipment. No administrators are not on 
site.  They are protecting the administrators but not 
their workers. Machine workers and lab workers are 
REQUIRED to be there. Worker temperatures are 
being taken but workers may be asymptomatic and 
can spread the virus. No union and workers fear that 
they will be fired if they don't work. Non essential.

Anonomous Wife of worker (509) 252-2200 PAYTAX@HONEYWELL.COM

04/21/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Honey Bucket 6814 Ravenna Ave. NE Seattle Non-essential residential construction taking place at 
lot (3rd business day in a row). Includes: demolition 
clean-up, debris removal by a dump truck that is 
coming to location, and today a Honey Bucket 
sanitation visit. While a sanitation visit is certainly 
essential, providing this service to a non-essential 
business is completely outrageous and belies blatant 
violation of the stay-home order

lezoktr@yahoo.com Richard Kozel 2066611270 Unknown

03/30/20 5:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yoga/Wellness Hoodsport Yoga 24380 Hwy 101 Hoodsport The owner of this studio has posted on Facebook 
that she's reopening on 4/4 with approval from the 
MIL dept as an essential business. She is starting to 
sell supplements and plans to hold a farmers 
market, which I believe would be essential. However, 
she has said that she'll also be teaching in person 
classes (at her studio and in people's homes), 
neither of which seems to fall under any of the 
essential business categories. I have copies of the 
Facebook post where she has said she'll be 
teaching, not just selling essential products and can 
provide these if necessary as proof of her intent. 
Please stop this before she hurts our community, 
which includes many older residents. Thank you!

mmwideman@gmail.com Melissa Wideman 312-493-3040 info@hoodsportwellness.com

04/03/20 11:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Human services 
management

Hope Human Services 5308 12th St E a Fife, WA 98424 Management personnel are being forced to work 
together by ownership in a congregated setting and 
ignore social distancing directives. All of these staff  
jobs could be easily performed by management team 
members, working from the safety of their homes...

Mike@draperteam.com Michael Draper 360-731-4907

03/31/20 8:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hoppet Design and Construction 5809 Reid Dr NW Gig Harbor There are no less than 8 vehicles working on a 
residential construction project with as many or more 
people working on it.

04/23/20 11:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass shop Hot Glass Color & Supply 2227 5th ave Seattle Forcing employees to work non essential duties.

04/07/20 3:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hot tub maintenance Hot Tub Pros 58th Pl W Mukilteo House in 58th Pl W Mukilteo neighborhood has "Hot 
Tub Pros" van (phone 425-221-3331) outside the 
home and see worker going in and out of house. 
Assume they are doing hot tub 
installation/repair/maintenance.

email@thehottubpros.com

04/10/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction hotel corner of minkler and andover park westtukwila building a hotel. I don't think that's an essential 
construction project. no one observing safe 
distancing.

bakerinseattle@gmail.com tim baker 2067926384

04/01/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction hotel corner of minkler and west andover park, across from 700 Andover Park Westtukwila Construction of a hotel across the street from my 
office (we are an essential biz) is going full steam. 
each day a full contingent of workers show up. no 
one practicing safe distancing

bakerinseattle@gmail.com Tim Baker 206-792-6384

04/02/20 1:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hotel Group (THG) is developing 
Residence Inn Wenatchee by Marriott

Walla Walla Point Park (located next to this park)Wenatchee This hotel site was idle for a couple days and now 
has construction workers again on site.  They are 
performing all phases of construction. I took pictures 
of some of the work being done today.

marjiebrown@msn.com Marjie Brown 5096693077

04/07/20 9:22 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Hotels In Washington Washington State All of Washington State You really need to remove hotels and motels as 
essential businesses. People are ignoring the shelter 
at home and going to hotels all across the state even 
from other states to gather in hotels with extended 
family and or friends. I work for a hotel and see this 
on a daily basis. If you want to really flatten the curve 
on the increase of cases, you need to remove hotels 
as essential businesses!!!!!!!!!!!! I am risking my 
own health and health of my immediate family due to 
these people. I can't bring this up to the company I 
work for as they will just terminate me and give me a 
bad reference like they have other employees.

media@wahospitality.org

04/10/20 3:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction House construction and general 
repairs

9029 4th ave nw Seattle The construction hasn't ceased even for a day.

04/16/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction House developer 2508 ne 58th st Vancouver Construction workers are building a house next to 
ours. Have no PPE, are coughing and spitting next to 
my mothers yard. 10+ workers gathered together 
every day blasting music and socializing and not 
following social distancing orders. Continuing to do 
construction on building a house.

alexis.crain22@gmail.com Alexis Crain 3607733976

04/14/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction House Painters 7021 20th ave NE Seattle There is a small group of men not wearing masks, 
not practicing social distancing, and they are 
prepping and painting the outside of the 7021 20th 
ave NE house. This is a non-essential business 
activity being performed on a vacant house.

04/05/20 1:15 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Howard Johnson Plaza by Wyndham 
Yakima

9 N 9th St Yakima Business is excepting non essential workers putting 
the essential workers at risk.

jadeb@lamhotels.com Jade Bryant 509.249.1900

03/31/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Howard S Wright 415 1st Ave N Seattle Still working and they are non essential.

03/30/20 11:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tax prep Hr block 10423 main st Bellevue They allow clients to still come in and sit and do tax 
preparation without social distancing. It is not an 
essential function. Tax preparation for businesses 
but not this

jnagashima@gmail.com Jill Nagashima 6175381048

04/06/20 2:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HR Quality Consruction 504 East 13th Av. Kennewick Construction ongoing on site in Walla Walla on 
Highland Road near Canterburg St. Housing 
development with multiple workers not self 
distancing or not essential.

maberg@charter.net Mike



04/02/20 6:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HSW /Trammell Crow Company 1001 106th Ave NE Bellevue The construction site is planning on opening, even 
after Governor Inslee's extension to the stay at home 
order on 4/2/20. The City of Bellevue has stated they 
would support the required inspections if the owner 
and the contractor choose to proceed with the 
construction of this Office Tower project. A letter 
from the Governors office deeming this site to be 
essential has not been issued as far as I have seen.

skmurphy71@gmail.com steven Murphy 2069632735

04/04/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction http://www.alejandroshomeservice.co
m/

10211 37th PL SW Seattle There have been multiple vendors coordinated by the 
business listed above at the website, the street 
address is where they are performing the work. It's 
getting a house ready for rental. Nobody is wearing 
protective gear and they have been ignoring the 
construction stay home stay safe orders.

greglukesmith@gmail.com Greg L Smith 2069492866

04/14/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huber properties LLC 6391 SE Mullenix rd. Port Orchard Wa On going new residential construction during stay at 
home Order. I would like to stay Anonymous please.

03/31/20 10:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Hudson Auto Center 20081 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo According to their Facebook page they’re still selling 
cars. They list themselves as a dealership and 
should not be open.

amanda.andrew@live.com Amanda Andrew 3606495594

04/09/20 9:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huesby home construction 19712 Filbert drive bothell wa 98102 Also not preforming social distancing in a family 
neighborhood, also working after hours and 
throughout weekends non stop. Its the multiple 
homes lot not the single home lot right next to 19714

monicasafe2go@gmail.com monica mang 4254712232

04/09/20 9:01 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huesby home construction 19712 Filbert drive bothell wa 98102 Also not preforming social distancing in a family 
neighborhood, also working after hours and 
throughout weekends non stop

monicasafe2go@gmail.com monica mang 4254712232

04/22/20 8:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Huesito's Landscaping LLC 1506 E Salt Lake St Pacso Employees are at risk and public at risk. Minimal or 
no PPE available to employees. Not following 
distance requirements. Employees required to report 
to office daily without precautions even with work 
from home available.

04/22/20 8:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Huesito's Landscaping LLC 1506 E Salt Lake St Pacso Employees are at risk and public at risk. Minimal or 
no PPE available to employees. Not following 
distance requirements. Employees required to report 
to office daily without precautions even with work 
from home available.

04/08/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Huesitos Landscaping 1506 E. Salt Lake St. Pasco This company is still conducting business. There are 
some loopholes that make certain functions 
essential and they are clinging to that to complete 
other non essential functions. My spouse is an 
employee and by having to leave for work is putting 
the rest of the household at risk.

04/02/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huesitos Landscaping 1506 E. Salt Lake St. Pasco I would like to remain anonymous but this Lawn 
Care company is STILL out doing landscaping & 
mowing services!

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/20/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huesitos Landscaping LLC 1506 E Salt Lake street pasco Company is still performing work on job sites.

04/11/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huntwood 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake Re opened performing non essential function tiggys627@outlook.com Denise Holbrook-Kelly 5099927225

04/07/20 10:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet Manufacturer Huntwood 23800 East Appleway Liberty lake Offer of a raise to come back to work while ban is 
still in effect

social@huntwood.com & TFRESE@HUNTWOOD.COM

04/21/20 5:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Huntwood cabinets T R A industry 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty lake This business shouldn’t even be operating under the 
government order. Yet they run unmarked trucks out 
of the back of their building and have a full staff of 
500 employees under one roof! While keeping there 
gates locked so law enforcement can not enter 
property.

Nickynic_01@comcast.net Tiffany 5092513540 tfrese@huntwood.com

04/06/20 10:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sales and Manufacturing Huntwood Custom Cabinets 23800 E Appleway Ave Liberty Lake Several senior citizens working onsite, sometimes 
closely together (not manufacturing, only to generate 
sales). Sales department is one of possibly many 
nonessential business departments operating FT 
(ages over 65) at Huntwood.

Sethski@live.com Seth N/A TFRESE@HUNTWOOD.COM

04/03/20 8:31 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet manufacturing. Huntwood Ind. 23800 E. Appleway Liberty Lake Wa. 99019 Have had people working during stay home order an 
now calling people back with $2.00 hr more for April 
for working.

mr.billanslugo@gmail.com Bill Adams 5099931229

04/20/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction HUP NT 1501 LLC 1501 NW 59th St Seattle Non-essential building construction has restarted ken@hamiltonurban.com

03/31/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hurst and Son LLC 4911 N. Florida St Spokane Still working on landscaping and concrete driveways. Jpmarple90@gmail.com Jason Marple 5096388809

03/31/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hurst and Sons llc 4911 n Florida Spokane Continues to have full crew working together in close 
proximity to each other as well as near homes. They 
have worked every day since the order and show 
total disregard for Gov Inside. A lot of the work has 
been done without permits.

04/08/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Huseby Homes 19713 Filbert Drive Bothell Working in large groups constructing new homes for 
the past week. Also work sundays after hours. No 
social distancing and have asked nicely for them to 
leave and was rude about it. Non essential business 
putting everyone at risk in a neighboorhood.

Monicasafe2go@gmail.com Monica Mang 4254712232

03/31/20 12:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Industrial Carpet Cleaning 
Machine Manufacturing

Hydramaster 11015 47th Avenue West Mukilteo Business quickly put cleaning chemicals in their 
lobby to "appear" as though they are a distributor of 
cleaning supplies to stay open. They do not directly 
sell cleaning supplies without a large machine 
purchase.  Holding meetings in close quarters & 
passing around clipboards to sign forms. Not safe!! 
Not essential!!

03/31/20 7:58 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing HydraMaster corporation 11015 47th Ave w Mukilteo This co is staying open saying it is essential but it 
isn’t. One of its other locations out of state makes 
sanitizing cleaner but this one DOES NOT. 
Employees (many over 60 and poor health) are 
feeling unsafe but unable to stop working

Jennifer.nwht@gmail.com Jennifer Barrett 4253446474 KATHLEEN.BROWN@FOSTER.COM

04/03/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hydromax 6500 South Ursula Place Seattle, WA 98108 Non-essential inspections, been performed in clear 
violation of the stay-home orders.

DETAILS: About 6-12 months ago, PSE contacted 
me and informed they needed to do an inspection on 
the sewer pipes that were installed some 40 years 
before, as they may have been installed improperly. 
They hired Hydromax to perform these inspection. 
The inspection was scheduled about 3 moths ago, 
and they are operating as if this was business as 
usual, spreading viruses from home to home...

dinei@dflorencio.com Dinei Florencio 4252130195

04/09/20 8:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Hydroseeding and Barkblowers Inc. 14021 Pioneer Way E, Puyallup, WA 98372Puyallup Most other Hydroseeding companies are following 
the Stay Home order and this Hydroseed company is 
still working. How is it possible that one company 
performing hydroseeding can be "Essential" and the 
others are NOT!

05/01/20 3:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Hyundai of Kirkland 11706 124th Ave NE, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland They are selling cars to anyone, not just the 
essential allowed transactions.

05/08/20 3:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction HŌM Solutions Inc. 253.478.7440 Redmond, WA This company is installing carpet at a home on May 
15. The Elderly woman who lives there does not 
understand the situation. She is still in quarantine 
after being exposed to Covid 19. They are contracted 
by Redmond Home Depot.
Personal in-home construction is not approved as 
essential. This company is taking advantage of an 
old person who does not comprehend the dire risk 
she is being put into. 
HŌM Solutions Inc.
Direct line  253.478.7440
Riley Mcneil

Cynthia

04/01/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I do notknow the business' name 2212 9th Ave SW 6a&b Olympia Construction worker present , not sure what they are 
doing but one is rummaging through materials for 
siding. Were here all last week until late, yesterday 
until after 6pm, back today.

Kiwoyke@gmail.com Ki as in key 3605560550

04/29/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don't know neighborhood of 13065 SE 26th StreetBellevue Loud construction activities going on in my 
neighborhood with multiple people seen on roof 
smashing hammers and using loud construction 
machines. This is going on for more than 7 days.

Pbvinaygupta@gmail.com Vinay Gupta 2064198561

04/23/20 6:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don't know 2905 NW 75th Street Seattle Construction workers at the site building a fence 
without social distancing or protective equipment.

kfossum@me.com Karen Fossum 206-384-1521

04/09/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don't know 4017 N 31st St Tacoma Construction has continued unabated on the house 
at this address.

dr.marcy.meyer@gmail.com Marcy Meyer 808-343-7483

04/06/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction i don't know 7715 31st.  ave. N.E. Seattle A home remodeling project, stopped for the past 
week, has begun once again. Several workers are 
involved in installing siding. Does this activity fall 
within the Governor's Proclamation prohibitions?

mikegervais@yahoo.com lee gervais 2065248717

03/31/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don't know 2200 block evergreen point roadMedina Construction of new home continues while others 
have heeded the sheltering in request

threegermans@yahoo.com Cynthia 15093931261



04/08/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping business for 
residential community

I don't know it but it's at the Village at 
the Overlake Station apartments

2580 152nd Ave NE Redmond, WA 98052 The landscaping people are generating huge dust 
clouds with their blowers while cleaning debris. All 
this dust has been settled on my windows. 
Contacted the landlord, they replied that there is no 
restriction. What is somebody who's sick spits on the 
dust, then it gets into apt? Please clarify!

nasolti@gmail.com Nataliya Solti 425-736-0299

03/31/20 4:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don't know-They are doing roof work 
at US Bank Roosevelt

1023 NE 63rd Street 98115 Seattle They are going on with roof construction work. US 
Bank lobby is closed at this point and they gave a 5 
day break before starting again today, so I doubt this 
is essential. Loud noise makes self isolation difficult 
and frustrating.

04/09/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I dont know the name of the business 408 NW 45th St, Seattle, WA 98107seattle I guy has been working on a house next to me for 
about a month with anywhere from 2 to 4 assistants

chrisjshuck@gmail.com chris shuck 253-545-1190

04/07/20 9:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther land scaping I dont know they use trucks 11500 Meridian ave S EVERETT I don't think the stay at home order is working. lots of 
people out workinh around were I live. Call the police 
and they do nothing.

ironcox86@hotmail.com Phil Cox 4254182769

04/16/20 8:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don’t know 2600 Fairview Ave E unit 2 Seattle House boat remodel. Owners do not live in the 
houseboat right now. Groups of six construction 
workers were seen gathered together not 6 feet 
apart. Very irresponsible to still operate residential 
construction at this point!!

yuanzi0718@gmail,com Lisa 2064998738

04/16/20 12:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don’t know 8603 w 3rd ave Kennewick It is a house that has multiple contractors working on 
what looks like non essential remodel. At some 
points they have had as many as 6 work trucks there.

bibe5659@gmail.com Alex Bibe 5093083080

04/06/20 8:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction I don’t know 816 N Motor Place Seattle There has been no construction for weeks in my 
residential neighborhood. Now there are two people 
doing loud construction which seems entirely 
unnecessary in a house that I know does not belong 
to them. It has been empty for as long as I’ve lived 
here, and these repairs are not essential. They are 
disruptive to the peace and dangerous.

aivia.rose@gmail.com Aivia Monitto 2068760420

03/30/20 6:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car lot still having at least 
two young adults still 
working in the auto detailing 
section of the business. 
How is detailing cars an 
essential business and 
these young people keep 
working because they need 
their jobs.

I-5 TOYOTA 1950 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis The sales floor is closed but one can assume 
because auto repair is listed as essential they are 
still working the auto detailers too. You have to drive 
around to the side of the building to see the detailing 
space on back corner of building. This is putting 
these young people at risk of contracting this highly 
contagious virus from it being on the insides of the 
vehicle surfaces that are being cleaned. When two 
detailers are working on one vehicle there is no way 
to keep a 6' distance. They are working alongside 
one another. They wear their personal clothes that 
they have crawled around within the potentially 
infected cars in thru an 8-hr shift and then wear 
them home potentially spreading it to other members 
of their families. These kids need their jobs and don't 
want to risk getting fired for saying anything. This is 
wrong.

03/31/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto detailing I-5 Toyota Chehalis 1950 NW Louisiana Ave Chehalis Still has workers detailing cars brought in by 
customers. This places the detail employees at risk 
of contracting COVID19 if the person driving was a 
carrier and the interior of the vehicle surfaces held 
the virus. This virus is killing people and these 
workers are being put at risk every day they continue 
to perform this work. How can auto detailing be 
essential or critical?

04/01/20 10:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorsports Dealership I-90 Motorsports 200 NE Gilman Blvd Issaquah They are continuing to sell new motorized vehicles to 
non-essential people.

kkcreasy@gmail.com KERRI K CREASY 5098331056

05/06/20 6:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business I-CAN 13010 NE 20th St. Bellevue I-CAN is a pediatric therapy center that is still open 
for face-to-face appointments despite having the 
ability to telework. Although SLP, PT, and OT are on 
the essential list, their services consist of routine 
outpatient therapies that are not critical (i.e., not 
acute or subacute care for hospitalized patients). 
They are also providing in-clinic and home-based 
ABA, which is NOT on the essential services list. 
Behavioral health is on the essential list, but 
behavioral health includes mental health and 
substance abuse treatment, which ABA is not. I-
CAN claims to be following guidelines, but cleaning 
and distancing "when possible" is not sufficient given 
that they could very easily be providing these 
services through telehealth, as 99% of SLPs, OTs, 
and PTs in the area are doing. ABA is not essential 
and should be put on pause during the pandemic if 
they cannot figure out how to conduct their business 
remotely. They are putting children, families, 
themselves, and the larger community at great 
unnecessary risk.

shellygramza@pacificsl.com Shelly Gramza, MA, CCC-SLP, PC 2065226464 info@i-can.center

04/10/20 4:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Ice Cream Van San Francisco Ave SW Lakewood License Plate:  APF0692 Red Ford Mini Van Older 
Ice Cream Truck with stickers all over it.  Been 
coming in our mobile home park 2-4 times per day, 
selling ice cream to little children without parent 
permission.  It's a bit scary with how many children 
live here.

aimeeforgey@yahoo.com Aimee 3039952934

04/09/20 3:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ICI + subcontractors Near 13398 Newcastle Commons DrNewcastle People are still working on the home construction 
behind Newcastle Commons.  Workers are standing 
right next to each other.  Construction (especially 
residential) is considered non-essential.

Anonymous - Don't need retaliation

04/03/20 7:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ICI Construction + Affiliates 13398 Newcastle Commons DrNewcastle Employees are still arriving daily to work on the 
construction of the new apartments behind the 
Avalon Newcastle Commons.  Construction was 
deemed non-essential.   Failure to comply is 
delaying all of us returning to work.   Space between 
individuals is less than 3'.

04/01/20 11:32 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Distribution ICOM America 12421 Willows Rd NE Kirkland Company refuses to allow many employees to 
perform tasks remotely despite ease of doing so.  
MANY non-essential tasks being conducted on-site 
to the benefit of only the company and their sales of 
non-essential products.  Flagrant disregard to the 
severity of this pandemic exhibited by company 
president.

Anonymous Please, Current Employee

03/31/20 4:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer ICOM America 12421 Willows Road Kirkland Company running staff that consider themselves to 
be non-essential, and forbidding staff pleas to be 
allowed to work remote when the technology and 
process exists in the company.

jrwulf@gmail.com Jason Wulf 3605135563

04/13/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ID construction group 18311 Bothell Everett Hwy, Bothell, WA 98012Seattle Non essential construction to an vacant home,  
working with a group of contractors on a residential 
street. 137th street north, Seattle.

keelanschule@gmail.com Keelan schule 2064021107

04/08/20 8:11 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Idens dealer service 1000 sw 34th st building w2 suite NRenton We are picking up and drive customer cars, to install 
window tint and clear Bra service at dealerships. We 
have had an employee test positive but will no slow 
down of the company

04/04/20 4:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction IDI Insulation Distributors Multiple Arlington, Kent Business is having employees that can, and typically 
do, work from home come in for non-essential 
functions, such as creating a social media 
campaign. Employees are concerned about 
additional exposure from having additional bodies in 
the office. Additionally, this business is not closed to 
the public.

03/31/20 10:22 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer IFH group west 17301 51st Ave NE Arlington They are making hydraulic tanks for the company 
Genie which is closed because of covid-19. The 
process of testing the tanks goes against the social 
distancing as you have to stand on opposite sides of 
a 1.5' tank. They are claiming that making a stand 
that hold hand sanitizer is what's making them 
essential but the company that they're making them 
from are also closed for covid-19.

Apathy4none@gmail.com Ryan 3606313744

03/31/20 1:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grocery IGA Red Apple 622 east Broadway Goldendale In store hot deli and bakery workers are 
nonessential, yet they are still serving food over the 
counter. They are face to face with customers and 
not always using face or glove protection. Another in 
store hot deli is in Holcombs Sentry Market. This is 
also a nonessential service and they are also serving 
food over the counter and having face to face 
contact. Please check into this.

03/31/20 4:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Distribution 
Center for furniture that is 
not deliverable from location

IKEA 4604 196th Street East Spanaway This is a warehouse that distributes flat pack 
furniture to IKEA retail stores which are CLOSED.  
There is no ability to get these items to the stores for 
pick up.  This location DOES NOT fulfill any online 
orders.  There are over 100 people being required to 
work because IKEA states this is an essential 
business because they sell office supplies and DIY 
items.  I would agree if the public were able to 
retrieve items from this location but they cannot.

candicedw0708@hotmail.comI need to remain anonymous



03/31/20 2:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Distribution Center IKEA 4604 196th St E Spanaway My co-workers of about 100+ at the IKEA 
Distribution Center are working as if no restrictions 
are in place. We are definitely not an essential 
service, and the only precaution taken was to 
remove one chair from each 4-chair table in the 
break room.

poorfolx@gmail.com Richard Manzer 12533800935

03/30/20 7:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Ikea Ikea 4604 196th st e Spanaway We are a non-essential company. Office furniture 
and dinner tables are not essential. We have many 
at risk people that have to come to work because 
they can’t afford to not get paid. If Ikea closes we will 
still get paid.

rose_straight@msn.com Erin Heady 2535922193

03/30/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furnature Distribution IKEA Distribution 4604 196th St E Spanaway I've heard from friends and family that they are still 
open. They don't meet the criteria of essential. It is 
not manufacturing or distributing of essential goods.

NA anonymous NA

04/02/20 7:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture Warehouse IKEA Distribution Center 4604 196th St E Spanaway This is an IKEA distribution center for furniture.  
Their retail stores are closed.  They are not providing 
medical furniture or anything that can help this 
Pandemic.  They should be closed down to keep 
their employees safe.

amycombs713@gmail.com Amy Combs 2534144413

05/18/20 6:02 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing ImagiCorps 10500 231st way NE Redmond They are requiring employees to come in and work 
or fear of termination. all work is non-essential 
manufacturing and even asking employees to come 
in and work Security overnight without proper 
training. Recently approved for PPP loan and are 
now paying all employees so they feel like in their 
minds all employees should be working regardless of 
what the job is.

04/07/20 2:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard maintenance Imagine Landscaping 37th and Regal Spokane Business appeared to be doing aeration, a luxury 
service for lawns.

ryanfelker54@gmail.com Ryan 5097039761

03/31/20 8:49 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace parts 
manufacturing

Imaginetics 3410 A St SE Auburn This business is NON Essential, and is producing 
parts for Boeing which is currently shut down.  
Employees are working extremely close.  Employees 
have work from home opportunities, but owner 
refuses to allow it due to trust issues.  Dozens of 
employees are being forced to work on top of each 
other in the shipping area because owner is more 
concerned with making money.  Owner has been 
heard saying we will stay open until the governor 
makes me shut down.  Employees have also gone 
home extremely sick and no one working around 
them has been sent home to quarantine.  Extremely 
UNSAFE

jdlyon75@gmail.com Jason 2532189947

04/02/20 9:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Imco construction 2116 buchanan loop Ferndale This company is continuing  to conduct work that is 
for what I believe is a bike trail in Belleuve at the 
corner of Factoria Blvd and 36th st across from T 
mobile .  I don't believe a bike trail is essential and 
they are putting there workers and public at risk.

Gharis@hotmail.com George Harris 1-425-375-8080

04/28/20 2:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used car dealership Impact Auto Sales 3522 US-97 ALT Wenatchee This dealership is selling cars claiming that it is 
allowed to sell to essential workers. They will meet 
with you and using that claim to actively sell.

gregoria307@hotmail.com Gregoria Cordero 5096302638

05/05/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping Impact Property Management Services 120 6th Ave N. Seattle Impact Property Services provides landscaping 
services on contract to private homeowner 
associations that are within the Seattle Housing 
Authority developments. I observed again today their 
crews mowing and doing other landscaping services 
in the Rainer Vista neighborhood in violation of the 
essential businesses order only. They've been repeat 
violators.

04/08/20 12:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Parking Enforcement Impark 646 5th St #2 Bremerton Enforcement officers are walking around city 
touching multiple objects daily and then touching 
privately owned vehicles.

Bremerton.csr@reefparking.com & staff@bremertonchamber.org

04/17/20 2:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Import Import 19120 SE 34th St Suite 105 Vancouver The business owner forces the employees to come 
to the office and while the owner stays at home to be 
safe. The option for remote work was rejected even 
though the tasks can be done with a computer. It's 
been very slow but still full staff gave to come to the 
office, spending hours shredding and filling to kill 
time. No one wears a mask. Please advise them to 
shut the business down.

ny117st@gmail.com Nahoko Yoshida CONTACT@PACIFIC-R.COM

04/15/20 2:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction In Harmony Sustainable Landscapes 23622 Bothell Everett Hwy Bothell They are doing construction on who knows what. I 
think it's behind the Sustainable Landscapes 
building, not sure how to get there.

patrick.sun@gmail.com Patrick 5125247736

05/02/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber In home doing nails 9621 south 230th place Kent I got my nails done and made my mother an 
Appointment. Unfortunately my mother got sick and 
couldn’t attending d her appointment. I let the nail 
tech know that and she told me ok. I then referred 
another client and I paid 60$ deposit for the client. 
But instead of applying the deposit to her service she 
kept it and over charged. I text her requesting my 
money back and she told me no. This is theft during 
a pandemic.

Aiesha_b@live.com Aiesha steward 2068526277

04/05/20 8:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Escrow In house escrow 50 116th Ave SE STE 112 Bellevue Why is the owner forcing my wife to travel in this 
time. Making multiple employees travel across 
Washington to Bellevue for training. This is 
completely unacceptible in my book and they should 
be shut down!!! I want my wife home where she is 
safe not clear across the state!!

Brutonkasey@yahoo.com Kasey Bruton 5094384401 INFO@INHOUSEESCROW.COM

04/01/20 5:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Escrow In house escrow 50 116th Ave SE #112 Bellevue Why are people from an escrow company traveling 
across state spreading germs for work that is clearly 
non-essential. Stay home stay safe obviously does 
not apply here! Had people from this business check 
in to the hotel I work at! Lots of ways to accomplish 
things electronically but they choose not too!

04/01/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inca Builders 14242 Ambaum Bl SW Burien Ongoing construction of SF residence at 9531 
Evanston Ave N.

03/31/20 3:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inca Marble and Granite 11629 94th Place Ne 98033 kirkland They are at a residential remodel project doing work.

03/30/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Individuals 1250 Bellevue Way NE Bellevue I'm not sure if landscape maintenance and 
remodeling are currently allowed or not.  I know I 
cannot hire anyone to help me remodel my house at 
this time or hire anyone to help me in my yard, but 
my neighbors have not suspended their remodel at 
all across the street and there are multiple workers 
there right now.  Another neighbor had their regular 
yard service show up this morning.  Will you please 
clarify?

Thank you!

debrahugheshomes@aol.comDebra Hughes 4258910073

04/04/20 11:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Indoor comfort systems 118 violet meadows Tacoma This business does new construction heating 
systems and is still sending workers out to jobsites

04/16/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Infinity Homes 6159 W Deschutes Ave Ste 508Kennewick I have seen them continuing construction in my 
neighborhood that is more than protecting their 
assets or preventing spoilage as the Governor 
ordered. I found their address online and the phone 
number they have listed is (509) 392-7080.

04/01/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland Construction 3000 ? state route 903 _*directly next door to 3020 state rpute 903CleElum They are working to prepare to move a construction 
business into a residential area, and are working 
with heavy machinery at 8am, with a 2 or 3 man 
crew. The owner told me that he had been told not to 
work, during the shutdown, but thought it was okay 
in this area, if no one said anything. I don't want my 
name brought into this,please. This is the day after 
he informed me of him being the new owner of the 
property, and his intentions with the acquisition.

systyl@yahoo.com Maynette Nuzum 15093049000

03/30/20 4:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland empire drywall supply 1630 e 7th Avenue Kennewick Seen a group of workers delivering drywall to a 
residential house it is new construction. Not working 
6 feet apart.

Msmith821@live.com Miranda holt inlanddrywall@att.net

03/31/20 10:03 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland Empire drywall supply co 1630 E. 7th ave Kennewick Continue to run business despite all like/same 
businesses are closed. All construction sites they 
deliver to are shit down. And they still are delivering. 
They stated they will shutdown only when told they 
have to

Alyshiaguerrero@gmail.com Alyshia 5095539681 inlanddrywall@att.net

04/06/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland fire protection 1100 Ahtanum rd Yakima Company is out on serveral job sites.
Johnson foods Sunnyside,. URM old toys r us 
Yakima, there office fabrication of jobs,



04/03/20 7:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland Group 120 W Cataldo Ave Spokane This group has contracted with multiple companies 
to do construction at an assisted living facility in 
Smokey Point....more specifically in Arlington. For 
one they are working on new construction which is 
definitely non essential. I know of 4 men that have 
reported staying at work while having symptoms of 
covid. Secondly there is talk that the owners of 
Inland group paid off someone in order get on the 
essential list when ALL other construction is shut 
down.

They are risking the health of MY immediate family 
and if they dont get shut down I WILL own their 
company and have some jobs of those involved in 
making them essential. This is absolutely ridiculous 
that they are still working!!!!

Vnessagirl79@gmail.com Vanessa 253-324-7328

04/10/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard Maintenance Inland Lawn Maintenence xxxx spokane wa 99217 is what is listed on their websiteSpokane Was pretty sure that residential lawn service was a 
non-essential business at this time.  I have a picture 
I can email you of people working across the street 
from me.

jason.denman10@gmail.com Jason Denman 509-991-2024

04/01/20 7:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inland Waterproofing Services, LLC 11324 152nd Ave SE Renton Owner of company is refusing to let her employees 
know that they were exposed to covid-19, for fear 
they will quit showing up. One crew was at a known, 
infected, diagnosed site while infected was there. 
Shelley Carlson is refusing to let her entire crew 
know now that they were all exposed. Also, they are 
non-essential, she makes up lies about what she 
does so that she can still work her men. 
Her office she runs everything out of is in Idaho, and 
her men work in Seattle, all meeting at the above 
address for info on the jobs they go to every day. 
Even if only one crew was exposed, her entire 
Seattle company has now been exposed. She 
refuses to tell them, and let them know. Please 
protect these men, and their families.

Aubreymhowlett@gmail.com Aubrey howlett 2087044587

03/30/20 6:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Innovative landscaping (509 ) 499 -9252 Spokane This landscaping company has been in our Franklin 
park neighborhood working side by side with the 
neighbors for extended periods of time. There's also 
been 2 open houses on our block, with far more than 
10 people coming and going.

04/08/20 2:59 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther parking enforcement Inpark 801 Madison St Seattle Employees patrolling non-secured parking areas in 
close contact with motorists/vehicles

roderick.eden.woods@gmail.comRoderick Woods 425-299-0413

04/12/20 10:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography Videography Inquisitive Concepts inquisitiveconcepts.com 253-224-2954 Went to Pike Place market to take photos and 
posted on social media for kicks. Contact me by 
email for a screenshot.

socialguy@outlook.com Abhijit Sarkar

04/03/20 7:17 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cleaning service Inside Out Cleaning 14429 82nd ave ne Kirkland They are still providing their service to clean homes 
if client still wants them to.

Info@insideoutcleaning.us

05/07/20 9:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Door to Door Sales for an Essential BusinessInsight Pest Control 700 NW 42nd St #209 Seattle We had a sales person from Insight pest control 
knock on our door earlier this week to try to sell us 
pest control services. This was unsolicited and non-
essential. This was just your typical door- to door 
sales. I observed him attempt to talk to every house 
on our block. According to the neighborhood 
Facebook group (West Seattle Connection) this 
company has been very active at door to door sales 
in our neighborhood.

contact@insightpestnw.com

05/14/20 8:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bug killers Insight Pest Solutions 700 NW 42nd Street Seattle WA 98107 Person knocked at my door, and was offering bug 
services and trying to have us sign up for removing 
ants from our property. He went to every door on my 
block, and talked to half my neighbors (we are 
located on Genesee Hill, between Andover and 
Dakota).

05/01/20 3:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest control sales Insight Pest Solutions 700 NW 42nd St #209 Seattle, WA A door-to-door sales person was approaching people 
in the street and knocking on doors soliciting new 
business in a residential neighborhood in West 
Seattle.

david.gassner@gmail.com David Gassner 206-661-4823 contact@insightpestnw.com

04/29/20 3:28 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Door to door sales/Pest 
control

Insight Pest Solutions 1112 S 344th St #305, Federal Way They are sending people out to do door to door sales. Leighd253@gmail.com Leigh Dunlap 2532038524 contact@insightpestnw.com

04/25/20 2:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pest control Insight Pest Solutions 1112 S. 344th St. #305 Federal Way door to door sales in the middle of a global pandemic 
seems like not such a great idea. they're going door 
to door in Arbor Heights neighborhood of West 
Seattle on Saturday, April 25th, to sell their services. 
I emailed the company to complain, and received an 
email back that pest control is considered essential. 
While that may be, I feel that door to door sales of a 
service deemed essential is NOT essential. These 
sales could have been made over the phone. 
Sending people door to door right now is dangerous.

vanmatrejennifer@gmail.com Jennifer VanMatre n.green@insightpest.com

04/25/20 4:49 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Insight Pest Solutions 700 NW 42nd St #209 Seattle Afternoon of 4/24/20 a large swarm of Insight sales 
representatives went door-to-door in Arbor Heights. I 
talked to one who came to my door and another that 
I engaged while I was out on a walk. The reps 
argued the business is essential. Still, door-to-door 
sales is not essential now. Despite wearing PPE and 
attempting to practice social distancing, this type of 
sales is against the spirit of the Stay Home - Stay 
Healthy.

dougharks@gmail.com Doug Harkness 206.353.2597 contact@insightpestnw.com

05/05/20 3:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest company Insite pest control Unknown Seattle Door to door solicitation 
His number is 972-834-2988 young kid

Asilvarealtor@ail.com Anna Silva 2069308036

03/31/20 3:35 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business INSTACART 500 main street Lynnwood Creating more people in stores, our grocery stores 
offer these services, instacart is not helping our 
people but putting there employees at extreme risk to 
the public. OUR GROCERY STORES OFFER 
CURBSIDE PICK UP AND WALMART AND 
SAFEWAY AND COSTCO HAVE THERE OWN 
DELIVERY SERVICE. INSTACART IS NOT 
MONITORING OR Protecting them. INSTACART IS 
CURRENTLY DEACTIVATING PEOPLE DURING 
THIS PANDEMIC. PLEASE STOP THEM THERE 
DANGEROUS.

dougt66@gmail.com Douglas Thompson 4255996264

05/12/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Integrated NW Construction LLC 60 N Lake Cushman RD #109Hoodsport Employer has been open since beginning of COVID 
closure. Having employees building furniture within 
the office, delivering supplies to construction sites, 
and still doing new construction while everything is 
and was closed down. Employees have been in the 
office not keeping a distance of 6 feet.

04/04/20 5:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Integrity Minkler Tukwila Building an Hilton hotel

04/22/20 12:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Integrity Construction/Josh Harris 3514 N Orchard St Tacoma Integrity Construction Workers Trespassing at 3516 
N Orchard st as well as Violating Governors 
Proclamation for Essential business & PPE.

A@gmail.com Anonymous AAA-253-1234 integrityconstructiongroup@gmail.com

04/09/20 7:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Integrity Homes & Remodeling 124 Swanson Ave. Port Townsend Business is building new construction and remodels 
that are non essential

John_R@hotmail.com John Roads 3603856468

04/10/20 11:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Integrity Roofing & Construction, LLC 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo Again- Business is operating as normal 
(nonessential) We have had gorgeous weather, 
there is no way emergency repairs are being solely 
focused on.  I saw at least 20 employees again 
today.  The city of Poulsbo says they are 
understaffed and can't take action.. Please advise 
and look into this ASAP- this is very concerning. The 
owner does not care about the safety of his 
employees nor the community. This is unacceptable.

info@integrityrc.com

04/02/20 5:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Integrity Roofing and Construction 19740 Viking Ave NW Poulsbo I know someone who is a roofer for that company 
who says the owner is twisting the emergency 
section of the order to continue working when it is 
not emergency work.

info@integrityrc.com

04/15/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Inter City 144th & Pacific Hwy Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/21/20 4:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Interior logic group 6911 s 196th St. Kent Business is sending out flooring installers early in 
the morning so that no one can see them please 
take care of this matter.
Thank you

04/14/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction InterIsland Petroleum 315 Carter Ave Friday Harbor, WA 98250 Excavation work being done. Water Hydrant being 
installed. The lot has just been cleared, and there is 
no reason to move forward at this time. I have 
pictures of three people in a small hydrant hole, Also 
to bring a company from off island to do this now, is 
unsafe for everyone, this is not essential at this time. 
The word "propane" does not cover this site. To 
cover this site under propane "essential" is pushing 
the Governor's proclamation.

adangelm@gmail.com Dee Hidalgo 360-298-2048

03/30/20 4:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Intermountain West Insulation 9304 W. Clearwater Dr. Suite AKennewick They are still open for business and performing 
work, such as insulating new constructions homes, 
painting and putting up garage doors. They have not 
stopped working and continue to perform their 
regular work.



04/08/20 2:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Battery company Interstate all battery 727 134th St SW Everett Being in direct contact with customers. Helping 
customers who are non essential . Also I was told 
the retail side is non essential which is where I work

chadhastings84@gmail.com C 2063077327

04/07/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction interstate concrete cutting 2455 Beaudry Rd Moxee Non essential construction  work being performed at 
corporate headquarters on 803  Scoon rd for general 
contractor Mountain States Const. Co. . Multiple non-
essential sub contractors performing non essential 
work Such as concrete cutting services. During the 
work day up to 100 people including secretaries in 
total may be on site and working.

Concerned for the spread 5095157689

04/11/20 9:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction IP & Sons Enterprise, Inc 2117 SW 174th St Seattle I didn't even THINK about a handman working on my 
deck breaking the rule regarding essential 
businesses when I hired Gino Petralia to help me. In 
addition, he espoused his immunity, saying he paid 
$100 to take "the test"  and, thus, did not practice 
social distancing guidelines--he did not stay six feet 
away from me, he did not partake in wearing a 
mask, etc. And I was too busy being "kind" to be 
smart. I put my health, and my family's health, at risk 
by not questioning him. In my head I was only 
thinking about ME not putting HIM at risk, not the 
other way around! He looked under my deck and 
called me over to look NEXT to him to show me that 
my beams were strong and safe, and neither of us 
was wearing a mask! I even allowed him to go into 
my house to wash his hands after I bought him 
lunch and ate with him! I am so sorry for my 
stupidity and putting others' health at risk! I DO 
believe in social distancing and protecting others and 
not spreading Covid-19! By my encounter with this 
one man, I am now scared that I could have become 
infected, and could have infected my children, my 
partner, my partner's son, my partner's son's 
mother, my children's father, my children's father's 
partner....

greentoothfairy@yahoo.com Kristin Plischke 425-941-1052

03/30/20 5:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord IPG Inc aka Richland Mobile Home 
Park

35 Apollo Blvd Richland Richland Mobile Park still has employees come to 
work. The residents own their homes, therefore the 
employees are non-essential. With the exception of 
inputting rent there is no need for the employees to 
be there.

shellyamonmackey@gmail.comMichelle Mackey 509-578-9982 richland@ipgmhc.com

04/23/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction IRISH RD CONSTRUCTION- GEOFF 
BROWN

3911 BRIGADOON DR SE OLYMPIA BUILDER IS DOING NONE ESSENTIAL WORK 
CONSTRUCTING DECKS
CONSTRUCTION LOCATION 
91 e BLACKBERRY LN , UNION WA 98592

04/10/20 8:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Irish Red Construction 3911 Brigadoon Dr Se Olympia, Wa 98501 Non essential business is open performing non 
essential construction work of deck building and 
other non essential construction jobs.
JOB LOCATION  2526 114TH AVE SW, 
TUMWATER WA.

04/13/20 7:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Iron Flats Apartments 800 NE 66th St Seattle Already reported twice since the non-essential stay-
at-home order was announced by the governor. The 
construction site activity has escalated to pre-corona 
level due to lack of enforcement. This is a luxury 
apartment construction.

wwbaker3_uw06@hotmail.comWilliam Baker 4255180545

04/02/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Iron Flats Apartments 800 NE 66th St Seattle Construction on this luxury apartment complex is still 
going on as of 4/2. Furthermore, the construction 
workers that are on site observed working in close 
proximity. Hammering and general construction 
noise is still audible.

03/31/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Iron Flats Apartments - Construction 800 NE 66th St Seattle Construction workers at this apartment complex are 
continuing to work despite the proclamation by the 
governor. We live across the street and have 
observed dozens of construction workers on site the 
last few days, doing work on this residential complex, 
often times in close proximity.

wwbaker3_uw06@hotmail.comBill Barker

03/31/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Iron Gate Storage Hwy 14 in the old Weyerhouser paper storage building, across from the river park and StarbucksWashougal Construction still going on. Lots of different 
construction people coming and going. One person 
living on site full time.

Sbrc@gmail.com Susan 360-750-8537

04/06/20 2:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Resort Iron springs 3707 wa-109 copalis beach Copalis beach I'm just trying to understand why we are all 
working,the resort is closed. Still here everyday 
working. I have no idea if my co-workers are 
following social distancing or taking precautions we 
are just risking contaminating ourselves and family's. 
I'm asking if this is ok?

ashay66@yahoo.com Amanda jones 13605812626 reservations@ironspringsresort.com

04/04/20 1:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation cabin rental/Resort Iron Springs Resort 3707 hwy 109 Copalis Says they are an essential business but they are 
closed and making the employees still come to work 
and do extra cleaning and organizing and pulling 
weeds.  Things that are not important at this time 
during a stay at home order.  If the business is 
closed is it necessary for the employees to risk their 
health and safety by leaving their homes to do extra 
cleaning for a business that plans on being closed till 
May 4th.

reservations@ironspringsresort.com

03/30/20 2:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Artistic welding Ironesque 204 East Kennewick Kennewick They have 3 employees in a very enclosed facility 
where they easily come into contact with one 
another, this business has been spotted going door 
to door offering their services in welding.

iqironjuli@charter.net

04/10/20 1:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Irons Brothers Cronstruction 1510 NE 170th St Shoreline This company is a home remodeling design and 
construction management company.  They do not 
employ plumbers or other essential (transportation or 
emergency) repair technicians.  They only manage 
subcontractors working on their jobs.  They continue 
to gather at the office and dispatch work against the 
Governor’s stay home order and put the community, 
their clients, and their employees at risk.  They do 
not support construction for essential businesses 
and they do not do residential emergency work as 
they are construction managers.

Saveshorelineneighborhoods@gmail.com office@ironsbc.com

04/08/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Irrigation concepts 1422 E Sumach St Walla Walla Company is performing system startups at homes 
and not limiting services to just emergency repairs.

04/02/20 4:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Island County Maintenance Crews Coupeville Coupeville Large crews are out scraping road right of ways, all 
without gloves or face masks, and all taking breaks 
together unprotected.

johnsmith@gmail.com John Smith 3605551212

04/08/20 11:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government Island County Planning & Community 
Development

1 NE 6th St Coupeville Non essential employees are still coming into the 
office, being pressured by management and elected 
officials to do so. Office space does not allow 
employees to maintain 6 feet of distance, masks are 
not being actively encouraged. Janitorial and office 
personnel making minimal effort to increase 
sanitation.

BuildingDept@islandcountywa.gov & PlanningDept@islandcountywa.gov

04/21/20 3:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Island Details 12990 Phelps Rd NE Bainbridge Island Landscaping crews out working during stay at home 
mandate. Multiple people in one truck. Endangering 
the community.

mkuntz86@gmail.com

04/02/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Island Details 12990 Phelps Rd NE Bainbridge Island Business is non-essential but still operating, putting 
public health at risk.

mkuntz86@gmail.com Matt Kuntz

04/15/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Service Island Details Landscape & 
Maintenance

12990 Phelps Rd NE Bainbridge Island Island Details is performing landscaping at 10847 
Bill Point Bluff NE, Bainbridge Island. The workers 
arrive in a white truck and park in the trees off the 
street and on the customer's property to hide it from 
street view. They have been working outside all day 
for at least two days this week alone.

Bill Point Resident Dian

04/08/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Island Electric unknown Oak Harbor this gut has been working with all crews from the 
beginning! Bragging about his 4 crews and that they 
are Essential! Emergency work only!

04/22/20 3:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Island Market 469 Market Street Eastsound Construction project has never stopped.

04/09/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Landscape Design and 
Install

Island Rock and Water 497 7th Avenue Fi, Fox Island Work performed 1922 Sullivan Drive NW, Gig 
Harbor WA. This business dug trenches on 4/1 to 
run electrical service underground. 4/6 - 4/9 multiple 
large trucks have been on site delivering soil, trees, 
plants and irrigation supplies.  Multiple bull dozers 
and workers are on site full time doing excavation, 
irrigation and planting.  Before the shut down this lot 
had large rocks in front and mounds of dirt 
everywhere.  Full new landscaping has been done in 
entirety during the shut down. There is no regard for 
the essential business only

04/22/20 11:04 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 3015 30th Ave W Seattle Construction workers are active on site with no PPE 
and in close proximity of each other.

206-737-9700

04/21/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 6411 14TH AVE NW 98117 Seattle they are building a foundation to a luxury townhome 
project. No sensitive areas or issues.  SW corner of 
NE 65th Ave NW & 14th Ave NW.

04/20/20 7:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 13555 SE 36thSt # 320 Bellevue They are continuing construction at 3015 & 3011 
30th Ave W, in Seattle. 6 men on site, no masks. 
Social distancing is lax as the foreman continue to 
walk over to each construction worker. Phone 
number (206) 737-9700



04/08/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 13555 SE 36th St #320 Bellevue There's a construction site at NE corner of 18th and 
Spruce in Seattle that they continue to work on 
despite the order to stay at home. They are not 
"finishing up" to make sure the progress they made 
isn't "spoiled" they just keep working and do not 
respect the social distancing rules. They are loud 
and nuisance to the neighborhood who is staying at 
home and obeying the governor's order. Do the rules 
not apply to them as well?

mdeshler@outlook.com Max Deshler 4157792330

04/08/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 6547 4th Avenue NE Seattle Up to 10 construction workers, generators, nail 
guns, etc working. My daughter is a first grade 
teacher mandated to work at home video teaching 
her class in a small studio next door. She has no 
place else to go and this is making her mandated job 
impossible. Construction is on a residential 
apartment building...not essential. No one will 
respond to her ongoing complaints and she has 
nowhere else to go to practice social distancing as 
we are elderly with extenuating conditions. Please 
stop these violators so my daughter can do her 
mandated teaching from her home. Thank you. PS. 
If Governor Inslee would allow some teaching staff 
to return to their classrooms to teach remotely, this 
would be a huge benefit to all education across the 
state. Right now, teachers are locked out of their 
schools!

Suegrue2009@gmail.com Suzanne Grue 206 842-5190

04/07/20 5:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 6539 4th Ave ne Seattle Construction on these homes had stopped with the 
stay at home order, but started back up today.

04/01/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola Homes 6539 4th Ave Ne Seattle There is construction still happening next door for a 
residential apartment complex. The company is 
running 2 very loud generators (one being right 
outside my window). The noise is very disturbing to 
me along with the fumes. I wrote a letter to the 
governor earlier about the construction disruption 
and then he made a new proclamation that 
residential construction is considered non essential. 
Before he made the proclamation the company was 
still working and the noise was so loud it sounded 
like rifles were being fired off outside.They stopped 
for a while but started again. I am a teacher trying to 
work from home as I have new requirements and I 
find the noise disturbing all day. I have no where 
else to go to do my work due to the stay at home 
order. I am trying to do my report cards and video 
conference and find it disturbing.

sarahgrue@gmail.com Sarah Grue 2069308919

03/31/20 1:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Isola real estate vi llc 107 aloha street Seattle Private 4 condo construction in residential 
neighborhood who said they would stop bc they were 
nonessential...have continued working on the condo 
while coughing and not covering their mouths or 
wearing masks. I'm an essential healthcare provider 
and I'm concerned about them traveling here to work 
on a private project (not essential) and cough without 
m covering their mouth or wearing a mask to not 
spread germs ..esp in our shared driveway !

mewilkin@gmail.com Marianne 8607988901

05/04/20 11:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber It's at a home 10960 NE 6th St Apt 16 Vancouver, WA 98664 Hello,

I would like to report a at home hair salon operating 
at a apartment complex. The business is operated by 
a mexican woman named Teresa Soloranzo. In 
addition, I've seen four or six people going in and out 
of the home with their hair freshly cut. I'm a bit 
concerned because there's a little regard to social 
distancing from what I've seen since a small 
gathering of people often forms. Lastly, she doesn't 
a license to cut hair after doing a personal 
investigation. I'm providing her address again at the 
bottom:

10960 NE 6th ST Apt 16
Vancouver, WA 98661 98664

N/A Anonymous N/A

04/23/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Italstone 2301 Ahtanum Rd, Yakima, WA 98903Union Gap Italstone is working on new construction projects 
around the valley

04/17/20 8:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping J & A Interior Exterior LLC 730 112th St SE E3 Everett Juan has mowed the property here at Kiley Court 
since the essential services was mandated by the 
governor.  He is mowing again this morning which is 
not an essential service in WA State under Inslees 
orders.

Juan

04/01/20 6:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping J & A Interior/Exterior LLC 730 112th ST SW E3 Everett Landscaper and his crew did routine maintenance 
on the property of Kiley Court Condo's to day April 1, 
2020

Cjddmjensen@aol.com Megan Jensen 4254381090

04/06/20 8:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Mowing J & J Green Touch 6944 S MONROE ST TACOMA, WA 98409 They are at our condo mowing the lawn jeepmarg52@aol.com MARGO ARNE 2532612124

04/01/20 6:49 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Delivers appliances into 
people's private home

J & J heating and plumbing side 
business is delivery of appliances in 
private homes.

3515 N. Beige St. Liberty Lake Typically 2 drivers in a box truck that make several 
deliveries and installations of various appliances in 
people's private homes. The name of the company is 
different therefore it seems essential. But the 
delivery of appliances with 2 drivers in close quarters 
into private homes. I personally don't feel that is 
essential.

butchytam@yahoo.com 5094752485

04/01/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J and J Construction PO Box 460 Port Angeles Construction is continuing today at 170 Rickarla 
Circle, Port Angeles, WA.  J and J is building a 2 car 
garage for the residence at this location.

04/30/20 10:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping/ irrigation J J’s Landscaping 13518 Beverly Park Road Mukilteo 98275 Not social distancing and no masks working close 
together. No social distancing in trucks . Working in 
someone’s yard on 60th Ave West  close Picnic 
Pointe School in 98026.

Suebd07@gmail.com S Dann Johnjorgy1@comcast.net

04/02/20 7:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J L Storedahl & Sons 27140 NE 61st Ave Battle Ground Multiple dump trucks making the normal runs with 
rock when scales are closed I would assume.  There 
were four trucks at one Intersection near their rock 
pit. Just doesn't seem like these should be operating 
during this time.

sweepingby7@gmail.com Cameron 3606005788

04/06/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J Three MINI LLC 16647 SE 134th St Renton They continue to have multiple workers on site 
remodeling house.  We've seen up to 4 people 
working in the garage at one time...no way to have 6 
feet of distance.

taradoland@icloud.com Tara Doland 2063914166

04/02/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J&J Carpetology 225 poplar st Port orchard Still working, installing carpet  and doing 
nonessential remodeling. Not social distancing,  has 
several workers working under the table.

04/24/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J&k Earthworks 5593Nature Shore Dr Rock Island Working up whispering Pines in Chelan County.      
PHone 509-886-5906

04/17/20 12:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J&T Remodeling 10628 4th Ave W Suite B Everett This business has continued landscaping work every 
week day at the residence of 23810 53rd Ave W, 
Mountlake Terrace. Due to a language barrier, I’m 
worried that the employees are unaware that they 
are not supposed to be working and are being taken 
advantage of.

Jose@jtremodeleverett.com

03/30/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J. SCOTT CONSTRUCTION, INC. 1830 112th St E Ste F Tacoma WA 98445-3747Tacoma WA 98445-3747 Contractors working on incomplete new home 
construction site on a regular basis - clearly non 
essential workers on site.

04/15/20 11:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J.A. Wright Construction LLC 19108 Hwy 20 Winthrop This business is open and operating. There are two 
parts to this business - one being a septic pumping 
operation and one being a construction company. 
The business is operating the construction side of 
the company  and allowing their workers to continue 
working without social distancing doing projects and 
making gravel deliveries, etc. The Septic pumping is 
not having any business right now. The owner is 
stating to the employees that he is going to continue 
operating until told not to and until someone reports 
him.

04/02/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J.C.Richards construction 
company/Hollander/ fike

812 s hill park dr Puyallup Non essential construction. Not following safe work 
Clovid-19 guide lines.

Steelwolf339@gmail.com Henry 2539736005

04/16/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction J.Kerzie Homes LLC 2714 Morse Merryman Rd SEOlympia I thought residential construction was not considered 
essential?  My husband works for a residential 
contractor (roofing company) and that company is 
abiding by the mandate and my husband is now on 
unemployment when he would rather be working.  
How come this company gets to do construction on 
a residential house?

https://www.jkerziehomes.com/



04/29/20 7:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Jack in the box 21599 market place ave poulsbo late march myself and 3 other employees where 
taken of the schedule because someone tested 
postive for covid-19 on a family member, no one 
notified the health department or anything else no 
one was asked togo to the doctor, in-fact they tired 
to hide it from the other employees so they did not 
have to shut down, they are requiring unreasonable 
request of there employees and making us wear no 
protective cloth masks and hair nets i now worry 
about my employment due to they know i 
complained and did not feel it was right they did not 
follow the rules/laws

ebong420@hotmail.com josh culligan 3608242334

04/14/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jackson Contractor Group 5421 E. Desmet Spokane Construction is being done on three local schools 
that I know of, including a school located across the 
street from my home, Riverbend Elementary, located 
in Greenacres (Spokane Valley), WA. Schools are 
closed until September. This is new construction, 
and is not essential. There have been approximately 
15 workers everyday since April 6th. I am a new 
construction worker myself and not allowed to work 
due to the Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation. I 
would like to know how this can be excluded from 
that order.

brandi_rae71@outlook.com Brandi Thommes 509-993-4730

04/08/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jade Craftsman Builders, LLC 1646 Dow Road Freeland April, 1, 2, 3 and today (April, 7), construction 
continues on new home residence on Winterhawk 
Lane, Coupeville, WA 98239.

Russ.schulz@gmail.com Russell Schulz 3606784955

04/25/20 9:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Jake vSwan Jake Swan Tenino Posted on Facebook offering haircuts for $15

04/06/20 8:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther replace airplane interiors Jamco America 1018 80 street sw everett no actual safety measures in place. too many 
employees together. placing profits over employees. 
not actually essential at all. can't give real name 
they'll fire me.

steveH@gmail.com Steve 4253474735 SCOTT_MILLER@JAMCO-AMERICA.COM

04/05/20 8:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aircraft Interiors Jamco America 1018 80th Street SW Everett, Washington, 98203 A friend works at Jamco America and is being asked  
 to 1) volunteer to return to work in Everett on 
Tuesday April 7 or 2) stay home and use vacation or 
sick pay or 3) stay home on leave without pay. 
Jamco America is a Boeing supplier and Boeing is 
extending their shutdown.

SCOTT_MILLER@JAMCO-AMERICA.COM

04/03/20 4:31 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther aerospace Jamco America 1018 80th St SW Everett I work offsite performing receiving inspections of 
aerospace parts on location at out freight forwarder. 
The freight forwarder ships purchased parts to our 
Jamco branch in Japan. For the last 2 weeks, the 
freight forwarder has been open as it is a logistics 
company and were deemed essential. The logistics 
company has been able to ship our purchased 
aerospace parts without our inspection. My employer 
says I need to return to work. My job doesn't seem 
essential if the freight forwarder is able to maintain 
business without our inspection

SCOTT_MILLER@JAMCO-AMERICA.COM

04/02/20 1:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Export Logistics James Farrell & Co 13810 SE Eastgate Way Bellevue The company is set up to work entirely remote (from 
home) but the CEO is forcing all to come into the 
office; several people have already been sick.
Also, they are "agricultural" only because they export 
dairy products. But calling them essential is 
questionable.

pearsonsjp@gmail.com Steven Pearson 2536787576

04/05/20 7:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction James Hardie 18200 50th Ave east Tacoma Claims we ship to essential companies. If you look 
into it you will find we don’t. We ship to condo not 
military, low income, or medical projects.

04/03/20 10:40 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Factory for the Production 
of Building Materials

James Hardie Industries 192nd Street East Tacoma They have halted production due to a drop in 
demand but they are making all of their employees 
come in for jobs such as mopping and painting walls, 
which I think is non-essential

akdr@me.com Amanda Rever

04/07/20 9:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction James Hernandez 4246 South Graham Street Seattle Construction stopped for about two weeks in 
accordance with shelter in place, but as of this 
morning 4/7, has picked up again.

04/20/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jamestown excavating 431 business Park loop Sequim They are installing a driveway and demolishing a 
building on Marina way sequim. They are also not 
observing social distancing.

One.life@live.com Anonymous employee 3604610393

04/10/20 6:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Janes Radiant Heating 8227 44th Ave W, Suite j Mukilteo Work on new home construction site - 153 16th Ave, 
Kirkland 98033.  Installation of radiant floor heating 
on a new home is not an essential business or an 
essential function!!  Furthermore, employees are not 
maintaining social distance.

jlcd425@gmail.com Jan Denby 425-443-0125

04/10/20 1:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Janes Radiant Heating 8227 44th Ave W, Suite j Mukilteo Work on new home construction site - 153 16th Ave, 
Kirkland 98033.  Installation of radiant floor heating 
on a new home is not an essential business or an 
essential function!!  Furthermore, employees are not 
maintaining social distance.

jlcd425@gmail.com Jan Denby 425-443-0125

04/04/20 5:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Janicki Industries 1476 Moore st Sedro-Woolley This business is using its defense contracts to 
remain open despite the fact that they are still 
working on projects unrelated to these defense 
contracts, and still requiring employees that are not 
working on these projects to be at work. While they 
officially say to stay at home if you are sick, you will 
be shamed and ostracized for attempting to do so 
and this will negaticly affect any and all performance 
reviews

MDOUGLAS@JANICKI.COM

03/30/20 5:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther CompositeAn metal tooling Janicki industry 1474 Moore st Sedro woolley So I’m very worried for mine and my co workers and 
my family and there’s Janicki industry is categorized 
in the essential work yes they do work on 
government projects but 90% workers are not 
working on any Essential projects

03/30/20 3:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jarod Homes LLC 23728 29th Ave W Brier They are building 6 townhomes at 915 N 167th, 
Shoreline, WA.   They had drywall delivered on 
3/26/20.   Crews for the contractor or subcontractor 
are continuing to work inside the units on a daily 
basis, most recent being 3/30/20.  Gate and unit 
doors are open each morning.     This is non-
essential residential construction.

candyanddave@msn.com Candace Hamel 206-931-5567

04/28/20 11:45 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Training Jax Dog Drop 1400 19th Ave NW, Issaquah, WA 98027Issaquah Fully reopening business on May 4th, against 
instructions from Governor Inslee. I have to make 
physical contact with the dogs to train them, so me 
and any other trainer can contract the disease 
from/spread disease to the owners of or any human 
who touches the dog before or thereafter.

SCOTTB@JAXDOGDROP.COM

04/07/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jaymarc Homes 6031 77th ave se mercer island They are working inside the home.  Not trying to 
keep it safe from weather.  They have been working 
most days

bcreswell@nwcap.com brad creswell 2064096046

05/18/20 10:45 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Distribution of Toys Jazwares / Z Global Logistics 1010 Valentine Ave SE Pacific Business is Non-Essential by Stay Home Order. 
Corp. Office told local GM to operate as “essential” 
and refused to give “Essential” clarified email from 
WA State. GM under investigation for termination, 
after he submitted for clarification and WA State 
responded as “Non-Essential”.

edford1976@yahoo.com Edward W Ford 7078034267

03/30/20 8:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Jb bungalow 9714 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland I did a pickup food order on Saturday. When I went 
to get my food, there were 4 customers sitting at the 
bar drinking (all next to each other) and it was clear 
they had been there for a while.

bryanblaw@hotmail.com Bryan

04/20/20 10:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther photography JBD photography 180 NE MELROSE DR Oak harbor jbd offered 4/20 mini sessions, did a photoshoot with 
several ladies , travel was needed for both models 
and photographer, has been doing shoots since shut 
down because "he can be distant so who cares" 
however photography is not an essential business, 
you have to leave the house so you are not staying 
home and its not for an essential trip, and more so 
hes encouraging such behavior .

princessaallee@yahoo.com alycia Philipsen 3604209922 JBDPHOTOS@OUTLOOK.COM

04/21/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JC Killin General Contractor 543 3rd ave S Edmonds Jon Killin is continuing construction on this project. 
during the week of 4/20 foundation work continues 
and and all-day concrete our took place on 4/21. 
This is in direct violation of the stay at home order 
and resulting in significant disturbances to neighbors 
that are actually staying at home!

Neighbor Jon Killin

03/31/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JC Roofing LLC PO Box 188 Amboy Doing new roofing that is non emergency

04/13/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JCM Custom Remodeling 12516 NE 30th Street Vancouver Company being operated out of the house behind us 
at 12516 NE 30th st. in Vancouver 98682. They 
have not followed any rules and are continuing to 
load trucks and work 6 days a week. 3 houses on 
this street have contractor vans & trucks coming and 
going as usual. Police & LNI are unable to do 
anything. JCM has been running without current 
licenses, valid permits etc...for some time now. 
House on corner of 30th & 12602 NE 30th all 
running trucks back & forth 8am-6-7PM.

eray054@yahoo.com Raymond Villeneuve 7143303141 6550 Childs Rd, Lake Oswego, OR 97035-7802



04/08/20 6:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junk removal Jdogg N/a Morgantown , pa Hello I believe this business called Jdog junk 
removal is still running and I don’t believe they 
should be going into multiple peoples houses daily . 
Not very smart

info@jdog.com

04/02/20 9:31 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JE Landworks, LLC 503 Grass Lake St NW Olympia My husband (Joel Eaton) is performing non-
essential business functions that do not allow 
required social distancing measures. The work is 
being performed in Montesano and consists of 
moving plumbing pipes that are otherwise in 
functional working order. The work is being done 
with a plumber who I don't know business info for. 
My husband is now potentially exposing my children 
(including a newborn) to the virus and I worry that he 
will continue to work on more jobs after this. He has 
already reached out to the state and has been told 
that his work is non essential.

nicolemarie0409@yahoo.comNicole Eaton 3607420034

04/20/20 11:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate Jean VelDyke Properties, LLC 5504 Rainier Ave South, Seattle, WA 98118Seattle My property manager is currently doing construction 
renovations on an unoccupied unit in our building, 
and is using the community area outside all of our 
only doors to do that renovation. I am unsure 
whether the construction is essential, and feel that it 
needlessly endangers my family and the other 
tenants in the building, in addition to endangering the 
construction worker who is working on the project.

Tenant at 1747 S Hanford St info@veldyke.com

04/15/20 3:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jeff Kanyer 8889 NE SHORE DR INDIANOLA He is continuing to re-side his vacation home and 
has many workmen coming over every day.  I don't 
know where the workers are coming from.  This is a 
very small community and we are trying to stay safe  
I wuld like to remain annonymous.

JEFF KANYER

04/01/20 1:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Jeff patterson 3027 E Indiana Ave. Spokane My landlord is demanding access to our house so he 
can do cosmetic upgrades in order to list the house 
for sale. I have three small children in the house one 
of which has severe breathing problems. I

Moodies01@yahoo.com Bev libbee 530-586-2235

04/02/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jeff Walker Square One Fauntleroy 5024 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle All Hispanic framing crew, only the lead speaks 
English.  Lead is aware work should be halted but 
states Jeff Walker (owner) told him to finish the 
roofs on 7 homes.  Work appears to continue 
between 8:00am-2:00pm.

tracy_mcmillin@hotmail.com Tracy McMillin 206-420-1949

04/11/20 11:18 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther fabrications Jemco Fabrications 603 5th Place S. Kirkland Not sure this business is essential. Behind Google. 
People pulling up in and out and parking behind the 
business. Entering business in back entrance under 
the torn up awning. Lights on. Cars parked randomly 
on the property even though large garage doors not 
open.

stimps22@gmail.com Claudia

05/12/20 1:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Jennifer headings Salon LUX 30875 Washington 20 apt M4Oak harbor She is providing hair dressing services to customers 
in her home and thier private residence. She is also 
recieving unemployment.

03/31/20 6:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jeremiah's trucking W Snoqualmie river rd Duvall Trucking company delivering personal loads of 
material to residents that is non essential. They 
posted pictures on their Facebook page for evidence

Buddha930@gmail.com Brad 4252479676

04/16/20 2:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jesse Pell 2321 Humboldt Ave Bellingham Owner of rental property 2321 Humboldt Ave, Jesse 
Pell is building an unpermitted accessory dwelling 
unit on a property he already rents to 6 college 
students, exposing them and his crew to potential 
illness during the moratorium. he has been doing 
this since the Moratorium started everyday. he says 
its just a shed at first but told his tenants he would 
be moving people in upon completion. when 
confronted on this he begrudgingly said he was in 
fact, intent on moving people in. I know he is the 
owner but because it is a rental property it is 
considered non essential and needs to be addressed 
because he is putting the health of his crew and 
tenants at risk. Jesse the owner of said property 
does not live there. any assistance or insight that 
can be provided would be appreciated. Thank you.

drco1788@gmail.com Daniel Covert 3608399555 Jesse Pell

04/10/20 7:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Jet Chevrolet 35700 Enchanted Parkway S Federal Way I am a sales person here, and we are still being 
asked to try to sell cars, and get paid under the table 
for the commission. I do not feel comfortable doing 
this as I am getting unemployment. I’m afraid I could 
lose my job.

04/11/20 3:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Jet City Harley Davidson 3715 E Valley Rd. Renton My significant other who is a salesman there tells 
me every night how many people he comes into 
contact with 9-12 people a day and the dealership 
refuses to close to put forth actual guidelines for its 
employees and customer who are not essential.

t.j.lemmon23@gmail.com Tyler 4252955196

04/02/20 12:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle dealership Jet City Harley Davidson 3715 E. Valley RD Renton The entire staff is working including sales! This is 
absolutely ridiculous and so unsafe.

04/02/20 12:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Jet City Harley Davidson 3715 E. Valley Rd. Renton Store is running with full staff, sales is also open and 
they are calling people to come in to sell bikes

05/05/20 1:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vehicle and Motorcycle 
Sales

Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 East Valley Road Renton Fully open for retail merchandise and motorcycle 
sales

04/23/20 6:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealer Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E Valley Road Renton Dealership had excessive crowds on Thursday, April 
16th, 2020, selling non-essential merchandise.

04/03/20 4:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E Valley Rd Renton This shop is selling motorcycles to non essential 
individuals.  They are not following Stay at Home 
Guide lines offering to meet and walk through the 
shop with customers and test ride bikes.

tad5882@gmail.com Joe 3605077379

04/02/20 12:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle dealership Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E valley Rd Renton They are still open with a full staff and there’s 
already been 2 positive cases here!!!

04/02/20 11:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E Valley Rd Renton They are not following ANY of the guidelines. They 
are SELLING motorcycles, not adhering to 
distancing guidelines. They had an employee test 
positive and have remained open w/o following 
protocols.

Anonymous

04/01/20 2:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Jet City Harley-Davidson 3715 E Valley Rd Renton They are open and serving all customers, in all 
departments.

05/18/20 6:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Boat and jet ski rentals in Chelan Washington, other place in Wenatchee WaJet Ski Ahoy 1320 W Woodin Ave. Chelan Washington There are several places open in Chelan that is boat 
rentals, also in Wenatchee several place that are 
small business working not caring about what our 
governor says and between Chelan and Douglas 
counties out numbers have grown over 300 cases 
every day a new cases.

tranjosette67@gmail.com

04/02/20 6:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Harley davidson Jetcity Harley-Davidson 3715 east valley road Renton Maintaining all operations. Already had an employee 
test positive. Employees are customer facing and 
unable to maintain 6 foot social distancing.

04/01/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jeter Family Trust 2920 Calvin Ct Anacortes Construction still in process on new homes, stopped 
by to approach them about it and they seemed 
uncomfortable, unclear or nervous as they knew 
they should not be working. Activity has continued 
on multiple houses on Calvin Ct.

colleencraig@windermere.comColleen Craig 3607709638

04/08/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape and design Jim Kelly's Landscape & Design, 425-
337-4453

PO Box 14204 Mill Creek WA, 98082 Multiple trucks, multiple employees working in 
common area of home assoc.    No regard to posted 
no parking areas.  Came out of my house and 
driveway is blocked.

lkuehl2@comcast.net Larry Kuehl 425-806-8511

04/03/20 3:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Jimmy Peppers 10121 Evergreen Way Everett In line to receive food to go. Person before me blows 
nose and then touched the screen to pay. Surface 
not cleaned. Worker then handed a customer a cup 
for self service pop machine.  Company takes not 
anything seriously.

04/01/20 3:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jireh Asphalt and Concrete SDOT 
2389791

Nw 64th and 37th Ave NW Seattle Driveway work Bryanterry17@yahoo.com Bryan 206-407-4068

04/07/20 9:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping JJ’s Landscaping 15524 66th Ave SE Snohomish I don’t think landscaping is considered essential and 
they don’t follow the social distancing rules.

04/18/20 10:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JL Remodeling 1316 137th St SE Mill Creek Performing nonessential business. Business owner 
conducting nonessential business. Business owner 
not following stay at home order. Some of above is 
shared on social media.

04/02/20 7:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JL Storedahl & Sons 27140 NE 61st Ave Battle Ground Business a usual. They drive past my house 
everyday and I have not noticed any change in the 
number of trucks passing by everyday. No regard for 
the Stay Home order.
Please do not provide my name to this company. I 
am concerned for my safety is that happened.

jonegeller@gmail.com JON GELLER 415505.3725

04/17/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JMS 345 Washington st Kennewick Multiple construction workers (many different 
subcontractors) building condos on Washington st.

tricia.detmer@gmail.com Tricia Detmer 5094928399

04/15/20 11:28 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sod farm Job instant lawn 14020 NE 124th St Redmond Working, cutting sod and selling it without opening 
the office.

dillsma@gmail.com Dillon 4258773555



04/03/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jody Miller Construction 3701 s Kenyon St Seattle My reading of the governor's order leads me to 
believe that this project is nonessential.  Even if I am 
wrong, they are clearly not taking the necessary 
safety measures.

jayrod_daugherty@hotmail.comJared Daugherty 2538887562

04/06/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Joe Meyers 2547 NE 106th PL Seattle Residential construction was shut down 10 days ago 
and this company continues to work on renovating 
the empty house next door to me. I've reported it 
several times, yet they are still here with multiple 
workers and vehicles. We want these strangers off 
our street who clearly have no regard for the 
seriousness of this situation. Thank you.

marylynnewilliams@gmail.comMary-Lynne Williams 6464366012

04/02/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Joe Myers 2547 NE 106th PL Seattle Non-essential residential construction still happening 
on our block. We don't want people from outside of 
our area coming in and out of here right now. Please 
get them off our street until it is safe. We are all 
following the rules here and only leaving the street 
for groceries and medical care. So, please get these 
strangers off the street who could be 
asymptomatically spreading virus in our community, 
amongst our homes, the only place we can feel safe. 
I reported this several times last week directly to the 
governor's office and King County and nothing has 
been done!

marylynnewilliams@gmail.comMary-Lynne Williams 6464366012

04/16/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Joe Myers Construction 4418 128th PL Everett, WA Joe  Myers construction company has been working 
on a non essential remodel of the home at 17219 SE 
29th CT Bellevue, Washington  since the day after 
the governors executive order.
They are working within 6 feet of our home and 
refuse to wear masks and gloves . My husband has 
leukemia ( is a physician ) and we have asked and 
begged them to wear masks and PPE which they do 
only inside the home but not when working outside 
within feet of our home.
They are not working on structural issues but non 
essential wood work and painting and other non 
essential remodel detail. They have been working on 
this remodel for 9 months . They have been rude 
and non cooperative and fail to follow the essential 
business rules  set by Governor Inslee .
We think they should be stopped immediately and 
cited as they have put our neighborhood and my 
family in harms way .
So many of us have followed the stay at home rules 
but this company has repeatedly violated the law and 
put many at risk of contracting COVID 
Thank you for your help

Kcoop14@gmail.com Kathy Franklin 2065539633

04/13/20 4:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Joe Myers Construction 4418 128TH PL SE Everett, WA 98208Everett A truck from this business has been on our street in 
Seattle with 2-5 employees at a time, performing non 
essential renovations (painting, building a fence, trim 
work) on three different houses that were recently 
purchased by the same owner with intent to rent.

Lacohen91@gmail.com Lily Stoick 2067943527

04/07/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther trucking Joel Olson 1615 NE 78th St Vancouver violating the spirit of the essential work order by 
trucking non essential materials Scrap metal, Logs, 
other products not related to survival. Recklessly 
exposing society and their employees by spreading 
contact for purposes not realted to the health, safety, 
transportation, or the supply of necessities to society 
during this time abusing their ability to operate as 
essential.

solocg@hotmail.com Chaun Griffith 3603564514

04/18/20 8:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaper Joey's Landscaping Services 2890 N Oak Harbor Rd Oak Harbor WA this company has stayed open and is performing all 
landscaping services while other landscaping 
companies on the island are closed.

tmfarage@gmail.com THERESA FARAGE 3607201377

05/09/20 10:47 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Real estate John l scott 1954 Lund ave Port orchard Justin Weis from John l Scott in port orchard has 
been doing an amazing job of helping me find a new 
home . He goes above and beyond the call of duty 
and all the while offering hugs. He has been a great 
person to have on your side you can contact him 
directly at 509 304 5340

http://www.weisproperties.com

04/03/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Johnny Uiuiu 10700 Slater Ave NE Kirkland New home construction continues at this address for 
10 consecutive days past Stay at home order. This is 
non essential work. 5 Workers often present on 
location. 

http://permit.kirklandwa.gov/WebDocs/2018061935/0
890c8c3-b840-4800-9555-9f7076c0a418.pdf

04/02/20 12:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Johnnys 4516 s 10th st Tacoma There’s maybe 10 people together working on a 
house

04/02/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Johnnys roofing chimneys and 
construction

4516 s 10th st Tacoma There’s maybe 10 people together working on a 
house.

05/06/20 3:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plumbing Johns Plumbing 4715 lacey blvd lacey Office staff is forced to work in office when they can 
work remotely and have been Their job has been 
threatened

Aaron and Marissa Stevens

05/13/20 7:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tow yard Johnson and Horton's towing 4056 Bakerview Valley Rd Bellinghan Held an in person auto auction of vehicles in the 
yard. I have proof as father in law bought a car

breesoma@live.com Michelle Fitzsimmons

05/07/20 9:55 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cleaning Johnstone Supply 250 Wilkes Ave Bremerton Cleaning company cleaning store without a mask 
and gloves. Also using vacuum that was used at 
other businesses

RYAN@JOHNSTONEPS.COM

04/04/20 11:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Johntom LLC (property owner) 4328 Hoyt Ave Everett, WA 98203 This is a remodel of unoccupied structure. 
continuous construction activity during stay at home 
order, interior, siding, grading, etc. today multiple 
workers on site.  no virus safety protection and 
multiple people in the building at same time. Address 
noted above is the job site. Owners address is 7331 
Beverly Blvd, Everett 98203

ElderDesignBuild@Comcast.netStephen Elder 4253449140

04/23/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jolly Homes PO Box 25610 Seattle This construction site has been back in operation for 
4 days.  The masks are gone and distancing is not 
observed.  They just took a large delivery of wood 
from a Chinook Lumber truck, a business from 
Snohomish.  This is my second report.

mlewis03@gmail.com Mike Lewis 206-631-0536

04/23/20 1:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential real estate 
staging and interior design

Jon Rosichelli Design dba RD Interiors 3113 13th st sw Puyallup They have returned to full operations, which includes 
non-essential jobs that its employees must perform 
at their physical location and job sites.  Jobs include 
new real estate staging design, installs, and 
warehouse organizing.  Social distancing is 
impossible for the install crews.

Iwreeb@gmail.com Isaiah Reeber 2535765341 CHARLIEH@ROSICHELLIDESIGN.COM

04/22/20 8:26 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential real estate 
staging and interior design

Jon Rosichelli Design dba RD Interiors 620 S. Dakota St. Seattle Non-essential staff are being asked to come back 
into the office (on May 4) to preform non-essential 
work, even if the employee could accomplish the 
same tasks from home. Employer has also had 
workers doing tasks within the office unrelated to the 
main business and unrelated to essential tasks, 
such as reorganization of warehouse and office 
spaces.

lnhenkelman@gmail.com Lauren Henkelman 2064321315 CHARLIEH@ROSICHELLIDESIGN.COM

03/30/20 3:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Accounting Jones Accounting Associates 1199 SE Dock St Oak Harbor Jones Accounting Associates is staying open even 
though multiple employees are non-essential to 
completing payroll services.  Clients are dropping off 
files and employees are handling these files. Non-
essential employees such as admin, tax assembler, 
and quality control employees are still working. One 
employee is currently quarantined due to possible 
covid-19 exposure.

jaoffice@kjonesinc.com.

05/18/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction JONES JEREMY+MUNSON TIFFANY - Home construction3006 39th Ave SW Seattle Active construction site without appropriate social 
distancing protections (workers within 6' of each 
other along with multiple standard OSHA violations 
such as lack of hearing protection and dust control)

bronwyn_jackson@yahoo.comBronwyn Jackson 2069385415 3006 39th Ave SW

04/02/20 10:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard maintenance Jones Landscaping Don't know Ridgefield I observed the yard maintenance performed on 
Tuesday. My yard maintenance company is 
observing the mandate.

mynalea@comcast.net Myna Mason-Reibson 3608873123

04/02/20 3:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Jose Ochoa Madeline road and SR 150 Manson 1 509 521 4530 work crews working for last 2 days Leetcns@yahoo.com Lee 5094701713

04/07/20 10:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Josuby's Hair Salon 720 W Lewis St Pasco A specific barbers is cutting hair at his house he has 
a station at this salon his name is Miguel Gonzalez 
he is violating the laws he serves alot of clients per 
day at his apartment  at 1830 W Sylvester ST in 
Pasco I'm not sure which apartment number he 
personally offered his services to me the owner at 
Josubys Should know all his information.

04/15/20 4:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Safety Restraints Joyson Safety System 9138 Randolph Rd NE Moses Lake Social distancing is not possible. We were told that 
we did not have to work but it would affect our 
unemployment, due to the fact that we were 
essential.

bigdaddyabel@hotmail.com Abel Cruz 5099895670

04/21/20 4:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JPR Construction 116 Ave SW & 16 Ave SW Burien Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779



04/16/20 6:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JPR Construction 1420 NW Gilman Rd Ste 2 #8010Issaquah They are working on a storage unit construction 
project at 5104 104th St E Tacoma.
The project did shut down for a couple of week but 
started up again on Monday April 13th.
They are fully back to work and had multiple people 
on site as well as trucks delivering and pouring 
cement.
I have photos if interested.

Mechelle 253-221-9500

04/17/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JR Kelly Const Corner of Rd 54 & W Marie StPasco Construction on new home construction resumed 
approximately 2 weeks ago.

04/16/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management JRK Holdings - Carrols Creek Landing 18111 25th Ave Ne Marysville Since the stay at home orders the company has had 
landscaping that is not essential out for the third time 
today. I understand if it is a necessary function 
however they are just mowing and doing general 
maintenance.

04/03/20 4:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JRP Construction 21415 Howard avenue kingston The address above is where construction of a 
storage building is being done by JRP Construction.  
I do not think having a shed built at a residence is 
under the essential list.  There were at least 2 
workers there in 2 white trucks today and daily this 
week, easily seen from road when driving by.  I 
looked company up and they have a listed address 
as 24375 Medura Drive N.E. Kingston, WA  Phone 
of 360-860-2529.  This is so unfair to other 
companies who are complying and not making 
money.

gerigraham@outlook.com Geri Graham 3604378156

05/01/20 4:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landscaping JT Landscape, Fence & Roofing 3225 85th Street South, Suite 51Lakewood Cutting grass in subdivision last week of April. JT

03/31/20 9:38 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JTM 74 S Jackson St. seattle, wa at least 7 workers on site, not social distancing. not 
essential business.

reneepaquet@gmail.com Renee Paquet 2535695551

04/23/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction JTS GENERAL CONTRACTOR LLC 5140 STEAMBOAT ISLAND R NWOLYMPIA, 98505 BUILDER IS DOING NONE ESSENTIAL WORK 
CONSTRUCTING DECKS
CONSTRUCTION LOCATION 
7735 MIRIMICHI DR NW, OLYMPIA WA 98502

04/06/20 2:59 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jubilee private lodge Jubilee Senior comunity 8487 Bailbridge Loop NE Lacey Every day there are people at the Lodge. They  are 
certainly not esential workers and have no business 
there.

greatpolly1928@aol.com Polly Parker 1_360 561 2196

03/31/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Judd & Black 1315 State Ave Marysville, WA New construction is non essential, they delivered 
new appliances to a new build. The Judd & Black 
workers were standing together, working side by 
side, facing each other, not 6 feet apart. I have 
pictures. Not sure if they are from the Marysville 
store, but that store is the closest to Camano. This 
builder has not been abiding by the non essential 
businesses stopping, Eric Mueller, Camano Island 
builder,  has had 3-4 crews working on and inside of 
his build every day. Including today. We called the 
main number for Camano Island Sheriff this morning 
before Judd & Black showed up, they will be sending 
a deputy out. There is no reason for Mueller to make 
these men work so close together, this is going to be 
his home, he lives with his parents now, no need to 
risk lives so he and his wife can move in sooner.

mommamalcolm@yahoo.comKathy Malcolm 360-631-8484

04/22/20 8:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower Shop Judy's Enchanted Garden LLC 2628 W Northwest Blvd Spokane Business is not practicing social distancing, and I 
thought it was a non essential business

jmecum@hotmail.com Jerry Mecum 5094661239 (509) 325-1081

04/04/20 11:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Julia's jungle 12619 e Sprague Spokane Valley Grooming pets. I was told by state daycare for pets 
ok as long an no dog grooming being performed. 
They are actively grooming animals

Cdgels@msn.com Cliff Geiser 5092305613

04/06/20 11:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Julias 4401 Wallingford Ave N Seattle They are not open for business, but they are 
jackhammering the entrance cement or tile area - 
does not appear to be an essential repair.

bnoah@uw.edu B Noah Prefer email BIGKARSTEN@AOL.COM

04/06/20 8:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming Julia’s jungle 12619 E sprague Spokane Valley Washington They are running their pet grooming salon next door 
to the veterinary office. They are a separate entity 
from the veterinary but owned by the same person . I 
was told by the 20-25 when I asked for an inclusion 
that my business as pet boarding can be open but 
my grooming is not allowed to take place . This is a 
double standard . They are taking other salons 
customers while we are forced to close .

Cdgels@msn.com Dawn Geiser 509-230-5611 MOUNTAINEMPIREVET@YAHOO.COM

04/19/20 10:10 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Julie Ames from Flourish Beauty but 
is acting independently

5962 Fauntleroy Ave, Seattle, Wa  98136Seattle Julie Ames from Flourish Beauty Salon in West 
Seattle is still taking customers.
My friend is one of them, I told her not to do it 
because it wasn’t safe. I do not believe the owner or 
the salon knows. However if you go to Julie-Ames 
on Venmo you can see people are sending her 
money for doing their hair.

flourishbeautyseattle@gmail.com

03/31/20 8:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Jun Spa 20308 77th Ave NE #H Arlington This is not a massage establishment that is 
necessary. They are staying open, and continue to 
offer their services. They are unable to adhere to 
social distancing requirements with the services that 
they offer (many of these services are after hours).

03/30/20 10:19 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Jun Spa 20308 77th Ave NE H Arlington Pervert massage parlor. Operating in house shower.

05/05/20 7:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Just Left 4308 198th st sw Lynnwood While allowing take out, this business is also serving 
drinks to patrons, allowing bar seating.
This is in clear violation of regulations.

Kristodda@yahoo.com Krista beck 4252187461

04/03/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Justin's Excavating 293 Ne Regatta Dr, Oak Oak Harbor WA This business just started excavating a brand new 
purchased lot in admirals cove on Leahy Drive. This 
lot has been empty for many many years and was 
just purchased about a month ago. Today they 
arrived with several trucks and equipment and 
started excavating it tearing trees down and tearing 
the ground up.

05/03/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber K barber 16714 Meridian E Puyallup Was discovered on a social media post that this 
business is allowing people in for haircuts

Lmarp1013@aim.com Lindsay Nixon 2537229704

04/15/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction K&M rebar 6302 ne 127 th ave Vancouver wa 98682 This business is not following social distancing and 
is 
Non essential business. Under the construction 
rules.

05/08/20 12:26 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Daycare K-9 to Five Doggy Daycare and Spa 17000 SE 1st St Vancouver Grooming salon has opened up; dogs are mingling 
together in close quarters; business is renting out 
space for dog play groups.

Marc Weiner

03/31/20 6:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto transport K.T. Auto transport 2116 Garrett st Enumclaw All dealerships are closed and so are auctions yet 
office and drivers still told to come in.

04/17/20 1:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kailash Beauty 3250 Airport Way S, Suite 218Seattle I have seen on social media that people are still 
getting their eyelash extensions done even though it 
is supposed to be closed.

04/04/20 9:25 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Kaiser Aluminum Trent ave Spokane Valley Over heard conversations about wife of an employee 
has Virus and he continues to go to work.

05/01/20 7:01 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Kaiser Permanente 700 Lily Rd NE Lacey Beginning on May 4th, Kaiser Permanente has 
decided that screening mammograms which were 
previously deemed non essential exams will resume. 
This is quite concerning as the techs performing the 
exams are 6 inches from patients faces and are 
coughed on and have normal conversation during 
the exam and techs are told they ate mot allowed to 
wear n95 masks. Even tjeir own personal ones ate 
not allowed. This is greatly concerning given that the 
Governor has extended the social distancing 
guidelines and for these non essential exams we are 
unable to safely follow the guidelines

Loree Mcgill

04/01/20 10:07 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kaiser Permanente 1300 SW 27th St. Renton, WA 98057Renton Administrative personnel (patient schedulers) that 
work in Kaiser offices work on the phone setting up 
appointments for patients.  This effort can be done 
at home if Kaiser had gotten off the dime and put 
these practices into implementation.  They (the 
patient scheduler employees) are still going into the 
office every day and therefore incur increased risk of 
exposure.  I don't even work for Kaiser.  I work for 
Boeing and we've been working from home for over 
a month.  By Kaiser requiring non essential work to 
be performed in office puts other family members 
(me, her son) at risk and sort of defeats the good 
practice that Boeing is already doing by having those 
of us that can work from home stay at home.

howickdl@yahoo.com David L Howick 253-326-0714



04/30/20 7:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kaiser Permanente of Washington 201 16th Ave. E Seattle The Governor's order is in place thru 5/4, however, 
we were told today that we were doing a "soft 
opening" on that day. One big issue is waiting areas 
are not large enough to social distance patients. I 
work in a primarily yearly routine screening 
department. We have continued to see patients on 
an urgent basis that present with symptoms and we 
do have PPE. However, employees are concerned 
that bringing elderly screening patients into facilities 
will violate the Governor's order and potentially 
expose patients and HCW. Management made this 
decision without consulting the Union and did not 
include workers. We repeatedly are denied COVID 
19 testing even though the Governor's orders states 
HCW should have access to testing. We all know 
now that COVID 19 can spread through simple 
breathing and when asymptomatic. Who do we listen 
to? The Governor or a group of middle managers?
Thank you Governor, we appreciate all that you are 
doing to keep us safe during this unprecedented 
pandemic.

ravibeni@comcast.net Vicki Kobeski 3602652772 Loree McGill, Radiology Manager Capitol Hill  (206) 326-3260

04/25/20 9:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Kaleidoscope Inc 16037 Aurora Avenue North Shoreline Lawn Care is non essential. This company is 
performing this.

info@kaleidoscopeinc.net

04/14/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential landscaping Kaleidoscope Inc. Landscapers 16037 Aurora Ave N, Shoreline Lanscaping business functioning, no social 
distancing, no facemasks

tom@cloudlift.net Tom Stangeland 2067347453 info@kaleidoscopeinc.net

04/11/20 7:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape installation, 
mowing, irrigation, 
landscape maintenance

Kaleidoscope, City Rain, Green 
Gardens landscape and MANY more

Madison Park neighborhood Seattle We are abiding by the stay at home orders while 
many other landscape companies are ignoring the 
order and even marketing our clientele. So we are 
not only losing revenues daily but we will also 
experience a loss of our year round customers by 
companies that are boldly ignoring the order.

Brier Creek Gardens Catie smith 2067550514

04/22/20 11:54 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auto action Kaman auto action 23110B hwy 99 edmonds wa should be closed still have way to much flow in and 
out of business

LYNN@KAMANAUCTIONS.COM

04/15/20 7:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kamins 100th ave NE 1st st Bellevue Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/14/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction Lcl 20th nw 63rd st Seattle Dillion has continued to work everyday with 7 of his 
employees who are not practicing social distancing, 
they are Constantly near our house. They eat lunch 
outside throw there garbage on our front lawns. 
Dillon has been very aggressive and threaten to 
hang my dog from
A telephone pole. I am in fear of my life and now he 
is threatening to kill my dog. Neighbors have had 
several conversations with him to please follow the 
stay at home that we are facing now. He refuses and 
tells us his business is essential, which it is not. The 
building is secure, this is not low income, I have read 
all of the guidelines and he is not following them. 
Instead he puts all of our lives in danger. Please help 
our neighborhood.

Laurencenixon@gmail.com Laurence 2065372212 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/20/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction LLC 7557 Earl Avenue NW Seattle Mr. Kane had a construction crew out both Saturday 
and Sunday and today completing concrete pouring 
and damming on the driveway of his property at 
2019 NW 63rd Street. He has up to 5 workers on 
site not wearing protective gear or using any social 
distancing protocol.

rachelmeyers94@gmail.com Rachel Meyers 5616763739 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/17/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction LLC 7557 Earl Avenue NW Seattle Mr. Kane is continuing construction today by 
demolishing the sidewalk and driveway (both not in 
use) at his development property 2019 NW 63rd St, 
Seattle, WA, 98107. He has up to 5 workers 
including himself executing the demolition activities 
and not enforcing the use of protective equipment or 
protective gear.

rachelmeyers94@gmail.com Rachel Meyers 5616763739 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/16/20 9:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction LLC 2025 NW 63rd St Seattle Mr. Kane is on site today with up to 3 others 
performing nonessential labor and landscaping 
activities, including appliance and electrical 
installation, painting, and site improvements. This 
has not ceased since the governor's orders have 
been declared and he continues to work and employ 
subcontractors despite social distancing 
requirements.

rachelmeyers94@gmail.com Rachel Meyers 5616763739 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/13/20 3:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction LLC 2025 NW 63rd St Seattle The site manager of Kane Contruction LLC 
(operating directly behind the 2025 address listed) 
continues to refuse to adhere to the Governor's 
proclamation. The construction workers are not 
wearing proper PPE, there are many workers on-site 
at the same time, and the workers continue to work 
in close proximity to each other. They have been 
advised of these violations multiple times and have 
rudely responded that they'll "do what they want," 
because we're "not their mom."

katelyneggiman@yahoo.com Katelyn Eggiman 5037995736 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/08/20 9:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction LLC 2025 NW 63rd St. Seattle Construction workers still working in close places. 
They are also people who are constantly coughing 
as well while they work.

dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kane Construction Services, LLC 6013 35th AVE SW Seattle, WA Construction vehicles and persons have been 
working on site in adjacent lot to my house and 
parking in my driveway at 2019 NW 63rd St in 
Ballard. They have been here nearly everyday since 
the shelter in place proclamation a few weeks ago. I 
have timestamped photos, as do my neighbors.

livingston.j.i@gmail.com Jacob Livingston 2064731817 dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/15/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KaneBuilt LLC 7557 Earl Avenue NW Seattle Mr. Kane is continuing to execute nonessential 
construction activities. Not limited to the several 
workers that have been on site for over a week 
installing a paved driveway; today there are 3 vans 
and at least 4 workers installing appliances and 
electrical, and painting interiors between 2019 and 
2025 NW 63rd st, 98107.

rachelmeyers94@gmail.com Rachel Meyers dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/14/20 4:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KaneBuilt LLC 2019 NW 63rd St Seattle Mr. Kane has continued to execute nonessential 
construction processes, including paving a driveway, 
painting, and landscaping that required minimum 8 
people to be on site on a back yard lot, surrounding 
two occupied homes, without protective equipment 
or masks on workers.

rachelmeyers94@gmail.com Rachel Meyers dillonmkane@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KaneBuilt, LLC 2019 NW 63rd St Seattle Construction workers have been working in job site 
every day since the shelter in place proclamation. I 
have timestamped photos of persons and vehicles.

livingston.j.i@gmail.com Jacob Livingston 2064731817 dillonmkane@gmail.com

05/18/20 10:38 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving company Kangaroo Movers 12303 Lake City Way NE Seattle Appears to still be operating with several unmasked 
employees on site, running some sort of side 
business as a chop shop, social distancing 
requirements not being observed.

isaac.joseph.meyer@gmail.comIsaac Meyer 9147145457

04/17/20 5:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Karena beauty salon 138 camelia st #A Royal city See everyday 3-5 cars and there’s nothing else there 
that a car could be doing there. Also saw in her 
Facebook that she was doing some pedicure and 
she stated that she had almost lost practice.

Kjma06@hotmail.com

04/30/20 12:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Karens Family Haircuts 1351 E 38th St Tacoma has continued to accept clients during the COVID 19 
pandemic.  its bad enought that they operate illegally 
year round having multiple clients at one time (in 
home busienss residential area) and the state still 
provides them with a business liscense and the city 
of Tacoma can seem to control them either.  I might 
need to look to taking legal action against the 
busienss, city and state.

ganthonypatten@gmail.com Gary Patten 253-347-3697

04/14/20 5:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Karmart 660 auto boulevard Burlington Car sales and test drives. My dealership is closed for 
any sales.

b.basford1@gmail.com Bryan Basford

03/30/20 3:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership KarMart 660 Auto boulevard Burlington Car sales as usual, not taking precautions or 
complying to social distancing

m-wilson-1987@hotmail.com Michelle 3604214397

03/30/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Sales & 
Accessories Sales

Karmart Automotive & RPM 
Performance

660 Auto Blvd Burlington Requiring staff to report to work in a non-essential 
business/department. Car sales being "reclassified" 
as "customer service". All accessories and 
recreational sales, with full staff. Social distancing 
even in the service departments is not possible, due 
to size of service departments. Pressure put on 
employees who want/need to stay home, to remain 
at work, even though actual job is not on the 
essential order.

03/31/20 10:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealerships Car Sales KarMART Automotive Group, 
Cascade Chrysler, KarMART 
Mitsubishi Volkswagen Nissan Dodge 
Jeep Chrysler Ram

1725 Bouslog Rd, 655 Auto Blvd, 650 Auto Blvd,Burlington ANONYMOUS PLEASE - Auto repairs are essential, 
but car sales is not listed essential. Car sales are 
being told to come in and say we are Customer 
Service Representatives and continue to sell cars. 
They matched sales hours to service department to 
make it seem sales is closed. Offering remote sales 
but actually having us bring in customers and not 
adhering to CDC health and social distancing. Other 
dealerships have laid off sales staff, our employer is 
telling us to go to work.

BryceENelson@gmail.com ANONYMOUS Bryce Nelson 3607204791



04/01/20 1:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership KarMART USA 660 auto Blvd Burlington Car dealership remains open with salesman on site 
and walk in traffic

Jakebalam@gmail.com Jacob 3603999779

04/24/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carwash Karmichael Auto Salon 11400 Mukilteo Speedway Mukilteo I have seen the owner continuing construction on his 
property during this time as well as continuing to 
operate in a near full capacity.

03/30/20 11:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law firm Karr Tuttle Campbell 701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3300 Seattle All other law firms in the downtown area have 
closed. KTC is not an essential business and people 
are still being called in to do functions that could 
easily be done from home because some of the 
attorneys find it more convenient. This is putting 
those workers health at risk. Many have to commute 
from other cities to come in. Thank you.

Omniscientrose@gmail.com Kennedy 2539707373 contact_us@karrtuttle.com

03/31/20 6:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kassel 20020 60 th ave west Lynnwood Don’t believe this job is essential.

04/22/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra Hoh street/ Martin way Olympia My husband is a farmer and is being told his job is 
essential, some of the workers there are doing 
essential work, however not all that are being told to 
work are such as my husband, he has asked how he 
is essential and gets told he can go home if he 
wants but won’t receive a call back for a job. He is 
doing new construction and is not weatherizing 
anything, intact is working inside buildings along with 
other works and putting up doors inside the 
apartments, not outside like guidelines show, we 
have a new born and are concerned about him 
bringing home the virus to our children. He does not 
want to lose his job so continues to go to work and 
we are concerned on what to do. His job is working 
with the city guidelines however not all the 
employees working are considered essential and just 
saying they are weatherizing stuff.

angel.larose13@yahoo.com

04/15/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra NE 118th St. Kirkland Not only is the continuation of building non-essential 
(senior housing that is NOT low income) but  there 
are workers working side by side (2 workers in a 
bucket, talking right next to each other, etc.).

cherylntan@gmail.com Cheryl Sayed 425.283.3428 Katerra area office: 542 1st Ave. So.  Ste 4  Seattle 98104   206.739.0944

04/04/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra 375 SE Hoh St Lacey This is a multi-family construction project that has a 
number of workers on site. Some apparently are 
doing things that are allowed to prevent spoiling, but 
they are trying to get away with other nonessential 
work, installing cabinets is one example...

tim_palmer@icloud.com Tim Palmer 3607902774

03/31/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra 542 1st Ave S #4 Seattle I am a subcontractor to katerra and they are asking 
us to install deck and patio rails for apartments, 
while other sub contractors are working on siding. 
They told us essential business designation was 
delegated to local municipalities by the Gov and we 
are now essential. I don't believe them.

03/30/20 8:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra 601 east riverside Spokane Why are they making us continue to work.   Katerra 
is telling us we have to continue working

04/14/20 6:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra Construction (Building for 
Edgewood Dev CO - Owner)

207 Meridian Ave Edgewood Large Apartment project w/multiple buildings. Still 
see workers on site daily. They walk to near-by fast 
food places on foot. Have not stopped working per 
Governor Inslee’s order.

Rathburnkelly@gmail.com Kelly Rathburn 253-350-4776

04/07/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Katerra Construction LLC Bay Vista Blvd. Bremerton Business operating non essential tasks under 
Governors stay at home order.
Commercial construction operating day to day 
operations without regards to community safety

04/09/20 2:41 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential and business 
cleaning

Kathy's Cleaning 10720 S. Murphy Rd. Cheney Is any part of my buisness okay to work. I clean 
personal homes and a doctor office and apartment 
complex

kathykempken@yahoo.com Kathy Kempken 5093590493

03/31/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kauffman Commerical 16225 NE 23rd st Vancouver This is a private commercial construction site that  
has continued to operate I believe they are not in 
compliance with the order,They have sub-
contractors coming and going still doing work at this 
site. Kauffman Commerical is the general contractor

johnzundel@gmail.com John Zundel

03/31/20 8:09 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Kaufman Chiropractic 18920 Bothell Way NE Suite 100Bothell Non-essential. They are seeing patients, and using 
masks and gloves, on patients that are having 
regular visits.  They are open 6 days a week.  If they 
were seeing emergency patients, Dr. Kaufman could 
narrow that down to a couple days a week.  He also 
has a clinic in Monroe he is keeping open. They 
have two receptionists working full time - that are 
certainly non-essenstial. One part-time would be fine.
I'm his tenant, a dentist, and we got banned on 
March 19  for using masks.  He shouldn't be open 
using masks 6 days a wee taking those from first-
responders and hospital workers.  All chiropractors 
should close except for emergency patients.

drwendy.c@gentledds.com Wendy Crisafulli 425-591-7378

03/31/20 10:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Siding Distribution Company Kaycan 6214 E Main Ave #2 Spokane Valley, WA They deliver vinyl siding product across state lines 
(ID and OR) and often to larger areas like Tri-Cities 
and Vantage. The truck is unloaded by hand. They 
are struggling to supply sanitization products for the 
employees due to the shortage.

PV5831@engie.com Brandi Crabtree 5094993913

04/02/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KBE / ken Bobko electric 4315 N 29th Tacoma My brother works for KBE, a very small electrical 
contractor in Tacoma.  This company continues to 
try and manipulate and find loop holes in order to 
find jobs to send worker to because they are more 
concerned with losing a large contract with Skanska.  
 No social distancing is being followed and no PPE is 
being given to workers.  The work that KBE is 
contracted to do is not considered essential and yet 
they continue to send out workers to do work.  My 
brother has expressed his concern but the company 
has ignored and will not cease work.  This company 
employs less than 50 people but is more concerned 
with loss of work rather than the safety of their 
employees.  I have already reported this business 
but they still are sending workers out !!!!  This needs 
to stop immediately!!!!

04/03/20 10:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KC Equipment LLC South Columbia way.. AmericusSeattle Weed whacking brush and shrub on sidewalks. 
Violating social distance order.. no protective 
equipment. Gathering in groups standing 1ft apart. 
Riding in trucks together. Why are they working!???

David

04/03/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KC Equipment LLC Columbia street Seattle Multiple people riding in truck together.. performing 
landscape duties?! That non essential. Workers 
standing within a 1ft of each other. Where’s the 
hand cleaner?  Why is this contracter allowed to 
work??!!

David

03/30/20 7:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Keller Supply Showroom 1428 15th St NW Auburn Showroom sector of plumbing wholesaler is having 
hourly employees report to physical locations to field 
phone calls, participate in web-based trainings, and 
offer virtual appointments to customers, despite 
Showrooms not serving any "essential functions".  
Inquiry was made and response on 03/30/20 
confirmed that the Showroom function of this 
business is not considered essential. Formal 
complaint with additional business and contact 
information sent to coronavirus@kingcounty.gov 
today, 03/30/20.

Coronaessentialinquiry@gmail.comDoe None Lauriemc@kellersupply.com

04/10/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Keller Williams - 
https://www.kwgreaterseattle.com/

115 27th Ave East SEATTLE Construction is occurring now with multiple people 
speaking a foreign language.

dfayala@gmail.com David Falcon Ayala 5125882794

04/13/20 12:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Kelly's 104th St South Tacoma As one of the neighbor, the owner of Kelly's hair 
salon  has been and still is violating the governor's 
proclamation and I am afraid of my family and 
neighbors children who play in the neighborhood.  
would you please stop her for to exposed in our 
neighborhood PLEASE

I would like to be as anonymous because I am a one of the neighbor :(unknown

03/31/20 10:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kemper Development Company 575 Bellevue Square Bellevue While the mall is closed Kemper Development is 
conducting retail construction and is having the 
construction management team conduct regular in-
person business as usual in their offices with no 
option for remote working. Social distancing is not 
being practiced in the workplace.



04/21/20 5:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard/gardening service Ken's yard service 10410 15th Ave SW, Seattle, WA 98146Seattle They are still mowing my neighbors lawn and weed 
eating it every week.  If large companies are shut 
down right now I would find it very hard to believe 
that lawn mowing and edging is considered an 
essential business service.  Even though they 
operate outside their employees are still having to 
get gas in their equipment go into hardware stores 
etc which puts both the employees of Ken's Yard 
Service at risk but also the employees in the 
businesses they have to go into to get supplies to 
keep providing lawn mowing/gardening services.  If a 
hair cut is not essential than I would have to believe 
that lawn mowing (especially when people are home 
all day right now) an essential task or any new 
landscaping for your personal yard  Not essential

https://www.kensyardservice.com/

04/03/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Ken's Yard Service 49 Ave SW Seattte They are out mowing lawns

04/02/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscaping/yard work Ken's Yard Service 2346 45th Avenue SW (where the violation occurred)Seattle Ken's Yard Service was performing yard 
maintenance, leaf blowing at 2346 45th Avenue SW 
starting at around 11 am. on April 2 (still ongoing).

omie.drawhorn@gmail.com Omie Drawhorn 503-881-8205

04/01/20 9:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Kendal ford of Marysville 15900 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville, WA  98271 United StatesMarysville Friends boss told him that he thinks the order for 
businesses to close are just a suggestion and are 
not enforceable by law. No social distancing is being 
done. Take them out chief.

bricksnfigs@gmail.com Anonymous

04/08/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn care maintenance Kens Yard Service 10410 15th Ave SW Seattle Mowing lawn at sw Dakota & 53rd Ave SW, mowing 
near sw stevens & 47th Ave sw. Seen on various 
days and areas of West Seattle

tsmith3ds@comcast.net Theresa Smith 5033143543

04/02/20 8:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Kens yard service 10410 15th Ave sw Seattle Kens yard service crews are still mowing lawns. 
Even their website states they are open and 
considered ‘essential ‘..Because residential services 
are considered essential, Ken's Yard Service will 
continue to operate during these times.”

05/14/20 8:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Transportation Kenworth 1601 North 8th Street Renton The company has required some office personnel to 
return to work. These employees were working from 
home effectively before being told to return.

04/05/20 10:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real estate Kenzie Kipper dba Kenzie Realty llc 1179 central dr Camano Island Kenzie has been showing houses to client through 
the quarantine period and taking kids with her.  This 
has caused me to not be able to pick up my children 
for our weekly visits and miss a weekend, as well as 
putting their lives in danger.

jeff@thekippers.com Jeff kipper 14252331887

04/08/20 12:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real estate Kenzie Kipper- Camano 
Island/Stanwood Real Estate , 
Kenzierealty,

1100 S Central Drive Camano Island Kenzie Kipper continues to violate the stay home 
order by showing homes to clients on Camano 
island. She brings her children with her, exposing 
them as well.  Since she continues to expose the 
children, their father is unable to see them since he 
is immune compromised.  Homes can be shown 
virtually.  Yet she continues to show homes saying 
it’s not a big deal since the kids are young and ‘won’t 
have any problems’.

annayag@gmail.com sandra kaminski 425-248-7775

04/09/20 9:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Groomer Keryn for your pets Unknown Mukilteo, WA Doing at home grooming services, explicitly says she 
knows grooming is non essential, but is providing it 
at home. https://www.facebook.com/keryn4urpetz/

kforyourpets@gmail.com

04/13/20 9:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther home based salon Kevin Davis Jr. 2348 Main Street #38 Ferndale This furloughed hairdresser is cutting hair at home 
(section 8), compromising the quarantine of a child 
that's held jointly. The child is sick, fever and sore 
throat. This has compromised two working adults 
that must now quarantine for two weeks. I would like 
to press charges since I cannot work, and they 
knowingly broke quarantine.

marcirheinschild@gmail.com Marci Rheinschild 770.538.5812

04/10/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kevin Kuhlman's Carpet Service 19716 NW 11th Ave Ridgefield WA   98642 He is putting down carpet in a residential home right 
next door...this is a job that is new.  the address of 
the job is 405 SE 8th Street BG  98604

cdunning@q.com Cathy Dunning 360-798-9398

04/15/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Key Development LLC 3026 SW CHARLESTOWN ST 98126Seattle Siders out working per normal. Multiple installers on 
jacks/platforms and in close proximity to each other.

hundtofte@gmail.com Aaron Hundtofte 2066045504 no known

04/06/20 11:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Kia of West chester 326 Westtown Rd, West Chester, PA 19382 still selling cars in there showroom. customers have 
called us to complain that we cant sell but they can.

na@na.com na

04/01/20 11:27 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther child care center Kiddie Academy 601 Valley St Seattle This is a child care center that is still offering care to 
families of no -essential workers. I believe their 
operating without limited staff and children is unsafe. 
Employees are being asked to continue working and 
keep the center going despite them serving children 
of families with parents at home.

macie.mooney@gmail.com Macie Mooney 2067243731

04/09/20 12:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clothing for children and 
“Easter” photos

Kids Kaboodle 6411 6th Avenue, Suite 10, Tacoma There is no way this business is essential! They’re 
advertising photos for children, and I understand 
providing things for children can be a priority it is not 
essential during this time of stay home orders. Every 
other second hand, thrift shop, boutique, or store 
should be open then.

parisisburning@hotmail.com Kari Mathews 360-531-4512 KATIE.HESTERBERG@YAHOO.COM

03/30/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kiewit Hoffman 2885 152nd Ave NE Redmond This is a new construction site.  This is non essential 
for the well being of their construction workers.  We 
need to get those workers home to take care of 
themselves.

cmartin8880@gmail.com Chris Martin 2064095860

04/02/20 7:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kiewit-hoffman East Link Constructors 900 Poplar Pl S Seattle Many construction trades are working on this non-
essential project in close proximity to each other. 
Concerns have been brought up and dismissed. This 
construction site does not support any Essential 
service that needs to be maintained at this crucial 
time.

05/08/20 10:13 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Kim's Cut Above 9416 271st St Nw Stanwood Have seen numerous cars parked at business and 
have seen customers go in then out up to an hour 
later with hair cuts and diffrent styles

tamieljensen@gmail.com Tamie Jensen 3604548902

05/13/20 8:50 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturing Kimbo Campers 1790 Midway Lane Bellingham They are working and manufacturing. Never shut 
down despite order.

info@kimboliving.com

04/15/20 10:17 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther consumer good 
manufacturing

Kimbo Campers 1790 midway ln bellingham , 98226 Owner is operating the production of non essential 
products, and is pressuring employees to participate. 
He also has people living on the premise.

owner:

Mark King
2062519907

Mark@trayvax.com

05/07/20 12:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Kimi’s nails 5425 s pacific ave Tacoma This will be my 3rd complaint that this business is 
taking clients

Keyashi@aol.com Cathy molino 2532229958.0000

04/15/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction King County 1123 5th Ave N Seattle Interior construction has resumed at 1123 5th Ave 
N, Seattle. The exterior of the house has been 
complete for a while, so this isn't at risk of spoilage. 
The contractor doesn't have a company name on 
their truck so I don't know who's doing the work.

dnidzgorski@gmail.com Daniel Nidzgorski 2062634157 daniel.nidzgorski@kingcounty.gov

04/01/20 1:20 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Local Public Health King County Public Health - Pet 
Business Program

401 5th ave Seattle In light of us being the local authority regarding pet 
businesses we would like more clarification as to 
which businesses are considered essential or not.  
We would like to engage in a further dialogue with 
you about these businesses, so that we can best 
answer their questions in the correct manner.

Anne.Alfred@kingcounty.gov Anne Alfred 206-263-8180

04/01/20 1:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Government King County Solid Waste Various Seattle I understand solid waste is essential and needs to be 
open but I am concerned at the number of private 
individuals visiting the dumps.  They are not staying 
home under the shelter at home order.  The dumps 
should only be for commercial or for those who do 
not have another way to dispose of waste.  Not for 
those who are using this time to clean their garage.  
There are no masks provided to the workers and 
they are being approached by members of the public 
with questions.  Please look into this immediately 
and change how this is being operated.  The health 
of those workers is at risk!!

rywes@hotmail.com April Alexander (425)418-5105 solidwaste@kingcounty.gov

03/31/20 12:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Housecleaning in home not 
just janitorial

Kingdom cleaning cleaning port 
angeles

1111 Port angeles Advertising they are still going into occupied homes 
to do regular cleaning.    This is not office cleaning 
or janitorial and not essential as they say.

Shouldbeanonomous@yahoo.comNo way jennifer@kingdomcleaning.org

05/06/20 1:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Religious affiliation Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses 2506 W Mead Ave Yakima They sent me mail on May 4th that arrived today 
telling me to subscribe to God.  A. They have my 
information which I never gave them and that 
already pisses me off.  Now they're sending mail out 
to who knows how many people with possibly 
infected envelopes.  These people must be stopped.  
It's pointless to have social distancing if I'm fucking 
worried to even open my mail because cultists want 
me to following a fictional character.

tbenjaminc@gmail.com BENJAMIN C TAYLOR 5093797098 Debie Jones?



03/31/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kingston 18305 NE 82nd st Vancouver New construction continues in the Velvet Acres 
subdivision.

tsjoy@ymail.com Travis Joy

03/31/20 5:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kinter electric 2761 e edison st Sunnyside Well i have seen these people still working. They 
brag they are above the bar. They have over 200 
people still working on this project. There are 
multiple violations with multiple companies on site. 
They dont care about people. Just money please 
help.

04/27/20 8:38 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Kirkland Buick gmc 12335 120th ave ne Kirkland Kirkland Buick gmc is selling a ton of vehicles.  All 
other Buick gmc stores closed for sales.  These guys 
are taking advantage that their competition is closed.  
 Blatantly violating the vehicle sales part of the 
mandate.

04/21/20 4:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Kirkland BUICK gmc 12335 120th ave ne Kirkland While 99% of new car dealers are adhering to the 
law,  Kirkland BUICK gmc is blatantly still selling new 
vehicles to the public.

Nick

04/01/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kirkland Construction 5th St and 3rd Ave no address that I can findVancouver The construction crew has been working all week on 
the storage unit building they are constructing, 3-6 
people, not following social distancing

Stuarts1@aol.com shawn Stuart 3609100274

04/23/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kirkland land care Seattle Seattle Working at waterfront landscaping. South west of us 
campus. Also foundation work.

Matthew kuntz 2068491855

03/30/20 4:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Kirkland Plaza Apartments 320 6th Ave Kirkland Kirkland Plaza Apartments is still having landscaping 
and yard care service performed by a third party 
despite the stay at home order. 

Kirkland Plaza Apartments - (425) 822-6288
04/13/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kirkland Tower Waterfront Way Vancouver Construction workers are huddled together not 

following social distancing guidelines. Construction 
isn’t for low income or seniors.

04/13/20 12:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kirtley-Cole Associates LLC 820 Oakes Ave b Everett I have been watching this construction firm continue 
to work on their project located at 1020 North 
Broadway in Everett. Not only are they operating at 
full capacity, they have continued to pursue 
processes in their project past the point it was safe 
to stop operating. According to the recent 
proclamation 20-25, Kirtley-Cole continues to work 
on non-essential tasks. It has been noted Kirtley-
Cole has purposefully created "spoilage" to continue 
their operations. They persist to put their workers, 
and families at risk. These actions are incredibly 
negligent and does not reflect the current health 
goals of the state, and the country.

mr.frjase@gmail.com Frank McCall 016091520773

05/11/20 2:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other DEALER KITSAP AUTO OUTLET HIGHWAY 16 PORT ORCHARD seeing multiple people coming inside and out of the 
building.

05/06/20 6:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto Dealership Sales Kitsap Auto Outlet 3555 W State Hwy 16 Port Orchard I am an ex employee as they fired me for Not 
breaking the stay at home order. My boss called me 
and told me they meeded 6 people on the sales floor 
and that If I did not come back right away i would 
have to reapply for my job. I saw a post and spoke 
with several employees who all say they  have 
broken the social distancing order and also there is 
only allowed to be one dealership employee at a 
time. They are also using the SBA loan to pay 
employees that are working for their profit.  They told 
me they got the loan and needed me back for that 
purpose. They are profiting off the SBA loan. On top 
of mnay other laws Ive seen broken and I have proof 
of the last 2.5 years ive worked there. They need to 
be held accountable.

Jimmy707.jb@gmail.com Anonymous 3608421127

04/30/20 10:41 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used car dealer Kitsap auto outlet 3555 W Wa 16 Port Orchard Selling cars by appointment, no sanitizing after 
customers have been in and out of cars

Shawn Fitzgerald Clark 3606495588 Casey Osborne

04/01/20 1:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Kitsap Mobile Grooming 9383 Miami Beach Rd Seabeck I saw their van out at camp union gas station and 
coming out of a driveway yesterday (Tuesday March 
31st).

m.me@KitsapMobileGrooming.com

05/05/20 4:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other cement pathway and 
decorative driveway paving 
at woodinville home

KJ CONCRETE 29608 MILITARY ROAD FEDERAL WAY ENTIRE CREW WORKING AS A TEAM TEARING 
UP NEIGHBORS DRIVEWAY AND YARD AREA 
LAST WEEK AND STILL WORKING INSTALLING 
A DECORATIVE PATHWAY AROUND YARD AND 
DRIVEWA..NOT EVEN WEARING MASKS

CAWFEETAWKIN@AOL.COMMARIANNE M MARICIC 2069620425

04/07/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care KJ’s lawn care and Maintenance 1803 Basin St SW Ephrata This company is performing routine lawn mowing 
and trimming at residential homes. They aren’t 
performing anything that’s keeping residential lawns 
alive. We all want to be out keeping our small 
businesses alive, but if we all violate the rules we’ll 
be in this situation longer.

03/30/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KLB Construction/Shelter Holdings Riverfront Blvd and 41st StreetEverett Private construction at site for large development 
that won’t have residential units for another 2 years 
or so. General Contractor has had sick employee on 
site, then didn’t do a deep clean of office and kept 
working. Laborers have asked about shutting down 
and foreman has threatened firing.

bret.salazar@gmail.com Bret Salazar 4156018544

03/31/20 3:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KLIM ROOFING AND CONST INC 18364 3rd AVE NE Shoreline,WA Hi there,
This company it’s doing a new construction roof 
work in NE 185th ST and 3rd AVE NE in 
Shoreline,Wa .
I been a small business owner think that all of us 
need to follow the rules to be fare, not et

Sale@crmasterroofing.com CR Master Roofing 206-446-9297

03/30/20 8:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KMS homes 338th 11th st NE East Wenatchee Multiple people at job site, social distancing not being 
followed, non essential residential construction being 
performed. Also the business owner is making 
workers work.  Said “fuck the governor” out loud.

04/10/20 6:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Knik Construction 15315 1st Ave NE Suite 205 Duvall Extension office for out of state company is 
operating as normal. Phone-based work could easily 
be done from home. They are endangering the 
health-care workers in the offices that surround 
them. We are the physical therapists next door and 
see them every day.

knikinformation@lynden.com

04/10/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kobets commercial 9242 17th ave sw seattle construction work is still going on all day and night

04/16/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kohary Builders 6518 Phinney Ave N, Ste B Seattle Builder is continuing non-essential construction on a 
residential property: 3042 NW 64th Street. Seattle, 
WA 98107.  Construction workers arrived yesterday 
to drop off materials.  We queried the contractor and 
he denied it was a violation "as long as they're 
distancing" from each other.  THey are planning to 
build a fence TODAY 6 inches from our property 
boundary. (We live next door.)

cadler@antioch.edu Corinne Adler and Ed Wachter206-941-3240 Miklos Kohary miklos@koharyconstruction.com

03/30/20 11:34 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther The media of Seattle KOMO, KIRO, KING, NPR, KCTS, 
etc.

Numerous, easy to find, do it yourselfSeattle These media are NOT informing the people of WA 
well at all, they are ignoring certain information and 
have stopped carrying the daily briefings by POTUS 
and his team, which information is VITAL for all 
people to view. New information is being brought out 
every single day and WA viewers are not able to see 
it because the local media won't air it! And why won't 
they air it? BEcause they have TDS and won't give 
any good info about or from him, his administration, 
his team which he put together to deal with this 
Chicom virus crisis (and they are doing the best job 
they possibly can (considering the total lack of real 
true information from the Chicoms during the  first 6 
weeks of this outbreak in their own country), or his 
supporters. 
THIS MUST STOP, THEY MUST AIR THOSE 
BRIEFINGS AND MUST INCLUDE THE INFO 
FROM THEM IN EVERY NEWS BROADCAST, 
TOO! The information is ESSENTIAL and they are 
NOT providing it!

Witchwindy@aol.com Windy

04/12/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kon Construction 4106 Robin Rd W University Place On Friday, 3 March; Saturday, 4 March; and 
Wednesday, 8 March, this company had a crew 
working on a single family home new construction at 
1104 Taylor Ave in Milton.  They were asked by the 
City to stop work and on Thursday, 9 March they 
started work again.  This company also does not 
have a valid contractor's license according to L&I 
and their corporation is suspended due to not filing 
paperwork with the Secretary of State.  The owner is 
Vadym Kondratyuk.

greengables@rocketmail.comjacki strader greengables@rocketmail.com

05/06/20 1:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Copiers/printers business Konica Minolta 1000 Oakesdale Ave SW Renton Management is forcing sales reps to come into the 
office this Thursday and Friday to do what we’ve 
been doing remotely, utilizing video conference.

general.info@kmbs.konicaminolta.us.

03/31/20 7:29 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming and daycare Koris muttley crew 1751 Goldie road building b2-3Oak Harbor Now offering grooming to their daycare clients, I 
have a grooming shop in town and this is not fair or 
ok!!

Laura@poshpuppies.net Laura Thompson 2065539892



03/31/20 7:50 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming and Daycare Koris Muttoey Crew 1751 N Goldie Rd Bldg B2 Oak Harbor Business is open for dog daycare and is doing 
grooming as well.

Alexoath@gmail.com Alex buschschulte 4054316213

04/07/20 4:56 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Production manufacturing Korry Electronics 11910 Beverly Park Rd Everett There are minimal operations that are essential.  I 
would encourage looking into the products that they 
consider essential and shutting everything else 
down.  I understand that the requirement to support 
current products that fail will need service, but that 
does not require 700 people.  Boeing is closed, 
mostly.  That is a big part of what they are building.  
People are wanting to be laid off at this point.

nope nope nope

04/07/20 1:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Korry Electronics Company, Inc. 11910 Beverly Park Rd, Everett, WA 98204Everett Washington Korry is confirming that we are essential business,  
they are using the fiscal name (Criton 
Corp/Royal/BSB) to ensure that. But Korry is an 
aerospace company.
We are 650 employees and we are not following the 
social distance or any other health government 
recommendations. For the last two weeks we were 
during furlough but we just received a text message 
from korry saying that we will reopen on April 13. 
Korry has had employees with  COVID-19 
confirmed. 
We are more than 650 employees working with no 
personal protective equipment in order to prevent 
more people getting sick from COVID-19.

Barryweiss20@outloook.com Barry W.

04/01/20 12:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Korum Ford / Korum Hyundi 100 River Road Puyallup Both of these dealerships have sold 5+ cars during 
the stay at home order.  They have called in finance 
managers to process loans.

vickiennesser@gmail.com Victoria Ennesser

05/06/20 4:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Detailing Services Korum Ford Pulallup 100 River Rd Puyallup Services provided are for Quick lane which is service 
department, tire rotation, oil changes, clean interior 
of automobiles.
Employees have been furloughed for weeks but now 
with new manager, they are considered essential 
and returned to work. No safety procautions being 
taken, no masks, workers have always used gloves, 
but thats it.

04/16/20 12:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KOT electric 3020 197th Ave SE Sammamish 4.15 and 4.16 continue to work on a private home 
remodel. Multiple crews working in the same home

Sllange@gmail.com Sarah Lange 206-550-3572

04/15/20 7:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KOZ Development 1020 N Broadway Everett Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

03/30/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Koz Development 1020 N. Broadway Everett This construction is unnecessary and continued 
even after the government's orders.
There are many people working on this site as well 
and were not practicing social distancing.

05/16/20 11:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Krause's Dog House 6261 S Suncoast Blvd Homosassa This local bar has had every bar stool full allowing 
patrons to drink without ordering food. It is a very 
small establishment and they were way over 25% 
capacity, serving more alcohol than bar food with 
inside and outside seating as well as regular drinkers 
hanging out to shoot pool without ordering food

03/30/20 7:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Krazan & Associates 1230 NW Finn Hill Rd Suite APoulsbo Saw them working today in Clallam County (on 
Atterberry Road) on a vacant field where the owner 
wants to build a mobile home park. The project has 
been blocked by a Kitsap judge order. How can this 
be essential?

greentrain1974@gmail.com Joe Green 360-683-1743

04/14/20 1:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Krisco aquatech 17537 132nd ave ne Woodinville This company is continuing construction in my 
private community that is non essential.

05/06/20 11:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Kristen Mardo 9595 Dishman Rd Bremerton Individual is running a business from their home 
cutting hair and or going to other peoples houses 
and cutting hair there

Anonymous

05/15/20 1:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Kroner Chiropractic Kroner chiropractic 4114 West Nobhill Yakima Therapist said she is working there and they are 
doing stress massage, Relaxation  not medically 
related. Just using lysol wipes.  No PPEs

04/30/20 11:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Krucial nails by k Not sure Richland, Washington This person is offering to do nails in people’s home 
on Facebook during the stay at home order in the 
Tacoma buy sell and trade group. Her name is 
Kendra green

Lmarp1013@aim.com Lindsay nixon 253-722-9704 Krucialnailsbyk@gmail.com

04/09/20 12:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Krueger Krafting 12944 74th Ave NE Kirkland Remodeling is continuing on this unoccupied home, 
with many workers and trucks on the site.  Note this 
is next door to a similar, unrelated project, which is 
also continuing non-essential construction.

04/08/20 2:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Krueger Krafting 12930 and 12945 74th Ave NE.Kirkland Construction on 2 houses is ongoing every day. 
Today there were 10+ cars, about 20 workers 
working on 12945 74th Ave NE. At some point, the 
workers moved cars into the back yards of both 
houses.

deniseennui67@gmail.com Denise Bowden

04/06/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KRUGS FLOORING COVERING 57TH AND MT VERNON SPOKANE WA Non essential construction being done  
flooring in extsisting building remodel 
Bouten General Contractor

diamonlady07@aol.com MARY KAY 5098790687

04/15/20 7:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction KS Construction Inc. 8025 S Hosmer ST Tacoma Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/03/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Kugel Construction 1901 Cooks Hill Rd Centralia Kugel Construction working on private Dr Office at 
the intersection of Schueber and Cooks Hill Road. I 
reported them to LNI due to lack of fall protection for 
3 employees, not 100% sure if essential work, but 
very unsafe and I feel non essential as per 
proclamation.

silvertoothslayerjr@gmail.comJared 3602692779

04/29/20 8:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther aesthetician Lashes K’s Lashes 8206 206th Ave E Bonney Lake Newly licensed lash tech is performing services out 
of her home

Pigletnmebff@comcast.net Kristina Attwell Karen Nisson

04/17/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction L&L excavating and landscaping 7555 Mardrona Drive Bainbridge Island Crew of seven members from L&L landscaping and 
excavating are working In Dennis Conners yard fully 
relandscaping the  premises. As this has been going 
on all week, and you will do nothing to protect the 
public, have a nice day.

Bensonca@hotmail.com Catherine Benson 2067959464 3607796100

04/11/20 7:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business La Conner Sweet Shop 623 S First St. La Conner They are a candy and ice cream shop open in our 
small community.  There are no other businesses 
open except them.  There have been lines of 
people/tourists out the door all standing next to each 
other and NO ONE has masks or gloves.  Noone in 
the shop is wiping anything down and they are not 
encouraging social distancing.  They have no 
regards to the seriousness of this situation.

thasknotall@hotmail.com Lisa Judy 3603911241

04/23/20 4:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business La Conner Sweet Shoppe 623 S. 1st St. La Conner Doing take out, which is fine, but they shouldn't be 
scooping ice cream...

MICHAELGRAVES12@GMAIL.COM

04/06/20 8:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Laborers local 292 2810 lombard ave suite 100 everett Business is non essential, they are a hiring hall. 
Staff inside building cannot stay 6 feet apart.

04/21/20 10:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Staffing company Labormax 3417 Broadway c, Everett, WA 98201Everett, WA 98201 The owner is mandating that the offices hold 
flagging training of 10 people in an office that can 
barely hold 5. Social distancing not being upheld 
because owner wants sales more than following the 
order

mike.ingham@labormaxstaffing.com

04/21/20 9:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Staffing Company LaborMax Staffing 3417 Broadway Suite C Everett The owner is forcing us to be open to the public from 
7am to 6pm taking in office walk-in applications. We 
only have one person working the office, and we are 
expected to work 11 hours a day and take phones 
with us to be on call 24/7 all alone. Our jobs are 
getting threatened if we don't do as he tells us no 
matter what the order says.

keeleybieber00@gmail.com Keeley Bieber 3602026483 mike.ingham@labormaxstaffing.com

04/02/20 6:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Staffing Agency LaborMax Staffing 3417 Broadway Ste C Everett This business is open and is making sales calls from 
their office. They support essential businesses but 
are doing sales from their office in addition.

wil09001@gmail.com Chris 4252686981 mike.ingham@labormaxstaffing.com

03/30/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Staffing Agency LaborMax Staffing 3417 Broadway c Everett The owner wants us to continue to bring people into 
the office to do one on one applications with new 
hires. We have temps here already that are tied to 
specific industries mentioned in the order. We are 
also being forced to do sales via the phone and 
internet to get NEW business that falls under the 
essential company list.
He also told us today that we are to be driving our 
temps to and from job sites if they can't find a ride of 
their own. 
Any time we mention the order, he threatens our 
jobs and to close us down if we don't comply. 
I want to employ the temps we already have for the 
clients we had BEFORE the COVID. But drumming 
up new business, taking applications in person, and 
driving temps around is too risky and I don't want to 
get in trouble by anyone for doing what he is 
mandating us to do. 
PLEASE DO NOT TELL HIM I SENT THIS. He will 
terminate my employment and I am a single mother 
with no second income to rely on if he fires me.

keeleybieber00@gmail.com Keeley Bieber 360-202-6483 mike.ingham@labormaxstaffing.com

03/31/20 3:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LAC DRYWALL 10609 E Montgomery Spokane Valley Varies drywall jobs still taking place at jobsites with 
50 plus people, people are coming to work sick, no 
way to wash hands or sanitize hands is provided. 
Job sites are not for low income housing



05/04/20 8:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Laci whitmire-kyllo 814 s6th ave Kelso Laci kyllo is doing hair in her home without a 
business license and during covid 19

04/02/20 9:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat storage yard, marine 
service yard, fabrication 
shop and production boat 
builder

Laconner Maritime service, laconner 
Maritime fabrication

W Pearle Jenson Way La Conner While Laconner Maritime provides haul out services 
that may be deemed essential, I fail to see how 
keeping majority of staff working on privately owned 
recreational vessels is in any way essential. Most if 
not all of the mechanical staff are working on 
recreational vessels while a small number are 
finishing a commercial boat which may be deemed 
essential. As far as I know this is the only yard that 
chose to remain fully open, and most staff are 
performing non essential tasks.

Mikehawksfat@protonmail.comMike Hawksfat N/A

04/01/20 3:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business LaCorona Mexican Restaurant 13520 100 Ave NE Kirkland  WA, 98034 Wednesday 3/18/20 @ 12:55 p.m.  I went to pick up 
a to go order and a customer was drinking at a table 
in the bar. Antonio's the owner's brother was 
working. I blew it off  but then on it happened again.
Tuesday 3/31/20 I went to pick up an order to go 
15:52 pm and a older couple were sitting in the 
dining room eating dinner. (They were not family 
members).Raquel the owners sister was working.  I 
thought we were not allowed to dine in. Being an 
older person I am very concerned about my health. ( 
I do have my receipts) Not sure I will order from 
them again.

lynwalter75@gmail.com Lyn R Haaheim 425-269-2691

04/02/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LaDue Fencing,  Inc No physical business address availableElma Replacing a functioning chain link fence with a 
wooden privacy fence at the Little Tuscany 
apartments in Olympia Washington.

nikatnyght@yahoo.com N Kennedy 3605567294

04/06/20 6:51 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Ladybug Espresso 1120 Harrison Ave Centralia Bikini espresso is not essential, customer is less 
than 6 ft away from drive thru window and no plexi 
glass in between

Bubbleyc06@aol.con Lindsay Miller (570)510-3060

04/29/20 8:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Lake City Toyota Lake City Way (Seattle WA) Seattle I was told by salesmen to come in select a truck and 
they would sale and deliver the truck. When I asked 
about Covid 19 Stay At Home Order I was told that it 
didn't apply.
When I visited the showroom there were lots of 
people wondering around with no masks and not 
keep their distance.

Joe206williams@gmail.com Not Know

04/14/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lk COnnor Park camping 
community

Lake Connor Park 14320 28th ST NE Lake Stevens,   WA   98258 Park is closed to all members but snowbirds, 
however gazebo being built by clubhouse 3.  Lots of 
volunteer members gathering to build non essential.

parkmanager@lakeconnorpark.net

04/16/20 4:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther rv resort Lake Ki rv resort and campp 2904 lakewood rd arlington large gatherings inside the park, multiple families 
gathering daily at the docks, also allowing 
recreational campers into the park. no signs about 
distancing, no enforcement

office@lakekiresort.com

05/16/20 9:52 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Lake Pateros inn 115 Lake Shore Dr. PATEROS The owner is requiring his employees to come back 
to work. He opened 5/11/20. Renting rooms to 
anyone that comes through. He is NOT only renting 
to essential workers. He is renting to people from the 
West side, and even local people for unessential 
purposes. I don't feel comfortable going back to work 
when he is violating the order. Will call our local 
health department on Monday.

05/14/20 12:21 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Massage/chiropractor Lake Union Wellness 235 Westlake Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle I received an email and several texts soliciting for 
clients to make appointments- that they are now 
“open” and taking massage and chiropractor 
appointments. This is very, very concerning.

Frontdesk@lakeunionwellness.com

05/11/20 11:22 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Lakeside Marine 801 Harris Ave Building #1 Bellingham Non-essential business open

04/08/20 10:44 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Child care Lakeside Montessori School 3520 Issaquah-Pine Lake Rd SE, Issaquah, WA 98029Issaquah The school insists they are essential business and 
plan to reopen and ask all parents to send children 
in, otherwise deposit won't be refunded. The order 
only allows business to support essential workers, 
but the school is abusing that to ask all children to 
come.

congkun_ck@hotmail.com Kun Cong 4254453417

04/13/20 8:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Lakeview Golf and Country Club 19547 Golf Club Rd NW Soap Lake They aren't answering the phone but, the members 
with personal golf carts are still golfing daily!  They 
need shut down!  There are alot of cases of covig in 
Grant Co!

aprilrendon2013@gmail.com April Rendon 5093936513

04/05/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lance Douglass Properties and 
Construction

1402 E Magnesium Rd Spokane Requiring office staff to work including reception.  
Construction still open and telling workers to 'just 
don't park on property'.  Not following social 
distancing guidelines.  Required employees and 
contractors to pick up checks, refused to mail them. 

Threatening employees with firing.  Using business 
loans for advancement.

03/31/20 8:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Land Pro Group Across the street from Lake Stevens High SchoolLake Stevens This construction company continues to run all of 
the equipment all day long regardless of the 
governors ordinance.

04/06/20 9:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Landcare 1905 104th Street East Tacoma 98445 Our Company  shut down at the start of the mandate 
but this company is out working crews like nothing is 
happening. We have layed of employees ready that 
are tempted to go to work for them as they are 
breaking the rules and we are paying a price with our 
clients and employees.

Ronald .rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 253-405720

03/31/20 12:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services Landcare Working at approx. 10212 NE Points DrKirkland Workers from Landcare performing routine 
landscape maintenance for a non-essential business.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

04/20/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Landcare USA LLC 1905 104th Street E Tacoma This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/17/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Landcare USA LLC 1905 14th Street E Tacoma Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Landcare USA LLC 1905 104th Street E Tacoma, WA 98445 This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/02/20 6:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Landed gentry Mount Vernon Skagit county Landed Gentry construction is telling it's sub 
contractors to show up and do their work or they will 
not get any other contracts. Landed Gentry also has 
its own crews working in the field. This is work Being 
done on residential and commercial projects.

04/02/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Landed Gentry Homes 504 East Fairhaven Ave. Burlington Has new, single-family home construction activities 
underway.  This is despite a clarification issued last 
Thursday identifying new home construction as "non-
essential", and all other home builders in the area 
suspending construction activities. Has construction 
foreman (Landed Gentry employee) on-site, plus a 
number of sub contractors including Mt. Baker 
roofing, framing/carpentry, and appliance installation 
work currently underway.



04/01/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Landed gentry homes 504 E Fairhaven Burlington WA 98233 There is a new housing development they are putting 
in on E. Jones Rd Sedro Woolley WA 98284 street 
is full of workers trucks.  They have all their subs 
working n have been working since the order put out 
to stop non essential. They have workers not 
working 6 ft apart with no masks, standing side by 
side on scaffolding, one worker has a mask hanging 
around neck but not on. They r doing roofing, siding, 
landscaping, flooring, concrete work etc I have 
pictures for April 1 if u need. They r working on 
multiple homes throughout the neighborhood.

jeffsfamily@hotmail.com Christine Anderson 360-540-3116

05/10/20 2:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other APT COMPLEX Landing at angle lake 19800 international blvd. seatac Construction and landscapers working

04/05/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Landscape design construction 9626 54th Ave s Seattle Neighbor at 9626 54th Ave s has a large 
landscaping crew of 5 plus working for multiple days

Amycglynn@gmail.com Amy glynn 5185882672

04/13/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape landscape management professionals 7th ave s seattle cutting grass/ soliciting for business leonard

04/08/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Landscaper, for ashford apts 24170 s r 3 Belfair wa Here again today just like the 150 each day at all 5 
stations gassing up and fanning out to Kitsap pierce 
hood canal to retirees most vulnerable commissioner 
says they not essential as the 5 I know have realized 
and applied for govt help, I suspect  these are the 
under table ones know many there too lol can't get 
anyone but a switchboard in Mason no authority 
answers,  there are 3 to 5 at a time constantly every 
morning from 7 to 9 am at all 5 stations gassing up  
does it matter or they get pass, they go to as many 
places as they can primarily retirees even nursing 
homes hmmm?

Cwd315@yahoo.com Charlie 3602771237

04/14/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Landscaping 
company

Landscapes By Pompeo Designs 542 SW 186th St Normandy Park, WA 98166 This landscaping company has continued to operate 
despite stay at home order. They have taken the 
signs off of their trucks so neighbors could not 
identify them and complain.

04/07/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and 
Contracting - Lawn Care

Landscaping and Contracting     
Vehicle Plate Number C59274S

2209 Minor Avenue East Seattle, WA   98102 No identifying contact details on vehicles - Working 
for the property owner at the address provided.

ceconcernedcitizen@gmail.comC Concerned

03/31/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lane hardwood floors 14700 Aurora. Ave s Shorline Workers still laying floors

04/03/20 5:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Langco Corner of Wynn and Slater RdFerndale Many workers at site of future truck stop pouring 
concrete etc, not wearing masks, working closely 
together.  Langco is the company truck on site

sue hilton 360-739-7808

04/20/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Langsford Landscaping 4244 236rH Ave. NE Redmond Landscapers mowing lawns, fertilizing, and 
performing regular (non-emergency, maintenance) 
work.

425-268-0990- Ben Kohler

03/30/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Larrabee Springs Inc. 4741 Spring Brook Str. Bellingham Several contractors are continuing work on this 
residential construction project.  Heat and vent and 
framing

seaburt@aol.com John Burt 206 719-0054

04/29/20 7:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Larry H Miller Lexus Spokane 1030 W Third Ave Spokane We know that they’ve been selling cars during the 
entire stay at home order. Service department is 
essential and has been open but sales was ordered 
to close. They have remained open with the GM and 
2 other employees still operating sales business as 
normal.

cosmogirl_19@hotmail.com Patricia Lewis 5096885406

04/09/20 8:51 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Larry Miller honda 2nd st Spokane Dealerships have staff and are selling cars at all 3 
big dealerships

Anon

05/09/20 3:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Larson Automotive Group 1701 - C Alexander Ave E Fife Larson Mercedes is breaking every rule in the book, 
sales has stayed open when they are supposed to be 
closed, they are not practicing social distancing, 
selling cars to non essential employees and are 
forcing their employees to work despite the 
governors orders.

05/06/20 7:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Larson Automotive Group 7815 s tacoma way Tacoma All Larson automotive stores have sales open selling 
cars to non essential clients and are breaking every 
rule in the book behind closed doors.

04/22/20 11:54 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Larson Automotive group 7815 S Tacoma Way Tacoma The Larson Automotive Group is forcing their 
salesman to work and sell vehicles to non essential 
employees and inside they are not following social 
distancing at all. This non essential business is 
being conducted across all campuses throughout 
Tacoma and Fife.

APRILTRUEBLOOD@LOOKLARSON.COM

04/22/20 3:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet manufacturer Larson Cabinet Co 249 13th St Clarkston I’ve seen workers coming and going from the shop. 
Customers have been pulling up, met out front, and 
entering the business. Workers have been coming 
and going from the business multiple times a day 
pulling an enclosed trailer.

LARSONCABINETCO@GMAIL.COM

04/18/20 5:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Larson Toyota 7815 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Selling cars and trucks to essential employees that 
have reliable transportation,  have not totaled a 
vehicle, don't have impractical repairs, or don't have 
a lease expiring.  They are just selling cars. Meeting 
people behind daffodil bowl and key bank parking lot 
to sign paperwork.  They even have sales people 
standing out front of the store.  Basically a middle 
finger to the stay at home order.

jkinman_58@yahoo.com Jason 2538638144

03/30/20 6:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Laser Underground & Earthworks Inc. 20417 8th Ave SE. Snohomish Construction company doing non essential work and 
bragging about it.

Ld1976@frontier.com L. Duran 2062295078

04/27/20 2:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Eyelash extensions Lash Allure 355 NW Gilman BLVD Issaquah The salon owner is taking clients in her home. She 
has seen multiple people a week since the lock down 
has started, and continues to service clients.

05/10/20 5:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lash Vandal 210 E Alder St Walla Walla Saw a girl leaving from this facility a few days ago. If 
my wife cant get her extensions and facials done 
they shouldn't be either.

heybabe@lashvandal.com

04/08/20 2:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lassen Electric not sure Olympia Lassen has had several work vehicles working on a 
job on Quince a few blocks North of San Francisco 
for the past several days at a private residence.

neighbor

04/16/20 8:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex multi 
family

Latter &Blum 2080 n Lobdell Blvd Baton Rouge Still requiring employees to enter multiple units of 
occupied units and not following social distancing

N/A David Schneider 225-503-9141

04/23/20 11:49 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber laura lopez everett wa everett wa she is posting on fb  offering services de haircuts, 
iand she is putting everyone at risk  is not fare for 
everyone else  fallowing the government orders, the 
longer people behave like her the longer we are with 
out work.

yadiraavendano@hotmail.comYadira Avendano 3606107466

03/31/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lawn Boys 1836 terminal Dr Richland Still out mowing lawns and going landscaping

04/13/20 12:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LDF Concrete 324 arrow drive Woodland Pouring flatwork concrete at a residential home Concerned Citizen

04/13/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LDF Concrete 324 arrow drive Woodland Pouring flatwork concrete at a residential home Concerned Citizen

04/07/20 7:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nonprofit LEAD 110 Prefontaine Place S Seattle LEAD's director has stated online that LEAD is 
continuing to interact with clients in the community, 
yet has no PPE sufficient to protect employees from 
Covid.

03/30/20 7:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Leaf Guard Gutters 22620 85th PL S Kent, WA 98031 I saw Leaf Guard Gutters being installed on a house 
near my neighborhood, I don't think gutter placement 
is essential.

03/30/20 11:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Leafguard of Seattle 22620 85th Pl S Kent Not using proper social distancing and working as an 
essential business.

03/31/20 5:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lease Crutcher Lewis 2200 western ave Seattle Working on Seattle children's building cure. Scope of 
work is 2 office/admin spaces. The labs are NOT 
part of the project and are already built. Jobsite 
remains open because of of the building being a 
research center, however it won’t be open for 
months and our risking ourselves at the moment 
won’t do anything to help this crisis.

Aaronwags11@yahoo.com Aaron Wagner 2066536118

03/30/20 7:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lease Crutcher Lewis 2200 Western Ave #500 Seattle Performing new construction of office space inside 
of building 1920 terry ave. Seattle, wa 98101. Has 
multiple sub contractors with crew size of 50+ for 
work on 2 floors.

angie.marie.simon@gmail.comAngie Simon 206-773-7467

04/09/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Ledgends lawn care Birch Bay Dr. Birch Bay Mowing lawns

04/08/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Lee's General Landscaping https://www.leesgenerallandscaping.com/contact.htmlSeattle They were mowing and blowing a neighbor's lawn 
and hardscape surfaces. As someone who works in 
a similar (arborist) industry, this is not meet my 
understanding of the governor's description of 
essential services that would prevent spoliation.

violamaykatherine@gmail.comKatherine Taylor 206-778-9834

04/09/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lee's General Landscaping and Yard 
Clean up

6302 Corliss Ave N Seattle General contractor (not sure if they are licensed) 
working on a non essential project. They are building 
a small retaining wall but it is a cosmetic change not 
a faling wall.

nfasoldt.zig@gmail.com Nancy Fasoldt 2069418735

04/16/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn maintenance Lees General Landscaping / Urban 
Jungle LLC

unknown Seattle Still performing routine lawn maintenance. mbrubeck@limpet.net Matthew Brubeck

03/30/20 3:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn maintenance Leezel Medina unknown Hansville Mr. Medina is performing maintenance on numerous 
homes in my neighborhood, mowing, edging, etc. in 
violation one the shelter at home order.  He has 
been seen at numerous homes in Kitsap County in 
his white pickup with  trailer. I haven't been able to 
find a business license for him either.

plantjem53@gmail.com Jeanette 3606493821



04/03/20 9:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Horse Farm Legacy Hunter and Jumpers 19802 NE 148th ST Woodinville I live down the street. When drove by the Legacy 
Hunter and Jumpers last weekend on Sunday (3/29) 
and there were large groups of people riding horses 
and lessons being taught.

trainer@legacyhuntersjumpers.com

05/06/20 8:56 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Stables Legacy Hunter Jumper 19802 NE 148th St. Woodinville The stable is starting up their riding lesson program 
this week even though providing lessons is not listed 
as part of the Phase I opening.  This is irresponsible.

trainer@legacyhuntersjumpers.com

04/22/20 4:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Legacy Hunters and Jumpers 19802 NE 148th St Woodinville Business gives horse lessons on Saturday morning 
from 10am - 1pm.

04/07/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Landscape Legacy Landscaping 1705 Newport Way NW Issaquah Employees observed mowing lawns in condo 
projects in Issaquah from March 30th-April 7th, 2020

cindysilverstein@windermere.comCindy Silverstein 2067185300

04/07/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Landscape Legacy Landscaping 1705 Newport Way NW Issaquah Observed mowing lawns at condo complexes from 
March 31-April 7, 2020

cindysilverstein@ windermere.comCindy Silverstein 206-718-5300

04/28/20 10:51 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Building fences around 
empty houses and they are 
NOT wearing masks or 
gloves and not following 
social distancing

Legacy Property Leasing 6412 20th street Court W. Suite BFircrest They are building fences around EMPTY houses and 
they are NOT wearing masks or gloves. They are not 
following social distancing. This is happening at S. 
Sheridan and 8th street in Tacoma WA 98405. 
There are at least 5 people who are either have 
compromised immune systems or they are elderly.  
We have asked them to stop work but they said they 
DID NOT have to listen to the governor. Please help 
us stop them before someone in our family, friends 
or neighbors get sick.  We need them to follow the 
stay at home orders and to wear masks and gloves.

Edy Vidal 2532057459 legacypropertyleasing@gmail.com

04/24/20 1:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Legacy Salmon Creek Medical Center 2211 NE 139th St Vancouver Elective surgeries performed daily since initial 
declaration to stop. Staff being denied access to 
proper PPE: N95 masks locked away and forced to 
share papr helmets and only replace shrouds. 
Harassment by senior leadership, charge RN, and 
anesthesia providers for staff wanting to use papr or 
N95 during surgeries of untested patients. Verbal 
announcement to begin elective cases 05/04/2020 
or sooner "before Southwest (Washington Medical 
Center) does so they don't take all the business". Im 
afraid of losing my job, either by protecting myself at 
work, or by saying something and being a 
whistleblower. Many coworkers can validate what i 
am saying. We are all afraid to do so.

Jenipherstorms@yahoo.com Jenipher Storms 3607518629

04/21/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Legacy6 - Off of Yacolt Mountain RoadYacolt Building whole new house - construction going on as 
normal but unmarked vans/ shirts with company 
name no longer being worn

mcantti73@gmail.com Mindy 9718880728

04/01/20 5:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto sales Legend auto sale 1st ave south Burien They are several workers,  work together in the 
same area, they dont follow the social distance,  
them to the customers.

04/02/20 8:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Legend brands 7009 45th St. CT. E Fife Products produced in this plant is not essential 
services.

Chris.turnley@live.com Christopher turnley 2534097175

04/06/20 7:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Maintenance Legends Landscaping Unlnown Ferndale Lawn maintenance crew out mowing lawns.  Crew 
interacting with each other.  Doing business that was 
deemed non essential.

gdnoah@juno.com Dianne Gillespie 3603838713

03/30/20 2:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Museum LeMay Collections at Marymount 325 152nd St. E Tacoma, WA 98445 Business is allowing volunteers to come onto the 
property to work on the cars. The business has listed 
on their website that group tours are available by 
appointment only. Many of the volunteers are elderly 
at risk individuals.

info@lemaymarymount.org

03/30/20 8:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paper shredding Lemay mobile shredding 2910 Hogum bay rd Lacey Lemay drivers go all over picking up our shred bins. 
From Seattle all the way down to Rochester.   
Moving from business to business potentially 
spreading the virus.  This must not be safe.

04/13/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lenard Homes SE 238th Ct. Maple Valley Home construction in a housing development. Took 
photos.  The development is off 240th St.

j.s.will@comcast.net Sue Will 360-560-0935

04/16/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar 79th Ave NE Marysville Construction workers are inside a home working 
which is in a new development on 79th Ave NE. 
These violations are putting my children & family & 
others at risk. Lennar needs to STOP like all other 
businesses are.

04/15/20 6:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Sound Vista Ave Bremerton This site has been going non stop, since the order to 
halt was given

04/14/20 10:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar 18220 Bellflower Rd Bothell While they have shut down new home construction 
for much of the development lots on Bellflower Rd, 
over the last few days they have continued framing 
and new home construction on at least two 
structures. The bare wood buildings now have an 
added second floor and some wood panels, etc.

04/01/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Kennedy Farms development Ridgefield construction workers onsite, which i believe this type 
of construction is nonessential.  also not maintaining 
PPE or distance requirements if for some reason 
they have an exemption allowing them to be doing 
this work during the State Mandated Order

04/03/20 4:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Builders 4132 S Kennedy Dr Ridgefield New Home construction continuing in subdivision 
despite shelter in place order.

jonathan.simmons82@gmail.comJonathan Simmons 3606443244

04/13/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Homes 79th Ave Marysville Universal Land & Lennar Homes are building 
developments on 83rd & 79th. They are using 
equipment off and on. There are workers in the 
homes doing work so they can sell them & let clients 
move in.

03/30/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Homes (Corporation) 296XX 219th Ave SE Kent With all of on a stay at home or shelter in place 
order, the last thing we want to listen to all day is 
chain saws, back-up alarms, log grinders and heavy 
equipment grinding all day. This is residential 
development clearing and is definitely not essential, 
especially given the amount of noise generated with 
all the stay at home residents nearby. 219th Ave SE, 
Kent, WA, next to Kentlake Highschool.

03/31/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar homes Kennedy Farms S 39th place Ridgefield Continuing to build home not following stay at home 
and social distancing

04/07/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lennar Homes/Seven Wells Estates 151 South 17th Ave (approx. lot number 4826)Ridgefield They are building homes despite other smaller 
construction and home building companies in the 
area being shut down. Are not following 
orders/protections.  Real estate agent for Lennar at 
Seven Wells is Melinda Shoote, number is 360-635-
7911. They should not be open and as a citizen in 
the area, I am concerned they are risking the safety 
of others to do something unnecessary. Also, the 
location listed above was only a concrete base lot 
and could have been left alone until after the 
pandemic was over, but instead they are continuing 
to work and start building the home.

04/05/20 12:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LennarNorthwest 18120 and 18202 Bellflower Rdbothell Residential construction of new houses. At least a 
dozen framers, siders, and general construction 
activities every day by Lennar NW SNEAKING in 
continuing building of these houses during this stay 
home order.  They are not essential and they are 
there today Sunday, April 5th.

cdbash@hotmail.com 4257787824

04/03/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LennarNorthwest 18120 and 18202 Bellflower Rdbothell construction workers still working on siding and 
other tasks at these residential houses. Saws, nail-
guns, scaffolding, and working in close proximity to 
each other.

cdbash@hotmail.com 4257787824

04/02/20 5:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LennarNorthwest 18120 and 18202 Bellflower Rdbothell Ongoing residential construction, 3or4 workers 
siding new house etc. in new development. Have 
been there at least two days.

cdbash@hotmail.com 4257787824

04/02/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Lenny's Lawn Shrub & Snow 1658 E Wabash Ave. Spokane, WA 98207 A crew of workers engaged in non-essential 
business at 12404 E. Shawnee Drive, Spokane, WA 
99206  (yard work).

Arrived at about 7:30 AM on April 2 and  have been 
working all day, talking with passers by, neighbors, 
homeowners, etc.  They are not mainlining minimum 
social distancing and are a menace to the 
neighborhood's health and safety.

Lenny's Lawn Shrub & Snow
Leonard P. Long
1658 E Wabash Ave.
Spokane, WA 98207
509.484.4421

concerned citizen sheltering in place



04/02/20 11:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lwn Care Lenny's Lawn Shrub & Snow 1658 E Wabash Ave. Spokane, WA 98207 A crew of workers engaged in non-essential 
business at 12404 E. Shawnee Drive, Spokane, WA 
99206  (yard work).

Arrived at about 7:30 AM on April 2 and  have been 
working all day, talking with passers by, neighbors, 
homeowners, etc.  They are not mainlining minimum 
social distancing and are a menace to the 
neighborhood's health and safety.

Lenny's Lawn Shrub & Snow
Leonard P. Long
1658 E Wabash Ave.
Spokane, WA 98207
509.484.4421

concerned citizen sheltering in place

04/20/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Leonardi Landscaping 18318 WA-203 Monroe This company (alongside RDHomes of Kirkland) is 
violating the stay-at-home order by continuing 
residential construction on site 1436 4th St, Kirkland 
WA 98033. RDHomes was previously reported and 
is still engaging in residential construction also 
violating the stay-at-home order. Pictures of work at 
the work site are available. This violation was also 
reported to the local city police dispatch. Date 2020-
04-20 @ 10:00.

mistervt@frontier.com Victor Tan 4254359493 425-422-6199

04/14/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Leonardis landscaping 18318 WA-203 Monroe Saw a work truck at 7 11 tooled up for mowing ir0nreag3n@gmail.com Cody Harris 4253466902

04/07/20 8:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lexar Homes n 5th st mccleary another day of several workman working on a non 
essential task.  when do fines or having them stop 
and obey the governor's order.  Why are they more 
special when other trades are at home.

steelheadrick@aol.com rick rowe 425-894-1680

04/02/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lexar homes N 5th st Mccleary 4-5 Construction workers working and not facilitating 
stay at home mandate by govenor inslee

steelheadrickrick@aol.com Rick Rowe 425-894-1680

04/01/20 11:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lexar Homes n 5th st mccleary working on 2 house s and not adhering to the stay at 
home mandate by the governors order

contact our McCleary City police and they did 
nothing.

steelheadrick@aol.com rick rowe 425-894-1680

04/07/20 3:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Lexus 20300 highway 99 98036 Lynnwood Nonessential work being done and not following 
social distancing

04/13/20 11:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lexus of Lynnwood 20300 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I noticed that Lexus is doing a face-lift construction 
of its building. Does this consider to be essential?

04/01/20 2:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Lexus of Seattle 20300 Highway 99, Lynnwood, WALynnwood Painting / paving / tile

04/07/20 2:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LGI HOMES 676 Sigrist Dr E Enumclaw Sales center is open and business as usual with all 
sales agents and loan professionals on site, 
construction on homes is also continuing as usual.

anonymous@123.com I would prefer to stay anonymous social@lgihomes.com

04/03/20 3:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LGI Homes XXXX Russell Rd.-Various homes in new tract new construction.Bremerton Various construction activities being done that seem 
to be Non-Essential 
Siding, garage door installation and some interior 
construction

05/19/20 7:46 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Video Porn Store, Adult Video StoreLiberty Books 3710 100th St SW Lakewood Wa 98499 Dozens of people can be seen going in and out of 
this store to use the video booths and sucking 
penises.  Just drove by and take a look or go in to 
peak. Hardly an essential business.

03/30/20 6:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Supported living agency Lifeforce services 7135 Martin Way East Olympia Agency takes care of people in their homes. The 
office members are being made to work when not 
necessary. Nobody from office is going to clients 
homes and can do all of their duties from  Home.  
This includes answering phones etc.  the only thing 
that wouldn’t get done was filing.  I prefer to stay 
anonymous because of retaliation which has 
happened before. I am only afraid I will take this 
home to my family

04/03/20 9:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealer Lifestyles Honda 3302 Cedardale Rd Mount Vernon This dealer sells motorcycles, atv's, ski doos and 
other recreational toys. They are staying open under 
the clause that auto repair shops are considered 
essential services, however, they do not do repairs 
on anything other than the recreational toys that they 
sell.

janine.jadzia@gmail.com Janine Lonborg 3608554505

04/08/20 4:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle dealership Lifestyles Recreational Products 3302 Cedardale Rd #100 Mt Vernon, WA 98274 This company is selling motorcycles and and off-
road vehicles to the public.
Please open this link to the web site and it even 
say's so.. 
https://www.lifestyleshonda.com/

fastmcman@hotmail.com Pat Neland 425-330-3575

04/11/20 4:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Realestate Light House Realestate 218 15th St SW Long Beach Why are real estate agents showing houses to 
Oregon residents, automobile had oregon plates.

04/07/20 5:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management Lighthouse Cove property 
management

3656  nw Munson st Silverdale Employees at office bdm@lcpmwa.com & c9@lcpmwa.com

04/07/20 8:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management Lighthouse Cove property 
management

3656  nw Munson st Silverdale Employees at office bdm@lcpmwa.com & c9@lcpmwa.com

05/11/20 6:19 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Church Lighthouse Foursquare Church 15725 Simonds Road NE Kenmore Church met for in-person church in the sanctuary on 
5/10 instead of in the parking lot as allowed.

http://lighthouse4square.org/

04/01/20 3:52 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving & Storage Lile International Moving & Storage 20427 87th Ave. S. Kent They are still moving residential and businesses veeveka23@yahoo.com V. Alatasi 2064131419

05/01/20 5:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Lily Atelier 237 NE 4th ave Camas Door open, people in the store

04/03/20 3:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Towing & Auction Compay Lincoln Towing 12200 Aurora Avenue North Seattle Auction is going to have up to 45 people attending.
Lincoln Tow is restricting it's auction of impounded 
vehicles to 48 people.  Washinton State Department 
of Licensing should declare that such does not meet 
statutory obligation for auction to be public.  Auction 
must be open to all people and applied equally.  1.  
Denying some people opportunity to bid violates 
public meaning, 2.  Opening at 7 am and refusing to 
allow re-entry to those who leave before the auction 
is over violates fair practice. 3.  Those who hold 
"Permanent Bidder Numbers" are given preferential 
treatment which violates "Public Auction" meaning.  
Ask Dept. of Licensing for opinion.

geneminetti173@outlook.comGene Minetti (206) 247-3692

04/02/20 9:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vehicle towing & auctions Lincoln Towing 1201 N 125th St. Seattle The auction allows a gathering of 45 people.  These 
auctions are  not an essential part of a essential 
business.  Lincoln Towing requires one to sign a 
liability waiver to enter the auction.

ga.lanphear@yandex.com George Lanphear (206) 307-6391

04/14/20 1:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf & Country Club Linden Golf & Country Club 2519 E Main Ave Puyallup Multiple times throughout the past two weeks, 
multiple groups have been observed playing golf on 
the course.

Jakeandthefatcat@hotmail.comJacob Johnson 2535766726 lindenproshop@outlook.com

04/03/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Linden Property Management or 
AABP Properties LLC

6701 24th Ave NW Seattle They are remodeling a vacant unit in our building. No 
one lives in the unit, it has been vacant for months.

05/08/20 2:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lindsey Tomasheck 763-11 Coal Creek Rd Chehalis Preforming non-essential hair services in home 
exposing children. While not having appropriate 
licensing to be working at location.

04/24/20 1:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther tree services Lineage Tree Service 410 Ludwig Rd Snohomish Have heard that they haven't stopped work at all per 
an employee.  Up and running full force.

Jasper Boekelman

04/08/20 3:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car lot Liquidation car company 5250 guide meridian Bellingham Selling cars. People on test drives and running ads 
that say they are ready to deal and yes they are open 
and no appointment needed

fsalimbo@aol.com

04/03/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auto dealership Liquidation Car Company 5250 Guide Meridian BELLINGHAM Not socially distancing and selling cars and having 
people work on building and digging trenches by the 
building. concern that it was not permitted

04/23/20 8:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography Lisa J. Bruce Photography 8715 271st ST. NW Suite #2 Stanwood Non-Essential Scott.hails@aol.com Scott Hales 206-240-7566 Lisa.j.bruce@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Lithia Subaru of Spokane 423 W 3rd Ave Spokane This location is still selling cars. Upper management 
has stated they will not stop selling cars unless if 
they have a court order delivered directly to them. 
There are currently about six salesmen working.

steven.eddy86@gmail.com Steven Eddy

04/23/20 3:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Consignment clothing Little Red Wagon 1889 Front Street Lynden I am confused as to how a consignment store is 
considered an essential business just because they 
sell children's clothing. Why are they not closed, like 
other retail (including other consignment stores)?

DLBOSMAN@MSN.COM

04/25/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational dance studio Live2Dance 2523 3rd Ave Seattle Observed over 9 people that had gathered on the 
night of April 25th in the dance studio

deepthi15191@gmail.com Deepthi 3039312622 deepali@live2danceseattle.com

04/28/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Living Bode 2145 Dexter Ave N Seattle, WA 98109seattle No approved permits and no posted signs of work 
being done (per the governor's order).

akjohnson2@outlook.com Anthony 2177417383 info@livingbode.com

04/01/20 4:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Senior Living/Apartments 
for Seniors

Living Care Retirement Community 3801 Summitview Ave Yakima My friends son who works for them has a 103 
degree fever and extreme fatigue.  Was tested for 
the flu.  It was negative so presumed positive for 
covid-19.  His sister who also works for them was 
called into work even though they know about about 
her brothers results.  They have already had a nurse 
come back positive for covid-19

mamatheson12@gmail.com



04/14/20 6:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn & Tree Care Living Water 8227 North Regal Street Spokane The owners have requested that customers report 
other companies for continuing to operate, but are 
operating themselves now. 
They’re requesting employees to come in while still 
on unemployment to complete non essential duties 
like data entry and emails/voicemails and creating 
routes for trucks.

brandontek18@gmail.com Brandon Turner 5097233365 contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/14/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Living water 8227 N Regal St Spokane Sending work crews to Idaho to spray lawns contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/21/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Living Water Lawn and Tree Care 8227 N Regal St Spokane, Wa This company is not only forcing people to work but 
also threatening people's jobs if they feel unsafe to 
return.
Also, I have been told they are paying people under 
the table while they claim unemployment.

contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/16/20 8:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare Living Water Lawn and Tree Care 8227 N Regal St Spokane Living Water is crossing the border to do services in 
Idaho daily with multiple trucks. Living Water is also 
out servicing Washington residents sprinklers, after 
being instructed that they are non essential by 
government officials. Living Water is also requiring 
employees to come into the office for non essential 
duties such as checking voicemails, emails, taking 
payments, and routing for crews that should not be 
out to begin with; the employees that are working are 
also on unemployment but required to come in per 
the owners Mike and Lisa, or face losing their jobs.

Lisa@livingwaterspray.com

04/07/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Lawncare Living Water Lawn and Tree Care 8227 N Regal St Spokane Living Water is requiring employees to come into the 
office while still on unemployment for shut down to 
perform non essential tasks including, replying to 
emails, checking and calling back voicemails, and 
creating spreadsheets. 
Living Water owners Mike and Lisa Fairburn have 
also made it clear that work will begin Monday April 
13 regardless of the Stay Home order after receiving 
confirmation that they are non essential.

leilani.lanai@hotmail.com Leilani Herron 5094990906 contactus@livingwaterspray.com

03/30/20 6:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Living Waters 2510 13th street Clarkston Still doing functions that aren't essential, they do 
pest control. so I think they are trying to use that 
loophole, to continue business as usual, even 
functions deemed non-essential  They're one of the 
largest companies doing landscaping in the area. 
The other companies in town are following their 
example.

riverwild85@proton.com Scott contactus@livingwaterspray.com

04/16/20 10:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Living well chiropractic 1412 E Yelm Ave c101 Yelm Making massage therapist perform nonessential 
massages. (Relaxation massages)no 6ft rules no 
masks provided. We went to our managers with our 
concern and they did not care and stated that they 
would ignore the guidelines that were set and to 
keep working like regular! 
Please keep my info private as i worry about my 
employment thank you

brittnmo22@yahoo.com Brittney Moore 2533200264

04/24/20 9:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Li’s Massage 3806 9th st SW Puyallup Place is open for business and doing massage. As a 
massage therapist myself it is not right that I can not 
work while others have zero regard for the law or 
others health and safety.

Samijo.life@gmail.com Sami Jo Vertz 360-953-1418

04/11/20 11:20 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership LKL Motors 6204 112th St E Puyallup I believe they are selling vehicles to Essential 
Workers who don't actually need vehicles. The 
General Manager has posted in forums about all the 
vehicles they are selling. I have screenshots. Please 
contact me via email.

caitlinperalez@bowenscarff.comCaitlin Peralez 2538861957

03/30/20 5:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing LKQ 2020 East Bakerview Bellingham Do not share my name or contact with company 
(confidential).

Business has an estimated 2-3 months inventory for 
a large portion of product and is continuing to work. 
They remanufacture automotive engines. Claiming 
they are exempt because “providing repair parts for 
the transportation industry is deemed -essential- 
under federal and state guidelines.” Sales have 
nearly been cut in half. Many individuals are not 
practicing 6-foot rule (One of the assembly lines 
works almost shoulder to shoulder. The other is 
spaced adequately). HR coordinator is meeting with 
every employee that has requested to use PTO. She 
is not maintaining 6-foot rule when meeting with 
them. For those who have elected to use PTO. Many 
who have elected to not work have now theoretically 
been exposed to every other employee and their 
families because individuals are being ask to come 
in to sign a document.

Do not share my name or contact with company 
(confidential).

Thank you,

ethan.adels@gmail.com Ethan Adels 3606032755 GOVDOCS@CORPCREATIONS.COM

04/07/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LMN 1930 Boren Ave Seattle Workers have been working the last few days at this 
construction site of an office building. Many times 
I've seen people working there not following social 
distancing.

Atgoetz@gmail.com Adam 5072721967

04/13/20 10:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Builds 510 10th Avenue East Seattle Non-essential residential construction operating daily. catherine.m.ho@gmail.com Catherine Dubut info@lnlbuilds.com

04/09/20 3:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL builds 9021 NE 20th Street Clyde Hill continuously building custom home construction, 
multiple trucks coming and going all day long, with 
workers clearly not physical distancing.  No evidence 
that there's anything essential for anyone happening 
there.  Just a custom home being built.

ehsan.ocrc@gmail.com Mitra Prow 2066697639

04/06/20 8:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL BUILDS 506 + 510 10th Ave E Seattle Hello, construction on this residential apartment 
building has been continuing throughout the stay at 
home period. From what I can see, workers onsite 
are not practicing any social distancing. 

(Last week I submitted a report about ongoing 
construction on Federal Ave E. My apologies, the 
address I reported was in error. The present report 
has the correct address and I have also since 
discovered the company name. Please disregard 
previous report. Thanks!)

matt@helloari.com Matthew Offenbacher 2066830008

04/04/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Builds 506 10 Ave E Seattle All workers continue to build daily. Outside of 
structure stabilization... They continue to build UP.

04/01/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Builds 510 10th Ave E Seattle Residential construction site still operating. Clearly 
not essential because the building is still a shell and 
doesn't support any essential business.

04/02/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Builds / Vann Lanz 506 10th Ave E Seattle They are in the framing phase of construction: 3rd 
floor of a 4 story apartment building. They are 
continuously getting new supplies delivered to the 
site. When I called the owner, they couldn't explain 
how this work was essential.

sarahkleehammer@gmail.comSarah Kleehammer 2063512547

04/28/20 8:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL BUILDS LLC 7544 43rd Ave S Seattle Construction is still in progress:
- Blocking our parking spaces (we need street 
parking spaces as we are not using our cars to 
commute)
- Making noise so video calling is not viable for 
neighbors who try to work from home
- Workers do not follow the social distancing rules

racrux@gmail.com Rafa Diaz 7035897617

04/21/20 4:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Construction 10th and Republican - Capitol HillSeattle I observed an entire framing crew at this 
construction site.  I myself am a contractor and I 
know when something is structrually unsafe-and this 
site is NOT, they just want to keep framing and 
therefore are trying to say they are working due to 
structural integrity but this is so obviously not the 
case, they are just doing standard framing of a new 
construction spec development site

04/21/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction LNL Construction 10th and Republican - Capitol HillSeattle I observed an entire framing crew at this 
construction site.  I myself am a contractor and I 
know when something is structrually unsafe-and this 
site is NOT, they just want to keep framing and 
therefore are trying to say they are working due to 
structural integrity but this is so obviously not the 
case, they are just doing standard framing of a new 
construction spec development site

04/13/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Loberg Roofing 5800 188thst sw Lynnwood Not following social distancing and non essential,  
residential construction job site.

kathiescatch@hotmail.com Kathy alstatt 2063723000

04/13/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Local Sunset Way Longview Local construction company replacing roof has been 
so for the past week or so



04/17/20 6:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV / Hotel Resort Lone Fir Resort 16806 Lewis River Rd Cougar Cougar RV / Resort park is currently full of campers 
utilizing camping spaces and cabins. This RV park 
does not have this many full time residents. These 
visitors all pulled in today and are recreating in a 
small rural town with very limited resources.

Lesleyneile74@yahoo.com Sarah

04/01/20 10:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle dealer Lone wolf Harley Davidson 19011 e cataldo ave Spokane valley We just brought back girls to work motorclothes, 
salesmen back to make sales calls , more than 10 
people gathering . employees upset owner is 
sneaking behind the guidelines and risking everyone 
at the store and in the community... sadly called 
yesterday from here but nothing :(

Anonymous employee

03/31/20 9:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle sales Lone Wolf Harley Davidson 19011 E Cataldo Ave Spokane valley Open today , sold bikes and didn’t get caught 
..Employees were informed tonight we’ll be open all 
of April selling motorcycles going against the 
proclamation... hired 2 salesmen back to make calls 
to tell people we are open ... allowing more than 10 
people to hang out , no social distancing .. 
employees very upset please help

03/31/20 4:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Harley Davidson bike Lone wolf Harley Davidson 19011 e Cataldo Ave Spokane valley Harley is allowed to service police bikes , owner has 
called 2 salesmen back to call customers Into store 
.. we are allowed to sell non essentials .. sold 
motorcycles today

03/31/20 9:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Harley Davidson bike Lone wolf Harley Davidson 19011 e Cataldo Ave Spokane valley Harley is allowed to service police bikes , owner has 
called 2 salesmen back to call customers Into store 
.. we are allowed to sell non essentials

04/03/20 1:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealer Lone Wolf HD 19011 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Valley Spoke to sales rep and said they are offering great 
deals on Harley's.  We have also spoken to Spokane 
Powersports and Allsport they are still selling 
vehicles.  My business Empire Cycle is not.

kristin@empire-cycle.com Kristin Carriere 5098926368

03/30/20 6:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Long Painting Compsny 21414 - 68th Avenue South Kent I would like to remain anonymous! This is my 
employer who has an office full of people working 
together. I indicated to them I was not comfortable 
working in that environment during the two week 
stay at home order so I work from home for now. 
They only have a few jobs that fall under the 
‘essential’ category. They are trying to stay open to 
all employees until someone shuts them down.

Lschaefer2010@hotmail.comLisa Schaefer 253-839-1370

05/11/20 8:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Architect Loofburrow Wetch Architects 201 W. Yakima Ave Yakima Not allowing workers to working from home per 
directions when this is an option.  Not practicing safe 
protocol outlined.

asanchez@loofburrow.com Alejandro Sanchez 509-457-5121

04/22/20 7:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Loop Apartments 407 NE 73RD ST Seattle Construction is being done to this apartment building 
("Loop" is the name of the building) in opposition to  
the Governor's order to cease all non-essential 
construction.  This is non-essential work.  This has 
been going on since at least April 15, 2020.  I will 
continue to file complaints about this until this issue 
is addressed.

mpdjones@yahoo.com

04/21/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Loop Apartments 407 NE 73RD ST Seattle Construction is being done to this apartment building 
("Loop" is the name of the building) in opposition to  
the Governor's order to cease all non-essential 
construction.  This is non-essential work.  This has 
been going on since at least April 15, 2020.  I will 
continue to file complaints about this until this issue 
is addressed.

mpdjones@yahoo.com

04/20/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Loop Apartments 407 NE 73RD ST Seattle Construction is being done to this apartment building 
("Loop" is the name of the building) in opposition to  
the Governor's order to cease all non-essential 
construction.  I'm assuming that apartment 
construction is non-essential.  This has been going 
on since at least April 15, 2020.

mpdjones@yahoo.com

04/15/20 4:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lopez Painting  UBI 603 10511 69th Drive NE MarysvilleMarysville, WA 98270-6605 My mother is renting a duplex, they are painting 
property. They threaten both my mom and her 
neighbor. She is older and has heart conditions. And 
they are not following properly safety procedures as 
well holding the residents hostage.

lolrandomgirl@yahoo.com Amalie Hovey 3605404495 (425)583-3103

04/15/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting Lopez Painting LLC  UBI 603 610 859 
(425)583-3103

10511 59th Drive NE Marysville WA 98270-6605 Painting rental house at 520 S Third Street La 
Conner, WA starting 4-13-2020. One resident is 70 
with aortic stenosis and self-isolating. Painters are 
not maintaining social distance and/or wearing PPE. 
Also using tenant's electricity. Not fair! Touching all 
external surfaces.

04/16/20 4:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Lopez valley nursery Landscaping 10624 Collins rd Sedro wolly Doing grass cutting and Landscape maintenance at 
apartments

03/31/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lots of different construction people 
over there

1500 block of 13th street Yakima They are building two houses on the 1500 block 
south 13th street in yakima Washington 98901

tkevans69.te@gmail.com Tammera Evan's 15099109260

04/29/20 6:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Love at Lash / 
Brows_lashes_by_sophie

1105 Regents Blvd A Fircrest Postings on social media of lashes being done while 
client is donning a face mask during this period. Has 
posted on several different occasions

Kimihai@gmail.com Kimi Nguyen 2062275559 Phuonglong2008@yahoo.com

03/30/20 3:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sex stores Lovers. Castle megastore, hollywood 
etc

12344 e. Sprague Spokane valley I would like to know how sex stores and pawn shops 
are deemed essential but lots of cleaner business 
are closed.

livingskin@yahoo.com Geddy Anderson 5099197959 customerservice@castlemegastore.com

03/30/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowe's Flooring Installation 5115 100th Street SW Lake, Lakewood, WA 98499Lakewood Lowe's has requested to maintain non-essential 
flooring installations. Subcontractor Emerald 
Installation is following Governor's request, so 
Lowe's called in a third party company from Oregon, 
Premier Services Group, to maintain business 
operations. Profits over people. This non-essential 
work is installing flooring in residential jobsites. This 
practice is taking place in Bremerton, Silverdale, Port 
Orchard, Tacoma, Lakewood, Federal Way, 
Puyallup, Port Orchard, Kent and Auburn. All 12 
stores in their "region". Each sold flooring job is 
multiple strangers in multiple homes daily carrying 
the potential viruses from home to home, store to 
store, customer to customer.

ejbehling@gmail.com Concerned Citizen 3606202528 wecare@lowes.com

04/01/20 3:52 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowe's Home Improvement 1050 E Sunset Drive Bellingham Lowe's is keeping all departments open, meaning 
most customers are buying house paint and garden 
supplies. They are having a Black Friday sale this 
weekend- this is going to be a dangerous spreading 
ground for the virus, it's already busier than Costco 
during the holidays. Very serious.

Privateanon0101@gmail.comAnon Anon Rather not say wecare@lowes.com

04/10/20 8:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowes 2850 ocean beach highway Longview Selling product that is not essential. People just 
looking for somewhere to go to get out of the house. 
No limiting customer traffic so store is packed.

wecare@lowes.com

04/09/20 11:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home improvement center LOWES 150 sedgwick Port orchard People are saying hey fouloghed from work so we 
are here to shop for plants and bbq grills and paint 
and florring, not essential items.  And they are 
allowing 150 people plus employees  in store at a 
time. Crazy, it is like no one cares, i guess it is okay 
to fix you yard and bring kids and babies and shop. 
None of that is essential items, and no one cares 
about keeping 6 ft away.  It is like free for all,  a 
vacation.  One parent said thet are encouraging their 
kids to get exposed to get sick.  What the heck

wecare@lowes.com

04/08/20 7:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Lowes 24050 Pacific Hwy S Kent Wa 98032Kent Customer’s come in to the store and buy non-
essential items such as floors decks etc, because 
they are bored and have nothing to do they do not 
buy essential Items such as water heaters etc, and 
Lowe’s is profiting from the coronavirus pandemic. 
Due to coronavirus employees do not receive breaks 
and lunches and are  forced to work long hours. And 
it’s very hard to practice social distancing with over 
50 people in the store all the time, I am worried for 
my safety and my peers safety.

wecare@lowes.com

03/31/20 6:10 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lowes 1050 East Sunset Dr Bellingham Many homeowners & construction workers coming 
into the store to purchase non-essential items. The 
garden center is open with ppl purchasing non-
essential plants, shrubs, flowers. Contractors are 
coming into the store to purchase material to keep 
working on non-essential projects.

Me@mattringstad.com Matt Ringstad 360-383-6184 wecare@lowes.com

03/30/20 3:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Improvement Lowes 5610 Corporate Center Ln, SEOlympia While Lowes probably does provide essential service 
to many in the construction industry, it appears as 
though a majority of the customers it is still serving 
are people that should be following the stay home, 
stay safe order.

wecare@lowes.com

05/12/20 7:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lowes Barbershop 3700 Pacific Avenue SE Ste EOlympia Owner contacted my friend to explain they will be 
defying the order and cutting hair. Attempted to 
schedule an appointment



05/02/20 8:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other A business deemed 
essential.

Lowes. Store 2954 Lacamas Lake Lowes Vancouver, Wa Lowes is capitalizing on selling non essential items.  
Social distancing guidelines are not being followed.  
The crowds of people are not being regulated in any 
way.  Why is the garden center open?  Why are they 
selling paint when other paint stores are deemed 
non essential?  Please look into the continuing 
complaints and take action against their corporate 
responses.

slr6652@gmail.com Steve R.

04/11/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardware store Lowe’s Home Improvement 2850 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview Overheard a few employees state that their 
corporate team is demanding the store level 
employees to contact customers to encourage them 
to come to the store to purchase non essential items 
like kitchen cabinets and counter top installations, 
flooring and window blind installs. Informing 
customers of in store savings events. If sales are not 
achieved as corporate has predicted then they will 
fire store level management.

wecare@lowes.com

04/03/20 9:48 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail sales Lows, Home depot, harbor freight mane street ALL If construction is not aloud there is little need for 
theas  business  
the potential to spread the virus is much higher in 
theas places then on a job site

center.state.1@gmail.com Edd 5097505975

05/18/20 5:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Lu Lu Craftbar 606 Columbia Point Dr Richland They are allowing patrons to dine on their outside 
deck after purchasing drinks and food from them

04/28/20 10:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Lucky Puppy Grooming 1407 N Young Kennewick Business is open for operation,  a non essential 
business

christinegibson.cg@gmail.comChristine Gibson 5099483647

04/28/20 10:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Lucky Puppy Grooming 1407 N Young Kennewick Business is open for operation,  a non essential 
business

christinegibson.cg@gmail.comChristine Gibson 5099483647

04/10/20 7:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail clothing and gifts Lucky Star / Clever Gifts State highway 104 Kingston Sign posted allowing people to make appointments 
to shop at either of the stores. Clever gifts and lucky 
star a resale clothing store.

Faylang@aol.com Sharon 3606433415

05/02/20 12:05 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lue Baldwin Unknown Camas or Vancouver Person has posted on NextDoor.com that they are 
providing haircuts for clients in their home. I have a 
screen shot to send/attach.

peg2326@yahoo.com peg 360-556-0431 Lue Baldwin

05/04/20 7:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Distribution center Lululemon 2201 140th Ave E #700 Sumner We are being forced to work even when business 
was deemed non essential

05/04/20 6:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Distribution center Lululemon 2201 140th Ave E #700 Sumner We are being forced to work even when gov Inslee 
extended the stay at home order. We sell clothing 
nothing important to be deemed essential.

05/04/20 6:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Distribution center Lululemon 2201 140th Ave E #700 Sumner We ONLY sell clothing which I don’t understand why 
would be essential. I’m following gov Inslees advice 
by staying how but I’m being forced to work. There’s 
over 100 workers. And I don’t want to risk being 
infected

05/02/20 7:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail distribution center Lululemon 4000 140th st e Sumner Lululemon distribution center  is a non essential 
company forcing it's employees back to work before 
the stay at home order is lifted

Laurendouglas819@gmail.comLauren nichols 2533552268

05/02/20 6:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Distribution Center Lululemon 4000 140th st E Sumner Lululemon is requiring all workers to reort to work 
this monday, May 4th, by stating that essentail 
warehouse work is allowed. Lululemon is a yoga 
clothing company which has multiple DCs outside of 
WA and the  WA DC has over 100 workers, which 
has a mixture of elderly and immune compromised 
workers.

05/07/20 2:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Clothing Lululemon (sumner distribution warehouse)2201 140th ave E Sumner Our job said we weren’t essential so we were off for 
a month and a half, and now all of a sudden they’re 
saying we’re essential now even though Governor 
Inslee extended the stay at home order. We 
distribute Yoga pants which is NON ESSENTIAL AT 
ALL

2532821082

04/03/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Lush Spray Services 2212 S Blake Rd Spokane Valley Company appears to be performing non-essential 
landscape work.

04/28/20 8:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Luther Senior Center 625 Berkshire Place Richland, WA On 28th April our management is painting the 
outside trim on 50 units.  They have hired Prestige 
Painting. Phone # 509 845 5910; no address.  It is 
unnecessary to do this  early in the pandemic period.  
 It was recently done 1 or 2 yrs ago.  Please delay 
this work.

bowdendr@gmail.com Diana Eliason 5093922233 Lutherseniorcenter@yahoo.com

04/08/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Luther Senior Center 625 Berkshire Place Richland WA 99354 We want the current Mgmt to stop with the 
renovation of our sewer pipes until the pandemic has 
“blown through”.  A private small company has been 
hired to install new lining inside the pipes.  We are 
seniors 60 to 90+ yrs and handicapped who have 
been asked to self isolate.  We are doing all that is 
asked of us.  Wear masks on necessary errands, 
wear gloves, clean and disinfect, distance whenever, 
etc. 
This is a large campus with 75 units.  It is old.  Old 
wiring, old water pipes, old sewer pipes built in 
1960s.  We know this work is needed in the near 
future but NOT NOW.  It is dangerous, threatening 
and the wrong time.  We are already anxious with 
the pandemic threatening us, this is way too much 
and unnecessary.  Please make the mgmt delay this 
mess until a safer time.

bowdendr@gmail.com Diana Eliason 5093922233 Lutherseniorcenter@yahoo.com

03/30/20 10:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Camp and Retreat Center Lutherwood Camp and Retreat Center 1185 Roy Road Bellingham Although I’ve been laid off I have received several 
texts and phone calls on how to carry out business 
functions that were formerly my position by people 
traveling from Bothell and Everett. Including coming 
to my door. Twice.

Kariadanea@comcast.net Karia-Danea Dearden 3605106700

05/08/20 10:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Lux & Prim Nail 910 SE Everett Mall Way Everett Running nail business out of her house. People 
showing up left and right getting nails done or buying 
nail sets from her apartment. Check her Facebook 
Connie Alvarado

04/10/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Luxury Homes 502 N. Mullan Rd. Spokane Valley Construction on homes has not slowed down or 
halted since shelter order has been placed.

04/07/20 10:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Luxury homes 20223 e 9th ct Spokane Worker out and performing work with no social 
distancing, landscapers and concrete trucks coming 
in and out, business has not stopped.

05/15/20 8:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Lynnwood Dental Excellence 4202 198th st sw ste 3 Lynnwood Not running at 50% or less. Currently seeing and 
scheduling patients for non-essential visits, letting 
multiple patients sit in the waiting room. Not 
requiring employees to wear masks, telling 
employees that work in the office that they are part 
of the problem if they wear a mask, no social 
distancing, employees are still gathering for 
meetings as well as gathering when it is time for 
lunch.

04/16/20 3:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Off road vehicle sales Lynnwood motoplex 17900 HWY 99 Lynnwood They are selling dirt bikes and other non essential 
stuff
Outside of inslees orders and they are selling many 
a day.  The showroom is packed!!

Anonymous@anonymous.comAnonymous

04/01/20 1:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lynnwood Tower strip mall 19715 Highway 99 Lynnwood Construction on non-essential businesses.

04/08/20 10:26 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership Lynwood Motoplex 17900 WA-99 #100 Lynwood They are open and selling to the general public 
claiming they need to be open to sell to law 
enforcement but this is a fraction of their real 
business. They are using the small amount of 
essential business they do as an excuse to sell to 
the general public.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

04/21/20 6:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Lyons construction 366 broad st wenatchee Pat lyons and his entire crew are doing a indoor 
remodel and posting it all over Facebook while we 
struggle to make ends meet, while we are following 
the rules of being "non essential" id like to know why 
there is a double standard and why the ones 
following the rules are being punished the most

dj.caudill1@live.com

04/08/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used Car Dealership M & A affordable autos 8420 ne hwy 99 Vancouver wa I noticed when I was driving by that this car lot had 
multiple people walking around not following social 
distancing this non essential business is open and 
selling vehicles as normal. 
Car sales is not deemed essential and laws should 
not be broken. Hoping others don’t follow in there 
bad example.

Beachblondecouture@gmail.comKatie Harley 3604489472



04/09/20 4:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Balloon Delivery M & M Balloon Co. 20015 Hwy. 99 Suite C Lynnwood, WA On March 24, 2020 I was told by the 80% owner of 
M& M Balloon CO that I need to report to work to 
make a non-essential balloon gift delivery and a 
second gift delivery the following day in spite of the 
"stay-at-home" order issued March 23 at 530pm.  I 
offered to make both deliveries the same day.  I 
asked if there was going to be any compensation 
available (since I was working for 3 weeks prior and 
generating  revenue with no compensation.  The 
following day the owner hired a locksmith to change 
the lock to the business because I would not 
immediately apologize for my "bad attitude" (asking 
for something as simple as gas money) The owner 
also hired a lawyer requesting to surrender my 20% 
ownership of the business for being worthless and of 
no value to the company because asking for any 
compensation was displaying a "bad attitude".  Since 
that time I have been receiving nasty e-mails from 
the owner making outrageous claims and will pursue 
criminal action if I do not comply with her requests.

kamracing11@yahoo.com David Knoll 360-739-8927 balloonbus@hotmail.com

04/21/20 5:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Commercial Real Estate M-M Properties, LLC 3120 139th Ave SE Bellevue, WA 98005 Front lobby doors are open to the public and both 
management and administrative employees are 
working on site.

rrains@mmprop.com

04/02/20 6:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther In home Piano lessons 
(adult and children)

M.mus piano 11319 34th st ne Lake stevens Multiple children and adults frequent this home daily 
for piano lessons.  Business is continuing to operate 
and offer lessons during the social distancing rule 
and non essential business closures.

j.rossiter@ymail.com Joy Rossiter

04/01/20 11:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther upholstery Mac's upholstery 5015 15th Ave NW Seattle owner is deeming his business essential when in 
fact they are not.  He is keeping employees from 
being safe and he only does furniture repair and 
repair of car interiors and private luxury boats.  He 
does not keep cars running mechanically!

watsonlinda15@msn.com Linda Watson Pricco 2066696179

04/02/20 5:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Macdonald Miller D street Quincy Washington I have emailed your office I have emailed Macdonald 
Miller... Please help me stop them before someone 
dies on my husbands site from this virus. Jason the 
Super will not shut it down till someone gets sick! 
Isnt that the point of the stay at home order! They 
are claiming it as a maintenance contract! THEY 
ARE DOING NEW CONSTRUCTION! The building 
is not running. PLEASE HELP WITH THIS

Jonandcarrmonbills@hotmail.comCarrmon Bills 5093665266

04/10/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MacFarlane Homes 3250 S Edmunds Street Seattle Numerous construction workers congregating to 
work on residential homes. Sawdust and other 
materials landing on sidewalk affecting people 
walking by on the street and houses on either side of 
construction site.

Jokko.korhonen@live.com Jokko Korhonen 4254401791

04/07/20 11:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Madsen roofing, inc 8625 martin way E Lacey The business is opening on april 13th saying it is 
essential. They are not able to keep social distance 
guidelines. They just a company truck and are near 
each other for most things on the roof. It is not a 
leak. It is new construction. Commercial 
construction. Not on a hospital or something 
essential just buildings.

04/05/20 8:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile Sales Magic Toyota 21300 Highway 99 Edmonds Not following guidelines. Requiring 15+ sales staff in 
building. Multiple customers at a time. Not following 
sale guidelines.

04/03/20 9:06 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Magic Toyota 21300 hwy 99 Edmonds Sales Department opened back up today  (they were 
sent home after 1st state order )GM laid off many 
employees 4/2/20. doing the job of 5 people at this 
time.

monica_Berentsen@comcast.netMonica Berentsen 425-501-4776

03/31/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Magnet Design & Development 17006 SE Wax Rd. Covington construction project that isn't deemed as a essential 
business.  They have continued to do construction of 
the facility without a work stopage like all of the other 
construction projects.

jwinder0911@gmail.com Jim Winder 206-941-3962

04/02/20 4:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Magnolia Street Holdings 4712 S Magnolia St Spokane They own a property at 617 E. 9th Ave Spokane, 
WA 99202. That has been under renovation and 
continues to be despite the closure. There are 3 
people working there at a time who do not live in the 
same household and are not social distancing on the 
job. They have taken down all their permit papers 
and covered the windows with brown paper to try 
and hide the construction taking place

04/07/20 10:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Maid Brigade 201 SW 41 st Renton Non essential Business is open and operating. CATHY@MAIDBRIGADENW.COM

04/07/20 10:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Maid Pro 8003 lake city way ne Seattle Non essential Business is open and operating. estimates.sea@maidpro.com

04/07/20 10:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Maid Pro 2047 152 Ave NE Redmond Non essential Business is open and operating. estimates.sea@maidpro.com

03/31/20 4:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Main Street Realty & mortgage 510 e main ave unit d Puyallup Emailed tenants citing governor inslee revised 
renters relief guidelines for them specifically saying 
rent needs to be paid in full because it’s business as 
usual and they will hold of eviction from 30 days 
from March 18th meaning if rent isn’t paid by then 
they they will move to evict and late fees will be 
assessed

04/10/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Main vue home eaglemont 135th  pl se Monroe wa Two plus weeks of building residential homes during 
the shutdown with no action being taken! 
Delivery of Building supplies and construction 
workers are happening every day on this multi 
construction site of  residential homes!

Mikedewalt17@gmail.com Mike

03/31/20 7:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Main vue homes 135 th st se Monroe House building with worker and trucks of materials 
still working in the shutdown!

mikedewalt17@gmail.com Mike

04/06/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mainvue Homes 14418 Overlook Drive E Bonney Lake Doing non-emergency cosmetic repairs inside new 
construction home, i.e. minor drywall touch ups, 
painting, cleaning, caulking

snowman1025@gmail.com Clayton 2532261665

04/21/20 3:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Makwil Construction PO Box 618 Veradale, WA Working on house at 3403 S Conklin Greenacres, 
WA. At least 10 contractors on site on afternoon of 
April 21. No one wearing masks or distancing.

03/31/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Malcolm Drilling 8701 S 192nd St Kent, WA This company continues to put their employees at 
risk by working unnecessarily. They are working on 
NEW construction, not emergency repairs or work to 
support essential businesses. Additionally workers 
are not able to keep 6ft apart due to the nature of 
their work.

kimmiejoypatrick@gmail.com Kimberley Patrick 4254455464

05/15/20 1:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Malicious women co 920 1st street Snohomish She is making all employees work for the last few 
weeks, ignoring the phased plan. She is claiming it is 
for curb side pick up, but isn’t actually offering curb 
side pick up. She is asking employees not to report 
her.

Mary Gylbaux Lacie info@malicioiswomenco.com

05/15/20 12:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Malicious Women Co 920 1st Street Snohomish She has had every employee working at the physical 
location for the last few weeks, without monitoring 
social distancing guidelines.
She has decided to not follow the governors phase 
plan

Lacie

04/16/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Malinda Newsome 5416 36th Avenue SW Seattle Basement construction and blowing air from inside 
house into outdoors with large equipment

5416 36th Avenue SW

03/31/20 9:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Paint Store Mallory Paint Store 19817 US 2 Monroe Construction site is open and non-essential 
construction is being conducted. No social 
distancing is being practiced and no safety for 
employees in being regarded.

04/07/20 10:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Maltby Container 20225 Broadway Ave Snohomish These folks are working a home demolishing site in 
Seattle at 4738 15th Ave NE. Not sure how 
demolishing a house and hauling it away would be 
considered essential. They are also not following 
social distancing on-site and seem to be violating 
some OSHA safety rules.

rrearthfriendly@gmail.com Ryan Robinson BILLING@MALTBYCONTAINER.COM

04/02/20 7:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Management services northwest llc 2257 Northgate Spur Ferndale Workers on landscape crew with multiple employees 
in trucks together. All other landscape  companies 
ordered to close .

billyweeds13360@gmail.com B. W.

03/30/20 6:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Mandarin Gate 10000 Aurora Ave N #14 Seattle Serving cocktails to multiple people in the back bar Kjlee01@yahoo.com Katherine Lee 2067994409

03/30/20 6:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Mandarin gate restaurant 10000 aurora ave north Seattle I reported this to the liquor control board never heard 
back they are selling liquor to their preferred 
customers in the bar also selling drinks in lobby to 
people buying food

Koloske@comcast.net Michelle 2069998904

04/06/20 1:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography Mandy Braviroff Photography Suncrest area Nine Mile Falls Local unlicensed business is advertising front porch 
sessions.  This photographer does charge for her 
services also and is not a licensed business in the 
state. I have concerns for the fact she is going 
house to house, with no insurance, no business 
license, as many of the other photographers in the 
area have shut down following guidelines  Business 
page is www.facebook.com/Mandy-Braviroff-
Photography-212214858795935/?ti=as

ashlee.winlow@gmail.com Ashlee winlow 916-396-2330/509-795-0005 amandamciver@yahoo.com

04/06/20 12:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography Mandy Braviroff photography Unknown Nine mile falls Offering sessions still under her business name, 
when photography is non essential and shouldnt be 
happening

amandamciver@yahoo.com



05/18/20 3:28 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Antique sales, buy collectiblesManette Trading Company 1022 Pitt Ave. Bremerton Not following Phase 1 requirements of curbside pick 
up only, store front doors all open for full retail sales 
and serves. 
Items purchased from the public then put on the 
floor for sale are questionable if properly sanitized of 
the virus.
Safety and cleaning requirements not being taken 
seriously.

04/07/20 5:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Auction Manheim of Seattle 19711 77th Ave. S Kent My boss is asking employees to come back to work 
tomorrow April 8th, 2020 and I believe that an auto 
auction is non essential job.

05/05/20 8:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Manor Way Apartments Highway 99 and Manor Way in EverettEverett They never shut down the construction of their new 
apartments during the shutdown. Construction was 
ongoing every day... I didn't know how to report, but 
you can ask any neighbor, they never stopped. 
Snohomish County never told me,how to report this 
until now.

aerosailor1979@yahoo.com Matthew Ackerman 4253084287

04/24/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Manor Way Apartments LLC 10900 NE 8th St STE 1200 Bellevue, WA 98004 Private construction still ongoing mayatomlin00@gotmail.com Maya Ackerman 253-948-2286

03/31/20 1:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Manufacturing services inc 1023 s Kellogg Kennewick WA We are building boards for companies that are not in 
the essential list and the company has made zero 
safety cleaning and disinfecting   Only thing is 
posters stating how to wash hands etc and given 
alcohol wipes.   One coworker self isolated because 
of lack of company cleaning for fear of risking her 
and her child’s health.  ( they both have server 
asthma)  in retaliation the company canceled her 
benefits.   Please advise of my rights

me.rae68@gmail.com Fear giving my name 5092238414

04/07/20 6:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Many businesses Alaska way water front Seattle To many people working not social distancing, 
working on a park our park is more important than 
these construction people?

05/02/20 12:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo artists Many different shop employees 31 log lane richland Many tattoo artists are tattooing people in their own 
homes or in the clients home. When people go to get 
a tattoo they usually bring a handful of people with 
them. Why? Idk. But i can say i know people are out 
there having tattoo parties (with more then 10 
people) also with tattooing you are not able to 
practice social distancing. It is not possible, and you 
are breaking the skin with a sharp object & exposed 
to bodily fluids. Should this be done? Are tattoo 
artists able to go back to work?

Thriftypickers509@gmail.comNan 5095541486

04/13/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Many! Suncadia Cle Elum There are MANY construction projects going on 
around Suncadia, from clearing lots and excavation 
to framing and painting. It’s out of control!

04/19/20 9:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tax business Marcie's tax service 190901 Plymouth RD Plymouth I see cars parked outside of this business almost 
every day of the week.....
More then 10 cars at a time.
 But on the weekends is more cars parked outside of 
this business.... 
People walking in and out all day long. Even when 
they're after hours..

Huntington550@gmail.com Jesus 208-308-1817 RODELOFAMILY@MACHMEDIA.NET

03/30/20 6:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marco Contractors 1450 s grant Pullman Construction of non essential in action.

04/21/20 4:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Service Maria House Cleaning Service 2425 SW Webster St, Seattle, WA 98106Seattle This business is still offering  to come in your home 
and clean it.  your regular house cleaning.  This can 
not be a essential business operation during this 
virus shutdown.

https://mariahousecleaning.com/washington/seattle.html

04/03/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Maricich Construction 1761 rainier Ave Seattle Individual comes in to my work at Stewart lumber for 
material that is non essential

Pgrubb206@gmail.com Patrick Grubb

04/10/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance Mario's Lawn Maintenance 1400 N 30th #169 Mount Vernon yard maintenance--mowing, trimming, blowing, etc. skagitrailbird@gmail.com Roger Johnson 360-770-5944

04/05/20 1:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mark Landon painting 3219 lake Sammamish parkway seBellevue He was painting the exterior of a house and had a 
crew of 4 other guys helping. They were rubbing 
their faces, sneezing, caughing and touching all 
kinds of things including my trash cans that were in 
the way.

No need to contact me just fix it pleaseI'd rather not say 4255555555

04/08/20 8:47 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Markay cabinets 24950 stottlemeyer rd. poulsbo they claim to be building cabinets for low income 
housing, but are only building and shipping to a 
company that is located in California that is not doing 
low income housing work. the owners of Markay  are 
not using any employee safety precautions for the 
employees. please look into this

kc_forever45@yahoo.com william kiehn 3602756515

04/01/20 12:45 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet Maker Markay Cabinets 24950 Stottlemeyer Rd NE Poulsbo Making cabinets for units in California that are NOT 
covered under essential guidelines.

Not imposing or enforcing responsible distancing.

No cleanliness improvements or sanitization.

No Anonymous so nobody gets in troubleNo

05/16/20 11:03 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Optical shop Market Optical 2602 ne university village st seattle 98105. Also 1909 Pike pl #8 Seattle 98101Seattle This is not allowed- they can be open for 
emergencies only!

From Market Optical website:

Effective May 1, our University Village and Pike 
Place stores are OPEN.  In order to ensure the 
highest level of safety, we will be limiting the number 
of customers in the store at any given time. To make 
your experience as efficient as possible, we strongly 
encourage you to schedule an appointment in 
advance in one of the following ways:

University Village (11am – 5pm)

Online   
https://v2.waitwhile.com/book/university/calendar

Call        206-522-9323

Email    uv@marketoptical.com

 

Pike Place (11am – 5pm on Saturday; 11am – 3pm 
all other days)

Uv@marketoptical.com.  Ruvane Richman

04/13/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Markham Construction Canterbury Lane Colbert continued home construction of new home non 
essential business operation.  Non emergency, not a 
low income or essential business imporvement.

Markham Construction

04/08/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MARKHAM HOMES 25TH AVE BETWEEN RAY AND FREYASPOKANE WA DEVELOPER ALLOWING WORK TO BE DONE 
ON SITE...NEW CONSTRUCTION GOING ON
JOB SITE ISNT SECURED AND STOPPED THEY 
ARE WORKING

diamonlady07@aol.com MARY KAY 5098790687

04/03/20 4:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Markham Homes 3000 East 25th Avenue. Work performed at this addressSpokane Residential construction continuing after stsy at 
home order issued.  More workers now than before 
the order was in place.

mlsbeaty@msn.com Steve Beaty 5099996530

04/09/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Markham Homes 
Construction/Landscape

Canterbury Lane Colbert Landscaping and continued construction company 
developing housing development within HOA/cul de 
sac.

04/10/20 2:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mark’s Pacific NW Enterprises 407 Yakima (back alley way) Tacoma Group of people doing construction at a home in the 
back

04/09/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marlo Brown Architect 3006 NW 60th St Seattle This construction site has continued work daily since 
the Stay Home Stay Healthy order.

damien.dabrowski@gmail.comDamien Dabrowski 2672090606

04/15/20 7:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MarPac MLK & Orca Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/15/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MarPac MLK & S. Orca st. Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/01/20 7:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marpac 1225 south Weller st Seattle This business is open and I don't feel that it is 
essential and are putting people at risk. By having 
them at jobsites and there main office.

04/01/20 7:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marshbank construction SE 4th st Sammamish Sammamish wa Company is still working while in violation of stay 
home order. City inspectors and workers say they 
feel that they are not essential and just posing more 
of risk of exposure. I spoke with a few workers and 
inspectors on the site.

03/31/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Marshbank construction Se 4th st Sammamish Construction company is not doing essential work. I 
spoke with a city inspector that also said the work is 
not essential

04/08/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Martin Selig Real Estate 450 3rd Ave W Seattle Martin Selig Real Estate owns several buildings in 
Lower Queen Anne/Uptown.  Throughout the Stay 
Home orders, their landscaping personnel have 
continued to work doing non-essential functions.  
None of this buildings in this neighborhood provide 
medical or residential services.

03/31/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction marvin construction 176 london ln chehalis construction of houses is on the non essential list. 
everyday they show up multiple vehicles and are 
working on 2 houses.

eric_155@hotmail.com shawn f 3602697336



03/31/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Mary 15031 se 279TH PL KENT WA 98042 These large gatherings of people and they take it in 
lots of construction supplies in that home. And I 
don't even have a building permit to convert this 
house for what they're doing I think it is an outrage 
wonderful some people get away with murder. They 
are spreading the virus to so many people

George@aol.com George Anderson

05/13/20 4:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Mary Kniskern 102 E Quail Lane Sequim This Pet grooming is done out of a garage and 
operating under pet supply

Ryan

05/01/20 6:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Mary’s Bad and Grill 4503 Ocean Beach Hwy Longview I have employees that are attending their secret after 
hours weekend functions and feel this is not ok or 
safe.

ninahalk@gmail.com Nina Halk-Phillips 3604423927 ?

04/02/20 12:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mas Tec 112th st.E Buckley How can installation of 5g cable for Verizon be 
considered an essential job? I tis only about 
corporate greed pure and simple! I observed these 
employees outside my house not practicing social 
distancing every day.If we are all supposed to be 
making sacrifices while hundreds of people are dying 
every day during this pandemic at least make the 
sacrificing equitable!

Jerkrismaris@comcast.net Jerry Maris 253-269-2858

04/01/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mass electric transportation 920 n. 137th street Seattle They are working on the Seattle light rail extension 
which is not essential. They plan on shutting down 
field work but plan to do prefabrication work in the 
warehouse during the shutdown. Everyone is going 
to be in one confined building. Please make them 
shut down

Jon.hermanos4@gmail.com John

04/20/20 3:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Masters Roofing 15712 Mill Creek Blvd suite 8 Mill Creek Completely redoing my neighbors roof, not a patch 
job but a full replacement. Several workers working 
all day. Took pictures of their truck.

April1416@gmail.com Lauren Waltzing 2538405905

04/14/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Matt McClintock Chinook Highway 101 Chinook Delivering top soil and bulk goods to people fur cash 
advertising all over Facebook on chinookville please 
keep my name anonymous

jmillner62@gmail.com Jaylene Millner 3602440357 Matt McClintock 503-440-5999

04/02/20 9:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Mowing Matthew Gallagher 3608241005 Oak Harbor Offering to mow lawns. Phone number is:  
3608241005

05/12/20 12:33 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mattress Mattress city Alderwood Mall parkway Lynnwood Saw a customer leaving store.  No curbside shopping lois.siebrecht@gmail.com Lois Siebrecht 4254787695

05/04/20 6:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mattress Retailer Mattress Firm 1350 Tapteal Dr Richland This location is taking private appointments by text 
and phone at PH (509)374-3290 and text (509) 539-
1665

reublake@gmail.com

04/21/20 5:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mauer Construction 2011 W Maxwell Ave Spokane Construction of a pool and playground not essential

04/01/20 4:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MaxCare of Washington, Inc. 16208 60th St E Sumner They are a mitigation company that also performs 
construction, their construction sector is still open 
and working in people’s homes as usual.

05/08/20 2:35 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Self employment Piano TunerMaximilian Nowinski 3839 East Mcgilvra Street Seattle Going into people’s homes during a pandemic to fix 
pianos is not an essential service. This person is 
also probably making money while doing it. He is 
also posting that he is working. Instagram 
@12tonepianos

04/03/20 7:33 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail automotive sales Mazda of Everett 11409 Hwy 99 Everett Advertising that they sell cars to anyone. Open for 
business as usual

03/31/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MB Electric . Do not know name of 
construction company.

Main Street @ Point Ruston Tacoma An apartment building isn't essential as I understood 
from Gov. Inslee. They are not social distancing 
either

05/05/20 10:55 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Book keeping MC Accounteam 10116 36th Ave ct SW suite B18Lakewood This business is opening as of 5/6/20 when they can 
be working from home remotely. There is nothing 
that employees can’t do from home. There are no 
sanitizers masks cleaning etc.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous 253-267-5477 Wilka@mcaccounteam.com

04/15/20 5:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapers McClain landscaping P.O. Box 44 Hansville They have been seen out landscaping and gardening 
on Bainbridge Island. As a gardening company 
myself it is very maddening because we could lose 
clients.

03/31/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mcclincys restoration services and 
home remodeling

Unknown Unknown I saw a track from this company arrived at 738 
122nd ave NE, Bellevue Wa for a house remodeling 
work.

04/09/20 10:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McClure Custom Homes 7556 Maxwelton Rd Clinton This is an update to a previous complaint where I did 
not have the name of the builder.

Jelindner@comcast.net

04/14/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MCCONSTRUCTION 5004 Main Street Tacoma The construction shut down for one day.  They 
resumed the day after the Order.  They are building 
apartments.  I am not sure how apartment 
construction is essential.

03/31/20 12:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flight instruction and 
aircraft rental

McCormick Air Center 3210 W Washington Ave Yakima This flight school is continuing flight instruction and 
aircraft rental, knowing that all other flight schools in 
the state are closed because of the governor’s 
mandate to non essential business.  They are 
knowingly ignoring the mandate. 
I would prefer to keep this report anonymous

Morrisp51@me.com 509 845-7904

05/18/20 4:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction McCrorie Carpet One 547 N Oakridge Drive Port Angeles I see that this place of business is open normal 
business hours and taking new jobs and customers 
despite the opening of PREVIOUSLY started 
construction only.

04/03/20 12:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mccue Construction llc 3770 eels rd Cashmere My Neighbor is having a pool put in and they are still 
out working.

Robjones12@gmail.com Rob jones 5098601616

04/21/20 7:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McDonald's Ave d snohomish They are building the new McDonald's in Snohomish 
during stay at home.  MCDONALD'S IS NOT AN 
EASENTIAL BUSINESS.

mexarlson10@msn.com Mike Carlson 4252389399

04/16/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McDonald's 5400 14th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98107Seattle Had on-site construction work around 10:00 AM 
04/15/2020

04/16/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business McDonald's 917 Avenue D Snohomish Construction for "remodeling" razed entire building; 
rebuilding from ground up; workers have no PPE 
and seen close together since March

nikouwalum@gmail.com Niko Simonson 425-466-8577 Ziva Construction sign

04/02/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McDonald's 5400 14th Ave NW Seattle, WA This restaurant is completely closed due to 
construction. However, active construction inside is 
ongoing; a half dozen construction vans and trucks 
were parked outside with crews inside at 1:00pm 
today.

04/05/20 5:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming McDonalds Farm Kennels 3502 Half Mile Rd Silverdale This business is responding to those looking for 
grooming on community Facebook pages that they 
can take their dogs for grooming which is non 
essential. I have screen shots. Their phone number 
is (360) 697-3647

Pupomat@yahoo.com Laurie Rahl 3603408121 office@mcdonaldskennels.com

03/31/20 8:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming McDonalds kennels 3502 NW Half Mile Rd, Silverdale, WA 98383Silverdale Grooming and boarding dogs still Bubbasmommy808@gmail.comRene office@mcdonaldskennels.com

04/01/20 1:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gardening supply and 
recycling

Mcfarlanes Bark 8806 ne 117th Avenue Vancouver I dont think this business would be considered 
essential and it creates for people to be out and not 
stay home.

mdraves@mcfarlanesbark.com

04/07/20 8:59 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paper mill McKinley Paper Co. 1815 Marine Dr. Port Angeles This mill is non-producing. They made paper for 1 
week in a trial phase. Now production is shut down 
but all employees are working. Very little sanitizing 
and no social distancing enforced. 150 employees.

04/10/20 1:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction McKinney Glass 2220 Goodman rd Union Gap This business is advertising on Facebook that they 
are open and available to travel to residential homes 
to wash windows for a small cost.

Nmbuchanan22@yahoo.com Nicole 5099411738 mgmckinney@yvn.com

04/09/20 2:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home and garden McLendonds Hardware 17705 130th Ave ne Woodinville The store is having a big spring sale and families, 
with children playing in the parking lot was taking 
place. Entire families do not need to go to get 
essential items. Plus the on line ordering is not 
working. And apparently they only had one cashier to 
handle the large crowd and no register workers 
outside the building as advertised.

jrmccurry@comcast.net Jean McCurry 4259844656

04/09/20 2:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home and garden Mclendons 17705 130th Ave ne Woodinville Mclendons is having a large spring sale. The parking 
lot was packed with cars and people. Their online 
ordering was not working either. They should not be 
having any sales to entice gatherings of people, 
people should not go as a leisurely activity. What I 
saw was appalling, and I had to immediately leave. I 
was there for an essential reason, not just to check 
out the sales as it appeared everyone else was doing.

roxannemccurry@gmail.com Roxanne McCurry 4259844458

04/01/20 8:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MCWILLIAMS ROAD LLC C/O 
DETENTE MGMT INC

700 NE MCWILLIAMS RD BREMERTON several contractors working yesterday on this 
residential project.

04/06/20 10:56 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Md injury care 330 S.W. 43rd st suite d Renton Owner is not following social distancing orders, 
seeing patients that are not urgent. Has had positive 
Covid patients and has not notified employees that 
worked closely with these patients, no protocol for 
employees when coming in contact with a positive 
Covid patient. Not performing standard sanitization 
techniques. Using oral thermometers on patients 
without proper sanitizing. Also laying off employees 
for using unemployment made available by the 
government for this pandemic.

04/15/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Park (Contractor) Meadowlands RV Park 7416 Custer Road West Lakewood New ownership are having contractors on site to bid 
on and estimate costs for non-essential construction 
projects relating to expanding the number of rental 
units on property. They do this while in violation of 
code enforcement ordinances including standing 
water and unrepaired community drives.



04/09/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Meadowleaf development, Conner 
homes

233rd pl SE Sammamish New housing development has continued 
construction, even though the violation has been 
reported and I received an email saying it’s been 
forwarded on. As of today they are doing HVAC 
installations and siding earlier this week.

Billthom@microsoft.com Bill Thompson 4255913565

03/30/20 8:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MeadowLeaf housing development, 
Conner homes

4100 232nd ave SE Sammamish Work has not stopped at all. Groups of workers in 
close contact, every day. Even sharing drinks while 
onsite with each other. Close contact with each 
other, and with supervisors.

Billthom@microsoft.com Bill Thompson 4255913565

04/01/20 8:41 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hardware Store Mecondon's  Hardware 1111 Friar Ave Sumner Store is selling paint and other products that are non-
essential.

halvorj@gmail.com JJ 253-387-9437

04/13/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Medwar Real Estate 12014 15th Ave NE  98125 Seattle Hello, I live in an 16 unit apartment building in NE 
Seattle. Tenants were notified on 3/30/20 that 2 
recently vacated units would be remodeled during 
the Pandemic because  "[They] We received 
clarification from the U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security that residential construction is a critical 
activity to bring housing online support the housing 
supply." I do not think cosmetic renovations of 
apartments units is deemed essential considering 
the other 14 households who live in this unit, who 
have been ordered to stay home/work from home (if 
they have not been laid off) will be in close proximity 
to two individuals who are coming in (shared front 
door/elevator etc.) to our building during the 
day/evening (They are still here and it is almost 
6PM) and touching shared amenities. Considering 
COVID19 is spread easily and like wildfire i am 
offended that the company that owns this building is 
allowing this. I would like this work to stop until the 
Governor's orders have been lifted.

erinintheworld@gmail.com Erin Gunsul 2069721344 michael@medawarrealestate.com

04/28/20 2:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used car dealership Mega Auto Sales 1447 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee This business is selling vehicles, meeting customers 
to show the vehicles at the dealership and I even 
called that I needed a car and they said to go down 
there and we can make a deal this business is still 
selling fully operating

gregoria307@hotmail.com Gregoria cordero 5096302638

04/23/20 1:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Megan Thompson Kennewick Kennewick Meg has been advertising haircuts on Facebook. 
Unfortunately, because it’s being done at her home 
and not her workplace, I don’t have the physical 
address but I do have her license #120764 which 
you should be able to look up and find her address 
with. I do have screenshots as proof.

cherryrolla@gmail.com Ginger Corriell 509-539-5662

03/30/20 8:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Renewables & Environment Membrion, Inc 562 1st Ave South STE 700, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle This is a chemical company, making products to sell 
which is totally non essential business. The working 
environment is very small. But the company's boss 
are asking all employees to stay at work as long as 
they do not have any symptoms. The boss told 
employees he has asked the commerce department 
to get the agreement as essential business. But this 
company is totally working for business! Nothing 
about medicine or health. The boss also hinted that 
employees would be fired if they didn't work.

04/30/20 3:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Mercedes Benz of Bellevue 11850 Bel Red Rd. Bellevue Sales showroom is still open and multiple customers 
coming in and out not following social distancing.  
Also the sales staff there didn’t have gloves or 
masks on when I went to dealership.  This needs to 
be stopped bc they are potentially spreading the 
virus by not following the stay at home order that is 
currently in place!

04/20/20 12:43 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New/Used Car Sales Mercedes Benz of Bellevue 11850 Bel Red Rd Bellevue The coronavirus act states there can only be one 
customer and one employee in the building and/or 
showroom floor at a time during the process of 
buying and delivering a car.  But my company isn’t 
following those rules.  They have scheduled sales to 
work even though considered non-essential.  They 
are making us come in and under hazardous 
conditions.  There are multiple employees at the 
dealership at one time and there are multiple 
customers that’s come into the dealership at one 
time as well.  This directly puts us in danger on 
catching the coronavirus and I don’t feel safe at my 
workplace but I am afraid to question my 
management in fear of losing my job.  Please have 
someone investigate this situation immediately 
because the longer we wait to address this situation 
then the more danger we are allowing our 
employees and customers to get exposed to!

04/06/20 6:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car salesmen Mercedes of Bellevue 11850 bel red road Bellevue wa 98005Bellevue They have three managers working and 8 sales 
people. They make the customer  sign a form that is 
saying they are essential.. these employees are 
working under the table and told not to clock In.

M.thoreson@hotmail.com Michele 425-478-0817

04/30/20 3:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car dealership Mercedes of Seattle 2025 airport way s seattle sales of cars not essential.  customers sitting at 
sales desks for hours, test driving cars, etc

anon@gmail.com anon 2065551212

05/01/20 9:24 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Luxury Car Dealership Mercedes-Benz Of Tacoma 1701-C Alexander Ave E Fife Their practices are not in compliance with the 
essential businesses guidance. This business has 
multiple sales employees in the building from 9 am 
to 7 pm, and they are not requiring that 
appointments/ deals be made ahead of time.

Isabellemorrisonn@gmail.comIsabelle Morrison 3604648070

04/24/20 3:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car sales Mercedes-Benz Seattle 2025 Airport Way S Seattle Manager Ammar khan is joking on how he was able 
to keep sales open because service is an essential 
part of the dealership. But sales is NOT. WANTS US 
TO GO TO CUSTOMER HOUSE TO FILL OUT 
PAPER WORK AND RISK GETTING SICK JUST 
TO EARN A SALE. HE THE MANAGER STILL 
CONTINUES TO HAVE SALES MEETING IN 
LARGE GATHERINGS HAVING NO CARE FOR 
THE 6 ft distancing.

Joel Di Pietro Jeff S.

05/04/20 1:33 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Mercer Island Dermatology 2835 82nd Ave SE Suite 210 Mercer Island Dr. Hughes continued to do nonessential surgeries 
and cosmetic procedures without following COVID 
guidelines and after the governor placed ban on 
procedures. Dr. Hughes performed and scheduled 
her employees to perform at least 47 cosmetic 
procedures between 03/24/2020 and 05/01/2020, at 
least 9 elective surgeries. The lobby did not adhere 
to social distancing guidelines until repeated 
requests by staff but still is unable to keep patients 
at least 6 ft apart where patient sit and wait. Often 
there are more than 4 patients sitting next to each 
other waiting.

morgancarter22@icloud.com Morgan Carter 425-220-1927

04/15/20 5:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Credit Shark MERCHANTS CREDIT 2245 152ND NE REDMOND Calling and bothering those with collections. vashcloud@gmail.com Vash McCloud none

04/20/20 11:53 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Manager Mercy Housijg 1709 South G Street Tacoma Property Manager has been coughing for a month. 
Says she has too much to do to go home. Not 
wearing PPE. This is a Senior BUILDING. Residents 
have been banned from going to office. All chairs, 
couches removed tables removed through out the 
bldg, including seating at elevator on every floor. 
Now we seniors have nowhere to catch our breath. 
Mgr using Covid. No rent receipts, but handing 10 
day and recert paperwork. "Business as usual. No 
gloves or sanitizer for residents. Staff only. Staff not 
cleaning and sanitizing surfaces. Claiming no report 
of COVID...but 2 residents were in close contact 
with COVID person hospitalized. No one tested. No 
quarantine.

rhondalynn0303@gmail.com Female 2532877806

03/31/20 3:18 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Assisted Living Facility Meridian at Stone Creek 1111 S 376th St Milton Some of the residents of the facility are concerned 
that while the facility is currently locked down the 
facility is still accepting new residents and still 
conducting tours.  They have been accepting of the 
restrictions that have been place on themselves to 
keep the corona virus out of the facility such as no 
visitors but they are concerned that there is no 
screening process in place for new residents.  Can 
you please provide some clarity to this practice of 
accepting new residents while the facility is in lock 
down for existing residents.

rockhead56@gmail.com Eugene Radcliff 2534390333

04/14/20 4:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther golf course Meridian Valley Country Club 24830 136th ave SE Kent All golf courses are suppose to be closed.
We continue to see many golfers playing on the golf 
course at Meridian Valley Country Club.  Many cars 
in the parking lot

Greg@MeridianValleyCC.com

03/31/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Merit Construction Unknown Kirkland Construction on 2 houses continues at NE 100th St 
and 128th Ave NE.  All other contractors building 
homes in surrounding area have stopped work.  Only 
this contractor has not stopped.



04/06/20 1:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Merit Homes 811 Kirkland Ave #200 Kirkland Merit News

Merit Blog says sites closed:  work continues on 
homes at NE 100th St near 128th NE.  Working non-
stop since April 3.  Governor Inslee has extended his 
order of all residential construction in Washington 
State to cease and the earliest construction can be 
restarted is now May 4th. As a result, ALL Merit 
Homes construction sites are CLOSED until further 
notice. Please stay home. Please be safe and stay 
healthy!

04/13/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Merle Construction 106 N. Peoh Ave Cle Elum Construction site in Suncadia residential community, 
multiple workers, heavy machinery, not performing 
'essential work', the site was already 'buttoned up' 
and now they are just continuing work in defiance of 
stay at home order

Rob 2064126287

05/14/20 5:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Merrill Gardens 15020 5th Ave SW Burien The female hairdresser was the hairdresser for 
Merrill Gardens/Burien. Right now she's volunteering 
there in the kitchen-I don't know if she's doing hair 
appts there. I don't know her name. However, today 
she just cut my fiancé's mother's hair at the mother's 
condo in Burien-the mother is 87 years old. This 
hairdresser did not use PPE except possibly gloves.  
She's obviously violating the regulations and doing 
her hair business on the side.

Jitter4U@aol.com Judy Unknown

05/05/20 6:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential cleaning Merry maids 6417 Fauntleroy Way SW Seattle When called to ask about cleanings they said they 
could clean our home as they were an essential 
business and all they had to do is wear a mask. 
When governor has said residential cleaning is non 
essential.

04/07/20 10:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Merry Maids 3702 W valley north #308 Auburn Non essential Business is open and operating. merrymaids@merrymaids346.com

04/07/20 8:33 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning 
company

Merry maids 1102 Brandt road Vancouver They are still cleaning residential homes and market 
online for disinfection cleans as well as standard 
cleaning services.

Briannalmau@msn.com Brianna mau 3607211442

03/30/20 7:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cleaning Merry maids 895 Texas st Bellingham I don’t see the need for this business. They are 
going to different homes spreading germs and 
people can clean there own homes. They go to one 
house after another risking the homes they are in. 
This is very non essential

Tina OWNER4165@MERRYMAIDS.NET

04/29/20 2:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Merry Maids Of Spokane Valley 1014 N Pines Rd Ste 116 Spokane Valley They were putting door hanger advertisements on 
100's of doors.  Contacted manager (Brett 509-424-
5222) told him he shouldn't be doing it and that if 
someone was infected or touched a surface they 
could give it on every door hanger.  He responded by 
saying they were an essential business and he could 
do this.  His business might be essential but they are 
doing the wrong thing with these types of 
solicitations, including touching everyones door 
handles to hang the advertisement.

andy@acvwa.com Andy Chitwood 5094488707 HEATHER@DIONNEGROUP.NET

04/15/20 7:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Building Met Tower Apartments 1942 Westlake Ave Seattle My apartment building sent a notice to all residents 
that they will be having the windows washed Apr 20-
24. Apart from window washing not being an urgent 
service, the procedure requires every resident to 
close all windows and blinds. We're already cooped 
up at home 24/7 (for good reason), but we should 
still be able to see the outdoors and have fresh air.

sethrait95@gmail.com Seth Rait 7162087766 mettower@avenue5apt.com

04/05/20 2:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacture of dietary 
supplements

Metagenics 9770 44th Av #100 Gig Harbor Factory is not essential to fighting pandemic. They 
should be closed. Not helping with slowing the 
spread. Endangering employees and community.

Phil@yahoo.com Phil Johnson 253.555.1234 JENNIFERPENCE@META
GENICS.COM

03/31/20 1:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacture of dietary 
supplements

Metagenics 9770 44th Ave #100 Gig Harbor First, I am trusting that you will protect my identity 
because a family member works at Metagenics in 
Gig Harbor.

This company claims to be an essential business 
that supports the medical community. The facts are 
that they manufacture dietary supplements and a 
product line called Medical Meals. Every product that 
they manufacture includes the disclaimer that the 
claims Metagenics makes are not endorsed by the 
FDA.

My concern is that they are endangering their 
employees, the employees families, and the general 
public by sidestepping Washington State orders for 
all nonessential businesses to close in order to stop 
the spread of COVID-19.

Metagenics Factory location 
9770 44th Ave #100
Gig Harbor WA 98332.

John Q Public JENNIFERPENCE@META
GENICS.COM

04/02/20 8:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Machine shop/ fabrication Metal Tech 1907 Fryer Av Sumner also Torklift nextdoor.  I would like my contact 
information to be kept confidential.

lynnbry100@aol.com Lynn Samuelsen 208-869-3465

04/24/20 10:18 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Phone service Metro by T-Mobile 121 Samish Way Bellingham this company has me appalled. They have started a 
delivery service for their phones because another 
location of there’s shut down! They are coming to 
peoples houses taking names and numbers down. 
The lady at the other location that is supposedly 
closed gets paid to sit there and advertise it!

DREAMPARTNERS.WA@GMAIL.COM

04/08/20 4:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metro PCS Metro PCS 9988 15th ave sw Seattle Non essential business violating distance restrictions 
with multiple people in very small space shaking 
hands wearing no PPE.

Bnbalwayz1@gmail.com Bryan 2069327121

04/04/20 8:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MH Construction 106010 Wiser Pkwy Kennewick Requiring subcontractors to work on projects that 
are not essential to the pandemic.

04/01/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MH Construction 106010 Wiser Pkwy Kennewick Demanding workers and subcontractors to continue 
on a non-essential project at Lince Kindergarten in 
Selah, WA.  Our company is trying to protect our 
employees (and our community and state) and abide 
by the Governor's mandate.  Please help us 
understand why this project would be deemed 
essential when it is NOT related to the pandemic and 
the schools are shut down.  Social distancing is not 
realistic and they are putting our employees at risk.  
What is the point of the "stay home" mandate if 
there are going to be exceptions that put the 
community at risk for projects that are not truly 
essential to the pandemic?

sonja@bluemountainfire.com Sonja Stites 509-987-1700

04/06/20 9:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MH constrution 106010 Wiser Pkwy Kennewick Continuing work on an Audi and mack dealership is 
non essential

kirk.koljonen@gmail.com Kirk 15095374459

05/04/20 6:47 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mica Elegance 196 commack rd Commack He is opened, taking jobs and doing non essential. RichardC@aol.com Richard Cunning 516-246-8567

04/20/20 12:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Michael Guitierrez 1003 E Trent Ave Spokane Michael Guitierrez shared via Instagram stories he 
was performing haircuts at the M. apartment 
buildings in the Penthouse in Spokane on April 18, 
2020.  One of the shared posts was a short video of 
his cutting tools including clippers with the text 
"Snitches get stitches" over the video. He checked in 
and shared from that location and was clearly 
promoting he was performing cutting services.

corinnevbrown@gmail.com Corinne Brown 5099955049 michvelsteven@gmail.com

04/08/20 3:37 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Arts and Crafts retail Michael's Arts and Crafts 15600 8th st Bellevue I am an employee and don't wish to be identified. I 
am not sure if we are in violation.

Michael's is operating with curbside delivery and ship 
from store at all locations. I don't know about other 
stores specifics but there are 4-5 employees each 
day and 50-60 orders per day.

Redjack_rose@yahoo.com

04/02/20 8:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft supply distribution Michael's Warehouse 208 Hoss Rd Centralia Michael's warehouse distributes craft supplies 
around the country. There is no reason for them to 
be shipping non-essential times and putting their 
warehouse workers and receiving clerks at risk with 
truck drivers who travel across the country.

Genasmail525@gmail.com Gena 3608801916

03/31/20 9:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Distribution warehouse Michael’s Arts and Crafts Distribution 
Warehouse

208 Hoss Rd Centralia Michael’s Distribution Center is a business that 
ships art and craft supplies to our retail stores.  
Despite being informed by my coach that we are 
considered essential due to what we offer from an 
educational standpoint. I am concerned that 
Michael’s is continuing to operate despite not 
handling essential goods such and food and 
toiletries.  Employees should not have to put 
themselves at risk during this time.

Jamie.brueske@outlook.com Jamie Brueske 2533505896

04/05/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Michelle Brown 3399 East Harbor Rd. Langley Non essential logging a residential lot Mlooram@whidbey.net Mike Looram 360-730-1393



03/30/20 6:56 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Commercial and Event 
Production

Microsoft Production Studio 4420 148th Ave Ne Building 127Redmond They have notified employees that they will not be 
closing and are telling employees that they are an 
essential business because they work in  
communication technology. While that is true the 
work they are being asked to currently do has no 
essential purpose other than to boost Microsoft’s 
revenue.

Wbill4179@gmail.com Wilma Bill

04/14/20 5:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Microsurgical Technology 8415 154th Ave NE Redmond Microsurgical Technology is a medical device 
company that makes equipment for cataract surgery. 
An elective surgery. There putting there employees 
in danger. There's no social distancing. I lost my job 
a week ago because I'm immune compromised. I 
was told to by HR stay home. I was home 2 weeks 
and got a call telling I no longer had a job. According 
to what the governor said yesterday companies can"t 
do that. Because I'm already laid off I don't know if 
that applies to me.

teresadillman@gmail.com Teresa Dillman 425-739-4752 info@microsurgical.com

04/09/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Microtel hotel George Wa 224 bing ave George Lots of people on the site. Very dangerous during 
this Virus. People will get more sick

04/20/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mid City Builders LLC 2415 N 75th St Seattle Residential construction work (interior) is continuing 
at a residence in our neighborhood: 2415 N 75th St 
(rear/alley townhouses).Access is from the alley 
behind. Permit number is 6598116-CN per the city 
website, and Mid City Builders LLC is the 
construction company listed for this permit/address.

sarah.druin@gmail.com Sarah Ardizzone 206-356-8624

03/31/20 7:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Forklifts sales, rental, 
servicing

Mid Columbia Forklift, Inc. 1007 N 16th Ave yakima Customers and truck drivers still allowed in building.  
Could do curbside for parts.  Admin could work from 
home. Told coworker tested negative when no test 
done.  Sick coworker allowed to continue working 
others return to work next day.  Told if we 'don't like 
your job you can stay home'.

Cholden98942@gmail.com Do not disclose.- Carol Holden1-509-426-1662

03/30/20 5:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Middling construction 11512 80th ave e Puyallup I was in the North end visiting my mother today and 
this company was doing work in an intersection they 
are construction they are non essential?

03/31/20 5:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Middling construction LLC 11512 80TH AVE EAST PUYALLUP This company is operating in a business park at 
2800 center drive this is a non essential 
businesswork that is going on they obviously do not 
care about trying to control this virus that is killing 
people.

Concerned citizen

04/04/20 6:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Midway Variety Beauty Supply 10922 Bridgeport way SW Lakewood Business running with 4 to 5 cars there at a time 
with large gathering of customers in the building.  
Closed sign is on but as many as 80 or 90 people 
went there today including groups.

chriscarr2525@icloud.com Chris Carr 253-678-8890

04/07/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mike Cain Construction 3615 Whitman Ave N Seattle Contractor continues to work on remodel of unit in 
3615. This is the 2nd time I’ve reported.

04/02/20 9:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mike Cain Construction 3615 Whitman Ave N Seattle We live next door and have seen this contractor’s 
van parked outside daily, possibly working on a 
remodel project in 3615 Whitman. At first we 
assumed he was closing up the project but lights are 
on in the unit and this morning a window was 
opened while he’s there.

Bill Hulseman 6178930482

04/06/20 11:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction miles sand & gravel 400 valley ave Puyallup Open for business to supply materials to various non 
essential sights through out king and pierce county , 
forcing employees to come into work despite 
concerns, not letting office personnel work from 
home when it is very possible.

04/02/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milestone Development - Woodbrook 
Townhomes

3933 INGLESIDE DR SE LACEY, 98503 Construction activity is ongoing. Is the development 
of additional apartment buildings essential?

03/30/20 5:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Milestone Properties Kerry Park 
Apartments

1420 4th AVE W Seattle They are doing repair work on rental units not rented 
out yet.  They are not from the building and don't 
wear masks.  They are also here at 645 AM.  
If I can't work says your Governor how is this legal?

njstevens17@hotmail.com Ryan 4252138009

03/31/20 5:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milgard Windows 1010 54th Ave E Fife Milgard is a residential window company and is 
trying to loophole the order from the Governor. 
Milgard only started the social distancing order on 
March 30 after complaints by employees. They care 
about profits over people. Building residential 
windows is not an essential business during this 
crisis. Employees should be able to stay home and 
stay healthy while receiving temporary pay.

cambriaallen@milgard.com

04/02/20 2:56 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milgard Windows and doors 2935 70th Ave E, Fife, WA 98424Fife They had company meeting - won't shut down until 
required - even though virus contact comfirmed - no 
provisions for employees with susceptible people  in 
household

denisebone@comcast.net Denise Bone 253-988-6040

04/02/20 1:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milgard windows and doors 1010 54th Ave E, Fife I am concerned because i know people that work 
there and they are not having them do social 
distancing. And they also know that there workers 
have had contact with a person with the virus and 
they still don’t won’t to shut down, and have it 
disinfected.

andreajuarez75@gmail.com Andrea Juarez Salcedo 253-230-3066 info@marineviewwindows.com

03/30/20 5:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Milgard Windows and Doors 965 54th Ave E Fife Window and door manufacturer continuing business 
as usual even after a confirmed case of COVID19 
from one of the employees

JASON.KIEFFER@MIWD.COM

04/06/20 9:31 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther roof cleaning service Mill Creek police department 15728 Main St, Mill Creek, WA 98012Mill Creek company blowing debris from roofs at Mill Pointe 
condos. Address is 1900 Mill Pointe Dr SE,
Mill Creek WA. 4/6/20 at 9:00 AM
Contacted Mill Creek police department, officer 
Hughs and they will not support the governors STAY 
AT HOME POLICY

JIMTAKAKO@COMCAST.NETJAMES KREMER 4253575628

03/31/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Millenial NE Reserve Way Bainbridge Island Workers on residential construction site at 7:55 am 
building residential houses.Thomas

04/01/20 5:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Millenial Builders NE Reserve Way Bainbridge Island Construction workers building residential houses for 
third consecutive day.

03/30/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Millenial Builders NE Reserve Way Bainbridge Island Construction workers working on residential home 
building site pounding nails, cutting lumber and 
installing outdoor lighting.

04/09/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Millenial Builders (Reserve at 
Winslow Site)

8617 NE Reserve Way Bainbridge Island Construction is still continuing at this site that is not 
essential putting the community at risk.

metzler.drew@gmail.com Andrew Metzler 2063192286

03/31/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Millennial Builders 8686 NE Reserve Way Bainbridge Island For the last two weeks, construction workers have 
been working all day on the homes and have not 
been maintaining six feet between them. They are a 
danger to our community.

metzler.drew@gmail.com Andrew Metzler 2063192286

04/02/20 6:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paint Store Miller Paint 1500 NW Leary Way Seattle This company is actively pursuing retail customers 
by having a sale that only applies to homeowners, 
not essential construction businesses or painters.

03/31/20 9:13 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential window 
manufacturing

Millgard windows 965 54 ave east Fife Even with people out sick we're at full production not 
just emergency windows. Using the shut down to 
catch up no ppe working on a production line its 
almost impossible to distance...

seanlaperle03@outlook.com Sean laperle 2069459729

05/01/20 1:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment Complex Millington At Merrill Creek 1401 Merrill Creek Parkway Everett Apartment complex has 5 or 6 men doing lawn 
maintenance, this is the third week in a row, no 
social distancing, no face masks.

03/30/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Milwaukie Lumber 13113 NE Fourth Plain Blvd VANCOUVER Non-essential buisness open and delivering 
materials to non-emergency construction

04/09/20 6:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare landscaping Mima prairie landscape services 6111 old Olympic highway swOlympia Laurie Depretto is running 2 crews of non essential 
workers putting everyone at risk! 3 crews of illegals 
and she's applying for stimulas money even though 
she's not shut down!

Heidi zamuda 3604029783

04/07/20 7:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Mima Prairie Landscape Services llc 6111 old Olympic Hwy sw Olympia Wa Have continued to work from March 27 to April 7th.

04/23/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther amusement Miner’s Landing Pier 57 Seattle/ 
Seattle Great Wheel

1301 Alaskan Way Seattle Miner’s Landing Pier 57/ Seattle Great Wheel 
continues to do maintenance, remodeling, 
construction everyday of the week.  This has been 
going on since the closing of nonessential 
businesses.   Today for example there are 8 trucks 
parked in their loading area, and workers doing 
cleaning on the piers roof.  The visible workers 
(outside the building) are working next to each other 
(not 6 feet apart) and are not wearing any protective 
equipment.

05/01/20 1:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mint Salon 68 E sunset way Issaquah The salon is open today May 1st. The owner is 
having a meeting with staff from 10-3 to open up on 
the 8th, even though we’re under restrictions to not. 
Some staff refuse to go, others are afraid to get fired.

Stylist that is afraid to get fired, but stayed home.4252607323



04/06/20 4:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther print shop Minuteman Press - Bellevue 1449 130th Ave NE Bellevue Email sent to customers:

Thank you for your continued business during this 
time.  Our store is currently open

and accepting orders. We will reply to all inquiries 
within 24 hours.

 

10% off all printing until the end of April (mention 
this e-mail).

We will also donate 10% to a local charity to help 
with COVID-19 relief.

 

As daily life has changed, birthdays, graduation, and 
life events are still occurring.

To help celebrate these events we offer posters for 
windows, banners for front porches, and yard signs.

We can also print and mail newsletters, postcards, 
birthday cards, life event cards, and graduation cards 
and announcements.

mail@tom.ae Tom AE info@mmpbel.com.

04/06/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Printing minuteman press redmond 16292 Redmond Way Redmond, WA 98052 Owner is bragging about printing non-essential 
items, being fully staffed, telling his friends to 
comment on social media about printing and 
delivering graduation yard signs. Concerned about 
our health while contacting customers and printing 
items. Concerned about retaliation if we say anything 
to owner about our concerns regarding meeting with 
public or working conditions.

JDKLEIN@MINUTEMANPRESS.COM

04/24/20 9:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Minx Design 603 West Crockett Street Seattle People are getting their hair done inside this business makeitsew@seanet.com Beverly Hunnicutt 206-283-0655

03/31/20 12:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther 501c3 retirement 
organization

Mirabella retirement community 116 Fairview Ave N Seattle I work in dining services as a bartender at mirabella 
retirement community.   I also work at two other 
bars.   Before the mandatory shutdown of 
restaurants and bars,  I was exposed to hundreds of 
people who were told to quarantine because 
someone at their office was tested positive for Covid.   
  I felt it was dangerous to go into work at the 
retirement home based on this knowledge, especially 
since the dine in services were shut down and my 
job as bartender became non essential.   I asked for 
a sick day due to mental health as the anxiety of 
endangering an at risk population was traumatizing.  
HR refused to put the best interest of the residents 
and said I was need to perform other tasks.  Such as 
cleaning (which the facilities department handles).  
Due to their irresponsibility in effectively having a 
strategic and effective plan prioritizing resident 
health over their finances, there has been a resident 
who tested positive for Covid-19.  There are 
employees who have been asked to quarantine due 
to symptoms  hanging out with employees outside 
with minimal efforts to flatten the curve.  How a 
retirement community continues to put their financial 
loss before the residents they are supposed to 
protect is appalling and needs to be investigated.   
No one should go in to do busy work around a fragile 
population so that a non profit can avoid paying 
unemployment.   Please investigate.

tnikolic82@gmail.com Tanja Nikolic 6822402703

04/20/20 1:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther REFINISHING MIRACLE METHOD 22717 72nd Ave S Ste B108 Kent They are refinishing tubs and counter tops. I don't 
see how this is an essential job.

SBAKER@MIRACLEMETHOD.COM

03/31/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Miracle method 22717 72nd Ave S suite # b-108Kent Workers on sidewalk mixing chemicals to resurface 
bathtub at Thomas and Bellevue in Seattle

snyder.dl@outlook.com David Snyder

04/11/20 11:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photographer Miranda Cheney photography 315 s evergreen road Spokane valley Photographer is taking front porch sessions. Not 
only are family pictures in themselves non-essential. 
It’s also causing the photographer to travel home to 
home during the stay at home order.

Ashlee.winlow@gmail.com Ashlee winlow 9163962330/5097950005

04/21/20 9:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction miscellaneous 13800 Sandridge area Long Beach Long Beach WA is getting homes built on the 
peninsula. BUT self-employed (single owner) lawn 
maintenance,  (SINGLE,  NOTE, SINGLE) are 
getting warning for mowing lawns. Is that the same 
for the whole state?  Please get busy down  here 
and pass the word. Either get them to stop building 
OR get an announcement in the local paper that 
lawn mowing is allowed. I think that you have 
probably forgotten  us down here , less than 20 
miles from Oregon. We are stuck with Seattle TV 
stations and can't get Portland news on cable. Most 
of us don't care about Seattle traffic, Seattle, 
accidents, Seattle commercials and other things. I 
think it is important that you know I am a formal 
friend of Santa Claus so please take care of this or it 
will be my personal duty to call him.
Thank you and regards.

Debra.Coss@gmail.com Deb Coss-Fricke 360-901-3456

04/30/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mission Ridge ski resort mission ridge ski and snowboard  
resort

7500 mission ridge rd. Wenatchee,Wa.98801 Redoing ski lifts is not essential,They have NOT paid 
any attention to the Gov's request about shutting 
down until we are through with  this..They have been 
working up on the mountain through the whole time.

mdgutz53@gmail.com Matt Gutzwiler 5096631526 5096636543

03/31/20 6:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non profit for 
developmentally disabled 
adults

Mission vista 630 North Chelan Ste A1 Wenatchee This company is open, they allow their client, who is 
developmentally disabled, bag groceries at Safeway, 
and each of its satellite offices have many 
employees who are not able to do social distancing 
because of small quarters.

04/20/20 7:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mitchell Trucking& Paving 3223 NW Alan Ave. East wenatchee They are still working.

04/10/20 10:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MJ Custom Exterior LLC 1055 E Broad St Bremerton Business owner is requiring employees to work 
when the business function (construction- siding 
new houses) is non-essential.

crynsmith@gmail.com Cathryn Larson (360) 319-9924

05/14/20 7:04 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential Housekeeping MJ's Housekeeping 4624 16th St E Suite A-1 Fife This business has remained open throughout stay at 
home order - even though housekeeping in private 
residences is clearly not categorized via the state 
ordinance as essential. This business owner shows 
blatant disregard to these rules and regulations and 
is actively putting people at risk. I have personally 
asked her why her business remains open and she 
states that she cant control what her contractors do. 
She leaves it between client and contractor. What 
she is doing is wrong.

info@mjshousekeeping.com

05/06/20 6:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential Housekeeping MJ's Housekeeping 4624 16th St E Suite A-1 Fife I am a contractor at this business and wish to 
remain anonymous for fear of retaliation. We have 
been deemed non-essential -- the owner knows this 
and has been intimidating and harassing contractors 
such as myself to go to work regardless of her 
knowledge of this. That we should simply keep going 
to work so that her business doesnt lose more 
money. She believes that the response to COVID-19 
has been overblown and exaggerated and that it isnt 
fair that she should have to deal with it. She is 
putting her contractors and her clients (a big number 
of which are elderly) at great risk.

info@mjshousekeeping.com

04/02/20 8:01 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio/interlock service 
center

Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall ave Bellingham Sales/install of car audio being performed, under 
guise of interlock service
LOOPHOLE BEING EXPLOITED

Scamdman8@gmail.com Cameron 360-305-6463

03/31/20 11:28 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio sales and 
installation

Mobile Music 1801 Cornwall Ave Bellingham The sales men were on the show floor 
demonstrating stereo equipment for all customers to 
touch. Several people were waiting all together to 
talk to the sales people. No PPE or sanitation in 
sight. One customer coughed and wiped his nose. 
No tissue offered. No distances observed. Bathroom 
had empty soap dispenser that day.

lydiamckay0820@gmail.com Lydia McKay 3602231017



04/08/20 5:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Audio Shop Mobile Music Unlimited 1801 Cornwall Ave, Bellingham, WA 98225Bellingham The owner says the business is essential due to the 
one employee who services interlock/breathalyzer 
devices. Despite this, he has requested his other 
staff (car audio installers and car audio sales people) 
work 6 days a week due to his layoffs reducing head 
count. The owner is actively pushing employees to 
sell speakers, amplifiers, and other car audio 
equipment to any customers they can, including 
calling dealerships looking for business. The 
installation employees are being required to continue 
to do non-essential work installing car radios, 
lighting, and other frivolous gear.

lulu.talmage@gmail.com

04/15/20 7:34 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Wireless Retail MobileOne LLC 3330 Rainier Ave Renton This business should be considered as non essential 
due to workers having sales goals and thus not 
supporting the correct essential working 
departments stated in the article of what essential 
businesses are.

Bran.sablan@gmail.com Brandon Sablan 2534142934

03/31/20 8:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Modern Homes LLC 8345 13th Avenue NW Seattle Construction company that's still actively building. Kvnhrington@gmail.com Kevin Herrington

04/23/20 10:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Modern Metals LLC 320 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Work vehicles and employees were seen entering 
and working a private mixed use construction site on 
Queen Anne Ave North. Construction has been 
ongoing for the past week.

tayminter@gmail.com Taylor minter 253-830-4751 serve@modernmetalsllc.com

04/24/20 11:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Moe Asphalt &seal Coating inc. 4500 Chelan Hwy. Wenatchee wa. Working at Pangborn Airport right now. Phone 665-3931

04/01/20 5:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Moe Haus Construction, LLC 2903 E 4th Plain Vancouver Construction currently taking place on a non-
essential work site. Workers are not able to maintain 
social distancing requirements.

03/30/20 6:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing of carpet pad Mohawk Industries 223 Downie Rd. Chehalis wa Carpet pad is not an essential business.  I have a 
hard believing that the Governor would consider 
carpet pad essential after shutting down construction.

mohawkind@mohawkind.com

03/30/20 7:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Garden supply/nursery Molback’s garden and nursery 13625 NE 175th St Woodinville They are sending emails saying they have been 
deemed an essential business by the government 
and to please come in the store for in store shopping 
by appointment or curbside shopping. Buying 
decorative items for my home is not essential at this 
time. Shame on Molback’s for pretending to be 
essential.

Kattyna@draw123.com Kattyna Napoleon 714-618-2947 customerservice@molbaks.com

05/01/20 2:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Molina Quality Construction 5941 California Ave SW   [ location of work project ]Seattle, 98136 Construction is non-essential renovation. Have 
spoken with many people about this over the past 
weeks. Property management had them stop work 
but they return. Disregarding safety of residents, 
inconsistent with all workers with masks and 
properly distanced. More people in the building 
increases chance that something infectious could be 
introduced.  No signage of work happening or 
precautions that workers need to take.  Have 
reported about this company a week or more ago.

richard@richardsowa.com Richard business owner phone is listed as   425.503.9320

04/07/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Molly Maid 13510 Aurora Ave N Seattle Non essential Business is open and operating. JIM.DIVEN@MOLLYMAID.COM & JIMDIVEN@YAHOO.COM

03/31/20 2:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Housecleaning maid service Molly Maid 1824 112th St E suite F Tacoma My room mate observed a Molly Maid car out and 
about which are used by the maids to get from 
house to house to clean. I am familiar with their 
operations as a former employee 2014-2016

bartleycheryl1031@gmail.comCheryl Bartley 425-268-6783

04/21/20 3:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Service Molly Maid of Northwest Seattle 13510 Aurora Ave N ste a, Seattle, WA 98133Seattle Residential Cleaning business still cleaning 
houses..They are still offering regular estimates, 
weekly, every two week cleaning etc.  This cannot be 
an essential business at this point in time.  Just so 
you know pretty much every cleaning service in 
Seattle offering regular house cleaning is still in 
operation right now.

jim.diven@mollymaid.com

04/06/20 9:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Monarch Landscaping 8203 Durango Street SW Lakewood This business is operating against essential 
requirements. Groups of 25+ workers together. 
Work trucks packed and social distancing not being 
practiced. Possibly many workers are not legal 
citizens and are being paid under the table. I was an 
employee and was laid off after voicing this to the 
management.

swnelson@seu.edu SN (253) 632-6514

05/08/20 3:27 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tree trimming Monkey Tree Service 7106 238th St E Graham I don’t see tree trimming on the list of essential 
services but I could be wrong. They have been on 
my street all day trimming trees on two properties. 
I’m in Edgewood, Wa.

04/22/20 11:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Housing Montair at Somerset 1704 Barnes Blvd SW Tumwater The company in question is proceeding beyond 
essential function and renovating empty apartments. 
Having crews coming in and out painting, installing 
flooring and new appliances.

04/10/20 11:22 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment community Montebello - Essex property 13131 NE 120th Lane Kirkland, WA Forcing residents to all entry in and out of all 
apartments for an “upgrade” to smoke alarms.  This 
is ludicrous!  Will they be putting on brand new 
protective equipment prior to entering every home?  
We know this virus can live and walk right into every 
single home ON this person’s clothing.  It is highly 
contagious and very undetectable until too late in 
many cases.  This is a blatant disregard for the limit 
to contact!!! I have been respectfully and diligently 
following the shelter in place order.  Now I am 
expected to allow someone else to violate my space 
like this?  No!  Please do something.  They informed 
tenants on Thursday - and are conveniently out of 
office Thursday - Sunday!

Carlenalea@gmail.com Carlena Kool 9193565648

04/23/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Moon Zhang 8343 13th Ave NW Seattle concrete slab poured today, limited to no mask use. 
no social distancing.

eran76@hotmail.com Eran J Gutkin 2064123726 MOON@CLEAVEARCH.COM

04/10/20 10:43 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Morel’s Painting 8904 first st Se Lake stevens Painting with multiple workers lasting days no social 
distancing and construction

pontejoshua31@gmail.com Joshua Ponte 2069819091

03/31/20 7:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Morfeld Corp 3400 equestrian West Richland Owner requiring employees to go to shop every 
morning to check for jobs and still being sent over 
state lines into Oregon to jobs. Owner also refusing 
to roll over sick leave from prior year meaning no 
one has sick time to use, if needed.

04/21/20 7:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Morgan roofing and repair llc 516 methow st wenatchee I've seen Bart Gooch continue to remove and 
replace roofs in our valley, non of which are able to 
be deemed "emergency" while we sit back and suffer 
because we are following the rules...

04/20/20 12:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto restoration Morks auto revival LLC 500 Metcalf ST Sedro Woolley They are a auto restoration not auto repair.  They 
restore vintage cars not do basic maintenance.  They 
are claiming to be essential. Allowing their workers 
to leave and return during business hours. 
Potentially putting others at risk.

rerej1926@gmail.com Hilary 206-566-3599 MORKSAUTOREVIVAL@GMAIL.COM

04/01/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping  and home 
sprinkler installer

Morning Rain Irrigation and 
landscaping

PO Box 7225 Bonney Lake Out working on sprinkler systems at people's house's 420shishi420@gmail.com Staci Cantrell 2537228719

05/03/20 9:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Window cleaning Morris Hansen Taylor Ave Renton Business is sending back people to go work doing 
"dusting" and "window cleaning" which just doesnt at 
all seem essential to me. They didnt work all month 
but now that the governor extended the stay at home 
order they decided to send workers back instead of 
extend unemoloyment for them.

b20vsedan@gmail.com Devin Galloway 2069609715

04/01/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Morrison Construction Old mill road Port angeles Seen his trucks drive up and down the road all day 
today  on black diamond road in port angeles

04/09/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Morrison excavating Old mill rd Port Angeles Looks as tho company is still running normal 
working crews around Sequim.  Doesn’t make sense 
to have that many people working next door to an 
elderly home.

04/03/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn service Mortstar Lawn service Phone-206-909-0437 Tacoma,Wa This guy is clueless. asked him about the stay at 
home, and told him he was not suppost to be doing 
what he was doing. he told me to mind my own 
business and that I should shut the F up . I told him 
he was not an essential worker and I was told to 
mine my business. this gentleman was rude and 
comes to the house he is working at 8pm at night till 
some times midnight. what kind of a lawn service 
works those hours.

vickeyroller@gmail.com VICKEY ROLLER 2534717733

04/01/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mosbrucker Excavating 20401 Broadway Avenue Snohomish Bob Mosbrucker has a 66 year old man (the project 
manager) working in the office.  All his office duties 
can be done from his home office, however, Bob 
refuses to let him preform this work from home and 
insists he come in each day.  This is putting him and 
his health at risk every day.

rebecca.greenway@seattlechildrens.orgRebecca Greenway 4253190419

03/31/20 10:07 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junkyard Moses lake auto wrecking 3644 e Broadway Moses lake I guess I just don't understand way junkyards open. 
Moses Lake auto wrecking and Moses Lake truck 
sales are both wrecking yards what need do they 
serve at this time other than contamination.

mlawinc@yahoo.com



04/01/20 9:36 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Mother Nurture Ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW suite d, Puyallup I've notice this is not a real medical office, but one of 
those 3D non-medical ultrasound clinics. I noticed 
groups of large families going in the past few days. I 
do believe they come in to find out gender 
determination (which is not important essential 
business). The place does 3D non-medical 
ultrasounds; not even medical diagnosis. PLEASE 
shut them down, they have been open since the 
mandate. Definitely not using CDC's guidelines. Too 
many people going in and out like it's a gender reveal 
party.

03/31/20 12:55 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Elective 3D ultrasounds for 
pregnant woman

Mother Nurture Ultrasound 803 39th Ave SW Puyallup This business is purely for pleasure. There is no 
licensed sonographers on staff and they do not do 
diagnostic ultrasounds. If a pregnant woman needs 
to have a ultrasound during this time she needs to 
contact her doctor. This company is jeopardizing the 
well being of these mothers and babies by insisting 
on staying open.

charitycarroll32@gmail.com Charity C. 5099013731

03/31/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Motley & Motley 6901 WA-270 Pullman, WA Continuation of construction of residential units in 
conjunction with Vaughn Bay Construction, Inc. of 
Tacoma. Project is located at 1155 SE BYPASS 
DRIVE, PULLMAN, WA and regularly has large 
crews working in close contact

jordan.zager.j@gmail.com Jordan Zager 7757903463

03/31/20 9:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther sales is still open bike sales motoplex 17900 highway 99 Lynwood Selling and i got a great deal Anonymous@yahoo.com Anonymous

04/25/20 6:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motor Oil Distributer ( Auto 
repair shops)

Motor Oil Supply 1123 4th Ave N Kent, Wa 98033 This business delivers motor oil to many auto repair 
shops from Bellingham to Olympia, so it IS essential. 
The office must remain open, and truck drivers must 
deliver product. However, the sales staff (7) can 
easily call their customers from home to see what 
supplies they need delivered. That’s what I’m doing, 
but most of the other salesmen are out driving 
around, making sales calls, and unnecessarily 
exposing themselves to hundreds of people daily. 
The sales manager told each of us to do what we 
were most comfortable with, but I know they’re NOT 
happy with me for working from home. My job can 
absolutely be done from home. The owner has said 
she thinks this whole thing is “ridiculous.” I’m afraid 
I’m going to get fired.

Carriecrawford@comcast.net Carrie Crawford 253-988-0084 Saundra Ruth

04/06/20 9:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile Dealer Motors Northwest 7007 South Tacoma Way Tacoma Fully open, not only seeing customers by 
appointment only as required

05/14/20 2:26 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office - Nonprofit Mount Baker Council 1715 100th Place SE, #B Everett This employer is having employees violate stay at 
home order to meet in person to perform work party 
at Fire Mountain Scout Camp in Mt Vernon without 
providing PPE or Hazard Pay

kevin.nichols@scouting.org

04/07/20 2:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Roofing Contractor Mount Baker Roofing 202 E. Sunrise Drive Lynden Mount Baker Roofing was observed conducting a 
residential roof replacement on 4/7/2020. I have a 
photo.

jim@skagitroofing.net James R. Hjelt 3606615221

04/02/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mount Baker Roofing Inc 3950 Home Road Bellingham Continuing to operate despite the Governor's "Stay 
Home-Stay Healthy" proclamation.

04/08/20 8:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Mountain Empire Veterinary Services 
& Julia's Jungle

12619 E Sprague Avenue Spokane Valley This company offers some essential pet services but 
grooming is not on the list.  They are continuing to 
groom even though grooming is not considered an 
essential business.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777 MOUNTAINEMPIREVET@YAHOO.COM

04/12/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction mountain states cnstruction co 803 scoon rd sunnyside they are deeming there jobs essential because they 
agriculture even though they are new construction 
and are not preventing spoil its not right to the 
people in are area

05/15/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Mountain View Home Services LLC 1591 NW MOUNTAIN VIEW RDSilverdale He was working since the first construction 
stoppage. He was bragging that he didn't need to 
follow governors orders because he wasn't going to 
get caught and he thought it was stupid that he 
couldn't work. He will try to say that he is a big 
business but he is not. He says that he doesn't think 
he is hurting anyone. There is many different photos 
on his page of him continuing to work.

mountainviewhomeservicesllc@gmail.com

04/27/20 7:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation home rental Mr. 112 Lewis RD Packwood This owner has several vacation rentals and has 
started renting again (beginning 4/17).

angusherylow@gmail.com Angus & Sheryl Low 3604964467

04/04/20 12:48 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Improvement Store Mr. 22207 48TH AVE W Mountlake Terrace They are supposedly selling N95 Masks to the public 
when they are all needed at hospitals and the 
general public should not be using essential health 
care related resources at this time

josh_baker@hotmail.com JOSHUA P BAKER 2067780627

04/01/20 7:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mr. 1726 Summit Ave Seattle They are doing construction on a residential apt 
going up when there should be no work going on

Brian

03/30/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Mr. 2040 Wheaton Way Bremerton 98312 Allowing renovation of apartments located at 2040 
Wheaton Way, Bremerton. Water damage occurred 
some three weeks ago and the contractors are 
working to dry wall, etc to bring the apartment back 
to its original state.  I forwarded the Governor's 
decree some days ago but it is not being adhered to. 
The health of all tenants plus others is at risk 
because of outside non-compliant individuals.

dickerson_larry@comcast.netLawrence A Dickerson 13607922901

03/30/20 7:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Mr. Dubies marijuana dispensaries 1410 east 40th street Seaview, wa. Retail pot is not essential.  I'll miss it but they are 
risking employees, customers and their families. 
Please temporary closure of these businesses.

j.r.albrecht1@gmail.com John Albrecht 5094139258

05/18/20 8:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Mr. Kens barbor shop 5022 N Market St Sookane She is cutting hair and coloring after hours.
Not essential and is suppose to be closed.

Tonythomas@hotmail.com Jennifer thomas 5094231111

04/20/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MRN Homes 2218 NW 59th St Seattle These people are working without any hand 
washing, masks or regard to public safety during the 
stay at home order. This construction sight is in 
close proximity to a retirement community full of 
highly at risk individuals.

office@mrn-homes.com

04/20/20 8:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MRN Homes LLC 2216 NW 59th St Seattle Gathering of construction workers performing non-
essential work on condos during stay at home order. 
This is also right next to a retirement home, making 
it even worse. They are taking no safety precautions 
as well. No hand washing, no masks, etc.

alexkaryloff@comcast.net Alex K (206) 327-5173

04/23/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MRP INC home remodel 7128 28th ave sw Seattle Construction worker work on project when they 
should be shut down today they have 4 painter work  
this a residential job

jkandoll@nwcarpenters.org Jesse Scott-Kandoll 2064373801

04/03/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mrs. 701 75th St SE EVERETT Williams Investment and unknown contractor 
(manager will not provide name) are working on 
construction in vacant apartment units and not 
following social distancing requirements. They have 
broken a pipe and caused a flood in another 
occupied unit. This is nonessential construction.

tsksnowboarder@gmail.com Tamara Kelley 4259236981

03/30/20 9:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord MS Properties 521 1/2 S 6th St. Sunnyside My apartment complex still has their employees 
coming in and out, has the manager knocking and 
speaking to people inside their unit, and isn’t keeping 
anything clean, or disinfecting any of the common 
areas.

Floresstephanie1990@gmail.comStephanie 5094056641

05/06/20 9:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Ms. 10307 Dakota Way Everett Serving shot sf whiskey to his customers, cutting 
hair during Phase 1 of Covid-19, defiantly "ignoring" 
mandate. Ignoring safe practices and putting 
neighbors  at risk of illness and/or death.

sharon.email@frontier.com Sharon Jackson 4254462228 sharon22625@gmail.com

05/10/20 8:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other school district Mt Adams School District 621 Signal Peak Rd WHITE SWAN school is requiring all support staff, education 
assistance, bus drivers to work on campus. we have 
now had 2 positive covid staff that have exposed 
other staff and are still not being given protective 
equipment and continuing to be forced to complete 
work that is non essential.

04/11/20 12:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther School District Mt Adams School District 621 Signal Peak Rd WHITE SWAN Superintendent is requiring all staff to return to work 
at both campuses. The work we are being told to is 
non essential like monitor hallways, inventory library, 
and clean busses. The admin is making us all fill out 
paperwork makin us all essential when we are not.

04/09/20 12:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Specialty plywood panels Mt Baker products 2929 roeder ave Bellingham Business is claiming that they are essential. Yet they 
make high end specialty plywood for indoor use only. 
Also they are not following the 6 foot rule nor 
sanitizing anything within the manufacturing part. 
When asking for gloves or masks we are denied and 
told it is not needed.

yourgirl1769@yahoo.com Jonathan burr 3606715607 info@mtbakerproducts.com

04/02/20 9:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mt Baker Roofing 3950 Home Rd Bellingham Wa 98226 This Whatcom county company has been working 
consistently in Sedro-Woolley Wa Skagit Co since 
the shut down of construction that’s non essential. 
They were working the on corner of State St and 7th 
right across from the senior center today.  Doing roof 
work and gutters. This house is a flip house that has 
been empty for at least 6 months maybe a year. 
Definitely not an emergency. Disgusted that they 
continue to work their crews all over town with no 
respect for order Gov. has put in place for our 
safety. We r never going to get this lifted when 
businesses like this put greed for $ above life and 
safety. Please put a stop to their work. I have 
pictures if u need.

jeffsfamily@hotmail.com Christine Anderson 360-540-3116



04/01/20 12:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mt Baker Roofing 3950 Home Rd Bellingham WA 98226 This company has been seen working one county 
over working steadily since the order to cease non 
essential construction was ordered. They have been 
seen working on the Main Street of Sedro-Woolley 
WA (State Street) with a huge crew on roof of older 
home no social distancing doing roof replacing n 
new gutters right after mandate in effect.  They r 
also currently working in a new construction 
neighborhood on E Jones Rd Sedro-Woolley WA 
where no one resides doing roof/ gutter work. I have 
pictures of this for April 1. These were not 
emergency repairs and they obviously do not care 
about the mandate. This not only puts our 
community at risk but also is taking away business 
for contractors in our county who r obeying the 
mandate to stop all Const unless for emergency 
repair. They r doing remodel, updates and new 
construction.

jeffsfamily@hotmail.com Christine Anderson 360-540-3116

05/01/20 6:20 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Specialty Plywood 
manufacturer

Mt. Baker products 2929 roeder Ave Bellingham They have kept telling us that we must work 
regardless of covid 19 and now have applied for a 
PPP loan and are demanding we work 8 hr. A day 
even if it is work that is not our jobs. Such as 
repairing the building and painting.

Jonwburr1980@hotmail.com Jonathan burr 360-671-5607

04/27/20 7:36 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MTT HOLDINGS 1008 Nathan Adrian Dr. Bremerton They have started unloading materials when the 
Governor hasn’t officially opened up construction.

sherylusman@gmail.com Sheryl Usman 3607310881 sherylusman@gmail.com

04/03/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MTT holdings XXXX Schley Ave and various side streets with new constructionBremerton Various home sites under construction that have not 
stopped working on them. Siding, Interior work 
proceeding, drywall and other related on going etc.

03/31/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction MTT Holdings 16000 Christensen Rd Tukwila, WA This is the 3rd day that they are continuing 
construction on a development across our 
neighborhood here in Bremerton (Eastpark). They 
have been spoken to by the City, by Health Dept but 
insists on continuing, putting our neighborhood in 
danger when they cough in the air and continue to 
not stay home.

sherylusman@gmail.com Sheryl Usman 360-731-0881

05/04/20 8:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Mullinax ford 2225 carriage Dr sw Olympia Lack of social distancing and doing business as 
usual and lots of customers on the lot and not 
providing enough protection for employees as well as 
providing non essential customer services

Anonymous

04/23/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multani Custom Home 10022 21st Avenue SW Seattle Home construction is continuing every day at the 
address listed above.

04/21/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multani Custom Homes LLC 9524 S 237th Pl Kent Residents near White Center has put in a complaint 
on Multani Custom Homes for doing non-essential 
construction on homes. Location is 21st ave SW 
between 100th and 102nd in White Center 98146. 
Personal working also not wearing PPE.

Anonymous 206-324-4240

04/01/20 10:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multi 5th Ave No & Galer St. Seattle There are 3 residential construction projects at the 
corner of 5th Avenue North and Galer St on Queen 
Anne HILL. Two are exactly at the juncture of 5th 
avenue North and Galer, and 1 is up the hill from the 
intersection, going north, on the east side of 5th. On 
any given day, 1 or all 3 are working. Don't know if 
the activity is exempt or not but you may want to look 
into it.

04/17/20 6:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multiple Suncadia Resort Cle Elum Contractors sneaking around working sometimes 
with quite a few people in home many from Yakima 
were there is a serges of infectious

04/15/20 4:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction multiple all over whatcom county sumas I am confused as to the amount of construction on 
residential housing in whatcom county that has 
started this week of 4/12/2020. There was a letter 
given by the mayor of Lynden Wa stating that 
construction was starting back up. If the case is that 
these practices have been changed and approved 
that great but if not something needs to be done 
about it. it is causing an increase of people at the 
stores daily and causing a bigger risk. My daughter 
is a high risk and I want to be sure that what needs 
to happen is happening.

abpike92@gmail.com 3609207955

03/31/20 11:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multiple 1513 s 13th street Yakima Multiple construction going on at two houses. Tkevans69.te@gmail.com Tammera Evans 15099109260

04/02/20 11:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Multiple business No address Tri-cities Multiple landscaping business in the tri cities area 
working in residential areas.

04/09/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gardening/yard 
maintenenance

Multiple businesses Spring & Minor Ave Seattle Apartments/Condos in First Hill & Capitol Hill are still 
having yard maintenance done. Construction is also 
still being performed on multiple projects in the area.

04/04/20 12:54 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Short term vacation rentals Multiple businesses Multiple Packwood Alot of Airbnb, vrbo, and other platform short term 
rentals are still operating in Packwood wa, and 
putting our community at risk. We were told 31 
nights or longer was ok. Some owners are using 
their status and referring to themselves as hotels or 
motels to stay open during this stay at home order. I 
think their needs to be clarification to everyone 
including the answer phone staff about short term 
rentals such as airbnb and vrbo vacation rentals. It is 
not essential to go on vacation.

K_richardsonroberson@yahoo.comKayla 3604961674

04/22/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multiple Contractors 2301 S Jackson Street Seattle Is this construction project deemed "essential"? 
There is as much activity at the site as pre-pandemic 
days? Not keeping the building from falling but 
outside siding? Electrical?

jeffaipperspach@gmail.com Jeff Aipperspach 2069201805

04/07/20 7:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multiple contractors NE corner of 58th st nw, and 17th ave nwSeattle Construction continues daily, lots of workers and 
contractors.

04/22/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Multiple incl Home Depot, a logistics 
company, a concrete company

4752 Evenstar Lane Freeland It appears that a new build residential construction 
has just started.

McKinneygs@whidbey.com Sue McKinney 2062272149

04/15/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklin Homes Hazelwood SE 61st Pl, Bellevue, WA 98006Bellevuw Walking by at 1:45 PM today, I noted 4 construction 
trucks.  Two men working on installing windows on 
the same home.  None with masks.

mary.hayes0227@gmail.com Mary Hayes 2063001295 tcovello@windermere.com

04/25/20 5:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklyn 178 216TH PL SE Sammammish Sometime between April 11th and April 25th the 
exterior of 178 216TH PL SE was painted. This 
home is currently under construction by Murray 
Franklyn. Exterior painting does not seem essential 
to ensuring the structural integrity of a home.

Murray Franklyn

04/25/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murray Franklyn Murray Franklyn Stratmoor community lot 14Sammamish The builder performed non essential construction 
activity. They painted the outside  of the house when 
this is not essential protect the integrity of the home 
during the stay at home order

davp101@hotmail.com Diego Villanueva Murray Franklin

04/09/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Murry Franklyn Company (Irongate 
Commutity) Builder

26050 se 36st st Sammamish Looks like business as usual for this builder, large 
amount of construction continuing in this community.

wish to remain anonymous please

04/06/20 7:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Care Mutts and cutts 3242 Auburn way S Auburn Tomi Fernandez has not stopped dog grooming, her 
website says she's shutting down tomorrow she 
adds she will continue booking appts as "emergency 
grooms"

muttsncuts@yahoo.com

04/04/20 11:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Mutual materials company 10019 he 72 nd ave Vancouver Moving non essential building material for futures 
sales. Making customer deliveries of non essential 
goods. Not providing employees with enough 
personal protective equipment.  The company does 
not sale anything that is needed, if construction is 
haulted.

Concerned citizen

04/03/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Muzzy Custom Builds 6029, 6045 & 6057 Oasis St. West Richland Still working on these homes, and not following 
social distancing requirements.  Unsanitary garbage 
blowing all over neighboring property.

04/02/20 10:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Muzzy Custom Builds 6045 Oasis St West Richland Still working on construction with multiple people not 
adhering to social distancing guidelines.  Unsanitary 
garbage from workers (food wrappers, empty water 
bottles) blowing into neighboring properties.

04/29/20 1:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Transportation MV transportation 675 S Lane St Seattle I have a few friends that work there and have been 
working diligently from home since shortly after this 
started. The call center that did stay open in person 
had a covid-19 outbreak. Even though the stay at 
home order has not been lifted they are being asked 
to report to the office Monday the 3rd of May "so that 
the boss can ensure they are actually working". 
None of them would be able to not work and it not 
show. People would know immediately as their work 
wouldn't get done. It is not essential for them to be in 
the office as they have shown over the last 2 months 
yet they are being asked to risk their lives for no 
reason. They cannot quit due to lack of new 
opportunities and feel if they refuse they will be fired.

Patzer Chris cpatzer@hotmail.com john.gray@mvtransit.com

04/01/20 10:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plant Nursery My Garden Nursery 929 E. Bakerview Road Bellingham, WA 98226 A Plant Nursery up in Canada today just had 14 new 
cases confirmed, why are these places open ?

d.pothier@comcast.net Catherine Anne Pothier 3603804745

05/16/20 3:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber My nail salon and spa 1645 140th Ave NE Bellevue I saw a customer getting a pedicure.  I also was told 
by a friend that she had gotten a mani pedi.



05/10/20 2:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber My nail salon and spa 1645 140th ave ne Bellevue Saw couple people leaving business after getting 
there nails done

03/30/20 11:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N C Machinery (Harnish Group) 17035 W Valley Highway Tukwila I have a friend that works for this company. I'm told 
that everyone there is still coming into work each 
day. Even those that work office/desk jobs are still 
forced to come in even when they could easily work 
from home and avoid spreading the virus. Some 
employees have been exposed to COVID19 positive 
individuals. Yet, not a single employee has been 
allowed to work from home. 
Nor has the ownership team allowed for staggered 
work hours or any other social distancing 
precautions.

It all seems unnecessary. I would hope the police 
would give them a citation and force them to start 
allowing people to work from home before it turns 
into an outbreak center. They employ over 1,000 
people too. Thanks so much. 

A concerned neighbor.
04/02/20 8:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N.w. quality management 128th Burien Remodeling  work on several sites 

Distancing not observed workers at risk
1420 broadmoor Seattle is one jobsite as many as 
ten people daily on site don't want to lose my job but 
don't want to get sick

05/07/20 5:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail farm implement seller N/a Hwy 2 Monroe Allowing walk in customers to buy lawn mowers and 
tractors

05/06/20 7:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction N/A 176th and 74th av e south hill I was driving by on Monday and saw a small crew 
starting a new house,. Under Governor Jay Inslees 
four phase plan new construction is not supposed to 
start until phase two

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous N/A

04/16/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N/a 16708 8th Ave NE Shoreline Non essential construction going on. Multiple people 
working around each other. Different people coming 
and going.

04/15/20 5:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction n/a 223 165th Ave Bellevue Construction and Landscaping work is on during the 
quarantine. Various constructors coming in and out 
of this place breaking the governor's proclamation 
and facilitating virus spread.

04/03/20 1:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N/A 6915 Careleton Ave S Seattle This is the second day now that I have rerouted this. 
They are onsite again installing building materials. 
They are for profit multi unit homes.

04/02/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther People going from house to 
house asking if they can do 
yardwork

N/A 120th Ave SE KENT 04/02/20 There were two men driving a grey truck, 
asking if they can do all yard work. What extremely 
worries me is they I don't believe they are licensed 
workers, and they are going house to house. I'm 
feeling very fearful because I don't trust these 
strangers and now is NOT the time to go out and do 
these UNNECESSARY tasks. I believe this IS a 
violation and hope these men are caught. Who 
knows if these men are carrying the COVID-19 virus.

jkim.2011@yahoo.com Jessica 2064761863

04/01/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction n/a 201 1st ave n seattle construction has continued as usual with a crew of 
20+ workers.

03/31/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction N/A near Dexter and Wheeler -new townhomes being builtSeattle Construction up and down Dexter in SLU and 
Westlake has been working everyday despite orders-
this is townhome construction near Dexter and 
Wheeler. They are also blocking sidewalk causing 
joggers to bottleneck closely.

03/30/20 9:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction n/a 5812 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Active construction site (new townhomes) that has 
not observed and obeyed the Governor's 
proclamation. Painters and other subcontractors 
have been working everyday until 9 PM or so. One 
night they worked as late as midnight.

eric.schellenger11@gmail.comEric 714-423-4261

05/11/20 1:17 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Plane Flight N2261T Aircraft Arlington WA Small plane flight 1:15 PM 5/11/2020 near arlington 
wa N2261T

not supplied not supplied not supplied N2261T

04/20/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NA 9239 17th Ave SW Seattle residential construction work going on daily during 
the week

linda.t.trinh@gmail.com Linda Trinh 2067998822

04/08/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NA 4404 NW Lavina Street Vancouver Contractors on site constructing new single family 
home

Joewoods60@gmail.com Joe Woods 360/731-5577

04/06/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction na 205 Lake st Kirkland daily, ongoing construction activity including pouring 
concrete, carpentry, site prep - this is a commercial 
building remodel - not an essential business. This 
has been going on a least a week, including 
weekends

randy.kaiser@randy-kaiser.comRandy 4254952205

04/03/20 9:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NA 3615 Whitman Ave N Seattle Construction/contractor came out of 3615 to his van 
and then to use the honey bucket left at a nearby job 
site. This is the second contractor I’ve seen entering 
and exiting the building - I don’t know if they’re 
working on the same unit. Van license plate: 
C71216P

04/02/20 11:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NA (Daniel Armstrong) Sedro Woolley Sedro Woolley This individual is advertising doing construction work 
on Facebook page Skagit/Island county buy sell 
trade. Not sure if this is a business owner, but 
performing a non essential business function 
violates the law and is unfair to actual construction 
businesses that cannot perform work right now. I 
have photos of the post and the individual.

rachel.oswalt0326@gmail.comRachel Oswalt 3607206534

04/02/20 9:17 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metal Fabrication Naimor Inc 20124 Broadway ave building CSnohomish There is no workflow but they claim to be essential 
and not even limiting the hours

bob@naimormetalfabricaition.com

04/11/20 11:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Name on truck:  "ISG 425-622-5036"  
Truck license:  C83291A

Working at 4438 94th AVE NEYarrow Point, WA Performing routine pruning of shrubbery. amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

04/09/20 9:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Name unknown 7556 Maxwelton Rd Clinton wa. 98236 Masonary work being performed on a garage new 
construction at the referenced address.  No 
distancing between workers.

Jelindner@comcast.net

03/30/20 5:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Name Unknown Cross road of 44th Ave East and 176th st eastTacoma There is dirt work construction going on across the 
street from sawyer trail apartments which is not 
needing to happen. Construction is non essential 
and their site won’t spoil if left alone, it’s just a pile of 
dirt. Please don’t let this to continue.

04/06/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Name Unknown - Wa Lic Plate 
C10832R

21112 82nd Street E Bonney Lake No company name on trucks or trailers - WA Lic 
Plate (truck) C10832R - (trailer) 34747AC. 
Contractor pulled up to address above and started 
unloading concrete form boards to pour a patio 
behind residence address listed above - several 
hours later a second truck pulls up with multiple 6x6 
posts and bags of concrete to install posts and 
footings for a gazebo - too many posts to not have a 
permit for the job (I know the building codes). This is 
definitely nonessential and should be stopped. The 
owners of the house also have people showing up to 
buy things from them off of OfferUp - I have 
overheard the conversations when people show up 
and they are definitely strangers - What don't people 
understand about this epidemic and the contractor in 
this case should also NOT be eligible for any 
assistance loans from the SBA if they are still 
working.....

I am not a tattle tale - BUT - I will report every 
business I see that is not essential and still working - 
this virus needs to be taken seriously - Please keep 
my name and contact information confidential

armitagepk@gmail.com Patrick Armitage 253-987-9369

04/20/20 11:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Parts NAPA Auto Parts 875 Tennant Way Longview Retail storefront is open and not following social 
distancing guidelines at all. Store is selling non-
essential items to regular retail customers. No PPE 
provided to workers at all! Business and customers 
both are flaunting the rules and endangering the 
workers.

04/07/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping National Association of Landscape 
Professionals

12500 Fair Lakes Circle, Suite 200Fairfax I contacted my landlord (Essex) about landscapers 
trimming grass, they sent me a letter from the Nat'l 
Assoc. of Landscapers claiming they are essential (I 
can send it to you) despite last week's declaration 
that grass cutting is not. These landscapers do not 
clear trees or perform safety functions. I do not know 
the exact firm, it is just lawn mowers in a truck, at 
Bothell Ridge Apartments in north Bothell. Today 
they returned to trim once more.

danieldwheeler@gmail.com Daniel Wheeler 206.569.5094

04/01/20 8:27 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing National Product Inc 8410 Dallas Avenue South Seattle This job creates mounts. Although the company 
provides mounts for some essential businesses. 
That is not what they are doing. Building mounts to 
put in vehicles are not essential. I fear for my love 
ones life. All employees that are in the main office 
are working remote, while others are in the 
warehouse.

04/14/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Natural Concept Landscape Co., Inc. 20318-C State Route 9 SE Snohomish I witnessed 3 landscaper and 2 trucks performing 
lawn maintenance on a new construction site in 
Bothell @ NE 203rd PL

tristanhogue@yahoo.com Tristan Hogue 4252810876



03/31/20 3:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fertilizer sales Natural plant solutions LLC 1087 Ben nevis loop Shaw island Business continues to advertise they are open, 
making non essential business trips to sell fertilizer 
to homeowners in the san Juan islands. Traveling on 
the Washington state ferries for non essential 
business purposes.

Jaydudek@gmail.com Jay Dudek 2062580098

03/30/20 3:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nautica Soundivew Condo 
Assosication

Nautica Soundview Condo 
Association-

2824 Grand aVE eVERETT wa aSSOCIATION CONTINUES TO HAVE ROOFER 
WORK ON NON ESSENTIAL REPAIRS AFTER 
REPEATED REQUESTS TO HAVE THE ROOFER 
STOP ON THE BUILDINGS. WHILE THESE ARE 
IMPORTANT REPAIRS- THEY ARE NOT 
ESSENTIAL AND HAVING ROOFERS IN THE 
CONDO TOWERS WITHOUT PROPERT 
PROTECTION AND COMPLETE ACCESS IS 
RECKLESS AND DANGEROUS. CONTACT IS 
TOM GISH AT PORT GARDNER PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT IN Everett OR KATHLEEN 
GREENWOOD BOARD PRESIDENT.

SHASHIMILOVER1@GMAIL.COMDAVID KOSAR 425-501-5767

03/30/20 3:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tractor Sales NC Machinery 17035 W Valley Highway Tukwila Receptionist, accounting, credit department, parts 
sales, human resources, warehouse, all working 
when we don't need to be. Also letting people 
carpool.

JNICHOLS@HARNISHGRP.COM JNICHOLS@HARNISHGRP.COM

04/06/20 11:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Construction project at  
Stevens County fairgrounds

NE Washington Fair Grounds 317 West Astor Street Colville The manager of the NE WA Fair Grounds, Lori 
Matlock,  has scheduled extensive construction on 
the Newell Wilson Building, located on the south end 
of the fair grounds.  The Wilson building is primarily 
used by the public to store boats and RVs (a monthly 
rental fee is charged).  Other than being used to 
storage private property, the building has limited 
public use.  This construction project will take weeks 
to complete and will involve numerous employees.  
There is not an immediate need for this construction 
"to prevent spoliation and avoid damage or unsafe 
conditions".  The construction could easily be 
delayed until after the COVID-19 order is lifted.  

Ms. Matlock can be reached at 509-680-6300 (cell) 
or (509) 684-2585 (office).

04/27/20 11:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Neighbors nightclub 1509 Broadway Seattle People have been going into this club and 
socializing. The manager Alexander Kane has been 
treating it as a speakeasy. I have video evidence of 
patrons being let in using the gate on the side of the 
entrance in the alley way.

bryon_white@hotmail.com Bryon White 2062949201

04/22/20 8:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Nelson Construction and Planning 330 Madison Ave.S Bainbridge Bill Nelson has continued his construction practices; 
such as going into people's homes to obtain future 
work.  He has employees that he expects to keep 
working even when it is not essential.  He complains 
when employees stays home to keep healthy or 
wants to social distance.  Most employees have quit.  
 Bill Nelson thinks the Governor's proclamation is a 
hoax; therefore he continues his construction 
nonessential business and requires his employees to 
keep working.

scottandlaurasimpson@yahoo.comScott A Simpson 9288480757 nelsonwp59@gmail.com

04/30/20 6:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther furniture and accessories 
rental/movers for home 
stagers

NEOASIS INTERIORS 8131 W Bostian Rd Woodinville According to the governor's list of essential 
businesses, under real estate and mortgage 
essential workforce, it states "Commercial and 
household goods moving companies are deemed 
essential, but only when needed to ensure that 
people remain in housing, that contracts are fulfilled, 
or that vulnerable individuals are removed from 
danger. All moving work must be conducted with the 
fewest employees possible and follow the social 
distancing and sanitation measures set forth in 
Proclamation 20-25."  I can understand Neoasis de-
staging a property that has sold be essential, but 
renting to home stagers on a daily basis during a 
pandemic and having their movers going in and out 
of multiple properties/areas each day and working 
with multiple home staging companies in a day so 
that real estate agents can have new listings look 
picture perfect to go on the market hardly seems 
essential.  If it is essential to have homes about to go 
on the market be staged, is it possible to update that 
portion of the proclamation so we can all be clear?  
Thank you.

k13black@icloud.com Katherine Black 206-954-6863

04/14/20 6:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther They provide Staging for 
Realtors.  Staging a Home 
with furnitures

Neoasis Interios 6325 212th ST SW Unit K Lynnwood I have been informed by a friend that this business is 
a Non Essential Business and the owner is making 
his employees work so he does not lose his furniture 
that is out for staging.  He firsti informed that he will 
be closing and they can collect unemployment.

Then he changed his mind that they have to work 
and if they don't work, they will get fired.

Now, one of his employees have indicated that he 
may have the Virus  and he was told not to get 
tested.  This employee is not working because he is 
sick.  Now, I have heard a couple of workers may 
have been infected.

I am very concerned that because if this continues 
and staff that maybe infected and not know about it 
is scared not to come to work because they have 
been told they cant stay home or they will get fired.

Unless, this matter is taken care of, I am afraid that 
the Virus will continue to spread.  

I feel for these staff because i know it is important 
for them to have a job.  These are young individuals 
that they could be carrying it and not  knowing about 
it and now they maybe spreading to their families 
and friends.

My friend have asked me to write this because he 
use to work there and he did not return to work when 
he was told he had to and he was asked to return 

jaclyneuy@gmail.com Jaclyne Manalastas 2063274784

03/31/20 6:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Nepa pallet 51 Mitchell drive Yakima They are working on constructing a building , not 
emergency repair, new construction. I can see 
workers not practicing social distancing

04/02/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New build construction 1717 Belmont ave Seattle Construction is happening and workers are often not 
following 6 foot rule

bawany.adam@gmail.com Adam Bawany 2062580441

04/21/20 1:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Construction https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/34889Kennewick New Construction happening when told to stop 
because non essential. No Social Distancing. 
Property owners forcing work. 
Property info 
https://property.spatialest.com/wa/benton/#/property/
34889

Benton County Parcel # / Geo ID
111884010579004

Use Code
18 Other Residential (rural -over 1 acre)

Township
08

Section
11

Range
28

Legal Acres
3

Neighborhood
134962
Land Size Acres
2.7300
Land Size Sq Foot
118918.80

04/16/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Construction Corner of NE 11th St. and NE 164th AveVancouver A group of construction workers keep working on 
construction almost everyday since early in the 
morning until late afternoon.

s_poksiriwat@hotmail.com Kate 5037897165

04/09/20 6:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New construction 1616 e marine view dr Everett New construction site with lots of people working 
closely together.

Bjorn W

04/06/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New construction builders - don’t 
know actual name

1016 arties Spokane valley New construction job site still continues to work after 
the order.

Schulzjohn@rocketmail.com John Schulz 208-755-8345



04/06/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction new construction of townhouses 37th. Ave. Lacey why is land development and new construction 
allowed when others are being deprived of collecting 
paychecks during this pandemic?  This is hardly 
"essential".

blockhart74@me.com Barbara Lockhart (925)698-4434

04/01/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Creation Homes 69806 E 715 Pr NE Richland Employees are working on a new housing 
construction site next door to my home.  The 
address of the construction site I believe is 74103 E 
Grand Bluff Loop. Kennewick,  WA. They are not 
practicing 6 foot distance and this work is considered 
non-essential based on guidelines by Governor 
Inslee.

cdsjoboen@gmail.com Denean Sjoboen 509-378-8114

03/31/20 2:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping New Dimension lawn landscaping 8504 canyon road East Puyallup Saw cutting and Fertilizing grounds on 93rd & 
Bridgeport Way, Lakewood, WA on March 31, 2020 
at approximately 1:30 PM have photos to prove so

Josengloria@comcast.net Gloria Torres-Hansen 2532503555

04/03/20 5:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and landscape New Dimensions Lawn and 
Landscape

8504 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Employee was mowing a home-owner’s lawn this 
week.  It appeared to be routine maintenance which 
is currently considered non-essential.

05/15/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber New era 7406 27th street west Tacoma Continuing to do lash extensions Mylissa woods

04/08/20 11:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Cutting Service New Generation Tree Service 6607 NE 151st Street Kenmore A 3-person crew from New Generation Tree Service 
(Phone 425-501-9895; Fabian Cruz, Owner; Email 
newgenerationtreeservice@gmail.com) was 
removing a large healthy tree at address above.  This 
clearly appeared to be non-essential, and social 
distancing guidelines were not being followed.

04/06/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Company New Green Landscaping LLC 10300 NE Stuttgart Rd Vancouver The landscaping crew of 5 employees is providing 
landscaping service at our neighboring property.  No 
stay in their non essential activity.  This must be 
stopped if non essential.

dquint007@gmail.com David Quint 3606240320

05/06/20 11:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber New Hair Salon 12638 164th Ave SE Renton Watched people go in to salon and receive salon 
services including haircut and color

v.lange1115@gmail.com Vanessa Lange 2062189737

03/31/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord New Haven Apartments 130th & Aurora Seattle Purely cosmetic repairs and painting being done with 
outside construction workers around vulnerable older 
tenants.

pmgacc@gmail.com Kate Williams 2069208946

04/02/20 8:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New home Residential construction Near SE 60th st and SE 64th wayIssaquah Continued construction work on a new build 
residential home with no social distancing

03/31/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Housing Project Corner of  30th Street NE and 113th Avenue NELake Stevens They are continuing work as normal anonymous@comcast.net Anonymous 800-555-1212

04/09/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Tradition Homes 812 NE 29th Way Battle Ground Tuesday 4/7 I witnessed 4 workers applying decking 
over a foundation.  4/9 they are framing.  This is at a 
residence.  All other foundations in the subdivision 
are sitting and waiting for the Governor to order us 
back to work.

patrick.coughlin001@gmail.comPatrick Coughlin 3609070647

04/07/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New Wave Construction  Inc 4719 University Way Suite 206Seattle Permit for land clearing was issued in October 2019,  
 No activity since 2017 (unpermitted activity 
performed then). Now machinery onsite and active 
on Monday 3/29/2020 and Tuesday 4/7/2020 doing 
land clearing of debris removal with dumptruck and 
trackhoe. Activity is in Snohomish County - in a 
Rural location  permit 19-10253-000-00-LDA, 
location Monroe, WA. Lot 31 off W. Lake Kayak 
Drive. Photos available.

mollyg1@comcast.net Molly Graham 206-779-3750

04/06/20 4:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Homeowners Association Newland Communities 6704 Tacoma Mall Blvd STE 111Tacoma I received a notification from the Management Trust 
regarding a supposed landscaping violation in my 
front lawn. My wife and I are both essential 
personnel-she is a nurse and I work in public 
utilities. We have a 1 year old whom we alternate 
watching because we've asked our in-home 
childcare (our parents) to remain home until the Stay 
Home, Stay Healthy order ends.  They are out nit-
picking residents, many of whom are enduring 
unprecedented hardship. They expect homeowners 
to go to EXTREMELY CROWDED hardware stores 
to purchase plants and fertilizers in order to remain 
compliant with beautification standards. It is insane 
to me that I have to put my family at risk in order to 
satisfy the arbitrary requirements of an entirely 
nonessential entity. 

I will pay the fines, if that's what it takes to keep my 
community safe from a global pandemic. Please help 
by urging this HOA to relax on requirements. At least 
until those of us who are out there facing REAL 
challenges to keep our community safe are free to 
return to mundane tasks like buying weed-and-feed 
from the local Home Depot.  Please, please help. 
This is insanity.

laustinfound@gmail.com Austin J Jennings 2533768927

05/05/20 3:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Newport Hills Swim and Tennis Club 5464 119th Ave SE Bellevue kids/adult classes taking place

04/09/20 12:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Newport West LLC 14340 160th Place NE Woodinville Multiple workers building a new residence. They 
have loud music blaring and multiple crew members 
not abiding social distancing. Being trapped at home 
is worse when there’s noisey construction that I 
know doesn’t need to be happening. Address may be 
off by 1 number...

jennifer.keaton@gmail.com Jennifer Miller 4257615221

04/03/20 6:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction newport west LLC 14340 160th pl ne woodinville multiple sub contractors at new home being built 
everyday, siders,roofers security system wiring 
,electricians etc

n/A ken N/a

04/22/20 9:06 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tech Newton Research Labs 441 SW 41st St, Renton Owner forcing us to come in as we are non-essential 
and can work from home. Claims there is an 
exemption because we have worked on nuclear 
reactors in the past, but we are currently only 
working for a retail client. 10+ co-workers working in 
close proximity, with no protective equipment.

ian.graves213@gmail.com Ian ap@newtonlabs.com

04/05/20 5:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Next Level the Gamers Den 10135 224th Street East Graham This business is doing deliveries to people's homes 
and pickup of product at the business location. This 
is a non-essential business and I don't know why 
they are allowed to get away with this.

ANDREWENGELBECK@NEXTLEVELGAMERSDEN.COM

04/14/20 6:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Nichole Jackman 7607 N Wall St Spokane She is doing lashes and services out of her home. 
She has 2 small children and several clients coming 
to her home everyday.

Nichole Jackman

04/05/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Nichols Hydroseeding LLC 14727 129th Lane Southeast Yelm I have lost jobs that where scheduled out to 
consumers finding other Hydroseeders that are still 
working during the "stay at home" order. 
Hydroseeding/Landscaping is non essential. Why 
can't L&I temporarily suspend all business licenses 
for non essential business or look at revising to allow 
landscape construction to be essential. All our 
services being performed inherently practice social 
distancing.

nicholshydroseeding@gmail.comMichael Nichols 2532082380

04/13/20 10:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NICK WESTLUND 38 W ETRURIA ST Seattle New six townhome constructions started 9am.  
Construction happening, no plumbers or electricians 
onsite.  See multiple construction workers standing 
next to each other without face masks.

NICK WESTLUND

03/31/20 12:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Housecleaning in home not 
just janitorial

Niddy griddy cleaning sequim 1111 Sequim Advertising they are still going into occupied homes 
to do regular cleaning.    This is not office cleaning 
or janitorial

Shouldbeanonomous@yahoo.comNo way

04/24/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House Landlord Nims Property 9305 meadow rd Lakewood Owner of the property has 3 buildings on property 
and has been hiring outside people to come to their 
property and do yard/maintenance work that is non 
essential like trimming vines and pulling weeds. 
Seen at least 5-10 different people over there. New 
people every few weeks. They are even having these 
people they have hired work on other people’s /public 
property with out their knowledge or consent.  
Because am a neighbor I prefer to be anonymous.

05/15/20 7:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Nine Thousand Hair Studio 3920 146th St Tukwila Someone dies at this place a week ago today and 
she shouldn’t have been open. This is a barber shop. 
A n employee posted on IG and Snap that he was 
there cutting hair. Illegal activity happens here. 
Gambling and drugs. She needs to be fined and shut 
down. She has no remorse for the life that was 
taken.

Antionette Armstrong



04/07/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Laser manufacturing nLight 5408 NE 88th St, Vancouver, WA 98665Vancouver Other departments can be considered essential  But 
the department of laser manufacturing CWFL I 
cannot consider essential. Not only do our lasers 
mostly get sold to China We as a group should not 
be training on other stations due to slow work and 
doing inventory to fill our Day. We all feel that that 
company is taking advantage of the fact they have 
defensive work in Hillsboro and in the other buildings 
around us when we do not contribute to any of this 
in our own department. They do follow the self 
distancing guidelines but we feel they are only open 
to avoid paying unemployment. If we are sick we are 
told to stay home and if we don't have PTO to cover 
the time off we can borrow it but to us we should be 
able to apply for unemployment like everyone else 
considering if I borrow 40 hours of PTO it will take 4 
months for me to get back to 0. If I felt like our job 
was  Essential I would not complain one bit but 
looking over things along with my coworkers we feel 
our department is not essential. Other departments 
are such as in Hillsboro and in the other building. A 
lot of us feel taken advantage of while the company 
uses their small  Lupel to stay open In all  
Departments and not just the  Essential ones

04/16/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping, non-essential NLS a.k.a. Signature Landscaping 
(Monarch Companies)

7120 185th Ave NE, Suite 150, Redmond,WA 98052Redmond On 03/27, 04/03, and 04/15, landscapers performed 
non-essential tasks at Creekside on Sunset, a small 
condo & townhouse property in the Renton 
Highlands.

twright@usa.com Tim Wright 206-859-0228 no lswa.com  or  signaturels.com

04/16/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape NLS Landscape 7627 w bostian rd Woodinville Doing grass cutting and Landscape maintenance in 
residential and commercial properties

04/14/20 10:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NLS Landscaping 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville Saw a work truck driving around with lawn mowers 
and mowing lawns around the area

ir0nreag3n@gmail.com Cody Harris 4253466902

04/02/20 7:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapers NLS Landscaping and Design 7627 W Bosnian Rd Woodinville NLS branch in Woodinville is NOT ceasing their non 
essential operations.
They continue to assemble at the AM/PM Gas 
Station in 21216 SR 9 in Woodinville to go out and 
work.
Most of their workers are undocumented Immigrants.
Their actions are a huge health risk to essential 
employees at the Gas Station.

Natashaatsatt@yahoo.com Natascha Atsatt 4259536254

04/10/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No business name on trucks 4250 S Graham St Construction Site next doorSeattle For the past 2 weeks construction has continued 
unabated next to 4250 S Graham Street

Anonymous for fear of retribution

04/22/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No idea 1574 parkview drive Bainbridge island There has been a team of construction workers 
building a house 20 ft away from my home I have 
been isolated in for almost 30 days now. Is 
residential construction deemed an essential service 
during this time? It is quite unsettling

mrlewishunt@gmail.com Lewis hunt 2693702369

04/09/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction no idea Wifi neighborhood at the end of Werner RdBremerton 47.554989 -122.698446                                                
   that's the coordinates from maps, it's the 
construction site at the end of Werner Rd

philkight@gmail.com Phil Kight 3602711582

04/02/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No idea Not known Hoodsport We are watching these people do landscaping, not 
observing the social distance rules and most likely 
are unlic.  Our area is getting alot of unlic. 
Contractors doing work now that the lic. Ones are 
not working. You have no place to upload pics but 
the lic. Number of the vehicle being used is 
axw0741. We are a lic. Contractor obeying the shut 
down and would like to see these other individuals 
stopped from working.

Rich@integratednwconstruction.comRich Ohl 2067550980

03/31/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No idea 937 Falls of Clyde Ocean Shores The lot is being cleared sconniry@osgov.com Susan Conniry 619-977-7132

04/06/20 6:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No limit construction 202 n 8 th ave Pasco No limit has several people Building fence at 3815 
Atlanta Ln pasco. There business license number is 
NOLIMLC838MU.

Thompson846@gmail.com Al Thompson 5099072370

04/06/20 5:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No limit construction 3815 Atlanta lane Pasco This construction company is building fence at this 
location I provide 3815 Atlanta Ln pasco wa 99301

Thompson846@gmail.com Al thompson 5099072370

04/06/20 11:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No name 100 146th st. SW Lynnwood Off loading trackhoe for digging foundations of new 
homes.

04/24/20 11:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No Name on trucks 488 Winslow Way Bainbridge Island Door open, working on florring

04/24/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No Name on trucks 600 Ericksen Ave Bainbridge Island Trucks coming going during week, truck with trailer 
and construction debris

04/24/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No Name on trucks P.O. Box 11649 Bainbridge Island Trucks coming going during week, truck with trailer 
and construction debris

Bruce Woolever

04/10/20 3:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No name posted for Company 19515 22nd Ave SE Bothell Working on structure doing non-essential work.
Workers working close together.

markehines@comcast.net Mark Hines 2069314492

04/16/20 1:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping No name posted. Truck license plate 
is C53222S

Not sure. Westport Two men are landscaping for non family members in 
Westport, WA with license plate number C53222S. 
They were at my neighbors house today at 1pm, the 
neighbors address is 406 S Forrest St. Westport, 
WA 98595.

KristenEHinton@gmail.com Kristen Hinton

04/20/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No name present on signs or vehicles 6814 Ravenna Ave. NE Seattle Non-essential construction occurring for second 
work day in a row on clean up of a home demolition 
site. Expired tow away zone signs still in place with 
permits (3/2/2020 - 3/30/2020) listing contact 
number: 425-240-5468.

lezoktr@yahoo.com Richard Kozel

04/17/20 7:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No Names on the vans 1808  104th Ave SE Bellevue WA Several workers building a new construction home 
even though residential new construction is not 
allowed.

debrahugheshomes@aol.comDebra Hughes 4258910073 debrahugheshomes@aol.com

04/13/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction No sure 7021 20th Ave NE Seattle Looks like a business was hired to paint a house. No 
masks, No social distancing.

04/10/20 9:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management noble house resorts 600 6th St South Kirkland People still going into the office. A manager is there, 
making his direct reports feel like they need to be in 
there too or face losing their job.

04/05/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Noise Control of Washington 812 N Madelia St Spokane This company is still having their workers work. They 
fix ceilings which is not essential. There are many 
trades in these building and no precautions or 
complying with stay home stay healthy. Some are 
scared not to say anything to their bosses because 
of the fear they will be let go and cant collect 
benefits.

04/07/20 2:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Nolan and Nora Apartments 4106 12th AVE NE Seattle Miranda Scott, the leasing manager has been 
coming in and out of the building (there is 3 
buildings) to decorate the model with no protective 
equipment and is not performing any essential 
activity. In addition, she forced other apartment 
employees to go door to door to each tenant (100s of 
people in diff buildings) with no protective gear to 
hand out candy, take pictures with tenants, etc. This 
unsafe and non essential practice in the building is 
making me very nervous as the apartment is 3 
buildings with a huge possibility of cross spreading 
and I have extremely uncontrolled asthma and 
immune deficiencies. Her and her employees are not 
obeying stay at home orders and are practicing 
extremely unsafe sanitation measures.

JLK2727@uw.edu Jasmine Kennedy 4253728080 MWALKER@CA-STUDENTLIVING.COM & MWALKER@IDENTITYSEATTLE.COM

04/02/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Non commercial House on the north east corner of eastmont ave.East wenatchee I work in the construction industry,  and can't go to 
work? Yet right behind our townhouse on a daily 
basis is anywhere from 5 to 7 people remodeling a 
home? More people than are allowed? They come to 
the site every morning? They don't live there? They 
are not staying home, and staying safe?

merrilld66@gmail.com David Merrill 5096686109

04/15/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Non known unmarked vehicles 4xxx NE 10th street Renton wa 3 empty houses being remodeled many workers 1 
house just painted blue there are at least 5 to 7 
workers daily in and atound the house daily on this 
street not wearing masks or keeping social 
distancing this has been you g on for 2 weeks solid.

04/02/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Non listed 2110 S Majestic Drive East Wenatchee My neighbor has had a company drop off material 
and now has hired a company to build a driveway for 
them, when they already have one.
They are not following social distancing, they are not 
essential. I’m a landscape owner and I got shut 
down. So should they.  
License plate # C56372K

I also have photos.

zacarybenjamin@gmail.com Zacary 5093222474

04/06/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther yard maintenance none showing on vehicle -- Home 
owners address given below

3303 SE 168th Court Vancouver Yard service with two employees, not observing 
social distancing.

rderize@comcast.net Richard DeRize 503-894-4766

03/30/20 11:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Wholesale Pneumatic 
Equipment Components, 
Truck Parts Mfg

Norgren GT Development 425 C St NW Auburn The company employs staff to be in a parts 
assembly line.  They make parts for trucks. Wa Gov. 
Inslee's "Stay hone, stay healthy" order should apply 
towards this business.  They have lots of 60+ year 
old staff too, accommodations should be msde who 
fall under "high risk" criteria.

Shortzjetin@hotmail.com Saret King 2063511232



04/07/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape- Routine 
Maintenance

Norse Brothers LLC 203 Central St NE Olympia I observed workers doing routine landscaping. Based 
on the governor order this is consider non-essential 
work. Also, they were not following social distancing 
orders and were pulling weeds in close proximity.

riedastymer@gmail.com Brett Riedmayer 509-429-6454

04/09/20 4:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction New home being built with 
a crew of everyday  of at 
least  8 people

North Bay builders Tacoma 1014 n Frace street Tacoma They have been building a  new construction home 
the last 3 weeks 7days a week

03/31/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction North Bay Homes 1014 North Frace Street Tacoma Continued residential construction without observing 
social distancing. They are moving full speed ahead 
on home construction, with multiple crew members 
on site and working with no attempts to social 
distance. No evidence that this is to prevent 
spoliation- quite the opposite. Please shut it down. 
Business owner James Yurina 253-301-0957

jessica@ritzmannlaw.com Jessica Ritzmann 253-948-8705

03/30/20 11:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther dog and cat no kill shelter North Beach PAWS 2222 St Rt 109 Hoquiam They are doing adoptions by appointment with many 
of the adopters traveling from the Seattle/Tacoma 
area.

pawsnb@gmail.com

04/03/20 6:57 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business North Cascades Health and 
Rehabilitation: Empres Healthcare

4680 Cordata Parkway Bellingham This business is still requiring non essential staff to 
work. Non essential meaning those staff that do not 
provide direct care to residents. Staff are being told 
they cannot work from home because it’s not ‘fair’ to 
those who can’t. Most staff that do not provide direct 
care could continue their work from home but have 
not been allowed.

04/09/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care North county lawn care Birch Bay Dr Birch Bay Mowing lawns

04/06/20 7:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Maintenance North County Lawn Care 6689 Malloy Rd. Ferndale Lawn maintenance crew out mowing lawns.  Crew 
interacting with each other.  Doing business that was 
deemed non essential.

gdnoah@juno.com Dianne Gillespie 3603838713

04/01/20 6:06 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Newspaper/Advertiser North County Outlook 1331 State Ave Marysville My mother in law is being bullied and harassed 
about coming into work at North County Outlook 
despite her being tested for COVID-19 very recently. 
She was diagnosed with acute bronchitis on 3/27 
and her employer is still asking her to come into 
work. My mother in law is still on prescription drugs 
for her bronchitis.

faerynangelocci@gmail.com Faeryn Angelocci 3853146381

04/01/20 9:40 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Builder North end truck 14919 40th ave ne Marysville Working non essential work Bsims2@outlook.com Bruce sims 3605407208

04/06/20 4:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction North Sky Communications 11818 SE Mill Plain Boulevard, Suite 410Vancouver While some of their construction may be essential, 
they still have multiple offices (in Vancouver, Kent, 
Olympia, Tacoma, Ephrata, etc)  open and are not 
allowing employees who can work from home to 
work from home.

04/23/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn service north sound service 1213 12th Ave. North | Edmonds, WA 98020edmonds lawn service is not essential dkclmkr@frontier.com glenn schmidt 2065424326 Tel: 425.744.6065 | Fax: 425.775.7126

04/01/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gardeners/Landscaper North Sound Service 1213 12th Ave N Edmonds Gardeners are still working at people's homes. My 
understanding is that gardeners and landscapers are 
non-essential. We are seeing these trucks and 
workers in our area doing yard work - mowing, 
blowing yards, etc

04/14/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard services North Sound Services 1213 12th Ave N Edmonds Residential yard services doesn't and shouldn't be 
"essential" during this time period when they have 3-
4 people mowing a lawn and pulling weeds.

04/02/20 6:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape North west landscape Trilogy parkway Redmond ridge Wonder why they are mowing lawns at Trilogy at 
Redmond Ridge?

425-301-9422

03/31/20 8:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northbank civil and marine 4180 NW Fruit Valley Road Vancouver, WA 98660 They are building a tunnel for fish. I don’t feel like 
that is essential. There is no possible way to comply 
with the 6 foot distance 
Requirements while working in the tunnel.

Btatiana99@yahoo.com

03/30/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Northeast Landscaping Services N/A Seattle I am watching this business bring 3 trucks worth of 
workers to do landscaping at a neighbors house.

04/01/20 9:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northend truck 1419 40th ave ne Marysville Business is not conducting essential work Msims2@outlook.com Melisa 3605407226 DennisA@northendtruck.com

04/02/20 11:07 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northend truck equipment 14919 40th Ave se Marysville The owner is having workers move things for his 
personal reasons examples are: moving his sister 
out of her house, moving equipment to build a elk 
feeder

DennisA@northendtruck.com

04/23/20 8:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northern Foundations 27000 block of 3rd ave NE Arlington New spec house foundation forming goin on

04/08/20 3:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coin Shop Northgate Rare Coins 11319 Pinehurst Way N.E. seattle open to public non-essential garrott.crispin@gmail.com Cris 2069797394 BRYANGERAGHTY@OUTLOOK.COM

04/03/20 11:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pre school Northlake academy 12931 NE 126th Place Building B1Kirkland pre school in Kirkland  is still open...lead teachers do 
online classes remotely but assistant teachers are 
still working at school. Kids who are going there 
None of the parents have essential job.i dont think 
its safe for those assistant teachers to go to their 
work too. If there were kids of essential workers that 
would make sense. School is just open for business. 
Just risking assistant teachers.

Alia. Rana999@yahoo.com Alia 5096538079

04/28/20 6:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gymnastics Gym Northpointe Gymnastics 6707 NE 117th Ave suite 100-d, Vancouver, WA 98662Vancouver Gymnastics establishment is providing one one 
private lessons/practice with athletes during time of 
stay at home proclamation in state of WA. This 
continued practice does not follow stay at home 
proclamation, as this type of business is considered 
non essential. Business owner should be 
encouraged to use virtual practice/private lessons 
during this time.

lis_asa@yahoo.com Melissa Asa Garlington 503-939-6389 info@northpointegym.com

04/27/20 4:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Northpointe Gymnastics 6707 NE 117th Ave suite 100-dVancouver Northpointe gymnastics is open and allowing lessons 
to occur. They have never closed.

ej.stinson.ghs@gmail.com Eric Stinson 9712353353 Info@NorthpointeGymnastics.com

04/18/20 2:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gymnastics gym Northpointe Gymnastics 6707 NE 117th Ave VANCOUVER Athletes are posting on social media showing they 
are still training with Mark Lee at his facility.

Info@NorthpointeGymnastics.com

03/30/20 3:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gymnastics Facility NorthPointe Gymnastics 6717 NE 117th Ave Suite 100-dVancouver Observations from social media have showed girls 
are still training at the gym during the shutdown.

Mae.jessica@comcast.net Jessica Roth 503-869-5798 Info@NorthpointeGymnastics.com

04/01/20 2:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northshore paving inc. 5906 238st se woodinville Still working.

04/02/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northsky Communications 8 airport st Ephrata Doing non essential fiber expansion just to give 
people faster internet. Forcing mandatory overtime 
and mandatory Saturday's during a pandemic

Kosmos_6@hotmail.com

04/02/20 4:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northsky Communications Airport St. Ephrata laying pipe in the ground for future fiber construction 
for the soul purpose of giving people access to 
higher speed internet than they currently have is not 
essential business. They are ordered to work within 
close proximity of each other and given bottles of 
alcohol to spray everything down and can't touch or 
use someone elses hand tools without doing so. It 
isn't essential business.

03/31/20 6:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northsky Communications 11818 SE Mill Plain Blvd #410Vancouver Future Excavation to connect people with high speed 
internet is not essential. They are endangering 
others by working in peoples yards and congregating 
in groups in the morning of well more than 10 
without social distancing being enforced.

03/30/20 7:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northsky Communications Airport st. Ephrata All we are doing is building future infrastructure and 
all it entails in digging ditchlines and putting in 
polyconduit. Nothing about the future infrastructure 
is currently essential for construction at this time, we 
should be home staying safe and helping flatten the 
curve.

03/31/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NorthStar Enterprises Inc. 2411 Sunrise Ln Liberty Lake My boyfriend is being called out to work near 65th 
and Regal by NorthStar Enterprises LLC for NON-
ESSENTIAL business. They have LIED to him 
stating that all construction has been deemed 
essential. I have a thyroid disease and I am 
excruciatingly vulnerable to infection. They have 
tainted him with money and lied to him about the 
safety and legality of their operations. This is putting 
my life at risk.

nicoletteocheltree@gmail.comNicolette Ochetree 4696930210

04/03/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Abatement company NORTHWEST Abatement Services 9822 32nd Ave S Lakewood Company is forcing non essential employees to 
come to the office which contains greater than 10 
people. These people are not being allowed to work 
from home

04/03/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Abatement Services, Inc 9822 32nd Ave S Lakewood Management personal being required to report to 
headquarters even though their job duties can be 
performed from home

04/23/20 4:12 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Rental Agency Northwest Apartments 117 E. Louisa St  #185 Seattle Northwest Apartments sent out an "intent to enter" 
my apartment (actually the entire apartment 
complex) on Tuesday April 28, for a Fire Safety 
Inspection.  While I understand a Fire Safety 
Inspection is important, it seems like it could be 
postponed for a few weeks, until the stay-at-home 
orders are lifted.  Plus, I don't want someone who is 
possibly infected with SARS-CoV-2 to be in my 
apartment!

pwarner46@gmail.com Paul Warner 206-484-7285 MORRIS@NWCREI.COM

04/09/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management 
Company

Northwest Apartments 5505 15th Avenue NE Seattle Non emergency roof work performed by 5 or more 
men, including meetings of 6 or more occasionally. 
Work starts and stops and is not emergency repair 
rather scheduled maintenance. Not using a licensed 
roofing company.

Scottclanc@gmail.com Scott Clancy (206) 945-0312



03/30/20 4:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Northwest Apartments 1005 E Roy St Seattle NW Apartments, my landlord, has continued to bring 
in landscapers (every week) to trim plants and 
bushes around the apartment building and it the 
building's courtyards. These bushes do not appear to 
pose any threat to the property, but it seems like they 
consider landscapers weedwhacking shrubs and 
ferns an essential function. Meanwhile, residents 
can't access the courtyard, which is sheltered and 
therefore the only chance our medically vulnerable 
residents have to go out (individually, of course) and 
get some the fresh air.

I don't want to put my name because I'm worried they could retaliate if they find out I complained. :(

04/17/20 8:24 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property 
management/Leasing Office

Northwest Apartments - St Florence 504 E Denny Way Seattle Repeatedly shown vacant apartments (including 
today) and not keeping any distance during 
showings.

RaveyRaven00@gmail.com Raven

04/01/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest asphalt 4010 summitview ave Yakima Paving a parking lot for a vacant building

04/01/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Cascade 10412 John Bananola Way EastPuyallup This company owns the Canyon Pit on 72nd Ct E in 
Puyallup and they've been dumping truckloads of dirt 
as part of their reclamation process. This doesn't 
seem to be an essential activity.This has been going 
on since Monday March 30th.

alandepaul@gmail.com Alan DePaul 253-273-1298

04/09/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Cascade, Inc. 10412 John Bananola Way EastPuyallup Northwest Cascade has been working on a 
residential development's community septic system.  
"In general, commercial and residential construction 
is not authorized under the proclamation because 
construction is not considered to be an essential 
activity."

kerimattson@yahoo.com Keri Mattson 253.922.8153

04/02/20 3:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Cascade, Inc. 10412 John Bananola Way EastPuyallup Two trucks and three employees from Northwest 
Cascade, Inc. were what appeared to be working on 
a septic system April 2, 2020 for a few hours at a 
development site for a future seven home 
development.

kerimattson@yahoo.com Keri Mattson 253.922.8153

04/07/20 3:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Donation Northwest Center 7272 W Marginal Way S Seattle Require drivers to collect clothes and misc home 
goods from bins throughout the Peugeot Sound 
area, on the assumption they are essential because 
they are protecting their bins. They have an office 
employee who works with the drivers daily that has 
now tested positive with COVID-19 as of 4/6/2020.  
A driver received a letter from doctor stating because 
of his preexisting conditions should self quarantine 
and NW Center is breaking HIPPA demanding 
specific medical information. That driver is being 
threatened with his job. They should have been 
closed in March.  They are not essential.

annmarae@gmail.com Ann Locke 2063003224

04/06/20 3:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Donations collectors Northwest Center 800 do not know. Seattle Son being required to work and reportedly a co-
worker tested positive today.
This is a “CRIME!!!!!”

Tim.locke@yahoo.com Tim Locke 2063007337

03/31/20 12:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-profit partnered with 
Amazon

Northwest Center 2101 7th ave Seattle An entire team of 20+ people who work inside the 
Spheres are being asked to come in and count 
cleaning/sanitizing products in the south Amazon 
campus rather than being allowed to stay home. The 
entire North campus is being done by receptionists 
in the building so the entire South campus could also 
be done the same way. The last two hours of every 
day they literally have nothing for the team to do so 
they force us into a conference room to do training 
that we did as new hires. This is 100% non essential 
and the entire team is very emotionally stressed that 
they are going into work but can't say anything 
because they need a job. Also for a 37 story Amazon 
building there will be maybe 3 employees who are 
there of their own free will because they "can't be 
productive" at home.

kangjoanne8@gmail.com

04/18/20 5:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Chevrolet 3891 Northwest Ave Bellingham Selling cars and trucks to non-essential employees 
that have reliable transportation,  have not totaled a 
vehicle, don't have impractical repairs, or don't have 
a lease expiring.  They are just selling cars.

jkinman_58@yahoo.com Jason 2538638144

04/07/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Company Northwest Construction and 
Landscape

3520 Kitsap Way Bremerton They are performing regular landscape maintenance nathaniel.shirley.i@gmail.comNate Shirley 13604340174

04/10/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping and 
construction

Northwest construction and 
landscaping

Mobile Poulsbo They put signs on their truck that say they are 
essential workers and are doing routine maintenance 
which was deemed non essential. I was told they 
had a permit to work when I spoke with them online 
when I showed them that they were wrong and 
running agaisnt orders I was blocked immediately.

terrasculptartgardens@gmail.comGage Thomas Foley 3606626497

03/31/20 7:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Construction, Inc. Russell Avenue Stevenson I believe this is a non-essential construction project 
being performed in the middle of downtown 
Stevenson, WA. Northwest Construction, Inc. is 
under contract by the City of Stevenson for a 
beautification project.  They are also requiring other 
utility providers to be on-site to complete the project.

ehansen4471@gmail.com Eric 360-609-5320

03/30/20 10:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Door 19000 Canyon Rd Puyallup The whole building is in full working order. 
Warehouse and all. Over 50 employees. Non 
essential business

info@northwestdoor.com

03/30/20 6:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Garage Door distributor and 
manufacturer

Northwest Door, LLC 19000 Canyon Rd E Puyallup Majority of employees were layed off on Wednesday, 
many have since gotten a call back to have them 
return to work including my daughter. The business 
was confirmed non essential but remains open to 
perform all operations with fewer people.

kendra.d@hotmail.com Kendra Cullimore 2533262318

05/08/20 2:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Northwest Face & Body 3100 Carillon Point Kirkland This Medical office is providing and promoting Botox 
Cosmetic and dermal filler cosmetic treatments 
during Phase I of the Stay at home - clearly violating 
current laws and putting patients in danger!  Please 
contact them to stop asap as they should not put the 
public at risk offering cosmetic treatments when it is 
now currently allowed.  They are offering cosmetic 
treatments at this time and promoting to the public.
Dr Julie Voss and Dr. Allegra are Medical Doctors 
doing cosmetic non-essential treatments during this 
Phase I putting patients in danger.

05/07/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Northwest Fit Co 4301 S Meridian Ste H Puyallup I read with my own eyes, on this business’ Facebook 
today (5/7) that they are inviting NON MEMBERS 
into their gym to “check it out” and “join the gym.” If 
you’re being told this place isn’t doing business, 
you’re being lied to. Not only are they conducting 
business and harassing anyone online who tells 
them they shouldn’t be, but they are allowing people 
to use equipment, workout, not requiring masks. 
This is SUCH a disturbing act being done in our 
community when so many of us are following laws 
and trying to remain safe. Why is it that they’re 
allowed to totally break the law and not have to 
answer for it. Where is the line?! What’s with the 
double standard?! SHUT THIS DOWN.

05/12/20 12:41 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym Northwest Fitness Company 4301 S Meridian suite h Puyallup They have been working out, calling it a protest

05/02/20 3:54 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Northwest Fitness Company 4301 South Meridian, Suite HPuyallup Received an email from my gym today detailing their 
plans to reopen on May 5th to “peacefully protest” 
the decision that they are not deemed “essential.” 
They sent out instructions of how they are inviting 
ppl to come and “exercise their right” and then told 
ppl if they come they are not legally liable for any 
injury/illness. They’re requesting ppl limit their 
“protests” to 90 min sessions so other can partake 
aka exercise. They’ve also created FB events 
regarding their “protests” so the info is visible online.

horton.ag@gmail.com Andrew Horton 2536772937 Info@nwfitco.com

04/01/20 2:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf cart shop Northwest Golf cars 7001 E Trent Spokane Business is open, they aren't essential. remy.osso@northwestgolfcars.com

04/25/20 2:35 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Northwest Hair Studio 412 Naval Ave Suite B Bremerton Noticed a hair dresser at this salon cutting the hair of 
numerous people.

04/03/20 7:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Northwest Northwest landscape 7627west bostian rd Woodinville If I can't work they shouldn't be working

04/20/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Northwest Landscape Services 20045 84th Ave S Kent, WA 98032 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720



04/17/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Northwest Landscape Services 20045 84th Ave S Kent, WA 98032 Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Northwest Landscape Services 20045 84th Ave S Kent This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn & garden maintenance Northwest Landscape Services 7120 185th Ave NE, Suite 150Redmond GCL# SIGNALS859KA The company has been in 
our neighborhood weekly for the past month, to mow 
and trim neighborhood common areas, working for 
several hours. There are multiple workers arriving 
together in one truck, with two or more individuals 
working closely together (much less than 6 feet 
apart). This cannot be an essential service.

B Reynolds

04/03/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Landscape Services 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville I submitted a report earlier this week and once 
again, the landscape crew showed up to our 
neighborhood with 3 guys in a pickup truck and 
performed the normal maintenance.  This is not 
essential and these guys are breaking the rules set 
by Governor Inslee.  This needs to stop!

brianmorgan72@yahoo.com Brian Morgan 2067950959

03/31/20 6:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Landscape Services 7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville I watched 3 employees get out of the company truck 
and perform landscape services in my Neighborhood 
HOA.  This is not covered as an essential service!

brianmorgan72@yahoo.com Brian Morgan 2067950959

04/03/20 7:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Linings and Geotextile 
Products, Inc

20848 77th Ave s Kent Business has some essential aspects but is forcing 
non-essential staff to work from the office when they 
have telecommuted previously. Some staff may have 
COVID19 and some have been exposed to 
COVID19. Also, not practicing safe social distances 
or CDC recommendations.

Anonymous current employee

04/12/20 9:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Events Northwest magical events http://nwmagicalevents.com/?fbclid=IwAR3vJ-ldsY3tHb4TRC5Edp4swZbaB4NSA3Mh1p2HG0qEZvLTjsV5Z0XJw4oEnumclaw Easter gathering encouraging people to gather in 
parking lots,  non essential travel, driving to 
neighborhoods spreading virus then posting on 
Facebook “yay we didn’t get arrested”, knowing they 
were violating orders. Please shut these people 
down.

nwmevents@gmail.com

05/02/20 5:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automobile Sales Northwest Motor Sports 1200 606 E. Sprague Ave Spokane The business has been continuing to bring 
customers in and sell vehicles since April 11, 2020.

05/01/20 3:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto dealer Northwest Motor Sports 1502 River Road Puyallup While exercising social distancing, they do not seem 
to be limiting their sales to the criteria outlined by the 
Governor's order.  Through several different sources 
word is, they are selling 800 units per month.  Highly 
unlikely that 800 essential workers are buying cars, 
or replacing cars that were damaged beyond repair.

toddelliott@wsiada.com Todd Elliott 425-281-0051

04/18/20 5:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motor sports 400 river road puyallup Selling cars and trucks to non-essential employees 
that have reliable transportation,  have not totaled a 
vehicle, don't have impractical repairs, or don't have 
a lease expiring.  They are just selling cars. Meeting 
people behind daffodil bowl and key bank parking lot 
to sign paperwork.  They even have sales people 
standing out front of the store.  Basically a middle 
finger to the stay at home order.

jkinman_58@yahoo.com Jason 2538638144

04/12/20 4:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motor Sports 816 N. 28th Ave Pasco Northwest is selling cars. Mostly by appointment but 
the whole crew is there. Older staff who are at risk 
aren’t able to stay home because NW isn’t laying 
them off with the expectation of being re-hired. This 
is killing other local dealers who are complying with 
the order. NW essentially doing business in a no 
competition market!!! Remaining anonymous for 
fear of retaliation. *Many other local non franchise 
used car dealers in our community are also not 
complying with the order and exposing employees 
and customers to the virus AND will be responsible if 
the stay at home order is extended!!

Enforcestay@home.net South East motor sales (509) 234-5678

03/31/20 11:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales Northwest Motor Sports River Road Puyallup All Northwest Motorsports Dealerships in WA state 
still preforming vehicle sales and delivery’s. Meeting 
customers for sales and delivery.

04/12/20 10:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Northwest motorsport 816 N 28th AVE Pasco Employees are traveling state wide to sell vehicles. 
Salesman entering homes of customers

Alynn0707@yahoo.com Amy Wilson 509-947-0630

04/08/20 2:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Auto Sales Northwest Motorsport 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood I would like clarification what is considered essential 
service.  On the website: 
https://www.nwmsrocks.com the company states 
that during the stay at home they are providing two 
services that I believe are not allowed during this 
time:

1) Home Delivery Test Drives
2) Selling and then delivering vehicles remotely to 
non essential workers

Perhaps I have simply misunderstood the previous 
memo from the state on this subject.  If that's the 
case please let me know.

dejar44@gmail.com Kevin Desjardine 6049080507

04/07/20 7:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Northwest Motorsport 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Business is encouraging salesmen to conduct non 
essential car sales. All dealers have closed except 
Northwest Motorsport. There is no service 
department open to public.

04/01/20 1:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used car dealer Northwest Motorsport 400 River Rd Puyallup This dealer is forcing its employees to come to work 
to sell cars, bringing customers into the showroom 
and not shutting it doors. Threatening employees of 
termination if they dont show up and putting 
everyone at risk. They do not have a service or parts 
department that services the public. Shut them down 
please before someone dies. They have 11 locations 
that are doing this. They have fake signs on the 
doors that say closed, but are still doing business as 
usual.

03/31/20 3:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Northwest Motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup Claiming to be online joydrive sales only. This is not 
true. Employees are being told to meet customers in 
other parking lots and hand write “online” sale 
disclosers on purchase orders. Customers still able 
to come into showroom and get license plates from 
receptionist. Selling used cars should not be 
considered essential. The health of the employees 
needs to be considered here.

Kaitlyn_parham@yahoo.com Kaitlyn Parham 2533892908

03/31/20 1:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealerships Northwest Motorsport 3520 136th St NE Marysville They are selling cars even though car sales is not 
essential. All of their locations are open for sales not 
just this one.

03/31/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motorsport 17319 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Car dealership is selling vehicles (with test drives 
advertised on their website) even though that is 
considered non-essential.

03/31/20 11:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motorsport 17510 Hwy 99 Lynnwood Car dealership still open selling cars, while others 
who respect the law are closed. It's not fair to the 
dealers who are obeying the law and are closed.

03/31/20 11:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motorsport 12227 hwy 99 Everett Bragging they sold 35 cars over the weekend when 
car sales is not essential

Anonymous

03/31/20 11:32 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Northwest MotorSport 3520 136th ST. NE Marysville Sales department is still open, sales of vehicles, test 
driving..all of that should not be happening right now.  
 They said they won't close unless they are forced 
(my husband works there).

FrancescaJensen@outlook.comFrancesca Prosch Jensen 4252991588

03/31/20 7:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Corporate office for car 
dealership

Northwest motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup Corporate office with 20+ women working in one 
building

03/31/20 7:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Corporate office for car 
dealership

Northwest motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup Corporate office with 20+ women working in one 
building

03/30/20 10:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Northwest Motorsport 400 river road Puyallup Selling cars out of multiple locations while seeming 
closed and locked up

Unnamed citizen



03/30/20 10:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Northwest Motorsport 500 river road Puyallup Selling cars while wearing closed and locked up Unnamed citizen

03/30/20 7:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Northwest Motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup Groups of over 10 people, service department is 
internal we do not service the public, told to keep our 
doors locked as if we are closed down, told we have 
to keep money coming in the till and we can work 
through the virus, still selling cars to in person 
customers and lying.

kaitlyn_parham@yahoo.com Kaitlyn Parham 2533892908

03/30/20 6:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Northwest Motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup Would like to confirm if auto dealerships is 
considered an essential business for sales and not 
practicing social distancing in an office environment. 
Would also like to remain anonymous.

Igros.lorie671@gmail.com Lorie Igros 2539044079

04/14/20 5:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Northwest Motorsports 136th street ne Marysville Car sales and test drives. My dealership is closed for 
any sales.

b.basford1@gmail.com Bryan Basford

04/03/20 10:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Northwest motorsports 816 N 28th AVE Pasco Sales personnel are traveling state wide to deliver 
and pick up vehicles. In doing so, salesperson will 
come in contact with numerous people having to get 
fuel, food, use the restroom and filling out final 
paperwork.

Alynn0707@yahoo.com Amy Wilson 509-947-0630

03/31/20 7:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Northwest Motorsports 300 Valley Ave NE Puyallup Only auto service is essential yet they are selling 
automobiles which are not currently deemed 
essential.

Jody 2536208943

05/08/20 8:10 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Northwest Powdercoatings inc. 1400 S 192nd St, SeaTac, WA 98148Seatac They are not just doing fencing, they are still doing 
nonessential work, under the table. They resume full 
work by making the employees park away from the 
shop to look closed.

04/01/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Rock 642 Newskah rd Aberdeen I still see these workers/truck drivers working while 
there is a stay home order. Its a business that is non 
essential and I don't think they should be working 
during the stay at home order. Also I heard if these 
employees get caught by an officer asking where 
they are going while doing work they are told to say 
they are going to grocery store.

03/30/20 10:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Rock Inc 55 Wynooche tracks rd Montesano Seeing many cars and dump trucks in and out of the 
Montesano rock place.

03/30/20 3:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Steel Fabrication Northwest Steel Fab 2205 E Crawford St Deer Park, Wa 99006 While I know certain Industries like this are 
permitted to be open during this time, nothing being 
fabricated at this business is in any way essential 
medically or to anything else at this time.  My 
concern is that this business employs over a 
hundred people that unnecessarily are in contact 
with one another and then going home to their 
families just further putting not only themselves but 
the rest of the community at more risk for the spread 
of this virus. We would all like to be working end 
making money but not at the risk of someone's life 
when your job does not require you to be open. And 
as I stated nothing being fabricated is essential or on 
time restrictions outside of normal Construction 
when construction itself in most cases is deemed 
non-essential at this time.

Jneace26@gmail.com Jessi 5099942522 contact@nwsfab.com

04/01/20 2:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cell phone retail tmobile Northwest wireless 17415 Pacific Ave e Spanaway I was asked to go back to work as a sales rep selling 
cellphones with very little way of using social 
distancing

muggleborn87731@gmail.com awallitner@northwestwireless.com

04/29/20 1:13 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Northwest Woodworks 15100 Woodinville Red Rd #a100, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville Business is running fully operational.  Deliveries in 
and out and a full parking lot of cars/employees.  
Lots of traffic and not a single person in masks or 
gloves.  Are cabinets essential?

04/21/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apt complex Northwestapartments.com/windhill 
investor group

2100 California Ave SW Seattle Continual remodel, not repair, of apartments in my 
building with multiple contractors in and out, not 
wearing masks, not wiping down or cleaning the 
common areas

Yup Would like to stay anonymous since they as are likely to retaliateYup Windhill@northwestapartments.com

05/12/20 6:39 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Northwind Pet Carr Center 9902 Yelm Hwy SE Olympia Olympia Business is offering non-essential services of dog 
grooming.

susan.quixand@gmail.com Susan sanders 3605228614

04/17/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther For Profit Nonessential Norwak, Inc.; 06 Innovations, Inc. + 2 
other businesses

2115 SW 152nd St Burien, WA 98166 Workers have been seen going into the old Seahurst 
Pharmacy throughout the stay at home order and 
multiple cars have been in the parking lot daily. 3-4 
non essential businesses are being run out of this 
location. The drive through coffee stand next door, 
which we would have loved to support during this 
time is closed, yet these businesses remain open. 
Why???

Concerned Seahurst senior

04/21/20 10:31 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Breanna Clausen Not a business, but conducting 
business

No sure Vancouver Bragging about cutting hair, no business licenses
No certification, no Insurance. 
Bragging on a professionals page on fb about cutting 
hair every day and making money while my buddy is 
hurting and a professional license business in the 
state of Washington.

Jmglassworks@gmail.com Jason Mcghee 3609807815

04/09/20 9:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not clear 516 Summit Ave E Seattle Non-essential painting, window cleaning, and other 
construction activity is ongoing at a residential 
construction site located on a back alley behind 515 
Summit Ave E. Those on site are not practicing 
social distancing.

04/28/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known 3840 Evanston Ave N. Or so Seattle Five construction workers have started construction 
again on an empty lot. The lot is at around 3840 
Evanston Ave. N in Fremont.

tyler7blair@gmail.com Tyler 8083855969

04/18/20 7:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction not known 9500 Interlake Ave N Seattle Construction resumed at this address on Mon 04/13. 
Workers are seen working within 2-3' from one 
another, w/o masks or other facial covering. Today, 
3 men from the site were talking in the middle of the 
street in front of site, and had to be asked to move 
aside so a passer by had 6 feet of distance.

ibamazon@aol.com Brigitte Ardea 206-579-2299

04/18/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known Land in front of 12009 132nd Ave Ct EPuyallup Excavation on large land mass intended for 
constructing buildings. They gave been very noisy all 
last week excavating and stirring up dirt. I would also 
like to file a noise and dust complaint. Several 
workers are seen close together at times as well.

Claude L. 425-495-5210 Not known

04/11/20 4:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known 16200 Auto Lane Sumner Business being built at this address. Metal, not 
wood, construction. Thought construction was to be 
closed down right now. On Thurs, April 9 at 3pm 
there was a construction crew working on the site. 
Highway 410 between here and Buckley has several 
projects that seem to be thumbing  nose at 
Governor's shutdown.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

04/07/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known 4260 NE 50th St Seattle Several people working on framing private residence 
or condo. They have been working the entire period 
of the stay at home mandate.

cascadepoolworks@mac.comTyler Walcker 4252990096

04/03/20 1:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known, they seem to use various 
casual labor

14034 palatine ave n Seattle This address continues to work on building, at this 
moment they have 3 work cars there. They have 
worked daily since the construction ban, today is 4-3-
2020

04/01/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not known. It’s a new structure 10025 9th Ave W Everett Multiple people are working. Taking up the entire 
street with their cars and it’s not a needed building 
right now. It’s just south of provided address.

April.ives222@gmail.com April Ives 4253140923

04/06/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not marked on site 4230 Burke Ave N Seattle There were a few workers on this site, which is 
residential construction. There is no structure yet, 
just excavation and drain pipes, which don't have to 
keep going nor be protected.  They endanger 
walkers, joggers, by not shutting down - and they 
have shut down the sidewalk. They should stop.

bnoah@uw.edu B Noah Prefer email

04/17/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not on any vehicles 16708 8th Ave NE Shoreline Construction going on , not supposed to be. Not 
social distancing. No mask or gloves. Multiple 
vehicles and people coming and going.

03/31/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther yard renovation and 
construction

Not on autos 3106 N 28th Street Tacoma Neighbor is doing a complete landscaping remodel 
across the street. My lawn service is staying home 
losing money.  Every day my neighbor has workers 
in his yard that are not family and do not live there. 
Landscaping is non essential as is construction. One 
of the workers has a grey Honda Civic with a 
replaced front left fender, another worker has a 
truck. Neither are the owners vehicles.

skyeval@hotmail.com Kristine 253-759-3205

04/04/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Not on truck 15557 61st Ave NE, Kenmore Landscaping. 4 people showed up on a pickup. Not 
essential and not social distancing.

Speyerllc@gmail.com Oliver Bootz 2064097309

04/02/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not on work trucks 85TH pl w Edmonds Construction started and continued after stay at 
home order placed

04/30/20 8:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Marijuana Not sure Not sure Seattle Marijuana is not essential Not sure

04/23/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 58 W. Etruria Seattle Definitely not following social distancing, many 
workers building this residential building. Definitely 
not essential. They have been doing heavy 
construction at this address and have not let up in 
the last few days. Total violation. of the Governor’s 
Proclamation.

04/22/20 7:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction not sure 16th and Marine View Drive everett it is a apartment complex that is being built on the 
corner of 16th and Marine View Drive here in North 
Everett and they are not wherein mask or ppe.

mws.1974@gmail.com michelle white 4252315565 Residential construction



04/20/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure WENTZ WENATCHEE This in a construction company working on a new 
housing development on Jagla Road on Wenatchee 
Heights.  This site is north of Steinbach Road. They 
are working today April 20th.

04/15/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure Land in front of 12009 132nd Ave Ct EPuyallup Excavation and tree removal during the day on large 
mass of land intended for housing development 
while construction is considered non essential and 
we are under governors orders to stay home. 
Several workers gathering outside in close contact 
as well. Land mass is located in front of address 
listed. I didn’t know the actual addresses for the lots. 
This is second day in a row. April 15, 2020

Claude L. 4254955210 Not known

04/14/20 2:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction not sure 1926 8th ave w seattle building a luxury home and no safe distancing by the 
workers.

04/14/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure Land in front of 12009 132nd Ave Ct EPuyallup Excavation during the day on large mass of land 
intended for housing development while construction 
is considered non essential and we are under 
governors orders to stay home. Several workers 
gathering outside in close contact as well. Land 
mass is located in front of address listed. I didn’t 
know the actual addresses for the lots. April 14, 2020

Claude L. 4254955210 Not known

04/09/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 18727 Blueberry LN Monroe Saw a couple workers installing belly band / siding 
that is non essential construction on an apartment 
building in construction progress. As a construction 
business owner who is shutdown I find this very 
frustrating. They are not doing emergency work or 
protecting their investment by this kind of act. Siding 
work is not essential!

henningconcrete@gmail.com Jeremy Henning 4254711200

04/09/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 1926 8th Ave w Seattle Luxury home construction. Bakerinseattle@gmail.com Tim Baker 2067926384

04/08/20 3:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 7000 Greenwood Ave N Seattle Construction for town houses have been going on all 
week.

04/08/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 43rd and Burke Ave. N. Seattle Residential construction continuing

04/07/20 8:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Not sure Craigslist Seattle https://seattle.craigslist.org/see/spa/d/bellevue-
mobile-hair-dresser/7096698291.html

04/07/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House Not sure 6727 cleopatra place NE Seattle Nonessential work being performed not following 
distance and guidelines

04/06/20 6:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure NE corner of 17th Ave NW and NW 58th StSeattle (Ballard) Construction work twelve hour days five days per 
week. There are at least six workers there not 
complying with the 6 ft rule. This is residential and 
non essential construction.

Sophieslamb@comcast.net Kelly Anderson 206-419-7652

04/06/20 4:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 7824 131st Ave NE Kirkland I was taking a walk along 131st Ave NE Kirkland, 
WA 98033 and there was a crew of construction 
workers continuing their build on the house that is 
being built along this street. I am not sure the exact 
house number, but it is the only house being built 
along this road near house 7824 131st Ave NE.

04/06/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction not sure 10022 7th Ave NW seattle A real estate investor has been doing work on a 
property non-stop throughout this Stay Home 
Proclamation.  They have had multiple businesses 
on-site, none are observed honoring distance nor 
mask wearing.  Three waste dumpsters have been 
brought in, and this individual brings in multiple 
family, friends and others to help -- from plumbers to 
construction.  This unit shares space with multiple 
families who are Sheltering in Place, with children, 
disabled and a couple individuals who are in cancer 
treatment.  They park where these people park, 
forcing people to walk past their work site and 
encounter them without any precautions being 
taken.  This is not an essential business, this 
property does not pose a hazard requiring work and 
this is not a personal residence.  It is a business 
venture and they are flagrantly disregarding the 
entire streets health.  They need to be fined and shut 
down immediately.

jstbreath@gmail.com C J

04/03/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not Sure 22526 SE 4th ST Sammamish Construction work that seems like non-essential as it 
would not block any transportation in the areas.

apanika10@gmail.com Abhishiktha Pendyala 9169349738

04/01/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 805 N J Street Tacoma My understanding is that both non-essential 
residential and commercial construction are not 
allowed under the Stay at Home ruling. A new 
section of a small apartment complex is being built 
here and construction has not stopped. I've been 
seeing workers there at various times of the day, 
while I'm out walking my dog.

mary@boonewrites.com Mary Boone 2532720165

03/31/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure 6353 133rd Ave NE, Kirkland, Washington, 98033Kirkland Started remodel yesterday days after stay at home 
order given. Workers are parking on street and 
coming in contact with residents of our 
neighborhood including children

BillS@comcast.net Bill Smith 4258941234

03/31/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not Sure 2037 E Lk Sammamish Pkwy NESammamish Residential Construction not related to emergency 
repairs and projects that ensure structural integrity. 
Each day there appear to be between 3-6 people 
working at a time, on different areas of the house.

joshyoung808@yahoo.com Josh Young 8083547330

03/30/20 5:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure Corner of 219th ave SE and SE 296th streetBlack Diamond Construction workers clearing land for a housing 
development along 219th ave SE from 9:00am til 
2:30pm.

Rorynash@comcast.net Rory Nash 2532245044

04/04/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure  multiple contractors 111 &115 26 ave e Seattle We have people working on this construction site 
daily 
I live across from the work site

mpcannon56@gmail.com Michael P Cannon 2069928967

04/02/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure - multiple companies 
working on a vacant house across the 
street

12704 167th St Ct E Puyallup Multiple contractors go in and out of this house daily, 
often working together in close quarters, shaking 
hands, going in and out of the house. The house has 
been vacant for some time and is undergoing 
renovations, and I don't believe this falls under the 
state's essential construction services for residential. 
This is right across the street from me, and I watch 
many unfamiliar people going in and out each day.

magicmistocat@hotmail.com Christy Schaefer 253-226-5408

04/08/20 1:54 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not Sure of Contractor's Name 71 E Huckleberry Union This is the site of ongoing residential home 
construction.

04/15/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Not sure what the name is 5521 15th Ave NE Seattle, WA  98105Seattle A group of construction workers (probably 5 or 6) 
was around the construction site of an apartment 
building.

03/31/20 9:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction not visible 384 Galer St Seattle Workers re-facing brick together on exterior of 
house. not following social distancing

ruthrockafellar@gmail.com Ruth Rockafellar 206-399-3524

03/31/20 9:31 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing NPI 8410 Dallas ave s. Seattle The business across the street is gathering a 
considerable amount of its employees for 
manufacturing phone mounts. Operates multiple 
facilities within the neighborhood.

Leonardjm8@gmail.com John Leonard 2067738592

04/26/20 7:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping numerous all over king county that I know ofSeattle I see landscaping trucks on the road all the time. I 
have numerous people tell me landscapers are doing 
maintenenance in their neighborhoods. I have clients 
giving work to competitors who are not honoring the 
lockdown.

prestongardencare@gmail.comMatt Preston 2068808785

04/13/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential landscape/lawn 
service

Numerous xxx Puyallup I don't understand why landscaping/lawn service 
business is considered essential when it is not an 
emergency situation.

05/15/20 8:04 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Law Office Nunn, Vhan, and Lang 2707 Colby Ave Ste 1204 Everett clients continue to go into this office when even the 
court are requiring telephonic services in order to 
limit contact and adhere to stay at home orders

04/02/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard Care/Gardeners for 
non-emergency work

Nussbaum Group 7710 185th Ave NE Redmond Employees from the Nussbaum group are doing yard 
maintenance (weeding, cleaning, etc.) that is not 
required due to any emergency situation with the 
private home. The work is happening on 49th Ave 
NE, in Seattle, 98105 and has been going on all 
morning today (4/2/20).

03/30/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Nussbaum Group 7710 185th  Ave Ne Redmond Is Grdening really an essential business? How is 
mowing lawns and pruning Roses considered 
essential at all?

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/02/20 9:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard work/landscaping 
company

Nussbaum Group (https://nussbaum-
group.com)

3810 49th Ave. NE Seattle Two black Nussbaum Group trucks arrived at our 
neighbor's yard on 49th Ave. NE in Laurelhurst this 
morning.  Two men from Nussbaum Group are in 
the yard doing weeding and general maintenance in 
our neighbor's yard.  This yard work seems clearly 
non-essential since only weeding and general yard 
clean up is going on.  I took photos.

kathrynannwatts@hotmail.comKathryn Watts 2064500249

03/31/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Nuxoll Builders Inc. 2506 6th Avenue Clarkston This company continues to keep building a 
residential property, despite calls and emails to local 
law enforcement. This creates a safety issue for 
surrounding neighbors and children in the area, as a 
fence line to protect from any Large equipment 
coming can not be put in place because of the no 
build order. Also, people on the site are not using 
proper social distancing.

samsungpayzone@gmail.comDavid 509-592-1616



04/13/20 4:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business NVA Northwest Equine Veterinary 
Associates

25203 Roberts Dr Black Diamond Despite the AVMA and CDC guidelines to perform 
only urgent and critical care, NWE has continued to 
operate with business as usual.  Despite employees 
expressing concerns of exposure and 2 doctors 
hospitalised for covid19, the practice manager has 
been pushing forward with routine, nonessential 
care and no regard to establishing PPE protocols nor 
any regard of supply usage.  Employees who 
expressed concern regarding attending 
appointments where the clients/barns have 
established zero biosecurity measures were simply 
removed from the schedule and reduced pay.

Anonymous Employee

04/17/20 9:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex NW apts/ windhill investment investor 
group

2100 California Ave SW Seattle Continual construction and remodel of my building, 
different contractors in and out all day-
Not doing repairs, they recently bought building and 
are remodeling the units

Glscanlan@gmail.com Would like to stay anonymous/ Geoff 50988691583 Windhill@northwestapts.com

04/14/20 10:27 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther chemical weed spray 
vendor for lakes

NW Aquatic Management 9727 Highway 12 W #369 Rochester, WA 98579 Using  seven chemicals on our small lake that 
residents DID NOT VOTE for.  County or state 
closed lake to fishing-why is this company being 
allowed to spray-NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS!  
This is a two person job-
both in the boat spraying at the same time.  Starting 
4/26/20

jbulette52@live.com Jean Bulette 3602716685 info@nwaqaua.com

03/31/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NW Family Homes LLC 10602 BARNES LN S TACOMA, WA 98444TACOMA NOT FOLLOWING GOV MANDATED CLOSER OF 
A NON ESSENTIAL BUSINESS, CONSTRUCTION 
CONTINUES WITHOUT STOPPAGE FOR VIRUS 
WARNINGS. MULTIPLE TRUCKS AND 
WORKERS  DAILY ON SITE.

04/01/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Nw heating expert 4214 26th Ave sw Seattle New construction is going on at this address. Jasminerae04@yahoo.com Jasmine 2066193252

04/07/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landascpe maintenance NW Landscape Services / Signature 
Landscape

20045 84th Ave S Kent They have crews out performing normal landscape 
maintenance on clients properties since the Mandate 
was put in place. Our company shut down 
immediately and our clients are calling as to why we 
are shut down when other companies are ignoring 
the mandate. This is putting us at a disadvantage 
with our clients and some of our layed off employees 
are being tempted to leave us for employment with 
our competitors that are not abiding by the mandate.

ronp@greeneffectscinc.om Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/06/20 9:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance NW Landscape Services / Signature 
Landscape

20045 84th Ave S Kent Our Company  shut down at the start of the mandate 
but this company is out working crews like nothing is 
happening. We have layed of employees ready that 
are tempted to go to work for them as they are 
breaking the rules and we are paying a price with our 
clients and employees.

Ronald .rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 253-405720

03/30/20 11:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive sales NW Motorsport 819 River Road Puyallup They are competing online sales in person in the 
parking lots of other businesses such as Fred Meyer 
and Key Bank. They have already been told not to 
perform their business in the Key Bank parking lot.

Bdandtm@gmail.com Betsy Myers 2532173844

04/02/20 11:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Housekeeping - Private 
Homes

NW Quality Housekeeping 17315 121st Lane SE Renton I read Governor Inslee's list of essential business 
services and I didn't find housekeeping at private 
homes on it. I NEED TO FIND OUT WHETHER IT 
IS OR ISN'T. NW Quality Housekeeping in Pierce 
County WA is advertising on Facebook. I am 
concerned about them going from one private home 
to another.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

04/01/20 12:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction NW Stout Construction 7664 Hellman Roafd Clinton New construction of garage.

05/19/20 9:53 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto parts retailer O'Reilly Auto Parts 34720 pacific hwy s federal way They are having their Field sales team, who does not 
directly provide parts or services, continue to go to 
20 different shops a day to attempt to grow 
business.  They are doing this only because they 
know their competition has pulled their field staff.

xtremebiker693@yahoo.com

04/08/20 3:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course Oakbrook Golf Club, Tacoma Country 
and Golf Club, Twin Lakes Golf Club

WA, State Tacoma, Federal Way How are some open for play while other are not? brysrage@gmail.com

04/08/20 11:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther golf course Oakbrook golf course 8102 zircon Dr sw Lakewood I, along with several hundred others, are being 
charged the regular monthly green fees when the 
course is suppose to be closed for golfingj. the 
owner said you can "come walk with a stick and hit 
some rocks" wink wink. how can they get the SBA 
grant and still charge just like when they are open? I 
would like a refund while i cannot play or at least 
shut him down and fine him. 300 members 
@$200/member is $60,000 in green fees when they 
are CLOSED! set an example

erichanson0497@gmail.com Eric Hanson 2532674480

04/02/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Oakridge homes 1620 26th Ave NW, Unit A Gig Harbor Oakridge homes employees were observed working 
4/2/20 on a home at the corner of 111 St Ct E and 
Shawnee Rd E in Puyallup, WA.  I wish to remain 
anonymous.

Blakabus@hotmail.com Blake

04/05/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare Oasis pine Coulee Dam The mow and maintain public areas as well as 
residential,  they work in groups raking and 
thatching.  You also see three young men riding in a 
small work truck all in front seat going into our 
businesses like gas station ect. They are a 
somewhat a family business and they all seam to be 
disregarding the rules to stay home.

05/11/20 6:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Oasis Nails & Spa 7604 ne 5th ave 98665 Vancouver Nail salon open for business

04/27/20 4:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Park and Golf Course Oasis RV Park and Golf Course 2541 Basin St SW Ephrata Allowing camping and golf during stay at home. 
Friends camped and golfed there a couple weeks 
ago.  Non essential business not going by the rules.

connie.grytness@pnnl.gov Connie Grytness 509-371-7372

03/31/20 5:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction OB Williams 1939 First Ave South Seattle This business provides customized architectural 
millwork for high end private residences and 
commercial properties.  They appear to be operating 
at full capacity. Unclear how high end architectural 
millwork can be deemed essential under the current 
Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation.

jclarke@wileylabs.net Janet Clarke 2532266379

05/16/20 7:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hotel Obertal Inn 922 Commercial st Leavenworth Open to all guests, not essential workers.  Mentions 
opening here https://obertal.com/to-our-valued-
guests-whats-up-at-obertal-inn/

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous 5095485294

04/25/20 4:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/25/20, Observa is acting in willful violation 
of the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies.

support@observanow.com

04/23/20 5:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/23, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies. For a list of WA state locations to which 
Observa is sending people (evidence of violation), 
see the Observa smartphone app.

support@observanow.com

04/23/20 12:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/23, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies. See the Observa app for real time evidence 
that Observa is violating the order.

support@observanow.com

04/23/20 11:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/23, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies.

support@observanow.com



04/23/20 10:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/23, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies. Observa's CEO is willfully violating the 
Governor's proclamation, putting lives at risk, and 
increasing the chances of a prolonged shutdown for 
the entire state.  Check the Observa smartphone 
app to see real time data about Observa's violations. 
The Seattle-based company is sending people into 
stores throughout the whole state for non-essential 
activities.

support@observanow.com

04/22/20 12:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/22, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies.

support@observanow.com

04/22/20 12:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/22, Observa is acting in willful violation of 
the Governor's Proclamation. The company 
continues to send mystery shoppers into grocery 
stores and Walmarts throughout the state to perform 
non-essential activities that clog stores and prevent 
WA residents from accessing critical food and 
supplies.

support@observanow.com

04/21/20 9:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St Suite A Seattle Observa is in willful violation of the Governor's 
proclamation. As of 04/21/20, the company is 
sending people into grocery stores and Walmarts 
throughout the state to perform non-essential 
activities like mystery shopping. In addition to putting 
the mystery shoppers at risk (which the company 
hires through the Observa smartphone app) the 
company is preventing WA residents from accessing 
critical food and supplies because stores are limiting 
people inside of the buildings. Co-founders (Hugh 
Holman and Erik Chelstad) are frauds taking SBA 
money while continuing to have people perform non-
essential business functions that endanger lives. 
Observa is a WA company violating proclamations 
and orders throughout the entire country. The 
mystery shoppers are not only being sent to stores in 
WA. Check the Observa app to see the store 
locations nationwide where Observa is operating. 
This WA company is endangering people throughout 
the state and throughout the entire country.

support@observanow.com

04/21/20 9:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market Street, Suite ASeattle Observa is openly challenging the authority of the 
Coronavirus Emergency Operations Center 
Compliance Response Team. The company is a 
Seattle-based start-up that uses a smartphone app 
to hire mystery shoppers and in-store merchandise 
auditors. As of 04/21/20 the company is operating in 
willful violation of the Governor's Proclamation. Even 
worse is that Observa is sending people into grocery 
stores and Walmarts that are limiting the number of 
people inside of the building, preventing WA 
residents from accessing critical food and supplies, 
all for the sake of non-essential marketing audits 
and mystery shopper experiences.

support@observanow.com

04/21/20 7:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle As of 04/21/20, Observa continues to operate in 
willful violation of the Proclamation. The company is 
sending people into stores throughout WA state (and 
the United States) to perform non-essential business 
function. Only citations, suspension notices, 
revoking their business license, potential criminal 
charges, or a Consumer Protection Act violation 
action will force Observa into compliance.

support@observanow.com

04/21/20 6:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St, Suite A Seattle Observa continues to operate in willful violation of 
the Governor's proclamation by sending people into 
grocery stores and Walmarts for mystery shopping 
and merchandise audit activities. These non-
essential activities prevent residents of WA from 
accessing food and supplies because stores are 
limiting the number of people allowed into stores. 
When Observa sends people into stores as mystery 
shoppers, real shoppers cannot access food and 
supplies. The company is operating in willful violation 
of the Proclamation.

support@observanow.com

04/21/20 6:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St Suite A Seattle Observa continues to ignore the Governor's 
proclamation, and to refuse compliance with the 
directives of the Coronavirus Emergency Operations 
Center Compliance Response Team. As of 
04/21/20, Observa is sending people throughout the 
state of WA to conduct in-store mystery shopping 
and merchandise audit activities within grocery 
stores and Walmarts. These activities are non-
essential and clogging stores, as well as preventing 
legitimate shoppers from accessing food and 
supplies. A partial list of places where Observa 
continues to operate as of 04/21/20: Bremerton, 
Yakima, Pasco, Moses Lake, and Vancouver.

support@observanow.com

04/08/20 10:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St., Suite A Seattle Observa sends mystery shoppers into WA stores to 
audit customer experience and in-store 
merchandising. Observa is actively hiring mystery 
shoppers from across WA and sending them to WA 
grocery stores and Walmarts, clogging the stores for 
non-essential purposes. Observa hires mystery 
shoppers through the Observa app.

support@observanow.com

04/05/20 10:51 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mystery Shopping and 
Merchandise Audit 
Company

Observa 2821 NW Market Street, Suite ASeattle Observa uses a smartphone app to hire people as 
mystery shoppers and in-store merchandise 
auditors. Observa sends people to grocery stores 
and Walmarts to assess things like customer service 
and promotional displays. As of April 5, 2020, the 
company continues to send people into stores 
throughout Washington State, clogging stores with 
mystery shoppers (non-essential activity), and 
keeping actual shoppers from accessing critical food 
and supplies in cases where stores are limiting 
entrance. CTO has past SEC violations. The 
company is knowingly ignoring the governor's 
proclamation.

support@observanow.com

04/04/20 6:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Marketing Audit and 
Mystery Shopping Company

Observa 2821 NW Market Street Suite ASeattle Observa is a marketing research and mystery 
shopping company. The company is based in 
Seattle. It continues to hire mystery shoppers 
through its Observa smartphone application and to 
send mystery shoppers to stores throughout 
Washington State. Mystery shoppers perform 
"secret" research on customer service and 
merchandising displays inside of grocery stores and 
Walmarts. Business function is non-essential but 
Observa is knowingly exploiting a loophole (most of 
these stores are open, serving the public). Please 
stop Observa from sending mystery shoppers to 
Washington State stores. The company is clogging 
stores and people cannot access essential and 
critical goods. Please stop the company ASAP. 
Please fine the company ASAP. Please revoke their 
business license. They're knowingly exploiting a 
loophole to clog our community's stores.

support@observanow.com



04/04/20 1:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Marketing Audit & Mystery 
Shopping Company

Observa 2821 NW Market St., Suite A Seattle Observa is a Seattle-based company that audits in-
store marketing execution and hires mystery 
shoppers. The company is actively hiring gig workers 
as mystery shoppers and continues to send mystery 
shoppers and marketing auditors to grocery store 
and Walmart locations throughout Washington State 
(and the entire country). These are non-essential 
activities that are clogging stores, when many stores 
are limiting access. Observa is disregarding the 
governor's proclamation and exploiting a loophole. 
Because stores are still open, Observa is sending 
mystery shoppers into stores, despite the obvious 
fact that mystery shopping and marketing audits are 
non-essential activities. Please make Observa stop 
immediately. The company is clogging stores with 
non-essential gig workers for non-essential 
purposes. This is not the time to evaluate in-store 
marketing materials and promotional items. CTO of 
Observa has past SEC violations.

support@observanow.com

04/01/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther tourist soap shop Ocean Shores Soaps Works Point Brown Ocean Shores Hours posted as open from 10-6. Doors open. 
Basically sell specialized fancy soaps to tourists.  
Not antiseptic soaps or commercial cleaning soaps. 
(There is an Ace hardware, a pharmacy and grocery 
store for those items when available.)  They may 
even still have soaps that are not pre-packaged. (not 
sure if those are still available) but essentially they 
are jeopardizing the poor innocents who are behind 
the 
counters

latlaires@yahoo.com Kathleen Kaires 3602894061

04/11/20 7:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscaping Octavio Rodriguez 
Landscaping/trimming

185 Burns St Wenatchee Residential Lawn Mowing fox939@msn.com Michael Fox (509)387-3004

04/23/20 10:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Ocular instruments 2255 116th Ave ne Bellevue Employees are being told that the company is 
essential. The products the company makes are for 
elective procedures. So they are told they have to 
come in and work. Several employees aren't being 
given work space 6 ft apart from each other. Things 
aren't being cleaned to prevent spread of COVID 19. 
Employees that aren't feeling well are pressured into 
working in fear of not getting paid.

04/08/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Odessa Construction 5725 Fifteen Street Ct NE Tacoma House construction at 5142 N Visscher St, Tacoma 
WA 98407 continuing.  Siding delivered to site on 
4/7/2020 - new work occuring not just finishing up 
work.

03/30/20 8:07 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Online Marketplace OfferUp 1745 114th Ave SE Bellevue I've observed in the free section where people 
typically post free household furniture like used 
mattresses, couches, tables, bookshelves, toys, 
clothing etc., where you have to go pick up the 
item(s) from another party typically from their home, 
the items are marked as "sold" within minutes of 
being posted. Which means people are leaving their 
homes to travel and pick up these "free" and possibly 
contaminated used furniture/other products from 
other people's homes. This is also going on on the 
craigslist free section.  This type of advertising and 
communication for the exchange of non-essential 
goods really needs to be stopped. All you need to do 
is watch the free section on OfferUp for about 15 
minutes and refresh as you watch and you will see 
exactly what is going on.

mvichitnand@yahoo.com Misty Johnson 2065125251 ANTHONY.DISCERNI@OFFERUP.COM

04/04/20 12:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Office Supplies Office Depot 600 triangle shipping ctr Longview Office Depot has marked themselves as an essential 
business, currently all of our products and services 
that make us essential have been suspended or we 
do not have the stock, and most likely will not be 
receiving more.

ivynunez97@gmail.com Ivy Sanchez 3609577973

04/03/20 3:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ojcius Lawn Care 1539 Olive St Walla Walla Out doing landscaping that is non-essential Jarvismcboone@yahoo.com Jarvis Mcboone

04/01/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ojcius Lawn Care 1539 Olive Sr Walla Walla Workers made to do non-essential yard care.  Don’t 
want them near my house. They are my neighbor so 
I don’t want to identify myself.

04/05/20 7:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealer OK Chevrolet 512 South Whitcomb Ave Tonasket This business' employees have posted on social 
media selling vehicles, they have sales and 
management staff there 5 days a week and its 
business as usual. The shop is open but also sales. 
Lots of activity and test drives. They also have 
Country Chevrolet in Colville

buckmountainlabs@yahoo.comNick 509-429-6397

03/31/20 1:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Old castle central pre mix co 16310 east marietta Avenue Spokane valley The work that we do is non essential In my eyes. I've 
read the guidelines for what is essential and non 
essential and I believe that the block that we are 
producing is for commercial/ residential  
construction. We do not make anything that 
supports critical infrastructure I believe. Would like 
to remain anonymous if possible.

Larson.zachary0200@gmail.comZachary Larson 6237388607

04/09/20 1:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Old Nordic Heritage Museum in 
Ballard

NW 68th Street & 30th Ave NWSeattle This is a large site that is being renovated for a k-8 
school that has been abiding by the rules. They 
started working again yesterday 4/8. They are also 
not social distancing nor wearing masks when 
talking to one another.

shane.leinster@gmail.com Shane Leinster 2069202361

04/03/20 2:28 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bike shop Old town bicycle 420 capitol way s Olympia 98501 Please order this shop closed!!! For some reason 
bike shops got on the essential list but I can assure 
they are not. People are coming in because they are 
bored and want their bikes tuned up or their kids are 
off school so they are going to buy them bikes. 
These greedy owners are putting their hardworking, 
loyal employees lives on line just to make a buck. 
These employees have been asked to conserve 
cleaning products, have no protective gear, and have 
to perform functions like fitting the bikes to the 
customers which requires them be right next to the 
person!!! Please reconsider having these shops 
essential because I can tell you they most certainly 
are not. This shop being open is an unnecessary risk 
of these employees lives. Thank you

amylyn999@live.com Amy Henion 6166385197

04/06/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance OLM Landscape 46517 244th Ave SE Enumclaw Lawn maintenance performed 4/6/20 at 8:30am 320 
Ryan Rd by OLM Landscape Maintenance.

ringraham56@hotmail.com Ronald Ingraham 253-880-4166

04/13/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance OLM Landscape Group 46517 – 244th Ave SE Enumclaw At 8:30am on Monday 4/13/20 OLM Landscape was 
performing landscape maintenance gain at 320 
Ryan Rd, Buckley, WA.  This is my second report of 
a violation.  More info at 
http://olmlandscape.com/about-us/

ringraham56@hotmail.com Ronald Ingraham 253-880-4166

04/08/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance 
Business

OLM Landscape Group 46517 244th Avenue SE Enumclaw This business has been violating the Governor’s 
Proclamation since it was issued by continuing to 
provide weekly landscape services

murph.9r83@gmail.com

04/13/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Olson Engineering 222 E Evergreen Blvd Vancouver Construction of garages?! At 11903 NE 116th St 
Vancouver, wa 98682. Construction at nearby 
location shut down as ordered when ordered. People 
can’t get homes replaced after tragic loss but 
garages can be built?

Fowellkris@msn.com

04/06/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Oly Tumwater Dental 3926 cleavland Ave. SE Tumwater We are required by our corporate office to be in the 
office and preform nonessential tasks due to our 
stimulus package and to keep our practice off 
unemployment.  Hi
Why are we required to be here preforming non-
essential tasks?  I am a dental hygienist that would 
like to stay home due to Covid-19 however I am 
unable to do so unless I take a leave of absence.  I 
am here today it is 10:33 and I am upset. I am doing 
online course work that I could be doing at home.

cclundblad@hotmail.com Cassy Lundblad 3604021439

04/03/20 7:54 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Oly tumwater dental 3926 cleavland ave SE #201 Tumwater We are receiving a stimulus package that is different 
than what most private offices are receiving.  To 
comply with the grant we must for some reason all 
employees must physically come in and work/ 
punch.  This is counterproductive and also violates 
the governors rules along with the gathering of 10 or 
more per the president.  We are told we can not 
collect unemployment during this time because of 
the corporate bailout to keep us on the payroll and 
off unemployment.  If we are uncomfortable and do 
not want to come to work we can take a leave 
Of absence unpaid and our medical benefits will be 
terminated.  I have no options and I need help as I 
have to report to my office manager today.  Every 
employee is terrified and does not want to go in but 
we feel we have no options.

cclundblad@hotmail.com Cassiopeia Lundblad 3604021429



03/30/20 3:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Olympia MultiSpecialty Clinic 
Ambulatory Procedure Center

3920 Capital Mall Dr SW Olympia Dr Marshall McCabe (360) 866-8506 & his Medical 
Partners are continuing to operate their Outpatient 
Endoscopy Center with full daily procedures Mon-Fri 
, 630-5pm (sometimes later into the evening 
depending on if cases run late) despite Governor 
Insee’s emergency state order for non-essential 
businesses to close. Dr McCabe claims “he’s saving 
lives by diagnosing cancer” by performing 
ELECTIVE & NON-EMERGENT colonoscopies, 
endoscopes, swallowing studies, etc in an outpatient 
procedure center and not in a hospital setting. Not 
only is he putting several of his patients lives at risk, 
but also all of his support nursing & technical staff! 
He is only interested in maintaining a profit and not 
reducing the potential spread of Covid-19!! On top of 
that, he is risking the lives of our First Responders & 
Healthcare Workers who desperately need personal 
protective equipment during this shortage. Dr 
McCabe has STOCKPILES of gloves, masks, face 
shields & gowns that he uses for his elective 
procedures (I used to work as an RN at that clinic so 
I know from personal experience & have heard from 
current staff members that are forced to work at his 
clinic despite their fear & concern about potentially 
getting infected.) He needs to be stopped and held 
accountable for his intentional violation of the 
emergency proclamation & stop endangering the 
public health. In fact, all of his stockpiles of PPE 
should be confiscated & donated to the frontlines for 
those who need it the most! I request that my 
identity remain anonymous if you investigate & 
contact Dr McCabe. I hope you put a stop to his 

Tstonge@hotmail.com Tracy Lamie 360264-0064

03/31/20 11:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Olympian Precast 19150 NE Union Hill Rd Redmond I’ve driven by this place several times and seen large 
gatherings of people smoking cigarettes on their 
lunch breaks. After investigating, this business is 
forcing their employees to work or lose their jobs. 
They’re refusing to let people be on standby 
unemployment. I spoke with several employees 
there and social distancing is not being followed and 
they’re remaining despite not doing essential work. 
It’s sick.

04/05/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Olympic Decks 1546 NW 56th Street Suite 77Seattle The business is not only offering pressure washing 
services, but claiming that they are necessary to 
protect kids playing at their own home from surfaces 
infected with the virus. It’s preying on people’s fears. 
I took screenshots of the ad and am happy to 
provide them to you.

Naomijjanzen@gmail.com Naomi Janzen 4256268293

04/01/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Olympic Heights 300 KENYON ST NW OLYMPIA I do t know if landscaping is concidered an essential 
business or not but the apartments I live in Olympic 
Heights Apartments has a landscaping crew out 
doing landscaping work. The crew is a landscaping 
service with more identifying Mark's on their 
equipment so provided the apts. Info.

Jagoodwin1976@gmail.com JASON GOODWIN 3604634425

04/01/20 6:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Olympic Management Company 3622 57TH LANE SE OLYMPIA They are continuing to prep apartments bringing out 
carpet cleaners, painters, etc. This is not essential, 
and they are not maintaining social distancing. I live 
directly below an empty apartment that has been 
being worked on for the last several days. They are 
potentially contaminating the apartment, which in 
turn affects the new tenants, which in turn affects 
the entire complex.

thecontractorsgroup@gmail.comDiane Dennis 7606466303

04/17/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pressure washing Olympic peninsula powerwashing Buiness office unknown Port angeles They are posting on their facebook that they are 
currently working. Pressure washing is non essential.

olympicpeninsulapowerwashing@gmail.com

05/17/20 2:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber on the money 609 E Edison ave Sunnyside Business owner is operating the barber shop under 
the table from his home residence with children 
around no distancing, home address is unknown

wa

04/19/20 6:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business One Cup 16743 Aurora Ave N Shoreline My GF works at this cafe. I've noticed when 
dropping her off that her boss keeps writing on the 
front glass entrance "walk ins welcome". I took a 
photo unable to add here. My GF has erased it and 
they keep writing it in. No sign with 1 person in 
restaurant at a time, etc. This business get's a lot of 
foot traffic from transit and 99. Walk ins create high 
contamination risk. This business already mistreats 
employees with no breaks/lunch with 7-8 hour shift.

relvidge227@gmail.com Ryan Elvidge 4259983964

03/30/20 6:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management One Pacific Tower 2000 1st ave south Seattle Property management company (. ) is requiring 
employees to be door/concierge services.  Non 
essential need.

dtoppano@msn.com David Toppano 2066798658 MARSHALL@CWDGROUP.COM

04/09/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction One Way Construction 1115 Walla Walla Ave Wenatchee Construction company currently continuing 
construction on a garage addition  on our neighbors 
second home.

zach.tower@gmail.com Zachary Tower 509-630-2099

05/06/20 9:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Onyx lash studio 4039 south D street Steilacoom Owner has posted several Facebook posts 
advertising services and showing current lash 
customers. She is running specials for mothers day 
and is showing work done currently. Rosa Cruz is 
her personal Facebook where she is also advertising 
and showing off recent lashes.

Onyxlashstudio@yahoo.com

05/14/20 7:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Furniture installer Open square 5990 1st Ave S Seattle They are hiring sub companies to complete office 
jobs in Seattle. Furniture installation is not essential 
and this puts the sub employees at risk.

03/31/20 8:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse that moves 
office furniture

Open Square (they have multiple 
warehouses)

6000 East Marginal Way South Seattle, WashingtonSeattle Even though they only move office furniture, open 
Square is piggybacking off of Amazon fresh since 
they are contracted with Amazon. They told their 
employees they were looking for any loophole. They 
are not performing any essential business. They 
have also told their employees they are no longer 
allowed to complain about being open during this 
crisis. The employees are fearful .. please help

Amh018@uw.edu Alicia 4257498071 jrospond@open-sq.com

04/01/20 4:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational Scuba Shop Orca Scuba Center 223 Ohme Garden Road Wenatchee Business is performing non-essential scuba related 
activities which involves a team on the surface to get 
a diver ready in close proximity to one another.

05/07/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Apartment community Orchard on the green 2250 Sidney Ave Port orchard They have landscaping out that isn’t essential but 
can’t perform maintenance on units that is essential!

03/31/20 5:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Welding nut shaker 
machines

Orchard Rite Athanum Rd Yakima I don't feel we are essential workers, the place next 
to us do make wind machines to help fruit tree buds 
from freezing but we don't.

pennycappa@hotmail.com Penny 5p99614179

03/31/20 5:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ordonezconstruction llc 10120 sw 204th st Vashon Watched them do trim work with a crew of 5 
crowded into a neighbors house. When asked why 
they were open and not just doing emergency 
repairs was told “who gives a shit virus no big deal 
we will keep working”

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 10:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto parts Oreilly auto parts 1512 e nob hill blvd Yakima Making workers work when employees have 
confirmed with virus. Auto parts aren't essential 
during a crisis, especially buying soap to wash a 
vehicle. Corporation that doesnt care

Anon

05/19/20 12:57 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Oriental Massage 2510 84th St S suite 33A Lakewood This massage shop was open a week already. I went 
there and the massage therapist don’t wear the face 
mask. They were coughing when they talk to me. 
And the business is busy.  They don’t follow the stay 
home order. Please check them and let them shout 
down. Thank u

04/08/20 3:55 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage Parlor Oriental Spa 24024 84th Ave W Edmonds, WA Customers coming 7 days a week. This Oriental Spa 
is not listed on the internet as providing Massage 
Therapy but it is listed on the adult "Exotic" website 
RubMap which states they take cash and have room 
for semi parking. Don't feel this is ligament health 
related business.

jadulin2@aol.com Joyce A Dulin 4257781737

04/21/20 3:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Out of house 1009 e wabash ave Spokane Shes grooming out of her house not social 
distancing. Actually getting into cars with people that 
are dropping their dogs off daily

beccacastle96@yahoo.com Rebecca Castle

04/02/20 11:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outback Bud Company 9790 Coyle Rd Quilcene Outback Bud has no permit for any essential 
business activity at 9790 Coyle Rd and no certificate 
of occupancy there but they are persisting on having 
construction with multiple people at a residential 
project. I have warned them personally. But they 
insist on having contractors come over from Kitsap 
County to work on their unnecessary project! Their 
email for Luke Williamson is 
williamsonjpaige@gmail.com website is 
https://outbackbudcompany.com.

bonnie@storyboardproductions.comBonnie Story 3603020379



04/03/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outback Bud Company, Poulsbo, 
Kitsap County - Luke Williamson

9790 Coyle Road Quilcene, WA 98376 Luke Williamson of the Outback Bud Company is 
directing a construction site using contractors from 
Kitsap County have been operating here in Jefferson 
County unabated for weeks. I have complained to 
the property owner who acts as if he is more 
important than the law. I complained to my local 
sheriff, I complained to the State Liquor and 
Cannabis Board, and by using this form previously, 
and still the work continues with multiple contractors 
over there at 9790 Coyle Road. PLEASE HELP! 
They need to respect the law and Stay Home! Can 
you help??? Please call me. Thank you.

bonnie@storyboardproductions.comBonnie Story 3603020379

04/14/20 9:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther River rafting, cafe/meal 
services

Outdoor Adventure Center 444 Ave. A Index, WA  98256 Observed rafters  in multi-passenger rubber rafts 
floating down the North Fork of the Skykomish River 
on weekends just below Index, WA.  Since this is the 
prime rafting company based in Index, I am 
assuming it must be the business I am referring to.

indexbell@comcast.net Dave Bell 360 561-9074 info@OutdoorAdventureCenter.com

04/11/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outdoor Design By Oz Now working at 4565 Olivine Dr SWPort Orchard / Seattle This company is doing very non essential 
construction at the address in Port Orchard. By 
internet search, I can’t find address for business- 
only phone: 206-999-1847 and website: 
outdoordesignsbyoz.com The current project is 
located in Port Orchard. We Have observed 8-10 
workers in close contact with no PPE Plus more at 
times when cement trucks come 12+ people. This is 
non essential and if they tell you otherwise it’s a lie! 
Talking to multiple neighbors, it’s a non essential 
landscape project with new giant cement planter 
boxes, new decks and a hot tub. Absolutely 
NOTHING that can’t wait!! Very non essential. 
Building of new homes in the neighborhood by 
MainVue has stopped but the homeowners of the 
project, The Rivera’s, seem to think they are above 
the law and are thereby putting our community at 
risk!! Please stop this until it’s legal and safe. We 
are Many older at risk residents here and are very 
fearful, causing us great anxiety. Every day this is 
allowed is risking our lives.

RallyForTheWin@gmail.com Danielle 360-895-3800

04/11/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Outdoor design by OZ 4565 Olivine Dr SW Port Orchard So many violations. The city has done nothing about 
it. They are not practicing social distancing, installing 
a hot tub (how is that essential?) They are walking 
all over people's lawns and gathering in large groups 
to do this work.

jdm7134@yahoo.com Cathy Pray 9102069930

04/28/20 3:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting Goods Store Outdoor Emporium 1701 4th Ave S Seattle Owner is telling us we are being removed from 
furlough and to return to work next week.  We are a 
retail sporting goods store with no essential 
business, did I miss something?  His explanation is 
with the governor lifting the ban on fishing and 
outdoor recreation that means its OK for us to 
reopen.

r_lindeman@msn.com Ryan M Lindeman 2065016656 mcoombs@farwestsports.com

04/01/20 1:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Outlaws saloon 2023 Main Street Ferndale Bar is advertising to go food and goods only but 
when you drive by people of 15-20 are in the bar 
drinking.

05/14/20 10:48 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car Dealership Overturf Motors Company 1016 W Columbia Dr Kennewick Sales department is open for in person sales

04/05/20 1:14 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Oxford Suites Yakima 1701 E Yakima Ave Yakima Business has pool open to all guest. Business is 
excepting non essential workers putting the essential 
workers at risk.

jadeb@lamhotels.com Jade Bryant 509.249.1900

04/03/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction P&D concrete and local contractors 921 walk lane Clarkston Construction at a residential been going on for the 
past few weeks!
this morning they had a pumper truck and concrete 
trucks and many workers all running around and non 
of them masked up
this is a non essential construction! they have to 
have a permit to pour concrete! so building and 
zoning at fault
called and reported it and they closed it out!  did 
nothing as they are prejudice to me.
I did take one photo.

humpmaster@cableone.net Terry Van Scotter 5097587606

04/01/20 12:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service P&d tree service and logging 20311 se 240th st Maple valley They are continuing  to do regular bnb non essential  
tree work and are not practicing  social distancing

05/08/20 11:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym PA fitness 3131 Smokey Point dr Arlington Gym has remained opened for friend use and family 
use. They plan to open to the public 5/11. This will 
be in violation of the Governors stay at home order.

03/31/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PACE 11255 Kirkland Way #300 Kirkland CEO works daily and support staff helps those 
working from home on non-essential construction 
projects. Building has a sign that alludes to being 
closed to the general public but every employee has 
key card access.

04/30/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Air 5144 BLACK LAKE BLVD SWOLYMPIA Company is making and executing new sales 
appointments.
As I work for a company that is honoring the Stay at 
Home order, this puts us at a competitive 
disadvantage

matt.tobin@tobinator.com Matt Tobin 3604853757

03/31/20 1:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Container loader and 
salvage vehicle exporter

Pacific Atlantic Express Corp. 13008 142 Ave E Orting Owner is making numerous trips to multiple counties 
to deliver paperwork to Port offices to export 
containers of salvage cars that provide no benefit to 
the US economy. He could be spreading 
contamination between the different offices around 
the sound. One Port office was closed after an 
employee tested positive. This does not seem like an 
essential function.

05/09/20 2:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other smell good guys Pacific Breeze 2328 Gibson road Everett Some salesperson from this company entered my 
business and tried to sell things without an 
appointment and made me feel very uncomfortable. 
This is not an essential activity.

05/08/20 2:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other supply company Pacific Breeze 2328 Gibson Road Everett, WA. Business as of last week requiring all delivery drivers 
to preform in person, close contact cold call sales, 
with proof of contact. this practice is non essential 
and dangerous. please stop this as soon as you can. 
Everyday is one too many. Thank you.

05/08/20 1:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other supply company Pacific Breeze 2328 Gibson road Everett, WA. As 5-4-20 all drivers are now required to make cold 
call sales stops face to face with proof of contact, 
into any and all business. This is needlessly putting 
all employees at risk. I have spoken with a 
representative at the governor's office on two 
occasions and both confirmed this behavior was non 
essential and dangerous. please put a stop to this as 
soon as possible. time is of the essence. thank you.

03/30/20 9:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Buidling Envelope 17120 9th Ave. SE Mill Creek Having contractors to move from apt. to apt. in a 100-
unit building to perform non-essential work ( i.e, 
fireplace work).  Have complained to PBE with no 
result.

sventice@gmail.com Sven Tice 206.604.0130

03/30/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Building Envelope, Inc. (a.k.a. 
PBE)

17120 9th Ave SE Mill Creek WA 98012 PBE is still working a private planned (not an 
emergency) 10 month project at 9416 1st Ave NE in 
Seattle WA 98115.  We are under quarantine & just 
rcvd notice they want to enter our unit to do (pre-
planned months ago) rewiring inside our unit.  We 
can supply you with copies of their project plans 
planned months ago that will show they are 
continuing to work as if there are no limitations (or 
stating that everything is an emergency). PBE is just 
continuing on with all the plans of their project and 
unit entry notices as if there is no-one under 
quarantine and no rules against continuing non-
emergency plans.   9416 1st Ave NE is an 80 unit 4 
story condominium.

paulsorvik@paulsorvik.net Paul Sorvik 2064454204

04/06/20 12:51 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Janitorial Pacific Building Services 1500 Jefferson Ave Olympia Our reentry papers show we are cleaning medical 
facilities in Tacoma but we are really being told to 
clean office spaces, bathrooms, and other areas 
when employees have been on lockdown in olympia. 
We also don’t have proper protection equipment.

N/A N/A N/A SCOTTF@PACIFICBUILDINGSERVICES.COM

04/18/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Building Specialists 5946 April Ln Ferndale Company building residential fence on 4/18 starting 
at 0830. Same company was asked to stop and 
warned of their violation on one previous occasion 
and have been back multiple times since.

05/11/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Pacific Coast Renovation 110 E 34th St Tacoma Company has continued to remodel houses and 
work new construction during the shutdown.  
Members of the company are under investigation by 
WA DOL, DOR, and other agencies.  WA ATG 
contact along with other agency contacts and case 
numbers can be supplied upon request..

edford1976@yahoo.com Edward Ford 7078034267 wadmin@pacificcoastnw.com



03/31/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific construction 1048 W 1st st Cheney Working on new construction in large groups not 
practicing social distancing.

04/09/20 10:11 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate management 
company

Pacific Continental Realty 114 W Magnolia Bellingham Email was received stating that graffiti that was 
recently done on our commercial building needed to 
be removed in 24 hours or they would have their 
maintenance crew  come and remove it and charge 
us for it. Phone call was made and spokesperson 
stated that the decision is made by their 
maintenance division and property owners. I do not 
believe that this is essential at this time. We can 
take care of it ourselves when the Governor removes 
the restrictions and their employees should not be 
out there working on non essential tasks.

terri@drterrizweber.com Terri Zweber 3607346200 pcr@pacificcontinentalrealty.com

04/19/20 1:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Youth Basketball Pacific Courts 7003 132nd Pl SE, Newcastle, WA 98059Newcastle Owner is allowing basketball trainers to conduct 
personal training sessions in gym.  Youth are 
working out on the courts and in weight area.

Anonymous for fear of retaliation PACIFIC.COURTS@GMAIL.COM

04/16/20 5:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinets Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 S 11th St, Ridgefield Not providing proper PPE i.e hand sanitizer, face 
masks, gloves.  Making employees stand closure 
than 6ft social distancing requirements.  No 
housekeeping to disinfect.  Business is operating 
that is a non-essential business.

info@pacificcrest.us

04/07/20 5:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 S. 11th Street Ridgefield This cabinet manufacturer plans on reopening April 
9, 2020. This business is not essential and could be 
a potential spreader of the virus. Employees fear 
losing jobs if they don't return Thursday. Governor 
Inslee stated in press conference today that 
construction is not cleared to reopen. This small 
business is trying to slip through the cracks and 
reopen in spite of Governor order.

72wct@comcast.net Walter Tinney 3607514881 info@pacificcrest.us

04/07/20 1:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 S. 11th Street Ridgefield This is a non-essential business which closed for 2 
weeks and now is telling employees to come back to 
work on Thursday, April 9. 2020. No one knows the 
kind of exposure these employees have had during 
the closure. How many Washingtonians in SW 
Washington will be at risk due to this selfish decision 
for profit. Employees for this business live in at least 
2 counties in SW Washington.

47ast@comcast.net Sue Tinney 3607514881 info@pacificcrest.us

04/06/20 4:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Crest Custom Cabinetry 5901 S. 11th Street Ridgefield This cabinet building company emailed their 
employees today stating they are reopening after 
closing for 2 weeks. Employees are expected to be 
at work on Thursday, April 9, 2020. This company 
prior to closing did not provide their employees with 
any PPE or social distancing. This company is not 
essential at this time and I feel endangers workers, 
their families and anyone else they may come into 
contact with.

47ast@comcast.net Sue Tinney 3607514881 info@pacificcrest.us

04/20/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Crest Real Estate 200 1st Ave Unit 520 S3ttle Non essential remodeling work on apartment units. 
Multiple workers one.

Kurtrellison@gmail.com Kurt Ellison 6083547735

04/23/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Crest Real Estate (Owner of 
building contracting the construction)

15 W Galer St Seattle Remodeling construction in our apartment building 
that is non-essential. Workers are not social 
distancing

Leftylauratattoo@gmail.com Laura Exley 206-228-8816 pacificcrestre.com

04/02/20 4:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pacific General Medical Clinic 7440 Pacific Ave Tacoma My Mom has her primary doctor here, he is the main 
doctor there. She is 76 years old, has 2 type of 
cancer and COPD and a constant culprit for walking 
pneumonia. She needs a couple 
prescriptions(steroid and antibiotic) that are not new 
to her and this doctor and his Nurse stated that she 
would have to come into the office in order to get the 
prescriptions. I do not understand this since this 
would be a non essential appointment and she is an 
at risk individual. We are at a loss since it seems like 
he is just trying to get $ from her. I wanted to report 
them since they are obviously in violation of the 
Governor's order and I was hoping that even 
someone could reach out to me and let me know 
how I could help my Mom in this strange time. 
Thank you.

catraider83@gmail.com Catherine Westby 2532737379

04/06/20 5:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Countertop Fabrication Pacific Granite 2424 E Bakerview Rd Bellingham They are openly fabricating and delivering 
countertops, stated they don't care, and they will do 
this until someone shuts them down.  Appling they 
risk others for non-essential work because they are 
not getting shut down.

j.knite8@gmail.com Jake Knight 3607396108

04/14/20 3:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Indoor gun range Pacific Indoor Tactical, LLC 951 NE 21st Ct. oak harbor holding events and range social gatherings along 
with classes. along with gun store open

sales@pacificindoortactical.com

05/11/20 11:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Residential Building Complex (Pacific Inn) conducting non-essential construction and spreading potential Covid-19Pacific Inn 225 112th Ave NE, Bellevue, WA, 98004, United StatesBellevue Subject: Risk of spreading COVID-19 to Pacific Inn 
residents (Many of the residents are seniors)

Re: Pacific Inn
225 112th Ave NE,Bellevue, WA, 98004, United 
States

To whom it may concern,

On behalf of the tenants at Pacific Inn, I am sending 
you this letter to bring to your attention the imminent 
danger we are about to face due to the unnecessary 
construction our landlord and his management are 
about to implement. 

Summary:

 -Building management is forcing tenants to accept 
that they must enter their apartments to upgrade 
cabinets during the pandemic. This is a new 
construction which was not started previously.-
 These upgrades are non-essential and none of the 
residents have requested them. Everything is 
functioning fine in the apartments and there is no 
urgency. The residents were not informed of this in 

 the past. -Workers are conducting work in 200 to 
300 sq. ft. studio/lofts where there is no ventilation. 
Workers are in an enclosed area less than 6 feet 

 away from tenants for multiple-days.-Bathroom 
access is through the kitchen meaning that there will 
be direct exposure to potential COVID virus and 
inability to keep distance from the workers and all 

pacificinn.tenants@gmail.comPacific Inn's tenants info@www.pacific-inn.com

04/20/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Pacific Landscape Management 8805-8813 206th St SE Snohomish, WA 98296 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Pacific Landscape Management 8805-8813 206th St SE Snohomish, WA 98296 / alos have a Pacific Wa shopThis company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720 paclandman.com

04/10/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Pacific Landscape Management 8805-8813 206th St SE Snohomish On 4/7 they were out doing landscape maintenance 
which is not an essential business.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

04/17/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Pacific Landscape Mangement 8805-8813 206th St SE Snohomish WA 98296 Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720



04/14/20 8:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pacific Landscaping Inc. 16337 34th Ave NE Lake Forest Park I believe this business (landscaping and irrigation) to 
be non essential as they are operating as normal for 
non emergent reasons servicing residential & a few 
commercial businesses. They are also not screening 
employees health or residents whos homes they are 
required to go into.

jakeb86cascades@gmail.comJacob Bingaman 2537320228 Larry Arndt

04/07/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific lifestyle homes 5811 ne 132nd st Vancouver There is many non essential task being performed 
on many of the properties they are operating 
business as usual. At this property absolutely 
flagrant violation of order

Anonymous Anonymous 3605508845

04/02/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Lifestyle Homes S 19th Street Ridgefield New home construction is continuing in the Seven 
Wells Estates community, by Pacific Lifestyles and 
perhaps Lennar. Construction workers are not 
practicing social distancing. These are homes 
upwards of the mid $400’s and are not essential 
under the governor’s order. Homeowners in the 
community are very upset.

kdenoya@yahoo.com Bernadette Hart 3608333366

04/01/20 10:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Lumber and Truss 1300 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie WA Construction continues unabated on this new 
construction house.

04/03/20 8:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pacific Medical Center Pacific Tower 1200 Ave S Seattle Non-essential personnel, some of which are 
considered high risk, within the financial department 
are being mandated to come to work. Their work 
could be performed from home.

Ava.alamdari@gmail.com Ava Alamdari 2063998446

04/06/20 5:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail - Taxidermy Pacific Northwest Fish Art - Paul 
D’Angelo Fish Art

120 S Forks Ave Forks There is work going on everyday at all hours that is 
non-essential.  This is a retail business that makes 
taxidermy fish for sale in a mixed use building with 
apartments above business.

Erikjdaniels@gmail.com Erik Daniels 323-251-4066

05/01/20 12:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Pacific Northwest Golf Association 1010 S. 336th Street, Suite 310Federal Way, WA 98093 PNGA is planning a large tournament at Wine Valley 
Golf Club in Walla Walla. Senior Men and Women 
Jun 2-4 2020.
I believe opening golf courses for recreational golf, 
with specific guidelines for social distancing is a 
good move. However, it does not seem possible or 
prudent for these golf courses to host large 
tournaments with participants attending from many 
states. This feels dangerous, especially in June 
when social distancing is still important. I am the 
wife of a golfer and he will participate in this 
tournament. I have been consciously following the 
social distancing rules set by our Oregon Governor 
Brown. If this tournament is held, I won’t have a 
voice. I need our Governors to speak for all of us in 
this situation. I am asking you to please give thought 
to no allowing golf courses to host large, multi state 
tournaments.
Thank you for your time.

sueodonnell427@comcast.netSusan O’Donnell 5038607445 the pnga.org

04/17/20 9:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pacific Northwest Land Care LLC 35 th Ave SE Everett They are mowing yards & not practicing social 
distancing: workers have no safety equipment & are 
driving around with the trucks full of workers. They 
are packed in like Sardines, I am very concerned 
since a lot of the yards they maintain are for older 
people, & they are not distancing themselves from 
the residents. Very discerning.

Leeann.penor@frontier.com LeeAnn Penor 2532494446

04/14/20 12:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pool & Spa Care Pacific Northwest Pool & Spa Care 2522 N Proctor St, Tacoma, WA 98406Tacoma Turning on our neighbor's hot tub for the season. heather.lakhal@gmail.com Heather 206.271.4971 bryan@pnwpoolspacare.com

04/08/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Northwest Siding 221 27th Ave East Seattle The crew is putting siding on a new construction 
project. They are subcontractors to Influx 
Development.

pamela.o.rhodes@gmail.com Pamela Rhodes 2068503091 PNWDIANE@GMAIL.COM

04/01/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Partners Insulation - BDI 6405 172nd Street NE, Suite CArlington Installing insulation in multiple residential new 
construction houses in Lynnwood Wa.

PAM.HENSON@INSTALLED.NET

04/21/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Pavers 7016 8th Ave NW (job site address)Seattle Company is installing new fencing - a significant 
upgrade to the property.  They claim it is essential 
due to vagrancy issues.  I live next door and the 
fencing has been neglected for years.  The issue 
does not rise to the level of essentially needed 
emergency work.

origins9863@msn.com Dianna M Elam 206 782-9863

03/31/20 3:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Power Company Pacific Power (PPL) 500 N Keys Rd Yakima Linemen are working doing everyday work not just 
emergency work. Not being given proper PPE for 
protection and not following the social distancing.

05/06/20 3:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation rentals Pacific Realty Property Management 102 E Bolstad Long Beach Office fully staffed, most employees only work in 
vacation rentals which are supposed to be shut 
down. Clients are in and out all day in the adjoining 
real estate office also. Posted phone number for 
renters isn’t being manned yet the employees cars 
are there all day, every day.

Jphillips@longbeachwa.gov Jerry Phillips 3606424421 Leslie@pacreal.com

04/20/20 3:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation rental and long 
term rentals

Pacific Realty Property Management 102 E Bolstad Long Beach Not only do they have nonessential staff in the 
building but those staff are not adhering to the six 
feet separation.
The only person who should be working is the 
property manager and she can do the job from 
home. Non essential staff should not be there, 
Especially because most of the nonessential staff 
works for in vacation rentals only, which are not 
currently allowed at all.

PRPM@PACREAL.COM

03/31/20 1:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Pacific Research 10203 SW 188th St. Vashon This business was the one business that did have a 
confirmed Covid-19 person working there. They 
have continued to work and are still open as of 
today. March31, 2020.

NMARTINSEN@PACIFIC-RESEARCH.COM

04/08/20 6:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-Profit for prairie 
restoration

Pacific Rim Institute for 
Environmental Stewardship

180 Parker Road Coupeville This is my employer. My supervisor,  Robert Pelant, 
asked me to return to work this past Monday, April 6, 
2020, without providing me any proof that their 
business is considered to be essential and that my 
work for them is considered essential. I told them 
that I would not go back until April 13, 2020. As of 
today, I received an email informing me that I am 
officially laid off. I have repeatedly asked for 
clarification as to whether this business is 
considered as an essential agricultural entity. It 
produces nothing for human consumption. Two of 
the employees are still working on the premises.

Glk5964@yahoo.com Gail Guthrie 9364889731 MARK@PACIFICRIMINSTITUTE.ORG

04/07/20 6:34 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Import/Whole Sale Pacific Rim International, LLC 19120 SE 34th St, Ste 105 Vancouver Company owner doesn’t give us an option for a 
remote work and she works from home. She forces 
us to go to the office although all the tasks can be 
done by a desk and a computer. Pleas save us. 
Please
Save our loved ones.

ny117st@hotmail.com Janet chow 8082925148 NATMHQ@natm.com

04/06/20 6:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Pacific style 115 Lind st Mount Vernon They are working on lawns for non essential 
residential homes.

Mightyquinn8@gmail.com Shaun

04/04/20 6:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Pacific Style Landscaping 115 Lind St Mount Vernon Lawn mowing is not an essential business, 
especially in a senior community.

03/31/20 10:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Pacific Style Landscaping 115 Lind St Mount Vernon Lawn mowing and weeding is not necessary during 
this pandemic. The large group of employees travel 
in 2 trucks and frequently work together.  They 
“maintain” yards in senior home communities

04/06/20 6:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pacific Topsoil 13517 35th Ave SE Mill Creek Delivering bark to homes during SIP orders. If 
landscapers are nonessential then delivery to 
residential for soil or bark should be as well.

Tquintella1@comcast.net Traci 2065998555

03/30/20 7:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Topsoils 20871 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond, WA I observed this business performing non-essential 
installation of bark products on the flowerbeds of a 
residential home located at 14390 NE 14th St.  
Bellevue, WA 98007 on Friday 3/27/20.  There were 
3 employees working out of one truck, traveling to 
and from the jobsite in the cab without proper 
distancing between them

d_scott_jr@hotmail.com David Scott 425-524-3220



04/02/20 6:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pacific Woodtech 1850 Park Ln Burlington This is a would plant company that is for cosmetic 
purposes. We called the covid hotline and they said 
this business is NON essential. However they are 
still requiring workers to show up and work 12 hour 
shifts while not following social distancing orders. 

My family member was sick and suffering from 
asthma attacks.  They required him to have a 
doctor's note.

They are working in unsafe conditions there is not 
enough hand sanitizer or proper sanitizer available. 
They forced the workers to use machine cleaner on 
their hands and workstations. The break rooms and 
lunchrooms still operate as normal. There are no 
resources to personal protective equipment. Radios 
are used during a 12 hour shift and not sanitized but 
simply handed off after each shift. There are jobs 
that need to be done which required to people to 
work in close contact with each other in close 
spaces.They have no regard for following the social 
distancing guidelines at this time period.

I am afraid that my family member is going to face 
retaliation for not going to work during this time.

 They are non essential business they simply add 
chemicals to wood to make it stronger for houses or 
buildings. 

 Please help keep my family and others safe in 
skagit county by forcing them to shut down.

amymitch86@gmail.com Amy Mitchell 3608402200

04/26/20 2:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther K9 training (now fitness 
center?)

Pacwest K9 1418 6th Ave. Tacoma This is a K9 training center. Weightlifting/fitness 
classes with groups of people gathered, not 
observing social distancing. Usually fitness classes 
don’t occur here, and this appears to have been 
setup after stay-at-home orders were enforced. 
Typically active weekdays and weekends.

Dog training classes, social distancing not observed.

Community members attempted to address this 
directly with no changes from business owner.

Gina@PacwestK9.com

04/23/20 5:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pottery Studio Paint the Town 4611 Village Court NE seattle Not an essential business doing delivery katieh3@live.com info@paintthetown.studio

04/22/20 10:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Palany Group LTD 11502 SE 254th Pl Kent Hello, I would like to report a townhouse construction 
project that is currently at 6506 42nd Ave SW, 
Seattle, WA 98136.  The contractors and workmen 
are gathering on the sidewalk in the front, and one 
worker has had a continuous, heavy, dry cough the 
past 2 days, spitting around the front of the property, 
and none of the workers wear masks.  Please help 
keep our neighborhood and community safe!  If any 
workers are contagious, it is extremely dangerous to 
all.

Phone Number: (253) 797-2231
Unified Business Identifier (UBI): 604011099.
Contractor License Number: PALANGL830JG

Vladimir Bronitskiy, Pavel Bronitskiy, Vitaly Shemchuk, Phone Number 2537972231

04/01/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Palmer Construction 4031 54th Ave SW Seattle Palmer residential construction has been working on 
a neighbors house since January, and since last 
Wednesday they have been working at the home. 
Instead of using their work vans, they are showing 
up in their personal cars so that it is not as obvious 
that they are working.

03/31/20 3:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pam/cascade Corp 21307 87th Ave SE Woodinville They build equipment for retail sales that is non 
essential. Retail showrooms are currently closed.

05/15/20 3:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming/Boarding Pampered pet boutique 2105 W Main St Moses Lake Pampered pet is grooming 3 dogs a day during the 
stay home stay safe order. We are currently in 
phase 1 and grooming is a phase 2 activity.

05/13/20 5:29 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming Pampered Pet Boutique 2105 W Main St Moses Lake Pet grooming is being provided by this boarding 
facility.

03/31/20 12:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Avionics, In flight 
entertainment

Panasonic 3301 Monte Villa Parkway Bothell Panasonic Avionics repairs video screens, in flight 
entertainment, for airplanes, not an essential 
function, yet use the guise of Avionics and critical 
infrastructure to stay open & force employees to all 
change their work schedules drastically during a 
health crisis just so they can stay open. There is 
nothing essential about watching a movie on a flight, 
and forcing drastic schedule changes which disrupt 
their employees sleep schedule during a health crisis 
isn't just ignoring the order but putting their 
employees at a greater risk.

tangyduc@gmail.com Jennifer Kriewald 425-533-7029

05/17/20 6:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym Pandora Fitness 1918 8th AVE, Suite #150 Seattle Saw someone working out on the treadmill this 
morning around 11:30am.

04/12/20 5:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Panelized structures 9100 Polaris lane ne Lacey Construction company remains open for building 
warehouse space, but not for any essential business

03/31/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retirement Community Panorama 1751 Circle Ln Lacey The grounds crew is still working despite the fact 
that  majority of the crew is doing just regular, day to 
day maintenance. This type of maintenance is non-
essential according to the Governor's Office. There 
are also many members of the crew that are in the 
high risk group for getting the virus. Having the crew 
out on campus is only encouraging the residents to 
want to come out and visit causing more exposure.

03/31/20 2:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Panorama 1751 Circle Ln Se Lacey Landscape staff are working within close proximity to 
seniors and coworkers. Most concerning is that 
some seniors tend to have little to no reguard for 
social distancing. Putting both parties at risk for 
asymptomatic transmission. Is landscaping 
essential?

03/31/20 5:18 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Panorama City 1751 Circle Ln SE 98503 Lacey They have the grounds department working. They 
are weeding and pruning. This is a nonessential 
department.

03/30/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retirement community Panorama retirement community 1751 circle lane se Olympia They're forcing landscapers to continue working on 
routine landscaping

mscjnkie@comcast.net Eric Willacker 3607912781

04/03/20 9:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Paradigm contacting llc 1030 Battelle Blvd suite 103 Richland They are having there employees continue to work 
by saying we are essential works but they work they 
are have done is new parking lots and remodeling 
carpet replacement when they are asked if we 
should be home they state no but they know that 
they are doing wrong due to them marking coments 
about how long it will be before they get shut down

03/30/20 3:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Paradise lanes and entertainment 12505 pacific ave south Tacoma This bowling facility is making employees do 
upgrades on the building and security 24 hours a 
day.

05/05/20 11:03 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming Paradise Pet Lodge 10324 Paradise Lake Road Woodinville They are performing pet grooming which is clearly in 
phase 2 but consider it essential since they also 
board dogs so they made their employees come 
back illegally

05/03/20 3:30 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Grooming/boarding 
facility

Paradise Pet Lodge 10324 Paradise Lake Road Woodinville The boarding facility is open which is considered 
essential but they are still grooming dogs which is 
clearly stated is NOT allowed until PHASE 2.

05/02/20 7:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Salon Paradise Pet Lodge 10324 Paradise Lake Rd Woodinville Grooming Salon is scheduling employees to work 
currently without adequate space or safety 
requirements

tessamdumas@gmail.com Tessa Dumas 4254187822

04/17/20 11:46 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business paramount park 15300 8th Avenue NE Shoreline Police officers and city workers were sighted on 
Thursday morning setting up a fence around the 
skate park at Paramount park. They were NOT 
wearing proper protective gear, and the distance 
between them was less than 6 feet! In addition, 
building of fences is not an essential activity during 
the pandemic. These selfish, self centered people 
had NO hand-washing facilities, and they are putting 
all of us at risk. The shoreline police and city workers 
are putting their own needs above the greater good. 
They are killing our grandmothers!

Brandy Miller

03/31/20 11:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Park 212 Apartments 7300  213th Place SW Edmonds The apartment bringing in third party contractors to 
make ready (clean and repair) recently emptied 
apartments.

Drea10_65@yahoo.com Andrea 4055689909

03/30/20 5:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Park Side Apartments 900 w casino rd Everett Having residents report for an annual recertification, 
unable to do the requirements requested as 
businesses are not opened to reach for certain 
documents.

Anonomous deanna@preservationpartners.org

04/21/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Park West Care Center 1703 California Ave SW Seattle Landscaping crews are out multiple times a week.



04/25/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Senior residential living 
center

Parkshore Retirement Community, 
owned by Transforming Age

1630 43rd Ave E Seattle My mother, Vivian Crane lives at Parkshore.  There 
are one or two units that were under remodeling 
construction by third party workers, and the 
remodeling stopped with the Governor’s first stay-at-
home proclamation.  Plans are now under way to 
resume with workers entering the building.  Is this 
legal?

pcjm22@hughes.net Patricia Crane 509-779-4893

05/06/20 8:53 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Stables Parkside Stables 13020 NE 39th St Bellevue The stable is starting up their riding lesson program 
this week even though providing lessons is not listed 
as part of the Phase I opening.  This is irresponsible.

hello@parksidestables.com

04/21/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Parkview Landscaping 16212 Bothell Everett Hwy f285Mill Creek Performed lawn mowing and blowing of leaves at 
residential address.

jringham123@yahoo.com Jane Ingham 4257701692

04/08/20 4:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Parkwood apartments 425 filbert Lane Burlington Parkwood apartments are still having regular labor 
performed (landscaping crews, carpet cleaning 
service) during the stay at home order. The services 
are non essential and still working with many 
employees gathered in the same place and around 
the tenants (many of whom have had Covid-19 or 
been exposed to people with Covid-19

earflosspod@gmail.com

04/09/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Parsons Builders 1015 Centerville Hwy Lyle This construction company is still performing 
nonessential operations and now they are working 
inside a freaking church! Are they ever going to be 
told to comply to the governor's orders? They have 
been skirting the order by operating in unmarked 
vehicles. Now in an unmarked white work van. Their 
current location is 1015 South Columbus Avenue in 
Goldendale, WA.

04/05/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Parsons builders llc 1015 centerville hwy Lyle Parsons Builders LLC refuses to stop work and is 
doing remodeling for private citizens. Current job site 
is on Orchard Heights in Goldendale, WA. They are 
not practicing social distancing, not complying with 
the governors stop work order, and are not wearing 
ppe. They are putting the health and safety of the 
elderly home owners at risk as well as the men on 
their crew.

03/30/20 10:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Patricia Place Center 304 West 5th Ave 98926 New construction of apartment building all day

04/08/20 12:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Patterson Creek Landscaping SE 38th St Mercer Island Construction is continuing on SE 38th St,  Mercer 
Island. I do not have the company's address.

Winters Dawn 505-577-6885

04/24/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree trimming service Paul Bunyan Tree Service 1123 4th St. SE East Wenatchee We witnessed Paul Bunyan Tree Service in the front 
yard  at 1801 8th St NE, East Wenatchee WA at 
12:01 pm 04/24/20. Not only are they trimming trees 
for a customer, they had three people less than a 
foot apart from each other working and an additional 
truck blocking the road. We have a photo if needed.

jessicaw31@hotmail.com Jessica 509-387-9027

05/04/20 4:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Paul Pena 19017 99th St NW Vaughn My ex-husband has been continuing to do peoples' 
hair both @ his salon, & @ his home, since 
quarantine began. We share 50/50 custody of our 2 
children & I'm worried that he's exposing them to 
Covid.

jesswigle@hotmail.com Jessica Wigle 2538204250 pppaulpena@gmail.com

04/01/20 10:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Paul Redal 253-677-3989 7109 81st Ave Ct NW Gig Harbor New construction home, at least a dozen contractors 
working despite not being essential.

mayzak@mac.com Robert Mayzak 2533418677

04/01/20 2:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pauls Electric Nw Inc. 50 Se Evergreen Dr. Shelton Have seen them driving to job sites with multiple 
people in one vehicle.  Also doing work that is not 
considered to be essential.

kealy.colton@gmail.com Colton Kealy 3604908797

04/15/20 7:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pavilion Construction NE 66th st & Weedin Pl NE Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/01/20 6:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pavilion Construction 8th ave NE and NE 66th st Seattle Work is seen going on at new construction site hoeuth@gmail.com

03/31/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pawn Shop Pawn 1 N. 3220 Monroe Street Spokane Pawn shops being open is non-essential. It is 
encouraging the criminals to continue to steal & sell 
their stolen property to the Pawn shops. This pawn 
shop had multiple cars & people walking around 
talking to each other in the parking lot & was open 
for business.

jccid3@aol.com Terry Brownfield 5092161166

04/02/20 10:29 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pawn shop Pawn father's 525 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee They are open but I don't see how it is essential. shelbym0921@gmail.com didyousayjessica@yahoo.com

04/08/20 8:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Paws 'N Claws 9725 N Division St Spokane This company continues to groom even though pet 
grooming has been deemed unessential by the 
Washington State Governor.

jeans222@yahoo.com Levi Dean 5099796777 pawsnclawsllc@yahoo.com

04/15/20 1:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming Paws and Claws 4707 W nobhill blvd Yakima Dog grooming is non essential and isn’t needed 
every month. Business isn’t complying with being 
closed.

pawsnclawsllc@yahoo.com

04/23/20 7:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog groomer Paws in the park 17833 1st Ave S, Seattle On my local city group everyone is saying paws in 
the park is open and taking clients for grooming

Becca@puppy-bubbles.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577 PAWSINTHEPARK@COMCAST.NET

04/07/20 3:07 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet supply and grooming Paws In The Park 17833 1st Ave S Seattle Grooming dept with multiple groomers still working. ohmydoghair@yahoo.com Alice Dressen 2064131093 PAWSINTHEPARK@COMCAST.NET

04/04/20 2:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Animal Groomer Paws in the Park 17833 1st Ave S Seattle Letting customers in the back. Grooming dogs. Not 
wearing mask or gloves. Allowing people to gather.

PAWSINTHEPARK@COMCAST.NET

03/30/20 4:10 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Paws In The Park 17833 1st Ave S Seattle Does offer pet supplies, but also continuing to offer 
grooming - not an essential business and putting 
customers and employees at risk.  cannot ensure 
social distance especially with difficult animals that 
require more than one person to bathe/groom.

totallylegitguild2yahoo.com Lynn PAWSINTHEPARK@COMCAST.NET

04/02/20 6:16 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet groomer Paws N Claws Dog N Cat Grooming 9725 N division st Spokane As I’ve yesterday 4/1/2020, this business appeared 
to be open with OPEN sign on and people inside. 
Not sure if pet grooming is an essential based on 
salons being closed

Jstively@yahoo.com Joe 5096382349

04/01/20 5:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PBC-Paradigm Building Contractors 27008 168TH PL SE Covington This company is at a vacant location within the 
Kitsap Mall preparing the building for occupation. 
The site is next to the BevMo store.

Laze_r98383@msn.com Danette

03/31/20 10:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paper Mill PCA (Packaging Corporation of 
America)

31827 US-12 Wallula Conducting a plant shut down with hundreds of 
contracted workers in close proximity. The shutdown 
could have been postponed. This plant avoids OSHA 
inspections because they’re always tipped off prior to 
OSHA’s arrival. The safety violations are 
overwhelming.

04/17/20 5:06 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grocery Store PCC Natural Markets 450 NE 71st Street Seattle I work at this location and the station I am writing 
about. Our location is serving smoothies( as many 
as 100 a day) that are encouraging foot traffic into 
our store for non-essential reasons. Customers 
(usually young) who are out exercising or walking 
around the lake, are stopping by our grocery store to 
pick up a smoothie and nothing else. This is putting 
our customers shopping for groceries and coworkers 
at higher risk. When I tried to sound the alarm to 
management, they responded that they welcomed 
the extra business from selling smoothies. I feel I'd 
be putting lives at risk if I don't speak up.

ivancolmedo@gmail.com Ivan Olmedo 6125903922

04/07/20 2:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Peace Home Construction 4765 Hadley Street Bellingham, Washington New house construction taking place at 5484 Night 
Heron Drive, Blaine, WA 98230.  Have observation 
multiple individuals working at the construction site.

joelgreen@mac.com Joel Green 360-389-5616

04/28/20 1:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Managment 
Company

Peak Living Property Services 2930 West Lake Ave. N. suite 100-101Seattle Olivia Erickson (206) 280-3961 is the Property 
Manager for what used to be  "The Cumberland" 
apartments and is now called "The Monteray". 
Renovations are occurring while people are living in 
the apartment building. Workers are not using PPE, 
and are working in tight spaces such as hallways 
and elevators.

Nancy (206) 858-3458 olivia@peaklivingps.com

04/06/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Peak Living Property Services 2930 Westlake Av N, #100 Seattle Doing nonessential construction in apartments at 
5941 California Ave SW.  Remodeling empty 
individual apartments to get higher rents. Noise & 
dust while we are stuck inside during the pandemic, 
plus workers in our halls, etc.

barbzegar@gmail.com Barbara Zegar 206-491-1706

03/31/20 8:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pease Construction It’s Stan &Joan Cross park off military rdFredrickson Driven by this construction/project site several times 
and noticed each time that crew was working in 
close proximity to each other, much less than 6 feet. 
Concerned for these guys that their employer is not 
following Gov Inslee’s Stay Home/Stay Healthy 
order. Construction is not essential.

03/31/20 1:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Corporate Office Plumbing Peltram Plumbing 1929 W Valley Hwy S Auburn Corporate office is open. Won't allow workers to 
work at home. Non- essential functions are still 
being required to report to office.

Peltram (253) 891-8781

04/07/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction 2 trucks Pemberton Creek Estates- contractors 5815 52nd St Ct. W University Place Workers working on house that is For Sale. Jack253@protonmail.com Jack

04/03/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pence Construction Block 19 & 20 Columbia Way Vancouver Construction done during the day with the looks of 
10-20 workers, at times together to grab materials. 
Large crane being operated for a residential complex.

david.john.zimmerman@gmail.comDavid Zimmerman

04/01/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Log trucks Peninsula Logging industry 101 Peninsula Puget sound Clallam countyForks I live near 101 and  am able to observe and hear the 
traffic that travel East and West. Apart from not 
obeying the speed limit and always driving in an 
unsafe manner the Logging industry seems to be in 
FULL swing. The highway has an unprecedented 
amount of fully loaded log trucks.

amy@northwesthealthcare.comAmy Pandole 3609953727



05/14/20 11:44 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mobile Home Park owner and painting contractor.Peninsula Properties, LLC.   253  853  29517224 49th Street East and all homes on 49th & 50thFife Mobile Home Park owner for our MH Park notified 
me on 11 May along with all other 79 residents to 
clear out our car ports to facilitate painter to repaint 
all carports on 14 May 2020. I believe this non-
essential maintenance violates my right to shelter at 
my owned home without disruption by work 
performed by strangers and endangering my health. 
I am over 60 and diabetic.. No one will enter my 
leased property for elective non-essential 
maintenance--carport was painted last summer.

Daveswilh@aol.com David S Wilhelm 4256147714 PO box only:  3110 Judson St., pmb #248 Gig Harbor, WA 98335

04/03/20 6:03 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Peninsula Topsoil and 
Landscaping Supplies

Peninsula Topsoil 50 NE Peninsula Blvd, Belfair, WA 98528Belfair This business is still operating and a lot of 
landscaping businesses are getting their supplies 
such as gravel, rocks, bark, soil ect. at this location. 
By keeping this place open, people are seen the 
opportunity to continue doing landscaping and 
construction.

msateosantiago@gmail.com Mateo Santiago (360) 551-0585

03/30/20 9:34 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther plockbeam@gmail.com Penny Lockbeam 1724 E Rio Vista Ave Burlington Performance shop works on personal vehicle with 
friends. Friends posting video on Facebook of them 
burning tires. And spinning circles in the lot. 
Comments that they were having guys day working 
on business owners race car. Cops were even called 
on him.  With pictures saying cops shut them down. 
He doesnt do work for the normal people that use 
cars for commuting. Doesn't follow compliance. Told 
me he doesn't care what the government says. 
Check his reciepts. He doesn't do tune ups.

plockbeam@gmail.com Penny Lockbeam - would like to be anonymous+13603038680

04/02/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Perez landscaping 5704 Capitol forest dr sw Olympia Perez landscaping is out mowing houses. They are 
not following the governor’s order to close all non 
essential businesses.

logans.homework17@gmail.conLogan Braden 3604813108

04/01/20 7:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Perez landscaping Cougar ridge development Olympia They were  mowing lawns in my development today Pbraden@tqlolympia.com Phil Braden 3607649212

04/10/20 6:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Detailing Shop Perfect Shine Auto Salon 18702 Meridian E Puyallup Business is nonessential and still running regularly... john.doe@yahoo.com JOhn Doe 2532225555

05/11/20 10:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Perfection Glass 1238 Columbia Park Trail, Richland, WA 99352Richland www.perfectionglass.com had pop up saying they do 
everything and when you call them they are booking 
appointments and scheduling installs on new 
construction taking deposits and employees driving 
together in cars who don't live together. not 6 feet 
apart.

04/06/20 8:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Perfection Glass 904 N 4th Walla Walla Perfection glass is doing construction work and have 
a few employess who are considered about getting 
the virus and not giving them the option to stay at 
home but rather they will be fired for not showing 
up.to work .

cswallingford.sw@gmail.com Suzie Wallingford 15095206554 taylor@perfectionglass.com

04/06/20 6:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and yard care Perflawn Lawn Care ??? Stafford Washington Myron Horn: (509) 431-0781 driving a reddish 
Pickup Wa plate B81688G. Works as plant manager 
at Columbia Bean and Produce. Does Perflawn lawn 
care on the side. His yard and lawn service is placing 
the employees at Columbia Bean at risk.

04/22/20 12:03 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Performance Mechanical 1012 Central Ave Kent Business functions performed that are non-essential 
at non-essential locations.

todd@pmghvac.com

04/08/20 11:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Performance Mechanical Group 1012 Central Ave Kent Dispatching non essential maintenance work 
throughout King County

info@pmghvac.com

03/30/20 7:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Performance Mechanical Group 1012 Central Ave Kent Majority of jobsites working at are non essential with 
no PPE and non essential duties.

Anonymous employee todd@pmghvac.com

03/31/20 12:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Raditors Performance Radiator 2667 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Open, many employees Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634

04/04/20 7:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logger on residential 
property

Perkins timber llc 518 160th Trl SE, Tenino, WA 98589Tenino Observed on multiple days logging residential 
property with residents coming out to 
interact/participate. Easily viewed from 36th ave 
where we walk. Also burning large (20-30 feet) 
brush piles.

04/03/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther None Nuclear Facility Perma-Fix Northwest 2025 Battelle Blvd Richland Repacking and size reduction of hazardous materials 
that is not part of the stay home and stay healthy 
guide lines

tacarter71@hotmail.com Tina Carter 5094383564

05/12/20 6:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog Food Market, Self-service Dog WashPet Place Market 213 Bendigo Blvd #2 North Bend Opening up a self-service dog wash despite that not 
being an essential service.

04/21/20 1:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Groomer Pet Town 1948 SE Lund Ave #101 Port orchard They are a pet food supply store holding a "nail trim 
grooming event" this Saturday all day. Everyone 
comes on this day to get their pets nails trimmed. 
How is this essential?

Lisabailey808@yahoo.com Lisa 13606490192 redballcoach@yahoo.com

03/30/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pete Granger 202 10th Ave S Kirkland Residential construction work has been active on 
daily base, with 4-5 construction workers 7am-6pm.

04/02/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pete Granger homes 11250 Kirkland way, suite 103Kirkland Active construction at 922 2nd St S

04/04/20 9:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Peter C. Schmidt Construction 897 SPRING ST. Friday Harbor Bringing construction workers from Seattle to Friday 
Harbor to continue non-essential construction in 
violation of the Governor's Stay Home-Stay Healthy 
proclamation.

chg2@cornell.edu Charles Greene 6072751662

04/24/20 11:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Peter Schmidt construction 88willows lane Friday Harbor Construction has never stopped in a residence 
located at 88 willows lane. They are far from being 
finished, multiple people working, no ppe work is 
going on daily. Are they also collecting 
unemployment? I do not know if this is peter’s crew, 
or a sub contractor, but peter is allowing it

wormtex@yahoo.com Danny thurman 3603785013 Unknown

04/14/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Peter Schmidt construction Willows lane Friday Harbor This company was warned w weeks ago, but I see 
cement trucks still going to jobsite

wormtex@yahoo.com John q public None

04/16/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pete’s lawn and garden 6907 Central Park dr Aberdeen Has crews out performing basic lawn maintenance 
like mowing and trimming

05/01/20 7:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dermatologist Petrin dermotology 8301 161st Ave NE Unit 108 Redmond, WA 98052 Opening on Monday, threatening employees that if 
they don’t return they will be ineligible for 
unemployment.

Drummondtanya@rocketmail.comT Drummond 509-881-7281 Jameshpetrin@gmail.com

03/31/20 8:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Petrochem Insulation 6811 NE 131st Avenue Vancouver Workers being sent to Port Townsend, WA to build 
scaffolding at a mill in town. Workers were told by 
the boss that work was “optional” but when 
requesting to stay home, employees are chastised.

makaykayrightmeower@gmail.comMakayla Rightenour 5035058277

04/15/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PGH Excavating, Inc. 1891 Garrett St. Enumclaw Residential construction on 11th Avenue East in 
Seattle, has been going on for weeks and there are 
large groups of people.

ronkornfeld@yahoo.com Ron Kornfeld 2063536769 Nick Thornhill

04/07/20 8:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Bike shop Phil's bike shop 3400 sw 320th st Federal way The owner of the above mentioned shop is actively 
selling bicycles daily. He has all his bikes out 
blocking the sidewalk all are available for sale. The 
governor's proclamation states that only bicycle 
repair is deemed essential. But the shops website is 
inviting people to come buy a bike.

philthebikemechanic@gmail.com

04/09/20 12:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Phillips Real Estate lilac. 711 6th Ave N, suite 200 Seattle Phillips Reality is overseeing a construction project 
on the entrance of my home. I am high risk, I have 
asked them to completely cease this construction 
multiple times outside only entrance. They make 
adjustments, but ultimately refuse. Construction is to 
resurface stairwells, cosmetic, not integral to 
structure. I have video of workers blowing dust and 
not social distancing. They now show up 
unannounced. Their construction is a health hazard 
to me, needs to stop 100% until safe. They say the 
will come every Wednesday after we were told it was 
going to stop, unacceptable. When they are here, we 
can’t leave or enter our home out of fear for safety. 
Also, they have covered out stairwell with plastic, not 
allowing us to have air circulation. So virus particles 
can hover in the air.

Adam.barenblat@gmail.com Adam Barenblat 9012709408

04/06/20 9:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Phoenix Truss company 2015 Old Highway Ten Ellensburg This business is staying open performing non 
essential jobs with workers in the shop not 
complying with the 6 foot distancing. They are 
working on new structures not ones in which are 
concerned with the safety of the community. They 
also have their truck drivers riding with passengers 
all day which prevents the employees from being 
able to protect themselves with a six foot distance.

kkh1026hanson@gmail.com Kaelyn Hanson 2068329865

04/22/20 8:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther All the pot stores Pick one their all open Every city Every city We only need food, water and air to survive. Getting 
stoned is not essential.

04/16/20 10:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate Picket Homes Russell Building Seattle Management team is continuing to travel together for 
meetings with complete disregard for governor stay-
at-home order.

04/03/20 1:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Daycare with Grooming Pickles Playland 12669 NE 85th St Kirkland, WA 98033 They are a dog daycare that is grooming dogs when 
grooming has been deemed non essential. They 
have posts about it on Facebook

Wolfe Eliza 2533349903

04/08/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pierce RE Holdings LLC 629 165th st s Spanaway 4 framers working on new construction and not 
following social distancing. Residential housing is 
non essential

Joseph.bistryski@piercecountywa.govJoe Bistryski 253-798-3028

04/01/20 9:05 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Pike Motorworks 715 E Pine st. Seattle Leasing staff still fully staffed. Maintenance still fully 
staffed. I feel that outside of emergencies, 
sanitation, and certain preventive maintenance, staff 
should be minimalized.

maximus20683@gmail.com Jacob Goetschius 2062341971 tcolyar@awolff.com



03/31/20 10:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Windshisales sales Pilkington of North america 10315 airport Rd unit 101 Everett My dad is 70 he works for pilkington I've reached out 
to them many timess that they are violating the order 
and my dad who has copd is not to be working the 
then informed him by an HR in Ohio tht he's 
essential to their company and has to continue 
working they refuse to let him walk and he has to 
work. Please help me and point out them in the 
media that they are not essential and to close their 
doors... Please I am begging for someone to help me 
help my dad

tammystadtler2626@gmail.comTammy Stadtler 4253829602

04/09/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pillar Contraction cowlets blvd Richland How is a foundation for a new home essential amqualityconcrete@charter.netAlan Openshaw A&M Quality Concrete509-5514490

03/31/20 12:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Chain Corporate 
Headquarters

Pineapple Hospitality Company 155 108th Ave NE Unit 500, Bellevue, WA 98004Bellevue Employees are not allowed to work remotely. 
Accounting and finance are able to work remotely, 
but management refuses to let them.

Rosmith94@outlook.com Roman Smith 4254060942

04/01/20 1:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pink elephant car wash Pink elephant car wash 16223 meridian E Puyallup Still washing cars and having contact with people 
after being deemed non-essential , employer keeps 
trying to have us come in and work .

Jasminephillips4200@gmail.comJasmine N/A lynda@elephantcarwash.com

05/13/20 12:43 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pinnacle Dermatology and Skin Rejuvenation1515 116th Ave NE ste 307 Bellevue Deetta Gray is providing cosmetics services such as 
botox, fillers and laser treatments to her patients 
before the stay at home order has been lifted

425-999-2628

04/07/20 1:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window cleaning Pinnacle home services 1616 ne Ellis court Port orchard They have crews out all over doing work that is not 
essential. Removing moss from roofs, cleaning 
windows, and pressure washing and claiming they 
are doing necessary repairs.

Alice 3605099969 pinnhomeservice@gmail.com

04/16/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pinnacle--Rev Fremont Apartments 
(C/O Building Integrity)

317 NW 41st St Seattle The apartment property management company 
continues to contract out non-essential construction 
services and does not maintain social distancing 
guidelines. This morning (4/16) they had both non-
essential landscaping and construction/concrete 
pouring by the contractor Building Integrity.

hobbsn687@gmail.com Nicole Hobbs 2064028176 reve@pinnacleliving.com

04/05/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther 3rd party logistics Pioneer Distribution 2105 70th ave E Fife Lack of PPE, employees asked to make their own. 
Not following social distancing guidelines. Even 
before the outbreak business was slow with 
employees just standing around, now that Boeing 
(their sole customer) is shut down, they still insist 
employees report to work, or be forced to resign. 
Multiple temporary laborers were brought in after 
they were exposed to Covid19 elsewhere.

Persilverdanielle@gmail.com Danielle Persilver 253-754-1697

04/04/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape, PJ Lawn Care Indian Summer Country Club all Streets in the gated communityOlympia Every day this business has from 6-12  people 
working on yards doing landscaping, lawn mowing, 
manure fertilizer. Several neighbors are complaining 
about them. Today they did several homes on 
Kinsale Lane and Stone Haven Lane, I live close by 
and see this happening. From what I've heard a lot 
of it is cash basis

anonymous

04/06/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Planned parenthood 7426 w bonnie ave Kennewick Medical supplies being used on non essential 
procedures that could be utalized by the frontline 
nurses and doctors.

screech92@outlook.com 5092059317

04/02/20 2:26 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Planned Parenthood 7426 W Bonnie Pl, Kennewick, WA 99336KENNEWICK While there is a shortage of medical supplies,  
planned parenthood is still open for business and 
using up medical supplies that the hospitals could be 
using.

bundrantdavid1@gmail.com David 5094386437

04/08/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Plantswoman Design or subcontractor 10462 NE Country Club RoadBainbridge Island Landscape installation work is continuing at this 
address.

04/04/20 12:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential home cleaning Plateau maids and concierge 3495 Larsen Ave Enumclaw I'm working for a cleaning company we still have 
work but she is making us clean in houses with 
multiple people including kids and elderly violating 
the social distancing rule while also making us clean 
for non essential clients I feel unsafe working but 
cannot claim benefits until she shits down but admits 
she is staying open for the benefits.

05/11/20 11:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tattoo shop Platinum rose tattoo 2302 n argonne rd suite c Spokane valley I have photos of the owner John bisbee tattooing 
illegally under quarantine not following social 
distancing and putting children in danger of potential 
open pathogen risk. I have reason to believe they are 
also illegally living in this shop with an infant and a 
toddler.

04/09/20 12:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shipyard Platypus Marin 102 North Cedar Street Port Angeles Main offices have been under construction during 
the Non essential business shutdown. Working on 
private vessels (vessel deemed non essential).

paula@platypusmarine.com

04/21/20 11:29 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat repair Platypus Marine Inc 102 N Cedar Street Port Angeles Platypus Marine Inc has been operating in a grey 
area during the duration of the stay at home order. 
They have gone out of their way to say they are 
essential. Yes, they are working on a couple of navy 
barges but they are not very needed/used and there 
is no deadline coming up so there is no reason they 
can't wait a few weeks. Majority of their employees 
are not working on those barges, therefore they are 
doing non essential and mostly just busy work. This 
has been going on since the start of the stay at 
home order. They were doing split shifts of one week 
on and one week off in an attempt to comply with 
social distancing. They have decided to stop doing 
that now. They said they would provide mask for 
employees, they handed them a couple of bandanas. 
They are going out of their way to find things for 
employees to do as they dont have much work at the 
moment and only a few people are actually working 
on the barges. This has resulted in employees doing 
inane tasks such as cleaning gravel, washing the 
parking lot and buildings and now painting the 
buildings. Non of which is what the employees were 
hired to do and definitely non of it is essential. It's 
very frustrating to the employees and their families 
that Platypus has so little disregard for their health 
and well being and feels the need to risk it for such 
pointless tasks. Any help/clarification about this 
situation would be greatly appreciated.

taracprice42@gmail.com Tara 3608085983 paula@platypusmarine.com

03/31/20 12:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat repair Platypus Marine Inc 102 N Cedar ST Port Angeles The higher ups at Platypus Marine Inc are letting 
their political beliefs cloud their judgement and they 
are not taking COVID-19 seriously. They constantly 
make jokes and dismiss how serious  it is, so who 
knows if they're maintaining social distancing or 
proper hygiene. They have gone out of their way to 
find any reason they might be remotely essential 
even though all the other boat repair shops in the 
area have closed. Platypus is saying they are 
essential because they just started working on a 
couple navy barges. The barges haven't been used 
for years so I'm not sure how they are essential. 
They're using the barges as an excuse to stay open 
and they continue to work on every non essential 
boat they have and go about as if nothing is 
happening. Their employees and families, as well as 
the city port, are upset because it does not seem 
necessary for them to remain open. It makes it even 
more difficult to keep our families safe if our loved 
ones are still being forced to go to work for 
something that isn't essential at this current time. 
They obviously care more about money then the well 
being of their employees or community.

Carynsullivan85@hotmail.comCaryn 3608085983 paula@platypusmarine.com

04/13/20 7:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Please and sons 15102 122nd Ave E Puyallup No social distancing. AUgumshoe@gmail.com Steve 2532661252

04/09/20 5:58 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Please construction Pope elementary school  on 152nd and military RdSouth hill Puyallup There is no social distancing at all. Augumshoe@gmail.com Steve 2532661252

05/06/20 5:01 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Rental Plemmons Industry 1311 Central Avenue S Kent Payment can be mailed or made online. Employees 
should not be in office to meet with public to receive 
payments

billing@plemmonsindustries.com

04/21/20 2:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Plus kitchen and bath 8724 19th Ave nw seattle Working at a house being remodeled for say. It is an 
unoccupied house. Several other workers are also 
there

bones215@gmail.com Www.piuskb.com

04/03/20 2:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Ply Gem Windows 5001 D St NW Auburn The company makes mainly, if not entirely, 
residential windows. I'm unclear if it would qualify as 
essential. The employees are physically incapable of 
practicing social distancing in their workstations, 
everybody is too close together. Some people stand 
close face to face with one another. There is nobody 
in a position dedicated to enforcing safe distance.

joleesofierce@gmail.com Joanna Lee 2539993683

05/18/20 9:41 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Door to door sales Polar bear exterior 4416 Russell road suit A Mukilteo They are having my roomate go back and do dooor 
to door sales which is not at all essential and puts a 
lot of people at risk



05/12/20 9:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet Grooming/Self Wash Poochie Do’s 307 Central Ave Quincy The owner of this business added retail to her 
business plan and then intends to reopen her self 
wash and professional grooming on the assumption 
that since she can sell retail, she is allowed to 
provide grooming services. Grooming is not allowed 
until phase 2 and we are currently in Phase 1 of the 
reopening plan.

03/30/20 5:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pool to spa retail 
construction and service 
and maintenance

Pool to spa services llc 1509 worthen Wenatchee Delivery of spa in town service to spa and pools 
opening of pools installation of different products re 
pools as covers and automation and  several 
employees in admin working inside

Kmboz25@gmail.com Leann

04/08/20 2:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet poop pick up service POOP911.com 333 Cascade Place Burlington performing service that may not be considered 
essential

slagitrailbire@gmail.com Roger Johnson 360-770-5944 dogs@poop911.com

04/20/20 10:52 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail Porsche Bellevue 11910 NE 8th St Bellevue Employer sent email today to have entire sales team 
return to work 4/18/20. The sales team is 
commission-based. There should not be any 
customers coming through the doors for business. 
However, they have continued online sales by  
allowing customers to pick up new vehicle out the 
back door, which is believed to be a violation of the 
stay at home order. There was no mention of social 
distancing or any PPE in the email to return to work.
This ploy to have all sales team return is either they 
expect to continue sales secretly, or a way to avoid 
unemployment claims. Either way, it is unethical. I 
prefer to remain anonymous as I fear retribution.

lissa_6626@yahoo.com Melissa 813-997-2509

03/31/20 7:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Port Blakley Logging at:  3211/3213 SE Kamilche Pt. Rd.Shelton I need to remain anonymous due to an on-going land 
ownership concern with the current listed owner.

wasles@aol.com Laura Cole 360-545-2497

04/07/20 10:35 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logistics, Walmart/Target Port Logistics Group 3401 West Valley Hwy Sumner Providing logistics for companies that do not require 
the specific freight being moved to function. 
Warehouse floor not given PPE and being made to 
work in confined spaces. Office workers noticeably 
sick including cough and not being sent home.

Anonymous

03/31/20 2:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Port of seattle Shilshole Marina Seaview Avenue NWSeattle port of Seattle is allowing contractors to continue 
construction on 3 bathhouses at Shilshole Marina. 
Workers are seen working shoulder to shoulder at 
times. Can not argue that this is essential 
construction when the current 3 bathhouses are 
open as usual.

Lorieparker1@gmail.com Lorie Parker

03/31/20 9:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Potelco 14103 Stewart Rd SE Sumner, WA 98390 They're working on 7th Ave SW between 308th and 
310th Ave S.  Boring holes in the rd. Not practicing 
safe social distancing. Not doing anything here that 
needs to be done today. Lot of seniors on this street 
with compromised immune systems. They need to 
be gone.

janetandjeff@juno.com Jeffrey R. Smith 253-250-8813

03/31/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Potelco 14103 Stewart rd se Summer Potelco was originally essential with electric 
construction, but they have stopped all lineman. 
They are keeping office staff to file and do non 
essential work.

Martha

04/21/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Potts Painting Meridian ave N Seattle Man giving painting estimate to neighbor. Knocking 
on everyone’s door for a free estimate.  The 
painter/owner Rob had told us that “during this 
pandemic is the perfect time to get some interior or 
exterior painting done.”We told him that he should 
not be socializing and knocking on people’s doors for 
business. He said he is an essential business and 
everything he does is considered “new construction 
and is completely legal”. 

I looked up essential businesses and painting is 
sadly not one. I feel bad about telling on him but I am 
scared for the kids and older people’s health in our 
neighborhood

Debbie.wrath@gmail.com Debbie Wrath

05/07/20 9:56 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other RV Dealership Poulsbo RV 510 Eleanor lane My vernon Not following requirements to be open. Allowing test 
drives, showing units in person. Not adhering to 
social distancing guidelines.

Mike

03/31/20 9:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Dealership Poulsbo RV 3905 Auburn Way N Auburn RV Sales.

03/30/20 9:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rv dealership Poulsbo Rv 510 Elenor Lane Mount Vernon Salesmen are working from home so they won’t get 
caught being open, and sending leads to the store. 
Then people show up at store and Managers  are 
being forced to work and are showing units and 
meeting with people. Then finance  has to meet and 
sign paperwork with them. There is no way to social 
distance when people are touching everything. Then 
they come back and do more paperwork and they 
are delivering units on site and offsite. Everyone that 
is being forced to work is being exposed. They are 
making people sign paperwork when they pick up 
their RV that it was under emergency conditions so 
they can say it was essential to sell to them. Only 
the service department is essential and because it is 
open they are flying under the radar of it.

Almost all RV dealerships in Skagit County are doing 
this as well.

Anonymous

03/30/20 7:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Sales Poulsbo RV 510 Eleanor Lane Mt Vernon RV sales department is still open. Salesmen are off 
work but sales manager is still selling RVs and 
finance manager is still doing paperwork for 
customers.

03/31/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Power age or power ace construction 311 ave C Snohomish Continue to work on this residential construction site 
with multiple people on site. Blocking alley ways. I 
work construction and have been shut down for 
same kind of work

05/04/20 12:52 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym Power Athletics Compound 1856 Terminal Drive Richland The owners have been secretly providing gym 
training sessions to people. They have been working 
out at the gym several different times of the day. 
There are large groups of people working out and 
training there.

carrillo.jesse8807@gmail.comJesus Carrillo 5094050148 powerathleticscompound@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Power Design, INC 4801 24th Ave NE Seattle Construction project ongoing, it is non essential 
according to Gov. Jay Inslee

Matt@ibew46.com Matthew Yalowicki 253-395-6512

04/08/20 9:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paint store Ppg paints 2925 4th Ave S Seattle Non essential Anonymous techservice@ppg.com & bmppg@bm.com

04/08/20 9:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paint store Ppg paints 2719 s tacoma way Tacoma Non essential Anonymous techservice@ppg.com & bmppg@bm.com

04/07/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PR Systems LLC 84th Street Edmonds Edmonds' 84th Street Overlay Project began despite 
Gov. order extension to May 4th. No social 
distancing between workers either. Construction 
crew showed up and began grinding the whole 
length of road. This is a project that has been stable 
and on pause since before the holidays. Have 
photos/video.

jason@koceja.com Jason Koceja 3607731051

05/03/20 3:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Repair and Sales Practec LLC 17625 NE 65th st Redmond Told they are a support essential business, and that 
they can only work on repairs that are for essential 
businesses but they are functioning normal, they 
plan for a full reopen of all employees 5/4

04/02/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Precision Countertops 512 Darby Dr Unit 211 Bellingham I have seen this company on 2 occasions for 2 full 
days, going in and out of my condo complex, cutting 
countertop material (2 men) 
Under a tent, going in and out of my building.
I am concerned, because we share an entrance to 
the condo. There is no separate entrances to our 
condos.

Annagnello311@gmail.com Ann Agnello 3603030939

04/01/20 6:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Precision Door Service 20728 56th Ave W Lynnwood Installation of new garage doors on homes with safe 
and properly running garage doors, as well as on 
new homes with no living residents. Estimates of 
these doors. Multiple people in garage at once 
working on said doors.

Anonymous

04/01/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Precision Door Service 20728 56th Ave W Lynnwood Many of our employees are concerned due to our 
company still providing free estimates at customer’s 
properties, general maintenance appointments that 
are non-essential and continuing to schedule work 
on new construction and continuing to provide 
customers with non-emergency work. Numerous 
employees were also required to come in to work to 
inventory their company vehicles even on their day 
off and these unnecessary task/jobs are putting 
employees at risk.

accentra28@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction PRECISION PAINTING  owner 
Shane Dohoney (360) 661 7451

2088 SW Rosario PL OAKHARBOR WA 98277 I have observed them painting houses on the block 
that we live on SW Rosario PL and dont think its 
right that they get to disregard the laws and Health of 
this community every one else is following them in 
the crisis

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 2:22 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Precor USA Precor 20031 142nd Ave ne Woodinville They are requiring my dad to work to make parts for 
workout machines. In a place with workers all over 
and my dad is a high risk

kristina233230@gmail.com Kristina Bradwisch 3607706566

03/30/20 8:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fitness equipment Precor home fitness 1181 Andover park w Tukwila They have workers working in the warehouse. All 
their store chains are staffed and taking phone orders

ERIN@KARPBUSINESSLAW.COM



04/21/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier Finish Construction (At 
MeadowLeaf Conner Homes new 
housing)

23395 SE 41st CT Sammamish 6 subcontractors all working very closely in new 
housing construction. 
www.connerhomes.com/find-your-
home/communities/meadowleaf.
PremierFinishLLC.com

Billthom@microsoft.com Bill Thompson 4257034034

04/13/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier Home and Land LLC 6811 120th Ave NE Kirkland, WA 98033-8414 Work on new home construction site - 153 16th Ave, 
Kirkland 98033.  Ongoing construction activity with 
multiple workers on site and not practicing social 
distancing.

jlcd425@gmail.com Jan Denby 425-443-0125 jason@premierhomesandlandllc.com

04/03/20 3:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Premier Landscape Services 1711 N. Park Spokane Valley Company appears to be completing non-essential 
landscape services.

04/14/20 8:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier Landscaping 8220 West Gage Blvd  #184 Kennewick Construction at 1150 Halter Ct Richland WA 99352 mary@gmail.com Mary 5097649999

04/06/20 8:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier Landscaping 2301 N Wilbur rd City Of Spokane Valley The address is an apartment complex where two 
employees of Premier Landscaping were seen 
applying fertilizer and not engaging in social 
distancing practices (standing elbow to elbow, and 
riding in the same truck). The phone number on the 
side of their truck is (509) 928-2652.

Emilyg.anderson@yahoo.comEmily Anderson 5099904047

04/16/20 7:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier Lawn & Lanscape 8220 W Gage Blvd #184 Kennewick Large construction projects including pouring 
concrete and lanscape changes - over a dozen 
workers at a time for over two weeks - at two or 
three houses in neighborhood at 3555 Percheron 
Place and 1150 Halter Court in Richland

susang757@yahoo.com Susan 5092677157

05/05/20 10:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Monument shop Premier Memorial 2309 South Tacoma Way Tacoma The company is open for business and allowing what 
looks like customers into the building. None of the 
workers have masks or gloves on. The are operating 
like it's business as usual. Multiple people are 
outside working and they are not 6ft apart. They are 
sharing equipment to load vehicles but they are not 
sanitizing anything done before someone else 
touches it without gloves. There looks to be no care 
about health safety.

05/01/20 4:17 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Employment Services Premier Pacific Seafoods 333 1st Ave W Seattle This business has been operating as normal 
throughout the entire stay home order with 
employees working in the office. They are not an 
essential business.

04/21/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier power electric 7730 Arab Dr se Tumwater Multiple OSHA and l and I violations. Still continues. 
This is the second report

04/13/20 10:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Premier power electric 7730 Arab dr Tumwater OSHA and l and I matthew.arbanasin@icloud.comThe Donald

04/02/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapers Premiere Law Service 13300 Bothell Everett Hwy STE 303-667Mill Creek Even after the clarification that was released 
yesterday they still are coming to our HOA to do 
routine lawn care, nothing they're doing is essential 
or necessary for public health or to prevent 
Spoilation. I have photos of them at our Townhome 
complex today 4/2/2020 if needed. I also sent this 
notice to our property manager Port Gardner and 
begged they stop the landscapers from coming.

davisdsu@gmail.com Drew Davis 360-528-0489

04/02/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance. Premiere Lawn Service Inc. 13300 Bothell Everett Hwy #303-667Mill Creek This is the lawn service used by my HOA.  This is 
non-essential.  

With everyone working at home, the last thing we 
need is that droning noise and the dogs going crazy 
the whole time.  

This is not only non-essential, it is detrimental to 
everyone at home trying to work.

sb@griffinmaclean.com Scott Boettcher 425-956-4172

04/03/20 9:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prestige NW 3418 kauffman avenue Vancouver Numerous vans and workers doing renovations on 
site

chefvancouverwausa@yahoo.comDavid Hill 3609801763

04/28/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prestige Painting 3310 Sevilla Ct.         5094055977Pasco, Wa Our Senior Housing has hired these painters to start 
Apr 28 to do the trim and outside brick wall.  Can 
you delay this work until later in the Pandemic.  It 
was previously done 1 or 2 yrs ago, and is not 
needed yet.

bowdendr@gmail.com Diana Eliason 5093922233 None

05/04/20 9:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Price construction 9512 12th ave NW Seattle Construction happening to build one residential 
house with no permits posted. Threatened neighbors 
with physical harm if we called to report 
construction. Also started working at 7am in May 
4th, claiming it's fine for him to do whatever 
construction he wants. Currently there is not even a 
foundation laid at the address posted.

Steph_l.l@live.com Stephanie LaCasse 2539939214

05/15/20 4:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Monument Company Priceless Granite 10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls They are working everyday. There is no way they are 
doing the social distancing. They are a non-essential 
company. When are you going to do your job and 
shut them down. There is no reason they should be 
open, especially if they can't follow simple guidelines.

04/29/20 2:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Monument company Priceless Granite 10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls Mr. Green opened his company back up on Monday 
the 27th of April. 21 more people died yesterday  
April 28. Why is the company open. Who is Mr 
Green to go against Governor's orders. Make him 
shut down. We have enough  people who have lost 
their lives due to Covid-19. This company being 
open is putting everyone who works there at risk. Mr. 
Green needs to follow the law just like everyone else.

Chris Green

04/28/20 7:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther monument company Priceless Granite 10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls This company has reopened its door against the 
governor order's. Putting lives at jeopardy. This 
company needs to close its doors.

Debbie Miller debb4925@Hotmail.com

04/27/20 12:13 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Monument Company priceless granite 10515 Mountain Loop Hwy Granite Falls Company is up and running  going off what the 
sheriff said about not enforcing the law. No regards 
to human life. Company should not be open at this 
time with the virus still going around. Make this 
company shut down immediately before more people 
catch the virus. Go after the sheriff's department for 
not enforcing the law. It's people like that who should 
not be in law enforcement. Mr. Green thinks its okay 
to put people's lives at jeopardy. It is not okay.

Chris Green

04/28/20 2:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pride Landscaping LLC 413 32nd Ave Seattle Large full scale landscaping being done.  Multiple 
workers on site for days not following social 
distancing and driving in vehicles together.

04/02/20 6:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prieto Landscaping 3526 E. A. St. Pasco I would like to remain anonymous but this Lawn 
Care company is STILL out doing landscaping

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/20/20 2:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prieto Landscaping LLC 3526 East A Street Pasco Company is performing task on job sites that is non-
essential.

05/05/20 10:49 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 22001 hwy 99 suite 200 Edmonds Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

coh1987@gmail.com

05/05/20 10:42 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 11310 NE 124th street Kirkland Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:39 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 15577 NE 24th street Bellevue Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:36 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 31600 SR 20 #1 Oak Harbor Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 907 NW Ballard Way Suite 105Ballard Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.



05/05/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 20611 Bothell Everett Hwy Suite FBothell Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:33 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 8933 Market Place NE Suite JLake Stevens Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:32 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 19191 State route 2 suite 105Monroe Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:32 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 428 Westlake Ave N, Suite 102, Seattle, WA 98109South Lake Union Business is conducting cold calls to businesses 
despite stay at home order still in place. Employees 
were instructed to leave doors unlocked and to take 
down door signage concerning COVID-19 in order 
"to give customers a sense of normality". All fuctions 
of the locations can be done online or over the 
phone.

05/05/20 10:28 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cellular Retail Prime Communications 319 State Ave, Suite 103 Marysville Business is conducting cold calls to local businesses 
despite COVID-19. Employees have been instructed 
to unlock doors and take signage off doors 
concerning COVID-19 in order "to give customers a 
sense of normality". All fuctions of business can be 
done online or over the phone

05/08/20 12:00 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Cell Phone Store Prime Communications Retail 22001 Highway 99 Ste 200 Edmonds The Edmonds store has removed social distancing 
signs, and still will not adhere to curbside pickup and 
is allowing multiple groups of people in the store. I 
have counted up to a dozen customers in the store 
not adhering to social distancing. The store has 
already had complaints issued about it since it was 
declared non essential in March.

jmshalles@gmail.com Jeff Shalles 4252498484 Retail

04/11/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electrician Prime Electric 3460 161st Ave. SE Bellevue Prime electric was at our condo doing work or a bid 
on Friday, April 10th.  I am on the HOA board and 
we do have non-essential work for them to do but it 
is non-emergency and can wait until the stay at 
home order has been lifted.  There is no need for 
them to be at our condo, possibly infecting others.

cstruitt@outlook.com Caryn Truitt 206.788.5291

04/01/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prime Window Systems 3400 Tacoma St Union Gap This business has been open since the start of the 
stay at home order. This business manufactures 
windows and they have 100+ employees in their 
warehouse that there is no possible way they are in 
compliance to even be 6 feet apart. They are not 
even supposed to be open as this is not an essential 
business. If they are even delivering windows they 
shouldn’t be as they would be going to construction 
sites.

Nrwilliams131@gmail.com Nikki 5095710439

04/13/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction private off of ewing road clinton ongoing land clearing since the stay at home has 
been in place with heavy equipment from sun up to 
sun down including weekends

mat@whidbey.com yvonne 2067865064

04/13/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction private construction 6321 4th ave ne seattle Construction of a private residence. maryklein8@gmail.com Mary Klein 2069639114

04/23/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Private Contractors 2210 25th Ave E Seattle Residential construction that doesn't appear to relate 
to 'ensuring structural integrity', as outlined in the 
stay-at-home order. Workers not maintaining social 
distancing.

Ryanmay.7@gmail.com Ryan May 6145981158 Unknown

03/31/20 6:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Private gym 11013 1st Dr SE Everett Private home running gym in garage. Multiple cars 
arrive between 4-6pm and the day varies. He has 
been asked by neighbors to cease and he continues.

L.dykes@gmail.com Lynn 425-353-8853

04/15/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther home private home 4407 densmore ave. n 98103seattle construction and multiple workers

04/10/20 2:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard landscaping service 
individuals

Private individuals 7437 View Park Rd SE Port Orchard 2 working outside nearly every day for the past 2 
weeks for average 8 hour days.. clearing up the 
yard.. probably for an Easter party outside..non 
urgent clean up.. not for any particular safety 
measures..

tulliappl3@icloud.com Fiona Segretti 2534680975

04/09/20 3:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Private residence 2401 Moore Street Bellingham Lack of proper mitigation to ditch on Texas st.  
Violation of governors order to not work on 
residential building due to shelter in place order etc.

corbetthanson@gmail.com Corbett Hanson 3603039411

04/07/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Private Residence 2846 23rd Ave W Seattle Cleaning people, pressure washing and window 
washing people, yard people, etc. 
Newman Glass Cleaning is one of the companies at 
the house working. No social distancing, no masks, 
etc.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/01/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction private swelling 9189 Salmon Run Lane BAinbridge Island construction is continuing su3.mitchell@hotmail.com susan mitchell 2067248268

04/20/20 10:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and Shrub Pro Care 7610 N Freya Spokane Can lawn, tree and shrub care occur? My neighbor 
received care this morning from Pro Care.  License - 
SPOKAP1093M6

pmccords@gmail.com Sandra McCord 5094649447

04/08/20 8:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping company Pro Gras 4290 Addy St Washougal One truck two people can not stay 6' apart. No 
masks or PPE also.

vikingtarheel@hotmail.com Alan Varden 971-230-8154

04/02/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance 
residential

Pro Grass 13236 NE 177th Pl Woodinville Clear violation of stay at home order.  They are doing 
residential maintenance in a residential 
neighborhood.

daniel@evanscreek.net Daniel Higgins 425-941-7916

04/06/20 5:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping pro green gardening services 3100 Fairview Ave. East Seattle Two man cut the grass, edged the walks and ran 
leaf blowers. It was Mon. Apr. 6, 2020 at around 
2PM. Their phone number is 425-591-6784.

04/09/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Lawn Care Pro Lawn Care & Landscaping 314 Kline Rd. Bellingham Doing routine lawn care maintenance that doesn't 
meet the guidance bulletin directive.

04/24/20 2:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pro Lawn Care Etc Olympic Drive Seabeck Threatening workers for staying home and still 
mowing residents lawns no emergency activity in 
this company

04/21/20 5:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Pro Lawn Care Etc. 15412 Olympic View Loop Rd.Silverdale, WA This company is mowing our neighbors lawn weekly 
over the first two weeks. of the Governor's order, but 
they find it to be silly. They are back again today for 
the third time. They were warned, and now they are 
being reported. The location of the lawn that they 
continue to care for is on Hamilton Court NE in 
Poulsbo.

jijimcwa@gmail.com J.McCartin n/a text only

04/07/20 11:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Pro Lawn Care Etc. Inc. 15412 Olympic View Loop Rd NwSilverdale The owner of the company has been told by multiple 
people that the basic maintenance landscaping and 
projects on residential houses they are doing is not 
considered essential and should cease. The higher 
ups in the company have contacted the government 
to get clarification, were provided said clarification, 
and the owner states he will continue to run until he 
gets fined or shut down.

krys.mixon@gmail.com Krys Mixon 9046525985

03/31/20 10:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pro Made Homes 6159 W. Deschutes Ave. Suite 509Kennewick Drove by their Pasco development today, saw 
trusses being dropped, 2 framing crews framing, and 
their clean up guys and trim carpenters all working 
on homes.

04/04/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pro made homes infinity homes Corner of road 80 and babine drivePasco 4 people framing a home when all that was there 
prior was a foundation.

Jose_esquivel21@hotmail.comJose Esquivel would prefer to stay anonymous5095392597

04/21/20 2:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance Pro Tech commercial landscape 
maintenance

1148 79th st se olympia saw a truck and three people with weed wackers and 
mowers on state st.  Yesterday April 20

pablo196969@yahoo.com Paul Clausen 3602801816

03/30/20 4:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction pro-build  builders first choice 4213 south 47th ave  west richlandrichland i dont believe this business is essential as other 
truss companies have shut down and so has 
construction so why are they still building trusses

llallison7528@yahoo.com linda 509-378-1285 WestRichlandSales@bldr.com

04/15/20 5:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prodigy Homes S Quincy Pl Kennewick I was driving on S Quincy Place where Prodigy is 
building in Inspiration Estates. They were framing a 
home, but also noticed a couple cars and workers 
going in and out of the already closed in home a 
couple houses down.  The stake said 5274. I believe 
this is non-essential building.

04/04/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prodigy Homes 5250 s Quincy place Kennewick Construction work being done Akmachart@frontier.com Kelly Machart 5099872866



04/09/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Prodigy Homes Inc. 8458 W. Gage Blvd Kennewick WA New construction next to my home.  No fences yet.  
They have stucco people,  shingle roofers, the wood 
is on...everyday  workers  They complied for 2 days.  
My husband is 61, I am 55 and they are very close 
to our home (the lots are unusually close, it is a 
culdesac.  When the workers are in front they are 
with in 15 feet, sometimes less sometimes more of 
my home.  No fences or yards yet so zero protection.  
 I do not see any of them wearing masks.  We have 
no idea how many people they have in their families 
that we are being exposed to as well.  I do not see 
that what they are doing currently is essential for the 
home to be ok.  I understand if the roof is not closed 
in but they both are, 2 homes under construction.  
I truly am cocerned that we are doing what we need 
to do and unnecessarily being exposed to possibly 
people who are around a lot of people everyday, 
likely children and bringing it to us.

lisa888ann@hotmail.com Lisa Ulrich 5099488813

04/08/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ProGrass 13236 NE 177th Pl Suite 100Woodinville We have several landscapers mowing lawns, using 
blowers and weed-eaters to trim at our condo.  They 
are not wearing any masks, their work is not 
essential and I think it dangerous to have a 
potentially sick person blasting high pressure air, 
having blades kick particulate matter in the air that 
can be smelled a block away.  This is probably the 
worst idea ever and it is to keep the grass short?

mkidder@uci.edu Matthew Kidder 425-891-5233

04/15/20 11:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Proscapes 1990 Marches Point Rd Anacortes This company CONTINUES to work! They have 
been told not to by the City Of Anacortes but they 
still continue. Yesterday driving past their office there 
were 3 guys huddled shoulder to shoulder talking 
about something...
HOW CAN WE STOP these folks???
They have been working all last week and this week!

MARK@SIMPLYYARDS.COMMark Lawerence 3607085109 Support@usproscapes.con

04/04/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Proscapes 9009 Marches Point Rd Anacortes They are out and about all over Anacortes doing 
maintenance work. Today they are working on Heart 
lake Rd in Anacortes.. 
Do you have any ideas of how to stop them from 
working? I have emailed them and asked them to 
stop and the city has asked them to stop. They keep 
working. Yesterday I saw one of their cab overs with 
3 workers in it.

Mjglawrence@gmail.com Mark Lawrence 3607085109 Support@usproscapes.con

04/14/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Proscapes Inc. 9002 South March Point Rd Anacortes They are still working on nonessential jobs. In 
addition the owner applied for a grant to pay 
employees so they dont have to go on 
unemployment while they didnt work. But instead 
told his employees that if they didnt work he refuses 
to pay them. And mentioned to his account manager 
he was going to use the money to fund jobs. She 
explained to him that was illegal to use the grant 
money for anything else other then what the grant 
stated and that it was unethical not to pay the 
employees and make them work on nonessential 
jobs. The next day he called her in and fired her. We 
know for a fact they are actually working on 
nonessential jobs, but the grant info is hearsay, but I 
think based on the source it should be investigated.

Support@usproscapes.con

05/01/20 3:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hospital Providence Sacred Heart Hospital 
Spokane

101 W 8th Ave, Spokane, WA 99204Spokane Hello, I would like to report the following violations to 
the Governor's Proclamation which has been 
occurring since 4/23/20 at the Providence Sacred 
Heart Hospital in Spokane. 

Chef and Senior Management have been cooking 
and serving elaborate meals **in the Cafeteria** (not 
in the kitchen), on propane cooktops in front of the 
customers during both breakfast and lunch 
hours.They are running a full-course menu which 
includes numerous toppings and also a variety of 
soups and hot cereals which are served hot. Most of 
the items served in the hot foods section are not 
prepackaged or covered. Management is enforcing 
this upon the food workers.

Customers are waiting in long lines to order the 
meals and also at the register, and are not following 
the 
Social Distancing protocol. 

Thank you.

04/02/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape Prrograss 44th and 168th lynnwood company is mowing Archstone HOA,   did not know 
that HOAs are classified ESSENTIAL.  if they are, it 
would be nice to know.

bobbiandraz@comcast.net Dan Brossard

04/01/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn and garden Prune Landscaping 113 Fairway pl Sequim WA The crew of Prune is offering to do their lawn and 
garden services. They would be in contact with very 
many homes and then go to many more.

05/08/20 11:11 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Golf retail Puetz Golf 11762 Aurora Ave N Seattle Retail portion of store is open to shoppers; not 
curbside pickup. Not enforcing mask use for patrons 
in retail store and in driving range.

04/14/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Heating 1610 item rd Lake Stevens Group of 6- 3 crews seen operating daily on new 
construction homes in mount Vernon and everett

Concerned employee at hotmail.comDick Cheny 4253829166 Pugetheating@hotmail.com

03/31/20 4:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Paving 10910 26th Ave S Lakewood There was construction going on today by Puget 
Paving at 425 S Tacoma Way in downtown Tacoma. 
It looked as though they were adding a new parking 
lot, which does NOT seem like essential 
construction right now. There is plenty of other 
parking.

03/31/20 1:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Paving 10910 26th Ave S, Lakewood, WA 98499Tacoma Business is requiring employees to work doing jobs 
that are not essential.

03/31/20 7:11 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Collections Medical Debt Puget Sound Collections 738 Broadway Tacoma Non essential workers ( bill collectors) are still 
working

05/06/20 8:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other utlilty Puget Sound Energy 19900 North Creek Parkway Bothell Business is forcing lower ranking customer service 
employees to not have option of telecommute based 
on call time handling average, including employees 
with children under the age of 18 affected by the 
school closures.  Paid leave is also not being offered 
to these employees in violation of recent federal 
acts.  Buildings are only partially cleaned and on 
weekends.  Employer is not providing face masks or 
gloves.

03/31/20 11:20 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Sound Energy 148th Ave Bellevue I'm writing to report that Puget Sound Energy , a 
privately owned company, continues cutting trees on 
148th Ave for a redundant power line . Keeping the 
lights on is an essential service. Cutting trees for a 
yet to be constructed power line during a state wide 
shelter in place order is not. Please make the 
workers on this line stop work during the COVID -19 
pandemic.

amygfaith@yahoo.com Amy Faith 425-653-1436

03/31/20 6:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Sound Energy 355 110th Ave NE Bellevue Puget Sound Energy construction crews are cutting 
down hundreds of trees on 148th Avenue in 
Bellevue.  The purpose is to install a new, redundant 
high-voltage power line.  While electricity is essential 
for running basic services, this particular project will 
not provide electricity to any safety or health 
facilities.  It is intended only to provide power to 
residents in a very rare scenario that has happened 
only twice in the past 13 years.  The workers are not 
able to maintain social distancing while doing their 
jobs.  We observed numerous violations during a 5-
minute period.  For the sake of the workers and the 
community, this project should be paused.  It doesn't 
even meet PSE's own COVID-19 response policy as 
posted on the company website.  The community is 
confused and upset at the obvious violation of rules 
and common sense.

don.m.marsh@gmail.com Don Marsh 425-749-2791

04/01/20 2:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puget Sound Energy / Potelco In -
planned power outage

P.O. Box 91269 Bellevue 98009-9269 I just got a notice of a planned outage, I work for 
Verizon and have to work from home and it is 
essential that I am online to keep the network 
running. Can you please contact PSE and have 
them schedule it for after the mandatory stay at 
home so I can stay online by going into the office.

donna.polehn@gmail.com Donna Polehn 2067950001

03/31/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mechanic Pull and save 10414E Knox Ave Spokane valley They have there shop crew tearing apart cars and 
there mechanics are not 6 feet apart either are any 
of the works there they aren’t following any 
guidelines for keeping there employees safe, and I 
don’t see how shop workers are deemed essential?

Shelbylynncooper1@icloud.comShelby 5098668451



04/16/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pulte Home Builder 8502 166th ST Redmond Non essential residential Construction project going 
full bore with workers and equipment

skraus@outlook.com Steven Kraus 4253657679 PacificNorthwest@pultegroup.com

04/22/20 7:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pulte Homes 8502 166th Ave NE Redmond They restarted new residential townhome 
construction over a week ago with contractors, 
carpenters, heavy equipment building new 
townhomes in Redmond WA downtown. When 
asked the onsite rep said they are willing to risk fines 
to complete the project

Mcintyre John Relentlessx100@gmail.com PacificNorthwest@pultegroup.com

04/21/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pulte Homes 8502 166th Ave NE Redmond The group is constructing new houses at 166th AVE 
NE at Redmond, construction crews were gone for a 
few weeks but are back building brand new houses.

ankit@execs.com ankit 4045676317 PacificNorthwest@pultegroup.com

04/03/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Pulte Homes 13421 Admiralty Way Lynnwood We are in a townhouse development that is still 
undergoing construction.  Construction workers 
continue to work on building new houses that aren't 
essential.  Further, they regularly stand together 
outside, in clustered groups, much closer than can 
be considered healthy.

andrewbmck@comcast.net Andrew McKelvey 425-260-2372 PacificNorthwest@pultegroup.com

05/10/20 11:04 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Puppy Store Puppy land  and Puppy world 2615 Capital Mall Dr SW unit A1Olympia Still selling puppiesand are open.

05/06/20 4:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other puppy store Puppyland 13103 Meridian Ave E Puyallup Puppyland has imported over 100 puppies since the 
stay at home order went into place. They have 
continued inviting the public to come to their store 
and purchase puppies. They do not sell supplies, 
only puppies, and therefore are a non-essential 
business. They are putting transport drivers, 
employees and consumers at risk.

adale@bailingoutbenji.com Ashly Dale 2537970688 Kayla & Justin Kerr

04/28/20 10:39 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Animal Sales Puppyland 13103 Meridian E Ste. 104 Puyallup Operating puppy sales (suspected puppy mill) and 
falsifying reports of service animals

moroboshi.ren@gmail.com Ken 2068665247

04/15/20 7:26 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Store, NOT A RESCUE Puppyland 13103 Meridian E Ste. 104 Puyallup, We are aware that they are getting shipments of 
dogs.  These dogs come from puppy mills.  NONE of 
this is essential.

jillroeder@juno.com Jill Roeder 253-312-3219 Kayla and Justin Kerr

04/02/20 12:25 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Store Puppyland 13103 Meridian E. #104 Puyallup This store has been told to close by Police Authority 
and Animal Control.  If this store is closed, why did 
they have 22 dogs shipped from Iowa and delivered 
to Puyallup today 4/1/20?  They now have 76 dogs 
in kennels in Puyallup and Olympia in closed stores.  
They ordered the 22 new dogs AFTER they were 
told they had to close last Friday 3/27/20.  This store 
is not only ignoring the orders, but putting the 
welfare of innocent animals at risk.  They purposely 
ordered more dogs knowing their store were closed! 
76 puppies being held in kennels, when they knew 
they were ordered to close due to covid-19!  
Unacceptable!

lorid@worldls.com Lori Dale 253-740-3170

05/06/20 4:05 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other puppy store Puppyworld 2615 Capital Mall Dr SW Unit A1Olympia Puppyworld has imported over 100 puppies since the 
stay at home order went into place. They have 
continued inviting the public to come to their store 
and purchase puppies. They do not sell supplies, 
only puppies, and therefore are a non-essential 
business. They are putting transport drivers, 
employees and consumers at risk.

adale@bailingoutbenji.com Ashly Dale 2537970688 Kayla & Justin Kerr

05/04/20 4:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Pure Salon and Spa 423 W 1st Ave STE 100 Spokane Business has placed an ad on Facebook that they 
are acting like they are closed, but they are still 
seeing customers and to call for an appointment. I 
do have a photo of the ad.

marshar37@gmail.com Marsha 5092941586

04/13/20 10:04 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apparel Purfect logos 15817 e Trent ave., suite 102Spokane valley Taking non essential orders and not social distancing Info@purfectlogos.com

03/31/20 7:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Freight brokerage and third 
party sales.

Purposefully left blank for fear of 
retaliation.

Purposefully left blank for fear of retaliation.Spokane My employer is ordering me back to the office during 
the lockdown. The job can be done from home, but 
my boss refuses anyways. I am a high-risk person 
for this illness and have been told to work from 
home by medical advisors.

Please call me at 509-216-8088

Mancke David 509-216-8088

04/05/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Puyallup schools 302 2nd st Puyallup Employees at risk... no essential work. Custodial of 
near empty building.. maintenance with no cleaning 
or sanitizing doing non essential lawn mowing and 
other non essential grounds keeping work... 
plumbing and lots of contractors seen at schools and 
district buildings ... people coming in contact with 
people that they don’t need too.

05/16/20 11:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Q's Pub 44 3782 W Gulf to Lake Hwy Lecanto, Fl 34461 This business has allowed one heck of a party with 
live music, the inside and outside of the 
establishment jam packed! No social distancing 
enforced and no food sales.

05/02/20 7:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Furniture warehouse Qa Group 1414 S Director St Seattle Not using stay at home order and non essential 
business feel like I’m in danger.

N/A N/A 818-307-8941 Seth Emtage

03/31/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Quadrant Homes Feigley Rd W Port Orchard Workers clearing building site, moving dirt, removing 
trees

04/09/20 6:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Quail Park Assistant Living 4015 164th St SW Lynnwood The construction projects underway at Quail Park 
are non-emergency and the contractor Osborne 
Construction is calling in more workers to work on 
the project. The workers are working in close-
distances with each other and not able to social 
distance. 

Construction workers of all ages (even 65 year old 
men) are required to work in close groups together. 
One construction worker was concerned he may be 
experiencing Covid-19 symptoms, but he was still 
required to go to work until he could get tested. It is 
concerning that the seniors living at Quail Park might 
be exposed by these construction workers that may 
be asymptomatic or even experiencing symptoms 
and cannot social distance.

liz.meine@gmail.com Elizabeth Meine 4252442264

03/30/20 5:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Quality construction 190 s e crestview Pullman Work being done only benefiting the city when 
everyone else got shutdown.  There workers come 
from out of town and can be bringing the virus to 
pullman. Make the city support Washington and stop 
construction.

CQCDEDE@GMAIL.COM

04/11/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape company lawn 
maintenance

Quality Landscape Maintenance PO BOX 1405 Milton Why are landscaping lawn mowing companies still 
working. They don’t need to be in neighborhoods 
around so many houses and communities

05/13/20 8:22 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Warehouse Quality sewing and vacuum 1203 Andover west Tukwilla Employees are being forced to work in the 
warehouse and tech department. There is no social 
distancing.

03/30/20 5:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Quantia Analytics, LLC 7031 2nd Ave NW Seattle Construction is continuing on a residential multi-
family project.

stephen.elston@quantia.com Stephen Elston 2067149998

04/03/20 1:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Quantum Construction 12761 Quantum Lane Anacortes Construction continues at the didgwálič Wellness 
Center at 8212 S March Point Rd, Anacortes, WA.

nicolehoekstra@wavecable.comNicole Hoekstra 3609410461

03/31/20 11:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Putter and Gunsight 
Manufacture

Questech 509 E Stanley Street Granite Falls They have the entire machine shop with all 30 
employees there. They do not manufacture anything 
that is essential. they make golf putters and 
gunsights. Also they are in violation of fire code and 
L&I no saftey glasses or ppe

04/17/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction R & R Landscaping 22810 Stottlemeyer rd Poulsbo Landscape maintenance crews out working during 
stay at home mandate. At least 3 workers per truck.

04/19/20 10:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction R and R landscaping 3311 Tane Road Bremerton The business has been conducting a new and 
extensive landscaping project on the residence 
address: 1 33rd Ave NW. Gig Harbor, WA 98335, 
since the week of April 12-19 and seems to plan to 
continue the project for the upcoming weeks. The 
resident owner has close personal contact (within 2 
feet) with the crews often. no face masks were ever 
used.

04/08/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction R J Construction 9200 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Residential townhouse construction has restarted 
even though the restrictions are still in place.  
Restarted this morning.  Concrete foundation 
contractor for new high end townhomes.

Terencere@gmail.com T.R. Euling 2068527104

04/07/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction R. Miller Construction 19926 Broadway Ave. Snohomish This is a construction site for future warehouses. At 
least 30 people on site. Non essential building.

Jalbrecht@abi-inc.com Jay Albrecht 2069488979

04/01/20 8:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Ragelo international 2980 Center Dr #150, DuPont, WA 98327Dupont I’m just concerned that they’re violating everything. I 
don’t see how we’re essential, we sell pet and baby 
gates, they don’t practice social distancing as we’re 
stuck in a 6 foot wide container for 2-8 hours at a 
time with 2-3 individuals. Our boss has 100 boxes of 
masks, but yet only gives them out to temps(putting 
us at risk bringing), and his office people. It’s just 
wrong.



04/06/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rain City Homes, LLC 318 N 48th St Seattle Rain City Homes, LLC is the general contractor for 
new townhomes being constructed at 5810 
Roosevelt Way NE. Contractors have been working 
every day since the stay at home order with blatant 
disregard.

hoover.belle@gmail.com Rachael Hoover

04/08/20 1:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther In home house cleaning Rain City Maids 220 6th St. Kirkland Sending cleaners to private homes to clean and 
come in contact with others in there home.

hello@raincitymaids.com

04/01/20 11:29 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House cleaning Rain city maids 220 6th st Wa Saw they were still cleaning homes, not sure if it is 
essential or not.

hello@raincitymaids.com

04/07/20 11:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rain Forest Gutters 11730 E State Route 106 Union Gutter replacement doesn't seem to fall under 
"essential" business. Was across the street 
performing this service and also not following safe 
distance protocols.

tiamatgavion@gmail.com Thomas Meadows 3604400007

03/31/20 9:22 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Daycare Rainbow Children's Academy 2281 116th Ave NE Bellevue The daycare insists to remain open to serve very few 
families, who are not essential workers. It has no 
way to enforce social distancing, if most parents 
send children to the daycare. The daycare takes 
advantage of parents being responsible and taking 
precautions to keep their kids home. The daycare 
encourages parents to send their children by forcing 
parents to choose either continuing to send their kids 
to get the services they paid for, or otherwise 
parents get no services and lose monthly 2K+ tuition 
every month.

gongyueyue@gmail.com Grace Gong 2066180021

04/23/20 3:45 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Moving company Rainbow International 6035 S Adams Street Tacoma Tried to schedule a delivery of non-essential items to 
my home despite  me telling them it was against the 
governor's order.

RAINBRIDGET@YAHOO.COM

03/30/20 6:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainier Asphalt & Concrete PO Box 1549 North Bend Rainier Asphalt & Concrete are performing 
unnecessary street repairs at 15th & E Marion in 
Seattle (week of March 23 & 30, 2020). Why do they 
need to install new accessory curb ramps on the 
corners in our neighborhood now? Can't this wait 'til 
the shelter in place is over.

nwseattle@hotmail.com John Thomas

04/28/20 10:43 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainier Asphalt and Concrete 1423 NW Market St Seattle Performing concrete placement at 10:00pm on April 
28 at Ballard/Seattle Safeway. Employees not 
spacing at 6 ft or wearing masks. (I did take photos)

andrew.natzel@gmail.com Andrew Natzel 507-475-1583 mailto:info@rainierasphalt.com

04/03/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainier Fence & Decking 3737 A STreet Auburn Continuing to send work crews in trucks to 
residential homes to build fence

04/23/20 10:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential aircraft 
operations

Rainier flight service 800 W Perimeter Road Renton I get keeping the business open to provide fuel in the 
name of transportation. But flight instruction, side by 
side in tiny aircraft sitting next to a flight instructor is 
utterly dangerous. A Cessna 172 cockpit is not 
capable of allowing for social distancing, even less 
so than a standard Uber. Why are they still allowing 
the virus to spread?

KIM@RAINIERFLIGHT.COM

03/30/20 5:30 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flight School Rainier Flight Service 800 W Perimeter Road Renton Email sent to e-list saying that business would 
remain open.  Details services that would be 
essential but are not provided (ex: maintenance 
which is only for flight school planes). No updates 
with expanded proclamation.

KIM@RAINIERFLIGHT.COM

04/23/20 8:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fabrication Rainier Industries LTD 18375 Olympic AVE S Tukwila Department has not been fabricating essential items 
even though they reported that they will be making 
relief tents for the COVID crisis.

N/A Concerned Employee N/A

03/31/20 9:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rubber Company Rainier Rubber 15660 Nelson Place South Seattle Rainier Rubber say their are "aerospace" . But we 
make window seals for planes that are on the 
production line , not one that are flying. Boeing Close 
down, one of the major company we supply. I'm am 
unaware of anything we make is for a life savings 
part product.

shinobinokaze@gmail.com Dang Do 206-349-2151

04/17/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainier Square Plaza / Weingarten 
Realty

3820 Rainier Ave S Seattle Re-paving of parking lot and curb and gutter work, 
appears to be non-essential. Numerous construction 
workers standing much less than 6' from each other, 
no masks being worn.

ahallenius@gmail.com Alex Hallenius

04/17/20 11:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainier Valley Partners 1002 N J Street Tacoma Rainier Valley Partners started to demolish the unit 
upstairs in the apartment complex I live in. The unit 
was in good renting condition. They wanted to 
update the unit in order to increase the rent rate. I 
am a teacher trying to work from home and I'm not 
able to because of the noise is impacting my 
students. If I'm not able to teach my students, how 
will I continue their learning? What if I get COVID? 
How am I to recuperate? The air quality has 
diminished greatly. This is a great health concern 
and stress-inducing event which can be precursors 
to getting the virus.

serenasamar@gmail.com Serena Samar 2066415969 residents@rainiervalleypartners.com

04/01/20 2:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rainy day roofing and construction 6808 S Junett St Tacoma, WA 98409-6051Tacoma They are roofing our neighbors house and it is not 
essential for their house to be reroofed. The workers 
are not following social distancing or taking any 
precautions. The only reason they are roofing is 
because they sold their house.

Shawnmichaeladams@gmail.comShawn Adams 3604409048

04/01/20 6:44 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile Repair Rairdon Auburn Subaru 3025 Auburn way North Auburn Oil changes should not be considered essential and 
offered as incentives for Heath Care Workers & 
Costco Employees to bring their care in for free oil 
change.  
This is just added exposure for many employees that 
should not be is not as essential business. The 
Company is going out of their way contacting 
Customers to being in their cars for services. I don’t 
think soliciting  for work to perform under 
Manufacture Warranty work should qualify for 
essential. Employees are required to be onsite for a 
full day (only paid by the job) and may get paid only a 
couple of hours a day. With 17 Auto Tech’s  in shop, 
I fear some are not not 6 ft apart in Automotive shop 
in what they do. Too many Sales Employees are now 
showing up in the Showroom. I wish to remain 
anonymous as my son (same last name) works for 
them and believes his job would be at risk.

Lquam59@msn.com Lisa Quam 253-339-4134

04/29/20 6:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Rairdon Subaru 3205 Auburn way N Auburn Read in bill guideline that staff is supposed to be 
minimal. Service department is fully staffed even lot 
porters and detailer. People not making money 
forced to work when it’s against the law

N/a N/a N/a

05/01/20 10:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dealership Rairdon Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn Way N Auburn Non essential employees being forced to work. 
Service staff in no way scaled back and not given 
any sort of safety equipment such as masks and 
disinfectant

04/30/20 6:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dealership auto Rairdon Subaru of auburn 3025 Auburn way N Auburn Lot attendants and detail and technicians all fully 
staffed. Lot porters and detailers are not essential 
but told to work, technicians are supposed to be 
minimal but fully staffed and no safety stuff provided 
except gloves

04/30/20 1:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Rairdon Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn way north Auburn More employees than needed on duty for car 
services against rules of stay at home order. Non 
essential employs being forced to work. PPE rules 
not being enforced

Don’t want to get fired Don’t want to get fired Remaining anonymous

04/29/20 4:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Service department at an 
auto dealership.

Rairdon Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn Way North Auburn All technicians in the department are required to 
work. Business is not scaling back staff in service 
department. Some are not making enough to pay 
bills. Detail department is considered non essential, 
but were called back to work April 27th full time, 
against the extension of the stay home order

Anon Anon Anon

04/11/20 10:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New Car dealership Rairdon's Honda of Sumner 16302 auto lane Sumner They are selling cars.  Have more that one 
salesperson on shift at a time and more than one 
customer in the showroom at a time.

04/16/20 12:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Rairdons Dodge of Bellingham 1615 Iowa st Bellingham Giving non essential work out for free to bring 
customers in. Changing oil on non essential vehicles 
and for elderly. Sales staff here constantly.

04/29/20 11:09 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Rairdons Kirkland Dodge Chrysler 
Jeep

12828 NE 124th St Kirkland We took our vehicle in for service, and were 
approached by several sales people. Asked if they 
were essential employees, they said no, but the 
manager said it was ok. Other dealers don't have 
sales people working, so we found it strange and 
dangerous

J. Johnson 2537975032

04/29/20 9:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Delaership Rairdons Kirkland Dodge Chrysler 
Jeep

12828 NE 124th St Kirkland The dealership has sales people, along with sales 
managers and several other departments running at 
close to full staff. The people working are not service 
department staff, and are not considered essential. 
According to a sales person, they know it’s wrong

Joanna Ellison 2063809772

04/30/20 7:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther automotive sales Rairdons Subaru of Auburn 3025 Auburn Way N Auburn This dealership is selling cars to anyone and 
everyone who wants to purchase vehicles. Audit 
them and you will see a huge number of illegitimate 
sales to non essential workers. These guys need to 
be taught an expensive lesson! FINE THEM!

04/17/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ralph’s Concrete and Pumping 1529 Rainier Ave. S. Seattle Home construction concrete pouring that is not 
essential and not a government road/Infrastructure 
related

04/04/20 6:47 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Ramada 1745 Kittelson Rd Moses Lake Hotel is allowing non-essential travelers to use their 
establishment, putting essential workers at risk.

amandal@lamhotels.com Amanda Laramore 509-855-6358



04/17/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Randles landscape and design 99th windy point, key peninsulaBelfair Landscaping a residential home under construction. 
Dust flying everywhere.

04/03/20 5:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther OUTDOOR 
MAINTENANCE

RAVENWOOD LANDSCAPING 2171 FOXHOLE ROAD POINT ROBERTS The Ravenwood Landscaping truck was working on 
lawns on Eagle Lane in Point Roberts this afternoon.  
 Heard the mowers/trimmers at the huge property at 
270 Eagle Lane and saw the truck drive in/out with a 
pickup bed and trailer full of mowers, trimmers, 
wheelbarrows etc.  

If lawn care is for some reason considered essential 
business I'd really like to know. I've been laid off due 
to the virus but have worked in 
landscaping/maintenance myself in the past -- and I 
would seek that employment now were it not 
prohibited as non-essential:   

"Outdoor maintenance, including vegetation, is 
deemed essential only when necessary to prevent 
spoliation, avoid imminent damage, or address 
emergency repairs."

360.712.8350

05/05/20 4:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ray Gibson's Cabellaro's Club 1516 S 28th ST Tacoma There have been gatherings of people within this 
business for the past 3 days.  They do NOT serve 
food outside of the facility (BAR). They do NOT offer 
take-out.

rsrja@yahoo.com Randy Smith

04/15/20 12:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Raynor Construction 7321 36th Ave SW Seattle Chris and another worker are continuing to actively 
build a home in our community when all other 
residential contractors have stopped working to 
honor the Governor's Stay at Home Order.  This is 
unfair to other businesses that are complying.

chris@raynorcustom.com

04/13/20 5:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RD Homes 1320 Market St Kirkland Construction continues at this residential 
construction site - both exterior and interior. 
Sometimes there is inadequate social distancing.

mistervt@frontier.com Victor Tan 14254359493 Ryan Deason (contact@rdhomes.com / +1-206-697-2949)

04/07/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Real Homes 1833 N. Wenatchee Ave. Wenatchee Report of construction work - pouring driveway with 
6-8 employees on the site located on Dixie Drive, 
Malaga.

richmond.petty@cdhd.wa.govRichmond Petty - Chelan-Douglas Health District5098866468

04/03/20 9:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rebath of Spokane 12926 East Indiana Ave Ste Spokane,Spokane Valley, WA 99216 I don't see how they can be essential.  The other 
bathroom remodelers and interior remodelers are 
closed, yet this outfit is out there going to homes of 
the most vulnerable demographic and remodeling 
their tub to walking showers.  We as their competitor 
were specific denied essential status.  Shut them 
down!

04/30/20 1:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Rebecca Dawson 5315 S.2nd Ave. Everett Rebecca Dawson from the Lowell Neighborhood on 
the Nextdoor app is advertising haircuts on Saturday 
at the Old Lowell Firehouse in Everett. Here id the 
text of the post.

HAIRCUTS

***Local Haircuts***
Saturday, May 2nd @The old Lowell firehouse 5315 
S.2nd Ave. 
10am-6pm
Barbers will be wearing masks and gloves.

bgok@me.com Ken Hodler 206-789-8285

04/08/20 10:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rebecca nichols  neighbor 166 Jean road Chehalis My neighbor has several men over not following the 
6 feet distance rule and they look to be building a 
fence clearing her yard.

wencorowens@yahoo.com Wendy McCullough 3603557444

04/22/20 7:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther mobile detailing Recon Tech Tri - Cities Van Giesen St West Richland we live across the street and his business has some 
of his employees going in and they hiding working. 
Boats and cars are getting dropped off and theyre 
working quietly

Myron Pierce

04/17/20 11:06 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Detailing Recon Tech tricities 4193 W Van Giesen West Richland I work at a local coffee shop and see high traffic in 
and out of business place. My friend just got a 
exterior detailon his car and I can now see two boats 
they’re working on. He had some of his employees 
working to. Business sign is off but I can see his car 
there every day with garage doors open. This is not 
essential and very unsafe.

MYRONPIERCE@GMAIL.COM

05/08/20 9:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto detailing, boat detailing, ceramic coatingRecon Tri Cities Detail 4193 W Van Giesen West Richland Does not meet proclamation 20-25, Phase 1 
requirements to be open. 
Non kiosk related operations
Auto, boat, etc. paint correction, ceramic coating, 
scratch removal, and leather reconditioning are non 
essential.

03/30/20 2:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther WA Army National Guard Recruiting Command 10228 156th St E Puyallup Some soldiers are being required to work office 
hours and having potential recruits come in for office 
visits.

chad.t.pearson14@gmail.comChad Pearson 2532787885

04/25/20 4:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red M Excavation LLC 30805 E Red Mountain Road Benton City Followup to previous similar complaints. Bulk 
excavation of dirt at 30805 E Red Mountain Road 
continues. Excavated dirt transported off-site via 
multiple dump truck loads to private residence at 
31404 E Red Mountain Road Benton City. 20200425

elahola@hotmail.com Elliott 5093922879 Kevin Aho

04/09/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red M Excavation LLC 30805 E Red Mountain Road Benton City Followup to similar reports on 4/3/2020 and 
4/6/2020: Excavation of dirt from 30829 E Red 
Mountain Road and trucking via numerous trips of 
company dump truck to off site locations, including 
31404 E Red Mountain Road, is ongoing. If this is 
allowed activity, please inform and explain, 
otherwise, reporting will continue.

elahola@hotmail.com Elliott 5093922879

04/06/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red M Excavation LLC 30805 E Red Mountain Road Benton City Followup to activity reported 04/03/2020. Dirt 
continues to be excavated from 30829 E Red 
Mountain Road and transported via numerous dump 
truck trips to several off-site locations including 
31404 E Red Mountain Road, and lot SW of 33305 
E Red Mountain Road.  Activity is on-going.

elahola@hotmail.com Elliott 5093922879

04/03/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red M Excavation LLC 30805 E Red Mountain Road Benton City Excavations performed at 30805 E Red Mountain 
Road. Excavated dirt transported via dozens of dump 
truck trips to at least three different property 
locations nearby: 31404, 34406, and 35006 E Red 
Mountain Road, during week of 3/30/2020 through 
4/3/2020.

elahola@hotmail.com Elliott 5093922879

04/18/20 12:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red Mountain Excavating 44508 E RIDGECREST LOOP NEBenton City On 4/17 and 4/18/2020, multiple dump truck loads 
of fill dirt transported from NW end of Ruppert Road, 
or beyond, to private residence at 31404 E Red 
Mountain Road, Benton City.

elahola@hotmail.com Elliott 5093922879 Michael Butler

04/15/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Red Rock Roofing & Construction 10515 Woodinville Dr #49 Bothell WA 98012 On April 9th 2020 they performed a residential re 
roof Including re sheeting. This was a job that was 
not an emergency service. They were working and 
were not social distancing. The address they 
performed the work at was 2000 105th Pl Se Everett 
WA 98208. This job was a sold job they had in their 
pipeline before the pandemic, they were continuing 
to do business as usual ignoring the governors 
order. I have pictures of them working 3.5 days with 
at least 7 guys on site each day

aaronzarling@gmail.com Aaron Zarling 425-770-5472

04/14/20 6:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Red's fly shop 14706 hwy 821 Ellensburg The retail store is closed but they are shipping orders 
from their website

staff@redsflyshop.com

04/17/20 10:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Service Red's Sparkling Cleaning Services 5450 40th Ave SW Seattle, WA 98136Seattle I find it very hard to believe that residential cleaning 
is considered essential.  No more essential than a 
hair cut.  They are still offering to come give 
estimates to clean your house and then to clean it.  
They are going from one residence to another and 
taking their equipment from one place to another.  
This is putting people in their residence at risk as 
well as their employees need to get gas for work etc,  
 I though the list of essential only included janitorial 
services to clean essential open businesses not 
someones regular house cleaning,  This is not a 
essential service when other small businesses are 
being asked to shut down without pay. If Boeing is 
non-essential than certainly having your house 
cleaned is.  This is not the cleaning of essential 
businesses this is the cleaning of someones house! 
That is a luxury not essential!

Judi@redssparkling.com

03/31/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Redemption Roofing LLC 30 south Evergreen place Sequim We heard that this construction company was doing 
non essential work during the city wide stay at home 
order. The neighbor sees them loading up every day 
to work, and coming back late in the evening. Please 
keep my information anonymous if at all possible.

zoellajahni@icloud.com Zoella Baumann 3607751834

03/31/20 4:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate Redfin, Agent Kathy Halverson 28313 Redondo Way S Unit 210Des Moines Debra Grace, above address, just listed above 
property with above Redfin Agent. Property is COA 
home of many age/health vulnerable residents. Unit 
outside access but common areas inside only. No 
pending activity yet.

rhcbodsecretary@gmail.com Judith L Corey, Redondo Heights Condominiums Board of Directors206-856-4901

04/08/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Redhawk Group 7001 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Groups of crews have been in and out of this job site 
this week



04/16/20 12:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Redline Industrial 6416 180th St NE Arlington Construction is occurring on site for a non-essential 
use in addition to the fact the the contractor is 
ignoring CDC requirements as well as local City of 
Arlington requirements

joshgrand@gmail.com Josh Grandlienard 3604033434 redlined@fidalgo.net

04/22/20 3:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Reece construction 3rd ave NE Arlington residential new construction currently taking place

04/16/20 8:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Reece Construction Company / East 
Valley Sand and Gravel

5802 Cemetery Rd Arlington Doing non emergent home deliveries of materials 
daily still since closure, open on weekdays/weekends 
for home owners to grab gravel/topsoil for non 
emergency home projects, are supposed to only be 
open for county and tribe (their essential business) 
but are conducting business as usual for reg people 
without emergency repair needs

03/31/20 2:03 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logistics Regal Logistics 6500 26th st e Fife They have 6 warehouses open and only 1 is 
essential, they are putting 'grocery' labels on toys so 
they can ship, people aren't working 6 ft apart, the 
cleaning crew they have are using the same rag to 
clean everything and say that the disinfectant 
eliminates all the germs so its okay.

03/30/20 8:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Regal Logistics 6500 26th St E, Fife, WA 98424Fife Company ships out toys, board games and house 
appliances. They provide us with labels printed as 
"Grocery" to act as if they are an essential product.
Concerned employee.

acheesement96@gmail.com Anonymous

04/01/20 8:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Regalo Warehouse 2700 Center Dr DuPont This warehouse says they want to enforce safety for 
us, but when they actually try to, they half ass it. 
They told us they’ll get cleaning professionals, nope. 
Just one old man, on each shift, to sanitize 
everything in the warehouse. Then they say practice 
social distancing, but still put us in 6 feet wide 
shipping containers, with another person, that takes 
2-8 hours to finish. What makes things worse, 
they’re bringing in temps to do containers with us, 
putting us more at risk! Btw, the boss is allegedly 
hiding a bunch of mask in his office.

04/01/20 7:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shared office space Regus 2219 Rimland Dr Ste 301, Bellingham, WA 98226Bellingham This shared office space is operating with communal 
spaces (kitchen and bathrooms) and telling their 
tenents that they are staying open for business as 
usual because they claim since they collect mail, and 
are therefore essential.  They have told tenents that 
it is safe to continue to work in this shared space, 
and that they can continue to do so.  They are 
putting the health of not just their tenents but the 
clients that enter the premise at risk because they do 
not want to suspend their business.  Please get 
them to close their doors!

bagliogr@gmail.com Genevieve Baglio 3602235279

04/14/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping (mowing 
yards)

Rehm Care 1606 E. Holyoke Spokane Doing regular professional residential yard 
maintenance on the 3000 block west on Grace Ave. 
in Spokane 4/14/20 at 10:00.

noemailever@yahoo.com Mark 509-900-7476

03/30/20 6:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Co-Op REI Alderwood Mall 3000 184th St SW Suite 952 Lynnwood REI who values sustainability, has their employees 
working within the store filling out sale orders to 
send out to customers.  Customers DO NOT need 
anything within the stores which is essential to live 
by during our crisis.

Confidential Confidential Confidential

03/31/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Reid and Debbie Kanehira 2828 23rd Ave. W. Seattle This house sold recently and has had a lot of 
renovating going on. It looks like somebody is 
flipping this house. Is this sort of work essential right 
now?

04/02/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renaissance Builders Ava and Parkview Richland Construction is going on as normal w/3 homes. 
HVAC put into one of their homes that  had the roof 
put on last week. Exterior jobs going on right now. 
Other builders are having to abide by the law, so 
should be. I alerted the owner Olga via a phone call 
Saturday she said she'd make a note of it & hung up 
on me....business as usual has continued all week. I 
have photos.

Dld.affleck@gmail.com Lynn Affleck 5095212593

05/04/20 12:48 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Recreational Boat 
Manufacturer

Renaissance Marine Group 908 Port Dr. Clarkston This business is scheduled to reopen next Thursday 
5/11. The manufacturer makes recreational fishing 
boats. In the past the employees were told they were 
not essential, but are now being told they will all start 
back full time on Monday. This is confusing, 
because based on the four phases, it seems as 
though they should not be reopening until phase 2. It 
is concerning because it is difficult to understand 
how employees will be able to maintain social 
distancing when they have to work in such small 
confined spaces as a recreational fishing boat. Also, 
our daycare is under the impression that this 
business is non-essential based on previous 
descriptions of essential businesses and therefore 
will not let us bring our kids in unless we have proof 
that RMG is in fact essential.

bsball24@gmail.com Brittany Thomas 2069620469

04/21/20 9:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renaud Electric 802 Vandercook Way Longview PLEASE HELP!! Renaud Electric (My employer) is 
not obeying any rules of social distancing or 
essential work. to keep it short here is a small list but 
please call me for more specific details and I want to 
remain anonymous if the company gets contacted 
unless I give consent over the phone. 

short list but not all-

* the brother in law of the business owner comes in 
in front of the owner and starts rubbing his hands all 
over about 5 employees and one of the owners 
(Buck Allen) laughs and says he doesn't listen to the 
social distancing

*I was sent on a job today to go into someones 
house to wire a tanning bed (defiantly not essential)

*Tomorrow I am going to wire in and install a brand 
new ceiling fan (definitely not essential)

*Today I wired up a ductless heat pump for someone 
who has existing heat that was working just fine!

*Larry Timmons is sending people to wire new 
constructions homes and has told me to my face 
that he knows were not supposed to be doing that.

* Buck Allen has agreed with some employees the 
last month or so that they can work under the table 
for paid vacation but be collecting unemployment 
because they will make more. 

rausonfine@gmail.com Rauson Fine 3605609158 larry@renaudelectric.com

03/31/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Renewal By Andersen 7433 5th Ave S Seattle I am told that they are operating their window 
installation department doing in home window 
replacements (not emergency repairs)

dan@gayfriendlybiz.com Dan 360-286-6128

04/02/20 12:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther A place who leases 
furniturer to own after 
payments

Rent a center 824 E Francis Ave, Spokane, WA 99208Spokane I'm pretty sure rent a center is not a essential 
business.. 
The other rent a center store is closed and has been 
since the shut down order went into effect.. While 
this one calls several times a day demanding 
payment.. When I don't have it due to not working 
over the shut down.

Matthews.jose1981@gmail.comJose Matthews 5095581604

03/30/20 6:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture/electronics Rent a Center 1301 Auburn Way N Auburn They came over my place and running the business 
by going to people house to collect payment with 
there customers.

Haicee@outlook.com Anne Valdez 2066699143 frendahess@yahoo.com

05/04/20 5:57 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation rentals or shorter 
term rentals

Rentals Manson wa Manson wa Vacation rentals are opening up tomorrow how does 
this help the stay home order??? Lots of the people 
from these areas are worried this is not needed.  
The city of Lake Chelan is already running short on 
supplies in certain areas. Tourist spreading disease 
from another area is not staying home and is not 
needed. Please stop this! Small towns can’t take hits 
like this.  And it is no way following guidelines!

03/31/20 8:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Parking Republic Parking Northwest 942 Pacific Ave Tacoma Employer is still having employees go into the office 
while the business is non-essential and not following 
stay-at-home order.

Anonymous

04/20/20 11:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Residential 5416 36th Ave SW Seattle ongoing construction in backyard with multiple 
unrelated construction people who do not live there, 
working under the table, pouring concrete, using 
heavy machinery and gathering in groups in 
backyard. The owner will lie about it, so be aware of 
that history.

trinity60.12@gmail.com A neighbor Malinda Newsome



04/08/20 8:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Residential 6511 4th Ave NW Seattle I walked by this residence, and there were at least 3 
workers working on landscaping in the front yard of 
this home - they were planting trees and moving dirt - 
 this does seem like an essential home repair.  There 
were  2 pickup trucks with landscaping supplies 
parked in front of the home.

sherrykoyama@gmail.com Sherry Koyama

04/13/20 5:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction residential construction 44 CHiesa PL Sequim This is new residential construction. They work on it 
every day. Somewhat quietly but they work on it 
every day.  Just check in the morning. they will be 
there.

tworns@mac.com Bruce Schwab 360-632-0511 unknown

05/05/20 12:02 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Residential Construction Project 2900 S Judkins St Seattle, WA 98144Seattle There is heavy residential construction occurring at 
2900 S Judkins St, and I am currently witnessing 
more than 5 construction workers without masks, 
and with no regard for social distancing. This 
construction project is NOT essential and does not 
fall in line with Governor Inslee's 4-phased 
approach. Additionally and most importantly, my 
partner is an ICU nurse (nightshift only) from 
Swedish First Hill unable to sleep in the middle of 
her work stretch. This can't go on and will be 
detrimental to the health and wellness of an 
ESSENTIAL worker during this unique time. Please 
help!

sergio.magallanes@elevatesportsventures.comSergio Magallanes 9075005705

04/03/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Residential construction, name not on 
trucks

4033 woodlawn ave N Seattle Residential construction going on for several days 
after the stay at home order. They keep saying to a 
neighbor that they are just doing one more thing, 
then every day they do more. The roof is on, the tar 
paper is up. They were told that they are no-
essential, and they keep going.

blnoah1@gmail.com B. Noah Prefer email

04/03/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Residential New Construction XXXX West Boston St Seattle Construction workers working on Residential 
construction site.  I noticed a total of three new 
residential construction sites out of five that I walk by 
on a daily basis that had construction workers on the 
job site working.  All you have to do is listen to the 
sound of hammering and nail air guns to find the 
active job sites in my neighborhood of Magnolia.

keidrechs@aol.com Keith Drechsel 206-226-4966

04/01/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction residetial construction long beach penninsula long beach ,washington construction workers everywhere! stevejanas@outlook.com steve janas 3602142340

04/22/20 5:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture store/antique store Restless and refurbished 805 B Murdock street Sedro Woolley This store is still taking by appointment purchases of 
their furniture. They are allowing people to come 
inside one at a time pay for the furniture and pick it 
up today their stores open sign was on when it had 
previously been off on other days

apetrich1804@mysvc.skagit.eduAllison 3604219678 SIERRALEEBLU@GMAIL.COM

04/23/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Retail 16 Valley Street Seattle Daily construction in residential area from 7am to 
8pm and all employees are not practicing any form 
of physical distancing.

Gary and Rowena Ard,  garysard@gmail.com

04/20/20 7:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Retail 16 Valley Street Seattle Construction started today that was not being 
performed for over a as month at around 7am. 
Several employees were not practicing social 
distancing. People are stuck at hole and this non 
essential construction is going on. Not fir low 
income, just profit.

3035913288 Gary Ard

03/31/20 3:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Gift Shop Retrofit Home 1103 E Pike St Seattle Through their Instagram account the business is 
encouraging their customers to "window shop" and 
has set up their window displays specifically for this. 
They are doing curbside pickup for their customers. I 
thought retail such as gift shops are non essential?

one.hartman@yahoo.com Lauren

04/24/20 6:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Reveal Exteriors 825 NW 59th St Seattle Reveal Exteriors is performing an exterior house 
renovation at 825 NW 59th St.

04/21/20 10:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction reveal exteriors 1464 NW 49th St, Suite 105 Seattle new roof and siding being constructed on 800 block 
of NW 59th ST

04/26/20 4:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Revive Day Spa 7650 SE 27th Street #134 Mercer Island Lexi has been seen going into the establishment 
meeting clients. I don't think eyelash extensions or 
fills is essential ?

Lexi Manickam

04/10/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Revolution Construction 2306 W Emerson St. Seattle WA 98199Seattle Construction activities have been occurring for two 
days (4/9 & 4/10). 4/9 involved using a large crane to 
life materials to the roof of structure.

Noreply@gmail.com Wish to remain anonymous 000-000-0000

04/17/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Revolution Custom Builders 6814 Ravenna Ave NE Seattle Demolition/removal being performed at nonessential 
construction site.

booksgalore22@gmail.com David Ward 206-523-1161 (landline) Mike@revolutioncb.com

04/28/20 2:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Groomer Rex 1402 12th Ave Seattle Rex is open because it sells pet food.  But they are 
also offering full service grooming which was 
ordered non-essential.  I am a veterinarian and am 
unable to care for my patients unless the situation is 
emergent and dire.  It is heart crushing to hear of 
someone offering aesthetic grooming when I am 
unable to work and care for my patients.

bybeall@gmail.com Brittany Beall 2066397720

05/10/20 2:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Rex Grooming salon 1402 12th ave Seattle They areAccepting dog grooming appointments and 
walk in services

04/10/20 8:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service RFC Tree Seevice Longview Castle Rock License #CCRFCTRS022DD. Advertising on 
Facebook that they are open and working.

hmkupers@aol.com Melinda Kupers 3605087104

04/21/20 5:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rhine demolition 1124 112th St E Tacoma, WA 98445Tacoma We have multiple jobs that aren't essential and on 
those jobs there are large gatherings and no one is 
wearing ppe this company hasn't set any ppe 
guidelines to work safe I started working today and 
felt very uncomfortable and unsafe working in these 
conditions our general contractor is kiewit 
Hoffman,we are on a sound transit project and no 
body was wearing ppe or keeping a safe distance 
regarding covid-19.Rhine demolition also has a 
number of jobs going on that are not essential and is 
putting its employees and the community at risk this 
is the third time I reported them and haven't seen 
any action. I would like to remain anonymous to my 
employer in fear of retaliation thanks

Moraigns@gmail.com Stephen 714-472-3700

04/10/20 2:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rhine demolition 1124 112th St E Tacoma This company has a lumber yard that is open that is 
non essential and there not practicing social 
distancing there's also people in the yard performing 
non essential jobs also in the field working on non 
essential jobs they don't have the pipe to keep up 
safe during this time and are putting us all at risk 
with the lack of compassion for its employees.

Moraigns@gmail.com Concerned employee

04/03/20 12:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ria's nail bar Unsure Seattle This nail bar is posting videos (and clients are 
tagging her in videos) of people's nails that she has 
done today.

03/31/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rice stucco 3010 61st Seattle I saw employees hanging stucco wire on an 
apartment building

04/27/20 10:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Rich Landscaping 27901 Redmond-Fall City Rd NERedmond Business is sending landscapers to my apartment 
complex to work under covid-19 restrictions. 
Landscapers are not essential business and risk 
putting others in danger. Employee was seen not 
wearing a face mask. They are not adhering social 
distancing guidelines.
Photographic proof available upon request.

airlessart@gmail.com Stefanie 206-778-8909 425-227-9545

05/06/20 11:39 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other retail sales patio furniture 
and hot tubs

rich's for the home 16504 Highway 99 lynnwood not an essential business but is open and selling non 
essential items.

concerned lynwood citizen

04/06/20 3:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Richardson well drilling 27708 122nd ave e Graham I live at 27708 122nd ave e graham wa 98338. The 
empty lot next to me is drilling a well today. I do not 
believe this is essential due to the lack of any 
structure being on this property nor the immediate 
need of a residence here. Im also concerned about 
the possibility of the virus contaminating my well 
system that they are drilling to close too.

Papaya1918@gmail.com Amanda Hewitt 3604513421

04/30/20 8:15 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto body shop Riches Autobody 923 Martin Luther King Merced Employees are not in complying with social 
distancing no plastic shields up and not wearing any 
mask

tomhts.net@gmail.com Thomas valencia 2097563931

04/17/20 9:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Richmond american Homes 648 s knowles st and 1507 e dieringer aveBuckley wa Still framing houses, setting windows and doors. 
Roofing and siding still going on and never stopped. 
They also have sales people working every day at 
their model homes. This is happing at their projects 
in Buckley Wa

Concened Citizen ?

04/12/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hot tubs Richs Multiple locations Multiple locations Advertising sales of hot tubs, outdoor furniture.  
These are not essential and should not be open.

Chelseanunez@gmail.com Chelsea nunez



03/31/20 9:18 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Patio furniture and spas Richs for the home 16504 Hwy 99 Lynnwood My wife and I, along with several other employees 
opted to go on standby and self quarantine when the 
stay at home act was enacted for the health and well 
being of ourselves and those around us. Four days 
later the company we work for Rich's For The Home 
called us up and said we need to come back to work 
to do "projects and busy work". They said we can 
stay home but they will not keep us on standby and 
continue to pay. So in order to keep our job and get 
paid we have to risk ours and the community's 
health. The weekend the stay at home was enacted 
the store had a huge crowd, people didn't care about 
social distancing at all and it is not enforced at our 
place of work. The company claims they brought us 
back to keep us paid but I made enough on standby 
and simply want to comply with the government and 
work together to make the virus go away. While 
Rich's for the home does have fireplace techs, there 
is only 2 and they are 70+ and shouldn't be there 
either. It feels the rest of us were brought back to do 
pointless work.

Jeffholbert77@yahoo.com Jeff holbert 4694359555

04/01/20 8:51 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet Cleaning Rick's Carpet 8507 E Trent Ave. Millwood Advertising on Facebook for disinfecting cleaning of 
a home.  What are they using and protocols to keep 
customers safe and employees?  Taking advantage 
of a situation?

fish3286@gmail.com Brett Brown 5098288711

04/22/20 1:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorsports Dealer Ride Motorsports 19035 Woodinville Snohomish RdWoodinville, WA 98072 Just told from a phone customer that they sold him a 
youth motorcycle for his child. Our dealership will not 
sell and is following the order. Yet Ride Motorsports 
just sold one...Sad.

davephillips15@gmail.com DAVID J PHILLIPS 4255837385 KURT@I-90MOTORSPORTS.COM

03/31/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping company Ridgeline landscape and exterior 
services

PO Box 1310 Buckley,WA 98321 I observed the one of ridgeline trucks with trailer in 
my neighborhood doing landscaping work, mowing, 
weed eating, etc in my neighborhood about 10 mins 
ago. I have been shut down from working doing 
manual labor work outside now since last Thursday, 
it’s a crock of shit that I have to sit home while other 
companies are ignoring the statewide order to only 
operate essential businesses, landscaping is not an 
essential business during this time. Please shut 
these idiots down ASAP so we can all get back to 
work sooner than later! I have a picture of the above 
mentioned vehicle that I can provide upon request.

jasonc981@yahoo.com Jason Couch 4063603773

04/16/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rift Cut Construction I 4701 Southwest Admiral Way #156Seattle While it may be arguable whether construction at 
this site is essential or not, materials are being 
brought up and construction crews are traveling 
several days per week from Seattle to worksite at 
#34 Roche Harbor on San Juan Island in defiance of 
state stay-at-home order.

chg2@cornell.edu Charles H Greene 6072751662 riftcut1@gmail.com

05/15/20 11:13 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other baseball training Rijo Athletics 22620 WA-9 Unit B Woodinville They are planning on having select teams of kids 8  
to 18 practice in phase 2 not phase 3 when it says 
team sports.  Don't know if it on purpose or just their 
not knowing but they twisted the rules to meet their 
needs and tell people it is a service business.  They 
are saying it is okay to divide into groups of 5.  This 
is from the email sent to parents, "We are planning 
to schedule practices in a way that allows for two 
groups on the field (separated onto the halves of the 
field), and one is inside."  This is the latest thing that 
doesn't go with what you want.  Some players and 
family members work out at the facility during the 
stay at home order.  Many times this was people 
who are not in the same family.  There has been a 
personal trainer who uses the gym seeing his 
clients.  Now that there is that disesae kids get this 
doesn't seem smart to get them together so quick.  
The coaches are not gonna keep the kids from 
getting close cuz they just talk about how they need 
to play.  Just thought you should know cuz this 
doesn't seem like phase 1 or 2 stuff.

04/07/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Riley Concrete 37911 n lakeside dr Elk Building a patio in violation of the stay home order. blbatbnb@gmail.com Brad Bartlett 5099536248

03/30/20 8:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rimmer and router 205 mission ave Cashmere Business is not essential and does not use social 
distancing Quincy job site

John doe

04/27/20 7:40 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Ringers bar and grill 22803 44th ave W Mountlake Terrace Serving regular customers after closing at 7:00pm
Saw one of their regular customer go in at 730 pm 
Monday 4/27 and there were multiple patrons inside.

Julie Brett brophy

05/02/20 7:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ringers Pub 22803 44th Ave W Mountlake Terrace Serving food and alcohol in the bar, not observing 
the 6 foot social distancing. Many people sitting right 
next to each other at the bar and at tables. They"re 
serving alcohol in paper glasses so they can get rid 
of the evidence quickly. They are telling employees 
and customers not to say anything. I was also told 
that they are selling alcohol in the alley behind the 
bar.

tatoohummer@gmail.com Debbie 425-220-0518

05/14/20 3:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Ringers Pub & Grill 22803 44th Ave W, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043 This bar has not been following the Governor’s 
orders from the get go. They are allowing gatherings, 
of their regular patrons who they feel will not eat 
them out... serving alcohol/mixed drinks to patrons 
who are leaving intoxicated. They are then given a 
bag with a bottle of water in it to look like they have 
purchased food to go. 
I know they have been turned in before yet I did not 
seem them on the whistle blowers list. Is the 
Washington government also benefiting from the 
drugs being sold at this establishment the same as 
the Mountlake Terrace police department is?? This 
is ridiculous to be allowed and jeopardize the health 
and safety of our state!!

How is this fair? You only care about the whistle blowers and not the offenders!Nunya Brett Brophy

04/07/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rino Construction 17937 Cedar Grove Rd SE Maply Valley, WA  98038 Land development/housing project - King County 
parcel # 3322059115.  Cross streets of 124th Ave 
SE and SE 286th Pl Auburn 98092.

04/02/20 8:17 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet grooming River Bend Pet Center 311 Hamilton Rd chehalis advertising they are taking grooming clients jamminwhippets@comcast.netLaurel Behnke 3607010388

05/11/20 7:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Mall River park square 808 W Main Spokane This mall is not allowing their maintenance staff to 
stay home and stay safe they are required to do 
nonessential work but not be seen by the public 
doing it they were told to stay away from windows 
and skywalks Three maintenance workers lost their 
jobs because they wanted to stay safe they gave 
them no option they were laid off and separated from 
work not furloughed This is a nonessential business 
why did they lose there jobs ? Kyle pullen is 
operations manager who made the decisions  world 
wide pandemic and good people loose there jobs , 
not right.

Betsyc@cowlescompany.com

03/30/20 9:00 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mall River park square 808 w main Spokane River park square is making their employees work, 
even though the mall has been closed to the public.

rahoffman78@gmail.com Rachel +15098662286

04/18/20 7:35 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Horse Riding/Boarding 
Stables

River Run Ranch 9922 284th Ave NE Carnation Riding lessons are a recreational activity that is not 
essential.  Though they have fairly good biosecurity 
measures and limit the number of people who are 
there at a time, they are setting an example to the 
rest of the community by letting people come ride 
their horses and have lessons.

RRR.BARN@GMAIL.COM

04/20/20 8:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction riverfront part and northbank projects 
in Spokane

Washington and dean st Spokane all of spokane construction is not slowing down. In 
fact thing are accelerating due to the 
emergency.please stop all inspections

04/09/20 2:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rivers edge environmental services 17115 See 270th place suite #106Covington Doing residential dirt work for a private customer. 
Not supplying workers with proper sanitation. Not 
abiding social distancing rules

hunterharstad@yahoo.com Hunter Harstad

04/09/20 1:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rivers edge environmental services 34828 Enumclaw Black Diamond Rd SEBlack diamond Business is doing dirt work for a private customer in 
Puyallup. Digging a ditch at someone's house. 
Business does not provide their employees with 
proper sanitation stations.

2533294926

04/30/20 7:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RJ Peabody Inc 91 NE Burt Court Port Orchard Since Last Friday Construction is back in full swing 
on 2 homes located on Burt Court in Belfair 
Washington.. Many workers back to work not 
following any safety plan or social distancing. Our 
neighborhood is concerned. Rj Peabody Inc's 
Contractor's License number is RJPEAPI861DU. Rj 
Peabody Inc. Address: PO Box 565. PORT 
ORCHARD, WA 98366. Phone: 360-895-3235.

rjrealestate@msn.com

04/08/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RKK Construction 3056 70th Ave SE #2613 Mercer Island Construction is continuing on 60th Ave SE, Mercer 
Island

Winters Dawn 505-577-6885



04/24/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RM Homes 2913 5th Ave NESuite 201Puyallup, WA 98372Puyallup They are continuing to construct homes at their 
Harbour Crossing neighborhood ( their office there is 
3012 124th Pl SW #2, Everett, WA 98204).

srbuckley0322@gmail.com Sierra

03/30/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Road construction northwest 5851 4th Renton Workers working in non essential activity.   No social 
distancing

03/31/20 8:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting Contractor Roadrunner Ptg LLC Unknown Market St Aberdeen Overheard Contractor in local Aberdeen WA stating 
the state can’t tell me what to do I gotta make money 
was wearing business paint white T-shirt and used 
painter white pants driving his work van license 
ROADRPL835C8P

Iveri_ma@yahoo.com Anonymous No number

04/17/20 11:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rob Rice Builders Natalee Jo St Olympia Contractors operating heavy equipment, roofers, 
frames, etc continuing work on residential housing.

04/22/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rob Rice Homes Steilacoom Ridge Olympia Operating heavy equipment, landscaping, framing, 
HVAC, etc. Multiple subcontractors working in 
several areas in the neighborhood. CLaims to be 
only finishing 7 homes that are at risk of "spoilage" 
but that is not true. Construction is continuing 7 days 
a week and workers are not wearing PPE or 
distancing.

04/19/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rob Rice Homes 1868 State Ave NE Olympia There are contractors working today, April 19, 2020 
at the Rob Rice Homes development Steilicoom 
Ridge on Natalee Jo St NE

Concerned and shut down contractor

05/03/20 11:18 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Moving company Robanyworkservice.com 2407 - 1st ave Seattle Workers with no masks
Performing non essential work
They come.everyday now to move items from a 
business that appears to be closed after the sale of 
the building.

2066695544

04/02/20 8:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robert and olson 400 E mill plain blvd Vancouver Construction work. Building luxury  apartments. Not 
low income. Not essential. Told that the job site is 
reopened on 4/1/20. Can’t keep social distance 
either. Vancouver Washington right off of exit 1C

Anonymous Anonymous No

04/21/20 1:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robert Larsen 2013 2nd Ave W Bremerton Robert Larsen has been doing construction work on 
a house at the location above with two members that 
are not part of his house hold. He is a home flipper 
and this is his business. He is also not following 
local laws or getting proper permits.

Bravura81@gmail.com Phedre Schifano 6028493469

04/23/20 11:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robert lee, property owner 10012-21st Ave SW Seattle 98146 Construction on single family homes is continuing as 
reported to you yesterday. Thank you for any follow 
up you can provide.

4728degrees@gmail.com Gill loring 206-7668141 Unknown

04/02/20 8:04 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robertson & Olsen 4857 NW Lake Rd. #320 Camas Construction is still going on that in non essential 
with a lot of construction workers onsite.

Samuels.lucas@yahoo.com Lucas Cline 360-409-9287

04/02/20 5:42 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabins for rent on Hood 
Canal

Robin Hood Village Resort 6780 E ST RT 106 Union,  WA 98592 Once again today on their Facebook page 
advertising cabins for a special rate through May 15.

ebachel@hotmail.com Emily Bachel 3607108973

04/01/20 7:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Robin Lewis Carpet 
Cleaning

Robin Lewis Carpet Cleaning Auburn, Gig Harbor, Bremerton, WAAuburn, WA Move out specials
I'll be back on the island on Monday march30 th 
Waring my mask as not to breath on anybody 
Please contact me to clean and sanitize  your 
carpets and upholstery 206 380 5399

https://www.facebook.com/groups/17223859346766
52/permalink/2577146222533948/

04/11/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robinett Homes LLC 4604 FOBES RD. Snohomish This company is currently building a single family 
residential home on 203rd AVE NE in Snohomish.  
This home is not owner occupied and there is no 
essential reason construction should continue.  
Several sub-contractor groups have been there in 
the last couple of weeks - often with many 
employees working closely together each day.

04/27/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Robison Dock Building & Pile Driving 1917 Lafromboise St, Enumclaw, WA 98022Enumclaw Renee Robison has been building a dock at 34125 
South Shore Drive, Mount Vernon (Lake 
Cavanaugh). The crew is also not following 
distancing guidelines or  mask use.

Renee Robison

04/03/20 7:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rock Placing Company 14115 E Trent Ave Spokane This company plans on bringing 4 truck drivers in 
starting Monday to make runs collecting boulders 
and hauling to their yard at their location. They are 
fully aware that this is in violation but plan to do it 
anyway. I am aware of this because of a friend who 
works for them. He would be devastated if he knew I 
reported this but he is highly concerned for his 
coworkers.

garykueffler@gmail.com Gary Kueffler 509 710-2580

03/31/20 12:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Rock-a-Way 326 NE Camano Dr. Camano Island I'm concerned that the restaurant is serving liquor 
out the door as part of the food menu

zendaw2003420@gmail.com Daniel Wilson

04/24/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rockscape Landscape Supply 140 Riverview Dr. East Wenatchee WA. Phone 509-421 0580

03/31/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rodarte Construction 17 E VALLEY HWY Auburn Company is operating like normal. Construction 
projects being done are non emergency and non 
essential. Company is putting all employees at risk 
requiring them to work. They also are not following 
the personal distance requirements.

Sarajohnson@gmail.com Sara johnson 2537782239

04/13/20 12:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance rogercrossnursery.com 40320-180th Ave. SE Enumclaw At 12:15pm on 4/13/20 Roger Cross Nursery was 
performing landscape maintenance at 465 S Division 
St, Buckley, WA.

ringraham56@hotmail.com Ronald Ingraham 253-880-4166 Landscape Maintenance/rogercrossnursery.com

04/05/20 3:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Roland Development 518 - 522 Valley Street Seattle, WA 98109 If this construction site is deemed essential then I 
support it.  I would like the employees to remain 
employed if possible.  But I have walked by and seen 
some offenses to the social distancing.   I also 
wonder if this site has an exemption different from 
regulations for  other non essential construction 
sites in the area that have ceased operation.  Let's 
all please do what we can to flatten the curve!   
Thank you.

jenwissig@hotmail.com J. Wissig

03/30/20 11:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Roland Development 518-522 Valley St Seattle Construction is still going on all day, including 
weekends on this site. Workers are over 10 
individuals and they are not wearing masks or any 
kind of virus protective gear from what I can tell.

clairecmoyle@gmail.com Claire 2183103667

05/13/20 12:43 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Roland York Hair 310 w holly st Bellingham Roland York has been continuing to cut hair during 
lockdown. Venmo and other records will show.

04/08/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Romane Contractors/Builders 3501 S Glenrose Spokane This was the job my husbands company was doing 
the footings and walls for prior to the Covid19 
shutdown of non-essential work.  This company 
called several times asking them to go against the 
order and do the job and when they told them no 
they poured the footings themselves.  This is money 
out of our pockets and so unfair to those following 
the rules.  One of the owners, Steve even went as 
far as to call my husband a "pussy" for not doing it 
anyway.  The building is located on Glenrose, I 
cannot find a listing for Romane anywhere, but it is 
on the sign at the job site.  Thank you!

danifay@aol.com Dani Englehart 509-828-2273

04/20/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Romanoff Renovations 2203 Spencer Rd N Puyallup Office staff required to report to office when working 
from home options are available as well as having 
office staff actively working while sub contractors are 
not currently working so there is no work for staff to 
“perform”

jmoffet023@gmail.com Jordan 2533914991

03/30/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Roofers, Queen City Yacht Club Eagle Harbor Outstation, Waterfront ParkBainbridge Island Several roofers have been working since Friday not 
practicing social distancing

Laurie@memberplus.md Laurie Isenman 206-660-5287

04/07/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Roofing Co. 2709 Lincoln Way Av. Lynnwood There's few Hispanics construction workers, working 
around in our apartment complex all the buildings 
are occupied, and this persons doesn't live here.
Course the property owner its involved in this activity.
Please we're worried to be infected to peoples, whos 
doesn't live here. Their doesnt respect the Stay 
home Order.

mariscalg090@gmail.com GEARDO FLORES 2066876385

04/02/20 2:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Roosendaal-Honcoop ConstructioN 5977 Guide Meridian Bellingham Going to start a project on a winery. Claiming 
essential because agriculture. Owner Gary Honcoop  
was confirmed that he contracted Covid-19 and only 
told 2 people and told them not to tell others. 
Especially when he and other had contact with him 
and people that had contact with them. Told that 
they’d have an option to stay home only to later be 
threatened with being fired. Not essential and 
impossible to social distance.

04/08/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ROOTER ROOTER PLUMBING 25TH AVE BETWEEN RAY AND FREYASPOKANE WA New housing development, not securing property 
actual work being done on new homes

diamonlady07@aol.com Mary kay 5098790687

03/31/20 8:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Roscoe brothers tree service 19601 Ne 42nd Ct Ridgefield They are clearing trees of of properties that have no 
immediate dangers

05/18/20 12:34 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Ross 301 pike st Seattle All Ross Stores will bring in managers for the next 
two weeks to get the stores ready for reopening 
starting 5/19

04/09/20 7:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rotschy 9210 NE 62ND AVE VANCOUVER, WA 98665 Still working including paving streets after the 
governor's stop work order in a  new residental home 
construction in City ofn Moses Lake Sun Terrece Lift 
station area 503 N. Towhee St.



04/21/20 7:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rotschy inc 2145 commercial ave Pasco Shop staff working and defying stay at home order. Na toms@rotschyinc.com

04/06/20 7:58 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Rover stay over 6451 Hannegan Rd, Lynden A dog boarding facility is still operating their dog 
grooming side as well.

roverstayover@live.com

04/09/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction royal construction group llc 6716 EASTSIDE DR NE Tacoma Framers showed up for work this morning on 
construction site. I heard from company owner that 
they were working to protect his investment.  I called 
City and they sent the owner an email.  After a 
couple of hours the workers left.

greengables@rocketmail.comjacki strader 206 501-6630

03/31/20 4:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Royal oaks apartments 8100 Bridgeport way sw Lakewood Preforming renovations. Having workers other than 
apartment matainence do work on renovating 
apartments that people don't live in.

04/01/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Royal Roofing, INC. 1620 E. Superior St. Pasco Royal Roofing has been doing non-essential roofing 
jobs and continues to do so. While doing so they are 
not following the social distance rules and 
regulations. It is obvious Royal is doing work with 
little regard to the people around, it’s workers and it’s 
clients.

Noemail@Gmail.com No Thanks 5095555555

04/16/20 8:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RP development 615 W Deschuttes Kennewick This is a house development construction business 
that is continuing to operate and requires employees 
to work where social distancing is impossible

Jewelrywithmorgyn@gmail.comMorgan 5097135709

04/07/20 5:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping RPE Landscaping 360-843-5886 Vancouver This company has been in our neighborhood to 
atleast 6 houses in the last two days. They are 
meeting face to face with neighbors and only doing 
non essential jobs, such as mowing the lawn. They 
also go door to door to solicit business. I have photos 
of their work if you would like evidence.

james.feddema@gmail.com James Feddema 3606007311

04/07/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RS Construction 3228 Shoreline Dr (job site) Camano Island, Wa 98282 Home construction going on and parking in our 
county roadway

Jmoore@wavecable.com John  Moore 425-446-0303

03/30/20 4:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RSV Construction 5701 SE Columbia Way Vancouver new restaurant construction, at least 3 employees 
working,

vicki8090@comcast.net vicki work 360 737-2451

03/31/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RTS Door & Millwork 5910 234th Street Se Woodinville General manager Joe is staying open knowing he 
isn't an essential business. He stated fuck the 
Governor's business shut down, let them try and 
shut me down. RTS has a Small crew of 15 
employees manufacturing interior door and millwork 
pkg's for residential building contractors for new 
construction only. Also they have  delivery drivers 
delivering these materials to non essential job sites 
interacting with other trade partners. Couple of 
employees have already shown signs of illness but 
are still working. Need to shut it down before others 
are in danger.

chillaxmaster1@gmail.com Chris Hill 2067931220

04/28/20 12:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RTS Millwork 5909 238th St SE, Woodinville, WA 98072Woodinville Manufacturing of interior doors & millwork for regular 
construction contractor builders. Work being 
performed is in a couple warehouses with many 
employees working in close quarters of one another. 
No one has been tested to verify employees are free 
from virus antibodies. These employees could 
potentially get the virus and bring it home to family 
and friends. That is not fair in any sense to healthy 
others trying to stay alive and safe

chillaxmaster1@gmail.com Chris Hill 2067931330

04/08/20 1:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscape maintenance Ruben's Landscape and asphalt 1215 E. Smith Rd. Ferndale Crew out mowing lawns.  Lawn Maintenance has 
been deemed non essential.  One of many 
companies out mowing.  Some companies are doing 
the right thing and others just keep going llike they 
don't care.

gdnoah@juno.com Dianne Gillespie 3603120783

04/09/20 3:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Rubens mowing Holeman ave Birch Bay Mowing lawns

04/20/20 10:38 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ruby Brady unknown Longview she is offering to use her cosmetology license to cut 
people’s hair in their home through facebook. see 
post from Ruby Saturday April 18th at 12:20pm. 
thank you

https://www.facebook.com/RubinaXX

04/15/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hospitality Ruby Hospitality 909 W 1st Ave Suite B Spokane Not ceasing construction activities on their non-
essential projects

04/21/20 5:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Ruby River Hotel 700 N Division St Spokane Construction of a swimming pool is not essential.

04/02/20 4:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ruby Whitcomb Unsure Olympia She is posting on her Facebook about giving people 
piercings and doing their hair at their home.

Kaysee.nicole4@hotmail.comKaysee 3608708932

04/24/20 12:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Ruby’s Hair Unsure Olympia She posts daily about still doing people’s hair during 
the lockdown. It’s all over her Facebook page.

Kaysee.nicole4@hotmail.comKaysee 360-870-8932

04/06/20 6:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ruckmans cabinet doors 14002 canyon rd e Puyallup I was just wondering why all construction is shut 
down but they are still making us show up to work 
just want to know if we are essential or not I want to 
remain anonymous

Sales@RuckmansCabDoor.com

03/31/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rudd Construction 2617 Franklin Ave E Seattle Hi—this is a small private construction project for a 
townhouse complex. They’ve been at it piecemeal 
since last June and continue to work now despite the 
shutdown. Thanks.

clairej@fastmail.fm CJ 2064377435

04/10/20 9:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Rudd Development Co. Inc 4000 E Madison St Suite 200 Seattle This job site is open and is non-essential. There are 
more than 10 people on the job site working closely 
together. No one is wearing PPP and does not seem 
to be any social distancing.

03/30/20 4:16 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ruff construction inc 2411 S 248TH St Kent, WA 98032Kent Workers exposed to open air vents employer not 
enforce social distance

Dominic randall 4252758765

03/30/20 4:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ruff construction inc. 2411 S 248TH St Kent, WA 98032Kent I'm concerns about the performance in this jobsite 
because is a multifamily place and people still living 
in there and one  the building are cover it with plastic 
workers are exposed to open vents

Jhon danner 4252332562

03/31/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ruff construction LLC    aka RCI llc 16120 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NE Suite 9Woodinville Conducting work as usual and does not provide 
proper material to go into people's homes and 
refusing to close and let employees stay home 
putting pressure to come to work based on them not 
having $ to pay bills  for their family

04/13/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Runland Painting 2628 20th Ave SW Puyallup I don't see where residential painting is an essential 
business, but they are out painting exterior of houses 
that is clearly not an emergency situation.

Rundlandpainting@gmail.com

04/04/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Runland Painting 10312 120th St E #11 Puyallup Noticed crews where still working inside homes and 
exterior work along with not following social 
distancing while painting a home in the gem heights 
area on Saturday April 04 around 11 am

04/04/20 8:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Runland Painting 2628 20th Ave SW Puyallup They have been out to a residence in my 
neighborhood twice since the STAY HOME order 
has been put in place. They are doing painting that is 
absolutely NOT necessary its definitely NOT 
essential its cosmetic! I have time stamped photos 
as proof!

Seahawks12strong@yahoo.comJody Ray 3605565873

03/31/20 3:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Runland painting 10312 120th st East #11 Puyallup My neighbor is getting their house painted...this 
seems absolutely  not essential in a time like this

03/31/20 8:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Dealer RV Country 21803 State Route 410E Bonney Lake Business supposed to be closed. Sales rep Keith 
Larson
Advertising to show vehicles privately on Facebook

03/31/20 6:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV park RV Resort 4 Seasons 1440 Dalles Military Road Walla Walla landscaping workers of RV park continuing to work.

04/21/20 8:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RW Anderson Homes 324 N77th Street Seattle Work continues to build a new house at 324 N77th 
Street. They did not simply work to prevent spoilage. 
In the past several weeks, workers have been onsite 
nearly every work day, many additional loads of 
materials have been delivered, and a new floor has 
been added.

heidiboe@hotmail.com Heidi McDonald 2069627572 612 S. Lucile Street, Seattle, WA 98108

03/30/20 7:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction RW Gallion 24804 E Wellesley Ave spokane Valley RW Gallion was in the gated community on 16th and 
Evergreen doing non essential remolding all day 
today!x

Imjimo@aol.com Jim 509-951-6086

04/13/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ryan Construction 17702 Cascadia BLVD E Bonney Lake WA ---Wesley Home in Tehaleh (Pierce County)Bonney Lake We saw dozens of( if not hundreds of workers) 
today on the new Wesley Home in Tehaleh. No 
social distancing, no masks.  They are also building 
homes across the street from this site and had a full 
crew there as well.

denisandcolleen@yahoo.com Colleen McKee 2063998167

04/10/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction S Market st Seattle On Market St and 24th Ave NW in Ballard. 
Construction

alrice74@yahoo.com Alicia Rice 2063538461

04/01/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction S Madison Services 6624 S 196th St Kent Has employees commuting from Olympia to Portland 
to work new non essential construction

Neil@smadison.net Neil West (360) 556-4900

04/12/20 8:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yacht maintainance, 
installation, and repair

S3 Maritime 2360 W Commodore Way Seattle Many Seattle yacht companies have shut down 
because yachts are not essential. I see no reason 
why S3 Maritime is any different.

04/04/20 6:06 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential boat work. S3 Maritime 2360 west commodore way, Suite 200Seattle Claims to work on police/fire. Employees only work 
on cruise yachts. Management does not enforce or 
follow SD practices.

s3tip@gmail.com Rather not. n/a

03/30/20 3:32 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting company Sabelhouswest 10880 old frontier rd Silverdale Company has not complied at all with order. Number 
5 driver is my neighbor. He works all week long. 
Doesn not comply when at stay home stay safe 
order either. Has young kids in and out of home also.

vasalechr@yahoo.com Rose vasalech 3604620442

04/14/20 8:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Safarov house 13000 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie Construction continues on this house,  has slowed 
down but  now starts late in the evening and 
continues after dark.



04/15/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Safarov residence 13000 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie It's back to construction as usual at this residential 
house.  No PPE in sight.  Is it fair for these people to 
continue defying the Stay at Home order for weeks 
when others are suffering?  Is it even conceivable 
that they will suddenly start following the rules if 
construction is deemed essential?

04/07/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Safarov residence 13000 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie WA Construction continues on this residential home, 
without regard to social distancing or sanitation.  No 
signs of stopping.

04/06/20 1:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Safarov Residence 13000 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie Construction continues unabated on this project.  No 
concern for social distancing as they gather 
frequently in what appears to be non construction 
related conversations.

04/08/20 10:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Alarm Sales Safe Home Security 33800 NW Norstar Ranch RdRidgefield Salesmen are being encouraged to knock on doors 
& sell security. Salesmen do not have masks nor 
wear gloves. No social distancing. They are preying 
on the elderly & bragging about how they are signing 
up customers. Then taking pictures with the 
customers with there arms around the customers. 
I have copies of the pictures from the salesmen as 
well screen shots of the communication from the 
Management team encouraging this behavior. When 
you see the pictures from Tuesday 4/8/2020 you’ll 
understand.

jcane@mynationwidesolar.comJason 3609104626

04/06/20 9:08 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Safeway Meridian Ave edgewood Enforcing a sick employee whom works in the Floral 
Dept. to come to work.

04/22/20 1:49 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Safeway, Albertsons, COSTCO 13308 Meridian E and all other locationsPuyallup Grocery stores, i.e., Safeway, Albertson's, 
COSTCO, etc. are essential. However, they are 
selling and delivering flowers. Flowers have been 
deemed "non-essential" as florist are not allowed to 
open their stores.

cc20florist@gmail.com David Olson 253-433-4960

04/13/20 8:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Manufacturer Safran Cabin Bellingham 3225 Woburn Street Bellingham Safran has laid off a large portion of their workforce. 
Their policy is to get all property back from 
employees before their final check is issued. Laid off 
employees of an essential business are no longer 
essential workers & should stay home. Safran is 
forcing me to drive 100 miles to hand in my badge. I 
have symptoms & should stay home until the order 
is lifted.

outdoorsman9876@gmail.com

04/05/20 10:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aero space cabinet 
construction

Safron aerospace cabinet 12810 state ave Marysville Demand risk taking in gov insleys stay at home 
ruling with no concern of spreading the virus.

Loguesartistryanddesign@hotmail.comRebecca logue 4254073149 JOHN.MURRAY@ZODIACAEROSPACE.COM

03/31/20 10:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sage Homes 13704 Manor Way Lynnwood Construction framers on a non-essential residential 
town home project are working

04/16/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sage Homes NW 13704 Manor Way Lynnwood New Home Construction: Pouring cement, siding, 
fencing, painting, roofing, foundation, deliveries.

Sage Homes NW: 425-357-7073

wayne.rose@gmail.com Wayne Rose 4255635848

03/31/20 6:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Company Sage Landsccape Maintenance (360-
753-2331)

2611 McCorkle Rd. SE 360-753-2331Olympia Sage landscape company in Olympia is operating 
daily like nothing is happening.  THIS IS A NON 
ESSENTIAL BUSINESS FOR SURE.  This is a large 
company with quite a few employees.

pugfever@comcast.net Phil Wayt 360-870-0302

04/20/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SageHomesNW 13706 Manor Way Lynnwood Multiple workers on site. Construction, plumbing, 
electrical, siding, roofing.

wayne.rose@gmail.com Wayne Rose 4255635848 SageHomesNW.com  425-357-7073

04/20/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Salish Village Center/Travel Center 4839 RURAL AVE Ferndale This commercial construction has continued 
throughout the stay at home order.  This is not an 
essential business

imrnt@comcast.net Rachel Taggart 360-510-1003  Permit Number17004SH

04/16/20 1:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Salmon Bay Sand and Gravel 5228 Shilshole Ave NW Seattle pouring truckloads of concrete at 223 31st Ave, a 
new private home construction

05/02/20 6:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Capello 23505 E. Appleway Ave suite 105Liberty Lake Owner stylist (Amy) is doing hair services to clients 
putting others at risk.

04/02/20 1:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Salon Styletto 511 N Wilbur Walla Walla This salon is still taking clients and performing 
services currently.

04/10/20 10:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Saltaire Construction 5600-5620 Beach Dr SW Seattle Multiple Home Construction site, today they have 
about 5 subcontractor businesses there working on 
houses.

makit61@hotmail.com Margaret Kindley 2063499733

04/10/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Saltaire construction 5620 Beach Dr SW Seattle Construction of 3 homes continues at this address 
with multiple crews and trucks on site

WarmanJewelry@gmail.com Phyllis Warman 4255914019

04/08/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Saltaire Construction 1823 26th Ave Seattle This is the second violation at the residential 
construction site located on the lot at the addresses 
1823 and 1826 26th Ave. The site owners are 
clearly operating 6-7 days a week in violation of the 
Governor's proclamation.

davishke@gmail.com David Switzer 4257532102

04/14/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Saltese Companies LLC 222 W Mission Ave #235 Spokane Continuing to install cabinetry on various job sites 
despite other installers and manufacturers closing 
down. Job sites in Airway Heights and Spokane

johnm@saltesecompanies.com

04/09/20 12:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Saltos Landscaping No address listed Newcastle, WA Following the governor's latest guidance (March 31, 
2020) on outdoor maintenance, I think this company 
may be violating the guidance that it is performed 
"only when necessary to prevent spoliation, avoid 
imminent damage, or address emergency repairs." 
They are out here with leaf blowers at 162nd Ln SE 
in Bellevue and seem to be coming more often than 
usual right now, on a weekly basis when previously it 
was only semi-weekly. They mainly seem to be leaf 
blowing, doesn't seem like they are following the 
latest guidance, since leaf blowing wouldn't exactly 
prevent spoliation, damage, etc.

04/16/20 4:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Salvation Army family store 15403 Westminster drive Shoreline Donation center open with almost two dozen 
workers, accepting donations all day every day. No 
PPE at all, not washing hands between functions, 
standing close together all day, sorting donations 
with no safety precautions. Riding a full vanpool to 
and from site every day.

Velvetseas@gmail.com Monique eveland 2534684614

03/30/20 9:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Salvation Army Thrift Store 
warehouse and truck

Salvation Army Thrift Store 
warehouse and truck

Park Manor Shopping Center Bellingham The donation pick up truck is still picking up 
donations and delivering them to the warehouse 
where workers are sorting them and pricing them

lynnrt2@msn.com Lynn Toennessen 360-647-8509

05/08/20 2:26 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Sam Naficy, MD 1110 112th Ave NE  #150 Bellevue, WA  98004 This Plastic Surgery office is providing and 
promoting Botox Cosmetic and dermal filler cosmetic 
treatments during Phase I of the Stay at home - 
clearly violating current laws and putting patients in 
danger!  Please contact them to stop asap as they 
should not put the public at risk offering cosmetic 
treatments when it is now currently allowed.

04/01/20 6:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree removal Sam's tree and landscape 9507 n. Division suite k Spokane I saw Sam's tree and landscape working on 
3/29/2020 at address 13002 e. 4th ave in the 
spokane valley. They were cutting down some trees 
at the address I posted in this description. They had 
6 workers there with 2 trucks 1 was a wood chipper 
and the other was a bucket lift truck.

Odomconrad@gmail.com Conrad odom 5098085645

04/16/20 8:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course Sand Point Country Club 8333 55th Ave NE, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Good News! The club contractor has agreed to stop 
working at 5 pm daily and not work on the 
weekends. Effective 4/15/2020, the outer loop of 
SPCC will now be open to resident walkers and 
bicyclists every weekday after 5 PM and on 
weekends.
 
We urge you to stay off the outer loop 7 AM to 5 PM 
weekdays as there have been incidents that could 
have resulted in serious injuries.    Your safety is our 
#1 concern.

Please check our website at spcchoa.com for further 
updates.

spcchoa@gmail.com



04/14/20 6:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course/Country Club Sand Point Country Club Sand Point Maintenance CommissionSeattle To all Residents:  
  
Effective Monday, 4/13/20 and until further notice, 
the Sand Point Maintenance Commission Board of 
Directors is closing our community to all non-
resident pedestrians and cyclists due to Covid-19 
combined with safety concerns due to the 
completion of the final phase of the golf course 
renovation. There will be a new modified sign to that 
effect posted at the gatehouse. The club will provide 
personnel at the gatehouse who will hand out flyers 
advising all outside pedestrians and cyclists 
attempting to come in from 7am - 4pm the 
neighborhood is temporarily closed. Our current 
security guards will adjust their hours to 4pm to 12 
midnight during this closure and will also have flyers 
to hand out. 

This final phase includes heavy construction 
vehicles moving between Lakemont and Fairway 
carrying loads of bunker sand and sod. The sole 
purpose of the outer loop being closed is to keep all 
of our residents safe. We will reopen the outer loop 
when the construction is complete. 
  
Due to the golf course construction, Lakemont and 
Fairway will be closed to  ALL pedestrians and 
cyclists including residents. 
  
PLEASE STAY OFF THE OUTER LOOP UNTIL 
CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETED AS THIS IS A 
SAFETY ISSUE. 

spcchoa@gmail.com

04/12/20 10:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sand Point Country Club Golf Course 8333 55th Ave NE Seattle Golf course construction ongoing.  Massive 
construction begins tomorrow 4/13.  They are 
closing all of our roads because of construction (no 
sidewalks here)so we can’t even walk the 
neighborhood. Golf course construction is NOT 
essential. If Sound Transit construction is shut 
down, and my lawn guys can’t come, how can they 
build a golf course?

deb@tratt.com Deborah Rappaport 12069313727

04/19/20 11:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf Course Country Club Sand Point Country Club.   Ridgetop 
Golf-Contractor

8333 55th Avenue NE Seattle, WA 98115Seattle Renovation work on the golf course at Sand Point 
has never stopped during the Governor's 
proclamation.  Recently, the Sand Point 
homeowners assoc. has shut the neighborhood 
down to non-residents while requesting that 
residents stay off the outer drive by the course so 
that the contractor's heavy equipment can move 
about freely in their effort to finish the construction 
project.  

New equipment moved in over the weekend as the 
next phase appears to be hauling sand around to fill 
all of the bunkers on the course.  This is a 
neighborhood in which many people walk and 
children ride bikes.  With most everyone home 
during this time, this contstuction work would appear 
to not only violate the Governor's proclamation in 
terms of the virus, it may also prove unsafe in 
general to others that are abiding by the order.

04/21/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape  services Sander Groves 20018 NE 50th Streets Redmond Continue to perform weekly yard maintenance to 
residential property

04/14/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sandhallow Homes LLC Richardson rd Pasco The construction of the house hasn’t stopped at all. 
The builders have been working every day after 
govnor Inslee obstructed is not to.

04/19/20 9:41 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA running a marina (no 
transient moorage)

Sandy point improvement company 4460 Decatur dr Ferndale HOA running a non commercial marina that is being 
staffed to sell fuel, ice, boat ramp passes, and 
permanent moorage (no overnight stays allowed).  
Their website states they are closed due to 
governors  “stay home stay safe” order.  
www.oursandypoint.com.  All moorage and ramp key 
fobs can be sold Remotely over the phone through 
their main office.  It’s not essential for them to staff 
an operation that they have closed.

RENEWALS@BELCHERSWANSON.COM

04/05/20 8:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Marina with chained and 
locked boat ramp gate due 
to being non-essential 
according to their website.

Sandy Point Improvement Company Office 4460 Decatur dr Ferndale Marina has been closed due to the governors stay at 
home proclamation.  They put a lock and chain 
around the boat launch gate to stop people from 
accessing the ramp. Employees have been 
unlocking the chain to give access to a couple 
people a day. Keeping the gate unlocked and allow 
people to use the key fob would prevent 
unnecessary contact.

RENEWALS@BELCHERSWANSON.COM

04/02/20 12:01 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther A marina that is closed but 
employees working not 
using social distancing.

Sandy point improvement company (Office) 4460 Decatur Dr (Marina) 4323 saltspring drFerndale Marina is closed to the public and advertised as 
closed on their website. Employees unlocking the 
boat launch gate to a select few and moving things 
into bldg. not using social distancing.

05/06/20 8:43 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Santiago country view estates 200803 e gamefarm road Kennewick Showing homes for sale to public, having multiple 
people in clubhouse , employees going door to door 
giving eviction notices and late rent notices to pay or 
vacate

Louiswhite5791048@gmail.comLouis white 5099876640

05/05/20 9:09 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other mobile home park Santiago Sunset estates 2105 n steptoe #7 Kennewick Management is harassing tenants

04/06/20 6:40 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sarah’s Professional Dog Grooming 8th ST SE Lake stevens Pet groomer open providing non essential grooming 
activities

ericalknapp@yahoo.com Erica 4258706958

05/11/20 2:31 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Appliance Sav-mart 1729 N Wenatchee Ave Wenatchee They have someone who has covid and seems to be 
trying to be hish hush about it and very concerned 
about it.

03/31/20 7:17 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture store Save mart 1729 n wenatchee ave Wenatchee Non stop radio advertising to bring people to their 
non essential furniture/appliance store.  Bringing 
large crowds of people in shopping.  Non essential 
and dangerous

Fordbuff64@gmail.com Jason martin 5098818182

04/14/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction saw kelly 8755 ne westcason rd kitsap nonessential construction work 3602973853

04/02/20 11:46 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther making body parts Sawbones 10221 SW 188 street Vashon Island I was told Sawbones has reopened after only 1 
weeks after closed by Governor’s decree. On 
Vashon Island the spread of COVID-19 would be a 
disaster - it is an island with no doctors even in good 
times. The medical supplies they make (parts of 
body) would not be helpful for this! I believe they 
should remain closed as they already had a positive 
test there. Greed can be our end.

thebestconcierge@gmail.comFL Giusti 2066176178

03/30/20 11:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mulch manufacturing. Sawdust Supply Inc. 6314 7th Ave S Seattle/Kent yard Employees over the age of 60 are working there are 
also a handful of employees that are in their 40s and 
50s that are also working and not distancing 
themselves from others and three of the employees  
have been sick in the past two weeks showing signs 
of coughing and sweating abnormally.

Crow Dwane 2532569475

04/01/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sayer Construction 1133 Colchester Dr. E. Port Orchard working while shut down michaeljames50@mail.com anonymous 3603289135

04/09/20 9:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SBI,  Schilperoort & Brooks, Inc. 10750 SW Cowan Rd; new const. addr. approx.Vashon, 98070 Additional contact info for violator; 425-672-0789, 
sbiconstruction.com
King co. Sheriff already contacted them, no change. 
Full const. crew working on new construction all day, 
every day.

04/14/20 8:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SBI, Schilperoort & Brooks, Inc. 10750 SW Cowan Rd (site of construction)Vashon Additional violator info; 425-672-0789, 
sbiconstruction.com
King co. Sheriff already contacted them, no change. 
Full const. crew on new construction all day, every 
day. Contractor is speciously claiming prevention of 
spoliation as a blanket  to just bull ahead with ANY 
work. Just bus. as usual

info@sbiconstruction.com

04/08/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SBI, Schilperoort & Brooks, Inc. 10730 SW Cowan Rd Vashon Ongoing construction of a new residential home. 
They have already been warned by King Co. police 
and a full crew is sill doing construction.

04/06/20 4:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SCAFCO Corporation 2800 E Main Ave Spokane Nonessential employees are still working out of the 
office and remote work is not being required for 
those who have the capability. While remote work 
has been offered to some employees, company 
culture and recent firings have created an 
environment in which most nonessential personnel 
continue to work from the office rather than risk 
repercussions if they ask to work from home.

05/15/20 1:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction SCAFCO Steel stud 2800 E Main Spokane Demanding return of office employees to on-site 
work when work from home is viable.

509343900

04/06/20 6:21 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Taxes Schram and associates 15215 272nd st suite 204 Covington Non-essential business is affecting my children J_bradish@hotmail.com Jason Bradish 2069474566



03/31/20 5:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Power equipment company Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories 2350 NE Hopkins Ct Pullman Most of the products currently procuting are for non-
emergency use. Most workers in manufactory is 
NOT performing maintain, ensure, or restore the 
generation, transmission, and distribution of electric 
power, workers are working on new equipments 
production for future new projects. Manufaturing is 
not following social distance rule. Company is hosing 
daily in person meetings among employees to 
announce dail operation updates, lunch room is still 
open, employees are working close with eachoter, 
less than 6 feets. About 2 feets average plus in 
person communication is required among employees 
therefore employees need to get very close with 
eachother to communicate.

04/08/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Scott Legacy LLC 7411 N Quamish Dr Spokane Active Residential Construction

03/30/20 3:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Scott’s Drywall Inc 1805 99th street E Tacoma Trucks leaving business with workers daily since 
lockdown.

jajohn1973@gmail.com Jazz Johnson 2532047385

03/31/20 1:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Galvanizing Scott’s galvanizing 6010 199th street ne Arlington The owner is demanding that they work even though 
it is entirely unnecessary

lillytwo@hotmail.com Lenoard whitfield 2062404119

04/15/20 3:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management Scout Apartments 10211 NE 134th Ln, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland They are continuing to remodel units, even though 
this not an "essential" activity.

Thrive Property Management Scout@thrivecommunities.com

04/14/20 8:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Scout Apartments 10211 NE 134th Ln, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland Remodeling vacant unit, I do not see how that is 
essential since no one is currently living there.

kalemia918@hotmail.com Crystal Thrive Property Management Scout@thrivecommunities.com

04/13/20 3:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Scout Apartments 10211 NE 134th Ln, Kirkland, WA 98034Kirkland Seems like remodeling of some vacant units is 
ongoing. I do not see how that is considered an 
essential function

Thrive Property Management Scout@thrivecommunities.com

04/16/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Scribner electric 12811 Pacific Ava south Tacoma Person appears to be doing non essential work

04/16/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sculpted Homes 3346 Allen Ln Peshastin, wa This company has continued to work at a project 
since the Governor shut down all nonessential 
companies.  The project they are working  is new 
home construction.  Job address site is 21504 
Palomino Rd Leavenworth 98826  There phone 
number is 509-670-7994
Thank you

oxxxnrossi@yahoo.com Rick 2065105132 sculptedhomes@gmail.com

04/06/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sculpted Homes 3346 Allen Ln Peshastin Hi,

Sculpted Homes are working on a project at 21504 
Palomino Rd Leavenworth, Wa. 1-509-670-7994   I 
run a construction company in Seattle and shut 
down when ordered by the Governor, I feel that they 
should too.  Thank You

oxxxnrossi@yahoo.com Richard Berry 206-510-5132

04/01/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SDK construction 17810 149th ave ne Woodinville There are 5 to 6 employees doing a remodel on a 
house.  Working close together.

jasonjorgenson@hotmial.comJason Jorgenson 2069487266

04/06/20 10:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation Properties Seabrook 4275 SR 109 Pacific Beach, WA 98571Pacific Beach The founder of Seabrook is not encouraging those 
who own property in town to remain in their primary 
residence and not come out, despite the stay at 
home order. This is resulting in King County 
residents coming out to Seabrook and spreading 
COVID-19 to a population that is unprepared to 
respond. People are treating it like a vacation and 
are not obeying beach closure rules. Additionally, a 
restaurant remains open in town.

info@seabrookwa.com

04/21/20 4:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SeaCon 3252 Alki Ave SW Seattle Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/07/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SeaCon 12002 Beverly Park Rd Everett Continued daily construction on new structure by 
contractor at address noted.

04/04/20 3:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SeaCon construction at West Coast 
Self Storage location on Harbor Ave 
SW

Approx 3252 harbor ave SW Seattle Construction activity of non-essential business (also 
non-residential)

swilsonthomas@gmail.com Sage Wilson 2062276014

04/01/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction seacon general contractors 3310 harbor ave sw seattle this is construction of a self-storage unit.  Deliveries 
continue and I have seen little to no reduction in 
number of workers since the stay at home order was 
issues.

04/17/20 7:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seadog Construction 3715 41st Ave South Seattle Construction continues at 3715 41st Ave South. 
Workers are working very close to each other 
without wearing any masks. This has continued 
every weekday since the stay at home order was 
enacted.

dickm1968@gmail.com

04/11/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seadog Construction 3715 41st Avenue South Seattle Since the Governor's orders, construction has 
continued daily on this new home project - it is listed 
for $3M, so it is definitely not for low income. 
Workers are numerous and within a foot of each 
other.

Anonymous

04/07/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SeaMar 4111 Alderwood Mall Blvd Lynnwood Construction activity

03/30/20 8:56 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Scuba Shop Seasoft scuba 434 NW Prindle st Chehalis They are open and claiming to have products that 
are for disinfectant. They are not at all

BRUCE@SEASOFTSCUBA.COM

04/04/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Renovation Seasons at the Park - The 
Management Group

1307 SE 9th Dr Battle Ground Apartment management is planning to replace doors 
and windows with occupants still living in apartment. 
Workers must enter apartment to replace doors and 
windows. This work is planned between 4/6-4/20.

alyssahelmes@gmail.com Alyssa Cook

04/03/20 11:12 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Seasons spa and salon 603 Se 116th ave. Vancouver I drive by daily because I work nearby and I've seen 
people going in and out almost daily. They seem to 
be parking on the street as I don't see any vehicles 
in their parking lot. I'd love for my stylist to do my 
hair during this but she is adhering to the law and 
making me wait.  They are putting people at risk if 
they are still working on clients.

04/16/20 7:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Maritime/Boat Sales Seattle Boat 3911 Lake Washington Blvd SEBellevue, WA 98006 They are delivering peoples boats! I mean... come 
one. Stay home people. Delivering some rich dudes 
wine sled during a global pandemic? Get serious. 
They dropped off a 27 foot Cobalt to Carillon Point 
Marina and were laughing about it... please fine 
them or something!

R.Smith@gmail.com Robert Smith 2064983465

04/02/20 10:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat store Seattle Boat SE 40th Ave and 118th Ave SEBellevue I have noticed for the past few days many many 
trucks turning out of the Seattle Boat Marina area. 
They gun their motors at the stop sign so it is easy to 
count how many are not just people driving down the 
street.

stacey@windermere.com Stacey Cross 4256796868

04/15/20 12:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Luxury Boat Dealership Seattle Boat Company 3911 Lake Washington BLVD SEBellevue Seattle Boat Company is conducting in-person test 
drives on luxury recreational boats as recently as 
today 4/15. Sales people are telling customers to 
'bring the whole family' on in-person test drives on 
recreational boats. They posted on their website that 
they are following CDC and essential business 
guidelines but it is a lie. There is email evidence of 
their actions. They are financially rewarding staff 
who are breaking the rules and continuing to come 
in and perform in-person meetings of non-essential 
business, and are punishing those who do not.

Alan Bohling

04/07/20 6:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat Dealer Seattle Boat Company 3911 Lake Washington BLVD SEBellevue Tonight marks the third time Seattle Boat Company 
has emailed their staff saying “GOOD NEWS WE 
ARE ESSENTIAL AND ARE REOPENING”. Seattle 
boat is a luxury boat company that sells expensive 
toys to rich people on the lake. They do nothing 
essential but are trying to brainwash their staff into 
thinking that selling and servicing wakeboarding 
boats is essential. Many have spoken up but it is not 
being heard. The staff are being threatened If they 
don’t return and are being told that no one can apply 
for standby because it’s all “essential”. They are full 
of lies and are operating against state mandates. 
The staff have no protection as the owner hired his 
daughter as HR and she is doing what he tells her to 
do. Please tell seattle boat clearly that their business 
is not essential and they need to allow their 
employees their rights to standby!!

ALAN@SEATTLEBOAT.COM & CORP@HELSELL.COM

04/07/20 5:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational Maritime Seattle Boat Company 3911 Lake Washington BLVD SEBellevue Please help the staff of Seattle Boat Company. The 
owner of seattle boat is exploiting loopholes in the 
essential business categorization to reopen so they 
can keep making money. They are forcing us to 
come to work to complete nonessential work 
(working on recreational boats) and they are denying 
us benefits if we do not comply with being forced 
back. They are denying standby and saying they can 
do so because they are making us go back. Please 
help, we are being attacked and threatened for trying 
to do the right thing by staying home.

Please help ALAN@SEATTLEBOAT.COM & CORP@HELSELL.COM



04/07/20 1:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational Boating Seattle Boat Company 3911 Lake Washington BLVD SEBellevue Seattle Boat Company is forcing their sales 
department to continue operating after their retail 
doors have been closed. They are trying to get sales 
staff to operate under the essential orders the 
service department remains open under, working a 
loophole and forcing staff who should be home to 
work. They are harassing and threatening Non 
essential staff for applying for standby benefits, 
claiming they should work full time from home for 
less than minimum wage. They are forcing sales 
people to continue making new sales of non 
essential vessels (luxury recreational boats) at risk of 
their and their customers health. Absolutely nothing 
seattle boat company does with sales is essential 
and unless told to cease operation, they will continue 
to remain open and also threaten and retaliate 
against their staff who are speaking up for their 
rights. This is being completed anonymously in fear 
of more retaliation .

Anon

04/03/20 2:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Recreational Marine Seattle Boat Company 3911 Lake Washington BLVD SEBellevue Recreational marine company that is trying to claim 
they are essential. They sell and service luxury 
recreational boats. Service department, marina 
operations, detail are all still operating in small 
numbers. They are trying to force more staff to 
return to service and detail recreational boats. They 
are refusing to allow staff ordered to stay home the 
ability to apply for standby. They use high volume 
gloves and protective gear.

03/30/20 4:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seattle Genetics 3450 Monte Villa Pkwy Bothell I work as a construction worker at a site in Bothell, 
WA.  My general contractor, BNB Builders, has 
notified me that the work we are doing meets the 
"essential business" requirements under Gov. Jay 
Inslee's Stay-At-Home directive.  The owner is 
Seattle Genetics.  Their mission is "to develop and 
commercialize transformative therapies targeting 
cancer" (website).  Our project to build new 
laboratory space may be completed by June 2020.  
Supposedly, Seattle Genetics has contacted Gov. 
Jay Inslee's office and received approval.  I can't 
verify if this claim is true.  Could you please help 
me?  I am having a tough time seeing how future 
cancer therapies helps with the present containment 
of the COVID-19 disease.  We are trying to maintain 
6ft distance between workers.  We have been told by 
BNB that a N95 dust mask must be worn if within 
6ft.  We are running out of masks.  We can't order 
more.  BNB plans to hire a night shift as well.  
Should I risk my health and continue to work here?

Sharp_Shark2010@frontier.comAndrew Sharp 425-259-4409

04/28/20 3:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift store Seattle goodwill 700 Dearborn place south Seattle Our company is a thrift store retail chain and online 
seller of donated items. Our department is being 
called back to work before the stay at home order is 
expired. Some have been working since 5/6/2020 
and don’t feel safe in an environment that we cannot 
ensure the safety of our inventory as it is donated. 
We don’t know if our donated items are safe or carry 
disease including Covid-19
I don’t think a thrift store chain is essential.

mwhitmar@yahoo.com Michael whitmarsh 206-240-4558

05/01/20 7:21 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Seattle orthopedic center 2409 N 45th St, Seattle, WA 98103Seattle Performing non essential procedures and seeing 
non emergent patients which is increasing risk of the 
spread of covid 19.  Patients are refusing to wear 
masks and are bringing extended family with them of 
at risk age groups.

josh.slagle@gmail.com Joshua slagle 5094301453 Pro alliance

04/15/20 4:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seattle Pacific Construction 9722 Dibble Ave NW Seattle, WA 98117Seattle Construction work, multiple workers, roofing and 
other activities

joanche@gmail.com Joanne Ho 206-850-89456 -2067955705

05/16/20 2:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other dog daycare and training facilitySeattle Puppyworks 1417 10th Avenue Studio A Seattle They are offering in person puppy classes with 
multiple owners present. On their website you can 
sign up for classes on dates that begin before the 
stay at home order is lifted. Daycare is different 
because it's just staff and dogs present, but staff, 
owners and dogs are present for classes. Classes 
appear to have at least 8 slots and are held inside 
the building (not outside). As far as I understand, 
you cannot have people gather like this indoors for a 
non essential activity.

05/19/20 7:48 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Seattle Skyline Painting 9222 Ashworth Ave N Seattle I'm a concern neighbor that a a painting company is 
painting in my neighborhood. I thought that new 
construction is not yet open due to stay at home 
order. This is a new paint work that is happening and 
as a concern neighbor with high health issues 
please stop this until stay at home is open for them

04/14/20 3:25 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Interior Design - Staging 
company

Seattle Staged to Sell 1023 N 49th St Seattle This interior design company is not an essential 
service, but the company is making its workers travel 
to and from the office every day, instead of enforcing 
remote working, as should be the case. This is 
putting the lives of all its workers at risk, who should 
be at home as per the government guidelines.

marygboothroyd@gmail.com Mary Boothroyd design@SeattleStagedToSell.com

05/02/20 6:56 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Seattle Surgery Center 900 Terry Ave Seattle Attached is a part of an email sent to employees 
regarding non elective surgeries.   This company has 
never, and I mean never, had adequate PPE.  Their 
supply chain is so poorly run they have run out of 
basics like gloves and hand sanitizer PRE COVID19.  
 If they weren't able to have adequate supplies pre 
pandemic what makes you think they will have it now 
when it is in such short supply?  Seattle Surgery 
Center is run by Proliance Surgeons - a for profit 
company who has one thing in mind.  MAKING 
MONEY.  They have admitted to employees they 
have absolutely no "rainy day fund" and continued to 
perform non-elective surgeries despite being ordered 
not to.

Here is an excerpt that was received by employees 
yesterday 5/1/2020::

"The challenge we currently face is operational.   
While lab testing is available, specimen swabs and 
viral transport media are not yet (or at least not 
reliably in large quantities).  Also significantly 
problematic is the fact that at this time, no outside 
labs (including our affiliated hospitals) are willing to 
actually collect the specimens from our patients.  
Therefore, all specimen collection would need to be 
done on site by Proliance teammates, and then 
transported to a lab to run the test.  We have 
significant concerns regarding the proper training of 
our teammates, the need for a dedicated room or 
area for testing, use of PPE for each test, and the 
safety of that process in general.  Furthermore, 

arkygirls@yahoo.com Jamie 2062971669

04/02/20 6:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Seattle Tree Care 319 Nickerson St, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Performing non essential, non emergency jobs, 
putting their staff at risk. Workers riding together in 
vehicles to jobs.

04/21/20 4:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Service Seattles Green cleaning Fairy no idea seattle They are still offering their resendential in home 
cleaning services.  I do not believe that this would be 
considered an essential business right now.  They 
do offer others services that might be but I know for 
a fact they are still offering  to come in and do your 
house cleaning like mopping dusting, vacuuming etc.

moveoutseattle@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:25 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Maritime Seaview Boatyard West Inv 6701 Seaview Ave NW Seattle This business works on millionaires' yachts and 
sailboats. Repair wealthy people's boats is not 
essential. They claim to work on emergency services 
vessels. But haven't in years.

west@seaviewboatyard.com

04/02/20 9:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Self Storage Sedro woolley self storage 1024 raby lane Sedro woolley Self Storage does not need employees coming to 
work. Owners or managers live on site...no need to 
risk employees health. Office can be run remotely by 
on site owner or manger. Owners are putting 
employees at risk by having them rent units to the 
public. Employees have to collect signed contracts 
and payments in person. Owners or managers who 
live on site can easily meet business demanda at 
this time.

kellysmith4172@gmail.com Kelly Smith 7078494296 skagitselfstorage@gmail.com



03/30/20 8:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sefnco Unsure of where they’re physical address isSeattle I saw cherry picker type of trucks that were driving 
around our neighborhood taking pictures of 
telephone poles. When I asked one of the young 
men about what they were doing they told us that 
they were doing “busy work” since they couldn’t do 
their normal work. They said they are definitely not 
doing essential work.

03/31/20 6:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sefnco Communication, Inc 4610 Tacoma Avenue Sumner, WA 98390 On March 20th, several workers worked all day as 
they dug a trench in the alley and pulled wire for a 
cable installation for Comcast into the condo at 701 
7th Avenue, Seattle, WA 98122.  They appeared to 
make no effort to maintain social distancing with 
sometimes two people at once sticking their heads 
into a  communication vault and numerous other 
occasions when they were working together.  There 
are a number of addresses for SEFNCO on the web.  
 I do not know if the address above is the right 
address for the workers.

Marcia.Roderick@Gmail.com Marcia Roderick 2063227456

04/29/20 3:02 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management Segale Properties 5811 Segale Park Drive C, Tukwila, WA 98188Tukwila Business has ignored closure and are carrying out 
business as usual. Employees aren’t following social 
distancing and are continuing to conduct business 
out in public.

Ice-108@hotmail.com Scott Anderson 2067246908 Mark segale

03/31/20 3:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seismic Northwest 6430 131st ave SE Bellevue Construction crew of 5 individuals is working on 
seismic retrofit at 8814 28th ave NW. Construction 
permit 6771201-CN.
Does not look like essential work. Work is being 
performed in backyard of house.
No social distancing being adhered to.

fishbyte@gmail.com Kurt Pachaud 4259416697

04/27/20 7:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Sekisui Aerospace 705 Sw 7th st Renton We were recruited to come back to work this week 
and this is a non-essential workforce. Me and a lot of 
my work colleagues are afraid haircuts in the 
coronavirus.

Megear1@gmail.com John Davis 425-312-5645

04/13/20 11:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Self employed Parcel numbers R32920-096-3650,R32920-054-3650,R32920-020-3650.....Clinton Private Land clearing from sun up to sun down 
including weekends beginning with stay at home 
order with heavy equipment running at all times .

Mat@whidbey.com Yvonne 2067865064 Albert Balora, Vernon Gabelein, Myron Gabelein

03/31/20 8:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Self serve garage Self serve garage 6239 S ADAMS ST TACOMA This business is open and running people are talking 
to each other there is no social distancing the tools 
and equipment are not being sanitized I am worried 
that people are going to spread the disease through 
here. What I ask the owner why you is open he said 
he can do whatever he wants.

Wecare@yahoo.com Gary

05/19/20 9:12 AM Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other delivering furniture Selmers home Furnishings 419 wishkah Aberdeen I have seen the truck at houses and have seen the 
guys go in and out of houses. No mask or gloves. 
Not following social distancing

Customer

04/20/20 5:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dance studio Semilla Flamenca 23031 NE 61st St. Redmond painting of building,  electrical work and today heavy 
equipment digging hole for septic system for a 
business that is not finished construction.  This is 
not an essential business!  Company doing the work 
is Stuth .  My son in law is in construction and he 
can’t do work on an mom essential business.

llbrown74@hotmail.com Linda Brown 425-868-3339 Paulina Chalita

03/30/20 8:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing, machining, 
assembly

Senior aerospace AMT 20100 71st ave ne Arlington The majority of employees currently still working are 
performing non essential duties. There has been 
many people sick lately and at least one was 
confirmed to have corona.

toryjansen@gmail.com Lane 3607229070

04/04/20 12:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Senior Housing Assistance Group 13000 LINDEN AVE N SEATTLE Construction crew is coming here to install new 
doors as part of a remodel. Crew chief says it is 
repair as well as remodel because there is rot in door 
frames. This is not an emergency and these repairs 
can wait until after pandemic subsides. All tenants 
here are seniors so at greater risk from COVID-19.

ctznplnt@gmail.com Mary 2063539869

04/24/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Senske 7115 e cataldo ave Spokane valley Witnessed a senske employee in a company truck 
rototilling a yard on my morning run today on 37th 
Avenue in south Spokane valley near chester 
elementary.

Michelecrice@gmail.com Michele Rice 5099543688

04/07/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard fertilizer Senske 410 North Quay at Kennewick lawn care isn’t essential during these times

04/07/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Senske 410 n Quay st Kennewick Senske is running full crews, including weed 
spraying and fertilization by saying they're essential 
because they do insect control. I work in the industry 
and my company did right and shut down. At most 
5% of Senske's work is essential(that's probably an 
over estimate) and they are creating an unfair 
advantage over businesses that followed the order 
by putting their employee's and general public's lives 
at greater risk to make a buck. Its shameful. I hope 
they will properly dealt with. Thank you.

Zukerules78@yahoo.com Ezekiel Reynolds 509-572-1860

04/06/20 9:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Senske 410 N Quay St Kennewick Was soliciting sales. While in a senske passenger 
car.. car #802

Traeger1197@gmail.com Fernando Martinez 509-537-5750

04/03/20 11:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care/extermintaion Senske 7115 E Cataldo Spokane Valley Observed Senske spraying lawn.  Called them 
asking if they were providing weed control/lawn 
fertilizer services in view of COVID. They said yes 
and they could schedule me for next week.

Ellenpeller1@gmail.com Ellen Peller 5099539468

04/03/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care and landscape Senske 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Valley, WA  99212 While Many of us in our industry have closed down 
they are not only working but advertising for 
employment and see this as extremely unfair and 
demeaning to our companies, laid off employees and 
customers. And a blatant disregard for the public 
and Governors order.

mlfairburn1@gmail.com Lisa Fairburn 5099932970

04/02/20 7:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Senske 410 N Quay St Kennewick They are still conducting business, mowing lawns. 
Applying fertilizer and weed control

Leisenringjl@gmail.com Joni

04/02/20 5:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn service Senske 7115 E Cataldo Spokane Valley Saw Senske Lawn services truck at 20110 E Mica 
View this morning spraying the lawn

jltsgtusmc1@msn.com Jeff 5099219337

04/01/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Service Senske 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Have seen numerous trucks out doing lawn service ang_ej2@yahoo.com Angela

04/03/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Senske Lawn Senske Lawn 7115 E Cataldo Spokane Turning on sprinkler systems for residential 
customers, continuing business as usual for lawn 
care services, when all other lawn care maintenance 
& pest control companies are abiding by the stay 
home/stay safe policy in effect. Does this mean we 
can all hire our employees back and continue on full 
time work as normal so they can support their 
families?

kevin_carol22@hotmail.com Carol Schroeder 5092338637

04/01/20 2:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Senske Lawn & Tree Care 410 N. Quay St. Kennewick I would like to remain anonymous but wanted to 
inform you that they are still mowing and performing 
non-essential lawn care maintenance.

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/03/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Spraying, Tree 
Spraying

Senske Lawn Care 7115 E Cataldo Spokane This Spray company out fertilizing in the Spokane 
Valley, no way that can be essential. Also, saw truck/ 
crew out another plugging? the lawn in my neighbor.  
 no reason to be out doing this work . cant be 
"essential"

04/24/20 4:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Senske Services 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/07/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn/Tree Care Senske Services 7115 E Cataldo Ave Spokane I have observed Senske spray trucks in my 
neighborhood while my lawn/tree provider is not 
performing treatments because of the Stay Home 
order. Just curious if lawn/tree care is an essential 
business.

sidretired@outlook.com Oliver Pierce 509-280-8421

04/06/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree and lawncare/pest 
control

Senske Services 2909 River Road Yakima, WA This business as well as other same type 
businesses are continuing to operate and force their 
employees to work by telling them that they are an 
"essential business". Please see the attached 
youtube video made by the owner of Senske 
Services. Our local law enforcement is NOT going to 
enforce these laws set for by your office. They are at 
work right now! 
youtube.com/watch?v=kxwCEiBqOZ8&feature=youtu
.be

eastwoodspb@aol.com Kathi Manneh 4257612662

04/02/20 8:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn service Senske Services 2909 River Road Yakima wa Performing non essential services and not following 
social distancing. 2 workers within 3 feet in work 
vehicles

04/01/20 1:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Senske Services Audubon Neighborhood Spokane Sending out aeration technicians to people’s home 
landscapes.

04/01/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn spraying and irrigation Senske services 2909 River road Yakima Not practicing social distancing correctly, still 
practicing non essential business

03/30/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and tree care services Senske services 410 N Quay St Kennewick Company is having employees perform 
standard/routine lawn and tree sprays. Per 
clarification response these should be prohibited as 
they are routine maintenance.

ordiman6500@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree and lawn care service senske services/washington tree 
service

400 N QUAY KENNEWICK Is fertilizing lawns and trees an "essential" service 
during a pandemic that is taking lives at a rapid 
pace?



04/16/20 10:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sequim Self Storage 40 Taylor Cutoff Road Sequm We are an excavating company that is being charged 
$5,000 a day for not re-starting construction  on a 
self-storage project in Sequim, WA. The owner has 
presented fake memos telling us that his project is 
exempt from the moratorium. He continues to use 
coercion tactics such as back charging and lawsuit 
threats to get us to start work again. Although, some 
of his contractors have violated the moratorium, 
several have not, including our company. We've 
consulted with a lawyer and he said that what the 
owner is doing is illegal.

kjohnson@jamestowntribe.orgKyle E. Johnson 360-775-5159 Jim Ciaciuch/jwc@SequimSelfStorage.com

05/15/20 5:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Serenity Day Spa 3910 Summitview Avenue Suite 210Yakima These guys sure do seem busy for not being open. 
Lots of people coming and going all the time.

jeanesehumbert@gmail.com Jeanese 5093864231

03/31/20 6:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Service partners 5900 88th st building A Vancouver supplier of residential construction Insulation

04/02/20 10:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seven Cedars / Swinerton 
Construction

270756 US 101 Blyn Hotel construction is continued in spite of order.  
Unfair labor practice

jsemett@mac.com James Emett 6267161146

04/23/20 4:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Seven silver spruce 11130 Issaquah Hobart RD SEIssaquah Illegal contractor (suspended license) coming from 
Issaquah to Vaughn WA to work on construction site 
that has stop work orders from Labor and Industry. 
Has been verbally cautioned to stop and continues to 
return. Pictures of van on different occasions are 
available.

Doyle Lewellen 253-318-2604

04/09/20 10:23 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Several Don't Know Port Orchard, WA I have noticed several nail salons showing "OPEN" 
signs in Port Orchard. These are mostly run by 
Vietnamese. Fred Meyer shopping center/strip mall 
on Sedgewick & Bethel and others.

GKREEMS@WAVECABLE.COMGloria K Reems 3602711333

04/28/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping, general 
residential and condo 
maintenance

several companies 12303 Harbour Pointe Blvd Mukilteo There are soooo many landscape companies out 
working around here and they've been working for 
over 3 weeks!!  ACK!   Regular landscaping to mow 
lawns is NOT essential and plus many of the 
workers are not wearing masks.

tracycookie@hotmail.com Tracy

04/03/20 7:48 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Alterations Sew Rite Alterations 935 Kittitas st Wenatchee This business in an alteration place at a home. I’ve 
see people coming a going from there with clothing 
items. I know to get a alteration you can’t be 6 ft 
apart you need close contact.

JM@hotmail.com Jaime Walters -5096689311

05/12/20 11:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Painting company SFW paint 12824 193rd lane se Renton Another address 

111 SW 5th Ave.
Portland, OR 97204

Sfw paint offer $200 off nonessential painting 
(expires June 19,2020) to entice people to 
participate in nonessential business promotion. 
While this promotion was removed from SFW 
construction site, it was moved to SFWpainting.com 
after a different complaint.

defanning10@gmail.com Diane Fanning 2069409854 Steve wade

04/23/20 8:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther senior residence SHAG 24510 64th ave so Kent, WA I reside at SHAG tri-court residence, Kent, WA.
We were informed that must appear at front office 
for annual certification review. This requires one to 
have face to face contact of 15 Minuit duration 
following one person after another. Would appriciate 
if your agency would point out to SHAG that to carry 
out this plan at this time would be contrary to our 
Govenor's separation and safe distance policy.

Gentala@aol.com Walter Gentala 2063697212

03/31/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SHAG new building 14400 International Blvd Tukwila This job site is not for low income housing nor is this 
essential infrastructure. These are apartments for 
well off seniors. Everyday we see tradesmen not 
following the social distancing protocols. After 
speaking to some of them it was found out that they 
do not have hand sanitizer and only had running 
water starting last week and it's not hot water nor do 
they have soap. Some of them we spoke with were 
concerned about working there but their employers 
are requiring them to be there. Also these tradesmen 
go to local stores multiple times daily for food and 
beverages which increases the store owners and the 
local clientele's risk for contacting COVID 19. This is 
also a violation of the stay at home order. This is not 
an essential construction site and should be shut 
down!

Anonymous local resident

04/01/20 12:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord SHAG New Haven 13000 Linden Ave N Seattle There are construction workers replacing doors as 
part of a remodeling project. They are not using any 
PPE. All residents of this property are high risk due 
to age and many have co-morbidities. Project 
completion needs to be postponed until Gov. Inslee 
announces pandemic "all-clear". This project is not 
essential and is placing tenants at risk.

ctznplnt@gmail.com Mary

03/30/20 8:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Groomer Shaggy Shack 3508 224th St E spanaway The owner has contacted the government and been 
told that dog grooming is non essential yet she 
knowingly continues to keep that part of the 
business open and even encouraged her employee 
to come in while sick.

info@shaggyshackpetresort.com

04/02/20 10:59 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Shaggy Shack Pet Resort 3508 224th St E Spanaway This location has continues to groom dogs after the 
order. I have no objection to the boarding, but I own 
a grooming shop and am consider non-essential. I 
spoke with the owner earlier this week and she told 
me she was shutting down, but is still grooming dogs.

thebathhousepetsalon@gmail.comTia Sundberg 253-531-9015 thunstock@yahoo.com

03/30/20 6:31 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming Shaggy Shack Pet Resort and Spa 3508 224th st e Spanaway They are still grooming
Stated that grooming is essential

Krandles@me.com Kerri 2532796367 thunstock@yahoo.com

03/30/20 9:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shanco Restoration Services LLC 5322 S 282nd Way, Auburn, WA 98001Auburn Forced labor of workers or else they'd get fired. it 
isn't essential since they only do interior residential 
painting and they're forcing their workers to work. 
Cuts hours that the employee's have worked. Owner 
of company, John Shannon, has coronavirus but 
isn't obeying orders of isolation and continues to visit 
clients house's without telling them he has the virus.

04/24/20 8:16 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Shannon French 3019 6th ave unit C Tacoma Shannon French (#73411) has been working out of 
the salon. She keeps the lights down low, but still 
parks her car as well as clients in front, side and rear 
of the building. Shannon is violating governor 
Inslee’s “Stay at home order.” Her landlord Megan 
Overton (28556) owner of Le Chat Noir Salon has 
not been a licensed salon and  not having a salon 
keepers license and is allowing her booth renters to 
work regardless. No insurance for the business as 
required.

03/31/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SHARED ROOF   --  DPD#: 3023260 7009 GREENWOOD AVE. N.  (NW CORNER 70TH AND GREENWOOD N.)SEATTLE Construction continuing with groups of 8 - 12 
workers mingling and working closely all day every 
day - no observation of distancing or any changes 
whatsoever from 'the norm'.   Pictures upon request.

aasmith6@fastmai.com Aaron Smith 206 753-8862

04/11/20 1:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non essential 
manufacturing

Shareway industries 2526 e street ne Auburn Negligent action by ownership and management 
telling employees they are not allowed to stay home 
or social distance punishable by termination, 
cancellation of benefits, pay cuts etc. they are 
putting their business before the health and safety of 
their dedicated employees. They do not provide 
essential services and should be closed during the 
stay at home order.

Lahn_tt@icloud.com Tucker Lahn 2064063365

04/24/20 9:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sharon Gilpin 1574 parkview drive Bainbridge island Non essential construction. Extremely loud and 
disturbing

mrlewishunt@gmail.com Lewis Hunt 2693702369

05/01/20 10:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Shawna Tift 5099985895 Phone Spokane Working out of home

05/12/20 8:58 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail shed sales Shed Gal 17809 Hwy 9 se Snohomish Non essential business open when they shouldn't be Carol Baskin Www.shedgal.com

04/28/20 6:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Shelli Cummings Salon 1620 Dexter Ave N Seattle Doing hair at home Ashley

04/09/20 8:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Shelton landscaping 1124 ELLINOR AVE Shelton Post looking for work and adding workers on 
Facebook

chevyhawks4life@gmail.com Chadwick Chapman 2532892926

04/08/20 5:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shelton YCMA 3101 North Shelton Springs RoadShelton Gyms and recreational centers are shut down and 
not considered essential but construction is 
continuing on an addition to the Shelton YMCA.

04/01/20 10:12 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Paint store Sherwin Williams 7102 n division st Spokane Selling retail paint products to general public

04/07/20 4:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mult-Unit Apartment 
Complex

Sherwood Gardens 2901 Auburn Way S Auburn Not only is this complex refusing to waive late fees 
for renters who have been affected by Covid-19 
despite a standing order from both Inslee and city of 
Auburn, they are not implementing any social 
distancing for employees. They are having lawn 
maintenance and regular unit renovation/staging for 
potential new tenets, such as installing carpets and 
painting. The workers have construction materials 
strewn across the parking lot and absolutely no PPE. 
They are also not maintaining a 6 ft distance from 
others, including residents and other employees.



04/02/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex Sherwood Gardens Apartments 2901 Auburn Way S Auburn While the leasing office is closed, they are still 
operating as normal with contractors coming out for 
lawn maintenance and cleaning/ refurbishing empty 
apartments. I also see the complex's maintenance 
still wandering around from unit to unit. There is no 
regard for social distancing nor do the workers have 
PPE. Since some of the crew is contracted, it isn't 
even the same people coming and going on a 
regular basis.

05/18/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Craft Store Shipwreck Beads 8560 Commerce Pl Dr NE Lacey Forcing employees with compromised immune 
systems to work, not practicing social distancing, not 
sanitizing anything

04/08/20 3:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Craft Store Shipwreckbeads 8560 Commerce Place Dr NELacey An unknown amount of people still working? It is a 
non-essential business that seems to still be 
operating its warehouse for craft and jewelry goods. 
Saw the store front is closed but you can still reach 
the phone department and other departments may 
still be operating.

info@shipwreckbeads.com

04/15/20 1:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shivell Construction 1921 Amelia St Walla Walla Custom House framing behind Gray Lynn Drive and 
Winona Lane Walla Walla WA

Phil Shivell 509) 520-8881

05/01/20 11:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail Shoe Dept Encore 625 black lake blvd sw Olympia They are continuing to work, both manager and 
assistant managers and district manager, without 
using social distancing and they are non essential 
and not essential duties to be performed. The district 
manager lynette Brooks and store manager John 
Mournier are contacting employees and having them 
come to the store and work and ignoring the stay at 
home orders.

Blackandyellow@hotmail.comMindi Pinedo 3604643764

03/30/20 7:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HVAC Manufaturing 
Company

Shoemaker Manufaturing Co 618 E 1st Street Cle Elum Multiple Violations: non essential, not following 
social distancing, too many people

05/12/20 2:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Lake resort Shore Acres Resort 41987 Shore Acres Rd Loon lake Holding multiple non-essential events inviting large 
groups of people to attend.  75 or more

04/30/20 8:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther campground Shore Acres Resort on loon lake 41987 Shore Acres Rd Loon Lake WA This campground has been operating since April 15 
2020 and has been continually encouraging people 
to come rent their cabins and rent rv spaces to 
camp. they are currently advertising a craft far for 
May 16th from my understanding the stay home 
order has been extended. Shore Acres Resort on 
loon lake is repeatedly violating this stay home order. 
they have said numerous time on their facebook that 
the stay home order does to pertain to them because 
they are a privet campground and they do not have 
to fallow it. its very frustrating to see them constantly 
posting about how full they are and encouraging 
people to come hangout at the community fire pits 
and to come stay at their campground.

admin@shoreacresresort.com

03/31/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Apartments 5505 E Evergreen Blvd. Vancouver Ongoing apartment construction despite stay home 
orders. No social distancing. Workers spitting on 
ground in common areas. Complex has many elderly 
residents who are at risk of exposure. Why are these 
workers still here right now? Putting up siding on 
buildings doesn't seem essential at this time. I don't 
want to share my name out of fear that apartment 
owners might retaliate. Please keep confidential. 
Thank you.

xpoisonorchidx@gmail.com Prefer privacy 5045642812

04/03/20 4:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Shorewood Homes 1306 NW 67th St Seattle Construction workers still working on townhomes 
across the alley - largely on the inside, but lots of 
sawing and hammering.

Julie23269@gmail.com J Payne 206.859.3805

04/01/20 2:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Si View Metropolitan Park 
District

Si View Metropolitan Park District 400 SE Orchard Dr North Bend They have closed to the public, but still requiring 
employees to come in everyday if they want to be 
paid. Much of the staff is there everyday during their 
normal shifts in order to be paid. I understand if 
certain staff is required occasionally for minimal 
maintenance, but requiring staff to come in just so 
they can be paid is putting the community and their 
families at risk.

03/30/20 5:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Siemens 15900 SE Eastgate Way, Ste. 200Bellevue Field Technicians are being required to perform non 
essential work.

Austinmarriage@gmail.com Austin Marriage 2532325468 contact@siemens.com

04/02/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sienna Ross (AIRBNB manager) and 
The Elektra Condos

1400 Hubbell PL #710 Seattle AIRBNB owners hiring construction workers to do 
non emergency repairs and disturbing our right to 
quiet enjoyment of our home. This is a building with 
210 homes unfortunately half are exclusively 
airbnbs. We are in a stay at home order and have no 
where to go. Other AIRBNBs have also done 
construction, unfortunately we are in a building that 
is half Airbnb so this is a great time for the 
investment owners to remodel. The building 
manager Kassi is helping this non essential work by 
providing emails to put on the door that this is 
allowed. I can upload the letter taped to the door if 
needed. The aiabnb manager is Siena Ross and 
does not live here. The owner lives outside the 
country. This is day 2 of unnecessary tearing up of 
tile.

nageldebra1@gmail.com Debra Nagel 206-271-6798

04/04/20 11:27 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sierlei (last name unknown) Unknown Woodinville A woman posted to a community group in 
Woodinville recommending a “Sierlei” who is cutting 
hair from her home to anybody who needs a haircut 
right now. She included a phone number to text this 
person to set up an appointment (617) 767-2263. I 
have a screenshot of the message.

furies@gmail.com Alice Shieh 2065748053

03/31/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sierra 14800 NE North Woodinville WayWoodinville Violation at job site location of 7555 Airport Way in 
Bremerton, WA.  Work isn't considered essential. 
Also, several workers grouped together, not 
practicing safe distancing on Tuesday, March 31, 
2020

04/10/20 4:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Signature Landscape -parent 
company is Monarch Company

7627 W Bostian Rd Woodinville On 4/9 I witnessed Signature truck and employees 
out with large riding mower in Sumner Business 
Park.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

03/31/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Signature landscaping Sw 41st Renton Landscaping companies all over renton continue to 
work

thomaswmain@yahoo.com Thomas  Main 2532085441

04/22/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Signature or NLS Kent Kent wa They are doing landscaping work that is not 
necessary

03/30/20 4:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufactoring Silfab solar 800 Cornwall Ave Bellingham Silfab solar is a manufacturing company that sells 
solar panals to large cooperation only. They do not 
provide/sell panels to the public. They are also not 
proving the protective gear that people are asking 
for, and will not alow us to use our own

C.danekoontziii@gmail.com Dane koontz 360-483-7581 H.AYYAD@SILFAB.CA

04/07/20 10:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Resort Silver Cove 351 Hall Road Silver lake, Wa I reported on Sunday that this resort had sent an 
email push out inviting people to come camping. As 
of today they have 21 reservations for Friday 4/10/20 
coming camping. Multiple by 2 and that is 40 people. 
Add some children or other adults and you are at 
50/60 and they are still calling to make reservations. 
How can this be okay in Cowlitz County when our 
numbers of Covid are low and the goal is to keep it 
that way. Please stop this gathering of people who 
are choosing not to follow the governor order.

rramey57@gmail.com R Ramey 360-431-8709

04/05/20 10:03 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Resort Silver Cove Resort 351 Hall Road Silver lake, WA 98645-9789 Silver Cove is open as they have long term guests 
living there.  They have a new manager from 
Oregon.(less than two weeks) On Friday an email 
push was sent to guests of Silver Cove inviting them 
to come camping for a change of scenery from their 
homes around 4:30 pm. These guests are located all 
over the state and Oregon and immediately started 
calling and making reservations. The weekend of 
3/20 they had 100/150 guests. This was after the 
governor ask us to stay home. Is the possibility of 
another weekend like that allowable with the Stay at 
Home order? Is this what Cowlitz County wants in 
our backyard?  People from all over the state that 
should be home and not camping and possibly 
infecting people from our community?

Rramey57@gmail.com R Ramey 360-431-8709



04/11/20 8:44 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV park and resort Silver Cove RV 351 Hall Rd Silverlake I have already filed one complaint but now they are 
threatening to fire people and sic their “legal team” 
on them for saying something about taking new 
reservations and campers for short term “vacation” 
spaces. If you instruct employees to hide behavior 
and then threaten minimum wage workers with their 
jobs and legal repercussions for not supporting your 
company going directly against a government 
directive then something needs done asap and NOT 
to the employees. That behavior  is already 
unacceptable but THEY SENT AN EMAIL OUT 
SOLICITING BUSINESS DIRECTLY AGAINST THE 
GOVERNOR’s EDICTS! You really think in a town 
of less than 1300 people someone, or a relative of 
someone, isn’t going to be on a mass email list and 
then talk about it? Threatening people when your 
OWN ACTIONS made the community aware of your 
irresponsibility isn’t just immoral and disgusting; its 
epically stupid. I have NEVER written to a 
government official before this instance but now I 
have done so twice because this is MY HOME and 
MY NEIGHBORS who are MY EXTENDED 
FAMILY!! For five generations and more than 100 
years my family, and others, have weathered 
everything together and grown together and looked 
out for one another; I won’t silently look away allow 
this to occur to our community. Money is a 
necessary evil but it should never be put ahead of 
morality and humanity particularly by out of state 
people with no vested interest in a community other 
than profit!!

J.gibson007@yahoo.com Dona J Gibson 3609998386

04/10/20 12:06 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV resort Silver Cove RV and Resort 351 Hall Road Silverlake They have 40 NEW reservations arriving this 
weekend for “vacationers” exposing their sheltering 
long term residents (why they are essential) and this 
VERY small community full of vulnerable elders and 
veterans to unnecessary exposure and absorbing 
already tapped resources. Refuse to stop without 
direct government intervention and think our town is 
too small for our governor to care or act. I am hoping 
they are wrong and you will protect us too not just 
Seattle!!

J.gibson007@yahoo.com Dona J Gibson 360-999-8386 silvercove@highwaywestvacations.com

04/10/20 7:56 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther private campground Silver Cove RV Park 351 Hall Rd Silverlake They have opened and allowing recreational 
camping beyond the people that are living in the 
campground. Their is a huge influx of campers for 
this weekend. Social distancing is not being enforced 
and the governor’s stay at home order is blatantly 
being disregarded by the company corporate office.

aflanigan13@comcast.net Angela Flanigan silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/09/20 9:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Private Campground Silver Cove RV Resort 351 Hall Rd Silverlake Encouraging and advertising for people from all over 
to come vacation at the campgrounds and cabins.

Jolynnmc@hotmail.com Dona McCully 360-274-8798 silvercoverv@highwaywestvacations.com

04/04/20 1:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Camping/Lodging Silver Cove RV Resort/Highway West 
Vacations

351 Hall Rd, Silver Lake, WA 98645Silver Lake. WA This company is sending out emails letting people 
know that they are available and open for 
recreational camping.

Hamer Heidi 360-355-4128

04/16/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Silvey Construction 10221 E Montgomery Dr. Spokane Valley The construction work is going on a new building on 
N Pines Rd. The workers or not keeping a safe 
distance

Jared Silvey

04/23/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Silvian Apartments 914 E Harrison Street Seattle There has been ongoing construction and excessive 
building maintenance at the Silvian Apts for the 
duration of the stay home order. Activities include 
roof work and re-grouting the exterior brick. There 
are typically 3-5 workers on site between 7am and 
2pm, they wear PPE for their construction tasks but 
otherwise do not follow social distancing. These 
activities are occurring in the alleyway between the 
Silvian Apts and my building, the Austin Apts.

andermar000@gmail.com Marjorie Anderson 2066045128 2062048737

03/31/20 1:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawyers Simburg Ketter 999 3rd Ave #2525 Seattle Non essential business, not distancing sksp@sksp.com

05/12/20 11:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Simply Living Better beachview Clarkston Owner had a gathering of at least 15 people in a 
closed park. Some were elderly and should not be in 
large groups.  Also owner posted pictures of said 
visit in the park with all the people  with her. This is 
dangerous for others who do walk on the levee to 
have a class of fitness taking up the whole area.

Nicole Dufford

04/08/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Door Manufacturer Simpson Door 400 W Simpson Ave Mccleary Mill work Manufacturing - Doors. Just handing out 
hand sanitizer is not enough to prevent spread in a 
large mill and retain proper cleaning is insufficient. 
Good portion of town residents are 40's -60 with 
families. Hard to isolate when main earners cannot 
stay home. Please ask them to stop.

7shawna5@comcast.net

04/11/20 9:20 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Simpson door company 400 w. Simpson Ave McCleary This mill continues to operate as it has determined 
that it's essential because of the wood scraps they 
haul off. 
These wood scraps have glue and other chemicals 
that cannot be turned into anything for use. Due to 
the Chemicals. 
But they continue to make their employees work. 
Endangering the their and their families.
They tell thru message via text or a letter they send 
out to maintain the six foot  rule but most of the 
workers stand within 4 feet or each other in their 
assigned work area. 
This company needs to stop production and let their 
workers "Stay home, Stay healthy!!!!!
I know that some of these workers live with family 
that have underlined health issues Cancer, diabetes, 
etc!!!
The latest letter they sent out mentions to the 
workers that if they can not maintain social 
distancing "6 foot rule while on break their are to 
either smoke in their car or return to their assigned 
work area. 
Their work area has chemicals and glue and they 
expected to eat a sandwich in that area as well as be 
less than 4-5 feet from others. .
The company continues the stand by saying it's 
essential at the same time making people work 
endangering their workers all the  while. 
Please these workers are not safe their working on 
top of each other
Thanks for your time.

nanayork.py@gmail.com Pen York 3605002688

04/06/20 10:16 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Simpson door plant 400 W. Simpson Ave McCleary This company makes doors which the workers have 
to stand and move within 3 feet of each other. Yes 
they have scraps of wood sent to pulp but at this 
time only 1 truck week. They handed out sanitizer to 
all workers no mask and boss has been around 
patting people on the back and talking to them within 
a 3 feet area. This business needs to be closed so 
that it's workers are not spreading to each other then 
taking home to their families. This business is NOT 
Essential and have dug deep to force their workers 
to keep working

nanayork.py@gmail.com Pen York 3605002688

03/31/20 9:51 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Simpson Property Group 22433 NE Marketplace Dr. Redmond Non-essential office people mandated to work, when 
the option to work from home is possible. planning to 
mandate employees to work in multiple Properties, 
increasing exposure. Refusal to implement adequate 
recycle containers mandating over exposure to 
tenants refuse with no available proper PPE. 
Company has also stated that it is mandatory to 
have face to face conversations with residents if they 
request it.

garydeanvarn@gmail.com Gary Varn 425-312-9402

04/03/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Single family home being gutted 4606 50th Ave S Seattle Works gutting a sfr arennick@gmail.com Ann

04/10/20 10:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Single Family Residential Construction 2603 36th Ave W Seattle Construction is continuing that is not essential.  
Spoliation is not at risk.

04/06/20 1:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sisters and Brothers ( no longer in 
business)

1128 S Albro pl Seattle Construction going on in the building Dana Lastimado

04/28/20 4:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SJS Remodeling 224 S. Washington St Seattle Four construction workers pouring concrete 
columns, all closer than 6' from each other.  Jobsite 
is not following the social distancing requirements.

NA@NA NA NA Unknown

03/31/20 11:14 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Agricultural exemption Skagit Horticulture 14113 Riverbend Rd. Mount Vernon Operating at full capacity under agricultural 
exemption even though the vast majority of 
production is ornamental and doesn't support 
essential ag or food production. Three workers have 
tested positive for CoVid, and the company is 
continuing business as usual. Workers are unsafe. 
Please Help!



04/04/20 1:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Skagit landscape 1113 41st street Anacortes The address above is where they were traveling 
through. They had 3 workers in the cab over truck, 
pulling a trailer with lawn mowers and other 
equipment... I have pictures if you would like them.
I am not trying to be the “sheriff” I own Simply Yards 
and we have followed the direction of the governor 
and I feel that we should all do our part to get over 
the virus. Having furloughed 22 employees and then 
see other work is infuriating. On top of that, get 
lambasted on social media. PLEASE HELP!

mark@simplyyards.com Mark Lawrence 3607085109

04/16/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Skagit landscaping arc llc ??? Burlington This could has done 3 yards just next to me in last 3 
weeks during quarenteen and fed up..gt pics..I stay 
home to not go other sick ...workers leagle also???

joecool345@yahoo.com Joe mannino 4253088199 Apocervantex29@gmail.com

04/12/20 4:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shooting Range Skagit shooting range Skagit shooting range, 1340 Bouslod RdBurlington 98233 This non-essential business is planning on  Offering 
limited service beginning on April 14 according to 
their email Tuesday through Saturday 10 AM 
through 6 PM.
skagitvalleyshootingrange.com

coryellrex@yahoo.com Rex Coryell 4253504099

04/18/20 9:05 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shooting range and 
ammunition production 
company

Skagit Shooting Range and RBS 
Ammunition

1340 Bouslog Road Burlington WA 98233Burlington Requiring employees to travel to Idaho from 
Washington for several days to pickup and get 
trained on new equipment for the business. This 
should be postponed until the stay at home order is 
lifted but they’re going now despite the stay home 
order and risks of being in public and traveling.

ishopgirl819@gmail.com ishopgirl819@gmail.com

04/20/20 9:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skanska 901 12th Ave Seattle Many construction workers working on site today.  
Project doesn’t seem like and essential business, 
and they were in close proximity to each other

04/02/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skanska 24 Kincaid Hall, Seattle WA 98105Seattle Continuing construction on a non essential building. 
General construction with all trades on a mixed use 
office building.

03/30/20 8:17 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Skills Inc. 425 C St NW Auburn Employees continue to work for non-essential work 
of providing airplane parts to Boeing.

Rmorgan170@gmail.com Ryan Morgan. 206-550-5150

04/18/20 10:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Skin care by Jen 160 huntington ave # D castle rock I have seen multiple clients of hers with new eyelash 
extensions. Eyelash extensions require you to be 
face to face with your client for well over an hour. 
Clearly disobeying state orders.

04/10/20 2:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Skin Perfect Sea 636 SW 152nd St. Burien The link below shows that this business is defying 
the order on both the 11th and May 1st. 
https://www.vagaro.com/preview/dcoM68yLMxd1usE
uar2w4W?bid=qigi9DufNmGWDys2Ywist8&fbclid=I
wAR0kWRi-
mtg8djIJlOFY4q7NO_FspzTWXz4UrLQEonGJAUp0
Lovi_WqU2fA

Burien concerned citizen

04/10/20 1:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Skinperfect Salon 656 SW 152nd St Burien The salon is advertising a special on bikini waxes for 
the weekend of April 12.

04/01/20 7:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Skotdal Real Estate 2720 Colby Ave #1200 Everett Their office is full staffed, most of which are non-
essential.

info@skotdal.com

04/20/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment landscaping Sks courtyard apartments 5901 186th pl sw Lynnwood The apartment owners are leaf blowing and 
performing completely unnecessary yard work that is 
endangering the tenants. This has happened once a 
week since the shut down.

Allyamc@live.com Allyson mcnaur

04/14/20 2:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Yard Maintence Sky Garden Services/Alderwood 
Heights Apartment

18124 36th Ave W Lynnwood Performing landscape maintenance/work of all types 
during stay at home order in affect.

Casey.barrett82@yahoo.com Casey Barrett 4254719182

04/21/20 1:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Sky High Tree Service 28023 34th Ave S Auburn Service was here performing unnecessary tree 
trimming. They were NOT removing rotten or 
problem foliage.

rwbryant57@outlook.com Richard Bryant

05/06/20 5:03 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Office facility Skyline Communications 12002 Beverly Park road Everett Business has continued to stay open. No PPE in the 
office or the construction being preformed out back.

04/03/20 9:30 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skyline communications 12002 Beverly park rd Everett Entire office staff forced to work at the office when 
ALL are able to work from home but not allowed to.

Travis.pigott@skylinecommunications.netTravis pigott 4252388334

03/31/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skyline communications 12002 Beverly park rd Everett I was laid off due to having to come to work at an 
office that is not going on a stay at home.  I could 
complete my job 100% of the time while at home 
however was required to come in. 4 out of 50 people 
in the business are essential so the owners deemed 
the entire business essential so they don’t loose as 
much money.

Ctracy1385@hotmail.com Chris Tracy 4254469798

04/19/20 5:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skyline Engineered Systems Metal 
fabricator

13421 39th Ave NE Marysville Business has sent out notices to all employees that 
they can return on Tuesday April 21. "It is not 
mandatory because we are still in shut down" the 
text read. The employee feels like they most go in or 
they will lose their job after the shut down. This 
company tried to stay open when it was first ordered 
for stay home stay safe.

steven-melyssa@live.com Melyssa B 4252076778

04/20/20 2:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Skyline Properties 19515 N. creek parkway Bothell Residential construction sites were closed off for the 
last few weeks but they have resumed work with 
constriction at Drayton Reach Homesites in Blaine 
WA. A dozen trucks in and out today into a closed 
site work. https://draytonreachlots.com/

lbash777@gmail.com Lori Bash 360-885-7725 Grant@grantdalgliesh.com

04/04/20 2:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Trimmers Skyline Tree Service 1200 E 39th Spokane Why are they cutting down trees all over the south 
side?

03/30/20 4:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Slabjack Geotechnical 630 Valley Mall Parkway #431East Wenatchee I had am appointment scheduled before the stay at 
home order. I called to cancel it and they said they 
would still come out because a crack in my driveway 
is an "emergency repair". The other concrete 
companies I had scheduled to give me a bid all 
called to reschedule.

04/03/20 4:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House interior painting Slater Painting Company 19515 E 11th Ave Greenacres Group of painters were at a new home at 19515 E 
11th Ave the morning of April 2 painting the interior 
of a new home

jltsgtusmc1@msn.com Jeff 5099219337

04/10/20 10:43 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tanning Salon Slick Rock 8701 N Division St Spokane Slick Rock has continued to post pictures of their 
employees in their store tanning and now they are 
posting that they are having a live event on Saturday 
where customers will drive-up and they will sell them 
lotion or a package.  We are a tanning competitor.  
Slick Rock already stayed opened for days past the 
order to shut down.

heather.konynenbelt@aol.comHeather Konynenbelt 5099905399 hello@slickrocktanningspa.com

04/24/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sligar Excavation Yakima sdtreet East Wenatchee WA. Phone 509-881-1351

04/09/20 5:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Home construction Slusher 1100 block samish way Bellingham House under construction Samish way and mill ave 
in Bellingham. Today there were 5+ guys there 
working after no activity for a week or so- what 
changed.....

04/06/20 6:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business sluys bakery 18924 front street poulsbo no social distancing at all.  totally crowded day after 
day  Its a donut shop.

msdwrk@gmail.com MARSHA DOHRENDORF 3606206895

05/17/20 11:47 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive restoration shop Small Car Performance 1403 34th Ave E Fife they seem to be not social distancing or wearing 
masks and the shop doesnt even really do auto 
repairs they do restoration and expensive engine 
swaps and they have a lot of people working in their 
office area

smallcar@smallcar.com

05/12/20 9:15 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Magazine distributor Small Changes 1418 NW 53rd St Seattle Small magazine distribution business is open and 
not providing protection for employees. No masks, 
no hand sanitizer available.

04/06/20 12:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower Farm Small River Farm 5031 Chris Curtis Way Seattle Company is a farm offering home delivery for 
flowers. When asked why they think they are 
essential and not following the order, the answer 
given by Tisha Valwes was "Amazon isn't delivering 
only essentials".

cmckissick77@hotmail.com Carrie M

03/31/20 5:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smart Homes 185010 NE Cole Witter Rd Battle Ground Ongoing home construction on the northeast portion 
of Cole Witter Rd which is north of Battle Ground. 
Smart Homes  phone is 360-567-5582 Washougal . 
Address above is of home and is approximate

nhitedevore@yahoo.com Nancy Amstad-Hite 360-687-8704

04/18/20 8:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smartcap 188 th St NE Arlington wa Once again Saturday morning 7:45 and there back 
at it working. Using road rollers to flatten roads. 
Thanks for getting back to me. Just trying to protect 
my neighborhood. I am also trying to help Inslee 
save face. See him on tv most days saying how 
important this really is.

Teeder39@ail.com Teresa Alexander 360 925 6509 or 360 631 0786

04/17/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smartcap 63 188th St NE Arlington Third time writing. They are clearing land for building 
not homes but businesses. If this is ok I would like to 
know that. I watch the governor on TV every Saying 
that we all need to stick together but this 
construction keeps on going. I really don’t 
understand. I guess Money really does talk

Teeder39@aol.com Teresa Alexander 3606310786 Matt

04/15/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction smartcap 6206 188th st ne Arlington Construction going on that is non essential I believe. 
They are clearing land to put up buildings. Bull 
dozers and bringing in dirt and rock. My concern is 
that it is right next to a Mobil home park that is 55yrs 
and older. Most people in park are over 65. Lots of 
people driving by complaining. The people I have 
talked to are very concerned. 2 notice to you.

Teeder39@aol.com Teresa Alexander 360 925 6509 home 360 6310786 cellmatt@smartcapconstruction.com



04/24/20 9:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SmartCap construction 63xx 188th St NE Arlington They are still working. Dozers and dump trucks. Just 
trying to protect neighbors. Inslee says they are not 
to be working but they are. M use be because you 
can’t control because in Snohomish County. So sad 
. Do worry the mayor Barbra Tolbert can’t control 
either. They have put a fence up that prevents fire 
safety. That’s ok just a bunch of old people with no 
voice.

Teeder39@aol.com Teresa Alexander 3609256509 3606310786

04/08/20 12:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smartcap construction 188th st be Arlington Smart Cap and Coast construction been working 
daily since the the shutdown has begun.they told me 
they had a letter from your office that said it was ok. 
They had rent a fence surrounding their site until the 
day that you announced that you were going to shut 
down construction and they had half of it removed. 
They then need to secure the site I understand. The 
problem is they have a guy from coast out trying to 
put a fence up to secure., but they are also have 
trucks bringing in dirt and rock that have nothing to 
do with securing the site. Today they had bulldozers 
and trucks in working that is nowhere near the 
fence. I believe they are using securing the site as a 
excuse to keep on working. I have cameras around 
my house for security so if you need pics I can 
provide them for you. This site is right next to a 55 
and older trailer park most people in the park are 
way over 60 yrs. old.

Teeder39@aol.com Teresa alexander 3606310786

03/30/20 5:50 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther wheelchair service for 
passengers at the airport 
and baggage storage

smarte carte 17800 international blvd (airport)seatac agents have to push passengers on wheelchairs. the 
agents are not 6 ft or more in distance. when 
boarding the plane the jetway is full of passengers 
and agents less that 1 foot apart on every flight.

robinfrances53@ comcast.netrobin santos 2069317982

04/21/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SMC / Amazon 3711 142nd st e Sumner They are working on a warehouse that is months 
away from being done and theres at least 30 guys 
on site at all times. This is far from essential.

04/07/20 1:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Smith Brothers 1422 E SUMACH ST WALLA WALLA They are out doing shrub trimming and tree branch 
trimming that is not posing any threats to anyone or 
anything.

Jarvismcboone@yahoo.com Jarvis Mcboone

04/01/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smith Brothers industries 2008 Dell Ave Walla Walla Workers out doing irrigation work and lawn care.  3 
guys in a single truck with one bench seat.

03/31/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smith excavation Lower monitor rd Wenatchee, Wa Contractor working on a residential development

04/07/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smith Excavation Inc and Clarence 
Smart, property developer

no assigned street address, parcel #232019120330Wenatchee Clarence Smart is developing a 2.7 acre property 
with expectations of selling 5 home sites.  Smith 
Excavation has workers on site daily doing the initial 
site work (water and power line excavation). This 
clearly is not an essential project and they are 
ignoring the governor's mandate while other local 
contractors have complied and shut down their work 
sites.  I have reported this violation previously and 
they continue to show up each day.

marjiebrown@msn.com Marjie Brown 5096693077

04/10/20 12:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Smokey point concrete Dike road Arlington Delivering concrete to commercial and residential 
construction sites. I wish to remain anonymous.

05/07/20 11:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Horse stables Smokey Wood Farm 18804 NE 106th St Redmond Horse back riding is not an essential activity.  But the 
most important concern is that they allow large 
gatherings of people and have no safety measures. 
They do not limit how many people gather. No one 
wears a mask. They do not have disinfectant or 
sanitizer available and they allow people to haul 
horses in and out despite also having a local equine 
infectious disease outbreak.

Stacy DiNuzzo

04/21/20 4:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SMOOTS Development LLC Penny Ave. Granite Falls Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/13/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SMR Architects 1717 Belmont Ave Seattle There is construction on a new apartment building. 
Asides from residential construction being non-
essential, being subjected to construction noise all 
day with nowhere to escape is mentally grating.

djmp3seattle@gmail.com David Moggia 2067556013

03/30/20 9:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SMY CONSTRUCTION 14231 Lake Rd Lynnwood Continue to work at home construction at 6132 
Norma Beach Rd, Edmonds  Visual of 11 people.

Rhondagrose@gmail.com Rhonda Grose 425-931-2523

03/30/20 9:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SMY Home Improvement 14231 Lake Rd Lynnwood Multiple people working at 6132 Norma Beach Rd, 
Edmonds, WA 98026.  Previous violations with L&I 
at same address but work has continued despite 
violations with both L&I and Land Disturbing 
Construction Violations.  No accord to rules.   They 
continue despite any rules.

Beavinrl@gmail.com Sharon Beavin 425-931-2623

04/20/20 8:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther toy store Snapdoodle Toys 120 N 85th St Seattle they're doing curbside stuff and allowing people to 
get toys from their store and it's toys so non essential

cherry@snapdoodletoys.com

04/14/20 9:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping SNOCOLANDSCAPE 287th PL NW Stanwood Doing landscape for local home owner and not 
following 6ft rule

04/02/20 7:38 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet cleaning Snohomish Carpet Cleaning 1805 Park Ave Snohomish At a neighbors house cleaning carpet 2 days ago steve@snohomishcarpetcleaning.com

04/13/20 10:20 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower shop Snohomish flower Co. 1425 Ave D. Snohomish She is closed to the public but still making flower 
deliveries out of her shop being closed. This is NOT 
essential!!

snohomishflowercompany@gmail.com

04/13/20 10:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther flower/balloon delivery snohomish flower company 1425 Ave D, Snohomish non essential and possibly dangerous in spreading 
covid 19

snohomishflowercompany@gmail.com

04/24/20 2:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther tree service Snohomish Tree Company 17104 161st Ave SE Monroe Working full time through shut down.  Even tried to 
steal away our crew since we are complying and 
they aren't working.

Trent McDonald

04/06/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction snow eater brewery 325 N McKenzie Ln, Liberty Lake, WA 99019liberty lake continuing with construction on their project, making 
building additions and having MULTIPLE 
construction crews on site since the ban.

tallyspegunis@gmail.com Tally Spegunis 5097709056

04/04/20 9:34 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming Salon Soft Paws Pet Spa 928 w spafford ave Spokane it Is our understanding that food sales is deemed 
essential but grooming services are not and they are 
still providing routine grooming services.

Groovinjayme@gmail.com Jayme Pitts 5099813983

04/07/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sola Salon Suites 22833 Bothell Everett Highway Suite 200Bothell Non-essential construction workers working in 
violation of Stay at Home Orders. When going to 
suite 200 door can hear construction workers inside. 
This was reported to local authorities last week, but 
is still occurring. Multiple construction trucks outside 
and non-essential work being conducted inside.

na I prefer to stay anonymous na

03/31/20 4:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Solis 1730 Labounty Rd. 3-131 Ferndale I’m an employee of Solis Painting and The Owner 
Eddie Solis said that he had work that to paint “a 
home owners residence (farm)” I stated that there is 
an order that our type of work is none essential. He 
said “I have people working that aren’t looking to get 
out of work because of the government” I had him 
on speaker phone with my fiancé present and she 
can confirm this as well. I told him I have no problem 
working as long as it is abiding the statewide stay at 
home order. He hung up on me. I also have 
screenshots to verify this.

Atmos121@gmail.com Josey Simonds 1(360)393-1132

03/31/20 11:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SOLX CORP 24129 SE 1ST CT SAMMAMISH STEPHEN ANDERSON 425-765-2511 IS 
CONDUCTING REGULAR NON-ESSENTIAL 
RESIDENTIAL WORK INSIDE HOMES. STATING 
THAT A LETTER FROM GOVERNOR JAY INSLEE 
WAS PROVIDED HIM TO ALLOW THIS.  HE IS 
NOT PRACTICING ANY OF THE GUIDELINES TO 
KEEP THE PUBLIC OR HIS EMPLOYEES SAFE.

CONCERNED OBSERVER

04/10/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Songbird Homes 4819 NE 64th ave Vancouver I filed a report a couple of weeks ago and I received 
email confirmation that they would receive a notice. I 
apologize if they simply haven’t been notified yet 
however there have been subcontractors working on 
several homes still every day. If they have been 
notified already I wanted to let you know they are still 
working despite the governor’s order. Thank You.

Donielle Bosley

doniellebosley@gmail.com Donielle Bosley 360-518-6475 sales@songbirdhomes.com

03/31/20 3:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Songbird homes 10013 ne Hazel Dell Ave pmb #504Vancouver Non emergency residential construction does not 
appear to be considered an essential business by 
the order of the governor order. Residential 
construction has not halted during stay at home 
order.

Robnwg@hotmail.com Rob 206-316-6435

03/31/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Songbird homes 6505 NE 49th Circle Vancouver They seem to be still doing construction on some 
homes. In addition they are still showing homes.

doniellebosley@gmail.com Donielle Bosley 360-518-6475

03/31/20 12:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sound Earthworks Inc- (253) 375-
7616

3933 Ingleside Dr SE Lacey 3/31/20: observed crews working at clearing & 
removing dirt from a construction site for residential 
apartments at 3933 Ingleside Dr SE,  Lacey WA 
98503 (owner - WT3933 LLC)

bohlj01@yahoo.com Jeff



04/16/20 6:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction sound earthworks inc. 10305 196th St Ct E, Ste B Graham, WA 98338Graham The site is in Lacey, WA. at 37th Ave SE & Ingleside 
Drive SE. This company has been working non-stop 
developing the site to build an apartment building. 
They have been working M-F since the stay home 
order started. Is building another apartment complex 
essential. I submitted a complaint previously and 
nothing has been done. I can only assume this just 
another useless government tool?

kaleiwahea1@gmail.com Russ

04/03/20 3:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Sound Ford 101 SW Grady Way Renton Wa. 98057 I witnessed sales floor being open to the public. 
More than 8 people in the sales room at a time. 
Hands being shook. Secretary working the front 
desk. Transactions being made with walk in 
customers. Finance guy making deals in enclosed 
office with customers. No one keeping a minimum 6’ 
distance. Basically operating as usual. More than 3 
salesman sitting in office doing usual business with 
walk in customers.

Jpiper909@msn.com Josh Piper 2067130555

03/31/20 9:22 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealer Sound Ford 101 S. Grady Way Renton I was at this dealership for service and they had 
sales people showing people cars and selling them. 
How can this be social distancing when they have 
customers sitting near each other and taking tests 
drives. I can see see the need for having your car 
repaired but this is ridiculous.

03/30/20 5:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto sales Sound ford 101 sw Grady way Renton They are selling automobiles.

04/24/20 12:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New Car Dealership Sound Ford Ford 101 SW Grady Way Renton After we told a non qualifying customer we could not 
sell them a vehicle until we were allowed to reopen. 
Customer sent a picture of vehicle he had just 
purchased at Sound Ford and the customer also 
said “they had a number of customers in and out 
while I was there”

Kariweston@bowenscarff.comKari Weston 2064783700

03/30/20 5:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Sales Sound Ford Inc 101 SW Grady Way Renton, WA 98057 The dealer is calling and soliciting car sales. The 
dealership has sales managers on duty pretending to 
be service and parts staff.

04/07/20 8:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sound Glass 5501 75th Street West Tacoma Workers in vehicles together without testing for 
COVID. 
Not working 6 feet apart.

05/05/20 1:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorvehicle, motorcycle, 
etc

Sound Harley-Davidson 16212 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville Showroom is fully  open for retail merchandise and 
motorcycle sales.

Scott Smernis

04/28/20 8:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Sales Sound Harley-Davidson 16212 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville Selling motorcycles to non-essential personnel scottsmernis@soundharley.com

04/10/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting Sound Painting Solutions 3400 Harbor Ave SW #421, Seattle, WA 98126Seattle Every day I walk along 39th Ave. S.W. and this week 
have been seeing workers walk to and from Sound 
Painting Solutions logo'd vans outside 4110 39th 
S.W. This does not meet the criteria for essential 
work.

Mary Anderson

04/13/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting Sound Painting Solutions LLC 4104 39th Ave. S.W. Seattle On my daily walks I've noticed this painting business 
is still operating in-person (even today, April 13) and 
parking all of its company vehicles (and some 
employee vehicles) in the ally. Not only should the 
painters be staying at home, but the business 
shouldn't be using a residential ally for multiple 
commercial and employee vehicles.

Mary Anderson

03/31/20 2:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sound Transit Light Rail Extension 
Project in Seattle

401 S Jackson St Seattle All of our workers are in close proximity all the time 
and a few have tested positive for covid-19. Sound 
transit will not shut down the job because they are 
worried about their federal money. They have 
absolutely no respect for the lives of the workers and 
spouses. Please force them to shut down to protect 
our lives

04/08/20 10:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sound Transit Link Light Rail - L200 
& L300

15711 Aurora Ave North Shoreline Dozens of employees in close proximity to one and 
other continually working on a job that has been 
formally shut down by the Stay At Home order.  
Contractors have disregarded the order after being 
notified that the job was deemed “non-essential”

04/11/20 12:08 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Audio Sound Waves 310 S Bay RD N.E. suite k Olympia I witness two males from the business conduct 
some type of inspection of Honda civic looking at the 
dash and equipment in the truck.  I like car audio 
equipment. They then pulled vehicle into the install 
bay.  There was no Covid-19 PPE used while 
conducting non-essential bussiness

lilhawaii80837@yahoo.com Daniel Papas 360-561-6682

04/01/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Soundbuild homes 7th St NE Auburn construction worked every day allamax75@mail.ru Maksym Tenichenko 2066975246

03/31/20 11:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio install Sounds great inc dba:mobile music 1801 Cornwall ave Bellingham We do both interlocks and Car Audio in our shop. 
Our storefront and sales floor should be shut down 
and we should only be doing interlocks....The 
technicians should not be there working on cars in 
the back only interlocks should be done during this 
time. As far as I’m aware of Sales and installation of 
all Car audio is NOT allowed .

Beefyjosh@comcast.net Joshua Buechel Beedyjosh@comcast.net info@mobilemusic.com

04/11/20 10:35 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car audio Soundwaves 310 South Bay RD NE Suite HOlympia Company is offering car audio installations.   
Customer came in with car audio gear,   employees 
of soundwaves came out to the car to inspect, then 
drove the car into the install bay and the customer 
left.

wrightjs1@gmail.com Jeff Wright 360-701-8052 DAN_KING@COMCAST.NET

04/10/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Side Investment 1520 W 10th Ave Spokane These people are remodeling empty units in several 
apartment buildings.  First the lied and claimed that 
nobody was working, when told we would call the 
police because people had broken into empty units 
the "manager" said they had special approval from 
the governor to expose high risk patients. They are 
liars, they are intentionally violating this order making 
it impossible for a doctor and a nurse  to self isolate 
to protect the community and also making it 
impossible for multiple high risk patients to isolate 
themselves. There is no broken pipe, there is no 
water leak, there is no urgent matter, they are 
opening spitting in the face of the governor's stay at 
home order risking people's lives. If these people get 
sick there is a very good chance they will die.  I 
cannot give you my name. After they lied and said 
nobody was working, when they are and they lied 
and said it was essential they do work nobody wants 
done, they threatened people. These need to be told 
to stop. It is sad, but somebody needs to tell these 
there is a reason this order is in place. As the social 
distancing works, the numbers look good, people 
think they can do whatever they want. They cannot. 
They are risking other people lives in hopes they 
might be able to rent empty units. They know the 
work they are doing is against the law. They did not 
do the work for weeks, now all the sudden they need 
to have all kinds of strangers going in and out of 
apartment buildings all day every day.  This is an 
intentional violation of the law that puts lives at risk. 
Why are you refusing to enforce this law?

wantstolive@home.com cant tell you, for fear of retribution800-who-cares

05/07/20 12:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Motorcycle dealership South Sound Honda 2115 carriage  Dr. SW Olympia Allowing customers to come in and view as well as 
ride bikes. No PPE for customers provided.

05/07/20 11:49 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dealership South Sound Honda Suzuki Polaris 2115 Carriage Dr SW Olympia Sales staff working in store and in person with 
customers directly against the work from home 
section A of the Covid Dealership Memo

3605289864.0000

04/21/20 1:45 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership South Sound Honda Suzuki Polaris 2115 Carriage Dr Olympia They are clearly selling vehicles to anyone and 
furthermore issuing Temporary Permits to avoid 
filing licensing documents right now. They are not 
only violating the order but doing it in a very 
organized manner to try and avoid detection. They 
are also bragging about it to other dealers.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

04/25/20 11:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership South Sound Motorcycles 3605 20th Street E. Tacoma Selling motorcycles to non-essential customers. 
They claim to be doing by appointment and for 
essential personel but they are selling to the general 
public.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

04/25/20 11:14 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership South Sound Motorcycles 3605 20th Street E. Tacoma Selling motorcycles to non-essential customers. susanwood@cbbain.com Susan Richards 3604309373

04/25/20 10:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Motorcycle Dealership South Sound Motorcycles 3605 20th Street E. Tacoma While they are saying by appointment only they are 
definitely selling to non-essential customers that 
have other means of transportation. They have sold 
a bunch of BMW Motorcycles in the state of 
Washington while all the others dealers have sold 
none.  They have for sure  warranty registered 7 this 
month. They may claim all are law enforcement but 
they are not.

travisr711@gmail.com Travis Richards 3606004242

05/14/20 6:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction South sound structures 1106 ELENOR CT STEILACOOM, WA Crew is building with out proper covid PPE No No 55512121212

05/11/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction South Tacoma Glass 8915 Lakeview AVE SW Lakewood Owner is scheduling new projects and having 
workers go into homes where social distancing 
cannot be guaranteed. 
Employees pressured to return to work under threat 
of punishment/termination. 
Paycheck protection loan given to business but 
employees are not receiving full wage.
Employee fired for showing concern and questioning 
legalities of business practice.



04/27/20 7:49 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Tacoma Glass 8915 Lakeview Ave SW, Lakewood I saw a few guys get out and work on some windows 
that I don't think qualify as new construction per 
inslees rules

shermy03@gmail.com Nikki 2532246689

04/23/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Tacoma Glass 8915 Lakeview Ave SW 98499Lakewood This company received the small bail out loan so 
they could pay employees wages but have them 
staying at home. However this company is requiring 
their employees come in and still go do jobs.  

I know this because I'm the wife of an installer.

shermy03@gmail.com Nikki Farnsworth 2532246689

04/21/20 1:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Glass Company South Tacoma Glass Specialist 8915 Lakeview Ave SW Lakewood, WA They are doing work that is not considered essential, 
such installing glass in empty homes that are not 
close to being completed. The owner Guy said that 
the Master Builders Association told them that they 
are considered essential and that they can remain 
open.

04/28/20 6:41 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Tacoma Glass Specialists 8195 Lakeview AVE SW Lakewood Owners of the company are forcing employees to 
come in and perform non essential duties. They are 
threatening their employment, insurance, and 
unemployment benefits. They were granted the 
small business stimulus check (PPP LOAN) and 
threatening to not pay employees their weekly 
wages. They are not following correct social 
distancing. They are sending installers into 
residential homes putting their employees as well as 
the residents in danger to perform non essential 
tasks. Employer is threatening their employment and 
pay if employees do not come in and scrub bathroom 
walls, change lightbulbs, seal roof leaks, wash work 
trucks, etc.

04/28/20 5:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Tacoma Glass Specialists 8915 Lakeview Ave Lakewood The company is  bringing employees in for non 
essential field work such as residential glazing with 
out an essential need such as broken windows, 
leaking windows, or dysfunctional 
flaccid/windows/doors. Owner is having residential 
installers come to work to scrub walls, wash glass, 
etc. Company has also received small business 
stimulus loan forcing employees to return to work as 
of April 22 2020 threatening their employment, 
insurance, and unemployment benefits.

Kohlibabao@gmail.com Kohl 2069662546

04/28/20 5:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction South Tacoma Glass Specialists 8915 Lakeview Ave E Lakewood Not essential   We go into others peoples houses to 
take out and replace windows they are making us 
work after being exposed to carona  They have no 
essential letter going into other peoples homes while 
occupied is extremely dangerous

brandonbarber605@gmail.comBrandon Barber 2538619402

04/01/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Southgate Fence 698 Wichman St SE Tenino, WA Construction/fencing company building fences and 
staying in business during the shutdown

05/11/20 10:57 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other manufacturing plant SP Marine Fabrication LLC 7510 Bree Drive Bremerton SP marine is defying your state order and has 
opened their plant 5/52020. I have reported this 
already and clearly local law enforcement is not 
closing them down. This company is blatantly 
disobeying the state order doing nothing to protect 
their workers and this puts the entire community at 
risk. Why are you allowing so many business to run 
right now?

03/30/20 3:02 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veternary clinic Spanaway Veterinary clinic 16920 Pacific Ave S Spanaway They are offering bathing and grooming of dogs Krandles@me.com Kerri 2532796367

03/30/20 2:43 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Veterinary Spanaway Veterinary Clinic 16920 Pacific Ave S Spanaway Still grooming dogs kailin.c.taylor@gmail.com Kailin Taylor

04/01/20 6:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sparkle Nails & Spa 9414 State Ave Marysville This shop never closes since the proclamation Stay 
Home

suemgaul@gmail.com Sue Gaul

04/16/20 11:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Spartan Contruction, LLC 4521 Freeman Rd E Puyallup Large dump trucks bearing the name "Spartan 
Construction" have been observed driving south on 
Shaw Road in Puyallup past Pioneer Crossing 
Shopping Center where each truck turns into a 
vacant lot adjacent to the shopping center.  As of 
April 16, these trucks have been arriving at frequent 
intervals.  It should also be noted that the company 
does not have any Traffic Control Flaggers to ensure 
that the large dump trucks can safely turn into the 
vacant lot.  Based upon the list of essential 
businesses provided on this website, this business is 
clearly not an essential business.  Spartan 
Construction is in violation of Proclamation 20-25 
and there illegal operations must cease immediately.

pvewa@comcast.net Doug Ferrie (253) 845-5053

04/07/20 1:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Specialized tree  service 510 north 50th ave Longview Tree company working at residential home @ 
Windemere st and Lee st Longview wa

Champstreeservice@gmail.comArtie Champ 3604252092

05/18/20 12:24 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Door co Specialty door service inc 23102 55th Ave w Mountlake terrace Doing new installs and service that is not deemed 
residential. Some is. But a lot of it is not under state 
guidelines. Owner is FORCING employees with 
ability to telecommute to come into office where 
social distancing is impossible. Unacceptable!

04/29/20 1:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther PVC pipe manufacturer Specified fitting 164 west smith road Bellingham I believe this Buisness function is non essential. 
We’re not keeping the social distance rule

03/31/20 7:05 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law firm Speidel Bentson LLC 7 N Wenatchee AVE #600 Wenatchee They are close but still have people working inside 
the building

jean@speidelbentsen.com

04/14/20 1:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Spellman Construction 686 Pierce Ct NW Bainbridge Island There are 3 people doing construction on a new 
house at 686 Pierce Ct NW. They are not 6 feet 
apart, nobody has masks, and I can't imagine it's 
critical to the public that this single-family house is 
completed.

steveross1956@gmail.com Steve Ross 4086881118

03/30/20 5:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Spiritwood at Pine Lake 3607 228th Ave SE Issaquah Assisted living facility who reopened their hair salon 
on March 25th and sent out an email announcing 
that they were opening

Teresaborkan@gmail.com

04/14/20 7:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Candy factory Spokandy 1412 W 3rd Ave Spokane This company has informed it’s employees that they 
will be opening the factory back up to continue to 
make chocolate. This is a non-essential factory 
putting employees at risk in it’s small factory.

contact@spokandy.com John Doe 509- 624-1969 contact@spokandy.com

03/30/20 6:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther autodealership Spokane BMW 215 E montgomery Spokane This dealership is continuing to sell cars and interact 
with the public despite the ban on this particular 
activity

03/30/20 6:20 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther autodealership Spokane BMW 101 E montgomery Spokane This dealership is continuing to sell cars and interact 
with the public despite the ban on this particular 
activity

05/18/20 6:08 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Spokane Eye Clinic 427 S Bernard st Spokane The eye clinic resumed taking regular appointments 
as of 5/11. This includes basic vision exams that are 
not a medical necessity. They also have very poor 
standards for health safety, no accountability for 
screening employees and no ability to social distance 
even in departments away from patients such as 
scheduling and accounts receivable

04/21/20 11:31 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Spokane Fitness Center (North & 
South locations)

14210 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley On their Facebook pages for the Valley location 
(address listed above) and the North location (110 W 
Price Ave, Spokane) they have been posting videos 
of some of the employees and one of the general 
managers making videos of workouts with groups of 
3 or more together in the gym. Someone had made 
a comment on the video telling the business they are 
violating social distancing protocols, and an 
employee replied that they are following proper social 
distancing. However both locations have videos as 
recent as 1 day ago with group workouts being 
conducted inside the gyms, with the General 
Manager of the valley location included in the videos. 
Not only does this violate social distancing protocols, 
but the company is also still charging members for 
their memberships even though they’re not allowed 
to attend the gym. However the employees have key 
access and workout freely in groups.

joey@spokanefitnesscenter.com

04/07/20 6:57 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Galvanizing Spokane galvanizing 1111 airway heights Spokane Company has ran out of essentl parts and is doing 
boat trailer parts no real social distancing

03/30/20 6:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Foundry Spokane Industries Precision Castings 3808 N Sullivan Building 2 Industrial ParkSpokane Valley Business is having employees share PPE and what 
makes this business essential to remain open?

05/16/20 7:30 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Driving school Spokane MotorSchool 14017 N Newport Hwy Suite JMead They are doing driving exams and in car instruction.  
Holding classroom instruction on site

04/16/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Spokane Painting Pros 1208 N Oberlin, Spokane Valley Wa 99206Spokane Valley Spokane Painting Pros was painting a house on Apr 
15 and 16 at the address of 10502 E Sharp. 
Spokane Painting Pros says their address is on 
North Monroe, however they operate and store their 
equipment at 1212 N Oberlin, just down from the 
house they were painting. The house on Sharp has 
been making home improvements over the last year 
but painting the house was not something that was 
urgent. Please feel free to contact me if you want 
photos.

Jill_lowe@outlook.com Jill Lowe 509359-0151



04/01/20 11:46 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Powersports Dealership Spokane Powersports 1925 E Francis Ave, Spokane Still performing major unit, clothing, and helmet sales

03/30/20 6:21 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auto dealership Spokane subaru 423 w 3rd avenue Spokane This dealership is continuing to sell cars and interact 
with the public despite the ban on this particular 
activity

05/16/20 3:15 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet grooming Spokane valley animal hospital 14306 E Sprague Spokane valley They are allowing their groomer to work even though 
deemed non essential

nwdpuppy@gmail.com Rebecca Caron 2062457577 nwdpuppy@gmail.com

04/10/20 2:28 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting goods store Sportco 4602 20th St. E., Fife, WA 98424Fife I may be mistaken, but I do not think a sporting 
goods store is essential.

vglastetter@comcast.net Vickie Glastetter 253-227-5440

04/04/20 6:16 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting goods Sportsman Surplus 6720 N Division Spokane Sell nothing that is essential. roff.bl@comcast.net Linda Roff 5093274256

03/30/20 6:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting Goods Store Sportsman's Warehouse 9577 Ridgetop Blvd Silverdale Store does not sale necessarily items such as food, 
medicine, health products.

16duds@gmail.com Barry Dudley 360-620-0397

04/01/20 1:59 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Sporting goods sportsmans warehouse 9577 Ridgetop blvd. silverdale I feel that these people do not need to be putting 
there lives on the line . I think people can do without 
sporting goods .Don't you ?

209-storemanager@sportsmans.com

04/28/20 12:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cellular communication Sprint 811 SE Everett Mall Way Ste 1AEverett This location will be opening to the public on may 
1st. This raises concerns because this is not a 
service or repair store but just a sales store. There is 
a store nearby in Lynnwood that has remained open 
and is a corporate owned service and repair store. 
This store is non essential and does not have any 
anti bacterial disinfectant. They’ve also been 
operating as a call center with social distancing in 
effect, we shouldn’t go back to what could harm the 
public.

daltmania@icloud.com Jessica dela Cruz 2108579203

05/05/20 12:04 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Administrative office for 
transportation operations

SPT Holdings 10510 Northup Way, Ste 115 Kirkland Administrative /office personnel who can 100% work 
from home were made to return to work this week 
when previously was WFH. Work consists of 
computer work, phone calls, & meetings.

NA Anonymous 4252562900 Matthew@sptholdings

04/22/20 6:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Square foot management 3090 Pinehurst drive Wenatchee This is the second time I have reported this builder 
and he and his many subcontractors are still working 
everyday if the week. When confronted they do not 
care and snub Thier noses at what is being required. 
Wondering how long it will take for someone from 
Chelan County to come and put a stop to this direct 
violation. It's not fair they are building while others 
are following the rules

Want to remain anonymous in fear of retaliation Phil may

04/12/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Square Foot Management LLC 3090 Pinehurst drive Wenatchee The builders is having subcontractors on site 
building on a house. Inside and on the roof

04/02/20 1:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window washing Squeaky clean llc 519 s main st Colville I just want to make sure that going to 5-6 peoples 
houses inside and out is ok just to wash there 
windows.   Washing windows i do not picture being 
essential.  Especially residential right now.   Please 
keep me anonymous

Ocnmotn@gmail.com Sean 5096901801

04/03/20 6:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SR Building Services 8523 216th St SE Woodinville They just posted on Linkin that they loaded a roof in 
Kent that already has a roof and are going to start 
the re-roof. They had no materials or products on the 
roof till yesterday that would be a concern of 
spoilage. This is just a ploy to keep workers busy, 
We are shut down so they should be too.

nomad1001972@live.com Rachel Georger

04/21/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SRV Construction Inc 271st Street NW to Viking Way, 90th Ave NW to 88th Ave NWStanwood Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/06/20 9:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance SS Landcape Services 10219 Portland Ave East ste DTacoma 98445 Our Company  shut down at the start of the mandate 
but this company is out working crews like nothing is 
happening. We have layed of employees ready that 
are tempted to go to work for them as they are 
breaking the rules and we are paying a price with our 
clients and employees.

Ronald .rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 253-405720

04/10/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance SS Landscaping Inc. 10219 Portland Ave E Ste D Tacoma Performing landscape maintenance 4/3/2020 in Kent 
off of 212th & 77th

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

04/03/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SS Landscaping Services 10219 Portland Ave E  Ste D Tacoma Could not find anything that says Landscaping is 
essential. Seeing that that their business is open.

04/08/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SSHI, LLC dba D.R. Horton, 2005 81ST AV E Edgewood, WA On going construction by DRHorton of model homes.
Taxpayer Name: SSHI LLC

 Mailing Address:11241 SLATER AV NE STE 200
KIRKLAND  WA  98033

lujqwhalen@comcast.net Jacquelyn Whalen 253-922-3221

03/31/20 2:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Stafford Suites 14015 SE 281st Place Kent They are allowing the mail person in..who is different 
every day. This person goes in to all kinds of what 
you considerr essential businesses. These people 
are carrying or spreading the virus as they can carry 
it...Also..they are still having residents pass by where 
this mail carrier has been with no masks to eat in the 
dining room which is still open there...or to sit in the 
lobby near where the door opens where anyone 
comes and a staff member comes and they open 
and all the germs just blow through. Not to mention 
that what you consider health professionals go from 
assisted living facility to the next...and yet you won't 
allow family who goes no where to visit. I think they 
should provide all the residents with face masks 
since they let the mail person in

njersey988@hotmail.com Mary Anne Fisne 253.766.9003

05/04/20 1:34 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber & Styling 1401 Ave D Snohomish I saw on Komo news that they had lines of people 
from across the state coming to get a haircut. The 
owner also said that because their sheriff won't 
enforce the order, he has a green light.

michael_brice@comcast.net Michael Brice 3606289556

05/04/20 1:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber & Styling 1401 Ave D WA 98290 Snohomish He is not practicing social distancing; doesn't care 
that customers can be asymptomatic..no gloves, no 
mask, nothing.
I WISH TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS

haydon002@comcast.net helene freeman 2532224190 Bob Martin

05/03/20 12:32 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber & Styling 1401 Ave D Snohomish Was on Q13 Fox News openly defying orders. 
Owner is also in a high-risk category for contracting 
and spreading COVID-19.

https://www.facebook.com/Q13FOX/videos/7827991
55830929/

terryn.jordan@gmail.com Terryn Jordan 2069811093

05/03/20 8:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber and Styling 1401 Ave D Snohomish Reported on Komo news that barbershop decided to 
open last week once he felt Snohomish Sheriff 
wouldn’t do anything. Visibly cutting people’s hair on 
camera with no mask. Customers in line are with no 
mask and not standing 6 feet apart either.

rosie.sabaric@gmail.com Rosie Sabaric 206-853-9417

05/03/20 7:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber and Styling 1401 Avenue D Snohomish This business has opened prematurely, isn't taking 
proper precautions for health and safety or wearing 
ppe, has a large gathering of people outside. I am a 
cosmetologist and following the rules, keeping my 
salon closed. This is unfair that he is risking the 
health of the population and monopolizing on the 
market.

missberry87@live.com Laura Weir 425-221-6262

05/07/20 12:11 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber Shop 1401 Avenue D Snohomish I am fed up with seeing Bob Martin and his Stag 
Barber Shop making local and national news for his 
blatant belligerence and out-right refusal to keep his 
business closed during the COVID-19 pandemic. He 
was secretly cutting hair in his location all along and 
admits to doing so! I am pleased to see that the 
letter has been sent to him to cease operation. His 
business should have to adhere to the phases of re-
opening just like the rest of the state. I understand 
the importance of making an income but he is in 
direct violation and it is truly disgraceful. Not 
surprising to learn his shop license expired more 
than three years ago. I've also lost my hope in the 
citizens who support this. When the people standing 
in line outside of his business without masks and not 
practicing social distancing are waiting in line at the 
hospital for assistance, it will be too late to think 
twice about how important a haircut is!

Linda Hardy - City of Snohomish resident425-314-7697

05/04/20 1:46 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber Shop 1401 Ave D Snohomish operators Robert Martin license number 26605 and 
Anthony Henry license number 107723 of the Stag 
Barber Shop out of business license 31965 opened 
for operations and gave press interviews regarding 
operating in defiance of stay at home orders

05/02/20 5:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber Shop 1401 Avenue D Snohomish As many as 20 people lined up outside shop to get 
hair cut. No masks or enforcement of the 6’ rule.

Moja51@aol.com Jeffrey Morgan 425-530-2224

05/02/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stag Barber&Styling 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Barber shop open for business with roughly 30 men 
standing in a line outside

Ashtonrounds@rocketmail.comAshton rounds 4253440998

05/02/20 9:26 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Barbershop Stag Barbershop Ave D Snohomish He is not following Governor enslee stay home 
order. He is putting our family's at risk! No safe 
distance seen, large crowds.

sbass264@gmail.com Sandy Bass 360568-2737 Ave D

03/30/20 3:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Audio Visual Staging Techniques 1120 west Ewing st Seattle Company continues operations and is not an 
essential business

info@stagingtechniques.com



05/01/20 5:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Stags Barbershop 1401 ave d Snohomish This business is showcasing its disregaurd for law. 
On the news. He should loose his liscense. 
Thousands of us are doing the right thing and 
bearing the burden of closure.He is going to make 
people sick and this longer. My mother and Step dad 
and daughter kuve in this community. Also..that 
sherrif needs repremand. Please pull this business 
and fine them or our laws mean nothing.

Stephanie 3606430092

04/29/20 8:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stair shop llc 16642 146th street se Monroe Employer continues to remain open during the stay-
at-home order with employees producing stair treads 
for residential construction.

04/13/20 10:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stair shop llc 16642 146th St SE Monroe Employer continues to operate on assumption that 
they are doing essential business.

03/30/20 4:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Steele Standard Steele 8155 1st ave south Seattle Standard Steele is staying open in hopes that they 
might get essential work. They have contracts for 
“essential work” but they are not working on any of 
them and they haven’t been told when they are 
working on them. Employees are told when 
answering the phone to lie and say they are working 
on a job when they are not. Employees have been 
told they have to come in unless they have covid19.

Jessicalmcdaniels@gmail.comJessica McDaniels 2537193960 JDUTHIE@STANDARDSTEELFAB.COM

04/02/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stanley Doors 19616 68th ave s kent Multiple contractors working on fences, electrical 
and paving.  We do not believe it is essential to have 
these people in the building where actual essential 
employees have to be.

04/06/20 9:00 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet Cleaning Stanley Steemer 1513 14th St NW Auburn Although they claim they are a restoration company, 
they informed me that they can come in and clean 
the carpets in my home by applying a disinfectant on 
the carpet and waiting 10 minutes.  What about the 
contact with the employee, the hoses being brought 
into the home etc.,  Other carpet cleaning 
companies are closed that are not doing restorative 
cleaning meaning water and fire.

lohaleck68@gmail.com Lori O'Haleck 2533046872 LSPEARS@STEEMER.COM

04/03/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet Cleaning Stanley Steemer 1513 14th St NW Auburn These technicians go to a bunch of different houses 
a day, could be spreading things from house to 
house and back to their shop and home.

03/31/20 9:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet cleaning Stanley Steemer 1513-14th St NW. Suite 102 Auburn Not providing employee's the proper PPE's to keep 
them safe when going into random people's homes.
No way of knowing if people in these homes have 
been infected.
No way of washing their hands before, during, or 
after a job.
No way of properly cleaning their equipment before 
entering another home or business which could 
transmit Covid-19.
Carpet cleaning is not essential.
Stanley Steemer's  division of water restoration is a 
different area of the business and is essential.

Drjenks64@hotmail.com Diane Jenks 2535793890

04/04/20 1:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther education Star Enterprise 4744  9TH  Ave  NE #2 Seattle Unsolicited to my email  I thought there wa a 
shortage. Whyare these going to medical? Selling a 
jack up prices as well. 

https://www.feedtoday.net/en/products/safemask/adv
ertorial?disclaimer=ADVERTORIAL&cop_id=kkvvgdc
GdF&aff_id=1448&txid=10286eda809fc34ac91f1aaa
a198fd&offer_id=4737&show_timer=%7Btimer%7D&
linkout=checkout&aff_sub=102224&aff_sub2=97186
185701&aff_sub3=26292&aff_sub4=&aff_sub5=&aff
_click_id=f165cde4615f7a369d7d86745adbfd66&rev
iews_off=%7Breviews_off%7D&recentlybought=%7B
recentlybought%7D&title=%7Btitle%7D&tpl=%7Btpl
%7D

star1398105@yahoo.com Rodney Thornley 206-409-5289

04/29/20 5:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nail Salon Star Nails 1900 SE Sedgwick Rd. Ste 130Port Orchard 4/29/2020 at 2:22 p.m. My 4th report.  Star Nails 
continues to endanger my community by giving a 
client a manicure.  I have photos that document. a 
customer in the manicure chair today.  Yes, the 
OPEN sign is not on today but the nail technician is 
still doing manicures.  Why is this nail salon 
technician allowed to continue endangering our 
community with the potential spread of COVID 19.  
Our governor is working hard to keep people in our 
state from contracting COVID 19.  Other nail & hair 
salons are obeying the rules, why not this one?  
I am frustrated that this salon is allowed to disobey.

katfor7@gmail.com Kathleen Fortner 3602860542

05/08/20 12:40 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Recreational RV Park Stargazers RV Resort 800 E Simcoe Drive Goldendale They are open and taking reservations and allowing 
recreational camping while all other rv parks in the 
area are remaining closed and following the 
governors orders

stargazersrvresort@gmail.com

04/07/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction State Roofing 3848 S. Lawrence St Tacoma Residential Roofing Project that is non-essential 
business operation

04/16/20 3:04 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vehicle dealer state street motors 1750 N State st bellingham I called this dealer to ask if he would sell me a car. 
he said yes, by appointment. he mentioned nothing 
to me about the restrictions in place for selling a 
vehicle. i told him which vehicle i was interested in 
and that i wanted to come in and test drive. he said 
to make an appointment. this dealer has no service 
or parts department which are the essential parts of 
a dealership right now. again, never mentioned any 
restrictions for vehicle sales to me.

LIZF@NWCHEVYOFBELLINGHAM.COMLiz Farrell 3606763902

04/09/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Statewide gutters Dont know Tacoma Gutters are not need in this weather. Concerned citizen

04/08/20 10:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Statewide Gutters 1811 N 44th St Seattle Not sure if this is non-essential. Crew at this home 
doing gutters

bnoah@uw.edu B Noah 2013491511

05/04/20 4:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Hospitality (Hotels) Stay Pineapple Hospitality 155 108th Ave NE Suite 500 Bellevue Meetings held daily with 10+ participants. Refused to 
provide PPE for hotel staff until threaten with 
lawsuits. Refusal to allow work from home without a 
doctor's note. Required employees to take sick leave 
before laying them off for unemployment. Zero CDC 
recommendations have been implemented.

jericho105@protonmail.com B. Foster Michelle

05/01/20 8:22 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vehicle dealership Steve Hahns 1730 S. 1st St. Yakima It has been reported that they sold over 60 vehicles 
in April.  I am a salesman for a local dealership and 
our dealership has followed the rules and has 
suffered immensely.  This is not the only dealership 
in the state disregarding the guidelines and it is not 
fair that they are able to do this while the ones who 
follow the rules suffer.  You can easily track sales by 
auditing their titling submissions.

Anonymous

03/31/20 9:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Steve Jensen Homes Mailing Address: PO Box 1468Sumner, WA 98390 Steve Jensen Homes continues to work on their 
project at 10140 SE 10th Street, Bellevue, WA 
98004.  There are multiple vehicles out front with 
multiple workers in the home.  The phone number 
for Steve Jensen homes is 253.891.8020

darilds@hotmail.com Dan Arildson 425-462-7578

04/13/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn mowing service Steve's Landscape service mobile seattle Steve's Landscape service. 206-779-0822. His 
vehicle was illegally parked in front of my home. 
When  he returned I advised him of non essential 
business closure. He stated he was essential. I 
advised of State website. He stated " Thank you for 
your concern.

gs1104@comcast.net Greg 206-283-5513

04/16/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stewart Builders 5804 E Mercer St Mercer Island Multiple construction workers as well as roofing 
crews on site without social distancing on a daily 
basis working on a non occupied home. Roofing 
removed and replaced after orders to stop non 
essential work. Observed many workers coming in-
and-out, not provided with proper masks or PPE.. 
Workers are being subjected to close contact and 
risks that are absolutely non essential.

Anonymous neighbor

04/02/20 12:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lumberyard Stewart lumber 1761 rainer ave Seattle While the company is an essential business. Stewart 
lumber is selling product for non essential jobs to 
contractors home owners people doing home 
projects some people are even coming in sick !! 
They are accepting returns and the employees are 
put at complete risk with no protection regulations or 
compensation of pay they have even had their hours 
cut so their pay isnt significant. please investigate 
further employees feel unsafe !!

Marquis_madden@yahoo.comMarquis madden 2064994947

04/06/20 7:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stimac construction 24 n. Beacon East Wenatchee This is a new residental construction company. They 
are working to build new homes without social 
distancing.

04/11/20 12:26 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Airplane part manufacturing Stoddard international 18660 58th Ave NE  Arlington, WA 98223Arlington They plan to return to work on the 13th requiring all 
employees to wear masks and gloves as a solution

ironsanctuary1@gmail.com Kevin 4252636449

04/13/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction StoneCreek Custom Homes 913 Ridge Crest Court Walla Walla Continues to build new homes on Highland Road, 
inside and out, not practicing social distancing. Lots 
of deliveries being made.

Stonecreekbuilders.81@gmail.com



05/08/20 8:49 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Non-profit and guide outfitter Stonewater Ranch 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd Leavenworth 10 plus Staff are continuing to go to work. An email 
was sent to new summer staff coming in for the 
summer asking them to violate the order and keep it 
quiet and not post about it on social media.

04/18/20 3:02 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non profit Stonewater Ranch 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd Leavenworth Employees still going to work on daily basis gjohson@yd.org

04/16/20 9:02 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non- Profit Stonewater Ranch 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd Leavenworth Employees still going into work and meeting together 
on weekly basis

swr@rd.org

04/26/20 11:08 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-Profit Stonewater Ranch, Youth Dynamics 19537 Chiwawa Loop Rd. Leavenworth Employees continuing to go into work and meet 
together

gjohnson@yd.org

04/23/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stoneway concrete 15644 9th Ave sw Burien Pouring foundations on a residential project. Several 
workers.

Stoneway concrete

04/03/20 2:40 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stoneway roofer and Main vue Homes 136 th pl se Monroe Unfair practice building of  residential homes while 
other construction workers are obeying the 
governor’s orders!

Mikedewalt17@gmail Mike

03/31/20 11:22 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction stoneway roofing 222 West Everett Mall Way #31Everett people are roofing buildings next to my apt right now 
and stoneway roofing supply's are making deliveries 
, I thought all construction was suspended?  the 
address here is 10809 16th ave se Everett WA 
98208

mathewbrunelle@gmail.com Mathew Brunelle 425-309-9253

03/31/20 10:00 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stoneway roofing 10801 A Street S, Suite O Tacoma Delivery of roofing to a residential new construction 
house

Rmnewman79@gmail.com Ronald NEWMAN 3604778695

04/02/20 8:50 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stoneway roofing supply 2621. S havana st. spokane Stocking 5 residential roofs on a non-essential 
building site that is secure.  Work continues 
everyday a week after the order

andre@smartfinishes.com andre miesch 5092164080

03/31/20 10:28 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stoneway roofing supply 1305 marine drive Bremerton They are still open an if the workers dont show up 
they could lose their jobs....none of the jobs are 
listed as qualified essential

Nodda@anonymous Nope 3335551313

04/01/20 6:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Storage Bothell Everett hwy Bothell There is a storage facility under construction on the 
Bothell Everett Hwy just across from Fred Meyer 
store in Thrashers corner. The workers continue to 
work closely together inspite of the latest mandates. 
Many folks have expressed concerns as to this 
construction being essential.

felsworth@frontier.com Fran M Elsworth 2066176264

04/21/20 4:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Storages r us llc 124 River ridge ln Kalama This construction site continues to build and has 
been operating throughout the stay home order, law 
enforcement is aware but have done nothing. I wish 
to remain anonymous for fear of retaliation. Thank 
you for your help.

04/04/20 6:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Rock trucks to and from 
Yacolt Quarry

Stordahl 18601 NE Yacolt Mountain RdYacolt wa 98675 From reading the Governor's Essential Business list 
it appears this business does not need to be open 
and delivering rock to customers and performing 
business as usual while trucks go bumper to bumper 
past my house and any other functions of the job 
that they do.

f001656@msn.com Louise White 3606088632 moutaintop@stordahl.com

05/13/20 11:53 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym Storm King Athletic Club 224 East First St. Port Angeles Gym appears to be letting people in M-F. Cars 
parked out front at various times of the day. Front 
glass garage door is blocking view of gym equipment.

04/10/20 3:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction StorQuest Self Storage 21008 Bothell Everett HWY Bothell A lot of workers working onsite of a future self 
storage.

markehines@comcast.net Mark Hines 2069314492

04/01/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Strandberg Construction Bay Lane and Seaview Way IntersectionAnacortes Residential construction is being performed for the 
last week (daily). Local law enforcement said it is not 
up to them to enforce this. Groups of people are 
working and drinking beer, violating orders.

gentryannae@gmail.com Anna Gentry 360-320-0923

04/01/20 12:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Strandberg Construction 2018 R Ave Anacortes They continue to work on a private residential 
construction project, not following social distancing 
and congregating after work hours, drinking in a 
small circle at the site.  The site is in Anacortes WA, 
at the intersection of Bay Ln and Seaview away. In 
skagit county.

Julijobinrdh@gmail.com Julienne Jobin 4252237775

04/06/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stratford Construction company (we 
think?)

211? 1st avenue north, seattle wa 98109 (address doesn't have a number- 47°37'12.8"N 122°21'20.2"W)seattle company has been constructing tiny micro-units in a 
small space during the ENTIRE 2 weeks and 
counting, kids (2 and 4) running around 
unsupervised in parking lot, at least 7-10 works in a 
tiny space. this is for profit and NOT low income 
housing. its a terrible company with huge fines and 
citations. very disrespectful when we nicely ask them 
to go home

alex.hoisington@tignis.com alex hoisington 2063559270

04/08/20 5:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Street musician (drummer) street muscician - drummer Pine and First Ave Seattle Hello, there is someone playing a piece of sheet 
metal or drum on first avenue. I am a local resident 
and a) this gives me a mighty headache and b) it 
should not be allowed during mandatory stay home.  
This person is violating noise ordinances but the 
police said they will not take action due to not 
responding to noise calls due to coronavirus.

nancy_harkness@hotmail.comnancy harkness 2064827944

04/20/20 10:06 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Streich bros 1650 marine view drive Tacoma Cleaning and painting shop, no employees are 
wearing PPE, non essential work, employees were 
told to stay on payroll so company could colllect 
government stimulus

SHARON@STREICHBROS.COM

03/31/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringfellow Construction 4700 block of 12th Avenue NESeattle Construction workers continue to proceed with a 
large residential apartment building project. It's NOT 
going to be public housing or any other kind of public 
facility, and it's certainly not an emergency project. 
It's clearly a violation of the governor's directive.

headlinewiz@gmail.com Steve Steinberg 206-295-0346

04/10/20 11:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4721 12th Ave NE Seattle Non-essential construction activities are taking place 
and social distancing practices have been ignored  
by workers due to the nature of the work.

ishiider000@gmail.com Derek 5096386864

04/10/20 7:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 224 Harvard Ave, E Seattle There’s a construction site right across from the 
Harvard house that’s developing an 8-story condo 
complex. It isn’t efficiency housing, it isn’t a 
government building and it’s privately owned.

sarajosephine.sg@gmail.com Sara Geiger 360-918-4980

04/09/20 9:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4727 12th Ave NE Seattle There is building construction happening when there 
shouldn’t be.

roxytirado@gmail.com Roxanna Tirado

04/09/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4700 block of 12th Avenue NESeattle I'm reinstating a complaint I filed, then withdrew. The 
owner, Keith Stringham, lied to me about shutting 
down his new apartment project. He's got a full crew 
out there, and he's adding on a new floor of the 
building.

headlinewiz@gmail.com Steve Steinberg 206-295-0346

04/09/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 227 Harvard Ave E Seattle They've worked all this week, putting up a new story 
on a condo building.

josh.noe@gmail.com Josh Noe 6096028801

04/08/20 7:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 227 Harvard Ave E Seattle They are raising new walls, not securing existing 
infrastructure.

josh.noe@gmail.com Josh Noe 6096028801

04/01/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4700 block of 12th Avenue NESeattle I want to withdraw the complaints I filed this week 
about Stringham Construction's work on a new 
residential apartment building in our block. I was 
able to get hold of the owner, who affirmed that his 
crew is indeed securing the site in order to shut it 
down. I know this does take a while, so I don't see 
any further need for enforcement to step in.

headlinewiz@gmail.com Steve Steinberg 206-295-0346

04/01/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4700 block of 12th Avenue NESeattle I reported this violation earlier this week, but I may 
have gotten the name of the violator wrong. The 
correct info: Stringham Construction is continuing 
work on a residential apartment project in violation of 
Gov. Inslee's directive. It's not a public facility or 
emergency project -- it's just a plain garden-variety 
new apartment building. They're clearly continuing to 
build -- they're not capping off the work so they can 
suspend it. Stringham's owner is shown on their sign 
as Keith Stringham, and his number is 253-377-
1349.

headlinewiz@gmail.com Steve Steinberg 206-295-0346

03/31/20 1:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Construction 4727 12h Ave NE Seattle Ongoing construction of 7-story, 66-unit apartment 
building.

slsteinberg@gmail.com SL Steinberg

04/09/20 11:00 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stringham Custom Homes LLC 516 Summit Ave E Seattle Residential construction project in operation, non-
essential operations including painting and carpeting. 
No social distancing practices occurring.

04/07/20 7:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Strong______ construction 225 Harvard Ave e Seattle Construction work continues on residential project drewcoll@gmail.com Drew M Collins 2065528863

04/13/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stronghands Construction 225 e Harvard SEATTLE Construction continues on microhousing project drewcoll@gmail.com Drew M Collins 2065528863

05/08/20 2:28 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Strother Dermatology 12911 120th Ave NE  Suite G-100Kirkland This office is providing and promoting Botox 
Cosmetic and dermal filler cosmetic treatments 
during Phase I of the Stay at home - clearly violating 
current laws and putting patients in danger!  Please 
contact them to stop asap as they should not put the 
public at risk offering cosmetic treatments when it is 
now currently allowed.  They are offering cosmetic 
treatments at this time and promoting to the public.

04/20/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction STS Cinstruction 1517 Boylston Ave SEATTLE Company has resumed construction activities on 
renovating an apartment building.

viptraveldivision@gmail.com John Massey 7065808789 viptraveldivision@gmail.com



04/21/20 8:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Stubbs Excavation LLC 5870 Hughes Street Cashmere, WA UBI# 604098665.   For the past 3 weeks, there have 
been observations (including this AM - 4/21/2020) 
where Stubbs Excavation has been performing earth 
moving activities in Nahahum Canyon, Cashmere, 
WA at the following residences at 7265, 7420 and 
74XX (located East of Nahahum Canyon Road 
across road from 7420).   Both 7265 and 7420 are 
NOT in construction and 74XX was recently 
constructed but the work that Stubbs is performing is 
on an existing driveway....that is not essential work 
as the residents have been able to pass on the 
driveway and have occupancy in their home already.   
 The other two locations were doing earth moving 
work that is not essential to the residences or the 
small home farming operations attached to those 
residences.

malmassari_c@hotmail.com Colleen Malmassari 5099012023 William "Willie" and Amy Stubbs

05/12/20 5:28 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Studio 224 224 so main colville Jenny doing hair at her salon Jenny Lambert

05/12/20 11:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Studio B Hair Design 10512 19th Ave SE suite 104Everett They’re closed from the outside, parking in other lots 
and sneaking people in for their salon appts.

04/21/20 10:39 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Stylist services in home on Craigslist Unknown Bellevue https://seattle.craigslist.org/est/bts/d/bellevue-
professional-hairs/7103194577.html

04/03/20 9:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car sales Subaru of Spokane 423 W Third Ave Spokane, WA  99201 United StatesSpokane Multiple salesmen working threw out the day in 
stead of one salesmen being present for only the 
duration of a sale to a essential car buyer

04/14/20 9:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping, Yard 
maintenance

Suburban Landscape Maintenance Not given Puyallup Owner: Jason Cox (AKA Grant Garrett) advertising 
on Facebook, phone 360-644-8352. When asked 
how far out he is booked when his business 
reopens, he responded that he is "essential" and 
business is open doing landscaping/yard 
maintenance.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

04/03/20 9:18 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property Management 
Company

SUHRCO Residential Properties LLC   
 President Marcel

2010 156th Ave. N.E. Suite 100Bellevue, WA 98007 I live in a 200+ unit condo complex and our property 
management company has told us that gardening is 
considered an essential operation. The only service 
they provide is to cut the lawn and blow the 
sidewalks.  They have been advising their clients 
that it is OK because it qualifies as a sanitation 
service. Prop. Manager is Brandy Markland.

cindy.comin@comcast.net Cindy Comin 206-595-0079

04/06/20 9:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Properties 
management for Greem 
River Estates HOA

SUHRCO Residential Properties 
Management LLC

2010 156th  AVE NE , Suite 100Bellevue WA 98007 425 -455 0900Painting handrails with unknown, unidentified  
contractor. No way to observe social distances.  
Received notice today that contractor would start 
work on April 6, 2020

joezurick@hotmail.com Joseph Zurick 253-951-931

04/21/20 8:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sullivan HVAC LLC 5373 Auto Center Way Ste 205Bremerton People are working in the office that can and should 
be working at home. Technicians are performing 
routine maintenance, I don't think that would be 
considered essential.

05/07/20 7:52 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Sullys Park avenue Suquamish, wa These guys are a waterfront bar and they are serving 
alcohol at the door to my father in law.  He said he 
and the other patrons drink it in the parking lot or on 
the beach.  The other day they had a "coronavirus" 
special where they put 10 Coronas in a bucket, he 
bought one at the front door of the business and 
drank it on the beach.

04/23/20 11:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Summit Crest Construction 4702 Summitview Ave #100thYakima Summit Crest has poured concrete and is now 
framing a new construction project that is not part of 
the stay at home order exemptions in their 
development on Summitview Ave and 88th Ave.

03/31/20 12:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Summit Painting, LLC 2704 168th St SE Bothell Interior house painting is not essential. This painting 
contractor had two vehicles at 1555 Union Ave NE 
#62, Renton, at 2:30pm on Monday, March 30. I can 
provide photo evidence if you wish.

BrandonLundh@Mac.com Brandon Lundh (206) 552-8492

04/04/20 8:58 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming services/nail 
clipping by appointment

Sumner Vet 16024 60th St E Sumner The clinic is clipping dogs nails by appointment. Not 
an essential function at this time.

Jonsy1959@gmail.com Joni 253-370-4607

04/09/20 11:54 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther pet grooming sumner veterinary clinic 16024 60th St E, Sumner, WA 98390 Sumner vet still has their rooming department 
working . They are still taking appointments from 
outside customers and offering regular grooming 
services. Grooming salons have been deemed non 
essential regard less of if they are in a pet store or a 
vet clinic that part should be closed.

amandafochtman@gmail.comAmanda Fochtman 253-306-4581 SUMNERANIMAL@NVANET.COM

04/07/20 7:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Doggy day care & grooming Sumner veterinary clinic 16024 60th st e Sumner DOG DAY CARE IS NOT AN ESSENTIAL 
BUSINESS. THE WORKERS ARE BEING 
FORCED TO WORK AS ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEES 
AND ARE RISKING THE SPREAD BECAUSE THE 
VIRUS CAN BE ON THE PETS FUR. SICK 
OWNERS DROP THEM OFF BECAUSE THEY 
ARE NOT WELL TO TAKE OUT THEMSELVES. 
THIS BUSINESS IS SOLELY INTERESTED IN 
MONEY, NOT THE WELL BEING OF STAFF OR 
STOPPING THE SPREAD.

Joe SUMNERANIMAL@NVANET.COM

04/07/20 7:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Doggy day care & grooming Sumner veterinary clinic 16024 60th st e Sumner DOG DAY CARE IS NOT AN ESSENTIAL 
BUSINESS. THE WORKERS ARE BEING 
FORCED TO WORK AS ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEES 
AND ARE RISKING THE SPREAD BECAUSE THE 
VIRUS CAN BE ON THE PETS FUR. SICK 
OWNERS DROP THEM OFF BECAUSE THEY 
ARE NOT WELL TO TAKE OUT THEMSELVES. 
THIS BUSINESS IS SOLELY INTERESTED IN 
MONEY, NOT THE WELL BEING OF STAFF OR 
STOPPING THE SPREAD.

Chev8ford@gmail.com Joe

05/16/20 8:47 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vet Sumner veterinary hospital 16024 60th st e Sumner Sumner vet has kept grooming open under the guise 
of veterinary services.  Grooming department should 
be closed just like Petco and other businesses that 
also offer grooming.

04/09/20 2:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Sumner Veterinary Hospital 16024 60th St E Sumner They are offering grooming services. I was told it 
was because the are a veterinarian hospital.Also 
observed people and dogs going in and out of agility  
building. Pet grooming salons could offer same 
curbside pickup they are offering.

sfochtman832msn.com Sharon Fochtman 253.255.1983

04/01/20 11:59 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sun Rental Center 1351 Dalles Military Road Walla Walla I don't believe they fall under the essential business 
requirement to be open.

jfondahn@gmail.com Joe Fondahn 5095404576

04/08/20 5:35 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Construction Equipment 
Rental

Sunbelt Rentals 18455 NE 76th st Redmond Sunbelt rentals is a construction equipment rental 
business that is still operating. Is this an essential 
business even if commercial and residential 
construction is non essential?  Social distancing and 
cleaning is kit being conducted, personnel do not 
have PPE

ramquist@earthlink.net Dana Ramquist 206-992-0721

04/07/20 11:05 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sunbelt Rentals 18455 NE 76th St Redmond Construction equipment rental business still in 
operation, no precautionary measures are being 
given to the employees well continuing operation, 
unknown if this is considered an essential business 
regardless employees are not given PPE or 
materials for cleaning procedures

ramquist@earthlink.net Dana Ramquist 206-992-0721

04/10/20 5:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Suncadia Resort Lodge 3600 Suncadia Trail Cle Elum Suncadia Lodge is a Condotel.Units are owned by 
individuals & rented to guests but there are also of 
us owners who live here full time.Today there are 
multiple people staying here who are not full-time 
residents,jeopardizing the health of us full-time 
residents because they had to travel to get here.

house5722@gmail.com Jennifer Smith and Craig Daniels 4256285850 discover@destinationhotels.com

03/30/20 5:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sundance Energy Services 224 192nd St SW Bothell Sending installers to install new decorative gas 
fireplaces in homes that have heat. On 3/30 installer 
was sent to install a gas fireplace, which they have 
never had before, (furnace works, warm house) 
homeowners were recently sick (within the last week 
and office was aware). Sending employees to make 
corrections on mechanical permits of non-urgent 
issues of 65-90 year-olds which can be done by 
03/2021. Installing A/C in March for homes that 
have not had A/C since built.

robertgdail@gmail.com Robert Dail 425748440

04/02/20 6:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sundance Energy Systems 224 192nd St SW Bothell The company is going into homes and installing 
fireplaces .  While hot water heaters and furnaces 
are essential and allow the employees to lessen 
contact with homeowners, fireplaces are not 
essential at this time- a lot of them do not produce 
heat and are strictly decorative.  This puts the 
employees and the clients in risk of exposure of the 
virus.

04/07/20 9:47 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential carpet and grout 
cleaning

Sunfresh carpet cleaning 2302 ne 4th Avenue Battleground Open to clean residential carpets and cleaning grout 
for residential non essential clients

Ryankmasuda@gmail.com Ryan Masuda 3602415533 sunfreshllc@gmail.com

04/17/20 12:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther golf course Sunland Golf & Country Club 109 Hilltop Dr Sequim multiple individuals playing golf on a daily basis www.sunlandgolf.com

04/09/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sunny Seattle Landscaping Po Box 13014 Mill Creek Performing construction with large crew and heavy 
machinery at address 15516 NE 54th Place 
Redmond, WA 98052 during stay at home order.



03/31/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sunrise Development Corporation 15807 134th Avenue East Puyallup Most days, construction workers continue working 
on new homes within the "Retreat at Sunrise" new 
development, during the 20-25 issuance.

larryshort@gmail.com Lawrence Short (253) 906-9676

04/30/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Sunset Air 5210 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey Company is making and executing new sales 
appointments.
As I work for a company that is honoring the Stay at 
Home order, this puts us at a competitive 
disadvantage

matt.tobin@tobinator.com Matt Tobin 3604853757

04/22/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Dealer Sunset Chevrolet 910 Traffic Avenue Sumner They have re-opened their sales floor, brought back 
all of the detailing personnel.  How is auto detailing 
an essential service?   How is the sales floor 
essential? 

The service department remained open, which is in 
compliance, but they have taken no steps to ensure 
social distancing is being practices or providing any 
kind of PPE.  They also require the hourly personnel 
to work just over the limit (in hours) of eligibility for 
unemployment because they applied for PPP and 
won't lay off any employees even if there is no work 
so they can get the funds.   They just reduced their 
hours instead. 
Also, the mechanics are paid by flat rate) if there is 
no work the mechanics are NOT paid and this 
preludes them from accessing unemployment 
benefits because they won't lay anyone off.

03/31/20 6:08 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealer Sunset Chevrolet 910, Traffic Ave Sumner, WA 98390 Detail shop is opened and operational. Gatherings of 
6 or more all working within very close proximity of 
others. Having outside vendors come in and perform 
group "training"

04/17/20 11:25 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther dump/transfer station/ waste Sunshine Disposal 2405 North University Road Spokane Valley The clients they're servicing are not essential They 
are residential civilians bringing out yard cleaning 
and home projects. This business being open to non 
essential personnel is encouraging residents to 
break the stay at home order, most of who have no 
ppe. Everyday people are being encouraged to leave 
their homes for non essential reasons.

Sunshinedisposal.com

04/10/20 3:25 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage SPA Sunshine SPA 411 State Ave Marysville Massage is a contact person to person.. angleano@yahoo.com Angel Leano +12063720824

04/06/20 12:12 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metal fabrication SunSteel LLC 2002 Morgan road Sunnyside There is over 100 employees performing non 
essential work. Many employees feel that they are 
being unnecessarily exposed to coronavirus danger.

04/06/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction SunSteel llc 2099 Sheller rd. Sunnyside There is over 100 employees and we are not doing 
essential work. Many employees feel we are being 
put at risk.

04/06/20 12:14 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metal fabrication Sunsteel llc. 2002 morgan rd Sunnyside Over 100 employees  
Employees all need to clock in using biometeic 
reader and no sanitizer to disinfect hands afterwards.
Employees working on non essential projects

04/07/20 7:00 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tailor Superb Custom Tailors 323 W Galer St Seattle They were still planning on meeting for wedding 
dress alterations that was scheduled a long time ago.

misook@cablespeed.com

04/02/20 3:19 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat tops Superior Boat Tops 3303 washington way Longview I passed by the business and there was a group of 
people gathered around in front of a bay door and at 
least half a dozen cars in front of the building. I do 
not believe it is necessary to have your boat tops 
redone during this time of crisis.  Social distancing 
was definitely not their priority.

Jeff 5809569272 mail@superiortops.com

04/21/20 9:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Superior Glass Installations, Inc 8612 56th Ct W Mukilteo Installation of replacement windows at a residence in 
condo complex, not related to emergency repairs or 
structural integrity. Occurring 4/21 at 702 5th St, 
Snohomish, WA.

04/16/20 8:45 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Coatings Superior Powder Coating 19227 62nd Ave NE Arlington Their store front is closed, so from the street view 
they look to be closed. But if  you go around out back 
you can see they are processing construction work, 
sprint car racing parts, personal projects (patio 
furniture), developer work such as handrail. We 
have had a large amount of people we know that 
also own businesses that have been taking their 
items there. It is being said it is a "backdoor" deal 
where you drive around out back to drop off. They 
are very busy and have no social distancing 
guidelines in place- business as usual! They do work 
for the medical industry so they are "open" for that, 
but most of what the orders they have are definitely 
non-essential.

scott@superior-powder.com

03/31/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Septic Superior Septic 2614 Colby Ave Everett Non essential business is open and operating

05/14/20 10:23 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Supreme Cuts 2700 NE Andresen RD Vancouver The owner is taking clients everyday. Don’t think it’s 
far for others that are close due to covid 19

04/30/20 12:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Supreme cuts 2700 NE Andresen RD Vancouver WA 98661 Seen people going in and out business with hair 
cuts. Owner has people park way from business. On 
the door there’s a paper say it’s close but they have 
people come

04/04/20 6:50 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel SureStay Plus Hotel 1819 Kittelson Rd Moses Lake This business does not have their pool or fitness 
center closed and is allowing non-essential travelers 
to stay putting essential workers at risk.

amandal@lamhotels.com Amanda Laramore 509-855-6358

04/02/20 10:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf SurfSide Golf Washington State Park Ocean Park playing golf

05/03/20 3:49 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Housecleaning Susan's Green Cleaning 11742 15th Ave NE Seattle Saw cleaning cars logged by this company with 
cleaners working with cleaning supplies in Seattle

SallyParson2020@gmail.comMary Rose info@susansgreencleaning.com

05/08/20 4:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Suzanne C Rogers 19410 68TH ST E Bonney Lake Cutting hair out of home with traffic in and out all 
day. Don't believe she is licensed because was 
unable to find online under her name, noted above 
under business.

03/31/20 6:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Svelte 321 Bellevue Ave Seattle Construction crew on site for new apartments. Not 
maintaining social distancing

snyder.dl@outlook.com David Snyder

04/06/20 5:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail baby store Swanky babies 6403 Burden Blvd D Pasco No social distancing
Online live streaming showing coughing around baby 
stuff during live streaming,no social distancing, also 
on live streaming.
Just offered adult clothes shopping too!!

Charlette.Glines@gmail.com Charlette Glines 5096192050 info@swankybabies.com

04/29/20 6:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Swedish Medical Group 550 17th Ave Suite 680 Seattle As of today 4/29/2020 Inslee announced extending 
the stay at home order for WA state. Swedidh 
Medical Group Heart and Vascular clinic, a specialty 
care clinic, is not abiding by this order. They are 
requiring all staff to be on site in clinic starting 
Monday 5/4/2020. For the past 6 weeks, we have 
successfully implemented remote work all care of 
our staff and there are no barriers to continuing our 
6 week remote work rotation. We were doing 2 
weeks remote, 1 week in clinic. We are able to 
"open" and perform "elective surgeries" WITHOUT 
requiring all staff to be physically on site. CMS 
extended our ability to do virtual/tele-health 
appointments by 90 days so we can also continue 
this as an option for our patients, while still seeing 
the occasional patient physically in clinic. Our in 
clinic patient volumes over the past 6 weeks do not 
reflect the need to have all staff on site. Over than 
half of our surveyed patients are also still very 
uncomfortable having on site appointments.

judy.ramos@swedish.org, amy.duggan@swedish.org, donna.jensen@swedish.org

04/27/20 5:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Sweet Angel Spa 11505 Burnham Dr. #203 Gig Harbor 98332Gig Harbor The owner (Stacey) has been performing under the 
table spa services back to back DAILY. She is also 
working on clients after hours to attempt to fly under 
the radar.

anon anon n/a

05/15/20 2:09 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Sweetbriar Patch Mobile Dog Grooming Bainbridge Island All pet grooming businesses on Bainbridge Island 
are closed as it's considered a "non-essential 
service".  This mobile groomer is out and about 
every day.
Sweetbrier Patch  (360)297-4900/620-3654

04/22/20 12:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Plumbing Swift Plumbing and Heating Inc 26061 United Rd NE Kingston Business is not performing essential duties and are 
not practicing CDC guidelines .

04/05/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Swinnerton Builders 2024 East 29th Street Tacoma Large gathering of people, non-essential work, 
blatant disregard for health

03/30/20 8:46 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Audio Equipment 
Manufacturing

Symetrix Inc 6408 216th St SW Mountlake Terrace Business is still in operation risking the lives of its 
employees for the purpose of making more profits. 
Business is non-essential.

04/07/20 9:24 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Synthetic turf for landscape Synthetic Turf Northwest Jobsite SE 36th St & Beaver Lake Rd.Sammamish This company is open for business. They are non 
essential. Saw them working yesterday. Followed 
them to a jobsite today. Called their office and they 
are actively seeking new bids during the shutdown. 
The company is located in Woodinville, but they are 
on two jobs today, one is at the address listed above. 
Police will not respond.

john@dreamturf.com John Davidson 425-444-8873 info@syntheticturfnw.com



04/06/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Synthetic Turf Northwest 8330 Maltby Rd. Suite B Woodinville This is a competitor of ours and we are following the 
Governor's order. I noticed this company today at a 
gas station in Woodinville. Two employees and their 
truck, fully loaded with synthetic turf (landscaping) 
and tools to go to a jobsite. Is this essential? That is 
why our company has furloughed 14 employees. If 
you want to make our business "Essential", we 
would be happy to put our employees to work and 
follow safety protocols. The two men in one truck is 
not safe at all, not to mention no masks were worn.

JOHN@DREAMTURF.COM JOHN DAVIDSON 425-444-8873 motovandaveer@gmail.com

04/07/20 10:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Synthetic Turf Synthetic Turf NW 8330 Maltby Rd Suite B Woodinville I live in a neighborhood where this business is 
installing a synthetic lawn! None of the workers are 
wearing mask and they are all too close together. 
The cross street is Beaver Lake Rd and Se 36th St 
in Issaquah

pamelacook232@gmail.com Pamela Cook 425-345-4198 motovandaveer@gmail.com

03/31/20 4:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction System Source Inc. 1100 112th Ave. ne suite 500 and 600Bellevue, wa Furniture install company still working on a 
construction site that was deemed non essential by 
the City of Bellevue, and shut down by the a general 
Contractor

03/31/20 6:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpentry Systematic wood design 59 main st Walla walla Owner is delivering and working on jobs that are not 
essential and employees are uncomfortably

Lester 5098767648

04/02/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care/landscaping T & N Landscaping 6303 NE 56th Ave Vancouver WA Landscaper did lawn mowing  today, April 2, for my 
neighbor.  Thinking that's not essential in the current 
health crisis!

bxrlvr13@aol.com Jennifer Johnson 3606241828

03/31/20 12:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tire repair T T Tire 3711 S Tacoma Way Tacoma All tire bays open with customers Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634

04/14/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping/Concrete T Tran Landscaping And Concrete 18208 BROADWAY AVE Snohomish Non-essential work being done (concrete and 
landscaping work being done) in Mill Creek (26th 
Ave SE).

04/02/20 8:21 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flooring warehouse T&A supply 5211 S Washington st #A Tacoma There are multiple locations this is just one of the 
many finding a loop hole stating they supply to 
“hospitals” which is untrue they supply to 
contractors/small business owners who them put 
flooring In said places. This business has hundreds 
of employees throughout the state of Washington 
that are being forced to go in to work.

Khyleboo@gmail.com Khyle 2532217251

04/21/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction T. Garrett Construction - Todd Yost PO BOX 2090 MILTON, WA, 98354-2090 On 4/21 all day this non-essential residential 
construction company had multiple workers installing 
a very long wood fence at 1860 126th Ave. Ct. E., 
Edgewood, WA. The company has been actively 
building two homes at the site during the stay-at-
home order, and the workers do not wear masks and 
are doing non-essential work in violation of the 
proclamation. They today also had workers across 
the street at the other home they are building at 
1863 126th Ave Ct. E. The fence workers are 
employees by T. Garrett Construction (are not 
subcontractors). This company has a history of L&I 
violations for this job site. Multiple contractor 
vehicles were at the site, at least five crew.

todd@tgarrettconstruction.com

03/31/20 4:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction T@A supply co. 6807 S 216th Street Kent,WA. 98032 Filling and transporting orders of customers that are 
of a non-essential nature.

deborahh@tasupply.com

03/30/20 11:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse TA Supply Co 7113 South 216th Street Kent,WA 98032 The employees are being urged to work and I do not 
believe the work is essential. This company makes 
flooring samples that then get sold to larger 
companies that actually sell the flooring. My family 
member is being pressured to come back to work 
and we are in an extremely high risk household. This 
will put the family in danger. I feel it needs to be 
investigated.

brandymarieharpersemail@gmail.comBrandy Harper 2106-8534124

04/03/20 12:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Taco Bell Pioneer and Shaw Road Puyallup There were at least 7 close proximity of each other 
working to build Taco Bell

saum.p@portseattle.org Pennie 253-691-8461

03/31/20 12:30 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Tacoma Dodge 4101 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Service and repair department open. Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634

03/31/20 11:42 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass manufacturing Tacoma Glass manufacturing 4424 98th Stct SW STE B, Lakewood, WA 98499Lackewood Have had employees who have or have come in to 
contact with a person with cover 19. Telling 
employees that if they take a leave they will not get 
there job back. So they have to show up or loose 
there job with no hope of getting it back after cover 
19 is done.

Williamlane@gamil.com

05/18/20 11:12 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th St #200 Tacoma Non medical hair removal is being performed during 
the stay home order by staff that are not doctors. 
Appointments being kept for non essential and non 
medical cosmetic procedures

05/17/20 8:18 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 8th Street Tacoma This is a cosmetic , Asthetics establishment. They 
have been open for services , doing close up ,one on 
one appts., physically touching people ( never 6 
ft.apart) as they are doing Botox injections, facials, 
dermal fillers, etc.. They don’t require that masks be 
worn by customers either. This is very risky to 
customers and employees. Please,  look into this 
place.They should be one of the very last places to 
open as they are in customers faces, touching the 
skin, close close contact.
This is NOT a medical facility, strictly “ cosmetic”.
I’m afraid there will be a lot of potential spreading 
from the contact happening. I’m truly afraid for 
employees and customers!
Thank you !!

05/11/20 2:18 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tacoma laser clinic 112 S 8th St #200, Tacoma, WA 98402Tacoma They have been open taking appointments for non 
essential services, Botox and others

Michelle Lenehan

05/07/20 8:53 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th ST Tacoma The nature of this business is non-essential. The 
business functions being preformed (& not social 
distancing) include botox, filler, hair removal, peels, 
facials, etc. They are using PPE and giving are non-
urgent procedures. They preform no surgeries. No 
harm is done if treatments are delayed.

support@tacomalaserclinic.com

05/01/20 6:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 8th St Tacoma This business and it’s associated Drs office (plastic 
surgery) downstairs is open. I am a 19 year veteran 
RN in Pierce county. I am asking for WA to exclude 
lasers, injections, cosmetic surgery in the May 18th 
elective surgery order. I feel that plastic surgeons 
offices, Med spas, Esthetic practices and other Non-
essentials operations should remain closed for the 
remainder of the stay at home order. I am hopeful 
other more essential surgeries will be placed at a 
higher priority. We need to protect the PPE we have 
to prevent a long term shortage.

04/30/20 7:22 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Tacoma Laser Clinic 112 S 8th St #200 Tacoma Mechelle Linehan and her medical doctor husband 
Colin linehan have been doing lip fillers on patients 
and other cosmetic surgeries that are not essential 
nor procedures that are a matter of life and death.

tacomalaserclinic.com Tamera crosstrek 2532293894 tacomalaserclinic.com

04/10/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tacoma mall theater construction Tacoma mall Tacoma This is nonessential construction on a movie theater. 
There is absolutely no reason why our communities 
should continue to be at risk for a theater. According 
to the governor, it was only essential construction.

Cynthia@iupatdc5.org Cynthia 2067947312

03/31/20 9:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tacoma Roofing & Waterproofing 277th and Auburn way north Auburn, WA They are roofing a huge apartment complex right off 
of Auburn Way north.

Romontgomery67@gmail.comRob Montgomery 2535763702

04/13/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tacoma Roofing and Waterproofing 7006 W 27th St STE E University Place Meridian Pointe Apartments @ 407 Valley Ave NE 
Puyallup, WA 98372 has hired this company to 
being roofing repairs on my building today.  There 
were no leaks or emergency issues in need of 
immediate repair.  Workers are not using PPE.

angiemaynot@gmail.com Angie Mae 6105736276

04/01/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tacoma roofing and waterproofing 7006 27th St W e, University Place, WA 98466Tacoma We live in a high density apartment and they have 
five guys 1 sani can right next to our personal 
vehicles. They are rerouting the apartment which is 
not critical but more of an upgrade. I am concerned 
they do not have social distancing practices in place. 
They are using the power outlet on my patio.

Davidhavens86@yahoo.com David 2539511415

04/01/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tacoma roofing and waterproofing 7006 27th St W e, University Place, WA 98466Tacoma We live in a high density apartment and they have 
five guys 1 sani can right next to our personal 
vehicles. They are rerouting the apartment which is 
not critical but more of an upgrade. I am concerned 
they do not have social distancing practices in place. 
They are using the power outlet on my patio.

Davidhavens86@yahoo.com David 2539511415

03/31/20 9:09 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Screw packaging Tacoma screw 2001 Center St, Tacoma, WA 98409Tacoma Washington We only have one department considered essential. 
That's recieving. All others are not. They are only 
staying open through loop holes in the law. And we 
do not have the right steps in place to keep the 
employees safe.

JJUHL@TACOMASCREW.COM



04/30/20 7:59 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther automotive sales Tacoma Subaru 3838 S Tacoma Way Tacoma They are selling cars to non essential workers. The 
governor put rules in place to follow and they are not 
doing so! Rule breakers should be punished. Go see 
for your self! The Sales departments are to be 
closed during this time and when I went for service 
they tried to sell me a car!  Fix this stealership with a 
big FINE!

Bruce Titus

03/31/20 12:31 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Tacoma Subaru 3838 S Tacoma Way Tacoma Service and repair department open. Jsladylover@yahoo.com Heidi Potts 2534867634

04/15/20 7:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tailors Excavators 72nd ave nw & 272nd st nw Stanwood Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/21/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Outdoor Maintenance Takehara Landscape 11224 8th St E Edgewood Coming to my apartment complex to perform non-
essential outdoor maintenance

nicolelynnperry88@gmail.comNicole Perry 4698106437

04/21/20 2:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscapeing takehara landscape 1200 5TH AVE STE 1217 seattle non essential yardwork repeatedly performed, 
amounting to mostly leaf blowing. no masks worn.

04/03/20 1:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Talents 11808 NE Fourth Plain Blvd Vancouver Non essential commercial construction Dvschmid@msn.com Dennis Schmid 3605181718

04/03/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Talents Construction Fourth Plain Blvd and Hwy 503Vancouver Ongoing construction of a Planet Fitness gym by 
Talents construction in Vancouver. After the stay at 
home order and gyms being deemed non essential

Anonymous

05/16/20 3:41 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tamy Williams 1513 E Cambridge Lane Spokane She is doing cosmetology out of her home for cash.

05/16/20 11:42 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tamy Williams 1515 E Cambridge Lane Spokane Performing cosmetology in her home.

04/21/20 12:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tanning Salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Lacey Tanning salon employees clean up bodily fluids and 
other disgusting things while people lay nude in a 
room alone. Tanning has been deemed non-
essential.

Alexanicolemurray96@ymail.comAlexa Murray 2538446597 chris@tanrepublic.com

04/19/20 4:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tanning salon Tan Republic 1380 Galaxy Dr Se Ste E Lacey Taking tans and appointments suring stay at home 
order

angelkdavila@gmail.com Angel Davila 3604029786

04/17/20 10:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tanning Salon Tan Republic 13i0 Galaxy Dr Ne ste E Lacey Taking customer and tanning clients Jenbabi@gmail.com Jennifer Qiu 3608880505

04/30/20 1:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Tan Republic Lacey - Hawks Prarie 1380 Galaxy Dr NE Suite E Lacey Parking log usually has quite a few people, 
constantly having people going in and out without 
protective masks or gloves. High traffic location for a 
business that shouldn't be open during this time.

Cowan1694@gmail.com John 2535330599

04/20/20 5:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tank and Tote 608 cherry street Sumas New gas station building construction.  today 4-20-
2020 at 3pm 4 workers were on site working on the 
construction of a new gas station building in sumas 
at 608 Cherry Street.  There is no retail currently 
offered at this site  it has been a closed site for 
almost a year.

fsalimbo@aol.com Sal Fares 3602011904

04/02/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Service Taproot Tree Care 12724 23rd ave NE Seattle I observed this company performing tree service 
(Cutting down) on a large tree in my neightborhood 
today 4/2/20. When I asked about why the tree was 
being cut down, they said "Because it drops pine 
cones on the street". This tree was otherwise 
healthy. This tree service was not necessary. The 
workers were also not practicing social distancing, 
and were all very close together

JayLHooton@gmail.com Jason Hooton 4153097395

04/15/20 9:21 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Taqueria El Rinconcito 25914 Pacific Highway Federal Way This Resteraunt operates several locations that are 
non-essential business,this is just one location 
where there are individuals congregating closer than 
6 feet in distance who are not operating drive 
thoughts correctly to maintain social distancing as a 
primary place for their business fund intakes daily.

rghillcoltd4ur24nxt2@gmail Robert Hill 2064807817

04/29/20 3:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photographer Taryn Graham Photography na na Is not part of a news agency, doesn't have a 
business license listed with the state (for me to find 
address) and is advertising portrait series of front 
line workers immediately following their shifts. This 
may be a free project but it is still non essential and 
not connected to a new agency which is the only 
thing I can find that would allow a photographer to 
work. Especially this close to a front line worker.

https://taryngrahamphoto.com/oneshift

tarynlgraham@gmail.com

05/08/20 9:01 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Photographer Tashalynn Photography Unknown Longview Setting appointments with people via facebook. 
https://www.facebook.com/TashaLynnPhotography/

tashalhouston71@gmail.com

04/22/20 4:28 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Photography TashaLynn Photography Unknown. Lexington, WA Kelso She has posted on Facebook recently(4/31/20) of 
being “back in business” and is offering sessions 
again. Allowing people to schedule/reschedule photo 
sessions. She said she will be doing social 
distancing during these sessions, but the order has 
not been lifted for non essential businesses.

madicook7@gmail.com Madison 3602708518 tashalhouston71@gmail.com

04/01/20 2:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley ground 12300 31st AVE NE Seattle There are a bunch of workers setting up scaffolding 
around the Villa Apia rental on 31st and 123rd. They 
are using the lobby in the apartment building as well 
as the garage, where they eat lunch and gather 
together.
 
It bothers me seeing this when there is a serious 
epidemic going on. I don't know ow many residents 
lives in Villa Apia, probably like 100. I think they 
should be left alone from outside workers.
I'm a high risk person, with a lung condition, living in 
the building. 
Either we do this or not! Cheers!

tottek@gmail.com Totte Karlsson

03/31/20 2:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley Grund 3711 26th Pl W Seattle Continuing construction and not using social 
distancing etc!!

04/15/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley-Grund 2301 Fairview Ave E Seattle Our condo complex has been "wrapped" in 
preparation for non-essential construction.  The 
wrapping is similarly non-essential construction.  3 
of 4 walls are now blocked from ventilation.  Many 
elderly tenants.  Our complex is now an incubator for 
COVID-19.  Our management co. was bullied into 
accepting the wrapping which will last several 
months.  This is a recipe for disaster and should 
have been delayed.  Now should be removed.  I can 
forward photos.

robert.hart@swedish.org Robert Hart 5037060967

04/01/20 6:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley-Grund, Inc. 1115 N. 97th Street Seattle Contractor is continuing daily work that will result in 
sealing off ALL fresh air outlets to the condo units, 
and plans to do demo work that will force asbestos 
dust into each unit, despite the fact that we all must 
"stay at home" during this pandemic. Help!

ruthann.showalter@gmail.comRuth Ann Showalter 480.949.0044

03/31/20 2:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley-Grund, Inc. Union Harbor Condominiums, 2301 Fairview Ave E, Seattle, WA 98102Seattle Tatley-Grund, Inc. (dtyler@tatleygrund.com; Mobile - 
206.679.0945) business address: 1115 N. 97th 
Street, Seattle, WA 98103, has been in process of 
replacing siding and balconies on 50% (front and 
north side) of our 5 story condo building on east lake 
union waterfront since January of this year. They 
have the complete east and north sides of our 
building scaffolded and masked off with thick white 
opaque plastic for over 2 months now, for removing 
siding that inludes asbestos and windows. They 
have now run into some engineering issues that 
have brought work on those two sides of the building 
to a halt, but want to accelerate scaffolding and 
bagging of the entire lake facing west side of the 
building where I live on the second floor. We were 
not expecting this work to start for a couple more 
months, per previousely agreed to schedule, and do 
not want our fresh air supply through our windows 
and balcony door cutoff, and asbestos demolition 
work started, while two adults with underlying 
medical conditions and child home from school are 
working from home and sheltering in place from the 
COVID-19 virus. I wrote two letters, one to 
construction company and one to my HOA, but work 
on the scaffolding continues. Other neighbors in my 
building share my concerns about being put at health 
risk by added construction. We are ok with 
scaffolding by itself but want masking in plastic and 
demo work delayed until other construction is 
completed and we are able to go outside again. Their 
priority should be to complete construction they have 
already started, thus freeing up ventilation and 

davidwmckenna87@gmail.comDavid McKenna 206-694-9365

04/01/20 3:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tatley-Grund, Inc.   
dtyler@tatleygrund.com   
206.679.0945

1115 N. 97th Street seattle This firm continues work on a construction project 
that has no urgency.  It is exterior work on our 
building, Union Harbor.  2301 Fairview Ave E / 
Seattle 98102

patu@nwrain.com Peter Haley 2067135115

04/01/20 12:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree service Taylor's Snohomish tree service 7717 184th dr se Snohomish Continue to do tree work that is non essential  such 
as view clearing  and there workers are bragging 
about it

04/09/20 1:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care TB lawns Daisy ln Lynden Mowing lawns

03/30/20 6:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Makes personalized  t-shirts 
and hats

Team Bellingham Embroidery 4073 hannagen suite D Bellingham Questioning if this bussiness  is essential? BELLINGHAMEMBROIDERY@HOTMAIL.COM



04/06/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Team concrete 8708 willows road Redmond Pouring concrete for a slab for a metal building Jeffro.harris@comcast.net Jeff Harris 2063997415

04/11/20 12:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Team Construction 6701 NE 42nd St Vancouver Wa 98661 Team Construction and their sub-contractors were 
working on 4-9 at Discovery Ridge, Pioneer St 
Ridgefield between Rosauers and Taco Bell at the 
new Columbia Credit Union.  It also appears workers 
were not keeping 6 ft distance between each other. 
Work wasn't essential under Gov orders.  Would 
hate to see them infect others when they leave work.

forester7474@yahoo.com Sara Lugo 360-936-3175

04/15/20 7:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Team Nelson 20102 Broadway Ave Snohomish Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/04/20 1:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property managment Team NW Property Management 3009 Pacific Ave SE Suite 200 Olympia, WA 98501Olympia Inspecting entire apartment community from one 
apartment to the next at 8400 Prine Villa Ln SW on 
4/16/20, refuses to postpone and threatens evictions 
if non compliant. This is a very high risk activity that 
can easily lead to the spreading of COVID-19.

Team-members@teanwpm.com

04/15/20 6:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther manufacturing Technical Glass Products 8107 Bracken Pl SE Snoqualmie We make windows and doors for commercial 
buildings. Our company is now taking our 
temperatures every day and making us wear face 
masks. We are not essential, but they are doing 
whatever it takes to stay open. Please close us down.

TAX.DEPARTMENT@ALLEGION.COM

04/03/20 6:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Technical glass products 8107 Bracken Place Snoqualmie Window and door manufacturer, staying open and 
continuing production of mostly non-essential 
projects. A very small portion of our clients are 
hospitals, and the company is using that as their 
reason to stay open at full capacity and conduct 
mostly non-essential business. Not including my 
phone number because I'd prefer to remain 
anonymous.

Concernedwaemployee19@gmail.comJack Simmons

03/31/20 5:05 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer of windows 
and doors

Technical Glass Products 8107 Bracken Pl Snoqualmie Continuing production schedule as normal through 
stay-at- home order. Some of our clients are new 
construction hospitals and hospital renovations, but 
the vast majority are not. Should be diverting 
resources to essential business only then sending 
workers home. Company more concerned with 
profits than safety.

Concernedwaemployee19@gmail.comJack Simmons

04/05/20 4:17 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Tect aerospace 1515 75st sw Everett Not following 6 feet rule. No one wear mask or 
gloves everyone touching same parts. People 
coughing carelessly. Mechanic production workers 
taking risk while office worker stay in the office and 
work from home.

smyers@tectaero.com Stormie myers 316-706-6211 KWEDDINGTON@TECTAERO.COM

04/03/20 8:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tehaleh LLC 13626 Overlook Dr E, Bonney Lake, WA 98391Bonney Lake Residential construction is being actively continued 
through this order all throughout this neighborhood 
in various sections, Edmunds Park, Observation 
Ridge, Trilogy 4-5, and others, doing roofing, 
framing, landscaping, other various work considered 
non essential and in most cases not following social 
distancing. Do these workers have exemptions? If 
not they need to be patrolled and shut down, it is 
small crews spread out across this large area usually 
one or two vehicles with workers. Teufel and various 
other companies

ghi685108 GH 253-792-0996

04/01/20 12:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym Temple Fitness 35417 21st Ave SW Federal Way Business is still allowing customers to come in and 
work out with regular hours, All day people will go in 
and still work out during the day.

info@templefitnessfw.com

03/30/20 2:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Tempur-Sealy 2626 Willamette Drive NE Olympia The plant is open and building mattresses for costco, 
including for California costco's where there is 2 
plants that are closed. They do not produce hospital 
beds. 80% of workforce doesn't believe its essential. 
There are over 120 employees, most of which are 
choosing to stay home regardless of corporate 
direction.

ConsumerSupport@sealy.com

03/31/20 1:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Online Store Ten Club/Pearl Jam 1900 S Corgiat Dr Seattle The Ten Club/ Pearl Jam are still accepting online 
orders and shipping from their warehouse. The 
items they are selling are not essential.

justinbaze@gmail.com Justin Baze 360-790-9092

04/20/20 3:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tender Mercy Deliverance Center 2520 S Dearborn St Seattle There is construction going on even though it is non 
essential

04/09/20 10:53 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Terex / Genie Industries 6464 185th Ave. NE Redmond We laid off on the 18th of March. After 2 people 
were infected and management lied about it.....but 
we all knew the said infected persons. The facility in 
North Bend stayed open.....no infections there. The 
orders we are currently processing are 'future' 
orders. If this business falls under the 'equipment  
manufacturing for agricultural' section. Then we 
need to strictly be doing work that directly helps with 
the Pandemic. Which we will not. We are said to go 
back to work on the 13th. It is impossible to follow 
social distancing guidelines when we do. I want to 
work but I do not want to die because of it. If the 
world needs Booms or lifts this company has plenty 
in stock already.

05/14/20 4:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest Control Sales Terminix 13th Pl W and 216th St SW Snohomish County I saw a Terminix employee with a company car 
making a sales pitch to my neighbor. I took a photo 
of the car with the employee and the license plate.

andrew@jorgensenfamily.us Andrew Jorgensen 8018045168

04/29/20 2:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Terra Dynamics 817 NE 43rd St Seattle Company has been doing earthwork at Christie Park 
for three weeks. They are working today.

04/20/20 2:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Terra Nova Landscaping and Fencing 
LLC

1207 S 10th Ave, suite 2 Pasco Company is working on job sites that are non-
essential

04/02/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Terrace land surveying  ( survey for 
doing an addition not for determining 
lines between the homes

726 Hemlock street Edmonds Trespassed on my property , Not performing an 
essential service

lynnthomsen@ymail.com lynn thomsen 4254461678

04/22/20 11:34 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales Tesla 435 Westlake Ave N Seattle The Tesla website has an option to sign your 
paperwork at a location of your choosing. WA 
requires any automotive sales, taking place other 
than a licensed location, to have a temporary sub-
agency license. Tesla cannot have this as a 
company is limited to 3 per year

04/21/20 1:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealer Tesla 435 Westlake Avenue N Seattle I believe they are delivering vehicles to people who 
don't qualify under the Governor's order.

04/20/20 12:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/17/20 12:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent WA 98032 There have been crews of this company regularly 
working as normal at the Fred Hutch Cancer 
Research Center on Fairview Avenue in the South 
Lake Union area of Seattle. I have not seen them do 
anything more than weeding, cutting grass and 
blowing dust....certainly not 'hazard mitigation' or 
'essential' work.

panorarbor@gmail.com Stuart Niven 2065019659

04/15/20 8:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Teufel Landscape 17255 135th Ave NE Woodinville Jack hammering concrete while people are trying to 
work while staying home. Apartment complex, non 
essential.

srr_32@yahoo.com Steve Rokne 4259087484

04/10/20 4:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent I reported them on 3/26 and 3/30. If they have been 
contacted to cease landscape maintenance they are 
ignoring mandate and continuing. They have been 
out at our HOA 4/3, 4/7, 4/9 and 4/10. They have 
told the Management company that they are 
essential by saying that they are preventing spoilage 
of the landscape by mowing the grass. That is NOT 
essential yeah it will look awful but grass doesn't 
spoil.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171



04/10/20 3:56 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent I reported them on 3/26 and 3/30. If they have been 
contacted to cease landscape maintenance they are 
ignoring mandate and continuing. They have been 
out at our HOA 4/3, 4/7, 4/9 and 4/10. They have 
told the Management company that they are 
essential by saying that they are preventing spoilage 
of the landscape by mowing the grass. That is NOT 
essential yeah it will look awful but grass doesn't 
spoil.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

04/07/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landascpe maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th St Kent Teufel has had all of their crews out performing 
normal landscape maintenance on clients properties 
since the Mandate was put in place. Our company 
shut down imediately and our clients are calling as to 
why we are shut down when other companies are 
ignoring the mandate.

ronp@greeneffectscinc.om Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/02/20 3:08 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Teufel Landscape 6844 S 220th Kent, Wa Employees are working side-by-side, walking in all 
yards sidewalks mowing edging blowing bark. Just 
doesn’t seem essential to me.

mishalmaguire@comcast.net Employees are working side-by-side, walking in all yards sidewalks mowing edging blowing bark. Just doesn’t seem essential to me.2537325755

04/01/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 South 220th St Kent I filed a complaint on Monday 3/30/2020 that Teufel 
Landscape was performing routine lawn 
maintenance for our HOA. I called the HOA to let 
them know not essential HOA states Teufel says 
they are an essential business. Teufel is out again 
today performing lawn maintenance in willful 
violation of the Governor's Stay Home Stay Healthy 
mandate. I again called the HOA today to let them 
know Teufel is in violation and I emailed them also 
the addendum clarifying that routine lawn 
maintenance is NOT essential. Please contact 
Teufel ASAP make them protect their employees, 
their lives are more important than profit.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 2532784171

03/30/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance Teufel Landscape 6844 South 220th Street Kent Teufel is hired by our HOA to perform landscape 
maintenance in our common areas. I called the HOA 
office on the 26th when I saw them out working. I 
informed HOA that landscape maintenance is a non 
essential business and was informed that Teufel had 
presented a letter saying they are essential. WALP 
has stated that lawn maintenance is non essential 
but has requested clarification. And other companies 
in same industry have asked for clarification and 
received replies that they are not essential. They 
need to close down and protect their employees.

mmdhanson@hotmail.com Kim 253-278-4171

04/06/20 9:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Teufel Landscape Services 6844 S 220th St Kent Teufel has had crews out every working day of the 
week and they know they are in violation of the 
mandate. 
We have shut down since day one of the mandate 
and all of our competitors are working and will likely 
steal away some of our layed off empoyees.

ronald.rpeterson@comcast.netRon Peterson 2454057720

04/16/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Teufel Landscaping 6844 S 220th St Kent This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/22/20 12:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Texmo pole Buildings 2700 Meridian Street Bellingham I drove by a job they are clearly building now.     Are 
garages and shops essential?

03/30/20 8:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Glass making TGP 8107 Bracken Pl Snoqualmie THEY MAKE LIXURY GLASS! THEY WONT SHUT 
DOWN AND ARE FORCING PEOPLE TO WORK. 
THE N95 MASKS THEY USE CAN BE DONATED 
TO HOSPITALS THAT ACTUALLY NEED IT

Dont want to get my husband in troubleA concerned spouse

04/03/20 1:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Amaris group 5250 Guide Meridian BELLINGHAM Working on trenching around building and concern 
no permit

04/03/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Amaris Group 5250 Guide Meridian BELLINGHAM buying gutters and seeing that he is working when 
others in the same industry is unable

05/14/20 8:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gym, studio The Ballet Studio 4556 University Way NE Seattle WA 98105 A group of people would gather in this space for 
dance class. I overheard that there is another 
Saturday class on May 16 at 1030am at this site. I 
observed that this is not the first time these classes 
had occurred during the month of May.

04/05/20 4:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The Black Duck Cask and Bottle 317 N.W. Gilman Blvd. #31-BIssaquah There have been people sitting at the bar being 
served.  I have observed this twice in the last week.  
Their Facebook page says they are doing To-Go 
only, BUT people walk in and drink at the bar while 
they wait????

J Fitz

04/17/20 9:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex- 
Landscaping business

The Boulders at Puget Sound 2315 Westridge ave w Tacoma They used to do landscaping once a week before the 
shut down, and now they have bumped it up to 
TWICE a week, where a dozen or so landscapers go 
around the whole complex and mow and trim and 
bring germs from all over to every area on the 
complex grounds.

Cvlmp23@gmail.com

03/30/20 7:57 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The Brass Lantern 6201 E McKinley Ave TACOMA This business is allowing customers to come into 
establishment, socialize and drink while waiting for 
their takeout food orders. Business is not turning 
“open” sign on, but this is a small town family friend 
vibe type place and is servicing their “usuals” like 
normal.

Cassandra.an.hall@gmail.comCassandra Hall

04/28/20 7:26 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Wash The Car Wash Palace 655 NW 85th Seattle, Wa While Brown Bear is forced to close , as seen on 
KIRO TV, The Palace is making huge business at its 
Greenwood lication, potentially bringing the Virus 
here.

Epseattle@msn.com Harold Avelar 2062889229 Not known

04/02/20 3:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex 
landscaping

The Cascades Apartments 11304 SE 10th Street Vancouver The apartment complex is having landscaping done, 
which  isn’t essential business.

05/04/20 5:56 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other House cleaning The cleaning authority 2747 Pacific Ave SE suite c-2Olympia They're not on the list of essential businesses that 
are allowed to be open yet.

04/23/20 8:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex The Colony at Bear Creek 18100 NE 95th St Redmond Every day a team of landscapers are doing tasks that 
are non-essential such as raking dirt patches, 
literally 3 men walking around with leaf blowers 
blowing dirt around the parking lot not maintaining 6 
feet from each other, mowing lawns, and general 
maintenance that is non-essential and putting our 
community at risk.

rileytodd@live.com Riley

04/13/20 5:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Care The Dog Zone 602 California Way Ste 2 Longview While the dog zone boards dogs and does doggy 
daycare, they are also grooming which is against 
protocol right now. Grooming has been considered 
non essential and they are still doing it. Their 
groomer is currently out with a respiratory infection, 
but is reported to return to grooming 4/16/20 to 
continue to groom against government protocol. 
They are not helping the curve and should stop their 
non essential business

Kiaunajones1995@gmail.comKiauna Jones 3602618420 Paws@thedogzone.net

03/30/20 10:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming the dog zone 602 California Way #2, Longview, WA 98632longview The dog grooming salon is still open paws@thedogzone.net

05/11/20 2:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other AIRBNB nonemergency remodeling wiht workers unmasked in our buildingThe Elektra Condominiums and The Copeland Group (Manamgent Company)1400 Hubbell PL Seattle Several people have complained on this very site 
from our building, we alll got the email but nothing 
has been done. We live in a building whereby almost 
half are AIRBNBs. We do not have floods or 
electrical or plumbing emergencies in the building 
currently, all construction is remodeling. The 
AIRBNB owners are bringing in workers into our 
building unmasked and with out any sanitary 
precautions. Numerous people in my building have 
had Corvid 19. Please do something.

debra_nagel@yahoo.com Debra Nagel 2062716798

04/01/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Estates at Trinity Ridge 74th St Ct NW (Private Road)Gig Harbor , Wash 98335 Multiple men are working on 2 new home 
construction after “non essential” designation order. 
Note, there are no people living in these unfinished 
homes. Sign at site SOUNDBUILTHOMES.COM 
Gary Hendrickson 253 405 1099. I have heard and 
observed men working on the homes each morning 
as well as throughout the day hammering siding as 
well as installing windows. Please look into this as 
there are families living close by. Thank you.

plaidly@comcast.net Charlotte Gerlof 12537206336

04/22/20 3:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The farm 4008 132nd st se Mill creek Wood framing on top of concrete parking structure

04/20/20 11:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction THE FARM 4008 132ND ST SE MILLCREEK OFF HWY 96 POURING CONCRETE TO PARKING GARAGE, 
WORKING ON APARTMENTS ON APPROX 20 
ACRE SITE.

BLAKE JOHNSON 206-919-8363

04/14/20 7:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Farm 4008 132nd st se Mill creek New Parking structure 
Concrete forms installed
Concrete being pumped,poured and finished

Baj1265@comcast.net

04/04/20 3:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Farm 4111 133rd St SE Mill Creek There is a non essential construction site still 
performing daily work with 4 plus workers not using 
social distancing or wearing masks.

malbon6194@comcast.net Paula Kilbourn 206-948-6046



03/31/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Farm by Vintage 4008 132nd St SE Mill Creek Construction of a 4 story commercial parking garage 
and various other construction on the site has been 
going on the last 3 days.

mulican@hotmail.com Jon Shanks 4255599320

04/01/20 12:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower shop The Findery Floral and Gift 620 S 48th Ave, Yakima, WA 98908Yakima They are delivery flowers to multiple nursing homes 
in town and the person who dropped them off was 
coughing. THIS IS NOT OKAY. Flower shops are 
not essential

amanda@hyattff.com Amanda Eglin 5099664500 finderyfloral@hotmail.com

04/08/20 11:05 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail : warehouse The finest Accessories 30545 SE 84th St #5 Issaquah The owner is forcing people to work and ship orders 
of barrettes And hair accessories in the warehouse. 
More than 10 people working. She is not providing 
masks or gloves. And had threatened their jobs if 
they don’t work. I’m one of those workers and I’m in 
fear that if I leave I’ll be fired. I’m reporting 
anonymously. Please make her stop putting our lives 
in danger.

Anonymous @gmail.com Anonymous 206-555-5555

04/21/20 11:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hair Accessory / Retail / 
Fashion

The Finest Accessories / France Luxe 
/ L. Erickson

349 E. 3rd St North Bend NON ESSENTIAL business is open and not 
following distancing guidelines. Owner has received 
bail out for not being open but is fully open with staff 
shipping orders worldwide. Forcing workers to come 
to work or be fired.

Anonymous lisa1@francelux.com

04/13/20 11:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hair and Jewelry 
Accessories

The Finest Accessories Inc 30545 SE 84th St. Issaquah Know an employee there that is being told to come 
into the office instead of working from their home to 
pack and prepare to ship products out. Around 10 
people are there working. Thanks!

customercare@franceluxe.com

04/21/20 11:02 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gym The Fitness Center 14210 E Sprague Ave Spokane valley The fitness center has been posting videos to their 
social media platforms of new workouts being 
performed in their facilities daily, where people are 
clearly gathered in groups.

joey@spokanefitnesscenter.com

05/13/20 11:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business The foot and ankle center issauah 22510 SE 64th pl Bldg f#120 Issaquah Wa, 98027issaquah this is not an essential i am employed here and I 
patients rarely follows social distancing orders and 
the patients come here for non essential 
appointment some comes because medicare allows 
them too, they are eledrly and we don't have enough 
masks and I just don't feel safe

dr.Kim

04/02/20 2:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Maintenance 
Company

The Grounds Guys 12411 E Empire Ave, Spokane Valley Landscape Crew doing spring cleanup at Apartment 
Complex in Liberty Lake,Washington

04/02/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapers The Grounds Guys 12411 E Empire Ave Spokane Valley Workers are stand close to each other and have 
been working every day

cynthialippincott@icloud.com Cynthia 650 483-9139

04/01/20 9:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping The Grounds Guys 12411 E Empire ave Spokane We have ceased our business due to non essential 
business cease order, sending our employees home 
but competitors are going out and doing work 
anyway.

mlfairburn1@gmail.com Lisa Fairburn 5099932970

04/29/20 3:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber The Hair Loft 8302 176th Ave SW Rochester It is open and she is cutting hair. Daly Trackerv17@hotmail.com Robert Jensen 360-704-9066 Anne Petersen

04/01/20 1:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Handyman Can 2319 S 25th St. Tacoma I am the property owner representative for a 
commercial building located at 2550 S. Yakima Ave., 
Tacoma, WA  98405. On April 1, 2020 The 
Handyman Can was working in the office suite 
leased by the Tacoma Urban League at 2550 S. 
Yakima Ave., Tacoma.  I witnessed him installing 
new flooring.

kaaren@tpcar.org Kaaren Winkler 2534730232

05/15/20 5:06 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bed and breakfasts The Heron Inn and Day Spa 117 Maple Avenue La Conner Vacationers are arriving and departing, obviously not 
staying home.

04/01/20 11:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retailer The Home Depot 1715 s 352nd st Federal way Employees still required to be calling and recruiting 
customers about flooring and other non-essential 
home improvements. They are also not providing 
employees with personal protection equipment or 
able to enforce social distancing standards as 
employees are expected to help customers in close 
proximity and work as normal.

04/07/20 1:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Hotel Group - curently 
constructing the Residence Inn 
Wenatchee

1229 Walla Walla Ave Wenatchee This is the second complaint submitted to the 
Governor's website regarding workers onsite who 
continue to work on this hotel construction daily. 
They are not performing required work for job site 
safety; just carpenters doing framing. This is a large 
Puget Sound located construction company and it is 
very annoying that they are allowed to continue to 
work in the Wenatchee area when local contractors 
have complied with this government mandate. They 
need to cease operations immediately.

marjiebrown@msn.com Marjie Brown 5096693077

04/04/20 6:52 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel The Inn at Moses Lake 1741 E Kittleson Rd Moses Lake This business is allowing non-essential travelers to 
stay putting essential workers at risk.

amandal@lamhotels.com Amanda Laramore 509-855-6358

04/02/20 10:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The junction 21000 Old Hwy 99 SW Centralia They are saying they are doing to-go orders but 
people are drinking and dining in the bar

04/06/20 2:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Leasing Office The Landing At Vancouver 100 SE Olympia Dr Vancouver The leasing office is open -- while they are 
conducting most business by phone and email -- the 
leasing maanger Ryle was giving a property tour to 
prospective residents this afternoon, potentially 
exposing the tour people, the office staff, and the 
residents(4/6/2020)

MAKAILA.ACELAR@RAPTORFAMILY.COM

04/15/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Landscape Company 2602 N Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Installing a sprinkler system on a new future 
townhouse development on 28th and Adams in 
Spokane Valley

04/16/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Landscaping Company 2602 N Sullivan Road Spokane  Valley Laying out sprinkler system on a property being 
developed at 28th and Adams in Spokane Valley

04/16/20 3:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Landscaping Company (TLC) 2602 N Sullivan road Spokane Valley Installing sprinkler system at future development.  
Have been working on it for days.   It is non essential.

04/12/20 12:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV Resort The Last Resort 2005 Tucannon Rd Pomeroy Multiple campers gathering. Because it is a distance 
from towns, owner thinks he won't be caught.

Rfreelin@gmail.com Rebecca Freelin 425-422-0573

04/03/20 3:22 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower Shop The London Plane Flower Shop 3000 Occidental Ave S Seattle The London Plane reopened their flower shop for 
deliveries.
https://www.instagram.com/p/B-
fyUIXgDlx/?igshid=z17cof8yyxoq

flowers@thelondonplaneseattle.com

05/11/20 11:00 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Vacation Rentals The Look out 101 Jackrabbit Ln Chelan This business is non essential. They are allowing 
large groups of people renting properties and no 
practicing social distancing as well as the stay home 
order. Chelan is not on Phase 2 and non essential 
travel is no allowed yet the business is allowing 
rentals from all over Washington state to come.

info@chelanlookout.com

04/21/20 4:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Cleaning Service The Maids 15344 Juanita Dr NE, Kenmore, WA 98028Kenmore Residential Cleaning business still cleaning 
houses..They are still offering regular estimates, 
weekly, every two week cleanin etc.  This cannot be 
considered an essential business this is a luxury and 
they just cleaned my neighbors house yesterday!

https://maidskirkland.com/

04/01/20 4:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther House Cleaning The Maids 8244 Northeast 145th St Kenmore Sending house cleaners to homes. dastardly740@yahoo.com Don Wellington

04/20/20 9:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The Maxwell House 1425 N. Ash Street Spokane I believe this business is allowing “regulars” / friends 
of the owners, etc to still enter the establishment and 
gather. I believe they are serving alcohol to guests 
as well as the owners drinking on site during 
business hours as well. Through the grapevine I 
have heard that they are having their friends pay 
with cash and will then ring in the sales when 
businesses are allowed to reopen. Or, are not 
collecting a full payment at all. I know they are 
“open” and have posted their take out menu but it is 
my opinion that some folks are still gathering inside 
to socialize who aren’t actually waiting on a to go 
food order. Either way, there shouldn’t be any hard 
alcohol being served right? I believe in order to “sell” 
beer wine or liquor under the new rules and the 
normal liquor control board rules as well is that the 
bottles or growlers must be sold sealed and 
consumed  off premis. It’s a small place just taken 
over by new owners back in January and it’s my 
opinion they are not following the Governors orders.

Anonymous Alex Springer / Ethan Higa

04/09/20 10:12 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther The apartment building 
office

The Mercer 7650 SE 27th Street Mercer Island Renovation/construction in the building empty 
apartments. It is impossible to stay, work or study 
from home due to the noise levels, created by 
nonstop drilling and other construction noise over 
last two days. We feel trapped and forced to go 
outside as it is impossible to cope with a constant 
noise. It is greatly affect work and schooling which 
are done from home

Missanjak@gmail.com Anna Kuznetsova 2063839054 themercer@avenue5apt.com

04/09/20 9:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Mercer Apartments 7650 SE 27th ST Mercer Island Starting Wednesday April 9th, construction within 
the building started with no notice for extreme noise 
during working hours. After several calls and 
messages, the building stated their contractors 
would be working on units through next week. It was 
my understand that non-essential construction would 
cease during this stay at home period.

rachael.butenko@gmail.com Rachael Butenko 425-233-2028

04/02/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex The Mill at Mill Creek 1324 Mill Creek Blvd Mill Creek The Mill is continuing to perform cosmetic upgrades 
to apartments that are non-essential and non-
emergency maintenance, despite Governor Inslee 
staying that this type of construction is not currently 
allowable under the SHSH mandate.

kyrundell@gmail.com Kiley Rundell 12063750565



03/30/20 7:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord The Mill at Mill Creek Apartments 1212 Mill Creek Blvd Mill Creek The Mill is currently renovating several apartments in 
our complex and have continued with non-essential, 
non-emergency renovations such as painting walls, 
etc. Today I saw a group of six contractors gathered 
outside my apartment building, not observing social 
distancing, coughing, and spitting on the ground 
while continuing their work.

kyrundell@gmail.com Kiley Rundell 12063750565

04/17/20 9:38 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Needlepoint store The Needlepointer 22811 100th Avenue W Edmonds Today is the 3rd Friday that this business is doing a 
live Facebook sales event that involves at least two 
individuals in the store, in order to sell needlepoint 
products.  This is also my 3rd report.  I have also 
been told - so this is secondhand information - that 
other "back office" business employees are working.  
It is clear from the live FaceBook event that social 
distancing is not being observed.  The store 
proprietor - Jill Likas - is included in all the sales 
events.  As I purchase items from this store (but not 
right now) I want to be sure that my name is not 
shared with the business.

mmgrobins@gmail.com Mary Alice Grobins 360-789-9278 shop@theneedlepointer.com

04/11/20 8:01 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Needlepoint The Needlepointer 22811 100th Avenue W Edmonds Business continues to post live Facebook sessions 
to sell product.  These are not done solely by the 
owner - there are employees actively doing this, and 
it is very clear that more than one person is present.  
Back office employees continue to work, not just the 
owner.

shop@theneedlepointer.com

03/31/20 7:15 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Arts and crafts store The Needlepointer 22811 100th Ave West Edmonds Although the Needlepointer has closed it's doors to 
the public, the owner of the buisness has covered 
the windows of the establishment and is still having 
employees come in on their regular schedules in 
order to attend to their online orders. There are up to 
8 employees in the shop at a time from monday-
saturday, with at least half of them being in the risk 
group for COVID19 due to age.

03/30/20 5:09 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Brick and Mortar 
Store

The Needlepointer 22811 100th Ave w Edmonds, Wa The store itself is closed to customers but the owner 
of the business is still having employees come into 
the store to work shifts.

beyond.paulh@gmail.com Paul 4253286104 SHOP@THENEEDLEPOINTER.COM

05/04/20 10:34 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming The Pet Wash Woodinville Woodinville Have seen and heard violated doing dog grooming at 
his business.  Have witnessed clients waiting for him 
outside his business to leave their dog with him.  In 
some cases, large groups hovering outside his 
doors.  I've witnessed employees waiting to be let in 
and the owner taking dogs from clients and placing 
them in his vehicle only to be returned an hour later.  
Again, large groups gathering waiting for his arrival 
to drop numerous dogs off or opening his door to let 
clients in or out.

John

05/07/20 11:51 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Florist The Petal the the Stem 14309 Kenwanda Drive Snohomish The florist has employees working in her shop and 
not practicing social distancing or safety measures.  
She and her husband also have 10+ construction 
workers in there home doing non-essential 
construction without practicing social distancing or 
safety measures.

05/18/20 1:18 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license The Phoenix 1915 Westheimer Rd, Houston, TX 77098Houston Drove by it yesterday and the bar was full, table 
seating seemed normal with people crowding the 
little table. I understand they serve food but they're 
operating as a bar under the guise of a restaurant. 
They've advertised full dine in since May 10.

05/18/20 9:51 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license The Picnic Pantry and Parlour 8706 271st St. NW Stanwood Currently open two days a week for in-shop 
appointments to browse gifts and housewares in 
addition to wine, as advertised in business’s 
Facebook post.

info@thepicnicpantry.com

04/17/20 10:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pool Maintenance The Pool Service Company 3604 E Rowan Ave Spokane How is servicing pools essential? info@thepoolserviceco.com

04/10/20 3:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Post Apartments 888 Western Avenue Seattle My apartment building has vendors onsite replacing 
flooring in a unit on my floor. The noise is 
unbearable, and my concern is that these workers 
could spread the virus to our floor.

tabbik@gmail.com Tabitha Kane (816) 807-9711

03/30/20 10:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The Preserve Housing Development Viola St. and or Buttercup StreetTumwater They’ve been continuing to build houses despite it 
not being essential

05/09/20 10:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail The purple store 92 Stewart st Seattle, was Still operating even though non essential. Also has 
tools department of health official that “ the jury is 
still out on hand washing .” He does not always have 
a way for employees to wash hands.

Adam sheridab

04/08/20 2:53 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The roof doctor Kimelchi Shelton Crews of guys working close together

04/04/20 11:16 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license The Society 120 4th ave E Olympia The club was open, people not practicing social 
distance.
alcohol involved possibly

05/02/20 3:28 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag 1401 Avenue D Snohomish Business opened in defiance of stay at home order. Dtuckman@live.com Doug Tuckman

05/02/20 11:30 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag 1401 Ave D Snohomish Barber is operating when supposed to be closed. No 
distancing and no PPE for him or his customers. 
When I asked him why he was open he said he 
believes the Sno Co Sheriff is correct about not 
inforcing Governors orders.

moosek1975@gmail.com Doug K 4257734075 Bob

05/04/20 5:58 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag Barber and Styling 1401 ave d Snohomish Not sanitizing tools or work space, does not use 
cleaning aids or sanitation practices up to date of 
state board, violating social distancing, non essential 
business open, does not use disposable neck strips 
or capes.

Ashle. Tatertot@gmail.com Ashle rea 4252745415 Bob Martin

05/03/20 4:29 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag Barber Shop 1401 Ave D Snohomish It appears through a search on the dol website that 
The Stag barbershop is not a licensed barber shop, 
nor is Mr. Martin a licensed barber!! So not only is 
he performing services in spite of the covid closure,  
he's also doing so without license in an unlicensed 
facility! Was featured on q13 Fox news in Seattle on 
Sunday, May 3.

bowmoacres@gmail.com Aaron S Kaehr 3607089563 Robert "Bob" Martin

05/02/20 2:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag Barber Shop 1401 ave d Snohomish 100+ people lined up without masks and gloves. 
Shoulder to shoulder in support of Bob Martin 
staying open believing that Sheriff Adam Fortney 
emboldened him to do so.

Florafawndarling@gmail.com Bob Martin

05/02/20 11:00 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber The Stag Barber Shop 1401 Ave D Snohomish Doing hair while still in a stay at home order that 
hasnt released for phase 2.

Kerimyers@live.com Keri Myers 4257372689

04/22/20 1:18 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex The Station at Othello 4219 S Othello St Seattle Apartment complex has been observed deploying 
landscapers, which are deemed non-essential.

denali.tobias@gmail.com Sophie G. 4252707361

03/30/20 9:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The truss co. 11720 E. 1st. Spokane valley I don't believe they should be open legal@investco.com

03/31/20 4:17 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mailing The UPS Store 420 South 72nd Ave Suite 180Yakima It is a shipping place that gets mail but also does 
Amazon returns. On Friday the place was packed. 
The workers tried to tell people that they had to wait 
outside but they argued. I understand that shipping 
some packages are essential  but returning clothing 
to Amazon because it doesn't fit can wait. Is there a 
way they can stop accepting returns that aren't 
essential. It is putting everyone at risk.

Jay7marci@hotmail.com Marci Whitney 5099619752

04/11/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction The View by Vintage (apartments) 19042 146th St E Bonney Lake Understood construction is supposed to be shut 
down. Apartment house construction was going on 
at this address on Thurs, April 9 @ 2:00pm with 
construction workers hammering away. Note: 
Observed four building projects on operation on Hwy 
410 between Sumner and Buckley the afternoon of 
April 9, 2020.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

05/05/20 12:46 PM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Condo Building The Vine 2607 Western Ave Seattle The Vine is allowing private contractor construction 
work and projects within the building. I do not know 
the contractor company, but they are performing 
countertop replacements inside units. To my 
understanding, this is a violation of unnecessary 
construction projects that put our community at risk. 
I was informed that these projects will continue for 
the 5th and 6th of May at least.

kenneth.plecha@gmail.com Ken 419-290-9814

04/15/20 1:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Window Cleaning The Window Guy 771 S Monroe St Wenatchee We saw him doing residential window cleaning on 
Castlerock St in Wenatchee.

Kris10crisman@gmail.com Kristen Crisman 5094704292

05/18/20 8:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply /dog grooming The Yuppy puppy 9511 n Newport hwy Spkane Reopened grooming against order as of may4th aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com

05/16/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming pet supplies The Yuppy Puppy 9511 n Newport hwy Spokane Looks like owners reopened pet grooming against 
orders as of May 4th.

aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com

05/16/20 9:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming pet supplies The Yuppy Puppy 9511 n Newport hwy Spokane Looks like owners reopened pet grooming against 
orders as of May 4th.

aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com

05/15/20 6:11 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming The Yuppy puppy 9511 N Newport hwy Spokane The Yuppy puppy reopened  grooming as of May 
4th. Has been reported on locally but nothing has 
been done. Yes they offer pet supplies but reopen 
grooming against the order. Check out their  
Facebook page it’s all over it saying their open for 
grooming.

aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com



05/15/20 7:59 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pet supply and Dog groomingThe Yuppy Puppy 9511 n Newport hwy Spokane The Yuppy puppy has reopened their grooming 
department as of May 4th at both locations. Owners 
are fully aware of knowing its supposed to stay 
closed. But other companies with similar platforms 
have until recently gotten away with it, so their going 
to attempt it as well. Doesn’t look like anyone locally 
is doing anything.

aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com

05/04/20 9:56 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction thermatech northwest 10312 sales ed s Lakewood I live across the street from 1837 24th Ave Seattle 
98122. This company does not look like they are 
doing essential work in the times we are having this 
house has been vacant and they show up it does not 
look like a existing project. I do not see a hand wash 
station and employees are not wearing gloves and 
mask when they are not working

04/23/20 7:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thermatech northwest 10312 sales ed s Lakewood I work at the UW and see there trucks here 
yesterday and this morning too. It doesn't seem that 
tearing things apart is very essential in these times 
we are having just wondering what kind of business 
they are to be putting people at risk

04/21/20 5:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thermatech northwest 10312 sales ed s Lakewood Have seen there trucks going to residents and seen 
them be turned away and they come back the next 
day like they were never asked to leave we live on 
mercer Island and they show up even after they 
were told to leave the first day

04/18/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction They have removed signs from trucks 
Lic plate #C35992A

15213 28th Ave SW Burien, WA 98166 2 white pick up trucks belonging to contractors have 
continued to show up M-Sat to work on a house 
located at 15213 28th Ave SW. They have removed 
signs from both their trucks so that we could not 
report them. Despite multiple complaints from 
neighbors they have continued to ignore the state's 
stay at home order daily. They were at this house 
working this morning as well.

concerned Seahurst neighbor who has watched for weeks as these workers have defied stay at home order during outbreak

04/10/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction They have removed their company's 
sign from their vehicles

15213 28th Ave SW Burien, WA 98166 2 white contractors pick up trucks have continued to 
report to this address daily, including weekends, 
despite Gov. Inslee's order to stay at home. 
Construction on private homes is non essential and 
yet they refuse to stop working and continue to come 
into this community daily from who knows where. In 
the past few days there have been truck with 
appliance deliveries at this address as well. This is a 
small community with a large number of seniors, the 
residents here have made great efforts to stay at 
home and distance themselves, yet these 
contractors who are not part of our community 
continue to work daily. We believe they are going to 
"flip" this house and put it on the market. They have 
been working from 7 am-7pm and their trucks are 
the few vehicles on the road. License plate #C59974 
or C529974. Neighbors have complained about this 
daily and we will continue to complain unless a "stop 
work" order is issued. Thank you the Seahurst 
neighborhood.

04/09/20 7:55 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Third Dimension 1119 E Wishkah St Aberdeen Tristen Marmont (cosmetologist at Third Dimension) 
is doing her clients hair while the stay home stay 
safe order is in place. This is not abiding by the 
guidelines to reduce contact with those who don’t 
live with you.

04/08/20 11:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Flower shop Thistle Floral and Home 25960 Central Ave NE Kingston, WA  98346Kingston The owner of Thistle floral and home is selling 
flowers and offering to deliver them. I do not believe 
this falls under essential.

flowers@thistlefloralandhome.com

04/06/20 8:48 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thomas W Wright 1930 Boren Avenue Seattle, WA 98101 Repeatedly working a construction site during times 
when they aren't allowed to be working.

kimmykaye01@gmail.com Kimberly K Donovan

05/11/20 12:33 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Thompson Electrical Constructors 150 100th St S Tacoma starting new non essential construction projects, 
some sites not provided with hand wash / water 
facilities

Lori@thompsonconstructors.com

04/01/20 1:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thompson Electrical Constructors 150 100Th St S Tacoma Office operating with several at risk employees with 
health issues

04/07/20 4:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thompsons Furniture Thompsons Furniture 5407 Capital Blvd SE Tumwater This company is advertising all over Facebook 
market place.  They are meeting people by 
appointment. To me that isn't following the 
governor's order. Who knows how many people they 
are exposing.

Megan Dickson 2534311009 thompsonfurniture@comcast.net

04/06/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thompson’s Tree Service PO Box 214 Greenacres Cutting down a couple trees is non-essential. Date is 
April 6th. They performed work at 2112 W Riverside 
in Spokane, Wa.

ericmcm83@gmail.com Eric McMurtrey 5092708941

04/14/20 1:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fruit Stand/Antique Mall Thorp Fruit and Antique Mall 220 Gladmar Rd. Thorp, WA 98946 This fruit store has 2 floors of antiques above it. The 
antique section continues to be open.

Thorpfruit.com

04/15/20 12:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift Store Threads Boutique 127 W Kennewick Ave Kennewick Brianna continues to work in the store. her work was 
described to me as inventory and computer work 
therefore no risk. It is out of my control to protect my 
child while exposed to her. I have expressed my 
concern on 2 separate occasions with a clear 
message that she will continue work at the store. I 
have the messages stating this upon request.

heidi.harvey75@gmail.com Heidi Harvey 5095725000

03/31/20 9:30 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vacation rental Three Bear Lodge threebearlodge@mtrainier Ashford The renting and advertising that it's ok to come up to 
Mt Rainier when Stay Home Stay Healthy is in 
effect. If you go on there web site ( address above) 
you will see. They are putting the workers in danger, 
inviting people up here. We live in a small 
community ( Paradise Estates)with a lot of rentals 
doing the same thing with a business license doing 
the same. I just don't know the name they go by. We 
just need help up here in our Paradise.  Thank you.

DONMYHRESR@YAHOO.COMDon Myhre 3605692337

05/15/20 8:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Three eyed fish 1970 Keene Road Richland They sponsored a huge parking lot party on the 
evening of Friday May 15. The parking lot was filled 
with crowds of people.

03/31/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Services Three Men and a Mower LLC 1215 Silver Lake Rd Oak Harbor Providing mowing and yard work services in 
Admirals Cove Tuesday March 31st around 3pm on 
residential houses/yards.

04/14/20 10:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property 
management/landscape 
services

Thrive Communities 1518 1st Ave South Seattle Property management companies downtown are still 
employing landscape companies that are using 
blowers, to "tidy" sidewalks, blowing dirt and debris 
into the air in our densely populated 
streets/windows, etc.  Please prohibit blowers, at 
least during virus if not permanently!

jsdadmin@gmail.com Jennifer Diamond Not known on site

04/06/20 9:15 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thrive Communities 1518 1st ave S unit 500 Seattle Maintenance is coming in daily for non emergency 
and being sent to other properties instead of staying 
stationary like normal. Leasing agents/managers are 
coming in daily instead of working from gone for 
virtual tours. Plus they cancelled their cleaning 
services to save money but continue to come in and 
interact with everyone.

Doublecblog@gmail.com Cherie Avery 3605160157

04/01/20 7:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Manager Throop Apartment 222 N 11th St Cheney One of the managers of my apartment complex Greg 
Throop, is at the complex, renovating and cleaning 
out apartments to rent to new tenants.

psychofairy7891@gmail.com Mark Sampson 5093702144

05/06/20 8:55 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Stables Thumbs Up Farm 24221 NE Union Hill Road Redmond The stable is starting up their riding lesson program 
this week even though providing lessons is not listed 
as part of the Phase I opening.  This is irresponsible.

thumbsupfarm@aol.com

03/31/20 12:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Thyssenkrupp Elevator Seattle 12530 135th Ave NE Kirkland The modernization department does not meet 
essential requirements but is being told they have to 
work. They work on elevators and aren't working on 
any buildings that are essential

isciene33@gmail.com Elizebeth

04/08/20 12:21 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tiger Construction and Excavation 12201 Avondale Rd Ne Redmond Business open and operating as normal. No social 
distancing. Putting employees in danger and forcing 
them to work. Help!

05/01/20 12:12 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Private Park Tiger Mountain Family Nudist Park 24050 SE 127th St Issaquah Grass cutting, hot tub remodel, people gathering, 
going into each others homes, not social distancing. 
Wood not surprise me if the whole place ends up 
infected. They were working on the sand volleyball 
the other day. How is that essential?

bikerbabe68@protonmail.com board@tigermtnudists.com

04/03/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther yard waste / compost Tilz 12212 Miller Rd NE Bainbridge Island Trucks continually driving down Miller road delivering 
compost which is in my opinion a non essential 
function.

04/08/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction tilz soils and compost 1211 Miller Rd NE Bainbridge Island Continuing over days delivering soil with multiple 
loads of dirt. Social media  posts of delivering 
compost to consumers

04/09/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Tim's Complete Lanscaping 15458 SE 272nd St. Kent Landscapers are continuing to work.  This is our 
condo properties landscaper that worked on site this 
week.  But others that live in condos/townhouses 
say that theirs gave been working as well.  These 
are non-essential services.

Cstruitt@outlook.com Caryn Truitt 206.788.5291

04/11/20 12:53 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Timberline RV Resort 7370 N Wilde Rd Concrete Large gatherings at multiple 
locations.Deconstruction and moving hazardous 
materials causing airborne particles.

danlee@gmail.com Dan Lee 3607551427



05/16/20 11:58 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Bar or other business with a liquor license Time-Out Billiards 618 S Pine Ave Ocala, FL 34471 This bar/pool hall/restaurant is hold large group pool 
tournaments, live entertainment with large crowds, 
bar seating and minimal food sales

04/25/20 5:41 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Tippe and Drague 3315 BEACON AVE. S Seattle Serving sit down drinks inside the bar.

04/17/20 12:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Titan Homes LLC 6001 W. Deschutes Ave, Suite 611Kennewick Still performing work on residential properties and 
sending out letters to subcontractors under 
"OFFICIAL PROTOCOL" saying that they are 
allowed to (on their own letterhead) in conflict with 
the Governor's proclamation.

04/06/20 9:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Titan Homes LLC Melody Richland Jolianna Heights Development, Richland WA.   
builders working as no stay at home order in place.

gtwood1@frontier.com George Wood 509-627-1134

04/02/20 7:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealerships Titus Will 3606 a sprague Tacoma All Titus Will sales are open and selling vehicles as if 
the order is not in place. Wes Prewitt claims sales 
are essential and is knowingly selling vehicles to non 
essential citizens to take advantage of low interest 
rates.

04/18/20 5:48 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Titus Will Chevrolet of Olympia 2425 Carriage Loop SW Olympia Selling cars and trucks to essential employees that 
have reliable transportation,  have not totaled a 
vehicle, don't have impractical repairs, or don't have 
a lease expiring.  They are just selling cars. Meeting 
people behind daffodil bowl and key bank parking lot 
to sign paperwork.  They even have sales people 
standing out front of the store.  Basically a middle 
finger to the stay at home order.

jkinman_58@yahoo.com Jason 2538638144

04/21/20 12:00 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership Titus Will Ford Toyota 3606 S Sprague Ave Tacoma The dealership is not only taking appointments but 
they’re also allowing walk-in customers. There’s 
more than one person involved in the transaction of 
the sale. The finance offices are too enclosed to 
finalize state paperwork.  There are employees 
working there that are collecting full unemployment 
and have been told that whatever commissions they 
make they will be paid once the stay at home order 
is lifted.  Also selling to nonessential personnel.

jmwill@tituswill.com

04/01/20 2:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping (Non Urgent) TJ Guyer 1615 Judd ST SE Lacey Our property management company is still hiring 
and having landscapers come to our apartment 
complex for non urgent issues such as lawn clipping 
and basic landscaping. 
There are no urgent issues and no reason to have 
this done during these two weeks of shutdowns.

04/02/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TJ Roofing LLC 7600 Deschutes Heights Ct SETumwater This area is just starting to be built on so not sure if 
the street addresses are updated yet. These 
companies are building residential homes that will be 
sold for profit.

04/21/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TLC (The Landscaping Company) 2602 N Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Installing a sprinkler system on a future development 
on South Adams Road between 24th and 32nd.  
They have been working on this for at least a week.

04/17/20 10:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TLC (The Landscaping Company) 2602 N Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Sprinkler system installation on property  for future 
apartments between 28th and 32nd on Adams Road 
in Spokane Valley

04/16/20 4:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TLC (The Landscaping Company) 2602 N. Sullivan Road Spokane Valley Working on future subdivision between 24th and 
32nd on Adams in Spokane Valley.  Appears they 
are putting in a sprinkler system which does not 
seem to be essential.

04/03/20 3:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care TLC Landscape Management 2717 S Jean Street Kennewick Trent Brown is still mowing yards.  We have seen 
him up in Canyon Lakes mowing yards which is a 
violation of the proclamation.  Routine maintenance 
is not allowed.  We have had our own customers call 
us asking why we have had to shutdown and are not 
able to mow their yard but yet their neighbors are 
being mowed by TLC.  I normally would not report 
such things but when we have to stop work and lose 
money as well as cause negative consequences to 
our customers, it is very upsetting to see other local 
guys still working. We have requested to be included 
as essential business but received notice, again, 
routine lawn care is NOT permitted.  Ideally, you 
should reexamine this type of business as it really 
should be allowed, especially for business TLC and 
ours that are owner-operated with very few or no 
other employees.

higleylawncare@gmail.com Bette Higley 509-308-6157

05/04/20 2:28 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Dog grooming Tlc pet pros 514 w 8th st Port angeles They are still doing pet grooming alenaandtwister@hotmail.comAlena Ewell 5126295991

04/03/20 12:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber TLC Pet Pros 514 w 8th St. Port Angeles Observed dog grooming in process during shutdown 
multiple occasions.

kirkgraham74@gmail.com Kirk Graham 3604774823

04/24/20 4:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape TLC The Landscaping Company 2602 N Sullivan Rd Spokane Non emergency related lawn care services; Fertilizer 
and herbicide applications in residential lawns

04/22/20 11:54 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Towing & transport company TLC towing 4545 s 11th way Ridgefield I'm an employee, the business has slowed down due 
to covid 19. There is many employees told to come 
to work to repair decorative fences, painting and 
fabricate bumpers and more, washing trucks, and 
many other duties not necessary or essential. Social 
distancing isn't being followed. Owner doesnt want 
lay anyone off or pay towards unemployment.

johnchelson@yahoo.com John Chelson 7023241222 tlctowing@qwestoffice.net

05/16/20 2:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Tlchairhaven 7722 reseda Blvd 91335 Reseda She is taking hair clients in her home and not 
wearing face mask or sanitizing her station and 
coughing on everything

Sizisev@gmail.com Sizi 5623863722

03/30/20 2:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tmobile 12920 SE 38th Street Bellevue They have started construction on a project that is 
non essential to their business.  It is just a remodel 
on a project that was put on hold for several months, 
now they have started working on it again

cmartin8880@gmail.com Chris Martin 2064095860

04/18/20 10:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TMT Homes 4001 Kennedy Rd. Suite 13 Kennewick, Washington Construction of homes in South Kennewick (W 49th 
Street, Canyon Lakes area) has continued 
throughout the Governor's "Stay Home-Stay 
Healthy" proclamation, and continues today. The 
activities include excavating, pouring foundations 
and slabs, installing plumbing, and framing activities, 
which have been ongoing every day, including on 
weekends.

Nora@TMTHomes.com

04/17/20 6:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TMT Homes (NW), LLC 4001 Kennedy Rd, West Richland, WA 99353West Richland Continuing home building in The Heights at Canyon 
Lakes subdivision.

jdawson32232@outlook.com J Dawson

04/01/20 4:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tobys Electric 3213 Zenkner Valley Rd Centralia Still performing new residential work around the 
county and not social distancing

04/03/20 12:36 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Nursery Todd Nursery 11002 WA-162, Puyallup I believe that Landscaping/nursery is not deemed as 
an essential business. I understand that it is difficult 
to make the hard decisions to close the gates for a 
while but I feel like landscaping is not something 
someone needs on a daily basis to function. I want 
to help protect others and think this is something to 
be looked into. Thank you for all your hard work

ashleymcfadden71010@ymail.comAshley McFadden no need to phone number at this time

04/27/20 3:48 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Installation Todd's Nursery & Landscaping 11002 WA-162 Puyallup Working on a landscape installation in Trilogy at 
Tehaleh  Bonney Lake  and not following social 
distancing and not an essential activities.

davidward652@gmail.com David Ward  Jr 3604903178

03/30/20 4:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping service Todd's Nursery & Landscaping 14712 179th Avenue East Bonney Lake Address above is homeowners address where 
Todd's N&L is continuing to do back and side yard 
landscaping work.  The house is situated in a 55+ 
HOA community, so neighbors here are older and 
more susceptible to COVID-19. Todd's crew was 
working at above address all last week, and today 
3/30, observed 4 trucks and multiple workers hauling 
wheelbarrows of dirt/gravel & other material most of 
the day.  HOA mgmt says it it not within its purview, 
so can do nothing to make them stop work and 
leave.  Concerning as seniors are out walking 
throughout the day for exercise and should not have 
this exposure risk to work crew coming from afar.   
Construction and other landscapers have stopped 
work in this community per mandate on non-
essential businesses, so Todd's presence is in 
flagrant disregard.

psmoll@comcast.net Pat Smoll 3608894456

05/03/20 6:32 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Manufacturer Toland Home Garden 26296 Twelve Trees Lane NW Suite 100Poulsbo People are being asked to and are working during 
the shut down. Toland makes decorative flags. They 
are not essential.

bruces@tolandhomegarden.com

04/03/20 7:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toll Brothers 7845 NE 122nd Pl Kirkland Roofing on a residential new build construction mail.alex.lyman@gmail.com Alex Lyman 7192291671

04/17/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toll Brothers - Windsor Grove 2109 248th Ave SE Sammamish several people on residential construction site 
performing non-essential construction on unfinished 
homes.

melissamtru@hotmail.com Melissa Truax 2062768296

04/16/20 11:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landlord Tom and Susan Colligan 7700 20th Ave NE (home address)Seattle I reported my landlord yesterday. He's back today 
(8620 Roosevelt Way NE) - socializing with people 
in the courtyard again, gardening, no mask, touching 
common areas with no place to wash his hands. 
Hasn't responded to an email I sent him about it. 
Caught on video.

thesmallcow@hotmail.com Marcia Miles 206-432-5548 Colligan42@hotmail.com



04/10/20 2:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tom Courson 1240 E Cedar Dr Kettle Falls Construction is being performed at a house that is 
not currently occupied. Tom Courson, realtor for 
Keller Williams and the property owner, has, in the 
last 3 days, had multiple local general contractors 
assist him with various tasks, including, standing 
side by side while roofing the dwelling. Also delivery 
of heavy equipment by Sun Rentals. There are quite 
a few vulnerable adults on this street. As I said 
earlier, the residence is not currently occupied, and 
said person is not facing eviction. Thank you.

deochbeoir@hotmail.com Jess

04/03/20 2:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tom Deem 921 38th Ave Seattle Construction work is continuing at project at 921 
38th Ave Seattle 98122
The owner of the property is Tom Deem 206-240-
8810.
Unsure of the name of the contractor.

03/31/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tom Deem 921 38th Ave Seattle, 98122 Workers have continued to work on new 
construction at 921 38th Ave Seattle 98122. One of 
the owners of the new home is Tom Deem #206-
240-8810

04/04/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Homeowner doing non 
essential construction on 
their home

Tom Schirle 5451 Foster rd Bainbridge Island They are working with electric saws and sanding on 
non essential work on their property. He builds 
cabinets for other people and always doing work 
during the stay in shelter. 
Please keep this anonymous

Gerald.weeks@unlv.ed Gerald 2064514969

03/30/20 8:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tommer Construction 5720 hwy 28 W Ephrata Work being performed is not essential

04/06/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tommer Construction Company 5720 Highway 28 W Ephrata Out of concern for people in Grant County 
Said company is performing non essential work. 
This is very serious people are dying. Stop work, 
Stay home, stay safe!

04/08/20 2:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscape maintenance Tony's Pruning & Lawn Care 3404 Trumpeter Drive Mount Vernon performing landscape maintenance services: 
Mowing, trimming, etc.

skagitrailbird@gmail.com Roger Johnson 360-770-5944

04/09/20 3:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tony's Roof Care 3316 106th Ave E Edgewood Tearing off a roof in my neighborhood-full roofing 
project going on-isn't this a violation??

04/11/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscapers Too many to list 359 All over Everywhere The Govenor need to address the people who do 
landscaping. There is no way that landscaping 
should be deemed essential. I see so many 
businesses and private homeowners having there 
yards mowed. That is not important with what is 
going on if I can't get my hair cut why in the heck are 
these people out there everywhere performing this 
work.

krisschrum80@gmail.com Kristopher W Schrum 2533067399

04/01/20 9:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Too many to list besides some 
vehicles are not badged

17800 W Boone Avenue Medical Lake For the past week there have been numerous 
businesses (Ziggy's, gravel delivery, excavation 
vehicles, un-marked vehicle but obviously 
construction, etc.) West of Dover between 5th 
Avenue and Buckboard driving up and down the road 
12 hour days, 7 days a week. Just finished a walk 
and heard multiple heavy equipment vehicles off of 
Buckboard and Fairchild before 9:00 am today. The 
320 acres of treed land was mostly sold last year 
with more lots for sale. There have been numerous 
fires on a weekly basis as well.

05/05/20 4:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Top Notch Cutz 3424 North Main Street Rockford Business is performing operations that are not 
essential due to Covid-19. Business has been 
performing haircuts under the stay at home act

04/02/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Topside Roofing and Siding 161 E Horton Road Bellingham Continuing to operate despite the Governor's "Stay 
Home-Stay Healthy" proclamation.

04/03/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toray Composite Materials America, 
Inc.

19002 50th Avenue East Tacoma I am concerned for my spouses health and well 
being, he is being told he need to go into residents 
homes, he is in contact with people causing them to 
be less then 6 ft apart from each other at times. but 
he doesn't want to lose his job if he pushes back. 
His boss does not take any precaution and is still 
open to benefit himself

03/30/20 4:16 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RV/camping Manufacturing Tork Lift International 1901 fryer ave Sumner Workers are being made to come into work even 
though the work they do is not essential. They make 
rv and trailer hitches and rv/camping gear. They are 
putting the workers lives and the workers family lives 
on the line. Do not know how they got an exemption 
for essential business.

Alysmama1@yahoo.com LENA@TL-ACCOUNTING.COM

04/22/20 3:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residental construction Torkelson Properties 200 E Goodlander Selah wa 98942 There's a regular work crew still performing 
construction. There's at least 5 people running 
around the community just moving wood and rock. 
Since I'm stuck at home I'd rather not hear all the 
non-essential noise.

04/10/20 6:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Torr Technologies 1435 22nd street nw Auburn Wa Non-essential tasks happening. Social distancing not 
being taken seriously. Telecommuting not being 
promoted.  I would like to remain anonymous.

lisa@torrtech.com

04/22/20 2:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana Apartment 6979 Birdseye Ave NE Lacey Residential construction at this apartment complex 
continues - construction company is commercial 
property services

Leasing@lifeattoscana.com

04/21/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana apartments 6979 Birdseye Ave NE LAcey Construction at this residential property is fully 
ongoing during stay at home order. Not a Low 
Income housing apartment complex

Leasing@lifeattoscana.com

04/19/20 7:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana apartments 6979 Birdseye Ave NE Lacey Construction at this residential apartments is 
business as usual from Monday to Saturday

Leasing@lifeattoscana.com

04/09/20 11:29 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Toscana Apartments 6979 Birdseye ave NE Lacey I have observed construction being performed in an 
unsafe manner, with workers shoulder to shoulder 
pouring concrete with at least 30 workers onsite. I 
contacted the Lacey Police department and was 
informed that they do not enforce this. We all just 
want to lower the curve and this is not helping.

juliebronson1@gmail.com Julie Bronson 3605932524

04/21/20 7:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Total design 3020 197th Ave SE Sammamish Everyday since my last report there have been 
multiple different sub contractors and GC at the job 
site. 

My husband is a law enforcement officer and I am a 
primary health care provider. I am concerned about 
the continued work and lack of response from this 
site.

Sllange@gmail.com Sarah Lange 206-550-3572

04/17/20 12:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance 
and safe distancing

Total Grounds Management 8912  Waller Rd E Tacoma, WA 98446 Company has been out performing mowing, edging, 
weedeating and other non-essential services as 
stated by the mandate. The company I work for shut 
down immediately after the mandate started but 
almost all  of our competitor landscape companies 
never stopped and have continued to disregard the 
Mandate. This has put us at great disadvantage by 
following the law when others take advantage of law 
abiding companies. These companies are telling 
clients that they have special essential service 
certification and that is false. Our clients are ready to 
terminate us and go to the law breakers for service 
at this time and we are also loosing employees to 
them.
I know State Industrial will  have records of their 
employees working  through deductions in their 
paychecks. These companies should be held to the 
mandate and fined for breaking the law.

ronald.rpeterson@comcst.netRon Peterson 253-405-7720

04/16/20 2:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Total Grounds Management 8912 Waller Rd.E Tacoma, WA 98446 This company has been providing landscape 
maintenance since the mandate started. They are 
out mowing, edging , pruning etc and breaking the 
law. We are a landscape company and have layed 
off our employees and they along with our clients are 
asking us why we are not servicing the properties 
while all these other landscape companies are out 
doing this work.
I have pictures of numerous companies employees 
out performing non essential work.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron Peterson 253-405-7720

04/06/20 6:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Total landscape 6013 238th at se Woodinville If I can't work they can work

04/10/20 11:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Total One Landscaping do not know Arlington Advised business: foreman replied "I don't care." pearson.sharon@comcast.netSharon Pearson 360-572-0067

04/28/20 4:14 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management 
company

Total property management 7220 pacific highway E Milton total property management is in charge of our HOA.  
An employee was driving around our neighborhood 
and taking pictures.  When confronted she said she 
was taking pictures of dandelions in yards.

Vivian.scott@att.net Renee Vivian 254-563-6082

04/15/20 6:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Total Site Services 278 Salk Richland Multiple jobs in Washington State that are non 
essential and noticed no one practicing 6 foot social 
distance

04/13/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Total site services 117 S. First ave Zillah Contractors working as normal on parking lot. No 
employees wearing face masks.

04/16/20 2:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Total site servixes 117 1st ave. Zillah Construction workers on parking lot.



04/20/20 12:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance / 
Safe distancing

Totals Grounds Management 8912 Waller Rd E Tacoma, WA 98446 This company has been performing normal 
landscape maintenance services that are not an 
essential business category. They are using the 
wording of spoilation as there reasoning for staying 
open and illegally working mowing grass, edging, 
pruning etc that are not an essential service. The 
company I work for has been shut down every day 
since the mandate came out and our clients and 
employees are complaining to us about why we are 
shut down following the rules when the other big 
companies are not.

ronp@greeneffectsinc.com Ron  Peterson 253-405-7720

04/08/20 4:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Luxury fashion retail Totokaelo 1523 10th Ave Seattle I’ve observed 3-5 people working at a time inside, 
not wearing masks, the store which is closed. I 
found out they are still requiring employees to come 
into work to ship online orders.

hello@totokaelo.com

04/13/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Seevice Town and Country Tree Service 40 Cedar Bend Lane Sequim This tree service, and others, are traveling into our 
county and performing non-essential tree work for 
days in Cape George, Port Townsend WA. My 
business, A tree service, has been temporarily shut 
down and following the order. We are losing 
clientele, our employees have been denied 
unemployment, and we haven’t heard anything about 
our loan application. What can we do??

Regimental.rachael@gmail.comRachael Cecil 3603019390

04/23/20 11:44 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Town government Town of Hamilton 584 Maple Street Hamilton Mayor has non essential workers painting and 
working in town hall after declaring the stay at home 
order. Mayor made non essential workers go back to 
work and prevented the Town Clerk from performing 
essential duties for the Town instesd giving hours to 
illegally hired employees. Mayors daughter is 
working under the table and has had large 
gatherings in town hall. Mayor required the Town 
Clerk to provide negative COVID 19 results to her 
before the Town Clerk could enter town hall

Easterdaybeth@gmail.com Elizabeth Easterday 2062768983 Townofhamilton.2010@gmail.com

04/06/20 9:17 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Toyota of Pullman 8683 WA-270 Pullman They aren't supposed to be selling vehicles unless its 
a special circumstance, yet they are selling vehicles 
and operating just like normal. Maybe they think 
since they are so close to Idaho it is acceptable, but 
they shouldn't be operating like business as usual.

gregjamesgang@yahoo.com Greg James

03/31/20 6:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther dealership Toyota of Pullman 8683 State Route 270 Pullman selling vehicles

03/31/20 10:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Toyota of Pullman 8683 wa-270 Pullman Continuing to Sell Vehicles mattsmall0542@gmail.com Matt Small 5095521196

04/27/20 12:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auto dealership TOYOTA OF TACOMA 7815 S Tacoma way TACOMA This dealership is selling a lot cars to customers that 
don't qualify under the governors orders for essential 
workers that can purchase do to hardships.

04/14/20 10:33 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Toyota Of Vancouver 10045 NE 53RD st Vancouver Several salespeople and customers on the 
showroom test driving and purchasing vehicles

goldenfaze22@hotmail.com Cade Marshall 9714001856

03/31/20 10:45 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tracker Boats/Bass Pro Tracker Boats -Bass Pro Shop 7905 S Hosmer Tacoma Employees still having to have contact with 
customers with non-essential purchases.

03/30/20 10:17 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Boat sales,  service Tracker,  basspro shops 7905 Hosmer Tacoma You can't even go fishing, so why is boat services 
and sales still open. Definitely not essential. Have 
customers coming in and looking and picking up 
boats. Absolutely risk that does not need to be taking 
place

Endthis@help.com concerned for worker 411

04/02/20 9:52 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electricians for new 
construction

Tradesman Electric 1121 NW 22nd Ave Battle Ground approx. 30 employees required to work. Some are 
HIGH RISK - Diabetics. 2 spouses of employees  
have tested positive  Non essential, no social 
distancing, no protection, telling employees they 
can’t file for unemployment. Requested 
compromised employees to Seattle

jamilmcbelew@gmail.com Jami Belew 360 601-3476

03/31/20 9:52 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Trailer sales Trailers plus 3603 136th ST NE Marysville There is no reason for a trailer sales company 
should be open. I have it on good authority that 
people there are sick. How could this possibly be 
considered an essential business. Please stop killing 
people!

jobobmcmanus@gmail.com Mary 2065999115

04/01/20 11:28 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used audio and sports 
equipment sales

Trails and Turntables 8th Avenue NW Seattle Their website says they are closed, but people can 
still pick things up at the store, or deliver things 
locally.  I would like to know if this is OK, because I 
would like to do the same with my business if it is.

m145@zipcon.com Martha Jackson 206-361-0113

04/15/20 5:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Trailside homes 100 Sanctuary Court Cle Elum Lots of construction going on in Suncadia. 
Excavating in Nelson Preserve, framing all over. 
Many violations. Send someone quick!

04/07/20 1:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Trailside Homes 116 1/2 S. Washington St. Seattle,Wa. Suncadia resort In Cle Elum, Wa. Is booming with 
construction activty.
This letter was sent out to all Trailside vendors. 
Valued trade partners,
I hope you and your employees are doing well and 
staying healthy during this unique time. We are 
certainly thankful for all that you do and realize that 
this time must be very difficult on you and your 
employees. It has certainly been tough for everyone 
at Trailside Homes and we are eager to get back to 
home building. The clients we are currently working 
to deliver homes for are anxious for this as well. We 
have been studying the regulations set forth by the 
governor during this “stay at home” order and want 
to reach out to you and let you know the steps 
Trailside Homes intends to take to fulfill the 
obligations we have to our clients as well as do our 
part to contribute to a safe and healthy work 
environment for you and your employees.

 

We have a number of clients that urgently need us 
to complete their home, either because they intend 
to use their house as primary housing, have a loan 
lock that is due to expire which would cause them 
significant financial harm, or have other financial 
difficulties related to delaying the closing of their 
home. We also have several homes that have 
significant safety concerns that need to be 
addressed, in addition many of our homes are 
starting to experience spoilage of materials due to 

04/04/20 8:52 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther vacation rentals Tranquilatree at Lothlorien Woods 222 Staats Rd White Salmon The property owners are renting two different units 
on a night to night basis to various groups of 
individuals from various points of origin for 
recreational purposes.

mrnuke50@msn.com mark lee 509-493-8733

04/02/20 9:05 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Telecommunications 
company

Transaction Network Services 606 Columbia Street NW suite 200Olympia There are still 10 or so employees coming into work 
who are non essential. The company said we can 
still come in if we want. (Office with cubicles and 
normally holds about 40 people)

Ksampson13@georgefox.eduKarlee Sampson 3602807667

04/09/20 1:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Transform home improvement 
(formerly sears)

1701 s commons Federal way Business is still installing windows. I have them 
supposed to be installing my windows and they 
called saying they are still working. My windows are 
just upgrading and should wait until stay at home 
order is over. Aaron is project manager 206-834-
1704

mazda_luvr128@yahoo.com Amanda bellew 3609183945

04/10/20 1:26 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vacation Rental Travis and Sybil Mager 114 Madden Lane Friday Harbor 4 cars with non-residents at a vacation aren't 
building a shed at the property.

quityourbullcrap360@gmail.comOld Islander sybil@sybilmager.com

03/30/20 8:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pocket accessories Trayvax 4001 Iron Gate Road Bellingham Owner is requesting staff to pick up and drop off 
build kits to build at home, while someone lives at 
the facility to ship and build product 24/7

Mark 13602962670 ACCOUNTING@TRAYVAX.COM

04/07/20 8:57 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Store - Men's wallets 
and accessories

Trayvax Enterprises, LLC 4001 Iron Gate Road Bellingham They are having staff working and it's non-essential. support@trayvax.com

04/21/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tree Service Tree133, LLC 12408 17th Ave NE SEATTLE On Friday April 17th a tree cutter was removing 
branches from a tree (at 1059 NE 98th St, Seattle 
WA 98115)  that were not a hazard as were not near 
the house or any part of the property that would 
cause injury or damage if they fell. This was not a 
removal of a hazardous tree nor was it pruning to 
prevent 'spoliation'. This work was therefore not 
'essential' and a clear violation of the current version 
of the Proclamation 20-25.

panorarbor@gmail.com Stuart Niven 2065019659 arborist@tree133.com

04/07/20 8:08 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Treehouse Cafe 4569 Lynwood Center Road NEBainbridge Island On 4/1/20 I observed 6 customers sitting at their bar 
drinking beer with the owner/bartender serving them.  
 They do have a takeout pizza service in the 
restaurant section, but the bar should not be serving 
customers sitting in the bar.

04/14/20 11:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Trent Delgado Lakepointe Park Lacey Trent Delgado is offering haircut services at his 
home via the online platform NextDoor. He provided 
his phone number on the post (360) 522-5013. 
Link/screenshot can be provided.

Marcscham@gmail.com Marissa Schamber

04/13/20 5:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Trent Delgado Unknown Lacey This person Trent Delgado is posting online setting 
up appointments for people to get haircuts at his 
house. His phone number is (360)522-5013

Lucyxwolf@gmail.com Lucy wolf 3603593354



04/04/20 5:27 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management TRESLE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 2100 124th Ave NE, Ste 110 Bellevue They are sending out property violations like mowing 
the grass and seeding our yards. They tell us we 
have 14 days or they will fine us. They cant fine us 
for this shit during a pandemic. People are dying and 
they want us to cut the grass.

Jada1316@gmail.com Jada Ursino 2532415383

04/04/20 5:32 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA Tressel management Skagit highlands Mount Vernon Our HOA is out and about and reporting yard 
violations to our whole community. Of about 650 
houses. They are expecting the members of our 
community to go and buy non essential items to fix 
our yard or face a fine of $150

Hopkinsbriana1123@yahoo.comBriana Hopkins

04/12/20 12:19 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home Owners Association Trestle Community Management 2100 124th Ave NE, Suite 110Bellevue I have received notice from this HOA via email with a 
picture of our condo claiming we are 'violating' HOA 
rules with moss on our deck. I have tried contacting 
the business and got responses back claiming their 
activities are 'essential'. I have no understanding as 
to why these types of things are 'essential' and feel 
as though I am being harassed. To have this happen 
while we are supposed to be respecting the states 
stay at home-stay proclamation. Moreover, I just saw 
on the community platform that other residents are 
receiving new notices about similar things. I would 
greatly appreciate if you could contact this agency 
and tell them that fining residents during a statewide 
order due to the pandemic is in violation of Gov. 
Inslee's order. We are going through enough with 
this with work decreasing etc. and feel this type of 
behavior is not right. Thank you so much.

jacqortt@gmail.com Jacqueline Ortoleva 4252601523

04/12/20 8:36 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property/HOA Management 
Company

Trestle Community Management 2100 124th Ave NE, Suite 110Bellevue Roaming our neighborhood in violation of non-
essential business function orders, to file complaints 
against homeowners for perceived violations of HOA 
appearance standards, with unrealistic timeframe to 
complete cleanup/repairs, as well as the financial 
burden of hiring workers who may not be available.

stephen@music-tech.com Stephen Sherrard

05/11/20 10:52 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Detailer Tri Cities Detail 4193 W Van Giesen st West Richland This business is a stand alone shop that offers detail 
work from employee hand-washing vehicles to 
ceramic coating. It is not a kiosk operation and it is 
not on a sales lot, which goes against the Phase 1 
criteria for what is considered a car wash. 
Furthermore, stand alone shops are nowhere to be 
found under essential businesses.

05/18/20 4:18 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Detailing Tri Cities Detailing 4193 W Van Giesen St West Richland Business is performing many functions that are not 
essential. Business is also not following the safety 
guidelines and they have many customers come and 
go from their shop every day.

myron@rtcdetail.com

05/17/20 10:20 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Detailing Tri Cities Detailing 4193 W Van Giesen St West Richland Business is operations for not follow any essential 
operations including the car wash operations listed in 
phase 1. Business also has employees not wearing 
masks and they don't follow some of the sanitizing 
and safety guidelines of an essential business

myron@rtcdetail.com

05/13/20 2:38 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Detailing Tri Cities Detailing 4193 W Van Giesen St West Richland Business is detailing cars and they don't follow the 
car wash industry criteria. They're also not following 
all of the safety guidelines. They're saying they're 
essential because they sell sanitizer but other 
operations they're performing aren't essential.

Myron Pierce myron@rtcdetail.com

05/12/20 10:47 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Detailing Tri Cities Detailing 4193 W Van Giesen St. West Richland Business is detailing cars and is saying that because 
they sell sanitizer that it makes them essential but is 
also doing non essential functions like detailing cars 
but they don't fall under the car wash criteria in 
phase 1

Myron Pierce myron@rtcdetail.com

05/09/20 8:35 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automotive Detailing Tri cities Detailing 4193 W Van Giesen St West Richland Business is detailing cars and boats and does not 
fall under the car wash category listed in phase 1.

Myron Pierce

04/16/20 6:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Tri Guard 234 SW 43rd St Suite C Renton Door-to-Door sales in Washougal hunt.lisa.a@gmail.com Lisa Hunt 503-758-6294

04/20/20 2:05 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Tri Guard Pest Control 234 SW 43rd St Renton On April 20, 2020 a Tri Guard employee named Dale 
was going door to door in our Washougal 
neighborhood soliciting pest control business. I 
confirmed with my neighbors that he also 
approached their homes. My husband (undergoing 
chemotherapy) answered the door.

dr.jneilson@gmail.com Jacqueline C Neilson 503-358-6701 INFO@TRIGUARDPESTCONTROL.COM

04/03/20 10:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tri Ply construction 336 Blaine ave Sunnyside Construction job site open with person's working.

03/31/20 10:20 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Tri state memorial hospital 1221 highland Clarkston Business is making people that can work from home 
stay at work. Some employees have access to 
remote in from home but head management is not 
aprroving it yet.

04/08/20 11:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Piano Store (Retail) Tri-City Music 1330 Jadwin Ave. Richland The owner of Tri-City Music David Dickerson (509-
539-1414 cell phone, 509-713-7288 piano store) 
willfully opened his piano store  on April 6, 2020 to 
sell a grand piano to George Anderson from 
Hermiston  Oregon (541-571-2109) unnecessarily 
exposing him and/or his customer to the 
coronavirus.    

Also this piano was sold and will be transported in 
the near future to Mr. Anderson in Hermiston, 
Oregon.   I suspect this piano move will not be done 
to avoid possible spread of the coronavirus to or 
from Mr. Dickerson,  the movers, and possibly to the 
customer Mr. Anderson.   

Selling and/or delivering a piano is not what I would 
consider as being essential and appears to be in 
willful violation of the Stay Home-Stay Healthy 
proclamation 20-25.   The sale of this piano is 
suspected to be slightly over $20,0000.00.

Please contact me so that I am informed if this was 
considered a violation or not.

EbonyIvoryPianos@AOL.comClifford A. Ashley 509-948-3007 info@tricitymusic.com

04/01/20 6:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TRICO 15066 Josh Wilson RD. Burlington full construction going.Multiple sub. contractors also skiken64@gmail.com KEN SKRINSKI 2062950421

04/15/20 7:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Trico Contracting N. Olympic Ave & E. 4th st. Arlington Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/27/20 7:38 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest control TriGuard 234 SW 43rd St Renton We had a TriGuard rep. Come to our door at 5:30 
tonight in Camas, WA. soliciting for pest control 
services. No mask. No gloves. Not essential!

tabarr@comcast.net Tiffany Cobb 3609919395

04/16/20 2:08 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Triguard 234 SW 43rd St Suite C Renton The company has door to door salesman out, no 
gloves, no masks, knocking/ringing doors and selling 
preventative pest control services. Several persons 
in our next door app (Washougal WA)have 
complained to the company and are not comfortable.

angela.marie.schultz@gmail.comAngela Boehning 5037297377

04/15/20 6:39 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest control Triguard 234 sw 43rd st suite c Renton A door to door salesman came to our house and 
every house on our street in Washougal Washington 
on April 14 2020

Tristanswells@gmail.com Tristan Wells

04/29/20 6:49 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest control TriGuard Pest control 234 SW 43rd St Renton Going door to door soliciting, completely 
unnecessary and spreading germs from house to 
house -- in a neighborhood with NEW (as of this 
week) confirmed virus cases nonetheless.

hihijennyb@gmail.com Jen Burton

04/23/20 4:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control TriGuard Pest Control 234 SW 43rd St, Suite C Renton Despite the stay-home order, TriGuard's salesman 
just showed up at my home in unincorporated Clark 
County, making door-to-door sales calls.  It's 
outrageous that any company should be making 
uninvited in-person sales calls during the pandemic.  
Please fine them.

dademello38@gmail.com David DeMello 360-210-7469 info@triguardpestcontrol.com

04/21/20 6:35 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control TriGuard Pest Control 234 SW 43rd St Renton Door-to-door salesman came to our door this 
evening around 5:30pm soliciting post control 
services.This same salesman spent most of the 
afternoon/early evening knocking on doors 
throughout the neighborhood. To me, this is a very 
inappropriate and irresponsible activity during a 
pandemic.

jamie.moceri@gmail.com Jamie Moceri 2536175224 info@triguardpestcontrol.com

04/18/20 1:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control TriGuard Pest Control 234 Southwest 43rd Street Renton Door to door pest control sales.  Knocked loudly on 
multiple houses in the neighborhood after repeatedly 
being told that not only was a non soliciting 
neighborhood, that they should not be out in the first 
place during the stay at home order.  Was not 
wearing any mask, gloves, or any other protective 
equipment.

presthorne@gmail.com Preston Thorne 9196100242 INFO@TRIGUARDPESTCONTROL.COM

04/18/20 1:15 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control Triguard Pest Control 234 sw 43rd St Ste C Renton Door to Door salespeople two days in a row. even 
after being informed it was a no soliciting 
neighborhood and their is a stay home order in 
effect, the salesperson continued going to the 
neighboring houses.

eleyjason@gmail.com Jason Eley 2533347603 INFO@TRIGUARDPESTCONTROL.COM



04/17/20 3:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control TriGuard Pest Control SW 43rd St Renton They are engaging in door-to-door sales. They are 
not social distancing or wearing PPE when doing so. 
A guy from there came to our house two days ago 
(on April 15). Another neighbor also let me know that 
one of the TriGuard reps told him that their products 
help protect against COVID-19. This is unacceptable 
and illegal.

Louise 6408620428 INFO@TRIGUARDPESTCONTROL.COM

04/09/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Trillium Apartments Trillium Apartments 4902 148th ST SW Edmonds Trillium Apartments is allowing it's contractor Rich 
Landscaping to perform landscaping services in 
violation of the stay home order and social distancing 
requirements.

scotticeberg@yahoo.com Scott Iceberg 425-480-9103

04/24/20 11:36 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Building Trillium Heights Apartments 12240 Daphne Lane Silverdale Trillium Heights Apartments (12240 Daphne Lane, 
Silverdale WA 98383, 225 units) management staff 
is not abiding by the essential businesses only 
mandates.  They are doing in person tours for 
leasing and their office is open to the public.  Based 
on my research no leasing offices are supposed to 
be open to the public and all services are supposed 
to be on the phone or using virtual tools like 
YouTube and FaceTime behind closed doors.  I'm 
extremely uncomfortable with the public interaction.  
At least 15 tours were given in person in the last 
week.  The property has new ownership JRK 
Property Holdings.  JRK just bought Silverdale Ridge 
1415 NW Santa Fe Lane, Silverdale WA 98383, 358 
units.  I don't have personal evidence of the same 
problem at Silverdale Ridge but a friend who lives 
there says the same thing is going on.

Cjohnson@elanmanagement.comChristie 4085900449

04/01/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Trilogy In Tehaleh 15099 179th ave e Bonney lake We saw construction workers with safety vests on at 
the construction site with company trucks

loreen.lacy@yahoo.com Loreen Lacy 2533768106

03/30/20 10:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Trimlite 901 sw 39th st Renton They are claiming to be essential but they only make 
interior doors. I believe that they are endangering 
both the lives of their employees as well as the 
public due. Please look into this company, they are 
endangering us all.

03/30/20 5:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther flooring and accessories Trims and Adhesives 6807 s. 216th kent sales force working from home,but warehouse and 
branch warehouses still in operations.

04/09/20 7:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction trinity lawn care contractor# TRINILC852RC SPOKANE 4 employees  for Trinity removing front yard to 
update landscape @4124 w Janice Ave Spookane 
wa.

joeandlisa08@yahoo.com joe r sander 5094891234

04/08/20 12:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tristate Roofing 1901 Center St Tacoma Tristate roofing is still installing residential roofs. I 
called to see how long it would be to get my roof 
replaced after the order is lifted and they told me 
they could get me installed in a week and a half and 
they are currently working. He tried to spin it as a 
leak that could be undetected and causing damage 
to the home without anyone's knowledge. This is 
unacceptable and this business should be 
reprimanded or fined, they are putting all of us at 
risk. Many people are out of work and suffering and 
this company is in direct violation of the governors 
order. Something needs to be done here.

03/31/20 1:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pawn Shop Tropics Pawn 9208 NE Hwy 99 Vancouver Pawn shops are essential for financial services 
(giving cash loans and services existing loans). 
Tropics is open for business as usual. He is selling 
firearms and anything else at both locations. The 
Federal Firearms License Application clearly states 
you must obey state laws. 4 other pawn shops in 
Vancouver (Americas Pawn, RW Pawn, Lucky Loan, 
Continental Loan) are following Governor Inslee's 
orders and turning people away unless they need 
money or to service an existing loan. Not only is it 
openly non-compliant it is unfair to other compliant 
businesses!

bobmoline@q.com Robert Moline 360-901-3746

04/01/20 12:27 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther lawn care Tru Green 225 n ella rd spokane I received a notification today that my lawn care 
service will be performed tomorrow.    (I'm on a 
scheduled seasonal service)    WHY are they still 
open and operating?  My lawn is not essential to 
those workers lives!!!  I cancelled

jcyearout20@yahoo.com julie yearout 5099532511

04/18/20 1:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest control Tru guard Unknown Washougal Door to door contact. Should not be coming to doors 
unsolicited.

aldridgearn@gmail.com Anne-Marie Aldridge 5417055340

04/24/20 4:36 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Herbicide Tru-Green 225 Ella Rd Spokane Performing non emergency related lawn 
maintenance; fertilizer and herbicide in residential 
lawns

ddejayr@msn.com DeJay

05/16/20 5:19 PM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Meter reading TruCheck/ Snohomish PUD 1267 212th St Mountlake Terrace Employees are being told they have to come into 
work Monday through Thursday of next week. We're 
non essential, and do not know how they're going to 
keep us safe. PUD has been notified we're returning 
to their facility, but they refuse to answer any 
questions. Corporate has not provided anything in 
writing indicating why they are defying the stay at 
home order, or how they're going to keep us safe. 
The only communications we've received have come 
from the local supervisor, Brody McAlester.

05/02/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Meter Reading TruCheck: Snohomish PUD 6127 212th St SW Mountlake Terrace Employees are being told by their local supervisor, 
Brody McAlester, that they have to come into work 
Monday, May 4th. We are all non-essential 
employees, and have not been cleared to come back 
to work by corporate or Snohomish PUD.

04/01/20 1:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Truck Driver 5701 30th Ave Lacey Is landscaping apartment complexes essential?

05/11/20 9:34 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction TruckTrax 12301 NE 10th Pl #305 Bellevue Truck Trax is a tech company part of Calportland. 
Techs who have the ability to work from home are 
told to work from the office without any sanitation 
equipment or a clean facility. No measures to check 
for symptoms are being followed and no notices are 
posted if COVID was positive with any employee. 
This is unsafe for the entire building and the workers 
as there are many other businesses in the building.

05/05/20 11:33 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction TruckTrax LLC 12301 NE 10th Pl #305 Bellevue They are non essential workers who have been 
working from home. Now they are in a small office 
not wearing mask or gloves, with no proper way to 
clean the office between work days. They have had 
no safety training, nor do they have a safety 
supervisor.

Cody Taylor 425-503-3555

04/06/20 2:38 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail phone sales Truconnect Communications inc 8401 van nuys blvd panorama city They have closed offices and stores but still have 
their employees setup on street corners and grocery 
stores to sell their phone services. The employees 
are left with no access to restrooms and social 
distancing and washing hands is not taking place. 
There is a customer service hotline as do most 
business and if all other phone companies such as 
tmobile, at&t, and metro are closed and practicing 
the stay at home order, i do not see why they are an 
exemption and requiring the employees to continue 
to work out on the streets.

baileyofwonderland@gmail.commarleny gomez 5713790478

04/23/20 1:47 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber True Colors 12016 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley This salon is doing hair and bringing people in the 
back door as well as at their homes. I have had my 
clients as well as others are being told pay in cash 
and I’ll do your hair. Unethical and now not legal

03/31/20 8:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction True frame 407 n water st. Ellensburg There were 8 framers framing an apartment building 
today all working next to each other

04/02/20 5:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care True Green 19308 46th dr ne Arlington True Green came out and performed lawn care in 
our neighborhood.  Which required speaking at very 
close distance with Elderly customer.   TRUCK 
NUMBER 118749 @ 10:52 am.  Have photo if 
desired.

Lazyfeatherwing@aol.com Matt Garrison 4252316129

04/20/20 5:57 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pest Control True Guard 234 SW 43rd St Ste C Renton A TriGuard representative came to our door today 
unrequested and was soliciting new business. We 
live in Bonney Lake.

clanning@uw.edu Chris Lanning 2066611197 info@triguardpestcontrol.com

05/15/20 4:59 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber True Salon 2009 Walla Walla We have seen multiple people from this salon 
working during this outbreak when we have been all 
forced to shut down. This is not acceptable for 
anyone in our industry and devasting to us other 
salon owners.

misbew2@gmail.com M 5095254585

04/09/20 9:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TrueFrame 4th and Water Ellensburg I live next door to the construction site and am 
concerned about the spread of this virus.  Farmers 
continue to work on a new construction building.  
The owner is not confirming with the state mandate 
to stay at home.  Framing a new construction project 
is NOT essential.  Please make them stop so we 
don’t spread this virus in my neighborhood.  
Previous complaints have led to inaction by the City.  
Is there a loophole that is being exploited at the 
neighbors risk to our health???

03/31/20 5:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TruFrame Near 304 West 5th Ave Ellensburg New construction wood framing



04/24/20 1:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn and pest control Trugreen 402 Valley Ave NW Bldg. A Suite 110Puyallup They came to my house yesterday to attempt door to 
door selling of their pest control services. It made me 
feel very uncomfortable that people would attempt 
door to door sales right now especially with no mask 
or gloves. I live in Graham so I have provided the 
address for the closest location.

Mr.andmrs.jhernandez11@gmail.comJessica Hernandez 3525987737

04/08/20 8:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Trugreen 402 Valley Ave NW Puyallup Trugreen Lawn Service performing business in my 
neighborhood (Steilacoom). Specifically truck 
number 110659 @ 0800 We’d April 8.

04/07/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Lawn Service TruGreen 287th PL NW Stanwood Spent about 30 minutes spraying the yard

04/03/20 7:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare fertilization Trugreen Valley Ave NW Puyallup Your order says Lawncare is non essential yet you 
are allowing TruGreen to operate. Why?  It appears 
you are being compensated to allow them to operate. 
I would like to file this complaint and get TruGreen 
stopped per your order. A lawsuit might be in order if 
they are not stopped. Do the right thing and stop 
them.

Concerned Citizen.

04/03/20 3:09 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape TruGreen Mukletio Boulevard Everett Company is out aerating lawns.  Aeration is a 
nonessential management technique to reduce 
compaction and help grow healthy grass roots.

Andrewp.brown@hotmail.comAndrew Brown 2067759563

04/03/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Spraying, Plugging 
Lawn?

TruGreen 225 Ella Rd Spokane Saw This Spray company out fertilizing in the 
Spokane Valley, no way that can be essential. Also a 
few days ago, saw truck/ crew out plugging? the 
lawn next to my neighbor.  no reason to be out doing 
that work. that cant be "essential" .  Seems crazy to 
have people all over town fertilizing.

04/01/20 5:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawncare Trugreen Valley Ave NW Puyallup https://beyondpesticides.org/dailynewsblog/2020/03/l
awsuit-challenges-trugreen-chemical-lawn-care-
company-for-deceptive-safety-claims-pesticide-
applications-stopped-by-some-states-during-covid-
19-crisis-as-nonessential/
Please look at this and stop them from putting 
chemicals on lawn during this time. Causing 
respiratory issues

04/18/20 11:35 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care TruGreen Lawn Care 113 W 7th St Vancouver Door to door sales came to our house and knocked 
them rang the doorbell when we refused to answer 
and he refused to go away until we answered. He 
started in with his sales pitch trying to get us to buy 
the lawn service for next week. When we said no, he 
cut us off before we could talk about social 
distancing and asked us if we already had lawn care. 
We didn’t want him coming any closer so we just 
aggressively told him we had said no and closed the 
door.

DunhamAmandaL@gmail.comAmanda Dunham 7652120162

04/02/20 3:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn fertilizer TruGreen lawn care 15265 NE 95th Street Seattle Multiple sitings in my neighborhood of this business, 
and landscapers

Unhaud54@gmail.com Audrey Hammond

04/01/20 2:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TruGreen Lawn Care 1220 S. 10th Ave Pasco I would like to remain anonymous but wanted to 
inform you that they are still mowing and performing 
non-essential lawn care maintenance.

jsplashy1@msn.com Janice Daniels 5099478826

04/04/20 5:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturer for 
construction

Truss company 300 north commercial Pasco Like my brother we see are go to work and you can 
see that he is scared to go to work and afraid of 
catching the vitus please help in keeping my dad safe

04/04/20 4:55 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Truss company 300 north commercial Pasco My dad goes to scared that he is going work to get 
the nasty viurs please help me I want to close that 
place down

Kalebjaramillo11@gmail.com Kaleb

03/31/20 3:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Try frame / Tyler glahn 4th and water Ellensburg Construction workers are putting neighboring 
residents at risk.  I live in the Owners adjacent 
building and do not feel safe with the activity they are 
performing next door due to the corona virus.  It is 
non-essential and there is excess traffic.

04/06/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TSD 5208 81st PL. NE. Marysville roofers, and yard clean crews been here 3 weeks 
they want in. 2 guys house flip, have this hole crew 
totally Out of compliance with covids orders. HELP 
were stuck here . im old and a stoke patance

none text only 3606311454

03/30/20 5:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electronic manufacturing TSI, technical services 1150 NE 21st Court Oak Harbor Social distancing...especially in break room.
No masks or gloves.
Hand sanitizer is watered down.
No cleaning or wiping of surfaces.
Are not guaranteed job same position if returning 
from quarantine. 
They make employees use vacation to quarantine.

Highlanderag1@gmail.com Carl 3607202797

04/16/20 7:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tuff trailer 6742 Portal Way Ferndale Full parking lot of employees. 
Small shops 
People working closely

04/20/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Maintenance TUFF TURF 11408 NE Rosewood Ave Ste GVancouver Performing non essential vegetation management 
that is not to prevent spoilation, immanent damage, 
or emergency repairs.

3608522259

04/11/20 11:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tourist Tulip town 15002 Bradshaw RD MT Vernon Yesterday I drove pass this tourist tulip farm I saw a 
lot of cars. The parking lot is filled I saw more then 
100 people taking pictures on the property. Large 
gathering

quintinchi5000@gmail.com QUINTIN CHI 4253069871 tulips@tuliptown.com

04/19/20 4:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Tulip fields Tuliptown 15002 Bradshaw Road Mount Vernon Allowing dozens of tourists in cars in parking lot, with 
2-5 per car, to walk up buy tulips and other 
souvenirs without staff wearing masks or keeping 6 
feet distance, exchanging money and products at 
arms length.  Very crowded. Just need to ask staff 
and visitors to weat masks, keep distance and limit 
numbers of people.

Robyn.myers@sbcglobal.net Robyn Myers 707-738-8324 Tulips@tuliptown.com

04/02/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tumwater Pointe / Kolsch 
Construction

6501 Linderson way sw Tumwater Dozens of workers are working on the site building 
an apartment building despite the ban.

Cecs2011@gmail.com Cecs 9712700165

04/10/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tumwater Pointe Apartments Intersection of Dennis and LindersonTumwater Construction of new apartments continuing.  I have 
photos, if you are interested.  Don't know which 
contractor(s) are working. Name on portable is 
Design Space 866-889-7777.  This construction site 
is walking distance from your office in Tumwater.

weber1925@yahoo.com Jim Weber 3608709004

04/10/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tumwater Pointe Apartments Intersection of Dennis and LindersonTumwater Construction of new apartments continuing.  I have 
photos, if you are interested.  Don't know which 
contractor(s) are working. Name on portable is 
Design Space 866-889-7777.  This construction site 
is walking distance from your office in Tumwater.

weber1925@yahoo.com Jim Weber 3608709004

03/30/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Turbo painting LLC 2600 NE stapleton road suite DVancouver Workers painting inside of houses after governor 
Inslee announcing that the construction is non-
essential.

04/06/20 7:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Turbo painting LLC. 2600 NE Stapleton Rd suite d, Vancouver, WA 98661VANCOUVER This company continues to operate in Vancouver 
Washington with no regard for laws or rules during 
this pandemic.  They are all illegal immigrants who 
dont care about themselves or other Americans.  
The owner is worse for letting them. I know the 
owner has been in trouble himself for illegal 
activities.  When will something be done 
Washington???????

03/31/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Tutmarc Architects 3857 45th Ave NE Seattle Non-essential construction continues on a covered, 
rather enclosed deck. Multiple workers are 
performing construction in this confined space.

Kerrycorr@comcast.net Kerry Corr 2062006581

04/14/20 9:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction tw clark construction spokane 16800 E Broadway Ave Spokane Washington State is in a stay at home order this tw 
clark construction spokane has workers out here at 
this job site everyday for the last 2 weeks working on 
the apartment buildings going up, workers on the 
ground workers on the roof, in brod daylight,,, 
Construction isn't a essential unless its for the roads

rpiche288@gmail.com Rachel 5093855360

05/05/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Twin Cedars Apartments LLC 3215 W BERTONA St Seattle Contractors are doing construction in one of the 
units.

05/08/20 6:10 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Twin Sisters Brewery 500 Carolina St Bellingham About 10 or so people drinking beer and playing 
bocce ball at this brewery.  Not practicing social 
distancing, loud, playing music, and this business 
should be open only for take out food.  This business 
is consistently disrespectful of the residential 
neighborhood they’re in, so it’s par for the course.

04/14/20 3:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction TY Clark 16800 E Broadway Ave. Spokane Valley Why is this company still performing work. This 
appears to be a conflict with Gov Inslees 3 state 
agreement. What type of testing and precautions 
has/is this company utilizing to keep the virus from 
expanding.The services are not essential by any 
means.

aarta340@gmail.com Grant Piche 5094992950 aarta340@gmail.com

04/01/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther community based business 
alliance

U-District Partnership 1415 NE 45th St Suite 401 Seattle Landscape crews out blowing the sidewalks with leaf 
blowers. It's April now, they're are no leaves. These 
guys are just blowing sidewalk litter into the streets. 
If this is considered essential, then all the people in 
this city need to be sent back to work ASAP.

rrearthfriendly@gmail.com Ryan Robinson



03/30/20 6:30 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther mover U-haul 8805N Divison Spokane No 6 ft rule no masks not enough disinfectant to 
keep the worker's safe .I am concerned wether they 
should be opened  And if they are meeting the 
Corna-19 virus regulations

04/08/20 1:17 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Phone retailer U.S. Cellular 1125 Harrison Ave #7 Centralia Many employees have complained about being 
exposed to people with virus and management has 
been neglectful of their concerns.

AlexRamos1993@gmail.com Jorge Alejandro Ramos 3608900425 JACK.NUTTER@TDSINC.COM

04/09/20 8:45 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Uknown 25302 N Aspen Grove Ln Colbert Construction companies are not supposed to be 
functioning right now and there are 4 pickup trucks 
with workers on this property. Social distancing is 
not being followed and the stay home stay safe is 
not being implemented.

05/05/20 9:47 AM Law Enforcement Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Ultimate Concrete Solutions 6080 faussett rd. Howell I reside at 6090 faussett road, I own the easement 
that is this persons driveway. So I see everyone 
coming in an out, there have been multiple vehicles 
coming and going ( some company trucks) every day 
for the past 6 weeks. I have pictures. I am worried 
he is doing something illegal, and may not have to do 
with his business at all. Cars come and go for about 
ten - fifteen minutes and then leave, and this 
happens at least 10-15 times a day.

annathompson1297@gmail.comAnna Thompson 5176720530

05/02/20 1:10 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Uncertain 1140 NW Honeywood PL Issaquah On going construction at this address for over two 
weeks.   Chemical smells and lots of people going in 
and out, with no PPE.

r_lindeman@msn.com Ryan Lindeman 2065016656

04/22/20 6:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unclear 4618 S Juneau Seattle Still continuing construction on residential property. 
Live across the street

connor.durham@gmail.com C 206-351-2300

04/20/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unclear 27-29 Davus Street Seattle They are performing non-essential construction work. toastadas@gmail.com Christine Yui Li 8477040728

04/10/20 3:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unclear 930 Edgecliff Drive Langley The owner of the home is having a garage built and 
several yard maintenance crews members 
maintaining the property. We have been walking by 
daily, for weeks, and they simply haven't complied 
with the Governor’s Proclamation. Please tell them 
to stay at home!

JohnnyStone34@gmail.com John Stone 3605403450

03/30/20 4:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Under construction 3607 Fremont Ave N Seattle Construction on multi-family building continues mark@firmani.com mark firmani 2069199357

04/03/20 8:26 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Undure Metzger rd Carson As we drove to take medication to our elderly uncle 
two days in row on April 2,3 we noticed that three 
separate construction sights were still working 
building homes there were 4 to 5 vehicles out front 
and several people visiting our front ; hard to see 
when your in the construction feild and remaining at 
home while others choose to make the situation 
worse by not obeying the order .

Rachaellee0607@yahoo.com Rachael lee 541-380-0505

04/14/20 10:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Collection agencey Unifund Po box c-90006 Bellevue Loosing half income from covid-19 is hard 
enough..these folks just attached to my check foe 
345.00x2mo. Was not notified untill after first after 
first installment was taken...i inquired about 
collection and intrest freeze. They replied "we dont 
care we are doing it." Really??? We lost 1600.00. 
Between this and covid in last 30days...

bmurphy1209@gmail.com Marty Murphy 5097928490

04/29/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Union Street Apartments 14409 Union Ave S.W. Lakewood there are people doing construction on both sides of 
the street on Union Ave S.W. in (Lakewood)  
Tillicum, WA 98498..  I live in the neighborhood near 
by .. This does not look like essential work. Even the 
WSDOT has stopped construction in this area. Why 
are these people there?

04/02/20 8:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Carpet installation Unique interiors 220 E 2nd St, Arlington, Arlington Unique interiors is still open and installing carpets 
and flooring at private and commercial locations 
across the state of washington and oregon. The 
Owners/supervisors are encouraging installers to 
drive their personal vehicles as to "not draw attention 
to the company".

04/22/20 1:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction United Floor Covering 1329 N Ash Street Spokane This company is still performing installations of 
tile/flooring at homes in Washington during the stay 
at home order.

04/01/20 2:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Condo staff United Marketing aka Condo 
Management

6001 140th Ave ne Redmond Forcing uncertified or licensed employees to monitor 
onsite condominiums under the guise of security. 
Not a security company or state approved 
qualifications. Said they would lose their jobs.

moron@jetski.com Decline Please 206-285-3883

03/31/20 4:42 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther United Road Transport United Road 2480 Kotobuki Way Vancouver United Road continues to transport new vehicles to 
dealers across WA state that have been shuttered 
due to the Corona Virus. New vehicles inventory 
deliveries are not essential as its is not possible to 
retail the vehicles at this time due to the stay at 
home order. Vehicles are transported across state 
lines and risk virus transmission.

kieran650@msn.com Kieran 2069547280

04/03/20 1:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Universal Applicators 408 East 25th Street Vancouver Optional oil tank removal being performed

03/31/20 6:34 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Mechanical Universal Mechanical 8901 willows road Redmond On Monday, March 30 around 11am while on a walk 
with my dog, I observed an employee in front of the 
business washing a company vehicle. initially I 
dismissed this but on my second lap around the 
block I noticed that he was washing a different 
vehicle.Then an hour later while driving to my doctor, 
this was still happening. 

In addition to this, there also appeared to be a couple 
other individuals within close proximity. The business 
name may indicate that it is an essential business , 
however in my opinion I don’t believe the acts that I 
observed were essential.

ADMIN@UNIMEC.COM

04/02/20 9:41 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership University Volkswagen 17315 Hwy 99 Lynnwood University Audi Lynnwood (and University 
Volkswagen and Audi Seattle) is actively soliciting 
clients to come out for non-essential repairs. Email 
discounts, staff told to mine for business using 
previously declined work lists. They’re doing 
everything they can to increase business above 
essential work. 

katelynstephens@gmail.com Kate Stephens 9726895502

04/02/20 9:39 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Dealership University Volkswagen 4724 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle University Volkswagen (and Audi Seattle and 
University Audi Lynnwood) is actively soliciting 
clients to come out for non-essential repairs. Email 
discounts, staff told to mine for business using 
previously declined work lists. They’re doing 
everything they can to increase business above 
essential work. 

katelynstephens@gmail.com Kate Stephens 9726895502

04/17/20 12:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unk littlerock road littlerock or Rochester Thurston countynew home being build completely during this time of 
shutdown.  Littlerock road just south of the town.  
New home started and continued to be built by large 
crew.

04/01/20 8:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unk. 2436 NW 64th st Seattle From March 26-30 work on this site was idle but 
resumed March 31 and today April 1

Seattle@rix.si Ryan Rix 6026335950

04/07/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknonw 1141 NW 53rd St Seattle Nonessential work being done and not following the 
rules 
about working too closely

04/02/20 9:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknow Name - Construction 
Company

7600 Deschutes Ridge Ct Tumwater This area is just starting to be built on so not sure if 
the street addresses are updated yet. These 
companies are building residential homes that will be 
sold for profit.

04/08/20 11:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknowen 21819 100th Ave SE kent For over the past week I have seen residential 
construction ongoing at the location next to this 
address.  They are doing roofing and land clearing.

sjaycook65@gmail.com Steven Cook 206-371-5488

05/13/20 1:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction unknown 1266 1271 Central Ave Tenino pre construction activity-digging utilities continuing 
today. Have license of vehicle.

unknown

05/12/20 11:27 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Unknown 14515 SE 42nd pl Bellevue House demolition in residential area during stay at 
home orders. Not sure if violation, incredibly 
disruptive though.

clintgmill@fastmail.com Clint 3213686868

05/11/20 11:15 AM Other Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction unknown 1266 and 1271 Central Ave Tenino company digging perk holes, no permit for 
construction on this property and construction was 
not already existing on this undeveloped property 
that sits behind mine. I have pictures of vehicles and 
license plates. vehicle and plate that was towing 
backhoe.

iversongera@gmail.com Gera Iverson 253-470-2382

05/06/20 8:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Unknown Unknown https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=10001044616
0494 this gentleman made a post in Sedro Woolley 
Selling It All on Facebook groups offering haircuts.

https://m.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100010446160494

05/05/20 10:51 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown Unknown Olympia A professional hair stylist has been cutting Governor 
Inslee’s hair. Obviously not the Governor’s wife.

Unknown

05/05/20 11:29 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Unknown 300 110th Pl SE Bellevue I would like to get clarification on if in-home 
remodeling is considered as part of the approved 
phase 1 work.  There is a unit in our condo that is 
doing remodeling.  Is that allowed under phase 1?  if 
so, what requirements are to be followed?

409abella@gmail.com Andrew Ferng 425-780-5020

04/29/20 8:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1414 20th Ave Seattle They are doing nonessential demo/construction work 
on a home everyday. Multiple vans and workers not 
using social distancing.



04/24/20 11:04 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Used drifting car 
seller/rebuilder

Unknown 1110 Helena Avenue Vancouver Marcus Lyons is running his business out of his 
home within a neighborhood of mostly elderly 
people. I do not know the name of his business. He 
has a high volume of people frequenting his home 
on a daily basis that disrupts the livability of his 
surrounding neighbors as well as put people at risk 
for infection. Doing business out of his home is also 
not allowed per the neighborhood covenance. I wish 
to remain anonymous out of fear of retaliation. 
Please do not release my name or contact 
information to this person. Thank you

Lbryan216@gmail.com Lori Bryan 3609018165

04/24/20 3:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Unknown 10628 NE Manitou Park BoulevardBainbridge Island 3rd report on this address. Landscaping crew has 
come every Friday since the shutdown was ordered. 
The address above is the client's. Last name of 
client is DuBruyn. Landscaping crew mows, blows 
and trims shrubs which is non-essential and violates 
the stay at home order as well. Please contact client 
and let them know they are violating the orders set 
forth by the Governor.

04/24/20 1:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Corner of 24th and Wilson AvenueBellingham Residential construction / remodel work on a duplex

04/24/20 8:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 9202 Stadsvold Road Blaine They are continuing construction and working on 
their house 24-7 into all hours of the night.

Noemail@no.com Not needed

04/24/20 8:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5519 15th Ave NE Seattle All the time during the last 1.5weeks building 
construction and trucks are working on small non 
essential apartment building construction.

oldnormanbates@gmail.com Paul N. Bates 2065880788 Unknown

04/24/20 8:19 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4914 Stanford Ave. NE Seattle This is the address where residential construction is 
going on.  I do not know the name of the 
construction crew, but the owner of the property is 
Alex Skoulos.  This is the construction of a 
residential structure, and I believe the owner is 
acting as contractor - he has subcontractors on site 
working.

rdj419@comcast.net Rob Jones 2065278799 Unknown

04/23/20 2:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 10619 171st Ave NE Redmond Nonessential construction and renovation on a 
residence and outbuildings. They have been out to 
this house before, during the shutdown, and had 5-6 
guys working 10 hour days for two weeks. They are 
starting up construction again after about three 
weeks break. I called the Redmond Police about this, 
and was informed that they are not enforcing the 
stay at home order.

rick.taylor@gmail.com Rick

04/23/20 12:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 1117 LAKE WASHINGTON BLVD SSEATTLE During the stay-at-home orders, construction at the 
house continues. They are now tearing down a 
house 
that has been vacant for 1.5 years. It is hard to see 
how this is essential right now. The noise is making 
it 
hard for neighbors to work and have online school 
from home.

04/23/20 11:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 10619 171st Ave NE Redmond Doing roofing and other repairs on a shed at the 
specified address. The last time they were out here 
(also during the stay at home order), there were 
multiple people (5 to 6 depending on the day) 
working in close proximity for about two weeks, 
doing nonessential work on the house. They're back 
now, doing the same, in blatant disregard for Inslee's 
order and for the safety of others.

rick.taylor@gmail.com Rick

04/22/20 11:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 1715 S. 40th Street Tacoma, WA 98418 Construction crewin a confined space doing non-
pemitted renovations.

barbarakturner@mac.com Barb Turner 2067900492

04/22/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6506 42nd Ave SW Seattle Dear Office of the Governor, I'm am concerned 
about continued construction of a townhouse 
development in our neighborhood.  The construction 
is taking place at 6506 42nd Ave SW, Seattle, WA 
98136.  6 workers were on site this morning, 
spending most time on the sidewalk to move wooden 
planks indoors.  One of the workers has been 
continuously coughing, with a heavy, dry cough.  
This worker, and others, spit around the street and 
sidewalk.  I don't have the construction name, but 
hopefully you can look it up based on the address.  
Thank you for keeping us safe!

04/21/20 6:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2617 W Boston St Seattle A complaint was filed on April 6th and received. 
Construction seized for about one week has since 
returned. Noisy construction with multiple workers is 
on a non-dwelling spec home. Every other spec 
house I see is not being worked on. Has the 
construction at 2617 W Boston St. been approved 
as essential work?

annleerosa@hotmail.com Annlee Hoy

04/21/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 4618 s juneau st seattle residential construction

04/21/20 2:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6814 Ravenna Ave NE Seattle Another residential construction site in current 
operation.

mlewis03@gmail.com Mike Lewis 206-631-0537

04/21/20 2:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Unknown Vancouver- outside of city limits I reported 2 weeks ago; I have called every number.  
I am a senior at risk;  construction workers have 
been coming for the past 2 weeks doing a remodel in 
the bit below me.  They come past my stairwell, the 
noise is terrible. No one is following up.  J have 
license plate #’s.

patrick.jane@gmail.com Jane Patrick 360-989-0059

04/21/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 11392 Cooper Ave SW Port Orchard Workers not following social distancing orders and 
non essential construction work going on renovation

damienjprobe@gmail.com Damien Probe 3605253422

04/21/20 1:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 7337 23rd Ave NE Seattle A residential construction site that's been shut down 
started working again today.  At least 4 workers are 
on site.  All appear to be wearing masks but 
proximity is often less than 6 feet from each other.

mlewis03@gmail.com Mike Lewis 206-631-0536

04/21/20 11:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 7701 36th Ave SW Seattle Maybe this is essential work but would like someone 
to check. Address is approximate. New construction 
on SW Holden St. between 36th and 37th. Work 
being performed at new construction site. Cutting 
lumber / siding and Electrical Contractor on site all 
performing work on April 21, 2020.

john.geddis@me.com John Geddis 2062187362 john.geddis@me.com

04/21/20 11:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5216 Brooklyn Ave NE Seattle The correct address is not the above listed one, it is 
the construction site directly adjacent. There are 
worker using heavy machinery and working without 
masks. This is not an essential function, they are 
building an apartment building. Multiple workers are 
also seemingly sick as they are coughing and 
spitting all over the place.

Simran M 4254188820

04/21/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 264 NW Wesley Way Poulsbo Multiple large trees cut on property without 
permitting adjacent to structures, power lines. 
4/20/20 and 4/21/20

anonymous anonymous 360-286-6609 Reeves

04/20/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Willow Springs Rd Spokane Residential construction continuing Thezoo57@q.com Cindy (509)879-8563

04/20/20 1:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8724 19th Ave nw seattle Construction continuing to prep a house to sell. No 
one lives in this house.  At least 4 people working in 
house together.

nikkidorris@comcast.net Nikki dorris

04/20/20 12:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 3543 NE 88TH ST SEATTLE This rental home continues to do major construction 
for 
the last month at a time that no work should  have 
been happening.

04/20/20 11:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5511 35th Ave S Seattle Construction and demolition being performed on a 
house that has been unoccupied for over 3 years. 
Social distancing guidelines not being followed by 
workers and masks not being worn. Work is being 
done during work hours, disturbing neighbors while 
everyone works from home.

Anonymous

04/20/20 9:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4301 N 18th St. Tacoma A home renovation preformed by an unknown 
company has been operating the last three weeks. 
Works are working closely to each other. They begin 
their workday starting at 8:00 am till 4:30 pm M-Sat.

Unknown

04/20/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2415 N 75th St Seattle Residential construction work (interior) is continuing 
at a residence in our neighborhood: 2415 N 75th St 
(rear/alley townhouses). I do not know the name of 
the construction company. Access is from the alley 
behind. Permit number is 6598116-CN per the city 
website.

sarah.druin@gmail.com Sarah Ardizzone 206-356-8624

04/18/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 5017 S. Dawson street Seattle This job site had large equipment out laying pipe at 7 
am on a Saturday during the Corvid 19 shutdown.  It 
does not appear to be the type of  construction that 
should be carrying on.  I believe it is commercial.

northway58@gmail.com Rebecca Northway 2067239927

04/17/20 6:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 3010 44 ave sw seattle home construction in progress



04/17/20 4:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 18364 3rd Ave NE shoreline WORK SITE WAS SHUT DOWN FOR EXTENDED 
PERIOD BUT THEN LOTS OF WORKERS WITH 
SAWS HAMMERS AND OTHER TOOLS BEGAN 
WORKING. SITE DOES NOT SEEM ESSENTIAL 
NOR DOES THE WORK BEING DONE.INVOLVE 
SOCIAL DISTANCING AND MASKS ARE NOT 
BEING WORN.

duke.browne@yahoo.com dukebrowne 425.870.5038 duke.browne@yahoo.com

04/17/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 1610 N 143RD ST SEATTLE Despite Governor Inslee's 
proclamation that home construction is a non-
essential service during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
construction work at the site has continued without 
interruption through March and April.  There are 
several construction workers on-site every day, 
and none are wearing PPE.  Numerous complaints 
have 
been filed about the Violation of the Governor's 
Proclamation, without result.

04/17/20 11:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1100 Wheaton Way Bremerton A company is doing construction at the 
apartments/condos at 1100 Wheaton Way in 
Bremerton, WA. The construction company's name 
is unknown.

Susan Lanphere 2068834847

04/17/20 10:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 13216 NESalmon Creek Ave Vancouver Condo below me is doing a kitchen remodel and 
removing cupboards and countertops.  Workers 
come in private vehicles, no masks. 
Noise is hard to tolerate now, I have nowhere I can 
go.  I am a high risk senior.

patrick.jane@gmail.com Jane Patrick 360-989-0059

04/17/20 9:53 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3229 34th Ave West Seattle Ongoing residential construction project. Multiple 
workers with no protection. Have advised that 
construction is banned but have been ignored.  Loud 
construction noise all day.  This is the second report 
I have filed for this

mlmacdll@comcast.net Martha MacDougall 206 396-8803 Unknown

04/17/20 8:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6815 Ravenna Ave NE Seattle Digging rubble from house torn down for new 
construction using loader. Dumping in dumpster.

lezoktr@yahoo.com Richard Kozel 2066611270

04/16/20 2:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping, house painting Unknown 12525 Vine Maple Dr SW Lakewood cosmetic landscaping and house painting for a few 
days now. A crew  of workers not practicing  social 
distancing. This is an adult family home that is 
privately owned.

Dlo6022@gmail.com Debra Logan 8453008849

04/16/20 12:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Corner or Denny & Warren Seattle Construction Site is up and running.

04/16/20 10:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6344 Chico Way NW Bremerton Neighbor is continuing construction work on her new 
house. I don't know the names of the construction 
company but contractors and landscapers are there 
working every day. Address of property is 6344 
Chico Way NW, Bremerton, WA 98312

04/16/20 10:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 14129 102nd AVE NE Kirkland There is a crew Remodeling, Demolition, Roofing a 
home that was just sold.

Chrisjames623@gmail.com Christie Storms

04/16/20 9:40 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real estate - Staging Unknown 7426 139th PL NE Redmond 5+ people gathering to stage a house for sale, not on 
the list of essential real estate practices.

Alyssa 425-830-5394

04/16/20 7:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2700 Block S Havana st Spokane All of us are doing our part but these guys aren’t? 
Why are they putting the rest of us at risk?

Concerned Citizen

04/15/20 3:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3520 28th Avenue West &, 2727 W Manor Pl, Seattle, WA 98199Seattle New residential construction being performed non 
stop at these buildings. Employees are not following 
social distancing either.

N/A

04/15/20 2:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 1920 8TH AVE W SEATTLE Non-essential construction continues weekdays on 
new 
townhouses.

04/15/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 722 N81 St Seattle Residential home construction continues

04/15/20 9:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 520 10th ave E seattle construction for residential apt/condo still going on. 
has been going on since march has never stopped. 
violating orders and they just dont care

04/15/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8511 27th Ave NE Tulalip Addr is where work is being performed actively. 
Photos avail. Company has been performing work at 
house next door (Val Williams) since last week incl 
landscaping services, deck removal, construction of 
a new deck, etc. Permit and local business license 
likely not possessed. It is unclear if this is the same 
company that cut trees w/out a permit 2wks ago. 
Business name not known.

sahmbeesah@gmail.com Elisabeth 4255860959

04/15/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 212 n f street elma is roofing essential buisiness? Because there is a 
group of roofers starting a roofing job on the summit 
village appartments in elma washington

04/14/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2634 NW 62nd Street Seattle This is the third time that I have seen construction 
underway at this series of townhomes. (Friday, 
Monday, today). Multiple workers are at the site and 
working closely together.

bsspear@gmail.com Barbara Spear 2068499650

04/14/20 4:42 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2504 Fir Avenue Bremerton Informal construction crew hired directly by the 
house's owner continue to work on a vacant house 
that he is rehabbing to sell.  The owner has 
repeatedly violated city code in the past, and is now 
in violation as they are just cleaning up the 
landscaping.  I took a picture of the excavator in the 
driveway.

chuckafu@protonmail.com Chuck 360-525-3641 unknown

04/14/20 4:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping/ Yard Cleanup Unknown 10586 Manitou Park Boulevard NEBainbridge Island Above address is client of violator. Client's name is 
Cynthia Law. She has a worker come weekly to blow 
and clean up yard, driveway and street in front.

04/14/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 11443 SE 164th St Renton This business does non-essential work but has been 
continuously operating daily throughout the entire 
proclamation and also still accepting new business 
from new clients

JenniferBrown33@outlook.comJennifer Brown CMA Roof Cleaning (CRESENCIO MORENO UBI #604523194)

04/14/20 4:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown Woodbury Crossing  develepmont  on Mud Bay Rd.NW - Greenwood dr Sw- 4th Way SW -Olympia Construction company still working on building 
residential homes. 3 buildings still being worked on 
and they were just foundations 32 weeks ago. They 
are not trying to preserve or prevent spoilage they 
started framing on new foundations.

sst45jeff@gmail.com Jeff 3602075775

04/14/20 2:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 1928 HARVARD AVE E SEATTLE Construction activity is going on at this site. Social 
Distancing is not being practiced.

04/14/20 2:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Hoh street Lacey WA Not complying with No Residential Construction. 
There is no threat of "spoilage " in my opinion. The 
buildings/units have roofs, gutters, and are fully 
wrapped. I see them now doing siding, doors, 
windows. There are over 50 people there not 
practicing social distancing or using PPE masks. I 
understand this is my opinion but the weather is not 
a threat now or in the near future. So I don't see the 
urgency of bringing in 3 groups of contractors and 
their employees at the same time to put in windows, 
doors, and siding. There is no way this company can 
get these jobs complete in a short amount of time, 
considering the size of the buildings. Also need to 
take into consideration likely most of these 
employees do not reside in the local community and 
are from other places. So injecting over 50 people in 
one area, in our community, I see a higher risk of 
potential spread of coved-19 virus. Ive watched this 
construction site for a year and since this stop order 
has been put into place, I have noticed an 
INCREASE in workers. Almost like they are grabbing 
workers from other sites. I do have video and still 
photos to prove these statements.

Mike Jenkins 13603496810

04/14/20 11:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 106 234th Pl SE Bothell, WA 98021 Siding began at this residence on 4/13/2020. There 
are 5-6 people who appear to be from different 
households on site throughout the day, not using 
masks or social distancing.

04/14/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 15th ave South and Fawcett Tacoma Construction began on a vacant lot today on S 15th 
and Fawcett in Tacoma.

cdwhitesell@comcast.net Cheryl Whitesell 253.344.0799

04/14/20 9:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 806 S I st Tacoma Non-essential construction by a construction crew 
being done daily at this address

04/13/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 716 MCGRAW ST SEATTLE I live a 716 McGraw St.  Directly across from my 
residences has been a construction site that has 
been working non stop since the Covid stay a 
home decree started.  This would be fine if they 
didn't 
have so many people actively working.  Today 
they began tearing up the street in front of our 
residence.  Trapping our cars.  This is extremely 
unacceptable.



04/13/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 20009 87th ave se snohomish There is a commercial construction project that is 
continuing construction during the shutdown. This 
project is non-essential and has been ongoing over 
the last year, including being shut down all of last 
winter. They are only continuing to work to take 
advantage of the weather. I can see that no extra 
safety precautions are being made to mitigate the 
close working distances between workers. They are 
even sharing a communal table during breaks and 
lunch periods. Not only are they exposing the 
workers to unnecessary risk, they are also risking 
the subcontractors and suppliers by subjecting them 
to unsafe jobsite conditions for non essential work.

tds1570@yahoo.com Tom Rameriz

04/13/20 11:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown working at NE Brigham Road, off Olympic Terrace,Bainbridge Island every week day at least 3 vehicles transporting 
workers at house site. Last Friday in addition there 
were two Hanley Roofing trucks and employees.

kdassel486@gmail.com k. dassel 13608600343

04/13/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 6522 24TH AVE NW SEATTLE I was unaware that residential construction is 
considered essential. The laborers don't even 
maintain six feet of distance from each other.

kennonkuykendall@gmail.comKennon Kuykendall 5095927130

04/13/20 8:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3020 197th Ave SE Sammamish A home in my neighborhood continues to have 
construction workers in the home working on a 
remodel of that home. It is not everyday but they 
were there Thursday 4.9 and they are there this 
morning 4.13

Sllange@gmail.com Sarah Lange 2065503572

04/12/20 5:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2325 S G ST TACOMA Construction demolition occurred on this property 
last 2 weeks

04/12/20 12:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 157 Center Island Anacortes There are two couples who own Lot 157 on Center 
island. They are as follows:
GRANT D & JANICE J LEHMANN AND DAVID T & 

 GINGER L OPDENWEYER
 Mailing Address:337 NW 86TH ST 

SEATTLE, WA 98117-3126

These people arrived along with approximately nine 
other people yesterday on Center Island. There is no 
dwelling on the property in question and these 
individuals brought out construction people and are 
having construction work performed during the Stay 
Home-Stay Healthy order. The construction 
individuals refused to identify themselves or their 
business and there are individuals camping on the 
vacant property.

04/11/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 140 w Florentia st Seattle Working on new condo units roger.w.calvert@gmail.com Roger Calvert 2068345899

04/10/20 4:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 3104 sw avalon way seattle Construction continues despite order

04/10/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yard landscapers Unknown 10628 Manitou Park BoulevardBainbridge Island The address noted above is the homeowners 
location and they have continued employing the 
landscapers weekly during the "Stay at Home" order, 
blowing their driveway and yard, mowing and 
weedeating. The latest incident occurred on Friday, 
April 10, 2020. The homeowners are not disabled or 
unable to do their own work as they walk their dog 
daily. The workers were in close proximity to each 
other and not wearing face masks.

04/10/20 12:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5804 E Mercer Way Mercer Island This is a residential remodel and therefore non-
essential business according to the list. Many people 
working on site, not wearing masks, not practicing 
safe-distancing due to nature of business. The roof 
was torn off 3 days after the Stay Home/Stay Safe 
Proclamation, so that the owner of the business 
construction company could say they were essential.

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

04/10/20 10:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 919 29th Ave S. Seattle It appears that contractors are working on a 
residential townhouse construction project in 
violation of the order.  I have observed them working 
early in the morning (7am) on site while walking dog 
over the last few days.  I suspect this is to avoid 
being caught.

mlenington@gmail.com Michael Lenington 2062280069

04/10/20 9:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2347 Broadway E. Seattle There is construction happening at this address even 
though it is supposed to be halted. Workers have 
come and gone several days since the order was 
given to stop residential construction.

04/10/20 9:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 1430 24TH AVE SEATTLE Construction workers in direct violation of the 
governor's 
orders non-essential workers.

04/10/20 8:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 4250 S Graham St Seattle Next to 4250 S Graham there is ongoing home 
construction. They must know somebody in City Hall 
to ignore the COVID ban. Not safe for the Workers!

04/10/20 6:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Unknown Vancouver Workman are coming into a condo below me and 
doing construction work.  They come in cars and 
trucks without markings.  They are tearing out 
kitchen cupboards

patrick.jane@gmail.com Jane Patrick 3609890059

04/10/20 5:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 280 tremont place port orchard There appears to be commercial construction going 
on on this gas station on this site in Port Orchard. I 
thought that all non-essential construction was told 
to be shut down. there's lots of us that are struggling 
because we're not allowed to work and these people 
seem to be able to put gas tanks in the ground and 
continue carpentry on the convenience store. I 
thought permit inspections/status was on hold and 
construction was on hold

04/09/20 2:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 98 Gold Dust Lane Sequim Every day there have been multiple workers working 
on this house, including painters.

04/09/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4413 29th ave w seattle Loud construction noise throughout the day. I think 
they are landscaping contractors or similar--right 
before the shutdown order they had removed the 
front porch and yard and built a new retaining wall in 
the front.

b17k@protonmail.com Anonymous (collected information is public)

04/09/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5511 35th Ave S Seattle Construction workers performing nonessential 
demolition work on an unoccupied home during the 
stay-at-home order, making lots of noise during 
working hours while everyone in the neighborhood is 
working from home.

04/09/20 11:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 13229 Linden Ave N #308B Seattle Construction/remodel work by private contractor at 
13229 Linden Ave N #308B. I don't know the name 

 of the business. Owners are FRANK JAMES 
R+ARAMANTHA.

reneeburchfield@gmail.com Renee Burchfield 2069199089

04/09/20 11:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Unknown 10475 Manitou Beach Dr. NEBainbridge Island Address is client's address. At least two workers in 
black pickup truck filled with equipment working at 
given address on Monday, April 6, 2020

04/09/20 11:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaper Unknown 10475 Manitou Beach Dr. NEBainbridge Island Address is client's address. At least two workers in 
black pickup truck filled with equipment working at 
given address.

04/09/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2211 washington st bellingham construction

04/09/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 11411 E 16th Spokane Valley Observed new construction being performed by 
persons of different homes. Multiple unmarked 
trucks onsite and this has been observed multiple 
times. If this has been changed I would like to be 
notified so I can return to work.

Rchurchill1220@gmail.com Robert Churchill 406-214-0885

04/09/20 9:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown TJerne place Monroe Construction activity with several people working. No 
construction allowed by government decree

04/09/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 6800 GREENWOOD AVE N SEATTLE Construction continuing possibly outside of 
Governors non-essential business ordinance

04/09/20 12:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 12930 74th Ave NE Kirkland Remodeling is continuing on this unoccupied home, 
with many workers and trucks on the site.  Note this 
is next door to a similar, unrelated project, which is 
also continuing non-essential construction.

04/08/20 6:51 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown i street, north  of 2552 s i st tacoma new construction of houses on east side of i street. 
my address is 2552 s i st and the construction 
started back up 4/6/2020. i thought they may have 
just been closing up a roof but as of today i noticed 
they are building another house. the location is north 
on i street about 100 feet up the hill from my house. 
they have a full crew working.

bearsmyboy@yahoo.com mauri osterberg 253-353-0301



04/08/20 1:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Unknown *near* 1817 S82nd St Tacoma We have ice cream trucks still going thru the 
neighborhood. This brings out kids and adults, to 
stop the truck to buy, with cash, sticky ice cream and 
other treats. Loud kid's music is played as a draw, so 
even poor kids who cannot afford have to deal with 
sound of 'delight' going by. But it seems to me that 
ice cream trucks are a bad idea epidemiologically 
with it certainly being a  break in the stay at home 
quarantine that is being required. I seriously doubt 
that we need ice cream trucks to be major disease 
carriers for our kids and elders.

chucksweetsnewmail@gmail.comChuck Sweet 253-213-4355

04/08/20 12:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 611 SW 135th st Burien wa They are remodeling a house with multiple different 
trades still coming to and from the job site.

wazzu51@gmail.com David Johnson 2067157607

04/08/20 10:51 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 807 Taylor Ave N Seattle Ongoing non-essential (residential) construction dunn.bobcat@gmail.com Benjamin Dunn 6503918365

04/08/20 10:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 16619 Meridian Ave N Shoreline I’m a next door neighbor working from home and 
there is clearly a non essential roofing company, not 
only disrupting my calls, but violating the order.

04/08/20 10:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 510 10th Ave E Seattle Residential construction continues; has violated stay 
at home order every single day.

04/07/20 10:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Outdoor maintenance, 
gardening

Unknown 2430 76th Avenue SE Mercer Island, WA 98040 There were several people doing 
gardening/vegetation and leaf blowing around Aljoya 
Seniors living on Mercer Island this morning. I didn't 
approach them to ask what company they 
represented as they were using the blower, but 
Aljoya administration should know. To use the 
blower is not a good idea at present given that 
Covid19 is potentially airborne. Also i don't believe 
gardening is essential now, especially around a 
senior living, given vulnerability of this population.

Missanjak@gmail.com Anna Kuznetsova 2063839054

04/07/20 3:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6548 20th Ave NW Seattle Two construction workers working on unoccupied 
single family residence; not practicing social 
distancing and coughing on sidewalk; not positive re 
address

heidigarcia@outlook.com Heidi Garcia 206-605-1777

04/07/20 3:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2641 NW 62nd St (about) Seattle Construction work is continuing on a townhouse on 
62nd between 26th and 28th in Ballard.

waggiek@msn.com KIM WAGGIE 2063937314

04/07/20 3:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown East Marine View Drive and 16th streetEverett Construction workers gathering in great numbers 
working on residential apartments. There are no 
masks or any other safety measures being made. 
The workers are at a great risk and they come home 
and then shop and spread this virus!

thenismiled@yahoo.com CHRISTINA HINES 4253467883

04/07/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4434 33rd Ave S Seattle People are working to deconstruct the following 
home that appears to have foreclosed: 4434 33rd 
Ave S.  This does not seem like an essential 
business activity, the workers are constantly in close 
proximity to each other, and they're moving around 
materials and items that are releasing 
pollutants/germs into the air affecting all those who 
live in the vicinity and also pedestrians.

darla.rochelle@gmail.com Darla Barrow 480-710-9220

04/07/20 1:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3229 34th Ave W Seattle Construction project ongoing mlmacdll@comcast.knet Marti MacDpougall 2063968803

04/07/20 1:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 7010 Greenwood Ave N. Seattle Drove by this morning (4/7/20) and construction is 
continuing at this location.

04/07/20 12:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2401 East Phinney Bay Dr. Bremerton Reported by Philip Day (neighbor). Says there are 
construction workers at this site performing non-
essential work, and says they claim to not have a 
permit.

Philip Day 360-731-1306

04/07/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2131 marine Drive Bremerton working on house owners are gone neighbor

04/07/20 10:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gardening Unknown Unknown Burien, WA Saw three gardening firms when I know they are not 
allowed to operate. Couldn’t document with photos 
but certainly the city of Burien can be notified. I’m 
also a gardener, but I’m abiding by the restrictions. 
The renegades should be fined and punished.

jamess.hachiya@gmail.com James Hachiya 2064789079

04/07/20 10:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 489 NW Broadway Coupeville Multiple people in close proximity doing residential 
construction. Address is closest house to 
construction site.

Noname@gmail.com No name 360-555-1212

04/07/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction UNKNOWN 3820 RAINIER AVE S SEATLE An excavator-mounted jackhammer

04/07/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 21937 4th Place South Normandy Park Multiple unprotected construction and cleaning 
contractors have been working at the reported 
address for several days. No one lives in the 
property. These are non-essential services.

04/07/20 8:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Highland Road new constructionWalla Walla This site has continued to build on new construction 
with the stay home order. They are not following the 
safety guidelines by practicing the six foot rule.

04/07/20 8:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 17000 block of Palomino Rd Colbert They have a crew doing interior construction work

04/07/20 8:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3006 NW 60th st Seattle There is a team of construction workers building and 
loading materials from cars and trucks.

damien.dabrowski@gmail.comDamien Dabrowski 2672090606

04/07/20 7:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 911 s Sheridan avenue Tacoma The contractor has been working on remodeling the 
house at this address the entire time the stay home 
stay healthy order has been in place. Every day.

avery77us@gmail.com Ursula Quibell 2539853609

04/06/20 8:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown W gateway heights loop Sedro Woolley Construction crews are continuing to work on 
building 3 houses on W. Gateway Heights Loop I. 
Sedro Woolley, Washington

dacooley@gmail.com David Cooley 3608402448

04/06/20 2:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4260 NE 50th St Seattle Active construction on a residential construction 
project. Multiple workers on site.

04/06/20 2:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 7606 78th St SW Lakewood Residential construction is being commenced.  
Removing windows, walls installed, windows 
replaced, floor plan changes.

04/06/20 12:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1116 N. 93rd St. Seattle The construction at this address and across the 
street is continuing.

kateholford@gmail.com Kate Holford 3104354420

04/06/20 11:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4016 39th Ave SW Seattle There is a residential construction company building 
a new house on the property next to mine and the 
roofing company is working there today. I 
understand we are in a statewide non-essential 
business closed at this time. The roofing crew are 
there today working and are certainly not staying 6 
feet away from each other. Shouldn't they be at 
home and not working for the next 2 weeks?

1michaelhester@gmail.com Michael Hester 206-390-5124

04/06/20 10:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Corner of Market and 13th Ave NEKirkland This construction company has continued to work on 
what appears to be a single family project in the City 
of Kirkland, despite Governor Inslee issuing a stay at 
home order and cease of all non-essential business 
activity. Why are these people allowed to continue?

don@signaturebuildinggroup.netDon Schwartz 4252468679

04/06/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1247 S. Adams Tacoma Residential construction is occurring daily at this 
location during the period of the governor's 
proclamation.

04/06/20 8:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 5812 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle apartment construction continuing through stay at 
home order. Workers are at the construction site on 
weekdays and on weekends.

eric.schellenger11@gmail.comEric Schellenger 714-423-4261

04/04/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 5812 Roosevelt Way NE Seattle Townhome construction continuing through the stay-
at-home order. Groups of painters working together, 
painting the inside of the townhomes.

George

04/04/20 11:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8127 137th ave se Snohomish The contractor that built the house is continuing 
landscaping and minor construction with multiple 
workers this house has been on the market for 3 
weeks

Taniamarie0610@hotmail.comTania Hale 4253445471

04/04/20 9:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6047 sw admiral way seattle Construction in process 1863tw@gmail.com todd 3035487106

04/04/20 9:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 109 26th Ave E Seattle Construction people working on building houses this 
week despite proclamation. They did so throughout 
this week. Very frustrating.

Concerned Neighbor That Lives Across the Street

04/03/20 5:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 800 block of Columbia between Taylor St. and Mayhew St.Sunnyside, Wa 98944 A residential house was being framed in Thursday 
April 2nd and today Friday April 3rd a truck delivered 
truss' and sheeting. They began installing those 
today. Several workers were there w/o any protective 
gear or social distancing. My son is a construction 
contractor and his worksites have been shut down. I 
do not know if they have permission to do this. I 
called OSHA and they referred me to this website 
and that I definitely need to make a report.

prefer to stay anonymous due to small community

04/03/20 3:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown The property behind 1761 17th Ave S.Seattle Residential construction of new homes behind my 
house continues to operate 7 days a week. Workers 
do not seem to be observing social distancing.

amelia87102@yahoo.com Amelia White 5052358342

04/03/20 1:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1900 E Timberlake Dr West Shelton Construction workers, driving in and out of the 
property all day every day.  Remodeling a home.

wmiles1@msn.com Mr. Miles

04/03/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Beacon Ave S and S Myrtle StSeattle Large for-profit housing construction site  continues 
operatio. illegally despite stay home order. No low-
income housing is being built, so this not an 
Essential Business, not Critical Infrastructure.

erikstanford@comcast.net Erik Stanford 2062803773

04/03/20 11:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 8830A Midvale Ave N Seattle Construction

04/03/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 2211 Washington st Bellingham ongoing construction/remodel



04/03/20 11:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8345 13th ave nw Seattle Townhouse construction behind this house 
(backyard) has continued like normal despite the 
order. Workers are not maintaining distance from 
each other. Separately, the construction site is not 
secured with any type of fencing facing the alley.

eran76@hotmail.com Eran J Gutkin 206-412-3726

04/03/20 9:21 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3250 S Edmunds St Seattle Construction work on a new home is still being 
performed. At least 5 workers are on site. The work 
being performed does not appear to be necessary for 
structural integrity.

wescott.timothy@gmail.com Timothy Wescott 425-200-7149

04/02/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Unknown Unknown Unknown Unnamed lawn care company working in our 
neighborhood (Salter Estates, Steilacoom, WA 
Pierce County) on 2 April.  WA license on the trailer 
4255-YX

04/02/20 3:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 15800 Village Green DR #10 Mill CReek Home remodel is being conducted with workers 
(many ) outside using their power saws cutting 
wood, dust everywhere. sometimes 2-3 trucks there 
at one time
This is a private home and this business is 
conducting nonessential services endangering other 
residents who ar efragile

joanclimb@comcast.net Joan WeisbergBeyerlein 4252448736

04/02/20 3:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 100 yards on WPato Point roadManson Full blown construction activity on large motel. 
Multiple sub contractors working.

Leetcns@yahoo.com Lee 5094701713

04/02/20 3:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 3915 S Tyler St Tacoma Construction work is continuing at a new 3-story 
apartment building next door to me. I see many 
workers reporting at the site everyday, and instead of 
the workers parking on the site, they are being 
sneaky and parking in my apartment complex's 
parking lot adjacent to the site. I see workers riding 
together in cars and trucks and they are not always 
using a safe distance from each other.

nowtalkin@net-venture.com Peggy Thompson 253-572-4439

04/02/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping employees Unknown 25017 BE 188th Ct Battle Ground Landscaping company at neighboring property 
working today is non essential and should warned of 
fined. No company name. Work is being performed 
at above property address.

dquint007@gmail.com David 3606240320

04/02/20 11:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1300 NE 238th Ct Brush Prairie WA I am concerned that construction continues on this 
residential home.  Conditions are not sanitary, and 
workers frequently violate the 6 foot guidance.  
Considering the home was only partly framed at the 
time of the order, the amount of construction seems 
far beyond 'emergency' construction to mitigate 
damage to the mostly unfinished structure.

04/02/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5947 42nd St SW Seattle Contractors are doing construction including laying 
down cement and building fencing. Flatbed trucks 
parked in the ally behind the house, crews coming 
and going. This is happening behind the house in the 
ally. This is a single family home. There are about 6 
workers, they have been working for several days.

PatrickWicklund@yahoo.com Patrick Wicklund 206-355-6748

04/02/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 143rd and Ashworth Ave. N. Seattle Non-essential residential construction currently in 
progress in violation of Stay Home-Stay Healthy 
proclamation.  Several construction workers 
currently on-site.

04/02/20 11:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Fancher Heights area East Wenatchee I drove by the fancher heights area and saw multiple 
new residential construction sites with construction 
employees roofing homes, putting up fencing and 
operating small heavy machinery. My understanding 
is that residential construction is non-essential and 
therefore these multiple companies should be found 
in violation.  I wish to remain anonymous in my 
report as the community we live in is small.

Anonymous Anonymous

04/02/20 11:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 5947 42nd St SW Seattle Contractors are doing construction including laying 
down cement and building fencing. Flatbed trucks 
parked in the ally behind the house, crews coming 
and going. This is happening behind the house. This 
is a single family home. There are about 6 workers, 
they have been working for several days.

patrickwicklund@yahoo.com Patrick Wicklund 206-355-6748

04/02/20 11:08 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 406 Cottage Ave Cashmere Residential house is being re-roofed.  It appears 
those doing work are a contractor.  Workers vehicles 
do not have business logos on vehicles.

scroci@charter.net Steve Croci 509-433-2072

04/02/20 10:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Maintenance Unknown 2550 THORNTON STREET FERNDALE In looking at the specific list provided by the 
governor's office, it appears the company the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints 
contracts with in Ferndale, WA is continuing to 
provide lawn maintenance service. I don't think this 
is an essential service during this time.

peterontheair@gmail.com PJ Wagner 360-220-7545

04/02/20 9:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8549 Martin Way East Lacey These guys are continuing residential construction. I 
took photos of multiple people working, installing 
siding and people in close proximity to one another

04/02/20 9:26 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther furhiture production unknown 27030  14 ave so. Des  Moines Resident makes furniture, has 3 or four workers 
arriving daily. [mon.-thurs.]

ironkeadsteve88@yahoo s.k. 2063042698

04/02/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2019 NW 63rd St Seattle I am stuck at home and subject to biohazards of non-
essential new home construction. I don’t know the 
name of the construction company, but they are 
obviously trying to fly under the radar. There are 
several new properties under construction on NW 
63rd Street in Ballard, between 20th and 22nd, and 
construction is happening now. These are NOT city 
of Seattle workers, these are private contractors. 
Please do something. Thank you.

livingston.j.i@gmail.com Jacob Livingston 2064731817

04/02/20 8:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown New construction on 12th Ave. N. E.Seattle I live at 4719 12th Ave. N. E. In Seattle. There is a 
building under construction next door. Construction 
has continued since 3/23. The only stoppage has 
been due to weather. The workers congregate in the 
alley behind the building where I reside during 
breaks & lunch.

jdw9638@gmail.com Janice Whitlock 2067690340

04/02/20 8:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Madeline road and SR150 Manson I see construction workers at this work site for 2 
days. 4 duplexes under construction.

Leetcns@yahoo.com Lee Tinsley 15094701713

04/01/20 4:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 9th Ave and Pine Street Edmonds still doing construction on an expensive house, 1 
person only seen however.

kariemerydvm@gmail.com Kari Emery 206-910-9235

04/01/20 3:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 21200 locust way Brier Construction, roofers with out harnesses and other 
work being performed at job site.

04/01/20 3:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2617 W Boston St Seattle Spec house construction work with multiple 
contractors that is non-essential and very noisy. Also 
plays loud music with profanity throughout the day. 
We are all dealing with COVID-19 and trying to work 
from home with kids. This is very frustrating. 
Developers building non-occupied new homes is not 
considered essential!

annleerosa@hotmail.com Annlee Hoy (206)538-8496

04/01/20 2:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6709 W Iroquois Dr Spokane A house in our neighborhood looks to be using their 
garage to conduct business instead of their actual 
business.  I am seeing at least 6 automobiles and 
multiple motorcycles.  The garage door is open and 
they seem to be fixing and working on automobiles. 
There are way more than 10 people and they are not 
practicing social distancing.  The people do not live 
at the home.

allymbell@yahoo.com Allyson Marie 5094996185

04/01/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 9312 42nd ave ne Seattle illegal structure being built, construction during stay-
home order

04/01/20 1:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4018 39th Ave SW Seattle This is brand new construction right next to our 
home at 4016 39th Ave SW Seattle. New residential 
construction is a non-essential business and the 
workers are not keeping 6 feet apart and none of 
them are wearing any personal protection equipment.

1michaelhester@gmail.com Michael Hester 206-390-5124

04/01/20 10:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance unknown performed at 8431 54th Ave S.Seattle A landscape maintenance crew of three performed 
routine landscape maintenance, mowing the lawn, 
leaf blowing, edging on April 1st at 10am. I have 
photos and video.

kellybrenner@gmail.com Kelly Brenner 2064955017

04/01/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 816 ne 91st Seattle New construction, not following social distancing, 
many other violations

04/01/20 8:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Tiedman and Herron rd Lakebay, Wa (Pierce County) Construction continues on several new houses at 
the corner of Tiedman and Herron in Lakebay. 
These houses may not have addresses yet, but it is 
the new development at the corner of Tiedman and 
Herron behind the gate.

253-884-4544 Larry Wingard shilohfarms@centurytel.net

04/01/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1022 Belmont Ave E Seattle Demolition on a construction project started on 
3/31/2020. I am unsure of the name of the 
contractor/company involved in this project, but 
yesterday they tore down a house and are continuing 
to load out material and move forward with 
construction. They’ve been starting work at 7 AM, 
which also violates the noise variance for this area. 
I’m concerned about their work in our dense 
neighborhood. New construction of an apartment 
complex is non-essential and is worrisome. They 
have multiple people working on this project in a 
small area, an social distancing rules are not being 
met.

bowellbailey@gmail.com Bailey Fox 2063879060



04/01/20 7:05 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 11134 Shipside Lane NW Silverdale Continuing to demolish walkways to apartments in 
groups of 4-10. Plan to demolish and rebuild 
walkways was discussed in fall last year and only 
started in last 1-2 weeks and as such does not seem 
critical. Apartments are still accessible.

03/31/20 9:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown working at 24777 NE 11th St.Redmond or Sammamish Since the proclamation, some sort of paving or 
landscape contractors have been working every 
weekday at this property.  I am a neighbor who 
works from home and have witnessed them leaving 
every day at the end of the day, in 4-5 cars and 
trucks, some with multiple people inside.  This 
residence is on a large wooded lot, so perhaps they 
think no one will know or it is somehow ok when it is 
not.  These people are carrying germs that will keep 
the rest of us locked up longer in our homes if they 
aren't stopped.

ajla@comcast.net I would like to remain anonymus425-894-9857

03/31/20 7:54 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 15100s.e. 38th st Bellevue In an office space storefront just next to Safeway, 
observed construction occurring and one of the 
workers coughed as I approached

lindamason819@yahoo.com Linda mason 9162398121

03/31/20 7:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 21308 state route 9 Woodinville Construction site operating 4am to 8am and leaving 
before they are noticed . They were sheet rocking 
and doing construction on the new day care facility

Fmxrider81@hotmail.com Matthew edwards 4252802470

03/31/20 4:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown Deschutes Court, SE Tumwater Construction workers working on a new private 
residence. Development at the east end of 79th St, 
SE

03/31/20 3:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 530 12th Ave E Seattle Construction is continuing on these condos, though 
this isn't essential. The workers are not masked and 
are not consistently maintaining appropriate distance 
from each other. This employer should not be having 
them continue on this project at this time, especially 
without taking appropriate isolation precautions.

03/31/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 7521 30th av nw seattle Construction work has been ongoing to a private 
structure on a regular basis.  Size of work crew 
varies.  No id that i can see on any vehicles.

03/31/20 1:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 510 10th Avenue Seattle Non-essential construction is taking place and 
operating daily since the governor's order on March 
23, 2020.

catherine.m.ho@gmail.com Catherine Dubut

03/31/20 1:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 8034 30th Ave NE Seattle 3 vehicles parked in front of house or in Driveway  
that are related to home renovation that is currently 
occurring in house  and on the property.  a  Nobody 
is currently living in the house.

03/31/20 1:19 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 4022 39th Ave SW Seattle I'm reporting residential construction taking place at 
4022 39th Ave SW in Seattle.  This house 
construction has continued since last Wednesday.

03/31/20 1:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown crown hill neighborhood near NW 85th and 8th NWSeattle someone is using an electric saw M-F during 
business hours. it shouldn’t even be allowed in our 
residential area in the first place!

cmmartini65@gmail.com Chris M. 206-349-7106

03/31/20 12:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Point Ruston development Tacoma Multiple workers on site don't think this site qualifies 
as essential

Zahnowdan@gmail Dan zahnow 253-219-3056

03/31/20 12:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Burlington/sedroWoolley Burlington sedroWoolley mt vernonThe entire skagit area is still do general construction,  
 several non essential businesses are still open ie: 
Polaris in Mt vernon, no one is restricting these what 
so ever even though the area confirmed cases are 
tripling daily

03/31/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 10602 Barnes Lane S Tacoma Construction and landscaping of three new houses 
is still being done on a daily basis with many people 
involved

Ecooke1997@yahoo.com Emily Cooke

03/31/20 11:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 15516 NE 54th Place Redmond The residential construction is going on after stay at 
home order was issued. We can see crew is working 
and truck (with removed labels) are going in and out.

03/31/20 11:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 16th Ave NE & NE 56th St Seattle 10+ construction workers building a house. Thejaxx@gmail.com David Wyble 253-335-9469

03/31/20 11:12 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 9315 55th Ave S Seattle Residential construction company still working on 
site despite the Stay Home order.

03/31/20 11:10 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1757 17th Ave S Seattle There's a bunch of construction still going on all day. 
The address may not be precisely correct, there's 
multiple units being worked on. If you go there you 
will see and hear them.

03/31/20 11:01 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 2012 25th Ave NE Seattle Construction crew remodeling a house continuing to 
work daily.  Loud machinery, multiple workers, 
violating the stay at home order.

Jim

03/31/20 10:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 153 sw 153rd st burien These people are doing construction and painting 
like everyday business.

sethbrookshire45@gmail.comseth

03/31/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 9800 NE 67th St Vancouver Construction work at residence at above address. 
Several vehicles with no company name.

03/31/20 10:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 7110 se 276th Covington Company working on apartments that are vacant this 
is not essential going to get my family sick. I have 
shut down my company’s to make sure the spreed 
slows down but they can still do work is not right.

Kylefievez2135@gmail.com Kyle Fievez 3608884449

03/31/20 10:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Wax rd and Covington way Covington The are framing up a apartment complex next to the 
old elementary school in Covington. I take this 
seriously and have shit down my construction 
company’s during this time as it is not a essential 
that we are out there and I have 16 employee out of 
work now, but they are allude to do work I don’t 
understand.

Kylefievez2135@gmail.com Kyle Fievez 3608884449

03/31/20 9:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 524 81st Ave SE Lake Stevens Construction work to build a single family home is 
continuing. There is more than one construction 
vehicle and multiple people on site.

03/31/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 9012 25th Ave NE Seattle Construction has been going on for at least a month, 
it has not ceased after stay at home order.   Please 
do not give them my name as the person reporting 
the violation.

P

03/31/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 28317 SE 132nd Way Issaquah Building construction continues on residential 
construction

03/31/20 9:06 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown LYLE AND 5TH STREET East Wenatchee Tearing down an old orchard AND BURNING IT 
NEXT TO A SENIOR COMMUNITY! 
UNACCEPTABLE!!

jjkboyter@yahoo.com James Boyter 5098814875

03/31/20 8:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 816 NE 91st St Seattle Construction in neighbor’s backyard has several 
workers. Unknown how many people these workers 
are coming in contact with on off hours when not 
working, and out getting supplies.

03/31/20 8:38 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown approx 27101 SE Old Black Nugget RoadIssaquah Construction on a single house on previously-vacant 
land has continued, including use of big machinery 
(back hoe and dump truck).

katie.short@hotmail.com Katie 425-395-4624

03/31/20 8:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 816 NE 91st St Seattle Building new construction of a huge DADU everyday 
for over a week now. Very close to power lines. 18" 
from property line.

03/31/20 7:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown 816 NE 91st ST Seattle Construction crew worked all of last week (March 23-
27) as well as March 30 and has just started work 
today, Tuesday, March 31 (7 a.m.)

shaun@gracefuldog.com Shaun McBride 2062403246

03/31/20 6:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 650 Byron Street NE Olympia, WA Construction at two multi-residence sites are still 
operating. At least the one in violation of water 
quality and construction regulations too (now that no-
one is watching?). One is on corner of Byron and 
73rd Ave. NE. Other is 75 yds. further north on 
Byron. Thank you.

Cedarb2@comcast.net Cedar Bouta and Larry Goldstein360-754=1948

03/30/20 10:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Glenwood Road Port Orchard The construction site is the new development going 
in on Glenwood Rd, near Sedgwick road. dirt movers 
and other big equipment have been running.

jamesfirst@juno.com Heather James 13608760100

03/30/20 10:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 12046 Hiram PL NE Seattle This is a house flip property and they are doing 
internal construction.

andyjohnsonis@hotmail.com andy johnson 12063008979

03/30/20 8:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 71st AVE W, University Place WA 98466Lakewood Unnecessary Construction going on jonathanjamesgarcia@hotmail.comJon Garcia 2537205228

03/30/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 39th and 132nd St SE Everett Violates Gov Inslee order of non essential work 
being performed

Baj1265@comcast.net Blake johnson 4256265079

03/30/20 5:13 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Unknown 1066 Burlington Illegal barber shop actively running out of a garage 
with many clients at once

Chloeglunt@gmail.com Chloe B Sloan 2069290733

03/30/20 5:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 19456 SE 28th Pl Sammamish A crew has been restoring a house here for months 
and expect to be finished in a month to two, but 
construction continues 6-7 days a week from 7am 
until dusk. Is this work authorized after the 
Governor’s recent clarification order? Since we are 
all working remotely now, the noise has been an 
issue for weeks, but this could be far more serious 
now. Not sure of the name of the contractor(s).

karlsi@hotmail.com Karl Simonsen 4257857055

03/30/20 3:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 1419 183rd St SE Bothell Ongoing residential housing construction plus no 
social distancing, group larger than 10, no masks, etc



03/30/20 2:44 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown 6130 99th Pl NE Marysville A contractor is working on a house in my 
neighborhood, 6130 99th Pl NE in Marysville, doing 
lawn care and other cosmetic work. This house has 
been uninhabited for weeks, so I highly doubt they 
are doing any critical life-supporting work. In 
addition, the workers are not following the social 
distancing directive what so ever, working much 
closer than 6 feet apart, and have also approached 
both my 63-year-old diabetic mother and myself at 
similarly short distances. I am concerned that this 
poses a serious health risk to not only my household 
but my neighbors as well

payne_andrew@hotmail.com Andrew Payne 4253451913

04/13/20 12:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther A landscaping team Unknown  Landscaping Company 848 NE 96th St Seattle, WA 98115Seattle On Friday the 10th and Monday the 13th, a team of 
three to five landscapers at a time is conducting 
landscaping on the backyard of the home at 848 NE 
96th St in Seattle. Unknown how long the 
landscaping work will continue.

Household who hired the landscaping company is at 848 NE 96th St Seattle, WA 98115

04/07/20 10:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown (contact Larry Fremont) 14905 47th Ave NW Gig Harbor Construction work that was performed yesterday 
despite stop work order.  The work performed next to 
the address provided.

goodsseb@gmail.com Sara Goodstein 2532251626

04/05/20 8:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown (contractors for retail space) 2125 Terry Ave Seattle Continuing construction on retail space at the base 
of Pan Pacific Hotel.

04/23/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown (multiple on same 
construction site)

18223 NE 28th street Redmond, WA, 98052 Our neighbor is doing a massive remodeling of his 
house, including extension front and back as well as 
massive landscaping work, with multiple crews on 
site with no protections, masks, social distancing....

jbdahmoune@gmail.com JB Dahmoune 4256149444

04/24/20 9:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Unknown - Client's name is Joth Davis 10610 NE Manitou Park BoulevardBainbridge Island 2nd report on this landscaper and client. Every 
Friday since the shutdown began, this homeowner 
has his landscaping crew mow, blow weedeat his 
property. This is non-essential and not only a 
violation of that order but the stay at home order as 
well. Why even provide this site if nothing is going to 
be done about it? I've reported several violations over 
the past several weeks and yet they continue to 
come weekly. Please contact the home owner and 
inform him of the LAW!

Anonymous due to repercussions from property owners

04/10/20 5:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown - construction site workers 4033 Ashworth Ave N Seattle Residential home construction site has continued to 
build over the last 10 days

davidpar@hotmail.com David Parker

04/14/20 4:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown - Contractor Truck License 
Plate #14BD348 (not certain)

4742 49th Ave SW Seattle Construction of Carport is NOT ESSENTIAL on 
West Seattle Block that has a DOZEN residents 
over 75 and at high risk health conditions.  We are 
on 48th just backing up to shared alley and 
construction worker(s) NOT WEARING MASKS 
entering/leaving/working and LIKELY DOING 
OTHER PROJECTS NOT ESSENTIAL THAT 
EXPOSE WORKERS to CORONA VIRUS.  Please 
call/contact the owner of residence or stop by to stop 
this!

westseattle12@guerrillamail.orgConcerned West Seattle Over 75yr old prefer to remain anonymous206-557-3033 Unknown

04/02/20 9:59 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown - no names on vehicles. Intersection of Blodgett Rd and Skridge DriveMount Vernon Single family dwelling under construction, several 
contractors on site this day (4-2-20). Unknown 
house number address but location is intersection of 
Blodgett Rd and Skyridge Drive in unincorporated 
Mount Vernon. Currently house is being sided.

03/31/20 10:17 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown - Rockdale development 
construction site

42nd Ave SE Bothell Roofers installing roof structure on one of the 
houses being built in Rockdale development. This is 
my third report about non-essential construction 
activities going on here every day.

04/06/20 11:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther home services unknown - service address given 
below

3809 SE 179th Avenue Vancouver Observed two men exiting house without sufficient 
distancing.

rderize@comcast.net Richard DeRize 503-894-4766

04/22/20 9:31 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown - took sign down 7337 NE 23rd Ave Seattle A private building is on a residential lot, having 
deliveries, workers without masks, clear violations

concerned neighbor

04/06/20 8:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown - work at residence 2606 West Plymouth St Seattle Several workers who do not live at the residence are 
working on some construction project.

04/03/20 9:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown -- construction/roofing 
company

10619 171st Ave NE Redmond, WA 98052 Unnecessary construction going on at this address - 
looks like they are painting, redoing the roof, building 
in the back, etc. The construction has been going on 
for about a week and a half. Multiple contractors in 
and out, lots of people working in close proximity 
with no safety precautions.  Note that this is where 
the construction is happening -- there are no names 
of contractor companies on any of the trucks. 
Violation is at 10619 171st Ave NE, Redmond, WA 
98052

03/31/20 4:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown -- Perhaps Bad Boyz 
Construction

Corner of 17 Ave. NW and 58th St. NWSeattle Residential construction appears to be ongoing 
despite the stay at home order.  Additionally, 
construction workers are not distancing from one 
another.

04/17/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape maintenance Unknown -- truck license C97151P 
Washington

Working at 3838 94th Ave NEYarrow Point, WA Observed landscape workers performing non-
essential landscape maintenance at a residential 
location.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550 Unknown

04/02/20 12:57 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape services Unknown -- Washington state vehicle 
license B48609W (Toyota pickup)

Working at 4025 94th Ave NEYarrow Point, WA Observed individual (not an occupant of the 
residence) performing routine landscape 
maintenance at the stated address.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

04/18/20 8:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown as the house was just 
recently sold

5201 S Pearl street Seattle This is a home renovation that is continuing to be 
worked on daily including weekends

northway58@gmail.com Rebecca Northway 2067239927

04/08/20 11:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown at this time (Residential 
remodeling construction company)

6630 S. Alder St Tacoma Homeowner at 6630 S. Alder St (Kleta Shinn) hired 
construction general contractors to build a garage & 
patio in March and the company (name unknown) 
has continued to work on this project despite the 
Stay Home-Stay Healthy proclamation. Ms. Shinn is 
even posting updated photos of the project's process 
on her social media page(s).

Flyinirish@hotmail.com Jennifer Brown 425-864-2400

04/29/20 5:01 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Unknown Barber Unknown Barber 416 Sid Snyder Ave Olympia Someone appears to be doing unauthorized hair 
care on the governor. They should cease providing 
such non-essential services.

04/13/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown builder 15033 s stentz rd Spangle Construction of new home

04/13/20 2:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown builder 17611 s stentz rd Spangle Construction of new home

04/16/20 12:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown but there are 2 
HSW/Morrow Cranes on the 
construction site

NE 10th St. and 106th Ave NEBellevue This is a huge high rise construction site that has 
been operating all week with traffic control, 2 cranes, 
cement trucks, etc.  Have been unable to get 
Bellevue Police or Code Compliance to have any 
interest in responding.  Most other construction sites 
nearby are closed but there were a few others.

knakatsu@comcast.net Ken Nakatsu 425-641-5589

04/24/20 10:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown construction 6814 Ravenna Ave. NE Seattle Construction has resumed with heavy drilling or 
some sort of additional demolition. Construction 
stopped for 2 days, but has involved dump trucks, 
Honey Bucket service, and multiple workers on site. 
No masks.

lezoktr@yahoo.com Richard Kozel 2066611270

04/21/20 8:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Construction Near 5017 38th Ave Sw Seattle Construction on this new condo building on our 
block between Dawson and Hudson on 38th Ave 
SW has continued at job site throughout the 
lockdown. Completely nonessential and also very 
noisy and disruptive when most residents are 
quarantining at home and trying to work / 
homeschool during the day.

ellishawes@gmail.com Ellis Hawes 2064094925

04/17/20 9:30 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown construction 6814 Ravenna Ave. NE Seattle Reported 6815 not 6814 previously. Construction 
work actively in progress -- loading rubble from 
demolished home into dumpster using heavy 
construction equipment.

lezoktr@yahoo.com Richard Kozel 2066611270

04/16/20 9:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Construction Company 4526 South 11th Street Tacoma My neighbor at  4526 South 11th Street Tacoma, 
WA 98405 had a concrete block fence constructed 
in the entire backyard last weekend including Easter 
Sunday. Currently the project is still on going with 
other type of work. I suspect the work might be 
illegal.

dgmcgm@gmail.com David Mc Corry 425-615-2854

04/09/20 4:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Construction Unknown construction company 1824 NW 89th St. Seattle New tri-level construction project at (or near) this 
address has been actively worked on every day since 
Tuesday, 4/7/2020

blindknitter22@gmail.com Alena Roberts 206-771-8804

04/01/20 3:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown construction company 911 33rd ave Seattle Lots of workers together and working on inside of 
home. Construction.

Denise 435-418-3640

04/08/20 11:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown contractor 7010 Greenwood Avenue NorthSeattle This contractor has continued work on a townhouse 
project on the corner of N. 71st and Greenwood 
Avenue North in Seattle.  The project has not missed 
a day.

04/02/20 11:46 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Contractor 216 10th ave e Seattle Construction site still active in violation of essential 
business property in not zoned for low income 
housing

03/30/20 10:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Contractor 7779 Highland Park Way SW Seattle I am a general contractor that employs 23 
individuals. I have closed operations per the 
Governor’s order. I don’t think it’s fair that another 
general contractor is still running their business, 
especially in the neighborhood where I live. Please 
shut them down. Thank you

BillyS@JMCC.com Billy Stauffer 206-512-4327



04/22/20 10:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown contractor & Drywall 
Systems, Inc.

6538 20th Ave NW Seattle Address is mine b/c site does not have a published 
address. Construction being done on unoccupied 
single-family residence believed to be owned by 
contractor. Second complaint; this one is 
accompanied by significant noise that I can track to 
the specific property and presumed subcontractor 
with pictures.

heidigarcia@outlook.com Heidi Garcia 2066051777 heidigarcia@outlook.com

04/08/20 8:39 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown developer 6654 Carleton Ave S Seattle Residential construction is not listed under essential 
businesses. Construction of townhomes by 10+ 
workers is in progress. Not a single person is 
wearing a face mask despite being within 6ft of each 
other. Workers are installing non-structural/non-
critical components of the townhomes.

rebzi87@gmail.com

04/06/20 8:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Fence builders 2606 W Plymouth St Seattle A backyard fence is being built by workers. backwardsiris@gmail.com Siri Southwick-Young 2063701509

04/06/20 1:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Unknown Landscaping Service 162nd Ln SE Bellevue Starting around 1pm today 4/6, There is an 
unmarked black truck on my street 162nd Ln SE 
today performing full lawn maintenance to most of 
the houses. This appears to be going against the 
governors latest guidance regarding outdoor lawn 
maintenance. Two companies usually do our lawn 
care on this street: R&D Landscaping and Saltos 
Landscaping. This may be either of those companies.

04/10/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown Name 19306 Gannis Road Bothell Workers onsite of a new home development working 
on new homes.

markehines@comcast.net Mark Hines 2069314492

05/01/20 5:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown name of private construction 
company doing work

3007 NW 56th Street Seattle (Ballard) Subject unit is a residential townhome in Ballard. On 
April 30 workers showed up to begin MAJOR new 
construction on top outdoor patio area.   Sending this 
note on behalf of several others as well. 
Recommend emergency investigation ASAP with 
stand-down order (at a minimum). Serious concerns  
- thank you.

kevin.l.tessmer@boeing.com Kevin Tessmer (206) 849-5270

04/14/20 7:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown named construction site 6524 24th Ave NW Seattle Starting yesterday (4/13) a crew is back on site at 
this construction site. The developer has already 
used several unscrupulous practices and I am 
fearful that the crew is being exploited.

04/11/20 9:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown private group in van. No 
signage.

16076 166th Drive se Monroe Group Building deck or other backyard structures Melissa.jewski@gmail.com Melissa Andrzejewski 2066604305

03/30/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown residential construction 
business

2123 2nd Ave N Seattle Residential construction is still being conducted 6 
days a week, including today, Monday March 30th.

04/02/20 7:21 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown unmarked trucks Corner of Golden Lane and Lynwood Center driveBainbridge Island Construction taking place on new house under 
construction. Bark blue house with black trim

HeidiTom@aol.com Heidi Muellet 206-579-5253

04/21/20 9:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unknown workers come in 2 vehicles 14810 interlake ave n. shoreline wa 98133shoreline have had 2 workers for last 3weeks building a shed.

04/14/20 1:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown, no signs on vehicles? all over Bainbridge Bainbridge island I noticed landscapers are out with 3 to 4 people in 
vehicles   I see more and more every week?

I am a contractor and I can’t work Unknown

03/31/20 8:22 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown, performed at Rockdale 
development in Bothell

42nd Ave SE Bothell Roof structure elements were brought in this 
morning and now they are being placed with the use 
of crane on a new house being built at the end of 
42nd Ave SE in Bothell.

04/09/20 2:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown- can't see a business name SE 8th st College Place A lot was recently subdivided into 10 lots, 
construction began on one home prior to the staay 
home order. Construction is continuing today

05/09/20 9:31 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Unknown-Anthony Joseph (Track & Field Youth Coach)Unknown Bellevue, WA Coaching youth track and field athletes in person as 
a USATF-certifies coach  (group of up to 8 athletes) 
at Bellevue-area parks and a school track- 
International School

antjoseph@gmail.com

04/01/20 11:25 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther carpet installers, and 
cleaners

unknown. all 3 days violations 
occured the white vans arrived with 
no business name or markings

5002 S 30th St Unit D2 Tacoma this business interrupted my sleep today that is 
essential for me to work my night shift nursing job. it 
was not essential to have carpet ripped out and 
replaced when I was trying to sleep so I can continue 
to go to work. on Monday and Tuesday of this week 
the owners of this property also had 
cleaners/workers inside their unit performing more 
non essential business which once again prevented 
me from getting any sleep due to all the noise during 
my hours of sleep so that I could once again return 
to work which is ESSENTIAL.

angrycrab04@gmail.com kristina wicks 321-890-7095

04/14/20 5:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown...possibly Rain City Roofing 27th Ave E & Mercer Seattle A new home is under construction and work has 
been taking place there daily.  At first it seemed they 
were doing essential work, perhaps the roof was 
necessary.  Now however,  they're prepping for 
siding and putting up railings.  Others in residential 
construction are suffering from the shutdown. One 
contractor shouldn't be above the rules.  With that 
said, they are wearing masks. But if they are allowed 
to perform non essential constructions,  others 
should be too!

ljsalkin@gmail.com LYNNE MORRIS 6178772990

04/20/20 12:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown/Ashley property 
Management

8478 Hansen road NE Bainbridge Island Construction and landscaping for unoccupied home 
for resale. Crews working on weekends when stay at 
home order in place. They work on weekends when 
city officials are out of office. No legal permits either.

nancylovelv@yahoo.com Nancy Love 2064514969 Unknown

04/22/20 10:58 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unknown/Robert Lee property owner 10012 21st Ave SW Seattle 98146 Home construction going on on two units of eight. 
Did construction yesterday as well.  Did construction 
a week ago yesterday and reported same day to local 
King county deputy.  Stopped for rest of week.

4728degrees@gmail.com Gill loring 206-7668141

04/02/20 12:54 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home maintenance Unknown:  Washington vehicle 
license BPF0714

Working at 3833 94th Ave NEYarrow Point, WA Observed an individual (not an occupant of the 
residence) operating a pressure washer on a 
concrete step at the stated address.

amvalaas@aol.com Andrew Valaas 425-454-3550

04/09/20 1:22 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unkown 9000 4th Ave. SW Seattle Very loud residential construction.  Several different 
work crews

cljd1207@gmail.com Sherry Doneski

04/08/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unkown 416 9th Ave Kirkland This is the site of a new house being built and 
construction has not stopped - very clearly is not 
supposed to be allowed.

roykuntz@hotmail.com Roy Kuntz 425-889-7416

04/03/20 2:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unkown 1450 SW 158th ST Burien Large single family home being constructed on the 
shore of lake Burien. Regular traffic in and out of job 
site.

04/12/20 3:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gardeners Unmarked 1411 North 48th ST Seattle This is the third day landscapers/gardeners are 
working. They are also not keeping 6 feet of distance 
or wearing face masks.

lissabutorac@gmail.com Melissa Butorac 12064078101

04/06/20 12:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unnamed - individual contractors 9305 NE 31st Clyde Hill Daily weekday construction happening to construct 
entry gate.  Gardening service on site Monday

04/08/20 3:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unonown Copper Canyon Rd Spokane Wandermere Estates Development (a 55+ 
community) has approx 6 homes under construction.  
 Most of the builders have complied and stopped 
construction. 3 homes are still going at full pace in 
the HOA ignoring the shut down order.  Would 
appreciate help getting the other 3 sites shut down.

mostlycold@yahoo.com Dan Healey. (HOA President) (509)992-7768

04/14/20 9:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 15521 SE 179th St Renton Home site is completing construction 4/14/2020 
8:30pm

Florence.sion@gmail.com Florence Chan 4252211691 Unknown

04/13/20 12:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 17th Ave NW & NW 59th Streets-cornerSeattle Construction on Town Homes. Sophieslamb@comcast.net Kelly Anderson 206-419-7652

04/10/20 12:32 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 209 N St SE Tumwater Contractors cleaning and remodeling house without 
social distancing or PPE. Nonessential work 
happening.

04/09/20 3:11 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 5014 15th Ave NE Seattle Building of houses is still going on despite the 
governor's stay at home order. Multiple different 
workers are going in and out, performing 
construction. Furthermore, large vehicles are 
bringing supplies throughout the day.

msheikhali206@gmail.com Mohamed 2064209976

04/09/20 9:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 4736 38th ave sw Seattle A bunch of guys completely re-landscaping a yard, 
not practicing social distancing and definitely not 
essential.

Mike schwed 2063592474

04/07/20 7:40 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 10th ave Oak Harbor This is a building being constructed by Island County 
through Sunday contractors for a stabilization center. 
They have not ceased operations nor are they 
practicing any form of social distancing or care 
whatsoever. This is in my neighborhood.

britarei@gmail.com Brittany Kraner 7064019290

04/04/20 9:52 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 510 10th ave E Seattle Residential housing construction has been going on 
since shelter in place order was put in; they are not 
obeying the orders!

04/02/20 9:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure 600 s Dearborn at Seattle There is construction going on that is not essential to 
the community and the workers are not following 
social distancing protocols

03/31/20 1:49 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure Reichel RD SE Rainier We have pictures of the construction that is going on 
in front of our house.  There is a team of 
construction workers out there building a residential 
house.  Right on Reichel Rd.  You can't miss it.  
They have been building since the shutdown began.

kitten_peters@yahoo.com Kitten Peters 360-446-7287



03/30/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure Just south of 1700 Sturgus Ave SouthSeattle This is one of many construction projects in the area 
where workers are not practicing social distancing, 
wearing PPE, and are causing a noise nuisance in 
the neighborhood. If everyone else is stuck at home 
not working, there is no reason their construction 
projects cannot be halted as well. These are not low 
income condo's being built, they are market rate. I 
have photos and video of this project.

jagarland84@gmail.com Alex Garland 9402064285

04/09/20 8:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Unsure - landscaping outside The 
Law Office of L. M. Jones

601 E Denny Way, Seattle WA 98122Seattle We have people doing edging on a lawn outside my 
apartment. How is this essential? The lawn can be 
mowed and edged after the pandemic. Why is 
construction and landscaping given a pass.

jamaicachang@gmail.com Justin Chang 206-403-8425

04/01/20 6:03 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure - Residential New construction 22006 NE 85th Street Redmond Residential construction with 3 workers on 3/31/20.  
In addition to safety violations, were working inside 
house to build it - not securing it.  Walked by again 
4/1 and they put up no trespassing signs and 
workers still there.  Resident construction is NOT 
essential.  They are cheating.

karen.g.forner@outlook.com Karen Forner 4252464210

04/15/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unsure - Several Contractors on 
Jobsite

3242 Belvidere Ave SW Seattle Repairs being done on vacant house to prepare it for 
potential sale.

nadiller@gmail.com Nathan Diller 4259859939 unknown

04/06/20 9:57 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure as they have no company 
decals

7600 Deschutes Heights CT SETumwater New construction homes being built next to our 
house with small children. Not sure of the new 
addresses but for reference it is on the corner of 
79th Ave SE and 7600 Deschutes Heights CT SE

greg.zayas@gmail.com Greg Zayas 6027570314

03/30/20 3:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure of business name 9040 18th ave sw seattle townhome construction next to my home is in place 
during the stay home stay healthy proclamation. This 
does not seem to be essential business.  It is the 
property adjacent to my address (9046 18th ave sw, 
seattle).

lainey127@hotmail.com Elaine Henriksen 2063346804

04/10/20 9:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction unsure of construction company name 2823 SW Dakota St Seattle There is construction on two homes at approximately 
2823 SW Dakota Street. They have continued to 
work even though new construction is deemed non-
essential.

Jasminerae04@yahoo.com Jasmine 2066193252

04/01/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Electrical ? Unsure of Contractor name 413 Maple Ave Snohomish A contractor and crew are doing renovation work on 
a recently purchased building.  The owner is listed 
as Haggarty Holding LLC.  Not sure of the name of 
the Contractor Co.  The workers gather 25 feet from 
my house with no social distancing.  The work is 
NOT essential for this electrical business that isn't 
even open yet.  I have a family member in isolation 
w/ covid 19 for 3 wks now fighting for his life.  
Pisses me off they think the social distancing doesn't 
apply to them.  Completely irresponsible and needs 
to be stopped!

JacksB01@aol.com Jackie 425 750-3230

04/23/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure. Blue truck license plate 
c8z037p

3925 shelby rd lynnwoos They're back at it today at 8 a.m. this is the second 
report. Today is the 23rd of April they are not 
practicing social distancing on top of the fact that it is 
not essential work. Not essential business to be 
open they are building a house.  Everyone is home 
from work and having to listen to construction all day 
long.  This is stressful!!

04/01/20 4:38 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Classes for CDL and Bus 
Drivers

Unsure. Bus Barn. Thurston County 
Bus Depot.

6620 Carpenter Road SE Lacey In person classes with 12-15 persons continues to 
meet in person. As reported by student they are not 
following social distance requirements or cleanliness 
standards either. Please make my information 
unknown to business or students.

C A

04/16/20 2:12 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure/maybe RN Construction 21112 82nd Street East Bonney Lake Our neighbors are building a substantially large 
deck/patio onto the back of their home and started 
the building process during the outbreak.  This build 
doesn’t impact the interior of the home at all as it’s 
just an attached structure.  They are continuing to 
work on the project with a professional construction 
work crew of 2 to 8 people on a non-essential 
project.  Since our home are very close together, all 
of those people working in close quarters outside 
also prevents us from being able to go in our own 
backyard due to the risk.

Moe/Concerned Neighbor 2537534455

04/28/20 11:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Unsure:  Apeland Concrete or 
Construction?

11903 NE 128th Street Kirkland, WA All employees are not following the distancing 
guidelines.  Few masks are being worn.  Employees 
are drinking coffee, eating, and smoking without 
distancing.  There are at least 10 to 20 people in and 
around this site.  Trucks are delivering goods.

rpwatanabe@aol.com Suzan Watanabe ARNP  Eastside Women's Clinic4258995600

04/30/20 9:37 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Upper Left Lashes 1111 Hewitt ave Everett I would like to report this eyelash extension salon 
which is (and has been) operating and still taking 
appointments, and is a non essential business. 
There is no possible way to social distance while 
getting eyelash extensions done. My roommate is 
still getting her lashes done by her.

Chelciesantos11@gmail.com Chelcie Santos 2064911102 Cassielashes@gmail.com

03/31/20 9:50 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Transportation UPS 4601 6th Ave S Seattle We are a team that supports Sales reps at this time 
are sales reps aren't working so we have no one to 
support. Were in this office afraid they don't sanitize 
the bldg. They sent 2 employees home to work who 
does the same job as everyone else & now they 
claim to not have any more laptops for the rest of us. 
They don't care about our health. It says on our 
employee site "generally non-operations are not 
considered essential". We need help were afraid!

greeneyes0706@msn.com Sonia Raines 2063704302

04/15/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Urbala Development 1610 N 143rd St Seattle This is the fourth time I've reported this repeated 
violation.  This is a home construction project taking 
place unabated every day, with multiple construction 
workers onsite.  They are not wearing PPE and 
working in close proximity.  Please address this 
repeated, blatant violation.

brillig@drizzle.com A. Manning Ben Tran 33505 13th Place S. Suite A Federal Way, WA 98003 Tel. (253)235-5532

04/06/20 9:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Urbala Development (Owner -  Ben 
Tran)

1610 N 143RD ST Seattle Non-essential home construction occurring AGAIN 
at listed address.  Numerous construction workers 
on site.  Owner of construction project is Ben Tran 
of Urbala Development.  Business address:  33505 
13th Place S. Suite A Federal Way, WA 98003.  Tel. 
(253) 235-5532.

Fed-up, sleepless neighbor

04/10/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Urban restoration 1900 38th Ave e Seattle Non essential residential construction and 
remodeling. Workers daily since before restrictions

04/15/20 5:50 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Urbana Development LLC 1610 N 143rdSt Seattle 98134 Residential construction on-going in violation of 
order. Odd hours. Workers with no masks or 
distancing. Also cut large heritage trees down w/o 
permits

janet@chezpi.com Janet Horswill Ben Tran

03/31/20 1:11 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber URVASHI BEAUTY SALON & SPA 26019 104TH AVE SE #101 KENT THE OWNER URVASHI HAS POSITIVE COVID 19, 
SHE KNEW ABOUT IT AND INFECTED OTHER 
PEOPLE AND STAFF.  WHILE STILL STAYING 
OPEN FOR BUSINESS AND WORKING THERE.

05/14/20 11:58 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Retail sales Us cellular 1220 north Columbia center blvdKennewick At this location store leadership is allowing more 
than 10 people in at once in a small confined space 
customer allowed in even if only browsing for non 
essential items. Concerns were brought to 
management. Management only concerned about 
sales goals. I am genuinely concerned for my health.

04/27/20 5:19 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction USI COURTESY GLASS. 4520 B st Nw. Auburn Just got a call from my boss today saying we start 
tomorrow or there’s a chance we don’t get our job 
back, so they gave me an ultimatum. One of the 
biggest things our job can’t do is social distance. We 
have to work with 2 men all the time cause it takes 2 
man power to do most of our jobs. Working with 
heavy glass. I don’t think it’s right. I feel they are 
violating protocol, especially because it’s before may 
4th. I also have asthma and also don’t think mirrors 
and showers doors are essential right now. That’s 
why inslee said he wanted to start slow.

djswitch12485@gmail.com Anonymous 2532260354



03/30/20 8:54 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Post Office USPS Po box 1313 Silverdale We are continuing to issue passports. Many people 
are bringing in their entire family because the 
parents are out of work and their children are out of 
school. These families would normally have to pull 
their kids from school to meet the appointment time 
requirements. We are still mailing many non 
essential parcels. Many people are coming in to 
send out Easter gifts. Many elderly grandmothers 
have come in to mail their grandchildren gifts. Many 
people are still mailing care packages to the military. 
Gifts like Tshirts and chocolates. We have posted 
several signs stating that there is a limit to how many 
people can be in the lobby yet I am constantly having 
to remind people to wait outside. Couples are 
coming in like they are on a date because it's one of 
the few places they can go together. They are asking 
to see our variety of stamps. Many people are still 
coming in to the window to mail for their businesses. 
While I see the neccessity for keeping their online 
businesses running there are easy and accessible 
ways to order shipping supplies, pay for and print 
shipping labels and even schedule for a carrier to 
pick up your mail straight from home. There are also 
parcel drop bins and a self service kiosk outside of 
our lobby. People could do almost all of what they 
are coming to our window to do for themselves 
before even stepping in the door. Stamps can be 
purchased online or at Costco. I believe 
management of the postal service have chosen not 
to shut down our lobby or restrict certain services 
because they are afraid of losing money. But my 
coworkers and I are terrified and taken aback at our 

lexiemckinsey@gmail.com Lexie Mckinsey 3602869236

04/02/20 11:09 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Uwajimaya 600 5th Ave S, Seattle, WA 98104Seattle The construction remodel has not stopped. They 
may be a grocery store but this construction is not 
essential. There are hundreds of people trying to 
work from home who live above being disturbed by 
the noise as well.

04/10/20 4:05 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape Uyeta Landscaping 19605 106th Ave. SE Renton Received email stating that they were reopening for 
yard maintenance as this was allowed to prevent 
‘plant loss’.  I do not believe this is essential and 
risks workers/customers health

jldepaepe@comcast.net J DePaepe 2069885121

04/08/20 2:53 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Uyeta Lanscaping & Maintenance 739 20th Ave W Kirkland this company is out today doing basic landscape 
maintenance on my neighbor's yard, at 732 20th Ave 
W, Kirkland, WA.  Truck says: "Uyeta Landscape & 
Maintenance, 425-228-0525"

ilyabu@outlook.com Mr. Ilya Bukshteyn 4252460187

04/14/20 11:01 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lumber Vaagen Brothers Lumber 565 W. 5th Ave Colville Vaagen Brother Lumber has remained open as an 
essential business due to being in the lumber 
industry.  However the company is having non 
essential employees continue to work in their 
corporate offices and other offices at there sight. 
t=They are having them perform jobs that are not 
essential.

Anaonymous info@vaagenbros.com

04/01/20 5:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vacant commerial building - formerly 
"Nelson Chiropractic"

16250 NE 80th Street Redmond, WA 98052 Building owner has hired painters to come into this 
facility to perform painting and/or construction. 4-6 
males are onsite daily. Group collected outside the 
back door (outside my kitchen window) to smoke 
and talk well over 10 minutes on 3/31 and 
congregate in the parking lot to talk and chat beyond 
10 minutes 3/31/ and 4/1. Vulnerable seniors nearby 
(myself included). Cannot open windows or walk 
about. Should this work be going on right now? This 
does not seem like essential work. I have been 
practicing self isolation for weeks. I understand that 
the owner's name is Mrs. Anderson and may have 
another family representative (daugher).

janeymccaulley@gmail.com Janey McCaulley (206) 769-9522

03/30/20 7:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther All vacation rentals vacasa 
vrbo

Vacasa Hwy 150 Manson the vacation rentals should be shut down temporarily 
we have over 400 vacation rentals in lake CHELN 
Washington That's 5 000 to 10000 people moving 
around and bringing the virus from  Other areas of 
the state  Not to mention there is a shortage of 
cleaning supply's  And I can only assume that they 
are not   Sterilizing Properly the entire home after 
each visit these are a breeding ground Just like 
hotels.I believe that this has been overlooked in 
needs to be Addressed. These businesses and 
homeowners need to be under the same rules of 
nonessential And close immediately.I have observed 
3 rentals in my neighborhood and most of them 
aren't families their college kids In larger groups. 
Thank you for all you do  stay safe..

lakechelan1@outlook.com Shawn Smith 5096873229 AGENTNOTICES@VACASA.COM

04/02/20 7:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valencia Fencing 565 7th St NE East Wenatchee he is installing fence in residential neighborhood evelynwalczyk@gmail.com Evelyn  Arndt 5096691616

04/30/20 4:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Dr Suite 130 Tukwila On April 9th this homeowner was inquiring online for 
roof replacement. Valentine roofing sold him a 
residential re roof service, not an emergency leak 
service, did not repair an emergency leak! Further in 
home and sales regardless was not an authorized 
essential business. The roof was just completed as a 
full re roof service last week. The address of 
residence is 12224 SE 39th St Bellevue WA 98006. 
While others abide by the rules and lose business 
these guys keep working and break the rules. We 
are all supposed to be following the guidelines, these 
guys continued to sell and re  roof ignoring the 
Governor's orders. Look at the customers contract 
you will see they did not respond and fix an 
emergency leak, they did a full roof replacement at a 
later date.

aaronzarling@gmail.com Aaron Zarling 425-770-5472 Valentine Roofing / Connor valentine

04/20/20 5:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction valentine roofing 17614 35th ave e tacoma this company has been working roofing because all 
my customers have been calling me wondering why i 
cant do there roof when valentine roofing  has been 
ignoring the order

aaronzarling@gmail.com aaron 4257705472 Suzanne Colpitts

04/15/20 12:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine Roofing 400 Industry Dr suite 130 Tukwila Valentine roofing continues to do full residential re 
roofing. They are not fixing emergency repairs. They 
are continuing to do full roof replacements on jobs 
already sold and on pipeline before the pandemic. 
They are on roofs not roped up and are performing 
non essential business. The guidelines for roofing do 
not allow Valentine roofing to do full residential roof 
replacement the guidelines strictly state emergency 
repairs only. They have advertised on their website 
they are still operating out in the field as well that is 
absolutely against guidelines no in home sales!!!!! 
Why are some of us contractors following the rules 
waiting this out while they break the rules!

aaronzarling@gmail.com Aaron Zarling 425-770-5472

04/10/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Roofer Valentine Roofing Valentineroof.com Seattle I observed this company providing services on my 
neighbors home on April 10. I took a picture of their 
van in our shared driveway and saw their employee 
climbing on the neighbors roof.

shirin.venus@gmail.com Shirin Gallagher 2069544445

04/08/20 8:50 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valentine roofing 15314 Smokey Point Blvd Marysville WA At first valentine roofing advertised on their website 
“We remain open to serve you “ As an essential 
business valentine roofing will be continuing 
operations during the stay at home order. 
* I took a screen shot 

Now it states serving your essential needs however it 
clearly states their field staff which is in home sales 
is still working practicing social distancing.

The stay home stay safe order does not allow in 
home sales to go into and visit homes 
They are traveling and going into peoples homes. 
The social distancing does not fit the criteria 
because “field staff” is not allowed to operate during 
the stay home stay safe order.
They are finding loop holes with their words to 
continue working putting the public at risk going into 
homes and traveling, not staying home.

Aaronzarling@gmail.com Aaron Zarling 4257705472 marysville@valentineroof.com

04/13/20 11:33 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Valesquez Landscaping 1619B Locust Street Wenatchee Continues to operate and personnel do not observe 
distancing between themselves and clients.

mkane@synenergy.us Mark Kane 509 .888.7624



05/11/20 9:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Valley Cities Counseling 33405 8th Ave South, Suite 200Federal Way The CEO of Valley Cities has indicated to senior 
leadership and management that administrative staff 
should be coming in. The CEO, Shekh Ali, has 
stated that since he comes in every day to the office, 
that the administrative staff should be coming to the 
office as often as possible. Due to this, there is now 
increased risk and vulnerability to staff who could 
work entirely from home. Staff have access to 
laptops and remote devices that would allow for work 
to be done remotely. Additionally, many staff are 
traveling between other clinic sites where patients 
and clients are being seen, and could be potential 
carriers to other colleagues.

05/07/20 11:31 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber valley dermatology and skin cancer cente12509 E Mission ave Ste 102spokane valley They are seeing patients that are not essential, doing 
Botox injections, fillers, facials, laser hair removals 
and coolscupting services.They have also stated for 
those of us who were gone and on unemployment 
that we were to come back so they could open as 
normal business or they would find others to take 
our places.

lnsolomon89@gmail.com Leslie Solomon 208-618-9075

05/05/20 7:29 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Insurance Valley Insurance LLC 307 29th St NE #107 Puyallup This company is not an essential business and has 
its employees going out in public.  They file 
insurance taxes which is not considered essential.

Gina@valleyinsllc.com

03/31/20 11:49 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Aerospace Manufacturing Valley Machine Shop 1166 6th Avenue South Kent I work here currently, and we make airplane parts for 
Boeing. Since Boeing has shutdown for two weeks 
and we do not manufacture repair parts for currently 
operating airplanes only parts for airplanes which are 
yet to be started to be built, I do not feel it is an 
essential need for workers to be told by company to 
keep working based on their reason being they are 
helping maintain essential travel throughout 
aerospace industry.

Lloyd@gmail.com Mr Anonymous 1234567890

04/02/20 4:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valley Quality Homes 17123 e sprague Ave Spokane Valley Open,  non essential dlm052073@gmail.com LEE

04/01/20 11:15 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law Office Valor Law formally Thomson Law and 
Justice

110 Lakeshore Dr Pateros This law firm (Alex Thomason) is openly thumbing 
his nose bout closing. He has said that he’s not 
closing, and if questioned he will lie about what he is 
doing and threaten a law suit, he said the cops don’t 
know shit and he will bullshit them until they leave 
and he will continue to stay open. He has stated he’s 
not doing anything essential, but the cops don’t know 
that. Please close him, he doesn’t care if he spreads 
this deadly flu, and I don’t want to take a chance of 
him spreading it through small community.

dougkirk1@icloud.com Doug Kirk (509)-449-1899

03/30/20 3:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Donation Site Value Village 16771 Redmond Way Redmond The retail side of the store is closed, but inside 
employees are still working and bringing in the 
donations from outside, which is allowing customers 
to continue to donate and potentially spread the virus 
more with the amount of different items being left 
outside together.

djlonguk@gmail.com David Long 1020@savers.com.

03/30/20 3:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift store Value Village 12205 E Sprague Avenue Spokane Valley They claim they have employees on site for security 
reasons but continue to force their employees to 
take donations from the public or face termination. 
This is company wide, not just at this location. This 
is too high of a risk to the employees.

foxymm@yahoo.com Megan Martin 5092180691 1014@savers.com

03/30/20 2:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Value Village Sprague ave and boone ave Spokane Both locations have 2 staff members 8 hrs a day.. 
they are taking donations at their donation doors. 
People are constantly donating items and ring door 
bell potentially putting people working in there and 
citizens at risk, as we know COVID-19 can live on 
surfaces and these staff that are required to work 
are putting their families at risk of exposure. I am 
extremely concerned that this business is not 
complying with stay home order and needs to be 
addressed immediately!!!!

Marcanobabe@gmail.com Sam 1014@savers.com

04/11/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Valvoline 9801 204th Ave E Bonney Lake New Valvoline oil change business being 
constructed next door to Costco in Bonney Lake. I 
understood that construction is to be shut down but 
on April 9, 2020 at 2:15pm construction was in 
progress with workers hammering away.

ljbrindle66@gmail.com Linda Lloyd 509-953-3575

04/09/20 1:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Detail Van Cour’s Automotive 13813 Meridian E. Puyallup This business is open 6 days a week. They are a 
auto detail/stereo/alarm shop. They do not do any 
repairs on cars.

Sophalsou8@gmail.com Sophal Sou 2538781192 Sales@Vancours.com

03/31/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Van Hoff construction 7th st ne Auburn There is a crew on site building new residential 
homes.

04/22/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Van Overbeke Construction 816 NE 91st St Seattle Neighbor at 816 NE 91st St is continuing to have 
construction work done on his multi-story garage 
expansion with multiple workers who don’t appear to 
be following protective measures like physical 
distancing or wearing masks.

04/03/20 3:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Van's Landscaping 2063833946 Seattle Other landscapers are honoring the order.  Van 
continues to work.  Clarity is needed for landscaping 
services.  Either all need to be allowed to work, or 
none should.

05/03/20 9:25 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Vancouver Chiropractic 703 Broadway street ste# 500Vancouver I am an employee here and am concerned for my 
health and the health and safety of our patients. I 
would prefer to remain anonymous. People can 
continue to receive non-urgent massage and 
chiropractic care. Many clients are coming in for 
regular massage without necessity or urgency, just 
for general muscle pain. Employees are not wearing 
proper PPE, (some are wearing masks)and not all 
linens are being changed out between clients. Not 
allowing enough time between clients to properly 
sanitize treatment rooms etc.

04/19/20 4:45 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Vancouver Chiropractic 703 Broadway St Vancouver Performing non medical massage and paying 
therapist cash

05/12/20 10:25 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Car dealership Vancouver Ford 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver Effective 5-8-2020 the Sales Department has 
reopened and all “stand by” Sales Department 
employees have been recalled for work. Normal 
business operations are happening contrary to 
posted signs and website messages.

05/09/20 5:24 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automobile Dealership Vancouver Ford 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver Normal hours with normal business operations and a 
full sales staff working on the showroom floor. 
Accepting walk-in customers, no appt needed with 
test drives.

05/09/20 1:36 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Automobile Dealership Vancouver Ford 6801NE 40th St Vancouver The sales department is not following the phase 1 
automobile guidelines. The sales floor is open 
normal hours with the entire sales staff working as 
usual. Walk-in customers are accepted. The entire 
transaction is occurring in person at the dealership. 
All employees are required to work normal hours 
while still operating on 100% commission with 
limited opportunity to make a sustainable wage.

Mphilips@vancouverford.com

03/31/20 8:54 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto sales Vancouver FOrd 6801 NE 40th St Vancouver Selling new and used vehicles to non-essential 
customers. They are open for business as usual. 
Their excuse is Fred Meyer is open and only sells 
30% groceries, we are open for Parts/Service so 
sales as well.

dontwannagetfired@vancouverford.comJim Johnson 3609927402

03/31/20 8:07 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealership Vancouver Ford 6801 N 40th St Vancouver Is the sales side of a dealership "essential". They are 
doing their best to social distance, but employees are 
being told they can choose to work or to file for 
unemployment/ this tempting them to keep working , 
and tempting bored people to come in and shop. If a 
person got there via car, buying a newer one 
shouldn't be considered essential. No apparent 
delivery option seems to be in place , and it is 
difficult to continually sanitize every surface, and an 
unrealistic expectation from management to be able 
to do this properly, as they are not health care 
trained.

Jewelbjones@yahoo.com Anon Ymous 3605551212

03/30/20 6:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New car sales Vancouver Ford 6801 ne 40th st Vancouver Selling new and used vehicles to non essential 
people. Putting all employees at risk.

04/02/20 8:40 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dealership Vancouver McCord Toyota 10455 ne 53rd st. Vancouver This business remains fully staffed and selling 
vehicles to non-essential people. And staffs office 
people that doesn’t comply with social distancing

04/03/20 9:57 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Retail Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd ST Vancouver Selling vehicles to non essential workers. Sales 
department is open for business. Not following 
Governor's specific guidelines for sales.

03/31/20 11:55 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealer Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd st Vancouver Business should only be open for service but they 
are selling cars as well.

03/30/20 6:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther SELLING CARS Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver OWNER SAID HE WONT CLOSE UNTIL HE GETS 
FINED. PLEASE DO SO, NOBODY WANTS TO BE 
HERE BUT ARE SCARED FOR JOBS LATER.



03/30/20 6:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car dealer open for sales Vancouver Toyota 10455 NE 53rd St Vancouver Selling new and used vehicles to non essential 
people. Putting sales above safety.

03/30/20 5:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales Vancouver Toyota 10455 ne 53rd st Vancouver I was in for service and was told that they are open 
for sales. I watched at least 3 new car sales 
transactions occur.

04/03/20 12:06 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther HOA Management Vantage Community Management 8290 28th Ct NE Lacey Employees in close contact, no cleaning practices 
being performed, non essential business open.

Anonymous@anonymous.comAnonymous 360-344-5566

05/04/20 6:44 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Nursery - decorative plants 
not for food

Vanwingerdons Peace portal Blaine I understand that this could be an essential business 
in that workers need to go to work to keep plants 
alive but they are open to the public buying 
decorative plants.  Jam packed customer  parking lot 
and customers leisurely shopping.
This is a business I would frequent myself but 
haven't and that's why I took special notice.

04/14/20 9:39 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vask construction 323 Bellevue Ave Seattle Construction working

04/22/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscaping company Vasquez Lanscapes 16216 47th Ave S Tulwila, WA 98188 Last time I checked, landscaping companies are not 
an Essential Business during the state's Coronavirus 
shutdown.  This is a landscaping company that has 
continued to operate during the entire time of 
Governor Inslee's Stay at Home orders!  They show 
up weekly at my apartment complex I live called 
Wedgewood Estates in Seattle.  This complex is 
owned by Seattle Housing Authority and managed by 
Pinnacle Property management.  If my name is 
provided to any of these entities, the landscaper's, 
Pinnacle or SHA, they can enact, and have in the 
past, harassment and retribution upon me or any 
resident who complains like this.  Please contact me 
if you need more information, or let me know if 
Landscapers are now exempt from the Governor's 
order.

toddsamuelson@comcast.netTodd Samuelson 2064659867 Vasquezlandscaping@gmail.com

04/08/20 10:03 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther plastic manufauring Vaupell Holdings Inc 1144 NW 53rd St Seattle there is no reason for a aircraft parts manufacturing 
plant to be open they keep there people to close and 
do very little in the way of cleaning

heckitatamalorne@gmail.comjhon (206) 784-9050 TOSHI.OKU@VAUPELL.COM & CORPORATEACCOUNTING@VAUPELL.COM

04/08/20 1:37 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business VCA Lynnwood veterinary center 4426 168th street SW Lynnwood Was able to bring my pet here for non essential 
vaccines after my own vet told me no. The 
technician that helped me was in tears and terrified 
and told me this business was purposely not 
complying with inslees orders due to lost profits. 
Please protect these workers as they are frightened

Sadiemcnaulty@gmail.com Sadie 425-741-7892

04/29/20 7:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Jewelry and Clothing Veda Lux Boutique 1106 S Perry St Spokane They are still open with employees and owner 
working in the shop. They are allowing people to 
come by the shop. They are personally delivering 
packages to houses in the community.

N/A Levi N/A vedalux@live.com

03/30/20 6:11 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clothing/Jewerly Veda Lux Boutique 1106 S Perry St Spokane Still taking online orders and delivering in the 
community

VEDALUX@LIVE.COM

03/31/20 3:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping services Vega’s Landscaping 6108 137th Place SW EDMONDS I stopped on Friday and had a conversation with this 
gentleman to let him know that he is  doing a “non 
essential” job pressure washing the sidewalk at this 
house.  He said that he is fine.  I Leroy it at that.  
Then today he was back working again pressure 
washing.  I filled both days!  He said today, “you pay 
my bills”. I video taped this activity both days

sclaudio61@yahoo.com Shawn OGara 206-240-4941

04/23/20 5:14 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vekst Development 323 Bellevue Ave E Seattle Construction of the Oslo Luxury Apartments has 
been ongoing for weeks. 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

04/09/20 1:23 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vekst Development 1904 3rd Ave Seattle Vekst Development has a condo building they’ve 
been building that they are continuing work on 
despite their non-essential status. Also, the people 
working on the project have been gathering and not 
practicing social distance on a daily basis throughout 
the entire pandemic. Their building is across the 
street from 328 Bellevue Ave E Seattle, WA 98102.  
Thank you.

christopher-jenkins@hotmail.comChris Jenkins 2067691687

04/04/20 10:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vekst Development 111 26th Ave E Seattle Construction still being done. Groups with no social 
distancing.

Anonymous for fear of backlash.

04/07/20 3:52 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vekst Development  / Lawrence Yeh 
206-450-0595

111 26th Ave E Seattle Construction. Not following recommended distances. 
Have not noticed protective equipment being used. 
Please look into this.

03/31/20 9:37 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Venture General Contracting LLC 10000 Holman Rd NW Seattle Construction of Aegis Living residential building

04/06/20 6:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Venture general contractor 4601 Union Bay Pl NE Seattle There was some essential work to be done, but it’s 
been done for a long Time and they’re just 
continuing to work on non essential things. It’s a 
huge construction project and seems shut down but 
definitely isn’t.

michaelarnautov@gmail.com Mike Arnautov 9712739511

03/31/20 9:28 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Services Vertumni Fine Landscaping and 
Gardening

4063 1st Ave NE Seattle Crew working close together and riding in same 
truck to job site.

mcgilvra@wolfenet.com Shane

03/31/20 3:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Verve Bowls 1764 NW 56th St Seattle, WA  98107 United StatesSeattle I feel that smoothies an açaí bowls aren’t a necessity 
in this time. People still have to come inside to take 
their orders an wait inside until prepared. Employees 
are worried about being exposed and management 
doesn’t seem to hear the concerns. Just want to give 
seniority to others to make money. We’re all facing 
rough times right now.

04/04/20 10:45 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vesk Development 111 & 115 26th ave E Seattle These guys are working daily inside
I live across the street from worksite

mpcannon56@gmail.com Michael P Cannon 2069928967

04/20/20 6:59 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vessey and sons construction 22 Vessey Ln. Montesano WA Developing a sub-division for Terry Graham who 
works for ReMax Real Estate in Olympia WA. 60 
Acre Property located on Barrett Rd N. Montesano 
WA. 98563.

Chillyterry@yahoo.com T. Chilman 360.581.2097

04/19/20 9:37 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift Store Veteran's Warehouse 1219 N. Wenatchee Avenue Wenatchee Thrift store remains open and operating, claiming to 
be "essential business"

OVAHA@HOTMAIL.COM

04/03/20 6:53 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Thrift store Veterans thrift store 4507 w wellesley ave Spokane Basically just a thrift store! Junecleaver2000@hotmail.comLori Cobb 5098696152

03/31/20 7:05 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vetrotech 2108 b st nw Auburn How is a business that builds and sells doors,frames 
and glass exempt from our current situation

Aymik253@gmail.com Kimya simon Diane.davis@saint-gobain.com

03/30/20 7:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Metal framing doors and 
window , including glass

Vetrotech 2108 B street NW Auburn Non essential manufacturing ( New construction of 
windows and doors only) Not for existing 
infrastructure.

Beavercirclic@gmail.com Anonymous

04/29/20 1:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vets Electric Company 809 105th st s Tacoma Currently scheduled job(s) that are not essential/ 
safety related such as replacement/troubleshooting 
of fans and non emergency panel changes.

05/11/20 2:23 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Pest co trial solicitation Vex Pest Control 6201 w Clearwater ave Kennewick They came to my door and had a solicitor trying g to 
sell me pest control services. As well as my entire 
street.

Matthew.prior3@gmail.com Matthew Prior 5097139408

04/08/20 12:14 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscape/lawn care Vicki’s Yard Care 22402 Pacific Way Ocean Park Lawn mowing services performed in Surfside 
Estates on April 8, 2020

djnrlmott@msn.com Robin Mott 360-665-0558

04/01/20 2:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Vie Athletics 113 W meeker Puyallup Vie Athletics has required employees to file 
unemployment, but have still required multiple 
employees to come into work (none essential 
business) and work without wages. The company is 
requiring and encouraging employees to still come in 
and operate the business clearly violating the 
Governor mandated order.

darienkonzelman@gmail.comDarien Konzelman 2532038821

04/09/20 6:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Viking Builders Construction LLC 6200 Sidon Pasco WA 99301 There are new houses being built and the 
subcontractors for Viking are completing the siding 
on 3 houses i the end of the 6200 block of Sidon

Gbrazington@man.com Gerry Brazington 509 521-4341

04/15/20 2:23 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Viking Homes Tri Cities 8223 W Deschutes Ave #309Kennewick Ongoing homebuilding from the ground up, not just 
essential weatherproofing. Newly framed homes 
daily. At "Highlandview Heights" near East 36th Ave 
and Gum St in Kennewick. Multiple workers close 
together. No masks or distancing. Blatant disregard 
for the rules.

Tulipsprings@aol.com Carol Curry 5095211100 Info@vikinghomes.com

03/31/20 9:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Village at Totem Lake, Fairfield 
Residential

12560 120th Ave NE Kirkland Fairfield Residential is the GC on the job site they 
said they found loop holes and we are to resume 
work asap. It is unsafe and non of the siding and wrb 
is essential on the walls. They could not give us 
anything from the state saying the job site is open 
how can we be forced back to work when it's not 
safe and nonessential.

lindsey.olsenbqs@outlook.comLindsey Olsen 206-432-5601

04/01/20 5:32 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Village Life Homes - Tamara 
development Bothell

21521 41st Avenue SE Bothell Framers and finishing work still progressing normally 
each day.  It was my understanding that residential 
builders are non essential.

deepwoods@gmail.com Scott

04/14/20 7:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse shipping and 
receiving

Vintage Hardware 2000 West Sims Way Port Townsend The warehouse is open. They have workers working 
in warehouse . I live within eye sight of this business 
.

chumdump12@protonmail.comJane sales@vintagehardware.com

04/09/20 4:44 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Vintage hardware Vintage Hardware and Lighting 2000 w sims way Port townsend They are still operating the mail order business. Xxx Xxx Xxx



04/02/20 10:27 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail clothing boutique Vintage Me 106 S. 3rd Street Yakima This retail clothing store has a little sandwich kitchen 
at the back, which they believe qualifies the entire 
business,as,"essential." But the sandwich-counter 
hours are limited, while the retail shop remains open 
during its regular hours. Even with surfaces 
sanitized, retail clothing sales include trying clothes 
on, and an asymptomatic shopper might be leaving 
the virus behind for the person who tries the same 
garment on just a few hours later. No reason to be 
encouraging foot traffic through a retail business 
under the guise of providing "essential" sandwiches.

stillgranolagirl@gmail.com Susan DeBord 509-654-0061 tmemmons@gmail.com

04/21/20 1:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lanscaping VIP Lawns NW 34825 SE Douglas St Snoqualmie Unlicensed individual going door to door hanging 
flyers soliciting lawn services to be performed 
4/27/2020. Business has no license that can be 
found. Address provided is Snoqualmie PD,  
"business" has no license or address

nefariousd7@gmail.com Dave Mills 9283087811 viplawnsnw@gmail.com

04/04/20 1:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Vip lawns NW 425-961-2439 No site address -  www.viplawnsnw.comIssaquah Leaving advertising door hangers at every door 
throughout our Mill Creek Neighborhood.

DavidF@johnlscott.com David Fairwell 425-770-0105

04/02/20 7:12 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car sales VIP Mototsport 408 W Columbia Drive Kennewick Selling cars openly and obvious images of them 
breaking the stay at home order to take photos on. A 
local island. They are using Inslees order to claim 
they are essential but it is to repair other essential 
workers vehicles or to close previous deals.

Buzalsky@icloud.com Mary 5095548289

04/24/20 4:42 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Massage Parlor VIP SPA LMP MASSAGE 12702 SR-99 Everett Dirty massage parlor that offer happy endings and 
other extras.

Samoomoo@gmail.com Sam 2069650514

05/17/20 1:22 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Vision Health 5164 Capitol Blvd SE Tumwater They have advertised that they are now open for 
"routine eye care" visits, you are able to make an 
appt as early as Monday May 18 for new patient 
routine eye exams.  This was clearly defined to eye 
care offices as not able to have routine non 
medically urgent until Phase 2 due to the retail 
aspect of optical and optometry offices.

frontdesk@visionhealtholy.com

05/13/20 1:31 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Vision Plus 31775 WA-20 Oak Harbor Business operating "business as usual", seeing 
patients for non-emergency related visits such as 
buying glasses, contacts, and routine exams.  Proper 
sanitizing not happening and no markers on the 
ground for safe distancing.

04/15/20 11:20 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Building Vista Del Rey 318 N Tacoma Ave Tacoma Painting and construction work being performed on 
unoccupied unrented apartments by third party 
vendor.

rglen.watts@gmail.com Ronald

04/03/20 8:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Complex Vista Del Rey 319 N. Tacoma Ave. Tacoma Construction and renovations in building are 
continuing regardless of stay at home order in 
apartments that are not currently rented.

05/05/20 11:47 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Vista Del Rey Apartments 319 North Tacoma Avenue Tacoma There are multiple subcontractors coming into our 
building to perform upgrades to units that are not 
following social distancing measures and should not 
be allowed in a building with 130 units.

anonymous Anonymous anonymous

04/18/20 12:48 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Vista del Rey Apartments 319 North Tacoma Avenue Tacoma The Vista del Rey continues to employ Contractors 
to prepare unoccupied apartments to rent. These 
Contractors use common facilities with Tenants 
such as doors, hallway, and elevators.  These 
contractors do not wear protective gear and do not 
comply with social distancing. The Landlord has 
promised to provide regular sanitation but has failed 
to honor this promise.

bhelverson52@gmail.com B. L. Helverson (253) 642-7082 Rose Stanek-Norbe stanekrf@gmail.com

04/06/20 2:00 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment Community Vista Del Rey Apartments, run by 
Targa Real Estate Services

319 N Tacoma Ave Tacoma They are doing non-emergency maintenance.  They 
are in vacant apartments, working on them to 'make 
ready' when the apartment has not been rented to 
anyone yet.

mstich518@gmail.com Melissa 2062938658

04/22/20 12:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther land clearing and tree 
service

vista logging 4320 silvana terrace rd stanwoodstanwood Land clearing and logging, black ford pickup and big 
white ford chip truck...  was plates C25255J,  
C79365D OR C79365O, about 3 - 5 workers,  
occurring last 3 days at about 4320 Silvana Terrace 
Rd Stanwood.  Chainsaws chipping and other work 
taking place on wooded land, may also be occurring 
near (<150 ft) to salmon stream, or may be just 
beyond, no silt barriers, street run off at base of hill 
goes directly to stream

CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL CONFIDENTIAL wa plates C25255J, C79365D OR C79365O

04/21/20 9:07 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging and Brush Clearing Vista Logging and Tree Service 4320 Silvana terrace Rd Stanwood, wa Clearing brush, side of truck has Vista Logging and 
Tree Service wa plate C799365D white ford last digit 
may be 0,  C7993650

Private Private Private

05/13/20 10:00 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Vitality Chiropractic Center 410 Bellevue Way SE, 202 Bellevue Non-urgent massage therapy is taking place daily, 
and has been since mid-march when they had a 
covid-19 positive client expose an LMT, and 3 
workers volunteered to quarantine.  The rest of the 
office did not close, nor did they report the exposure 
to the DOH or the CDC.  They even refused to track 
2nd and 3rd degree exposures initially.  I know this 
because I've visited the location several times.  They 
will accept anyone who "has pain"... and they 
assume it's covered for some liability because 
there's a DC in the house(the owner, who wants to 
keep business open at all costs).  They're even 
accepting 2hr cash appointments, and demanding 
their LMT's work, regardless of "urgent need" based 
allowance.  I also noticed the office staff doesn't 
always wear masks, and they seem very casual 
about the coronavirus collectively.

chiroian@gmail.com

05/18/20 11:07 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Health-related business Vitality Specific Chiropractic 5211 20th Avenue NW Suite CSeattle Patients and doctor were not wearing masks 
(receptionist was) but more importantly they are 
offering massage, which is non-essential.

04/09/20 6:40 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Vitamin Life 15100 Redmond-Woodinville Rd NEWoodinville I have heard from an employee that the call center 
employees are told it is mandatory to come into 
work, even though the call center is able to do their 
job from home. Multiple employees have been sick, I 
think one even tested positive for covid 19. Thank 
you!

Emily

03/31/20 1:34 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping/yard work VL C96072F 16726 SE 45th St Bellevue Yard work (mowing grass, edge trimming) being 
done at 16726 SE 45th St, Bellevue, WA 98006.by 
whomever owns/operates white Ford double cab 
pickup, vehicle license C96072F.  Either the rules 
apply to everyone or no one and I wouldn't think yard 
work is an essential service.

gayfitz@hotmail.com Gayle Fitzgerald 425-641-4615

04/09/20 9:46 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Corporate Video Production VMG Studios 13228 NE 20th St #400 Bellevue The business continues to force 
immunocompromised individuals to come to the 
office.

The business has used the claim of an air purifier as 
adequate safety precaution against Covid-19.

Business continues to plan and execute video shoots 
involving cast and crew in the on-site studio, in 
violation of social distancing rules.

04/13/20 9:06 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Vogrig Outdoor Maintenance Service 2204 E Mission Spokane Multiple employees completing a residential 
landscaping job on the 1300 block of E Central—no 
masks, lack of social distance, NON-ESSENTIAL!!

valena.arguello@gmail.com Valena Arguello 5094138228

04/23/20 1:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile Dealership Volkswagen of Kirkland 12612 NE 124th Street Kirkland My General Manager ordered me and all of his Sales 
Team to come back to work yesterday. I declined to 
break the Stay at Home Order even though I am on 
standby. Many of the sales reps are back at work 
performing non-essential tasks as a group. Because 
I declined to come to work he threatened to disrupt 
my unemployment.

sylviahe98005@gmail.com Sylvia Henderson 425-765-8228

05/16/20 1:23 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Restaurant or food service business Volunteer Park Cafe 1501 17th Ave. E. Seattle Before the coronavirus epidemic, this neighborhood 
cafe used to be open for meals, with two outside 
picnic tables and some chairs.  It switched to take-
out food early on after inside dining was prohibited, 
and then closed all together.  It is now open 
essentially as a store, selling mainly drinks, including 
coffee, bottles of wine and beer, and some baked 
goods.  The outside tables and chairs are occupied 
with groups of people on the sidewalk in a residential 
area socializing together without masks.  Today I 
passed groups of people drinking bottles of wine on 
the picnic table at 1:00 pm.  I doubt seriously that 
everyone in the group lived in the same household: it 
looked like friends were getting together to socialize 
and drink.  Is it legal for a small cafe to essentially 
have an outside bar on a neighborhood sidewalk?

a concerned neighbor in Capitol Hill, Seattle 1501 17th Ave. E., second floor (above the cafe)



04/10/20 10:36 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction VP STONE & TILE INC: Vitaliy Pikalov 4 Valley Crest Way Bellingham Vitaliy Pikalov continues to construct homes he 
owns in Sudden Valley, Wa.  Not observing essential 
services only, he is his own contractor so feels this 
current situation does not apply to him.  Does not 
abide by social distancing guidelines w/ other 
workers & visitors to his construction site/homes.

Ssmith@hotmail.com Sandra Smith 360-738-8525

04/02/20 10:04 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Vroom ONLINE SELLER NO PHYSICAL ADDRESSSEATTLE This online dealer is continuing to sell vehicles and 
deliver them to customer's homes, ignoring the last 
guidance bulletin provided by the office of the 
Governor Proclamation 20-25. We have supporting 
documentation to this fact which can be provided 
upon request.

tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.comTim Buffington 2069192789

04/02/20 10:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Sales Vroom ONLINE SELLER NO PHYSICAL ADDRESSSEATTLE This online dealer is continuing to sell vehicles and 
deliver them to people's homes

tim.buffington@sandbergvolvocars.comTim Buffington 2069192789

05/16/20 1:59 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Knife shop Vulcan Knives 602 E. 25th St Tacoma They are and have been operating throughout Covid-
19 and are now suspected to be holding classes. All 
the other businesses have shut down except the 
food court at Freighthouse Station. The owners 
believe they are essential, and when asked why they 
are open they become very verbal and aggressive. 
They have threatened to shoot our locks off the 
doors of our business.

Tacomahauntedhouse@yahoo.comRobin Clark 2532233256 Paul and Dee Button

04/02/20 3:50 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Junk haulers and moving Vámonos junk haulers 1611 south methow Wenatchee wa 98801 They are working on trailers that don’t have business 
name or vinyls and the are working in the gated 
Peking space of a manufactured homes parking lot.  
509-668-7672 if you call they’ll answer and go give 
you an estimate..
And his employees were told to work or loose your 
job .

I want to be anonymous because the owner knows 
me and don’t want problems

Frank657@gmail.com Frank Ross 509-668-7672 VAMONOS7672@GMAIL.COM

04/21/20 4:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction W G Clark 19911 S Prairie Rd E Bonney Lake Business performing non-essential work. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared Ross 3602692779

04/06/20 11:34 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction W. S. Feldt General Contractor 22410 70th Ave W #7 Mountlake Terrace ~ 3pm 4/6, I observed three people doing landscape 
construction at 6845 52nd Ave NE, Seattle, WA, 
98115. W.S. Feldt General Contractor truck parked 
in front.

lhn_wa@gourd.org Lorrin Nelson 206-683-1487

04/14/20 7:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wa License plate #C82060M 1417 9th street Anacortes Two construction workers started a new roofing 
project on 4/13/2020 on the residential property of 
1417 and 1419 9th street. A non emergency project 
for residential construction during stay at home 
orders. They were observed not practicing social 
distancing, passing tools between each other.

nadjarua@gmail.com Nadja Baker 360-420-7991 unknown

04/02/20 11:56 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate WA Realtors 504 14th Avenue SE Olympia WA Realtors is sending out misinformation about 
home staging. In turn realtors are now applying 
pressure to stagers to come stage homes. Here is a 
bit from their recent email on 4/1.

"Can stagers stage homes and remove furniture 
from a listing during the Stay Home, Stay Healthy 
Order? (Revised April 1, 2020)

Yes. Information concerning real estate services 
indicates that staging a home and removing staging 
items is now permitted. Like all other in-person 
activities, staging activities must be by appointment, 
a total of no more than two people may be at 
property at any one time, and those two people must 
adhere to strict social distancing guidelines 
established by the CDC. Sellers should vacate the 
property prior to any staging activities."

atwildesign@gmail.com Taylor Atkinson 206.636.9697

05/06/20 10:16 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Tree Service Waag Family Tree Service 3670 NE Iverson Rd Poulsbo May 4-6  removal of live fir trees, non essential and 
not following social distancing requirements.

krisberganpta@gmail.com K. Bergan waagfamilytreeservice@gmail.com

03/31/20 11:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Wag n Wash 1932 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Since when is the dog getting a haircut essential, if 
my haircut isn't essential?

Captain.sten.skaar@gmail.comSten Skaar queenanne@wagnwash.com

03/30/20 6:52 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Grooming Wag n Wash 1932 Queen Anne Ave North Seattle Grooming Salon in the store is still open. Employees 
are interacting with customers, not social distancing 
& work in a small confined non ventilated area. 
Owner claims they are in a “loop hole” because they 
are selling pet food as well. Store front employees 
are not practicing social distancing either. Regulars 
visit the store just to talk & hang out. Grooming is 
deemed non-essential

Anonymous NA queenanne@wagnwash.com

03/30/20 6:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Wag n Wash 1932 Queen Anne Ave North Seattle Grooming Salon in the store is still open. Employees 
are interacting with customers, not social distancing 
& work in a small confined non ventilated area. 
Owner claims they are in a “loop hole” because they 
are selling pet food as well. Store front employees 
are not practicing social distancing either. Regulars 
visit the store just to talk & hang out. Grooming is 
deemed non-essential

Anonymous NA queenanne@wagnwash.com

04/17/20 3:29 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Wagly 639 156th Ave SE Bellevue, WA My understanding is that veterinary hospitals can 
only perform emergent services, not preventative or 
elective services.
I received an email from them that states:
Veterinary Hospital Remains Open for All Services

Our hospital remains open for all services including 
but not limited to:
Preventative Exams
Vaccinations
Dentals
Spays/Neuters
Other Elective Surgery
Labwork/Diagnostics
Sick Pet Exams & Treatment
Other health concerns

drcraigsmiller@gmail.com Dr. Craig Miller 425-378-9177 lake.hills@wagly.com

04/02/20 7:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet Care Wagly 639 156TH AVE SE, Bldg D Bellevue This place is keeping ALL of their services open 
(grooming, daycare, boarding, and vet care) when 
everything except vet care is considered non-
essential.

lake.hills@wagly.com

04/07/20 10:55 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog 
Grooming/Boarding/Veterina
ry

Wagly Pet Hospital and Campus 639 156th Ave SE Unit D Bellevue, WA  98007 United StatesBellevue Wagly operates under an umbrella of services for 
pets, some of which are essential and some are not. 
While all other pet grooming salons are closed, 
Wagly continues to keep their grooming salon open, 
forcing employees to come in and do work that is not 
considered essential. Keeping this service open is 
dangerous and irresponsible in these difficult and 
frightening times.

nathan339@hotmail.com Nathan Bigelow 5093129644 lake.hills@wagly.com

03/31/20 8:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Wagstaff 3910 n flora rd Spokane valley A majority of the 300+ employees design and 
maufactor aluminum casting equipment. That is non 
essential. Wagstaff claims that since we make parts 
for the Hanford cleanup we are essential but that is 
only a few employees.

04/06/20 5:48 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Manufacturing Wagstaff Inc. 3910 North Flora Rd Spokane Valley WA 99216Spokane Valley Many non-essential employees are being expected to 
come into the office every day. Research and 
development is continuing "business as usual". 
Engineers are in desks and cubicles much closer 
than 6 feet apart. Employees have been teased and 
taunted by coworkers when trying to follow CDC 
guidelines by wearing face masks or following social 
distancing. I know many essential employees are 
required to perform tasks, such as group lifts, which 
cannot be done 6 ft apart, so more measures should 
be in place to protect these employees and limit their 
exposure.

03/31/20 2:25 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Wag’nWash Natural Food & Grooming 1932 Queen Anne Ave N Seattle Grooming is still open at the back of the store. 
Grooming is non-essential. Employees said their in a 
loop
Hole. Many people in and out with no social 
distancing and it’s just adding to this pandemic. 
Thank you for your time.

I would like to keep anonymous queenanne@wagnwash.com

04/09/20 2:07 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Store Wal Mart 310 31st Ave SE Puyallup wa Employee diagnosed with Covid19 and still having 
other employees working and letting people shop.I 
am very concerned about it my daughter works there 
and they are Not doing anything to protect them

tracieshelton4@gmail.com Tracie Shelton 2533593982

04/06/20 8:55 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Waldron Construction 380 SE Pioneer Way #201 Oak Harbor They are still operating, building new homes/condos 
that seem non essential according to the current 
rules



04/01/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walker development and landscape 
supply

1951 N National Ave, Chehalis, WA 98532Chehalis They are out doing home owner deliveries. Not 
emergency loads either. I have seen them out 
spreading driveways. I called my local supplier. Only 
to be told driveways are not a emergency. Walkers 
price was over $130 dollars more but could be 
delivered same day.

N/a N/a 3600000000

05/07/20 5:31 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Foundry Walla Walla foundry 405 Woodland Ave Walla Walla Working in close proximity of other employees for 
training and work that is not essential work. Putting 
employees and their families at risk for covid 19. 
Employees feeling like if they are asked to come 
back and work should or there might be retaliation 
when they do go back to work.

Info@wallawallafoundry.com

04/02/20 4:06 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automive Dealership Walla Walla Valley Honda 1240 SE Commercial Dr College Place The dealership is currently selling vehicles and 
inviting people to come in and shop.

04/01/20 10:13 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wallace cottages Off Madison Bainbridge Island New construction continues. No one lives in the 
dwellings. I live behind the new development and 
hear them working all day everyday.

pamelalaeger@yahoo.com Pam Laeger 12035540442

04/20/20 11:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture/Home decor Wallaroo's furniture and Mattresses 1001 N Division St Spokane All employees are still actively working in the stores. 
They are currently working on opening their Valley 
location, of which I do not know the address. They 
are also not paying employees, but still taking the 
buyout money for small businesses.

Anonymous Nathan Chetrit

04/07/20 5:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Construction or Furniture 
store at a home

Wallaroos Furniture-Spokane 
Overstock L.L.C.

5218 N. Mulvaney Ct. Spokane The owners of this property have allegedly been 
doing 'home improvements' for the last three years. 
They continue to run their business out of their 
home (building furniture) and have multiple 
people/businesses in and out of the property nearly 
every day. They have thrown the social distancing 
completely out of the window.

sfeierpacarm@gmail.com Steve F. 253-985-0915 SPOKANEOVERSTOCK@GMAIL.COM

04/10/20 12:33 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walls & Weds 2116 Edgemont Place West Seattle Home construction site, was honoring the non-
essential business, Stay Home-Stay Healthy.  This 
morning, 4/10/2020, 5 cars show up and doing 
extensive work on home.  None are practicing social 
distancing.  Have photo’s to prove.

Jessica_m_gallegos@yahoo.comJessica Gallegos 2066397974

05/06/20 3:53 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Landlord Walls Property Management 6402 Phinney Ave N, Apt 12 Seattle Walls Property Management sent an employee to 
paint all the common areas (hallways) of our 
building. It is my understanding that painting is not 
an essential service. We are stuck in our apartment. 
And the pollution their painting is causing is harmful 
to our well-being and health. My wife has asthma 
and her health is being harmed. Walls Property 
Management has a history of violating laws and 
regulations with full knowledge that they will face no 
consequences other than an email or a call from the 
city asking them to stop. Please reach out to them 
and make them stop and hopefully make them face 
some serious consequences.

oscarbrain@gmail.com Oscar Brain 2062804197 madison@wallspropertymanagement.com

04/01/20 10:56 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walmart 20307 mountain hwy E Spanaway Doing construction on a new business in Walmart 
store

martinely@hotmail.com martin ely 801-859-1677

04/05/20 7:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Installing Mulch Walmart Landscapers - Monroe, WA Monroe, WA Monroe Please explain how landscapers putting mulch in 
beds at Monroe Walmart is essential.  Also pruning 
bushes.  You mean this can't wait?  Are you kidding 
me.

mckat1387@me.com Kimberley Turner 253-391-3039

04/02/20 2:40 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walrath Landscape Supply 4521 56th St Gig Harbor This company is selling bulk landscaping supplies to 
homeowners at a retail level. I do not believe this is 
essential business.

wlsg@tewalrath.com

04/14/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walsh construction 9722 8th Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117, United StatesSeattle Construction work on site every weekday from 7am -
5pm. Can hear them talking blocks away, 
hammering and nail guns. Visible from street that 
workers less than 6ft apart.

joanche@gmail.com Joanne Ho 206-850-89456 www.walshconstruction.com 206-547-4008

04/04/20 8:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Walter and Nancy Jordan 18627 Roseburg St SW Rochester On going home construction, per the governor on 
4/2/20, home building is non essential.

capetersen444@aol.com Cathy Petersen 307-413-3074

03/31/20 9:42 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialRestaurant or food service business Walton Beverage 1350 Pacific Place Ferndale Walton Beverage has sales reps who go from store 
to store location to collect the orders of Pepsi (and 
other products).  These reps then submit their orders 
by computer to the company headquarters in 
Ferndale where the orders are filled and the 
products are delivered to the customers.  The reps 
could take these orders by phone but are being 
required to go into all stores in person ("so they don't 
loose shelf space to Coca-cola or other competitors").

tilliedog@msn.com Pamela Graham 13604038298

04/02/20 3:25 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Property management and 
resort

Wapato Point 1 Wapato Way Manson The resort is closed to the public but the employees 
are still required to work.

Luvlops@msn.com Christie Cano 253-250-3908

03/31/20 5:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Warehouse Warehouse 47020 SE 144th st North bend Business claims they are essential but not sending 
parts to help essential customers. No way to practice 
6 feet apart social distance. Employees have been 
threatened they MAY lose job if they dont come to 
work. No hazard pay, they actually took a raise away. 
Please make this company comply with the stay at 
home order. They wont even update the employees 
thet they had a covid 19 positive employee.

04/16/20 4:13 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Power washing WashBoy Power Washing 3884 Suite B Hannegan Rd Bellingham WA 98226 Despite signs on all gates entering Semiahmoo 
Resort Association in Blaine, WA, stating that non-
essential services such as maintenance, 
construction, landscaping, etc., are banned, they 
were power washing a roof today on Canvasback 
Rd. in Blaine, WA 98230

thewashboy@gmail.com

04/27/20 4:38 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law Mowinga Washington Association of 
Landscapers

120 State Avenue NE #303 Olympia I live in a large condo complex in Everett, WA.  The 
firm that mows our lawns is using a letter from 
WALP  to say that cutting our lawn is essential and 
allowable under 'Phase 1 Construction Restart 
COVID-19 Job Site Requirements and qualifies as 
low risk construction
As a Board member of our HOA I do not want lawn 
service until it is legally allowable. Thank you.

cindy.comin@comcast.net Cindy Comin 206-595-0079 Carrie is the author of a letter that law mowing is qualified as essential

04/17/20 10:26 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Washington Foundations No listing Seattle Construction crew building a residential home with 
no protective gear and working during a ban on non 
essential work.

standunster@hotmail.com Stanley Dunster 2062937174 ?

04/07/20 7:04 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Washington iron works 3144 NE halyard lane Oak harbor All of our job sites have been closed but we are 
continuing to produce steel. Last week multiple 
employees got sick with flu like symptoms. Social 
distancing is not being enforced.

04/10/20 4:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential Landscape- 
routine maintenance

Washington Landscaping & 
Maintenance, ph: 425-205-9229

PO Box 424 Duvall 4-10-20.  Multiple work crews doing routine weekly 
yard maintenance in our Taylor's Ridge 
neighborhood, several addresses on 151st Place 
and other streets, Duvall, WA.

04/28/20 5:09 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Personal injury law firm Washington Law Center 15 Oregon Ave, Suite 210 Tacoma WLC has the capability of working remotely with less 
employees having to go into the office for the 
essential business operations tasks. However, they 
are refusing to allow the staff to work remotely with 
the exception of one employee.

03/31/20 5:16 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord Washington Park Tower 1620 43 ave E Seattle I work as a doorman for the company.  They claim I 
am essential because part of my role is security.  I 
am 71 years old. My question relates to the mention 
in the order of private security being essential. Am I 
legally defined as "private security"
as it relates to the proclamation just because it is 
only part of my role at work and I am not working for 
a private security firm which is the generally 
accepted definition of private security?

Jackson Loren 206-363-5275 office@primeseattle.com

04/01/20 6:36 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dept. of Energy sub 
contractor

WASHINGTON RIVER 
PROTECTION SOLUTIONS

2425 Stevens Center Place Richland Large Gatherings of people in pre job briefings, work 
being done that is non-critical. Workers doing routine 
inspections on fire extingushers. Workers inspecting 
gfci outlets. Workers picking up tumbleweeds? Work 
week managers are showing up to meetings and not 
practicing social distancing. Other companies are 
not working Msa, Chprc. Wrps looks like they are 
only interested in PBI's( performance based 
incentives ) and not caring about worker safety.

tdelarosa73@yahoo.com Tony Delarosa 509-301-8181



04/09/20 11:32 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Church Washington State Court Appointed 
Advocate Program

13752 ROOSEVELT WAY N SEATTLE Despite the fact that I have contacted the 
Archdiocese directly, many of the churches that 
belong to the Archdiocese of Seattle continue to 
invite church members to sign up for private prayer, 
some in shared rooms with a priest and/or church 
staff member present. The prayer appointments can 
be scheduled back to back so that one person enters 
the room after another person leaves.The 
coronavirus lives in the air for three hours 
(https://hub.jhu.edu/2020/03/20/sars-cov-2-survive-
on-surfaces/) . These kinds of invitations to come to 
church for prayer time should not be considered an 
essential activity. When contacted, the Archdiocese 
of Seattle did not respond to me nor has St. Mark 
Parish in Shoreline,  the church I am a member at 
and which is holding these private prayer meetings. 
Here is their Facebook page, which posts prayer 
times for people to sign up for: 
https://www.facebook.com/SaintMarkShoreline/

kaeganfb@gmail.com Kaegan Faltys-Burr 4256470235

05/18/20 11:18 AM No Action Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Governor or WA State Washington State Governor's office 416 14th Ave SW Olympia Governor is making bad decisions which will result in 
more problems down the road than we currently 
have.  Open the state and let businesses operate.  
Those who are afraid of the virus are welcome to 
stay in lock down but others who think for 
themselves and are not in need of government's 
assistance should not be forced to accept it.
Thank you.

Jay Inslee

04/02/20 10:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther chemical fertilization of 
residential lawns

Washington Tree and Lawn care 20057 Ballinger Way NE Shoreline They have continued to fertilize lawns and trees. 
They are claiming they are essential service because 
they have the ability to control insects... This does 
not fall in line with the Governors order.
Now each landscape company or lawn care 
company can claim the same if utilizing a insect 
control fertilizer?

04/02/20 4:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Washington Tree Service 20057 Ballinger Way NE Shoreline Sales representative went to person's house and did 
not follow distance protocols nor is sales considered 
an essential service

04/06/20 1:46 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Reatailer/ residential 
construction

Washington window & door 17820 N.E. 65th st Redmond Wa Company is still open and and performing when 
company is none essential. Warehouse and 
deliveries continue and residential installations are 
still operating

03/31/20 1:45 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Supply chain Watchguard Technologies Inc 505 5th Ave S, Ste 500 Seattle The warehouse does not provide essential function 
yet the staff is being made to go in and are unable to 
maintain social distancing. They also are very slow 
and have barely any orders to fill so they are just 
being forced to leave home daily for no good reason.

iim33gs@gmail.com TB 206-225-6182

04/06/20 2:39 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Water Front Seattle Alaskan Way Seattle Construction continues non-stop along the 
waterfront for the new wharf and connector bridge 
from Alaskan Way to Western Ave. How is this work 
essential? Per the proclamation it wouldn't appear so.

roofdon@amazon.com Don Roof 206-200-8118

04/16/20 2:01 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WAVE ? Bellingham Two trucks working at 10th and Douglas Sts at 
vacant property for what would appear to be new 
installation of high speed internet. Clearly non 
essential as there is no building there.

Darbels@frontier.com Darlene Belshaw 3609277561 ?

04/14/20 10:39 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Communication WAVE BROADBAND 4518 Mile Hill Dr Se, Port OrchardPort Orchard Wave Broadband retail store fronts are not an 
essential part of keeping the internet functional for 
the public. They are a payment center and serve little 
purpose to be open while all other utilitie store fronts 
are also closed. Everything that can be done in the 
office can be done online or over the phone.

. . Randall.wingert94@gmail.com

04/02/20 7:48 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Communication Wave Broadband 4519 Mile Hill Dr Se port orchard The retail space at all Wave Broadband locations in 
the state do not preform a essential job for the 
public. Everything that is done in the stores can be 
complete at home online or over the phone, so the 
customers can stay home to complete any of their 
needs with the company. The retail spaces are 
payment centers and the people that work there are 
being exposed unnecessarily.

None@none.com Sandra Thomas 3605503650

04/06/20 11:25 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther garage door mfg Wayne-Dalton Corp 2001 Industrial Dr Centralia employees gather inside at closer distances than 6 
feet to do their day-to-day work which is non-
essential the.

minerscamp1@gmail.com Dennishora 360 280-7222

04/06/20 1:58 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WCE 21 S Pines Road Spokane Valley Surveying a non essential construction site

04/07/20 5:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WCS-Washington Cedar & Supply & 
other contractors

8100 Pristine Beach LN SE Port Orchard Home under going remodel.  Not following social 
distancing requirements

palfreyehlers@gmail.com CJ Palfrey 206-304-1561 SDICKINSON@WASHINGTONCEDAR.COM

03/31/20 1:18 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WDCO Construction 1698 C street Vancouver I go to my chiropractor for treatment following a car 
accidents 3 times a week, this site is across the 
street. every time I come here there is at least 15-30 
people on site working very close together, yesterday 
there were electricians, and plumbers also. There 
was a group of 5 men standing in a huddle. 
Additionally, they ALL had N95 masks and NONE of 
them were wearing them on their faces. The had 
them around their neck. Nurses would love to be 
able to use those on their actual face.

emileeirene@gmail.com Emilee 5033419742

04/01/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction WDL Properties LLC 14307-14309 104th Ave Ct NWGig harbor Construction work being performed that is non 
essential/ for profit.

03/31/20 11:35 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Weather Guard 1128 12th Ave Longview Aren’t working for essential repairs only

04/18/20 9:54 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Wedgwood Hair Studio 8606 35th Ave NE, L6, Seattle, WA 98115Seattle I notice this business is working unlawful. The blind 
is closed. But you can tell customer are inside for 
hair business, you can smell the shampoo. 
Unfortunately not the first time, this is the 6-8  times 
that see it,  I passed by the salon, not right for others 
respect the law. Today Sat April 18 time around 7 -8 
PM. If I have your contact number I can call that you 
can caught her in the act. Knock on her door while 
she is doing the unlawful business.

myquocm@yahoo.com My Quoc Meriaho MY Quoc Megan@wonderlandsalon.love

04/10/20 10:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Weingarten Realty (Property 
management)

3820 RAINIER AVE S SEATTLE Weingarten Realty (Property management 
company at RAINIER SQUARE PLAZA) is ripping 
up sidewalks in front of Safeway in violation of the 
stay at home order. Construction is not 
essential under the order. Additionally it is a major 
source of noise in a residential area.

04/01/20 12:29 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law firm Weinstein & Riley 2001 Western Ave Suite 400 Seattle Not practicing social distancing, no steps being 
taken to ensure employee safety, nothing is being 
sanitized, owner is demanding staff that are not 
essential come to the offices to work

03/30/20 4:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Law Office Weinstein & Riley, PS 2001 Western Avenue, Suite 400, Seattle, WA  98121Seattle I am concerned this business is endangering its 
employees by requiring them to attend work and not 
making arrangments for telecommuting.

contact@w-legal.com

04/02/20 1:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Weiss Construction 4000 block of Dianna Way Wenatchee There are 6 guys working on bobcats, in the house, 
etc.

04/01/20 11:10 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Welfare & Pension Administration 
Service Inc

7525 SE 24th St #200 Mercer Island, WA 98040 This is a Third Party Administration office remains 
open and operating as normal without regards to 
"Stay Home – Stay Healthy” Order.

chawzu@gmail.com Chaw-Zu Tsao 2067132101

04/01/20 2:43 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cabinet factory wellborn cabinets Highway 77 Ashland Too many people working around each other and 
coming in with fever sent home to come back the 
next day

Mashannalong@yahoo.com Mashanna Long 2562529881

05/11/20 4:21 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other nursery Wells Medina Nursery 8300 NE 24th St, Medina, WA 98039Medina Permitted:  garden stores and nurseries that support 
food cultivation and production
This business sells plants. It does not sell food 
cultivation products at all or in general.

They also create traffic problems and crowds that 
cough at each other.

wendy@wellsmedinanursery.com

04/08/20 12:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wenatchee Sand & Gravel 1351 S. WENATCHEE AVE Wenatchee Douglas County all of a sudden decided to allow 
home construction of pre sold homes after being 
closed to construction up until today.  Is this correct 
that we go ahead with business as usual and start 
the spread all over again?  Please advise as to the 
guide lines we should follow NOW.

bmikelson@oldcastlematerials.comBob Mikelson 5096635141

03/31/20 1:43 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cleaning residential Wendy’s green clean Non mortar Tacoma She claims to clean hazmat status and running an 
ad she’s open to come to your home and clean. Not 
essential. Very gray.

Kelleyharbor@yahoo.com C kelley 2533043767

04/14/20 2:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wescott 20th  Street SE Lake Stevens Business has workers building new townhomes. tabledave@earthlink.net Michelle Preston 3604217086

04/10/20 2:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wescott Homes 21600 SE 282nd ST MAPLE VALLEY Active construction on new home construction that is 
not essential for the buildings safety. The new 
Wescott Homes is allowing finishers to complete on 
going construction projects. The interior construction 
finishers are congragating inside the unfinished 
homes, coughing and continuing to work as of the 
morning of April 10.

5h11kcso@gmail.com Clifford S Hooper 4256985756



03/30/20 7:33 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialLandlord West coast apartment advisory 215 1ST AVE W #200, SEATTLE, WA, 98119-0000, UNITED STATESSeattle Wanting to do a home inspection  Thursday during 
the stay at home quarantine

Rustymercury@gmail.com Rusty Santiago 2532581253 allison@northlakecd.com

04/01/20 9:10 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Shooting Range West Coast Armory 13216 SE 32nd St Bellevue The shooting range is open, along with training 
classes. The layout of the business makes proper 
social distancing nearly impossible. The business 
was closed as nonessential, but recently re-opened.

mark665@gmail.com Mark Price 2064846115

05/12/20 11:14 AM Essential Business Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gun Club West Coast Armory / Bellevue Gun Club13216 SE 32nd St Bellevue I scheduled a training prior to the Stay-at-Home 
orders were given. At the time of these order West 
Coast Armory cancelled the class. They later 
rescheduled the class for Sat, May 9th, which I was 
not able to attend due to the Stay-at-home orders 
and the risk of crowds presents to my family 
members. Since not going West Coast Armory has 
chosen to charge me full price and not allowing any 
rescheduling of the class that I could not attend. This 
is theft now and I can't reason with the director of 
the training course through my email conversation.

ianmbutterworth@gmail.com Ian Butterworth 5099935747 training@westcoastarmory.com

04/01/20 11:30 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Gun store/range West coast armory bellevue 13216 se 32nd street Bellevue Range is open but store is not. They Used the fact 
that people need a place to purchase and train with 
new firearms as grounds to be considered essential. 
However retail space is closed and they are using 
that as a reason to mark ammo up over 100% from 
$170 a case to $390ish a case. If they are an 
essential business and what they claim to offer is in 
their eyes necessary, they should either not be 
allowed to mark it up or they should close it 
completely. They are among only a few ffl’s to mark 
up their retail items during this tough period, even 
though distributors are selling the ammo to them at 
the same cost they were selling it before the crisis.

Rafael.ellison@gmail.com Rafael ellison 2063753820

04/02/20 10:37 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther auto sales west coast auto dealers pasco 3203 w marie st pasco selling cars out of service and doing it the wrong  
way ...i had a call about them selling a car to a non 
essential worker ..These guys are the kink in the 
business and doing anything to do sales out of the 
store ...We are following the book to a t and these 
guys have been selling cars all the way along this 
shut down..So nothing happens to them and the little 
guys suffer when we do things by the book ..Should 
be some sorta action taken as nobody cares about 
the rules of not doing business like the govenor 
expresses...We are not open and doing business at 
all to avoid the issues ..Need the state to step in and 
do something or let all open up..

niceguy8324@yahoo.com Richard  lidell 509-851-0541

04/06/20 8:02 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto Sales West Coast Auto Works 22400 WA 99 Edmonds The car dealer is open for business and selling cars 
with multiple workers in the building. This violates 
the rules placed by the Governor's office.

04/05/20 5:19 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automobile sales used West Coast Auto Works 22400 Hwy 99 Edmonds A friend of mine  Mike Medina works there and  has 
posted three cars that he sold in the last few days on 
Facebook.  This endangers everyone.  I would 
imagine the DMV has a red or of all the cars that are 
being sold here.

Marvin

04/03/20 9:22 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business West Coast Fitness 5823 Lacey Blvd SE Lacey This business owner has not only continued to allow 
friends and non staff employees to work out in this 
facility and then provide documentation by recording 
it and putting it up on social media . Stating I speak  
to police and fire dept daily and don’t worry about it I 
own the place .  
Clearly the Following know these are not employees .

WestCoastFitnessLacey@gmail.com

04/03/20 3:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction West harbor homes 70 breaker lane Port ludlow Construction continues on private home on ebb tide 
court

04/19/20 9:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Painting company West painting llc 39523 272nd ave se Enumclaw West painting is still working and operating Gabe west

04/01/20 5:03 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Yacht sales West yachts 1019 Q ave #D Anacortes Open yacht sales and detailing performed at cap 
sante marina

Maureen

04/08/20 3:04 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-essential decorative 
cement paver and block 
manufacturing and sales

Western Interlock, Inc. 9145 Fassett ST SW Olympia WA  98512 Western Interlock manufactures and sells decorative 
cement paving stones, decorative retaining wall 
blocks, outdoor fireplace kits, and fire pits.  None of 
the things they manufacture or sell are essential.  
They have been operating continuously since 
Governor Inslee ordered non-essential businesses to 
shut down.   I observed employees working there 
today who were not observing social distancing rules 
put in place by Governor Inslee.

gaiphoenix@msn.com JG 3609720601

04/02/20 4:15 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western refinery services 2380 grand view rd Ferndale still working

04/28/20 3:21 PM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Western State Hospital 9601 Steilacoom BLVD SW Lakewood My daughter is a patient on Ward E-2 and continues 
to feel unsafe from a male who screams all night 
(did last night) and has assaulted numerous times  
and this is unsafe for lack of social distancing with 
droplets and no 6-ft distancing happening on the 
ward.  2nd is that she told me that either yesterday 
or today, 4/28/20 on Ward E-2, a worker came in 
and gave haircuts to patients.  My daughter opted 
out.  Hair salons are not open.  They should not be 
putting my child or any other patient at increased risk 
by having a staff on the unit strictly to cut hair.  That 
staff person reportedly had a mask, but none of the 
patients do.  Just so much continues there not right 
and not safe for patients and staff.

sunfawn@gmail.com Diana Callison 3606329517

04/15/20 11:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western Superior structural 7380 new market st sw Tumwater They don’t care about the stay at home order and 
are working on non essential jobs without any ppe or 
social distancing

04/14/20 9:55 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western Superior Structurals 7380 New Market st sw Tumwater This business is operating as if nothing is 
happening. They do not practice social distancing 
and continue to work on non essentials

04/15/20 11:25 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western superior structures 
manufacturing

7380 new Market St., SouthwestTumwater Performing nonessential jobs no social distancing 
bringing and whoever they can from wherever

04/21/20 10:44 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Logging Western Timber, inc PO BOX 654 Port Orchard This is on property owned (Petersen Farm) for locals 
and the northwest part of parcel with access from 
Kegley rd/Clear Creek rd logging pre 7am in violation 
of shut down order. Logging trucks will ruin small 
county road if used to haul timber out. Parcel ID 
042501-3-044-2004

04/15/20 7:42 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western Ventures 7001 SeaView ave NW Seattle Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

04/21/20 10:47 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western Wear Building/ Hash tag 7829 NE Leary Way Redmond non essential construction taking place.  10+ 
contractors in a confined space working on non 
essential activiites

sean@originscorporate.com sean miller 2065511309

04/02/20 10:02 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Western wear/ hashtag 7829 Leary way ne Redmond I have notified the city of Redmond but they are not 
doing anything about it.  They said it was a state 
issue and they are not enforcing non essential work 
and allowing any permits to continue construction.  
Sammmaish and Bellevue have completely shut 
down construction that is non essential.  I was 
informed I needed to report it here.  Massive 
construction is happening with 10-12 construction 
workers doing TI work on a non essential business.

Kolbymiller@gmail.com Sean miller 2065511309

03/31/20 9:43 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Westfield Mall/Centenial 8208 ne Vancouver Mall DriveVancouver, WA Contruction Workers will be fined if the job outside 
The mall in the parking lot across from Red Robin 
and Outside Macys. Construction workers were Shit 
down on the non essential list Friday March 27, 
2020 and There are employees beeing threatened to 
be fined if Job isnt complete by a certain date. 
Superviser on this job (Monte Barnes) works for 
Western Construction who has been told fines will 
be given of Building is not complete by a certain date.

heddahjones@hotmail.com Heather Jones 13602702046

04/06/20 10:03 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Westharbor Homes 70 Breaker Lane Port Ludlow This builder has subcontractors on a job site at Ebb 
Tide Lane in Port Ludlow on a daily basis.

04/01/20 8:26 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Westmark Construction 6102 North 9th St STE 400 Tacoma i observed an employee pressure washing the 
sidewalk twice to their office?   i see an average of 
12-14 vehicles at their place of business daily even  
though the other businesses appear to be closed, i  
saw a construction site in Fredrickson off of 176th 
and Canyon Rd  that  has been working  daily.  when 
the rest of us are sheltering in place.  i don't feel that 
they are operating within the Governors Mandate as 
an essential business?

05/01/20 3:52 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other motorcycle dealership Westside Motorsports 4201 S Grove Road Spokane Business is selling and servicing new vehicles in 
violation of governors order



04/01/20 11:44 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Powersports Dealership Westside Motorsports 4201 S Grove Rd, Spokane Still selling gear, clothing, major units by 
appointment.

03/30/20 8:58 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Remodeling apartments is 
not essential

Westview garden apartment 531 West Richland I work at an apartment complex, and our boss has 
us remodeling apartments, as well as making store 
runs for parts and supplies, we have multiple open 
units, and nobody is coming in to rent so there is no 
need to continue risking our lives everyday through 
this whole pandemic to keep him happy! He told us 
that if we didn’t work that he was going to replace us 
and take away our rent discount if we decided to play 
it safe and stay home! Does this even seem fair?

Tamayocody@icloud.com C.Tamayo 5095780554

04/05/20 2:54 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Wood/forest products Weyerhaeuser 32901 Weyerhaeuser Way S Federal Way Weyerhaeuser’s tech center is open for business as 
usual, with the technicians required to work on site. 
They continue doing long-term corporate R&D 
projects, nothing essential for this period.

DERRICK.WALKER@IPAPER.COM

04/07/20 2:35 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Maintenance Whatcom Lawns 530 E. Wiser Lake Rd. Lynden Conducting routine maintenance in conflict with the 
mandate: 

“Outdoor maintenance, including vegetation, is 
deemed essential only when necessary to prevent 
spoliation, avoid imminent damage, or address 
emergency repairs.”

04/03/20 4:52 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wherhauser 1224 244th ave NE Sammamish there are 4-5 construction workers still doing 
residential construction which by decree is no longer 
allowed until April 4th it is the four new construction 
houses to the north of the listed address

neil.t.allen@gmail.com Neil T Allen 2064274724

03/31/20 12:23 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialHealth-related business Whidbey Health Sleep Care Center 1300 Goldie Street Oak Harbor Sleep studies are not essential,  acute lifesaving 
service.  There is no such thing as an emergent 
sleep study.  Whidbey Health refuses to suspend 
this service and are requiring nonessential workers 
to be unnecessarily exposed. Social distancing not 
possible when conducting sleep studies. They have 
suspended rehab services and elective surgery, why 
not sleep?

Christine120400@gmail.com Christine Riley 3603202162

04/09/20 2:08 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Whidbey Lawn Care 1963 Zylstra Rd Oak Harbor Whidbey Lawn Care today 4/9/20 had 6 employees 
mowing and doing regular maintenance  for the 
second time in two weeks.

agapegarden@frontier.com Angela Boehm 3602393804

04/01/20 7:29 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pressure washing Whidbey Roof and Gutter Cleaning 3283 Brooks Hill Rd Langley Business is still operating and running as would with 
no virus.

amandacoyote456@gmail.comAmanda 3609694516

04/06/20 12:57 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Whipple Consulting Engineers 21 S Pines Road Spokane Valley Non essential construction.  Surveying lots for 
building sites

04/27/20 10:04 AM Other Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Housing Authority of 
Snohomish County

Whispering Pines Apts(HASCO) 18311 52nd ave w apt 211 Lynnwood Repeated. Violations, mowing lawns. vanvalkenburgp69@gmail.comPaul VanValkenburg 2069145637 vanvalkenburgp69@gmail.com

04/16/20 4:47 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Retail Clothing Whistle Workwear 12904 Meridian Ave East Puyallup *This is overall for the company not just this location* 
Requiring managers and assistant managers to work 
a minimum of 30 hrs a week. Requiring regular 
sales associates to work a minimum of 25 hrs a 
week. Has plans to open before May 4th. Not 
properly cleaning. Having 5+ people in a building at 
once.

puyallup@whistleworkwear.com

04/15/20 6:18 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Clothing store Whistle Workwear 12904 Meridian E, Puyallup, WA 98373Puyallup They are making their employees and all of their 
stores work even when they have medical issues 
that can be exacerbated by covid-19 and your loved 
ones at home with same issues.

middleearthmadam@gmail.comChris

04/30/20 1:14 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive auction house Whiteys public auto auctions 401 3rd ave SW, Pacific They are selling cars to the non- essential general 
public online and letting them come pick them up

Forrestwb@gmail.com Forrest 3609080889

03/31/20 9:53 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther car sales whitneys value ford 6 shouweiler tract rd elma wa trying to sell cars in this is dangerous annonoymous

04/22/20 10:20 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Spraying Whitworth 3619 and 3622 north 29th Tacoma Spray both addresses fungicide, pesticides or 
herbicide ornamentals. I am chemically send & 
downwind. How is this essential?

debstar51@gmail.com deb cook 2535273549

04/06/20 11:44 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Trucking Equipment Wickum Weld 2100 kotobuki way vancouver This business is not essential. Most of their supplies 
are not coming in due to companies being closed 
and they still are open even though they don’t have 
work to do. They are creating an unsafe business 
staying open during the corona virus pandemic. 
Their health is being threatened, they don’t care 
about their employees. Laying off people does not 
help. They are only making personal use products, 
not products for essential businesses. They need to 
be STOPPED.

KERRY@WICKUMWELD.COM

05/07/20 5:24 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Precast concrete Wilbert precast 2309 S 38th Ave, Yakima, WA 98903Yakima No paper towels toilet paper or hand sanitizer 
available. Office staff have full use of community 
kitchen while main break room is borded shut. Also 
doing nonessential work such as teams of 2 pulling 
weeds with no social distancing. They are going to 
get us killed.

03/31/20 7:07 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Concrete manufacturer Wilbert precast 2215 e Brooklyn avenue Spokane wa. 99217Spokane Not cleaning. Can't follow the 6 feet rule. People 
working sick or coming back sick.

04/02/20 8:46 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Pet grooming Wilco 10409 Canyon rd e Puyallup This company’s pet grooming is still operational even 
though the government has deemed pet grooming 
non essential.

Sweetsorrow_17@yahoo.comHope Danielson 9515530152

03/31/20 8:09 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming Wilco 4330 Wheaton Way, Bremerton, WA 98310Bremerton Grooming portion of store is still open Bubbasmommy808@gmail.comRene donnie.acree@wilco.coop

03/31/20 5:30 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming salon Wilco 10409 canyon Rd Puyallup The store it’s self is an essential, but their grooming 
services is not, and that Remains open. petco is  
another violator if this. I own my own groom shop 
and had to shut down, causing concern that I’m 
even going to be able to keep by business after this. 
Please step up and take action.

Dees_doggie_dos@live.com Denell Bennett 253-387-9033 donnie.acree@wilco.coop

03/31/20 9:19 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog Grooming Wilco Farm Store 10409 Canyon Rd E Puyallup The Wilco grooming department should not still be 
operating under this order. Small grooming 
businesses across the state are suffering due to the 
fact that grooming has been deeming non-essential. 
It is understandable that they would be open for food 
and supplies, however, it's not fair that they are still 
taking grooming customers when all other groomers 
have been forced to closed.

zjsundberg0916@gmail.com Zoe Sundberg 2534142361 donnie.acree@wilco.coop

03/31/20 8:30 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Wilco farm store 10409 Canyon Rd. E. Puyallup I understand the store should be open for pet food 
and supplies, but this location has continued to take 
groom dogs which has been deemed non-essential. I 
own a small shop a few blocks away and closed my 
doors.

tiasun@hotmail.com Tia Sundberg 253-223-4392 donnie.acree@wilco.coop

03/30/20 10:23 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Groom shop wilco farm store 200 S Kelso Dr, Kelso, WA 98626kelso The grooming salon is still open. Dog grooming is 
non essential

donnie.acree@wilco.coop

04/23/20 12:43 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wilcox University village Seattle wa Wilcox construction has a small job site in university 
village (shake shack) they are resuming work on the 
building on 5/27/2019 breaking the stay at home 
order they routinely have excess man power onsite 
also breaking the order for no groups over 10 people 
I’m concerned about the risks of exposure and 
possible transmission of the virus please enforce the 
stay at home order to them as you would any other 
company thank you

Concerned citizen

04/22/20 4:30 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wilcox construction University village Seattle Opening up non essential  job sites before the stay 
at home order is lifted to workers possibly subjecting 
them to coming in contact with covid-19 or 
unknowingly transmitting it to others who are 
deemed essential and have to work in close 
proximity to their job site please address this issue

Anonymous

05/15/20 5:07 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Bed and breakfasts Wild Iris Inn 121 Maple Avenue La Conner Vacationers are arriving and departing, obviously not 
staying home.

05/18/20 11:32 AM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Gift Shop Wild Spirit Herbals 109 E 1st St Port Angeles This gift shop that sells teas and herbs has been 
open the entire time.  Candles, herbs, teas, gifts are 
not essential.  This business owner acts entitled to 
do what they want and put others at risk because 
they are selfish.

info@wildspiritherbals.com

04/06/20 2:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Automotive Dealer and 
Service

Wilder Auto 133 Jetta Way Port Angeles Port Angeles They were very nice. They let us know we were 
required to fix a manufacturer's recall issue (airbags) 
so we brought the car in. They offered add-on 
services but we turned them down. We were worried 
the extra services were non-essential (timing belt 
replacement at 8k miles, interior cleaning, etc.) May 
we seek these add-on automotive services for a 
different vehicle or are they non-essential? Thank 
you.

anna4waves@gmail.com Anna 3606182236

04/12/20 6:37 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Wedding photographer Wildly in Love Seattle Seattle https://www.wildlyinloveweddings.com/
Photographer shot a back yard elopement with 
multiple in attendance

SYDNEY@WILDLYINLOVEWEDDINGS.COM

04/06/20 4:47 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Theme and water park WildWaves theme and water park 36201 enchanted pkwy s Federal way Maintenance personnel working on rides, lawn 
maintenance being conducted, office personnel on 
site.

04/16/20 1:07 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wildwood Tree Care, LLC Woodland Avenue Puyallup Tree limb trimming at 1212 Taylor Street, Milton 
WA.  Date: April 16, 2020.  The work seems to be 
non-essential because the trees did not seem to be 
endangering any structures or power lines.

wildwoodtree253@gmail.com



04/01/20 9:41 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Willey Estates SE Kelby Circle Port Orchard They are still building new houses in our 
neighborhood and they are not low income.

Tambatwo@msn.com Jennie Helms 3608953063

05/12/20 2:36 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Flower Shop Williams Flowers and Gifts 7706 Pioneer Way Gig Harbor Obsereved roughly a dozen people working in the 4 
days leading up to Mother's Day to include Mothers 
Day. Also, they were not practicing social distancing. 
I fail to understand why they are allowed to be open 
at all considering flowers seem non essential.

04/09/20 7:27 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Williams Investments 7333 Beverly Lane Everett Our landlord is having a construction crew work on a 
project in the main yard and the men are not social 
distancing.

brittanyjones@outlook.com Brittany Jones 425-223-1517

04/15/20 7:31 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Williams Mechanical Inc 3903 Smith Ave Everett They are working on non essential construction jobs 
for Woodman Construction, in Bellevue, and Abbott 
Construction, in Seattle.
This is not day to dy service but is just construction 
jobs that are not essential.

2flyfsh@gmail.com William 2064653300 charlie@williams-mechanical.com

04/12/20 11:18 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialBar or other business with a liquor license Wilridge Winery 250 Ehler Rd. Yakima Winery is allowing guests to hang out on the 
property and drink on premise.  They even give them 
plastic cups to drink around the winery.  Picking up 
fine and going home is legal, but they are promoting 
guests to hand out on site and purchase bottles to 
drink on premise.

marmarlisa@hotmail.com Marla Johnson 5097810908

04/15/20 2:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture store Wilson furniture 5080 pacific hwy Ferndale I have noticed that they are still out delivering 
furniture and are making appointments for 
customers to come in and shop. They are 
advertising on the radio that you can pick up 
furniture. I understand that furniture is NON 
ESSENTIAL and they are in violation.

bldseaview@gmail.com Lori Dodge 4252381978 JWILSON98225@YAHOO.COM

04/15/20 9:31 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther law firm Wilson Smith Cochran Dickerson 901 5th Ave. Suite 1700 Seattle daily workers in office for non-essential work info@wscd.com

03/30/20 9:24 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture store Wilson’s Furniture 5080 Pacific Highway Ferndale This furniture store is still offering delivery services 
and in home set up of furniture. The delivery entails 
multiple people doing deliveries together and driving 
together without practicing social distancing.

bethanyhigman@gmail.com Bethany Higman 3605100216 JWILSON98225@YAHOO.COM

04/17/20 11:34 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Roofers Wind proof roofing 1272 long drive Freeland Neighbor is very upset that at least 6 to 10 roofers 
roofing a house with no tiedowns no social 
distancing no masks no gloves. They’ve been out 
here working for two days and they are not observing 
the requirements we need the work stopped. Many 
elderly and high risk residents  in this neighborhood. 
Please don’t tell my neighbors I will provide my 
information, but in a small community I would be 
hung at the nearest tree. Please don’t tell my 
neighbors who I am I will provide my information but 
in a small community I would be hung by the nearest 
tree for turning them in.

Namoru@frontier.com Melinda Adams 4252445550

04/16/20 1:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Windemere S. Olymoic Ave and E. Maple StreetArlington This construction site was closed down initially by 
the Governors Stay Home Proclamation but today 
we observed several construction workers back at 
work and not following proper distances or wearing 
masks.

dmjgroberts@msn.com David M. Roberts 360-435-3559

03/31/20 1:56 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Real Estate Windermere RE Greenwood 311 N 85th St Seattle Real estate published a new listing just today with 
professional photography and staging, which is not 
allowed during the Stay Home order: 
https://www.redfin.com/WA/Seattle/8701-29th-Ave-
NW-98117/home/166586

It acts as a proof that they are doing business as 
usual while it is not allowed. Staging services and 
professional photography are not considered 
essential and create unnecessary hazard of COVID-
19.

woodinvillegeeks@outlook.comGeorge Muradyan

04/14/20 6:45 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Windhill investment group/ nw apts 2100 California Ave SW Seattle They are continuing to remodel the apts in my  
building, and I'm continually seeing new contractors

Anonymous Anonymous Anonymous

03/31/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Windsor Plywood 1649 E Lyons Ave Spokane Windsor Plywood is a retail location that sells lumber 
used in the finishing of homes such as base trim, 
mouldings, etc. This particular store is operating 
business as usual despite the orders for all non-
essential businesses to close.

rapswifey@gmail.com Linda 5092902299

04/01/20 10:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Windsor Plywood North 1649 E Lyons ave Spokane Store has remained open to the public making non-
essential sales and deliveries.

Jet7446@gmail.com Jet 2083396496

04/06/20 7:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Maintenance Windwood Landscaping 6318 Woodlyn Rd. Ferndale Lawn maintenance crew out mowing lawns.  Crew 
interacting with each other.  Doing business that was 
deemed non essential.

gdnoah@juno.com Dianne Gillespie 3603838713

04/08/20 3:28 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Golf course Wing point golf club 811 Cherry St Bainbridge island The greenskeepers are making more noise than 
usual and are working the same hours as far as my 
ears are concerned. They are not following the rules 
of minimum maintenance and are not following the 
social distancing. I am a concerned neighbor and 
think that they should be shut down for now.

Jeffery 2069158999

04/04/20 6:54 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Wingate 1741 E Kittleson Rd Moses Lake This business is allowing non-essential travelers to 
stay putting essential workers at risk.

amandal@lamhotels.com Amanda Laramore 509-855-6358

04/10/20 11:48 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther retail store that sells sex 
toys

WinkWink 1305 Commercial St Bellingham They are a retail store that is doing delivery of sex 
toys. Check out the Bellingham Open group on 
Facebook, as well as the other groups about 
businesses doing delivery.

info@winkwinkboutique.com

04/18/20 7:32 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Winton Woods I & II 20043 Winton LN NW Poulsbo Construction in multiple apartments that are for 
remoleding only.

dizzymoe37@gmail.com

04/13/20 9:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment complex Winton Woods I & II 20043 Winton LN NW Poulsbo Construction is going on that is for remoleding 
purposes. Not essential construction work. Multiple 
units are being worked on

03/30/20 8:19 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Cell phone kiosk Wireless advocates 2219 S 37th St Tacoma The cell phone kiosks inside Costco Wholesale are 
up and running. Cell phone sales is not an essential 
business. These employees put the public in danger 
by handling cell phones. One of the dirtiest objects.

CLS-CTARMSEVIDENCE@WOLTERSKLUWER.COM

04/02/20 1:24 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Landscaping Wittkopf Landscape Supplies 19215 E Broadway Ave Spokane Valley Large dump truck was seen offloading mulch at a 
residential address.

03/30/20 7:37 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wolf Creek Real Estate Services 12013 206th Pl SE, Issaquah, WA 98027issaquah Forced to work on personal house remodel due to 
lack of work for company, No social distancing, No 
sanitation precautions for employees, Continues to 
work non essential work.

04/25/20 8:16 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wombles Home Improvement PO Box 2125 Issaquah This company is repeatedly advertising to real estate 
agents offering to do inspection repairs (possibly 
essential) but also painting and deck building.

Amcdavid@windermere.com Amy McDavid 2067347994 wombleshomeimp@aol.com

04/10/20 9:17 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Woodbury Crossing Greenwood Dr Sw Olympia Constant daily construction.  Does not appear that 
social distancing guidelines are being practiced.  
Construction also interferes with public access to 
public walkways.

04/11/20 9:00 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Woodbury Crossing/Milestone Places 538 Greenwood Dr SW Olympia Daily construction (including holidays/weekends).  
Egregious and deliberate violation of governor’s 
proclamation.

04/15/20 1:28 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Apartment 
Complex(contracted 
maintainence)

Woodridge Park Apartments 12306 28th Ave S Burien 98168 Landscapers/maintenance not abiding by social 
distancing rules, large groups of kids gathering in the 
parking lot.

04/05/20 9:19 AM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Hotel Woodspring suites 7045 180th Ave Ne Redmond Currently taking reservations for guests who are 
here for leisure. I work at this facility and this puts 
more and more people in danger. This is putting the 
employees other long term guests at risk. Especially 
housekeepers with having to clean guests rooms. 
This is making this job extremely stressful with 
allowing so much traffic in and out each day. There 
is not a big enough time gap between the time a 
guest's checks out and a new guests checks into a 
room. It could still be active in the air.

Dachelleknutter@gmail.com Dachelle knutter 3605291776

04/06/20 9:36 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn Care Works for The Boulders Apartments 2602 Westridge Ave Tacoma I live at The Boulders Apartments in Tacoma, WA off 
of Westridge Ave W. Today April 6, the company 
they hire to mow the lawns was out doing just that! I 
feel this is an unnecessary thing to be done during 
this crisis. Lawn care isn't essential!

imcbridegraphics@gmail.comIris McBride 253-988-6111

05/07/20 6:51 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Worldwind 6801 216th SW Mountlake Terrace They are a landscaping business and are using leaf 
blowers in the parking lots behind my home. This is 
an air born disease and i don't think that it is a good 
idea to use leaf blowers as that just blows around 
the germs, they should be using rakes.

No email but phone number 425-697-4373

04/07/20 8:23 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wren and Willow 5125 North Pearl Ruston On going construction project for a private company J 3602922718

03/31/20 7:33 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Printing company Wright Business Graphics 7015 South 212th street Kent The company is only printing work that is non-
essential and is insisting that all their employees be 
there full time.  The only mailing and shipping they 
do is the sending of their own printing products.

print@wrightbg.com

04/06/20 1:17 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Wscc Clark/Lewis-The Pine Group 705 pike st Seattle 500 workers are being forced back to work by The 
Pine Group and Clarke/Lewis at the addition to The 
Washington State Convention Center. This site 
furthers no public service or need and is forcing 
people to chose between safety and their job.

Brad.toland1@gmail.com Brad 206-850-8582



04/16/20 10:46 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Toy Store/card games Wunderland Curiosities 691 Main Street Buckley The owner posted (on her FB page) she is open for 
business but by appointment only. Her business in 
NOT an essential business! Appointment or not,  
she should NOT BE OPEN AT ALL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Artsychicken03@gmail.com

03/31/20 10:24 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Furniture Delivery, 
logistics.. XPO last mile 
contracted specifically to 
delivery and store Crate and 
Barrel Furniture

XPO last mile/Crate and Barrel 
Furniture

: 6640 20th St E Suite #100 Fife SInce our parent company is a logistics entity, they 
are utilizing a loophole to deem us "essential" when 
all we do in manage and distribute Crate and Barrel 
furniture. Independent driver teams travel all over 
state going in/out homes, bringing back potentially 
contaminated product. Warehouse does NOT 
comply with distancing rules on inbound or in loading 
delivery products.

04/07/20 11:11 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction yafi serices 2100 lake washington blvd N renton building a concrete bbq within 6 feet of where 
residents get their packages.  I've reported them to 
Renton police but Renton police state they will only 
advise people.that was yesterday and they are back 
working.  multiple employees in one vehicle.

anitagrooms@comcast.net anita 206-817-7174

04/10/20 3:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Fishing supply 
manufacturing

Yakima bait 1000 bailey ave. Granger wa 98932 Shipping operations are being done and , not sure 
that is essential

customerservice@yakimabait.com

04/03/20 9:29 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dealership Yakima CDJRF 2300 GOODMAN RD UNION GAP full office staff, customers in service without 
appointments that are non essential, customers in 
sales showroom daily

04/03/20 12:50 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Car Dealership Yakima Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 2300 Goodman Rd Union Gap Appears to be fully staffed and are allowing walk-ins.

04/23/20 4:07 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther RETAIL AUTOMOBILE 
DEALER

YAKIMA CHRYSLER DODGE JEEP 
RAM FIAT

2300 GOODMAN ROAD YAKIMA THEY SELL TO EVERYONE, INCLUDING NON-
ESSENTIAL WORKERS.
THEY SAID THEY DON'T CARE ABOUT 
GOVERNER INSLEE'S PROCLAMATION.
FROM THE FIRST DAY OF THE PROCLAMATION 
THE RETAILER BROKE THE LAW, THIS IS 
UNFAIR, UNSAFE AND VERY UPSETTING TO 
MANY OF US IN THE COMMUNITY. WHY HAS 
NOTHING BEEN DONE TO STOP THEM FROM 
BREAKING THE LAW DESIGNED TO PROTECT 
US. THEY DO NOT WEAR MASK, GLOVES OR 
OBSERVE SOCIAL DISTANCING.

autoadinc@aol.com Jennifer Johnson 5099619684 DON JONES

04/01/20 12:44 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther New/Used Vehicle 
Franchise Automobile 
Dealer

Yakima Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram 
Fiat

2300 Goodman Rd, Union Gap, WA 98903Yakima Operating in violation, business is not following the 
Governor's guides of selling only to Essential 
Customers. They continue full Operation of selling to 
anyone who wishes to purchase or Lease a vehicle.

autoadinc@gmail.com Jennifer 5099653834

04/01/20 10:01 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Auto dealership Yakima Dodge 2300 Goodman Rd Union Gap Sales department is still ope.

05/15/20 2:10 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Arcade Yakima Family Fun Center 7200 W Nob Hill Blvd Yakima Announcing on Facebook that their full business is 
opening May 16. This includes arcade food golf

05/08/20 12:50 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Construction Yakima Reclaimed 22 N. 2nd St., Suite 100 Yakima Yakima Reclaimed continues doing business by 
building out a bar in downtown Yakima at The Bier 
Den. Yakima Reclaimed continues to ignore the Stay 
Home-Stay Healthy proclamation and does not 
observe CDC guidelines. Yakima Reclaim and it's 
employees are actively working on non-essential 
business and putting people at risk.

Deeplyconcernedcitixen@gmail.comDeeply concerned citizen 509-910-9306 kentongartrell@me.com

05/06/20 9:05 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Auto sales Yaktown motors 2520 main st Union gap He is open all the time and not by appointments

04/13/20 3:29 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Yalie Painting 126 SW 148th st Suite C100-317Seattle Yalie Painting contractors working at a Inca Builders 
LLC building site (9531 Evanston Ave N). Large 
group of people painting a single family residential 
construction. 

yaliepainting.com 
Address: 126 SW 148th st Suite C100-317
Seattle, WA 98166

Office: (206) 551-6618

olli.tumelius@gmail.com Olli Tumelius yalie_touchofpaints@hotmail.com

04/10/20 9:24 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Lawn care Yard Perfect 7609 Steilacoom Blvd SW Lakewood Mowing/thatching lawn at 7514 91st Ave SW, 
Lakewood.

SueD@gmail.com Sue David 253-589-1622

04/15/20 11:58 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction yardline 1701 e bay st tacoma building sheds. I can't get gravel to self quarantine at 
home. I can't get my fence fixed. but someone can 
go to someone's house and build a shed?

04/17/20 4:15 PM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function performed that is non-essentialCosmetology, hair salon, barber Yelm Nails spa 510 W Yelm Ave yelm keep open and service now

03/30/20 11:41 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Yost gallager 1803 e springfield ave Spokane YG is a large commercial construction company still 
in full swing. We are building a super 1 just accross 
the idaho boarder with well over 50 people on the job 
site. All their projects are still in full swing and their 
sub contractors are forced to stay on the job site or 
we will lose our jobs.

04/01/20 7:27 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction You Dig - ERIC HOLZKNECHT 15620 HWY 99 SUITE 17 Lynnwood WA Eric Holzknecht has called in utility locate request 
20122796 to excavate at 2204 11th Ave W in 
Seattle.  This locate request exposed SCL locators to 
unnecessary exposure for this non-essential work.  
SCL Locators are trained/certified electrical workers 
and may need to be pulled back to the crews to 
support electrical power in the Seattle area as the 
virus moves through.  This is one of many locate 
requests coming in that are non-essential.  It would 
be great if the Governor could suspend all utility 
locate requests, except emergencies described in 
RCW 19.122.

dawn.nelson@seattle.gov Dawn Nelson, SCL Network Supervisor206.730.1059

04/03/20 10:02 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction You Dig LLC 2206 11th Ave W Seattle Residential construction ongoing with close physical 
interaction between workers.

04/10/20 1:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther landscaping Young Bucks Landscaping 1317 Clements Circle East Wenatchee I did not realize that landscaping is an essential 
business.

04/03/20 12:16 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Young bucks landscaping Wallnut ct Wenatchee My Neighbor is having trees cut down and the crew 
is working that isn’t essential right now

nickhoss12@gmail.com Nick hoss 5098601610

04/20/20 7:04 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Your galliger 1803 E Springfield Ave Spokane wa 99202 Most of their job sites are running as normal. 
Painters, Electricians, plumbers, landscapers.you 
name it. The jobs site chatter is they don't care 
cause nobody is enforcing it.

04/09/20 7:20 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Dog grooming Yuppy puppy 403 E 22nd Ave Spokane Why is it that Yuppy Puppy is not allowed to provide 
dog grooming services but Petco and PetSmart are? 
This is blatant discrimination against the little guy. 
Please allow the yuppy puppy to provide dog 
grooming services if you are going to allow the big-
box guys to be open. Dog grooming is an essential 
service. Dogs need toenails trimmed and some 
breeds require frequent haircuts to prevent health 
threatening mats. Please allow the yuppy puppy to 
provide this essential service. Or shut down the big 
box groomers too

phoebed@yahoo.com Phoebe Duke 5099999118 aquila@yuppypuppyspokane.com & DARCY@YUPPYPUPPYSPOKANE.COM

04/21/20 8:36 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Grooming salon Yuppy Puppy llc 9511 N. Newport Hwy Spokane, WA They have continued to operate grooming services 
since March 26,2020, with at least one groomer.

gavin@yuppypuppyspokane.com

04/20/20 3:03 PM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-Profit YWCA 500 E Plume St #700 Norfolk Requiring employees to return to work without 
proper cleaning being done or proper safety 
precautions in place to answer phones that can be 
answered remotely and safely.

shikerra.lewis@gmail.com Shikerra 7573296127 PMARTIN@SEATTLEYMCA.ORG

04/01/20 6:37 PM Essential Business Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Non-essential YWCA Staff YWCA Yakima 818 W Yakima Ave Yakima YWCA Yakima is forcing reception staff that have 
the ability to work remotely to come into the office. 
Many clients are part of the at-risk population and 
several have admittedly been in contact with positive 
COVID-19 patients. Some reception staff have 
underlying health issues and should not be forced to 
mingle with the public if not necessary.

jamesleefirth@gmail.com James

04/07/20 10:21 AM No Agency Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Zach’s Power Washing 6224 Nugget Ct SW Tumwater This company is pressure washing houses, 
driveways, and pools in residential neighborhoods.

daniwestbrook@gmail.com Danielle Westbrook 3602802533 zachpitzler@yahoo.com

04/16/20 4:20 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Home builder ZEN DEVELOPMENT LLC (License# 
ZENDEDL873PS, UBI# 603298508)

11341 NE 90th St Kirkland The home builders are still working at the residential 
construction location.

joanlouise@outlook.com Joan Lindell Olsen 4258776488 not known

04/10/20 6:40 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Residential construction Zetterberg Construction 2721 Tasanee CT Steilacoom WA Many workers working closely together  in a non-
essential capacity, in a residential community.

Thomasmay777@gmail.com Thomas May (253) 495-0056

04/15/20 4:01 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ziva Enterprises 917 Ave. D Snohomish On-going construction of McDonald's restaurant with 
multiple workers on elevated platform. As I took a 
couple of pictures from the sidewalk of adjacent 
business the workers turned from their work to yell 
at me. I have a picture of a very angry-looking 
worker staring defiantly, chin-strutting, etc.

I promptly left.

wiregold@nevada.unr.edu graham willmore 425-238-9025

04/14/20 12:10 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ziva Enterprises 917 Ave. D Snohomish I observed continuing construction work at the 
McDonald's construction site on 4/13/2020. 
Supervision was present. Additional sheathing has 
been installed since first complaint on 4/09/2020
This is the second time I am reporting.

wiregold@gmail.com graham willmore 425-238-9025 Todd, 509-808-0647



04/09/20 4:06 PM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ziva Enterprises 917 Ave D. snohomish General construction of McDonald's Restaurant 
taking place with multiple workers performing tasks. 
I saw the same thing last week from the adjacent 
7/11 and the week prior.
Today 4/9 12:30pm I took a picture of many workers. 
30 minutes later job site was vacant. An hour later 
there was 1 worker on upper level.
I am an engineer and I believe they knew they were 
photographed. please contact me if you wish a copy

wiregold@gmail.com graham willmore 425-238-9025

04/02/20 10:50 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ziva Enterprises 917 Ave D Snohomish There is a crew of construction workers building a 
new McDonald's on avenue D. The building isn't 
close to functional, and these workers should not be 
put at risk.

gdecaro@gmail.com Jim DeCaro 2062184873

04/15/20 7:49 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction Ziva Enterprises Inc 917 Ave D Snohomish Business function performed that is non-essential. jross@nwlaborers.org Jared

05/04/20 2:43 PM No Agency Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Other Makes honey comb walls 
for airplanes

Zodiac. (Saran) Off of exit 220 make a left to chevron station turn right  that road it's on left with big water fountain in frontArlington wash We are all not 6feet apart there is 3 people sitting at 
a table stacking paper for 12 hours and when we 
clean machines we are never 6 feet apart that work 
we have to be doing things together heavy stuff we 
lift. I feel it's not safe to go back. I'm scared to bring 
the virus home to my family please stop them from 
opening up right now please stop them. Everyone 
knows the address there ask someone I don't know 
address can't find my papers please I beg to stop 
them from working right now we start tomorrow night 
some at 5 and some at 7 please stop them.

I don't want them to know I told on them just stop them. 14259713080

05/12/20 11:21 AM bpdcustomersupport@dol.wa.govDOL Business function 
performed that is non-
essential

Cosmetology, hair salon, barber Zoe Miller 14808 SE Valencia Dr Apt 58Vancouver Hair stylist is working out of her home for 1+ month. 
She sees customers on a dialy basis, coming in/out 
all day. This is not safe.

03/31/20 4:47 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Business function performed that is non-essentialOther Technology Reseller Zones LLC 1102 15th Ave SW Suite 102 Auburn Zones, the fifth largest private employer in the state, 
required 50 furloughed employees to return laptop 
computers to the headquarters in Auburn on March 
31st. The directive from the employer was as a 
condition for furloughed employees to retain their 
healthcare benefits  and any prospect of future 
employment . It was clearly  in violation of the states 
stay at home order because it was s a non-essential 
business activity to recover computer equipment. 
The directive for employees to leave their home  to 
return "Zones Assets" placed the value the public 
health below the recovery value of 50 used laptop 
computers. They should be reprimanded for their 
repugnant values and illegal behavior.

gregfollett6@hotmail.com Gregory Follett 206-919-0973

04/21/20 10:54 AM covid19complaints@lni.wa.govL&I Business function performed that is non-essentialConstruction ZOR Construction LLC 4020 Aurora Ave. N Seattle WA 98103 Unit 401 -this is where the job is being performedSeattle This company is currently installing hardwood floors 
in Unit 401 in our Condo building. The workers are 
doing non essential work and are also not observing 
any type of social distancing while in our building, 
not wearing masks or gloves, putting all of our 
residents at Risk of Covid-19. The condo board has 
placed stop work orders on the unit where the work 
is being done and it is being ignored. We have 
repeatedly knocked on the door of the unit and the 
workers are ignoring us. Please help.

unclebrad@mac.com Brad 2069200125 www.zorconstructionllc.com

04/27/20 12:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB

05/18/20 5:27 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Iron horse bar and grill 11105 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Open for dining And it was on the news

05/18/20 5:25 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The black diamond 9614 E Sprague ave Spokane Valley They are doing dine in and sheriffs and police are 
not doing anything to stop them it was on khq  news 
that they we open for customers to dine in so more 
businesses are likely to open

05/18/20 4:52 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Test 1313 Mockingbird Lane Olympia, WA Test Test Test Test

05/18/20 4:28 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond Bar 9614 E Sprague Ave. Spokane Valley 4pm news today reported them open - I called the 
business and employee verified that they are in fact 
open for dine in service

hudson696@gmail.com Sherry Adams 509-828-3594

05/18/20 3:58 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Iron Horse Bar & Grill 11105 E Sprague Ave spokane valley Fully open bar and grill serving now.

05/18/20 3:50 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E. Sprague Ave Spokane Valley https://www.khq.com/coronavirus/first-on-khq-
spokane-valley-bar-grill-defies-governors-order-
opens-for-business/article_56aa1988-993c-11ea-
ad14-
3b3c2a4b89f8.html?fbclid=IwAR11O8GSV7JCWruh
0x6GurOgumX3BA0v8AWjfeCf3gQBB6pLeayYK7dG
cog

05/18/20 3:19 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business "Rockin" Goodtymes Bar and Grill 9214 E Mission Ave Spokane Valley Restaurant owner called SRHD stating that they plan 
to open because the sheriff stated that he will not be 
enforcing the governors order.

awiley Alyson Wiley 509-324-1559

05/18/20 3:16 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Iron Horse Bar & Grill 11105 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley The owner called SRHD and informed us that he is 
open in defiance of the order since the Sheriff will 
not close him. They have also posted on Facebook 
about defying the governor's order. Now that other 
businesses have opened and nothing has happened 
they believe they may be open.

awiley@srhd.org Alyson Wiley 509-324-1559

05/18/20 3:14 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley SRHD, facebook and multiple news sources have 
been made aware that Black Diamond is open and 
currently serving customers for dine-in, in defiance 
of the governors order.

awiley@srhd.org Alyson Wiley 509-324-1559

05/18/20 3:01 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague ave Spokane Valley Fully opened bar/restaurant with full dine-in service. tanner@blackdiamondspokane.com

05/18/20 3:01 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kalico Kitchen 1829 N Monroe St. Spokane SRHD received a complaint that Kalico Kitchen will 
be opening on Wednesday 5/20/2020 in defiance of 
the Governor's order. SRHD has been made aware 
that approx 40, unnamed restaurants, are all 
planning to follow suit.

awiley@srhd.org Alyson Wiley 509-324-1559

05/18/20 2:27 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Iron Horse Bar and Grill 11105 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley (509) 926-8411 is their phone number.  "If our 
leading health officials say it's ok to move forward to 
phase 2, we believe we are totally within our rights to 
do so. Therefore we are open and following phase 2 
protocol. - Team Iron Horse"

05/18/20 2:06 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Iron horse 11105 e Sprague Spokane valley They're fully open, not socially distancing, and on 
Facebook flaunting that they do not have to listen to 
the honorable Gov. Inslee

05/18/20 1:50 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Black Diamond 9614 E. Sprague Spokane Valley This bar/restaurant has opened for dine-in services 
over the weekend and is open fully again today. 
As a healthcare worker, this is frustrating and should 
be stopped

05/18/20 1:40 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business FROST 15217 Main St #106 Mill Creek FROST Donuts in Mill Creek has outdoor tables 
available for customers to eat at. The tables were 
packed on 5/18/2020 and no social distancing was 
taking place.

05/18/20 1:27 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Iron Horse Bar and Grill 11105 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley This place is openly defying the governor's order and 
is encouraging others to follow suit.

05/18/20 1:27 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business LuLu’s 606 Columbia Point Drive Richland My friend posted a picture dining on their patio.  My 
friend said the restaurant told them they could sit on 
their dining patio, and several other guests were 
sitting and eating meals/drinks.  The same owner of 
this restaurant also own 3 Eyed Fish in Richland 
where they promoted a parking lot party this past 
Friday, and over 200 people were gathered in the 
parking lot outside their restaurant eating/drinking.

05/18/20 1:23 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Village Tavern 13119 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights The bar opened Fri 5/15 for takeout, but was 
observed serving people dine-in, some staying for 
hours, serving alcohol while people waited for take 
out orders, allowing them to eat takeout orders on 
site, and when taking orders the owner has been 
asking if they would be "dine in or take out". Owner 
threatened to change employee standby status with 
unemployment if they refused to break the law and 
serve dine in. Told employees that unemployment 
would be told they were refusing work.  Owner also 
hired a driver to deliver liquor without the proper 
permits.

05/18/20 1:12 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Rawfully Yours 527 1st St. Lasalle Have been issued a cease and desist order, but still 
refuse to close. The owner has been open since 
10th of May 2020.  They are serving patrons inside 
the restaurant.

anonymous

05/18/20 12:50 PM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley This bar is serving guests inside without the 
requirement of masks or the second phase of 
reopening. They are continuing to sell drinks, food, 
and will even let you play at the pool table right now.

05/18/20 11:13 AM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kafiex Roasters Coffee Lab 720 Esther St Vancouver They have seating for patrons inside and out. 
Seating is not even 6ft apart.

matthew@kafiex.com

05/18/20 10:41 AM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Metropolitan Deli and Cafe 903 Dexter Ave N Seattle Two construction workers were seen sitting at a 
table in the business not social distancing and eating



05/18/20 10:36 AM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley This bar has openly shared that they are open for 
business despite the stay-at-home order. There are 
posts all over social media showing patrons inside 
the establishment.

05/18/20 9:38 AM Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Charlie P’s 8125 e Sprague Spokane Valley Bar rail full of drinking patrons on 3 different 
occasions.  One occasion with there being standing 
patrons drinking as well.   Comments on their 
Facebook posts have people stating they are going 
to come in a chill for a while also.

05/18/20 6:54 AM Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Rise 'N Shine 640 Merrimon Avenue Asheville, NC 28804 no masks, no social distancing, dine in service, 
against Governor's orders

828-254-4122

05/17/20 9:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Spokane Valley The Black Diamond is allowing people to dine in and 
serving alcohol. As well as having the pool tables 
open allowing multiple people play pool not following 
social distancing!

05/17/20 8:49 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The black diamond The Black Diamond, 9614 E Sprague Ave, Spokane Valley, WA 99206Spokane This restaurant has been very busy today serving 
dine in food.

info@blackdiamondspokane.com

05/17/20 8:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The black diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley, WA  99206 United StatesSpokane It’s open and it’s allowing customers to dine in and 
drink as well. This is very unfair for most restaurants 
who are not allowed to open for dine in yet.

05/17/20 4:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 1203 JAMES ST APT 7 SEATTLE They posted signage on the business starting they 
are open for dine in

Amandavee28@outlook.com Amanda N Vanwagenen 5095994122 Amandavee28@outlook.com

05/17/20 3:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Martin Scott Winery 3400 10th SW East Wenatchee Winery is allowing customers to eat and drink wine 
on the property.

05/17/20 3:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Cocos Mariscos And Bar Snohomish 2707 Bickford Ave Unit F SnohomishSnohomish Restaurant has started dine-in by offering outside 
seating

05/17/20 12:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The black diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane valley They are open to the public completely.

05/17/20 12:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Plum Delicious Family Restaurant 3212 NE Sunset Blvd Renton Lots of tables on the back of the restaurant being 
served food. Social distancing not being inforced.

05/17/20 11:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Pictures of people in the bar and a sign outside the 
door that says the don't care what the governor says

info@blackdiamondspokane.com

05/17/20 10:17 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Longbranch bar and grill 230006 E SR 397 Kennewick Serving dine-in food and drinks. Allowing patrons to 
drink on property while stay-home order in place

05/17/20 9:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Des Moines DogHouse 22302 Marine View Dr S Des Moines I was out for a drive on Sunday, May 10th and was 
shocked to see that Des Moines DogHouse was 
allowing people to dine-in on their patio. There were 
3-4 tables that were very close together and each 
table had large groups of people, approximately 6 per 
table. I thought it was supposed to be restricted right 
now, but this business seems to not care about 
being take-out only!

(206) 824-1794

05/16/20 10:35 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley They have reopened and are allowing dine in service 
even though they are non-essential.

info@blackdiamondspokane.com

05/16/20 10:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley They posted on facebook they reopened.

05/16/20 10:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Black Diamond 9614 East Sprague Spokane Calley They defied the order of restaurants can not open for 
in restaurant dining.

05/16/20 9:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bubba’s Roadside Bar and Grill 924 stevens ave Sultan Offering outdoor seating for dining instead of pick up 
or take out /delivery only.  Has picnic tables 
outside/umbrellas for customers to dine. State is in 
phase 1. NOT phase 2.  He doesn’t care about the 
law, he does what he wants, and dares people to “do 
something” about it.

Bubba Duane Deach.  Bubba.deach@gmail.com

05/16/20 7:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Cunios 16510 State Route 9, SE #101Snohomish Upon getting take-out tonight I witnessed the 
owner's son say to a customer that they are "fully 
open".  He let the other customer know that they 
could eat in.  He also made mention that his dad (the 
owner) didn't care and they just pay the fine if they 
got caught.  The arrogance and lack of concern for 
communites health was really disappointing.

Lmoholt@yahoo.com Lisa Moholt 203-981-3847 contact@cunios.com

05/16/20 7:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Black Diamond 9614 E. Sprague Ave Spokane Valley The restraint is open for customers to dine in and 
drink.

05/16/20 6:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Black Diamond 9614 E Sprague Ave Spokane Valley Saw multiple posts on Facebook about the business 
being open, nothing in person. Here is what appears 
to be two pictures from the business. 
https://imgur.com/a/kk1wSAi

brecmac@gmail.com Brec

05/16/20 6:17 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 2803 E. Illinois Ave Spokane If I could post a picture it would be easier. Sign taped 
on door saying they are open as usual, come in and 
have drinks. Its a pool hall/ bar. Has a sign on door 
saying they won't let Jay Inslee take away their 
freedom to stay open as usual.

Jennifer.lee3@providence.orgJennifer Lee 5099989810 Jennifer.lee3@providence.org

05/16/20 4:45 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Black Diamond 9614 e Sprague ave Spokane valley This business has been allowing dine in food and 
beverage for a couple days now

05/16/20 3:39 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Hidden River Roasters 536 NE 5th Ave. Camas The entire lobby was full of customers. Each table 
had at least 2 people sitting at it. The outside tables 
were all full of people. Nobody was respecting the 6 
ft distance. Nobody was wearing a mask.

info@hiddenriverroasters.com

05/16/20 11:20 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mel and Mia's 7530 Olympic View Dr #103, Edmonds, WA 98026Edmonds Customers dining inside. No social distancing, 
Workers not wearing masks.

Rebecca Pennington

05/16/20 8:06 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Village Tavern 13119 W. Sunset Highway Airway Heights I went in and ordered a burger to go and people who 
were there before me had eaten their meal inside the 
bar and were not staying six feet away from each 
other. I thought we can't do that yet.

05/16/20 7:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Village Tavern 13119 W. Sunset Highway Airway Heights No one leaves after getting their food and drinks to 
go, they dine in right in front of the owner and she 
clearly does not care

05/16/20 3:28 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Village Tavern 13119 W. Sunset Highway Airway Heights People come and stay for 2, 3+ hours. She 
knowingly serves people liquor without a full meal, 
they will do just appetizers. No 6ft of distance in 
between people.

05/15/20 8:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Top Gun Bar & Grill 16807 103rd Ave Ct E Puyallup Drove past and the parking lot was packed at 7:30 
on a Friday night. I don't know if they're open, but I 
don't know why else the lot would be full.

05/15/20 6:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bungalow at Jaunita bay 9714 NE Juanita Dr Kirkland Watched 4-5 females sit on the deck area and drink 
can wine and can beers

05/15/20 6:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Barhop Brewing and Artisan Pizza 124 w railroad ave Port angeles People seated at the restaurant drinking beer.

05/15/20 6:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Barley's Brew Hub 3320 West Kennewick AvenueKennewick Customer observed restaurant serving beer in 
glasses at bar for seven customers without masks.  
Restaurant is supposed to be take-out and growler 
take-out only.

barleybrewhub.com

05/15/20 5:49 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The Cottage 10029 NE 183rd St, Bothell, WA 98011Bothell Large gathering observed at 5:30pm on May 15 
2020. Waitresses without masks and gloves. Diners 
in restaurant and at patio seating. Very crowded. No 
social distancing. Blatant abuse.

05/15/20 12:27 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Tony's just a bite 679 Peace Portal Dr. Blaine He has customers sitting down and eating inside

05/15/20 1:31 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Oliver's Twist 6822 Greenwood Ave N Seattle I live down the street and this is the 4th time in one 
month that I've seen on average 8-10 people sitting 
very close together at the bar being served alcohol 
by the bartender behind the bar. Clearly it might be 
friends of the owner or something (didn't seem open 
to all of the public), but very concerning nevertheless.

05/14/20 9:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Cunios 8370 16510, WA-9 suite 101 Snohomish Dine in service

05/14/20 4:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Applebees 140th & Bel-Red Rd Bellevue Customer posted Facebook photo of being served 
drink yesterday at Applebees at the bar.  This person 
is a long time customer, so they gave her "special 
consideration".  Her name is Pauline DeHart.  No 
sure who was working then...but this shouldn't be 
happening...yet!

?

05/14/20 2:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Blue Nile 450 12 th Ave Seattle Bar is open, food being served, hair being cut. This 
cluster of businesses have zero regard for public 
safety

matt@bigjumpgroup.com Matt Mohr 9712304135

05/13/20 8:16 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Saltwater Vintage 18825 NE Anderson Pkwy, Ste 105poulsbo This shop offers small bites and coffee and has 
been encouraging patrons to stay and browse their 
retail offerings, as it is predominately a retail store 
selling 'junk'.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

05/13/20 4:12 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business L and R Cafe 114 Central Ave S Quincy She advertised on Facebook that was having dine in Susan Hendrickson

05/13/20 1:51 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Colby diner 2720 Colby ave Everett I own the restaurant next door and I’ve been closed 
since 3/18, delivery doesn’t work for me. Mike has 
been serving people inside this whole time. I got 
confirmation from one of my staff walking by 
yesterday, they counted 4 people sitting and eating

05/13/20 11:09 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Grant's Burgers (3 locations) 1945 Front St Lynden, WA Reported that all 3 Grant's Burger locations are 
allowing dine-in for customers.

Locations -
1945 Front St. Lynden WA 98264
2254 Douglas Rd. Ferndale WA 98248
2601 Birchwood Ave. Bellingham WA 98225



05/13/20 9:15 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Poole's Public House 5620 S Regal St #1 Spokane The owner informed me, while I was picking up to go 
food that they are planning on opening the dining 
area in defiance of our great Governors proclamation.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/lizapoole/

05/13/20 2:50 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Village Tavern 13119 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights They're opening back up for business today, offering 
dine-in service. Co-owner Jean Moore says she 
knows she's violating the state's stay-at-home order, 
and she's already lawyered up.

05/12/20 3:54 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Happy Teriyaki 717 River Rd Puyallup On May 10, this restaurant opened its doors to 
families and friends for Mother's Day dine-in meals 
and it was apparent by the number of cars. One of 
the families posted a photo of their experience and 
bragged about it on social media, saying it is about 
"WHO you know". That party had at least 7 people at 
the table presumably from different households.

Paul H.

05/12/20 11:34 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wild Dawgs 102 n Howard Spokane Restaurant announced opening for dine in service, 
Spokane is still in phase one.

noelregister@gmail.com

05/12/20 11:03 AM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Grant's burgers 1945 Front St, Lynden, WA 98264Lynden Owner forcing employees at all 3 locations Lynden, 
Ferndale and Bellingham to allow inside dining. No 
PPE or social distancing for employees or patrons. 
No special sanitizers for dine in or restrooms. They 
have outdoor walk up windows at all 3 locations no 
need to allow anyone to inside dine.

05/12/20 8:48 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Village Tavern 13119 W. Sunset Hwy. Airway Heights The owner plans to re-open tomorrow, May 13. 
https://www.cheneyfreepress.com/story/2020/05/07/
news/despite-shutdown-order-airway-heights-tavern-
to-reopen-wednesday/26686.html

05/12/20 7:18 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Chesaw Tavern 2045 Chesaw Rd. Oroville Serving and preparing food with no gloves. Lack of 
hand washing after handling currency or 
transactions. Physical contact with individuals 
outside the establishment, before, and during food 
preparation. Allowing dine-in patronage.

D/K

05/12/20 6:16 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mt SI Golf Course Restaurant 9010 Boalch Ave SE Snoqualmie Multiple people are dining in on the patio. Every day 
Eating and drinking on the back patio. Bathrooms 
need cleaned more often. No social distancing and 
mask and gloves

05/11/20 9:59 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Tecate Grill 2610 w northwest Spokane Driving by, it looked like the restaurant was open this 
past weekend with several tables being served on 
the patio.

05/11/20 9:13 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sheri’s sweet shoppe 207 riverside ave Winthrop Crowds of people allowed to gather at tables outside.  
 I’m not sure if they should be open at all, but they 
definitely are not enforcing social distancing.  There 
are a lot of West side folks coming to the Methow 
Valley right now.

05/11/20 3:50 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Village Tavern 13119 W Sunset Hwy Airway Heights, WA 99001 Will be opening Wednesday the 13th 2pm-2am

I read this on a Facebook post by an employee.

Casanders94@gmail.com Christopher Sanders 509-714-2850

05/11/20 12:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Drunky Two Shoes 9655 16th Ave SW Seattle I went past this weekend and saw the inside packed 
with people. No social distancing, and it appeared 
they were drinking in house still.

NotGetting@Doxed.Thanks Nope

05/11/20 12:19 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Dottie's Doublewide 9609 1/2 16th Ave SW Seattle Social media posts indicate this place is still serving 
drinks in house and food.

NotGetting@Doxed.Thanks Nope

05/11/20 12:15 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Saltwater Vintage 18825 NE Anderson Pkwy ste 105Poulsbo This shop is operating as "essential" under the guise 
of selling coffee and chocolates. They allow 
customers inside to order and wait and actively 
promote the customers can shop their retail store in 
the process. They also post gifts for sale and open 
hours where people can shop and have been doing 
so for weeks.

saltwatervintage20@yahoo.com

05/11/20 9:04 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Island Lodge by Al Lago 20818 Island Parkway East Lake Tapps Island Lodge has been serving customers inside and 
also on their deck. The owner brags about receiving 
“bail out money” yet business is great since he is the 
only open restaurant around.

George Filiss

05/11/20 8:52 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Other Home restaurant No name 14631 11th Ave SW Burien This person runs a “restaurant” from her home well 
before the stay home order went into place. She has 
a large number of people gather at her home to dine 
in on a regular basis. Since the stay home order has 
been in place she continues to run a restaurant from 
her home.

206moedoe@gmail.com Jane Michaels 2062942257

05/11/20 8:44 AM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business C's Teriyaki 105 W Steuben Bingen Dining tables inside, with dishes. Dining tables 
outside full of patrons eating. tables in close 
proximity to each other. PPE not worn by staff. 
Children running in and out of kitchen.

05/10/20 11:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Rock Bar 13921 Trent Ave Spokane valley Bar serving food and drink on their patio day ly till 7-
8 pm.

05/10/20 7:42 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pink salt 3321 west McGraw st Seattle Serving food and drinks on patio

05/10/20 6:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Rock Bar and Lounge 13921 E Trent Ave Spokane Valley The owner and the manager is allowing large groups 
of people ranging from 8-20 to drink alcoholic 
beverages on the patio. They have also been serving 
minors inside secretly. They gaslight their ex 
employees, and have hired new people during the 
quarantine instead of bring their original employees 
back.

05/10/20 1:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Formula brewing 1875 NW poplar way issaquah, wa. 98027Issaquah I went to go get Togo food and they were allowing 
people to drink and hang out with very little 
instruction practice social distancing. I observed the 
sell beer to customers and tell them they are 
welcome to eat outside because it was "technically" 
not their property.

05/10/20 8:46 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Randy’s rest 10016 east marginal way s Tukwila Observed on two different days people dining in 
between 8 am 930 am may 7 may 8  2020

05/09/20 7:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business El Agave Mexican Restaurant 906 Basin St SW Ephrata I viewed the restaurant seat and serve a group of 15-
20 individuals. I was waiting for my to go order. This 
was Saturday May 9 at 7:45 PM. No social 
Distancing.

05/09/20 7:54 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business JAKS Grill 14 Front Street N. Issaquah This restaurant is open and packed.  They confirmed 
on the phone that they can't do take-out because 
they have a "packed house."

05/09/20 7:18 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business The red twig 117 5th Ave S Edmonds This restaurant clearly has their outdoor seating 
open for customers to use. There were so so so 
many people there when I drove by today. Really not 
ok.

05/09/20 6:44 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Lefevre St. Bakery 123 S Lefevre St. Medical Lake Dine out with makeshift tables in the parking lot, and 
several right outside the front door. Saw several 
people eating.

05/09/20 5:07 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Lulus craft bar 606 Columbia point drive Richland This business Is allowing people to sit on their patio 
In groups and have alcohol and food on the patio in 
groups.

05/09/20 4:46 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license MPH hi dam bar an grill 207 main street Grand coulee The bar has been open every evening with alcohol 
and dine in service

05/09/20 1:42 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Grant Burger 2601 Birchwood Ave, Bellingham, WA 98225Bellingham They have opened the patio and is full of people 
eating

05/09/20 1:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Barley's BrewHub 3320 W Kennewick Ave Kennewick Out back on their deck they had at least fifteen 
people being served on Friday, 8 of May 2020

05/09/20 12:49 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mayor of Snohomish: John T. Kartak Snohomish, WA Snohomish A business owner in downtown Snohomish (who 
shall remain nameless) has informed my family that 
the mayor of Snohomish, John T. Kartak, has gone 
around to all the businesses and told them that they 
are allowed to serve dine in meals as long as it is 
outdoor seating.
I find this completely inappropriate, as it pressures 
those who have had job security with minimum 
contact to actually go and serve people, therefore not 
being able to social distance properly. They will also 
be in direct contact with customers germs (dirty 
dishes), and if people are eating, they are not able to 
wear masks to minimize spread. 
Some of those employees cannot afford to leave 
their job and wait weeks for unemployment. By 
pressuring them in this manner and working closer 
with the public, it not only puts themselves at risk, 
but also anyone they come into contact with as well. 
Please, consider putting an end to this and reaching 
out to Kartak, as this behavior goes against the laws 
in place by governor Inslee, as well as the letter that 
Kartak wrote with Jason Sanders (the Council 
President).
I would also hope that these businesses would not 
be forced to close, and could instead receive a 
warning. They do not deserve to lose their entire 
livelihood due to the Mayor's incompetence.
Thank you, and hope everyone is well.
Shannon

shannondaly4@gmail.com Shannon Johnson 425-478-8580 kartak@snohomishwa.gov

05/09/20 12:26 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Licker Diner 1301 15th Ave Seattle This proprietor is offering "dining at the Y" for any 
husbands who want to bring their wives over.  This is 
clearly non-essential and if the men could just take 
care of business at home, this would be 
unnecessary.



05/09/20 12:03 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The Rock 13921 E Trent Ave Spokane valley When I went to pick up food for take the blonde 
working informed me I could sit outside in their patio, 
I had to open my own beer though so it would be 
considered take out.

05/09/20 11:59 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The rock bar and grill 13921 E Trent Ave Spokane valley I drive past the Rock daily and see 4+ people 
gathered around tables on the patio. The only 
bartender working is also advertising the patio as 
being open on her facebook.

05/09/20 10:09 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Mikes place restaurant and bar 7037 SR 262 Othello Serving dine in, bar is open, place was packed 
Thursday and Friday night, no social distancing and 
if u call they lie and say it’s take out only, local grant 
county sheriff dept is aware but have yet to confront 
him!

Anonymous Mike Wilcox

05/09/20 9:33 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Baranof Restaurant 8549 Greenwood Ave N Seattle Still serving drinks to the daily drunks that come in.

05/09/20 9:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Plum Delicious 3212 NE Sunset Blvd Renton I placed a Togo order for pickup this morning and 
there were multiple (4-5) tables, In the back of the 
restaurant,  of elderly customers being served food 
on plates by the waitresses! No social distancing, no 
mask.

05/09/20 6:05 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Bill and Bobs Road Kill Bar and Grill 123 Road Mash Vancouver You would live to eat there. You can experience the 
fresh taste of death and have some foofoo IPA drink 
while practicing your communist activity.

05/08/20 8:29 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Bullhead saloon 10211 electric ave Four lakes Bonfire and alcohol service and live music both 
inside and outside. Bar operating as normal.

M ehrgott

05/08/20 7:12 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Mike's place 707 highway 262 se Othello People drinking inside and getting served Chris

05/08/20 7:09 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Norm's 460 N 36th St Seattle We walked by Norm’s and saw 5-10 patrons inside 
and on the patio drinking and eating.

Marley.Blonsky@gmail.com Marlena Blonsky 206-601-7053

05/08/20 6:20 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Bullhead Saloon 10211 S Electric St Four Lakes They had a drive up meal option that clearly people 
were staying in the bar and continuing to smoke and 
drink outside. 
They have no "closed" the drive up option and 
numerous people, drinks, live music on the back 
patio.

Michael Ehrgott

05/08/20 2:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Skinny d 16212 bothell everett highwayMill creek Business allowing table seating

05/08/20 2:40 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Spud's Fish & Chips 9702 NE Juanita Dr, Kirkland, WA 98034 ON 5/8/2020 I noticed the restaurant has sign 
advertising To-GO or Eat HERE. Diners were 
observed eating at outdoor tables.

dalyasalbum@yahoo.com Dale Robinson 4254666638

05/08/20 2:22 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kafe neo 15130 main street Mill creek They are open with tables being filled. Can clearly 
see from the street.

05/08/20 1:30 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Little Prague European Bakery 6045 California Ave SW Seattle Dine in was the closest violation option. They actually have tables set up outside the door complete with chairs, tablecloths, flowers. I have seen customers seated here last week when I noticed only one table. Now there are two.

05/07/20 8:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Club Crow 108 cottage ave Cashmere Opening a very popular bar to the public that is a local gathering place purely on the fact that it is his “liberty” to do so

05/07/20 8:14 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Club Crow 108 Cottage Ave Cashmere Club Crow has opened their business to the public despite the Stay home order.

05/07/20 8:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Shanasheel restuarant 23729 104th Ave SE KENT Business is open for dine in for big groups , this month is Ramadan , the muslim holly month of fasting , people have parties in groups , a friend called me and told me this , we are still in the stay at home order and as far as i know restuarants only should do take out and delivery .

05/07/20 7:33 PM No Agency Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Vashon Youth & Family Services 4705 37th Ave NE Seattle I went to do take-away at Bongo's tonight, 5/7/20, at about 6:30 p.m. Bongo's had tables set up in the outdoor area and at least three groups were eating their food at the tables. The boardwalk area runs between the tables and its impossible to keep six feet while waiting there if people are at tables.sandbar987@yahoo.com Kathleen Barry Johnson 2063514813 sandbar987@yahoo.com

05/07/20 7:00 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Fonda La Catrina 5905 Airport Way S Seattle they still have sit in dining.

05/07/20 5:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The White Swan Public House 1001 Fairview Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109Seattle Restaurant is allowing patrons to gather and drink beer while standing on their patio. Groups are congregating on their lawn and drinking beer and eating.contact@whiteswanpublichouse.com

05/07/20 3:05 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business MAK Daddy Coffee Roasters 28 N 1st Street Yakima Business has no drive through, customers walk into the business and the employees and owner do not follow social distancing or use PPE. They have seating for customers to gather. One table was full of people just outside the door as people walk into business.makdaddycoffeeroasters@gmail.com

05/07/20 9:44 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pine Grove Junction State Highways 20 East and 21NorthRepublic I understand this restaurant is serving customers in 
their dining room as they did before COVID-19 
because Police Chief Loren Culp (candidate for 
governor) has advised businesses ignore state 
guidance.

05/06/20 8:43 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Gasperetti’s G Spot Bar 1013 n 1st St Yakima Bar is open and serving alcoholic beverages, people 
were sitting in bar and drinking.  They were in there 
chatting about the virus being a hoax to get Trump 
not elected.

Manager@gasperetties.com

05/06/20 4:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business David’s pizza 803 W Mallon Spokane servers waiting on individual tables (to police officers 
“in a meeting”), out of gloves, no hand sanitizer, no 
masks, owner at tables with friends and customers, 
allowing guests to pour beers out of the taps. Server 
had possibly been exposed and had them come in 
before the family members test results even came 
back

mark@davidspizza.com

05/06/20 12:38 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Other Coffee shop Stomping Grounds Sixth and Morris La Conner This coffee shop allows coffee patrons to consume 
coffee in small close groups on the premises. The 
tables are outside but social distance is not 
maintained and consumption is encouraged on site. .

Bedrock1@wavecable.com Delius 3604664152

04/30/20 12:37 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business 1984 PO Box 896 Port Angeles Jose's is serving dine in customers, including 
outdoor seating of 3 viable tables, clearly not 6 ft 
apart.

delgadodeidra7@gmail.com Deidra Delgado 2533410406 delgadodeidra7@gmail.com

04/30/20 7:29 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Good Brewing Co 5817 238th St SE Woodinville Went to pick up togo items, but the kitchen was still 
open and serving guests sitting down at tables. Staff 
was not wearing protective gear while serving guests.

kevin@goodbrewingco.com

04/29/20 7:36 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Jose's 126 E. Washington Sequim Have tables set up outside and encouraging eating 
their meals without any social distancing.

fbaggiemon2013@gmail com J. A. RUSSELL 360-683-0747

04/29/20 6:31 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Davenport Grand 333 W Spokane Falls BLVD Spokane This business is serving beer, wine, and mixed liquor 
drinks in it's lobby and allowing people to hang out in 
groups and sit and drink. It is an open bar

I can't lose my job I can't lose my job I can't lose my job lcaudill@thedavenporthotel.com

04/29/20 3:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sam’s Tavern South Lake Union 400 9th ave north Seattle Looking on Sams Tavern SLU Instagram page they 
have an ad up for a Cinco De Mayo Party on 
5/5/2020. With Live DJ, selling food & alcohol for 
DINE IN. @samstavern on Instagram to see the ad. 
Completely going against state orders

Rubyleigh123@gmail.com Ruby Ruddell

04/29/20 3:04 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Sams Tavern 400 9th Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109 They are throwing a Cinco de Mayo party on 
Tuesday and are selling tickets for it and advertising 
on their social media. 
https://www.instagram.com/samstavern/?hl=en

X X 1234567891

04/29/20 12:56 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Kryptonite Bar & Grill 3310 E Lake Sammamish Pkwy SESammamish Walked in for take out and half a dozen people 
sitting at bar watching TV, others playing 
shuffleboard and one playing a golf video game. 
Everyone stopped and looked at me when I walked 
in like they knew they weren't supposed to be doing 
this.

keithbeck87@gmail.com Keith Becker 4255298473

04/26/20 7:34 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Wolfys 12807 W. 14th Ave. Airway Heights They had crowds of people inside and outside of 
restaurant with a sign saying freedom of assembly 
and freedom of speech on the building. People 
inside were dining in. Crowds outside were looking 
for trouble.

04/26/20 3:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Des Moines DogHouse 22302 Marine View Dr S Des Moines I drove past and saw people eating their food dine-in 
style at the tables outside the restaurant. People 
may have also been eating inside but I couldn’t see 
that as well.

ril.briggs@gmail.com Riley Briggs 978-491-1028

04/25/20 7:08 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Bar Charlie 3801 Stone Way N Seattle Social gathering of more than 15 people. They are 
sitting down inside to eat and drink.

veloandray@essex.com Velo and Ray - Leasing Office206.632.9000

04/25/20 7:55 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Farm 12 3303 #B 8th ave SE Puyallup Had tables and chairs set up for people to eat at they 
were not Sox feet away and building is serving food 
to eat in on 4/24 and pushing all kinds of limits

klinden1@comcast.net

04/24/20 9:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pazzos pizza 2307 Eastlake Ave E, Seattle, WA 98102Seattle People inside drinking while seated Beckysuebarney@gmail.com rebecca  barney 3604478469

04/24/20 8:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Pazzos Pizza 2307 Eastlake Ave E Seattle Half a dozen people at front door, people bellied up 
to the bar drinking, maybe 20 people in the smoking 
area, neither staff or patrons wearing mask or any 
manner of PPE.  I have pictures.

scottmichaelgamble@gmail.comScott Gamble 2064123055

04/24/20 8:11 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Sneaky Pete's 2 Eagle Point Road Lewisville This place is a bar and restaraunt serving alcohol & 
food. They are Serving food and alcohol outside to 
the tables around the back where you can't see from 
the front  to groups of people larger than 10 who 
stay for hours eating an drinking lots of alcohol and 
certainly are not six feet apart. People have been 
sun baking by the pool an gathering with their boats. 
People were also playing snooker and a couple other 
games available to play out the back, therefore I  
believe they are violating the rules. If you go there 
you will see for yourself. I witnessed this today, April 
24th.

Anonymous please Would like to remain anonymous  pleaseAnonymous please Unknown

04/24/20 6:06 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Cascade Springs Restaurant 516 SE Chkalov Dr. #31 Vancouver I walked by this place twice today.  I peered into the 
bar through the window.  First time, person sitting at 
bar and someone behind the bar.  When I went by 
1/2 hour later, 4 people were at the bar, at least one 
was drinking beer, not 6 ft. apart.  Friday April 24 
between 4:30 and 5:30 PM.

llignoffo@comcast.net Linda Ignoffo 360-254-5800

04/24/20 5:01 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Meconi’s Pub and Eatery 709 pacific ave Tacoma Walked in to get food to go and there were people in 
the restaurant eating.

Carkelly21@gmail.com Carson Kelly None



04/24/20 3:27 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Oddfella’s Pub and Eatery 102 W Main St. Auburn They are allowing people to consume alcohol inside 
their premises while you are waiting for food. The 
LCB has stated that although they have received 
numerous complaints, they don’t have to manpower 
to deal with it. It is not safe and not fair to 
businesses who are following the rules and losing 
money every single day.

David Allen

04/24/20 1:02 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license donnella 813 east main street Vancouver bar is still serving drinks too customers as long as 
they pretend to order take out food they can sit in the 
bar and drink alcohol and beer and karaoke

rsapp1@live.com tro anderson

04/23/20 4:53 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Chinese Gardens 1071 15 th Longview They have bar and restaurant open for in house 
dining and drinking .  Parking lot completely full .

Larry -Cindyw@msn.com Cynthia Williams 3607513612

04/23/20 10:39 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license McClouds Grill House 2901 Perry ave suite 13 Bremerton This business owner violates all of the above state 
and federal which is a huge reason why I no longer 
work there. He does nothing to enforce social 
distancing. Has clients in to dine in. Allows certain 
people come in and drink alcohol. Has everyone he 
let go on unemployment come in to cover shifts 
committing fraud and payed them out under the 
table with cash.  Changed myself and coworkers 
time in the computer and shorts our checks by 2 or 3 
12 hour shifts. Makes inappropriate sexual 
comments even to me and Im a man. It was an 
attempt to belittle me in front of the front of house 
manager. The list goes on. We got fed up and voiced 
our complaints and he threatened to shut us down. 
The Chef got sick I took time off to help her he fired 
us and has other cooks from other establishments 
who are on unemployment working while he 
searches for new chefs on craigslist, So because of 
his b,s I myself and the head chef are out of a job. 
Ive been there since last June. The head Chef put in 
3 years. Us two and one server named Bree were 
the only ones not committing unemployment fraud. 
We did not want to go on unemployment and still 
work nor go to salary which his offer cut our pay in 
half so he stole from us by changing payroll. This 
man Andy Graham is a horrible person and my 
family and kids suffer due to his poor life choices.

Homeprovisions83@gmail.comWilliam Irvin 3603280953

04/22/20 4:26 PM Nathan Kresse L&I DOSH Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Mcclouds grill house 2901 perry ave suite 13 Bremerton Allowing large groups to gather to pick food up. 
Allowing employees to be sick and forcing them to 
come to work. Unlawfully terminating kitchen 
manager for being sick and not be able to work. 
Allowing employees to collect unemployment and 
pay under the table threatening to shut place down 
after bringing up sanitary concerns and safety 
concerns black mailing employees to have to work or 
else they loose uneployment. Forcing and 
threatening employees to go on salary. Having 
clients and customers that either work there or he 
knows to eat at establishment forcing people to work 
10-16 hours a day non stop with out breaks or else 
be fired I have all text messages and emails to prove 
it. And not paying employees and kitchen manager 
what we mutually agreed upon

Swtcherry1983@gmail.com Carmen Harris 3602049145 Andrew Graham

TRUE 04/22/20 9:11 AM No Action

04/21/20 3:30 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Geoduck Restaurant & bar 307103 US-101 Brinnon People inside sitting at bar with drinks.

04/21/20 11:53 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Dino's Grill 14432 Military Rd S #1, TukwilaTukwila Locals gathering for drinks and food.

04/20/20 10:54 AM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Fan Club 8315 83rd Ave sw Lakewood Serving beer/ shots to customers while they wait for 
take out food

04/18/20 6:44 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business O’Blarney’s 4411 Martin Way Lacey Set up tables in parking lot and are serving patrons.

04/17/20 5:05 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Steilacomm Taproom 1615 Lafayette St Steilacoom Owner continues to serve customers beer and wine 
as they visit. She is taking advantage of the elderly in 
town by serving them and allowing them to believe 
that there is no crisis or reason to stay home. Driving 
down main street you can see people sitting at the 
bar.

Nona Wright

04/17/20 2:52 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Primo Pizza Parlor 1106 8th Ave, Seattle, WA 98101Seattle A group of people, including employees, are drinking 
alcohol on the front patio in close proximity to each 
other and to the sidewalk, and anyone walking by. 
This business also has a history of violating the 
Governor's orders, having remained open for one 
final party after the non-essential business closure 
order went into effect.

annaasburyrogers@gmail.comAnna Rogers 4254635001 info@primoseattle.com

04/16/20 6:15 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business River Bend Cafe 14303 436th Ave SE North Bend I have witnessed now on 4 different trips the the 
store for groceries that the parking lot at that cafe is 
packed and there are people out back being servered 
alcohol and food out pack which is not owned by 
them but the city with multiple groups of people 
outside at different tables eating and drinking

Mikeray1979@yahoo.com Michael Ray 4254443862

04/16/20 4:51 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license The springs 516 SE Chkalov Dr #31, Vancouver, WA 98683Vancouver You have to be invited, which I was, they are open. 
You come in back door and all blinds are closed. 
Days are most busy

04/16/20 2:25 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Old Post Office Sweets and Gifts 751 Carlsborg Rd Sequim Allowing customers to eat at tables inside and right 
outside the door.

Nope Anonymous Nope

04/15/20 7:39 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Bar or other business with a liquor license Magooa 2710 n 21st st Tacoma Bar is letting neighbors in during evenings in the 
back door to drink and shoot pool as if the bar never 
closed

04/15/20 4:58 PM covidenforcement@lcb.wa.govLCB Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Chianti 375 Kirkland Ave Kirkland Serving full meals on the patio deblease@comcast.net Debbie Lease 3604407837 deblease@comcast.net

04/15/20 2:36 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Chipotle Mexican restaurant 17875 Redmond way Redmond People eating and sighing the restaurant 04/15/2020 
1:55pm

arturomontejano1@gmail.comArturo 2068808020

04/14/20 1:41 PM doh.information@doh.wa.gov DOH Restaurants serving dine-in Restaurant or food service business Whidbey Doughnuts 5603 bayview rd Langley Doughnuts displayed in a manner to allow 
contamination by the general public.  Resteraunt has 
been allowing dine in both inside seating as well as 
outside seating.  Resteraunt has been violating the 
rules since the start if the state order and continues 
to do so..island county health seems understaffed 
just performaning routine inspections, let alone 
shutdown order enforcment.


